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As of this date Part 2 has about 7000 pages. 
Part  2 (primarily 2019 and on): Many references 
about buckling, wrinkling, crushing, crippling, 
crumpling, creasing, kinking, dimpling, folding, 
snapping, vibration, dynamic response and 
optimization of membranes, films, sheets,  plates,  
panels,  shells,  tubes, nanotubes, pipes, thin-walled 
beam-columns, sandwich structures and soft 
structures. 
 
Part 2 was introduced after Part 1 reached a length of almost 10000 pages. (NOTE: After a computer system 
update in June 2019 the length of Part 1 became about 8600 pages because more material now fits on a single 
page. Also, Part 2 became about 2200 pages, reduced from about 2600 pages for the same reason. At the end of 
2020 Part 2 had about 7000 pages.) From now on Part 1 will remain essentially unchanged (except for the 
correction of errors, the inclusion of lists of references at the ends of a few articles for which these lists were 
previously unavailable, and the inclusion of previously unrecognized book titles in one of the Part 1 sections 
entitled “Book Cover Gallery”). All additional citations will be included in Part 2. This includes citations dated 
2019 or after; citations of previously published papers not included in Part 1; citations of some earlier papers on 
fluid-structure interaction; citations of some earlier papers on chaos and nonlinear dynamic response; citations 
of papers (published from 2014 on) from the additional journals: Nonlinear Dynamics, Smart Materials & 
Structures, Soft Matter, Earthquake Engineering & Structural Dynamics, Shock and Vibration, Mathematical 
Problems in Engineering, Journal of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures, The Journal 
of the Acoustical Society of America, Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, Journal of Applied and 
Computational Mechanics and possibly from other journals not included in the list given at the beginning of 
Part 1. In March 2019 the citations of papers from 2014 - 2018 in International Journal of Structural Stability 
and Dynamics and the citations of papers from 2016 - 2018 in International Journal of Applied Mechanics were 
transferred from Part 1 to Part 2 in order to be able to include the list of references associated with each relevant 
citation without exceeding 10000 pages in Part 1. 
 
With few exceptions, from now on all future effort on documenting the “shell buckling/vibration” field will 
generate additional entries only in Part 2 and in the image galleries of this website: “book cover gallery”, “shell 
buckling people” and “shell buckling images” 
 
==== Some Pre-2019 Papers Not Included In Part 1 Found After Part 1 Maxpaged 
==== 
 
Alexander K. Belyaev (1), Vladimir A. Polyanskiy (2), Nina A. Smirnova (2) and Aleksandr V. Fedotov (1) 
(1) Institute for Problems of Mechanical Engineering RAS, 61 Bolshoi Ave. V.O., St. Petersburg 199178, 
Russian Federation  
(2) Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University, 29 Politekhnicheskaya St., St. Petersburg 195251, 
Russian Federation  
 “Identification procedure in the modal control of a distributed elastic system”, St. Petersburg Polytechnical 
University Journal: Physics and Mathematics, Vol. 3. pp 135-143, 2017 
ABSTRACT: It is necessary to provide the separation of the eigenmodes of elastic objects from the sensor 
signals and to make it possible to independently affect the modes with the use of actuators when realizing the 



modal system of controlling an elastic object with distributed parameters. The present paper puts forward an 
identification procedure which allows separating the vibration modes of the object in measured and control 
signals in the absence of the object model simulation. The control operability of this procedure was verified by 
experiment through making a system of active suppression of forced bending vibrations of a metal beam. The 
experiment showed the high control efficiency of the realized modal system.  
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Hans Irschik, Michael Krommer and Yury Vetyukov, “On the use of piezoelectric sensors in structural 
mechanics: Some novel strategies”, Sensors, Vol. 10, pp 5626-5641, 2010 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, a review on piezoelectric sensing of mechanical deformations and vibrations 
of so-called smart or intelligent structures is given. After a short introduction into piezoelectric sensing and 
actuation of such controlled structures, we pay special emphasis on the description of some own work, which 
has been performed at the Institute of Technical Mechanics of the Johannes Kepler University of Linz (JKU) in 
the last years. Among other aspects, this work has been motivated by the fact that collocated control of smart 
structures requires a sensor output that is work-conjugated to the input by the actuator. This fact in turn brings 
into the play the more general question of how to measure mechanically meaningful structural quantities, such 
as displacements, slopes, or other quantities, which form the work-conjugated quantities of the actuation, by 
means piezoelectric sensors. At least in the range of small strains, there is confidence that distributed 
piezoelectric sensors or sensor patches in smart structures do measure weighted integrals over their domain. 
Therefore, there is a need of distributing or shaping the sensor activity in order to be able to re-interpret the 
sensor signals in the desired mechanical sense. We sketch a general strategy that is based on a special 
application of work principles, more generally on displacement virials. We also review our work in the past on 
bringing this concept to application in smart structures, such as beams, rods and plates.  
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L. Jiran and T. Mares, “Using Fourier and Taylor series expansion in semi-analytical deformation analysis of 
thick-walled isotropic and wound composite structures”, Applied and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 10, pp 
27-48, 2016 
ABSTRACT:  Thick-walled tubes made from isotropic and anisotropic materials are subjected to an internal 
pressure while the semi-analytical method is employed to investigate their elastic deformations. The 
contribution and novelty of this method is that it works universally for different loads, different boundary 
conditions, and different geometry of analyzed structures. Moreover, even when composite material is 
considered, the method requires no simplistic assumptions. The method uses a curvilinear tensor calculus and it 
works with the analytical expression of the total potential energy while the unknown displacement functions are 
approximated by using appropriate series expansion. Fourier and Taylor series expansion are involved into 
analysis in which they are tested and compared. The main potential of the proposed method is in analyses of 
wound composite structures when a simple description of the geometry is made in a curvilinear coordinate 
system while material properties are described in their inherent Cartesian coordinate system. Validations of the 
introduced semi-analytical method are performed by comparing results with those obtained from three-
dimensional finite element analysis (FEA). Calculations with Fourier series expansion show noticeable 
disagreement with results from the finite element model because Fourier series expansion is not able to capture 
the course of radial deformation. Therefore, it can be used only for rough estimations of a shape after 
deformation. On the other hand, the semi-analytical method with Fourier Taylor series expansion works very 



well for both types of material. Its predictions of deformations are reliable and widely exploitable.  
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L. Phamova and T. Vampola, “Vibration modes of a single plate with general boundary conditions”, Applied 
and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 10, pp 49-56, 2016 
ABSTRACT:  This paper deals with free flexural vibration modes and natural frequencies of a thin plate with 
general boundary conditions — a simply supported plate connected to its surroundings with torsional springs. 
Vibration modes were derived on the basis of the Rajalingham, Bhat and Xistris approach. This approach was 
originally used for a clamped thin plate, so its adaptation was needed. The plate vibration function was usually 
expressed as a single partial differential equation. This partial differential equation was transformed into two 
ordinary differential equations that can be solved in the simpler way. Theoretical background of the 
computations is briefly described. Vibration modes of the supported plate with torsional springs are presented 
graphically and numerically for three different values of stiffness of torsional springs.  
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, single variable beam theories taking into account effect of transverse shear 
deformation are developed and applied for the bending, buckling and free vibration analysis of thick isotropic 
beams. The most important feature of the present beam theories is that unlike any other higher order theory, the 
proposed class of theories contains only one unknown variable and does not require shear correction factor. The 
displacement field of the present theories is built upon the classical beam theory. The theories account for 
parabolic distribution of transverse shear stress using constitutive relations, satisfying the traction free 
conditions at top and bottom surfaces of the beam. Governing differential equation and boundary conditions of 
these theories are obtained using the principle of virtual work. Results obtained for the displacements, stresses, 
fundamental frequencies and critical buckling loads of simply supported isotropic solid beams are compared 
with those obtained by other theories to validate the accuracy of the present theories.  
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Z. Lasova and R. Zemcik, “Determination of group velocity of propagation of Lamb waves in aluminium plate 
using piezoelectric transducers”, Applied and Computational Mechanics Vol. 11, pp 23-32, 2017  
ABSTRACT: A prior knowledge of group velocities of Lamb wave modes is a key for analysis of time signals 
in guided- wave based structural health monitoring. The identification of multiple wave modes may be 
complicated due to dependency of group velocity on frequency (dispersion). These dependencies for infinite 
plate of constant thickness can be calculated by a numerical solution of analytic equation. Two alternative 
approaches to determine group velocities of zero-order Lamb wave modes in aluminum plate were used in this 
work: Two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (2D-FFT) and methods of time-frequency processing. 2D-FFT 
requires a high number of time signals in equidistant points, therefore it was applied on data from finite element 
analysis of wave propagation in the plate. Group velocities for chosen frequencies were also determined using 
wavelet transform (WT) of signals as differencies of times of arrival measured by a pair of piezoelectric 
transducers. The results from 2D-FFT and wavelet transform were compared to the analytic solution.  
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Eelco Jansen and Raimund Rolfes, “Modal interaction characteristics of an axially loaded composite cylindrical 
shell using Koiter’s imperfection sensitivity analysis”, 11th World Congress on Computational Mechanics 
(WCCM XI), 5th European Conference on Computational Mechanics (ECCM V) and 6th European Conference 
on Computational Fluid Dynamics (ECFD VI), Barcelona, Spain, July 20-25, 2014 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical shells are used as main structural components in various branches of 
engineering. Buckling is the key design criterion for these thin-walled structures. Cylindrical shells typically 
exhibit unstable post-buckling behavior and their behavior is correspondingly very sensitive to small geometric 
or load imperfections.In this paper, an approach to assess the modal interaction characteristics of composite 
cylinders under axial loading and their effects on the load carrying capability is presented.  
In recent years, extensive research, including the NASA Shell Buckling Knock-Down Factor (SBKDF) project, 
has been carried out in order to develop design approaches that lead to appropriate, not too conservative design 
loads [1-4]. Both deterministic and probabilistic approaches are under investigation within the EU FP7 project 
DESICOS. An important deterministic approach further pursued within DESICOS is the Single Perturbation 
Load Approach.  
An alternative deterministic approach to define knock down factors is based on Koiter's imperfection sensitivity 
theory. This theory has been applied to the buckling of composite shells both within a semi-analytical context 
[5] and within a Finite Element framework [6]. In [5], Koiter's initial postbuckling theory was employed using a 
numerical solution of the governing Donnell-type differential equations, while in [6] a Finite Element based 
reduced order model with a small number of representative modes was used. In [6] it was shown that for a given 
imperfection pattern, for small imperfection amplitudes the limit-point buckling loads obtained with the reduced 
order model compare reasonably well with full model nonlinear analysis. The objective of the present work is to 
investigate the characteristics of specific relevant modal interactions and to determine how these interactions 
affect the decrease of the load carrying capability of composite shells.  
In the present work, studies using both the semi-analytical and the Finite Element implementation of Koiter's 
theory are carried out in order to identify relevant modal interactions for composite shells under axial loading. 
Using representative imperfection patterns, both modes affine to buckling modes and appropriate specific 
modes, for certain composite shells the reduction of the load carrying capacity is established.  
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J. Arbocz and M. W. Hilburger. Towards a probabilistic preliminary design criterion for buckling critical 
composite shells. AIAA Journal, 43(8):1823–1827, 2005. 
ABSTRACT: A probability-based analysis method for predicting buckling loads of compression-loaded 
laminated-composite shells is presented, and its potential as a basis for a new shell-stability design criterion is 
demonstrated and discussed. In particular, a database containing information about specimen geometry, material 
properties, and measured initial geometric imperfections for a selected group of laminated-composite 
cylindrical shells is used to calculate new buckIing-Ioad knockdown factors. These knockdown factors are 
shown to be substantially improved, and hence much less conservative than the corresponding deterministic 
knockdown factors that are presently used by industry. The probability integral associated with the analysis is 
evaluated by using two methods; that is, by using the exact Monte Carlo method and by using an approximate 



First-Order Second-Moment method. A comparison of the results from these two methods indicates that the 
First-Order Second-Moment method yields results that are conservative for the shells considered. Furthermore, 
the results show that the improved, reliability-based “knockdown” factor presented always yields a safe 
estimate of the buckling load for the shells examined.  
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Properties on the Post-Buckling Behaviour of Composite Panels Utilising Geodesic Stochastic Fields,” 
Proceedings of the 6th Aircraft Structural Design Conference, Bristol, 2018. 
ABSTRACT: The post-buckling behaviour of panels can be very sensitive to imperfections or variations in 
materials or geometry. This paper presents an efficient numerical model to calculate the effects of material 
stiffness variations on the non-linear response of a structure. This is done by first defining a geodesic mesh on 
which a unit variance random field is generated. This field uses the true geodesic distance on the structure to 
calculate how points in the field should be correlated. The fields generated are projected onto a 3D structural 
mesh which is used for assembly and post-processing of the structural model. The structural model, based on 
the Unified Formulation is capable of accurate non-linear calculations of both straight and curved elements. 
Baseline results generated using the implementation are compared to those in literature, and verified using 
Abaqus. Random material variations are then applied to the structure in a Monte Carlo analysis. The analyses 
show that the local variation of stiffness can have a variety of effects on the non-linear response of structures. 
Aside from the change of mean stiffness causing a change in bifurcation or limit point load, the different 
stiffness distributions can affect and trigger competing buckling modes and post-buckling modes and affect 
their corresponding post-buckling load-deflection paths.  
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Degenhardt R., Rohwer K., Wagner W., Delsemme J-P. "Postbuckling And Collapse Analysis Of CFRP 
Stringer Stiffened Panels – A Garteur Activity", Fourth International Conference on Thin-Walled Structures 
ICTWS 2004, 22-24 June 2004 
ABSTRACT: In order to identify abilities and deficiencies of available analysis tools as well as to establish 
recommendations for buckling, post-buckling and collapse analysis of thin-walled aerospace structures the 
Group for Aeronautical Research and Technology in EURope (GARTEUR) launched a specific Action Group 
consisting of 10 partners from universities, research establishments and industry out of 7 European nations. 
These partners identified three different benchmarks with well-documented buckling tests. Then, finite elements 
tools to simulate the structural behaviour were methodically checked and selected, the benchmark computations 
were performed, evaluated and recommendations were derived. This paper reports on the results of Benchmark 
3, an axially compressed CFRP panel that consists of a skin with nominally cylindrical shape, stiffened by 
stringers. The stringers were partially separated from the skin by impacting prior to the tests. Finally, the panel 
was axially compressed until collapse. DLR, the University of Karlsruhe, QinetiQ and Samtech applied 
different tools to simulate the behaviour of this panel during loading up to collapse. Linear and nonlinear 
analyses as well as buckling analyses were performed. Specific abilities and deficiencies of the tools considered 
were evaluated. Finally, based on the experience gained within the project, the partners derived 
recommendations with respect to the influence of parameters, the initial buckling load, the convergence 
behaviour, the simulation of load introduction and boundary conditions as well as the imperfection sensitivity.  
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Rolfes R., Tessmer J., Degenhardt R., Temmen H., Bürmann P., Juhasz J., “New Design Tools for Lightweight 
Aerospace Structures”, Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Computational Structures 
Technology, Lisbon, Portugal, 7-9 September, 2004 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents two new design tools for lightweight aerospace structures. The first tool is the 
Tailored Fibre Placement (TFP) design tool TACO. It is used to optimize the fibre orientations of structures 
made of Carbon Fibre Reinforcement Plastics (CFRP). The optimization concept is explained and results are 
given for a horizontal tail plane connection beam of an aircraft. The second tool, iBuck, is a fast, semi-analytical 
local buckling and post-buckling tool for stiffened panels that are loaded in-plane. The panels are assumed to be 
representative for an aircraft fuselage and are stiffened in axial and circumferential direction. Results are 



presented for axially loaded panels and compared to FE-results.  
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M. Broggi, A. Calvi and G.I. Schueller, Reliability assessment of axially compressed composite cylindrical 
shells with random imperfections, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics 11 (2011) 215–
236. 
ABSTRACT: Cylindrical shells under axial compression are susceptible to buckling and hence require the 
development of enhanced underlying mathematical models in order to accurately predict the buckling load. 
Imperfections of the geometry of the cylinders may cause a drastic decrease of the buckling load and give rise 
to the need of advanced techniques in order to consider these imperfections in a buckling analysis. A 
deterministic buckling analysis is based on the use of so-called knock-down factors, which specifies the 
reduction of the buckling load of the perfect shell in order to account for the inherent uncertainties in the 
geometry. In this manuscript it will be shown that these knock-down factors are overly conservative and that the 
fields of probability and statistics provide a mathematical vehicle for realistically modelling the imperfections. 
Furthermore, the influence of different types of imperfection on the buckling load will be examined and 
validated with experimental results.  
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Orifici AC, Thomson RS, Degenhardt R, Bisagni C, Bayandor J (2009) A finite element Methodology for 
analysing degradation and collapse in postbuckling composite aerospace structures. J Compos Mater 43(2009–
12):3239–3263 
ABSTRACT: A methodology for analysing the degradation and collapse in postbuckling composite structures 
is proposed. One aspect of the methodology predicts the initiation of interlaminar damage using a strength 
criterion applied with a global-local analysis technique. A separate approach represents the growth of a pre-
existing interlaminar damage region with user-defined multi-point constraints that are controlled based on the 
Virtual Crack Closure Technique. Another aspect of the approach is a degradation model for in-plane ply 
damage mechanisms of fibre fracture, matrix cracking and fibre-matrix shear. The complete analysis 
methodology was compared to experimental results for two fuselage-representative composite panels tested to 
collapse. For both panels, the behaviour and structural collapse were accurately captured, and the analysis 



methodology provided detailed information on the development and interaction of the various damage 
mechanisms.  
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Kalnins K, Arbelo M, Ozolins O, Castro S, Degenhardt R. Numerical characterization of the knock-down factor 
on unstiffened cylindrical shells with initial geometric imperfections. In: 20th Int. Conf. on Composite 
Materials (ICCM20), 19.-24, Copenhagen, Denmark; July 2015. 
ABSTRACT: With the evolution of composite materials and moreover of the manufacturing process of large 
composite structures, a new window of possibilities is opened from the optimization point of view. Currently, 
one has great materials and reliable manufacturing processes than can be used for extremely 
optimizedstructures.Theproblemisthatevennowadayssomecalculationprocesses makeuseofdesign guidelines 
based on data from 50 years ago, which limits the optimization process due to outdated allowables and process 
tolerances, increasing the final cost of the structure and putting on the edge the reliability of the entire design 
process.  
Currently, imperfection sensitive shell structures prone to buckling are designed according to the NASA SP-
8007 guideline, dating from 1968, using its conservative lower bound curve. In this guideline the structural 
behaviour of composite materials is not appropriately considered, since the imperfection sensitivity and the 
buckling load of shells made of such materials depend among other things on the lay-up design as well.  
In this context, a numerical investigation about the different methodologies to characterize the behaviour of 
imperfection sensitive composite structures subjected to compressive loads up to buckling is presented. A 
benchmark test is developed using a 500 mm diameter unstiffened composite cylindrical shell. A series of non-
linear analyses considering geometric and thickness imperfection, obtained from real measurements, are 
carried-out to characterize the knock-down factor of the benchmark test. The effect of each type of imperfection 
on the knock-down factor is compared against the experimental results.  
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random field models in FE buckling analyses of composite cylinders”, 2012 European Congress on 
Computational Methods in Applied Sciences and Engineering (ECOMAS 2012), J. Eberhardsteiner et.al 
(editors), Vienna, Austria, September 10-14, 2012 
ABSTRACT: Large scatter characterizes the collapse load of thin-walled structures due to their imperfection 
sensitivity. Random fields can be used to include imperfections in a finite element model. Principal component 
analysis and analytical covariance functions are matched to available correlation information of geometrical 
imperfection measurements. The random fields are realized by Karhunen-Loève expansion combined with 
Monte Carlo methods. The results of the different covariance models are compared with the deterministic 
collapse loads of the measured imperfections in the FE-model. This approach isolates the effect of the different 
covariance models from other inaccuracies such as boundary conditions, loading imperfections, etc. The results 
show that random fields models can improve predictions and the understanding of the structural behavior of 
thin-walled structures, especially by using data based PCA. Caution is recommended with regard to analytical 
covariance functions since they may fail to capture the complete behavior of the structure.  
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Barbero EJ, Madeo A, Zagari G, Zinno R, Zucco G. 2017 Imperfection sensitivity analysis of composite 
cylindrical shells using Koiter’s method. Int. J. Comput. Methods Eng. Sci. Mech. 18, �105–111. 
(doi:10.1080/15502287.2016.1276359)  
ABSTRACT: � The novel methodology for imperfection sensitivity analysis, presented in Barbero et al.1 is here 
applied for the evaluation of limit load of composite cylindrical shells. Koiter’s perturbation method is used to 
calculate the imperfection paths emanating from mode interaction bifurcations and the Monte Carlo method is 
used to test a large number of modes and all possible interactions among them. The computational cost is low 
because of the efficiency of Koiter’s method. The demands of Koiter’s method for accurate evaluations of 
higher order derivatives of the potential energy are met by a mixed, corotational element.  
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N.M.F. Silva, D. Camotim, N. Silvestre and R. Degenhardt, “On the use of generalized beam theory to assess 
the buckling and postbuckling behavior of laminated CFRP cylindrical stiffened panels”, International Journal 
of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 10, No. 4, pp 737-760, 2010, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455410003713 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the numerical implementation and illustrates the application and potential of a 
nonlinear elastic generalised beam theory (GBT) beam finite formulation to analyze the postbuckling behavior 
of laminated CFRP composite thin-walled prismatic cylindrical panels. This formulation (i) is based on a novel 
GBT cross-section analysis approach, (ii) accounts for the presence of initial geometrical imperfections and (iii) 
adopts an incremental iterative solution procedure employing the Newton–Raphson method and an arclength 
control strategy. No stiffness degradation or ply failure is taken into consideration and the material is deemed 
linear elastic and orthotropic. Numerical results concerning the local buckling and postbuckling behavior of 
stiffened CFRP cylindrical panels are presented and discussed — one of these panels was experimentally tested 
and numerically investigated in the context of the COCOMAT project. Taking full advantage of the GBT 
unique modal features, one is able to (i) examine the nature of the panel structural response, which is expressed 
in terms of deformation mode participations, and (ii) perform analyses involving very few d.o.f. (by 
preselecting a small set of deformation modes). The panel buckling loads and deformed configurations obtained 
from the GBT analyses are validated through comparison with either experimental data or values yielded by 
shell finite element analyses carried out in the code ABAQUS. In order to assess how the curvature affects the 
panel buckling and initial postbuckling behavior, a stiffened plate having a width identical to the cylindrical 
panel is also analyzed and the results obtained are compared with those determined for the corresponding 
curved panels. 
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ABSTRACT: Test results obtained on laminated stringer stiffened composite cylindrical panels subjected to 
static and cyclic axial compression are presented. Some of the tested panels were pre-damaged in the vicinity of 
the stringers. The experimental results show that the tested specimen are not sensitive to damage and can be 
repeatedly buckled in deep postbuckling region without any degradation.  
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S. Castro, C. Mittelstedt, F.A.C. Monteiro, M.A. Arbelo, R. Khakimova and R. Degenhardt, “Ritz method for 
the analysis of unstiffened laminated composite cylinders and cones under axial compression. In 54th (or 
possibly 51st) Israel Annual Conference on Aerospace Sciences, volume 2, pages 1285–1302, 2014. 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the application of the Ritz method for the analysis of laminated composite 
cylinders and cones using the Classical Laminated Plate Theory (CLPT) and the First-order Shear Deformation 
Theory (FSDT). The Donnell and an extended version of the Sander kinematic approximations are investigated 
for the CLPT. It is shown that the extended Sanders equations when applied with the CLPT increase the range 
of applicability of the CLPT in comparison with the Donnell kinematics. The developed models are suitable to 
obtain linear and non-linear responses of conical and cylindrical shells under displacement or load controlled 
axial compression and geometric imperfections. This paper demonstrates the investigation of static and buckling 
responses and the commercial finite element solver Abaqus was used to verify all the linear and non-linear 
results.  
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M. Broggi and G.I. Schueller, “Efficient modeling of imperfections for buckling analysis of composite 
cylindrical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 33, No. 5, pp 1796-1806, May 2011, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2011.02.019 
ABSTRACT: Unstiffened composite cylindrical shells show a large scatter in the load levels that the structure 
can withstand before buckling occurs. Such scatter is greatly influenced by the unavoidable imperfections of the 
structure, introduced during the fabrication phase. It is thus of key importance to be able to accurately model 
such imperfections in a numerical computation, in order to recreate and predict the scatter shown in 
experimental buckling tests. The imperfections can be analyzed by means of random fields, inferring their 
statistical properties from available measurements. In this manuscript, evolutionary spectra are used to derive 
random fields of surface and material imperfections of cylindrical shells. A procedure based on a moving 
window averaging technique is proposed in order to accurately capture the variation of material properties due 
to imperfect thickness and laminate manufacturing. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations of compression and 
torsional buckling of cylinders are carried out to show the combined effect of surface and thickness 
imperfections in the scatter of the buckling limit load. 
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Davoud Shahgholian-Ghahfarokhi and Gholamhossein Rahimi, “Buckling load prediction of grid-stiffened 
composite cylindrical shells using the vibration correlation technique”, Composites Science and Technology, 
Vol. 167, pp 470-481, 2018 
ABSTRACT: The vibration correlation technique (VCT) is one of the most important nondestructive methods 
to calculate the buckling load of imperfection sensitivity in thin-walled structures. VCT is widely used for beam 
and plate structures, but the technique is still under development for thin-walled shells. In this paper, an 
experimental and numerical validation of VCT approach was presented and discussed for the prediction of the 
buckling load of the grid-stiffened composite cylindrical shells loaded in compression. From the experimental 
point of view, three specimens were fabricated using a new silicone rubber mold, and specially-designed 
filament winding setup. The modal behavior of the grid-stiffened composite cylindrical shells was investigated 
by exciting the structures using modal hammer method in different applied compression load. Then, the 
variation of the first natural frequency of vibration with the applied compressive load was measured up to 
buckling during testing. Furthermore, a series of Finite Element Models (FEMs), including nonlinear effects 



such as geometric and thickness imperfection, are carried out in order to characterize the variation of the natural 
frequencies of vibration with the applied load and also compare it with the experimental results. Finally, the 
buckling test was performed to validate the experimental and numerical results of VCT approach. The results 
showed that the difference between the predicted buckling load using the VCT approach on the experimental 
results and numerical results with an experimental buckling load is 3.1% and 5.0%, respectively. Also, 
thecurrent VCT approach has a very good correlation for grid-stiffened composite cylindrical shells when the 
maximum applied load is higher than 68% of the experimental buckling load.  
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Experimental characterization of buckling on composite cylindrical shells with eccentric supports”, 
“Proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Spacecraft Structures, Materials & Environmental Testing, 
held 1-4 April, 2014 in Braunschweig, Germany. ESA-SP Vol. 727, ISBN: 978-92-9221-291-9. Edited by L. 
Ouwehand, 2014, id. 166 
ABSTRACT: Cylindrical shells enabling most advanced specific stiffness/strength designs for structural 
components in aerospace applications. Currently, imperfection sensitive shell structures prone to buckling are 
designed according to the NASA SP-8007 guideline [1], from 1968, using its conservative lower bound curve. 
In this guideline the structural behaviour of composite materials is not appropriately considered, since the 
imperfection sensitivity and the buckling load of shells made of advanced composites materials depend on the 
lay-up design. The most critical aspect for numerical -:.���3� 570/�.9�43 �8 9�0 897:.9:70�8 
8038�9�;�9� 94 geometric and loading imperfections. A European project DESICOS [2] (New Robust 
DESign Guideline for Imperfection Sensitive COmposite Launcher Structures) is working on new 
methodologies to estimate the ultimate load of such structures. In this context an experimental buckling 
characterisation of a composite cylinder with three eccentric supports will be outlined. The study involves 
assessment of strain distribution correlating with various load introduction cases.  
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ABSTRACT: The paper present a discussion related to the use of the “Single perturbation Load Approach” 
(SPLA) as a methodology to represent geometric imperfection of imperfection sensitive shell structures prone to 
buckling. In this context, the paper compares the effect of the SPLA on the buckling load of composite 
cylindrical shells against an alternative methodology, which combines several perturbation loads in different 
positions, called “Multiple Perturbation Load Approach”. The aim of this paper is to investigate if the SPLA is 
the worst geometrical imperfection case scenario to be used for finite element simulation. Since the paper is 
based on experimental results, a benchmark case is developed using a composite cylindrical shell with a radius 
over thickness ratio of 400. The results of buckling load using one, two and three perturbation loads distributed 
along the surface of the cylinder shown that the less conservative knock-down factors are obtained by using 
SPLA. 
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ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical composite shell structures can be applied in space applications, looking 
for lighter and cheaper launcher transport system. These structures are prone to buckling under axial 
compression and may exhibit sensitivity to geometrical imperfections. Today the design of such structures is 
based on NASA guidelines from the 1960’s using a conservative lower bound curve generated from a database 
of experimental results. In this guideline the structural behavior of composite materials may not be 
appropriately considered since the imperfection sensitivity and the buckling load of shells made of such 
materials depend on the lay-up design. It is clear that with the evolution of the composite materials and 
fabrication processes this guideline must be updated and / or new design guidelines investigated. This need 
becomes even more relevant when cutouts are introduced to the structure, which are commonly necessary to 
account for access points and to provide clearance and attachment points for hydraulic and electric systems. 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand how a cutout with different dimensions affects the buckling load of a 
thin-walled cylindrical shell structure in combination with other initial geometric imperfections. In this context, 
this paper present some observations regarding the buckling load behavior vs. cutout size and radius over 
thickness ratio, of laminated composite curved panels and cylindrical shells, that could be applied in further 
recommendations, to allow identifying when the buckling of the structure is dominated by the presence of the 
cutout or by other initial imperfections.  
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Astronautics (AIDAA2015), Pollitecnico di Torino, 17-19 November 2015, E. Carrera, M. Cinefra, A. Pagani, 
M. Petrolo and E. Zappino (editors). 
ABSTRACT: A multi-mode reduced order approach for post-buckling analysis of dynamically loaded 
structures is presented. The post-buckling behavior of typical composite panels under dynamic loading is 
studied. In particular, nonlinear modal interactions are illustrated and explained.  
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ABSTRACT: Structural stability is an important design consideration for launch-vehicle shell structures and it 



is well known that the buckling response of such shell structures can be very sensitive to small geometric 
imperfections. As part of an effort to develop new buckling design guidelines for sandwich composite 
cylindrical shells, an 8-ft-diameter honeycomb-core sandwich composite cylinder was tested under pure axial 
compression to failure. The results from this test are compared with finite-element-analysis predictions and 
overall agreement was very good. In particular, the predicted buckling load was within 1% of the test and the 
character of the response matched well. However, it was found that the agreement could be improved by 
including composite material nonlinearity in the analysis, and that the predicted buckling initiation site was 
sensitive to the addition of small bending loads to the primary axial load in analyses.  
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optimality criteria method”, Sharif University of Technology, Scientia Iranica A, Vol. 22, No., 3, pp 717-727, 
2015  
ABSTRACT: A multi-objective Optimality Criteria (OC) is used to obtain optimum design of metal cylindrical 
shells under combined external loading. The objectives are to maximize the axial and hoop stiffness and 
minimize the mass of stiffened cylinders subject to the constraints, including functions of weight and buckling 
load, in such a way that the stiffened shell has no increase in weight and no decrease in buckling load, with 
respect to the initial unstiffened shell. The optimization process contains six design variables, including shell 
thickness, number of circular ring stiffeners, number of longitudinal stringer stiffeners, height of ring stiffeners, 
width of ring stiffeners, and longitudinal stiffener eccentricity from the shell centerline. In the analytical 



solution, the Rayleigh-Ritz energy procedure is applied and the ring stiffeners are treated as discrete elements. 
The shapes of the ring and stringer stiffeners are assumed rectangular and Z, respectively. The shell is subjected 
to uniform axial and non-constant external pressure, simultaneously. The longitudinal stringers are placed in 
equal spacing, whereas the rings can be placed in an unequal space, due to the non-constant of external pressure 
over the cylinder length. The results show that the iteration numbers depend on the ring stiffener space states.  
 
 
Chiara Bisagni, Potito Cordisco, Haim Abramovich and Tanchum Weller, “Cyclic buckling tests of CFRP 
curved panels”, 25th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS), 2006 
ABSTRACT: Experimental results obtained on three carbon fibre composite stiffened curved panels subjected 
to static and cyclic compression and shear loadings are presented.  
The results obtained from static tests performed on two panels are described in terms of global axial load vs. 
shortening curve, torque vs. rotation curve, and strain measurements.  
A third panel was subjected to a cyclic loading, at 2 Hz, from above zero till 1.6 times its static buckling load, 
allowing the investigation of the effect of cyclic buckling in terms of axial load vs. shortening behaviour and 
strain measurements.  
The obtained results show that this kind of structures can well work in the post-buckling field even if during 
their operative life the buckling load is reached thousands of times.  
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due to material and geometric nonlinearities – Experiments and simulation”, 26th International Congress of the 
Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS), 2008 
ABSTRACT: Aerospace industry strives for significantly reduced development and operating costs. Reduction 
of structural weight at safe design is one possibility to reach this objective. Another one is the use of reliable 
simulation methods in order to minimize expensive and time consuming experimental design studies. DLR has 
developed improved concepts and tools for fast and reliable simulation of the buckling and the postbuckling 
behaviour of thin-walled structures up to collapse, respectively, which allow the exploitation of considerable 
reserves in primary fibre composite structures in aerospace applications [1-4]. For the validation of these 
concepts and tools, a sound database of experiments is needed. Such has grown considerably through many 
recent projects (e.g. EU-“COCOMAT” [5,6], EU-“POSICOSS”, ESA-“Probabilistic Aspects of Buckling 
Knock Down Factors — Tests and Analysis”, etc.). The paper presents first the experimental activities at the 
buckling test facility of the DLR Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems with an overview 
about buckling, postbuckling and collapse tests in combination with advanced measurement systems. Secondly, 
suitable computational methods are presented. 
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ABSTRACT: Adopting composite aero structures at safe design to operate in the postbuckling state, between 
the design limit and ultimate loads and possibly even below the design limit load, can potentially lead to 
significantly lighter aero structures. For this reason the research field related with buckling and postbuckling 
design, analysis and tests has drawn great attention and obtained some research achievements in current years. 
However, it is still difficult to predict the buckling and postbuckling strength of these structures.  
The first part of the research consists in the design, manufacturing, measuring and testing of single stringer 
composite specimens. The specimens are in carbon fibers reinforced plastics, and consist of a skin panel with 
one stiffener, where the L-shaped stiffener is co-cured with the skin. The design is performed with numerical 
analysis using the finite element code ABAQUS to investigate the buckling and post buckling field under static 
compression. The tests are then performed under axial compression, where the compression load leads the 
panels to buckle.  
The second part of the research consists in the study of the damage, including the damage modes as well as the 
damage propagation. Indeed, the out-of-plane deformation due to buckling causes progressive damage 
propagation. The results of the numerical analysis are compared to the experimental ones in terms of load-
shortening curves, post-buckling shapes and progressive damage propagation.  
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ABSTRACT: In this work, a recently proposed nonlocal theory of bending is used in the analysis of 
eigenfrequencies of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The nanotube vibration is analyzed in the form 
of a homogenized continuum. Classical treatment where a nanotube is approximated by standard beam theory, 
is replaced by the more sophisticated nonlocal method of material interactions where a nonlocal parameter is 
used. The eigenfrequencies are computed by the combination of analytical as well as numerical methods for 
four different carbon nanotube (CNT) supports. Various types of supports are considered for the analysis: 
fixed–simply supported, fixed–free, simply–simply supported and fixed–fixed. Due to the huge amount of 
computed data, only outcomes of eigenfrequency computations for the nanobeams of armchair type with fixed 
and simply supported ends, and different nonlocal parameters are represented in the form of graphs at the end of 
the article. The study shows how the nanotube eigenfrequencies depend on nonlocal parameters as well as on 
the length and diameter of CNTs. The obtained results are in good agreement with the results published in 
papers which were gained by different procedures.  
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ABSTRACT: An Element Free Galerkin Method (EFGM) for the analysis of degenerated shell structures is 
presented. The method is based on the Moving Kriging (MK) Interpolation function. The properties of the 
interpolation function possess the Kronecker delta property. With the MK Interpolation function no additional 
treatment required at the boundary conditions compared with that of using Moving Least Square (MLS) 
approximation. This deficiency of MLS at boundary condition has been definitely eradicated. The membrane 
and shear locking in the numerical analysis for degenerated shell problems has been alleviated by using higher 
order and removed by using quartic order of polynomials. Numerical benchmark examples for shell structures 
are presented to validate the proposed approach.  
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development of defects during composite reinforcements and prepreg forming”, Philos Trans R Soc A Math 
Phys Eng Sci 374:20150269, 2016  https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2015.0269 
ABSTRACT: Defects in composite materials are created during manufacture to a large extent. To avoid them as 
much as possible, it is important that process simulations model the onset and the development of these defects. 
It is then possible to determine the manufacturing conditions that lead to the absence or to the controlled 
presence of such defects. Three types of defects that may appear during textile composite reinforcement or 
prepreg forming are analysed and modelled in the present paper. Wrinkling is one of the most common flaws 
that occur during textile composite reinforcement forming processes. The influence of the different rigidities of 
the textile reinforcement is studied. The concept of ‘locking angle’ is questioned. A second type of unusual 
behavior of fibrous composite reinforcements that can be seen as a flaw during their forming process is the 
onset of peculiar "transition zones" that are directly related to the bending stiffness of the fibers. The ‘transition 
zones’ are due to bending stiffness of fibres. The standard continuum mechanics of Cauchy is not sufficient to 
model these defects. A second gradient approach is presented that allows to account for such unusual behaviors 
and to master their onset and development during forming process simulations. Finally the large slippages that 
may occur during a preform forming are discussed and simulated with meso F.E. models used for macroscopic 
forming.  
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Gabriele Barbagallo, Angela Madeo, Fabrice Morestin and Philippe Boisse (INSA-Lyon, Universitité de Lyon, 
Villeurbanne, France), “Modeling the deep drawing of a 3D woven fabric with a second gradient model”, 
arXiv:submit/1594505 [math-ph] 22 Jun 2016 
ABSTRACT: Experimental testing on dry woven fabrics exhibits a complex set of evidences that are difficult to 
be completely described using classical continuum models. The aim of this paper is to show how the 
introduction of energy terms related to the micro-deformation mechanisms of the fabric, in particular to the 
bending stiffness of the yarns, helps in the modeling of the mechanical behavior of this kind of materials. To 



this aim, a second gradient, hyperelastic, initially orthotropic continuum theory is proposed to model fibrous 
composite interlocks at finite strains. In particular, the present work explores the relationship between the onset 
of wrinkling appearing during the simulation of the deep drawing of a woven fabric and the use of a second 
gradient model. It is shown that the introduction of second gradient terms accounting for the description of in-
plane and out-of-plane bending rigidities, decreases the onset of wrinkles during the simulation of deep-drawing. 
In this work, a quadratic energy, roughly proportional to the square of the curvature of the fibers, is presented 
and implemented in the simulations. This simple constitutive assumption allows to clearly show the effects of 
the second gradient energy on both the wrinkling description and the numerical stability of the model. The 
results obtained in second gradient simulations are descriptive of the experimental evidence of deep drawing 
whose description is targeted in this work. The present paper provides additional evidence of the fact that first 
gradient continuum theories alone cannot be considered fully descriptive of the behavior of dry woven 
composite reinforcements. On the other hand, the proposed second gradient model for fibrous composite 
reinforcements opens the way both to the more accurate simulation of complex forming processes and to the 
possibility of controlling the onset of wrinkles.  
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ABSTRACT: We propose two toy-models to describe, predict, and interpret the wrinkles appearing on the 
surface of skin when it is sheared. With the first model, we account for the lines of greatest tension present in 
human skin by subjecting a layer of soft tissue to a pre-stretch, and for the epidermis by endowing one of the 
layer’s faces with a surface tension. For the second model, we consider an anisotropic model for the skin, to 
reflect the presence of stiff collagen fibres in a softer elastic matrix. In both cases, we find an explicit 
bifurcation criterion, linking geometrical and material parameters to a critical shear deformation accompanied 
by small static wrinkles, with decaying amplitudes normal to the free surface of skin.  
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ABSTRACT: Six laboratory scale, mild steel pipes with the outside diameter-to-wall-thickness ratio, Do/t about 



40, were dented to about 15–20% of outside diameter Do, by a hemispherical indenter with its diameter to 
pipe’s outside diameter ratio, 2a/Do about 0.41. Three pipes had surface gouges running axially in them, and the 
remaining three were gouge free. Five of them were then collapsed by a bending moment followed by pressure 
burst tests. Experimental test data has been used to benchmark the finite element results, details of which are 
given in this paper. Good agreement between experimental and numerical results was obtained in the modeling 
of denting, but not so well in the modeling of bending— indicating the need for further work in order to address 
the discrepancies. DOI: 10.1115/1.2891913 
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Luan Cong Trinh, “Behaviours of functionally graded sandwich micro-beams and plates”, Ph.D. dissertation, 
Dept. of Engineering and Environment, University of Northumbria at Newcastle, UK, October 2017 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are a novel class of materials having unique characteristics 
formed of two or more constituent phases with a continuously variable composition. The introduction of these 
materials to the sandwich structures creates more potentials to the structural applications with the ability of 
tailoring the material properties as well as the possibility of avoiding the delamination and stress concentration 
in conventional sandwich structures. With the rapid development of technology, it is now common to use FGMs 
in micro/nanoelectromechanical systems, e.g. thin films, sensors, actuators and other devices. At these scales, 
the use of experimentation to understand the structural behaviours is difficult and highly time-consuming, 
whilst the molecular modelling is computationally very expensive for the scales that are popular to structural 
engineers. Therefore, higher-order continuum theories, which were developed from the classical continua, 
become very popular in modelling micro/nano-scale structures. Based on one of these higher-order continuum 
theories namely the modified couple stress theory, this thesis aims to develop the analytical methods, i.e. Navier 
and state space based solutions, to analyse the static, free vibration and buckling behaviours of FG and FG-
sandwich beams and plates. The governing equations and appropriate boundary conditions are developed for 



these structural behaviours of beams and plates at both micro- and macro- scales using the variational principle. 
Numerical results are computed using MATLAB and verified with the published results to demonstrate the 
accuracy and efficiency of the developed theoretical formulation. The numerical applications include: 1. the free 
vibration and buckling behaviours of FG and FG sandwich macrobeams under arbitrary boundary conditions 
and mechanical/thermal loads, 2. �the static, free vibration and buckling behaviours of simply supported FG 
microbeams, and the free vibration behaviour of bidirectional FG microbeams under arbitrary boundary 
conditions, �3. the static, free vibration and buckling behaviours of simply supported FG-sandwich microplates 
under mechanical/thermal loads, �and 4. the static, free vibration and buckling behaviours of FG-sandwich 
microplates with two opposite simply supported edges and various boundary conditions for other edges. �The 
outcomes from this thesis emphasize the need of including couple stress in analyzing the structural behaviours 
of FG beams and plates at microscales. Some of them are presented at the first time and can be used as the 
benchmark results for numerical methods. These analytical methods can also be combined with other strong 
form methods to analyse various types of complex structures. � 
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Lachenal X, Daynes S and Weaver P M (Dept. of Aerospace Engineering, University of Bristol, UK), “Review 
of morphing concepts and materials for wind turbine blade applications”, Wind Energy 16 283–307, 2013 
ABSTRACT: With increasing size of wind turbines, new approaches to load control are required to reduce the 
stresses in blades. Experimental and numerical studies in the fields of helicopter and wind turbine blade 
research have shown the potential of shape morphing in reducing blade loads. However, because of the large 
size of modern wind turbine blades, more similarities can be found with wing morphing research than with 
helicopter blades. Morphing technologies are currently receiving significant interest from the wind turbine 
community because of their potential high aerodynamic efficiency, simple construction and low weight. 
However, for actuator forces to be kept low, a compliant structure is needed. This is in apparent contradiction to 
the requirement for the blade to be load carrying and stiff. This highlights the key challenge for morphing 
structures in replacing the stiff and strong design of current blades with more compliant structures. Although 
not comprehensive, this review gives a concise list of the most relevant concepts for morphing structures and 
materials that achieve compliant shape adaptation for wind turbine blades.  
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ABSTRACT: This work presents the results of 21 shear tests on three types of honeycomb cores: the HRH-78- 
3/16-3.0, HRH-10-3/16-6.0 and an aluminium honeycomb core made of 5052 alloy with 3/8” cells. First, a 
benchmark of the different designs for shear testing of the honeycomb cores is made. Then, several double lap 
specimens were fabricated and tested while a 3D image correlation system was used to record the tests. An 
experimental analysis of the post-buckling phenomena of the HRH-78 W is presented. An artificial neural 
network is developed and used to visually identify the buckles of the test specimens. Finally, a detailed 
description of the behaviour of the structure including the postbuckling scenario is presented.  
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ABSTRACT: In this study, we develop a model to describe the free vibration behavior of a cracked nanobeam 
embedded in an elastic medium by considering the effects of longitudinal magnetic field and temperature 
change. In order to take into account the small-scale and thermal effects, the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory based 
on the nonlocal elasticity constitutive relation is reformulated for one-dimensional nanoscale systems. In 
addition, the effect of a longitudinal magnetic field is introduced by considering the Lorenz magnetic force 
obtained from the classical Maxwell equation. To develop a model of a cracked nanobeam, we suppose that a 
nanobeam consists of two segments connected by a rotational spring that is located in the position of the 
cracked section. The surrounding elastic medium is represented by the Winkler-type elastic foundation. 
Influences of the nonlocal parameter, stiffness of rotational spring, temperature change and magnetic field on 
the system frequencies are investigated for two types of boundary conditions. Also, the first four mode shape 
functions for the considered boundary conditions are shown for various values of the crack position.  
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ABSTRACT: The presented paper deals with the analysis of energy transfer in the visco-elastically connected 
circular double-membrane system for free transverse vibration of the membranes. The system motion is 
described by a set of two coupled non-homogeneous partial differential equations. The solutions are obtained by 
using the method of separation of variables. Once the problem is solved, natural frequencies and mode shape 
functions are found, and then the form of solution for small transverse deflections of membranes is derived. 
Using the obtained solutions, forms of reduced kinetic, potential and total energies, as functions of dissipation 
of the whole system and subsystems, are determined. The numerical examples are given as an illustration of the 
presented theoretical analysis as well as the possibilities to investigate the influence of different parameters and 
different initial conditions on the energies transfer in the system.  
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“Dynamic stability of a nonlinear multiple-nanobeam system”, Nonlinear Dynamics (date not given; most 
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ABSTRACT: We use the incremental harmonic balance (IHB) method to analyse the dynamic stability problem 
of a nonlinear multiple-nanobeam system (MNBS) within the framework of Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory. 
The nonlinear dynamic system under consideration includes MNBS embedded in a viscoelastic medium as 
clamped chain system, where every nanobeam in the system is subjected to time-dependent axial loads. By 
assuming the von Karman type of geometric nonlinearity, a system of m nonlinear partial differential equations 
of motion is derived based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and D’Alembert’s principle. All nanobeams in 
MNBS are considered with simply supported boundary conditions. Semi-analytical solutions for time response 
functions of the nonlinear MNBS are obtained by using the single-mode Galerkin discretization and IHB 
method, which are then validated by using the numerical integration method. Moreover, Floquet theory is 
employed to determine the stability of obtained periodic solutions for different configurations of the nonlinear 
MNBS. Using the IHB method, we obtain an incremental relationship with the frequency and amplitude of 
time-varying axial load, which defines stability boundaries. Numerical examples show the effects of different 
physical and material parameters such as the nonlocal parameter, stiffness of viscoelastic medium and number 
of nanobeams on Floquet multipliers, instability regions and nonlinear amplitude–frequency response curves of 
MNBS. The presented results can be useful as a first step in the study and design of complex 
micro/nanoelectromechanical systems.  
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ABSTRACT: In this investigation, a continuum mechanics based shear deformable shell element of the 
absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is generalized to a laminated shell element for application to the 
modeling of fiber-reinforced rubber (FRR) structure of the physics-based ANCF tire model. The complex 
deformation coupling exhibited in fiber-reinforced composite materials can be automatically considered in the 
shear deformable laminated shell element using the continuum mechanics approach, and the element lockings 
are systematically eliminated by the assumed natural strain and enhanced strain approaches, thereby leading to a 
locking-free shear deformation ANCF laminated shell element. Furthermore, various nonlinear material models 
can be considered for each layer in a way same as solid elements. Using the ANCF laminated shell element 
developed, a physics-based ANCF tire model is developed by considering the detailed tire geometry and 



material properties. The experimental validation of the tire model is conducted for the load-deflection curve to 
ensure that the fundamental structural tire properties can be correctly captured in the ANCF tire model.  
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“Physics-based deformable tire-soil interaction model for off-road mobility simulation and experimental 
validation”, Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics, Vol. 13, September 2017 
ABSTRACT: A high-fidelity physics-based deformable tire-soil interaction model that can be fully integrated 
into multibody dynamics computer algorithms is developed for use in off-road mobility simulation. To this end, 
the finite-element (FE) tire simulation capability based on the flexible multibody dynamics approach, which 
allows for modeling the coupling of the structural tire dynamics and transient tire friction under hard braking 
and concerning maneuvers, is further extended to off-road mobility simulations. A locking-free nine-node brick 
element is developed by introducing an additional center node to the standard 8-node brick element, which 
defines the second derivative of the global position vector at this node, to alleviate the element lockings without 
special techniques such as the enhanced assumed strain approach. This allows for a straightforward 
implementation of the multiplicative finite strain plasticity theory along with the capped Drucker-Prager failure 
criterion to model the large plastic soil deformation exhibited as sinkage on deformable terrains. The tire-soil 
interaction model is fully integrated into the monolithic multibody dynamics computer algorithm to ensure the 
accuracy and numerical stability under transient vehicle maneuvers. In order to identify soil parameters 
including cohesion and friction angle, the triaxial soil test is carried out, and the soil model developed is 
validated against the test data. Use of the high-fidelity physics-based tire-soil simulation model in off-road 
mobility simulations, however, leads to a very large computational model to consider a wide range of terrains. 
Thus, the computational cost dramatically increases as the size of the soil model increases. To address this issue, 
the moving soil patch technique is applied such that the soil behavior only in the vicinity of the rolling tire is 
solved to reduce the model dimensionality associated with the finite-element soil model. It is shown that use of 



this approach leads to a significant reduction in computational time while ensuring the accuracy. Finally, the 
proposed off-road tire-soil simulation capability is validated against test data obtained from a soil bin mobility 
test facility, including the effect of wheel loads and tire inflation pressures on the longitudinal/cornering tire 
forces and the rolling resistance.  
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 “A high-fidelity approach for vehicle mobility simulation: Nonlinear finite element tires operating on granular 
material”, Journal of Terramechanics, Vol. 72, pp 39-54, 2017 
ABSTRACT: Assessing the mobility of off-road vehicles is a complex task that most often falls back on semi-
empirical approaches to quantifying the vehicle–terrain interaction. Herein, we concentrate on physics-based 
methodologies for wheeled vehicle mobility that factor in both tire flexibility and terrain deformation within a 
fully three-dimensional multibody system approach. We represent the tire based on the absolute nodal 
coordinate formulation (ANCF), a nonlinear finite element approach that captures multi-layered, orthotropic 
shell elements constrained to the wheel rim. The soil is modeled as a collection of discrete elements that interact 
through contact, friction, and cohesive forces. The resulting vehicle/tire/terrain interaction problem has several 
millions of degrees of freedom and is solved in an explicit co-simulation framework, built upon and now 
available in the open-source multi-physics package Chrono. The co-simulation infrastructure is developed using 
a Message Passing Interface (MPI) layer for inter-system communication and synchronization, with additional 
parallelism leveraged through a shared-memory paradigm. The formulation and software framework presented 
in this investigation are proposed for the analysis of the dynamics of off-road wheeled vehicle mobility. Its 
application is demonstrated by numerical sensitivity studies on available drawbar pull, terrain resistance, and 
sinkage with respect to parameters such as tire inflation pressure and soil cohesion. The influence of a rigid tire 
assumption on mobility is also discussed.� 
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ABSTRACT: A regular alternation of lamellas and voids filled by insulating material within each layer of CLT 
[Cross Laminated Timber] can lead to cellular panels with improved acoustical, thermal and fire performance. 
In order to support the development of these innovative and lighter engineered wood products, their mechanical 
behavior is investigated in this paper by means of experiments and modeling. First, an experimental campaign 



on spaced CLT panels and related results are presented. Then, both simplified and refined modelings are applied. 
The chosen accurate modeling is a periodic homogenization scheme handled by a plate theory [1] and based on 
unit-cell strain energy computation with FEM. It appears that the simplified approach can predict the bending 
stiffness (EI) of CLT panels with large voids but not their transverse shear stiffness (GA) which can be 
precisely predicted with the more refined modeling. Finally, the influence of several panel’s parameters on the 
mechanical response is pointed out as well.  
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biological structures. Analytical models and experimental tests have been carried out by a number of materials 
scientists to gain an understanding of the influence the parent material properties and the architecture of the 
foam have on the resultant foam effective properties. Generally, computational modeling offers the prospect of 
providing a deeper understanding than experimental tests. Computational modeling tends to provide realistic 
results with a clear sense of comprehending the systematic mechanisms governing the foam behavior. However, 
difficulties are encountered when meshing the complex topologies of actual foams. With the advancement in 
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fidelity 3D models of complex foam microstructures. In the present study, an image based meshing approach is 
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imaging data. The finite element models were used in an explicit general purpose code to characterize the 
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ABSTRACT: Finite element analysis is used to model the automatic cambering of the locust hind wing during 
promotion: the umbrella effect. It was found that the model required a high degree of sophistication before 
replicating the deformations found in vivo. The model has been validated using experimental data and the 
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“Large overall motion of flexible branched shell structures”, publisher and date not given in the pdf file. Most 
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ABSTRACT: Within the six-field theory of branched shell structures, a time-stepping algorithm of the non-
linear dynamic analysis in the manifold E3 ◊ SO(3) is discussed. An indirect C0 interpolation procedure on 
SO(3) with a transport of approximation domain is developed. The results of some simulations of the 2D and 
3D large motion of the flexible, elastic shell structures are presented.  
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Biggs, K.A., Ramseyer, C., Ree, S. and Kang, T.H.K. (2015), “Experimental testing of cold-formed built-up 
members in pure compression”, Steel Compos. Struct, 18(6), 1331-1351. 
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ABSTRACT: Cold-formed built-up members are compression members that are common in multiple areas of 
steel construction, which include cold-formed steel joints and stud walls. These members are vulnerable to 
unique buckling behaviors; however, limited experimental research has been done in this area. Give this gap, 
experimental testing of 71 built-up members was conducted in this study. The variations of the test specimens 
include multiple lengths, intermediate welds, orientations, and thicknesses. The experimental testing was 
devised to observe the different buckling modes of the built-up C-channels and the effects of the geometrical 
properties; to check for applicability of multiple intermediate welding patterns; and to evaluate both the 2001 
and 2007 editions of the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Specification for built-up members in pure 
compression. The AISI-2001 and AISI-2007 were found to give inconsistent results that at times were un-
conservative or overly conservative in terms of axial strength. It was also found that orientation of the member 
has an important impact on the maximum failure load on the member. 
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“Three-dimensional aero-thermo-elasticity analysis of functionally graded cylindrical shell panels”, Proceedings 
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10.1177/0954410018763861  
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the aero-thermo-elastic behavior of a finite (three-dimensional) cylindrical 
curved panel geometry made from functionally graded material under high supersonic airflow is investigated. A 
generalized differential quadrature formulation is adopted while a steady-state through-the-thickness thermal 
field is also assumed. The geometry curvature and structural nonlinearity effects are included based on von 
Karman–Donnell strain–displacement relations. The nonlinear piston theory of third order is utilized in order to 
predict the unsteady aerodynamics loads induced from surrounding supersonic air stream. The functionally 
graded material is considered with temperature-dependent properties distributed in the thickness according to a 
power law function. Derived from the equilibrium equations, the aero-thermo-elastic governing equations are 
reduced to number of ordinary differential equations through using of the generalized differential quadrature 
method where the structure response is derived using fourth-order Runge–Kutta technique. The contribution of 
some parameters including flow Mach number, flow dynamic pressure, thickness temperature gradient, and 
functionally graded material volume fraction index on the flutter response as well as route-to-chaos behavior are 
reviewed. The calculated results are compared with those available in the literature wherever available and the 
accuracy and quality of the adopted generalized differential quadrature formulation in analyzing the aero-
thermo-elastic behavior of three-dimensional functionally graded curved panels is shown. It reveals that using a 
three-dimensional approach, if any of Mach number and panel’s upper surface temperature is increased, the 
route-to-chaos behavior is reached through quasi-periodic motions.  
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predicting the ultimate strength of beam-column channel sections”, Engineering, Vol. 3, pp 973-977, 2011, 
doi:10.4236/eng.2011.310120  
ABSTRACT:  A design procedure is presented to estimate the load carrying capacity of beam-column channel 
sections. A reduced cross-section is used to compensate for the reduction in the post-buckling stiffness. The 
non-linear stress distribution acting on the entire channel width is replaced by simplified linear distributions. 
Using this simplified concept, the maximum stress in the post-buckling state, is assumed to be carried entirely 
by both edges while the central region of the channel remains unstressed. Thus a fraction of the channel section 
is considered in resisting the applied loading. This approximation enables the structural engineer to deal with a 
simplified stress distribution to compute the ultimate strength instead of the non-linear one. 
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Emam, S.A. (2002) A theoretical and experimental study of nonlinear dynamics of buckled beams. Ph.D. thesis, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 
ABSTRACT: We investigate theoretically and experimentally the nonlinear responses of a clamped-clamped 
buckled beam to a variety of external harmonic excitations and internal resonances. We assume that the beam 
geometry is uniform and its material is homogeneous. We initially buckle the beam by an axial force beyond the 
critical load of the first buckling mode, and then we apply a transverse harmonic excitation that is uniform over 
its span. The beam is modeled according to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and small strains and moderate 
rotation approximations are assumed. We derive the equation of motion governing the nonlinear transverse 
planar vibrations and associated boundary conditions using the extended Hamilton’s principle. The governing 
equation is a nonlinear integral-partial-differential equation in space and time that possesses quadratic and cubic 
nonlinearities. A closed-form solution for such equations is not available and hence we seek approximate 
solutions.  
We use perturbation methods to investigate the slow dynamics in the neighborhood of an equilibrium 
configuration. A Galerkin approximation is used to discretize the nonlinear partial-differential equation 
governing the beam’s response and obtain a set of nonlinearly coupled ordinary-differential equations 
governing the time evolution of the response. We based our theory on a multi-mode Galerkin discretization. To 
investigate the large-amplitude dynamics, we use a shooting method to numerically integrate the discretized 
equations and obtain periodic orbits. The stability and bifurcations of these periodic orbits are investigated using 
Floquet theory.  
We solve the nonlinear buckling problem to determine the buckled configurations as a function of the applied 
axial load. We compare the static buckled configurations obtained from the discretized equations with the exact 
ones. We find out that the number of modes retained in the discretization has a significant effect on these static 
configurations.  
We consider three cases: primary resonance, subharmonic resonance of order one-half of the first vibration 
mode, and one-to-one internal resonance between the first and second modes. We obtain interesting dynamics, 
such as phase-locked and quasiperiodic motions, resulting from a Hopf bifurcation, snapthrough motions, and a 
sequence of period-doubling bifurcations leading to chaos.  
To validate our theoretical results, we ran an experiment, which is a modified version of the experiment 
designed by Kreider and Nayfeh. We find that the obtained theoretical results are in good qualitative agreement 
with the experimental results. In the case of one-to-one internal resonance, we report, theoretically and 
experimentally, energy transfer between the first mode, which is externally excited, and the second mode.  
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“Isogonal moulding surfaces: A family of shapes for high node congruence in free-form structures”, 
Automation in Construction, November 2015, DOI: 10.1016/j.autcon.2015.07.009 
ABSTRACT: The design of free-form structures is governed by structural and geometric considerations, the 
latter ones being closely linked to the costs of fabrication. If some construction constraints have been studied 
extensively, the question of the repeatability of nodes in free-form structures has rarely been addressed yet. In 
this paper, a family of surfaces that can be optimized regarding typical geometrical constraints and that exhibit 
high node congruence is proposed. They correspond to particular meshes of moulding surfaces and are called 



isogonal moulding surfaces by the authors. The geometrical properties of these surfaces are discussed. In 
particular, it is shown how to derive Edge Offset Mesh from them. It is also demonstrated that they represent all 
the possible meshes parallel to surfaces of revolution. Finally, the reader is introduced to some computational 
strategies linked to isogonal moulding surfaces.  
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“Discrete CMC surfaces for doubly-curved building envelopes”, Advances in Architectural Geometry 
(AAG2018), Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden, 22-25 September 2018 
ABSTRACT: Constant mean curvature surfaces (CMCs) have many interesting properties for use as a form for 
doubly curved structural envelopes. The discretization of these surfaces has been a focus of research amongst 
the discrete differential geometry community. Many of the proposed discretizations have remarkable properties 
for envelope rationalization purposes. However, little attention has been paid to generation methods intended 
for designers. This paper proposes an extension to CMCs of the method developed by Bobenko, Hoffmann and 



Springborn (2006) to generate minimal S-isothermic nets. The method takes as input a CMC (smooth or finely 
triangulated), remeshes its Gauss map with quadrangular faces, and rebuilds a CMC mesh via a parallel 
transformation. The resulting mesh is S-CMC, a geometric structure discovered by Hoffmann (2010). This type 
of mesh have planar quads and offset properties, which are of particular interest in the fabrication of gridshells.  
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“Marionette meshes: Modelling free-form architecture with planar facets”, International Journal of Space 
Structures, September 2017, DOI: 10.1177/0266351117738379 
ABSTRACT: We introduce an intuitive method, called Marionette, for the modelling of free-form architecture 
with planar facets. The method takes inspiration from descriptive geometry and allows to design complex 
shapes with one projection and the control of elevation curves. The proposed framework achieves exact facet 
planarity in real time and considerably enriches previous geometrically constrained methods for free-form 
architecture. A discussion on the design of quadrilateral meshes with a fixed horizontal projection is first 
proposed, and the method is then extended to various projections and patterns. The method used is a discrete 
solution of a continuous problem. This relation between smooth and continuous problem is discussed and shows 
how to combine the marionette method with modelling tools for smooth surfaces, like non-uniform rational 
basis spline or T-splines. The result is a versatile tool for shape modelling, suited to engineering problems 
related to free-form architecture.  
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Lionel du Peloux, Frederic Tayeb, Olivier Baverel and Jean-Francois Caron (Université Paris-Est, Laboratoire 
Navier, ENPC, France), “Construction of a large composite gridshell structure: A lightweight structure made 
with pultruded glass fibre reinforced polymer tubes”, Structural Engineering International, No. 2/2016, May 
2016, DOI: 10.2749/101686616X14555428758885 
ABSTRACT: The Ephemeral Cathedral of Créteil at Paris, France, is a gridshell structure made of composite 
materials. Built in 2013, this 350 m2 religious edifice is a temporary church meant to gather the parishioners 
during the two year renovation of their permanent cathedral. This large-scale prototype represents a first in the 
building industry which still shows excessive apprehension for the use of non-traditional materials such as 
composites, especially when it comes to structural applications.  
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Romain Mesnil, “Structural explorations of fabrication-aware design spaces for non-standard architecture”, 
Ph.D Dissertation, Université Paris-Est (Not dated in the pdf file; the most recent reference in the bibliography 
is dated 2016. Several of the author’s relevant papers are dated 2017.) 
ABSTRACT: The last decades have seen the emergence of non-standard architectural shapes. Designers find 
often themselves helpless with the geometrical complexity of these objects. Furthermore, the available tools 
dissociate shape and structural behaviour, which adds another complication. This dissertation takes the point of 
view based on invariance under geometrical transformations, and studies several strategies for fabrication-aware 
shape modelling. Three technological constraints have been identified and correspond to three independent 
contributions of this thesis.  
The repetition of nodes is studied via transformations by parallelism. They are used to generalise surfaces of 
revolution. A special parametrisation of moulding surfaces is found with this method. The resulting structure 
has a high node congruence.  
Cyclidic nets are then used to model shapes parametrised by their lines of curvature. This guarantees meshing 
by planar panels and torsion-free beam layout. The contribution of this dissertation is the implementation of 
several improvements, like doubly-curved creases, a hole-filling strategy that allows the extension of cyclidic 
nets to complex topologies, and the generation of a generalisation of canal surfaces from two rail curves and 
one profile curves.  
Finally, an innovative method inspired by descriptive geometry is proposed to generate doubly-curved shapes 
covered with planar facets. The method, called marionette technique, reduces the problem to a linear problem, 
which can be solved in real-time. A comparative study shows that this technique can be used to parametrise 
shape optimisation of shell structures without loss of performance compared to usual modelling technique. The 
handling of fabrication constraints in shape optimisation opens new possibilities for its practical application, 
like gridshells or plated shell structures. The relevance of those solutions is demonstrated through multiple case-
studies.  
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Cyril Douthe. “Étude de structures élancées précontraintes en matériaux composites: application à la conception 
des gridshells. PhD dissertation, École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 2007 
INTRODUCTION: Les couvertures de bâtiment sont des structures spécifiques, leur chargement principal est 
en général leur propre poids. Chercher à concevoir ces structures les plus légères possible permet des avancées 
économiques, écologiques et esthétiques. Les méthodes constructives ont évoluées avec les époques et les 
matériaux disponibles, mais toujours autour de trois axes principaux : l’adaptation de la forme et du matériau, 
l’utilisation de la double courbure et la minimisation des efforts de flexion. C’est en cherchant à s’affranchir 
complètement des efforts de flexion sous poids propre que Frei Otto a développé les structures de gridshells. 
Ces coques discrètes à double courbure résultent de l’inversion d’un filet suspendu, elles sont donc les exacts 
funiculaires de leur propre poids. De plus, il met au point un procédé constructif original et très économique qui 
permet d’obtenir des surfaces gauches par déformation élastique et triangulation d’une grille plane sans rigidité 
en cisaillement et constituée d’éléments rectilignes standard. Après quelques réalisations mineures, le potentiel 
esthétique et mécanique de ces structures éclate avec la construction du gridshell de Mannheim en 1975.  
Pourtant le bâtiment ne fait pas école et reste pendant vingt-cinq ans le seul gridshell au monde, malgré des 
qualités remarquables sur le plan structurel. Deux raisons principales seront avancées pour expliquer cette 
situation : d’une part les méthodes de calcul de l’époque négligent la flexion dans les éléments et par 
conséquent ne permettent pas d’étudier précisément les contraintes dans la structure et d’autre part, les éléments 



de la grille sont en bois lamellé-collé et leur état de flexion permanente pose des problèmes de fluage et de 
durabilité des assemblages. Dans le premier chapitre, après un historique des gridshells, on verra que les progrès 
de ces dernières années en matière de simulation numérique et les efforts de la filière bois pour rationaliser les 
profils ont permis un renouveau de ces structures en Angleterre avec les gridshells du musée de Downland et du 
Savill Building.  
Il semble cependant possible d’aller plus loin dans cette rationalisation en proposant des solutions alternatives 
plus durables et plus performantes qui intègrent des nouveaux matériaux fibrés synthétiques en lieu et place de 
ce matériau composite anisotrope naturel qu’est le bois. Les polymères renforcés de fibres de verre ou de 
carbone sont relativement nouveaux dans le génie civil et la construction. Leurs applications actuelles copient 
les solutions techniques qui ont été optimisées pour l’acier (armature pour béton, renforcement par collage, 
poutrelle en I ou en H, etc.). Beaucoup plus souples que l’acier, les composites apparaissent rarement comme la 
solution la plus pertinente pour ces applications dans lesquelles les exigences de raideur conduisent à un 
surdimensionnement de la structure en terme de résistance. En revanche, les contraintes constructives des 
gridshells liées à leur processus de montage utilisent la déformabilité des éléments. Leur allongement élastique 
important et leur module d’Young élevé font donc des composites de bons candidats pour ce type de structure. 
On remarque d’ailleurs que partout où une grande déformabilité et une grande raideur sont exigées en même 
temps, ils s’imposent : ailes de planeur, arcs, skis, cannes à pêche, pare-chocs. . . Dans le deuxième chapitre, on 
démontrera donc que les composites verre/résine constituent véritablement une alternative intéressante au bois 
pour la construction des gridshells et on étudiera plus en détail le comportement mécanique de ces matériaux 
dans les conditions de flexion en grands déplacements qui sont celles des éléments d’un gridshell.  
Effectivement, l’amplitude des déplacements qui interviennent durant le montage des gridshells est grande et 
leur calcul nécessite l’utilisation de méthodes numériques capables de prendre en compte des non-linéarités 
géométriques. Par le passé, trois méthodes ont été utilisées pour le calcul des gridshells : la méthode des 
densités de forces, la méthode de Newton-Raphson et la méthode de relaxation dynamique. C’est cette dernière 
qui a été choisie ici et qui sera exposée dans le troisième chapitre. Son principe consiste à remplacer la 
recherche de l’état d’équilibre statique par un calcul dynamique fictif qui, par amortissements successifs, va 
conduire à l’état d’équilibre statique. Les modèles utilisés pour le calcul dynamique et le calcul des efforts 
intérieurs sont exposés, ainsi qu’un modèle original pour la prise en compte des excentricités au niveau des 
liaisons. Viennent ensuite l’étude de la stabilité de l’algorithme et sa validation par de nombreuses 
comparaisons avec d’autres modèles analytiques et numériques, ce qui donnera l’occasion d’illustrer également 
la polyvalence de la méthode.  
À la différence de la plupart des structures à double courbure existantes, la forme des gridshells ne peut pas être 
imposée : elle est l’unique forme d’équilibre qui satisfait un ensemble donné de contraintes géométriques et de 
conditions d’appui. La recherche de la forme est donc un enjeu en soi et elle fait l’objet du quatrième chapitre. 
Trois méthodes sont développées. La première a été systématisée par Frei Otto : elle repose sur l’étude de 
modèles réduits parfaitement tendus et conduit à des formes dont le contour ou les points d’appui sont imposés. 
La deuxième constitue l’un des objets de ce travail, elle est indissociable de l’utilisation de la méthode de 
relaxation dynamique et de la prise en compte de la raideur en flexion des éléments ; elle conduit à des formes 
dont les contours libres sont l’expression de la raideur naturelle de la matière. La troisième n’est qu’esquissée 
mais semble très prometteuse pour la conception de structures pour des enveloppes courbes, elle permet de 
fabriquer des grilles en équilibre sur des surfaces dont la forme est imposée.  
Cependant la donnée de la forme ne suffit pas à définir une structure. Il faut bien entendu en étudier le 
comportement mécanique. Dans le cinquième chapitre, on aborde tout d’abord la question du règlement de 
construction de référence pour la définition des chargements et des critères de dimensionnement des éléments. Il 
semble aujourd’hui naturel que cette étude s’inscrive dans le cadre des Eurocodes. Il n’existe pas de tome 
spécifiquement dédié aux matériaux composites, mais des coefficients partiels de sécurité et des critères 
spécifiques ont déjà été proposés et seront examinés ici. À titre d’illustration, ils sont mis en œuvre dans l’étude 
d’un prototype de gridshell en composites construit à l’École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées. Cette étude 
comprend la description des matériaux utilisés et l’identification de leurs propriétés mécaniques, la définition de 
la forme, l’étude de deux variantes de triangulation et celle du comportement sous chargement règlementaire. 
Chacune de ces étapes permet de mettre en lumière certains traits spécifiques du comportement des gridshells.  
Le sixième chapitre décrit la construction de ce prototype et le programme expérimental réalisé en collaboration 
avec l’École Nationale des Sciences Géographiques. Les différentes étapes du montage et les techniques 
utilisées sont tout d’abord expliquées, ainsi que les tests de chargement effectués sur la structure avant et après 



triangulation. Les résultats de ces tests seront ensuite analysés afin notamment de quantifier l’effet de la 
triangulation. Ils seront également confrontés à un modèle numérique construit à partir du relevé des positions 
des appuis de la structure réelle. Cela permettra en outre de mieux comprendre le comportement d’ensemble de 
la structure et l’évolution des contraintes dans les éléments. Enfin, quelques éléments de bilan sur les coûts de 
ce prototype sont donnés afin de montrer sa compétitivité par rapport à des structures déjà exploitées 
industriellement dans la construction.  
Le dernier chapitre rappellera les principaux résultats de ce travail et conclura sur l’efficacité des outils 
proposés pour l’analyse des structures élancées précontraintes en matériaux composites, la pertinence des 
structures de gridshells pour la réalisation de couvertures de moyenne ou de grande portée. Un dernier mot sera 
ajouté sur les perspectives de développement du programme et des méthodes, ainsi que sur les nouvelles 
applications envisageables.  
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ABSTRACT: To design an underground structure against the earthquake or blast loading, the dynamic 
properties of such structures are often first established. In this paper, a finite element parametric dynamic 
analysis of the structure-soil system is carried out. The structures considered are cylindrical concrete structures 
and the main variable parameters include; the radius of the cylindrical structure (R), the ratio of the horizontal 
extent of the soil to the radius of the structure (L/R), the radius of the vertical extent of underlying soil to the 
radius of the structure (H/R) and the ratio of depth of burial to the radius of the structure (D/R). It is shown that 
the conventional added-mass approach greatly overestimates the natural frequencies of the soil-structure system 
and the level of overestimation is more profound for the shallow-buried structures. For the deep-buried 
structures, the added-mass of soil dominates the response and the effect of the added-stiffness is reduced. Also 
it is found that the discrepancies in the results of the added-mass solution and the FE solution increase as the 
structure becomes more flexible.  
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of Strathclyde, Glasgow, United Kingdom), 2017, “Shape and stress sensing of offshore structures by using 
inverse finite element method”, Progress in the Analysis and Design of Marine Structures, pp. 141-148. 
ABSTRACT: Stiffened thin-walled steel cylinders have been used as compression elements in the field of 
offshore structures for many years. On-site durability of these structures may suffer from the harsh marine 
environment. Therefore, a structural health monitoring system that provides real-time structural feedback of the 
structure is mandatory to ensure the safe operations of an offshore structure. Hence, this study investigates the 
applicability of a new state-of-the-art methodology, called inverse finite element method (iFEM), for 
displacement and stress monitoring of offshore structures for the first time in the literature. Displacement and 
stress solutions obtained from iFEM analysis are compared to those of reference solutions.  
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ABSTRACT:  
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to optimize a new thin-walled cellular configurations with 
crashworthiness criteria, so as to improve the crashworthiness of components of a vehicle body. 
Design/methodology/approach – ANSYS Parametric Design Language is used to create the parameterized 
models so that the design variables can be changed conveniently. Moreover, the surrogate technique, namely 
response surface method, is adopted for fitting objective and constraint functions. The factorial design and D-
optimal criterion are employed to screen active parameters for constructing the response functions of the 
specific energy absorption and the peak crushing force. Finally, sequential quadratic programming-NLPQL is 
utilized to solve the design optimization problem of the new cellular configurations filled with multi-cell 
circular tubes under the axial crushing loading.  
Findings – Two kinds of distribution modes of the cellular configurations are first investigated, which are in an 
orthogonal way and in a diamond fashion. After comparing the optimized configurations of the rectangular 
distribution with the annular distribution of the multi-cell fillers, it is found that the orthogonal way seems better 
in the aspects of crashworthiness than the diamond fashion.  
Originality/value – The two new thin-walled cellular configuration are studied and optimized with the 
crashworthiness criteria. Study on the new cellular configurations is very valuable for improving the 
crashworthiness of components of a vehicle body. Meanwhile, the factorial design and the factor screening are 
adopted in the process of the crashworthiness optimization of the new thin-walled cellular configurations.  
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Manufacturing for Vehicle Body�, Hunan University, Changsha, Hunan, China), “Multi-objective optimization 
design of functionally graded foam-filled graded-thickness tube under lateral impact”, International Journal of 
Computational Methods, Vol. 5, No. 1, 1850088, 2018 
ABSTRACT: Foam-filled thin-walled structure has been widely used in vehicle engineering due to its highly 
efficient energy absorption capacity and lightweight. Unlike the existing foam-filled thin-walled structures, a 
new foam-filled structure, i.e., functionally graded foam-filled graded-thickness tube (FGFGT), which had 
graded foam density along the transverse direction and graded wall thickness along the longitudinal direction, 
was first studied in this paper. Two FGFGTs with different gradient distributions subjected to lateral impact 
were investigated using nonlinear finite element code through LS-DYNA. According to the parametric 
sensitivity analysis, we found that the two design parameters n1 and n2, which controlled the gradient 
distributions of the foam density and the tube wall thickness, significantly affected the crashworthiness of the 
two FGFGTs. In order to seek for the optimal design parameters, two FGFGTs were both optimized using a 
meta-model-based multi-objective optimization method which employed the Kriging modeling technique as 
well as the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II. In the optimization process, we aimed to improve the 
specific energy absorption and to reduce the peak crushing force simultaneously. The optimization results 
showed that the FGFGT had even better crashworthiness than the traditional uniform foam-filled tube with the 
same weight. Moreover, the graded wall thickness and graded foam density can make the design of the FGFGT 
flexible. Due to these advantages, the FGFGT was an excellent energy absorber and had potential use as the 



side impact absorber in vehicle body  
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“Design optimization of a new W-beam guardrail for enhanced highway safety performance”, Advances in 
Engineering Software, Volume 112, October 2017, Pages 154-164 
ABSTRACT: As one of the most widely used safety devices on highways, W-beam guardrail plays an 
important role in protecting errant vehicles from entering dangerous zones or colliding with oncoming vehicles. 
As one of the most widely used safety devices on highways, W-beam guardrails play an important role in 
protecting errant vehicles from entering dangerous zones or colliding with oncoming vehicles. One common 
issue with the traditional W-beam guardrails (TWG) is tire snagging which often occurred when the wheel of a 
striking vehicle entangled with a guardrail post. Tire snagging reduces the redirection performance of the 
guardrail and can result in serious injuries to the occupants. In this study, a new W-beam guardrail, named as 
“η-shaped W-beam guardrail (η-WG)”, was developed using nonlinear finite element simulations combined 
with metamodeling-based design optimization methodology. The simulation results showed that tire snagging 
did not occur on the η-WG and the optimum design of the η-WG had an improved safety performance in 
vehicular crashes.  
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“Crashworthiness design of horsetail-bionic thin-walled structures under axial dynamic loading”, International 
Journal of Mechanics and Materials in Design, Vol. 12, pp 563-576, 2016 
ABSTRACT: Bio-inspired engineering design has drawn increased attention in recent years for the excellent 
structural and mechanical properties of the biological systems. In this study, the horsetail-bionic thin-walled 
structures (HBTSs) were investigated for their crashworthiness under axial dynamic loading. Six HBTSs with 
different cross section configurations (i.e., number of cells) were evaluated using nonlinear finite element (FE) 
simulations. To obtain the optimal design of the HBTSs, an ensemble metamodel-based multi-objective 
optimization method was employed to maximize the specific energy absorption while minimizing maximum 
impact force of the HBTSs. Using the ensemble metamodeling, FE simulations and the NSGA-II algorithm, the 
Pareto optimum designs of all six HBTSs were obtained and the HBTS with 16 cells  
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India), “Free vibration of rotating twisted composite stiffened plate”, Proceedings of the First International 
Conference on Mechanical Engineering, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India, January 4-6, 2018, Paper No. 
INCOM18-039, 2018 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a finite element model based on first-order shear deformation theory to 
investigate the free vibration response of the rotating twisted composite stiffened plate. An eight noded 
isoparametric plate element having five degrees of freedom per node is combined with a three node 
disoparametric beam element of four degrees of freedom per node for modelling the plate and the stiffener 
element, respectively. The formulation adopted here employs constraint technique to calculate stiffness and 
mass matrices of the stiffener element placed inside the plate element, wherein the nodal degrees of freedom of 
the stiffener element are transferred to the plate element considering curvature and eccentricity to maintain the 
compatibility between plate and stiffener. The advantage of such method is that there is no further increase in 
the total number of degrees of freedom due to addition of the stiffener, thereby reducing the computational time.  
 
C.S. Ding, X.Y. Cui and G.Y. Li (Advanced Design and Manufacturing for Vehicle Body, Hunan University, 
Changsha, China), “Accurate analysis and thickness optimization of tailor rolled blanks based on isogeometric 
analysis”, Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, April 2016 



ABSTRACT: Combined isogeometric analysis (IGA) and shape optimization, this paper provides a method that 
can accurately analyze Tailor Rolled Blanks (TRB) and optimize its thickness profile continuously. While 
existed traditional methods can hardly solve these problems. TRB has a continuous transition between the thick 
and thin and a better surface quality. We found in IGA, two-dimension NURBS could present TRB geometry 
model exactly, but Kirchhoff shell element whose control points are allocated different thicknesses could not 
simulate TRB effectively. So, this paper uses three-dimension NURBS element to exactly present and 
accurately analyze TRB. It could avoid error caused by inaccurate presentation of geometry model and decrease 
error caused by solution field (displacement) approximation in numerical computation. Meanwhile, the 
positions of control points are taken as design variables in process of optimizing thickness profile. It can avoid 
the appearance of “unrealistic” shape and save lots of time spent in traditional tediously mesh updating as well 
as having better accuracy. This method makes accurate analysis and continuous thickness optimization of TRB 
become possible. It pushes the development of TRB engineering and extends the applications of IGA 
optimization. Several examples including benchmarks and application used the proposed method verified its 
effectivity, reliability and efficiency.  
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“Mechanical models for living cells – a review, Journal of Biomechanics, Vol. 39, pp 195-216, 2006 
ABSTRACT: As physical entities, living cells possess structural and physical properties that enable them to 
withstand the physiological environment as well as mechanical stimuli occurring within and outside the body. 
Any deviation from these properties will not only undermine the physical integrity of the cells, but also their 
biological functions. As such, a quantitative study in single cell mechanics needs to be conducted. In this review, 
we will examine some mechanical models that have been developed to characterize mechanical responses of 
living cells when subjected to both transient and dynamic loads. The mechanical models include the cortical 
shell–liquid core (or liquid drop) models which are widely applied to suspended cells; the solid model which is 
generally used for adherent cells; the power-law structural damping model which is more suited for studying the 
dynamic behavior of adherent cells; and finally, the biphasic model which has been widely used to study 
musculoskeletal cell mechanics. Based upon these models, future attempts can be made to develop even more 
detailed and accurate mechanical models of living cells once these three factors are adequately addressed: 
structural heterogeneity, appropriate constitutive relations for each of the distinct subcellular regions and 
components, and active forces acting within the cell. More realistic mechanical models of living cells can 



further contribute towards the study of mechanotransduction in cells.  
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Xiaocui Wu, Yiwei Wang, Chenguang Huang, Yubiao Liu and Lingling Lu (Key Laboratory for Mechanics in 
Fluid Solid Coupling Systems, Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China), 
“Experiment and numerical simulation on the characteristics of fluid-structure interactions of non-rigid 
airships”, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Letters, 2019 (in press) 
ABSTRACT: Fluid–structure interaction is an important issue for non-rigid airships with inflated envelopes. In 
this study, a wind tunnel test is conducted, and a loosely coupled procedure is correspondingly established for 
numerical simulation based on computational fluid dynamics and nonlinear finite element analysis methods. 
The typical results of the numerical simulation and wind tunnel experiment, including the overall lift and 
deformation, are in good agreement with each other. The results obtained indicate that the effect of fluid–
structure interaction is noticeable and should be considered for non-rigid airships. Flowinduced deformation can 
further intensify the upward lift force and pitching moment, which can lead to a large deformation. Under a 
wind speed of 15 m/s, the lift force of the non-rigid model is increased to approximately 60% compared with 
that of the rigid model under a high angle of attack.  
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“Nanoindentation of thin graphdiyne films: Experiments and molecular dynamics simulation”, Carbon, Vol. 
144, pp 72-80, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Graphdiyne possesses not only high strength but also excellent ductility, making it possible to be 
used in future high-performance protective structures. In this paper, the mechanical properties of graphdiyne 
were firstly measured by AFM experiments, and the failure behavior during low velocity perforation was also 
investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Firstly, the elastic modulus was measured to be about 
218.5 GPa by AFM experiments, which is about half of its ideal value due to various defects and the layer 



numbers of the synthesized graphdiyne film. Then, the nanoindentation processes of graphdiyne films were 
investigated by MD simulations, and the elastic modulus and strength were simulated to be about 489.04 GPa 
and 33.95 GPa, respectively. The failure behavior of the graphdiyne film was also studied in atomic level. 
Sequential broken of C^C, C]C and CeC bonds and recombination of the broken bonds were observed to form a 
unique lathy crack. Furthermore, the effects of loading speed and indenter radius on the mechanical response of 
graphdiyne were investigated. A revised formula was developed for analyzing the mechanical properties of 
films in AFM experiments under various loading conditions.  
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“Exploring a new candidate of energy absorber: Thin-walled tube structures filled with nanoporous material 
functionalized liquid’, IRC-14-66, IRCOBI Conference 2014 
ABSTRACT: Nanoporous material functionalized liquid (NMFL) is now one of the candidates of advanced 
energy mitigation material, as supported by recent studies. In this study, quasi-static compression experiments 
and finite element (FE) simulations are conducted to investigate the energy absorption enhancement effect of 
NMFL as a filler in a thin-walled stainless steel tube. The influence of infiltration pressure (Pin), and the 
interaction effect between NMFL filler and tube wall are comprehensively explored. Results show that the 
filling with NMFL can enhance the energy absorption capacity of thin-walled tubes under axial compression by 
25% at the present configuration, which comes from the nano-scale infiltration of NMFL by converting 
mechanical energy into excessive interfacial energy, and its interaction effect with thin-walled buckling. Pin has 
a significant impact on the energy absorption characteristics and buckling behavior.  
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“Energy absorption ability of buckyball C720 at low impact speed: A numerical study based on molecular 
dynamics”, Nanoscale Research Letters, Vol. 8, No. 54, 2013, DOI: 10.1186/1556-276X-8-54  
ABSTRACT: The dynamic impact response of giant buckyball C720 is investigated by using molecular 
dynamics simulations. The non-recoverable deformation of C720 makes it an ideal candidate for high-
performance energy absorption. Firstly, mechanical behaviors under dynamic impact and low-speed crushing 
are simulated and modeled, which clarifies the buckling-related energy absorption mechanism. One-
dimensional C720 arrays (both vertical and horizontal alignments) are studied at various impact speeds, which 
show that the energy absorption ability is dominated by the impact energy per buckyball and less sensitive to 
the number and arrangement direction of buckyballs. Three-dimensional stacking of buckyballs in simple cubic, 
body-centered cubic, hexagonal, and face-centered cubic forms are investigated. Stacking form with higher 
occupation density yields higher energy absorption. The present study may shed lights on employing C720 
assembly as an advanced energy absorption system against low-speed impacts.  
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“Effect of plasticity and atmospheric pressure on the formation of donut- and croissant-like buckles”, Physical 
Review E, Vol. 91, 012410, 2015, DOI:10.1103/PhysRevE.91.012410  
ABSTRACT: The formation of donut- and croissant-like buckles has been observed onto the free surface of 
gold thin films deposited on silicon substrates. Numerical simulations clearly evidence that the coupling effect 
between the atmospheric pressure acting on the free surface and the plastic folding of the ductile film is 
responsible for the circular blister destabilization and the formation of the donut- and croissant-like buckling 
patterns.  
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“Three dimensional free vibration and transient analysis of two directional functionally graded thick cylindrical 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper three dimensional free vibration and transient response of a cylindrical panel made 
of two directional functionally graded materials (2D-FGMs) based on three dimensional equations of elasticity 



and subjected to internal impact loading is considered. Material properties vary through both radial and axial 
directions continuously. The 3D graded finite element method (GFEM) based on Rayleigh-Ritz energy 
formulation and Newmark direct integration method has been applied to solve the equations in space and time 
domains. The fundamental normalized natural frequency, time history of displacements and stresses in three 
directions and velocity of radial stress wave propagation for various values of span angle of cylindrical panel 
and different power law exponents have been investigated. The present results show that using 2D-FGMs leads 
to a more flexible design than conventional 1D-FGMs. The GFEM solution have been compared with the 
results of an FG thick hollow cylinder and an FG curved panel, where a good agreement between them is 
observed.  
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“Porous and lattice materials: Mechanics and Manufacture”, International Journal of Engineering, Vol. 16, No. 
2, May 2018 
ABSTRACT: We consider a host of regular lattice architectures and present analytical and computational 
approaches to derive the structure-property relationship for such structured material by exploiting the 
translational periodicity of infinite lattices. Two specific geometries – the so-called hexagonal honeycomb and 
the woodpile lattice – are studied analytically and computationally. The elasto-plastic response in the case of the 
first, and the bending response of lattice beams for the second, is considered. These specific problems have been 
motivated by biostructures relevant to medical implants and scaffolds. We also present novel methods to 
additively manufacture such lattices. When possible, the response is obtained as an analytical function of the 
microstructural parameters described by the geometry of the repetitive elements of the lattice, such as 
characteristic diameter, length, or thickness. Alternative methods of manufacturing materials with random 
internal architectures are also presented. The relative strengths and weaknesses of the two classes of materials 
with respect to analysis and manufacture are discussed.  
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lattice structures with cell walls of non-uniform thickness”, Waves in Random and Complex Media, 25:2, 223-
242, 2015, DOI: 10.1080/17455030.2015.1005195  
ABSTRACT: On the basis of the Bloch’s theorem, the in-plane wave propagation in hexagonal and re-entrant 
lattice structures with cell walls of non-uniform thickness is investigated using the dynamic stiffness matrix in 
conjunction with the Wittrick–Williams algorithm. Special attention is devoted to the effects of the internal 
angle, the slenderness ratio and the material distribution on the directional and band gap behaviors. Results 



show that the three considered parameters can significantly influence the band gap characteristics. For the wave 
propagation directionality, however, the internal angle is more prominent than the other two factors. The work 
expects to serve as a guide for the optimal design of directional mechanical filters.  
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material distribution and relative density on dynamic properties of sandwich tubes with honeycomb cores”, 
Engineering Computations, Vol. 33, No. 1, pp 156-170, 2016, http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/EC-06-2014-0127  
ABSTRACT: Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to provide an efficient numerical solution for dynamic 
properties of sandwich tubes with honeycomb cores and investigate the effects of material distribution and 
relative density on the dynamic properties of the structure.�Design/methodology/approach – By introducing dual 
variables and applying the variational principle, the canonical equations of Hamiltonian system are constructed. 
The precise integration algorithm and extended Wittrick-Williams algorithm are adopted to solve the equations 
and obtain the dispersion relations of sandwich tubes. The effects of the material distribution and the relative 
density on the non-dimensional frequencies of the sandwich tubes are investigated. Findings – The validity of 
the procedure and programs is verified by comparing with other works. Dispersion relations of the typical 
sandwich tubes are obtained. Dramatic differences are observed as the material distribution and relative density 
of the sandwich structures vary.�Originality/value – The work gains insight into the role of symplectic analysis 
in the structural dynamic properties and expects to provide new opportunities for the optimal design of 
sandwich tubes with honeycomb cores in engineering applications.  
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Materials, Veville, Spain, 22026 June 2014 
ABSTRACT: The vibration and damping performances of carbon fiber composite pyramidal truss sandwich 
panels with viscoelastic layers embedded in the face sheets were investigated in this paper. carbon fiber 
composite pyramidal truss sandwich panels containing different thickness of viscoelastic layers were 
manufactured using a hot press moulding method. Analytical models based on modal strain energy approach 
were developed using ABAQUS software to estimate the damping property of the hybrid sandwich structures. 
A set of modal tests were carried out to investigate the vibration and damping characteristics of such hybrid 
sandwich panels with or without viscoelastic layers. The numerical simulation results showed good agreement 
with the experimental tests. The damping loss factors of hybrid sandwich panels increased distinctly compared 
with previous sandwich panels due to the viscoelastic layer embedded in the face sheets.  
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“Fabrication and mechanical properties of three-dimensional enhanced lattice truss sandwich structures”, 
Journal of Sandwich Structures and Materials, 2018 (in press) 
ABSTRACT: Topological-reinforcement and material-strengthening were used and employed to improve the 
mechanical properties of lattice truss sandwich structures. This new type of three-dimensional aluminum alloy 
lattice truss (named enhanced lattice truss) sandwich structure, with a relative density ranging from 1.7% to 
4.7%, was designed and fabricated by interlocking and vacuum-brazing method. The out-of-plane compression 
and shear properties of the enhanced lattice truss sandwich structures (both as-brazed and age-hardened cores) 
were experimentally and analytically investigated. Good correlations between analytical predictions and 
experiment results were achieved. Experimental results showed that the mechanical properties of the enhanced 
lattice truss cores were sensitive to the unit-cell size and parent-alloy properties (i.e. inelastic buckling and 
tangential modulus). The compressive and shear characteristics of enhanced lattice truss sandwich structures 
were discussed and found superior to competing lattice truss structures in low density area (0.046-0.124 g/cm3) 
of material property charts. The combination of topological-reinforcement and material-strengthening provided 
a way to achieve lightweight sandwich structures with high specific strengths and low densities.  
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“Poisson-like effect for flexural waves in periodically perforated thin plates”, Journal of the Acoustical Society 
of America, Vol. 144, No. 2, August 2018 
ABSTRACT: The Poisson-like effect, describing the redirection of waves by 90 degrees, is shown to be feasible 
for flexural waves propagating in perforated thin plates. It is demonstrated that the lowest order symmetric 
leaky guided mode (S0 mode) is responsible for the splitting of wave motion in two orthogonal directions. The 
S0 mode shows a feature of stationary waves containing standing wave modes in one and two orthogonal 
directions for smaller and larger holes, respectively. The former case is well understood thanks to the 
phenomenon of Wood’s anomaly, which was first observed in optical gratings supposed to be transparent. On 
the contrary, the strong scattering caused by the larger holes leads to a mixed mode occurring when the incident 
wave is totally transmitted. The mixed mode easily couples with the incoming waves and, therefore, the 
Poisson-like effect activated under this mechanism is much stronger. Using the Poisson-like effect, a device is 
proposed in which about 82% of the incident mechanical energy is redirected to the perpendicular direction. 
Results obtained with arrays of free holes also apply to inclusions with parameters properly chosen. The 
findings may provide applications in beam splitting and waveguiding.  
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“Creasing in evaporation-driven cavity collapse, Soft Matter, Vol. 13, 6894, 2017 
ABSTRACT: We report on crease morphology and evolution at the surface of contracting cavities embedded 
within elastomeric solids of varying composition (Sylgard 184: pre-polymer to crosslinker mixing ratios of 10 : 
1, 12 : 1, 17.5 : 1, and 25 : 1). Cavity contraction is achieved through evaporation of an embedded 10 mL liquid 
droplet. In validation of recent theoretical predictions, strain-stiffening modeled via the Gent constitutive 
relation [Jin and Suo, JMPS, 2015, 74, 68–79] is found to govern both crease onset and crease density. 
Specifically, crease onset matches prediction using only experimentally-measured parameters. Neo-Hookean 
solids are found to prefer initiating creasing with many short creases that join to form a collapsed state with 
only a few creases, whereas creasing in Gent solids initiates with a few creases that propagate across the cavity 
surface. These experimental observations are explained by energy minimization using finite element simulation 
of a cylindrical crease geometry.  
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“Unlocking the significant role of shell material for lithium-ion battery safety”, Materials and Design, Vol. 160, 
pp 601-610, 2018 
ABSTRACT: The cylindrical lithium-ion battery has been widely used in 3C, xEVs, and energy storage 
applications and its safety sits as one of the primary barriers in the further development of its application. 
Among all cell components, the battery shell plays a key role to provide the mechanical integrity of the lithium-
ion battery upon external mechanical loading. In the present study, target battery shells are extracted from 
commercially available 18,650 NCA (Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide)/graphite cells. The detailed material 
analysis is conducted to reveal a full understanding of the material. Then, the dynamic behavior of the battery 
shell material is experimentally investigated. Both theoretical constitutive and numerical models have been 
developed, capable to describe mechanical behaviors of the battery shell material upon impact loading. It is the 
first time to discover that the strain rate effect of the shell material shall be considered for the mechanical 
integrity of the battery and high strength of the shell material may contribute to an early short-circuit triggering. 
The quantitative relationship is also established between short-circuit and material strength. Results lay a solid 
foundation towards providing a theoretical safety design guidance for the shell material choice of cylindrical 
lithium-ion batteries.  
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510006, China), “Nonlinear Buckling Analysis of Functionally Graded Graphene Reinforced Composite 
Shallow Arches with Elastic Rotational Constraints under Uniform Radial Load”, Materials, Vol. 11, pp910-, 
2018 
ABSTRACT: The buckling behavior of functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite (FG-
GPLRC) shallow arches with elastic rotational constraints under uniform radial load is investigated in this paper. 
The nonlinear equilibrium equation of the FG-GPLRC shallow arch with elastic rotational constraints under 
uniform radial load is established using the Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model and the principle of virtual 
work, from which the critical buckling load of FG-GPLRC shallow arches with elastic rotational constraints can 
be obtained. This paper gives special attention to the effect of the GPL distribution pattern, weight fraction, 
geometric parameters, and the constraint stiffness on the buckling load. The numerical results show that all of 
the FG-GPLRC shallow arches with elastic rotational constraints have a higher buckling load-carrying capacity 
compared to the pure epoxy arch, and arches of the distribution pattern X have the highest buckling load among 
four distribution patterns. When the GPL weight fraction is constant, the thinner and larger GPL can provide the 
better reinforcing effect to the FG-GPLRC shallow arch. However, when the value of the aspect ratio is greater 
than 4, the flakiness ratio is greater than 103, and the effect of GPL’s dimensions on the buckling load of the 
FG-GPLRC shallow arch is less significant. In addition, the buckling model of FG-GPLRC shallow arch with 
elastic rotational constraints is changed as the GPL distribution patterns or the constraint stiffness changes. It is 
expected that the method and the results that are presented in this paper will be useful as a reference for the 
stability design of this type of arch in the future.  
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“On the Identification of Sectional Deformation Modes of Thin-Walled Structures with Doubly Symmetric 
Cross-Sections Based on the Shell-Like Deformation”, Symmetry, Vol. 10, pp 759-, 2018 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new approach is proposed to identify sectional deformation modes of the doubly 



symmetric thin-walled cross-section, which are to be employed in formulating a one-dimensional model of thin-
walled structures. The approach considers the three-dimensional displacement field of the structure as the linear 
superposition of a set of sectional deformation modes. To retrieve these modes, the modal analysis of a thin-
walled structure is carried out based on shell/plate theory, with the shell-like deformation shapes extracted. The 
components of classical modes are removed from these shapes based on a novel criterion, with residual 
deformation shapes left. By introducing benchmark points, these shapes are further classified into several 
deformation patterns, and within each pattern, higher-order deformation modes are derived by removing the 
components of identified ones. Considering the doubly symmetric cross-section, these modes are approximated 
with shape functions applying the interpolation method. The identified modes are finally used to deduce the 
governing equations of the thin-walled structure, applying Hamilton’s principle. Numerical examples are also 
presented to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the new model in reproducing three-dimensional behaviors 
of thin-walled structures.  
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downloaded the graduate course called, AE/Me/EMech 484 (See Sample_Introduction_AE-ME484.pdf); 
Course Title: Applications, advantages and challenge of composites. Plan of the course AE/ME/EMech 484 (11 
pages) “Chapter 7: Sandwich Structures” (Table of Contents): 
Introduction to sandwich structures� 
Governing equations � 
Boundary conditions for a sandwich plate� 
Static analysis of sandwich plates of composite materials  
Applicability of the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT)  
Experiments on sandwich panels: verification of theoretical models  
Buckling of sandwich plates  
Sandwich or laminated plates subjected to dynamic loads � 
Free vibrations of sandwich plates � 
Response of a sandwich plate subjected to a dynamic lateral load  
Local buckling of sandwich panels  
Buckling of Honeycomb Core Sandwich Panels Subjected to In-Plane Compressive Loads – Design Formulae� 
Cylindrical Sandwich Shells Under Axially Symmetric Loads – Design Formulae� 
Joints in sandwich structures  
Fatigue properties of sandwich core materials  
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Abderrahmane Bentouhami and Boualem Keskes (Laboratoire de mécanique de précision appliquée, Institut 
d’Optique et Mécanique de Précision, Université Ferhat Abbas de Sétif, Algérie) 
Experimental analysis and modeling of the buckling of a loaded honeycomb sandwich composite”, UKD 
519.61/64:6 20.173, ISSN 1580-2949, MTAEC9, 49(2)235 (2015), doi:10.17222/mit.2014.039  
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panels have the best stiffness-to-lightness ratio, which is what makes them very useful 
in industrial applications. This paper is focused on a study of the buckling capacities of the core components 
under uniaxial compression. The critical buckling loads for various core densities and materials of honeycomb 
panels were experimentally and numerically investigated. The specimens under lateral loading showed three 
zones: zone 1 is the initial elastic state, followed by the plateau region in zone 2, while zone 3 shows a 
monotonically stiffening region, associated with the densification of the material. The effect of the core density 
and its materials on the behavior and the damage was highlighted. From the experiment it is clear that the 
buckling load of the specimens increases as the core density is increasing. In terms of stiffness and load at 
failure, the honeycomb sandwich panel had better mechanical characteristics than its components. The study 
also calculated the numerical buckling loads of the panels using the ABAQUS finite-element analysis program. 
The achieved experimental and numerical results were compared with each other. In conclusion, a good 
correlation between theory and experiment was found.  
References (cannot cut and paste them easily) 



 
M.A. Aiello and L. Costantino (Dept. of Engineering Innovation, University of Leece, Italy), “Stability analysis 
of sandwich panels with core-skin delaminations”, Publisher and date not given in the pdf file; most recent 
reference is dated 2003 
ABSTRACT/INTRODUCTION: Sandwich structures, made with two skins characterized from high 
mechanical performances and a core with lower mechanical properties, are widely used in different fields of 
engineering, mostly in aeronautic and aerospace industries. The success of sandwiches structures is mainly due 
to the possibility of optimising the structural response by an opportune choice of materials and geometry. In 
particular, the introduction of composite laminates, as skins materials, allows attaining an optimal solution in 
terms of mechanical response, weight and costs. More generally the tailor ability of the structures, on the basis 
of the specific application, makes such elements very attractive; in fact faces can be designed varying the 
geometry, the fibers orientation, the kind of materials by means the hybridisation technique. On the other hand 
the core materials can be varied in geometry and mechanical properties, from a more traditional rigid core 
material to a soft one.  
The high performances of sandwich structures, in particular sandwich panels, allow a reduction of geometrical 
dimension, mostly as regard the thickness, obtaining very often a structure with high slenderness. For this 
reasons the predominant mechanisms of failure are those related to instability instead to the attainment of the 
ultimate strength. Different kinds of instability may take place, depending on sandwich panel properties, as 
global buckling, local buckling or even an interaction between local and global instability.  
Several studies have been made on this topic and results are available in the literature [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. 
Stability problems become more critical in presence of imperfections, such delaminations. Delaminations can 
be caused both from mechanical or environmental conditions and can involve the laminas interface or the skin-
core interface. The prediction of buckling load of delaminated plates and sandwiches have been studied from 
many researchers by utilizing both analytical and numerical approaches [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].  
In the present paper a numerical, FEA, approach is presented to determine the initial buckling load of 
delaminated sandwich plates under compression, with the delamination zone interesting the skin-core interface. 
The utilized numerical model uses three dimensional brick elements for every constituent part taking into 
account the whole state of strain and stress; the analysed delamination zone is centred within the panel, 
rectangular in shape, and having dimensions D and H. Buckling loads and buckled panels configurations are 
evaluated varying the damage degree, that is the delaminated zone dimensions. Different kinds of skins and core 
are analysed and the buckling phenomenon, referring to initial buckling load and buckling configuration, is 
investigated varying some key parameters, as the panel aspect ratio, the mechanical properties of core and skins, 
the thickness of the skins and the core, the boundary conditions. A mesh sensitivity analysis has been also 
performed preventively.  
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D.H. Pahr and F.G. Rammerstorfer (Institute of Lightweight Design and Structural Biomechanics, Vienna 
University of Technology, A-1040 Vienna, Austria), “Buckling of honeycomb sandwiches: Periodic finite 
element considerations”, CMES, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp 229-241, 2006 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures are efficient lightweight materials. Due to there design they exhibit very 
special failure modes such as global buckling, shear crimping, facesheet wrinkling, facesheet dimpling, and 
face/core yielding. The core of the sandwich is usually made of foams or cellular materials, e.g., honeycombs. 
Especially in the case of honeycomb cores the correlation between analytical buckling predictions and 
experiments might be poor (Ley, Lin, and Uy (1999)). The reason for this lies in the fact that analytical 
formulae typically assume a homogeneous core (continuous support of the facesheets). This work highlights 
problems of honeycomb core sandwiches in a parameter regime, where the transition between continuous and 
discrete support of the facesheets is studied. Periodic finite element unit cell models are utilized for this task, 
which offer the big advantage of a homogeneous load introduction to the structure. The finite element models 
are found to be well suited for all kinds of buckling predictions. Different uni- and bi-axial loadings are 
considered as well as influences of core height, core material, core geometry, and facesheet thickness are 
investigated. Finally, a new analytical approach is introduced for the unexpected core cell wall buckling under 
in-plane compression of the sandwich, which predicts the critical load very accurately.  
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Airton Nabarrete, Sergio Frascino M. de Almeida and Jorn S. Hansen, “Buckling analysis of sandwich plates: A 
three layer quasi 3D finite element model”, Proceedings of the 17th International Congress of Mechanical 
Engineering (COBEM 2003), November 10-14, 2003, Sao Paulo 
ABSTRACT: A three-layer quasi 3D finite element model for buckling analysis of sandwich plates with 
laminated composite face-sheets is evaluated. In the model, the face-sheets are represented as Reissner-Mindlin 
plates and the core is modeled as a three-dimensional continuum. This representation allows accurate modeling 
for a wide range of core types. The three-dimensional problem is reduced to two dimensions by analytical 
through-thickness integration of the energy expressions for the evaluation of stiffness matrices. The stress 
stiffening effect is included in the quasi 3D model through the formulation of appropriate geometric stiffness 
matrices. Linearized buckling analyses of sandwich plates are performed. The purpose is to compute critical 



loads and respective buckling modes from the solution of the eigenvalue problem by the subspace iteration 
method. A membrane state of stress can be easily established when applying the Reissner-Mindlin theory to the 
face-sheets. However, the quasi 3D formulation considers that the core behaves like a 3D structure connected to 
the face-sheets. This situation indicates the use of a general formulation that takes into account not only the 
membrane strains, but also all strain components to yield the geometric stiffness matrix.  
Buckling problems are studied in order to validate the implemented code and demonstrate that linearized 
buckling loads of a sandwich plate may be strongly influenced by the variation of the core stiffness. The 
problem of buckling of sandwich plates with core discontinuity is also addressed.  
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Gregory W. Kooistra, Vikram Deshpande and Haydn N.G. Wadley. “Hierarchical corrugated core sandwich 
panel concepts”. Journal of Applied Mechanics, ASME, 2007; 74: 259–268. 
ABSTRACT: The transverse compression and shear collapse mechanisms of a second order, hierarchical 
corrugated truss structure have been analyzed. The two competing collapse modes of a first order corrugated 
truss are elastic buckling or plastic yielding of the truss members. In second order trusses, elastic buckling and 
yielding of the larger and smaller struts, shear buckling of the larger struts, and wrinkling of the face sheets of 
the larger struts have been identified as the six competing modes of failure. Analytical expressions for the 
compressive and shear collapse strengths in each of these modes are derived and used to construct collapse 
mechanism maps for second order trusses. The maps are useful for selecting the geometries of second order 
trusses that maximize the collapse strength for a given mass. The optimization reveals that second order trusses 
made from structural alloys have significantly higher compressive and shear collapse strengths than their 
equivalent mass first order counterparts for relative densities less than about 5%. A simple sheet metal folding 
and dip brazing method of fabrication has been used to manufacture a prototype second order truss with a 
relative density of about 2%. The experimental investigation confirmed the analytical strength predictions of the 



second order truss, and demonstrate that its strength is about ten times greater than that of a first order truss of 
the same relative density. DOI: 10.1115/1.2198243 
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M. Nusrathulla and M. Shantaraja, “Study of buckling behavior of FRP corrugated-core sandwich plates”, 
International Journal of Engineering Reseasrch and Applictions (IJERA), Vol. 3, No. 1, January-February 2013, 
pp 1680-1685 
ABSTRACT Fiber-reinforced plastic corrugated core sandwich panels were tested for buckling in uniaxial 
compression. Three types of corrugation i.e. sinusoidal, square and triangle of different thickness core of epoxy 
based were tested. The sandwich panels were fabricated using the hand layup method process. The two short 
edges of the sandwich panels were clamped, while the two long edges were simply supported for testing. A 
Bifurcation in the load versus engineering strain curve was noted in all cases. For all sandwich panels tested 
using corrugation core, the type of failure was easily identified as face sheet delamination followed by core 
shear failure. In the failed core panels there was little or no evidence of core remaining on the FRP face sheet, 
however, lower strain rate in the PVC foam core panels there were ample amounts of foam left on the FRP face 
sheet. It was concluded that although the buckling loads for the sinusoidal corrugated core panels showed very 
high buckling strength.  
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Yeoshua Frostig and Ole Thybo Thomsen, “Buckling and nonlinear response of sandwich panels with a 
compliant core and temperature-dependent mechanical properties”, Journal of Mechanics of Materials and 
Structures 2(7): 1355-1380, 2007 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the buckling response and nonlinear behavior of sandwich panels with soft 
cores that have temperature-dependent mechanical properties and are subjected to thermally induced 
deformations and mechanical loads simultaneously. This study investigates the effects of the degradation of 
properties of the core as a result of rising temperature on the response of the sandwich panel. Analyses are 
carried out for cases of pure thermal loading, with either uniform or gradient temperature fields through the 
depth of the panel, as well as for thermal loading acting simultaneously with external mechanical loads. The 
formulation is based on variational principles along with the high-order sandwich panel approach. It takes into 
account the flexibility of the core in the vertical direction as well as the dependency of the mechanical core 
properties of the temperature distribution through the core depth. The stress and deformation fields of the core 
have been solved analytically, including the case where the temperature-dependent properties attain a complex 
pattern. The buckling equations are derived using the perturbation technique, yielding a set of nonlinear 
algebraic equations for the case of a simply-supported panel and a uniform temperature field. The critical 
temperatures and modes of wrinkling and global buckling are determined numerically for some foam types of 
core made by Rohacell and Divinycell. The nonlinear response caused by thermally induced deformations is 
presented for Divinycell foam core with different temperature distributions through the depth of the core. 
Finally, the nonlinear response caused by the simultaneous action of external mechanical loading and increased 
temperatures on the compressive or the tensile side of the panel, with a thermal gradient through the core depth, 
is presented. The interaction between elevated temperatures and mechanical loads changes the response from a 
linear into an unstable nonlinear one when the degradation of the mechanical properties due to temperature 
changes is considered and the panel is unrestrained. Moreover, the unstable nonlinear behavior becomes even 
more severe when the face, loaded in compression, is subjected to elevated temperatures. This study reveals that 
a reliable, realistic design of a sandwich panel that is subjected to elevated temperature (within working 
temperature range) and mechanical loads must take into account the degradation of the properties of the core as 
a result of the thermal field even at working temperature range, especially when cores made of foam are 
considered.  
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Engineering, Wuhan, China), “Expreimental studies of composite sandwich columns with face/core debond 
under axial compression”, MATEC Web of Conferences, Vol. 95, 07026, 2017 (ICMME 2016) 
DOI: 10.1051/matecconf/20179507026  
ABSTRACT: Experimental studies of buckling failure and debond propagation were carried out on composite 
sandwich columns with face/core debond. The edgewise compression tests were conducted on two type 
specimens. Namely, one containin throughthe-width rectangle face/core debond, and the other with embedded 
circular interfacial debond. High-speed photography technology has been used to record the debond propagating 
paths. Two main failure modes of collapse were recorded in the tests: core shear buckling and mixed buckling.  
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Narayan Pokharel and Mahen Mahendran, ‘Finite element analysis and design of sandwich panels subject to 
local buckling effects’, Thin-Walled Structures, Volume 42, pp 589-611, 2004. 
ABSTRACT: Past research into the local buckling behaviour of fully profiled sandwich panels has been based 
on polyurethane foams and thicker lower grade steels. The Australian sandwich panels use polystyrene foam 
and thinner and high strength steels, which are bonded together using separate adhesives. Therefore a research 
project on Australian sandwich panels was undertaken using experimental and finite element analyses. The 
experimental study on 50 foam-supported steel plate elements and associated finite element analyses produced a 
large database for sandwich panels subject to local buckling effects, but revealed the inadequacy of 
conventional effective width formulae for panels with slender plates. It confirmed that these design rules could 
not be extended to slender plates in their present form. In this research, experimental and numerical results were 
used to improve the design rules. This paper presents the details of experimental and finite element analyses, 
their results and the improved design rules.  
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Sam Barati Nardia, Javad Rabiee Ezbarami and Reza Fazdi, “Investigation about influence of product methods 
and different cores on buckoing and post buckling behaviors of sandwich panels”, Universal Journal of 
Materials Science, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp 102-113, 2018, DOI: 10.13189/ujms.2018.060304  
ABSTRACT: Despite of laminate or sandwich composite materials structure, mechanical behavior can estimate 
by methods or analytical relations like laminates classical theory according factors just like mechanical 
properties, fiber percentage, and product methods and etc. but generally these estimates are far from 
experimental results. This paper investigates about influence of product methods and different cores on 
buckling and post buckling behaviors of sandwich panels. Each panel was built by to quit different product 
method, hand layup or vacuum bag infusion procedure with different core. To build the panels an effort had 
made to choice materials which have usage in marine industry, special for high speed boats. Sandwich panels 
have 150×450 mm2 dimensions and one simply support and one clamed support. After tests, numerical models 
results which drive from finite element software are compared with experimental data. The results represent that 
combined model is suitable for simulate buckling and post buckling behavior. After chosen the software model, 
different parameters were evaluated whom the link element has the most efficacy on numerical results.  
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ABSTRACT/INTRODUCTION: Sandwich structures are increasingly used in many industrial applications, due 
to the attractive combination of a lightweight and strong mechanical properties. This compromise is realized 
thanks to the presence of different parts in the composite material, namely the skins and possibly core 
reinforcements or thin-walled core structure which are both thin/slender and stiff relative to the other parts, 
namely the homogeneous core material, if any. The buckling phenomenon thus becomes mainly responsible for 
the final collapse of such sandwiches. One usually distinguishes two types of geometric instabilities, namely the 
global buckling of the sandwich structure under overall compression and the so-called wrinkling (or local 
buckling) of the faces which may appear under various loadings. Global buckling can easily be viewed as the 
classical buckling of the equivalent homogenized structure and only involves the effective properties of the 
heterogeneous beam or plate in hand. Conversely, the wrinkling analysis requires the use of advanced models.  
This study first deals with the linearized buckling/wrinkling response of classical sandwich beam-columns (with 
homogeneous core materials). Based on a 3D elastic bifurcation analysis, closed-form analytical solutions of the 
critical loadings and the associated bifurcation modes are derived in a unified way for both mode types (global 
and local) and with various loading conditions [1]. The present analytical solutions are in much better 
agreement with reference numerical results, in comparison with previous analytical solutions from the literature, 
thanks to the particular choice of the kinematic hypotheses in the skins (modeled by Euler-Bernoulli beams) and 
the core layer (considered as a 2D continuous solid).  
Then, the advanced post-buckling response of sandwich columns under axial compression is investigated. For 
this purpose, a specific home-made 2D finite element code is used. It includes (i) branch-switching procedures, 
that allow one to detect the true bifurcation points (without introducing any imperfection) and bifurcate onto a 
given branch, and (ii) arc-length methods, which enable one to deal with possible strong non-linearities (non-
monotonous curves). The post-critical response of such structures is shown to be always stable after the primary 
(global or local) bifurcation mode. However, a secondary mode often occurs in practice and leads to an unstable 
post-buckling behavior, very sensitive to imperfections, as shown in Leotoing et al. [2]. The secondary 
bifurcation mode proves to be local when the primary mode is global and vice versa (see Figure 1 for an 
example of the successive deformed shapes during the post-buckling stage). Such a non-linear response is 
particularly observed when the first two (global and local) primary critical loads are close to each other, and it is 
referred to as the modal interaction phenomenon.  
Finally, for efficiency purposes, an enriched beam finite element model is proposed, as an alternative to our 
robust but time-consuming 2D model. The main idea is to define the beam kinematics from the exact analytical 
mode shape of each layer, in order to capture local effects (such as the wrinkling of the faces) during the 
buckling and post-buckling analyses, following the example of Hu et al. [3].  
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“Buckling testing and analysis of honeycomb sandwich panel arc segments of a full-scale fairing barrel, Part 3: 
8-ply out-of-autoclave facesheets”, NASA/TM-2014-217822/PART3, 2014 
ABSTRACT: Four honeycomb sandwich panels, representing 1/16th arc segments of a 10 m diameter barrel 
section of the heavy lift launch vehicle, were manufactured under the NASA Composites for Exploration 
program and the NASA Constellation Ares V program. Two configurations were chosen for the panels: 6-ply 
facesheets with 1.125 in. honeycomb core and 8-ply facesheets with 1.000 in. honeycomb core. Additionally, 
two separate carbon fiber/epoxy material systems were chosen for the facesheets: in-autoclave IM7/977-3 and 
out-of-autoclave T40-800B/5320-1. Smaller 3- by 5-ft panels were cut from the 1/16th barrel sections. These 



panels were tested under compressive loading at the NASA Langley Research Center. Furthermore, linear 
eigenvalue and geometrically nonlinear finite element analyses were performed to predict the compressive 
response of the 3- by 5-ft panels. This manuscript summarizes the experimental and analytical modeling efforts 
pertaining to the panel composed of 8-ply, T40-800B/5320-1 facesheets (referred to as Panel C). To improve 
the robustness of the geometrically nonlinear finite element model, measured surface imperfections were 
included in the geometry of the model. Both the linear and nonlinear, two-dimensional (2-D) and three-
dimensional (3-D), models yield good qualitative and quantitative predictions. Additionally, it was predicted 
correctly that the panel would fail in buckling prior to failing in strength.  
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Turkey), “Buckling of anisotropic/isotropic sandwich plate assemblies under shear loading”, International 
Conference on Computing, Mechanical and Electronics Engineering (ICCMEE2016), Singapore, 2016 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite element method (FEM) of adhesively bonded sandwich panel under 
shear loading. 3D finite element models for the sandwich panel having isotropic or anisotropic (carbon 
reinforced epoxy) adherent plate have been established by ANSYS commercial program. Two types of the 
adhesive layers are used in the assembly, one of them is stiff adhesive and the other one is flexible adhesive 
layer. The effects of the adhesive type and isotropic/anisotropic adherent properties on the buckling loads have 
been investigated. Sandwich models’ mode shapes are presented for the first four modes. The FEM analysis is 
based on the use of special surface to surface contact elements. In the numerical analysis, the buckling load 
values of the sandwich panel are obtained by using normal penalty stiffness that is chosen for contact elements 
in the adhesive layer. The results of sandwich panel show that buckling load varies with changing stiff/flexible 
adhesive layer and adherent material properties.  
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ABSTRACT: Sandwich columns, comprising woven glass ®bre reinforced epoxy face sheets and PVC polymer 
foam cores, have been tested under edgewise compressive loading. Failure is by Euler macrobuckling, shear 
macrobuckling or by face sheet microbuckling, depending upon the material combination and geometry of 
column. Simple analytical models are developed for the axial strength, and these are in good agreement with the 
experimental values for each failure mode. Collapse mechanism maps are constructed to illustrate the 
dependence of failure mode upon the geometry and relative density of the core; and minimum weight designs 
are determined as a function of the appropriate structural load index.  
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ABSTRACT: The paper deals with the theoretical prediction of buckling loads for sandwich columns with 
metallic and laminated facings and foam or honeycomb core. The loading is a uniform axial compression, 
applied statically (very slowly) and suddenly with constant magnitude and infinite duration (step loading). The 
effect of length and boundary conditions is assessed and results are presented for the following cases: for a 
cantilever column, a simply supported column and a clamped column, for several lengths. Several fiber 
materials are used in the laminated facings. Two types of core were examined: alloy-foam or hexagonal glass-
phenolic honeycomb. The facings are Boron-Epoxy, Graphite-Epoxy and Kevlar-Epoxy laminates with 0 
degree orientation with respect to the column axis and a metallic one made out of aluminum. These various 
materials are employed to provide comparative data that can be used in design. Results, for the static case are 
generated by computer codes as well as by the use of closed form theoretical solutions. For the dynamic case, 
results are generated by the DYNA3D code.  
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the behavior of free vibrations and buckling of the sandwich panel with a flexible 
core was investigated using a new improved  high-order sandwich panel theory. In this theory, equations of 
motion were formulated based on shear stresses in the core. First-order shear deformation theory was  applied 
for the procedures. In this theory, for the first time, incompatibility problem of velocity and acceleration field 
existing in Frostig's  first theory was solved using a simple analytical method. The main advantage of this theory 
is its simplicity and less number of equations than the  second method of Frostig's high-order theory. To extract 
dynamic equations of the core, three-dimensional elasticity theory was utilized.  Also, to extract the dynamic 
equations governing the whole system, Hamilton's principle was used. In the analysis of free vibrations, the 
 panel underwent primary pressure plate forces. Results demonstrated that, as plate pre-loads got closer to the 
critical buckling loads, the natural frequency of the panel tended zero. The results obtained from the present 
theory were in good correspondence with the  results of the most recent papers.  
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“The low velocity impact response of foam core sandwich structure”, AZO Materials, The AZO Journal of 
Materials Online, Vol. 2 May 2006, DOI : 10.2240/azojomo0207 
ABSTRACT: The low velocity impact response of a range of foam based sandwich structures has been 
investigated using an instrumented falling weight impact tower.  Initially, the rate-sensitivity of the skin and 
core materials was investigated through a series of flexure and indentation tests.  It was shown that the flexural 
modulus of the skins and all 11 foam materials did not exhibit any sensitivity to crosshead displacement rate 
over the conditions studied here.  In addition, it was shown that the indentation response of the sandwich 
structures could be modelled using a simple indentation law, the parameters of which did not exhibit any 
sensitivity to loading rate.  Low velocity impact tests on the sandwich structures resulted in a number of 
different failure modes.  Shear fracture was found to occur in the PVC/PUR systems based on brittle core 
materials.  In contrast, buckling failures in the uppermost composite skin were observed in the intermediate 
modulus systems, whereas initial damage in the higher modulus PVC/PUR systems took the form of 
delamination within the top surface skin.  It has been shown that a simple energy balance model based on the 
dissipation of energy during the impact event can be used to successfully model the elastic response of foam 
based sandwich structures.  The energy balance model is particularly useful since it can be used to establish the 
partition of energy during the impact process. 
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“Modeling of interactive buckling in sandwich struts with functionally graded cores”, ASCE Journal of 
Engineering Mechanics, Vol. 139, No. 8, August 2013 
ABSTRACT: An analytical pilot model for interactive buckling in sandwich struts with cores made from a 
functionally graded material based on total potential energy principles is presented. Using a Timoshenko beam 
approach, a system of nonlinear differential and integral equations is derived that predicts critical and secondary 
instabilities. These are validated against numerical simulations performed within the commercial finite-element 
package Abaqus. Good agreement is found, and this offers encouragement for more elaborate models to be 
devised that can account for face-core delamination—a feature where functionally graded materials are known 
to offer distinct advantages. 
 
Xin Zhu Wang, Lin Zhi Wu and Shi Xun Wang, “Buckling response of metallic foam composite sandwich 
panels subjected to edgewise compression”, Advanced Materials Research, Vols. 79-82, pp 1241-1244, August 
2009, https://doi.org/10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMR.79-82.1241 
ABSTRACT: In present work, the critical buckling load of metallic foam composite sandwich panels is 
calculated by experimental, finite element methods (FEM) and theoretical analysis. The experimentally 
investigated is based on an edgewise compression test program to examine buckling failure and compressive 
properties. The metallic foam sandwich panels under edgewise compression tend to collapse in overall buckling 
mode. The most important factor that determines the overall buckling load of a sandwich panel under edgewise 
compression is the shear properties the metallic foam core. The sandwich beam theory and the FE model are 
developed for prediction of the buckling load of metallic foam sandwich structure. In despite of some 
differences existed among experimental data, FE and theoretical results, considering the existence of initial 
defects in sandwich structures which can’t be calculated in FE model and theory anlysis, the differences are in 
the reasonable range. The FE program developed in this paper can effectively be used to simulation of edgewise 
compression response for metallic foam composite sandwich structures. Theoretical and FE model results are in 
agreement with experimental result. 
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“Buckling of Unbalanced, sandwich panels with titanium and GRP skins”, ASME Journal of Pressure Vessel 
Technology, Vol. 117, No. 1, pp 40-44, February 1995, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.2842088 
ABSTRACT: An unbalanced and asymmetric sandwich composite structure consisting of Titanium 6-4 and 
glass-reinforced plastic (GRP) skins with a phenolic honeycomb core is being considered for construction of a 
surface ship mast which will enclose critical shipboard equipment. Stability of the structure is one of the major 
concerns in the design process. This research focuses on analytical and experimental studies of an unbalanced 



composite sandwich beam subjected to a compressive axial load. The failure load (i.e., peak load) and failure 
mode of each skin material and the sandwich construction were measured at the laboratory. An analytical model 
was developed for predicting the failure load of the unbalanced and asymmetric sandwich composite 
configuration, including the transverse shear energy of the core material. The experimental data agreed very 
well with analytical prediction. Postbuckling failure, as well as residual strength after initial failure, were also 
studied. 
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Christos Kassapoglou, “Sandwich Structure”, Chapter 10 of Design and Analysis of Composite Structures: 
With Applications to Aerospace Structures, May, 2013, https://doi.org/10.1002/9781118536933.ch10 
ABSTRACT: A sandwich structure typically consists of two facesheets separated by lightweight core. Buckling 
is one of the critical failure modes for sandwich structure in particular for relatively large panels. A sandwich 
can be treated as a laminate where the core is just another ply with negligible stiffness and strength properties 
and thickness equal to the core thickness. Buckling is one of the critical failure modes for sandwich structure in 
particular for relatively large panels. The reason is that it is hard to design against all possible failure modes in 
the post-buckling regime and, as a result, buckling is usually considered to coincide with final failure. 
Wrinkling is a local buckling phenomenon where the facesheet of a sandwich buckles over a characteristic half-
wavelength l, which is unrelated to the overall length or width of the panel. This chapter also discusses 
sandwich intracellular buckling under compression and attaching sandwich structures. 
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edges simply-supported”, The Aeronautical Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp 125-148, May 1955, DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0001925900009914 
ABSTRACT: A formula is derived for the buckling in compression of an orthotropic sandwich panel, with all 
edges simply-supported. Two special types of symmetrical sandwiches, that of a sandwich having zero core 
flexural stiffnesses and of a corrugated core sandwich, are considered, and curves giving the critical buckling 
end load per inch are presented. An approximate theory is also given for the bending of sandwich panels under 
the action of an axial compressive load and a uniform lateral pressure. Curves are presented giving the 
maximum bending moments in a corrugated core sandwich panel. 
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Daniel B. Miracle and Steven L. Donaldson, pp 308-320, 2001, https://doi.org/10.31399/asm.hb.v21.a0003388 
ABSTRACT: A sandwich structure is comprised of layered composite materials formed by bonding two or 
more thin facings or facesheets to a relatively thick core material. This article describes the sandwich panel 
failure modes. It tabulates the nomenclature and definitions for loads, geometry, and material properties. The 
article illustrates critical strength-check locations for a flat sandwich panel. It discusses the analysis methods 
formulated for flat rectangular honeycomb panels; curved sandwich panel; and for each of the various sandwich 
panel failure modes. The article concludes with a discussion on flat panel stability analysis methods. 
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ABSTRACT: A recent six degree-of-freedom interactive buckling analysis for sandwich struts is extended from 
isotropic to orthotropic core materials. The interaction, which involves an overall mode of buckling coupled 
with local wrinkling predominantly on one face, arises as a progressive destabilization from neutral bifurcation 
in the overall mode alone to a highly unstable secondary bifurcation in a combination of three independent 
buckling modes. The analytical model, which allows separately for bending and shear deformations in the core, 
is illustrated by application to a set of typical sandwich struts. An optimum core orthotropy that maximizes the 
interaction is found. In combination with the earlier optimum wavelength for local wrinkling, this suggests that 
secondary destabilization can occur almost immediately after the initial (triggering) bifurcation. 
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Giles W. Hunt and M. Ahmer Wadee (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath, UK), 
“Localization and mode interaction in sandwich structures”, Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series 
A 454, 1998, 1197–1216. 
ABSTRACT: Compressed sandwich structures, comprising two stiff face plates separated by a softer core 
material, while designed principally as efficient integral structures, can lose this quality when faces buckle 
locally. Interaction between overall (Euler) buckling and local buckling of one face suggests that failure will 
localize into the centre. A variational formulation, leading to a pair of nonlinear differential equations subject to 
integral constraints, describes the post-buckling response. These are solved by a combination of numerical 
shooting and continuation techniques, such that the response far into the unstable post-buckling regime can be 
portrayed. Solutions with both linear and nonlinear constitutive core relations are compared with the results of 
an engineering (body-force) approach, and with those of earlier (periodic) Rayleigh– Ritz analyses. The latter 
demonstrate the extra destabilization that comes with localization.  
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Applied Mechanics 65, 1998, 523–528. 
ABSTRACT: Recent work on the interactive buckling behaviour of compressed sandwich structures (Hunt & 
Wadee, 1997) is extended to orthotropic core materials. The variation of the material properties can tend to 
maximize the interactive effect such that overall and secondary localized modes are triggered almost 
simultaneously, giving rise to highly unstable post-buckling behaviour in systems of practical dimensions.  
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G. W. Hunt, L. S. Da Silva, and G. M. E. Manzocchi, “Interactive buckling in sandwich structures”. Proc. R. 
Soc. A, Vol. 417, No. 1852, pp 155–177, 1988, https://doi.org/10.1098/rspa.1988.0055 
ABSTRACT: A progressive destabilization in compressed elastic structures of sandwich construction is 
identified, whereby a triggering bifurcation into an overall mode of buckling is rapidly followed by secondary 
bifurcation into an unstable combination of at least two local modes. A six degree-of-freedom analysis for a 
sandwich strut is provided, which tracks equilibrium paths for a perfect system, specifically pinpointing states 
of secondary bifurcation. The analytical model allows for the independent variation of bending and shear in the 
section, components that are found in significantly different combinations in the overall and local forms of 
buckling that make up the interaction. An optimum wavelength for local buckling is identified, which 
maximizes the interactive effect by bringing the primary and secondary bifurcations together. Examples of 
sandwich sections drawn from the literature are tested. Although the critical loads of two of the contributing 
modes are often considerably higher than the third (typically by multiples of two or more), the preference for 
the broken symmetry of the interactive form is such that secondary bifurcation into the combination of modes is 
always to be expected. 
 
Alexander E. Lobkovsky, “Structure of crumpled thin elastic membranes”, PhD thesis, Department of Physics, 
University of Chicago, Department of Physics, Chicago, August 1996 
ABSTRACT: In this thesis we explore forced crumpling of a thin elastic membrane. As in many problems that 
involve bending of elastic plates and shells, the limit of the vanishing membrane thickness leads to a boundary 
layer phenomenon. We argue that the structure of a crumpled sheet in that limit is simple. It consists of a 
collection of flat facets that are bounded by straight edges that in turn meet at sharp vertices. These edges 
become infinitely sharp in the small thickness limit. A boundary layer solution in the ridge region determines 
the details of how the singular limit of a sharp crease is approached. Most of the elastic energy is confined into 



the ridges. A scaling law allows one to estimate the energy of a ridge given only its length and dihedral angle. 
Thus, if for a given compression factor, a crumpled sheet can be characterized in terms of the underlying ridge 
network, one can estimate its elastic energy and therefore its resistance to further compression.  
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Kawai Kwok, “Mechanics of viscoelastic thin-walled structures”, PhD Dissertaint, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, California, USA, 2013 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures made of polymers and reinforced polymer composites are prominent 
candidates for constructing large lightweight structures. A major challenge in designing polymer-based thin-
walled structures is their time and temperature dependent behavior originating from material viscoelasticity and 
its interaction with the highly geometrically nonlinear response due to thinness of the walls. Although polymer 
viscoelasticity and geometric nonlinearity have been extensively studied, the mechanics of structures exhibiting 
both phenomena are not well understood.  
This thesis presents a combination of experimental, numerical, and analytical investigations of the behavior of 
viscoelastic thin-walled structures. The first goal of this research is to establish general methods of analysis for 
two types of structural components, namely composite shells and polymer membranes, that will serve as the 
basis for full-scale structural analysis. The second goal is to demonstrate the capability of the developed 
methods by analyzing time and temperature dependent behavior of deployable structures and balloon structures.  
In the study of deployable structures, the deployment and shape recovery processes after stowage are 
investigated. Fundamental features of viscoelastic deployable structures are studied first with homogeneous 
polymer beams and shells. A simple closed-form solution describing the shape evolution of a beam after 
stowage is proposed. The effects of rate and temperature on the bending instability of shells are revealed. 
Building on the understanding gained from the analysis of homogeneous structures, modeling techniques are 
developed for polymer composite structures. A micromechanical viscoelastic model for carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer thin shells is established through finite element homogenization and applied to evaluate the effects of 
long-term stowage in a representative composite deployable structure.  
In the study of balloon structures, a membrane model is developed to study polymer balloon films with stress 
concentrations due to thickness variation. A nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive model is first formulated for the 
film material. The wrinkling instability behavior is incorporated into the model through correction of stress and 
strain states in the presence of wrinkling. Stress concentration factors in balloon films are predicted and 
measured with the membrane model and full-field displacement measurement techniques, respectively.  
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2015 
ABSTRACT: As the engineering profession moves from prescriptive or “deemed-to-satisfy” approaches 
towards design methodologies based on quantification of performance, sophisticated modelling tools are 
increasingly needed, especially when complex combinations of demand and capacity are encountered. Recourse 
is invariably made to advanced computational tools to provide high fidelity solutions to large and complex 
problems, such as the response of structural systems or components to thermomechanical actions. Software 
packages based on the finite element method are most commonly used for such analyses. There are some 
essential prerequisites to effective use of advanced computational software for complex nonlinear problems, 
which are often ignored, particularly in professional practice. These include a thorough understanding of the 
underlying mechanics of the problem under consideration; a good appreciation of the approximation methods 
for modelling the problem properly (e.g. the choice between elements, continuum or structural, low or high 
order interpolation, degree of mesh refinement necessary and so on); and perhaps most importantly ensuring 
that the software is reliable and is able to reproduce established fundamental solutions to an acceptable degree 
of accuracy.  
This thesis attempts to address most of these issues but focusses primarily on the last mentioned prerequisite 
and provides a range of novel and unprecedented fundamental solutions for beams, plates, and shallow shells 
subject to moderate or extreme thermomechanical loads such as those resulting from a fire. Geometric and 
material nonlinearities are included in the proposed formulations along with the most common idealised 
boundary conditions. Thermally induced deformations generate large displacements and require the solutions to 
account for geometric nonlinearity, while material nonlinearity arises from the degradation of the material at 



elevated temperatures. In the context of structural performance under extreme thermal action (such as fire), a 
finite element procedure is employed to analytically characterise generic temperature distributions through the 
thickness of a structural component arising from different types of fire exposure conditions including: a “short 
hot” fire leading to a high compartment temperature over a relatively short duration; and a  
“long cool” fire with lower compartment temperatures, but over a longer duration.  
Results have shown that despite the larger area under the long cool fire time-temperature curve, which 
traditionally represented the fire severity, the effect of the short hot fire on the nonlinear responses of beams, 
plates, and shallow shells is more pronounced. Also, the effect of temperature-dependent material properties is 
found to be more pronounced during the short hot fire rather than the long cool fire. Comparison studies have 
confirmed that while the current numerical and theoretical approaches for analysing of thin plates and shells are 
often computationally intensive, the proposed approach offers an adequate level of accuracy with a rapid 
convergence rate for such structures. The solutions developed can be used to: verify software used for 
modelling structural response to thermomechanical actions; help students and professionals appreciate the 
fundamental mechanics better; provide relatively quick solutions for component level analyses; and visualise 
internal load paths and stress trajectories in complex structural components such as composite shells that can 
help engineers develop deeper insights into the relevant mechanics. The formulations developed are versatile 
and can be used for other applications such as laminated composite or orthotropic shallow shells. A very 
significant by-product of developing such fundamental solutions is their potential use in the development of 
highly accurate hybrid elements for very efficient modelling of large problems. While this has not been fully 
developed and implemented in the current work, the requisite theoretical framework has been developed and 
reported in one of the appendices, which can be used to develop such elements and implement on an appropriate 
software platform.  
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Z. Yao, K.J.R. Rasmussen (School of Civil Engineering, the University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, 
Australia), “Material and geometric nonlinear isoparametric spline finite strip analysis of perforated thin-walled 
steel structures - analytical developments”, Thin-Walled Struct., 49 (2011), pp. 1359–1373 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the analytical developments of the application of the Isoparametric Spline 
Finite Strip Method (ISFSM) to the material inelastic and geometric nonlinear analysis of perforated thin-walled 
steel structures. The general theory of the ISFSM is briefly introduced. The formulations of the kinematics, 
strain–displacement and constitutive assumptions are presented, and the tangential stiffness matrix is derived by 
applying the incremental equilibrium condition. The requirements for strip continuity and boundary conditions 



are also discussed. In particular, the plasticity theory and the methods to integrate the ‘rate equations’ are 
emphasized, and the related ‘backward Euler return method’ and use of a ‘consistent material modulus’ are 
highlighted. The present isoparametric spline finite strip analysis is verified against a number of analyses of 
perforated and non-perforated plates and plate assemblages, as described in the companion paper (Yao and 
Rasmussen, submitted for publication) [1], demonstrating its accuracy and efficiency for the predictions of the 
inelastic post-buckling behavior of perforated thin-walled steel structures.  
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Mats Oldenburg, “Finite element analysis of thin-walled structures subjected to impact loading”, PhD 
Dissertation, Division of Computer Aided Analysis and Design, Luleå University of Technology, November 
1988 
ABSTRACT: This thesis is devoted to the numerical solution of dynamic problems involving thin-walled 
structures. Special consideration is paid to the effects of contact-impacts. Thus, the main effort is concentrated 
on studies, development and computer program implementations of efficient algorithms for analysis of 
dynamically loaded shell structures, including contact-impacts and severe structural deformation.  
Recent developments in the formulation of efficient finite elements for dynamically loaded shell structures are 
studied. A program implementation of a low-order four-node shell element with uniformly reduced integration 
is performed. The efficiency and the behaviour of this element type are compared with existing shell and solid 
elements implemented in the same program system. Hourglass resisting algorithms are reviewed and formulated, 
and parameter studies are carried out.  
A new contact interface algorithm for dynamic analysis with explicit integration is presented. The development 
of the defence node algorithm permits contact constraints based on the Lagrange multiplier method to be 
introduced in dynamic analysis with explicit integration. Numerical tests show the good performance of the 
developed algorithms.  
A new global search method for general contacting systems is developed and implemented in a computer 
program together with the above-mentioned contact interface algorithm. The concept of position codes for 
efficient global contact searching and the local search procedure used are presented. Numerical experiments are 
performed in order to examine the behaviour of the algorithms in different aspects.  
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Zheng Ye, “Enhance variational asymptotic method for unit cell homogenization (VAMUCH) for real 
engineering structures and materials”, PhD Dissertation, Mechanical Engineering, Utah State University, 
Logan, Utah, 2013 
ABSTRACT: Modern technologies require the materials with combinations of properties that can not be met by 
conventional single phase materials. This requirement leads to the development of composite materials or other 



materials with engineered microstructures, such as polymer composites and nanotube.  
Though the well-established finite element analysis (FEA) has the ability to analyze a small portion of such 
material, for the whole structure, the total degrees of freedom of a finite element model can easily exceed the 
bearable time in analysis or the capability of the best mainstream computers. To reduce the total degrees of 
freedom and save the computational efforts, an efficient way is to use a simpler and coarser mesh at the 
structure level with the micro level complexities captured by a homogenization method.  
Throughout the dissertation, the homogenization is carried on by variational asymptotic method which has been 
developed recently as the Variational Asymptotic Method for Unit Cell Homogenization (VAMUCH). This 
methodology is also expandable to the structure analysis as long as a representative structural element (RSE) 
can be obtained from structure. In the present research, the following problems are handled: (1) Maximizing the 
flexibility of choosing a RSE; (2) Bounding the effective properties of a random RSE; (3) Obtaining the 
equivalent plate stiffnesses for a corrugated plate from a RSE; (4) Extending the shell element of relative degree 
of freedom to analyze thin-walled RSE.  
These problems covered some important topics in homogenization theory. Firstly, the rules need to be followed 
when choosing a unit cell from a structure that can be homogenized. Secondly, for a randomly packed structure, 
the efficient way to predict effective material properties is to predict their bounds. Then, the composite material 
homogenization and the structural homogenization can be unified from a mathematical point of view, thus the 
repeating structure can be always simplified by the homogenization method. Lastly, the efficiency of analyzing 
thin-walled structures has been enhanced by the new type of shell element. In this research, the first two topics 
have been solved numerically through the finite element method under the framework of VAMUCH. The third 
one has been solved both analytically and numerically, and in the last, a new type of element has been 
implemented in VAMUCH to adapt the characteristics of a thin-walled problem. Numerous examples have 
demonstrated VAMUCH application and accuracy as a general-purpose analysis tool.  
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Paul Gerrard Duxbury, “Solution of elasto-plastic plate and shell problems using the generalized Galerkin 
method”, PhD Dissertation, Civil Engineering Department, Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
January 1988 
ABSTRACT: This thesis describes the means of nonlinear structural analysis by microcomputer, whereby the 
machine replaces the analytical flow produced classically by hand. The automation of the analysis allows the 
full evaluation of the performance of Galerkin's method for the competitive solution of a specialized class of 
plate and shell problems.  
A comprehensive proeram to follow the proposed routines was written and applied to a selection of plate and 
shell problems, including both material and geometric nonlinearities.  
In addition, different aspects of nonlinear mechanics are examined. Considering material nonlinearity, methods 
which eliminate ‘drift’ from the yield surface and accurately integrate stresses through a shell thickness are 
proposed. For an elastic system, various aspects of structural stability are discussed and a method to solve for 
nonlinear bifurcation paths developed.  
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Erhan Budak, “Mechanics and dynamics of milling thin walled structures”, PhD Dissertation, Dept. of 
Mechanical Engineering, The University of British Columbia, Canada 1994 
ABSTRACT: Peripheral milling of flexible components is a commonly used operation in the aerospace industry. 



Aircraft wings, fuselage sections, jet engine compressors, turbine blades and a variety of mechanical 
components have flexible webs which must be finish machined using long slender end mills. Peripheral milling 
of very flexible plate structures made of titanium alloys is one of the most complex operations in the aerospace 
industry and it is investigated in this thesis.  
Flexible plates and cutters deflect statically and dynamically due to periodically vary ing milling forces and self 
excited chatter vibrations. Static deflections of the plate and cutter cause dimensional form errors, whereas 
forced and chatter vibrations result in poor surface quality and chipping of the cutting edges. In this thesis, a 
comprehensive model of the peripheral milling of very flexible cantilever plates is presented. The plate and 
cutter structures are modeled by 8 node finite elements and an elastic beam, respectively. The cutting forces are 
shown to be very dependent on the magnitude of the plate and cutter deformations which are irregular along the 
helical end mill-plate contact. The interac tion between the milling process and cutter-plate structures is 
modeled, and the milling forces, structural deformations and dimensional form errors left on the finish surface 
are accurately predicted by the simulation system developed in this study. A strategy, which constrains the 
maximum dimensional form errors caused by static deformations of plate and cutter by scheduling the feed 
along the tool path, is developed. The variation of the plate thickness due to machining and the partial 
disengagement of the plate and cutter due to excessive static deflections are considered in the model. The 
simulation system is proven in numerous peripheral milling experiments with both rigid blocks and very 
flexible cantilevered plates. . . (Cannot cut and paste the rest of the abstract…) 
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USA), “Computer aided analysis of thin walled structural components subjected to axial and bending crush 
loads”, Eighth International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, 
November 11-12, 1986 
ABSTRACT: An interactive computer program "SECOLLAPSE" has been developed to assist the designer in 
selecting the most efficient structural component to meet automotive requirements for crash strength and energy 
management. The program predicts the strength characteristics and loading history of general, thin walled plate-
components, subjected to axial and/or bending crush loads. In the program the component section is divided into 



several sub-elements according to its shape. Each sub-element is analyzed for elastic buckling, maximum strength, 
fold size and mode of collapse. Elements strength characteristics are determined based on the boundary condition 
(degree of restraint) and the applied stress pattern. The analytical prediction shows good correlation with the test 
data.  
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Podkarpacie, Poland  
“Thin-walled structural elements: Classification, classical and advanced theories, new applications”, Publsher 
and date are not given in the pdf file; the most recent reference is dated 2016. Perhaps this is a chapter in a 
book. 
ABSTRACT: Thin structures were existing from the ancient time. From observations of the nature the people 
understood that thinner means lighter, but stiffness and stability problems arose. This was the starting point for 
the elaboration of theories analyzing these structures. At that time applications were limited to civil engineering. 
At present they are used in aerospace engineering as basic elements. Such structures are applied as a model of 
analysis in other branches too, e.g. mechanical engineering. With the necessity to substitute classical material 
by new (advanced) materials - instead of steel or concrete, now laminates, foams, nano-films, biological 
membranes, etc. are used. The new trends in applications demand improvements of the theoretical foundations 
of the plate and shell theories, since new effects (for example, transverse shear or surface effects) must be taken 
into account. This contribution is mainly an introduction to the CISM-Course SHELL-LIKE STRUCTURES: 
ADVANCED THEORIES AND APPLICATIONS. After some introduction to the history some examples 
concerning new applications are discussed. After that main directions in the theory of plates and shells are 
presented. Finally, various advanced theories are briefly introduced. Other advanced theories are presented in 
the following chapter.  
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Niels Johannes Mallon, “Dynamic stability of thin-walled structures: a semi-analytical and experimental 
approach”, (Is this a PhD Dissertation?),Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 2008, DOI: 10.6100/IR637287  
INTRODUCTION:  A structure can be classified as ”thin-walled” if its thickness is much smaller than its 
other dimensions. In general, thin-walled structures possess a very high in-plane stiffness while their out-of-
plane stiffness is very low. This property makes thin-walled structures very suitable for two purposes. Firstly, if 
the structure is designed such that the loading assesses mainly the in-plane stiffness, load-carrying constructions 
with very high stiffness-to-mass ratios can be achieved. Due to this property, thin-walled structures are used 
extensively in building and civil engineering constructions, aircraft, aerospace, shipbuilding and other industries. 
Secondly, the out-of-plane flexibility property of thin-walled structures allows to make mechanisms with 
relative large displacements while staying in the elastic domain. Applications can, for example, be encountered 
in suspension systems [138], deployable structures [125] and in Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems [114; 115].  
The design of thin-walled structures encompasses a number of challenges. Firstly, thin-walled structures under 
compressive loading may become unstable, that is they buckle. Buckling often occurs at stresses much lower 
than the yield stress making the buckling strength one of the key design criteria. Secondly, thin-walled 
structures may be sensitive to geometrical imperfections (small deviations from the nominal shape) and loading 
imperfections. This can result in significant reductions of the maximum load carrying capacity of the imperfect 
structure with respect to the perfect one. Finally, out-of-plane displacements can rapidly become very large (in 
comparison with the thickness of the structure) resulting in the fact that geometrical nonlinearities can no longer 
be neglected during the analysis.  
Although there are still some open issues, the analysis of the (nonlinear) response and buckling of thin-walled 
structured subjected to static loading (i.e. the situation in which transient inertia and damping forces may be 
neglected) is well established in engineering science [66]. However, in practise thin-walled structures are often 
subjected not only to a static load but also to a dynamic load. The resistance of structures liable to buckling, to 
withstand timedependent loading is addressed as the dynamic stability of these structures. The term dynamic 
stability will be further elucidated in Section 2.2. Now, two examples of dynamically loaded thin-walled 
structures will be discussed.  
The first example comes from aerospace engineering and considers the case where a thin-walled structure acts 
as a (light-weight) load-carrying construction. The Vega is an expendable launch vehicle (ELV), used to place 
satellites into an orbit around the Earth, see Fig. 1.1. The satellite (the pay load) is placed in the top of the ELV 
and in four steps the vehicle is brought into the atmosphere. During each step, one stage of the ELV is ignited 
and after its fuel is burned it is separated from the rest of the vehicle using pyrotechnic charges. The first and 
second stage of the Vega are interconnected using a conical thin-walled interstage, see Fig. 1.2. The interstage 
has a maximum diameter of approximately 3 [m] and is constructed from curved aluminium panels with a 
thickness of approximately 6 [mm] in combination with ring stiffeners for extra stability [134]. A simplification 
of the mechanical loading of the interstage during the launch is shown in Fig. 1.3, i.e. the structure carries a 
rigid top mass (resembling the mass of the upper part of the launch vehicle) while being subjected to a base 
acceleration (resembling the longitudinal acceleration of the launch vehicle). During a typical launch, the 
longitudinal acceleration shows various static levels (with peak values up to 5.5 · g, where g = 9.81 [m/s2] 
denotes the gravitation constant) with on top significant dynamic fluctuations (order 1 · g) and shocks [9; 137]. 
The combination of the base acceleration and the top mass results in a (time-varying) compressive loading of 
the thin-walled interstage. Consequently, dynamic buckling of the interstage, but obviously also of other parts, 
is one of main issues during the design of such a launcher.  
The next example illustrates how the (out-of-plane) flexibility property of thin-walled structures can be 
exploited to realize a flexible mechanism for adaptive optics on micro scale. In Fig. 1.4, a 3D self assembled 



microplate suspended in two buckled beams is depicted [115]. The microplate has size 380 × 250 [μm] and can 
be electrostatically actuated using electrodes buried underneath the microplate. Before assembly, the structure is 
planar. Then, by using scratch drive actuators (SDA), the beams are forced to buckle and locked using a self 
locking mechanism to make the buckled state permanent. This forces the microplate to lift out of the substrate 
plane, creating enough space for large rotations of the microplate. The buckled beams do not only lift the 
microplate but also act as elastic torsional hinges. In this manner, actuation of the microplate can be achieved 
with rotations up to ±15 degrees, while remaining in the elastic domain of the used material. During operation, 
the microplate is controlled to follow high speed prescribed motions, resulting in both torsional and transversal 
dynamic loadingof thin buckled beams.  
To obtain competitive designs for dynamically loaded thin-walled structures such as discussed above, it is vital 
to be able to understand, predict, and eventually optimize the dynamic stability behaviour of the structure. 
However, design strategies and fast (pre-)design tools for thin-walled structures under dynamic loading are still 
lacking. This can be partially explained by the involved computational complexity of the dynamic stability 
analysis, especially since in such analyses geometrical nonlinearities should be taken into account. Furthermore, 
in general time-dependent loads are described by multiple parameters (i.e. multi-parameter studies must be 
performed) and a wide variety in possible time-dependent loading types can be considered, like for example 
shock/impact loading, step loading, periodic loading or stochastic loading. Furthermore, although already many 
theoretical studies have been performed regarding dynamically loaded thin-walled structures [15; 77; 121], 
experimental validation of these results is scarce. Based on these observations, the objectives of this thesis are 
formulated in the next subsection.  
OBJECTIVE:   The research objective of this thesis is to develop (fast) modelling and analysis tools which 
give insight in the behaviour of dynamically loaded thin-walled structures. To illustrate and to test the abilities 
of the developed tools, a number of case studies are examined. The tools are developed for structures with a 
relatively simple geometry. The geometric simplicity of the structures allows to derive models with a relatively 
low number of degrees of freedom which are, therefore, very suitable for extensive parameter studies (as 
essential during the design process of a thin-walled structure). These models are symbolically derived via an 
energy based approach, using analytical expressions for the undeformed and deformed structural geometry. This 
approach has been implemented in a generic manner in a symbolic manipulation software package, such that 
model variations can be easily performed. For the analyses, both nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic 
responses will be computed using numerical techniques in combination with the derived nonlinear models. The 
combination of the symbolic derivation of the model and the numerical techniques to obtain the solutions, is 
called a semi-analytical approach. Using this semi-analytical approach, the buckling of four structures due to 
both quasi-static loads and time-dependent loads (i.e. shock loading and harmonic loading) are thoroughly 
studied. These studies will include investigation of the effect of several parameter variations and the effect of 
small deviations from the nominal geometry. For validation, the semi-analytical results will initially be 
compared with results obtained from computationally much more demanding FEM analyses. However, more 
important, for two cases the semi-analytical results will also be compared with experimentally obtained results. 
For this purpose, a dedicated experimental setup will be realized.  
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J. Kiendl, “Isogeometric Analysis and Shape Optimal Design of Shell Structures”. PhD Dissertation, 
Technische Universtitaet Muenchen, 2011. � 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric analysis is a new method of computational analysis with the goal of merging design 
and analysis into one model by using a unified geometric representation. NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-
Splines) are the most widespread technology in today’s CAD modeling tools and therefore are adopted as basis 
functions for analysis.  
In this thesis, the isogeometric concept is applied to the analysis and shape optimization of shell structures. A 
new, rotation-free shell element is developed, using the Kirchhoff-Love shell theory and NURBS as basis 
functions. NURBS-based analysis provides advantages especially for shells, since the structural behavior of a 
shell is mainly determined by its geometry and therefore a good geometric description is essential. Furthermore, 
due to the exact geometry description with NURBS, curvatures can be evaluated directly on the surface without 



rotational degrees of freedom or nodal directors.  
Different examples show the good performance and accuracy of the method, for geometrically linear and 
nonlinear problems. Aspects concerning boundary conditions and the treatment of multiple patch structures are 
investigated, and solutions are proposed which allow the use of this method for a broad variety of problems. 
Furthermore, the developed shell formulation proves as very well suited for a direct integration into a CAD 
model, which is also realized in a commercial CAD software. The practical application of this integrated 
method for different examples also reveals problems and limitations of the present approach, which are 
discussed subsequently. Another goal of this thesis is to extend the isogeometric concept to shape optimization. 
After a brief review of shape optimization using CAD-based or FE-based design models, isogeometric shape 
optimization is introduced as a combination of both existing approaches which enhances flexibility in choosing 
the design space.  
In the context of a cooperation project, the developed structural formulation is integrated into a fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) environment and is applied to the three-dimensional FSI simulation of a wind turbine blade 
rotating in the air flow. This example shows the relevance of this method to large industrial applications.  
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Azhar Mahmood Nasir, “Axisymmetric shell structures for multi-use”, PhD Dissertation, School of Civil 
Engineering, Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane, Australia, March 2002 
ABSTRACT:  Shell structures find use in many fields of engineering, notably structural, mechanical, aerospace 
and nuclear-reactor disciplines. Axisymmetric shell structures are used as dome type of roofs, hyperbolic 
cooling towers, silos for storage of grain, oil and industrial chemicals and water tanks. Despite their thin walls, 
strength is derived due to the curvature. The generally high strength-to-weight ratio of the shell form, combined 
with its inherent stiffness, has formed the basis of this vast application. With the advent in computation 
technology, the finite element method and optimisation techniques, structural engineers have extremely 
versatile tools for the optimum design of such structures.  
Optimisation of shell structures can result not only in improved designs, but also in a large saving of material. 
The finite element method being a general numerical procedure that could be used to treat any shell problem to 
any desired degree of accuracy, requires several runs in order to obtain a complete picture of the effect of one 
parameter on the shell structure. This redesign / re-analysis cycle has been achieved via structural optimisation 
in the present research, and MSC/NASTRAN (a commercially available finite element code) has been used in 
this context for volume optimisation of axisymmetric shell structures under axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric loading conditions.  
The parametric study of different axisymmetric shell structures has revealed that the hyperbolic shape is the 
most economical solution of shells of revolution. To establish this, axisymmetric loading; self-weight and 
hydrostatic pressure, and non-axisymmetric loading; wind pressure and earthquake dynamic forces have been 
modelled on graphical pre and post processor (PATRAN) and analysis has been performed on two finite 
element codes (ABAQUS and NASTRAN), numerical model verification studies are performed, and optimum 
material volume required in the walls of cylindrical, conical, parabolic and hyperbolic forms of axisymmetric 
shell structures are evaluated and reviewed. Free vibration and transient earthquake analysis of hyperbolic shells 
have been performed once it was established that hyperbolic shape is the most economical under all possible 
loading conditions. Effect of important parameters of hyperbolic shell structures; shell wall thickness, height 
and curvature, have been evaluated and empirical relationships have been developed to estimate an approximate 
value of the lowest (first) natural frequency of vibration.  
The outcome of this thesis has been the generation of new research information on performance characteristics 
of axisymmetric shell structures that will facilitate improved designs of shells with better choice of shapes and 
enhanced levels of economy and performance.  
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Ce Liang, “Analysis of crashworthiness of the dimpled thin-walled structures”, PhD Dissertation, University of 
Sussex (US), December 2017 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures are often used as kinetic energy absorbers in vehicular systems and 
infrastructure designs. In such applications, high specific energy absorption is usually desirable, because it is 
beneficial for weight reduction. The dimpling cold-roll metal forming process introduces dimpled geometry and 
increases the strength of sheet metal. This thesis aims to investigate the energy absorption characteristics of the 
dimpled thin-walled structures.  
A finite element (FE) modelling analysis was performed using ANSYS Explicit Dynamics solver, to predict the 
response of dimpled structures to dynamic and quasi-static loads. A series of experimental tests were conducted 
and the FE method was validated through comparing the numerical and experimental results.  
To understand the response of the dimpled structural components to axial crushing loads, numerical simulations 
were performed. A parametric study on a key cold-roll forming parameter “forming depth” was carried out to 
evaluate its effects on the dimpled geometry and material properties. Through the parametric study, 
manufacturing parameters for the cold-roll forming process were suggested to improve yield strength and 
energy absorption performance of dimpled steel components. It was shown that the specific energy absorption 
can be increased by up to 16% after optimizing the forming depth.  
To take the most advantage of the dimpled geometry, multi-layer dimpled thin-walled columns were analysed. 
The interlocking mechanism of dimpled plates were investigated and an empirical model was proposed to 
describe the interaction between dimpled plates. It was shown that a considerable amount of energy can be 
absorbed through the interaction between dimpled walls.  
The behaviour of dimpled columns under lateral impact loads was also investigated. It was revealed that the 
introduced dimpled geometry contributes to reducing the peak impact force without sacrificing the energy 
absorption capacity. However, this is only valid when at least one end of the dimpled thin-walled column is 
fully restrained.  
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“Composite plates modeling strategies for the estimation of transverse stresses”, ECCM16 – 16th European 
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ABSTRACT: The development of mechanical models that incorporate accurate estimations of the transverse 
normal and shear stress components are of notable importance in many engineering applications, and therefore 



it has attracted the interest of the research community along the last decades. This is the case of debonding and 
delamination of composite laminates, in which these mechanical actions play a crucial role in the initiation and 
propagation of these damage mechanisms. In this contribution, the accuracy levels of some numerical 
techniques that are used to compute these stress components are assessed. Geometrically linear and non-linear 
benchmark problems are solved using such techniques, whose results are compared between them.  
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the results of an experimental and numerical investigation of the deformation 
process of duraluminium plates under the action of a shock wave formed as a result of the explosion of a 
condensed explosive. The character of the deformation and destruction of the plate fixed along the perimeter is 
determined. It is shown that the plate is deformed according to the "envelope" scheme. The residual plastic 
deformation of the plate is determined. The shock wave load is described by semi-empirical dependences. The 
results of the calculations coincide with the experimental data.  
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Poland), “Simple computational methods in predicting limit load of high-strength cold-formed sections due to 
local buckling: A case study”, Sciendo, Polish Maritime Research, Vol. 25, No. 4, pp 73-82, 2018, DOI: 
10.2478/pomr-2018-0134  
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed thin-walled sections are prone to local buckling caused by residual stresses, 
geometrical imperfections and inconsistency of material properties. We present a real case of buckling failure 
and conduct a numerical and experimental study aimed to identify methods capable of predicting such failures. 
It is important because designers of structures are getting more FEA-oriented and tend to avoid lengthy 
procedures of cold-formed structures design. Currently adopted methods are complicated and require patience 
and caution from a designer which is reasonable in case of the most important structural members but not 
necessarily so in ordinary design. Since it is important, we offer an insight into several FEA and manual 
methods which were sufficient to predict the failure while remaining fairly simple. Using a non-uniform partial 
safety factor was still necessary. We hope that this paper will be of interest for people performing a lot of 
routine analyses and worrying about reliability of their computations.  
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Kyoung-Sub Park and Sang-Jin Lee, “Geometrically nonlinear analysis of plates and shells with Reissner-
Mindlin isogeometric degenerated shell element”, Journal of the Architectural Institute of Korea Structure & 
Construction, Vol. 31, No. 7, pp 3-10, 2015 
ABSTRACT: In this study, geometrically nonlinear analysis of plate and shell structures is carried out by using 
a degenerated shell element. The present shell element is formulated by using the isogeometric concept. 
Reissner-Mindlin assumption is adopted in the element formulation where total Lagrange formulation is used. 
In particular, the positions of control points is consistently used to create the normal vector for the mapping 
between control points and associated points on real surface. The arc-length method is employed to handle the 
snap-through behaviour of shells. Several benchmark tests are tackled to verify the performance of the present 
shell element. From numerical tests, the present shell element can remove locking phenomena with the only use 
of refinement technique and it performs satisfactorily for both thin and thick plate and shell structures under 
geometrically nonlinear situations. 
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Jozef Havran, “Snap-through effect of a slender web and a shallow shell”, PhD Dissertation, Dept. of Structural 
Mechanics, Slovenska Technicka Univerzita V Bratislave (STU), Date not given 
ABSTRACT: The term stability denotes an attribute of structure that can be characterized as an ability of the 
structure to remain in the equilibrium state. Stability of the bearing system is a crucial requirement when it 
comes to the safety of each building structure. In the presented work, the attention is paid to the analysis of an 
undesirable phenomenon of loss of stability. From the analysis of simple bar structures we gradually move to 
the stability analysis of planar structures (thin plates and shells). Among the substantial problems concerning 
the mechanism of stability loss of thin-walled structures belongs the snap-through of thin plate, of von Mises 
truss and of a shallow shell. Theoretical background of this phenomenon is analyzed in detail in this work. The 
geometrically nonlinear theory must be used to describe the post buckling effect of thin-walled structures. In the 
work, an incremental technique has been used (Euler) in combination with iteration procedures (Newton-
Raphson). Effect of shape imperfections (called as initial imperfections) has been analyzed. In the primary 
analyses it was necessary to confirm the validity of some principles on mathematically simple models of bars. 
Subsequently, we proceeded with analysis of thin plates and shallow shells. In the case of plates loaded in 
compression, the post buckling behavior was analyzed. Our next objective was to investigate the stability 
problems of cylindrical shells and shells of translation. The above mentioned problems were examined using the 
computer software based on the Finite Element Method. The results of particular programs and computation 
approaches were analyzed and evaluated. 
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“Plate bending analysis by unequally spaced splines”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 11, No. 5, pp 409-430, 
1991, https://doi.org/10.1016/0263-8231(91)90036-I 
ABSTRACT: A cubic B-spline finite strip method (BFSM) is developed to analyze thin plates in bending. The 
basic mathematical relationships are derived for a direct stiffness formulation using a series type strip 
displacement function. Longitudinal behavior is modeled by a spline series in which unequal spline spacing is 
permitted. This feature allows local refinement of the discretization near patch and concentrated loads. 
Accuracy and convergence vis-à-vis alternative methods are compared. These include various finite element 
models, the conventional finite strip method and the BFSM with equally spaced splines. Comparisons show 
comparable accuracy with improved convergence. Oscillatory convergence due to Gibb's phenomenon, evident 
in some of the models, is avoided in the BFSM. 
 
Teters G (2001) Creep stability of thin-walled composite structures. Mech Compos Mater 37(5):519–524 
ABSTRACT: The studies on the long-term stability of composite plates and shells under limited creep carried out 
mainly by the research associates of the Institute of Polymer Mechanics are reviewed. The statement of the 
stability problems is discussed, according to which a viscoelastic structural member can be regarded as stable if 



a disturbance in the form of a small initial deflection asymptotically tends with time to a small constant value. 
In the case of stability, as evidenced by experiments, the increase in the axisymmetric components of the initial 
deflection, dominating in the early stage, die down with time. On the contrary, the amplitudes of 
nonaxisymmetric initial imperfections grow at an increasing velocity. Analytical investigations show that the 
initial imperfections, when expanded into Fourier series, have a spectrum of short- and long-term critical forces. 
The deflection components having a critical force exceeding the external load are damped out, whereas those 
having a smaller critical force increase infinitely. The accelerated growth in the deflection, after a time, leads to 
transient buckling of the shell into a new stable equilibrium form. The problems of optimization of the structure 
and geometry of thin-walled composite constructions, with constraints on their long-term stability and critical 
time, are discussed. 
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Mats Ander, “On postbuckling analysis of thin-walled strutures: Numerical and statistical approaches”, PhD 
dissertation, Department of Structural Mechanics, Chalmers University of Technology,1999 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structural elements, such as plates, shells and beams are important load carrying 
components in civil-, mechanical, automotive, aeronautical, and marine engineering structures. In order to 
reduce the weight thin-walled structures are given an optimum design making them sensitive to unforeseen 
deviations in geometry, boundary conditions, material properties and applied loads. Therefore to assure safe, 
reliable structures accurate deterministic numerical methods for nonlinear analysis along with probabilistic 
methods are needed. In part one of the thesis an analytical probabilistic model is proposed for predicting the 
scatter of the buckling load of axially compressed thin linear elastic cylindrical shells with geometrical 
imperfections. The probability density function of the buckling load is deduced using an asymptotic relation 
according to Koiter between an assumed geometric imperfection and the buckling load. The scatter in the load-
carrying capacity predicted by the proposed model, agrees well with experimental results from the buckling of 
cylindrical shells of a certain manufacturing tolerance class. In general, for complex structures, it is not possible 
to deduce closed form probability density functions for failure load predictions. Then a computer method using 
the Monte-Carlo simulation technique can be applied. However, the success of adopting a Monte Carlo 
technique strongly depends on the ability of the deterministic numerical method used to simulate the non-linear 
structural behavior. As an important step in developing a probabilistic computer simulation method 
geometrically non-linear thin structures with conservative deterministic one parameter loading has been studied 
in part two of the thesis and a computer code has been developed. The finite deformation theory for a linear 
elastic continuum is expressed in terms of displacement gradients. In the finite element approximation the 
displacement field is expressed only in translational variables. Standard linear shape functions are used for truss 
elements and p-hierarchical basis functions based on integrals of the Legendre polynomials are adopted for two-
dimensional plane stress elements and for three-dimensional solid elements. The structural deformations are 
measured with respect to the initial undeformed reference configuration in a total Lagrange formulation. In 
order to follow the non-linear equilibrium path an incremental algorithm driven by the dominant displacement 
component is implemented. Numerical tests on a number of geometrically non-linear space trusses, a plane 
frame and a three dimensional beam show excellent agreement with analytical solutions as well as with 
numerical results presented in literature. The adopted p-hierarchical solid element formulation is demonstrated 
to work excellent for linear analysis of thin beams and shells. 
 
Tharani Thanga, K.S. Sivakumaran and Bassam Halabieh, “Stiffened plates of rectangular industrial ducts”, 
Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering, Vol. 40, No. 4, pp 334-342, April 2013 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the design of steel plate elements of rectangular industrial ducts. Because of 
the practical aspect ratios and the stiffener arrangements, such a plate element is often treated as a long plate 
(one way slab), fixed supported at the edges and subjected to transverse pressure. The design pressure and the 
deflection limit determine the plate thickness and the stiffener spacing. Current design practice considers the 
geometrical nonlinearity, however, uses the strength criterion of first yield. This investigation postulates that 
consideration of partial yielding of the plate may result in an economical design option, while meeting the 



serviceability criterion. The study is based on nonlinear finite element analyses of long plates subjected to 
increasing transverse pressure. Dimensionless parameters that characterize the behavior of such plates were 
identified and varied in a parametric study. Based on these analyses, design equations have been established for 
plate thickness and for stiffener spacing corresponding to three different scenarios namely; 0%, 16.5%, and 33% 
of through thickness partial yielding of the plate. Results show that allowing for 16.5% yielding results in 50% 
increase in stiffener spacing, at the expense of about 40% increase in deflections. Partially yielding plates can 
satisfy the serviceability limits states and can lead to economical stiffened plate systems for large rectangular 
industrial ducts. 
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Mahyar Maali, Abdulkadir Cuneyt Aydin, Hossein Showkati, Seied Mahdi Fatemi and Merve Sagiroglu, 
“Longitudinal imperfections on thin walled cylindrical shells”, Journal of Civil & Environmental Engineering, 
Vol. 8, No. 2, pp 309 - ?, 2018, DOI: 10.4172/2165-784X.1000309 
ABSTRACT: Buckling and post-buckling are among the most important failure factors in thin walled 
structures. The loadcarrying behavior of cylindrical thin-walled shell structures under external pressure load is 
strongly dependent upon the nature and magnitude of the initial imperfections. These imperfections are 
invariably caused by an assortment of manufacturing processes like installing or welding. One of the most 
important imperfections caused by welding that has been reported to have an essential detrimental effect on the 
buckling resistance of these shells under external pressure load is longitudinal imperfections. Buckling and post 
buckling capacity of the shells depend on the H/R and t/ R ratios (H the height, R the radius and t the thickness 
of a cylindrical shell). The present work discusses the finiteelement models labeled as SS (Shallow Slim), DS 
(Deep Slim), ST (Shallow Thick) and DT (Deep Thick). The samples of first group are modified to include a 
line longitudinal imperfection, amplitudes of 0.5t, 1t, 2t, 3t, 4t and 8t in depth (t is the thickness of cylindrical 
shell). The results presented are in agreement with international codes and theories concerning buckling. 
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Fiorenzo A. Fazzolari, “Advanced dynamic stiffness formulations for free vibration and buckling of composite 
plates and shells”, PhD dissertation, City University of London, 2014 
ABSTRACT: In this thesis both static and dynamic analyses of composite thin-walled structures are carried out. 
Most notably, the Dynamic Stiffness Method (DSM) has been extensively exploited to develop advanced 
formulations for plates and shells. In particular, the. Dynamic Stiffness (DS) matrices have been developed for 
laminated composite plates and shells using Higher-order Shear Deformation Theory (HSDT) in order to 
investigate their free vibration behavior and buckling characteristics. First, the Governing Differential Equations 
(GDEs) of motion and associated natural Boundary Conditions (BCs) (Neumann-type) for the given 
displacement field are derived via Hamilton's principle for both composite plate and shell structures. In the case 
of composite plates, the DS matrices are formulated for both out-of-plane and in-plane deformations. The GDEs 
for each of the two cases are solved in Levy's form separately. Next the problems for both plates and shells are 
reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations which are then solved by using the classical exponential 
solution procedure. 
 
Mart Heerschap, “Design of cut-outs in shell structures”, PhD dissertation, unknown university, 2018 
ABSTRACT: Aircraft fuselages are inevitably weakened by a large number of cutouts. In particular large cut-
outs in the pressure cabin, like those for doors, remain highly fatigue sensitive. This is not only due to the fact 
that the cut-out causes a large stress concentration, but is also due to the use of the door in service. This 
considerably increases the chance of accidental damage. It is obvious, therefore, that the reinforcement around a 
cut-out must be designed with care. The large number of repair patches around doors and other large cut-outs, 
found on virtually all aircraft over a certain age, clearly shows that the currently used design methods are 
inadequate. An improved design method for cut-outs in pressurized aircraft fuselages is described in this thesis. 
The design aspect should be emphasized, because design is more than simply the availability of an appropriate 
analysis method. A design procedure must by definition include the sizing of the structure and, moreover, must 
provide the designer with sufficient information to understand its behaviour. The latter aspect is especially 
important, because this allows the designer to concentrate on the creative part of the design task. Reduction of 
the time taken in design is obviously important from an economical point of view. Besides economic 



advantages, reduction of the time taken in design is also important with respect to changes in design. A door 
together with its surrounding structure, is often redesigned to meet individual customer requirements and this 
redesign often has to be performed in a very short time. The design method presented in this thesis offers a 
procedure for the prediction and modification of the stresses around a cut-out by means of finite element 
analysis, optimization, sensitivity studies and "what-if' analysis. The design tool developed speeds up the design 
process by around an order of magnitude. The design method is applied to an existing aircraft and the results 
compared to experimental data. A parameter study is performed to identify the most effective members of the 
reinforcing structure. 
 
Zheng Ye, Victor L. Berdichevsky and Wenbin Yu, “An equivalent classical plate model of corrugated 
structures”. Int. J. Solids Struct. 51, 2073–2083 (2014) 
ABSTRACT: An equivalent classical plate model of corrugated structures is derived using the variational 
asymptotic method. Starting from a thin shell theory, we carry out an asymptotic analysis of the strain energy in 
terms of the smallness of a single corrugation with respect to the characteristic length of macroscopic 
deformation of the corrugated structure. Without invoking any apriori assumptions, we obtained the complete 
set of analytical formulas for effective plate stiffnesses valid for both shallow and deep corrugations. These 
formulas can reproduce the well-known classical plate stiffnesses when the corrugated structure is degenerated 
to a flat plate. The extension-bending coupling stiffnesses are obtained the first time. The complete set of 
recovery relations are also derived for recovering the fields within the corrugated structure from the strains 
obtained in the equivalent plate analysis.  
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James F. Doyle (Purdue University, Indiana, USA), “Chapter 8 – Vibration of plates and shells”,  in Nonlinear 
Structural Dynamics using FE Methods, Part II – Dynamic Analyses, Cambridge University Press, pp 427-486, 
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ABSTRACT: A plate is an extended body where one of the dimensions is substantially smaller than the other 
two. The plates in three-dimensional (3D) thin-walled structures (called shells and folded-plate structures) can 
support both in-plane and out-of-plane loading. Furthermore, because the plates are thin, they lend themselves 
to approximation – while the structure may be three-dimensional, the local behavior is two-dimensional under 
plane stress. Plates in flexure are the two-dimensional equivalent of beams, and classical plate theory is the 
equivalent of the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, whereas the in-plane or membrane behavior of plates is 
analogous to that of rods. We consider both of these separately. 
We first develop the strong formulation for plates and present their spectral forms. It turns out, however, that 
very few strong-form solutions are available for arbitrary BCs, but there is one class with periodic BCs where 
very useful results can be obtained. We concentrate on these. 



Flexural Behavior of Flat Plates 
We develop a thin-plate model (called classical plate theory) that does not take the transverse shear deformation 
into account – this is therefore the plate counterpart of the Bernoulli-Euler beam. We could develop a model 
(called the Mindlin plate theory) that takes the shear deformation into account; however, it is worth keeping in 
mind that if shear effects in the plate might be important, then the plate should be modeled using the 3D solid 
Hex20 element. 
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“Folding to curved surfaces: A generalized design method and mechanics of origami-based cylindrical 
structures”, Scientific Reports, Vol. 6, Article ID 33312, 2016, doi: 10.1038/srep33312 
ABSTRACT: Origami structures enrich the field of mechanical metamaterials with the ability to convert 
morphologically and systematically between two-dimensional (2D) thin sheets and three-dimensional (3D) 
spatial structures. In this study, an in-plane design method is proposed to approximate curved surfaces of 
interest with generalized Miura-ori units. Using this method, two combination types of crease lines are unified 
in one reprogrammable procedure, generating multiple types of cylindrical structures. Structural completeness 
conditions of the finite-thickness counterparts to the two types are also proposed. As an example of the design 
method, the kinematics and elastic properties of an origami-based circular cylindrical shell are analysed. The 
concept of Poisson’s ratio is extended to the cylindrical structures, demonstrating their auxetic property. An 
analytical model of rigid plates linked by elastic hinges, consistent with numerical simulations, is employed to 
describe the mechanical response of the structures. Under particular load patterns, the circular shells display 
novel mechanical behaviour such as snap-through and limiting folding positions. By analysing the geometry 
and mechanics of the origami structures, we extend the design space of mechanical metamaterials and provide a 
basis for their practical applications in science and engineering. 
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Engineering, Maharashtra, India), “Study of fold and folded plates in structural engineering”, International 
Journal of Scientific & Engineering Research, Volume 5, Issue 12, December 2014  
ABSTRACT: Folded plates are assemblies of flat plates rigidly connected together so as to make structural 
system capable of carrying loads. They provide an economical and aesthetically pleasing design. This Paper 
aims at studying the material used for folded plate structure, analysis of folded plate structure by finite element 
strip or computer programs.  
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“Structural morphology and performance of plated structures with planar quadrilateral facets”, Journal of the 
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Directions for Shell Structures, edited by S. Adraienssens and P. Block, DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.20898/j.iass.2017.191.845  
ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to present some innovative strategies for the design of plated shell 
structures. Fabrication constraints are carefully considered, as the obtained shapes are covered with planar 
quadrilateral facets only. Different corrugation strategies are investigated, and our method guarantees extension 
of the shape generation to complex topologies. Few parameters control the amplitude of corrugations, which 
also gives us the opportunity to perform a sensitivity analysis on the influence of corrugations on the structural 
performance of folded-plate structures. The study focuses on the influence of the mechanical attachment 
between plates on the overall structural performance as well as fabrication rationality.  
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“Design and numerical analysis of an SMA mesh-based self-folding sheet”, Smart Materials and Structures, 
Vol. 22, No. 9, 094008, 27 August 2013 
ABSTRACT: Origami engineering, which is the practice of creating useful three-dimensional structures 
through folding and fold-like operations applied to initially two-dimensional entities, has the potential to impact 
several areas of design and manufacturing. In some instances, however, it may be impractical to apply external 
manipulations to produce the desired folds (e.g., as in remote applications such as space systems). In such cases, 
self-folding capabilities are valuable. A self-folding material or material system is one that can perform folding 
operations without manipulations from external forces. This work considers a concept for a self-folding material 
system. The system extends the 'programmable matter' concept and consists of an active, self-morphing sheet 
composed of two meshes of thermally actuated shape memory alloy (SMA) wire separated by a compliant 
passive layer. The geometric and power input parameters of the self-folding sheet are optimized to achieve the 
tightest local fold possible subject to stress and temperature constraints. The sheet folding performance 
considering folds at different angles relative to the orientation of the wire mesh is also analyzed. The 
optimization results show that a relatively low elastomer thickness is preferable to generate the tightest fold 
possible. The results also show that the self-folding sheet does not require large power inputs to achieve an 
optimal folding performance. It was shown that the self-folding sheet is capable of creating similar quality folds 
at different orientations. 
 
Trautz, M.; Kunstler, A. (2010). “Deployable folded plate structures - folding patterns based on 4-fold-
mechanism using stiff plates”. Symposium of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures. 
Editorial Universitat Politècnica de València. http://hdl.handle.net/10251/7278. 



ABSTRACT: Four-fold-mechanisms, such as the Miura-Ori-pattern, and its possible combinations are 
investigated by completing the mathematical description of a thin paper model done by Haas [1], with 
influences resulting from the thickness of the plate material. Additionally, different planning and realisation 
factors are analysed, focusing particularly on the elasticity of the plate material, the folding pattern, the realistic 
simulation of the hinge position and its necessity of kinematical freedom, as well as the inner friction resistance, 
resulting from the deployment of the necessary drive mechanism. Possible combinations of single four-fold-
mechanisms to larger patterns featuring these characteristics are investigated, taking into account the previously 
mentioned conditions for planning and realisation. 
 
E. Hinton and N.V.R. Rao (Department of Civil Engineering, University College of Swansea, Singleton Park, 
Swansea SA2 8PP, U.K.), “Structural shape optimization of shells and folded plates using two-noded finite 
strips”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 46, No. 6, pp 1055-1071, 17 March 1993, https://doi.org/10.1016/0045-
7949(93)90092-R 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with structural shape optimization of shells and folded plates using two-noded 
Mindlin-Reissner C(0) finite strips. The whole shape optimization process is carried out by integrating finite 
strip analysis, cubic spline shape definition, automatic mesh generation, sensitivity analysis and mathematical 
programming methods in an efficient way. Both thickness and shape variables defining the cross-section of the 
structure are considered. The objective is to minimize the strain energy with a constraint that the total material 
volume of the structure remains constant. It is observed that minimization of strain energy leads to optimum 
structures in which the deflections and stress resultants in the members are considerably reduced. This is 
illustrated using several examples. The relative contributions of the bending, membrane and shear strain 
energies are also monitored during the whole optimization process. It is found that most optimal shell and 
folded plate structures are membrane dominant. 
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Overview Project Goal: combined theoretical and computational approach for foldable polymeric based 
compliant structures triggered by non-mechanical stimuli (electrical, thermal, light, solvent) � 
Highlight Research Findings:� 
1) Constitutive model of light-activated shape memory polymers (LASMP) and foldable structures by LASMP � 
2) Time-dependent electro-active plate/shell structures � 
3) Computational tool for simulating folding of compliant systems � 
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structures”, Publisher and date not given in the pdf file; most recent reference is dated 2016 
INTRODUCTION: Spontaneous folding of matter has long been the subject of disparate branches of research, 
from the earlier vitalistic view of Leibniz1 to the mathematical description of morphogenetic processes of 
D’Arcy Thompson.2 Today, scientific advancements have shown how folding is a common strategy adopted in 
biological systems to build up more and more complex structures – in proteins, from a peptide chain to a 
functional enzyme; in plants, from bud petals to a developed flower; in organisms, from layers of cells to 
diversified embryos. One might think that such folding processes require exceptionally complex biological 
machineries to orchestrate them. On the contrary, with this contribution, we will show that folding can result 
from remarkably simple processes – and equally applies to both natural and artificial systems. In the following 
we will introduce the reader to the necessary theoretical concepts that are needed to understand these 
phenomena, providing examples from the common experience enabling a more systematic understanding.  
When we talk about self-folding3 thin structures we refer to a broad class of spontaneous shape changes (that is 
not caused by an external load) that occur in thin bodies. The adjective thin here means that a three-dimensional 
body has at least one dimension much smaller than the other; that is, a rod can be considered one-dimensional 
since it has two small dimensions; a plate instead is two-dimensional since it has one small dimension. In 
particular we will refer to bodies that can be considered two-dimensional, that is plates (which are flat) and 
shells (which are curved). As will become clear in section 1, the fact that plates (and shells) are thin is at the 



base of the rich panorama of shape changes that are observed.  
The goal of the present document is to provide an overview of some of the scientific literature dealing with 
shape changes in self-folding thin structures. Although these shape changes can be of a very different nature, 
size and origin – occurring in artificial as well as biological materials, and in systems that range from nanometer 
to centimeter sizes – all can be understood under some unifying concepts that will be introduced in the 
following. Thanks to our presentation, it becomes much easier to locate where research efforts have been 
focused until now and to identify new fields of interest that scientific research hasn’t addressed yet.  
This document is organized as follows. In section 1 we introduce the reader to the basic concepts of the 
mechanics of a thin plate (the experienced reader can skip this part). In section 2 we will introduce many 
examples of self-folding systems, categorizing them on the base of how eigenstrains are distributed and 
orientated in the plate. In this section, we will discuss the folding (or more generally the morphing) of systems 
that: undergo confined expansion due to an attached elastic foundation (section 2.2); are subjected to the so-
called edge growth (section 2.3); which change curvature (section 2.4). In section 3 we will give some 
concluding remarks on the present work.  
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Engineering, Warsaw, Poland), “A comparative study of Origami inspired folded plates”, Procedia Engineering, 
Vol. 91, pp 220-225, 2014 
ABSTRACT: Origami is an old art of paper folding. From mechanical point of view origami can be defined as a 
folded structure. In the present paper a comparative study of four origami inspired folded plate structures is 
presented. Longitudinal, facet, egg-box and Miura-ori origami modules are used for the analysis. The models 
are based on six-parameter shell theory with the use of the finite element method. Convergence analysis of each 
module is presented. Numerical study of roof folded plates in oriented to the comparison of maximal 
displacements and stresses in the structures. Some parametric analysis is also presented.  
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Swatilekha Guha Bodh, “Modeling of reinforced concrete folded plate structures for seismic evaluation”, 
International Journal of Engineering and Innovative Technology (IJEIT), Vol. 3, No. 2, August 2013 
ABSTRACT: Folded Plates and spatial structures are adopted for construction of large span structures in which 
a large space is realized without columns as the structural components. In those cases, the structures are 
expected to resist against various design loads mainly through their extremely strong capability which can be 
acquired through in-plane or membrane stress resultants and this is just the reason by which they themselves 
stand for external loads without columns as their structural components in the large span structures. In civil 
engineering construction, folded plates are commonly used as roofing units. However, they are frequently 
subjected to dynamic loadings in their service life and hence, the knowledge of their dynamic behavior is 
important from the standpoint of analysis and design. To understand the performance and behavior of folded 
plate, the finite element modeling approach is a very important aspect. Finite Element Analysis is performed for 
both linear and non-linear problems to design and analysis evaluation situations. In this study the finite element 
modeling of multi bay cylindrical shell structures has been done to understand its performance during 
earthquake using SAP 2000 (version 14). The structure is idealized as an assemblage of thin constant thickness 
shell element with each element subdivided into 3 numbers of layers. The layered shell allows any number of 
layers to be defined in the thickness direction, each with an independent location, thickness, behavior, and 
material. This paper introduces the application of non-linear static and non-linear dynamic analysis of large-
span RC spatial structure. In the present work an attempt has been made to convert the MDOF model of large 
span reinforced concrete shell structures into SDOF system using N2-method. With the help of this method, 
equivalent stiffness, mass and force can be obtained.  
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Indonesia), “Redefining folded plate structure as a form-resistant structure”, ARPN Journal of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences, Vol. 11, No. 7, April 2016 
ABSTRACT: Folded plate structures should be redefined as form-resistant structures in which the folded-plate 
action is a combination of transverse and longitudinal beam action [1] p.264. The early generation of folded 
plate structure is marked with true folded plate structures. As the number and the variety of building form 



increases, classification based on form took place and being developed. This leads to confusion and false 
interpretation of folded structures. The confusion is shown from building examples. Roofing with either steel or 
pre-stressed concrete trusses were classified as folded structures. Origami could lead to another confusion, 
because it could be applied either as a building structure or as a non-structural member, such as ceilings and 
awnings. Based on the case of Sydney Opera House, and on other misleading folded structure building 
examples, a conclusion to stop the usage of the term “folded structures” has been recommended. Another 
recommendation is to separate building form categories from building structure classification.  
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ABSTRACT: We discuss self-folding of a thin sheet by using patterned hydrogel bilayers, which act as hinges 
connecting flat faces. Folding is actuated by heterogeneous swelling due to different cross-linking densities of 
the polymer network in the two layers. Our analysis is based on a dimensionally reduced plate model, obtained 
by applying a recently developed theory [1], which provides us with an explicit connection between (three-
dimensional) material properties and the curvatures induced at the hinges. This connection offers a recipe for 
the fabrication and design of the bilayers, by providing the values of the cross-linking density of each layer that 
need to be imprinted during polymerization in order to produce a desired folded shape upon swelling. 
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Foek Tjong Wong and Kristofer Widjaja, “Development of the DKMQ element for analysis of composite 
laminated folded plate structures”, Journal of Civil Engineerig Science and Application, Vol. 20, No. 1, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.9744/ced.20.1.8-15 
ABSTRACT: The discrete-Kirchhoff Mindlin quadrilateral (DKMQ) element has recently been developed for 
analysis of composite laminated plates. This paper presents further development of the DKMQ for analysis of 
composite laminated folded plates. In this development, a local coordinate system is set up for each element at 
its centroid. The DKMQ stiffness matrix is superimposed with that of the standard four-node plane stress 
quadrilateral element to obtain a 24-by-24 folded plate stiffness matrix in the local coordinate system. To avoid 
singularity of the stiffness matrix, a small stiffness coefficient is added in the entries corresponding to the 
drilling degrees of freedom. The local stiffness matrix and force vector are then transformed to the global ones 
and assembled. The accuracy and convergence of the folded plate element are assessed using a number of 
numerical examples. The results show that the element is accurate and converge well to the reference solutions. 
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INTRODUCTION: Membranes stretched in tension are found in a variety of large gossamer space structures in 
order to meet the requirements of future space exploration missions, including the JWST shield, solar sails, and 
space inflatable antenna reflectors. The surface of these membrane structures should be as wrinkle free, and 
crease free as possible, especially for the solar sails and the inflatable antenna reflectors [1]. The wrinkle is 
defined as an elastic response of a membrane due to the localized buckling in the compressed areas. It has been 
well studied by using the membrane method [2,3] and the thin shell method [4-6]. Large membrane structures 
must be folded for packaging or stowing before launching. These folding processes may create some permanent 
creases. The crease is defined as an inelastic deformation of the membrane characterized by a sharp cusp. The 
membrane creasing has not been well studied but the interest is growing[7,8]. In this paper, the wrinkling 
behavior of a rectangular creased membrane under shearing is analyzed by using the Direct Perturb-Force 
method[6] to deeply understand the wrinkle-crease interactions. The effects of the crease location on the 
wrinkling are also analyzed in the end.  
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ABSTRACT: In the current study, element free Galerkin method, a meshless method, is proposed for wrinkling 



analysis of pre-stressed membranes. The mathematical model for studying wrinkling of pre-stressed membranes 
is derived by considering the bending stiffness, though it is negligible. Moving least approximation for 
deflection is constructed by considering three degrees of freedom per node. Essential boundary conditions are 
imposed using scaled transformation matrix method. Initially, compression induced wrinkling of a 
homogeneous thin plate without pre-stress is solved to validate the method and then a pre-stressed 
homogeneous membrane is analyzed for both compression induced and shear induced wrinkling. Capabilities of 
proposed method for membrane analysis is compared with that of finite element method (FEM). Comparative 
study on wrinkling analysis using EFGM and different FEM element types in a FEM package shows that, in 
lower modes both methods shows satisfying consistency in eigenvalues with respect to total of number of nodes, 
while at higher modes EFGM shows better consistency than FEM. Further the study is extended to wrinkling of 
non-homogeneous membranes subjected to linearly varying in-plane load. The results obtained from EFGM 
analysis is compared and found to be matching well with those available in literature.  
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Yann Lecieux and Rabah Bouzidi, “Numerical wrinkling prediction of thin hyperelastic structures by direct 
energy minimization,” Advances in Engineering Software, vol. 50, no. 1, pp. 57–68, 2012. 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with an efficient algorithm for the wrinkling with finite strains of very 
thin struc-tures made of hyperelastic material. In this work, the problem of wrinkling is solved by directly 
minimiz-ing the total potential energy of the structure. The numerical solution is carried out by the means of an 
iterative method such as the conjugate gradient algorithm. Although the proposed approach is theoret-ically 
equivalent to the traditional finite element method, it proves to be an attractive alternative which is particularly 
efficient for thin wrinkled structures.  
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Rita Valente de Carvalho, “Wrinkling of thin sheets under tension”, Master’s thesis, Aerospace Engineering, 
Technical University of Lisbon, November 2015 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling of thin membranes has become a huge concern in aerospace engineering due to the 
widespread of membrane structures in aerospace applications. The wrinkling of these lightweight structures is 
often observed and deteriorates their surface accuracy. Being thought that surface accuracy is a fundamental 
requirement in the manipulation and design of the membranes, it is necessary to evaluate the wrinkling of these 
materials in order to control and mitigate the wrinkling phenomenon. In this work, a study of the wrinkling 
phenomenon in thin rectangular sheets subjected to uniaxial tension is presented, including the wrinkle profile, 
the stress field and several parameters that influence this phenomenon. First, experimental tests on specimens 
with different thicknesses and plane dimensions are performed. Using a tri-dimensional digital image 
correlation technique (VIC-3D), the images of a rectangular 𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑁 sheet in tension are captured to 
investigate the evolution of the wrinkles, in terms of amplitude and wavelength. Then, a numerical study using 
the commercial finite element package ABAQUS is made based on the physical model of the membrane, with 
the aim to assess the growth, the evolution and the characteristics of the wrinkles. For that, a buckling and 
geometrically nonlinear analyses of the membranes are performed, using thin-shell elements. After that, the 
numerical validation of the results is made through the comparison with the numerical solutions available in 
published literature as well as the comparison with the experimental data obtained in this dissertation. Finally, 
some concluding remarks and future developments are described.  
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ABSTRACT: We present a new technique for simulating high resolution surface wrinkling deformations of 
composite objects consisting of a soft interior and a harder skin. We combine high resolution thin shells with 
coarse finite element lattices and define frequency based constraints that allow the formation of wrinkles with 
properties matching those predicted by the physical parameters of the composite object. Our two-way coupled 
model produces the expected wrinkling behavior without the computational expense of a large number of 
volumetric elements to model deformations under the surface. We use C1 quadratic shape functions for the 
interior deformations, allowing very coarse resolutions to model the overall global deformation efficiently, 
while avoiding visual artifacts of wrinkling at discretization boundaries. We demonstrate that our model 
produces wrinkle wavelengths that match both theoretical predictions and high resolution volumetric 
simulations. We also show example applications in simulating wrinkles on passive objects, such as furniture, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the development and evaluation of a wrinkling analysis procedure for 
anisotropic membranes. The procedure is based on a penalty-parameter modified material model and a 
nonlinear root finding to simulate the uniaxial stress state. The procedure was implemented in the ABAQUS 
finite element code as a user subroutine, and then applied to annular and square membranes. The wrinkle 
problems were also solved by shell element post-buckling analysis and the results were compared. The effect of 
anisotropy and unsymmetric loading on the wrinkling behavior was investigated.  
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wrinkled circular annulus-shaped gossamer space structure”, International Journal of Computational Methods, 
Vol. 5, No. 1, pp 189-198, 2008, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219876208001431 
ABSTRACT: Ultra-lightweight Gossamer space structures have received the wide attention due to their small 
packaging volume and low launching cost. Since wrinkles are a common deformation state and the main failure 
mode of such structures and vibration behaviors are the major factor of the structural design and control, a 
better understanding of the wrinkling characteristics and the vibration behaviors of the wrinkled membrane 
structure is thus very essential and desirable. In this paper, a modal analysis method incorporating the wrinkling 
analysis is presented to simulate the vibration characteristics of a wrinkled membrane structure. The effects of 
the wrinkles on the structural vibration behaviors are also summarized in detail in the end. 
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ABSTRACT: Heterogeneous membrane with rigid elements has been extensively applied in flexible electronic 
systems and in aerospace structures. Here, we study the surface wrinkling of such heterogeneous membrane. 
Experiment, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation are performed to quantify the effect of rigid elements 
on the wrinkle pattern of the membrane. The characteristics of wrinkles related to the positions of rigid elements 
and stretching strain are investigated and the underlying mechanism is revealed. It is found that wrinkle patterns 
can be tailored by varying the positions of the rigid elements to achieve desired functions. Our results can 
provide insightful ideas to understand the wrinkling phenomenon of heterogeneous membranes and create novel 
wrinkle patterns in a controllable way. 
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“General nonlinear membrane theory (Including wrinkling)”, Chapter VII in The Nonlinear Theory of Elastic 
Shells by A. Libai and J.G. Simmonds, 1998 
ABSTRACT: A membrane, the two-dimensional analog of a string, is a thin-walled body that can only carry 
internal forces tangent to its deformed shape. Thus, a membrane is either a shell so thin that it is, essentially, 



incapable of supporting stress couples or else it is a shell with sensible bending stiffness but which is subject to 
a combination of external loads and boundary/initial conditions which produce negligible bending. If we wish to 
distinguish between these two models, we shall refer to the former as a true membrane and to the latter as a 
(solutiondependent) shell-membrane. True membranes model certain biological tissues, inflatables, soap 
bubbles, shells subject to very high pressure and very large strains, and the like; shell-membranes model regions 
of shells that cannot undergo (nearly) inextensional bending and which are not too close to geometric or 
material discontinuities such as crowns of toroidal shells, cracks, or shell boundaries. Moreover, true 
membranes cannot support compressive stresses and thus may wrinkle whereas shell-membranes can resist this 
type of instability.In various parts of Section V.S we looked at the membrane limit of the simplified, nonlinear, 
small-strain, axisymmetric Reissner equations. In Section V.T, we developed the general theory of 
aximembranes undergoing large strains and gave many examples and references. In this chapter, we develop the 
general theory of membranes, including the subtheory of wrinkling, a topic both mathematically challenging 
and of growing applicability to natural and manufactured objects. 
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“Numerical and experimental investigation of wrinkling pattern for aerospace laminated membrane structures”, 
International Journal of Aerospace Engineering, Vol. 2017, Article ID 8476041, 11 pages, 
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ABSTRACT: Al-polymer laminated membranes are widely used in large aerospace structures. When the 
laminated membranes are pressurized, wrinkles emerge, which have an important effect on the performance of 
the structures during operation. This paper describes the numerical simulation and experimental investigation of 
wrinkles in laminated membranes. The nonlinear postbuckling analysis method, based on laminated thin-shell 
elements, was used to simulate the onset, growth, and final configuration of wrinkles when laminated 
membranes are subjected to external loads. The simulations are conducted with the ANSYS finite element 
package. Changing regularities of number, wavelength, and range for the wrinkles during the onset and growth 
processes are investigated. The wrinkles of laminated membranes with different design parameters such as 
material selection, ply number, ply angle, and ply mode are predicted. Devices that can be used to clamp and 
load laminated membranes in several load cases were designed and developed. A 3D photogrammetry system 
was constructed to characterize wrinkling patterns of laminated membranes subjected to shear displacement 
loads. By comparing the results of numerical analysis and experimental results, the accuracy of the numerical 
analysis method was verified. This study work is expected to inform wrinkling simulation and shape control of 
aerospace laminated membrane structures. 
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Chemical Physics (PCCP), Vol. 15, No. 8, pp 2764–2773, 2013, DOI: 10.1039/C2CP44033D 
ABSTRACT: The wrinkling characteristics of a rectangular graphene membrane under local tension are studied 
in this paper based on the continuum theory. The characteristics of the primary bifurcation and secondary 
wrinkling are studied to discover the physics of graphene wrinkling. The wrinkling geometry is predicted by a 
continuum theory model. The results reveal that the first wrinkle is formed at the primary bifurcation point. The 
non-uniform stretch-induced compressed effects, that originate from both the loaded portion and the clamped 
edges, buckle the graphene to form the first wrinkle. Secondary wrinkling is generated on the boundary of the 
wrinkled regions and the slack regions near the loaded portion in the post-wrinkling stage is the intrinsic nature 
of the wrinkling rupture and evolution of graphene. In addition, the length of the loaded portion and the aspect 
ratio of graphene have great effects on the wrinkling characteristics. These results are tremendously useful in 
understanding the intrinsic nature of the structural instability of graphene. 
 
Ling Zheng, “Wrinkling of Dielectric Elastomer Membranes”. PhD Thesis, California Institute of Technology, 
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ABSTRACT: Wrinkling of thin membranes due to different in-plane loading and boundary conditions has 
drawn attention of researchers in structural engineering since the development of thin webs for early aircraft 
structures. More recently, prestressed lightweight membrane structures have been proposed for future space 
missions, for example solar sails, the next generation space telescope sunshield and space-based radar systems. 
These structures are often partially wrinkled during operation. The formation of wrinkles alters the load paths 
and the structural stiffness of the membranes. More importantly its occurrence degrades the surface accuracy of 
these structures, which is a key design parameter. This dissertation focuses on wrinkling of thin rectangular 
membranes subjected to uniaxial tension and investigates the onset and profiles of wrinkles using both 
experimental and numerical approaches. An optical method, which integrates fringe projection method with 
four-frame phase-shifting technique, pre-conditioned conjugate gradient phase unwrapping algorithm and 
series-expansion carrier removal technique was developed in order to measure the full-field out-of-plane 
displacement of membranes, and an optical system was constructed including a uniaxial tension testbed, a LCD 
projector and a CCD camera. A series of uniaxial tensile tests were carried out on silicone rubber membranes of 
varying dimensions and aspect ratios in order to investigate the effect of geometric factors such as membrane 
dimension and aspect ratio on wrinkling onset; and a series of measurements were performed on each 
membrane at several desired strain levels to understand the evolution of the wrinkles, in particular wrinkle 
amplitude and wavelength. A numerical study was carried out using the commercial finite element software 
ABAQUS to further understand the important characteristics of wrinkling of thin membranes observed in the 
physical model. Geometrically nonlinear finite element models of membrane structures were constructed with 
thin-shell elements. A series of simulations were carried out for different membrane dimensions. The critical 
buckling load and buckling modes was predicted for each dimension using a pre-buckling eigenvalue analysis. 
The desirable buckling mode was selected and introduced into the structure as a geometric imperfection. The 
formation and growth of wrinkles were simulated in the post-buckling analysis. Finally, an idea of suppressing 
wrinkle instabilities of dielectric elastomer membranes using through-thickness electric field was proposed and 
verified in both experiment and numerical simulations.  
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ABSTRACT: Geometrically nonlinear shell finite element analysis has recently been applied to solar-sail 
membrane problems in order to model the out-of-plane deformations due to structural wrinkling. Whereas 
certain problems lend themselves to achieving converged nonlinear solutions that compare favorably with 
experimental observations, solutions to tensioned membranes exhibiting high stress concentrations have been 
difficult to obtain even with the best nonlinear finite element codes and advanced shell element technology. In 
this paper, two numerical studies are presented that pave the way to improving the modeling of this class of 
nonlinear problems. The studies address the issues of mesh refinement and stress-concentration alleviation, and 
the effects of these modeling strategies on the ability to attain converged nonlinear deformations due to 



wrinkling. The numerical studies demonstrate that excessive mesh refinement in the regions of stress 
concentration may be disadvantageous to achieving wrinkled equilibrium states, causing the nonlinear solution 
to lock in the membrane response mode, while totally discarding the very low-energy bending response that is 
necessary to cause wrinkling deformation patterns. An element-level, strain-energy density criterion is 
suggested for facilitating automated, adaptive mesh refinements specifically aimed at the modeling of thin-film 
membranes undergoing wrinkling deformations.  
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ABSTRACT: As research on the applications of high-precision membrane structures develops, wrinkling has 
become a popular topic. Here, we present a new wrinkle-wave model to describe wrinkles more accurately. 
First, the characteristics of wrinkle-waves that result from radial tension stress applied at the vertex of a 
triangular structure were analyzed. However, for polygonal structures under more than two tensions, the 
influence of the other vertexes should also be considered. Therefore, by introducing a load ratio, we constructed 
a wrinkle-wave model of a square membrane structure subjected to corner forces. This model is applicable to 
various loading cases and polygonal membrane structures. Comparison among the results of the finite element 
analysis, and the experimental and analytical results showed that the proposed model more accurately described 
the wrinkling details and solved the problem of convergence that is encountered during finite element analysis. 
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ABSTRACT: A method to describe the stress situation in a wrinkled membrane is presented. In this paper it 
will be shown that a special deformation tensor can be chosen which leads to the correct stress state of a 
membrane after wrinkling when it is substituted in the constitutive equation. The method can be used for 
anisotropic membranes in geometrically and physically nonlinear analysis. The case of simple shear and 
stretching of a membrane is considered to illustrate the potency of the method. 
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ABSTRACT: We consider the point indentation of a pressurized elastic shell. It has previously been shown that 
such a shell is subject to a wrinkling instability as the indentation depth is quasi-statically increased. Here we 
present detailed analysis of this wrinkling instability using a combination of analytical techniques and finite-
element simulations. In particular, we study how the number of wrinkles observed at the onset of instability 
grows with increasing pressurization. We also study how, for fixed pressurization, the number of wrinkles 
changes both spatially and with increasing indentation depth beyond onset. This ‘Far from threshold’ analysis 
exploits the largeness of the wrinkle wavenumber that is observed at high pressurization and leads to 
quantitative differences with the standard ‘Near threshold’ stability analysis. 
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ABSTRACT: Thin solar sail membranes of very large span are  being envisioned for near-term space missions. 
One major design issue that is inherent to these very flexible structures is the formation of wrinkling patterns. 
Structural wrinkles may deteriorate a solar sail’s  performance and, in certain cases, structural integrity. In this 
paper, a geometrically nonlinear, updated Lagrangian shell formulation is employed using the ABAQUS finite 
element code to simulate the formation of wrinkled deformations in thin-film membranes. The restrictive 
assumptions of true membranes, i.e. Tension Field theory (TF), are not invoked. Two effective modeling 
strategies are introduced to facilitate convergent solutions of wrinkled equilibrium states. Several numerical 
studies are carried out, and the results are compared with recent experimental data. Good agreement is observed 
between the numerical simulations and experimental data. 
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Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel, “Nonlinear inelastic analysis of concrete-filled steel tubular slender beam-
columns”, PhD Dissertation, College of Engineering and Science, Victoria University, Melbourne Australia, 
January 2013 
ABSTRACT: High strength thin-walled concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) slender beam-columns may 
undergo local and global buckling when subjected to biaxial loads, preloads or cyclic loading. The local 
buckling effects of steel tube walls under stress gradients have not been considered in existing numerical 
models for CFST slender beam-columns. This thesis presents a systematic development of new numerical 
models for the nonlinear inelastic analysis of thin-walled rectangular and circular CFST slender beam-columns 
incorporating the effects of local buckling, concrete confinement, geometric imperfections, preloads, high 
strength materials, second order and cyclic behavior. In the proposed numerical models, the inelastic behavior 
of column cross-sections is simulated using the accurate fiber element method. Accurate constitutive laws for 
confined concrete are implemented in the models. The effects of progressive local buckling are taken into 
account in the models by using effective width formulas. Axial load-moment-curvature relationships computed 
from the fiber analysis of sections are used in the column stability analysis to determine equilibrium states. 
Deflections caused by preloads on the steel tubes arising from the construction of upper floors are included in 
the analysis of CFST slender columns. Efficient computational algorithms based on the Müller’s method are 
developed to obtain nonlinear solutions. Analysis procedures are proposed for predicting load-deflection and 
axial load-moment interaction curves for CFST slender columns under axial load and uniaxial bending, biaxial 
loads, preloads or axial load and cyclic lateral loading. The numerical models developed are verified by 
comparisons of computer solutions with existing experimental results and then utilized to undertake extensive 



parametric studies on the fundamental behavior of CFST slender columns covering a wide range of parameters. 
The numerical models are shown to be efficient computer simulation tools for designing safe and economical 
thin-walled CFST slender beam-columns with any steel and concrete strength grades. The thesis presents 
benchmark numerical results on the behavior of high strength thin-walled CFST slender beam-columns 
accounting for progressive local buckling effects. These results provide a better understanding of the 
fundamental behavior of CFST columns and are valuable to structural designers and composite code writers.  
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ABSTRACT: Hollow mild steel columns of same outer diameter and length but different wall thickness show 
the buckling behavior in different manner in the fix-fix end condition. The behavior of the column is in good 
agreement with Rankine’s formula. Additionally, there is a very strong relation between actual buckling load 
and buckling load by Rankine’s formula. There is some difference between the theoretical and actual buckling 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new design approach for the stability design of thin-walled members. The 
proposed approach is based on the buckling modes and critical forces/moments determined by a linear buckling 
analysis performed on a regular shell finite element model. A fully automatic buckling mode identification 
technique is applied, by using the modal base functions of the newly proposed constrained finite strip method, 
where the various buckling types are separated by clearly defined mechanical criteria. The paper briefly 
summarizes the determination of modal base functions which then are used to approximate finite element 
displacement functions (i.e., buckling modes). The mode identification method provides the lowest critical 
values (forces or moments) to all the three characteristic buckling types: global, distortional and local, on the 
basis of which the buckling resistance can be calculated by using the design formulae of the direct strength 
method. The proposed new approach, which is potentially more general than any of the existing design 
approaches, is demonstrated on Z columns and beams with simple loading and boundary conditions. Critical 
values as well as resistances are calculated for some selected cases, the results are compared to those of another 
design method. The comparisons prove the applicability of the proposed procedure. Further research is 
necessary to extend the proposal for more general and more complex practical cases.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation of short cold-formed lipped channel columns 
compressed between pinned ends. The short columns are subjected to pure axial compressive loading. Twelve 
column specimens are tested and the columns are categorised into three groups, depending on the length and 
thickness. The buckling modes of failure that occurred include local buckling and distortional buckling. A 
comparison of the experimental results with the loads predicted by the South African standard for the design of 
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ABSTRACT: This work presents and discusses the buckling, post-buckling and ultimate behaviour of centrally 
compressed thin-walled T-sections members. It is firstly presented a brief literature review on recent studies 
involving this type of columns, and secondly the stability analysis of a wide range of members, with both ends 
fixed and different cross sections dimensions, obtain through GBTUL code, based on the Generalized Beam 
Theory - the study made possible to characterize the column buckling modes and select the dimensions, namely 
the length of the members. Then, the elastic and elasto-plastic post-buckling behaviours of short-to-intermediate 
columns with different values tensile stresses is analysed, using ABAQUS code. Finally, based in a parametric 
study carried out to determine a wide range of ultimate load values, the quality of the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) predictions to estimate the resistance of cold formed steel fixed-ended T section columns is assessed.  
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ABSTRACT: A review of literature on the area of the behaviour of thin-walled cold-formed steel structural 
members was carried out with an emphasis on the phenomenon of web crippling of beam members. Web 
crippling is a common mode of failure experienced by web elements of thin-walled beams under concentrated 
loads or reactions. Most of the studies done on web crippling behaviour are experimental and based on 
compression testing of beams to determine the ultimate web crippling strength. It has been identified that the 
theoretical investigation of web crippling behaviour is rather complicated due to localised collapse behaviour. 
However, some attempts have been made to develop theoretically based models to predict web crippling 
behaviour, and to obtain better understanding of the failure modes. Different theoretical studies, especially on 
elastic and plastic behaviour of plate elements were investigated with the intention of developing an analytical 
model to describe web crippling behaviour. It was found that almost all of the design codes around the world 
make design recommendations to predict the load at which web crippling would occur, based on equations 
obtained from web crippling tests conducted by various researchers.  
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ABSTRACT: The object of the research are short, thin-walled columns with an open top-hat cross section made 
of multilayer laminate. The walls of the investigated profiles are made of plate elements. The entire columns are 
subjected to uniform compression. A detailed analysis allowed us to determine critical forces and post-critical 
equilibrium paths. It is assumed that the columns are articulately supported on the edges forming their ends. The 
numerical investigation is performed by the finite element method. The study involves solving the problem of 
eigenvalue and the non-linear problem of stability of the structure. The numerical analysis is performed by the 
commercial simulation software ABAQUS. The numerical results are then validated experimentally. In the 
discussed cases, it is assumed that the material operates within a linearly-elastic range, and the non-linearity of 
the FEM model is due to large displacements.  
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“Comparative study on distortioal buckling strength of cold-formed steel lipped channel sections”, Research 
Journal of Engineering Sciences, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp 10-15, April 2013 
ABSTRACT: Usage of cold formed steel structural components for buildings and structures is gaining 
popularity in India for a decade. Hot rolled steel member behaviour and design are well developed, whereas the 
cold formed steel member behaviour and design is not developed fully compared to the rest of the world. The 
Indian code for cold-formed steel design, IS 801 was revised during 1975, which is in line with 1968 edition of 
AISI standard. Bureau of Indian standards is in the process of revision of IS 801 to catch up with the latest 
developments and design methods with the other codes of practices in the world. As a background for the 
development of codal provisions, the design provisions developed in the various codes of practices have been 
reviewed and a comparative study has been carried out on design flexural strength of cold formed steel lipped 
channel sections. For this purpose, experimental results are collected from the literature. Based on the 
comparative study, direct strength method (DSM), which gives flexural strength closer to experimental results 
has been chosen for further parametric studies. There are several failure modes among which distortional 
buckling is one such failure mode that affects the strength of the section. In order to assess the influence of 
distortional buckling, a parametric study has been conducted by varying the lip depth, which is the influencing 
factor for distortional buckling strength. This paper presents the details of the studies carried out and the 
conclusions arrived.  
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Y. Yilmaz and N. Kirac, “On the evaluation of critical lateral-torsional buckling loads of monosymmetric beam-
columns”, International Journal of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Vol. 10, No. 7, 2016 
ABSTRACT: Beam-column elements are defined as structural members subjected to a combination of axial and 
bending forces. Lateral torsional buckling is one of the major failure modes in which beam-columns that are 
bent about its strong axis may buckle out of the plane by deflecting laterally and twisting. This study presents a 
compact closed-form equation that it can be used for calculating critical lateral torsional-buckling load of beam-
columns with monosymmetric sections in the presence of a known axial load. Lateral-torsional buckling 
behavior of beam-columns subjected to constant axial force and various transverse load cases are investigated 
by using Ritz method in order to establish proposed equation. Lateral-torsional buckling loads calculated by 
presented formula are compared to finite element model results. ABAQUS software is utilized to generate finite 
element models of beam-columns. It is found out that lateral-torsional buckling load of beam-columns with 
monosymmetric sections can be determined by proposed equation and can be safely used in design. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, one investigates the local-plate, distortional and global buckling behavior of thin-
walled steel beams subjected to non-uniform bending moment diagrams, i.e. under the presence of longitudinal 
stress gradients. One begins by deriving a novel formulation based on Generalized Beam Theory (GBT), which 
(i) can handle beams with arbitrary open cross-sections and (ii) incorporates all the effects stemming from the 
presence of longitudinally varying stress distributions. This formulation is numerically implemented by means 
of the finite element method: one (i) develops a GBT-based beam finite element, which accounts for the 



stiffness reduction associated to applied longitudinal stresses with linear, quadratic and cubic variation, as well 
as to the ensuing shear stresses, and (ii) addresses the derivation of the equilibrium equation system that needs 
to be solved in the context of a GBT buckling analysis. Then, in order to illustrate the application and 
capabilities of the proposed GBT-based formulation and finite element implementation, one presents and 
discusses numerical results concerning (i) rectangular plates under longitudinally varying stresses and pure 
shear, (ii) I-section cantilevers subjected to uniform major axis bending, tip point loads and uniformly 
distributed loads, and (iii) simply supported lipped channel beams subjected to uniform major axis bending, 
mid-span point loads and uniformly distributed loads — by taking full advantage of the GBT modal nature, one 
is able to acquire an in-depth understanding on the influence of the longitudinal stress gradients and shear 
stresses on the beam local and global buckling behavior. For validation purposes, the GBT results are compared 
with values either (i) yielded by shell finite element analyses, performed in the code ANSYS, or (ii) reported in 
the literature. Finally, the computational efficiency of the proposed GBT-based beam finite element is briefly 
assessed. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
The beam has for many years been an important part of civil engineering structures. Successful design of 
structures involving beam elements requires a well-developed description of the beam behavior. This has been 
recognized by researchers and during the last century great emphasis has been given towards the establishment 
of linear as well as nonlinear beam theories. A review of some of the literature connected to beam theories is 
presented in Section 1.1. Driven by economic incentivities such as increasing relative cost for materials, by the 
development of high-strength materials, and by the advancement in structural analysis and design, the trend has 
been towards the design and construction of increasingly more slender and flexible structures. An important 
component in this progress is the thin-walled beam. The double symmetric thin-walled beam has been used for 
many years while the use of thin-walled beams with arbitrary cross-sections is relatively recent. Using more 
slender and more flexible structures makes the stability problem essential in the design process. The stability 
behavior of symmetric beams, such as I- and H-profiles, has been examined for many years and leading to a 
general solution procedure where the stability failure is determined by considering an ideal structure. Possible 
precritical deformations are hereby neglected. In case of beam and frame structures with non-symmetric cross-
sections the precritical deformations may be significant leading to a more complex behavior of the structure. 
This implies that the critical behavior is more complicated as for the symmetric structure. A rational utilization 
of these profiles therefore necessitates a detailed description of the stability problem. A theory is developed for 
beams of arbitrary shape, (Chapter 2). The beam is represented by a curve with a local set of base vectors fixed 
to the cross-section at each point of the curve. The generalized displacements are the translation vector for the 
curve and the rotation vector for the cross-sections. The equilibrium equations for the beam are reformulated as 
a virtual work equation, and this defines three strain components and three curvature components. The two 
shear strain components describe the difference between the tangent vector of the curve and the normal vector 
to the cross-section. It is important for a systematic derivation of the equations that all three rotation 
components are preserved as independent displacement parameters. If desired the Bernoulli hypothesis 
concerning the normality of the cross-sections can be introduced in the final equations. The warping effect , 
characteristic of thin-walled beams, is treated separately in order to preserve the generality. The general theory 
is specialised to stability analysis by considering a prebuckled/initial state, with prebuckling curvatures and 
stresses, and a neighbouring postbuckled state, (Chapter 3). The effect of prebuckling deformation is considered 
consistently by using the equilibrium equations of the initial state. Specialising the theory to thin-walled beams 
requires the appropriate constitutive equations. This is the subject of Chapter 4. A small strain deformation 
measure expressed by the generalized deformations is introduced and by energy principles the constitutive 
equations are developed. A brief discussion of energy principles is presented in Chapter 5 where also the 
transition from virtual work to potential energy or vice versa for the present formulation is considered. An 
example of the possibilities of the present formulation in a numerical context is given by the development of a 
two node beam element, (Chapter 6). The strain deformations are assumed negligible while the curvature 
contributions are retained in the formulation. This leads to a formulation in terms of the rotation components 
only. A link between displacements and rotations is obtained by introducing the zero strain condition via the 



Lagrange Multiplier method. A mixed formulation is hereby obtained where linear shape functions can be used. 
This chapter serves as an introduction to the development of the incremental updated element considered in 
Chapter 8. Analytical stability analysis can be performed in a manageable way by some minor modifications of 
the general formulation, (Chapter 7). Neglecting strain deformations leads to a formulation expressed entirely in 
terms of the three rotation components. An asymptotic buckling and postbuckling theory is developed by means 
of a perturbation method. The asymptotic postbuckling behavior of a straight column in axial compression is 
considered for arbitrary cross-section parameters. The theory is also illustrated by analysing buckling and 
postbuckling of the beam in pure bending. The format of the results for this case are used to discuss the relation 
of the present general theory to previously published theories for simply curved beams. Further the governing 
parameters describing the initial postbuckling behavior are determined. Finally on the basis of the previous 
chapters a numerical formulation of the nonlinear stability problem is obtained in Chapter 8. The performance 
of the incremental updated Lagrangian two node hybrid element developed, is discussed by considering four 
canonical problems. The results strongly indicate that initial deformations and non-symmetric properties are 
essential for a proper determination of the critical load.  
 
 
R.J. Mania (Lodz University of Technology, Poland), “Comparative static buckling study of FML thin-walled 
profiles”, in: Proceedings of the ECCM16 – 16th European Conference on Composite Materials, Seville, Spain, 
22-26 June, 2014. 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with linear (eigen-buckling) and nonlinear buckling and post buckling analysis of 
thin-walled profiles made of FML type layered material. Considered profiles of open cross-section are subjected 
to axial compression. The analysis is performed with application of analytical and numerical method which 
results are compared with laboratory experiment. This multi-way approach gives the opportunity to improve 
both analytical and numerical models and solution methods which have been applied in our research team, with 
respect to current experiment results.  
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ABSTRACT: The finite element method is employed for the flexural-torsional linear buckling analysis of 
beams of arbitrarily shaped composite cross-section taking into account generalized warping (shear lag effects 
due to both flexure and torsion). The contacting materials, that constitute the composite cross section, may 
include a finite number of holes. A compressive axial load is applied to the beam. The influence of nonuniform 
warping is considered by the usage of one independent warping parameter for each warping type, i.e. shear 
warping in each direction and primary as well as secondary torsional warping, multiplied by the respective 
warping function. The calculation of the four aforementioned warping functions is implemented by the solution 
of a corresponding boundary value problem (longitudinal local equilibrium equation). The resulting stress field 



is corrected through a shear stress correction. The equations are formulated with reference to the independent 
warping parameters additionally to the displacement and rotation components. 
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ABSTRACT: The structural strength of cold-formed steel lipped channels under combined axial force and 
biaxial bending moments has been predicted by geometric and material nonlinear collapse analyses performed 
in ABAQUS and compared to both current, and a newly proposed, beam-column design method. The ABAQUS 
analyses utilizes a validated modeling protocol calibrated against previous testing by the authors, and including 
residual stresses and strains, and geometric imperfections; as well as, appropriate cross-section dimensions, 
member length, and boundary conditions. A total of 75 different lipped channel cross-sections have been 
selected and the capacity of the beam-column member has been examined under 127 combinations of actions in 



the P-M1-M2 space (axial load, P, and major-axis, M1, and minor-axis, M2, bending moments). The results 
have been used to evaluate the current beam-column design method and validate a new Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) approach for cold-formed steel beam-columns. The newly proposed method provides means to 
incorporate more realistic stability analyses of cross-sections under the applied actions, where the current design 
methods include only a linear prediction of the combined actions using “column strength” and “beam strength” 
as anchor points. Correspondingly, the reliability of both current and newly proposed methods has been 
evaluated. The newly proposed extensions to the Direct Strength Method show a potential to realize a sizeable 
strength increase in many situations, and follow the overall trends in the data (P-M1-M2 surface) well; however, 
additional advancement is needed to realize the complete benefits predicted in the finite element models.  
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ABSTRACT: Analysis and design of axially compressed cold formed steel channel section presented in this 
paper was conducted through experimental study, design based on British standards and North American 



Specification for the design of cold-formed steel structural members. More than 18 laboratory experiments were 
undertaken first on these steel channel columns under axial compression. A series of parametric studies were 
also carried out by varying the thickness and column length. All of these columns failed by local and 
distortional buckling. The test results were compared with American (AISI-2007) and British Standards 
(BS5950-Part5) for the design of cold-formed steel structural members. The details of this investigation and the 
outcomes are presented in this paper.  
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Engineering, Kothamangalam, India�), “Influence of pretwisting angle on the buckling capacity of steel columns: 
A review”. International Journal of Civil Engineering (IJCE), Vol. 5, No. 6, Oct-Nov 2016, pp 1-10 
ABSTRACT: A column is a vertical compression member designed to transmit compressive loading. It is 
generally seen that when a slender member is loaded in compression, it will bow sideways or buckle, and if the 
load is then increased further the column will eventually fail in bending. Buckling is a mode of failure that is 
mainly observed in compression members due to structural instability. A pretwisted column has its strong 
flexural plane weakened and its weak flexural plane strengthened, leading to a favourable effect on buckling 
strength of the pretwisted column. A linear buckling analysis study was conducted for boxed and unboxed 
sections for columns with varying twist angles to study the effect of twist angle variation on improvement in 
buckling capacity. The studies reviewed that buckling capacity increased up to an optimum twist angle value 



and further reduced. It was found that pretwisting is effective to increase the buckling capacity of columns.  
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Ali Roufegarinejad, “Stability of thin-walled tubes with elastic uni-lateral internal restraint”, PhD dissertation, 
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, April 
2007 
ABSTRACT: This thesis presents a theoretical study into the behaviour of thin-walled metal tubes that are filled 
with elastic material. The study has considered the behaviour and design of concrete-filled steel columns by 
analysing the effect of the combined actions of axial compression and bending on closed stainless steel cross-
sections with a concrete infill as well as the elastic buckling of square, circular and elliptical thin-walled steel 
tubes, when filled with elastic material. The elastic local buckling of a rectangular plate having four edges 
clamped and subjected to in-plane linearly varying uniaxial loading with and without juxtaposition with a rigid 
infill has also been studied. Concrete-filled composite columns find widespread use globally in engineering 
structures because of their optimal strength and ease of construction. Enhancing the strength of filled columns 
by utilising newer materials such as stainless steel or shape memory alloys for the skin of the cross-section of 
the column will increase the construction cost of the column. In order to circumvent this increased construction 
cost, or to minimise it, the metal skin should be as thin as possible. Members with thin-walled cross-section are 
prone to lateral torsional buckling, and in particular they are prone to local buckling, with the latter buckling 
mode playing an important role in the strength of a composite column with a concrete infill. The local buckling 
coefficient is enhanced by the provision of a rigid concrete infill, and efficient design must make use of this fact 
to minimise the cost of the skin. The initial portions of this thesis demonstrate the beneficial effects that the 
rigid concrete core has on the overall strength, and also on the local buckling behaviour of thin-walled metal 
tubes. The local buckling of the metal skin has been modelled in this thesis by using a Ritz-based energy 
method. In bi-lateral and uni-lateral buckling studies of rectangular plates, a more general trigonometric 
function has been selected by application of boundary conditions to the chosen shape function, with these 
boundary conditions being implemented to make the chosen shape function satisfy the edge conditions for the 
problem under consideration. The restraining medium is modelled as a tensionless foundation and this restraint 
condition is introduced through a penalty method formulation. Extensive comparative, convergence, and 
parametric studies have been carried out by considering a wide range of uni-laterally constrained plates. 
Following a concise review of the available literature, techniques for analysing the elastic local buckling of 
thin-walled square tubes, fully filled with elastic materials and subjected to concentric uni-axial compression, 
are formulated by means of a simple stiffness approach and a proper Ritz-based technique. This method is then 
extended to account for the local buckling of thin-walled circular and elliptical cylinders with elastic infill. By 



representation of a proper trigonometric displacement function in the formulation which is capable of 
incorporating the effects of the penetration zone in a harmonic form, in addition to satisfying all the necessary 
boundary conditions, it is shown that the buckling solution reduces to a dimensionless representation for which 
the relevant geometrical and material properties that govern the local buckling coefficient can be identified. It 
was found that the provision of lightweight and low density infill is functional and attractive with respect to an 
increase in the efficacy of the restraint. A comparison was made, and good agreement was found to exist, 
between the results obtained from this study and results that are available in the literature. Finally, a strength to 
weight index is introduced that quantifies the enhancement in the local buckling coefficient for a number of 
materials with a wide range of stiffness and density. This index has potential applications for optimal design in 
aerospace and other specialized engineering applications.  
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ABSTRACT: Lateral buckling of a laminated composite beam with I-section is studied. A general analytical 
model applicable to the lateral buckling of a I-section composite beam subjected to various types of loadings is 
developed. This model is based on the classical lamination theory, and accounts for the material coupling for 
arbitrary laminate stacking sequence configuration and various boundary conditions. The effects of the location 
of applied loading on the buckling capacity are also included in the analysis. A displacement-based one-
dimensional finite element model is developed to predict critical loads and corresponding buckling modes for a 
thin-walled composite beam with arbitrary boundary conditions. Numerical results are obtained for thin-walled 
angle-ply laminated composites under central point load, uniformly-distributed load, and pure bending. The 
effects of fiber orientation, location of applied load, and types of loads on the critical buckling loads are 
parametrically studied. 
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ABSTRACT: This article reports the results of an investigation on the effects of internal moments on the 
vibration behavior of thin-walled steel members. The analyses are based on the Generalized Beam Theory 
(GBT), a thin-walled bar theory accounting for cross-section in-plane deformations - its main distinctive feature 
is the representation of the member deformed configuration by means of a linear combination of cross-section 



deformation modes, multiplied by their longitudinal amplitude functions. The study concerns a simply 
supported T-section (with unequal flanges) members exhibiting a wide range of lengths and subjected to 
uniform internal moment diagrams - their magnitudes are specified as percentages of the corresponding critical 
buckling values. After providing a brief overview of the main concepts and procedures involved in performing a 
GBT-based structural analysis, the vibration behavior of load-free and loaded T-section members is addressed - 
the influence of the applied loadings is assessed in terms of (i) the fundamental frequency difference and (ii) the 
change in the corresponding vibration mode shape. For validation purposes, some GBT results are compared 
with values yielded by shell finite element analysis performed in the code ABAQUS (Simulia, 2008). 
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Demao Yang, “Compression stability of high strength steel sections with low strain-hardening”, PhD 
dissertation, School of Civil and Mining Engineering, University of Sydney, Australia, 2003 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel sections made from high strength thin cold-reduced G550 steel to Australian 
Standard AS 1397-1993 under compression are investigated experimentally and theoretically in this thesis. This 
thesis describes three series of compression tests performed on box-section stub columns, box-section long 
columns and lipped channel section columns cold-formed from high strength steel plates in 0.42 mm or 0.60 
mm thickness with nominal yield stress of 550 MPa. The tests presented in this thesis formed part of an 
Australian Research Council research project entitled "Compression Stability of High Strength Steel Sections 
with Low Strain-Hardening". For the fix-ended stub column tests, a total of 94 lipped-square and hexagonal 
section stub columns were tested to study the influence of low strain hardening of G550 steel on the 
compressive section capacities of the column members. For the pin-ended long column tests, a total of 28 box-
section columns were tested to study the stability of members with sections which undergo local instability at 
loads significantly less than the ultimate loads. For the fix-ended lipped channel section columns, a total of 21 
stub and long columns were tested to study the failure resulting from local and distortional buckling with 
interaction between the modes. A numerical simulation on the three series of tests using the commercial finite 
element computer program ABAQUS is also presented as part of this thesis. The post-buckling behaviour of 
thin-walled compression members is investigated. The effect of changing variables, such as geometric 
imperfections and end boundary conditions is also investigated. The ABAQUS analysis gives accurate 
simulations of the tests and is in good agreement with the experimental results. Theoretical studies using finite 
strip methods are presented in this thesis to investigate the buckling behaviour of cold-formed members in 
compression. The theoretical studies provide valuable information on the local and distortional buckling stresses 
for use in the interaction buckling studies. The finite strip models used are the semi-analytical and spline models. 
As expected from the stub columns tests, the greatest effect of low strain hardening was for the stockier sections 
where material properties play an important role. For the more slender sections where elastic local buckling and 
post-local buckling are more important, the effect of low strain hardening does not appear to be as significant. 
The pin-ended and fix-ended long column tests show that interaction, which is between local and overall 
buckling in the box sections, and between local and distortional buckling in the open channel sections, has a 
significant effect on their member capacities. The results of the successful column tests and ABAQUS 
simulation have been compared with the design procedures in the Australian/New Zealand Standard for Cold-
Formed Steel Structures (AS/NZS 4600) and the North American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members prepared by the American Iron and Steel Institute. The stub column tests show that the 
current design rules give too conservative predictions on the compressive section capacities of the column 
members; whereas the long column tests show that the current column design rules are unconservative if used in 
their current form for G550 steel. Three design proposals are presented in this thesis to account for the effects of 
high strength thin steels on the section and member capacities.  
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“Seismic design and retrofit of thin-walled steel tubular columns”, 13th World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, August 1-6, 2004, Paper No. 271 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with seismic design and retrofit of thin-walled steel tubular columns supporting 
highway bridge superstructures. The basic characteristics of the thin-walled steel tubular columns are noted and 
the importance of various retrofit techniques in improving strength and ductility capacity of such structures is 
explained. A seismic design method for ultimate strength and ductility evaluation of the retrofitted, thin-walled, 
steel tubular beam-columns is presented. The application of the method is demonstrated by comparing the 
computed strength and ductility of some cantilever columns with test results. The method is applicable for both 
the design of new and retrofitting of existing thin-walled steel tubular columns. The effects of some important 
parameters such as width-to-thickness ratio, column slenderness ratio, height of infill concrete, residual stress, 
arrangement of additional longitudinal stiffeners and energy absorption segment on the ultimate strength and 
ductility of thin-walled steel tubular columns are presented and discussed.  
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Engineering, National Technical University of Athens, Athens, Greece), “Stability of steel columns with non-
uniform cross-sections”. The Open Construction and Building Technology Journal, Vol. 6, 1–7 (2012) 
ABSTRACT: In this work, non-uniform steel members with or without initial geometrical or loading 
imperfections, that are loaded by axial forces applied concentrically or eccentrically and by concentrated 
moments applied at the ends or at intermediate points, are studied. More specifically, steel members with 
varying cross-sections, tapered or stepped or members consisting by two different tapered parts are considered. 
The formulation presented in this work is based on solving the governing equation of the problem through a 
numerical method where the eigenshapes of the member are employed. A failure plasticity criterion is 
introduced for members especially the short ones that will never reach the elastic critical buckling load. 
Although only the simply supported beam-column case is studied herein, it is obvious that the method can be 
extended to multi-span beams and frames, by employing the corresponding eigenshapes. Useful diagrams are 
presented for both the critical buckling loads and the equilibrium paths showing the influence of the main 
characteristics of the beam-column.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an investigation on the buckling behavior of concentrically 
loaded thin–walled pultruded fiber reinforced polymer (PFRP) composite columns. Both open- and closed-web 
columns were evaluated. Finite element (FE) analysis and theoretical predictions are presented and correlated 
with experimental data. Good agreement between theoretical, analytical and experimental results was achieved. 
The paper also presents design guidelines to determine the bending stiffness and the critical buckling load for 
pultruded composite columns. In addition, a discussion on the axial strength of unidirectional PFRP columns 
and identification of different modes of failure are presented.  
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ABSTRACT: Research in the behavior of cold-formed steel columns spans approximately fifty years. Through 
that time distortional buckling, under many different names, has come in and out of the spotlight. This brief 
account highlights the major experimental work in cold-formed steel column research. Theoretical trends are 
also briefly mentioned, particularly as they relate to distortional buckling. Though distortional buckling in 
beams and columns is intimately tied together an attempt is made to focus only on the column research.  
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Structures, 4(5), 367–384, October 2004, https://doi.org/10.12989/scs.2004.4.5.367 
ABSTRACT: A numerical model based on the finite element technique is adopted to investigate the behavior 
and strength of thin-walled I-section beam-columns. The model considers both the material and geometric 
nonlinearities. The model results were first verified against some of the currently available experimental results. 
A parametric study was then performed using the numerical model and interaction diagrams for the investigated 
beam-columns have been presented. The effects of the web depth-to-thickness ratio, flange outstand-to-
thickness ratio and bending moment-to-normal force ratio on the ultimate strength of thin-walled I-section 



beam-columns were scrutinized. The interaction equations adopted for beam columns design by the NAS 
(North American Specifications for the design of cold formed steel structural members) have been critically 
reviewed. An equation for the buckling coefficient which considers the interaction between local buckling of 
the flange and the web of a thin-walled I-section beam-column has been proposed. 
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Rijeka, Vukovarska, Rijeka), “Non-linear thermal buckling analysis of thin-walled beam structures”, 
Engineering Review, Vol. 35, No. 3, pp 239-245, 2015 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents an algorithm for thermal buckling analysis of thin-walled beam-type 
structures. One-dimensional finite element is employed under assumptions of large displacements, large rotation 
effects but small strains. Stability analysis is performed in load deflection manner using co-rotational 
formulation. The cross-section mid-line contour is assumed to remain not deformed in its own plane and the 
shear strains of middle surface are neglected. The material properties of the beam are temperature-dependent. 
Results are validated on test examples.  
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Li Bai, “Interactive buckling in thin-walled I-section struts, PhD dissertation, Dept. of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Imperial College London, May 2014 
ABSTRACT: Compression members, made from slender metallic plate elements, are prone to a wide range of 
different elastic instability phenomena. A thin-walled I-section strut, made from a linear elastic material, can 



suffer from the nonlinear interaction between a global (Euler) buckling mode, and a local flange plate buckling 
mode. The interactive buckling behaviour is usually much more unstable than when the modes are triggered 
individually and hence significantly reduces the load-carrying capacity of real struts. The current work focuses 
on such a problem using an analytical approach, the methodology of which has been well established in 
previous works on sandwich struts and I-section beams. An analytical model that describes the interactive 
buckling of a thin-walled I-section strut under pure compression based on variational principles is presented. 
Analytical formulations combining the Rayleigh–Ritz method and continuous displacement functions are 
presented to derive a series of systems that comprise differential and integral equilibrium equations for the 
structural component. Solving the systems of equations with numerical continuation reveals progressive cellular 
buckling (or snaking) arising from the nonlinear interaction between the weakly stable global buckling mode 
and the strongly stable local buckling mode. The resulting behaviour is highly unstable and when the model is 
extended to include geometric imperfections it compares excellently with some recently published experiments. 
Imperfection sensitivity studies reveal high sensitivity to both global and local imperfection types. The worst 
forms of local imperfection are identified in terms of the initial wavelength, amplitude and degree of 
localization. The effect of the varying rigidity of the joint of the section web and flanges is also studied and a 
rapid erosion of the cellular buckling response is revealed with increasing rigidity of the flange–web joint. A 
shell-based nonlinear finite element model is presented, primarily for validation purposes. The results from the 
analytical and finite element models show a good comparison, particularly for higher rigidities of the flange–
web joint. A parametric study is conducted for two limiting cases, where the flange–web joint is assumed to be 
fully pinned or fully rigid. For a chosen set of geometries, the most undesirable interactive region is identified 
for both global and local slendernesses, in terms of the strut length and the flange width respectively. Practical 
implications are discussed in terms of the idealized buckling design curve. An analytical framework for the 
structural analysis of the thin-walled I-section struts that exhibit the nonlinear interaction of a global and a local 
buckling mode, including cellular buckling, has therefore been established.  
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ABSTRACT: A finite element model which considers both the material and geometric nonlinearities is adopted 
to investigate the behavior of thin-walled I-section beam-columns. The model results were first verified against 
some of the currently available experimental results. A parametric study was then performed using the 
numerical model. Interaction diagrams for the studied beam-columns have been presented. The influences of the 
web depth-to-thickness ratio, flange outstand-to-thickness ratio and bending moment-to-normal force ratio on 
the ultimate strength of the investigated beam-columns were scrutinized. The interaction equations currently 
used by the AISI-1996 and the ECP specifications for beam-columns have been critically reviewed. A proposed 
design method for thin-walled I-section beam-columns has been proposed.  
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Fang Yiu, “A geometrically exact thin-walled beam theory considering in-plane cross-section distortion”, PhD 
dissertation, Cornel University Graduate School, August 2005, https://hdl.handle.net/1813/2131 
ABSTRACT: A fully nonlinear theory of a three-dimensional thin-walled beam, in arbitrary rectangular 
coordinates with the pole of the sectorial area at an arbitrary point and the origin of the sectorial area at an 
arbitrary point of the beam section, is developed to incorporate transverse shear, torsion-induced warping, and 
local-buckling-induced cross-section distortion. Based on a geometrically-exact description of the kinematics of 
deformation, this theory allows large deformation and large overall motion with a general out-of-plane warping 
function and a general in-plane distortion function. The present theory can exactly reduce to the classical 
Vlasov theory for vanishing shearing and cross-section distortion in the case of small deformation. The 
nonlinear weak form of the governing equations of equilibrium is constructed and the linearization of the weak 
form is derived. A finite element code is developed to implement this generalized thin-walled beam element. 
The results given by the post-buckling analysis are compared with numerical and/or experimental results to 
investigate the local buckling effect on the member behavior. 
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Qing Quan Liang, “Performance-based analysis of concrete-filled steel tubular beam-columns, Part I: Theory 
and algorithms”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 65, No. 2, pp 363-372, February 2009, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2008.03.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a performance-based analysis (PBA) technique based on fiber element 
formulations for the nonlinear analysis and performance-based design of thin-walled concrete-filled steel 
tubular (CFST) beam–columns with local buckling effects. Geometric imperfections, residual stresses and strain 
hardening of steel tubes and confined concrete models are considered in the PBA technique. Initial local 
buckling and effective strength/width formulas are incorporated in the PBA program to account for local 
buckling effects. The progressive local buckling of a thin-walled steel tube filled with concrete is simulated by 
gradually redistributing normal stresses within the steel tube walls. Performance indices are proposed to 
quantify the section, axial ductility and curvature ductility performance of thin-walled CFST beam–columns 
under axial load and biaxial bending. Efficient secant algorithms are developed to iterate the depth and 
orientation of the neutral axis in a thin-walled CFST beam–column section to satisfy equilibrium conditions. 
The analysis algorithms for thin-walled CFST beam–columns under axial load and uni- and biaxial bending are 
presented. The PBA program can efficiently generate axial load–strain curves, moment–curvature curves and 
axial load–moment strength interaction diagrams for thin-walled CFST beam–columns under biaxial loads. The 
proposed PBA technique allows the designer to analyze and design thin-walled CFST beam–columns made of 
compact or non-compact steel tubes with any strength grades and normal and high-strength concrete. The 
verification and applications of the PBA program are given in a companion paper. 
 
N.E. Shanmugam and M. Dhanalakshmi, “State-of-the-art review and compilation of studies on perforated thin-
walled structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp 59-81, 2001, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455401000020 
ABSTRACT: Use of thin-walled steel sections in structures represents a tread further in the exploitation of 
structural form from its early ponderousness to the present day's trend towards tenuity. In the past seventy years, 
extensive experimental and analytical research has been carried out to examine the behavior of thin-walled 



structures containing openings. The experimental results have not been fully utilized by other researchers. As 
part of this review, an endeavor is made to cluster the experimental and analytical results with particular 
importance on plates, beams and plate girders and compression members and cellular structures containing 
perforations as an elucidative database using a handy spreadsheet program written in Visual Basic. 
 
Kim J.R. Rasmussen, “Design of slender angle section beam-columns by the direct strength method”, ASCE J. 
Struct. Eng., ASCE, 132 (2) (2006), pp. 204-211 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the application of the direct strength method to equal angle section 
beam-columns with locally unstable legs. In contrast to existing design methods, which independently 
determine the compression and bending capacities and use an interaction equation to combine these, the direct 
strength method determines the elastic local buckling stress for the actual stress distribution resulting from the 
combined action of compression and bending, and incorporates the elastic buckling stress into a direct strength 
equation for beam-columns. In applying the method to equal leg angles, the torsional buckling mode is ignored 
when determining the overall buckling capacities, since it is accounted for through the local buckling mode, and 
the shift of the effective centroid is incorporated as an additional loading eccentricity. The shift in the effective 
centroid resulting from local buckling is determined from the actual stress distribution, as obtained using 
Stowell’s classical solution, in place of an effective cross section. The predicted strengths are conservative 
compared to tests on slender equal angle columns, and are shown to accurately predict the variation in load with 
applied loading eccentricity. 
 
Benjamin W. Schafer, “Cold-formed steel structures around the world: A review of recent advances in 
applicaions, analysis and design”, Steel Construction, 2011; (4) 3, https://doi.org/10.1002/stco.201110019 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to provide a brief review of recent (over approximately the last five 
years) advances in the application, analysis and design of cold-formed steel structures. Attention here is focused 
on load-bearing cold-formed steel structures; as opposed to secondary systems, curtain walls, etc. Cold-formed 
steel applications continue to advance in three primary categories: framing, metal buildings, and racks. 
Examples largely derived from the author’s experiences in North America are used to illustrate the applications. 
The behaviour of cold-formed steel structures can be complicated due to the thin-walled nature of the sections; 
thus, analysis advances are required. Recent work in Generalized Beam Theory and the constrained Finite Strip 
Method demonstrate that, at least when it comes to thin-walled members, significant advances in structural 
analysis are still possible and desirable. Design of cold-formed steel structures continues to see significant 
improvements and refinements. Recent efforts related to the Direct Strength Method of design are highlighted, 
including novel extensions from the member to the system level. Finally, similar to many other areas of 
structural engineering, seismic engineering has motivated notable advances in applications, analysis, and 
design. For cold-formed steel structures these advances are reviewed to demonstrate current progress and future 
directions in this important area. 
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“Coupled static and dynamic buckling modeling of thin-walled structures in elastic range: Review of selected 
problems”, Ada Mechanica et automatica, Vol. 10, No. 2, 2016, DOI 10.1515/ama-2016-0023  
ABSTRACT: A review of papers that investigate the static and dynamic coupled buckling and post-buckling 
behaviour of thin-walled structures is carried out. The problem of static coupled buckling is sufficiently well-
recognized. The analysis of dynamic interactive buckling is limited in practice to columns, single plates and 
shells. The applications of finite element method (FEM) or/and analytical-numerical method (ANM) to solve 
interaction buckling problems are on-going. In Poland, the team of scientists from the Department of Strength 
of Materials, Lodz University of Technology and co-workers developed the analytical-numerical method. This 
method allows to determine static buckling stresses, natural frequencies, coefficients of the equation describing 
the post-buckling equilibrium path and dynamic response of the plate structure subjected to compression load 
and/or bending moment. Using the dynamic buckling criteria, it is possible to determine the dynamic critical 
load. They presented a lot of interesting results for problems of the static and dynamic coupled buckling of thin-
walled plate structures with complex shapes of cross-sections, including an interaction of component plates. The 
most important advantage of presented analytical-numerical method is that it enables to describe all buckling 



modes and the post-buckling behaviours of thin-walled columns made of different materials. Thin isotropic, 
orthotropic or laminate structures were considered.  
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Srinivasan Sridharan and M. Ashraf Ali, “Interactive buckling in thin-walled beam-columns”, ASCE Journal of 
Engineering Mechanics, Vol. 111, No. 12, December 1985 
ABSTRACT: A new analytical model has been developed for a study of the response of thin-walled beam-
columns having doubly symmetric cross sections. The novel features of the model are that: (1) It incorporates 
the interaction of overall buckling/bending with two companion local modes; (2) it accounts for the 
phenomenon of amplitude modulation; and (3) it can model any set of realistic end conditions. These features 
are a result of an innovative combination of the finite strip and finite element techniques. The model has been 
tested for numerical convergence and against the available results on square box columns. A small number of 
examples have been studied. These relate to the performance of eccentrically loaded columns and single story 
frames. Also, the vital necessity of considering amplitude modulation in thin-walled beam columns has been 
brought out. 
 
Srinivasan Sridharan and M. Ashraf Ali, “Behavior and design of thin-walled columns”, ASCE Journal of 
Structural Engineering, Vol. 114, No. 1, January 1988 
ABSTRACT: Features of the phenomenon of interactive buckling of thin-walled columns are briefly reviewed. 
The theoretical results are compared with the recent test results from University of Sydney and earlier results 
from Cornell University. The agreement is very good indeed. The role of imperfections in producing scatter in 
the prediction of the ultimate capacity of the columns is illustrated. Design procedures, one developed at 
Cornell University in the seventies and the other recommended by the new American Iron and Steel Institute 
Code, are examined in the light of the new results. In order to account for the interaction of plate elements, it is 
suggested that exact local critical stress be used in the effective width formula. To obtain a reliable and safe 
estimate of the column strength, it is proposed that the collapse load given by the design methods be multiplied 
by an appropriate factor. This factor must be a function of the key parameters governing the problem. A 
statistically derived expression for this factor is also suggested. 
 
Pavan Kumar and C.V. Srinivasa (Department of Mechanical Engineering, GM Institute of Technology, 
Davangere, Karnataka 577006, India), “On buckling and free vibration studies of sandwich plates and 
cylindrical shells: A review”, Journal of Thermoplastic Composite Materials, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0892705718809810 



ABSTRACT: Many review articles were published on free vibration and buckling of laminated composites, 
sandwich plates, and shells. The present article reviews the literature on the buckling and free vibration analysis 
of shear deformable isotropic and laminated composite sandwich plates and shells using various methods 
available for plates in the past few decades. Various theories, finite element modeling, and experimentations 
have been reported for the analysis of sandwich plates and shells. Few papers on functionally graded material 
plates, plates with smart skin (electrorheological, magnetorheological, and piezoelectric), and also viscoelastic 
materials were also reviewed. The scope for future research on sandwich plates and shells was also accessed. 
 
Paul A. Praveen, Vasudevan Rajamohan and Arun Tom Mathew (VIT University, India), “Recent 
developments in investigation on buckling and post bucking responses of laminated composite shells”, Polymer 
Composites, Vol. 39, No. 12, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1002/pc.24562 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the state of art in the field of composite shells with focus on stress analysis, 
buckling and post-buckling responses under mechanical and thermal loading. Many researchers have 
investigated the buckling and post-buckling responses of cylindrical, conical, spherical, thin and thick 
composite shells with single and doubly curved shells under mechanical and thermal loading. From the 
literature it can be inferred that hydrostatic pressure, axial compression and thermal environment influence the 
buckling behavior of laminated composite shell significantly. An effort is taken to review the research on 
buckling and post-buckling responses of cylindrical and conical shaped shells under mechanical and thermal 
loading and their behavior during buckling and post-buckling conditions. 
 
Magnucka-Blandzi E, Magnucki K, “Buckling and optimal design of cold-formed thin-walled beams: review of 
selected problems”. Thin Walled Struct 49:554–561, 2011, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2010.09.011 
ABSTRACT: The paper is devoted to cold-formed thin-walled channel beams with open or closed flanges. The 
global–local buckling and optimization of these beams are described. The review includes simple analytical 
description and calculations, numerical analysis, and the laboratory tests of selected beams. The buckling 
problems for flanges and webs of thin-walled beams are described in detail. Additionally, an objective 
comparison of the beams of different cross sections is presented. A quality measure of thin-walled beams is 
proposed. Comparison of selected thin-walled beams with use of the quality measure is presented in figures. 
 
G. Parry, A. Cimetiere, C. Coupeau, J. Colin, J. Grilhe (Laboratoire de Métallurgie Physique, UMR 6630 du 
CNRS, Université de Poitiers, BP 30179, 86962 Futuroscope Cedex, France), “Stability diagram of unilateral 
buckling patterns of strip-delaminated films”, Phys. Rev. E, 74 (2006), p. 066601, 
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.74.066601 
ABSTRACT: Thin films deposited on substrates are usually submitted to large residual compression stresses, 
causing delamination and buckling of the film into various patterns. The present study is focused on the 
different equilibria arising on strip-shaped delaminated areas. The three most common types of buckling 
patterns observed on such strips are known as the straight-sided wrinkles, bubble pattern, and telephone cord 
blisters. The stability of those equilibria as a function of the two stress components of the loading is 
investigated. The Föppl–Von Karman model for elastic plates is used for theoretical aspects. The post-critical 
equilibrium paths of the buckling patterns are investigated numerically by means of the finite-element method. 
The substrate is assumed to be rigid and the contact to be frictionless. The equilibrium solutions can be 
classified into families of homologous equilibria allowing the identification of dimensionless parameters for the 
study of stability. A mapping of the different stable post-critical equilibria is given. It is shown that the straight-
sided wrinkles and the bubbles are associated with anisotropy of stresses and/or of elastic properties, whereas 
the telephone cords are stable at high isotropic stresses. The morphological transitions are experimentally 
evidenced by in situ atomic force microscopy observations of a nickel 50−nm-thick film under stress. 
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T.M. Chan, L. Gardner, K.H. Law (Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London), 
“Structural design of elliptical hollow sections: a review”, Proc. Inst. Civil. Eng.-Struct. Build., 163 (6) (2010), 
pp. 391-402 
ABSTRACT: Tubular construction is synonymous with modern architecture. The familiar range of tubular 
sections – square, rectangular and circular hollow sections – has been recently extended to include elliptical 
hollow sections (EHSs). Due to differing flexural rigidities about the two principal axes, these new sections 
combine the elegance of circular hollow sections with the improved structural efficiency in bending of 
rectangular hollow sections. Following the introduction of structural steel EHSs, a number of investigations into 
their structural response have been carried out. This paper presents a state-of-the-art review of recent research 
on EHSs together with a sample of practical applications. The paper addresses fundamental research on elastic 
local buckling and post-buckling, cross-section classification, response in shear, member instabilities, 
connections and the behaviour of concrete-filled EHSs. Details of full-scale testing and numerical modelling 
studies are described, and the generation of statistically validated structural design rules, suitable for 
incorporation into international design codes, is outlined. 
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M.A. Eltaher, M.E. Khater, Samir A. Emam. “A review on nonlocal elastic models for bending, buckling, 
vibrations, and wave propagation of nanoscale beams”. Applied Mathematical Modelling 40 (2016) 4109-4128, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apm.2015.11.026 
ABSTRACT: The enabling emerging technologies such as nanotechnology increased the demand for small-size 
devices. The proper understanding of the nonclassical behavior of nanostructures is key for the design of these 
devices. As a result, the static and dynamic behavior of nanoscale beam structures has received a great attention 
in the past few years. This review aims at directing the light to research work concerned with bending, buckling, 
vibrations, and wave propagation of nanobeams modeled according to the nonlocal elasticity theory of Eringen. 
Due to the large body of references found in the literature, the authors chose to briefly present the key findings 
and challenges and direct light to possible future work. This review does not intersect with recent relevant 
reviews, which reflects its significance to readers. 
 
Cunha, J. C. , 2003, “Buckling of Tubulars Inside Wellbores: A Review on Recent Theoretical and 
Experimental Works,” SPE Drill. Completion, 19(1), pp. 13–19. https://doi.org/10.2118/87895-PA 
ABSTRACT: Buckling behavior of tubulars inside wellbores is the major subject of many articles. This paper 
presents a general overview on most of the material available in the literature on the subject and also comments 
on the different, and sometimes conflicting solutions presented in various works. Different aspects of the 
phenomenon are discussed including sinusoidal (lateral) and helical buckling and influence of torque. 
 
Ian D. Moore (1989). Elastic buckling of buried flexible tubes: A review of theory and experiment. ASCE 
Journal of Geotechnical Engineering, 115(3), 340–358 
ABSTRACT: Theoretical models and experimental data for buried tube buckling are reviewed, and linear 
buckling solutions based on the elastic continuum model for the ground are selected as being most suitable for 
the design of buried flexible metal tubes. An examination of both theory and experiment confirms that 
maximum rather than average hoop thrust should be used to characterize the loads in the buried structure. 
Various scalar correction factors are recommended for use in calibrating the preferred buckling theory so that it 
can be used in the design of buried flexible tubes. 
 
C. M. Stafford, C. Harrison, K. L. Beers, A. Karim, E. J. Amis, M. R. Van Landingham, H.-C. Kim, W . 
Volksen, R. D. Miller, E. E. Simonyi, “A buckling-based metrology for measuring the elastic moduli of 
polymeric thin films,” Nat. Mater., vol. 3, pp. 545-550, 2004. 
ABSTRACT: As technology continues towards smaller, thinner and lighter devices, more stringent demands are 
placed on thin polymer films as diffusion barriers, dielectric coatings, electronic packaging and so on. Therefore, 
there is a growing need for testing platforms to rapidly determine the mechanical properties of thin polymer 
films and coatings. We introduce here an elegant, efficient measurement method that yields the elastic moduli 
of nanoscale polymer films in a rapid and quantitative manner without the need for expensive equipment or 
material-specific modelling. The technique exploits a buckling instability that occurs in bilayers consisting of a 
stiff, thin film coated onto a relatively soft, thick substrate. Using the spacing of these highly periodic wrinkles, 
we calculate the film’s elastic modulus by applying well-established buckling mechanics. We successfully 
apply this new measurement platform to several systems displaying a wide range of thicknessess (nanometre to 
micrometre) and moduli (MPa to GPa)  
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“Thermal fluctuations and effective bending stiffness of elastic thin sheets and graphene: a nonlinear analysis”, 
J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 107 (2017), pp. 294-319 
ABSTRACT: The study of statistical mechanics of thermal fluctuations of graphene—the prototypical two-
dimensional material—is rendered rather complicated due to the necessity of accounting for geometric 
deformation nonlinearity. Unlike fluid membranes such as lipid bilayers, coupling of stretching and flexural 
modes in solid membranes like graphene leads to a highly anharmonic elastic Hamiltonian. Existing treatments 
draw heavily on analogies in the high-energy physics literature and are hard to extend or modify in the typical 
contexts that permeate materials, mechanics and some of the condensed matter physics literature. In this study, 
using a variational perturbation method, we present a “mechanics-oriented” treatment of the thermal 
fluctuations of elastic sheets such as graphene and evaluate their effect on the effective bending stiffness at 



finite temperatures. In particular, we explore the size, pre-strain and temperature dependency of the out-of-plane 
fluctuations, and demonstrate how an elastic sheet becomes effectively stiffer at larger sizes. Our derivations 
provide a transparent approach that can be extended to include multi-field couplings and anisotropy for other 
2D materials. To reconcile our analytical results with atomistic considerations, we also perform molecular 
dynamics simulations on graphene and contrast the obtained results and physical insights with those in the 
literature.  
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ABSTRACT: Two buckling modes have been observed in thin films: buckle delamination and wrinkling. This 
letter identifies the conditions for selecting the favored buckling modes for elastic films on elastic substrates. 
Transition from one buckling mode to another is predicted as the stiffness ratio between the substrate and the 
film or is predicted for variation of the stiffness ratio between the substrate and the film or variation of 
theinterfacial defect size. The theoretical results are demonstrated experimentally by observing the coexistence 
of both buckling modes and mode transition in one film-substrate system. 
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ABSTRACT: A series of studies have been conducted for mechanical behavior of elastic thin films on 
compliant substrates. Under tension, the film may fracture by growing channel cracks. The driving force for 
channel cracking (i.e., the energy release rate) increases significantly for compliant substrates. Moreover, 
channel cracking may be accompanied by interfacial delamination. For a film on a relatively compliant 
substrate, a critical interface toughness is predicted, which separates stable and unstable delamination. For a 
film on a relatively stiff substrate, however, a channel crack grows with no delamination when the interface 
toughness is greater than a critical value. An effective energy release rate for the steady-state growth of a 
channel crack is defined to account for the influence of interfacial delamination on both the fracture driving 
force and the resistance, which can be significantly higher than the energy release rate assuming no 
delamination. Alternatively, when the film is under compression, it tends to buckle. Two buckling modes have 
been observed, one with interfacial delamination (i.e., buckle-delamination) and the other without delamination 
(i.e., wrinkling). By comparing the critical stresses for the onset of buckling, we give a criterion for the 



selection of the buckling modes, which depends on the stiffness ratio between the film and the substrate as well 
as the interface defects. A general conclusion from these studies is that, whether tension or compression, the 
interfacial properties are critical in controlling the morphology and failure of elastic thin films on compliant 
substrates.  
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ABSTRACT: The unique lattice structure and properties of graphene have drawn tremendous interests recently. 
By combining continuum and atomistic approaches, this paper investigates the mechanical properties of single-
atomic-layer graphene sheets. A theoretical framework of nonlinear continuum mechanics is developed for 
graphene under both in-plane and bending deformation. Atomistic simulations are carried out to deduce the 
effective mechanical properties. It is found that graphene becomes highly nonlinear and anisotropic under 
finite-strain uniaxial stretch, and coupling between stretch and shear occurs except for stretching in the zigzag 
and armchair directions. The theoretical strength (fracture strain and fracture stress) of perfect graphene lattice 
also varies with the chiral direction of uniaxial stretch. By rolling graphene sheets into cylindrical tubes of 
various radii, the bending modulus of graphene is obtained. Buckling of graphene ribbons under uniaxial 
compression is simulated and the critical strain for the onset of buckling is compared to a linear buckling 
analysis.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a bilayer model to account for surface effects on the wrinkling of ultrathin 
polymer films. Assuming a surface layer of finite thickness, effects of surface properties on the critical strain, 
the equilibrium wavelength, and the wrinkle amplitude are discussed in comparison with conventional analysis. 
Experimental measurements of wrinkling in polymer films with thickness ranging from 200 nm to 5 nm are 
conducted. The bilayer model provides a consistent understanding of the experiments that deviate from 
conventional analysis for thickness less than 30 nm. A set of empirical surface properties is deduced from the 
experimental data.  
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ABSTRACT: The nonlinear mechanical response of monolayer graphene on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
is characterised using in-situ Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy. While interfacial stress transfer 
leads to tension in graphene as the PET substrate is stretched, retraction of the substrate during unloading 
imposes compression in the graphene. Two interfacial failure mechanisms, shear sliding under tension and 
buckling under compression, are identified. Using a nonlinear shear-lag model, the interfacial shear strength is 
found to range between 0.46 and 0.69 MPa. The critical strain for onset of interfacial sliding is ∼0.3%, while the 
maximum strain that can be transferred to graphene ranges from 1.2% to 1.6% depending on the interfacial 
shear strength and graphene size. Beyond a critical compressive strain of around −0.7%, buckling ridges are 
observed after unloading. The results from this work provide valuable insight and design guidelines for a broad 
spectrum of applications of graphene and other 2D nanomaterials, such as flexible and stretchable electronics, 
strain sensing, and nanocomposites.  
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“Entropic effects of thermal rippling on van der Waals interactions between monolayer graphene and a rigid 
substrate”, Journal of Applied Physics, November 2015, DOI: 10.1063/1.4941987 
ABSTRACT: Graphene monolayer, with extremely low flexural stiffness, displays spontaneous rippling due to 
thermal fluctuations at a finite temperature. When a graphene membrane is placed on a solid substrate, the 
adhesive interactions between graphene and the substrate could considerably suppress thermal rippling. On the 
other hand, the statistical nature of thermal rippling adds an entropic contribution to the graphene-substrate 
interactions. In this paper we present a statistical mechanics analysis on thermal rippling of monolayer graphene 
supported on a rigid substrate, assuming a generic form of van der Waals interactions between graphene and 
substrate at T = 0 K. The rippling amplitude, the equilibrium average separation, and the average interaction 
energy are predicted simultaneously and compared with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. While the 
amplitude of thermal rippling is reduced by adhesive interactions, the entropic contribution leads to an effective 
repulsion. As a result, the equilibrium average separation increases and the effective adhesion energy decreases 
with increasing temperature. Moreover, the effect of a biaxial pre-strain in graphene is considered, and a 
buckling instability is predicted at a critical compressive strain that depends on both the temperature and the 
adhesive interactions. Limited by the harmonic approximations, the theoretical predictions agree with MD 
simulations only for relatively small rippling amplitudes but can be extended to account for the anharmonic 



effects.  
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ABSTRACT: Subject to a compressive membrane force, a solid film on a liquid layer may form wrinkles. 
When the solid film is very thin, surface stresses contribute to the membrane force. When the liquid layer is 
very thin, the two interfaces bounding the liquid interact with each other through forces of various physical 
origins. We formulate the free energy of the solid-on-liquid structure, and carry out a linear perturbation 
analysis. A dimensionless parameter is identified to quantify the relative importance of flexural rigidity, 
membrane force, and interfacial force. Depending on the nature of the interfacial force, several intriguing 
behaviors are possible; for example, the solid film may remain flat under a compressive membrane force, or 
form wrinkles under a tensile membrane force.  
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ABSTRACT: A compressively strained elastic film bonded to a viscous layer can form wrinkles. The present 
study provides a theoretical model for the wrinkling process. The elastic film is modeled with the nonlinear 
theory of a thin plate subject to in-plane and out-of-plane loads. The flow of the viscous layer is modeled with 
the theory of lubrication. The interface between the elastic film and the viscous layer is assumed to be perfect 
with no slipping or debonding. A set of partial differential equations evolves the deflection and the in-plane 
displacements as functions of time. A linear stability analysis identifies the critical wave number, below which 
the elastic film is unstable and the wrinkles can grow. For any fixed wave number less than the critical wave 
number, the wrinkles reach a kinetically constrained equilibrium configuration, in which the stress is partially 
relaxed in the elastic film and the viscous layer stops flowing. Numerical simulations reveal rich dynamics of 
the system with many unstable equilibrium configurations.  
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“A review on mechanics and mechanical properties of 2D materials – graphene and beyond”, Extreme 
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ABSTRACT: Since the first successful synthesis of graphene just over a decade ago, a variety of two-
dimensional (2D) materials (e.g., transition metal-dichalcogenides, hexagonal boron-nitride, etc.) have been 
discovered. Among the many unique and attractive properties of 2D materials, mechanical properties play 
important roles in manufacturing, integration and performance for their potential applications. Mechanics is 
indispensable in the study of mechanical properties, both experimentally and theoretically. The coupling 
between the mechanical and other physical properties (thermal, electronic, optical) is also of great interest in 
exploring novel applications, where mechanics has to be combined with condensed matter physics to establish a 
scalable theoretical framework. Moreover, mechanical interactions between 2D materials and various substrate 
materials are essential for integrated device applications of 2D materials, for which the mechanics of interfaces 
(adhesion and friction) has to be developed for the 2D materials. Here we review recent theoretical and 
experimental works related to mechanics and mechanical properties of 2D materials. While graphene is the 
most studied 2D material to date, we expect continual growth of interest in the mechanics of other 2D materials 
beyond graphene.  
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ABSTRACT: Swell-induced surface instability has been observed experimentally in rubbers and gels. Here we 
present a theoretical model that predicts the critical condition along with a characteristic wavelength for swell-
induced surface instability in substrate-confined hydrogel layers. The effect of surface tension is found to be 
critical in suppressing short-wavelength modes of instability, while the substrate confinement suppresses long-
wavelength modes. Together, an intermediate wavelength is selected at a critical swelling ratio for the onset of 
surface instability. Both the critical swelling ratio and the characteristic wavelength depend on the initial 
thickness of the hydrogel layer as well as other material properties of the hydrogel. It is found that the hydrogel 
layer becomes increasingly stable as the initial layer thickness decreases. A critical thickness is predicted, below 
which the hydrogel layer swells homogeneously and remains stable at the equilibrium state.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper develops a theoretical model for wrinkling of an elastic film on a viscoelastic layer. 
The film is elastic and subjected to a compressive residual strain. The viscoelastic layer is sandwiched between 
the film and a rigid substrate. The nonlinear von Karman plate theory is employed to model the film, and a thin-
layer approximation is adopted for the viscoelastic layer. The stability of the system and the kinetics of 
structural evolution are studied first by a linear perturbation analysis and then by numerical simulations, both 
for plane strain deformation only. Three stages of evolution are identified: initial growth of the fastest growing 
mode, intermediate growth with mode transition, and finally an equilibrium wrinkled state. The results 
qualitatively agree with experimental observations of wrinkling in metal/polymer bilayer films.  
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ABSTRACT: Complex wrinkle patterns have been observed in various thin film systems, typically with 
integrated hard and soft materials for various applications as well as in nature. The underlying mechanism of 
wrinkling has been generally understood as a stress-driven instability. On an elastic substrate, equilibrium and 
energetics set the critical condition and select the wrinkle wavelength and amplitude. On a viscous substrate, 
wrinkles grow over time and kinetics select the fastest growing mode. Moreover, on a viscoelastic substrate, 
both energetics and kinetics play important roles in determining the critical condition, the growth rate, and 
wrinkle patterns. The dynamics of wrinkling, while analogous to other phase ordering phenomena, is rich and 
distinct under the effects of stress and film-substrate interactions. In this chapter, a kinetics approach is 
presented for wrinkling of isotropic and anisotropic elastic films on viscoelastic substrates. Analytic solutions 
are obtained by a linear perturbation analysis and a nonlinear energy minimization method, which predict the 
kinetics of wrinkle growth at the early stage and the equilibrium states at the long-time limit, respectively. In 
between, a power-law coarsening of the wrinkle wavelength is predicted by a scaling analysis. Furthermore, the 
kinetics approach enables numerical simulations that demonstrate emergence and transition of diverse wrinkle 
patterns (ordered and disordered) under various conditions.  
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ABSTRACT: Compressing a thin elastic film attached to a thick compliant substrate can lead to buckling 
instability. Two commonly observed buckling modes, buckle-delamination and wrinkling, have each been 
analyzed separately in previous studies. Recent experiments have observed that the two modes can co-exist and 
co-evolve. In this paper, by analytical and finite element methods, we present a study on concomitant wrinkling 
and buckle-delamination for an elastic film on a highly compliant substrate. First, without delamination, we 
present an analytical solution for wrinkling that takes into account the effect of Poisson’s ratio of the substrate. 
In comparison with a nonlinear finite element analysis, an approximate formula is derived to estimate the 
normal traction at the interface and to predict initiation of wrinkle-induced delamination. Next, with a pre-
existing delamination crack, the critical strain for the onset of buckling instability is predicted by finite element 
eigenvalue analysis. For an intermediate delamination size, a mixed buckling mode is predicted with the critical 
compressive strain lower than previous solutions for both wrinkling and buckle-delamination. Post-buckling 
analyses show a significant shear-lag effect with an effective load transfer length three orders of magnitude 



greater than the film thickness. Finally, concomitant wrinkling and buckle-delamination is simulated to 
illustrate the interaction between the two buckling modes, and the results are discussed in view of failure 
mechanisms and applications in thin film metrology. 
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multiple modes of a continuum. Spatially filtered distributed vibration controls of a laminated cylindrical shell 
and a piezoelectric shell are investigated, and their control effectivenesses are evaluated in this study. In general, 
there are two control actions, the in-plane membrane control forces and the counteracting control moments, 
induced by the distributed actuator in the laminated shell. There is only an in-plane circumferential control force 
in the piezoelectric shell. Analyses suggest that in either case the control actions are effective in odd natural 
modes and ineffective in even modes. Spatially filtered control effectiveness and active damping of both shells 
are studied.  
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ABSTRACT: Shallow paraboloidal shells of revolution are common components for reflectors, mirrors, etc. 
This study is to investigate the micro-control actions and distributed control effectiveness of precision 



paraboloidal shell structures laminated with segmented actuator patches. Mathematical models and goveming 
equations of the paraboloidal shells laminated with distributed actuator layers segmented into patches are 
presented first, followed by formulations of distributed control forces and micro-control actions including 
meridional/circumferential membrane and bending control components based on an assumed mode shape 
function and the Taylor series expansion. Distributed control forces, patch sizes, actuator locations, micro-
control actions, and normalized control authorities of a shallow paraboloidal shell are then analyzed in a case 
study. Analysis indicates that 1) the control forces. and membrane/bending components are mode and location 
dependent, 2) the meridional/circumferentia1 membrane control actions dominate the overall control effect, 3) 
there are optimal actuator locations resulting in the maximal control effects at the minimal control cost for each 
natural mode. The analytical results provide generic design guidelines for actuator placement on precision 
shallow paraboloidal shell structures.  
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ABSTRACT: Adaptive structures with controllable geometries and shapes are rather useful in many 
engineering applications, such as adaptive wings, variable focus mirrors, adaptive machines, micro-
electromechanical systems, etc. Dynamics and feedback control effectiveness ofadaptive shells whose 
curvatures are actively controlled and continuously changed are evaluated. An adaptive piezoelectric laminated 
cylindrical shell composite with continuous curvature changes is studied, and its natural frequencies and 
controlled damping ratios are evaluated. The curvature change of the adaptive shell starts from an open shallow 
shell (300) and ends with a deep cylindrical shell (360°). Dynamic characteristics and control effectiveness (via 
the proportional velocity feedback) of this series of shells are investigated and compared at every 30° curvature 
change. Analytical solutions suggest that the lower modes are sensitive to curvature changes and the higher 
modes are relatively insensitive.  
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ABSTRACT: Flexible paraboloidal shell of revolution is considered one of the most difficult geometry among 
all shell and non-shell structures, such as spherical shells, cylindrical shells, conical shells, plates, rings, beams, 
etc. Often space structures and civil structures are designed based on the paraboloidal shell, because of its 
functionality, beauty, and strength.Static and dynamic vibration analyses of these paraboloidal shells have been 
investigated analytically, numerically or experimentally over the years. However, due to its complexity, 
analytical solutions and experimental �data are still scarce and only limited to simple� boundary conditions. Thus, 
numerical (finite �element) technique becomes popular and useful in �engineering design and applications. This 
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ABSTRACT: Optical membrane mirrors are promising key components for future space telescopes. Due to 
their ultra-thin and high flexible properties, the surfaces of these membrane mirrors are susceptible to 
temperature variations. Therefore adaptive shape control of the mirror is essential to maintain the surface 
precision and to ensure its working performance. However, researches on modeling and control of membrane 
mirrors under thermal loads are sparse in open literatures. A 0.2 m diameter scale model of a polyimide 
membrane mirror is developed in this study. Three Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) patches are laminated on 
the non-reflective side of the membrane mirror to serve as in-plane actuators. A new mathematical model of the 
piezoelectric actuated membrane mirror in multiple fields, (i.e., thermal, mechanical, and electrical field) is 
established, with which dynamic and static behaviors of the mirror can be analyzed. A closed-loop membrane 
mirror shape control system is set up and a surface shape control method based on an influence function matrix 
of the mirror is then investigated. Several experiments including surface displacement tracking and thermal 
deformation alleviation are performed. The deviations range from 15 μm to 20 μm are eliminated within 0.1 s 
and the residual deformation is controlled to micron level, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed 
membrane shape control strategy and shows a satisfactory real-time performance. The proposed research 
provides a technological support and instruction for shape control of optical membrane mirrors.  
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X.J. Wang, H.H. Yue, J. Jiang, Z.Q. Deng and H.S. Tzou, “Wireless active vibration control of thin cylindrical 
shells laminated with photostrictive actuators”, Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures, 7 March 
2011, DOI: 10.1177/1045389X11400344  
ABSTRACT: In this study, a thin cylindrical shell is actively controlled by photostrictive patches which can 
produce photodeformation strains under the illumination of ultraviolet lights. Governing equations of the 
cylindrical shell laminated with the photostrictive actuators oriented in the circumferential direction are 
established. With the uniform illumination and the alternate illumination schemes, the bending control effect 
and the membrane control effect of the new actuator configuration are analyzed and evaluated with respect to 
the curvature angles of the cylindrical shell. Considering the multi-field coupling behavior of the photo-strictive 
actuators, two types of control algorithms with constant light intensity and variable light intensity are adopted. 
Using the two control algorithms, time histories of the transverse displacement, control light intensity, photo-
induced electric field, temperature, and control force are presented. The results of time history analysis show 
that the constant light intensity control provides better control performance as compared with the variable light 
intensity control. Based on the configuration of two paired actuators, both the uniform illumination and the 



alternate illumination schemes are analyzed and compared. The alternate illumination scheme improves the 
modal control effects to some modes which are decided by the actuator configuration and the mode shapes of 
the cylindrical shell.  
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Huiyu Li, Da Guo and Hornsen Tzou, “Light-induced vibration control of parabolic cylindrical shell panels”, 
Journa of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures, 2017, DOI: 10.1177/1045389X17704912  
ABSTRACT: Parabolic cylindrical shell panel is useful in the aerospace. Light-activated shape memory 
polymer is a novel kind of smart materials. It is capable of offering a non-contact control way at the room 
temperature. In this study, the parabolic cylindrical shell panel laminated with light-activated shape memory 
polymer actuators is analyzed. First, the dynamic equations of the parabolic cylindrical shell panel coupled with 
light-activated shape memory polymer actuators are established; the modal control force of light-activated 
shape memory polymer actuators is derived with the modal expansion method. Then, the strain variation of 
light-activated shape memory polymer actuators is modeled based on the chemical kinetics. Furthermore, 
Young’s modulus of light-activated shape memory polymer actuators is measured through the biaxial tension 
experiments. The strain variation of light-activated shape memory polymer actuator with initial strain is also 
measured. The established strain model is validated by the experimental data of strain variation. In this case 
study, the snap-back control effects of the first four modes, that is, the (1,3), (1,4), (2,4), and (2,5) modes are 
evaluated. The study shows light-activated shape memory polymer actuators are effective to control the 
vibration of parabolic cylindrical shell panels. Light-activated shape memory polymer actuators have potential 
applications for the vibration control of double-curvature shells.  
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Hornsen Tzou, Bolei Deng and Huiyu Li, “Flexoelectric actuation and vibration control of ring shells”, Journal 
of Vibration and Acoustics, Vol. 139, Article ID 031014, June 2017, DOI: 10.1115/1.4036097  
ABSTRACT: The converse flexoelectric effect, i.e., the polarization (or electric field) gradient-induced internal 
stress (or strain), can be utilized to actuate and control flexible structures. This study focuses on the microscopic 
actuation behavior and effectiveness of a flexoelectric actuator patch laminated on an elastic ring shell. An 
atomic force microscope (AFM) probe is placed on the upper surface of the flexoelectric patch to induce an 
inhomogeneous electric field resulting in internal stresses of the actuator patch. The flexoelectric stress-induced 
membrane control force and bending control moment regulate the ring vibration and their actuation mechanics, 
i.e., transverse and circumferential control actions, are, respectively, studied. For the transverse direction, the 
electric field gradient quickly decays along the ring thickness, resulting in a nonuniform transverse distribution 
of the induced stress, and this distribution profile is not influenced by the actuator thickness. The flexoelectric-
induced circumferential membrane control force and bending control moment resemble the Dirac delta 
functions at the AFM contact point. The flexo-electric actuation can be regarded as a localized drastic bending 
to the ring. To evaluate the actuation effect, dynamic responses and controllable displacements of the elastic 
ring with flexoelectric actuations are analyzed with respect to design parameters, such as the flexoelectric patch 
thickness, AFM probe radius, ring thickness, and ring radius.  
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Hu, S.D., Li, H. and Tzou, H.S., “Precision microscopi actuations of parabolic cylindrical shell reflectors”, 
Journal of Vibration and Acoustis, February 2015, DOI: 10.1115/1.4028341  
ABSTRACT: An open parabolic cylindrical shell panel plays a key role in radial signal collection, reflection, 
and/or transmission applied to radar antennas, space reflectors, solar collectors, etc. Active vibration control can 
suppress unexpected fluctuation and maintain its precision surface and operations. This study aims to 
investigate the distributed active actuation behavior of adaptive open parabolic cylindrical shell panels using 
piezoelectric actuator patches. Dynamic equations of parabolic cylindrical shells laminated with piezoelectric 
actuator patches are presented first. Then, the actuator induced modal control force is defined based on a newly 
derived mode shape function. As the actuator area varies due to the curvature change, the normalized actuation 
effectiveness (i.e., modal control force per unit actuator area) is further evaluated. When the actuator area 
shrinks to infinitesimal, the expression of microscopic local modal control force is obtained to predict the 
spatial microscopic actuation behavior on parabolic cylindrical shells. The total control force and its three 
components exhibit distinct characteristics with respect to shell geometries, modes, and actuator properties. 
Analyzes suggest that the control force contributed by the membrane force component dominates the total 
actuation effect. The bending-contributed component increases with the corresponding mode number, while the 
membrane-contributed component decreases. Actuation effectiveness of two shell geometries, from shallow to 
deep, and actuator sizes are evaluated. Analysis of optimal actuator locations reveals that actuators placed at the 
maximal shell curvature are more effective and maximize the control effects.  
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Hu, S.D., Li, H. and Tzou, H.S., “Comparison of flexoelectric and piezoelectric dynamic signal responses on 
flexible rings”, Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures 25 (2014) 832–844. 
ABSTRACT: Piezoelectric materials have been widely used for structural sensing due to the linear 
electromechanical coupling effect. Flexoelectricity, generally existing in all dielectrics, describes the linear 
inhomogeneous electromechanical coupling phenomena. Previous studies have shown that the direct 
flexoelectric effect is sensitive to the bending deformation. This study focuses on comparison and differences 
between two sensing mechanisms, that is, the flexoelectric and the piezoelectric effects, and explores their 
distinctive characteristics and potential applications. Based on the direct flexoelectric/ piezoelectric effects, 
flexoelectric/piezoelectric materials treated as flexoelectric/piezoelectric sensors are applied to two ring models 
with identical dimensions. The mathematical models of thin elastic rings laminated with 
flexoelectric/piezoelectric sensors are established. Open-circuit sensing signals are derived for further 
evaluation and comparison. Sensing capabilities of these two materials and mechanisms are compared with 
respect to ring thickness, sensor thickness, and ring radius in case studies. Results show that the piezoelectric 
sensing signal appears to be sensitive for both bending-dominant and membrane-dominant vibrations, while the 
flexoelectric signal is much more prominent than the piezoelectric one for sensing of bending-dominant 
vibrations. For a flexible structure performing transverse vibration, the bending behavior is usually dominant. 
Thus, the flexoelectric effect could provide an effective alternative for structural sensing.  
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“The effect of small scale on the vibrational behavior of single-walled carbon nanotubes with a moving 
nanoparticle”, Journal of Applied and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp 208-217, 2017, DOI: 
10.22055/jacm.2017.12740  
ABSTRACT: In this paper, free and forced vibration of simply-supported Single-walled carbon nanotube is 
investigated under the moving nanoparticle by considering nonlocal cylindrical shell model. To validate the 
theoretical results, modal analysis of nanotube is conducted using ANSYS commercial software. Excellent 
agreement is exhibited between the results of two different methods. Furthermore, the dynamic response of 
SWCNT under moving nanoparticle is also studied. It is assumed that the nanoparticle travels along the center 
of nanotube with constant velocity and the van der Waals force between CNT and particle is taken into account. 
The dynamic response of the SWCNT under the influence of C60 particle obtained using dynamic Green’s 
function and modal expansion. The obtained results show that the nonlocal scale effect decreases the natural 
frequency and dynamic displacement of the CNT.  
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“Exact analysis of resonance frequency and mode shapes of isotropic and laminated composite cylindrical 
shells; Part I: analytical studies”, Journal of Mechanical Science and Technology, Vol. 27, No. 12, pp 3635-
3643, 2013, DOI 10.1007/s12206-013-0905-1  
ABSTRACT:  In order to study the free vibration of simply supported circular cylindrical shells, an exact 
analytical procedure is developed and discussed in detail. Part I presents a general approach for exact analysis 
of natural frequencies and mode shapes of circular cylindrical shells. The validity of the exact technique is 
verified using four different shell theories 1) Soedel, 2) Flugge, 3) Morley-Koiter and 4) Donnell. The exact 



procedure is compared favorably with experimental results and those obtained using a numerical finite element 
method. A literature review reveals that beam functions are used extensively as an approximation for simply 
supported boundary conditions. The accuracy of the resonance frequencies obtained using the approximate 
method are also investigated by comparing results with those of the exact analysis. Part II presents effects of 
different parameters on mode shapes and natural frequencies of circular cylindrical shells.  
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Anooshiravan Farshidianfar and Pouria Oliazadeh (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ferdowsi 
University of Mashhad, Mashhad, Iran), “Free vibration analysis of circular cylindrical shells: comparison of 
different shell theories”, International Journal of Mechanics and Applications, Vol. 2, No. 5, 2012, p. 74-80, 
doi: 10.5923/j.mechanics.20120205.04 
ABSTRACT: In order to study the free vibration of simply supported circular cylindrical shells, a semi-
analytical procedure is discussed in detail. In this technique, beam function is used as an approximation for 
simply supported boundary conditions. A literature review reveals that beam functions are used extensively in 
predicting natural frequencies of shells. Since this method does not involve with boundary condition equations, 
there is no need to deal with intense calculations. Hence, it is important to check the accuracy of this 
approximate technique. So this method was applied to ten different shell theories: 1) Donnell-Mushtari, 2) 
Love-Timoshenko, 3) Arnold-Warburton, 4) Houghton-Johns, 5) Flugge-Byrne-Lur’ye, 6) Reissner-Naghdi-
Berry, 7) Sanders, 8) Vlasov, 9) Kennard-Simplified and 10) Soedel. The approximate procedure was compared 
favorably with experimental results. Finally, variations and influences of length, radius and thickness were 
studied on amplitude ratios. 
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[2017] “ Nonlocal vibration and biaxial buckling of double-viscoelastic-FGM-nanoplate system with 
viscoelastic Pasternak medium in between,” Physics Letters A 381(14), 1228–1235. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physleta.2017.01.056 
ABSTRACT: The general equation for transverse vibration of double-viscoelastic-FGM-nanoplate system with 
viscoelastic Pasternak medium in between and each nanoplate subjected to in-plane edge loads is formulated on 
the basis of the Eringen's nonlocal elastic theory and the Kelvin model. The factors of the structural damping, 
medium damping, small size effect, loading ratio, and Winkler modulus and shear modulus of the medium are 
incorporated in the formulation. Based on the Navier's method, the analytical solutions for vibrational frequency 
and buckling load of the system with simply supported boundary conditions are obtained. The influences of 
these factors on vibrational frequency and buckling load of the system are discussed. It is demonstrated that the 
vibrational frequency of the system for the out-of-phase vibration is dependent upon the structural damping, 
small size effect and viscoelastic Pasternak medium, whereas the vibrational frequency for the in-phase 
vibration is independent of the viscoelastic Pasternak medium. While the buckling load of the system for the in-
phase buckling case has nothing to do with the viscoelastic Pasternak medium, the buckling load for the out-of-
phase case is related to the small size effect, loading ratio and Pasternak medium. 
 
Mohammed Sobhy and Ashraf M. Zenkour, “Thermal buckling of double-layered graphene system in humid 
environment,” Materials Research Express 5(1), 015028, 9 January 2018, https://doi.org/10.1088/2053-
1591/aaa2ba 



ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effect of humidity conditions on thermal buckling analysis of graphene system 
contained two layers under different boundary conditions is investigated. The two-variable shear deformation 
plate theory is employed with the nonlocal continuum theory to deduce the governing stability equations. These 
equations are solved analytically to obtain the thermal buckling of the nanoplate system with simply supported, 
clamped and free boundary conditions. The present system of double-layered graphene sheets is composed from 
two sheets of graphene joined together by an elastic medium and hedged by two-parameter foundations. The 
external foundations are modeled as Winkler–Pasternak model. Two characteristic types of thermal buckling are 
considered: synchronous and asynchronous modes of buckling. The temperature rise and moisture concentration 
are assumed as a fixed, linear or nonlinear function of z (along the thickness direction). For the validation of the 
formulations, the present results are compared with those published in the references. Furthermore, the 
influences of the nonlocal parameter, humidity and other parameters on thermal buckling of double-layered 
graphene system are all discussed. 
 
Ahmed Guenanou and Abderrahim Houmat (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Tlemcen, 
Algeria), “Free vibration analysis of symmetrically laminated composite circular plates with curvilinear fibers”, 
Sci. Eng. Compos. Mater., Vol. 24, No. 1, pp 111-121, 2017, DOI 10.1515/secm-2014-0340� 
ABSTRACT:  The free vibration analysis of symmetrically laminated composite circular plates with curvilinear 
fibers is performed using the first-order shear deformation theory along with a curved hierarchical square finite 
element. The blending function method is used to describe accurately the geometry of the circular plate. The 
hierarchical shape functions are constructed from Legendre orthogonal polynomials. The element stiffness and 
mass matrices are integrated numerically by means of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The equations of motion 
are derived using Lagrange’s method. Results for the fundamental frequency are obtained for clamped and soft 
simply supported laminated composite circular plates with E-glass, graphite, and boron curvilinear fibers in 
epoxy matrices. The element is validated by means of the convergence test and comparison with published data 
for isotropic and laminated composite circular plates with rectilinear fibers. Contour plots of frequency as a 
function of fiber orientation angles for laminated composite circular plates with curvilinear fibers are presented. 
The fiber material and boundary conditions are shown to influence the distribution of frequency throughout the 
design space. Frequency curves as a function of fiber orientation angles for the first five modes of laminated 
composite circular plates with curvilinear fibers are also presented. They reveal that none of the first five modes 
of clamped and soft simply supported laminates is affected by crossing but modes 3 and 4 of clamped 
graphite/epoxy and boron/epoxy laminates are affected by veering.  
 
A. Houmat (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Tlemcen, B.P. 230, Tlemcen 13000, 
Algeria), “Nonlinear free vibration analysis of variable stiffness symmetric skew laminates”, European Journal 
of Mechanics – A/Solids, Vol. 50, pp 70-75, March-April 2015 
ABSTRACT: A skew p-element is developed for the nonlinear free vibration of variable stiffness symmetric 
skew laminates. The governing equations are based on thin plate theory and Von Karman strains. The 
fundamental frequencies and normal modes are computed for fully clamped edge conditions. The equations of 
motion are derived using Lagrange's method. By employing the harmonic balance method, the transformation 
from time to frequency domain is facilitated. The nonlinear equations are solved using the iterative technique 
known as the linearized updated mode method. The numerical results are validated with the help of 
convergence tests and comparisons with published data. New results are presented for variable stiffness 
symmetric skew laminates with different fiber configurations showing the effects of variation in skew angle on 
frequency, normal mode, and degree of hardening. 
 
Pedram Sadeghian and Amir Fam, “Strengthening of slender reinforced concrete columns by buckling control 
using high-modulus bonded longitudinal reinforcement”, ASCE Journal of Structural Engineering, April 2015 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a model for strengthening slender reinforced concrete columns. The 
proposed technique aims at controlling second order lateral deflections using longitudinal high-modulus bonded 
reinforcement, thereby altering the loading path to intercept the axial load-moment (P-M) interaction curve at a 
higher axial capacity. With the availability of high- and ultra-high-modulus carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) plates, this approach should be quite efficient according to Euler’s buckling rule, in which, column 
strength is stiffness-controlled. This approach is different from the classical transverse wrapping method for 
confinement; a technique that achieves strengthening by enlarging the (P-M) diagram in the compression- 



controlled region. The proposed model accounts for concrete nonlinearity in compression, cracking in tension, 
steel rebar plasticity, and certainly geometric nonlinearity, in addition to the possibility of premature CFRP 
debonding failure in tension and the lower CFRP strength in compression than tension. The model is validated 
against experimental results and used in a parametric study to assess the effects of slenderness ratio λ, axial load 
initial eccentricity ratio e0/h, and CFRP reinforcement ratio ρf, and modulus Ef. It was shown that strength gain 
increases from 17 to 30% as λ increases from 20 to 120, when a very small ρf of 0.5% is used. A range of 0.1 to 
1% for ρf results in a 4 to 41% strength gain, while a range of 100 to 500 GPa for Ef results in a 5 to 26% gain. 
As e0/h increases from 0.05 to 0.6, the gain increases from 17 to 90%.  
 
 
M.R. Bambach (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Monash University, Australia), “Unified element and section 
approach to design of cold-formed steel structures”, ASCE Journal of Structural Engineering, Vol. 136, No. 4, 
April 2010 
ABSTRACT: Slender open-section cold-formed steel members that contain flanges with edge stiffeners may 
buckle in different modes and with mode interactions. The element design approach (effective width method) 
has been shown to produce unconservative capacity predictions for a particular class of such members. This 
paper presents a modification to the effective width method derived from an investigation of the fundamental 
behavior of edge stiffened flange elements and sections that contain them. The modified element design 
approach is validated against the results of 913 compression and bending members collected from the literature, 
where all section and member buckling modes and interactions were evident. A section design approach is also 
presented which is directly in line with the element approach. The unified element and section approach is 
shown to provide accurate and reliable design solutions for cold-formed steel compression and flexural 
members. Proposals for the North American specification for cold-formed steel structures are presented. 
M.R. Bambach, “Strengthening of thin-walled (hollow) steel sections using fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) 
composites”, Chapter 6 in Rehabilitation of Metallic Civil Infrastructure Using Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) 
Composites, pp 140-168, 2014, https://doi.org/10.1533/9780857096654.2.140 
ABSTRACT: This chapter summarises recent research on the strengthening of thin-walled steel structures with 
fibre-reinforced polymers. The focus is on steel square hollow sections strengthened with carbon fibre-
reinforced polymer. An extensive series of experiments with a wide range of thin-walled steel section 
geometries where the exterior surfaces of the tube walls were strengthened with bonded carbon fibres, is 
discussed. Experiments were performed under quasi-static axial compression to investigate strengthening with 
regards to elastic buckling and compression strength, and under axial impact to investigate strengthening with 
regards to dynamic axial crushing and associated crashworthiness indicators. Design models are developed and 
compared with the experimental results, and optimisation is discussed. 
 
 
M. Reza Eslami (Mechanical Engineering Department, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran), 
“Buckling of Spherical Shells”, a chapter in Buckling and Postbuckling of Beams, Plates, and Shells by M. 
Reza Eslami, Springer, 2018, pp 465-537 
ABSTRACT: Spherical shells, as part of structural systems, are frequently used in many structural design 
problems. This type of shells is capable to stand high internal or external pressures and is especially quite stable 
under external pressures. The behavior of deep spherical shells, in particular, under external pressure is quite 
unique and the bifurcation load is far from expectation. Ancient spherical domes with wide spans in historic 
buildings is a good example of such structure to show its remarkable stability feature. Spherical shells used in 
the industrial applications are exposed to different types of mechanical or thermal loads. Under these 
circumstances, it is necessary to predict the critical mechanical and/or thermal buckling loads of spherical 
shells. Closed form solutions for the buckling loads are valuable tools for designer in the design stage. This 
chapter presents the methods to calculate critical buckling temperatures or pressures in spherical shell made of 
isotropic and functionally graded materials for both perfect and imperfect shells. 
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grid-stiffened cylindrical shells”, 3rd International Conference on Buckling and Postbuckling Behaviour of 
Composite Laminated Shell Structures with DESICOS Workshop, www.desicos.eu, 25-27 March 2015, 
Braunschweig, Germany  
ABSTRACT: Structural stability is one, or the most design driving criterion for aerospace structures. The 
accurate prediction of the various forms of buckling becomes especially important when seeking a minimum 
weight design. The grid-stiffened structures, with the isogrid and orthogrid being the most popular forms, 
provide a large design space to investigate, but also exhibit a complex behaviour in terms of structural stability. 
This paper focuses on buckling of the panel as a whole by presenting and comparing semi-analytical methods 
for global and panel buckling, where the latter takes the discrete nature of the stiffening structure into account. 
Results are presented for parameter studies of the composite cylindrical grid-stiffened shell including 
mechanical effects from panel curvature, stiffener eccentricity, and material orthotropy. The results show panel 
buckling to occur at significantly lower loads compared to global buckling, with a magnitude depending on the 
very specific geometry and kind of applied loads.  
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ABSTRACT: Optimal design of stiffened laminated composite cylinder of symmetric and balanced layup with 
isogrid form stiffeners is investigated and presented. The isogrid stiffened cylinder is subjected to uniform 
compressive load. In the optimization for the maximum buckling load, the panel skin laminate stacking 
sequence and stiffener configuration are chosen as design variables. A smeared model is employed in the 
buckling analysis of the stiffened composite cylinder. A new variant of particle swarm intelligence algorithm, 
using multiple swarms, built with quantum and dynamically reconfigurable features is developed and employed 
in the present investigations. The optimization is carried out using the proposed multi swarm based quantum 
particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm, taking into consideration of the ply contiguous constraint. An 
optimal layup of the skin and stiffener configuration has also been obtained by using the proposed dynamic 
quantum PSO algorithm. Comparisons have been made with quantum PSO, cooperative quantum PSO, multi 
swarm based hybrid PSO, the newly developed multi swarm versions of quantum PSO and cooperative 
quantum PSO algorithms. Studies clearly indicate that multi swarm version of quantum PSO algorithms are 
more consistent and also reliable in providing optimal solutions. The methods presented in this paper will be 
applicable in general to the design of laminate composite structures.  
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Pune, India), “A review and modal analysis of stiffened plate”, International Research Journal of Engineering 
and Technology (IRJET), Vol. 2, No. 8, November 2015 
ABSTRACT: One of the method to study the dynamic nature of plate is to go for dynamic analysis. It predicts 
various modes of vibration. Plate because of high strength to weight ratio are in use for many structural 
applications. Such structures are subjected to dynamic load many times over it’s life span. Strength of these 
structures are increased by adding stiffeners to its plate. This paper deals with the analysis of rectangular 
stiffened plates which forms the basis of structures. In order to continue this analysis various research papers 
were studied to understand the previous tasks done for stiffened plate. Hyper mesh and Nastran is used to do the 
Finite element analysis. Modal analysis of a rectangular stiffened plate is done with aspect ratio of 2. Equal 
flange angle is used as.  
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Rafil Mahmood Laftah, “Buckling behaviour of stiffened plate panels using artificial neural networks”, PhD 
dissertation, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Basrah, Iraq, 2007 
ABSTRACT: The buckling problem of stiffened plate panels under longitudinal compression is studied. The 
fundamental and practical aspects of the artificial neural networks are demonstrated and a view of their 
structures, topology and strengths is presented. The application of the neural network to the problem of buckling 
and ultimate strength of stiffened plates is explored. Two-hidden layer backpropagation neural network has 
been used to predict the crossover, local and overall buckling behaviour of the stiffened plates. The effects of 
the parameters, such as the number of nodes in the input layer, output layer and hidden layer, the pre-process 
(normalization) of the training patterns, the weight-factors initialization and the selection of the learning rate 
and momentum coefficient, on the behaviour of the neural network have been investigated. Both the gradient 
descent (GD) backpropagation algorithm and the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm have been used and the 
latter is found to improve the performance (small Mean Square Error) of the neural network model. After 
training, the generalization of the neural network was tested by the patterns not included in the training patterns. 
Two structures of networks are worked out as follow:�a) The configuration 5:22:13:3 is used to predict the 
crossover, local and overall buckling stresses of stiffened plates under uniaxial compression.�b) The 
configuration 5:22:13:1 is used to predict the ultimate strength of stiffened plates. Also the shear buckling stress 
of plate girder is predicted using the same configuration. The neural network model was trained based on 
experimental results of other researches. The developed neural network is applied to investigate the behaviour 
of plate girders. The shear buckling stresses are assessed. It is found that normalizing the input and target values 
of training patterns using zero-mean normalization method reduces the training time. Gaussian weight-factor 
distribution with range (±1) is found to give a minimum mean square error (MSE) in comparison with other 
ranges. In addition, the effective values for learning rate and momentum coefficient are (0.3) and (0.6) 
respectively, and the configuration (22:13) for hidden layer is proved to be very efficient. Plates stiffened by T-
type stiffeners are found to have higher values (20% and 25%) of buckling and ultimate strengths in comparison 
with those having flat and angle types stiffeners. The values of shear buckling stresses of plate girder which 
predicted by neural network model are greater than the values permitted by the Indian code.  
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ABSTRACT: Optimization catches application in every field of engineering and science. The procedure of 
optimization is based on selection of best solution from a group of probable candidates such that the selected 
response is superior to the others in certain characteristics. Design optimization follows the procedure whereby 
nominated set of input design variables is automatically modified through an algorithm to acquire outputs that 
are more desired. High-speed computers, clusters, and workstations reduces human efforts to solve the high 
fidelity models. The optimization procedure of methodical and concurrent gathering of preferred functions is 
known as ‘Multi-Objective Optimization (MDO) or Vector Optimization’. This paper discusses different 
proposed optimization techniques for the buckling of Iso-grid structures from 2005 to 2012. These structures 
may be fabricated out of simple metals or composites. An Iso-grid panel is a face sheet or a plate with integral 
stiffening ribs of triangular shape and the structure acts like an isotropic material.  
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2018. 
ABSTRACT: A summary of a NASA design analysis and test program on the buckling of large-scale, 
integrally-stiffened metallic cylinders is presented. The test article designs were developed based on proposed 
NASA launch vehicle cylinder designs and span a significant portion of the design space. Various loading 
conditions were applied to the cylinders and include different combinations of axial compression, bending, and 
internal pressure loads that simulate typical launch vehicle loading scenarios. The data gathered from this test 
program is being used to develop and validate new analysis-based knockdown factors and design guidelines for 
these stiffened metallic cylinders. In this paper, the test article designs and fabrication methods are described 
along with the test facilities and instrumentation. Selected test and finite element analysis results are presented 
and compared and are used to illustrate the typical response characteristics of the stiffened metallic cylinders 
considered. Overall, good qualitative agreement is found, however, several discrepancies in the results were 



identified across several of the tests. The discrepancies were investigated thoroughly and can be attributed to 
variations in the as-built skin and stiffener geometry, variations in the measured geometric imperfection, and 
modeling assumptions associated with the boundary conditions, and loading imperfections. Based on these 
findings, several refinements were made to the finite element models which significantly improved the 
correlation between the test and analysis results. These modeling refinements are described and the updated 
analysis results are presented.  
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Technology 2629 HS Delft, The Netherlands), “Buckling optimization of steering stiffeners for grid-stiffened 
composite structures”, 20th International Conferene on Composite Materials, Copenhagen, 19-24 July 2015 
ABSTRACT: Grid-stiffened composite structures, where the skin is stiffened by a lattice of stiffeners, not only 
allow for significant reduction in structural weight but are also competitive in terms of structural stability and 
damage tolerance compared with sandwich composite structures. As the development of Automated Fiber 
Placement (AFP) technology matures, integrated construction of skin and stiffeners is easily manufacturable. 
Optimization of grid-stiffened structures is needed to fully take advantage of the expanded design possibilities. 
In this paper, a steering/curved stiffener layout is optimized for grid-stiffened composite structures in order to 
enhance the structural buckling resistance. A homogenization method is used to calculate the equivalent 
material properties. Global and local buckling loads are determined by a global/local coupled strategy. A linear 
variation of stiffener angles is assumed resulting in the formation of a locally rhombic lattice pattern by the 
stiffeners. Moreover, manufacturing constraints are considered in the optimization by setting a lower bound on 
the stiffener spacing. Since the calculation is implemented on an equivalent model with a fixed mesh, it is 
possible to use a gradient-based optimization algorithm. A comparison between the performance of grid-
stiffened composite structures with curved stiffeners, with straight stiffeners, and with variable-stiffness skins 
with curved fibers, reveals the potential of curved stiffener configurations in improving structural efficiency. 
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K.S. Vishwanath Vashisht (Department of Aerospace Engineering, Amity University, Manesar, Gurgaon, 
Haryana, India), “Experimental investigation of the aircraft stiffened panel structure under pressure loads”, 
International Journal of Innovation in Engineering and Technology (IJIET), Vol. 7, No. 4, pp 462-472, 
December 2016 
ABSTRACT: An aircraft is a light weight air breathing semi-monococque complex aerostructure comprising of 
longerons, bulkheads, stiffeners, stringers, lugs, bolts and joints, ribs and other special forms of structures. In its 
service, it has to sustain mainly aerodynamic, structural, propulsive, fatigue and impact loads. Even though the 
load carrying agents are the stiffening materials, the loads are firstly faced by the aircraft skin in the form of 



shear loads and later on transferred to the stiffening structures inside. These loads give rise to bending, buckling, 
shear, torsion and warping effects in different magnitudes on the semi-mococque structures. The 
implementation of the stiffened panel structure can be found inside the fuselage, wings and horizontal and 
vertical stabilizers of an aircraft. While in operation, an aircraft must resist all the loads said above in all kinds 
of mission profiles, that is from passenger, cargo, military, reconnaissance to combat situations with varying 
load spectrum. So it becomes very important and necessary to analyse an aircraft stiffened panel structure 
subjected to assumed static structural loads and dynamic (modal) loads.  
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Goichi Ben, Naomi Kishitani and Yuuta Mochizuki (Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of 
Industrial Technology, Nihon University, Chiba, Japan), “Buckling analysis and optimum design of CFRP 
isogrid cylindrical shells”, 16th International Conference on Composite Structures (ICCS16), A.J.M. Ferreira 
(Editor), Porto, 2011 
SUMMARY: The results of linear and nonlinear buckling analyses by FEM are compared with those of uni-
axial compression test of the CFRP isogrid cylindrical shells and an agreement of both results is obtained. 
Furthermore, an optimum design of CFRP cylindrical shell under the compression load is also demonstrated. 
ABSTRACT: Isogrid stiffened structures with a higher specific strength and stiffness due to their lightweight 
are composed of thin outer skin and repetitive equilateral triangular grid stiffeners. These grid stiffeners become 
isotropic properties in the plane of the structure and metallic isogrid stiffened structures are still used in an 
aerospace field such as launch vehicle payload fairings, inter stage adapter rings and fuel tanks. In order to 
produce these structures, a most�of thick metal plate becomes cutoffs while remaining panel with stiffeners and 
both ends of the panel are welded to each other. This process needs long lead time and a high cost. Therefore 
we developed an integral molding method of CFRP isogrid cylindrical shells by using a filament winding 
apparatus [1]and a silicon rubber mold [2] (see Figs. 1 and 2) and performed the uni-axial compression test for 
the CFRP isogrid cylindrical shells. In this paper, the reinforcement effect of isogrid stiffners on the 
compressive strength of CFRP cylindrical shell are shown in Table 1. Maximum commpressive lods of CFRP 
isogrid shell are larger than the total loads of the CFRP shell without the isogrid and the isogrid shell alone. 
Next, formulations of linear and nonlinear analyses for CFRP isogrid cylindrical shells by using FEM code of 
ANSYS are presented and the uniaxial compression test of CFRP isogrid cylindrical shells are also shown. 
After the results of linear and nonlinear buckling analyses are compared with those of experiments of the CFRP 
isogrid cylindrical shells, an agreement of both results are shown in Table 2. Furthermore, an optimum design 
of CFRP cylindrical shell under the uni-axial compression is also demonstrated. In the optimum problem, three 
design parameters, such as an orientation angle of cylindrical shell, the width and thickness of isogrid stiffeners 
are selected among the many design parameters and their optimum value are searched for decreasing the weight 
of CFRP isogrid shell subjected the constrain of some value of buckling load by the response surface method 
(RSM ) combined with movingleastsquares:(MLS).  
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A. Arabzade, H. Moharami and A. Ayazi (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, School of 
Engineering, Tarbiat Modares University, Tehran, P.O. Box 14115-397, Iran), “Local elastic buckling 
coefficients of steel plates in composite steel plate shear walls”, Scientia Iranica, Vol. 18, No. 1, pp 9-15, 
February 2011 
ABSTRACT: The system of a steel plate bolted to a Reinforced Concrete (RC) shear wall goes by the name of a 
‘Composite Steel Plate Shear Wall’ (CSPSW), which is used as the lateral resisting system in tall buildings. In 



this system, the steel plate buckles under medium-strong earthquakes, which may lead to instability. However, 
the buckling load of steel plates is usually a limited criterion for the design of CSPSW. This paper reports a 
series of experiments on CSPSW. The experiments were used to investigate the buckling load of a steel plate 
bolted to one side of a high strength reinforced concrete panel. Furthermore, theoretical modeling, based on 
energy methods, was used to obtain the elastic buckling coefficients of steel plates with various aspect ratios 
under shear loading. The results were presented in graphical and tabular forms showing good agreement of 
theoretical modeling with experimental results. The elastic buckling coefficients can be used for determination 
of the number of bolts or the spacing between the bolts. 
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Thomas D. Kim (Asian Office of Aerospace Research and Development, 7-23-17 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan), “Fabrication and testing of composite isogrid stiffened cylinder”, Composite Structures, Vol. 45, No. 1, 
pp 1-6, May 1999, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0263-8223(98)00124-X 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the fabrication and testing of the composite isogrid stiffened cylinder. The 
purpose of the axial compression test was to identify various failure modes that are present in the structures 
such as rib crippling, skin (pocket) buckling, and general instability. The rib buckling was found to be the 
critical failure mode for the isogrid cylinder. The isogrid cylinder has been demonstrated to be tolerant to 
structural damage due to the multiplicity of load paths. The cylinder continued to resist compression loading 
even after one or more ribs had fractured. The imperfections to the cylinder resulted in reduced buckling 
resistance but this problem can be overcome by advancement in the manufacturing methods. 
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“Carbon fiber reinforced hierarchical orthogrid stiffened cylinder: Fabrication and testing”, Acta Astronautica, 
Vol. 145, pp 268-274, April 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actaastro.2018.01.064 
ABSTRACT: To get strong, stiff and light cylindrical shell, carbon fiber reinforced hierarchical orthogrid 
stiffened cylinders are designed and fabricated. The cylinder is stiffened by two-scale orthogrid. The primary 
orthogrid has thick and high ribs and contains several sub-orthogrid cells whose rib is much thinner and lower. 
The primary orthogrid stiffens the bending rigidity of the cylinder to resist the global instability while the sub-
orthogrid stiffens the bending rigidity of the skin enclosed by the primary orthogrid to resist local buckling. The 
cylinder is fabricated by filament winding method based on a silicone rubber mandrel with hierarchical grooves. 
Axial compression tests are performed to reveal the failure modes. With hierarchical stiffeners, the cylinder 
fails at skin fracture and has high specific strength. The cylinder will fail at end crushing if the end of the 
cylinder is not thickened. Global instability and local buckling are well restricted by the hierarchical stiffeners. 
 
Archa S. Lal and Jiss K. Abraham (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Saintgits College of Engineering, Kottayam, 
Kerala, India), “Design of integrally stiffened shell structures”, International Research Journal of Engineering 
and Technology (IRJET), Vol. 4, No. 5, pp 1059-1062, May 2017 
ABSTRACT: In launch vehicle structures, for withstanding buckling failures due to the compressive loads and 
external pressure, integrally stiffened shell structures (waffle and isogrid shell structures) are employed. This 
paper discusses about the design of cylindrical and conical shaped isogrid structures subjected to axial 
compression and the external pressure and the effect of variation of design parameters like height of the triangle, 
skin thickness, rib width, rib depth etc. on the buckling load capacity. First, theoretical computation of the 
buckling load factor has been carried out using design equations for isogrid structure. A near optimum 
configuration is arrived at, which results in minimum equivalent weight thickness and positive margins of safety. 
By using inhouse software FEAST, a parametric modeling tool has been developed for modeling isogrid and 
waffle shell structures. Static analysis, buckling analysis and free vibration analysis have been carried out for 
both structures using FEAST software. By comparing the results, isogrid structures have less static 
displacement and more buckling load factor when compared with waffle structure.  
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Emad Zolqadr, “Buckling of spherical concrete shells”, Master’s thesis, Dept. of Civil Engineering, Ryerson 
University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,  2017 
ABSTRACT: This study is focused on the buckling behavior of spherical concrete shells (domes) under 
different loading conditions. The background of analytical analysis and recommended equations for calculation 
of design buckling pressure for spherical shells are discussed in this study. The finite element (FE) method is 
used to study the linear and nonlinear response of spherical concrete shells under different vertical and 
horizontal load combination buckling analysis. The effect of different domes support conditions are considered 
and investigated in this study. Several dome configurations with different geometry specifications are used in 
this study to attain reliable results. The resulted buckling pressures from linear FE analysis for all the cases are 
close to the analytical equations for elastic behavior of spherical shells. The results of this study show that 
geometric nonlinearity widely affects the buckling resistance of the spherical shells. The effect of horizontal 
loads due to horizontal component of earthquake is not currently considered in the recommended equation by 
The American Concrete Institute (ACI) to design spherical concrete shells against buckling. However, the 



results of this study show that horizontal loads have a major effect on buckling pressure and it could not be 
ignored.  
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Yongxuan Li, Rong Liu, Yuqing Liu and Haohui Xin, “Compressive behavior of orthotropic steel deck with 
extra attached stiffeners”, ASCE Journal of Aerospace Engineering, Vol. 31, No. 6, November 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)AS.1943-5525.0000897 
ABSTRACT: The steel stiffened segment in a steel–concrete connection joint is critical to the load capability of 
the cable-stayed bridge with hybrid girders. The research focused on the improvement of steel stiffened 
segments by investigating their failure reasons, mechanical behavior, and transmission efficiency. In order to 
achieve that, both the experiments and finite-element (FE) analysis of three classical types of stiffened segments 
subjected to axial compression were conducted, and FE results were consistent with test data. Effects of element 
sizes, geometric imperfections, and residual stresses were considered in FE models, and proper values for the 
imperfections were suggested. With refined models, transmission efficiency and stress concentration of three 
types of steel stiffened segments have been investigated. Segments with a U-shaped stiffener inserted T-
stiffener and U-shaped stiffener circumscribed double T-stiffener are suggested for better force transmission 
and less local stress concentration. Furthermore, parameter studies on two suggested types above are carried 
out. Results show that the vertical plate could be thinning when the condition of stability is satisfied. Proper 
thickness of the vertical plate in a single T-stiffener and proper spacing between vertical plates in a double T-
stiffener are given. 
 
Arne Jansseune, Wouter De Corte and Jan Belis (Department of Structural Engineering, Research group 
Schoonmeersen, Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, Ghent University, Valentin Vaerwyckweg 1, 9000 
Ghent, Belgium), “Elasto-plastic failure of locally supported silos with U-shaped longitudinal stiffeners”, 
Engineering Failure Analysis, Vol. 70, pp 122-140, December 2016, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engfailanal.2016.07.012 
ABSTRACT: Ranging from agriculture to food processing, from mining to industrial processing, all these 
sectors have a need for the temporary storage of (dry) powdered, granular, and bulk materials between different 
stages of all kinds of manufacturing processes and between manufacturing process and transportation, or vice 
versa. Silos are therefore the perfect solution to meet this need, because they can easily store large volumes on a 
relatively limited floor space. Frequently, silos have a circular platform and are placed in elevated position. The 
latter can be achieved by a limited number of discrete equidistant supports around the barrel circumference. 
However, in such cases, large loads have to be transferred to the limited number of supports, causing locally 
high axial compressive stress concentrations, and consequently premature failure due to plastic yielding and/or 
elastic buckling (depending on the thickness of the silo wall). A possible answer to avoid these problems is to 
provide a partial-height U-shaped longitudinal stiffener above each support. Such stiffeners allow for a more 
gradual load transfer to the supports, increasing the maximum failure load. This paper aims to map the influence 
of the dimensions of such longitudinal stiffeners (i.e. the parameters of the cross-section and the height) on the 
failure behaviour of thick-walled silos. All results and findings are based on geometrically and materially non-
linear analyses or GMNA performed with finite element software. The simulations indicate that correctly, for 
thick-walled silos, failure will always occur by (elasto-)plastic yielding. Depending on the longitudinal stiffener 
cross-section, the location of failure will occur in the stiffened zone of the silo just above the supports for silos 



with stiffeners with a small cross-section, whereas for stiffeners with larger cross-sections, failure occurs in the 
unstiffened zone just above the terminations of the stiffeners. In addition, the stiffener width in circumferential 
and radial direction have respectively an advantageous and a disadvantageous influence on the failure load. 
Finally, the stiffener height only has a positive impact on the failure load when failure occurs in the unstiffened 
silo wall. This can be addressed to the distribution of the supporting force over the entire circumference with 
higher stiffeners. 
 
Erasmo Carrera, Enrico Zappino and Tommaso Cavallo (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, Torino 10129, Italy), “Accurate free vibration analysis of 
launcher structures using refined 1D models”, International Journal of Aeronautial & Space Sciences (IJASS), 
Vol. 16, No. 2, pp 206-222, 2015, http://dx.doi.org/10.5139/IJASS.2015.16.2.206  
ABSTRACT: This work uses different finite element approaches to the free vibration analysis of reinforced 
shell structures, and a simplified model of a typical launcher with two boosters is used as an example. The 
results obtained using a refined one-dimensional (1D) beam model are compared to those obtained with 
commercial finite element software. The 1D models that are used in the present work are based on the Carrera 
Unified Formulation (CUF), which assumes a variable kinematic displacement field over the cross-sections of 
the beam. Two different sets of polynomials that correspond to Taylor (TE) or Lagrange (LE) expansions were 
used. The analyses focused on three reinforced structures: a stiffened panel, a reinforced cylinder and the 
complete structure of the launcher. The frequencies and natural modes obtained using one-dimensional models 
are compared to those obtained from classical finite element analysis. The classical FE models were built using 
a beam-shell or solid elements, and the results indicate that the refined beam models can in fact be used to 
investigate the behavior of very complex reinforced structures. These models can predict the shell-like modes 
that are typical of thin-walled structures that cannot be detected using classical beam models. The refined 1D 
models used in the present work provide results that are as accurate as those from solid FE models, but the 1D 
models have a much lower computational cost.  
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Paul Slysh (PS Associates, San Diego, CA), “A better way to design high-performance structures”, Machine 
Design, June 05, 2008 
PARTIAL ARTICLE: Anyone designing high-performance cylindrical and conical-shell structures invariably 
wants to balance strength and low weight, along with several other characteristics including lowest-cost 
manufacturing. FEA and CAD software provide one way to shape complex forms, but these general-purpose 
programs work best when applied to a wider variety engineered structures and tasks.  
Often hard-to-implement analysis methods may provide some assistance designing the cylindrical and conical 
shell structures traditionally found in aerospace products, such as rockets and launch vehicles. But these 
methods may not work equally well, if at all, designing structures that could be, for example, load carrying 
vacuum vessels or any thin-wall structure.  
Software for shell structures: One particular program, Shell Structures Tools (SST), has been in development 40 
years and addresses the lightweight, high-strength requirements, and more. Its start menu makes it easy to type 
in design requirements, and results are easy to understand and use in a format similar to Web pages. The 
software unifies design, manufacturing, and analysis based on classical, empirical, and FEA methods. It 
comprehensively and quickly produces a design along with production plans for the structure. 
Shell structures designed by the software can be isogrid, waffle, monocoque, sandwich, honeycomb, or ring or 
stringer-rib stiffened. Several variations of those are possible. For example, sandwich structures can have fluted 
cores, honeycomb can have proprietary Hexcel cores, ribs can be stiffened with flanges and various skin-and-
stringers can be used for shell stiffening.  
When designing each structure, the software calls upon particular empirical, classical, and finite-element 
methods to size, analyze, and optimize about 11 characteristics the structures commonly need. This brief 
introduction to the software gives an idea of what designers would provide and what the software returns. 
The Start Menu box outlines typical inputs needed to design and analyze a shell. The inputs for about 10 
categories typically include the shell geometry such as the large and small ID for a cone, and a length. If the 
shell includes cutouts such as round portholes, designers supply porthole diameters and locations, and whether 
or not the structure will include load-bearing doors (a yes or no selection). Local loads can be applied to the 
shell several ways such as, normal loads and bending moments.  
Users select the construction material, which can include metals, composites, and their adhesives. Depending on 
the material, designers may have to supply material properties at temperature. For a complete list of the input 
criteria see http://www.machinedesign.com/md/images/SST-START-MENU-MD1.xls.  
The software lops time off design work several ways. For instance, its unformatted inputs means users need not 
supply a CAD model. The dimensions typed into the Start Menu, actually an Excel spreadsheet, give enough 
information to get things started. Users are also asked to supply edge conditions, external loads, needed safety 
factors, structural configurations, identify critical-failure modes, modal-response requirements, construction 
methods, requirements for trade-offs, and tolerances for manufacturing and structural analysis. 
Using runtime files, the software generates a best design and presents results in a Web site. Results are globally 
modified so users might, for example, adjust the manufacturing tolerances once and the software finds all 
calculations that use them before recalculating. The design is complete and comprehensive for the supplied 
loads the first time SST produces an output.  



It is not difficult to run the software but it is preferable that my firm return to clients results to the spreadsheet 
Start Menu submitted by clients. Hence, the first turn-around may take a day or two. But after the program 
generates runtime files, iterations on the original design can be a matter of minutes. . . . (More is available but 
not reproduced here in order to save space.) 
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“Compression behavior of individual thin-walled metallic hollow spheres with patterned distributions of 
microporosity”, Materials Science and Engineering: A, Vol. 734, pp 453-475, 12 September 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2018.08.016 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an integrated experimental and computational study of the compression 
behavior of individual thin-walled metallic hollow spheres (MHS) with patterned distributions of microporosity. 
Quasi-static compression testing, including purely elastic loading, was conducted on two groups of individual 
MHS with two different sizes to examine the entire deformation process as well as the purely elastic response. 
Three-dimensional finite element modeling was then performed to investigate the effects of different 
microporosity distribution patterns on the MHS compression behavior and to understand the pertinent 
deformation and failure mechanisms. Results show that the Young's modulus and collapse stress of individual 
MHS with a uniform microporosity distribution decrease nonlinearly with porosity, which follows the same 
power-law functions developed for the porous wall material. For other patterned (i.e., vertical, horizontal, and 
random) distributions of microporosity involving localized weak wall sections, buckling commences at the 
weak sections, generating “buckling lines”, followed by buckling failure along these adjacent or converged 
“buckling lines”. Moreover, among the “buckling lines” generate some hinges that contribute to the increased 
load-bearing capability during the densification process. These findings can shed lights on the design, 
manufacturing, and modeling of individual MHS and MHS-based materials with specifically tailored 
engineering performance. 
 
Tadeusz Niezgodzinski and Jacek Swiniarski (Technical University of Lodz, Poland), “Numerical calculations 
of stability of spherical shells”, Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 14, No. 1, pp 325-337, 2010 
ABSTRACT: The results of FEM calculations of stability of thin–walled spherical shells are presented. A static 
and dynamic stability analysis was conducted. Hemispherical shells and spherical caps with various dilation 
angles, subjected to external pressure, were considered. For each shell calculated, various boundary conditions 
of support were analyzed: joint, fixed and elastically fixed support. In the calculations, an axisymmetric and 
random discretization of the model was accounted for. As a result of the calculations conducted for static loads, 
values of upper critical pressures and buckling modes of the shells were obtained. The results were presented 
for various shell thicknesses. The FEM solutions were compared to the available results obtained with analytical 
and numerical methods, showing a good conformity. Dynamic calculations were conducted for a triangular 
pulse load. On the basis of the Budiansky–Roth dynamic criterion of stability loss, values of upper dynamic 
critical pressures were obtained. Shell buckling modes were determined as well.  
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“Formation and stability of a cylindrical ILTDBS reticulated mega-structure braced with single-layer latticed 
membranous shell substructures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 47, No. 5, pp 537-546, May 2009, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2008.10.001 
ABSTRACT: For a cylindrical intersecting-latticed-three-dimensional-beam-system (ILTDBS) reticulated 
mega-structure braced with single-layer latticed membranous shell substructures, the formation method, form 
parameters and support styles are first studied in this paper. And a program, which can automatically generate 
the form of the structure, is developed. Then the geometrically nonlinear mechanical model and stability 
analysis program are developed, and the stabilities of the structure are investigated. The structural ultimate 
bearing capacities and buckling modes including overall buckling and local buckling are studied in detail by 
parametric analyses. And the laws of determination of various parameters of the structure with different spans 
on the critical state between local and overall buckling are obtained. The work will provide guidance in theory 
for practical applications of this kind of structure. 
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“Buckling analysis in stretchable electronics”, Nature Partner Journals (npj), Flexible Electronics, Vol. 5, 2017, 
published in partnership with Nanjing Tech University, 2017, doi:10.1038/s41528-017-0004-y  
ABSTRACT: In the last decade, stretchable electronics evolved as a class of novel systems that have electronic 
performances equal to established semiconductor technologies, but can be stretched, compressed, and twisted 
like a rubber band. The compliance and stretchability of these electronics allow them to conform and mount to 
soft, elastic biological organs and tissues, thereby providing attractive opportunities in health care and 
biosensing. Majority of stretchable electronic systems use an elastomeric substrate to carry an ultrathin circuit 
mesh that consists of sparsely distributed stiff, thin-film electronic components interconnected by various forms 
of stretchable metal strips or low-dimension materials. During the fabrication processes and application of 
stretchable electronics, the thin-film components or nanomaterials undergo different kinds of in-plane 
deformation that often leads to out-of-plane or lateral buckling, in-surface buckling, or a combination of all. A 
lot of creative concepts and ideas have been developed to control and harness buckling behaviors, commonly 
regarded as pervasive occurrences in structural designs, to facilitate fabrication of stretchable structures, or to 
enhance stretchability. This paper provides a brief review of recent progresses on buckling analysis in 
stretchable electronics. Detailed buckling mechanics reveals important correlations between the 
geometric/material properties and system performance (e.g., mechanical robustness, deformability, structural 
architecture, and control). These mechanics models and analysis provide insights to design and optimize 
stretchable electronics for a wide range of important applications.  
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Junle Cai and Cristopher D. Moen (Civil & Environmental Engineering, Virginia Tech), “Automated Buckling 
Mode Identification of Thin-walled Structures from 3d Mode Shapes or Point Clouds”, in: Proceedings of the 
Annual Stability Conference, Structural Stability Research Council, USA, Nashville, TN, 2015. 
ABSTRACT: A Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) approach is derived that performs automated, quantitative 
modal decomposition of thin-walled members with an open cross-section. The technique extracts modal 
amplitudes and modal participation factors from any 3D displacement field, for example from finite element 
analysis or point clouds measured in the lab during a test to collapse. Thin-walled members exhibit deformation 
that can be represented as combinations of cross-sectional and global buckling modes. It is useful to 
quantitatively decompose these modes for strength prediction and design code development. Conventionally, 
buckling mode participation has been determined by visual inspection. This process is subjective and tedious 
since the person conducting the inspection is often dealing with many models or experiments. Taking advantage 
of GBT kinematics, the proposed method distinguishes itself by using only the GBT cross-section deformation 
modes instead of member-wise basis functions. The method is by nature applicable to different boundary and 
loading conditions without recalculation of basis functions. The mechanics are formulated to show that the 
method is supported by GBT kinematic assumptions, which ensures its general applicability. The approach is 
implemented in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that accepts a thin-walled member 3D displacement field as 
input and then calculates modal participation factors, i.e., for member local, distortional, and global (Euler) 
buckling.  
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C. Yu, B.W. Schafer, “Distortional buckling tests on cold-formed steel beams J. Struct. Eng. – ASCE, 132 
(2006), pp. 515–528, DOI: 10.1061/(asce)0733-9445(2006)132:4(515) 
ABSTRACT: Failure in cold-formed steel beams is generally initiated by one of three instabilities: local, 
distortional, or lateral-torsional buckling. For cold-formed steel joists, purlins, or girts, when the compression 
flange is not restrained by attachment to sheathing or paneling, distortional buckling may be the predominant 
failure mode. Experimental results on cold-formed steel beams with unrestrained compression flanges are 
scarce. Therefore a series of distortional buckling tests on cold-formed steel C and Z sections in bending was 
conducted to establish the capacity in distortional buckling failures. Test details were selected to allow 
distortional buckling to form, but restrict lateral-torsional buckling to the extent possible. These distortional 
buckling tests also provide a direct comparison against the local buckling tests previously performed by the 
writers. As expected, large strength reductions are observed in the tested specimens when distortional buckling 
initiated the failure instead of local buckling. U.S., Canadian, and joint North American standards for design, 
which are known to primarily focus on local buckling, provided unconservative predictions of the observed 
strength. The Australian/New Zealand Standard and the direct strength method, which provide explicit methods 
for calculating the capacity in the distortional buckling mode, provided reasonably accurate and reliable 
predictions. 
 
Akira Maekawa (Institute of Nuclear Safety System, Inc., Japan), “Recent advances in seismic response 
analysis of cylindrical liquid storage tanks”, Chapter 12 in Earthquake-Resistant Structures – Design, 
Assessment and Rehabilitation”, 2012, DOI: 10.5772/28735 · Source: InTech  
INTRODUCTION: Japan is in a seismically active area and experiences many damaging earthquakes with loss 
of life. In 1995, the Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake caused major destruction in Kobe City and in 2011 the Great 
Eastern Japan earthquake and tsunami caused major destruction in the Pacific coast areas of northeastern Japan. 
Additionally, recent relatively less destructive earthquakes include the 2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake, the 2004 
Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake, the 2005 Miyagiken-Oki earthquake, the 2007 Noto-Hanto earthquake, and the 
2007 Niigataken Chuetsu-Oki earthquake. In particular, the Great Eastern Japan, Noto-Hanto, Miyagiken-Oki, 
and Niigataken-Chuetsu-Oki earthquakes occurred near nuclear power facilities and have been accompanied by 
enhanced public concern for seismic safety of nuclear plants. Within the Japanese national government, the 
Nuclear Safety Commission revised the Regulatory Guide for Reviewing Seismic Design of Nuclear Power 
Reactor Facilities (Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan, 2006) in 2006. This revised Regulatory Guide required 
seismic safety design of buildings, structures and equipment for larger seismic motions. In addition, seismic 
probabilistic safety assessment (seismic PSA) (American Nuclear Society, 2007; Atomic Energy Society of 
Japan, 2007) was urged, for which accurate evaluation techniques for seismic response of equipment installed in 
the nuclear power plants were needed. Large cylindrical liquid storage tanks in nuclear power plants are 
classified as equipment requiring high seismic safety because many are containers storing cooling water used in 
normal plant operation and in accidents. Their seismic evaluation is done on the basis of the Technical Codes 
for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants (Japan Electric Association [JEA], 2008) published by the Japan 
Electric Association. The seismic evaluation methods used in the conventional seismic design of the tanks 
(Kanagawa Prefecture, 2002; High Pressure Gas Safety Institute of Japan [KHK], 2003; Architectural Institute 
of Japan [AIJ], 2010) such as the Technical Codes examine the bending vibration mode (beam-type vibration) 
which mainly affects the seismic resistance of the tanks, but they do not consider high order vibration modes 
(oval-type vibration) which are excited in the tank wall by large vibrations and cause oscillation patterns that 
look like petals of a flower. Therefore, it is necessary to reveal the influence of oval-type vibration on vibration 
characteristics and seismic safety and to consider the vibration in the seismic design of the tanks (Japan Society 
of Civil Engineers, 1989). However, research on oval-type vibration has only been of academic interest, 



including reports on fluid-structure interaction which causes oval-type vibration (Japan Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, 2003) and nonlinear behavior of oval-type vibration (Chiba, 1993). Though analysis techniques such 
as finite element methods are available as seismic evaluation methods at present, numerical seismic analysis of 
the tanks considering oval-type vibration has not been established because advanced techniques such as fluid-
structure interaction analysis and nonlinear dynamic structure analysis are needed to simulate the oval-type 
vibration behavior. In addition, capacity to resist buckling is an important evaluation item in seismic deign of 
cylindrical liquid storage tanks. Buckling is a dangerous mode for tanks which drastically lowers their structural 
strength (proof force) and collapses their geometries. In the ultimate buckled state and post-buckling, the 
cylindrical liquid storage tanks are deformed largely and display nonlinear inelastic behavior. Therefore, it is 
desirable to take into account the nonlinear inelastic dynamic behavior when evaluating seismic safety of the 
tanks. The conventional seismic design of tanks (Kanagawa Prefecture, 2002; KHK, 2003; JEA, 2008; AIJ, 
2010) uses evaluation equations for static buckling derived from static buckling tests and the assumption of a 
linear response. However, the evaluation equations have not been validated sufficiently from the viewpoint of 
the dynamic liquid pressure effect in tanks subjected to seismic motions. Though a few dynamic experiments 
and development of numerical methods for buckling of cylindrical liquid storage tanks were done in the past, 
the developed numerical methods could simulate the experimental results only qualitatively (Fujita et al., 1992; 
Toyoda et al., 1997). As described above, the conventional seismic design assumes linear behavior of the tanks 
and does not include nonlinear behavior in post-buckling. However, it is necessary to develop accurate seismic 
response analysis methods for the cylindrical liquid storage tanks to ensure seismic safety and conduct accurate 
seismic PSA for mega earthquakes. Therefore, an accurate dynamic analysis method to evaluate dynamic 
nonlinear behavior of the cylindrical liquid storage tanks subjected to seismic motions was proposed and 
validated by the dynamic experiment in this chapter. The research was done for the liquid storage tanks installed 
in nuclear power plants such as refueling water tanks and condensate water tanks. In this chapter, previous 
studies are overviewed and then sequential research findings on the dynamic analysis method are summarized. 
First, the seismic damage modes of the cylindrical liquid storage tanks are explained briefly. Especially 
buckling modes caused by earthquakes are introduced. Secondly, the vibration behavior of the tanks is 
explained. Thirdly, previous studies are overviewed with regard to vibration characteristics and seismic 
evaluations. Special focus is given to the seismic response analysis and dynamic buckling evaluation. Fourthly, 
research studies concerned with oval-type vibration are summarized. Finally, the author’s study regarding 
dynamic nonlinear analysis method for seismic response of the cylindrical liquid storage tanks is described and 
the method is shown to be suitable for actual tanks based on comparison with experimental results.  
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D.A. Nethercot (School of Civil Engineering, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NC7 2RD, UK), “Frame 
structures: global performance, static and stability behaviour: General report”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 55, Nos. 1-3 pp 109-124, July 2000, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0143-974X(99)00080-2 
ABSTRACT: A review is made of the development of methods used to examine the response of steel frame 
structures to statically applied loads. The various possible alternatives in terms of rigor and complexity are 
defined and key effects — especially the role of connections — discussed. Both multistorey and low-rise frames 
are considered. A section of the paper contrasts the relative lack of attention paid to a number of “neglected 
features” with the plethora of publications devoted to the analysis of 2-dimensional, bare steel, rigid jointed 
structures. 
 
S.L. Chan (Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong), “Non-linear behavior and design of steel structures”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 57, No. 12, pp 1217-1231, December 2001, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0143-974X(01)00050-5 
ABSTRACT: Frames are possibly the most common forms of man-made engineering structures. They are 
formed by joining one-dimensional members together. Since the early work of Euler, engineers started to 
realize that the strength of a member under compression does not only depend on the material yield stress, but 
also on the Young’s modulus of elasticity. The introduction of steel material and other metals makes the 
consideration more important because of their relatively slender dimensions. From the vision of the current 
computer age, this paper is addressed to a review and summary of the work conducted on the non-linear 
analysis and design of steel frames in the past few decades. 
 
Wenyu Liu, Kim J.R. Rasmussen and Hao Zhang (School of Civil Engineering, the University of Sydney, 
Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia), “Systems reliability for 3D steel frames subject to gravity loads”, Structures, 
Vol. 8, pp 170-182, 2016, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2016.06.002  
ABSTRACT: The system-based design of steel structures using advanced analysis leads to a more efficient 
structural design process and achieves a more uniform level of structural system reliability. The main 
impediment to adopting this method in practical applications is the apparent difficulty in assigning an 



appropriate resistance factor to structural systems. In this paper, the reliability assessment and derivation of 
system resistance factors for a series of 3D low-to-mid-rise steel frames are presented, taking into account the 
inherent uncertainties in material and geometric properties, and the model uncertainty of advanced analysis. 
Braced and unbraced (sway) frames with regular and irregular configurations are analysed under gravity loads 
and the system resistance factors are derived for different target reliability levels. The frames are selected to 
provide different system failure modes such as sway instability and/or member failure. Recommendations are 
made for the appropriate target reliabilities and associated system resistance factors for use in designing 3D 
steel frames at system level by advanced analysis.  
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Jan Ravinger (Faculty of Civil Engineering, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia), “Stability 
and vibration in civil engineering”, Building Materials and Structures, Vol. 57, (2014, 2(3-17) 
INTRODUCTION: Taking into account the stiffness and inertia forces, dynamic behaviour of structures can be 
investigated. Dynamic investigation usually starts with an example of free vibration. It means to evaluate the 
natural frequency. The simplest stability problem of structures is buckling of a column. This problem can be 
arranged preparing the equilibrium conditions on a deformed structure. In general, however, for the evaluation 
of the stability problems strains should be evaluated for a deformed differential element what means to apply 
geometric non-linear theory.  
Combination of dynamics and stability yields in a lot of problems: dynamic buckling, dynamic post buckling 
behaviour, parametric resonance, etc. Introduction example – vibration of a column loaded in compression is 
simple but its investigation still represents a lot of problems.  
The natural frequency can be measured by using rather simple equipment. The comparison of frequencies 
measured experimentally and evaluated numerically is the basis of non-destructive methods for investigation of 
structure properties. Generally, it can be said that in structural design stability effects have to be taken into 
consideration. These two ideas are the reason for our investigation of the combination of vibration and stability.  
Leonard Euler was probably the first scientist who had analyzed stability problems. The former solutions are 
supposed to be the linear stability. It means that we suppose an ideal structure. The differences between theory 
and reality inspired researchers to search for more accurate models. Especially the slender web as the main part 
of thin-walled structure has significant post-buckling reserves and it is necessary to accept a geometric non-
linear theory for their description. The problem of the vibration of the non-linear system was formulated by 
Bolotin [2]. Burgreen [3] analysed the problem of the vibration of an imperfect column in early 50's. Some 
valuable results have been achieved by Volmir [7]. Combination of dynamics and stability is still a subject of 
research all over the world.  
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Fudong Li, Honghao Hou, Jie Yin and Xuesong Jiang (School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, State 
Key Laboratory for Metal Matrix Composite Materials, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240, 
People’s Republic of China), “Near-infrared light-responsive dynamic wrinkle patterns”, Science Advances, 
Vol. 4, No. 4, eaar5762, 6 April 2018, DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aar5762 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic micro/nanopatterns provide an effective approach for on-demand tuning of surface 
properties to realize a smart surface. We report a simple yet versatile strategy for the fabrication of near-infrared 
(NIR) light–responsive dynamic wrinkles by using a carbon nanotube (CNT)–containing 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer as the substrate for the bilayer systems, with various functional 
polymers serving as the top stiff layers. The high photon-to-thermal energy conversion of CNT leads to the 
NIR-controlled thermal expansion of the elastic CNT-PDMS substrate, resulting in dynamic regulation of the 
applied strain (ε) of the bilayer system by the NIR on/off cycle to obtain a reversible wrinkle pattern. The 
switchable surface topological structures can transfer between the wrinkled state and the wrinkle-free state 
within tens of seconds via NIR irradiation. As a proof-of-concept application, this type of NIR-driven dynamic 
wrinkle pattern was used in smart displays, dynamic gratings, and light control electronics. 
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“Controlled fabrication of nanoscale wrinkle structure by fluorocarbon plasma for highly transparent 
triboelectric nanogenerator”, Microsystems & Nanoengineering, 30 January 2017, 
https://doi.org/10.1038/micronano.2016.74 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we report a novel nanoscale wrinkle-structure fabrication process using 
fluorocarbon plasma on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and Solaris membranes. Wrinkles with wavelengths of 
hundreds of nanometers were obtained on these two materials, showing that the fabrication process was 
universally applicable. By varying the plasma-treating time, the wavelength of the wrinkle structure could be 
controlled. Highly transparent membranes with wrinkle patterns were obtained when the plasma-treating time 
was <125s. The transmittances of these membranes were >90% in the visible region, making it difficult to 
distinguish them from a flat membrane. The deposited fluorocarbon polymer also dramatically reduced the 
surface energy, which allowed us to replicate the wrinkle pattern with high precision onto other membranes 
without any surfactant coating. The combined advantages of high electron affinity and high transparency 
enabled the fabricated membrane to improve the performance of a triboelectric nanogenerator. This nanoscale, 
single-step, and universal wrinkle-pattern fabrication process, with the functionality of high transparency and 
ultra-low surface energy, shows an attractive potential for future applications in micro- and nanodevices, 
especially in transparent energy harvesters. 
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“High aspect ratio wrinkles on a soft polymer”, Soft Matter,  Vol. 6, No. 22, pp 5709-5714, 2010 
ABSTRACT: Instability of a stiff thin film attached to a compliant substrate often leads to the emergence of 
exquisite wrinkles with length scales that depend on the system geometry and applied stresses. These patterns 
have vast potential applications including in tissue engineering, flexible electronics and the semiconductor 
industry. However, one of the limiting factors in the usage of these patterns is the low amplitude/wavelength 
ratio that can be achieved using the current surface engineering techniques. Here, we present an effective 
method that allows the creation of wrinkles with an amplitude/wavelength aspect ratio as large as 2.5 on a soft 
polymer. In this method, first, the surface of a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is pre-patterned using an Ar ion 
beam. Then, an amorphous carbon film gets deposited on the pre-patterned polymeric surface using glancing 
angle deposition (GLAD). We show that the amplitude of the created patterns can be varied between several nm 
to submicron size by changing the carbon deposition time, allowing us to harness patterned polymeric substrates 
for a variety of applications. Specifically, we demonstrate a potential application of the high aspect ratio 
wrinkles for changing the surface optical band gap. 
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Madrid, Spain  
“Fabrication of functional wrinkled interfaces from polymer blends: Role of the surface functionality on the 
bacterial adhesion”, Polymers, Vol. 6, pp 2845-2861, 2014, doi:10.3390/polym6112845  
ABSTRACT: The generation of nano-microstructured surfaces is a current challenge in polymer science. The 
fabrication of such surfaces has been accomplished mainly following two different alternatives i.e., by adapting 
techniques, such as molding (embossing) or nano/microimprinting, or by developing novel techniques including 
laser ablation, soft lithography or laser scanning. Surface instabilities have been recently highlighted as a 
promising alternative to induce surface features. In particular, wrinkles have been extensively explored for this 
purpose. Herein, we describe the preparation of wrinkled interfaces by confining a photosensitive monomeric 
mixture composed of monofunctional monomer and a crosslinking agent within a substrate and a cover. The 
wrinkle characteristics can be controlled by the monomer mixture and the experimental conditions employed for 
the photopolymerization. More interestingly, incorporation within the material of a functional copolymer 
allowed us to vary the surface chemical composition while maintaining the surface structure. For that purpose 
we incorporated either a fluorinated copolymer that enhanced the surface hydrophobicity of the wrinkled 
interface or an acrylic acid containing copolymer that increased the hydrophilicity of the wrinkled surface. 
Finally, the role of the hydrophobicity on the bacterial surface adhesion will be tested by using Staphylococcus 
aureus.  
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“Wrinkles and splay conspire to give positive disclinations negative curvature”, Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Scienes of the USA (PNAS), Vol. 112, No. 41, 12639-12644, September 29, 2015, 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1514379112 
SIGNIFICANCE: Diblock copolymers, polymers made by covalently bonding two otherwise immiscible 
polymers together, are prized for their robust ability to self-assemble into highly ordered geometric structures. 
Likewise, there has been recent interest in the ability to control the global geometry of a surface, merely by 
modifying its local microstructure. Here, we take advantage of the defect structure arising from a slow 
annealing of a thin film of cylinder-forming diblock copolymers as a means of guiding the geometry of an 
emergent three-dimensional structure. 
ABSTRACT: Recently, there has been renewed interest in the coupling between geometry and topological 
defects in crystalline and striped systems. Standard lore dictates that positive disclinations are associated with 
positive Gaussian curvature, whereas negative disclinations give rise to negative curvature. Here, we present a 
diblock copolymer system exhibiting a striped columnar phase that preferentially forms wrinkles perpendicular 
to the underlying stripes. In free-standing films this wrinkling behavior induces negative Gaussian curvature to 
form in the vicinity of positive disclinations. 
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John Gemmer and Shankar C. Venkataramani (Arizona Center for Mathematical Sciences, University of 
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA), “Shape transitions in hyperbolic non-Euclidean plates”, Soft Matter, Vol. 9, 
No. 34, pp 8151-8161, 2013 
ABSTRACT: A non-Euclidean plate is a thin elastic object whose intrinsic geometry is not flat and hence has 
residual stresses arising from being embedded in three dimensional space. Recently, there has been interest in 
using localized swelling to induce residual stresses that shape flat objects into desired three dimensional 
structures. A fundamental question is whether we can use the mathematical theory of non-Euclidean plates to 
deduce the three dimensional configuration of the swelling sheet given the exact knowledge of the imposed 
geometry. We present and summarize the results of recent mathematical studies on non-Euclidean plates with 
imposed constant negative Gaussian curvature in both annular and disc geometries. We show in the Föppl–von 
Kármán approximation to the elastic energy there are only two types of global minimizers – flat and saddle 
shaped deformations – with localized regions of stretching near the boundary of the domain. We also show that 
there exist n-wave local minimizers that closely resemble experimental observations and have additional 
regions of stretching near lines of inflection. Furthermore, in the Kirchhoff approximation to the elastic energy, 
we show that there exists exact isometric immersions with periodic profiles. The number of waves in these 
configurations is set by the condition that the bending energy remains finite and grows approximately 
exponentially with the radius of the annulus. For large radii, these shape are energetically favorable over saddle 
shapes and could explain why wavy shapes are selected in crochet models of the hyperbolic plane. The 
predicted morphologies however differ from what is observed in experiments on hydrogel disks highlighting the 
need for further theoretical studies. 
 
Sanjib C. Chowdhury, Bazle Z. (GAMA) Haque and John W. Gillespie Jr. [Center for Composite Materials 
(UD-CCM), University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716, USA �], “Molecular simulations of the carbon 
nanotubes intramolecular junctions under mechanical loading”, Computational Materials Science, Vol. 82, pp 
503-509, 2014 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, mechanical responses of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) intramolecular junctions 
(IMJs) under three generic modes of mechanical loadings – tension, compression, and torsion have been studied 
using molecular dynamics simulations. (5,5)-(10,0), (7,7)-(14,0), (10,10)-(20,0) armchair–zigzag and (8,0)-(6,0) 
zigzag–zigzag IMJs have been simulated by connecting two constituent CNTs with pentagon and heptagon 



rings. Classical molecular dynamics based on the velocity-Verlet algorithm has been used to solve the 
Newtonian equation of motion and carbon–carbon interaction in the CNT has been modeled by the Brenner 
potential. Mechanical properties, particularly stiffness and maximum force/torque and failure modes for 
different loading conditions are studied. Simulation results show that stiffness of the IMJ falls between those of 
the constituent CNTs. Compressive failure load of the IMJ is lower than either of the constituent CNTs. 
However, failure loads and damage modes of the IMJs under tensile and torsional loadings depend on the 
transition region in the IMJs.  
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Island, USA), “Three-dimensional cylindrical truss structures: a case study for topological optimization”, 
Computer Aided Optimum Design in Engineering XI, WIT Transactions on The Built Environment, Vol. 106, 
2009, doi:10.2495/OP090081  
ABSTRACT: A general minimum-weight cylindrical structural layout for the support of any combination of 
axial and torsional loading has been developed. The principal intention in this work is to provide a test case for 
3-dimensional numerical topological optimization. It is anticipated that the solution may present a challenge, 
since for the small angular spacing of the truss elements the internal radial force component is always of the 
order of magnitude of the angular spacing for any arbitrary selected pair of helix families. Moreover for a wide 
range of solutions slender members are an essential part of the topology. A novel finite element topology 
optimization procedure is presented based on the application of Beta probability density and cumulative 
distribution functions. The procedure utilizes a family of Beta functions which provide a smooth transition from 
a uniform to a bi-modal density distribution, with constant probability mean to conserve constant mass.� 
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M. Rezaiee-Pajand and R. Naserian (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Mashhad, 
Iran), “Using more accurate strain for three-dimensional truss analysis”, Asian Journal of Civil Engineering 
(BHRC) Vol. 17, No. 1, pp 107-126, 2016 
ABSTRACT: Instead of the usual neglecting, this study takes advantage of the second-order axial strain terms 
in the elastic constitutive equation of three-dimensional truss. This leads to higher-order terms on the resulting 
unbalanced force and on its corresponding tangent stiffness. The finite element procedure and updated 
Lagrangian descriptions are utilized with the new stiffness matrix. Furthermore, governing equilibrium 
equations are solved by using cylindrical arc-length approach. The validity of the proposed algorithm is checked 
by numerical examples. The outcomes indicate that the authors' formulation possesses the ability to trace the 
equilibrium path completely. Moreover, the obtained answers are identical with the exact results of other 
researchers.  
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J. Blachut (The University of Liverpool, Mechanical Engineering, Liverpool, U.K), “The use of composites in 
underwater pressure hull components”, Chapter 4, pp. 99-146 in "Buckling and Postbuckling Structures II – 
experimental, analytical and numerical studies", (eds), B.G. Falzon and M.H. F. Aliabadi, World Scientific, 
2018, 291p (ISBN978-1-78634-432-8) – series Computational and Experimental Methods in Structures – vol. 9. 
ABSTRACT: Availability of block-type syntactic foam buoyancy units has facilitated a range of underwater 
activities otherwise deemed as impossible, e.g., dive to the bottom of the oceans in 2012. But buoyancy units 
which require a vessel-type configuration still remain a subject of research. High specific properties, resistance 
to degradation in water, and flexible fabrication methods become valuable factors when underwater applications 
are considered. Light weight is critical for submersibles as this leads to increased pay-load and to enlarged 
operational envelope. All of that points towards the use of composite materials.  
In this context the Chapter deals with the strength, buckling and structural optimization of externally 
pressurized bowed-out cylinders, domed end closures onto cylinders, and toroidal shells of closed cross-section 
subjected to hydrostatic external pressure. It is assumed that shells are from Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics 
(CFRPs). The work is primarily numerical but some details about the manufacture, testing and analyses of 
filament wound and draped CFRP heads carried out at Liverpool University are provided. The issues regarding 
the sensitivity of buckling pressures to the initial geometric imperfections, First Ply Failure, and the Last Ply 
Failure are also discussed.  
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Zhi-Min Li, Wei Gu and Yi-Xi Zhao, “Postbuckling behavior of 3D braided rectangular plates subjected to 
biaxial compression”, ASCE Journal of Aerospace Engineering, Vol. 25, No. 4, October 2012 
ABSTRACT: Postbuckling behavior of three-dimensional (3D) braided rectangular plates subjected to biaxial 
compression is presented. The 3D braided composite may be treated as a cell system, and the geometry of each 
cell is deeply dependent on its position in the cross section of the plate. Based on Reddy’s higher-order shear 
deformation plate theory and general von Kármán–type equations that include the initial geometric imperfection 
of the plate, a perturbation technique is employed to determine postbuckling equilibrium paths of 3D braided 
rectangular plates. The results reveal that the geometric and physical properties have a significant effect on the 
postbuckling behavior of braided composite plates. 
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“Post-buckling behavior of imperfect laminated composite plates with rotationally-restrained edges”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 125, pp 117-126, July 2015, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2015.01.043 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear governing equations of rotationally-restrained laminated composite plates with 
imperfection are presented by the Galerkin method, and they are solved by employing the Newton–Raphson 
method for the post-buckling analysis. The considered laminates are symmetric, and they are loaded in pure in-
plane shear or combined in-plane shear and compression. The deformation shape function of the restrained 
plates is obtained through a linear combination of vibration eigenfunctions of simply supported and clamped 
beams along either the longitudinal or transverse direction of plates. The validity study shows that the presented 
method is effective for performing the nonlinear analysis of laminates with all four edges elastically-restrained 
against rotation. A parametric study is conducted to evaluate the effect of rotational spring stiffness, material 
properties, and fiber orientation under pure in-plane shear as well as the loading ratio under combined shear and 
compression on the nonlinear static and post-buckling behavior of rotationally-restrained laminates. The 
proposed solution for nonlinear static analysis of rotationally-restrained composite plates with imperfection is 
accurate and effective, as demonstrated by the comparisons with the predictions by the finite element analysis, 
and combined with the discrete plate analysis technique, it can be potentially applied to post-buckling analysis 
of FRP structural shapes. 
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“Incorporation of measured geometric imperfections into finite element models for cold-rolled aluminium 
sections”, kkProceedings of the 4th International Congress of Geotechniques, Structures, Lecture Notes in Civil 
Engineering, Vol. 8, 2018, DOI 10.1007/978-981-10-6713-6_15  
ABSTRACT: Geometric imperfections have a significant effect on both buckling and strength capacities of 
structural members. It is essential to accurately measure the geometric imperfections for finite element 
simulation especially for thin-walled sections. This paper presents the procedure to measure and incorporate 
geometric imperfections into finite element models using ABAQUS software package with the focus of 
attention for cold-rolled aluminium sections. Laser scanners are firstly used to measure geometric imperfections 
along high-precision tracks while recording the distances to corresponding points on the surface of specimen. 
The measurement lines are located around the cross-section. Subsequently, a MATLAB code is developed to 
incorporate the measured imperfection magnitudes into a perfect mesh of the finite element model. The Fourier 
series approximation is used in the longitudinal direction along measurement lines while the linear interpolation 
is used for flanges, lips and web in the transverse direction.  
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method for optmisation of stacking sequence of laminated composite plates subjected to buckling”, Open 
Engineering, Vol. 5, pp 190-204, 2015, DOI: 10.1515/eng-2015-0025,  
ABSTRACT: Enumeration search method (ESM) checks all possible combinations of design variables in a 
bottom-up approach until it finds the global optimum solution for the design conditions. In this paper an 
optimum design of a multilayered laminated plate made of unidirectional fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) 
composite subject to uniaxial compression is sought. ESM together with classical laminated plate theory 
(CLPT) has been used to find the lightest laminate for maximizing the buckling load capable of providing 
structural stability for a set target uniaxial compression load. The choice of the design variables is limited to 4 
possible fibres orientation angles (0,90,-45,+45) and the sequence of the laminate, making the problem an 
integer programming. Experimental and finite element analyses were used to verify the optimum solution. It has 
been shown that the exhaustive enumeration search method is a powerful tool for finding the global optimum 
design.  
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temperatures: Theory of perfect plates vs finite element analysis”, Conference paper in unidentified conference 
in the pdf file, 2017, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312864567� 
ABSTRACT: The local buckling capacity of fire exposed thin-walled steel cross sections is affected by the 
reduction in strength and stiffness due to elevated temperatures and the amplitude of the initial local 
imperfections. Several researchers have proposed design methods to calculate the capacity of the plates (i.e. 
web and flanges) that compose these steel members at elevated temperatures, but they used different shapes of 
steel plates (sides ratio a/b) and different amplitudes of local imperfections. This variability in hypotheses 
happens because there is no clear provision defining the numerical modeling procedure for fire design of steel 
plates in the codes (European or US). According to the theory of perfect plates, the critical load depends of the 
shape of the rectangular plate (e.g. the sides ratio a/b) and the corresponding buckling mode (number of half 
waves), the boundary and the loading conditions. This paper reviews the existing code provisions and compares 
the existing design models and their assumptions for thin-walled steel cross sections. Elements of the theory of 
perfect plates are presented. Parametric finite element analyses are then conducted on isolated steel plates at 
elevated temperatures to investigate the effect of the plate shape (a/b ratio) and imperfections (amplitude and 
number of half wave lengths). From the analysis, the governing parameter will be estimated (a/b vs 
imperfections) for simulation of isolated flanges and webs. Finally, recommendations for the numerical 
modeling of steel plates at elevated temperatures are proposed.  
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Matteo Strozzi, Francesco Pellicano and L.I. Manevitch, “Nonlinear dynamics of single-walled carbon 
nanotubes”, AIMETA 2013 Conference, Turin, Italy 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear vibrations of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes are analysed. The Sanders-Koiter 
elastic shell theory is applied in order to obtain the elastic strain energy and kinetic energy. The carbon 
nanotube deformation is described in terms of longitudinal, circumferential and radial displacement fields. The 
theory considers geometric nonlinearities due to large amplitude of vibration. The displacement fields are 
expanded by means of a double series based on harmonic functions for the circumferential variable and 
Chebyshev polynomials for the longitudinal variable. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is applied to obtain 
approximate natural frequencies and mode shapes. Free boundary conditions are considered. In the nonlinear 
analysis, the three displacement fields are re-expanded by using approximate eigenfunctions. An energy 
approach based on the Lagrange equations is considered in order to obtain a set of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations. The total energy distribution of the shell is studied by considering combinations of 
different vibration modes. The effect of the conjugate modes is analysed. 
 
Wilbert A., Jang W.Y., Kyriakides S., Floccari J.F. (Research Center for Mechanics of Solids, Structures & 
Materials, The University of Texas at Austin, WRW 110, Austin, TX 78712, USA), “Buckling and progressive 
crushing of laterally loaded honeycomb”,  Int. J. Solids Struct., 48 (5) (2011), pp. 803-816, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2010.11.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive study of the lateral compressive response of hexagonal 
honeycomb panels from the initial elastic regime to a fully crushed state. Expanded aluminum alloy honeycomb 
panels with a cell size of 9.53 mm, a relative density of 0.026, and a height of 15.9 mm are laterally compressed 
quasi statically between rigid platens under displacement control. The cells buckle elastically and collapse at a 
higher stress due to inelastic action. Deformation then first localizes at mid-height and the cells crush by 
progressive formation of folds; associated with each fold family is a stress undulation. The response densifies 
when the whole panel height is consumed by folds. The buckling and crushing events are simulated numerically 
using finite element models involving periodic domains of a single or several characteristic cells. The models 
idealize the microstructure as hexagonal, with double walls in o ne direction. The nonlinear behavior is initiated 
by elastic buckling while inelastic collapse that leads to the localization observed in the experiments occurs at a 
significantly higher load. The collapse stress is found to be mildly sensitive to various problem imperfections. 
The subsequent folding can be reproduced numerically using periodic domains but requires a fine mesh capable 
of capturing the complexity of the folds. The calculated crushing response is shown to better resemble measured 
ones when a 4 × 4 cell domain is used. However, the average crushing stress can be captured with engineering 
accuracy even from a single cell domain. 
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“Investigation of buckling transition from straight-sided to telephone-cord wrinkles in AI films”, Journal of 
Micromechanics and Microengineering, Vol. 23, No. 4, Article ID 045014, 2013, https://doi.org/10.1088/0960-
1317/23/4/045014 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum films 150 nm thick have been deposited on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 
substrates by a magnetron sputtering process. Parallel straight-sided wrinkles are induced by axial compression. 
The evolution from straight-sided to 'telephone-cord' wrinkles is experimentally investigated using optical 
microscopy. Finite element modeling of instability is introduced for analyzing the secondary bifurcation or 
buckling of straight-sided wrinkles. Imperfections based on a random combination of buckling eigenmodes are 
introduced in the finite element method (FEM) analysis to take into account secondary bifurcation. Because the 
perturbation of the imperfection is totally random and small, it is a more realistic approach for taking into 
account the roughness and flatness of the film. Moreover, the perturbation method can be applied more widely 
in some complex patterns of telephone-cord wrinkles. Good agreement is found between experimental 
observation and FEM calculations. 
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“Characterizing the mechanics of fold-lines in thin Kapton membranes”, AIAA SciTech Forum, 9-12 January 
2018, Kissimee, Florida, Spacecraft Structures Conference, 2018, DOI: 10.2514/6.2018-0450  
ABSTRACT: Novel designs for solar sails and star shades make use of thin films with large surface areas 
packed into finite volumes by introducing origami-like fold patterns. Predicting the deployed shape, deployment 
dynamics and mechanical stability of these structures requires an accurate modeling of the mechanical 
properties of the folds, instead of assuming perfect hinges like in rigid foldable origami. We have performed 
experiments in thin films with a single crease to investigate the underlying mechanics and characterize the 
mechanical properties of the fold. A parametric study was conducted on folding a Kapton film, showing that the 
neutral angle after folding can be rationalized as a function of the parameters in the folding process, but it 
evolves over time due to viscoelastic effects. Additionally, a framework has been established to quantify the 
hinge stiffness of a fold by its moment - angle relationship, showing a linear relationship regardless of the 
neutral angle. Finally an analytic model has been proposed by combining the hinge stiffness along with Elastica 
theories to predict the deflected shapes of folded thin films.  
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“Quantitative predictions of diverse wrinkling patterns in film/substrate systems”, Scientific Reports, Vol. 7, 
Article number 18081, 2017 
ABSTRACT: A basic characteristic of stiff film/soft substrate systems is their ability to experience large 
deformation under compressive stresses, which inevitably leads to formation of patterns on the surface. Such 
pattern formation is the result of loss of stability and symmetry breaking. Knowledge on how such instabilities 
arise and evolve is essential to describe, understand, predict, and ultimately to design complex functional 
materials and structures, for example the fabrication of stretchable electronic devices and micro/nano-scale 
surface patterning control. In this paper, quantitative predictions of various instability pattern formations and 
evolutions, which involve highly nonlinear deformation and multiple bifurcations, will be presented based on 
advanced mechanical models and methods, from planar to curved geometry. The results can provide further 
insight into fundamental understanding in a whole view of a variety of surface patterning morphology and 
imply a potential way to facilitate the design of functional materials and structures by quantitatively harnessing 
surface instabilities. 
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ABSTRACT: Experiments on aluminum tubes with varying D/t ratios and their finite element simulation have 
been performed to study their collapse mechanism as well as the load compression and the energy absorption 
responses. Convergence studies with respect to model parameters like load step size, mesh density and 
boundary conditions have been established. Dependence of deformation characteristics and energy absorption 
response on boundary conditions (end fixity), geometrical parameter- D/t ratio, and material parameters - yield 
strength and tangent modulus, have been studied. Transition of deformation mode shapes from axisymmetric 
concertina mode to non axisymmetric diamond pattern owing to tube wall thickness eccentricity under perfectly 
axisymmetric tube end conditions has been simulated. Validation and comparison of numerical solution with 
the experimental results have been carried out.  
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ABSTRACT: In accordance with EN1993-1-1, in the definition of element classes, the tubular cross section 



elements are considered as class 3 for cross section that respects the relation: d/t ≤ 90ε2. If for any cross section 
this relation is not satisfied, the norm is not valid and the cross section is classified as a curved thin walled 
element – shell element. Thus the design is done according to EN 1993-1-6 normative. The paper presents some 
aspects regarding the shell design for a case study – a 30 m tall billboard pillar. The designing process is 
detailed in regard to the used analysis and the ultimate limit states checking. Considering the high stress 
concentration in the area of the segment joints, design of welded joints is also presented. The Finite Element 
Method (FEM) is applied as well, showing results in agreement with analytical ones.  
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ABSTRACT: The connection of a local support to an elevated cylindrical metal silo shell is a long-standing 
difficult problem in shell analysis, and most designs are based on simple ideas using past experiences of 
successes and failures. Smaller silo structures are often supported on local brackets attached to the side of the 
shell, but very few investigations of the behavior or strength of such an arrangement have ever been made. This 
paper presents an outline description of the behavior of a cylindrical steel shell that is discretely supported on 
several brackets, each rigidly connected to a stiff column or floor. The linear, materially nonlinear, 
geometrically nonlinear, and bifurcation behaviors of the shell under these conditions are outlined. In this 
problem the prebuckling deformations, bifurcation mode, and plastic collapse mode are each local. This 
configuration presents some interesting questions concerning the relative importance of geometric nonlinearity 
and geometric imperfections. The problem is recommended to advanced shell analysts as a benchmark test of 
their analysis and interpretation techniques  
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ABSTRACT: Lightweight structures directly contribute to the sustainability of aviation, as their use reduces the 
structural weight of aircraft which in turn reduces fuel burned during flight. One family of lightweight 
structures are metal-coated polymers. Hybrid nanocrystalline microtrusses are a member of this family. These 
structures are fabricated by 3D printing complex truss-like structures out of polymer material, and 
electrodepositing nanocrystalline metal onto the polymer. Recent work has shown that buckling instabilities 
govern the strength of these systems. Hence this study focuses on modelling local shell buckling, one of the 
critical buckling mechanisms. This paper briefly reviews existing models for filled-shell local shell buckling, 
and outlines the development of an improved model.  
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in spherically confined crystalline sheets”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 110, 12893–
12898 (2013), https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1301695110 
ABSTRACT: Imposing curvature on crystalline sheets, such as 2D packings of colloids or proteins, or 
covalently bonded graphene leads to distinct types of structural instabilities. The first type involves the 
proliferation of localized defects that disrupt the crystalline order without affecting the imposed shape, whereas 
the second type consists of elastic modes, such as wrinkles and crumples, which deform the shape and also are 
common in amorphous polymer sheets. Here, we propose a profound link between these types of patterns, 
encapsulated in a universal, compression-free stress field, which is determined solely by the macroscale 
confining conditions. This “stress universality” principle and a few of its immediate consequences are borne out 
by studying a circular crystalline patch bound to a deformable spherical substrate, in which the two distinct 
patterns become, respectively, radial chains of dislocations (called “scars”) and radial wrinkles. The simplicity 
of this set-up allows us to characterize the morphologies and evaluate the energies of both patterns, from which 
we construct a phase diagram that predicts a wrinkle–scar transition in confined crystalline sheets at a critical 
value of the substrate stiffness. The construction of a unified theoretical framework that bridges inelastic 
crystalline defects and elastic deformations opens unique research directions. Beyond the potential use of this 
concept for finding energy-optimizing packings in curved topographies, the possibility of transforming defects 
into shape deformations that retain the crystalline structure may be valuable for a broad range of material 
applications, such as manipulations of graphene’s electronic structure. 
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T. Xiao and Kin Liao, “Non-linear elastic response of fullerene balls under uniform and axial deformations”, 
Nanotechnology, Vol. 14, No. 11:1197, September 2003 
ABSTRACT: At present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are the major tools used to investigate the 
mechanical behaviour of fullerenes. In this study, the energy changes of three fullerene balls, C60, C80 and 
C180, under uniform inflation/deflation and axial tension/compression, are investigated using the second-
generation Brenner potential. The energy changes can be precisely described by a cubic function of the 
inflation/deflation strain or tension/compression deflection. A spherical shell, the continuum model of the 
fullerene balls, is established and analysed by means of non-linear elasticity theory. The results of calculations 
using this model are in good agreement with those of MD simulations. A regular non-linear pattern of energy 
change of fullerene balls subject to external loads is elucidated, and the possibility of applying continuum 
elasticity theories for studying shell-type nanostructures is demonstrated. 
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Emam, S.A., Eltaher, M.A., Khater, M.E. and Abdalla, W.S. (2018), “Postbuckling and Free Vibration of 
Multilayer Imperfect Nanobeams under a Pre-Stress Load”, Appl. Sci., 8(11), 2238. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/app8112238. 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the postbuckling and free vibration response of geometrically imperfect 
multilayer nanobeams. The beam is assumed to be subjected to a pre-stress compressive load due to the 
manufacturing and its ends are kept at a fixed distance in space. The small-size effect is modeled according to 
the nonlocal elasticity differential model of Eringen within the nonlinear Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. The 
constitutive equations relating the stress resultants to the cross-section stiffness constants for a nonlocal 
multilayer beam are developed. The governing nonlinear equation of motion is derived and then manipulated to 
be given in terms of only the lateral displacement. The static problem is solved for the buckling load and the 
postbuckling deflection in terms of three parameters: Imperfection amplitude, size, and lamination. A closed-
form solution for the buckling load in terms of all of the beam parameters is developed. With the presence of 
imperfection and size effects, it has been shown that the buckling load can be either less or greater than the 
Euler buckling load. Moreover, the free vibration in the pre and postbuckling domains are investigated for the 
first five modes. Numerical results show that the effects of imperfection, the nonlocal parameter, and layup on 
buckling loads and natural frequencies of the nanobeams are significant. 
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SUMMARY: A structural synthesis is made for FRP shell structure that does not buckle under axial load, and is 
stable up to compressive failure. A multi layer shell construction with defined non-geodesic filament orientation 
and shell wall thickness is determined. From equilibrium and stability requirements the shell surface turns out to 
be warped or to possess negative Gauss curvature K. They have zero normal curvature for the directions in 
which reinforcements run. The definition of isometric deformation is seen as shell bending. Hyperbolic 
geodesics introduced in this paper are in accordance with Gauss Egregium Theorem and are seen essential to 
the structural stability of thin walled shells. It is viewed as a stability criterion. Generalized Mohr’s circles are 
drawn to depict changes in curvature during isometric bending. Initially finite element analysis of reticulated 
pseudospherical shell is carried out. A multi-layered FRP shell made of high modulus graphite composite has 
high resistance to buckling ,with stress at buckling highest so far obtained. The design of pseudosphere derived 
from static equilibrium and stability defined here is independant of length to maximum diameter ratio This size 
independance is theoretically built into synthesis and as well verified by analysis.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the findings of a computational study into the effect of different support 



conditions and geometric imperfections on the nonlinear elastic stability of tubular members of varying length 
under global bending. Using the finite element analysis software ABAQUS, the tubular member was modelled 
as an isotropic thin-walled cylindrical steel shell and subjected to a uniform bending moment distribution. The 
classical elastic critical buckling moment, the linear bifurcation moment and the nonlinear buckling moment 
were computed and the imperfection sensitivity under the linear buckling eigenmode was examined. The study 
demonstrates that the support conditions at the edges have a significant effect on the predicted buckling moment 
for short tubes, but that this influence vanishes for longer tubes. The effect of initial geometric imperfections on 
the nonlinear buckling strength was found to be sensitive to the tube length. The strength of longer tubes was 
much reduced, but in shorter ones, the effect was neutral or mildly beneficial. Overall, tubular members under 
global bending do not appear to be as imperfection-sensitive as those under uniform axial compression.  
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“A shell facet model for preliminary design of cylindrical composite structures”, Rakenteiden Mekaniikka 
(Journal of Structural Mechanics), Vol. 49, No. 2, pp 36-51, 2016 
ABSTRACT: The laminated composite lay-up design typically involves trade-offs between material selection, 
thickness of the layer, orientation of the layers, and the stacking sequence. Finding the right structural concept 
early in the design process leaves resources for the detailed design. Many structural members made of 
laminated composite materials have the form of thin walled cylindrical shells that are prone to buckling. Thus it 
is desirable to find structural designs that satisfy global requirements for structural stability early in the design 
phases. In this work, thin-walled cylindrical composite shells under different loading conditions have been 
studied for structural stability. The simulation is performed with a shell facet model implemented in the 
ESAComp software. Preliminary design tools for structural stability of thin-walled cylindrical composite shells 
are demonstrated and discussed.  
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“Optimization of the sandwich column with the truss core which is subjected to the compressive loading”, Civil 
and Environmental Engineering, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp 47-54, 2016, DOI: 10.1515/cee-2016-0007 
ABSTRACT:  The sandwich structures have multifold advantages with respect to other types of structures. 
Besides the architectural possibilities due to their appearance, those structures can carry the same or even higher 
loads than some other similar structures. Optimization of the sandwich columns with the truss core, subjected to 
the compressive axial load, is presented in this paper. The two types of optimization were performed: the three-
parameter and the four-parameter optimization - the so called full optimization. The optimization of the column 
geometry (face thickness, core member height and core member diameter and core height) was performed, from 
the aspect of the minimal weight of the structure in terms of the load index. It was performed for four types of 
restrictions imposed by the corresponding column failure modes: column buckling, truss macro-buckling, local 
buckling of the face and face wrinkling. The three-parameter optimization resulted in somewhat larger weight 
of the column than the full, four-parameter optimization.  
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ABSTRACT: Rigid-foldable structures are foldable surfaces consisting of rigid panels and hinges, thus can be 
used for wide variety of deployable structures without relying on flexible materials. In this paper, we present a 
family of rigid-foldable collapsible cylindrical polyhedra which is of great interest of structural engineering 
field. The symmetry operations in order to synthesize the cylindrical structures and their space filling 
tessellation are shown.  
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“Thermal-structural optimization of integrated cryogenic propellant tank concepts for a reusable launch vehicle”, 
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ABSTRACT: A next generation reusable launch vehicle (RLV) will require thermally efficient and light-weight 
cryogenic propellant tank structures. Since these tanks will be weight-critical, analytical tools must be 
developed to aid in sizing the thickness of insulation layers and structural geometry for optimal performance. 
Finite element method (FEM) models of the tank and insulation layers were created to analyze the thermal 
performance of the cryogenic insulation layer and thermal protection system (TPS) of the tanks. The thermal 
conditions of ground-hold and re-entry/soak-through for a typical RLV mission were used in the thermal sizing 
study. A general-purpose nonlinear FEM analysis code, capable of using temperature and pressure dependent 
material properties, was used as the thermal analysis code. Mechanical loads from ground handling and proof-
pressure testing were used to size the structural geometry of an aluminum cryogenic tank wall. Nonlinear 
deterministic optimization and reliability optimization techniques were the analytical tools used to size the 
geometry of the isogrid stiffeners and thickness of the skin. The results from the sizing study indicate that a 
commercial FEM code can be used for thermal analyses to size the insulation thicknesses where the temperature 
and pressure were varied. The results from the structural sizing study show that using combined deterministic 
and reliability optimization techniques can obtain alternate and lighter designs than the designs obtained from 
deterministic optimization methods alone.  
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silos on discrete supports”, Challenge Journal of Structural Mechanics, Vol. 4, No. 4, pp 153-158, 2018 
ABSTRACT: The steel silos are interesting complex facilities. In order to ensure unloading of whole amount of 
stored product by gravity, the steel silos are often placed on supporting frame structure. Values of stresses in the 
joints between the thin walled shell and supporting frame elements are very high. It can causes local loss of 
stability in the shell. To prevent its local buckling, many designers put stiffening elements above the supports. 
Here the question is how high should be the stiffening elements? The right solution is that they should reach 
that level till which the values of the meridional normal stresses above the supports and in the middle between 
them are equalized. Under this level the cylindrical shell will be considered as a ring beam, stiffened by 
elements above the supports. Above it, the cylinder can be calculated as continuously supported shell. But 
where is this level? A lot of researchers worked on values and way of distribution of normal meridional stresses 
above the supports of the cylindrical shells. As a result of their efforts are determined critical height Hcr of the 
shell and the ideal position HI of intermediate stiffening ring. But these heights are considerably different 
between each other. To which of them our vertical stiffening elements should achieve?  
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Applications, IMechE 2017, DOI: 10.1177/1464420717736549  
ABSTRACT: An approach to the finite element study of the buckling and dynamic behaviour of composite 
lattice cylindrical shells with elliptical cross sections is presented in this paper. The lattice shells are modelled 
as three-dimensional frame structures composed of curvilinear ribs using beam finite elements. A specialised 
algorithm is developed to generate the finite element model of the lattice shells based on multiple use of the 
repeating unit cell of the composite lattice structure. Using this model, the buckling behaviour of the shells 
subjected to axial loading and transverse bending are investigated. Fundamental frequencies of axial and 
transverse vibrations of the shells with a massive rigid disk attached to their ends are determined based on the 
modelling approach proposed in this work. The effects of parameters of the lattice structure on the values of 
critical buckling loads, buckling and vibration mode shapes, and the fundamental frequencies are examined 
using parametric analyses. Based on the computations, the angles of orientation of helical ribs delivering 
maximum critical loads and fundamental frequencies are identified. The results of this study can be applied to 
the design of the composite tubular bodies of spacecraft made in the form of cylindrical lattice shells with 
elliptical cross sections.  
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Salehghaffari, S., Tajdari, M., Panahi, M., and Mokhtarnezhad, F., 2010, “Attempts to Improve Energy 
Absorption Characteristics of Circular Metal Tubes Subjected to Axial Loading,” Thin Wall. Struct., 48(6), pp. 
379–390. 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, experimental investigation of two new structural design solutions with the aim of 
improving crashworthiness characteristics of cylindrical metal tubes is performed. In the first design method, a 
rigid steel ring is press-fitted on top of circular aluminum tubes. When this arrangement of dissipating energy is 



subjected to axial compression, the rigid ring is driven into the cylindrical tube and expands its top area; then, 
plastic folds start shaping along the rest of the tube length as the compression of the structure continues. In the 
second design method, wide grooves are cut from the outer surface of steel thick-walled circular tubes. In fact, 
this method converts thick-walled tubes into several thin-walled tubes of shorter length, being assembled 
together coaxially. When this energy absorbing device is subjected to axial compression, plastic deformation 
occurs within the space of each wide groove, and thick portions control and stabilize collapsing of the whole 
structure. In the present study, several specimens of each developed design methods with various geometric 
parameters are prepared and compressed quasi-statistically. Also, some ordinary tubes of the same size of these 
specimens are compressed axially to investigate efficiency of the presented structural solutions in energy 
absorption applications. Experimental results show the significant efficiency of the presented design methods in 
improving crashworthiness characteristics and collapse modes of circular tubes under axial loading.  
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ABSTRACT: Buckling loads for long isotropic and laminated cylinders are calculated based on Euler, Flügge 
and Donnell’s equations. Results from these methods are presented using simple parameters useful for 
fundamental design work. Buckling loads for two types of simply supported boundary conditions are calculated 
using finite element methods for comparison to select cases of the closed form solution. Results indicate that 
relying on Donnell theory can result in an over-prediction of buckling loads by as much as 40% in isotropic 
materials.  
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ABSTRACT: Shell structures are usually formed from concrete, steel and nowadays also from many others 
materials. Steel is typically used in the structures of chimneys, reservoirs, silos, pipelines, etc. Unlike concrete 
shells, steel shells are regularly stiffened with the help of longitudinal and/or ring stiffeners.� The authors of this 
paper investigated steel cylindrical shells and their stiffening with the use of ring stiffeners. The more complete 
the stiffening, the more closely the shell will act to beam theory, and the calculations will be much easier. 



However, this would make realization of the structure more expensive and more laborious. The target of the 
study is to find the limits of ring stiffeners for cylindrical shells. Adequate stiffeners will eliminate semi-
bending action of the shells in such way that the shell structures can be analyzed with the use of numerical 
models of the struts (e.g., by beam theory) without significant divergences from reality.� Recommendations are 
made for the design of ring stiffeners, especially for the distances between stiffeners and for their bending 
stiffness.  
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ABSTRACT: Inflatable structures offer the potential of compactly stowing lightweight structures, which 
assume a fully deployed state in space. An important category of space inflatables are cylindrical booms, which 
may form the structural members of trusses or the support structure for solar sails. Two critical and 
interdependent aspects of designing inflatable cylindrical booms for space applications are i) packaging 
methods that enable compact stowage and ensure reliable deployment, and ii) rigidization techniques that 
provide long-term structural ridigity after deployment. The vast literature in these two fields is summarized to 
establish the state of the art.  
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Pawel Wysmulski, Andrzej Teter and Hubert Debski, “Effect of load eccentricity on the buckling of thin-walled 
laminated C-columns”, AIP Conference Proceedings, 080008, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5019079  
ABSTRACT: The study investigates the behaviour of short, thin-walled laminated C-columns under eccentric 
compression. The tested columns are simple-supported. The effect of load inaccuracy on the critical and post-



critical (local buckling) states is examined. A numerical analysis by the finite element method and experimental 
tests on a test stand are performed. The samples were produced from a carbon-epoxy prepreg by the autoclave 
technique. The experimental tests rest on the assumption that compressive loads are 1.5 higher than the 
theoretical critical force. Numerical modelling is performed using the commercial software package 
ABAQUS®. The critical load is determined by solving an eigen problem using the Subspace algorithm. The 
experimental critical loads are determined based on post-buckling paths. The numerical and experimental 
results show high agreement, thus demonstrating a significant effect of load inaccuracy on the critical load 
corresponding to the column’s local buckling.  
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Marcos A. Rabelo, Celso P. Pesce, Caio C.P. Santos, Roberto Ramos Juniior, Guilherme R. Franzini and 
Alfredo Gay Neto (LMO, Offshore Mechanics Laboratory, Escola Politécnica, University of São Paulo, Av. 
Prof. Mello Moraes 2231, S. Paulo, SP 05508-030, Brazil), “An investigation on flexible pipes birdcaging 
triggering”, Marine Structures, Vol. 40, pp 159-182, January 2015, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.marstruc.2014.10.010 
ABSTRACT: An investigation on triggering mechanisms for the birdcaging failure mode of flexible pipes, used 
in offshore oil and gas production, is carried out. From previous experimental observations, a conjecture is 
made: the local axisymmetric instability of the external plastic layer, caused by the high radial loading which is 
internally applied due to the helical armor wires tendency to expand when the pipe is subjected to compression, 
would be this trigger. A simple instability onset criterion for the external plastic layer, namely, the polymer 



intrinsic yielding limit stress, is proposed and assessed, analytically, numerically and experimentally for HDPE 
tubes. Then, previous birdcaging experimental observations are investigated further, focusing on the flexible 
pipe external plastic layer, to assess the proposed criterion. Strong evidences of validity are obtained. 
 
J. Maljaars, F. Soetens and H.H. Snijder (Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands), “Local 
buckling of fire-exposed aluminum members: New design model”, ASCE Journal of Structural Engineering, 
Vol. 136, No. 1, January 2010 
ABSTRACT: Design models for local buckling of fire-exposed aluminum sections are currently lacking. Based 
on analyses with validated finite-element models, this paper investigates local buckling of extruded sections 
with stress-strain relationships representative for fire-exposed aluminum alloys. Due to the fact that these stress-
strain relationships are more curved than at ambient temperature, existing design models developed for ambient 
temperature cannot be used for fire design. This paper presents a new design model for local buckling under fire 
conditions. The study concludes that the local buckling resistance decreases less fast than the plastic capacity at 
increasing temperature. This is mainly due to the fact that the ratio between the modulus of elasticity and the 
0.2% proof stress increases with increasing temperature for structural aluminum alloys. 
 
Nicola Zaccari and Michele Cudemo (Nuclear Technical Area, ENEL SpA, 00198 Roma, Italy), “Steel silo 
failure and reinforcement proposal”, Engineering Failure Analysis, Vol. 63, pp 1-11, May 2016, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engfailanal.2016.02.009 
ABSTRACT: Steel silo failure is not a sporadic event in the industrial field. Sometimes the failure involves 
only a shell deformation that does not affect the structural integrity of the overall silos. In other cases, failure 
involves complete collapse of the structure that could affect the people's safety. In general three major causes of 
silo failure are identified: design errors, construction errors, and utilization errors. In this study, a buckling 
failure of the real silos used in a thermal power plant to store a granular solid material (limestone) is analysed. It 
has long been recognized that the buckling failure of the silos is due mainly to the eccentric discharge of its 
stored solid. The main reason for this kind of failure is due to the difficulty, in the design phase, to characterize 
the pressure distribution caused by eccentric solids flow (funnelling). In the present study, the pressures caused 
by eccentric discharge are characterized using the new rules of the European Standard EN 1991-4 that defines 
the “Actions in Silos and Tanks”. Using this new improved description of unsymmetrical pressures, it is now 
possible to perform relatively realistic calculations relating to this common but complicated shell buckling 
condition. The paper explores the structural behaviour leading to buckling during eccentric discharge and 
proposes a possible reinforcement design of the silos to minimize this kind of problems following the approach 
given in the European Standard EN 1993-1-6 “Strength and Stability of Shell Structures”. 
 
M.Z. Kabir and A. Nazari (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Amirkabir University of 
Technology, Tehran, P.O. Box: 158754413, Iran), “Experimental and numerical study on the nonlinear response 
of notched cylinders under compressive loading”, Scientia Iranica, Vol. 19, No. 3, pp 355-365, June 2012, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scient.2012.02.022 
ABSTRACT: In the presented work, the compressive behavior of circular cylinders, having certain size ratios 
and containing a notch with various configurations, was investigated through experimental and numerical 
studies. Nonlinear finite element analysis, using ABAQUS software, was conducted to evaluate the ultimate 
strength of the cylinders. The results were compared to those observed experimentally. The comparison of the 
numerical and experimental results showed that the nonlinear analysis results were more accurate than those 
established based on a linear analysis. The study also focuses on the deformed shape and stress distribution of 
the critical region in a notched cylinder for further consideration, e.g. repairing purposes. 
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“Experiment and design method on cold-formed thin-walled steel lipped channel columns with slotted web 
holes under axial compression”, The Open Civil Engineering Journal, Vol. 11, pp 244-257, 2017 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel structural sections used in the walls of residential buildings and agricultural 
facilities are commonly C-shaped sections with web holes. These holes located in the web of sections can alter 
the elastic stiffness and the ultimate strength of a structural member. The objective of this paper is to study the 
buckling mode and load-carrying capacity of cold-formed thin-walled steel column with slotted web holes. 
Compression tests were conducted on 26 intermediate length columns with and without holes. The tested 
compressive members included four different kinds of holes. For each specimen, a shell finite element Eigen-
buckling analysis and nonlinear analysis were also conducted. The influence of the slotted web hole on local 
and distortional buckling response had also been studied. The comparison on ultimate strength between test 
results and calculated results using Chinese cold-formed steel specification GB50018-2002, North American 
cold-formed steel specification AISI S100-2016, and nonlinear Finite Element method was made. 
Test results showed that the distortional buckling occurred for intermediate columns with slotted holes and the 
ultimate strength of columns with holes was less than that of columns without holes. The ultimate strength of 
columns decreased with the increase in transverse width of hole in the cross-section of member. The Finite 
element analysis results showed that the web holes could influence on the elastic buckling stress of columns. 
The shell finite element could be used to model the buckling modes and analysis the ultimate strength of 
members with slotted web holes. The calculated ultimate strength shows that results predicted with AISI S100-
2016 and analyzed using finite element method are close to test results. The calculated results using Chinese 
code are higher than the test results because Chinese code has no provision to calculate the ultimate strength of 
members with slotted The calculated method for cold-formed thin-walled steel columns with slotted web holes 
are proposed based on effective width method in Chinese code. The results calculated using the proposed 
method show good agreement with test results and can be used in engineering design for some specific cold-
formed steel columns with slotted web holes studied in this paper. web holes. 
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“Performance of Winery Facilities During the 14 November 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake,” Bull. New Zealand 
Soc. Earthquake Eng., 50(2), pp. 206–224, 2017 
ABSTRACT: In-field post-earthquake performance observations of winery facilities in the Marlborough region, 
New Zealand, were documented following the 14 November 2016 Kaiko�ura earthquake and subsequent 
aftershocks. Observations presented and discussed herein include land damage to vineyards and the 
performance of winery building facilities, legged and flat-bedded storage tanks, barrel racking systems, and 
catwalks. A range of winery facilities were instrumented with tri-axial accelerometers to capture seismic 
excitations during aftershocks, with the specific aim to instrument different storage tanks having varying 
capacities and support systems to better understand the dynamic performance and actual forces experienced up 
the height of the tanks during an earthquake, with preliminary results reported herein.  
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Rui Carneiro de Barros (Dept. of Civil Engineering, FEUP. R. Roberto Frias, Porto, Portugal), “Seismic 
response of tanks and vibration control of their pipelines”, Journal of Vibroengineering, January 2002 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this work is to detail some methodologies applied for analysis of the seismic 
behaviour of existing bottom supported storage tanks and pipelines, under predominantly horizontal seismic 
actions. Developments on the established finite element method (FEM), permitted to analyse tanks and their 
liquid contents by two possible approaches: Ritz method coupled with FEM applied to an analytical solution of 
the tank-liquid system; FEM of the full system by modelling the liquid as a degenerated solid. Both 
formulations permit to determine seismic response envelopes. Further, some considerations on active control of 
cylinders by piezoceramic stacks of actuators are outlined, for potential uses in pipelines and tube-like 
structures.  
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“Experimental investigations on buckling of cylindrical shells under axial compression and transverse shear”, 
Sadhana, Vol. 29, Part 1, pp. 93-115, February 2004 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental studies on buckling of cylindrical shell models under axial and 
transverse shear loads. Tests are carried out using an experimental facility specially designed, fabricated and 
installed, with provision for in-situ measurement of the initial geometric imperfections. The shell models are 
made by rolling and seam welding process and hence are expected to have imperfections more or less of a kind 
similar to that of real shell structures. The present work thus differs from most of the earlier investigations. The 
measured maximum imperfections deltamax are of the order of plus or minus 3t (t = thickness) . The buckling 
loads obtained experimentally are compared with the numerical buckling values obtained through finite element 
method (FEM). In the case of axial buckling, the imperfect geometry is obtained in four ways and in the case of 
transverse shear buckling, the FE modelling of imperfect geometry is done in two ways. The initial geometric 
imperfections affect the load carrying capacity. The load reduction is considerable in the case of axial 
compression and is marginal in the case of transverse shear buckling. Comparisons between experimental 
buckling loads under axial compression, reveal that the extent of imperfection, rather than its maximum value, 
in a specimen influences the failure load. Buckling tests under transverse shear are conducted with and without 
axial constraints. While differences in experimental loads are seen to exist between the two conditions, the 
numerical values are almost equal. The buckling modes are different, and the experimentally observed and 
numerically predicted values are in complete disagreement.  
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“Effect of thickness on the buckling strength of egg-shaped pressure hulls”, Ships and Offshore Structures, 13 
(4) (2018), pp. 375-384, https://doi.org/10.1080/17445302.2017.1389253  
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to a further investigation on a range of externally pressurised egg-shaped 
pressure hulls. Hulls are 2.561 m long, 1.767 m wide, and have uniform wall thickness varying from 10 to 80 
mm with 5 mm increment. Series of numerical simulations and laboratory scale experiments are performed to 
systematically study the buckling of egg-shaped pressure hulls, along with the effect of wall thickness on the 
buckling. Volume and mass equivalent spherical pressure hulls are also proposed to make a like-for-like 
comparison with egg-shaped pressure hulls. The results show that egg-shaped pressure hulls seem to be 
applicable to deep sea manned/unmanned submersibles, especially to full ocean depth ones (11,000 m). Also, 
deep pressure hulls tend to buckle in an elastic–plastic regime, which is strongly affected by the wall thickness.  
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Science and Technology, Zhenjiang, China), “Buckling of stainless steel spherical caps subjected to 
uniform external pressure”, Ships and Offshore Structures, Vol. 13, No. 7, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/17445302.2018.1459358 
ABSTRACT: This study focused on the buckling of stainless steel spherical caps under uniform external 
pressure. Caps with a circular arc meridian have a nominal base diameter of 146 mm, nominal uniform wall 
thickness of 1 mm and nominal height of 37 mm. Six nominally identical laboratory-scale caps were fabricated, 
measured precisely and tested slowly. The buckling performances of such caps were studied experimentally and 
numerically, and the results show good agreement with each other. Furthermore, the buckling of 13 mass-
equivalent caps of various heights were numerically analysed to identify the cap with the best load-carrying 
capacity. The results suggest that a spherical cap with height-to-base diameter ratio of 0.274 supports the 



highest buckling load. Such a cap can be applied as an end-closure for cylindrical pressure hulls or as a manhole 
cover for manned cabins in deep-sea vehicles. 
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“Non-linear buckling analysis of imperfect thin spherical pressure hull for manned submersible”, Journal of 
Ocean Engineering Science, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp 293-300, December 2017, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.joes.2017.11.001 
ABSTRACT: Thin spherical pressure hulls are used as a human occupancy in deep water applications. DNV 
and other standards specify the imperfection allowed for pressure hulls. Numerical analyses are carried out to 
find the buckling pressure for both perfect and imperfect thin spherical pressure hulls, considering the geometric 
and material non-linearities. It is observed that there is a huge variation in the elastic and inelastic buckling 
pressure in perfect spherical pressure hulls. Moreover, if the manufacturing imperfections are considered in the 
inelastic numerical analysis, still there is a reduction in the buckling pressure. Design criteria, for deep water 
pressure hulls, is that both buckling pressure and yield pressure must be greater than the design pressure. In the 
elastic analysis, if t/D > 0.006 buckling pressure is always greater than the yield pressure whereas in the 
inelastic analysis, the buckling pressure is falling below the yield pressure for all t/D ratios. Hence, inelastic 
numerical analysis with manufacturing imperfection has to considered in the design of deep water spherical 
pressure hulls of manned submersibles. 
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Hussain Ali Redha Mohammed Al Iawati, “Buckling of axially compressed cylindrical shells under 
different conditions”, PhD dissertation, University of Edinburgh Research Archive (era), 2017, 
http://hdl.handle.net/1842/25723 
ABSTRACT: Civil Engineering thin cylindrical shells such as silos and tanks are normally subjected to axial 
compression that arises from a stored solid, wind, earthquake, self-weight or roof loads. The walls of these 
shells are very thin, generally of the order of 6 to 25 mm, and massively less than the radius, which is typically 
5 to 30 m. They are thus very thin shell structures, like those of rockets, spacecraft, motor vehicles and aircraft. 
The commonest failure mode is elastic buckling under axial compression. It has long been known that the 
buckling strength of a thin cylindrical shell under axial compression is very sensitive to tiny deviations of 
geometry, reducing the buckling strength to perhaps 10 or 20% of the value for the perfect structure. A normal 
internal pressure usually accompanies the axial compression, caused by stored granular solids or fluids. At 
relatively low pressures, the elastic buckling strength under axial compression rises, but an elastic-plastic 
buckling phenomenon intervenes at higher pressures, causing a dramatic decrease in buckling resistance 
associated with an elephant’s foot collapse mode. To construct such large shells, the fabrication technique is 
generally the assembly of many rolled plates or panels, joined by short longitudinal welds and continuous 
circumferential welds. The process of welding produces a distinctive geometric imperfection form at each weld 
joint, which in turn is extremely detrimental to the shell axial buckling carrying capacity. The strength may be 
further reduced by slight misalignments between adjacent panels, or in bolted construction, by vertical and 
horizontal lap splices. Due to the pattern of loading, both the axial compression and internal pressure increase 
progressively down the wall. Accordingly, practical construction usually uses a stepped wall, formed from 
panels of uniform thickness, but with larger thicknesses at lower levels. Since the loading varies smoothly, but 
each panel has constant thickness, the critical location for buckling lies at the base of a panel. But the greater 
thickness of the lower panel can usefully enhance the buckling strength of the critical panel above it. This thesis 
presents an extensive computational study that examines all the above influences, divided into chapters that are 
outlined here. A full exploration of the effect of the cylinder length on the perfect and imperfect elastic buckling 
strength is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the elastic-plastic buckling resistance of imperfect cylinders is 
described, including strain hardening. These lead to many capacity curves, for which the key parameters are 
extracted. The effect of internal pressure on the buckling resistance of imperfect elastic cylinders is explored in 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 studies the effect of high pressures that produce elastic-plastic elephant’s foot buckling at 
circumferential welds in imperfect shells. Next, a step change in plate thickness is studied in Chapter 7 for 
imperfect butt jointed cylinders with and without the internal pressure. Chapter 8 presents an exploration of the 
effect of plate misalignments at a circumferential joint, as well as the full misalignment of a circumferential lap 
joint in bolted construction. These are investigated in both the elastic and elastic-plastic domains. The entire 
thesis is conceived in the context of EN 1993-1-6 (2007) and the ECCS Recommendations on Shell Buckling 
(2008). This research has shown significant weaknesses in both the concepts and the detailed rules of these 
standards. Many conditions are found where either the standard is unnecessarily conservative, or its safety 
margin may be too low. Thus, some new provisions are proposed for each of the above practical problems. 
These are expected to provide useful knowledge for the design of such structures against buckling in the future. 
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ABSTRACT: The present study investigates the non-linear behavior of spherical shells under the influence of 
static circular ring loads. It is assumed that the material is isotropic and linearly elastic. The differential 
equations comprising the equilibrium equations, constitutive laws and kinematic equations are converted into 
non-linear algebraic equations by employing the method of finite differences. Respective non-linear algebraic 
equations are solved numerically by using the Newton–Raphson Method. The curves pertaining to the circular 
ring load versus the deflection at the application point of the ring load and the circular ring load versus the 
deflection at the apical point of the shell are plotted and compared for various shell radius/thickness ratios and 
parallel circle radii values. 
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Edward L. Hoffman and Douglas J. Ammerman, (1995). Dynamic pulse buckling of cylindrical shells under 
axial impact: A benchmark study of 2D and 3D finite element calculations with experimental data. SANDIA 
Report, SAND93-0350 UC-722. 
ABSTRACT: A series of tests investigating dynamic pulse buckling of a cylindrical shell under axial impact is 
compared to several 2D and 3D finite element simulations of the event. The purpose of the work is to 
investigate the performance of various analysis codes and element types on a problem which is applicable to 
radioactive material transport packages, and ultimately to develop a benchmark problem to qualify finite 
element analysis codes for the transport package design industry. Four axial impact tests were performed on 4 
in-diameter, 8 in-long, 304 L stainless steel cylinders with a 3/16 in wall thickness. The cylinders were struck 
by a 597 lb mass with an impact velocity ranging from 42.2 to 45.1 ft/sec. During the impact event, a buckle 
formed at each end of the cylinder, and one of the two buckles became unstable and collapsed. The instability 
occurred at the top of the cylinder in three tests and at the bottom in one test. Numerical simulations of the test 
were performed using the following codes and element types: PRONTO2D with axisymmetric four-node 
quadrilaterals; PRONTO3D with both four-node shells and eight-node hexahedrons; and ABAQUS/Explicit 
with axisymmetric two-node shells and four-node quadrilaterals, and 3D four-node shells and eight-node 
hexahedrons. All of the calculations are compared to the tests with respect to deformed shape and impact load 
history. As in the tests, the location of the instability is not consistent in all of the calculations. However, the 
calculations show good agreement with impact load measurements with the exception of an initial load spike 
which is proven to be the dynamic response of the load cell to the impact. Finally, the PRONIT02D calculation 
is compared to the tests with respect to strain and acceleration histories. Accelerometer data exhibited good 
qualitative agreement with the calculations. The strain comparisons show that measurements are very sensitive 
to gage placement. 
 
 
Joseph D. Paulsen (Department of Physics and Soft and Living Matter Program, Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
NY, USA), “Wrapping liquids, solids, and gases in thin sheets”, Annual Review of Condensed Matter Physics, 
Vol. 10, pp 431-450, March 2019 
ABSTRACT: Many objects in nature and industry are wrapped in a thin sheet to enhance their chemical, 
mechanical, or optical properties. There are similarly a variety of methods for wrapping, from pressing a film 
onto a hard substrate, to using capillary forces to spontaneously wrap droplets, to inflating a closed membrane. 
Each of these settings raises challenging nonlinear problems involving the geometry and mechanics of a thin 
sheet, often in the context of resolving a geometric incompatibility between two surfaces. Here we review 
recent progress in this area, focusing on highly bendable films that are nonetheless hard to stretch, a class of 
materials that includes polymer films, metal foils, textiles, graphene, as well as some biological materials. 
Significant attention is paid to two recent advances: (i) a novel isometry that arises in the doubly-asymptotic 
limit of high flexibility and weak tensile forcing, and (ii) a simple geometric model for predicting the overall 
shape of an interfacial film while ignoring small-scale wrinkles, crumples, and folds.  
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Teng Zhang (Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Syracuse University), “Ruga mechanics of thin sheets: 
wrinkling, crumpling, and folding”, https://imechanica.org/node/22701 (iMechanica web of mechanics and 
mechanicians), Journal Club of October 2018, Teng Zhang’s blog 
INTRODUCTION: As indicated by the title, we will discuss Ruga (1) and thin films (2, 3). For “Ruga”, I 
directly borrowed the opening introduction from previous Journal club “The Ruga mechanics” organized by Dr. 
Mazen Diab, Dr. Ruike Zhao and Prof. Kyung-Suk Kim. “The ‘ruga’, a Latin term, means a single state of 
various corrugated material configurations, which form diverse 2D-patterns on solid surfaces, interfaces and in 
thin films. Typical ruga configurations include large-amplitude wrinkles, creases, folds, ridges, wrinklons, 
crinkles and crumples.” Thin films are ubiquitous in nature and engineering structures, from nanoscale graphene 
films to millimeter scale polymer films, from centimeter scale clothes to kilometer space balloon and floating 
ice sheet (Fig. 1). In this club discussion, we will focus on the intersection between thin films and mechanics of 
ruga configurations, which definitely is only a subset of the thin film mechanics and ruga mechanics. Further, 
this discussion is motivated by our recent collaboration on instability of floating thin films with Dr. Joseph 
Paulsen in Physics department at Syracuse University. Therefore, I will start from the wrinkling, crumpling, and 
folding in thin films floating on water surfaces and use them as representative examples to explore the nonlinear 
coupling of gravity, surface tension, curvature, and bending deformation in determining various ruga patterns in 
general thin film structures. 
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Yoshimura, Y (1955). On the mechanism of buckling of a circular cylindrical shell under axial compression, 
NACA TM 1390. 
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with the buckling of a circular cylindrical shell under axial compression 
from the viewpoint of energy and the characteristics of deformation. It is shown first, both theoretically and 
experimentally, that the reason why the buckling of a cylindrical shell is quite different from that of a flat plate 
is attributable to the existence of a nearly developable surface far apart from the original cylindrical surface. 
Based upon this result, the experimental fact that the buckling is really not general but local, that is, that the 
buckled region is limited axially to a range of 1.5 times the wave length of the lobe, is explained by the 
theoretical result that the minimum buckling load is smaller in the local buckling than in the general buckling 
case. 
 
Amit Patil (KTH Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden), “Inflation and Instabilities of 
Hyperelastic Membranes”, PhD Dissertation, KTH, Sweden, 2016 
ABSTRACT: The applications of membranes are increasing rapidly in various fields of engineering and science. 
The geometric, material, force and contact non-linearities complicate their analysis, which increases the demand 
for computationally efficient methods and interpretation of counter-intuitive behaviours. To understand the 
complex behaviour of membrane structures, it is necessary to perform parametric studies of simple setups and 
understand their basic mechanical behaviour.  
The first part of the present work studies the free and constrained inflation of circular and cylindrical 
membranes. The membranes are assumed to be in contact with a soft substrate, modelled as a linear spring 
distribution. Adhesive and frictionless contact conditions are considered during inflation, while only adhesive 
contact conditions are considered during deflation. For a circular membrane, peeling of the membrane during 
deflation is studied, and a numerical formulation of the energy release rate is proposed. The pre-stretch 
produces a stiffening effect for the circular membranes, and a softening effect for the cylindrical membranes, in 
the pre-limit zone.  
The second part of the thesis discusses the instabilities observed for fluid containing cylindrical membranes. 
Limit points and bifurcation points are observed on primary equilibrium branches. The secondary branches 
emerge from bifurcation points, with their directions determined by eigenvectors corresponding to zero 
eigenvalues at the bifurcation point. Symmetry has major implications on stability analysis of the structures, and 
the relationship between eigenvalue analysis and symmetry is highlighted in this part of the thesis. The 
occurrence of critical points and the stability of equilibrium branches are determined by perturbation techniques.  
In the third part, wrinkling in the pressurized membranes is investigated, and robustness of the modified 
membrane theory and tension field theory is examined. The effect of boundary conditions, thickness variations, 
and inflating media on the wrinkling is investigated. It is observed that, with a relaxed strain energy formulation, 
the obtained equilibrium solutions are unstable due to the occurrence of pressure induced instabilities. These 
instabilities are not visible when axisymmetry is assumed or coarse discretizations in the wrinkling direction are 
used. A detailed analysis of pressure induced instabilities in the wrinkled membranes is described in the thesis.  
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“Symmetry aspects in stability investigations for thin membranes”, Computational Mechanics, 2016, DOI 
10.1007/s00466-016-1317-8 
ABSTRACT: Modelling of structural instability problems is considered for thin square membranes subjected to 
hydrostatic pressure, with a focus on the effects from symmetry conditions considered or neglected in the model. 
An analysis is performed through group-theoretical concepts of the symmetry aspects present in a flat 
membrane with one-sided pressure loading. The response of the membrane is described by its inherent 
differential eigensolutions, which are shown to be of five different types with respect to symmetry. A discussion 
is given on how boundary conditions must be introduced in order to catch all types of eigensolutions when 
modelling only a subdomain of the whole. Lacking symmetry in a FEM model of the whole domain is seen as a 
perturbation to the problem, and is shown to affect the calculated instability response, hiding or modifying 
instability modes. Numerical simulations verify and illustrate the analytical results, and further show the 
convergence with mesh fineness of different aspects of instability results.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the evaluation of instabilities on the quasi-static equilibrium path of fluid-
loaded pre-stretched cylindrical membranes and the switching to a secondary branch at a bifurcation point. The 
membrane is represented by only the in-plane stress components, for which an incompressible, isotropic 
hyperelastic material model is assumed. The free inflation problem yields governing equations and boundary 
conditions, which are discretized by finite differences and solved by a Newton–Raphson method. An 
incremental arclength-cubic extrapolation method is used to find generalized equilibrium paths, with different 
parametrizations. Limit points and bifurcation points are observed on the equilibrium path when fluid level is 
seen as the controlling parameter. An eigen-mode injection method is employed to switch to a secondary 
equilibrium branch at the bifurcation point. A limit point with respect to fluid level is observed for a partially 
filled membrane when the aspect ratio (length/radius) is high, whereas for smaller aspect ratios, the limit point 



with respect to fluid level is observed at over-filling. Pre-stretch is observed to have a stiffening effect in the 
pre-limit zone and a softening effect in the post-limit zone.  
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ABSTRACT: The paper describes how quasi-static, conservative instability problems can be analysed in a 
multi-parametric settings. The solution methods are seen as extensions to common incremental-iterative 
strategies, allowing the computations of subsets of equilibrium states which also fulfill some auxiliary 
conditions, e.g. criticality. A set of carefully chosen numerical examples demonstrates the versatility of the 
numerical procedures in performing sensitivity analyses for large scale structures.  
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ABSTRACT: The main subjects of the article are theoretical strength and buckling analyses of a 
sinusoidal veloroidal shell subjected to its self-weight and uniformly distributed load in geometric 
nonlinearity. A short history of finite element applications to shell buckling is given. The finite element 
method is used in its matrix formulation, The elastic stiffness matrices in the local coordinate system of 
the membrane element are defined in their general form. The out-of-plane geometric stiffness matrix 
for the plate along the same lines is derived. 
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2000 
ABSTRACT: Curie symmetry principle, the causality relation between the symmetry of the causes and the 
resultant effect, has often been invoked to infer the composite deformation history of geological bodies in the 
Earth’s crust. This principle provides a powerful constraint for predicting an unavailable past physical 
condition; the effects at the macroscopic level must be the same or higher symmetry than the intersection of the 
causes. However, in nonlinear phenomena, it is shown that the resultant effect selects a lower symmetry than 
the intersection of causes, which logically opposes the principle. Here, we introduce a symmetry breaking 
principle where the symmetry group of the effect is included in the intersection of the causes, and derive a new 
nonlinear phenomenological equation to formulate the symmetry breaking phenomena. The new principle 
suggests that the anisotropic pattern may not be necessary to consider the anisotropic causes or the multiple 
deformation history under nonlinear phenomena.  
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ABSTRACT: This chapter presents that manufacturing of sheet-metal-formed plates, panels, and shells are 
always accompanied by buckling distortions where fusion welding is applied. Buckling distortions are more 



marked than other forms of welding distortions in thin-walled structural elements and they are the main 
troublesome problems in sheet metal fabrication. Recent progress in mathematical modeling and numerical 
simulation of welding phenomena offers researchers powerful tools for studying in more detail three-
dimensional welding thermal and mechanical behaviors. Investigations in the field of innovative creation of 
new methods for welding distortion especially to prevent buckling are the world's most exciting and challenging 
subjects, involving many disciplines and industrial practice and process experiments. Those tools allow for the 
prediction of precise control of the abnormal temperature fields and therefore the abnormal thermal elastic–
plastic cycles created by the possible combinations of the heat source–heat sink: multiple-source welding 
techniques. It is expected that a variety of coupled heat source–heat sink processes are feasible not only to 
control welding distortion, but also to produce defect-free specimens. 
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factors of CFRP cylindrical shells-tests and analyses”, in: Proceedings of the 18th Engineering Mechanics 
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ABSTRACT: The industry in the fields of civil and mechanical engineering, and in particular of aerospace 
demands for significantly reduced development and operating costs. Reduction of structural weight at safe 
design is one avenue to achieve this objective. The running ESA (European Space Agency) study Probabilistic 
Aspects of Buckling Knock Down Factors – Tests and Analyses contributes to this goal by striving for an 
improved buckling knock-down factor (the ratio of buckling loads of imperfect and perfect structures) for 
unstiffened CFRP (carbon fiber reinforce plastics) cylindrical shells, and by validation of the linear and non-
linear buckling simulations based on test results. DLR is acting as study contractor. The paper presents an 
overview about the DLR buckling tests, the measurement setup and the buckling simulations which are done so 
far, and gives an outlook to the results which are expected until the end of the running project.  
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ABSTRACT: A test method is described to experimentally investigate curved stiffened composite panels with 
respect to their buckling and post-buckling behavior up to collapse. The test method utilizes a new test rig with 
which stringer and frame stiffened curved panels can be tested under uniaxial compression loads, in-plane shear 
loads as well as a combination of both. During shear loading the panel is guided according to its radius. The 
whole test rig can be adjusted to cover a large range of geometric shell parameters. Results will be presented for 



different stiffened composite panel designs. Effects of the chosen load introduction and the boundary conditions 
will be discussed, which have a considerable influence on the panel behavior. In addition, procedures and 
measurement techniques used during the tests will be explained. The findings confirm that the test method and 
in particular the new test rig is suitable to investigate representative stiffened structures under in-plane loading 
conditions relevant for stability analysis.  
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ABSTRACT: The allowable load bearing capacity of undamaged thin-walled stringer stiffened carbon fibre 
reinforced plastic (CFRP) panels loaded in compression is currently limited by its buckling load. The extension 
to a novel stability design scenario - to permit postbuckling under ultimate load [1, 2] or even more progressive 
to move ultimate load close to collapse [3,4] - requires validated simulation procedures for this highly nonlinear 
topic for fast tools in the early design phase up to numerical analysis within the certification process. Different 
aspects of the validation process with respect to experimental investigations, nonlinear FE analysis as well as 
the comparison on different levels of detail are highlighted.  
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ABSTRACT: European aircraft industry demands for reduced development and operating costs, by 20% and 
50% in the short and long term, respectively. Contributions to this aim are provided by the completed project 
POSICOSS and the running follow-up project COCOMAT, both supported by the European Commission. As 
an important contribution to cost reduction a decrease in structural weight can be reached by exploiting 
considerable reserves in primary fibre composite fuselage structures through an accurate and reliable simulation 
of postbuckling and collapse. The POSICOSS team developed fast procedures for postbuckling analysis of fibre 
composite stiffened panels, created comprehensive experimental data bases and derived design guidelines. 



COCOMAT builds up on the POSICOSS results and considers in addition the simulation of collapse by taking 
degradation into account. The main objective is a future design scenario for composite stiffened panels which 
allows the exploiting of considerable reserves in primary fibre composite fuselage structures. The results 
comprise an extended experimental data base, degradation models, improved certification and design tools as 
well as design guidelines. The paper deals with the main objectives of the project COCOMAT, the general 
status of the progress as well as DLR’s first results.  
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guidelines. COCOMAT builds up on the POSICOSS results and considers in addition the simulation of collapse 
by taking degradation into account. The results comprise an extended experimental data base, degradation 
models, improved certification and design tools as well as design guidelines.  
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for semiflexible polymers on soft elastic shells”, Soft Matter, Vol. 8, No. 7, pp 2152-2158. 2012, DOI: 
10.1039/C1SM06653F 
ABSTRACT: Statistical properties and phase transitions of semiflexible polymers on a soft elastic shell are 
investigated by using a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation method. The phase diagram of adsorbed 
semiflexible polymers depends on the bending energy of the elastic shell and the binding energy between 
polymers and the elastic shell. The ordered regular pentagons of polymers are observed at a moderate adhesive 
strength and bending energy. At the same time, the shape of the soft elastic shell can be controlled easily by 
adjusting the chain length of adsorbed polymers, which is helpful for the regulation and reshaping of 
membranes in the micrometre range or smaller sizes. 
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“Study on Elastic Global Shear Buckling of Curved Girders with Corrugated Steel Webs: Theoretical Analysis 
and FE Modelling”, Applied Sciences, Vol. 8, 2457, DOI: 10.3390/app8122457  
ABSTRACT: Despite the construction of several curved prestressed concrete girder bridges with corrugated 
steel webs (CSWs) around the world; their shear behavior has seldom been investigated. Accordingly, this 
paper substitutes the lack of available information on the global elastic shear buckling of a plane curved 
corrugated steel web (PCCSW) in a curved girder. This is based on the equilibrium equations and geometric 
equations in the elastic theory of classical shells, combined with the constitutive relation of orthotropic shells. 
Currently, the global elastic shear buckling process of the PCCSW in a curved girder is studied, for the first 
time in literature, with an equivalent orthotropic open circular cylindrical shell (OOCCS) model. The governing 
differential equation of global elastic shear buckling of the PCCSW, as well as its buckling strength, is derived 
by considering the orthotropic characteristics of a corrugated steel web, the rational trigonometric displacement 
modes, Galerkin’s method and variational principles. Additionally, the accuracy of the proposed theoretical 
formula is verified by comparison with finite element (FE) results. Moreover, the expressions of the inner or 
outer folded angle and radius of curvature are given by the cosine theorem of the trigonometric function and 
inverse trigonometric function. Subsequently, parametric analysis of the shear buckling behavior of the PCCSW 
is carried out by considering the cases where the radius of curvature is constant or variable. This parametric 
analysis highlights the effects of web dimensions, height-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratios of longitudinal and 
inclined panels, corrugation height, curvature radius and folded angles on the elastic shear buckling strength. As 
a result, this study provides a theoretical reference for the design and application of composite curved girders 
with CSWs.  
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Arbocz, J. and Babcock, C. D. (June 1974) A Multimode Analysis for Calculating Buckling Loads of Imperfect 
Cylindrical Shells. California Institute of Technology , Pasdena, CA. (Unpublished; California Institute of 
Technology Report SM 74-4) http://resolver.caltech.edu/CaltechAUTHORS:20141015-140751753  
ABSTRACT: By expanding the response of a cylindrical shell in truncated Fourier series, the nonlinear Donnell 
type shell equations for imperfect stiffened shells were reduced to a set of linear equations in the correction 
terms by Newton's method of quasilinearization. Solutions were obtained for isotropic and for ring and stringer 
stiffened shells. The amplitudes of the initial imperfections used in the analysis were calculated from the 
corresponding Imbert-Donnell imperfection models. The free parameters in this imperfection model were 



obtained by least square fitting the harmonics of the experimentally measured initial imperfections. It was 
possible in all cases to achieve satisfactory correlation using only a few suitably chosen deflection and 
imperfection modes. 
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ABSTRACT: An outline of methods for the analysis of elliptic and hyperbolic shell. roofs is given, 
incorporating brief descriptions of the membrane and bending theories, methods of solution of the governing 
differential equations, and experimental studies of model shells. 
 
Rayment E. Moxley, Mark D. Adley and Bob Rohani (Structures Laboratory, US Army Waterways Experiment 
Station, Vicksburg, MS, USA), “Impact of thin-walled projectiles with concrete targets”, Shock and Vibration, 
Vol. 2, No. 5, pp 355-364, 1995 
ABSTRACT: An experimental program to determine the response of thin-walled steel projectiles to the impact 
with concrete targets was recently conducted. The projectiles were fired against41-MPa concrete targets at an 
impact velocity of 290 m/s. This article contains an outline of the experimental program, an examination of the 
results of a typical test, and predictions of projectile deformation by classical shell theory and computational 
simulation. Classical shell analysis of the projectile indicated that the predicted impact loads would result in 
circumferential buckling. A computational simulation of a test was conducted with an impact/penetration model 
created by linking a rigid-body penetration trajectory code with a general-purpose finite element code. 
Scientific visualization of the resulting data revealed that circumferential buckling was induced by the impact 
conditions considered.  
BACKGROUND: Investigations into the survivability of hardened structures due to impact by conventional air-
delivered munitions such as air-delivered bombs, have focused on defeating the bomb by casing failure. A 
traditional method of hardening structures against attack by aerial bombs is to place a burster slab over the 
structure. The burster slab is designed to detonate or break up contact-fused bombs and withstand penetration 
and blast effect of tail-fused bombs (Department of the Army, 1986). A concrete burster slab design was 
recently evaluated to investigate the effect of construction joints on the penetration resistance of the slab. 
Subscale thin-walled projectiles (simulating general purpose bombs) were fired into sections of the burster slab 
within a velocity range of 276-298 m/s. The penetration experiments were conducted at the US Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station (WES) Projectile Penetration Research Facility which accommodates large 
targets constructed under laboratory-controlled conditions (Frew et al., 1993). All projectiles broke up after 
partial penetration into the slab. This article presents a discussion of the test results, an analysis of the structural 
response of the projectile using classical shell theory, and an ABAQUS finite element simulation of the test 
(ABAQUS is available under license from Hibbitt, Karlsson, and Sorensen, Inc., 1989a,1989b, 1989c).  
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“BMP signaling controls buckling forces to modulate looping morphogenesis of the gut”, Proceedings of the 
National Aademy of Siences of the USA (PNAS) February 28, 2017 114 (9) 2277-2282, 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1700307114 
“BMP”= “Bone Morphogenetic Proteins” 
SIGNIFICANCE: During embryogenesis, the dramatic transformation from a seemingly disorganized mass of 
cells into the fully patterned adult form necessitates stereotyped regulation of forces at the genetic and 
molecular level. Although great progress has been made in understanding how gene expression and signaling 
generate biological pattern, little is known about how molecular cues organize forces to sculpt physical patterns 
during development. The present work identifies BMP signaling as a key pathway in controlling looping of the 
small intestine, a process driven by mechanical buckling due to elongation of the intestine against the constraint 
of a neighboring tissue, the dorsal mesentery. 
ABSTRACT: Looping of the initially straight embryonic gut tube is an essential aspect of intestinal 
morphogenesis, permitting proper placement of the lengthy small intestine within the confines of the body 
cavity. The formation of intestinal loops is highly stereotyped within a given species and results from 
differential-growth–driven mechanical buckling of the gut tube as it elongates against the constraint of a thin, 
elastic membranous tissue, the dorsal mesentery. Although the physics of this process has been studied, the 
underlying biology has not. Here, we show that BMP signaling plays a critical role in looping morphogenesis of 
the avian small intestine. We first exploited differences between chicken and zebra finch gut morphology to 
identify the BMP pathway as a promising candidate to regulate differential growth in the gut. Next, focusing on 
the developing chick small intestine, we determined that Bmp2 expressed in the dorsal mesentery establishes 
differential elongation rates between the gut tube and mesentery, thereby regulating the compressive forces that 



buckle the gut tube into loops. Consequently, the number and tightness of loops in the chick small intestine can 
be increased or decreased directly by modulation of BMP activity in the small intestine. In addition to providing 
insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying intestinal development, our findings provide an example of 
how biochemical signals act on tissue-level mechanics to drive organogenesis, and suggest a possible 
mechanism by which they can be modulated to achieve distinct morphologies through evolution. 
INTRODUCTION: Differential growth represents one of the core physical mechanisms driving morphogenesis 
throughout the vertebrate embryo. Investigations into the mechanics of differential growth have often illustrated 
key physical parameters (e.g., tissue stiffness, growth rates, and initial geometry) that determine the resultant 
tissue shape. Ultimately, however, these parameters must be under genetic control. However, at present, there 
are only a limited few examples of how developmental signals are integrated with downstream physical 
properties to shape the embryo. Here, we build on our detailed understanding of the physics of loop 
morphogenesis in the chick small intestine (1) to ask what molecular cues underlie this important physical 
transformation during gastrointestinal development. 
Looping maximizes the absorptive capacity of the gut by allowing intestinal length to extend well beyond the 
linear length of the organism, while maintaining an ordered configuration in the body cavity. Errors in looping, 
such as malrotation of the gut, can result in obstruction of the bowel or strangulation of the abdominal 
circulation, a condition known as midgut volvulus (10). Among birth defects, intestinal malrotation is relatively 
common in newborns and can be fatal if left untreated (11, 12). Early during looping morphogenesis, the 
initially straight midgut forms a primary loop that extends into the yolk stalk (umbilicus in mammals). 
Subsequent loops continue to form outside the body cavity as the midgut elongates, until the looped intestine 
retracts into the body cavity before birth. Although the intestine continues to elongate, no further loops form 
after birth. The number and shape of intestinal loops are remarkably conserved within a given species (1, 10). In 
previous work, we demonstrated that this precisely stereotyped looping results from physical forces that arise 
due to elongation of the initially straight gut tube against the constraint of the dorsal mesentery, a thin 
membranous tissue that anchors the gut tube to the body wall (1). As the gut tube elongates, it 
stretches the mesentery, which in turn compresses the tube. As a result of these 
compressive forces, the gut tube buckles into a looped configuration. The curvature and 
wavelength of loops can be mathematically predicted from experimentally measured 
parameters describing geometry and stiffness of the tube and mesentery, and 
differential elongation between the two tissues  (1). Equipped with an understanding of the physics 
involved, here we aim to elucidate the underlying signaling pathways that control intestinal looping in the 
chicken embryo. 
 
Srinivasan Chandrasekaran and R. Nagavinothini, “Dynamic analysis and preliminary design of offshore 
triceratops in ultra-deep waters”, Innovative Infrastructure Solutions, Vol. 3, No. 16, December 2018 
ABSTRACT: More adaptable geometric form of offshore platforms, counting on the benefits of form-dominant 
design, is effective to encounter various environmental loads. Offshore triceratops is a new-generation offshore 
platform, whose conceptual design showed good degree-of-adaptability to ultra-deep-water conditions. Deck is 
partially isolated from the buoyant legs by ball joints by allowing transfer of partial displacements of buoyant 
legs to deck but restraining transfer of rotational responses. Prior to the suitability assessment of triceratops for 
ultra-deep waters, detailed dynamic analysis on the preliminary geometric form is necessary as a proof of 
validation for design applications. Current study discusses a detailed numeric analysis of triceratops at 2400 m 
water depth under regular and irregular waves; preliminary design of both buoyant legs and the deck is also 
presented. Buoyant Legs are designed as stiffened cylinders and the deck is designed as the integrated truss 
system. In compliant structures, the role of tethers is of paramount importance. Hence, the stress analysis and 
fatigue analysis of the tethers are also carried out to assess the service life of the structure. Presented study shall 
aid offshore engineers and contractors to understand suitability of triceratops, in terms of design and dynamic 
response behaviour. 
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Jia Qun Wang, Zhi Jun Han and Guo Yun Lu, "Dynamic Buckling of Elastic Cylindrical Shells under Axial 
Step Load", Applied Mechanics and Materials, Vol. 751, pp. 182-188, 2015 
ABSTRACT: Considering the effect of stress wave, the dynamic buckling of circular cylindrical shells under an 
axial step load is discussed using the classical shell theories and the state-space technique in the paper. Based on 
the Hamilton’s principle, the dynamic buckling governing equations of shells are derived and solved with the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method. If the linear homogeneous equations have a non-trivial solution, the determinant of the 
coefficient matrix must be equal to zero, so the expression of the critical load on the dynamic buckling is got. 
The relationship between the critical load and length is obtained by using MATLAB software. The influences of 
boundary conditions, thickness, the number of circumferential waves and the number of axial waves on the 
dynamic buckling loads are discussed based on numerical computation. 
 
D. Wang, W.H. Zhang, Ji Hong Zhu, J.G. Yang and M.M. Zhang, "Buckling Optimization of Perforated Curved 
Shells", Materials Science Forum, Vols. 697-698, pp. 614-617, 2012 
ABSTRACT: Shape optimization design is carried out in the paper aiming at the feature of openings on curved 
shells to enhance the structural stability and reduce the stress concentration. In order to make sure that the hole 
boundary curve are always located on the prescribed curved shell, the parametrical mapping method is 
employed to describe the hole boundary on the curved shells with shape design variables defined in the intrinsic 
reference domain. Then, different optimization models are established and the specific sensitivity is calculated 
for buckling optimization. Finally, it concludes from numerical examples that the structural stability and the 



intensity benefit together for a curved surface with a large curvature, and they are contradictory for a curved 
surface with a small curvature. 
 
Xi Hong Ma, Chang Long Li, Jun Liu and Tao Sun, "The Design of Impact Resistance of Missile Recorder 
Protective Shell", Advanced Materials Research, Vols. 503-504, pp. 884-887, 2012 
ABSTRACT: The instability of the testing equipment protective shell is one of the importance issues in the 
design of testing equipment. In order to analyze the protective shell to external shocks instability problem, the 
shell instability of empirical formula was used to calculate the critical buckling load and the linear buckling was 
analysed to compare the simulation results with theoretical values and the error in control range by using finite 
element method.The calculations show that the finite element method for buckling analysis to provide guidance 
for the design is feasible. 
 
Zheng Yan, Fan Zhang, Jiechen Wang, Fei Liu, Xuelin Guo, Kewang Nan, Qing Lin, Mingye Gao, Dongqing 
Xiao, Yan Shi, Yitao Qiu, Haiwen Luan, Jung Hwan Kim, Yiqi Wang, Hongying Luo, Mengdi Han, Yonggang 
Huang, Yihui Zhang, �and John A. Rogers, “Controlled Mechanical Buckling for Origami-Inspired Construction 
of 3D Microstructures in Advanced Materials”, Advanced Functional Materials, 2016, DOI: 10.1002/adfm.201 
ABSTRACT: Origami is a topic of rapidly growing interest in both the scientific and engineering research 
communities due to its promising potential in a broad range of applications. Previous assembly approaches for 
origami structures at the micro/nanoscale are constrained by the applicable classes of materials, topologies, 
and/or capability for reversible control over the transformation process. Here, a strategy is introduced that 
exploits mechanical buckling for autonomic origami assembly of 3D structures across material classes from soft 
polymers to brittle inorganic semiconductors, and length scales from nanometers to centimeters. This approach 
relies on a spatial variation of thickness in the initial 2D structures as a means to produce engineered folding 
creases during the compressive buckling process. The elastic nature of the assembly scheme enables active, 
deterministic control over intermediate states in the 2D to 3D transformation in a continuous and reversible 
manner. Demonstrations include a broad set of 3D structures formed through unidirectional, bidirectional, and 
even hierarchical folding, with examples ranging from half cylindrical columns and fish scales, to cubic boxes, 
pyramids, starfish, paper fans, skew tooth structures, and to amusing system-level examples of soccer balls, 
model houses, cars, and multifloor textured buildings.  
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Jaap Willem van Ingen (Fokker Technologies), “Thermoplastic Orthogrid Fuselage Shell”, Sampe Journal 
52(5):7-15, September 2016 
ABSTRACT: In this article a thermoplastic fuselage shell concept is discussed, featuring stingers in two 
directions; an orthogrid. State of the art composite fuselage shells use a lot of fasteners to integrate skin, 
stringers and frames. Using thermoplastic composites, this might change. Thermoplastics are very tough and 
have a high out of plane strength. This enables new stiffening and joining methods, without the use of fasteners. 
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Aitor Baldomir, Santiago Hernandez, Jacobo Diaz and Auturo N. Fontan, “Sensitivity analysis of optimum 
solutions by updating active constraints: Application in aircraft structural design”, Structural and 
Multidisciplinary Optimization 44(6), December 2011 
ABSTRACT: Often the parameters considered as constants in an optimization problem have some uncertainty 
and it is interesting to know how the optimum solution is modified when these values are changed. The only 
way to continue having the optimal solution is to perform a new optimization loop, but this may require a high 
computational effort if the optimization problem is large. However, there are several procedures to obtain the 
new optimal design, based on getting the sensitivities of design variables and objective function with respect to 
a fixed parameter. Most of these methods require obtaining second derivatives which has a significant 
computational cost. This paper uses the feasible direction-based technique updating the active constraints to 
obtain the approximate optimum design. This procedure only requires the first derivatives and it is noted that 
the updating set of active constraints improves the result, making possible a greater fixed parameter variation. 
This methodology is applied to an example of very common structural optimization problems in technical 
literature and to a real aircraft structure. 
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Frank A. Leone, Jr. and Dawn C. Jegley (NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, USA), 
“Compressive Testing of Stitched Frame and Stringer Alternate Configurations”, NASA/TM-2016-218974, 
April, 2016  
ABSTRACT: A series of single-frame and single-stringer compression tests were conducted at NASA Langley 
Research Center on specimens harvested from a large panel built using the Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient 
Unitized Structure (PRSEUS) concept. Different frame and stringer designs were used in fabrication of the 
PRSEUS panel. In this report, the details of the experimental testing of single-frame and single-stringer 
compression specimens are presented, as well as discussions on the performance of the various structural 
configurations included in the panel.  
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“Dacron graft as replacement to dissected aorta: A three-dimensional fluid-structure-interaction analysis”, 
Journal of the Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical Materials, Vol. 78, pp 329-341, February 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmbbm.2017.11.029 
ABSTRACT: Aortic dissection (AD) is a serious medical condition characterized by a tear in the intima, the 
inner layer of the aortic walls. In such occurrence, blood is being diverted to the media (middle) layer and may 
result in patient death if not quickly attended. In the case where the diseased portion of the aorta needs to be 
replaced, one common surgical technique is to use a graft made of Dacron, a synthetic fabric. We investigate 
the response of a composite human aortic segment-Dacron graft structure subjected to blood flow using the 
three-dimensional fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) capability in Abaqus. We obtain stress and strain profiles in 
each of the three layers of the aortic walls as well as in the Dacron graft. Results are compared when elastic and 
hyperelastic models are used and when isotropy vs. anisotropy is assumed. The more complex case 



(hyperelastic-anisotropy) is represented by the Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden (HGO) model which also accounts for 
the orientation of the fibers present in the tissues. The fluid flow is taken as Newtonian, incompressible, 
pulsatile and turbulent. The simulation show that for all the cases, the von Mises stress distribution at aorta-
Dacron interface is well below the ultimate strength of the aorta. No significant change in radial displacement at 
the interface of the two materials due to blood flow is observed. Computation cost is also addressed and results 
show that the hyperelastic-anisotropic model takes about three times longer to run than the elastic isotropic 
case. Trade-off between accuracy and computational cost has to be weighted. 
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Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel), “Effect of the Nonlinear Pre-buckling State on the Bifurcation 
Point of Conical Shells,” International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 43, Nos. 7-8, pp.2146-2159, 2006, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2005.05.024 
ABSTRACT: The effect of pre-buckling nonlinearity on the bifurcation point of a conical shell is examined on 
the basis of three shell theories: Donnell’s, Sanders’ and Timoshenko’s. The eigenvalue problem is solved 
iteratively about the nonlinear equilibrium state up to the bifurcation point. A new algorithm is presented for the 
real buckling behavior, dispensing with the need to cover the entire nonlinear pattern. This algorithm is very 
important for structures characterized by a softening process, in which the pre-buckling nonlinearity depresses 
the buckling level relative to the classical one. 
The procedure involves nonlinear partial differential equations, which are separated into two sets (using the 
perturbation technique) for the pre-buckling and buckling states, respectively and solved with the variable 
expanded in Fourier series in the circumferential direction, and by finite differences in the axial direction. A 
general computer code was developed and used in studying the effect of the pre-buckling nonlinearity on the 
buckling level, of the shell under axial compression, in the context of the three shell theories. 
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 ABSTRACT: During the explosion of interest in applied nonlinear dynamics and chaos in the 1980s a key 
concept was quickly seen to be the concept of dynamically integrity which was required to cope with, for 
example, the erosion of basins of attraction by fractal incursions. Articles by Thompson and Soliman laid down 
the fundamentals ideas, but major contributions by Rega and Lenci established this integrity as a central issue in 
the design of (for example) structures in their inevitable dynamic environment. They extended and developed 
the various integrity measures and pioneered ways of controlling the basin erosion phenomenon: and applied 
the ideas to a wide range of mechanical problems. The present paper offers a review of this progress, 
highlighting key conceptual ideas and some of the more interesting applications.  
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Cylindrical Shell of Desulphurizing Tower with Welding Induced Imperfection under Wind Loading”, Applied 
Mechanics and Materials, Vol. 687-691, pp 68-72, 2014, https://doi.org/10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMM.687-
691.68  
ABSTRACT: Not only the geometrical imperfection induced by welding but also cutouts will influence the 
buckling of large-scale thin-walled steel cylindrical shell under wind loading. Based on the practical cylindrical 
shells of a desulphurizing absorption tower, in consideration of the correlation between welding induced 
imperfection and circular cutouts, the influence of cutout position on buckling of cylinder under wind loading is 
investigated by nonlinear finite element method. The results indicate that the buckling capacity varies slightly 
when the cutout position moves along meridional direction in the neighboring region of welding imperfection. 
The buckling capacity varies significantly when the cutout position moves circumferentially as the cutout is 
located in the welding imperfection. The buckling capacity reaches the minimum value as the cutout is located 
in the buckle center of cylindrical shells without cutout. 
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ABSTRACT: We report that a graphene sheet has an unusual mode of atomic-scale fracture owing to its 
structural peculiarity, i.e. single sheet of atoms. Unlike conventional bond-breaking tensile fracture, a graphene 
sheet can be cut by in-plane compression, which is able to eject a row of atoms out-of-plane. Our scale-bridging 



molecular dynamics simulations and experiments reveal that this compressive atomic-sheet fracture is the 
critical precursor mechanism of cutting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) by sonication. The atomic-
sheet fracture typically occurs within 200fs during the dynamic axial buckling of a SWCNT; the nanotube is 
loaded by local nanoscale flow drag of water molecules caused by the collapse of a microbubble during 
sonication. This is on the contrary to common speculations that the nanotubes would be cut in tension, or by 
high-temperature chemical reactions in ultrasonication processes. The compressive fracture mechanism clarifies 
previously unexplainable diameter-dependent cutting of the SWCNTs under sonication. 
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Abdullah H Sofiyev, Erol M Keskin, Hakan Erdem and Zihni Zerin, “Buckling of an orthotropic cylindrical thin 
shell with continuously varying thickness under a dynamic loading”, Indian Journal of Engineering & Materials 
Sciences, Vol. 10, pp 365-370, October 2003 
ABSTRACT: The buckling of an orthotropic composite cylindrical shell with variable thickness, subjected to a 
dynamic loading, is reported here. At first, the fundamental relations and Donnell type dynamic buckling 
equation of an orthotropic cylindrical shell with variable thickness have been obtained. Then, employing 
Galerkin's method, these equations have been reduced to a time dependent differential equation with variable 
coefficients. Finally, for different initial conditions and approximation functions, applying the Ritz type 
variational method, analytical expression has been found for the dynamic factor. Using these results, the effect 
of the variations of the power of time in the external pressure expression, the loading parameter and the ratios of 
the Young's moduli on the dynamic factor are studied numerically for the case when the ihickness of the 
cylindrical shell varies as a power and exponential functions. It has been observed that these effects change the 
dynamic factor of the problem in the heading appreciably.  
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“Optimum buckling design of cylindrical stiffener shell under external hydrostatic pressure”, The Iraqi Journal 
for Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Vol. 18, No. 2, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.32852/iqjfmme.Vol18.Iss2.91  
ABSTRACT: This paper present an investigation of the collapse load in cylinder shell under uniform 
external hydrostatic pressure with optimum design using finite element method via 
ANSYS software. Twenty cases are studied inclusive stiffeners in longitudinal and ring 
stiffeners. Buckling mode shape is evaluated. This paper studied the optimum design 
generated by ANSYS for thick cylinder with external hydrostatic pressure. The primary 
goal of this paper was to identify the improvement in the design of cylindrical shell under 
hydrostatic pressure with and without Stiffeners (longitudinal and ring) with incorporative 
technique of an optimization into ANSYS software. The design elements in this research 
was: critical load, design variable (thickness of shell (TH), stiffener’s width (B) and 
stiffener’s height (HF). The results obtained illustrated that the objective is minimized 
using technique of numerical optimization in ANSYS with optimum shell thickness and 
stiffener’s sizes. In all cases the design variables (thickness of shell) was thicker than the 
monocoque due to a shell’s thicker is essential to achieve the strength constraints. It can be 



concluded that cases (17,18,19, and 20) have more than 90% of un-stiffened critical load. 
The ring stiffeners causes increasing buckling load than un-stiffened and longitudinal 
stiffened cylinder. 
 
 
E. Skukis, O. Ozolins, K. Kalnins, and M. A. Arbelo, “Experimental Test for Estimation of Buckling Load on 
Unstiffened Cylindrical shells by Vibration Correlation Technique,” Procedia Engineering, Vol. 172, pp 1023-
1030, 2017 
ABSTRACT: Non-destructive methods to estimate the actual buckling load in particularly for imperfection 
sensitive thin-walled structures, are of severe interest among many fields. Particular techniques for validation of 
structural limit state and numerical model predictions for large scale structures are getting momentum. The 
vibration correlation technique (VCT) allows to correlate the ultimate load our instability point with rapid 
decrement of self-frequency response. Nevertheless this technique is still under development for thin-walled 
shells and plates. The current research discusses an experimental verification of extended approach, using 
vibration correlation technique, for the prediction of actual buckling loads on unstiffened cylindrical shells 
loaded in axial compression. Validation study include two laminated composite cylinders which were 
manufactured and repeatedly loaded up to instability point. In order to characterize a correlation with the 
applied load, several initial natural frequencies and mode shapes were measured during tests by 3D laser 
scanner. Results demonstrate that proposed vibration correlation technique allows one to predict the 
experimental buckling load with high reliability, without actually reaching the instability point. Additional 
experimental tests and numerical models are currently under development to further validate the proposed 
approach to extended composite and metallic structures. 
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Yu Liu, Xiao Jun Wang, Zhi Jun Han and Guo Yun Lu, "The Computer Simulation of the Dynamic Buckling of 
Cyclindrical Shells under Pulse Load", Advanced Materials Research, Vol. 1094, pp. 495-499, 2015 
ABSTRACT: The computer simulation of the dynamic buckling on the cylindrical shell subjected to pulse load 
was carried out by ABAQUS/Expliect. The value of the rectangle and triangle pulse load is the same and the 
shape is different, and they are applied on the impact end of the cyclindrical shell. The influence of the load 
amplitude, the shape of load and the effect of the stress wave on the critical buckling time of cylindrical shell 
were discussed. The radial displacement curve was obtained which indicates that stress wave propagate along 
the length of the cylindrical shells, and the curve of strain time history is also acquired which is used to judge 
bifurcation and give the critical time. 
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Wang, Zewu and Han, Quanfeng and Nash, David H. and Fan, Haigui and Xia, Liangzhi (2018) Thermal 
buckling of cylindrical shell with temperature-dependent material properties : conventional theoretical solution 
and new numerical method. Mechanics Research Communications, 92. pp. 74-80. ISSN 1873-3972 
ABSTRACT: Even though the thermal buckling behavior of shells has been investigated for many years, until 
now the thermal buckling problem with temperature-dependent material properties still cannot be solved by the 
existing commercial finite element codes. Therefore, the conventional theoretical solution of the critical 
temperature rise of cylindrical shell with the temperature-dependent material properties is first derived in this 
work. Then, an innovative numerical approach is developed by introducing the bisection method and a user 
subroutine of ANSYS to overcome the shortcoming of existing finite element codes. The results prove that the 
temperature-dependent material properties have a great negative influence on the ability of the thermal buckling 
resistance of the cylindrical shell. As a result, the subroutine of ANSYS developed in this work provides a 
convenient design method for engineers to avoid the complicated theoretical calculation. 
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September – 2 October 2009, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, Spain [Alberto Domingo and Carlos Lazaro 
(editors.)]  



ABSTRACT: Steel silos are often supported on a small number of columns to facilitate emptying operations. 
The connection between these columns and an elevated cylindrical metal silo shell is a long-standing difficult 
problem in shell analysis. The presence of local supports beneath a cylinder leads to stress concentrations in the 
cylindrical wall just above the supports, which can cause buckling or plastic collapse and consequently failure 
of the entire structure. Engaged columns produce a gentler introduction of the support forces into the cylindrical 
shell and cause a smoother stress distribution above the column termination. Engaged columns are therefore a 
very practical solution for local supports. In practice, smaller silo structures are often supported on engaged 
columns attached to the side of the shell, but very few investigations of the structural behaviour or the strength 
of such an arrangement have ever been made. In this paper, the structural behaviour of a cylinder supported on 
engaged columns is investigated, including the effects of geometric imperfections and geometric nonlinearity. 
The study is conducted using the requirements for computational evaluations set out in EN 1993-1-6 (2007) and 
using the finite element package ABAQUS. The columns are assumed to be flexurally and axially rigid to 
provide a clear scientific study of the failure behaviour of the cylinder under these conditions.  
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India), “Dynamic Buckling of Advanced Fibre Composite Cylindrical Shells under Axial Impact”, International 
Journal of Engineering and Management Research, Vol. 6, No. 1, pp 136-157, January-February 2016  
ABSTRACT: Advanced lightweight laminated composite shells are increasingly being introduced in designs of 
modern aerospace structures, for enhancing their structural efficiency and performance. They are susceptible to 
buckling when subjected to significant static and dynamic or time dependent loadings. Their strength as 
governed by buckling is affected by initial geometric imperfections, boundary conditions, lamina stacking 
sequence and load eccentricity. While numerous studies are available on the buckling and post buckling 
behaviour of isotropic shells and the effects of geometric imperfections, relatively few investigations have been 
undertaken on the laminated composite shells for dynamic loading conditions. The need to design shell 
structures that have to withstand time-dependent dynamic loads, sometimes quite severe, and thus may be 
susceptible to dynamic buckling is relatively new in aerospace structures. The term dynamic buckling refers to 
two different phenomena. One is associated with the response of the structure to the action of cyclic loads i.e. 



vibration buckling, and the second one relates to the behaviour of structures subjected to pulse loads. The 
presence of imperfections may also adversely affect the buckling behaviour of the shells. This paper deals with 
a numerical study on the effect of different shell parameters and imperfections on the buckling behaviour of 
circular cylindrical composite shells under axial impact. Composite cylindrical shells with three different layups 
[0°/0°/60°/-60°] s , [0°/45°/-45°/0°] s and [75°/-75°/75°/-75°] s , each having different length to radius ratios 
(L/R) and radius to thickness ratios (R/t) have been considered in this study.  
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Eslami M.R. (2018) Buckling of Circular Cylindrical Shells. In: Buckling and Postbuckling of Beams, Plates, 
and Shells. Structural Integrity, vol 1. Springer, Cham, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-62368-9_6 
ABSTRACT: This chapter is devoted to the stability behavior of thin cylindrical shells. The basic governing 
equations of thin circular cylindrical shells employing the Donnell theory with the von-Karman geometrical 
non-linearity are derived. The nonlinear strain-displacement relations, the nonlinear equilibrium equations, and 
the linear stability equations are derived employing the variational formulations. The cylindrical shell under 
uniform compressive axial load is considered and the buckling load is obtained and given by closed form 
solution. Thermal buckling of cylindrical shell made of FGM for the uniform temperature rise, linear radial 
temperature, and the nonlinear radial temperature are presented and the effect of piezo-control is examined. 
Buckling and postbuckling of thin cylindrical shells with piezo-control under thermal loads is discussed and the 
chapter concludes with the stability discussion of cylindrical shells on elastic foundation. The buckling loads of 



cylindrical shells of isotropic/homogeneous material are derived by simply setting proper values for the power 
law index of the FG materials. 
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Zhan Gao, Xiang Dong Liu, Qing Ming Huang, "VD Vacuum Furnace Shell’s Buckling Numerical Analysis 
Based on Ansys", Advanced Materials Research, Vols. 201-203, pp. 805-809, 2011, 
https://doi.org/10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMR.201-203.805 
ABSTRACT: Take VD furnace’s shell as research object, using ANSYS FEM study its stability character. The 
furnace body and cover’s 3D and FE model were established separately. Model’s eigenvalue buckling were 
analyzed at 20°C and 200°C , on the basis of this, considering structure’s initial disfigurement and material’s 
nonlinearity, furnace body and cover’s double non-Linear Buckling Load under external pressure were 
calculated. The result shows that furnace body’s double non-Linear Buckling Load are 1.44 MPa and 0.96 MPa 
at the normal temperature and 200°C separately, and its appeared 7 wave-number’s lateral instability; The 
furnace cover’s double Non-Linear Buckling Load are 2.07MPa and 1.23 MPa at the normal temperature and 
200°C separately, maximum displacement on the roof and near vacuum duct position. The furnace body and 
cover’s stability under 20°C and 200°C satisfied design requirements. The calculate results provide the theory 
basis for VD vacuum furnace’s physical design. 
 
K.N. Salloome, L.A. Sabri, Y.M. Hamad and S. Al-Sumaidae, “Nonlinear Buckling Analysis of Steel 
Cylindrical Shell with Elliptical Cut-out Subjected to Longitudinal Compressive Load”, International Journal of 
Automotive and Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 16, No. 2, April-June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.15282/ijame.16.2.2019.19.0506  
ABSTRACT: The current paper investigates the effect of cut-out design parameters on load-bearing capacity 
and buckling behaviour of steel cylindrical shell using a nonlinear finite element analysis in modelling cylinder 
buckling under longitudinal compressive load. The effect of four geometry design parameters: shell diameter to 
thickness ratio, cut-out location, orientation, and size were investigated in this study. To enhance the prediction 
of buckling behaviour, both geometrical and material nonlinearities were considered. An ANSYS APDL code 
was written and tested by verifying its validity through comparison with former buckling study. The results 
showed that changing the cut-out location from mid-height of the cylindrical shell towards a fixed edge caused 
an increase in the buckling load value. Moreover, the study showed that increasing parameters such as shell 
thickness and cut-out orientation have a positive influence in which the buckling load value increased too. For 
fast design purposes, an empirical numerical based regression formula was presented for the calculation of the 
critical buckling load of a cylindrical shell having an elliptical cut-out. 
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“On the torsion of soft cylindrical shells”, Proceedings of the Symposium on Trends in Applications of 
Mathematics to Mechanics, 25-29 May 1998 (STAMM98); paper revised 17 June, 1999 
PARTIAL INTRODUCTION: The experimental setup is rudimentary. Pick up a piece of a spongy sleeve, of 
the kind commonly used to fit over water pipes for insulation. You need a stub about one meter long, which is 
useless stuff for pipe installers, so you can easily get it for free. Hold the tube at both ends with your hands and 
twist energetically while pulling apart. If the tube is soft enough, you will be able to give several turns before it 
coils up, as shown in Figure 2. We expect you to observe the pattern of Figure 1, as long as you succeed in 
keeping the axis of the tube straight: its cross sections, circular when unstressed, flatten into a quasi-oval form, 
whose aspect ratio is essentially constant along the tube and increases with twist in a markedly nonlinear way; 
the principal axes of the oval seem to whorl at a uniform rate dictated by the twist (the parameter your hands 
control). This pattern is quite insensitive to the way you grab and squeeze each end of the tube, provided you 
apply suitable end torques and forces. In this paper, we aim at the simplest rational model that reproduces and 
explains this behaviour.  
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Damjan Banic, Michele Bacciocchi, Francesco Tornabene and Antonio J.M. Ferreira, “Influence of Winkler-
Pasternak foundation on the vibrational behavior of plates and shells reinforced by agglomerated carbon 
nanotubes, Appl Sci, 7 (1228) (2017), pp. 1-55 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the effect of the Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation on the 
natural frequencies of Carbon Nanotube (CNT)-reinforced laminated composite plates and shells. The 
micromechanics of reinforcing CNT particles are described by a two-parameter agglomeration model. CNTs are 
gradually distributed along the thickness direction according to various functionally graded laws. Elastic 
foundations are modeled according to the Winkler-Pasternak theory. The theoretical model considers several 
Higher-order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDTs) based on the so-called Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF). 
The theory behind CNTs is explained in detail. The theoretical model presented is solved numerically by means 
of the Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) method. Several parametric studies are conducted, and their 
results are discussed.  
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Andreas Jäger-Cañás und Hartmut Pasternak, “On the axial buckling of very thin-walled cylindrical shells”, 
Copenhagen: EUROSTEEL 2017, September 13-15, 2017. 
ABSTRACT: Major advances in the buckling analysis of cylindrical shells have been achieved in the last two 
decades. Eurocode nowadays provides rules for tanks up to r/t = 5000. However, since only few literature has 
become available in the past, dealing specifically with very thin walled shells in the range between r/t = 1500 
and r/t = 10000, code provisions either are quite conservative or, in case of r/t > 5000, do barely exist. 
Employing modern construction methods, close-to perfect, very thin-walled shells can be built that are out of 
the scope of the design codes. Therefore, to achieve more economical designs and a better sustainability, 
sophisticated design tools have to be used.  
In this paper, modifications and extensions of the current design procedure are proposed to overcome current 
limitations and drawbacks. A review of experiments with a special focus on cylinders with high r/t-ratios was 
conducted and modified lower bound approximation curves for the knock-down factor α deduced. They were 
checked against representative experiments from literature. Test results recalculated using an axisymmetric 
imperfection to explore their equivalent imperfection depth, proved that even small imperfections drastically 
reduce the buckling strength. Using a parametric study, the result range of α was extended up to r/t = 10000. 
The design proposal could be approved and an equation for the determination of an equivalent imperfection 
depth that relates the dependence of α to the imperfection depth and the r/t-ratio is proposed.  
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Simos Gerasimidis and Pedro Reis, “Shell Buckling”, date and publisher not given in the pdf file 
ABSTRACT: The arena of shell buckling received great attention after the monumental development of a 
general theory on elastic buckling and post-buckling behavior by Koiter in 1945. For more than three decades, 
the literature on shell buckling flourished with investigations on imperfections sensitivity, minimum buckling 
loads and instability modes. Following this intense progress, the field entered a period of idleness, up until very 
recently. Today, 74 years after Koiter’s presentation, there is a strong resurgence of activity in studying the 
mechanics of shell buckling which is observed worldwide by numerous research efforts. With the rapid progress 
in new materials and computational and experimental technology, a breadth of exciting new ideas has 
revitalized the problem. This mini-symposium will provide a forum for discussing the most recent 
computational, theoretical and experimental findings in the area of shell buckling, as well as future research 
directions.  
 
G. Forasassi and R. L. Frano (Department of Mechanical, Nuclear and Production Engineering, University of 
Pisa, Italy�), “Curved thin shell buckling behavior,” Journal of Achievements in Materials and Manufacturing 
Engineering, vol. 23, no. 2, pp. 55-58, 2007. 
ABSTRACT:  
Purpose: The aim of the paper is to evaluate buckling instabilities behaviour of long curved thin shell. Both 
initially straight and curved tubes are investigated with numerical and experimental assessment methods, in the 
context of NPP applications with an illustrative example for IRIS LWR integrated Steam Generator (SG) tubes.  
Design/methodology/approach: In this study structural buckling response tube with combination effects of 
geometric imperfections as well as initially bent shape under external pressure load are investigated using a non 
linear finite element (MSC.MARC FEM code) formulation analysis. Moreover results are presented, extending 
the findings of previous research activity works, carried out at Pisa University, on thin walled metal specimen.  
Findings: The experiments were conducted on Inconel 690 test specimen tube. The comparison between 
numerical and experimental results, for the same geometry and loading conditions, shows a good agreement 
between the elastic-plastic finite-element predictions and the experimental data.  
Research limitations/implications: The presented research results may be considered preliminary in the sense 
that it would be important to enlarge the statistical base of the results themselves, even if they are yet certainly 
meaningful to highlight the real problem, considering the relatively large variability of the geometrical 
imperfections and bending instabilities also in high quality production tubes.  
Originality/value: From the point of view of the practical implication, besides the addressed problem general 
interest in industrial plant technology, it is worth to stress that straight and curved axis tubes are foreseen 
specifically in innovative nuclear reactors SG design.� 
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R.R. Calladine, “The theory of thin shell structures 1888-1988”, Love Centenary Lecture, Proceedings of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 202, A3, 1988 
INTRODUCTION: The centenary of the publication of Love’s paper ‘The small free vibrations and 
deformation of a thin elastic shell’ provides us with an opportunity of looking at the subject of shell structures 
from a long perspective.  
Problems arising from the analysis and design of thin shell structures have stimulated urgent research more or 
less continuously over the last hundred years. In surveying this work we can take two different viewpoints. On 
the one hand we can concentrate on the manifold changes which have taken place during the period in the 
industrial fields of application, in experimental methods, in the refinement and development of the basic 
equations, and in the methods of solution. On the other hand we can consider those aspects of our subject which 
have changed relatively little over the period under review.  
The first of these viewpoints is, of course, the more obvious. For we have seen the fields of application embrace 
in turn aircraft, submarines, power plant, spacecraft and various aspects of oil production, and extend to 
parachutes and other membranes; we have witnessed the development of increasingly sophisticated 
experimental techniques and instrumentation; we have seen the ascendancy of tensor notation; we have seen the 
development of theory for both geometrical and material non-linearity; and we have seen an almost complete 
revolution from algebraic to numerical methods of analysis in the past twenty-five years.  
Although I shall touch on some aspects of this long procession of advances during this lecture, I have decided to 
focus attention mainly on some of the unchanging features of our subject. My reasons for taking this second 
viewpoint are threefold. First, it makes a more manageable subject for a single lecture: to do justice to the many 
changes that have taken place would require a whole course of lectures-and indeed I am inadequate as a scholar 
for such a task. Second, this perspective helps to provide an answer to the question of how it is that the same 
kinds of problem have constantly recurred in our subject over the last hundred years, whereas other subjects-
such as chemistry and biology-have altered out of all recognition in the same period. And third, it allows me the 
opportunity to consider at greater length the contribution which Love himself made to our field.  
The layout of my lecture is as follows. First I shall sketch the salient points of the life of A.E.H. Love. Then I 
shall describe in some detail the nature of Love’s work on thin shells, the circumstances in which it came to be 
done, and the changes which gradually took place in his view of the subject. Next, I shall outline the advances 
made in the theory over the last hundred years, and describe briefly the present state of the subject. Lastly, I 
shall discuss various difficulties, as I see them, which were evident one hundred years ago and which survive to 
the present time.  
 
Paul Butzer and Lutz Colkmann (RWTH Aachen University, Germany), “Otto Blumenthal (1876-1944) in 
retrospect”, Journal of Approximation Theory, Vol. 138, pp 1-36, 2006 
ABSTRACT: This paper treats in detail the life and work of Otto Blumenthal, one of the most tragic figures of 
the 188 emigré mathematicians from Germany and the Nazi-occupied continent. Blumenthal, the first doctoral 
student of David Hilbert, was crucial in the publication and communication system of German mathematics 
between the two World Wars. There has been an unusual revival of interest in his mathematical work in the last 
three decades. Thus his work on orthogonal polynomials whose zeros are dense in intervals, called the 
Blumenthal theorem by T.S. Chihara (1972), lead to over two dozen recent papers in the field. The Blumenthal–
Nevai theorem, with applications to scattering theory in physics, is one example. In modern work on Hilbert 
modular forms, increasingly being called Hilbert–Blumenthal modular forms, many recent papers even contain 
the word Blumenthal in their titles. This paper contains 212 references.� 
 
Addendum relating to the paper by Calladine and the paper about Blumenthal (written by Igor Andrianov) 

Theory of shells: edge effect, WKB, etc.  
It should be noticed that a development of mathematical physics in many cases has been motivated by TS 
problems, in particular we mean those problems associated asymptotical methods (AM). Recall, that a key (for 
singular asymptotics) concept of an edge effect occurred in the works of H. Lamb and А B. Basset in 1890, 
while concept of boundary layer occurred in Fluid Mechanics only in 1904 [1].  



The classical papers by M.I. Vishik and L.A. Lyusternik are generalization of some results obtained earlier by 
A.L. Gol’denveizer. On the other hand, TS problems associated with occurrence of high technology 
development of materials and constructions implied development of various homogenization procedures.  
Investigation of rods stability by Euler yielded a linearization procedure, whereas W.T. Koiter approach has 
strongly influenced an occurrence of today’s Catastrophe Theory.  
Bolotin V.V. mentioned WKB OR BLUMENTHAL -SHTAERMAN APPROACH. Really, in Math Congress paper 
1912 [2] BLUMENTHAL used method WKB … which proposed in quantum mechanics in 1926! (Shtaerman used 
it in 1924). 
1.Calladine C.R. The theory of thin shell structures 1888-1988. Pros. Inst. Mech. Engrs., 1988, vol. 202, No 42, 
1-9.  
2.O. BLUMENTHAL Über asymptotische Integration von Differentialgleichungen mit Anwendung auf die 
Berechnung von Spannungen in Kugelschalen. Zeitschr. f. Mathematik u. Physik 62 (1914) 343–358. Auszug 
vorher erschienen in Proc. Fifth Intern. Congress of Mathematicians, Cambridge, 1913, Vol. II, 319–327. 
 
 
K. Athiannan (1) and R. Palaninathan (2) 
(1) Structural Mechanics Section, Reactor Engineering Group, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, 
Kalpakkam 603 102, India� 
(2) Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of Technology – Madras, Chennai 600 036, India  
Experimental investigation on buckling of cylindrical shell under compression and transverse shear, Sadhana, 
vol. 29, 2004, Feb., 93-115 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental studies on buckling of cylindrical shell models under axial and 
transverse shear loads. Tests are carried out using an experimental facility specially designed, fabricated and 
installed, with provision for in-situ measurement of the initial geometric imperfections. The shell models are 
made by rolling and seam welding process and hence are expected to have imperfections more or less of a kind 
similar to that of real shell structures. The present work thus differs from most of the earlier investigations. The 
measured maximum imperfections deltamax are of the order of plus or minus 3t (t = thickness). The buckling 
loads obtained experimentally are compared with the numerical buckling values obtained through finite element 
method (FEM). In the case of axial buckling, the imperfect geometry is obtained in four ways and in the case of 
transverse shear buckling, the FE modelling of imperfect geometry is done in two ways. The initial geometric 
imperfections affect the load carrying capacity. The load reduction is considerable in the case of axial 
compression and is marginal in the case of transverse shear buckling. Comparisons between experimental 
buckling loads under axial compression, reveal that the extent of imperfection, rather than its maximum value, 
in a specimen influences the failure load. Buckling tests under transverse shear are conducted with and without 
axial constraints. While differences in experimental loads are seen to exist between the two conditions, the 
numerical values are almost equal. The buckling modes are different, and the experimentally observed and 
numerically predicted values are in complete disagreement.  
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Ilinca Stanciulescu (2005), Nonlinear finite element formulations and bifurcation analysis for structures 
undergoing large deformations, Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Duke 
University. 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear phenomena are common in structural and solid mechanics; in general, the 
corresponding system of equations cannot be solved analytically, and numerical techniques are necessary. 
Furthermore, bifurcations of the solution are frequent; they can appear either at the physical level (the system 
may have multiple equilibrium configurations), or at the numerical level (related to the algorithm utilized in 
calculating the solution). Unfortunately no algorithm can solve every nonlinear system, and most of the time the 
recovery of solutions needs alternative iterative techniques.  
This thesis is concerned with finite element formulations and solution techniques for structures undergoing 
large deformations. The two applications examined are the steady state frictional rolling of tires and the 
postbuckling analysis of slender structures.  



A formulation for steady state rolling calculations is introduced, focusing on the inclusion of frictional sliding 
conditions between a rolling tire and a flat roadway. Algorithmically, it is seen that traditional return mapping 
strategies are often ineffective for this problem even when frictional solutions exist; accordingly, an approach 
utilizing a global stick predictor is proposed to recover solutions to the sliding contact problem. Numerical 
examples are presented, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach advocated. Difficulties associated with 
enforcing frictional conditions within such a framework are discussed. The interaction of frictional conditions 
with bifurcation phenomena is also studied in the case of adherent contact conditions. Such phenomena are 
observed in the context of multiple solutions of the discretized system, and are also manifested in the behavior 
of the iterative map used to solve the nonlinear algebraic system of equations.  
Another example of bifurcation is the buckling of slender structures with direct application to solar sail booms. 
An interesting aspect in the boom design is that postbuckled configurations are not avoided as is usually the 
case in structural design; instead, they are sometimes encouraged. In this context, the understanding of the 
structural behavior after buckling is essential. Various structural systems and loadings appropriate for the boom 
modeling are examined here. Natural frequencies of vibration about highly–deflected equilibria are extracted, 
exposing the high sensitivity that these structures have to minor changes in the geometry and loading. 
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Wadee, M. A., Yiatros, S., & Theofanous, M. 2010 (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine, South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK), 
“Comparative studies of localized buckling in sandwich struts with different core bending models”,  Int. J. Non-
Linear Mech., 45(2), 111–120. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2009.10.001. 
ABSTRACT: Analytical models with geometric nonlinearities accounting for interactions between local and 
global instability modes leading to localized buckling in sandwich struts are formulated. For the core material 
response, two increasingly sophisticated bending models are compared against each other: Timoshenko beam 
theory (TBT) and Reddy–Bickford beam theory (RBT). Numerical solutions of the analytical models are 
validated with the commercial finite element code Abaqus. It is found that there is a small but significant 
difference in the critical load between the two models and that the previously obtained solution slightly 
underestimates the linear buckling strength. More importantly, it is found that the RBT model predicts the onset 
of interactive buckling before the TBT model and, according to the results from the finite element study, 
matches the actual behaviour of a strut in both its initial and advanced post-buckling states with excellent 
correlation.  
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Theofanous, M., Chan, T. M. and Gardner, L. (2009). Flexural behaviour of stainless steel oval hollow sections. 
Thin-Walled Structures. 47(6-7), 776-787.  
ABSTRACT: Structural hollow sections are predominantly square, rectangular or circular in profile. While 
square and circular hollow sections are often the most effective in resisting axial loads, rectangular hollow 
sections, with greater stiffness about one principal axis than the other, are generally more suitable in bending. 
Oval or elliptical hollow sections combine the aesthetic external profile of circular hollow sections with the 
suitability for resisting flexure of rectangular sections, whilst also retaining the inherent tosrional stiffness 
offered by all tubular sections. This paper examines the structural response of recently introduced stainless steel 
OHS in bending and presents design recommendations. In-plane bending tests in the three-point configuration 
about both the major and minor axis were conducted. All tested specimens were cold-formed from Grade 
1.4401 stainless steel and had an aspect ratio of approximately 1.5. The full moment-rotation responses of the 
specimens were recorded and have been presented herein. The tests were replicated numerically by means of 
non-linear FE analysis and parametric studies were performed to investigate the influence of key parameters, 
such as the aspect ratio and the cross-section slenderness, on the flexural response. Based on both the 
experimental and numerical results, structural design recommendations for stainless steel OHS in bending in 
accordance with Eurocode 3: Part 1.4 have been made.  
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658, pp 233-240, 2014 
ABSTRACT: Deployable structures can provide a change in the geometric morphology of the envelope by 
contributing to making it adaptable to changing external climate factors, in order to improve the indoor climate 
performance of the building. They have the ability to transform themselves from a small, closed or stowed 
configuration to a much larger, open or deployed configuration being also known as erectable, expandable, 
extendible, developable or unfurlable structures. According to their structural system, deployable structures can 
be devided in four main groups: spatial bar structures consisting of hinged bars, foldable plate structures 
consisting of hinged plates, strut-cable (tensegrity) structures and membrane structures. In this paper a short 
review only on two of these groups of deployable structures for arhitectural applications will be presented.  
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ABSTRACT: Aluminum shear panels can dissipate significant amount of energy through hysteresis provided 
strength deterioration due to buckling is avoided. A detailed experimental study of the inelastic behavior of the 
full-scale models of shear panels of 6063-O and 1100-O alloys of aluminum is conducted under slow cyclic 
loading of increasing displacement levels. The geometric parameters that determine buckling of the shear panels, 
such as web depth-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio of panels, and number of panels, were varied among the 
specimens. Test results were used to predict the onset of buckling with proportionality factor f in Gerard’s 
formulation of inelastic buckling. Moreover, a logarithmic relationship between buckling stress and slenderness 
ratio of the panel was observed to predict experimental data closely. These relations can be further used to 
determine the geometry of shear panels, which will limit the inelastic web buckling at design shear strains. 
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PARTIAL INTRODUCTION: Special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) are used as lateral force-resisting 
systems in steel structures located in the high seismic areas to resist lateral loads through the vertical concentric 
truss system. Compared to other lateral force resisting systems, this system can be cheaper and is easier to build 
if proper care is taken in designing and detailing. The braces act as fuses which dissipate the input seismic 
energy through the tension yielding and compression buckling. Thus, the axial deformation of the braces allows 
the system as a whole to have ample drift capacity to resist the lateral forces without any failure of gravity load-
resisting members. Several parameters, such as, brace slenderness ratio, width-to-thickness ratio, size and 
detailing of gusset plate, brace configurations, etc. control the response of SCBFs under earthquake loading 
[e.g., 1-3].  
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ABSTRACT: Special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) are commonly used to resist lateral forces in 
structures located in high-seismic regions. Steel braces undergo inelastic axial deformations and thus provides 
an adequate level of structural ductility and hysteretic energy dissipation capability to the frame under cyclic 



loading. Past studies have shown that the slenderness ratio and the width-to-thickness ratio of braces are 
primarily responsible for achieving enhanced seismic response in SCBFs. An increase in the brace slenderness 
ratio results in a reduction in its energy dissipation capacity along with a simultaneous increase in the ductility 
nearing its fracture. Since both energy dissipation capacity and ductility of braces are essential parameters in 
quantifying the seismic performance of SCBFs, there is a need of establishing the optimum range of brace 
slenderness ratio and width-to-thickness ratio. The main objective of this study is to find an optimum range as 
well as the lower limits of these parameters for braces of hollow square steel (HSS) sections. An extensive finite 
element (FE) parametric study has been conducted on a wide range of values of these parameters using a 
commercial software package ABAQUS. The FE models accounts for the inelastic hysteretic characteristics and 
the fracture behavior of braces. The results of simulation models matched very well with the past experimental 
results with respect to the performance points, namely, global buckling, local buckling, fracture initiation, 
complete fracture and ductility. Finally, the relationship between the lower limit of slenderness ratio and the 
width-to-thickness of square braces has been established based on the simulation results.  
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ABSTRACT: Special concentric braced frames (SCBFs) are commonly used to resist the lateral forces in 
structures located in high-seismic regions. Steel braces undergo inelastic axial deformations and thus provides 
an adequate level of structural ductility and hysteretic energy dissipation capability to the frame under cyclic 
loading. Past studies have shown that the slenderness ratio and the width-to-thickness ratio of braces are 
primarily responsible for achieving enhanced seismic response in SCBFs. An increase in the brace slenderness 
ratio results in a reduction in its energy dissipation capacity along with a simultaneous increase in the ductility 
nearing its fracture. Currently, no guidelines are available for the lower limit of slenderness ratio and since both 
energy dissipation capacity and ductility of braces are essential parameters in quantifying the enhanced seismic 
performance of SCBFs, there is a need of establishing the optimum range of brace slenderness ratio and width-
to-thickness ratio. Therefore, the main objective of this study was to find an optimum range as well as the lower 
limits of these parameters. An extensive finite element (FE) parametric study has been conducted on a wide 
range of parameters of hollow circular braces using a commercial software package ABAQUS. A validated 
simulation model which had the inelastic characteristics of braces and the fracture behavior incorporated was 
created. The results of simulation models matched very well with the past experimental results with respect to 
the four performance points, namely, global buckling, local buckling, fracture initiation, and complete fracture. 
This model paved way for the parametric study which resulted in a deep understanding of the influence of 
structural parameters on the behavior of braces.  
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“Evaluation of energy parameters of short length buckling-restrained braces”, Paper No. 133, 15th Symposium 
on Earthquake Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee, December 11-13, 2014 
ABSTRACT: A hybrid brace having a buckling-inhibited axially yielding segment and a non-yielding elastic 
component over a dominant length in sequence can provide a balanced hysteretic response under cyclic loading 
condition. Braced frames equipped with such a composite brace can dissipate energy in-elastically without any 
degradation in the lateral strength and stiffness. The enhanced stiffness of the hybrid brace can assist in 
reducing the drift demands on buckling-restrained braced frame (BRBF) system under the seismic action. The 
present study is focused on the energy dissipation characteristics of the short length buckling-restrained braces 
(BRBs). A reduced scale model of the short length BRB has been tested under a gradually increasing reversed-
cyclic loading. In order to simulate the behavior of BRB specimens analytically, finite element modelling of the 
specimen is carried out using a commercial software package ABAQUS CAE. The modeling of short length 
BRBs and analysis results are discussed in detail in this paper. The hysteretic response obtained from analysis 
matched well with the test results.  
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Muhamed Safeer Pandikkadavath and Dipti Ranjan Sahoo, “Analytical investigation on cyclic response of 
buckling-restrained braces with short yielding core segments”, International Journal of Steel Structures, Vol. 16, 
No. 3, pp 1-13, 2016, DOI 10.1007/s13296-016� 
ABSTRACT: Buckling-restrained braced frames (BRBFs) are considered to be one of the efficient lateral force-
resisting systems used in buildings located in the seismically active regions. Nearly symmetric hysteretic 
response of buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) in tension and compression due to the yielding of steel core 
plates helps the BRBFs to withstand the seismic excitations without causing any extensive damage to the 
primary frame members. However, BRBFs may exhibit the excessive post-earthquake residual drift response 
due to the low axial stiffness of BRBs under the strong ground motions. A reduction in the yielding core 
segments of BRBs results in the improved elastic and post-elastic axial stiffness of BRBs which may help in 
controlling the excessive residual drift response. This study is focussed on the analytical evaluation of hysteretic 
response of BRBs of varying lengths using finite element (FE) software. The results of FE study are further 
used to evaluate the inter-story and residual drift response of a 3-story braced frame fitted with BRBs of short 
core lengths (referred as SBRBF). Nonlinear dynamic analysis results of SBRBF are compared with the 
conventional BRBF and concentrically braced frame (CBF). It is concluded that the optimum reduction in 
yielding core lengths of BRBs can improve the overall seismic response of BRBFs with a reduction in the 
residual drift response.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study on the development of high-performance finite elements for 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of frame structures with curved members. Based on the geometrically exact 
beam theory, a highly efficient and accurate mixed finite element is developed. A new approach is proposed for 
constructing the independent internal force field by including major terms satisfying equilibrium conditions in 
the deformed configuration. An element-level equilibrium iteration procedure is employed for the condensation 
of element internal degrees of freedom during the nonlinear solution. Numerical results are presented to 
demonstrate the excellent performance of the element developed, and it is shown that even when each structural 
member is modelled with just one element, accurate solutions can still be achieved.  
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ABSTRACT: In the first part of this chapter the basic algorithmic structure and performance characteristics of 
the p-version of the finite element method are surveyed with reference to elliptic problems in solid mechanics. 
For this class of problems, the theoretical basis of the p-version is fully established, and a very substantial 
amount of engineering experience covering linear and nonlinear applications is available. It is shown that p-
extensions on properly designed meshes make realization of exponential rates of convergence in practical 
computations possible and provide for the estimation and control of relative errors in terms of any quantity of 
interest. In the second part the p-version of the finite element method will be extended to a high-order fictitious 
domain approach, the finite cell method. Whereas the finite cell method inherits the advantages of the p-version 
with respect to accuracy and robustness, it relieves analysts from the necessity to generate finite element meshes. 
Thus, it strongly supports the analysis of problems with highly complicated geometry, for which meshing with 
finite elements would be very difficult. Given the growing demand for verified numerical solutions, the p-
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D. Schillinger, M. Ruess, N. Zander, Y.Bazilevs, A. Duester, and E. Rank. Small and large deformation analysis 
with the p- and B-spline versions of the Finite Cell Method. Computational Mechanics, 50(4):445–478, 2012. 
ABSTRACT: The Finite Cell Method (FCM) is an embedded domain method, which combines the fictitious 
domain approach with high-order finite elements, adaptive integration, and weak imposition of unfitted 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. For smooth problems, FCM has been shown to achieve exponential rates of 
convergence in energy norm, while its structured cell grid guarantees simple mesh generation irrespective of the 
geometric complexity involved. The present contribution first unhinges the FCM concept from a special high-
order basis. Several benchmarks of linear elasticity and a complex proximal femur bone with inhomogeneous 
material demonstrate that for small deformation analysis, FCM works equally well with basis functions of the p-
version of the finite element method or high-order B-splines. Turning to large deformation analysis, it is then 
illustrated that a straightforward geometrically nonlinear FCM formulation leads to the loss of uniqueness of the 
deformation map in the fictitious domain. Therefore, a modified FCM formulation is introduced, based on 
repeated deformation resetting, which assumes for the fictitious domain the deformation-free reference 
configuration after each Newton iteration. Numerical experiments show that this intervention allows for stable 
nonlinear FCM analysis, preserving the full range of advantages of linear elastic FCM, in particular exponential 
rates of convergence. Finally, the weak imposition of unfitted Dirichlet boundary conditions via the penalty 
method, the robustness of FCM under severe mesh distortion, and the large deformation analysis of a complex 
voxel-based metal foam are addressed.  
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“The finite cell method: a review in the context of higher-order structural analysis of CAD and image-based 
geometric models”, Arch Comput Methods Eng 22(3):391–455, 2015 
ABSTRACT: The finite cell method is an embedded domain method, which combines the fictitious 
domain approach with higher-order finite elements, adaptive integration, and weak enforcement of 
unfitted essential boundary conditions. Its core idea is to use a simple unfitted structured mesh of 
higher-order basis functions for the approximation of the solution fields, while the geometry is captured 
by means of adaptive quadrature points. This eliminates the need for boundary conforming meshes that 
require time-consuming and error-prone mesh generation procedures, and opens the door for a 
seamless integration of very complex geometric models into finite element analysis. At the same time, 
the finite cell method achieves full accuracy, i.e. optimal rates of convergence, when the mesh is 
refined, and exponential rates of convergence, when the polynomial degree is increased. Due to the 
flexibility of the quadrature based geometry approximation, the finite cell method can operate with 
almost any geometric model, ranging from boundary representations in computer aided geometric 
design to voxel representations obtained from medical imaging technologies. In this review article, we 
first provide a concise introduction to the basics of the finite cell method. We then summarize recent 
developments of the technology, with particular emphasis on the research topics in which we have been 
actively involved. These include the finite cell method with B-spline and NURBS basis functions, the 
treatment of geometric nonlinearities for large deformation analysis, the weak enforcement of boundary 
and coupling conditions, and local refinement schemes. We illustrate the capabilities and advantages of 
the finite cell method with several challenging examples, e.g. the image-based analysis of foam-like 
structures, the patient-specific analysis of a human femur bone, the analysis of volumetric structures 
based on CAD boundary representations, and the isogeometric treatment of trimmed NURBS surfaces. 
We conclude our review by briefly discussing some key aspects for the efficient implementation of the 
finite cell method.  
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ABSTRACT: A new Mixed Cubic Zigzag Theory (CZT(m) ) has been developed via the Reissner Mixed 
Variational Theorem. The assumed kinematic field postulates an in-plane displacement components piecewise 
cubic along the thickness and a smeared parabolic through-the-thickness distribution for the transverse 
displacement. The assumed transverse shear stresses profile derives from integration of the three-dimensional 
equilibrium equations whereas the normal stress pattern is assumed smeared cubic along the laminate thickness. 
The entire formulation is here developed and the governing equations derived are used to solve the bending 
problem of a rectangular simply-supported cross-ply plate subjected to a bi-sinusoidal transverse load. In order 
to assess the predictive capabilities of the CZT(m) model, results are compared with the exact three-dimensional 
elasticity solution.  
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“Nonlocal continuum mechanics formulation for axial, flexural, shear and contraction coupled wave 
propagation in single walled carbon nanotubes”, Latin American Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 9, pp 
497-513, 2012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the effect of nonlocal scaling parameter on the coupled i.e., axial, flexural, 
shear and contraction, wave propagation in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWC-NTs). The axial and 
transverse motion of SWCNT is modeled based on first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and thickness 
contraction. The governing equations are derived based on nonlocal constitutive relations and the wave 
dispersion analysis is also carried out. The studies shows that the nonlocal scale parameter introduces certain 
band gap region in all wave modes where no wave propagation occurs. This is manifested in the wavenumber 
plots as the region where the wavenumber tends to infinite or wave speed tends to zero. The frequency at which 
this phenomenon occurs is called the escape frequency. Explicit expressions are derived for cut-off and escape 
frequencies of all waves in SWCNT. It is also shown that the cut-off frequencies of shear and contraction mode 
are independent of the nonlocal scale parameter. The results provided in this article are new and are useful 
guidance for the study and design of the next generation of nanodevices that make use of the coupled wave 
propagation properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes.  
 
Vivek T. Rathod and Debiprosad Roy Mahapatra (Department of Aerospace Engineering, Indian Institute of 
Science, Bangalore 560012, India), “Optimization of a diaphragm for a micro-shock tube-based drug delivery 
method”, Bioengineering, Vol. 4, No. 24, 2017 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the design optimization of diaphragms for a micro-shock tube-based drug 
delivery device. The function of the diaphragm is to impart the required velocity and direction to the loosely 
held drug particles on the diaphragm through van der Waals interaction. The finite element model-based studies 
involved diaphragms made up of copper, brass and aluminium. The study of the influence of material and 
geometric parameters serves as a vital tool in optimizing the magnitude and direction of velocity distribution on 
the diaphragm surface. Experiments carried out using a micro-shock tube validate the final deformed shape of 
the diaphragms determined from the finite element simulation. The diaphragm yields a maximum velocity of 
335 m/s for which the maximum deviation of the velocity vector is 0.62 deg. Drug particles that travel to the 
destination target tissue are simulated using the estimated velocity distribution and angular deviation. Further, a 
theoretical model of penetration helps in the prediction of the drug particle penetration in the skin tissue like a 
target, which is found to be 0.126 mm. The design and calibration procedure of a micro-shock tube device to 
alter drug particle penetration considering the skin thickness and property are presented.  
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Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia 
“Crashworthiness design for functionally graded foam-filled thin-walled structures”, Material Science and 
Engineering A, Vol. 527, No. 7, pp 1911-1919, 2010 
ABSTRACT: Foam-filled thin-wall structures have exhibited significant advantages in light weight and high 
energy absorption and been widely applied in automotive, aerospace, transportation and defence 
industries.Unlike existing uniform foam materials, this paper introduces functionally graded foam (FGF) fillers 
to fill thin-walled structures, aiming to improve crashworthiness. In this novel structure, the foam density varies 
throughout the depth in a certain gradient. Numerical simulations showed that gradient exponential parameter m 
that controls the variation of foam density has significant effect on system crashworthiness. In this study, the 
single and multiobjective particle swarm optimization methods are used to seek for optimal gradient, where 
response surface models are established to formulate specific energy absorption and peak crushing force. The 
results yielded from the optimizations indicate that the FGF material is superior to its uniform counterparts in 
overall crashworthiness. The data has considerable implication in design of FGF materials for optimizing 
structural crashworthiness. 
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“Cyclic test of a couple steel plate shear wall substructure”, Procedia Engineering, Vol. 14, pp 582-589, 2011 
ABSTRACT: This research aimed to investigate the seismic behavior and design of the Coupled Steel Plate 
Shear Wall (C-SPSW). A prototype six-story C-SPSW building was designed based on the model building code. 
A 40% scale specimen was constructed as the bottom two-and-half-story substructure of the six-story C-SPSW 
prototype. The reduced scale sub-structural specimen was cyclically tested using the Multi-Axial Testing 
System (MATS) at the National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE). In addition to the 
cyclic lateral forces, the constant vertical loading and cyclic overturning moments were applied on the specimen 
simultaneously. The test results show that the C-SPSW specimen behaved in a ductile manner and dissipated 
significant amounts of hysteresis energy during the cyclic loadings. Finally, based on the experimental results, 
the implications in the capacity design for the bottom boundary column are discussed. A numerical simulation 
using finite element model was conducted. The analytical results quite match the overall and local experimental 
responses.  
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B. Sobhani Aragh, Aida Zeighami, Mohammad Rafiee, M.H. Yas and Magd Abdel Wahab, 3-D thermo-elastic 
solution for continuously graded isotropic and fiber-reinforced cylindrical shells resting on two-parameter 
elastic foundations. Applied Mathematical Modelling, Vol. 37, pp 6556-6576, 2013. 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the three-dimensional thermo-elastic deformation of cylindrical shells on 
two-parameter elastic foundations with continuously graded of volume fraction, subjected to thermal load. 
Suitable temperature and displacement functions that identically satisfy boundary conditions at the edges are 
used to reduce the equilibrium equations to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations with variable 
coefficients, which are solved by Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) method. Results are presented for 
two-constituent isotropic and fiber-reinforced functionally graded cylindrical shells that have a smooth variation 
of volume fractions through the radial direction. Symmetric and asymmetric volume fraction profiles are 
presented in this paper. The fast rate of convergence of the method is demonstrated and comparison studies are 
carried out to establish its very high accuracy and versatility. Effects of stiffness of the foundation and 
variations of different parameters of generalized power-law distribution on steady-state responses of the 
functionally graded cylindrical shell resting on elastic foundation are discussed. In addition, the effects of the 



FGM configuration are studied by considering the mechanical entities of different FGM fiber-reinforced 
cylindrical shells resting on elastic foundation. Some results are presented for the first time and some important 
conclusions are drawn.  
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Mohammad Rafiee, Fred Nitzsche and Michel Labrosse, “Rotating nanocomposite thin-walled beams 
undergoing large deformation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 150, pp 191-199, May 2016 
ABSTRACT: A computational model was developed to study the nonlinear steady state static response and free 
vibration of thin-walled carbon nanotubes/fiber/polymer laminated multiscale composite beams and blades. A 
set of nonlinear intrinsic equations describing the response of rotating cantilever composite beams undergoing 
large deformations was established. The main assumptions were small local strains and local rotations, large 
deflections and global rotations. Halpin–Tsai equations and fiber micromechanics were used to predict the bulk 
material properties of the multiscale nanocomposite. The carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were assumed to be 
uniformly distributed and randomly oriented through the epoxy resin matrix. Discretized by the Galerkin 
approximation, eigenvalues and vectors and nonlinear steady state static response of the nanocomposite beams 
and blades were calculated. The volume fraction of fibers, weight percentage of single-walled and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs and MWCNTs) and their aspect ratio were investigated through a detailed 
parametric study for their effects on the nonlinear response of nanotubes-reinforced moving beams. It was 
found that natural frequencies are significantly influenced by a small percentage of CNTs. It was also found that 
the SWCNTs reinforcement produces more pronounced effect in comparison with MWCNTs on the nonlinear 
steady state static response and natural frequencies of the composite beams.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear analysis of energy harvesting from piezoelectric 
functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite plates under combined thermal and mechanical 
loadings. The excitation, which derives from harmonically varying mechanical in-plane loading, results in 
parametric excitation. The governing equations of the piezoelectric functionally graded carbon nanotube 
reinforced composite plates are derived based on classical plate theory and von Ka �rma �n geometric 
nonlinearity. The material properties of the nanocomposite plate are assumed to be graded in the thickness 
direction. The single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are assumed to be aligned, straight and have a 
uniform layout. The linear buckling and vibration behavior of the nanocomposite plates is obtained in the first 
step. Then, Galerkin’s method is employed to derive the nonlinear governing equations of the problem with 
cubic nonlinearities associated with mid-plane stretching. Periodic solutions are determined by using the 
Poincare �–Lindstedt perturbation scheme with movable simply supported boundary conditions. The effects of 
temperature change, the volume fraction and the distribution pattern of the SWCNTs on the parametric 
resonance, in particular the amplitude of vibration and the average harvested power of the smart functionally 
graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite plates, are investigated through a detailed parametric study.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with non-linear dynamic stability of initially imperfect piezoelectric functionally 
graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plates under a combined thermal and electrical 
loadings and interaction of parametric and external resonance. The excitation, which derives from harmonically 
varying actuators voltage, results in both external and parametric excitation. The governing equations of the 
piezoelectric CNTRC plates are derived based on first order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT) and von 
Kármán geometric non-linearity. The material properties of FG-CNTRC plate are assumed to be graded in the 



thickness direction. The single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are assumed aligned, straight and a 
uniform layout. The linear buckling and vibration behavior of perfect and imperfect plates are obtained in the 
first step. Then, Galerkin's method is employed to derive the non-linear governing equations of the problem 
with quadratic and cubic non-linearities associated with mid-plane stretching. Periodic solutions and their 
stability are determined by using the harmonic balance method with simply supported boundary conditions. The 
effect of the applied voltage, temperature change, plate geometry, imperfection, the volume fraction and 
distribution pattern of the SWCNTs on the parametric resonance, in particular the positions and sizes of the 
instability regions of the smart CNTRC plates as well as amplitude of steady state vibration are investigated 
through a detailed parametric study.  
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the geometrically nonlinear free and forced oscillations of simply supported single 
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are analytically investigated on the basis of the Euler–Bernoulli beam 
theory. The nonlinear frequencies of SWCNTs with initial lateral displacement are discussed. Equations have 
been solved using an exact method for free vibration and multiple times scales (MTS) method for forced 
vibration and some analytical relations have been obtained for natural frequency of oscillations. The numerical 
results reveal that the nonlinear free and forced vibration of nanotubes is effected significantly by both 
surrounding elastic medium and CNT aspect ratio.  
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axially excited circular cylindrical shell considering the effects of modal coupling”, 11th International 
Conference on Vibration Problems, Z. Dimitrovova et al. (editors), Lisbon, Portugal, 9-12 September 2013 
ABSTRACT: Cylindrical shells exhibit a dense frequency spectrum, especially near the lowest frequency range. 
In addition, due to the circumferential symmetry, frequencies occur in pairs. So, in the vicinity of the lowest 
natural frequencies, several equal or nearly equal frequencies may occur, leading to a complex dynamic 
behavior. So, the aim of the present work is to investigate the dynamic behavior and stability of cylindrical 
shells under axial forcing with multiple equal or nearly equal natural frequencies. The shell is modelled using 
the Donnell nonlinear shallow shell theory and the discretized equations of motion are obtained by applying the 
Galerkin method. For this, a modal solution that takes into account the modal interaction among the relevant 
modes and the influence of their companion modes (modes with rotational symmetry) which satisfies the 
boundary and continuity conditions of the shell is derived. Special attention is given to the 1:1:1:1 internal 
resonance (four interacting modes), a problem not treated in the technical literature. Solving numerically the 
governing equations of motion and using several tools of nonlinear dynamics, a detailed parametric analysis is 
conducted to clarify the influence of the internal resonances on the bifurcations, stability boundaries, nonlinear 
vibration modes and basin of attraction of the structure.  
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Frederico Martins Alves da Silva, Roger Otavio Pires Montes, Paulo Batista Goncalves and Zenon Jose 
Guzman Nunez Del Prado, “Nonlinear vibrations of fluid-filled functionally graded cylindrical shell 
considering a time-dependent lateral load and static preload”, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers Part C Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, Vols. 203-210, May 2015 
ABSTRACT: In the recent years, functionally gradient materials (FGMs) have gained considerable attention 
with possible applications in several engineering fields, especially in a high-temperature or hazardous 
environment. In this work, the nonlinear vibrations of a simply supported fluid-filled functionally graded 
cylindrical shell subjected to a lateral time-dependent load and axial static preload are analyzed. To model the 
shell, the Donnell nonlinear shell theory is used. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible, nonviscous, and 
irrotational. A new function to describe the variation in the volume fraction of the constituent material through 
the shell thickness is proposed, extending the concept of sandwich structures to a functionally graded material. 
Material properties are graded along the shell thickness according to the proposed volume fraction power law 
distribution. A consistent reduced order model derived from a perturbation technique is used to describe the 
displacements of the shell and, the Galerkin method is applied to derive a set of coupled nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations of motion. Results show the influence of the variation of the two constituent materials 
along the shell thickness, internal fluid, static preload, and shell geometry on the natural frequencies, nonlinear 
frequency– amplitude relation, resonance curves, and bifurcation scenario of the FG cylindrical shell.  
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density method”, Proceedings of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures (IASS) 
Symposium 2010, November 8-12, 2010, Shanghai, China 
ABSTRACT: This paper explores the form finding analysis of tensioned fabric cone structures using the natural 
force density method. Results of form-finding of axisymmetric cone structures indicate an agreement with 
previous work in the subject and offer great promise in approaching non-axisymmetric cone structures in future 
research.  
 
Gellin S, and Pauletti RMO., “Necking limits of conoid membrane structures with variable stress ratio”, Proc. 
7th IASS-IACM Symposium 2012, Ibrahimbegovic A (ed.) 2012 
ABSTRACT: The problem of the equilibrium shape of a membrane structure between two coaxial rings of 
identical elliptical shape separated by a specified distance with a fixed ratio between the meridianal and 
circumferential stress is explored. The maximum separation between the rings for a given stress ratio is 
determined, as well as the associated reduction in cross-section at the mid-plane between the rings. Results are 
compared with those obtained for circular rings.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the formulations of a sliding-cable super-element and a membrane element 
capable of representing wrinkling, whose stiffness matrices are obtained through finite-differences, thus 
requiring the sole definition of force vectors. These formulations are then applied to the analysis of a large 
pneumatic membrane reinforced by cables, and the effects of adherent or sliding conditions on the system’s 
structural response are investigated.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a further investigation into the energy absorbing behaviour of axially splitting 
and curling square mild steel and aluminium tubes. Both quasi-static and dynamic tests were conducted. A 
simple quasi-static kinematic model is developed which describes all the main features of the deformation 
process. It is assumed in this model that cracks start from the four corners and propagate along the axial 
direction due to continuous fracture/tearing. The free side plates so formed by cracks roll up into four curls with 
a constant radius. Formulas for the average crush force, curl radius, and the energy absorption are achieved by 
analysing the ‘far-field’ and ‘near-tip’ deformation events and the bending moment at the crack tip. This quasi-
static model is also extended and used for dynamic cases to explore strain-rate effects in splitting square metal 
tubes. Solutions are presented and detailed comparisons are made between theoretical predictions and 
experimental results.  
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medium. Acta Mech. Sin. 24, 541–547 (2008) 
ABSTRACT: In this paper the dynamic torsional buckling of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) 
embedded in an elastic medium is studied by using a continuum mechanics model. By introducing initial 
imperfections for MWNTs and applying the preferred mode analytical method, a buckling condition is derived 
for the buckling load and associated buckling mode. In particular, explicit expressions are obtained for 
embedded double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs). Numerical results show that, for both the DWNTs and 
embedded DWNTs, the buckling form shifts from the lower buckling mode to the higher buckling mode with 
increasing the buckling load, but the buckling mode is invariable for a certain domain of the buckling load. It is 
also indicated that, the surrounding elastic medium generally has effect on the lower buckling mode of DWNTs 
only when compared with the corresponding one for individual DWNTs.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the load-carrying capacities of a circular sandwich panel with 
metallic foam core subjected to quasi-static pressure loading. The analysis is performed with a newly developed 
yield criterion for the sandwich cross section. The large deflection response is estimated by assuming a velocity 
field, which is defined based on the initial velocity field and the boundary condition. A finite element 
simulation has been performed to validate the analytical solution for the simply supported cases. Good 
agreement is found between the theoretical and finite element predictions for the load-deflection response.  
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ABSTRACT: Cellular metals with stochastic, 2D or 3D periodic microstructures can sustain large plastic 
deformation at almost constant stress. Due to such excellent energy absorption capability, cellular metals are 
very suited to be used as the core of sandwich structures, which have been applied widely to the areas of 
aerospace and aeronautical design, the automotive manufacturing, and shipbuilding, as well as the defense and 
nuclear industries. Although there is a great deal of research currently available related to the behaviour of 
sandwich structures with metallic cellular core under various loading conditions, they are widely scattered in the 
literature. This review paper brings together the latest developments in this important research area. Three types 
of cellular metals, namely metal foams, honeycombs and prismatic materials and truss and textile based lattice 
materials are considered. The responses of sandwich structure with such cores subjected to different loads, i.e. 
quasi-static/low velocity compression and indentation, ballistic impact, high speed compression and blast 
loading, are reviewed. The emphasis has been placed on their plastic deformation, failure and energy absorption 
behaviours.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper reviews some topics related to the advances and applications of structural impact 
dynamics in recent years. Dynamic behavior of structural members including tubes, beams and plates under 
axial or transverse loading, and cellular materials and sandwich structures under impact or blast loading are 
summarized here. The research methodology involves experimental studies, theoretical modeling, as well as 
numerical simulations. However, as we mainly focus on the longer time dynamic responses of structures and 
cellular materials, studies of stress wave propagation and the material’s strain-rate sensitivity are not included. 
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ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubular structures are widely used as energy absorbing devices. For conventional 
tubes subject to axial crushing, they usually exhibit a high initial peak force and large fluctuation in the load-
displacement curve. In the present study, internal braces were introduced to square and circular tubes to reduce 
the initial peak and subsequent fluctuation. Crushing test and FE simulation were performed on the internally-
braced and conventional tubes that had the same mass. Good agreement between experimental and numerical 
results was observed. It is shown that tubes with internal braces have lower initial peak and more uniform 
crushing process than the conventional ones.  
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ABSTRACT: The LS-DYNA software was employed to analyze the dynamic responses of a sandwich 
cylindrical shell system under internal blast loading. The system consisted of metallic face sheets and graded 
aluminum tubular cores with different wall thicknesses. The response of this system was also compared with 
that of conventional ungraded ones. The dynamic response of graded cylindrical shells with a series of different 
core arrangements is reported in this paper. The deformation and blast resistance of the structures were 
discussed in detail, and the optimum sandwich configuration was obtained. The core layers, which had 
thickness-tapered arrangement from the inner to the outer layer, were favorable for the energy dissipation and 
the out face-sheet deflection. Finally, two new response types were defined based on the core compression 
consequence, which is unique to sandwich structures with graded cores. 
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The 18th Conference of Automotive Safety Technology, Suzhou, China, August 2015 
ABSTRACT: Recently more attention has been paid to the energy absorption capability of novel structures 
against impact or blast loading. For conventional tubes subject to axial crushing, they usually exhibit a high 
initial peak force and large fluctuation in the load-displacement curve. This paper summarizes some recent 
studies of the behavior of several kinds of thin-walled tubes under axial compression.  
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 “Deployable prismatic structures with rigid origami patterns”, ASME Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, 
2015, doi:10.1115/1.4031953  
ABSTRACT: Rigid origami inspires new design technology in deployable structures with large deployable ratio 
due to the property of flat foldability. In this paper we present a general kinematic model of rigid origami 
pattern and obtain a family of deployable prismatic structures. Basically, a 4-crease vertex rigid origami pattern 
can be presented as a spherical 4R linkage, and the multi-vertex patterns are the assemblies of spherical linkages. 
Thus, this prismatic origami structure is modelled as a closed loop of spherical 4R linkages, which includes all 
the possible prismatic deployable structures consisting of quadrilateral facets and 4-crease vertices. By solving 
the compatibility of the kinematic model, a new group of 2n-sided deployable prismatic structures with plane 
symmetric intersections is derived with multilayer, straight and curvy variations. The general design method for 
the 2n-sided multilayer deployable prismatic structures is proposed. All the deployable structures constructed 
with this method have one single degree of freedom, can be deployed and folded without stretching or twisting 
the facets, and have the compactly flat-folded configuration, which makes it have great potential in engineering 
applications.  
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Shiqiang Li, Xin Li, Zhihua Wang, Guiyang Wu, Guoxing Lu and Longmao Zhao, “Finite element analysis of 
sandwich panels with stepwise graded aluminum honeycomb cores under blast loading”, Composites: Part A, 
Vol. 80, pp 1-12, 2016 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents details and brief results of an experimental investigation on the response of 
metallic sandwich panels with stepwise graded aluminum honeycomb cores under blast loading. Based on the 
experiments, corresponding finite element simulations have been undertaken using the LS-DYNA software. It is 
observed that the core compression stage was coupled with the fluid–structure interaction stage, and the 
compression of the core layer decreased from the central to the peripheral zone. The blast resistance capability 
of sandwich panels was moderately sensitive to the core relative density and graded distribution. For the graded 
panels with relative density descending core arrangement, the core plastic energy dissipation and the transmitted 
force attenuation were larger than that of the ungraded ones under the same loading condition. The graded 
sandwich panels, especially for relative density descending core arrangement, would display a better blast 
resistance than the ungraded ones at a specific loading region.  
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M. Jabbari, M. Rezaei, A. Mojahedin and M.R. Eslami, “Mechanical buckling of FG saturated porous 
rectangular plate under temperature field”, Iranian Journal of Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 17, No. 1, March 
2016 
ABSTRACT: In this study buckling analysis of solid rectangular plate made of porous material in undrained 
condition is investigated. The mechanical properties of plate are assumed to vary through the thickness direction. 
Distributing of the pores through the plate thickness are assumed to be the nonlinear nonsymmetric, nonlinear 
symmetric, and monotonous distribution. The effect of pores and pores distribution on critical buckling load of 
porous plate are studied. Effect of fluid compressibility on critical buckling load is investigated in the undrained 
condition. Also, effect of temperature on fluid compressibility for symmetric porous material plate, choosing a 
linear function, is examined. The results obtained for porous plates are verified with the known data in literature.  
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square carbon bre reinforced plastic (CFRP) tubes, Key Eng. Mater. 725 (2016) 82–87. 
ABSTRACT: In this study, hollow square carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) tubes and aluminium sheet 
wrapped CFRP tubes have been axially crushed at a quasi-static loading velocity of 0.05 mm/s. A specially 
designed and manufactured platen with four cutting blades was used to cut and crush these two tubular 
structures. The four cutting blades had height of 5 mm and width of 3 mm with round tip to reduce the initial 
peak force and achieve a stable crushing deformation mode. Notches at one end of each tube were utilized to 
control the location of initial failure. The crashworthiness characteristics of hollow CFRP tubes and aluminium 
sheet wrapped CFRP tubes with notches that crushed by the platen with cutting blades were compared with 
those of tubes that crushed by a flat platen. Experimental results showed that using the platen with blades to 
crush the specimens with notches exhibited more stable deformation mode than the specimens without notches. 
Mean crushing force, energy absorption and specific energy absorption (SEA) increased when CFRP was 
wrapped with aluminium sheet and crushed by the platen with blades. The increase of average value of mean 
crushing force, energy absorption and specific energy absorption of aluminium sheet wrapped CFRP tube and 
crushed by the platen with blades are 16.5%, 17.3% and 5% respectively more than those for hollow tubes that 
crushed by a flat platen.  
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ABSTRACT: The mechanical behavior of aluminum hexagonal honeycombs subjected to out-of-plane dynamic 
indentation and compression loads has been investigated numerically using ANSYS/ LS-DYNA in this paper. 



The finite element (FE) models have been verified by previous experimental results in terms of deformation 
pattern, stress-strain curve, and energy dissipation. The verified FE models have then been used in 
comprehensive numerical analysis of different aluminum honeycombs. Plateau stress, σpl, and dissipated 
energy (EI for indentation and EC for compression) have been calculated at different strain rates ranging from 
102 to 104 s-1. The effects of strain rate and t/l ratio on the plateau stress, dissipated energy, and tearing energy 
have been discussed. An empirical formula is proposed to describe the relationship between the tearing energy 
per unit fracture area, relative density, and strain rate for honeycombs. Moreover, it has been found that a 
generic formula can be used to describe the relationship between tearing energy per unit fracture area and 
relative density for both aluminum honeycombs and foams.  
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“Large deformation on an auxetic structure in tension: Experiments and finite element analysis”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. xxx, pp xxx-xxx, 2017 (in press) 
ABSTRACT: The present paper reports on the post-yield behaviors of an auxetic structure, honeycomb with 
representative re-entrant topology. Specimens were made of stainless steel and polymer, respectively. Quasi-
static uniaxial tensile tests were conducted in the two principal directions, followed by simulations using the 
commercial code – ABAQUS 6.11-2. The deformation, tensile stress-strain curves and Poisson’s ratio were of 
interest. A good agreement was observed between the numerical simulations and the experimental results. 
Subsequently, the effect of cell wall thickness and initial cell angle was studied by means of finite element 
analysis. An analytical equation was also given for the yield stress of such materials under tension.  
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structures subjected to impulsive and impact loadings”, Advances in Structural Engineering, Vol. 21, No. 8, pp 
1134-1147, June 2018, https://doi.org/10.1177/1369433217729517 
ABSTRACT: Monolithic and sandwich structures have been widely used as energy absorption structures in 
military and civil engineering. This article reviews theoretical analyses of monolithic beams and plates 
subjected to static loading, impulsive loading and impact by a mass systematically. Experimental data collected 
from the literatures are compared with these theoretical results. In addition, the critical impulses for the failure 
of the monolithic structures are also reviewed. Furthermore, sandwich structures under quasi-static, low-
velocity impact, high-velocity impact and blast loading, as well as their failure modes, are also summarized. 
The research methodology involves experimental investigations, theoretical analyses and numerical simulations. 
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“Quasi-static combined compression-shear crushing of honeycombs: An experimental study”, Materials and 
Design, Vol. 167, 107632, 2019 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical behavior of aluminum honeycombs subjected to quasi-static combined 
compression-shear loading was experimentally investigated. Two different deformation patterns were observed, 
deforming cell walls non-inclined (Mode I) and inclined (Mode II) respectively. For the first time, normal and 
shear forces of honeycombs deforming in Mode II were measured directly using a tri-axial load cell. It was 
found that the shear force behavior was very different for Modes I and II, with a negative shear force being 
observed for Mode II, which was not previously reported. Three aluminum hexagonal honeycombs with 
different cell configurations (cell size and wall thickness) were tested at two loading velocities of 5 × 10−4 and 
5 × 10−3 m/s, three loading angles of 15°, 30° and 45°, in the two plane orientations, respectively. The effects 
of loading velocity, loading angle and loading plane were discussed in detail. An empirical model specifically 
revealing the effect of loading angle on normal plateau stress was proposed. Initial yield surface was estimated 
and was found to take the form of an ellipse envelop in the stress space.  
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A. Ashab, Y.C. Wong, G. Lu, D. Ruan, Indentation tests of aluminium honeycombs, Journal of Physics: 
Conference Series, vol. 451, no. 1, IOP Publishing 2013, p. 012003. 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium honeycomb is a type of cellular material which has high strength to weigh ratio and is 
a good energy absorber. They are used as structural components in various engineering applications. 
Comprehensive study has been conducted on the compressive behavior of aluminium honeycombs. However, 
the research of aluminium honeycombs subjected to other type of loading, such as indentation, is still limited. In 
this paper, quasi-static and dynamic indentation tests were conducted to study the deformation and energy 
absorption of three types of HEXCELL aluminium honeycombs with different cell sizes and cell wall 
thicknesses. Quasi-static tests were conducted by using a universal MTS machine at velocities of 0.05 mm/s, 0.5 
mm/s and 5 mm/s, respectively. Dynamic tests were conducted by using a high speed INSTRON machine at a 
velocity of 5 m/s. Force-displacement curves were plotted in which the total energy absorbed was calculated. 
The deformation of aluminium honeycombs in indentation tests includes the compression of honeycomb cells 
under the indenter and tearing of honeycomb cell walls along the indenter edges. The energy dissipated in 
compression and tearing were calculated and discussed. The effects of cell size, cell wall thickness and loading 
velocity or strain rate on the plateau stress and energy absorption were analyzed.  
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S.M. Bauer, S.V. Kashtanova, N.F. Morozov and B.N. Semenov, “Stability of a nanoscale-thickness plate 
weakened by a circular hole”, Doklady Physics, Vol. 59, No. 9, pp 416-418, 2014,  
DOI: 10.1134/S1028335814090043  
Partial Introduction: The problem on the stability of thin plates with a hole under tension at the macrolevel was 
considered previously in [1–3]. The plates lose stability because of the formation of zones of compressing 
stresses near the edges of holes. When calculating the deformation, stability, and failure of nanoscale objects, it 
is necessary also to take into account the surface effect. With decreasing geometrical sizes, the influence of this 
effect increases. The local loss of stability of a plate with circular nanohole under uniaxial tension was 
considered by A.O. Bochkarev and M.A. Grekov [4]. In this case, the surface stresses on the circular hole 
boundary, which define more exactly the known solution of the Kirsch problem for small hole sizes, were taken 
into account in the subcritical state. It is noted that taking into account the surface stresses at the hole edge 
results in a loss of stability of the plate under a smaller load than in the classical formulation. The value of the 
load decreases by 5–7%.  
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Zhihua Wang, Shiqiang Li, Genwei Wang, Guoyun Lu and Longmao Zhao, “The dynamic behavior of 
sandwich plate with layered graded metallic honeycomb cores”, Proceedings of the ASME 2016 35th 
International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering (OMAE2016), June 19-24, 2016, Busan, 
Korea 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich cellular structure, associated with more excellent mechanical properties and physical 
characteristic, such as, panel ductility and high core compressibility, is widely used in aerospace, transportation, 
military equipment and civil infrastructure. Due to the special compression properties of functional graded cores, 
the graded sandwich structure presented more excellent impact resistance than the ungraded sandwich.  
This article presents the results of experimental, numerical investigation into the failure mode and dynamic 
plastic response of layered graded sandwich plate with layered honeycomb cores to air blast loading. The core 
arrangements (different core density) effects on the structure’s deformation behavior, energy absorption and 
impact resistance were mainly discussed. Three typical failure modes can be observed, that was, local 
deformation, global bending and penetration failure. Under specific loading conditions, the graded sandwich 
had more excellent impact resistant and energy absorption ratio, especially for the density-decreased core 
arrangement sandwich.  
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metallic sandwich panels under projectile impact”, Journal of Sandwich Structures & Materials, Vol. 19, No. 5, 
pp 572-594, September 2017, https://doi.org/10.1177/1099636215626596 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of circular sandwich panels with aluminium honeycomb and corrugated 
cores under projectile impact was investigated experimentally and numerically. Impulse loaded on the panel 
was controlled by projectile launching velocity and the deformation process of sandwich panels was recorded 
by a high-speed camera in the experiments. Typical deformation/failure modes of face-sheets and cores were 
obtained and analysed. The back face-sheet deflections and strain histories of face-sheets were measured and 
discussed. A parametric study was conducted by LS-DYNA 3D to analyse the effect of geometrical 
configuration on energy absorption mechanism and back face-sheet permanent deflection of circular sandwich 



panels. The results indicated that the impact resistance of the structure was sensitive to geometrical 
configuration. Increasing face-sheet thickness and core relative density significantly improved sandwich 
structure impact resistance. Increasing foil thickness improved the panel impact resistance more efficiently than 
decreasing wall side length. The results have important reference value to guide engineering application of the 
sandwich structure subjected to impact loading. 
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S.M. Bauer, S.V. Kashtanova, N.F. Morozov and B.N. Semenov, “Stability loss in an infinite plate with a 
circular inclusion under uniaxial tension”, Vestnik St. Petersburg University, Mathematics, 2017, Vol. 50, No. 2, 



pp. 161–165.� 
ABSTRACT: Loss of stability under uniaxial tension in an infinite plate with a circular inclusion made of 
another material is analyzed. The influence exerted by the elastic modulus of the inclusion on the critical load is 
examined. The minimum eigenvalue corresponding to the first critical load is found by applying the variational 
principle. The computations are performed in Maple and are compared with results obtained with the finite 
element method in ANSYS 13.1. The computations show that the instability modes are different when the 
inclusion is softer than the plate and when the inclusion is stiffer than the plate. As the Young’s modulus of the 
inclusion approaches that of the plate, the critical load increases substantially. When these moduli coincide, 
stability loss is not possible.  
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M.N. Rao, R. Schmidt and K.-U. Schroeder, “Finite rotation FE-simulation and active vibration control of smart 
composite laminated structures”, Computational Mechanics, in press, 2015, DOI 10.1007/s00466-015-1132-7  
ABSTRACT: The present article focuses on the nonlinear finite element simulation and control of large 
amplitude vibrations of smart piezolaminated composite structures. Full geometrically nonlinear finite rotation 
strain–displacement relations and Reissner–Mindlin first-order shear deformation hypothesis to include the 
transverse shear effects are considered to derive the variational formulation. A quadratic variation of electric 
potential is assumed in transverse direction. An assumed natural strain method for the shear strains, an enhanced 
assumed strain method for the membrane strains and an enhanced assumed gradient method for the electric field 
is incorporated to improve the behavior of a four-node shell element. Numerical simulations presented in this 
article show the accurate prediction capabilities of the proposed method, especially for structures undergoing 
finite deformations and rotations, in comparison to the results obtained by simplified nonlinear models available 
in references and also with those obtained by using the C3D20RE solid element for piezoelectric layers in the 
Abaqus code.  
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D. Shi, H. Zhang, Q. Wang, and S. Zha, “Free and Forced Vibration of the Moderately Thick Laminated 
Composite Rectangular Plate on Various Elastic Winkler and Pasternak Foundations,” Shock and Vibration, vol. 
2017, pp. 1–23, 2017 
ABSTRACT: An improved Fourier series method (IFSM) is applied to study the free and forced vibration 
characteristics of the moderately thick laminated composite rectangular plates on the elastic Winkler or 
Pasternak foundations which have elastic uniform supports and multipoints supports. The formulation is based 
on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and combined with artificial virtual spring technology and 
the plate-foundation interaction by establishing the two-parameter foundation model. Under the framework of 
this paper, the displacement and rotation functions are expressed as a double Fourier cosine series and two 



supplementary functions which have no relations to boundary conditions. The Rayleigh-Ritz technique is 
applied to solve all the series expansion coeffcients. The accuracy of the results obtained by the present method 
is validated by being compared with the results of literatures and Finite Element Method (FEM). In this paper, 
some results are obtained by analyzing the varying parameters, such as different boundary conditions, the 
number of layers and points, the spring stiffness parameters, and foundation parameters, which can provide a 
benchmark for the future research.  
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Dongyan Shi, Yunke Zhao, Qingshan Wang, Xiaoyan Teng and Fuzhen Pang, “A unified spectro-geometric-
Ritz method for vibration analysis of open and closed shells with arbitrary boundary conditions”, Shock and 
Vibration, Vol. 2016, Article ID 4097123, 30 pages, Hindawi Publishing Corp. 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents free vibration analysis of open and closed shells with arbitrary boundary 
conditions using a spectro-geometric-Ritz method. In this method, regardless of the boundary conditions, each 
of the displacement components of open and closed shells is represented simultaneously as a standard Fourier 
cosine series and several auxiliary functions. The auxiliary functions are introduced to accelerate the 
convergence of the series expansion and eliminate all the relevant discontinuities with the displacement and its 
derivatives at the boundaries. The boundary conditions are modeled using the spring stiffness technique. All the 
expansion coefficients are treated equally and independently as the generalized coordinates and determined 
using Rayleigh-Ritz method. By using this method, a unified vibration analysis model for the open and closed 
shells with arbitrary boundary conditions can be established without the need of changing either the equations 
of motion or the expression of the displacement components. The reliability and accuracy of the proposed 
method are validated with the FEM results and those from the literature.  
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Fessal Kpeky, Farid Abed-Meraim and El Mostafa Daya, “New linear and quadratic prismatic piezoelectric 
solid-shell finite elements”, Applied Mathematics and Computation, April 18, 2017 (in press), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.amc.2017.03.050 
ABSTRACT: In this work, we propose two prismatic piezoelectric solid–shell elements based on fully three-
dimensional kinematics. For this purpose, we perform electromechanical coupling, which consists in adding an 
electrical degree of freedom to each node of the purely mechanics-based versions of these elements. To increase 



efficiency, these geometrically three-dimensional elements are provided with some desirable shell features, such 
as a special direction, designated as the thickness, along which the integration points are located, while adopting 
a reduced integration rule in the other directions. To assess the performance of the proposed piezoelectric solid–
shell elements, a variety of benchmark tests, both in static and vibration analysis, have been performed on 
multilayer structures ranging from simple beams to more complex structures involving geometric nonlinearities. 
Compared to conventional finite elements with the same kinematics, the evaluation results allow highlighting 
the higher performance of the newly developed solid–shell technology.  
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M. Mohammadi, A. Moradi, M. Ghayour and A. Farajpour, “Exact solution for thermo-mechanical vibration of 
orthotropic mono-layer graphene sheet embedded in an elastic medium”, Latin American Journal of Solids and 
Structures”, Vol. 11, pp 437-458, 2014 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effect of the temperature change on the vibration frequency of mono-layer 
graphene sheet embedded in an elastic medium are studied. Using the nonlocal elasticity theory, the governing 
equations are derived for single-layered graphene sheets. Using Levy and Navier solutions, analytical frequency 
equations for single-layered graphene sheets are obtained. Using Levy solution, the frequency equation and 
mode shapes of orthotropic rectangular nanoplate are considered for three cases of boundary conditions. The 
obtained results are subsequently compared with valid result reported in the literature. The effects of the small 
scale, temperature change, different boundary conditions, Winkler and Pasternak foundations, material 
properties and aspect ratios on natural frequencies are investigated. It has been shown that the non-dimensional 
frequency decreases with increasing temperature change. The present analysis results can be used for the design 
of the next generation of nanodevices that make use of the thermal vibration properties of the nanoplates.  
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Vel, S.S., Caccese, V., Zhao, H.: Elastic coupling effects in tapered sandwich panels with laminated anisotropic 
composite facings. J. Compos. Mater. 39, No. 24, 2161–2183 (2005) 
ABSTRACT: A newly developed theory for the analysis of tapered sandwich panels with laminated anisotropic 
facings is presented. Unlike sandwich panels of uniform depth, the response of tapered sandwich panels is 
counterintuitive. For example, prior studies have demonstrated that a tapered cantilever sandwich beam having 
constant dimensions at the clamped edge and subjected to a tip load has an optimum taper angle where the tip 
deflection is a minimum. The decrease in tip deflection with increasing taper angle, despite the reduction in core 
thickness, is due to the participation of the facings in resisting transverse shear loads. In the present work, we 
systematically develop a tapered sandwich theory that is simple to use, yet accurately predicts the stresses and 
deflection of both symmetric and nonsymmetric tapered sections. A novel feature of the analytical model is that 
the elastic rigidities of tapered sandwich composites are expressed in terms of the familiar A, B, and D matrices 
that are widely used to analyze the response of laminated plates and sandwich beams of uniform depth. It is 
shown that the stiffness matrix for a tapered sandwich member exhibits a total of 12 elastic couplings that are 
absent in sandwich beams of uniform depth. The analytical model predicts large interlaminar shear and normal 
stresses near the root of the tapered sandwich beam, which can cause delamination failure between the facings 
and the core. Numerical results obtained using the tapered sandwich theory and two-dimensional finite element 
models are in good agreement for several case studies.  
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Savas Evran, “Critical buckling load analysis of layered functionally graded shell structures”, Dokuz Eylul 
University – Faculty of Engineering, Journal of Science and Engineering, Vol. 20, No. 59, May 2018, 
DOI: 10.21205/deufmd. 2018205946  
ABSTRACT: In this study, critical buckling load analysis for first mode of layered functionally graded shell 
structures made of silicon nitride (Si3N4)/stainless steel (SUS304) systems is studied. The shell structures are 
considered as three layers and the layer positions are carried out according to L9 (33) orthogonal array. The 
mechanical properties of the layers are calculated according to a simple rule of mixture of composite materials. 
The mechanical properties of the layers is assumed to be control factors. Optimum layer levels are obtained 
using signal to noise (S/N) analysis. Significant layers and their percent contributions on the results are detected 
using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Maximum buckling load value is carried out based on different 
arrangements of optimum layer levels.  
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Medhanye B. Tekleab, “Buckling of thin-walled cylindrical and conical metal tanks: Analysis, test evaluation 
and design”, Ph.D. dissertation, Civil Engineering Sciences, Graz University of Technology, 2009 
ABSTRACT: This work researches the stability of cylindrical and conical thin-walled tank shells from the basic 
level in view of both analysis and previous test results. Detailed discussions on failure modes, numerical 
simulations and re-investigation of test results have been made. The axisymmetric elastic-plastic buckling 
phenomena, buckling modes and strengths of meridionally compressed and internally pressurized perfect and 
imperfect cylindrical and conical shells have been investigated in detail. The effects of imperfection wavelength, 
location along the meridian, orientation, and amplitude of sinusoidal & local imperfections have been 
thoroughly studied. The worst possible combined effect of an edge restraint and an imperfection in destabilizing 
such shells has also been discussed. All results are represented and interpreted in such a way that they can easily 
be understood and used for design purposes. Simplified expressions are obtained for the prediction of 
axisymmetric elastic-plastic buckling strength of general thin-walled cylindrical and conical shells under the 
mentioned loading situations. Design recommendations have been proposed. Comparisons with and critical 
review of few previous research works have as well been thoroughly carried out.  
Detailed investigation of the numerous Gent laboratory test results (obtained about 30 years ago at the 
Laboratory of Model Testing at Gent University, Belgium) on liquid-filled conical shells, shortly called LFC, 
that have been made in response to a structural disaster in Belgium along with detailed discussions, 
explanations, and conclusions have been done. Previous LFC-related research works on nonlinear simulation of 
liquid-filled conical shells with and without geometric imperfections have as well been discussed and few cases 
have been re-examined for confirmation and further studying purposes. Relevant explanations and conclusions 
have been given to the outcomes of those works. Moreover, the Belgium (1972) and Canada (1990) steel water 
tower failure cases have been carefully examined to check and compare their elastic buckling strengths with the 
applied loads during failure; and to check for any possible roles played by plasticity effects during the collapse. 
Previous research works related to the collapse of the water towers have also been discussed. The notion of a 
“corresponding cylinder” of a liquid-filled conical shell has been introduced which behaves in exactly the same 
way as the LFC. Detailed and comprehensive investigation of this “corresponding cylinder” was then made with 
the simple outcome that the liquid-filled cone behaves like a “wet cylinder”, i.e. with respect to its axisymmetric 
deformation and buckling behavior.  
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Atteshamuddin S. Sayyad and Yuwaraj M. Ghugal, “On the free vibration of angle-ply laminated composite and 
soft core sandwich plates”, Journal of Sandwich Structures & Materials, Vol. 19, No. 6, pp 679-711, November 
2017, https://doi.org/10.1177/1099636216639000 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, a simple four-variable trigonometric shear deformation theory considering 
the effects of transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia is evaluated for the free vibration analysis of 
antisymmetric laminated composite and soft core sandwich plates. The theory is displacement-based equivalent 
single-layer theory in which the in-plane displacements use trigonometric function in terms of thickness 
coordinate, for calculating out-of-plane shearing strains. The number of unknown variables involved in the 
present theory is only four as against five or more than five in case of other higher order theories. The equations 
of motion are obtained using the principle of virtual work. A closed-form solution for equations of motion is 
obtained using the Navier’s solution technique. The effects of side-to-thickness ratio, modular ratio and fibre 
angle are critically assessed for several problems of laminated composite and sandwich plates. The natural 
frequencies obtained by using present theory are verified by comparing the results with those of other theories 
and exact elasticity solution wherever applicable. 
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“Bending, buckling and free vibration of laminated composite and sandwich beams: A critical review of 
literature”, Composite Structures, Vol. 171, pp 486-504, July 2017, 
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ABSTRACT: Laminated composite and sandwich structures are lightweight structures that can be found in 
many diverse applications especially civil, mechanical and aerospace engineering. The rapid increase in the 
industrial use of these structures has necessitated the development of new theories that suitable for the bending, 
buckling and vibration analysis of composite structures. Many review articles are reported in the literature on 
laminated composite plates and shells in the last few decades. But, in the whole variety of literature very few 
review articles are available exclusively on laminated composite and sandwich beams. In this article, a critical 
review of literature on bending, buckling and free vibration analysis of shear deformable isotropic, laminated 
composite and sandwich beams based on equivalent single layer theories, layerwise theories, zig-zag theories 
and exact elasticity solution is presented. In addition to this, literature on finite element modeling of laminated 
and sandwich beams based on classical and refined theories is also reviewed. Finally, displacement fields of 
various equivalent single layer and layerwise theories are summarized in the present study for the reference of 
researchers in this area. This article cites 515 references and highlights, the possible scope for the future 
research on laminated composite and sandwich beams. 
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FL 33431-0991), “JP Den Hartog about SP Timoshenko: Fifty years later”, Mathematics and Mechanicx of 



Solids, pp 1-8, 2018, DOI: 10.1177/1081286518792959  
ABSTRACT: This study is devoted to Jacob Pieter Den Hartog’s views about Stephen Prokopovych 
Timoshenko. Both were outstanding contributors to the mechanics-based design of structures and machines. 
Additionally, both were refugees, who were running from hardships in their own countries. Den Hartog ran 
away from economic hardships that befell the Netherlands after World War I. Timoshenko escaped two Russian 
revolutions that took place in 1917, in addition to the takeover of Kiev by several armies, including foreign ones, 
and imminent Soviet rule in Ukraine. Their destinies led them to meet at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
in the USA. This study reviews two prime documents associated with their interaction. The first document is the 
newly discovered letter sent by Den Hartog to Timoshenko half a century ago, specifically, on the occasion of 
the latter’s 90th birthday in 1968. The second document is the review of the book As I Remember by SP 
Timoshenko that Den Hartog published in Science magazine, also in 1968. A complex interrelationship emerges 
between these two scientists. On the one hand, there is a tremendous appreciation felt by Den Hartog toward 
Timoshenko; on the other hand, one clearly observes Den Hartog’s disapproval of Timoshenko’s ingratitude to 
the USA, as expressed in Timoshenko’s autobiography, in numerous passages.  
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the buckling of functionally graded (FG) nanoporous metal foam nanoplates is 
investigated by combining the refined plate theory with the non-local elasticity theory. The refined plate theory 
takes into account transverse shear strains which vary quadratically through the thickness without considering 
the shear correction factor. Based on Eringen’s non-local differential constitutive relations, the equations of 
motion are derived from Hamilton’s principle. The analytical solutions for the buckling of FG nanoporous metal 
foam nanoplates are obtained via Navier’s method. Moreover, the effects of porosity distributions, porosity 
coefficient, small scale parameter, axial compression ratio, mode number, aspect ratio and length-to-thickness 
ratio on the buckling loads are discussed. In order to verify the validity of present analysis, the analytical results 
have been compared with other previous studies. 
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ABSTRACT: Sandwich beams and plates made of functionally graded materials are widely used in many 



engineering industries. Therefore, several modeling techniques and solution methods have been proposed by 
many researchers for the accurate analysis of functionally graded sandwich structures. This article focuses on 
the review of research on modeling and analysis of functionally graded sandwich beams using elasticity theory, 
analytical methods, and numerical methods based on classical and refined shear deformation theories. This 
article cites 250 references and includes the important suggestions for the future research in the area of analysis 
of functionally graded sandwich beams.  
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University of Toulouse, CNRS, France), “Damage Mechanics Modelling of the shear nonlinear behavior of 
Nomex honeycomb core. Application to sandwich beams”, Mechanics of Advanced Materials and Structures, in 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, a modelling strategy based on damage mechanics is presented for Nomex 
honeycomb core. The proposed approach is based on the experimental analysis presented by the authors in [1] 
and consists of the decoupled modelling of the buckling and collapse of cells for the HRH-78 Nomex 
honeycomb core with two damage parameters. The proposed approach shows good agreement with the 
experimental tests. The computational cost is low, proving the efficacy of this technique. This strategy may 
avoid using full 3D models that mimic the real shape and is a step toward a full compression/shear nonlinear 
model for honeycomb core.  
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the shear nonlinear behaviour of Nomex honeycomb core: Application to insert sizing”. Composite Structures, 
Elsevier, 2018, vol. 193, pp. 121-139.  
ABSTRACT: This work is a contribution to the understanding of the nonlinear shear behaviour caused by cell 
postbuckling in Nomex honeycomb cores. First, an experimental benchmark study was made of different 
designs for the shear testing of honeycomb cores. Then, several test specimens were fabricated and tested, a 3D 
DIC system being used to measure and record the displacements. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was also 
used to identify the onset of bucking and collapse of the cells. The influence of the overall boundary conditions 
of shear tests on the buckling of the cells is presented both experimentally and numerically. The reversibility 
and test procedure results suggest that it may be possible to allow the shear strength to be increased by up to 
35% under certain conditions.  
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“A moving Kriging meshfree method with naturally stabilized nodal integration for analysis of functionally 
graded material sandwich plates”, Acta Mechanica, March 2018, DOI: 10.1007/s00707-018-2156-9 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a moving Kriging meshfree method based on a naturally stabilized nodal 
integration (NSNI) for bending, free vibration and buckling analyses of isotropic and sandwich functionally 
graded (FG) plates within the framework of higher order shear deformation theories. A key feature of present 
formulation is to develop a NSNI technique for the moving Kriging meshfree method. Using this scheme, the 
strains are directly evaluated at the same nodes as the direct nodal integration (DNI). Importantly, the 
computational approach alleviates instability solutions in the DNI and decreases significantly computational 
cost from using the traditional high-order Gauss quadrature. Being different from the stabilized conforming 
nodal integration (SCNI) scheme which uses the divergence theorem to evaluate the strains by boundary 
integrations, the NSNI adopts a naturally implicit gradient expansion. The NSNI is then integrated into the 
Galerkin weak form for deriving the discrete system equations. Due to satisfying Kronecker delta function 
property of moving Kriging integration (MKI) shape function, the enforcement of essential boundary conditions 
in the present method is similar to the finite element method. Through numerical examples, the effects of 
geometries, stiffness ratios, volume fraction and boundary conditions are studied to prove the efficiency of the 
present approach.  
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Andreas Apostolatos, Isogeometric analysis of thin-walled structures on multipatch surfaces in fluid-structure 
interaction”, PhD Thesis, Technical University of Munich, 2018 
ABSTRACT: In this thesis, the Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) of thin-walled structures modelled by trimmed 
Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) multipatches and its application to partitioned Fluid-Structure 
Interaction (FSI) is detailed. The structural analysis spans from linear two-dimensional elasticity up to three-
dimensional geometrically non-linear membrane and Kirchhoff-Love shell analysis. IGA is a modern numerical 
method for solving Boundary Value Problems (BVPs) which in contrast to the standard Finite Element Method 
(FEM) uses the exact geometric description of the problem. In the present work, special emphasis is put on the 
continuity of the solution between trimmed NURBS multipatch surfaces which are standard in Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD). In this way, no effort is spent in preparing the analysis model as opposed to meshing in standard 
FEM and smoother approximations of the unknown fields are enabled. The latter is critical for the 
approximation of problems with high variational index such as the Kirchhoff-Love shell problem. Additionally, 
surface coupled multi-physics problems such as FSI especially benefit from the smoothness of the solution 
provided by isogeometric structural analysis. Accordingly, Penalty, Lagrange Multipliers and Nitsche-type 
methods are detailed and elaborated for the multipatch coupling and the application of weak Dirichlet boundary 
conditions on such structural models. FSI simulation is of high importance for the prediction of the mutual 
interaction between a fluid flow and a flexible structure. Typically, the fluid and the structural problems are 
solved separately while the coupling conditions are satisfied in an iterative manner along their common 
interface. In this way, the independent use of suitable methods for the discretization of each physical field is 
enabled. To exploit the benefits of isogeometric structural analysis on multipatches in FSI, a novel isogeometric 
mortar-based mapping method for real world CAD geometries is elaborated and detailed. Accordingly, field 
transformations between low order discretized fluid surfaces and trimmed multipatch NURBS representations 
of the structural surfaces are enabled in order to satisfy the interface constraints. The thesis is complemented 
with numerical examples in a sequence of increasing complexity, thus extending isogeometric analysis of thin-
walled structures on multipatch surfaces to multiphysics problems of the fluid-structure interaction type.  
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A.V. Shatov, A.E. Burov and A.V. Lopatin (Institute of Computational Technologies SB RAS, 630090 
Novosibirsk, Russia), “Buckling of composite sandwich cylindrical shell with lattice anisogrid core under 
hydrostatic pressure”, Journal of Physics: Conference Series, Vol. 1546, Article ID 012139, 2020, 
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/1546/1/012139  
ABSTRACT: Anisogrid structural elements offer significant advantages over conventional stringer-stiffened 
analogues due to an exceptional strength and stiffness of unidirectional composite ribs, which are used as the 
main load-bearing elements. The paper presents a numerical solution for buckling of a sandwich cylindrical 
shell with composite lattice core loaded with hydrostatic pressure. To model the buckling of the shell, the finite 
element method is used. A parametric analysis on the effect of the number of helical ribs and the orientation 
angle on the critical hydrostatic pressure is performed. It is revealed that the local, global or coupled buckling 
modes can be realized in the buckled shell depending on the geometric parameters of the lattice core structure. 
The parameters at which the shell provides the maximum mass efficiency are determined.  
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S.A. Ahmadi, M.H. Pashaei and R.-A. Jafari-Talookolaei, “Buckling analysis of sandwich orthotropic 
cylindrical shells by considering the geometrical imperfection in face sheets”, Applied and Computational 
Mechanics, Vol. 13, pp 5-20, 2019, 
ABSTRACT: A three dimensional analysis for the buckling behavior of a sandwich orthotropic thick cylindrical 
shell under uniform lateral pressure has been presented. It is assumed that both ends of the shell have the simply 
supported conditions and the face sheets have an axisymmetric initial geometrical imperfection in the axial 
direction. The governing differential equations are derived based on the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor 
and are reduced to a homogenous linear system of equations using differential quadrature method (DQM). The 
buckling pressures have been calculated for the shell with isotropic core and orthotropic face sheets with 0-
degree orientation with respect to the hoop direction. Moreover, buckling pressure reduction parameter has been 
defined and computed for different imperfection parameters of face sheets and geometrical properties of 
sandwich shells. The results obtained in the present work are compared with finite element solutions and results 
reported in the literature and very good agreements have been observed. It is shown that the imperfections have 
higher effects on the buckling load of thick shells than thin ones. Likewise, it is found that the present method 
can capture the various geometrical imperfections observed during the manufacturing process or service life.  
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S.M. Ghumare and A.S. Sayyad, “Analytical solutions for the hygro-thermo-mechanical bending of FG beams 
using a new fifth order shear�and normal deformation theory”, Applied and Computational Mechanics Vol. 14, 
pp 5-30, 2020  
ABSTRACT: A new analytical solution is presented for functionally graded (FG) beams to investigate the 
bending behaviour under the hygro-thermo-mechanical loading using a new fifth order shear and normal 
deformation theory (FOSNDT). The material properties of the FG beam are varied along the thickness direction 
according to the power law index. In the present theory, a polynomial shape function is expanded up to fifth-
order in terms of thickness coordinate to consider the effects of transverse shear and normal deformations. The 
present theory is free from the shear correction factor. Using the Navier’s solution technique the closed-form 
solution is obtained for simply supported FG beams. All the results are presented in non-dimensional form and 
validated it by developing the classical beam theory (CBT), first order shear deformation theory (FSDT by 
Mindlin) and third order shear deformation theory (TSDT by Reddy) considering the hygro-thermo-mechanical 
loading effects which is mostly missing in the literature. It is noticed that the presented FOSNDT is very simple 
and accurate to predict the bending behaviour of FG beams under linear and non-linear hygro-thermo-
mechanical loadings.  
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M. Klanner and K. Ellermann, “Steady-state linear harmonic vibrations of multiple-stepped Euler-Bernoulli 
beams under arbitrarily distributed loads carrying any number of concentrated elements”, Applied and 
Computational Mechanics Vol. 14, pp 31-50, 2020  
ABSTRACT: In this paper, general beam vibration problems with several attachments under arbitrarily 
distributed harmonic loading are solved. A multiple-stepped beam is modelled by the Euler-Bernoulli beam 
theory and an extension of an efficient numerical method called Numerical Assembly Technique (NAT) is used 
to calculate the steady- state harmonic response of the beam to an arbitrarily distributed force or moment 
loading. All classical boundary conditions are considered and several types of concentrated elements (springs, 
dampers, lumped masses and rotatory inertias) are included. Analytical solutions for point forces and moments 
and polynomially distributed loads are presented. The Fourier extension method is used to approximate 
generally distributed loads, which is very efficient for non-periodic loadings, since the method is not suffering 
from the Gibbs phenomenon compared to a Fourier series expansion. The Numerical Assembly Technique is 
extended to include distributed external loadings and a modified formulation of the solution functions is used to 
enhance the stability of the method at higher frequencies. The method can take distributed loads into account 
without the need for a modal expansion of the load, which increases the computational efficiency. A numerical 
example shows the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method in comparison to the Finite Element 
Method.  
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I. Elishakoff, J. Kaplunov and E. Kaplunov, “Galerkin’s Method was not Developed by Ritz, Contrary to the 
Timoshenko’s Statement”, Chapter 5 in Andrei Abramian, Igor Andrianov and Valery Gaiko (Editors), 
Nonlinear Dynamics of Discrete and Continuous Systems, Springer, 2021, 276 pages  
ABSTRACT: In the context of its title, this paper we discuss two letters sent to S. P. Timoshenko (1878–1972), 
as well as a letter of response sent by Timoshenko to Grigolyuk. B. G. Galerkin (1871–1945) is the author of 
the first letter to S. P. Timoshenko. Second letter to him is by E. I. Grigolyuk. The letters are concerned with the 
method known as the Galerkin method (in the West), or the Bubnov-Galerkin method or the Bubnov method (in 
Russia). The letters are fully reproduced here in English translation. Their originals in Russian language are 
stored at the Timoshenko Archive at Stanford University. The copies of the originals are also obtainable from 
the authors. Galerkin’s letter appears to be the only document until now where B. G. Galerkin relates to this 
method, apart from his 1915 paper. The author of the second letter is E. I. Grigolyuk (1923–2005). Grigolyuk 
suggests to Timoshenko to co-author a paper on the priority associated with the Galerkin method, claiming that 
it belongs solely to I. G. Bubnov (1872–1919). Although a joint paper by Timoshenko and Grigolyuk was never 
written, Timoshenko expressed an interest in such an endeavor. These correspondents, namely, B. G. Galerkin, 
S. P. Timoshenko, and E. I. Grigolyuk have made important contributions to theoretical and applied mechanics 
of the last century, and their interaction appears to be of interest to the mechanics community. This paper is 
devoted to their correspondence concerning the priority of authorship, that was questioned by both S. P. 
Timoshenko and E. I. Grigolyuk, albeit in a different manner.  
 
 
T.K. Bolton, “Buckling analysis of sandwich composite cylindrical-conical shells, Master’s Thesis, Delft 
University of Technology, February 2020 
ABSTRACT: Cylindrical shells and conical shells have been analysed and tested separately for the last decade. 
However, due to new manufacturing techniques and the use of composite material systems more complex 
structures can be made. By combining a cylindrical shell and a conical shell one structural component can be 
created: a cylindrical-conical shell. This is a potential design solution for launch vehicle structures, but there is 
limited research available about it. Not much is known about the buckling behaviour or imperfection sensitivity 
of these structures, especially not for sandwich composite shells. Moreover, there are no design guidelines for 
the buckling of sandwich composite cylindrical-conical shells. SP-8007 and SP-8019 are commonly used 
guidelines for the design of launch vehicle structures; however, these are only valid for cylindrical shells and 
conical shells separately. These guidelines also only address composite shells and do not account for sandwich 
composite shells. The buckling behaviour and imperfection sensitivity has to be fully understood in order to 
develop new guidelines for sandwich composite cylindrical, conical, and cylindrical-conical shells. Therefore, 



the purpose of this research is to better understand the buckling behaviour and imperfection sensitivity of 
sandwich composite cylindrical, conical, and cylindrical-conical shells.  
The research focuses on using finite element analysis to study the buckling behavior and imperfection 
sensitivity of the shells. Models are created of the sandwich composite cylindrical shell, conical shell, and 
cylindrical-conical shell. Different modelling techniques are compared to find out how to represent a sandwich 
composite shell. This is done by performing an element study, a mesh convergence study, and a study on the 
analysis parameters. Moreover, the buckling behavior of the individual shells are compared with the buckling 
behavior of the combined structure. Different shell geometries such as height of the cone, angle of the cone, and 
radius of curvature at the transition are used for the comparison. To further investigate the difference between 
the shells, both linear and non-linear analyses are performed. A comparison is made between the buckling loads, 
mode shapes, and force-displacement graphs. To investigate the imperfection sensitivity of the different shells, 
axisymmetric and eigenmode imperfections are added using different amplitudes based on a percentage of the 
wall thickness.  
From the results it could be observed that the buckling behavior of the sandwich composite cylindrical and 
conical shells without initial imperfections can be captured by both the eigenvalue analysis and the dynamic 
implicit analysis. However, for the sandwich composite cylindrical-conical shell the eigenvalue analysis is not 
able to accurately capture the highly non-linear behavior. This can be explained due to the large radial 
displacement happening at the transition area for the dynamic implicit analysis. The result of this is that the 
dynamic implicit analysis model is less stiff compared to the eigenvalue analysis model resulting in a lower 
buckling load. In order to investigate if the non-linear behavior at the interface (location where the conical shell 
intersects with the cylindrical shell) can be mitigated, a radius of curvature was added to the structure. This was 
done in order to create a smooth transition at the interface. From the results it could be seen that by adding a 
radius of curvature the difference between the eigenvalue analysis and dynamic analysis decreased. Moreover, a 
reinforcement was added to the structure to stiffen the structure at the interface. The results show that this 
indeed mitigates the non-linear behavior and can give a dynamic implicit buckling load close to the eigenvalue 
analysis buckling load. From these results it can be concluded that if the non-linear effects are mitigated, the 
eigenvalue analysis is able to give a buckling load prediction of the sandwich composite cylindrical-conical 
shell. Moreover, the imperfection sensitivities were compared for the different shells. A similar imperfection 
sensitivity to geometrical imperfections was observed for the cylindrical shell and conical shell. However, when 
looking at the imperfection sensitivity of the cylindrical-conical shell it could be seen that the shell is not as 
sensitive to geometrical imperfections. This can be explained by the fact that the behavior at the transition is 
dominating the buckling behavior of the whole structure. The results obtained from the thesis show the 
importance of the non-linear behavior at the transition for the sandwich composite cylindrical-conical shell. 
This means that for further research it is important that the non-linear effects are included when analysing such 
a structure.  
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Shahrekord University, Shahrekord, Iran), “Using a new size dependent orthotropic elastic shell model for the 
investigation of free vibration of protein microtubules”, International Journal of Acoustics and Vibration, Vol. 
24, No. 1, pp 85-91, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Protein microtubules are one of the most effective intracellular components. The microtubules 
structure is in a manner that their behaviour is similar to that of the orthotropic materials. Therefore, in this 
paper, size-dependent vibration of the anisotropic protein microtubule is studied. For this purpose, using a first 
shear deformable shell model and based on couple stress theory, new equations are developed for the dynamic 
behavior of anisotropic protein microtubule. After solving the governing equations of microtubule motion, the 
effects of cytoplasm environment, microtubule dimensions and its mechanical properties, and material length 
scale parameters on the natural frequency of microtubules are investigated.  
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Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA), “From continuous to snapping-back buckling: A post-buckling analysis for 
hyperelastic columns under axial compression”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, 
Article ID 103532, 2020 
ABSTRACT: Since Euler’s elastica, buckling of straight columns under axial compression has been studied for 
more than 260 years. A low width-to-length ratio column typically buckles at a critical compressive strain on 



the order of 1%, after which the compressive load continuously increases with the displacement. Here using a 
general continuum mechanics-based asymptotic post-buckling analysis in the framework of finite elasticity, we 
show that a straight hyperelastic column under axial compression exhibits complex buckling behavior. As its 
width- to-length ratio increases, the column can undergo transitions from continuous buckling, like the Euler 
buckling, to snapping-through buckling, and eventually to snapping-back buckling. The critical width-to-length 
ratios for the transitions of buckling modes are determined analytically. The effect of material compressibility 
on the buckling modes and their transitions is further investigated. Our study provides new insights into column 
buckling.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper concentrates on the work by Petrus van Musschenbroek published in 1729, 
constituting apparently the first study in the literature on column buckling. To understand the significance of 
Musschenbroek's contribution, we provide the combined personal, historic and scientific contexts in which he 
carried out his studies; he was the first researcher to deal with the failure of compressed elements as a new 
phenomenon. Most unfortunately, his name is not currently known except for a small circle of historians of 
science, whereas engineering students at present are told that buckling should be associated with the name of 
Leonhard Euler. We fully share the idea of Benvenuto stating that “Musschenbroek's experimental law is of 
considerable historical interest”. The contributions in his 1729 book are shown not only to include his 
experimental work but Musschenbroek also devised a design procedure for column buckling.  
The 1729 book by Musschenbroek is entitled: “Physicae experimental et geometricae dissertations”. This 1729 
book contains a section in Chapter 9 on Strength of Solids under the title, “Introductio ad cohaerentiam 
corporum firmorum". The studies on resistance of columns under compression are included in this chapter.  
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ABSTRACT: Initial residual stress is omnipresent in biological tissues and soft matter, and can affect growth-
induced pattern selection significantly. Here we demonstrate this effect experimentally by letting soft tubes 
grow in the presence or absence of initial residual stress and by observing different growth pattern evolutions. 
These experiments motivate us to model the mechanisms at play when a growing bilayer tubular organ 
spontaneously displays buckling patterns on its inner surface. We demonstrate that not only differential growth, 
geometry and elasticity, but also initial residual stress distribution, exert a notable influence on these pattern 
phenomena. Prescribing an initial residual stress distribution offers an alternative or a more effective way to 
implement pattern selection for growable bio-tissues or soft matter. The results also show promise for the 
design of 4D bio-mimic printing protocols or for controlling hydrogel actuators. 
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 “Effect of nonlinear elastic foundations on dynamic behavior of FG plates using four-unknown plate theory”, 
Earthquakes and Structures, Vol. 17, No. 5, pp 447-462, 2019 
ABSTRACT: This present paper concerned with the analytic modelling for vibration of the functionally graded 
(FG) plates resting on non-variable and variable two parameter elastic foundation, based on two-dimensional 
elasticity using higher shear deformation theory. Our present theory has four unknown, which mean that have 
less than other higher order and lower theory, and we denote do not require the factor of correction like the first 
shear deformation theory. The indeterminate integral are introduced in the fields of displacement, it is allowed 
to reduce the number from five unknown to only four variables. The elastic foundations are assumed a classical 
model of Winkler-Pasternak with uniform distribution stiffness of the Winkler coefficient (kw), or it is with 
variables distribution coefficient (kw). The variable’s stiffness of elastic foundation is supposed linear, 
parabolic and trigonometry along the length of functionally plate. The properties of the FG plates vary 
according to the thickness, following a simple distribution of the power law in terms of volume fractions of the 
constituents of the material. The equations of motions for natural frequency of the functionally graded plates 
resting on variables elastic foundation are derived using Hamilton principal. The government equations are 
resolved, with respect boundary condition for simply supported FG plate, employing Navier series solution. The 
extensive validation with other works found in the literature and our results are present in this work to 
demonstrate the efficient and accuracy of this analytic model to predict free vibration of FG plates, with and 
without the effect of variables elastic foundations.  
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ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) members have been significantly employed in light gauge steel 
buildings due to their inherent advantages. Optimising these CFS members in order to gain enhanced load 
bearing capacity will result in economical and efficient building solutions. This research presents the 



investigation on the optimisation of CFS members subjected to flexural capacity and results. The optimisation 
procedure was performed using Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) method while the section moment capacity 
was determined based on the effective width method adopted in EN1993-1-3 (EC3). Theoretical and 
manufacturing constraints were incorporated while optimising the CFS cross-sections. In total, four CFS 
sections (Lipped Channel Beam (LCB), Optimised LCB, Folded-Flange and Super-Sigma) were considered 
including novel sections in the optimisation process. The section moment capacities of these sections were also 
obtained through non-linear Finite Element (FE) analysis and compared with the EC3 based optimised section 
moment capacities. Results show that compared to the commercially available LCB with the same amount of 
material, the novel CFS sections possess the highest section moment capacity enhancements up to 65%. In 
addition, the performance of these CFS sections subject to shear and web crippling actions were also 
investigated using non-linear FE analysis.  
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Edwin A. Peraza Hernandez, Darren J. Hartl and Dimitris C. Lagoudas (Department of Aerospace Engineering, 
Texas A&M University, College Station, USA, “Introduction to Active Origami Structures”. In: Active 
Origami, pp 1-53, Springer, Cham, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-91866-2_1  
ABSTRACT: Origami, the ancient art of paper folding, has inspired the design and functionality of engineering 
structures for decades. The underlying principles of origami are very general, it takes two-dimensional 
components that are easy to manufacture (sheets, plates, etc.) into three-dimensional structures. More recently, 
researchers have become interested in the use of active materials that convert various forms of energy into 
mechanical work to produce the desired folding behavior in origami structures. Such structures are termed 
active origami structures and are capable of folding and/or unfolding without the application of external 
mechanical loads but rather by the stimulus provided by a non-mechanical field (thermal, chemical, 



electromagnetic). This is advantageous for many areas including aerospace systems, underwater robotics, and 
small scale devices. In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts and applications of origami structures in 
general and then focus on the description and classification of active origami structures. We finalize this chapter 
by reviewing existing design and simulation efforts applicable to origami structures for engineering 
applications. 
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“Vibration and buckling characteristics of functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite 
beams with open edge cracks”, Materials, Vol. 12, 1412, 2019 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibration and compressive buckling characteristics of functionally 
graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) beams containing open edge cracks by using 
the finite element method. The beam is a multilayer structure where the weight fraction of graphene 
nanoplatelets (GPLs) remains constant in each layer but varies along the thickness direction. The effective 
Young’s modulus of each GPLRC layer is determined by the modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model 
while its Poisson’s ratio and mass density are predicted according to the rule of mixture. The effects of GPLs 
distribution pattern, weight fraction, geometry, crack depth ratio (CDR), slenderness ratio as well as boundary 
conditions on the fundamental frequency and critical buckling load of the FG-GPLRC beam are studied in detail. 
It was found that distributing more GPLs on the top and bottom surfaces of the cracked FG-GPLRC beam 
provides the best reinforcing effect for improved vibrational and buckling performance. The fundamental 
frequency and critical buckling load are also considerably affected by the geometry and dimension of GPL 
nanofillers.  
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materials in a wing fixed leading edge to support UAS impact”, Proceedings of the XL Ibero-Latin American 
Congress on Computational Methods in Engineering (XL CILAMCE), Natal/RN, Brazil, 11-14 November 2019 
ABSTRACT: In aeronautics, the risk of an airborne impact between an aircraft and other elements such as birds, 
hails and other small vehicles must be evaluated. The impact of an Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), for 
example, can be more critical for an aircraft than a bird strike, as reported in a study published by the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) in 2016. In order to make structures withstand impact with stiffener elements 
and minimize the increase in their weight, new aircrafts have to be reinforced with alternative materials. In the 
present paper, a commercial aircraft Wing Fixed Leading Edge (WFLE) reinforced with a triangular structure 
and other reinforced with sandwich structure made up of aluminum plies and a hexweb aluminum flexcore are 
subjected to an impact with an UAS. It will be verified if the lithium-ion battery from the small vehicle would 
penetrate into the airframe when the impact occurs at the airliner cruising speed. The UAS considered is a 
quadcopter configuration intended for recreational and commercial aerial photography with a 1.2 kg mass. The 
UAS components were proportionally increased in order to make the small vehicle to be similar to a 1.8kg bird 
prescribed in requirement FAR 25.571(e). The impact analyzes will be carried out using explicit finite element 
models of NASTRAN software. The HYPERMESH software will be used for generating finite elements mesh. 
The Lagrangian approach will be used to model the UAS and the WFLE. For strength analysis of WFLE skin 
elements will be adopted the Johnson-Cook failure model based on deformations.  
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“Instabilities of Nonconservative fluid-loaded systems”, International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos, Vol. 
29, No. 14, 1930039, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear bifurcations and instabilities of autonomous nonconservative systems, mainly involv- 
ing the fluid loading of a solid or structure, are reviewed and described in this accessible, pictorial overview. In 
contrast to the earlier papers in this series (focusing on the instability of elastic deformable systems, and low-
order periodically-forced mechanical systems), we focus on a hand- ful of case studies in which the loss of 
stability is primarily driven by nonconservative forces, i.e. path-dependent forces not associated with a potential. 
Many systems involving fluid-structure interaction can lose stability under changing conditions in which there 
is a net flow of energy from the fluid to the structure, sometimes resulting in growing oscillatory behavior. 
Again, the generic manifestations of instability typically occur within the framework of bifurcation theory. 
Progression is from simple local bifurcations to more complex global events, and all are related to instructive 
and intriguing applications. Hopf bifurcations are presented in the context of the galloping and flutter of cables 
and pipes. Next, Neimark bifurcations appear in aircraft applications involving the free-play fluttering of 
aerofoils and the wing rock of the Harrier jump-jet. Turning to ships in wind and waves, a homoclinic saddle 
connection governs the surging and surf-riding of a vessel in stern seas, while an omega flow explosion can 
compromise the course-keeping of a passenger ferry in a side wind. Recent work on the dynamic step-buckling 
of a spherical shell illustrates the role of a center manifold, and the paper ends with a careful study of 
dissipation-generated instabilities, drawing on the historical struggles to understand the evolution of spinning 
liquid planets.  
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printed cylindrical shells with corrugated surface”, AIAA SCI-Tech Meeting, January 2020 
ABSTRACT: 3D-printing technology opens broad possibilities to manufacture structural shapes which could 
not be always possible by other methods. In the field of lightweight shells it allows to investigate structures with 
higher buckling loads than conventional shells. The buckling behavior of 3D-printed shells is studied in this 



paper where the shape of the cylindrical shells is modified by adding corrugation in the axial or circumferential 
directions. The shells are characterized by the amplitude of the corrugation and the number of the sinusoidal 
waves. Their elastic mechanical behavior is analyzed up to the buckling load. The numerical analysis shows that 
the modified surface can significantly improve the buckling load and reduces the sensitivity towards geometric 
imperfections. Prototypes of the shells were manufactured and tested to validate the numerical model. 
Regardless the experimental scatter, the average buckling load of the optimized corrugated shell twice exceeds 
the buckling load of the reference circular shell. At the same time stiffness and mass of the shell remain the 
same.  
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“A simple analytical solution for buckling of metallic sandwich shells”, AIP Conference Proceedings 2134, 
050008, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5120223 
ABSTRACT: Analytical equation for critical buckling stress of metallic sandwich shell is derived based on 
well-known Nemeth’s analytical solution for buckling stress of composite monocoque cylindrical shell 
incorporating the bending rigidity for the sandwich construction. A good agreement for the predicted critical 
buckling load with finite element analysis result for different geometric parameters is achieved for a rigid core 
sandwich. Once critical buckling stress of a monocoque shell is obtained based on Nemeth’s solution, then for 
the sandwich shell the buckling stress can be predicted following a factor of 0.9 (hc/tf). 
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“Shear buckling of steel foam sandwich panel resting on Pasternak foundation”, Sciendo Mechanics and 
Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 23, No. 1, pp 192-197, 2019, https://doi.org/10.2478/mme-2019-0025 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to assess the in-plane shear buckling of a steel foam sandwich panel 
that relies on elastic Pasternak foundation. The panel is a combination of solid steel face sheets and foamed 
steel cores. Foamed steel, that is steel with internal voids, provides enhanced bending rigidity and energy 
dissipation, and also, the potential to reduce local buckling. The Classic plate theory is employed where their 
governing equations are solved by the Rayleigh–Ritz method. Uniformly distributed in-plane shear loads are 
applied to the two opposite edges of the panel and all the four edges of the panel are simply supported. Finally, 
the effects of the panel parameters, such as the existence of a Pasternak foundation, aspect ratios, and central 
fraction of the steel foam core, are presented. The results showed that the optimum central fraction of the steel 
foam core would be 65%, so that the maximum critical shear buckling load has taken place.  
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“Post-buckling analysis of honeycomb core sandwich panels with geometrical imperfection and graphene 
reinforced nano-composite face sheets”, Materials Research Express, Vol. 6, No. 9, 095017, 3 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1088/2053-1591/ab2b74 
ABSTRACT: The present research deals with post-buckling analysis of geometrically perfect/imperfect 
honeycomb core sandwich panels having graphene platelet (GPL) reinforced face sheets based on general 
higher order plate model. Honeycomb sandwich panels are often made of aluminum material having low weight 
but also low stiffness. Here, the application of GPL-reinforced nano-composites as face sheets of sandwich 
panels has been proposed to enhance their mechanical performance. GPL distributions are considered as 
uniform and linear models in the face sheets. GPL volume and weight fractions are incorporated to Halpin-Tsai 
modeling of a nano-composite material. Adopting a general higher order plate theory with five field variables, it 
is possible to satisfy shear deformation influences needless of adding correction factors. Based on Gibson 
technique, the hexagonal honeycomb core is equalized with a solid core. Post-buckling load of the sandwich 
panel has been analytically derived and it is showed that the obtained post-buckling load is dependent on the 
core thickness, face sheet thickness, cell wall thickness of the core, GPL dispersion in the face sheets and also 
geometrical imperfection. 
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“Buckling analysis of sandwich plate systems with stiffening ribs: Theoretical, numerical, and experimental 
approaches”, Advances in Civil Engineering, Vol. 2019, Article ID 8737561, 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1155/2019/8737561 
ABSTRACT: This paper discusses a global buckling analysis approach for sandwich plates with stiffening ribs. 
The approach is based on theoretical study and is implemented by the finite element method (FEM). The 
equilibrium equation corresponding to critical global buckling of the sandwich plate with stiffening ribs under 
simple supported boundary condition is established by the energy method. The critical buckling solutions for a 
typical rectangular sandwich plate system (SPS) with a single stiffening rib in the longitudinal direction are then 
investigated while varying the potential influencing factors. The shear rigidity within the inner core exerts little 
effect on global buckling and can be neglected. An FEM study on elastic buckling was then conducted via 
ANSYS software. The advantages of the SPS were highlighted via its elastic eigenvalue buckling numerical 
analysis with multiple stiffeners. The ultimate buckling loads were computed similarly for different influential 
factors. Finally, an SPS specimen was tested in a compression test. The results showed that when the rib 
spacing is large, the local buckling of the plates in the grillage is controllable and the SPS is more resistant to 
both local and global buckling. The results based on our theoretical method agreed well with those of the FEM 
and experimental results. 
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iso-grid core under uniform external lateral pressure”, Journal of Sandwich Structures & Materials, January 2, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new analytical approach is developed for buckling of composite sandwich pipes 
with iso-grid core under uniform external lateral pressure. Firstly, the stiffness contributions of iso-grid cores 
are evaluated through the new force and moment effect analysis. Then, iso-grid core is transformed into a solid 
pipe, as the middle layer of the sandwich pipe. The outer, inner, and middle pipes are transformed into an 
equivalent single-walled pipe. Therefore, composite sandwich pipe with iso-grid core is equalized with a single-
walled pipe of the same stiffness. The Rayleigh–Ritz energy method is used to calculate the critical buckling 
pressure of the composite sandwich pipes with iso-grid cores. The efficiency and accuracy of the presented 
approach are confirmed by comparing the analytical solutions with finite element results obtained from 
ABAQUS and other works, showing a good agreement with each other. A parametric study is then carried out 



to investigate the effect of the scale of the structure, outer and inner pipes ply stacking sequence, radius to total 
thickness ratio, stiffener to outer and inner pipe thicknesses ratio, and stiffener angle on the buckling of 
sandwich pipes. Finally, applications of the present approach were demonstrated for designing of tending 
toward constant various structural applications such as offshore pipelines. 
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ABSTRACT: Folded plates have attracted profound interest in recent years because of their economic 
advantages and architectural appearance. In particular, their basic structural response is indeed logical enough, 
explicit and simple although its required numerical computation procedure is, in a little bit, boring. This type of 
structures have gained increasing popularity and offers more advantages than more complex structures, such as 
cylindrical shells, arches and right folded plate frames. Similarly, the thin-walled cellular bridge decks can be 
treated as a multi-folded plates structure. This study produces an overall review of the historical development of 
the most popular methods utilized for analysis the folded plate structures which are offered with their 
applications and how these methods are developed gradually. Four common methods are chosen in this paper to 
show their highlights of references particularizing in analysis of the above mentioned types of structure; the 
folded plate elasticity method (FPEM), finite element method (FEM), finite strip method (FSM) and spline 
finite strip method (SFSM). This investigation covers the elastic behavior, and the experimental researches on 
the elastic reaction of folded plate structures.  
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ABSTRACT: The STructural Intensity (STI) describes the energy flow of structure-borne sound within a 
vibrating structure. For complex structures, the STI is usually obtained from a finite element analysis. At the 
present time, if structures with arbitrary shapes are considered a measurement procedure for validation purposes 
is not sufficiently developed. For this reason, a measurement procedure for determining the STI of arbitrarily 
shaped thin-walled structures is developed within the framework of this research project. This paper deals with 
the measurement of the STI of a curved shell structure by means of 3D laser vibrometry. Therefore, a 
measurement procedure is set up that consists of measurement data acquisition, measurement data processing, 
and a general STI calculation. In this context, the challenges of the measurement procedure should be 
emphasized, if the structures are not flat but curved. In addition to the flexural vibrations, the extensional 



vibrations must also be recorded simultaneously. In the case of curved structures, knowledge of the curvature 
properties is necessary in addition to the structural vibrations. Finally, the results are compared to the STI 
obtained from the virtual data of a finite element analysis.  
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Theo Kiesel, Patrick Langer and Steffen Marburg, “Numerical study on the effect of gravity on modal analysis 
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ABSTRACT: Computational modal analysis is usually carried out without consideration of gravity forces. This 
is well motivated for many structures. However, the vibrational properties of thin-walled plane or shallow shell 
structures are very sensitive with respect to small modifications of the shell geometry and with respect to in-
plane stress and reinforcement. One reason for these in-plane stresses and geometric modifications consists in 
gravity. This becomes an important issue when using test data obtained under the presence of gravity to update 
a simulation model where the influence of gravity is neglected. This study investigates the influence of gravity 
on the modal parameters of a thin rectangular plate and of a thin-walled cubic box. For that, different simulation 
models are used. While all of them utilize the finite element method, linear and non-linear approaches are 



compared. The latter take into account geometrical nonlinearities due to large deformations and the influence of 
gravity induced stress. 
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, an increased activity in the scientific field of formulations and discretization 
methods for shell structures can be observed, see for instance [2], [3], [4], among many others. The topic has 



received a major boost due to the popularity of the isogeometric concept [1], along with finite element methods 
using NURBS or B-Splines as shape functions. Here, one of the decisive features is a relatively easy control of 
polynomial degree and continuity of shape functions, facilitating discretization of problems for which the weak 
form has a variational index of 2 or larger, for instance, the classical Kirchhoff-Love thin shell model. Another, 
most often mentioned feature of isogemetric analysis is the use of “exact” geometry from CAD for computation. 
Own preliminary studies for buckling and wrinkling analyses of shells and membranes show, that isogeometric 
shell formulations may provide superior accuracy compared to standard shell finite elements in detecting both 
critical load levels and physical buckling or wrinkling patterns. That is, isogeometric shell formulations may 
require only a fractional amount of degrees of freedom for the same level of accuracy obtained with a fine finite 
element mesh. In this contribution, the reasons for this discrepancy are investigated in a systematic way, i. e., 
we study the influence of (exact) geometry, polynomial degree, smoothness/continuity and locking effects on 
the accuracy of results.  
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Joanny, Pierre Sens, Cecile Sykes, “Actin shells control buckling and wrinkling of biomembranes”, Cold Spring 
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ABSTRACT: Global changes of cell shape under mechanical or osmotic external stresses are mostly controlled 
by the mechanics of the cortical actin cytoskeleton underlying the cell membrane. Some aspects of this process 
can be recapitulated in vitro on reconstituted actin-and-membrane systems. In this paper, we investigate how the 
mechanical properties of a branched actin network shell, polymerized at the surface of a liposome, control 
membrane shape when the volume is reduced. We observe a variety of membrane shapes depending on the actin 
thickness. Thin shells undergo buckling, characterized by a cup-shape deformation of the membrane that 
coincides with the one of the actin network. Thick shells produce membrane wrinkles, but do not deform their 
outer layer. For intermediate micrometerthick shells, wrinkling of the membrane is observed, and the actin layer 
is slightly deformed. Confronting our experimental results with a theoretical description, we determine the 
transition between buckling and wrinkling depending on the thickness of the actin shell and the size of the 
liposome. We thus unveil the generic mechanism by which biomembranes are able to accommodate their shape 
against mechanical compression, through thickness adaptation of their cortical cytoskeleton. 
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Qusay A. Al-Kaseasbeh, “Hysteretic behavior of thin-walled steel tubular columns under constant axial fore and 
cyclic lateral loading”, PhD Dissertation, University of North Dakota, May 2019 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel tubular bridge piers (column refers to “bridge pier” in the subsequent text) with 
either circular and square box cross sections are becoming an increasingly attractive choice as cantilever bridge 
piers in severe earthquake regions due to their architectural, structural and constructional advantages. However, 
thin-walled steel tubular columns are vulnerable to local buckling, global buckling or interaction between both 
under extreme loading events such as strong earthquakes. This buckling results in a significant strength and 
ductility degradation, which eventually leads to an early and full collapse of the thin-walled steel tubular 
columns. The work presented in this dissertation investigates the inelastic structural behavior of uniform and 
newly proposed graded-thickness thin-walled steel tubular circular and square box columns under a constant 
axial force as a superstructure dead load and uni/ bidirectional cyclic lateral loading. First of all, the adopted 
finite element model (FEM) in ABAQUS/Standard version 6.14, which takes into account the effect of both 
material and geometric nonlinearities, is verified with the experimental results reported in the literature and 



employed for the analysis. Second, the newly proposed graded-thickness column, with size and volume of 
material equivalent to the BB column, is evaluated under a constant axial force and uni/bidirectional cyclic 
lateral loading. The proposed graded-thickness column is proved to have significant improvements in the 
overall hysteretic behavior compared to its counterpart conventional uniform column. Then, the deterioration of 
the circular bidirectional cyclic loading path over the unidirectional path is emphasized. Finally, a 
comprehensive parametric study is carried out to investigate the effect of key design parameters including: 
radius-to-thickness ratio parameter (Rt), width-to-thickness ratio parameter (Rf), column slenderness ratio 
parameter (λ), magnitude of axial load (P/Py), and number of loading cycles (N) on the overall hysteretic 
behavior of uniform and graded-thickness columns under a constant axial force and uni/bidirectional cyclic 
lateral loading. Subsequently, design formulae have been derived to predict the ultimate strength and ductility 
of both uniform and proposed graded-thickness columns.  
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ABSTRACT: The strength of Q460 steel welded thin-walled box columns under biaxial bending is investigated 
by an FE model. The numerical results, together with available experimental data, are compared with the 
American Specification ANSI/AISC 360-10. It shows that ANSI/AISC 360-10 provides a good estimate over a 
wide range of column slenderness ratios; but it severely underestimates the strengths of beam-columns with 
large slenderness ratios and slightly underestimates those of beam-columns made from HSS with fy=741MPa, 
and the calculation is more complicated because of using an effective width concept. Therefore, a simple and 
effective calculation method is proposed. Also, a comparison is made between the proposed formulas and the 
available experimental results. It shows that the proposed formulas can precisely evaluate the local-overall 
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Materials (Basel), Vol. 12, No. 9: 1440, 2019 
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with the interactive buckling of thin-walled lipped channel (LC) beams 
under the bending moment in the web plane when the shear lag phenomenon and distortional deformations are 
taken into account. A plate model (2D) was adopted for LC beams. The structures were assumed to be simply 
supported at the ends. A modal method of solution to the interactive buckling problem within Koiter’s 
asymptotic theory, using the semi-analytical method (SAM) and the transition matrix method, was applied. LC-
beams, from short through medium-long via long to very long beams, were considered. The paper focuses on 
the influence of the secondary global buckling mode on the load carrying capacity for the steel LC-beams under 
bending. 
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Do-Min Kim, Soomin Choi, Gang-Won Jang, Yoon Young Kim, “Buckling analysis of thin-walled box beams 
under arbitrary loads with general boundary onditions using higher-order beam theory”, Journal of Mechanical 
Science and Technology, Vol. 33, No. 5, pp 2289-2305, May 2019 
ABSTRACT: When a higher-order or generalized beam theory is used for the buckling analysis of thin-walled 
beams, the analysis accuracy critically depends on the number and shapes of the cross-sectional modes 
associated with warping and distortion. In the study, we propose to use the hierarchically-derived cross-
sectional modes consistent with the higher-order beam theory for the analysis of pre-buckling stress and 



buckling load. The proposed formulation is applicable to any box beams subjected to arbitrary loads and general 
boundary conditions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by performing buckling 
analyses for axial, bending, torsional, and general loadings. Length-to-height ratios of the beams are also varied 
from 1 to 100. If up to fifty cross-sectional and rigid-body modes are employed, the calculated buckling loads 
are found to match favorably those predicted by the shell finite element analysis. In that a unified buckling 
analysis under general loads is developed for box beams, the present study is expected to contribute towards 
new possibilities for the efficient buckling analysis of more general box beam structures involving several 
joints. 
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“Bending of multilayer van der Waals materials”, Physical Review Letters, Vol. 123, Article ID 116101, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Out-of-plane deformation patterns, such as buckling, wrinkling, scrolling, and folding, formed by 
multilayer van der Waals materials have recently seen a surge of interest. One crucial parameter governing 
these deformations is bending rigidity, on which significant controversy still exists despite extensive research 
for more than a decade. Here, we report direct measurements of bending rigidity of multilayer graphene, 
molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) based on pressurized bubbles. By 
controlling the sample thickness and bubbling deflection, we observe platelike responses of the multilayers and 
extract both their Young’s modulus and bending rigidity following a nonlinear plate theory. The measured 
Young’s moduli show good agreement with those reported in the literature (Egraphene > EhBN > EMoS2 ), but 
the bending rigidity follows an opposite trend, Dgraphene < DhBN < DMoS2 for multilayers with comparable 
thickness, in contrast to the classical plate theory, which is attributed to the interlayer shear effect in the van der 
Waals materials.  
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X.F. Xhang and H.S. Tzou, “Theoretical and experimental studies of a piezoelectric ring energy harvester”, 



Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures, 2019, DOI: 10.1177/1045389X19828479  
ABSTRACT: Based on the electromechanical coupling of piezoelectricity, a piezoelectric ring energy harvester 
is designed and tested in this study, such that the harvester can be used to power electric devices in the closed-
circuit condition. Output energies across the external resistive load are evaluated when the ring energy harvester 
is subjected to harmonic excitations, and various design parameters are discussed to maximize the power output. 
In order to validate the theoretical energy harvesting results, laboratory experiments are conducted. Comparing 
experiment results with theoretical ones, the errors between them are under 10% for the output voltage. 
Laboratory experiments demonstrate that the ring energy harvester is workable in practical applications.  
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Hornsen Tzou (State Key Laboratory of Mechanics and Control of Mechanical Structures; Interdisciplinary 
Research Institute, College of Aerospace Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
Nanjing, China), “Linear/nonlinear piezoelectric shell energy harvesters”, Chapter in Piezoelectric Shells, Solid 
Mechanics and its Applications, Vol. 247, Springer, pp 357-384, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Energy harvesting based on distributed piezoelectric laminated structures has been proposed and 
extensively investigated for over a decade. The objective of this study is to develop a generic distributed 
piezoelectric shell energy harvester theory based on a generic linear/nonlinear double-curvature shell, which can 
be simplified to account for many linear/nonlinear shell and non-shell type distributed energy harvesters. 
Distributed electromechanical coupling mechanism of the energy harvester was discussed; voltage and power 



output across the external resistive load of the shell energy harvester were evaluated. Those equations were 
explicitly expressed in terms of design parameters and modes. Once the intrinsic Lamé parameters and the 
curvature radii of the selected host structure are specified, one can simplify the piezoelectric energy harvesting 
equations to account for common shell and non-shell harvester structures. To demonstrate the simplifications, 
the generic piezoelectric shell energy harvesting mechanism was applied to a cantilever beam, a circular ring 
and a conical shell in cases studies. Again, the generic piezoelectric energy harvesting formulations derived 
from a double-curvature shell can be applied to many shell, e.g., ring shells, cylindrical shell, conical shells, 
paraboloidal shells, etc., and non-shell, e.g., plates, beams, etc., structures using two Lamé parameters and two 
curvature radii of the specified structures. Besides, these shell and non-shell structures can be either linear or 
nonlinear with the von Karman geometric nonlinearity. With given boundary conditions and external loading 
forces, generated voltage and power across the resistive load in the closed-circuit condition can be estimated for 
the distributed piezoelectric laminated structure. 
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ABSTRACT: This chapter involved energy harvesting of a simply supported tubular (circular) cylindrical shell 
laminated with piezoelectric patches. The distributed modal energy generations using different energy harvester 
patch sizes (i.e., (1 mm,3.6°) in Case 1, (10 mm,30°) in Case 2, and (20 mm,60°) in Case 3) at various mode 
numbers were evaluated in case studies. Analytical and simulation results suggest that the maximum magnitude 
of the spatially distributed modal energies changes at various modes in two cases, due to the patch size enlarged 
or the number of energy harvester patches in the circumferential direction decreased. It should be noted that the 
signal averaging effects on energy harvester patches become more significant when the patch size continuously 
increasing. Additionally, the bending energy components are much smaller than the circumferential membrane 
energy component, and they increase when mode number increases. Furthermore, the maximum magnitude of 
the (m, n)th modal energy, in general, increases when energy harvester’s thickness hp or shell’s thickness h 
increases, but decreases when the shell radius R increases. A tubular shell energy harvesting system was 
designed and tested in the StrucTronics and Control Laboratory at Zhejiang University. Experimental results 
suggest that there is an optimal external loading resistance leading to the maximal power output. Both analytical 
predictions and experimental data were compared favorably. These data evaluated in this study can be used as 
guidelines to design the optimum piezoelectric energy harvester in practical engineering applications. 
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“Welding-induced buckling prediction for large thin-walled cylindrical structures with non-uniform stress fields 
by friction stir welding”, Thi International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Vol. 103, Nos. 9-
12, pp 4635-4647, August 2019 
ABSTRACT: The non-uniform welding stress distribution in large thin-walled cylindrical structures easily 
causes the buckling distortion due to weak structural stiffness and nonlinear geometric deformation. The non-
uniform temperature field model induced by friction stir welding is analytically developed and is used to 
theoretically deduce the non-uniform stress model in the weld region. Both the two models are verified by the 
experimental data. A prediction model of critical buckling load is established for large thin-walled cylindrical 
structures considering the non-uniform welding stress distribution. The deflection function for buckling analysis 
is developed by using polynomials and the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind that satisfy the boundary 
conditions along the four edges of the structure. The critical buckling loads are calculated for various cylindrical 
welded shell structures, which obviously decrease with the increase of the diameter-thickness ratio and the 
length-diameter ratio. The mitigation of buckling distortion is achieved by the correlation of the buckling load 
and the welding stress with various welding process parameters. The results are beneficial for the determination 
of geometric configuration and welding process parameters for large thin-walled cylindrical structures in 
fabrication of propellant tanks of launch vehicles. 
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and Application, January 2019, DOI: 10.1007/s11804-018-00062-6 
ABSTRACT: Due to the recent success of several submersibles in China, people’s interest in the development 
history is increasing. In this paper, the history of submersible development in China is presented. The Chinese 
history can be briefly divided into three periods. The first one can be called early period of hardship (1971-
2000). Many prototype submersibles of HOVs, ROVs and AUVs had been developed, but the main 
achievement is the establishment of special research organizations and the training of research and development 
personnel. The second period can be regarded as the quick development period (2001-2015). Now, all current 
practically-used submersibles were developed during this period. The most remarkable achievement is the 
successful development of 7000m deep manned submersible “Jiaolong”. The third period is to challenge the full 
ocean depth (2016-2020). In this period, two unmanned submersibles and two manned submersibles will be the 
significant indicators of the achievement. If this five-year plan can be successfully completed, China can play a 
significant role in the investigation of the deepest part of the oceans, the hadal trenches (6500m-11000m).� 
 
 
Wen-xian Tang, Wei-min Wang, Jian Zhang and Shu-yan Wang (Primarily from Jiangsu University of Science 
and Technology, Zhenjiang, China), “Buckling of Cassini oval pressure hulls subjected to external pressure”, 
China Ocean Engineering, Vol. 33, No. 4, pp 503-508, August 2019, 10.1007/s13344-019-0048-y 
ABSTRACT: The paper focuses on Cassini oval pressure hulls under uniform external pressure. The Cassini 
oval pressure hull is proposed based on the shape index of Cassini oval. The buckling of a series of Cassini oval 
pressure hulls with the shape index of 0.09-0.30 and one spherical pressure hull with the diameter of 2 m is 
devoted. Such hulls are numerically studied in the case of constant volume, material properties, and wall 
thickness. The results show that Cassini oval pressure hulls with the shape index of 0.10-0.11 can resist about 
4% more external pressure than the spherical one. This deviates from the classical mechanics conclusion that 
spherical shell is the optimal shape for underwater pressure resistant structures. 
 



Rainer M. J. Groh and Alberto Pirrera [Bristol Composites Institute (ACCIS), Department of Aerospace 
Engineering, University of Bristol, United Kingdom], “Spatial chaos as a governing factor for imperfection 
sensitivity in shell buckling”, Phys. Rev. E 100, 032205, 6 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.100.032205 
ABSTRACT: Shell buckling is known for its extreme sensitivity to initial imperfections. It is generally 
understood that this sensitivity is caused by subcritical (unstable) buckling, whereby initial geometric 
imperfections rapidly erode the idealized buckling load of the perfect shell. However, it is less appreciated that 
subcriticality also creates a strong proclivity for spatially localized buckling modes. The spatial multiplicity of 
localizations implies a large set of possible trajectories to instability—also known as spatial chaos—with each 
trajectory affine to a particular imperfection. Using a toy model, namely a link system on a softening elastic 
foundation, we show that spatial chaos leads to a large spread in buckling loads even for seemingly 
indistinguishable random imperfections of equal amplitude. By imposing a dominant imperfection, the strong 
sensitivity to random imperfections is ameliorated. The ability to control the equilibrium trajectory to buckling 
via dominant imperfections or elastic tailoring creates interesting possibilities for designing imperfection-
insensitive shells. 
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ABSTRACT: Increasing the environmental sustainability of aviation is a key design goal for commercial 
aircraft for the foreseeable future. From the perspective of structural engineering, this is accomplished through 
reducing the mass of aircraft components and structures. Advanced manufacturing techniques offer new 
avenues for design, enabling more complex structures which can have highly tailored properties. One advanced 
manufacturing concept is the use of 3D printed polymer preforms that are coated with nanocrystalline metal 
through electrodeposition. This enables the use of high-performance materials in virtually any geometry. To 
exploit this manufacturing approach, it is incumbent to have well-established mechanical models of the 
behavior of such hybrid structures. In particular, hybrid polymer–nanometal structures tend to fail due to 
compressive instabilities. This paper describes a model of local shell buckling, a typical compressive instability, 
as it applies to hybrid polymer–nanometal structures. The analysis depends upon the Southwell stress function 
model for radially loaded solids of rotation, and couples this with the Timoshenko analysis of local shell 
buckling. This combination is applicable to a range of practical configurations for truss-like hybrid structures.  
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Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the USA (PNAS) April 23, 2019 116 (17) 8200-8205, 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1817763116 
SIGNIFICANCE: Kirigami—the Japanese art of cutting paper—has become an emergent tool to realize highly 
stretchable devices and morphable structures. While kirigami structures are fabricated by simply perforating an 
array of cuts into a thin sheet, the applied deformation and associated instabilities can be exploited to transform 
them into complex 3D morphologies. However, to date, such reconfiguration always happen simultaneously 
through the system. By borrowing ideas from phase-transforming materials, we combine cuts and curvature to 
realize kirigami structures in which deformation-induced shape reconfiguration initially nucleates near an 
imperfection and then, under specific conditions, spreads through the system. We envision that such control of 
the shape transformation could be used to design the next generation of responsive surfaces and smart skins. 
ABSTRACT: Kirigami-inspired metamaterials are attracting increasing interest because of their ability to 
achieve extremely large strains and shape changes via out-of-plane buckling. While in flat kirigami sheets, the 
ligaments buckle simultaneously as Euler columns, leading to a continuous phase transition; here, we 
demonstrate that kirigami shells can also support discontinuous phase transitions. Specifically, we show via a 
combination of experiments, numerical simulations, and theoretical analysis that, in cylindrical kirigami shells, 
the snapping-induced curvature inversion of the initially bent ligaments results in a pop-up process that first 
localizes near an imperfection and then, as the deformation is increased, progressively spreads through the 
structure. Notably, we find that the width of the transition zone as well as the stress at which propagation of the 
instability is triggered can be controlled by carefully selecting the geometry of the cuts and the curvature of the 
shell. Our study significantly expands the ability of existing kirigami metamaterials and opens avenues for the 
design of the next generation of responsive surfaces as demonstrated by the design of a smart skin that 
significantly enhances the crawling efficiency of a simple linear actuator. 
 
 
 
Chun Bo Nian, Xiao Ping Wang and Jing Yu Pei, "Buckling Analysis of Variable Stiffness Composite 
Cylindrical Shells Based on Hermite Curves", Key Engineering Materials, Vol. 805, pp. 191-197, 2019 
ABSTRACT: Based on the Hermite curve, the buckling behavior of a variable stiffness composite cylindrical 
shell is investigated. Firstly, the cylindrical shell is unfolded into a plane, and the Hermite curve is taken as the 
basic reference path on the plane and the variation of the fiber orientation is obtained. Then, the finite element 
analysis pre-processing program of the variable stiffness composite cylindrical shell is written by Python to 
develop ABAQUS interactive interface. Finally, the GUI plug-in is developed successfully, the buckling 
analysis of the constant stiffness and variable stiffness cylindrical shells is carried out and the effect of buckling 
load on the initial tangential direction q1, the initial point tangential magnitude L1, the end point tangential 
direction q2, the end point tangential magnitude L2 is preliminarily explored. It is found that the buckling load of 
the variable stiffness cylindrical shell is improved greatly. The secondary development of ABAQUS by Python 
is used to realize the automatic modeling and calculation analysis of the variable stiffness cylindrical shell parts, 
which provides research ideas and processes for practical engineering research, and has certain practical 
significance. 
 
Jia, H.; Wang, S.B.; Tamura, N.; Goudeau, P. “Stress Relaxation Related to Spontaneous Thin Film Buckling: 
Correlation between Finite Element Calculations and Micro Diffraction Analysis”. Quantum Beam Sci. 2019, 3, 
1. 
ABSTRACT: Compressive residual stresses generated during thin film deposition may lead to undesirable film 
damage, such as delamination, buckling, and flaking, ultimately leading to the failure of the device employing 
the film. Understanding the residual stress generation and role in these damage mechanisms is necessary to 
preserve thin film integrity and optimize its functional properties. Thin shell theory has been used for decades to 
predict buckling but the results have not yet been correlated with experimental data since the techniques used to 
measure stress in metallic films were not able to do so at the required micron scale until recently. Micro 
scanning X-ray diffraction now enables the direct mapping of the local stress of metallic films. In this paper, 
finite element method based on thin shell theory and synchrotron X-ray micro diffraction have been used to 
determine stress maps of thin film buckling patterns. Calculations of the stress distribution in the metallic films 
have been performed taking into account the buckling geometry determined from optical measurements. Stress 
distributions over gold blisters and tungsten wrinkles obtained with the two techniques are in fair agreement and 



allow for the accurate determination of the stress relaxation profile from the bottom to the top of the buckling, 
validating the thin shell theory model. 
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Ranfeng Wei, Guang Pan, Jun Jiang and Kechun Shen, “Influence of ply angle and length on buckling behavior 
of composite shells under hydrostatic pressure”, Journal of Reinforced Plastics and Composites, Vol. 38, No. 
10, pp 478-49, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0731684419828183 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to the buckling problem of the composite cylindrical shell subjected to 
hydrostatic pressure. Both analytical and numerical methods are applied to investigate the buckling behavior. 
Based on the study of analytical formulas, it is found that the composite cylindrical shells with the same length-
to-diameter ratio, diameter-to-thickness ratio, and type of layup have the same buckling pressure. Thus, a scale 
model experiment method is then proposed, which uses the scale model to replace the full-scale model in 
pressure test experiment to reduce the manufacturing cost of the test specimen. The feasibility of this method is 
verified by numerical calculation. The influences of ply orientation angle and length of shell on buckling shape 
and critical buckling pressure have been investigated numerically and demonstrated by several examples. Based 
on the study of the influence of shell length on critical buckling pressure, a modified finite element model, 
which can overcome the conservatism of optimization result due to the stress concentration caused by boundary 
conditions, is combined with the genetic algorithm to optimize the laminations for mass reduction. 
 
Lorenz Baumgarten and Jan Kierfeld (Physics Department, TU Dortmund University, 44221 Dortmund, 
Germany), “Shallow shell theory of the buckling energy barrier: From the Pogorelov state to softening and 
imperfection sensitivity close to the buckling pressure”, Phys. Rev. E, Vol. 99, 022803, 26 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.99.022803 
ABSTRACT: We study the axisymmetric response of a complete spherical shell under homogeneous 
compressive pressure p to an additional point force. For a pressure p below the classical critical buckling 
pressure pc, indentation by a point force does not lead to spontaneous buckling but an energy barrier has to be 
overcome. The states at the maximum of the energy barrier represent a subcritical branch of unstable stationary 
points, which are the transition states to a snap-through buckled state. Starting from nonlinear shallow shell 
theory, we obtain a closed analytical expression for the energy barrier height, which facilitates its effective 
numerical evaluation as a function of pressure by continuation techniques. We find a clear crossover between 
two regimes: For p/pc≪1 the postbuckling barrier state is a mirror-inverted Pogorelov dimple, and for 
(1−p/pc)≪1 the barrier state is a shallow dimple with indentations smaller than shell thickness and exhibits 
extended oscillations, which are well described by linear response. We find systematic expansions of the 
nonlinear shallow shell equations about the Pogorelov mirror-inverted dimple for p/pc≪1 and the linear 
response state for (1−p/pc)≪1, which enable us to derive asymptotic analytical results for the energy barrier 
landscape in both regimes. Upon approaching the buckling bifurcation at pc from below, we find a softening of 
an ideal spherical shell. The stiffness for the linear response to point forces vanishes ∝(1−p/pc)1/2; the buckling 



energy barrier vanishes ∝(1−p/pc)3/2; and the shell indentation in the barrier state vanishes ∝(1−p/pc)1/2. This 
makes shells sensitive to imperfections which can strongly reduce pc in an avoided buckling bifurcation. We 
find the same softening scaling in the vicinity of the reduced critical buckling pressure also in the presence of 
imperfections. We can also show that the effect of axisymmetric imperfections on the buckling instability is 
identical to the effect of a point force that is preindenting the shell. In the Pogorelov limit, the energy barrier 
maximum diverges ∝(p/pc)−3 and the corresponding indentation diverges ∝(p/pc)−2. Numerical prefactors for 
proportionalities both in the softening and the Pogorelov regime are calculated analytically. This also enables us 
to obtain results for the critical unbuckling pressure and the Maxwell pressure. 
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Isaac Elishakoff (Department of Ocean and Mechanical Engineering, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, 
FL, USA), “Who developed the so-called Timoshenko beam theory?”, Mathematics and Mechanics of Solids, 
Vol. 25, No. 1, pp 97-116, 2020, DOI: 10.1177/1081286519856931  
ABSTRACT: The use of the Google Scholar produces about 78,000 hits on the term ‘‘Timoshenko beam.’’ The 
question of priority is of great importance for this celebrated theory. For the first time in the world literature, 
this study is devoted to the question of priority. It is that Stephen Prokofievich Timoshenko had a co-author, 
Paul Ehrenfest. It so happened that the scientific work of Timoshenko dealing with the effect of rotary inertia 
and shear deformation does not carry the name of Ehrenfest as the co-author. In his 2002 book, Grigolyuk 
concluded that the theory belonged to both Timoshenko and Ehrenfest. This work confirms Grigolyuk’s 
discovery, in his little known biographic book about Timoshenko, and provides details, including the newly 
discovered letter of Timoshenko to Ehrenfest, which is published here for the first time over a century after it 
was sent. This paper establishes that the beam theory that incorporates both the rotary inertia and shear 
deformation as is known presently, with shear correction factor included, should be referred to as the 
Timoshenko-Ehrenfest beam theory.  
(Isaac Elishakoff wrote the following for an announcement of a lecture on this topic given at the Mechanics and 
Computation Seminar (ME395) in 2019 at Stanford University: “At the first glance there might be a confusion 
about the question in the title. One could retort: “Naturally, it was Timoshenko (1878-1972) who developed this 
theory!” In his 1977 paper, W.T. Koiter claimed that the Timoshenko beam theory is the illustration of the fact 
that the theory bearing someone’s name is usually by someone else. Koiter did not know how right he was. 
Hold your breath: Timoshenko WAS one of the developers of this theory! What is not known widely is that he 
had a collaborator, namely famous Austrian-Dutch physicist Paul Ehrenfest (1880-1933) whose dissertation was 
in classical mechanics. How did we find this fact? In defiance of the famous cynical definition by Mark Twain, 
“Classical work is the work that everyone cites but nobody reads,” this author read original papers and 
autobiographical book by Timoshenko, many times, as well as widely consulted with Archive of S.P. 
Timoshenko and Archive of P. Ehrenfest that are housed at Stanford and Leiden universities, respectively. In 
his forthcoming book titled “Timoshenko-Ehrenfest Beam and Uflyand-Mindlin Plate Theories” (World 
Scientific, Singapore, 2019) author shows that this theory ought to be called Timoshenko-Ehrenfest beam 
theory. Author conducted an ‘archeological’ dig as it were, to illuminate the fact that, as the ancient saying 
states “truth sprouts from the earth.” It is also shown that the Timoshenko-Ehrenfest beam theory is 
unnecessarily overcomplicated. Simplest possible version of the beam theory that takes into account both shear 
deformation and rotary inertia is suggested. Dr. Elishakoff is preparing another book tentatively titled “S.P. 
Timoshenko at 140: Going Strong,” and will appreciate any comment on Timoshenko’s life and/or work.”) 
 
Isaac Elishakoff (Department of Ocean and Mechanical Engineering, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, 
FL 33431-0991), “Stepan Prokofievich Timoshenko and America”, ZAMM, January or February 2019 
DOI: 10.1002/zamm.201800338 



ABSTRACT: In this essay, we describe relationship of S. P. Timoshenko (1878–1972), who is often identified 
as “the father of American engineering mechanics” with America, where he arrived in 1922 and stayed until 
1964. His autobiography appeared in 1963 in Paris in the Russian language; Timoshenko former students and 
colleagues at Stanford University arranged its translation into English that appeared in 1968 when Timoshenko 
became 90 years old. The book provides a testimony of the complex relationship that he developed towards 
America and Americans. Drawing from various documents in addition to his autobiography, this essay 
discusses in some detail various facets of his relationship. The main goal of this paper is to show that along 
harsh criticisms towards United States in his autobiographical book, in various documents he expressed positive 
views about the US.  
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“Vibration and buckling of shear deformable functionally graded nanoporous metal foam nanoshells”, 
Nanomaterials, Vol. 9, 271, 2019 
ABSTRACT: This article aims to investigate free vibration and buckling of functionally graded (FG) 
nanoporous metal foam (NPMF) nanoshells. The first-order shear deformation (FSD) shell theory is adopted 
and the theoretical model is formulated by using Mindlin’s most general strain gradient theory, which can 
derive several well-known simplified models. The symmetric and unsymmetric nanoporosity distributions are 
considered for the structural composition. Hamilton’s principle is employed to deduce the governing equations 
as well as the boundary conditions. Then, via the Navier solution technique, an analytical solution for the free 
vibration and buckling of FG NPMF nanoshells is presented. Afterwards, a detailed parametric analysis is 
conducted to highlight the effects of the nanoporosity coefficient, nanoporosity distribution, length scale 
parameter, and geometrical parameters on the mechanical behaviors of FG NPMF nanoshells.  
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Yunfei Liu and Yanqing Wang (Department of Mechanics, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110819, China), 
“Size-dependent free vibration and buckling of three-dimensional graphene foam microshells based on modified 
couple stress theory”, Materials, Vol. 12, 279, 2019 
ABSTRACT: In this research, the vibration and buckling of three‐dimensional graphene foam (3D‐GrF) 
microshells are investigated for the first time. In the microshells, three‐dimensional graphene foams can 
distribute uniformly or non‐uniformly through the thickness direction. Based on Love’s thin shell theory and 
the modified couple stress theory (MCST), size‐dependent governing equations and corresponding boundary 
conditions are established through Hamilton’s principle. Then, vibration and axial buckling of 3D‐GrF 
microshells are analyzed by employing the Navier method and Galerkin method. Results show that the graphene 
foam distribution type, size effect, the foam coefficient, the radius‐to‐thickness ratio, and the length‐to‐radius 
ratio play important roles in the mechanical characteristics of 3D‐GrF microshells.  
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R. A. Ibrahim (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202, USA), 
“Overview of mechanics of pipes conveying fluids—Part I: Fundamental studies”, J. Pressure Vessel Technol. 
— Trans. ASME 132 (3) (2010) 034001. ︎ DOI: 10.1115/1.4001271 ︎   
ABSTRACT: This two-part review article presents an overview of mechanics of pipes conveying fluid and 
related problems such as the fluid-elastic instability under conditions of turbulence in nuclear power plants. In 
the first part, different types of modeling, dynamic analysis, and stability regimes of pipes conveying fluid 
restrained by elastic or inelastic barriers are described. The dynamic and stability behaviors of pinned-pinned, 
clamped-clamped, and cantilevered pipes conveying fluid together with curved and articulated pipes will be 
discussed. Other problems such as pipes made of viscoelastic materials and active control of severe pipe 
vibrations are considered. This part will be closed by conclusions highlighting resolved and nonresolved 
controversies reported in literature. The second part will address the problem of fluid-elastic instability in 
single- and two-phase flows and fretting wear in process equipment such as heat exchangers and steam 
generators. Connors critical velocity will be discussed as a measure of initiating fluid-elastic instability. Vibro-
impact of heat exchanger tubes and the random excitation by the cross-flow can produce a progressive damage 
at the supports through fretting wear or fatigue. Antivibration bar supports used to limit pipe vibrations are 
described. An assessment of analytical, numerical, and experimental techniques of fretting wear problem of 
pipes in heat exchangers will be given. Other topics related to this part include remote impact analysis and 
parameter identification, pipe damage-induced by pressure elastic waves, the dynamic response and stability of 
long pipes, marine risers together with pipes aspirating fluid, and carbon nanotubes conveying fluid.  
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R. A. Ibrahim, Overview of mechanics of pipes conveying Fluids — Part II: Applications and fluidelastic 
problems, ASME J. Pressure Vessel Technol. 133 (2011) 1–30.  
ABSTRACT: This paper is the second part of the two-part review article presenting an overview of mechanics 
of pipes conveying fluid and related problems such as the fluid-elastic instability under conditions of turbulence 
in nuclear power plants. In the first part, different types of modeling, dynamic analysis and stability regimes of 
pipes conveying fluid restrained by elastic or inelastic barriers were described. The dynamic and stability 
behaviors of pinned-pinned, clamped-clamped, and cantilevered pipes conveying fluid together with curved and 
articulated pipes were discussed. Other problems such as pipes made of viscoelastic materials and active control 
of severe pipe vibrations were considered. The first part was closed by conclusions highlighting resolved and 
nonresolved controversies reported in the literature. The second part will address the problem of fluidelastic 
instability in single- and two-phase flows and fretting wear in process equipment, such as heat exchangers and 
steam generators. Connors critical velocity will be discussed as a measure of initiating fluidelastic instability. 
Vibro-impact of heat exchanger tubes and the random excitation by the cross-flow can produce a progressive 
damage at the supports through fretting wear or fatigue. Antivibration bar supports used to limit pipe vibrations 
are described. An assessment of analytical, numerical, and experimental techniques of fretting-wear problem of 
pipes in heat exchangers will be given. Other topics related to this part include remote impact analysis and 
parameter identification, pipe damage-induced by pressure elastic waves, the dynamic response and stability of 
long pipes, marine risers together with pipes aspirating fluid, and carbon nanotubes conveying fluid. 
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A. V. Srinivasan (United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Connecticut, USA) "Flutter analysis of rotating 
cylindrical shells immersed in a circular helical flowfield of air", AIAA Journal, Vol. 9, No. 3 (1971), pp. 394-
400. doi: 10.2514/3.6193  
ABSTRACT: The aeroelastic stability of a long, thin cylindrical shell with the outer surface exposed to an 
inviscid, helical flow of air is investigated. The cylinder behavior is described by classical shell equations, 
whereas the aerodynamic forces are described by the linearized potential theory. The approach that is used 
herein examines the nature of stability of the system when the system is “slightly” perturbed from its initial 
equilibrium state. In this paper, numerical results are presented only for the special case of swirl flow around a 
nonrotating shell, i.e., the axial flow velocity is set to zero. These results indicate that traveling wave type of 
flutter can be caused by coalescence of backward and forward traveling waves. Two approximate theories are 
presented and the results are compared. 
 
 
A.V. Kashinskii, Yu. V. Korovin, V.A. Odintsov and L.A. Chudov, “Numerical solution of the two-dimensional 
nonstationary problem of the motion of a shell under the action of detonation products”, Journal of Applied 
Mechanics and Technical Physics, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp 496-498, July-August 1972 
ABSTRACT: The problem of the motion of an incompressible cylindrical shell with an explosive charge is 
solved numerically for the propagation of a plane detonation wave from the end of the charge. The strength of 



the shell is not taken into account. A three-term equation of state [1] is assumed for the detonation products. A 
comparison is made with the one-dimensional case. 
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“Aeroelastic stability of cylindrical shells subjected to a rotating flow”, AIAA J. 12, 1644–1651 (1974), DOI: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2514/3.49573  
ABSTRACT: It is experimentally demonstrated that a cylindrical shell subjected to a rotating flow may become 
dynamically unstable. The flutter motion takes the form of a circumferentally traveling wave. The data confirm 
qualitatively earlier theoretical predictions, although further refinement of the theoretical modeling of the fluid 
motion is desirable in order to improve the quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. 
 
 
C.A. Felippa, T.L. Geers and J.A. DeRuntz, "Response of a Ring-Stiffened Cylindrical Shell to a Transient 
Acoustic Wave," Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory report LMSC-D403671, 1974.� 
 
 
Park, K.C., Felippa, C.A., and DeRuntz, J.A. — Stabilization of Staggered Solution Procedures for Fluid-
Structure Interaction Analysis, Computational Methods for Fluid-Structure Interaction Problems, American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, AMD-Vol.26, 1977, pp.95–124. 
 
 
Park, K.C., Felippa, C.A., and DeRuntz, J.A. (Applied Mechanics Laboratory, Lockheed Palo Alto Research 
Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.), “Stabilization of Staggered Solution Procedures for Fluid-Structure 
Interaction Analysis, Computational Methods for Fluid-Structure Interaction Problems, American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, AMD-Vol.26, 1977, pp.95–124. 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses direct time integration techniques for the transient response analysis of 
coupled fluid-structure problems treated by a class of surface interaction approximations. Efficient solution of 
the resulting equations of motion can be achieved by a modular computer implementation in which separate 
fluid and structure analyzers are interfaced through extrapolation of the coupling terms. Such an implementation 
is herein called a staggered solution strategy. The conventional realization of this strategy is handicapped, 
however, by severe temporal stepsize limitations. Several stabilized formulations are introduced, which 
circumvent such limitations and achieve unconditional stability for certain extrapolators. 
 
 
Geers, Thomas L. (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304), “Doubly 
Asymptotic Approximations for Transient Motions of Submerged Structures”, The �Journal of the Acoustical 
Society of America, Vol. 64, pp 1500-1508, 1978. 
ABSTRACT: Doubly asymptotic approximations (DAA) are differential equations for simplified analysis of the 
transient interaction between a flexible structure and a surrounding infinite medium. These surface interaction 
approximations approach exactness in the limit of low- and high-frequency motions and effect a smooth 
transition in the intermediate frequency range. A finite-element DAA formulation for an acoustic medium is 
presented herein, with attention focused on the first and second members of the DAA hierarchy. The free-
vibration and forced-response characteristics of the first and second approximations are examined through 
specialization to a spherical geometry. 



 
 
J.A. DeRuntz and F.A. Brogan, “Underwater Shock Analysis of Non-Linear Structures, A Reference Manual 
for the USA-STAGS Code,” Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory Report No. LMSC-D633864, 1979.� 
ABSTRACT: This report is a reference manual for the third version of the USA-STAGS Code that  
calculates the nonlinear transient response of a totally or partially submerged structure to a spherical shock 
wave of arbitrary pressure profile and source location. USA-STAGS is the… 
 
 
C.A. Felippa and K.C. Park (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.), 
“Staggered transient analysis procedures for coupled mechanical systems: Formulation”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp 61-111, October 1980 
doi:10.1016/0045-7825(80)90040-7 
ABSTRACT: Coupled-field dynamic problems in mechanics have been traditionally solved by treating the 
entire system as one computational entity. More recently, increasing attention has been directed to an alternative 
approach; partition the governing equations into subsystems, which are treated by subsystem analyzers. The 
selection of the subsystems may be based on weak-coupling considerations, widely different time response 
characteristics, isolation of nonlinear effects, or more pragmatic reasons such as the availability of analyzer 
software. In a staggered solution procedure the solution state of the coupled system is advanced by sequentially 
executing the subsystem analyzers. Subsystem coupling terms are accounted for by temporal extrapolation 
techniques. This paper focuses on the formulation and computer implementation of staggered solution 
procedures for two-field problems governed by semidiscrete second-order coupled differential equations. Such 
equations find application in the modeling of structure-fluid, structure-soil and structure-structure interaction. 
Following an introductory description of candidate problems and general solution strategies, direct time 
integration methods are formulated and applied to the coupled system. Staggered solution procedures are 
constructed through two alternative approaches which are based upon partitioning at the difference and 
differential equation level, respectively. Characteristic equations that govern the stability of the resulting 
implementations are derived, and the selection of stable extrapolators discussed. Finally, possible extensions of 
staggered solution procedures to coupled-field static and eigenvalue problems are suggested. 
 
 
DeRuntz, J.A., Geers, T.L., and Felippa, C.A. — The Underwater Shock Analysis Code (USA-Version 3): A 
Reference Manual, Final Report No. LMSC-0777843, Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc., Palo Alto, CA 
(1980). 
 
 
G.E. Cummings (1) and H. Brandt (2) 
(1) Nuclear Systems Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 
University of California, Livermore, Calif. 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Davis, Calif. 
“Dynamic response of a cylindrical shell in a potential fluid”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 48, 
No. 4, pp 772-778, December 1978, DOI: 10.1115/1.3424652 
ABSTRACT: A numerical solution technique is presented for determining the dynamic response of a thin, 
elastic, circular, cylindrical shell of constant wall thickness and density, in a potential fluid. The shell may be 
excited by any radial forcing function with a specified time history and spatial distribution. In addition, a 
pressure history may be specified over a segment of the fluid outer boundary. Any of the natural shell end 
conditions may be prescribed. The numerical results are compared to experimental results for a 1/12-scale 
model of a nuclear-reactor core-support barrel. Natural frequencies and modes are determined for this model in 
air, water, and oil. The computed frequencies are within 15 percent of experimental results. A sample 
application compares the numerical technique to an analytical solution for shell beam modes. The comparison 
resolves an uncertainty concerning the proper effective mass to use in the analytical technique. 
 
 
T. Belytschko, H.-J. Yen and R. Mullen (Department of Civil Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, 



Illinois 60201, USA), “Mixed methods for time integration”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vols. 17-18, Part 2, February 1979, pp. 259-275, doi:10.1016/0045-7825(79)90022-7 
ABSTRACT: The time integration of fluid-structure and soil-structure problem is often quite uneconomical 
when performed with a single integration method and a single time step. Three techniques for enhancing 
computational efficiency are presented: explicit-implicit partitions, explicit-explicit partitions with different 
time steps, and implicit-implicit partitions. The latter two require interpolation and extrapolation on the 
interface. A model problem is presented for examining the stability of these procedures and stabilization 
techniques are examined. 
 
 
Ted Belytschko (Department of Civil Engineering, The Technological Institute, Northwestern University, 
Evanston, IL 60201, U.S.A.), “Fluid-structure interaction”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 12, No. 4, 
October 1980, pp. 459-469, doi:10.1016/0045-7949(80)90121-2 
ABSTRACT: Computational methods for fluid-structure analysis are surveyed. Emphasis is placed on semi-
discretization methods, such as finite element and finite difference methods. Appropriate mesh descriptions and 
time integration procedures for various classes of problems are discussed. The need for mesh partitions, where 
the fluid and structure are integrated by different methods, is indicated, and three types of mesh partitions are 
discussed: explicit-implicit (E-I), implicit-implicit (I-I), and explicit with different time steps (Em-E). Some 
examples are presented to illustrate the applicability of various methods. 
 
 
Wing Kam Liu (The Technological Institute, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201, USA), “Finite 
element procedures for fluid-structure interactions and application to liquid storage tanks”, Nuclear Engineering 
and Design, Vol. 65, No. 2, June 1981, pp. 221-238, doi:10.1016/0029-5493(81)90091-1 
ABSTRACT: Most of the failures of large tanks after severe earthquakes are suspected to have resulted from 
the dynamic buckling caused by overturning moments of seismically induced liquid inertia and surface slosh 
waves. In this paper, a nonlinear finite element method is presented which can treated the structural behavior of 
the tanks in conjunction with fluid, including the dynamics and buckling. Both the formulation and computer 
implementation aspects are presented. The areas upon which attention is focused are: the mixed Lagrangian-
Eulerian kinematical description for modeling fluid subdomains in fluid-structure interaction problems, the 
finite rotation effects in numerical integration of rate constitutive equations arising in large-deformation 
analysis and the implicit-explicit finite element techniques for transient analysis. All these nonlinear 
methodologies have been integrated into a finite element computer code [47]. A number of physically important 
buckling and dynamic analyses of tanks are being investigated. Various other fluid structure phenomena such as 
the stability of off-shore structures can be analyzed with this computer program. The proposed nonlinear finite-
element procedures can serve as a basis for future developments of various other fluid-structure phenomena 
such as the transient motion of submerged or partially submerged structures. 
 
 
George C. Manos and Ray W. Clough (Aristotelian Univ of Thessaloniki, Lab of Structural Analysis, 
Thessaloniki, Greece), “Dynamic response correlation of cylindrical tanks”, Proceedings of Lifeline Earthquake 
Engineering: Performance, Design and Construction, James D. Cooper (Editor), ASCE 978-0-87262-414-6 
(ISBN-13), 1984 
ABSTRACT: The May 1983 Coalinga Earthquake provided an opportunity to correlate earthquake performance 
of cylindrical liquid storage tanks with behavior observed in laboratory shaking table experiments. A 38. 5 ft 
diameter steel water tank which developed typical 'elephant's foot' buckling has been found to be a good 
prototype for a 12 ft diameter aluminum tank. The properties of the prototype and model are correlated. From 
these relationships, the measured dynamic stress response of the model is extrapolated to obtain the stresses 
induced in the prototype. 
 
 
C.A. Fellippa and J.A. DeRuntz (Applied Mechanics Laboratory, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, 
Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.), “Finite element analysis of shock-induced hull cavitation”, Computer Methods 
in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 44, No. 3, pp 297-337, August 1984 



doi:10.1016/0045-7825(84)90134-8 
ABSTRACT: The paper describes the theoretical formulation and computational implementation of a method 
for treating hull cavitation in underwater-shock problems. In addition, the method can be applied to the analysis 
of submerged structures that contain internal fluid volumes. In the present implementation, the Doubly 
Asymptotic Approximation (DAA) serves to simulate a radiation boundary that is located away from the fluid-
structure surface at a distance sufficient to contain any cavitating region. The enclosed fluid is discretized with 
volume finite elements that are based upon a displacement-potential formulation. An explicit time-integration 
algorithm is used to advance the solution in the fluid-volume region, implicit algorithms are used for the 
structure and DAA boundary, and a staggered solution procedure has been developed to treat the interface 
conditions. Results for two example problems obtained with the present implementation show close agreement 
with those obtained by other methods. 
 
 
D. F. Fischer and F. G. Rammerstorfer, “Stability of liquid storage tanks under earthquake excitation”, 
(publisher and date not given in the pdf file; the most recent reference is 1983) 
SUMMARY: Based on potential flow theory for incompressible, inviscid fluid flow in conjunction with the 
response spectrum approach, the maximum pressure distribution in the deformable liquid-filled cylindrical tank 
is calculated. The coupled fluid-structure interaction problem is solved in a semi-analytical manner. By 
applying this maximum pressure distribution to the shell incrementally the loss of stability (mainly caused by 
axial compressive membrane forces near the base) is considered by a non-linear finite eement analysis. 
Particularly the influence of shape imperfections on the stability is investigated in the non-linear numerical 
calculation. 
 
 
F.G. Rammerstorfer, W. Auli, F.D. Fischer, "Uplifting and stability of wind-loaded vertical cylindrical shells", 
Engineering Computations, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp.170 – 180, 1985 
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with the numerical calculation of the behaviour of vertical wind-loaded 
cylindrical shells (large liquid storage tanks) with a very flexible bottom plate resting on an elastic foundation. 
The base of the tank, i.e. the lower boundary of the shell and the bottom plate, may partially uplift due to the 
shell deformations under the dead load, a hydrostatic pressure and due to wind forces. This behaviour represents 
non-linear boundary conditions of the tank wall. Hence, the stability of the wind-loaded tank is extremely 
influenced by the uplift conditions. This non-linear problem (large deformations and variable contact) is solved 
by the FE method 
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“A proposal for the earthquake resistant design of tanks – Results from the Austrian Research Project”, 
Proceedings of Ninth World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, August, 1988, Tokyo-Kyoto, Japan (Vol. 
VI) 
SUMMARY: An engineering approach is presented for calculating the maximum dynamic pressure 
distributions caused by horizontal and vertical earthquake excitation of tanks. Three different possibilities for 
superposing the dynamic pressure components due to the horizontal and the vertical earthquake components on 
the static pressure and the different modes of wall instabilities are discussed. The results show that the dynamic 
pressure component caused by vertical excitation must not be neglected especially for tall tanks. An essential 
aim of this project has been the development of simple formulas and diagrams for engineers dealing with the 
construction of liquid storage tanks made of steel. 
 
 



John A DeRuntz Jr., Charles C Rankin, Applications of the USA-STAGS-CFA code to nonlinear fluid–
structure interaction problems in underwater shock of submerged structures. In: Proceedings of the 60th Shock 
and Vibration Symposium, Maryland, vol. 1, 1989, p. 121–138. � 
 
 
Wing Kam Liu and Rasim Aziz Uras (Northwestern University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA), “Transient failure analysis of liquid-filled shells PART I: Theory”, Nuclear 
Engineering and Design, Vol. 117, No. 2, November 1989, pp. 107-140, doi:10.1016/0029-5493(89)90037-X 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the governing equations which consider dynamic fluid-structure interaction, modal 
coupling in both axial and circumferential directions, and dynamic buckling are derived. The various pressure 
components acting on the shell wall due to a seismic event are also analyzed. The matrix equation of motion for 
liquid-filled shells is obtained through a Galerkin/Finite Element discretization procedure. The modal coupling 
among the various combinations of axial and circumferential modes are identified with a particular reference to 
the fluid-structure system under seismic excitation. Finally, the equations for the dynamic stability analysis of 
liquid-filled shells are presented. 
 
 
Wing Kam Liu and Rasim Aziz Uras (Northwestern University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA), “Transient failure analysis of liquid-filled shells PART II: Applications”, 
Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 117, No. 2, November 1989, pp. 141-157, 
doi:10.1016/0029-5493(89)90038-1 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, applications of the theory developed in the companion paper by Liu and Uras [1] 
are presented. The effects of various types of ground motion on the dynamic stability of the fluid-structure 
system are analyzed. The stability criteria of liquid-filled shells subjected to horizontal and rocking excitation, 
shear loading, bending/shear combined loading, and vertically applied load are established. The resulting 
instability regions and stability charts are given in tables and in _…-epsilon (Porson) plots. Under horizontal 
and rocking motion, modal coupling in the circumferential direction as well as in the axial direction is observed. 
The possible buckling modes for a tall tank can be identified as cos2theta, cos3theta and cos4theta under 
horizontal and rocking motion, and cos5theta and cos6theta, under vertically applied load. For a broad tank two 
sets of instability modes are found: cos6theta through cos9theta, and cos12theta through cos14theta under 
horizontal and rocking motion. When subjected to vertically applied load, the failure modes of a broad tank 
shift to cos10theta through cos12theta, and cos14theta through cos15theta. The effect of shear load on a broad 
tank appears to be important only if damping is relatively small. Under bending/shear combined loading, the 
bending forces dominate the stability of the fluid-filled shells. 
 
 
H.L. Budweg and Y.S. Shin, “Experimental studies on the tripping behavior of narrow T-stiffened flat plates 
subjected to hydrostatic pressure and underwater shock”, 1988, Report N88-13613, publisher not given in the 
pdf file. 
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the static and dynamic responses of a 
specific stiffened flat plate design. The air-backed rectangular flat plates of 6061-T6 aluminum with an 
externally machined longitudinal narrow-flanged T-stiffener and clamped boundary conditions were subjected 
to static loading by water hydropump pressure and shock loading from an eight-pound TNT charge detonated 
underwater. The dynamic test plate was instrumented to measure transient strains and free-field pressure. The 
static test plate was instrumented to measure transient strains, plate deflection, and pressure. Emphasis was 
placed upon forcing static and dynamic stiffener tripping, obtaining relevant strain and pressure data and 
studying the associated plate-stiffener behavior. 
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Neil G. Pegg (Defence Research Establishment Atlantic Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada), “A review of the 
theory and methods for determining dynamic pulse buckling of cylindrical shells”, Accession Number: 
ADA214764, September 1989 
ABSTRACT: A review of theoretical developments in predicting the buckling response of cylinders subject to 
impulsive loads is presented. Most of this theory deals with axisymmetric, radial impulses on cylinders. The 
development of solutions for the critical modes and loading magnitudes which produce excessive growth of 
displacements are reviewed. Existing theories cover the specific cases of either entirely elastic or entirely plastic 
material behaviour for infinite length and short cylindrical shells. The resultant theories are applied to various 
shell geometries to investigate influential parameters. A review of numerical finite element and finite difference 
studies which investigate dynamic pulse buckling is also given. The requirements to examine dynamic buckling 
of more complex structures such as ring stiffened cylinders are discussed. Improvement in design to resist shock 
loads from hostile weapons or operational conditions has been the goal of considering dynamic buckling in the 
design of military structures such as missiles and rockets. This study presents a review of theoretical 
developments in dynamic pulse buckling to delineate the physical concepts of the process. This review serves as 
a basis for further work in developing an understanding of dynamic buckling in the context of submarine 
pressure hull response to underwater shock loading. 
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“Lagrangian hydrocode modeling of underwater explosive/target interaction”, 61st Shock and Vibration 
Symposium, Vol. V, NAVSWC MP 91-120, pp 79-89, 1990 
ABSTRACT: Preliminary results are described for an application of the Lagrangian hydrocode DYNA3D in 
modeling the early-time interaction of an underwater close-in explosion with an externally stiffened, curved 
plate. The problem was terminated when element distortions reduced the time step to unacceptably small 
values. The Johnson-Cook constitutive and damage model was used for the steel plate and stiffener frames. Use 
of this material model allowed the frames to fail at their base and separate from the plate, relieving the stress in 
the target plate. Failure in the steel plate was shown to initiate directly under the explosive charge, but model 
improvements may alter this result. Shell elements were employed for the steel to properly model bending of 
the plate and frames, and to decrease problem size. A total of less than ten thousand elements (continuum and 
shell) were employed in the complete model; this was made possible largely through the use of non-reflecting 
boundary conditions.  
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901403, D-2100, Hamburg 90, Germany 
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“Non-linear dynamic stability of a simple floating bridge model”, Ingenieur-Archiv, Vol. 60, No. 4, pp 262-273, 
January 1990 
SUMMARY: This paper deals with a simple fluid-structure interaction problem of floating bridges under step 
loading with main emphasis on the non-linear dynamic stability of the structure itself after been simulated by a 
simple discrete mechanical model. The analysis concerns systems which under the same loading applied 
statically experience a limit point instability. On the basis of a theoretical discussion of the non-linear response 
of a single degree-of-freedom model simple conditions for an unbounded motion associated with dynamic 
buckling have been properly established. According to these conditions one can determine the exact dynamic 
buckling load without solving the strongly non-linear differential equation of motion. Such a load corresponds 
to that equilibrium point of the unstable (static) post-buckling path for which the total potential energy of the 
model becomes zero, while at the same time its second variation is negative definite. This load is also a lower 
bound in case that damping is included in the analysis. The foregoing conditions of static evaluation of the 
dynamic buckling load do not hold, in general, for limit point systems of two degres of freedom. The above 
theoretical predictions have been confirmed by means of numerical integration of the correspending non-linear 
equation of motion. 
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“Dynamic buckling of liquid-filled shells under horizontal excitation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol.141, No. 3, 22 September 1990, pp. 389-408, doi:10.1016/0022-460X(90)90634-C 
ABSTRACT: A method for the investigation of the dynamic buckling of liquid-filled shells under horizontal 
excitation has been developed. Strikingly good agreement has been obtained in comparison to available 
experimental results. This provides guidelines for a better understanding of stability phenomenon of liquid-
filled shells. The importance of modal interaction in the axial as well as circumferential directions is also 
demonstrated. In particular, the coupling between the nth and (n + 1)th circumferential modes is found to be the 
major cause for the instability of fluid-structure systems under horizontally applied ground motion. For failure 
conditions in which the buckling modes are not exactly known from the shaking table experiment, the 
significant bifurcation solutions can be identified from the present analysis. 
 
 
R. E. Newton, “Finite element study of shock induced cavitation”, The finite element method in the 1990’s, pp 
389-397, 1991 
ABSTRACT: Explosively generated underwater shock waves may interact with a compliant submerged 
structure or with the free surface to induce cavitation. A finite element analysis of the former case is described. 
Discretised equations are derived using a displacement potential as the dependent variable. Formulations for a 
variety of boundary conditions are described. Computational strategy is discussed. A one-dimensional example 
is presented and results are shown to be in good agreement with those obtained by the method of characteristics. 
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Haxton, R.S. and Haywood, J.H., “Linear elastic response of a ring stiffened cylinder to underwater explosion 
loading”, Advances in Marine Structures Conference, Dunfermline, Scotland, May 20-23, 1986 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a modal method of analysis for the rapid evaluation of the linear elastic 
response of a ring stiffened circular cylindrical shell subjected to underwater explosion loading. The cylindrical 
wave approximation is used to define the interactive behavior of structure and fluid at the wet boundary. Two 
mathematical representations of the incident loading are assessed together with other factors which may 
influence the cylinder response such as stiffener design. The comparative behavior of frames and plating is 
studied and and assessment is made of the merits of the method through a comparison with the response 
predictions obtained from more complex discrete element analyses in which the interaction process is treated 
using a doubly asymptotic approximation. 
 
 
Haxton, R.S., Haywood, J.H. and Hunter, I.T., “Nonlinear inelastic response of an infinite cylindrical shell to 
underwater shock wave loading”, Advances in Marine Structures, 2nd International Conference, 21-24 May, 
1991 Dunfermline, Scotland, UK, Sponsored by Admiralty Research Establishment, Elsevier 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical approach to the modelling of the nonlinear inelastic response of 
a cylindrical shell to underwater shock wave loading. Material nonlinearity is accommodated by the adoption of 
a linear elastic/plastic stress/strain relationship and geometric nonlinearity by the retention of second order 
terms in the deflection components which describe the deformation of the cylinder. A cylindrical wave 
approximation is used to couple the structural and fluid domains. 
 
 
Neil M. Ribe, “The dynamics of thin shells with variable viscosity and the origin of toroidal flow in the 
mantle”, Geophysical Journal International, Vol. 110, No. 3, pp 537-552, 1992,  
DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-246X.1992.tb02090. 
SUMMARY: The observed equipartition of kinetic energy between the poloidal (convergence/divergence) and 
toroidal (strike-slip) parts of the Earth's surface velocity field is evidence that large lateral viscosity variations 
exist in the mantle. The largest such variations probably occur within the lithosphere, in the form of relatively 
weak boundaries between nearly rigid plates. To understand better the dynamical effects of such viscosity 
variations, we study an Earth model consisting of a lithospheric shell of outer radius a with laterally variable 
thickness h(θ, φ) and viscosity ��(�, �) overlying a mantle whose viscosity η(r) is a function of depth only. 
Flow in the model is driven by lateral density variations beneath the shell. An asymptotic (long wave) analysis 
reduces the dynamics of the shell to a pair of boundary conditions, and shows that the effect of the shell is 
governed by a single dimensionless parameter, the ‘stiffness’f = ε(γ − 1), where ε=h/a and �=��/��(a). A 



perturbation analysis for the case of small lateral stiffness variations shows that the poloidal flow generated by 
an internal load interacts with the stiffness variations to generate additional poloidal and toroidal fields of 
various wavelengths according to definite selection rules. A simple model in which the shell consists of stiff (f 
≫ 1) ‘plates’ separated by narrow weak (f= 0.5) zones shows that (1) large lateral stiffness variations give rise 
to surface motion with a substantial toroidal component; (2) the observed surface velocity field is extremely 
sensitive to lateral stiffness variations, and thus provides poor constraints on the mantle viscosity; (3) lateral 
stiffness variations have a large (∼50 per cent) effect on geoid anomalies if the mantle viscosity increases with 
depth; and (4) geoid anomalies predicted by models that ignore the order-unity relative change of long-
wavelength normal stress across the shell are likely to be in error by 30–50 per cent. These results suggest that 
previous models may have overestimated the viscosity increase in the lower mantle that is required to fit the 
geoid data. 
 
 
Y.W. Kwon and P.K. Fox (Mechanical Engineering Department, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 
93943, U.S.A), “Underwater shock response of a cylinder subjected to a side-on explosion”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 48, No. 4, pp 637-646, August 1993 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic response of a cylinder subjected to a side-on, far-field underwater 
explosion was studied using both numerical and experimental techniques. Both ends of the cylinder were closed 
with thick flat plates. An explosive charge was located 25 feet (7.62 m) from the cylinder on a line 
perpendicular to the cylinder axis and equidistant from the cylinder ends. Comparison of axial and hoop strains 
was made between the strain gage measurements and the numerical results at several different locations on the 
cylinder. Overall, the comparison was in a good agreement. However, it was found that there were asymmetric 
strain gage data from the experiment. With the postulation of cylinder rotation so that the charge was not 
located at center of the cylinder length, an additional numerical study was undertaken to investigate the effect of 
the rotation on the strain distributions. This study showed improvements of the numerical results compared to 
the experimental data. The numerical study indicated that the dynamic motion of the cylinder has an accordion 
mode, a breathing mode and a whipping mode. 
 
 
Zhang, Peizhen and Thomas L.Geers, “Excitation of a fluid-filled, submerged spherical shell by a transient 
acoustic wave”, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 93: 696–705, 1993, DOI: 10.1121/1.405433 
ABSTRACT: A mathematical formulation and method of solution for the title problem are developed, and 
numerical results are presented for excitation by a plane step wave. The formulation is based on the familiar 
equations of motion for a thin spherical shell and the wave equation for the internal and external fluid domains. 
The Laplace transform is invoked, and the usual separation of variables method produces modal equations for 
each component of the Fourier-Legendre series solution. The modal equations are then restructured to facilitate 
transform inversion, yielding delayed differential equations in time for each response mode of the shell-fluid 
system, which are integrated numerically in time. Complete response solutions then follow by modal 
superposition, with special techniques being employed to improve modal convergence. Transient response 
histories are shown for a step-wave-excited steel shell containing water and submerged in water. Also, these 
results are compared with their counterparts for an empty submerged steel shell. 
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Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0427), “Doubly asymptotic approximations for 
submerged structures with internal fluid volumes: Formulation”, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 61, No. 4, 
pp 893-899, December 1994, doi:10.1115/1.2901574 



ABSTRACT: Doubly asymptotic approximations (DAAs) are approximate temporal impedance relations for a 
medium in contact with a flexible body. In this paper, the method of operator matching previously used for 
external acoustic domains is used to develop first- and second-order boundary integral DAAs for internal 
acoustic domains. Corresponding boundary element forms permit the numerical solution of transient structural 
acoustics problems with complex geometry. The accuracy of the DAAs is assessed in the following companion 
paper by comparing DAA and exact solutions for a canonical problem with spherical geometry. 
 
 
Yuan Weifeng and Wu Lianyuan (Department of Engineering Mechanics, Shanghai Jiaotong University), “”On 
damage effect distance of shells structure subjected to underwater explosion shock”, Journal of Fuzhou 
University, April 1994 
ABSTRACT: The buckling distance of the cylindrical shell subjected to the shock wave against the weight of 
explosive and the initial static pressure is considered. The estimating method of stiffened cylindrical shell 
subjected to underwater explosion shock is developed in terms of buckling of shells. Many exprimental results 
are explained by the present theory 
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V.N. Rusak, V.A. Ryzhanskii, A.G. Ivanov and S.N. Zaikin, “Explosion resistance of welded cylindrical 
titanium shells”, Combustion, Explosion and Shock Waves, Vol. 30, No. 4, pp 549-556, July-August 1994 
ABSTRACT: Results are provided for an experimental study of the reaction to internal explosive loading of 
titanium alloy PT-3V welded cylindrical shells filled with air or water. It is established that shell failure 
develops a strong scale effect in the form of a sharp reduction in explosion resistance with an increase in 
dimensions. Recommendations are made for weakening the effect of the scale factor and increasing shell 
explosion resistance. Semi-empirical equations are obtained which are recommended for evaluating explosion 
deformation parameters for the shell of a cylindrical explosion protection chamber made of titanium alloy. 
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ABSTRACT: We present various variational formulations adapted to the problem of dynamic stability analysis 
of liquid propelled launch vehicles. Sloshing vibrations including surface tension effects, hydroelastic 



vibrational and structural acoustic vibrations are analyzed, using appropriate symmetric finite element 
procedures, in order to obtain accurate modal characteristics of the launcher for stability analysis. 
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USA), “Transient interaction of a spherical shell with an underwater explosion shock wave and subsequent 
pulsating bubble”, Shock and Vibration, Vol. 2, No. 6, pp 451-460, 1995 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear interaction problem is analyzed by simultaneously solving the mass, momentum, 
and energy conservation equations together with appropriate material constitutive equations governing the fluid 
dynamics of the explosion gaseous product and the water and the structural dynamics of the compliant shell. A 
finite difference technique in a coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian scheme is used. The computer program PISCES 
2DELK is employed to carry out the numerical computations. The results demonstrate that to rigorously analyze 
the response of a submerged structure to a nearby explosion, the interactions among the explosion shock wave, 
the structure, its surrounding media, and the explosion bubble need to be considered. 
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ABSTRACT: A new simplified method of analysis is developed to predict the nonlinear dynamic response of 
submerged stiffened plates subjected to underwater explosions. The dynamic response of the structure is 
modelled by using rigid-plastic beam and beam-grillage approaches developed previously for air-blast loaded 
stiffened plates and the fluid-structure interaction is simulated by applying the simple Hains acoustic 
approximations directly on the wet surface of the structure. Large-deflection and strain-rate effects are 
considered and the phenomenon of water cavitation is included by using an appropriate pressure criterion. The 
mathematical formulation of the coupled field system is briefly outlined and some illustrative examples are 
presented. 
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ABSTRACT: SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) is a gridless Lagrangian technique which is appealing 
as a possible alternative to numerical techniques currently used to analyze high deformation impulsive loading 
events. In the present study, the SPH algorithm has been subjected to detailed testing and analysis to determine 
the feasibility of using PRONTO/SPH for the analysis of various types of underwater explosion problems 
involving fluid-structure and shock-structure interactions. Of particular interest are effects of bubble formation 
and collapse and the permanent deformation of thin walled structures due to these loadings. These are 
exceptionally difficult problems to model. Past attempts with various types of codes have not been satisfactory. 
Coupling SPH into the finite element code PRONTO represents a new approach to the problem. Results show 
that the method is well-suited for transmission of loads from underwater explosions to nearby structures, but the 
calculation of late time effects due to acceleration of gravity and bubble buoyancy will require additional 
development, and possibly coupling with implicit or incompressible methods. 
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ABSTRACT: The effect of the initial geometric imperfections to the damage response of submerged structures 
is investigated. The type of the submerged structure investigated is the ring-stiffened long circular cylinders 
submerged in the fluid. The strain hardening mild steel is used in the analysis. The type of the loading is the 
underwater shock induced by underwater explosions. The modal imperfection concept has been used to 
simulate the initial geometric imperfections. The numerical analyses were performed to look into the details of 
damage response of ring-stiffened cylindrical shells. The following models were considered: (i) three-
dimensional infinite ring-stiffened cylinder model, and (ii) three-dimensional finite ring-stiffened cylinder 
model. A finite element hydrocode was used to numerically predict model responses. 
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dynamic analysis of orthotropic open cylindrical shells subjected to a flowing fluid”, Journal of Sound and 
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ABSTRACT: A theory is presented to predict the influence of non-linearities associated with the wall of the 
shell and with the fluid flow on the dynamics of elastic, thin, orthotropic and non-uniform open cylindrical 
shells submerged and subjected simultaneously to an internal and external fluid. The open shells are assumed to 
be freely simply supported along their curved edges and to have arbitrary straight edge boundary conditions. 
The method developed is a hybrid of thin shell theory, fluid theory and the finite element method. The solution 
is divided into four parts. In part one, the displacement functions are obtained from Sander's linear shell theory 
and the mass and linear stiffness matrices for the empty shell are obtained by the finite element procedure. In 
part two, the modal coefficients derived from the Sanders–Koiter non-linear theory of thin shells are obtained 
for these displacement functions. Expressions for the second and third order non-linear stiffness matrices of the 
empty shell are then determined through the finite element method. In part three, a fluid finite element is 
developed; the model requires the use of a linear operator for the velocity potential and a linear boundary 
condition of impermeability. With the non-linear dynamic pressure, we develop in the fourth part three non-
linear matrices for the fluid. The non-linear equation of motion is then solved by the fourth-order Runge–Kutta 
numerical method. The linear and non-linear natural frequency variations are determined as a function of shell 
amplitudes for different cases. 
 
 
Umemoto, K., Yoshikawa, T., Nozawa, K. Sakaue H. and Sano, T., “Structural response of a submerged 
structure subjected to underwater explosion loads”, Journal of the Society of Naval Architects of Japan, Vol. 
182, pp. 837-849, 1997 (in Japanese) 
ABSTRACT: When the structural response of a submerged structure subjected to UNDerwater EXplosion 
(UNDEX) loads is calculated, the shock loading from UNDEX must be estimated accurately. In this paper, 
firstly, characteristics of free field pressure and those of surface pressure on a cylindrical shell structure are 
discussed through experimental results. Secondly, through the comparison of numerical simulation results with 
the experimental results, the capability of simulating UNDEX phenomena is shown. And also, it is shown that 
fluid-structure interaction plays an important role in UNDEX phenomena. Main conclusions can be summarized 
as follows. (1) Doubly exponential function proposed here can be fitted to measured free field pressure with 
accuracy better than 5%for impulse and energy flux density of free field pressure. (2) The reflection factor 
seems to depend on the distance between explosive and a structure. In these experiments, the shadow effects of 
the test model to shock wave is so remarkable that the reflection factor of the back surface of the test model 
becomes about 0.3. (3) There are some occasions that sharp peak pressure is generated on the back surface of a 
cylindrical shell structure, where elastic stress waves through different paths meet. (4) Fluid-structure 
interaction greatly influences peak value, impulse and energy flux density of shock loading to the test model. 
Therefore, it is necessary to take it into account when estimating the shock loading by numerical simulation. (5) 
Using axi-symmetric numerical simulation model, efficient and reasonably accurate estimation of shock loading 
to a cylindrical shell structure can be performed. 
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Structures, Vol. 43, No. 3, pp 179-193, November 1998, DOI: 10.1016/S0263-8223(98)00092-0 
ABSTRACT: Paper presents an analysis of submerged orthotropic cylindrical shells subjected to underwater 
shock wave. The equations of motion of orthotropic circular cylindrical shells are used in conjunction wtih the 
Reflected-Afterflow-Virtual-Source (RAVS) model to model the fluid-structure interaction. The finite 
difference method is then employed to solve the governing equation for the problem of the infinitive length 
orthotropic cylindrical shell subjected to planar shock waves. A comparison of the results respectively obtained 
by present analysis and USA/LSDYNA3D code is made to verify the present solution. By using the present 
approach, the effects of orientation a, thickness-radius ratio and curvature on the transient responses of the 
shell are examined. 
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“Dynamic buckling experiments of fluid-structure-coupled co-axial thin cylinder”, Nuclear Engineering and 
Design, Vol. 188, No. 1, April 1999, pp 13-26 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to clarify dynamic buckling behaviours such as buckling mode and 
buckling pressure for thin cylindrical shells immersed in fluid subjected to seismic excitations. For this purpose, 
dynamic buckling experiments of thin cylindrical shells placed inside a rigid liquid container are carried out 
using a shaking table. These shells and the container are intended to represent thermal baffles and a main vessel 
of a fast breeder reactor, respectively. The fluid pressure caused by horizontal excitation induces buckling 
deformation which involves flower-shaped deformation, which is a type of external pressure buckling. The 
buckling pressure is measured with various types of the test cylinders under seismic excitations and this 
pressure is confirmed to agree with static buckling pressure predicted by static buckling analysis. It is also 
found that sub-harmonic vibration occurs under a certain sinusoidal excitation inducing a sudden increase in 
response displacement at a lower pressure level than the buckling pressure under seismic excitations. Based on 
these experiments, it is pointed out that, in seismic design, to prevent the buckling of thermal baffles, static 
buckling analyses can be used as long as sub-harmonic vibration does not occur. 
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ABSTRACT: Benchmarks for submerged structure response to underwater explosions are compiled. Both 
analytical and empirical benchmarks are presented; each type has advantages and disadvantages for the 
purposes of model validation, though no methodology for employing these benchmarks in a model validation 
effort is proposed. Benchmark computations are also referenced as part of this compilation. Extension of this 
compilation to floating structure response to underwater explosions, and to hydrodynamic/hydraulic ram 
problems, is proposed.  
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Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119260, Singapore), “Transient response of stiffened composite submersible hull 
subjected to underwater explosive shock”, Composite Structures, Vol. 41, No. 1, pp 27-37, January 1998 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the transient response of a glass-epoxy composite submersible hull 
subjected to underwater explosive shock. The doubly asymptotic approximation (DAA) method is employed in 
this study to describe the fluid-structure interactions. The fluid-structure coupled equations, relating structure 
response to fluid impulsive loadings, are solved using coupled finite-element and boundary-element codes. 
Transient stress of the composite submersible hull induced by the underwater explosive shock are studied. 
Effects of the explosive charge weight and the charge distance from the target on the transient stress are 
examined. In addition, a comparison between the transient responses to underwater explosive shock for the 
composite submersible hull and a steel submersible hull is made. 
 
 
Y.W. Kwon and R.E. Cunningham (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monterey CA, 93943, U.S.A.), “Comparison of USA-DYNA finite element models for a stiffened shell subject 
to underwater shock”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp 127-144, January 1998 
ABSTRACT: A numerical study was conducted for simplified finite element modeling of stiffened structures 
under a dynamic loading. The study considerd submerged structures subject to an underwater explosion. The 
objective of this study was to develop a finite element modeling technique which is computationally efficient 
and still accurate in terms of the structural dynamic response. This paper investigated techniques for smearing 
of stiffeners, represenation of a cylindrical shell by a beam with surface of revolution (SOR), and interface of a 
cylindrical shell with a SOR beam. The advantage and disadvantage: of those techniques in conjunction with an 
explicit time-integration scheme were also discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: The nonlinear ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of a fluid filled circular 
cylindrical shell, obtained in Part 1 of the present study, is studied by using a second order perturbation 
approach and direct simulations. Strong modal interactions are found when the structure is excited with small 
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ABSTRACT: The response of a shell conveying fluid to harmonic excitation, in the spectral neighbourhood of 
one of the lowest natural frequencies, is investigated for different flow velocities. The theoretical model has 



already been presented in Part I of the present study. Non-linearities due to moderately large-amplitude shell 
motion are considered by using Donnell's non-linear shallow-shell theory. Linear potential flow theory is 
applied to describe the fluid-structure interaction by using the model proposed by Paıdoussis and Denise. For 
different amplitudes and frequencies of the excitation and for different flow velocities, the following are 
investigated numerically: (1) periodic response of the system; (2) unsteady and stochastic motion; (3) loss of 
stability by jumps to bifurcated branches. The effect of the flow velocity on the non-linear periodic response of 
the system has also been investigated. Poincaré maps and bifurcation diagrams are used to study the unsteady 
and stochastic dynamics of the system. Amplitude modulated motions, multi-periodic solutions, chaotic 
responses, cascades of bifurcations as the route to chaos and the so-called “blue sky catastrophe” phenomenon 
have all been observed for different values of the system parameters; the latter two have been predicted here 
probably for the first time for the dynamics of circular cylindrical shells. 
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action”, 12WCEE 2000 (12th European Conference on Earthquake Engineering) 
SUMMARY: This paper summarizes some of the results of a comprehensive theoretical investigation 
concerning the seismic response of ground supported liquid storage reservoirs. Dynamic properties of 
the fluid-shell interaction system with arbitrary boundary conditions were examined first. Evaluation of 
the results have shown that the variation of natural frequencies to the geometrical properties and filling 
ratio are highly dependent to the lateral and circumferential mode number. Finally, the accuracy of 
Code specified procedures for seismic design are examined and compared with the results obtained 
from the dynamic nonlinear finite element analysis.  
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Gong SW, Lam KY, Lu C.  (Institute of High Performance Computing, 89C Science Park Drive no. 02-11/12, 
The Rutherford, Singapore Science Park 1, Singapore, Singapore 118261), “Structural analysis of a submarine 
pipeline subjected to underwater shock”, International Journal of �Pressure Vessels and Piping”, June 2000; 
77(7):4 17–23. 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a computational approach to safety assessment of submerged pipelines, 
exposed to underwater shock. The fluid–structure interaction between the seawater and pipeline are handled 
using the coupled finite-element and boundary-element codes, based on the Doubly Asymptotic Approximation 
(DAA). The shock pressure transmitted from the seawater and sea bottom is calculated based on published 
empirical equations, which are incorporated into the coupled fluid–structure codes. Four cases of pipeline 
configurations were modeled and simulated, in this study. The first case is a submerged empty pipeline without 
any cover, the second case is a submerged empty pipeline with concrete cover, the third case is an empty 
pipeline buried in sand and the fourth case deals with a fluid-filled pipeline buried in sand. A comparison 



between the four pipeline configurations is made, and the effects of the concrete cover and sand for the 
protection of the pipeline are examined. 
 
 
John M. Brett, George Yiannakopoulos and Paul J. van der Schaaf (Aeronautical and Maritime Research 
Laboratory, Defence Science and Technology Organisation, G.P.O. Box 4331, Melbourne, Victoria, 3001, 
Australia), “Time-resolved measurement of the deformation of submerged cylinders subjected to loading from a 
nearby explosion”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 24, No. 9, pp 875-890, October 2000 
ABSTRACT: The general features of an isolated underwater explosion have been extensively studied and are 
considered to be reasonably well understood. However, our understanding of the interaction which ensues when 
an explosion occurs in the immediate vicinity of a floating or submerged structure is considerably less well 
developed. We describe the application of small-scale experiments incorporating cylindrical steel targets 
instrumented with accelerometers and underwater pressure transducers to investigate this question. Acceleration 
records clearly show the response of the targets to loading from the separate shock wave and bubble collapse 
events. Interpretation of this data demonstrates the dominance of bubble collapse loading for underwater 
explosions in close proximity to a submerged structure. 
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“Non-linear transient dynamic response of rectangular plates under shock loading”, International Journal of 
Impact Engineering, Vol. 24, pp 999-1015, 2000 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical investigations were carried out on clamped rectangular plates 
subjected to underwater explosion loading. Experiments were conducted on rectangular plates of size 0.55Y 
0.45Y0.004 m using a box model set-up under air-backed conditions in a water tank detonating small charge 
weights of PEK-I explosive. Corresponding plastic deformation of the plates were measured for different charge 
weights and stand off distances. Numerical analysis was carried out using the MARC finite element code for 
various test conditions and the results are compared with experimental results.  
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“Experimental and numerical investigation on deformation of cylindrical shell panels to underwater explosion”, 
Shock and Vibration, Vol. 8, pp 253-270, 2001 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical investigations on cylindrical shell panels subjected to underwater 
explosion loading are presented. Experiments were conducted on panels of size 0.8 × 0.6 × 0.00314 m and shell 



rise-to-span ratios h/l =0.0, 0.05, 0.1 , using a box model set-up under air backed conditions in a shock tank. 
Small charges of PEK I explosive were employed. The plastic deformation of the panels was measured for three 
loading conditions. Finite element analysis was carried out using the CSA/GENSA [DYNA3D] software to 
predict the plastic deformation for various loading conditions. The analysis included material and geometric 
non-linearities, with strain rate effects incorporated based on the Cowper-Symonds relation. The numerical 
results for plastic deformation are compared with those from experiments. 
 
 
Z. Zong and K.Y. Lam, “Viscoplastic response of a circular plate to an underwater explosion shock”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 148, Nos 1-4, pp 93-104, 2001 
SUMMARY: Viscoplastic response of a fully-clamped circular plate to an underwater explosion shock is 
studied in this paper. Strain-rate effect is included in the response. A fluid-structure interaction model is 
introduced, which is characterized by two stages: In the early stage, only the shock wave in water is considered, 
and the motion of structure is neglected. In the second stage, the wave propagation in structure and fluid is 
disregarded, and only long-term fluid force (added mass) and long-term structural force (membrane stress) are 
considered. Based on this model, the equation of motion of a fully-clamped circular plate is established, the 
solutions of which are compared with two experiments. The calculated maximum plastic deformations from 
present model are close to the observed values. The dependence of maximum plastic deformation on charge 
weight, plate radius and material property is also discussed. 
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 “A study of transient responses of a submerged spherical shell under shock waves”, Ocean Engineering 28, 71–
94, January 2001 
ABSTRACT: Based on a procedure which couples the finite element method with the doubly asymptotic 
approximation, this work addresses the problem of the transient responses of a submerged spherical shell 
subjected to strong, plane, incident shock waves, in which elastoplastic material behavior is considered. 
Simulation results indicate that the procedure adopted shows good agreement with related literature, which 



considered linear elastic behavior of the shell. Also presented herein are the time histories of surface pressure, 
radial velocity and von Mises stress of the shell. Moreover, deformation diagrams and spreading of the plastic 
zone of the shell are described as well. 
 
 
A.N. Guz, V.D. Kubenko, A.E. Babaev, “Dynamics of shell systems interacting with a liquid”, International 
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 38, No. 3, pp 260-301, March 2001 
ABSTRACT: Results of studies into dynamic processes (both stationary and nonstationary) in differently 
excited shell systems interacting with a liquid are generalized and systematized. Problems related to this 
division of mechanics are formulated and methods developed for solving them are stated. Typical numerical 
results are presented. 
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David B. Woyak (ABAQUS Solutions Northeast, LLC), “Modeling submerged structures loaded by underwater 
explosions with ABAQUS/Explicit, 2002 ABAQUS User’s Conference 
ABSTRACT: Finite element analysis can be used to predict the transient response of submerged structures that 



are externally loaded by an acoustic pressure shock wave resulting from an Underwater Explosion (UNDEX). 
This class of problem is characterized by a strong coupling between the structural motions and acoustic 
pressures at the fluid-structure wetted interface. The structural behavior is a combination of long time (low 
frequency) response dominated by an added mass effect, short time (high frequency) response dominated by 
radiation damping, and intermediate time-frequency response where both added mass and radiation damping 
behavior are present. For the finite element method to be useful, the analyst must develop modeling techniques 
and procedures that yield accurate and computationally tractable solutions. Modeling procedures and guidelines 
were developed for use with an explicit dynamics code that offers advanced features such as: pressure 
formulated acoustic elements, surface based fluid-structure coupling, surface based absorbing (radiation) 
boundaries, and automated incident wave loading for the fluid-structure wetted interface. The modeling 
guidelines address issues such as: location of the fluid acoustic domain outer boundary, meshing of the acoustic 
domain, representation of the shock wave, and solution efficiency. These modeling procedures and guidelines 
are demonstrated with an ABAQUS/Explicit analysis of an UNDEX experiment in which a submerged test 
cylinder was exposed to a 60-pound HBX-1 explosive charge (Kwon & Fox, 1993).  
References listed at the end of the paper: 
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“An UNDEX response validation methodology”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 27, No. 9, 
pp 919-937, October 2002 
ABSTRACT: The assessment of the response of naval vessels to underwater shock creates a need for tools that 
can analyze and design such systems to withstand underwater explosions (UNDEX). This paper describes a 
preliminary attempt to develop a methodology for the assessment of structural systems to UNDEX effects. A 
methodology is proposed by which the response of a simplified structural component to UNDEX can be 
validated through the use of precision impact testing and numerical simulations. An iterative process was used 
where an UNDEX response, determined through previous results, preliminary UNDEX simulations, and impact 
simulations, provided the parameters necessary for a precision impact test that generates an equivalent response. 
Precision impact tests were performed, and the results correlated with the impact simulated data. The results 
from an UNDEX test were compared with the predictions from the validated numerical code. The structural 
component in both the tests and simulations was simplified to a flat rectangular panel. The numerical 
simulations were solved explicitly, and included either the impact loading environment—a hybrid impactor with 
an initial velocity—or the UNDEX loading environment—a plane shock wave applied to the surface of the 
target structure. Since close-in and early time UNDEX-related phenomena, such as gas bubble effects, are 
localized and very complicated, they were ignored in this preliminary phase of the study. Although the proposed 
methodology could require multiple iterations, the limited scope of this study only included one set of 
precision-impact tests on each type of material, one UNDEX test against an aluminum panel, and two UNDEX 
tests against composite panels. Once the methodology using precision shock testing and numerical simulations 
to validate the UNDEX response had been developed, it was used to develop a “design-for-shock” procedure. 
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“Simulating cyclic artery compression using a 3D unsteady model with fluid-structure interactions”, Computers 



& Structures, Vol. 80, pp 1651-1665, 2002 
ABSTRACT: High pulsating blood pressure and severe stenosis make fluid–structure interaction (FSI) an 
important role in simulating blood flow in stenotic arteries. A three-dimensional nonlinear model with FSI and a 
numerical method using GFD are introduced to study unsteady viscous flow in stenotic tubes with cyclic wall 
collapse simulating blood flow in stenotic carotid arteries. The Navier–Stokes equations are used as the 
governing equations for the fluid. A thin-shell model is used for the tube wall. Interaction between fluid and 
tube wall is treated by an incremental boundary iteration method. Elastic properties of the tube wall are 
determined experimentally using a polyvinyl alcohol hydrogel artery stenosis model. Cyclic tube compression 
and collapse, negative pressure and high shear stress at the throat of the stenosis, flow recirculation and low 
shear stress just distal to the stenoses were observed under physiological conditions. These critical flow and 
mechanical conditions may be related to platelet aggregation, thrombus formation, excessive artery fatigue and 
possible plaque cap rupture. Computational and experimental results are compared and reasonable agreement is 
found.  
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The Capricorn, Singapore Science Park II, Singapore, Singapore 117528), “Dynamic response of a laminated 
pipeline on the seabed subjected to underwater shock”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 34, No. 1, January 
2003, pp. 59-66, doi:10.1016/S1359-8368(02)00072-0 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of a simply supported underwater laminated pipeline lying on the seabed 
subjected to underwater explosion shock is studied. A fluid–structure interaction model is given. An 
approximate approach is introduced to estimate the explosion shock loading. The pipeline is modeled as a 
simply supported laminated moderately thick cylindrical shell. A modal analysis technique is employed to 
obtain the dynamic response of the pipeline subjected to underwater explosion shock. From results obtained in 
this paper, it can be found that the dynamic response of the pipe is local deformation. Compared with the 
strengths in the circumferential and the longitudinal directions, the strength of the radial direction for the pipe is 
weaker. Therefore, the response of the radial direction is larger than those of other directions. Some parametric 
studies including the charge weight, the stand-off distance and the length of the pipe were also considered. 
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Sprague M A, Geers T L. (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 
80309-0427, United States), “A spectral-element method for modeling cavitation in transient fluid-structure 
interaction”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 2004, 60: 2467–2499. 
ABSTRACT: The practicability of an improved procedure for simulating the response of a surface ship to an 
underwater explosion is demonstrated by examining transient responses for a 31,000-degree-of-freedom finite-
element model of ship-like structure. The fluid model employs spectral elements of various order, and models 
the cavitating fluid as a nonlinear acoustic medium with a bilinear bulk modulus. The number of fluid degrees 
of freedom ranges from 105 to 107. Also studied is the viability of dramatic mesh truncation, which is essential to 
the feasibility of the procedure. The results indicate that useful simulations may be performed on a modern PC 
when all of the resource-conserving improvements are fully exploited. 
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 “Biofluid mechanics in flexible tubes”, Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech. 36:121–147, 2004 
ABSTRACT: Almost all vessels carrying fluids within the body are flexible, and interactions between an 
internal flow and wall deformation often underlie a vessel's biological function or dysfunction. Such 
interactions can involve a rich range of fluid-mechanical phenomena, including nonlinear pressure-drop/flow-
rate relations, self-excited oscillations of single-phase flow at high Reynolds number and capillary-elastic 
instabilities of two-phase flow at low Reynolds number. We review recent advances in understanding the 
fundamental mechanics of flexible-tube flows, and discuss physiological applications spanning the 
cardiovascular system (involving wave propagation and flow-induced instabilities of blood vessels), the 
respiratory system (involving phonation, the closure and reopening of liquid-lined airways, and Marangoni 



flows on flexible surfaces), and elsewhere in the body (involving active peristaltic transport driven by fluid-
structure/muscle interactions). 
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“Review of studies on geometrically nonlinear vibrations and dynamics of circular cylindrical shells and panels, 
with and without fluid-structure interaction”, Applied Mechanics Review, Vol. 56, No. 4, pp 349-381, 
DOI: 10.1115/1.1565084 
ABSTRACT: (none given) 
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“The out-of-plane compressive behavior of metallic honeycombs”, Materials Science and Engineering A 380, 
pp 272-280, 2004 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steel square-honeycombs have been manufactured by slotting together steel sheets and 
then brazing the assembly. Their out-of-plane compressive response has been measured as a function of the 
relative density, the ratio of specimen height to cell size, and the degree of constraint associated with bonding of 
the honeycomb to face-sheets. It has been found that, for the practical range of relative densities (less than 
20%), the peak strength is relatively insensitive to both the ratio of the specimen height to cell size and to the 
presence or absence of bonding to face-sheets. An analytical model, derived from existing models for the 
buckling of shells, for elastic and plastic buckling of the square-honeycombs is shown to be in good agreement 
with the experimental measurements.  
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N.A. Artsykova, A.K. Persev and S.V. Yakovlev (State Marine Technology University, St. Petersburg, Russia), 
“Interaction of a spherical shockwave and an elastic circular cylindrical shell”, International Applied 
Mechanics, vol. 40, No. 9, pp 1018-1027, September 2004 
ABSTRACT: The paper studies the interaction of a spherical shock wave with an elastic circular cylindrical 
shell immersed in an infinite acoustic medium. The shell is assumed infinitely long. The wave source is quite 
close to the shell, causing deformation of just a small portion of the shell, which makes it possible to represent 
the solution by a double Fourier series. The method allows the exact determination of the hydrodynamic forces 
acting on the shell and analysis of its stress state. Some characteristic features of the stress state are described 
for different distances to the wave source. Formulas are proposed for establishing the safety conditions of the 
shell. 
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Shin YS. (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943, USA), 
“Ship shock modeling and simulation for far-field underwater explosion”, Computers and Structures, 2004, 82: 
2211-2219 
ABSTRACT: Surface ship shock trials have been conducted in many countries for shock qualification of ship 
integrity, systems and subsystems. The ship shock trial identifies design and construction deficiencies that have 
a negative impact on ship and crew survivability. It also validates shock hardening criteria and performance. 
However, ship shock trials are costly. As a possible alternative, numerical modeling and simulation may 
provide viable information to look into the details of dynamic characteristics of ship including component and 
sub-component level. Ship shock analyses were conducted using finite element based coupled ship and fluid 
model. Three-dimensional ship shock modeling and simulation has been performed and the predicted results 
were compared with ship shock test data. Surface ship shock analysis approach is presented and the important 
parameters are discussed. 
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Monterey, California 93943�), “Ship Shock Trial Simulation of USS Winston S. Churchill (DDG 81): Modeling 
and Simulation Strategy and Surrounding Fluid Volume Effects”, Publisher and date not given in the pdf file. 
The most recent citation is dated 2004.) 
ABSTRACT: During World War II many surface combatants were damaged or severely crippled by close-
proximity underwater explosions from ordnance that had actually missed their target. Since this time all new 
classes of combatants have been required to conduct shock trial tests on the lead ship of the class in order to test 
the survivability of mission essential equipment in a severe shock environment. While these tests are extremely 
important in determining the vulnerabilities of a surface ship, they require an extensive amount of preparation, 
man-hours, and money. Furthermore, these tests present an obvious danger to the crew on board, the ship itself, 
and any marine life in the vicinity. Creating a virtual shock environment by use of a computer to model the ship 
structure and the surrounding fluid presents a valuable design tool and an attractive alternative to these tests. 
The research work shown in this paper investigated the accuracy of shock simulation using the shock trials 
conducted on USS WINSTON S. CHURCHILL (DDG 81) in 2001. All three explosions DDG 81 was subjected 



to are simulated and the resulting predictions compared with actual shock trial data. The ship shock modeling 
and simulation strategy is discussed and the effects of fluid volume size, mesh density, mesh quality are also 
investigated.  
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model for predicting impulsive loads on submerged structures to account for fluid-structure interaction”, 
Submitted to Elsevier Press, August 2005 
ABSTRACT: A simplified method for accounting for the effects of fluid structure interaction (FSI) in sandwich 
structures subjected to dynamic underwater loads is developed. The method provides quite accurate predictions 
of the impulse on submerged structures for a large range of loads and core yield strengths. It is a simple model 
with two lumped masses, one of which is subjected to an incident wave and a rheological model to represent the 



core. It enables phenomena such as buckling of the components of the core to be taken into account and is 
simple enough to be used as a design tool. Comparisons with calculations of complete fluid-structure models 
show very good agreement.  
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“Elastic shock response of an air-backed plate to underwater explosion”. Int J Impact Eng 31(2):151–168, 2005 
ABSTRACT: This work compares experimental and numerical results concerning the elastic dynamic response 
of an air-backed rectangular aluminum plate subjected to an underwater explosion. Experiments were executed 
in a 4 x 4 x 4 m water tank. A small quantity of charge was applied to ensure the dynamic response of the target 
plate remained within the elastic range. A highly sensitive combined charge, which consists of a DP60 
detonator and a Detasheet, was selected to enable a small quantity of charge to react fully when it explodes in 
the small water tank. The shock parameters of the combined charge were determined experimentally. 
Subsequent experiments on a plate panel were affected by an explosion of the aforementioned combined charge 
at various standoff distances. The plate panel under the same experimental conditions was numerically analyzed 
using the package USA/DYNA. The acceleration, velocity and strain histories of the target plate obtained from 
both experimental tests and numerical analysis were compared. The experimental and numerical results 
correlate well with each other. 
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“Three-dimensional collapse and steady flow in thick-walled flexible tubes”, Journal of Fluids and Structures, 
Vol. 20, pp 817-835, 2005 
ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional collapse of and steady flow through finite-length elastic tubes are studied 
numerically.The Navier-Stokes equations coupled with large, nonlinear deformation of the elastic wall are 
solved by using the finite-element software, FIDAP. Three-dimensional solid elements are used for the elastic 
wall, allowing us to specify any wall thickness required. Plane-strain results for the cross-sectional shape of 
thinner-walled tubes are validated by comparison with published numerical data. Three-dimensional results for 
flow through finite-thickness tubes are in excellent agreement with published numerical results based on thin-
shell elements, and are used to show the effects of varying wall thickness. Finally, the computational 
predictions are compared with experimental pressure–area relationships for thick walled tubes. The simulations 
confirm a previously neglected experimental finding, that the Young wavespeed can be lower between buckling 
and osculation for thick tubes than for thinner ones.  
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K.N. Karagiozis, M.P. Païdoussis, A.K. Misra and E. Grinevich (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
McGill University, 817 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, Québec, Canada H3A 2K6), “An experimental study 
of the nonlinear dynamics of cylindrical shells with clamped ends subjected to axial flow”, Journal of Fluids 
and Structures, Vol. 20, No. 6, August 2005, pp. 801-816, Special Issue: Axial-Flow Fluid-Structure 
Interactions, doi:10.1016/j.jfluidstructs.2005.03.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental results on the nonlinear dynamics and stability characteristics of 
thin-walled clamped–clamped circular cylindrical shells in contact with flowing fluid. The experiments were 
conducted with three experimental set-ups: one for experiments with elastomer shells in annular air-flow, the 
second for elastomer shells with internal air-flow, and the last one for aluminium or plastic cylindrical shells 
with internal water-flow. In all cases the interaction between the shell and the fully developed flow gives rise to 
instabilities in the form of static or dynamic divergence at sufficiently high flow velocities. The aim of the 
experimental study was (i) to gather data on the critical flow velocity for instability and on the post-critical 
flow/displacement–amplitude relationship, and (ii) to undertake an analysis of the experimental results and to 
compare them qualitatively with theoretical predictions. The experimental results show a softening type 
nonlinear behaviour, with a large hysteresis in the velocity for the onset and cessation of divergence. 
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“Nonlinear vibrations of fluid-filled clamped circular cylindrical shells”, Journal of Fluids and Structures, 
Vol.21, Nos. 5-7, December 2005, pp. 579-595, Special Issue in Honour of Professor Michael P. Païdoussis, 
doi:10.1016/j.jfluidstructs.2005.07.020 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the nonlinear vibrations are investigated of circular cylindrical shells, empty or 
fluid-filled, clamped at both ends and subjected to a radial harmonic force excitation. Two different theoretical 
models are developed. In the first model, the standard form of the Donnell's nonlinear shallow-shell equations is 
used; in the second, the equations of motion are derived by a variational approach which permits the inclusion 
of constraining springs at the shell extremities and taking in-plane inertial terms into account. In both cases, the 
solution includes both driven and companion modes, thus allowing for a travelling wave in the circumferential 
direction; they also include axisymmetric modes to capture the nonlinear inward shell contraction and the 
correct type (softening) nonlinear behaviour observed in experiments. In the first model, the clamped beam 
eigenfunctions are used to describe the axial variations of the shell deformation, automatically satisfying the 
boundary conditions, leading to a 7 degree-of-freedom (dof) expansion for the solution. In the second model, 
rotational springs are used at the ends of the shell, which when large enough reproduce a clamped end; the 
solution involves a sine series for axial variations of the shell deformation, leading to a 54 dof expansion for the 
solution. In both cases the modal expansions satisfy the boundary conditions and the circumferential continuity 
condition exactly. The Galerkin method is used to discretize the equations of motion, and AUTO to integrate 
the discretized equations numerically. When the shells are fluid-filled, the fluid is assumed to be incompressible 
and inviscid, and the fluid–structure interaction is described by linear potential flow theory. The results from the 



two theoretical models are compared with existing experimental data, and in all cases good qualitative and 
quantitative agreement is observed. 
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“Performance of metallic honeycomb-core sandwich beams under shock loading”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 43, No. 6, March 2006, pp. 1746-1763, doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2005.06.079 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steel square honeycomb core sandwich and solid monolithic beams have been subjected 
to high-pressure, short-duration impulses using a shock simulation technique involving high-speed impact of Al 
foam projectiles. The experiments have been designed to achieve two objectives: (i) to demonstrate the benefits 
of sandwich construction, and (ii) to assess the fidelity of dynamic finite element calculations in simulating the 
structural response. The results affirm that, when subjected to impulse levels representative of those associated 
with nearby explosions, the sandwich beams exhibit smaller displacements than the solid beams at equivalent 
weight. The benefit is especially large at lower impulses where the effective dynamic strength of the 
honeycomb core prevents crushing. The measurements and finite element simulations having greatest relevance 
to the shock resistance are found to correspond closely, particularly the displacements and the core crushing 
strains. One implication is that the dynamic finite element model has the requisite fidelity at impulse levels of 
interest. 
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“Fluid–structure interaction modelling of nonlinear aeroelastic structures using the finite element corotational 
theory”, Journal of Fluids and Structures, Vol. 22, No. 1, January 2006, pp. 59-75, 
doi:10.1016/j.jfluidstructs.2005.09.007 
ABSTRACT: The application of the finite element corotational theory to model geometric nonlinear structures 
within a fluid–structure interaction procedure is proposed. A dynamic corotational approximately-energy-
conserving algorithm is used to solve the nonlinear structural response and it is shown that this algorithm's 
application with a four-node flat finite element is more stable than the nonlinear implicit Newmark method. 
This structural dynamic algorithm is coupled with the unsteady vortex-ring method using a staggered technique. 
These procedures were used to obtain aeroelastic results of a nonlinear plate-type wing subjected to low speed 
airflow. It is shown that stable and accurate numerical solutions are obtained using the proposed fluid–structure 
interaction algorithm. Furthermore, it is illustrated that geometric nonlinearities lead to limit cycle oscillations. 
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“Dynamic response of anisotropic sandwich flat panels to underwater and in-air explosions”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures 2006/06/;43(13):3794–3816. 
ABSTRACT: The problem of the dynamic response of flat rectangular sandwich panels subjected to underwater 
and in-air explosions is analyzed. The study is carried out in the framework of a geometrically non-linear model 
of sandwich structures featuring anisotropic laminated face sheets and an orthotropic core, in conjunction with 
the unsteady pressure generated by an explosion. Effects of the core and of the orthotropy of its material, as 
well as those related to the ply-thickness, directional material property and stacking sequence of face sheets, 
geometrical non-linearities and of the structural damping ratio are investigated, and their implications upon the 
dynamic response are highlighted. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the specialized literature addressing 
the dynamic response of sandwich structures to underwater and in-air explosions is rather scanty. This work is 
likely to fill a gap in the specialized literature on this topic. 
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V. S. Deshpande, A. Heaver, and N. A. Fleck, “An underwater shock simulator”, Proc. R. Soc. Lon. Ser-A 462 
(2006), 1021–1041.� 
ABSTRACT: An underwater shock simulator has been developed for the underwater shock loading of materials 



and test structures within the laboratory. The tube is struck at one end by a steel projectile, with the test 
structure placed at the opposite end of the tube. Realistic exponentially decaying pressure pulses are generated 
in the water with peak pressures in the range 15–70 MPa and decay times ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 ms. The 
peak pressure and the pulse duration are independently adjusted by varying the projectile velocity and mass, 
respectively. The underwater shock simulator is used to investigate the one-dimensional fluid–structure 
interaction of sandwich plates with steel face sheets and an aluminium foam core. The degree of core 
compression is measured as a function of both the underwater shock impulse and the Taylor fluid–structure 
interaction parameter. Fully coupled finite element simulations agree well with the measurements while 
decoupling the fluid–structure interaction phase from the core compression phase within the finite element 
analysis leads to an under-prediction of the degree of core compression. 
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“Dynamic elastic response of an infinite discrete multi-layered cylindrical shell subjected to uniformly 
distributed pressure pulse”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 32, No. 11, pp 1800-1827, 
November 2006 
ABSTRACT: A discrete multi-layered cylindrical shell (DMC) consists of a thin inner cylindrical shell and 
helically cross-winding flat steel ribbons. The dynamic elastic response of such cylindrical shell under 
uniformly distributed pressure pulse is studied in this paper. Under the axisymmetric plane strain assumption, 
the solution of the problem is divided into two parts: a quasi-static part satisfying inhomogeneous stress 
boundary conditions and a dynamic part complying with homogeneous stress boundary conditions. The quasi-
static part is determined by homogeneous linearity method and boundary conditions, and the dynamic part was 
worked out by means of finite Hankel transform and Laplace transform. The dynamic response of a DMC is 
compared with the response of monobloc cylindrical shell. Parametric analyses with the consideration of major 
influential factors, such as thickness ratio of the inner shell to that of the complete shell, material parameters 
and winding-angle, are discussed. 
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“Dynamic buckling of impulsively loaded prismatic cores”, Journal of Mechanics of Materials and Structures, 
Vol. 1, No. 8, 2006 
ABSTRACT: When sandwich panels with prismatic cores are impulsively loaded, the stresses imposed by the 
core on the front face, as well as those transmitted through the core govern the response metrics, especially the 
center displacement, resistance to tearing, and loads transmitted to the supports. This article presents a basic 
study of the dynamic response with emphasis on the I-core. A prior assessment revealed buckle waves induced 
because of inertial phenomena accompanying the rapid compression of the members. The development of these 
waves is an integral aspect of the dynamic response. One objective of this investigation is to ascertain the 
characteristics governing such waves in I-core configurations through a combined experimental and numerical 
study. A particular emphasis is on the influence of manufacturing imperfections in the core members on the 
formation and propagation of the buckles. A second goal is to examine the stresses associated with the dynamic 
compression of the core, again through a combined experimental and numerical investigation. The investigation 
is conducted for stainless steel I-core panels supported at the back face and subjected to a constant velocity at 
the front. Imperfections to be included in the numerical study have been ascertained by comparing buckle 
patterns with those found experimentally over the relevant velocity range. The simulations reveal that the 
stresses induced differ on the front and back faces. On the front they are higher and velocity dependent. On the 
rear they are velocity invariant and scale with the relative density and material yield strength. The duration of 
the stress pulses, which is essentially the same on both faces, scales linearly with the core height. It correlates 
with the time needed for bucklewaves to propagate through the core to the back face. After the pulse terminates, 
the core continues to compress at a stress level about an order of magnitude smaller.  
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Capricorn, Singapore Science Park II, Singapore 117528, Singapore), “On attenuation of floating structure 
response to underwater shock”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 32, pp 1857-1877, 2006 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analysis on attenuation of floating structures response to underwater 
shock. An explicit finite element approach interfaced with the boundary element method is used for the shock-
fluid–structure interaction. The bulk cavitation induced by underwater shock near the free surface is considered 
in this study. Two types of floating structural configurations are modeled: one is the two-layered panel and the 
other is the sandwich panel, both of which are extracted from the typical floating hulls—the former corresponds 
the single hull with coating material and the latter corresponds to the double hull with different material fillings. 
Their effective structural damping and stiffness are formulated and incorporated in the fluid–structure-coupled 
equations, which relate the structure response to fluid impulsive loading and are solved using the coupled 
explicit finite-element and boundary element codes. The cavitation phenomenon near free surface is captured 
via the present computational procedure. The attenuation effects of the floating structure response to underwater 
explosion are examined. From the results obtained, some insights on the improvement of floating structures to 
enhance their resistance to underwater shock are deduced.  
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“Shock responses of a surface ship subjected to noncontact underwater explosions”, Ocean Engineering, Vol. 
33, pp 748-772, 2006 
ABSTRACT: In combat operations, a warship can be subjected to air blast and underwater shock loading, 
which if detonated close to the ship can damage the vessel form a dished for hull plating or more serious holing 
of the hull. This investigation develops a procedure which couples the nonlinear finite element method with 
doubly asymptotic approximation method, and which considers the effects of transient dynamic, geometrical 
nonlinear, elastoplastic material behavior and fluid–structure interaction. This work addresses the problem of 
transient responses of a 2000-ton patrol-boat subjected to an underwater explosion. The KSF=0.8 is adopted to 
describe the shock severity. Additionally, the shock loading history along keel, the acceleration, velocity and 
displacement time histories are presented. Furthermore, the study elucidates the plastic zone spread phenomena 
and deformed diagram of the ship. Information on transient responses of the ship to underwater shock is useful 
in designing ship hulls so as to enhance their resistance to underwater shock damage.� 
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ABSTRACT: Behaviour of plate specimens subjected to underwater explosion is of interest to metal forming 
community and ship designers. The break down of the original molecule of an explosive into product molecules 
associated with the evolution of large amount of heat generates a shock front in the water medium, followed by 
a gas bubble pulsation. The interaction of the shock wave with a plate imparts energy to it, which is dissipated 
in the form of deformation. The intensity of explosion determines whether a plate undergoes elastic 
deformation, yielding, plastic deformation or fracture. When the deformation is in the elastic range, the stress 
developed in the plate is given as a function of the material and shock wave parameters. As the intensity of 
explosion progressively increases, the elastic to plastic transition occurs over a specific shock factor. Plastic 
deformation is predicted as a function of geometric and material properties of the plate and shock pulse impulse. 
Deflection-time history reveals the reloading effects of the shock wave. As the deforming plate absorbs 
maximum energy, depending on its strength and ductility, it undergoes fracture. Terminal strain to fracture is 
considered as the criterion for explosive shock performance of ship materials. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper reviews the previous work on structural optimization with frequency constraints. The 
sensitivity analysis, constraint approximations, and optimization algorithms are discussed in the context of 
frequency optimization. Frequency related issues and structural applications are presented by discussing the 
difficulties in designing structures with frequency constraints. 
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lightweight torpedo structure subjected to an underwater explosion”, Finite Elem Anal Des 43:103–111. 
December 2006 
ABSTRACT: Undersea weapons, including torpedoes need to be designed to survive extreme loading 
conditions such as underwater explosions (UNDEX). In this work, a multidisciplinary optimization problem is 
solved for a lightweight torpedo model subjected to UNDEX. A torpedo configuration with least possible 
weight for a given level of safety from an explosion at a critical distance is obtained. The torpedo is modeled 
using both metallic and composite material models. The similitude relations are used to model the pressure 
wave resulting from an explosive, which is assumed as a spherical wave. The response of the composite flat 
plate is obtained prior to the torpedo for validating the analysis routine and determining the stress levels in each 
of the layers. The response of a composite lightweight torpedo model is also obtained and structural 
optimization is performed to achieve the minimum weight subject to the required safety levels. Similar analysis 
and optimization was performed for a stiffened metallic torpedo. The optimal designs for both models are 
compared and it is observed that the composite torpedo model is stronger and lighter than the metallic design 
when subjected to an UNDEX at a given standoff distance. 
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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, fluid-structure interaction problems are a great challenge of different fields in 
engineering and applied sciences. In civil engineering applications, wind flow and structural motion may lead to 
aeroelastic instabilities on constructions such as long-span bridges, high-rise buildings and light-weight roof 
structures. On the other hand, biomechanical applications are interested in the study of hemodynamics, i.e. 
blood flow through large arteries, where large structural membrane deformations interact with incompressible 
fluids. In the structural part of this work, a new methodology for the analysis of geometrically nonlinear 
orthotropic membrane and rotation-free shell elements is developed based on the principal fiber orientation of 
the material. A  
in Engineering, 51:813–833. 
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University of Cataluña. direct consequence of the fiber orientation strategy is the possibility to analyze initially out-
of-plane prestressed membrane and shell structures. Additionally, since conventional membrane theory allows 
compression stresses, a wrinkling algorithm based on modifying the constitutive equation is presented. The 
structure is modeled with finite elements emerging from the governing equations of elastodynamics. The fluid 
portion of this work is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, which are modeled by 
stabilized equal-order interpolation finite elements. Since the monolithic solution for these equations has the 
disadvantage that take great computer effort to solve large algebraic system of equations, the fractional step 
methodology is used to take advantage of the computational efficiency given by the uncoupling of the pressure 
from the velocity field. In addition, the generalized-t time integration scheme for fluids is adapted to be used 
with the fractional step technique. The fluid-structure interaction problem is formulated as a three-field system: 
the structure, the fluid and the moving fluid mesh solver. Motion of the fluid domain is accounted for with the 
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation with two different mesh update strategies. The coupling between the 
fluid and the structure is performed with the strong coupling block Gauss-Seidel partitioned technique. Since 
the fluid-structure interaction problem is highly nonlinear, a relaxation technique based on Aitken’s method is 
implemented in the strong coupling formulation to accelerate the convergence. Finally several example 
problems are presented in each field to verify the robustness and efficiency of the overall algorithm, many of 
them validated with reference solutions. 
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Structures and Computational Mechanics Group -GEMEC-, University of Guanajuato, Guanajuato, Mexico), 
“Collapse analysis of wind turbines using a scheme of fluid-structure interaction”, (publisher and date not given 
in the pdf file. Date of latest citation is 2009) 
ABSTRACT: Wind turbines are a real alternative for clean power generation aimed at reducing global warming 
and improving sustainable energy. To withstand wind forces, aerogenerators should be properly analyzed to 
ensure a good operation in the system lifetime. Several approaches can be established to perform analysis and 
design of this kind of structure. However, wind turbines have collapsed all around the world, and a reason for its 
failure is still being searched. In this paper, an engineering solution considering fluid structure interaction for 
wind turbines is presented, aiming to find why wind turbines collapse. Wind action is modelled through a 
stabilized fluid flow formulation, while the structure is solved with geometrically nonlinear shell elements with 
only translation degrees of freedom. In both cases (i.e., the modelling of the fluid as well as the structure), the 
finite element method is used to find a solution. The main result found in this study is the location of principal 
stresses in the structure due to dynamic wind action. It is concluded that most of the times failure of wind 
turbines will not occur in its base as it is usually believed.  
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Taiwan, ROC), “Transient dynamic response of submerged sphere shell with an opening subjected to 
underwater explosion”, Ocean Engineering 34(5–6):653–664, April 2007,  
ABSTRACT: This investigation applies the time domain FEM/DAA coupling procedure to predict the transient 
dynamic response of submerged sphere shell with an opening subjected to underwater explosions. The elastic–
plastic material behavior of the transient fluid–structure interaction relate to structural response equation also 
presented herein. This analysis also examines the transient responses of structures to different charge distances. 
The effects of standoff distance on pressure time history of the shell to underwater explosion (3001b TNT) are 
presented. Additionally, the transient dynamic responses to underwater explosion shockwaves in the sea and the 
air are compared. 
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“Transient response of multiple intersecting spheres of deep-submerged pressure hull subjected to underwater 
explosion”, Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics, Vol. 48, No. 2, pp 112-126, October 2007 
ABSTRACT: From a structural perspective, the pressure hull is a significant structural component of 
underwater vehicles, to enable them to withstand environmental loadings such as hydrostatical pressure and 
underwater explosive loading. Hence, improving configuration design tends to be important for underwater 
vehicles. Applying a nonlinear FEM/DAA coupling procedure, which addresses the effects of transient 
dynamic, geometrical nonlinear, elastoplastic material behavior and the fluid structure interaction, this 
investigation examines the transient dynamic responses of a multiple intersecting spheres (MIS) deep-
submerged pressure hull subjected to underwater explosion. The time histories of the wet-surface pressure, 
displacement, velocity, acceleration, von Mises stress and plastic strain are presented. Additionally, the 
deformed diagram and velocity distribution of MIS pressure hull are elucidated. The analytical results are 
valuable for designing novel pressure hulls to resist underwater explosion. 
 
 
Haydn N. G. Wadley, Kumar P. Dharmasena, Doug T. Queheillalt, Yungchia Chen, Philip Dudt, David Knight, 
Ken Kiddy, Zhenyu Xue And Ashkan Vaziri, “Dynamic Compression of Square Honeycomb Structures During 
Underwater Impulsive Loading”, Journal of Mechanics of Materials and Structures, Vol. 2, No. 10, 2007 
ABSTRACT: Significant reductions in the fluid structure interaction regulated transfer of impulse occur when 
sandwich panels with thin (light) front faces are impulsively loaded in water. A combined experimental and 
computational simulation approach has been used to investigate this phenomenon during the compression, of 
honeycomb core sandwich panels. Square cell honeycomb panels with a core relative density of 5% have been 
fabricated from 304 stainless steel. Back supported panels have been dynamically loaded in through thickness 
compression using an explosive sheet to create a plane wave impulse in water. As the impulse was increased, 
the ratio of transmitted to incident momentum decreased from the Taylor limit of 2, for impulses that only 
elastically deformed the core, to a value of 1.5, when the peak incident pressure caused inelastic core crushing. 
This reduction in transmitted impulse was slightly less than that previously observed in similar experiments 
with a lower strength pyramidal lattice core and, in both cases, was well above the ratio of 0.35 predicted for an 
unsupported front face. Core collapse was found to occur by plastic buckling under both quasistatic and 
dynamic conditions. The buckling occurred first at the stationary side of the core, and, in the dynamic case, was 
initiated by reflection of a plastic wave at the (rigid) back face sheet-web interface. The transmitted stress 
through the back face sheet during impulse loading depended upon the velocity of the front face, which was 
determined by the face sheet thickness, the magnitude of the impulse, and the core strength. When the impulse 
was sufficient to cause web buckling, the dynamic core strength increased with front face velocity. It rose from 
about 2 times the quasistatic value at a front face initial velocity of 35 m/s to almost 3 times the quasistatic 
value for an initial front face velocity of 104 m/s. The simulations indicate that this core hardening arises from 
inertial stabilization of the webs, which delays the onset of their buckling. The simulations also indicate that the 
peak pressure transmitted to a support structure from the water can be controlled by varying the core relative 
density. Pressure mitigation factors of more than an order of magnitude appear feasible using low relative 
density cores. The study reveals that for light front face sandwich panels the core strength has a large effect 
upon impulse transfer and the loading history applied to support structures.  
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concurrently at one or more points in the composite is considered. The effect of different parameters on the 
damage development and propagation, and energy absorbed in each one of the four failure modes has been 
examined. These results give preliminary information on composite structure’s design for maximizing the 
energy absorption and hence increasing structure’s resistance to blast loads. The paper is a sequel to Hassan and 
Batra’s paper [Composites B, 2007] wherein details of the damage model, verification of the code, and the 
validation of the mathematical model are given. 
 
 
W.F. Xie, Y.L. Young, T.G.Liu and B.C. Khoo, “Dynamic response of deformable structures subjected to shock 
load and cavitation reload”, Computational Mechanics, Vol. 40, No. 4, pp 667-681, September 2007 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of deformable structures subjected to shock load and cavitation reload has 
been simulated using a multiphase model, which consists of an interface capturing method and a one-fluid 
cavitation model. Fluid–structure interaction (FSI) is captured via a modified ghost fluid method (Liu et al. in J 
Comput Phys 190: 651–681, 2003), where the structure is assumed to be a hydro-elasto-plastic material if 
subjected to a strong shock load. Bulk cavitation near the structural surface is captured using an isentropic 
model (Liu et al. in J Comput Phys 201:80–108, 2004). The integrated multiphase model is validated by 
comparing numerical predictions with 1D analytical solutions, and with numerical solutions calculated using the 
cavitation acoustic finite element (CAFÉ) method (Sprague and Geers in Shocks vib 7:105–122, 2001). To 
assess the ability of the multiphase model for multi-dimensions, underwater explosions (UNDEX) near 
structures are computed. The importance of cavitation reloading and FSI is investigated. Comparisons of the 
predicted pressure time histories with different explosion center are shown, and the effect on the structure is 
discussed. 
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San-de Wang, De-sen Yang and Ning Liu, “Investigation of acoustic scale effects and boundary effects for the 
similitude model of underwater complex shell-structure”, Journal of Marine Science and Application, Vol. 6, 
No. 1, pp 31-35, March 2007 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the acoustic scale effects and boundary effects for the similitude model of 
underwater complex shell-structure are investigated. The similitude conditions and relations between the 
similitude model and its prototype were studied in the references. This paper investigates the acoustic scale 
effects for the similitude model, which are influenced by loss factor, shear and rotatory inertia. At the same 
time, the boundary effects which are influenced by surface sound reflection are investigated in the experiment 
of similitude model. The results show that the acoustic scale effects may be controlled with model designing, 
the boundary effects can be controlled with experimental designing between the similitude model and its 
prototype. 
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Sohrab Kazemahvazi, Darren Radford, Vikram S. Deshpande and Norman A. Fleck, “Dynamic failure of 
clamped circular plates subjected to underwater shock”, Journal of Mechanics of Materials and Structures, Vol. 
2, No. 10, December 2007 
ABSTRACT: Clamped circular copper plates have been subjected to exponentially decaying underwater blast 
waves with peak pressures in the range 10 MPa to 300 MPa and decay constants varying between 0.05 ms to 1.1 
ms. The deformation and failure modes were observed by high-speed photography. For the thin plates 
considered in this study, the failure modes were primarily governed by the peak pressures and were reasonably 
independent of the blast wave decay constant. Three modes of deformation and failure were identified. At low 
pressures, the plates undergo bending and stretching without rupture (mode I). At intermediate pressures a range 
of tensile tearing modes were observed, from petalling failures to tearing at the supports with increasing blast 
pressures. These tearing modes are referred to as mode II failures. At the highest pressures investigated here, the 
plate tears at the supports in a manner that is reminiscent of a shear-off failure. This failure is labeled as mode 
III. Scanning electron micrographs of the failure surfaces showed that in all cases, the local failure mechanism 
was tensile necking. Finite element (FE) simulations employing a local shear failure criterion are used to model 
the rupture of the material. Appropriately calibrated FE models capture all failure modes with sufficient fidelity.  
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“Stability of a Rotating Cylindrical Shell Containing Axial Viscous Flow”, 18th French Congress of Mechanics, 
Grenoble, August 27-31, 2007 
ABSTRACT: A viscous flow model was developed to investigate the stability of a rotating cylindrical shell 
containing axial flow because the inviscid model was shown to be inadequate due to singularities in the 
solution. It was found that the stability of the system is very sensitive to the treatment of the shell-fluid interface 
and that a small rate of rotation tends to stabilise the system.  
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“Nonlinear stability of cylindrical shells subjected to axial flow: Theory and experiments”, Journal of Sound 
and Vibration, Vol. 309, Nos. 3-5, January 2008, pp. 637-676, doi:10.1016/j.jsv.2007.07.061 
ABSTRACT: This paper, is concerned with the nonlinear dynamics and stability of thin circular cylindrical 
shells clamped at both ends and subjected to axial fluid flow. In particular, it describes the development of a 
nonlinear theoretical model and presents theoretical results displaying the nonlinear behaviour of the clamped 
shell subjected to flowing fluid. The theoretical model employs the Donnell nonlinear shallow shell equations to 
describe the geometrically nonlinear structure. The clamped beam eigenfunctions are used to describe the axial 
variations of the shell deformation, automatically satisfying the boundary conditions and the circumferential 
continuity condition exactly. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and inviscid, and the fluid–structure 
interaction is described by linear potential flow theory. The partial differential equation of motion is discretized 
using the Galerkin method and the final set of ordinary differential equations are integrated numerically using a 
pseudo-arclength continuation and collocation techniques and the Gear backward differentiation formula. A 
theoretical model for shells with simply supported ends is presented as well. Experiments are also described for 
(i) elastomer shells subjected to annular (external) air-flow and (ii) aluminium and plastic shells with internal 
water flow. The experimental results along with the theoretical ones indicate loss of stability by divergence with 
a subcritical nonlinear behaviour. Finally, theory and experiments are compared, showing good qualitative and 



reasonable quantitative agreement. 
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“Effect of geometric imperfections on nonlinear stability of cylindrical shells conveying fluid”, ENOC 2008, 
Saint Petersburg, Russia, June, 30-July, 4 2008 
ABSTRACT: Circular cylindrical shells conveying subsonic flow are addressed in this study; they lose stability 
by divergence when the flow speed reaches a critical value. The divergence is strongly subcritical, becoming 
supercritical for larger amplitudes. Therefore the shell, if perturbed from the initial configuration, undergoes 
severe deformations causing failure much before the critical velocity predicted by the linear threshold. Both 
Donnell’s nonlinear theory retaining in-plane displacements and the nonlinear Sanders-Koiter theory are used 
for the shell. The fluid is modelled by potential flow theory. Geometric imperfections are introduced and fully 
studied. Non-classical boundary conditions are used to exactly simulate the conditions of the experiments 
performed. Comparison of numerical and experimental results is performed. 
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Renfu Li, George A. Kardomateas and George J. Simitses, “Nonlinear response of a shallow sandwich shell 
with compressible core to blast loading”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 75, November 2008 
DOI: 10.1115/1.2937154 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear dynamic response of a shallow sandwich shell subject to 
blast loading with consideration of core compressibility. The shallow shell consists of two laminated composite 
or metallic face sheets and an orthotropic compressible core. Experimental results and finite element 
simulations in literature have shown that the core exhibits considerable compressibility when a sandwich panel 
is subjected to impulse loading. To address this issue properly in the analysis, a new nonlinear compressible 
core model is proposed in the current work. The system of governing equations is derived by means of 
Hamilton’s principle in combination with the Reissner–Hellinger’s variational principle. The analytical solution 
for the simply supported shallow shell is formulated using an extended Galerkin procedure combined with the 
Laplace transform. Numerical results are presented. These results demonstrate that this advanced sandwich 
model can capture the transient responses such as the stress shock wave effect and the differences in the 
transient behaviors of the face sheets and the core when a sandwich shadow shell is subjected to a blast loading. 
However, in the steady state dynamic stage, all the displacements of the face sheets and the core tend to be 
identical. This model can be further used to study the energy absorption ability of the core and the effects of 
different material and geometrical parameters on the behaviors of sandwich structures subject to blast loading. 
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S.W. Gong, H.P. Lee and C. Liu (Institute of High Performance Computing, Singapore 117528, Singapore), 
“Computational simulation of the human head response to non-contact impact”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 
86, Nos 7-8, pp 758-770, April 2008 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the human head response to a sudden motion without direct contact with 
another solid object, i.e. to non-contact impact. A computational simulation approach is presented for this study, 
which is accomplished by the integration of a coated articulated total body (ATB) model with a finite element 
(FE) head model. The present approach includes two major aspects: one is to simulate the sudden motion of the 
human head with the whole body by means of the ATB model; and the other is to predict the head deformation 
and stress induced by the sudden motion through using the FE head model. The agreement between the 
simulation results and the published experimental data [Wismans J, Hermans J. MADYMO 3D simulations of 
hybrid III dummy sled tests. In: Backailis SH, Mertz HJ, editors. Hybrid III: the first human-like crash test 
dummy, SAE PT-44; 1994. p. 735-49; Nahum AM, Smith R, War CC. Intracranial pressure dynamic during 
head injury. In: 21st Stapp car crash conference proceedings, SAE 770922; 1977] is obtained. The intracranial 
pressure response and the head stress response are then predicted using the present approach. The correlation 
between the head motion and the brain stresses are also explored. In addition, the head injury induced by the 
non-contact impact is evaluated. 
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Albuquerque, NM 87185-0346, USA 
(2) Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences and Center for Aerospace Structures, University of 
Colorado, Campus Box 429, Boulder, CO 80309, USA 
(3) School of Natural Sciences, University of California, P.O. Box 2039, Merced, CA 95344, USA 
“Treatment of acoustic fluid-structure interaction by localized Lagrange multipliers: Formulation”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 197, Nos 33-40, pp 3057-3079, June 2008 
ABSTRACT: A new concept is presented for modeling the dynamic interaction between an acoustic fluid and 
an elastic structure. The coupling of this multiphysics system is done by inserting a kinematic interface frame 
between the fluid and the structure, and using node-collocated Lagrange multipliers to connect the frame to 
each subsystem. The time-domain response analysis is performed by a partitioned analysis procedure. The main 
advantages of this localized Lagrange multiplier (LLM) primal-dual coupling method are: complete localization 



of the structure and fluid subsystems, elimination of the conventional predictor in the partitioned time 
integration method, and the ability to accommodate non-matching meshes. The standard Newmark time 
integrator is used on both the fluid and structure models. It is shown that if the integrator is A-stable and 
second-order accurate for a monolithic treatment, it retains those properties for both Mortar and LLM 
partitioned solution procedures. Infinite and finite piston problems are used to explain and verify the 
methodology. A sequel paper under preparation presents and discusses a set of benchmark and application 
examples that involve the response of existing dams to seismic excitation. 
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“Nonlinear-inelastic seismic performance of water storage tanks”, The 14th World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering, October 12-17, 2008, Beijing, China 
ABSTRACT: This paper evaluates the seismic response of ground-level cylindrical steel water storage tanks, 
which were designed under the American Water Works Association standards for steel tanks. Three tank 
sizes were selected to represent different height to radius ratios. All tanks are anchored on concrete ring-wall 
foundations. Nine earthquake time history records were used to develop response spectrums as input for design 
level ground motion. A combined fluid-structure finite element model was developed for each of the tank 
geometries. The computer models were run using linear elastic and nonlinear inelastic model property 
assumptions. Results of this study show the substantial variation of values in base shear and overturning 
moment depending on the seismic inputs and modeling assumptions used. The ratios of base shear between 
linear elastic and nonlinear properties ranged from 1.0 to 3.1, and overturning moment values ranged from 1.0 
to 3.0, which are mostly smaller or equal to the design standard reduction R-factored value of 3.0 for anchored 
tanks. 
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Brett J.M. and Yiannakopolous G. (Defence Science and Technology Organisation 506 Lorimer Street, 
Fishernans Bend, Melbourne, Vic. 3207, Australia), “A study of explosive effects in close proximity to a 
submerged cylinder”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, 35:206–225, 2008. 
ABSTRACT: Measurements of acceleration and pressure together with high-speed imaging have been used to 
study the interaction of an underwater explosion with a nearby steel cylinder. Variation of the initial separation 
between the cylinder and explosive charge generated different cases of interaction in which the response of the 
cylinder to the shock wave, the bubble pulse wave, water jetting and bubble collapse could be studied. Shock 
wave loading generated a significant response in all cases. The pressure wave from the pulsating bubble was a 
less significant load, generating a peak velocity about half that caused by the shock wave. However the collapse 
of the bubble onto the cylinder was found to be the most severe structural load, generating a peak velocity 
almost twice that caused by the shock wave and causing significant plastic deformation. 
 
 



A. M. Zhang, X. L. Yao, and J. Li (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, 
Harbin 150001, China), “The interaction of an underwater explosion bubble and an elastic-plastic structure,” 
Applied Ocean Research, vol. 30, no. 3, pp. 159–171, 2008. 
ABSTRACT: Based on the potential flow theory, the boundary element method (BEM) is applied to calculate 
the dynamics of an underwater explosion bubble near boundaries, and in conjunction with the finite element 
method (FEM) it is employed to compute the interaction between a bubble and an elastic–plastic structure. A 
complete 3D underwater explosion bubble dynamics code is developed; the simulated results compare well with 
an underwater explosion experiment. With this code, the interactions between an underwater explosion bubble 
and elastic–plastic structures such as a flat plate, a cylinder and other simple structures are calculated and 
analyzed. Besides, the damages caused by the after flow, pulsating pressure, and jetting load on the structures 
are also calculated, with or without a free surface. From the time history of the pressure and stress of the 
structure, it can be observed that the stress reaches its maximum value when the bubble collapses, which proves 
that the pressure and jet impact induced by the collapse of the bubble can result in severe damage to the 
structure. In particular, the 3D analysis code is applied to some engineering problems, for example it is used on 
a surface ship to study the interaction between a bubble and a complex elastic–plastic structure. Under the 
bubble load, the low-order eigenfrequency of the ship is aroused usually, leading to the so-called ‘whipping’ 
effect, because the pulsating frequency of the bubble ‘matches’ the low-order eigenfrequency of the ship. The 
ship moves up and down with the expansion and collapse of the bubble respectively. Meanwhile, the power of 
the bubble generated by a near-field underwater explosion in short range is discussed, and some important 
conclusions which can be applied to project application field are drawn. 
 
 
Kim J.-H., Shin H.-C. (Hyundai Maritime Research Institute, Hyundai Heavy Industries, 1 Jeonha-dong, Dong-
gu Ulsan 682-792, Republic of Korea), “Application of the ALE technique for underwater explosion analysis of 
a submarine liquefied oxygen tank, Ocean Engineering, Vol. 35, No. 8–9, 2008, pp. 812–822. 
ABSTRACT: The design of submarines has continually evolved to improve survivability. Explosions may 
induce local damage as well as global collapse to a submarine. Therefore, it is important to realistically estimate 
the possible damage conditions due to underwater explosions in the design stage. The present study applied the 
Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) technique, a fluid–structure interaction approach, to simulate an 
underwater explosion and investigate the survival capability of a damaged submarine liquefied oxygen tank. 
The Lagrangian–Eulerian coupling algorithm, the equations of state for explosives and seawater, and the simple 
calculation method for explosive loading were also reviewed. It is shown that underwater explosion analysis 
using the ALE technique can accurately evaluate structural damage after attack. This procedure could be 
applied quantitatively to real structural design. 
 
 
Ralf Deiterding, Fehmi Cirak and Sean P. Mauch (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P.O. Box 2008, MS-6367, 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA), “Efficient fluid-structure interaction simulation of viscoplastic and fracturing 
thin-shells subjected to underwater shock loading”, in Fluid-Structure Interaction, Theory, Numerics and 
Applications, Herrsching am Ammersee, Vol. 29, No. 9, October 2008 
ABSTRACT: The fluid-structure interaction simulation of shock-loaded thin-walled structures requires 
numerical methods that can cope with large deformations as well as local topology changes. We present a 
robust level-set-based approach that integrates a Lagrangian thin-shell finite element solver with fracture and 
fragmentation capabilities into an Eulerian Cartesian fluid solver with embedded boundary and mesh adaptation 
capability. As main computational applications, we consider the plastic deformation and rupture of thin plates 
subjected to explosion and piston-induced pressure waves in water.  
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Yu Xiao Fe (Huazhong University of Science and Technology) “Dynamic response and buckling of stiffened 
cylindrical shells subjected to under-water explosion loadings”, 2007 
ABSTRACT: Model based on discrete reinforced rectangular section stiffeners for example, idealized fluid as 
incompressible ideal potential flow, a reasonable simplification underwater explosion shock wave generated by 
the load, to consider the impact of the hydrodynamic pressure stiffened cylindrical The theoretical analysis of 
the shell structure of the model, and the search for effective analysis calculation method, to explore the structure 
by the underwater explosion shock loads power response and dynamic buckling improve the impact resistance 
of underwater submersible structure provides some meaningful conclusions. Work of this paper are mainly the 
following aspects: First, a comprehensive review summarizes the free vibration of stiffened plate and shell 
structures under impact loading dynamic response and dynamic buckling focus stiffened cylindrical shell by the 
underwater explosion shock loads The dynamic characteristics of commence comments. The use of commercial 
finite element software MSC.DYTRAN, simulated spherical TNT charge in the underwater explosion, focus on 
using two coupling methods (General coupling and ALE) stiffened cylindrical shell underwater spherical 
explosive load of TNT kits under vibration and dynamic response characteristics, and the results with the 
experimental results in the relevant references compared two basic agreement. Ring stiffened cylindrical shell 
discretized into cylindrical shell and reinforced ribs and both rigidly connected to the contact the casing - ribs 
systems, taking into account the casing shear deformation and rotational inertia as well as reinforced ribs 
tensile, bending and shear deformation, Hamilton variational principle derived system equations of motion. 
Expand the displacement as a Fourier series form by the Galerkin method to displacement Fourier coefficients 
in the form dynamic buckling control equations using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method calculated stiffened 
cylindrical shell in the underwater explosion shock loads under the action of the dynamic response. Focused on 
the hydrodynamic pressure, hydrostatic pressure, reinforced rib geometry parameters, the thickness of the shell, 
and the Fourier series, the number of items on the calculation results verify some common conclusions. And 
also discussed the free vibration problem of stiffened cylindrical shells under water. On the basis of the above 
analysis, taking into account large deformation and the impact of the initial defect stiffened cylindrical shell 
underwater explosion loads, nonlinear response, summed up some useful conclusions. Followed by analysis of 
ring stiffened cylindrical shell underwater explosion loads elastoplastic dynamic response. Elastoplastic 
constitutive relation given by Mises yield condition and isotropic hardening incremental theory. With the 
increment value (in the time domain using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method) method to analyze the elastic-
plastic behavior of stiffened cylindrical shell. Analyzed the impact of the ring to the reinforced ribs, uniform 
radial external pressure and strain rate sensitivity and other factors on structural elastoplastic dynamic response. 
Then stiffened cylindrical shell in the underwater explosion shock - Solid Impact nonlinear dynamic buckling 
under a combined load used the BR criterion to determine the structure of the critical buckling load, compare 
the structure, respectively, in the axial flow and axial flow - solid impact loading, underwater explosive shock 
alone and two loads under the combined effects of buckling mode, the critical load, focuses on the relationship 
between the two directions of the critical load, hoop reinforced rib stiffened cylindrical shell structure Dynamic 
buckling behavior and anti-axial impact buckling capacity to draw meaningful conclusions. And also with the 
BR Standards and Southwell are two ways to calculate the radial shock loads Dynamic buckling load stiffened 
cylindrical shell in the underwater explosion. The power of the geometrical parameters, material hardening 
parameters of stiffened cylindrical shell structure critical buckling load. 
 
 
Jia Xian Zhen (Engineering Mechanics, Nanjing University of Technology and Engineering), “Numerical 
simulation of underwater explosion and its effect on structures based on commercial softwares”, Ph.D. 
dissertation, 2008 
ABSTRACT: Underwater explosion and its effect on structures including flat plate, cylindrical shell and 
torpedo shell were studied in this dissertation by using commercial software AUTODYN, ABAQUS and LS-
DYNA. The main work includes: (1) Numerical simulation of underwater explosion process, (2) The re-
exploitation of ABAQUS based on Taylor’s plate theory and the first-order doubly asymptotic approximation 
and its application, (3) Numerical study of dynamic response of cylindrical shell subjected to deep water blast 
wave, (4) The modification of the simulation method of LS-DYNA to calculate far-field underwater shock 
wave,  (5) The elementary analysis of the terminal effect of torpedo-damaging by underwater shock waves, (6) 
Numerical simulation of the dynamic response of torpedo shell structure subjected to near-field and far-field 



underwater shock waves. Chapter 1: The research content in this dissertation, as well as the research method 
and background, were concisely presented, and the evolvement of relative research, as well as the software of 
numerical simulation and the method to validate the calculation results, were given. Chapter 2: Underwater 
explosion shock wave and bubble pulse were simulated by using the hydrocode AUTODYN. By comparing 
calculation results with empirical formulas, theoretical formulas and experimental results, one can conclude that 
AUTODYN can simulate much of the important physics of underwater explosion, and the suggestion for the 
engineering application of AUTODYN was given. Chapter 3: Based on Taylor’s plate theory and the first-order 
doubly asymptotic approximation (DAA1) without considering low-frequency response, a simple and practical 
method has been presented to simulate the high-frequency dynamic plastic response of basic structure including 
flat plate and cylindrical shell subjected to underwater explosion shock waves without modeling the fluid field. 
Commercial finite element code, ABAQUS, was used to conduct this simulation. In order to validate this 
method, two examples including a fixed flat plate and a free cylindrical shell, all subjected to underwater 
explosion shock waves, were simulated by the method, and the simulation results are in good agreement with 
experiment results. Chapter 4: Numerical investigation was carried out on a cylindrical shell subjected to 
underwater explosion shock waves in deep water by using both static state analysis and dynamic analysis via 
ABAQUS software package. The influence of the depth of the cylindrical shell lies, orientation of the explosion 
and prestress were identified, and the breakage of the cylindrical shell in deepwater was also studied. Chapter 5: 
The elementary analysis of the terminal effect of torpedo-damaging by underwater shock waves was presented, 
and a simple model to analyze this problem was given. Then the main factors to influence the terminal effect 
were identified, and an idea was given to direct the following numerical study. Aim at the problem that the peak 
pressure of shock waves induced by far-field underwater explosion are smaller than actual magnitude when 
using LS-DYNA to simulate underwater explosion, a equivalent mass method which had been validated was 
presented to solve it. After this, the dynamic response of a lightweight torpedo shell structure subjected to shock 
waves induced by far-field underwater explosion was simulated by LS-DYNA, and influence of the torpedo 
insides and shock environment of the torpedo shell structure were studied. The damage mechanism of torpedo 
shell subjected to underwater explosion shock waves was simulated by using LS-DYNA. The damage 
mechanism of the torpedo shell, as well as shock environment and vulnerability of the different torpedo cabin 
shell, were investigated. Chapter 6: The main conclusions and suggestions for the following investigation are 
given. 
 
 
Wang Zhen Yu (Solid Mechanics, Harbin Engineering University, China), “Dynamic response analysis of 
structure under underwater explosion”, PhD dissertation, 2008 
ABSTRACT: The underwater explosion needs considering five parts: shock wave, cavitations and bubble, jet, 
fluid-solid coupling phenomenon, the dynamic response of structure. In this paper, the flow field of the bubble 
pulsation was solved by using the theory analysis and numerical simulation method under near the underwater 
explosion. The response of the plate under the bubble pulsation pressure effect was analyzed. Connection the 
underwater acoustic energy and explosion shock wave, by using the fluid-solid coupling method the failure of 
cylindrical shell and the vibration response of cylinder under the far fielded directional shock wave was 
researched. For the underwater acoustic energy technology attacking the near ship target provides basis. The 
bubble produced by near underwater explosion was analyzed. According to the one dimensional incompressible 
fluid unsteady motion theory, considering addition the work by the virtual force, the existing law equation of 
bubble pulsation underwater explosion was improved. Comparison analysis the calculation results with the 
experimental values, considering the addition of the virtual force, the radius, period and velocity of the 
calculation bubble pulsations by the theory formula were more anatomists with the practical condition. Further 
improving the law equation of bubble pulsation pressure distribution, the addition effect of the bubble energy, 
the results were more according with the practical condition than previous analysis.Under the near bubble 
pulsation, the bubble pulsation load was treatment for spherical wave. Then the clamped circular plate was 
affected by it. By the Ritz equation the deflection formula of the circular plate was calculated. The income data 
were fitted a unified formula. Based on the deflection change graph, the center of circular plate was most easily 
failure. The boundary of circular plate also possibly was damaged under the condition of the thin plate. 
According to the features between the underwater acoustic energy technology and explosion, the acoustical 
parameters were converted into the form of explosion shock wave pressure. The strength analysis of cylindrical 
shell was calculated under the effect of the shock wave. According to the feature of the far field shock wave, it 



was assumed plane wave to directly apply on a little layer water surface nearby the shell. Using the fluid-solid 
coupling analysis method of LS-DYNA, the strength of the cylindrical shell was simulation calculated under 
effect of the underwater directional acoustic energy at 30m. Over 280db sound source grade of the underwater 
directional shock wave could be certain failure to the cylindrical shell at 30m.The dynamic response of cylinder 
was simulated under the effect of underwater directional acoustic energy at 100m. When the cylinder was 
affected by the large energy shock wave pressure, the response of acceleration was rapidly reached the peak 
which was large and the waveform was steep. However, due to the cylinder coupling with water the vibration 
energy was quickly dissipated. When the acceleration reached 30g, the internal components may be failure. If 
according to this standard test the failure situation was caused by the vibration of cylinder. When the sound 
source grade ≥ 280dB, the internal components maybe could be damaged because of the vibration.The theory 
and numerical basis were provided by the contents in this paper for the underwater directional acoustic energy 
technology attacking the near ship target. 
 
 
SECOND CONGRESS CANADA-FRANCE: FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION PAPERS GIVEN AT 
THE CONGRESS, WHICH WAS HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEBEC IN MONTREAL, CANADA, 
June 2008: “Modeling Fluid-Structure Interaction in Naval Architecture (CAIMS)” 
(“Modelisation des interactions fluides-structures en architecture navale (SCMAI)”) (Org: Serguei 
Iakovlev (Dalhousie)  
 
Tim Dunbar and Dave Whitehouse (1888 Brunswick Street, Suite 400, Halifax, NS, Canada B3J 3J8) 
“Simulation of structural failure from contact underwater explosions”  
ABSTRACT: A numerical method for performing large-deformation two-way coupled fluid-structure 
interaction simulations has been developed to model a wide class of problems in which structural 
response significantly influences subsequent fluid flow, through motion-induced cavitation, structural 
failure or both. We demonstrate the suitability of the approach to such events by applying our method 
to the early-time response of plates to contact and near-contact underwater explosions in three 
dimensions. The plates exhibit a variety of behaviors including petalling failure with venting of 
explosive products through the resulting holed plates. The deformation and failure patterns of the plates 
are compared with experimental data from trials performed by Defense Research Development Canada 
at Suffield.  
 
Serguei Iakovlev (Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada) “Modeling shell-shock 
interaction in a multi-fluid environment”  
ABSTRACT: A fluid-filled submerged cylindrical shell is considered for the most general case of 
contact with fluid, i.e., when the internal and external fluids are different. It is shown that the 
interaction in this case is very different from the case of two identical fluids. Specifically, it is 
demonstrated that the response of the system is much more complex in terms of the fluid-structure 
interaction effects, and that a wider variety of shock wave reflection phenomena is observed. The ratio 
of the acoustic speeds in the internal and external fluids is shown to be the single most important 
parameter determining the main features of the interaction. Depending on the value of the ratio, four 
qualitatively different regimes of interaction are shown to exist. Each regime has its unique dynamic 
features of which the most notable is the possibility of observing different reflection-focusing 
sequences for the pressure wave inside the shell. The practical relevance of the fluid-structure 
interaction effects observed is discussed. This is a joint work with Garrett Dooley, Bryan MacDonald 
and Jonathan Gaudet.  
 
Cedric Leblond and Jean-Francois Sigrist (Service Technique et Scientifique, DCNS Propulsion / 
LEPTIAB, Universite de La Rochelle) � “Semi-analytical methods for the study of transient fluid-
structure interaction problems”  
ABSTRACT: We study semi-analytical methods related to the effects of highly transient loads on 



underwater vehicles. Firstly, simple fluid-structure interaction models are derived so as to highlight the 
physical phenomena occurring in this problem. More precisely, interactions between circular thin shells 
or elastic structures and the radiated field by an underwater explosion are considered. The approach is 
based on the classical methods of Laplace transform in time, Fourier series expansions and separation 
of variables in space. Secondly, an extension of this approach is proposed for more complex 
geometries. It is based on Laplace transform in time, in vacuo eigenvector expansion with time-
dependent coefficients for the structural dynamics and boundary-integral formulation for the fluid. The 
projection of the fluid pressure on the in vacuo eigenvectors leads to a fully coupled system involving 
the modal time-dependent displacement coefficients, which are the problem unknowns. They are 
simply determined by matrix inversion in the Laplace domain. This fluid-structure numerical method is 
exact in the sense that classical early-time or doubly asymptotic approximations are not made. This 
appears to be a versatile approach which can be efficiently and extensively used for design purposes, 
once part of the numerical resolution has been performed one time for a given geometry. 
 
Julie Young (Princeton University) “ �Numerical Investigation of Shock and Blast Loads on Composite 
Marine Structures” 
ABSTRACT: A strongly coupled 2D/axisymmetric Eulerian–Lagrangian numerical solver is presented 
for the modeling of shock and blast loads on composite marine structures. An overview of the 
numerical formulation is given for the compressible multiphase fluid, the generalized continuum solid, 
and the fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interface coupling methodology using modified versions of the ghost 
fluid method. The resulting strongly coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian solver is able to efficiently capture 
nonlinear fluid-structure and shock-bubble interactions involving strong shocks, gas bubble dynamics, 
cavitation inception and collapse, and complex stress and deformation fields of anisotropic, composite 
marine structures. Analytical, numerical, and experimental validation studies are shown. The objective 
of this work is to use the newly developed coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian method to study the transient 
response of composite marine structures subject to shock and blast loads. Special attention is given to 
quantify the influence of surface and core material elasticity/plasticity, boundary conditions, surface 
curvature, and strain-rate dependency on the fluid-structure interaction response caused by planar 
shocks and underwater explosions. The goal is to develop parametric curves that can assist the design 
of general composite structures subject to shock and blast loads, and to explore potential shock 
mitigation strategies.  
 
 
M. Amabili (1), K. Karagiozis (2) and M.P. Païdoussis (1) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 817 Sherbrooke Street W., Montreal, Québec, 
Canada H3A 2K6 
(2) Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 
IL, USA 
“Effect of geometric imperfections on non-linear stability of circular cylindrical shells conveying fluid”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 44, No. 3, April 2009, pp. 276-289, 
doi:10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2008.11.006 
ABSTRACT: Circular cylindrical shells conveying incompressible flow are addressed in this study; they lose 
stability by divergence when the flow velocity reaches a critical value. The divergence is strongly subcritical, 
becoming supercritical for larger amplitudes. Therefore the shell, if perturbed from the initial configuration, has 
severe deformations causing failure much before the critical velocity predicted by the linear threshold. Both 
Donnell's non-linear theory retaining in-plane displacements and the Sanders–Koiter non-linear theory are used 
for the shell. The fluid is modelled by potential flow theory but the effect of steady viscous forces is taken into 
account. Geometric imperfections are introduced and fully studied. Non-classical boundary conditions are used 
to simulate the conditions of experimental tests in a water tunnel. Comparison of numerical and experimental 
results is performed. 
 



 
Rajeev K. Jaiman (1), Farzin Shakib (1), Owen H. Oakley, Jr. (2), Yiannis Constantinides (2) 
(1) ACUSIM Software, Inc., Mountain View, California, USA 
(2) Chevron Energy Technology Company 
“Fully coupled fluid-structure interaction for offshore applications”, Paper No. 79804, Proceedings of 
OMAE2009, 28th International Conference on Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering, May 31-June 5, 
2009, Honolulu, Hawaii 
ABSTRACT: CAD integrated tools are accelerating product development by incorporating various aspects of 
physics through coupling with computational aided engineering (CAE) packages. One of the most challenging 
areas is fluid-structure interaction (FSI) of low mass bodies such as flexible marine risers/cables with vortex-
induced vibrations. The focus of this work is on the application of a new Multi-Iterative Coupling (MIC) 
procedure to couple AcuSolve (fluid solver) with Abaqus (structural solver). The proposed new scheme has 
superior stability and convergence properties as compared to conventional explicit staggered schemes, 
especially for low mass-density ratios of structure to fluid. Demonstrations and validation of the scheme are 
presented and discussed along with additional challenges associated with FSI in production environments. The 
addition of an FEA solver enables the modeling of the nonlinear aspects of flexible riser VIV, namely, contacts 
with gaps, multi-body dynamics, seabed interaction, geometric and/or material nonlinearities.  
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A.M. Zhang, X.L. Yao and L.H. Feng (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, 
Harbin 150001, China), “The dynamic behavior of a gas bubble near a wall”, Ocean Engineering, Vol. 36, Nos 
3-4, pp 295-305, March 2009 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a numerical model based on the potential flow theory is established to simulate the 
interaction of a gas bubble with a nearby wall. The time-integration boundary integral method is used to solve 
the dynamics of a gas bubble. With this method the numerical calculations show an excellent agreement with 



the experimental data. Employing the numerical code based on the presented algorithm, the dynamics of a gas 
bubble close to a rigid wall is investigated systematically, especially the relationship between various 
characteristic parameters and the Bjerknes effect due to the presence of a nearby wall. It is found that Blake's 
criterion, which is usually used to predict the direction of the bubble jet, has a great degree of accuracy for the 
bubble relatively far away from the wall and bubble near a wall, there is a significant error, attributed to its 
simplifications and assumptions. Further studies show that an oblique jet will be formed when a bubble close to 
an inclined wall collapses, direction and width of which have a close relationship with the characteristic 
parameters used to characterize the bubble. For the bubble near a horizontal wall, a liquid jet pointing directly to 
the wall is developed generally when the Bjerknes attraction and buoyancy are in the same direction; and at the 
same time, if the Bjerknes attraction is in the opposite direction of buoyancy, the direction of the jet will depend 
on a criterion. Then the interaction of gas bubble between complicated walls of some a submarine is also 
studied, which shows the most dangerous induced loading condition of structure in water, and the evidently 
effects of bubble jet on loading. The special phenomena mentioned above have a great significance for the 
further study on the interaction of the bubble with its boundaries. 
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(3) Shanghai Marine Diesel Engine Research Institute, 18 JiangNan Road, 200011 Shanghai, PR China 
“Experimental investigation on the dynamic response of scaled ship model with rubber sandwich coatings 
subjected to underwater explosion”, Int. J. Impact Eng., Vol. 36, p. 318–328, 2009 
ABSTRACT: How to moderate ship the damages caused by the underwater explosions is of great interest to the 
modern ship designers. This investigation explores the protective effects of a layer of rubber sandwich with the 
square honeycomb core coated onto ship hull. Two slender steel scaled ship models were manufactured and 
tested. One model was coated with a layer of rubber coating while the other kept intact. A series of comparative 
tests were carried out to comprehend the dynamic performance of the protective layer when both shock wave 
and bubble pulse loading were considered. Modal characteristics of both models were measured firstly and then 
live UNDEX tests were made on the free floating ship models. The acceleration and strain peaks were selected 
as the major comparative criterions. The free field and wall pressure were also monitored. Detailed discussions 
on test results show that the protective rubber layer is capable of moderating damage of the ship body caused by 
shock wave while not very effective in reducing the whipping damage excited by bubble pulse. 
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Painlevé, 59045 Lille Cedex, France 
(2) French Ministry of Defence (DGA), DET/CEP/MC/PMA, 5–7 rue des Mathurins, 92221 Bagneux Cedex, 
France 
(3) French Military Shipyard (DCNS), CESMAN/RDMPC, Indret BP30, 44620 La Montagne, France 
“Submarine hull integrity under blast loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 36, No. 8, pp 
1070-1078, August 2009 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with numerical methodologies to model and study the structural resistance of 
submarine hull against explosions, where fluid and solid phenomena interact. Explosion Crack Starter Tests 
(ECST), which are a standard procedure to study submarine materials and weldments with respect to blast 
loading, are modelled using an explicit FE code that solves Fluid/Structure (F/S) interactions within the same 
computation. The proposed numerical methods aim at computing the structural response of a target subjected to 
sequential explosions. Numerical results are compared to the corresponding explosion tests (ECST) performed 
by DGA (French Ministry of Defence). 
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(2) Department of Civil Engineering, Catholic University, PUC-Rio, 22453-900 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil 
(3) Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 817 Sherbrooke Street W., Montreal, Québec, 
Canada H3A 2K6 
“Nonlinear vibrations and imperfection sensitivity of a cylindrical shell containing axial fluid flow”, Journal of 
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 327, Nos. 1-2, October 2009, pp. 211-230, doi:10.1016/j.jsv.2009.06.016 
ABSTRACT: The high imperfection sensitivity of cylindrical shells under static compressive axial loads is a 
well-known phenomenon in structural stability. On the other hand, less is known of the influence of 
imperfections on the nonlinear vibrations of these shells under harmonic axial loads. The aim of this work is to 
study the simultaneous influence of geometric imperfections and an axial fluid flow on the nonlinear vibrations 
and instabilities of simply supported circular cylindrical shells under axial load. The fluid is assumed to be non-
viscous and incompressible and the flow to be isentropic and irrotational. The behavior of the thin-walled shell 
is modeled by Donnell's nonlinear shallow-shell equations. It is subjected to a static uniform compressive axial 
pre-load plus a harmonic axial load. A low-dimensional modal expansion, which satisfies the relevant boundary 
and continuity conditions, and takes into account all relevant nonlinear modal interactions observed in the past 
in the nonlinear vibrations of cylindrical shells with and without flow is used together with the Galerkin method 
to derive a set of eight coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations of motion which are, in turn, solved by 
the Runge–Kutta method. The shell is considered to be initially at rest, in a position corresponding to a pre-
buckling configuration. Then, a harmonic excitation is applied and conditions for parametric instability and 
dynamic snap-through are sought. The results clarify the marked influence of geometric imperfections and fluid 
flow on the dynamic stability boundaries, bifurcations and basins of attraction. 
 
 
C. Y. Jen (Department of Marine Mechanical Engineering, ROC Naval Academy, Tsoying, Kaohsiung 813, 
Taiwan, ROC), “Coupled acoustic-structural response of optimized ring-stiffened hull for scaled down 
submerged vehicle subject to underwater explosion,” Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics, vol. 52, no. 
2, pp. 96–110, October 2009. doi:10.1016/j.tafmec.2009.08.006 
ABSTRACT: One of the major problems confronted by the designer of submersibles is to minimize the weight 
of the pressure hull for increasing the payload of a crew and necessary equipment and to simultaneously 
enhance the strength of the pressure hull for withstanding hydrostatical pressure, underwater explosive loading 
and other environmental loading. Hence, this paper presents the optimal design of a small-scale midget 
submersible vehicle (MSV) pressure hull with a ring-stiffened cylinder and two hemispherical ends subjected to 
hydrostatic pressure, using a powerful optimization procedure combined the extended interior penalty function 
method (EIPF) with the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) method. According to the above optimum design 
results, we built up midget submersible vehicle finite element model. Then, the coupled acoustic–structural 
arithmetic from the widely used calculation program of the finite element – ABAQUS, was used to simulate and 
analyze the transient dynamic response of a midget submersible vehicle pressure hull that experiences loading 
by an acoustic pressure shock wave resulting from an underwater explosion (UNDEX). The analytical results 
are presented which will be used in designing stiffened optimum submersible vehicle so as to enhance 
resistance to underwater shock damage. 
 
 
S. Iakovlev (Department of Engineering Mathematics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 
2X4), “Submerged fluid-filled cylindrical shell subjected to a shock wave: Fluid-structure interaction effects”, 
Journal of Fluids and Structures, Vol. 23, No. 1, pp 117-142, January 2007 
ABSTRACT: A submerged fluid-filled circular cylindrical shell subjected to a shock wave propagating in the 
external fluid is considered. The study focuses on a number of acoustic and structural effects taking place 
during the interaction. Specifically, the influence of the acoustic phenomena in the fluid on the stress–strain 
state of the shell is analysed using two different visualization techniques. The effect that the parameters of the 
shell have on the internal acoustic field is addressed as well, and the ‘shock transparency’ of various shells is 
discussed. Special attention is paid to the analysis of the contribution of the terms in the shell equations 
representing bending stiffness, and the limits of applicability of the membrane theory of thin shells are 
discussed in the fluid–structure interaction context. The possibility of cavitation in the internal fluid is 
investigated, and the effect that cavitation could have on the structural dynamics of the shell is discussed. The 



present paper is a follow-up of the author's earlier study of the interaction between fluid-filled cylindrical shells 
and external shock waves. 
 
 
Iakovlev S (Department of Engineering Mathematics and Internetworking, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada B3J 2X4), “Interaction between an external shock wave and a cylindrical shell filled with and 
submerged into different fluids”, J Sound Vib 322:401–437, 2009 
ABSTRACT: A submerged fluid-filled cylindrical shell subjected to an external shock wave is addressed for 
the most general case when the internal and external fluids have different properties. Three distinctly different 
scenarios of interaction are identified depending on the parameter ζ defined as the ratio of the acoustic speed in 
the internal fluid to that in the external one. The first scenario corresponds to the values of ζ below unity, and it 
can follow two sub-scenarios that exhibit qualitatively different focusing and reflection sequences, with the 
transition between the sub-scenarios occurring at ζ≈0.52. The second scenario, ζ=1, corresponds to the 
relatively well-studied case of two identical fluids, yet some interesting, previously unreported effects are 
observed for such ζ as well. The third scenario corresponds to the values of ζ above unity, and it also exhibits a 
number of unique features of the wave propagation and reflection. The dynamics of the complete internal-
external field is visualized and analyzed for the three scenarios, with the emphasis on both the theoretical 
significance of the effects observed and their practical implications. 
 
 
Rajendran R. (BARC Facilities, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu 603 102, India), 
“Numerical simulation of underwater explosion bulge test”, Materials & Design, Vol. 30, No. 10, pp 4335-
4341, December 2009 
ABSTRACT: Ambient temperature underwater explosion bulge test is simulated using ANSYS/LS-DYNA. 
Elastic and inelastic numerical experiments are carried out. Inelastic prediction is validated with a physical 
experimental data. Terminal strain to fracture is established. A methodology is thus arrived at for carrying out 
the material qualification for explosive loading using numerical simulation. 
 
 
Rajendran R. (BARC Facilities, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu 603 102, India), 
“Numerical simulation of response of plane plates subjected to uniform primary shock loading of non-contact 
underwater explosion”, Materials and Design, 2009, 30: 1000–1007 
ABSTRACT: Numerical simulation was carried out on plane plates using ANSYS/LS-DYNA for the 
experimental results of two papers [Rajendran R, Narasimhan K. Linear elastic shock response of plane plates 
subjected to underwater explosion. Int J Impact Eng 2001;25:493–506 and Rajendran R, Narasimhan K. 
Performance evaluation of HSLA steel subjected to underwater explosion. J Mater Eng Perform 2001;10:66–
74]. Simulation was in good agreement with experiment for the elastic response whereas predicted inelastic 
deflection was nearly half of that of the experimental observation due to reloading phenomenon. 
 
 
Kalavalapally R, Penmetsa R, Grandhi R. (Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State 
University, 3640 Col. Glenn Hwy., Dayton, OH 45435-0001, USA), “Configuration design of a lightweight 
torpedo subjected to an underwater explosion”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, 2009, 36: 343-351 
ABSTRACT: The response of a lightweight torpedo when subjected to an underwater explosion (UNDEX) is 
an important criterion for multidisciplinary design. This paper investigates the effect of structural stiffeners on 
the performance of a lightweight torpedo. The finite element package ABAQUS was used to model the 
UNDEX and the fluid–structure interaction (FSI) phenomena, which are critical for accurate evaluation of 
torpedo stress levels. The pressure wave resulting from an underwater explosion was modeled using similitude 
relations and it was assumed to be a spherical wave. Various explosive weights and explosion distances were 
explored to determine the critical distance both for an unstiffened and a stiffened torpedo. Once it was 
established that the stiffened torpedo performed better under explosive pressure loads, various configurations 
were studied to determine the optimal number of ring and longitudinal stiffeners. A final configuration was 
obtained for the torpedo that had minimum weight and was least sensitive to small manufacturing variations in 



the dimensions of the stiffeners. This paper presents details of the torpedo and fluid models and the finite 
element analysis method for FSI. 
 
 
Yao, X.-l., Guo, J., Feng, L.-h., Zhang, A-m. (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering 
University, Harbin 150001, China), “Comparability research on impulsive response of double stiffened 
cylindrical shells subjected to underwater explosion”, Int. J. Impact Eng., Vol. 36, p. 754–762, 2009 
ABSTRACT: In order to evaluate the strength and comparability of impulsive environment of model and 
practical structure in the water when subjected to underwater explosion, a new shock factor based on energy 
acting on the structure is presented to describe the loading of underwater explosion. To test the validity of this 
new factor, numerical experiments of double stiffened cylindrical shells are carried out a series of cases 
designed by the new factor and two other standard shock factors respectively. The results of the cases designed 
by the new factor indicate that the kinetic energy, potential energy and shock response spectrums of the 
structures agree well with each other in different cases designed by the equal new shock factor. However, the 
results of the cases designed by the two other standard shock factors are rather diverse. The analysis considers 
that the old shock factors do not take the spherical characteristics of shock wave front and relative position 
between detonation and structure into account, which can hardly reflect the similarity of underwater explosion 
loadings. The new shock factor can make up for such limitations. 
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“Dynamic response of cylindrical shell structures subjected to underwater explosion”, Ocean Engineering, Vol. 
36, pp 564-577, June 2009,  
ABSTRACT: This study investigated the linear and nonlinear dynamic responses of three cylindrical shell 
structures subjected to underwater small charge explosions in a 4m x 4m water tank. The dimensions of the 
cylindrical shell structures were 90 cm x 30 cm x 1mm (length x diameter x thickness). Both ends of the 
cylindrical shell were mounted with thick plates to provide support and create an enclosed space. The three 
cylindrical shell structures were unstiffened, internally stiffened and externally stiffened. The experiments 
involving the dynamic resonse of cylinders subjected to underwater explosion (UNDEX) were performed under 
different standoff distances, varying from 210 cm to 35 cm. A small quantity of explosives was used to generate 
the shock loading. The plastic deformation of the cylindrical shell was observed at a standoff distance of less 
than 50 cm. Other conditions were tested to examine cylinder linear response. Dynamic analyses were 
performed for the experimental model using FEM and compared with the test results. The acceleration and 
dynamic strains of cylindrical shells obtained from the experiment were compared with those obtained by FE 
analysis. Finally, problems related to small-scale UNDEX experiments performed in small water tanks were 
analyzed. 
 
 
Jun Li and Hongxing Hua (Vibration, Shock & Noise Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, People’s 
Republic of China), “Transient vibrations of laminated composite cylindrical shells exposed to underwater 
shock waves”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 31, No. 3, pp 738-748, March 2009 
ABSTRACT: The problem of the transient vibration of an elastic laminated composite cylindrical shell with 
infinite length exposed to an underwater shock wave is solved approximately. The linear acoustic plane wave 
assumption and Sanders thin shell theory are adopted. The reflected-afterflow virtual-source (RAVS) procedure 
is used to model the fluid–structure interaction involved during the underwater shock event. For the validity of 
the present analysis, the response of a laminated cylindrical shell under step plane wave is first analyzed and 
compared with the numerical solution available in the literature. Detailed numerical results for the transient 
responses of the shells under an exponentially decaying underwater shock wave are presented, and the 
influences of fiber angle, shell radius and thickness upon the dimensionless radial velocity, mid-surface strain, 
0th mode radial displacement and 1st mode radial velocity of the shells, are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The response of the side shell to non-contact underwater explosion is of major concern in ship 
design. While extensive research is carried out on air-backed plates, relatively less attention is paid to water-
backed plates. Nevertheless, the response of the water-backed plates becomes relevant when the water filled 
side shells are exposed to an underwater shock loading. Availability of scant information on the experimental 
results of water-backed plates is the primary motivating factor to make analytical estimates. These estimates are 
provided in comparison with an air-backed plate for identical attack geometry and target parameters. This work 
aims to bring out a comparative procedure for the damage assessment between air- and water-backed plates so 
that the response of the latter can be presented in terms of that of the former. 
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“Blast loaded plates”, Marine Structures, Vol. 22, pp 99-127, 2009 
ABSTRACT: Plates form one of the basic elements of structures. Land-based structures may be subjected to air 
blast loads during combat environment or terrorist attack, while marine structures may be subjected to either air 
blast by the attack of a missile above the water surface or an underwater explosion by the attack of a torpedo or 
a mine or a depth charge and an aircraft structure may be subjected to an in-flight attack by on-board explosive 
devices. Furthermore, gas explosion occurs in offshore installations and industries. This review focuses on the 
phenomenological evolution of blast damage of plates.  
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A. Derewonko, P. Szurgott and T. Niezgoda (Military University of Technology), “Modeling of the shock wave 
impact on the flexible shell”, Techniczne Wyroby Włókiennicze 2009, pp 107-111 
INTRODUCTION: The underwater explosion and its effects on the floating structure represent a matter of 
considerable interest for researchers. The sequence of events associated to an underwater explosion of a typical 
military explosive in their order of occurrence can be summarized as [1]:  
• detonation,� 
• shock wave propagation,  
• motion of the gas bubble.  
Chemical reaction of the mass occurring during the explosion results in a perturbation of the surrounding water 
(shock wave) and the creation of a gas bubble. Designers should realistically estimate the possible damage 
condition to effectively design a floating structure resistant to any various underwater weapons. The main aim 
of the performed work was to simulate the behavior of flexible shell under wave impact. The non-linear 
simulation was also performed for the example structure affected by the underwater explosion. The results were 
compared with behavior of floating shell in ordinary exploitation. The numerical part of current work was based 
on non-linear, explicit, dynamic, finite element analysis (FEA) using the LS-DYNA computer code. This so-
called hydrocode is used for the purpose of a wide variety of analyses, including airbag and water dynamics or 
to estimate exploitation loading. The preliminary analysis of a new ballistic protection system is demonstrated 
in the paper,.  
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“Dynamic instability of imperfect orthotropic cylindrical shells with internal flowing fluid”, 7th EUROMECH 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, Donnell´s non-linear shallow shell equations are used to study the dynamic 
instability of imperfect simply supported orthotropic cylindrical shells with internal flowing fluid and subjected 
to a compressive axial static pre-load plus a harmonic axial load. The fluid is assumed to be non-viscous and 
incompressible and the flow isentropic and irro-tacional. An expansion with eight degrees of freedom, 



containing the fundamental, companion, gyroscopic and five axi-symmetric modes is used to describe the lateral 
displacement of the shell. The geometric imperfections are described by the same expansion as the lateral dis-
placement and the Galerkin method is used to obtain the non-linear equations of motion which are, in turn, 
solved by the Runge-Kutta method. Numerical methods are used to identify the most important bifurcations as 
the fluid flow is varied, special attention is given to the in-fluence of the material properties and the influence of 
initial geometric imperfection on the global stability of the system. 
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“Nonlinear vibrations of axially loaded cylindrical shells partially filled with fluid” 
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ABSTRACT: This work investigates the nonlinear dynamic behavior and instabilities of partially fluid-filled 
cylindrical shell subjected to axial load. A discrete low-dimensional model for the nonlinear vibration analysis 
is derived to study the shell vibrations. The influence played by the height of the internal fluid on the nonlinear 
shell response is examined.  
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K. Karagiozis, M. Amabili and M.P. Païdoussis (Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 
817 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, Québec, Canada H3A 2K6), “Nonlinear dynamics of harmonically 
excited circular cylindrical shells containing fluid flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 329, No. 18, 
August 2010, pp. 3813-3834, doi:10.1016/j.jsv.2010.03.022 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the geometrically nonlinear vibrations of circular cylindrical shells, 
subjected to internal fluid flow and to a radial harmonic excitation in the spectral neighbourhood of one of the 
lowest frequency modes, are investigated for different flow velocities. The shell is modelled by Donnell's 
nonlinear shell theory, retaining in-plane inertia and geometric imperfections; the fluid is modelled as a 
potential flow with the addition of unsteady viscous terms obtained by using the time-averaged Navier–Stokes 
equations. A harmonic concentrated force is applied at mid-length of the shell, acting in the radial direction. The 
shell is considered to be immersed in an external confined quiescent liquid and to contain a fluid flow, in order 
to reproduce conditions in previous water-tunnel experiments. For the same reason, complex boundary 
conditions are applied at the shell ends simulating conditions intermediate between clamped and simply 
supported ends. Numerical results obtained by using pseudo-arclength continuation methods and bifurcation 
analysis show the nonlinear response at different flow velocities for (i) a fixed excitation amplitude and variable 
excitation frequency, and (ii) fixed excitation frequency by varying the excitation amplitude. Bifurcation 
diagrams of Poincaré maps obtained from direct time integration are presented, as well as the maximum 
Lyapunov exponent, in order to classify the system dynamics. In particular, periodic, quasi-periodic, sub-
harmonic and chaotic responses have been detected. The full spectrum of the Lyapunov exponents and the 
Lyapunov dimension have been calculated for the chaotic response; they reveal the occurrence of large-
dimension hyperchaos. 
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“Investigation of the influence of preliminary buckling for a reinforced medium-filled cylindrical shell on 
critical stresses of overall instability”, Structural Mechanics and Strength of Flight Vehicles, Russian 
Aeronautics (lz VUZ), Vol. 53, No. 4, pp 470-474, December 2010 
ABSTRACT: The influence of preliminary buckling of a shell reinforced by a regular cross system of ribs and 
filled with a medium on the critical load parameters of overall instability is considered. The investigation is 
based on the problem statement using the mixed energy method and the nonlinear strain compatibility equation. 
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“Deformation behavior of a stiffened panel subjected to underwater shock loading using the non-linear finite 
element method,” Materials and Design, vol. 31, no. 1, pp. 325–335, January 2010. 
ABSTRACT:  
Given the superior strength-to-weight ratio, stiffened panels have been used extensively in the main structure of 
ships and underwater vehicles. The loads acting on a stiffened panel in a ship is in-plane compression or 
tension, resulting from the overall hull-girder bending moment or torsion, shear force resulting from the hull-
girder shear force, and lateral pressure resulting from the external wave or shock loading. This work addresses 
the transient responses of a panel structure reinforced by ribs of different sizes to underwater shock loads using 
non-linear finite element code-ABAQUS. Verification of the reliability was made between the 
Ramajeyathilagam’s experiments results [Ramajeyathilagam K, Vendhan CP, Rao VB. Non-linear transient 
dynamic response of rectangular plates under shock loading. Int J Impact Eng 2000;24:999–1015, 
Ramajeyathilagam K, Vendhan CP. Deformation and rupture of thin rectangular plates subjected to underwater 
shock. Int J Impact Eng 2004;30:699–719] at several different locations on the plates. The shock factor is 
adopted to describe the shock severity. Additionally, the displacement–time histories under different shock 
loadings are presented which will be used in designing stiffened panels so as to enhance resistance to 
underwater shock damage. 
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“A versatile approach to the study of the transient response of a submerged thin shell”, J Sound Vib 329(1):56–
71, January 2010 
ABSTRACT: The transient response of submerged two-dimensional thin shell subjected to weak acoustical or 
mechanical excitations is addressed in this paper. The proposed approach is first exposed in a detailed manner: 
it is based on Laplace transform in time, in vacuo eigenvector expansion with time-dependent coefficients for 
the structural dynamics and boundary-integral formulation for the fluid. The projection of the fluid pressure on 
the in vacuo eigenvectors leads to a fully coupled system involving the modal time-dependent displacement 
coefficients, which are the problem unknowns. They are simply determined by matrix inversion in the Laplace 
domain. Application of the method to the response of a two-dimensional immersed shell to a weak acoustical 
excitation is then exposed: the proposed test-case corresponds to the design of immersed structures subjected to 
underwater explosions, which is of paramount importance in naval shipbuilding. Comparison of a numerical 
calculation based on the proposed approach with an analytical solution is exposed; versatility of the method is 
also highlighted by referring to “classical” FEM/FEM or FEM/BEM simulations. As a conspicuous feature of 
the method, calculation of the fluid response functions corresponding to a given geometry has to be performed 
once, allowing various simulations for different material properties of the structure, as well as for various 
excitations on the structure. This versatile approach can therefore be efficiently and extensively used for design 
purposes. 
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“Dynamic responses of discrete multi-layered explosion containment vessels with the consideration of strain-
hardening and strain-rate effects”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 37, No. 7, pp 842-853, July 
2010 
ABSTRACT: Explosion containment vessels (ECVs) are widely used to completely contain the effects of 
explosions. A theoretical model for calculating the dynamic plastic responses of discrete multi-layered 
explosion containment vessels (DMECVs) has been established, which considered the effects of the strain-
hardening and strain-rate on the material. The maximum displacement and equivalent plastic strain formulae 
have been derived for “moving separately” and “moving together” response modes. With the considerations of 
the effects of strain-hardening and strain-rate, three-dimensional finite element models have been developed in 
LS-DYNA to calculate the dynamic plastic responses of DMECVs under partial loadings. It shows that 
analytical and numerical results support each other, which indicates their validity. The two response modes of 
DMECV are confirmed in different material combinations, and a non-membrane response phase of the outer 
ribbon layers has been identified. Furthermore, the equivalent plastic strain of the outer ribbon layer does not 
change during the non-membrane response phase, which is an important characteristic for the dynamics of 
DMECVs. 
 
 
Siddharth S. Avachat and Min Zhou (Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology), “Dynamic 
response of submerged composite sandwich structures to blast loading”, Proceedings of the IMPLAST 2010 
Conference, October 12-14, 2010, Providence, Rhode Island, USA 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this combined numerical and experimental study is to analyze the dynamic 
response of sandwich structures which play an important role in applications requiring shock resistance, high 
capacity for energy-absorption and out-of-plane shear strength. This investigation focuses on the overall 
structural response, deformation, damage, and energy-absorption through delamination and core crushing. Air-
backed and water-backed/submerged composite structures are subject to a range of blast loading. The damage 
and failure characteristics of individual components of the sandwich structures are studied using laser-based in-
situ diagnostics and postmortem analysis. In the finite-element simulations, the underwater blast loading 
intensity is considered using the Mie-Gruneisen equation-of-state of a linear Hugoniot form. Configurations 
analyzed include polymer foam core structures with planar and cylindrical geometries. Core crushing is 
accounted for through the crushable foam plasticity model. Calculations reveal a significant difference between 
the response of air-backed and water-backed/submerged structures in terms of deflection, core crushing and 
energy-absorption. The experiments and computations offer approaches for improving the blast mitigation 
capabilities of submerged composite sandwich structures in the critical parts of a ship structure like keel, 
turbine-blades and rudders.  
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Luciana Loureiro Silva and Theodore A. Netto (Ocean Engineering Department, Federal University of Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil), “On the dynamic collapse of cylindrical shells under hydrostatic and impulsive pressure 
loadings”, Mecánica Computacional Vol XXIX, págs. 7787-7797, Eduardo Dvorkin, Marcela Goldschmit, 
Mario Storti (Eds.) Buenos Aires, Argentina, 15-18 Noviembre 2010  
ABSTRACT: The dynamic collapse of submerged cylindrical shells subjected to lateral impulsive pressure 
loads caused by underwater explosions is studied via coupled experimental and numerical work. The parent 
problem of the dynamic collapse of such structures under hydrostatic pressure is also investigated. Two sets of 
experiments were performed. Initially, 50.6mm outside diameter aluminum tubes with diameter-to-thickness 
ratio of 32.3 were tested inside a pressure vessel. Hydrostatic pressure was applied quasi-statically up to the 
onset of collapse in order to obtain the collapse pressure of the tubes tested. Subsequently, similar tubes were 
tested in a 5m x 5m x 1.6m deep water tank under various explosive charges placed at different distances. 
Explosive charges and standoff distances were combined so as to eventually cause collapse of the specimens. In 
both sets of experiments, dynamic pressure and strain measurements were recorded using a fit-for-purpose data 
acquisition system with sampling rates of up to 1 Mega Samples/sec per channel. In parallel, finite element 
models were developed using commercially available software to simulate underwater explosion, pressure wave 
propagation, its interaction with a cylindrical shell and the subsequent onset of dynamic collapse. The 
surrounding fluid was modeled as an acoustic medium, the shells as J2 flow theory based materials with 
isotropic hardening, and proper fluid-structure interaction elements accounting for relatively small 
displacements of the boundary between fluid and structure were used. Finally, the physical explosion 
experiments were numerically reproduced with good correlation between results.  
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underwater explosion”, ASME Journal of Offshore Mechanical and Arctic Enginnering, Vol. 133, No. 1, Ocean 
Engineering, November 2010, doi:10.1115/1.4001441 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the dynamic linear, nonlinear responses, and shock damage of two kinds 
of submerged cylindrical shell models exposed to underwater spherical trinitrotoluene (TNT) charge explosions 
in a circular lake. Two endplates and a middle plate are mounted on the cylindrical shells to provide support and 
create two enclosed spaces. The two kinds of cylindrical shell models are unfilled and main hull sand-filled, 
respectively. Fifteen different tests are carried out according to changing the TNT explosive weights of 1 kg and 
2 kg, standoff distances ranging from 3 m to 0.3 m, and two explosion positions, and the measured experimental 
results are compared with each other. Detailed discussions on the experimental results show that the dynamic 
responses and damage modes are much different, and the main hull sand-filled cylindrical shell is more difficult 
to be damaged by the shock wave loading than the unfilled model. The edge cracks are mainly observed at the 
instrument hull of the main hull sand-filled model, but surface tearing and cracks take place both on the main 
and instrumental hulls of the unfilled model, respectively. 
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“The transient responses of two-layered cylindrical shells attacked by underwater explosive shock waves,” 
Composite Structures, vol. 92, no. 7, pp. 1551–1560, 2010. 
ABSTRACT: An approximation solution is introduced for the dynamic response of a two-layered cylindrical 
shell of circular cross-section subjected to an underwater explosive shock wave. The solution is obtained within 
the framework of the Flugge thin shell theory and the reflected-afterflow-virtual-source (RAVS) method is used 
to account for the fluid–structure interaction. Detailed numerical computations are carried out, in dimensionless 
form, for the cases of infinitely long two-layered cylindrical shells. Time histories of nondimensional radial 
velocity, mid-surface strain, 0th mode radial displacement and 1st mode radial velocity are presented in 
graphical form and the effects of elastic modulus, shell radius and thickness on the transient response 
characteristics of the shells are investigated. 
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“Experimental study on deformation and shock damage of cylindrical shell structures subjected to underwater 
explosion,” Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part C: Journal of Mechanical Engineering 
Science, vol. 224, no. 11, pp. 2505–2514, 2010. 
ABSTRACT: The security evaluation of some structures shocked by an underwater explosion (UNDEX) 
frequently plays a key role in some cases, and it is necessary to accurately predict the damage condition of the 
structure in an UNDEX environment. This study investigates the dynamic linear and non-linear responses and 
shock damages of two kinds of submerged cylindrical shell models exposed to underwater spherical 
trinitrotoluene (TNT) charge explosions in a circular lake. Two endplates and a middle plate are mounted on the 
cylindrical shells to provide support and to create two enclosed spaces. The two kinds of cylindrical shell 
models with the same geometry characteristics are unfilled and main hull sand-filled. Fifteen different tests are 
carried out by changing the TNT explosive weights of 1 and 2 kg, standoff distances ranging from 3 to 0.3 m, 
and two explosion positions. Measured experimental results are compared with each other, and some 
transformed data are obtained. A detailed discussion on experimental results shows that the dynamic responses 
and damage modes are much different, and the main hull sand-filled cylindrical shell is more difficult to be 
damaged by the shock wave loading than the unfilled model. Edge cracks are mainly observed at the instrument 



hull of the main hull sand-filled model, but surface tearing and cracks are observed on both the main hull and 
the instrumental hull of the unfilled model, respectively. 
 
 
H. Shah Mohammadi and S. Mohammadi (School of Civil Engineering, University of Tehran, Iran), “Analysis 
of blast shock waves on immersed pipes”, Civil Engineering Infrastructures Journal (CEIJ), Vol. 44, No. 1, pp 
61-72, March 2010 
ABSTRACT: As a result of wide spread application of marine structures, especially in oil and gas industries, 
their safe design is of paramount importance. In this regard, explosion loading, which may result from accidents 
or military/ terrorist actions, should be considered, although they may not always be included in the final 
structural design. The impulsive nature of explosive loading, which comprises a high peak pressure followed by 
a relative fast decay, and complex phenomena of reflection of incident waves on flexible curved surfaces of a 
structure, leads to highly complicated analysis of underwater explosion. Detonation of a high explosive material 
under water produces two pressure pulses: a shock wave which has a very short duration (about several ten to 
several hundred micro seconds) and a bubble pulse associated with the expansion of the products of detonation. 
Roles of the underwater shock wave, flow and bubble in the damage process of structures are not as yet, clear. 
Only effects of the primary shock wave generated from an explosion on circular and rectangular plate 
specimens and empty submerged cylinders are studied in this research. Effects of bed and water surfaces are not 
taken into account. The structure and its surrounding water are modeled by solid finite elements. They are 
attached to each other to enforce for coupling analysis. The water is bounded by nonreflecting boundaries to 
avoid unwanted reflections from the finite boundaries of the domain. Results of the numerical simulations are 
compared to the experimental data and the results obtained from available empirical relations. 
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ABSTRACT: The underwater blast response of free standing sandwich plates with a square honeycomb core 



and a corrugated core has been measured. The total momentum imparted to the sandwich plate and the degree 
of core compaction are measured as a function of (i) core strength, (ii) mass of the front face sheet (that is, the 
wet face) and (iii) time constant of the blast pulse. Finite element calculations are performed in order to analyse 
the phases of fluid-structure interaction. The choice of core topology has a strong influence upon the dynamic 
compressive strength and upon the degree of core compression, but has only a minor effect upon the total 
momentum imparted to the sandwich. For both topologies, a reduction in the mass of the front (wet) face 
reduces the imparted momentum, but at the expense of increased core compression. Conversely, an increase in 
the time constant of the blast pulse results in lower core compression, but the performance advantage over a 
monolithic plate in terms of imparted momentum is reduced. The sandwich panel results are compared with 
analytical results for monolithic plates of mass equal to that of (i) the sandwich panel and (ii) the front face 
alone. (Case (i) represents a rigid core while (ii) represents a core of negligible strength.) For most conditions 
considered, the sandwich results lie between these limits reflecting the coupled nature of core deformation and 
fluid-structure interaction.  
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V.A. Ryzhanskii and M.A. Syrunin, “Explosion resistance of a steel cylindrical shell”, Combustion, Explosion 
and Shock Waves, Vol. 47, No. 1, pp 115-122, January 2011 
ABSTRACT: This paper gives an overview of experimental data on the behavior of steel cylindrical shells 
filled with water or air and repeatedly loaded by an explosion from inside, up to failure. Semi-empirical 
formulas are obtained which provide fairly easy and reliable estimates of the main parameters of impulsive 
deformation of the shells within experimental scatter. 
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J. Qiankun and D. Gangyi (Lab of Engineering Simulation Design and Computation, School of Software, 
Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing 100081, China), “A finite element analysis of ship sections subjected to 
underwater explosion,” International Journal of Impact Engineering, vol. 38, no. 7, pp. 558–566, 2011. 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents numerical simulations of dynamic responses of a ship section to non-contact 
underwater explosion using ABAQUS. The finite element model of the ship section including the size of fluid 
mesh, initial and boundary conditions etc. has been built up. Comparisons of the acceleration and velocity 
response between the experimental and numerical results have been investigated. The numerical results agree 
well with the measured results. Furthermore, the effect of the mass proportional damping factor on the velocity 
response have been investigated numerically. The dynamic response modes of the ship section subjected to a 
side-on non-contact underwater explosion are discussed. 
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(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 817 Sherbrooke Street W., Montreal, Québec, 
Canada H3A 2K6 
“Transient response of a submerged cylindrical foam core sandwich panel subjected to shock loading”, Mater 
Des 32(5):2611–2620, 2011 
ABSTRACT: Predicting the dynamic response of submerged vehicles subjected to hydrostatic pressure and 
underwater shock loading is of great interest to many structural designers and engineers for improving material 
and configuration design in recent years. In this paper, the finite element method is used to evaluate the 
dynamic response of a submerged cylindrical foam core sandwich panel subjected to shock loading. The 
sandwich panel consists of a foam core surrounded by fiber-reinforced laminates. The effect of fluid–structure 
coupling is included in the finite element analysis whereas the fluid is assumed to be compressible and inviscid. 
Time histories of circumferential stress for different composite plies are presented in graphical form and the 
effects of core type on circumferential stress and velocity of stand-off point are also investigated. Additionally, 
the distribution of pressure in fluid domain and the deformation of cylindrical foam core sandwich panel are 
estimated. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the specialized literature addressing the dynamic response of 
submerged cylindrical foam core sandwich panel to underwater shock loading is rather scanty. This work is 
likely to fill a gap in the specialized literature on this topic. 
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“Blast performance of sandwich composites with in-plane compressive loading”, Experimental Mechanics, 
2011, DOI 10.1007/s11340-011-9500-5  
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation was conducted to evaluate the dynamic performance of E-glass 
Vinyl Ester composite face sheet / foam core sandwich panels when subjected to pre-compression and 
subsequent blast loading. The sandwich panels were subjected to 0 kN, 15 kN and 25 kN of in plane 
compression respectively, prior to transverse blast wave loading with peak incident pressure of 1 MPa and 
velocity of 3 Mach. The blast loading was generated using a shock tube facility. During the experiments, a high-
speed photographic system utilizing three digital cameras was used to acquire the real-time 3-D deformation of 
the sandwich panels. The 3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique was used to quantify the back face out-
of-plane deflection and in-plane strain. The results showed that in-plane compressive loading facilitated 
buckling and failure in the front face sheet. This mechanism greatly reduced the blast resistance of sandwich 
composites.  
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LeBlanc, J., Shukla, A., 2011. Dynamic response of curved composite panels to underwater explosive loading: 
experimental and computational comparisons. Compos. Struct.� Vol 93, No. 11, pp 3072-3081, October 2011 
ABSTRACT: The response of E-Glass/Vinyl ester curved composite panels subjected to underwater explosive 
loading has been studied. The work consists of experimental testing utilizing a water filled conical shock tube 
facility and computational simulations with the commercially available Ls-Dyna finite element code. The 
composite specimens are 0/90 biaxial laminates with a thickness of approximately 1.3 mm. The samples are 
round panels with curved midsections. The transient response of the plates is measured using a three-
dimensional (3D) Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system, along with high speed photography. This ultra high 
speed system records full field shape and displacement profiles in real time. The DIC data and the 
computational results show a high level of correlation using the Russell error measure. 
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“Dynamic response of the non-contact underwater explosion on naval equipment”, Marine Struct., 24(4): 396–
411, 2011 
ABSTRACT: Shock resistance capacity of the shipboard equipment especially for large ones, has been a strong 
concern of navies all over the world for a long time. The shipboard equipment have previously generally been 
studied separate from hull structure before. In this paper the coupling elastic effect between equipment and hull 
structure is taken into account. With the ABAQUS software, the integrated model of the equipment coupled 
with the hull structure is established to study the dynamic response of the shipboard equipment to the shock 
wave load as well as the bubble pulsation load. In order to verify the numerical method, the simulated results 
are compared to the experimental data, which are from a specific underwater explosion on an actual ship. On 
this basis, by changing the charge location, attack angle, equipment installation location and other parameters, 
the characteristics of dynamic response under different conditions can be obtained. In addition, the results of the 
integrated calculation and the non-integrated one are compared and the characteristic parameters which affect 
the equipment shock response are analyzed. Some curves and conclusions are obtained for engineering 
applications, which provides some insights into the shock resistance of shipboard equipment. 
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“The evaluation method of total damage to ship in underwater explosion,” Applied Ocean Research, vol. 33, no. 
4, pp. 240–251, 2011. 
ABSTRACT: Whipping response will happen when a ship is subjected to underwater explosion bubble load. In 
that condition, the hull would be broken, and even the survivability will be completely lost. A calculation 
method on the dynamic bending moment of bubble has been put forward in this paper to evaluate the impact of 
underwater explosion bubble load on the longitudinal strength of surface ships. Meanwhile the prediction 
equation of bubble dynamic bending moment has been concluded with the results of numerical simulation. With 
wave effect taken into consideration, the evaluation method of the total damage of a ship has been established. 
The precision of this evaluation method has been proved through the comparison with calculation results. In 
order to verify the validity of the calculation results, experimental data of real ship explosion is applied. 
Prediction equation and evaluation method proposed in this paper are to be used in ship structure design, 
especially in the preliminary prediction of the ultimate withstanding capability of underwater explosion damage 
for the integrated ship in preliminary design phase. 
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“Parametric instability and snap-through of partially fluid-filled cylindrical shells”, Procedia Engineering, Vol. 
14, pp 598-605, 2011, DOI: 10.1016/j.proeng.2011.07.075 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present paper is to study the parametric instability and snap-through buckling of 
an axially pre-loaded, partially fluid-filled cylindrical shell. The Donnell non-linear shallow shell theory is used 
to study the nonlinear vibrations of the shell. For this, the Galerkin method is used, together with a suitable 
expansion that takes into account the main nonlinear interactions, to discretize the shell. The resulting nonlinear 
equations of motion are solved by numerical integration. The fluid is assumed to be non-viscous and 
incompressible and its inertial effects on the shell surface are obtained by the potential flow theory. A detailed 
parametric analysis is carried out to demonstrate the influence of the fluid height within the shell on the 
parametric instability load and on the snap-through buckling load in the main parametric resonance region. 
Using bifurcations diagrams, the main bifurcation events associated with these stability boundaries are 
identified. The influence of the different types of bifurcation and fluid height on the safety is also discussed. 
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H.H. Ibrahim and H.H. Yoo, “Nonlinear flutter oscillations of composite shallow shells subject to aerodynamic 
and thermal loads”, 13th International Conference on Aerospace Sciences & Aviation Technology (ASAT), 
May 26-28, 2009, Military Technical College, Kobry Elkobbah, Cairo, Egypt 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear flutter oscillations of a traditional composite shallow shell subject to combined 
aerodynamic and thermal loads are investigated. A nonlinear finite element model is developed using 
Marguerre curved plate theory with von Karman geometric nonlinearity and the principle of virtual work. The 
aerodynamic pressure is modeled using the quasi-steady first-order piston theory. Thermal load is assumed to be 
steady state constant temperature distribution. Nonlinear temperature-dependence of material properties is 
considered in the formulation. The dynamic nonlinear equations of motion are transformed to modal 
coordinates to reduce the computational efforts. Newton-Raphson iteration method is employed to obtain the 
dynamic response at each time step of the Newmark numerical integration scheme. Finally, numerical results 
for the nonlinear flutter limit-cycle oscillations of composite shallow shells are presented, illustrating the effect 
of aerodynamic pressure and temperature rise on the panel response.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper review focuses mainly on development and application of a hybrid finite element 
approach used for linear and geometrically nonlinear vibration analysis of isotropic and anisotropic plates and 
shells, with and without fluid-structure interaction. Development of a hybrid element for different geometries of 
plates and shells is briefly discussed. In addition, studies dealing with particular dynamic problems such as 
dynamic stability and flutter of plates and shells coupled to flowing fluids are also discussed. This paper is 
structured as follows: after a short introduction on some of the fundamentals of the developed model applied to 
vibrations analysis of shells and plates in vacuo and in fluid, the dynamic analysis of anisotropic structural 
elements is discussed. Studies on dynamic response of plates in contact with dense fluid (submerged and/or 
subjected to liquid) follow. These studies present very interesting results that are suitable for various 
applications. Dynamic response of shell type structures subjected to random vibration due to a turbulent 
boundary layer of flowing fluid is reviewed. Aeroelasticity analysis of shells and plates (including the problem 
of stability; divergence and flutter) in contact with light fluids (gases) are also discussed.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses mainly on development and application of a hybrid finite element approach 
used for linear and geometrically nonlinear vibration analysis of isotropic and anisotropic plates and shells, with 
and without fluid-structure interaction. Development of a hybrid element for different geometries of plates and 
shells is briefly discussed. In addition, studies dealing with particular dynamic problems such as dynamic 
stability and flutter of plates and shells coupled to flowing fluids are also discussed. This paper is structured as 
follows: after a short introduction on some of the fundamentals of the developed model applied to vibrations 
analysis of shells and plates in vacuo and in fluid, the dynamic analysis of anisotropic structural elements is 
discussed. Studies on dynamic response of plates in contact with dense fluid (submerged and/or subjected to 
liquid) follow. These studies present very interesting results that are suitable for various applications. Dynamic 
response of shell type structures subjected to random vibration due to a turbulent boundary layer of flowing 
fluid is reviewed. Aeroelasticity analysis of shells and plates (including the problem of stability; divergence and 
flutter) in contact with light fluids (gases) are also discussed.  
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“Numerical simulation of underwater contact explosion”, Appl Ocean Res 34:10–20, 2012 
ABSTRACT: Underwater contact explosion involves lots of complex issues such as high speed, strong 
compression, large deformation and density ratio, multi-phase flow, etc., which makes the numerical simulation 
extremely difficult. In this paper, a modified SPH approach based on volume approximation is applied and the 
entire process of shock wave propagation and structure destruction is successfully simulated. Results show that 
the modified method remains effective at interfaces with high density ratio, with no distortion of physical 
quantities. Therefore, the method has advantages of solving problems involving high speed, strong compression 
and high density ratio. In addition, shock wave propagation characteristics and a steel failure mode are found 
with simulation, which can be valuable reference for structural design of naval architecture and engineering of 
underwater explosion. 
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“Review on response of warship structures subjected to a close underwater explosion”, Chinese Journal of Ship 
Research, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp 1-8, 2012, DOI: 10.3969/j.issn.1673-3185.2012.02.001 



ABSTRACT: By reviewing the response of warship structures subjected to a close underwater explosion, the 
theoretic, experimental and numerical study developments on loading of close underwater explosion were 
illustrated, and the fluid-structure interaction and response of plates, cylindrical shells, beams and warship 
structures subjected to a close underwater explosion were summarized. Four aspects that should be studied 
urgently were presented as follows: characteristics of underwater explosion loading in complex boundary 
conditions, simulation of impact destroy of structures, comparability of models test, and response of new 
materials and structures to close underwater explosion. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation of the dynamic response of structures subjected to underwater 
explosion,” European Journal of Mechanics B/Fluids, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 59–69, 2012. 
ABSTRACT: The propagation of the shock wave and the bubble pulse of an underwater explosion and the 
dynamic response of a cylindrical shell were examined in a water pool. Numerical simulations of the 
experimental model were performed using the MSC.DYTRAN software, which included a developed 
subroutine that defined the initial conditions of the fluid field. A fluid-structure interaction method was 
introduced to define the interaction between the water and the cylindrical shell. The finite element models were 
built according to the experimental models, and the calculated results were compared with the experimental 
data. It was found that the artificial bulk viscosity had a significant effect on the peak pressure of the shock 
wave. The peak pressure of the shock wave, the period of the bubble pulse and the deformation displacement of 
the cylinder were consistent between the experiment and the finite element analysis. The effects of the length-
to-diameter ratio and the angle to the peak pressure of the shock wave for a cylindrical explosive were 
discussed. Different plastic deformations were measured at different standoff distances, obtaining generalising 
curves. 
 
 
Andreas Schiffer, Vito L. Tagarielli, Alan C. F. Cocks and Nik Petrinic, “The response of composite plates to 
underwater blast”, Asme 2012 International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, Vol. 8: 
Mechanics of Solids, Structures and Fluids, Houston, Texas, USA November 9-15, 2012, Paper No. 
IMECE2012-85717, pp. 749-758; 10 pages, doi:10.1115/IMECE2012-85717 
ABSTRACT: Laboratory-scale fluid-structure interaction (FSI) experiments are performed in order to examine 
the response of submerged, clamped composite plates to dynamic loading by underwater shock waves. 
Experiments are conducted in a recently developed transparent shock tube [1] and allow measurements of 
deflection history and cavitation processes. Analytical models are implemented for the underwater blast 
response of orthotropic composite plates and analytical predictions are compared to those of explicit finite 
element (FE) simulations and to experimental evidence. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the problem of functionally graded (FG) cylindrical shells subjected to 
underwater shock. A computational approach to predict the dynamic response of the FG cylindrical shells to 
underwater shock is presented. The effective material properties of functionally graded materials (FGMs) for 
the cylindrical shells are assumed to vary continuously through the shell thickness and are graded in the shell 
thickness direction according to a volume fraction power law distribution. Based on Doubly Asymptotic 
Approximation (DAA) method, the fluid-structure interaction equation for a submerged structure is derived, in 
which the constitutive relation for functional graded material is implemented. The coupled fluid-structure 
equations, relating structure response to fluid impulsive loading, are solved using coupled finite-element and 



boundary-element codes. The computational procedure for the prediction of transient response of the FG graded 
cylindrical shells subjected to underwater shock is described, with a discussion of the results. 
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“Parallel computing of the underwater explosion cavitation effects on full-scale ship structures”, Journal of 
Marine Science and Application, Vol. 11, No. 4, pp 469-477, December 2012 
ABSTRACT: As well as shock wave and bubble pulse loading, cavitation also has very significant influences 
on the dynamic response of surface ships and other near-surface marine structures to underwater explosive 
loadings. In this paper, the acoustic-structure coupling method embedded in ABAQUS is adopted to do 
numerical analysis of underwater explosion considering cavitation. Both the shape of bulk cavitation region and 
local cavitation region are obtained, and they are in good agreement with analytical results. The duration of 
reloading is several times longer than that of a shock wave. In the end, both the single computation and parallel 
computation of the cavitation effect on the dynamic responses of a full-scale ship are presented, which proved 
that reloading caused by cavitation is non-ignorable. All these results are helpful in understanding underwater 
explosion cavitation effects. 
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“Comparison on structural performance of FRP hulls under equivalent explosion loading”, Engineering 
Mechanics, Vol. 29, pp 176-179, 189, 2012 
ABSTRACT: One effect from an underwater explosion on ship hulls is the direct pressure, and the other is to 
create acceleration. Furthermore, the acceleration is not only created by ship hulls, but also by additional mass, 
which is also known as additional water mass, namely the explosion changes momentum and kinetic energy of 
ship hulls and additional mass at the same time.The research on a structure under an underwater explosion is 
very complex and has a huge quantity of calculation. For the purpose of selecting a composite hull structure, 
explosion loading is equivalent to static loading by means of an energy principle, the momentum principle and 



d’Alembert principle. According to the response of five different hull structures to equivalent loading, we select 
a hull structure. To the same molded lines of five different hull structure forms as longitudinal framing, 
transverse framing, a combined system, a hard-shell form and a sandwich form, the same loading and equal 
weight as a condition, the ship’s response created by an equivalent underwater explosion loading need to be 
analyzed by the finite element method. With the analysis of ship’s stress and displacement, we compare the 
strength, rigidity, section modulus and comprehensive performance of a ship to provide a numerical analysis 
reference for a structure selection. One structure form should be selected not only conforms to a structural 
performance, but also satisfies the use requirement. 
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“Studies of composite multihull ship structures using fluid structure interaction”, Ph.D. dissertation, August 
2012 
ABSTRACT: Studies of composite multihull structure under wave loads, extreme loads, and blast loads have 
been conducted utilizing finite element and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools. A comprehensive finite 
element tool for structural analysis of composite multi-hull structures is developed. Two-way fluid structure 
interaction (FSI) is implemented by coupling finite element analysis (FEA) and CFD. FEA models have been 
developed using sandwich construction having composite face sheets and a foam core. Fluid domain was 
modeled using the CFD code, CFX and a wave motion was simulated based on Sea State 5. Stress analysis was 
performed and dynamic response of the hull was determined in time domain. The critical area with high stress 
gradient was identified and a sub model was developed. Force and displacement boundary conditions were 
transported to the sub model. Normal and interlaminar stress distributions through the thickness of the sandwich 
shell are estimated. Materials failure criteria for composites skin and foam core are applied on the sub model 
and structural integrity of each component is checked. An analysis without FSI is also performed on a reference 
model with identical load and boundary conditions and the result is compared with that of FSI. In addition to 
hydrodynamic loads, the simulation of composite ship under extreme loads is performed. The wave slamming 
load is generated based on Sea state 6. Head sea, Quartering sea and Beam sea conditions are considered in the 
simulation. Stress and failure analyses of the hull were carried out using a global model while the local analysis 
for face/core debonding of the sandwich structure was accomplished through a sub modeling technique. 
Debonding region was specified in the sub model as an initial crack and strain energy release rate, G was 
calculated. The values of G were compared with Gc and a prediction was made as to the growth of delamination 
crack under extreme loading conditions. In the final analysis, an underwater explosion model was developed to 
study the composite hull resistance to blast load. The blast pressure function was defined at a high pressure 
source in the neighborhood of the hull and structural responses were obtained.  
 
 
Sergey A. Bochkarev, Sergey V. Lekomtsev, Valery P. Matveenko (Institute of continuous media mechanics 
UB RAS, Perm, Russia), “Natural Vibrations and stability of shells with arbitrary cross-section, containing 
flowing fluid”, 11th International Conference on Vibration Problems, Z. Dimitrowova, et al (editors), Lisbon, 
Portugal, 9-12 September 2013 
ABSTRACT: The focus of the paper is on the numerical analysis of natural vibrations and stability of 
cylindrical shells with arbitrary cross-sections, completely or partially filled with a quiescent or flowing fluid. A 
three-dimensional problem is considered and solved by the finite element method. The motion of the shell is 
described by applying the variational principle of virtual displacements, which incorporates the linearized 
Bernoulli equation for evaluating the hydrodynamic pressure. A compressible inviscid fluid is considered in the 
framework of the potential theory. The governing equations are converted using the Bubnov–Galerkin method. 
To demonstrate the possibilities of three-dimensional numerical simulation two problems on the natural 
vibrations and stability of elliptical cylindrical shells are investigated.  
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“Numerical simulation of aluminium stiffened panels subjected to axial compression: Sensitivity analyses to 
initial geometrical imperfections and material properties”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 62, pp 65-74, January 
2013, DOI: 10.1016/j.tws.2012.07.024 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, a set of finite element analyses (FEA) was carried out, using Abaqus to 
reproduce the mechanical behaviour of integrally stiffened panels when subject to longitudinal compression. 
Since most fabrication processes, such as welding, introduce distortions and affect the material properties, the 
sensitivity to these defects was assessed. Different shapes and magnitudes of the initial geometrical 
imperfections were tested and a high sensitivity was observed to both factors on the ultimate load. The existence 
of a heat affected material showed no influence on the ultimate strength of the tested panels. 
 
 
Diogo Cardoso, Robertt Valente, R.M.F Paulo (GRIDS Research group, Center for Mechanical Technology and 
Automation, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Aveiro, Campus de Santiago 3810-193, 
Aveiro, Portugal�), “Numerical simulation and design of extruded integrally stiffened panels (ISP) for aeronautic 
applications subjected to blast loading: Sensitivity analyses to different stiffener configurations”, 2nd 
ECCOMAS Young Investigators Conference (YIC 2013), Sep 2013, Bordeaux, France. <hal-00855834>  
ABSTRACT: Protection of structures against explosions due to terrorism actions or accidents is a growing 
concern in the current times. The need for engineers to understand the structural mechanics during blast load 
events motivated the research leading to this work. This paper investigates the structural response of integrally 
stiffened panels, with different stiffener configurations, subjected to blast loading conditions through a set of 
finite element analyses (FEA) carried out using LS-Dyna commercial code. The numerical models developed in 
this work are validated by comparing the results to two small-scale blast loading experiments presented in the 
literature. The influence of different parameters, such as, numerical (i.e. element type, element size) and 
geometrical parameters, with respect to the accuracy of the finite element results are investigated. It is 
concluded which numerical parameters present the more accurate results with reduced computational effort and 
which stiffener configuration results in a more stable behaviour for the structure.  
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Chul-Hong Kim and Young S. Shin (Division of Ocean Systems Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology (KAIST), 335 Science Road, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 305-701, Republic of Korea), 
“Numerical simulation of surface shield effects to waterblast wave”, Ocean Engineering, Vol. 60, pp 99-114, 
March 2013 
ABSTRACT: When a naval ship is attacked by an underwater explosion (UNDEX), the ship can be severely 
damaged by shock waves and gas bubble pulse: such an attack can put the crew in danger and possibly destroy 
the ship. Preventing damage to ships is of great interest in ship design. Elastomers, or rubber-like materials, and 
core sandwich structure are well known to reduce impact loading. This study researched these materials, 
structures and verified their ability to mitigate shock loading in an UNDEX environment. Furthermore, 
formulas to optimize sandwich structure design are presented and its effectiveness has been confirmed. 
 
 
S. Iakovlev (1), C.T. Seaton (1) and J.-F. Sigrist (2) 
(1) Department of Engineering Mathematics and Internetworking, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
Canada B3J 2X4 
(2) Département Dynamique des Structures, CESMAN, DCNS research, Indret, 44620 La Montagne, France 
“Submerged circular cylindrical shell subjected to two consecutive shock waves: Resonance-like phenomena”, 
Journal of Fluids and Structures, Vol. 42, pp 70-87, October 2013 
ABSTRACT: A submerged evacuated circular cylindrical shell subjected to a sequence of two external shock 
waves generated at the same source is considered. A semi-analytical model combining the classical methods of 
mathematical physics with the finite-difference methodology is developed and employed to simulate the 
interaction. Both the hydrodynamic and structural aspects of the problem are considered, and it is demonstrated 
that varying the delay between the first and second wavefronts has a very significant effect on the stress–strain 
state of the structure. In particular, it is shown that for certain values of the delay, the constructive superposition 
of the elastic waves travelling around the shell results in a ‘resonance-like’ increase of the structural stress in 
certain regions. The respective stress can be so high that it sometimes exceeds the overall maximum stress 
observed in the same structure but subjected to a single-front shock wave with the same parameters, in some 
cases by as much as 50%. A detailed parametric analysis of the observed phenomenon is carried out, and an 
easy-to-use diagram summarizing the finding is proposed to aim the pre-design analysis of engineering 
structures. 
 
 
Kamran, Kazern, Oñate Ibáñez de Navarra, Eugenio, Idelsohn, Barg, Sergio Rodolfo and Rossi, Riccardo, “A 
compressible Lagrangian framework for the simulation of underwater implosion problems”, Barcelona, Centre 
Internacional de Mètodes Numèrics en Enginyeria (CIMNE), 2013. 
ABSTRACT: The development of efficient algorithms to understand implosion dynamics presents a number of 
challenges. The foremost challenge is to efficiently represent the coupled compressible fluid dynamics of 
internal air and surrounding water. Secondly, the method must allow one to accurately detect or follow the 
interface between the phases. Finally, it must be capable of resolving any shock waves which may be created in 
air or water during the final stage of the collapse. We present a fully Lagrangian compressible numerical 
framework for the simulation of underwater implosion. Both air and water are considered compressible and the 
equations for the Lagrangian shock hydrodynamics are stabilized via a variationally consistent multiscale 
method. A nodally perfect matched definition of the interface is used and then the kinetic variables, pressure 
and density, are duplicated at the interface level. An adaptive mesh generation procedure, which respects the 
interface connectivities, is applied to provide enough refinement at the interface level. This framework is then 
used to simulate the underwater implosion of a large cylindrical bubble, with a size in the order of cm. Rapid 
collapse and growth of the bubble occurred on very small spatial (0.3mm), and time (0.1ms) scales followed by 
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the interface, in addition to the shock waves traveling in the fluid domains are 



among the phenomena that are observed in the simulation. We then extend our framework to model the 
underwater implosion of a cylindrical aluminum container considering a monolithic fluid-structure interaction 
(FSI). The aluminum cylinder, which separates the internal atmospheric-pressure air from the external high-
pressure water, is modeled by a three node rotation-free shell element. The cylinder undergoes fast transient 
deformations, large enough to produce self-contact along it. A novel elastic frictionless contact model is used to 
detect contact and compute the non-penetrating forces in the discretized domain between the mid-planes of the 
shell. Two schemes are tested, implicit using the predictor/multi-corrector Bossak scheme, and explicit, using 
the forward Euler scheme. The results of the two simulations are compared with experimental data. 
 
 
Z. Zong, Y. Zhao, and H. Li (School of Naval Architecture Engineering, Faculty of Vehicle Engineering and 
Mechanics, State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Dalian University of 
Technology, Dalian 116024, PR China), “A numerical study of whole ship structural damage resulting from 
close-in underwater explosion shock,” Marine Structures, vol. 31, pp. 24–43, April 2013. 
ABSTRACT: There are quite a few researches on far-field underwater explosion and contact underwater 
explosion. However, few studied the close-in non-contact underwater explosion. In this paper the numerical 
simulations on the deformation and rupture of a rectangular plate and a stiffened plate are conducted, 
respectively. The simulation results are close to the failure modes shown in the tests. The limit of acoustic–
structure coupling method is also pointed out. Then a full-scale surface ship subjected to underwater shock is 
presented using the same method. The damage evolution process is studied and three damage modes of the 
whole ship are specified according to the standoff distance. All of these results can be reference to the research 
of close-in non-contact underwater explosion. 
 
 
Hassan A. Khawaja and Mojtaba Moatamedi, "Multiphysics Investigation of Composite Shell Structures 
Subjected to Water Shock Wave Impact in Petroleum Industry", Materials Science Forum, Vol. 767, pp. 60-67, 
Jul. 2013, DOI: 10.4028/www.scientific.net/MSF.767.60 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the study of dynamic failure mechanisms of composite shell structures 
subjected to water shock impact loading, used in petroleum industry, by conducting a series of experiments and 
non-linear numerical analyses. This work provides needed data on the response of composite shell structures 
and validate numerical methodologies essential for use in future work on fluid-structure interactions in oil and 
gas industry.  
 
 
Amin Zare and Maziar Janghorban (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Islamic Azad University, Shiraz, Iran), 
“Shock factor investigation in a 3-D finite element model under shock loading”, Latin American Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 10 No. 5, September 2013, Rio de Janeiro 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a scaled 3D ship under shock loading is modeled and analyzed by finite element 
method. By using of shock factor, there is no need to have different tests or even numerical simulation. Shock 
factor is an important parameter which clarifies shock severity. It was found that although the new shock factor 
introduced by Yao et al. (2009), when constant, predict the response better than older shock factor, but for 
varying values of shock factors, the older would predict better. It is also found that costly and time-consuming 
experiments can be avoided by proper finite element modeling, yet the errors can remain within an acceptable 
range. The results of the present work can be used as benchmarks for future works. 
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“Nonlinear vibration and instability of fluid-conveying DWBNNT embedded in a visco-Pasternak medium 
using modified couple stress theory”, Journal of Mechanical Science and Technology, Vol. 27, No. 9, pp 2645-
2658, September 2013, DOI: 10.1007/s12206-013-0709-3 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear free vibration and instability of fluid-conveying double-walled boron nitride nanotubes 
(DWBNNTs) embedded in viscoelastic medium are studied in this paper. The effects of the transverse shear 
deformation and rotary inertia are considered by utilizing the Timoshenko beam theory. The size effect is 
applied by the modified couple stress theory and considering a material length scale parameter for beam model. 
The nonlinear effect is considered by the Von Kármán type geometric nonlinearity. The electromechanical 
coupling and charge equation are employed to consider the piezoelectric effect. The surrounding viscoelastic 
medium is described as the linear visco-Pasternak foundation model characterized by the spring and damper. 
Hamilton’s principle is used to derive the governing equations and boundary conditions. The differential 
quadrature method (DQM) is employed to discretize the nonlinear higher-order governing equations, which are 
then solved by a direct iterative method to obtain the nonlinear vibration frequency and critical fluid velocity of 
fluid-conveying DWBNNTs with clamped-clamped (C-C) boundary conditions. A detailed parametric study is 
conducted to elucidate the influences of the small scale coefficient, spring and damping constants of 
surrounding viscoelastic medium and fluid velocity on the nonlinear free vibration, instability and electric 
potential distribution of DWBNNTs. This study might be useful for the design and smart control of nano 
devices. 
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“Elastic response of water-filled fiber composite tubes under shock wave loading”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 50, pp 473-486, 2013 
ABSTRACT: We experimentally and numerically investigate the response of fluid-filled filament-wound 
composite tubes subjected to axial shock wave loading in water. Our study focuses on the fluid–structure 
interaction occurring when the shock wave in the fluid propagates parallel to the axis of the tube, creating 
pressure waves in the fluid coupled to flexural waves in the shell. The in-house-developed computational 
scheme couples an Eulerian fluid solver with a Lagrangian shell solver, which includes a new and simple 
material model to capture the response of fiber composites in finite kinematics. In the experiments and 
simulations we examine tubes with fiber winding angles equal to 45° and 60°, and we measure the precursor 
and primary wave speeds, hoop and longitudinal strains, and pressure. The experimental and computational 
results are in agreement, showing the validity of the computational scheme in complex fluid–structure 
interaction problems involving fiber composite materials subjected to shock waves. The analyses of the 
measured quantities show the strong coupling of axial and hoop deformations and the significant effect of fiber 
winding angle on the composite tube response, which differs substantially from that of a metal tube in the same 
configuration.  
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Montreal, Montréal, Canada), “Supersonic flutter of a spherical shell partially filled with fluid”, American 
Journal of Computational Mathematics, Vol. 4, No. 3, 2014, DOI: 10.4236/ajcm.2014.43014 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, a hybrid finite element method is applied to investigate the dynamic 
behavior of a spherical shell partially filled with fluid and subjected to external supersonic airflow. The 
structural formulation is a combination of linear spherical shell theory and the classic finite element method. In 
this hybrid method, the nodal displacements are derived from exact solution of spherical shell theory rather than 
approximated by polynomial functions. Therefore, the number of elements is a function of the complexity of the 
structure and it is not necessary to take a large number of elements to get rapid convergence. Linearized first-
order potential (piston) theory with the curvature correction term is coupled with the structural model to account 
for aerodynamic loading. It is assumed that the fluid is incompressible and has no free surface effect. Fluid is 
considered as a velocity potential at each node of the shell element where its motion is expressed in terms of 
nodal elastic displacements at the fluid-structure interface. Numerical simulation is done and vibration 
frequencies are obtained. The results are validated using numerical and theoretical data available in literature. 
The investigation is carried out for spherical shells with different boundary conditions, geometries, filling ratios, 
flow parameters, and radius to thickness ratios. Results show that the spherical shell loses its stability through 
coupled-mode flutter. This proposed hybrid finite element method can be used efficiently for analyzing the 
flutter of spherical shells employed in aerospace structures at less computational cost than other commercial 
FEM software. 
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“Analysis of nonlinear dynamic response of wind turbine blade under fluid-structure interaction and turbulence 
effect”, ASME Journal of Engineering Gas Turbines Power, 2014, DOI: 10.1115/1.4027965 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the entity model of a 1.5 MW offshore wind turbine blade was built by 
Pro/Engineer software. Fluid flow control equations described by arbitrary Lagrange-Euler (ALE) were 
established, and the theoretical model of geometrically nonlinear vibration characteristics under fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) was given. The simulation of offshore turbulent wind speed was achieved by programming in 
Matlab. The brandish displacement, the Mises stress distribution and nonlinear dynamic response curves were 
obtained. Furthermore, the influence of turbulence and FSI on blade dynamic characteristics was studied. The 
results show that the response curves of maximum brandish displacement and maximum Mises stress present 
the attenuation trends. The region of the maximum displacement and maximum stress and their variations at 
different blade positions are revealed. It was shown that the contribution of turbulence effect (TE) on 
displacement and stress is smaller than that of the FSI effect, and its extent of contribution is related to the 
relative span length. In addition, it was concluded that the simulation considering bidirectional FSI (BFSI) can 
reflect the vibration characteristics of wind turbine blades more accurately.  
 
 
Yifei Gao, “Response of curved composite panels under external blast”, Ph.D. dissertation, The University of 
Akron, August 2014 
ABSTRACT: The response of single-curvature composite panels under external blast was studied. For the 
single-curvature composite shells under external pressure pulse loading, Lagrange’s equations of motion were 
established to determine the shell response and the Budiansky-Roth criterion was used to examine the 
instability. The predicted transient shell response compared very well with FEA results from ABAQUS 
Implicit, and the predicted buckling loads also agreed with experiments on steel arches. Under various load 
durations, buckling was impulsive, dynamic and quasi-dynamic. Thicker composite shells were more likely to 
fail by first-ply failure rather than buckling. It was shown that the composite lay-up could be adjusted to 
increase the buckling resistance of the shell. For the single-curvature composite sandwich panels under external 
pressure pulse loading, a multi-layered approach was used to distinguish facesheets and core deformations. Core 
compressibility and transverse shear through the thickness were accounted for using linear displacement fields 
through the thickness. Equations of motion for the facesheet transient deformations were again derived from 
Lagrange’s equations of motion, and predicted solutions using this approach compared very well with FEA 
results from ABAQUS Implicit. In the case of core undergoing elastic deformations only, both facesheet 
fracture during stable deformation response and local dynamic pulse buckling of facesheets were considered as 
possible modes of failure in the curved sandwich panel. It was found that local facesheets buckling is more 
likely to occur than facesheet fracture in thin and deeply curved sandwich panels. The facesheet laminate lay-up 
could also be adjusted to improve the local buckling resistance of the curved sandwich panel. In the case of the 
core undergoing elastic-plastic deformations, a parametric study showed that blast resistance of the curved 
sandwich panel can be increased by allowing cores to undergo plastic crushing. Very thick (i.e., radius-to-
thickness aspect ratio less than 10) and shallow shells derived much of their resistance to blast from core 
crushing. Strong, dense foam cores did not increase the blast resistance of the curved sandwich panel but 
allowed facesheets to fracture while the core remained elastic.  
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10th World Congress on Computational Mechanics, Blucher Mechanical Engineering Proceedings, Vol. 1, No. 
1, May 2014 
ABSTRACT: Truncated Conical vessels are commonly used as liquid containers in elevated tanks. Despite the 
widespread of this type of structures worldwide, no direct code provisions are currently available covering their 
seismic analysis and design. During a seismic excitation, two components of hydrodynamic pressure develop 
inside a liquid-filled tank. Those are the impulsive component, which synchronizes with the vibration of the 
walls of the tank and the convective component associated with the free surface sloshing motion. The current 
study describes the seismic behaviour of an elevated conical tank having a composite steel/concrete 
construction. The study is conducted numerically using a coupled finite/boundary element model developed in-
house. The walls of the tank are modeled using a degenerated consistent shell element. The impulsive 
component of the hydrodynamic pressure is formulated taking into account the fluid-structure interaction that 
occurs between the fluid pressure and the shell vibration. The numerical model also predicts the sloshing 
motion associated with a seismic excitation. Due to the inclination of the walls, the vertical component of 
seismic ground motion produces meridional axial stresses in a conical tank. As such, both the horizontal and 
vertical components of the seismic motion are considered in the study. Time history seismic analyses are 
conducted under a number of pre-recorded seismic excitations. The bending and membrane stresses obtained 
from the analyses are evaluated in various location of the structure and are compared to the values associated 
with hydrostatic pressure in order to assess the importance of seismic stresses in this type of structures. The 
maximum values for the free surface sloshing motion are also obtained from the seismic analyses. Finally, 
comparisons are made between the seismic forces calculated using the equivalent cylinder approach adopted in 
some of the design codes. 
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“Explicit dynamic finite element method for predicting implosion/explosion induced failure of shell structures”, 
Mathematical Problems in Engineering, Vol. 2013 (2013), Article ID 957286, 11 pages, 
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ABSTRACT: A simplified implementation of the conventional extended finite element method (XFEM) for 
dynamic fracture in thin shells is presented. Though this implementation uses the same linear combination of 
the conventional XFEM, it allows for considerable simplifications of the discontinuous displacement and 
velocity fields in shell finite elements. The proposed method is implemented for the discrete Kirchhoff 
triangular (DKT) shell element, which is one of the most popular shell elements in engineering analysis. 
Numerical examples for dynamic failure of shells under impulsive loads including implosion and explosion are 
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the method. 
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spherical domes”, Study of Civil Engineering and Architecture (SCEA) Vol. 1, No. 1, December 2012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents investigation of combined mechanisms of collapse of discrete single-layer 
domes. Main factors influencing sustainable behavior are: morphology of the grid configuration, geometry and 
material characteristics of the structural elements, type of joints and the supporting conditions. On this basis, 
representative configuration of discrete spherical dome for structural analysis is selected. The numerical 
solution is performed by software based on the Finite Element Method. Several load cases are considered. 
These are consistent with the surfaces of influence that have been determined. In order to define the critical 
value of the load parameter, the loading is increased incrementally and iterative procedure is used in a given 
load step in order to exclude the structural elements which have reached their limit capacity. Thus the boundary 
equilibrium of the system is defined. The study reveals geometric nonlinearities by accounting for P-Δ effects, 
i.e. the influence of normal forces on the stiffness of the system. It is assumed that the displacements increase 
after exclusion of the elements which have reached their limit capacity. The equilibrium conditions are defined 
for the deformed shape of the structure. Results are presented in graphical and tabular form.  
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ABSTRACT: The influence of the outer hull on the response of a double hull structure induced by underwater 
explosion is studied. The simple plane wave theory was introduced to analyze the transmitting shock wave and 
the response of the structure. The calculation of transmission wave of the double cylindrical shell was carried 
out. The experiment study of anti-shock capability of the double cylindrical shell was carried on. The results 
show that the calculation of transmission wave is in quite agreement with the test data. The transmitting wave 
rate and transmitting wave energy decay in exponential curve with the thickness of the outer hull. The impulse 
contrast was increased a little. The peak value of transmitting wave was descended by 66.7%. Thickness of the 
outer hull is an extremely important factor to anti-shock capability of double cylindrical shell. 
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SUMMARY: In this work a geometrical theory of diffraction is used to study the interaction of an underwater 
shock wave with fluid filled shells. The fluid inside may be different than the fluid outside the shell.  
INTRODUCTION: Marine structures can be subjected to both in-air and underwater explosions. Underwater 
water explosions generate both a shock wave that decay rapidly with time and an oscillating and migrating 
explosion bubble. The shock waves can propagate over long distances and cause damage to structural panels but 
generally do not transfer enough momentum to induce overall deformation of the ship. Explosion bubbles 
oscillate with very low frequencies and can induce whipping of nearby structures and induce severe damage. 
Here we consider the effect of underwater blasts on nearby structures. Near the explosive charge, the 



surrounding water behaves nonlinearly but, at distances larger than 30 times the radius of the charge, the 
behavior is linear and is governed by the three-dimensional wave equation, and the wave front propagates a 
speed near 1500 m/s. Previous investigators have analyzed the response of submerged shells to underwater 
blasts using various analytical or numerical methods. Generally the results are presented in the form of plots of 
pressure, velocities, or stresses at several points. Recently Iakovlev [e.g. 1] and Hasheminejad [e.g. 2] presented 
numerical results in graphical from showing the whole field interaction of underwater blasts with cylindrical 
and spherical shells. These references show complex interactions of many wave fronts that are difficult to 
identify and follow with time. We present a geometrical theory of diffraction to predict the location of the 
various wave fronts generated by the interaction of a shock wave with cylindrical and spherical shells.  
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“Dynamic response of sandwich shells to underwater blasts”, Central European Journal of Engineering, Vol. 2, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a general approach for analysing the response of beam, plates and shells to 
short duration pressure pulses typically encountered as a result of underwater explosions. The problem is 
formulated in terms of curvilinear coordinates and the resulting equations can then be specialized for each 
particular geometry. Results are presented for several examples. 
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S. Abrate, “Interaction of underwater blasts and submerged structures”, Dynamic Failure of Composite and 
Sandwich Structures, Solid Mechanics and its Applications, Vol. 192, pp 93-150, 2013 
ABSTRACT: This chapter examines the interaction of shock waves generated by underwater explosions and 
submerged structures. Cylindrical shells filled with air, water, or a liquid with a different speed of sound are 
considered and the specific issue considered is the prediction of the position of the various wave fronts as a 
function of time. This is a challenging problem for both analytical and numerical approaches due to the sharp 
discontinuities, the complex shapes of these wave fronts and their numbers. A simple ray tracing procedure is 
developed to predict the exact position of all the wave fronts. It provides great insight into the physics of the 
problem and explains the evolution of the shape of the various fronts and the formation of singularities. 
Applications to the medical field are also presented. 
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H. Arora, P. Hooper and J. P. Dear (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College London), 
“Impact and blast loading of glass-fibre reinforced polymer composites”, Proceedings of the IMPLAST 2010 
Conference, October 12-14, 2010, Providence, Rhode Island USA 
ABSTRACT: The effects of high-rate impact and shock loading of structures have become an increasingly 
important design concern for various applications, particularly those of civil and military backgrounds. The 
mechanical properties, in particular high specific strength, of continuous Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites 
(FRPCs) have been subject to widespread investigation. This is due to the increasing need for engineers to 
understand their performance and constraints with regard to the design of critical components. Moreover, 
FRPCs have been employed for naval ship superstructures owing to their low radar return. It would therefore be 
favourable to protect the integrity of the structure to prevent losses in stealth properties. This study outlines the 
recent high-rate impact studies conducted: high-speed photography, in conjunction with Digital Image 



Correlation (DIC), has been used to monitor the deformation of sandwich FRPCs under shock loading of an air-
blast to observe the failure mechanisms occurring during the event. Underwater-blast loading experiments were 
also conducted using strain gauges to monitor the response of the sandwich panel to the underwater shocks. 
Origins and mechanisms of failure such as core crushing, skin/core cracking and fibre breakage have been 
identified; moreover, the data reported provided further understanding of each loading case.  
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H. Arora, AP. Hooper and J.P. Dear (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College London), “The effects 
of air and underwater blast on composite sandwich panels and tubular laminate structures”, Experimental 
Mechnics, Vol. 52, pp 59-81, 2012 
ABSTRACT: The resistance of glass-fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) sandwich panels and laminate tubes to 
blast in air and underwater environments has been studied. Procedures for monitoring the structural response of 
such materials during blast events have been devised. High-speed photography was employed during the air-
blast loading of GFRP sandwich panels, in conjunction with digital image correlation (DIC), to monitor the 
deformation of these structures under shock loading. Failure mechanisms have been revealed by using DIC and 
confirmed in post-test sectioning. Strain gauges were used to monitor the structural response of similar 
sandwich materials and GFRP tubular laminates during underwater shocks. The effect of the backing medium 
(air or water) of the target facing the shock has been identified during these studies. Mechanisms of failure have 
been established such as core crushing, skin/core cracking, delamination and fibre breakage. Strain gauge data 
supported the mechanisms for such damage. These studies were part of a research programme sponsored by the 
Office of Naval Research (ONR) investigating blast loading of composite naval structures. The full-scale 
experimental results presented here will aid and assist in the development of analytical and computational 
models. Furthermore, it highlights the importance of support and boundary conditions with regards to blast 
resistant design.  
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S. K. Rao and R. Vijayakumar (Dept. of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, India), 
“Underwater explosion and effect on structures”, International Journal of Innovative Research & Development, 
Vol. 1, No. 10 (Special Issue), December, 2012 
ABSTRACT: The study of underwater explosions (UNDEX) on ship/submarines became of interest during 
World War II when torpedo explosions near a ship created more damage than a direct hit. Following the war, 
many full scale ship shock trials were conducted by various countries providing the empirical data that is widely 
employed. The biggest threat to any marine platform is due to underwater weapons and hence understanding the 
phenomenon is essential. The sequence of events involved in an UNDEX starting from the detonation, shock 
wave, bubble pulses and cavitation have been introduced and the dynamics of the process including governing 
laws have been enumerated in the paper. The associated aspects of loading and method of analyzing the fluid 
structure interaction have also been highlighted. The development of such numerical methods to analyze the 
explosion and its effect on the fluid-structure can lead to design of safer ships and submarines. Moreover, the 
numerical simulation will eliminate the need for conducting expensive shock tests and trials.  
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Ikeda, C.M. and Duncan, J.H., “Explosion-induced implosions of cylindrical shell structures”, American 
Physical Society, 63rd Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Fluid Dynamics, November 2010 
ABSTRACT: An experimental study of the explosion-induced implosion of cylindrical shell structures in a 
high-pressure water environment was performed. The shell structures are filled with air at atmospheric pressure 
and are placed in a large water-filled pressure vessel. The vessel is then pressurized to various levels P∞=alphaPc, 
where Pc is the natural implosion pressure of the model and alpha is a factor that ranges from 0.1 to 0.9. An 
explosive is then set off at various standoff distances, d, from the model center line, where d varies from R to 
10R and R is the maximum radius of the explosion bubble. High-speed photography (27,000 fps) was used to 
observe the explosion and resulting shell structure implosion. High-frequency underwater blast sensors recorded 
dynamic pressure waves at 6 positions. The cylindrical models were made from aluminum (diameter D = 39.1 
mm, wall thickness t = 0.89 mm, length L = 240 mm) and brass (D = 16.7 mm, t = 0.36 mm, L=152 mm) tubes. 
The pressure records are interpreted in light of the high-speed movies. It is found that the implosion is induced 
by two mechanisms: the shockwave generated by the explosion and the jet formed during the explosion-bubble 
collapse. Whether an implosion is caused by the shockwave or the jet depends on the maximum bubble 
diameter and the standoff distance. 
 
 



Christine M. Ikeda (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 
USA), “Fluid structure interactions: implosions of shell structures and wave impact on a flat plate”, Ph.D. 
dissertation, 2012, 3543523 
ABSTRACT: The work in this dissertation examines the fluid-structure interaction phenomena in a series of 
three experimental studies. The first two sets of experiments were conducted in a large, water-filled pressure 
vessel with a nominal internal diameter of 1.77 m. Cylindrical shells were made from thin-walled aluminum and 
brass tubes with circular cross-sections (internal diameters D) and internal clearance-fit aluminum end caps. 
Implosion and explosion events were photographed with a high-speed camera (27,000 frames per second), and 
the waterborne pressure waves resulting from the implosion were measured simultaneously with underwater 
blast sensors. The natural implosions were generated by raising the ambient water pressure slowly to a value, Pc, 
just above the elastic instability limit of the models. For the models with larger L/D, where L is the internal 
length of the model, the model cross sections flattened during the implosion (mode 2). It was found that the 
amplitude of these mode 2 pressure waves scale with the pressure difference ΔP = Pc – Pi (where Pi is the 
internal pressure of the air inside the cylindrical models) and the time scales with (D/2) [special characters 
omitted] (where ρ is the density of water). The geometry and material properties of the structure seem to play 
only a secondary role. During the explosion experiments, the pressure vessel is pressurized to various pressure 
levels below the natural implosion pressure of the models and an explosive was set off nearby. It was found that 
the implosion is induced by one of two mechanisms: the shockwave generated by the explosion and the 
hydrodynamic pressure field of the explosion bubble during its collapse and re-expansion. In the final 
experimental study, the impact of a plunging breaking wave (wavelength ≈ 1.2 m) on a partially submerged 
cube (with dimensions L = 0.3048 m) is studied in a wave tank (14.8 m long). The water free surface shape 
upstream of the cube before and after the wave impact was measured with cinematic Laser-Induced 
Fluorescence (LIF), employing a high-speed digital camera, a laser light sheet and fluorescent dye mixed with 
the water. It was observed that for some cube positions, the free surface between the front face of the cube and 
the wave crest forms a circular arc that converges to a point and forms a high-velocity vertical jet (≈ 3 m/s). 
Although these problems are intrinsically different, they are flows dominated by inertial forces (viscous effects 
are not important) where a rapidly collapsing interface shape produces high-pressure waves. 
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water environment”, Proc. Math. Phys. Eng. Sci., 2013 Dec 8; 469(2160): 20130443. 
ABSTRACT: The implosion of cylindrical shell structures in a high-pressure water environment is studied 
experimentally. The shell structures are made from thin-walled aluminium and brass tubes with circular cross 
sections and internal clearance-fit aluminium end caps. The structures are filled with air at atmospheric 
pressure. The implosions are created in a high-pressure tank with a nominal internal diameter of 1.77 m by 
raising the ambient water pressure slowly to a value, Pc, just above the elastic stability limit of each shell 
structure. The implosion events are photographed with a high-speed digital movie camera, and the pressure 
waves are measured simultaneously with an array of underwater blast sensors. For the models with larger values 
of length-to-diameter ratio, L/D0, the tubes flatten during implosion with a two-lobe (mode 2) cross-sectional 
shape. In these cases, it is found that the pressure wave records scale primarily with Pc and the time scale 

(where Ri is the internal radius of the tube and ρ is the density of water), whereas the details of the 
structural design produce only secondary effects. In cases with smaller values of L/D0, the models implode with 
higher-mode cross-sectional shapes. Pressure signals are compared for various mode-number implosions of 
models with the same available energy, PcV , where V is the internal air-filled volume of the model. It is found 
that the pressure records scale well temporally with the time scale , but that the shape and amplitudes 
of the pressure records are strongly affected by the mode number. 
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buckling of submerged tubes due to impulsive external pressure”, Proceedings of 2013 SEM Annual 
Conference and Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, June 3-5, 2013, Lombardy, Italy, Chapter 
in Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1, Springer, 2014, pp 225-236 
ABSTRACT: An annular geometry is used to experimentally study fluid-structure interaction and dynamic 
buckling of tubes submerged in water and subjected to axially-propagating pressure waves. Wave propagation, 
vibration, and buckling of the specimen tubes are characterized using pressure and strain measurements. 
Emphasis is placed on pressures near or slightly exceeding the buckling threshold, where buckling deformation 
is excited but remains elastic or only slightly plastic due to the short duration of the pressure pulse. Measured 
wave speeds and non-axisymmetric vibration frequencies are in good agreement with predictions from simple 
fluid-structure interaction models. Near the buckling threshold, the amplitude of non-axisymmetric deformation 
is observed to grow rapidly with small increases in pressure until plastic deformation occurs, which results in a 
substantial loss of strength of the tube. Systematic mode 2 variations in wall thickness are found to control the 
buckle orientation, since the major axis of mode 2 buckles is always aligned with the location where the tube 
wall is thinnest.  
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A-man Zhang, Shao-fei Ren, Qing Li and Jia Li, “3D numerical simulation on fluid-structure interaction of 
structure subjected to underwater explosion with cavitation”, Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, Vol. 33, No. 
9, pp 1191-1206, September 2012 
ABSTRACT: In the underwater-shock environment, cavitation occurs near the structural surface. The dynamic 
response of fluid-structure interactions is influenced seriously by the cavitation effects. It is also the difficulty in 
the field of underwater explosion. With the traditional boundary element method and the finite element method 
(FEM), it is difficult to solve the nonlinear problem with cavitation effects subjected to the underwater 
explosion. To solve this problem, under the consideration of the cavitation effects and fluid compressibility, 
with fluid viscidity being neglected, a 3D numerical model of transient nonlinear fluid-structure interaction 
subjected to the underwater explosion is built. The fluid spectral element method (SEM) and the FEM are 
adopted to solve this model. After comparison with the FEM, it is shown that the SEM is more precise than the 
FEM, and the SEM results are in good coincidence with benchmark results and experiment results. Based on 
this, combined with ABAQUS, the transient fluid-structure interaction mechanism of the 3D submerged 
spherical shell and ship stiffened plates subjected to the underwater explosion is discussed, and the cavitation 
region and its influence on the structural dynamic responses are presented. The paper aims at providing 
references for relevant research on transient fluid-structure interaction of ship structures subjected to the 
underwater explosion. 
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“The one-dimensional response of a water-filled double hull to underwater blast: Experiments and simulations”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 63, pp 177-187, January 2014 
ABSTRACT: Laboratory-scale fluid–structure interaction (FSI) experiments and finite element (FE) 
simulations are performed to examine the one-dimensional blast response of double-walled hulls, consisting of 
two skins sandwiching a layer of water. Both monolithic and sandwich designs are considered for the outer 
skin. Experiments are conducted in a transparent shock tube which allows measurements of water cavitation and 
hull response by high-speed photography. Experiments and FE predictions are found in good agreement and 
allow concluding that the impulse imparted to double hulls by underwater explosions can be dramatically 
reduced by employing the sandwich construction of the outer skin; such reductions are scarcely sensitive to the 
thickness of the water layer. 
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Equipment, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116024, China 
“Dynamic response of a surface ship structure subjected to an underwater explosion bubble,” Marine Structures, 
vol. 35, pp. 26–44, 2014. 
ABSTRACT: Bubble load in a noncontact underwater explosion can cause the ship hull global response and 
local response. In current literature, the ship hull is usually simplified as a hull girder to analyze its global 
response. However, literature dealt with the local response of a 3-D surface ship hull subjected to an underwater 
bubble were limited. This investigation develops a procedure which couples the finite element method with 
doubly asymptotic approximation (DAA) method to study the problem of transient responses of a ship hull 
structure subjected to an underwater explosion bubble. Using a 3-D ship model as examples, the global and 
local responses of the ship model in vertical, transverse and longitudinal directions are performed in detail. The 
acceleration, velocity and displacement time histories are presented. The characteristics of both the global and 
local responses of the ship model are discussed. The numerical results show that besides global whipping 
response, the ship hull also sustains severe local responses in different directions subjected to underwater 
explosion bubble jetting, which should be taken into consideration. 
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Portugal), “Numerical study and design of extruded integrally stiffened panels (ISP) for aeronautic appliations 
subjected to blast loading”, 11th World Congress on Computational Mechanics (WCCM XI), 5th European 
Conference on Computational Mechanics (ECCM V), 6th European Conference on Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (ECFD VI) E. Oñate, J. Oliver and A. Huerta (Eds), Barcelona, Spain, 2014 
ABSTRACT/PARTIAL INTRODUCTION: Fuselage panels in aircraft applications are reinforced structural 
parts subjected to strong buckling effects under normal flight loads. These loads are typically in-plane 
compression and in-plane shear solicitations, leading to complex buckling behaviors [1]. The ability of a 
structure to survive non-typical loads, i.e. blast loading from a terrorist attack or an incidental explosion, has 
also became a major concern. The detonation of an explosive material in the air generates an expanding shock 
front of finite amplitude moving supersonically [2]. The space and conditions between the point of detonation 
and the encountered obstacles affect the propagation and magnitude of the pressure wave, resulting in a 
complex transient structural load [3, 4, 5]. Advanced numerical techniques, such as the Finite Element Method 
(FEM), can be used in understanding the influence of the blast load and the resulting dynamic structural 



response in detail. However the reliability and stability of finite element results must be validated with 
experimental data. Analysis of the dynamic response of plates subjected to different kinds of impulsive loads 
has been an area of active research over the last decade [6, 7]. More recently, Spranghers et al. [2] presented a 
experimental and numerical study of aluminum plates under blast loading with some numerical considerations 
that are adopted in the present work. Also, Kumar et al. [8] presented a study on the response of aluminum 
plates under blast loading and the effect of the plates curvature on the structural response. Nurick et al. [9] 
presented an experimental study on the deformation and tearing of blast-loaded stiffened square steel plates. In 
addicion, Nurick and Shave [10] and Teeling-Smith [11] performed experiments on plates attached to a ballistic 
pendulum under impulsive loads and presented an experimental study on the deformation and tearing of thin 
circular plates subjected to blast loading, respectively. Neuberger et al. [12, 13] measure the deflection of the 
central point of a circular plate subjected to free air blast loading and detonations of buried charges, obtaining a 
good agreement between numerical simulations predictions and test results. Finaly, Ramajeyathilagam et al. 
[14] and Chan-Yung Jen et al. [15] both presented studies of the dynamic behaviour of rectangular plates and 
stiffened panels, respectively, subjected to underwater shock loading. In this study, the Finite Element Method 
was used to analyze the structural response of integrally stiffened panels (ISP) subject to a blast loading from a 
Composition C4 explosive material. For this purpose, two approaches were made in the development of the 
numerical models, the first approach corresponding to the validation of the numerical model. In this approach, 4 
types of models were developed, being divided in 2 groups: (i) type of elements used in the model (shell or 
solid); and (ii) the complexity of the models. The simplified model considered only the thin aluminum plate 
(target), while the complete model considered the set used in the experimental setup (steel frame, aluminum 
clamp and plate) . . . 
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Song, “Experimental study on the energy flow analysis of underwater vibration for the reinforced cylindrical 
structure”, Journal of Mechanical Science and Technology, Vol. 28, No. 9, pp 3405-3410, September 2014 
ABSTRACT: Energy flow analysis (EFA) can be used effectively to predict structural vibration in the medium-
to-high frequency ranges. In this study, the energy flow finite element method (EFFEM), based on EFA, was 
used to predict the vibrations of a reinforced cylindrical structure in water. The predicted results of the 



vibrational energy density for the structure were compared with corresponding experimental results. The 
structure was divided into several subsystems in the experiment, with several accelerometers attached to each 
subsystem. The input power excited into the experimental structure was measured using an impedance-head 
adhered to an exciter. Measured input power was used to predict vibration of the reinforced cylindrical structure 
by EFFEM in water for comparing experimental and numerical results. A comparison between the experimental 
and predicted results for the vibrational energy density showed that EFFEM was an effective tool for predicting 
structural vibration. 
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theories”, China Ocean Engineering, Vol. 28, No. 5, pp 587-598, October 2014 
ABSTRACT: Owing to the existence of the flow field boundary, the shock wave load near the boundary is 
different from the free field shock wave load. In the present paper, the hull plate load subjected to underwater 
shock wave is investigated based on wave motion theories; in addition, the experimental study of the hull plate 
load is carried out. According to the theoretical analysis of the hull plate pressure, we find that the hull plate 
pressure oscillates repeatedly and decays rapidly with time passing, the maximum hull plate pressure is 2/(1+n) 
times the maximum free field pressure, where n is the ratio of impedance, and the impulse is much smaller than 
the free field impulse. Compared with the experimental study, the theoretical results agree well with the 
experimental data. 
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“Dynamic response of double ring-stiffened cylindrical shell with internal fluid”, Chinese Journal of Theoretical 
and Applied Mechanics, Vo. 46, No. 1, pp 120-127, 2014, DOI: 10.6052/0459-1879-13-196 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a numerical model on fluid-structure interaction is established and the validation of 
the model is carried out. The doubly asymptotic approximation for external domain is used to model the 
external fluid, the doubly asymptotic approximation for internal domain is used to model the internal fluid and 
the nonlinear finite element software ABAQUS is employed to model the structure. Based on the numerical 
model, the influence of internal fluid to the dynamic response of double ring-stiffened cylindrical shell is 
investigated. The main results are as follows. Compared with the analytic solution, the oscillation period and 
amplitude of late time response obtained by the first order doubly asymptotic approximation decrease. But, the 
solution of the second order doubly asymptotic approximation agrees well with the analytic solution. The 
existence of internal fluid makes the plastic deformation and velocity response of double ring-stiffened 
cylindrical shell decrease. 
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“Modified numerical model for simulating fluid-filled structure response to underwater explosion with 
cavitation”, Journal of Shanghai Jiaotong University, Vol. 19, No. 3, pp 346-353, 2014 
ABSTRACT:  In this paper, a numerical method is established to analyze the response of fluid-filled structure 
to underwater explosion with cavitation and the validation of the method is illustrated. In the present 
implementation, the second-order doubly asymptotic approximation (DAA2) other than curved wave 
approximation (CWA) is used to simulate non-reflecting boundary. Based on the method, the difference 
between DAA2 non-reflecting boundary and CWA non-reflecting boundary is investigated; then, the influence 
of internal fluid volume and the influence of cavitation on dynamic response of spherical shell are analyzed. 
Compared with CWA non-reflecting boundary, DAA2 non-reflecting boundary treats added mass effects better. 
When the internal fluid is full, the displacement and velocity of spherical shell decrease, but, when the internal 
fluid is half, the displacement and velocity of spherical shell increase. The effect of cavitation is more obvious 
at the trailing point than at the leading point of spherical shell. 
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N. Gardner, S. Gupta, A Shukla and S. Nolet, “Dynamic Response of Nano-Scale core-shell rubber toughened 
sandwich composites”, Strain, Vol. 50, No. 6, pp 501-516, December 2014 
ABSTRACT: High-pressure shock performance of sandwich composites consisting of nano-scale core-shell 
rubber (CSR) toughened E-glass Vinyl-Ester face-sheets and CorecellTM A500 (Gurit (USA) Inc., Bristol, Rhode 
Island, USA) foam was studied using a shock tube apparatus. The core material and thickness, as well as overall 
specimen dimensions, were held constant, with the only difference arising in the resin system used during the 
infusion. The non-core-shell rubber toughened resin system (Non-CSR) consisted of a vinyl-ester resin only, 
while the CSR toughened resin consisted of the same vinyl-ester resin, but with Kane Ace MX 153 CSR 
particles added to the vinyl-ester resin system. Prior to the shock tube experiments, the quasi-static and dynamic 
constitutive behaviour of the face-sheets (tensile/compressive) and foam (compressive) was evaluated. During 
the shock tube testing, a high-speed photography system coupled with the optical technique of digital image 
correlation was utilized to capture the real-time deformation process, as well as mechanisms of failure in the 
sandwich composites. Post-mortem analysis was also carried out to evaluate the overall shock performance of 
these configurations. Results indicated that adding CSR particles to sandwich composites aids in dispersing the 
initial shock wave loading, thus reducing the overall deflection, strain, and velocity and improving the overall 
blast resistance of the structure. 
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“Numerical simulation and response of stiffened plates subjected to noncontact underwater explosion”, 
Advances in Materials Science and Engineering, Vol. 2014 (2014), Article ID 752586, 17 pages 
ABSTRACT: A numerical simulation has been carried out to examine the response of steel plates with different 
arrangement of stiffeners and subjected to noncontact underwater explosion (UNDEX) with different shock 
loads. Numerical analysis of the underwater explosion phenomena is implemented in the nonlinear finite 
element code ABAQUS/Explicit. The aim of this work is to enhance the dynamic response to resist UNDEX. 
Special emphasis is focused on the evolution of mid-point displacements. Further investigations have been 
performed to study the effects of including material damping and the rate-dependant material properties at 
different shock loads. The results indicate that stiffeners configurations and shock loads affect greatly the 
overall performance of steel plates and sensitive to the materials data. Also, the numerical results can be used to 
obtain design guidelines of floating structures to enhance resistance of underwater shock damage, since 
explosive tests are costly and dangerous. 
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“Numerical simulation on the explosion-resistance capability of double shell structures subjected to underwater 
near-field explosion”, Chinese Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 10, No. 1, pp 32-38, 2015 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides direct technical support to the explosion-resistance design by considering 
both the shock wave and jet load simultaneously and taking into account of the effect of double shell structure 
types and sizes during the underwater near-field explosion. Based on the bubble pulsation analysis using 
Eulerian method in the vicinity of a rigid wall and the principle of energy equivalence, the dynamic response of 
a double shell structure subjected to underwater near-field explosion is numerically simulated. The jet load is 
then simplified and applied after the shock wave by using the MSC.Dytran software subroutine. Models with 
different structural types and sizes are also calculated and an optimal solution set which targets both the weight 
of the structure and the explosion-resistance capability is obtained via the multi-objective optimization 
approach. The results show that the optimum thickness of the support structure can be determined when the 
thickness of outer and inner shells and the distance between them are constant. Meanwhile, Y-frame double 
shell structures tend to provide higher explosion-resistance capability when the weight of structure is constant. 
 
 
Z.J.G.N. del Prado, A.L.D.P. Argenta, F.M.A. da Silva, P. B. Gonçalves, "The Effect of Internal Flowing Fluid 
on the Non-Linear Behavior of Orthotropic Circular Cylindrical Shells", Applied Mechanics and Materials, Vol. 
706, pp. 54-68, 2015, DOI: 10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMM.706.54  
ABSTRACT: The great use of circular cylindrical shells for conveying fluid in modern industrial applications 
has made of them an important research area in applied mechanics. Many researchers have studied this problem, 
however just a reduced number of these works have as object the analysis of orthotropic shells. Although most 
investigations deal with the analysis of elastic isotropic shells in contact with internal and external quiescent or 
flowing fluid, several modern and natural materials display orthotropic properties and also stiffened cylindrical 
shells can be treated as equivalent uniform orthotropic shells. In this work, the influence of internal flowing 
fluid on the dynamic instability and non-linear vibrations of a simply supported orthotropic circular cylindrical 
shell subjected to axial and lateral time-dependent loads is studied. To model the shell, the Donnell’s non-linear 
shallow shell theory without considering the effect of shear deformations is used. A model with eight degrees of 
freedom is used to describe the lateral displacements of the shell. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and 
non-viscous and the flow to be isentropic and irrotational. The Galerkin method is applied to derive the set of 
coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations of motion which are, in turn, solved by the Runge-Kutta 
method. The obtained results show that the presence of the internal fluid and material properties have a great 
influence on the vibration characteristics of the shell. 
 
 
L. Khajiyeva, A. Kudaibergenov, "Analysis of Nonlinear Vibrations of a Cylindrical Shell in a Supersonic Gas 
Flow", Applied Mechanics and Materials, Vols. 799-800, pp. 660-664, 2015 
DOI: 10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMM.799-800.660 
ABSTRACT: In the paper nonlinear vibrations of a drill string’s section in a supersonic gas flow are studied. 
The drill string is modelled in the form of a circular cylindrical shell under the effect of a longitudinal 
compressing load and torque. In contrast to the previous research, pressure of an unperturbed gas is defined 



nonlinearly in the third approximation. The eighth order partial differential equation describing the motion of 
the shell reduces to a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations with application of the Bubnov-
Galerkin technique. An implicit Runge-Kutta method is applied to construct modes of vibrations. 
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Changsha 410073, China), “An analytical approach for deformation shapes of a cylindrical shell with internal 
medium subjected to lateral contact explosive loading”, Mathematical Problems in Engineering, Vol. 2015 
(2015), Article ID 563097, 10 pages, http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2015/563097 
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation on deformation shape of a cylindrical shell with internal medium 
subjected to lateral contact explosion was carried out briefly. Deformation shapes at different covered width of 
lateral explosive were recovered experimentally. Based on the experimental results, a corresponding analytical 
approach has been undertaken with rigid plastic hinge theory. In the analytical model, the cylindrical shell is 
divided into end-to-end rigid square bars. Deformation process of the cylindrical shell is described by using the 
translations and rotations of all rigid square bars. Expressions of the spring force, buckling moment, and 
deflection angle between adjacent rigid square bars are conducted theoretically. Given the structure parameters 
of the cylinder and the type of the lateral explosive charge, deformation processes and shapes are reported and 
discussed using the analytical approach. A good agreement has been obtained between calculated and 
experimental results, and thus the analytical approach can be considered as a valuable tool in understanding the 
deformation mechanism and predicting the deformation shapes of the cylindrical shell with internal medium 
subjected to lateral contact explosion. Finally, parametric studies are carried out to analyze the effects of 
deformation shape, including the covered width of the lateral explosive, explosive charge material, and 
distribution of initial velocity. 
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“Numerical investigation of the dynamic response of optimized composite elliptical submersible pressure hull 
subjected to non-contact underwater explosion”, Composite Structures, Vol. 121, pp 121-133, March 2015 
ABSTRACT: Predicting the dynamic response of a floating and submerged structure subjected to underwater 
explosion is greatly complicated by the explosion of a high explosive, propagation of shock wave, bubble-pulse 
and complex fluid–structure interaction (FSI) phenomena. A numerical simulation has been carried out to 
examine the behavior of optimized composite elliptical submersible pressure hull to non-contact underwater 
explosion (UNDEX) and take the effect of bubble-pulse. Various explosive weights and explosion distances 
were explored to determine the critical weights and safe distance. The optimization process is performed using 
ANSYS parametric design language (APDL). After that the finite element package ABAQUS was used to 
model the UNDEX and the FSI phenomena. Time histories of the wet-surface displacement, velocity and Tsai–
Hill failure index are presented for different composite plies. All of these results can be a valuable reference for 
designing underwater vehicles to resist UNDEX. 
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“Blast loading of underwater targets – a study through explosion bulge test experiments”, International Journal 
of Impact Engineering, Vol. 76, pp 189-195, February 2015 
ABSTRACT: Contemporary nuclear submarines are built with double hulls which enhance the protection 
against explosive attacks. As the two hulls are separated by a distance (stand off), blast loading on the inner hull 
diminishes significantly. Thus, warheads fitted to underwater weapons with limited quantity of explosive 
become ineffective. In the present study, an attempt is made to quantify the enhanced protection to the 
underwater vessels due to double hull construction, through Explosion Bulge Test (EBT) experiments. Four 
different cases of air back up, water back up, partial water back up and free flood water back up are studied in 
the EBTs. The extent of reduction in damage to the double hulled vessel under various modes of back up are 
studied and discussed in this paper. Through these experiments, it is established that there is a significant 
reduction in damage from 22.5 to 63% to the hull when compared to air back up depending on different test 
conditions of water back up. The response of double hull to proximity explosion with air and water back up is 
simulated using a Finite Element (FE) model and compared. 
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M. Pinto and A. Shukla (Dynamics Photomechanics Laboratory, Department of Mechanical, Industrial and 
Systems Engineering, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, 02881, USA), “Shock-initiated buckling of 
carbon/epoxy composite tubes at sub-critical pressures”, Experimental Mechanics, April 2015, 10.1007/s11340-
015-0033-1 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive investigation on the implosion of composite cylinders subjected to a nearby 
explosion is performed. Experiments are conducted in a large pressure vessel, designed to provide constant 
hydrostatic pressure throughout the event. Carbon fiber/epoxy filament-wound tubes are studied with constant 
hydrostatic pressure and varying charge standoff distances to determine the effect of the explosive loading on 
the mechanisms of collapse. 3-D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to capture the full-field displacements 
and velocities during the implosion event, and to characterize the initial dynamic response of the tube. Dynamic 
pressure transducers measure the shock waves generated by the explosive and also the pressure pulse generated 
by the collapse. Results show that different magnitudes of explosive loading produce drastic differences in the 
way implosions are initiated, and in the extent of damage to the structure. Experiments with strong explosive 
loading show immediate collapse of the tube upon the arrival of shock wave. Relatively smaller explosive 
loading result in collapses due to the additional bubble pulse loading, or after accumulating damage for 
extended periods of time. 
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“A contribution to the stability of an overhanging pipe conveying fluid”, Continuum Mechanics and 
Thermodynamics, Vol. 27, No. 4, pp 685-701, September 2015 
ABSTRACT: We investigate the dynamic stability of a pipe that conveys fluid, clamped or pinned at one end and 
with an intermediate support, thus exhibiting an overhang. The model of the pipe incorporates both Euler–
Bernoulli and Bresse–Timoshenko schemes as well as transverse inertia. Material and external damping 
mechanisms are taken into account, while the conveyed fluid is supposed to be in fully turbulent flow. The pipe 
can rest on a linear elastic Winkler soil. The influence of all the physical quantities and of the overhang length 
on the critical velocity of the fluid front is investigated. Some numerical results are presented and discussed. 
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“Dynamic acousto-elastic testing applied to a highly dispersive medium and evidence of shell buckling of lipid-
coated gas microbubbles”, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 138, 2015, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4932587 
Dynamic acousto-elastic testing is applied to a mixture of lipid-coated microbubbles in water. A dynamic 



change of ambient pressure is produced by a 16 kHz pressure wave having a peak pressure amplitude of 28 kPa. 
The induced changes of phase velocity and attenuation are captured by a sequence of short ultrasound pulses 
with a center frequency of 4 MHz. As a consequence of the dispersion brought about by the resonance of 
microbubbles at a frequency close to 2 MHz, time-domain approaches like the cross-correlation method are 
shown to be unsuited to determine the variation in ultrasound wavespeed. A frequency-domain analysis shows 
that the acousto-elastic effect (first order pressure derivative of ultrasound phase velocity) depends on the 
ultrasound frequency. The acousto-elastic effect tends to that measured in water for an ultrasound frequency 
above the resonance frequency of microbubbles, while it is two orders of magnitude larger for an ultrasound 
frequency close to or below the resonance frequency of microbubbles. Besides the large magnitude of the 
acousto-elastic effect observed for an ultrasound frequency below the resonance frequency of microbubbles, the 
first order pressure derivative of ultrasound phase velocity is negative. This supports the occurrence of shell 
buckling of lipid-coated microbubbles induced by the 16 kHz pressure wave. 
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“Dynamic instability of parabolic shells in supersonic gas stream”, Meccanica, Vol. 51, No. 4, pp 939-950, 
April 2016, DOI: 10.1007/s11012-015-0247-4 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic instability of the parabolic shells in a supersonic gas flow is analyzed numerically. 
Such structures describe a rocket fairing. Finite degrees of freedom dynamical system is obtained by the 
assumed-modes method to describe the shell motions. The numerical approach for calculations the modes of the 
shell self-sustained vibrations is suggested. The Mach numbers range of the shell dynamic instability is 
analyzed numerically. The influence of the paraboloid height on the regions of the dynamic instability is 
analyzed. The frequencies of the self-sustained vibrations are investigated. The effect of the shell boundary 
conditions on the regions of the dynamic instability is analyzed. 
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ABSTRACT: Considering thermal loads, dynamics and stability of an outer cylindrical shell conveying swirling 
fluid in the annulus between the inner shell-type body and the outer shell are investigated by the travelling wave 
approach. Shell motions are considered based on Donnell-type shell theory. The fluid forces are described by 
means of the potential flow theory, and thermal loads are determined by the thermo-elastic theory. The 
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axial flow on the critical annular velocity are discussed. Moreover, the thermal loads decrease the critical flow 
velocity markedly and the critical temperature rise is found. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration and instability characteristics of nanoshells made of functionally graded 
materials (FGMs) with internal fluid flow in thermal environment are studied in this paper based upon the first-
order shear deformation shell theory. In order to capture the size effects, Mindlin's strain gradient theory (SGT) 
is utilized. The mechanical and thermal properties of FG nanoshell are determined by the power-law relation of 
volume fractions. The Knudsen number is considered to analyze the slip boundary conditions between the flow 
and wall of nanoshell, and the average velocity correction parameter is used to obtain the modified flow 
velocity of nano-flow. The governing partial differential equations of motion and associated boundary 
conditions are derived by Hamilton's principle. An analytical solution method is also employed to solve the 



governing equations under the simply-supported end conditions. Then, some numerical examples are presented 
to investigate the effects of fluid velocity, longitudinal and circumferential mode numbers, length scale 
parameters, material properties, temperature difference and compressive axial loads on the natural frequencies, 
critical flow velocities and instability of system. 
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ABSTRACT: Very flexible aircraft with high aspect ratio wings subjected to aerodynamic loads undergoes 
large deformation, which will lead to distinct changes on the mass distributions, stiffness characteristics and 
aerodynamic characteristics of the complete aircraft. The aeroelasticity and flight dynamics of such aircrafts are 
nonlinear and the linear elastic theory model cannot be used. A new method is developed for the analysis of 
nonlinear aeroelasticity and flight dynamics of very flexible aircraft through combining the co-rotational beam 
theory with the modified ONERA dynamic stall model. Based on a form of co-rotational technique which is 
external to the element, a spatial two-node beam element, which depicts the geometrically nonlinear dynamic 
characteristics of the flexible wing, is developed. Both tangential stiffness matrix and mass matrix of the beam 
element are formulated to establish the nonlinear dynamic equations. In addition, the modified ONERA 
dynamic stall model is adapted to evaluate the unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic loading of the very flexible 
wing. Using the present method, the nonlinear aeroelastic response, trim and stability characteristics of a very 
flexible aircraft are predicted in this paper. The obtained results show a good agreement to the literature, which 
indicates that the present method is accurate and efficient. 
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Buffalo), “Simulations of heart valves by thin shells with non-linear material properties”, 69th Annual Meeting 
of the APS (American Physical Society) Division of Fluid Dynamics, November 20-22, 2016, Portland, Oregon 
ABSTRACT: The primary function of a heart valve is to allow blood to flow in only one direction through the 
heart. Triangular thin-shell finite element formulation is implemented, which considers only translational 
degrees of freedom, in three-dimensional domain to simulate heart valves undergoing large deformations. The 
formulation is based on the nonlinear Kirchhoff thin-shell theory. The developed method is intensively 
validated against numerical and analytical benchmarks. This method is added to previously developed 
membrane method to obtain more realistic results since ignoring bending forces can results in unrealistic 
wrinkling of heart valves. A nonlinear Fung-type constitutive relation, based on experimentally measured 
biaxial loading tests, is used to model the material properties for response of the in-plane motion in heart valves. 
Furthermore, the experimentally measured liner constitutive relation is used to model the material properties to 
capture the flexural motion of heart valves. The fluid structure interaction solver adopts a strongly coupled 
partitioned approach that is stabilized with under-relaxation and the Aitken acceleration technique. 
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“Fluid-structure interaction and flows with moving boundaries and interfaces”, Encyclopedia of Computational 
Mechanics Second Editions, Part 2 Fluids (eds. E. Stein, R. De Borst and T.J.R. Hughes), Wiley, published 
online December 15 2017   
ABSTRACT: Flows with moving boundaries and interfaces (MBI) include fluid–structure interaction and a 
number of other classes of problems, such as fluid–object interaction, fluid–particle interaction, free-surface and 
multi-fluid flows, and flows with solid surfaces in fast, linear or rotational relative motion. These problems are 



frequently encountered in engineering analysis and design, pose some of the most formidable computational 
challenges, and have a common core computational technology need. Bringing solution and analysis to them 
motivated the development of a good number of core computational methods and special methods targeting 
specific classes of MBI problems. This chapter is an overview of some of those core and special methods, with 
a focus on computational examples from the ST-VMS and ALE-VMS methods and special methods developed 
in conjunction with the two.  
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“Multiscale methods for gore curvature calculations from FSI modeling of spacecraft parachutes”, 
Computational Mechanics, Vol. 54, pp 1461-1476, 2014 
ABSTRACT: There are now some sophisticated and powerful methods for computer modeling of parachutes. 
These methods are capable of addressing some of the most formidable computational challenges encountered in 
parachute modeling, including fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between the parachute and air flow, design 
complexities such as those seen in spacecraft parachutes, and operational complexities such as use in clusters 
and disreefing. One should be able to extract from a reliable full-scale parachute modeling any data or analysis 
needed. In some cases, however, the parachute engineers may want to perform quickly an extended or repetitive 
analysis with methods based on simplified models. Some of the data needed by a simplified model can very 
effectively be extracted from a full-scale computer modeling that serves as a pilot. A good example of such data 
is the circumferential curvature of a parachute gore, where a gore is the slice of the parachute canopy between 
two radial reinforcement cables running from the parachute vent to the skirt. We present the multiscale methods 
we devised for gore curvature calculation from FSI modeling of spacecraft parachutes. The methods include 
those based on the multiscale sequentially-coupled FSI technique and using NURBS meshes. We show how the 
methods work for the fully-open and two reefed stages of the Orion spacecraft main and drogue parachutes. 
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ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamics of a two-degree-of-freedom mechanical system is considered. This 
system consists of a linear oscillator under the action of a time-periodic force and a snap-through truss, which 
acts as an absorber of the forced oscillations of the linear main system. The forced oscillations of the snap-
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periodicity for differential equations governing dynamics of flexible shells”, Eighth Conference on Dynamical 
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ABSTRACT: In this work complex vibration of flexible elastic shells subjected to transversal and sign 
changeable local load in the frame of non-linear classical theory are studied. A transition from partial to 
ordinary differential equations is carried out using the higher order Bubnov-Galerkin approach. Numerical 
analysis is performed applying theoretical background of nonlinear dynamics and qualitative theory of 
differential equations. Mainly the so called Sharkovskiy’s periodicity is studied.  
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ABSTRACT: Determination of the chaos onset in some mechanical systems with several equilibrium positions 
are analyzed. Namely, the snap-through truss and the oscillator with a nonlinear dissipation force, under the 
external periodical excitation, are considered. Two approaches are used for the chaos onset determination. First, 



Pade � and quasi-Pade � approximants are used to construct closed homoclinic trajectories for a case of small 
dissipation. Convergence condition used earlier in the theory of nonlinear normal vibration modes as well 
conditions at infinity make possible to evaluate initial amplitude values for the trajectories with admissible 
precision. Mutual instability of phase trajectories is used as criterion of chaotic behavior in nonlinear systems 
for a case of not small dissipation. The numerical realization of the Lyapunov stability definition gives us a 
possibility to observe a process of appearance and fast enlargement of the chaotic behavior regions if some 
selected parameters of the dynamical systems under consideration are changing.  
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DOI:10.1155/DENM/2006/59709) 
ABSTRACT: Complex vibration of flexible elastic shells subjected to transversal and sign-changeable local 
load in the frame of nonlinear classical theory is studied. A transition from partial to ordinary differential 
equations is carried out using the higher-order Bubnov-Galerkin approach. Numerical analysis is performed 
applying theoretical background of nonlinear dynamics and qualitative theory of differential equations. Mainly 
the so-called Sharkovskiy periodicity is studied.  
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a temperature field”, International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos 18(5) (2008) 1515–1529. 
ABSTRACT: A closed cylindrical shell with circular cross-section having constant stiffness and density and 
subjected to sign changeable loading and embedded into a temperature field is analyzed. Both Bubnov-Galerkin 
(with a higher approximation) and Fourier methods are applied to solve the derived nonlinear nondimensional 
partial differential equations. Among others, the novel scenario of transition from shell harmonic to chaotic 
vibrations via the collapse of quasi-periodic vibrations with one independent frequency and Hopf bifurcation is 
detected, illustrated and discussed. In addition, it is shown how for various intensities of the temperature field 
(including its absence) the increase of the loading yields qualitative changes in the investigated shell dynamics, 
and how chaotic zones are transmitted into periodic ones and vice versa. 
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“Analysis of chaotic vibrations for the distributed systems in the form of the Bernoulli-Euler beams using the 
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Aeronautics (Izv. VUZ) Vol. 52, No. 4, pp 399-407, 2009 
DOI: 10.3103/S1068799809040059� 
ABSTRACT: A problem on chaotic vibrations of the Bernoulli–Euler beams is formulated. The wavelet 
transform was first applied to investigate the complex beam vibrations. The validity of results is provided by 
using two methods of solution, namely, the finite element method and finite difference method.  
INTRODUCTION: The Fourier analysis, that is, the analysis based on the fast Fourier transform, is one of the 
most spread for investigating the chaotic dynamics of different physical nature. Its application for the 
distributed mechanical systems such as beams, plates, and shells is discussed in [1–8]. In addition, at present the 
signal analysis based on the wavelet transform is rapidly progressing. In this paper, we demonstrate the 
advantage of this line that permits studying the processes of time variation in the vibration character on the basis 
of a frequency-time spectrum.  
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J. Awrejcewicz, V. Soldatov, E.S. Kuznetsova, A.V. Krysko and V.A. Krysko, “Regular and chaotic dynamics 
of simply supported cylindrical panels”, 10th Conference on Dynamical Systems Theory and Applications, 
December 7-10, 2009, Lodz, Poland 
ABSTRACT: In this work regular and chaotic dynamics of cylindrical elastic and isotropic panels is studied. 
Geometrical nonlinearities are introduced following the Kármán hypothesis. A solution to PDEs is reduced to 
that of the corresponding ODEs via the second order Bubnov-Galerkin approach. A problem of approximation 
of the studied continuous system by a lumped one is discussed. It is shown that first order rough approximation 
reduces the problem to that of the Duffing equation analysis. Influence of the higher modes on the panel 
dynamics is studied. Scenarios of transition from regular to chaotic dynamics are detected and illustrated. The 
so called vibration type charts of the cylindrical panels supported on the flexible and non-stretched in a tangent 
plane ribs versus geometrical and external excitation parameters are constructed and analyzed.  
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“Investigation of nonlinear dissipative chaotic dynamics of plates and shells”, In: Shell Structures: Theory and 
Applications, Vol. 2, edited by Pietraszkiewicz & Kreja, Taylor & Francis Group, London, 2010 
ABSTRACT: A general theory of chaotic nonlinear dissipative dynamics of shallow shells and plates is 
developed and validated via a computational example. 
 
Jan Awrejcewicz, V.A. Krysko, I.V. Papkova, A.V. Krysko and Jerzy Mrozowski, “On the transitions from 
periodic to chaotic orbits in continual systems”, Chapter 8 in an unidentified book in the pdf file, January 2011 
DOI: 10.13140/2.1.2602.6560  
INTRODUCTION: One of the challenging directions of the continual system chaotic dynamics investigations is 
that of plates and shells dissipative dynamics, and in particular detection of the scenarios leading to chaos in 
those systems plays a crucial role both in theory and applications. Almost in all studied so far cases, the infinite 
dimensional objects (plates and shells) are modeled as one- and/or two-degree-of-freedom systems. In contrary, 
here we deal with the infinitely dimensional problem, which is solved by qualitatively different numerical 
approaches including the Bubnov-Galerkin method (BGM) and the Rita method (RM) in higher approximations 
as well as the Finite Difference Method (FDM) with various space coordinates partition. This approach will 
validate both suitability of the numerical algorithms as well allows to trace scenarios leading to chaos in 
continual mechanical systems. 
 
J. Awrejcewicz, I.V. Papkova, E.U. Krylova and V.A. Krysko, “On the application of Fourier analysis to 
regular and chaotic dynamics of rectangular flexible plates subjected to shear-harmonic loading”, paper from 
unidentified conference in the pdf file, June 2011, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268814994  
See also, “Wavelet-based analysis of the regular and chaotic dynamics of rectangular flexible plates subjected to 
shear-harmonic loading”, Shock and Vibration, Vol. 19, pp 979-994, 2012 
SUMMARY: Non-linear dynamics of flexible rectangular plates subjected to external shear-harmonic load 
action is investigated. It is shown that the application of the classical and widely used Fourier analysis does not 
allow us to obtain a real picture of the frequency vibration characteristics in every time instant. On the other 
hand, the application of the wavelets approach enables us to follow frequency time evolutions. Our numerical 
results indicate that vibrations in different plate points occur with the same frequencies set although their power 
is different. Hence, the vibration characteristics can be represented by one arbitrarily taken plate point. 
Scenarios of transitions from regular to chaotic dynamics are illustrated and discussed including two novel 
scenarios not reported so far in the existing literature.  
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and V.A. Krysko, “Analysis of nonlinear dynamics of plates and shells using the Lyapunov exponents and 
wavelets”, Unidentified chapter in unidentified book in the pdf file, January 2013 DOI: 10.13140/2.1.4877.9840  
ABSTRACT: In the first part of the paper we propose a novel method devoted to the estimation of Lyapunov 
exponents using neural networks. In the referenced earlier attempts many approaches and algorithms have been 
proposed to compute the Lyapunov exponents, but in general almost all of them apply the algorithm proposed 
already by Benettin [1]. However, while studying non-linear dynamics of structural members (beams, plates and 
shells) it is of great importance to estimate the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents in an efficient way. This paper 
part addresses this problem. In the second paper part we illustrate and discuss the application of various types of 
wavelets to study non-linear dynamics of shells. The obtained PDEs are reduced to ODEs using the Finite 
Difference Method, which then are solved using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. In addition, the classical 
Fourier analysis versus the wavelet analysis is discussed.  
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dynamics of multi-layer shells”, Unidentified chapter in unidentified book in the pdf file, January 2013 
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ABSTRACT: In the first paper part we study the mathematical model of a two-layer cylindrical shell (with 
clearance between both shells) having constant stiffness and density and subjected to a periodic transversal load 
action. The derived mathematical model allows us to study non-linear dynamics of both structural members 
with regard to external load and internal interaction between the two layers, as well as the force action coming 
from the inside of the second cylinder. The developed mathematical model includes geometric non-linearity of 
both cylinders and their contact interactions. Differential equations governing the dynamics of both shells are 
solved by the Bubnov-Galerkin higher order approximation method, whereas the obtained Cauchy problem is 
solved using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. Convergence of the Bubnov-Galerkin method versus the 
number of approximating series terms is considered. Namely, we solve the problem of two embedded 
cylindrical shells including their interaction as systems with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. In the 
second paper part chaotic dynamics of continuous multi-layer structural members in the form of flexible 
shallow spherical panels is analyzed. The PDEs governing panels dynamics are reduced to the Cauchy problem 
through the FDM (Finite Difference Method) of the second accuracy order, and then the ODEs obtained are 
analyzed via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. A novel scenario of transition from regular to chaotic panel 
dynamics is reported and illustrated. We develop approaches to detect and monitor spatial chaos, and then we 
illustrate how both timing and spatial chaos appears simultaneously. We show also how the two-layer structural 
member exhibits non-symmetric chaotic vibrations, which after transition into windows with periodic dynamics 
exhibit again symmetric vibrations.  
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ABSTRACT: In this work theory of non-linear chaotic dynamics of multi-layer shells consisting with layers 
separated by constraints is proposed. As an example we take two-layer package composed of plates subjected to 
action of longitudinal harmonic load located on the upper plate and we take into account a geometric non-
linearity and contact interaction. In particular, synchronization phenomena of non-linear vibrations are studied.  
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A.V. Krysko, J. Awrejcewicz, T.V. Yakovleva, V. Dobriyan, I.V. Papkova and V.A. Krysko, “Mathematical 
modeling of chaotic vibrations of strongly non-linear continuous structures”, Proceedings 6th Chaotic Modeling 
and Simulation International Conference, 11-14 June 2013, Istanbul, Turkey 
ABSTRACT: We study the interaction of multi-layer packets consisting of beams, plates and shells, where 
there are gaps between the mentioned structural members. The proposed mathematical model takes into account 
various types of non-linearity: (i) geometrical (in the Kármán form); (ii) physical (layer material properties 
depend on the space co-ordinates, deformation intensity and time); (iii) design (it either switches on or off a 
contact between layers). Physical properties of the material can be different. The governing partial differential 
equations, boundary and initial conditions are obtained using Hamilton’s variation principle. The so far obtained 
boundary value problem is then reduced to the Cauchy problem by the following methods: FDM (Finite 
Difference Method) and the hybrid method matching FEM (Finite Element Method) and the Bubnov-Galerkin 
method with high order approximations. The obtained initial value problem is solved using the 4th, 6th and 8th 
Runge-Kutta techniques. It will be shown that those approaches are necessary to get the reliable results of our 
problem exhibiting strong non-linearity effects and chaotic vibrations. It should be emphasized that the obtained 
results are studied for all engineering required intervals of changes of the input load parameters, i.e. its 
amplitude and frequency (charts of vibration-type are constructed). Each output signal is analyzed via phase and 
modal portraits, Poincarè maps, auto-correlation functions, Fourier spectra as well as wavelets. In the latter case 
the efficiency of different wavelets is illustrated and discussed. Furthermore, we propose a novel approach to 
quantify regular and chaotic vibrations via signs estimation of the Lyapunov exponents. Different scenarios of 
transition from regular to chaotic dynamics exhibited by the studied objects for the mentioned types of non-
linearity are illustrated and discussed. We show how the non-linearity type leads to a dramatic change of the 
transition from regular to chaotic vibrations. In addition, the influence on the non-linear vibrations of the 
studied multi-layer continuous systems of the non-linearity type, layer number, boundary conditions, layer 
thickness as well as magnitude of the gap between layers is investigated and reported.  
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chaotic vibrations of flexible plates using fast fourier transforms and wavelets”, International Journal of 
Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 13, No. 7, 134005, October 2013 
ABSTRACT: In this paper chaotic vibrations of flexible plates of in finite length are studied. The Kirchhoff 
Love hypotheses are used to derive the nondimensional partial differential equations governing the plate 
dynamics. The finite difference method (FDM) and finite element method (FEM) are applied to validate the 
numerical results. The numerical analysis includes both standard (time histories, fast Fourier Transform, phase 
portraits, Poincaré sections, Lyapunov exponents) as well as wavelet-based approaches. The latter one includes 
the so called Gauss 1, Gauss 8, Mexican Hat and Morlet wavelets. In particular, various plate dynamical 
regimes including the periodic, quasi-periodic, sub-harmonic, chaotic vibrations as well as bifurcations of the 
plate are illustrated and studied. In addition, the convergence of numerical results obtained via different 
wavelets is analyzed.  
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ABSTRACT: Chaotic vibrations of rectangular spherical shells subjected to the action of periodic load have 
been rarely analyzed. This work extends investigations initiated in the works by Awrejcewicz et al. [1-3].  
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INTRODUCTION: We study regular and chaotic vibrations of continuous mechanical systems using the 
following structural members: plates, flexible shells and cylindrical panels. They are often used in various 
measurement devices, and numerous ship and planes constructions. Owing to a high devel‐ opment of 
technology and due to industrial requirements, in many cases the mentioned structural members are subjected to 
action of high intensity loads being spatially and time dependent. The structural member exhibit either regular 
or chaotic dynamics, and hence an important question arises: How to predict safe and dangerous regimes of 
behavior of the studied mechanical objects?  
In order to solve the mentioned problems, the investigations are carried out using the ach‐ ievements of the 
qualitative analysis of differential equations and non-linear dynamics. Namely, we analyze time histories 
(signals), phase and modal portraits, Poincaré sections, autocorrelation functions, Lyapunov exponents, Fourier 
and wavelet spectra. Charts of vibration regimes versus the load excitation amplitude and frequency are 
constructed, which allow to control the vibration character of plates and shells.  



Usually the data provided by numerical experiments are presented in time domain. In other words, we take time 
as an independent co-ordinate, and amplitude as a dependent co-ordinate, and the studied signal as analyzed 
through its amplitude-time representation. However, in order to understand deeply non-linear continuous 
systems subjected to various types of load actions and in order to fully understand the occurring dynamics, we 
have to apply the information hidden in the spectral signal characteristics. The Fourier transformation has been 
applied for a long time. However, it has been demonstrated recently that the Fourier analysis (FFT) is reliable 
only for the study of frequency components of stationary processes, i.e. the processes which through the whole 
period of investigation keep constant frequency components in time. It happens that in particular the dynamics 
of continuous mechanical systems may exhibit quite complicated output, and their frequency characteristics 
may change strongly in time. This is why in spite of the standard Fourier approach the wavelet analysis is 
applied allowing us to detect and understand many interesting non-linear phenomena of the men‐ tioned 
mechanical systems.  
Chaotic dynamics of structural members has been investigated by many researchers [1-10]. In this work we 
propose a novel approach to study non-linear vibrations of a plate based on the neural network approach and we 
analyze dynamics of flexible shells with constant stiffness and density subjected to harmonic load action. In the 
latter case mathematical model is built on the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis and taking into account non-linear 
relation between deformation and displacement in the von Kármán form. This approach yields a system of non-
linear PDEs regarding the deflection function and stresses (Airy’s function) as well as the system of equations 
regarding displacements [11]. We use further FDM with approximation O(h 2) and BGM in higher 
approximations, which allows to study the system with infinite numbers of degrees of freedom without any 
truncation of the obtained system of ODEs, which is solved via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.  
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this chapter is to present a study of periodic and chaotic dynamics of plates and shells 
and weak turbulent behavior exhibited by these solid structural members modeled as 2D infinite objects. 
Besides the new results obtained with respect to the transition from a regular to weak turbulent and weak hyper 
turbulent behavior, we also present novel methods and approaches to get reliable and validated results of 



numerical analysis of nonlinear partial differential equations. In particular, besides the standard numerical 
techniques for chaos monitoring, new effective approaches are presented and applied including the wavelet-
based analysis, charts of vibration regimes, computation of the spectra of Lyapunov exponents via 
generalization of the classical Benettin’s approach, and application of the neural network technique. This 
common strategy aimed at numerical computations through various types of robust discretization allowed us to 
obtain novel scenarios of transition from regular/laminar (periodic, quasiperiodic) to spatiotemporal chaotic 
(weak turbulent) dynamics of flexible shells either parametrically excited (Sect. 2) or through the periodic shear 
load action in the shell volume unit (Sect. 3), flexible multilayer rectangular (Sect. 4) and cylindrical shells with 
gaps (Sect. 5), as well as a flexible plate of infinite length (Sect. 6). 
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ABSTRACT: Vibrations of flexible cylindrical and sector shells subjected to the action of uniformly distributed 
static loads are studied. The analyzed problems are solved using two methods: the Bubnov–Galerkin method 
(BGM) and the finite difference method (FDM). Validity and reliability of the results is verified through a 
comparison to the results obtained by Andreev et al. (Stability of Shells Under Non-Symmetric Deformation. 
Nauka, Moscow, 1988) in the case of a nonlinear static problem.  
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ABSTRACT: In this work a mathematical model of chaotic vibrations of flexible curvilinear Euler-Bernoulli 
beams embedded into temperature and electric fields is proposed. In particular, the influence of the curvature 
parameter kx on the vibration beam regimes under the action of transversal harmonic load is investigated. First, 
charts associated with the signs of the Lyapunov exponents versus two control parameters {q0 ,wp }, where 
q0 ,wp is the amplitude and the frequency of harmonic excitation, respectively, are constructed. Dynamic 
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positive Lyapunov exponents), and deep chaos (four positive Lyapunov exponents) are reported. Second, 
different charts of the vibration character estimation are compared with each other showing remarkable 
coincidence. Finally, it has been shown that the electric field applied to both sides of the straight line beam 
neglegibly influences chaotic vibrations of the studied beam.  
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dynamics of flexible Euler-Bernoulli beams”. Chaos 2014, 34, 043130. 
ABSTRACT: Mathematical modeling and analysis of spatio-temporal chaotic dynamics of flexible simple and 
curved Euler-Bernoulli beams are carried out. The Karman-type geometric non-linearity is considered. 
Algorithms reducing partial differential equations which govern the dynamics of studied objects and associated 
boundary value problems are reduced to the Cauchy problem through both Finite Difference Method with the 
approximation of O(c2) and Finite Element Method. The obtained Cauchy problem is solved via the fourth and 
sixth-order Runge-Kutta methods. Validity and reliability of the results are rigorously discussed. Analysis of the 
chaotic dynamics of flexible Euler-Bernoulli beams for a series of boundary conditions is carried out with the 
help of the qualitative theory of differential equations. We analyze time histories, phase and modal portraits, 
autocorrelation functions, the Poincare and pseudo-Poincare maps, signs of the first four Lyapunov exponents, 
as well as the compression factor of the phase volume of an attractor. A novel scenario of transition from 
periodicity to chaos is obtained, and a transition from chaos to hyper-chaos is illustrated. In particular, we study 
and explain the phenomenon of transition from symmetric to asymmetric vibrations. Vibration-type charts are 
given regarding two control parameters: amplitude q0 and frequency omegap of the uniformly distributed 
periodic excitation. Furthermore, we detected and illustrated how the so called temporal-space chaos is 
developed following the transition from regular to chaotic system dynamics.  
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dynamics and chaos in plates and shells”, Nonlinear Studies, Vol. 21, No. 2 (2014), pp. 293–307 
ABSTRACT: We investigate chaotic vibrations of flexible spherical rectangular shells loaded harmonically via 
the boundary conditions. In the first part of the paper we consider one-layer shell made from an isotropic and 
homogeneous material. The second part addresses non-linear dynamics of multi-layer shells, taking into account 
gaps between the layers (design non-linearity). Contact pressure between the layers was explicitly defined. 
Phase portraits, Fourier power spectra and wavelet spectra were constructed and investigated. In addition, an 
appropriate choice of the wavelets suitable to study the stated problem was made and validated. Analysis of the 
shell curvature and shell design non-linearity on the dynamical phenomena was carried out using also the phase 
difference as a new characteristic for monitoring and quantifying non-linear vibrations.  
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J. Awrejcewicz, E.Yu. Krylova, I.V. Papkova and V.A. Krysko, “Regular and chaotic dynamics of flexible 
plates”, Shock and Vibration, Vol. 2014, Article ID 937967, 8 pages, http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/937967 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear dynamics of flexible rectangular plates subjected to the action of longitudinal and time 
periodic load distributed on the plate perimeter is investigated. Applying both the classical Fourier and wavelet 
analysis we illustrate three different Feigenbaum type scenarios of transition from a regular to chaotic dynamics. 
We show that the system vibrations change with respect not only to the change of control parameters, but also 
to all fixed parameters (system dynamics changes when the independent variable, time, increases). In addition, 
we show that chaotic dynamics may appear also after the second Hopf bifurcation. Curves of equal deflections 
(isoclines) lose their previous symmetry while transiting into chaotic vibrations.  
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J. Awrejcewicz, A.V. Krysko, N.A. Zagniboroda, V.V. Dobriyan and V.A. Krysko, “On the general theory of 
chaotic dynamics of flexible curvilinear Euler-Bernoulli beams”, Nonlinear Dynamics, August 2014,  
ABSTRACT: We present chaotic dynamics of flexible curvilinear shallow Euler–Bernoulli beams. The 
continuous problem is reduced to the Cauchy problem by the finite-difference method of the second-order 
accuracy and finite element method (FEM). The Cauchy problem is solved through the fourth- and sixth-order 
Runge–Kutta methods with respect to time. This preserves reliability of the obtained results. Non-linear 
dynamics is investigated with the help of a qualitative theory of differential equations. Frequency power spectra 
using fast Fourier transform, phase and modal portraits, autocorrelation functions, spatiotemporal dynamics of 
the beam, 2D and 3D Morlet wavelets, and Poincaré sections are constructed. Four first Lyapunov exponents 
are estimated using the Wolf algorithm. Transitions from regular to chaotic dynamics are detected, illustrated 
and discussed. Depending on signs of four Lyapunov exponents the chaotic, hyper chaotic, hyper-hyper chaotic, 
and deep chaotic dynamics is reported. Curvilinear beams are treated as systems with an infinite number of 
degrees of freedom. Charts of vibration character, elastic–plastic deformations, and stability loss zone versus 
control parameters of the studied beams are reported.  
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V.A. Krys’ko, T.V. Yakovleva, V. Dobriyan and I.V. Papkova, “Wavelet-analysis-based chaotic 
synchronization of vibrations of multilayer mechanical structures”, International Applied Mechanics, Vol. 50, 
No. 6, November 2014 
ABSTRACT: The chaotic synchronization of the vibrations of contacting multilayer beam–plate–shell 
structures under external loading is studied. There are gaps between their layers. Such systems are called 
structurally nonlinear. Their behavior is studied comprehensively, and the influence parameters that characterize 
the safe and critical modes are determined. A method to study the chaotic phase synchronization of various 
nature is developed. Vibration synchronization for the following systems is analyzed: (i) a stack of two-layer 
plates (each equation is linear; however, there is structural nonlinearity if the plates contact), (ii) a plate 
reinforced with a beam, (iii) a stack of two-layer beams (each component is both physically and geometrically 
nonlinear; their contact interaction causes structural nonlinearity), (iv) a stack of two-layer shells (each 
component is both physically and geometrically nonlinear; their contact interaction causes structural 
nonlinearity)  
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A.V. Krysko, J. Awrejcewicz, A.A. Zakharova, I.V. Papkova and V.A. Krysko, “Chaotic vibrations of flexible 
shallow axially symmetric shells”, Nonlinear Dynamics, January 2018, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11071-017-
4013-0  
ABSTRACT: In this work, chaotic dynamics of flexible spherical axially symmetric shallow shells subjected to 
sinusoidal transverse load is studied with emphasis put on the vibration modes. Chaos reliability is verified and 
validated by solving the implemented mathematical model by partial nonlinear equations governing the 
dynamics of flexible spherical shells and by estimating the signs of the largest Lyapunov exponents with the 
help of qualitatively different approaches. It is shown how the scenario of transition of the investigated shells 
from regular to chaotic vibrations depends on the boundary condition. The following cases are considered: (1) 
movable and fixed simple supports along the shell contours, taking into account shell stiffness (Feigenbaum 
scenario) and shell damping (Ruelle–Takens–Newhouse scenario), and (2) movable clamping (regular shell 
vibrations). The presence of dents, the location and character of which essentially depend on the shell geometric 
parameters, boundary conditions, and the external load parameters, is detected in some regions of the shell 
surface and discussed.  
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MDPI, 6 March 2018, doi:10.3390/e20030175  
ABSTRACT: The aim of the paper was to analyze the given nonlinear problem by different methods of 
computation of the Lyapunov exponents (Wolf method, Rosenstein method, Kantz method, the method 
based on the modification of a neural network, and the synchronization method) for the classical 
problems governed by difference and differential equations (Hénon map, hyperchaotic Hénon map, 
logistic map, Rössler attractor, Lorenz attractor) and with the use of both Fourier spectra and Gauss 
wavelets. It has been shown that a modification of the neural network method makes it possible to 
compute a spectrum of Lyapunov exponents, and then to detect a transition of the system regular 
dynamics into chaos, hyperchaos, and others. The aim of the comparison was to evaluate the 
considered algorithms, study their convergence, and also identify the most suitable algorithms for 
specific system types and objectives. Moreover, an algorithm of calculation of the spectrum of 
Lyapunov exponents based on a trained neural network has been proposed. It has been proven that the 
developed method yields good results for different types of systems and does not require a priori 
knowledge of the system equations.  
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V.A. Krysko, J. Awrejcewicz, E. Yu Krylova, I.V. Papkova and A.V. Krysko, “Non-symmetric forms of non-
linear vibrations of flexible cylindrical panels and plates under longitudinal load and additive white noise”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 423, pp 212-229, June 2018 
ABSTRACT: Parametric non-linear vibrations of flexible cylindrical panels subjected to additive white noise 
are studied. The governing Marguerre equations are investigated using the finite difference method (FDM) of 
the second-order accuracy and the Runge-Kutta method. The considered mechanical structural member is 
treated as a system of many/infinite number of degrees of freedom (DoF). The dependence of chaotic vibrations 
on the number of DoFs is investigated. Reliability of results is guaranteed by comparing the results obtained 



using two qualitatively different methods to reduce the problem of PDEs (partial differential equations) to 
ODEs (ordinary differential equations), i.e. the Faedo-Galerkin method in higher approximations and the 4th 
and 6th order FDM. The Cauchy problem obtained by the FDM is eventually solved using the 4th-order Runge-
Kutta methods. The numerical experiment yielded, for a certain set of parameters, the non-symmetric vibration 
modes/ forms with and without white noise. In particular, it has been illustrated and discussed that action of 
white noise on chaotic vibrations implies quasi-periodicity, whereas the previously non-symmetric vibration 
modes are closer to symmetric ones.  
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===== End of some papers on chaos in the nonlinear dynamic response of thin-walled 
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A.L. Smirnov and E.A. Dolgova (Saint Petersburg State University, Russia), “Vibrational spectra of thin elliptic 
plates”, ICMAMS 2018, First International Conference on Mechanics of Advanced Materials and Structures, 
Turin, June 17-20, 2018 
ABSTRACT: Thin plates of different shapes are used as structural components in almost all engineering 
applications, where high strength, stiffness and light weight materials are highly needed. The aim of this 
research is to study free transverse vibrations of an elliptic thin plate with a varying eccentricity and a plate with 
an elliptic cutout with the same eccentricity. Plates of such shape are widely used not only in engineering but 
also in biomechanical modeling. For example, for all human eyes the Lamina Cribrosa (anatomical structure) 
appears as an elliptical plate with multiple holes.  
Both analytical and numerical methods are used to examine the problem. The analytical solution is represented 
as a combination of Mathieu functions. For plates with small eccentricity and/or small central elliptic cutout 
asymptotic methods are used to describe the effect of the eccentricity and cutout on the vibrational spectra.  
The difference between vibrations of a circular and an elliptic plate is the following. For a circular plate a 
vibrational mode can be expressed by one particular solution of the differential equation governing vibrations, 
for an elliptic plate all appropriate particular solutions should be summed up to express even one vibrational 
mode. One should remember it when consider the perturbation of the vibrational spectrum of a circular shell 
with non-zero eccentricity.  
For elliptic plates of constant thickness and mass the effect of the eccentricity is the following: i) all frequencies 
increase with the eccentricity, but with different rate, ii) double frequencies of non-axisymmetric vibrations of a 
circular plate split into two, the lower frequency corresponds to the mode stretched along the long semi-axis, the 
effect on the frequencies for small values of the axis ratio (up to 1:2) is linear with the high accuracy, iii) lower 
frequencies go up with the eccentricity faster, as a result for some values of the eccentricity the mode order 



changes.  
Frequencies and modes were also found by finite element method using the package ANSYS 18.1. The results 
were compared with those obtained by other authors who used Rayleigh-Ritz and other numerical methods. 
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More papers published in the journal,  Thin-Walled Structures (2019 and 
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Yancheng Cai and Ben Young, “Web crippling of lean duplex stainless steel tubular sections under 
concentrated end bearing loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 29-39, January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.08.006 
ABSTRACT: A series of tests was conducted to investigate the web crippling behaviour of cold-formed lean 
duplex stainless steel (LDSS) tubular sections. The LDSS had two grades, including EN 1.4062 and EN 1.4162. 
The tests were performed under three different conditions of concentrated end bearing loads, namely, the 
loading conditions of End-One-Flange (EOF), the End-Two-Flange (ETF) and end loading (EL). The loading 
conditions of EOF and ETF are specified in the American and Australian/New Zealand cold-formed stainless 
steel design specifications, while the loading condition of EL simulated the floor joist members positioned on a 
solid foundation under concentrated end bearing load. The test specimens were mainly failed by web crippling. 
The test strengths were compared with the predicted strengths that calculated by the stainless steel design 
specifications, including the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Specification, Australian/New 
Zealand Standard (AS/NZS) and European Code (EC). In addition, the web crippling strengths predicted by the 
North American Specification (NAS) for cold-formed carbon steel structures and using the design equations 
proposed in the literature for cold-formed duplex stainless steel tubular sections were also compared with the 
test strengths. It was found that the predicted strengths calculated by the ASCE, AS/NZS and EC specifications 
are conservative and reliable for LDSS sections under the three different concentrated end bearing loads. The 
predictions by NAS and proposed equations in the literature are generally less conservative compared with 
those by ASCE, AS/NZS and EC. However, the predictions by NAS are found to be unconservative and not 
reliable for the loading condition of ETF. 
 
Yong-Bo Zhang, Lin-Hai Han, Kan Zhou and Shangtong Yang, “Mechanical performance of hexagonal multi-
cell concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) stub columns under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
134, pp 71-83, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.09.027 
ABSTRACT: Multi-cell concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) column is a type of composite members 
developing from conventional CFST columns. Featuring greater cross-sectional dimensions and the use of 
internal webs to separate inner concrete into smaller isolated cells, multi-cell CFST columns have been used in 
super high-rise buildings recently as the main vertical load bearing members. However, existing research on 
CFST members is mainly focused on conventional single-cell CFST members. To fill this research gap, this 
paper numerically investigates the mechanical performance of hexagonal multi-cell CFST stub columns under 
axial compression. A finite element analysis (FEA) model was initially established to simulate the mechanical 
performance of hexagonal multi-cell CFST columns. The FEA model was validated against existing 
experimental data. The mechanical performance of the multi-cell CFST columns were analysed, including the 
full-range load versus deformation relationships, the stress distributions of the main components and the 
distribution of contact stress on each concrete cell. A parametric study was then conducted to investigate the 
sensitivity of various geometric and material parameters on the compressive behaviour of multi-cell CFST 
columns. Finally, analytical formulae were derived to predict the axial compressive ultimate strength of 
hexagonal multi-cell CFST columns. The methods were found to be acceptable with reasonably good accuracy. 
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Adina-Ana Muresan, Mihai Nedelcu and Rodrigo Goncalves, “GBT-based FE formulation to analyse the 
buckling behaviour of isotropic conical shells with circular cross-section”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 
84-101, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.07.032 



ABSTRACT: The following paper presents a Finite Element formulation based on the Generalized Beam 
Theory (GBT), to analyse the buckling behaviour of isotropic conical shells under various loading and boundary 
conditions. The formulation offers the solution of the 1st order analysis from which the pre-buckling stresses 
are computed, including stress concentrations, and the linear (bifurcation) buckling solution. Due to the variable 
cross-section of conical shells, the mechanical and geometrical properties are no longer constant along the bar’s 
axis as they are in the case of cylindrical structures and thin-walled prismatic bars. Special focus is given to the 
effect of the pre-buckling stress concentrations and non-conventional cross-section deformation modes. The 
proposed formulation is validated by comparing results obtained from GBT and Shell Finite Element Analyses. 
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Zhonggang Wang, Zhendong Li, Chong Shi and Wei Zhou, “Mechanical performance of vertex-based 
hierarchical vs square thin-walled multi-cell structure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 102-110, January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.09.017 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, hierarchical structures were popularly investigated due to its significant 
promotion on structural strength and stiffness. In this study, the concept of vertex-based hierarchy is 
incorporated into multi-cell square tubes by replacing every vertex with miniature cell itself. Mechanical 
performance of vertex-based hierarchical vs. square thin-walled multi-cell structure were conducted 
theoretically and numerically, mainly in terms of total energy absorption (TEA), crush force efficient (CFE) and 
fluctuation degree . A static theoretical model was constructed for vertex-based structures based on classic 
angle-fold element. The equation of half-wave length as well as the mean force in each fold was constructed 
based on the Minimal Energy Principle. Then, detailed numerical simulations were carried out by means of 
explicit dynamic finite element method. Based on these, further parametric studies with different scale ratios 
were performed and the influence of geometric configuration was determined. In addition, the explanations for 
promotion have been given. As the results confirmed that comparing with the conventional multi-cell structure, 
the vertex-based hierarchical one can evidently improve the folding response with stable compression history. 
The scale ratio significantly influences the specific mean force. The wall thickness shows more sensitivity on 
mechanical performances. All these achievements pave a way of designing novel thin-walled and light-weight 
energy absorption device. 
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Man-Tai Chen and Ben Young, “Material properties and structural behavior of cold-formed steel elliptical 
hollow section stub columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 111-126, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Material properties, residual stress distributions and cross-sectional behavior of cold-formed steel 
elliptical hollow sections are investigated in this study. Four cross-section series with the nominal section aspect 
ratio ranging from 1.65 to 3 were included in the experimental investigation. The material properties for each 
cross-section series and material properties distribution on half of the cross-section profile of a representative 
section were measured through tensile coupon tests. The distributions of bending and membrane residual 
stresses in both longitudinal and transverse directions were measured on the half-section profile of the same 
representative section. Initial local geometric imperfections were measured on five stub column specimens. 
Besides, stub column tests were conducted between fixed ends to ascertain the material properties of the 
complete cross-section in the cold-worked state as well as to study the structural behavior of cold-formed steel 
elliptical hollow section stub columns. In addition to experimental investigation, a finite element model was 
developed and verified against the test results, with which an extensive parametric study covering a broad range 
of cross-section geometries was carried out. Currently, there is no codified design rule for elliptical hollow 
section compression members. The stub column strengths obtained from experimental program and numerical 
analysis were only compared with the predicted strengths by the equivalent diameter method and equivalent 
rectangular hollow section approach proposed by previous researchers for design of hot-finished steel elliptical 
hollow sections, the existing traditional design rules originally developed for circular hollow section with 
equivalent diameter incorporated as well as the Direct Strength Method and the Continuous Strength Method 
that the equations were not calibrated for cold-formed steel elliptical hollow sections. The comparisons show 
that the Direct Strength Method offers the most accurate and reliable design strength predictions among the 
existing design methods, but further improvement remains possible. In this study, modifications on the Direct 
Strength Method and the Continuous Strength Method are proposed, which are shown to improve the accuracy 
of the design strength predictions. 
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element eigen-buckling solutions of thin-walled structural members via Generalized Beam Theory”, Thin-
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method to calculate modal displacement, stress, and strain energy 
participation in shell finite-element eigen-buckling solutions of thin-walled structural members using 
Generalized Beam Theory (GBT). The method provides quantitative information that can be used to interpret 
coupled buckling in structural designs. A finite-element (FE) eigen buckling solution is transformed to a GBT 
solution, and equivalent GBT modal amplitudes representing the FE solution are retrieved. The modal 
displacement field, stress tensor and strain energy are retrieved using GBT modal amplitude field and applying 
GBT constitutive relationships between strain and stress. Theory and examples are provided. 
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Yongqian Zheng and Zhong Tao, “Compressive strength and stiffness of concrete-tilled double-tube columns”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 174-188, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.019 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled double-tube (CFDT) columns have the potential to be widely used in high-rise 
buildings due to their very high load-carrying capacity, excellent ductility and good fire resistance. This new 
type of composite construction has attracted increasing research attention in the last decade, but there is a need 
to develop practical design recommendations for this construction. This paper aims to study the ultimate 
strength, the ultimate strain corresponding to the ultimate strength (ductility), and the stiffness of CFDT stub 
columns under axial compression. An existing finite element model is directly used to study square CFDT stub 
columns and this model is further modified to simulate circular CFDT stub columns under axial compression. 
Numerical data are generated to cover a wide range of parameters for CFDT stub columns. Through regression 
analysis, simple equations are proposed to calculate the ultimate strength, the compressive stiffness and the 
ultimate strain of CFDT stub columns. These equations can assist engineers to conduct structural analysis and 
design of CFDT columns. 
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cracked functionally graded material plates via the MLS-Ritz method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 
189-202, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.005 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a novel three-dimensional elasticity-based numerical solution for buckling 
analysis of a functionally grated material (FGM) plate with a side crack or an internal crack, which is first 
shown in literature. The distributions of material properties are assumed to follow a power law through plate 
thickness. The buckling loads of cracked plates are found by the Ritz method with admissible functions 
constructed by the moving least-squares (MLS) technique. The admissible functions are formed by multiplying 
a set of regular polynomials in the z coordinate with shape functions in x-y coordinates, established by MLS 
along with a set of basis functions consisting of regular polynomials and proposed crack functions. The 
proposed crack functions yields the correct singularity order for stresses at a crack front and shows the 
displacement and slope discontinuities across the crack, which enhances the ability of the Ritz method to handle 
problems with cracks. In order to validate the proposed solutions, convergence studies for buckling loads of 



cracked homogeneous plates are performed and a comparison is presented between the present results, 
previously published ones, and those obtained from commercial finite element software. The proposed approach 
is further applied to analyze the buckling of Al/Al2O3 FGM rectangular plates with side cracks and skewed 
rhombic plates with central internal cracks while considering the effects of material distributions, plate 
thickness, skew angles, crack lengths, inclination angles and positions, boundary conditions, and loading 
conditions on the buckling loads of these plates. 
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ABSTRACT: Structural design formulae for beam-columns require accurate end points (i.e. accurate resistance 
predictions for pure compression and pure bending), should be of suitable form to capture the interaction 
between the different components of loading and should take due account of the influence of a moment gradient 
along the member length. However, existing design rules for stainless steel beam-columns do not fully capture 
the interaction responses observed in experiments and numerical simulations, and are often tied to inaccurate 
end points; the adopted equivalent uniform moment factors can also be unconservative in the case of high 
moment gradients. As a consequence, previous comparisons of stainless steel beam-column experimental and 
finite element results with codified strength predictions have often revealed a rather high degree of scatter. This 
prompted the present research, to develop improved design proposals for stainless steel square hollow section 
(SHS) and rectangular hollow section (RHS) beam-columns under moment gradients. To this end, revised 
design approaches are proposed firstly through the derivation of more accurate design interaction curves for 
stainless steel SHS and RHS beam-columns under uniform bending moment and then through the employment 
of more suitable equivalent uniform moment factors, underpinned by and validated against over 1500 test and 
numerical data points. The new design approaches are shown to lead to improved (safe-sided, accurate and 
consistent) resistance predictions for stainless steel SHS and RHS beam-columns under moment gradients over 
the current codified design rules. Finally, statistical analyses are performed to demonstrate the reliability of the 
proposed approaches, according to the requirements specified in EN 1990. 
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Arash Sahraei and Magdi Mohareb, “Lateral torsional buckling analysis of moment resisting plane frames”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 233-254, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.006 
ABSTRACT: A finite element formulation is developed to predict the lateral torsional buckling resistance of 
plane frames with moment connections. The solution focuses on the simple characterization the elastic warping 
behavior of moment connections in a manner that allows them to interface seamlessly with existing beam 
buckling finite elements, thus providing means for realistically modelling the lateral torsional buckling of plane 
frames. Special attention is devoted to the joint rotation effects. The technique successfully captures the 
interaction between beams and columns of frames, an effect that is neglected in present design methodologies 
based on individual member checks. The solution is shown to provide lateral torsional buckling resistance 
predictions in very good agreement with shell based finite element solutions at a fraction of the modelling and 
computational effort. For typical frames that are laterally supported at the joints, the study suggests that present 
design methodologies that isolate the member from the rest of the structure provide conservative buckling 
resistance predictions. Conversely, for frames with no lateral restraints at some of the joints, the present solution 
predicts lateral torsional buckling resistances that are significantly different from those based on design standard 
equations, suggesting the need to account for interaction effects in such situations 
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Structures, Vol. 134, pp 277-290, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.010 
ABSTRACT: The deflection of steel beams with circular openings is dependent on the loss of bending stiffness 
and shear area of the web, which adds to the deflection of the solid web beam. The additional deflection is a 
function of the ratio of opening diameter, ho, to section depth, h, and also of the spacing of the openings. This 
paper presents derived formulae for the additional deflection of beams with circular web openings that are 
expressed as a function of the pure bending deflection of the unperforated beam. The formulae are calibrated 
against finite element models and against short span beam tests with opening diameters, ho, of 0.6 h and 0.72 h, 
in which the additional defection is mainly due to the effects of shear. Further simplified design formulae for 
additional deflection are also presented which are shown to be accurate for C-section beams with a span: depth 
ratio exceeding 15. It is also shown that circular openings may be represented for analysis purposes as an 
equivalent rectangle of width x depth equal to 0.75 ho x ho. 
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behaviour of face-to-face built-up cold-formed steel channel sections under compression”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 134, pp 291-309, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.09.045 
ABSTRACT: Face-to-face built-up cold-formed steel channel sections are becoming increasingly popular for 
column members in cold-formed steel structures; its applications include cold-formed steel trusses, space 
frames and portal frames. In such an arrangement, the independent buckling of the members is resisted by 
intermediate fasteners. In the literature, no research is available for such face-to-face built-up cold-formed steel 
columns. The issue is addressed herein. This paper presents the results of 36 experimental tests, conducted on 
face-to-face built-up cold-formed steel channel-sections covering a wide range of slenderness from stub to 
slender columns. A nonlinear finite element model is then described that shows good agreement with the 
experimental results. The finite element model includes material non-linearity, initial imperfections and 
modelling of intermediate fasteners. Both finite element and experimental results are compared against the 
design strengths calculated in accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), Australian and New 
Zealand Standards (AS/NZS) and Eurocode (EN 1993-1-3). The verified finite element model is used for the 
purposes of a parametric study comprising 90 models. The effect of fastener spacing on the axial strength was 
investigated. From the results of experiments and finite element investigations, it is shown that the design in 
accordance with the AISI & AS/NZS and Eurocode (EN 1993-1-3) is generally conservative by around 15%, 
however, AISI & AS/NZS and Eurocode (EN 1993-1-3) can be un-conservative by 8% on average for face-to-
face built-up columns failed through local buckling. 
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Ru-yang Yao, Guan-sheng Yin, Wen-qian Hao, Zhen-yu Zhao, and Xiao-li Qin, Axial buckling modes and 
crashworthiness of circular tube with external linear gradient grooves”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 
395-406, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.022 
ABSTRACT: Metallic circular tube with external uniform grooves has excellent behaviors on axial 
crashworthiness during axial compression because it can generate stable responses. In the present research, 
three novel energy absorbers are proposed based on uniform grooved tube (UGT), namely, depth gradient 
grooved tube (D-GGT), thickness gradient grooved tube (T-GGT) and coupling gradient grooved tube (C-
GGT). A theoretical model considering both the depth and thickness gradients and an efficient numerical model 
based on axisymmetric assumption are put forward. Meanwhile, some quasi-static compression experiments are 
performed to validate the theoretical and numerical models. The results conclude that the deformation of 
gradient grooved tubes (GGTs) under axial buckling can be classified into two modes, namely, random 
asymptotic buckling (RAB) and sequential asymptotic buckling (SAB). Compared with UGT, the D-GGT has a 
slight improvement on the axial energy performance even though the sum of depth of thin-walled sections is 
constant; for T-GGT, a force-displacement curve with upward trend and an obvious improvement of energy 
absorption are observed; specially, the energy absorption characteristics of D-GGT and T-GGT will occur 
simultaneously when C-GGT is subjected to axial loading. 
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic responses of large-span space structures are significantly associated with some 
higher structural frequency modes. A proper finite element model with accurate modal damping ratios is a key 
factor in obtaining precise structural seismic responses in numerical analyses. The complex damping model is 
often used in frequency domain structural analyses because of its characteristics of constant modal damping 



ratio with frequency and frequency-independent energy dissipation. Based on the five-parameter integer-order 
derivative method, a user subroutine of ABAQUS is developed to estimate the complex damping model in time-
domain dynamic analyses. A shaking table test of a scaled and simplified single-layer reticulated dome is first 
conducted to validate the user subroutine. Detailed test data, including the identified natural frequencies and 
modal damping ratios, free vibration curves, and representative maximum responses, are summarized and 
compared with the corresponding finite element results using the complex damping model and a Rayleigh 
damping model. The comparisons indicate that the results of the complex damping model can yield a better 
estimation of the test data. Finally, the effect of the complex damping on the seismic responses of a single-layer 
reticulated dome is systematically studied by comparing the structural frequency properties and dynamic 
characteristic responses with those of Rayleigh damping. The results show that the complex damping model 
provides smaller structural modal damping ratio variation, lower ultimate seismic loading, and severer structural 
plastic developments. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration and stability problems of functionally graded material (FGM) cylindrical shells 
subjected to external pressures with mixed boundary conditions (MBCs) using first order shear deformation 
theory (FOSDT) is studied. The governing equations of FGM cylindrical shells (FGMCSs) are displayed 
according to the Donnell type shell theory and solved using the Galerkin's method. The novelty in this study is 
to obtain closed-form solutions of the eigen-value problem in mixed boundary conditions within the framework 
of the FOSDT. Finally, the effects of different volume fractions, FG profiles and shell characteristics on the 
critical parameters of FGMCSs with MBCs are studied in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Understanding the characteristics of internal and external pressures on structures is important for 
structural design. This paper has experimentally observed internal and external pressures on long-span domes 
and investigated their non-Gaussian characteristics. Wind tunnel tests on internal and external pressure 
measurements for a single dome and two neighboring domes were performed. The distribution, non-Gaussian 
characteristics, and non-Gaussian peak factor of the internal and external wind pressure on the single dome 
were analyzed. After the results were validated, the distribution, non-Gaussian characteristics, and non-
Gaussian peak factor of the internal and external wind pressure on the two neighboring domes under different 
wind attack angles (interference effect) were discussed. The results show that the characteristics of internal 
pressures on the single dome and the two neighboring domes are different from that of external pressures, and 
both the internal and external pressure show remarkable non-Gaussian characteristics. According to these 
characteristics, positive and negative areas of the internal and external pressure on the domes were defined, and 
the non-Gaussian peak factors were determined. This study has not only advanced our understanding on 
characteristics of internal and external pressure on long-span domes, but determined non-Gaussian peak factors 
that are used for structural design. 
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ABSTRACT: This study presents a new fiber reinforced polymer tube/filling strengthening method (i.e., FRP 
tube/filling strengthening) that creates a new composite compression member with a novel mechanical 
behavior, “bilinear behavior.” Previous experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted based on the 
ultimate state of the section. To thoroughly study the stiffness and entire loading process of this novel member, 
finite element analysis (FEA) models are built in this paper. First, the model development process considers the 
initial defections and interface properties, and these models are verified by the experimental results. Two 
models of typical load-axial displacement curves describe the experimental results: a Bilinear model and a 
Trilinear model. Second, finite element modeling (FEM) is used to conduct a parametrical analysis that 
considers 7 parameters, and the results identify the mechanism of the strengthened member. Specifically, the 
Bilinear model corresponds to an unreinforced or relatively weakly reinforced specimen, and the Trilinear 
model corresponds to a relatively strongly reinforced specimen. If the exterior restraint system is weak, then the 
core steel buckles and subsequently yields; this behavior is described by the Bilinear model. If the exterior 
restraint system is strong (e.g., the length or the bending stiffness of the exterior restraint system is great), then 
the specimen can continue to bear a higher force after steel yielding until elastic-plastic buckling occurs; this 
behavior is described by the Trilinear model. Third, the FEA results and previous experimental and theoretical 
studies are used to obtain the stiffness and load-axial displacement curves, which are helpful for the design 
process. In general, relatively accurate FEA models are built in this paper that are capable of describing the 
mechanical behaviors of the novel member. 
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“Behaviour of ultra-high strength steel hollow tubes subjected to low velocity lateral impact: Experiment and 
finite element analysis”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 134, pp 524-536, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and numerical study on the behaviour of ultra-high strength 
steel (UHSS) hollow tubes under low velocity lateral impact loading. A total of six specimens were tested under 
lateral impact loading. The finite element (FE) model was established with the consideration of the strain rate 
effect and validated against test results. The parametric study showed that UHSS hollow tubes had the similar 
failure pattern when compared to that of normal strength steel members. The mid-span deflection and the 
residual deformation decreased significantly when the UHSS tube was applied. 
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Bin He, Dongmei Liu, Jin Long, Lei Ma and Pusong Ma, “A high order finite strip transfer matrix method for 
buckling analysis of single-branched cross-section thin-walled members”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 
1-11, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.017 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled members have been used in many modern engineering structures, and their buckling 
analysis has attracted many attentions. A new efficient method named as High Order Finite Strip Transfer 
Matrix Method (HFSTMM) is proposed to determine the buckling factor and buckling model of the thin-walled 
member with single-branched cross-section. For the first time, thin-walled members with loaded edges simply 
supported can be discretized in the cross-section by high order semi-analytical finite strip method. Then the 
control equations of the strip elements will be innovatively rewritten as the transfer equations, which include the 
effect of the middle nodal lines of high order finite strip and do not increase the matrix dimension. Four thin-
walled members with different cross-section can be taken as examples to verify HFSTMM and buckling loads 
by FEM and HFSTMM are agreeable very well. The computational consumption of FEM, Finite Strip Transfer 
Matrix Method (FSTMM) and HFSTMM of one example shows the high efficiency of HFSTMM. All results 
confirm that HFSTMM is an efficient method for the buckling analysis of thin-walled members with single-
branched cross-section. 
 
R. Ansari, R. Gholami and H. Rouhi, “Geometrically nonlinear free vibration analysis of shear deformable 
magneto-electro-elastic plates considering thermal effects based on a novel variational approach”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 135, pp 12-20, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.033 
ABSTRACT: In this article, a variational numerical method is utilized to investigate the nonlinear free 
vibrations of magneto-electro-elastic (MEE) plates under thermal environment. To this end, first, the basic 
equations are written based on the first-order shear deformation theory and von Kármán's geometric 
nonlinearity. Next, the constitutive equations are represented in matrix form. In the context of Hamilton's 
principle, the quadratic and matricized form of energy functional is derived which is then directly discretized on 
space domain by a method called Variational Differential Quadrature (VDQ). Periodic time differential 
operators are also constructed for discretizing on time domain. The final solution is obtained by the pseudo arc-
length continuation algorithm. The effects of applied electric voltage, applied magnetic potential, temperature 
change and geometrical parameters on the response curves of MEE plates with different types of boundary 
conditions are studied. 
 
Habib Ahmadi and Kamran Foroutan (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Shahrood University of Technology, 
Shahrood, Iran), “Nonlinear primary resonance of spiral stiffened functionally graded cylindrical shells with 
damping force using the method of multiple scales”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 33-44, February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies a nonlinear primary resonance of spiral stiffened functionally graded (SSFG) 
cylindrical shell with viscos damping force. The cylindrical shell is subjected to the harmonic excitation. The 
material properties of the shell and stiffeners are assumed to be continuously graded in the thickness direction. 
The FG cylindrical shell with internal and external spiral stiffeners is investigated. The strain-displacement 
relations are obtained based on the von Kármán nonlinear equations and the classical plate theory of shells. The 



smeared stiffener technique is used to model the under-studied SSFG cylindrical shell. The obtained partial 
differential equations of motion are discretized by means of the Galerkin method. In order to find the nonlinear 
primary resonance, the multiple scales method is adopted. The effects of various geometrical characteristics and 
material parameters on the nonlinear primary resonance response of spiral stiffened simply supported FG 
cylindrical shells are investigated. 
 
C.C. Hong (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Hsiuping University of Science and Technology, Taichung 
412-80, Taiwan, ROC), “GDQ computation for thermal vibration of thick FGM plates by using fully 
homogeneous equation and TSDT”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 78-88, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.032 
ABSTRACT: The third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT) effects on the thick functionally graded 
material (FGM) plates with fully homogeneous equation under thermal vibration are investigated by using the 
generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method. The nonlinear coefficient c1 term of displacement field of 
TSDT is used to derive the equations of motion for thermal vibration of thick FGM plates. The dynamic 
equilibrium differential equations with TSDT of FGM plates in terms of partial derivatives of displacements 
and shear rotations subjected to partial derivatives of thermal loads, mechanical loads and inertia terms are 
derived in matrix forms. Three parametric effects of varied-modified shear correction factor, environment 
temperature and FGM power law index on the thermal stress and center deflection of FGM thick plates with and 
without containing the nonlinear coefficient c1 term are investigated. 
 
Carlos Couto and Paulo Vila Real (RISCO — Department of Civil Engineering, University of Aveiro Campus 
Universitário de Santiago 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal), “Numerical investigation on the influence of 
imperfections in the local buckling of thin-walled I-shaped sections”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 89-
108, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.039 
ABSTRACT: In this work, an appraisal of the influence of the residual stresses and geometric imperfections is 
carried out for thin-walled I-shaped sections covering both hot-rolled and welded profiles based on a numerical 
study using the Finite Element Method. The Eurocode 3 design provisions for local buckling are presented and 
evaluated in comparison to the numerical results. Several residual stress patterns and geometric imperfection’s 
amplitude and shape are considered to determine their effect on the ultimate strength of the cross-sections. 
Additionally, it is described a procedure to assess the flange and web interaction under different imperfection 
assumptions, and its influence investigated. The conclusions from this study are that the Eurocode 3 design 
provisions for hot-rolled sections are appropriate, but should be further improved for welded sections, mainly 
because the influence of the welded residual stresses is detrimental for the cross-section capacity and its effect 
is not to accounted for adequately. Finally, this study provides relevant information for the numerical modelling 
of thin-walled I-shaped sections concerning the consideration of geometrical imperfections and residual 
stresses. 
 
A. Rabiee and H. Ghasemnejad (Centre for Structures, Assembly and Intelligent Automation, Cranfield 
University, MK43 0AL, UK), “Lightweight design to improve crushing behaviour of multi-stitched composite 
tubular structures under impact loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 109-122, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and numerical studies on the effect of multi-stitching pattern on 
the energy absorption capability of composite tubular structures under impact loading. A new multi-stitching 
pattern was developed to study the increase of specific energy absorption capabilities in GFRP and CFRP crash 
absorbers. The stitching pattern on both specimens showed a significant increase in energy absorption capability 
under impact loading. According to our results, the specific energy absorption of GFRP and CFRP composite 
tubes are 17% and 18% higher than non-stitched specimens respectively. A multi-shell finite element model 
was constructed to predict the axial crushing behaviour and energy absorption capability of composite structures 
under impact loading. The method is based on an energy-based contact card modelling technique in the stitched 
and non-stitched area, and the initiation of main central crack growth occurs when the critical separation 
(PARAM function) is attained, and this represents the functionality of the stitched area during an impact event. 
The developed numerical approach is efficient in terms of accuracy and simplicity in comparison with the 
existing methods for multi-layered composites structures. 
 



S.A. Taghizadeh, A. Farrokhabadi, Gh. Liaghat, E. Pedram, H. Malekinejad, S. Farsavani Mohammadi and H. 
Ahmadi, “Characterization of compressive behavior of PVC foam infilled composite sandwich panels with 
different corrugated core shapes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 160-172, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.019 
ABSTRACT: Increasing the development in industrial technology and need for energy absorption, lightweight 
and cost effective composite materials such as composite sandwich panels have been in the center of attention. 
In this paper energy absorption properties of proposed composite sandwich panels with different corrugated 
core geometries under quasi static out of plane loading conditions is experimentally investigated. Three 
different corrugated shapes, i.e. rectangular, trapezoidal and triangular fabricated with the same thickness are 
used. The specimens were subjected to three different quasi-static compression loading condition i.e. 
concentrated, linear and planar. The effect of the number of unit cells and corrugated core geometries in 
determining the overall deformation and local collapse behavior of the panels also investigated. Based on the 
comparative results, it is found that three unit cell rectangular corrugated geometry possessed the best 
performance than other types of corrugated core geometries. Moreover, through visual observation the damage 
mechanisms under loading conditions and subsequent failure modes are inspected. Plastic buckling of cell walls 
and foam densification identified as the initial failure modes and by continuing the loading, fiber breakage, 
localized delamination as well as debonding between the skins and the core were the main damage mechanisms 
in these corrugated systems. 
 
Jiantao Bai, Guangwei Meng, Hong Wu and Wenjie Zuo (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Jilin University, Changchun 130025, PR China), “Bending collapse of dual rectangle thin-walled tubes for 
conceptual design”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 185-195, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.014 
ABSTRACT: In engineering, the bending deformations of thin-walled tubes mostly are under three-point 
loading. However, for the dual rectangle thin-walled tube (DRTWT), the theoretical prediction of the three-
point bending collapse is still an unsolved problem. In this paper, the three-point bending collapse of the 
DRTWT is innovatively investigated using theoretical prediction and experimental verification. The global 
energy equilibrium theory is applied to derive the bending characteristic of the DRTWT. It is assumed that all 
the bending energy is absorbed and distributed along the hinge lines and in the toroidal surfaces during the 
bending collapse. The analytical results show good agreement with the experimental results. Finally, a 
simplified bumper structure of automobile is created by using beam elements and spring elements with the 
derived bending characteristics, which can effectively replace the detailed finite element model (FEM) to 
accelerate the crashworthiness design of automotive structure at the conceptual design stage. 
 
Fang Yuan, Hong Huang and Mengcheng Chen (Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture, East China 
Jiaotong University, Nanchang 330013, China), “Effect of stiffeners on the eccentric compression behaviour of 
square concrete-filled steel tubular columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 196-209, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.015 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) structures are extensively used in engineering applications in 
China owing to their high strength and section modulus, ease of construction, and good seismic performance. 
However, the steel tubes of CFST members are prone to outward buckling under compression loads. Welding 
longitudinal stiffeners on these steel tubes is one of the most efficient approaches used for delaying the local 
buckling and improving the mechanical performance of CFST members. This study attempted to investigate the 
eccentric compression behaviour of concrete-filled stiffened steel tubular members with square sections by 
experimental studies and finite element analysis (FEA). First, 12 CFST columns with different slenderness 
ratios and loading eccentricities were subjected to compression loads and tested. It was found that the use of 
stiffeners increased the ultimate strength and improved the stability of the columns. Subsequently, the behaviour 
of the stiffened CFST columns was investigated by performing a three-dimensional FEA. The accuracy of the 
FEA model was verified based on the test results. The working mechanisms of the stiffened CFST members 
were analysed in detail in terms of the failure modes, load versus deformation responses, deformation of the 
steel tubes, interaction between the steel tube and core concrete, as well as axial stress distribution of the core 
concrete. A parametric study was conducted to further evaluate the stiffening schemes that affected the ultimate 
strength and ductility of the CFST members. Finally, design recommendations on the type of eccentrically-
loaded stiffened CFST columns were provided. 



 
Lin Jing, Xingya Su, De Chen, Fei Yang and Longmao Zhao, “Experimental and numerical study of sandwich 
beams with layered-gradient foam cores under low-velocity impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 227-
244, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.011 
ABSTRACT: The low-velocity impact response of sandwich beams with aluminum alloy face-sheets and three 
core configurations (i.e., the positive layered-gradient core, negative layered-gradient core and non-gradient 
monolithic core) was first investigated by using a drop-weight machine. The impact bending tests were 
performed on specimens at five impact energy levels – 9.80 J, 22.05 J, 39.19 J, 61.24 J and 88.18 J – by varying 
the drop height of the weight. Based on experimental results, the corresponding numerical simulations and a 
multi-objective design optimization were performed. The experimental results show that all sandwich beams 
fail via the global bending deformation without local crack/fracture under lower initial impact energy, while 
they fail via larger bending deformation accompanied by obvious core tensile crack at mid-span and core shear 
at clamped ends with the increased initial impact energy. The resistance of both gradient core sandwich beams 
to impact flexure loading is weaker than that of non-gradient monolithic core sandwich beams. Simulation 
results indicate that the ratio of energy absorbed by core decreases with the increased impact energy, while the 
ratio of energy absorbed by face-sheets increases with the increased impact energy. The boundary condition is 
demonstrated to have great influence on the force-displacement response for all sandwich beams. Finally, the 
corresponding Pareto fronts representing a group of best trade-off designs were obtained. 
 
Oezer Zeybek, Cem Topkaya and J. Michael Rotter, “Analysis of silo supporting ring beams resting on discrete 
supports”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 285-296, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.001 
ABSTRACT: Elevated cylindrical metal silos are often supported on a ring beam which rests on discrete 
column supports. The ring beam plays an important role in redistributing the majority of the discrete forces 
from the column supports into a more uniform stress state in the cylindrical wall, which is necessary to reduce 
the potential for buckling of the shell wall. Traditional design treatments assumed that the discrete support 
forces can be fully redistributed by the ring beam, producing circumferentially uniform axial membrane stresses 
in the silo shell. But it has previously been shown that only a very stiff ring beam can produce even relatively 
uniform axial membrane stresses in the shell. The ring beam stiffness must be evaluated relative to the stiffness 
of the silo shell in compatible deformation, since even a thin shell is extremely stiff in its own plane. A test for 
the ring beam to shell stiffness ratio was previously devised by the authors to determine the ring beam stiffness 
needed to achieve uniform membrane stresses. This new study assesses ring beams of practical dimensions and 
stiffness, to evaluate their effectiveness in smoothing the shell axial membrane stresses towards the uniform 
condition and then to find their effect on the buckling resistance of the shell. This study explores the stress 
resultants in a closed section ring beam of practical dimensions that is less stiff than the ideal stiffness using a 
finite element parametric study of the flexible ring beam and connected silo shell. The results show that the ring 
beam stress resultants, relative to those in an isolated ring beam under the same loading, can be directly related 
to the established shell to ring beam stiffness ratio (ψ). This treatment may be used to significantly enhance 
current design practice which, according to the Eurocode EN 1993-4-1 for silos, assumes that the shell applies 
the full uniform transverse loading onto an isolated ring beam. 
 
Ji-Hua Zhu, Zi-qi Li, Mei-Ni Su and Ben Young, “Behaviour of aluminium alloy plain and lipped channel 
columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 306-316, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.010 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium alloys have high strength-to-weight ratios and great durability; thus, they have been 
extensively used in structural applications. Channel sections have a smooth and aesthetically pleasing line 
shape, good integrity, and are easy to connect. An experimental program using 28 specimens and a numerical 
study that generated 100 results were conducted on aluminium alloy columns of plain and lipped channel 
sections. The nominal length of columns ranged from 300 mm to 3000 mm. The generated 128 results were 
evaluated with respect to the existing design specifications from America, Australia/New Zealand, Europe and 
China. Furthermore, the direct strength method (DSM) and the continuous strength method (CSM) were also 
used to predict results for comparison. The results showed that the design specifications produced conservative 
compression strengths of aluminium alloy columns of both plain and lipped channel sections. The CSM 



provided more accurate and consistent design strengths. In addition, the reliability levels of the four 
international design codes, DSM and CSM for channel sections of aluminium alloy columns were also 
evaluated. 
 
Xin Wang, Zhen-Yu Zhao, Lang Li, Zhi-Jia Zhang, Qian-Cheng Zhang, Bin Han and Tian Jian Lu, “Free 
vibration behavior of Ti-6Al-4v sandwich beams with corrugated channel cores: Experiments and simulations”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 329-340, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.008 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration of ultralight all-metallic (Ti-6Al-4V alloy) sandwich beams with corrugated 
channel cores was investigated by experiments and finite element (FE) simulations. The natural frequencies and 
mode shapes were measured and compared with simulations from both three-dimensional model (3D model) 
and two-dimensional equivalent model (2D model). Predictions of the 2D model agreed well with results 
obtained from the 3D model and experiments. It was found that for sandwich beams, the topological change 
from corrugated core to corrugated channel core eliminates the anisotropy of the structural stiffness and 
suppresses the local modes of vibration. The effect of geometrical parameters on the first natural frequency was 
also explored. In addition, preliminary assessment of the influence induced by varying the core topology was 
carried out. The first natural frequency of sandwich beams with corrugated channel cores having an inclination 
angle θ > 45° is higher than those of sandwich beams constructed with competing core topologies, including 
tetrahedral, Kagome and pyramidal trusses and hexagonal honeycombs. 
 
Shiming Wang, Yong Peng, Tiantian Wang, Quanwei Chi and Ping Xu, “Collision performance and multi-
objective robust optimization of a combined multi-cell thin-walled structure for high speed train”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 135, pp 341-355, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.044 
ABSTRACT: Based on the Simplified Super Folding Element (SSFE) theory, the theoretical prediction of 
average crushing force (Favg) for multi-cell thin-walled structures is inferred and a combined five-cell thin-walled 
structure used in high speed train is proposed and investigated in this paper. The finite element model of the 
proposed structure and the theoretical prediction are validated by a full scaled impact experiment. Then, 
parametric studies are performed to evaluate the effects of design variables, including the thickness (t) and the 
side length (a) of the orthohexagonal cell, on collision responses based on the validated FE model and 
theoretical prediction. It is found that both specific energy absorption (SEA) and the maximum initial force (Fmax) 
are obviously affected by the design parameters. Particularly, the effect of parameter t on crushing performance 
is greater than that of parameter a. In further, to minimize the Fmax and maximum SEA under the constraint of Favg, 
a multi-objective robust optimization methodology is adopted. The Optimal Latin Hypercube Design (OLHD) 
and orthogonal design are combined to perform Design of Experiment (DoE) and dual response surface models 
(DRSM) are constructed for the optimization. The optimal results of deterministic optimization indicate that the 
Fmax decreases by 11.07% compared with the original design while the robust optimization optimal result of Fmax 
decreases by 10.01%. However, the robust optimization optimal design is more acceptable considering the 
robustness, which means the robust optimization is more attractive than deterministic optimization in practical 
engineering application. 
 
Nilakshi Perera and Mahen Mahendran (Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane, QLD 4000, 
Australia), “Finite element analysis and design for section moment capacities of hollow flange steel plate 
girders”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 356-375, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a numerical study on the section moment capacity of a doubly symmetric 
hollow flange steel plate girder (HFSPG) for use in long span applications. The HFSPG is manufactured by 
welding industrially available cold-formed rectangular hollow sections to a steel web plate. Suitable finite 
element models were developed first to simulate the section moment capacity tests conducted on the proposed 
HFSPGs using a four-point bending test arrangement. The experimental conditions in terms of boundary 
conditions, lateral restraints, mechanical properties, initial geometric imperfections and residual stresses were 
modelled carefully. The comparison of ultimate moment capacities, moment versus deflection plots and failure 
modes proved the validity of the developed finite element models to investigate the section moment capacities 
of HFSPGs. However, the slenderness of the tested HFSPGs was limited to the inelastic region. Hence the 
validated finite element models were used in a detailed parametric study to extend the results to a wider 



slenderness range. The parametric study results of the section moment capacities were compared with the 
predictions of the relevant Australian, American and European hot-rolled and cold-formed steel design 
standards and suitable recommendations were made in relation to their accuracy in predicting the capacities of 
compact, non-compact and slender HFSPGs. Finally this paper proposes a new Direct Strength Method based 
design for HFSPGs. 
 
Zhixiang Li, Shuguang Yao, Wen Ma, Ping Xu and Quanwei Che, “Energy-absorption characteristics of a 
circumferentially corrugated square tube with a cosine profile”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 385-399, 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a new circumferentially corrugated square tube (CCST) with a cosine 
profile. The cross section of the CCST is controlled by a cosine expression with parameters that include the 
number (N) of cosine wave crests, the amplitude (A) and the nominal side length (2L0). Finite element (FE) 
models validated by experimental results were constructed in Ls_dyna to analyse the crashworthiness 
performance of the CCSTs. The numerical results show that the collapse modes of CCSTs are classified into 
five types, i.e., non-ordered progressive mode (NPM), ordered progressive mode (OPM), inversion mode (IM), 
global buckling mode (GBM) and extensional mode (EM). After analysing the collapse characteristics, force-
displacement characteristics and crashworthiness indexes, we found that the OPM has better crashworthiness 
performance than the other modes. Moreover, a more comprehensive parametric study was conducted to 
understand the effects of the geometric parameters N, A and wall thickness (t) on the crashworthiness 
performance of CCSTs. The results show that the collapse modes of CCSTs are fairly sensitive to the cross-
sectional configuration and wall thickness. Increases in N, A and t all cause increases in the initial peak 
crushing force (IPCF), and the wall thickness t has the most significant effect on IPCF. However, the effects of 
the three geometric parameters on specific energy absorption (SEA) are much more complicated and are largely 
dependent on whether the collapse modes change or not with increases in the three parameters. The numerical 
results also show that the SEA of CCSTs is improved by 51.62% compared with that of a square tube (ST) 
when they have the same mass (55.3 g) and by 69.24% when they have the same wall thickness (t = 1.25 mm). 
These results reveal that CCSTs with OPM have good energy absorption ability. 
 
P. Iwicki, K. Rejowski and J. Tejchman (Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Gdańsk University of 
Technology, Narutowicza 11/12, 80-233 Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, Poland), “Determination of buckling strength of 
silos ccomposed of corrugated walls and thin-walled columns using simplified wall segment models”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 414-436, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.018 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with buckling of metal cylindrical silos composed of corrugated sheets and thin-
walled open-sectional columns. A simplified silo wall segment model with a few columns was proposed for 
calculations of the global buckling strength of silos instead of comprehensive 3D computations of the entire silo 
structure. Calculations were carried out for three real silos with a different geometry (two slender silos and one 
intermediate slender silo). Comprehensive linear bifurcation/buckling analyses and geometrically non-linear 
stability analyses for both imperfect and perfect silos were applied. Silos and silo wall segments were mainly 
modelled both with an equivalent orthotropic shell for walls and 1D beam elements for thin-walled columns and 
with shell elements for walls and columns. The silo walls were loaded by tangential wall pressure, horizontal 
wall pressure and patch load according to Eurocode 1. The simplified silo wall segment models fully proved 
their efficiency in FE calculations of the buckling strength of silos. 
 
Ayad Mutafi, N. Yidris, J. Loughlan, R. Zahari and M.R. Ishak, “Investigation into the distribution of residual 
stresses in pressed-braked thin-walled steel lipped channel sections using the 3D-FEM technique”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 135, pp 437-445, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.003 
ABSTRACT: Cold formed steel sections are normally produced by cold work manufacturing processes. The 
amount of cold work to form the sections may induce residual stresses in the section, especially in the area of 
bending. Studies by previous researchers of the effects of local buckling on the failure mechanics of thin-walled 
compression members have shown that ultimate failure will occur when the yielding has reached most of the 
middle surface in the corner region of the sections. Hence, these cold work processes may have significant 
effects on the section behaviour and load-bearing capacity. Most of the studies have investigated the effect of 
residual stresses raised from roll-forming operation and its influence on steel section behaviour. However, 



press-braking has not received much attention. Therefore, a 3D finite element simulation has been employed to 
simulate this forming process. This study investigated the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses along 
the length of the corner region and through thickness residual stress variations induced by the press-braking 
forming process. The study concluded that residual stresses are not linear longitudinally (along the corner 
region). Maximum residual stresses exist near the middle surface of the plate. The neutral surface contains a 
combination of compressive and tensile residual stresses. The neutral axis is shifted from mid-surface by 7.5% 
of the plate thickness due to bending. The comparison of the 3D-FE results with the existence of 2D-FE results 
illustrates that the 3D-FE results show a variation in the transverse and longitudinal residual stresses along the 
plate length. 
 
Nan-ting Yu, Boksun Kim, Wei-bin Yuan, Long-yuan Li and Feng Yu, “An analytical solution of distortional 
buckling resistance of cold-formed steel channel-section beams with web openings”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 135, pp 446-452, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.012 
ABSTRACT: Circular holes can be commonly found in the web of cold-formed steel beams to accommodate 
services such as electric wires and pipelines. The presence of holes will reduce the critical buckling stress of the 
beams. Hancock proposed solution for determining the distortional critical stress of channel section beams, but 
limited to the sections without holes. This paper presents an analytical study on the distortional buckling of 
cold-formed steel channel-section beams with circular holes in the web. Hancock's solution has been modified 
to derive a simple formulation for approximating the elastic critical stress and moment of distortional buckling 
of the channel-section beams with circular holes in the web, which are compared with those from the finite 
element buckling analysis using ANSYS. Finally, the influence of multiple holes on the distortional buckling 
behaviour and corresponding elastic buckling stress of beams in bending is discussed. 
 
M.M. Keleshteri, H. Asadi and M.M. Aghdam, “Nonlinear bending analysis of FG-CNTRC annular plates with 
variable thickness on elastic foundation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 453-462, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.020 
ABSTRACT: As a first endeavor, the nonlinear bending behavior of functionally graded carbon nanotube 
reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) annular plates with variable thickness on an elastic foundation is 
scrutinized in this research. The nonlinear governing equations are established according to the third-order shear 
deformation theory (TSDT) in conjunction with the nonlinear von Karman strain field. A Pasternak elastic 
foundation is assumed to be in contact with the annular plate during deformation. To discretize the nonlinear 
governing equations and boundary conditions, the generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) is 
adopted and the nonlinear system of equations is solved via the Newton-Raphson iterative method. Through the 
numerical results, effects of the elastic foundation, geometrical parameters, boundary conditions, CNT 
dispersion and volume fraction, thickness-to-radius ratio and thickness profile are investigated in detail. It is 
shown that CNT volume fraction and dispersion have a remarkable effect on improving bending behavior of the 
annular plate. It is found that thickness profile plays an essential role in the bending response of the annular 
plate. 
 
A.V. Lopatin and E.V. Morozov, “Axisymmetric vibrations of the composite orthotropic cylindrical shell with 
rigid weightless end disks”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 463-471, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.032 
ABSTRACT: A solution of the vibration problem for a composite orthotropic cylindrical shell with rigid 
weightless disks attached to its ends is presented in the paper. Using the Ritz method, the frequencies of the 
axisymmetric vibrations of the shell are determined. The clamped-clamped beam functions and their third 
derivatives are adopted as approximating functions for the shell deflection and axial displacement. Such an 
approximation satisfies the boundary conditions, according to which the shell deflections, angles of rotation, 
and axial reactive forces exerted on the end disks are zero. Based on this solution an analytical formula is 
derived for the calculations of the frequencies of axisymmetric vibrations. Using this formula, the vibration 
frequencies have been calculated for composite orthotropic shells with different lengths. The results were 
successfully verified by the finite element analyses. The effect of the fibre orientation on the vibration 
frequencies of the shell made of unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced plastic is investigated. Based on this 
analysis, the angles of the reinforcement orientation delivering the maximum and minimum values of the 



frequencies are determined. It is found that irrespective of the shell length, the high mode frequencies reach 
their maximum values for the shells reinforced in the hoop direction. 
 
Yan Qing Wang, Yu He Wan and Jean W. Zu, “Nonlinear dynamic characteristics of functionally graded 
sandwich thin nanoshells conveying fluid incorporating surface stress influence”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
135, pp 537-547, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.023 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, nonlinear dynamics of fluid-conveying functionally graded material (FGM) 
sandwich nanoshells is investigated. In order to describe the large-amplitude motion, the von Kármán nonlinear 
geometrical relations are taken into account. Compressibility and viscidity of the fluid are neglected, and the 
velocity potential and Bernoulli's equation are used to describe the fluid pressure acting on the nanoshells. 
Based on the classical shell theory and incorporating the surface stress effect, the governing equations are 
derived by using Hamilton's principle. After that, the Galerkin method is used to discretize the equation of 
motion, resulting in a set of ordinary differential equations with respect to time. The ordinary differential 
equations are solved analytically by utilizing the method of multiple scales. Results show that the surface stress 
plays important roles on the nonlinear vibration characteristics of fluid-conveying FGM sandwich thin-walled 
nanoshells. Furthermore, the fluid speed, the power-law index, the fluid mass density, the core thickness and the 
initial surface tension can also influence the vibration characteristics of fluid-conveying FGM sandwich 
nanoshells. 
 
Lin He, Cong Liu, Zhenyu Wu and Jian Yuan, “Stability analysis of an aluminum alloy assembly column in a 
modular support structure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 548-559, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.026 
ABSTRACT: Temporary structures, which are designed to be quickly erected and in service for short periods of 
time, are widely used in performances and sports competitions. This temporary characteristic requires special 
construction to be implemented. This paper presents a new modular support structure that can be used as 
temporary grandstands, stages, ski runs and disaster relief rooms. This modular support structure is composed of 
the foldable plane frame with corresponding joints. The assembly property is achieved through joint connection 
among these frames. The local folding characteristic of these plane frames improves both erection and 
transportation efficiency. As a core component of this modular support structure, the aluminum alloy assembly 
column was particularly concerned and the axial stability of the column was investigated experimentally. The 
results indicated that the use of the connection ring could improve the stability of the assembly column along 
with the connections between the foldable plane frames. Numerical analysis of the tested specimens under axial 
compression was developed. The ultimate strength, failure modes and load-displacement curves obtained from 
the numerical results agreed well with the test results. Equivalent stability factors of the assembly columns were 
calculated to further illustrate axial stability of the column. 
 
Hui-Shen Shen and Y. Xiang, “Torsional postbuckling behavior of FG-GRC laminated cylindrical shells in 
thermal environments”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 135, pp 560-574, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.025 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the buckling and postbuckling behaviors of graphene-reinforced composite 
(GRC) laminated cylindrical shells subjected to torsion in thermal environments. The GRC layers of the shell 
are arranged in a piece-wise functionally graded (FG) distribution pattern in the thickness direction and each 
layer of the shell contains different volume fraction of graphene reinforcement. The extended Halpin-Tsai 
micromechanical model is employed to determine the temperature dependent material properties of GRC layers. 
The governing equations of the GRC laminated cylindrical shells under torsion are derived based on a higher-
order shear deformation shell theory with the geometric nonlinearity being defined by the von Kármán strain-
displacement relationship. A singular perturbation technique along with a two-step perturbation approach is 
employed to determine the buckling torques and the torsional postbuckling equilibrium paths of the FG-GRC 
laminated cylindrical shells in thermal environments. The numerical results obtained reveal that the piece-wise 
FG distribution of graphene volume fraction can enhance the buckling torque and the torsional postbuckling 
strength while the rise of temperature may lead to the reduction of the torsional buckling torques and torsional 
postbuckling strength of the GRC laminated cylindrical shell. 
 



B. Shekastehband and M. Ayoubi (Faculty of Civil Engineering, Urmia University of Technology, Urmia, Iran), 
“Nonlinear dynamic instability behavior of tensegrity grids subjected to impulsive loads”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 136, pp 1-15, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.031 
ABSTRACT: Tensegrity systems have the potential of offering a high level of structural efficiency and result in 
lightweight reconfigurable structures. However, there is few actual application of the tensegrity concept in 
engineering practice, which can be mainly attributed to the inadequate knowledge concerning the mechanical 
behavior of these systems. Although, most of the performed instability analyses on tensegrity systems to date 
concern with progressive collapse under static loads, so far no investigation has been conducted on the dynamic 
instability of these systems. In this paper, two geometrically rigid configurations assembled from half-
cuboctahedron (HC) modules and crystal-cell pyramid (CP) modules under impulsive loads are analyzed, for 
demonstration purposes, with the intention of comparing critical dynamic loads to critical static loads. Also, 
other parameters, considered in this work, include the impulsive time duration, self-stress level, struts 
slenderness ratios, damping ratios, support conditions, and struts strengthening. It is found that in the 
investigated cases, as the time durations are reduced, being less than quarter of the first natural frequency, the 
critical load ratios increase and the systems are able to withstand dynamic loads that are substantially in excess 
of the critical static loads. Decreasing self-stress level by 40% in the studied HC configuration can significantly 
increase the amount of relative dynamic to static load ratio up to 193%, 177% and 170% under rectangular, 
triangular and half-wave sine loadings with time duration of 0.05 s, respectively. The increase in critical 
impulsive load capacity of the studied CP configuration is typically less than 10% for the same reduction of the 
self-stress level. There is a significant increase in dynamic loads attaining approximately 20% for an increase of 
24% in cross-section of critical struts in the studied HC configuration. 
 
Hongpeng Sun, Mingming Jia, Sumei Zhang and Yuyin Wang, “Study of buckling-restrained braces with 
concrete infilled GFRP tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 16-33, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.040 
ABSTRACT: In the proposed buckling-restrained brace (BRB), a concrete infilled glass-fibre reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) tube is used instead of a conventional concrete infilled steel tube to restrict steel inner core 
buckling. It has the following advantages: 1) The GFRP is a high-strength and flexible material available for 
structural components; 2) Its use as an outer constraint material is also a solution for poor corrosion resistance 
of the outer steel tube; In this study, 11 BRB specimens with concrete infilled GFRP tubes and 3 BRB 
specimens with concrete infilled steel tubes were designed to investigate the effects of the types of GFRP and 
constraint ratios on the hysteretic behaviour of the GFRP tube BRBs. The performance of the GFRP tube BRBs 
was also compared to the steel tube BRBs composed of three different lengths of steel tubes with the same wall 
thickness. All the GFRP tube BRB specimens had the same rectangular steel inner core and included two types 
of GFRP tubes with three different lengths and thicknesses. The medium- and long-length filaments winding 
GFRP tube BRB specimens buckled at the last stage of the test, while global buckling developed the cracks in 
the middle of the GFRP tube. All other BRB specimens didn’t buckle and underwent the complete loading 
process without degradation in stiffness and strength. The finite element models of BRBs were built using 
ABAQUS, considering the constitutive models of the GFRP, steel and concrete subjected to cyclic loading. The 
finite element model of the GFRP tube BRBs could simulate the performance of the BRBs well, and the results 
of analysis were calibrated with experimental results. All the BRB specimens exhibited good hysteretic 
behaviour, sufficient load-bearing capacity, large ductility and energy dissipation capacity. The GFRP tube 
BRBs may share the same design criteria as the traditional steel tube BRB by limiting their constraint ratios, 
and the GFRP tube may be used as an alternative to the traditional outer restraining tube especially for those 
BRBs with strict durability requirement. 
 
Ahmad Mahdian Parrany (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Vali-e-Asr University of Rafsanjan, 
Rafsanjan, Iran), “Damage detection in circular cylindrical shells using active thermography and 2-D discrete 
wavelet analysis”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 34-49, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.028 
ABSTRACT: n this paper, the ability of the active thermography as a non-destructive testing technique to detect 
internal damages in circular cylindrical shells is investigated. The transient heat transfer problem of the 
damaged structure is analyzed using the ABAQUS numerical modeling software. To reveal the defects more 



clearly, thermal data are enhanced using the two dimensional discrete wavelet transform as a post-processing 
technique. The effect of various damage parameters, including damage depth and orientation is studied. 
Meanwhile, a damage index based on the squared residual of the wavelet coefficients is proposed and its 
performance is examined. Finally, experimental studies are illustrated to confirm the efficacy of the proposed 
method and its applicability for structural diagnostics. 
 
Liping Duan and Jincheng Zhao, “GBT deformation modes for thin-walled cross-sections with circular rounded 
corners”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 64-89, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.026 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses an improved cross-section analysis approach for calculating the deformation 
modes of thin-walled cross-sections with circular rounded corners in the framework of generalized beam theory 
(GBT). In the cross-section discretization, in contrast to the classic GBT one, the circular rounded corners are 
treated as independent circular walls, and deflection functions of the corresponding circular arches, which play 
the role of basis functions, are used to approximate the in-plane displacements of any points on the corner mid-
line. Because the geometries of the circular corners are accurately modelled by curved elements, the proposed 
procedure is more efficient than those based on the polygonal approximation of the corner mid-lines. Illustrative 
cases concerning the employment of the procedure to four cold-formed cross-sections are presented to show its 
validity and potential. Through comparisons of the proposed procedure against that based on the polygonal 
approximation, it is shown that it yields accurate results with much coarser cross-section discretization. 
 
Luca Possidente, Nicola Tondini and Jean-Marc Battini, “Branch-switching procedure for post-buckling 
analysis of thin-walled steel members at elevated temperature”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 90-98, 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.012 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the effects of the geometrical imperfections in buckling analyses of plated 
steel elements at elevated temperatures and provides an alternative branch-switching procedure to perform post-
buckling analyses without introducing initial imperfections into the model. This procedure is appealing since 
the choice of appropriate imperfections in classical analyses is not straightforward, above all at elevated 
temperature. Several numerical analyses show that the choice of the imperfections is not trivial and that the 
buckling mode may vary with temperature. They also show that the proposed branch-switching procedure is an 
interesting preliminary tool to understand the instability behaviour of steel structural members. 
 
R.M. Afonso, L.M. Alves and P.A.F. Martins (IDMEC, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Av. 
Rovisco Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “On the buckling of polymer disks”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
136, pp 99-105, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.021 
ABSTRACT: This paper is focused on the stability of polymer disks subjected to uniform radial edge 
compression and proposes a methodology to determine the critical pressure at the onset of buckling. The 
methodology involves the design and fabrication of a tooling system to compress the outer disk surfaces and 
move material inward in order to apply a uniform radial pressure in the free (unconstrained) volume of the 
disks. The main objective is to circumvent the application of classical analytical solutions to polymers that 
exhibit a decrease of the stress-strain curve and negative values of the tangent modulus after initial yielding 
through determination of the critical pressure at the onset of buckling by matching the experimental and finite 
element predicted evolutions of the force vs. displacement. A lower bound stress solution is provided to perform 
a simple and fast conversion of the experimental data into the critical pressure of the polymer disk at the onset 
of buckling. The results of this investigation can be successfully applied to characterize the forming conditions 
that give rise to out-of-plane buckling deformation of the polymer centre during the production of a new 
generation of polymer-metal coins. 
 
Jian Zhang, Yueyang Wang, Wenxian Tang, Yongmei Zhu and Xilu Zhao, “Buckling of externally pressurized 
spherical caps with thickness reduction”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 129-137, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.005 
ABSTRACT: This study examined the buckling of spherical caps fabricated under different conditions of wall-
thickness reduction. The spherical caps were fabricated using photosensitive resin and had a base diameter of 
150 mm and height of 41.1 mm; they were subjected to uniform external pressure. In total, 42 spherical caps—6 
with full thickness reduction and 36 with partial thickness reduction—were fabricated through rapid 



prototyping; after their external surface and wall thickness were measured, all caps were tested to collapse to 
experimentally and numerically evaluate their buckling properties, namely buckling pressures and collapse 
modes. Moreover, the effects of site, magnitude, and range of the thickness reduction on the buckling properties 
were evaluated. Herein, the experimental and numerical results are comparatively presented in tables and 
figures. 
 
Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Xuhong Miao, Shengyao Gao and Feng Liu, “A semi analytical method for free 
vibration of composite laminated cylindrical and spherical shells with complex boundary conditions”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 200-220, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: A semi analytical method is employed to analyze free vibration behaviors of composite laminated 
cylindrical and spherical shells subject to complex boundary conditions. The analytical model is established on 
the basis of multi-segment partitioning strategy and first-order shear deformation theory. The displacement 
functions are made up of the Jacobi polynomials along axial direction and Fourier series along circumferential 
direction. In order to obtain continuity conditions and satisfy complex boundary conditions, the penalty method 
about spring technique is adopted. The solutions about free vibration behaviors of composite laminated 
cylindrical and spherical shells were obtained by approach of Rayleigh–Ritz. The convergence study and 
numerical verifications for composite laminated cylindrical and spherical shells with different boundary 
conditions, Jacobi parameters, spring parameters and truncation of permissible displacement functions are 
carried out. Through the comparison and analysis study, it is obvious that the proposed method has a good 
stable and rapid convergence property and the results of this paper closely agreed with those obtained by 
published literatures, FEM and experiment. In addition, some interesting results about free vibration 
characteristics of composite laminated cylindrical and spherical shells are investigated. 
 
H. Naderian, R. Sanches, O. Mercan, P.J. Kushner, M. Azhari and H. Ronagh, “Stability of stiffened cruciform 
steel columns under shear and compression by the complex finite strip method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
136, pp 221-234, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.023 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the stability of steel columns with cruciform section under uniform 
compressive and shear stresses. The complex finite strip method (CFSM) is employed to solve the buckling of 
open thin-walled steel columns. CFSM results are validated against other numerical techniques. CFSM has high 
convergence, accuracy and superior computational efficiency. Due to the use of complex functions, it can also 
capture shear buckling. The influence of longitudinal stiffeners and section geometry on the buckling behavior 
of stiffened cruciform sections is investigated. The buckling behavior of cruciform sections is compared against 
U, I, and T section steel columns. 
 
Quang-Viet Vu, George Papazafeiropoulos, Carlos Graciano and Seung-Eock Kim, “Optimum linear buckling 
analysis of longitudinally multi-stiffened steel plates subjected to combined bending and shear”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 136, pp 235-245, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.008 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the optimum positions of multiple (two) longitudinal stiffeners for steel plates 
subjected to pure bending, and combined bending and shear forces, are investigated by using the gradient-based 
interior point optimization algorithm. An eigenvalue analysis is performed by means of the finite element 
method, and an optimization algorithm is employed to maximize the buckling coefficients until attaining the 
optimum position of the stiffeners under various loading conditions. In order to ensure the accuracy of the 
method, the results obtained from this research are compared with analogous results found in the literature. 
Based on this study, the optimal location of a single and two longitudinal stiffeners are recommended for plates 
under pure bending. In addition, the interaction curves between the optimum stiffener location and bending-
shear ratio for plates subjected to combined bending and shear forces are proposed for practical design. 
 
Henrique Barbosa Soares, Rodrigo Ribeiro Paccola and Humberto Breves Coda (São Carlos School of 
Engineering, University of São Paulo, Av. Trabalhador São Carlense, 400, ZIP 13566-590, São Carlos, SP, 
Brazil), “Unconstrained vector positional shell FEM formulation applied to thin-walled members instability 
analysis”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 246-257, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.016 
ABSTRACT: In this study, for the first time, we present a shell finite element based on positions and 
generalized vectors for instability analysis of thin-walled members. The presence of generalized vectors and 



transverse strain enhancement guarantee to the proposed formulation a good representation of strain and stress 
fields inside the element, allowing the use of complete three-dimensional constitutive law without any locking. 
The proposed formulation is total Lagrangian and naturally covers large displacement modeling. In past studies, 
the presence of generalized vectors limited the connection of shell portions or non-tangential panels, making it 
difficult to model thin-walled members. To solve this problem, a strategy to ensure the connection between non-
coplanar elements, considering the stiffness of the connecting material, is originally developed and presented in 
this paper. In numerical examples we explore differences among buckling load achieved using small 
displacements and first limit points (or bifurcation points) using large displacements. The influence and the 
sensitivity of the connection stiffness are also tested when comparing these values. Results are validated against 
literature reference values and new examples are proposed to show the applicability of the positional 
formulation. 
 
M. Javani (1), Y. Kiani (2) and M.R. Eslami (1) 
(1) Mechanical Engineering Department, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran 
(2) Faculty of Engineering, Shahrekord University, Shahrekord, Iran 
“Free vibration of arbitrary thick FGM deep arches using unconstrained higher-order shear deformation theory”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 258-266, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.020 
ABSTRACT: Natural frequencies of circular deep arches made of functionally graded materials (FGMs) with 
general boundary conditions are obtained in this research based on the unconstrained higher-order shear 
deformation theory taking into account the depth change, complete effects of shear deformation, and rotary 
inertia. The material properties are assumed to vary continuously through the thickness direction of the arch. 
Displacement field within the arch is obtained through expansion up to an arbitrary order. Governing 
differential equations of the in-plane vibration are derived using Hamilton's principle. These equations are 
solved numerically utilizing the differential quadrature method (DQM) formulation. In order to illustrate the 
validity and accuracy of the presented results, results are compared with the available data in the open literature. 
Afterwards, novel numerical results are given for free vibration behaviour of the FGM deep arches with various 
boundary conditions. 
 
Chong Ren, Binhua Wang and Xianzhong Zhao, “Numerical predictions of distortional-global buckling 
interaction of perforated rack uprights in compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 292-301, March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.010 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a numerical investigation into distortional-global buckling interaction of 
cold-formed steel perforated rack uprights when subject to axial compression. The numerical modelling strategy 
is carefully validated against existing experimental data. The strengths and failure modes of perforated uprights 
obtained from finite element analysis are compared with design strengths predicted using the direct strength 
method (DSM). The comparisons indicate that the ultimate strengths predicted by the current DSM are unsafe 
for perforated rack uprights. Hence, modifications on the DSM formulae were proposed and are presented by 
considering the interaction of distortional and global buckling modes for perforated rack uprights. 
 
M.Z. Naser and N.V. Degtyareva, “Temperature-induced instability in cold-formed steel beams with slotted 
webs subject to shear”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 292-301, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.030 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) is an emerging construction material that has been gaining momentum 
over the past few years. While the behavior of structural members made of CFS has been extensively studied at 
ambient conditions, the performance of these members under extreme events such as that associated with fire, is 
yet to be understood. In order to bridge this knowledge gap, this paper presents outcome of numerical studies 
aimed at understanding fire response of CFS beams. More specifically, this study explores the effect of 
temperature-induced shear-based instability on response of C-shaped CFS beams with slotted webs. For 
studying this phenomenon, a three-dimensional nonlinear numerical model is developed using the finite element 
(FE) simulation environment; ANSYS. The developed FE model is designed to incorporate temperature-
dependent material properties as well as to account for unique geometric features and restraint conditions, as to 
accurately trace thermal and structural response of CFS beams. Once validated, the developed model was 
utilized to examine the effect of a number of factors namely; channel depth, web perforation pattern, as well as 
boundary conditions, on temperature-induced buckling susceptibility of CFS beams. The obtained results 



showed that these examined factors can significantly affect shear response of CFS channels with slotted webs at 
elevated temperatures. Findings observed from FE simulations were also shown to agree with that obtained 
from especially derived design expressions that give due consideration to geometric features and temperature-
dependent material properties of slotted webs. This study concludes that in order to accurately capture the 
response of fire-exposed CFS beams, an accurate presentation of geometric and material features in such 
members is essential. 
 
You-Xing Hua, Lin-Hai Han, Qing-Li Wang and Chao Hou, “Behaviour of square CFST beam-columns under 
conbined sustained load and corrosion: Experiments”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 136, pp 353-366, March 
2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.037 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental study on concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) beam-columns 
with square sections under combined sustained load and chloride corrosion. A total of 11 specimens (including 
7 CFST members and 4 reference hollow steel tubes designed for comparison) were tested under 120-day 
sustained load in accelerated chloride corrosion environment and then loaded to failure. The main test 
parameters include load ratio (ratio between the long-term sustained load and the ultimate capacity of the 
specimen under short-term loading) and corrosion depth. The failure modes, full-range load-displacement 
relationship, load-strain relationship and ductility were measured and compared. Based on the experimental 
observation, mechanism of CFST beam-column members under the combined effects of sustained load and 
chloride corrosion was discussed and compared to the reference hollow steel tubes. Traditional design methods 
were modified for the consideration of combined sustained load and corrosion, which were calibrated and 
evaluated against the test results. 
 
Ali Bigeli an Mohammad Damghani Nouri (Mechanical Engineering, Semnan University, Semnan, Iran), “A 
crushing analysis and multi-objective optimization of thin-walled five-cell structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 137, pp 1-18, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.033 
ABSTRACT: The present paper introduces two types of inner cellularization geometry in the thin-walled 
cylinders derived from previous studies on this area of subject. Novel geometries were proposed in this 
research. These configurations were the result of modifications to the previous works. Moreover, these 
absorbers were proposed to increase the specific energy absorption, reduce the peak energy, and improve 
crushing. The maximum Specific Energy Absorption (SEA), minimum Initial Peak Crushing Force (IPCF) 
under quasi-static axial compression test at the rate of 10 mm/min, and thickness and height parameters of the 
thin-walled cylinder and length of the inner square's sides were considered the design variables to achieve the 
optimal state. In the present work, two DOEs (design of experiment) were performed in Design-Expert in 
accordance with the given surfaces for both geometries of the thin-walled cylinder's inner cores. Subsequently, 
for further investigation, the experimental results were compared with those obtained from the finite element 
simulation in Abaqus, revealing the desirable accuracy of the results. Finally, by applying the equations derived 
from the proposed model to each of the responses and geometries, their optimal states were obtained using both 
the desirability approach in Design-Expert and the MOPSO method in MATLAB. Thickness had the highest 
impact on both configurations. Moreover, the optimal thickness for both configurations was 1.4 mm in the 
selected range. As regards the multi-objective function, the best inner square edge lengths for the C2R and S2R 
configurations were the central and upper limits, respectively. Finally, the cylinder heights for the C2R and S2R 
geometries were 174 and 153 mm, respectively. 
 
Mahyar Maali, Mahmut Kilic, Zeynep Yaman, Elif Agcakoca, Abdulkadir Cuneyt Aydin (Primarily from: 
Engineering Faculty, Department of Civil Engineering, Ataturk University, 25030 Erzurum, Turkey), “Buckling 
and post-buckling behavior of various dented cylindrical shells using CFRP strips subjected to uniform external 
pressure: Comparison of theoretical and experimental data”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 29-39, April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.042 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled circular cylindrical shells are used in many civil engineering applications. Any initial 
geometric imperfections and the type of applied load determine the buckling and the post buckling of 
cylindrical thin-walled shell structures. Fourteen thin-walled cylindrical shell models in two groups (labelled 
without CFRP and with CFRP) with different dent directions (H= horizontal, V= vertical and D= 45° diagonal 
direction) and dent depths (2tc and 4tc) subjected to external pressure were tested in the present research (tc is the 



thickness of the cylindrical shell). The results of testing under different theories and codes are compared. 
Moreover, the results are identified and investigated in the present experimental research. 
 
S. Chahardoli, A. Alavi Nia and Mehrdad Asadi (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Bu-
Ali Sina University, Hamedan, Iran), “Parametric investigation of the mechanical behavior of expanding-
folding absorbers and their implementation in sandwich panels core”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 53-
66, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.003 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled energy absorbers are one of the common structures that are used in vehicle body for 
increasing the crashworthiness and consequently decreasing injuries. Investigated new type of thin-walled 
aluminum matrix and a thin-walled steel punch energy absorber structure has been investigated in this paper. 
Energy is absorbed as the matrix expansion followed by simultaneous matrix and punch folding. Present study 
proposes a sandwich panel based on expanding-folding absorber units to evaluate their crush mechanism. 
Parametric study has been done using finite element code LS-DYNA while experimental tests have been 
implemented to validate the FE model. The panels have been tested under three axial quasi-static loading 
conditions including a rigid half-cylinder and a rigid plate. Parametric study considers the punch angle, matrix 
thickness and punch thickness. The optimum structure based on energy absorption has then been used as a 
structural member in the sandwich panel until a panel with high specific energy absorption be introduced. Also 
it have been seen that all the curves for the expansion section can be estimated using polynomial second order 
functions, with a high accuracy. 
 
Moussa Leblouba, Samer Barakat, Mohamed Maalej, Salah Al-Toubat and Abdul Saboor Karzad (Department 
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates), 
“Normalized shear strength of trapezoidal corrugated steel webs: Improved modeling and uncertainty 
propagation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 67-80, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.034 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of mathematical models for estimating the shear 
strength of trapezoidal-corrugated steel webs. The existing database of experimental data on trapezoidal 
corrugated steel web beams and girders is updated by adding more test results, yielding a total of 144 tests. The 
three-parameter model, previously developed by the authors based on Richards equation is reduced to a two-
parameter improved version based on Hill equation. Both models were found to have, essentially, the same 
performance when compared against test results of the updated database. Based on the Akaike Information 
Criterion, the new model was retained. The performance of the improved and previously published models is 
reviewed and tested against the updated database of test results. It was found that the improved model 
performed better than the existing models in many aspects. An uncertainty analysis was performed on the 
proposed model considering both, geometric and material parameters as random variables. Bootstrapping and 
the Point Estimate Method (PEM) were employed to propagate uncertainty and construct confidence intervals 
for the normalized shear strength. It was found that, overall, the coefficient of variation of the normalized shear 
strength increases with the slenderness ratio. 
 
Amir M. Yousefi, James B.P. Lim and G. Charles Clifton (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The 
University of Auckland, New Zealand), “Web crippling strength of perforated cold-formed ferritic stainless steel 
unlipped channels with restrained flanges under one-flange loadings”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 94-
105, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.002 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled stainless steel channels are becoming more widely used in the residential and 
commercial sectors because of their high corrosion resistance, especially in situations where low maintenance is 
required. However, there is a need also for web perforations for ease of installation of services; as a result such 
sections are susceptible to crippling in the web, particularly under concentrated loads applied near to the web 
perforations. This paper considers the use of perforated cold-formed ferritic stainless steel unlipped channels 
with restrained flanges subject to interior-one-flange and end-one-flange loadings, known as one-flange 
loadings. A total of 288 results are presented, comprising 18 laboratory and 270 numerical results. The 
numerical analysis in this paper uses nonlinear quasi-static finite element analysis with an implicit integration 
scheme. A comprehensive parametric study is described to determine web crippling strength reduction factors 
for different sizes of web perforations and cross-section dimensions. It is noted that no cold-formed stainless 
steel standard provides strength reduction factors for any one-flange loading. The strength reduction factors are 



first compared to reduction factors previously recommended for lipped cold-formed stainless steel channels. It 
is found that these existing equations are unreliable and unconservative for unlipped channels by as much as 
20%. From both laboratory and finite element results, web crippling design equations are proposed for 
perforated channels under one-flange loadings; the proposed equations are shown to be reliable when compared 
against laboratory and numerical results. 
 
Chen Yan, Yonghui Wang, Ximei Zhai, Lingzhao Meng and Hongyuan Zhou (Primarily from: Key Lab of 
Structures Dynamic Behavior and Control of the Ministry of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 
150090, China), “Experimental study on curved steel-concrete-steel sandwich shells under concentrated load by 
a hemi-spherical head”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 117-128, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.007 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich shells, which are combined with steel plates, concrete core 
and shear connectors, are usually applied as protective structures in the civil engineering. In this paper, nine 
curved SCS sandwich shells subjected to concentrated load by a hemi-spherical head were tested to obtain the 
failure characteristic, ultimate strength and load–displacement response. The finite element (FE) models of 
curved SCS sandwich shells were also established by using LS-DYNA. The accuracies of the FE models were 
verified by comparing the load–displacement curves, local and global deformation between the experimental 
results and FE predictions. The factors influencing the ultimate strength and deformation behavior of curved 
SCS sandwich shells were analysed, including concrete core and steel plate thickness, top to bottom steel plate 
thickness ratio and spacing of shear connectors. Through experiments and numerical simulations, three failure 
modes could be summarized. It was also found that increasing concrete core and top steel plate thickness and 
reducing the spacing of shear connectors could increase yield strength and ultimate strength of curved SCS 
sandwich shell. The increase of concrete core and steel plate thickness also led to higher energy absorption 
capacity; whereas, the spacing of shear connectors showed little effect on energy absorption capacity. 
 
Bin Xu, Cheng Wang and Wenlong Xu (State Key Laboratory of Explosion Science and Technology, Beijing 
Institute of Technology, Beijing 100081, China), “An efficient energy absorber based on fourfold-tube nested 
circular tube system”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 143-150, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.026 
ABSTRACT: In order to develop an efficient energy absorption structure for protecting equipment against 
impact and blast shock, this research proposes a fourfold-tube system (FT) consisting of four tubes. Its 
performance was analyzed experimentally (quasi-static test) and numerical simulation with FE (finite element) 
models. The deformation mode of the FT system was described in detail by simulation and experiment. With 
the collapse of the outer tube, the upper inner tubes were pushed towards both sides of the lower inner tube, 
then three inner tubes are side-by-side in the outer tube and all the tubes were collapsed simultaneously, 
therefore the stress transmits to the protected structure to be distributed more evenly. As a consequence, the 
protection capability of the nested tube system is improved by enhancing energy absorption capacity and the 
robustness of deformation mode. The performance of FT system was compared with that of the triple-tube 
system (TT) and single-tube system (ST), both the experimental result and simulation results show that the FT 
system can provide the most stable deformed mode and the highest energy absorption efficiency. For mild-steel 
nested tube systems, the energy absorbed by the FT system is larger than that of the TT system by 30%, so the 
defense ability of the FT system is better than the TT system. The deformation mode of the FT system under 
dynamic load tested experimentally, the results prove that the nested system can works as expected at high 
strain rates. Finally, the FT system was tested with two type of dynamic loading conditions, impact and blast 
shock. The results demonstrate that the FT system can provide the most efficient impact force reduction and 
blast mitigation in protecting the structures from damage under impact and shock wave from the explosion. 
 
Kshitij Kumar Yadav and Simos Gerasimidis (First author is from: Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, University of Massachusetts Amherst, 130 Natural Resources Road, Amherst, MA 01003, United 
States), “Instability of thin steel cylindrical shells under bending”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 151-
166, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.043 
ABSTRACT: Bending of steel cylindrical shells is generally characterized by the interaction among ovalization, 
bifurcation, and material plasticity when the slenderness of the shell is relatively low. It is a nonlinear 
phenomenon, which is dictated by buckling-sensitivity of the shells to imperfections. The behavior of 



cylindrical shells under bending and its imperfection sensitivity have not been yet fully understood for all the 
range of dimensions. This study investigates the buckling behavior and imperfection sensitivity of thin steel 
cylindrical shells under pure bending, focusing on a specific range of slendernesses, which are commonly found 
in energy structures such as tall wind turbine towers (60 < R/t < 120). The inelastic localized buckling 
instability is studied using computational methods to assess the critical load of the thin steel cylindrical shells. 
One of the main goals is to predictively describe the buckling sensitivity of the shells and to the provide 
relationships between the knockdown factor and geometric imperfections. In addition, an extensive study has 
been done to investigate the impact of steel strain-hardening models on the bending behavior. Four types of 
plasticity models are utilized to observe the effect of strain-hardening models on the bending behavior and 
imperfection sensitivity of the thin steel cylindrical shells: a bilinear and three versions of the Ramberg-Osgood 
plasticity model. 
 
Czeslaw Szymczak and Marcin Kujawa (Primarily from: Gdańsk University of Technology, G. Narutowicza 
11/12, 13, 80-233 Gdańsk Poland), “Buckling and initial post-local buckling behaviour of cold-formed channel 
member flange”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 177-184, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: The initial post-buckling behaviour of a cold-formed channel member flange after its local 
buckling is investigated. An axially compressed column or beam subjected to pure bending is considered. The 
member material is assumed to follow a linear stress-strain relationship. The governing non-linear differential 
equation of the problem is derived using the minimum total potential energy principle. An approximate solution 
for the equation is found by means of the perturbation approach, which allows obtaining the critical buckling 
stress and the initial post-buckling equilibrium path. The bifurcation point is shown to be symmetric and stable. 
The proposed analytical solution is compared with finite element method (FEM) and finite strip method (FSM) 
results to check the validity and range of applicability. 
 
Zhi-jia Zhang, Qian-cheng Zhang, Fei-chen Li, Jian-wen Yang, Ji-wu Liu, Zhan-yi Liu and Feng Jin (Primarily 
from: State Key Laboratory for Strength and Vibration of Mechanical Structures, Xi'an Jiaotong University, 
Xi’an 710049, PR China), “Modal characteristics of micro-perforated sandwich beams with square honeycomb-
corrugation hybrid cores: A mixed experimental-numerical study”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 185-
196, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.004 
ABSTRACT: Modal performance of micro-perforated sandwich beams with honeycomb-corrugation hybrid 
cores was investigated. Finite element methods and modal analysis techniques have been used to predict their 
vibration characteristics (i.e. their natural frequencies and mode shapes). It is shown that the natural frequencies 
of sandwich beam with micro-perforation are slightly lower than those of corresponding order of sandwich 
beam without micro-perforation based on the experimental and three-dimensional finite element calculated 
results. To reveal the effect of micro-perforation diameters on the natural frequencies of sandwich beams, a 
dimensionless frequency parameter was proposed. The results demonstrate that the frequency parameter of 
sandwich panels decrease near-linearly with the increase of micro-perforation ratio. In addition, the frequency 
parameter is sensitive not to such parameters as the face sheet thickness ratio, the slenderness ratio of 
corrugated member and the relative density of filling honeycomb, but to the configuration of micro-perforation. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Fujian Tang, Yizheng Chen, Yan Tang and Genda Chen (Primarily from: Department of Civil, 
Architectural and Environmental Engineering, Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO 
65401, USA), “Elastic and inelastic buckling of thin-walled steel liners encased in circular host pipes under 
external pressure and thermal effects”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 213-223, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.044 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to develop an analytical solution for the elastic buckling pressure and its 
corresponding equilibrium path of confined, thin-walled liners subjected to temperature variations. The 
admissible radial displacement function and the minimum potential energy of liners are employed to establish 
the equations of equilibrium. The steel liners are modelled with two-dimensional finite elements for both elastic 
and inelastic behaviors. The elastic buckling pressure and the equilibrium path from the computational model 
are in excellent agreement with the analytical predictions. The analytical solutions for elastic liners and the 
numerical results for inelastic liners with material and geometric nonlinearities compare well with their 
respective test results available in the literature. Parametric studies are performed in terms of temperature 



variation, out-of-roundness imperfection, non-uniform liner-pipe gap, pipe supporting medium flexibility, and 
steel liner yield strength. 
 
Wenfeng Du, Qi Liu, Zhiyong Zhou and Nasim Uddin (Primarily from: College of Civil Engineering & 
Architecture, Henan University, Kaifeng 475004, China), “Experimental investigation of innovative composite 
folded thin cylindrical concrete shell structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 224-230, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposed an innovative composite folded thin shell structure consisting of concrete, 
expanded polystyrene foam (EPS), and glass-fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) to improve the mechanical 
performance of the traditional concrete thin shell structure. This light weight structure was investigated through 
a scaled model test to characterize the load bearing behavior. For comparison the corresponding concrete thin 
shell and the concrete folded shell were also undergone loading tests. The results demonstrate that the bearing 
capacity of the composite folded thin shell is 4.876 times that of the concrete thin shell and 1.219 time that of 
the concrete folded shell respectively. The typical failure mode of composite folded thin shells is the crush of 
the top concrete layer at the mid-span. The presence of the bottom GFRP face sheet and the EPS core can 
effectively slow down the appearance of initial cracks in the concrete layer. The destruction of the composite 
folded thin shell shows a good ductility characteristic when compared with other two shells. 
 
Zhixin Huang and Xiong Zhang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 
Wuhan 430074, Hubei, PR China), “Three-point bending of thin-walled rectangular section tubes with 
indentation mode”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 231-250, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.015 
ABSTRACT: The local indentation and bending collapse are two typical energy dissipation mechanisms of 
thin-walled tubes under lateral impacts. These two mechanisms are always developed simultaneously for tubes 
under three-point bending, but there are still few studies concerned with this phenomenon. This paper addresses 
the indentation mode of thin-walled tubes under three-point bending. Quasi-static experimental tests are 
conducted first for square tubes with particular dimensions, and the nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA is 
then used to simulate the tests. Parametrical studies are conducted to analyze the influence of geometrical 
parameters on deformed shapes and force response. Results show that the span, wall thickness and punch 
diameter have significant influence on the response of tubes, while the sectional width has a small influence. On 
the basis of the analysis of energy dissipation mechanisms, a theoretical model is proposed to predict the force 
response of thin-walled tubes. Ideal rigid perfectly-plastic material assumption and the dimensional analysis 
method are employed to help derive the force-displacement characteristics. Finally, the theoretical predictions 
are validated by experiments and simulation results of thin-walled rectangular tubes with a wide range of 
geometric parameters. 
 
Gustavo Y. Matsubara, Eduardo de M. Batista and Guilherme C. Salles (Civil Engineering Program, COPPE, 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, C.P. 68506, Rio de Janeiro, RJ 21945-972, Brazil), “Lipped channel cold-
formed steel columns under local-distortional buckling mode interaction”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 
251-270, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.041 
ABSTRACT: The present research is aimed at verifying design rules for cold-formed steel (CFS) members 
under axial compression when local-distortional buckling modes (LD) is achieved. Sets of experimental results 
previously available were applied to calibrate a shell finite element model addressed to survey the structural 
behavior of CFS lipped channels under LD bucking interaction. A large range of distortional-local slenderness 
ratio was considered in order to obtain numerical results of LD interaction including strong and weak 
interaction conditions. Based on both experimental and numerical results, the nature of LD interaction was 
assessed and the column strength variation was observed according with the representative slenderness 
variables, λL, λD and RλDL, respectively local and distortional slenderness factors and distortional-local slenderness 
ratio λD/λL. The column strength variation was established based on the Winter-type equation, conceived to cover 
the complete range of LD interaction. The proposed solution follows the direct strength method concept, is easy 
to apply and accurate enough for the structural design of lipped CFS columns. Additional research is under way 
to include other CFS types in the proposed design approach. 
 



S.V. Levyakov (Department of Engineering Mathematics, Novosibirsk State Technical University, 630092, 
Novosibirsk, Russian Federation), “Wrinkling of pressurized circular functionally graded plates under thermal 
loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 284-294, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.029 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the possibility of bifurcation buckling from axisymmetrical equilibrium 
states of a heated circular plate with immovable edge. The plate is composed of a functionally graded material 
whose mechanical and physical properties are varied in the thickness direction according to the power law. 
Because of high compressive circumferential stresses that develop near the edge, the symmetrically deformed 
plate can buckle into asymmetric equilibrium configurations characterized by local circumferential waves 
(wrinkles). The problem of determining wrinkling thermal loads is formulated using the von Karman nonlinear 
plate theory based on the concept of physically neutral surface and solved by the power series method. The 
existence of wrinkling loads is examined for various pressure levels and boundary conditions. The calculation 
results are compared to the finite-element solution obtained by a general-purpose shell element. 
 
Xiaolin Deng and Wangyu Liu (Primarily from: School of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering, South 
China University of Technology, Guangzhou 510641, China), “Multi-objective optimization of thin-walled 
sandwich tubes with lateral corrugated tubes in the middle for energy absorption”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
137, pp 303-317, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.040 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures are widely used in energy absorbing devices attributed to their light weight 
and excellent energy absorption efficiency. In this paper, an innovative sandwich sinusoidal lateral corrugated 
tubes (SSLCTs) was proposed. It consists of the outer circular tubes (OCTs), the inner circular tubes (ICTs) and 
a new type of lateral corrugated tubes (LCTs) with a sinusoidal cross-section in the middle. Systematic 
crashworthiness study for SSLCTs is carried out with multi-objective optimization design. The results show that 
the wall thickness of ICTs plays an important role in the specific energy absorption, while the wall thickness of 
OCTs plays a major role in initial peak force. The multi-objective optimizations of SSLCTs with N = 6 and 
N = 10 were performed. The optimization results show that the Pareto frontier coverage is wider for SSLCTs 
with N = 6 than N = 10. But these two different SSLCTs get almost identical optimal solutions. Finally, the 
interaction effects were also studied and it was found that the highest initial peak force was reduced by 22.39%, 
and the specific energy absorption was increased by 16.75% compared to the separate compression of 
individual tube. 
 
Andre Reis, Nuno Lopes and Paulo Vila Real (RISCO - University of Aveiro, Department of Civil Engineering, 
Campus Universitário de Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal), “Ultimate shear strength of steel plate girders at 
normal and fire condtions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 318-330, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.013 
ABSTRACT: Shear buckling resistance is one of the most important load cases to be considered when 
designing steel plate girders with slender cross-sections. However, there is a lack of guidance for the fire design 
of steel plate girders subjected to shear buckling. After the evaluation of the contribution from the flanges to 
shear buckling resistance in previous works, an extended numerical analysis has been carried out, dealing with 
the evaluation of the shear buckling resistance of steel plate girders at both normal and elevated temperatures. 
The numerical results have been compared with those obtained from the application of the Eurocode 3 (EC3) 
design expressions. A methodology for analysis of the results, which considers three failure zones based on 
shear-bending interaction diagram, has been used in order to compare the numerical results with the analytical 
expressions. Moreover, maintaining the EC3 principles, a new expression for the contribution from the web to 
shear buckling resistance is presented for both normal and elevated temperatures. Finally, a study on the 
influence of the girders geometrical relations on the increase of strength provided by the rigid end post has been 
performed. 
 
Shitang Ke, Hao Wang and Yaojun Ge (Primarily from: College of Aerospace Engineering, Nanjing University 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China), “Comparison of stationary and non-stationary wind-
induced responses of a super-large cooling tower based on field measurements”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
137, pp 331-346, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.017 
ABSTRACT: Recent measurements made by our research group of a super-large cooling tower indicate that its 
fluctuations in wind-induced responses exhibit a degree of nonstationarity, echoing similar observations 



reported for other structures. This might cause errors in estimates of extreme responses and misunderstanding of 
wind-induced effects if nonstationarity is neglected. In this study, the wind-induced response signals of a super-
large cooling tower (height 190 m) in a coastal region were measured for the first time under real Reynolds 
number and turbulent flow conditions. After noise reduction had been performed, nonstationarity of the signals 
was identified within various time intervals. The mean wind effect, pulsating wind effect, probability density 
distribution, dynamic amplification factor, and extreme responses of the super-large cooling tower were studied 
based on stationary and non-stationary models. Finally, the power spectral density (PSD) and evolutionary 
power spectral density (EPSD) of the wind-induced response signal were analyzed. The resonance spectral 
expression of wind-induced responses at resonance excitation points, which is applicable to super-large cooling 
towers, is summarized. The wind-induced responses presented strong nonstationarity. Non-stationary models 
that consider response nonstationarity are important in the authentic assessment of the extreme responses of 
super-large cooling towers. The extreme constant calculated by the stationary model cannot provide an adequate 
assurance rate and reduces the economic efficiency of extreme response estimates. The vibration energy 
distributions of resonance excitation points in different regions of the cooling tower were similar, but the PSD 
functions at quasi-static points were dramatically different from each other. The energy distribution of the 
resonant excitation points showed a phased trend, and the proposed resonance spectral expression considers 
three stages of variation in the PSD function of the responses to achieve high predictive accuracy. 
 
Felipe Franzoni, Falk Odermann, Dirk Wilckens, Eduards Skukis, Kaspars Kalnins, Mariano Andres Arbelo and 
Richard Degenhardt (Primarily from: DLR, Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems, 
Braunschweig, Germany), “Assessing the axial buckling load of a pressurized orthotropic cylindrical shell 
through vibration correlation technique”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 353-366, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.009 
ABSTRACT: Traditional buckling experiments of imperfection-sensitive structures like cylindrical shells can 
cause the permanent failure of the specimen. Nevertheless, an experimental campaign is crucial for validation of 
the design and numerical models. There is, therefore, interest in nondestructive methods to estimate the 
buckling load of such structures from the prebuckling stage. The vibration correlation technique allows 
determining the buckling load without reaching the instability point. Recently, a novel empirical vibration 
correlation technique based on the effects of initial imperfections on the first vibration mode demonstrated 
interesting results when applied to composite and metallic unstiffened cylindrical shells. In this context, this 
paper explores this novel approach for determining the axial buckling load of a metallic orthotropic skin-
dominated cylindrical shell under internal pressure, which represents a simplified downscaled model of a 
launcher propellant tank. An experimental campaign consisting of buckling tests and noncontact vibration 
measurements for different axial load levels is conducted considering the specimen without and with three 
different internal pressure levels. The experimental results validate the above-mentioned vibration correlation 
technique for determining the axial buckling load of pressurized cylindrical shells. Moreover, finite element 
models are calibrated in order to evaluate the frequency variation within a broader and dense range of the axial 
loading leading to an assessment of the considered maximum load level and number of load steps as related to 
the deviation of the estimation. The results corroborate the applicability of the vibration correlation technique as 
a nondestructive experimental procedure to assess the axial buckling load of imperfection-sensitive orthotropic 
skin-dominated cylindrical shells under internal pressure. 
 
Junyuan Zhang, Bingquan Lu, Danfeng Zheng and Zhongyu Li (State Key Laboratory of Automobile 
Simulation and Control, Jilin University, Changchun 130000, China), “Axial crushing theory of metal-FRP 
hybrid square tubes wrapped with antisymmetric angle-ply”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 367-376, 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.005 
ABSTRACT: Hybrid square tubes wrapping fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) around metallic tubes are excellent 
structures for both collision energy absorption and lightweight. This paper deals with axial crushing theory of 
hybrid square tubes wrapped with antisymmetric angle-ply. The energy dissipation mechanism of hybrid square 
tubes is analyzed based on deformation of metallic square tubes. Considering the effects of stacking sequences 
of FRP on the crashworthiness and energy absorption, theoretical expressions of the membrane force and fully 
plastic bending moments per unit length of hybrid squares tube are derived. Then, the expression of mean 
crushing force of hybrid square tubes wrapped with antisymmetric angle-ply is established. Theoretical 



predictions compare well with the results of three groups of experiments and forty simulation models. The 
theoretical calculation presented in this paper can predict the behavior of hybrid square tubes during the 
conceptual design. 
 
Wentao He, Lu Yao, Xiangjian Meng, Guangyong Sun, De Xie and Jingxi Liu (First author is from: College of 
Engineering, Ocean University of China, Qingdao 266100, China), “Effect of structural parameters on low-
velocity impact behavior of aluminum honeycomb sandwich structures with CFRP face sheets”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 137, pp 411-432, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: This paper systematically investigates the low-velocity impact response and resulting damage 
behavior of aluminum honeycomb sandwich structures with carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) face sheets 
by combining the experimental and numerical methods. Low-velocity impact tests are conducted to determine 
and quantify the effects of structural parameters, such as face sheet thickness, cell wall thickness, honeycomb 
core height and hexagon side length, on the impact load, energy absorption, and failure mode. To further 
elucidate the impact behavior, a user VUMAT subroutine is developed to predict the progressive failure 
behavior of composite face sheets. Numerical simulation is performed to characterize the impact response and 
explore the deformation/failure mechanisms. The predicted impact load, energy absorption, contact time and 
failure mode agree well with measured counterparts. These studies reveal the face sheet thickness has 
particularly significant influence on the impact resistance performance of honeycomb structures. Cell wall 
thickness and side length of honeycomb core have notable effect on the impact load and structural stiffness of 
such structures, while which do not play a great role in energy absorption. Increase in core height has 
comparatively little effect on initial stiffness and energy absorption but makes the second peak loads decreasing 
for the perforation cases. 
 
Vuong Nguyen Van Do, Thanh Hi Ong and Chin-Hyung Lee (First author is from: Applied Computational 
Civil and Structural Engineering Research Group, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam), “Isogeometric analysis for nonlinear buckling of FGM plates under various types of 
thermal gradients”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 448-462, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.024 
ABSTRACT: This study attempts at analyzing buckling responses of functionally graded material (FGM) plates 
under diverse types of thermal loadings. An accurate and effective numerical approach based on isogeometric 
analysis (IGA) to predict the nonlinear thermal buckling behavior is developed. A refined higher-order shear 
deformation theory (HSDT) which accounts for the geometric nonlinearity in the von Kármán sense is 
presented and used to derive the equilibrium and governing equations for FGM plate in thermal environments. 
Two different types of transverse shear functions are considered in the refined HSDT. IGA uses non-uniform 
rational B-spline (NURBS) basis functions which enable to accomplish easily the smoothness of arbitrary 
continuity order. Thus, the present method satisfies the C1-continuity of the displacement field required by the 
proposed HSDT. Several numerical examples involving buckling behavior of various kinds of FGM plates 
subjected to uniform, linear and nonlinear temperature distributions across the thickness are simulated, and the 
results are compared to the analytical solutions for the verification purpose. Parametric studies are also carried 
out on FGM plates under the different through-thickness temperature variations to scrutinize the thermal 
buckling features. Temperature gradient through the thickness by the one-dimensional (1-D) heat conduction 
and thermal profile developed by the three-dimensional (3-D) heat conduction are also taken into account. 
Results demonstrate that the proposed IGA method can be used as an accurate and effective numerical tool for 
analyzing the thermal buckling responses of FGM plates, and the 3-D heat conduction needs to be considered in 
the buckling analysis of FGM plates subjected to thermal conduction. 
 
Xu-dong Zhi, Shao-bo Qi and Feng Fan (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behaviour and Control of the Ministry 
of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Temporal and spatial pressure 
distribution characteristics of hemispherical shell structure subjected to external explosion”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 137, pp 472-486, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.021 
ABSTRACT: It is necessary to master the propagation and distribution of the overpressure on a building under 
an explosive load before an anti-explosion design is achieved. However, there is very less available test data 
which can be applicable to multi-curved large-span space structure under a surface burst. In this work, a series 
of tests were performed to study the wave diffraction behaviour of a hemispherical structure by changing the 



nearest distance between the charge and structure and TNT equivalent. The purpose of the experiment was to 
develop an experimental dataset which could evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the numerical model. A 
simplified method to study the blast load distribution on the hemispherical structure was proposed by numerical 
and geometric analysis. The numerical results showed that the peak overpressure, impulse, blast wave front 
arrival time, and positive phase duration were highly dependent on the span–distance ratio and span–charge 
ratio, which affect the significance of the reflecting and shielding effects. For a convenient engineering 
application, a series of pseudo-analytical formulas were suggested to estimate the pressure–time histories for an 
ideal hemisphere structure. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Junxing Zheng and Ronglu Wang (First author is from: Dept. of Civil, Construction and 
Environmental Engineering, Iowa State Univ., 484 Town Engineering Building, Ames, IA 50011, United 
States), “Effect of grouting voids on the elastic buckling of confined pipe liners subjected to uniform pressure”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 502-514, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.045 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the buckling of thin-walled confined liner with grouting voids, subjected to 
uniform external pressure. Based on the analytical and numerical results for three different void lengths, the 
single lobe deformation of the liner is observed for small void length; the double lobes deformation occurs for 
the medium void length, and single lobe deformation is found for large void length. Small grouting voids show 
negligible effects on the confined liner, and the critical buckling pressure can be predicted analytically by 
Glock's model. The analytical expressions of buckling pressure for medium and large voids are developed 
analytically and numerically in the present work. Analytical solutions are based on the principle of minimum 
potential energy and admissible displacement functions. In the numerical analysis, a two-dimensional (2D) 
finite element model (FEM) is developed by tracing the pressure-displacement equilibrium paths to obtain the 
critical buckling pressure. Both the analytical and numerical results show the medium and large grouting voids 
significantly reduce the buckling pressure. The numerical equilibrium paths and critical buckling pressures 
excellently agree with their corresponding analytical solutions. 
 
Kh. M. El-Sayed, Ahmed S. Debaiky, Nader N. Khalil and Ibrahim M. El-Shenawy (Department of Civil 
Engineering, Benha Faculty of Engineering, Benha University, Egypt),  
Improving buckling resistance of hollow structural steel columns strengthened with polymer-mortar”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 515-526, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.029 
ABSTRACT: Experimental study is carried out to investigate the behavior and strength of square hollow 
structural section (SHS) columns, strengthened with an innovative polymer-mortar system. Thirteen specimens 
of cold-formed SHS columns with different variables are chosen. Three short-column and ten long-column SHS 
specimens were experimentally tested. The local and overall buckling of specimens are measured in the 
laboratory. The tested specimens are subjected to an axial compressive load. The effect of the thickness of 
polymer-mortar applied directly to the well-prepared steel surface was studied. The effect of slenderness ratio 
(kL/r) and width-to-thickness ratio (b/t) on the effectiveness of mortar strengthening was also discussed. 
Different failure modes are discussed as well as complete axial strength curves are drawn for different cross-
sections and member lengths. A maximum axial strength gain of 31.6% was achieved for SHS short columns 
strengthened with 6 mm thickness polymer-mortar layer. For long columns, a maximum strength gain of 76.7% 
was achieved with 6 mm thickness polymer-mortar layer applied on four sides. In all mortar-strengthened SHS 
short and long columns, the axial and lateral deflection, and the axial strain were reduced. The axial strength of 
SHS long slender columns increased greatly as the overall slenderness ratio increases. 
 
A.E. Seif and M.Z. Kabir (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, AmirKabir University of 
Technology, Tehran, Iran), “Spline finite strip modeling of post-buckling beaviour in the notched tensioned 
sheets considering analytical approaches for fracture and fatigue”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 137, pp 541-
560, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.028 
ABSTRACT: Both symmetric and anti-symmetric post-buckling of the notched tension sheets are modelled 
using the spline finite strip method to study the nonlinear effects of the post-buckling state on stress and 
displacement fields. Nonlinear elastic fracture mechanics is introduced to consider the effect of post-buckling 
state on the fracture behaviour and new stress intensity correction factors are defined for the buckled notched 
sheets. Finally, analytical approaches were provided to evaluate the fracture capacity and the fatigue life of the 



notched sheets in the presence of buckling. The remarked outcomes were verified by the existing analytical, 
numerical and experimental results. 
 
Tiantang Yu, Huifeng Hu, Jiankang Zhang and Tinh Quoc Bui (Primarily from: Department of Engineering 
Mechanics, Hohai University, Nanjing 211100, PR China), “Isogeometric analysis of size-dependent effects for 
functionally graded microbeams by a non-classical quasi-3D theory”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 1-
14, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.12.006 
ABSTRACT: A novel and effective computational approach within the context of isogeometric analysis (IGA) 
is developed for analyzing size-dependent mechanical behaviors of functionally graded (FG) microbeams. To 
capture the size effects, an extension of quasi-3D theory is established to integrate with the modified couple 
stress theory. The nonuniform rational B-spline (NURBS) basis functions are employed and can directly meet 
the first-order derivative demand of the quasi-3D theory, where four variables are involved at each node. In this 
new setting, both normal and shear deformations are considered, while the shear correction factor is avoided. 
Numerical examples are studied, in which the effects of several factors, including material gradient factor, 
boundary conditions, parameter of material length scale, and aspect ratio, on deflections, stresses, and 
fundamental frequencies of FG microbeams are explored. 
 
Zengde Zhang, Jingfeng Wang, Yaming Xiao and Wanqian Wang (School of Civil Engineering, Hefei 
University of Technology, Anhui Province 230009, China), “Experimental and analytical assessment on 
flexural behaviour of CTLST composite beams”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 15-31, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.020 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a series of experimental and analytical assessments on the flexural behaviour 
of cold-formed thin-walled lipped-channel section truss (CTLST) beams with profiled steel sheeting-concrete 
(PSSC) slabs or autoclaved lightweight concrete (ALC) slabs. Three test parameters were studied, including the 
floor type, the U-shaped shear connector, and the connection type among CTLST members. Besides, testing 
phenomena, failure modes, load versus deflection curves, and strain response for these CTLST composite 
beams were also analyzed. The experimental data showed that flexural strength of CTLST composite beam was 
significantly increased by adopting reliable connection type; bond performance of the interface between the 
profiled steel sheeting (PSS) and concrete slab was improved by erecting U-shaped shear connectors. These 
CTLST composite beams were in accordance with specification recommendations of deflection limits. In 
addition, three-dimensional finite element (FE) modelling of CTLST composite beams were developed and 
verified by test data. Effect of material and geometrical parameters on the flexural feature of the CTLST beams 
with PSSC slabs was explored. Finally, a simplified method, which was verified by the tested and simulated 
results, was proposed to predict the mid-span deflection of the CTLST composite beam using reliable 
connection type under serviceability loads. 
 
Praveen A. Kumar (Department of Mechanical Engineering, CMR Technical Campus, Kandlakoya, Medchal, 
Hyderabad 501401, Telangana, India), “Influence of plain end-cap on the energy absorption characteristics of 
cylindrical tubular structures for lateral impact vehicle collisions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 32-45, 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.036 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical tubes have been renowned as an ideal energy absorber in aerospace and 
automotive industries for their lightweight potential and extraordinary energy absorbing capability. In this 
research article, systematic investigations on the specific energy absorption characteristics and lateral crushing 
behaviour of deep drawn non-capped and plain end-capped cylindrical tubular structures were performed. 
Initially, finite element models were developed with ABAQUS/CAE® code to predict the deformation 
characteristics of the proposed tubes under quasi-static lateral compression. Subsequently, detailed experimental 
studies on the aluminium cylindrical tubes of various thickness (1.63 mm, 2.04 mm and 3.25 mm) under lateral 
quasi-static loading have been performed and the lateral crushing force-deformation histories obtained were 
analyzed. The lateral deformation response of the proposed tubes under impact lateral loading has been studied 
further and analyzed with the validated finite element model. Also, the impact crushing performance of the 
plain end-capped cylindrical tubes was related to the non-capped cylindrical tubes and within tested samples, 
the plain end-capped tubes absorbed 0.8–1.6 times more specific energy than the conventional non-capped 
cylindrical tubes. Finally, it was found that the plain end-capped tubular structures exhibit desirable force–



deformation characteristics such as uniform crushing force with a long crush stroke and maximum energy 
which is very important in the design of energy absorbers for transverse direction. 
 
Andre Dias Martins, Rodrigo Goncalves and Dinar Camotim (Primarily from: CERIS, ICIST, DECivil, Instituto 
Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugal), “On the local and distortional post-
buckling behaviour of thin-walled regular polygonal tutular columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 46-
63, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.033 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents and discusses numerical results concerning the (i) elastic local and 
distortional post-buckling behaviours and (ii) imperfection sensitivity of regular convex polygonal cross-section 
(RCPS) simply supported tubes under uniform compression (columns). Although it was shown recently that the 
local and distortional buckling behaviours may be often characterised by duplicate bifurcation modes, 
knowledge concerning the corresponding post-buckling behaviour is still lacking. The results presented are 
obtained through a geometrically non-linear Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) formulation previously reported 
by the authors. This GBT formulation is first employed to characterise the column bifurcation behaviour, 
namely by helping to pinpoint the occurrence of the above two distinct buckling behaviours. Then, post-
buckling results are presented and discussed for (i) different combinations of the local-to-distortional buckling 
load ratio and the (ii) amplitude of the critical-mode initial geometrical imperfections, in order to characterise 
the RCPS column imperfection sensitivity. Such results provide the evolution, along given equilibrium paths, of 
the column deformed configurations (expressed in GBT modal form), relevant displacement profiles and 
participation diagrams based on either stress resultant strain energies or amplitude functions. For comparison 
and validation purposes, ABAQUS shell finite element values are reported. 
 
Mohammad Reza Shekari, Ali Akbar Hekmatzadeh and Seyyed Mehrab Amiri (First author is from: 
Department of Civil Engineering, Estahban Higher Education Center, P.O. Box 74519-44655, Estahban, Iran), 
“On the nonlinear dynamic analysis of base-isolated three-dimensional rectangular thin-walled steel tanks 
equipped with vertical baffle”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 79-94, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.037 
ABSTRACT: This paper intends at numerically analyzing the simultaneous influences of base-isolator system 
and vertical baffle on the seismic performance of a three-dimensional (3D) rectangular liquid storage container, 
presuming irrotational, inviscid, and incompressible flows. A boundary element technique with meaningful 
computational efficiency is primarily formulated to treat the spectral problem of liquid motion using the zoning 
method including the velocity potentials alone of the half free-surface length, which is coupled with Finite 
elements for tank wall using equilibrium and compatibility conditions. In the soil/foundation component, the 
foundation is modeled by shell finite elements and the half-space soil medium is modeled employing the 
external boundary elements, which fulfill the radiation condition of homogeneous media. Eventually, above two 
parts are attached to equation for isolator motion in the time domain, to attain the total system's nonlinear 
seismic response. The validity and efficiency of the present coupled numerical method is confirmed against 
available theoretical solutions and numerical predictions, revealing a good agreement with benchmark results. 
The sensitivity of base forces, the maximum hydrodynamic pressure and liquid oscillation in relation to some 
system parameters involving the baffle height, the base-isolator stiffness and the soil properties have been 
highlighted. 
 
Ganping Shu, Yueyan Gu, Yongquan Zhang, Xin Jin, Baofeng Zheng and Qinglin Jiang (Primarily from: 
School of Civil Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing 210096, China), “Experimental study of cold-drawn 
duplex stainless steel circular tubes under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 95-104, 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.038 
ABSTRACT: Cold-drawing is one of the typical cold-forming techniques in producing stainless steel circular 
hollow sections (CHS). Compared with cold-rolling, cold-drawing can produce large scale stainless steel tubes 
which have wide applications in highly corrosive environment. Nevertheless, few researches have been carried 
out on the duplex stainless steel CHS columns. In this paper, cold-drawn duplex S22053 stainless steel CHS of 
three types of cross-sections were tested, including 8 material tensile coupon tests, 6 axially compressed stub 
column tests and 7 axially compressed long column tests. The material stress-strain curves of the cold-drawn 
CHS tubes, ultimate loads and failure modes of the stub and long columns were obtained. It has been revealed 
that material properties of cold-drawn stainless steel CHS tubes are close to those of the virgin plate in the 



annealed state. Moreover, all the stub columns show local buckling in “elephant foot” mode, while all the long 
columns undergo overall flexural buckling, among which a long column specimen with the nominal length of 
700 mm（CHS-700） shows local buckling after the peak load due to the interaction of axial compression and 
second-order bending moment. Furthermore, comparing the test values with the predicted values based on the 
European, American, Australian/New Zealand and Chinese design codes, and the calculation methods available 
in literatures, it is concluded that the predicted values of the stub columns and the long columns with relatively 
large member slenderness are all lower than the test values, while the predicted values using the design methods 
except that in the Chinese design code are higher than the test values for the long columns with relatively small 
member slenderness. Chinese design code could provide safety predictions for cold-drawn duplex stainless steel 
CHS columns. 
 
Mizan Ahmed, Qing Quan Liang, Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel and Mohammad N.S. Hadi (First and Second 
authors are from: College of Engineering and Science, Victoria University, PO Box 14428, Melbourne, VIC 
8001, Australia), “Numerical analysis of axially loaded circular high strength concrete-filled double steel 
tubular short columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 105-116, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.001 
ABSTRACT: Circular high-strength concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns are high 
performance members where the internal and external steel tubes offer significant confinement to the concrete 
infill. The confinement remarkably improves the concrete compressive strength and ductility. However, no fiber 
element models have been formulated for computing the responses of CFDST columns with circular steel tubes 
filled with high-strength concrete incorporating accurate confinement to the core and sandwiched concrete. In 
this paper, a new fiber-based numerical model is developed that computes the axial load-strain responses of 
circular high-strength CFDST short columns under axial loading. Based on existing experimental results, a new 
confining pressure model is developed for the determination of the confining pressures on the core-concrete in 
CFDST columns with circular sections. A new strength degradation parameter is also proposed that allows the 
concrete post-peak characteristics to be quantified. The fiber-based numerical model validated by experimental 
data is used to assess the responses of high-strength CFDST columns considering important parameters, which 
include the inner steel tube, external tube diameter-to-thickness ratio and concrete and steel strengths. A simple 
expression is derived for the estimation of the axial load-carrying capacities of circular short CFDST columns 
and comparisons with several design codes are made. The proposed fiber-based analysis technique and design 
equation can accurately determine the responses of short circular high-strength CFDST columns. 
 
Marian N. Velea and Simona Lache (Transilvania University of Brasov, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Romania), “Energy absorption of all-PET 2nd order hierarchical sandwich structures under quasi-
static loading conditions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 117-123, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.039 
ABSTRACT: The impact performance of lightweight structures represents an important design criterion in 
modern applications. Within this framework, the self-reinforced PET (poly-ethylene terephthalate) materials 
prove to exhibit large deformations till failure, which enables them to be proper candidates for impact energy 
absorption. Apart from the advantages offered by the lightweight characteristics, they are made of recyclable 
materials, an additional reason for their consideration in engineering applications. In this paper, the behavior of 
a hierarchical sandwich structure made out of self-reinforced PET (matrix & fibre) combined with PET foam is 
numerically investigated with respect to the specific energy absorption (SEA) capacity in out-of-plane quasi-
static loading conditions. The numerical model of the structure is developed and its behavior is firstly validated 
through experimental tests. The specific energy absorption is further on determined for several geometric 
configurations of the hierarchical sandwich structure and compared with the behavior of other cellular structures 
found in the technical literature. A competitive behavior is observed with respect to impact energy absorption. 
 
Isabel Duarte, Lovre Krstulovic-Opara, Joao Dias-de-Oliveira and Matej Vesenjak (The first author is from: 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, TEMA, University of Aveiro, Campus Universitário de Santiago, 
3810–193 Aveiro, Portugal), “Axial crush performance of polymer-aluminium alloy hybrid foam filled tubes”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 124-136, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.040 



ABSTRACT: The paper presents the findings of a pioneering study investigating the newly developed polymer-
aluminium alloy hybrid foam as fillers of thin-walled square tubes made of aluminium alloy, as an alternative to 
the conventional closed-cell aluminium foams. The hybrid foam filled structures were prepared by infiltrating 
an aluminium alloy open-cell foam with silicone or epoxy inside the thin-walled tubes. Quasi-static and 
dynamic crush compressive response, deformation and failure modes and energy absorption characteristics of 
the hybrid foam filled structures were evaluated and compared to the empty tubes and tubes filled with 
conventional aluminium alloy open-cell foam (with voids). Results show that the deformation of the square 
thin-walled is improved due to the open-cell foam filler. It stabilises the tube and prevents the unstable global 
bending mode or a mixed buckling mode that is considered as an inefficient mode from the crashworthiness 
point of view. The deformation of the hybrid foam filled tubes was accompanied with a progressive folding 
mode. It was also observed that the polymer fillers caused the rupture of the outer tube at the corners, which 
results in higher energy apportion but might limit their application. However, it was found that the most 
efficient hybrid foam filled structures studied, in terms of crashworthiness, were the tubes filled with the epoxy-
aluminium alloy hybrid foam. An increase of 610% and 300% in energy absorption and 78% and 51% in 
specific energy absorption of hybrid foam filled structures with length of 25 mm and 50 mm in comparison to 
the empty tubes (at strain of 0.7) was noted, respectively. 
 
Yuchen Song, Jie Li and Yiyi Chen (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering, The University of 
Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia), “Local and post-local buckling of normal/high strength steel sections 
with concrete infill”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 155-169, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.004 
ABSTRACT: Steel sections in steel-concrete composite columns have been proofed to be less susceptible to 
local buckling and have higher capacity than bare steel columns, attributed to the internal restraints provided by 
the infilled concrete. This article presents a theoretical study concerning the local and post-local buckling of 
fabricated normal and high strength steel sections filled with concrete, including concrete filled steel tubular 
(CFST) sections and partially encased composite (PEC) sections. A nonlinear finite element (FE) model was 
established and validated to simulate the behavior of steel plates in contact with concrete, with both geometric 
imperfections and residual stresses explicitly incorporated. This model was subsequently applied in a parametric 
study to investigate the effects of several critical factors on the local buckling behavior of box and I steel 
sections. Based on the available test and FE results, new design formulas were proposed to predict the local 
buckling and post-buckling ultimate strengths of concrete-restrained steel box and I sections, taking into 
consideration high material strengths, residual stresses and geometric imperfections. The enhancement of 
strength due to the presence of concrete infill was confirmed through a comparison with the post-buckling 
strength of bare steel sections. Recommendations were also made for design purpose based on the formulas 
proposed. 
 
M. Goekhan Guenay and Taner Timarci (Mechanical Engineering Department, Trakya University, Edirne, 
Turkey), “Stresses in thin-walled composite laminated box-beams with curvilinear fibers: Antisymmetric and 
symmetric fiber paths”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 170-182, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.003 
ABSTRACT: Stress analysis of thin-walled composite laminated box beams having variable stiffness is realized 
in this study based on an analytical model accounting for flexural-torsional coupling and warping effects. The 
variable stiffness of the beam is acquired by constructing laminates with curvilinear fibers having certain 
specific paths. The fiber paths of variable stiffness layers are classified in three groups as antisymmetric, 
symmetric and asymmetric. A displacement based finite element method is used to solve the analytical model 
and to calculate the distributions of axial and transverse shear stresses at different locations of the cantilever 
composite beam subjected to the transverse and the torsional loading at its free end. Numerical results obtained 
are compared with available results in the literature for specific cases. A detailed investigation is performed to 
understand the relation between the stress distributions along the cross section of the beam and the shape of 
curvilinear fibers for antisymmetric and symmetric cases. 
 
Francesco S. Liguori, Giovanni Zucco, Antonio Madeo, Domenico Magisano, Leonardo Leonetti, Giovanni 
Garcea and Paul M. Weaver (Primarily from: Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica, Modellistica, Elettronica 



e Sistemistica, Università della Calabria, 87030 Rende, Cosenza, Italy), “Postbuckling optimization of a 
variable angle tow composite wingbox using a multi-modal Koiter approach”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
138, pp 183-198, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.035 
ABSTRACT: The stiffness-tailoring capability of Variable Angle Tow (VAT) laminates gives enhanced 
freedom to design thin-walled structures. One key advantage of tow steering is the ability to redistribute stresses 
improving buckling performance, leading to reduction in material weight and costs. The aim of this work is to 
optimise the initial postbuckling behaviour of a recently proposed VAT composite wingbox. The optimisation 
process is based on a fibre path parameterisation. It involves seeking the stacking sequence that minimises the 
displacements occurring in the postbuckling regime. This problem is solved by coupling the multi-modal Koiter 
asymptotic approach implemented with a solid-shell Finite Element environment through stochastic 
optimisation strategies. Results obtained regarding different optimisation scenarios show a much improved 
performance for the buckling and postbuckling response of the wingbox with respect to the initial VAT design. 
Additionally, manufacturing constraints are readily included in the optimisation program. The possibility of 
performing an efficient and robust optimisation process of a complex structure with a multi-modal Koiter 
asymptotic approach is demonstrated, showing its viability as a design tool for buckling dominated structures. A 
parametric study regarding the influence of steering radii shows that overcoming the current manufacturing 
constraint on minimum radius is worthy of investigation. 
 
Federico Guarracino (Department of Structural Engineering, University of Naples ''Federico II'', Italy), 
“Remarks on the stability analysis of some thin-walled structures in the elastic-plastic range”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 138, pp 208-214, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.044 
ABSTRACT: A number of classic problems in the stability of thin walled structures in the elastic-plastic range 
which have been examined to some extent by the present author over the years are collected and discussed in 
order to highlight the advantages and drawbacks of analytical and numerical approaches. Issues related to the 
modes interaction, to the material modelling and to the imperfection sensitivity are examined with respect to 
well-known conundrums in the theory of stability and it is shown that the combination of all these aspects is 
such that any numerical analysis, despite the availability of modern very powerful nonlinear FE packages, must 
be preceded by a careful examination of the particularities of the problem at hand. In fact, a capable insight into 
the mechanics of the problem is shown to remain paramount in order to attain a good agreement with 
experimental results and provide reliable predictions for a large number of engineering tasks. 
 
Wei Liang, Jiangfeng Dong and Qingyuan Wang (First author is from: College of Civil Engineering, Sichuan 
Agricultural University, No. 288 Jianshe Road, Dujiangyan, Chengdu 611830, China), “Mechanical behaviour 
of concrete-filled double-skin steel tube (CFDST) with stiffeners under axial and eccentric loading”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 215-230, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation of the mechanical behaviour and working 
mechanism of the concrete-filled double-skin steel tube (CFDST) with stiffeners. A total of 40 CFDST columns 
were prepared and subjected to axial and eccentric loading. The failure modes and ultimate load-bearing 
capacities, together with the deformation and strain responses of the specimens, were analysed. The effects of 
the stiffener type, slenderness ratio, and eccentricity ratio were researched in this study. The test results 
indicated that the ductility of the CFDST specimens was improved greatly by the presence of stiffeners, which 
gave a lower load-bearing capacity owing to the reduction in the effective area of the inner concrete. Moreover, 
an analytical-numerical model was developed to analyse the mechanical behaviour of the CFDST specimen, 
and an improving mechanism was considered. In addition, theoretical estimations to predict the ultimate load-
bearing capacities of CFDST specimens subjected to axial and eccentric loading were established. These 
estimations showed good agreement with the theoretical results and the test results. 
 
Caiming Liu, Dunji Yu, Waseem Akram, Yebin Cai and Xu Chen (Primarily from: School of Chemical 
Engineering and Technology, Tianjin University, Tianjin 300072, China), “Ratcheting behavior of pressurized 
elbow pipe at intrados under different loading paths”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 293-301, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.013 
ABSTRACT: This study examines the previous experimental results of ratcheting behavior of elbow pipe made 
of Z2CN18.10 austenitic stainless steel subjected to constant internal pressure and reversed in-plane bending by 
Chen-Jiao-Kim (CJK) kinematic hardening model as a user subroutine of ANSYS. A set of more precise CJK 



model parameters were determined. Based on the new model parameters, the evolutions of ratcheting behavior 
of pressurized elbow pipe were made under two sets of different loading paths. The paths consist of the 
alternation of internal pressure and bending moment, and bending-torsion combination under constant internal 
pressure. The preliminary results claim that different loading paths have a significant effect on ratcheting 
behavior of pressurized elbow pipe. 
 
Surya Samulham, Gangadharan Raju, C.P. Cyasarayani and Paul M. Weaver (Primarily from: Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Telangana 502205, India), 
“Dynamic instability of curved variable angle tow composite panel under axial compression”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 138, pp 302-312, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.015 
ABSTRACT: Variable angle tow (VAT) composites have demonstrated better performance in buckling and 
post-buckling over straight fiber composites based on the mechanics of load redistribution from critical regions 
to supported edges. In this work, the dynamic instability behavior of a curved VAT composite panel subjected 
to periodic axial compression load is investigated. The governing energy functional of a curved symmetric VAT 
panel under external loading is derived using Donnell's shallow shell theory. Later, the discretized equations of 
motion are derived using the Rayleigh–Ritz method combined with the generalized differential integral 
quadrature method (GDIQM). Initially, the pre-buckling problem is solved by applying a uniform compression 
load to compute the stress resultant distribution which is used to evaluate the buckling load of the curved VAT 
panel. Subsequently, the dynamic/parametric instability region of a curved VAT panel subjected to periodic 
axial compression load is determined using Bolotin's first-order approximation. Then, the dynamic instability 
performance is evaluated for a curved VAT panel with linear fiber angle distribution and compared with straight 
fiber laminates. Finally, the influence of fiber angle orientation, the radius of curvature, aspect ratio and plate 
boundary conditions on the dynamic instability of VAT panel is presented. 
 
Amin Ghorbani Shenas, Sema Ziaee an parviz Malekzadeh (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Yasouj University, Yasouj 75914-353, Iran), “Post-buckling and vibration of post-buckled rotating 
pre-twisted FG microbeams in thermal environment”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 335-360, May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.012 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, comprehensive studies on the size-dependent thermal post-buckling and coupled bi-
directional transverse-longitudinal free vibration behavior of post-buckled rotating pre-twisted functionally 
graded (FG) microbeams in thermal environment are presented. The material properties are assumed to be 
temperature-dependent and graded in the thickness direction with mid-plane symmetric distribution, i.e., 
symmetric functionally graded (S-FG). At first, the discretized nonlinear post-buckling governing equations are 
derived based on the modified strain gradient theory (MSGT) in conjunction with the first-order shear 
deformation theory (FSDT) of beams under the von Kármán geometric nonlinearity assumptions using 
Hamilton's principle and Chebyshev-Ritz method. The resulting nonlinear equations under different boundary 
conditions are solved iteratively by employing Newton-Raphson's method. Then, using the same theories and 
solution procedure, the free vibration equations around the post-buckled configuration are derived and solved. 
After validating the approach, the effects of angular velocity, twist angle, length scale parameters, thickness-to-
length ratio, hub radius, material gradient index and boundary conditions on the post-buckling equilibrium path 
and linear free vibration behavior of rotating pre-twisted S-FG microbeams are investigated. The results are 
prepared for both linear and nonlinear variations of the twist angle along the microbeam axis. 
 
Rolando Chacon, Enrique Mirambell and Esther Real (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain), “Transversally and longitudinally stiffened steel plate 
girders subjected to patch loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 361-372, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.009 
ABSTRACT: This article presents some observations related to the phenomenon that occurs when transversally 
and longitudinally stiffened steel plate girders are subjected to patch loading. The failure mechanism differs 
considerably for the particular structural case of girders with largely spaced transverse stiffeners, which have 
been studied thoroughly in last decades. Steel plate girders with closely spaced stiffeners are occasionally found 
in bridge design and for such cases, the current EN1993-1-5 rules underestimate the strength of the webs to 
transverse forces. Research work on girders with closely spaced transverse stiffeners is available but for such 
cases, the web plates are longitudinally unstiffened. Some comparisons between the results obtained and those 



provided by EN1993-1-5 are discussed. Preliminary results suggest that the resistance of densely stiffened steel 
girders (both transversally and longitudinally) must be studied and subsequently revised accordingly. In 
addition, it is pointed out that a certain degree of imperfection sensitivity is inferred from the results. Further 
studies on this topic are necessary. 
 
Andre Dias Martins, Rodrigo Goncalves and Dinar Camotim (Primarily from: CERIS, ICIST, DECivil, Instituto 
Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugal), “Post-buckling behaviour of thin-
walled regular polygonal tubular columns undergoing local-distortional interaction”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 138, pp 373-391, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.020 
ABSTRACT: This work presents and discusses numerical results of an ongoing investigation concerning the 
elastic post-buckling behaviour and imperfection sensitivity of regular convex polygonal cross-section (RCPS) 
tubular columns affected by local-distortional (L-D) interaction. This investigation is conducted by means of 
geometrically non-linear Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) analyses, extending the knowledge on the “pure” 
local and distortional post-buckling behaviours of RCPS tubes recently reported by Martins et al. [1]. Due to 
their inherent modal nature, the GBT analyses make it possible to acquire in-depth knowledge on the structural 
behaviour of RCPS tubes and also to include, in a straightforward fashion, arbitrary member initial geometrical 
imperfections. Columns with distortional-to-local critical buckling load ratios (i) close to 1 (“true L-D 
interaction” – the most trivial L-D interaction type) and (ii) significantly above 1 (“secondary-distortional 
bifurcation L-D interaction” – the most relevant L-D interaction type) are investigated. Local/distortional 
critical-mode initial geometrical imperfections and (linear) combinations of both are considered in the former 
columns, while only local initial imperfections are dealt with in the latter ones – several amplitudes are dealt 
with to assess the imperfection sensitivity. For comparison and validation purposes, ABAQUS shell finite 
element analysis results are also reported. 
 
J. Loughlan (Department of Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering, Loughborough University, 
Leicestershire LE11 3TU, UK), “The buckling of CFRP composite plates in compression and shear and thin-
walled composite tubes in torsion – The effect of bend-twist coupling and the applied shear direction on 
buckling performance”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 392-403, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.045 
ABSTRACT: The influence of flexural anisotropy or bend-twist coupling on the buckling performance of 
CFRP composite plates in compression and shear and thin-walled CFRP composite tubes in torsion is examined 
in this paper using the finite strip method of analysis. The finite strip formulation employed in the analysis 
procedure is readily able to deal with the many complexities associated with typical laminated composite 
construction. Lay-up configurations resulting in membrane anisotropy, flexural anisotropy and membrane-
flexural coupling are all easily dealt with. The strip perturbation or buckling displacement fields are postulated 
to vary sinusoidally along the strip length and algebraicly across the strip width and any combination of linearly 
varying bi-axial tension or compression coupled with in-plane shear loading on the strip can be accommodated. 
The paper gives an in-depth understanding of the complex buckling mechanics associated with flexural 
anisotropy in polymer composite construction and highlights the importance of realising the significance of the 
applied in-plane shear or torque direction on buckling performance. Markedly different stability levels are 
shown to be in existence for the load cases of positive and negative shear in composite plates and for the 
clockwise and anticlockwise torsional loading of thin-walled composite tubes. This situation is, of course, not 
realised in isotropic metal construction or in orthotropic composite construction since such material systems are 
devoid of the effects of bend-twist coupling. 
 
Ahmed S. Mohamed, Othman Laban, Faris Tarlochan, Ami E. Al Khatib, Mohammed S. Matar and Elsadig 
Mahdi (Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Qatar University, Doha, Qatar), “Experimental 
analysis of additively manufactured thin-walled heat-treated circular tubes with slits using ALSi10Mg alloy by 
quasi-static axial crushing test”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 404-414, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.022 
ABSTRACT: In this study, additively manufactured aluminum thin-walled tubes with different slit dimensions 
are proposed to improve energy absorption efficiency. A total of 18 samples, which varied in the number of 
slits, slit length, slit width, and slit ends, were tested under quasi-static axial compression at a rate of 



20 mm/min. The deformation and failure modes, load-displacement curves, and a number of crashworthiness 
factors were investigated. The factors considered included, but were not limited to, the specific energy 
absorption, crushing force efficiency, and energy absorbed per stroke. The results indicated that all the 
considered physical parameters, except for the slit ends, had an influence on the crashworthiness of the 
structures. The initial peak load decreases significantly as the number, width, and length of the slits increase. 
The bulk of the tested tubes exhibited a crushing force efficiency greater than 0.8. Overall, the presence of slits 
with length 15 mm and width 5 mm resulted in lower and smoother crushing forces than the straight tubes and, 
therefore, greater crushing force efficiency, validating them as crashworthy structures. 
 
Jingchao Wang, Zheng Liang Li and Wei Yu (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering, Chongqing 
University, Shapingba District, Chongqing, China), “Structural similitude for the geometric nonlinear buckling 
of stiffened orthotropic shallow spherical shells by energy approach”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 
430-457, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.02.006 
ABSTRACT: General similitude requirements and the scaling laws for nonlinear buckling of stiffened 
orthotropic shallow spherical shells are presented by applying similitude transformation to the total energy of 
the structural system. In the absence of the experimental data, structural similitude is completed by numerical 
experiments. The predicted values of the prototype, obtained by substituting the model results into the scaling 
laws, are compared with those values of the prototype. In practical engineering, it may be hard to fulfill the 
complete similarity requirements. Thus, several cases of partial similitude are mainly investigated, including 
models distorted in material properties of ribs, in material properties and in material properties and geometry. 
By using specific formulas of stiffness parameters and the displacement scale factor, distorted models can 
predict geometric nonlinear buckling behavior of the prototypes of the stiffened orthotropic shallow spherical 
shell under external pressure with good accuracy. 
 
Guangyong Sun, Ming Deng, Gang Zheng and Qing Li (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Advanced 
Design and Manufacture for Vehicle Body, Hunan University, Changsha 410082, China), “Design for cost 
performance of crashworthy strutures made of high strength steel”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 458-
472, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.07.014 
ABSTRACT: The existing studies on thin-walled structures have focused on structural optimization mainly for 
enhancing crashworthiness and lightweighting, whilst relatively little attention has been paid to analysis of cost 
efficiency of an optimized structure. How to develop cost-effective products has always been a primary goal 
pursued by enterprises in different ways. To address this issue, this study aims to elucidate a systematic 
approach for exploring the effects of various material grades and structural dimension (e.g. wall thickness) on 
cost efficiency relative to the crashworthiness performance by taking the double-hat (DH) thin-walled structure 
as an example. First, a series of drop-weight tests for the DH structure are carried out under axial and lateral 
impacts. The experimental results show that different material grades and dimensions have different effects on 
the crashworthiness under different impact velocities. Second, the finite element (FE) models are established 
and validated with the experiments to analyze the effects of the three factors (wall thickness, material grade, and 
impact velocity) on the crashworthiness criteria. Third, the surrogate models for each crashworthiness 
performance indicator and cost efficiency (namely, specific energy absorption – SEA, bending moment – Mb, 
SEA/cost and Mb/cost) are constructed by using the regression technique. Finally, the combined effects of 
material grade and structural dimension on cost and performance are analyzed and compared respectively; and 
the results show that there is room to significantly reduce production cost without sacrificing the 
crashworthiness performance. For mass production implemented in modern automotive industry, the proposed 
design methodology allows to better balance performance and cost. 
 
Gong-Wen Li, Yuan-Qi Li, Jie Xu and Xu Cao (Department of Structural Engineering, Tongji University, 
Shanghai 200092, China), “Experimental investigation on the longitudinal residual stress of cold-formed thick-
walled SHS and RHS steel tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 473-484, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.09.036 
ABSTRACT: This paper is mainly focused on the longitudinal residual stress of cold-formed thick-walled 
square hollow section (SHS) and rectangular hollow section (RHS) annealed and non-annealed steel tubes. The 
sectioning method was used to study the longitudinal residual stress. It was found that the longitudinal residual 



stress consisted of bending and membrane components and the magnitude of residual stress was mainly 
influenced by factors such as thickness (t), depth to thickness ratio (D/t), depth to outer radius ratio (D/R), yield 
strength of flat plate (fyp) and tensile strength to yield strength ratio of flat plate (fup/fyp). On this basis, the 
distribution models were proposed separately for annealed and non-annealed specimens and it was proved to 
have a high accuracy. Finally, a comparison was made between the annealed and non-annealed specimens and it 
was found that the bending and membrane residual stress of annealed specimens could be reduced by about 
80% and 50% respectively which means that the annealing process could significantly reduce the longitudinal 
residual stress. 
 
M. Khezri and K.J.R. Rasmussen (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, 
Australia), “An energy-based approach to buckling modal decomposition of thin-walled members with arbitrary 
cross sections, Part 1: Derivation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 496-517, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.041 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the generalisation of an energy-based method for the modal decomposition of 
buckled shapes of thin-walled members. This comprehensive method is derived and validated for fully 
decomposing the elastic buckling solution of a thin-walled member into the pure buckling mode classes of 
global, distortional, local, shear and transverse extension. The first three modes are de-facto prerequisites for 
buckling capacity predictions found in current design standards for thin-walled structures. In the literature, two 
main methods, namely the generalised beam theory (GBT) and the constrained finite strip method (cFSM), are 
widely employed for modal decomposition. Recently, an alternative energy-based approach has been presented 
for the decomposition of buckling modes into the classical local, distortional and global modes. This method is 
generalised in the present study to achieve a complete decomposition that also accounts for shear and transverse 
extensional modes in addition to global, distortional and local modes. In this method, each of the buckling 
classes is separated by imposing constraints that are defined by enforcing specific criteria on the total strain 
energy of the member. The adopted criteria are based on the fundamental mechanical assumptions of the GBT 
which were also implemented in the conventional cFSM and later were further detailed for modal classification 
in the generalised cFSM. This paper is accompanied by a paper in which derivation of a modified global torsion 
mode for sections with closed loops is presented and the applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated 
using a series of numerical examples. 
 
M. Khezri and K.J.R. Rasmussen (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, 
Australia), “An energy-based approach to buckling modal decomposition of thin-walled members with arbitrary 
cross sections, Part 2: Modified global torsion modes, examples”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 138, pp 518-
531, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.043 
ABSTRACT: This paper is a companion to (Khezri and Rasmussen, 2019) [1], where the generalised strain 
energy-based method for the modal decomposition of buckled shapes of thin-walled members is introduced. 
The paper presents the application of the proposed method for full modal decomposition to various thin-walled 
members. A series of numerical examples are presented in order to verify the robustness and capabilities of the 
proposed modal finite strip method (mFSM). In addition, the problem of global torsional modes in sections with 
closed cell(s) is revisited in this paper. In sections with closed loops, the classical global torsion modes does not 
exist due to presence of in-plane shear strains. In the context of the proposed energy-based method, a modified 
global torsion buckling mode is derived that allows for the occurance of shear in closed cell. The pure global 
buckling curves obtained incoporating the modified global torsion base vectors are compared with the 
generalised constrained FSM (cFSM) and generalised beam theory (GBT) results. It is shown that the proposed 
modal decomposition method is capable to accurately capture the modal behaviour of thin-walled sections. 
 
Jie Tao, Feng Li, Dongdong Zhang, Jianbang Liu and Zhibo Zhao (College of Field Engineering, Army 
Engineering University of PLA, Nanjing, China), “Manufacturing and mechanical performances of a novel 
foam core sandwich-walled hollow column reinforced by stiffeners”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 1-8, 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.026 
ABSTRACT: To obtain a strong and weight-efficient cylindrical column, we proposed a novel foam core 
sandwich-walled hollow column reinforced by stiffeners (FSCRS). The FSCRS was consisted of glass fibre-
reinforced polymer (GFRP) faces, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam core, and GFRP stiffeners. Four full-diameter 
specimens, including two FSCRS and two traditional foam core sandwich-walled hollow columns (FSC), were 



manufactured using a vacuum-assisted resin infusion (VARI) process. Axial compression tests were carried out 
to reveal the mechanical behaviours of the FSC and FSCRS. Experiments showed that, benefitting from the 
combination advantage of stiffened cylinder and sandwich cylinder, this novel FSCRS can resist or postpone 
various buckling failure, instead of failing via face crushing with high strength. Compared to FSC, the load-
mass ratio of FSCRS increased markedly by 48.3% and 50.1% for specimen face thickness of 1.2 and 2.4 mm, 
respectively. Combined with the cost-effective manufacturing technology, the novel FSCRS is a desirable 
alternative to achieve superior compression properties required in engineering structures. 
 
Abderrahim Djerrad, Feng Fan, Xudong Zhi and Qijian Wu (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behavior and 
Control of the Ministry of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 139, pp 9-23, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.032 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental and numerical study of the behavior of circular 
hollow section (CHS) steel tubes strengthened by Aramid fiber-reinforced polymer (AFRP). The aramid fiber 
used for this experiment is available under the trade name of Kevlar 49. In this study, thin-walled circular steel 
tubes externally bonded with fiber in the hoop direction were tested under axial compression to examine the 
effects of the AFRP thickness, on their axial load carrying and shortening capacity. The three-dimensional finite 
element models (FEM) of AFRP strengthened circular hollow section (CHS) was developed using ANSYS 
Workbench Ver. 19.0 and ACP (ANSYS Composite Prep/Post) tool considering both geometric and material 
nonlinearities. The effects combined of AFRP damage and interlaminar failures for the bonded interface are 
modeled within FEM using “Hashin” failure criteria and Cohesive Zone Model (CZM), respectively, to provide 
an accurate simulation. The results involving the failure modes, load vs. axial shortening curve and ultimate 
load capacity, were obtained from the experimental and numerical simulation and compared for validation. Both 
the experimental and numerical results are consistent, demonstrating that AFRP external strengthening can 
considerably enhance the strength of steel tube columns by 96% for short tubes and 23% for long tubes using 
3 mm thickness of AFRP. 
 
Minhao Dong, Mohamed Elchalakani, Ali Karrech, Mostafa Fahmi Hassanein, Tianyu Cie and Bo Yang (First 
author is from: School of Civil, Environmental and Mining Engineering, The University of Western Australia, 
WA 6009, Australia), “Behaviour and design of rubberized concrete filled steel tubes under combined loading 
conditions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 24-38, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.031 
ABSTRACT: Rubberised concrete has the benefit of utilising waste material, preventing resource extraction 
and improving concrete ductility, however at the cost of reduced strength and stiffness. This paper explored the 
option to effectively confine the rubberised concrete with steel tubes to obtain enhanced strength and ductility. 
The behaviour and performances of thirty rubberised concrete-filled single-skin steel tubes of various rubber 
content, steel section and load eccentricities was systematically investigated in this study. The results have 
shown that confined rubberised concrete and the restrained steel tube improved ductility of the composite 
section. The rubberised concrete was more effective in delaying the premature buckling failure of the steel tube 
compared to the more brittle normal cement concrete. The 15% rubber replacement ratio showed a good 
balance of strength and ductility and thus recommended for design of roadside barriers. The behaviour of the 
rubberised concrete filled steel tubes could be accurately predicted using existing design guidelines and safe 
designs can be produced. This study demonstrated the possibility of using rubberised concrete as a solution to 
problems that require high moment and deformation capacity, such as the roadside barriers and columns in 
buildings located in seismic active zones. 
 
Shijie Zheng, Dejin Chen and Hongtao Wang (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Mechanics and Control 
of Mechanical Structures, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China), “Size 
dependent nonlinear free vibration of axially functionally graded tapered microbeams using finite element 
method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 46-52, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.033 
ABSTRACT: Taking the von Kármán geometrically nonlinearity into account, this paper presents a nonlinear 
finite element formulation of axially functionally graded(AFG) tapered microbeams, which is based on the 
modified couple stress and Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. The profiles of physical parameters such as elasticity 
modulus and mass density of the microbeam are assumed to be a simple power-law form along the length 
direction, while either width or height of the beam changes linearly in axial direction. The size-dependent 



nonlinear free vibration of AFG non-uniform microbeams is analyzed by using finite element simulation. The 
correctness of the present analysis is validated by comparing computed results with those available for AFG 
tapered beams. The effects of vibration amplitude, variation of the taper ratio in cross section and gradient index 
of material along the length and material length scale parameter as well as boundary conditions on nonlinear 
fundamental frequency are discussed. 
 
H. Debski, P. Rozylo, A. Gliszczynski and T. Kubiak (First author is from: Department of Machine Design and 
Mechatronics, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, Poland), “Numerical 
models for buckling, postbuckling and failure analysis of pre-damaged thin-walled composite struts subjected to 
uniform compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 53-65, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.030 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the stability and post-buckling states of compressed thin-walled composite 
struts with predamage as a result of low-velocity impact. The struts were made of a GFRP composite material 
with a symmetrical lay-up by the autoclave technique. The produced channel-section struts were subjected to 
20 J impact in different areas of the structure: on the web and on the flange. The struts with composite damage 
were subjected to axial compression to investigate the effect of composite material damage on the stability and 
operation of the structure in the post-buckling range. A numerical analysis was performed by the finite element 
method to compare two models of composite material damage: the proposed Simplified Damage Model (SDM) 
and the model developed by Fardin Esrail and Christos Kassapoglou. The limit load when the structure loses its 
stability was determined by the progressive failure criterion, according to which damage initiation in the 
composite material is based on the Hashin criterion while damage evolution is described with the energy 
criterion. 
 
Lanhui Guo, Yong Liu, Feng Fu and Haijia Huang (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, Harbin 
Institute of Technology, Harbin, China), “Behavior of axially loaded circular stainless steel tube confined 
oncrete stub columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 66-76, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.014 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steel tube confined concrete (SSTCC) stub column is a new form of steel-concrete 
composite column in which the stainless steel tube is used to confine the core concrete without resistance to the 
axial load directly. It could take the advantages of both the stainless steel tube and the steel tube confined 
concrete columns. This paper presents the experimental investigation of circular SSTCC stub columns subjected 
to axial load. Meanwhile, comparative tests of the circular concrete-filled stainless steel tubes and circular 
hollow stainless steel tubes were also conducted. The experimental phenomena of specimens are introduced in 
detail and the experimental results are analyzed. Through the investigation of axial stress and hoop stress on the 
stainless steel tube, the interaction between stainless steel tube and core concrete is studied. The experimental 
results showed that the stainless steel tube provides confinement to the core concrete, increasing the 
compressive capacity of core concrete significantly. In addition, the confinement of stainless steel tube in 
SSTCC stub columns is larger than that in concrete-filled stainless steel tubes. Therefore, the load-carrying 
capacity of SSTCC columns is higher than that of concrete-filled stainless steel tubes. Besides, an equation was 
proposed to calculate the load-carrying capacities of SSTCC columns and concrete-filled stainless steel tube 
columns. The calculated results agree well with the experimental results. 
 
Minyao Tan and Wenming Cheng (Dep. of Mechanical Engineering, South West Jiaotong Univ., Chengdu, 
China), “Non-linear lateral buckling analysis of unequal thickness thin-walled box beam under an eccentric 
load”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 77-90, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.028 
ABSTRACT: A non-linear theory for straight thin-walled box beam (STBB) subjected to an eccentric force, 
considering the distortional deformation and unequal thickness of the webs, is developed to determine the 
buckling capacity in this paper. Due to the coupling of warping, torsion and distortion of the cross-section, the 
kinematic model becomes considerably complicated. The theory considers the geometric non-linear coupling 
caused by the non-linear terms in each deformation mode under the generalized displacement coordinate. The 
non-linear differential equations is discretized by Galerkin's method, which has been shown that the interaction 
effects can be successfully captured between the pre-buckling deflections and geometric non-linearity. The 
post-buckling response of the present beam model is compared with the results of the finite element simulation 



(Ansys15.0) and F.Mohri's method (2002), which appears to be very conservative. The formulation is solved 
exactly by checking the effect of the variable parameters: the width-to-height ratio of the cross-section, the load 
height and the thickness of the webs. The viability and effectiveness of this method has been established by 
comparing with other existing numerical solutions. 
 
Haigui Fan (School of Chemical Machinery and Safety Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, No. 2 
Linggong Road, Dalian, Liaoning 116023, PR China), “Critical buckling load prediction of axially compressed 
cylindrical shell based on non-destructive probing method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 91-104, June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.034 
ABSTRACT: Critical buckling load prediction of axially compressed cylindrical shell is investigated based on 
the non-destructive probing method in this paper. Finite element model of the cylindrical shell under combined 
axial load and radial probe is established using ABAQUS and the static modified Newton-Raphson method that 
uses artificial damping is chosen in the geometrically and materially nonlinear buckling analysis. By the means 
of repeatedly probing the shell under different prescribed axial loads, the three-dimensional representation of 
probe force, probe displacement and prescribed axial load is established. Based on that, the critical buckling 
load of the shell is predicted by the fitting curve that reflecting the relationship between the maximum probe 
force and the prescribed axial load. Applying this prediction method, the perfect cylindrical shell, the cylindrical 
shells with dimple-shape imperfections and the cylindrical shell with measured imperfections have been 
studied. All of the predicted results are compared with the real critical loads in buckling behavior of the shells 
under axial compression. Effects of poker size and probing location on the prediction results are analyzed. 
Results show that the critical loads for the first buckling pattern of the cylindrical shells with notable local 
imperfections can be predicted accurately when the shell is probed at the location with the largest imperfection 
amplitude. If the shell is probed away from that area, the predicted result will become much larger. Compared 
to the probing location, the poker size has little effect on the prediction results. For the cylindrical shell with 
measured imperfections, probing at the location with largest imperfection amplitude has achieved the most 
accurate prediction result. Besides, the predicted critical buckling loads obtained by probing at other locations 
are also acceptable. It is believed that for a general cylindrical shell without notable local defects, the smallest 
one of different predicted results obtained by probing a series of representative locations on the cylindrical shell 
could be regarded as the critical buckling load. 
 
Faqi Liu, Hua Yang, Rui Yan and Wei Wang (Primarily from: Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behavior and 
Control of the Ministry of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Experimental 
and numerical study on behaviour of square steel tube confined reinforced concrete stub columns after fire 
exposure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 105-125, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.037 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of square steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns after fire exposure was 
studied experimentally and numerically in this paper. Eighteen stub columns were first heated following the 
ISO 834 standard fire including both heating and cooling phases, and were subsequently loaded to failure after 
cooling to ambient temperature. Failure modes, temperatures in specimens, axial load versus deformation 
curves and strains in steel tube were monitored and discussed. A finite element model was developed using the 
sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis method and was validated against tests found in literatures and this 
study. Parametric study was performed to identify influences of key parameters, where are heating time, cross-
sectional dimension, strengths of materials, steel tube to concrete area ratio and reinforcement ratio, on residual 
capacity and compressive stiffness. Finally, a simplified method is proposed for predicting residual cross-
sectional capacity and compressive stiffness of square steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns after fire 
exposure. 
 
Sadjad Pirmohammad and Sobhan Esmaeili-Marzdashti (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of 
Engineering, University of Mohaghegh Ardabili, Ardabil 179, Iran), “Multi-objective crashworthiness 
optimization of square and octagonal bitubal structures including different hole shapes”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 139, pp 126-138, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.004 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the effects of hole shapes and dimensions on crashworthiness 
performance of the square and octagonal bitubal structures under impact loading. Several holes with three 
different shapes including rectangle, hexagon and ellipse are considered on the walls of the square and 
octagonal structures. For these structures, crashworthiness indicators SEA and PCF are numerically obtained 



using finite element code LS-DYNA. Based on the results, a significant improvement on the crashworthiness 
capacity is achieved by employing the technique of creating holes on the walls of structures; such that the 
hexagonal holes created on the square and octagonal bitubal structures improve the crashworthiness capacity by 
60% and 42%, respectively in comparison to the corresponding conventional structures. Interestingly, all the 
holed structures show less PCF compared to those without hole. In the next phase, the hole dimensions are 
optimized using NSGA-II (non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm) and ANNs (artificial neural networks) 
methods to find the optimal structures. The SAW (simple additive weight) method is then implemented on the 
optimal structures, and the square and octagonal structures having the hexagonal holes are finally found as the 
best and superior energy absorbing devices. The effect of oblique loading on crushing behavior of the holed 
structures is also considered. According to the results, the holes created on the structure walls improve the 
crashworthiness capacity of structures under oblique loading, as well. 
 
Ji-Hua Zhu, Zi-qi Li, Mei-Ni Su and Ben Young (First author is from: Department of Civil Engineering, 
Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, China), “Numerical study and design of aluminium alloy channel section 
columns with welds”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 139-150, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.015 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical investigation on aluminium alloy welded columns of channel 
section. Non-linear finite element models were firstly developed and validated against non-welded column test 
results. The materials considered in this study were aluminium alloys 6063-T5 and 6061-T6. The validated 
finite element models were used for parametric studies to generate numerical results for columns containing 
welds. In the finite element models, both ends of the columns were transversely welded to aluminium alloy end 
plates. Finite element models of welded columns were developed by dividing the column into two part: non-
welded region and heat-affected zones. Material properties of non-welded aluminium alloys and heat-affected 
zone were adopted in the models. A total of 100 numerical results were newly generated from the parametric 
study. The numerical results were compared with design strengths predicted by the existing American, 
Australian/New Zealand, European and Chinese standards. The column strengths were also compared with the 
design strengths by the direct strength method (DSM) and the continuous strength method (CSM). Modified 
DSM and CSM approaches with the consideration of heat-affected zone softening effects were proposed in this 
study. Both modified DSM and CSM approaches were found to yield more accurate and consistent predictions 
for aluminium alloy welded columns. In addition, reliability analyses were performed to evaluate the reliability 
level of all the existing and newly proposed design rules for channel section columns containing transverse 
welds. 
 
Finian McCann and Leroy Gardner (First author is from: School of the Built Environment and Architecture, 
London South Bank University, UK), “Numerical analysis and design of slender elliptical hollow sections in 
bending”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 196-208, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.011 
ABSTRACT: The local buckling behaviour and ultimate cross-sectional resistance of slender tubular elliptical 
profiles in bending are examined by means of numerical modelling. After successful validation of the numerical 
model against previous experimental results, a parametric study comprising 240 simulations was conducted in 
order to investigate the influence of cross-section aspect ratio, axis of bending, geometric imperfections and 
local slenderness on structural behaviour. The ultimate moments, moment–curvature relationships and failure 
modes obtained are discussed. It was found that, overall, postbuckling stability increases and imperfection 
sensitivity decreases with increasing elliptical hollow section (EHS) aspect ratio. A design method is proposed 
for Class 4 EHS members that reflects the reduction in resistance due to local buckling with increasing 
slenderness and extends the range of applicability of existing provisions. A reliability analysis was performed in 
accordance with EN 1990, indicating that the design methods for EHS in bending, in addition to previous 
design methods for EHS in compression, are suitable for use in the Eurocode framework with a recommended 
partial factor of unity. 
 
N.K. Akhmedov and A.H. Sofiyev (First author is from: Department of Mathematics, Azerbaijan State 
Economic University (UNEC), Baku, Azerbaijan), “Asymptotic analysis of three-dimensional problem of 
elasticity theory for radially inhomogeneous transversally-isotropic thin hollow spheres”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 139, pp 232-241, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.022 



ABSTRACT: In this study, three-dimensional problem of the theory of elasticity (3DPTE) for radially 
inhomogeneous (INH) transversally-isotropic thin hollow spheres is investigated using the asymptotic 
integration method. The basic relations and equilibrium equations for radially inhomogeneous transversally-
isotropic thin hollow spheres are formed and inhomogeneous solutions (INHSs) and homogeneous solutions 
(HSs) are constructed. The built solutions completely reveal the qualitative structure of a three-dimensional 
stress-strain state of radially inhomogeneous transversely-isotropic spheres of small thickness and serve as an 
effective apparatus for solving boundary value problems, the basis for evaluating existing applied theories and 
for creating new, more refined applied theories. Asymptotic formulas are obtained that allow the calculation of 
the three-dimensional stress-strain state of spheres. New solution groups (boundary layer solutions) have been 
found that are absent in applied theories. The behavior of homogeneous solutions in the inner parts of the sphere 
and in the vicinity of conical sections has been studied, when the thin-walled parameter of the sphere tends to 
zero. The nature of the constructed homogeneous solutions is clarified. On the basis of the theoretical analysis, 
three types of the stress-strain state (SSS) in the radially inhomogeneous transversally-isotropic hollow spheres 
(RINHTIHSs) are considered: a penetrating stress state, a simple edge effect, and a boundary layer. Finally 
numerical calculations are made and the influences of inhomogeneity on the stress distributions are 
investigated. 
 
Pedro B. Dinis, Dinar Camotim, Alexandre Landesmann and Andre D. Martins (Primarily from: CERIS, 
DECivil, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal), “On the direct strength method design 
of columns against global failures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 242-270, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.027 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports an in-depth and extensive numerical investigation aimed at assessing the 
accuracy of the current Direct Strength Method (DSM) design curve in predicting the failure load of cold-
formed steel columns collapsing in global modes, namely flexural or flexural-torsional modes. This study 
concerns fixed-ended columns with a wide variety of cross-section shapes: plain channels, lipped channels, 
double-fold (return) lipped channels, web-stiffened lipped channels, web/flange-stiffened lipped channels, 
lipped zed-sections, hat-sections, rack-sections and I-sections (formed by back-to-back plain channels). The 
first part of the work is devoted to plain channel columns and starts with a parametric study aimed at gathering 
failure loads of columns with continuously varying geometries and yield stresses, so that they (i) buckle in 
either major-axis flexural-torsional or minor-axis flexural modes and (ii) cover a wide slenderness range. These 
failure loads are then used to assess the quality of their predictions yielded by the codified global DSM design 
and to propose modifications to improve this quality. The second part of the work employs the modified DSM-
based global design curves, as well as the current one, to predict a fairly large number of numerical failure loads 
of columns exhibiting the remaining eight cross-section shapes. This extensive parametric study shows that the 
failure load predictions provided by the proposed/modified DSM global strength curves (i) have very high 
quality and, for the columns considered, (ii) clearly outperform those yielded by the current design curve. In 
addition, the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed DSM global design curves are also discussed. 
 
Xianfeng Yang, Jingxuan Ma, Yuxin Sun and Jialing Yang (Institute of Solid Mechanics, Beihang University, 
Beijing 100191, PR China), “An internally nested circular-elliptical tube system for energy absorption”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 242-270, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.012 
ABSTRACT: The force-displacement curve of circular tubes under lateral crushing load is typically divided 
into three stages. However, the plateau force actually shows a linearly increasing trend under compression load. 
As a matter of fact, a stable plateau force is remarkably important for the energy absorption devices. In an effort 
to overcome this drawback, this paper proposes an internally nested energy absorption system consisting of a 
circular tube and an elliptical tube, and it is promising to replace the single circular tube as the dominated 
impact protective structure in the helicopter seats. The experimental investigations of the circular tubes, the 
elliptical tubes and the nested circular-elliptical tube system (CETS) are carried out to study the mechanical 
behaviors of the tubes subjected to the lateral crushing load. In addition, an analytical model for the CETS is 
established on the basis of the rigid-perfectly plastic material model. The results indicate that the plateau force 
of the circular-elliptical tube system is extremely stable while the single circular or elliptical tubes has the 
plateau forces linearly increasing or decreasing. Besides, the 3D finite element model of the nested tube system 
is developed through LS-DYNA, and it is also validated by comparison with the experimental result of the 
CETS. Based on the numerical simulations, a parametric investigation is conducted to understand the effect of 



the internal radius of the circular tube, the ovality of the elliptical tube, the number of elliptical tube and the 
impact velocity on the mechanical response and crashworthiness characteristics for the CETS. 
 
Miguel Ormeno, Tam Larkin and Nawawi Chouw (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Faculty of Engineering, the University of Auckland, New Zealand), “Experimental study of the effect of a 
flexible base on the seismi response of a liquid storage tank”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 343-346, 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.013 
ABSTRACT: Previous studies have demonstrated that strong earthquakes can cause severe damage to storage 
tanks. In many countries tanks are built near the coast on soft soils. Because of the difference in stiffness 
between the tank (rigid) and the soil (flexible), the soft soil causes an elongation in the period of the impulsive 
mode of the soil-foundation-tank system and, therefore, this flexible base can have an important effect on the 
seismic response. Numerical studies by other researchers have shown the influence of a flexible base on the 
seismic response of storage tanks. However, experimental investigation on the effects of a flexible base using 
sand box on the key design parameter, i.e. stress developed in the tank shell, has not been reported. In this 
research shake table experiments were performed. Sand in a box is used to simulate the flexible base. Actual 
earthquake records scaled to the New Zealand design spectrum for Wellington City are used. The results 
showed that in comparison with the rigid base case (model placed directly on the shake table) the axial 
compressive stresses decreased. The experimental results are corroborated by a numerical model. 
 
Raydin Salahifar and Magdi Mohareb (First author is from: Bahá'í Institute for Higher Education, Tehran, Iran), 
“Generalized theory for the dynamic analysis of thin shells with application to circular cylindrical geometries”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 347-361, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.11.021 
ABSTRACT: A generalized theory is formulated for the analysis of thin shells of general curvatures based on 
the variational form of the Hamiltonian functional in conjunction with tensor calculus. Simplifying 
approximations and subtle inconsistencies made at the early stages of common classical formulations are 
avoided herein, and hence, the present treatment leads to field equations and boundary conditions that are 
accurate and consistent. The theory is then specialized to circular cylindrical shells. The well-known field 
equations of Flugge and Donnell-Mushtari-Vlasov (DMV) theories are recovered as consistent approximations 
from the present theory. Closed form solutions are then developed for the present and past cylindrical shell 
theories by Flugge, Timoshenko, and DMV. A comparative study is conducted to assess and quantify the effects 
of approximations made in classical theories on the predicted displacements and stresses. 
 
Seher Eken (Aerospace Engineering Department, Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Samsun University, 
55420 Ondokuzmayıs, Samsun, Turkey), “Free vibration analysis of composite aircraft wings modeled as thin-
walled beams with NACA airfoil sections”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 362-371, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.042 
ABSTRACT: This study reports the formulation of a realistic aircraft wing model based on thin-walled 
composite beam theory. In this model, NACA 4-digit-series airfoils were selected for the wing-section. The 
circumferentially asymmetric stiffness lay-up was implemented and two different sets of coupling systems 
corresponding to the proposed model were utilized. The eigenvalue problem was solved by the extended 
Galerkin method and the natural frequencies were computed as a function of the ply angle. The results of the 
free vibration analysis along with the governing system of the proposed model contributes to the theory of 
anisotropic thin-walled beams, emphasizing the importance of thin-walled structures in the design of advanced 
aeronautical structures. 
 
Hui-Shen Shen, Y. Xiang and Yin Fan (Primarily from: School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University, Shanghai 200240, People's Republic of China), “A novel technique for nonlinear dynamic 
instability analysis of FG-GRC laminated plates”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 389-397, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.010 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel technique for the nonlinear dynamic instability analysis of graphene-
reinforced composite (GRC) laminated plates resting on an elastic foundation and in thermal environments. The 
GRC layers are arranged in a piece-wise functionally graded (FG) pattern along the plate thickness direction 
and each layer of the plate contains different volume fractions of graphene reinforcement. The material 
properties of a GRC layer are assumed to be temperature-dependent and are estimated by the extended Halpin–



Tsai micromechanical model. The governing equations are based on a higher-order shear deformation plate 
theory with the geometric nonlinearity being defined by the von Kármán strain-displacement relationships. The 
plate-foundation interaction and thermal effects are also included. The novelty of this study is that the motion 
equation and the postbuckling equilibrium equation are derived by a two-step perturbation technique and are 
then solved simultaneously to determine the dynamic in-plane load and frequency uniquely for a given plate 
amplitude. The numerical illustrations reveal the nonlinear dynamic instability responses of FG-GRC laminated 
plates under different sets of thermal environmental conditions, from which results for uniformly distributed 
(UD) GRC laminated plates are obtained as comparators. 
 
Omar S. Hussein and Sameer B. Mulani (First author is from: Aerospace Engineering Department, Cairo 
University, Giza 12613, Egypt), “Nonlinear aeroelastic stability analysis of in-plane functionally graded metal 
nanocomposite thin panels in supersonic flow”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 398-411, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.016 
ABSTRACT: This work studies the nonlinear post-instability responses of in-plane bi-directional functionally 
graded (FG) simply-supported and clamped thin panels. The post-flutter responses of panels subjected to a 
supersonic airflow are considered as the dynamic case and the post-buckling responses as the static case. The 
effect of thermal and mechanical in-plane loadings on the panels’ stability and post-instability is analyzed. The 
first-order piston theory is used for the aerodynamic modeling and the classical plate theory (CPT) along with 
the nonlinear von-Karman's strains for the structural modeling. The finite element method (FEM) is used for the 
analysis. The responses of the functionally graded panels are compared to those of the homogeneous panels. 
Magnesium reinforced by Silicon Carbide nanoparticles composite is considered in this work because of its 
high stiffness to weight ratio giving it a great potential for aerospace applications. The high stiffening effect of 
the nano-reinforcements allows the multi-dimensional material grading to maximize the panels’ performance 
using the minimum amount of the nano-reinforcement. 
 
Kun Xie, Meixia Chen, Wanjing Dong and Wencheng Li (Primarily from: College of Engineering, Huazhong 
Agricultural University, Wuhan 430070, China), “A unified semi-analytical method for vibration analysis of 
shells of revolution stiffened by rings with T cross-section”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 139, pp 412-431, 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.018 
ABSTRACT: A unified semi-analytical method is presented to study free and forced vibrations of arbitrary 
shells of revolution stiffened by rings with T cross-section. Combined shells of revolution and rings with 
rectangular and L cross-sections are included in the titled structure. The ring-stiffened shell is firstly 
decomposed to several shell segments and rings with T cross-section according to intersections between the 
shell and rings, and shell segments are further divided into some narrower segments to be treated as conical 
shells. Rings with T cross-section are modeled as two cylindrical shells (left and right flanges) and one annular 
plate (web), rather than conventional curved beams. Conical segments, cylindrical segments and annular plates 
are uniformly analyzed by employing Flügge thin shell theory and expanding displacements as power series. To 
consider both classic and elastic boundary conditions, the artificial spring technology is employed to restrain 
displacements at edges. Then, boundary conditions at two edges and a set of continuity conditions of adjacent 
segments are assembled to the final governing equation. Through comparing free and forced vibration results of 
present method with the ones in the literature and calculated by finite element method, rapid convergence and 
high accuracy are demonstrated. Furthermore, effects of elastic boundary conditions and rings are discussed. 
Results reveal that mode shapes of shells are significantly affected by rings with T cross-section, and in-plane 
and out-plane deformations of the web of rings cannot be neglected, especially for rings with large height. 
 
Sandor Adany (Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary), “Modal identification of thin-
walled members by using the constrained finite element method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 31-42, 
July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.029 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structural members have complex behavior. It is usual to interpret the complex 
behavior as the superposition of simpler behavior components, like global, distortional, local, in-plane shear and 
transverse extension. When the standard shell finite element method is employed for the analysis, the behavior 
components are not separated, and the results can be difficult to interpret due to the complexity of the 
deformations. The results are more meaningful if identified, i.e., if the participations of the behavior 
components are quantified. Methods for the formal identification of the deformations have already been 



proposed, by using either the modes of generalized beam theory, or the basis functions of the constrained finite 
strip method. In this paper a newer and more general method, the constrained finite element method is used. 
Since this method can handle a wide range of thin-walled members, including members with holes, or members 
with varying cross-sections, or even stiffened plates, the identification can readily be applied to various thin-
walled members. In the paper some particularities of the identification method are highlighted, as well as 
several sample examples are presented and discussed. 
 
B. Janarthanan, L. Sundararajah, M. Mahendran, P. Keerthan and S. Gunalan (Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT), Brisbane, Australia), “Web crippling behaviour and design of cold-formed steel sections”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 387-403, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.042 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel sections are used in many different shapes based on their applications. 
Recently, a new C-section known as SupaCee was introduced in Australia with higher flexural capacities 
compared to traditional channel sections. However, all cold-formed steel sections are vulnerable to web 
crippling failures due to their higher plate slenderness. Australian/New Zealand (AS/NZS 4600) and North 
American (AISI S100) Standards use a unified web crippling design equation with four coefficients while 
Eurocode 3 Part 1.3 uses different design equations to predict the web crippling capacities of cold-formed steel 
sections. The web crippling coefficients were developed based on the experimental studies undertaken since the 
1940s. These experimental studies utilised different test set-ups and specimens lengths and hence the accuracy 
of predictions using these coefficients may be inadequate. No coefficients are available for unlipped channel 
sections with fastened supports and high strength SupaCee sections while the same coefficients are used for 
lipped channels with fastened and unfastened supports. To address these shortcomings, the web crippling 
behaviour of unlipped and lipped channel and SupaCee sections was experimentally investigated based on 
recently developed AISI S909 web crippling test guidelines. Finite element analyses were then performed to 
extend the range of cold-formed steel sections. Using the web crippling capacity results from both experiments 
and finite element analyses, new equations were proposed to determine the web crippling capacities of lipped 
and unlipped channel and SupaCee sections. Suitable direct strength method based web crippling design 
equations were also developed. This paper presents the important details of several detailed web crippling 
studies undertaken recently including a suite of web crippling design equations that can be adopted in relevant 
cold-formed steel standards. 
 
Dang K. Phan and Kim J.R. Rasmussen (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 
2006, Australia), “Flexural rigidity of cold-formed steel built-up members”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, 
pp 438-449, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.051 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) built-up members are formed by connecting several single members by 
fasteners. This paper presents experimental, numerical and analytical studies on the effect of fastener 
configurations on the flexural rigidity of built-up sections. In this research, two zinc-coated steel C-sections are 
connected back-to-back to form a double-web built-up I-section, which is subject to weak-axis bending. A 
closed-formed expression for the flexural rigidity of built-up sections as a function of fastener stiffness, number 
and position of fasteners, and section geometry is then derived. This is validated against the tests and finite 
element modelling, and can be adapted more generally to determine the stiffness and global strength of CFS 
built-up members in bending. 
 
Benjamin W. Schafer (Johns Hopkins University, USA), “Advances in the Direct Strength Method of cold-
formed steel design”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 533-541, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.001 
ABSTRACT: Twenty years ago, the Direct Strength Method (DSM) was first proposed as an efficient 
alternative to traditional design methods for thin-walled cold-formed steel (CFS) structural members. DSM may 
be regarded as one implementation of a class of generalized slenderness methods that are used in structural 
design. The objective of this paper is to provide additional context on how DSM-based design fits within past 
design knowledge and summarize the current state of development and future potential of the approach. 
Although DSM is regarded as a relatively new member design approach, its fundamental principles have long 
been used to explore relationships between stability, material yielding, and strength. The first ten years of DSM 
development (1998–2008) focused largely on simple prismatic CFS members under single actions and was 
conducted by a small group of researchers. In the last ten years of DSM development both the scope of DSM-



based solutions and the researchers who are contributing to this development have broadly expanded. Since 
2008 significant advances in DSM have occurred in strength prediction in shear, torsion, and combined loading; 
DSM efforts have also addressed buckling mode interactions, built-up members, elevated temperatures, member 
optimization, stiffness and ductility predictions, system-level implementations and more. DSM’s ability to 
directly integrate elastic buckling simulation and provide efficient structural predictions for complex folded 
cross-sections remains one of its central advantages. Looking to the future DSM is well positioned to provide 
useful and efficient structural predictions and current efforts will continue to expand the scope and applicability 
of DSM. 
 
Shenchun Xu, Chengqing Wu, Zhongxian Liu and Ruizhe Shao (First author is from: School of Civil 
Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin 300372, China), “Experimental investigation on the cyclic behaviors of 
ultra-high-performance steel fiber reinforced concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular columns”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 140, pp 1-20, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.008 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the cyclic behaviors of ultra-high 
performance steel fiber reinforced concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular columns under combined axial 
compression and cyclic lateral displacement loading. The failure modes, hysteretic behaviors, envelop 
diagrams, ductile performance, stiffness degradation and energy dissipation capacity were analyzed in detail. 
Notably, the cyclic behaviors of referenced high strength concrete and normal strength concrete filled thin-
walled steel tubular columns were also studied to get a better illustration of the cyclic behaviors of ultra-high-
performance steel fiber reinforced concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular columns. Furthermore, the effects of 
steel tube thickness, axial compression ratio, volume ratio of steel fiber and slenderness on the cyclic behaviors 
of ultra-high-performance steel fiber reinforced concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular columns were also 
investigated in detail. The test results indicate that the high strength concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular 
columns represent a poor cyclic behavior. However, replacing high strength concrete with ultra-high 
performance steel fiber reinforced concrete to infill thin-walled steel tubes can get an excellent cyclic behavior. 
Moreover, the cyclic behavior of ultra-high performance steel fiber reinforced concrete filled thin-walled steel 
tubular columns is also much better than that of normal strength concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular 
columns. 
 
Fa-Cheng Wang, Hua-Yang Zhao and Lin-Hai Han (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, 
Beijing 100084, PR China), “Analytical behavior of concrete-filled aluminum tubular stub columns under axial 
compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 21-30, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.019 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents finite element investigations on the structural behaviors of circular concrete-
filled aluminum tubular (CFAT) stub columns under axial compression. The finite element models are 
developed by considering the nonlinearities of concrete and aluminum materials and the interactions between 
the two components. The predicted ultimate strengths, load-axial strain relationships and failure modes are 
compared to those from collected experimental data. Full range analysis on the load-deformation N-ε are 
conducted, where the investigations on the multi-axial stress conditions of the aluminum tube and the 
interaction stress between the aluminum tube and concrete core are included. The verified finite element models 
are used to carry out a series of parametric studies on key material and geometric properties. The ductility index 
DI and strain at ultimate strength εscy are studied. Equations to determine εscy for circular CFAT stub columns are 
proposed. The applicability of the existing design method for CFST to CFAT stub columns is investigated. 
 
Quirino Estrada, Dariusz Szwedowicz, Alejandro Rodriguez-Mendez, Milton Elias-Espinosa, Jesus Silva-
Aceves, Jorge Gedolla-Hernandez and Oscar A. Gomez-Vargas (First author is from: Instituto de Ingeniería y 
Tecnología, Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez (UACJ), Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico), “Effect of 
radial clearance and holes as crush initiators on the crashworthiness performance of bi-tubular profiles”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 43-59, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.039 
ABSTRACT: The use of bi-tubular structures has gained importance in the design of energy absorption systems 
for protection of passengers in train collisions. Therefore, it is critical to improve the crashworthiness 
performance of bi-tubular profiles. For this purpose, the effect of cross-section, bi-tubular clearance and holes 
as crush initiators is evaluated using finite element simulations. To get reliable outcomes, special emphasis was 
set on the progressive damage modelling of aluminum 6063-T5 by a Johnson-Cook (J-C) failure model. During 



the cross-section study, bi-tubular arrangements based on polygonal and circular cross-section were evaluated 
by quasi-static compression loads. The results indicate that the circular shapes showed better crashworthiness 
performance or crush force efficiency (CFE) up to 12.28% respect to a square base structure. A 10.72% 
improvement in CFE was obtained when the non-dimensionalized clearance between profiles is increased from 
Lambda=20 to Lambda=40. The effect of holes on crashworthiness performance was evaluated by drilling holes 
at different locations both in the inner and outer profiles. The results show that the use of holes increased the 
crush force efficiency and energy absorption (Ea) capability even more than the effect of clearance alone. 
Improvements in the order of 2.50% and 12.96% for Ea and CFE respectively were computed when holes were 
placed at the top end of a BC-3 profile with a non-dimensional clearance of Lambda=40. Considering all effects 
simultaneously, an increase of 24.6% and 26.31% for Ea and CFE respectively was calculated. Finally, an 
application to a crash buffer in a railway transport system is considered. Likewise, its improved crashworthiness 
behavior is presented. 
 
Artur Piekarczuk (Instytut Techniki Budowlanej, 1 Filtrowa St., 00-611, Warsaw, Poland), “Experimental and 
numerical studies of double corrugated steel arch panels”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 60-73, July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.032 
ABSTRACT: Arch structures made of double corrugated steel sheets, known as K-span, are used as self-
supporting building roofs. The cold-rolling method of arch panel production causes the creation of deep-press 
formed transverse corrugation. The unusual profile shape significantly impedes the use of known design 
methods. In extreme cases, this might lead to the failure and collapse of K-span structures. This paper presents a 
method for testing full-size K-span structures using various measuring techniques, and provides a method of 
numerical analysis of the double corrugated structures. The results of the tests were compared with the results of 
the numerical analysis to assess the validity of the assumptions made for the calculations. A comparison of the 
test results and the numerical analyses helped to give practical guidelines for evaluation of the load capacity and 
stability of double corrugated K-span structures. 
 
Mansour Alturki and Rigoberto Burgueno (First author is from: Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, 3504 Engineering Building, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, 48824-1208, USA), 
“Response characterization of multistable shallow domes with cosine-curved profile”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 140, pp 74-84, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.035 
ABSTRACT: The multistable elastic behavior of a shallow dome with a cosine-curved profile is investigated in 
this work. The dome exhibits snap-through instability and could be used as a building block for energy 
dissipation mechanism in structures subjected to cyclic loading and high deformation demands. Numerical and 
experimental studies were carried on the geometric and material properties of the cosine-curved domes (CCD) 
under concentrated load at the apex. Finite element analyses (FEA), validated by experimental tests on 3D 
printed specimens, were conducted to study the controlling geometric and material properties of the CCD. 
Three types of response were recognized and discussed based on the force- and strain energy-displacement 
curves. Limitations on the geometric parameters that govern the recoverability of the original shape and the 
stability state upon load removal are also identified. In addition, empirical relations to estimate the limit-point 
load and displacement, and to characterize the snap-through response were developed. Good agreement was 
observed using the determined limits on the geometric parameters and the developed relations with the results 
from FEA and experimental tests. 
 
Francesco Tornabene (Department of Innovation Engineering, University of Salento, Italy), “On the critical 
speed evaluation of arbitrarily oriented rotating doubly-curved shells made of functionally graded materials”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 85-98, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.018 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a general theoretical framework to investigate the dynamic behavior of 
rotating doubly-curved shell structures made of Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs). A clear advancement of 
the present formulation is the possibility to apply a rotating speed (angular velocity) about a general axis of the 
global reference system. It is important to underline that this aspect is innovative with respect to the previous 
studies proposed in the literature, in which the angular velocity is only applied about the revolution axis the 
shell. Furthermore, several Higher-order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDTs) are used to investigate the 
problem at issue. The results of various numerical applications are presented to discuss the effect of the choice 
of the axis of rotation, as well as the geometric features of the shells, on the dynamic response of the structures. 



In particular, the analyses are performed to evaluate the critical value of rotating speed, which define the 
stiffness reduction of the structure. A five-parameter power law is developed to define the variation of the 
mechanical properties of the FGMs along the thickness of the structures. The accuracy of the current 
formulation, which includes the effects of both Coriolis and centripetal accelerations, is verified by means of the 
comparison with the results available in the literature. The solutions are carried out numerically by means of an 
efficient tool that allows to solve the strong formulation of the governing equations. 
 
Majid M.A. Kadhim, Zhangjian Wu and Lee S. Cunningham (First author is from: College of Engineering, 
University of Babylon, Iraq), “Numerical study of full-scale CFRP strengthened open-section steel columns 
under transverse impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 99-113, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.034 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, externally bonded fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) material has gained popularity 
as an efficient means of strengthening existing civil engineering infrastructure. In the case of steel structures, 
FRP has frequently been deployed to strengthen against static and fatigue loads. However, the understanding of 
the effect of impact load on strengthened structures is still in its early stages. In parallel with this, most of the 
existing studies on impact have concentrated on small scale elements. Thus, the study presented here is aimed at 
examining the effectiveness of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) in strengthening full-scale steel I-
section columns against impact load. To achieve this aim, a non-linear finite element model built using 
ABAQUS was validated against experimental tests and then used to simulate the strengthening technique. The 
model included failure criteria of all investigated materials (steel, CFRP and adhesive material). Various 
parameters including boundary conditions, preloading level, kinetic energy, impact location and impact 
direction were examined. The CFRP strengthening technique was found to be highly effective in preventing 
column failure whether by global buckling failure or transverse shear failure. In addition the strengthened 
columns exhibited a reduced axial and transverse displacement by more than 70% in many cases. 
 
Feng Zhou and Ben Young (First author is from: State Key Laboratory of Disaster Reduction in Civil 
Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai, 200092, China), “Experimental investigation of concrete-filled 
single-skin and double-skin steel oval hollow section stub columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 157-
167, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.036 
ABSTRACT: Both concrete-filled single-skin and double-skin steel tubular stub columns were investigated 
experimentally in this study. The skin of the composite columns was constructed using steel oval hollow section 
(OHS) tubes. A series of tests was performed to investigate the effects of the geometric dimension of steel OHS 
tube and concrete strength on the behaviour and strength of composite columns. The overall width-to-thickness 
ratio of the OHS tube sections ranged from 15.8 to 62.6. The structural performance of the composite columns 
was investigated using different nominal concrete cylinder strengths of 40, 70 and 100 MPa. The composite 
column lengths were chosen so that the length-to-width ratio generally remained at a constant value of 3 to 
prevent overall column buckling. The concrete-filled OHS tube specimens were subjected to uniform axial 
compression. The test strengths, load-axial shortening relationship and failure modes of the composite columns 
were presented in this paper. The test strengths were compared with the design strengths calculated using the 
American Specification and European Code for composite steel and concrete structures. It was shown that the 
design strengths do not agree well with the experimental results. 
 
Tao Pi, Yu Chen, Kang He, Shaohua Han and Jun Wan (Primarily from: School of Urban Construction, 
Yangtze University, Jingzhou, 434023, China), “Study on circular CFST stub columns with double inner square 
steel tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 195-208, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper presented axial compression tests on the behavior of the circular concrete filled steel 
tube stub columns with double inner square steel tubes (DIS-CFST). A total of 27 DIS-CFST stub columns with 
different eccentricity ratio (e), hollow area ratio (ψ) and concrete compressive strength (C) were tested. The 
study mainly investigated the failure modes, ultimate bearing capacity, load-strain curves, load-displacement 
curves, initial stiffness at elastic stage (ki) and ductility of the DIS-CFST stub column. The failure mode of DIS-
CFST stub columns observed from the tests was local buckling and no crack was observed on the surface of the 
specimens. It was found that concrete compressive strength had remarkable influence on ductility and ultimate 



bearing capacity of DIS-CFST stub columns. However, eccentricity ratio had little influence on the behavior of 
DIS-CFST stub columns. Experimental results showed that when the hollow ratio was small, it had little effect 
on the ultimate load-carrying capacity of DIS-CFST stub columns. However, the ultimate bearing capacity of 
specimens significantly decreased when hollow area ratio was large. The eccentricity ratio, hollow area ratio 
and the concrete compressive strength had slight influence on initial stiffness at elastic stage. Furthermore, the 
ductility of DIS-CFST stub columns increased with the decrease of hollow area ratio. A simplified formula was 
proposed to calculate the ultimate bearing capacity of DIS-CFST stub columns. The predicted ultimate bearing 
capacities were in good agreement with DIS-CFST stub column test results. By comparing with the existing 
strength calculation formula, it can be concluded that the ACI code, EC4 and Han's method were more satisfied 
with the requirements of the design. 
 
Juhyeong Lee and Manav Bhatia (Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems, Mississippi State University, MS, 
39762, USA), “Impact of corrugations on bifurcation and thermoelastic responses of hat-stiffened panels”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 209-221, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.027 
ABSTRACT: The thermoelastic response of aerospace structures is significantly influenced by structural 
nonlinearities and conventional design tools based on assumption of linearity prove to be insufficient. A 
nonlinear analysis of the thermoelastic response of aerospace structures opens up the possibility to capture the 
rich bifurcation behaviour of such panels. The primary objective of this paper is to study the impact of non-
linearity and local geometric features, particularly corrugations, on the themoelastic response and bifurcation 
characteristics of a hat-stiffened panel. The study derives its motivation from the SR-71 Blackbird that was 
designed with corrugations in the upper and lower wing skins. A representative hat-stiffened panel is created 
with corrugations on the skin face-sheet and stiffeners, similar to those on the SR-71 skin panels. The amplitude 
of these corrugations is varied and the panels are loaded till the bifurcation point is reached. The results show 
that in the absence of corrugations (at face-sheets) the panel experiences two bifurcation points. The first is 
similar to the bifurcation predicted from a typical linearized buckling analysis and is surrounded by stable 
equilibrium branches such that a small perturbation causes the panel to switch to this branch. The second 
bifurcation point is surrounded by unstable subcritical branches and a perturbation can cause violent snap-
through. Adding a face-sheet corrugation causes the first bifurcation point to disappear and the temperature for 
the second bifurcation point to increase monotonically with the amplitude of corrugation. The displacement and 
stress at the panel mid-point for a given temperature also reduces with increasing corrugation amplitude. The 
corrugation in stiffeners does not provide any tangible benefit within the scope of this study. 
 
Xiayuan Li, Shui Wan, Y.L. Mo, Kongjian Shen, Tianmin Zhou and Yuze Nian (Primarily from: School of 
Transportation, Southeast University, Nanjing, 210096, China), “An improved method for analyzing shear lag 
in thin-walled box-section beam with arbitrary width of cantilever flange”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, 
pp 222-235, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.026 
ABSTRACT: The shear lag effect can significantly affect the performance of wide-box structures, and even 
becomes one of the most important influencing factors endangering structural safety. This paper develops a 
theoretical analysis method, which is designated as PM analysis for analyzing shear lag phenomenon in thin-
walled box-section beam with arbitrary width of cantilever flange. In this method, the introduction of initial 
shear rotation (or initial shear strain) γ0i, due to the effect of web restraint on flanges, is innovatively proposed 
and further employed in describing the additional warping displacement in top lateral cantilever flanges, and a 
practical and straightforward procedure of coefficient α3 is designed (DP) based on the proposed assumptions. 
In addition, a modified method to PM-DP analysis is developed for improving the defects of the hypothesis of 
shear-lag warping displacements in top lateral cantilever flanges, that is, PM-DP(M) analysis. The differential 
equations for generalized displacement w(x) and the standard magnitude of shear-lag warping displacement 
U(x) of the beam are deduced by means of the principle of minimum potential energy (MPE) and solved with 
the given boundary conditions. Numerous models of thin-walled box-section with arbitrary width of top lateral 
cantilever flanges under distributed load are chosen and built through a software program (ABAQUS). The 
results obtained from PM analysis (PM-LB, PM-DP and PM-DP(M)) are summarized into a series of curves 
indicating the distribution of normal stress and the displacements for various examples, and compared to those 
obtained from the finite element method (FEM). The study widely demonstrates the strong applicability and 
high precision of PM-DP(M) analysis, which can be considered as an ideal solution in predicting shear lag 



effect for thin-walled box-section beam with arbitrary width of cantilever flange and, possibly, be adopted as 
valuable reference for the design of related thin-walled structures. 
 
Felipe Franzoni, Richard Degenhardt, Jochen Albus and Mariano Andres Arbelo (First author is from: DLR, 
Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems, Braunschweig, Germany), “Vibration correlation 
technique for predicting the buckling load of imperfection-sensitive isotropic cylindrical shells: An analytical 
and numerical verification”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 236-247, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.041 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical and numerical investigation of the relationship between the 
compressive load level and the natural frequency variation toward a vibration correlation technique for the 
buckling load calculation of imperfection-sensitive isotropic cylindrical shell structures. Firstly, a back-to-basic 
s study is proposed and the linear equation between the applied load and the square of the loaded natural 
frequency is revisited. Such review considers the Flügge-Lur'e-Byrne's linear shell theory for the free vibrations 
of an isotropic unstiffened cylindrical shell under uniform axial loading. The demonstrated linear equation is 
rearranged for expressing the square of the applied load as a quadratic function of the square of the loaded 
natural frequency. The suggested formulation provides the analytical support to a novel vibration correlation 
technique that has been empirically proposed and experimentally validated for unstiffened cylindrical shells. 
Aiming a numerical verification based on finite element models, two cylindrical shells are defined. At first, the 
critical buckling load and the fundamental natural frequency for different load levels are determined and 
compared to the analytical results for validation of the numerical models. The finite element models are 
extended considering geometric nonlinearities, more realistic boundary conditions and three magnitudes of a 
benchmark measured initial geometric imperfection. The numerical results are considered for analyzing the 
variation of the natural frequency in the surroundings of buckling and for verifying the vibration correlation 
technique. 
 
Sihao Wang, Jun He and Yuqing Liu (Primarily from: Department of Bridge Engineering, Tongji University, 
Shanghai, China), “Shear behavior of steel I-girder with stiffened corrugated web, Part I: Experimental Study”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 248-262, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.025 
ABSTRACT: The shear stability of steel webs near the support section for long-span composite girders with 
corrugated steel webs is one of the main control factors for structural safety, which should be paid special 
attention to. Generally, concrete is poured on the inner side of corrugated steel webs to improve its shear 
stability, but encased concrete increases the weight of the girder, raises the difficulty of the construction 
process, and reduces the efficiency of the prestressing application. This paper proposes a new type of stiffened 
corrugated steel webs at the support area by adopting vertical or/and horizontal stiffeners instead of encased 
concrete. In order to explore the shear performance of proposed stiffened corrugated steel webs, experimental 
and numerical investigations were carried out in the present paper and the companion paper [1], respectively. 
Four steel I-girders with corrugated webs considering different stiffener arrangements were designed and tested 
under shear loading. The failure modes, shear strength and stiffness, strain distributions were obtained and 
analyzed in detail. The test results show that all specimens failed due to interactive shear buckling of corrugated 
steel web; shear buckling occurred between horizontal stiffeners and bottom flange for horizontal stiffened 
corrugated steel webs, but extended to the entire height for vertical stiffened corrugated steel webs, the 
stiffeners distorted associated with the deformation of corrugated steel web. Shear strength of corrugated steel 
webs can be improved by vertical and horizontal stiffeners. The vertical stiffeners do not affect the “accordion 
effect” of corrugated steel webs, but the horizontal stiffeners increase the axial stiffness of corrugated steel web 
in local area and resist bending moment together with top and bottom flanges. The shear strain of stiffened 
corrugated steel web still distributes uniformly along the height of the web. All the experimental results are then 
employed in the companion paper for the validation of finite element method and the evaluation of existing 
analytical models for predicting shear strength of un-stiffened and stiffened corrugated steel webs. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Zhe Wang and Jian Xie (School of Civil Engineering/Key Laboratory of Coast Civil Structure 
Safety of Ministry of Education, Tianjin University, Tianjin, 300350, China), “Compressive behaviours of 
double skin composite walls at low temperatures relevant to the arctic environment”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 140, pp 294-303, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.047 



ABSTRACT: Double skin composite (DSC) ice-resistant walls have been proposed for the Arctic oil platforms. 
This paper makes efforts to study the compressive behaviours of DSC walls at low temperatures of −80 °C–
20 °C. Seven DSC walls were tested at low temperatures to investigate the influences of different parameters on 
their compressive behaviours that included low temperature levels, thickness of steel faceplate, and spacing of 
connectors. The compressive behaviours of the DSC wall at low temperatures were reported and discussed in 
terms of failure mode, compressive force versus shortening behaviours, and load-strain behaviours. The 
influences of different parameters on compressive behaviours of DSC walls at low temperatures were reported 
and analysed. Theoretical models were developed to predict the ultimate compressive resistance of DSC walls 
at low temperatures. The accuracy of the developed theoretical models were checked through validations 
against reported seven test results. 
 
Ali Dabbagh, Abbas Rastgoo an Farzad Ebrahimi (Primarily from: School of Mechanical Engineering, College 
of Engineering, University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran), “Finite element vibration analysis of multi-scale hybrid 
nanocomposite beams via a refined beam theory”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 304-317, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.031 
ABSTRACT: Present manuscript is mainly arranged to take into consider the influences of nanofillers' 
aggregation, beam's shear deformation and various boundary conditions on the vibration frequency of multi-
scale hybrid nanocomposites in the framework of finite element based Rayleigh-Ritz method. The constituent 
material is made from three phases, namely polymer matrix, macro-scale carbon fibers and nano-scale carbon 
nanotubes. Homogenization procedure is procured based on Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka approach incorporated with a 
micromechanical scheme to obtain the effective material properties via a two-step method. In addition, a new 
refined higher-order beam theory is introduced to govern shear stress and strain through the thickness direction. 
Furthermore, influences of different boundary conditions are included, too. The accuracy of the presented finite 
element formulations is examined by setting a comparison between the dimensionless frequency of multi-scale 
hybrid nanocomposite beams via both analytical and finite element solutions. Afterwards, parametric studies are 
adopted to put emphasize on the influence of various terms on the vibrational behaviors of nanocomposite 
beams. It is reported that influence of different parameters deeply depends on the magnitude of volume fraction 
of nanofillers inside the inclusions. 
 
Mao Yang, Bin Han, Peng-Bo Su, Zi-Han Wei, Qi Zhang, Qian-Cheng Zhang and Tian Jian Lu (First author is 
from: State Key Laboratory for Mechanical Structure Strength and Vibration, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 
710049, PR China), “Axial crushing of ultralight all-metallic truncated conical sandwich shells with corrugated 
cores”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 318-330, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.048 
ABSTRACT: Novel ultralight all-metallic truncated conical sandwich shells (TCSS) with corrugated cores are 
designed and fabricated using the molding process. Quasi-static axial compression tests are performed to 
investigate the crushing behaviors of the proposed structure, with focus placed upon its peak strength and 
energy absorption capacity as well as the interaction effect of its face-sheets and corrugated core during the 
crushing process. Detailed parametric study with three-dimensional finite element simulations is subsequently 
carried out to further explore the failure mechanisms as well as the influence of key geometrical parameters. 
Finally, the response surface models of specific energy absorption (SEA) and peak force (PF) are established 
with key design variables, and the Pareto fronts in terms of maximum SEA and minimum PF are obtained. 
Relative to monolithic conical shells having equal mass, the SEA of the TCSS is significantly greater while the 
PF is smaller, attractive for energy absorption applications demanding high levels of crashworthiness. 
 
Saeid Sahmani and Babak Safaei (First author is from: Mechanical Rotating Equipment Department, Niroo 
Research Institute (NRI), Tehran 14665-517, Iran), “Nonlinear free vibrations of bi-directional functionally 
graded micro/nano-beams including nonlocal stress and microstructural strain gradient size effects”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 342-356, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.045 
ABSTRACT: Recently, advanced materials whose properties vary within a continuous pattern have been put to 
use to design and manufacture modern structures. In the current investigation, size dependencies are captured in 
the nonlinear free vibration characteristics of micro/nano-beams made of bi-directional functionally graded 
materials (2D-FGM). With the aid of the nonlocal strain gradient elasticity theory and the variational principle, 
the size-dependent nonlinear differential equations of motion are derived within the framework of the refined 



hyperbolic shear deformation beam theory. It is supposed that the material properties are distributed 
exponentially along longitudinal direction, and vary based on the power law function in lateral direction. 
Moreover, the deviation of the associated physical neutral plane from the mid-plane counterpart is taken into 
consideration. By employing a numerical solution methodology on the basis of the generalized differential 
quadrature method (GDQM) together with Galerkin technique and pseudo arc-length continuation method, the 
nonlocal strain gradient frequency-deflection responses of 2D-FGM micro/nano-beam are obtained 
corresponding to various values of longitudinal and lateral material property indexes and small scale 
parameters. It is revealed that the increment made by the strain gradient size dependency in the value of the 
nonlinear frequency is more than the reduction caused by the nonlocality, especially for the lower maximum 
deflection imposed to the 2D-FGM micro/nano-beam. Also, it is indicated that for lower values of the material 
property gradient indexes, the reduction in the nonlinear frequency caused by the lateral functionally graded 
pattern in the absence of the axial functionally graded pattern is more than that made by the vice versa case. 
However, for higher values of the material property gradient indexes, an opposite observation is seen. 
 
S.R. Sahoo and M.C. Ray (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, 
721302, India), “Active control of doubly curved laminated composite shells using elliptical smart constrained 
layer damping treatment”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 373-386, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.044 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, performance of the smart constrained layer damping (SCLD) treatment with 
elliptical geometrical plan form is investigated for controlling the vibrations of various types of doubly curved 
composite shells. The SCLD treatment is composed of a viscoelastic layer and an advanced constraining 
piezoelectric composite (PZC) layer attached at the top surface of the composite shell. A mesh free (MF) model 
of the smart composite shell has been developed based on the element free Galerkin approach to study its 
dynamic behaviour within the framework of a mixed layerwise displacement field theory considering transverse 
extensibility. Spherical, paraboloid and hyperboloid type composite shells with antisymmetric/symmetric cross-
ply as well as general angle-ply lamination sequences are considered for the analysis. The numerical results 
demonstrated that the elliptical SCLD patches are more efficient in attenuating the vibration of the spherical and 
paraboloid laminated shells while the regular rectangular/square plan form patches are effective for the 
hyperboloid shells. The numerical results also indicate that the elliptical patches are having higher performance 
index in enhancing the active damping characteristics of the composite shells. Investigations are also carried out 
to analyze the effect of the variation in orientation of the piezoelectric fibers in the active PZC layers in 
attenuating the vibration of shells. 
 
Wanxin Li, Xiyue An, Qing Zheng, Fan Yang and Hualin Fan (First author is from: Research Center of 
Lightweight Structures and Intelligent Manufacturing, State Key Laboratory of Mechanics and Control of 
Mechanical Structures, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, 210016, China), 
“Hierarchical design, manufacture and crushing behaviors of CFRP tubular energy absorbers”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 140, pp 416-425, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.058 
ABSTRACT: Hierarchical topology is introduced to construct weight-efficient carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) tubular energy absorbers through filling small-diameter tubes into large-sized tubes. Crushing 
behaviors of the thin-walled tubes and the hierarchical tubes are investigated through quasi-static compression 
experiments and compared with each other. Large-diameter and long thin-walled tubes always fail at brittle 
modes with limited energy absorption (EA). The hierarchical tubes are crushed progressively and have excellent 
EA, for the mean crushing force (MCF) exceeds half of the peak force (PF) and the crushing distance is larger 
than half of the tube length. The improvement in the EA is attributed to the interactions among substructures at 
different levels which induce a ductile crushing mode. Taking into account the priority of low density, the 
hierarchical CFRP tubes are weight-efficient absorbers. 
 
Konstantinos N. Anyfantis (Division of Marine Structures, School of Naval Architecture and Marine 
Engineering, National Technical University of Athens, 9 Heroon Polytechniou Av., 15780, Zografos, Athens, 
Greece), “Evaluating the influence of geometric distortions to the buckling capacity of stiffened panels”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 450-465, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.057 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an effort to clarify the effects of initial geometric distortions to the buckling 
capacity of stiffened panels through numerical experimentation. Four types of imperfections have been 



considered, that is local (plate, web and stiffener) and global distortion types (column-like). These discrete types 
were considered as the factors that tend to affect the buckling capacity of the adopted finite element model. 
Statistical techniques of Design Of Experiments have been applied. A One Factor At a Time analysis along with 
a full factorial analysis have been performed for screening purposes, and the significant main and interaction 
effects have been evaluated. The Response Surface Method was finally employed so as to verify and narrow 
down the number of significant factors. From the four distortion types examined and for the particular involved 
collapse modes in the evaluated geometries, it was concluded that when the stiffened panel involves global 
distortion such that maximum global bending stress develops at the plate, then only local plate and web 
distortions are significant, while stiffener and global distortion may be neglected from the analysis. On the other 
hand, when global distortion maximizes the global bending stress at the stiffener top, then local web and this 
particular global distortion type have to be included. 
 
Qiuyu Lu, Dexing Qi, Ying Li, Dengbao Xiao and Wenwang Wu (Institute of Advanced Structure Technology, 
Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081, China), “Impact energy absorption performances of ordinary 
and hierarchical chiral structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 495-505, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.008 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic chiral structures consisting of circular ring nodes and tangentially connected ligaments 
are engineered systems that exhibit excellent flexibility, vibration attenuation, impact resistance performances. 
In this paper, the out-of-plane dynamic crash behaviors of anti-tetrachiral, hexachiral and hierarchical chiral 
structures are studied. The energy absorption efficiency, plateau stress, peak stress of chiral structures with 
different ligament length, node radius, ligament thickness and level of structural hierarchy under different 
external crashing conditions are compared, and identical mass per area of different unit cell configurations are 
assumed. It is found that anti-tetrachiral structure is able to generate higher plateau stress and better energy 
absorption efficiency than hexachiral structures. Making use of the mechanical benefits of structural hierarchy, 
novel hierarchical chiral structures are proposed for improving the crash energy absorption abilities of chiral 
structures, and relations between crash energy absorption performances and unit cell geometries are explored, 
such as: energy absorption efficiency, plateau stress of chiral structures. Based on systematical analysis, 
optimized chiral and hierarchical chiral cellular structure can be designed for impact energy absorption in 
protective sandwich structures. 
 
Mei-Ni Su, Yu Zhang and Ben Young (Primarily from: School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil 
Engineering, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK), “Design of aluminium alloy beams at elevated 
temperatures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 506-515, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.052 
ABSTRACT: The material properties of aluminium alloys could be affected significantly as temperature rises. 
The present study aims to investigate the behaviour of aluminium alloy beams at elevated temperatures using 
finite element analyses. The newly developed numerical model was validated against a total of eight square 
hollow section beams subjected to three-point bending tests at elevated temperatures. The validated model was 
used to generate 120 numerical results in the parametric study. Three key parameters were considered, 
including cross-section slenderness ranging from 8 to 38, temperatures ranging from 24 °C to 600 °C and two 
aluminium alloys (6061-T6 and 6063-T5). Thus, a data pool containing a total of 128 experimental and 
numerical results was formed. The appropriateness of the design rules in the American Aluminium Design 
Manual, the Australian/New Zealand Standard, Eurocode 9 and the continuous strength method (CSM) for 
aluminium alloy beams at elevated temperature are assessed against the newly generated data pool. In 
comparison, the design strengths predicted by the four design methods are generally conservative, whereas the 
CSM approach is found to be the most accurate and consistent throughout the full temperature range. 
Additionally, reliability analysis has also been conducted to evaluate the reliability level of the aforementioned 
design methods for aluminium alloy beams at elevated temperatures. 
 
Christopher P. Kohar, Abhijit Brahme, Fatemeh Hekmat, Raja K. Mishra and Kaan Inal (Primarily from: 
Department of Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada N2L 
3G1), “A computational mechanics engineering framework for predicting the axial crush response of aluminum 



extrusions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 516-532, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.007 
ABSTRACT: Automakers are developing new lightweight aluminum alloys for automotive structures to reduce 
vehicle weight. However, these alloys require extensive mechanical characterization for accurate calibration of 
a numerical model, which is often a painstaking task. Automakers are exploring alternative strategies to reduce 
the number of experiments required for characterizing these new alloys without sacrificing accuracy in 
predicting performance. The method of virtual experimentation through computational mechanics engineering 
(CME) with crystal plasticity is showing promise in satisfying this need. This work presents a CME framework 
for predicting the axial crush behavior of an aluminum alloy AA6060-T6 extrusion using only a single uniaxial 
stress-strain response and 2D electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) scans. An anisotropic phenomenological 
model is generated using a 3D reconstructed microstructure and a calibrated crystal plasticity model. Additional 
mechanical characterization is performed to qualify the proposed CME framework. Finite element simulations 
that employ the CME framework are performed to evaluate the suitability of this methodology in quasi-static 
axial crush applications. Quasi-static axial crush experiments of the extrusion are performed to validate the 
finite element simulations and the CME framework. Simulations using the CME framework were capable of 
predicting the experimental crush response with 3–4%. The proposed CME framework can help automakers 
reduce the number of experiments needed for the development of components in large deformation, such as 
crush. 
 
Baotong Li, Congjia Huang, Chengbin Xuan and Xin Liu (Primarily from: Key Laboratory of Education 
Ministry for Modern Design & Rotor-Bearing System, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 710049, PR China), 
“Dynamic stiffness design of plate/shell structures using explicit topology optimization”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 140, pp 542-564, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.053 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this article is to present a novel and viable topological design approach for 
minimizing dynamic compliance of stiffened plate/shell structures subjected to time-harmonic loading with 
prescribed excitation frequency. In this method, the generalized incremental frequency technique (GIF) is 
introduced to transform the optimization problem into several sub-problems by making the prescribed excitation 
frequency located within different sub-intervals constructed by adjacent resonance frequencies. Based on this, a 
set of local optimum designs are identified by associating with the smallest value of dynamic compliance in 
each sub-interval, and then the optimized solution is selected from among these candidate solutions. 
Furthermore, the GIF technique is integrated into a Lagrangian-based topology optimization framework, where 
the stiffening topologies are represented explicitly by a set of geometric primitives such as line segments. In 
order to get an optimal layout solution, a special interpolation scheme called stiffness and mass transformation 
approach (SMTA) is presented to separate the line segments from the underlying FEM grids, so that they can 
move freely within the design domain. To demonstrate the benefits this method affords for dynamic design 
problems, three numerical examples are validated in detail. In each of the cases the optimization enables a 
significant reduction in the dynamic compliance. The proposed method allows for more flexibility in topology 
optimization, which is applicable for large-scale practical dynamic design problems. 
 
Nicolas Hadjipantelis, Leroy Gardner and M. Ahmer Wadee (Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Imperial College London, South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK), “Design of 
prestressed cold-formed steel beams”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 565-578, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.029 
ABSTRACT: Structural design rules for prestressed cold-formed steel beams, considering both the prestressing 
and imposed vertical loading stages, are presented herein. In the proposed approach, the cold-formed steel 
member is designed as a beam-column using linear interaction equations in conjunction with the Direct Strength 
Method (DSM), while the prestressed cable is designed by ensuring that its tensile capacity is not violated 
during the two loading stages. In the present paper, the design approach and the failure criteria, which define the 
permissible design zone for the prestressed system, are first introduced. The suitability of the design 
recommendations is then assessed by comparing a set of parametric finite element (FE) results for several 
combinations of prestress levels, beam geometries and cable sizes, with the corresponding design predictions. 
Finally, following reliability analysis, the implementation of the design recommendations is illustrated through 
a practical worked example. 
 



Fei Li and G.J. Nie (School of Aerospace Engineering and Applied Mechanics, Tongji University, Shanghai, 
200092, China), “Thermo-mechanical buckling analysis of symmetric VAT composite laminates with 
temperature-dependent material properties”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 263-271, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.040 
ABSTRACT: The thermo-mechanical buckling analysis of a Variable Angle Tow (VAT) laminate under 
uniform temperature rise and uniform end shorting displacement is performed in this paper. The orientation of 
the fibre is assumed to vary linearly along the length of laminate and the material properties of composites are 
considered to be temperature dependent. Based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT), the basic 
equation of buckling problem of VAT laminate is established and the nonlinear governing equations are solved 
by employing the Chebyshev-Ritz method and an iterative process. Numerical results of the critical buckling 
temperature of VAT laminate are compared with those existing and the accuracy of the solutions is validated. 
The effect of temperature-dependence of material properties, different fibre paths and different boundary 
conditions on the critical thermo-mechanical buckling load is discussed in numerical examples. It is found that 
there is great influence of the temperature-dependence of the thermal expansion coefficients on critical buckling 
temperature of VAT plate. For different boundary conditions, the approximate relations among the critical 
buckling temperature and the fiber angles at the edge and at the center of the plate are given based on the 
numerical results. The critical buckling temperature of VAT laminate can be improved by properly selecting the 
fibre paths. For the thermo-mechanical buckling problem, the critical buckling temperature monotonously 
decreases with the increase of uniform end shorting displacement. The investigation presented here may be 
helpful for the design of VAT composite laminate. 
 
Iole Pecora, Eduardo M. Sosa, Gregory J. Thompson, Ever J. Barbero, “FE simulation of ceiling deployment of 
a large-scale inflatable structure for tunnel sealing”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 272-293, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.043 
ABSTRACT: Transportation tunnels such as railway or subway tunnels in large metropolitan areas have been 
identified as particularly vulnerable to different threats such as propagation of toxic gases, smoke originated by 
human activities, or flooding originated by climatic events such as hurricanes and severe weather. The 
implementation of large-scale inflatable structures to plug specific locations of the tunnel system to minimize 
the consequences of the propagation of disastrous events is now possible. However, even with the successful 
results obtained in experimental evaluations, the development of simulations that can predict the performance of 
the inflatable in advance to reduce the number of experimental iterations is still essential. The finite element 
simulations presented in this work are focused on reproducing deflation, folding, and placement procedures 
followed by the simulation of deployment and inflation of a large-scale inflatable from the ceiling of a tunnel 
segment. Simulation results show that a very compact shape can be achieved by implementing a controlled 
deflation and a combination of translational and rotational planes to reach the final folded shape. Moreover, the 
implementation of passive restrainers to control the movement and release of the membrane during different 
stages of the deployment contributed to reach higher levels of local conformity of the inflatable to the tunnel 
perimeter, which also translated in a better sealing capacity of the inflatable to the tunnel profile by 
approximately 16% increase in the contact surface area. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Zhe Wang, Jian Xie, “Compressive behaviours of double skin composite walls at low 
temperatures relevant to the arctic environment”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 140, pp 294-303, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.047 
ABSTRACT: Double skin composite (DSC) ice-resistant walls have been proposed for the Arctic oil platforms. 
This paper makes efforts to study the compressive behaviours of DSC walls at low temperatures of −80 °C–
20 °C. Seven DSC walls were tested at low temperatures to investigate the influences of different parameters 
on their compressive behaviours that included low temperature levels, thickness of steel faceplate, and spacing 
of connectors. The compressive behaviours of the DSC wall at low temperatures were reported and discussed in 
terms of failure mode, compressive force versus shortening behaviours, and load-strain behaviours. The 
influences of different parameters on compressive behaviours of DSC walls at low temperatures were reported 
and analysed. Theoretical models were developed to predict the ultimate compressive resistance of DSC walls 
at low temperatures. The accuracy of the developed theoretical models were checked through validations 
against reported seven test results. 



 
Arash Asadi, Abdul Hamid Sheikh, Ole Thybo Thomsen, “Buckling behaviour of thin-walled laminated 
composite beams having open and closed sections subjected to axial and end moment loading”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 141, pp 85-96, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.005 
ABSTRACT: An efficient modelling technique based on one dimensional (1D) beam finite element analysis for 
buckling of thin-walled laminated composite beams having open/closed sections is proposed. The formulation 
derived has sufficient generality for accommodating arbitrary stacking sequences of the individual beam section 
walls, and includes all possible couplings between axial, shear, bending and torsional modes of deformation. 
The effects of transverse shear deformation of the section walls and out-of-plane warping of the beam section 
are considered where provision exists to restrain or allow warping deformation. The incorporation of shear 
deformation leads to a problem in the finite element implementation of the proposed beam kinematics, but this 
is successfully addressed adopting a novel modelling concept. Numerical results obtained for the sample cases 
of open sections I beams and closed section box beams are presented. The numerical results are 
benchmarked/compared to data available in open literature, and it is shown that the proposed model performs 
very well. Finally, a study of the effect of axial and end moment loading, acting alone or in combination, on the 
buckling response of thin-walled composite beams is presented. 
 
Daniel Paul, Velmurugan Ramachandran, N.K. Gupta, “Improvements in the crushing behaviour of glass fibre-
epoxy composite tubes by the addition of hollow glass particles”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 111-
118, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.033 
ABSTRACT: For crashworthiness applications, hollow composite tubes have been proposed and studied as 
impact-bearing members in earlier studies to replace metal tubes and beams which resisted impact by bending. 
This study focusses on the effect of the addition of hollow glass microballoons (GMB) in composite tubes for 
compressive loading. Epoxy containing 0 to 0.3 volume fraction of GMB is used with woven glass fabrics to 
fabricate the specimens. The mean load and energy absorbed while progressively crushing the tubes are 
experimentally obtained. The variation of these properties with the addition of GMB is analyzed. It is found that 
the compression properties improve with the addition of hollow glass particles. To explain the different modes 
of energy dissipation, the basic mechanical properties of the GMB-filled composites are obtained by various 
mechanical tests. These results are also used in an energy-based model to predict the properties of the tubes 
under compression. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Zhe Wang, Yun-Biao Luo, Tao Wang, “Compressive behaviours of novel SCS sandwich 
composite walls with normal weight concrete”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 119-132, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.051 
ABSTRACT: Novel steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich composite walls with normal weight concrete (NWC) 
and J-hook connectors have been proposed for shear walls in buildings and protective walls in Arctic offshore 
platforms. Eight SCS sandwich walls with J-hook connectors and NWC were tested under monotonic 
compression. Investigated parameters in this testing programme included thickness of steel faceplate, spacing of 
J-hook connectors, strength of NWC core, and different types of connectors. Based on the reported test results, 
the influences of these parameters were analysed and discussed. Theoretical models were developed to predict 
compressive resistance of SCS sandwich walls with different types of connectors. The developed analytical 
models considered the confinement of steel faceplate on compressive strength of concrete core and proposed 
new buckling length coefficient for steel faceplate in SCS sandwich wall. The accuracies of the proposed 
analytical models were checked through validations against 50 test results reported by authors and other 
researchers. Finally, step-by-step design procedures were proposed to determine compressive resistance of SCS 
sandwich walls with different types of shear connectors. 
 
Gökçe Akgün, Hasan Kurtaran, “Large displacement transient analysis of FGM super-elliptic shells using GDQ 
method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 133-152, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.049 
ABSTRACT: Current work concentrates on large displacement dynamic analysis of super-elliptic (SE) shells 
made of functionally graded materials (FGMs) employing generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) technique. 
SE shells can be in quasi-rectangular, elliptical or cylindrical shell forms according to the parameters in super-
ellipse formulation. In this paper, large displacements are considered through Green-Lagrange nonlinear strain-



displacement relationships derived for SE shells with full nonlinearity in transverse shear. Present solution is 
based on first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). Virtual work principle and GDQ method are utilized to 
derive equation of motion and to express spatial derivatives existing in equation of motion, respectively. 
Newmark average acceleration method is employed in the solution of equation of motion. By solving various 
FGM super-elliptic (FGM-SE) shell problems, effects of FGM material properties (using different 
ceramic/metal pairs like Alumina/Steel (Al2O3/Steel), Zirconia/Aluminum (ZrO2/Al), Alumina/Aluminum 
(Al2O3/Al), Zirconia/Monel (ZrO2/Ni-Cu) and Silicon Nitride/Steel (Si3N4/Steel)), SE geometric characteristics 
(ellipticity and ovality) and boundary conditions on dynamic response are investigated. 
 
Jing-Shen Zhu, Yan-Lin Guo, Meng-Zheng Wang, Xiao Yang, Bo-Li Zhu, “Strength design of concrete-infilled 
double steel corrugated-plate walls under uniform compressions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 153-
174, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.021 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-infilled double steel corrugated-plate walls (CDSCWs) are composed of two steel 
corrugated-plates (SCPs) which are connected through bolts, and concrete filled the spacing formed between the 
two SCPs. Two vertical boundary elements are installed additionally at both sides of CDSCWs. On the one 
hand, the corrugated configuration of SCPs has great improvement on the load-bearing efficiency of CDSCWs; 
on the other hand, much higher bearing capacities and better seismic performance for CDSCWs are provided 
owing to the interactions among SCPs, bolts and infilled-concrete. This paper investigates the load-bearing 
mechanism and strength design formulae of CDSCWs under compressions. Since SCPs are prone to local 
buckling failure between two rows of bolts under the conditions of large vertical bolt spacing and small 
thickness of SCPs, this paper mainly focuses on the load-bearing mechanism of SCPs in CDSCWs under 
uniform compressions. The unilateral constraint on SCPs provided from infilled-concrete and the restraining 
effect on the flexural deformation of SCPs owing to bolts are considered. At first, series of finite element (FE) 
eigenvalue buckling analyses are conducted to study the elastic buckling behavior of SCPs subjected to uniform 
compressions. On the basis of Euler's formula, the formulae for predicting the elastic buckling stresses and 
corresponding normalized slenderness ratios λs of SCPs are achieved respectively. The instability performance 
of SCPs under uniform compressions is then investigated through FE nonlinear analyses, and accordingly the 
stability coefficient φs is attained. The corresponding φs−λs curve is therefore established in order to calculate 
the ultimate bearing capacities of SCPs. In addition, the cooperative performance of material strengths between 
SCPs and concrete is analyzed numerically when CDSCWs reach their compressive ultimate strength. With this 
consideration, the design method for predicting the cross-sectional strength of CDSCWs under compressions is 
proposed. Moreover, a CDSCW specimen with I-section is tested under a compressive load. Its cross-sectional 
strength is investigated experimentally. The results of the experiment coincide with those of numerical 
simulation, this verifying the safety and validity of the design method for cross-sectional strength design of 
CDSCWs. 
 
Lino A.S. Rodrigues, Cristhian R. Loayza L, Diego J.A. Borges, Paola E.C. Baia, Elaine N. Freitas and Eduardo 
M. Braga, “Welding procedures influence analysis on the residual stress distribution and distortion of stiffened 
panels welded via robotized FCAW”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 175-183, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.055 
ABSTRACT: Residual stresses and distortions reduce the performance of welded structures. A lot of 
mechanisms were developed to minimize its consequences. Although, welding sequences (WSQ) effect in the 
residual stresses, measured by a portable XRD equipment in standard stiffened panels, were not deeply studied 
so far. In this paper, three sequences significantly changed the residual stresses, which are generated by the arc 
welding process due to the effect of the temperature, directly affecting the distortions. As a result a simple and 
inexpensive modification in the WSQ, the longitudinal and transversal compressive residual stresses were 
reduced by 59% and 86%, respectively. Distortions were also decreased by 68%. A higher welding velocity 
(100cm/min) and low heat input (0.64KJ/mm) were obtained by application of robotized FCAW. The results 
could prove the viability of using the portable XRD analyses in the shipbuilding industry. 
 



Baotong Li, Honglei Liu, Zihui Yang, Jinhua Zhang, “Stiffness design of plate/shell structures by evolutionary 
topology optimization”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 232-250, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.012 
ABSTRACT: This work aims at developing a simple and viable evolutionary design approach to optimally 
orient stiffeners for plate and shell structures so as to maximize stiffness while satisfying volume requirements. 
The evolutionary algorithm is transformed into a mathematical model, where stiffeners are treated as being 
alive, and the optimization is perceived as an adaptive growth procedure that starts from the constraint points 
and extends along the gradient directions of plate and shell stiffness. To eliminate the expensive re-meshing 
upon design changes, a special numerical treatment called “stiffness transformation approach” is developed. In 
this approach, the stiffness matrix of growing stiffeners is interpolated within their surrounding regions, and the 
stiffness of neighboring finite elements is modified to simulate the presence of stiffeners. Such a transformation 
allows the growing stiffeners to be mathematically separated from the underlying finite element method mesh; 
thus, stiffeners can extend toward arbitrary directions to form an optimized layout solution. An easy-to-use 
implementation of the evolutionary algorithm is demonstrated in detail through a machine tool design example. 
Compared to the original design, both numerical and experimental tests confirm that the stiffness in the 
proposed design is improved; as a result, new possibilities emerge for the design of large-scale plate and shell 
structures in engineering. 
 
Zongyi Wen, Xing Wei, Lin Xiao, Ke He, “Experimental evaluation of the shear buckling behaviors of 
corrugated webs with artificial corrosion pits”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 251-259, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.034 
ABSTRACT: Fifteen corrugated steel web I–beams were designed to investigate the shear buckling behavior 
and shear strength of corrugated steel webs with artificial corrosion pits. Different corrosion height, depth, and 
pit diameter, were considered in the shear loading tests. Critical buckling load and ultimate strength were 
compared with those calculated by existing formulas. In addition, Failure modes were discussed. Test results 
showed that corrosion volume decreased by 8% and bearing capacity decreased by nearly half compared with 
no corrosion. All corrugated steel webs were evenly sheared before the critical load was reached. Before 
reaching ultimate strength, the curve of vertical displacements and load is linear and the slope was affected by 
the corrosion. Perforation affected the failure modes of corrugated steel webs. Existing formulas yielded 
accurate and reliable results for uncorroded corrugated steel webs but cannot be used in the evaluation of the 
bearing capacity of corroded specimens. Corrosion volume, which was nonlinearly related to bearing capacity, 
was identified as an important factor that affects bearing capacity. Thus, corrosion volume must be considered 
in accordance with the actual working situation of corrugated steel webs. Future research should focus on the 
effect of perforation location and corrosion volume on ultimate strength to develop reliable designs for 
corrugated steel webs. 
 
K. Li, J. Zheng, S. Liu, H. Ge, G. Sun, Z. Zhang, C.Gu and P. Xu, “Buckling behavior of large-scale thin-
walled ellipsoidal head under internal pressure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 260-274, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.031 
ABSTRACT: Compressive stresses present in the knuckle of ellipsoidal heads subjected to internal pressure. 
The presence of such stresses may make buckling possible. In this study, we combine experimental and 
numerical methods to investigate the buckling behavior of large-scale thin-walled ellipsoidal heads. Buckling 
experiments were conducted on three thin large-scale ellipsoidal heads with diameters up to 5m and thicknesses 
of 5.5mm. Finite element models of the ellipsoidal heads with measured initial shapes were generated to 
simulate the buckling behavior, which is compatible with the experimental observation that one or more buckles 
first occur at local positions in the knuckle and more ones form progressively with increasing pressure. 
Furthermore, the buckles become smaller or even disappear at relatively higher pressure, indicating that 
buckling is self-limited. These buckling behaviors are explained by changes in compressive stresses and shapes 
of ellipsoidal heads. In addition, we performed numerical simulation to investigate the effects of material 
properties, radius-to-height ratio, diameter-to-thickness ratio, and shape imperfection on buckling behavior. 
 



L.L. Hu, Z.R. Luo, Q.Y. Yin, “Negative Poisson's ratio effect of re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs under 
large deformation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 283-292, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.032 
ABSTRACT: Re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycomb is a typical auxetic material. The collapse process can be 
divided into three stages while its negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) effect under large deformation is still unclear. 
In the present paper, the NPR effects of re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs under large deformation are 
studied by numerical and theoretical method. Numerical results are verified by the experiments with respect to 
their deformation mechanism and stress-strain behavior. Theoretical formulas are derived to predict the NPR 
effect of the honeycomb under large deformation. The analytical predictions are in good agreement with the 
FEM results. It is revealed that the NPR effect of the honeycomb is magnified with the global strain in the 
second stage while is weaken in the third stage of the deformation process. The decrease of the ligament-ratio 
and the mean radius will result in more obvious NPR effect. Variation of cell-wall thickness doesn't have much 
impact on the Poisson's ratio in the second stage, while smaller cell-wall thickness will induce larger NPR in the 
third stage. The present work is supposed to shed light on the design and fabrication of re-entrant anti-trichiral 
honeycombs with desired Poisson's ratio. 
 
Farzad Ebrahimi, S. Hamed S. Hosseini, S. Sedighi Bayrami, “Nonlinear forced vibration of pre-stressed 
graphene sheets subjected to a mechanical shock: An analytical study”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 
293-307, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.038 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear forced vibration of single layered graphene sheet including the pre-
Stressed effect is studied based on nonlocal elasticity theory. The graphene sheet is located on a viscoelastic 
foundation based on Kelvin-Voigt model and exposed to thermo-magnetic-mechanical loads. A particle with 
constant velocity and concentrated load moves on the graphene sheet and applies mechanical shock to it. At 
first, using nonlinear strain-displacement relations, the geometrical nonlinearity is modeled. Besides, nonlocal 
plate theory and Hamilton's principle are utilized for deriving the governing equation. In the second step, using 
Galerkin method, the partial differential equation is transformed to the ordinary differential equation. Then, 
governing equation is solved based on multiple time scales method. Finally, frequency-response equations 
under sub-harmonic and super-harmonic stimulation are studied. Emphasizing the effect of nonlinearity, the 
results for the nondimensional nonlinear frequency versus nondimensional amplitude, the nondimensional phase 
angle and nondimensional velocity for single layered graphene sheet are plotted. At the end, numerical results 
are compared with results in the other researches. The results emphasize that the velocity of the nano particle 
and force amplitude are responsible to make resonance in the system based on a SLGS. Besides, force 
amplitude can be effective to intensify the effect of the mechanical shock in behavior of SLGS. 
 
Jianxun Zhang, Kang Liu, Yang Ye, Qinghua Qin, “Low-velocity impact of rectangular multilayer sandwich 
plates”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 308-318, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.033 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the work is to investigate the low-velocity impact of fully clamped rectangular 
multilayer sandwich plates with metal foam cores struck transversely by a heavy mass. Analytical models 
considering interaction of bending and stretching induced by large deflections are developed for the dynamic 
response of multilayer sandwich plates. Numerical calculations of multilayer sandwich plates under low-
velocity impact are conducted and analytical models can capture the numerical results reasonably. The cases of 
three typical impact locations are considered. Effects of loading location, the multilayer factor and shape of the 
striker on the structural response are discussed. It is demonstrated that the present analytical model can 
reasonably predict the low-velocity post-yield behavior of rectangular multilayer sandwich plates with metal 
foam core struck by a heavy mass. 
 
Farhad Abad, Jafar Rouzegar, “Exact wave propagation analysis of moderately thick Levy-type plate with 
piezoelectric layers using spectral element method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 319-331, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.007 
ABSTRACT: Spectral element method (SEM) is an accurate and efficient frequency domain-based method 
which has been frequently used in different analyses of various structures. In the present research, for the first 
time, this method is employed to deal with the wave propagation analysis of moderately thick rectangular plates 
with two piezoelectric layers attached on the top and bottom surfaces. The equations of motion are derived by 
taking into account the Mindlin plate theory assumptions and using the Hamilton's principle. The Maxwell's 



equation is employed to obtain the governing equation of electric potential in the piezoelectric layers. The 
differential equations are transformed into the frequency domain by employing the discrete Fourier transform 
and then a closed-form solution for the Levy type plate attached to piezoelectric layers is introduced. The 
dynamic stiffness matrix for the smart plate is obtained by applying the exact dynamic shape functions. 
Accurate and efficient numerical algorithms are introduced to extract the natural frequencies and the dynamic 
response of the structure under impact loading. The validation of the presented method is accomplished by 
comparing the obtained natural frequencies and dynamic response with the existing results in the literature and 
also the results obtained by the Abaqus software. Also, the effects of boundary condition and thickness of the 
plate and piezoelectric layers on the results are investigated. Independence to the mesh structure and less 
computational time are the most important advantages of the SEM compared with similar numerical methods 
like the finite element method. 
 
Fangying Wang, Ben Young, Leroy Gardner, “Compressive testing and numerical modelling of concrete-filled 
double skin CHS with austenitic stainless steel outer tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 345-359, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.003 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study of concrete-filled double skin tubular 
(CFDST) stub columns is presented in this paper. A total of 23 tests was carried out on CFDST specimens with 
austenitic stainless steel circular hollow section (CHS) outer tubes, high strength steel CHS inner tubes, and 
three different grades of concrete infill (C40, C80 and C120). The ultimate load, load-deflection histories and 
failure modes of the stub columns are reported. The test results were employed in a parallel numerical 
simulation programme for the validation of the finite element (FE) model, by means of which an extensive 
parametric study was undertaken to extend the available results over a wide range of cross-section 
slendernesses, inner tube strengths and concrete grades. The experimentally and numerically derived data were 
then employed to assess the applicability of the existing European, Australian and North American design 
provisions for composite carbon steel members to the design of the studied CFDST cross-sections. Overall, the 
existing design rules are shown to provide generally safe-sided (less so for the higher concrete grades) but 
rather scattered capacity predictions. Use of an effective concrete strength is recommended for the higher 
concrete grades and shown to improve the consistency of the design capacity predictions. 
 
A. Evkin, V. Krasovsky, O. Lykhachova, V. Marchenko, “Local buckling of axially compressed cylindrical 
shells with different boundary conditions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 374-388, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.039 
ABSTRACT: The concept of local buckling of compressed isotropic cylindrical shells is developed in this 
paper. Buckling of axially compressed cylindrical shells under different types of local perturbations has been 
studied in many theoretical and experimental researches. Different methodologies, based on these studies, were 
suggested for design buckling load estimation. However, in most calculations and experiments only two 
classical boundary conditions were considered: fixed displacement of the shell edges in the axial direction or 
fixed and uniformly distributed compressive load. Both of them are hard or even impossible to realize in 
practical applications. In the present paper we studied the shell behaviour with 6 different types of boundary 
conditions, which included the above mentioned two types. We considered shell loading through rigid plates 
with different types of possible displacements (degrees of freedom) and through stiffening ribs at the edges of 
the shell. Two theoretical methods were applied: numerical (finite element method) and analytical (Pogorelov's 
geometrical method). Lateral force was applied as a perturbation and stability of the shell under load 
combination was studied. The results of calculations were compared with obtained experimental data for 
validation of numerical solutions. Then metastability and post-buckling behaviour of the structure was studied 
using theoretical and experimental methods. In particular the interval of existence and stability of post-buckling 
equilibrium states of the shells with one or several buckles was studied systematically. The post-buckling 
equilibrium paths and corresponding energy barriers for all mentioned types of boundary conditions were 
analyzed. Parametric analysis of boundary value problem allowed to establish the main (Batdorf) structure 
parameter. Formula for design buckling load was suggested and discussed. 
 



Man Zhou, Xiaonan Shang, Mostafa Fahmi Hassanein, Lingyu Zhou, “The differences in the mechanical 
performance of prismatic and non-prismatic beams with corrugated steel webs: A comparative research”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 402-410, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.049 
ABSTRACT: The differences in the mechanical performance of prismatic and non-prismatic beams with 
concrete flanges and corrugated steel webs (CSWs) are numerically investigated in this paper with respect to 
their behaviour in bending, shear and shear buckling. With regard to the bending behaviour, it is found that the 
quasi-plane assumption is still valid for the non-prismatic beams with CSWs, similar to the prismatic beams 
with CSWs, at their elastic stage and their bending stiffness are mainly provided by the concrete flanges. This is 
attributed to the accordion effect of such webs. In terms of the shear behaviour, it is found that the inclined 
bottom flange shares a significant portion of the shear force in the non-prismatic beam with CSW, while the 
effective shear force carried by the CSW is greatly reduced; this phenomenon is called the Resal effect which is 
the most important reason leading to the shear performance difference between the prismatic and non-prismatic 
beams with CSWs. Thus, the traditional calculation assumption that the CSWs bear all the vertical shear force 
in the prismatic beams with CSWs is no longer applicable in calculating the shear stress in the non-prismatic 
cases. Additionally, it is noticed from two numerical cases, simulating the prismatic and non-prismatic beams 
with CSWs under end loading, that the average shear stress in the CSW of the non-prismatic beam decreases 
gradually from the free-end to the fixed-end with the increase of the hogging bending moment, while the shear 
stress in the CSW remains nearly constant in the prismatic beam. The numerical results, as well, show that the 
root cross-section, although it bears the maximum bending moment and shear force, is not the critical shear 
section of the CSW of the non-prismatic beam. Finally, considering the shear buckling behaviour, it is found 
that the shear buckling stress of the non-prismatic with CSW is much greater than that of an equal-weight 
prismatic beam with CSW through eigenvalue buckling analyses. 
 
Wei Li, Yu-Xiao Cai, “Performance of CFDST stub columns using high-strength steel subjected to axial 
compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 411-422, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.021 
ABSTRACT: The steel-concrete composite structure using the high-strength steel (HSS) is featured with high 
strength, lightweight and economic benefits. In this study, a finite element model was established to simulate 
the compressive behavior of concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) stub column using high-strength 
steel. The material nonlinearity, the confinement effect and the contact behavior were considered. A total of 
four large-scale CFDST stub columns using HSS in the outer tube were tested under axial compression. The 
model was validated using both current and previous test results. The verified numerical model was then used to 
analyze the influences of various parameters, such as the yield stress of steel, the hollow ratio and the 
confinement factor. Furthermore, the feasibility of current design equations for CFDST columns using HSS was 
assessed. It was found that the HSS tube worked well with the sandwiched concrete, and the current methods 
could provide reasonable yet conservative predictions on the compressive strength of CFDST stub columns 
using HSS. 
 
Md Intaf Alam, Baburaj Kanagarajan, Prasun Jana, “Optimal design of thin-walled open cross-section column 
for maximum buckling load”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 423-434, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.018 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a finite element based optimization methodology is developed to obtain the optimal 
designs of thin-walled open cross-section columns for maximum buckling load. As a constraint for the 
optimization study, the total material volume of the column is kept constant. At first, an analytical formulation 
based on Bleich's (1952) approach, which considers the combined effect of both torsional and flexural buckling, 
is used to validate the finite element buckling load computation in ANSYS. Subsequently, these finite element 
buckling results are coupled with a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based optimization routine in MATLAB to obtain 
the optimal design of the cross-section of the columns. Optimal results are compared with a base model of the 
column having a cruciform cross-section. The optimization of the cross-sections results in remarkable 
enhancement, up to as high as 236%, in the maximum buckling load capacity compared to the base model. 
 



Lin Yuan, Haoyuan Shi, Jiayao Ma, Zhong You, “Quasi-static impact of origami crash boxes with various 
profiles”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 435-446, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.028 
ABSTRACT: The crash box is a structural component which is widely used in transport vehicles. It is designed 
to collapse and absorb kinetic energy in a low-speed collision. In this paper, we present a family of new origami 
crash boxes with rectangular, polygonal cross sections, and tapered shapes, through pre-folding the surface of 
thin-walled tubes according to a set of developable origami patterns. We have demonstrated through quasi-static 
impact experiments and numerical simulation that these origami crash boxes collapse into a diamond-shaped 
mode with a doubled number of traveling plastic hinge lines. The proposed optimal design leads to a maximum 
increase of 107.1% in terms of the energy absorption per unit mass and a maximum reduction of 68.3% of the 
initial peak force when compared with the conventional crash box. The substantial gain in overall energy 
absorption and the decrease in peak reaction force makes the proposed origami patterns attractive for energy 
absorption applications. 
 
Filip Ljubinković, João Pedro Martins, Helena Gervásio, Luís Simões da Silva, “Eigenvalue analysis of 
cylindrically curved steel panels under pure shear”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 447-459, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.025 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an extensive numerical study is performed with the aim to investigate the elastic 
buckling behavior of simply supported cylindrically curved steel panels subjected to a pure shear load. The 
main objective is to understand the influence of geometrical parameters, such as curvature and aspect ratio, but 
also of the edge in-plane constraints. Finally, a new formula is proposed, which allows simple and accurate 
estimation of the critical shear stress of unstiffened curved panels with three different types of edge constraints, 
for various curvatures (1<Z≤100) and various aspect ratios (up to 5). 
 
Husam Alsanat, Shanmuganathan Gunalan, Hong Guan, Poologanathan Keerthan, John Bull, “Experimental 
study of aluminium lipped channel sections subjected to web crippling under two flange load cases”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 460-476, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.050 
ABSTRACT: The application of aluminium alloy members in building construction has considerably increased 
in recent years due to their appealing advantages such as corrosion resistance and high strength-to-weight ratio. 
However, the elastic modulus of aluminium is only one-third of that of steel, making aluminium members being 
susceptible to various buckling modes including web crippling. To date, only a limited amount of research study 
has been conducted to investigate the web crippling failure phenomenon in aluminium structural members, and 
no research has been carried out on the web crippling behaviour of roll-formed aluminium lipped channel 
sections. Hence, an experimental study was conducted to assess the web crippling behaviour and capacities of 
unfastened aluminium lipped channel sections under two flange load cases (End-Two-Flange (ETF) and 
Interior-Two-Flange (ITF)). Forty tests were performed with different bearing lengths, web heights and 
thicknesses. The results obtained from this study were then compared with the nominal web crippling strengths 
predicted using the design rules provided by the Australian, European and American Standards. The comparison 
showed that the current design equations are potentially unsafe and unreliable to estimate the capacity for 
aluminium lipped channel sections under both ETF and ITF load cases. Hence, suitable modifications were 
proposed to the available design equations based on the experimental results to accurately predict the web 
crippling capacities of aluminium lipped channel sections. Generally, it is shown that the web crippling results 
acquired from the modified equations agreed well with the test results. 
 
D. Kollár, B. Kövesdi, “Welding simulation of corrugated web girders - Part 2: Effect of manufacturing on 
shear buckling resistance”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 477-488, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.035 
ABSTRACT: Residual stresses and initial geometric imperfections have important effect on the buckling 
resistance of slender plated steel structures. Despite their large importance, the actual knowledge on residual 
stresses and exact geometric imperfections are limited, especially for corrugated web girders. In the 
accompanying paper [1] (Part 1) a finite element model of corrugated web girders is introduced and verified, 
which is able to virtually simulate the manufacturing process (cold-forming; cutting, welding) of corrugated 
web girders. The presented numerical model is able to determine the actual imperfection shape and residual 
stresses which are specific for the actual girder geometry and manufacturing method. The numerical model is 



further developed for simulating geometrically and materially nonlinear analysis with imperfections (GMNIA) 
on the virtually manufactured specimens to determine the shear buckling resistance. The effect of 
manufacturing imperfections on the shear buckling resistance is evaluated for several different corrugation 
geometries and the obtained tendencies are evaluated and discussed in the current paper. 
 
P. Kyvelou, C. Kyprianou, L. Gardner, D.A. Nethercot, “Challenges and solutions associated with the 
simulation and design of cold-formed steel structural systems”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 526-539, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.030 
ABSTRACT: The treatment of cold-formed steel sections in design codes is very largely restricted to individual 
members under ideal conditions. More efficient design is possible if the complexities of the structural response 
caused by the thin plating and complex shapes, together with the actual conditions of load introduction and 
restraint arising from practical situations can be recognised. Traditionally this has only been possible by 
resorting to full-scale testing. This is, of course, time consuming and expensive; moreover, the impossibility of 
covering all variations of all the important problem parameters means that developing a comprehensive 
understanding of all aspects of the physical behaviour is unlikely. Numerical analysis offers the promise of an 
alternative approach. However, for this to be reliable there must be confidence that it accurately models the 
physical situation. For the past decade a programme of research has been underway aimed at the provision of a 
more complete understanding of the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel sections when employed in 
particular practical situations. Three such cases are addressed herein: purlins as used in the roofs of industrial 
buildings, beams used to support floors and columns forming part of a stud wall framing system. In each case 
the process has been to firstly identify all the important structural components including fastening 
arrangements, then to develop numerical models using ABAQUS that represent each of these physical features 
to a sufficient degree of accuracy, then to validate the models by comparison with all available test data, then to 
conduct parametric studies covering the full range of variables found in practice and, finally, to use the pool of 
results and the improved insights into behaviour as the basis for improved design approaches that, by more 
accurately capturing the key physical features, provide better predictions of performance. An important feature 
of this has been to ensure that the resulting design procedures were the simplest possible consistent with reliable 
predictions. 
 
Paolo Di Re, Daniela Addessi, Achille Paolone, “Mixed beam formulation with cross-section warping for 
dynamic analysis of thin-walled structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 554-575, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the formulation of a three-dimensional beam finite element (FE) that accounts 
for cross-section warping and dynamic inertia effects. The model is the extension of an existing mixed 
formulation, originally developed for the static analysis of thin-walled beams, to the case of dynamic loading 
conditions. 
Four independent fields are considered to derive the element governing equations, i.e. material rigid 
displacements, strains and stresses and an additional displacement field, describing the out-of-plane warping 
displacement of the beam cross-sections. The latter is independently interpolated in the element volume by 
including additional degrees of freedom (DOF) to the nodal translations and rotations classically considered in 
beam formulations. 
To obtain a consistent form of the element mass matrix, the cross-section displacement shape functions are 
computed, relating the generalized cross-section displacement fields to the element nodal variables. In mixed 
FE formulations, these are not assigned a priori, as in displacement-based approaches, but are derived on the 
basis of material stiffness and element geometry, together with compatibility conditions. Thus, the Unit Load 
method is applied to deduce the expressions of the shape functions consistent with the force-based approach, 
assuming the simply-supported beam as reference element configuration. 
As opposed to the original FE model, the additional warping DOFs are not condensed-out with the definition of 
the element quantities but are treated as additional global unknowns. This permits a correct description of the 
inertia effects and ensures continuity of the warping displacement fields between adjacent FEs. 
Correlation studies are presented to validate the proposed model and investigate the effects of cross-section 
warping on the dynamic behavior of thin-walled structures. For selected specimens, the studies compare 
solutions obtained adopting the proposed beam element with those resulting from shell or brick FE models. 



Modal decompositions and time-history analyses are conducted, assuming both linear elastic and nonlinear 
constitutive behavior for the latter. 
 
Anders Bau Hansen, Jeppe Jönsson, “Displacement modes of a thin-walled beam model with deformable cross 
sections”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 576-592, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.052 
ABSTRACT: A novel one dimensional beam model for analysis of prismatic thin-walled beams with 
deformable cross sections is introduced and a novel cross section mode determination procedure, which leads to 
the three dimensional beam displacement modes, is derived. The first order beam model for linear analysis 
includes: shear deformations related to both Timoshenko and Mindlin-Reissner type shear deformations, the 
warping effects of torsion, cross section distortion with related warping effects, as well as the Poisson effect 
with transverse displacements due to normal stress. The generality of the model allows it to handle open, closed 
and multi-cell cross sections with branched walls. The cross section analysis procedure leads to two types of 
beam displacement modes referred to as distortional beam modes and fundamental beam modes, with 
exponential and polynomial variations along the beam axis, respectively. It turns out that each of the beam 
deformation modes consists of a sum of one to four cross section displacement fields each with an individual 
axial variation. The displacement modes can facilitate the formulation of an advanced thin-walled beam 
element. The beam displacement modes will be illustrated for an open and a closed cross section. 
 
Leroy Gardner, “Stability and design of stainless steel structures – Review and outlook”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 141, pp 208-216, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.019 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides a review of recent developments in research and design practice surrounding 
the structural use of stainless steel, with an emphasis on structural stability. The nonlinear stress-strain 
characteristics of stainless steel, which are discussed first, give rise to a structural response that differs 
somewhat from that of structural carbon steel. Depending on the type and proportions of the structural element 
or system, the nonlinear material response can lead to either a reduced or enhanced capacity relative to an 
equivalent component featuring an elastic, perfectly plastic material response. In general, in strength governed 
scenarios, such as the in-plane bending of stocky beams, the substantial strain hardening of stainless steel gives 
rise to capacity benefits, while in stability governed scenarios, the early onset of stiffness degradation results in 
reduced capacity. This behaviour is observed at all levels of structural response including at cross-sectional 
level, member level and frame level, as described in the paper. Current and emerging design approaches that 
capture this response are also reviewed and evaluated. Lastly, with a view to the future, the application of 
advanced analysis to the design of stainless steel structures and the use of 3D printing for the construction of 
stainless steel structures are explored. 
 
S.B. Singh, Himanshu Chawla, “Stability and failure characterization of fiber reinforced pultruded beams with 
different stiffening elements, Part I: Experimental investigation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 593-
605, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.020 
ABSTRACT: The un-stiffened fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) beams under three-point bending often fail at 
compression web-flange junction due to low inter-laminar shear and transverse compressive strengths of web. 
Therefore, the objective of the present work is to study the effect of different stiffening elements on the flexural 
response of FRP I-beams. Various stiffening elements such as glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) cover 
plates, cover angles, and bearing stiffeners are connected to the beam separately to examine their effect on the 
strength, stiffness and failure modes. This study also includes the strengthening of web-flange junction of FRP 
I-beams using carbon fiber layers with adhesive. It is observed that replacing the chopped strand mats with 45° 
and 90° unidirectional rovings increases the crushing strength of the beam. Strengthening of web-flange 
junction using carbon fiber layers or stiffening with short length bearing stiffeners under loading is observed to 
be most effective in preventing the failure of web-flange junction of FRP I-beams. Beams stiffened with short 
length bearing stiffeners have higher failure load than other stiffened beams. Strengthening of web-flange 
junction using wet carbon fiber layers is noted to be more effective than stiffening with GFRP cover angles. 
Since the stress concentration produced due to the sudden change in the cross-section of beams strengthened 
with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminated cover angle is less than that for beams stiffened with 
GFRP cover angles. 
 



Himanshu Chawla, S.B. Singh, “Stability and failure characterization of fiber reinforced pultruded beams with 
different stiffening elements, Part 2: Analytical and numerical studies”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 
606-626, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.10.024 
ABSTRACT: Unstiffened I-beams are prone to local and premature failure. Stiffened beams having improper 
stiffening technique or size of stiffening element may have lesser failure load than that of unstiffened beams. In 
this paper, flexural characteristics of stiffened and unstiffened FRP I-beams is determined analytically and 
numerically; and verified with experimental investigation. There are no code provisions for designing of FRP 
beams with stiffening elements. Hence, equation to calculate the deflection of beams with different stiffening 
elements is derived using Castigliano's theorem. In order to get the better understanding of failure of FRP 
beams, various formulae for beams without stiffening elements available in design manuals are incorporated in 
the analytical model for prediction of failure load and mode. Further, a failure criterion is recommended for 
prediction of failure load of beams with and without stiffening elements. The results obtained from analytical 
and finite element models give the good comparison of results with experimental investigation. Further, a 
parametric study is performed on beams having different flange width-to-thickness ratios (5−15), depth-to-
thickness ratios (21−40), and length-to-depth ratios (3−11) with different sizes of stiffening elements. It is 
observed that failure load of beams increases up to certain length of bearing plate, later it becomes constant. 
Under flexural loading, bearing stiffeners of a beam is found to fail, if the length of bearing plate is less than the 
flange width of T-shaped bearing stiffener. Similarly, if the length of cover angle or carbon fiber layer provided 
is less than the length of bearing plate, then the failure load is equivalent to the beam with having bearing plate 
only. Carbon fiber angles are less effective than beam with cover angle for effective depth-to-thickness ratio 
more than 21. 
 
Sundaramoorthy Rajasekaran, Hossein Bakhshi Khaniki, “Bi-directional functionally graded thin-walled non-
prismatic Euler beams of generic open/closed cross section Part I: Theoretical formulations”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 141, pp 627-645, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.006 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a detailed treatment of the formulation for buckling and free vibration 
analysis of Bi-Directional Functionally Graded (BDFG) Thin-Walled non-prismatic beams of generic 
open/closed cross section. The theory developed is limited to small strains, moderate deflections and small 
rotations. It is based on the assumption that the shear strain on the mid-surface contour of the cross section of 
the member is neglected. Using the membrane theory of shells rigorous expressions for strains are obtained by 
which the effect of nonlinear tapering is considered. The material properties are assumed to be graded both in 
the longitudinal and depth-wise directions of the plate segment of the thin-walled beams. The governing 
equations are developed defining the displacements with reference to any arbitrary point (say geometric centre) 
and get away with the usual shear centre and centroid. For computer solutions for classical buckling and 
vibration analyses, the Finite Element Method is used. Simpson’s rule of numerical integration is adopted for 
the computation of axial, coupled and bending rigidities as well as inertial properties of the plate segment and 
the Gaussian Quadrature of numerical integration is used for the computation of flexural stiffness, geometric 
stiffness and mass matrices of an element over the length of the beam. Critical buckling loads and the natural 
frequencies and their corresponding buckled and mode shapes for various examples are obtained by solving as 
an eigen-value problem and compared with the published results in the companion paper. 
 
Sundaramoorthy Rajasekaran, Hossein Bakhshi Khaniki, “Bi-directional functionally graded thin-walled non-
prismatic Euler beams of generic open/closed cross section Part II: Static, stability and free vibration studies”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 646-674, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.005 
ABSTRACT: In the current study, deflections, buckling loads, natural frequencies and the corresponding mode 
shapes and forms for BDFG thin-walled tapered beams of generic open/closed/open-closed sections are 
examined using the finite element method. A tapered thin-walled beam finite element with the seven degrees of 
freedom at each node is investigated. A rigorous expression for strains based on the membrane theory of shells 
is considered. The flexural stiffness matrix, geometric stiffness matrix and the consistent mass matrices are 
developed in a companion paper. Using the present theory, one is able to investigate various torsional, flexural 
static and dynamic systems. Examples are presented and comparisons are made with the existing available 
literature. With the modifications of axial, coupled and bending rigidities one will be able to investigate 
composite beams with fibre reinforced composite laminates. 
 



Francisco Sena Cardoso, Kim J.R. Rasmussen, Hao Zhang, “System reliability-based criteria for the design of 
steel storage rack frames by advanced analysis: Part I – Statistical characterisation of system strength”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 713-724, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.006 
ABSTRACT: This paper concerns the underpinning system reliability calibrations that will enable the 
implementation of the next generation of system-based design-by-analysis method of steel rack frames, i.e., a 
design approach where analysis and capacity checks are carried out in a single step by using fully nonlinear 
analysis. The paper details the design framework of the new approach, referred to as the Direct Design Method 
(DDM), and derives system strength statistics for five typical configurations of rack frames using Monte-Carlo 
simulations, taking into account the randomness of geometric and material properties. The nominal models of 
rack frames are developed in accordance with the Australian Standard AS4084. The mean-to-nominal ratios 
(bias) and coefficient of variation of the system strengths are obtained, and will be used in the companion paper 
to derive the system resistance factors consistent with a given structural reliability. 
 
Francisco Sena Cardoso, Hao Zhang, Kim J.R. Rasmussen, “System reliability-based criteria for the design of 
steel storage rack frames by advanced analysis: Part II – Reliability analysis and design applications”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 141, pp 725-739, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.03.021 
ABSTRACT: This is the second of two papers introducing the underpinning structural analyses and reliability 
studies that implement the system-based design-by-analysis method of steel rack frames, referred to as the 
Direct Design Method (DDM). The present paper presents the reliability analyses and derivation of system 
reliability index (β) versus system resistance factors (ϕs) curves. Results are presented for nominal system 
strengths as per Australian Standard AS4084 for several nominal models, including models that exclude 
sectional imperfections, and models without member and sectional imperfections. The effect of model 
uncertainty is also assessed. A detailed example of the DDM applied to the design of a rack frame is presented 
and the benefits of the DDM are demonstrated when compared to the traditional design approach which is based 
on elastic analysis. 
 
M.H. Lai, M.T. Chen, F.M. Ren, J.C.M. Ho, “Uni-axial behaviour of externally confined UHSCFST columns”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 19-36, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.047 
ABSTRACT: Thanks to the larger and more continuous confining stress provided by hollow steel tube, ultra-
high-strength concrete-filled-steel-tube (UHSCFST) columns are advocated rather than conventional transverse 
steel confined ultra-high-strength concrete. However, during elastic stage, de-bonding occurs as the Poisson's 
ratio of steel is larger than that of concrete, whereas in post-elastic stage, confining stress, strength and ductility 
of concrete decrease since the steel tube would buckle. Thus, the composite action cannot be fully developed. 
To overcome these problems, external confinement in the form of tie bars, steel rings and steel spirals are 
proposed in this paper to increase the confinement effect of UHSCFST columns. A series of uni-axial 
compression test has been conducted to study the behaviour of externally confined UHSCFST columns. Results 
showed that the proposed confining schemes can effectively improve the strength, elastic stiffness and ductility 
of UHSCFST columns. Moreover, rings and spirals are more effective than tie bars. Lastly, a modified 
theoretical model based on that developed previously by the authors was used to predict the ultimate load and 
axial load-strain behaviour of the tested columns, in which excellent agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental results has been obtained. 
 
Tengteng Chen, Yong Zhang, Jiming Lin, Yong Lu, “Theoretical analysis and crashworthiness optimization of 
hybrid multi-cell structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 116-131, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.002 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structure is widely used in automobile, aviation and other industrial fields due to its 
lightweight, high energy absorption efficiency and low cost. Four thin-walled hybrid multi-cell structures with 
circular and square sections are proposed in this paper. The energy absorption characteristics and crushing 
deformation of the hybrid structures are investigated by experimental testing and numerical analysis. 
Meanwhile, the theoretical models of mean crushing force and specific energy absorption of the hybrid 
structures are developed by simplified super folding element (SSFE) theory. It is found from the sensitivity 
analysis of parameters that the dimension of the external tube (D) and the wall thickness (T) of the structure 
have significant effects on energy absorption. Furthermore, the multi-objective optimization including multiple 



surrogate models is performed to obtain optimal crashworthiness of the hybrid multi-cell structures. The results 
show that multiple surrogate models are more favorable and accurate for the crashworthiness design, and the 
hybrid multi-cell structure with the outer circle and inner square section (CS2) has the best crashworthiness 
performance. Finally, the multi-objective optimization solutions are analyzed and chosen by the normal 
boundary intersection (NBI) method to carry out the crashworthiness comparison with the typical multi-cell 
structures of the same mass, and the hybrid structure (CS2) outperforms multi-cell tubes with the single circular 
or square section 
 
Yirui Zhang, Yang Wei, Jiawen Bai, Yongxing Zhang, “Stress-strain model of an FRP-confined concrete filled 
steel tube under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 149-159, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.009 
ABSTRACT: An FRP (fiber-reinforced polymer) -confined concrete filled steel tube is formed by the 
combination of FRP material and a concrete filled steel tube, and it combines the advantages of FRP-confined 
concrete and a concrete filled steel tube (CFT); however, there is still no effective model to generally describe 
the complete stress-strain curve of a concrete filled FRP-confined steel tube. The stress-strain response of a 
concrete filled FRP-confined steel tube features the dual characteristics of both FRP confined concrete and steel 
confined concrete. In this paper, ninety-six test results of FRP confined circular CFT columns under axial 
compression were collected from different researchers. The steel tube confinement index is taken as an 
additional key influencing parameter on the strength and deformation, and calculation methods for the ultimate 
strain, ultimate stress, peak strain and peak stress of a concrete filled FRP-confined steel tube are established by 
taking into account the steel tube confinement index. Moreover, the stress-strain model was developed to 
describe the complete stress-strain curve consisting of the four stages of a concrete filled FRP-confined steel 
tube. The proposed model reflects the characteristics of the stress-strain behavior of a concrete filled FRP-
confined steel tube with good accuracy and simplicity. 
 
Ranfeng Wei, Guang Pan, Jun Jiang, Kechun Shen, Da Lyu, “An efficient approach for stacking sequence 
optimization of symmetrical laminated composite cylindrical shells based on a genetic algorithm”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 142, pp 160-170, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.010 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to solving the stacking sequence optimization problem of symmetrical 
laminated composite cylindrical shells subjected to hydrostatic pressure. First, a conventional genetic algorithm 
(GA) coupled with a finite element analysis optimization method is developed to search for the best laminations 
with the maximum buckling pressure. These optimal laminations share similar extensional stiffness coefficient 
ratios A11/A22 and bending stiffness coefficient ratios D11/D22 because the two ratios of the optimal lamination 
fluctuate slightly around a specific value. Based on this phenomenon, a stiffness coefficient-based method 
(SCBM) is then proposed. The method is integrated with the GA and the stiffness coefficient calculation to 
identify the lamination whose stiffness coefficient ratios (A11/A22 and D11/D22) are closest to those obtained 
previously. The effectiveness of the SCBM is validated by comparison with the optimal results. The proposed 
method is then extended to more complex symmetrical laminations. Finite element analysis is also coupled with 
the GA as a control group. Comparisons reveal that the two methods lead to similar characteristic lamination 
patterns and maximum buckling pressures, which suggests that the SCBM works well for complex laminations. 
Moreover, the SCBM is found to be significantly more efficient because it only needs to calculate the stiffness 
coefficients rather than analyse the entire structure during the optimization. 
 
Filip Ljubinković, João Pedro Martins, Helena Gervásio, Luís Simões da Silva, “Ultimate load of cylindrically 
curved steel panels under pure shear”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 171-188, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.022 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an extensive numerical study is performed with the aim to investigate the post-
buckling behavior of simply supported cylindrically curved steel panels subjected to a pure shear load. The 
main objective is to understand the influence of geometrical parameters, such as curvature and aspect ratio, but 
also it is aimed to examine how the level of the constraint of the edges affects the ultimate shear resistance. 
Finally, a new set of formulas are numerically derived, which allow estimation of the ultimate shear reduction 
factor of unstiffened curved panels with three different types of edge constraints, for various curvatures (up to 
50) and various aspect ratios (up to 5). Moreover, the formulas use a similar base form as the one available in 
EN 1993-1-5 for the prediction of the ultimate shear load of a flat panel. 



 
E. Acar, M. Altin, M.A. Güler, “Evaluation of various multi-cell design concepts for crashworthiness design of 
thin-walled aluminum tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 227-235, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.012 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we evaluate various multi-cell design concepts to optimize the crash performances 
of thin-walled aluminum tubes. The crash performances of the tubes are evaluated by means of two metrics: the 
crush force efficiency (CFE) and the specific energy absorption (SEA). The CFE and SEA of the tubes are 
predicted through the use of the finite element analysis software LS-DYNA. Experiments are also conducted to 
validate the finite element models. Thirty different multi-cell design concepts are evaluated in terms of CFE and 
SEA, and the best design concept is selected for further evaluation. Next, we perform surrogate-based 
optimization of the selected design concept, upon which we find that optimum design for maximum CFE which 
utilizes smaller wall thickness values (except the wall thickness of the inner tube) and larger tube diameters than 
those of the corresponding ones for the optimum design for maximum SEA. Additionally, the optimized designs 
exhibit remarkable CFE and SEA performances. 
 
Shervin Maleki, Alireza Moazezi Mehretehran, “3D wind buckling analysis of steel silos with stepped walls”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 236-261, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.007 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical steel silos are one of the key structures for storage of materials in many 
industries and agricultural sectors. They are susceptible to instability under wind pressure when they are empty 
or partially filled. This paper investigates numerically the wind buckling behavior of three sample steel silos 
with stepped walls composed of isotropic rolled shells. Wind load vertical and circumferential distributions 
were adopted from Eurocodes. Two proposed circumferential pressure distributions for an isolated silo and a 
silo in a group with a closed roof were taken into consideration. Moreover, the effect of additional inward 
pressure, proposed by Eurocode, on buckling capacity of vented silos with a small opening was evaluated. 
Accordingly, comprehensive 3D finite element models were used and detailed linear and non-linear buckling 
analyses were conducted. The wind buckling capacity of sample structures considering multiple amplitudes of 
initial imperfections was also assessed. The results obtained suggest a considerable decrease in the buckling 
resistance of imperfect silos. Finally, Eurocode provisions for the wind buckling stress design of unstiffened 
cylinders with step-wise variable wall thickness were examined and the relevant conclusions have been made. 
 
Kwangnam Choe, Kwangchol Ri, Zhongyu Zhang, Cijun Shuai, Qingshan Wang, “A domain decomposition 
method for elastodynamic problems of functionally graded elliptic shells and panels with elastic constraints”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 262-276, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.055 
ABSTRACT: A highly efficient and accurate semi-analytical domain decomposition method for elastodynamic 
problems of functionally graded elliptic shells and panels with elastic constraints on the basis of the first-order 
shear deformation theory is presented. Firstly, according to the first-order shear deformation theory, the 
dynamic energy functional of elastic shell structure is established. Then, the multi-segment partitioning 
technique is used to segment the shell along the circumference and axis direction. Thirdly, the modified 
variational principle and least-squares weighted residual method are adopted to ensure the inherent continuity 
between segments. On this basis, the virtual springs are evenly arranged on each boundary to simulate the 
boundary forces, and then the desired boundary conditions can be simulated. The displacements of each shell 
domain are expanded as double Jacobi orthogonal polynomials in the circumferential and axial variable. Lastly, 
the piecewise matrices for a segment are assembled directly in a similar way to that of the finite element 
method, and the elastodynamic problems of functionally graded elliptic shells and panels are obtained by the 
variational operation with respect to generalized coordinate vectors. The numerical comparison shows high 
computational efficiency and accuracy of the present method. All the calculation results in this paper can be 
used as benchmark data for future scholars to study this structure. 
 
E. Bespalova, “Complete systems method for linear and nonlinear problems of shallow shells theory”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 277-286, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.015 
ABSTRACT: The approach to solving two-dimensional nonlinear (linear) boundary-value problems for shallow 
shells using the complete systems and quasilinearization Newton-Kantorovich-Raphson methods is developed. 
With the complete systems method in linear case, the original two-dimensional boundary-value problem is 
reduced to thise system of two interconnected one-dimensional problems, which is solved iteratively using the 



method similar to the Libman-Gauss-Seidel successive replacement method. The rational combination of the 
qusilinearization method and complete systems method makes it possible to construct a single generalized 
iterative process of solving the problem as a whole in nonlinear case. For the process, typical is rapid 
convergence (the number of iterations within the limits of one order) and a few number of approximating 
functions in the accepted presentation form. Possibilities of the approach proposed are illustrated by examples 
of solving mean-bending problems for shallow shells with rectangular planform. 
 
Seung-Eock Kim, Nguyen Dinh Duc, Vu Hoai Nam, Nguyen Van Sy, “Nonlinear vibration and dynamic 
buckling of eccentrically oblique stiffened FGM plates resting on elastic foundations in thermal environment”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 287-296, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.013 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a semi-analytical approach to investigate the nonlinear dynamic response and 
vibration of eccentrically oblique stiffened functionally graded plate resting on elastic foundation. The 
Lekhnitskii's smeared stiffener technique is improved by using a transformation technique for oblique stiffeners. 
Governing equations are solved by classical shell theory, Galerkin method, stress function with temperature-
dependent material effects. The results show the influences of geometrical parameters, material properties, 
imperfection, the elastic foundations, eccentrically oblique stiffeners, mechanical loads and temperature on the 
nonlinear dynamic response and nonlinear vibration of plates. The numerical results in this paper are compared 
with the results reported in other reports. 
 
Caihua Zhou, Tong Li, Shizhao Ming, Zhibo Song, Bo Wang, “Effects of welding on energy absorption of 
kirigami cruciform under axial crushing”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 297-310, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.037 
ABSTRACT: Cruciforms are frequently used as energy absorption components in engineering structures. The 
kirigami cruciforms (KCs) are designed by kirigami approach to simplify the manufacture process and reduce 
the initial peak force. However, the mean crushing force of KC is less than half of that of conventional 
cruciform (CC), which is negative for energy absorption purpose. The weak interaction between two component 
plates (plates A and B) in KC (no material connection) is a crucial factor for the decrease of mean crushing 
force. Therefore, laser welding technology is employed to enhance the connection between plates A and B by 
applying welding lines on the intersection line between components. Detailed analyses concerning the welding 
lines and boundary constraints are conducted to investigate the effect of connection between plates A and B. 
The results show that the mean crushing force of KC is close to that of CC if these conditions are met: the 
location of welding line is at the center of intersection line, and the length of welding line is no less than 30% 
and 43% of the length of cruciforms without and with symmetric boundary constraints on outside flanges, 
respectively. The conclusions indicate that the energy absorption capacity of thin-walled structure can be tuned 
by adjusting the connection strength between components in an energy absorption system. 
 
Chaofeng Li, Bingfu Zhong, Zengchuang Shen, Jinrui Zhang, “Modeling and nonlinear vibration characteristics 
analysis of symmetrically 3-layer composite thin circular cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 311-321, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.014 
ABSTRACT: Considering the large-deformation hypothesis, the modeling and nonlinear vibration 
characteristics of symmetrically 3-layer composite thin circular cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary 
conditions are analyzed by applying four sets of artificial springs. Firstly, by employing a set of orthogonal 
polynomials and trigonometric functions, the energy equations of the shells are derived with Donnell's nonlinear 
thin-shell theory. Then, the arbitrary boundary conditions are simulated by imposing the equivalent elastic 
constraint to obtain the potential energy of the edges of the shell, which can be universally applicable to all 
classical boundary conditions. The vibration equation is obtained by using the Lagrange equation method. In 
order to obtain correct numerical results, several comparisons of linear and nonlinear results are carried out to 
validate the approach method in the present study; meanwhile, the calculation convergence is checked. At last, 
the influence of boundary conditions, geometric parameters, symmetrical lamination schemes and damping 
coefficients on the nonlinear amplitude-frequency characteristics of symmetrically 3-layer composite thin 
circular cylindrical shells are investigated. The numerical results indicate that the present method is powerful to 
calculate the nonlinear vibration response characteristics of symmetrically 3-layer composite circular cylindrical 
thin shells subjected to various boundary conditions. 
 



Huihuan Ma, Lingwei Yu, Feng Fan, Zhiwei Yu, “Mechanical performance of an improved semi-rigid joint 
system under bending and axial forces for aluminum single-layer reticulated shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 142, pp 322-339, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.003 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the traditional Temcor joint (TR-Temcor) is modified using a central hollow 
hexagonal prism and some front bolts. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model is established and verified by 
experiments. Then, a parametric analysis is carried out for the improved Temcor joint (IM-Temcor). To obtain 
the optimal parameters for the modified joint, the key factors, namely: number and location of the front bolts, 
bolt-hole deviation, pretension force in bolts, thickness of front plate and heat-affected zone caused by the 
welding work, are considered in the FEA models. The modified joint, with the optimized factors, is analyzed for 
different static load conditions, considering axial pressure, axial tension, pure bending, bending with axial force, 
and eccentric axial forces. The overall mechanical behavior of the joint, including the M-Φ curves, initial 
stiffness, ultimate strength and deformation capacity, as well as the failure modes are identified. The results 
from the improved joint are compared with corresponding values from of the traditional Temcor joints. The 
results show that the central hollow hexagonal prism and front bolts significantly improves the stiffness and 
ultimate strength of the joint, especially when the joint is subjected to pure bending, bending with shear force, 
axial force, bending with certain axial force and eccentric force. 
 
Sixin Huang, Pizhong Qiao, Linjun Lu, Yang Qi, “Nonlinear stability analysis of rotationally-restrained 
imperfect doubly-curved composite shallow shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 358-368, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.008 
ABSTRACT: The semi-analytical solution for nonlinear stability analysis of imperfect doubly-curved laminated 
composite shallow shells with rotationally-restrained edges and under in-plane loading is presented. The 
nonlinear governing equations are established using the Galerkin method, and the arc-length and quadratic 
control method is implemented to capture the snapping phenomenon of the doubly-curved composite shells. 
The nonlinear load-displacement relationships of four special curvature radii of doubly-curved shell structures 
are obtained, and they are compared and validated with the numerical finite element solutions. A parametric 
study is conducted to evaluate the effects of the initial imperfection, edge rotationally-restrained spring 
stiffness, various load parameters, and curvature radius on the nonlinear stability behavior of doubly-curved 
shells. Finally, the computational efficiency and capability of the semi-analytical solution are demonstrated in 
comparison with the finite element analysis. The present semi-analytical solution can be effectively and 
efficiently used in simplified nonlinear stability analysis of complex doubly-curved composite shallow shells 
with periodic and restrained boundary conditions. 
 
S.W. Yang, W. Zhang, Y.X. Hao, Y. Niu, “Nonlinear vibrations of FGM truncated conical shell under 
aerodynamics and in-plane force along meridian near internal resonances”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, 
pp 369-391, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.024 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the nonlinear dynamics near internal resonance of a truncated FGM conical 
shell. The FGM conical shell is subjected to the aerodynamic load and the in-plane excitation along the 
meridian direction. Material properties depend on the temperature and the constituent phases of the truncated 
FGM conical shell. The volume fractions are modified in the thickness direction based on a power-law function 
continuously and smoothly. The first-order piston theory is applied for the supersonic aerodynamic pressure. 
Based on the first-order shear deformation theory, von-Karman type nonlinear geometric assumptions, 
Hamilton principle and Galerkin method, the nonlinear equations of motion for the truncated FGM conical shell 
are derived. The averaged equations of the truncated FGM conical shell are obtained under the situation of 1:1 
internal resonance and 1/2 subharmonic resonance by using the method of multiple scales. The frequency-
response curves, the force-response curves, the bifurcation diagrams, the phase portraits, the time history 
diagrams, and the Poincare maps are obtained by using numerical calculations. The influences of the Mach 
number, the exponent of volume fraction and the in-plane excitation on the nonlinear resonant behaviors of the 
truncated FGM conical shell are investigated. 
 



Davoud Shahgholian-Ghahfarokhi, Milad Aghaei-Ruzbahani, Gholamhossein Rahimi, “Vibration correlation 
technique for the buckling load prediction of composite sandwich plates with iso-grid cores”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 142, pp 392-404, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.027 
ABSTRACT: One of the most effective nondestructive methods to estimate the buckling load of imperfection 
sensitive thin-walled structures is vibration correlation technique (VCT). Although this technique can determine 
the buckling load for several types of structures without reaching the instability point, it is still under 
development for composite sandwich plates and shells. In this paper, experimental and numerical verification of 
VCT approach are presented for the estimation of the buckling load of the composite sandwich plates with iso-
grid cores loaded in compression. In the experimental section, four specimens are designed and fabricated using 
a new silicone rubber mold, and hand lay-up technique. The modal test is performed on the first specimen by 
exciting the sandwich plates using the modal hammer method in the different applied loads. Then, the variation 
of the natural frequency with the applied compressive load is recorded up to actual experimental buckling load. 
Besides, numerical models, including nonlinear effects, are created in full details to calculate the variation of 
the natural frequencies with the applied load, and to be compared with the experimental results. Finally, the 
buckling test is carried out on all specimens to validate the experimental and numerical results of VCT 
approach. The results demonstrate that the maximum difference between the predicted buckling load using the 
VCT approach on the experimental and numerical results with an experimental buckling load is less than 3%. 
Also, VCT provides a reliable estimate of buckling load when the composite sandwich plates with iso-grid 
cores have been loaded up to at least 67% of the experimental buckling load. 
 
Zoltán Beregszászi, Sándor Ádány, “Modal buckling analysis of thin-walled members with rounded corners by 
using the constrained finite strip method with elastic corner elements”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 
414-425, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.058 
ABSTRACT: In this paper modal decomposition of thin-walled structural members with rounded corners is 
discussed. Modal decomposition is a process which separates the characteristic behaviour types. If modal 
decomposition is applied in buckling analysis, pure uncoupled buckling modes can readily be analysed, such as 
pure global buckling, pure distortional buckling or pure local-plate buckling. Ability to calculate critical loads 
to a pure buckling mode is highly beneficial in the design of thin-walled structural members, for example in the 
design of cold-formed steel beams or columns. However, cold-formed steel profiles are always produced with 
rounded corners, and earlier studies showed that the now-used modal decomposition techniques of the 
constrained finite strip/element method sometimes fail to lead to reasonable results if the rounded corners are 
directly modelled in the analysis. In this paper a special version of the constrained finite strip method is 
presented and discussed. The proposed method introduces elastic corner elements, which makes it possible to 
perform the modal decomposition by the same process used for members with sharp corners, even if the 
rounded corners are directly modelled, still the results of pure buckling modes satisfy the engineering 
expectations. The theoretical background of the proposal is briefly summarized, then the elastic-corner 
approach is discussed by detailed analysis of sample examples as well as by an extended parametric study. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Elyas Mohammad-Rezaei Bidgoli, Timon Rabczuk, “Thermo-mechanical buckling behavior 
of FG GNP reinforced micro plate based on MSGT”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 444-459, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.054 
ABSTRACT: Thermal and mechanical buckling analysis of micro plate reinforced with functionally graded 
(FG) graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) is studied in this paper based on modified strain gradient theory (MSGT). 
For description of kinematic relations, two higher order shear deformation theories including third order shear 
deformation theory and sinusoidal shear deformation theory are employed simultaneously. Size-dependency is 
accounted in governing equations of thermal buckling by application of modified strain gradient formulation 
including three micro length scale parameters. Distribution of graphene nanoplatelets along the thickness 
direction is assumed based on various known models including Parabolic, linear and uniform. Halpin-Tsai 
model and rule of mixture are used for calculation of the effective modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio, 
respectively. The outputs of this work are verified through comparison with existing numerical results based on 
various theories and methods. Thermal buckling loads are calculated based on analytical method in terms of 
significant parameters such as weight fraction of GNPs, various distribution of GNPs, three micro length scale 
parameters, some non-dimensional geometric parameters such as side length to thickness ratio and thickness to 
micro length scale ratio. 



 
Guangyong Sun, Jingtao Zhang, Shiqiang Li, Jianguang Fang, Erdong Wang, Qing Li, “Dynamic response of 
sandwich panel with hierarchical honeycomb cores subject to blast loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, 
pp 499-515, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.029 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a novel hierarchical core structure to sandwich panel for bearing the blast 
loading, in which each vertex of a regular hexagonal cell was replaced with a smaller hexagonal unit. The finite 
element (FE) models of such hierarchical honeycomb sandwich panels were established and validated with the 
experiments under different impulse loads. The hierarchical honeycomb cores were compared with the regular 
honeycomb counterpart in terms of the peak deflection on the back facesheet, compression and specific energy 
absorption (SEA) of the core. The results showed that the maximum deflection at the back facesheet of the 
hierarchical honeycomb sandwich panels were smaller than the regular honeycomb counterpart for a higher 
level of blast load (specifically, the dimensionless impulse higher than 0.06). It was found that the structural 
hierarchical parameter gamma (i.e. the ratio of the newly-introduced smaller hexagonal edge length (L1) to the 
regular hexagon edge length (L0)), had limited influence on the maximum deflection of back facesheet of the 
sandwich panel, but had a significant effect on the SEA of the cores. 
 
Zheng Zhang, Yang Li, Xiaochen Yu, Xianghao Li, Helong Wu, Huaping Wu, Shaofei Jiang, Guozhong Chai, 
“Bistable morphing composite structures: A review”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 74-97, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.040 
ABSTRACT: Bistable structures, a class of highly geometrically nonlinear morphing structures, have two stable 
configurations that remain in their respective equilibrium positions without the continuous application of an 
external force. This paper aims to summarise, review, and assess the literature about the theoretical studies, 
driving methods, numerical simulations, experimental investigations, and fields of application of the structures. 
The theoretical models are separated into anisotropic and isotropic composites based on the properties of the 
material. The generalised methods to study the bistability of structures with various properties are presented. 
The driving methods used to trigger the snap of one equilibrium structure to the other include mechanical force, 
piezoelectric actuation, shape memory alloy actuation, thermal actuation, and magnetic actuation. Numerical 
simulations of the curing process during manufacture and of the morphing process, which includes the snap-
through and snap-back of the bistable structure, are reviewed. Moreover, the experimental investigations of 
structures with unsymmetric and antisymmetric layups are also presented. Bistable composite laminates and 
their structures have been used in aerospace, bionics, energy harvesting, and other fields due to their unusual 
behaviour and morphing potential. This paper also highlights the remaining challenges and possible future work 
on bistable composite transition, from phenomenon to potential applications. 
 
Aman Garg, H.D. Chalak, “A review on analysis of laminated composite and sandwich structures under 
hygrothermal conditions”, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 142, pp 205-226, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.05.005 
ABSTRACT: Extensive numerical results available in published articles reflect the importance of the effects of 
geometric parameters, material properties, end conditions, hygrothermal fields, etc. on the behavior of 
laminated composite and sandwich structures when exposed to environmental conditions. A critical review of 
available literature for the prediction of the behavior of laminated composites and sandwich structures under 
hygrothermal conditions is carried out and summarized under different categories namely: static, vibration, 
buckling, post-buckling and miscellaneous studies (transient, dynamic, impact studies). Each category is further 
discussed separately in details highlighting the important outcomes of the research. In addition to that, each 
category is again grouped on the basis of the type of theory used by different researchers in their work. The 
displacement fields, thermal fields and the method adopted in different papers are also summarized. 
 
Nadia Baldassino, Claudio Bernuzzi, Marco Simoncellik, “Evaluation of European approaches applied to 
design of TWCF steel members”, Article 106186, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106186 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cold-formed (TWCF) steel members are widely used in aerospace, automobile and 
architecture industries. Among the various advantages, mainly associated with the relatively simple and very 
cheap techniques required for their production and shaping, it is important to mention the relevant high strength 
to weight ratio. Beside the benefits, it has to be pointed out that the TWCF member response is quite difficult to 



be predicted because of the significant influence of local, distortional and overall buckling phenomena, owing 
to the frequent presence of open mono-symmetric cross-sections. 
The present paper can be intended as a typical technical paper whose results are useful not only for research 
activities, but, especially, for the routine design. It summarises a study aimed at increasing the safety of two 
European approaches that should be potentially adoptable for designing TWCF steel members. The grade of 
reliability of these existing European procedures has been evaluated by predicting the performance of more than 
240 TWCF members tested in laboratory, selected in the framework of 13 experimental studies, taken from the 
literature. Being the assessed load carrying capacity sometimes significantly greater than the characteristic-
experimental one, suitable safety factors have been consequently calibrated and proposed for each cross-section 
type, to be directly adopted in routine design to match the requirements associated with the limit state 
philosophy. Finally, the strength of additional TWCF beam-column specimens has been predicted to assess the 
efficiency of the proposed coefficients for practical cases frequently encountered in routine design. A complete 
benchmark is proposed in Appendix A, where the application of the considered design procedures for one 
selected case is reported. 
 
Bence Jáger, Balázs Kövesdi, László Dunai, “Numerical investigations on bending and shear buckling 
interaction of I-Girders with slender WEB”, Article 106199, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106199 
ABSTRACT: Steel I-girders with slender web are commonly used in the engineering practice. Previous 
research results proved that the current bending and shear interaction (M-V) check of the EN1993-1-5 does not 
always provide safe side resistance. The current research work focuses on the analysis of the M-V interaction 
behavior of longitudinally unstiffened and stiffened I-girders with slender web. Applicability interval of the 
current EN1993-1-5 based M-V interaction resistance model is determined and based on the executed numerical 
investigation a refined M-V interaction equation is proposed to ensure safe and economic design. The results of 
the numerical parametric study also proved that the flange contribution in the shear buckling resistance does not 
match the current design rules of the EN 1993-1-5. In a specific parameter range (girders with light flanges) the 
current design rule underestimates the flange contribution to the shear buckling resistance leading to 
conservative resistances. However, for I-girders with heavy flanges the current design method gives unsafe 
results. Therefore, the current paper presents an improved formula to the flange contribution ensuring better 
approximation of the computed resistances. 
 
Madhup Pandey, Ben Young, “Tests of cold-formed high strength steel tubular T-joints”, Article 106200, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106200 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents an experimental investigation on cold-formed high strength steel tubular T-
joints. The fabricated T-joints include brace members made up of square, rectangular and circular hollow 
sections, while chord members were made up of square and rectangular hollow sections. The nominal yield 
strengths of square and rectangular tubular members were 900 and 960 MPa, while the nominal yield strength 
of circular tubular members was 900 MPa. Two configurations of tubular joints were fabricated, first, where 
both brace and chord members were made up of square and rectangular hollow sections, and second, where 
circular hollow section braces were welded to square and rectangular hollow section chord members. The brace 
and chord members were joined together by automatic gas metal arc welding process. In total, 24 tubular T-
joint tests were conducted where an axial compression was applied through the brace members of the T-joints, 
while the ends of the chord members were supported on rollers. The ratios of brace-to-chord width (β) ranged 
from 0.34 to 1, brace-to-chord thickness (τ) ranged from 0.52 to 1.27 and chord width-to-chord thickness (2γ) 
ranged from 20.63 to 38.55. The resistances and deformations of tubular T-joints were carefully examined. In 
order to evaluate the applicability of the existing design provisions for high strength steel tubular T-joints, test 
results were compared with the nominal strengths obtained from the Eurocode 3 (EC3) and CIDECT. It is 
shown that the existing design provisions are not capable of providing accurate and reliable predictions for the 
design of cold-formed high strength steel tubular T-joints made up of S900 and S960 steel grades. 
 



Dan Dubina, Ioan Marginean, Florea Dinu, “Impact modelling for progressive collapse assessment of selective 
rack systems”, Article 106201, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106201 
ABSTRACT: Storage rack structures are pre-engineered light weight steel structures with standard details 
which can be quickly assembled because all building components arrive on site pre-fabricated in line with the 
agreed design. Since they are made using thin-walled perforated steel sections, mostly cold-formed, with 
mechanical joints, generally partial-strength, semi-rigid, and with a low structural redundancy, these structures 
are vulnerable to any action capable to induce a local damage of a member or connection. When heavily loaded, 
the local damage may spread progressively, generating an overall collapse or disproportional damages. 
Difficulties in predicting the structural behavior of storage pallet racks are amplified by the specific geometry of 
the structural components: members made by high slenderness thin-walled and open-section profiles (hence 
prone to global, local and distortional buckling problems), flexible beam-to-upright and baseplate connections 
with a non-linear behavior. Due to their peculiarities, additional modelling and design rules are required for 
these non-traditional steel structures and reference cannot be made to usual structural design recommendations 
and standards. In case of Selective Pallet Rack (SPR) structures, except for the earthquakes, collision of forklift 
trucks or other moving equipment with front upright is considered as one of the most frequent causes of local 
failure, with potential to develop into a progressive collapse. In the study, the robustness of SPR structures 
under accidental loading situations involving collision with forklift truck is assessed using both notional upright 
removal and explicit forklift impact approaches. Structural configurations are varied to consider different 
connection properties (upright base and beam-to-upright) and brace arrangements (spine bracing, top plan 
bracing). SPR structures are susceptible to global failure, especially if the spine bracing is in just a few spans 
and the rigidity of connections is low. The explicit modelling of the forklift impact provides the most accurate 
results, as the effects associated with the forklift impact are not properly captured when the response is 
evaluated using the dynamic analysis and notional upright removal approach. Non-linear static pushdown 
analysis can provide satisfactory results at the least computational effort, but the dynamic increase factors may 
require corrections. 
 
T. Akbari, S.M.R. Khalili, “Numerical simulation of buckling behavior of thin walled composite shells with 
embedded shape memory alloy wires”, Article 106193, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106193 
ABSTRACT: In this research, the buckling behavior of thin walled composite shell with embedded shape 
memory alloy (SMA) wires is examined numerically. To model the SMA wire properties, constitutive equation 
of Brinson is used and a UMAT subroutine is developed to link with ABAQUS finite element (FE) model 
performed to simulate the buckling behavior of composite shells. To validate the FE modeling, some 
experimental specimens are fabricated by filament winding process and tested under axial compressive loading 
to analyze the buckling behavior of the structure. The results show that the numerical model has sufficient 
accuracy and the effect of tensile pre-strain and the number of embedded SMA wires on the buckling capacity 
of the cylindrical composite shell are investigated. As the results obtained, by embedding 4 SMA wires without 
pre-strain in composite shell, the critical buckling load increases about 35%. Also, by increasing the pre-strain 
and the number of SMA wires (more than 4), the stiffness of the structure and the magnitude of the critical 
buckling load are decreased. 
 
Qing-Hua Tan, Leroy Gardner, Lin-Hai Han, Tian-Yi Song, “Fire performance of steel reinforced concrete-
filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns with square cross-sections”, Article 106197, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106197 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns combine the advantages of composite 
action seen in concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns with the durability benefits associated with stainless 
steel. An effective means of reducing the material usage in the outer stainless steel tube in CFSST columns is to 
embed an inner carbon steel profile. This enables the material costs to be reduced, while achieving similar load-
bearing capacity and durability, as well as enhanced fire resistance. The behaviour of such steel reinforced 
composite columns, i.e. concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns with outer square cross-sections 
and embedded carbon steel profiles, under ISO 834 standard fire conditions is investigated in this study by finite 
element (FE) analysis. Firstly, FE models are developed and validated against relevant published experimental 
data on CFSST and steel reinforced CFST columns under fire conditions. Based on the validated FE models, the 



working mechanisms of the studied steel reinforced CFSST columns under fire conditions are investigated by 
analysis of the temperature field, failure modes, axial deformation versus time response and internal force 
distribution. The fire performance of the studied steel reinforced CFSST columns is also evaluated in 
comparison with CFST and CFSST columns with the same total cross-sectional area of steel or the equivalent 
cross-sectional load-bearing capacity at ambient temperature. Finally, with respect to fire resistance, the optimal 
ratio of the cross-sectional areas of the inner carbon steel profile to the outer stainless steel tube is investigated. 
 
Silin Chen, Chao Hou, Hao Zhang, Lin-Hai Han, “Structural behaviour and reliability of CFST trusses with 
random initial imperfections”, Article 106192, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106192 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) truss is a type of composite structure with CFST chords and 
hollow tubular braces. CFST trusses have been increasingly used in large-scale structures such as towers, bridge 
girders, piers and arch ribs. The compression and flexural behaviour of CFST trusses are greatly improved 
compared to hollow tubular trusses due to the concrete infill in chords. With the complex configuration, 
nonlinear material interaction and sophisticated construction process, initial imperfections may largely affect 
the strength and stability of a CFST truss structure. Relevant studies in the past mostly focused on one single 
type of imperfection with assumed magnitude in CFST member whilst in reality a variety of combinations of 
steel and concrete imperfection exist. This paper develops a nonlinear analysis formwork with the reliability 
analysis of CFST truss with random imperfections based on on-site measurement data and Monte-Carlo (MC) 
simulations. Advanced nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) that can account for the material interaction and 
confinement in CFST trusses is established and validated by reported test data. The flexural behaviour of CFST 
trusses with deterministic and probabilistic initial imperfections are evaluated and compared, based on which 
the reliabilities and related system resistance factors in regards to random initial imperfections are proposed. 
 
Chenhui Zhang, Changgen Deng, “Static behaviour of latticed-sleeved compression member with strip core”, 
Article 106194, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106194 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a finite element model was established and validated to investigate the mechanical 
behaviour of the latticed-sleeved compression member with strip core. Failure mechanism of the latticed-
sleeved compression member was studied based on the core moment distribution and the effects of three 
reinforcement methods to increase the ultimate bearing capacity were compared. A parametric study was 
performed to investigate the effects of essential factors on the mechanical behaviours of the latticed-sleeved 
compression members. A method was adopted to control global buckling of the latticed-sleeved compression 
members. Based on the latticed-sleeved compression member, a capacity-monitoring member was introduced to 
control buckling and monitor the bearing capacity of the key compression member. It is concluded that: the 
latticed-sleeved compression member has a greater resistance to buckling; mutual effects exist between the two 
failure modes, local buckling of the core segment and global buckling of the latticed-sleeved compression 
member; the gap between the core and sleeve, the sleeve stiffness and the core protrusion length above sleeve 
have effects on the mechanical behaviors of the latticed-sleeved compression members; the adopted method 
considering the mutual effects between the two failure modes can effectively control global buckling of the 
latticed-sleeved compression members; and the bearing capacity of latticed-sleeved compression member can 
be monitored through measuring the resultant axial force of the connecting bolts. 
 
Yuner Huang, Ben Young, “Finite element analysis of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel columns at 
elevated temperatures”, Article 106203, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106203 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel columns at elevated temperatures was 
investigated. A numerical investigation on columns of square and rectangular hollow sections were performed 
at elevated temperatures ranged from 24 to 900 °C. A validated numerical model with material properties 
obtained from tensile coupon tests at elevated temperatures were used in the finite element analysis. A total of 
180 numerical column strengths were compared with design column strengths predicted by existing design 
rules, which do not cover the lean duplex stainless steel material at elevated temperatures. Reliability analysis 
was carried out to assess the suitability of the existing design rules for lean duplex stainless steel columns at 
elevated temperatures. It is shown that the existing design rules are generally not suitable for predicting the 
column strengths, except for the American Specification and the modified direct strength method for stainless 



steel. The modified direct strength method for stainless steel provides accurate and reliable predictions with 
relatively simple calculation procedure. Therefore, it is recommended that the modified direct strength method 
for stainless steel be used for design of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel columns at elevated 
temperatures. 
 
Qun Huang, Jongchol Choe, Jie Yang, Rui Xu, Yanchuan Hui and Heng Hu, “The effects of kinematics on 
post-buckling analysis of sandwich structures”, Article 106204, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106204 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this work is to investigate the effects of kinematics approximation on post-buckling 
analysis of sandwich structures. To this end, a novel one-dimensional (1D) layer-wise model is proposed, where 
the core is approximated by Mac Laurin's polynomial functions, and the skins are modelled by Euler-Bernoulli 
beam theory. The resulting nonlinear equations are solved by the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM), in 
which the bifurcation indicator is introduced to precisely detect the bifurcation points and the corresponding 
instability patterns. By varying the polynomial order in the core, various kinematics models are generated 
automatically, and then evaluated in the post-buckling stage. According to the comparison results, we finally 
propose an optimized model that is valid in a wide range of geometric and material parameters. 
 
Reza Ahmadi Arpanahi, Shahriar Hosseini-Hashemi, Sasan Rahmanian, Shahrokh Hosseini Hashemi, Ali 
Ahmadi-Savadkoohi, “Nonlocal surface energy effect on free vibration behavior of nanoplates submerged in 
incompressible fluid”, Article 106212, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106212 
ABSTRACT: This research aims to investigate the free vibration characteristics of a nanoplate sinking in an 
incompressible fluid, so that the plate is in touch with the fluid from its upper surface. The nonlocal continuum 
theory together with Gurtin-Murdoch elasticity theory are employed to examine the influence of size-
dependency and surface energy effect, respectively. In order to model the fluid-plate interaction, the Navier-
Stokes equation is utilized, and the motion equations are solved through implementing Galerkin weighted 
residual method. The results show that the impact of fluid on shifting the nanoplate natural frequencies to the 
lower values highly depends on the small-scale parameter. Furthermore, for certain value of the length-to-
thickness ratio, while the effects of nonlocal and surface energy parameters are considered to be negligible, the 
natural frequencies of the submerged nanoplate significantly overestimate the values obtained in the presence of 
these parameters. This means that, in order to precisely predict the system natural frequencies, it is important to 
include the impact of size-dependency and surface energy in the mathematical formulation. 
 
Yuanzheng Zhao, Ximei Zhai, Jianhao Wang, “Buckling behaviors and ultimate strength of 6082-T6 aluminum 
alloy columns with square and circular hollow sections under eccentric compression – Part II: Parametric study, 
design provisions and reliability analysis”, Article 106208, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106208 
ABSTRACT: The wide application of aluminum alloys has been spread in the field of civil and building 
engineering due to their excellent performance and advantages. The companion paper (Part I) has described the 
eccentrically compressive loading tests and the verification of finite element (FE) models. In this paper, a 
parametric study about the 6082-T6 aluminum alloy columns of square and circular hollow sections (SHS-CHS) 
subjected to eccentric compression was performed using the verified FE models. The key parameters affecting 
the buckling behaviors and ultimate strength were investigated, including the regularized slenderness ratio, 
eccentricity, width-thickness ratio (for SHS columns) and diameter-thickness ratio (for CHS columns). The 
ultimate strength obtained from the previous loading tests and the finite element analysis (FEA) were compared 
with the design strength predicted by the current Chinese (GB 50429), European (Eurocode 9), American (AA-
2010) design codes for aluminum alloy structures. In addition, the newer proposed design method – the direct 
strength method (DSM), were also investigated. It was found that these four design provisions were generally 
conservative for predicting the ultimate strength of the SHS and CHS columns for 6082-T6 aluminum alloy and 
DSM was shown to provide more accurate strength predictions than the current design codes. Finally, the 
optimal distribution types of the model error (ME) in the four design provisions were investigated and reliability 
analysis was conducted under different load ratios to evaluate the safety levels of the three current design codes 
and DSM. Revised Chinses code was proposed to predict the ultimate strength of 6082-T6 aluminum alloy 
columns more precisely. 



 
Adel Bidzard, Parviz Malekzadeh, Saeed Reza Mohebpour, “Vibration of multilayer FG-GPLRC toroidal 
panels with elastically restrained against rotation edges”, Article 106209, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106209 
ABSTRACT: The vibrational behavior of multilayer functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) toroidal panels with elastically restrained against rotation edges is investigated. The 
first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) of shells together with the finite element method (FEM) is 
employed to develop a general formulation and solution procedure. Nine-noded isoparametric shell elements 
with five degrees of freedom per node are used to discretize the spatial domain. After validating the approach, 
the influences of different distribution patterns of graphene platelets (GPLs) through the panel thickness, the 
geometrical parameters, and the elastic coefficients of the rotational springs are studied. It is shown that among 
the multilayer FG-GPLRC toroidal panels with different GPLs distribution patterns, the toroidal panels with X-
type pattern have the highest frequency values whereas the minimum values belong to the shells with O-type 
and -type for the first and second frequency parameters, respectively. Also, the numerical results reveal that by 
increasing the GPLs volume fraction and the elastic coefficients of rotational springs, the frequency parameters 
increase, and these parameters have considerable effects on the frequency parameters. Also, the mode shapes of 
multilayer FG-GPLRC toroidal panels for different GPLs distribution patterns are depicted. 
 
H.N.R. Wagner, C. Hühne, J. Zhang, W. Tang, R. Khakimova, “Geometric imperfection and lower-bound 
analysis of spherical shells under external pressure”, Article 106195, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106195 
ABSTRACT: For the design of thin-walled spherical shells under external pressure empirical knockdown 
factors are applied. These knockdown factors are based on experimental results from the beginning of the 20th 
century and have been shown to be very conservative for modern shell structures. 
In order to determine less conservative and physically based knockdown factors for the design of spherical 
shells, different analytical and numerical design approaches have been developed. In this paper common as well 
as new shell design approaches are presented in detail and evaluated regarding the lower-bound buckling 
pressure. Among these design approaches are the reduced stiffness method, measured geometric imperfections 
and perturbation approaches. 
Important analysis and modeling details of each design approach are described, and test examples are given and 
validated. Advantages and disadvantages of each approach are listed, and design recommendations are given. 
Practical shell buckling design examples are demonstrated by means of a tori-spherical bulkhead and a deep-sea 
spherical pressure hull. 
In addition, a collection of about 700 experimental knockdown factors for spherical shells under external 
pressure is given in the Elsevier repository. 
 
Yuanzheng Zhao, Ximei Zhai, Jianhao Wang, “Buckling behaviors and ultimate strengths of 6082-T6 
aluminum alloy columns under eccentric compression – Part I: Experiments and finite element modeling”, 
Article 106207, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106207 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum alloys, which function as load-bearing components or decorative materials, have been 
commonly applied to architectural structures. In this study, a combination of experiments and finite element 
analyses was conducted to investigate the stability behaviors and ultimate strengths of the 6082-T6 aluminum 
alloy columns subjected to eccentric compression. Prior to the loading tests, tensile coupon tests and 
measurement of the initial geometric imperfections for the columns were performed. The buckling behaviors of 
30 pin-ended specimens, including 11 extruded square hollow section (SHS) columns and 19 extruded circular 
hollow section (CHS) columns, were investigated and the observed failure modes of the tested columns 
included overall buckling, local buckling and the coupling modes. Meanwhile, the ultimate strengths, 
deflections and surface strains in whole process under eccentric compression were recorded. The finite element 
(FE) models of the tested columns were developed using the non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) software 
ABAQUS, and the geometric and material nonlinearities were considered in the FE models. The validation of 
the FE models was performed against the test results; it was observed that the proposed FE models are 
sufficiently accurate to predict the ultimate strengths and buckling behaviors of the tested columns. 
 



Mahsa Karimiasl, Farzad Ebrahimi, Vinyas Mahesh, “Nonlinear forced vibration of smart multiscale sandwich 
composite doubly curved porous shell”, Article 106152, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.044 
ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the nonlinear vibration analysis of composite sandwich doubly curved 
shell with a flexible core integrated with a piezoelectric layer. By using the higher order shear deformable 
theory (HSDT) for the face sheets and the third-order polynomial theory for the flexible core, the strains and 
stresses are obtained. It is assumed a smart model including multiscale composite layers shell with a flexible 
core and magnetorheological layer (MR) that leading up by the nonlinearity of the in-plane and the vertical 
displacements of the core. Three-phase composites shells with polymer/Carbon nanotube/fiber (PCF) and 
polymer/Graphene platelet/fiber (PGF) and Shape Memory Alloy (SMA)/matrix either according to Halpin-Tsai 
model have been considered. The governing equations of multiscale shell have been derived by implementing 
Hamilton's principle and solved by multiple scale method. For investigating the correctness and accuracy, this 
paper is validated by other previous researches. Finally, the effect of different parameters such as temperature 
rise, various distributions pattern, magnetic fields and curvature ratio are explored in detail. 
 
Behrouz Karami, Maziar Janghorban, “A new size-dependent shear deformation theory for free vibration 
analysis of functionally graded/anisotropic nanobeams”, Article 106227, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106227 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the current work is to present a shear deformation theory which can model the free 
vibration of functionally graded nano-size beams made of two different types of materials (isotropic and 
anisotropic) resting on elastic foundation using a new shear strain shape function. The proposed model includes 
undetermined integral term and also contains both transverse shear and stretching effects. The size-dependent 
behavior of nano-size systems is captured via the nonlocal strain gradient theory. The governing equations of 
motion are obtained based on a virtual work of the Hamiltonian principle where an analytic technique based 
Navier series is established to solve the eigenvalue problem. From our knowledge, it is the first time that size-
dependent dynamics of graded nanobeams made of anisotropic materials is investigated. The efficiency of the 
present model is verified by comparing the results of numerical examples with the different solutions found in 
the literature. It shows that the dynamic characteristics of the nanobeam are influenced by size effects, 
geometry, power-law index, exponential factor, and elastic foundation. Also, the possibility and accuracy of 
replacing a hexagonal model with isotropic one is investigated and discussed in detail. 
 
Onyekachi Ndubuaku, Yong Li, J.J. Roger Cheng, Michael Martens, Samer Adeeb, “A semi-empirical 
modeling approach for predicting the deformational capacity of axially-compressed cylindrical shells based on a 
novel material stress-strain characterization method”, Article 106216, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106216 
ABSTRACT: Adoption of cylindrical shell structures for various load-resistance applications has enjoyed wide-
spread acceptance in the field of civil, mechanical and aerospace engineering, mainly due to the exceptional 
structural efficiency of cylindrical shells to withstand significant longitudinal and circumferential in-plane 
loading without bending. However, where such in-plane loading conditions are compressive, cylindrical shells 
are likely to exhibit an unstable response characterized by localized out-of-plane deformation. Computerized 
numerical simulation is often required for accurate and efficient estimation of the strains and resultant stresses 
in cylindrical shells under loading, especially where the thickness of the shell is sufficient to evoke an inelastic 
buckling response in the structure. The buckling behavior of thin-walled cylindrical shells subjected to uniform 
axial compression has been studied in this paper using the finite element (FE) simulation method to assign 
respective material, geometric, loading and boundary properties to computer-generated cylindrical shell 
specimens. Extensive parametric analysis, consisting of approximately 720 FE runs, was then conducted based 
on a full-factorial empirical design, applying ample variations of the relevant parameters that influence the 
buckling response of axially-compressed cylindrical-shell structures. Nonlinear multiple regression techniques 
were then employed to derive the coefficients of nonlinear mathematical expressions, each developed as an 
arithmetic product of appropriate variable functions related to the respective functional sensitivities of the 
investigated parameters. Strain-hardening properties were incorporated into the mathematical expressions based 
on the shape constants of the Ndubuaku stress-strain model; which has proven to be remarkably useful for 
accurate parameterization of the stress-strain behavior over the full range of strains for a wide range of metallic 
materials, including materials with a well-defined yield plateau. Excellent predictions of FEA-derived values 



for the critical limit strain limit were obtained, and a simple statistical approach was presented to increase the 
conservativeness of the semi-empirical model as required. 
 
Behrouz Chegeni, Sachith Jayasuriya, Sreekanta Das, “Effect of corrosion on thin-walled pipes under combined 
internal pressure and bending”, Article 106218, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106218 
ABSTRACT: Damage caused by corrosion is one of the main factors that diminish the performance of thin-
walled structures such as pipelines. Using experimental and numerical methods, this study investigated the 
effects of corrosion depth and corrosion shape on the performance of corroded thin-walled steel pipes when 
subject to combined internal pressure and 4-point bending load. The effect of corrosion depth was studied using 
three API 5 L X52 grade pipe specimens with a nominal diameter of 8-inches (203 mm), and the effect of 
corrosion shape was investigated by testing five API 5 L X46 specimens with a nominal diameter of 6-inches 
(152mm), containing different corrosion shapes. It was found that increasing the corrosion depth drastically 
decreases the bending capacity of the corroded specimens. Also, it was observed that the specimens with 
circular and square corrosion shapes exhibited the same bending behaviour, and extending the corrosion along 
the circumferential direction of the pipe wall caused the most negative effect on the bending behaviour of the 
specimen. 
 
Ricky Lalthazuala, Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Structural performance of hybrid stainless steel plate 
girders under shear”, Article 106214, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106214 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the shear behaviour of Hybrid stainless steels (HSS) plate girders using 
the commercial FE software, Abaqus. Two types of stainless steel grades were adopted viz., Lean duplex 
stainless steel (LDSS) for web and Duplex stainless steel (DSS) for flanges. The FE results are presented in the 
form of shear capacity (Vu) and failure modes. Based on the study, it has been observed that web thickness (tw) 
has higher positive influence on the shear capacity as compared to flange thickness (tf). On the other hand, 
relative improvement in ductility could be seen when flange thickness is increased, in contrast to increase in 
web thickness (tw). In general, three failure modes were observed in HSS plate girders viz., shear dominant 
failure mode, bending dominant failure mode and combined shear and bending dominant failure mode. Based 
on the present results, modified Eurocode and Direct strength method (DSM) design formulations have been 
proposed. 
 
Hamed Sadeghi, Majid Alitavoli, Abolfazl Darvizeh, Reza Rajabiehfard, “Dynamic plastic behaviour of strain 
rate sensitive tubes under axial impact”, Article 106220, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106220 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the axisymmetric buckling of circular strain rate sensitive tubes subjected to axial 
impact is investigated theoretically and experimentally. The nonlinear governing equations are first derived in 
an incremental form. Then, the finite difference method is employed to solve the obtained equations implicitly 
for the case when a stationary tube is impacted by a striking mass. Experimental tests are performed by using a 
gas gun. The effect of linear and multi-linear approximation for strain hardening and strain rate on the 
shortening, buckling shape and axial force of steel tubes are investigated in which the strain rate is considered 
as a function of time. By applying the strain rate effect and using the multi-linear approximation for strain 
hardening, we showed there is a significant association between theoretical and experimental results of steel 
tubes. Also, using the nonlinear dynamic equations and newly developed inexact finite similitude theory it is 
revealed that the response characteristics of full-scale strain rate sensitive tubes can be predicted using small-
scale strain rate insensitive tubes. 
 
R. Vescovini, E. Spigarolo, E.L. Jansen, L. Dozio, “Efficient post-buckling analysis of variable-stiffness plates 
using a perturbation approach”, Article 106211, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106211 
ABSTRACT: The present work discusses the development of a formulation for efficiently analyzing variable-
stiffness plates operating in the post-buckling regime. The approach relies upon the combined use of a single-
mode Koiter's perturbation strategy along with a mixed variational formulation expressed in terms of Airy stress 
function and out-of-plane displacement, where the unknowns are approximated using global trial functions 



based on Legendre polynomials. A highly efficient numerical tool is achieved, which allows the initial post-
buckling field to be analyzed with the ease of closed-form solutions, but a much wider field of employ in terms 
of elastic couplings, boundary and loading conditions. The quality of the predictions is illustrated by means of a 
comprehensive set of comparisons against results from the literature. Possible applications of the approach are 
shown, where the exploration of the design space offered by curvilinear fibers requires thousands of non-linear 
post-buckling analyses to be run. 
 
Jurgen Becque, Xilin Li, Buick Davison, “Modal decomposition of coupled instabilities: The method of the 
equivalent nodal forces”, Article 106229, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106229 
ABSTRACT: A solution to the ‘modal decomposition problem’ encountered within the context of the stability 
analysis of thin-walled structural members is presented. The proposed method achieves decomposition of a 
randomly deformed shape into a number of constituent modes, which have the physical meaning of the classical 
local, distortional and global buckling modes, augmented with two additional classes of shear and transverse 
extension modes. The basis vectors of these five classes are created by defining sets of nodal forces which, 
when applied to the member in a first order linear elastic problem, generate shapes commensurate with specific 
mechanical criteria defining the local, distortional, global, shear and transverse extension modes. In a second 
step the basis vectors of a given class are used to define a constrained stability problem, where the solution is 
restricted to a linear combination of these basis vectors, in order to obtain the buckled shapes under a given 
loading. The full set of buckling modes spanning the five classes forms an orthonormal basis of the complete 
deformation space. Consequently, decomposition can be achieved by projecting the shape which is to be 
decomposed onto the basis vectors. Two examples are provided to illustrate the method. 
 
Dimitrios G. Gaitanelis, Ioannis K. Giannopoulos, Efstathios E. Theotokoglou, “Numerical FEA parametric 
analysis of CAI behaviour of CFRP stiffened panels”, Article 106231, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106231 
ABSTRACT: This paper examined the effect of numerical modelling parameters on the accuracy and 
computational efficiency of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) stiffened panels under Compression 
After Impact (CAI). Pristine and damaged CFRP stiffened panels were subjected to compression in Abaqus® 
software using Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) method. Various case studies were examined and the effect of the 
stiffness parameters of the cohesive elements was critically assessed. Moreover, the required number of 
cohesive zones to fully capture the damage mechanisms of the impacted and pristine panels under compressive 
loading was examined. The results showed that a wrong set of parameters can even lead to neglecting the 
induced damage and can cause severe convergence problems in the numerical model. The importance of the 
Overall Meshing Factor (OMF) was highlighted and a user-defined subroutine (USDFLD) was applied to 
capture the decrease in the load bearing capability of an impacted panel prior to the compressive loading, since 
CZM was found insufficient for this scope. The above-mentioned remarks illustrated the process of 
investigating the optimum numerical parameters set to achieve an accurate and efficient finite element 
modelling of the stiffened panels structural performance and maximum load-carrying capability, when 
subjected to CAI loading. 
 
Fabio Rizzetto, Eelco Jansen, Matteo Strozzi, Francesco Pellicano, “Nonlinear dynamic stability of cylindrical 
shells under pulsating axial loading via Finite Element analysis using numerical time integration”, Article 
106213, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106213 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear dynamic stability investigations for isotropic and composite cylindrical shells under 
pulsating axial loading are carried out through Finite Element analysis using numerical time integration. In 
particular, important characteristics of the geometrically nonlinear behaviour are systematically studied through 
Finite Element analysis. The results of the Finite Element analysis are compared with results obtained in earlier 
studies using semi-analytical procedures. In order to facilitate the evaluation and the comparison of these two 
complementary approaches, a modal projection procedure has been developed for the Finite Element analysis. 
Critical dynamic loads and frequency-response curves for isotropic and composite shells under pulsating 
loading obtained with the Finite Element analysis using numerical time integration are shown to be generally in 
good qualitative agreement with the results of earlier semi-analytical work. The analysis of the modal amplitude 
achieved via the modal projection procedure also makes it possible to study the interactions between 



contributing modes and to observe and interpret interesting phenomena such as the occurrence of travelling 
waves in the circumferential direction of the shell. 
 
Rodrigo Gonçalves, “An assessment of the lateral-torsional buckling and post-buckling behaviour of steel I-
section beams using a geometrically exact beam finite element”, Article 106222, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106222 
ABSTRACT: The goal of this paper is twofold. The first goal is to show that geometrically exact beam finite 
elements can be successfully employed to determine, accurately, the behaviour of steel I-section beams 
undergoing large displacements and finite rotations. For this purpose, a two-node geometrically exact beam 
element is presented and validated, which can handle arbitrary initial configurations (e.g. curved 
configurations), plasticity, geometric imperfections and residual stresses. The second goal is to employ the 
proposed element to assess the behaviour of I-section beams undergoing lateral-torsional buckling. In particular, 
the element is used to determine (i) elastic non-linear bifurcation loads (i.e., bifurcation loads accounting for 
pre-buckling deflections), (ii) large displacement elastic post-buckling paths including geometric imperfection 
effects and (iii) large displacement elastoplastic equilibrium paths accounting for geometric imperfections and 
residual stresses. Three support/loading cases are examined, namely: (i) simply supported beams under uniform 
moment, (ii) simply supported beams subjected to a mid-span vertical force and (iii) cantilevers subjected to a 
free end vertical force. Besides I-sections with standard height-to-width ratios, wider flange sections are also 
considered and it is demonstrated that, for the latter, the post-buckling behaviour is quite different from that of 
standard sections and an increase in the load carrying capacity is observed, which is not predicted by the current 
Eurocode 3 [1] provisions. Based on the results obtained, a set of relevant conclusions are drawn. 
 
Yousef Ghaderi Dehkordi, Ali Pourkamali Anaraki, Amir Reza Shahani, “Study of the effective parameters on 
welding residual stress relaxation in aluminum cylindrical shells under cyclic pressure”, Article 106235, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106235 
ABSTRACT: The evaluation of residual stress and its redistribution under cyclic loads are crucial to guarantee 
the integrity of welded components. In this paper, the effective parameters on welding residual stress relaxation 
are examined in thin cylindrical vessels due to cyclic pressure. First, the 3D finite element modeling is 
performed to evaluate the welding residual stress under cyclic pressure with various amplitudes and cycle 
numbers. Further, the model is verified using experimental stresses through the hole-drilling method. To study 
the plasticity behavior, two plasticity models are implemented: perfect plasticity and combined isotropic with 
kinematic hardening. It is concluded that the former leads to greater stress change. In addition, cyclic pressure 
causes redistribution and even change in the sign of the residual stresses, but this effect can be manifested as 
either stress relaxation or stress enhancement, depending on the initial residual stress. Moreover, the influence 
of various geometrical and loading parameters on stress modification is investigated through the Taguchi 
method. Statistical analysis reveals that an increase in thickness and diameter leads to a higher modified hoop 
stress, while an increase in maximum pressure leads to a lower modified hoop stress. On the other hand, the 
modified axial stress increases with an increase in thickness, and decreases with an increase in diameter. 
Analysis shows that thickness and maximum pressure are the most important parameters on the modified hoop 
and axial residual stresses, respectively. Finally, useful equations are proposed that can be used to calculate the 
modified residual stresses in terms of design factors. 
 
Yanfeng Zheng, Yaozhi Luo, Chao Yang, Xian Xu, Hua-Ping Wan, Zhongyi Zhu and Yuekun Heng, “Analysis 
of stability against rotation of a spherical shell structure subjected to buoyancy”, Article 106236, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106236 
ABSTRACT: The main structure of the central detector at the Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory 
(JUNO) is a spherical shell structure, which has a giant acrylic spherical shell connected to a stainless-steel (SS) 
reticulated shell with 590 SS rods. The acrylic spherical shell is submerged into water and filled with detection 
liquid and prone to rotation subjected to considerable buoyancy. The stability against rotation of this super-deep 
underground spherical shell structure needs to be fully investigated. In this study, an effective and practical 
method consisting of parametric analysis and optimization procedure is proposed to improve the stability 
against rotation. Specifically, two indicators, namely, the critical loading multiplier and the rotation angle, are 
proposed to evaluate the stability against rotation of the acrylic spherical shell in linear and nonlinear stability 
analyses, respectively. Then, parametric analysis is performed to assess the sensitivity of the stability against 



rotation to four parameters of interest (i.e., rod outer end constraints, liquid level difference, disc spring 
stiffness, and rod deviation). Based on the obtained parametric analysis results, the liquid level difference and 
disc spring stiffness are finally selected as design variables for the subsequent optimization process to further 
improve the stability against rotation. An efficient scheme combining design variable discretization and 
exhaustive method is adopted to identify the optimal variable values at which the acrylic spherical shell has 
good stability against rotation. The results indicate that the proposed method is efficient and effective for 
optimization of stability against rotation of such super-deep underground spherical shell structure. The proposed 
method is practical and easy to use for structural designers, and provides an efficient approach to the stability 
design of such rod-connected spherical shell structures. 
 
Fatma Merve Aydın Korucuk, Mahyar Maali, Mahmut Kılıç, Abdulkadir Cüneyt Aydın, “Experimental analysis 
of the effect of dent variation on the buckling capacity of thin-walled cylindrical shells”, Article 106259, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106259 
ABSTRACT: Tanks, silos, and most large steel-shell structures consist of smaller pieces connected together 
during the manufacturing process. This causes several types of malformations on the shell walls. Furthermore, 
thin-walled members can be easily deformed in wall surfaces owing to the thickness of the structure. Fourteen 
thin-walled cylindrical shell specimens in two groups with different dent depths and various longitudinal dent 
numbers subject to hydrostatic pressure were tested in the present work. The models were designed to 
demonstrate how repairing dents by using carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer can recover lost capacity. The 
results of testing under different theories and codes were compared. This study shows the decreasing effects of 
the longitudinal dent number on the buckling capacity of the shells. Using carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer 
strips resulted in softening or stiffening behaviour in the models. Furthermore, to obtain the initial and overall 
buckling according to theoretical formulas, coefficients were predicted to obtain the initial, overall, and collapse 
buckling without an experiment for the models that were beyond the scope of the theories. 
 
Hong Zhang, Rupeng Zhu, Dongyan Shi, Qingshan Wang, “A simplified plate theory for vibration analysis of 
composite laminated sector, annular and circular plate”, Article 106252, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106252 
ABSTRACT: A unified analysis model for vibration characteristics of composite laminated annular sector plate, 
circular sector plate, annular plate and circular plate with various elastic boundary conditions is established 
based on the simplified plate theory (SPT) and two-dimensional (2D) improved Fourier-Ritz method. It has 
significant advantages in the study of free and forced vibration of thin-to-moderately thick rotary composite 
laminated plates. Under the current framework, the displacement admissible functions of the rotary plate are 
generally expressed as superposition of simple periodic functions, which includes the multiplication of two 
cosine functions and two complementary polynomials. The introduction of these polynomials can effectively 
eliminate jumping or discontinuity at the boundaries. The vibration characteristics of the rotary plate can be 
obtained by Rayleigh-Ritz energy technique. The present method shows fast convergence and good accuracy. 
The parameterization study on geometric parameters, material parameters and boundary conditions has been 
carried out to systematically reveal the vibration characteristics of rotary composite laminated plates, which can 
be the benchmark for the future research. 
 
Mizan Ahmed, Qing Quan Liang, Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel, Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Local-global 
interaction buckling of square high strength concrete-filled double steel tubular slender beam-columns”, Article 
106244, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106244 
ABSTRACT: High-strength square concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) slender beam-columns with a 
circular internal steel tube subjected to eccentric loads may undergo interaction local-global buckling. No 
computational studies on the interaction local-global buckling of slender square CFDST beam-columns have 
been reported and their behavior has not been fully understood. This paper describes a mathematical model for 
the simulation of the interaction local-global buckling behavior of square high-strength CFDST slender beam-
columns under axial compression in combination with uniaxial bending. The mathematical model is formulated 
by the fiber approach, accounting for confinement provided by the internal circular steel tube, and geometric 
and material nonlinearities. An incremental-iterative numerical procedure is designed to quantify the local-
global interaction buckling responses of slender CFDST columns. Efficient numerical solution algorithms 
implementing the inverse quadratic method are developed for solving the nonlinear equilibrium dynamic 



functions of CFDST columns. The formulation proposed is verified by existing experimental data on CFDST 
columns as well as double-skin concrete-filled steel tubular (DCFST) slender columns. The developed 
computational model is employed to study the local-global interaction buckling behavior of CFDST columns 
made of high-strength materials with various important parameters. Simplified design models are proposed for 
determining the ultimate axial strengths of slender square CFDST columns under axial compression and the 
interaction curves of CFDST slender beam-columns loaded eccentrically. It is demonstrated that the 
computational and design models predict well the interaction local-global buckling behavior and strength of 
slender square CFDST beam-columns. 
 
Jamires Sousa Cordeiro Praciano, Pedro Sanderson Bastos Barros, Elias Saraiva Barroso, Evandro Parente, 
Aurea Silva de Holanda and João Batista M. Sousa, “An isogeometric formulation for stability analysis of 
laminated plates and shallow shells”, Article 106224, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106224 
ABSTRACT: Laminated composite plates and shells have been widely used in aeronautical, mechanical, and 
naval structures. Stability is a major concern in the design of these structures due to their high slenderness. 
Therefore, it is necessary to properly analyze their post-critical behavior, assessing their sensitivity to initial 
imperfections and load-carrying capacity. This paper presents a methodology based on the Isogeometric 
Analysis to study the stability of laminated plates and shallow shells. In this formulation, the geometry and 
displacement field are described using NURBS basis functions. Appropriate integration schemes are used to 
avoid the locking problem for thin-walled plates and shells. The proposed formulation was applied in the 
stability analysis of various examples and excellent results were obtained. The influence of the composite layup 
and geometric imperfections on the buckling load and post-critical behavior is studied. New bifurcation 
solutions to a well-known laminated shell buckling benchmark problem are presented. 
 
Fatih Usta, Halit S. Türkmen, “Experimental and numerical investigation of impact behavior of nested tubes 
with and without honeycomb filler”, Article 106256, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 143, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106256 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the axial impact behavior of empty and filled nested tubular structures is 
parametrically investigated both experimentally and numerically. The experiments are conducted by a drop test 
machine and the numerical studies are conducted using LS-DYNA software. The tubes are made of AL6063 
aluminum alloy and a regular hexagonal honeycomb filler of ABSplus plastics. The external sizes of all 
specimens are held constant for meaningful comparisons. The primary objective of this study is to investigate 
the effects of using a honeycomb filler, increasing the numbers of tubes, and changing the lengths of the tubes 
on the nested tube structures. The results of single, double, triple, quadruple, and quintuple tubular structures, 
with and without the honeycomb filler, are compared in terms of collapse mechanism and common 
crashworthiness indicators, namely, peak crash force, specific energy absorption, and crash force efficiency. 
The results indicate that the honeycomb filler has a significant effect on the collapse mechanism of single and 
nested tubular structures, and the filled nested tube systems with fewer tubes are better than empty ones in terms 
of specific energy absorption and crash force efficiency. In addition, the energy absorption of the nested tubes 
could be increased in certain cases with the increase in the number of tubes and tube lengths increasing from the 
innermost to outermost tubes. Therefore, the double nested tube structures with a honeycomb filler are 
recommended for crash box designs. 
 
Andrea Toffolon and Andreas Taras (Steel Structures Research Group, Institute of Structural Engineering, 
Bundeswehr University Munich, Germany), “Development of an OIC-type local buckling design approach for 
cold-formed unstiffened and groove-stiffened hollow sections”, Article 106266, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106266 
ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the strength and stability of cold-formed welded hollow sections with and 
without stiffeners, as well as four different cross-section shapes, in terms of the “Overall Interaction Concept” 
(OIC). The studied types of cross-section are employed in various fields of the construction sector, and 
particularly in racking systems, where weight minimization is a specifically emphasized design objective. The 
scope of the study consists of an extensive experimental campaign, coupled with a comprehensive series of 
numerical tests. The results shown were developed in the framework of the European (RFCS) research project 
HOLLOSSTAB. The discussion of the results in terms of the OIC approach highlights its potential as a general 



method for the cross-sectional design for hollow sections of various shape, loaded in various combinations of 
compression and bending. 
 
Si-Wei Liu (1), Wen-Long Gao (1) and Ronald D. Siemian (2) 
(1) School of Civil Engineering, Sun Yat-Sen University, Zhuhai, Guangdong, China 
(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Bucknell University Lewisburg, PA 17837, USA 
“Improved line-element formulations for the stability analysis of arbitrarily-shaped open-section beam-
columns”, Article 106290, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106290 
ABSTRACT: Open-sections are often used in structural applications because of their material efficiency in 
providing members of high strength and stiffness. Although previous research has made significant progress in 
accounting for the effects when the shear-center and centroid are not coincident for such sections, the 
compression buckling strengths of non-symmetric sections, for example unequal-leg angles, are sometimes 
over- or under-predicted unless their principal axes’ properties are properly defined. This paper improves 
existing beam-column line-element formulations for accurately simulating the axial buckling behavior of 
arbitrarily-shaped open-sections. Detailed derivations are given and implemented within the educational 
software MASTAN2. Several verification examples are provided. 
 
Mirosław Ferdynus (1), Maria Kotełko (2) and Mariusz Urbaniak (2) 
(1) Department of Machine Construction & Mechatronics, Lublin University of Technology, Poland 
(2) Department of Strength of Materials, Lodz University of Technology, Poland 
“Crashworthiness performance of thin-walled prismatic tubes with corner dents under axial impact - Numerical 
and experimental study”, Article 106239, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106239 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents results of the numerical and experimental study into crashworthiness 
performance and energy absorption capability of thin-walled square section columns with dents, subjected to 
axial impact load. Thin-walled aluminum tubes with four dents in the corners are under investigation. Energy 
absorption effectiveness of energy absorbing thin-walled structures is discussed. Finite Element parametric 
study into energy absorption capacity of structures under investigation is performed. Crushing behavior and 
some crashworthiness indicators are examined. Results of experimental impact tests carried out on aluminum 
tubes with dents of selected shape and position are presented. FE theoretical model and numerical results are 
confronted with those obtained from experimental tests. Some conclusions concerning optimal dent shape and 
position are derived. 
 
Ju-Jie Yan, Man-Tai Chen, Wai-Meng Quach, Ming Yan and Ben Young, “Mechanical properties and cross-
sectional behavior of additively manufactured high strength steel tubular sections”, Article 106158, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.050 
ABSTRACT: Additive manufacturing, commonly known as 3D printing, is an evolutional technology in the 
manufacturing industry. This technology has already been embraced by different industries, such as aerospace 
and biomedical engineering, and the recent advance in this technology has generated a vast of societal 
excitement for its future. Despite the exciting prospect of its application in civil engineering, additive 
manufacturing technology is still at a perceived stage for construction industry. The benefits and potential in 
construction industry are rarely known in the field at this stage. This paper aims to investigate the mechanical 
properties and structural performance of additively manufactured high strength steel tubular sections at the 
cross-sectional level through experimental program. The specimens were additively manufactured from H13 
steel powder by selective laser melting (SLM) with three different scanning patterns, where the typical yield 
strength (0.2% proof stress) of the conventionally manufactured H13 steel is around 1650 MPa. The test 
program comprised tensile coupon tests, compression coupon tests, hardness tests, microstructural 
characterization as well as geometric imperfection measurements and stub column tests. The anisotropy on 
mechanical properties was examined through tensile coupon tests in both longitudinal and transverse directions. 
Compression coupon tests were also conducted to investigate the differential strength of material in tension and 
compression. The influences of scanning patterns on mechanical properties and structural behavior of as-printed 
high strength steel tubular sections stub columns were also investigated. The test results were used to assess the 
applicability of existing design provisions in the American Specification, Australian and New Zealand Standard 



as well as European Code that originally developed for conventionally produced hot-rolled and cold-formed 
steel tubular sections to the additively manufactured high strength steel tubular non-slender sections in this 
study. 
 
Yaqiao Zhu (1), Peng Shi (2), Yongtao Kang (3) and Baofa Cheng (4) 
(1) School of Aviation and Aerospace, Tianjin Sino-German University of Applied Sciences, Tianjin, 300350, 
China 
(2) School of Intelligent Manufacturing, Huanghuai University, Zhumadian, Henan, 463000, China 
(3) Altran Deutschland S.A.S. & Co. KG, Karnapp 25, 21079, Hamburg, Germany 
(4) Advanced Manufacture Technology Center China Academy of Machinery Science and Technology, 18 Xue 
Qing Road, Haidian District, Beijing, 100083, China 
“Isogeometric analysis of functionally graded plates with a logarithmic higher order shear deformation theory”, 
Article 106234, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106234 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new logarithmic higher order shear deformation theory (LHSDT) based on 
isogeometric analysis (IGA) to study the static bending, free vibration, and buckling behaviors of functionally 
graded plates. The temperature change conditions are considered. In the LHSDT fashion, shear stresses 
disappear at the top and bottom surfaces of the plates and shear correction factor vanishes. The requirement for 
C1-continuity in terms of the LHSDT is straightforwardly possessed with the aid of inherent high order 
continuity of non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS), which serves as basis functions in our IGA formulation. 
The superior performance and accuracy of the proposed method is demonstrated through extensive numerical 
examples. The computed results of static bending, vibration and buckling from the proposed theory are in a very 
good agreement with reference solutions available in literature obtained by various plate theories and different 
solving method. 
 
Hany Fayek Abdalla (Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, 
Nile University, Egypt), “Effect of wall thinning on the Shakedown Interaction Diagrams of 90-degree back-to-
Back Bends Subjected to Simultaneous Steady Internal Pressures and Cyclic In Plane Bending Moments”, 
Article 106228, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106228 
ABSTRACT: This research studies the effect of wall thinning on generated shakedown (SD) interaction 
diagrams of pressurized low-carbon steel 90-degree (90-Deg) back-to-back (B2B) bends. More precisely, the 
SD limit moments are determined for various steady internal pressure spectra thus generating the targeted SD 
boundaries. The SD limit moments are computed utilizing a direct non-cyclic technique termed: SD-DNT short 
for Shakedown-Direct Noncyclic Technique. The bends analyzed are subjected to simultaneous steady internal 
pressure spectra and cyclic in-plane closing (IPC) and in-plane opening (IPO) bending moment modes 
discretely. The finite element (FE) method is utilized for solution and analyses. The wall thinning accounted for 
is solely due to service conditions. Different thinning locations are selected and analyzed along with different 
selected thinning percentages. The selected thinning locations within both bends include intrados, extrados, 
crowns, and both intrados and extrados once at a time. Thinning locations are analyzed for maximum selected 
thinning percentages of 30%, 50%, and 60%. Additionally, SD interaction diagrams of sound 90-Deg B2B 
bends are generated for comparisons. Outcomes of the SD-DNT are successfully validated against full elastic-
plastic cyclic loading FE simulations. Outcomes of conducted analyses, generally, revealed that thinnings at 
crowns resulted in least combined cyclic moment-steady internal pressure capacities respectively followed by 
intrados, intrados and extrados, and finally extrados thinnings. Post-SD responses namely, alternating plasticity 
and ratcheting responses are accurately determined upon crossing the generated SD boundaries. Finally, an 
exemplary generated SD boundary is expressed in mathematical equation for selected analyzed thinned case. 
 
Yonghui Wang, Rabindra Pokharel, Jingyi Lu and Ximei Zhai (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behavior and 
Control of the Ministry of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, 150090, China), “Experimental, 
numerical, and analytical studies on polyurethane foam-filled energy absorption connectors under quasi-static 
loading”, Article 106257, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106257 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a novel polyurethane foam-filled energy absorption connector with advanced 
geometry to dissipate energy. Quasi-static loading tests of these connectors were first conducted to evaluate 
failure mechanisms and energy absorption performances. Numerical and analytical models which exhibited 



results consistent with those of the experiment were developed to predict and conduct an in-depth study of the 
energy absorption characteristics. The results revealed that most energy absorption parameters could be 
enhanced by filling polyurethane foam, increasing the armed plate thickness, and decreasing the height from the 
top of the armed plate to the intersecting point of the two arms. The findings from this work help understand the 
failure mechanism and energy absorption behaviour of the proposed connectors, and they will promote potential 
applications of these connectors in terms of dissipating blast or impact energy. 
 
Vu Hoai Nam (1), Nguyen-Thoi Trung (1) and Le Kha Hoa (2) 
(1) Division of Computational Mathematics and Engineering, Institute for Computational Science, Ton Duc 
Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam 
(2) Military Academy of Logistics, Hanoi, Viet Nam 
“Buckling and postbuckling of porous cylindrical shells with functionally graded composite coating under 
torsion in thermal environment”, Article 106253, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106253 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear buckling and postbuckling of functionally graded porous 
circular cylindrical shells reinforced by orthogonal stiffeners resting on Pasternak elastic foundations in thermal 
environment and under torsional load by an analytical approach. Shells are reinforced by closely spaced 
stringers and rings in which material properties of the shell and the stiffeners are assumed to be continuously 
graded in the thickness direction. Basing on the classical shell theory with von Karman geometrical nonlinearity 
and smeared stiffeners technique, the governing equations are derived. Using the Galerkin method with the 
three-term solution of deflection, the closed form to find critical load and post-buckling response are obtained. 
The effects of porosity coefficient, material, temperature, dimensional parameters, stiffener and foundation are 
analyzed. 
 
 
Wanshi Hu, Harsh Bohra, Eyas Azzuni and Sukru Guzey (Lyles School of Civil Engineering, Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN, 47907, USA), “The uplift effect of bottom plate of aboveground storage tanks 
subjected to wind loading”, Article 106241, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106241 
ABSTRACT: Because aboveground storage tanks are usually empty during construction, inspection and repair 
periods, they are more vulnerable to buckling due to wind loading than they are in use filled with liquid product. 
The uplift effect of the bottom plate of empty storage tanks due to wind pressure is investigated in this work. 
The buckling behavior of two sets of tanks were studied using finite element analysis (FEA): (1) tanks with 
bottom plate modeled directly in the analysis and (2) tanks without bottom plate but suitable boundary 
conditions applied in the analysis. Linear bifurcation analysis (LBA) and geometrically nonlinear analysis 
including imperfections (GNIA) are performed to obtain the deformation shapes and buckling capacities of 
tanks. The soil supporting the with-bottom tanks were modeled using nonlinear compression only springs 
connected to each node of the bottom plate. The buckling modes and the results from GNIA show that when a 
bottom is included into a tank FEA simulation, instead of fixed, the buckling pressure load will be substantially 
reduced for slender tanks having height to diameter ratio greater than 1/3. However, the broad tanks having 
height to diameter ratio less than 1/3 experience relatively small reduction in buckling load. 
 
A. Hajlaoui, E. Chebbi and F. Dammak [Laboratory of Electromechanical Systems (LASEM), National 
Engineering School of Sfax, University of Sfax, B.P. 1173-3038, Sfax, Tunisia], “Buckling analysis of carbon 
nanotube reinforced FG shells using an efficient solid-shell element based on a modified FSDT”, Article 
106254, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106254 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates buckling behaviors of functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced 
composites (FG-CNTRC) shells using a modified first-order enhanced solid-shell element formulation. On that 
account, a parabolic shear strain distribution through the shell thickness in the compatible strain part is 
proposed. In fact, the shear correction factors are no longer needed. Five kinds of single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs) distribution through the thickness of layers are considered, namely, uniform (UD) and 
functionally graded (FG) symmetric and asymmetric. The buckling behavior of FG-CNTRC plate under 
uniaxial compressive pressure and FG-CNTRC cylindrical shell under external pressure and axial compression 
are considered. Comparisons of our numerical results with those reported by other investigators are presented in 



order to compare different formulations and to illustrate the performance of the developed solid-shell element. 
The result of the buckling behavior of CNTRC structure makes the present formulation appropriate for a wide 
range of structure plates and shells. Then, the effects of some geometrical and material parameters on the 
critical buckling load of shell structures are investigated. 
 
Hadi Babaei (1), Yaser Kiani (2) and M. Reza Eslami (3) 
(1) Mechanical Engineering Department, South Tehran Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran 
(2) Faculty of Engineering, Shahrekord University, Shahrekord, Iran 
(3) Mechanical Engineering Department, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran 
“Large amplitude free vibration analysis of shear deformable FGM shallow arches on nonlinear elastic 
foundation”, Article 106237, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106237 
ABSTRACT: Current investigation deals with the small and large amplitude free vibrations of a curved beam 
(arch) resting on a nonlinear elastic foundation. The arch is made of a functionally graded material, where the 
properties are graded across the thickness. Uniform temperature elevation in the arch is also considered and 
material properties are assumed to be temperature dependent. The governing motion equations of the arch are 
established using a higher order arch theory which satisfies the traction free boundary conditions and the von 
Kármán type of non-linearity. The governing equations of the arch are solved for the case of an immovable 
pinned arch using the two step perturbation technique. Closed form expressions are given to estimate the 
nonlinear frequencies of the arch as a function of the mid-span deflection. Numerical results of this study are 
validated for the case of flat FGM beams on elastic foundation. Afterwards, novel numerical results are given to 
explore the influences of power law index, elastic foundation coefficients, length to thickness ratio, length to 
radius ratio, and the temperature effects. 
 
Hairui Wang (1), Danyang Zhao (1), Yifei Jin (2), Minjie Wang (1), Zhong You (3) and Guangrui Yu (1) 
(1) School of Mechanical Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, 116024, PR China 
(2) Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, 32611, USA 
(3) Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX1 3PJ, UK 
“Study of collapsed deformation and energy absorption of polymeric origami-based tubes with viscoelasticity”, 
Article 106246, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106246 
ABSTRACT: The study aims to investigate the effects of origami morphology and interval distribution on the 
mechanical behavior of origami-based and conventional tubes. Quasi-static axial crushing experiments have 
been conducted on six geometrical types of polymeric tubes with different morphology (including arrangement 
and patterns), uniform and non-uniform interval. The polymeric tubes having viscoelasticity are fabricated 
through a polymer blow molding approach, in which, the approach can ensure the integrated formation of these 
tubes and avoid the structural asymmetry caused by the machining process. The experimental results show that 
it is convenient to observe the collapsed position, plastic hinges, and collapsed modes from the crushed and 
incompletely recovered shapes of the polymeric tubes after 24-h unloading. The initial elastic stiffness and 
initial peak force of the origami-based tubes reduce dramatically as compared with those of the conventional 
tubes under the axial crushing. In addition, the origami morphology and interval distribution can cause the 
initial collapse and have a large effect on the final collapsed mode of the tube, while the effect of wall thickness 
on the collapsed mode can be negligible. Therefore, the origami morphology or non-uniform interval 
distribution of the origami-based tubes can be used as a geometrical defect to change the collapsed mode and as 
a trigger to orient the initial collapse in a certain position of the tube in engineering design. 
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“Quasi-static flattening energy absorption process on preformed circular tubes by numerical and experimental 
analyses”, Article 106260, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106260 
ABSTRACT: This article presents a novel method to improve energy absorption performance of thin-walled 
circular tubes under quasi-static lateral loading through the preforming process. Desirable investigations are 
carried out by experimental tests and numerical simulations. Firstly, simple circular tubes are shaped into four 
different types (P1–P4) of preformed specimens, using a semi–cylindrical Teflon die and various blade-shaped 
indenters with semi–cylindrical nose. Then, the preformed specimens are laterally compressed between two 
rigid platens to perform flattening tests and their mechanical behaviors are investigated during the lateral 
flattening experiments, based on viewpoint of energy absorption. Some experiments are carried out and due to 
the test limitations, numerical simulations are performed, using the ABAQUS/Explicit software. In the 
following, based on the finite element analysis, various preformed specimens with different geometrical 
characteristics are simulated to investigate influences of wall thickness, preformed type and internal spanof the 
specimen cross–section and also, effects of loading direction on energy absorption performance of the 
preformed specimens. Also, some simple circular tubes are flattened as the benchmark and results of four types 
of the preformed samples are compared with the corresponding benchmark. The obtained results illustrate that 
by shaping the simple circular tubes into the preformed specimen, a new hollow prismatic samples are produced 
that their energy absorption capability is 11.5 times of the corresponding value of the benchmark; consequently, 
the present article suggest the preformed specimens of various types instead of the corresponding simple 
circular tubes, as better energy absorber. 
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“Numerical modelling and fire design of stainless steel hollow section columns”, Article 106243, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106243 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the elevated temperature buckling performance and design of cold-formed square, 
rectangular and circular hollow section columns made of stainless steel is studied through a numerical 
modelling investigation. The finite element analysis software Abaqus was employed to perform the simulations, 
where the validity of the models was established by replicating the results of flexural buckling tests at both 
elevated and room temperatures from literature test programmes. In total, twelve square (SHS) and rectangular 
(RHS) hollow section columns tested at elevated temperature and eleven circular (CHS) hollow section columns 
tested at room temperature were simulated. Following this, a comprehensive numerical parametric investigation 
was performed to systematically assess the effect of variation of the governing parameters including the grade 
of stainless steel (austenitic, duplex and ferritic) and the elevated temperature member slenderness 
(Lambda=0.1–2.0) for all considered cross-section shapes with the addition of the aspect ratio of the cross-
section (h/b=1.0 and 1.5) and the column axis of buckling (major and minor) for the SHS and RHS. The 
applicability and accuracy of the design methods recommended in EN 1993-1-2 and the Design Manual for 
Stainless Steel Structures were carefully assessed on the basis of the numerical flexural buckling performance 
results. New buckling formulations for the fire design of cold-formed stainless steel SHS/RHS and CHS 
columns were proposed, and their suitability was confirmed by means of reliability analysis. 
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“Theoretical prediction and crashworthiness optimization of top-hat thin-walled structures under transverse 
loading”, Article 106261, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106261 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a theoretical model is developed to reveal the bending collapse of top-hat thin-
walled structures by dividing a top-hat thin-walled structure into a top-hat element and flat-plate element. A 
theoretical formula is also developed to describe the bending deformation and energy-absorption of the 
structures. The theoretical model is capable of predicting the bending collapse and energy-absorption of top-hat 



thin-walled structures with different thickness and material specification. The accuracy and generality of the 
theoretical prediction model is validated by performing three-point bending tests and finite element simulations. 
Then, both theoretical prediction formulas and finite element analysis (FEA) based surrogate models are 
employed to perform the crashworthiness optimization of top-hat thin-walled structures. The results show that 
(i) the theoretical prediction model is capable of producing results that can be directly used to optimize the 
thicknesses, cross-sectional geometry, and material specifications for top-hat thin-walled structures, which will 
increase the efficiency and shorten the cycle time of crashworthiness design optimization for this type of 
structure; and (ii) steel-aluminum hybrid top-hat thin-walled structure has a larger energy-absorption capacity 
than high-strength steel without exceeding the initial weight, whereas a lightweight design is more feasible with 
an aluminum alloy than with high-strength steel without sacrificing the energy absorption of the baseline 
design. 
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“Buckling of imperfect cylinder-cone-cylinder transition under axial compression”, Article 106250, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106250 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the numerical investigation results focusing on the buckling behavior of 
geometrically imperfect cylinder-cone-cylinder transition subjected to axial compression. The models are 
assumed to be made from unalloyed mild steel. Several initial geometric imperfections techniques such as (i) 
Eigenmode imperfection approach, (ii) Axisymmetric outward bulge and (iii) Single Perturbation Load 
Analysis (SPLA) imperfections were superimposed on the perfect cylinder-cone-cylinder shell. Reduction of 
the buckling strength was then quantified numerically. As expected, the buckling strength of cylinder-cone-
cylinder shells was strongly affected by initial geometric imperfection and the reduction in buckling strength 
was seen to be strongly dependent on the approach and the location of imperfection. Eigenmode imperfection is 
seen to produce the lowest knockdown factor, followed by axisymmetric outward bulge and SPLA 
imperfections, respectively. Finally, the lower bound knockdown factors that can be implemented for design 
purposes has been proposed for the worst initial geometric imperfection case, i.e., Eigenmode, imperfections. 
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“Experimental study on the seismic behaviour of composite shear walls with stiffened steel plates and infilled 
concrete”, Article 106279, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106279 
ABSTRACT: A new type of composite shear wall, composed of dual steel plates, vertical stiffening steel plates 
to connect the dual plates and concrete infilled in the vertical channels formed by these steel plates, is proposed. 
Fifteen specimens were tested under horizontal cyclic loads, along with a constant vertical axial force, to 
investigate their seismic behaviour. Specimen failure mainly included three modes: severe local buckling at the 
corners of the flange plates and boundary channels, damage of the concrete occurring in the middle and bottom 
of the shear wall and local buckling waves originating at the middle of the specimen. All the specimens 
exhibited a good deformation capacity: the ultimate drift ratios of the specimens reached an average value of 
4.55%, and the ductility has an average value of 4.0. The test results indicated that the thickness of the shear 
wall and the number of channels in the shear wall have a significant effect on the ductility of the specimens. 
However, changing the number of channels in the walls has a negligible effect on the shear strength of the wall. 
Formulas to predict the maximum shear strength and initial stiffness of the shear wall are proposed, and it is 
verified that they can provide a satisfactory prediction for most specimens, with an error within 10%. 
 
Ashkan Babazadeh and Mohammad Reza Khedmati (Department of Maritime Engineering, Amirkabir 
University of Technology, No. 424, Hafez Avenue, Tehran, 15916-34311, Iran), “Semi-analytical simulation of 
plastic collapse mechanism of cracked continuous unstiffened plates used in ship structure under in-plane 



longitudinal compression”, Article 106264, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106264 
ABSTRACT: The present study is undertaken based on a nonlinear finite element study carried out by the same 
authors for estimation of ultimate strength of cracked continuous unstiffened plates used in ship structures under 
in-plane longitudinal compression. Investigations show that in addition to the magnitude of ultimate strength, 
the deflection shape and plastic collapse mechanism will also change completely. Results show that deflection 
in the cracked half wave increases more rapidly than other half waves. Consequently generated half waves in a 
cracked plate will not have identical length and amplitude. This implies that the conventional plastic collapse 
mechanism cannot be used to predict the behavior of cracked plates in the post ultimate strength region. A new 
plastic collapse mechanism based on the FEM results is suggested and the principle of virtual work is used to 
derive the axial stress-deflection relation of the plate. However, due to inequality of the length and amplitude of 
generated half waves, the axial stress-deflection relation cannot be directly derived from the principle of virtual 
work. Therefore, in order to solve the virtual work equation, some auxiliary relations between the involved 
parameters are required. Auxiliary equations are derived using regression analysis based on FEM results. 
Finally, a semi-analytical formulation is derived to estimate post ultimate strength behavior of cracked plates. It 
is shown that the proposed semi-analytical formulation can predict both magnitude and slope of the stress-
deflection curves with better accuracy compared to the conventional plastic collapse mechanism. The 
formulation can be used within the defined ranges of simulated crack lengths, slenderness and aspect ratios. 
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“GBT-based buckling analysis of steel cylindrical shells under combinations of compression and external 
pressure”, Article 106274, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106274 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the results of an investigation on the use of Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) 
to assess the buckling behaviour of steel cylindrical shells (pipes, tubes and pressure vessels) acted by 
combinations of axial compression and external lateral pressure. Initially, the derivation of an adequate GBT 
formulation is addressed. It (i) incorporates all the effects stemming from the presence of longitudinal and/or 
hoop stresses (the latter act in the circumferential direction), and (ii) takes into account the destabilising 
influence associated with the follower nature of the external pressure, which remains normal to the shell wall 
along the deformation process. Then, after numerically implementing the above formulation, by means of GBT-
based beam finite elements, its application and capabilities are illustrated through the presentation and 
discussion of numerical results concerning the buckling behaviour of (i) pressure vessels and pipes acted by 
external pressure and (ii) tubes subjected to combinations of compression and external pressure. For validation 
purposes, most GBT results are compared with values either available in the literature or yielded by Ansys shell 
finite element analyses. 
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“Dynamic stability of rotating cantilever composite thin walled twisted plate with initial geometric imperfection 
under in-plane load”, Article 106267, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106267 
ABSTRACT: The initial geometric imperfections in manufacturing structure are unavoidable. Critical buckling 
load and dynamic instability of the rotating cantilever cross ply laminate thin walled twisted plate with 
exponential function type initial geometric imperfection are investigated for the first time. The mode shapes are 



obtained by using Rayleigh-Ritz method and shallow shell theory including the influence of rotational speed 
and imperfection. Based on the Lagrange equations and the obtained mode shape function, motion equations 
considering the first three modes of the system are derived. The mode shapes, critical loads and dynamic 
instability obtained in present have been verified by comparing them with other researcher results. The detail 
studies about the effect of rotating speed, twisted angle, stacking sequence and imperfection factors of the 
rotating thin walled twisted plate subjected to the in-plane load on the static critical buckling load and dynamic 
instability are carried out. 
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“Analytical modelling and design of partially CFRP-wrapped thin-walled circular NCFST stub columns under 
axial compression”, Article 106276, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106276 
ABSTRACT: The partial CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) wrapping scheme is widely used for 
strengthening engineering practices to obtain a moderate improvement in strength, whereas detailed 
investigations on partially CFRP-wrapped thin-walled circular normal-strength concrete-filled steel tubular 
(NCFST) stub columns are seldom presented. This paper aims to conduct a series of numerical analyses to 
figure out the axial compressive performance of circular NCFST stub columns wrapped by CFRP belts 
partially. A nonlinear finite element (FE) modelling focused on the surface interaction as well as the CFRP and 
thin-walled hollow steel section (HSS) confinement effects on the concrete infill is developed via ABAQUS 
solver and the accuracy is validated against the existing experimental data. Following this, a systemic 
parametric investigation is developed to explore the impact of steel yield stress, concrete compressive strength, 
diameter: thickness ratio, CFRP wrapping ratio and number of CFRP layer, etc. on the axial compressive 
properties of the partially CFRP-wrapped thin-walled circular NCFST stub columns. Elaborate investigations 
on the surface contact action, stress-strain response, typical axial force versus axial shortening curve and failure 
modes are presented to better figure out the axial compressive behaviour of the type of composite column. A 
discussion on the effective wrapping scheme of the partially CFRP-wrapped thin-walled circular NCFST stub 
column imposed with axial compressive force is described as well. Finally, two types of design formulas in 
compliance with the unified theory and the tubed concrete method are proposed to assess the axial compressive 
resistance of the partially CFRP-wrapped thin-walled circular NCFST stub column. The research may provide a 
considerable and scientific basis for employing CFRP materials for the CFST structures. 
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“Behaviour of grout-filled double-skin steel tubular T-joint subjected to low-velocity impact”, Article 106270, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106270 
ABSTRACT: The grouted T-joint in offshore structure is usually subjected to low-velocity impact caused by 
ship collision. The behaviour of these joints under lateral impact loading is investigated. Tests on 12 specimens 
including eight grouted T-joints are conducted. The composite T-joint consists of grout-filled double-skin steel 
tubular chord and hollow steel section brace. The constant axially compressive load is applied along the axis of 
the composite chord and the impact load is applied along the axis of the hollow steel tubular brace. A finite 
element model is established and verified. The influences of various parameters on the T-joint behaviour are 
discussed. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigations of hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-leg angle sections”, 
Article 106225, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106225 
ABSTRACT: The present paper reports a thorough experimental and numerical study on the cross-section 
behaviour and resistances of hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-leg angle section structural members. The 
experimental programme was performed on a total of five different angle sections, and involved ten stub 
column tests and ten laterally restrained 4-point bending tests about the cross-section geometric axes (parallel to 
the angle legs), together with measurements on material properties and initial local geometric imperfections. 
The testing programme was followed by a systematic finite element simulation programme, where the 
developed numerical models were firstly validated against the experimentally derived results and then 
employed to carry out parametric studies for the purpose of generating further structural performance data over 
a broader range of cross-section dimensions. The numerically derived results were then employed together with 
the test data to assess the accuracy of the established design rules for hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-
leg angle section stub columns and beams given in the European code. The results of the assessment revealed an 
overly high level of conservatism and scatter of the European code in predicting cross-section capacities of hot-
rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-leg angle section stub columns and beams, which can be mainly attributed 
to the neglect of the beneficial material strain hardening. The continuous strength method (CSM) is a well-
established design approach, taking due account of material strain hardening in the determination of cross-
section resistances, and has been recently extended to cover the design of mono-symmetric and asymmetric 
stainless steel open sections in compression and bending about an axis that is not one of symmetry. The CSM 
was assessed against the experimental and numerical results on hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-leg 
angle section stub columns and laterally restrained beams, and shown to result in substantially more precise and 
consistent cross-section capacity predictions than the European code. 
 
Jianxun Zhang, Yang Ye and Qinghua Qin (State Key Laboratory for Strength and Vibration of Mechanical 
Structures, School of Aerospace Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 710049, China), “On dynamic 
response of rectangular sandwich plates with fibre-metal laminate face-sheets under blast loading”, Article 
106288, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106288 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the analytical and numerical analyses to predict the dynamic response of 
fully clamped rectangular sandwich plates with fibre-metal laminate face-sheets and metal foam cores under 
blast loading. Based on the rigid-plastic material approximation with modifications, simple models are 
developed for the dynamic response of sandwich plates with fibre-metal laminate face-sheets. The so-called 
‘bounds’ and the membrane mode solution for dynamic response of rectangular sandwich plates are obtained. 
The effects of the composite volume fraction, the ratio of metal layer strength to composite layer strength, 
relative density and relative strength on the dynamic response are discussed. The finite element calculation is 
carried out to study the dynamic response of the sandwich plates under blast loading. Good agreement is 
achieved between the analytical solutions and numerical results. This work provides the efficient method that 
reasonably captures dynamic response of the rectangular sandwich plates subjected to the blast loading. 
 
An He, Fangying Wang and Ou Zhao (School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore), “Experimental and numerical studies of concrete-filled high-chromium stainless steel 
tube (CFHSST) stub columns”, Article 106273, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106273 
ABSTRACT: The present paper reports a thorough experimental and numerical investigation into the 
compressive behaviour and load-carrying capacities of concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) stub columns with the 
outer tubes made of a newly developed high-chromium grade EN 1.4420 stainless steel. In comparison with the 
most commonly used stainless steel grades EN 1.4301 and EN 1.4404, the new grade EN 1.4420 possesses 
lower material price, but better corrosion resistance and higher strength, and thus has a greater potential for 
widespread use in composite construction. In this study, an experimental programme was firstly carried out on 
15 CFST stub columns with high-chromium stainless steel tubes of five different cross-section sizes and 
concrete infill of three grades, as well as 5 (reference) bare high-chromium stainless steel tube stub columns. 
The test setup, procedure and results, including the ultimate loads, load−deformation histories and failure 
modes, were fully reported. The experimental investigation was supplemented by a numerical modelling study, 
where the developed finite element models were firstly validated against the experimentally obtained results and 
then utilised to perform parametric studies for the purpose of expanding the limited test data pool over a wider 



range of cross-section sizes. The test and numerical results were utilised to evaluate the applicability of the 
codified provisions, established in North America, Europe and Australia, to the design of the new concrete-
filled high-chromium stainless steel tube stub columns. Overall, the examined design codes were generally 
found to yield safe-sided but slightly conservative resistance predictions for the new high-chromium stainless 
steel composite stub columns. Modifications to the codified design provisions were then made, and shown to 
result in an improved level of design accuracy. 
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“Experimental method to evaluate the load-carrying capacity of double corrugated sheet profiles”, Article 
106283, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106283 
ABSTRACT: K-span system double corrugated trapezoid sheet profiles are used in construction engineering as 
self-supporting arch roofs for buildings. Some cases of failures of such structures have been reported. Deep, 
transverse corrugations in the profile surface, formed as a result of manufacturing, make the use of standard 
designing methods difficult. The paper presents a scientific approach to determining the load-carrying envelope 
of double corrugated profiles under complex load. Tests are carried out on small fragments of individual 
profiles under simulated load and support conditions. The results of the tests indicate the significant influence of 
transverse notches on the formation of local instability, which results in a change of their geometric 
characteristics and profile load-carrying capacity. 
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“Finite-element analysis and design of aluminium alloy CHSs with circular through-holes in bending”, Article 
106289, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106289 
ABSTRACT: Finite-element analysis (FEA) was performed in this study on the flexural behaviour of 
aluminium alloy circular hollow sections (CHSs) with circular through-holes subjected to gradient and constant 
bending moments. The non-linear finite-element models (FEMs) were established and verified by the 
corresponding experimental results. The material and geometrical non-linearities, as well as the initial 
geometrical imperfections, were taken into account in the FEMs. The validated FEMs were employed in an 
extensive parametric study on a total of 408 specimens, which have the cross-section slenderness ratio (D/t) and 
hole size ratio (d/D) ranged from 5 to 150 and from 0.2 to 0.8, respectively. The influences of the cross-section 
slenderness ratio and hole size ratio of the CHSs, as well as the quantity and location of the circular through-
holes on the flexural strengths of aluminium alloy CHSs with circular through-holes, were carefully evaluated. 
The test and FEA flexural strengths are compared with the design flexural strengths determined by the modified 
direct strength method (DSM) and the modified continuous strength method (CSM) developed for aluminium 
alloy flexural members. The comparison indicates that the current design guidelines are conservative for 
aluminium alloy CHSs with circular through-holes in bending. Therefore, the design equations are proposed on 
the basis of the modified CSM for the flexural strengths of aluminium alloy CHSs with circular through-holes. 
A reliability analysis was carried out to evaluate the modified DSM, the modified CSM and the proposed design 
equations. It is demonstrated that the proposed design equations are of high precision and reliability for 
aluminium alloy CHSs with circular through-holes in bending. 
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14665-834, Tehran, Iran), “Effects of embedded perforation geometry on the free vibration of tow-steered 
variable stiffness composite laminated panels”, Article 106287, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106287 
ABSTRACT: The free vibration characteristics of the variable stiffness composite laminated plates containing 
embedded cutout of desired shapes is investigated. The circular, elliptical and quadrilateral perforation 
geometries are taken into account. In order to provide a strongly flexible calculation tool, an isogeometric 



analysis formulation based on the non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) along with the Nitsche technique is 
developed based on the first order shear deformation plate theory. The effects of change in the mechanical 
properties of tow steered laminates throughout the geometry due to fibers following prescribed curvilinear paths 
are taken into account in the integration procedures. The accuracy and reliability of the calculations is shown 
through some representative comparisons. The effects of change in the cutout geometry, location and 
orientation in conjunction with the curvilinear fiber placement are studied. 
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Applied Mechanics, Poznan University of Technology, ul. Jana Pawła II 24, 60-965, Poznan, Poland), “Strength 
and stability of shells based on Booth lemniscate loaded with external pressure”, Article 106284, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106284 
ABSTRACT: Modern manufacturing processes and computational methods give the possibility to design shell 
structures with complex shapes. Such opportunity enables to use the structural advantages coming from their 
untypical geometries. In this paper the results of strength and stability analyses of a shell of revolution in the 
shape of Booth ovaloid are presented. The shell is proposed as an alternative for classical closed pressure hulls 
loaded with external pressure. The stress distribution along the meridian of the shell is provided as well as the 
buckling shapes, buckling loads and equilibrium paths. The influence of geometrical parameters of the 
lemniscate on the above mentioned results is discussed. The analysed shell is compared with the classical 
cylindrical pressure hulls as well as spherical shells, the advantages of the former are pointed out. Since the 
shape of the Booth lemniscate changes considerably depending on geometrical parameters it can be easily 
adopted to numerous applications. 
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“How does bio-inspired graded honeycomb filler affect energy absorption characteristics?”, Article 106269, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106269 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded structures are widely observed in nature and have been considered to have 
excellent mechanical properties. In this paper, a novel bio-inspired graded honeycomb-filled circular tube 
(BGHCT) is proposed to enhance structural energy absorption characteristics under lateral load. The graded 
honeycomb fillers are constructed using 3D printing techniques. To systematically explore the crashworthiness 
of BGHCT, the nonlinear finite element models are first developed in Abaqus (explicit) and validated against 
the experiments. Then graded honeycomb-filled circular tubes with axial and radial graded directions are 
compared with uniform honeycomb-filled counterparts (UHT). Parametric studies find that BGHCT exhibits 
superior capacity of energy absorption. Furthermore, various parameters, like effective filling length, thickness 
and yield stress of column wall, have a considerable effect on the crashworthiness of this novel structure. 
Lastly, multi-objective optimizations of BGHCT and UHT are carried out with the aim of simultaneously 
improving specific energy absorption (SEA) and reducing peak crushing force (PCF), based upon the Kriging 
modeling technique and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The optimal design parameters 
are obtained for these honeycomb-filled structures. By comparison we find that energy absorption 
characteristics can be increased by up to 89.73%, and effective length filled structure has the best 
crashworthiness, followed by full graded honeycomb-filled structure. The study provides new insights into the 
transformation of natural biological inspiration into engineering applications for crashworthiness. 
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“Seismic behaviours of SCS sandwich shear walls using J-hook connectors”, Article 106308, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106308 
ABSTRACT: This paper firstly proposed steel-concretes-steel sandwich walls with J-hook connectors 
(SCSWJs) as protective structures in the Arctic offshore platforms. Followed, six large scale SCSWJs were 
tested under lateral cyclic loading to investigate their lateral seismic behaviours. The investigated parameters in 



the testing program included spacing of J-hook, concrete core strength, thickness of steel faceplate, and aspect 
ratio. Seismic behaviours of SCSWJs were reported in details, and the effects of these parameters on their 
seismic behaviours were reported and discussed. The test results showed that the SCSWJ failed in flexure mode 
with characteristics of tensile yielding of side plate and steel faceplate, concrete crushing at the bottom toe, and 
outward local buckling of steel faceplates. Pinching effect was observed in the load versus lateral drift curves 
after the peak load due to premature local buckling of side plates and faceplates locating between the first and 
second row of J-hook from the bottom. This paper developed analytical models to predict the peak lateral 
resistance of SCSWJ. The validations against 12 results from six cyclic tests confirmed that the developed 
models offered reasonable but conservative predictions on the peak lateral resistance of SCSWJ. This study 
promotes the applications of the SCSWJ in the earthquake-prone Arctic regions. 
 
Bingbing Chen, Lei Jin, Pengfei Wang, Peng Cao, Yi Zhou and Zengliang Gao (Institute of Process Equipment 
and Control Engineering, Zhejiang University of Technology, Hangzhou, 310023, China), “Numerical 
simulation study on the maximum permissible geometry deviation values for cylinders under external pressure”, 
Article 106305, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106305 
ABSTRACT: According to the surface imperfections of rolling–welding cylinders, a finite element analysis 
(FEA) model for a cylinder with surface imperfections is proposed, namely, a statistic imperfections model. The 
maximum permissible geometry deviation values e of statistic imperfections models are computed based on the 
shape reduced coefficient βcr = 0.8. Compared with the limited value of ASME Code sections Ⅷ-1 and Ⅷ-
2, it is clear that the calculated value e/t is positively correlated with the length–diameter ratio L/Do and 
diameter–thickness ratio Do/t and that the yield strength has a substantial influence on the maximum permissible 
geometry deviation values, which is not taken into account by Code Ⅷ-2. 
 
M.J. Khoshgoftar (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Arak University, Arak, 
38156- 88349, Iran), “Second order shear deformation theory for functionally graded axisymmetric thick shell 
with variable thickness under non-uniform pressure”, Article 106286, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106286 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies Second order Shear Deformation Theory (SSDT), as a higher order shear 
deformation theory, for an axisymmetric functionally graded shell of revolution with variable thickness. 
According to symmetrical condition, there is not any displacement and any variation along the symmetric 
direction. The governing equations of proposed shell are derived by virtual work principle. As a special case, 
the governing equations are rewritten for a cylinder with variable thickness and non-uniform internal pressure. 
The comparison between current work, classical theory and First order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) are 
illustrated with some numerical results. Non-homogenous material, boundary condition effects, non-uniform 
pressure, arbitrary curvature with variable thickness and nonlinear displacement field are some advantages of 
current work. The optimum design of shell is the main goal of current approach that has a wide industrial 
application like aerospace engineering. 
 
Yunhao Li, Juncheng Jiang, Haitao Bian, Yuan Yu, Qingwu Zhang and Zhirong Wang (College of Safety 
Science and Engineering, Nanjing Tech University, No. 30 South Puzhu Rd., Nanjing, 211816, China), 
“Coupling effects of the fragment impact and adjacent pool-fire on the thermal buckling of a fixed-roof tank”, 
Article 106309, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106309 
ABSTRACT: The combined loadings of the fragment impact and pool-fire caused by domino accidents in 
storage tank farms or oil depots can result in damage greater than that caused by a separate loading. However, 
due to the complexity of the combined loadings, these have not been well understood. In this study, the 
coupling effects of the fragment impact and adjacent pool-fire on the thermal buckling of a fixed-roof tank were 
numerically investigated. The effects of impact velocities, impact angles and fragment shapes on the failure 
mode and fire resistance of a fixed-roof tank were discussed. The results indicate that the coupling effects of the 
fragment impact and adjacent pool-fire were deeply different from those in which the fixed-roof tank was 
subjected to either fragment impact or adjacent pool-fire individually. The fire resistance and critical buckling 
temperature decreased for pre-damaged tanks comparing with no-pre-damaged tanks. Besides, the local 
buckling mode triggered by the adjacent pool-fire was depended on the impact dent zone caused by the 
fragment impact. Moreover, the fire resistance and critical buckling temperature reduced with the increase of 



the impact velocity, structural stability of the fragment and the decrease of the impact angle. This study can be 
used to understand the vulnerability and obtain the critical failure criterion of the large storage tanks under the 
coupling effects of multiple accidents, and optimize the steel structure design of oil tanks for resisting 
projectiles and pool-fires in tank farms to reduce the possibility of storage tank accidents. 
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“Crashworthiness analysis of foam filled star shape polygon of thin-walled structure”, Article 106312, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106312 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to fabricate star polygon thin walled energy absorption structure that tends to 
relapse the intensity of set in decelerations during impact while escalating the amount of energy absorbed. The 
crashworthiness topology optimization is used for structural optimization of various foam-filled tubes. The 
relative advantages of 14 configurations are discussed, and the effects of filling five types of foam into the best 
configuration of the star-shaped tube over an empty one is investigated. Specific Energy Absorption, Peak 
Crush Force and response of weight of the members during frontal impact are the main dimensions parameters 
of the member's performance. Numerical simulation is carried out using the explicit dynamics of Ansys 17.1, 
and obtained results are compared with experimental results conferring crash behavior and energy absorption 
characteristics. Based on results, the suited configuration with required performance in crashworthiness is 
suggested, which shall be incorporated in automobiles for safety consideration of passengers during an impact. 
The results show an increment of 40% in Specific Energy Absorption suggesting a better choice of a particular 
type of foam over a hollow tube. 
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“Effects of edge-stiffened web openings on the behaviour of cold-formed steel channel sections under 
compression”, Article 106307, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106307 
ABSTRACT: The use of cold-formed steel (CFS) channel sections are becoming popular as the load-carrying 
members in building structures, and such channel sections often include web openings for the ease of 
installation of services. Traditional web openings are normally punched, and are unstiffened which can restrict 
the size and spacing of web openings. Recently, a new generation of CFS channel sections with edge-stiffened 
web openings has been developed, and is widely used in New Zealand. However, no experimental investigation 
has been reported in the literature for such channel sections under compression. In this paper, a total of 75 
results comprising 26 axial compression tests and 49 finite element analysis results are reported on the 
compression resistance of CFS channel sections with both edge-stiffened and unstiffened web openings. For 
comparison, channel sections without web openings were also tested. For all specimens, initial imperfections 
were measured using a laser scanner. A nonlinear elasto-plastic finite element model was also developed, and 
the results showed good agreement with the test results. A parametric study was conducted using the validated 
finite element model to investigate the effect of opening spacing and column length on compression resistance 
of channel sections. It is shown that for the case of a channel section having seven edge-stiffened web openings, 
the compression resistance increased by as much as 22%, compared to a plain channel section. For comparison, 
the same section having unstiffened web openings had a 20% reduction in compression resistance, compared to 
a plain channel section. 
 



R. Ansari and J. Torabi (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, P.O. Box 3756, Rasht, 
Iran), “Semi-analytical postbuckling analysis of polymer nanocomposite cylindrical shells reinforced with 
functionally graded graphene platelets”, Article 106248, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106248 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the postbuckling analysis of functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) cylindrical shells is presented. The continuous uniform and functionally graded 
distribution of GPLs is considered through the thickness direction of the shell. In order to present the effective 
mechanical properties of GPL-reinforced composites the modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model is taken 
into account. On the basis of first-order shear deformation shell theory and von-Karman geometrically nonlinear 
relations, the nonlinear governing equations are present in the context of the variational formulation. Employing 
the Fourier series and variational differential quadrature (VDQ) numerical approach, the semi-analytical 
solution methodology is further presented. The pseud arc-length continuation method in conjunction with a load 
disturbance approach was utilized to solve the nonlinear governing equations and trace the postbuckling path. 
Note that based on the proposed formulation, the mode changes and secondary buckling can be considered 
through the postbuckling path. The results indicate that in addition to geometrical parameters, distribution 
patterns and weight fractions of GPLs have significant effects on the buckling and postbuckling characteristics 
of FG-GPLRC cylindrical shells. 
 
Christian Hente, Cristian Guillermo Gebhardt, Dorian Pache and Raimund Rolfes (Institute of Structural 
Analysis, Leibniz Universität Hannover - ForWind Hannover, Appelstraße 9A, 30167, Hannover, Germany), 
“On the modal analysis of nonlinear beam and shell structures with singular mass and stiffness matrices”, 
Article 106310, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106310 
ABSTRACT: A complex structural system can be described by a collection of individual rigid and/or flexible 
components in combination with a set of kinematic constraints. Moreover, their configuration can be described 
by redundant coordinates yielding to singular system matrices. Therefore, the calculation of frequencies and 
modes using a classical modal analysis is not longer applicable. In this work, we propose a variational-
consistent framework, which is able to deal with structural systems with singular matrices and relies on a null-
space projection. Finally, the effectivity of the proposed framework is tested succesfully by complex examples 
(single- and multibody systems) containing rigid bodies, geometrically exact beams and solid-degenerate shells. 
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“Free vibration analysis of parallelogram laminated thin plates under multi-points supported elastic boundary 
conditions”, Article 106318, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106318 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration characteristics of parallelogram laminated thin plates under multi-points supported 
elastic boundary conditions are studied by improved Fourier series method (IFSM) in this paper. The 
parallelogram thin plate region is first transformed into the unit square region. Artificial virtual springs are 
introduced to simulate various boundary constraints. In the study, to remove the jumps or discontinuities 
problem on the boundary, an IFSM is used to express all allowable displacement functions of parallelogram 
laminated thin plates. All energy equations of thin plates are established by the classical thin plate elasticity 
theory. Then the Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to solve the problem. The innovation of this paper lies in the 
combination of non-uniform boundary constraints and coordinate transformation. By comparing a large number 
of numerical results with the finite element method, the results show that the method has high stability, 
accuracy, and rapid convergence. Moreover, the parametric research of vibration characteristics of the 
parallelogram laminated thin plate is also studied. The method can easily obtain the free vibration peculiarities 
of parallelogram laminated thin plates under multi-points supported elastic boundary constraints, including its 
natural frequencies and modal shapes. 
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“A numerical study on the influence of internal corrugated reinforcements on the biaxial bending collapse of 
thin-walled beams”, Article 106277, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106277 
ABSTRACT: The Heat Treatment Forming and in-die Quench (HFQ) process allows for manufacturing of 
more complex geometries from Aluminium sheets than ever before, which can be exploited in lightweight 
automotive and aerospace structures. One possible application is manufacturing thin walled beams with 
corrugated internal reinforcements for complex geometries. 
This work considers different internal reinforcements (C-section and corrugated) to improve the energy 
absorption properties of thin walled rectangular beams under uniaxial and biaxial deep bending collapse, for 
loading angles ranging from 0 to 90 deg, in 15° increments. Using LS-DYNA simulations experimentally 
validated through unreinforced metallic tubes under quasi-static bending collapse, the finite element results 
demonstrate the stabilising effect of the reinforcements and an increase in the buckling strength of the cross 
section. 
Corrugated reinforcements showed a greater potential for increasing specific energy absorption (SEA), which 
was supported by investigating key geometric parameters, including corrugation angle, depth and number. This 
favourable response is due to an increased amount of material undergoing plastic deformation, which 
consequently improves performance of the beam undergoing post buckling and deep collapse. This concept is 
applicable to vehicle and aircraft passive safety, with the requirement that the considered geometries are 
manufacturable from Aluminium Alloys sheet only, using the HFQ process. 
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Qihan Shen and Jingfeng Wang (School of Civil Engineering, Hefei University of Technology, Anhui Province, 
230009, China), “Mechanical analysis and design recommendation for thin-walled OSCFST stub columns 
under axial local compression”, Article 106313, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106313 
ABSTRACT: Oval-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular (OSCFST) columns hold promising prospects for use as 
piers in bridge engineering owing to their superiority in terms of structural efficiency and flow smoothness. 
Although the piers are generally subjected to axial local compression, few investigations have been conducted 
to explore the mechanical properties of locally-loaded thin-walled OSCFST columns. To address this research 
gap, a simplified numerical modelling of an OSCFST stub column under axial local pressure for evaluating its 
typical failure patterns and mechanical performance is presented in this paper. More importantly, a simplified 
equivalent constitutive model for the oval-shaped concrete core in compliance with the Mohr–Coulomb model 
is provided owing to the obscure cognition with respect to this area. Furthermore, the finite element (FE) model 
is validated against reported experimental data of the axially-loaded and locally-loaded OSCFST stub columns; 
a detailed parametric analysis in terms of the effect of material and geometric parameters is conducted. Several 
crucial points, including the failure modes, sectional compressive stress, and stress response of the thin-walled 
OSCFST stub column under axial local compression, are presented to better understand its mechanical 
properties. Finally, design recommendations for properly assessing the local compressive strength of the 
OSCFST stub column were made in compliance with the comparison between the results of the design 
provisions defined in specifications EC4, AISC360-05, AIJ-SRC, GJB 4142-2000, and GB50936. 
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 “A new formula to predict buckling pressure of steel ellipsoidal head under internal pressure”, Article 106311, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106311 
ABSTRACT: Buckling is a critical failure mode of ellipsoidal head under internal pressure. This study focuses 
on the prediction of buckling pressure of steel ellipsoidal heads subjected to internal pressure. First, finite 
element model of ellipsoidal head is generated, taking into account the effects of material and geometrical 
nonlinearity. The plastic bifurcation buckling pressure of ellipsoidal head is determined by nonlinear FEM. 
Second, we study the effects of diameter-thickness ratio, radius-height ratio, yield strength, strain hardening and 
attached cylinder on buckling pressure. Based on FE results of the models with elastic-perfectly plastic material, 
we propose a formula to predict buckling pressure of perfect ellipsoidal head. In addition, we summarize 
experimental results on the buckling of twenty-one ellipsoidal heads which cover different geometrical 
parameters, material types, and methods of fabrication. Eleven out of twenty-one ellipsoidal heads were tested 
by the authors recently. Finally, based on the formula for perfect ellipsoidal heads, a new formula is developed 
for the buckling pressure of actual ellipsoidal heads after considering a reduction factor that accounts for the 
effect of initial shape imperfection. The reduction factor depends on the methods of head fabrication, i.e. 
whether cold pressing and spinning or assembly of formed segments. It is shown that the new formula has 
comprehensive advantage in accuracy and applicability in comparison with other formulae. 
 



D. Pawlus (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Bielsko-Biala, Willowa 2, 
43-309, Bielsko-Biala, Poland), “Stability of three-layered annular plate in stationary temperature field”, Article 
106280, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106280 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the solution to the static stability problem of three-layered, annular plate 
thermally loaded or mechanically and thermally loaded. The critical static state has been evaluated for the plate 
differently supported, whose edges are subjected to the action of the stationary temperature field. The problem 
has been solved analytically and numerically using the approximate methods: orthogonalization and finite 
difference and numerically with the use of the finite element method. The critical temperature differences and 
critical mechanical loads of plates located in flat, axisymmetrical temperature field have been calculated solving 
the eigen-value problem. The numerous calculation results in the form of distributions of critical temperature 
differences and critical stresses dependent on buckling modes show the static reaction of plate structure on the 
accepted loads. The discussion of results has been performed comparing the used numerical plate models. 
Presented investigations have the practical meaning in design process of layered structures of plates working in 
the conditions of complex loads. 
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“FSDT electro-elastic analysis of FG-CNTRC cylindrical three-layered pressure vessels with piezoelectric face-
sheets”, Article 106320, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106320 
ABSTRACT: This study presents two-dimensional electro-elastic analysis of functionally graded carbon 
nanotubes reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical pressure vessels integrated with piezoelectric face-
sheets as sensor and actuator based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The cylindrical pressure 
vessel is subjected to thermal, electrical, and mechanical loads while is resting on Pasternak's foundation. The 
core is made of FG-CNTRC with different distributions of carbon nanotubes. Effective material properties are 
calculated based on the rule of mixture for various distributions of reinforcements. The governing equations of 
the problem are derived based on the principle of virtual work and are solved using the eigenvalue-eigenvector 
method for clamped-clamped boundary conditions. The accuracy and trueness of present method are justified 
using comparison of present numerical results in special cases with results of previous works. The numerical 
results including radial and axial displacements, rotations, normal, and shear stresses are presented in terms of 
significant inputs of the problem such as CNT patterns, volume fraction of CNTs, applied electric potential, and 
the Pasternak's coefficients. 
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“Web crippling behaviour and design of aluminium lipped channel sections under two flange loading 
conditions”, Article 106265, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106265 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium alloys have recently drawn significant attention in structural applications due to its 
outstanding mechanical characteristics. Thin-walled members fabricated by aluminium alloys can be more 
competitive in construction industries than the conventional cold-formed steel sections, particularly in areas 
with high humidity and severe environmental conditions. Nevertheless, they are more vulnerable to various 
types of instability due to their relatively low elastic modulus compared to steel. Applying high concentrated 
load transversely on thin-walled members can cause critical damage to the web of the cross section called web 
crippling. Although a large number of studies has been performed to investigate the web crippling mechanisms 
on different types of sections, the existing studies are primarily of the empirical nature and thus merits further 
investigations. To fill the research gap, this study was thus performed based on our previously conducted 
experimental work to further comprehend the web crippling phenomenon of the roll-formed aluminium lipped 
channel (ALC) sections under the loading conditions of end-two-flange (ETF) and interior-two-flange (ITF). 
This was done through numerical investigations followed by a parametric study which are reported herein in 



details. A wide range of roll-formed ALC sections covering web slenderness ratios ranged from 28 to 130, 
inside bent radii ranging between 2  mm and 8  mm, bearing lengths ranged from 50  mm to 150mm, and three 
sheeting aluminium alloy grades (5052-H32, 5052-H36 and 5052-H38) were considered in the parametric 
study. The acquired web crippling database was then used to assess the consistency and accuracy of the current 
design rules used in practice. It was found that the web crippling capacity determined by the current 
international specifications are unsafe and unreliable, whereas the predictions of the recently proposed 
equations agree very well. Furthermore, a Direct Strength Method (DSM)-based capacity prediction approach 
was proposed and then validated against the web crippling database acquired here as well as the experimental 
and numerical data for cold-formed steel lipped channel sections used in the literature. 
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“On the formability limits of thin-walled tube inversion using different die fillet radii”, Article 106328, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106328 
ABSTRACT: This paper is focused on the external thin-walled tube inversion using different die fillet radii and 
is aimed at analysing its formability limits by local buckling, necking and fracture in principal strain space. The 
investigation draws from a methodology that was recently developed by the authors for general tube forming 
and focuses on the specificities that characterize its application to the deformation conditions of external tube 
inversion. Strain loading paths and formability limits at the onset of buckling, necking and fracture are 
determined by combination of experimental strain analysis with digital image correlation (DIC), thickness 
measurements, force-displacement evolutions and finite element modelling. Results show the paramount 
importance of the curling radius on the formability limits of external tube inversion. This information is relevant 
for designing energy absorbers based on external tube inversion and the novelty of the paper stems from the use 
of experimental techniques commonly employed in metal forming to the analysis of formability and failure in 
typical deformation modes of energy absorbers. 
 
Sivakumar Kesawan and Mahen Mahendran (School of Civil Engineering and Built Environment, QUT, 
Brisbane, Australia), “Member moment capacity of complex-shaped aluminium mullions under wind suction 
loading”, Article 106258, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106258 
ABSTRACT: Unitized curtain wall systems made of aluminium frame infilled glass panes are commonly used 
to form the building envelopes in many buildings. The vertical framing members of such systems known as 
mullions are extruded aluminium sections with complex geometries. These mullions must transfer the wind load 
acting on the building envelope to the main structural system. This paper presents a detailed numerical study on 
the member moment capacities of long span mullion sections subject to wind suction loading. Validated finite 
element models of the mullions developed to predict their section moment capacities were extended to predict 
the member moment capacities. The procedures adopted in developing the finite element models and the 
analysis results are given in this paper. Mullions of different cross-section geometries with varying member 
slenderness used in both the captive and structural glazing systems were considered. In addition, the 
performance of open and hollow mullion sections was investigated. Lateral restraints provided by the glass 
panels to the mullions were simulated in the models while the effect of providing lateral restraint at the mid-
span of the mullion through bracing was also investigated. The finite element analysis results were compared 
with the predicted capacities of Aluminium Association Design Manual and Eurocode 9 Part 1-1 design rules 
and suitable recommendations were made in relation to their applicability for mullion sections. Improved 
mullion sections reinforced with cold-formed steel stiffeners were proposed and their potential use in real world 
applications was discussed. 
 



Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Yi Ren, Xuhong Miao and Kaifu Ye (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin 
Engineering University, Harbin, 150001, PR China), “Free vibration characteristics of functionally graded 
porous spherical shell with general boundary conditions by using first-order shear deformation theory”, Article 
106331, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106331 
ABSTRACT: The paper analyzed the free vibration of functionally graded porous spherical shell (FGPSS) 
based on Ritz method. The energy method and first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) are adopted to 
derive the formulas. In this paper, the displacement functions are improved on basis of domain decomposition 
method, in which the unified Jacobi polynomials are introduced to represent the displacement functions 
component along meridional direction, and the displacement functions component along circumferential 
direction is still Fourier series. In addition, the spring stiffness method is formed a unified format to deal with 
various complex boundary conditions and continuity conditions. Then the final solutions can be obtained based 
on Ritz method. To prove the validity of proposed method, the results of the same condition are compared with 
those obtained by FEM, published literatures and experiment. The results show that the proposed method has 
advantages of fast convergence, high calculation efficiency, high solution accuracy and simple boundary 
simulation. 
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“Distortional-buckling analysis of channel sections with web stiffened by longitudinal ribs subjected to axial 
compression or bending”, Article 106322, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106322 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, the distortional buckling behaviour of simply supported columns and beams 
made from channel sections with longitudinal web ribs is investigated when subjected to axial compression 
and/or pure bending. The effect of stiffening ribs on the critical buckling stress of such members is studied 
using finite strip method (FSM). An analytical model, namely, the stiffened plate buckling model (SPBM), is 
developed. Based on this model, the closed form analytical solution is obtained and the formulae for calculating 
the critical distortional buckling stresses are derived. The analytical solution is then validated by comparing the 
critical distortional buckling stress with those obtained in finite strip method (FSM). An excellent agreement 
from the comparison is found. The present model has the potential to be adopted in the development of the 
designed model of such sections in engineering practices. 
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“Snap-through boundaries of metal plates under thermo-acoustic load based on probability theory”, Article 
106323, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106323 
ABSTRACT: A novel theoretical method is developed to determine the snap-through boundaries of thin-walled 
plates under thermal and acoustic load. By accounting for the correlation between the acoustic load probability 
distribution and the extreme points of the stiffness curves, an analytic snap-through boundary is derived in the 
parameter plane of the buckling coefficient and the sound pressure level. The accuracy of this method is verified 
by finite element analysis and existing literature. The effect of influence factors was investigated in detail. This 
work should provide a basis for structural safety evaluation and design optimization. 
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“On the influence of the rounded corners on the local stability of RHS members under axial force and biaxial 
bending”, Article 106327, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106327 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an investigation concerning the influence of corners with 
standard radii in the local buckling behaviour of thin-walled rectangular hollow section (RHS) members 
subjected to combinations of axial force and biaxial bending. The calculation of the half-wave length leading to 
the minimum critical bifurcation load is performed by means of a Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) 
specialization, developed taking advantage of the assumption that the stress resultants are uniform along the 
member length. This assumption makes it possible to obtain semi-analytical solutions, adopting half-wave 
sinusoidal amplitude functions for the GBT cross-section deformation modes, and leads to a numerical 
implementation that (i) is able to quickly solve a large number of problems and (ii) provides physical insight 
into the critical buckling mode mechanics, through a shell-like stress resultant-based energy criterion, as well as 
the modal decomposition features of the GBT semi-analytical solutions. Members with cross-sections belonging 
to the EN10219-2 database are analysed and their critical buckling coefficients are compared with those 
provided by available analytical expressions and/or currently included in steel design codes, namely Eurocode 3 
and the North American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel Members. Analytical expressions are developed to 
take into account the (usually) beneficial influence of the rounded corners to the RHS member critical buckling 
stress. 
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“Reducing stress concentration factor by strengthening circular hole with functionally graded incompressible 
material layer”, Article 106223, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106223 
ABSTRACT: The reduction in the stress concentration factor (SCF) around a circular hole in an infinite panel 
by adding an isotropic functionally graded incompressible material (FGIM) lining is analytically investigated. 
We assume that the shear modulus varies only in the radial direction either as a power-law function or an 
exponential function. For a panel subjected to far field uniaxial tension, the problem is solved by superposing 
the solution of two independent problems – one of biaxial tension and the other of pure shear loading. The 
former has a closed-form solution and latter's solution is either closed-form or in the form of the Frobenius 
series which depends on the functional form of the shear modulus. We also study tailoring the FGIM shear 
modulus in the radial direction to achieve a desired value of the SCF. For the biaxial tension loading, the 
required shear modulus variation is explicitly obtained, but for the uniaxial tension loading the approximate 
variation is numerically found. Numerical results for a few example problems reveal that the SCF strongly 
depends upon the sign of the shear modulus slope at the hole periphery. The FGIM lining alleviates the SCF at 
the hole periphery and in some cases migrates the point of the maximum hoop stress to the panel interior. Thus 
not only the SCF but also the maximum hoop stress in the panel interior must be considered in the panel design. 
The analytical results presented here should serve as benchmarks for verifying the accuracy of 
approximate/numerical solutions for a panel with a circular hole. 
 
Kuan Fan, Jiani Zeng, Zhengdong Huang and Qinghua Liu (School of Mechanical Science and Engineering, 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, PR China), “Tensor-decomposition based matrix 
computation: A fast method for the isogeometric FSDT analysis of laminated composite plate”, Article 106326, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106326 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an efficient computation method for matrices in the isogeometric analysis 
(IGA) of laminated composite plates, based on the First order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). In the 
method, the stiffness matrix, mass matrix and geometric stiffness matrix for static, vibration and buckling 
analyses are adapted into tensor-product forms and 2D integrals of the matrices are decomposed into Kronecker 
product of 1D integrals, which leads to the improvement of computational efficiency. Several experiments that 
apply the method to the static analysis and design optimization of laminated composite plates are presented in 
this paper to demonstrate its effectiveness. The first experiment studies the case that the domain 
parameterization has a diagonal Jacobian matrix (rectangular plate), and the result shows that the computation 



time of global matrices is drastically reduced while their accuracy is not affected compared with traditional 
computation methods. The second experiment is about the case of non-diagonal Jacobian matrix. The results of 
circular plate, annular plate and square plate with complicated cutout show that the matrices calculation is also 
remarkably sped up when its model is formed in NURBS. Although the tensor-decomposition incurs certain 
approximation in the second case, the results still show high accuracy. The third and fourth ones study the 
computation efficiency of design optimization, respectively about the constant-stiffness and variable-stiffness 
designs when the proposed method is applied to the analysis in each iteration. All the experiments prove the 
high efficiency of the proposed method. 
 
M.M. Yalçın and K. Genel (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Faculty, Sakarya University, 
Sakarya, 54187, Turkey), “On the axial deformation characteristic of PVC foam-filled circular aluminium tube: 
Effect of radially-graded foam filling”, Article 106335, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106335 
ABSTRACT: It is known that the foam-filled tubes offer significant improvement in energy absorbing owing to 
the interaction between the foam filler and the tube wall during axial folding deformation. In this study, an 
experimental investigation was carried out to clarify the interaction. For this purpose, two main specimen 
configurations, namely uniform density foam-filled (UDF) and radially-graded density foam-filled (RGDF), 
were prepared by filling aluminium tubes with PVC foam (60 and 100 kg/m3) and tested under axial 
compression. The experiments revealed that application of radially-graded foam filling to the tube enhanced 
energy absorption capacity (EAC). EAC of the RGDF and UDF specimens were 48% and 40% higher 
respectively than that of the base tube. Moreover, the specific energy absorption (SEA) value for the RGDF 
filled tube was found as 23.8 J/g while it was 21.5 J/g for the UDF filled specimen. From the experimental 
results, two main influence effectively increased the absorbed energy such as the axial resistance of the foam 
filler and the squeezed foam between inward parts of tube folds. It was concluded that if a proper foam filling 
design is applied the contribution of the foam squeezed between inward tube folds would have a noticeable 
effect on the EAC with higher SEA. 
 
Mahsa Karimiasl and Farzad Ebrahimi (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Imam 
Khomeini International University, Qazvin, Iran), “Large amplitude vibration of viscoelastically damped 
multiscale composite doubly curved sandwich shell with flexible core and MR layers”, Article 106128, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.020 
ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the nonlinear vibration of smart viscoelastic composite doubly curved 
sandwich shell with flexible core and MR layers with different distribution patterns. By using Reddy's third 
order shear deformation theory (TSDT), the strains and stresses are obtained. This smart model including 
multiscale composite layers, flexible core and magnetorheological layer (MR). According to the Halpin-Tsai 
model three-phase composites layers have been considered. The governing equations of the multiscale doubly 
curved shell have been derived by implementing the Hamilton's principle. For investigating correctness and 
accuracy, this paper is validated by other previous studies. The results of this work are validated through the 
comparison with the results available researches. Finally, the influence of different parameters such as 
temperature rise, various distributions pattern, magnetic fields, and curvature ratios on nonlinear frequency 
response are investigated in the details. The results presented that the multiscale doubly curved sandwich shell 
with flexible core show a complex behavior. 
 
Han Huang and Shucai Xu (State Key Lab of Automotive Safety and Energy, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 
100084, PR China), “Crashworthiness analysis and bionic design of multi-cell tubes under axial and oblique 
impact loads”, Article 106333, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106333 
ABSTRACT: Creatures in nature adapt to the environment by a long-term evolution, they often obtain the 
optimization structures for hunting and self-defence. One such example is a marine crustaceans named 
Odontodactylus scyllarus (O. scyllarus) has hammer-like dactyl clubs, which can bear high-velocity impacts 
and absorb the impact energy efficiently. In this paper, a novel bionic multi-cell tube (BMT) with three layers of 
circular columns was designed, inspired by dactyl clubs structure of O. scyllarus. The crashworthiness of BMTs 
with different bionic-cell numbers were investigated under axial and oblique loads using nonlinear finite 
element (FE) method through LS-DYNA. Secondly, a complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) method 



was used to select the best possible sectional configuration under multiple loading angles. According to this 
method, the BMT with five cells (BMT-5) was determined to be the best design based on multicriteria process. 
Finally, a metamodel-based multiobjective optimization method based on polynomial regression (PR) 
metamodel and multiobjective particle optimization (MOPSO) algorithm were employed to optimize the 
dimensions of the BMT-5, where Fmax and EA were taken as objectives and wall thickness t and middle circle 
diameter D2 regarded as the design variables. The multiobjective optimization results showed that the BMT-5 
has variant optimal solutions under different single loading angles. The optimal solutions of mulitobjective 
optimization under the multiple loading angles was highly dependent on the selection of weighting factors for 
different loading cases. Further research is required to investigate the crashworthiness analysis of BMTs under 
lateral impact. 
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“Limit load analysis of thin-walled as-fabricated pipe bends with low ovality under in-plane moment loading 
and internal pressure”, Article 106336, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106336 
ABSTRACT: The fabrication of pipe bends using rotary pipe bending (RPB) process results in geometrical 
imperfections as described by cross-sectional ovality and wall thickness variations which affect the pipe bends 
performance during service. Previous studies whether ignores these imperfections (Ideal pipe bend (IB)) or 
assume these imperfections in their analysis (Assumed shape bend (AS)). The objective of the present work is 
to investigate, using non-linear finite element analysis, the effect of the residual stresses and the presence of the 
inherited geometrical imperfections (low ovality) obtained from RPB process of 90° pipe bends on their load 
carrying capacities as compared with the IB and AS models. RPB process with basic tooling configuration is 
first simulated to obtain the as-fabricated 90° pipe bend. The results of this step were verified against published 
experimental results and analytical solutions, and compensated for springback. The pipe bend was then 
subjected to different combinations of loads (in-plane moment and internal pressure) to construct a comparative 
limit load diagram. Within the scope of our study, results have shown that the presence of the residual stresses 
remarkably reduces the pipe bend load-carrying capacity. IB model results in non-conservative results as 
geometrical imperfections lower the load carrying capacity of the pipe bend, while the AS model has been 
found to be invalid for cases where a mandrel is used in RPB process. 
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“Analytical solution of stability of FG-CNTRC conical shells under external pressures”, Article 106338, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106338 
ABSTRACT: In this study, an effective analytical solution for the stability problem of functionally graded (FG) 
carbon nanotube reinforced composite (CNTRC) conical shells (CSs) exposed to external lateral and hydrostatic 
pressures is presented. The materials of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite conical 
shells (FG-CNTRC-CSs) are graded in the thickness direction according to linear distributions of the volume 
fraction of CNTs. The effective material properties of CNTRC-CSs are calculated using the extended mixture 
rule. The basic equations of CNTRC-CSs are derived using modified Donnell-type shell theory based on the 
first order shear deformation theory (FSDT). By using Galerkin method, the expressions for the critical external 
pressures of FG-CNTRC-CSs are obtained. The accuracy and reliability of existing solutions is confirmed by 
numerical examples and comparison with the results based on the FSDT and classical shell theory (CST) in the 
literature. Finally, numerical calculations are performed to demonstrate the effects of various graded profiles 
and volume fraction of CNTs and variation of CSs geometry on the critical external pressures for FG-CNTRC-
CSs. 
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“A thin-walled beam element based on semi-analytical solution modes”, Article 106344, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106344 
ABSTRACT: Using energy principles, a thin-walled beam element is introduced for the analysis of beams with 
deformable cross-sections that are prone to distortion. The beam element is based on previously attained semi-
analytical displacement solution modes of an advanced thin-walled beam model. The first-order beam element 
for linear analysis handles shear deformations related to both Timoshenko and Mindlin-Reissner type 
deformations, warping effects of torsion, cross-section distortion including associated warping effects, as well 
as the transverse displacement effect from normal stress. The formulation can handle both open and closed 
cross-sections without special attention. The formulation of the displacement solution modes and the stiffness 
integration of the products of the advanced displacement modes using the Hadamard product are described. The 
paper also presents the transformations between modal degrees of freedom and element displacement degrees of 
freedom. Four examples show the beam element capabilities and good agreement with results obtained using 
the shell and solid elements of a commercial finite element program. The kinematic assumptions that the thin-
walled beam model accommodates leads to local shear stress transfer at corners. This transfer of shear stresses 
is not normally seen in thin-walled beam formulations or shell models. However, the shear transfer is verified 
through examination of a finite element model using solid elements. 
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“Lateral impact behavior of double-skin steel tubular (DST) members with ultra-high performance fiber-
reinforced concrete (UHPFRC)”, Article 106351, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106351 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the lateral impact behavior of double-skin steel tubular (DST) members 
with ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). A total of six specimens were prepared and 
tested under lateral impact loading. In addition to UHPFRC filled DST members, normal strength concrete 
(NSC) filled DST member was also tested for comparison. Other investigated parameters in this study include 
the impact energy, the outer steel tube thickness, the inner steel tube thickness, and the presence of axial force. 
The test results demonstrate that the UHPFRC filled DST members exhibit significantly higher lateral impact 
resistance capacity than the NSC filled DST member. The impact energy and the outer steel tube thickness 
significantly affect the lateral impact behavior of UHPFRC filled DST members, while the influence of inner 
steel tube thickness is insignificant. With the applied axial force in this study, the influence of axial force is also 
insignificant. Afterwards, numerical model was developed and validated by the present test results. Based on 
the validated numerical model, the mid-span bending moment distributions and the stress wave propagations 
were investigated. Finally, parametric analyses were carried out to investigate the influences of different 
parameters on the lateral impact behavior of UHPFRC filled DST members. 
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“Fabrication, dynamic properties and multi-objective optimization of a metal origami tube with Miura sheets”, 
Article 106352, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106352 
ABSTRACT: Using a two-dimensional (2D) metal sheet to design structures exhibiting different dynamic 
properties can show prolonged promising for actual engineering. In this study, a Miura tube is first designed and 
fabricated by using a five-step strategy. The structure is constructed by carefully stacking two identical brass 
Miura sheets into one tube. A finite element (FE) model with high-fidelity has been developed to predict the 
natural frequencies (NFs) of the Miura tube and simulation results have been compared with the data from 
experiments. The dynamic responses of the Miura tube are then numerically investigated by using the verified 
FE model. Finally, a multi-objective optimization strategy is developed to optimize the Miura tube in order to 
maximize the fundamental frequency and minimize the dynamic displacement simultaneously. Results show 
that the dynamic properties of the Miura tube, made from one same metal sheet, can be significantly altered in a 
wide range by simply changing its geometric parameters. Moreover, the proposed structure can be easily 
fabricated from a single thin sheet made of one material and simultaneously owns better mechanical properties 
than the Miura sheet. 
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“Eccentric compression behavior of concrete-encased-and-filled steel tube columns with high-strength circular 
steel tube”, Article 106339, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106339 
ABSTRACT: An experimental research was conducted for the eccentric compression behavior of concrete-
encased-and-filled steel tube (CEFT) columns with high-strength circular steel tube. Five eccentrically loaded 
columns and one concentrically loaded column were tested under monotonic axial compression. The parameters 
of the test specimens included axial-load eccentricity, tie spacing, and the use of concrete encasement. In 
addition to conventional perimeter ties, U-cross ties were used to prevent the premature spalling of thin concrete 
encasement as well as local buckling of longitudinal rebars. Although early vertical cracking occurred at the 
compressive face, the outer concrete significantly contributed to the stiffness and strength of the composite 
column without the premature failure. The test strengths were compared with the predictions of current design 
codes, addressing contributions of the whole encasement. The CEFT specimens showed substantial ductility 
even after the concrete crushing, owing to the increased resistance of the high-strength circular steel tube and 
confined infill concrete. To verify overall behavior of the test specimens, nonlinear numerical analysis using a 
fiber model was performed. 
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“Local buckling of corrugated steel plates in buried structures”, Article 106348, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106348 
ABSTRACT: Local buckling may occur in the straight portion of a corrugated steel plate (CSP) pipe-arch with 
a deep wave section that is used in a buried structure. In this study, the soil support of the pipe-arch structure is 
considered, and the local buckling of the straight portion of the CSP is investigated. The corresponding 
theoretical formulae are derived using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The simplified mechanical model with the soil 
support is used for derivation. Then, the finite element models for the invert of the pipe-arch with several waves 
are established to analyze the actual rotational restraints of the straight portion. The influences of plate 
thickness, corrugation, aspect ratio and curvature on the local buckling load of the invert are investigated. The 
relationships of plate thickness and local buckling load for three types of deep corrugations are obtained. These 
relationships reveal that the actual rotational restraints are negative, i.e., the straight portion provides restraint 
for the corrugated portion. Based on numerical simulations, the theoretical formulae are modified to account for 
the actual rotational restraints of the straight portion. Then, the finite element model of the global pipe-arch 
structure is built. The corresponding analysis matches well with the revised formula, which validates the 
modified derivation. Finally, according to the yield criterion, a reasonable limit value for the width-to-thickness 



ratio for the straight portion of the CSP is suggested. This limit can be used to prevent local buckling of CSP 
buried pipe-arch structures in practice. 
 
André Dias Martins and Nuno Silvestre (IDMEC, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-
001, Lisbon, Portugal), “Modal analysis of the post-buckling behaviour of cylindrical steel panels under 
compression: Imperfection sensitivity and local interaction”, Article 106345, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106345 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents and discusses numerical results on the (i) elastic post-buckling behaviour and 
(ii) imperfection sensitivity of simply supported cylindrical steel panels under uniform compression. The results 
presented are obtained by means of a geometrically non-linear Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) formulation 
previously reported by the authors, which can include arbitrary member initial geometrical imperfections. The 
modal decomposition features of GBT enables extending the knowledge on the mechanics underlying these 
structural elements, which cannot be obtained with standard shell finite element analysis. The work begins by 
describing the GBT buckling analysis of four curved panels with distinct curvatures. Then, post-buckling results 
are presented and discussed for each of the four panels geometries, by considering (i) two distinct critical-mode 
initial geometrical imperfections shapes and (ii) five distinct amplitudes to assess the imperfection sensitivity – 
if the “sign” of the initial geometrical imperfection is relevant, ten amplitudes are considered. These results 
provide the evolution, along the equilibrium paths, of relevant modal displacement profiles, modal participation 
diagrams and deformed configurations. For comparison and validation purposes, shell finite element results are 
also reported. 
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“A unified formulation for free vibration of laminated plate through Jacobi-Ritz method”, Article 106354, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106354 
ABSTRACT: In this research, an analytical Jacobi-Ritz method for the free vibration analysis of composite 
laminated rectangular plate subject to arbitrary boundary conditions is proposed. The theoretical model is 
constructed in the framework of the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), and the multi-segment 
partitioning strategy is introduced. The boundary condition as well as the interface continuity condition is dealt 
with through the artificial spring technique. The displacement functions for every separated plate segment are 
expanded in the way of Jacobi polynomials along both the length and width orientations. And all the 
undetermined coefficients are decided through the Ritz method. The solution exhibits excellent convergence 
performance and shows stable features. The reliability and precision of the proposed methodology are validated 
by comparison with results from literature, where general boundary conditions are taken into account. 
Furthermore, parameterized study of the composite laminated rectangular plate is conducted, the results of 
which can be benchmark results for the future study. 
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“Performance of single-coped beam with slender web and quantification of local web buckling strength”, 
Article 106355, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106355 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a numerical study on the local web buckling strength and behaviour of single-
coped beam with slender web (SCBSW). First, finite element (FE) models of SCBSW connections were 
developed, and the effectiveness of the modelling techniques was validated by the results of full-scale SCBSW 
connection tests conducted by the authors and those in the literature. Subsequently, an extensive parametric 
investigation covering a wide range of web slenderness ratio, cope geometries and rotational stiffness of the 



connection was conducted. A database of the FE results of 243 SCBSW models connected with a rotationally 
rigid support was developed. The analysis results show that all of the models were governed by local web 
buckling, and post-buckling behaviour of the SCBSW connections was confirmed. The interaction among the 
slender web, cope configurations and rotational stiffness of the connections on the structural behaviour and 
local web bucking capacity of SCBSW connections was characterised. A practical approach for evaluating the 
local web buckling strength of end-plate type SCBSW connecting with a rotationally rigid support was 
developed using the available FE results. The post-buckling behaviour and the interactive effect among the 
slender web and the other essential factors were considered in the proposed method. The proposed method 
produces reasonable predictions of the local web buckling strength of SCBSW connections with a rotationally 
rigid support comparing with those predicted by the FE results and the available test data, which may offer a 
basis for a full-fledged design guide for SCBSW. 
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“Numerical simulations of a large-scale cooling tower against the impact of commercial aircrafts”, Article 
106367, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106367 
ABSTRACT: As the highest and largest building in the nuclear power plant, the large-scale cooling tower is 
more likely to suffer the accidental or deliberate impact of the commercial aircraft, while few related studies 
have been conducted. By adopting the missile-target interaction method, the dynamic responses of the large-
scale cooling tower under the impact of typical medium and large commercial aircrafts, i.e., Airbus A320 and 
A380, are numerically evaluated. Firstly, the refine finite element (FE) models of Chinese Chaohu hyperbolic 
cooling tower as well as the above two aircrafts are established by using the HyperMesh program. Then, by 
comparing with the classic Meppen-II-4 impact test (the fourth shot of the second series of Meppen impact 
tests) of large deformable missile and the modified Riera force function, the validations of concrete and aircraft 
models are verified respectively. Furthermore, the explicit dynamic analysis program LS-DYNA is used to 
perform the numerical simulations of the cooling tower collided by the two typical aircrafts. The whole impact 
processes are reproduced, and the impact force, damage and failure of the shell concrete, velocity of the aircraft 
are examined and discussed. Finally, the parametric influences of the impact velocity, angle, and position of two 
aircrafts on the damage and failure of cooling tower are further performed. 
 
Zhixiang Li, Wen Ma, Ping Xu and Shuguang Yao (Key Laboratory of Traffic Safety on Track, Ministry of 
Education, School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central South University, Changsha, 410075, 
China), “Crushing behavior of circumferentially corrugated square tube with different cross inner ribs”, Article 
106370, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 144, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106370 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, new designed circumferentially corrugated square tubes (CCSTs) with cosine and 
triangular corrugation cross-sectional profiles, respectively, are proposed for energy absorption. Three types of 
cross inner ribs, namely, crisscross, X shape and star shape, are introduced to induce the deformation of CCSTs. 
Quasi-static crushing test and finite element simulation were used to investigate the crushing performance of the 
CCSTs. The results showed that all triangular profile CCSTs can not deform stably, and only the crisscross 
inner rib can induce the cosine profile CCSTs to deform progressively. The performance of cosine profile 
CCSTs with crisscross inner rib (i.e., CTC_C) under different geometric parameters was therefore further 
studied. It was found that the CTC_C develops four different deformation modes, and the ordered progressive 
mode Ⅱ (OPM Ⅱ) showed better energy absorption efficiency than the other modes. Finally, a theoretical model 
based on Simplified Super Folding Element method was presented to predict the mean crushing force of 
CTC_C deforming with OPM Ⅱ. By comparing with the experimental and FE results, the theoretical model was 
proved to be very accurate. 
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China), “Crashworthiness study on circular hybrid corrugated tubes under axial impacts”, Article 106358, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106358 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures are universally used as energy-absorption devices for their great 
crashworthiness characteristics and light weight. In this paper, a novel tubular configuration is introduced with a 
gradually decreasing amplitude of the corrugation profile in the axial direction, namely, a hybrid corrugated 
tube (HCT), to improve the energy-absorption capacities of ordinary corrugated tubes (OCTs). Based on the 
validated finite element (FE) models, the effects of geometric parameters of the HCTs on crashworthiness are 
investigated. The numerical results show the HCTs exhibit advantages on the energy absorption capability 
compared to OCTs, and the crashworthiness indicators and deformation modes of the HCTs depend strongly on 
the wavelength and constant corrugation ratio. The strengths of the HCTs gradually increases as the 
compression progresses, and when the constant corrugation ratio increases, the strengthening effect gradually 
weakens. By comparing OCTs and HCTs with the same wavelengths and deformation modes, it can be found 
that in the HCTs, the SEA values increase by 21%–57%, the Fm values increase by 15%–45%. The lower is the 
constant corrugation ratio, the more obvious are the increase in the EA, SEA, Fm values. Finally, a multi-
objective optimization is conducted to obtain the optimized HCT configuration for maximizing the SEA and 
minimizing the Fmax. The optimal HCTs are of even more superior crashworthiness and great potential as an 
energy absorber. 
 
Giulia Palomba, Vincenzo Crupi and Gabriella Epasto (Department of Engineering, University of Messina, 
Contrada di Dio, Vill. S. Agata, 98166, Messina, Italy), “Collapse modes of aluminium honeycomb sandwich 
structures under fatigue bending loading”, Article 106363, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106363 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels are an interesting lightweight structural solution for 
several applications such as marine structures, aerospace, automotive and aeronautics. 
In many of these applications, in-service conditions produce fatigue loadings: as a result, safer use of aluminium 
honeycomb sandwich structures requires a deep knowledge of their fatigue response, which was seldom studied 
in previous literature. 
The aim of the current study is to evaluate the fatigue response of aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels 
subjected to three-point bending loading conditions. 
The experimental investigation was performed on a commercial aluminium honeycomb sandwich structure with 
an overall thickness of 11 mm. 
A preliminary static analysis was performed both under three and four point bending conditions. The static tests 
allowed the identification of the static bending strength and the absence of a significant strain rate influence. 
Crashworthiness parameters were evaluated and a slight better performance was found under four point 
bending. The combination of static tests with Computed Tomography analysis resulted in the observation of the 
phenomena involved in static bending response of aluminium honeycomb sandwich structures, which are 
mainly dependent on cell walls buckling. 
Fatigue tests were conducted under three-point bending conditions. The influence of boundary conditions on 
fatigue life and on collapse modes were investigated by considering different supports spans. For one condition 
the S-N curve was obtained and its equation was compared to literature results. 
Two different collapse mechanisms were observed depending on the supports span: for larger supports span a 
fracture of the tensioned skin was observed, whereas lower supports span produced core shear. The former 
mode differed significantly from static failure with the same boundary conditions. In both cases, failure 
occurred suddenly and this should be taken into consideration in industrial applications. An analytical model 
was applied to predict fatigue collapse modes and limit loads. A fatigue failure map describing the relationship 
between supports span, collapse modes and fatigue limit loads was obtained, in order to provide a quantitative 
tool for aluminium honeycomb sandwich structures design. The fatigue failure map was able to accurately 
predict the experimental results. 
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“Energy absorption of pre-folded honeycomb under in-plane dynamic loading”, Article 106356, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106356 
ABSTRACT: Honeycomb structures have been extensively employed as energy absorption devices. This paper 
proposes a kind of energy absorption structure known as the pre-folded honeycomb, which is made from 
conventional honeycomb with a pre-folded trace. The folding mode and energy absorption performance of the 
pre-folded structure under in-plane impact load were investigated both numerically and experimentally. 
Furthermore, the response surface method was chosen to find the optimal pre-folded honeycomb structure for 
the purpose of maximizing the specific energy absorption. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is 
effective in solving crashworthiness design-optimization problems. Additionally, the numerical results show 
that the in-plane structural strength of pre-folded honeycomb is nearly 8 times higher than that of conventional 
honeycomb. 
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China 
“Active vibration control of functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite plates integrated 
with piezoelectric layers”, Article 106372, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106372 
ABSTRACT: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first trial to study the active vibration control of 
functionally graded multilayer graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) reinforced composite plates integrated with 
piezoelectric layers. The theoretical formulation of the composite plates with piezoelectric layers is developed 
utilizing the element-free improved moving least-squares Ritz (IMLS-Ritz) method in association with the 
higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT). Four GPLs distributions across the thickness of the GPLs 
reinforced composite layer are considered. For all distributions, the effective Young's modulus is calculated by 
the modified Halpin-Tsai model while the effective Poisson's ratio and mass density are estimated by the rule of 
mixture. Natural frequency results for GPLs reinforced composite plates with piezoelectric layers are presented 
considering various essential parameters including GPLs volume fractions, GPLs distribution patterns, plate's 
total thickness to width ratio, piezoelectric layer thickness to total plate's thickness ratio as well as boundary 
conditions. Additionally, the effects of these parameters on natural frequency increment between open and 
closed-circuit conditions are discussed. For active vibration control results, a constant velocity feedback 
controller is used considering two positions of piezoelectric sensor and actuator layers: the sensor and actuator 
layers are placed at two opposite sides or they are placed at the same side of the plates. 
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“Performance of circular CFDST members with external stainless steel tube under transverse impact loading”, 
Article 106380, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106380 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical study on the impact performance of circular 
concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) members with external stainless steel tube. Austenitic 304 
stainless steel was used for all the test specimens. Taguchi approach was employed for the parametric design of 
the experimental program. The testing parameters were the impact height, hollowness ratio and axial load level. 
18 specimens were tested under transverse impact loading to obtain the failure patterns, the time histories of 
impact force and mid-span deflection, as well as the strain developments in the stainless steel tube. Finite 
element (FE) models were then established and verified against the test results, in which the strain rate effects 
of the stainless steel, the carbon steel and the infilled concrete were considered. The validated FE model was 
then employed to investigate the whole dynamic response of CFDST members with outer stainless steel tube 
subjected to impact. The impact resistance of the stainless composite member was also compared with that of 
the CFDST member with an external carbon steel tube. 



 
Jianbin Cao, Zhousuo Zhang and Yanfei Guo (State Key Laboratory for Manufacturing and Systems 
Engineering, School of Mechanical Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 710049, PR China), “A finite 
element based state-space approach for vibration analysis of slender explosive clad pipe with partial contact 
defect”, Article 106359, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106359 
ABSTRACT: An efficient modeling method is presented in this paper for vibration analysis of explosive clad 
pipe with partial contact defect (PCD). The principal purpose is to study the effects of the PCD on the vibration 
characteristics of explosive clad pipe and to explore effective techniques for detecting the PCD. The slender 
explosive clad pipe is regarded as two parallel elastic beams continuously joined by a virtual Winkler/Pasternak 
type viscoelastic layer, and the virtual layer is capable to describe the non-uniform bonding state such as the 
PCD. By means of finite element method and the standard linear solid (SLS) model, a state-space model of 
explosive clad pipe with inhomogeneous bonding state is developed for the fields of axial displacement and 
transverse displacement. The model can reflect the PCD pipe system under different boundary conditions and 
describe damping behavior of bonding interface. Experiments and numerical examples available in the literature 
demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of proposed approach. Finally, numerical results are presented and 
show that the PCD have significant effect on the natural frequencies and forced response in high-frequency 
domain. A potential method for identifying the length and position of the PCD in explosive clad pipe is also 
discussed in this paper. 
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“On the development of shell buckling knockdown factors for imperfection sensitive conical shells under pure 
bending”, Article 106373, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106373 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled conical shells are used as adapters between cylindrical shells of different diameters 
in launch-vehicle systems or as tailbooms in helicopters. A major loading scenario for conical shells is pure 
bending. The buckling moment of these shells is very sensitive to imperfections (geometry, loading conditions) 
which results in a critical disagreement between theoretical and experimental results for conical shells under 
pure bending. The design of these stability critical shells is based on classical buckling loads obtained by a 
linear analysis which are corrected by a single knockdown factor (0.41 - NASA SP-8019) for all cone 
geometries. This practice is well established among designers and hasn't changed for the past 50 years because 
the buckling behavior is till today not very well understood. Within this paper a reduced stiffness analysis for 
conical shells under pure bending is performed. Data of previous experimental testing campaigns are used to 
validate the new design criteria for different conical shell geometry configurations. The results show that the 
application of the new design recommendation for conical shell structures results in increased knockdown 
factors for the buckling moment which in turn may lead to a significant weight reduction potential. All 
ABAQUS-Python scripts and the results generated for this article are deposited in the Elsevier repository. 
 
Zhichao Li, Subhash Rakheja and Wen-Bin Shangguan (School of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering, 
South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, 510641, China(, “Study on crushing behaviors of foam-
filled thin-walled square tubes with different types and number of initiators under multiple angle loads”, Article 
106376, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106376 
ABSTRACT: A finite element model of a thin-walled foam-filled square tube is developed for estimating its 
energy absorption characteristics. The crush behavior of the foam-filled tube is experimentally evaluated under 
axial loading and the measured force-deflection properties are used to examine validity of the model. The 
validated model is subsequently applied to study the effects of types and number of crush initiators on the 
energy absorption characteristics of the foam-filled thin-walled square tubes subjected to loading at different 
angles. It is shown that initiators can yield improved collision performance of the foam-filled thin-walled square 



tubes, when a reasonable number of crushing initiators are introduced. The energy absorption performances of 
the foam-filled structure with different types and quantities of crushing initiators are calculated and ranked. The 
results showed best performance when a set of four-corner-holes along the axial direction of the tubes is added. 
Based on the model results, a multi-objective optimization method is proposed for deriving an optimal design of 
the tube with a set of four-corner-holes for enhanced crashworthiness performance. 
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“Assessment of dynamic properties of hybrid ribbon reinforced multifunctional composite sandwich plates: 
Numerical and experimental investigation”, Article 106365, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106365 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates numerically and experimentally the effect of longitudinal ribbon 
reinforcement in conventional honeycomb structure on the various dynamic characteristics of a hybrid 
composite sandwich plate. Longitudinal strips are considered to be embedded along the transverse directions at 
various locations of a honeycomb core material without and with carbon nanotubes (CNT) reinforcement in a 
composite sandwich plate. The governing differential equations of motion of the various hybrid honeycomb 
composite sandwich plate configurations with strips inserted in conventional honeycomb structures as core 
layer having top and bottom face composite layers are derived using higher order shear deformation theory 
(HSDT) and solved numerically using a four noded rectangular finite element. Further, experimental 
investigations are performed by fabricating the various strips embedded hybrid honeycomb core material with 
and without CNT reinforcement to evaluate the shear and loss moduli using the alternative dynamic approach. 
The efficacy of the developed finite element formulation is demonstrated by comparing the experimental and 
numerical results obtained in terms of natural frequencies and loss factors for the various prototypes of 
honeycomb composite sandwich plates. Also, the effect of variation in CNT content and thickness of 
longitudinal ribbon reinforcement in conventional honeycomb core material and ply orientation of the face 
sheets on the various dynamic properties of hybrid composite structures are studied under various end 
conditions. This study proposes that the ribbon reinforcement location and the addition of CNTs in honeycomb 
core materials strongly influence the stiffness, damping and transverse vibration displacements of the ribbon 
reinforced hybrid composite sandwich plates. 
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“Pure bending of pipe-in-pipe systems”, Article 106381, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106381 
ABSTRACT: Subsea pipelines and PIP systems experience large bending moments during installation and 
operation. However, unlike single-walled pipelines, the behaviour of PIPs under bending has been only 
marginally addressed. In the current study, the bending response of PIP systems with diameter-to-thickness ratio 
(D/t) of 15–40 is investigated. Linear bifurcation analyses (LBA) and geometrically nonlinear analyses (GNA) 
are conducted on PIPs of varying lengths. Analytical expressions are provided to predict the classical and 
nonlinear limit moments of PIPs, and are compared to existing expressions for single-walled pipelines. Ultimate 
bending moments of PIPs are obtained from physical four-point bending tests and are compared against 
geometrically and materially nonlinear analyses (GMNA). The finite element results show that in PIPs with 
centralizers, the limit moments (GNA) drop slightly, however, the ultimate moments (GMNA) remain 
unchanged. A parametric study of the effect of geometry and material properties of the inner and outer pipes on 
the ultimate moment of PIPs is presented. It is understood that the ultimate moments of PIPs with thick tubes 
are predominantly influenced by the material nonlinearities rather than ovalization of the tubes. 
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laminated composite flat stiffened panel analysis using variational asymptotic method (VAM)”, Article 106374, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106374 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a new methodology is developed for constructing the stiffened panel structure. Here 
we introduce the constraint method to integrate the stiffener and plate. The geometric nonlinear analysis is 
performed to analyze the stiffened panel behavior in terms of load-deformation response curve. Variational 
Asymptotic Method (VAM) is applied to analyze composite flat stiffened panels. The VAM development 
begins with the 3-D nonlinear strain energy functional which splits into a 1-D through-the-thickness analysis 
and a 2-D plate analysis. The 2-D constitutive law that is an output of 1-D analysis is used as an input to 
perform the 2-D nonlinear plate analysis. The integration of skin and the stiffener technique is implemented by 
introducing a constraint matrix. At the skin and stiffener interface, the developed constraint matrix is used in 
realization of 3-D displacements of stiffener and skin are same. The proposed approach is simple and reliable to 
address the complexity in analyzing stiffened structures. This methodology is developed using a computational 
symbolic tool Mathematica and the implemented computer program named as NASSVAM (Nonlinear Analysis 
of Stiffened Structures using Variational Asymptotic Method). The obtained results from NASSVAM are 
compared and showed good agreement with the 3-D FEA results. 
 
S. Mohsenizadeh and Z. Ahmad (School of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Universiti 
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310, Johor Bahru, Malaysia), “Auxeticity effect on crushing characteristics of auxetic 
foam-filled square tubes under axial loading”, Article 106379, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106379 
ABSTRACT: This paper treats energy absorption and crushing characteristics of auxetic foam-filled square-
section tubes under axial loading condition. The influence of auxeticity effect on the structural collapse was 
experimentally investigated to quantify the interaction effect between Poisson's ratios of foam (ranging from 
−0.31– 0.03) and square tube walls under quasi-static and dynamic loadings. The validated computer simulation 
technique was employed to conduct a series of parametric study in order to evaluate the influence of tube 
parameters on the energy absorption responses. It is evident that negative Poisson ratio effectively influences 
the crushing response and energy absorption capability of auxetic foam-filled square tubes. Moreover, it was 
found that increasing the auxeticity level of foam filler enhances crashworthiness performance of foam-filled 
structures under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. The primary outcome of this study is a 
design guideline for the use of auxetic foam in different ranges of Poisson's ratio as a core for an energy 
absorber device where impact loading is expected. 
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“Steel modules of composite plate shear walls: Behavior, stability, and design”, Article 106384, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106384 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled composite plate shear walls (CPSW) consist of a concrete (infill) wall sandwiched 
between two steel plates that are connected to each other using ties and anchored to the concrete infill using 
these embedded ties or shear connectors. Steel modules consisting of plates, ties and shear connectors are 
prefabricated in the shop, transported to the field, and assembled first. The erected modules serve as falsework 
for construction activities and stay-in-place formwork for concrete casting. This is a primary advantage and 
appeal of this system. However, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the structural behavior of empty steel 
modules (before and during concrete casting). This paper presents the results of analytical, numerical, and 
experimental investigations conducted to evaluate: (i) the structural behavior of empty steel modules under their 
own self-weight, (ii) the stability and axial load capacity of steel modules for construction loads and activities, 
and (iii) the effects of concrete casting (hydrostatic pressure) in terms of the deflections and stresses induced in 
the steel plates. The results indicate that the effective shear stiffness of the empty modules governs their 
structural behavior as well as their stability. The effective shear stiffness can be estimated using the finite 
element method (verified using test results), or conservatively using mechanics-based equations presented in 
this paper. The effective shear stiffness is governed by plate slenderness, defined by the tie spacing and plate 
thickness, and the relative flexural rigidity of the steel plates and the connecting ties. These parameters can be 
designed to limit the flexibility and the critical buckling stress of the empty modules. The paper also provides 



equations for calculating the out-of-plane displacement and stresses induced in the steel plates by the concrete 
casting hydostatic pressure. 
 
Habib Ahmadi and Kamran Foroutan (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Shahrood University of Technology, 
Shahrood, Iran), “Nonlinear vibration of stiffened multilayer FG cylindrical shells with spiral stiffeners rested 
on damping and elastic foundation in thermal environment”, Article 106388, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106388 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the nonlinear vibration of multilayer FG cylindrical shells reinforced by spiral 
FG stiffeners surrounded by damping and elastic foundation in thermal environment. The primary, 
superharmonic and subharmonic resonances of spiral stiffened multilayer FG cylindrical shell are analyzed. It is 
assumed that the material properties are dependent to temperature. The linear elastic foundation is based on the 
Winkler and Pasternak model. In order to model the stiffeners, the technique of smeared stiffener is utilized. 
With regard to classical plate theory of shells, von Kármán equation and Hook law, the relations of stress-strain 
is derived for shell and stiffeners. According to the Galerkin method, the discretized motion equation is 
obtained. The primary, superharmonic and subharmonic resonances in presence of thermal environment are 
analyzed by using the method of multiple scales. The influence of the material parameters, temperature, elastic 
foundation and various geometrical characteristics on the primary, superharmonic and subharmonic resonances 
is investigated. 
 
Carlos Couto and Paulo Vila Real (RISCO, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Aveiro, Campus 
Universitário de Santiago, 3810-193, Aveiro, Portugal), “A proposal based on the effective section factor for the 
lateral-torsional buckling of beams with slender I-shaped welded sections”, Article 106389, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106389 
ABSTRACT: The lateral-torsional buckling of steel beams with welded slender I-shaped sections, or Class 4 
sections according to Eurocode 3 classification, is investigated in this paper. While the response of non-Class 4 
section beams has been extensively studied in the literature, welded slender section beams have received less 
attention to date. 
Finite element (FE) models for non-linear analyses were developed and validated against 64 experimental tests 
available in the literature considering both material and geometrical imperfections. Subsequently, an extensive 
parametric study covering a wide range of sections and member geometries was carried out. 
The existing rules from Eurocode 3 and a proposal based on a consistent derivation of the Ayrton-Perry 
formulation, developed for compact and semi-compact sections (sections of Class 1, 2 and 3), were presented 
and their accuracy was then evaluated using the numerical data generated. 
As demonstrated, due to high width-to-thickness ratio of section's constituent plates, the coupled interaction 
between the local buckling and the lateral-torsional buckling affects the stability of the beams, but the design 
provisions deliver insufficient account of said interaction thus resulting in highly scattered predictions when 
compared against the numerical results, mostly yielding lower values of resistance than that obtained 
numerically. 
To improve this condition, a novel concept, named the effective section factor (E.S·F.), was further developed 
to account with the coupled interaction by grouping the behaviour of beams with Class 4 sections into different 
ranges of E.S·F. 
Finally, enhanced design formulae for the estimation of the ultimate strength of the beams was proposed based 
on the developed E.S.F. concept, providing more accurate capacity prediction. 
 
Muhammad Ziad Haffar and Sándor Ádány (Department of Structural Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary), “On the buckling of longitudinally 
stiffened plates, part 1: Modal analysis by the constrained finite element method”, Article 106394, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106394 
ABSTRACT: In this paper the elastic buckling of longitudinally stiffened plates are discussed in the light of 
modal deformations. Though in the analysis and design of cold-formed steel members it is a widely used 
approach to decompose the deformations into global, distortional, local and other deformation modes, this 
approach has not been used for stiffened plates yet. In this paper a large number of stiffened plates are analysed 
with varying the plate width and thickness, the type, size and number of stiffeners. The investigated plates are 
subjected to uniform or linearly varying uniaxial compression as well as shear loading. Linear buckling analyses 



are performed by enforcing various combinations of constraints, by using the constrained finite element method 
(cFEM). Regular unconstrained analyses are also completed, and the buckled shapes are identified with the help 
of cFEM, by calculating the participations from the characteristic deformation types. The results and tendencies 
are systematically and comprehensively evaluated. The completed studies reveal that though the geometric 
parameters and the load type have effect on the results, in the buckling modes with significant stiffener 
displacements the role of distortional and global modes is always crucial. This finding might have implication 
on the design, too. This question is discussed in detail in a companion paper, in which the Eurocode-based 
design of uniformly compressed stiffened plates with closed stiffeners are investigated. 
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“On the buckling of longitudinally stiffened plates, part 2: Eurocode-based design for plate-like behaviour of 
plates with closed-section stiffeners”, Article 106395, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106395 
ABSTRACT: Buckling resistance of longitudinally stiffened orthotropic plates is highly important in the design 
of steel bridges. The current calculation method of Part 1.5 of Eurocode 3 is based on the concept that the 
behaviour can be superposed from plate-like and column-like behaviours. Recent results indicate uncertainties 
in the application of the current method, e.g., if applied to plates with closed stiffeners. It is also known that the 
critical buckling stress is dependent on how it is calculated: by using a shell finite element model or by using 
the equations from Annex A of the relevant code part. The two calculation methods can lead to significant 
differences in the critical stress, which then mirrored in the resistance. Some results indicate that shell finite 
element calculation of the critical stresses can lead to resistance overestimation, especially when closed 
stiffeners are used. However, the reasons of the differences between the numerically and analytically calculated 
critical stresses are not yet fully clarified. Therefore, in the current paper the elastic critical buckling stress and 
buckling resistance of longitudinally stiffened plates are discussed. The paper presents the results of an 
extensive numerical research program focusing first on the critical buckling stress, then on the buckling 
resistance of plates with closed stiffeners. Reasons of the experienced differences between the critical stresses 
are explained in full detail. Moreover, possible enhancement of the resistance prediction is indicated. 
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“Fiber element simulation of interaction behavior of local and global buckling in axially loaded rectangular 
concrete-filled steel tubular slender columns under fire exposure”, Article 106403, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106403 
ABSTRACT: Slender rectangular thin-walled concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns in composite 
building structures exposed to fire may experience the interaction of local and global buckling. Numerical 
investigations on the interaction buckling responses of such columns under fire exposure have been rarely 
reported. This paper describes a fiber-based computational model for the prediction of the fire-resistance and 
interaction responses of local and global buckling of concentrically-loaded slender CFST columns made of 
rectangular sections exposed to fire. The thermal analysis is undertaken to calculate the distribution of 
temperatures in the column cross-section considering the effects of the air gap between concrete and steel, 
exposure surface emissivity as well as moisture content in concrete. The local and post-local buckling models 
proposed previously for steel tube walls at elevated temperatures are incorporated in the inelastic analysis of 
cross-sections to model the progressive post-local buckling. The global buckling analysis of slender CFST 
columns exposed to fire accounts for the effects of material and geometric nonlinearities as well as local 
buckling. Efficient computational procedure and solution algorithms are developed to solve the nonlinear 
equilibrium dynamic functions of loaded slender CFST columns exposed to fire. Independent experimental and 
numerical results on slender CFST columns are utilized to validate the computational model. The interaction 
behavior of local and global buckling and fire-resistance of slender rectangular CFST columns are investigated. 
It is shown that the developed computational model provides a reasonably accurate and efficient method for the 



prediction of the interaction buckling responses as well as the fire-resistance of slender CFST columns 
subjected to axial loading and fire. 
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Universität Berlin, Einsteinufer 5, 10587, Berlin, Germany 
(2) Institute of Lightweight Design and Structural Biomechanics, Technische Universität Wien, Getreidemarkt 
9, 1060, Vienna, Austria 
(3) Institute of Mechanics, Continuum Mechanics and Material Theory Group, Technische Universität Berlin, 
Einsteinufer 5, 10587, Berlin, Germany 
“Experimental and numerical investigation on pre-stressed lattice structures”, Article 106396, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106396 
ABSTRACT: The effect of pre-stress on the buckling behaviour of geometric unit cells of collinear square 
lattices is investigated experimentally and numerically. The geometric unit cells are manufactured using fused 
deposition modelling. Manufacturing strategies are presented which incorporate fibres subjected to pre-stress 
within the unit cell. The effect of pre-stressed fibres is analysed by comparing the compressive behaviour of 
unit cells with and without fibre reinforcement. The buckling behaviour of the unit cells is also investigated 
numerically by employing a parametric study within Abaqus varying the pre-stress in the fibres. The 
experimental test series shows that the addition of pre-stressed fibres to the system results in an increase in 
buckling and maximum load of 260%–480% and 220%–350% respectively. The increase strongly relates to the 
manufacturing quality, i.e. the bonding between the lattice material and the fibres, where a sufficient bonding 
yields significantly larger loads. The experimental findings on the qualitative and quantitative buckling 
behaviour correspond well with results obtain from the numerical study. 
 
Jialin Liu, Zhenping He, Jiayi Liu and Wei Huang (School of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, 430074, PR China), “Bending response and failure 
mechanism of composite sandwich panel with Y-frame core”, Article 106387, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106387 
ABSTRACT: The hot-press molding technique was developed to fabricate the Y-frame sandwich core from 
carbon fiber reinforced polymer composite. The three-point bending tests were conducted to investigate 
mechanical behavior of the Y-frame sandwich core. The effects of the relative density on the mechanical 
behavior of the Y-frame sandwich core were revealed by the experiments. The bending load-displacement 
curves were recorded, which indicated that the bending properties of the Y-frame sandwich core were strongly 
influenced by the relative density. The bending failure load and the value of P/delta were analytically predicted. 
The discrepancy between the experimental results and the predictions was analyzed. Furthermore, the analytical 
prediction also revealed that the value of P/delta was dependent on the span length of the composite Y-frame 
sandwich core. 
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“Higher order semi-analytical solution for bending of angle-ply composite laminated cylindrical shells based on 
three-dimensional theory of elasticity”, Article 106392, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106392 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops a high-performance semi-analytical numerical model to analyze the bending 
responses of the angle-ply composite laminated cylindrical shells with the fiber reinforced layers using the 
scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM). As the thin-walled structures, the angle-ply composite 
laminated shells are assumed to be made of orthotropic materials in the cylindrical coordinate system. Both the 
geometric and basic variables are discretized by utilizing the two-dimensional (2D) high order spectral elements 
in the curved surface domain of the shells. According to the exact three-dimensional (3D) theory of elasticity 
rather than the approximate shell theories, the weak form of the partial differential governing equations for each 
layer of the composite laminated cylindrical shells in the cylindrical coordinate system are transformed into 
ordinary differential equations using the SBFEM. In the circumstances, there are no variables about the curved 



surface of shell in the SBFEM governing equations for each lamina, so that it can be analytically solved on the 
basis of the dual variable approach and the precise integration technique (PIT). Employing the interface 
continuity conditions of displacement between the layers, the complete SBFEM model with respect to the 
global stiffness matrix of the composite laminated cylindrical shell can be obtained. Unlike the general 
layerwise theories, which supposes that the basic variables varied linearly with the thickness coordinate, the 
through-thickness distributions of the displacement field in each discrete layer is assumed to be a quadratic 
polynomial with respect to the radial coordinate in this paper, thus the through-thickness stress field can be 
described more accurate. Numerical examples for solving the bending problem of composite laminated 
cylindrical shells are presented. As a result, the numerical efficiency, accuracy and applicability of the proposed 
formulations are confirmed by the comparison of the published results involving the distributions of the 
displacements and stresses through the thickness and along the circumferential direction for different staking 
configurations, geometric properties and boundary conditions. 
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“Sandwich assemblies of composites square hollow sections and thin-walled panels in compression”, Article 
106412, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106412 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures were built up by two glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) thin-walled 
panels and square hollow sections (SHS) in between through adhesive bonding or mechanical bolting. 
Experiments in compression were conducted in order to understand the failure modes including global and local 
buckling, load-bearing capacities, load-displacement curves and load-strain responses. Accordingly the effects 
of different connection methods and different spacing values between the SHS sections were clarified. Sudden 
debonding failure between GFRP panels and inner SHS columns was found on adhesively bonded specimens; 
while mechanically bolted specimens showed evident lateral deformation and progressive failure until the 
ultimate junction separation failure on the GFRP SHS columns. Local buckling was found on GFRP thin-walled 
panels of specimens with a larger spacing between the two SHS sections. Finite element analysis and analytical 
modelling were performed to estimate the load-displacement curves and the critical stress for the local buckling 
on GFRP thin-walled panels, where consistent agreements with experimental results were received. 
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“Energy absorption properties of multi-cell thin-walled tubes with a double surface gradient”, Article 106386, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106386 
ABSTRACT: Multi-cell design and graded thickness are two efficient strategies for improving the mechanical 
behaviors of metallic thin-walled tubes. This paper combines these two strategies to present a novel multi-cell 
structure with a double surface gradient (DSG) and to address the energy absorption characteristics of the new 
tube subjected to axial compression. A mathematical formulation for the mean load was derived through 
theoretical analysis of the multi-cell structure's folding mechanism, and two vital parameters were proposed. 
Afterwards, comprehensive numerical simulations were conducted to validate the formulation and to investigate 
effects of the DSG on the mechanical properties. The results demonstrated that the combination of the DSG 
strategy and the multi-cell structure led to a greater energy absorption capacity. Finally, the key factor of the 
DSG design in promoting the energy absorption efficiency was analyzed. To achieve a higher promotion, an 
approach of rationalizing the sectional material distribution of the DSG tube was attempted and proven valid. 
All these achievements shed a light on the multi-cell and graded thickness effects on mechanical properties. 
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(2) Petrobras Center for Research and Development, Av. Horácio Macedo 950, Cidade Universitária, 21941-
915, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil 
“Experimental and numerical study of uniaxially compressed stiffened plates with different plating thickness”, 
Article 106422, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106422 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical - experimental research to evaluate the effect of corrosion in 
panels subjected to uniaxial compression and subsequent repair. The effects of corrosion are approximated by a 
uniform reduction in the plating's thickness. Currently, repairing a corroded offshore structure involves the 
change of the hull plating, which is excessively expensive and, therefore, other alternatives should be 
investigated in order to extend its useful life. The experimental study considers a set of five panels with an 
average scale of 1:3.5, representing a typical intact panel of a VLCC (Very large Crude Oil Carrier) converted 
into a FPSO (Floating Production Storage and Offloading) platform and two different plating reduction 
thickness levels. These experiments are reproduced through a numerical model that considers geometric and 
material nonlinearities. The geometrical imperfections in the surfaces of plates and stiffeners are reconstructed 
from measurements using techniques of laser scanning and optical capture. Thickness distributions are 
measured with an ultrasonic sensor in several predetermined panel sections points. True stress vs true strain 
curves for all panel's elements are obtained by tensile tests and employed in the numerical model. Once the 
numerical model is validated, the effect of the axial load eccentricity, the supported element load redistribution 
due to changes in the thickness, and the effects of the inclusion of intermediate repair on the plate are studied. 
The results show that the inclusion of an intermediate light stiffener allows recovering the panel load capacity 
and prolonging the useful life of offshore platforms. Likewise, it is concluded that the selection of the repair 
should be based on the local strength recovery of the plate, which is most affected. 
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“Nonlinear post-fire simulation of concentrically loaded rectangular thin-walled concrete-filled steel tubular 
short columns accounting for progressive local buckling”, Article 106423, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106423 
ABSTRACT: The repair of fire-damaged thin-walled rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns 
in engineering structures after fire exposure requires the assessment of their residual strength and stiffness. 
Existing numerical models have not accounted for the effects of local buckling on the post-fire behavior of 
CFST columns with rectangular thin-walled sections. This paper describes a nonlinear post-fire simulation 
technique underlying the theory of fiber analysis for determining the residual strengths and post-fire responses 
of concentrically loaded short thin-walled rectangular CFST columns accounting for progressive local buckling. 
The post-fire stress-strain laws for concrete in rectangular CFST columns are proposed based on available test 
data and implemented in the theoretical model. An innovative numerical scheme for modeling the progressive 
local and post-local buckling of CFST thin-walled columns is discussed. The nonlinear post-fire simulation 
model is verified by experimental data and then used to investigate the significance of local buckling, material 
strengths and width-to-thickness ratio on the post-fire responses of CFST stub columns. The proposed post-fire 
computer model is shown to be capable of predicting well the residual stiffness and strength of concentrically 
loaded thin-walled CFST columns after fire exposure. A design formula is proposed that estimates well the 
post-fire residual strengths of CFST columns. Computational results presented provide a better understanding of 
the post-fire behavior of CFST columns fabricated by thin-walled sections incorporating local and post-local 
buckling. 
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“Constrained shell finite element method for elastic buckling analysis of thin-walled members”, Article 106409, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106409 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to develop a constrained shell Finite Element Method (cFEM) based 
on a force approach for elastic buckling analysis of thin-walled members. The new cFEM is able to separate the 
general deformation of thin-walled members into the three fundamental deformation mode classes, namely 
Global (G), Distortional (D), and Local (L), to enable the modal decomposition and identification. In this paper, 
four force-based mechanical criteria are defined to separate these mode classes. These mechanical criteria are 
implemented with the general shell finite element formulation without any special treatment of the element 
formulation. The constraint matrices of the G, D, and L mode classes are then constructed. Numerical examples 
are presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the new cFEM in modal decomposition and identification. In 
particular, the modal decomposition and identification results are compared with the cFSM solutions. 
Applicability of the new cFEM to other shell FE formulation and different loading conditions are illustrated. All 
these numerical examples demonstrate the potential of the developed cFEM in taking advantages of the 
modeling capability of the existing shell FE method. 
 
Jian Li, Guangjun Gao, Yao Yu and Weiyuan Guan (Key Laboratory of Traffic Safety on Track of Ministry of 
Education, School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central South University, Changsha, Hunan, 
410075, China), “Experimental and numerical study on splitting process of circular steel tube with enhanced 
crashworthiness performance”, Article 106406, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106406 
ABSTRACT: The axial splitting of thin-walled tube is usually considered as an efficient deformation mode to 
dissipate impact energy thanks to its large stroke ratio. However, the low crushing force and the unstable 
deformation process, such as crack merging and branching, significantly limit its application in crashworthiness 
design. In this paper, we propose to enhance the deformation stability through introducing initial kerfs on the 
inner and outer surfaces of the circular steel tube in its axial direction to guide the propagation of cracks during 
the splitting process, thus we can improve the crushing force via a significant increase in tube wall thickness. To 
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method, quasi-static compressive experiments on single tube (inner 
radius r=55mm, wall thickness t=5mm) and doubled tube (consisted of two tubes with wall thickness t=5mm) 
with kerf depth delta=0.5mm split by a radiused die are performed, which exhibit stable deformation processes 
and high steady-state compression forces (103.32 kN for single tube, and 216.44kN for doubled tube). Then, 
finite element simulations are conducted to model the tested samples. It is found that the experimentally 
observed deformation processes are well captured by simulations, and the relative errors of numerical steady-
state compression forces in comparison to experimental results are 0.39% (single tube) and 1.90% (doubled 
tube), respectively. Finally, based on the validated numerical model, the influence of tube and die dimensions 
on its crashworthiness performance is discussed. It is observed that the axial load significantly depends on kerf 
depth, crack number, and tube thickness. The curling radius is nearly not affected by kerf depth, but it almost 
linearly depends on die radius. Moreover, the tube with larger wall thickness has a higher specific energy 
absorption. 
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“Stochastic low-velocity impact analysis of sandwich plates including the effects of obliqueness and twist”, 
Article 106411, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106411 
ABSTRACT: This paper quantifies the influence of uncertainty in the low-velocity impact responses of 
sandwich plates with composite face sheets considering the effects of obliqueness in impact angle and twist in 
the plate geometry. The stochastic impact analysis is conducted by using finite element (FE) modelling based 
on an eight nodded isoparametric quadratic plate bending element coupled with multivariate adaptive regression 
spline (MARS) in order to achieve computational efficiency. The modified Hertzian contact law is employed to 
model contact force and other impact parameters. Newmark's time integration scheme is used to solve the time-
dependent equations. Comprehensive deterministic as well as probabilistic results are presented by considering 
the effects of location of impact, ply orientation angle, impactor velocity, impact angle, face-sheet material 
property, twist angle, plate thickness and mass of impactor. The relative importance of various input parameters 



is determined by conducting a sensitivity analysis. The results presented in this paper reveal that the impact 
responses of sandwich plates are significantly affected by the effect of source-uncertainty that in turn 
establishes the importance of adopting an inclusive stochastic design approach for impact modelling in 
sandwich plates. 
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coupled structural and economical design procedure of unstiffened isotropic shell structures”, Article 106416, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106416 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures such as those used for space launch vehicles are prone to buckling when 
axial load is applied. These structures can be designed as imperfection-sensitive structures in the form of 
unstiffened shell structures or else as imperfection-tolerant structures by applying frames and stringers to the 
shell structure. Weight-Strength-Curves can be applied to compare structural concepts from a pure 
technological point of view, where neither costs of manufacturing nor the manufacturing signature are taken 
into account. Within this paper, a cost model for unstiffened isotropic shell structures based on the assembly out 
of multiple panels is introduced. Furthermore, a relation between the manufacturing process and the load 
carrying capacity of an isotropic shell structure is derived. On this basis a coupled structural and economical 
design procedure is evolved. In a final step, an example is introduced in order to illustrate the application of the 
coupled design procedure and to derive a structure which is optimized with regard to its structural mass and 
manufacturing costs. Based on this example it is shown that the chosen panel size affects not only the 
manufacturing costs, but also the load carrying capacity. 
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“Fire resistance of thin-walled tubular T-joints with internal ring stiffeners under post-earthquake fire”, Article 
106433, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106433 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to computationally investigate the fire resistance of earthquake-
damaged thin-walled tubular T-joints stiffened with internal rings at elevated temperatures. An earthquake can 
cause severe damage to the T-joints, thus may lead to the reduction of fire resistance after that. Additionally, 
given the needs in improving the performance of T-joints using stiffeners, the behaviors and fire performance of 
these stiffened T-joints under post-earthquake fire (PEF) is of great interests. A computational model, validated 
with the existing experimental results, is established to conduct the analysis of the fire resistance behavior of the 
stiffened tubular T-joints under PEF. Then, by using this model, the stiffening strategies for tubular T-joints 
using 1 internal ring, 2, and 3 internal rings, are evaluated along with the unstiffened case to investigate their 
effectiveness in improving the fire resistance capability under PEF. Later, a parametric study is performed for 
the stiffened T-joints with 3 internal rings under PEF using the validated computational model. 24 finite 
element models are analyzed under different damage levels, by considering the following key geometric 
parameters: the diameter ratio (β), the wall thickness ratio (γ) of the T-joint's chord and brace members, the 
diameter-thickness ratio (α) of the chord member, and the thickness ratio η of ring-stiffener and chord along 
with the damage variable (Dbar) to account for the level of the T-joint being damaged. The results on different 
stiffening strategies and the parametric study reveal that the significant influence of the damage variable and the 
sensitivities of other influencing parameters. The findings from this study provide needed evidence for potential 
design recommendations for post-earthquake fire resistance of stiffened tubular T-joints. 
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“A novel axially half corrugated thin-walled tube for energy absorption under Axial loading”, Article 106418, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106418 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, tubes with different axial corrugations were studied under axial loading. 
Accordingly, a new axially half-corrugated thin-walled tube was developed to improve the energy absorption 
characteristics. The forming process of the corrugations on the tubes has also been described. Comprehensive 
experimental and numerical analysis have been conducted in order to investigate the effects of various 
geometrical parameters on crushing behavior of the structure. It has been shown that by the use of the new 
axially half corrugated tube, there is much more efficient crushing via a more uniform force-displacement result 
as well as a considerable improvement in other crashworthiness characteristics. Subsequently, a numerical study 
has been conducted on the same tubes to both have the numerical results validated and assure the repeatability 
and reliability of the experimental results. An efficient model in axial loading has been obtained which is 
offering a perfect concertina form. The obtained model deforms through an inversion mode causing an extra 
frictional force between the inverted part and the tube itself, resulting in a considerable increase in SEA, mean 
force, and consequently CFE. 
 
Yangjun Luo, Junjie Zhan and Pai Liu (State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, 
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, 116024, China), “Buckling 
assessment of thin-walled plates with uncertain geometrical imperfections based on non-probabilistic field 
model”, Article 106435, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106435 
ABSTRACT: It is well-known that the buckling response of thin-walled structures is greatly affected by initial 
geometrical imperfections. In this study, the uncertainty in such geometrical imperfections is modelled by a 
non-probabilistic field model that is a reasonable and convenient alternative to the probabilistic random field 
representation of uncertainties with limited samples. After representing the bounded field uncertainty as a 
function of a reduced set of uncorrelated uncertain coefficients using the series expansion method, the buckling 
assessment problem of thin-walled plates is then constructed to minimize the critical buckling load under the 
non-probabilistic field description of imperfections and the volume constraint of plates. The optimization 
problem is solved effectively using a standard gradient-based algorithm with adjoint-variable sensitivity 
analysis. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the validity and applicability of the proposed model for 
assessing both the critical buckling load and the worst imperfection pattern in thin-walled plates. 
 
Peng Jiao, Zhiping Chen, He Ma, Delin Zhang and Peng Ge (Institute of Process Equipment, College of Energy 
Engineering, Zhejiang University, 38 Zheda Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, 310027, PR China), “Buckling analysis 
of thin rectangular FG-CNTRC plate subjected to arbitrarily distributed partial edge compression loads based on 
differential quadrature method”, Article 106417, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106417 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the buckling behaviors of thin rectangular functionally graded carbon 
nanotubes reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plate subjected to the arbitrarily distributed partial edge 
compression loads. Three distribution types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered and the effective 
material properties of carbon nanotube reinforced composite are given according to the extended rule of 
mixture, in which the distribution uncertainty of CNTs is also taken into account. Based on the differential 
quadrature method (DQM) and work equivalent method, the pre-buckling in-plane stress distribution of thin 
rectangular FG-CNTRC plate are determined firstly. Then the accurate critical buckling loads and buckling 
modes of FG-CNTRC plate are consequently obtained. By comparing with the results in published literatures, 
the feasibility and accuracy of present numerical method are validated. Finally, the systematic parametric 
studies are carried out to elaborate the effects of distribution type, volume fraction and distribution uncertainty 
of CNTs as well as the distribution width, position and distribution type of partial edge compression loads on 
the buckling behaviors of thin rectangular FG-CNTRC plate for the first time. 
 



L.L. Hu, W.K. Ye and Z.J. Wu (Department of Applied Mechanics & Engineering, School of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou, 510275, PR China), “Mechanical property of anti-trichiral 
honeycombs under large deformation along the x-direction”, Article 106415, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106415 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical property of anti-trichiral honeycombs under large deformation along the x-
direction are studied by both experiments and theoretical analysis. It's shown that the elastic-plasticity bending 
occurs in the ligaments besides the plastic hinges, which is very different from the deformation mode under the 
y-directional compression reported previously. Based on the cells' deformation mechanism observed in 
experiments, an analytical model is established to derive the Poisson's ratio and the crushing stress of the anti-
trichiral honeycomb. The theoretical predictions are verified by the experimental results. It is shown that the 
crushing stress increases with the wall thickness t, but decreases with the ligament's length L. As for the 
Poisson's ratio, it increases with L, but decreases with the honeycomb's deformation, while the ligament's wall 
thickness t makes no difference to it. Moreover, it is revealed that the negative Poisson's ratio effect of the anti-
trichiral honeycomb under the x-directional compression is stronger than that under the y-directional 
compression, while the superiority of the crushing stress along these two directions depends on the cell's 
geometry parameters. 
 
Carlos Couto and Paulo Vila Real (RISCO, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Aveiro, Campus 
Universitário de Santiago, 3810-193, Aveiro, Portugal), “Numerical investigation on the influence of 
imperfections in the lateral-torsional buckling of beams with slender I-shaped welded sections”, Article 106429, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106429 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a numerical investigation is carried out for determining the influence of 
imperfections on the lateral-torsional buckling of welded I-shaped slender section beams. The buckling 
resistance of unrestrained beams is calculated with nonlinear shell-element based FE analysis, including 
material and geometrical imperfections. The sensitivity to global and plate imperfections, as well as residual 
stresses, is presented for different amplitudes and shapes of geometrical imperfections and distributions of 
residual stresses available in the literature. 
The recommendations outlined in this work shall help the choice of these parameters on future numerical 
simulations and extend the observations of other authors in the context of studies for beams with non-slender 
sections. 
The comparison of the numerical results with the predictions of the North American design code, AISC360-16, 
and the European design code, Eurocode 3, suggests that the AISC360-16 provides an upper limit for the 
beam’s resistance and the Eurocode 3 a lower bound, mainly because residual stresses have a greater impact in 
the load-carrying capacity on the studied beams. Thus, these findings are expected to promote future 
developments and amendments to said design codes. 
Finally, this investigation also supports the need of more realistic definition of imperfections, especially for the 
case of residual stresses, and justifies a more comprehensive experimental campaign on the subject. 
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“A refined size-dependent couple stress theory for laminated composite micro-plates using isogeometric 
analysis”, Article 106427, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106427 
ABSTRACT: In this article, a refined modified couple stress theory based on isogeomeric analysis to capture 
the small-scale effect on laminated composite micro-plates is developed for the first time. Based on Hamilton's 
principle, the weak form for composite plate is established by using the Reddy's third order shear deformation 
theory without shear correction factor and the refined modified couple stress theory. Unlike the modified couple 
stress theory, which contains only one material length scale parameter, the proposed theory contains three 



material length scale parameters. To confirm the accuracy of the proposed method, several examples are 
presented, discussed and compared to references' solutions. In addition, cut-out complicated shapes are analyzed 
to show the influences of the small-scale effect on free vibration behaviors of laminated micro-plates. An 
increase in the material length scale parameter leads to decrease in the deflection, stresses and increase in 
frequencies and critical buckling load factor. The presented numerical results show the great efficiency of the 
NURBS-based isogeometric analysis for capturing the small-scale effect of the composite laminated micro-
plates. 
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Thailand 
“Elastic buckling of cellular columns under axial compression”, Article 106434, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106434 
ABSTRACT: A calculation of the elastic buckling load for cellular columns with multiple circular openings is 
required to determine their axial load capacity. Due to the complexity of column geometry and shear effects, the 
available methods to analyze the elastic buckling load are limited. This study proposes a method of calculation 
the elastic buckling load about the major axis of a pin-ended cellular column. The analysis is based on 
simplification of the column geometry and uses an effective length of shear force transfer across openings in the 
columns. The shear force in the column causes additional deformations of the web-post and the Tee section of 
cellular columns. The buckling load is derived by using differential equations of total curvature of the buckling 
curve, which is the sum of curvatures due to moment and shear forces. The proposed buckling load estimate is 
validated by comparisons with finite element analysis. A parametric study of the column geometry effects on 
shear, such as the section ratios, the opening ratios, the spacing ratios and the slendernesses, was also 
conducted. The shear effects clearly increases with open area fraction in the web, and with the section ratios. It 
was found that the spacing ratio affects the buckling load more than the opening ratio. Overall, the shear effects 
degrade the buckling load by less than 20% when the slenderness exceeds 50 compared to the Euler buckling 
load. 
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“Thin-Walled Steel Tubular Circular Columns with Uniform and Graded Thickness under Bidirectional Cyclic 
Loading”, Article 106449, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106449 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel tubular circular columns are becoming an increasingly attractive choice as 
cantilever bridge piers due to their architectural, structural and constructional advantages. This paper aims to 
evaluate the strength and ductility of thin-walled steel tubular circular columns with uniform thickness (BC) and 
graded thickness (BGC) under bidirectional cyclic lateral loading in the presence of constant axial force. The 
analysis is carried out using a finite-element model (FEM) which is substantiated based on the experimental 
results in the literature. Then, the proposed BGC column with size and volume of material equivalent to the BC 
column is investigated. As a part of this research, a comprehensive parametric study is carried out to investigate 
the effects of main design parameters including: radius-to-thickness ratio parameter (Rt), column slenderness 
ratio parameter (λ), magnitude of axial load (P/Py), and number of loading cycles (N) on the strength and 
ductility of both BC and BGC columns under bidirectional cyclic lateral loading. Finally, design formulae of 
ultimate strength and ductility of BC and BGC columns are derived. 
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“On the mechanics of thermal buckling of oil storage tanks”, Article 106432, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106432 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the thermal buckling behavior of tanks having a fixed roof, as employed to 
store fuel in the oil industry. The study is performed based on finite element analyses of the shell, including 
linear analysis, linear bifurcation analysis, and geometrically and constitutive nonlinear analysis, in order to 
elucidate the mechanics of stress redistribution at pre-buckling and buckling states. Based on previous works, 
the roof is modeled as a conical shell with an equivalent uniform thickness. The results show that the stress field 
due to a uniform temperature around the circumference is considerably different from that obtained for a non-
uniform field as modeled in cases of temperatures due to an adjacent fire: Under uniform temperatures around 
the circumference the shell does not provide vertical restrain and buckling is dominated by hoop action; 
whereas displacement constraints are present under a non-uniform temperature, leading to buckling dominated 
by meridional stresses. Contrary to what has been suggested, the tank under uniform temperature cannot be 
taken as an upper bound to the buckling of a tank under an adjacent fire. In the evaluation of critical 
temperatures, the influence of geometric relations H/D (height to diameter) and R/t (radius to thickness) are 
independent of each other. It is shown that the problem is not imperfection-sensitive. Finally, thermal buckling 
mode and critical temperatures are strongly dependent on the H/D ratio of the cylindrical shell. 
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“Free vibration analysis of composite sandwich panels with hierarchical honeycomb sandwich core”, Article 
106425, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106425 
ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics of sandwich panels with a hierarchical composite honeycomb 
sandwich core were investigated in this study. An orthotropic constitutive model of the hierarchical composite 
honeycomb sandwich core was used to propose an equivalent model (two-dimensional model). Two-
dimensional (2D) and the three-dimensional (3D) finite element models as well as modal tests were used to 
predict the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the sandwich panels. The prediction results obtained using 
the equivalent model were consistent with the experimental and 3D finite element analysis results. 
Subsequently, a redesigned sandwich panel, with a hierarchical cross-honeycomb sandwich core, was 
manufactured to implement the multifunctional characteristics such as fluid flow and installation of 
microelectronic devices. To compare the vibration characteristics of the panel with a hierarchical cross-
honeycomb sandwich core with those of a panel with a hierarchical square-honeycomb sandwich core, a 
dimensionless frequency parameter, (omega-sub-1/omega), was proposed. The frequency parameter had 
different sensitivities to the geometric parameters, i.e., the face-sheet thickness ratio, wall-sheet thickness ratio, 
and relative density of the filling foam. 
 
Di Wang, Lei Wu, Yun Zhu, Xian Wang and Yueming Li (State Key Laboratory for Strength and Vibration of 
Mechanical Structures, Shaanxi Key Laboratory of Environment and Control for Flight Vehicle, School of 
Aerospace Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 710049, PR China), “Vibration of a plate coupled 
with fluid considering the effects of stress and deformation under hydrostatic load”, Article 106413, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106413 
ABSTRACT: The effects of inner stress and geometric deformation caused by hydrostatic load on the vibration 
of a bottom plate-fluid coupled system are studied in detail. The Von Karman nonlinear strain displacement 
relationship and the Hamilton's principle are utilized to formulate the two sets of governing equations: nonlinear 
static equations under hydrostatic load and linear vibration equations of the plate-fluid coupled system 
considering the hydrostatic load effect at the nonlinear static position. A two-step theoretical approach is 
developed based on the equations. Experimental and numerical researches are carried out to validate the 
theoretical approach, and the natural frequencies derived by the three approaches coincide well. The results 
show that with the fluid height increasing, the natural frequencies of the plate decrease sharply at the very 
beginning, then increase constantly except that the fundamental frequency continues to decrease slowly. That 
means the added mass effect is the dominating effect when the fluid height is low, and the stiffening effect of 
the hydrostatic load plays a more important role with the fluid getting higher. The stress and deformation effects 



are considered respectively and compared in detail. Models with different fluid-plate size ratios are studied. 
Moreover, the hydrostatic load effect on the hydroelastic vibration responses of the plate is also analyzed. 
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“A visco-elastic GBT-based finite element for steel-concrete composite beams”, Article 106440, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106440 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the latest developments concerning the use of Generalised Beam Theory 
(GBT) in the field of steel-concrete composite beams. In particular, a GBT-based finite element is presented 
that uses a linear visco-elastic material law to capture, accurately and efficiently (with a very low computational 
cost), the effects of concrete creep, as well as cross-section distortion and shear lag in complex cross-sections 
(combining closed cells and open branches). It is shown that the versatility of the GBT approach makes it 
possible to obtain accurate solutions with a fairly small number of cross-section deformation modes (cross-
section DOFs), leading to significant computational savings with respect to standard shell finite element 
models. Several numerical examples are presented, to illustrate the capabilities and potential of the proposed 
GBT-based finite element. 
 
Ali Shiravand and Masoud Asgari (Research Laboratory of Passive Safety, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
K. N. Toosi University of Technology, P. O. Box: 19395-1999, Tehran, Iran), “Hybrid metal-composite conical 
tubes for energy absorption; theoretical development and numerical simulation”, Article 106442, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106442 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the crushing behavior of hybrid metal-composite conical tube under dynamic 
loading is studied. An efficient analytical solution for FML conical tubes consist of any number of metal and 
laminated composite layers is developed. In the analytical analysis, the mean collapse load of structures 
subjected to axial loading was predicted while its accuracy is validated via experimental tests and numerical 
simulation. Numerical simulation of the structure is also done using explicit dynamic finite element software in 
order to investigate the effects of different parameters on crushing characteristics of various structures. On the 
other hand, new values for failure energies of fiber reinforced composites are proposed in the failure evolution 
criteria in the finite element model. It leads to good agreement between FE simulations and experimental test 
other. Moreover, a comprehensive parametric study has been done in order to investigate the effect of various 
parameters including semi-apical angle, ply pattern of laminated composite, diameter of tube, wall thickness 
and material properties of tubes on energy absorption capacity and crashworthiness characteristics of various 
considered specimens. Finally, the crashworthiness capacity (SEA and CLE) with respect to semi-apical angle 
and ply pattern of laminated composite optimized in order to obtain a desired collapse mode. Based on the 
obtained results the optimized structure is determined. Also, crushing behaviors of various specimens predicted 
beyond the tested configurations using response surface methodology (RSM). 
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“A semi analytical solution for free vibration analysis of combined spherical and cylindrical shells with non-
uniform thickness based on Ritz method”, Article 106443, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106443 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigated the free vibration of combined spherical-cylindrical-spherical (CSCS) 
shell with non-uniform thickness based on Ritz method. The energy method and first-order shear deformation 
theory are adopted to derive the formulas. The displacement functions are improved on base of domain 
decomposition method, in which the unified Jacobi polynomials are introduced to represent the displacement 
functions component along axial direction. The displacement functions component along circumferential 
direction is still Fourier series. In addition, the spring stiffness method is formed to be a unified format to deal 
with general boundary conditions. Then the final solutions are obtained by using Ritz method. To prove the 
validity of this method, the results of the same condition are compared with those obtained by FEM, published 



literatures and experiment. In addition, some meaningful examples are provided to reveal the free vibration 
characteristics of stepped spherical-cylindrical-spherical shell. The results of this paper can be used as the 
reference data for future research in related field. 
 
Y. Hu, M. Khezri and K.J.R. Rasmussen (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Sydney, 
NSW, 2006, Australia), “Analytical buckling solutions for Levy-type plates with edge and interior point-
support(s)”, Article 106419, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106419 
ABSTRACT: Rectangular Levy-type plates restrained using point-supports have wide engineering applications. 
However, the analytical solutions for the buckling behaviour of such plates are not well developed. This paper 
presents the derivation and application of analytical solutions for the buckling analysis of Levy-type rectangular 
plates with arbitrarily positioned single or multiple point-supports, which may be located on free edges or 
within the interior domain. Two general approaches, the impulse function approach (IFA) and the flexibility 
function approach (FFA), are developed to obtain the critical buckling coefficients (Kcr) and buckled shapes of 
point-supported rectangular plates. In the IFA, the shear or moment distribution is expressed using a Fourier 
expansion of the impulse function whereas in the FFA a flexibility function, with zero values of the deflection 
at the point-support locations and sufficiently large values over the rest of the plate, representing the fictitious 
elastic distribution, is used to modify the plate support conditions. These approaches are employed in both one-
dimensional (1D), and two-dimensional (2D) forms. The developed methods can be adopted to analyse any 
rectangular Levy-type plate subjected to uniaxial or biaxial loads restrained by arbitrarily positioned point-
supports. The IFA and FFA results are validated with finite element method solutions obtained using Abaqus 
software. Several examples of buckling behaviours, including primary Levy-type plates, edge point-supported 
plates, as well as single and two interior point-supported plates are provided as guidelines for future design 
purpose. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation of concrete-filled hot-finished and cold-formed steel elliptical 
tubular stub columns”, Article 106437, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106437 
ABSTRACT: The structural behavior of concrete-filled hot-finished (HF) and cold-formed (CF) steel elliptical 
tubular stub columns was investigated and is presented in this paper. A series of tests was conducted on HF and 
CF steel elliptical tubular sections infilled with three different concrete grades, namely C40, C80 and C100. The 
tested HF and CF steel elliptical hollow sections (EHS) had an aspect ratio of 2 with the same nominal section 
dimension of 200×100×6.5 mm. The test specimens were subjected to uniform axial compression. The initial 
local geometric imperfection measurements, ultimate loads and failure modes of the concrete-filled HF and CF 
EHS stub columns are presented. An extensive numerical study accounting for the confinement effect, as well 
as the non-linearities of materials, geometry and contacts was also performed. After a successful model 
validation against test results, a parametric investigation was conducted by considering a wide range of the 
cross-section dimensions and section slenderness of HF and CF EHS with different grades of the infilled 
concrete. A total of 111 concrete-filled HF and CF EHS specimens were carefully designed and analyzed by 
using the validated numerical model. The behavior of concrete-filled HF and CF EHS stub columns was 
investigated, including the maximum load, end shortening, strength enhancement index and ductility index. 
Effects of section strength factor and column sectional characteristics on the stub-column behavior were also 
investigated. Furthermore, the experimental and numerical results were used to assess the suitability of the 
design equations specified in the current American Specifications (AISC and ACI) and European Code (EC4) 
for the compressive resistance of the concrete-filled HF and CF EHS stub columns. It was found that the 
predictions from the current international design specifications were overall conservative for both concrete-
filled HF and CF EHS stub columns. Generally, the predictions by EC4 were less conservative but more 
scattered than those predicted by AISC and ACI specifications for the concrete-filled HF and CF EHS stub 
columns. 



 
Jiajia Shen and M. Ahmer Wadee (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College 
London, South Kensington Campus, London, SW7 2AZ, UK), “Local–global mode interaction in thin-walled 
inelastic rectangular hollow section struts part 1: Nonlinear finite element analysis”, Article 106183, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106183 
ABSTRACT: Mass efficient thin-walled rectangular hollow section (RHS) struts have been shown to be 
susceptible to local–global mode interaction and exhibit sensitivity to imperfections. Material nonlinearity may 
increase the imperfection sensitivity of such members further and affect the final failure mode. Nonlinear finite 
element (FE) models for welded inelastic thin-walled RHS struts with pre-defined local and global geometric 
imperfections alongside residual stresses are developed within the commercial package Abaqus and validated 
against two independent experimental studies. Based on the validated FE model, the effects of material 
nonlinearity and residual stresses from welding on the ultimate load, mechanical behaviour and the imperfection 
sensitivity of struts are investigated. A simplified method to determine the initial geometric imperfection 
amplitude introduced in the FE model with residual stresses explicitly modelled within the ECCS framework is 
proposed for the first time. The experimental and numerical results in conjunction with existing experimental 
results from the literature are employed in the companion paper for the assessment of the Effective Width 
Method and Direct Strength Method, which also forms the basis for a new set of design recommendations. 
 
Jiajia Shen and M. Ahmer Wadee (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College 
London, South Kensington Campus, London, SW7 2AZ, UK), “Local–global mode interaction in thin-walled 
inelastic rectangular hollow section struts part 2: Assessment of existing design guidance and new 
recommendations”, Article 106184, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 145, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106184 
ABSTRACT: The second part of the study on the local–global mode interaction in thin-walled inelastic 
rectangular hollow section struts focuses on design guidance. Based on the validated finite element (FE) model 
from the companion paper, a framework for fully automating FE model generation, submission and post-
processing for geometric and material nonlinear analysis with imperfections is first presented. The ultimate load 
data for specimens with different cross-section aspect ratios, cross-sectional slenderness, global slenderness and 
welding options are generated. The current design rules for thin-walled welded RHS struts are assessed using 
the numerical results and existing experimental results from the literature by means of structural reliability 
analysis in accordance with the methodology presented in Annex D of Eurocode EN1990. A modified Direct 
Strength Method (DSM) relationship is then proposed and it is demonstrated to provide superior ultimate load 
predictions than the current guidelines. 
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ABSTRACT: An extensive numerical study of Class 4 section beams at elevated temperature is described in the 
paper. The study focuses on welded I-section beams of slender web and flange and covers beams of constant 
height as well as beams with significant web taper ratio. The numerical parametric study extends previous test 
results significantly in terms of various temperatures, section slenderness for flange and webs considering also 
combination of more stocky flanges with a slender web, various beam slenderness and moment distribution 
along the beam. Based on the numerically calculated resistances, a simple design rule was developed for both 
constant and web tapered members. The proposed model is believed to be predicting the beam capacity 
accurately with formulas simple enough to be used and accepted by structural engineers. 
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ABSTRACT: There is a lack of investigation on the nonlinear stability analysis of large steel hyperbolic cooling 
towers considering imperfection sensitivity. In this paper, nonlinear stability analysis of 150m-height steel 
hyperbolic cooling towers was assessed. Models with five structural systems were established, including two 
types of reticulated shells (i.e., single-layer and double-layer shells) and three forms of girds (i.e., triangular 
grid, rectangular grid and square pyramid grid). Additionally, geometrically and material nonlinear stability 
analyses for more than 220 cases were conducted considering various distributions and amplitudes of 
imperfections. The results showed that the five hyperbolic steel cooling towers are of relatively low 
imperfection sensitivity, which is different from most other thin-walled shells, and the imperfection sensitivity 
of rectangular grid is high, while triangle grid and square pyramid grid are of low imperfection sensitivity. In 
addition, structures with double-layer reticulated shells are more sensitive to imperfection than those with 
single-layer ones. It is recommended that the design of steel cooling towers can give priority to the scheme of 
single-layer reticulated shell with triangular grid. Furthermore, the imperfection amplitude of H/300 could 
reasonably represents the most unfavorable instability state for this type of structures. 
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ABSTRACT: This article investigates the nonlinear vibration behavior of multiscale nanocomposites nanoshell 
subjected to hygrothermal environment and resting on elastic foundations. The novelty and contribution of this 
article is considering a multiscale doubly curved sandwich nanoshell. Three-phase composite nanoshell 



composes of polymer-Carbon nanotube-fiber (PCF) and polymer-Graphene platelet-fiber (PGF) according to 
Halpin-Tsai model. Various distributions patterns such as U (uniform), X, A and O are considered. The classical 
shell theory and nonlocal strain gradient theory including von Kármán strain–displacement relationships are 
employed to build the size-dependent governing equations. The governing equations of multiscale nanoshell 
have been implemented by Hamilton's principle and solved by homotopy perturbation method. 
For investigating correctness and accuracy, this paper is validated by other previous researches. Finally, the 
effects of different parameters such as temperature rise, various distributions patterns and curvature ratio have 
been investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The present article proposes an advanced Ritz formulation with 3D capabilities for the analysis of 
thin-walled metallic and composite beam structures. Various set of admissible functions such as: Legendre, 
Chebyshev and algebraic polynomials, as well as hybrid functions are employed. The investigation is carried 
out by using the method of power series expansion of displacement components based on 2D-Taylor 
polynomials. The governing equations (GEs) are derived in their weak form via Hamilton's Principle and are 
solved by using the Ritz method. Convergence and stability of both cross-section and admissible functions have 
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examined in three selected case studies: (i) slender beams with arbitrary boundary conditions, and both solid 
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ABSTRACT: This work aims to study the effect of obique stiffeners on the nonlinear static and dynamic 
buckling behaviors of S-FGM cylindrical panels based on the classical shell theory (CST) with the geometrical 
nonlinearity in von Kármán Donnell sense. The dynamic critical buckling load is obtainted by Budiansky-Roth 
criterion. The cylindrical panels are reinforced by oblique stiffeners on the top layer, and supported by elastic 
foundations on the bottom layer. Numerical results are given to evaluate effects of inhomogeneous, dimensional 
parameters, temperature increment, compressive pressure, oblique angles of stiffeners, the imperfection of 
original shape, and elastic foundations to the nonlinear static and dynamic response of S-FGM cylindrical 
panels in the thermal environment. 
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ABSTRACT: Based on Reddy's third order shear deformation shell theory and Galerkin method, this paper 
introduces analytical solutions to study nonlinear buckling behaviors of imperfect carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite cylindrical panels on elastic foundations in thermal environments. The panels are reinforced by 
single-walled carbon nanotubes and the eccentrically longitudinal and transversal stiffeners. The effects of 
geometrical parameters, eccentrically stiffeners, elastic foundations, initial imperfection, temperature increment 
and nanotube volume fraction on the mechanical behaviors of the nanocomposite cylindrical panels are also 
examined in numerical results. Some comparisons with results of other authors show the accuracy of the present 
theory and approach. 
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ABSTRACT: This article contains examples to demonstrate the use of different design concepts for cylindrical 
shells under axial compression. The examples are based on shells which were manufactured according to 
electroplating, machining, welding (isotropic cylinders) and prepreg hand layup on a mandrel (composite 
cylinders). Three of the four shell series are characterized by pure elastic buckling and one shell series buckled 
in the elastic-plastic region. All relevant data for the numerical analysis are described in the article and 
summarized in the Elsevier repository of this article (geometry, material, measured imperfection data and 
Python-ABAQUS scripts). 
The design concepts are based on the geometric imperfection signatures, probabilistic and deterministic lower-
bound methods. The design concepts are representative for the development of design approaches for 
imperfection sensitive shells from the early 1980 to the late 2010 and are validated with experimental data. 
Recently developed design lower-bound curves for axially loaded cylinders are presented and compared with 
currently used design criteria like the Eurocode EN 1993-1-6 and the NASA SP-8007. The results of this article 
show that the design of imperfection sensitive cylinders has been significantly improved in the last 30 years. 
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“Mechanical performance of AH joints and influence on the stability behaviour of single-layer cylindrical 
shells”, Article 106459, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Previous studies on the mechanical performance of AH (assembled hub) joints mainly focused on 
the axial capacity and the bending capacity of the joint system. However, the joint system in latticed shells is 
subjected to combined axial forces and bending moments in practice. In this paper, the mechanical performance 
of joints under eccentric load is investigated experimentally and numerically. The eccentric bearing capacity, as 
well as the failure mechanism of the novel joint system, are derived and compared with the axial loading and 
pure bending conditions. The correlation curve with 95% guaranteed rate is determined by non-linear regression 
analysis. On this basis, a combined non-linear spring model is established to simulate the mechanical 
performance of joints in single-layer cylindrical shells for stability analysis. The results indicate that for 
orthogonal type cylindrical latticed shells with diagonals or crossed cables, the stability reduction factor can 
reach a range of up to 0.8 to 0.96. However, for cylindrical latticed shells with lamella grids or three-way grids, 
the stability reduction factor is less than 0.62. This situation can be improved by strengthening the joint system 
or reducing the intersection angles of members. When the intersection angle decreases from 90° to 60°, the 
stability reduction factors of lamella shells will increase by 34%–47%. This means that cylindrical shells with 
AH joints have sufficient stability to meet engineering requirements by rational design. 
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Technology Beijing, Beijing, 100083, China), “Experimental and numerical study on seismic behavior of 
obliquely stiffened steel plate shear walls with openings”, Article 106457, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106457 
ABSTRACT: To study the influence of frame-to-plate connections and oblique channel-shaped stiffeners on the 
seismic behavior of steel plate shear walls (SPSWs), cyclic quasi-static tests were carried out on two one-bay 
two-story specimens. One specimen was diagonally stiffened with two rectangular openings, and the other was 
multi-obliquely stiffened with one rectangular opening. The bearing capacity, ductility, degradation 
characteristics, and energy dissipation of two specimens were analyzed. Furthermore, following the test 
program, the stress distribution, deformation and fracture tendency of the two specimens were simulated by the 
finite element (FE) software ABAQUS and validated by the experimental results. The experimental results 
show that the channel-shaped stiffeners make full use of the larger flexural and torsional stiffness and improve 
the bearing capacity, stiffness, and elastic buckling load of the structures. Moreover, the oblique stiffeners have 
an obvious bracing effect, so the web of the middle beam is subjected to shear yield at the opening segment, 
which is similar to the link in the eccentrically braced frame. The inelastic mechanism is transferred from the 
steel plate to the link. In the plastic stage of the structure, the stiffened plate is basically elastic, and the seismic 
energy is mainly consumed by the link. Therefore, this kind of steel plate shear wall needs to consider the 
additional effect of the stiffeners on the boundary elements. The reasonable design of the link segment enables 
the frame to have enough strength to support the stiffened plate as well as avoid premature yielding at the link. 
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laser-welded lightweight corrugated sandwich panels subjected to water impact: Experiments and simulations”, 
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ABSTRACT: Few studies have focused on the dynamics of laser-welded corrugated-core (LASCOR) sandwich 
panels subjected to water impacts. In the present study, three series of water impact tests, using different 
velocities, are conducted to investigate the hydroelastic response of LASCOR sandwich panels. The water 
impact pressures and acceleration characteristics are measured and compared with those from fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) numerical analysis results. The simulation results agree well with the experimental data for the 
initial water impact stage, while the difference is relatively significant in the later decay stages. Both the 
experimental and computational results reveal that the water impact characteristics of the LASCOR sandwich 
panels are different from the general observations of the stiffened-plate water impact problem. The peak 
amplitude of the water-impact pressure rises proportionally with v1.0~1.1 for the LASCOR sandwich panel, while 
the peak water impact pressure rises proportionally with v1.9~2.0 for the stiffened plate from previous experiments. 
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Technology Guwahati, India), “Finite element study of lean duplex stainless steel semi-elliptical hollow section 
members with circular perforation subjected to torsion”, Article 106464, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a finite element analysis based systematic parametric study has been conducted on 
perforated Lean Duplex Stainless Steel semi-elliptical hollow section members subjected to torsion. Upon 
validation of finite element modelling procedure with experimental results, a parametric study was conducted 
on members with single circular perforation, on either flat or curve element of semi-elliptical hollow section. 
The diameter of the perforation was varied from 10% to 90% of the flat element length. Five different failure 
modes were identified for perforated members and reported in this study. The finite element results generated 
from the parametric study were further used to propose design equations. Initially, design equations for 
unperforated members were proposed in three different formats – (a) Direct Strength Method, (b) European 
code and (c) Deformation Based Method (in line with Continuous Strength Method). A reduction factor, 
expressing as a function of both cross-section slenderness and perforation diameter, was incorporated to extend 
these proposed design equations to perforated members. Efficacy of all proposed design rules were assessed by 
conducting reliability analysis. 
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“A GBT-based mixed finite element for curved thin-walled members with circular axis”, Article 106462, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, Article 106462, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper a mixed finite element based on Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) is proposed to 
analyse the first-order behaviour of naturally curved beams with circular axis (without pre-twist) and having 
deformable thin-walled cross-sections. The element applies the assumed strain concept to the longitudinal 
strains terms that are not present in straight members and cause locking. The additional strain DOFs are 
condensed out and therefore the stiffness matrix of the mixed element shares the DOFs of the standard 
(displacement-based) GBT finite element. The superior predictive capacity of the proposed mixed element with 
respect to the standard element with reduced integration is demonstrated through several examples involving 
complex global-distortional-local cross-section deformation. 
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Dynamics, Southeast University, Nanjing, 211189, China), “Crushing of vertex-based hierarchical honeycombs 
with triangular substructures”, Article 106436, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Triangular lattices were hierarchically incorporated into a regular hexagonal honeycomb to 
substitute each vertex of the regular honeycomb. To investigate the crushing behaviors of the newly constructed 
vertex-based hierarchical honeycombs, finite element (FE) analyses were carried out subsequently for both in-
plane and out-of-plane crushing. Effect of the hierarchical organizational parameter on deformation mode, 
crushing response and energy absorption capacity were discussed respectively. The results showed that the 
hierarchy significantly affected the crushing behaviors of the honeycomb differently for in-plane and out-of-
plane crushing. The hierarchy had a far greater influence on the deformation mode for in-plane crushing than 
out-of-plane crushing. Compared with that of the regular honeycomb, hierarchy not always improved the 
honeycomb in terms of plateau stress and specific energy absorption (SEA). The maximum plateau stress and 
SEA of the hierarchical honeycombs increased by up to approximately 127% and 109% respectively under 
crushing along L direction (in-plane ribbon direction); 122% and 108% respectively under crushing along W 
direction (in-plane width direction); and 30% and 34% respectively under crushing along T direction (out-of-
plane direction). 
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of support coupling GBT (Generalized Beam Theory) applied in pipeline systems”, Article 106439, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106439 
ABSTRACT: Above-ground pipeline systems are subject to a wide range of deformations, such as ovalization 
and warping, particularly in the neighborhood of a support. A structural analysis, which can fully evaluate these 
transversal and local effects, can currently be carried out only using shell or solid finite-element models. 
However, the complete finite-shell element model of a long-distance pipeline system requires a significant 
amount of time to be modeled and solved. In contrast, generalized beam theory (GBT) has attracted attention as 
an alternative modeling technique, and it can easily model a pipeline system using beam-finite elements, but 
with all transversal and local effects. In order to obtain a feasible application of GBT for above-ground pipeline 
systems, this study presents an extension of GBT with semi-continued arbitrary support to hollow circular 
cross-sections. The numerical formulation is an alternative recursive approach based on the master-slave 
method to create a multi-freedom constraint among the high modes of GBT and the springs, which represent the 
support conditions. An example of its application illustrates the proposed approach and is compared with a 
complete finite-shell element models. 
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“Design of welded stainless steel I-shaped members subjected to shear”, Article 106465, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106465 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to develop design methods for the shear strength of welded stainless steel I-
shaped members. The current American AISC Design Guide 27 has been published for Structural Stainless 
Steel, and it refers to the specification ANSI/AISC 360-16 for structural steel buildings for the shear strength 
without considering tension field action (TFA). All the available test data on stainless steel plate girders were 
collected from literatures and employed to assess the provisions in the Design Guide 27, as well as the codified 
ones in Eurocode 3 Part 1.4. Based on the test results and obtained comparisons, two new proposals for 
unstiffened webs or webs with transverse stiffeners widely spaced (without TFA), and for interior webs with 
stiffeners spaced at 3hw or smaller (considering TFA) were developed and presented to match the format of the 
expressions in ANSI/AISC 360-16 for stainless steel webs under shear. Reliability analysis was further 
performed to calculate the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) resistance factors determined by the new 
proposals and to further justify the target factor in AISC Design Guide 27 for structural stainless steel. 
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“Stress analysis of sandwich plates with functionally graded cores using peridynamic differential operator and 
refined zigzag theory”, Article 106468, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This study presents a novel non-local model for the stress analysis of sandwich plates with a 
functionally graded core using Peridynamic Differential Operator (PDDO) and Refined Zigzag Theory (RZT). 
The through-thickness material properties of the functionally graded cores were tailored by means of mixing 
rules. The PDDO converts the equilibrium equations of the RZT from the differential form into the integral 
form. This makes the PDDO capable of solving the local differential equations accurately. The RZT is very 
suitable for the stress analysis, especially for thick and moderately thick plates. It contains only seven kinematic 
variables and eliminates the use of the shear correction factors. A typical sandwich structure consists of a soft 
core and stiff orthotropic face-sheets. The mismatch of the stiffness at the core and face sheet interfaces results 
in an increase in the interfacial shear stresses, leading to the core-face sheet delamination. The interfacial 
stresses can be mitigated by functionally grading the material properties of the core through the thickness. The 
PD-RZT stress and displacement predictions were compared with the analytical solutions by using the uniform 
and non-uniform mesh discretizations and good agreements were achieved. It was observed that the functionally 
graded cores offered some advantages with respect to the classical cores and minimized the stress 
concentrations at the interface of the core and the face sheets. 
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Engineering, Italy), “Ultimate behaviour of high-yielding low-hardening aluminium alloy I-beams”, Article 
106463, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106463 
ABSTRACT: The work herein presented is devoted to the prediction of the ultimate response of high-yielding 
low-hardening aluminium alloy beams subjected to a moment gradient. To this scope, a wide parametric 
analysis has been performed by the ABAQUS computer program to investigate the response parameters 
characterising the ultimate behaviour of I-beams. The parameters affecting the ultimate performances of 
aluminium alloy I-beams subject to local buckling under non-uniform bending are the flange slenderness, the 
flange-to-web slenderness ratio and the non-dimensional shear length. The flange slenderness parameter is 
directly related to the occurrence of local buckling either in the elastic or in the plastic range. The flange-to-web 
slenderness ratio accounts for the interactive buckling of the plate elements constituting the member section. 
The non-dimensional shear length accounts for the longitudinal stress gradient due to non-uniform bending. 
These non-dimensional parameters define entirely the geometry of the three-point bending scheme usually 
adopted for evaluating the rotation capacity of metal members. The results of the parametric analyses are 
expressed by the moment-rotation curves whose response parameters are the subject of empirical formulations. 
The final goal is the setting up of formulations to predicting both the maximum bending resistance and the 
rotation capacity of aluminium beams made of high-yielding low-hardening alloys. 
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“Analysis of geometric imperfections of spirally welded slender steel tubes”, Article 106447, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106447 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to analyze and characterize high-resolution measurements of 
geometric imperfections taken from a set of seven slender tapered steel tubes in order to provide insights that 
can improve methods for predicting buckling behavior. The seven tubes are each ~3400 mm long with 
diameters between 800 mm and 1100 mm, diameter to thickness ratios between 300 and 350, and taper angles 
between 0.67° and 0.86°. The tubes are manufactured from steel plates using an innovative spiral welding 
process. The geometric imperfections of these tubes are characterized with harmonic analysis of the overall 
imperfection measurements and with regression analysis of the measured shapes of weld depressions. The 
results show a consistent imperfection signature caused by the manufacturing process including distinct features 
attributed to both the rolling and welding processes, i.e. anticlastic deformations and weld depressions. 
Variability in the imperfection measurements is also analyzed and used to generate a probabilistic scheme 
capable of generating random fields of geometric imperfections that are consistent with the measurements 
considered here. 
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Xihua University, Chengdu, 610039, China), “Experimental investigation of FRP-confined concrete-filled 
stainless steel tube stub columns under axial compression”, Article 106483, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106483 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the behavior of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-confined concrete-filled 
stainless steel tube (CFSST) stub columns under axial loading. Six CFSST stub columns and 18 FRP-confined 
CFSST stub columns were tested. Typical failure modes and load–displacement curve were obtained. The 
effects of the number of carbon FRP (CFRP) wrapping layers and the thickness of the stainless steel tube were 
analyzed. In contrast to the uniform outer buckling of CFSST specimens, all FRP-confined CFSST specimens 
were found with the first explosive rupture of the CFRP wrap in the midheight region. Typical axial load–
displacement curve exhibited four stages, namely, elastic, secondary ascending, repeated fracture, and post-
fracture stages. All CFSST and FRP-confined CFSST specimens underwent substantial hardening after the 
yielding of composite sections. With the confinement of wrapped CFRP, the load-bearing capacity of FRP-
confined CFSST specimens was increased by up to 71.35%, and the energy absorption capacity was also 
enhanced considerably. Test results indicated that the improvement in the load-bearing capacity approximately 
increased linearly with the number of CFRP wrapping layers, and the load-bearing capacity increased with 
confinement ratio (math/math). Based on the trend line of the increase in load-carrying capacity versus 
confinement ratio (math/math), a simplified method was proposed to predict the capacity of FRP-confined 
CFSST stub columns. This simplified method conservatively predicted the experimental results, warranting its 
further application in the field of engineering. 
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ABSTRACT: The research introduces a unified method to investigate the dynamic behavior of spherical caps 
with uniform and stepped thickness under different edge constraints. In the framework of thin shell theory, the 
mathematical model of spherical cap is proposed. By combining the multi-section partition technique and 



Rayleigh-Ritz method, the vibration characteristics of spherical caps can be obtained. The spherical cap is 
partitioned into sections along the meridian direction, in which the displacement components of spherical caps 
along meridian and circumferential direction are respectively represented by Jacobi polynomials and Fourier 
series. Based on the virtual boundary spring stiffness technique, different edge conditions can be easily 
simulated. The comparison with FEM, modal test and published literatures prove the accuracy and 
dependability of current method. The impacts of geometric parameters and edge constraints on the vibration 
characteristics of spherical cap are also discussed. 
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Rondebosch, 7701, Cape Town, South Africa), “Strength and stability of spherical-conical shell assemblies 
under external hydrostatic pressure”, Article 106472, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106472 
ABSTRACT: Thin shells are increasingly finding new applications under the sea. In this study, we consider a 
thin-walled shell-of-revolution assembly comprising a deep spherical shell dome (deeper than a hemisphere) 
axisymmetrically and tangentially joined to a steep-sided conical shell, the whole being a closed shell structure 
intended for stationary deployment beneath the surface of the sea in relatively shallow water. The closed shell 
structure, which might serve as an underwater observatory, is intended to operate at a constant depth, anchored 
to the seabed against flotation forces, with the thin steel shell walls being required to withstand the external 
hydrostatic pressure of the surrounding water. We use shell theory to investigate the discontinuity stresses that 
occur at the junction of the spherical shell and the conical shell, and employ FEM to explore the buckling 
behaviour of the thin shell. While discontinuity stresses are relatively small, they may influence the lower 
buckling modes of the shell, which are found to be largely confined to the region of the cone that is adjacent to 
the junction. Considerations are extended to a doubly-curved variant of the cone in the form of a paraboloid of 
revolution. As expected, double curvature enhances buckling capacity and also influences the mode shapes. 
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ABSTRACT: Although the use of longitudinal stiffeners in cold-formed steel members in compression is 
known to increase their ultimate strength at ambient temperatures, it is expected that the rigidity of such 
stiffeners and the strength of steel decreases when the cold-formed steel members are exposed to high 
temperatures. Therefore, this paper presents and discusses the results of an experimental investigation on the 
structural response of cold-formed steel columns with intermediate and edge stiffeners under fire conditions for 
assessing mainly their critical temperatures, critical times (fire resistance) and failure modes. The main 
variables studied included the: (a) cross-section shape, (b) boundary conditions, (c) edge stiffener configuration 
and (d) stiffness of the surrounding structure to the thermal elongation of such columns. Additionally, European 
fire design predictions (EN 1993-1-2:2005) were compared with the experimental results, in order to observe 
their accuracy. Finally, based on the findings of this research work it is obvious the advantage of using CFS 
sections with double edge fold stiffeners over the sections with single edge fold stiffeners. Moreover, built-up 
sections had lower critical temperatures than those for single sections, but with slightly higher fire resistance 



time. Furthermore, existing analytical methods have been shown to be incapable to predict sufficiently realistic 
the complex buckling behaviour of restrained CFS columns under fire conditions. 
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Engineering, Műegyetem rkp. 3, H-1111, Budapest, Hungary), “Welding simulation of corrugated web girders - 
Part 1: Effect of manufacturing on residual stresses and imperfections”, Article 106107, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.04.006 
ABSTRACT: Steel I-girders with corrugated webs have been widely used in the past decades, especially in 
bridges. Although, there are several specialities in their structural behaviour which needs further investigation. 
Buckling resistance of slender structures is sensitive to imperfections due to residual stresses and initial 
geometric imperfections. Shear buckling resistance of conventional I-girders with flat webs have been 
extensively analysed previously. However, the sensitivity of corrugated web girders to imperfections need 
further investigations. The current paper introduces the finite element model of corrugated web girders 
developed for modelling thermal cutting and welding. The developed numerical model is capable of simulating 
thermal phenomena during manufacturing, and it is a useful tool to determine residual stresses and initial 



geometric imperfections depending on welding variables. Manufacturing imperfections are calculated for 
several girders with different corrugation profiles. The obtained tendencies are evaluated and discussed in the 
current paper (Part I). In the accompanying paper [1] (Part 2) the effect of manufacturing imperfections are 
analysed on the shear buckling resistance of corrugated web girders. The whole numerical simulation process 
from manufacturing simulation to resistance determination is presented, and their advantages in the design are 
demonstrated. 
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Changchun 130025, China), “Plastic forming of the doubly curved surfaces of sandwich plates with bi-
directionally trapezoidal cores of different sizes”, Article 106188, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106188 
ABSTRACT: Plastic forming technology is a low-cost and high-efficiency way to produce doubly curved 
sandwich plate from a flat plate. However, there are a various potential forming defect modes which may affect 
the formability of sandwich plate. This paper is focused on the defect-free plastic forming of all-metal sandwich 



plates with bi-directionally trapezoidal cores, an approximate theoretical model for predicting the global 
buckling of sandwich plate was developed and the formability of sandwich plate with different geometric 
parameters were investigated analytically, experimentally and by numerical simulations. The results show that 
the forming defect mode which dominates the formability of a specified sandwich plate depends on the 
geometric parameter of the sandwich plate, the formability of the thin sandwich plate with small size core cells 
is limited by global plastic buckling, while that of the relative thick sandwich plate with relative large size core 
cells is limited by skin wrinkling and skin dimpling. Significant trends are found that the sandwich plates with 
thick skins have superior forming performance compared to those with thin ones, and that the limit forming 
radius is decreased greatly with the decrease of the characteristic sizes of core cell unit. Multi-point forming 
experiments on bi-directionally trapezoidal sandwich plates were performed, and the numerically simulated 
results and theoretically analyzed results on the formability were demonstrated finally. 
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“Mechanical analysis and modeling of metallic lattice sandwich additively fabricated by selective laser 
melting”, Article 106189, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106189 
ABSTRACT: In order to balance the strength and weight, 3D lightweight metallic kagome lattice sandwiches 
were fabricated by selective laser melting with 304 stainless steel (SS) and Co-Cr-Mo (CCM) alloy. 
Systematical experiments, numerical modeling and theoretical prediction for compression and bending 
behaviors were conducted. The experimentally measured strengths are very close to the theoretical predictions, 
demonstrating the excellent mechanical properties. The numerical modeling can capture the stress-strain, load-
deflection curves, and the failure mode is the strut buckling initiated from the plastic hinges with high stress 
level. The CCM alloy kagome lattice sandwich presents non-synchronous deformation. The buckling of the 
struts near bottom facesheets always arises first, and is followed by the subsequent buckling of the struts near 
up facesheets. The strength and modulus of CCM alloy are higher than those of 304 SS, resulting in relative 
high values of strength and load capacity for CCM alloy kagome lattice sandwich. In contrast, the superior 
plasticity of 304 SS enables relative high plastic deformation ability of 304 SS kagome lattice sandwich. The 
kagome lattice sandwiches provide a solution to effectively balance the strength and weight, as they present 
lower density than engineering alloys and higher strength than honeycombs, foams and pyramid lattice 
sandwich. 
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Shenzhen, China), “Improving bistable properties of metallic shells using a nanostructuring technique”, Article 
106444, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106444 
ABSTRACT: A localized nanostructuring approach is proposed to manufacture bistable metallic shells and 
improve bistable properties of conventional cylindrical bistable shells. The stable configurations and transition 
processes of bistable shells based on three different mechanisms are experimentally and numerically 
investigated. Compared to conventional bistable cylindrical shells produced by plastically bending, the bistable 
shells with a nanostructured region can have much higher load bearing capacities and stiffness, and consume 
more energy before shape transition, no matter in a domelike shape or a cylindrical shape. Numerical modelling 
is developed using two equivalent inelastic strains for the plastic bending deformation and accumulated plastic 
deformation in nanocrystallization process. For nanostructured bistable shells, the internal stress fields are 
found to play important roles for the transition features, which are considerably affected by eccentric loading, 
while the eccentric loading has little effect on transition processes of the cylindrical bistable shells made by 
plastically bending. The influences of the size of the nanostructured region, the plate thickness and different 
nanostructuring processes on the bistable behaviors are further experimentally studied. In addition, the bistable 
properties of the bistable shells based on different mechanisms after thermal treatment from 200°C to 700°C are 
investigated. The applied nanostructuring process largely improves the bistable properties of bistable metallic 
shells, which can sustain severe environment of high temperature (about 500°C). 
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“Vibration of cylindrical shells made of three layers W-Cu composite containing heavy water using Flügge-
Lur'e-Bryrne theory”, Article 106414, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 146, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106414 
ABSTRACT: The analytical approach is presented to study the nonlinear vibration of W-Cu sandwich shell 
containing heavy water surrounded by an elastic foundation under thermo-mechanical loads. The cylindrical 
shell is assumed to be made of Tungsten and Copper, continuously graded in the thickness direction. The fluid 
in the shell is heavy water which is assumed to non-viscous and incompressible. The nonlinear vibration of the 
full-filled fluid shell using Flügge-Lur'e-Bryrne theory is investigated through the Galerkin method. The natural 
frequencies, the dynamical responses as time history and phase plane graphs, Poincare map are given in detail. 
The obtained results that are validated with other studies, have the valuable applications in nuclear reactors, 
rocket shells, fusion reactor vessels. 
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Yongqiang Li, Mao Zhou, Tao Wang and Yingjie Zhang (College of Science, Northeastern University, 
Shenyang, 110819, China), “Nonlinear primary resonance with internal resonances of the symmetric 
rectangular honeycomb sandwich panels with simply supported along all four edges”, Article 106480, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106480 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear primary resonances of symmetric rectangular honeycomb sandwich panels with 
simply supported boundaries along all four edges are studied. The nonlinear governing equations of the 
symmetric rectangular honeycomb sandwich panel subjected to transverse excitations are derived by using 
Hamilton's principle and Reddy's third-order shear deformation theory. These nonlinear partial differential 
equations are reduced into nonlinear ordinary differential equations by the Galerkin method. Based on the 
homotopy analysis method, the average equations of the primary resonance are obtained. For all the three 
primary resonances cases, the frequency-response curves of primary resonance are constructed. Comparison 
studies on the forced vibration of cubic non-linearity system are conducted to verify the correctness and 
accuracy of the homotopy analysis method. Effects of thickness-to-length ratio, width-to-length ratio and 
transverse excitation on the nonlinear primary response have been investigated for honeycomb sandwich panels. 
 
Jing-Zhong Tong, Yan-Lin Guo, Jia-Qi Zuo and Jun-Kai Gao (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, 100084, PR China), “Experimental and numerical study on shear resistant behavior of 
double-corrugated-plate shear walls”, Article 106485, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106485 
ABSTRACT: Double-corrugated-plate shear wall (DCPSW), which is composed of two identical corrugated 
plates and assembled by connecting bolts, is an innovative type of lateral force resistant device for high-rise 
building structures. In this paper, the shear resistant behavior of the DCPSW is investigated via tests and 
additional finite element (FE) parametric study. First, the test results of two DCPSW specimens subjected to 
monotonic in-plane shear loads are reported. Second, FE models are introduced to perform simulations on the 
shear resistant behavior of the test specimens; it is seen that the numerical results fit well with the test results, 
and hence the FE models for simulations of the DCPSWs are validated. Then, an additional parametric study is 
presented by changing the geometrical parameters including aspect ratio, bolt column number, corrugation 
amplitude and dimensions of boundary elements of the DCPSWs. As a result, the effects of these parameters on 



the shear resistant behavior of the DCPSWs are further revealed. It is shown that the ultimate shear resistance of 
the DCPSWs increases with the increase of aspect ratio, bolt column number and corrugation amplitude, yet the 
dimensions of the boundary elements have little effect on the shear resistance of the embedded corrugated 
plates. Finally, by analyzing the results of the parametric study, some design remarks are concluded to provide 
valuable references for the design of the DCPSWs in practice. 
 
S.A.M. Ghannadpour and M. Shakeri (New Technologies and Engineering Department, Shahid Beheshti 
University, G.C, Tehran, Iran), “Application of a new energy-based collocation method for nonlinear 
progressive damage analysis of imperfect composite plates”, Article 106369, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106369 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an efficient simple numerical method, known as energy-based collocation, is 
presented to analyze the nonlinear behavior of a geometrically imperfect composite plate subjected to 
compressive in-plane load while taking into account progressive damage phenomena. This method is based on 
the energy approach, in which the plate is discretized into the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points. The nonlinear 
governing equations are based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) and the assumptions of 
large deflection. The system of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved using the quadratic extrapolation 
technique. Plates with various boundary conditions and different ranges of thickness are investigated. Hashin 
and Rotem failure criteria are established to predict failure. Several properties degradation models are proposed 
for the developed failure mechanism and description of ply degradation. The analysis is performed by a 
computer program developed based on FORTRAN language. The accuracy of the developed procedure is 
assessed by comparing numerical results taken from previous works. 
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“Computational analysis and optimization of sandwich panels with homogeneous and graded foam cores for 
blast resistance”, Article 106494, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106494 
ABSTRACT: Structural responses, deformation modes, blast resistance and energy absorption of foam core 
signify some major functional characteristics for design of sandwich panels. This study aimed to address these 
issues by investigating uniform and graded foam core configurations. First, an experimental study was 
performed and the testing results of blast-loaded sandwich panels were analyzed. Second, a numerical model 
was developed and validated by comparing the simulation results with the experimental results in terms of 
deformation modes and back facesheet deflection. Third, the blast resistance of sandwich panels was 
comprehensively studied based upon the developed numerical models. Due to the high attenuation ability of the 
shock induced stress wave, the foam core with descending gradient of layer density across the thickness 
direction provided the highest blast resistance of all the core configurations considered here and its advantage 
could be further improved by enlarging the density difference of the core layer. While keeping total facesheet 
thickness unchanged, a relatively thick back facesheet is beneficial to enhance the blast resistance under relative 
low blast intensity. Finally, an optimization study was performed to improve the blast resistance of graded core 
sandwich panels. For the single objective optimization, the maximum back facesheet deflection of the optimum 
design decreased by 24.58% in comparison with that for the initial baseline design. For the multiobjective 
optimization, the optimal designs obtained from the Pareto solution can significantly enhance weight efficiency 
without compromising the resistance. 
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“Numerical simulations of circular high strength concrete-filled aluminum tubular short columns incorporating 
new concrete confinement model”, Article 106492, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106492 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled aluminum tubular (CFAT) columns have the advantages of a lightweight, high 
resistance to corrosion, good appearance and ease of maintenance over concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) 
columns. However, experimental and computational studies on the performance of CFAT columns have rarely 
been reported. This paper concerns with the fiber-based numerical analysis, structural behavior, and design of 
circular high strength CFAT stub columns loaded concentrically. A new concrete confinement model for 
computing the lateral pressures on the concrete core in CFAT circular columns is proposed and implemented in 
the computational model. The numerical analysis procedure is given for the determination of the nonlinear load-
strain behavior of CFAT stub columns. The available experimental results of circular CFAT columns are used 
to assess the accuracy of the developed model. The computer model is employed to ascertain the significance of 
various geometric parameters in addition to material strengths on the responses of CFAT stub circular columns. 
The design equation based on Liang-Fragomeni's expression is proposed for quantifying the ultimate axial 
strengths of axially compressed CFAT short columns. The verification reveals that the computer modeling 
approach accurately quantifies the ultimate loads and nonlinear load-strain performance of CFAT columns with 
circular sections. The proposed design equation yields good calculations of the ultimate axial strengths of CFAT 
columns. 
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“Dynamic instability of functionally graded porous arches reinforced by graphene platelets”, Article 106491, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106491 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the dynamic instability of a functionally graded porous arch reinforced 
with uniformly distributed graphene platelets (GPLs) under the combined action of a static force and a dynamic 
uniform pressure in the radial direction. The relationship between the elastic modulus and mass density of the 
material is determined by the closed-cell cellular solids under Gaussian Random Field scheme. The governing 
equation is derived based on classical Euler-Bernoulli theory. Galerkin approach is used to derive the Mathieu-
Hill equation from which the dynamic unstable region is obtained using Bolotin method. A comprehensive 
parametric study is conducted to examine the effects of GPL weight fraction and dimensions, porosity 
distribution, pore size, static force, and arch geometry and size on the dynamic stability characteristics of the 
arch. Numerical results show that the porous arch's resistance against dynamic instability can be considerably 
improved by using symmetrically non-uniform porosity distribution and the addition of a small amount of 
GPLs. 
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“Experimental study on the residual axial capacity of ultra high performance cementitious composite filled steel 
tube (UHPCC-FST) column under contact explosion”, Article 106515, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 
147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106515 
ABSTRACT: Ultra-high performance cementitious composite filled steel tube (UHPCC-FST) has been widely 
applied as the load bearing members for long-span bridges, which are the potential bomb explosion attack 
targets in terroristic activities. This paper aims to experimentally study the residual axial capacity of UHPCC-
FST columns under contact explosion by conducting the field contact detonation and the subsequent axial 
compression tests. Firstly, five UHPCC-FST cylinder columns are fabricated with the column height, outer 
diameter and core concrete compressive strength being 2000 mm, 203 mm and 131.5 MPa, respectively. 



Secondly, three of which are tested under contact explosion with the TNT charge weights of 1 kg, 2 kg and 3 
kg, in which the impact craters are formed and the integrity of the columns is maintained under 1 kg and 2 kg 
TNT explosions, while the outer steel tube is seriously ruptured and the core UHPCC is fully crushed for 3 kg 
TNT explosion. Furthermore, the original axial capacity of intact columns and the residual axial capacity of 
blast-damaged columns are evaluated though the axial compression tests, and the relationships between the 
axial load and axial/lateral displacement are derived. It indicates that, (i) both the intact and blast-damaged 
columns under axial compression show diagonal shear failure, the local bulging of steel tube is induced due to 
the low confinement of steel tube and high compressive strength of UHPCC; (ii) the quantitative dependence of 
column damage index on the charge weight is determined. 
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“Vibrations of composite thin-walled beams with arbitrary curvature – a unified approach”, Article 106473, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106473 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a unified theory for the vibrational analysis of thin-walled composite beams 
(TWCB) with arbitrary planar axial curvature, variable cross section, and general composite material layup, 
allowing for the accurate modelling of a large class of composite beams with an accuracy normally achievable 
only through shell-type finite-element (FE) models, but at a fraction of the numerical cost. The kinematic 
description is based on the Frenet-Serret frame field, providing a transparent path for transforming the equations 
of motion from rectilinear to curved TWCB while fully accounting for curvature gradient terms, thereby 
allowing for the treatment of highly curved geometries. Additional innovations include the use of a novel 
formulation increasing the accuracy for cases with significant axial-bending-torsional structural coupling, as 
well as a computationally efficient Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) formulation. The new method has been applied 
to modal and transient analysis of several test cases where conventional TWCB models are found to yield 
limited accuracy. The results obtained are almost indistinguishable from those obtained with a full-sized shell-
based FE model, at a computational cost which is about two orders-of-magnitude smaller. 
 
Yisi Liu, Xiaojun Wang and Yunlong Li (Institute of Solid Mechanics, School of Aeronautic Science and 
Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, 100083, PR China), “Distributed piezoelectric actuator layout-design 
for active vibration control of thin-walled smart structures”, Article 106530, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106530 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a scheme for distributed piezoelectric actuator layout-design to improve 
active vibration control performance of thin-walled smart structures. The aim of the design is to maximize the 
energy transformation from actuator to structure so that better control performance will be achieved under a 
control strategy. The system performance index (SPI) is used to measure energy transformation. The layout-
design problem is formulated by combining the topology optimization technique and the SPI. The pseudo-
densities of piezoelectric materials are used as design variables and a penalty function is applied on 
piezoelectric materials so that a clear result can be obtained. Based on the chain rule and the adjoint method, 
and with the help of solving Lyapunov function, the sensitivity analysis is conducted. The optimization model is 
solved by nonlinear programming method. Once the optimized layout is obtained, the linear quadratic regulator 
(LQR) control strategy is applied and vibration suppression can be achieved. The method is load-independent. 
External loads and control strategy are not considered in layout-design so that a single layout can be obtained. 



Yet for all that, the optimized layout can achieve excellent performance in a wide range of load cases. Two 
numerical examples and two engineering applications demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. 
 
Xiang Chen, Shozo Nakamura, Toshihiro Okumatsu and Takafumi Nishikawa (Dept. of Civil and 
Environmental Eng., Nagasaki University, 1-14, Bunkyo-machi, Nagasaki, 852-8521, Japan), “Formulation of 
the quantitative influence of local and overall initial deflections on load-bearing capacity of unstiffened welded 
square box section columns under axial compression”, Article 106539, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106539 
ABSTRACT: Although it is well known that initial deflections have a significant influence on load-bearing 
capacity of unstiffened square box section columns under axial compression, their quantitative influence is not 
clear. In this study, 378 finite element models were analyzed to reveal the quantitative influence of local and 
overall initial deflections on load-bearing capacity. In the parametric analyses, nine combinations of the 
amplitude of the local and overall initial deflections were considered. In addition, normalized width-thickness 
and slenderness ratios were varied with ranges from 0.3 to 1.8 and from 0.3 to 1.5, respectively. As a result, the 
initial deflection influence coefficient was proposed to describe the quantitative influence on load-bearing 
capacity and formulated as functions of the local and overall initial deflections, normalized width-thickness and 
slenderness ratios. The accuracy of the proposed formula was verified through the comparison with the FEA 
results including additional 108 FEA results with normalized slenderness ratio of 0.9 and 1.2. 
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“Behaviour and design of cold-formed CHS under static pure bending through finite element analysis”, Article 
106547, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106547 
ABSTRACT: The current slenderness limits are significantly different in international design codes for cold-
formed Circular Hollow Sections (CHS) under pure bending. This paper aims to use the Finite Element (FE) 
method to understand the behaviour of cold-formed CHS under pure bending and to propose new design rules. 
The model is calibrated by comparing its predicted load-deflection curves with previously published 
experimental data. In total, 21 specimens were modelled with diameter-to-thickness ratios ranging from 13 to 
122. The current slenderness limits in the present international steel specifications were examined using the FE 
model and their suitability for cold-formed CHS is discussed. The effect of section slenderness on rotation 
capacity has been examined where the predicted variation of rotation capacity against section slenderness has 
been compared to the experimental results. A new equation for the amount of initial geometrical imperfection as 
a function of section slenderness has been developed and proposed for design purposes. The ovalisation 
deformation ratio and the critical strain at local buckling were determined and compared for compact, non-
compact and slender sections. The progressive bending deformations of CHS at 10 critical steps have been 
presented and compared for the three cross sectional types, in particular at the maximum moment and bending 
rotation. In general, a good agreement has been obtained between the predicted strengths and ductilities using 
the current FE models and those of the experimental data of cold-formed CHS. 
 
Yuan Du, Liping Sun, Shuo Li and Yuhui Li (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering 
University, Harbin, 150001, PR China), “Vibration analysis of truncated spherical shells under various edge 
constraints”, Article 106544, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106544 
ABSTRACT: By means of combining Flügge's thin shell theory and energy method, a generalized approach to 
investigate vibration characteristic of truncated spherical shell subjected to various edge constraints is proposed. 
The truncated spherical shell is devided into different sections along the meridian line, in which the 
displacement function of truncated spherical shell along meridian and circumferential line are respectively 
represented by Jacobi polynomials and Fourier series. Various edge constraints can be simulated on the basis of 
virtual spring stiffness method in the current research. Finally, the solutions can be derived by meand of Ritz 
method. The dependability and exactness of current method have been proved by the comparison between 



current method, FEM and related literatures. The dimensionless frequency parameters of different truncated 
spherical shell under various edge constraints are displayed. In addition, the influence of geometric dimensions 
and boundary constraints on frequency parameters are also discussed. 
 
Jakob C. Schilling and Christian Mittelstedt (Technische Universität Darmstadt, Institute for Lightweight 
Construction and Design, Otto-Berndt-Straße 2, 64287, Darmstadt, Germany), “Local buckling analysis of 
omega-stringer-stiffened composite panels using a new closed-form analytical approximate solution”, Article 
106534, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106534 
ABSTRACT: For the preliminary structural design of aircraft, spacecraft and marine vessels, computationally 
efficient and sufficiently accurate computational methods are necessary. The present work contributes to this 
field by deriving a new closed-form analytical solution for the local buckling analysis of omega-stringer-
stiffened composite panels. Hereby, the plates of the assembly are modelled separately and include the stiffener 
foot. The principle of the minimum potential energy is used in a Ritz-like approach and leads to an explicit 
analytical formulation of the critical buckling load. The compliance to geometric and dynamic boundary 
conditions is ensured. The panel is uniaxially loaded and investigated for different geometrical and material 
configurations. For the verification of the presented method, a finite element analysis is performed as well as a 
solution of the Lévy type is obtained. Very good agreement of the new closed-form analytical approach with 
finite element analyses is shown in numerical studies for technical relevant areas of the design space. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation of CFRP cylinders with circular cutouts under axial compression”, 
Article 106526, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106526 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical structures are widely used in aerospace, offshore, civil and other 
engineering fields. Parts of space launcher transport systems are one example for the application of such shells. 
Buckling of thin-walled structures is a very important phenomenon to be considered during their design phase. 
This is true not just because such structures are often imperfection sensitive (geometry, boundary conditions, 
load introduction, thickness, etc.) but also due to operational requirements set on these thin-walled structures 
which often lead to the need for introducing cutouts to accommodate access panels, doors and windows. These 
cutouts constitute an additional factor that influences the overall stability and needs to be understood in order to 
enable a safe operation and an effective design of these structures. The study deals with buckling experiments 
on two axially compressed, unstiffened CFRP cylindrical shells with circular unreinforced cutouts, performed 
by DLR. Moreover, a FE model is described that is validated with the experimental results. The objective of the 
study is to investigate the effect of the size of the cutouts on the buckling characteristics of the tested shells. 
 
Shengwen Tu and Jian Shuai (Faculty of Safety Science and Ocean Engineering, China University of Petroleum 
(Beijing), 102249, Beijing, China), “Numerical study on the buckling of pressurized pipe under eccentric axial 
compression”, Article 106542, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106542 
ABSTRACT: Pipeline transport is one of the main solutions for oil and gas transmission and distribution. The 
pipeline in service may be subjected to complicated loads (internal pressure, tension or compression, bending 
and their combination) when crossing complex geohazard regions. In this study, the compressive strain capacity 
of pressurized pipelines under eccentric axial compression is investigated numerically. Meanwhile, the effects 
of the internal pressure, pipe diameter-to-wall-thickness ratio (D/t) and the material strain hardening capacity on 
the compressive strain capacity are studied. It has been found out that under eccentric axial compression, the 
buckling behavior of pipes depends on the internal pressure, D/t and material strain hardening capacity. The 
compressive strain capacity increases with the increase of the internal pressure and the strain hardening 
capacity; while the diameter-to-wall-thickness ratio displays a negative effect. 
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Glasgow, G1 1XJ, UK 
(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Auckland, New Zealand 
“Cold-formed steel channel sections under end-two-flange loading condition: Design for edge-stiffened holes, 
unstiffened holes and plain webs”, Article 106532, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106532 
ABSTRACT: In cold-formed steel (CFS) channel sections, web holes are becoming increasingly popular. Such 
holes, however, result in the sections becoming more susceptible to web crippling, especially under 
concentrated loads applied near the web holes. Traditional web holes are normally punched or bored and are 
unstiffened. Recently, a new generation of CFS channel sections with edge-stiffened web holes has been 
developed by the CFS industry and is being widely used. However, no research is available in the literature 
which investigated the web crippling strength of CFS channel sections with edge-stiffened circular web holes 
under the end-two-flange (ETF) loading conditions. A combination of experimental tests and non-linear FEA 
were used to investigate the effect of such stiffened holes on web crippling behaviour under ETF loading 
conditions. The results of 30 web crippling tests are presented. Non-linear FE models are described, and the 
results are compared against the laboratory test results; a good agreement was obtained in terms of both the 
strength and failure modes. The results indicate that the stiffened holes can significantly improve the web 
crippling strength of CFS channel sections. A parametric study involving 1116 FEA was then performed, 
covering the effect of different hole sizes, edge-stiffener lengths and fillet radii, length of the bearing plates and 
position of holes in the web. Finally, design recommendations in the form of web crippling strength reduction 
factors are proposed, that are conservative to both the experimental and FE results. 
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(2) State Key Laboratory of Advanced Welding and Joining, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, 150001, 
China 
(3) College of Materials Science and Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing, 400045, China 
“Determining inherent deformations of HSLA steel T-joint under structural constraint by means of thermal 
elastic plastic FEM”, Article 106568, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106568 
ABSTRACT: The inherent strain method is a powerful and efficient tool to simulate welding deformation, so it 
recently becomes the mainstream way to estimate the total welding distortion of large complex welded 
structures. When using this method to predict welding deformation, the simulated result strongly depends on the 
accuracy of the inherent deformations of each typical joint involved in the welded structure. During welding 
process, the constraint condition usually has a significant influence on the inherent deformations of a welded 
joint. In the current study, the influence of different constraint conditions on the inherent deformations of 
atypical high strength low alloy steel thin-plate T-joint was investigated experimentally and numerically. 
Meanwhile, the welding deformation of a simple thin-plate stiffened-panel structure was calculated by using the 
inherent deformations of T-joints with different constraint conditions. Based on the simulated results, the 
influence of the inherent deformations of T-joints with different restraint conditions on the total welding 
deformation of the stiffened-panel structure was clarified. In addition, a newly method was proposed to obtain 
the inherent deformations of a welded joint with structural constraint condition. 
 
Bing Du, Jun Xie, Han Li, Changcai Zhao, Xin Zhang and Xiaoming Yuan (Key Laboratory of Advanced 
Forging & Stamping Technology and Science (Yanshan University), Ministry of Education of China, 
Qinhuangdao City, 066004, PR China), “Determining factors affecting sheet metal plastic wrinkling in response 
to nonuniform tension using wrinkling limit diagrams”, Article 106535, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106535 
ABSTRACT: In thin plate plastic forming, the efficient, accurate prediction and control of wrinkling is a basic 
requirement. Because there is no clear means of determining the main strain space curve (similar to the fracture 
forming limit diagram) when establishing the critical wrinkling state, this work used diagonal tensile plate tests 
to verify a numerical simulation of plastic wrinkling in thin plates. This model included a buckling mode 



obtained by an eigenvalue buckling analysis as the initial shape defect in a dynamic explicit numerical 
simulation of the plastic deformation of the test pieces. This permitted calculation of the true instability 
morphology of the test piece and avoided the difficulty associated with simulating plastic deformation wrinkling 
morphologies using existing static implicit or dynamic explicit numerical simulation algorithms. The 
morphology and characteristics of the critical wrinkling limit diagram (WLD) associated with nonuniform 
tension were investigated. The effect of the specimen thickness and boundary conditions on the WLD in the 
main strain space were also examined and the effects of various processing parameters on crease resistance 
were established. Finally, the effectiveness of the WLD established in this work was verified based on using 
non-contact full-field strain measurements to examine the plastic wrinkling of thin plates. This research 
provides a means of establishing the critical wrinkling line for various conditions. 
 
Nasim Bahramian and Abolfazl Khalkhali (Automotive Simulation and Optimal Design Research Laboratory, 
School of Automotive Engineering, Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, 16846-13114, Iran), 
“Crashworthiness topology optimization of thin-walled square tubes, using modified Bidirectional Evolutionary 
Structural Optimization approach”, Article 106524, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106524 
ABSTRACT: In this study, topology optimization of a thin-walled square tube subjected to an axial crushing 
load was carried out to enhance its crashworthiness performance, utilizing the modified Bidirectional 
Evolutionary Structural Optimization (BESO) procedure. In this way, by systematic searching, topology 
optimization finds the best material layout for the structure to satisfy the objective function. In each iteration, a 
new pattern of material-void through the tube walls can trigger various folding mechanisms. Thus, the energy 
absorption history trend might not be smooth and the ultimate pattern proposed by the algorithm is less likely to 
be the optimal one. With an emphasis on the BESO hypothesis regarding direct removal and addition of 
elements, the modified BESO algorithm excavated the optimal design in two steps. First, material-void patterns 
were produced, considering specific energy absorption as the element efficiency criterion. Then, the pattern 
with the least material usage which satisfies an energy absorption constraint was selected as the optimal design. 
Such an optimum layout also boosts the tube performance respecting peak crushing force, since the embedded 
voids through the structure serve as a crush initiator. The optimization code was developed in MATLAB, which 
was automatically integrated with ABAQUS software performing the nonlinear crushing analysis. To validate 
the finite element model, an experimental investigation was carried out on a simple square tube. Having 
performed the topology optimization and some fine-tuning process, the topologically optimized tube was 
constructed and experimentally tested. Results showed 16.21% weight reduction enriched with 36.57% 
enhancement in the peak crushing force by sacrificing less than 3.5% energy absorption, which represents 
substantial improvements from a crashworthiness viewpoint. The obtained interesting results showed the high 
potential of the BESO algorithm for the design of thin-walled structures under large deformation and out-of-
plane buckling. 
 
Jingjie Yang, Weiyong Wang, Yu Shi and Lei Xu (School of Civil Engineering, Chongqing University, 
Chongqing, 400045, China), “Experimental study on fire resistance of cold-formed steel built-up box columns”, 
Article 106564, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106564 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel built-up box columns are commonly used in mid-rise cold-formed steel 
buildings to resist applied loads. Numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate the load-bearing capacity 
of the columns at ambient temperature but there is very limited research on the fire resistance of the built-up 
columns. In this paper, a full-scale experimental investigation on fire responses of sixteen axially loaded cold-
formed steel built-up box columns was conducted. As a benchmark, the load-bearing capacity of the columns at 
ambient temperature was tested first. The effects of heating rate, load ratio, and temperature distribution pattern 
on the fire responses of the columns were investigated in the fire tests. The test results indicated that increasing 
the load ratio led to a significant decrease in the member critical temperatures, which consequently reduced the 
fire resistance of the columns considerably. For those columns with an applied load ratio lower than 0.6, they 
were expected to have member critical temperatures higher than 500 °C. Moreover, with thin-walled steel and 
no fire protection the column temperatures increased quickly, leading to failure in no more than 12 min in a fast 
fire even with a low load ratio. It was also found that creep deformation associated with the low heating rate 
was one of the important factors that could be detrimental to the fire resistance and member critical temperature. 
As for the effect of temperature distribution patterns in the columns on the member critical temperature, it was 



found that the member critical temperatures for specimens with non-uniform temperature distribution were 
slightly higher than those with uniform temperature distribution. 
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“Static stability of a unified composite beams under varying axial loads”, Article 106488, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106488 
ABSTRACT: This article investigates the static stability and mode-shapes of composite laminated beams under 
varying axial in-plane loads. The kinematic displacement field is described by unified higher-order shear 
deformation theory. Six functions are assumed to describe the distribution of axial in-plane load, which are one-
constant function, two-linear functions, and three-parabolic functions. The Hamilton's principle is proposed to 
get the equilibrium equations of unified composite laminated beams. An efficient numerical differential 
quadrature method (DQM) is proposed to solve the govern equations. The obtained equations are solved as an 
eigenvalue problem to find critical buckling loads and their corresponding mode-shapes. The validation studies 
are compared with published works. Numerical results illustrate effects of in-plane load type, beam thickness, 
orthotopy ratio, fiber orientations, and boundary conditions on the critical buckling loads. The effect of axial 
load functions on the buckling mode-shapes is presented for the first time. These effects play very important 
role on the static stability and mode-shapes of composite beam structures. The proposed model may be 
important in design of aircraft, civil and ship-building when non-uniform in-plane compressive load is 
important. 
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“Analysis of the free vibration of thin rectangular plates with cut-outs using the discrete singular convolution 
method”, Article 106529, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106529 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, free vibration of thin rectangular plates with cut-outs for different boundary 
conditions is analyzed by using the discrete singular convolution (DSC) method. First, the entire plate 
configuration is divided into appropriate sub-domains. The edges involved with cut-outs in each sub-domain are 
treated as free boundary conditions and the Taylor series expansion method is adopted for solving. Then, the 
convergence of the DSC method is tested and the frequency parameters were validated by comparing with the 
exact solutions by Leissa. At last, the influence of rectangular and U-shaped cut-outs structure parameters on 
the natural frequency is studied. 
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“Shear behavior of steel I-girder with stiffened corrugated web, Part II: Numerical study”, Article ?, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 147, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.02.023 
ABSTRACT: For long-span composite bridges with corrugated steel webs, the encased concrete near the 
intermediate support section increases the weight of the girder, reduces pre-stressing efficiency, and causes 
difficulties in the construction process. The authors in the companion paper [1] proposed a corrugated steel web 
with vertical or/and horizontal stiffeners to replace or shorten the length of concrete encasement. In parallel 
with experimental study described in the companion paper, this paper further investigates the shear performance 
of proposed stiffened corrugated steel webs by numerical and analytical methods. Firstly, finite element (FE) 



models considering material nonlinearity, welding residual stress, and geometric imperfection were established 
and validated against the experimental results. Then the effects of web thickness, corrugation depth, height and 
thickness of stiffeners on shear strength and failure modes were analyzed based on the validated FE models. 
Finally, both experimental and numerical shear strength were used to evaluate the applicability of existing 
calculation methods proposed by different scholars to predict the shear capacity of stiffened corrugated steel 
web. The comparisons reveal that calculation methods proposed by Hassanein & Kharoob [2] and Leblouba et 
al. [3] predict the shear capacity of pure corrugated steel web more accurately, and all existing calculation 
methods underestimate corrugated steel web with vertical stiffeners. Therefore, the analytical model for 
accurately predicting shear strength of stiffened corrugated steel web need to be developed, which will be 
investigated in subsequent studies. 
 
Xin Meng and Leroy Gardner (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London, 
London, UK), “Testing of hot-finished high strength steel SHS and RHS under combined compression and 
bending”, Article 106262, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106262 
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation into the cross-sectional behaviour of hot-finished high strength 
steel tubular sections, to support the assessment and development of structural design guidance, is presented. 
Two grades of quenched and tempered high strength steel – S690 and S770 and eight cross-sections – seven 
square hollow sections (SHS) and one rectangular hollow section (RHS), covering a wide range of local 
slenderness, were examined. This test programme consisted of twelve tensile coupon tests, five stub column 
tests and 30 short beam-column tests, with various initial loading eccentricities employed to achieve a spectrum 
of compression and bending combinations. Local geometric imperfection measurements were carried out on 
each test specimen using 3D laser-scanning, and a rational approach to analysing the local imperfection 
distributions using the scanned data was subsequently proposed. Following the experimental study, the current 
Eurocode 3 cross-section design provisions were evaluated through comparisons with the results from the 
present research and additional results from the literature. The experimental results and findings from the 
present study provide a basis for the development of numerical models and the enhancement of existing design 
methods in the future. 
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“Experimental investigation of out-of-plane buckling of circular arches under a central radial point load”, 
Article 106198, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106198 
ABSTRACT: An arch under a central in-plane point load may lose its stability in an out-of-plane buckling 
mode when the load attends a certain value. This paper presents a theoretical study for the out-of-plane buckling 
of elastic circular arches under a central radial point load using an energy method and an experimental study for 
the out of-plane buckling load of elastic circular aluminium arches under a central radial point load. Six circular 
aluminium arches of doubly symmetric I-sections having different rise-to-span ratios, different load heights and 
different boundary conditions are tested by applying a radial point load to the crown of the arch. With specially 
designed supports that can simulate different in-plane boundary conditions, an ingenious loading device and 
high-precision real-time displacement measurement, the elastic out-of-plane buckling loads of tested arches are 
accurately recorded. Comparisons show that agreements of test results against theoretical solutions are very 
good. The influences of the slenderness ratio, in-plane boundary conditions and the load height on the out-of-
plane buckling are also investigated and it is found that they influence the out-of-plane buckling load of circular 
arches significantly. 
 
E. Ozyurt (School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, University of Manchester, UK and 
Department of Civil Engineering, Gumushane University, Gumushane, TR, Turkey), “Finite element study on 
axially loaded reinforced Square Hollow Section T-joints at elevated temperatures”, Article 106582, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106582 



ABSTRACT: This study numerically investigates the elevated temperature resistance of collar plate and 
doubler plate reinforced Square Hollow Section (SHS) T-joints subjected to brace axial compressive load. The 
extensive numerical simulations were performed to examine the effects of the geometrical parameters of main 
members and reinforcing plate on the fire resistance of reinforced SHS T-joints after verification of the 
numerical models based on the available test results. The corresponding unreinforced joints were also analysed 
as reference resistance at five different temperature levels (20 °C, 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, and 700 °C). 
Results indicate that the elevated temperature capacity of SHS T-joints can be significantly increased by using a 
collar plate or a doubler plate. Although the initial stiffness of the doubler plate reinforced joints was higher 
than the collar plate reinforced joints, their capacity was similar to each other. Also, the fire resistance of the 
reinforced joints mainly depended on the brace-to-chord width ratio and reinforcing plate thickness to chord 
wall thickness ratio. However, there was no beneficial effect on the fire resistance of reinforced joints when the 
thickness of the reinforcing plate was greater than 1.5 times the chord wall thickness. Moreover, there was an 
insignificant effect of half-width to thickness ratio of the chord, reinforcing length and reinforcing type as long 
as the required limit values of the reinforcing length and width were used based on the Eurocode 3 EN 1993-1-
8. It is worth mentioning that modifying the steel yield strength in the ambient temperature design method to 
calculate the capacity of the reinforced SHS T-joints at elevated temperatures may be unsafe. A new design 
method was developed to predict the capacity of a collar plate and doubler plate reinforced SHS T-joints 
subjected to brace compressive load in fire. 
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“Local buckling of stainless steel plates in fire”, Article 106570, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106570 
ABSTRACT: The local buckling behaviour and design of stainless steel plates in fire are investigated in this 
paper. Finite element models of stainless steel plates able to mimic their response in fire are created and 
validated against experimental results from the literature. Parametric studies are then performed and the results 
are utilised to assess the current design provisions set out in the European structural steel fire design code EN 
1993-1-2; shortcomings in the prediction of the local buckling response of stainless steel plates in fire are 
revealed. A new effective width based design approach able to reflect the variation in strength and stiffness of 
stainless steel at different temperature levels in the determination of the local plate slenderness and thereby the 
ultimate resistances of stainless steel plates in fire is put forward. The proposed approach is shown to provide 
significantly higher levels of accuracy and reliability relative to the current provisions in EN 1993-1-2 for a 
wide range of plate slendernesses, elevated temperature levels, stainless steel grades and loading conditions. 
The design rules proposed for the local buckling assessment of stainless steel plates at elevated temperatures in 
this paper are due to be incorporated into the upcoming version of the European steel fire design standard EN 
1993-1-2. 
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“Dynamic equivalent methodology of a rectangular membrane and a grid membrane: Formulation, simulation 
and experiment”, Article 106567, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106567 
ABSTRACT: The pretensioned rectangular membrane is a basic structural component that is widely used in 
various spacecraft, and requires experimental ground verification before being launched into orbit. However, 
the dynamic calibration of the membrane is a considerable challenge, because the dynamic response is sensitive 
to the air resistance effect. A grid membrane can be intuitively thought of as being insensitive to a great extent 
and proposed as a dynamic equivalent structure. The dynamic equations of the two structures are respectively 
formulated, and the dynamic equivalent methodology of the two structures is formulated by making the 
corresponding coefficients of the two equations equal to one another. In the simulations, the frequencies of the 
two structures under the same vibration amplitude are essentially identical. A low vacuum chamber and biaxial 



extension frame are developed for experimental validation. In the experiment, the dynamic response of the grid 
membrane in air shows a fine consistency with the rectangular membrane in low vacuum. Therefore, the 
proposed dynamic equivalent methodology is demonstrated to be valid, and the grid membrane can be used as a 
substitute structure for the rectangular membrane in order to reduce the air resistance effect. 
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“Isogeometric analysis of FG-CNTRC plates in combination with hybrid type higher-order shear deformation 
theory”, Article 106565, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106565 
ABSTRACT: Bézier extraction based isogeometric finite element analysis method coupled with a new hybrid 
type higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is presented for the static bending and buckling analysis of 
functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plates. By mapping non-uniform 
rational B-spline basis functions to Bézier element in the forms of Bernstein polynomial basis via the Bézier 
extraction operator, the isogeometric analysis (IGA) can be implemented in the conventional finite element 
method (FEM) framework. This study focuses on the introduction of the Bézier extraction based IGA combined 
with the HSDT for the static analysis through the formulation and implementation of the second-order 
derivatives of the Bézier element basis functions, which has hardly been attempted in the open literature. 
Compared to the conventional FEM based on first-order shear deformation theory, the present IGA method 
based on the HSDT surmounts the shear locking without exploiting the shear correction factor. The proposed 
isogeometric approach is thus believed to be more accurate and effective and achieves higher convergence as 
the polynomial order increases. Performance accuracy of the Bézier extraction based isogeometric approach is 
first evidenced by comparing the computed results with the reference solutions, followed by the illustrative 
examples to further explore the flexural and buckling behavior of FG-CNTRC plates with various reinforcement 
patterns. 
 
Zoltán Juhász and András Szekrényes (Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Department of 
Applied Mechanics, Müegyetem Rkp. 5., Building MM, H-1111, Budapest, Hungary), “An analytical solution 
for buckling and vibration of delaminated composite spherical shells”, Article 106563, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106563 
ABSTRACT: The estimation of the critical buckling loads and eigenfrequencies are among the most common 
problems of mechanical engineering. These parameters are very important measures to avoid the loss of 
stability of the designed structures. In this work a progressive analytical model of doubly curved shells will be 
presented and applied to a delaminated spherical shell. The equations are derived using an improved version of 
the Sanders shell theory and the System of Exact Kinematic Conditions (SEKC). The solution method is based 
on the Lévy formulation. With this method the governing partial differential equation (PDE) can be reduced to 
an ordinary differential equation (ODE) with the use of Fourier-series. The resulting set of equations are solved 
using a variant of the state-space method which is able to solve systems with non-constant system matrix. 
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“Wave based method for free vibration characteristics of functionally graded cylindrical shells with arbitrary 
boundary conditions”, Article 106580, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106580 



ABSTRACT: The wave based method (WBM) is used to analyze the free vibration characteristics of 
functionally graded material (FGM) cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary conditions. The motion 
relationship is described by the first-order shear deformation shell theory (FSDST). The displacement 
components and transverse rotations are expressed as wave function expansions. In accordance with the 
dynamic relationship, the final governing equation and global matrix are assembled by incorporating the 
boundary matrices. The natural frequency of the system is obtained by solving the determinant of the global 
matrix. By comparing the results with those in the literature, the validity of the proposed method is verified. In 
addition, the influences of power-law exponents and boundary conditions on natural frequencies are analyzed. 
The effects of geometric parameters including the ratio of thickness to radius and the ratio of length to the 
radius on natural frequencies are discussed. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the ease of application 
of the WBM for the free vibration of FGM cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions. Furthermore, 
the advantage of the WBM are: (1) the global matrix is easy to construct; (2) different boundary conditions can 
be conveniently adjusted; (3) it is with high computational efficiency and precision. 
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“Design and numerical study on bionic columns with grooves under lateral impact”, Article 106546, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106546 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures are widely used as strengthened parts or energy absorbers in vehicle 
bodies. Thus, the collapse behaviors and mechanical properties of thin-walled columns under static and 
dynamic loadings have drawn much attention. During vehicle side crash accidents, the contact parts of vehicles 
usually deform in the bending collapse mode. Thus, it is significantly important to investigate the collapse 
behaviors of these parts under the lateral impact. In this study, a new type of Bionic Column with Groove 
(BCG) was designed, with the inspiration from the lodging resistance features and lightweight of cornstalks. To 
understand the crashworthiness of BCGs under the lateral impact, we first experimentally established and 
validated the finite element models of BCGs and Circular Column (CC) under the lateral loading. The 
simulations agreed well with the experimental tests. Then, the crashworthiness of CC and the BCG were 
compared, and BCG2-90 outperformed normal CC in specific energy absorption (SEA), bending strength 
(BS)and crushing force efficiency (CFE). Parametric analyses showed the parameters of the bionic groove 
significantly affected the crashworthiness of BCG2-90. Finally, a response surface method showed the SEA, 
BS, and CFE of the optimal design increased by 93.10%, 50.96%, and 15.05% compared with CC respectively. 
Moreover, the mass reduction relative to CC was 2%. The results from the optimization demonstrate BCG is 
superior over CC in overall crashing behavior under the lateral impact. 
 
D. Deland, Z. Zhang and K. Kirane (Mechanical Engineering Department, Stony Brook University, 133 Light 
Engineering, Stony Brook, NY, 11794, USA), “Biaxial flexural failure of woven composite plates investigated 
by the ring on ring bending test”, Article 106585, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106585 
ABSTRACT: The ring on ring (ROR) bending test is an ASTM standard (C1499) for characterizing the 
equibiaxial flexural strength of ceramics. This simple test protocol induces biaxial flexure by applying an out of 
plane uniaxial load via a small loading ring, to a plate or disc shaped specimen, simply supported on a larger 
ring. The main objective of this paper is to apply this test method to analyze the biaxial flexural failure of 
woven fabric composite plates. Ring on ring bending tests are conducted on square shaped plate specimens of 
epoxy/carbon plain woven composites, until failure. Experiments reveal interesting similarities and differences 
when compared to ceramics. First it is seen that while for ceramics the bottom surface fractures under biaxial 
tension, for woven composites the top surface fractures under biaxial compression. The failure pattern however, 
is similar to ceramics, and consists of several radial kink bands which initiate near the center and propagate 
outwards towards the specimen edges. Subsequent numerical stress analysis of the test reveals that the stress 
state in the region of the plate encompassed by the loading ring is almost exactly equibiaxial. This is primarily 
because the test method induces pure bending and because the two in-plane principal moduli are equal to each 
other, and much larger than all the other moduli. This implies near axisymmetry of the stress state despite 
material orthotropy. This aspect is seen to enable a simple determination of the biaxial flexural strength using 
the in-situ measured principal strains. It also implies that this biaxial flexural strength could be a good 



approximation of the equibiaxial compressive strength for the woven composite, directly measuring which is 
usually a challenging task. Conditions for the suitability of this test method are explored via further numerical 
modeling. 
 
Nan-ting Yu (1,2), Boksun Kim (2), Long-yuan Li (2), Wei-jian Hong (1) and Wei-bin Yuan (1) 
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China 
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“Distortional buckling of perforated cold-formed steel beams subject to uniformly distributed transverse loads”, 
Article 106569, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106569 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled channel beams are easily punched with circular holes on the web to allow the access 
for services such as plumbing pipes and electric wires. The presence of the holes can alter the stress distribution 
in the member and reduce the cross-sectional property. Consequently, it changes its buckling mode. Since 
perforated cold-formed steel beams are usually placed between main structural frame and corrugated roof, the 
most common loading case is the uniformly distributed transverse load. Recent work by Chen and Li has given 
the solution for distortional buckling of channel-, zed- and sigma-sections subject to the uniformly distributed 
transverse load. This paper is an extension of Chen and Li's research to explore the distortional buckling 
behaviour of perforated cold-formed steel beams with holes. The effect of perforations on the critical stress is 
evaluated. A new model is deduced to predict the critical stress of distortional buckling by reducing the stiffness 
of the vertical spring. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to solve eigenvalue problems. In order to validate the 
analytical model, finite element analyses have been performed by using ANSYS. When the beam is longer than 
3500 mm, the critical stress computed from the analytical model matches well with the critical stress acquired 
from the finite element analyses. 
 
Sixin Huang and Pizhong Qiao (State Key Laboratory of Ocean Engineering, School of Naval Architecture, 
Ocean and Civil Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, 200240, PR China), “A novel semi-
analytical method for buckling analysis of stiffened laminated composite plates”, Article 106575, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106575 
ABSTRACT: A novel semi-analytical method is presented for buckling analysis of stiffened laminated 
composite plates with rotationally-restrained edges and under compression and in-plane shear loading. The 
equivalent model with variable stiffness for stiffened plates is developed, and the Heaviside function is uniquely 
used to establish the variable stiffness of the stiffened plates along two orthogonal directions. The characteristic 
equation based on the governing equations of stiffened plates is solved by the Galerkin method. Buckling 
behavior of stiffened laminated composite plates is obtained and compared with those from both the real 
geometry and equivalent models by numerical finite element method. Accuracy of the present semi-analytical 
method is also verified by comparing its predictions with available solutions in literature. A parametric study is 
conducted to evaluate effects of stiffener geometry, load parameter, and edge rotationally-restrained spring 
stiffness on buckling behavior of stiffened plates. Finally, practical application of the present semi-analytical 
method is demonstrated, considering the cross-sectional geometries and material properties of stiffeners, 
number of stiffeners, and buckling behavior of stiffened plates. 
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“Web crippling of aluminium alloy channel sections with flanges restrained”, Article 106576, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106576 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes an investigation of web crippling behaviour of aluminium alloy plain and 
lipped channels with flanges restrained. A total of 340 data is presented that include 52 test results and 288 
numerical results. A series of tests was conducted on plain and lipped channels fabricated by extrusion using 



6063-T5 and 6061-T6 heat-treated aluminium alloys under end-two-flange (ETF) and interior-two-flange (ITF) 
loading conditions. The concentrate loads were applied by means of bearing plates. The flanges of the channels 
were either bolted (fastened) to one or two bearing plates. A finite element model was developed and verified 
against the experimental results. Geometric and material non-linearities were included in the finite element 
model. It was shown that the finite element model closely predicted the web crippling strengths and failure 
modes of the tested specimens with flanges restrained. Hence, the finite element model was used for an 
extensive parametric study of cross-section geometries, and the web slenderness value ranged from 24.0 to 
207.3. The test results and the web crippling strengths predicted from the finite element analyses were 
compared with the design strengths obtained using the American, Australian/New Zealand and European 
specifications for aluminium structures. A unified web crippling equation with new coefficients for aluminium 
alloy channels with flanges restrained under ETF and ITF loading conditions is proposed in this study. Since 
two failure modes of web buckling and web yielding were also observed in the aluminium plain and lipped 
channels with flanges restrained, design rules of web crippling strengths are also proposed by considering the 
lesser of the web buckling strength and web yield strength. 
 
Tian Ouyang, Rui Bao, Wei Sun, Zhidong Guan and Riming Tan (School of Aeronautic Science and 
Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, 100191, China), “A fast and efficient numerical prediction of 
compression after impact (CAI) strength of composite laminates and structures”, Article 106588, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106588 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an equivalent damage model is proposed to quickly predict the compression after 
impact (CAI) strength of composite laminates and stiffened panels. Low-velocity impact (LVI) and CAI tests at 
various energy levels are carried out on laminates. Based on the measured impact damage sizes, the model 
simplifies the damage area into concentric circles with different stiffness and strength properties by adopting the 
soft inclusion method. Progressive failure analysis and virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) are used to 
simulate the intra-laminar and inter-laminar failure of impacted laminates under axial compression in 
commercial finite element software ABAQUS. The predicted failure modes and CAI strength of laminates are 
in good agreement with the experiment results from this paper and the literature at various impact energies, 
which proves the validity of the model. Whilst the numerical model achieves high computational efficiency, the 
effect of mass scaling on computational efficiency and accuracy is evaluated, which provides a reference for the 
parameter choice in engineering application. The model is further applied to predict the compressive failure 
load of the stiffened composite panel with skin bay impact damage as a practical application, showing this 
modelling approach is also suitable to composite structures. 
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“Development and experimental validation of a steel plate shear wall with self-centering energy dissipation 
braces”, Article 106598, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106598 
ABSTRACT: A new type of steel plate shear wall with self-centering energy dissipation braces (SPSW-
SCEDB) was developed. Validation tests of the wall plate and the pre-pressed spring self-centering energy 
dissipation (PS-SCED) braces were conducted and a single-bay, single-story, 1:3-scale SPSW-SCEDB 
specimen was designed, fabricated, and tested under cyclic loadings. The results demonstrated that the SPSW-
SCEDB exhibited a stable flag-shaped hysteretic response with high initial stiffness, appreciable ductility, and 
excellent self-centering and energy dissipation capabilities due to the synergistic effects of the wall plate and the 
PS-SCED braces. The proposed theoretical equations of the compressive force of the wall plate, the ultimate 
lateral load capacity, and the remaining restoring force of the SPSW-SCEDB were verified. The PS-SCED 
braces reduced the stiffness degradation of the wall plate and improved the lateral force resistance and the 
stability of the SPSW-SCEDB system. The wall plate provided more energy dissipation than the PS-SCED 
braces. The remaining restoring force of the PS-SCED braces should be as small as possible to maximize the 
energy dissipation of the PS-SCED braces while ensuring that it overcomes the compressive force of the wall 
plate. 
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“Behaviour of seawater and sea sand concrete filled FRP square hollow sections”, Article 106596, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106596 
ABSTRACT: FRP tube could serve as formwork in new constructions and the square cross-section is 
convenient for connections. This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study on seawater sea sand 
concrete (SWSSC)-filled glass/carbon/basalt FRP square hollow section (SHS) stub columns and beams. FRP 
SHS includes fibres oriented in ±15°, ±40° and ±75° with respect to the longitudinal axis so that the hoop and 
axial strengths are comparable. Both unfilled FRP SHS and SWSSC-filled FRP SHS were tested under axial 
compressive, three-point or four-point bending loads. SWSSC-filled FRP columns failed by FRP rupture, 
whereas the failure mode for beams was the crushing of compressive flanges. In this paper, the stress-strain 
behaviour of columns and moment-strain curves of beams were discussed and compared to the corresponding 
SWSSC-filled stainless steel (SS) SHS specimens. It was found that existing stress-strain models, which were 
originally derived for rectangular concrete confined by FRP wrap, cannot precisely capture the stress-strain 
response of SWSSC-filled FRP columns. Existing models are improved to more accurately predict the ultimate 
axial strains and stress-strain relationship. A theoretical model is proposed to estimate the moment capacity of 
SWSSC-filled FRP beams with reasonable accuracy. 
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“Prediction of flexural and shear yielding strength of short span I-girders with concrete-filled tubular flanges 
and corrugated web - I: Experimental test”, Article 106592, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106592 
ABSTRACT: To improve the resistance of I-girder with concrete-filled tubular flanges and flat-plate web to 
web shear buckling, corrugated plate is used to replace the conventional flat-plate web to produce a new 
composite I-girder. To investigate the resistance improvement of the new composite I-girder, i.e., with concrete-
filled tubular flanges and corrugated web, experimental tests are currently carried out. Two composite I-girder 
specimens with flat-plate and corrugated webs, respectively, are designed and tested. Both specimens have a 
short-span and are subjected to shear action through applying a three-point loading at the mid-span. The test 
results indicate that no member global buckling occurs for the I-girders both with flat-plate web and with 
corrugated web attributed to the larger out-of-plane flexural stiffness of the concrete-filled tubular flanges. The 
composite I-girder with flat-plate web fails due to shear buckling of the web. Because the resistance of the 
corrugated web to shear buckling is higher, yielding strength, rather than shear buckling of the web, is observed 
in the composite I-girder with corrugated web. Such different failure modes cause the I-girder specimen with 
corrugated web to have a much higher load carrying capacity. 
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“Thermal buckling of FG graphene platelet reinforced composite annular sector plates”, Article 106589, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106589 
ABSTRACT: An analysis on thermal buckling of composite laminated annular sector plates reinforced with the 
graphene platelets is examined in this research. It is assumed that the graphene platelets fillers are randomly 
oriented and uniformly distributed in each ply of the composite media. Effective elasticity modulus of the 
nanocomposite media is extracted utilizing the modified Halpin-Tsai procedure which takes into account the 
size effects of the graphene fillers. Using the von Kármán type of geometrical nonlinearity and first order shear 
deformation plate theory, the governing equilibrium equations for the buckling of nanocomposite plates in 
sector shape under uniform temperature rise are established. Stability equations are obtained using the adjacent 
equilibrium criterion and solved by means of the generalized differential quadrature method. Numerical 
examples are given to study the effects of boundary conditions, weight fraction of the graphene platelets, and 
distribution pattern of the graphene platelets on critical temperature and the fundamental buckled shapes. 



Results represent that, with introduction of a small amount of graphene platelets into the isotropic matrix of the 
composite media, the critical buckling temperature of the plate may be enhanced. 
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“Dynamic compressive behavior of a modified additively manufactured rhombic dodecahedron 316L stainless 
steel lattice structure”, Article 106586, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106586 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic compression properties of the modified rhombic dodecahedron (RD) lattice structures 
were investigated by using a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) system. All the deformation processes were 
recorded and a digital image correlation (DIC) technique was employed to analyse the strain distribution during 
the compression process. Experimental results indicated that the modified lattice structure showed better 
compressive strength, plateau stress and energy absorption when compared with the original one under both 
quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. The effect of the shape parameter on the deformation mechanisms 
of the RD lattice structure was discussed, where three different deformation modes were observed. Finite 
element analysis was also conducted to simulate the dynamic response of the modified lattice structure. The 
finite element results are in good agreement with the experimental results. Then, a mode classification map was 
plotted and discussed based on the numerical results. 
 
Yanfei Shen and Rolando Chacón (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Universitat Politècnica 
de Catalunya, Barcelona, 08034, Spain), “Geometrically non-linear analysis with stiffness reduction for the 
stability design of stainless steel structures: Application to members and planar frames”, Article 106581, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106581 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the development of beam-column flexural stiffness reduction factor (τMN) 
applicable to the in-plane stability design of stainless steel beam-columns and frames with compact cold-formed 
square and rectangular hollow sections. The proposed τMN accounts for the deleterious influence of material non-
linearity, residual stresses and member out-of-straightness. The use of a Geometrically Non-linear Analysis 
(GNA) with the proposed τMN eliminates the need for member buckling strength checks and thus, only cross-
sectional strength checks are required. The proposed approach, aligned to AISC standards, is aimed at 
facilitating greater and more efficient use of stainless steel. 
Two types of τMN are proposed: analytical and approximate. The analytical τMN presumes knowing the maximum 
internal second order moment (Mr2) within a member. It is developed by means of extending the formulations 
for evaluating the elastic second order effects to the inelastic range. The accuracy of the analytical τMN is verified 
for beam-columns and sub-assemblages. Since in practical design Mr2 is not known in advance, an approximate 
expression of τMN, which is more likely to be used relative to the analytical τMN, is proposed by fitting variables to 
the analytically determined MN. The accuracy of the approximate τMN is verified for frames with different 
geometrical and loading configurations. Furthermore, the proposed approach is compared against the Direct 
Analysis Method (DM). Results show that, compared to the DM, GNA coupled with the approximate τMN 
provides improved estimations, since the proposed τMN can more accurately capture stiffness reduction resulted 
from material non-linearity and well capture additional second order effects due to material non-linearity. 
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“Comparative study on the crashworthiness of brittle blocks with thin-walled cellular structures”, Article 
106578, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106578 
ABSTRACT: Even though the number of deadly traffic incidents is decreasing, the proportion of motor vehicle 
crash deaths involving a collision with fixed objects is not. To address this issue, a novel load-bearing energy-
absorbing system comprised of brittle blocks with thin-walled cellular structures is presented here, laying the 
foundation for the assessment of the system's crashworthiness. Six brittle hexagonal cellular structures were 
subjected to quasi-static and impact tests. The crushing process, force-displacement curves, and a wide range of 
indicators of crashworthiness were examined. Samples with different levels of crashworthiness were identified 
and several observations that could guide future crashworthiness design are given. Our findings show that 
relatively small changes in the design can lead to production of blocks with distinguishable levels of 
crashworthiness. 
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“Behaviour of stainless steel plain channel section columns”, Article 106600, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106600 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the structural stability of cold-formed stainless steel plain channel columns under 
axial compression is investigated. Reliable finite element models for channel section columns are first 
developed and validated against experiments conducted on stainless steel lipped channel specimens. This is 
followed by a parametric study in which columns made of austenitic, ferritic and duplex stainless steel are 
assessed. The considered cross-section classes and column lengths cover the entire range of global slenderness. 
The effects of material and geometrical nonlinearity are considered in the numerical analysis. The numerically 
generated data are then employed to evaluate the accuracy of the current European and Australian design codes 
EN 1993-1-4 and AS/NZS 4673 respectively, for predicting the flexural and flexural-torsional column buckling 
resistance. The results show a necessity to improve the current buckling curve used to predict the flexural 
buckling resistance of plain channel section columns, currently adopted in EN 1993-1-4, whose use may lead to 
unsafe predictions, especially for the austenitic grade. 
 
Mohamed Mostafa Ibrahim, Ihab Mohamed El Aghoury and Sherif Abdel-Basset Ibrahim (Department of 
Structural Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt), “Experimental and 
numerical investigation of ultimate shear strength of unstiffened slender web-tapered steel members”, Article 
106601, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106601 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the ultimate shear strength of unstiffened slender web in prismatic tapered 
steel beams using newly proposed buckling coefficients raised in the preceding research conducted by the 
authors [1]. An experimental program is performed using three specimens that are selected to fail in shear 
without any significant flexural deformations. A three dimensional numerical finite element model is 
established considering both material and geometrical non-linearities. The finite element model is successfully 
calibrated to simulate the experimental tests. New procedures are proposed to predict the ultimate shear strength 
which is validated against the existing experimental results. The developed finite element models are used to 
expand the validation range of the proposed method to include the practical ranges within the relevant 
specifications limits. 
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“Collapse pressure of sandwich pipes with strain-hardening cementitious composite - Part 1: Experiments and 
parametric study”, Article 106605, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106605 
ABSTRACT: Combining both thermal insulation and structural strength in the core, sandwich pipes (SP) are a 
promising alternative for conventional single wall pipes in deep-water applications. The ultimate strength of 
SPs under external pressure has always been a major concern in the design process. An insightful understanding 
of the collapse pressure and post-buckling behavior of SPs is critical not only for safe application, but also for 



optimized design. This paper and its companion paper present a comprehensive study on the collapse pressure 
of SPs with strain-hardening cementitious composite (SHCC). 
Part 1 presents experiments investigating the collapse under external pressure of SPs composed of two steel 
tubes and the strain-hardening cementitious composite (SHCC) core. The experimental results were employed 
in correlation studies with the finite element model using the ABAQUS software; good agreement was reached. 
The proposed numerical model was used in a parametric study for simulating collapse in 6000 different 
practical configurations. The influence of the geometric parameters and material properties of the SP on its 
ultimate structural strength under external pressure and post-buckling behavior was systematically analyzed. 
The results revealed some interesting phenomena not previously reported. For example, assuming frictionless 
inter-layer conditions, the collapse pressure of an SP with an SHCC core decreases with increasing steel layer 
thickness. The reasons behind these phenomena were thoroughly discussed and the special behavior of an SP 
with an SHCC core subjected to external pressure is reported. 
The results developed in this paper were utilized in Part 2: A suitable prediction equation, where different 
equation forms are evaluated and one prediction equation is recommended for the design of an SP with an 
SHCC core. 
 
Jiankun Yang, Segen F. Estefen, Guangming Fu, Claudio M. Paz and Marcelo Igor Lourenço (All authors exept 
Guangming Fu are from: Subsea Technology Laboratory, COPPE, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil), “Collapse pressure of sandwich pipes with strain-hardening cementitious composite - Part 2: A 
suitable prediction equation”, Article 106606, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106606 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive study on the collapse pressure and post-buckling behaviour of a sandwich pipe 
(SP) with a core of strain-hardening cementitious composite (SHCC) was carried out in Part 1 of two 
companion papers. The results in the Part 1 paper show that an SP with an SHCC core has a different collapse 
mechanism from an SP with a polypropylene core. Because of its weak inter-layer adhesion and a relatively 
hard core, the collapse pressure and the characteristic response of an SP with an SHCC core are more 
influenced by its strongest layer than by the summed strength of all its layers. Since this behaviour has never 
been reported before, current prediction equations for the collapse pressure of SP systems cannot capture the 
special behaviour of an SP with an SHCC core. Therefore, utilising the available prediction equations for an SP 
with an SHCC core may lead to unreliable estimates. This Part 2 paper is dedicated to addressing the challenge 
by proposing a suitable prediction equation. 
Based on the extensive simulation results carried out by the numerical model verified by experiments in the Part 
1 paper, supervised machine learning techniques were applied to support the regression of different equation 
forms, which come from three sources: (a) equation forms proposed by previous researchers, (b) equation forms 
found by the automatic machine learning software EUREQA, and (c) equation forms proposed by us. Further, 
the performances of the equation forms in predicting accurate results for the collapse pressure were compared. 
Based on the comparative performances and accuracy, an equation was recommended for the design of SPs 
under external pressure. 
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“A new design method for a novel FRP strengthening technique against shear buckling of steel plate girders”, 
Article 106611, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106611 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the theoretical part of an experimental study aimed for proposing a novel FRP 
strengthening technique to strengthen the webs of steel plate girders against breathing fatigue reducing the 
critical stresses and consequently increasing the life expectancy of the bridge. The proposed technique is 
economic, easy to install and is also designed for increasing the ultimate capacity of the strengthened specimens 
by up to 88% while maintaining the typical ductile shear failure of the steel plate girders, which is something 
not common with other strengthening techniques. 
A non-linear finite element model is developed and an extensive parametric study has been performed to 
propose a new design method for shear buckling of the new composite section including a simplified approach 
to determine the orthotropic mechanical properties of the proposed FRP section. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation on the detailed buckling process of similar stiffened panels 
subjected to in-plane compressive load”, Article 106620, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106620 
ABSTRACT: There are two aims in the present paper. The first one is to see and understand the detailed 
buckling process, especially the interactions between material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity on the 
post-buckling stage, of stiffened panels subjected to in-plane compressive load. The second one is to validate 
the similarity criteria of designing different sizes of stiffened panels which have the same buckling modes and 
proportional ultimate strength. These similar relationships make it possible to predict the buckling behavior and 
ultimate strength of a full-size structure by testing its scale-down model. To these ends, three different sizes of 
stiffened panels with the same flexural rigidity ratio, plate slenderness and column slenderness, were designed, 
manufactured and tested. In order to trace and analysis the detailed buckling process, three-dimensional digital 
image correlation (3D-DIC) method was employed. So, the integrated evolution process of global deformation 
and strain distribution fields of the stiffened panels were obtained. These data also provide accurate data to 
verify the numerical or theoretical method in predicting the bulking, especially post-buckling process and 
ultimate strength of stiffened panel. Results show that the three stiffened panels have reasonable similarity 
relationships of the buckling failure process. Finally, finite element models with measured initial imperfections 
were established to reappear the experimental process. The numerical results agree well with the experimental 
data. 
 
R. Ansari, J. Torabi and E. Hasrati (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, P.O Box 3756, 
Rasht, Iran), “Postbuckling analysis of axially-loaded functionally graded GPL-reinforced composite conical 
shells”, Article 106594, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106594 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a semi-analytical technique is employed to analyze the postbuckling of functionally 
graded graphene platelet reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) conical shells under compressive meridional 
loading. The non-uniform distribution of graphene platelets (GPLs) along the shell thickness is considered and 
the modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model is implemented to determine the overall material properties 
of nanocomposite shell. The mechanical behavior of FG-GPLRC conical shell is modeled on the basis of first-
order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and von-Kármán's nonlinear strain-displacement relations. The 
governing equations are formulated in the variational framework. The semi-analytical solution based on the 
variational differential quadrature method (VDQM) and Fourier series is developed. To trace the postbuckling 
path, the pseudo arc-length continuation scheme in conjunction with the load disturbance approach was 
employed. In order to analyze the influences of geometrical factors, weight fractions and dispersion patterns of 
GPLs on the postbuckling characteristics of FG-GPLRC conical shells, various numerical results are 
comparatively reported. 
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“Optimum shape design of thin-walled cross sections using a parameter-free optimization method”, Article 
106603, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106603 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a parameter-free method is presented for optimizing the cross-sectional shape of 
thin-walled structures, which are often demanded at the early stage in structural designs. The thin-walled cross 
section is minimized subject to constraints of sectional properties including torsion constant, moment of inertia 



of area, centroid and shear center of the cross section. The problem is formulated as a distributed shape 
optimization problem, and the shape gradient function is derived using the Lagrange multipliers and the 
material derivative method. The H1 gradient method, which was proposed as a gradient method in a Hilbert 
space, is applied to determine the smooth optimal shape. The constraint conditions are satisfied using a 
linearised constraint equation. The validity of this parameter-free method is verified through several design 
examples for obtaining the optimal shape of a thin-walled cross section under the constraints of sectional 
properties. 
 
Houxiu Xiao, Junkai Liao, Xianfei Chen, Xiaofeng Li, Pengbo Wang,  Tao Peng and Liang Li (Wuhan National 
High Magnetic Field Center, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Hubei, China), “Buckling 
analysis of pulsed magnets under high Lorentz force”, Article 106604, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 
2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106604 
ABSTRACT: The buckling behavior of the windings of pulsed magnets is analyzed systematically for the first 
time. The buckling analysis of a pulsed magnet is a complicated problem from the material properties to the 
geometry and the Lorentz force load. Each layer of the magnet is a composite of a helical conductor winding 
and a layer of orthotropic fiber. Pulsed magnets are compressed axially and expanded radially simultaneously 
by the Lorentz force, which is distributed in the whole magnet. The structural properties of the windings are 
discussed by the linear buckling analysis at first, where the Lorentz force is replaced by axial compressed force 
applied at the ends of cylinders. Then a more comprehensive analysis that includes all the above factors is 
presented by the nonlinear buckling model in the ANSYS software. The results show that pulsed magnets have 
a high risk of buckling. The results also indicate many other valuable conclusions, and even some conclusions 
will subvert the traditional cognition for the pulsed magnet designing. All these results will promote the pulsed 
magnet technology, and lay the foundation for the theory of pulsed magnets of ultra-high field. 
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“Evaluation of crushing and energy absorption characteristics of bio-inspired nested structures”, Article 106615, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106615 
ABSTRACT: Mimicking anatomical structures like bone can aid in the development of energy absorbing 
structures that can achieve desirable properties. Accordingly, this study presents the analysis of tubular nested 
designs inspired by Haversian bone architecture. Based on this design philosophy, a total of 18 nested tube 
designs with various geometrical configurations were developed. Within each design, the effect of 
reinforcement walls on the crashworthiness performance is also analysed. A finite element model, validated 
using quasi-static experimental tests, was used to study the crashworthiness performance and progressive 
deformation of the nested system. Based on the results, a multi-criteria decision-making method known as 
Technique of Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) was employed to determine the most 
suitable cross-section that features high energy absorption and low impact force. Consequently, the study 
identified a nested tube configuration that exhibits superior crashworthiness and high energy absorbing 
characteristics. The bio-inspired design methodology presented in this study allows the exploitation of variable 
nested geometries for the development of high-efficiency energy absorbing structures. 
 
Juliana Maria Mazzeti Silva and Maximiliano Malite (Department of Structural Engineering, São Carlos School 
of Engineering, University of São Paulo, Av. Trabalhador São-Carlense, 400, 13566-590, São Carlos, SP, 
Brazil), “Longitudinally stiffened web purlins under shear and bending moment”, Article 106616, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106616 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to better understand the influence of longitudinal web stiffeners in the structural 
behavior of cold-formed steel purlins. A set of specimens with stiffened web and plain web cross-sections were 
tested on predominantly shear, combined bending and shear, and bending only. Numerical analyses carried out 
in CUFSM and ANSYS investigated the buckling behavior of the sections, allowing the determination of elastic 



critical stresses and the calculation of the resistance for the tested specimens by Direct Strength Method (DSM). 
Numerical results showed that the intermediate web stiffeners improve the buckling strength in loading cases of 
pure bending and pure shear. Experimental and numerical data were used to evaluate the interaction between 
bending moment and shear force, and showed that the circular interaction diagram was conservative and the 
results were closer to the trilinear interaction diagram. The comparison between experimental data and DSM 
predictions demonstrated that DSM provides accurate estimates for shear and flexural strengths of purlins with 
stiffened web cross-section. 
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“Buckling stability performance assessment of CFRP-strengthened conical shells under uniform external 
pressure”, Article 106618, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106618 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled conical shells are extensively used in a variety of engineering applications. The 
major concern in the design of these thin-walled structures is the buckling failure. One potential strategy for 
improving the buckling stability performance of conical shells may be the employment of carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite materials for reinforcement purposes. On this basis, a detailed numerical 
study is conducted on the buckling performance of CFRP-strengthened conical shells under uniform external 
pressure and reported in this paper. To this end, numerous conical shell models with different slenderness ratios, 
strengthened circumferentially and meridionally at different locations and directions using CFRP stripes with 0, 
45, and 90 fiber orientations are investigated through linear and nonlinear buckling analyses using ABAQUS 
finite element software. The results and findings of this research are indicative of effectiveness of the 
reinforcing CFRP laminates in increasing the stiffness and buckling strength of such structures. Specifically, the 
circumferential reinforcement of the bottom third region using [45/90] reinforcing CFRP stripes is found to be 
the superior approach for improving the buckling stability performance of conical shells. 
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“Ballistic response of double layered 1100-H12 aluminium hemispherical shell structure”, Article 106619, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106619 
ABSTRACT: The ballistic resistance and energy absorption characteristics of the thin hemispherical shells were 
evaluated against ogive and blunt nosed projectile impact with varying span and configuration of the shell. The 
span diameter of the 1100-H12 aluminium shell was varied as 68, 100, 150 and 200 mm whereas the 
configuration of the shell was varied as monolithic and double layered (0.5/0.5, 0.33/0.67 and 0.67/0.33) which 
was hit at the crown by 19 mm diameter, 50.8 mm length and 52.5 g mass projectile. Three dimensional 
numerical simulations were carried out through commercially available finite element code ABAQUS. The 
accuracy of the numerical model was validated by comparing the numerical result of monolithic shell with 
experimental result conducted through the pressure gun. Numerical simulation result were further employed to 
extract the total energy absorption in plastic deformation by computing the strain energy in stretching in polar, 
radial, elevation and shear directions of the shell by using a user defined programme written in python. The 
influence of projectile nose shape, incidence velocity of the projectile and configuration of the hemispherical 
shell on the mechanics of failure, ballistic resistance, ballistic limit and energy dissipation characteristics were 
studied. The double layer hemispherical target showed better performance against ogive nosed projectile 
however opposite behaviour was observed against blunt nosed projectile. 
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“Elastic local shell and stiffener-tripping buckling strength of ring-stiffened cylindrical shells under external 
pressure”, Article 106622, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106622 
ABSTRACT: Ring-stiffened cylindrical shells are often used in offshore and submergible structures, it is 
important for the structural safety to estimate the buckling strength of those under extremely high water 
pressure. Although the buckling strength can be accurately calculated using the finite element analysis (FEA), 
the estimation by more easy way is required at an initial stage of the structural design. This paper proposes two 
formulas for the local shell and stiffener-tripping buckling strength of the ring-stiffened cylindrical shells under 
external pressure. One can estimate the tripping buckling strength only and is derived assuming the tripping 
buckling as buckling of only the flange-beam supported by springs and considering effects of the cylindrical 
shape and torsional stiffness which are not included in a conventional formula. The other can estimate both the 
shell and tripping buckling strength and is considered interaction of buckling deflection between a cylindrical 
shell and ring-stiffeners and influence of stresses acting on the web which are not included in conventional 
formulas. Based on the principle of minimum potential energy, the formula is derived using the functions to 
express the buckling deformation in the cylindrical shell and ring-stiffeners. The buckling strength estimated by 
the two proposed formulas is compared with that by existing conventional formulas and the finite element 
analysis, and this study discusses the influence of new considerations on the shell and tripping buckling 
strength. From the results, it is found that the second formula can deal with any buckling mode and has greatly 
high accuracy compared with other conventional formulas. 
 
Jianxun Zhang, Yang Ye, Hui Yuan, Qinghua Qin and T.J. Wang (State Key Laboratory for Strength and 
Vibration of Mechanical Structures, School of Aerospace Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 
710049, China), “A theoretical study of low-velocity impact of metal foam-filled circular tubes”, Article 
106525, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106525 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the low-velocity impact of metal foam-filled circular tubes are investigated. Based 
on the quasi-static method, an analytical model is developed to predict the plastic behaviors of the fully clamped 
metal foam-filled circular tube under the low-velocity impact. Effects of local denting and filled foam strength 
on the overall bending of the foam-filled tube are considered. Finite element analysis are conducted to study the 
dynamic response of clamped metal foam-filled circular tube. Good agreement is achieved between the 
analytical and numerical results. The effect of the filled foam on the dynamic response of the foam-filled tube is 
discussed. It is demonstrated that the present analytical model is valid to predict the low-velocity of foam-filled 
circular tubes. 
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“Prediction of flexural and shear yielding strength of short span I-girders with concrete-filled tubular flanges 
and corrugated web - II: Numerical simulation and theoretical analysis”, Article 106593, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106593 
ABSTRACT: Currently, finite element (FE) model is built for analyzing the shear performance of I-girder with 
concrete-filled tubular flanges (CFTFs) and corrugated web (CW). The accuracy of the built FE model is 
verified through comparison with experimental results. The failure mechanism of the composite I-girder is 
investigated from the FE simulations. Based on such failure mechanism, theoretical analyses are carried out to 
deduce equations for predicting the flexural strength of the CFTFs and the shear yielding strength of the CW. 
The presented equations are then evaluated, to ensure their accuracy and reliability, through comparisons with 
experimental results and a parametric study of 30 FE models. From the presented equations, it is found that the 
shear stress still distributes uniformly along the web height and the bending moment is completely sustained by 
the CFTFs. However, it is not suitable to assume that all of the shear force is sustained by the corrugated web 
because the CFTFs also sustain about 12% of the shear force. 
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“High velocity impact on composite sandwich panels with nano-reinforced syntactic foam core”, Article 
106599, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106599 
ABSTRACT: In this work, an experimental investigation of the high velocity impact resistance of syntactic 
foam core composite sandwich panel has been undertaken. The syntactic foams filled with ceramic 
microballoons of three different sizes and three different volume fractions. Also, to enhance the matrix strength 
of the foam core, some specimens reinforced with nano particles. The high velocity impact tests have been 
carried out using a light gas-gun and a 10 mm blunt-head steel projectile and the ballistic limit was measured. 
The Impact behavior and the failure mechanisms are thoroughly investigated and also the absorbed energy 
during projectile perforation was correlated to the damaged area of specimens. The test results show that the 
ballistic resistance decreases with increasing the volume fraction of microballoons and the panel with 40% 
volume fraction of microballoons has the highest specific perforation energy. Moreover, nano-reinforcing the 
syntactic foam core increased the ballistic limit velocity up to 10%. 
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“Improving the Direct Strength Method prediction of column flexural-torsional failure loads”, Article 106461, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106461 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the latest results of an ongoing investigation on the accuracy of the codified 
Direct Strength Method (DSM) global strength curve in predicting the ultimate strength of cold-formed steel 
columns failing in flexural-torsional modes. The first part of the paper is devoted exclusively to fixed-ended 
columns and continues recent work by the authors [1, 2] on the improvement of the flexural-torsional failure 
load estimation, in the moderate or high slenderness ranges - it is shown that the use of a novel set of strength 
curves, dependent on a cross-section normalised geometric parameter (involving the area, major and minor 
moments of inertia, and warping constant), leads to excellent failure load predictions, eliminating the large 
scatter stemming from the codified design curve and improving the DSM-based design approach proposed in 
[2]. The second part of the paper aims at extending the investigation to columns with other support conditions, 
namely three types of pinned supports, all fixed with respect to torsion and having warping prevented: end 
cross-sections attached to rigid plates resting on spherical or cylindrical hinges (i.e., pinned with respect to 
major and/or minor-axis flexure). Initially, a parametric study is performed, aimed at gathering failure loads 
concerning columns (i) with the cross-section shapes considered earlier (plain channels, unstiffened and 
stiffened lipped channels, return lipped channels, hat-sections and rack-sections), (ii) with various geometries 
(cross-section dimensions and lengths) and (iii) covering a wide slenderness range. These failure load data are 
then used to assess the quality of their estimates provided by the codified global DSM strength curve and by the 
strength curve set developed for fixed-ended columns. It is found that neither of them yields consistently good 
failure load estimates, which prompts (i) an in-depth comparative study on the elastic post-buckling strength of 
fixed-ended and pin-ended columns, and (ii) the proposal of modifications that lead to an efficient failure load 
prediction for the pin-ended columns - although the failure load set obtained in this work is necessarily limited, 
the fact that their predictions by the proposed DSM global design curves (i) exhibit very high quality and (ii) 
clearly outperform those yielded by the current design curve provides strong encouragement to search for 
further experimental and numerical validation. 
 
H. Amirinezhad, A. Tarkashvand and R. Talebitooti (Noise and Vibration Control Research Laboratory, Sch. of 
Mechanical Engineering, Iran University of Sci. and Tech., Tehran 16844, Iran), “Acoustic wave transmission 
through a polymeric foam plate using the mathematical model of functionally graded viscoelastic (FGV) 
material”, Article 106466, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106466 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the functionally graded viscoelastic model for calculating the wave 
propagation through a plate made of polymeric foam. The polymeric foam is a type of material that has both 
functionally graded and viscoelastic phases. The shear moduli and complex Young's of polymeric foam are 
frequency dependent. Additionally, elasticity modulus and mass density vary with the change of distribution 
function through the plate thickness. The first-order shear deformation theory has been applied for deriving the 
governing equations. Moreover, Zener mathematical model has been used for the description of the viscoelastic 



behavior of plate made of polymeric foam. This structure is excited by a plane wave with two elevation and 
azimuth incident angles. Due to the lack of researches in the vibroacoustic field of these materials, the results 
have been compared with those from other researchers for an isotropic material. Finally, the effects of various 
physical, geometrical, and environmental parameters on the wave propagation of polymeric foam plates have 
been analyzed. It has been demonstrated that sound transmission loss increases by enhancing material 
constantly and decreasing the power-law index. Moreover, the obtained results show that the sound 
transmission loss for the functionally graded viscoelastic is enhanced in comparison with elastic, viscoelastic, 
and functionally graded material with lower masses. 
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“A simplified-but-general nonlinear thin-walled beam finite element model with independent interpolated axial 
displacement”, Article 106467, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106467 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study performed on the simplified thin-walled beam finite element model 
that takes into account the effects of shear deformation and higher-order axial displacement. Without using the 
torsion-related warping function derived from classical theories, the axial displacement field over the cross-
section is constructed by using independent Langrage interpolation polynomials. Then, the effect of shear stress 
distribution can be reasonably included and the beam model is dedicated to thin-walled members with arbitrary 
cross-section. The expressions of the Green-Lagrange strain components are derived. The element elastic 
stiffness matrix and geometrical stiffness matrix are obtained to perform static and buckling analyses. 
Numerical examples are employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model and discuss the 
probable accuracy-loss from different deformation assumptions and nonlinear strain definitions. As revealed by 
the results, the transverse shear deformation and higher-order axial displacement could exert significant effects 
on solution accuracy for static and buckling analyses under the circumstances of small slenderness and 
unsymmetrical cross-section. In addition, the nonlinear strain terms related to torsion and quadratic terms of the 
transverse shear deformation are found to be crucial to stability analysis, for which they ought to be included in 
a simplified strain definition. 
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“Distortional strength of end-bolted CFS lipped channel columns: Experimental investigation, numerical 
simulations and DSM design”, Article 106469, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106469 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the results of an experimental investigation and numerical simulations 
concerning the influence of bolted end support conditions on the failure loads of cold-formed steel lipped 
channel columns buckling and failing in distortional modes, as well as on their prediction by means of the 
Direct Strength Method (DSM). The end supports consist of pairs of cylindrical high-strength bolts with 
hexagonal heads and nuts, which are inserted in standard-sized holes located at the intersections of the cross-
section flanges with the minor principal centroidal axis (parallel to the web). After selecting the column 
geometries (cross-section dimensions and lengths) and yield stresses, the test set-up and procedure are described 
in detail, and the experimental results obtained are presented and discussed. Such results consist of initial 
imperfection measurements, equilibrium paths relating the applied load to key column displacements, deformed 
configurations (including the collapse mode) and failure loads. Next, those same experimental results are used 
to validate a previously developed shell finite model, which is subsequently employed to obtain additional 
numerical failure load data concerning the end-bolted columns under scrutiny. Then, attention is turned to 
assessing the merits of the available DSM column distortional design curves. Because it is concluded that these 
design curves clearly overestimate the failure load data obtained, new/modified strength curves are 
preliminarily proposed and shown to considerably improve the prediction quality (safety and reliability) of the 



end-bolted column failure loads, thus providing motivation and encouragement to continue the search for an 
efficient DSM-based design approach for end-bolted columns failing in distortional modes. 
 
Xin Meng, Leroy Gardner, Adam J. Sadowski and J. Michael Rotter (Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Imperial College London, London, UK), “Elasto-plastic behaviour and design of semi-compact 
circular hollow sections”, Article 106486, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106486 
ABSTRACT: Previous research has revealed shortcomings in the current Eurocode 3 (EC3) provisions for the 
design of semi-compact (Class 3) cross-sections. These shortcomings arise primarily from the lack of utilisation 
of partial plastification in bending, leading to a step in the design resistance function at the boundary between 
Class 2 and 3 cross-sections and an underestimation of the available capacity. This affects the accuracy of 
resistance predictions in bending and under combined loading, and applies at both cross-sectional and member 
level. To address this issue, the use of an elasto-plastic section modulus, which lies between the plastic and 
elastic section moduli, has been proposed and employed in the design of semi-compact I- and box sections. The 
aim of the present study is to develop new cross-section and member buckling design rules incorporating the 
elasto-plastic section modulus for semi-compact circular hollow sections (CHS), and to assess their accuracy 
against existing experimental and freshly generated numerical data. Firstly, an experimental database, 
consisting of previous cross-section and member buckling test results on steel CHS, was established. A 
comprehensive numerical simulation programme was subsequently carried out; in this programme, finite 
element (FE) models were developed, validated and used for parametric studies, where over 600 numerical 
structural performance data on semi-compact CHS were generated. New sets of cross-section and member 
buckling design expressions featuring elasto-plastic section properties were then proposed and assessed against 
the test and numerical data. The proposals were shown to offer improved accuracy and design efficiency over 
the elastic EC3 methods. The reliability of the proposed elasto-plastic design rules was then confirmed through 
statistical analyses in accordance with EN 1990, demonstrating their suitability for inclusion into the next 
revision of EN 1993-1-1. 
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“Size-dependent static and dynamic analysis of Reddy-type micro-beams by strain gradient differential 
quadrature finite element method”, Article 106496, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106496 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a strain gradient differential quadrature finite element method to analyze the 
size-dependent static and dynamic behaviour of Reddy-type micro-beams. This element has 6 of freedom per 
node and avoids the exploitation of shape functions. A sixth-order differential quadrature-based geometric 
mapping scheme is constructed to realize the higher-order continuity requirements of kinematic variables. And 
then, it is combined with the minimum total potential energy principle to derive the motion equation of a 
generic element. Afterwards, several numerical examples are provided to establish the validity of the developed 
element. Finally, we utilize this method to analyze the static bending, free vibration, and linear buckling 
characteristics of uniform and stepped micro-beams. Numerical results show that the current element has 
prominent convergence and adaptability advantages over the classical shape function-based element. Besides, 
the size-dependence of vibration and critical buckling mode shapes of micro-beams is demonstrated in the 
graphical form for the first time. 
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“Isogeometric nonlinear transient analysis of porous FGM plates subjected to hygro-thermo-mechanical loads”, 
Article 106497, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106497 
ABSTRACT: To provide reference solutions and results for structural and material design, nonlinear transient 
responses of porous functionally graded plate (PFGM) in hygro-thermo-mechanical environments are studied. 
Two different porous distributions through the thickness are considered. The material properties such as 
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and thermal conductivity are computed by a modified power law. The hygro-
thermal effects are considered as nonlinear through the thickness of the plate. The geometrically nonlinear 
transient behaviors are expressed by adopting the von Kármán relations and solved by Newmark time 
integration scheme. Based on a combination between the third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT) and 
isogeometric analysis (IGA), discretize governing equations are approximated. These approaches achieve 
naturally any desired degree of continuity of basis functions, so that they are easy to fulfil the C1-continuity 
requirement of the plate model. The formulations take into account the transverse shear deformation and 
account for the material properties at elevated moisture concentrations and temperature. The effects played by 
the moisture concentration, temperature rise, porous volume fraction, boundary conditions and thickness-to-
length ratio are performed and results illustrate interesting dynamic phenomenon for PFGM in hygro-thermo-
mechanical environments. With obtained results, the nonlinear characteristics of the proposed structure with 
porosities are based on physical parameters. 
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“Dynamic burst pressure analysis of cylindrical shells based on average shear stress yield criterion”, Article 
106498, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106498 
ABSTRACT: The cylindrical shell is a basic structure in transportation of dangerous goods, hydrogen storage, 
public safety, aerospace industries, nuclear and power engineering. The dynamic burst pressure of cylindrical 
shells is crucial to personal safety, environmental pollution and property damage. Based on average shear stress 
yield (ASSY) criterion, a novel equation is developed to predict the dynamic burst pressure of cylindrical shells. 
The ASSY criterion is a weighted average of the maximum shear stress and octahedral shear stress. Firstly, the 
non-uniform impact load is reduced to a parabolic load acting on the inner wall of cylindrical shells. The width 
of load is the same as the outer diameter of the cylindrical shell. And then, ASSY criterion is adopted to predict 
the dynamic burst pressure of cylindrical shells for the first time. In the end, the accuracy of our method is 
validated by comparing with the finite element method (FEM) under different pulse duration. The results 
indicate that our method can accurately predict the dynamic burst pressure of cylindrical shells under a non-
uniform impact load. In addition, the ASSY criterion can be extended to solving dynamic problems with a high 
precision. Finally, our method can be used as a benchmark for approximate or numerical solutions. It is 
beneficial to assess the safety and integrity of cylindrical shells under a non-uniform impact load. 
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“Experimental and numerical studies of press-braked S690 high strength steel channel section beams”, Article 
106499, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106499 
ABSTRACT: The present paper describes an in-depth experimental and numerical investigation into the 
flexural responses and strengths of press-braked S690 high strength steel channel section beams bent about the 
minor principal axes in both the ‘u’ and ‘n’ orientations. The experimental study was performed on eight press-
braked channel sections, and comprised twenty-four material flat and corner coupon tests, initial local geometric 
imperfection measurements, and twelve beam tests in the four-point bending configuration. This was followed 
by a complementary numerical modelling programme, where finite element models were firstly developed and 
validated against the test results and afterwards adopted for performing parametric studies to obtain an 
additional numerical data bank over a wide variety of cross-section geometric sizes. The acquired test and 
numerical data were then employed to evaluate the applicability of the Eurocode slenderness limits for welded 
and hot-rolled internal webs (in compression) and outstand flanges (in stress gradients) to their press-braked 



counterparts, revealing that the Eurocode slenderness limits can be safely extended to cover the classifications 
of plate elements and cross-sections of press-braked S690 high strength steel channel section beams. Evaluation 
of the accuracy of the cross-section flexural strengths predicted from various design codes established in 
Europe, North America and Australia/New Zealand was also made, based on the test and numerical data. The 
results of the quantitative evaluation generally revealed that (i) all the examined design codes lead to overall 
conservative and scattered predicted cross-section flexural strengths for press-braked S690 high strength steel 
channel section beams, and (ii) the European code results in more precise design flexural strengths for beams 
with relatively stocky channel sections, but less accurate strength predictions for beams with relatively slender 
channel sections, compared to the North American and Australian/New Zealand standards. 
 
Jian Yang, Xu-Hao Huang and Hui-Shen Shen (School of Ocean and Civil Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai, 200240, PR China), “Nonlinear vibration of temperature-dependent FG-CNTRC 
laminated plates with negative Poisson's ratio”, Article 106514, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106514 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a study on the large amplitude nonlinear vibration of carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite (CNTRC) laminated plates with negative Poisson's ratios in thermal environments. The 
constituent materials of CNTRCs are temperature-dependent and the plate is functionally graded (FG) in a 
piece-wise pattern in the thickness direction of plate. An extended Voigt (rule of mixture) model is adopted to 
quantify the CNTRC material properties of the laminated plate. The governing motion equations for the large 
amplitude vibration of FG-CNTRC laminated plates are based on the Reddy's third order shear deformation 
theory and the von Kármán-type kinematic nonlinearity framework, and the thermal effects and the reaction 
from elastic foundation are taken into account. The nonlinear solution of the motion equation can be obtained 
by applying a two-step perturbation approach. The effects of material property gradient, the temperature 
variation, stacking sequence as well as the foundation stiffness on the vibration characteristics of CNTRC 
laminated plates are examined and discussed in depth through a parametric study. The results show that 
negative Poisson's ratio has a significant effect on the linear and nonlinear vibration characteristics of CNTRC 
laminated plates. 
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“Geometric design and mechanical properties of foldcores based on the generalized Resch patterns”, Article 
106516, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106516 
ABSTRACT: Foldcores have been regarded as a promising alternative to the conventional honeycomb core in 
lightweight sandwich structures, especially in the aerospace sector. Current research on foldcores is mainly 
focused on the Miura pattern. However, the Miura-based foldcores provide only edge-based bonding interfaces 
to the skins, which may cause a weak core-skin bonding strength. In this paper, foldcores based on the 
generalized Resch patterns are researched, which can provide face-based bonding interfaces. The content of the 
paper is threefold. First, a generic geometric design method to generate the geometries of foldcores based on the 
generalized Resch patterns is proposed. Second, the finite element procedures to model foldcores under quasi-
static compression and shear are developed and validated through experimental results. Third, a parametric 
study on the quasi-static mechanical properties of foldcores of different types and with different geometries is 
performed. It is shown that foldcores based on the hexagonal pattern have the highest peak stress and energy 
absorption capacity among the three types of generalized Resch patterns, and the multi-layered foldcore in 
general outperforms the single-layered counterpart. When compared with the Miura-based foldcores, the 
generalized Resch-based foldcores assume better performance in the energy absorption capacity. 
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“A design criterion for identifying and designing compressive cold-formed steel members with local and 
distortional interactive behaviors”, Article 106187, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106187 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to develop a systematical Direct Strength Method (DSM) design 
formulation with a design criterion that can properly identify the occurrence of the Local and Distortional (L/D) 
buckling interaction for cold-formed steel compressive members and thus predict the strength. Column tests 
provided clear evidence of the L/D interaction and revealed the difference between the L-D and D-L 
interactions depending on which one buckles first. By collecting all the experimental data of cold-formed steel 
columns related to the L/D interaction, the current DSM predictions are first evaluated. Then, a DSM-based 
interaction formulation with design criterion by replacing the pure mode prediction with the interaction 
prediction based on the identification of the design criterion is proposed. The accuracy of the proposed method 
is evaluated from all the collected data experiencing the L/D interaction. Moreover, the effectiveness of the 
design criterion in identifying the interactive failure is also highlighted. 
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“Stiffened concrete-filled steel tubes: A systematic review”, Article 106590, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106590 
ABSTRACT: The behavior of concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) elements with different types of stiffening 
measures has been wildly investigated during the past two decades through experimental, analytical, and 
numerical approaches. The previous studies highlighted the importance of the presence of internal and external 
stiffeners to enhance the structural performance of CFST elements under different loading conditions. In this 
paper, a systematic methodology is proposed in order to rigorously review the current knowledge in literature 
about stiffened CFSTs. The reviewed studies include tests of static axial compression, pure bending and 
combined of static loading actions as well as the cyclic behavior and the fire resistance. A coherent taxonomy 
regarding the research of stiffened CFSTs is proposed based on the loading conditions besides their cross-
sectional shape and type of stiffeners. The study also presents a number of practical applications of stiffened 
CFSTs in different engineering projects. Finally, concluding remarks, current research gap and future research 
directions on stiffened CFST are provided and discussed. 
 
John Magliaro and William Altenhof (Department of Mechanical, Automotive and Materials Engineering, 
University of Windsor, 401 Sunset Avenue, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4, Canada), “Mechanical performance 
and crashworthiness of plates and extrusions subjected to cutting: An overview”, Article 106612, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106612 
ABSTRACT: Understanding the mechanical response of structures such as plates and thin-walled extrusions 
subjected to cutting and tearing by hardened wedges (blades) is of great interest to scientists and engineers. This 
complex problem arises in a plethora of disciplines, including but not limited to the broad spectrums of 
manufacturing, construction and engineering design. Furthermore, studying this topic is a comprehensive 
endeavor which incorporates advanced concepts within stress analysis and materials science. Despite these 
challenges, a multitude of advancements were achieved through extensive physical testing, followed by the 
subsequent development of theoretical explanations and modeling efforts. This paper reviews the major 
contributions in recent decades towards understanding cutting-induced plastic deformation through 
experimental, analytical and numerical modeling techniques. The plate tearing problem was historically of 
interest to the ocean engineering community as an approximation for ship grounding incidents. More recently, 
the potential for cutting to serve as a means of energy dissipation for enhanced vehicular safety was identified 
due to the characteristic near-constant force response. Experimental studies were conducted from quasi-static to 
high rate blast loading conditions (V > 100 m/s). Numerical modeling with Eulerian mechanics and meshfree 
element formulations were identified as the most accurate techniques, although these schemes are 
computationally expensive. Analytical solutions are highly sought after since they provide valuable information 
almost instantaneously. Early modeling efforts yielded purely empirical relationships with gradual 



improvement, followed by the development of fully analytical formulations which rely upon approximations of 
the strain fields in combination with the principle of virtual power to obtain resultant forces. 
 
Pouria Ayough, N.H. Ramli Sulong and Zainah Ibrahim (Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of 
Engineering, University of Malaya, 50603, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia), “Analysis and review of concrete-filled 
double skin steel tubes under compression”, Article 106495, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 148, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106495 
ABSTRACT: The existing literature concerning the axial performance of concrete-filled double-skin steel 
tubular (CFDST) columns has been reviewed in this paper. The models in the literature for predicting the 
behavior of steel materials and confined concrete are summarized, and their effects of the results of finite 
element analysis are discussed. The applicability and accuracy of four design guidelines to predict the ultimate 
axial strength of CFDST columns have been assessed through this review by using an expanded database of 
published compression tests. Code limits in cross-sectional slenderness and material strength are reviewed. The 
impacts of different structural parameters on the axial behavior are reviewed and discussed. The discussion 
results indicate that material properties and dimensions have significant effects on the axial performance of 
CFDST columns. The European and Australian codes give the most reliable predictions, while American design 
codes give conservative predictions. Finally, recommendations for future studies are provided. 
 
Lulu Wei, Xuan Zhao, Qiang Yu and Guohua Zhu (School of Automobile, Chang'an University, Xi'an, 710064, 
China), “A novel star auxetic honeycomb with enhanced in-plane crushing strength”, Article 106623, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106623 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic honeycombs exhibit low weight, shear stiffness, and excellent energy absorption capacity 
and thus have great potential for achieving the requirements of crashworthiness and lightweight in automotive 
fields. This work presents a novel auxetic structure called the star-triangular honeycomb (STH), in which the 
horizontal and vertical ligaments of the star honeycombs (SH) are replaced with triangular structures. The 
dynamic crushing behaviors of the STH under three different crushing velocities were investigated using 1D 
shock theory. The results show that the STH has a more obvious negative Poisson's ratio effect than the SH and 
that transverse contraction mainly occurs in the first plateau stage. Theoretical models were deduced based on 
the collapse mechanism of the typical unit revealed by numerical simulation for STH crushing strength 
prediction. The theoretical predictions agreed well with the simulation results, and two different plateau stresses 
appeared under low-velocity crushing. In addition, the influences of the STH geometric parameters and 
crushing velocity on the energy-absorbing capacity and densification strain were systematically explored. The 
parameter analysis indicated that the effects of the cell-wall thickness and incline angle on the dynamic 
response and energy absorption capacity of the STH under low-and medium-velocity crushing are more 
significant than those under high-velocity crushing. Moreover, the STH showed better energy absorption 
capacity than the SH. Thus, this design is expected to provide a novel means of improving the mechanical 
properties of honeycombs. 
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“Multi-objective crashworthiness optimization of lattice structure filled thin-walled tubes”, Article 106630, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106630 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubes have been mostly used in passive vehicle safety systems as crash energy 
absorber. With the use of additive manufacturing technology, it is possible to produce novel filler materials to 
further enhance the crashworthiness performance of thin-walled tubes. In this study, optimal designs of novel 
lattice structure filled square thin-walled tubes are investigated under axial impact loading by using a 
compromise programming based multi-objective crashworthiness optimization procedure. Types of filler lattice 
structures (i.e., body-centered cubic, BCC and body-centered cubic with vertical strut, BCC-Z), diameter of 
lattice member, number of lattice unit cells and tube thickness are considered as design parameters, and the 
optimum values of these design parameters are sought for minimizing the peak crash force (PCF) and 
maximizing the specific energy absorption (SEA) values. The validated finite element models are utilized in 
order to construct the sample design space and carrying out results verification; an artificial neural network is 



employed for predicting values of the objective functions; the weighted superposition attraction algorithm is 
used to generate design alternatives and searching for their optimal combination. The compromise programming 
approach is used to combine multi-objectives and to produce various optimal design alternatives. The 
optimization results showed that the proposed approach is able to provide good solutions with high accuracy 
and proper selection of design parameters can effectively enhance the crashworthiness performance of the 
lattice structure filled thin-walled tubes. The optimum results revealed that BCC hybrid designs have generally 
superior crashworthiness performance compared to that of their BCC-Z counterparts for the same compromise 
solutions. In particular, the PCF value of the optimized BCC-Z hybrid structures is up to 44% higher than that 
of BCC hybrid structures while these structures have similar energy absorption performances. The compromise 
solutions also show that the SEA of BCC and BCC-Z hybrid structures increases respectively by 29% and 51% 
depending on the selected weight factors for the design objectives. 
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“Performance of concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns after exposure to fire”, Article 106629, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106629 
ABSTRACT: The post-fire performance of concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns subjected to 
an entire loading–fire history, including four characteristic phases: (i) ambient temperature loading, (ii) heating, 
(iii) cooling with constant external loads, and (iv) post-fire loading, is investigated in this paper. Sequentially 
coupled thermal-stress analyses are performed using ABAQUS to establish the temperature field and structural 
response of CFSST columns. To improve the precision of the finite element analysis (FEA) models, the 
influence of moisture on the thermal conductivity and specific heat of the concrete in the heating and cooling 
phases is considered by using subroutines. Existing fire and post-fire test data on CFSST columns are used to 
validate the FEA modelling. Comparisons between FEA and test results indicate that the accuracy of the model 
is acceptable; the FEA model is then extended to simulate CFSST columns subjected to the four characteristic 
phases. The behaviour of the CFSST columns during the four characteristic phases is explained by analysis of 
the temperature distribution, load versus axial deformation relations, failure modes and internal force 
redistribution. The excellent post-fire performance of CFSST columns is examined in comparison with 
traditional concrete-filled carbon steel tubular (CFST) columns with the same total cross-sectional area. The 
residual strength index is studied with respect to a series of parametric analyses. It is found that the residual 
strength of CFSST columns is higher than that of CFST columns after the same fire exposure, and that the 
diameter of the stainless steel tube, slenderness, heating time ratio and load ratio have a significant influence on 
the residual strength index. 
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“Multiobjective optimization of perforated square CFRP tubes for crashworthiness”, Article 106628, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106628 
ABSTRACT: Open holes and cutouts have been widely used in composite structures for various engineering 
purposes. However, perforation could largely alter the structural responses and crashing behavior, thereby 
creating significant challenge in composite design. This study carried out a parametric study and design 
optimization on the perforation parameters for the perforated carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) square 
tubes to improve the structural crashworthiness. First, a finite element model was established for perforated 
square tube through experimental validation. Second, the support vector regression (SVR) surrogate models of 
the crashworthiness indices were established with respect to the perforation design variables following a 



parametric study. It was found that the radius of the hole had the most significant effect on crashworthiness 
performance of the CFRP tube, followed by the height-to-length ratio and the offset-to-width ratio of the hole. 
Finally, the multiobjective optimization was performed to optimize the perforated parameters by integrating the 
surrogate modeling technique and multiobjective grey wolf optimizer (MOGWO). The optimal design enabled 
to enhance 100.47% in the specific energy absorption (SEA) (specifically from 29.61 J/g to 59.36 J/g) only with 
a minor sacrifice of 4.62% in the first peak load (Fmax) (from 81.22 kN to 84.97 kN). 
 
Farhad Alinaghizadeh and Mahmoud Shariati (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, 
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Mashhad, Iran), “Nonlinear analysis of size-dependent annular sector and 
rectangular microplates under transverse loading and resting on foundations based on the modified couple stress 
theory”, Article 106583, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106583 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear behavior of annular sector microplates remains poorly understood. In this study, a 
non-classical model for nonlinear bending analysis of annular sector microplates under transverse mechanical 
loading is developed based on the modified couple stress theory and the first-order shear deformation theory 
with von Karman nonlinearity. The model captures the size effect by a material length scale parameter. Using 
the principle of minimum total potential energy, the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions are 
obtained. The equilibrium equations are discretized according to the generalized differential quadrature method 
and are solved using the Newton's technique. By a proper change in the geometric parameters of annular sector 
plates, the results are extended to nonlinear analysis of square microplates under transverse loading. It is 
assumed that the microplates are resting on the nonlinear elastic foundations. The present results are verified by 
comparison with existing results in the literature. The effects of nonlinearity, length scale parameter, foundation 
parameters and geometric parameters on deflections of annular sector and square microplates subjected to 
distributed transverse loading are studied. 
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“Buckling and limit states of thin-walled composite columns under eccentric load”, Article 106627, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106627 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this study was to investigate the influence of eccentric compressive load on the 
buckling, post-buckling and load-carrying capacity of thin-walled top-hat cross-section composite columns. The 
CFRP columns were manufactured by the autoclave technique. The scope of the study involved performing 
experimental tests on real structures as well as numerical calculations by the finite element method. The 
experimental tests were conducted in the full range of loading, until the structure's failure. Post-buckling 
equilibrium paths and acoustic emission signals were measured in order to determine actual condition of the 
composite material. Nonlinear FEM calculations were made by the progressive damage criterion, in which the 
damage initiation of the composite material was estimated based on Hashin's theory, whereas damage evolution 
was described by the energy criterion. The numerical simulations were performed using the commercial 
software ABAQUS®. The numerical results were in good agreement with the experimental results obtained for 
real structures. The results demonstrated a significant influence of eccentric compressive load on the buckling 
and post-buckling characteristics of the tested structures. 
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“Lateral indentation of a reinforced braided tube with tunable stiffness”, Article 106608, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106608 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the lateral indentation of a newly proposed reinforced braided tube with tunable 
stiffness, which takes a braided tube as skeleton and is sealed by thin membranes, has been studied 
experimentally and numerically. It is found out that the radial stiffness could be increased by 290% compared 



with that of a stand-alone braided tube, through adjusting the negative pressure between the braided skeleton 
and the membranes. During deformation, the fibers in the reinforced tube are longitudinally restricted by 
friction, which increases the stiffness of the braided skeleton. In addition, friction dissipation due to sliding 
between fibers and membranes also contributes substantially to the load carrying capability of the reinforced 
tube, leading to a much stiffer structure than the summation of the constituents. A parametric analysis has also 
been conducted, from which the effects of the design parameters are obtained. 
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“In-plane elastic constants of a new curved cell walls honeycomb concept”, Article 106613, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106613 
ABSTRACT: This paper is focused on the identification of the in-plane elastic constants of a new design of 
auxetic (negative Poisson's ratio) honeycomb configuration with curved cell walls by using analytical and 
numerical homogenization techniques. The sensitivity of the elastic constants is determined against the various 
cell geometry parameters. Good agreement between the analytical and numerical simulations is observed. We 
show that the specific curved wall honeycomb configuration proposed in this paper possesses a high in-plane 
shear compliance, tailored anisotropy and the possibility of inducing a negative Poisson's ratio behaviour in 
baseline honeycomb configurations that would have otherwise positive in-plane Poisson's ratios. 
 
Shubin Wang, Weiguo Li, Yong Tao, Xin Zhang, Xuyao Zhang, Ying Li,  Yong Deng, Zheng Shen, Xi Zhang, 
Jiasen Xu, Liming Chen and Daining Fang (All except the last author are from: College of Aerospace 
Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing, 400044, China), “Investigation on the temperature dependent 
out-of-plane quasi-static compressive behavior of metallic honeycombs”, Article 106625, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106625 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the effect of temperature on the out-of-plane quasi-static compressive 
behavior of metallic honeycombs by numerical and theoretical methods. Adopting a temperature dependent 
elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive relation, the temperature dependent out-of-plane quasi-static compressive 
mechanical performance of Al5052 honeycomb is studied with the finite element method. The results show that 
the plateau stress, peak stress and specific energy absorption (SEA) of Al5052 honeycomb decrease gradually 
with increasing temperature, while the crush load efficiency (CLE) and deformation pattern are temperature 
insensitive. Then, based on the numerical results in this study and super folding element theory, the temperature 
dependent theoretical models without fitting parameters for the plateau stress and SEA of metallic honeycombs 
are developed, respectively. These theoretical models are successfully verified against numerical simulations 
and experiments. Based on these theoretical models, the effects of parent material properties on the plateau 
stress and SEA at different temperatures are discussed. The results in this study provide useful guidelines in 
optimizing the choice of parent materials to fabricate metallic honeycombs with better energy absorption 
efficiency at different temperatures. 
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“Crashworthiness of tailored-property multi-cell tubular structures under axial crushing and lateral bending”, 
Article 106640, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106640 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures have been widely used as energy-absorbing components, which can be 
probably subjected to multiple loading conditions in real life, such as axial crushing and lateral bending. Most 
of the existing literature solely focuses on the pure axial crushing or lateral bending. In this paper, a novel 
tailored-property multi-cell tubular structure is proposed, where the material's ultimate strength at the corner 



region is increased to accommodate both the axial crushing and lateral bending conditions. Finite element (FE) 
models were developed and validated through experimental results. The FE models were used to investigate the 
crashworthiness performances of the tailored-property multi-cell tubes under axial crushing and lateral bending. 
Under both axial crushing and lateral bending, it was found that the tailored-property multi-cell tubes exhibited 
noticeable advantages over the corresponding traditional tubes. The tailoring ratio and thickness had a 
significant influence on the crashworthiness performance of the tailored-property multi-cell tubes. Moreover, 
the well-designed tailored-property multi-cell tubes could exhibit the progressive deformation mode under axial 
crushing. Furthermore, a theoretical model for the tailored-property multi-cell tubes under axial crushing was 
developed based on the Superfolding Element (SFE) Method. The results showed that the theoretical solutions 
were in good agreement with the finite element analysis results. The findings of this paper have the potential for 
energy absorption applications under different loading conditions. 
 
Ying-Lei Li and Xiao-Ling Zhao (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, UNSW Sydney, NSW, 
2052, Australia), “Hybrid double tube sections utilising seawater and sea sand concrete, FRP and stainless 
steel”, Article 106643, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106643 
ABSTRACT: This article presents an experimental and theoretical study on axially compressed hybrid double 
tube SWSSC (seawater and sea sand concrete) columns (DTCCs), which consists of FRP/SS (stainless steel) 
tubes and SWSSC. The structural behaviours of DTCCs (e.g., load-axial strain curves, dilation properties, loads 
carried by individual components) are discussed and compared with the corresponding concrete fully filled and 
double-skin tubes. It is found that the load carrying capacity of a DTCC with SS as inner tube can be estimated 
as the sum of the loads carried by the outer tube with encased concrete and that by the inner SS tube. On the 
other hand, the load in a DTCC with FRP as inner tube could be divided as the loads carried by the outer tube 
with encased annular concrete and by the confined inner FRP tube with encased core concrete. Finally, based on 
existing analysis-oriented models for concrete fully filled tubes, theoretical models are proposed to predict the 
load-axial strain curves of DTCCs, which shows reasonable accuracy as verified by the experimental results. 
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“Behaviour and design of eccentrically loaded hot-rolled steel SHS and RHS stub columns at elevated 
temperatures”, Article 106646, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106646 
ABSTRACT: The structural fire response of hot-rolled steel square and rectangular hollow sections (SHS and 
RHS) under combined compression and bending is investigated in this study through finite element (FE) 
modelling. The developed FE models were firstly validated against available test results on hot-rolled steel 
SHS/RHS subjected to combined compression and bending at elevated temperatures. Upon validation, an 
extensive parametric study was then carried out to examine the resistance of hot-rolled steel SHS/RHS under 
combined loading at elevated temperatures, covering a wide range of cross-section slendernesses, cross-section 
aspect ratios, combinations of loading and temperatures up to 800 °C. The numerical data, together with the 
experimental results, were compared with the strength predictions according to the current structural fire design 
rules in the European Standard EN 1993-1-2 (2002) and American Specification AISC 360–16 (2016) for hot-
rolled steel SHS/RHS under combined loading. The comparisons generally indicated significant disparities in 
the prediction of resistance of hot-rolled steel SHS/RHS under combined loading at elevated temperatures, 
owing principally to inaccurate predictions of the end points of the design interaction curves. The deformation-
based continuous strength method (CSM) has been shown to provide accurate strength predictions for these end 
points i.e. the resistances of hot-rolled steel SHS/RHS stub columns and beams at elevated temperatures. In this 
study, proposals are presented to extend the scope of the CSM to the structural fire design of hot-rolled steel 
SHS/RHS under combined compression and bending. The CSM proposals are shown to offer improved 
accuracy and reliability over current design methods and are therefore recommended for incorporation into 
future revisions of international structural fire design codes. 
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“Flexural buckling of cold-drawn oxygen-free copper tubular columns with circular hollow sections under axial 
compression”, Article 106647, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106647 
ABSTRACT: Oxygen-free copper (OFC) has been increasingly used in engineering applications due to many 
advantageous properties. In order to investigate the flexural buckling behaviour of OFC tubular columns under 
axial compression, seven full-scale specimens were tested. The buckling failure modes of the specimens were 
analyzed, and the flexural buckling strengths were obtained. Subsequently, two finite element models were 
developed and verified against the test data. A parametric study was performed as well. The results showed that 
the OFC columns with small slenderness failed by elastic-plastic buckling, while those with high slenderness 
failed by elastic buckling. Eqs. (9) and (11), which are based on the Perry formula, suitably described the 
buckling curves of the OFC tubular columns. The value of a  in Eq. (9) was 0.293; and the values of a1, a2 and 
a3 in Eq. (11) were 1.647, 1.041, and 0.175, respectively. 
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“Axial crushing behaviors of composite pre-folded tubes made of KFRP/CFRP hybrid laminates”, Article 
106649, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106649 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the crushing behaviors of composite pre-folded tubes made of KFRP/CFRP hybrid 
laminates subjected to quasi-static axial loads are investigated both experimentally and numerically. The full-
diamond origami pattern and its variation forms with curved lobes are considered for the tube design. Five pre-
folded tube specimens with different ply stacking sequences consisting of CFRP and KFRP woven fabrics are 
manufactured and tested in quasi-static axial compression tests. The finite element models for pre-folded tubes 
made of KFRP/CFRP hybrid laminates are developed and validated with the experimental results. A 
comprehensive parametric study on the energy absorption properties of CFRP/KFRP hybrid composite tubes 
with various geometries is performed numerically. The results show that the energy absorption performance of 
the composite tubes has a strong correlation with the composition of hybrid fiber and the specimen with the 
stacking sequence of [theta(k), theta(c), theta(c), theta(k)] has the best overall energy absorption performance 
among the five specimens tested. Moreover, it is found that by converting the standard full-diamond pattern to 
the curved variation forms, the energy absorption performance of the pre-folded tubes can be improved. 
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“Shear tests and design of cold-formed steel channels with central square holes”, Article 106650, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106650 
ABSTRACT: In the latest North American Specification S100:2016 Edition and the most up-to-date 
Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4600:2018, the Direct Strength Method (DSM) shear design rules 
for unperforated channel sections have been adopted. To date, for perforated sections, there is no DSM design 
rule for shear in the current Specification/Standard while the conventional reduction factor method is still in use 
to calculate shear strengths for these sections. This paper summarises the test results in an experimental 
program aiming to determine the ultimate shear strengths of high strength cold-formed C-sections with square 
holes centrally cut from the webs. A total number of 24 tests were performed using lipped channel sections in 
which 18 tests were conducted with central square holes of variable thicknesses and sizes, and the remaining 6 
were tested with no holes in the webs. Three different section thicknesses and square hole sizes were chosen for 



investigation in this study. In addition, Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis was initially developed to 
validate against test results, and the accurate results from the FEM were then employed in a parametric study 
for the extension of test data by varying the section thicknesses and the hole sizes. In the DSM shear design 
equations, two inputs namely the shear buckling load, Vcr, and the shear yielding load, Vy, are required. The 
numerical solutions for Vcr for whole sections with central square holes have been proposed by first author in 
previous research studies. For Vy in this paper, a new and simplified model is proposed based on net web areas. 
Recommendations for an extension to the DSM shear design rules for channel sections with square holes up to 
certain hole size limit are given. 
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“Experimental study on the performance of steel-concrete interfaces in circular concrete-filled double skin steel 
tube”, Article 106660, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106660 
ABSTRACT: The interaction between steel and concrete is important for the functionality of composite tubular 
construction. In this study, a series of pushout tests were carried to investigate the behaviour of steel tubes to 
sandwiched concrete interfaces in concrete-filled double skin steel tubes (CFDST). Parameters concerned 
included the diameter to thickness ratio of both outer and inner steel tubes, the hollow ratio of the cross section, 
the roughness of steel tube surfaces, the shrinkage of concrete, etc. The bond stress-slip relationships and the 
strain responses were recorded and analysed, and effects of different parameters were discussed. In general, the 
bond strength of the outer steel tube to concrete interface for CFDST was comparable with that of concrete-
filled steel tube (CFST), and the bond strength of the inner steel tube to concrete interface was higher than that 
of the outer steel tube to concrete interface. 
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“Crushing of steel tubes with different infills under partial axial loading”, Article 106614, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106614 
ABSTRACT: Localised/partial loading is seen in many applications in the building and construction industry. 
This paper aims to study the influence of localised loading in different positions and Loading Coverage Areas 
(LCAs) for steel columns with concrete and timber infills, and hollow steel tubes. Fifteen tests were carried out 
in three categories. Structural stability of the specimens was evaluated far into their plastic response up until 
crushing. The energy absorption of each specimen was quantified and compared with its counterparts of 
different materials and LCAs. Axial capacity and failure were focused on as well as the strength-to-mass ratio 
for each specimen. There was a noticeable capacity difference between the side-loaded and mid-loaded 
specimens of each group indicating the effect of material under loading on the capacity. The side-loaded 
specimens had a higher interface between the loading element and steel, compared to the mid-loaded 
specimens. Numerical analysis was also conducted, which yielded a very close consistency of results with the 
experiments. 
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“Mechanical performance of concrete-filled square steel tube stiffened with PBL subjected to eccentric 
compressive loads: Experimental study and numerical simulation”, Article 106617, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106617 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes an experimental study on the flexural and eccentric compressive behavior of 
concrete-filled square steel tube (CFSST) beam-columns stiffened with PBL stiffeners. Three types of CFSST 
beam-columns were fabricated and tested under the flexural moment and eccentric compressive load. Among 
the three types of columns, the two types of columns were strengthened with the PBL and steel plate stiffeners; 
the other type of columns was not strengthened. In addition, extensive finite element analyses (FEA) were 



carried out to evaluate the stress distribution. Flexural test results show that failure modes of specimens without 
stiffeners were different from specimens with the PBL or steel plate stiffeners. The results also demonstrate the 
distribution of cracks in the concrete was affected by stiffeners and the columns with the PBL stiffeners have 
the most uniformed crack distributions. The capacity improved by the PBL stiffeners was insignificant. 
However, the flexural stiffness of the specimen stiffened with the PBL stiffeners was about 20% larger than the 
unstiffened specimen. Eccentric compressive load test results show the capacity of specimen with the PBL 
stiffeners was 6.95% larger than the unstiffened specimen. The eccentric compressive capacity decreased with 
the increase of the eccentricity ratio or slenderness ratio. FEA results show that stiffeners can effectively 
improve the mechanical behavior of CFSST specimens under bending and eccentric compressive loads. 
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“Nonlinear bifurcation analysis of stiffener profiles via deflation techniques”, Article 106662, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106662 
ABSTRACT: When loading experiments are repeated on different samples, qualitatively different results can 
occur. This is due to factors such as geometric imperfections, load asymmetries, unevenly stressed regions or 
uneven material distributions created by manufacturing processes. This fact makes designing robust thin-walled 
structures difficult. One numerical strategy for exploring these different possible responses is to impose various 
initial imperfections on the geometry before loading, leading to different final solutions. However, this strategy 
is tedious, error-prone and gives an incomplete picture of the possible buckled configurations of the system. 
The present study demonstrates how a deflation strategy can be applied to obtain multiple solutions for the more 
robust design of thin-walled structures under displacement controlled uniaxial compression. We first 
demonstrate that distinct initial imperfections trigger different sequences of instability events in the Saint 
Venant–Kirchhoff hyperelastic model. We then employ deflation to investigate multiple bifurcation paths 
without the use of initial imperfections. A key advantage of this approach is that it can capture disconnected 
branches that cannot easily be discovered by conventional arc-length continuation and branch switching 
algorithms. Numerical experiments are given for three types of aircraft stiffener profiles. Our proposed 
technique is shown to be a powerful tool for exploring multiple disconnected bifurcation paths without 
requiring detailed insight for designing initial imperfections. We hypothesise that this technique will be very 
useful in the design process of robust thin-walled structures that must consider a variety of bifurcation paths. 
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Taiyuan, 030024, PR China), “Investigation on the dynamic response of circular sandwich panels with the bio-
inspired gradient core”, Article 106667, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106667 
ABSTRACT: A circular bio-inspired in-plane gradient core is designed based on the Royal Water Lily venation 
structure. The dynamic responses of various clamped circular sandwich panels with the bio-inspired gradient 
core under blast loadings are investigated using a combined numerical and theoretical approach. Four groups of 
gradient cores, such as negative, hybrid, non-gradient, and positive cores, are obtained by adjusting cell wall 
thickness. The classical circular sandwich panel model under blast loading is modified by introducing the in-
plane gradient of the core. The blast resistance of the in-plane gradient clamped circular sandwich panels are 
studied using the modified theoretical model. Simulation results are consistent with the theoretical predictions 
for clamped circular sandwich panels with various gradient cores. In comparison with other three kinds of 
gradient sandwich panels, the proposed sandwich panels with negative gradient cores have higher specific 
energy absorption and lower deflection of the back face sheet. Results show that a reasonable design of the 
density of the gradient core can effectively improve the mechanical behaviors of the sandwich structure without 
adding additional mass in the structure. Such results can provide guidance for the in-plane design of sandwich 
structures. 
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“Numerical and experimental investigation of impact on bilayer aluminum-rubber composite plate”, Article 
106673, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106673 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the performance of an aluminum–rubber composite plate under 
impact loading. The impact resistance of the plate has been evaluated using both experimental and numerical 
methods. The experimental tests were carried out using gas gun at velocities of 75, 101, 144 and 168 m/s. The 
energy absorption of composite plates has been closely examined for all samples. The effect of rubber layer 
positioning either on front face or on back face of the aluminum plate was also evaluated. It was found that the 
composite plate with rubber on front face provides higher performance to absorb the energy. In parallel to the 
experiment, a finite element model was created using the finite element software LS-DYNA to simulate the 
response of the aluminum–rubber composite plate under a high energy rate loading condition. The data obtained 
from finite element modeling shown a close agreement with the experimental results in terms of failure 
mechanism and energy absorption. In addition, a parametric study was carried out incorporating different 
impact velocities, rubber formulation, rubber layer thickness, interface bonding strength between rubber and 
aluminum layers and ballistic performance of aluminum-rubber sandwich panel. It was concluded that by 
increasing the rubber layer's thickness the energy absorption of the composite plate will be increased, especially 
when rubber layer placed in front face of the aluminum plate. Although at high interface bonding of rubber and 
aluminum layer, the composite with rubber layer in front face has better performance, but low bonding of 
interface lead to higher energy absorption in back face configuration. 
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The University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK), “Experimental study of cold-formed steel built-up columns”, 
Article 106291, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106291 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental programme was contrived with the aim of investigating the 
behaviour and the capacity of cold-formed steel built-up columns with particular emphasis on the effects of 
connector spacing and contact between individual components. A total of 24 built-up columns, including four 
different cross-sectional geometries, were tested between pin-ended boundary conditions, while applying the 
load with nominal eccentricities of L/1000 or L/1500. The columns were designed to fail by interaction of 
cross-sectional buckling of the components, possible global-type buckling of the components between 
connectors and global buckling of the whole column, and all these failure modes were successfully achieved. 
The built-up sections were fabricated from flat plates, plain channels and lipped channels and were assembled 
with either bolts or self-drilling screws. The connector spacing was varied between specimens of the same 
cross-sectional geometry. Tensile coupons were taken from the flat portions and the corners of the sections in 
order to determine their material properties, while detailed measurements of the geometric imperfections of 
each specimen were also carried out using a specially designed measuring rig. In addition, the isolated 
behaviour of both the bolts and the screws used in the specimens was investigated through single lap shear tests. 
It was observed that the buckling patterns in the built-up specimens were affected by contact between the 
various components and by the spacing between the connectors. However, in the cases where global buckling of 
the components in between connector points was not critical, the connector spacing had a minor influence on 
the ultimate capacity of the columns. 
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“Strength design of welded high-strength steel beams considering coupled local and global buckling”, Article 
106391, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106391 
ABSTRACT: High-strength steel (HSS) is gaining increasing use in modern building construction for several 
reasons, the most notable being that its increased strength can lead to a reduction in self-weight and 
correspondingly reduced emissions and waste during its manufacture. However, there is little guidance 
available in design standards when the steel grade exceeds 690 MPa. Such guidance is needed, because the use 
of thinner plate elements than would normally be encountered in mild steel members leads to an increased 



importance in local plate buckling participating in the strength limit state, and its interaction with yielding and 
residual stresses that are germane to HSS members. This paper investigates the buckling strength of welded 
HSS I-beams numerically, and based on the results of the study it proposes a corresponding strength design 
criterion that incorporates local buckling and lateral-torsional buckling and their interaction at the ultimate limit 
state. The finite element model used for the analysis is based on ABAQUS software, and it incorporates the 
interaction of elastic buckling, yielding, residual stresses induced by welding and geometric imperfections. The 
numerical formulation is validated against test results reported by several investigators, and it is then used to 
produce a substantive set of data to investigate the buckling strength of welded HSS beams. It is shown that the 
buckling strength depends primarily on two parameters: the generalised (or member) slenderness and the 
section slenderness. It is also demonstrated that coupled modes of failure are possible for slender sections that 
incorporate the interaction of local and lateral-torsional modes, which traditionally are treated simplistically in 
current steel design standards by using effective section properties. To overcome the limitations on guidance for 
the strength design of HSS beams, a set of new strength design equations are proposed from the numerical data, 
based on the generalised and section slendernesses. 
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“The dynamic bending analysis of plates under thermal load using an efficient wave-based method”, Article 
106421, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106421 
ABSTRACT: The efficient Wave-Based Method (WBM) is extended to predict the bending vibration response 
of thin-walled rectangular plates under thermal load. Governing equations of dynamic plate bending problems 
considering thermal effects are first introduced. The general solution and particular solution of governing 
equation are derived by the separate variable method and residue theorem, respectively. Then novel wave 
functions and particular solution function are selected to establish the wave-based model of dynamic plate 
bending problems under thermal load. The accuracy of WBM is verified by finite element method (FEM) for a 
simply supported plate and a clamped plate. Then the influence of thermal load on the dynamic bending 
responses of a clamped plate is investigated. Simulation results prove that WBM achieves higher convergence 
rate than FEM. The thermal load significantly changes the structural dynamic behaviors. When both the 
temperature-dependent material properties and thermal stresses are considered, the increase of environment 
temperature leads to the resonant peak of displacement response shifts toward lower frequency. 
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“Plane-strain wave propagation of an impulse-excited fluid-filled functionally graded cylinder containing an 
internally clamped shell”, Article 106482, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106482 
ABSTRACT: The propagation of stress waves in an impulsive load-excited fluid-filled cylindrical structure 
containing an internally clamped shell is investigated. The external and internal cylinders are made of 
functionally graded and homogeneous isotropic materials, respectively. The space between the cylindrical shells 
is filled with a non-viscous and compressible fluid. The equations of motion for solid media are based on the 
three-dimensional theory of elasticity. According to the problem definition, for establishing the relationship 
between the displacement and stress fields, the governing equations are extracted in the form of plane-strain. A 
laminate model is employed to attain the dynamic equations of the functionally graded cylinder. Next, a transfer 
matrix is established by considering the continuity conditions of the stress and displacement at the interfaces of 
the layers. Then, the Laplace transform is utilized to transfer wave equations from the time domain to the 
Laplace domain. Eventually, a numerical inverse Laplace transform known as the Durbin method is employed 
to retrieve the solutions obtained into the time domain. An excellent agreement is observed in comparing 
between results of the present analytical method and previous models. Next, the effects of geometrical and 
physical properties of the inner shell on the transient response of the functionally graded cylinder are 
investigated. Also, the von Mises stress as the most effective parameter in the structural design is studied. The 
results show that the inner shell made of a material with a lower elasticity modulus leads to a reduction in the 



amount of von Mises stress in the external cylinder. As well as, an inner shell with a greater volume has a more 
positive effect on the transient response of the functionally graded cylinder. 
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“Free vibration analysis of smart laminated carbon nanotube-reinforced composite cylindrical shells with 
various boundary conditions in hygrothermal environments”, Article 106500, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, 
April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106500 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration analysis is carried out for piezoelectric coupled carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced 
composite cylindrical shells with the influences of various boundary conditions and hygrothermal 
environmental conditions for the first time. A simple and effective non-iterative mathematical method is used to 
calculate the natural frequencies. The equilibrium equations of motion are obtained based on the first-order 
shear deformation shell theory with the coupling effects of piezoelectricity, temperature, and moisture, 
respectively based on the Maxwell equation, the Fourier heat conduction equation, and the Fickian moisture 
diffusion equation. The Mori-Tanaka micromechanics model is used to estimate the resulting material 
properties for a composite shell reinforced with CNTs. Presented methodology and attained results are validated 
with the existing results in the literature. The effects of the boundary conditions, lamination stacking sequence, 
volume fraction and orientation of CNTs, piezoelectricity, and geometry of the shell on the natural frequencies 
of the shell are investigated. A moderate effect of temperature/moisture variation on the natural frequencies is 
also observed. It is found that the influence of structural boundary conditions is more significant at higher CNT 
volume fractions and for thicker and shorter shells, and the piezoelectricity effect is more obvious at higher 
circumferential mode. The model and results presented in this study can be utilized to determine vibration 
characteristics of smart CNT-reinforced composites subjected to hygrothermal loading as well as mechanical 
loading. 
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(UET), 144 – Xuan Thuy, Cau Giay, Hanoi, Viet Nam 
(3) School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK 
“Nonlinear stability and optimization of thin nanocomposite multilayer organic solar cell using Bees 
Algorithm”, Article 106520, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106520 
ABSTRACT: This paper carries out the nonlinear stability of nanocomposite multilayer organic solar cell 
(NMOSC) subjected to axial compressive loads. The model of organic solar cell is assumed to consist five 
layers: Al, P3HT:PCBM, PEDOT:PSS, IOT and Glass. Based on the classical plate theory, the basic equations 
are established taking into account the effect of elastic foundations and initial imperfection. The approximation 
solutions are selected based on the boundary conditions of the four edges of NMOSC. The equation which 
indicates the relationship between axial compressive loads and deflection amplitude of NMOSC is obtained by 
using the Galerkin method. Bees Algorithm is applied to maximize the value of critical buckling load with nine 
variables including the thickness of five layers, the length and the width of NMOSC and two stiffness 
coefficients of elastic foundations. The numerical results show the effect of geometrical and material 
parameters, initial imperfection and elastic foundations on the nonlinear static stability and the critical buckling 
load of NMOSC. Optimal values of nine geometrical parameters of NMOSC are also determined. 
 
Zhenzhen Liu, Yiyan Lu, Shan Li and Si Yi (School of Civil Engineering, Wuhan University, Wuhan, 430072, 
China), “Behavior of steel tube columns filled with steel-fiber-reinforced self-stressing recycled aggregate 
concrete under axial compression”, Article 106521, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106521 
ABSTRACT: Faced with the large annual output of construction and demolition waste, cyclic utilization of 
recycled coarse aggregate (RCA) is inevitable. This study uses steel-fiber-reinforced recycled aggregate 
concrete (RAC) in the manufacture of concrete-filled steel tube columns, to improve the utilization of RAC. A 
comprehensive study of the axial behavior of 54 steel-fiber-reinforced self-stressing recycled aggregate 



concrete-filled steel tube (SSRCFST) columns was conducted. The variables in the experiments included the 
steel fiber content, self-stress, quality replacement rate of RCA, concrete strength grade, and steel tube 
thickness. The experimental results show that a poor concrete strength is obtained with increasing RCA content. 
However, under tri-axial stress in the steel tube, the negative influence of RCA is weakened. An enhancement 
of the ductility of SSRCFST columns can be achieved by adding a moderate amount of steel fiber. Self-stress 
can significantly improve the ultimate capacity and stiffness of SSRCFST columns. Moreover, design equations 
for the ultimate capacity of SSRCFST columns are proposed, and the predictions agree satisfactorily with the 
experimental results. 
 
Chengqiang Ge, Qiang Gao, Liangmo Wang and Zhong Hong (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Nanjing, PR China), “Theoretical prediction and numerical 
analysis for axial crushing behaviour of elliptical aluminium foam-filled tube”, Article 106523, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106523 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic crushing behavior of elliptical aluminium foam-filled tube (EFT) under axial impact 
was analyzed thoroughly. First, the deformation mechanism of EFT is investigated. Based on this, a theoretical 
model to predict the mean crushing force is established under some specific assumption. The interaction work 
between the foam and tube are introduced in the model to improve the accuracy. Further numerical simulations 
of the EFT are conducted to validate the theoretical models which indicates the theoretical model is pretty 
accurate. Finally, the influence of the geometric parameters of EFT on the mean crushing force is also revealed. 
The study aims at quantifying the energy absorption of EFT under axial impact loading, for variations in the 
geometry parameters of the tube. This can guide the engineers to design great energy absorber more efficiently. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation on cylindrically curved steel panels under uniform compression”, 
Article 106527, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106527 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a comprehensive experimental study on cylindrically curved steel panels is 
presented, in order to characterize the structural behavior of cylindrically curved panels as individual members 
under uniform compression. Therefore, 32 full-scale compression tests on both stiffened and unstiffened simply 
supported curved panels were performed, where the radius of curvature and the number of stiffeners were 
varied. Based on the experimental results a numerical model is built, which was used to investigate the 
sensitivity to initial geometric imperfections of curved panels. One of the main conclusions is that the behaviour 
of a panel highly depends on the shape of the initial geometric imperfections, which also determines its ultimate 
resistance. 
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“Buckling and postbuckling of advanced grid stiffened truncated conical shells with laminated composite 
skins”, Article 106528, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106528 
ABSTRACT: A theoretical approach is presented to derive an explicit formula for buckling load and 
postbuckling path of advanced grid stiffened conical shells (stiffeners with laminated composite skins). 
Different types of fiber paths of grids including stringer, ring, and helical are considered. The simply supported 
truncated conical shell with imperfection is subjected to axial compression. Basic formulations are constructed 
using the classical theory of shells and von Karman type of nonlinear strain-displacement relationships. The 
equilibrium and compatibility equations are solved by Galerkin procedure, and an explicit relation is obtained to 
predict the equilibrium paths. Results for different conditions are verified by comparison to existing data in the 
literature. Novel results are revealed in the parametric study to show the effects of different fiber paths, 
geometrical conditions, and lay-up configurations on the buckling and postbuckling of the advanced grid 



stiffened structures. As a key finding, the helical and ring fibers of grids are more effective than stringer on the 
buckling load and postbuckling path. Especially when high number of ribs are considered. 
 
Huiyun Chen, Hongbo Liu and Zhihua Chen (Department of Civil Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin, 
300072, China), “Compressive strength of corroded special-shaped welded hollow spherical joints based on 
numerical simulation”, Article 106531, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106531 
ABSTRACT: Special-shaped welded hollow spherical joints (WHSJ) are increasingly used in several important 
spatial grid structures. The corrosion of WHSJ is inevitable and can eventually threaten structural safety. There 
is no research or comparison on the compressive strength of corroded special-shaped WHSJ. Therefore, through 
the simulation and analysis of the corrosion depth, corrosion mode, corrosion size, joint size, and steel material, 
the compressive strength of three types of special-shaped WHSJ after corrosion was studied, and the 
corresponding evaluation method for compressive strength was established. Results indicated that the loss of 
wall thickness (Tc/T) and the ratio of grooving corrosion (2Wc/D) were the key factors affecting the 
compressive strength of the special-shaped WHSJ after corrosion. The effect of corrosion on the bearing 
capacity was related to the size ratio (d/D). WHSJ connected by the H-beam were most affected by corrosion; 
the failure mode was basically buckling failure, but punching failure might occur in the H-beam WHSJ. The 
results obtained could form the basis for the selection of the WHSJ shapes and the evaluation of the bearing 
capacity of the space grid structure with special-shaped WHSJ after corrosion. 
 
Sherif A. Ibrahim, Kareem B. Rizkalla and Abdelrahim K. Dessouki (Structural Engineering Department, Ain 
Shams University, Abbasia, Cairo, Egypt), “Lateral torsional buckling and strengthening techniques of coped 
beams with corrugated webs”, Article 106533, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106533 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses lateral torsional buckling of coped beams with corrugated webs. ABAQUS 
is the finite element software package used to develop three-dimensional models to investigate the influence of 
copes on the lateral torsional buckling resistance of this type of beams. It is found that the ultimate capacity of 
beams is remarkably reduced by 40%–80% depending on the cope geometry. The reduction in the capacity 
depends on the cope length and cope depth compared to the capacity of un-coped corrugated web beams. The 
coped beams with corrugated webs still exhibit a greater capacity than do the corresponding coped beams with 
flat webs. Design equations are developed to depict the strength of coped beams with corrugated webs. In 
addition, due to the low stiffness in the longitudinal direction of the corrugated beams and the absence of the 
flange in the coped region, the web has a tendency to elongate, and the corrugations are flattened. This 
phenomenon affects displacements both vertically and laterally and results in large deformations that are not 
acceptable in engineering practice. Strengthening solutions are introduced in this study to solve this problem. 
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“Behavior of thin-walled beam-column modular connection subject to bending load”, Article 106536, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106536 
ABSTRACT: Steel modular construction has the potential to meet the growing infrastructure needs of the big 
cities and hence, the demand for modular construction is on the rise. This paper introduces a unique and 
innovative modular construction technique which involves the use of thin-walled hollow structural steel 
members and a state-of-the-art cast-steel connector, namely VectorBloc connector. The performance of the 
beam-column connections to be used in this modular construction largely determines its performance and 
success. In the present study, uniaxial and biaxial bending behavior of a typical corner beam-column connection 
made of thin-walled hollow structural steel members and VectorBloc connector was studied through full-scale 
tests and nonlinear finite element method. This beam-column connection will be used for constructing an 
assisted living facility. This study concludes that the design loads of the proposed assisted living facility can be 
safely carried by the VectorBloc connection. However, the weight of the VectorBloc connector can be reduced 
to 80% without compromising the design requirements of the assisted living facility. This study also concludes 
that the VectorBloc connection can be considered as a rigid connection. However, effective bracings against 
horizontal displacements must be provided in the structure in which the connection is intended to be used. 
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“Experimental study of wrinkling behavior of membrane structures via visual method”, Article 106537, Thin-
Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106537 
ABSTRACT: In this study wrinkling behavior of membrane structures was investigated by visual methods. A 
dual-biprism-based stereo camera system was employed to obtain image pairs of the membranes before and 
after deformation. The digital image correlation (DIC) method was used to determine the out-of-plane 
displacements, wrinkle amplitudes, and strain distributions of the membranes, which were subjected to different 
shearing loadings. Moreover, the critical wrinkle strains were calculated based on the tension field theory. To 
elucidate the effects of the length/width ratio on the wrinkling behavior, wrinkling experiments were performed 
on specimens with four different length/width ratios but the same thickness. In addition, the surface and internal 
in-plane stresses of the structures were determined by both three-dimensional DIC and the digital gradient 
sensing method. The results indicated that a stress-change occurs between the membrane surface and its inner 
structure. Finally, the critical shear displacements determined using the two methods were found to be very 
close. 
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(3) Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, 1142, 
New Zealand 
“Structural performance of single-layer reticulated domes under blast loading”, Article 106538, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106538 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic performance of single-layer reticulated domes under explosions was analysed 
experimentally and numerically in this study. The loading was generated by a Gas Blast Shock loading system 
(GBS) by igniting a gaseous mixture and applying it to the reduced-scale structure to investigate the dynamic 
response modes. Acetylene/air mixtures with various volumes were designed in different cases. The 
experimental data, including overpressure–time histories, strain–time histories, and permanent displacement at 
representative locations, were recorded. The response patterns of the specimens were identified and discussed, 
the five major failure modes are as follows: no damage mode, insignificant damage mode, moderate damage 
mode, heavy damage mode, and whole collapse mode. It was shown that the Gas Blast Shock loading system is 
feasible for studying the response modes of single-layer spherical reticulated shells under external explosion. In 
addition, a numerical model based on ANYSY/AUTODYN was developed to simulate the experimental tests, 
and an improved equivalent TNT method was used to simplify the loading system. Good agreement between 
the experimental and numerical results was achieved and an explosion efficiency factor was proposed. 
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“Experiment and code-based study on high-strength steel pin-ended angles under axial compression”, Article 
106541, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106541 
ABSTRACT: This study describes an experimental and numerical modelling investigation of the buckling 
behaviour and load-carrying capacities of pin-ended hot-rolled high-strength structural steel equal-leg angle 
section columns. The testing programme involved material testing, measurements of the initial geometric 
imperfections, and 48 pin-ended column tests. The non-linear finite element models were developed 
considering the residual stresses, geometric imperfections, and stress–strain curves obtained from the tension 
coupon tests, and the models were validated. Next, a parametric study was carried out to generate additional 



numerical data. The experiment and numerical results were analysed in detail and then utilised to evaluate the 
accuracy of the established design rules in China, the USA, and Europe. Through an in-depth comparative 
study, it was proved that the prediction of the compressive load-carrying capacity of high-strength steel angle 
section columns, using code GB50017, is relatively accurate. 
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“Elastic limit load estimation including similarity approach for different end conditioned conical shells with 
high semi-vertex angle under axial compression”, Article 106543, Thin-Walled Structures, Vol. 149, April 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106543 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the stability loss of thin walled conical shell structures under axial 
loading. More specifically, conical shells with semi-vertex angle greater than 65 degrees and with different 
bottom edge radial stiffness were studied in order to fill the gap in existing literature. The effects of geometrical 
parameters of the structure on the load bearing capacity were determined. Conical shell structures with high 
semi-vertex angle and different boundary conditions display highly non-linear character under axial loading, 
hence conventional analytical approaches are not adequate to predict the limit load. Therefore, a new method 
was proposed in this study which can accurately predict the limit load of these structures. The deviation 
between the proposed method and numerical results was found to be plus or minus 13%, while it was one order 
higher (plus or minus 300%) in classical shell theory, based on the configuration. Furthermore, similarity 
parameters were suggested to increase the range of application of the proposed method. Similarity parameters 
enable researchers to work with scaled-down models which are capable of simulating the behaviour of real-
time-scale models. In addition, the effect of geometrical initial imperfections on the load bearing capacity was 
investigated and a new reduction coefficient was identified which is much more accurate compared to the 
overly conservative standard counterpart. A numerical model was developed with COSMOS/M software. This 
model was validated with experiments, and then was used for the parametric study. 
 
Gang Zheng, Zhen Wang and Kai Song (Advanced Design and Manufacture for Vehicle Body, Hunan 
University, Changsha, 410082, China), “Energy absorption on metal-composite hybrid structures: Experimental 
and numerical simulation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106571, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106571 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the mechanical behavior of hybrid structures under the quasi-static axial 
loading. The hybrid tubes with different configuration scheme, stacking sequence and foam filler are first used 
to perform the quasi-static axial compression tests. In addition, the tubes with aluminum, Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) and aluminum foam are also tested as a comparison of the hybrid tubes. It was found 
that both the empty and foam-filled aluminum/CFRP hybrid tubes showed better mechanical behavior 
characteristics. Based on the numerical modeling, the results have been confirmed by experiments. 
Furthermore, a parametric study is carried out to explore the effects of relevant parameters on the mechanical 
behaviors of the hybrid tubes, and some useful conclusions are achieved. 
 
Chen Yan, Yonghui Wang and Ximei Zhai (Structures Dynamic Behavior and Control, Harbin Institute of 
Technology, Harbin, 150090, China), “Low velocity impact performance of curved steel-concrete-steel 
sandwich shells with bolt connectors”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106672, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106672 
ABSTRACT: The low velocity impact performance of curved steel-concrete-steel (CSCS) sandwich shells with 
bolt connectors subjected to a hemi-spherical head drop hammer was investigated in this paper. Experimental 
results including impact force history, displacement history and permanent deformation were analyzed to reveal 
the influences of concrete core and steel plate thickness as well as shear connectors’ spacing on the impact 
performances of CSCS shells. The impact process consisted of three stages, i.e., inertial stage, loading stage and 
unloading stage. Meanwhile, three failure types were observed from the nine specimens subjected to impact 
load. They were plastic deformation of steel plate without fracture (Failure type I), fracture of steel plate 
(Failure type II) and penetration of steel plate (Failure type III). The presence of bolt connectors was proven to 
be an effective way to prevent the detachment of steel plates from concrete core. Moreover, finite element (FE) 



method was used to simulate the CSCS shells subjected to impact load. The accuracy of the FE model was 
verified by comparing the impact load history, displacement history and failure type from FE simulations with 
test results. It turned out that concrete core was the main part to dissipate impact energy, followed by top steel 
plate and bottom steel plate. 
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“Dynamic buckling of cylindrical storage tanks under fluctuating wind loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106677, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106677 
ABSTRACT: The present paper investigates the wind-induced buckling and vibration of cylindrical storage 
tanks based on wind tunnel experiments and time-history response analysis. Focus is on the effect of the 
vibration of tank shells on the buckling behavior. The dynamic buckling loads obtained from the experiments 
and the time-history response analysis are compared with the results obtained from the static buckling analysis. 
The effect of the inertia force generated by the vibration on the dynamic buckling behavior is found to be fairly 
small. Finally, the dynamic buckling loads are evaluated based on the results of the analysis for static wind 
loading. 
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“Out-of-plane vibration of laminated FG-GPLRC curved beams with piezoelectric layers”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106678, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106678 
ABSTRACT: As a first endeavour, the out-of-plane vibration characteristics of laminated functionally graded 
graphene platelets reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) curved beams bonded by piezoelectric layers are 
investigated. The displacement components are approximated through the beam thickness direction based on the 
first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). Accordingly, the shear deformation and rotary inertia effects due 
to both the torsional and flexural deformations are considered. The effective mechanical properties of the 
nanocomposite layers are estimated using the modified Halpin-Tsai model. The governing equations are derived 
by employing Hamilton's principle, which are discretized in the spatial domain using the differential quadrature 
method (DQM). After validating the approach, some useful results are provided which can be used for future 
researches. In this regards, the effects of graphene platelets (GPLs) distribution patterns, GPLs weight fraction 
and dimensions, number of GPLs reinforced layers, piezoelectric layer thickness, the curved beam geometric 
parameters and boundary conditions on the vibrational characteristics of the laminated FG-GPLRC curved 
beams embedded in piezoelectric layers are studied. 
 
Adnan Ahmed and Santosh Kapuria (Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, 
Hauz Khas, New Delhi, 110016, India), “An efficient facet shell element with layerwise mechanics for coupled 
electromechanical response of piezolaminated smart shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106624, Vol. 150, 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106624 
ABSTRACT: In this work, an efficient four-node facet shell element is presented for analysis of doubly curved 
multilayered piezoelectric shells, based on an electromechanically coupled third order zigzag theory. It is 
motivated by the excellent performance of the shell element developed earlier by the authors for elastic 
laminated shells. The laminate theory not only incorporates a layerwise description of the inplane displacements 
but also accounts for the layerwise normal deformation due to the d33-effect of the piezoelectric layers. The 
number of primary displacement variables is, however, the same as for the smeared third order theory (TOT). A 
quadratic variation of the electric potential across the piezoelectric layers is assumed, while satisfying the 
equipotential condition of electroded piezoelectric surfaces using the concept of electric nodes. The 
performance of the element is assessed for the stress analysis under mechanical and electric potential loads, and 
for the free vibration response of hybrid piezolaminated deep shells in comparison with the three dimensional 
piezoelasticity based analytical and finite element solutions. The comparison shows excellent accuracy of the 
present element for the deflection, stresses, sensory potential, electric displacement and natural frequencies of 
hybrid shells made of composite as well as the highly inhomogenous soft-core sandwich laminates, for which 



the smeared TOT is shown to produce highly erroneous results. It is also shown to yield better accuracy than the 
other available elements of similar computational efficiency for hybrid composite shells. 
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“Transverse compressive characteristics of fiber reinforced cementitious composites tubes”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106645, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106645 
ABSTRACT: Fibre reinforced cementitious composites (FRCC) hollow tube is a kind of promising high-
toughness energy absorption structure. As this structure absorbs energy via the transverse deformation of tube, 
it is necessary to investigate the transverse compressive behavior and failure mode of the FRCC tubes. In this 
study, the transverse compressive response of cementitious composites tubes reinforced by Polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) fiber and ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (PE) fibre, respectively, has been experimentally 
investigated, numerically simulated and dimensionally analyzed. According to the transverse compression tests, 
the FRCC tubes failed with four-hinge fracture. The FRCC tubes presented ductile fracture while the plain 
cement-based material (P0) tube presented brittle fracture. The numerical simulation based on extended finite 
element method (XFEM) has a good agreement with the experimental measurements, and both the crack 
development at the hinges and stress distribution on the crack section are predicted. The fibre reinforcements 
remarkably enhanced the mechanical properties of tubes, including the transverse force resistance and 
deformation capacity. The peak force and maximum energy absorption of FRCC tube is 2 times and 60 times 
higher than those of P0 tube, respectively. The dimensional analysis suggested that the specific energy 
absorption per unit volume was principally dominated by the ratio of tube thickness to average radius, whereas 
the stroke efficiency was governed by the ratio of tube thickness to average radius and the ratio of average 
radius to tube length. This work provides a guidance for developing FRCC tubes with high specific energy 
absorption, and is expected to widen the applicability of FRCC tubes in protection engineering. 
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“Thermo-mechanical analysis of porous sandwich S-FGM plate for different boundary conditions using 
Galerkin Vlasov's method: A semi-analytical approach”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106668, Vol. 150, 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106668 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, for the first time, an attempt has been made to obtain the solution for 
bending and stress under the thermal environment using Galerkin Vlasov's method. A non-polynomial based 
higher-order shear deformation theory with inverse tangent hyperbolic shape function is used to define the 
displacement field. The formulation is performed for the author's recently developed sandwich plate using a 
new modified sigmoid function-based functionally graded material (S-FGM) plate of different symmetric and 
non-symmetric configurations. Using a one-dimensional steady-state heat conduction equation, a new 
temperature distribution through the thickness based on modified sigmoid law is proposed. Three different types 
of porosity are considered viz. even, uneven but symmetric and uneven but non-symmetric. A new uneven non-
symmetric porosity model is used in which micro-voids are varied in accordance with material property 
variation in the thickness direction in order to capture the accurate distribution of voids on the plate. The 
principle of virtual work is employed to derive equilibrium equations. An exact solution is obtained using the 
assumed solution with shape functions satisfying the edge boundary conditions. From the present study on static 
analysis, it is deduced that more refined and accurate results for plate in thermal environment, it is necessary to 
include the thermal effect on the stiffness of the plate in addition to the initial deflection of the plate. The effect 
of boundary conditions on stress and deflection distribution along the surface of the porous plate is studied, and 
it is observed that the distribution is prominently affected by the type of symmetric or asymmetric boundary 
conditions. The considerable increase in deflection and stress can be seen for even porosity distribution (P-1) in 



comparison to uneven symmetric (P-2) or uneven non-symmetric (P-3) porosity distribution. In addition, the 
maximum transverse shear stresses are offset more from the center of the sandwich plate with an increase in 
temperature differences with a maximum offset at ΔT = 300 K and minimum offset at ΔT = 0 K. Different 
examples are considered to check the accuracy and validation of the present formulation. The calculated 
outcomes and interpretations can be useful as a validation study for the imminent investigation of sandwich S-
FGM plates having porosities in the thermal environment. 
 
Jonathan Simpson and Zafer Kazancı (Advanced Composites Research Group, School of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering, Queen's University Belfast, Belfast, BT9 5AH, United Kingdom), “Crushing 
investigation of crash boxes filled with honeycomb and re-entrant (auxetic) lattices”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106676, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106676 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the crush response of lattice filled square tubes under quasi-static 
compressive loading. Auxetic lattice (auxetic strut and re-entrant) filled tubes have been compared to a non-
auxetic (honeycomb) filled alternative and an empty tube. All structural lattices within this study were designed 
to be of equal mass. The experimental results were computationally validated using Abaqus®/Explicit. 
Experimental and numerical results show good agreement which highlights that the addition of lattice structures 
greatly improved the crashworthiness performance of the crash tube compared with an empty tube. By 
comparing the experimental values of energy absorption (EA), through the inclusion of a filler lattice a 62.6%, 
64.0% and 79.1% increase over the empty tube were obtained for the auxetic strut, re-entrant and honeycomb 
structures respectively. 
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“Frequency characteristics of FG-GPLRC viscoelastic thick annular plate with the aid of GDQM”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106683, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106683 
ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the free vibration analysis of functionally graded graphene platelets 
reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) viscoelastic annular plate resting on the visco-Pasternak foundation and 
subjected to the nonlinear temperature gradient and mechanical loading within the framework of higher-order 
shear deformation theory (HSDT). Hamilton's principle is employed to establish governing equations within the 
framework of HSDT. In this paper, viscoelastic properties are modeled according to Kelvin-Voigt 
viscoelasticity. The deflection as the function of time can be solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical 
method. Generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) is applied to obtain a numerical solution. 
Numerical results are compared with those published in the literature to examine the accuracy and validity of 
the applied approach. A comprehensive parametric study is accomplished to reveal the influence of the stiffness 
of the substrate, patterns of temperature rise, axial load, damper and viscoelasticity coefficient, weight fraction 
and distribution patterns of GPLs and geometric dimensions of GPLs on the frequency response of the structure. 
The results revealed that applying sinusoidal temperature rise and locating more square-shaped GPLs in the 
vicinity of the top and bottom surfaces have important effect of the highest natural frequency and buckling load 
of the FG-GPLRC viscoelastic structure. 
 
Xiao-Gen Lian, Liao Pan, Li-Xin Lu and Jun Wang (Department of Packaging Engineering, Jiangnan 
University, Wuxi, 214122, China), “Investigation of energy absorption characteristics of square paper tubes 
subjected to axial loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106685, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106685 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the collapse behavior of square paper tubes and the influence of tensile-
compressive yield asymmetries of paper tube materials by combining the theoretical and experimental methods. 
An approximate energy absorption theoretical model is developed to predict the mean crushing force of square 
paper tubes subjected to axial loading. Besides, combined with the remarkable linear regularity of the 
experimental results, the numerical curve of the effective crushing distance ratio of paper tubes is obtained to 
improve the applicability of the proposed model. Then the theoretical results taking account of effective 



crushing distance are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. The proposed model can be used not 
only for the prediction of energy absorption characteristics of paper tubes in a logistics environment, but also to 
guide the protective packaging structure design with paper tubes. 
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“Experimental and numerical buckling analysis of toroidal shell segments under uniform external pressure”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106689, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106689 
ABSTRACT: This study investigated the buckling performances of stainless steel toroidal shell segments under 
uniform external pressure. The toroidal shell segments used in this study exhibited a nominal section radius of 
70.5 mm, nominal wall thickness of 1.346 mm, and nominal rotation radius of 138 mm. A total of 12 toroidal 
shell segments were manufactured using roll bending and were measured geometrically, tested hydrostatically, 
and evaluated numerically. Six of the shell segments had a 45° rotation angle, whereas the other six had a 90° 
rotation angle. Moreover, the buckling of geometrically perfect toroidal shell segments was explored under 
various rotation angles ranging from 30° to 360°. 
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“Cross-section deformation behaviors of a thin-walled rectangular tube of continuous varying radii in the free 
bending technology”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106670, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106670 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled rectangular tube bent parts of continuous varying radii are widely used in aircraft, 
aerospace, aviation, radar, and several high-tech industries to save space and satisfy the internal structure 
compact of the specific products. In the previous years, the applications of thin-walled rectangular tubes were 
hindered because of the distortion in the cross-section area, which occurred during deformation. Nevertheless, 
due to its unique characteristic, free bending technology is highly suitable to form tubular components with a 
variable bending radii and bends in several planes. Thus, in this study, the deformation behavior of a thin-
walled tube (with a rectangular cross-section area) of continuous varying radii during free bending technology 
was investigated. Besides, a stress analysis model was proposed to predict the equivalent stress and strain 
distribution. The proposed model was verified using simulations and experimentation. Furthermore, the 
influence of two key parameters (feeding speed and fillet radius) on the formability of a thin-walled rectangular 
tube was discussed. The remarkable results obtained from this study verify that free bending technology is a 
significant forming technology to manufacture rectangular thin-walled tubes with continuous varying radii. 
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“Full-scale tests on the mechanical behaviour of a continuously welded stainless steel roof under wind 
excitation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106680, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106680 
ABSTRACT: The wind uplift performance of the continuously welded stainless steel roof (CWSSR) system 
adopted in the Zhaoqing New District Sports (ZNDS) Center of China is investigated in this study. To 
determine the optimal welding program and examine the mechanical properties of the continuously welded 
stainless steel joints, uniaxial tensile testing is first conducted on 27 specimens with tension-shear and tension-
bending types. Two CWSSR specimens, one that is square-shaped with a horizontal layout and one that is 
rectangular-shaped with an inclination layout of 10.71°, are further tested under dynamic and static ultimate 
wind uplift loadings to explore the wind uplift capacity. All specimens are full-size, and the corresponding 
materials, structural details and construction technologies are kept the same as the actual building to ensure the 
authenticity of the testing investigations. The testing results indicate that the integrated and sealed CWSSR 
system has a clear force transmission mechanism and a remarkable wind resistance performance. The welded 
joints achieve the best performance, and the mechanical behaviours are equivalent to those of the base material 
under the continuously welded conditions including an electric current of 65 A and a moving velocity of 
750 mm/s. An excellent dynamic wind suction performance is achieved under 5000 five-level cumulative 
loading cycles with a maximum pressure of 5400 Pa. The static ultimate pressure reaches 9400 Pa for the square 
specimen and 10,400 Pa for the rectangular specimen. Damage observations show that no tearing or rupture 
failures are observed for the CWSSR system. The investigation results contribute the most to the safe design of 
the ZNDS Center and are expected to provide guidelines for future applications of the CWSSR system. 
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“Three-dimensional nonlinear primary resonance of functionally graded rectangular small-scale plates based on 
strain gradeint elasticity theory”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106681, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106681 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a size-dependent three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear weak formulation is provided to 
examine the nonlinear primary resonance problem for functionally graded rectangular small-scale plates. The 
small-scale factors are taken into formulation by choosing the Mindlin's strain gradeint theory (SGT). 
According to the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method, first, the displacement field, nonlinear 
strain-displacement and constitutive relations as well as the potential and kinetic energies are expressed as the 
vector and matrix forms. Then, by applying the discretized form of differential operators obtained via the 
generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method, the discretized form of aforementioned relations is achieved. 
Finally, Hamilton's principle is employed to access the weak form of 3D nonlinear governing equations of thick 
rectangular small-scale plates. The achieved formulation is solved via a multi-step numerical technique to 
address the size-dependent nonlinear primary resonance of considered system under the harmonic lateral force. 
In addition to reducing the run time, computational effort and CPU usage, the feature of proposed weak form 
formulation is that one can employ it in other solution approaches such as finite element method. Also, the use 
of this formulation provides the possibility of recovering models on the basis of other types of size-dependent 
theories such as modified strain gradient and modified couple stress theories (MSGT and MCST). In the 
numerical results, the effects of boundary conditions, small-scale parameter, material index and geometry are 
examined. 
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“Experimental investigation on cold-formed steel stiffened lipped channel columns undergoing local-
distortional interaction”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106682, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106682 



ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to report a careful experimental investigation, planned at the 
University of Lisbon and carried out at The University of Hong Kong, concerning the behaviour and ultimate 
strength of cold-formed steel web-flange-stiffened (WFSLC) and web-stiffened (WSLC) lipped channel 
columns undergoing local-distortional (L-D) interaction. It involves 31 specimens (16 WFSLC+ 15 WSLC), 
brake-pressed from high-strength zinc-coated grades G450, G500 and G550 structural steel sheets, exhibiting 
critical distortional-to-local buckling load ratios ranging between 0.75 and 1.88. The column geometries were 
carefully selected to enable testing fixed-ended columns undergoing true L-D interaction and secondary 
distortional-bifurcation L-D interaction (ensuring evidence of the latter required selecting rather slender 
columns) − all tested specimens exhibited the expected L-D interactive failures. The specimen material 
properties were obtained from tensile coupon tests and their initial geometrical imperfections were measured 
prior to testing. The experimental results presented and discussed consist of column (i) load-displacement 
equilibrium paths, (ii) photos evidencing the evolution of the column deformed configurations along those paths 
(including the failure mode) and (iii) failure loads. Finally, the experimental failure load data obtained are 
compared with their estimates provided by the currently codified DSM design approaches for columns failing in 
L and D modes, showing their inadequacy to handle L-D interactive failures − the fresh light shed by this 
comparison will contribute to the timely codification, in the near future, of a DSM design procedure for 
columns affected by L-D interaction. 
 
Hamza Sulayman Abdullahi and Shuming Gao (CAD&CG, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, 310058, PR 
China), “A novel multi-cell square tubal structure based on Voronoi tessellation for enhanced crashworthiness”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106690, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106690 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel multi-cell tubal structure with randomized cell sizes is proposed to enhance 
the energy absorption of the conventional square tubes by utilizing the random nature of Voronoi tessellations. 
Experiments were conducted to develop and validate finite element models. The crashworthiness of these tubes 
was demonstrated by applying axial and bending loads using the finite element method. The proposed multi-cell 
tubal structures exhibit a progressive and stable deformation with the formation of folds in the axial loading 
case and a local and global deformation for the lateral bending case. The peak crushing force (PCF) and specific 
energy absorption (SEA) of the proposed multi-cell tubal structures were found to be better than the regular 
multi-cell square tubes with equal cell sizes when subjected to axial loads. When subjected to lateral bending 
load, the proposed multi-cell tubal structures have a better PCF while the regular multi-cell square tubes have a 
better SEA. An optimization problem was formulated to enhance the crashworthiness of the structures. The 
objective functions were derived using meta-models to speed off the search for optimal structures. The axial 
crushing and lateral bending cases were optimized separately and combined. Multi-objective particle swarm 
optimization (MOPSO) was employed to solve the optimization problems. The optimal tubal structures have a 
crushing efficiency of 87.1% and 85.6% for axial and bending loads, respectively. 
 
Yong-Bo Shao, Yu-Mei Zhang and M.F. Hassanein (School of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Southwest 
Petroleum University, Chengdu, Sichuan, 610500, PR China), “Strength and behaviour of laterally-unrestrained 
S690 high-strength steel hybrid girders with corrugated webs”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106688, Vol. 
150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106688 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to investigate the lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) of hybrid corrugated web 
girders (CWGs) built up from flanges with a yield stress of 690 MPa, which has been used in bridge 
construction worldwide. The hybrid girders have been utilised to provide a cost-effective solution because of 
the high material cost of S690. This investigation has been based on the finite element (FE) modelling by using 
ABAQUS program. Accordingly, material modelling of S690 has been verified by considering recent 
experimental tests in the literature. Then, the accuracy of the current FE models of the CWGs has additionally 
been checked successfully. Parametric study has been carried out on simply-supported girders, for bridge 
construction, considering mainly the influences of the hybrid ratio and corrugation dimensions on the behaviour 
of the CWGs built up from HSSs. A limiting slenderness ratio for the inelastic LTB of 2.3 has been found, 
where more slender girders would not benefit from using such HSS material. Additionally, the strengths of the 
girders have been compared with EC3 design model, which has been found to provide highly conservative 
predictions for the current girders. Consequently, a new design model has been suggested. This suggested 
bending strength is generally found to provide accurate predictions for the hybrid CWGs built up from flanges 



of S690 HSS; especially for girders failing inelastically. Finally, several comparisons have been provided that 
might aid the structural engineers in designing efficient hybrid cross-sections in the future. 
 
Chenge Pan, Xianbo Sun and Yahui Zhang (Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of 
Engineering Mechanics, International Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, 
Dalian, 116023, PR China), “Vibro-acoustic analysis of submerged ring-stiffened cylindrical shells based on a 
symplectic wave-based method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106698, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106698 
ABSTRACT: A symplectic wave-based method is applied to the vibro-acoustic problems of submerged ring-
stiffened cylindrical shells, accounting for the effects of hydrostatic pressure and acoustic-structure interaction. 
The symplectic wave-based method combines the symplectic state space theory with the traditional wave 
propagation approach, and shows the characteristics of high precision and high numerical stability. However, 
this method is only applied to the vibration analysis of relatively simple and geometrically regular structures 
before. In this paper, the method is extended to the acoustic vibration analysis of general ring-stiffened 
cylindrical shells, in which numerical integration strategies are adopted to deal with unknown acoustic-structure 
coupling terms, finally a complete coupled vibro-acoustic analysis is realized. A further quantitative 
investigation clearly reveals the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the vibration and acoustic responses. 
Compared with the existing methods, the present method shows better convergence and accuracy properties, 
especially when the stiffening rings are dense. It is also shown that hydrostatic pressure cannot be ignored in the 
acoustic radiation analysis if the low-frequency near-field acoustic pressure is concerned, otherwise, it can be 
ignored. 
 
Zhixiang Li, Wen Ma, Lin Hou, Ping Xu and Shuguang Yao (Technology for Rail Vehicle, Central South 
University, Changsha, 410075, China), “Crashworthiness analysis of corrugations reinforced multi-cell square 
tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106708, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106708 
ABSTRACT: Multi-cell tubes are widely used as energy-absorption components in transportation field due to 
its high energy absorption capacity and good weight efficiency. However, with the increase of vehicle speed, 
people have high requirements for safety, and therefore, the crashworthiness performance of multi-cell tubes 
should be further improved. To this end, we proposed a new type of multi-cell circumferentially corrugated 
square tubes (CCSTs) by implementing multi-corrugation on the cross sections of the traditional multi-cell 
square tubes (STs). Experimental, numerical and theoretical methods were adopted to investigate the crushing 
mechanics of the multi-cell CCSTs. The results showed that the crashworthiness performance of the multi-cell 
CCSTs was significantly superior to that of the multi-cell STs. In addition, parametric study was performed to 
reveal the effects of geometric parameters on the crashworthiness characteristics. In conclusion, this work is of 
positive significance for improving the level of crashworthiness of thin-walled tubes, and this structural design 
method can also be used for other traditional structures. 
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“Experimental study on effect of impact locations on damage formation and compression behavior of stiffened 
composite panels with L-shaped stiffener”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106707, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106707 
ABSTRACT: Experiments are performed in this study to investigate the influence of impact locations on the 
damage and compression behavior of stiffened composite panels with a single L-shaped stiffener. After the 
application of low-velocity impact to the flange tip or web from the outboard side with the same energy level, 
significant differences among the damage types in specimens are observed. The flange tip impact induces 
complex damage types including ply fracture, splitting, delamination, and stiffener/skin interface debonding. 
The stiffness discontinuity results in the extensive propagation of delamination along the longitudinal direction. 
In contrast, the web impact damage is minimal because of the web's high stiffness. The results of compression 
after impact reveal that these two types of damage lead to considerable differences in compression behavior. 
The severe damage caused by the former leads to a considerable reduction in buckling load; however, the 



buckling deformation drives the rapid propagation of damage without any constraint. As a result, no distinct 
post-buckling stage is observed, and the failure load is considerably reduced. On the other hand, the damage 
caused by the latter weakens the interaction between the stiffener and skin, thereby slightly reducing both 
buckling and failure loads. Based on these findings, several suggestions on aircraft structure design and 
inspection are proposed to avoid significant damage and rapid damage propagation. 
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“Multiple wrinkling mode transitions in axially compressed cylindrical shell-substrate in dynamics”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106700, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106700 
ABSTRACT: We propose an efficient computational model for predicting the surface wrinkling in axially 
compressed bi-layer cylindrical shell-substrate composites. To capture the transitions between the wrinkling 
modes in the far post-buckling regime, we use implicit dynamics. In this context we apply a generalized-α and 
an energy-decaying time stepping schemes that numerically dissipate in the high frequency range. The other 
components of the model are a geometrically exact, rotation-less, nonlinear shell finite element for the cylinder 
and an elastic foundation that represents the substrate. We show that the proposed computational model predicts 
the wrinkling pattern transition from axisymmetric to diamond-like mode, which is consistent with the 
numerical and laboratory experiments reported earlier. Furthermore, the results of our computational model 
show the existence of several diamond-like mode jumps in the post-buckling regime, a result that has not yet 
been reported for the axially compressed shell-substrate cylinders. 
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“A novel computational approach to functionally graded porous plates with graphene platelets reinforcement”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106684, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106684 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we numerically investigate static and free vibration responses of functionally graded 
(FG) porous plates with graphene platelets (GPLs) reinforcement using an efficient polygonal finite element 
method (PFEM). While the bending strain field is approximated through quadratic serendipity shape functions, 
the shear strain field is calculated by employing Wachspress basis functions. In order to eliminate the shear 
locking phenomenon, Timoshenko's beam theory is utilized to determine assumed strain fields on each side of 
polygonal domain. The present formulation possesses various outstanding features: (a) is valid for triangular, 
quadrilateral and polygonal elements; (b) can conveniently implement various different plate theories via 
choosing appropriate transverse shear function; (c) eliminates the shear locking phenomenon; (d) does not 
increase degrees of freedom (DOFs) per polygonal element despite employing the quadratic serendipity shape 
functions and (e) obtains more accurate and stable results than those of other PFEMs. Various dispersions of 
internal pores as well as GPLs into metal matrix through the thickness of plate are examined. The effective 
material properties varying across the plate's thickness can be estimated by Halpin-Tsai model for Young's 
modulus and the rule of a mixture for Poisson's ratio and mass density. The effect of several important 
parameters such as porosity coefficient, weight fraction and dimensions of GPLs, distribution of porosity and 
GPLs into metal matrix are thoroughly investigated via various numerical examples. 
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“Large displacement models for composites based on Murakami's Zig-Zag Function, Green-Lagrange Strain 
Tensor, and Generalized Unified Formulation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106460, Vol. 150, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106460 
ABSTRACT: Murakami's Zig-Zag Function in conjunction of Green-Lagrange Strain- and Second-Piola 
Kirchhoff Stress-tensors and Generalized Unified Formulation are introduced for the first time to present a class 
of Zig-Zag theories for composite structures. Transverse strain effects are retained and modeled, making the 



present approach also suitable for thick structures. Each displacement variable is independently represented 
with user-selected order of expansion. The stress recovery is achieved with a special procedure in which 
combination of deformation gradient and Second-Piola Kichhoff transverse stresses are integrated along the 
thickness of the undeformed geometry. Comparison with available data and commercial codes indicate the 
effectiveness of the proposed framework for variable kinematics Zig-Zag theories in the presence of large 
displacements. 
 
Tohid Ghanbari-Ghazijahani, Jinhang Wu and Ching-Tai Ng (School of Civil, Environmental & Mining 
Engineering, The University of Adelaide, SA, 5005, Australia), “Plastic buckling and axial crushing of 
concrete-filled steel tubes: usage of multiple wood blocks”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106487, Vol. 150, 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106487 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to lighten the weight of concrete-filled steel tubes using wood blocks. Different 
proportions of wood to concrete were used in a way that wood blocks were substituted with a fraction of 
concrete in small-scale columns. The behaviour of the composite members was compared with the reference 
specimens, i.e. fully concrete-filled tubes. Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) was also employed as a 
confining material for some specimens, the effect of which was investigated. The weight reduction that timber 
provided was evaluated against the axial capacity of each specimen. A new index is introduced to quantify the 
structural efficiency with a view to evaluating capacity change against the weight. A new parameter is defined 
in this paper to determine and quantify the transitional response of columns under compression between 
different peaks loads on load-displacement graphs. This parameter can further help reduce potential risks of 
failure/collapse at post-peak stages. 
A key finding was that the number of timber blocks in specimens with the same volume of timber did not affect 
the axial capacity, which paves a path for designing timber blocks in multiple numbers. Despite a significant 
difference between the compression strength of timber and concrete, the capacity reduction provided by timber 
was not proportionate (was smaller) to the strength difference of the two materials, nor was proportionate to the 
weight reduction. This disproportion, which can be due to the interaction of all three materials, is structurally 
desirable especially for the seismic design where the total weight plays a key role. This can be attributed to the 
usage of stronger and thicker steel acting as a confining material, which is advised for similar structures based 
on the results of this study. 
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“Viscoelastically coupled in-plane and transverse dynamics of imperfect microplates”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106117, Vol. 150, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.01.048 
ABSTRACT: A Kelvin-Voigt based constitutive equation is implemented in Hamilton's framework in order to 
derive the coupled in-plane/transverse equations governing the motion of a microplate with geometric 
imperfections, while considering geometric nonlinearities. The Kirchhoff plate theory and the modified couple 
stress-based theory (MCST) are utilised to obtain the strain and kinetic energies of the imperfect microsystem. 
Then, the Kelvin–Voigt energy dissipation scheme is employed to derive expressions for the work of the 
viscous components of the classical and non-classical stress tensors. Frequency-response diagrams are plotted to 
investigate the nonlinear resonant oscillations of the imperfect viscoelastic microsystem in the presence of 
geometric imperfections. Numerical simulations revealed that the concurrent presence of geometric 
imperfections and the nonlinear amplitude-dependent damping mechanism alters the bifurcational behaviour of 
the viscoelastic microsystem substantially. It is shown that at oscillations of large amplitude, the nonlinear 
damping contributions become significant. 
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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this research is to obtain analytical formulations for exact calculation of 
relative post-buckling stiffness of nonlocal graphene sheets. In addition to calculating the post-buckling 
stiffness reduction, the buckling and initial post-buckling responses of these structures, when they are subjected 
to end-shortening strain, have also been studied. To investigate these phenomena, a new technique called semi-
Galerkin technique is used in which the out-of-plane deflection function is firstly postulated as the only 
displacement field and then, exact nonlocal stress function is calculated through a complete solution of the von-
Karman compatibility equation. Finally, Galerkin's method is used to solve the unknown parameter considered 
in the proposed technique. The nano-sheets are modeled as an orthotropic layer with Kirchhoff assumptions and 
nonlocal differential elasticity theory is employed to achieve the buckling loads and exact relative stiffness 
values. For in-plane movements of the longitudinal edges of the nano-sheets, two essential and natural boundary 
conditions are adopted to be “straightly movable” or “freely movable”. The effects of aspect ratio and nonlocal 
parameter have been studied for each type of boundary conditions and for graphene sheets with different 
materials. The stress distribution along the length and the width of the nano-sheets is also investigated and 
discussed by the two local and nonlocal theories and for various values of nonlocal parameter. 
 
Fuming Yang, Mingzhe Li and Weiyi Lu (Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, MI, 48824, USA), “Dent-inert post-buckling behavior of liquid nanofoam-filled 
tube”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106716, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106716 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubes have been widely used in crashworthiness applications such as automotive and 
aerospace industries. However, inevitable structural imperfections in the tube wall impose adverse effects on the 
energy absorption performance of the tube. Here, we have employed a fluid-like and highly compressible 
material, i.e. liquid nanofoam (LN), as a filler to suppress the negative impact of structural imperfection. The 
mechanical performance of empty tubes and LN-filled tubes (LNFT) with different dent imperfections has been 
evaluated by quasi-static uniaxial compression tests. Results show that empty tube is susceptible to structural 
imperfection, as a v-shaped dent with 1.5 mm depth reduces the energy absorption capacity by about 20%. In 
contrast, the mechanical performance of LNFT is insensitive to the existence and depth of the dent. The 
enhanced imperfection insensitivity of LNFT is due to the intimate liquid-solid interaction at the LN filler and 
the tube wall interface, which effectively suppresses the curvature growth of the dent and the localized folding. 
The findings provide an efficient approach for designing and engineering thin-walled energy absorption devices 
that are resilient and of high energy absorption capacity. 
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“Crushing behavior and deformation mechanism of randomly honeycomb cylindrical shell structure”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106739, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106739 
ABSTRACT: Honeycomb structure, which presents potential ability in energy absorption and impact resistance, 
has advantages of simplicity, lightweight, easy manufacturing and designability. In this study, honeycomb 
structure panel is expanded to cylindrical shell by adopting the rolled-up algorithm and the crushing behaviors 
of the randomly honeycomb cylindrical shell (RHCS) structures are investigated under axial loading. The 
influence of geometrical and topological parameters, i.e. the thickness-to-diameter ratio, cell irregularity, 
relative density on the deformation evolution and energy absorption performance is systematically performed. It 
is found that the deformation modes of RHCS structures are significantly affected by thickness-to-diameter ratio 
and cell irregularity. Moreover, the rate-independent, rigid–plastic hardening (R–PH) idealisation with two 
parameters is adopted to characterize the crushing responses of RHCS structures and the parameters are 
quantified as power-law relations with respect to relative density. Further, the crushing behaviors of density-
graded RHCS structures with continuously varying in density are carried out under different impact velocities. 
Results indicated that the introduction of density gradients can strongly affect the deformation mode, crushing 
force and energy absorption performance of density-graded RHCS structures. Combining with analysis of 
crushing front propagation, the theoretical determination of crushing responses of the density-graded RHCS 
under different loading rates is presented based on R–PH model. The results of predicted crushing force-time 
histories of density-graded RHCS structures show versatile agreement with that of finite element values at both 
impact and support ends. Additionally, the energy absorption capacity that is related to deformation 
mechanisms of density-graded RHCS structures is investigated. 
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University, Perth, Australia 
“Dynamic response of steel-reinforced concrete-filled circular steel tubular members under lateral impact 
loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106736, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106736 
ABSTRACT: In this study, dynamic response of steel-reinforced concrete-filled circular steel tubular 
(SRCFST) members was experimentally studied under lateral impact loads. Eighteen SRCFST specimens were 
prepared and tested by the drop hammer impact test system. Various parameters, namely, cross-section of 
profiled steel, impact velocity and impact direction for I section profiled steel were considered to examine their 
influences on the failure mechanism, impact force, impact duration, displacement response and energy 
absorption. Since the beams may be of different constraints at boundary and the columns are axially loaded, 
boundary condition and axial load level were also considered. The experimental results show that the energy 
dissipation ratios (Eab/Ek) of all tested specimens except CIFP2-0 are more than 85% and the maximum energy 
dissipation ratio reaches 97.5%, indicating SRCFST members can absorb large amounts of input energy. 
Moreover, the inserted profiled steel can effectively enhance impact resistance while reduce energy absorption. 
It is also found that the peak value (Fmax) of impact force is very sensitive to the variation of impact velocity. The 
plateau value (Fplateau) of impact force and displacement response are very sensitive to the variation of boundary 
conditions and axial loads, which can significantly change the lateral flexural stiffness of specimens. Given the 
same impact energy input, SRCFST members with cruciform section profiled steel under fixed-fixed boundary 
conditions exhibit the best impact resistance performance with the lowest mid-span displacement. 
 
Seyyed Morteza Fatemi Moghaddam and Habib Ahmadi (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Shahrood 
University of Technology, Shahrood, Iran), “Active vibration control of truncated conical shell under harmonic 
excitation using piezoelectric actuator”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106642, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106642 
ABSTRACT: In this study, active vibration control of an FGM truncated conical shell, subjected to the 
harmonic excitation, is investigated via a semi-analytical method. The governing equations of truncated conical 
shells in conjunction with piezoelectric layers are derived using Donnell shell theory and von Karman's non-
linearity. Then, the dynamic equation of the system is discretized using Galerkin method to obtain the ordinary 
differential equation of system. Using the semi-analytical method by means of perturbation theory, the 
frequency response of superharmonic and sub-harmonic analysis of the system is performed. Then, using the 
piezoelectric smart materials, the active vibration control for the truncated conical shell is investigated and 
frequency-amplitude functions are analyzed for the superharmonic and subharmonic resonances. The results 
presents the influence of excitation amplitude and cone vertex angle on the frequency-amplitude response and 
in specific the effect of different control gain coefficients on the system's vibration behavior. Finally, the 
performance of active control strategy is investigated by means of the time response of system equipped with 
piezoelectric layers for different types of the FG distribution in thickness direction. 
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“Structural behaviour of composite panels made of profiled steel sheets and foam rubberised concrete under 
monotonic and cyclic shearing loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106726, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106726 
ABSTRACT: This research investigates the effect of using lightweight foam rubberised concrete as an infill 
material for double-skinned profiled composite panels under pure shear load through experimental and 
analytical modelling. Three concrete mixes were used as infill materials in this study: one control foam concrete 
(FC), and two foam rubberised concrete (FRC) with rubber contents of 8.5% and 17% by total mix volume. The 
pure shear behaviours of the profiled concrete and profiled steel-concrete composite panels were investigated by 



testing nine small-scale square panels. Three profiled concrete panels and three profiled steel-concrete 
composite panels were tested under monotonic pure shear load. In addition, three profiled steel-concrete 
composite panels were tested under repeated cyclic pure shear load. The monotonic test results showed 
comparable ultimate loads for both FRC and FC panels. Moreover, the FRC panels experienced a higher 
number of cracks and higher ductility. The cyclic shearing behaviour of FRC composite panels with 8.5% and 
17% rubber contents outperformed the FC panels through increased capacities of about 10.3% and 8%, 
respectively. The increase in ductility of FRC panels with 8.5% and 17% rubber contents over that of FC panels 
was about 19.5% and 2.4%, respectively. The cumulative energy dissipation for FRC panels also showed a 
distinct increase over that of FC panels. 
 
Zongxing Zhang, Shanhua Xu, Biao Nie, Rou Li and Zhen Xing (School of Civil Engineering, Xi'an University 
of Architecture and Technology, Xi'an, Shanxi, 710055, China), “Experimental and numerical investigation of 
corroded steel columns subjected to in-plane compression and bending”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106735, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106735 
ABSTRACT: To study the effect of corrosion on the bearing capacity of compression-bending steel members, 
especially the local buckling behaviors, six H-shaped Q345 steel short columns with different corrosion degrees 
were designed. The outdoor accelerated corrosion test for up to 2 years, monotonic tensile test of standard 
specimens and eccentric compression test of steel columns were carried out, respectively. The volume loss ratio 
was used to evaluate the corrosion degree of each specimen. The relationships between failure mode, bearing 
capacity and deformation behavior to corrosion degree were analyzed. In addition, based on the experimental 
result, the interactive modeling was carried out by the software Geomagic Studio and ABAQUS, and then the 
deterioration laws of the bearing capacity of corroded H-section compression-bending steel members under the 
real corroded surface was also studied. The results showed that the bearing capacity of H-section compression-
bending steel member decreased gradually with the increase of corrosion degree, and the yield load, ultimate 
load and buckling load of the most seriously corroded specimen PY-6 decreased by 22.8%, 23.4% and 33.3%, 
respectively. Corrosion changed the failure modes of the specimens and gradually decreased the half-
wavelength of local buckling, which weakened the plastic deformation capability of specimens, and leaded to 
the transformation of steel members from strength failure to stability failure. Finally, the novel method 
considering the corrosion surface morphology was verified by comparing the finite element solutions to the 
experimental result. It was found the rough surface of the corroded specimens caused the uneven stress 
distribution and stress concentration. The location of maximum stress was located in the most severely corroded 
area, which leaded to the failure of the specimens. 
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“Unified formulae for critical load and unified DSM expressions for pinned-end and fixed-end columns 
exhibiting pure distortional buckling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106746, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106746 
ABSTRACT: Unified formulae of elastic critical distortional buckling load and unified DSM expressions for 
columns undergoing pure distortional buckling, are proposed in this study for both pinned-end and fixed-end 
columns with a C/Z/hat sections. The normal stress distribution of pre-buckling and post-buckling for C-section 
columns undergoing distortional buckling is presented based on theoretical analysis and literature review. The 
basic purpose of the DSM expressions is to express the strength problem as a stability problem to determine the 
ultimate strength of columns experiencing pure distortional buckling. To understand the effects of both pinned-
end and fixed-end conditions in the columns undergoing pure distortional buckling, the effective length factor 
of flexural buckling about the strong axis of a cross-section, is introduced into elastic distortional buckling load 
formulae and the DSM expressions. Numerical results computed by computer software (CUFSM), along with 
numerical and experimental results in literature reviews are used to assess the accuracy of the proposed 
formulae. It is shown that the proposed formulae are accurate and universal. 
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“Influence of initial geometric imperfections on the 1:1:1:1 internal resonances and nonlinear vibrations of thin-
walled cylindrical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106730, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106730 
ABSTRACT: The analysis of internal resonances in continuous structural systems is one of the main research 
areas in the field of nonlinear dynamics. Internal resonances enable the transfer of energy between the related 
vibration modes, usually leading to new phenomena that have a profound influence on nonlinear oscillations, 
bifurcations and dynamic instabilities. Shells of revolution usually exhibit internal resonances due to their 
inherent circumferential symmetry and dense frequency spectrum in the lower frequency range, which may lead 
not only to m:n internal resonances but also to multiple internal resonances. In this work, the nonlinear response 
of an imperfect circular cylindrical shell, simply supported at the edges, to harmonic excitation is studied. 
Geometries that have two modes with n and n+1 circumferential waves, corresponding to the lowest natural 
frequency, are identified. These two modes are driven to resonance, with each being in one-to-one internal 
resonance with its companion mode, thus leading to a possible 1:1:1:1 internal resonance, a topic rarely 
investigated in the technical literature. The investigation of internal resonances in continuous systems is usually 
conducted using low-dimensional discrete models. Here, using a perturbation procedure, a consistent modal 
expansion is derived for an arbitrary number of interacting modes, leading to reliable low-dimensional models. 
Using the discrete models derived in this way, the shell nonlinear dynamics is explored by using bifurcation 
diagrams of the Poincaré map, continuation techniques and the Floquet stability criterion. The importance of 
internal resonances to the nonlinear vibrations and instabilities of the shell is clarified. It is well known that 
small geometric imperfections in the order of the shell thickness have a strong influence on the buckling and 
post buckling behavior of a thin-walled shell. However, their influence on internal resonances, dynamic 
instability and energy transfer is largely unknown. Thus, a detailed parametric analysis that considers different 
types of modal imperfection is conducted in the present work, and the influence of such imperfections on the 
activation of energy exchanges between the modes involved is analyzed. The results confirm that the form and 
magnitude of initial geometric imperfections have a profound influence on the results, enabling or preventing 
the transfer of energy among the resonant modes being considered. 
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“Two-scale buckling topology optimization for grid-stiffened cylindrical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106725, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106725 
ABSTRACT: Stiffened shells are widely used in aerospace structures such as launch vehicles and aircraft 
wings. This paper presents a novel two-scale topology optimization method to design the innovative grid-
stiffened pattern for maximizing the critical buckling load of thin-walled cylindrical shells. On the micro-scale, 
the asymptotic homogenization method is employed to calculate the general stiffness coefficients of the cell. On 
the macro-scale, the maximum critical buckling load is set as the objective to drive the topology optimization on 
the micro-scale. Besides, the repeated eigenvalues are considered both in the sensitivity analysis of buckling 
loads and the optimization solver with a sub-problem based on the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA). 
Through the optimization, we can obtain the optimal configuration of the grid-stiffened cell. In this paper, an 
illustrative example of the grid-stiffened cylindrical shell for maximizing the critical buckling load is carried out 
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed optimization method. In comparison to the optimal orthogrid shell, 
the critical buckling load with the optimal pattern obtained by the proposed optimization method have a 
dramatically increase of 21.7%. It can be concluded that the proposed method has huge potential to design the 
configuration of the grid-stiffened cell of cylindrical shells. 
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“Effects of porosity and flexoelectricity on static bending and free vibration of AFG piezoelectric nanobeams”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106754, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106754 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, based on the strain gradient theory, a size-dependent porous axially functional 
gradient (AFG) flexoelectric Euler-Bernoulli nanobeam model is developed. A modified power-law formula 
incorporating porosity volume fraction is presented to describe material properties of porous AFG nanobeam, 
and two typical porosity distributions patterns are considered. The generalized differential quadrature method is 
employed to discretize governing equations into a series of linear algebraic equations, so that the static bending 
deflections and free vibration frequencies are calculated conveniently for various boundary conditions. The 
credibility of the present mathematical formulation and the associated numerical solution are validated by 
comparing the results in previous literatures. Parametric studies are performed to illustrate the effects of the 
flexoelectricity, material length scale parameters, functionally graded index, porosity volume fraction, porosity 
distribution patterns on the static bending and free vibration behaviors of porous AFG flexoelectric nanobeam. 
The numerical results may provide support for the application of porous AFG flexoelectric nanobeam in Nano-
electro-mechanical system. 
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“Enhanced mechanical performance of brazed sandwich panels with high density square honeycomb-
corrugation hybrid cores”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106757, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106757 
ABSTRACT: A novel lightweight sandwich construction with square honeycomb-corrugation hybrid core 
(SHCH) was fabricated by honeycomb-corrugation assembly and vacuum brazing. The out-of-plane quasi-static 
compression behavior of the hybrid structures was explored in detail by experimental measurement, numerical 
calculation and theoretical prediction. The proposed brazed structures in high density region are found still to 
have strength and energy absorption capacity significantly greater than the sum of those of empty corrugated 
sandwich and square honeycomb-cored sandwich. In addition, the compressive strengths of the proposed square 
honeycomb–corrugation hybrid cores exhibit obvious superiority over those of competing core topologies in the 
high-density region. 
 
M. Erden Yildizdag, I. Tugrul Ardic, Adnan Kefal and Ahmet Ergin (Faculty of Naval Architecture and Ocean 
Engineering, Istanbul Technical University, Maslak, 34469, Istanbul, Turkey), “An isogeometric FE-BE 
method and experimental investigation for the hydroelastic analysis of a horizontal circular cylindrical shell 
partially filled with fluid”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106755, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106755 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the dynamic characteristics (i.e. natural frequencies and associated mode shapes) of 
a partially filled horizontal cylindrical shell are investigated experimentally and by an isogeometric finite 
element-boundary element method. The proposed numerical procedure is divided into two parts. In the first 
part, the dynamic characteristics of the cylindrical shell under in-vacuo conditions are obtained by the 
isogeometric finite element method (IGAFEM) based on a linear Kirchhoff-Love shell formulation. In the 
second part, the fluid-structure interaction effects are calculated in terms of generalized added mass coefficients 
by using the isogeometric boundary element method (IGABEM), assuming that the structure vibrates in its in-
vacuo principle mode shapes. By adopting the linear hydroelasticity theory, it is assumed that the fluid flow is 
ideal, i.e., an incompressible flow and inviscid fluid. In order to show the versatility of the numerical method, 
the results are compared with those obtained by the conducted experiments. Relevant numerical challenges in 
the hydroelastic vibration analysis are highlighted and it is shown that the numerical predictions and 
experimental results are in good agreement. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation on Local–Overall interactive buckling behavior of welded I-Section 
steel columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106763, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106763 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical investigation of the interactive buckling behavior 
of welded I-section steel columns was undertaken. The experimental program employed 16 welded I-section 
columns made of Q235B or Q345B steel and included material tensile coupon tests, column tests, and initial 
geometric imperfection measurements. The specimens were selected to cover a wide range of width-to-
thickness ratios and slendernesses. Comparisons between the test results and current specifications Eurocode 3 
and ANSI/AISC 360–16 were presented, and the accuracy of the specifications was evaluated. In conjunction 
with the experimental program, a finite element (FE) model was used to replicate the tests. FE models 
considering initial imperfections and material nonlinearity were established and the reliability of the modeling 
methodology was verified by test results. On the basis of the calculation results, a design proposal for both 
normal and high strength steel is presented. Comparisons of the FE results with the predictions by the design 
provisions revealed that the new design proposal is more accurate than the current specifications. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation of hot-rolled stainless steel equal leg angles under compression”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106742, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106742 
ABSTRACT: An experimental and numerical study was conducted aiming to understand the flexural-torsional 
buckling phenomenon in angle fixed end columns with equal compact legs made of hot rolled austenitic 
stainless steel 304. The experimental programme was divided into four steps: cross-sections and column length 
selection; measurement of the columns initial geometric imperfections, i.e., local (cross-section rotation) and 
global (major and minor-axis bending); material characterisation in terms of its response under compression and 
tension stresses; development of the tests aiming to determine: failure modes, equilibrium paths and the 
columns’ ultimate loads. A numerical investigation was also carried out, where the finite element models were 
validated against the performed experiments, to expand the experimental results to cover additional cross-
sections and column lengths. This was followed by an assessment of two design methods for angle fixed ends 
columns with compact equal legs: Eurocode 3 – part 1.4, specific for the stainless steel materials, and a design 
procedure based on the direct strength method developed by Dinis et al. for carbon steel materials. These two 
methods proved not to be reliable for the column ultimate loads prediction and motivated the development of 
two novel design procedures based on the Eurocode 3 – part 1.4 methodology. These two novel design methods 
provided more consistent results when the flexural-torsional buckling ultimate limit state controls the structural 
design of austenitic stainless steel equal leg angle. 
 
 
 
Viet-Linh Tran, Duc-Kien Thai and Duy-Duan Nguyen (Department of Civil Engineering, Vinh University, 
Vinh, 461010, Viet Nam), “Practical artificial neural network tool for predicting the axial compression capacity 
of circular concrete-filled steel tube columns with ultra-high-strength concrete”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106720, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106720 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to develop a practical artificial neural network tool for predicting the axial 
compression capacity of circular concrete-filled steel tube columns with ultra-high-strength concrete. For this 
purpose, a nonlinear finite element analysis of circular concrete-filled steel tube columns with ultra-high-
strength concrete was conducted and verified with experiments in the literature. Accordingly, a database of 768 
finite element models was generated to use for developing the artificial neural network models. In this regard, 



the column length, the diameter of steel tube, the thickness of steel tube, yield and ultimate strength of steel 
tube, and compressive strength of concrete were considered as the input variables while the axial compression 
capacity was considered as an output variable. The performance of the proposed artificial neural network model 
was compared with the current structural design codes including AS/NZS 5100.6, Eurocode 4, AISC, and GB 
50936. The comparative study indicated that the proposed artificial neural network model achieved a superior 
prediction compared to others. Ultimately, a graphical user interface tool was developed based on the proposed 
artificial neural network model to predict the axial compression capacity of circular concrete-filled steel tube 
columns with ultra-high-strength concrete for practical engineering design. 
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“In-plane crushing behavior of density graded cross-circular honeycombs with zero Poisson's ratio”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106767, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106767 
ABSTRACT: By combining circular cells and folded plates, this paper establishes a cross-circular honeycomb 
model. The model has a simple micro-topological structure. Through theoretical analysis and numerical 
simulation, we derive a semi-empirical equation describing the plateau stresses of cross-circular honeycombs 
and investigate their in-plane impact behavior. Hence, this paper primarily discusses the effect of gradient 
arrangement on the deformation mode, plateau stress, and energy absorption capacity of hollow-circular and 
cross-circular honeycombs with the same relative density at different impact velocities. The study results 
indicated that the deformation mode of the cross-circular honeycombs exhibited a zero Poisson's ratio, and these 
honeycombs exhibited a high plateau stress and high capacity for energy absorption. A density graded design 
could control the dynamic response characteristics of the cross-circular honeycombs within a wider range of 
impact velocities. Furthermore, the design of the symmetric gradient distribution provided the density graded 
cross-circular honeycombs with a multi-directional gradient deformation characteristic. 
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“Buckling of cylindrical shells under axial compression with loading imperfections: An experimental and 
numerical campaign on low knockdown factors”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106764, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106764 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical shells are primary structures in aerospace, marine and civil engineering. 
A major loading scenario for these imperfection sensitive shells is axial compression. For this load case, there is 
a critical disagreement between the theoretical and experimental critical load. This difference is mainly 
contributed due to shape deviations of the shell middle plane which are commonly described as geometric 
imperfections. However, some deviations between theoretical and experimental buckling loads are sometimes 
so severe that other imperfection types are possibly to blame. 
This article describes experimental and numerical studies on the influence of loading imperfections on the 
buckling load of thin-walled cylinders. A global loading imperfection was applied by mistake during a buckling 
test of a thin-walled cylinder which led to a severe buckling load reduction and the corresponding load level 
was similar to the post-buckling load. Also, a series of experimental studies with localized loading 
imperfections is described which significantly reduced the buckling load of CFRP cylinders. 
The experimental results of this article represent an example for some of the very low buckling knockdown 
factors from early experimental campaigns and give insights in how to avoid these critical imperfections in 
experimental buckling campaigns. 
 
Shao-Feng Nie (1), Tian-Hua Zhou (1) , Yang Zhang (1) and Bo Liu (2) 
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“Compressive behavior of built-up closed box section columns consisting of two cold-formed steel channels”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106762, Vol. 151, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106762 
ABSTRACT: Thirty specimens of built-up closed box sections consisting of two cold-formed steel channels of 
various cross sections (B92 and B143), lengths (3000, 1500, 450, and 270 mm), and thicknesses (1.2 and 
1.5 mm) were tested subject to concentric and eccentric axial compression. Failure modes were analyzed and 
load vs. displacement curves were obtained. The test results indicate that the failure modes of long and medium 
columns subject to concentric axial compression are flexural buckling about the weak axis, whereas that of the 
short column is excessive local buckling; specimens subject to eccentric axial compression about the strong and 
weak axes exhibited flexural-torsional buckling and flexural buckling, respectively. Finite element (FE) models 
were established and verified. Detailed parameter studies were performed to evaluate the accuracy of code 
equations for a wide range of parameters. The FE analysis results indicate that the concentric axial compression 
strength of the columns decreased with an increase in the slenderness ratio of column or the web height-to-
thickness ratio; increasing the flange width can significantly increase the stability and strength of the column; 
the eccentric axial compression strength of the column about the weak axis decreased faster than that about the 
strong axis. Finally, the effectiveness of the design methods, i.e., the effective ratio of width-to-thickness 
method in the Chinese code, effective width method, direct strength method, and load and resistance factor 
design in North American specifications to predict the strength of this type of built-up column is evaluated. For 
the B92 series columns and B143 series column with slenderness ratio of the column greater than 92, it is 
conservative to use design methods to calculate the concentric axial compression strength of the column. 
Additionally, it is conservative to use the design methods to calculate the eccentric axial compression strength 
of the columns. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev (Department of Civil Engineering of Engineering, Faculty of Suleyman Demirel University, 
Isparta, 32260, Turkey), “On the vibration and stability behaviors of heterogeneous- CNTRC-truncated conical 
shells under axial load in the context of FSDT”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106747, Vol. 151, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106747 
ABSTRACT: The vibration and stability of heterogenous (HT) carbon nanotube reinforced composite truncated 
conical shells (HT-CNTRC-TCSs) are studied. The main feature of this study is to expand the first order shear 
deformation theory to the HT-CNTRC-TCSs to obtain an analytical solution of vibration and stability problems. 
The dynamic stability equations of HT-CNTRC-TCSs are solved by applying Galerkin method. The expressions 
for the frequency and the critical axial load of HT-CNTRC-TCSs are obtained. In numerical calculations, the 
influences of heterogeneity and volume fraction of CNTs on the frequency and critical axial load of HT-
CNTRC-TCSs are studied in detail. 
 
Wenxiong Li and Haitao Ma, “A nonlinear cross-section deformable thin-walled beam finite element model 
with high-order interpolation of warping displacement”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106748, Vol. 152, July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106748 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new finite element model is developed for nonlinear analysis of thin-walled 
beams by introducing a high-order interpolation for the warping displacement field to better simulate actual 
cross-section deformation. It is discovered that, due to the significant coupling between bending and membrane 
deformations in each wall, it is crucial for a nonlinear thin-walled beam finite element to be capable to describe 
complex warping displacement distribution over the cross-section. In the geometrically exact beam element 
model developed, the warping displacement is expressed by using a higher-order interpolation scheme, while 
the distortion displacements are independently described by using a number of cross-section in-plane 
deformation modes. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model and 
investigate possible impacts of interpolation schemes for the warping displacement distribution on the solution 
accuracy under different problem settings. The results show that with an appropriate high-order warping 
displacement interpolation scheme, the proposed beam model can produce very accurate results even in the case 
of small wall thickness, outperforming many of the existing models. It is therefore concluded that special 
attention is needed on the warping displacement field for a finite element model to accurately simulate the 
cross-section distortional deformation of thin-walled beams. 



 
Lu Deng, Jiaoli Li, Yuanliang Yang and Peng Deng, “Imperfection sensitivity analysis and DSM design of 
web-stiffened lipped channel columns experiencing local-distortional interaction”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106699, Vol. 152, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106699 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed thin-walled steel members are commonly subjected to initial imperfection, which 
will greatly affect their load-carrying capacity. In this study, the load-carrying capacity and imperfection 
sensitivity of fixed-ended cold-formed steel web-stiffened lipped channel columns subjected to local-
distortional (L-D) interactive failure (including secondary local bifurcation interaction (SLI), true L-D 
interaction (TI) and secondary distortional bifurcation interaction (SDI)) are investigated. A new imperfection 
simulation method combining finite element analysis (FEA) with the constrained finite strip method (cFSM) 
was firstly proposed, and then validated using experimental data from literatures. Next, 224 geometries of 
columns experiencing L-D interactive failure were chosen by the cFSM and their load-carrying capacity under 
normal state Pnum (with unavoidable minor initial imperfection) and those under imperfect state Pimperfect (with 
various imperfections) were respectively obtained using FEA. The most unfavorable imperfection patterns for 
L-D interactive failure were summarized by comparing the Pimperfect and Pnum of the members. Furthermore, the 
quality of the DSM-based design approaches for L-D interactive failure were evaluated by comparing Pnum with 
the failure load predictions of the selected columns provided by these design approaches. 
 
Merih Kucukler, Leroy Gardner and Yidu Bu, “Flexural-torsional buckling of austenitic stainless steel I-section 
beam-columns: Testing, numerical modelling and design”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106572, Vol. 152, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106572 
ABSTRACT: The flexural-torsional buckling response and design of stainless steel I-section beam-columns are 
investigated in this paper. First, a series of laboratory tests on laser-welded stainless steel I-section beam-
columns susceptible to flexural-torsional buckling is presented. The results obtained are supplemented by 
further data generated by means of numerical parametric studies on both conventionally arc-welded and laser-
welded stainless steel members covering a wide range of member slenderness and combinations of loading. 
Existing provisions for the design of welded stainless steel I-section elements against flexural-torsional 
buckling are then assessed and found to require improvement. Finally, new formulae for the design of stainless 
steel I-section beam-columns susceptible to flexural-torsional buckling are proposed. The new proposals yield 
improved accuracy and consistency over existing provisions and their suitability for inclusion in the upcoming 
version of the European structural stainless steel design code EN 1993-1-4 is confirmed by reliability analysis in 
accordance with EN 1990. 
 
Guangyong Sun, Xiao Guo, Shunfeng Li, Dong Ruan and Qing Li, “Comparative study on 
aluminum/GFRP/CFRP tubes for oblique lateral crushing”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106420, Vol. 152, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106420 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled composite structures are increasingly used in vehicles attributed to their lightweight 
and high energy-absorbing capacity. However, understanding crushing behavior of tubal structures made of 
different materials for lateral impact loading from different directions is fairly limited, which restricts their 
further applications. This study aimed to investigate the oblique lateral crashworthy characteristics of thin-
walled circular tubes with aluminum, glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) and carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) materials by experimental, numerical and analytical methods. Thin-walled tubes were 
considered to bear the combined lateral compression and shear loading radially through two parallel rigid 
platens from the oblique angles of 0°, 10°, 20° and 30° to the horizontal direction, respectively. The effects of 
loading angles on crushing process, failure modes and crashworthiness indicators were quantified. Similar 
deformation patterns of each type of the tubes can be observed under these different loading angles, where 
frictional shear was found to be of limited effect on the deformation mode. With increase in loading angle, 
initial crushing force decreased, also the energy absorption of GFRP tube decreased whilst those of aluminum 
and CFRP tubes increased as seen from a prolonged process in the energy absorption-displacement curve. The 
specific energy absorption (SEA) of the aluminum, GFRP and CFRP tubes ranged from 2.36 to 2.62 J/g, 1.1 to 
0.88 J/g and 0.79–0.96 J/g, respectively; and their corresponding crushing force efficiencies (CFE) ranged 



from 1.18 to 1.49, 0.74 to 0.59 and 0.6 to 0.65, respectively. To further explore the crushing behavior, finite 
element models were established and validated against the experiments. Finally, an analytical model was 
derived to predict the crashworthiness of thin-walled tubes under oblique lateral crushing. The study is expected 
to provide insights and guide to design of crashworthy structures for oblique lateral loading. 
 
David Manta, Rodrigo Gonçalves and Dinar Camotim, “Combining shell and GBT-based finite elements: 
Linear and bifurcation analysis”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106665, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106665 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a general and efficient approach to model thin-walled members with 
complex geometries and/or connected through joints, by combining shell and standard GBT-based (beam) finite 
elements. It is shown that this approach is (i) very versatile, in the sense that complex geometries can be 
modelled quite easily, and (ii) computationally efficient, since the shell model substructures are condensed out 
of the global equilibrium equations. To show the capabilities of the proposed approach, several illustrative 
examples are presented and discussed, concerning the behaviour of (i) members with tapered segments, (ii) 
members with holes and (iii) complex beam-column assemblies. For validation purposes, full shell finite 
element model solutions are provided, showing that an excellent match is obtained. This paper deals exclusively 
with the linear (first-order) and bifurcation (linear stability) analysis cases, but the proposed approach will be 
extended to other analysis types. 
 
Yi Xiang, Xuhong Zhou, Yu Shi, Lei Xu and Yunpeng Xu, “Experimental investigation and finite element 
analysis of cold-formed steel channel columns with complex edge stiffeners”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106769, Vol. 152, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106769 
ABSTRACT: Presented in this paper are results obtained from experimental and numerical investigations on the 
axial behavior of cold-formed thin-walled steel channel columns with complex edge stiffeners, which are 
referred to as G-section columns. In the experimental investigation, a total of 36 G-section columns, with and 
without perforations, were tested under pin-ended boundary conditions, and their structural behavior was 
described. In these tests, the perforations were found to affect the ultimate strength and deformed shape of the 
G-section columns. In the numerical investigation, finite element models for G-section columns with and 
without perforations were developed with use of ABAQUS. The models were validated based on the test 
results. The calibrated finite element model was subsequently adopted for an extensive parametric study by 
varying the dimensions and locations of perforations. The numerical results indicated that increasing the 
perforation dimension resulted in a greater reduction on the column ultimate strength than changing the 
perforation location. But the location of the perforation could affect the deformed shape of the column 
significantly. Based on the results obtained from the parametric analysis, it is recommended that the spacing of 
circular holes is between three and six times the nominal diameter of the hole for engineering practice. 
 
Chao Liu and Yaoyao Shi, “A thermo-viscoelastic analytical model for residual stresses and spring-in angles of 
multilayered thin-walled curved composite parts”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106758, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106758 
ABSTRACT: The thermo-viscoelastic effects play an important role in the development of residual stresses and 
deformations of fiber-reinforced polymer composite parts during curing. In this paper, an analytical model is 
proposed to consider thermo-viscoelastic effects on residual stresses and spring-in angles of thin-walled curved 
composite parts during curing. The proposed model is first established to describe the viscoelastic mechanical 
behavior of an unidirectional curved composite layer based on the viscoelastic constitutive model with N+1 
Maxwell elements. The explicit closed-form solution is obtained by a new iterative solution strategy. Then, the 
analytical model is extended to investigate the cure-behavior of multilayer curved composite parts. The 
viscoelastic effects on the residual stresses and spring-in due to tangential and radial thermal-chemical 
expansion are separately considered to aid in understanding of their individual influence. The analytical results 
show good agreements with experimental data in literature and numerically predicted results by viscoelastic 
FEA for the curved composite parts with symmetrical ply layup cured on a wound carbon-epoxy tube tool. 
Further numerical investigation on the composite parts with unsymmetrical ply layups shows that the 



viscoelastic effects on the spring-in angles are closely related to the ply layups and the thickness of composite 
parts and have different responses for those due to tangential and radial effects. 
 
Merih Kucukler, “Compressive resistance of high-strength and normal-strength steel CHS members at elevated 
temperatures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106753, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106753 
ABSTRACT: The compressive behaviour of hot-finished circular hollow section (CHS) steel members in fire is 
investigated in this paper through numerical modelling. CHS members with high-strength steel grades of S690 
and S460 are taken into consideration in addition to those made up of normal-strength grades S355, S275 and 
S235. Numerical models of CHS structural steel members able to replicate their response in fire are validated. 
Using the validated finite element models, extensive parametric studies are carried out for the purpose of 
exploring a broad range of factors influencing the cross-section and member buckling response of CHS steel 
members under axial compression at elevated temperatures. The accuracy and safety of the design 
recommendations provided in the European structural steel fire design standard EN 1993-1-2 for the 
determination of the axial compression resistances of CHS steel members in fire are assessed. New design 
methods able to provide accurate and safe estimations of the cross-section axial compression resistances and 
flexural buckling resistances of CHS steel members at elevated temperatures are proposed. The higher accuracy, 
reliability and safety of the proposed design methods relative to the existing design provisions in EN 1993-1-2 
are illustrated. 
 
Xiao-Gang Liu, Jian-Sheng Fan, Yu-Fei Liu, Ming-Zhao Zheng and Jian-Guo Nie, “Theoretical research into 
cyclic web buckling and plastic overstrength of shear links”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106644, Vol. 152, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106644 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a numerical model for shear links was firstly established and carefully validated, 
and the cyclic web buckling behavior were also discussed with comparison to experimental results. On this 
basis, firstly, the influence of boundary conditions was explored. The influence of axial displacement constraint 
on cyclic buckling and plastic overstrength was discussed, and a theoretical plastic overstrength factor 
considering axial displacement constraint was proposed. In addition, the influence of axial forces on cyclic 
buckling and plastic overstrength was discussed, and the limited range of axial forces on shear links was 
recommended. Afterwards, the influence of various parameters on cyclic web buckling was analyzed and 
discussed, and a theoretical prediction approach for cyclic buckling angle was proposed, which was applicable 
to shear links with or without stiffeners. Also, the influence of parameters on plastic overstrength was analyzed 
and discussed, and the theoretical model of the relationship between plastic overstrength and displacement 
angle was proposed for shear links with or without stiffeners. Finally, based on the works above, a simplified 
theoretical model to predict the relationship between shear force and displacement angle was proposed, with 
consideration of cyclic buckling. The experimental validations confirmed it had good accuracy. 
 
Jiangbo Li, Jie Liu, Hua Liu and Jialing Yang, “A precise theoretical model for laterally crushed hexagonal 
tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106750, Vol. 152, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106750 
ABSTRACT: Hexagonal thin-walled structures are widely used in protective engineering and the precise 
prediction of their collapse behavior is very important for their crashworthiness design. In this paper, a precise 
theoretical model is proposed to predict the collapse behavior of hexagonal tubes under lateral compression. 
The rigid-linear strain hardening constitutive relation is adopted for the hexagonal tubes. A deep insight into the 
in-plane deformation mechanism of hexagonal tubes is presented. Comparisons of the present model with the 
finite element analysis, existing experiments, and conventional rigid-perfectly plastic model are conducted. It is 
demonstrated that the present model shows a good agreement with both the numerical simulations and the 
experiments. The influences of strain hardening and tube wall thicknesses on the crushing behavior are 
discussed. Based on the theoretical analyses, a nearly constant force-displacement plateau is obtained by 
selecting appropriate strain hardening modulus and wall thickness of the hexagonal tubes. The present study 
will pave an effective way to clearly understand the large plastic deformation of thin-walled structures with 
various cross sections. 



 
Viet-Linh Tran and Seung-Eock Kim, “Efficiency of three advanced data-driven models for predicting axial 
compression capacity of CFDST columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106744, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106744 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate the performance of three advanced data-driven models, namely 
multivariate adaptive regression spline (MARS), artificial neural network (ANN), and adaptive neural fuzzy 
inference system (ANFIS), for predicting the axial compression capacity of circular concrete-filled double-skin 
steel tube (CFDST) columns. For this purpose, 125 experimental data sets collected from the literature were 
used to develop the MARS, ANN, and ANFIS models. In this regard, the column length, the outer diameter, the 
outer thickness and yield strength of the outer steel tube, the inner diameter, the inner thickness and yield 
strength of the inner steel tube, and the compressive strength of concrete were considered as input variables, 
meanwhile, axial compression capacity was considered as the output variable. The performance of the three 
data-driven models was compared with six equations proposed by design codes and other authors. The 
comparisons showed that three data-driven models achieved more accuracy than previous equations, of which, 
the ANN model has an advantage over the ANFIS and MARS models. Finally, a graphical user-friendly 
interface (GUI) was developed to make the MARS, ANN, and ANFIS models become more attractive for 
practical use. 
 
S. Bornassi, H.M. Navazi and H. Haddadpour, “Coupled bending-torsion flutter investigation of MRE tapered 
sandwich blades in a turbomachinery cascade”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106765, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106765 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the effects of bending-torsion coupling on the flutter stability boundaries of a 
turbomachinery cascade with Magnetorheological Elastomer (MRE) based sandwich blades. The blade structure 
is considered as a non-uniform sandwich beam with an embedded MRE core. The governing equations of 
bending and torsional motions are obtained based on the classical sandwich beam theory and the unsteady 
Whitehead aerodynamic theory is applied for modeling of the aerodynamic flow. The equations of motion 
governing on the coupled aeroelastic system have been derived in a discrete form by Lagrange's equations and 
using the assumed modes method. The stability analysis is performed and the effects of various parameters such 
as coupling, magnetic field, taper ratios and different mistuning patterns on the flutter characteristics have been 
investigated. The results indicate that the flutter stability is clearly affected by the interaction between the 
bending and torsional motions which is in agreement with the results previously obtained for a typical cascade. 
The results also indicate that the change of blade cross sectional area has a significant effect on the flutter 
boundaries. 
 
Balasubramaniam Janarthanan and Mahen Mahendran, “Numerical study of cold-formed steel channel sections 
under combined web crippling and bending action”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106766, Vol. 152, July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106766 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel sections used in floor systems are vulnerable to web crippling, and with 
increasing span lengths, they are likely to fail under combined web crippling and bending action. A numerical 
study was therefore undertaken to investigate the combined web crippling-bending interaction behaviour of 
unlipped channel sections used as bearers in floor systems with fastened supports. Web crippling finite element 
models developed and validated by the authors in a recent study were extended to investigate the behaviour of 
unlipped channels under combined action of web crippling and bending while new finite element models were 
developed for bending and validated using available experimental results. All three types of finite element 
models were used in a detailed parametric study to obtain the capacities of 12 unlipped channel sections made 
of G250 and G450 steels under pure and combined web crippling and bending actions. Comparison of the 
combined web crippling and bending capacities obtained from finite element analyses with the interaction 
equations in three cold-formed steel design standards, AISI S100, AS/NZS 4600 and Eurocode 3 Part 1.3, 
showed that the current design equations are accurate for 50 mm bearing length. However, they can also be used 
to predict the combined web crippling-bending capacities conservatively for bearing lengths of 100 and 
150 mm. A new design equation with a suitable capacity reduction factor was then proposed to improve the 
accuracy of predicting the mid-span load capacity of channel sections subject to combined web crippling and 
bending actions. 



 
An He, Hai-Ting Li, Xiaoyi Lan, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Flexural buckling behaviour and residual 
strengths of stainless steel CHS columns after exposure to fire”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106715, Vol. 
152, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106715 
ABSTRACT: The flexural buckling behaviour and residual strengths of stainless steel circular hollow section 
(CHS) columns after exposure to fire were studied, based on a thorough experimental and numerical modelling 
programme, and reported in this paper. The experimental programme was performed on three series of 
specimens, and each series contained five geometrically identical specimens, with one unheated and the other 
four heated to different levels of elevated temperatures (namely 300 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C and 1000 °C). The 
detailed heating, soaking and cooling processes, material testing and pin-ended column tests were described, 
with the derived key experimental results fully presented. The testing programme was supplemented by a 
numerical modelling programme, including a validation study where finite element models were developed and 
validated against the test results, and a parametric study where the validated finite element models were 
employed to derive further numerical results over an extended range of cross-section dimensions and member 
lengths. Due to the absence of existing design codes for stainless steel structures after exposure to fire, the 
codified design provisions for stainless steel CHS columns at ambient temperature, as established in the Europe, 
America and Australia/New Zealand, were assessed for their applicability to stainless steel CHS columns after 
exposure to fire, based on the obtained test and numerical data. The assessment results generally revealed that 
the design buckling curve, as adopted in the European code, and the tangent modulus method, as employed in 
the American specification, lead to unsafe and scattered design flexural buckling strengths for stainless steel 
CHS columns after exposure to fire, while the explicit approach, as used in the Australian/New Zealand 
standard, yields a high level of accuracy and consistency in predicting the post-fire flexural buckling strengths 
of stainless steel CHS columns. 
 
Amir M. Yousefi, Bijan Samali and Iman Hajirasouliha, “Experimental and numerical investigations of cold-
formed austenitic stainless steel unlipped channels under bearing loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106768, Vol. 152, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106768 
ABSTRACT: While mechanical properties and material stress-strain response of different families of stainless 
steel (known as austenitic, duplex and ferritic) are different from each other, current cold-formed stainless steel 
standards do not generally take into account these differences as they provide single equations for any loading 
scenario to cover all groups of stainless steel. This may lead to inaccurate results, especially for austenitic steel 
which is a high performance material increasingly used in modern construction, due to its higher ductility and 
ultimate-to-yield strength ratio. This research aims to investigate the web bearing performance of cold-formed 
steel channels fabricated with austenitic stainless steels subject to concentrated transverse forces experimentally 
and numerically. The experimental programme consists of 16 thick unlipped channel specimens with different 
internal fillet radius and web depth to thickness ratios. For the numerical investigations, 88 detailed nonlinear 
quasi-static finite element models are used and validated against experimental data. Complementary parametric 
investigations are then conducted to ascertain the web bearing strengths in terms of various channel sizes, web 
thicknesses and internal fillet radius. It is found that the equations proposed by current stainless steel standards 
are unreliable for austenitic steel as they can lead to significantly un-conservative results (up to 43%) under 
both one- and two-flange loading scenarios. Other equations suggested in the literature for ferritic stainless steel 
are also shown to provide overestimated results (up to 34%) for austenitic steel channel sections. Based on the 
experimental and analytical results from this study, new equations are proposed to estimate the web bearing 
strength of cold-formed austenitic stainless steel channels and their reliability is demonstrated. 
 
Luiz Antonio Taumaturgo Mororó, Antônio Macário Cartaxo de Melo, Evandro Parente Junior, Eliseu Lucena 
Neto and Francisco Alex Correia Monteiro, “Corotational elements for thin-walled laminated composite beams 
with large 3D rotations”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106375, Vol. 152, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106375 
ABSTRACT: This work presents two finite elements for geometric nonlinear analysis of thin-walled laminated 
composite beams. The element cross-section properties are evaluated through a suitable thin-walled beam 
theory, yielding a 4×4 constitutive matrix where different couplings between generalized stresses and strains 



can be considered. In the local coordinate system, one element named CRL is linearly formulated, while the 
other element named CRTL incorporates moderate rotations. The element independent corotational approach is 
used in order to deal with large rotations in 3D space. Numerical experiments, considering different cross-
sections and layups, demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed finite elements. 
 
Rong Yu, Wei Luo, Hua Yuan, Jingxi Liu, Wentao He and Zixian Yu, “Experimental and numerical research on 
foam filled re-entrant cellular structure with negative Poisson's ratio”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106679, 
Vol. 153, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106679 
ABSTRACT: Mechanical behaviors of a new foam filled 2D re-entrant hexagonal honeycomb with negative 
Poisson's ratio under planar compression have been investigated in this paper. Re-entrant hexagonal unit cell 
specimens were fabricated by aluminum alloy and polyurethane foam. The deformation modes and force-
displacement curves of the unit cell specimens under compression were carried out experimentally and 
numerically, and a good agreement was observed between experimental results and numerical simulation 
results. Subsequently, mechanical behaviors of foam filled and void re-entrant hexagonal honeycomb under 
planar compression were observed by numerical simulation. Compared to the void honeycomb, the foam filled 
honeycomb has a higher specific energy absorption capability due to a higher plateau stress. According to the 
mechanism of auxetic effect, the re-entrant honeycomb would move inward when subjected to compression 
along the orthogonal direction, which cause a biaxial compression of the foam and an increasing of 
stiffness/strength/energy absorption capability. The present investigations provide thorough insight into the 
strengthened re-entrant hexagonal cellular honeycomb, and could be used in the development of novel light 
weight smart functional structures. 
 
M.F. Hassanein, A.A. Elkawas, Yong-Bo Shao, M. Elchalakani and A.M. El Hadidy, “Lateral-Torsional 
buckling behaviour of mono-symmetric S460 corrugated web bridge girders”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106803, Vol. 153, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106803 
ABSTRACT: Bridges around the world have utilised individually the mono-symmetric I-section corrugated 
web girders and the high-strength steel materials (HSSs). However, based on open database, there has not been 
any investigation in the literature exploring the mono-symmetric corrugated web bridge girders (CWBGs) 
constructed from HSSs. The paper is, therefore, devoted to numerically explore the global buckling of such 
girders built up from S460, which has extensively been used in bridge construction globally. This has been 
made based on finite element models (FEMs) developed by ABAQUS programme. Note that this paper merely 
considers girders having unequal flanges, but are symmetrical with regard to their minor axis, and their wider 
flanges are always deemed under compression. The validity of the current FEMs has not only depended on the 
previous experience of the authors, but also on the comparison between the elastic critical buckling moments 
and the available prediction methods. Additionally, experimental test results of flat-webbed girders have been 
considered in the validation. Parametric study has been carried out on simply supported girders considering 
mainly the influences of the mono-symmetry ratio and corrugation dimensions on the flexural buckling 
performance of the CWBGs which utilise S460 HSS. Several conclusions have been found that might aid the 
structural engineers in designing efficient cross-sections in the future. Additionally, the ultimate loads of the 
current CWBGs have been compared with EC3 specifications, and two design failure modes have been found to 
take place in present parametric study; the tension flange yielding and the lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) of 
the compression flange. The results, generally, show that the recommended method by EC3, for equivalent 
welded sections, is the most suitable in predicting the strengths of the current girders. Though, two 
modifications have been suggested for EC3 strengths regarding the tension flange yielding design formula and 
the LTB curve of the girders with depth-to-width ratios ≤2.0. The modified EC3 strength is generally found to 
provide accurate predictions for the CWBGs which utilise S460 HSS. 
 
M. Rouholamin, S. Gunalan, K. Poologanathan and H. Karampour, “Experimental study of roll-formed 
aluminium lipped channel beams in shear”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106687, Vol. 153, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106687 
ABSTRACT: Use of aluminium sections as primary load bearing members has recently expanded considerably 
in the building industry. Aluminium as a new constructional material has several advantages in building 



structures including corrosion resistance, durability, high strength-to-weight ratio, reduced cost of transportation 
and ease of erection and fabrication. The popularity of aluminium structures has attracted attention regarding 
the efficiency and design of many sections, and roll-formed lipped channel beam (LCB) is one of these 
commonly used sections. However, aluminium LCBs are prone to shear buckling failures due to its increased 
web slenderness and low elastic modulus compared to steel. Hence an experimental study was conducted to 
investigate the shear behaviour of LCBs and to verify the current design rules to accurately predict the shear 
strengths. Shear tests have been conducted using ten different generally available roll-formed aluminium LCBs. 
The test sections were loaded at mid-span at the shear centre until failure. The results obtained from the tests 
were then compared with the predictions using the current shear design rules in the Australian/New Zealand 
standards and Eurocodes for both aluminium structures and cold-formed steel structures as their shear behaviour 
are quite similar. This paper presents the details and results of this experimental study and comparison with 
shear design rules based on current design rules. 
 
Z.G. Wang, H. Wu, Q. Fang and J. Wu, “Numerical study on the residual axial capacity of ultra high 
performance cementitious composite filled steel tube (UHPCC-FST) column under contact explosion”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106832, Vol. 153, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106832 
ABSTRACT: Ultra high performance cementitious composites filled steel tube (UHPCC-FST) column has been 
widely applied as the load bearing members for long-span bridges, which are the potential bomb explosion 
attacking targets in terroristic activities. In the authors’ previous work, the residual axial load bearing capacity 
of UHPCC-FST specimens under contact explosion was investigated experimentally, and this paper further 
perform the corresponding numerical simulation study. By utilizing the multi-material Arbitrary Lagrange-Euler 
(ALE) algorithm, Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) method, the restart input data method and element erosion 
algorithm implemented in the finite element (FE) code LS-DYNA, the numerical simulations corresponding to 
the contact charge explosion and the following axial compression tests are carried out. The damage and failure 
modes of UHPCC-FST specimen are reproduced and validated by comparing with the experimental data. 
Furthermore, the related parametric influences, e.g., thickness and strength of steel tube, compressive strength 
of core concrete and column diameter, on the local blast formed crater depth, the post-blast residual axial load 
bearing capacity, as well as the corresponding damage index of UHPCC-FST specimen under contact 
detonation are discussed. The influential degree of above parameters on the residual axial capacity of UHPCC-
FST specimen under contact explosion is clarified. The present work can provide helpful references for 
evaluating the post-blast performance as well as the design of UHPCC-FST specimen under contact explosion. 
 
Rinchen, Gregory J. Hancock and Kim J.R. Rasmussen, “Geometric and material nonlinear analysis of thin-
walled members with arbitrary open cross-section”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106783, Vol. 153, August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106783 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the formulation of a thin-walled beam finite element for arbitrary open 
cross-sections, including doubly-, singly- and non-symmetric cross-sections. The formulation is developed 
within the co-rotational framework of OpenSees – an open source program available for the simulation of 
structural and geotechnical systems. The formulation accounts for eccentricity between the shear centre and the 
centroid of the cross-section, as well as warping. Both elastic and inelastic material behaviour is considered. 
The stiffness relation for the displacement-based beam element is established based on the Green-Lagrange 
strain. A local cross-section transformation matrix is derived to relate the end actions with the axial force acting 
at the centroid to the end actions with the axial force acting at the member axis system. The elastic and inelastic 
performance of the beam finite element is demonstrated through a series of instability problems comprising 
doubly-, singly- and non-symmetric sections subjected to compression, bending, and torsion. The buckling and 
post-buckling behavior predicted by the beam element is shown to be in close agreement with the results of 
shell finite element models, thereby demonstrating its reliability. 
 
M. Haghgoo, R. Ansari  and M.K. Hassanzadeh-Aghdam, “A multiscale analysis for free vibration of fuzzy 
fiber-reinforced nanocomposite conical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106845, Vol. 153, August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106845 



ABSTRACT: In this paper, the free vibration analysis of fuzzy fiber reinforced (FFRC) nanocomposite 
truncated conical shell is investigated. The FFRC constructional feature is that the uniformly aligned carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) are radially grown on the circumferential surfaces of unidirectional carbon fibers. Using a 
micromechanical model based on the simplified unit cell (SUC) method, the effective material properties of the 
FFRC conical shells are evaluated. The thin-walled classical shell theory and Hamilton's principle are used to 
extract the governing equations, and the Ritz method is used to solve the problem. The model predictions are 
compared with other numerical results available in the literature and the correctness of the proposed theoretical 
method is attested. Some novel results, including the vibration results of FFRC conical shell accompanied with 
different combinations of boundary conditions and different material and geometrical properties are presented. 
The results reveal that the FFRC conical shell vibration behavior is strongly dependent on the material 
properties, volume fractions of two reinforcements, geometrical characteristics and boundary conditions. 
 
Mohammad Reza Nikoomanesh and Mohammad Ali Goudarzi, “Experimental and numerical evaluation of 
shear load capacity for sinusoidal corrugated web girders”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106798, Vol. 153, 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106798 
ABSTRACT: The current study experimentally and numerically investigated the ultimate shear loading 
capacity (USLC) of sinusoidal corrugated web beams (CBWs). The aim of the study was to numerically 
evaluate USLC for comprehensive practical dimensions of CWBs. In order to validate the numerical simulation 
strategy, a series of experimental tests on nine girders is performed. A comprehensive parametric study using 
the nonlinear finite element method then is performed for 160 cases and the effects of various parameters are 
discussed. The selected dimensions for numerical cases cover the typical range of steel girders in practice. A 
formula based on the division of areas of the shear buckling modes of sinusoidal CBWs is suggested. The 
numerical parameters of the proposed relation, representing the web boundary conditions and inelastic effects 
on shear buckling capacity, are fitted using the parametric study results. The relation was able to predict the 
UPLC of the numerical cases with an average difference of 10%, which is satisfactory in practice. 
 
Yuchen Fu and Pedram Sadeghian, “Flexural and shear characteristics of bio-based sandwich beams made of 
hollow and foam-filled paper honeycomb cores and flax fiber composite skins”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106834, Vol. 153, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106834 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, bio-based sandwich panels made of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) skins and two 
types of paper honeycomb core (namely, hollow and foam-filled) with three different thicknesses (namely, 
6 mm, 12 mm, and 25 mm) were studied. Flax FRP composites made of a unidirectional plant-based flax fabric 
and bio-based epoxy resin (30% bio content) were used for the skins. The panels were cut into a total of 36 
sandwich beam specimens with the width of 50 mm and tested under four-point bending with two span 
configurations to characterize the flexural and shear stiffness of the panels. The specimens with foam-filled 
paper honeycomb cores showed a higher load capacity than those with hollow honeycomb, however their 
stiffnesses were not fundamentally different. Major non-linearity was observed in the load-deflection and load-
strain behavior of the specimens. An analytical model was successfully developed based on the non-linearity of 
the skins in tension/compression and the core in shear to predict the non-linear behavior of the specimens. A 
parametric study was performed on different geometrical parameters and it was shown that contribution and 
bending and shear changes and it can be engineered to achieve desirable strength and stiffness. Overall, the bio-
based sandwich panels can be used for interior walls, doors, and furniture in building application with much less 
impact on the environment in comparison with their synthetic counterparts. 
 
N.A.Z. Abdullah, M.S.M. Sani, M.S. Salwani and N.A. Husain, “A review on crashworthiness studies of crash 
box structure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106795, Vol. 153, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106795 
ABSTRACT: Many studies have focused on the topic of vehicle safety, including the study on crashworthiness. 
In vehicle, a crash box structure is an integral component for ensuring the safety of a car. It serves as an energy-
absorbing member, together with the front bumper in case of frontal collision during car accidents. Therefore, 
special attention has to be given towards this structure in order to have better understanding regarding its 
mechanism of deformation and absorbing kinetic energy from the collision, as well as on how to obtain good 



crashworthy properties from this structure. This study, primarily, is based on extensive literature survey 
pertaining to the topic of crash box. As the topic of energy-absorbing member in a car is extensive, this review 
solely focuses on crash box structure. The main motivation of this paper is to summarise the different 
approaches and aspects of researches performed on car crash box structure to gain comprehensive knowledge 
regarding the study on crash box. 
 
Gang Shi, Ziqian Zhang, Le Zhou, Lu Yang and Wenjing Zhou, “Corrigendum to “Experimental and numerical 
investigation on local–overall interactive buckling behavior of welded I-section steel columns” [Thin-Walled 
Struct. 151 (2020) 106763]”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106805, Vol. 153, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106805 
 
Myung Su Yi, Dong Hun Lee, Hyun Ho Lee and Jeom Kee Paik, “Direct measurements and numerical 
predictions of welding-induced initial deformations in a full-scale steel stiffened plate structure”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106786, Vol. 153, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106786 
ABSTRACT: As a sequel to another paper of the authors on welding-induced residual stresses [1], this paper 
aimed to obtain a direct measurement database of welding-induced initial deformations in a full-scale steel 
stiffened plate structure and also to study the applicability of computational models to predict them. A full-scale 
steel stiffened plate structure in association with bottom plate panels of an as-built 1,900 TEU containership 
was fabricated by exactly the same technology of welding as used in today's shipbuilding industry. The 3D 
scanner was employed to measure welding-induced initial deformations of the structure. Computational models 
using the three-dimensional thermo-elastic-plastic finite element method were developed to predict the plate 
initial deflections. A comparison between direct measurements and numerical predictions was made. Details of 
direct measurement databases are documented as they are useful to validate the computational models 
formulated by other researchers. 
 
Behnam Ameri, Morteza Moradi, Bijan Mohammadi and Davood Salimi-Majd, “Investigation of nonlinear 
post-buckling delamination in curved laminated composite panels via cohesive zone model”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106797, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106797 
ABSTRACT: The delamination in curved composite laminates is one of the main defects, especially in 
aerospace structures. To optimize the design of the delaminated composite panels under compression loading, 
accurate characterization of the effects of different parameters such as features of the initial defect, the 
curvature of the laminate, and layup stacking sequence on the post-buckling behavior play a significant role. In 
this research, after a comprehensive review on the main previous researches, by implementing a Cohesive Zone 
Model (CZM), the nonlinear post-buckling response of different curved laminated composite panels has been 
investigated in the presence of various single and multiple delamination growth. To validate the present 
modeling procedure, the obtained results are compared with the experimental and previous numerical ones. 
Then, a detailed parametric study is performed on the effects of fiber angle orientation as well as number, size, 
location and stacking sequence of delaminations with different sizes on the post-buckling behavior of curved 
laminates with various curvatures. Results show that, in the panels with short length of delamination, an 
unstable growth occurs. In the flat panel, the amount of this phenomenon and its effects on decreasing the 
postbuckling load capacity are much more than the curved panel. The obtained results of this study highlight the 
sensitivity amount of instability behavior of curved composite panels to curvature, layup, and delamination 
features. The conclusions are essential and beneficial in the stability analysis and damage tolerance design of 
curved composite laminates, which are commonly used in the aircraft structures. 
 
Do Quang Chan, Nguyen Van Thanh, Nguyen Dinh Khoa and Nguyen Dinh Duc, “Nonlinear dynamic analysis 
of piezoelectric functionally graded porous truncated conical panel in thermal environments”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106837, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106837 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the nonlinear dynamic response and free vibration of functionally graded porous 
(FGP) truncated conical panel with piezoelectric actuators in thermal environments are investigated by an 
analytical method. The panel resting on an elastic foundation which is modeled according to the Winkler–
Pasternak theory. The material properties including Young's modulus, shear modulus, and density are assumed 



to smoothly through the shell thickness. Three types of porosity distribution across the thickness, namely, 
symmetric porosity distribution, non-symmetric porosity, and uniform porosity distribution, are considered. 
Theoretical formulations are presented based on the first-order shear deformation shell theory with a von 
Karman-Donnell type of kinematic nonlinearity. The non-linear motion equations and resulting equations are 
derived by using Hamilton's principle, Galerkin's method, and Runge-Kutta method. Lastly, some numerical 
results are presented to study the effects of shell characteristics, porosity distribution, porosity coefficient, 
applied actuator voltage, temperature increment and elastic foundations on the nonlinear dynamic response and 
the natural frequencies of the piezoelectric FGP truncated conical panel. 
 
Yong-Chang Guo, Yu-Yi Ye, Guan-Lin, Jun-Fan Lv, Yu-Lei Bai and Jun-Jie Zeng, “Effective usage of high 
strength steel tubes: Axial compressive behavior of hybrid FRP-concrete-steel solid columns”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106796, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106796 
ABSTRACT: The novel form of hybrid columns, being fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-concrete-steel solid 
columns (FCSSCs), involves the FRP tube and the steel tube as the confining system for the concrete. The 
buckling of the inner steel in FCSSCs is effectively delayed by the surrounding concrete while the strength of 
the steel is sufficiently utilized, with it being protected by the outer FRP tube against environmental attacks. A 
pilot experimental program is conducted to investigate the behavior of axially loaded FCSSCs with an outer 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) FRP tube. The experimental results have demonstrated that the axial load 
carrying capacity of an FCSSC is much larger than the total resistances of the hollow steel tube and the 
concrete-filled FRP tube. The test FCSSCs possess a monotonically ascending load-strain response with an 
excellent ductility. The comparisons between the test results and the predictions from existing models 
demonstrate that one existing model gives satisfactory estimations on the ultimate axial stress and strain of the 
confined concrete in FCSSCs, while they are incapable to accurately predict stress-strain curves of the confined 
concrete in FCSSCs. 
 
M. Kathiresan, “Influence of shape, size and location of cutouts on crashworthiness performance of aluminium 
conical frusta under quasi-static axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106793, Vol. 154, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106793 
ABSTRACT: The influences of different shape, size and number of lateral cutouts at various locations on the 
load-bearing capacity, buckling behaviour and energy absorption (Eabs) characteristics of aluminium conical 
frusta under quasi-static axial loading condition were studied from both experimental and numerical procedures. 
In this regard, 18° semi-apical angled aluminium conical (AC18) frusta were fabricated through the metal 
spinning process; and circular, square, and trapezoidal shapes of cutouts with required dimensions were 
introduced at various lateral locations of the frustum. These conical frusta were subjected to quasi-static axial 
loading at a rate of 2 mm/min using a universal testing machine (UTM), and the corresponding load-
deformation characteristics were recorded for axial compression of 50 mm from its original height. In addition 
to that, similar to experimental studies, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed with conical frusta 
having various cutouts using ABAQUS® finite element software to study the influence of cutouts on the 
changes on crashworthiness performance of conical frusta. From both studies, it is observed that the energy 
absorption capacity of 18° semi-apical angled aluminium conical frusta was found to be decreasing in the range 
of 3.67%–47.60% according to the shape, size, number and location of cutouts. Further, the load resistance 
parameters such as first peak load (Pfst), maximum peak load (Pmax) and average load (Pavg) also are found to be 
decreasing with an increase of cutout size. The change of cutout location from mid-height to three-fourth from 
the base of the frustum also resulted in a reduction of Eabs capacity, regardless of shape, size and number of 
cutouts. From these studies, it observed that the energy absorption characteristic of conical frusta having 
circular cutouts are found to be better than the conical frusta having square and trapezoidal cutouts at same 
locations. It is also observed that the Eabs capacity of conical frusta having cutouts was found to be non-linearly 
decreasing with the linear increase in the number, location, shape and size of cutouts. The specimens with a 
large-size of cutouts had exhibited large deformation over the cutout region that led to an unstable non-linear 
global buckling during axial compression. Consequently, their Eabs capacity was found to be decreased 
significantly as compared with the conical frusta with a small size of cutouts. The specimens with the small size 
of the cutouts exhibited progressive local buckling during axial compression, and they exhibited better energy 
absorption characteristics as compared with the conical frusta with large size of cutouts. 



 
Zhejian Li, Wensu Chen, Hong Hao, Qiusong Yang and Rui Fang, “Energy absorption of kirigami modified 
corrugated structure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106829, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106829 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a new Kirigami corrugated structure is designed. Dash lined cuts across each row of 
corrugated structures are introduced and then folded inwards. The proposed Kirigami (cut and fold) 
modification provides extra vertical crushing resistance and constraints between the structure faces. Out-of-
plane quasi-static tests are carried out for both conventional corrugated structures and Kirigami corrugated 
structures made of aluminium thin sheets. The numerical models with imposed imperfections are calibrated 
with the test data and then used for the dynamic crushing analysis of the structures under various loading rates. 
Key parameters such as initial peak force, average crushing resistance and energy absorption are compared 
among the conventional and Kirigami corrugated structures. Significant changes in deformation modes and 
great enhancement of energy absorption capacity under out-of-plane crushing are shown for the proposed 
Kirigami corrugated structures as compared to conventional corrugate structures. Furthermore, crushing 
resistance of the proposed Kirigami corrugated structure is less sensitive to imperfections. Great potential of the 
proposed Kirigami modification technique on corrugated structures is demonstrated with minimal change in its 
original manufacturing process but substantial enhancement in energy absorption capacities. 
 
Behrooz Keshtegar, Mohsen Motezaker, Reza Kolahchi and Nguyen-Thoi Trung, “Wave propagation and 
vibration responses in porous smart nanocomposite sandwich beam resting on Kerr foundation considering 
structural damping”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106820, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106820 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with wave propagation and vibration of a porous beam embedded via 
nanocomposite piezoelectric layers. Various patterns of reinforcement of the face sheets by non-uniform 
graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) are considered through modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model to 
approximate the Young modulus and Poisson's ratio of graphene/piezoelectric polymer layers. The sandwich's 
face sheets, due to their characteristics, are regarded as sensor and actuator with which the wave velocity and 
frequency of structure can be controlled and for this reason, a proportional-differential (PD) controller is 
handled. So as to model the structure much more realistic, the material characteristic of whole system are 
hypothesized as viscoelastic state according to Kelvin-Voigt model and Kerr viscoelastic foundation is 
developed which include two springs, two dampers and one shear elements as well. For mathematical modelling 
of system, refined zigzag theory (RZT) is exercised and using energy method, the motion equations are 
obtained. Analytical procedure is utilized for solving the governing equations as well as calculating the wave 
velocity and frequency of the sandwich structure. A precise parametric study is carried out focusing GPLs 
volume percent and distribution pattern, geometrical parameter of every layer, piezoelectric properties of GPLs, 
porosity dispersion of the core, exerted voltage and structural damping and their effects on the wave 
propagation and vibration of system. Results show that increase in the porous coefficient lead to decline in the 
wave velocity and frequency. In addition, considering the piezoelectric properties of GPLs enhances the wave 
velocity and frequency of the sandwich structure. 
 
Yue Wu, Le Wang, Peng Xue, Baohua Sun and Song Meng, “Numerical and experimental study of the stressed 
skin effect of radome structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106814, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106814 
ABSTRACT: The radome structure is composed of the supporting skeleton inside and the stressed skin 
(membrane) outside. In the previous structural analysis, the stressed skin effect from the envelope is not taken 
into account, which results in the design of this structure being conservative. To study the effect of the stressed 
skin on the structure behavior, an experimental study was carried out for a full-scale radome model which has a 
span of 5.8 m and a height of 4.3 m. A self-designed multi-stage distribution beam loading system was applied 
to the structure. Therefore, simultaneous loading was realized on the multi-point of the structure. Three load 
cases-completely covering membranes, partially covering membranes and framework-were considered 
respectively. Besides, a numerical simulation method for analyzing the overall stability of the radome structure 
with the consideration of the stressed skin effect is established, which is verified by the test results. Different 



from the previous structural analysis that the role of the envelope structure is not considered, the refined finite 
element model combines beam elements and shell elements to work together, which is a difficulty in the 
previous research. The mesh size guarantees both the accuracy of results and computational convergence. 
Considering geometric nonlinearity and material nonlinearity, the whole process stability analysis is carried out 
by the arc length method, and initial defects are introduced based on the consistent mode imperfection method. 
Finally, the mechanism of the stressed skin effect is revealed. Both the numerical and experimental study shows 
that due to the lateral bracing of the stressed skin, the prematurely elastic instability of the members around the 
weak axis is avoided. The global stability bearing capacity of the structure is significantly improved. As a result, 
in the design of such radomes, the stressed skin effect should be considered to solve the problem of structural 
safety and electromagnetic transparency. 
 
Ali Shariati, Aria Ghabussi, Mostafa Habibi, Hamed Safarpour, Abdelouahed Tounsi and Maryam Safa, 
“Extremely large oscillation and nonlinear frequency of a multi-scale hybrid disk resting on nonlinear elastic 
foundation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106840, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106840 
ABSTRACT: This is a fundamental study on the nonlinear vibrations considering large amplitude in multi-sized 
hybrid Nano-composites (MHC) disk (MHCD) relying on nonlinear elastic media and located in an 
environment with gradually changed temperature feature. Carbon fibers (CF) or carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 
the macro or nano sizes respectively are responsible for reinforcing the matrix. For prediction of the efficiency 
of the properties MHCD's modified Halpin-Tsai theory has been presented. The strain-displacement relation in 
multi-sized laminated disk's nonlinear dynamics through applying Von Karman nonlinear shell-theory and 
using third-order-shear-deformation-theory (TSDT) is determined. The energy methods called Hamilton's 
principle is applied for deriving the motion equations along with Boundary Conditions (BCs), which has 
ultimately been solved using the perturbation approach (PA) and generalized differential quadrature method 
(GDQM). At the final stage, the outcomes illustrate that patterns of FG, fibers' various directions, the WCNT and 
VF factors, top surface's applied temperature and temperature gradient have considerable impact on the MHCD's 
nonlinear dynamics. Another important consequence is that, the influences of the θ, WCNT and VF amounts on the 
disk's nonlinear vibrations may be taken into account at the larger amounts of the high deflection element and 
the negative axial load's impact on the structure's nonlinear dynamics is more extreme. A more general 
conclusion of this study is that for designing the MHCD should be more attention to the nonlinearity parameter. 
 
Fan Fan, Biao Lei, Saeid Sahmani and Babak Safaei, “On the surface elastic-based shear buckling 
characteristics of functionally graded composite skew nanoplates”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106841, 
Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106841 
ABSTRACT: The prime objective of the present investigation is to predict the shear buckling characteristics of 
skew nanoplates made of a functionally graded material (FGM) in the presence of surface stress effect. For this 
purpose, the Gurtin-Murdoch surface theory of elasticity is applied to the higher-order shear deformation plate 
theory within the framework of the oblique coordinate system. Different types of the homogenization scheme 
including Reuss model, Voigt model, Mori-Tanaka model, and Hashin-Shtrikman bounds model are taken into 
consideration in order to extract the effective mechanical properties of FGM skew nanoplates. The Ritz method 
using Gram-Schmidt shape functions is utilized to obtain the surface elastic-based shear buckling loads of FGM 
skew nanoplates. It is indicated that by increasing the value of the index associated with the material property 
gradient, the significance of the surface stress type of size effect on the shear buckling behavior of a FGM skew 
nanoplate improves. Moreover, by changing the boundary conditions from simply supported ones to clamped 
ones, the influence of the skew angle on the surface elastic-based shear buckling load of a FGM skew nanoplate 
increases. Also, it is illustrated that by increasing the width to thickness ratio of a skew nanoplate, the free 
surface area increases which results in to enhance the effect of surface residual stress on its shear buckling 
characteristics. 
 
Sixin Huang and Pizhong Qiao, “Buckling of thin-walled I-section laminated composite curved beams”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106843, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106843 



ABSTRACT: The governing differential equations of thin-walled laminated composite curved beams are 
derived from the principle of virtual displacement. Curvature effect is fully considered, and various 
displacement components of curved beams are coupled. Buckling behaviors of both the laminated composite I-
section vertically (with horizontal web) and horizontally (with vertical web) curved beams are studied. The 
characteristic displacement function for pinned-pinned curved beams is used to describe both the in-plane 
buckling and out-of-plane (spatial) buckling behaviors. Closed form solution for buckling analysis of I-section 
curved beams under compression and bending moment is obtained. Accuracy of the present closed-form 
solution is verified by comparing with available solutions in the literature and the numerical results of the finite 
element method using ABAQUS. Then, a practical application of the closed-form solution for I-section 
composite laminated curved beams is demonstrated, considering the placement of I-section profile, geometry of 
section, layup in flanges and web, and central angle. Finally, a parametric study is conducted to evaluate the 
effect of central angle, arc length, radius of curvature, and fiber angle of laminates on buckling behavior of I-
section curved beams with either horizontal or vertical web. 
 
Hua Zhai, Jiacheng Yao, Jian Zou, Xuepeng Liu and Yushan Wang, “Deformation of small diameter aluminum 
alloy (AA6063T5) circular tubes subjected to lateral low-velocity impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106808, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106808 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study on the deformation of small diameter 
aluminum alloy (AA6063T5) circular tubes under lateral impact loading. Seven specimens classified as three 
groups were investigated by the drop weight test. The patterns and extent of damage between specimens were 
compared and discussed. Moreover, the experimental results show that the performance of specimens subjected 
to the lateral impact is significantly affected by the diameter-thickness ratio and impact energy while the impact 
momentum has little effect. The springback of the global displacement is found to be negatively correlated with 
the ratio of the impact energy and the diameter-thickness ratio. Afterward, this study develops an analytic 
solution on the elastoplastic global displacement of AA6063T5 tubes based on vibration theory. Compared to 
the experimental results, the elastic solution predicted the global displacement of the aluminum alloy specimens 
reasonably. 
 
Shaojun Zhu, Makoto Ohsaki, Xiaonong Guo and Qiang Zeng, “Shape optimization for non-linear buckling 
load of aluminum alloy reticulated shells with gusset joints”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106830, Vol. 154, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106830 
ABSTRACT: Non-linear stability plays an essential role in the design of reticulated shell structures. In order to 
improve the buckling strength of aluminum alloy spherical shells with gusset joints, this paper proposes a shape 
optimization method to maximize the non-linear buckling load using a genetic algorithm. The control points of 
a cubic spline are chosen as the design variables defining the height of the surface. In the non-linear buckling 
analysis, a linear combination of the symmetric and antisymmetric buckling modes is used as the imperfection 
mode, and an initial eccentricity is introduced for each member to consider the disadvantageous effect caused 
by the interaction between the flexural-torsional buckling and global buckling. It is verified in the numerical 
examples that the proposed method can increase the non-linear buckling load maintaining the smoothness of the 
surface, while the conventional approach of minimizing the total strain energy is not effective for improving the 
buckling strength. Finally, the design tables of the parameters of the optimized cubic spline curve are obtained 
through the parametric analysis considering various load factors and height-to-span ratios, and are verified to be 
practical and useful under different height of the section, number of rings and support condition. 
 
Xiaoyang Liu, Carol A. Featherston and David Kennedy, “Buckling optimization of blended composite 
structures using lamination parameters”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106861, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106861 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new lamination parameter based method is proposed for the layup optimization of 
built-up composite laminates with ply drop-offs. The optimization process is divided into two stages. In the first 
stage, the multilevel optimization feature of the exact strip software VICONOPT MLO is extended to use the 
lamination parameters and laminate thicknesses of each component panel as design variables to minimize the 
weight of the whole structure subject to buckling and lamination parameter constraints. For the second stage, 



instead of using the common heuristic optimization methods, a novel dummy layerwise branch and bound 
(DLBB) method is proposed to search the manufacturable stacking sequences to find those needed to achieve a 
blended structure based on the use of 0°, 90°, +45° and −45° plies and having lamination parameters equivalent 
to those determined in the first stage. The DLBB method carries out a logical search to circumvent the 
stochastic search feature of heuristic methods for the determination of stacking sequences. This two-stage 
method is an extension of a previous highly efficient two-stage method for a single laminate (Liu et al., 2019) 
[1]. The effectiveness of the presented method is demonstrated through the optimization of a benchmark wing 
box. 
 
Qun Huang, Jie Yang, Wei Huang, Gaetano Giunta, Salim Belouettar and Heng Hu, “The boundary effects on 
stretch-induced membrane wrinkling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106838, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106838 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to study the boundary effects on stretch-induced membrane wrinkling. Towards 
this end, several typical distributions of tensile loads, that are applied at the short ends of rectangular 
membranes, are investigated, which produce a system of forces statically equivalent to force and moment. In 
addition, we explore the relevance of a dimensionless parameter to the buckling loads for these loading cases. 
By analyzing the critical buckling loads, it is found that small differences in loading conditions lead to critical 
loads that can differ up to three orders of magnitudes. Besides, the dimensionless parameter is almost constant 
near bifurcation points independently from boundary conditions. Based on this property, a simple expression is 
proposed to fast predict the critical load of membrane wrinkling. This paper may provide a simple way to delay 
or avoid the occurrence of wrinkles by just changing the boundary conditions. 
 
Zhixin Huang, Xiong Zhang and Xinrong Fu, “On the bending force response of thin-walled beams under 
transverse loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106807, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106807 
ABSTRACT: In lateral crashes, thin-walled beams may collide with impactors with multifarious shapes and 
sizes at any position or angle. In addition, the beams are always fixed on other structural components. However, 
these facts are ignored in the present studies on the bending collapse. This paper aims to investigate the 
influences of such factors on the transverse bending responses of thin-walled beams. Quasi-static three-point 
bending tests are conducted first for aluminum square beams loaded at different load angles, positions and 
spans. The non-linear finite element code LS-DYNA is then utilized to simulate the tests. After validated by the 
experiment, the finite element model is employed to perform parametric studies to investigate the influences of 
various factors on collapse responses of thin-walled tubes, and the ranges of the force responses with the 
variation of these factors are discussed. Results show that the variation of punch shape and size, load position 
and angle may lead to the switch of deformation modes, while the loading velocity and the height of crash 
boxes have very small influences on the deformation patterns. Increasing the loading velocity results in a much 
higher peak force, and fixing the beams on shorter crash boxes achieves a higher force level. In all cases, a 
sharp punch perpendicularly loaded in the middle of the span controls the lower bound of the crushing force, 
while the upper bound is governed by the punch approaching the support with small angles. The mean crushing 
force of the beams can be increased by up to 78% with the variation of the load and boundary factors in the 
calculations. The findings of this work would be helpful on the crashworthiness design of thin-walled beams 
under transverse loads. 
 
Jun Xu and Rui Sun, “Energy-based seismic stability analysis of single-layer reticulated dome structures”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106794, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106794 
ABSTRACT: Seismic stability of single-layer dome structures is closely related to both the external seismic 
ground motions and structural properties. The physical mechanism of seismic instability of single-layer 
reticulated dome structures is investigated from the perspective of energy, which can take into account both the 
external excitations and structural properties. First, the energy balance equation is established and the accuracy 
for calculating each energy component of structures is verified. Then, the energy-based criterion is introduced 
as a quantitative index for the identification of seismic stability/instability, where the first-passage of the 
intrinsic energy over the input energy demonstrates the seismic instability of single-layer reticulated dome 
structures. Besides, some qualitative indices are also employed to further confirm the judgement by the energy-



based criterion. By using the proposed criterion, the critical peak ground acceleration for seismic stability of 
single-layer reticulated dome structures can be identified by using the incremental dynamic analysis. The 
energy-based criterion is also validated by comparisons with the B-R criterion. Parametric analyses are 
implemented to investigate the impacts of different structural parameters on seismic stability and characteristic 
responses of single-layer dome structures. 
 
Kim J.R. Rasmussen, Mani Khezri, Benjamin W. Schafer and Hao Zhang, “The mechanics of built-up cold-
formed steel members”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106756, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106756 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents methods of analysis of built-up sections in which the discrete locations of 
fasteners is accounted for explicitly, rather than by smearing their effect using continuous shear flexibility as in 
current approaches. By considering fasteners at discrete points, it is possible to analyse the effects of placing 
additional fasteners at the ends (end fastener groups), to account directly for actual support conditions and to 
determine the optimum locations of fasteners. The paper first outlines the linear analysis of beams in flexure 
and introduces the notion of the effective flexural rigidity to account for partial composite actions. Closed form 
solutions are provided for five load and end support cases to demonstrate the application of the analysis. Next, 
the paper describes the linear analysis of built-up sections in torsion, considering first uniform torsion followed 
by non-uniform torsion. Closed form solutions are obtained for the effective torsion rigidity (GJeff) of built-up 
sections featuring closed loops. A framework is also presented for determining the effective torsion rigidity 
(EIw,eff) of open built-up sections in non-uniform torsion. The paper concludes with the analysis of built-up 
sections subject to flexural buckling. A general variational buckling equation is derived followed by an energy-
type method for calculating buckling loads for common end support conditions, including columns supported 
on flexible end tracks. Closed form solutions are presented for up to seven rows of fasteners longitudinally. 
While by nature approximate, the solutions are shown to be highly accurate. Comparisons are made between the 
presented closed form solutions and buckling load predictions obtained using current design provisions. 
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S. Mohammadbagheri and B. Shekastehband, “Fire resistance of stiffened CFDST columns after earthquake-
induced damages”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106865, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106865 
ABSTRACT: Despite the awareness about the hazard gained through the past evidence, fire following an 
earthquake remains a predominant agent of damage to buildings and life-line structures. Often the damage 
caused by the subsequent fire can be more severe than the damage caused by the ground motion itself. Concrete 
filled double skin tube (CFDST) columns as a special composite structure are particularly prone to the 
inadequate steel-concrete interface bonding and subsequent local buckling during separate fire conditions and 
seismic action. To establish a favorable interface interaction between steel and concrete as well as to postpone 
overall buckling under post-earthquake fire, the effectiveness of stiffening CFDST columns with longitudinal 
steel stiffeners are investigated. The analyses on CFDST columns with different patterns of stiffeners embedded 
in the interior or exterior surfaces of the inner or outer tubes are conducted with a sequentially coupled 
approach, starting with a heat transfer analysis and followed by a stress/deformation solution. In the finite 
element modeling, the confinement provided by both the inner and outer tubes on the compressive strength of 
concrete is accounted for. The effect of concrete fracture is incorporated by inserting a horizontal discrete crack 
model at the location of the major tensile crack. The results showed that stiffeners on the exterior surface of the 
inner tubes are among the most effective of various patterns studied in enhancing the fire endurance of the 
columns up to 64%. For stiffened CFDST columns contrary to the unstiffened ones, the fire-resistance reduction 
to seismic damage is usually less than 5% of the initial value. The fire-resistance rating reduction obtained for 
hollow ratios of 0.5 is 58%, with respect to the hollow ratio of 0.25. 
 
Erhan Cetin and Cengiz Baykasoğlu, “Crashworthiness of graded lattice structure filled thin-walled tubes under 
multiple impact loadings”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106849, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106849 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this study is to investigate the crashworthiness performances of graded lattice 
structure filled tubes (GLSFTs) under multiple impact loadings. Different graded body-centered cubic 



aluminum lattice structures are taken into account in the hybrid tube designs by considering different draft 
angles and base diameters, and the crashworthiness of those structures are examined by using the validated 
nonlinear finite element method. The crashworthiness performances of the GLSFTs are also compared with the 
uniform lattice structure filled tubes (ULSFTs) with the same weights to show the efficiency of GLSFTs by 
considering several crashworthiness indicators (e.g., initial crush force (ICF), peak crush force (PCF), mean 
crush force (MCF) and specific energy absorption (SEA)). The results revealed that the graded lattice structure 
designs enable to obtain variable stiffness throughout the length of hybrid tubes and make possible more folds 
to be formed without global bending, thus provide significantly better energy absorption performance than their 
uniform counterparts, especially under oblique loadings. Particularly, the results showed that the GLSFTs can 
have up to 2 times lower ICF and 3.3 times higher SEA values than that of ULSFTs. The results also revealed 
that the GLSFTs can absorb up to 146% higher impact energy than the sum of energy absorption of their 
individual components, and a significant improvement in energy absorption performance of GLSFT can be 
obtained with appropriate selection of design parameters. Hence, GLSFTs can be recommended as passive 
protection elements in a broad range of energy absorption applications. 
 
Huajie Wang, Zhiwei Zhang, Hongliang Qian, Yulin Liu, Nan Hu and Feng Fan, “Galvanic corrosion induced 
localized defects and resulting strength reduction of circular steel tubes under axial compression: An 
experimental study”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106881, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106881 
ABSTRACT: Corrosion-induced durability has become a critical issue for aging spatial structures using steel 
tubes as primary load-carrying structural components. Tremendous efforts have been made in predicting the 
ultimate strength of steel tubes under axial compression but understanding corrosion-induced buckling remains 
a challenge due to uncertainty of localized defects. To experimentally investigate the effect of localized 
corrosion on steel tubes, a modified galvanic method was developed to generate predefined corroded defects at 
targeted locations. A total of 24 tubes with different slenderness ratios were produced with various localized 
corroded defects, and then axially compressed to obtain ultimate strengths. Our experiments showed that the 
galvanic method could efficiently generate localized defects that could change the direction of buckling and 
significantly lower the ultimate strength of tubes. Further, the corrosion depth has the largest effect on the 
residual capacity of the tubes among three geometric characteristics of corroded patches. The influence of 
circumferential corrosion size is greater than that of longitudinal corrosion size due to the deviation of section 
centroid. From a practical perspective, our experiments indicate that the ultimate strengths of steel tubes can be 
lower than those estimated by both US and Chinese codes when the localized corrosion ratio exceeds 15%. 
Thus, the localized corrosion should be checked regularly during the maintenance routine such that buckling-
induced failure can be avoided in advance. 
 
Chang-Fu Hu, Zhang Li, Zhi-Wei Liu and Shen-Shen Chen, “In-plane non-linear elastic stability of arches 
subjected to multi-pattern distributed load”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106810, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106810 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a numerical and an approximate analytical method for the in-plane non-
linear elastic stability of arches under the multi-pattern distributed load. There are six key parts in this paper. 
Firstly, the approximate analytical solution for funicular axis of arches subjected to the multi-pattern distributed 
load is derived from the approximations of linear elastic bending moment and horizontal reaction force in the 
arch end. Secondly, the numerical solution of the in-plane non-linear elastic equilibrium equation is solved by 
using the shooting method and the bisection method simultaneously. Thirdly, the approximate analytical 
solutions for the in-plane non-linear elastic equilibrium are derived according to the approximate analytical 
solution for funicular arch axis obtained from the first part, the simplified strain-displacement expression in 
Cartesian coordinate system and the virtual work principle. Fourthly, a key parameter is proposed to transform 
the approximate analytical solutions into the corresponding equations of catenary and parabolic arches. Fifthly, 
the in-plane non-linear elastic symmetric and asymmetric buckling of arches under the multi-pattern distributed 
load is derived analytically. Lastly, the in-plane non-linear elastic buckling behaviors of arches subjected to 
multi-pattern distributed load are deduced based on the obtained analytical solutions. The multi-pattern 
distributed load with the uniformly distributed load along the span and the uniformly distributed load along the 
arch is selected as example to verify the proposed method. Comparisons with numerical solutions demonstrate 



that the proposed approximate analytical solutions for the funicular arch axis and linear elastic horizontal 
reaction force agree well with the results of Runge-Kutta method and the proposed approximate buckling 
predictions have sufficient accuracy compared with the results of finite element method in different rise-to-span 
ratios, relative slenderness and arch axis parameters. 
 
Zi-Cheng Jiang, Wei-Li Ma and Xian-Fang Li, “Stability of cantilever on elastic foundation under a 
subtangential follower force via shear deformation beam theories”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106853, 
Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106853 
ABSTRACT: The static stability of clamped-free columns resting on elastic foundation is investigated under a 
nonconservative subtangential follower force. The higher-order shear deformation beam theories are applied to 
treat structural instability of a clamped-free rectangular and circular beam resting on Winkler foundation. Based 
on Engesser's assumption, a single governing equation is derived for divergence instability of Beck cantilever 
under a subtangential follower force. For different warping shapes of rectangular and circular cross-sections, the 
critical divergence buckling loads are determined. Static buckling still occurs for a cantilever column subjected 
to a subtangential follower force with small nonconservativeness parameter and dynamic flutter instability 
occurs for large nonconservativeness parameter. In a free space, a unified relationship with the Euler buckling 
loads is given explicitly for the case of a dead load, and the buckling load has an apparent reduction due to shear 
deformation with different warping of the cross-section. The obtained results further modify the Euler buckling 
formula to suit for the columns with a broad range of slenderness. Elastic foundation nearly linearly increases 
the buckling load and a nonconservativeness parameter also raises the divergence buckling load. For shorter 
columns, the classical buckling loads are significantly overestimated. The effects of slenderness, warping 
shapes, nonconservativeness parameter, and spring stiffness coefficient are analyzed. 
 
Yao Sun, An He, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Flexural buckling behaviour of high-chromium stainless steel 
welded I-section columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106812, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106812 
ABSTRACT: The present paper reports experimental and numerical studies of the minor-axis flexural buckling 
behaviour and resistances of welded I-section columns made of a newly developed grade EN 1.4420 high-
chromium austenitic stainless steel. The structural testing programme comprised ten pin-ended column tests as 
well as supplementary measurements of the initial global and local geometric imperfections of the column 
specimens. The structural testing programme was accompanied by a numerical modelling programme, including 
a validation study, where column finite element models were developed and validated against the experimental 
results, and a parametric study, where the validated column finite element models were employed to generate an 
additional numerical data bank over a broad spectrum of cross-section dimensions and member effective 
lengths. The obtained test and numerical data, were adopted to evaluate the applicability of the design 
provisions for normal stainless steel welded I-section columns, as set out in the current European code and 
American design guide, and cold-formed doubly symmetric section columns, as given in the existing 
Australian/New Zealand standard and American specification, to the new high-chromium stainless steel welded 
I-section columns. Overall, it was found that (i) all the four considered codes can be safely extended to cover 
the design of high-chromium stainless steel welded I-section columns, except for the American specification, 
which results in unsafe flexural buckling resistance predictions, and (ii) the most accurate and consistent design 
flexural buckling resistances were obtained by using the European code. 
 
Itsaso Arrayago, Esther Real, Enrique Mirambell and Leroy Gardner, “The Continuous Strength Method for the 
design of stainless steel hollow section columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106825, Vol. 154, September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106825 
ABSTRACT: The Continuous Strength Method (CSM) provides accurate resistance predictions for both stocky 
and slender stainless steel cross-sections; in the case of the former, allowance is made for the beneficial effects 
of strain hardening, while for the latter, design is simplified by the avoidance of effective width calculations. 
Although the CSM strain limits can be used in conjunction with advanced analysis for the stability design of 
members, for hand calculations, the method is currently limited to the determination of cross-sectional 
resistance only, i.e. member buckling resistance is not covered. To address this limitation, extension of the CSM 



to the design of stainless steel tubular section columns is presented herein. The proposed approach is based on 
the traditional Ayrton-Perry formulation, but features enhanced CSM cross-section resistances and a 
generalized imperfection parameter that is a function of cross-section slenderness. The value of the imperfection 
parameter increases as the slenderness of the cross-section reduces to compensate for the detrimental effect of 
plasticity on member stability that is not directly captured in the elastic/first yield Ayrton-Perry approach. The 
accuracy of the proposed approach is assessed against numerical results generated in the current study and 
existing experimental results collected from the literature. The presented comparisons show that the CSM 
provides consistently more accurate member buckling resistance predictions than the current EN 1993-1-4 
design rules for all stainless steel grades. The reliability of the proposed approach is demonstrated through 
statistical analyses performed in accordance with EN 1990. Finally, the paper presents a framework through 
which the proposed approach can be developed for other cross-section types and materials. 
 
Hongyuan Zhou, Kuncheng Jia, Xiaojuan Wang, Ming-Xiang Xiong and Yonghui Wang, “Experimental and 
numerical investigation of low velocity impact response of foam concrete filled auxetic honeycombs”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106898, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106898 
ABSTRACT: Honeycombs based composites are applied in a wide spectrum of applications. In the present 
study, the performance of novel foam concrete filled auxetic aluminium honeycombs subjected to quasi-static 
and low velocity compression is experimentally and numerically investigated. The response mode, crushing 
resistance and energy absorption capacity of hollow and foam concrete filled auxetic honeycombs are 
experimentally studied under quasi-static and low velocity loading. Numerical models, validated with the test 
results, are employed in parametric study to further examine the performance. If properly designed, the 
interaction between the auxetic honeycomb and foam concrete reinforces each other, making the two 
components to work in synergy. It is found that the response modes of the composites change from compression 
failure with low peak stress and stable plateau stress to shear failure with high peak stress and severely 
fluctuated plateau stress with increasing foam concrete density. The response of foam concrete filled 
honeycombs gradually transforms from the quasi-static mode with global deformation to dynamic mode with 
localized crushing near loading end, and the effective Poisson's ratio of the composites decreases, both with 
increasing compression speed. 
 
Asraf Uzzaman, James B.P. Lim, David Nash and Krishanu Roy, “Web crippling behaviour of cold-formed 
steel channel sections with edge-stiffened and unstiffened circular holes under interior-two-flange loading 
condition”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106813, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106813 
ABSTRACT: Recently, a new generation of cold-formed steel (CFS) channel sections with edge-stiffened 
circular holes have been developed by industry in New Zealand. No previous research, however, has considered 
the web crippling strength of CFS channel sections with edge-stiffened circular web holes under the interior-
two-flange (ITF) loading conditions. In this paper, a combination of experimental investigation and non-linear 
finite element analysis (FEA) are used to investigate the effect of edge-stiffened holes under ITF loading 
conditions; for comparison, channel sections without holes and with unstiffened holes are also considered. In 
total, 30 web crippling test results are reported. A non-linear finite element (FE) model is described, and the 
results were compared against the test results, which showed a good agreement in terms of both the web 
crippling strength and failure modes. The results indicate that the stiffened web holes can significantly improve 
the web crippling strength of CFS channel sections. Using the validated FE model, a parametric study was 
conducted which include 1116 FE analyses, covering the effect of different hole sizes, edge-stiffener lengths 
and fillet radii, length of the bearing plates and position of the holes in the web. From the results of the 
parametric study, design recommendations in the form of web crippling strength reduction factors are proposed, 
that are conservative to both the experimental and FE results. 
 
Hongyong Jiang, Yiru Ren, Qiduo Jin, Guohua Zhu, Yunsen Hu and Fei Cheng, “Crashworthiness of novel 
concentric auxetic reentrant honeycomb with negative Poisson's ratio biologically inspired by coconut palm”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106911, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106911 



ABSTRACT: Lightweight auxetic reentrant honeycombs (ARH) with negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) are very 
promising for crashworthiness applications due to high specific-strength and energy-absorption (EA). To dig up 
the potential of ARH, a bio-inspired self-similar “concentric auxetic reentrant honeycomb (CARH)” is proposed 
to reinforce the EA. Finite element model is established and verified via available reference results for quasi-
static-, low-, medium- and high-velocity compression. Two types of CARHs including CARH-I and CARH-II 
are designed to systematically explore the crashworthiness. The quasi-static and dynamic compression 
behaviors and EA characteristics are compared among different structures. There is a harvest that the bio-
inspired CARHs show higher plateau stress and EA than the traditional ARH, while CARH-II > CARH-I. To 
clearly understand strengthening mechanisms, different global and unicellular shrinkage deformation modes 
(e.g., “x”, “X”, “I”, “V”, etc.) are revealed under different velocities. Summarily, the enhancement is due to 
coupling deformation and energy-dissipation of more plastic-hinges. The horizontal strain of each layer is 
studied to reveal the NPR effect, which shows a significant velocity effect on the horizontal strain. From 
parametric studies, typical parameters (e.g. wall-thickness, distance and number of concentric walls) have 
considerable effects on crashworthiness of CARH. The present bio-inspired design and findings offer a 
reference for the development of honeycomb with special functions. 
 
Shan Gao, Lanhui Guo, Sumei Zhang and Zhen Peng, “Performance degradation of circular thin-walled CFST 
stub columns in high-latitude offshore region”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106906, Vol. 154, September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106906 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation on the performance degradation of circular thin-walled 
concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns in the high-latitude offshore region. 24 specimens were loaded axially 
after freeze-thaw cycles and salt spray corrosion. The results show that with the increase of corrosion rate and 
concrete grade, the strength degradation of the specimens after the peak point becomes severe. The increase of 
corrosion rate approximately linearly reduces the ultimate strength of the specimens after freeze-thaw cycles, 
regardless of concrete grade. The ductility index and the composite elastic modulus of the circular thin-walled 
CFST stubs are decreased by corrosion after freeze-thaw cycles. Two design methods are proposed based on the 
discussions of the test results. The simplified design method for predicting the ultimate strength is proposed and 
validated based on the test results. The design method in Eurocode 4 for the ultimate strength is improved, in 
terms of material property degradation. A full-range prediction of the strength degradation of circular thin-
walled CFST stubs under freeze-thaw cycles and corrosion is conducted. It is concluded that the high strength 
of core concrete is beneficial for the duration ability of thin-walled CFST stub columns. 
 
Weining Sui, Qiang Zhang and Zhanfei Wang, “Cyclic behaviour of steel irregular tubular column panel 
zones”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106901, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106901 
ABSTRACT: The shear strength, shear distortion, failure mode, and energy absorption performance of irregular 
circular and box-shaped tubular column panel zones (PZs) were investigated using experimental and analytical 
methods on the seven steel frame structures. The main parameters include the beam height ratio of left and right 
beams, the column cross-section, and the configuration of external diaphragm. The key variable, beam height 
ratio, can affect the PZ shear strength and energy absorption, but has little influence on the initial stiffness of the 
PZ; the PZ, PZ1, and PZ2, absorb energy together in the initial loading stages, as the load increases, most of the 
energy begins to be absorbed only by PZ1 which has the same height as the smaller beam, therefore, the design 
considering only PZ1 is incomplete; excessive PZ shear deformation can cause cracking of the weld root which 
adversely affects the structure; the configuration of external diaphragm should avoid stress concentration which 
can cause cracking of the base metal. The chosen analysis methods are capable of simulating the shear strength 
and failure modes of the PZ obtained in experimental results with acceptable accuracy. 
 
Yuan Yuan, Ke Zhao, Yuxuan Han, Saeid Sahmani and Babak Safaei, “Nonlinear oscillations of composite 
conical microshells with in-plane heterogeneity based upon a couple stress-based shell model”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106857, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106857 
ABSTRACT: The current investigation deals with the nonlinear oscillation response of conical microshells 
made of a composite material with functional graded (FG) in-plane heterogeneity is studied in the presence of 



the size dependency. To accomplish this purpose, various types of homogenization schemes including Voigt 
model, Reuss model, Mori-Tanaka model, and Hashin-Shtrikman bounds model are employed. The size-
dependent characteristics are taken into consideration on the basis of the modified couple stress theory of 
elasticity within the framework of the higher-order shear deformation shell theory. The couple stress-based 
differential equations of motion are constructed via the Hamilton's principle. An efficient numerical solution 
methodology adopting generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method together with the pseudo-arc 
technique is put to use to obtain the modified couple stress-based nonlinear frequency of homogenized FG 
composite conical microshells. It is demonstrated that by increasing the value of the maximum shell deflection, 
the couple stress type of size effect plays more important role in the nonlinear vibration response of FG 
composite conical microshells. Additionally, it is indicated by changing the boundary conditions from simply 
supported one to clamped one, the influence of couple stress size dependency decreases. 
 
Yu-Hang Wang, Qi Tang, Mei-Ni Su, Ji-Ke Tan, Wei-Yong Wang, Yong-Sen Lan, Wei Luo and Yang Zhou, 
“Post-earthquake fire performance of square concrete-filled steel tube columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106873, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106873 
ABSTRACT: It has been shown that fire disaster normally occurs following an earthquake disaster, which 
might cause even more serious losses than the earthquake itself. This study investigates the post-earthquake fire 
performance of concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns. The experimental programme contains two parts - 
quasi-static tests and fire tests. During the quasi-static tests, the square CFST columns were loaded under 
constant compressive force and cyclic horizontal force, until reaching different degrees of seismic damage. 
Afterwards, the pre-damaged columns were loaded under a constant axial compression ratio (i.e. ratio of the 
applied compressive load to its bearing capacity) of 0.3 at elevated temperatures. The fire resistance time and 
failure modes of these pre-damaged CFST columns were reported. Finite element (FE) models were developed 
and validated against the test results; a total of 48 numerical results were generated in the parametric study 
using the validated model. In the parametric study, the influence of key parameters including the thickness of 
steel tube, the yield strength of steel tube, the axial compression ratio and pre-damage degrees on the fire 
resistance of square CFST columns were analysed. The experimental and numerical results are used to propose 
design rules for the fire performance of square CFST columns with different degrees of seismic damage. 
 
Ziquan Dai, Sze Dai Pang and JY Richard Liew, “Axial load resistance of grouted sleeve connection for 
modular construction”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106883, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106883 
ABSTRACT: Modular construction has become popular for its advantages in construction efficiency and 
reduced manpower on site. Steel modules are typically connected using bolted connections which often suffer 
from inadequate allowable tolerances to accommodate imperfections due to vertical alignment of modules. To 
solve these problems, a shear-keyed grouted sleeve connection (SK-GSC) is proposed to connect the square 
hollow section (SHS) columns between the upper and lower modules. This paper investigates the axial 
performance of SHS SK-GSCs, specifically on their resistance and load transferring mechanism. To study the 
effect of shear key spacing, grout strength, and grout thickness, fifteen specimens were tested, and numerical 
models were calibrated against the test results to gain insight into the failure mechanism. It was found that the 
load-bearing resistance of SHS SK-GSCs was contributed by the frictional bond at the steel-grout interface and 
the diagonal compression struts developed in the grout. The proposed connections have sufficient axial 
resistance, stiffness and ductility to integrate the module columns vertically as compared to existing bolted 
connections. They were robust enough to withstand potential tension force due to accidental action in the design 
of modular buildings. 
 
Raymond H. Plaut and Cristopher D. Moen, “Flexural-torsional deformations of imperfect thin-walled columns 
with discrete bracing”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106897, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106897 
ABSTRACT: Columns with initial crookedness and twist are analyzed. A discrete elastic restraint resists 
bending and twisting as the compressive load is increased. The thin-walled columns are linearly elastic, and 
deformations are small. Numerical results are presented for two examples of pinned columns with half-sine 



initial imperfection shapes. The first is a singly symmetric Cee section with torsional bracing. Flexural-torsional 
coupling occurs between the twist and bending in the strong direction. The second is a doubly symmetric I 
section with lateral bracing on one flange. Flexural-torsional deformation in this case involves twist and 
bending in the weak direction. The effects of axial load, bracing location and stiffness, and relative orientations 
of the imperfections are investigated. Also, the stiffness required to restrict the twist to be a certain proportion 
of the initial twist is determined, which is useful for designing bracing. 
 
Luigi Iuspa, “Inverse anamorphosis and multi-map techniques for free topology generation of curved self-
stiffened panels using skeleton-based integral soft objects”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106855, Vol. 154, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106855 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, an improved procedural method for the generation of curved, arbitrarily 
conformed self-stiffened panels using skeleton-based integral soft objects is presented. The proposed approach 
extends the application of integral soft objects to curved mesh surfaces by operating an inverse anamorphic 
mapping of special-purpose displacement fields applied orthogonally to the patched surface representing the 
curved structural domain. An efficient parallel procedure, able to evaluate the vector field of normals at mesh 
nodes of the host domain, is preliminary illustrated. Several multi-map techniques are subsequently exploited to 
generate arbitrary protrusions on different curved mesh surfaces, either open or closed. 
 
Y.B. Zhang, B. Zhao, J.H. Hu, W.J. Chen, X.W. Deng, X.Y. Yu, C. Xie and F.J. Peng, “Modal identification 
experimental investigations and calculation method for biaxial tensioned membranes”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106877, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106877 
ABSTRACT: The utilization of membrane structures in space engineering has attracted considerable attention 
in recent decades due to ultra-light weight characteristics. The measurement and calibration of dynamic 
performance on ground is challenging due to air effects and equipment limitation. In this paper, a novel 
vacuum-level vibration-testing device is developed to realize an environment of adjustable air pressure. An 
improved membrane tension system is utilized to guarantee simply-supported boundary conditions and a 
uniform stress field, which is more consistent with theoretical and simulation requests. The modal identification 
method is modified based on only four measuring points because of limited space of the vacuum tank, which is 
a combination of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and SSI (Stochastic Subspace Identification) methods. The 
effects of non-uniform stress field and air pressure on membrane modal are investigated based on the proposed 
testing device and method. The effect of the non-uniform stress field on membrane frequency is analyzed by 
theoretical, numerical and experimental methods, and the results show that the non-uniform stress field resulting 
from uneven tensions has little effect on the frequency of biaxial tensioned membranes. Meanwhile, an 
empirical formula is proposed to predict the first three structural frequency of a specific biaxial tensioned 
membrane under different air pressures. 
 
Mergen H. Ghayesh and Hamed Farokhi, “Extremely large dynamics of axially excited cantilevers”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106275, Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2019.106275 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear parametric resonance of a cantilever under axial base excitation is examined while 
capturing extremely large oscillation amplitudes for the first time. A geometrically exact model is developed for 
the cantilever based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and inextensibility condition. In order to be able to 
capture extremely large oscillation amplitudes accurately, the equation of motion is derived for centreline 
rotation while keeping trigonometric terms intact. The developed model is verified for the static case through 
comparison to a three-dimensional nonlinear finite element model. The internal energy dissipation model of 
Kelvin-Voigt is used to model the system damping in large amplitudes more accurately. The Galerkin modal 
decomposition scheme is utilised for discretisation procedure while keeping the trigonometric terms intact. It is 
shown that in parametric resonance region, the oscillation amplitudes grow extremely large even for smallest 
possible amplitudes of the base excitation, which highlights the significant importance of employing a 
geometrically exact model to examine the parametric resonance response of a cantilever. 



 
N. Khaire and G. Tiwari, “Ballistic response of hemispherical sandwich shell structure against ogive nosed 
projectile”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106869, Vol. 154, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106869 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the experimental and numerical investigation of the response of 
hemispherical sandwich shell structure having hexagonal honeycomb core against ogive nosed projectile 
impact. Aluminum AA-1100 was considered for the front and rear face sheet of 200 and 160 mm diameter 
whereas AA-3003H19 was used for the honeycomb core of 3.2 mm cell size, 0.05 mm cell wall thickness and 
20 mm core thickness. The cylindrical ogive nosed projectile having diameter 19 mm, mass 52.5 g and length 
50.8 mm was hit at the crown of the hemispherical sandwich shell structure. The experiments were carried out 
through a pneumatic gun whereas for numerical simulations, 3D finite element code Abaqus explicit solver was 
used. The ballistic resistance, failure mechanism and the energy absorption of the sandwich shell structure was 
investigated thoroughly through experimentation and numerical simulations and found close to each other. 
Moreover, the parametric study was performed through numerical simulations to study the influence of face 
sheet thickness (0.7, 1, 1.5 and 2 mm), cell wall thickness (0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.09 mm) and cell size (3.2, 5.0, 
7.0 and 9.0 mm) of the honeycomb core on the ballistic response and energy absorption. Against ogive nosed 
projectile, face sheets failed in radial stretching with petal formation and the core failed in crushing. Also, the 
face sheet thickness had a dominant effect on the ballistic limit and the energy absorption of the hemispherical 
sandwich shell structure. Moreover by increasing core stiffness (by using thick cell wall and small cell size) 
enhance energy absorption capacity of the sandwich structure. 
 
Vivek Patel, Gaurav Tiwari and Ravikumar Dumpala, “Crashworthiness analysis of multi-configuration thin 
walled co-axial frusta tube structures under quasi-static loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106872, Vol. 
154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106872 
ABSTRACT: In the present study crashworthiness performance of monolithic and co-axial multi-wall (double, 
triple, and four layered) frusta tube structures was investigated under the quasi-static axial loading. The 
developed layered frusta tubular structures having a total equivalent thickness of 2.3 mm were made of 
aluminium alloy AA-1080 sheet. A series of layered configurations were simulated and analysed using non-
linear finite element analysis code LS-DYNA, keeping volume approximately the same as the monolithic frusta 
tube. For the effectiveness of the simulated results, double-tubular structure was examined through 
experimental results. A parametric study was performed by keeping taper angle constant as 5.71° with the 
variation in height (91.6 and 82 mm for double layered, 91.6, 86 and 78 mm for triple layered and 91.6, 87, 82 
and 77 mm for four layered), thickness (2.3–0.4 mm) and diameter (smaller end diameter in the range of 
42.8 mm–48.4 mm while larger end diameter varied from 61 mm to 64 mm) to analyse the crushing 
performance of layered structures. The crashworthiness performance indicator like peak force (PF), mean force 
(MF), energy absorbing capacity (EAC), specific energy absorption (SEA) and crush load efficiency (CLE) 
which is defined as the ratio of MF to the PF, were studied for the various layered frusta tubular structures. 
Moreover, optimization technique GRA (Grey Relational Analysis) was employed to obtain a better 
combination of multi-wall layered structures. With the increase in the layer, the initial peak force was reduced 
compared to the monolithic frusta. The optimization technique suggested the triple-layer configuration showed 
better crashworthiness performance. 
 
Nan Zhao, Shujian Yao, Duo Zhang, Fangyun Lu and Chengming Sun, “Experimental and numerical studies on 
the dynamic response of stiffened plates under confined blast loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106839, 
Vol. 154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106839 
ABSTRACT: Stiffened plate widely exists in ships, steel girders and wing of airplanes for its good bending 
resistance and lighter weight. The main purpose of this work is to investigate the dynamic response of stiffened 
plate subjected to confined blast loading through both experimental and numerical approaches. Firstly, several 
field blast experiments of box-shaped specimens with different dimensions and different explosive weight were 
conducted. The damage features of both inner-stiffened and outer-stiffened plate were obtained and 
investigated. Then, numerical models were built and validated by the experimental results, and the dynamic 
response processes were analyzed. Both the experimental and numerical results show that outward deformations 



produced in both inner-stiffened and outer-stiffened plate, while the ultimate deflection of outer-stiffened plate 
is smaller than that of inner-stiffened. In the meantime, overall bending deformations are observed in the outer 
stiffeners, while in-plane bulking of the flanges and instability failure of the web are observed in the inner 
stiffeners. In addition, the different dynamic response of stiffened plate under confined and unconfined blast 
loading were analyzed and compared using the validated numerical method, and the tendency of the 
dimensionless deflection of inner and outer stiffened plates subjected to confined blast were discussed. 
 
TrongNhan Tran, “Study on the crashworthiness of windowed multi-cell square tubes under axial and oblique 
impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106907, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106907 
ABSTRACT: The crumpling of aluminium alloy AA6060 T4 thin-walled tubes when subjected to axial and 
oblique impact is often experienced in collisions. Tubes with holes (so-called windows) and multi-cell tubes are 
efficient in terms of the structure's energy absorption. This paper proposes a combination of rectangular 
windows and multi-cell square tubes to improve the structure's crashworthiness. The advantages of the 
introduction of windows into the structure can diminish the initial peak collapsing load. This can also improve 
the crashworthiness performance and the mechanism of a folding formation. However, this introduction causes 
cracks in the tube and thus reduces the plastic zone area of the fold. The decrease in the plastic zone area and 
the cracks reduce the tube's energy absorption capacity. The specific energy absorption (SEA) and mean 
collapsing load (Pmcl) of WMCT-I and WMCT-III under axial impact is higher by about 20% and 16% compared 
to those of MCT-I and MCT-III, respectively. Relating to MCT-II having a wall-to-corner (WTC) one, the tube 
with holes does not improve in either case of axial and oblique impact. Extensive theoretical solutions are 
proposed to predict the mean collapsing loads of the windowed multi-cell tubes. The results of the theoretical 
predictions are compared to those of the numerical simulation. The Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
method is applied to select the better structure for the energy absorber application. 
 
Xianlei Cao, Geng Zhao, Zhengyi Kong, Hao Shen, Chao Cheng, Zongping Chen and Seung-Eock Kim, 
“Experimental study on local buckling of 800 MPa HSS welded I-section columns under axial compression”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106878, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106878 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the experiments of 800 MPa high strength steel (HSS) welded I-section columns 
under axial compression are performed to investigate their local buckling behavior. The effects of width-to-
thickness ratio and slenderness on the local buckling load are considered. Four different buckling modes of 
columns (i.e., web buckling, flange buckling, web and flange buckling, and global buckling) are designed. The 
local buckling load obtained from load-displacement curves and load-strain curves are investigated. New 
embedding coefficients of the web and flange in 800 MPa HSS welded I-sections are recommended. Design 
provisions in current specifications for predicting the ultimate bearing capacity of 800 MPa HSS welded I-
section columns under axial compression are evaluated, and it is concluded that GB50017-2017, AISC360-16, 
and EN 1993-1-5 is a little overestimated for estimating the ultimate bearing capacity of 800 MPa HSS welded 
I-section columns under axial compression. A three-dimension finite element model is developed for predicting 
the ultimate bearing capacity of 800 MPa HSS welded I-section columns under axial compression, which is 
validated by test data. The effect of residual stress on the ultimate bearing capacity of 800 MPa high strength 
steel welded I-section columns is not obvious. A more accurate model for estimating the ultimate bearing 
capacity of 800 MPa HSS welded I-section columns under axial compression is recommended. 
 
Nitish Kumar Guru and Saral Kumar Jain, “Free axisymmetric vibrations of composite annular sandwich plates 
by higher-order theory using Chebyshev collocation technique”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106823, Vol. 
155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106823 
ABSTRACT: Free axisymmetric vibrations of composite annular sandwich plates with thick isotropic core and 
orthotropic facings have been studied using Reddy's higher-order shear deformation theory. Core is assumed to 
be of uniform thickness while the face sheets are treated as membranes. Equations of motion and natural 
boundary conditions are developed using Hamilton's principle. Chebyshev collocation technique has been 
applied to get the frequency equations for clamped-clamped, clamped-simply supported and clamped-free edge 
conditions. Obtained equations are solved numerically for the lowest three roots and reported as the frequency 



parameters for the first three modes of vibration. Results obtained from the proposed approach are validated by 
comparing them numerically and graphically with their counterparts available in the literature. Detailed 
numerical results are given to analyze the effects of core thickness, thickness of faces and radii ratios on the 
frequency parameter. It is also shown that the published analysis based on first-order theory is not suitable for 
estimation of natural frequency of annular sandwich plate with thick core. Three dimensional mode shapes have 
been plotted for a specified plate for all the three boundary conditions. 
 
Weiyuan Guan, Guangjun Gao, Yao Yu and Tianyu Zhuo, “Theoretical, experimental and numerical 
investigations on the energy absorption of splitting multiple circular tubes under impact loading”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106916, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106916 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation into the energy absorption behaviour of splitting multiple 
circular tubes by theoretical, experimental and numerical methods. A theoretical solution for the steady-state 
crushing force of splitting multiple circular tubes is derived by applying the deformation theory. To explore the 
energy absorption of splitting multiple circular tubes and to validate the finite element model and a theoretical 
solution for the crushing force, an impact experiment is performed using a test trolley to examine the splitting 
process and force responses of multiple circular tubes. The finite element models of splitting multiple circular 
tubes are then established to investigate the energy absorption behaviour of the structure. The numerical 
simulation results agree well with those of the impact experiment. The energy absorption of splitting multiple 
circular tubes with different geometrical configurations, including the wall thickness of the tubes, number of 
tubes, radius of the tubes and conical angle of the dies, is analysed using a validated finite element model. The 
results show that the geometrical configurations of the tubes and conical angle of the dies have a distinct effect 
on the energy absorption. An analysis is also conducted to investigate the energy absorption by the evolution of 
the theoretical models. It is confirmed that the theoretical solutions provide a reliable prediction of the steady-
state crushing force of splitting multiple circular tubes. The effect of the velocity is investigated, and the result 
shows that the steady-state force increased as the impact velocity increased. 
 
Douglas Tomlinson and Amir Fam, “Axial response of flax fibre reinforced polymer-skinned tubes with 
lightweight foam cores and bioresin blend”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106923, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106923 
ABSTRACT: The response of non-slender flax fibre reinforced polymer (FFRP)-skinned foam filled tubes 
under axial compression was investigated using 39 specimens. Different cross-ply fibre arrangements and foam 
densities (33–65 kg/m3) were tested; the responses were compared to hollow FFRP tubes and Glass-FRP 
(GFRP) skinned tubes. Although axial behaviour was not significantly affected by changing foam density, 
hollow tubes were weaker than foam filled sections. This suggests that low density foam is effective at 
preventing premature failure. FFRP-skinned tubes with a skin thickness of 6.4 mm behaved similarly to GFRP-
skinned tubes with a skin thickness of 3.4 mm in terms of strength and stiffness but were considerably better at 
absorbing energy. Specific strength and stiffness were highest with the lightest foam. The best performing 
FFRP-skinned tubes had specific strengths about 75% that of GFRP-skinned tubes with similar dimensions and 
equivalent foam cores. 
 
M. Shariyat, A. Ghaznavi and S.H. Hosseini, “On inefficiency of the shape memory alloys in dynamically 
loaded sandwich plates with structural damping: New 3D zigzag-viscoelasticity theory and asymmetric 
transformations”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106879, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106879 
ABSTRACT: The important claim that the presence of the structural damping considerably lessens or even 
eliminates the effectiveness of the embedded shape memory elements in the dissipation of the vibration/impact 
energies of the structures, is stated and proven here for the first time. The finite-element-based governing 
equations of thick composite sandwich plates with homogeneous/FG soft viscoelastic cores and embedded 
SMA wires are derived based on a new hyperbolic SMA-zigzag sandwich plate theory that considers the 
transverse flexibility. The tension-compression asymmetry of the SMA behavior and Zener-viscoelasticity-
based zigzag nonlinear corrections are implemented to guarantee the transverse stress continuity at the 
interfaces between layers and updating the relation between the describing parameters of the displacement field, 



and the stiffness and even mass matrices of the elements within each time step. For the first time, the phase-
based rather than the mixture-based stresses are considered in tracing the phase transformations. The resulting 
time-dependent nonlinear integro-differential equations are solved by a special algorithm. Results confirm, for 
the first time, that the stress-strain hysteresis loops of the SMAs may shrink or even disappear in presence of the 
structural damping; so that, the belief that the phase-transformation-based damping and the structural damping 
directly add to each other, is quite wrong. 
 
Hanwen Lu, Lulu Liu, Airong Liu, Yong-Lin Pi, Mark Andrew Bradford and Yonghui Huang, “Effects of 
movement and rotation of supports on nonlinear instability of fixed shallow arches”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106909, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106909 
ABSTRACT: In practice, the foundations of arch bridges or other arch structures may have non-uniform 
settlements leading to uneven movements or rotations of the supports of the arch. The uneven movements and 
rotations of the supports influence the deformations and internal forces produced by the external load as well as 
the in-plane non-linear instability behaviour of arches significantly. Little research is reported about effects of 
support movements and rotations on the nonlinear in-plane instability of shallow arches in the opening literature 
insofar. This paper focuses on effects of uneven movements and rotations of the supports on the in-plane 
nonlinear instability of fixed shallow arches. New analytical solutions for the limit point instability load of the 
fixed shallow arches under a uniformly localized radial load incorporating the influences of uneven movements 
and rotations of the supports are derived. Comparisons against the finite element results show the analytical 
solutions are adequately accurate. It is found that the uneven support movements and rotations have significant 
effects on the nonlinear in-plane instability behaviour of fixed shallow arches. It is also found that the in-plane 
nonlinear instability load of a fixed shallow arch decreases with an increase of the magnitudes of uneven 
movements and rotations of the support. 
 
Pawel Lyssakow, Max Krause and Kai-Uwe Schröder, “Towards a manufacturing signature for unstiffened 
flow formed thin-walled shell structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106933, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106933 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled shell structures such as those used for space launch vehicles are highly sensitive to 
various kinds of imperfections. This imperfection sensitivity makes it challenging to predict the load carrying 
capacity of these structures. A correlation between the manufacturing process and the load carrying capacity, 
called manufacturing signature, would facilitate the design of these structures. Therefore, in this paper, a step 
towards a manufacturing signature of flow formed unstiffened isotropic shell structures is made. For this 
purpose, the investigated shell structures and their manufacturing process are introduced in detail in this work. 
Afterwards, the geometric and thickness imperfections of these shell structures are measured using an in-house 
developed measurement system. The measurement results are evaluated in detail and the buckling loads of the 
measured shell structures are calculated numerically. The results show that all six shell structures have similar 
knock down factors , which indicates a correlation between the manufacturing process and the load carrying 
capacity. Subsequently, experimental buckling tests are carried out for three shell structures. The discrepancies 
between the numerically calculated and the experimentally measured buckling loads are tracked back to load 
imperfections. Finally, the impact of load imperfections is studied briefly. 
 
Hui Zhang and Xiong Zhang, “Axial crushing of self-lock multi-cell tubes with foam filler and tube envelope”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106847, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106847 
ABSTRACT: A type of self-lock multi-cell tubes assembled by open section components is recently proposed 
to serve as energy absorbing devices. Due to the open feature of the section, the self-lock tubes with large width 
may develop global buckling mode under axial crushing and show much worse energy absorption 
performances. To overcome this drawback, expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam fillers are firstly employed to 
improve the stability of the structural deformation and to increase the energy absorption efficiency. Experiment 
results show that a 4% increase in mass by EPS foam leads to about 20% increase in energy absorption of the 
self-lock tube. Numerical analyses are also carried out to simulate the tests and analyze the structures with other 
enhancement methods including Al foam filling and tube enveloping. They may be employed separately or 
simultaneously. The combination method of Al foam filling and tube enveloping gets the highest energy 



absorption capacity and efficiency. Theoretical analysis is performed to predict the mean crushing force of self-
lock tubes enhanced by Al foam filling and tube enveloping, and the theoretical results compare well with 
numerical results. Finally, crashworthiness optimization problems are proposed and solved to explore the 
optimal enhancement configurations of the self-lock multi-cell tubes. 
 
Zhenyu Wu, Qian Zhang, Bing Li, Yisheng Liu and Zhongxiang Pan, “Transverse impact response and residual 
flexure characteristics of braided composite tubes: Effect of stacking sequence”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106900, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106900 
ABSTRACT: The study aims to understand the effect of stacking sequence on the impact response and residual 
flexure characteristics of braided composite tube by combination of low-velocity impact, fracture observation 
and acoustic emission monitoring. Two stacking sequence configurations of braided tube in terms of [I60/O40] 
and [I40/O60] were designed and their low-velocity impact response and damage behavior were examined. 
Uniform structures namely [I40/O40] and [I60/O60] were also employed as reference specimens. The quasi-static 
bending performances of intact and impacted tubes were further compared to evaluate the influence of impact 
damage on residual performance. The results show that failure mode of impacted tubes strongly depends on 
braided structure of outer ply, of which large braiding angle(60°) leads to the formation of bottom delamination 
and degradation of structural integrity. The comparative experiments indicate that [I60/O40] tube improves 
flexure after impact performance with respect to specific energy absorption by 45.98% over [I40/O60] 
counterpart because of absence of bottom delamination. Thus, structure design of braided composite consisting 
of intra-ply structure and stacking sequence would be an economically feasible method to improve the 
transverse mechanical performance. 
 
Phan Viet Nhut and Yukihiro Matsumoto, “Experimental analytical and theoretical investigations of CFRP 
strengthened thin-walled steel plates under shear loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106908, Vol. 155, 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106908 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the strengthening effects of carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) on the shear 
strength of thin-walled steel plates (TSPs) were investigated using experiments and finite element analysis 
(FEA). Two types of CFRP with different fiber orientations—0°/90°, and ±45°—were used for strengthening. 
The experimental and FEA results indicate that CFRP could effectively increase the shear strength of TSPs 
under shear loading. The theoretical equations according to the lamination theory of composite materials are 
proposed to calculate the shear strength of CFRP-strengthened TSPs under shear load with high accuracy 
compared with experimental and FEA results. 
 
Carlos Graciano, Nelson Loaiza, and Euro Casanova, “Numerical study and design of extruded aluminum 
beams subjected to concentrated loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106917, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106917 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical investigation on the design resistance of extruded aluminum 
beams subjected to concentrated loads. The study is conducted through nonlinear finite element analysis 
considering large displacements, initial imperfection, and taking into account the strain hardening 
characteristics of common aluminum alloys. The numerical model is validated against experimental works 
taken from the literature. Thereafter, an extensive parametric study is carried out covering a wide range of beam 
geometries and slenderness ratios. Resistances computed numerically are compared with those calculated using 
the current design provisions in the EC9 for aluminum beams subject to concentrated loads, indicating that the 
EC9 provisions underestimate the resistances. Then, a new resistance function is calibrated performing a 
statistical evaluation of experimental and numerical results. The reliability of the recalibrated resistance 
function is assessed according to EN 1990, the results show improvements in the predicted resistances. Finally, 
the use of more accurate structural design provisions enhances the possibility of higher economic benefits, and 
by using less material, the carbon footprint originated from aluminum production can be reduced. 
 
Qiang Liu, Jie Fu, Yitao Ma, Yanqin Zhang and Qing Li, “Crushing responses and energy absorption behaviors 
of multi-cell CFRP tubes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106930, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106930 



ABSTRACT: Design of multi-cell sectional configuration has been considered an effective way to enhance the 
crashworthiness performance of metallic thin-walled structure. Nevertheless, it remains under-studied whether 
this approach can achieve similar effect for fiber reinforced composite structures. Therefore, this paper aims to 
study the crushing responses and energy absorption behaviors of multi-cell squared carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic (CFRP) tubes fabricated by using hot compression molding process. The effects of CFRP cell number, 
wall thickness and trigger mechanism on crashworthiness characteristics were investigated. The experimental 
results showed that under the same weight, the energy absorption of double-cell tube was lower than that of 
single-cell tube. This was due to the fact that there was insufficient deformation in the T-shaped region of 
double-cell CFRP tube. The inner fronds generated in the middle ribs caused part of tubal wall near T-shaped 
region to bend completely outwards rather than to crush progressively under axial compression, thus losing 
certain capacity of energy absorption. In addition, a double-shell finite element model was constructed to gain 
further insights into the crushing behavior of the double-cell CFRP tube. The numerical model effectively 
replicated the collapse mode; and good agreement was obtained between the experimental and numerical load-
displacement curves. The study exhibits considerable potential of developing crashworthy multi-cell CFRP 
structures. 
 
Yong Shen, Zhenyu Wu and Xudong Hu, “Effect of reinforcement layer number on energy absorption of 
aluminum-CFRP hybrid square tubes under axial loading: Experimental and numerical study”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106935, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106935 
ABSTRACT: The effect of the number of carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CRFP) layers on the axial crushing 
capacity of aluminum–CFRP square hybrid tubes was investigated both experimentally and numerically. 
Increasing the number of CRFP layers led to more collapsed lobes and decreased collapsed lobe widths, 
resulting in an improvement of the energy absorption capacity. The simulation results revealed a distinct tube 
wall collapse mode in the 4-layer hybrid tubes. The higher bending stiffness of the composite layers in the 4-
layer hybrid tube led to debonding of the interface between the aluminum and composite layers. After interface 
failure, the composite layers did not collapse following the aluminum tube wall and instead rebounded in the 
approximate longitudinal direction, which directly suffering the longitudinal crushing loading. This behavior led 
to the shortened plastic collapse width and improvement of the single-layer CFRP energy dissipation due to 
CFRP delamination. 
 
Marco Fontana, A.L. Araujo and J.F.A. Madeira, “Optimization of a thin-walled composite crash absorber”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106826, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106826 
ABSTRACT: This work aims to improve upon the aluminium impact attenuator currently used by the 
University of Lisbon Formula Student team through a composite solution. The influence of geometrical 
variations, particularly the use of curved walls, and the number of objectives considered for the optimization are 
studied. To perform the optimizations, Abaqus is coupled with the Direct Multisearch (DMS) algorithm, the 
overall performance of the solutions is evaluated and the influence of the introduction of curved walls on the 
energy absorption capabilities discussed. Off-axis impacts are studied and the effect of curved walls in that 
situation analysed. An overview of the best configurations achieved is provided and one final configuration is 
selected. 
 
Stefan Tabacu, Raluca Florentina Negrea and Denis Negrea, “Experimental, numerical and analytical 
investigation of 2D tetra-anti-chiral structure under compressive loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106929, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106929 
ABSTRACT: The present work is focused on the investigation of tetra-anti-chiral structures by means of 
experimental, numerical, and analytical methods. Specimens with different lengths of the ligaments were 
manufactured by laser-cutting and were tested under a compressive load to investigate the value and evolution 
of Poisson's ratio. Based on the experimental investigation of the material used to manufacture the samples, 
finite element models were developed and solved using Ls-Dyna. Subsequently, based on the strain energy 
approach, an analytical solution for the estimate of the Poisson's ratio was derived. The solution is capable of 
estimating the value for structures with various configurations, including lengths and thickness of the ligaments. 
A simple beam finite element model was developed and implemented for solving in MATLAB, to extend the 



capabilities for evaluation and design of structures with specific parameters. An overall comparison of results is 
presented, showing a good agreement between datasets. The present work might set the background for future 
activities, allowing for a selection of individual investigation methods. 
 
Yanfei Shen and Rolando Chacón, “Flexural stiffness reduction for stainless steel SHS and RHS members 
prone to local buckling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106939, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106939 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, flexural stiffness reduction factor formulations, applicable to stainless steel 
members with compact cold-formed square and rectangular hollow section (SHS and RHS), are extended to 
account for local buckling effects and initial localized imperfection (ω). Local buckling effects and the 
influence of ω are accounted for by means of reducing the gross section resistance using a strength reduction 
factor ρ. ρ, determined by the Direct Analysis Method, depending on cross-section slenderness, is adopted. For 
in-plane stainless steel elements with non-compact and slender sections, results determined by the extended 
flexural stiffness reduction factor coupled with Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis (GNA) are verified against 
those determined by Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analysis with Imperfections (GMNIA). It is found 
that GNA with the extended flexural stiffness reduction factor (using beam element) generally achieves the 
accuracy of GMNIA (using shell element). Probabilistic studies based on 3D models with random ω are carried 
out to evaluate the effect of uncertainty in ω on the accuracy of GNA with the extended beam-column flexural 
stiffness reduction factor. 
 
L. Huang, S.S. Zhang, T. Yu and K.D. Peng, “Circular hybrid double-skin tubular columns with a stiffener-
reinforced steel inner tube and a large-rupture-strain FRP outer tube: Compressive behavior”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106946, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106946 
ABSTRACT: A typical fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-concrete-steel double-skin tubular column (DSTC) 
consists of an FRP outer tube, a hollow steel inner tube and an annular concrete in-fill in between. The existing 
studies on DSTCs in the past decade have generally confirmed the good structural performance of such column 
form, while it is worth noting that the possible in-ward buckling of the steel tubes in DSTCs is still a problem to 
be addressed, especially when DSTCs are subjected to large axial deformation. Against this background, a 
variation form of DSTCs called R-DSTCs has been recently developed by the authors. An R-DSTC is a DSTC 
in which the steel inner tube is reinforced by vertical stiffeners on the outer surface and the FRP outer tube can 
be circular, square or rectangular. The present paper presents the first ever experimental study on the 
compressive behavior of circular R-DSTCs which is the most common form of DSTCs. For the circular R-
DSTC specimens tested in the present study, the outer tubes are made of a type of large-rupture-strain FRP. The 
vertical stiffeners on the steel inner tube are expected to delay or restrain the inward buckling of the steel tube, 
and the large-rupture-strain FRP outer tube makes possible a relatively large axial deformation of the specimen. 
In total, two DSTC specimens, twelve R-DSTC specimens and three bare steel tubes with/without stiffeners 
were tested, with the studied parameters covering the quantity, the dimensions and the shape of the stiffeners 
and the thickness of the FRP outer tube. The test results showed that R-DSTC specimens had a much better 
performance than the corresponding DSTC specimens in terms of both axial loading capacity and ductility, due 
to the existence of vertical stiffeners on the steel inner tube of R-DSTCs. The effects of the vertical stiffener-
related parameters on the compressive behavior of R-DSTC specimens were also carefully examined and 
discussed in details. 
 
Meng-Fu Guo, Hang Yang and Li Ma, “Design and analysis of 2D double-U auxetic honeycombs”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106915, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106915 
ABSTRACT: In this study, two dimensional double-U auxetic honeycombs (2D DUHs) composed of curved 
shell members have been proposed based on traditional double-V (concave quadrilateral or re-entrant double-
arrowhead) auxetic honeycombs (2D DVHs). Theoretical analysis, numerical simulation and compression 
experiments are adopted to characterize the mechanical properties including equivalent Young's modulus, 



equivalent Poisson's ratio, and quasi-static collapse process of 2D DVHs and DUHs. Specimens of the 2D 
DUHs and DVHs made of Aluminum alloy (A6061) are fabricated through wire cut electrical discharge 
machining. Both numerical and experimental results illustrate that concave DUHs exhibit tunable negative 
Poisson's ratio and equivalent stiffness level compared to DVHs. Furthermore, DUHs have smooth geometry 
configurations that can reduce stress concentration at elastic region and exhibit stronger auxetic behavior during 
large deformation. Those mechanical properties of 2D DUHs satisfy the requirements for practical engineering 
applications such as energy absorption. The dynamic crushing responses of 2D DVHs and DUHs are also 
investigated, and it is found that the crushing collapse modes and plateau stress improvement of 2D DUHs are 
related to the crushing velocity. Finally, the local impact responses of 2D DVHs and DUHs are studied 
numerically, the influences of impact velocity and indenter size are considered. This study provides useful 
instructions for the design, fabrication and analysis of auxetic structures, which has a broad prospect in some 
advanced technical applications. 
 
Taochuan Zhang, Chunmei Duan, Ailun Wang and Qingshan Wang, “Dynamic modeling and optimal design of 
Tube–Diaphragm coupling beam inspired by bamboo”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106836, Vol. 155, 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106836 
ABSTRACT: Organisms in nature can inspire human research and design. Bamboo is generally acknowledged 
to be the structure with the best specific energy absorption and specific stiffness in nature. Compared to trees, it 
is difficult to break bamboo at its root and cause it to fall under dynamic loads, which can provide a useful 
reference for researchers. In this paper, a tube–diaphragm coupling beam inspired by bamboo was designed. 
The dynamic model of the bending vibrations of was established for the first time, and the influences of the 
structural parameters, such as the number of diaphragms, the tube thickness, and the impact pulse width on the 
impact characteristics of the tube–diaphragm coupling beams under transverse impact forces were analyzed. An 
optimal design of the tube–diaphragm coupling beams was obtained by particle swarm optimization. Specimens 
of bionic, solid, and hollow beams were prepared by the SLA (stereo lithography apparatus) 3D printing 
technology, and impact tests were carried out. The results of impact tests showed that the base vibrations of the 
solid and hollow beams were greater than those of the tube–diaphragm coupling beam for different impact pulse 
widths. The results indicated that bamboo can change its natural frequencies by adjusting the number of 
diaphragms and the tube thickness to adapt to changes of the environment. This adjustment can make the tube–
diaphragm coupling beam absorb more energy through deformation, and thus, the dynamic force of the tube–
diaphragm coupling beam at its root was smaller than those of solid and hollow beams. The results reveal the 
mechanism that allows bamboo to be difficult to beak at the root and fall, which can provide a useful reference 
for the design of beams and rotors. 
 
Yong Zhang, Xiaogang Yan, Wenzhen Huang and Jiming Lin, “Experimental investigations on mechanical 
behavior of the carbon fiber tube reinforced polyurethane foam”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106899, Vol. 
155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106899 
ABSTRACT: The paper proposes a carbon fiber tube reinforced polyurethane foam material (CPM). 
Mechanical behavior of the CPM is investigated by quasi static crushing experiment. The results show that the 
carbon fiber tube reinforced design can obviously improve the energy absorption and load carrying capacity of 
the polyurethane (PU) foam. Parameter studies show that the density of the PU foam, the number and the 
diameter of the thin carbon fiber tube have significant effect on mechanical performance of the CPM. 
Moreover, the CPM filled thin walled columns (aluminum column or carbon fiber column) are further 
developed and their crushing behaviors are investigated under axial crushing conditions. The results show that 
the CPM filled design can effectively improve the crashworthiness of the aluminum column or the carbon fiber 
column. The interaction behavior between the CPM and the thin-walled column presents a significant 
contribution to energy absorption of the CPM filled columns. Moreover, the CPM filled carbon fiber column 
has greater potential to improve the crashworthiness than the CPM filled aluminum column. The research 
findings of this paper provide a new method for designing the lightweight protective structure. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, “Electro-mechanical vibration characteristics of piezoelectric nano shells”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106912, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106912 



ABSTRACT: This paper presents the application of higher-order shear deformation theory and nonlocal 
elasticity theory to electro-mechanical vibration analysis of a doubly curved piezoelectric nano shell resting on 
Pasternak's foundation. The piezoelectric doubly curved nanoshell is subjected to initial electro-mechanical 
loads. Effect of initial electro-mechanical loads is contributed in external works. Size effects are captured by 
nonlocal elasticity theory and Hamilton's principle is employed to derive the equation of motion in terms of 
three displacements of the middle surface, two rotational components and one electric potential. The main 
novelty of this paper is investigating concurrent effect of initial electro-mechanical loads, higher-order shear 
deformation theory and size dependent theory on the free vibration responses of doubly curved piezoelectric 
nano shell with various boundary conditions. The electro-mechanical vibration response of the doubly curved 
piezoelectric nano shell is investigated using an analytical method in terms of various parameters such as two 
opening angles, small scale parameter, spring and shear parameters of foundation and initial electric potential. It 
is concluded that increasing the nonlocal parameter leads to decrease of the natural frequencies of shell while 
increasing the applied electric potential increases the natural frequencies. 
 
Delin Zhang, Zhiping Chen, You Li, Peng Jiao, He Ma, Peng Ge and Yanan Gu, “Lower-bound axial buckling 
load prediction for isotropic cylindrical shells using probabilistic random perturbation load approach”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106925, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106925 
ABSTRACT: Due to high sensitivity to various imperfections, buckling loads of thin-walled cylindrical shells 
subjected to axial load vary dramatically. In order to predict lower-bound buckling loads for axially loaded 
cylindrical shells rationally, a probabilistic analysis approach named Probabilistic Random Perturbation Load 
Approach (PRPLA) is developed in this study. Firstly, a Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) based 
method is established to describe measured imperfection patterns. Next, Random Single Perturbation Load 
Approach (RSPLA) is loaded upon BPNN-based depicted traditional imperfection patterns to construct a 
stochastic dimple imperfection. The aforementioned scattering traditional imperfections, as well as a variety of 
scattering non-traditional imperfections, are then sampled using Monte-Carlo simulation to generate cylindrical 
shell models differentiating from a nominal one. The probabilistic distribution of lower-bound buckling loads is 
obtained by finite element analysis. A nominal shell's realistic lower-bound buckling load is determined by 
choosing a specified reliability level lastly. The results show that describing measured imperfection patterns via 
BPNN is very close to real ones, and PRPLA presented is an improved method to find lower-bound buckling 
loads efficiently compared with NASA SP-8007 and many commonly used numerical approaches. 
 
H.N.R. Wagner, C. Hühne and S. Niemann, “Buckling of launch-vehicle cylinders under axial compression: A 
comparison of experimental and numerical knockdown factors”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106931, Vol. 
155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106931 
ABSTRACT: Metallic grid stiffened cylinders are often used as tank and interstage structures in launch-vehicle 
systems. When subjected to axial compression, these thin-walled shells are prone to buckling. The 
corresponding critical buckling load heavily depends on deviations from the ideal shell shape. In general, these 
deviations are defined as geometric imperfections and they can significantly reduce the critical load. 
Considering the influence of geometric imperfections into the design process of thin-walled shells poses major 
challenges for structural design. This article presents an overview regarding the modelling, analysis and design 
of metallic grid stiffened launch-vehicle cylinders. In comparison to commonly studied unstiffened cylinders, 
complex shells applied in aerospace engineering can have a completely different structural response to axial 
compression than their unstiffened counterparts. Advanced shell buckling design conceps like perturbation 
approaches and energy barrier criteria are applied and validated with experimental data. Finite element models 
are presented and described in detail. Important aspects like skin and weld buckling as well as the influence of 
cutouts are analyzed and discussed. 
 
Jiafeng Song, Shucai Xu, Lihan Xu, Jianfei Zhou and Meng Zou, “Experimental study on the crashworthiness 
of bio-inspired aluminum foam-filled tubes under axial compression loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106937, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106937 
ABSTRACT: As a lightweight and efficient energy-absorbing structure, thin-walled filled structure is widely 
used in various fields. This paper proposed four types of bio-inspired foam-filled thin-walled structures based 



on two typical straw structures (Cornstalk and Reed): bionic foam core with a central hole, 4 square holes, 4 
taper holes and 2 nodes, respectively. The energy absorption capacity and deformation mode of bionic 
structures were studied by dynamic drop hammer and quasi-static compression. The results showed that 9 of 12 
bionic samples had higher energy absorption capacity than the corresponding fully-filled samples. Different 
bionic features have different effects on the deformation of thin-walled tube, and the bionic features with the 
best overall performance are the 4 Square Holes and 4 Taper Holes design. It is noted that the bionic method 
can improve energy absorption capacity and affect the deformation mode of the thin-walled tubes under certain 
conditions. 
 
Zhilin Chen, Jun Wang, Jiye Chen, Hota GangaRao, Ruifeng Liang and Weiqing Liu, “Responses of concrete-
filled FRP tubular and concrete-filled FRP-steel double skin tubular columns under horizontal impact”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106941, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106941 
ABSTRACT: This paper presented the experimental and analytical results of concrete-filled fiber-reinforced 
polymer (FRP) tubes (CFFTs) and concrete filled GFRP-steel double skin tubular columns (DSTCs) under 
horizontal impact loads. The influences of the thickness of FRP tubes and impact velocity were discussed. The 
thickness of the FRP tubes had insignificant influence for both the peak impact force and the maximum 
displacement. Under the same applied impact energy, the maximum displacement of concrete filled FRP-steel 
DSTC specimens was ~40% smaller than that of CFFT specimens. The impact velocity had more influence on 
the peak impact force than the duration. Three-dimensional finite-element (FE) models were developed to 
simulate the impact behavior of two types of composite columns and the numerical results are compared with 
the test data. Then, the verified FE model was used to conduct parametric study. Moreover, analytical solutions 
for lateral displacement of composite columns under impact were obtained, in which the effect of impact 
damage was considered by introducing reduction factors into the vibration equations. The comparison between 
analytical results and test results showed that the maximum displacement can be accurately predicted by the 
proposed theoretical model. 
 
Hongjun Liang, Weijie Li, Yue Huang and Yiyan Lu, “Axial behaviour of CFST stub columns strengthened 
with steel tube and sandwiched concrete jackets”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106942, Vol. 155, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106942 
ABSTRACT: This study addresses some key concerns on using steel tube and sandwiched concrete jackets to 
strengthen intact concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns. The research background lies in engineering 
cases, in which the functional purpose changes when the structure remains intact. Within the parameters 
investigated, the load-bearing capacity of columns was enhanced by 114%–199% after being jacketed with steel 
tube and sandwiched concrete. The observable enhancement depended on section enlargement and the 
confinement effects of the outer steel tube, the latter of which could account for as large as 19% of the nominal 
load-bearing capacity. A finite element (FE) model was developed and verified, and the load distribution on 
components of the strengthened columns was presented. The radial stress between the inner concrete and inner 
steel tube was validated to increase substantially after the CFST column is jacketed with steel tube and 
sandwiched concrete. The decrease in the diameter-to-thickness ratio of the outer steel tube contributes to the 
synchronisation of the inner and sandwiched concrete in reaching peak load and benefits the load increase. A 
parametric study based on the FE model was conducted, and the effects of estimation error with respect to the 
properties of existing CFST columns were evaluated. A reasonable match between the outer steel tube grade 
and sandwiched concrete class was advised. 
 
Yongjun He, Jixin Wang, Xuhong Zhou and Qiyao He, “Static properties and stability of segmentally 
prestressed cylindrical reticulated mega-structures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106949, Vol. 155, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106949 
ABSTRACT: A new type of segmentally prestressed cylindrical reticulated mega-structure is proposed. The 
mechanism and detailed layout of the segmental cable-strut system are presented. The static properties and 
stability of the structure are analyzed and compared with those of the structure without cable-strut system. The 
reasonable ranges of key arrangement parameters for the segmental cable-strut system are obtained, including 
the rise-to-span ratio, length and distribution of the strut, and pretension degree and distribution of the cable. In 



addition, the effects of member buckling on the global stability of the structure and its propagation rule are 
investigated. On this basis, the substitution of buckling-resistant members for buckling members is proposed, 
and the improvement effect on the global structural stability is further discussed. The results indicate that the 
introduction of the segmental cable-strut system can effectively improve the static properties and stability of the 
reticulated mega-structure. Member buckling has a significant adverse effect on the global structural stability, 
and thus their interaction should be considered in the stability analysis of the structure. Member buckling 
initially occurs in the lower chord members near the supports in the middle of the structure, and subsequently 
propagates to both ends of the structure along the longitudinal direction and toward the supports along the 
transverse direction at the same time. Additionally, substituting buckling-resistant members for the lower chord 
members within about 1/6 of the arc length of each latticed arch close to supports is an effective measure for 
improving global stability. 
 
Ming Li, Liming Zhou and Changyi Liu, “The multi-physical cell-based smoothed finite element method for 
analyzing transient behavior of functionally grade magneto-electro-elastic thin-walled structures under thermal 
environment”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106876, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106876 
ABSTRACT: This study, the coupled multi-physical cell-based smoothed finite element method (CS-FEM) was 
proposed to predict the temperature environment combining mechanical load effect on the dynamic 
characteristics of functionally grade magneto-electro-elastic (FG-MEE) thin-walled intelligent structures. 
Consider the coupling effects among elastic, electric, magnetic and thermal fields, and this method possesses 
higher accuracy, lower mesh restriction, much less computational cost and stronger handling ability when 
encountering strong mesh distortion and large deformation issues compared with standard FEM. The accuracy, 
convergence and efficiency of CS-FEM were validated via three numerical examples. Proposed CS-FEM 
integrating the modified Newmark scheme explored the thermal effect on generalized displacements (x- and z-
direction displacement components, electric and magnetic potential) of FG-MEE based sensors. Further, 
parametric studies were carried out to analyze the index factor impact on thin-walled structure performances. 
This study presents an effective approach to investigate the coupled multi-physical problem, and the simulation 
results are definitely useful for the designation of intelligence thin-walled structures in service under complex 
load condition. 
 
JunYuan Zhang, Bingquan Lu, Danfeng Zheng and Zhongyu Li, “Experimental and numerical study on energy 
absorption performance of CFRP/aluminum hybrid square tubes under axial loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106948, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106948 
ABSTRACT: Metal/composite hybrid square tubes that combine the advantages of low-density of composite 
with low-cost of metal provide a potential energy absorption device for automobiles. The axial crushing 
performance of CFRP/aluminum hybrid square tubes wrapped with single angle-ply and antisymmetric angle-
ply was studied by experimental and numerical methods. Results show that for tubes wrapped with single angle-
ply [0]4 or [45]4, crack propagation occurred and the CFRP separated from aluminum, which resulted in worse 
energy absorption capacity than pure aluminum tube. A stable symmetric deformation was observed in hybrid 
square tubes wrapped with antisymmetric angle-ply. The specific energy absorption (SEA) for those tubes was 
improved 11% and they showed better energy absorption performance compared to pure aluminum tube. Then, 
the effect of thickness of tubes, including hybrid square tubes with identical aluminum and hybrid square tubes 
with identical mass, on the energy absorption capacity was further investigated by simulation. It was found that 
only when the number of CFRP layer reaches a certain value, hybrid square tubes perform better than pure 
aluminum tube with identical mass in energy absorption. Moreover, influence of mass of the tube, and 
substituting aluminum alloy with CFRP on the energy absorption of hybrid square tubes with identical 
aluminum and different number of CFRP layers was studied. 
 
Élio Maia, Paulo Vila Real, Nuno Lopes and Carlos Couto, “The General Method for the fire design of slender 
I-section web-tapered columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106920, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106920 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to validate the General Method for the stability check of unrestrained 
I-section web-tapered columns in fire situation. The General Method (clause 6.3.4 of EN 1993-1-1) covers the 



safety check of structural elements with complex support conditions and/or of non-prismatic members. 
However, the fire part of the Eurocode 3 (EN 1993-1-2) gives no further indication regarding the applicability 
of the method at elevated temperatures, apart from adapting the methodology to fire using the reduction factors 
for steel material properties, which is identified as a gap in the current version of the norm. To ascertain the 
validity of said adaptations, the ultimate capacity of members at elevated temperature has been obtained 
numerically with GMNI-Analyses and a parametric investigation incorporating I-section web-tapered columns 
built from slender (class 4) cross-sections has been carried out, with special attention to the influence of local 
buckling on member stability. It has been demonstrated that a straightforward application of the temperature-
reduced mechanical properties of steel in the General Method results in an unsafe methodology, therefore 
justifying improvements to the procedure. In this work, this is done by i) proposing a novel methodology for the 
calculation of the in-plane load amplifier alphasubult,k and ii) recalibrating the EN 1993-1-2 buckling curve. 
Not only does this new procedure improve the accuracy of the methodology but it also foregoes the otherwise 
necessary evaluation of the critical cross-section along the column. 
 
Roohollah Babaei Mahani, Arameh Eyvazian, Farayi Musharavati, Tamer A. Sebaey and Pouyan 
Talebizadehsardari, “Thermal buckling of laminated Nano-Composite conical shell reinforced with graphene 
platelets”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106913, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106913 
ABSTRACT: A semi analytical approach based on the trigonometric expansion and generalized differential 
quadrature (TE-GDQ) method is implemented to investigate the thermal buckling of a functionally graded 
graphene platelet reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) conical shell. Graphene platelets distribution is assumed 
randomly oriented and uniformly dispersed for each ply. Variation of the volume fraction of plies is modeled 
according to a step functionally graded medium. Effective material properties of the shell are calculated using 
the Halpin-Tsai micromechanical rule. Equilibrium equations are derived by means of the first order shear 
deformation theory (FSDT), nonlinear geometrical relation based on the von Kármán theory, and the Donnell 
kinematics assumption. The pre-buckling of the shell under uniform thermal load is solved considering the 
linear membrane procedure. Afterward, the linearized stability equations are obtained utilizing the adjacent 
equilibrium criterion. Next, using the TE-GDQ method, stability equations convert to an eigenvalue problem. 
Finally, eigenvalue problem is solved and the critical temperature rise can be determined. After validation of the 
formulation and methods, several parametric studies are examined to research the effects of the volume fraction 
of GPLs, semi vertex angle, length-to-thickness ratio and other parameters on the critical temperature. 
 
Kun Xie, Meixia Chen, Wencheng Li and Wanjing Dong, “A unified semi-analytic method for vibration 
analysis of functionally graded shells of revolution”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106943, Vol. 155, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106943 
ABSTRACT: A unified semi-analytic method is developed for free vibration analysis of functionally graded 
material (FGM) shells of revolution subjected to arbitrary boundary conditions, and independent and coupled 
shells of revolution are specific cases. Material properties vary continuously in thickness direction according to 
the four-parameter power-low distributions in terms of volume fractions of two constituents. The shell is firstly 
divided to some narrow shell segments to be treated as conical shells. Differential equations of motion based on 
first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) are solved by expanding displacements as power series and Fourier 
series in meridional and circumferential directions, so five displacements and five forces at cross-section are 
only expressed as 10 unknown coefficients. Continuity conditions and elastic boundary conditions are 
assembled to the final governing equation. Through comparing natural frequencies of present method with the 
ones of opened works for several typical FGM shells of revolution with uniform/stepped thicknesses and 
classic/elastic boundaries, rapid convergence, high accuracy and wide application of the developed method are 
demonstrated. Furthermore, influences of material and geometry parameters reveal that increasing the power-
law exponent does not change mode shapes and circumferential mode numbers of fundamental frequencies, and 
mode shapes are slightly affected by the variation of thickness. 
 
Yasin Heydarpour, Morteza Mohammadzaheri, Mojtaba Ghodsi, Payam Soltani, Farooq Aljahwari, Issam 
Bahadur and Badar Al-Amri, “Application of the hybrid DQ- Heaviside-NURBS method for dynamic analysis 



of FG-GPLRC cylindrical shells subjected to impulse load”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106914, Vol. 155, 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106914 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, dynamic response of multilayer functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) cylindrical shells in thermal environment under an impulse load is studied based on the 
first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) of shells. The cylindrical shells under consideration are made up of 
multiple graphene platelet reinforced composite (GPLRC) layers with uniformly distributed and randomly 
oriented graphene platelets (GPLs) in each layer. GPL concentration is assumed to be graded in thickness 
direction. A new differential quadrature method based on direct projection of the Heaviside function is utilized 
to spatially discretize the governing equations. To solve the resulting system of ordinary differential equations 
(ODE) in temporal domain, a recently developed multi-step time integration technique, introduced based on the 
non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS), is employed. After validating the approach, the effects of the different 
GPLs distribution patterns, the weight fraction and dimension ratios of the GPLs, temperature change, time 
durations and types of impulse loading on the dynamic responses of the FG-GPLRC shells are investigated and 
discussed. It is shown that the addition of only little GPLs to polymer matrix considerably decreases the period 
of oscillatory portions of the center deflection. 
 
Xu Gao, Miaomiao Zhang, Yaodong Huang, Lin Sang and Wenbin Hou, “Experimental and numerical 
investigation of thermoplastic honeycomb sandwich structures under bending loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106961, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106961 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures have attracted increasing attention in engineering applications due to their 
lightweight effect and energy absorbing capacity. In the current work, fully-thermoplastic honeycomb sandwich 
structures with 100% recyclability were developed, which consisted of continuous glass fiber-reinforced 
polypropylene (PP/GF) face sheets, polypropylene (PP) core and assembled using thermoplastic adhesive films. 
The experimental tests and numerical analysis were conducted to investigate the bending behavior and energy 
absorption of PP-based sandwich structures. Firstly, a series of three-point bending experiments were tested and 
the influences of structural factors on bending behaviors were investigated. The typical deformation modes 
were explored and the damaged microstructure of face-sheets were observed. Finite element models of the 
sandwich structures were developed to capture the deformation process, and the simulation results were 
validated with the experimental data. Afterwards, a multi-objective optimization was performed to seek for the 
maximum specific energy absorption together with the minimum initial peak force simultaneously. Response 
surface method was adopted to construct objective response functions and used for the defined optimization 
problem. 
 
O. Lykhachova and A. Evkin, “Effect of plasticity in the concept of local buckling of axially compressed 
cylindrical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106965, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106965 
ABSTRACT: According to the concept of local buckling of compressed isotropic cylindrical shells, the 
buckling process begins with appearance of one or several dimple-like buckles. Then, depending on the load 
level, it leads to local or general shell buckling. The latter causes the loss of structure bearing capacity and 
catastrophic consequences. Therefore the stability of axially compressed cylindrical shells under different 
additional local perturbations was investigated intensively by many authors. Based on the performed studies, 
new formulae were suggested for design buckling load which improved the more conservative NASA SP-8007 
(1968) recommendations. The present research is focused on analysis of post-buckling behaviour of the shell 
with one local dimple-like buckle. The conditions of existence and stability of such post-buckling equilibrium 
state were investigated. Special attention was paid to the influence of the shell material plasticity and 
geometrical parameter of the structure on its post-buckling behaviour. Based on this analysis the calculation 
methodology of design buckling load of the structure is suggested for the case of the shell with plastic material. 
 
Ashraf M. Abou-Rayan, Nader N. Khalil and Ayman A. Zaky, “Experimental investigation on the flexural 
behavior of steel cold-formed I-beam with strengthened hollow tubular flanges”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106971, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106971 



ABSTRACT: This research presents an experimental study to examine the flexural behavior of steel cold-
formed I-beam with strengthened hollow tubular flanges. Nineteen of cold-formed steel I-beam with hollow 
tubular flanges were prepared and experimentally tested on four-point bending tests. One of these specimens 
was not strengthened, which used as a control specimen, and eighteen specimens were strengthened with filling 
the tubular flanges by different materials. Twelve specimens were strengthened at the compression hollow 
tubular flanges only, with and without shear connectors. Finally, six specimens were strengthened at the 
compression and tension hollow tubular flanges. The strengthened materials used are different types of wood 
wastes (Particleboard Wood-Sawdust with cement mortar-Sawdust with epoxy-Sawdust with polyester), light 
weight concrete, and polymer-mortar. All specimens were loaded by two vertical loads to failure. Specimens’ 
mode of failure and vertical displacements were recorded. Vertical load-deflection at mid-span relationships 
have been analyzed to study the effect of strengthened materials. It was observed that maximum capacity was 
achieved by using polymer-mortar rather than the other materials. Using shear studs and strengthened 
compression and tension flanges did not show an obvious effect on the ultimate load of the tested specimens 
compared to those that were strengthened the compression flanges only. For all the strengthened specimens, 
improving in the load-mid span deflection relationships were achieved compared with the control specimen. 
The bending moment capacities were compared with the expected values using the Egyptian Code of Practice 
for Steel Construction (LRFD), which indicates that the design method of this code is conservative in 
comparison to the experimental test results, but it is not conservative in expected the moment capacities of 
strengthened specimens that used the Sawdust with cement mortar and light weight concrete materials. 
 
Mohammad Rahmanian and Masoud Javadi, “A unified algorithm for fully-coupled aeroelastic stability 
analysis of conical shells in yawed supersonic flow to identify the effect of boundary conditions”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106910, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106910 
ABSTRACT: Supersonic flutter analysis of truncated conical shells with arbitrary classical boundary conditions 
is investigated in the present study. Structural equations of motion are obtained in their integral representation 
using the Flügge's first-order shear deformable assumptions along with the first-order piston theory for the 
aerodynamic model. Effects of curvature correction and airflow's yaw angle are also included in the 
aerodynamic model. Using a Rayleigh-Ritz based solution algorithm, the aeroelastic system of equations is 
solved by a standard eigenvalue solver with quadruple precision. After verification of the presented algorithm 
and solution procedure, a comprehensive parametric study is performed and effects of various parameters, 
namely the boundary conditions, semi-vertex angle, length and thickness ratios and yaw angle of the airflow on 
flutter boundaries of truncated conical shells are examined. 
 
Hossein Bisheh and Ömer Civalek, “Vibration of smart laminated carbon nanotube-reinforced composite 
cylindrical panels on elastic foundations in hygrothermal environments”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106945, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106945 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies vibration characteristics of smart laminated carbon nanotube-reinforced 
composite cylindrical panels resting on elastic foundations affected by hygrothermal environmental conditions. 
Effective material properties are estimated by the Mori-Tanaka micromechanics model. The motion equations 
for the vibration problem of the laminated composite panel are derived from the lamination theory and the first 
order shear deformation theory and take into consideration of the effects of elastic foundations, piezoelectricity, 
and temperature and moisture variations. Natural frequencies of panel vibration under various mechanical 
boundary conditions are computed using wave propagation approach. Parametric studies with the effects of 
boundary conditions, elastic foundations, panel geometry, carbon nanotube reinforcement, piezoelectricity, and 
hygrothermal conditions on frequencies are presented. Adding more ending supports, elastic foundations, and 
increase of nanotube volume fraction have increasing influence on the frequencies, while increase of panel 
length and decrease of its thickness, bonding piezoelectric materials, and increase of temperature and moisture 
lead to the decrease of frequencies. 
 
Francisco J. Meza, Jurgen Becque and Iman Hajirasouliha, “Experimental study of the cross-sectional capacity 
of cold-formed steel built-up columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106958, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106958 



ABSTRACT: This paper describes a comprehensive experimental programme in which built-up cold-formed 
steel stub columns with four different cross-sectional geometries were investigated. Twenty built-up sections 
were fabricated from individual channels and flat plates with nominal thicknesses ranging from 1.2 mm to 
2.4 mm and assembled with either bolts or self-drilling screws. The connector spacing was varied among 
specimens of the same geometry in order to study its effect. The built-up columns were tested between fixed 
boundary conditions and the load was transmitted through end plates which were attached to the columns with 
an epoxy resin. Tensile coupons were taken from the corners and flat portions of the constituent sections in 
order to determine their material properties, while detailed measurements of the geometric imperfections of 
each specimen were also performed using a laser displacement sensor. The experiments revealed a significant 
amount of restraint and interaction between the individual components of the columns while buckling, with the 
connector spacing having a pronounced effect on the observed buckling modes. However, the ultimate cross-
sectional capacity was seen to be much less dependent on the connector spacing within the considered range of 
spacings. 
 
Yu Sun, Kuo Tian, Rui Li and Bo Wang, “Accelerated Koiter method for post-buckling analysis of thin-walled 
shells under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106962, Vol. 155, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106962 
ABSTRACT: Due to the high specific strength and stiffness, thin-walled shells are widely used in aerospace 
engineering structures. However, along with the increase of the structure size or the structure hierarchy, the 
computational cost of the post-buckling analysis of thin-walled shells would increase sharply and then the 
imperfection sensitivity analysis would become time-consuming. In this study, an accelerated Koiter method is 
proposed to improve the efficiency of post-buckling analysis and imperfection sensitivity analysis of thin-
walled shells under axial compression. In the framework of the accelerated Koiter method, a single mode Koiter 
method considering pre-buckling nonlinear behavior is used to reduce the computational time of repeated 
imperfection analysis, which can accurately predict the effect of the small amplitude imperfection. Furthermore, 
in order to obtain the expanded point of Koiter method, a Combined Approximation (CA)-based iterative 
eigenvalue algorithm is constructed to obtain the pre-buckling state in the neighborhood of the bifurcation point 
and reduce computational cost by the reasonable step length prediction. Finally, the efficiency and accuracy of 
the proposed method are demonstrated by means of four illustrative examples, including the composite 
cylindrical shell, the isotropic cylindrical shell, the isotropic conical shell and the hierarchical stiffened 
cylindrical shell under axial compression. 
 
Lijun Xiao, Weidong Song and Xiao Xu, “Experimental study on the collapse behavior of graded Ti-6Al-4V 
micro-lattice structures printed by selective laser melting under high speed impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106970, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106970 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded Ti-6Al-4V micro-lattice structures were manufactured by selective laser 
melting (SLM) method. By controlling the cell size along the building direction, two density distribution modes 
including step-wise gradient and continuous gradient were designed. The density distributions of the specimens 
were evaluated according to the geometric model reconstructed from the X-ray tomography images. 
Afterwards, the high speed impact experiments on the graded specimens were conducted by direct Hopkinson 
Pressure Bar (DHPB) system. Through the high speed photography and digital image correlation (DIC) method, 
the effects of gradient on the global deformation evolution of the graded Ti-6Al-4V micro-lattice structures 
under high velocity loading were revealed. Meanwhile, cell assembly based 3D mesoscopic finite element (FE) 
models were respectively created based on perfect beam elements and X-ray tomography. Accordingly, the 
dynamic response of the 3D-printed graded structures were simulated by LSDYNA. A more detail vision to the 
local deformation of the specimens under impact loading was provided. Finally, the protective abilities of the 
two graded structures under high speed collision were compared and analyzed. It was concluded that the 
continuously graded micro-lattice structures with negative gradient could provide better protection for the 
object behind, while the stepwise graded structures might lead to secondary shock which should be avoided. 



 
Pham Minh Vuong and Nguyen Dinh Duc, “Nonlinear static and dynamic stability of functionally graded 
toroidal shell segments under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106973, Vol. 155, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106973 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an analytical approach to investigate nonlinear static and dynamic stability of 
toroidal shell segments resting on elastic foundation subjected to axial compression. The shells are made of 
functionally graded material (FGM) which created from metal and ceramic, and the volume fraction of 
constituents is supposed to gradually vary from one surface to another according to a power law function. Basic 
formulations are established based on Reddy's third-order shear deformation shell theory (TSDT) considering 
geometrical nonlinearity in von Kármán sense. Governing system of four-partial differential equations are 
converted into nonlinear differential equation using Galerkin method. Runge-Kutta method is used to solve 
nonlinear differential equation of motion and then nonlinear dynamic response of shell are examined. 
Budiansky-Roth criterion are used to obtain critical dynamic buckling load and then nonlinear dynamic stability 
of shells under axial compressive load linearly varying on time is analyzed. The influences of material and 
geometrical parameters, and elastic foundations on the static and dynamic stability of FGM toroidal sell 
segments are discussed in detail. The obtained results are validated by comparing with other results in the 
literature. 
 
Felipe Luis Palombini, Jorge Ernesto de Araujo Mariath and Branca Freitas de Oliveira, “Bionic design of thin-
walled structure based on the geometry of the vascular bundles of bamboo”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106936, Vol. 155, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106936 
ABSTRACT: Several bamboo features are responsible for its known mechanical performance and thus were 
applied on bionic thin-walled structures, still the particular geometry of individual vascular bundles remains 
unexplored mechanically. This research investigates the mechanical influence of that region in the design of 
thin-walled structures, comparing it with bamboo-inspired designs from the literature. X-ray microtomography 
was used to explore bamboo bundle's geometry, applying it as reinforcement. The proposed new design showed 
improvements in strength and energy absorption in axial, lateral, and flexural explicit Finite Element Analyses. 
The vascular bundle's geometry was revealed as an important characteristic of bamboo performance. 
 
İsmail Özen, Kutay Çava, Hasan Gedikli, Ümit Alver and Mustafa Aslan, “Low-energy impact response of 
composite sandwich panels with thermoplastic honeycomb and reentrant cores”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106989, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106989 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the low-energy impact response of woven carbon fibre reinforced plastic 
(CFRP) composite sandwich panels with thermoplastic honeycomb and reentrant cores was investigated 
experimentally and numerically under three different impact energies (20 J, 40 J and 70 J). The Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) honeycomb and reentrant core structures were manufactured in-plane and out-of-
plane oriented via 3D printer, and adhesively bonded with two CFRP face sheets. The results indicate that the 
in-plane reentrant core based composite sandwich panel exhibits better impact strength and energy dissipation 
behavior than the in-plane and out-of-plane honeycomb core based composite sandwich panels. 
 
Chaofeng Li, Peiyong Li, Bingfu Zhong and Xueyang Miao, “Large-amplitude vibrations of thin-walled 
rotating laminated composite cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary conditions”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 106966, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106966 
ABSTRACT: The study of the large-amplitude vibrations of thin-walled rotating laminated composite 
cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary conditions is presented in this paper, in which the artificial spring is 
used to simulate the arbitrary boundary conditions. The nonlinearity is introduced by using Donnell's nonlinear 
shell theory, and the orthogonal polynomials are used as the admissible displacement functions. By using the 
Lagrange equation based on the energy method, the governing equation of motion is obtained. Then, the 
Incremental Harmonic Balance Method (IHBM) and the arc-length method are used in the process of solving 
the governing equation. The influences of rotating speed, boundary spring stiffness, and geometric parameters 
on the nonlinear vibration characteristics of the shell are investigated. The results show that these parameters 
have a significant impact on the nonlinear vibration of the rotating laminated cylindrical shell. 



 
Lulu Zhang, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Experimental and numerical investigations of pin-ended hot-rolled 
stainless steel angle section columns failing by flexural buckling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106977, Vol. 
156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106977 
ABSTRACT: A thorough testing and numerical modelling programme has been conducted to investigate the 
flexural buckling behaviour and strengths of pin-ended hot-rolled stainless steel angle section columns. The 
testing programme adopted three hot-rolled stainless steel equal-leg angle sections, and included 12 pin-ended 
column tests about the minor principal axis as well as supplementary initial geometric imperfection 
measurements on the column specimens. The testing programme was accompanied by a parallel numerical 
modelling programme, including a validation study, where finite element models were developed and validated 
against the test results, and a parametric study, where the validated finite element models were employed to 
generate additional numerical data over a broad spectrum of cross-section dimensions and member effective 
lengths. The test and numerical data were then adopted to evaluate the accuracy of the relevant design rules, as 
given in the European code and American design guide, for pin-ended hot-rolled stainless steel angle section 
columns prone to flexural buckling about the minor principal axis. On the basis of the evaluation results, it can 
be concluded that (i) the European code results in overall accurate and consistent flexural buckling strength 
predictions, but many of the predictions for short and intermediate columns with member non-dimensional 
slendernesses less than around 1.0 are unsafe, and (ii) the American design guide leads to unduly conservative 
and scattered flexural buckling strength predictions. Finally, a new design approach was developed through 
modifications to the Eurocode design rules, and shown to offer accurate, consistent and safe-sided flexural 
buckling strength predictions for pin-ended hot-rolled stainless steel angle section columns over the whole 
considered range of member non-dimensional slendernesses up to 4.0. The reliability of the new design 
approach was confirmed by means of statistical analyses according to EN 1990. 
 
Yao Sun, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Minor-axis flexural buckling behaviour and resistances of pin-ended 
S690 high strength steel welded I-section columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106980, Vol. 156, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106980 
ABSTRACT: The present paper reports comprehensive experimental and numerical studies of pin-ended S690 
high strength steel welded I-section columns failing by flexural buckling about the minor principal axis. The 
testing programme was conducted on two S690 high strength steel welded I-sections, and included initial 
geometric imperfection measurements and ten pin-ended column tests. This was followed by a numerical 
modelling programme, where finite element models were firstly developed to replicate the test responses and 
then adopted to conduct parametric studies to generate further numerical data over a wide range of cross-section 
dimensions and member lengths. The obtained test and numerical data, together with the test data collected 
from previous literature, were analysed and employed to assess the accuracy of the relevant design rules, as 
given in the European code, American specification and Australian standard, for S690 high strength steel 
welded I-section columns failing by flexural buckling about the minor principal axis. The assessment results 
revealed that both the European code and Australian standard yield conservative resistance predictions for S690 
high strength steel welded I-section columns failing by flexural buckling about the minor principal axis, while 
the American specification offers an overall satisfactory level of design accuracy, but with some over-predicted 
design flexural buckling resistances for those intermediate and long columns with relatively large member non-
dimensional slendernesses. Finally, an improved design approach was proposed and shown to provide safe, 
accurate and consistent resistance predictions for S690 high strength steel welded I-section columns failing by 
flexural buckling about the minor principal axis. 
 
Natalia Degtyareva, Perampalam Gatheeshgar, Keerthan Poologanathan, Shanmuganathan Gunalan, Islam  
Shyha and Alex McIntosh, “Local buckling strength and design of cold-formed steel beams with slotted 
perforations”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106951, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106951 
ABSTRACT: Providing staggered slotted perforations to the Cold-Formed Steel (CFS) beams is a new 
approach being used in light gauge steel construction aiming to enhance both the fire and energy performances. 
However, slots in the web reduce the load-bearing capacity of CFS beams and existing studies do not provide a 



definite evaluation of the design expressions to determine the structural performance of slotted perforated CFS 
flexural members. Therefore, the present study aims to establish a methodology to determine the flexural 
capacity of staggered slotted perforated CFS beams subject to local buckling through developing three-
dimensional Finite Element (FE) models. The developed FE models were subjected to validation against the 
related test data. Subsequently, the validated FE model was employed to conduct further parametric studies 
(432 FE models). Parameters include the dimensions of the CFS beams and staggered slotted perforations, rows 
and row groups of slots and yield strength. The effect of these factors on the local buckling capacity of the 
staggered slotted perforated CFS beams under bending is discussed. The paper concludes with a proposal of 
Direct Strength Method (DSM) based new design equations to predict the bending capacity of the CFS beams 
with staggered slotted perforations subject to local buckling and to enhance their commercial aspects. 
 
Meifung Tam, Zhicheng Yang, Shaoyu Zhao, Henin Zhang, Yingyan Zhang and Jie Yang, “Nonlinear bending 
of elastically restrained functionally graded graphene nanoplatelet reinforced beams with an open edge crack”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106972, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106972 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear bending behaviours of multilayer functionally graded 
graphene nanoplatelet-reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) beams elastically restrained at both ends and with an 
open edge crack. The GPLs are uniformly distributed in each individual layer but follow a layer-wise variation 
along the thickness direction. The effective Young's modulus is predicted by the modified Halpin-Tsai 
micromechanics model while both the thermal expansion coefficient and Poisson's ratio are determined by the 
rule of mixture. The finite element method is employed to discretize the edge cracked beam, with a particular 
focus on the influences of the location and depth of the open edge crack on the nonlinear bending deflections of 
FG-GPLRC beams. It is found that adding a higher content of GPLs into the matrix, dispersing more GPLs near 
the top and bottom surfaces of the beam and increasing the elastic stiffness of the end constraints can effectively 
strengthen the beam stiffness hence considerably reduce the deflection. An increase in the crack depth ratio 
(CDR) and temperature rise weaken the structure and consequently lead to bigger deflections. The nonlinear 
bending performance of the beam is also found to be highly sensitive to the location of the crack. 
 
Merih Kucukler, “Flexural buckling behaviour and design of duplex and ferritic stainless steel I-section 
columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106953, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106953 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the flexural buckling behaviour and design of duplex and ferritic stainless steel I-
section columns fabricated through the welding of individual hot-rolled stainless steel plates are investigated. 
Finite element models able to mimic the structural response of stainless steel I-section columns are developed 
and validated against experimental results from the literature. Employing the validated finite element models, 
extensive numerical parametric studies are performed for the purpose of comprehensively assessing the 
behaviour of duplex and ferritic stainless steel I-section columns, considering various member slendernesses 
and cross-section proportions. The accuracy, safety and applicability of the existing column design provisions 
provided in the European, North American and Australian & New Zellandian structural stainless steel design 
standards and guides, some of which are only recommended for the design of cold-formed stainless steel 
columns, are assessed for the design of welded duplex and ferritic stainless steel I-section columns. 
Modifications to the column design method given in the current European structural stainless steel design 
standard EN 1993-1-4 are proposed. The higher accuracy of the modified column design method of EN 1993-1-
4 relative to the column design methods in the existing structural stainless steel design standards and guides is 
illustrated in addition to its safety and high level of reliability. 
 
Komal Rajana, Konstantinos Daniel Tsavdaridis and Efthymios Koltsakis, “Elastic and inelastic buckling of 
steel cellular beams under strong-axis bending”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106955, Vol. 156, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106955 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an extensive parametric study of elastic and inelastic buckling of cellular 
beams subjected to strong axis bending in order to investigate the effect of a variety of geometric parameters, 
and further generate mass data to validate and train a neural network-based formula. Python was employed to 
automate mass finite element (FE) analyses and reliably examine the influence of the parameters. Overall, 



102,060 FE analyses were performed. The effects of the initial geometric imperfection, material nonlinearity, 
manufacture-introduced residual stresses, web opening diameter, web-post width, web height, flange width, 
web and flange thickness, end web-post width, and span of the beams and their combinations were thoroughly 
examined. The results are also compared with the current state-of-the-art design guidelines used in the UK. It 
was concluded that the critical elastic buckling load of perforated beams corresponds to the lateral movement of 
the compression flange while the most critical parameters are the web thickness and the geometry of the flange. 
However, from the inelastic analysis, the geometry and position of the web opening influence the collapse load 
capacity in a similar fashion to the geometry of the flange and thickness of the web. It was also concluded that 
the effect of the initial conditions was insignificant. 
 
Rui Zhang, Shiming Chen, Ping Gu and Yang Huang, “Structural behavior of UHPC filled steel tubular 
columns under eccentric loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106959, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106959 
ABSTRACT: Ultra-high performance concrete filled steel tube (UHPCFST) column is an innovative and 
efficient structural member, especially suitable for applications requiring high load carrying capacity. This 
paper experimentally and numerically investigated the structural behavior of UHPCFST columns under 
eccentric compression, which was a continuation of the previous program regarding axially loaded members. A 
total of twenty specimens with circular section (CS) and square section (SS) were tested, including twelve 
specimens under eccentric compression and eight specimens under concentric compression as reference. The 
eccentric compression characteristics of UHPCFST columns were analyzed and discussed, including failure 
mode, load versus lateral deflection relationship, load bearing capacity and the development of bending moment 
and curvature. Finite element (FE) analysis was conducted to predict the behaviors of the test columns and to 
select a suitable numerical model for UHPC under confining pressure. Finally, the feasibility of existing design 
codes for predicting the load bearing capacity of UHPCFST columns under eccentric compression was 
evaluated. 
 
Ali Heidari Soureshjani, Roohollah Talebitooti and Mostafa Talebitooti, “Thermal effects on the free vibration 
of joined FG-CNTRC conical-conical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106960, Vol. 156, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106960 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effects of temperature on free vibration of carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite (CNTRC) joined conical-conical shells are investigated. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are embedded 
across the thickness uniformly or functionally. Material properties of the shell are assumed to be functions of 
temperature. To study the free vibration of shells settled in thermal environments, it requires solving the static 
equations. Therefore, in order to derive these equations, first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
accompanied by von Kármán types of geometrical nonlinearity are employed in Hamilton's principle. Then, 
initial stress resultants due to equilibrium state, are extracted via linear membrane solution. Afterward, 
equations of motion are derived with regard to initial deformations and stresses. With considering the equations 
of motion for two cones together with boundary and continuity conditions, a set of governing equations is 
provided. To discretize the governing equations meridionally, generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) 
method is proposed. The results are primarily validated via comparing them with those of relevant researches in 
this field. Thereafter, some studies are carried out to exhibit the significant role of temperature variations, CNT 
distribution patterns, CNT volume fractions, cones' angles and boundary conditions on the free vibrational 
behaviors of joined conical shells. For the sake of preventing buckling occurrence during the present vibration 
analysis, critical buckling temperature Tcr is obtained by the procedure that the natural frequency takes zero 
value for the lowest temperature. 
 
En-Feng Deng, Liang Zong, Hai-Peng Wang, Feng-Wei Shi and Yang Ding, “High efficiency analysis model 
for corrugated steel plate shear walls in modular steel construction”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106963, 
Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106963 
ABSTRACT: Modular steel construction has become increasingly popular in recent years, owing to its 
superiority in construction speed and quality. Corrugated steel plates are commonly used as the surface 
enclosure and lateral force resisting component for the module unit. However, establishing precise finite 



element models considering all geometric characteristics of corrugated steel plate shear walls (CSPSWs) is 
complex, especially for walls that include openings. Consequently, it is necessary to develop a high efficiency 
analysis model (HEAM) for CSPSWs to perform the dynamic structural analysis. In this paper, the skeleton 
curve and hysteretic regulation of CSPSWs were proposed, and universal formulas were deduced to determine 
the hysteretic model of CSPSWs. In addition, equivalent cross braces were proposed to simulate the seismic 
performance of CSPSWs, and the design parameters of the equivalent cross braces were determined according 
to the equivalence of the load bearing capacity and mass. The accuracy and reasonability of the HEAM were 
validated against available cyclic test data on CSPSWs. Furthermore, the HEAM was verified at the structural 
level by comparing the dynamic response of the HEAM with the precise analysis model (PAM) for a six-story 
and a 20-story modular container structure, respectively. The comparisons demonstrated that the HEAM was 
capable of providing a conservative prediction of the dynamic response of CSPSWs under earthquake compared 
to the PAM. The HEAM developed in this study was helpful in improving the analysis efficiency of CSPSWs 
and can be adopted for the nonlinear seismic analysis of modular steel construction. 
 
Yangxuan Zhu, Zhaoyue Chen, Yongbo Jiang, Tian Zhao, Ying Li, Jianzhong Chen and Daining Fang, 
“Design, fabrication and stiffness analysis of a novel GFRP sandwiched pipe with stiffened core”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106982, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106982 
ABSTRACT: Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) pipelines are widely used in civil and offshore 
engineering owing to their good mechanical performance and light weight. However, typical structural 
problems, such as low radial stiffness, are still existing in the GFRP pipelines. In this paper, a novel GFRP 
sandwiched pipeline structure with a stiffened core was designed and was integrally fabricated by a newly 
developed multistage filament winding (MFW) technique. The radial stiffness of the GFRP stiffened pipe was 
investigated through a combination of theoretical, numerical and experimental methods. It was found the 
structural layer formed by GFRP webs combined with foam blocks effectively increase the stiffness with a 
considerable weight reduction for the newly proposed pipe structure. In addition, the mechanical behaviour of 
the stiffened pipe was precisely predicted by the adopted theoretical method and the proposed numerical model. 
Based on the validated model, the structural stability under confined load of the GFRP stiffened pipe was 
numerically studied and the failure map was constructed as a function of the related geometric parameters. The 
results provided a new concept for the pipeline structural design and a guidance for the geometric optimization 
of the proposed pipeline configuration. 
 
Jelena Dobrić, Aljoša Filipović, Zlatko Marković and Nancy Baddoo, “Structural response to axial testing of 
cold-formed stainless steel angle columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106986, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106986 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the structural stability and compressive capacity of pin-ended cold-formed stainless 
steel angle columns with different slenderness were experimentally investigated. The experimental programme 
was performed on press-braked lean duplex stainless steel equal-leg angle sections with nominal dimensions of 
80 × 80 × 4 mm, and involved material testing, initial imperfection measurements and 11 column tests. The test 
setup and procedure, together with the key experimental results, axial load vs. lateral deflections, axial load vs. 
torsional rotations and characterised failure modes, were fully reported and analysed. The experimental 
observations reveal that the failure mode type, including local/torsional, flexural-torsional and flexural effects, 
is highly dependent on the column's slenderness and initial imperfections. The measured compressive strengths 
were compared with the resistance predictions determined according to European and Australia/New Zealand 
codified design procedures. It was found that experimentally obtained ultimate capacities are significantly 
higher than those calculated according to the specifications. However, the database of test results is still quite 
limited, and a further research is needed to amplify the data needed to enable a more precise assessment of the 
codified procedures. 
 
Jinyang Zheng, Zekun Zhang, Keming Li, Yehong Yu and Chaohua Gu, “A simple formula for prediction of 
plastic collapse pressure of steel ellipsoidal heads under internal pressure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106994, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106994 



ABSTRACT: Plastic collapse is a critical failure mode considered in the design of ellipsoidal heads under 
internal pressure. It is significant to develop a formula to calculate plastic collapse pressure of ellipsoidal heads. 
First, we use a finite element method to calculate plastic collapse pressure, taking into account the effects of 
strain hardening and geometric strengthening. Second, we investigate the effects of material and geometric 
parameters on plastic collapse pressure. Based on parametric study, a simple formula is proposed for predicting 
plastic collapse pressure of ellipsoidal heads. Finally, in order to verify the accuracy of the proposed formula, a 
series of burst experiments are performed on full-scale ellipsoidal heads which cover various geometric 
parameters, various material types, and various manufacturing methods. Comparison between the predictions of 
the proposed formula and the experimental results of 33 full-scale ellipsoidal heads shows that the proposed 
formula provides a good prediction of plastic collapse pressure of steel ellipsoidal heads under internal pressure. 
 
Tao Fu, Xing Wu, Zhengming Xiao and Zhaobo Chen, “Thermoacoustic response of porous FGM cylindrical 
shell surround by elastic foundation subjected to nonlinear thermal loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106996, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106996 
ABSTRACT: Due to defects in processing, there are some voids or pores inside the functionally graded 
material during the production progress. It has been proved that porosity has been shown to have a large 
influence on the mechanical response of the structure, but the effect of porosity on the acoustic performance is 
still worth studying. To reveal these effects, the thermoacoustic response of porous functionally graded material 
(PFGM) cylindrical shell on elastic foundation under nonlinear thermal environment are investigated 
analytically. In the analysis, three common types of PFGM cylindrical shell, namely, uniform, symmetric and 
asymmetric distribution are considered. Assuming that material properites are related to temperature, and the 
thermomechanical stresses are obtained according to the nonlinear heat conduction equation. The Pasternak 
model is used to describe elastic foundation, and the cylindrical shell dynamic equation based on the first-order 
shear deformation shell theory is established by Hamilton's principle. By using the velocity continuity condition 
at fluid-structure interfaces to consider the fluid-structure coupling. By comparing the numerical results with the 
existing solutions in open literature, the validity of the proposed theoretical model is verified. Finally, the 
influences of porosity distribution type, gradient index, porosity volume fraction, material properties, elastic 
foundations and nonlinear temperature fields on the acoustic characteristics of PFGM cylindrical shell have 
been investigated. 
 
Yun Zhou, Chen Gong, Junxian Zhao, Genquan Zhong and Shiyu Tian, “Strong-axis stability and seismic 
performance of perforated core plate buckling-restrained braces”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106997, Vol. 
156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106997 
ABSTRACT: Perforated core plate buckling-restrained brace (PBRB) is a new type of energy dissipation device 
proposed recently. Several perforated zones are evenly distributed along the brace length of PBRB to dissipate 
seismic energy and separated by transition zones to improve their strong-axis stability. Previous studies showed 
that improper perforated core plate (PCP) configurations may lead to premature strong-axis buckling and 
rupture failure in the perorated zones. However, effect of the PCP configurations on the performance of PBRB 
still remains unclear. This study aims to investigate numerically and experimentally the influence of PCP 
configurations on the strong-axis stability and seismic performance of PBRB. Key parameters include the type 
of perforated zone, the length of transition zone, and the ratio between the length of a perforated zone and the 
width of a yielding segment. Numerical analysis shows that (1) the perforated zone with the semi-circle type is 
more beneficial in improving the stability and seismic performance of PBRB than the rectangle type; (2) The 
length of transition zone has significant impact on the stability performance of PBRB, and it is recommended to 
be no less than half the width of a yielding segment. Cyclic tests of three PBRB specimens with the semi-circle 
type were conducted, and the experimental and numerical results show that increase in the length of perforated 
zone is beneficial in improving the seismic performance of PBRB but may trigger strong-axis buckling in the 
perforated zone. A practical criterion to prevent the strong-axis buckling of PBRB is quantified by parametric 
analysis. 



 
Shuangpeng Li, Shijie Zheng and Dejin Chen, “Porosity-dependent isogeometric analysis of bi-directional 
functionally graded plates”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106999, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106999 
ABSTRACT: Based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) as well as isogeometric analysis (IGA), 
the static bending, free vibration and buckling analysis of porous bi-directional functionally graded (BDFG) 
plates are investigated in this paper. The bi-directional gradients vary along the thickness (z-) and x-axis 
directions according to the power law, and porosity distributions are divided into even and uneven types. With 
the help of Hamilton principle, the governing equations of porous BDFG plates are derived. Compared with 
other reported literatures, several examples reveal that the accuracy and convergence of the present IGA model 
utilizing cubic non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). The effects of aspect ratios, boundary conditions, 
porosity distributions and coefficients on static bending, free vibration and buckling analysis of porous BDFG 
plates are studied in detail. These results show that increasing the volume fraction of porosity makes 
considerable effects on the mechanical behaviors of porous BDFG plates. Moreover, the deflections, 
frequencies and buckling loads of BDFG plates with even porosity are quite sensitive to the variation of 
porosity coefficients. 
 
Qi Guo, Jiutao Hang, Suian Wang, Wenzhi Hui and Zonghong Xie, “Buckling optimization of variable stiffness 
composite cylinders by using multi-fidelity surrogate models”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107014, Vol. 
156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107014 
ABSTRACT: An efficient design optimization method assisted by multi-fidelity surrogate models is presented 
for the buckling design of thin-walled variable stiffness composite cylinders made by fiber steering. To reduce 
the computational burden, a multi-fidelity surrogate model called hierarchical kriging model is constructed 
through a few expensive high-fidelity samples and many cheap low-fidelity samples. Fine and coarse finite 
element (FE) analysis is performed respectively to calculate the structural responses for corresponding datasets. 
The Efficient Global Optimization based on a modified Expected Improvement criterion is introduced to 
adaptively select new sampling points of variable fidelity. Two case studies, a circular composite cylinder under 
pure bending and an elliptical composite cylinder under torsion, are considered. The effects of different number 
of design variables on the optimum configuration are studied to demonstrate the validity and robustness of the 
method. The effects of the structural parameters of the elliptical cylinder on the buckling load improvement are 
also investigated. The results indicate that the optimization efficiency is remarkably improved by the present 
method when compared with standard Efficient Global Optimization as well as available methods in the 
literature. Additionally, the investigation in the mechanism of load carrying capacity improvement shows that 
the increase is mainly due to the load redistribution. 
 
Zhan Guo, Yu Chen, Yao Wang and Minyang Jiang, “Experimental study on square concrete-filled double skin 
steel tubular short columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107017, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107017 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) columns have been increasingly applied in the 
fields of bridge and building construction due to their superior structural performance. This paper 
experimentally studied the compressive behavior of square CFDST short columns with double internal steel 
tubes (2 × SHS or 2 × CHS). The influence of concrete strength, eccentricity ratio, and section hollow ratio on 
the strength, deformation, and ductility of specimens was systematically investigated. Experimental research 
showed that the concrete strength had the most remarkable impacts on the ultimate strength of the column, 
followed by the section hollow ratio. However, the effect of eccentricity ratio on the ultimate strength of the 
column could be nearly neglected. The ductility of the column was positively correlated with the section hollow 
ratio, which was completely contrary to the effect of concrete strength. Nevertheless, the eccentricity ratio 
negligibly affected the ductility of the column. Furthermore, comparisons of the experimental ultimate strength 
of CFDST columns were made with three different design methods (AISC-360, Eurocode 4, and Han's 
formulae). The design formulae suggested by Han et al. (2009) could better predict the ultimate strength of 
CFDST short columns with double internal square steel tubes, but the prediction result was unconservative to 
some extent. Finally, the simplified formulae were proposed to estimate the ultimate strength of CFDST short 



columns, which could authentically reflect the combined impacts of the eccentricity ratio and section hollow 
ratio. 
 
Arash Mohamadi, Majid Shahgholi and Faramarz Ashenai Ghasemi, “Nonlinear vibration of axially moving 
simply-supported circular cylindrical shell”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107026, Vol. 156, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107026 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear free and forced vibration of axially moving simply-
supported thin circular cylindrical shells in the sub-harmonic region, considering the effect of viscous structure 
damping. Motion equations of axially moving circular cylindrical shells in cylindrical coordinates are derived 
with the aid of the Hamilton principle and employing the Donnell–Mushtari nonlinear shells’ theory. Three 
nonhomogeneous nonlinear partial differential equilibrium equations concerning displacements across the three 
directions of cylindrical coordinate are reduced to two equations as a result of using the definition of the airy 
function. The particular and private solution of airy stress function is obtained utilizing the assumption of the 
form of the displacement in the radial direction based on the simply-supported boundary conditions and 
combination of axisymmetric and asymmetric driven and companion modes. By gaining the airy function, the 
third motion equation is discretized using the Galerkin method into the set of coupled nonlinear 
nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equations. The perturbation method and Runge–Kutta 4th order are 
employed as a semi-analytical and a numerical solution method, which in practice leads to the prediction of the 
nonlinear frequencies and amplitudes of various modes of vibration at different velocities and external 
excitation fluctuation domain and frequency. The bifurcation analysis of the velocity and external excitation 
parameters in sub-harmonic regions shows the changes in the instability condition of the system. It causes the 
appearance of the pitchfork bifurcation and the Neimark–Sacker bifurcation points. The accuracy of both, the 
direct normal form and numerical method results are compared against each other and validated in the particular 
case in the absence of the velocity with available data. The system would be more stable at a higher speed near 
1:1 external resonance due to the activation of more asymmetric vibration modes and the growth of the 
nonlinear softening characteristic in the absence of companion vibration modes. 
 
Xin Meng and Leroy Gardner, “Cross-sectional behaviour of cold-formed high strength steel circular hollow 
sections”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106822, Vol. 156, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106822 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study into the cross-sectional behaviour of 
structural steel circular hollow sections (CHS), with an emphasis on high strength steel, is presented in this 
paper. Six cold-formed high strength steel S700 CHS profiles – 168.3×4, 139.7×4, 139.7×5, 139.7×6, 139.7×8 
and 139.7×10 (diameter × thickness, in mm), spanning from Class 1 to Class 4 in compression according to EN 
1993-1-1, were experimentally examined. The test programme consisted of twelve tensile coupon tests, local 
geometric imperfection measurements, six stub column tests, six four-point bending tests, six three-point 
bending tests and fifteen short beam-column tests. In parallel with the experimental study, finite element (FE) 
models of CHS were established and validated against the obtained experimental results, and parametric studies 
were subsequently carried out using the developed models to expand the cross-sectional resistance data pool. 
Finally, the cross-section design provisions specified in the European code prEN 1993-1-1:2018 and the 
American Specification ANSI/AISC 360-16 were assessed using the freshly generated experimental and 
numerical results as well as the existing test data on hot-rolled and cold-formed CHS from the literature. The 
present study provides the basis for the development of improved cross-section design rules for normal and high 
strength steel CHS in future research. 
 
Wen-xian Tang, Shan Zhang, Jian Zhang and Zheng Tang, “Experimental study on the failure modes of 
circumferentially corrugated cylinders under external hydrostatic pressure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106988, Vol. 156, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106988 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the linear and nonlinear buckling problems of circumferentially corrugated 
cylindrical shells under uniform external pressure were investigated, as was the effect of corrugation amplitude 
on buckling. Five sets of shells with different amplitudes were fabricated; each group had two identical 
cylindrical shells made of photosensitive resin, and their wall thickness and geometric appearance were 



measured and tested to collapse under hydrostatic pressure. A comparison between finite element results and 
experimental data was also made for an externally pressurised cylindrical shell. According to the experimental 
results, as the amplitude of the corrugation increased, the buckling capacity of the cylindrical shell first 
increased and then decreased, which may have been related to the performance of the material. The location of 
the model failure was basically the same as the location of maximum stress, and the experimental results agreed 
well with the numerical calculation. 
 
H. Zakhimi (1), H. Hofmeyer (2), H.H. Snijder (2) and M. Mahendran (3) 
(1) SWECO, De Bilt, The Netherlands Formerly Student at Eindhoven University of Technology, the 
Netherlands 
(2) Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of the Built Environment, Eindhoven, the Netherlands 
(3) Queensland University of Technology, Science and Engineering Faculty, Brisbane, Australia 
“Explicit and interaction direct strength methods for combined web crippling and bending moment failure of 
first-generation trapezoidal steel sheeting”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106927, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106927 
ABSTRACT: For trapezoidal steel sheeting, design codes so far calculate the web crippling strength via curve 
fitted rules; bending moment failure is predicted by the effective width method or the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM); and their combination is handled by a curve fitted interaction rule. As the DSM is easy to use, 
potentially more accurate, and closer to a mechanical description than curve fitted rules, this paper investigates 
whether it can be used for trapezoidal sheeting, limited here to the first-generation, i.e. without stiffeners. First, 
an existing set of experiments is presented, in which first-generation sheeting has been subjected to combined 
web crippling and bending moment via three-point bending tests. In these experiments, web-crippling 
deformation, beam deflection, and support rotations have been recorded, and failure behaviour has been studied 
well beyond the ultimate load. These experiments are simulated by the finite element method, and after 
verification, the simulations are used to record the first Eigenvalue, first yield, and the ultimate load of the 
experiments. Additionally, each experiment is also modelled as an Interior One Flange (IOF) web crippling test 
and a pure bending moment test. Finally, the DSM is developed based on the simulation data (not the 
experimental data), using two approaches. (i) For the interaction approach, only the web crippling strength and 
the bending moment capacity are predicted by the DSM, using the simulation data from the IOF web crippling 
tests and pure bending moment tests. Interaction is described by an interaction rule, calibrated to the simulations 
of the three-point bending tests. (ii) For the explicit approach, the DSM is used to predict the combined load 
capacity, based on the simulation data from the three-point bending tests. It is concluded that both approaches 
work, but the interaction approach performs better than the explicit approach. Using Interior Two Flange (ITF) 
Eigenvalues in combination with IOF yield loads and IOF ultimate loads increased the performance of the IOF 
web crippling DSM equations, however, it not leads to a further improvement of the interaction approach. 
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J. Tenenbaum and M. Eisenberger, “Analytic solution of rectangular plate buckling with rotationally restrained 
and free edges”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106979, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106979 
ABSTRACT: In this research a new analytical solution is used for finding the buckling loads of rectangular 
plates with rotationally restrained edges. Until now, analytical solution were available only for a small number 
of specific combinations of boundary conditions. The solution method in this study is based on the development 
of a static solution for a plate. The solution is obtained in series form, and the coefficients are solved to match 
the edge conditions. The solution fits all the combinations of possible boundary conditions, of the deflection, 
slope, shear force and bending moment along the edges of the plate. The problem of buckling of part of an open 
cross section with a free edge is solved analytically. Any number of edges, from one to four, with rotational 
stiffening springs can be solved. Using this new method, the exact buckling loads and modes are found. The 
results are verified with published data, and many new cases are presented for uni-axially and bi-axially loaded 
plates. 
 
Yonghui Wang, Ximei Zhai, Suntao Liu, Jingyi Lu and Hongyuan Zhou, “Energy absorption performance of a 
new circular–triangular nested tube and its application as sacrificial cladding”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
106992, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106992 
ABSTRACT: A circular–triangular nested tube (CTNT) was proposed for dissipating impact or blast energy. 
Experimental studies on CTNT energy absorbers under a lateral quasi-static crushing load were first conducted 
to reveal their deformation modes, force–displacement responses, and energy absorption performances. In 
addition, the influences of the circular-tube thickness and triangular-tube shape on the energy absorption 
performances of CTNTs were also discussed. A new energy absorption parameter, average curvature change 
(ACC), was proposed for evaluating the influence of geometry on the performance of an energy absorber that 
dissipates energy through changes in its curvature; further, the optimum geometric performance of the proposed 
CTNT energy absorbers was demonstrated based on a comparison with other nested energy absorbers reported 
in extant literature. The blast responses of the CTNT energy absorbers used as sacrificial claddings were 
numerically studied. The numerical results clearly presented the deformation modes, blast load mitigation, and 
energy absorption performances of the sacrificial claddings. The deformation mode of a CTNT energy absorber 
used as sacrificial cladding under blast loading was significantly different from that under quasi-static loading 
because the inertial effect and energy absorption capacity of the CTNT energy absorber increased as the weight 
of the trinitrotoluene (TNT) charge was increased. Moreover, the transmitted force was found to be reduced by 
50.1%–74.3% on employing the CTNT energy absorber as sacrificial cladding, and the reduction magnitude 
decreased as the TNT charge weight was increased. 
 
Xinmei Xiang, Wei Qiang, Bing Hou, Phuong Tran and Guoxing Lu, “Quasi-static and dynamic mechanical 
properties of Miura-ori metamaterials”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106993, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106993 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the compression behaviours of Miura-ori nylon metamaterials were experimentally 
and numerically investigated under quasi-static loading and impact loading. The Miura-ori sheets had four acute 
angles, 50, 55, 60, and 65 degrees, which produced four uniform specimens and nine graded specimens with 
different stacking orders. All specimens were manufactured by polymer 3D printing. The results showed that 
for the uniform structures, the specific energy absorption first increased with the acute angle alpha and then 
decreased when the angle alpha continued to increase. All the investigated graded structures considerably 
enhanced the energy absorption capacity and avoided the force drop after the initial peak force due to their 
different deformation modes compared with that of the uniform structures. For the impact loading tests, the 
initial peak force increased as the acute angle increased for the uniform specimens. Comparison experiments 
were carried out for specimens 50-55-60-65 with positive and negative gradients, and the results showed that 
the specimen with a negative gradient had a better energy absorption capacity. 
 



Zhendong Li, Zhonggang Wang, Xinxin Wang and Wei Zhou, “Bending behavior of sandwich beam with 
tailored hierarchical honeycomb cores”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107001, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107001 
ABSTRACT: It is challenging to maintain the lightweight performance of sandwich structure while at the same 
time to obtain high bending stiffness and strength. In this study, sandwich beams with hierarchical honeycomb 
cores were proposed. Corresponding mechanical responses bsubjected to three-point bending load were 
explored and compared with that of the sandwich equipped with conventional honeycomb core by means of 
numerical simulation. Theoretical solutions of equivalent bending stiffness coincide well with numerical results. 
Scaling effect of vertex cell and cell size on the hierarchical honeycomb sandwich was investigated. Two 
tailored hierarchical patterns were proposed by replacing the hexagonal vertex cells with circular and square 
cells. Compared with the conventional counterpart, the hierarchical sandwich beams offer higher load-bearing 
capacity. Distinctions of bending strength of each configuration demonstrate different influences of tailored 
hierarchical cores on enhancing bending resistance ability. There are more local interactions of cells for 
hierarchical structures. The local improvement promotes more cells to withstand load and the whole sandwich 
beam can be globally strengthened. 
 
Yuanqing Wang, Dongdong Xu, Yidu Bu, Xiaoling Liu, Huiyong Ban and Ming Liu”, Elastic buckling analysis 
of rectangular longitudinally profiled (LP) steel plates under uniform compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107003, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107003 
ABSTRACT: Longitudinally profiled (LP) steel plates are plates rolled to variable thickness along the rolling 
direction in order to suit practical loading distributions in construction applications. The elastic buckling load of 
LP steel plates is different to normal flat plates due to the change in thickness and it is hard to find analytical 
solutions to the governing equation. In this paper, the elastic buckling coefficients of rectangular LP plates were 
calculated using the Galerkin and Rayleigh-Ritz method (GRM). The plates were under uniform compression 
and four typical boundary conditions were considered. The element expression of the feature matrix was 
obtained by theoretical derivation and the elastic buckling coefficients were obtained by calculating the 
eigenvalues of the feature matrix numerically with MATLAB. Numerical models of LP plates were developed 
to validate the derivation. Upon validation it was further found that the elastic buckling coefficients of LP plates 
can be approximately expressed by those of constant thickness steel plates together with variable thickness 
coefficients. A series of approximation formulae of elastic buckling coefficients of LP rectangular steel plates 
were proposed. Simplified design formulae of elastic buckling coefficients of LP plates were proposed for the 
first time to promote the application of LP plates in engineering practice. 
 
Shuguang Yao, Huifen Zhu, Mingyang Liu, Zhixiang Li and Ping Xu, “Energy absorption of origami tubes with 
polygonal cross-sections”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107013, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107013 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubes are widely used as energy absorption devices in transport vehicles. In this 
paper, with the goal of improving the energy absorption performance of tubes under quasi-static axial loading, 
origami tubes with polygonal cross-sections are designed. The geometric characteristics of polygonal origami 
tubes are controlled by three parameters: the number of sides, the number of modules and the dihedral angle. To 
investigate the effect of the origami pattern and polygonal structure on the crashworthiness of tubes, a full 
factorial experiment is adopted, and then parametric analysis is conducted based on eighty-five simulations. The 
numerical results validate that origami tubes collapsing in the complete diamond mode perform better than 
conventional tubes. However, this special mode can only be triggered in the crushing process of square and 
hexagonal origami tubes with smaller dihedral angles. The optimal design leads to a maximum reduction in the 
initial peak crushing force of 56.96% and a maximum increase in the mean crushing force of 45.49%. The 
parametric study shows that the initial peak crushing force of tubes with an identical number of modules and 
edges increases with an increasing dihedral angle, while it decreases with an increasing number of modules 
when the angle remains the same. Additionally, the influence of geometric parameters on the mean crushing 
force varies with different collapse modes. Furthermore, a deep insight into the in-extensible deformation 
mechanism of origami tubes deformed in the complete diamond mode is presented. The theoretical model is 
subsequently proposed to predict the mean crushing force. 
 



P. Rozylo and H. Debski, “Stability and load-carrying capacity of short composite Z-profiles under eccentric 
compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107019, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107019 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the problems of non-linear stability and load-carrying capacity of thin-
walled composite Z-profiles under compression. The primary objective of the study was to determine the effect 
of eccentric load and ply-stacking sequence on the post-critical behaviour and load-carrying capacity of the 
analysed structures. Experimental and numerical methods were employed, which made it possible to describe 
structural performance of the analysed composite structures over the full range of loading, including the 
description of composite material damage. Experimental tests were performed on the physical models of CFRP 
profiles made by autoclaving. The real structures were subjected to compression until a complete loss of their 
load-carrying capacity. Simultaneously, numerical calculations were performed by the finite element method. 
The progressive damage model was used to evaluate the degree of damage in the composite material. The 
developed numerical models were validated with the results of experimental tests. 
 
Vuong Nguyen-Van, Sachini Wickramasinghe, Abdallah Ghazlan, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Phuong Tran, 
“Uniaxial and biaxial bioinspired interlocking composite panels subjected to dynamic loadings”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107023, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107023 
ABSTRACT: Learning from natural materials, such as nacre, bone and spider silk, is an effective way to 
develop future high-performance composite materials and structures. In this work, a conceptual composite panel 
inspired by nacre from mollusc shells is proposed and simulated with different types of interlocked wavy 
laminates. The deformation and failure mechanisms of individual fibre and matrix (Vinylester resin) laminas in 
the proposed composite panel under dynamic loading are modelled and compared with their flat and traditional 
interlocked dog-bone-like counterparts. An effective polyurea backing layer, which was demonstrated to 
significantly reduce damage to the flat composite laminate in the author's previous work, is also added to the 
back of the current composite panels to activate mix-mode damages in the panel. The numerical results 
highlight the essential role of the wavy laminate in enhancing the panel's performance by mitigating the 
transmitted dynamic load and reducing either inter-lamina delamination or fibre degradation. Parametric studies 
were carried out on different sectional shapes to demonstrate the significant improvement of the wavy 
composite Fibre/Vinylester layers under blast and impact loads. 
 
Mojtaba Ziya-Shamami, Hashem Babaei, Tohid Mirzababaie Mostofi and Hossein Khodarahmi, “Structural 
response of monolithic and multi-layered circular metallic plates under repeated uniformly distributed impulsive 
loading: An experimental study”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107024, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107024 
ABSTRACT: A series of 112 experiments were conducted to investigate the response of monolithic and multi-
layered metallic plates under repeated uniform impulsive loading up to five times. 15 various testing groups 
were considered to study the effects of different charge masses, layering configurations, layering arrangements, 
layer thicknesses, and stand-off distances on the central deflection of single-, double-, triple-layered and triple-
layered mixed plates made of aluminum alloy and mild steel materials. The results showed that the triple-
layered mixed configuration made of thick aluminum middle and front plates and thin mild steel plate has the 
best performance compared to other tested configurations from the 1st to 5th loading cycle while the triple-
layered steel plate has the poorest performance at the 1st and 2nd loading cycle. Also, the triple-layered mixed 
configuration with thin mild steel back and front layers showed the poorest blast performance after the 2nd 
cycle. Additionally, empirical design formulae were proposed to predict the central deflection of monolithic and 
multi-layered plates under repeated impulsive loading based on new dimensionless numbers. 
 
Ashraf M. Zenkour and Rabab A. Alghanmi, “Static response of sandwich plates with FG core and piezoelectric 
faces under thermo-electro-mechanical loads and resting on elastic foundations”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107025, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107025 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an analysis of the static bending of a sandwich plate composed of a 
functionally graded (FG) core and face sheets manufactured of piezoelectric material. The sandwich plate is 
resting on Pasternak's elastic foundations and subjected to sinusoidal thermo-electro-mechanical loads. Four-
unknown shear deformation theory is utilized to define the displacement components. The equilibrium 
equations are established using the virtual work principle and solved by following Navier's solution method. 



The influences of applied voltage, thermal expansion coefficients, volume fraction exponent, elastic foundations 
parameters, side to-thickness ratio, and aspect ratio have been discussed. The current formulation is supported 
by comparisons with the published results. 
 
Yating Liang, Ou Zhao, Yue-Ling Long and Leroy Gardner, “Experimental and numerical studies of laser-
welded stainless steel channel sections under combined compression and major axis bending moment”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 107035, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107035 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an in-depth experimental and numerical investigation into the behaviour of 
laser-welded stainless steel channel sections under combined compression and bending moment about the major 
axis. Two laser-welded austenitic stainless steel plain channel sections were considered in the experimental 
investigation, and for each channel section, four eccentrically loaded stub column tests were conducted under 
various initial loading eccentricities. The experimental results were then adopted in a numerical investigation 
for the validation of finite element models, by means of which parametric studies were conducted to generate 
further structural performance data over a wider range of cross-section sizes and initial loading eccentricities. 
Both the obtained experimental and numerical results were carefully analysed and then used to evaluate the 
accuracy of the current codified design rules for welded stainless steel channel sections under combined 
compression and major axis bending. The evaluation results generally revealed that the codified design rules 
yield excessively conservative and scattered resistance predictions, owing to the neglect of the favourable 
material strain hardening of stainless steel and the beneficial stress redistribution within channel sections under 
combined loading. An improved design approach has been proposed through extension of the deformation-
based continuous strength method (CSM) to the case of laser-welded stainless steel channel sections under 
combined compression and major axis bending. Quantitative evaluation of the new design approach was made 
through comparing the predicted resistances against the experimental and numerical failure loads, with the 
results revealing that the new design approach yields a much higher level of design accuracy and consistency 
than the current codified design rules. Finally, statistical analyses have been conducted to confirm the reliability 
of the new design approach according to EN 1990. 
 
Shiqiang Li, Zhifang Liu, V.P.W. Shim, Yangbo Guo, Zhengping Sun, Xin Li and Zhihua Wang, “In-plane 
compression of 3D-printed self-similar hierarchical honeycombs – Static and dynamic analysis”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 106990, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106990 
ABSTRACT: In-plane collapse behaviors of second-order wood-inspired hierarchical honeycombs (replace 
each solid side of a conventional honeycomb with a wall comprising smaller hexagons) under quasi-static and 
dynamic in-plane compression were examined via experiments and finite element (FE) simulation. Analytical 
formula for the initial crushing strength and plateau crushing force were also developed. Compared to the 
conventional honeycomb, a hierarchical honeycomb displays a higher mean post-yield crushing stress, although 
its specific energy absorption is slightly lower. Their initial phase of energy dissipation is linked to the rotation 
and shortening/compression of the inclined hierarchical walls. Due to less catastrophic collapse of the smaller 
first-order cells, the plateau stress phase is more stable and gradual overall hardening is evident in the stress-
strain curve. Under dynamic loading, the initial peak force and subsequent plateau force are elevated. There are 
three types of responses – quasi-static, transition/progressive and dynamic – depending on the magnitude of the 
impact velocity. 
 
Hui Li, Ziheng Wang, Haiyu Lv, Zhengxue Zhou, Qingkai Han, Jinguo Liu and  Zhaoye Qin, “Nonlinear 
vibration analysis of fiber reinforced composite cylindrical shells with partial constrained layer damping 
treatment”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107000, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107000 
ABSTRACT: This research proposes a novel analytical model capable of accurately predicting the strain-
dependent characteristics of fiber reinforced composite shells (FRCSs) with partial constrained layer damping 
(CLD) treatment by considering the nonlinearities of fiber reinforced composite and viscoelastic materials 
simultaneously. The nonlinear material properties are represented based on Jones-Nelson nonlinear theory, 
energy-based strain energy method, and complex modulus method. Then, the governing equations of motion for 
FRCSs are developed via Ritz method, and the identification procedure of nonlinear fitting parameters is also 
presented. By taking a T300 carbon fiber/epoxy resin cylindrical shell with partial CLD patches as an example, 
a series of experiments are carried out to validate the proposed modeling approach. Finally, the effects of 



material properties on nonlinear vibration behaviors of FRCSs covered with partial CLD patches are evaluated. 
Comparisons show that the proposed nonlinear model is more accuracy than that without considering strain 
dependence, where the maximum errors between the proposed model and measured data for natural frequencies, 
damping ratios and resonant response are 6.9%, 11.3%, and 11.2%, respectively. 
 
A. da S. Sirqueira, L.R.O. de Lima, P.C.G. da S. Vellasco, F.R. Sarquis and A.T. da Silva, “Experimental and 
numerical assessments of hot-rolled carbon steel fixed-ended angles in compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107018, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107018 
ABSTRACT: Towers, trusses and bracings diaphragms generally utilise angles cross-sections. Although the 
angles represent one of the simplest steel cross-sections, their design and structural response are usually not 
simple. This paper addresses the behaviour of carbon steel hot-rolled equal-leg angle cross-section under 
compression subjected to the flexural-torsional buckling failure mode. The adopted methodology encompassed 
an experimental campaign consisting of eighteen full-scale tests on ASTM A36 carbon steel equal-leg angle 
columns. Three different cross-sections were utilised, L64x64x4.8, L76x76x6.4 and L102x102x6.4 
corresponding to b/t (leg width to thickness) ratios of 13.33, 11.88 and 15.94, respectively. All investigated 
columns presented flexural-torsional buckling failure modes characterised by major axis bending accompanied 
by a cross-section rotation. This experimental programme was followed by finite element simulations, validated 
against the experimental results, taking into account the geometrical and material nonlinearities. These models 
were used to expand the database involving the flexural-torsional buckling response in fixed-ends hot-rolled 
angle columns made of carbon steel. Afterwards, the results were compared with Eurocode 3 (EC3) and 
modified DSM (mDSM) predictions. The EC3 presented more significant discrepancies when compared to 
experiments and numerical results, confirming the conservatism of this code. On the other hand, the 
performance of the mDSM method was significantly better. 
 
Shuguang Yao, Yuexing Tian, Zhixiang Li, Fan Yang and Ping Xu, “Crushing characteristic of polygonal tubes 
with hierarchical triangular cells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107031, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107031 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes N-sided polygonal tubes with hierarchical triangular cells (PHTNs) for use 
as energy-absorbing devices. Different cross sections of the PHTNs are obtained by changing the number of 
sides and cells of the sandwich wall. Quasi-static compression experiments and finite element (FE) simulations 
are used to analyse the axial crushing behaviour and energy absorption performance of the PHTNs. The results 
show that the PHTNs has two deformation modes: when N ≤ 24, the deformation mode is progressive folding, 
whereas when N > 24, the deformation mode is sandwich folding. The 24-sided PHTN (PHT24) exhibits the 
best energy absorption performance, and the specific energy absorption (SEA) of PHT24 is 110.37% greater 
than the minimum SEA, which is exhibit by PHT06. The results also reveal that the energy absorption is 
improved mainly by shortening the wavelength or increasing the plastic bending moment of the sandwich wall. 
Finally, theoretical models are established for predicting the mean crushing force in the PHTNs under both 
deformation modes. The predictions from these models are in good agreement with the FE simulation results, 
thereby indicating that the predictions are highly accurate. 
 
Özer Zeybek and Mutlu Seçer, “A design approach for the ring girder in elevated steel silos”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107002, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107002 
ABSTRACT: Silos in the form of the thin-walled cylindrical steel shells are commonly supported on a ring 
girder, which rests on a limited number of columns to discharge the content by gravity flow into transportation 
systems. Local supports in the elevated steel silos produce a significant circumferential non-uniformity in the 
axial membrane stresses in the silo shell. One way of reducing the non-uniformity of these stresses is to use a 
very stiff ring girder which partially or fully redistributes the stresses from the local support into uniform 
stresses in the shell. Previous works that attempt to produce design expressions only address isolated ring 
girders and ignore the key role of the interaction between the cylindrical shell and the supporting ring girder. 
The aim of this study is to achieve a more efficient and realistic design of ring girders resting either on four 
supports, or on four supports with secondary beams, or on eight supports. Pursuant to this goal, variations of the 
stress resultants and displacements in the ring girder which rests on different support conditions are derived for 
the first time using Vlasov's curved beam theory. These expressions have been evaluated with finite element 
analyses for an isolated ring girder. Subsequently, a complementary finite element parametric study was 



conducted to investigate the variation of the stress resultants and displacements caused by the connection of the 
shell and ring girder resting on different supporting conditions. These variations were plotted as a function of 
the shell-ring girder stiffness ratio (ψ) for each support condition. Finally, considering lower bound limits for 
the stress resultants and displacements, design equations were proposed for ring girders which rest on different 
support conditions. These expressions may easily be placed in a practical spreadsheet, which could be used with 
different data to give realistic predictions. 
 
J. Paz, J. Díaz and L. Romera, “Analytical and numerical crashworthiness uncertainty quantification of metallic 
thin-walled energy absorbers”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107022, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107022 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubular components are featured in transport structures for increased occupant 
protection in the event of a crash. However, when the limits of their design are sought through deterministic 
procedures, components often become unreliable due to uncertainties which may cause them to underperform or 
even fail. Seeking a deeper understanding of the effect of incertitudes on the thin-walled tubes' performance, 
this research focuses on the crashworthiness quantification of diverse sources of uncertainties in the progressive 
collapse of these components under axial loads. For a broader insight on the tubes’ behavior, diversity is 
considered and scrutinized on all the main fields involved in the research; studying two cross-sections, three 
sources of uncertainties, and the two epitomical crashworthiness metrics, namely the average and peak crushing 
loads. The process is undertaken via three different methods, combining analytical formulas, numerical 
simulations, and surrogate modeling. Results show that the best approximation is offered by the multivariate 
adaptive regression splines metamodel, yielding similar mean values as with the statistical propagation of the 
analytical formulas, while the standard deviation is overestimated by 1%–3%. The numerical noise quantified 
for the simulations results shows oscillation frequencies below 40% and a breadth of three-sigma under 9% for 
both metrics. The uncertainty quantification of both tubes offers a similar response when studying geometric 
uncertainties, with the plate thickness having a more relevant effect on the results than diameter or edge length. 
However, material uncertainties affect the absorbers in an opposite manner, as variations in the elastic modulus 
contribute the most to the square section metrics, while the circular tube is more affected by variations in the 
equivalent flow stress. Incertitudes in the operational conditions lead to reduced peak load values when the 
impact angle varies from a perfect axial collision, consequently delivering reduced mean values and high 
standard deviations. 
 
Ngoc San Ha and Guoxing Lu, “Thin-walled corrugated structures: A review of crashworthiness designs and 
energy absorption characteristics”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106995, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106995 
ABSTRACT: It is widely known that the demand for lightweight structures with excellent energy absorption 
capacity is paramount in numerous engineering applications. Many publications have revealed that corrugated 
structures can collapse in a relatively controlled manner with a uniform force-displacement response and have 
remarkable energy absorption efficiency when compared with traditional structures without corrugations. The 
present work provides a comprehensive overview of recent advances in the development of corrugated 
structures for energy absorption applications, also considering the effects of corrugation characteristics on their 
crashworthiness. Such advanced energy absorbers include corrugated tubes, corrugated tapered tubes, 
corrugated beam and plates, corrugated honeycombs, corrugated core sandwich panels and other hybrid 
structures with complex corrugations. This review demonstrates that thin-walled structures with introduced 
corrugations can achieve more efficient and effective energy absorption. Finally, contemporary challenges of 
design and manufacture are discussed, as well as future directions for corrugated structures. This synopsis 
provides a useful platform for researchers and engineers designing corrugated structures for energy absorption 
applications. 
 
Boshan Zhang, Jiangjiang Yu, Weizhen Chen, Hui Wang and Jun Xu, “Stress states and shear failure 
mechanisms of girders with corrugated steel webs”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106858, Vol. 157, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106858 
ABSTRACT: The corrugated steel web girder (CSWG) has been widely used since its light self-weight and 
high shear stability. Previous studies on the shear response focus on the shear buckling behavior of corrugated 



steel webs that dominates shear strength of the girder. However, there is a lack of theoretical explanation for 
this phenomenon. Besides, research on the post-buckling performance of CSGBs is quite limited though that 
has been observed by several researchers. In this paper, a theoretical approach adopting the rotated stress field 
method was proposed to analyze stress states in girders with corrugated steel webs under shear and was verified 
by experimental data. The results could explain the shear strength determined by shear buckling behaviour 
theoretically. Then, nonlinear finite element analyses were performed on 24 I-beam specimens to investigate the 
post-buckling performance and ultimate failure mechanisms of the CSWG. The post-buckling performance is 
provided by a frame system composing the tension zone in the web, the flanges and the stiffeners. When plastic 
hinges form in the flanges, the girder collapses and the possible collapse mechanisms include the quasi mid-
section mechanism, the mid-section mechanism and the girder mechanism. Level of the residual shear strength 
after buckling and the collapse mechanism are significantly affected by the flange bending stiffness and the web 
width/height ratio. 
 
Hamed Raissi, “Time-depended stress analysis of a sector of the spherical sandwich shell with piezoelectric 
face sheets and FG-CNT core subjected to blast pressure”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106864, Vol. 157, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106864 
ABSTRACT: A novel Layerwise theory (LT) along with the higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is 
investigated to determine the stress distribution in a three-layer sector of the spherical sandwich shell with 
piezoelectric face sheets and functionally graded carbon nanotube (FG-CNT) core. The simply-supported 
sandwich shell is subjected to the internal blast pressure so that the positive and the negative phases of the 
pressure are considered. The blast pressure is generated by a 1 Kg TNT hemispherical surface burst detonated. 
The out-of-shell displacement of the sandwich spherical shell at each layer is assumed to be a quadratic 
polynomial function of the radial component in addition to a function of the coordinate components within the 
shell. The nineteen equations of motion are derived by Hamilton's principle and Maxwell's static equations. By 
solving these nineteen equations, the stress distribution is calculated in the spherical sandwich shell in terms of 
time. 
 
Y. Hu, M. Khezri and K.J.R. Rasmussen, “Optimal positioning of internal point-supports in Levy-type plates 
for buckling load maximization”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106940, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106940 
ABSTRACT: The buckling capacity of plates can be enhanced by appropriately placing discrete point-
support(s) at optimal locations. However, determining the optimal locations of point-supports to achieve 
maximum buckling coefficients is a challenging problem, as it couples the analysis procedures for buckling and 
optimisation. This paper investigates the optimal positioning of point support(s) in Levy-type plates subjected to 
in-plane loads for maximum buckling coefficients and presents a novel and efficient solution framework for this 
problem. The framework is based on the application of the one-dimensional impulse function approach (1D 
IFA) in combination with the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) method. As shown previously [1], the 1D IFA 
is a suitable method for the secure handling of multiple point-supports and changing their locations in rational 
plate buckling analyses. Using the presented framework, a set of demanding analytical solutions for the 
buckling of Levy-type plates with arbitrarily positioned single or multiple point-supports subjected to linearly 
varying in-plane loads are first verified against convergence and comparison studies. Subsequently, buckling 
results are presented for a wide range of rectangular plates with various numbers of point-supports and various 
combinations of mixed edge support conditions. The results for the optimal locations of point-supports include 
surprising findings, including (a) some of the optimum solutions can be achieved when the point-supports are 
positioned over a line of finite length, rather than at discrete points; (b) there can be multiple solutions for one 
specific aspect ratio and edge condition; (c) some of the optimum solutions for the location of point-supports 
are not symmetric with respect to symmetry axes of geometry and/or loading. 
 
Perumālla Venkata Rāma Narendra and Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Cross-sectional bending strength of 
steel Elliptical-Hollow-Sections (EHSs) based on Equivalent-Resistance-Capacity-Method (ERCM)”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 106947, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106947 
ABSTRACT: An expression for cross-sectional bending capacity prediction curve is proposed in this study 
based on the Direct-Strength-Method (DSM) approach using a comprehensive data from the literature on 



structural carbon steel Circular-Hollow-Sections (CHSs). Later, according to the Equivalent-Resistance-
Capacity-Method (ERCM), improved empirical expressions for the equivalent CHS diameter of Elliptical-
Hollow-Section (EHS) are derived using the proposed CHS bending capacity prediction curve and the data of 
EHSs from the literature. A unified set of cross-section slenderness limits for assessing the CHS and EHS 
members under bending is proposed. Also, the proposed expression for the bending resistance curve based on 
DSM is transformed into the generalized form of the traditional cylindrical shell buckling capacity curve as a 
practical solution in harmony with the newly introduced Reference-Resistance-Design (RRD) guidelines. 
Finally, the behaviour of EHS cantilever members under cyclic bending is assessed in terms of cyclic moment 
resistance and rotation capacities based on the authors' previous study. 
 
Bin Huang and Wen Fu Zhang, “Local-overall interactive buckling of high strength steel welded I-section 
columns under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 106964, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.106964 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the investigation on the overall-local interactive buckling performance of high 
strength steel welded I-section columns was carried out. Finite element models of steel columns of different 
yield strength (235 MPa, 460 MPa, 500MPa, 690 MPa, 800MPa, 960 MPa) were constructed considering 
geometric imperfection and residual stresses, and verified against the existing test results. Effect of geometric 
imperfection including global imperfection and local imperfection was found to be largely dependent on the 
nominal slenderness ratio of columns (λn). Local imperfection present prominent influence for the case of λn 
lower than 0.4, while global imperfection for the case of λn exceeding 0.95. Effect of four types of residual 
stress patterns on ultimate capacity were compared, the disparity of which was around 10%. Comprehensive 
effect of imperfections on local buckling load was found to be smaller resulted from higher steel grade; whilst 
that on stiffness became more pronounced. Based on the test data of stub columns, new predict formulas were 
proposed for the local post-buckling strength using effective width method and direct strength method 
respectively. Continuing the investigation of stub columns, the formulas for interactive buckling resistance of 
high strength steel welded I-section around the weak axis were studied, where column curve b in Eurocode3 
was suggested to be adopted. 
 
Ashraf M. Zenkour and Hela D. El-Shahrany, “Hygrothermal effect on vibration of magnetostrictive 
viscoelastic sandwich plates supported by Pasternak's foundations”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107007, 
Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107007 
ABSTRACT: In hygrothermal environment, vibration study of a simply supported smart sandwich plate 
embedded in an elastic substrate medium is presented in the present article. The sandwich plate contains layers 
of fiber-reinforced and magnetostrictive materials and core of viscoelastic material. The kinematic equations 
system is derived via employing Hamilton's principle with considering the transverse shear strains with and 
without the normal strains effect. Various numerical examples are carried out to study the effects of temperature 
rise, degree of moisture concentration, elastic foundations parameters, thickness ratio, aspect ratio, thickness 
ratio of magnetostrictive layer to viscoelastic layer, modes, lamination schemes, magnitude of the feedback 
coefficient, position of the magnetostrictive layers and viscoelastic structural damping coefficient on controlled 
motion and vibration characteristics of plate. Some observation about influences of the temperature and 
humidity concentrations on vibration characteristics of studied plate are presented in detail. The outcomes 
indicate that the hygrothermal environments have negative effects on vibration suppression of advanced 
composite structures especially the uniform hygrothermal distribution. The frequencies increase with increasing 
the viscoelastic structural damping coefficient and the foundation constants. 
 
Jin Pan, Han Fang, Ming Cai Xu and Xian Zheng Xue, “Dynamic performance of a sandwich structure with 
honeycomb composite core for bridge pier protection from vehicle impact”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107010, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107010 
ABSTRACT: The pier of a bridge crossing the road is susceptible to vehicle impact, and thus it would be useful 
to design an energy absorption structure to reduce the damage or even avoid the collapse of bridge under the 
collision of aberrant cars. To provide good crashworthiness and performance, an energy absorption structure 
consisted of thin-wall ‘U’ shape steel and filled composite honeycomb tubes was adopted. The present paper 



aims to assess the dynamical performance and energy absorption capacity of the designed protection structure 
under various vehicles collision for its application, in which the Ford Taurus, Chevrolet pickup and truck 
provided by NACA (National Crash Analysis Centre) are adopted in the numerical simulations. For obtaining 
reliable results, the FE (finite element) model of energy absorption structure and actual vehicles are separately 
calibrated by experimental results. Based on the validated FE modelling technology, the dynamical response 
and performance of the designed protection structure are investigated considering various influential 
parameters, including impact velocities, angles, and types of vehicle. 
 
Dinh-Hai Pham and Chung-Che Chou, “Strong-axis instability of sandwiched buckling restrained braces in a 
two-story steel X-BRBF: Seismic tests and finite element analyses”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107011, 
Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107011 
ABSTRACT: This work presents tests and finite element analyses of a two-story, buckling-restrained braced 
frame (BRBF) with BRBs arranged in an X configuration along the building height, called an X-BRBF. The 
BRB in this work is composed of a core plate sandwiched by a pair of restraining members, called a sandwiched 
buckling restrained brace (SBRB). The weak axis of the SBRB core is transverse to the dual-gusset-plate 
connection and the in-plane movement of the frame to eliminate its weak-axis buckling. The objectives of two 
phase tests were to evaluate: (1) the seismic performance of SBRBs with a small width-to-thickness ratio of the 
core plate (=3), (2) the effects of free-edge stiffeners on the gusset and SBRB stability, and (3) the SBRB 
stability associated with beam buckling. All gusset connections had free-edge stiffeners in Phase 1 test, and 
free-edge stiffeners were removed from half of gusset connections in Phase 2 test. The X-BRBF in Phase 1 test 
exhibited good performance up to a second-floor drift of 1.6%, but in Phase 2 test the second-floor SBRB, 
caused by the lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) of the beam, experienced asymmetric buckling about the strong 
axis of the core at 1.6% second-floor drift. The other SBRB with no beam LTB showed one-side buckling about 
the strong axis at 2% drift (near an inter-story drift of 2.5%). However, the strength degradation of the specimen 
was not observed during the strong-axis instability of SBRBs, indicating acceptable orientation for excluding 
the weak-axis buckling of SBRBs. The strong-axis instability of SBRBs in Phase 2 test could be evaluated by 
using the stability concept with measured out-of-plane deformation of gusset plates. A nonlinear finite element 
analysis was conducted on the specimen for further investigation of SBRB instability. 
 
Cheng-Song Wu, M.F. Hassanein, Hao Deng, Yu-Mei Zhang and Yong-Bo Shao, “Shear buckling response of 
S690 steel plate girders with corrugated webs”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107015, Vol. 157, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107015 
ABSTRACT: High-strength steels (HSSs) are now used globally in different structural applications. 
Nevertheless, investigations on HSS elements are still rare. Herein, the shear buckling response of S690 steel 
plate girders with corrugated webs (CWGs) is explored. This is based on virtual tests, generated by finite 
element (FE) modelling, that well simulate their actual behaviour. Accordingly, S690 material model is firstly 
checked from a recent test campaign by Sun et al. (2019). Then, the FE models are verified through 
comparisons with the available tests on HSS CWGs conducted by Driver et al. (2006). Based on the successful 
validation, virtual testing, by using the software Abaqus, is currently generated to examine the effects of the 
geometrical characteristics of the cross-section (in terms of the thickness (tw) and the height (hw) of the web). The 
results show that by increasing the value of tw, the strength of the girders increase efficiently. Conversely, 
increasing hw is found to increase the girder's strength, but with slightly less increase in the strength compared 
with the increase of the web's weight. Furthermore, the shear strengths are compared with different design 
models available in the literature. The design model by Leblouba et al. (2017) is found to be the best predictor 
for the current girders with equal fold widths. The paper extends to explore the effect of varying the design 
parameters of the corrugated webs on the shear response of CWGs with unequal fold widths. Accordingly, 
multiple virtual tests are simulated and compared to help in designing efficient corrugated webs in the future. At 
the end, the design model by Leblouba et al. (2017) is slightly modified by considering the effect of the fixed 
juncture between the rigid flanges and the web. Through this modification, the most suitable predictor for S690 
CWGs is obtained with an accuracy that is not depending on the slenderness of the girder. So, it is currently 
recommended for design purpose of S690 CWGs with unequal fold widths. 
 



Hao Qi, Motohide Tada, Naoki Tani and Yu Shirai, “Monotonic and hysteretic model for H-shaped beams 
incorporating deterioration behavior owing to the local buckling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107016, Vol. 
157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107016 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the collapse behavior of steel frames under the random earthquake, it is essential to 
grasp the hysteretic behavior of beam members. However, in the large-deformation region, the behavior of 
beams is difficult to be captured precisely because of the local buckling of the flange plate and the web plate. 
This paper presents a method to obtain the monotonic curve and the hysteretic curve efficiently for H-shaped 
beams subjected to bending moment. 96 models for H-shaped beams were designed and analyzed under the 
monotonic and cyclic loading using finite element analysis. Parameter study was implemented to grasp the 
influence of width-to-thickness ratio, shear span, and the beam depth. Depending on the numerical analysis, a 
monotonic model was proposed which can obtain the monotonic curve precisely and efficiently. Consequently, 
through combining with the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler hysteretic model, the accuracy for predicting 
the hysteretic behavior of beams was verified through comparing with the numerical results. 
 
S.J. Qadir, V.B. Nguyen, I. Hajirasouliha, B. Cartwright and M.A. English, “Optimal design of cold roll formed 
steel channel sections under bending considering both geometry and cold work effects”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107020, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107020 
ABSTRACT: Optimal design of a structural member is a design process of selecting alternative forms to obtain 
its maximum strength while maintaining the same weight, leading to the most economical and efficient 
structure. Amongst steel structures, cold rolled steel ones can effectively gain this requirement as they are thin-
walled structures that offer the high ratio of strength over weight. However, the design is very challenging as 
these members are prone to buckling and failure at low loads. In this paper, the buckling and ultimate strength 
of cold rolled channel sections was studied using numerical modelling. In order to improve the section strength, 
the development of various alternative cold rolled formed sections included additional bends such as 
intermediate stiffeners. The section strength was optimised through a practical approach which altered the 
stiffener's position and shape and searched for maximum buckling and ultimate strength under bending. In this 
approach, a nonlinear Finite Element model was first developed for an industrial channel beam subjected to 
four-point bending tests and this model was validated against experimental test data. The verified model was 
then used to conduct a parametric study in which the effects of a stiffener's properties on the section strength 
including its position, shape, size and material properties by the cold work at bends were investigated in detail. 
Several different cold rolled channel sections having intermediate stiffeners at web and flanges with and 
without the cold work effect on material properties at the stiffener's bends were considered for this 
investigation. In addition, a design method, the Direct Strength Method (DSM), was utilised to take into account 
the effects of a stiffener's properties on the section strength and results were compared with the Finite Element 
modelling results. It was found that some significant improvements were obtained for the section strength of the 
optimised sections in comparison to the original sections. An optimal shape for the channel section with 
maximum ultimate strength in distortional buckling could be obtained with both the stiffeners' position, shape, 
size and quantity, and the cold work effect. The cold work effect was found most significant in the cases of 
changing the width of the web stiffeners and the position of the flange stiffeners. It also revealed that, the 
currently available DSM beam design curve for distortional buckling provided good agreement in predicting 
buckling load and ultimate strength capacity for most of the considered sections with and without the cold work 
effect included; however, the DSM provided overestimate results compared to the Finite Element model results 
in the sections with web intermediate stiffeners, in particular, when the tip of web intermediate stiffener moved 
away from the web-flange junction in the horizontal direction. 
 
Ran Feng, Xinling Mou, Zhenming Chen, Krishanu Roy, Boshan Chen and James B.P. Lim, “Finite-element 
modelling and design guidelines for axial compressive capacity of aluminium alloy circular hollow sections 
with holes”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107027, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107027 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite-element (FE) investigation on the axial compressive capacity of 
aluminium alloy circular hollow sections (CHSs) with circular holes. The geometrical and material non-
linearities were considered in the finite-element analysis (FEA). Two consecutive steps including an eigenvalue 
analysis and a load-displacement non-linear analysis were performed in the FEA. The FE models were validated 
against the test results reported by the first author in a previous study. The validated FE models were used to 



conduct an extensive parametric study comprising 300 FE models, to investigate the effects of five geometrical 
parameters on axial compressive capacity: the wall thickness, overall length, the diameter, and the quantity and 
location of the circular through-holes. In addition, a comparison was performed between the FEA strengths and 
design strengths calculated using the design formulae of American Design Manual (AA), European Code 
(EC9), Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS), Chinese Code for imperforated members, and North 
American Specification (NAS). Moreover, the FEA strengths were compared against the design strengths 
calculated from the proposed design guidelines of Dhanalakshmi and Shanmugam, Shanmugam et al., 
Shanmugam and Dhanalakshmi, and Moen and Schafer for cold-formed steel (CFS) sections with holes. The 
comparison of design strengths against FEA results showed that the current design formulae for CFS perforated 
sections are not suitable for aluminium alloy CHSs with circular holes. Therefore, new design equations were 
proposed based on the current design formulae that use effective area method (EAM) by considering the 
influences of key geometrical parameters. 
 
L. Min, D. Fernando, B.P. Gilbert and Zhong You, “Hybrid FRP-timber thin-walled Cee section columns under 
axial compression: Numerical modeling”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107029, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107029 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the first ever investigation aimed at accurate numerical modelling of the 
behavior of hybrid fibre reinforced polymer (FRP)-timber laminated (HFT) Cee section columns under axial 
compression. Existing numerical modelling approaches for modelling thin-walled structural members, such as 
modelling using composite laminate shell elements, orthotropic laminate shell elements with experimentally 
obtained properties, were found to either over-predict or under-predict the stiffness and capacity depending on 
the approach used. Existing modelling approaches fail to accurately capture the effects of possible interlaminar 
slips under combined flexural and axial loading. A new modelling approach using ABAQUS subroutine 
UGENS was proposed incorporating both in-plane stiffness matrix and bending stiffness matrix simultaneously, 
forming the general section stiffness matrix. Failure initiation criteria and a damage evolution law were 
incorporated in the subroutine to derive the damaged section stiffness matrix. The predictions from the proposed 
numerical model showed much improved agreement with the test results. 
 
Yongqiang Li, Wenkai Yao and Tao Wang, “Free flexural vibration of thin-walled honeycomb sandwich 
cylindrical shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107032, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107032 
ABSTRACT: The free flexural vibration of thin-walled honeycomb sandwich cylindrical shell was investigated 
by experiments and Flügge's shell theory simulations. The natural frequencies were measured and compared 
with simulations three-dimensional model. In the simulation analysis, the porous honeycomb core is simplified 
as a homogeneous orthotropic material, and its equivalent material properties are determined by the corrected 
Gibson's formula. Flügge's shell theory is compared with experimental results and finite element method 
calculation results, and the maximum relative error is only 4.749%.The comparison results show that Flügge's 
shell theory can accurately calculate the natural frequency of the thin honeycomb sandwich cylindrical shell. 
 
Reza Jafari Nedoushan, “Improvement of energy absorption of expanded metal tubular structures under 
compressive loads”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107058, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107058 
ABSTRACT: Herein, several approaches with the aim of improving the crashworthiness performance of 
expanded metal tubes were assessed experimentally and numerically. In this regard, various expanded metal 
tubes were produced out of expanded metal sheets including expanded metal tubes, stiffened expanded metal 
tubes, foam-filled expanded metal tubes and multi-layered expanded metal tubes. Their crashworthiness 
performance was evaluated under quasi-static axial compressive loading. The effect of cross-sectional type 
(square and circular) and cell size (large and small) were also evaluated. Results showed the significant effect of 
cell size on the crashworthiness performance of expanded metal tubes, while the cross-sectional type had 
negligible effect. Moreover, the energy absorption properties of expanded metal tubes improved through 
welding expanded metal sheets in the core (stiffened expanded metal tubes), embedding expanded metal tube in 
foam, and placing several expanded metal tubes concentrically. Among the studied approaches, the foam-filled 
expanded metal tubes exhibited the most stable compressive load-displacement response, which is desirable for 
energy dissipation. Furthermore, the load-displacement responses of prepared expanded metal tubes were also 



predicted acceptably by the proposed finite element modeling. Finally, the effects of expanded metal tube 
parameters on the crashworthiness performance of tubes were investigated numerically. 
 
Septia Hardy Sujiatanti, Satoyuki Tanaka, Shuhei Shinkawa, Yu Setoyama and Daisuke Yanagihara, 
“Experimental and numerical studies for buckling and collapse behaviors of a cracked thin steel panel subjected 
to sequential tensile and compressive loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107059, Vol. 157, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107059 
ABSTRACT: The buckling and collapse behaviors of a cracked thin steel panel subjected to sequential tensile 
and compressive loading were investigated. An experimental apparatus was developed. Three different test 
specimens were employed, i.e., an intact panel and cracked panels with different crack lengths. The load-
displacement curve and crack opening displacement (COD) were measured during the loading. The 
experimental results were examined via finite element (FE) computation. The results revealed that the 
developed experimental apparatus is quite suitable for investigating the buckling and collapse behaviors. 
Furthermore, the maximum tensile load, ultimate strength and local deformation around the crack were well 
simulated by the FE computation. The presence of the crack and length of the crack were strongly affected to 
the buckling and collapse behaviors. 
 
Ting-ting Ma, Lin Zhao, Ne-yu Chen, Yao-jun Ge and Dong Zhang, “Wind-induced dynamic performance of a 
super-large hyperbolic steel-truss cooling tower”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107061, Vol. 157, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107061 
ABSTRACT: In order to study the wind-induced performance of super-large steel structure cooling towers, a 
super-large hyperbolic 216.3m-high cooling tower comprising a double-layer steel-truss structure with steel-
sheet cladding was taken as a case study. The dynamic characteristics of this cooling tower were analyzed and 
compared with those of a similar-scale reinforced concrete cooling tower. Then, fluctuating wind loads 
measured in wind tunnel tests were applied directly to a structural finite-element model based on proper 
orthogonal decomposition and reconstruction of the wind pressures. The displacement response of the cooling 
tower was subsequently obtained by full transient dynamic analysis, and then the distribution characteristics of 
mean response, the mode participation contribution of the fluctuating displacement responses, the wind-induced 
vibration factors and the influence of structural damping ratio were investigated and compared with those of a 
concrete cooling tower. The comparison results mainly show that the steel-structure cooling tower has higher 
natural vibration frequencies, a lower-order number of lateral overturning mode (indicating a higher risk of 
overturning collapse), simpler resonant modes, smaller variance ratio of resonant component and weaker 
sensitivity of dynamic response to structural damping. The study results could assist in wind resistance design 
of similar super-large steel-structure cooling towers. 
 
Songzhao Qu, Bin Zhang, Yonghua Guo, Qing Sun and Yi Wang, “Ultimate strength of pinned-end dual-angle 
cross combined section columns under axial compression”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107062, Vol. 157, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107062 
ABSTRACT: Dual-angle cross combined section columns (starred angles) have been extensively utilised as 
transmission tower legs because of their large bearing capacity. However, combined members may fail in 
different modes, and the provisions on bearing capacity in the regulations of different countries are diverse. To 
overcome the limitations of existing research and design approaches, a three-dimensional finite element (FE) 
model is developed in this study and is validated against all column test data available in the literature. Using 
this model, parametric analyses are performed on varying grades of steel, patterns of filler plates, and the 
number of filler plates, and the effect of the number and pattern of filler plates is determined. The shortcomings 
of the current design methods are highlighted along with the necessary solutions, based on a comparison of the 
results of experiments and those of numerical analysis using values calculated as per various regulatory codes. 
It is demonstrated that the type and the number of filler plates only affect the starred angles with flexural 
buckling about the imagine axis, and that torsional buckling and local buckling in the combined section 
columns do not occur simultaneously. When considering the influence of local buckling on the reduction in the 
bearing capacity of members, repeatedly factoring in torsional buckling is unnecessary. Furthermore, through 
modification of the slenderness ratio of the sub-members in the calculation of the equivalent slenderness ratio of 
starred angles, the calculation results obtained using the code agree well with the results of the numerical 
analysis. 



 
Yang Zhao, Liming Chen, Zhixin Wu, Bing Du, Liliang Chen, Weiguo Li and Daining Fang, “Lateral crushing 
behavior of novel carbon fiber/epoxy composite bidirectional self-locked thin-walled tubular structure and 
system”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107063, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107063 
ABSTRACT: Bidirectional self-locked structure has important significance in energy absorption protection, 
especially complex loading absorbing energy. This paper reports on the lateral crushing behavior of novel 
carbon fiber/epoxy composite bidirectional self-locked thin-walled tubular structure (BST) and system (BSTS), 
as well as some improved bidirectional self-locked thin-walled tubular structures and systems. The lateral 
crushing behaviors of BST and BSTS were investigated by experiment and finite element analysis. It was found 
that the specific energy absorption (SEA) of BSTS was inferior to BST, which indicated the assembling system 
weakened energy absorption. The simulated results indicated that changing stacking sequence of carbon 
fiber/epoxy prepreg had not significantly effect on crushing performance of BST. Finally, the improved 
bidirectional self-locked thin-walled tubular structures and systems were designed and tested. The improved 
design enabled to enhance 139.9% in the crushing force efficiency (CFE) (specifically from 33.3% to 79.9%) 
and 27.5% in the SEA (from 4.0 J/g to 5.1 J/g). It was worth mentioning that the bidirectional self-locked 
system with PMI foam-filled enhanced 20.8% than bidirectional self-locked thin-walled tubular structure with 
PMI foam-filled in the SEA (from 5.3 J/g to 6.4 J/g). 
 
Lulu Zhang, Kang Hai Tan and Ou Zhao, “Press-braked stainless steel channel section columns failing by 
flexural buckling: Testing, numerical simulation and design”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107066, Vol. 
157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107066 
ABSTRACT: The minor-axis flexural buckling behaviour and strengths of pin-ended press-braked stainless 
steel channel section columns have been investigated in the present paper through laboratory testing and 
numerical modelling. An experimental programme was firstly conducted, and included initial global and local 
geometric imperfection measurements and twelve pin-ended column tests about the minor principal axis. The 
key obtained test results, including the failure loads, the mid-height lateral deflections at the failure loads, the 
load–mid-height lateral deflection curves and the failure modes, were reported and discussed in detail. The 
experimental programme was followed by a numerical modelling programme; finite element models were 
developed to simulate the test responses and then adopted to perform parametric studies to generate further 
numerical data on press-braked stainless steel channel section columns over a wide range of cross-section 
dimensions and member effective lengths. The obtained experimental and numerical data were employed to 
assess the accuracy of the relevant design rules for press-braked stainless steel channel section columns failing 
by flexural buckling about the minor principal axis, as given in the European code, American specification, 
Australian/New Zealand standard and SCI design manual. The results of the assessment indicated that (i) the 
European code yields unsafe flexural buckling strength predictions for those relatively short and intermediate 
press-braked stainless steel channel section columns with member non-dimensional slendernesses less than 
around 1.0, (ii) the American specification leads to unsafe predictions of flexural buckling strength for press-
braked stainless steel channel section columns over the whole considered range of member non-dimensional 
slendernesses up to 3.0, and (iii) the Australian/New Zealand standard and the SCI design manual result in 
lower levels of design accuracy than the European code and American specification, but with significantly 
reduced number of unsafe flexural buckling strength predictions. 
 
Boshan Chen, Krishanu Roy, Asraf Uzzaman and James B.P. Lim, “Moment capacity of cold-formed channel 
beams with edge-stiffened web holes, un-stiffened web holes and plain webs”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107070, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107070 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) channel beams are an increasingly popular choice as load-carrying 
members in building structures. Such channel beams often include web holes for installation of services. 
Traditional web holes are normally punched and are un-stiffened. This can restrict the size and spacing of web 
holes. Recently, a new generation of CFS channel beams with edge-stiffened web holes has been developed and 
used widely in New Zealand. However, no experimental investigation has been reported in the literature for 
such channel beams under bending. In this paper, a total of 215 results comprising 16 four-point bending tests 
and 199 finite element analysis (FEA) are reported on the moment capacity of CFS channel beams with both 
edge-stiffened and un-stiffened web holes. For comparison, channel beams without web holes were also tested. 



For all specimens, initial imperfections were measured using a laser scanner. A nonlinear elasto-plastic finite 
element (FE) model was also developed, and the results showed good agreement with the test results. A 
parametric study was conducted using the validated FE model to investigate the effects of beam length, hole 
diameter, stiffener length and fillet radius on the moment capacity of CFS channel beams. It is shown that for 
the case of a channel beam with five edge-stiffened web holes, the moment capacity increased by as much as 
14.5%, compared to that of a plain channel beam. For comparison, the same section with un-stiffened web holes 
had a 13.6% reduction in moment capacity, compared to that of a plain channel beam. Furthermore, the 
accuracy of current design guidelines in accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and 
Australia/New Zealand (AS/NZ) standards were verified by comparing the tests and FEA results against the 
design strengths for moment capacity of CFS channel beams without web holes. On the other hand, for CFS 
channel beams with web holes, the moment capacity obtained from tests and FEA were compared against the 
moment capacity calculated from the design equations of Moen and Schafer. Upon comparison, it was found 
that the AISI and AS/NZS can closely predict the moment capacity of CFS channel beams without web holes. 
The Moen and Schafer design equations were found to be over-conservative by around 11% and 28% for 
moment capacity of CFS channel beams with un-stiffened and edge-stiffened web holes, respectively. 
 
Lingming Zhu, Lihua Lyu, Ying Wang, Yongfang Qian, Yuping Zhao, Chunyan Wei and Jing Guo, “Axial-
Compression performance and finite element analysis of a Tubular Three-Dimensional-Woven Composite from 
a Meso-structural approach”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107074, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107074 
ABSTRACT: The concept of green environmental protection is becoming increasingly important. This study 
used green high-performance basalt-fiber filament tows as raw materials to prepare tubular three-dimensional 
(3D)-woven preforms on a semi-automatic loom. Then, using the prepared preforms for reinforcement and resin 
as the matrix, a vacuum-assisted resin-transfer method was used to prepare tubular 3D-woven composites with 
three different internal diameters and layers. Axial-compression experiments were conducted to obtain the 
tubular 3D-woven composites' load-displacement curves and the energy-absorption capacities. The results 
reveal that both the inner diameter and the number of layers have significant effects on the composites’ axial-
compression properties. As the inner diameter and layers increase, the peak load and energy absorption of 
tubular 3D-woven composites both have clearly increasing trends. Finally, a finite element analysis from a 
mesoscale approach was conducted to simulate the axial compression of the tubular 3D-woven composites in 
comparison with the experimental results. The analysis shows the initial damage, stress evolution, and final 
failure; it also reveals the stress concentration and failure mechanisms of the composites following the axial 
compression. Additionally, the preforms used as reinforcements withstand the main loads in the compression 
process. Finally, the stress-distribution analysis confirms a secondary role for the resin. 
 
Marko Lavrenčič and Boštjan Brank, “Comparison of numerically dissipative schemes for structural dynamics: 
Generalized-alpha versus energy-decaying methods”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107075, Vol. 157, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107075 
ABSTRACT: We revisit some existing time-stepping schemes for structural dynamics with the algorithmic 
dissipation that fall either into the class of generalized- methods or into the class of energy-decaying (and 
momentum-conserving) methods. Some of the considered schemes are designed for the second-order and some 
for the first-order form of the differential equations of motion. We perform a comparison (for linear dynamics) 
of their accuracy, dissipation, dispersion, as well as of the overshoot. In order to study how these features 
extend to nonlinear dynamics, we choose numerical tests on shell-like examples. Shell models are a difficult 
check for dynamic schemes because numerically stiff equations need to be solved as an effect of a large 
difference between the bending (and shear) and the membrane deformation modes. For the considered schemes 
we illustrate their ability to decay/dissipate energy, their ability to fully/approximately conserve the angular 
momentum, and nonlinear order of accuracy by error indicators. 
 
Paweł Czapski, Patryk Jakubczak, Piotr Zgórniak, Tomasz Kubiak and Jarosław Bieniaś, “Influence of 
manufacturing technique and autoclaving curing rate on the non-linear behaviour of thin-walled, GFRP channel 



columns – Experimental studies”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107076, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107076 
ABSTRACT: The target of this research is to investigate the influence of manufacturing technique and 
autoclaving process parameters on the buckling and post-buckling behaviour of thin-walled, GFRP laminates. 
We investigated the compression of channel cross-section profiles with the following dimensions of the inner 
perimeter: (web × flange × length of the profile): 80 mm × 38 mm × 240 mm. The nominal wall thickness of the 
columns was equal to 1.2 mm. The inner radius at the web-flange junction was equal to 2 mm. The material 
used to produce the samples was eight-layered pre-preg tape with an angle-ply, symmetric layer arrangement: 
[45/-45/45/-45]s. The columns were manufactured using two different techniques. The first technique was to 
form the channel cross-section profile by draping over an aluminium mandrel, while the second was to form 
square cross-section profiles, by winding around an aluminium mandrel, which are then cut into two channel-
cross sections. Moreover, two curing process types were applied. The first is a nominal (suggested by the pre-
preg producer) curing cycle on a hollow section aluminium mandrel, while the second is a modified curing 
cycle on a solid aluminium mandrel. In total, four different sets of specimens were produced and subjected to 
static compression. Higher buckling strength (denoting critical loads and post-buckling behaviour) is shown to 
be a result of internal, after curing stresses in the composite – the highest buckling resistance is achieved for the 
columns manufactured as square hollow sections and machined into channel sections. This solution is the most 
economically efficient. Additionally, the samples were 3D scanned in order to assess post-manufacturing 
distortions and the deviations from the nominal geometry. 
 
Amir Hossein Yousefi, Parham Memarzadeh, Hassan Afshari and Saied Jalil Hosseini, “Agglomeration effects 
on free vibration characteristics of three-phase CNT/polymer/fiber laminated truncated conical shells”, Thin-
Walled Structures, Article 107077, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107077 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the effect of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) agglomeration on the free 
vibration characteristics of three-phase CNT/polymer/fiber laminated truncated conical shells surrounded by an 
elastic foundation. The shell material is considered to be composed of a CNT-reinforced polymer enriched by 
the oriented reinforcing fibers. The material density and the effective elastic properties are calculated based on 
the rule of the mixture, and the Eshelby–Mori–Tanaka scheme along with Hahn's homogenization technique, 
respectively. The third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT) is used for the analysis of the shear flexible shell 
and the foundation is modeled based upon the Winkler-Pasternak theory. A set of governing equations are 
derived using Hamilton's principle, and solved numerically by the generalized differential quadrature method 
(GDQM). After confirming the convergence and accuracy of the results, a parametric study is carried out to 
examine the influences of various parameters on the natural frequencies of the three-phase CNT/polymer/fiber 
laminated truncated conical shells such as boundary conditions, circumferential mode number, the geometrical 
parameters including the ratios of thickness/length to radius, and the semi-vertex angle, the material parameters 
contain the mass fractions of CNTs and fibers, chiral numbers as well as the agglomeration characteristics of 
CNTs, and finally the foundation parameters including the Winkler stiffness and shearing layer stiffness. 
 
Meini Su, Yancheng Cai, Xuerui Chen and Ben Young, “Behaviour of concrete-filled cold-formed high 
strength steel circular stub columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107078, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107078 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the experimental and numerical investigations of concrete-filled cold-formed 
high strength steel (CFHSS) circular stub columns. Firstly, a series of tests was conducted on CFHSS circular 
tubular sections infilled with three different concrete grades, i.e., C40, C80 and C120. The CFHSS circular 
tubular sections had the nominal 0.2% proof stress (yield stress) up to 1100 MPa. The test specimens were 
subjected to uniform axial compression The ultimate loads and failure modes of the specimens were obtained 
and reported in this paper. Secondly, an extensive numerical study accounting for the confinement effect, as 
well as the non-linearities of materials, geometry and contacts was performed. Upon validation against the test 
results, a parametric investigation was conducted. A wide range of the cross-section dimensions and section 
slenderness of CFHSS circular tubular sections infilled with different grades of concrete were considered. The 
structural behaviour of concrete-filled CFHSS stub columns was investigated, including the ultimate load, end 
shortening, strength enhancement index and ductility index. Finally, the experimental and numerical results 
were used to assess the suitability of the design equations specified in the existing American Specifications 
(AISC and ACI), European Code (EC4) and Japanese Code (AIJ) for the compressive strength of the concrete-



filled CFHSS circular stub columns. It was found that the predictions from the existing international design 
specifications were generally conservative, except for EC4. The predictions by the AIJ are the least 
conservative and least scattered. However, by using the effective section area of steel tubes for slender cross 
sections, EC4 provided the most accurate and consistent predictions than the other design specifications. 
 
Amirmasoud Rahimijonoush and Mohammad Bayat, “Experimental and numerical studies on the ballistic 
impact response of titanium sandwich panels with different facesheets thickness ratios”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107079, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107079 
ABSTRACT: The ballistic limit velocity, energy absorption and the effects of facesheets thickness ratios for 
three types of sandwich panels consist of titanium facesheet and aluminum honeycomb core were studied 
experimentally and numerically. The tests are carried out by a nitrogen gas gun and 24 g hemispherical steel 
projectiles with velocity ranges from 100 m/s to 190 m/s. A proper ABAQUS/Explicit model was developed 
using the experimental data. Results shown the impact energy mainly absorbed by the rear facesheet in 
symmetrical sandwich panels. The ballistic limit enhanced almost linearly with increasing rear or front 
facesheet thickness in specimens with the same weight. 
 
Galal M. Al-Mekhlafi, Mohammed A. Al-Osta and Alfarabi M. Sharif, “Experimental and numerical 
investigations of stainless steel tubular columns strengthened by CFRP composites”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107080, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107080 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and numerical investigations of cold-formed circular stainless 
steel tubular (HSST) stub columns strengthened externally using carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) 
wraps. For the experimental investigation, eleven stub columns were tested under axial compression loading. 
The experimental variables were the CFRP thickness (tf), the CFRP arrangement (fully or partial wrapping), and 
the diameter-to-thickness ratio of stainless steel tubes (D/ts). The ratio of the compressive strength of wrapped 
specimens to that of unwrapped specimens (strengthening ratio) was employed to assess the compressive 
behavior of CFRP-wrapped HSST columns. Three-dimensional finite element (FE) simulation was 
implemented using ABAQUS software and validated against the experimental results. A parametric study was 
performed on the validated FE models for further investigation. The experimental results indicated that the full 
CFRP wrapping reasonably enhanced the ultimate compressive strength of the columns. In contrast, the partial 
wrapping showed no improvement in the ultimate compressive strength. The FE parametric study results 
showed that the strengthening ratio (i) decreases with increasing the diameter of the tubes, (ii) decreases when 
the failure mode changes from outward to inward local buckling (iii) is affected by the strength of the CFRP 
and tube materials. Based on the parametric study results, a design model was proposed to predict the ultimate 
strength of axially loaded CFRP-wrapped HSST stub columns. 
 
Chao Gong, Zhonghao Bai, Jiyuan Lv and Linwei Zhang, “Crashworthiness analysis of bionic thin-walled tubes 
inspired by the evolution laws of plant stems”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107081, Vol. 157, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107081 
ABSTRACT: Recently, bionic thin-walled structures have attracted widespread attention in automotive safety 
design because of their excellent crashworthiness behavior and weight efficiency. In this paper, inspired by the 
evolution laws and microstructure of plant stems, a group of bionic tubes with “m” parts and “n” layers 
(PmLnBTs) are proposed and investigated by theoretical prediction and numerical analysis. Theoretical models 
of PmLnBTs are developed to predict the specific energy absorption. Finite element model is conducted with 
LS-DYNA and validated by a quasi-static axial crushing experiment. The accuracy of the theoretical model is 
verified by numerical analysis, and the maximum relative error is less than 7%. Furthermore, parametric studies 
are conducted to investigate the effects of geometric parameters on the energy absorption capability of 
PmLnBTs. The results indicate that the PmLnBTs exhibit superior crashworthiness performance compared to 
traditional bi-tubular circle tubes. Moreover, when designing such a bionic energy absorber, it can effectively 
improve the crashworthiness performance by appropriately increasing the number of layers, reducing the 
outermost circle diameter or avoiding innermost circle diameter value too large or too small. The findings of 
this paper provide a guidance for the design of energy absorber with excellent energy absorption performance. 
 



Yi Meng, Yuliang Lin, Yuwu Zhang and Xiangcheng Li, “Study on the dynamic response of combined 
honeycomb structure under blast loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107082, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107082 
ABSTRACT: Combined aluminium honeycomb has been considered a promising structure in the protection 
field due to its excellent energy absorption capacity. To improve its application, it is crucial to understand the 
mechanical behaviour of combined honeycomb under explosion. Here, we examined the compression 
characteristics of combined honeycomb structure under explosion experimentally and through simulations. The 
effect of parameters, i.e. explosive scaled distance and slider thickness on compression depth and normalized 
compression stress were examined. Results showed that the energy absorption and compression strain decreased 
with the slider thickness and scaled distance. The normalized compression stress of the cutting stage remained 
unchanged and not sensitive to the slider thickness and scaled distance. Compared with other conventional 
honeycomb structures, the combined honeycomb structure exhibited promising application prospects in linear 
energy absorption structures. In addition, a semi-empirical formula was proposed to calculate the compression 
depth of two stack-up combined honeycomb, in which structural parameters and mechanics properties of the 
base material were considered. The predicted results were in good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
HuiHuan Ma, Quanchao Hou, Zhiwei Yu and Pengpeng Ni, “Stability of 6082-T6 aluminum alloy columns 
under axial forces at high temperatures”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107083, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107083 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the material and stability of 10 axial compression aluminum alloy columns are 
systematically tested at five temperatures. The material grade of the aluminum alloy used in the tests is 6082-
T6. The experimental results demonstrate that flexural buckling occurs in all the column specimens under 
different temperature environments. A finite element (FE) model of the experiment is established, and the 
obtained results are compared with the experimental results to verify the accuracy of the FE model. To study the 
stability at different temperatures, 765 FE models considering geometry and material nonlinearity are created in 
five different temperature environments. Three section types (H-type, rectangular, and circular tube sections), 
three sectional dimensions for each section type, and 17 slenderness ratios are considered in the models. Based 
on the FE results and the statistical regression method, the formula for calculating the stability coefficient for 
the columns with different slenderness ratios at different temperatures is fitted. The fitting formula is compared 
with the test results, Chinese Code (GB), and European Code (EC9). The comparison results demonstrate that 
the fitting formula can provide a more accurate stability coefficient for the columns at different temperatures. 
 
Nima Usefi, Hamid Ronagh and Pezhman Sharafi, “Numerical modelling and design of hybrid cold-formed 
steel wall panels”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107084, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107084 
ABSTRACT: Hybrid cold-formed steel (CFS) wall panel, composed of square hollow sections (SHS) and CFS 
open sections, can offer some great advantages with respect to the lateral performance of light steel frames, in 
particular for applications in mid-rise construction. This paper presents non-linear finite element modelling of 
hybrid wall panels, calibrated through experimental tests, and their applications to different designs. The study 
involves the lateral behaviour of the proposed hybrid walls in terms of load-displacement curve, failure mode, 
stiffness, ductility ratio, energy absorption, and strength to weight ratio. First, a numerical model, verified and 
calibrated based on the experimental tests on the hybrid wall panels, is presented. Thereafter, using the 
validated numerical model, twenty new hybrid wall panel designs are proposed in order to investigate the effect 
of different SHS brace configurations on the hybrid panels’ performance. The comparison of the experimental 
and numerical results indicates that superior seismic performance can be achieved from the proposed hybrid 
CFS wall designs. 
 
Jianyong Chen, Pan Zhang, Yuansheng Cheng and Jun Liu, “On the crushing response of the functionally 
graded metallic foams based on 3D Voronoi model”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107085, Vol. 157, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107085 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the study on crushing response of functionally stepwise graded foam under 
quasi-static and dynamic compression using three-dimensional (3D) Voronoi model. A series of simulations is 
conducted to acquire proper computing parameters and to validate the predictability of numerical model by 
comparing with experiment results. Two different strategies are proposed to achieve the gradient change in 



relative density by changing equivalent radius and cell-wall thickness. The main focus of present paper is 
placed on the effect of gradation configuration on the stress-strain response, deformation propagation and 
energy absorption. The results show that the gradation configuration has little effect on the crushing behavior of 
graded foams under quasi-static compression. However, the performance of graded foam under dynamic 
compression could be promoted by tailoring its gradation configuration. Adopting a negative gradation is 
beneficial for reducing the stress at the stationary side and maximizing the energy absorption under low strain 
level. A positive gradation would be preferred as an energy absorber under high strain level. 
 
Arash Ramian, Ramazan-Ali Jafari-Talookolaei, Paolo S. Valvo and Maryam Abedi, “Free vibration analysis of 
sandwich plates with compressible core in contact with fluid”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107088, Vol. 
157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107088 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the extended higher-order sandwich plate's theory (EHSAPT) is used to analyze the 
free vibration of the sandwich plate with compressible core and different boundary conditions in contact with 
fluid. First-order shear deformation theory is adopted for the top and bottom face sheets, while the in-plane and 
transverse displacements of the core are considered to be cubic and quadratic functions of the transverse 
coordinate, respectively. A single series is considered with two-variable orthogonal polynomials as a set of 
admissible functions satisfying the boundary conditions. Besides, the fluid is considered to be irrotational, 
inviscid and incompressible. By taking into account the boundary conditions and compatibility conditions, the 
fluid velocity potential is acquired. The natural frequencies of the system are calculated by the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method. An excellent accuracy is obtained between the results in the available literature and the present method. 
Finally, the effects of various parameters including boundary conditions, side-to-thickness ratio, thickness of the 
core to thickness of the face sheets ratio, face sheet to core flexural modulus ratio, dimensions of the container, 
and aspect ratios on the natural frequencies of the sandwich plate are presented and discussed in detail. 
 
Hui-Shen Shen and Y. Xiang, “Effect of negative poisson's ratio on the axially compressed postbuckling 
behavior of FG-GRMMC laminated cylindrical panels on elastic foundations”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107090, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107090 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic materials are one of the metamaterials that have potential applications in many scientific 
and engineering fields. In this paper, an investigation is presented on the postbuckling responses of axially 
loaded graphenereinforced metal matrix composite (GRMMC) laminated cylindrical panels with in-plane 
negative Poisson's ratio (NPR). The panels are made of GRMMC laminates and rest on an elastic foundation in 
thermal environments. The graphene volume fraction in GRMMC layer may vary across the panel thickness in 
order to achieve a piece-wise functionally graded (FG) pattern. The GRMMC layers have in-plane NPR and 
temperature dependent material properties. The governing differential equations for the GRMMC laminated 
cylindrical panels are formulated based on the Reddy's third order shear deformation shell theory and are solved 
by using a singular perturbation technique along with a two-step perturbation approach. Numerical investigation 
is carried out to study the influence of the in-plane NPR, the FG patterns, the thermal environmental conditions 
and the foundation stiffness on the postbuckling responses of the GRMMC laminated cylindrical panels under 
axial compressive load. The results reveal that the in-plane NPR can lead to a substantial change of the 
postbuckling behaviors of the GRMMC laminated cylindrical panels. 
 
Zongxing Zhang, Shanhua Xu, Youde Wang, Biao Nie and Tong Wei, “Local and post-buckling behavior of 
corroded axially-compressed steel columns”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107108, Vol. 157, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107108 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the effect of corrosion on the local and post-buckling behavior of axially-
compressed steel members, H-shaped Q345B steel columns with different corrosion degrees were obtained by 
accelerated corrosion test. Then, an axial compression test was performed to analyze the relationships between 
the failure mode, local buckling load, and ultimate load and the corrosion degree. Finally, more than 80 finite 
element models of steel columns with different corrosion parameters were established in the software 
ABAQUS, and a modified direct strength method for corroded axially-compressed steel stub columns 
considering local buckling was proposed. The results showed that the axial-load capacity of the axially-
compressed steel column decreased gradually with the increased degree of corrosion. The yield load, ultimate 
load and local buckling load of the most seriously corroded specimen decreased by 15.0%, 18.9% and 21.4%, 
respectively. The corrosion changed the failure modes of specimens and gradually decreased the half-



wavelength, which weakened the plastic deformation capability of specimens and led to the failure mode of the 
steel columns transforming from strength failure to stability failure. In addition, the corrosion pits had less of an 
effect on the axial-load capacity of specimens than the thickness loss. Under the same corrosion type, the 
location and size of the corrosion would not affect the ultimate load of the axially-compressed members, which 
only depended on the damage degree of weakest section. Finally, the proposed formula can accurately predict 
the post-buckling behavior and ultimate load of corroded H-shaped axially-compressed steel columns by 
comparing the experimental data with the finite element results and the results in the existing literature. 
 
Vinayak Kallannavar, Balaji Kumaran and S.C. Kattimani, “Effect of temperature and moisture on free 
vibration characteristics of skew laminated hybrid composite and sandwich plates”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107113, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107113 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the effect of variation in temperature and moisture concentration on 
free vibration response of skew laminated hybrid composite and sandwich plates. The coupled thermo-elastic 
and hygro-elastic finite element model is formulated using the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). 
Uniform temperature and moisture concentration rise is considered for the analysis. Soft-core viscoelastic 
materials are considered for the sandwich plates and are modeled using the complex modulus approach. Linear 
strain-displacement relations are used to develop a mechanical stiffness matrix, and the initial stress stiffness 
matrix is generated using non-linear strain-displacement relations to represent the non-mechanical stiffness 
matrix. Numerical examples for the generated finite element model are presented and discussed 
comprehensively to understand the effect of temperature, moisture concentration, skew angle, length to width 
ratio, length to thickness ratio, and boundary conditions on the vibration response of the laminated hybrid 
composite and sandwich plates. Further investigation is devoted to studying the influence of temperature and 
moisture concentration-dependent material properties, stacking sequence, core to face sheet thickness ratio, and 
fiber orientation on vibration behavioral response of sandwich and hybrid composite plates. 
 
Minzu Liang, Xiangyu Li, Yuliang Lin, Kefan Zhang and Fangyun Lu, “Multiobjective blast-resistance 
optimization of gradient foam sandwiched cylindrical container”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107114, Vol. 
157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107114 
ABSTRACT: The design and multiobjective optimization of graded foam-cored sandwich cylinders (GFSCs) 
composed of tubular face sheets and layered gradient foam core under internal air-blast loading were examined. 
The response surface method and nondominated sorting genetic algorithm were used in the defined optimization 
problem to determine the optimal face-sheet thickness and core gradient as well as achieve the minimum 
specific deflection of outer face sheet (SDF) and maximum specific energy absorption (SEA). Multiobjective 
optimization was subsequently conducted to obtain the Pareto front and improve the blast-resistant performance 
of the optimum GFSC configuration. Results obtained via these optimizations further indicated that the optimal 
GFSCs demonstrated better energy absorption characteristics than ordinary sandwich cylinders. Under the same 
SDF, SEA increased by 75.4% and 45.0% compared with that of the initial baseline design when the core 
gradient and face-sheet thickness were individually optimized, respectively. The joint optimization of face-sheet 
thicknesses and core gradient could significantly improve the blast-resistant performance by 171.1%. The 
optimization of GFSCs should primarily optimize the design variables with high-price performance ratio while 
reasonably arranging the design variable quantity, ensuring the controllable cost of calculation, and significantly 
improving the blast-resistant performance. The results also showed that the strength of CFSCs and the 
interaction between the face sheets and the core improved the blast-resistant capacity. The design optimization 
results could provide appropriate guidance in the crashworthiness design of GFSCs. 
 
Hailong Liu, Yuli Liu, Peng Zhang and Xiaoyu Du, “Effect of weld zone and corner with cold bending effect on 
wrinkling of rectangular welded tube in rotary draw bending”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107115, Vol. 
157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107115 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling of QSTE700 high strength steel thin-walled rectangular welded tube is easy to occur in 
rotary draw bending (RDB) process due to the existence of non-homogeneous weld zone and corner with cold 
bending effect. So the FE model of RDB of QSTE700 rectangular welded tube considering weld zone and 
corner with cold bending effect was established. Based on this FE model, the effect of weld zone and corner 
with cold bending effect on wrinkling of inner flange and side wall of rectangular welded tube in RDB was 
researched. The results showed that: when weld zone and corner with cold bending effect were studied 



separately, weld zone both increased the wrinkling height of inner flange and side wall. However, the influence 
of corner with cold bending effect on wrinkling height of side wall and inner flange was inconsistent, it reduced 
the wrinkling height of inner flange, but increased the wrinkling height of side wall. When the weld zone and 
corner interacted, the coupling effect between weld zone and corner with cold bending effect on wrinkling 
resulted in the decrease of wrinkling height of inner flange and increase of wrinkling height of side wall of 
rectangular welded tube in RDB. 
 
Zhenyu Liu, Minglong Yang, Jin Cheng, Di Wu and Jianrong Tan, “Stochastic isogeometric analysis for the 
linear stability assessment of plate structures using a Kriging enhanced Neural Network”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107120, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107120 
ABSTRACT: The stability of functionally graded porous plates with graphene platelets reinforcement (FGP-
GPLs) is investigated in this paper. Combining with a new metamodeling approach, namely the Kriging 
enhanced Neural Network, a stochastic isogeometric analysis (SIGA) framework is proposed for assessing the 
structural stability. The uncertainties of material properties of both FGP matrix and graphene platelets are 
considered in the form of random fields and variables. Karhunen-Loève expansion based Nyström method is 
applied to random field discretization. The Dagum function is adopted as a new kernel function to further 
improve the performance of the proposed approach. Statistical information including but not limited to 
statistical moments, probability density function (PDF), and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 
critical buckling load of the plate structure can be effectively estimated through a non-intrusive fashion. In order 
to illustrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed stochastic computational analysis, both 
theoretical and real-life engineering examples have been investigated in this study. 
 
Qinghu Wang and Deyu Wang, “Warping and shear behaviors involved in hull girder's torsional collapse 
process”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107123, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107123 
ABSTRACT: Any research and development of the analysis methods, theoretical or numerical ones, for 
evaluating hull girder's ultimate torsional strength must be based on a thorough understanding of the torsional 
collapse behaviors of the hull girder, especially for the warping and shear characteristics involved in hull 
girder's torsional collapse process. In this paper, firstly, the torsional collapse behaviors of a single-
compartment hull girder that could represent a scale model of the mid-ship compartment of a container ship are 
illustrated based on both experimental and numerical observations. Then, torsional collapse mechanisms of the 
global hull girder (i.e., the full-length model) are parametrically studied to figure out the major factors and the 
critical point that make the hull girder collapse in different failure mechanisms (i.e., warping or shear failure). 
Also, a formula is developed to quantitatively characterize the effect of hull girder's longitudinal dimension and 
transverse frameworks' rigidity on the ultimate torsional strength of the hull girder. Results show that the 
torsional collapse mechanisms between the single-segment hull girder and the global hull girder are very 
different due to warping effect. The longitudinal dimension and transverse frameworks of the global hull girder 
can have a considerable effect on hull girder's torsional collapse behaviors and ultimate torsional strength. The 
objective of this research is to make a detailed and comprehensive understanding of hull girder's torsional 
collapse process and behaviors, figuring out the major factors and the critical point that govern warping or shear 
failure mechanisms of the hull girder under torsion. 
 
Ganchao Chen, Yuansheng Cheng, Pan Zhang, Jun Liu, Changhai Chen, Yanjie Zhao and Haikun Wang, 
“Contact underwater explosion response of metallic sandwich panels with different face-sheet configurations 
and core materials”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107126, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107126 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of polyurethane (PU) foam core sandwich panels subjected to contact 
underwater explosions (UNDEXs) was experimentally investigated in this paper. The investigation focused on 
the effect of face-sheet configurations on the deformation/failure modes and protective performance of the 
target sandwich panels. Special attention was paid to discussing the relative performance and intrinsic 
mechanisms amongst PU foam core sandwich panels and other two groups of sandwich panels with polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) and aluminum (AL) foam cores. Multiple failure modes were exhibited by the post-tested 
specimens including petalling of the front face, fragment generation, petalling and Mode Itc of the back face, 
core perforation and global bending, as well as core-face debonding. Regardless of stand-off distances and core 



materials, a more efficient way to minimize the damage level of the target panels and the permanent 
deformation of witness plates is allocating more mass to the back face rather than the front one. The promising 
core material to resist the contact UNDEX is the PVC foam with a higher crushing strength when the impulse is 
relatively low. If the impulse possesses a high-level intensity enough to induce petalling failure of back faces, 
the AL foam with a higher perforation resistance would become the best option to avoid the generation of a 
back cap. 
 
Philip Schreiber, Christian Mittelstedt and Matthias Beerhorst, “Buckling of shear-deformable orthotropic 
laminated plates with elastic restraints”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107071, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107071 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents solutions for the buckling load of rectangular shear-deformable orthotropic 
laminated plates under uniaxial compression within the framework of Reddy's third-order shear deformation 
theory (TSDT). The supporting effect of the surrounding structure is represented by laterally attached rotational 
restraints. First, an analysis approach is presented that uses a simple energy-based formulation in the form of a 
Rayleigh-quotient for which specific and rather straightforward shape functions for the out-of-plane buckling 
deformations as well as for the rotational degrees of freedom are employed. Second, a Lévy-type solution is 
derived for the plate buckling problem in the framework of the TSDT. A comparison of the results with the 
Lévy-type solution and reference results shows that the analysis approach works with satisfying accuracy, thus 
making it suitable for engineering analysis of plates with arbitrary thickness especially when computational 
time and effort are essential factors. 
 
Farid Abed, Fadia Ajjan and Chahmi Oucif, “Buckling improvement of pretwisted universal steel beams”, 
Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107117, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107117 
ABSTRACT: Beams are structural components that are mainly utilized to resist flexure. However, beam 
sections are also commonly used to resist axial tension and compression in certain situations such as when they 
are used as truss members or braces. Pretwisting compression members strengthens their weak flexural plane 
and weakens their strong flexural plane, leading to an overall improvement in the buckling capacity. In this 
paper, pretwisting is applied to structural steel UB100 × 50 × 9.3 beam sections, both experimentally and 
numerically using finite element (FE) analysis, in an attempt to improve their critical buckling capacity. The 
experimental study consists of fourteen specimens of three different lengths and a variety of pretwist angles, 
while the linear-perturbation FE analysis considers ninety-one specimens of eight length groups and a pretwist 
angle range between 0° and 180°. In both studies, it was found that pretwisting improves the critical buckling 
capacity of UB100 × 50 × 9.3 beams. The linear-perturbation analysis also showed that the length of the 
members has no effect on the buckling capacity improvement, and that this improvement is highly significant 
under fixed-fixed end conditions but not under pinned-pinned conditions. 
 
A. Borković, G. Radenković, D. Majstorović, S. Milovanović, D. Milasinovic and R. Cvijić, “Free vibration 
analysis of singly curved shells using the isogeometric finite strip method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107125, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107125 
ABSTRACT: A novel method for the spatial discretization of two-dimensional domains is derived and applied 
to the problem of free vibrations of singly curved shells. This new method utilizes a tensor product of two 
independent families of lines to discretize the geometry and kinematics of a surface. The first family consists of 
NURBS functions which are implemented in agreement with the isogeometric approach. The second family of 
lines is a carefully selected series which satisfies boundary conditions a priori. The present hybrid formulation 
unifies spatial discretization schemes of the semi-analytical Finite strip method and the Isogeometric analysis. 
The obtained method inherits many features of both of the underlying techniques, e.g., high continuity in both 
directions, decoupling of the governing equations, and exact initial geometry. Thorough numerical analysis 
shows that this novel method is well-suited for the efficient and accurate free vibration analysis of singly curved 
thin shells. 
 
Pham Toan Thang, T. Nguyen-Thoi and Jaehong Lee, “Shape and material optimization for buckling behavior 
of functionally graded toroidal shells”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107129, Vol. 157, December 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107129 



ABSTRACT: For the first time, an investigation on the shape and material optimization for buckling behavior 
of functionally graded (FG) toroidal shells using differential evolution (DE) algorithm is presented in this paper. 
For buckling analysis, an analytical approach is used to derive governing equations, then combining with the 
Galerkin procedure to obtain the critical buckling load. In the optimization problem, the material distribution of 
functionally graded material is described by interpolated points whose coordinates of these interpolated points 
are located along the thickness direction of the toroidal shell using Hermite cubic functions. The design 
variables are volume fraction at the interpolated points. The DE algorithm is employed to find maximum critical 
buckling loads with ceramic volume fraction constraints. In the section of numerical results, the reliability of the 
current formulation is validated by several examples. Furthermore, a comprehensive examination of the 
influences of geometric and material parameters, etc., on the buckling behavior of the FG toroidal shells are 
performed. Besides, the study sets out to explore current optimal results to its effectiveness and robustness, in 
particular distributions, in order to examine its impact on critical buckling loads. 
 
Ahmad Alhajahmad and Christian Mittelstedt, “Design tailoring of curvilinearly grid-stiffened variable-stiffness 
composite cylindrically curved panels for maximum buckling capacity”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107132, Vol. 157, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107132 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the buckling performance of curvilinearly grid-stiffened variable-stiffness 
composite cylindrically curved panels subjected to in-plane compressive loads under different boundary 
conditions is addressed. A Python-Abaqus script is developed to perform the buckling analysis of the panels. A 
novel planar mesh wrapping based approach is proposed to ease modelling of such curved panels with complex 
geometry. This approach offers numerous advantages including but not limited to separately modelling the skin 
and stiffeners using conventional shell elements as well as studying the mesh convergence of each component 
independently leading to more efficient and robust finite element models appropriate for optimization 
implementation. Using the proposed approach various parametric studies are conducted to investigate the 
influence of the panel curvature and the stiffness variation created by the fibers and stiffeners on the buckling 
response. Subsequently, an optimization routine is implemented to simultaneously determine the optimal fiber 
and stiffener paths for maximum buckling capacity. It is shown that by replacing the straight stiffeners by 
curvilinear ones the buckling resistance of the grid-stiffened quasi-isotropic skins can be enhanced. It is also 
shown that the panel curvature has a significant effect on the optimal layout of the grid-stiffeners. Optimization 
results demonstrate that for shallow curved panels up to 100% improvement in the buckling performance can be 
achieved by concurrently optimizing the curvilinear fiber trajectories of both the skin and stiffeners compared to 
their straight fiber and stiffener design counterparts. 
 
Xiongfei Zhou and Lin Jing, “Deflection analysis of clamped square sandwich panels with layered-gradient 
foam cores under blast loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107141, Vol. 157, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107141 
ABSTRACT: Graded core sandwich structures have great potential for designing and optimization under 
special requirement. In the present work, the dynamic response of clamped square sandwich panel (SP) with 
layered-gradient metal foam core subjected to blast loading was investigated. A new yield criterion of SP with 
three-layer metal foam core was proposed, and the analytical solutions for maximum deflection over the center 
point of the panels were obtained. Furthermore, the corresponding results of finite element simulations and 
experiments were compared to validate the theoretical model. The numerical simulation and experimental 
results both show good agreements with theoretical predictions. It is shown that the uniform core SP is better 
than that of the gradient core one and the negative gradient SP is superior to that with positive gradient core in 
blast resistance for the same equivalent mass. Finally, the minimum mass designs of three-layer SP are stated by 
constructing geometry optimization diagram according to analytical formula. The theoretical analysis 
established is of great important in guiding engineering application of sandwich structure with multi-layer core 
under air-blast loading. 
 
D.M.M.P. Dissanayake, K. Poologanathan, S. Gunalan, K.D. Tsavdaridis, K.S. Wanniarachchi and B. 
Nagaratnam, “Numerical investigation of cold-formed stainless steel lipped channels with longitudinal 
stiffeners subjected to shear”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107179, Vol. 158, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107179 



ABSTRACT: The shear response of the cold-formed stainless steel lipped channel sections with longitudinal 
stiffeners has not been investigated adequately in the past. Therefore, this paper presents the details of 
numerical investigations conducted to study the shear behaviour of longitudinally stiffened cold-formed 
stainless steel lipped channel sections. Following a validation study of the finite element models of lipped 
channel sections, the effect of return lips and web stiffeners on the shear response of lipped channel sections 
was examined through comprehensive numerical parametric studies. In addition, numerical investigations were 
conducted to study the elastic shear buckling response of the sections and the shear buckling coefficients were 
back-calculated. It was found that the longitudinal web stiffeners enhance the shear buckling resistance of 
lipped channel sections considerably with increased stiffener depth. However, the shear capacity increment is 
not significant compared to plain lipped channel sections. The presence of the web stiffeners is found to be not 
preventing the out-of-plane buckling of the sections. The evaluation of Eurocode 3 and the direct strength 
method shear provisions for stainless steel channel sections with longitudinal stiffeners illustrates inaccurate 
capacity predictions. Therefore, modifications were proposed and comparisons reveal that the proposed 
provisions enhance the shear resistance predictions with good accuracy over the codified provisions. 
 
Hadi Arvin, Seyyed Mohammad Hossein Hosseini and Yaser Kiani, “Free vibration analysis of pre/post 
buckled rotating functionally graded beams subjected to uniform temperature rise”, Thin-Walled Structures, 
Article 107187, Vol. 158, January 2021,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107187 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a comprehensive examination is presented to study the free vibration treatment of 
pre- and post-buckled rotating functionally graded beams. The framework of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model 
alongside the von-Kármán strain-displacement relationship is employed to access the weak form of the 
nonlinear governing equations. The thermo-mechanical properties of the constituent materials are considered to 
be temperature-dependent. The nonlinear finite element method is accompanied by some proposed algorithms 
to release the pre/post-buckling natural frequencies. The outcomes for the pre/post-buckling fundamental 
natural frequencies reveal that rotating simply-clamped beams treat qualitatively different in comparison with 
the other boundary condition types including the clamped-simply one although stationary simply-clamped and 
clamped-simply beams treat similarly. 
 
Tian Yuan, Yi Yang, Xiangshao Kong and Weiguo Wu, “Similarity criteria for the buckling process of stiffened 
plates subjected to compressive load”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107183, Vol. 158, January 2021,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107183 
ABSTRACT: The coupled effect of geometric and material nonlinearity existing in the buckling process of the 
stiffened plates sometimes makes it difficult to evaluate their ultimate load capacity numerically. Therefore, so 
far, experimental tests are still indispensable in the design process of a complicated structure. However, the 
experimental methods for predicting the whole buckling process of a stiffened plate subjected to in-plane 
compressive load are still not well developed. In this paper, the fundamental element in the complicated bearing 
structures, stiffened plate, was set as the object, and its buckling process was deeply analysed. Then, a set of 
similarity criteria for the stiffened plate subjected to compressive load were proposed based on the 
Buckingham's Pi theorem, by which the designed scale models for experimental tests could keep similar to the 
real structures in the whole loading process. Then, the similarity criteria were verified by numerical simulations 
and experimental tests with different scale models. The work presenting in this paper may potentially contribute 
to improving the precision of the experimental prediction of the structural ultimate load capacity and the 
corresponding optimization works. 
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ABSTRACT: By proposing the unifier factors, a unified formulation for the generalized coupled thermo-visco-
elasticity response of hollow spheres based on the Lord–Shulman, Green–Lindsay, and Green–Naghdi models 
is developed. Kelvin–Voigt model is used in the current research to consider the viscoelastic response of the 
sphere. This formulation is used to capture the thermoviscoelastic response of finite isotropic hollow sphere 
under thermal shock. After transforming the one-dimensional radial equations into the non-dimensional form, 
finite element method (FEM) based on the Galerkin weak formulation is implemented. The governing equations 
are discretized through the radial domain utilizing FEM. The determined system of ordinary differential 
equations is traced using the average acceleration method as a type of Newmark time marching scheme. After 
validation, novel numerical results are demonstrated to analyze the influences of viscoelastic damping on the 
response of hollow sphere under rapid surface heating based on various types of generalized theories. 
 
Abubakr E.S. Musa, Madyan A. Al-Shugaa and Husain J. Al-Gahtani, “An equivalent imperfection-based FE 
simulation of the stability of dented cylindrical shells accounting for unintended imperfections”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107159, Vol. 158, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107159 
ABSTRACT: Metal cylindrical shells subjected to axial compressions are prone to buckling. The buckling 
strength is highly sensitive to geometric imperfections. Experimentally tested cylinders with intended 
imperfection have already, in most cases, inevitable (unintended) forms of imperfections, such as weld 
depressions at the weld joints, irregularity in the shape of the cylinder and imperfections due to 
loading/supporting conditions. The interaction between the effects of the intended and the unintended 
imperfections in the experimental investigations makes the determination of the sole effect of either one hard to 
be identified. To evaluate the buckling strength reduction due a certain intended form of imperfection such as a 
localized dent, the effect of the other hidden (unintended) imperfections should be accounted for, otherwise a 
misleading strength reduction value will be obtained. In this study, a simple approximate procedure accounting 
for the effect of the unintended imperfections is proposed and explained though a finite element (FE) analysis of 
experimentally tested specimens with intended dent imperfections. Geometric imperfections equivalent in their 
strength reduction to that of the unintended imperfections are introduced to the FE analysis and referred to as 
“equivalent imperfection”. The experimental value of the buckling strength for the intact specimen (without a 
dent but having unintended imperfections) along with the FE model are used to calibrate the equivalent 
imperfection that represents all possible forms of unintended imperfections. On the light of this study, general 
recommendations for conducting combined experimental-numerical parametric studies are proposed. 
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ABSTRACT: This article describes an experimental study of the impact behaviour of a novel composite 
corrugated core sandwich structure under low-velocity impact. Influences of geometric parameters of the novel 
sandwich core, such as thickness, height, and short span length were studied. Four different configurations of 
composite corrugated core sandwich structures were prepared and tested. The impact events were monitored 
using a high-speed camera and measured by an impact force transducer and accelerometer attached to the 
impactor. The results revealed that the increase of core thickness improved impact capacity while the increase 
of core height decreased sandwich strength by increasing elastic deformation. The damage status of the novel 
composite core sandwich was simulated and insight into the damage mechanism was gained with finite element 
analysis. This study proposes an improved numerical model by incorporating the effect of the impactor head 
which was able to predict the impact capacity to within 10% variation of the experimental results. The results 
also identified that the multi-cell composite corrugated core increased the impact capacity due to the continuity 
of the fibres between adjacent cells. Moreover, the trapezoidal composite corrugated sandwich core showed 
higher specific strength compared to traditional honeycomb, truss and foam cores. 
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Liping Wang, Meng Hu and Ben Young, “Tests of aluminum alloy perforated built-up sections subjected to 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the experimental investigation of aluminum alloy built-up flexural members 
with web perforations. The capacity of web would reduce due to losing of material. With the aim of identifying 
the influence of web holes on the flexural behavior and strength of aluminum alloy built-up sections, a total of 
28 aluminum alloy built-up beams with different lengths and hole diameters were tested under both three-point 
and four-point bending. The failure modes include local buckling, shear buckling, and combined distortional 
and local buckling, which depends on the cross-sectional slenderness, the hole size, the location of holes and 
other factors. The design formulae of the current Direct Strength Method (DSM) for the flexural strength and 
shear strength of cold-formed steel beams were used for predicting the strengths of the aluminum alloy built-up 
beams tested in this study. The predicted strengths were also compared with the experimental strengths. It was 
found that the current DSM can be used to predict the flexural and shear strengths of aluminum alloy perforated 
built-up beams, and the predicted results are generally conservative. 
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composite plates reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107161, Vol. 158, 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107161 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) reinforced composite (GPLRC) with 
matrix cracks by using element-free IMLS-Ritz method. The effective Young's modulus of each GPLRC layer 
is determined by the modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model while its Poisson's ratio and mass density are 
predicted according to the rule of mixtures. The degraded stiffness of cracked layers is modeled via the self-
consistent micromechanical model. The first-order shear deformation theory and first-order piston theory are 



employed to formulate aeroelastic model. Element-free IMLS-Ritz method is applied to discretize the equation 
of motion. The accuracy of the IMLS-Ritz results is examined by comparing the natural frequency and critical 
aerodynamic pressure with those obtained from published values. A comprehensive parametric study is carried 
out, with a particular focus on the effects of matrix crack density, distribution pattern, weight fraction, total 
number of layers, geometry of GPLs, and aspect ratio of plates on the flutter bound of matrix cracked GPLRC 
plates. 
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“Uplift mechanics of unanchored liquid storage tanks subjected to lateral earthquake loading”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107145, Vol. 158, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107145 
ABSTRACT: Motivated by the seismic response of unanchored liquid storage tanks, their uplift mechanism 
under strong lateral loading is examined. Using three-dimensional finite element models, nonlinear static 
analysis is conducted to define the moment-rotation relationship of uplifting tanks resting on rigid foundation 
and describe the evolution of critical response parameters with increasing level of lateral loading. Meridional 
and hoop stress, as well as their distribution and evolution with increased uplift are computed. Comparing the 
numerical results with the corresponding results from anchored tanks, striking differences are observed on the 
values of compressive meridional stresses and their distribution around the tank circumference. Cyclic analysis, 
associated with repeated uplift at both sides of the tank, is also performed, to obtain the corresponding 
hysteretic response and verify the assumption of nonlinear-elastic tank behaviour, used in several previous 
works. Finally, an analytical solution is developed, capable of describing tank uplift in an efficient manner. The 
analytical solution accounts for the special features of uplift, obtained from the finite element solution, and can 
be used for simple and reliable assessment of seismic performance in unanchored liquid storage tanks. 
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ABSTRACT: Aerospace and industries where both localised compliance and weight savings play a central role 
in design can benefit from using flexible hinges. These morphing structures use no mechanical hinges for 
folding. They fold by exploiting the limit point, i.e. the Brazier moment, of a geometrically nonlinear structural 
response characteristic of thin-walled beams under bending. Therefore, a smaller Brazier moment induces 
smaller non-classical stresses in the hinge during folding. Two aspects make cross-ply laminates attractive for 
designing flexible hinges. Firstly, the difference between the Brazier moment of an optimal symmetric generic 
laminate and that of an optimal symmetric cross-ply is relatively small. Secondly, cross-ply laminates do not 
exhibit extension-shear or bend-twist couplings which can induce complex deformations which can present 
challenges during design, especially considering that available analytical solutions of the Brazier moment 
neglect their effects. Driven by these premises, this work contributes to the preliminary design of flexible hinges 
by offering an analytical solution of the optimum symmetric cross-ply laminate for minimising the Brazier 
moment, which is subsequently validated through geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis. Moreover, 
this work provides insights into the prediction of the folding load considering the effects of local buckling 
instabilities. 
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ABSTRACT: To improve the load carrying capacity, structural stiffness, and impact resistance of a honeycomb 
sandwich structure, the honeycomb holes are filled with metallic tubes. Experimentally and numerically studies 
were carried out on the drop weight impact response of the tube-reinforced honeycomb sandwich structure. The 
results show that the stiffness and peak load of the honeycomb sandwich structure were increased by the 
metallic tube filler. The addition of tube filler made the Mises stress and deformation distribution of the front 
and back face-sheets more uniform. In addition, the tube-reinforced structure absorbed the impact energy more 
quickly than the empty honeycomb sandwich structure and the front face-sheet deformation was markedly 
reduced by tube reinforcement. The peak load and contact energy (the energy absorbed by the local deformation 
of sandwich structures) were predicted theoretically for both empty honeycomb sandwich structure and tube-
reinforced honeycomb sandwich structure. The finite element parametric study shown that, compared with the 
empty honeycomb sandwich structure, the maximum deflections of the front and back face-sheets of the 
globally filled tube-reinforced honeycomb sandwich structure were reduced by 18.6% and 36.4% respectively. 
The tube-reinforced honeycomb sandwich structure is a promising structure for weight sensitive applications 
owing to its improved load carrying capacity and impact resistance. 
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Rodrigues and M.G. Diniz, “Starred rolled stainless steel angle sections under compression: An experimental 
and numerical investigation”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107177, Vol. 158, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107177 
ABSTRACT: Angle sections have been extensively used in bridge bracings, communication and power towers, 
trusses and bracings diaphragms. Within these cases, a commonly adopted configuration is the starred section, 
usually achieved with an association of two equal-leg angles connected by welds or bolted plates. On the other 
hand, stainless steel has been increasingly being adopted in structural engineering due to its high versatility, 
high corrosion and excellent mechanical properties. This paper focus on the torsional buckling behaviour of 
A304 austenitic stainless steel starred angle rolled sections behaviour under compression. The adopted 
methodology involved an experimental campaign totalling eight tests. These tests were performed on 
L63.5 × 63.5 × 4.76 rolled sections in starred angle section assembled in three configurations: angles without 
internal connections; angles connected by welding; and angles connected by bolted plates. The experimental 
campaign was followed by comprehensive finite element simulations, considering geometrical and material 
nonlinearities, made to enlarge the database involving a torsional buckling failure mode. Subsequently, the 
results were also compared with Eurocode 3 (EC3) and two alternatives (Alpha and Lambda) design methods. 
The EC3 prediction presented more significant discrepancies compared to experimental and numerical results, 
confirming this code's natural conservatism. These discrepancies were not observed when the alternative (Alpha 
and Lambda) design methods were utilised to forecast the torsional buckling ultimate loads indicating a 
significant performance improvement. 
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Arash Sahraei, Payam Pezeshky, Siriwut Sasibut, Feng Rong and Magdi Mohareb, “Closed form solutions for 
shear deformable thin-walled beams including global and through-thickness warping effects”, Thin-Walled 
Structures, Article 107190, Vol. 158, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107190 
ABSTRACT: The present study develops a theory for the static analysis of thin-walled members with general 
asymmetric cross-sections. The theory captures global and through-thickness warping, in addition to shear 
deformation effects. Starting with the principle of stationary potential energy, the governing equilibrium 
equations are developed along with the possible boundary conditions. The theory leads to seven field equations 
in the axial displacement, lateral and transverse displacements, bending rotation angles, angle of twist, and 
warping deformation. Unlike conventional non-shear deformable thin-walled beams which predict a torsional 
response that is uncoupled from the flexural responses, the differential equations obtained herein are fully 
coupled when applied to beams with asymmetric cross-sections. Closed-form solutions are formulated for 
beams with asymmetric, monosymmetric, point symmetric, and doubly symmetric cross-sections. Comparisons 
with the predictions of previous thin-walled beam theories/finite elements and shell finite element solutions 
verify the validity of the present theory and quantify the effects of shear deformation, through-thickness 
warping, and the coupling arising from to shear deformation. Numerical examples illustrate the partial coupling 
effects arising in the special cases of monosymmetric, point symmetric, and doubly symmetric sections. 
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shells subjected to parametric excitation in thermal environment within FSDT”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107202, Vol. 158, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107202 
ABSTRACT: The conical shell structure is prone to dynamic instability when subjected to time dependent 
periodic axial loads and it can cause structural damage. Based on that this paper presents an accurate and semi-
analytical method for investigation the dynamic instability of porous functionally graded material (PFGM) 
conical shell in thermal environment. In the analysis, three common types of PFGM conical shells, namely, 
uniform, symmetric and asymmetric distribution are considered assuming that material properties are related to 
temperature. The governing equations of conical shell subjected to parametric excitation are established by the 
Hamilton's principle considering first order shear deformation theory. Then the Mathieu-Hill equations 
describing the parametric stability of conical shell are obtained by generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) 
method, and the Bolotin's method is utilized to obtain the first-order approximations of principal instability 
regions of shell structure. By comparing the numerical results with the existing solutions in open literature, the 
validity of the proposed theoretical model is verified. Finally, the influences of porosity distribution type, 
gradient index, radius-to-thickness ratio, porosity volume fraction and temperature fields on the dynamic 
stability of PFGM conical shell have been investigated, wherein for different porosity distribution types, the 
UPD type is more sensitive to gradient index as compared to other three types, while the SPD has the minimum 
relative width. 
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ABSTRACT: An initially curved beam is considered and its motion is constrained using two elastic constraints; 
the corresponding non-smooth nonlinear transverse dynamics is investigated for the first time. A clamped-
clamped beam with one axially movable end is modelled via Bernoulli-Euler beam theory together with the 
inextensibility condition, giving rise to nonlinear inertial terms along with nonlinear geometric terms. 
Furthermore, the damping is modelled via Kelvin-Voigt internal damping model. The proposed model is 
verified for linear and nonlinear behaviours via comparison to a finite element model. The impact between 
beam and constraints is incorporated via calculating its work contribution. The nonlinear equation of motion is 
derived while incorporating geometric, damping, inertial, and constraints nonlinearities. A series of spatial basis 
functions together with corresponding vibration modes are used as the proposed solution of the transverse 
displacement. A modal discretisation is performed via the weighted-residual method of Galerkin and the 
corresponding non-smooth terms are kept intact while conducting numerical integration. A numerical 
continuation technique is utilised to solve the resultant equations. The non-smooth response is obtained for 
various cases and the effects of several parameters are studied thoroughly. 
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ABSTRACT: Automotive crash boxes require a material selection with strength and ductility in a balanced 
combination. In this work, the behaviour of double-chamber AA6063 and AA6082 aluminium profiles 
subjected to quasi-static and dynamic axial crushing was studied experimentally. The profiles were stretched to 
two different levels between extrusion and artificial ageing to temper T6. The higher pre-stretch resulted in a 
more ductile material with a slightly lower ultimate tensile strength. By visual inspection and by studying X-ray 
Computed Tomography scans of the tested profiles, dynamic loading was found to cause a larger amount of 
fracture than quasi-static loading. 
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“Spline finite strip analysis of thin-walled flexural members subjected to general loading with intermediate 
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ABSTRACT: The design of cold-formed steel flexural members using the Direct Strength Method (DSM), use 
signature curves of cross-sections with the assumption of equal end moments and uniform stresses in the 
longitudinal direction. However, for beams subjected to general transverse loads, the assumption of longitudinal 
uniform stress is conservative. In calculating elastic critical loads of thin-walled flexural members, to 
incorporate a non-uniform variation of longitudinal stresses, this paper presents a spline finite strip 
computational procedure, which can also be used for beams with intermediate restraints. To the authors’ 
knowledge, such a procedure using spline finite strip is presented for the first time in the literature. The present 
formulation is comprehensive in its generality compared with similar works published. The membrane and 
shear stresses due to transverse loads on the beam are determined in the local direction of the plate at section 
knots of the spline strip. These stresses are incorporated in the geometric stiffness matrix, and buckling analysis 
is performed for calculating the elastic buckling load. Restraint matrices are incorporated in buckling analysis 
for the decomposition of buckling modes and for calculating mode participation. The proposed formulation is 
compared with generalized beam theory (GBT) for lipped channel cross-section with variation in span, general 
loading, and intermediate restraints. This method is demonstrated to be good for calculating elastic buckling 
stresses for the practical design of thin-walled flexural members. 
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ABSTRACT: To predict the low-velocity impact (LVI) and compression-after-impact (CAI) behaviour of 
woven carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites, a finite element (FE) model was developed 
addressing the inter-laminar and intra-laminar failure of the CFRP composites. First, LVI and CAI experiments 
were performed to obtain the force-displacement relations, failure modes, microscopic damage and CAI 
strength of the CFRP laminates, and the experimental results were utilised to validate the present FE model. The 
LVI and CAI responses of the composites obtained from the FE results agreed well with the experimental ones. 
Microscopic damage analysis of the CFRP composites after LVI and CAI tests was then conducted by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), indicating the occurrence of three failure modes, i.e. fibre breakage, matrix 
cracking and delamination, which were addressed in the FE model. Finally, the effects of impactor diameter and 
impact energy on the impact damage and CAI behaviours were determined using the present FE model, and the 
damage mechanism was correspondingly discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical approach on the nonlinear vibration of nanocomposite 
multilayer organic solar cell (NMOSC) subjected to the combination of wind load and uniform temperature 
change. The NMOSC comprises of five layers, which are made of Al, P3HT:PCBM, PEDOT:PSS, Graphene 
and Glass. Compared to common models of the NMOSC, ITO is replaced by graphene to control the output 
colors of NMOSC. The nonlinear motion equations and the compatibility equation are deriving by taking into 
account the effect of viscous damping, von Karman nonlinearity terms, elastic foundations and initial 
imperfection. The formula of the wind load is improved for consideration in the general case that the direction 



of the wind load is not just perpendicular to the structure. Four edges of the NMOSC are assumed to be simply 
supported and immovable in the transverse plane. The Galerkin and Runge – Kutta methods are applied to 
obtain the dynamic response and the natural frequency of the NMOSC. Four optimization algorithms (Bees 
Algorithm, Basic differential evolution algorithm, enhanced colliding bodies optimization algorithm, social 
group optimization algorithm) are used to determine the maximum value of natural frequency of the NMOCS, 
which depends on nine variables including the geometrical parameters, elastic foundations stiffness and 
temperature increment. In the numerical results, the effects of elastic foundations, initial imperfection, viscous 
damping ratio, temperature increment, wind load and the length to width ratio on the dynamic response and 
natural frequency are considered in details. The maximum values of the natural frequency of the NMOSC with 
four algorithms are obtained and compared. The results show that the optimal value obtained by four algorithms 
is close to each other. However, the calculation time with enhanced colliding bodies optimization algorithm is 
the fastest and with Bees Algorithm is the longest of all. 
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Meshal Almatrafi, Marios Theofanous, Marina Bock and Samir Dirar, “Slenderness-based design for sigma 
sections subjected to interior one flange loading”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107194, Vol. 158, January 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107194 
ABSTRACT: Due to their thin-walled nature and complex geometry, cold-formed steel purlins are prone to a 
variety of instabilities. Sigma purlins are a family of cold-formed steel members with folding-lines along their 
webs. The non-straight geometry of their web is beneficial in terms of reducing the susceptibility of the web to 
local buckling, however, it increases their susceptibility to web crippling when the purlins are subjected to 
concentrated transverse loads and hence it may reduce their overall moment resistance. This paper reports a 
series of experiments on sigma purlins under the interior-one-flange (IOF) loading condition. Two different 
section geometries and three different bearing plate widths were examined. To investigate further the effect of 
web geometry on the IOF web crippling strength of sigma sections, an FE model was developed and validated 
against the reported test results. Following successful replication of the experimental observations, a 
comprehensive parametric study was performed, and several sigma sections covering a wide range of cross-
sectional geometries and slenderness were numerically modelled. Finally, a slenderness-based (or direct 
strength) design approach previously developed for the web crippling design of channel and hat sections is 
extended to sigma sections. 
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Mohammad Arefi and Farshid Najafitabar, “Buckling and free vibration analyses of a sandwich beam made of a 
soft core with FG-GNPs reinforced composite face-sheets using Ritz Method”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 
107200, Vol. 158, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107200 
ABSTRACT: The present paper studies buckling and free vibration analyses of sandwich beam. The sandwich 
beam is composed of a soft core integrated with functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced 
composite face sheets. Kinematic relations are developed based on Extended Higher-Order Sandwich Beam 
Theory (EHSPT). The governing equations are derived using Ritz-Lagrange formulation. The effective 
mechanical properties of epoxy/GPLs composites are obtained from the Halpin-Tsai micro-mechanical model 
and rule of mixture. The numerical results are obtained using the Ritz Method. The natural frequencies and 
buckling loads are obtained in terms of weight fraction and distribution of graphene nanoplatelets, length to 
thickness ratio, core to surface ratio, and different boundary conditions. Before presentation of complete 
numerical results, a comparative study is presented to check trueness and correctness of the results. It is 
concluded that maximum and minimum natural frequencies and critical buckling loads of sandwich nanobeam 
are obtained for FG-X and FG-O distributions, respectively. 
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composite walls withre-entrant profiled faceplates”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107196, Vol. 158, January 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2020.107196 
ABSTRACT: Profiled steel sheets are widely used in composite wall systems to form profiled double-skin 
composite walls (PDSCWs), serving as structural components in low- and medium-rise building structures. By 
using the profiled faceplates with re-entrant corrugations, the trough regions not only form vertical ribs to 
enhance the stability performance of the faceplates, but can also hook to the infilled concrete to eliminate the 
need for additional connecting elements. The sectional strength of the PDSCWs under combined axial and out-
of-plane bending loads is investigated in this paper. A nonlinear finite element (FE) model is presented for 
simulating the combined axial and bending resistant behaviour, which is validated by comparing with 
independent series of tests. A numerical parametric study is conducted, which involves the parameters including 
faceplate thickness, wall depth, faceplate steel strength, infilled concrete strength and faceplate type, and the 
interaction curves between ultimate axial and bending resistance (N-M curves) are obtained based on extensive 
models with different eccentricities. By introducing a sectional analysis model which considers the local 
buckling effect of faceplates, the sectional axial and bending strength of PDSCWs is theoretically evaluated. By 
comparing the derived N-M interaction curve against FE results, it is found that the proposed design formulas 
are capable of conservatively predicting the ultimate resistance of the PDSCWs under combined axial and 
bending effects. Hence, these formulas can provide valuable references for designing the PDSCWs in practise. 
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ABSTRACT: A 3D UOE manufacturing process is established by ABAQUS software in this study with the 
consideration of detailed boundary conditions. From two aspects of geometric profile and material distribution, 
the effects of each forming step are determined from three directions: circumferential direction, radial direction 
and longitudinal direction. As for the geometric profile of the 3D UOE model, the radius distribution of X70 is 
more concentrate around the nominal value than X80 pipe. As the longitudinal deformation in O forming and 
expansion step is not uniform, greater compression ratio and expansion ratio are needed for reducing section 
ovality. Under the effect of twice expansion steps, the ovality in the overlapping area is smaller than that in the 
region subjected to one-step calibration. As for the structural behavior of UOE pipe, the weakest position of the 
pipe after UOE manufacturing process is determined according to the principle of Bauschinger effect. Different 
with 2D model, 3D UOE pipe has a stronger collapse resistance under the effect of low ovality and the 
supporting of neighboring sections. Comparing with the offshore standard DNV-OS-F101, the accuracy of 3D 
UOE model is verified whose resistance to the external pressure is more sensitive with the expansion ratio than 
the internal pressure. 
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ABSTRACT: The subject of the study were thin plate elements with a central cut-out of regular shapes, made of 
carbon-epoxy composite, subjected to uniform compression. The purpose of the analysis was the possibility of 
using such elements as elastic elements, which stiffness can be designed by changing the geometric parameters 
of the cut-out and by the appropriate configuration of the composite layers layout. To ensure the stable work of 
the structure in the postcritical range, in the plate construction an unsymmetrical composite layer layout was 
used, having selected B matrix couplings, described in i.a. by York and Altenbach. For the adopted solution, a 



numerical analysis of the structure using the finite element method was carried out. The scope of numerical 
simulations included linear analysis of eigen problem and calculations using geometrically non-linear 
procedures. The numerical tool used in research was the ABAQUS® program. Experimental studies were 
carried out on an universal testing machine using the optical ARAMIS system. The purpose of the calculations 
was to select the laminate layer layout ensuring the lowest flexural-torsional buckling form, ensuring stable 
work of the structure in the postcritical range. 
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“Research on the progressive collapse resistance of single-layer cylindrical latticed shells with AH joints”, 
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ABSTRACT: Progressive collapse accidents of single-layer latticed shells introduce a serious threat to public 
safety. The progressive collapse-resisting capacity (PCRC) has gradually become an essential requirement in 
the design of spatial structures. In this study, the progressive collapse test and numerical simulation of a single-
layer cylindrical latticed shell were conducted to evaluate the effect of the joint stiffness on the PCRC of 
fabricated single-layer latticed shells. A combined spring model was established to simulate the semi-rigid 
performance of fabricated joints in the FEA. The failure mechanism of single-layer cylindrical latticed shells 
with different joint systems was thoroughly discussed from multiple perspectives. The results show that the 
combined spring model can accurately simulate the progressive collapse of a single-layer latticed shell with 
semi-rigid joints. The progressive collapse of the cylindrical latticed shell with type-II AH joints showed brittle 
features during the test. Most joints experienced connection failure. Although the rigid jointed shell and latticed 
shell with type-II AH joints have much higher PCRC, the semi-rigid jointed shell with type-I AH joints has 
better ductility during progressive collapse. This paper offers a reference for the progressive collapse-resisting 
design of latticed shells with fabricated joints. 
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characterization of CFRP X-core sandwich panels”, Thin-Walled Structures, Article 107144, Vol. 158, January 
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ABSTRACT: A hot-press molding technique is developed to design and manufacture carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) X-core sandwich panels that allowed both the composite face sheets and its X-core to be 
simultaneously molded together. Compression tests were performed on the sandwich panels to assess the effects 
of relative density on its compressive properties and the failure mode that it develops. Analytical models were 
developed to predict the panel stiffness and strength; and a failure map of its deformation mode is generated 
based on the geometric parameters of the unit cell. Linear and nonlinear finite element analyses were performed 
to further investigate the effects of initial geometric imperfection and progressive damage on the response of the 
sandwich panels with different cell wall slenderness. Predictions from analytical and numerical models will be 
shown to be in good agreement with the experiments. The CFRP X-core sandwich panels will be shown to 
attain good compressive properties that are comparable to typical high strength cellular materials, which will be 
potentially useful for lightweighting applications. 
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ABSTRACT: In a recent work [1], the authors proposed a versatile and computationally efficient method to 
model thin-walled members with complex geometries, which combines standard shell and GBT-based (beam) 
finite elements. In the present paper, the approach is extended to the physically non-linear case (in particular, J2 
plasticity), by using an adaptive mesh refinement strategy that updates the finite element model such that the 
plastic zones are handled by the shell elements, whereas the elastic prismatic beam parts are dealt with using 
standard GBT-based elements with a minimum number of deformation modes (hence a minimum number of 
DOFs). This proposed approach offers two advantages: (i) versatility, in the sense that non-prismatic zones can 
be easily modelled, using shell elements, and (ii) computational efficiency, since the adaptive plastic zones are 
confined to the shell substructures, which require a much lower computational cost than GBT elements in 
handling physically non-linearity, whereas the elastic zones are most efficiently dealt with by GBT elements. 
For illustrative purposes, three examples are presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed approach. 
These examples concern (i) a simply supported hat section beam, (ii) a lipped channel cantilever with two long 
holes in the web and (iii) a plane frame with I-section members. For comparison and validation purposes, full 
shell finite element model solutions are provided. It is concluded that, in all cases, the proposed approach leads 
to excellent results throughout the load-displacement range considered. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the ultimate strength of steel-concrete composite cellular beams, 
considering the web post buckling. The numerical model is calibrated via experimental tests consolidated in the 
literature by geometrical non-linear analyses. Asymmetric and symmetric sections are investigated. For each 
section, the ratio of the web-post width to opening diameter, and opening diameter to the depth of the parent 
section are varied. The results are compared with analytical procedures. In the models, web post buckling and 
the Vierendeel mechanism were observed. The end post width affected the ultimate behavior of the concrete 
slab. The calculation procedures proved to be conservative. 
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ABSTRACT: While the nominal material properties given in material specifications are suitable for design 
purposes, for the generation of realistic numerical parametric results that are ‘equivalent’ to physical 
experiments, material properties that are representative of actual structural members are required. Standardised 
values for these properties are proposed herein. Following analysis of a comprehensive database of material test 
data from different stainless steel products, values for the yield stress fy, the ultimate tensile stress fu, the strain at 
ultimate tensile stress εu and the Ramberg-Osgood parameters n and m are proposed. This enables the generation 
of standardised stress-strain curves for typical austenitic, duplex and ferritic stainless steel sections. Following 
this, an extensive numerical modelling study, incorporating the proposed standardised material parameters, was 
carried out to investigate the effect of production route (cold-formed and hot-finished) and material grade 
(austenitic, duplex and ferritic) on the flexural buckling behaviour and design of stainless steel square, 
rectangular and circular hollow section compression members. The FE generated flexural buckling data, 
combined with column test data from the literature, were used to derive a series of buckling curves for the 
design of stainless steel compression members. The suitability of the proposals was confirmed by means of 
reliability analysis. 
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stainless steel unlipped channels with fastened flanges under end-two-flange loading condition”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 152, pp 12-28, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.03.032 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a combination of tests and non-linear finite element analyses is used to investigate 
the web crippling strength of cold-formed ferritic stainless steel unlipped channels with fastened flanges under 
the end-two-flange (ETF) loading condition; the cases of both unlipped channels with and without web holes 
are considered. The results of 27 web crippling tests are presented, with 9 tests conducted on unlipped channels 
without web holes and 18 tests conducted on unlipped channels with web holes. In the case of tests with web 
holes, the holes are located either centred or offset to the load and reaction plates. An extensive parametric 
study is undertaken, using quasi-static finite element analysis, to investigate the effects of web holes. The 
strengths obtained from reduction factor equations are first compared to strengths calculated from equations 
recently proposed for cold-formed stainless steel lipped channels. It is demonstrated that the strength reduction 
factor equations previously proposed for cold-formed stainless steel lipped channels can be unconservative for 
cold-formed ferritic stainless steel unlipped channels by up to 10%. The laboratory investigation also shows 
that, for the case of unlipped channels without web holes, the European Standard (EN 1993-1-4) and the 
American Society of Civil Engineers Specification (SEI/ASCE-8) are too conservative by 43% and 28%, 
respectively. From both laboratory and finite element results, web crippling design equations are proposed for 
both sections, with and without web holes 
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Numerical modeling and development of design rules”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 152, pp 
29-41, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.05.036 
ABSTRACT: Experimental results and finite element (FE) analysis results on stainless steel lipped C-section 
beams are scarce. Therefore, a series of tests were performed on S30408 stainless steel, including 6 major-axis 
bending and 6 weak-axis bending specimens. Two numerical modelling programmes, major-axis bending and 
weak-axis bending, have been carried out to investigate the behavior of stainless steel lipped C-section beams. 
The numerical models, which were developed using the FE package ABAQUS, were verified by experimental 
results. The models were used to conduct parametric studies of the impact of key parameters on the moment 
capacity of stainless steel lipped C-section beams subject to failure by local buckling. Finally, based on FE 
analysis of 238 specimens under major-axis bending and 229 members under weak-axis bending, direct strength 
equations for lipped C-section stainless steel beams under major-axis bending and weak-axis bending are 
proposed. A comparison of test results with equation predictions indicates that the formulas have high accuracy 
and reliability and can accurately calculate the moment capacity of stainless steel lipped C-section beams. 
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and numerical investigation of austenitic stainless steel hot-rolled angles under compression”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 152, pp 42-56, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.05.033 
ABSTRACT: Flexural and flexural-torsional buckling are stability phenomena and the controlling limit state for 
carbon steel angle columns. When these columns are made of austenitic stainless steel, some structural response 
differences are expected and motivated the present investigation. In fact, the stainless steel grade has been 
investigated in last few years due to unique proprieties in comparison with the carbon steel grades. Therefore, 
this paper aimed to enlarge the available experimental data for austenitic angles under compression. To fulfil 
these objectives, thirteen specimens were tested on 64 × 64 × 6.4 hot rolled equal-legs angles with lengths 
varying from 250 mm to 1500 mm. A numerical study has been developed comparing the results with 
experimental tests. In addition, a parametric analysis was performed where the slenderness and cross sections 
ranges were expanded to investigate their influence on the structural behaviour. These results were compared to 
Eurocode 3 part 1–4 and enabled the suggestion of better-suited values for the adopted Eurocode column curve 
parameters λ0 and α, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT: Stainless steel is widely used in construction due to its combination of excellent mechanical 
properties, durability and aesthetics. Towards more sustainable infrastructure, stainless steel is expected be 
more commonly specified and to feature in more substantial structural applications in the future; this will 
require larger and typically welded cross-sections. While the structural response of cold-formed stainless steel 
sections has been extensively studied in the literature, welded sections have received less attention to date. The 
stability and design of conventionally welded and laser-welded austenitic stainless steel compression members 
are therefore the focus of the present research. Finite element (FE) models were developed and validated against 
a total of 59 experiments, covering both conventionally welded and laser-welded columns, for which different 
residual stress patterns were applied. A subsequent parametric study was carried out, considering a range of 
cross-section and member geometries. The existing experimental results, together with the numerical data 
generated herein, were then used to assess the buckling curves given in European, North American and Chinese 
design standards. Following examination of the data and reliability analysis, new buckling curves were 
proposed, providing, for the first time, design guidance for laser-welded stainless steel members. 
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ABSTRACT: Concrete filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns have attracted increasing research 
interests in the last decade. This paper briefly introduces the material properties of stainless steel and reviews 
recent research on behaviour of CFSST columns and joints at both ambient and elevated temperatures. The 
reviewed studies include tests of bond behaviour between the stainless steel tube and core concrete, and the 
static behaviour of CFSST stub columns, slender columns, beams, stainless steel-concrete-carbon steel double-
skin tubular columns, and concrete filled bimetallic tubular columns. The cyclic behaviour of CFSST beam-
columns under combined axial and lateral cyclic loading as well as the impact behaviour of CFSST columns is 
also introduced. Fire test results of full-scale CFSST columns are presented along with finite element analysis 
results. The behaviour of composite joints with CFSST columns is also briefly reviewed in this paper. Based on 
the previous research, future research directions on CFSST are summarised and discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: A finite element analysis and design of austenitic and duplex stainless steel tubular section beam-
columns is presented in this paper. The nonlinear finite element model was verified against experimental results 
of stainless steel tubular section beam-columns and beams. In this study, square and rectangular hollow sections 
were investigated. It was shown that the finite element model closely predicted the ultimate loads and failure 
modes of the tested beam-columns and beams. Hence, the finite element model was used for an extensive 
parametric study. The axial compressive strengths of the beam-column specimens predicted by the finite 
element analysis are compared with the design strengths calculated using the linear interaction equation and 
direct strength method. Reliability analysis was performed to assess the reliability of these design rules. It is 
shown that these design rules generally provide accurate and reliable predictions for stainless steel tubular 
section beam-columns. Design recommendations for linear interaction equation and the direct strength methods 
are proposed for stainless steel SHS and RHS beam-columns. 
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compression and minor axis bending – Part 2: Parametric studies and design”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 152, pp 162-172, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.03.028 
ABSTRACT: Following the experimental study and finite element (FE) model validation described in the 
companion paper, numerical parametric studies and the evaluation of design provisions for stainless steel 
channel sections under combined axial compressive load and minor axis bending moment are presented herein. 
The parametric studies were carried out to generate additional structural performance data over a wider range of 
cross-section aspect ratios and slendernesses, loading combinations and bending orientations. The test data and 
numerical results have been carefully analysed to develop a comprehensive understanding of the structural 
performance of stainless steel channel sections under combined compression and minor axis bending moment, 
and to assess the accuracy of the existing design provisions in Europe and North America. Comparisons of 
ultimate loads from the tests and FE simulations with the codified resistance predictions revealed that the 
current design standards typically under-estimate the capacity of stainless steel channel sections under 
combined compression and minor axis bending moment; this is attributed primarily to the neglect of material 
strain hardening and the employment of conservative interaction formulae. Improved design rules featuring 
more efficient interaction curves, anchored to more precise end points (i.e. cross-section resistances under pure 
compression and bending moment), are then proposed and presented. The new design proposals are shown to 
yield both more accurate and more consistent resistance predictions over the existing design provisions. Finally, 
statistical analyses are presented to confirm the reliability of the new design proposals according to EN 1990. 
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January 2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.04.019 
ABSTRACT: In structural frames, second order effects refer to the internal forces and moments that arise as a 
result of deformations under load (i.e. geometrical nonlinearity). EN 1993-1-1 states that global second order 
effects may be neglected if the critical load factor of the frame αcr is greater than or equal to 10 for an elastic 
analysis, or greater than or equal to 15 when a plastic global analysis is used. No specific guidance is provided 
in EN 1993-1-4 for the design of stainless steel frames, for which the nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of the 
material will result in greater deformations as the material loses its stiffness. A study of the effects of material 
nonlinearity on the stability of stainless steel frames is presented herein. A series of different frame geometries 
and loading conditions are considered. Based on the findings, proposals for the treatment of the influence of 
material nonlinearity on the global analysis and design of stainless steel frames are presented. 
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steel beam-columns with hollow sections under fire”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 152, pp 
274-283, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.04.018Get 
ABSTRACT: This research work presents a parametric numerical study on the resistance at elevated 
temperatures of stainless steel members, subjected to combined bending and axial compression. Previous 
studies have shown the need for the development of further research works aiming at better predicting the fire 
behaviour of stainless steel beam-columns. However they have only considered beam-columns composed of 
stocky I sections. Hence, this paper focuses on austenitic stainless steel (European grade 1.4301 also known as 
304) beam-columns composed of square hollow sections (SHS) and circular hollow sections (CHS), considering 
different cross-sections classes (1 to 4), according to Eurocode 3 (EC3) classification. 
The numerical analyses were performed using the finite element program SAFIR, with material and geometric 
non-linear analysis considering imperfections. The influence of the following parameters was evaluated: 
bending moment diagram shape, cross-section slenderness considering the local buckling occurrence on the 
thin-walled sections, and member slenderness for the global instability due to flexural buckling. 
Comparisons between the obtained numerical results and the interaction curves of Eurocode 3 are presented. 
The results show that specific design approach should be developed for these stainless steel members under fire 
situation, taking into account the above mentioned parameters. 
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concrete-filled circular steel tube stub columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 42-54, 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.09.032 
ABSTRACT: Reactive powder concrete (RPC) is a type of ultra-high strength concrete that has a relatively high 
brittleness. However, its ductility can be enhanced by enclosure in a steel tube. This paper presents an 
experimental study of the axial compressive behavior of RPC-filled circular steel tube stub columns. Twenty 
short composite columns under axial compression are tested and information on their load-deformation 
behavior, axial load capacity, failure modes and confinement mechanism are presented. The effects of tube 
thickness, mix design, loading and curing conditions on the compressive strength of these columns are 
discussed. The experimental results show that: (1) confinement increases the load capacity of the test specimens 
by 3% to 38%, (2) the increase in load capacity is more pronounced when the confinement coefficient (defined 
as the ratio of axial load capacity of the steel tube to the RPC core) is high, (3) the load capacity also increases 
when the steel tube is not subjected to any direct axial stress, when a larger amount of steel fibers is added, or 
when a higher curing temperature is used, (4) the transverse to axial strain ratio can be used as an indicator to 
determine when the effect of confinement develops. Using the measured strains and theories of elasticity and 
plasticity, the stresses in the steel tube and the PRC core are calculated, from which expressions for the peak 
stress of confined RPC are proposed. Equations for stress-strain curves that can be used to describe the behavior 
of confined RPC are derived. 
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ABSTRACT: The system of governing differential equations of stability of centrically loaded members with 
rigid open cross-sections was presented by Kappus in 1937 and by Vlasov in 1940. In 1941 Goľdenvejzer 
published a solution of this system by Bubnov-Galerkin's variational method using eigenfunctions of flexural 
vibration modes as fundamental functions. The result is a formula for torsional-flexural critical force 
calculation. 
The simplified formula for torsional-flexural critical force calculation is in EN 1993-1-3 as formula (6.35). This 
formula gives exact values of elastic critical force for torsional-flexural buckling of centrically loaded members 
with monosymmetric cross-section only if the flexural boundary conditions are the same as the torsional 
boundary conditions at both member ends. The Goľdenvejzer's formula differs from (6.35) by allowing 
different flexural boundary conditions to the torsional ones. Goľdenvejzer takes this into account by introducing 
factor α. 
The purpose of this paper is to verify whether the factor α can correctly include the influence of combinations 
of flexural and torsional boundary conditions which Goľdenvejzer did not investigate, and to verify if the 
simplified formula (6.35) may be used for any boundary conditions. The authors used Goľdenvejzer's method 
for 8 different shapes of monosymmetric cross-sections for all 100 theoretical possible combinations of 
boundary conditions, and for two different fundamental functions: a) eigenfunctions of flexural vibration modes 



(which were also used by Goľdenvejzer) and b) eigenfunctions of buckling modes (which is a more natural 
choice). All results are verified by the finite element method with 1D member elements. 
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of cellular beams according to the possible updating of EC3”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
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ABSTRACT: Researchers have not yet reached a consensus on which buckling curve to use for the calculation 
of the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) resistance of cellular steel beams in the current version of EC3. In 
addition, there is a new proposal for the future update of EC3, in which the imperfection factor is a function of 
the elastic section modulus, as well as material imperfections. The aim of this study is to investigate the LTB 
resistance of cellular steel beams by modifying the distribution of residual stresses after the manufacturing 
process. Geometrical and material nonlinear analysis are performed using the software ABAQUS 6.12. The 
cellular steel beams are simply supported, with fork-supports at the end, and subjected to uniform bending, mid-
span concentrated load and uniformly distributed loads. In the latter two cases, neutral and destabilizing effects 
of loading are considered. The results are compared to analytical procedures, international standards, and also, 
with the possible EC3 updating. It was concluded that the calculation prescription of the new proposal, 
considering the imperfection factor that meets the magnitude of the residual stresses after the manufacturing 
process of cellular steel beams, is effective, accurate and conservative for LTB resistance in inelastic and elastic 
behavior. However, for the case of stocky cellular steel beams, whose shear stress is preponderant, ultimate 
limit states, such as Vierendeel mechanism and web post buckling, must be verified first. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, a theoretical model called the improved softened membrane model for torsion 
(ISMMT) is proposed for evaluating prestressed composite box girders with corrugated steel webs 
(PCBGCSWs) under pure torsion. First, considering the mechanical properties of PCBGCSWs, a series of 
equations are derived from equilibrium and compatibility conditions and constitutive relationships of the 
materials. In the equations, the criteria of shear flow equivalence and shear strain equivalence are adopted to 
determine the relationships between the concrete flanges and the corrugated steel webs (CSWs) before and after 
the yielding of the CSWs, respectively. Then, the solution algorithms, including a general algorithm for the 
entire torsional process and a simplified algorithm for the stage when both steel bars, the prestressing steel and 
the CSWs are in the elastic state, of the ISMMT are presented to solve all the equations. To validate the 
feasibility of the proposed theoretical model, the experimental results of a prismatic PCBGCSW under pure 
torsion available in the literature are selected for comparison. Additionally, a three-dimensional (3D) finite 
element (FE) model of the specimen is established using ABAQUS software. The results from the theoretical 
model, including the overall torque-twist curve, shear strain in the CSWs and strains in the prestressing steels 
and steel bars, are compared with those from the FE model and the experiment. The theoretical, numerical and 
experimental results are in good agreement, demonstrating that the proposed analytical model accurately 
predicts the torsional behaviour of the PCBGCSWs under pure torsion, including the torsional behaviour during 
the pre- and post-cracking stages. 
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Hui Ma, Jing Dong, Guangbin Hu and Yunhe Liu, “Axial compression performance of composite short columns 
composed of RAC-filled square steel tube and profile steel”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
153, pp 416-430, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.10.018 
ABSTRACT: An axial compression test was conducted for 11 composite short columns composed of recycled 
aggregate concrete (RAC)-filled square steel tube and profile steel, to explore their axial compression 
behaviour. The following main design parameters of columns were considered: recycled coarse aggregate 
(RCA) replacement percentage, width-thickness ratio of square steel tube, profile steel ratio and RAC strength. 
The failure process and modes, load-displacement and load-strain curves and axial stiffness of specimens were 
obtained and analysed in detail. Results showed the similar failure process and modes of each specimen. 
Specifically, the profile steel yielded before the square steel tube, and the internal RAC was crushed 



subsequently. Bulging deformation was evident on square steel tube, thus indicating that the column lost its 
bearing capacity. With the increase in RCA replacement percentage and width-thickness ratio of the square steel 
tube, the axial bearing capacity of specimens decreased remarkably. However, the axial bearing capacity of 
columns increased with the increase in profile steel ratio and RAC strength. These design parameters 
remarkably influenced the initial stiffness of the short columns, but exerted minimal effect on stiffness 
degradation at the latter stage of loading. Overall, the composite short columns exhibited high bearing capacity 
and good deformability in the tests. On this basis, a calculation formula for the axial bearing capacity of the 
columns was established through theoretical analysis and by considering the adverse effects of RCA 
replacement percentage. The calculated results showed good agreement with the experimental findings, thus 
verifying the validity of the established formula. The research conclusions can provide references for 
engineering applications on this type of columns. 
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Peng Zhou and Yan-Lin Guo, “Design of multiple cross-arm PCS-BRBs considering asymmetric imperfection 
and initial pre-tensioning force”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 431-448, February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.10.008 
ABSTRACT: Multiple cross-arm Pre-tensioned Cable Stayed Buckling-Restrained Braces (MPCS-BRBs) can 
significantly enhance the elastic buckling performance and load resistance over common double-tube BRBs 



because of the additional cable stayed system. Previous studies conducted by the authors intended to investigate 
the lower limits of restraining ratios of MPCS-BRBs with pin-ended stays subjected to either monotonic or 
cyclic axial loads, where the initial geometric imperfection was taken to be consistent with the first order 
buckling mode. This study is a continuation of the previous paper, and it aims to explore interactive buckling of 
MPCS-BRBs with pin-ended stays in order to obtain a safe estimate of their load-carrying capacities through 
nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA). In addition, interactive buckling of MPCS-BRBs is considered by 
introducing a series of asymmetric imperfections that are the mixtures of symmetric and antisymmetric 
imperfections during buckling analysis. The effects of different imperfections (symmetric, antisymmetric, and 
asymmetric) and initial pre-tensioning force of cables on the load-carrying capacities of the MPCS-BRBs with 
and without minor diagonal cables are explored and compared. Furthermore, a conservative design approach for 
those MPCS-BRBs can be established by fulfilling the corresponding lower limits of restraining ratios and 
optimal initial pre-tensioning force of cables based on the findings considering different types of initial 
geometric imperfections. Finally, such a conservative design approach is validated through nonlinear FEA for 
MPCS-BRBs subjected to either monotonic or cyclic axial loads. The findings in this study could provide 
guidance for a preliminary conservative design of the MPCS-BRBs in actual engineering applications. 
 
Joao Paulo C. Rodrigues and Luis Liam, “Comparing fire behaviour of restrained hollow stainless steel with 
carbon steel columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 449-458, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.10.027 
ABSTRACT: Although structural fire performance of hot-rolled carbon steel columns is already well known, 
limited design specifications are available for stainless steel columns. European fire design guidelines allow for 
a different material strength and stiffness degradation at high temperatures for stainless steel and, yet, the same 
buckling curve is recommended for stainless steel and carbon steel columns. This paper reports an experimental 
investigation on the structural behaviour of hollow steel columns under fire conditions for assessing mainly 
their fire resistance, critical temperatures and failure modes. The main variables tested included the: (a) cross-
section type (circular, square); (b) axial load ratio (0.30 and 0.70); and (c) steel type (carbon and austenitic 
stainless steel). The structural fire behaviour of stainless steel columns was hence compared with similar carbon 
steel columns. Furthermore, European fire design methods both for the prediction of the temperature evolution 
on stainless steel members and for the estimation of the critical temperature of this type of column were also 
used to compare with experimental data. As well as that, the experimental results were still compared with 
predictions from other available analytical models, taking into account changes in the buckling curve 
established in the European design rules. Finally, such design rules were found to be over-conservative for high 
load ratios and so the development of a different design buckling curve might be useful for an accurate 
prediction of the fire resistance of stainless steel columns. 
 
Xiangyu Yan, Yan Yang, Zhihua Chen and Qing Ma, “Mechanical properties of a hybrid cable dome under 
non-uniform snow distribution”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 519-532, February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.10.022 
ABSTRACT: An oval (unequal-height periphery) hybrid cable dome structural system is put forward, and is 
firstly adopted in the roof of an indoor stadium with hectometer-level in China. In this study, a 1:15 scale model 
of the roof structure was made and taken as a research object. Then a static load test was performed on the 
model, considering 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 regional distribution of snow loads. By comparing the experimental results 
with ANSYS numerical simulation results, the influences of different snow distribution forms on the 
mechanical properties of the hybrid cable dome structure were obtained. Several relatively adverse snow 
distribution forms were selected to conduct a whole load process analysis of the structure, considering 
geometric nonlinearity. Results indicated that, under the action of snow loads with half-span distribution along 
45° axis and diagonal half-span distribution along long axis, much lower structural bearing capacity would be 
obtained. Accordingly, a parametric analysis was implemented, considering the effect of initial prestress and 
cable cross section, and the influence laws of the two factors on the mechanical properties of the hybrid cable 
dome structure were acquired. Consequently, a theoretical basis was provided for the analysis and design of this 
new-type cable dome structure and its engineering application. 
 



An Le Hoang, Ekkehard Fehling, Duc-Kien Thai and Chau Van Nguyen, “Evaluation of axial strength in 
circular STCC columns using UHPC and UHPFRC”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 
533-549, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.001 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the axial strength of circular steel tube confined concrete (STCC) columns 
with the employment of plain ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) and ultra high performance fiber 
reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) having compressive strengths of cylinders varying from 178.9 MPa and 
198 MPa. UHPFRC used in this study had 1% and 2% volume fraction of steel fibers in the mixture. Eighteen 
specimens including both short and intermediate columns were cast and tested under concentric loading on the 
concrete core to generate the maximal confinement effect. Experimental results showed that the effect of steel 
fibers on the axial load versus axial strain responses, and on the enhancement of strength and ductility was 
insignificant, while the parameters of the steel tube and the concrete core length were found to play a major 
role. The ultimate loads of the tests presented herein were compared with those obtained from the predictions by 
seven analytical models and five existing design codes. The design expressions from these analytical models 
and codes were assessed. For the prediction of the ultimate loads of both short and intermediate column, the 
model by De Oliveira et al. [13] was the most suitable approach among seven selected models, whereas the ACI 
provision [1] was the best among five existing design codes. Furthermore, the experimental ultimate loads 
obtained from this study were combined with those from previous studies to examine the influence of different 
concrete strength ranges on the strength enhancement. Finally, unified formulae to predict the ultimate strength 
with a wide range of concrete strength up to 200 MPa were also proposed for both short and intermediate 
columns. 
 
Jingfeng Wang, Fengqin Wang, Qihan Shen and Bo Yu, “Seismic response evaluation and design of CTSTT 
shear walls with openings”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 550-566, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.002 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, cold-formed thin-walled steel tube truss (CTSTT) shear walls are popularly used in 
engineering practice because of their superiority in light weight, convenient construction and good ductility. 
However, little attention to the seismic response of the CTSTT shear walls has been paid. This paper aims to 
investigate the effect of wall openings on seismic behavior of cold-formed thin-walled steel tube truss (CTSTT) 
shear walls. Five full-scale specimens of CTSTT shear walls sheathed with double-sided oriented strand board 
(OSB) panels and one full-scale specimen of CTSTT skeleton were tested under vertical axial compression 
combining lateral low-cyclic load. The parameters, including the type and layout of openings, stressed skin 
diaphragm as well as opening rate, were estimated in the quasi-static tests. The seismic performance of CTSTT 
shear wall was evaluated in terms of shear capacity, rigidity, ductility and energy dissipation, etc. Moreover, a 
simplified empirical formula for predicting the shear capacity of CTSTT shear wall with opening was proposed 
and verified by the experimental data. The test results indicated that the CTSTT shear wall with double-sided 
OSB panels exhibited admirable rigidity, good ductility and excellent energy dissipation properties. The shear 
capacity of CTSTT shear wall decreased by wall opening setting, while seismic behavior of the type of wall 
could be improved by using four-limb studs within the vicinity of opening. These experimental and analytical 
studies would improve the application of the CTSTT shear walls in engineering practice. 
 
A. Ghadami and V. Broujerdian, “Shear behavior of steel plate girders considering variations in geometrical 
properties”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 567-577, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.009 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents equations to determine the ultimate shear strength reduction factor of web 
plate in steel plate girders due to initial imperfection. The proposed equations are based on a parametric study of 
shear behavior of steel plate girders considering variation in geometrical properties of the section. 112 models 
with various initial imperfections, flange-to-web stiffness ratios, and web slenderness were analyzed using finite 
element software ABAQUS. Both geometric and material nonlinearity have been considered. According to the 
results, the ultimate shear strength proposed by AISC code is conservatively less than the obtained results by 
FEM, especially for slender plates; the difference between these two values could reach up to 60% in some 
cases. That is while, for compact and non-compact web plates, maximum difference is about 10%. Furthermore, 
it is observed that AISC elastic shear buckling strength is conservatively less than the results derived from 
FEM. This difference in slender and compact web plates reaches to almost 40% and 20%, respectively. This 



study reveals that the initial geometrical imperfection is an effective parameter on the shear strength of web 
plates. According to the results, the sensitivity of girders to initial imperfection is greater in non-compact-web 
girders than the slender or compact ones, and the maximum shear strength reduction is observed about 23% for 
maximum allowable imperfection as recommended in part1–5 of EC3. Based on the obtained results, a 
maximum permissible construction tolerance is proposed as well. 
 
H.X. Yuan, X.W. Chen, M. Theofanous, Y.W. Wu, T.Y. Cao and X.X. Du, “Shear behaviour and design of 
diagonally stiffened stainless steel plate girders”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 153, pp 588-
602, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.015 
ABSTRACT: The shear behaviour of stainless steel plate girders investigated in this study is related to the 
introduction of diagonal stiffeners. Four plate girders with or without diagonal stiffeners were fabricated by 
welding hot-rolled stainless steel plates of different thicknesses. All the plate girders were tested to failure 
subject to shear loading. The critical shear buckling stress, ultimate resistance and post-peak response were 
recorded and carefully analysed. Elaborate finite element (FE) models were developed by means of the FE 
software package ABAQUS and were validated against the test results. A comprehensive parametric analysis of 
key parameters including the web aspect ratio and slenderness, the flexural stiffness of diagonal stiffeners and 
the material properties was further conducted, reflecting the influence of these parameters on structural 
responses. The critical shear buckling stresses obtained from eigenvalue buckling analysis were compared with 
theoretical predictions of the elastic buckling stress, and a new calculation approach for the shear buckling 
coefficient of diagonally stiffened web panel that can account for the flexural stiffness of diagonal stiffeners and 
the effective restraint from flanges was proposed. Based on the obtained ultimate shear resistances, the existing 
design methods were assessed; and a new design proposal within the framework of EN 1993-1-4 + A1 for 
predicting the shear resistance of diagonally stiffened stainless steel plate girders was developed. In this novel 
method, the shear contributions from diagonal stiffeners and the shear buckling coefficients for diagonally 
stiffened web panels were revised. The reliability of the new proposal was also confirmed by further statistical 
analysis. 
 
Qingwen Zhang, Yuan An, Zibin Zhao, Feng Fan and Shizhao Shen, “Model selection for super-long span 
mega-latticed structures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 1-13, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.017 
ABSTRACT: A general forming method for super-long span mega-latticed structures has been developed, 
based on the key parameters for five types of structure, together with a finite element model. The method 
combines the molding idea for universal spherical mega-latticed structures and the geometric topological 
relations of the improved traditional single-layer reticulated shell. The static and economic indexes of six kinds 
of 800 m span mega-latticed structures, with the same geometry, control parameters and loads, were calculated, 
and the force law for these structures under static load identified. Then structures suitable for spans of 1000 m 
and 1200 m were considered. The static performance and economic indexes showed that the mechanical and 
economic performance of the Geodesic type mega-latticed structure and the Three-dimensional grid type mega-
latticed structure were excellent. In order to promote the engineering application of these structures, the 
influence of four key parameters on the performance of 1000 m structures was studied, and a reasonable range 
of indicative parameters obtained. 
 
Binglin Lai, J.Y. Richard Liew and Tongyun Wang, “Buckling behavior of high strength concrete encased steel 
composite columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 27-42, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.023 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides an insight into the buckling behavior of high strength concrete encased steel 
(CES) columns through a comprehensive investigation including experimental, numerical and analytical 
analyses. Three long CES column specimens made of high strength concrete C100 and S355 H-section were 
tested under axial compression. The maximum test loads obtained from these tests were compared with the 
buckling resistance predicted by EN 1994-1-1, AISC 360-10 and ACI 318-08. Nonlinear finite element analyses 
were performed to predict the buckling resistance and trace the load displacement behaviour of these columns. 
In the finite element model, the column initial imperfections were carefully chosen to predict the maximum 
resistance and the load-displacement response, and compared with the equivalent imperfection values stipulated 



in the modern design codes. In order to examine the validity and limitation of the current design approaches in 
predicting the buckling resistance of CES columns made of high strength concrete, a statistical study was 
undertaken based on the established database covering a wider range of material strength and geometric 
configurations. In the statistical study, the buckling resistance and effective flexural stiffness obtained from the 
tests were compared with the codes' predictions from EN 1994-1-1, AISC 360-10 and ACI 318-08. Finally, the 
reliability of the current design methods is assessed by correlating their accuracy with respect to the variation of 
material strength, column slenderness ratio, load eccentricity and steel contribution ratio. 
 
Yating Liang, Vijaya Vengadesh Kumar Jeyapragasam, Lulu Zhang and Ou Zhao, “Flexural-torsional buckling 
behaviour of fixed-ended hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel equal-leg angle section columns”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 43-54, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.019 
ABSTRACT: The present paper shows an experimental and numerical modelling investigation of the flexural-
torsional buckling behaviour and load-carrying capacities of fixed-ended hot-rolled austenitic stainless steel 
equal-leg angle section columns. The testing programme was conducted on four austenitic stainless steel angle 
sections and involved material testing, initial global and torsional imperfection measurements and sixteen fixed-
ended column tests. This was followed by a numerical simulation study, where the numerical models were 
firstly developed to validate against the experimental data and then utilised to perform numerical parametric 
studies to generate additional results over a broader range of member lengths and cross-section geometric 
dimensions. The derived test and finite element results were carefully analysed and then utilised to evaluate the 
accuracy of the established design rules in Europe, America and Australia/New Zealand. Comparisons of the 
failure loads derived from the experimental and numerical studies with the corresponding codified flexural-
torsional buckling strength predictions revealed an unduly high level of conservatism and scatter. Extension of 
the direct strength method to carbon steel equal-leg angle section columns has been recently made, and the 
applicability of the approach to fixed-ended hot-rolled austenitic stainless equal-leg steel angle section columns 
was also assessed. The new approach was generally shown to yield more precise flexural-torsional buckling 
resistance predictions than the existing design standards, but a large portion of the predictions were unsafe, 
indicating that further improvements are required. 
 
Dongxu Li, Brian Uy, Farhad Aslani and Chao Hou, “Behaviour and design of spiral-welded stainless steel 
tubes subjected to axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 67-83, March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.029 
ABSTRACT: Spiral welded stainless steel tubes are produced by helical welding of a continuous stainless steel 
strip. Recently, spiral welded stainless steel tubes have found increasing application in the construction industry 
due to their ease of fabrication and aesthetic appeal. However, an in-depth understanding of the behaviour of 
these types of structural elements is still needed due to the insufficient experimental evidence and lack of 
rational design guidance. In the present paper, an extensive experimental program was carried out to investigate 
the behaviour of axially loaded hollow and concrete-filled spiral welded stainless steel tubes. The effects of 
various design parameters were investigated throughout the test program. In addition to the experiments, this 
paper presents a finite element model for the prediction of these columns. Specifically, the proposed finite 
element models take into account the effects of material and geometric nonlinearities. The helical welding is 
modelled as an independent part that is further tied to the stainless steel tube. Moreover, the initial 
imperfections of the stainless steel tube and the residual stresses resulting from helical welding are included. 
Enhancement of the understanding of the experimental results can be achieved by extending the parametric 
studies based on the developed finite element model. Furthermore, a comparison of the ultimate strength 
between the experimental results and those obtained from existing codes of practice is conducted. 
 
T. Al-Dafafea, S. Durif, A. Bouchair and E. Fournely, “Experimental study of beams with stiffened large web 
openings”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 149-160, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.026 
ABSTRACT: The use of beams with isolated openings in the webs is common in steel structures. However, the 
presence of large openings in the web generates specific mechanical behavior in comparison with that of solid 
web beams and leads quite often to the reinforcement of the opening by welding stiffeners. An experimental 
program based on thirteen steel beams with a single rectangular web opening is performed. It aims to evaluate 
the influence of the openings reinforced or not by stiffeners on the behavior of the beam loaded in shear and 



bending. The stiffeners are used to increase the resistance of the openings. Different solutions are compared 
using various positions and lengths of stiffeners in the longitudinal and vertical directions. The comparisons are 
based on the failure load, the stiffness and the strain distribution. The experimental results and observations 
show the efficiency and the limits of the different studied solutions of stiffening. It has been observed that long 
horizontal stiffeners were the best stiffening solution. Furthermore, the use of double or single sided stiffeners 
showed that in both cases, they improve significantly the ultimate carrying capacity of the beam as long as the 
anchorage length is sufficient. The results can be used as a basis to develop numerical and analytical models. 
 
Wei Li, Tao Wang and Lin-Hai Han, “Seismic performance of concrete-filled double-skin steel tubes after 
exposure to fire: Experiments”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 209-223, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: Structural engineers often face the challenge of assessing the residual structural performance of 
fire-damaged structures, especially the performance under seismic loading. This study presents investigations 
on concrete-filled double-skin steel tubes (CFDSTs) after exposure to fire. Physical tests are performed on 12 
concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) specimens. The fire tests are conducted first with specimens 
heated for a specific heating period. After cooling down to ambient temperature, the cyclic tests are carried out 
with the constant axial load and reverse lateral cyclic load applied on the specimens. Parameters varied include 
the heating period, the nominal steel ratio, the hollow ratio and the axial load level on the column. Various 
indexes are used to evaluate the post-fire seismic performance of the CFDST columns, such as the stiffness 
degradation, the strength degradation and the energy dissipation. Finally, a simplified method is proposed to 
predict the residual initial flexural stiffness of the CFDST columns exposed to fire. The experimental results 
provide a basis for the assessment of fire-damaged CFDST structures, and the proposed method provides 
predictions with reasonable accuracy. 
 
Yao Chen, Ganping Shu, Baofeng Zheng and Ruihua Lu, “Local buckling behavior of welded pi-shaped 
compression stub columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 224-234, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.028 
ABSTRACT: The local buckling behaviors of welded π-shaped stub columns were investigated experimentally 
and numerically in this study. Nine welded π-shaped columns made from Q345 steel with different width-to-
thickness ratios were tested under axial compression. The material properties, initial geometric imperfections 
and welding residual stress distribution of specimens were measured. Results from the tests, including the 
strengths, the load-deformation responses, and the failure modes were presented. The strengths determined by 
tests were compared with the design strengths predicted by the current steel design specifications. The 
experimental studies were complemented by the numerical investigations, in which the finite element models 
were initially verified against the test results and subsequently used for parametric studies covering a wide 
range of cross-sections. The modifications on the Bleich formulas were derived to calculate the buckling 
coefficient of π-shaped section. Based on the experimental and parametric analyses, formula for direct strength 
method (DSM) was proposed to predict the compressive strengths of welded π-shaped stub columns, which 
offered reasonable predictions. 
 
Zhichao Huang, Dongxu Li, Brian Uy, Huu-Tai Thai and Chao Hou, “Local and post-loca buckling of 
fabricated high-strength steel and composite columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 154, pp 
235-249, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.004 
ABSTRACT: High-strength structural steel plates are being increasingly used as composite columns in tall 
buildings, bridges and large infrastructure. The presence of concrete infill in these composite sections enhances 
their local buckling strength, and thus very slender steel plates can be used in their fabrication. This paper 
presents the results of an experimental study and numerical investigation of the local buckling slenderness 
limits for high-strength steel plates. A set of sixteen tests were conducted on both hollow steel and steel-
concrete composite sections to explore their local and post-local buckling behaviour under axial compression. A 
numerical model which accounts for the effects of residual stresses and initial geometric imperfections was 
developed to predict the local buckling and post-local buckling response of box and I-section columns. This 
model was verified against the test results. Yield slenderness limits obtained from numerical results were 
compared with existing codes of practice for both hollow steel and composite sections incorporating high-
strength steel plates. 



 
Hamaidia Achref, Mohri Foudil and Bouzerira Cherif (Primarily from: Laboratoire d'Etude des Microstructures 
et de Mécanique des Matériaux (LEM3), CNRS UMR 7239, Université de Lorraine, 7 rue Félix Savart, 15082, 
57073 METZ Cedex, France), “Higher buckling and lateral buckling strength of unrestrained and braced thin-
walled beams: Analytical, numerical and design approach applications”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 155, pp 1-19, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.007 
ABSTRACT: The present study investigates the flexural-torsional struts buckling and beam lateral buckling 
analyses. In the highlight of braced structures, analytical solutions are derived for higher 3D buckling modes of 
simply supported struts with arbitrary cross-sections. Closed-form solutions are also investigated for lateral 
buckling strength of beams with doubly symmetric cross-sections. For more general cases, the finite element 
approach is adopted. In presence of torsion, warping is of primary importance. For this aim, 3D beams with 7 
degrees of freedom (DOFs) per node are adopted in the analysis. The model is able to carry out higher buckling 
modes of bars under compression or lateral buckling modes of beams initially in bending. The analytical and the 
numerical results of the present model are compared to some available benchmark solutions of the literature and 
to finite element simulations of some commercial codes (Abaqus, Adina). The efficiency of the closed form 
solutions and the numerical approach is successfully verified. Applications of higher buckling modes in design 
of braced structures are considered according to Eurocode 3 code. A particular attention is pointed out to torsion 
and flexural-torsional buckling modes not considered in bar strength. At the end, some solutions are proposed in 
order to cover the full strength of columns and beams in presence of instabilities. This proposal makes steel 
structures more performant and attractive when effects of instabilities are limited at a minimum. 
 
Lu Yang, Menghan Zhao, Leroy Gardner, Keyang Ning and Jie Wang (Primarily from: The Key Laboratory of 
Urban Security and Disaster Engineering of Ministry of Education, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing 
100124, China), “Member stability of stainless steel welded I-section beam-columns”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 33-45, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.022 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study is presented into the behaviour of stainless 
steel welded I-section beams-columns. Twenty test specimens were fabricated from grade 304 (EN 1.4301) 
austenitic and grade 2205 (EN 1.4406) duplex stainless steel plates – ten were tested under major axis bending 
plus compression and ten under minor axis bending plus compression. Material tensile coupon tests and 
geometric imperfection measurements were also conducted. Numerical models were developed, calibrated 
against the test results and subsequently employed in parametric studies considering a wider range of specimen 
geometries. Based on the obtained test and numerical results, the accuracy and reliability of existing design 
rules given in EN 1993-1-4 and AISC DG 27, as well as recent proposals, were assessed. 
 
Fei-Yu Liao, Chao Hou, Wei-Jie Zhang and Jie Ren (First author is from: College of Transportation and Civil 
Engineering, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University, Fuzhou, 350002, PR China), “Experimental 
investigation on sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tubular stub columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 155, pp 46-51, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the behaviour of sea sand concrete-filled stainless steel tube (CFSST) stub 
columns under axial compression through experimental investigations. A total of 48 specimens were tested, 
including circular and square stainless steel tubes filled with three types of core concrete, including natural river 
sand concrete, desalted sea sand concrete and natural sea sand concrete. The effects of key parameters such as 
the tubular thickness of stainless steel, the cross-sectional configuration and the types of concrete infill on the 
behaviour of these innovative composite columns were investigated. The confinement effects of CFSST with 
sea sand concrete were evaluated and compared with that of CFSST with conventional river sand concrete. 
Testing results showed that the tested CFSST columns showed generally high strength and excellent ductility, 
while the confinement effect of stainless steel on the sea sand concrete is as reliable as that on the river sand 
concrete counterpart. Comparisons were made between the test results and the predicted ultimate sectional 
capacity using the existing specifications AISC360–10 (2010), EC4 (2004) and DBJ/T13-51-2010 (2010). 
These codes are proved reasonably conservative for predicting the sectional strength of sea sand concrete-filled 
stainless steel tubular stub columns. 
 
Qihan Shen, Jingfeng Wang, Jiaxin Wang and Zhaodong Ding (School of Civil Engineering, Hefei University 
of Technology, Anhui Province 230009, China), “Axial compressive performance of circular CFST columns 



partially wrapped by carbon FRP”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 90-106, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.017 
ABSTRACT: To explore the axial compression property and failure mechanism of concrete-filled steel tubular 
(CFST) columns partially wrapped by carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP), a series of tests using carbon-
FRP-strengthened circular CFST stubs and slender columns imposed with axial loads were conducted. The 
effects of various parameters including steel yield stress, number of carbon-FRP layer, slenderness ratio of the 
composite column, and spacing of carbon-FRP strip on the axial load bearing capacities of the tested specimens 
were studied. Moreover, the axial compression behaviour of the circular CFST columns with carbon-FRP 
composites was evaluated in terms of axial compression force (N)–longitudinal shortening displacement (δ) 
curves, axial stiffness, strain response, strength enhancement indexes, and ductility indexes. Subsequently, a 
nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis modelling concerning the surface contact action of carbon-FRP-
strengthened circular CFST columns was established and validated experimentally. The experimental and 
analytical results indicate that strengthening the circular CFST stub columns using carbon-FRP wraps could 
improve their axial load bearing capacities and prevent outward local bulges for the thin-walled steel tubes. 
Only a slight effect was observed when laterally confined carbon-FRP strips were used for the type of slender 
composite columns. Finally, several simplified empirical formulas for predicting the axial load bearing capacity 
of the circular CFST column partially wrapped by carbon-FRP are proposed. 
 
Shuangshuang Jin and Jiulin Bai (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering, Chongqing Jiaotong 
University, Chongqing 400074, China), “Experimental investigation of buckling-restrained steel plate shear 
walls with inclined-slots”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 144-156, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.021 
ABSTRACT: A buckling-restrained steel plate shear wall with inclined slots (simply referred as “slotted 
SPSW”) consisting of an inner steel plate sandwiched between two precast concrete panels, has been developed 
as an energy dissipation device of structures. The steel strips between inclined slots behave like a series of 
buckling-restrained braces to dissipate the energy through inelastic axial deformation when subjected to cyclic 
loading. This paper experimentally investigated the seismic behavior of slotted SPSWs. Three half-scale 
specimens were fabricated and tested under quasi-static cyclic loading. Details for proper fabrication of slotted 
SPSWs were firstly configured. The results illustrated that the slotted SPSW could sustain the target lateral drift 
ratio (2%) without a reduction of shear force and energy dissipation capacity. Moreover, the tested specimens 
exhibited stable fatigue hysteresis loops when the cyclic loadings were repeated 30 times at 1.5% peak lateral 
drift ratio. The maximum drift ratio of tested specimens reached 3.5%, and the cumulative plastic ductility 
factor was larger than 200. The experimental results indicate that the slotted SPSW is capable of providing high 
lateral force-resisting and energy dissipation, which can be widely used in engineering structures. 
 
Talha Ekmekyapar, Omer H. Alwan, Hussein G. Hasan, Bashar A. Shehab and Baraa J.M. Al-Eliwi (Civil 
Engineering Department, University of Gaziantep, Gaziantep 27310, Turkey), “Comparison of classical, double 
skin and double section CFST stub columns: Experiments and design formulations”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 192-204, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.025 
ABSTRACT: With the continuing developments in composite design technology, such as classical Concrete 
Filled Steel Tubes (CFST), concrete filled double skin tubes and concrete filled double section tubes, 
understanding the performances of such columns in a comparative way is timely. Although significant amount 
of literature has been gathered around the themes of concrete filled classical and double skin columns, the 
number of studies on double section columns is very limited. Nevertheless, in existing research, double section 
column concept has been proven to be very efficient in providing very high strength, ductility and stiffness. The 
challenge here is to find a route from concept to design which requires significant amount of comparative 
experiments on classical, double skin and double section columns. This paper, for the first time, examines the 
performances of concrete filled classical, double skin and double section stub columns which have practical 
range of material and geometrical properties. Experimental procedures were undertaken for composite columns 
with normal and high strength self-compacted concrete. To be able to address the effect of tube configurations, 
two types of outer and two types of inner steel tubes with different mechanical and geometrical properties were 
utilized. The experimental program revealed the robust characteristics of double section columns. Furthermore, 
the modified versions of EC4 and AISC 360–16 formulations were assessed against the test results for design 



purposes. It is shown here that the modified versions of the prediction methods have the potential to be utilized 
in field applications for double skin and double section columns. 
 
Markus Kettler, Gerit Lichtl and Harald Unterweger (Institute of Steel Structures, Graz University of 
Technology, Austria), “Experimental tests on bolted steel angles in compression with varying end supports”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 301-315, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.12.030 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents the detailed test setup and results of a test series on bolted single steel angles 
in compression with varying end support conditions and slenderness ratios. For all tests FEM-calculations were 
done, which are also presented. In total 27 specimens with one-bolt and two-bolt connections with and without 
preload are tested. Three different boundary conditions on both ends are investigated: Boundary condition 1 
(BC1) is a clamped support. BC2 is a knife edge support that allows only for rotations about the axis parallel to 
the connected leg. BC3 is a fully hinged support. In addition to the results of the member tests, imperfection 
measurements and results of material tests are presented in order to carry out the FEM-calculations and to allow 
for comparison with current design standards. 
 
Biao Yan, Zuhong Zhou and Jiepeng Liu (First author is from: School of Highway, Chang'an University, Xi'an 
710064, China), “Behavior of circular tubed steel-reinforced-conrete slender columns under eccentric 
compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 342-354, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.018 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and analytical studies on the structural behavior of circular 
tubed steel-reinforced-concrete columns subjected to eccentric compression. The specimens were tested to 
investigate the effects of load eccentricity, diameter-to-thickness ratio of steel tube, and use of shear connector 
studs on steel sections. The test results indicated that all specimens showed flexurally dominated failure, and the 
tube confinement decreased with the increasing slenderness of the columns. A nonlinear finite element model 
was developed using ABAQUS, in which the initial geometric imperfections and the slenderness effects on tube 
confinement were taken into account. A modified plastic stress distribution method was proposed to predict the 
resistance of the critical section of the column. Finally, an equation to estimate the effective stiffness of the 
column was proposed. 
 
H.B. Blum and K.J.R. Rasmussen (First author is from: Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA. Previously: Associate Lecturer, School of Civil Engineering, The 
University of Sydney, Australia), “Experimental and numerical study of connection effects in long-span cold-
formed steel double channel portal frames”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 155, pp 480-491, 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2018.11.013 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel haunched portal frames are popular structures in industrial and residential 
sectors. They are commonly used in rural areas for sheds, garages, and shelters, and are now being constructed 
with spans of up to 30 m in Australia. As these large structures are relatively new to the market, there is limited 
data on their behavior and design recommendations, including connection stiffness and design. Numerical and 
experimental parametric studies were conducted on a haunched portal frame composed of back-to-back lipped 
channel sections bolted through the webs for the main frame members, and back-to-back L-brackets bolted 
though the webs at the connections. An advanced shell finite element model was created and validated with 
experimental results to confirm the suitability of the modeling technique. The validated finite element model 
was then used for parametric studies to determine the effects of various components of the frame, including 
column base connection stiffness and modifications to the knee brace-to-column connection design, on the 
frame capacity and behavior. An experimental program was conducted to quantify column base connection 
stiffness where the connection was comprised of L-brackets bolted through the column flanges at the base. 
Stiffness was quantified for bending about the column major and minor axes for various thickness L-brackets 
and for a U-bracket. Apex in-plane connection stiffness was quantified experimentally for several rafter channel 
thicknesses and depths. Discussions of the results of the parametric studies are presented in addition to the 
resulting design recommendations for constructing effective long-span cold-formed steel portal frames. 
 



Jun Liu, Yongfeng Luo, Li Wang,, Xu Yang, Yunsong Li and Xiaonong Guo (Department of Structural 
Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai 200092, China), “A probabilistic framework for stability assessment 
of existing spatial structures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 156, pp 96-104, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.01.012 
ABSTRACT: In the safety assessment of existing spatial structures, sampling measurements are widely used to 
investigate structural geometries. The information from sampling measurements is limited and leads to the 
positional uncertainty of unmeasured nodes. Uncertain nodal positions have a significant influence on the 
stability assessment of the spatial structures with high geometric-imperfection sensitivity. To deal with the 
uncertainty of nodal positions, a probabilistic framework based on the randomness of nodal positional 
deviations was proposed. In the framework, uncertain nodal positions are modeled by random field, whose 
relevant parameters were inferred with the data from sampling measurements; based on the random field model, 
a full-probability analysis is adopted to determine the load-bearing capacity and further perform the stability 
assessment. According to the analysis of the correlation between nodal positions, correlated and uncorrelated 
random fields were respectively introduced to model the correlated and uncorrelated nodal deviations. And the 
detailed modeling methods were discussed, including the inference of distribution types, parameters and 
correlations. Finally, an existing single-layer reticulated shell was used to validate the reliability of the proposed 
probabilistic framework. 
 
Jeppe Joensson, Magnus Sundt Mueller, Christian Gamst, Jan Vales and Zdenek Kala (Technical University of 
Denmark, DTU Civil Engineering, Brovej Building 118, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark), “Investigation of 
European flexural and lateral torsional buckling interaction”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
156, pp 105-121, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.01.026 
ABSTRACT: The accuracy of the interaction methods for combined flexural and lateral torsional buckling are 
investigated using statistical data, which has become available after the introduction of Eurocode EN1993-1-
1:2005. The freely available statistical data for geometric and material parameters for standard profiles are quite 
limited and as background documents are based on IPE 160 profile, our investigations are also based on this 
profile. A semi-probabilistic first order reliability approach is used and the resistance of the member is treated 
as a stochastic variable. Latin Hypercube Sampling is used for population sampling. This simulation approach 
for determination of the buckling interaction surface has not previously been reported. The Eurocode handles 
buckling interaction through two interaction equations. These equations include a number of interaction factors. 
The calculation of the interaction factors may be performed by one of two methods, referred to as Method 1 and 
Method 2. Both interaction methods make use of the buckling curves for determination of reduction factors for 
both flexural and lateral torsional buckling. The flexural buckling curve is well calibrated; however, this is not 
the case for lateral torsional buckling. It turns out that the methods may lead to unsafe designs when a lateral 
torsionally slender column is loaded predominantly in bending. The present paper investigates how the 
Eurocode emulate the complex behavior also for very slender beam-columns. The 0.1% quantile interaction 
curves are compared to those resulting from the use of Method 1 and Method 2. 
 
Ganping Shu, Xin Jin, Yongquan Zhang, Yueyan Gu, Baofeng Zheng and Qinglin Jiang (Primarily from: 
School of Civil Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing 210096, China), “Experimental and numerical study 
of cold-drawn duplex stainless steel square tube columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 156, 
pp 155-166, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: Cold-drawing is one of typical cold-forming techniques in producing stainless steel tubes. 
Compared with cold-rolling, cold-drawing can be used to manufacture large scale stainless steel tubes. In this 
study, material properties tests of 14 coupons taken from cold-drawn duplex stainless steel square tubes were 
reported, along with six stub and seven long column tests under axial compression. Stress-strain curves, 
ultimate loads and failure characteristics of stub and long columns were obtained. Test results indicate that cold-
drawn duplex stainless steel tubes have pronounced cold-forming effect, the yield strength of the flat region 
reaches up to 750 MPa and the elongation at the fracture decreases significantly. And, all the stub columns show 
local buckling mode, while most of the long columns undergo overall flexural buckling mode. Finite element 
models were developed, validated using test data, and then used to generate more results over a wider range of 
cross-sectional and member slenderness. Both the results of test and numerical modeling were compared with 
the design strengths of the European, American, Australian/New Zealand and Chinese codes, the design method 



proposed by Afshan, and the deformation based continuous strength method (CSM). Comparisons show that: 
for stub columns, design strengths according to all the design codes are underestimated, while the continuous 
strength method provides reasonable predictions especially for both the stocky and slender cross-sections; for 
long columns, design strengths calculated using the European, Australian/New Zealand, Chinese codes and the 
method proposed by Afshan are conservative, while those calculated using the American code are unsafe. 
 
Yancheng Cai, Wai-Meng Quach, Man-Tai Chen and Ben Young (First author is from: Department of Civil 
Engineering, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, China), “Behavior and design of 
cold-formed and hot-finished steel elliptical tubular stub columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 156, pp 252-265, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.006 
ABSTRACT: Significant progress has been made on structural behavior of hot-finished (HF) steel members 
with elliptical hollow sections (EHS) in the past few years. However, there is very limited research on cold-
formed (CF) steel members with EHS. In this study, both CF and HF steel elliptical tubular stub columns are 
investigated. The investigation includes laboratory testing, numerical analysis and design evaluations. The 
geometric imperfection measurements, full load-end shortening relationships and load-strain curves of the stub 
columns are detailed in this paper. A non-linear finite element model was developed and validated against test 
results obtained from the present study as well as from the literature. The validated numerical model was 
employed to perform an extensive parametric study, where the CF and HF stub columns with EHS were 
carefully designed to include a broad range of the cross-section slenderness and aspect ratio. The cold-forming 
effect on the CF sections was taken into account in a conservative manner. The ultimate strengths obtained from 
the tests and numerical analysis were compared with the predictions in the design strengths predicted by the 
design methods proposed in the existing literature and the Direct Strength Method (DSM). The comparisons 
showed that the strengths predicted by the equivalent diameter method, the DSM and the modified DSM are 
generally conservative and reliable. The modified DSM provides the most accurate and the least scattered 
predictions among these design methods. Therefore, the modified DSM is recommended for the design of CF 
and HF steel elliptical tubular stub columns. 
 
Myung-Sung Kim, Sun-Beom Kwon, Seul-Kee Kim, Jeong-Hyeon Kim and Jae-Myung Lee (Department of 
Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, Pusan National University, Busan 46241, Republic of Korea), 
“Impact failure analysis of corrugated steel plate in LNG containment cargo system”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 156, pp 287-301, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.008 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the failure characteristics of the primary barrier of a GTT Mark-III type 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) cargo containment system (CCS) under cyclic impact loads were analyzed using a 
comprehensive failure model. The three types of failure modes that mainly occur in a thin-walled structure, 
namely, localized necking, ductile failure, and shear failure, were considered to evaluate the different failure 
phenomena for large and small corrugations of the primary barrier consisting of 304 L stainless steel. To 
validate the numerical analysis approach, a series of impact tests were conducted, and the reaction force history 
along with the permanently deformed configuration of the thin-walled structure was compared to the simulation 
results of structural impact failure. Through the comparative study, it was confirmed that the simulation 
outcomes were in good agreement with the experimental results. The proposed failure analysis model was used 
to quantitatively predict the structural impact failure of the primary barrier under severe impact (or sloshing) 
loads, and the estimated structural life was proposed based on the failure index concept. 
 
J.H. Wang, J. He and Y. Xiao (Primarily from: College of Civil Engineering, Nanjing Tech University, Nanjing, 
Jiangsu Province, China), “Fire behavior and performance of concrete-filled steel tubular columns: Review and 
discussion”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 19-31, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a review of the fire behavior and performance of concrete-filled steel tubular 
(CFST) columns. The motivation for the studies on the fire behavior of CFST columns is provided. The effects 
of many structural parameters on this fire behavior are reviewed and discussed. The equations in the current 
design codes for predicting the fire resistance capacity and residual axial load carrying capacity are 
summarized, and comparisons between the experimental results and the predicted results are performed. The 
discussion results indicate that the fire resistance capacity decreases with the increase in the slenderness ratio, 



axial load applied, and normal concrete strength, and with the decrease in the cross-sectional dimension and the 
ratio of reinforcing steel rebar to thickness of fire protection. The Chinese and North American codes provide 
reasonable prediction of the fire resistance of a CFST column, whereas the Japanese and the modified European 
codes overestimate the experimental results. Besides, the Chinese code and the Han model predict the residual 
axial load carrying capacity with better accuracy than the European and Japanese codes. Finally, 
recommendations for future studies are provided. 
 
Yiran Wu, Yonglei Xu, Yongjiu Shi and Huiyong Ban (Key Laboratory of Civil Engineering Safety and 
Durability of China Education Ministry, Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 
100084, China), “Overall buckling behavior of fire-resistant steel welded I-section columns under ambient 
temperature”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 32-45, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.019 
ABSTRACT: The fire-resistant steel as a type of high performance steel has significant application potential in 
building structures. The overall buckling behavior of fire-resistant steel columns at elevated temperatures is 
remarkably different from those of mild steel and high strength steel. However, structural behavior at ambient 
temperature had to be understood first before the investigation at elevated temperatures. This paper presents 
compressive tests on WGJ high performance fire-resistant steel welded I-section columns. The experimental 
results are compared with suggested values of Chinese, European and American specifications. Finite element 
models are established and the parameter analysis are carried out, showing current Chinese specification, 
Eurocode and American specification cannot be directly applied to determine the buckling resistance of high 
performance fire-resistant steel welded I-section columns. In addition, the modification on the design methods 
specified in current Chinese specification is also proposed. 
 
Song Hong Pham, Cao Hung Pham, Colin A. Rogers and Gregory J. Hancock (Primarily from: School of Civil 
Engineering, The University of Sydney, Australia), “Experimental validation of the direct strength method for 
shear spans with high aspect ratios”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 143-150, June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.018 
ABSTRACT: Shear behaviour of cold-formed steel beams with an aspect ratio (shear-span/web-depth) of 1.0 
has been studied thoroughly, mainly using central point load tests. However, for beams with higher aspect 
ratios, the effect of bending causes a reduction of shear capacity and alters the failure modes. This paper 
introduces a new test setup, the dual actuator test rig, which is equipped with two actuators moving 
independently at customizable displacement rates to control and minimize applied bending moments in the 
shear spans of interest. Shear strength close to pure shear capacity can be therefore reached even at an aspect 
ratio of 2.0. Experimental series recently performed at the University of Sydney on channel section members 
using the new test configuration is presented. The experimental results together with other available 
experimental data are combined and used to validate and re-calibrate the Direct Strength Method design 
formulae incorporated in the AISI S100:2016 Specification and the AS/NZS 4600:2018 Standard. 
 
Son Thai, Huu-Tai Thai, Brian Uy and Tuan Ngo (Primarily from: Department of Infrastructure Engineering, 
The University of Melbourne, Parkville VIC 3010, Australia), “Concrete-filled steel tubular columns: Test 
database, design and calibration”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 161-181, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.024 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns are adopted in many structural applications, 
especially for tall buildings, bridges and large infrastructure due to their substantial structural and economic 
benefits. However, the design guidelines for CFST columns with high strength materials and slender sections 
are still limited. In acknowledging these limitations, a large number of tests on high strength CFST columns 
have been conducted. In this paper, the most recent experimental data on CFST columns with high strength 
materials and slender sections are collected and merged with existing databases to establish a comprehensive 
database with over 3100 tests. The test results are then compared with those predicted from existing design 
codes, including Eurocode 4, Australian/New Zealand code AS/NZS 2327 and American code AISC 360-16 to 
calibrate their accuracy in strength prediction of CFST columns. In general, all codes give conservative 
predictions for CFST columns. Eurocode 4 and AS/NZS 2327 give the best predictions, whilst AISC 360-16 
gives conservative predictions. The effects of material strengths and section slenderness on the code predictions 



are also investigated to evaluate the applicability of the codes beyond their material strength and section 
slenderness limits. 
 
You-Xing Hua, Lin-Hai Han and Chao Hou (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 
100084, PR China), “Behaviour of square CFST beam-columns under combined sustained load and corrosion: 
FEA modeling and analysis”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 245-259, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.01.027 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical investigation on concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) beam-
columns with square sections subjected to combined sustained load and corrosion. A general numerical method 
is used for the simulation of the time dependent behaviour of the core concrete, while the wall-thickness loss of 
the outer steel tube induced by corrosion is considered in this model simultaneously. The established finite 
element analysis (FEA) 1261odeling is verified with test data and used for further investigations of the load-
deformation relationship, load-transfer mechanism, stress and strain development, failure modes and ultimate 
states on CFST beam-columns when suffering combined sustained load and corrosion. Parametric studies are 
conducted to reveal the effects of key parameters, based on which simplified design method is suggested for 
square CFST beam-columns under combined sustained load and corrosion. 
 
Gong-Wen Li and Yuan-Qi Li (Department of Structural Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai 200092, 
China), “Overall stability behavior of annealed cold-formed thick-walled SHS and RHS steel tubes”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 260-270, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.033 
ABSTRACT: Previous researches on cold-formed steel members are mainly focused on non-annealed sections 
while research on annealed sections is quite limited. This research is focused on the material properties and 
overall stability behavior of annealed cold-formed thick-walled SHS and RHS steel tubes. An experimental 
study including the material property tests on axially compressed annealed cold-formed thick-walled SHS and 
RHS steel tubes was presented in this paper. The material properties were compared with that of non-annealed 
sections and it was shown that annealing process can improve the ductility of coupons. The test results were 
used to validate the finite element analysis which provided the basis for proposing the column curves. Then the 
curves were compared with the column curves in the Chinese codes and North American specifications. It was 
found that most of the test and FEA points were above the curves of GB 50018-2002 and AISI which indicated 
that the column curves in these codes were not suitable for annealed thick-walled steel members. Finally, the 
column curves of annealed and non-annealed sections were compared and the effect of residual stress was 
studied. 
 
Ying Qin, Gan-Ping Shu, Guan-Gen Zhou and Jian-Hong Han (Primarily from: Key Laboratory of Concrete 
and Prestressed Concrete Structures of Ministry of Education, National Prestress Engineering Research Center, 
School of Civil Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, PR China), “Compressive behavior of double skin 
composite wall with different plate thicknesses”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 297-
313, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.023 
ABSTRACT: Double skin steel-concrete composite walls could offer high capacity and stiffness while 
affiliating the construction. The structural behavior of double skin steel-concrete composite walls under axial 
compression is largely dependent on the interface bonding between the steel plate and the concrete core. Weak 
restraint between these two different materials may lead to early local buckling of the steel plate and thus the 
separation between the steel and concrete surfaces under large compression. Furthermore, the plate thickness is 
essential to the axial behavior of composite walls. Thin plate may cause early local buckling and thus reduce the 
axial load capacity. This paper investigates a new type of double skin composite wall. The steel truss 
constructed by two angles and kinked rebar is acting as the interface connector. Full-scaled tests were 
conducted on three specimens with different plate thicknesses. The structural behavior of the walls was 
comprehensively evaluated in terms of load-displacement curve, buckling stress, axial stiffness, ductility ratio, 
strength index, load-lateral deflection response, and strain distribution. The influences of plate thickness on the 
structural performance were discussed in details. The test data was compared with the calculated results based 
on three modern codes. It was found that Eurocode 4 provides the most conservative results while CECS: 2018 
offers the most suitable predictions. 
 



M.A. Gizejowski, Z. Stachura, R.B. Szczerba and M.D. Gajewski (Faculty of Civil Engineering, Warsaw 
University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland), “Buckling resistance of steel H-section beam-columns: In-plane 
buckling resistance”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 347-358, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: Buckling resistance predictions resulting from flexural and flexural–torsional buckling of double 
tee section members subjected to compression and bending are considered. A novel analytical model is 
developed for establishing design criteria based on decomposition of the member buckling behaviour into in-
plane and out-of-plane resistance. The former is based on second-order bending relationships of load effects of 
structural members with in-plane equivalent imperfections, while the latter is based on the stability theory of 
thin-walled open sections. First part of this study presents an analytical formulation of the in-plane buckling 
resistance of beam–columns. In this regard, further decomposition is postulated for the in-plane first-order 
bending moment diagram that results in the loading state to be the superposition of two components. The first 
component is related to symmetrical loading and the second to antisymmetric loading. To consider the second-
order effects, prebuckling displacements generated by the abovementioned loading components are amplified 
with regard to the inversion of the residuum of the buckling force 1262odeling1262on ratio in order to obtain 
approximate values of second-order displacements and internal moments. As a result, the in-plane interaction 
curve, expressed in dimensionless coordinates, that describes the beam–column in-plane flexural buckling 
resistance without considering lateral–torsional buckling effects, is obtained. The results of nonlinear finite 
element simulations are used for the verification of the developed analytical formulation. It is concluded that 
this proposal yields less conservative predictions than those based on the interaction relationships of clause 
6.3.3 of Eurocode 3, Part 1–1. 
 
Przemyslaw Fiolek and Jacek Jakubowski (AGH University of Science and Technology, al.Mickiewicza 30, 30-
059, Krakow, Poland), “Local buckling of highly corroded hot-rolled box-section beams”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 359-370, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.009 
ABSTRACT: The steel structures of conveyance guiding systems, particularly steel guides used in mine shafts, 
are commonly made of box-section beams welded from hot-rolled channel sections. Hot-rolled profiles are 
generally resistant to local buckling; however, long-term exposure to the aggressive environment of a mine 
shaft leads to high corrosive loss of the material and reduction of the wall thickness. Some industrial regulations 
on shaft steelwork design and maintenance allow more than 50% corrosion loss for guides; however, they do 
not require local buckling calculations. This study investigated the buckling resistance of box-section beams 
welded from hot-rolled channel sections under bending, in terms of uniform corrosion loss. Laboratory bending 
tests were conducted on five beams for three levels of web thickness reduction achieved by etching and the 
results were compared with those obtained from finite element (FE) simulations. Linear modal analyses and 
nonlinear Riks simulations with imperfections were performed. The hot-rolled box-sections, which are 
generally resistant to local buckling, were found to be susceptible to local buckling at 46 and 60% corrosion 
losses in the plastic state and at 71% corrosion loss in the elastic state. This study highlights the need to 
consider local buckling when using hot-rolled closed profile beams at high corrosion loss. 
 
Natalie Stranghoener, Esmaeil Azizi and Anna Gorbachov (University of Duisburg-Essen, Institute for Metal 
and Lightweight Structures, Universitätsstraße 15, 45141 Essen, Germany), “Influence of material nonlinearity 
on the buckling resistance of stainless steel shells”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 386-
396, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.030 
ABSTRACT: One of the greatest challenges in the design of shell structures made of stainless steel compared to 
those made of carbon steel is the meaningful consideration of the nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of stainless 
steels which has a significant influence on the buckling behaviour of axially compressed shells in the medium 
slenderness range and lead to lower buckling strengths. A detailed description of the actual material behaviour 
of stainless steels is given by the material model developed by Arrayago, Real and Gardner on the basis of the 
by Rasmussen modified two stage Ramberg-Osgood material model. One of the parameters of which the model 
consists is the exponent n, which describes the nonlinear behaviour just before the 0.2% proof stress. This 
exponent is of great importance for the buckling behaviour of axially loaded shell structures of medium 
slenderness. For this reason, a thorough numerical parametric study has been conducted in order to evaluate the 
effect of the nonlinear material behaviour described by the exponent n on the buckling resistance of austenitic, 



duplex, and ferritic stainless steel shells. The numerical model has been validated by experimental results of 
axially compressed cylindrical shells conducted in the frame of the European RFCS-research project BiogaSS. 
 
Qihao Han, Yongshan Zhang, Dayang Wang and Hiroyasu Sakata (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, 
Guangzhou University, Guangzhou 510006, China), “Seismic behavior of buckling-restrained steel plate shear 
wall with assembled multi-RC panels”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 397-413, June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.026 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new buckling-restrained steel plate shear wall system with assembled multi 
reinforced concrete (Multi-RC) panels (MBRSPSW). The finite element model of MBRSPSW system with 
hinged frame, validated by existing experimental results, is developed to investigate the general mechanical 
behaviors, such as hysteresis property, horizontal shear force, internal force demands of boundary columns and 
damage of RC panels. Three key parameters, including steel plate slenderness ratio, gap width between RC 
panels and number of RC panels, are discussed. To investigate the general behavior of MBRSPSW system and 
conventional buckling-restrained steel plate shear wall (BRSPSW) system, two test specimens with rigid frame 
corresponding to actual moment-resisting frame are further conducted. The results show that MBRSPSW 
system provide stable bearing capacity and good energy dissipation capacity by dividing single RC panel into 
multi-RC panels. The internal force demands of the boundary column of MBRSPSW system, especially for the 
bending moment, decrease significantly compared to that of BRSPSW system. Damage of RC panels of 
MBRSPSW system is greatly decreased compared with that of BRSPSW system. Number of RC panels and the 
gap width of MBRSPSW system have significant effect on the tension damage of RC panels, especially for the 
number of RC panels. BRSPSW system is found to fail prior to MBRSPSW system with a plastic hinge at the 
bottom of boundary column in test investigation and damage of RC panels of the latter is much lower than that 
of the former. The experimental observations agree well with the numerical results. 
 
Weiyong Wang, Hongyang Zhou and Lei Xu (College of Civil Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing 
400045, China), “Creep buckling of high strength Q460 steel columns at elevated temperatures”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 414-425, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: When it is subjected to a fire, creep strain developed in a steel column can significantly influence 
the behaviour of the column. As the result, the column deformation will be increased and the strength will be 
decreased. However, the effect of creep in steel structures has not been fully considered in current fire 
resistance design codes. Presented in this paper is a study on creep buckling of Q460 steel columns subjected to 
elevated temperatures via experimental and numerical investigations. Six high-strength Q460 steel columns 
with welded H shape were tested for the determination of creep buckling strength at elevated temperatures. The 
effects of the slenderness ratio, load ratio, and elevated temperature on failure time corresponding to creep 
buckling (also called as creep buckling time) were taken into consideration in the investigations. The evolutions 
of furnace and column temperatures, column lateral and axial displacements associated with fire duration were 
measured. The creep buckling time of the columns were obtained based on the magnitudes of axial and lateral 
displacement of the columns subjected to constant elevated temperature and compressive load. The test results 
showed that the creep deformation of high strength Q460 steel columns became significant at temperature 
800 °C even the applied load level was as low as 10%. The creep buckling time of Q460 steel columns are 
sensitive to load ratio, slenderness and temperature. Finite element analysis program ANSYS was employed to 
establish a structural model of Q460 steel column subjected to the constant elevated temperature and 
compressive load, with mechanical properties at elevated temperature, creep strains and residual stresses 
induced by welding being taken into account. The finite element model was validated by the test results. 
Parametric studies were carried out to quantitatively determine the effects of the slenderness ratio, load ratio, 
temperature and geometric imperfections on the creep buckling time of Q460 steel columns. 
 
Y.L. Li, X.L. Zhao and R.K. Singh Raman (Primarily from: Department of Civil Engineering, Monash 
University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia), “Theoretical model for concrete-filled stainless steel circular stub 
columns under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 157, pp 426-439, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.010 
ABSTRACT: Experimental studies on concrete-filled stainless steel (SS) circular stub columns (in the form of 
fully filled and double-skin) have been reported in the last 10 years, but there is still a lack of theoretical model 



to predict the complete load-axial strain curve of such stub columns under axial compression. This study 
presents a load-axial strain model for concrete-filled SS tubes, which takes account of the interaction between 
the encasing tube and concrete core. A dilation model is first proposed in which the dilation rate is expressed as 
a function of axial strain and outer tube diameter-to-thickness ratio. The theory of metal plasticity in the form of 
deformation type is adopted to calculate the bi-axial stresses in the SS outer tube. The SS inner tube is assumed 
to be under uni-axial compression and continuous strength method (CSM), which is suitable for strain 
hardening material such as SS, is adopted. The effect of SS tube buckling on reducing the axial stress and 
confining stress is considered in the model. Numerical procedures are proposed to generate the complete load-
axial strain curve which involve an incremental process. Finally, the predicted load-axial strain curves are 
compared with the experimental results obtained by the authors and other researchers, and a good agreement is 
achieved. 
 
Yang Wei, Cheng Jiang, Yu-Fei Wu, “Confinement effectiveness of circular concrete-filled steel tubular 
columns under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 15-27, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.012 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a large database of 491 test results of circular concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) 
columns under axial compression was collected from the available literature. The collected results were 
employed to investigate the effects of loading conditions, diameter-to-thickness ratio, concrete type and 
compressive strength on the load-carrying capacity of CFT columns, from which models for the hoop stress of 
steel tubes are obtained through nonlinear regression analyses. Based on the von Mises yield criterion together 
with the proposed hoop stress models, a model for predicting the load-carrying capacity of CFT columns was 
developed. The performances of the proposed model and the existing models were evaluated using the database. 
Due to the rationality of the model development process, the proposed model offers a more reasonable and 
accurate prediction of load-carrying capacity for CFT columns under various loading conditions. 
 
Quang-Viet Vu, Viet-Hung Truong, George Papazafeiropoulos, Carlos Graciano, Seung-Eock Kim, “Bend-
buckling strength of steel plates with multiple longitudinal stiffeners”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 158, pp 41-52, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.006 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of the optimum locations of multiple longitudinal web 
stiffeners (up to six) for steel plates under pure bending by using the gradient-based interior point optimization 
algorithm. Performing eigenvalue buckling analyses, buckling coefficients are calculated accounting for the 
lowest eigenvalues. The optimization algorithm is then employed to maximize the buckling coefficients until 
the optimum stiffener locations of the plates are attained. Based on this research, the optimum locations of 
multiple longitudinal stiffeners are suggested for plates under pure bending. Moreover, equations to determine 
minimum flexural rigidities of multiple longitudinal stiffeners for steel plates are also proposed. The results 
obtained from this study are compared with the AASHTO requirement and previous works. It is proved that the 
minimum flexural rigidities of stiffeners recommended by AASHTO and the previous work are conservative. 
 
Rinchen Rinchen, Kim J.R. Rasmussen, “Numerical 1264odeling of cold-formed steel single C-section portal 
frames”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 143-155, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.024 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive investigation of the numerical modelling of cold-formed 
steel single C-section portal frames using shell elements. The model accounts for the semi-rigid behaviour of 
connections using mesh-independent point-based fasteners at the location of physical bolts. The behaviour of 
deformable fasteners is ascribed though the use of connector sections. Nonlinear analysis is carried out to obtain 
the load-displacement response leading to the prediction of frame strength. The predicted strengths of frames 
are compared with experimental results. The main cause of the observed flexural-torsional buckling behaviour 
of frames is highlighted and the importance of using an accurate fastener model is emphasized. 
 
A. Hassanieh, A.A. Chiniforush, H.R. Valipour, M.A. Bradford, “Vibration behaviour of steel-timber composite 
floors, part (2): Evaluation of human-induced vibrations”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, 
pp 156-170, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.026 
ABSTRACT: The vibration of lightweight floors under service loads may cause annoyance to the occupants of 
buildings, particularly when the fundamental natural frequency of the floor is close to the range of frequencies 



4–8 Hz to which the human body is sensitive. Accordingly, the vibration response of the floors is a governing 
factor in the structural design of steel-timber composite (STC) flooring systems, which have been proposed as 
an innovative alternative to conventional steel-concrete floors. The current study is part-2 of a comprehensive 
experimental and numerical study on serviceability performance of the STC floors under human-induced 
excitations. Natural frequencies are often used as measure of the acceptable vibration performance of the floors. 
Accordingly, the finite-element (FE) models calibrated and validated against the experimental results in part-1 
are used to predict the natural frequencies of the typical STC floors with medium to long spans, and the effect 
of the geometry of the floor, the mechanical properties of the connections and the magnitude of superimposed 
loads on the natural frequencies of the STC floors are investigated through a paramtric study. In addition, 
dynamic analyses are carried out to predict the vibration response (i.e. displacements, velocities and 
accelerations) of the STC floors, developed in the parametric study, subject to human activities and the 
vibration performance of the floors with respect to acceptability criteria derived from various building codes is 
assessed. Lastly, some floor design recommendations are made to ensure satisfactory performance of the STC 
floors under human-induced vibrations according to the existing building codes. 
 
S. Kovacevic, N. Markovic, D. Sumarac, R. Salatic, “Influence of patch load length on plate girders. Part II: 
Numerical research”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 213-229, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.025 
ABSTRACT: The companion paper Part I [1] deals with the experimental campaign of longitudinally stiffened 
plate girders subjected exclusively to patch loading. The current paper focuses on the numerical research and 
parametric study of the influence of patch load length and initial geometrical imperfections on the ultimate 
strength of longitudinally stiffened plate girders. In order to assess the patch load resistance, a geometrically and 
materially nonlinear finite element analysis has been performed. For a better verification with the experimental 
results, the finite element model includes the experimentally measured initial geometrical imperfections and 
material properties based on laboratory tests. The verification of the numerical model has been obtained through 
the comparison of the numerically and experimentally attained results for the ultimate loads and elastoplastic 
behavior of the girders. It has been shown that the numerical and experimental results are in perfect agreement, 
which enabled a fruitful background for parametric analysis, in which different initial geometrical imperfections 
have been used to ameliorate understandings about their influence on the ultimate strength under different patch 
load lengths. Conclusively, it may be stated that initial geometrical imperfections can play a decisive role, 
especially for longitudinally stiffened girders. Initial geometrical imperfections of stiffened girders that 
correspond to deformed shape at the collapse (collapse-affine imperfections), especially in the zone where the 
load is applied, will give the most unfavorable ultimate strengths. For the considered geometry in the present 
paper, the third buckling mode of longitudinally stiffened girders corresponds to the deformed shape and the 
lowest ultimate strengths are obtained. 
 
Jin-Yang Chen, Wei Li, Lin-Hai Han, Fa-Cheng Wang, Ting-Min Mu, “Structural behaviour of concrete-
encased CFST box stub columns under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, 
pp 248-262, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.021 
ABSTRACT: The axial performance of a type of concrete-encased CFST box stub column, which consists of 
the outer reinforced concrete (RC) box column and six embedded CFST components, is investigated in this 
study. A total of eight axial compression tests on the concrete-encased CSFT box specimens under axial 
compression were carried out. A finite element analysis (FEA) model was developed to analyze the structural 
behavior of the composite columns. The effects of material nonlinearity and interaction properties between the 
concrete and the steel tubes on the simulation were considered. The verified FEA model was then used to 
conduct a full-range analysis on the load-deformation responses. The results of typical failure modes, internal 
load and stress distributions and the contact stresses between the concrete and the steel tubes were also 
discussed. Parametric studies were conducted to investigate the effects of geometric and material properties on 
the compressive behavior of the concrete-encased CSFT box members. Finally, a simplified model was 
proposed to predict the ultimate strength and the initial stiffness of the concrete-encased CFST box stub 
columns under axial compression. 
 



Man-Tai Chen, Ben Young, “Behavior of cold-formed steel elliptical hollow sections subjected to bending”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 317-330, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.02.022 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the experimental and numerical investigation on the behavior of cold-formed 
steel elliptical hollow section beams. In the test program, a total of 20 beam tests was conducted. Four elliptical 
section series with the nominal cross-section aspect ratio ranging from 1.65 to 3 were bent about the major and 
minor axes in both three-point and four-point bending configurations. Finite element models were established to 
replicate the beam tests numerically. Based upon the validated model, extensive parametric study was 
conducted on 235 beam specimens to study the behavior of cold-formed steel elliptical hollow sections 
subjected to bending. The results obtained from experimental and numerical investigation were used to assess 
the existing design methods and to propose modified design methods for cold-formed steel elliptical hollow 
section beams. It should be noted that the current design codes do not cover the design of elliptical hollow 
section beams. The flexural strengths of beams were compared with the design strengths predicted by the 
equivalent diameter and equivalent rectangular section methods proposed by previous researchers, the 
traditional design methods using equivalent diameter as well as the Direct Strength Method and the Continuous 
Strength Method. The applicability and reliability of these design methods were assessed. The results indicate 
that the existing design methods are not capable to predict the flexural strengths of cold-formed steel elliptical 
hollow section beams in accurate and reliable manner. In this study, the modified Direct Strength Method and 
Continuous Strength Method are proposed, which provide accurate and reliable flexural strength predictions. 
 
An He, Ou Zhao, “Experimental and numerical investigations of concrete-filled stainless steel tube stub 
columns under axial partial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 405-416, July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a thorough experimental and numerical investigation into the structural 
performance and load-carrying capacities of circular concrete-filled stainless steel tube (CFSST) stub columns 
under axial partial compression. The experimental programme was carried out on 3 fully loaded (reference) 
circular CFSST stub column specimens and 15 partially loaded circular CFSST stub column specimens, with a 
series of material and geometric parameters (including the concrete grade, the stainless steel tube size and the 
area and shape of the partial compression region) varied. Analysis of the obtained test results revealed that the 
partial compression area ratio, defined as the ratio of the concrete gross area to the partially loaded area, and the 
confinement factor, given as the steel tube to concrete plastic compression resistance ratio, are the two key 
factors influencing the structural behaviour and load-carrying capacities of circular CFSST stub columns 
subjected to partial compression. The testing investigation was supplemented by a systematic finite element 
(FE) modelling study, where the numerical models were firstly developed and validated against the 
experimentally derived results and then employed to conduct parametric studies for the purpose of expanding 
the experimental data pool over a broader range of partial compression area ratios and confinement factors. In 
the absence of the established codified design provisions for CFSST stub columns subjected to partial 
compression, the corresponding design rules for partially loaded concrete-filled carbon steel tube stub columns, 
as given in the European code and American specification, were evaluated for CFSST stub columns under 
partial compression load, and shown to result in both conservative and scattered resistance predictions. Other 
recently developed proposals for partially loaded concrete-filled carbon steel tube stub columns were also 
assessed for CFSST stub columns, indicating a high level of design accuracy on average but with many unsafe 
resistance predictions. Finally, a new design approach was developed specifically for CFSST stub columns 
under partial compression, and shown to yield precise, consistent and safe-sided resistance predictions through 
comparing against the test and FE results. 
 
Yanxiang Yan, Lihua Xu, Biao Li, Yin Chi, Min Yu, Kaikai Zhou and Yang Song, “Axial behavior of ultra-
high performance concrete (UHPC) filled stocky steel tubes with square sections”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 417-428, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.018 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the axial behavior of square ultra-high 
performance concrete (UHPC) filled steel tube columns (SUHPCFSTs). To this end, 32 short specimens are 
fabricated and tested in the presence of uniaxial compression. The confinement index is considered as a variable 
by changing the steel tube thickness and the UHPC strength. The roles of failure modes, load-deformation 
curves, ultimate load bearing capacity, and post-peak ductility of specimens are examined in some detail. The 



results indicate that the axial load-deformation curves can be classified into three distinct types with three stages 
based on the confinement index. Good ductility is observed for all specimens with the confinement index in the 
range of 1.41 to 5.27. The ductility and strength indexes grow by increasing of the confinement index, in spite 
that the increase of the strength index is insensitive. Additionally, the interaction between the UHPC and the 
steel tube is mainly treated in the ductility, not the load bearing capacity of columns. Finally, a revised 
calculation method for predicting the ultimate bearing capacity of SUHPCFSTs is proposed, and then, it is 
validated by the experimental results. 
 
Yasoja K.R. Gunawardena, Farhad Aslani, Brian Uy, Won-Hee Kang, Stephen Hicks, “Review of strength 
behaviour of circular concrete filled steel tubes under monotonic pure bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 158, pp 460-474, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.010 
ABSTRACT: The existing literature concerning the flexural strength of circular concrete-filled steel tubes 
(CFSTs) has been reviewed in this paper. Using a much-expanded database of published flexural tests than 
considered in previous review studies, the applicability and conservativeness of four commonly used design 
standards to assess the flexural capacity of circular CFSTs have been substantiated through this review. This 
was verified to be the case irrespective of the type of concrete used for infilling the steel tubes of the circular 
CFST. Reliability analyses performed based on 219 circular CFST flexural tests obtained from the literature 
provided confirmation that the capacity factors stated for steel and concrete in AS/NZS 2327 provide an 
adequate reliability level for structural design. The calibrated capacity factors for the target reliability index 
exceeded the values given in the standard thereby confirming the conservatism of the code. In addition, it was 
ascertained that the slenderness limits specified for compact behaviour in the design standards were 
significantly conservative. Further bending tests on larger diameter tubes with thinner walls and higher steel 
strengths are needed to establish the actual limits. Further testing is also needed to ascertain the effect of the 
steel tube fabrication method on the flexural capacity of circular CFSTs. 
 
Hai-Ting Li, Ben Young”, Cold-formed high strength steel SHS and RHS beams at elevated temperatures”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 475-485, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.03.034 
ABSTRACT: The structural responses of cold-formed high strength steel (HSS) square and rectangular hollow 
section (SHS and RHS) beams at elevated temperatures were examined in this study. Stress-strain relationships 
of cold-formed HSS at elevated temperatures were proposed and verified against material test results. The 
proposed stress-strain relationships were then employed in a finite element (FE) analysis to study the behaviour 
of cold-formed HSS SHS/RHS beams at elevated temperatures up to 1000 °C. The developed FE model was 
verified with available test results of cold-formed HSS SHS/RHS beams; upon verification, a total of 252 
numerical flexural capacities were gained from FE analyses. The numerical results were used to investigate the 
suitability of existing cross-section slenderness limits to the HSS tubular sections at elevated temperatures. The 
applicability of current flexural design provisions in the Eurocode 3, AISC and AISI specifications to the 
investigated HSS tubular beams at elevated temperatures was also examined. Overall, it is shown that the 
codified provisions can provide quite conservative predictions; an improved design rule is proposed by 
modifying the direct strength method (DSM) in the AISI specification. Furthermore, reliability analyses were 
carried out to assess reliability levels of codified and modified provisions. It has been demonstrated that the 
modified DSM can produce accurate and reliable design and therefore is recommended to be used for cold-
formed HSS SHS/RHS beams at elevated temperatures. 
 
B. Janarthanan, M. Mahendran, S. Gunalan, “Numerical modelling of web crippling failures in cold-formed 
steel unlipped channel sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 486-501, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite element analysis based study of web crippling failures in cold-formed 
steel unlipped channel sections with their flanges fastened to supports under one-flange load cases (EOF and 
IOF). Currently no design equations are available in the current cold-formed steel specifications to determine 
the web crippling capacities of unlipped channel sections with restrained flanges under one flange load cases. 
Hence the web crippling behaviour of unlipped channel sections was first investigated experimentally using 28 
tests and suitable coefficients were proposed for the current web crippling design equation. However, the 
applicability of the proposed coefficients was limited to the tested channel sections. In this study advanced 



finite element models were developed in ABAQUS/CAE and validated in terms of ultimate failure loads, load 
versus deflection curves and failure modes. The developed models were analysed using nonlinear static and 
quasi-static analysis based on implicit and explicit integration schemes. This study addressed the effects of 
mesh size, element type, mechanical property model and inertia of support and loading plates. Also, the effects 
of two enhancement techniques of explicit analysis such as mass scaling and artificial loading rates with 
different thicknesses were investigated and the results are presented. A detailed parametric study was then 
conducted using the validated finite element models. New and improved design equations were proposed to 
determine the web crippling capacities of unipped channel sections using the results from both finite element 
analysis based parametric study and experiments. 
 
Yasoja Gunawardena, Farhad Aslani, “Behaviour and design of concrete-filled spiral-welded stainless-steel 
tube short columns under concentric and eccentric axial compression loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 158, pp 522-546, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.013 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled stainless-steel tube (CFSST) columns, which would be more durable than their 
mild-steel counterparts, are potentially a more economical method of using stainless-steel for structures. Spiral-
welded stainless-steel tubes (SWSSTs) could further increase the cost-effectiveness of CFSST columns. 
SWSSTs are an alternate and advantageous form of welded tube fabricated by welding a helically bent steel 
plate. The behaviour of concrete-filled SWSST (CF-SWSST) columns can potentially be different to CFSSTs 
using other tube types, especially due to larger residual stresses present in SWSSTs. Given this background, 
twelve self-compacting CF-SWSST short columns with nominal diameter-to-thickness ratios (D/t) equal to 51, 
76, 101.5 and 114.5 were tested under axial compression considering eccentricities of 0, 0.15D and 0.4D. The 
observed failure mode, consisting of flexural local buckling, was equivalent to that reported for non-SWT 
CFSST columns. The spiral weld did not act detrimentally to the strength. Concrete-filled mild-steel tube design 
standards provided satisfactory predictions of the experimental capacities for CF-SWSSTs under eccentric 
loading though they were less conservative when the loading was concentric. The need for separate calibration 
of design guidelines for CF-SWSST short columns was established since, on average, the actual to predicted 
capacity ratios were noticeably less than those of non-SWT CFSSTs. Fibre-based section analyses using a 
confined concrete material model gave better predictions of the eccentric axial capacities than codified methods 
suggesting greater confinement benefit than considered in the standards are applicable to eccentrically loaded 
CF-SWSST short columns. The study also confirmed equivalent strength behaviour of CF-SWSST short 
columns to their mild-steel counterparts though with greater ductility. 
 
Weining Sui, Zhanfei Wang, Xiaomin Li, “Experimental performance of irregular PZs in CHS column H-shape 
beam steel frame”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 158, pp 547-559, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.016 
ABSTRACT: The study is aimed at clarifying the elastic and inelastic behaviour of irregular panel zones (PZs) 
in a steel moment-resisting frame with circular hollow section (CHS) steel columns and H-shape steel beams 
connected with external diaphragm under cyclic loading, where the elevations of the beams on left- and right-
hand sides of the column are different. To this end, experiments were carried out on the beam-to-column steel 
sub-assemblage frame connected with an external diaphragm. A parametric study was conducted by considering 
different values of a parameter β (the ratio of the elevation difference of the beams on both sides of the column 
to the beam height), and different configurations of the external diaphragm in the connection. The experimental 
results revealed that the parameter β has a significant influence on the stiffness of the PZs, but no significant 
effect on the shear strength of the PZs, and the stiffness of the PZs decrease as β increases. In addition, the 
shape of the external diaphragm has significant influences on the energy dissipation capacity and load bearing 
capacity of the frame. A qualitative evaluation of the mechanical performance of the PZs is given, and a 
reasonable connection configuration for the structure design with the PZs is provided. The non-linear finite 
element analysis (FEA) method was also used to analyze the test specimens. By comparing with the 
experimental results, the FEA method can give a reference for quantitative analysis of the mechanical properties 
of the irregular PZs. 
 



Pengcheng Li, Yuer Yang, Jun Yuan, Bin Jia, “Numerical investigation into prestressed stayed steel box section 
columns under eccentric loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 1-12, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.015 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of prestressed stayed steel columns under axial compression has been intensively 
investigated; however, research on their behaviour under eccentric loading has not been conducted. This current 
work investigates the stability behaviour of prestressed stayed steel box section columns under eccentric loading 
by using finite element analysis. It was demonstrated that the load carrying capacity could be decreased by the 
load eccentricity. A reduction factor that quantitatively denotes the effect of load eccentricity on the load 
carrying capacities was defined, and approximate formulae calculating the reduction factor have also been 
proposed. Further, it has been found that the effect of eccentricity on the load carrying capacity is significantly 
affected by the critical buckling modes of prestressed stayed steel columns. In addition, the effects of 
slenderness ratio, crossarm length, and stay diameter have also been presented in this work. The results will be 
of great assistance when designing this type of column under eccentric loading. 
 
Yong Chen, Ji-yang Wang, Yong Guo, Shi-jie Guan, ... Bing-nan Sun, “Mechanical behavior of welded hollow 
spherical joints with diameter exceeding 1.0m”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 21-33, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.023 
ABSTRACT: The welded hollow spherical joint (WHSJ) with diameter greater than 1.0 m is commonly 
employed in long-span tubular transmission towers. It has a relatively higher ratio of diameter to thickness 
compared to traditional spherical joints, since the larger thickness leads to difficulties in fabricating a spherical 
joint with a diameter of more than 1.0 meter, and will also lead to deterioration of mechanical properties of 
materials. Therefore, longitudinal and transverse stiffeners are usually set inside to avoid local buckling and 
improve bearing capacity. In this study, experimental tests and finite element (FE) analyses of full-scale WHSJs 
with a diameter of 1400 mm under the multi-axial load are conducted. The results indicate that all specimens 
have similar failure modes, namely the indentation of the hollow sphere near the main tube, and the failure of 
the longitudinal stiffeners at the same position. In addition, the setup of longitudinal stiffeners would obviously 
improve the ultimate bearing capacity (UBC) of WHSJ. After the validity of the FE model is verified, the 
parametric study is carried out. The results indicate that the UBC of stiffened WHSJ can be approximated by 
the sum of the resistances of the corresponding unstiffened WHSJ and the stiffeners. Accordingly, design 
equations are proposed for stiffened WHSJs with diameter greater than 1.0 m. The results obtained by proposed 
equations are compared with that obtained by tests and FE analyses. They are basically in good agreement, 
which shows the validity of the equations. 
 
Tiago Manco, João Pedro Martins, Constança Rigueiro, Luís Simões da Silva, “Ultimate resistance of isotropic 
cylindrically curved steel panels under uniaxial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
159, pp 95-108, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.026 
ABSTRACT: Curved steel panels are increasingly used in several engineering fields yet, design provisions to 
predict their strength are mostly empirical and with a limited range of application. Consequently, the aim of this 
paper is to propose expressions for the prediction of the ultimate load of curved panels under uniaxial 
compression based on a physically robust approach, using semi-analytical methods (SAM). The formulation is 
based on large deflection theory incorporating initial imperfections and geometric nonlinearity and a first yield 
criterion applied to the von Mises' stresses is employed. The ultimate load is calculated for a wide parametric 
variation of geometries considering different amplitudes and patterns of imperfections and boundary conditions. 
In order to assess the influence of the geometry on the resistance of the curved panels, the curvature parameter, 
Z, the aspect ratio, α, and the width over thickness, a/h, are varied with the objective to cover most cases of 
unstiffened curved panels with practical applicability. The influence of these parameters is calculated and 
validated with the results of the FEM showing good agreement. 
 
Dongxu Li, Zhichao Huang, Brian Uy, Huu-Tai Thai, Chao Hou, “Slenderness limits for fabricated S960 ultra-
high-strength steel and composite columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 109-121, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.025 
ABSTRACT: Ultra-high-strength steel (UHSS) has been gaining increasing attention globally due to its 
significant structural and economic benefits. Specifically, the use of UHSS in steel and composite column 
sections can reduce the dimensions and self-weight of the structural components. However, the utilisation of 



UHSS slender sections also renders the structural members more susceptible to local buckling. The reduced 
ductility as well as less strain hardening of UHSS can also affect the post-buckling load. In order to clarify the 
local buckling and post-buckling load of compressive members using UHSS plates, the authors herein present 
an extensive experimental program. A total of sixteen steel and composite specimens are tested with the 
slenderness limits (λey) and effective widths (be/b) being identified. Finite element models which account for the 
effects of residual stress and initial geometric imperfection are developed to capture the buckling behaviour of 
the box and I-section columns. The enhancement of local buckling and post-local buckling load of UHSS 
composite sections due to the presence of infilled concrete is demonstrated. In addition, the slenderness limits 
and effective widths of both bare steel sections and composite sections incorporating UHSS plates are further 
compared with existing codes of practice. Corresponding design recommendations are consequently provided. 
 
Li-Wei Chen, Keh-Chyuan Tsai, Ching-Yi Tsai, An-Chien Wu, “Evaluating out-of-plane stability for welded 
BRBs considering flexural restrainer and gusset rotations”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, 
pp 161-175, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.028 
ABSTRACT: Buckling-restrained braces (BRB) have been widely used as cost-effective energy dissipators in 
seismic designs of steel buildings. However, several issues of out-of-plane (OOP) instability have been 
observed in previous research. The stability evaluation method commonly used in seismic design practice 
applies three limit states to check the stability of the steel casing, connections, and gussets separately. 
Nevertheless, they appear to be over-simplified, by adopting unreasonable end conditions and neglecting 
coupling effects among them. Therefore, this study adapts an advanced stability assessment procedure and 
proposes a new stability model that considers the flexural deformation of the restrainer, gusset rotations, and the 
aforementioned coupling effects. In addition, an evaluation method is developed for finite-element model 
analysis to compute the gussets' rotational stiffness and strength. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
model, four full-scale BRB specimens each 5.8 m long with a 988-kN nominal yielding strength, varying 
restrainer stiffness, gusset thickness, and with/without edge stiffeners or OOP end drift are tested. The proposed 
model satisfactorily predicts specimens' failure modes and buckling strengths with errors less than 6%. Test 
results show a 9% drop in buckling strength due to a 57-mm OOP end drift, highlighting the significant impact 
from the OOP end drift. The proposed model exhibits an improvement in the buckling strength of over 80% 
with a 24% enlargement in the restrainer diameter, indicating the critical effects of the restrainer's flexural 
stiffness. The research results can be adopted to improve the practice of BRB frame design. 
 
James R. Maguire, Lip H. Teh, G. Charles Clifton, James B.P. Lim, “Residual capacity of cold-formed steel 
rack uprights following stomping during rocking”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 189-
197, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.039 
ABSTRACT: When selective pallet racks are allowed to rock in the cross-aisle direction during an earthquake, 
the uprights are subjected to short duration high axial forces at stomping. In this paper, the amplitude of the 
stomping force needed to compromise the upright's residual capacity is assessed for 59 configurations using 
nonlinear inelastic static and dynamic analyses. Parametric studies are performed to investigate the effects of 
upright length, bracing pitch, section slenderness, torsional restraints and multiple impulses on the residual 
capacity of an upright due to rocking. Uprights that fail in the flexural-torsional buckling mode perform better 
than those that fail by local-distortional buckling as the stomping causes permanent local-distortional 
deformations rather than sweep (torsional deformation). A rack upright that has a greater length, greater 
thickness and lower torsional restraint tends to have a higher residual capacity (relative to the undamaged 
capacity). A typical cold-formed steel rack upright can sustain a 0.1 s stomping force that is at least 15% 
greater than its static ultimate capacity without significant reduction in residual capacity. An implication is that 
an unanchored upright that survives an earthquake through rocking may double its storage load during the post-
earthquake emergency period. The present shell element analysis results can be used to plan an experimental 
program for optimising the resilience of storage rack uprights against stomping. 
 
You-Fu Yang, Xue-Meng Bie, Chao Hou, Lin-Hai Han, “Analytical behaviour and design of square CFDST 
subjected to local bearing force”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 198-214, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.038 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite element analysis (FEA) model for the behaviour of square concrete 
filled double skin steel tube (CFDST) under local bearing force. Feasibility of the developed FEA model was 



validated extensively against available experimental results. The predicted results obtained from the FEA 
modelling were found to match well with those observed from the tests in terms of failure patterns, load versus 
deformation curves and bearing capacities. The full-range load-transferring mechanism of square CFDST under 
local bearing force was then analyzed using the FEA model. Comprehensive parametric studies were also 
carried out to investigate the effect of various parameters on the bearing capacity of square CFDST subjected to 
local bearing force. The evaluated parameters mainly included the hollow ratio of CFDST, geometric 
configuration of the bearing member (BM) and the CFDST, the width to thickness ratio of steel tubes, and the 
strengths of steel and concrete materials. Based on the parametric analysis results, simplified design formulae 
were proposed for calculating the bearing capacity of square CFDST under local bearing force. Validated 
through the reported experimental data, the proposed formulae were featured with a reasonable accuracy and 
could be adopted in the practical design of square CFDST members subjected to local bearing force. 
 
Yi Sui, Yongqing Tu, Quanquan Guo, Jinfeng Zhang, Fei Ke, “Study on the behavior of multi-cell composite T-
shaped concrete-filled steel tubular columns subjected to compression under biaxial eccentricity”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 215-230, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.033 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the behavior of multi-cell composite T-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular 
(MT-CFST) columns subjected to compression under biaxial eccentricity. Nineteen specimens were tested and 
presented. The main variables were the position and angle of eccentric loading. The experiment showed that the 
main failure modes of the specimens were overall bending and local buckling. The position and angle of 
eccentric loading were two important factors that affected the ultimate load of MT-CFST columns. Finite 
element software was used to analyze MT-CFST columns subjected to compression under biaxial eccentricity. 
The simulated results were in good agreement with the experimental data. By modifying the relevant 
parameters, the effect of the strength of concrete, the thickness of steel tubes, and the section dimension on the 
ultimate load of specimens were investigated. Based on fiber element analysis, the N–M curves and failure 
surface of the specimens were obtained. According to the fiber element analysis results, a simplified formula 
was proposed to predict Mx/M0x–My/M0y curves for specimens subjected to compression under biaxial 
eccentricity. It can be used to check the bearing capability of MT-CFST columns subjected to compression 
under biaxial eccentricity. The results predicted by the simplified formula coincide with both the results of 
experimental testing and finite element analysis. 
 
Xuhong Zhou, Weiyong Wang, Keyan Song, Y. Frank Chen, “Fire resistance studies on circular tubed steel 
reinforced concrete stub columns subjected to axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 159, pp 231-244, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.032 
ABSTRACT: A series of fire tests on eight circular tubed steel reinforced concrete (CTSRC) stub columns 
subjected to axial loading are presented in this paper. The influences of load level and steel tube thickness on 
the fire resistance of the CTSRC stub columns were investigated. Two similar specimens were tested with the 
same test scenario to obtain more reasonable data. The temperatures in steel and concrete, axial displacement, 
fire resistance, and failure mode were recorded and discussed. The test results show that the load level has a 
great influence on the fire resistance of CTSRC stub columns. The steel tube thickness has a significant 
influence on the fire resistance of CTSRC stub columns when subjected to a higher load level. Thermal and 
structural finite element (FE) models were developed to analyze the temperature distributions and fire responses 
of CTSRC stub columns by employing the program ABAQUS. These developed models were validated by the 
test data. Extensive parametric studies were carried out by using the FE method to investigate the influences of 
key factors on the temperature distributions and fire resistances of CTSRC stub columns. The factors considered 
for thermal analysis include cross-sectional dimension, steel tube thickness, and concrete type, while the factors 
considered for structural analysis include load ratio, cross-sectional dimension, steel tube thickness, concrete 
strength, and steel strength. The parametric studies indicate that the cross-sectional dimension has a more 
significant influence than the steel tube thickness on the temperature magnitudes of CTSRC stub columns. The 
load ratio, cross-sectional dimension, and steel tube thickness have more significant influence than concrete 
strength on the fire resistance of CTSRC stub columns. Based on the results of the parametric studies, a 
simplified method to predict the steel temperatures and the compressive load bearing capacities of CTSRC stub 
columns exposed to fire is proposed. 
 



Yu-Yin Wang, Yue Geng, Mu-Zi Zhao, Jie Chen, “Non-linear creep modelling on circular concrete-filled steel 
tubular columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 270-282, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.009 
ABSTRACT: The particularity of the non-linear creep behavior of the circular concrete-filled steel tubes 
(CFST) is 1) the concrete core will not exchange moisture with the surrounding environment as sealed inside 
the steel tube, and 2) confinement effects will restrain the development of microcracking and prevent creep 
failure. In this context, the available creep model and analysis method will not be applicable in the prediction of 
the non-linear creep responses of circular CFST columns. In this paper, a non-linear creep model was proposed 
for circular CFST columns. This model was benchmarked against available experimental data. Extensive 
parametric study was performed to investigate the non-linear creep effects on the static responses of circular 
CFST columns. Finally, the applicability of different algebraic methods in calculating the non-linear creep 
responses of circular CFST columns was evaluated against the results obtained from refined analysis procedure. 
Investigation results have shown that non-linear creep could lead up to a 90% increase in the creep coefficient 
and, if not well accounted, would make the steel tube yield in the service life. The long-term responses of the 
circular CFST columns can be well depicted by introducing an ‘amplification factor’ into the Eurocode 2. The 
Age-Adjusted Effective Modulus method was recommended for simple design calculations. 
 
Zheng He, Tingting Liu, “Structural-capacity-reserve-based performance assessment of long-span single-layer 
lattice shell structures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 301-314, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.021 
ABSTRACT: To achieve a well-balanced structural design, a customized performance assessment approach 
based on the structural capacity reserve (SCR) is proposed for commonly used long-span single-layer lattice 
shells. The SCR is calculated by integrating the normalized residual seismic capacity (RSC) over the entire 
range of possible earthquake-induced damage levels. Six typical RSC ratio curves and the corresponding ranges 
of the SCR index are discussed and verified for several spherical single-layer lattice shells. The impact of the 
arrangement of the components on the structural deformability, failure mode, plasticity and damage 
development as well as the RSC and SCR is clarified for two Schwedler shells. Based on observations from 
vulnerability and sensitivity analyses, several alternative strengthening schemes are generated for an S12 
Schwedler single-layer lattice shell, and the optimal one is determined by means of a multiple-objective 
evaluation system that includes the SCR. The investigation indicates that normalized RSC ratio curves can 
reflect the design rationality of structural layouts and that they can clearly capture the dynamic instability of 
lattice shells. The ability of lattice shells to retain their post-earthquake resistance reserves is found to depend 
primarily on the locations where damage develops. The localization of fully yielded components has the 
potential to create several weak regions, leading to a high possibility of substantial loss of resistance reserves. 
The case study of the S12 Schwedler shell demonstrates the necessity of considering the SCR in a 
comprehensive structural performance evaluation system. 
 
Yasoja Gunawardena, Farhad Aslani, Brian Uy, “Behaviour and design of concrete-filled mild-steel spiral 
welded tube long columns under eccentric axial compression loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 159, pp 341-363, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.045 
ABSTRACT: Spiral-welded tubes (SWTs) are fabricated by helically bending a steel plate and welding the 
resulting abutting edges. SWT is a more cost-effective form of tube that can be used for concrete-filled steel 
tube (CFST) columns. SWTs contain larger residual stresses and distinct imperfection patterns compared to 
other tube types and hence warrant separate consideration. Previous research into concrete-filled spiral-welded 
steel tube (CF-SWST) columns has been mainly limited to considering short column behaviour. In contrast, 
most practical columns are ‘long columns’ where length dependant effects limit the column capacity. To 
address this research gap, 12 mild-steel self-compacting CF-SWST columns with diameter to thickness (D/t) 
and effective length to diameter (Le/D) ratios in the ranges 56–118 and 10.5–11.9 were tested under axial 
compression. Load-eccentricities of 0, 0.15D and 0.4D were considered for the tests. A stable global flexural 
buckling type failure mode was observed consistent with those previously reported for CFST long columns of 
other tube types. Local buckling also occurred in the post-peak region. The spiral weld seam was observed not 
to be a preferential location for failure. On average, the experimental capacities were well predicted by the 
guidelines of six internationally used design standards. The scatter of the actual to predicted capacity ratios 
obtained was either equivalent to or more conservative than that reported for comparable CFST long columns of 



other tube types. The results suggest that greater strength enhancement than considered in the codes may be 
effective for sections with D/t<87 in the tested Le/D range. For eccentric loading, fibre-element based analyses 
using confined concrete material models gave closer predictions of experimental capacities than codified 
methods. The study provided evidence of equivalent behaviour of CF-SWST long columns to comparable 
CFSTs of other tube types and the applicability of existing guidelines for evaluating their strength. 
 
Jin-Guang Yu, Li-Ming Liu, Bo Li, Ji-Ping Hao, Xi Gao and  Xiao-Tian Feng, “Comparative study of steel 
plate shear walls with different types of unbonded stiffeners”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
159, pp 384-396 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comparative study of the steel plate shear walls (SPSWs) with different 
types of unbonded stiffeners. Multiple ribs and precast concrete panels are installed for restraining the out-of-
plane deformation of steel plates. The effect of spacing of unbonded ribs on the behaviour of SPSWs is first 
investigated through a finite element analysis. Subsequently, three 1/3-scale one-bay, two-storey SPSW 
specimens, namely unstiffened SPSW (US-SPSW), partially restrained SPSW (PR-SPSW) and completely 
restrained SPSW (CR-SPSW), are tested under cyclic loading. Test results indicate that specimens PR-SPSW 
and CR-SPSW exhibit similar load-carrying capacity, energy dissipation capacity, and stiffness degradation. 
Out-of-plane deformations of infilled steel plates, inward deformation of columns, and rotation of beam-column 
connections in both specimens PR-SPSW and CR-SPSW are effectively restrained, which alleviates the 
pinching phenomenon of hysteretic curves and stiffness degradation. As compared to the complete restraints for 
steel plates, partial restraints can increase the buckling area of the infilled steel plates and subsequently enhance 
the ductility of SPSW structure. They can also convert the deformation mode of infilled steel panels from the 
high-wave-low order to the low-wave-high order. In general, specimen PR-SPSW stiffened by unbonded 
multiple ribs with an appropriate spacing shows the excellent structural behaviour and constructability. 
 
Kang He, Yu Chen, Shaohua Han, “Experimental investigation of square stainless steel tubular stub columns 
after elevated temperatures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 397-414 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.008 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of square stainless steel tubular (SSST) stub columns after elevated temperatures 
under axial compression is presented in this paper. A total of sixty specimens were tested, including forty-eight 
SSST stub columns at elevated temperatures cooled in air, nine SSST stub columns at elevated temperatures 
cooled in water and three SSST stub columns at ambient temperature. A total of twelve square CFSST stub 
columns were carried out load-strain tests. The main parameters explored in the test include thickness (1.0mm, 
1.2mm, 1.5mm), high temperature duration (30min, 60min, 90min, 120min), temperature ranging from 400°C 
to 1000°C and cooling methods. This paper presents the failure modes, ultimate load-bearing capacity, load-
strain curves, load versus displacement curves, initial stiffness at the elastic stage and ductility of the specimens. 
It was found that high temperature has the greatest influence on the ultimate load-bearing capacity of the 
columns, and the cooling methods also have some effect on it. As the elevated temperature specimens subjected 
increased, the percentage decrease in load-bearing capacity had an obvious increase, the ductility became worse 
and the initial compressive stiffness slightly decreased. The crack resistance of the specimens improved after 
elevated temperature. The axial deformation versus load curves had an obvious elastic-plastic stage as the 
elevated temperature duration increased to 120min. Based on the experimental results, a formula was proposed 
to calculate the ultimate load-bearing capacity of SSST stub columns after elevated temperatures. 
 
H.X. Yuan, X.X. Du, M. Shokouhian, J. Ye, B.W. Schafer, “Behaviour and design of circular hollow section 
steel columns strengthened by infilling concrete under preload”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
159, pp 415-427 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.001 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to develop design guidance for existing hollow steel columns that 
are retrofitted by infilling concrete into the tubes. The primary challenge is the unknown effect of the existing 
preload on the steel columns prior to the concrete infill. Composite performance and buckling behaviour of 
circular hollow section (CHS) steel columns strengthened by infilling concrete under preload was 
experimentally and numerically investigated in this study. A total of 34 CHS steel columns were tested under 
pin-ended boundary conditions, and the overall buckling failure modes and corresponding ultimate buckling 
resistances were recorded. Prior to the member testing, material properties of the steel columns and the infilled 
concrete were attained. By means of the finite element (FE) software package ABAQUS, elaborate FE models 



for the CHS columns strengthened by infilling concrete were developed and validated against the obtained test 
results, which were further verified with other available test data. Using the validated FE models, systematic 
parametric studies were conducted to examine the influences of the major factors affecting the ultimate 
capacities of the CHS columns strengthened by infilling concrete, including preload ratios, steel and concrete 
strengths, steel ratios, initial global imperfections, eccentricity ratios and column slenderness ratios. The 
obtained test and numerical results were therefore utilised to develop design criteria for predicting the overall 
buckling resistance of CHS steel columns strengthened by infilling concrete. In view of the difficulty of 
determining the key parameters in practice and the uncertainty of the strengthening process, a new simplified 
design coefficient was proposed, taking into account the influence of the preload. It has been demonstrated that 
accurate and reasonable strength predictions can be provided by the proposed design method. 
 
S.M. Zahurul Islam, Yancheng Cai, Ben Young, “Design of CFRP-strengthened stainless steel tubular sections 
subjected to web crippling”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 442-458 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.043 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a nonlinear finite element analysis and also depicts the design of stainless 
steel hollow square and rectangular sections strengthened by CFRP under web crippling loading configurations. 
Current design rules do not provide sufficient information for predicting the performance of CFRP-strengthened 
stainless steel hollow sections against web crippling. To develop a new comprehensive design rule, this research 
provided a nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) based on a series of laboratory tests. The tests were 
conducted subjected to four different loading conditions, end-two-flange (ETF), end-one-flange (EOF) interior-
two-flange (ITF) and interior-one-flange (IOF). Geometric and material nonlinear finite-element models were 
developed, substantiated by the experimental results. The traction separation law was used to simulate the 
debonding mechanism between the CFRP plate and stainless steel tubes in the nonlinear analysis process for the 
cohesive zone modeling. The finite-element models explicated well the behavior of CFRP strengthening and 
closely predicted the ultimate load-carrying capacity, web-crippling failure modes, as well as web-deformation 
curves of the tested sections. A parametric investigation was conducted using the verified finite element models 
for tubular sections with different dimensions. For CFRP enhancement of stainless steel members, the validated 
finite element models has been demonstrated as an constructive and time-saving method to determine the 
strengths of web crippling. The proposed design equation predictions also agreed well with the tests and 
numerical results. The web crippling strengths can be predicted effectively by the proposed design equation for 
CFRP enrichment stainless steel hollow sections against web crippling loading configurations. 
 
Andreas Fieber, Leroy Gardner, Lorenzo Macorini, “Formulae for determining elastic local buckling half-
wavelengths of structural steel cross-sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 493-506 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.037 
ABSTRACT: Formulae for determining elastic local buckling half-wavelengths of structural steel I-sections and 
box sections under compression, bending and combined loading are presented. Knowledge of local buckling 
half-wavelengths is useful for the direct definition of geometric imperfections in analytical and numerical 
models, as well as in a recently developed strain-based advanced analysis and design approach (Gardner et al., 
2019a, 2019b). The underlying concept is that the cross-section local buckling response is bound by the 
theoretical behaviour of the isolated cross-section plates with simply-supported and fixed boundary conditions 
along their adjoined edges. At the isolated plate level, expressions for the half-wavelength buckling coefficient 
kLb, which defines the local buckling half-wavelength of a plate as a multiple of its width b, taking into account 
the effects of the boundary conditions and applied loading, have been developed based on the results of finite 
strip analysis. At the cross-sectional level, element interaction is accounted for through an interaction 
coefficient ζ that ranges between 0 and 1, corresponding to the upper (simply-supported) and lower (fixed) 
bound half-wavelength envelopes of the isolated cross-section plates. The predicted half-wavelengths have been 
compared against numerical values obtained from finite strip analyses performed on a range of standard 
European and American hot-rolled I-sections and square/rectangular hollow sections (SHS/RHS), as well as 
additional welded profiles. The proposed approach is shown to predict the cross-section local buckling half-
wavelengths consistently to within 10% of the numerical results. 
 



Ho-Jun Lee, Hong-Gun Park, In-Rak Choi, “Compression loading test for concrete-filled tubular columns with 
high-strength steel slender section”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 507-520 August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.04.040 
ABSTRACT: An experimental study was performed on thin-walled concrete-filled steel tubular (CFT) 
columns. In practical applications of CFT columns, the use of high-strength steel non-compact or slender 
section is expected to grow because thin plates are advantageous in steel production and economy. Thus, the 
present study focused on evaluation of the axial load-carrying capacity of rectangular CFT columns with high-
strength steel (grade 800) slender section. The test parameters were the yield strength of steel, the width-to-
thickness ratio of steel plates, and the use of stiffeners. Five specimens were tested under monotonic axial-
compression loading. Although elastic local buckling occurred in the high-strength steel slender sections, unlike 
the expectation, the specimens exhibited significant post-buckling reserve strength, exceeding design code 
predictions. The specimens strengthened with vertical stiffeners showed enhanced performance, attaining the 
plastic capacity of the composite section. To investigate the characteristic behaviors such as steel local bucking 
and concrete confinement, nonlinear finite element analysis was performed on the specimens. The experimental 
and numerical results showed that the steel peak stress is affected by the lateral expansion of the crushed 
concrete, and the peak stress of the high-strength concrete is generally lower than the cylinder strength. On the 
basis of the results, a modified fiber analysis model and a simplified strength equation were proposed. 
 
Yao Sun, Yating Liang, Ou Zhao, “Testing, numerical modelling and design of S690 high strength steel welded 
I-section stub columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 159, pp 521-533, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a comprehensive testing and numerical simulation investigation into the 
material properties, membrane residual stresses and compression capacities of S690 high strength steel welded 
I-section stub columns. The testing programme was performed on eight welded I-sections fabricated from 5mm 
thick S700MC high strength steel hot-rolled plates by means of gas metal arc welding, and included material 
tensile coupon tests, membrane residual stress measurements, initial local geometric imperfection 
measurements, and sixteen concentrically loaded stub column tests. A membrane residual stress distribution 
model for S690 high strength steel welded I-sections was firstly proposed, based on the experimentally 
measured results. In conjunction with the structural testing, a numerical modelling study was carried out, in 
which finite element models were initially developed and validated against the experimental results, and 
afterwards employed to conduct parametric studies, aiming at generating further structural performance data 
over a broader range of cross-section sizes. The obtained experimental and numerical data were used to evaluate 
the accuracy of the slenderness limits (for classifications of plate elements and cross-sections) and design rules 
for S690 high strength steel welded I-section stub columns, as set out in the European, American and Australian 
standards. The results of the evaluation revealed that the codified slenderness limits are accurate for the plate 
element and cross-section classifications of S690 welded I-sections in compression, and the established local 
buckling design provisions in the considered three codes result in precise and consistent cross-section 
compression resistance predictions for both non-slender and slender S690 welded I-section stub columns. 
 
Siqi Lin, Yan-Gang Zhao, “Numerical study of the behaviors of axially loaded large-diameter CFT stub 
columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 54-66, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.020 
ABSTRACT: Experimental researches on the behaviors of large-diameter concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) 
columns are quite limited because of expenses and capacity of testing equipment. Finite element (FE) technique 
is an alternative and efficient method if suitable models of materials are available. Many FE models have been 
proposed to simulate the behaviors of CFT columns. Results predicted by the existing models are generally 
found to agree well with the experimental results of CFT columns, the diameters of which, however, are 
generally <300 mm. It is uncertain whether these models are still suitable for the columns with diameters larger 
than 300 mm. In this paper, a unified FE model applicable to both small- and large-diameter CFT stub columns 
is proposed. The proposed FE model is then used to study the influence of column parameters and size on the 
behaviors of steel tube and confined concrete in CFT columns, based on which an ultimate strength considering 
size effect is proposed. It was found that the existing FE model predicts conservative results for large-diameter 
columns, whereas the proposed model performs well for both small- and large-diameter columns. Parametric 
studies suggest size effect on the behavior of confined concrete in a CFT column is more significant than that of 



steel tube, which, however, is mitigated due to the confinement effect resulting from steel tube when compared 
with that of plain concrete. Finally, the proposed ultimate strength model is found to perform well and more 
accurate than the existing model. 
 
B. Kövesdi, “Buckling resistance of orthotropic plates subjected by compression interpolation between plate 
and column-like behavior”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 67-76, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.024 
ABSTRACT: It is commonly known that compression resistance of longitudinally stiffened orthotropic plates 
depends on both the column and plate-like behavior. Large number of previous investigations studied the 
structural behavior of stiffened plates subjected to compression. However, a comprehensive investigation and a 
parametric study is not available in the international literature about applicable interpolation function for plates 
having closed section stiffeners. It is known from previous research results that the interpolation function can be 
different depending on the calculation method of the critical stresses (analytical or numerical). It is also known, 
that the application of the numerically computed critical stresses in the Eurocode based design method can lead 
to overestimation of the compression resistance through the increased critical stress resulting in smaller 
slenderness ratio. However, there is no recommendation for applicable interpolation formula when computed 
critical stresses are used by the designers. Therefore, the current research program focuses on the investigation 
of longitudinally stiffened orthotropic plates, studying the interpolation curve between plate and column-like 
buckling behavior. The applicability of the EN 1993-1-5 based interpolation curve is discussed and evaluated. 
The reason of the differences by using analytical and numerical critical stresses are explained and applicable 
interpolation function is proposed for both cases. 
 
Wei Wang, Yingzi Ren, Zheng Lu, Jiangliang Song, Bin Han and Ying Zhou, “Experimental study of the 
hysteretic behaviour of corrugated steel plate shear walls and steel plate reinforced concrete composite shear 
walls”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 136-152, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.019 
ABSTRACT: To examine the seismic performance of steel plate shear walls (SPSWs) and the corresponding 
steel plate reinforced concrete composite shear walls (SPCSWs), six 1:2 scale shear wall specimens (flat, 
vertical and horizontal corrugated SPSWs and the corresponding SPCSWs) are tested. The deformation capacity 
and failure modes of the specimens under cyclic loading are studied. The force–displacement hysteretic curves, 
envelope curves, bearing capacity and displacement values at various stages are obtained. The failure 
characteristics, deformation and energy dissipation capacity and the stiffness and the characteristics of 
degradation of the bearing capacity are analysed, and the design formulas of the shearing capacity of corrugated 
SPSWs and the corrugated SPCSWs are also proposed. The test results indicate that the lateral stiffness, 
ductility and energy dissipation capacity of composite shear walls are all better than those of the SPSWs. The 
lateral force bearing capacity of flat steel plate, vertical corrugated and horizontal corrugated SPCSW are 176%, 
92%, 41% higher than that of the corresponding SPSWs, respectively. The displacement ductility coefficient of 
flat steel plate, vertical corrugated steel plate and horizontal corrugated steel plate composite wall is 1.86, 1.6 
and 1.83 times higher than that of corresponding SPSWs, respectively. Due to the mechanical constraints that 
concrete applies to steel, the initial stiffness of composite shear walls is considerably higher than that of 
SPSWs. 
 
M.A. Gizejowski, Z. Stachura, R.B. Szczerba, M.D. Gajewski, “Out-of-plane buckling resistance of rolled steel 
H-section beam-columns under unequal end moments”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 
153-168, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.016 
ABSTRACT: A novel analytical model is proposed for establishing design criteria based on the decomposition 
of the in-plane deformation and out-of-plane stability states. First part of this study considered the in-plane 
buckling resistance of beam–columns. This study uses the results from Gizejowski et al. [42] to develop an 
analytical model for the inelastic out-of-plane buckling resistance of beam–columns subjected to a moment 
gradient. The elastic flexural–torsional buckling solution is combined with the in-plane solution via the 
generalised Ayrton–Perry model. In order to unify the recommendations for the resistance evaluation of beams, 
columns, and beam–columns, the model is customised to conform to the standard Eurocode technique of 
modelling buckling resistance of steel elements in compression or bending about the cross-sectional axis with 
the greater moment of inertia. As a result, the out-of-plane resistance interaction curves, expressed in 



dimensionless coordinates, which describe the beam–column flexural–torsional buckling resistance and 
consider lateral–torsional buckling effects, are obtained. The results of finite element simulations are used for 
the verification of the developed analytical formulation. Two numerical techniques of imperfection modelling 
are used: an equivalent geometric imperfection approach with the Maquoi–Rondal generalised initial 
imperfection and an approach that individually considers geometric and material imperfections. The results 
obtained from the proposed analytical model and those obtained using the Eurocode design criteria and other 
recent analytical proposals are compared. Finally, concluding remarks and directions of future studies are also 
presented. 
 
Hezi Y. Grisaro, Jeffrey A. Packer, Michael V. Seica, “Weak axis response of steel I-sections subjected to 
close-in detonations”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 189-206, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.025 
ABSTRACT: The response of I-shaped, or wide-flange, sections subjected to close-in detonations has been 
evaluated through numerical simulations. A simulation approach for close-in detonation, which includes two 
stages, is suggested. The first stage includes the modelling of the detonation process through computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) and the second stage includes only the free vibrations of the structural member. The 
suggested approach is validated by a comparison with two experimental results for close-in detonations. Then, a 
parametric study for I-sections with their weak axis subjected to close-in detonations has been performed. 
Various spherical charges and standoff distances have been studied, with scaled distances in the range of 0.15–
0.29m/kg1/3. Bare members and members strengthened with stiffeners have been simulated. The influence of 
charge and standoff distance, and the addition of stiffeners on several parameters affecting deformation and 
folding angles, has been studied. The effect of localized pressure confined between the flanges and the stiffeners 
at the midspan, which can lead to increased total and local deformations, is illustrated. Finally, an alternative 
strengthening method, in which the flanges are connected with bars, is presented as an optional stiffening 
technique. 
 
Xin Nie, Wei Wang, Yu-Hang Wang, Jie Yu, Chao Hou, “Ultimate torsional capacity of steel tube confined 
reinforced concrete columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 207-222, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.034 
ABSTRACT: Based on two quasi-static experiments of steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns 
(STRC) under pure torsion load, detailed finite element (FE) simulation and theoretical derivation of the 
corresponding calculation methods were conducted in this paper. FE models of STRC specimens under pure 
torsion were established using the finite element software ABAQUS, the feasibility of which was then validated 
against the testing results in terms of both ultimate torsional capacity and failure modes. Comprehensive 
parametric analysis was presented, including the yield strength of steel tube, the thickness of steel tube, the 
dimension of cross-section, the strength of concrete, the yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement, the ratio of 
longitudinal reinforcement, the yield strength and the ratio of stirrup, to investigate the influence on the 
torsional capacity of STRC columns with important structural factors. It can be found from the parametric 
analysis results that, the thickness of steel tube, the dimension of cross-section and the ratio of longitudinal 
reinforcement are the most important parameters for the torsional capacity of STRC. Based on the results 
parametric analysis, an accurate and simplified calculation method for the ultimate torsional capacity of STRC 
columns under pure torsion was proposed. 
 
Lihua Chen, Shiye Wang, Yu Lou, Dengrong Xia, “Seismic behavior of double-skin composite wall with L-
shaped and C-shaped connectors”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 255-270, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.033 
ABSTRACT: To meet the requirements of good seismic behavior, rapid assembly, and economic feasibility for 
a high-rise steel residential apartment, the authors developed two innovative double-skin composite walls 
(DSCWs) with L-shaped and C-shaped connectors. DSCWs are composed of concrete-filled double steel 
faceplates, which are divided into several compartments by connectors and two boundary columns filled with 
concrete at the ends of the composite wall. In this paper, eight DSCWs were tested under cyclic loads to 
investigate the seismic behavior of these new composite walls considering the effect of low axial compression 
ratio and spacing-to-thickness ratio. Results show that no significant buckling of steel faceplates was observed 
before the peak load was reached. No obvious pinching effect was observed on the hysteresis curves for all 



specimens. Ultimate drift ratio ranged from 1/59 to 1/45, and the ductility coefficients varied from 2.45 to 3.80. 
The equivalent viscous damping coefficient versus drift ratio curves were close to an exponential distribution, 
and all specimens exhibited great energy dissipation capacity. The strain on connectors was below the yield 
strain throughout the experimental process, indicating the connectors have a good working performance. 
Finally, formulas were established for calculating the load-carrying capacity. 
 
Jian Zhang, Qiang Xie, “Failure analysis of transmission tower subjected to strong wind load”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 271-279, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.041 
ABSTRACT: Based on field investigation of a damaged transmission line following Typhoon Mujigae in 2015, 
a failure analysis is performed to estimate the load-bearing capacity of a transmission tower. Static nonlinear 
buckling analysis and dynamic analysis are employed to assess the ultimate load capacity and the most 
vulnerable parts of the tower. In the dynamic analysis, a tower-line (TL) coupled model is established which 
accounts for members buckling capacity. The two methodologies predicted close wind load capacity (34.8m/s in 
static analysis and 34m/s in dynamic analysis), while the failure modes and buckled members are different. 
While static analysis shows that the leg members buckled, dynamic analysis reveals that it is the diagonal 
members that buckle. Reasons are explained in this paper and suggestions are given that the dynamic analysis 
should be adopted in integrally evaluating a transmission tower, especially when locating the buckled member. 
More, emphasis should be given to the design of diagonal members. 
 
J.P. Martins, L. Simões da Silva, T. Tankova, H.D. Craveiro, “Reliability assessment of EC3-1-5 methodology 
of welded slender cross-sections under direct stresses”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 
301-319, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.035 
ABSTRACT: Although the stochastic nature of several parameters, the application of the methodology given in 
EN1993-1-5:2006 for the determination of the resistance of class 4 cross-sections under direct stresses leads to 
the use of the effective area where each plate is individually assessed by a semi-empirical approach proposed by 
Winter in 1947. Once the level of reliability of this approach is not adequate in light of the rules given in 
EN1990, this paper aims at finding the actual safety level of the methodology given in EN1993-1-5. In order to 
achieved this, Monte Carlo simulations with a Latin Hypercube sampling strategy is performed in selected 
cross-sections under pure compression and pure bending with varying slenderness and aspect ratio of the web 
plate. All parameters are stochastically modelled, and each generated element (I- and H-section stubs) is 
numerically computed using a general-purpose finite element software. The final results are actual partial 
factors values and width reduction factors for each cross-section. 
 
Merih Kucukler, Leroy Gardner, “Design of hot-finished tubular steel members using a stiffness reduction 
method”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 340-358, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.039 
ABSTRACT: A stiffness reduction method (SRM) for the design of hot-finished tubular steel members is 
presented in this paper. Stiffness reduction functions that fully capture the adverse influence of imperfections 
and plasticity on member stability are developed. The proposed SRM is implemented by (i) reducing the 
flexural stiffness (EI) of the member using the developed stiffness reduction functions, (ii) performing elastic 
Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA) and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis (GNA) of the member with reduced 
flexural stiffness and (iii) making cross-section strength checks and ensuring that the lowest buckling load 
amplifier from LBA is greater than or equal to 1.0. Owing to the full allowance for the spread of plasticity, 
residual stresses and geometrical imperfections through stiffness reduction and instability effects through LBA 
and GNA, the proposed approach offers an enhanced and more direct assessment of structural behaviour 
relative to traditional design where structural analysis is accompanied by member design equations, effective 
lengths and the notional load concept. The proposed method is verified against nonlinear finite element 
modelling for a large number of tubular steel members. Comparisons of the proposed approach against the 
methods recommended in the European structural steel design code EN 1993-1-1 for the design of tubular 
members are also provided. 
 



Xun Zhang, Ai-lin Zhang, Xuechun Liu, “Seismic performance of discontinuous cover-plate connection for 
prefabricated steel plate shear wall”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 374-386, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.045 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a discontinuous cover plate connection (DCPC) was proposed for a prefabricated 
steel plate shear wall with a beam-only-connected infill plate. This design is suitable for prefabricated high-rise 
steel structures and assumes that bolt slippage does not precede the yielding of the steel plate tension field. 
Three 1/3-scale specimens were designed, and the hysteretic behaviour, skeleton curves, energy dissipation 
capacity, ductility, and failure modes were investigated using quasi-static tests and finite element analyses. 
Then, the hysteretic behaviour, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity of the prefabricated steel plate shear 
wall were compared to those of a traditional welded steel plate shear wall through finite element analyses. The 
results showed that the prefabricated steel plate shear wall with a DCPC had good hysteretic behaviour, energy 
dissipation capacity, and ductility. Further, the bolt pre-tightening force in the connection was directly 
proportional to the thickness of the infill plate. The ultimate lateral bearing capacity of the prefabricated steel 
plate shear wall was slightly less than that of the welded steel plate shear wall. In addition, the prefabricated 
steel plate shear wall can be assembled rapidly and simply on-site, and it provides a good post-earthquake 
repairable function. 
 
Krishanu Roy, Tina Chui Huon Ting, Hieng Ho Lau, James B.P. Lim, “Experimental and numerical 
investigations on the axial capacity of cold-formed steel built-up box sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 160, pp 411-427, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.038 
ABSTRACT: Built-up box sections are becoming increasingly popular for column members in cold-formed 
steel (CFS) construction; uses of such sections include CFS trusses, space frames, and portal frames. In this 
article, the built-up box sections are formed through two identical lipped channels connected at their flanges 
with self-drilling screws. In such an arrangement, independent buckling of the individual channels is prevented 
by the screws. This paper presents an experimental investigation on axial capacity of built-up CFS box sections. 
Tests were conducted for different values of slenderness from short to slender columns. In total, the results from 
16 experimental tests are reported. Of these, 8 tests were conducted on built-up CFS box sections and the 
remaining 8 tests were conducted on single channel sections. Load-axial shortening relationship, and failure 
modes are discussed for built-up columns. Nonlinear finite element (FE) models were developed for built-up 
CFS box sections and single channels. FE models considered material nonlinearities, initial imperfections and 
modeling of intermediate fasteners. FE results showed good agreement against the test results. A parametric 
study was conducted which comprises 148 models to investigate the effect of fastener spacing on axial capacity 
of built-up CFS box sections. Both FE and test results were compared against the design strengths calculated in 
accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and Australian and New Zealand Standards 
(AS/NZS). From the comparison, it was observed that the AISI & AS/NZS are conservative by around 17% 
while determining the axial capacity of such built-up CFS box columns. 
 
Xiaoyi Lan, Junbo Chen, Tak-Ming Chan, Ben Young, “The continuous strength method for the design of high 
strength steel tubular sections in bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 499-509, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.037 
ABSTRACT: The continuous strength method (CSM) adopts base curves which relate the deformation capacity 
to its overall cross-section slenderness to take into account the element interaction and employs elastic, linear 
hardening material models to exploit the strength enhancement from strain hardening. This paper extends the 
CSM for structural design of hot-finished and cold-formed high strength steel tubular sections under bending. 
Results of 146 tests in the literature were compiled and a parametric study on 660 high strength steel tubular 
beams was conducted using validated finite element models. Base curves and resistance functions were 
proposed for non-slender and slender high strength steel circular hollow sections (CHS), elliptical hollow 
sections (EHS), square hollow sections (SHS) and rectangular hollow sections (RHS). Bi-linear and tri-linear 
material models were adopted for cold-formed and hot-finished steel tubular sections, respectively. 
Experimental and numerical results of 806 tubular beams were used to assess the proposed CSM, the direct 
strength method (DSM) and codified design methods. The resistance prediction of the proposed CSM is more 
accurate and less scattered. 
 



Huihuan Ma, Zongyu Li, Shaozhen Li, Bingbing San, Feng Fan, “Stability analysis and performance 
comparison of large-scale hyperbolic steel cooling towers with different latticed shell systems”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 559-578, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.042 
ABSTRACT: The cooling tower is a very important building for the thermal power plant. The large steel 
cooling tower is proposed to overcome the serious challenges that arise from modern cooling towers being 
higher, larger, and more complex. In this study, for the large-scale hyperbolic steel cooling tower, seven 
different latticed shell systems with different grid forms, including five double-layer systems and two single-
layer systems, were designed and studied in detail. For different heights, grid sizes, and shell thicknesses, 
numerous parametric analyses (792 models) of the structures were performed. The static behaviors—including 
the steel quantity, peak displacement, and peak stress—of the seven structural systems were obtained and 
compared. The variation laws of the steel quantity and peak displacement with respect to the parameters were 
presented, and the reasonable range of the parameters for the steel cooling tower with different heights were 
obtained. The results show that the optimal structural system is different for the steel cooling towers with 
different heights. Additionally, based on the nonlinear stability analysis, a reasonable strengthening scheme was 
proposed for the single-layer system with poor stability. The results will be of great help for further research on 
large steel cooling towers and provide guidance for actual engineering design of the structures. 
 
Ieva Misiūnaitė, Arvydas Rimkus, Ronaldas Jakuboskis, Aleksandr Sokolov, Viktor Gribniak, “Analysis of 
local deformation effects in cold-formed tubular profiles subjected to bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 160, pp 598-612, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.06.006 
ABSTRACT: Application of high-strength steel can serve improving structural efficiency as well as solve 
structural problems when traditional materials are inapplicable due to strength limitations. Innovative structural 
solutions, however, are facing problems related to the absence of corresponding design procedures and reliable 
constitutive models. Cold-formed profiles are frequently used as structural elements in buildings. The 
enhancement of a material strength in the profiles with nominal geometry increases slenderness of the cross-
section that can cause a local increase of deformations due to high stress concentrations. The increase is a 
consequence of web crippling often followed by failure of the flange. The investigation of the combined web 
crippling and flange failure effects is rather complicated due to localized deformed behaviour that is not a trivial 
subject for experimental identification. The premature deformation increase in a critical cross-section is not 
necessarily caused failure of the profile that continues to carry further loads. This paper investigates local 
deformation effects in cold-formed square tubular profiles subjected to bending load. A four-point bending test 
was used to estimate the effect of local nonlinear deformation on the overall deformation behaviour. The 
profiles made of high strength steel S700 and S900 grades were considered. Similar profiles made of the steel 
S355 were tested for the reference. A digital image correlation system was used to monitor deformations of the 
web surface. A nonlinear finite element model was developed to investigate the local deformation effects on the 
overall deformation behaviour and load-bearing capacity of the profiles. The model was customized with the 
reference to the experimental results. After the verification, it was used to illustrate deformation analysis 
procedure of a continuous tubular beam. 
 
Sivaganesh Selvaraj, Mahendrakumar Madhavan, “Structural design of cold-formed steel face-to-face 
connected built-up beams using direct strength method”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 160, pp 
613-628, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.053 
ABSTRACT: The structural behavior of cold-formed steel (CFS) built-up beams that are gaining interest in the 
construction industry is investigated in this study. As per the current American Iron and Steel Institute's (AISI) 
CFS structural members specifications (direct strength method), there are no explicit guidelines or procedures 
for the types of built-up sections being evaluated in this research. The present study, therefore, examines the 
suitability of using the current AISI design specifications for the design of CFS built-up beams. The built-up 
beams investigated in this study are assembled using two identical sigma sections, and interconnected face-to-
face by discrete spot welding. The test parameters studied include the length of the member (L) and spacing (sl) 
between the interconnecting spot welds. Based on the failure modes observed in experiments, new limitations 
for the interconnection spacing (smax) of the face-to-face connected built-up beams that failed in distortional 
buckling is suggested. The design strength prediction (MDSM) for the tested built-up beams is calculated using 
current AISI design procedure for the purpose of verification and to extend the current design procedure for the 



built-up beams. The comparison between experimental tests and design predictions (MEXP vs. MDSM) indicates that 
the design results are unconservative and unreliable due to the incorrect failure mode prediction and 
overestimation of the critical elastic buckling stresses in the elastic buckling analysis which is a key input to the 
direct strength method of design calculations. Hence, modified design procedures and design equations were 
suggested for the CFS built-up beams after carrying out a comprehensive investigation on failure modes and 
numerical study that are vulnerable to fail in local and distortional buckling. It was also shown that the newly 
suggested procedures and equations are reliable for the design of CFS built-up beams. 
 
Keyang Ning (1,2), Lu Yang (1,2), Huanxin Yuan (3) and Menghan Zhao (1,2) 
(1) The Key Laboratory of Urban Security and Disaster Engineering of Ministry of Education, Beijing 
University of Technology, Beijing 100124, China 
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(3) School of Civil Engineering, Wuhan University, Wuhan 430072, China 
“Flexural buckling behaviour and design of welded stainless steel box-section beam-columns”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 161, pp 47-56, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.06.017 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study on flexural buckling behaviour of welded 
stainless steel box-section beam-columns is presented in this paper. A total of ten test specimens were prepared 
and tested subjected to eccentric compression. The cross-section and length of the test specimens were carefully 
designed by referring to existing design specifications to be insusceptible to local buckling. The full 
experimental load versus deformation and load versus strain curves were obtained. Prior to member testing, 
both material tests and geometric imperfection measurements were conducted and reported in detail. Finite 
element (FE) models were developed and validated against the obtained beam-column test results afterwards, 
which were utilised to perform parametric studies on the flexural buckling behaviour, generating sufficient 
numerical data points. Based on the obtained test and FE results, the design methods provided in EN 1993-1-
4+A1 and AISC DG 27 were assessed. It was shown that both EN 1993-1-4+A1 and AISC DG 27 provided 
generally conservative and scattered predictions for the buckling resistance of welded stainless steel box-section 
beam-columns. Moreover, a newly revised proposed interaction factor was proposed in the framework of EN 
1993-1-4+A1, and strength predictions with reduced scatter were therefore achieved. 
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“Axial response of cold-formed steel bracing members with holes”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 161, pp 70-85, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.06.015 
ABSTRACT: Steel bracing systems are usually introduced to assure the structural stability and seismic 
resistance of steel storage pallet racks, whose height over the last years has increased more and more to improve 
warehouse efficiency. 
In the present paper, the axial response, under monotonic and cyclic load, of perforated cold-formed steel 
diagonals of concentric bracing systems is investigated through experimental tests. To satisfy the design and 
detailing rules required by the capacity design approach, such as the ratio between overstrength coefficients and 
the value of the non-dimensional slenderness, tested diagonals are equipped with additional holes at one end. 
Results of monotonic tests, under compression and tensile load, provide useful information about the influence 
of the number and shape of holes on the ultimate strength, ductility and buckling load of bracings. Cyclic tests 
highlight how the member slenderness and the class of its cross-section affect hysteresis loops and energy 
dissipation. Finally, some novel considerations are presented concerning the influence of the shape, dimensions 
and distance of additional holes, in addition to member geometrical features like the cross-section class, on the 
cyclic response of tested members. In the framework of the “Design Assisted by Testing”, results could be 
adopted for the capacity design of perforated concentric cold formed diagonal bracings as those adopted in steel 
storage pallet racks. 
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“Local bulging analysis of a restraint tube in a new buckling-restrained brace”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 161, pp 98-115, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.06.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a restraint tube local bulging study of newly developed small-type buckling-
restrained braces (SBRBs). An analytical calculation model for the restraint tube stress distribution is 
established by the shell theory and the Fourier series. It is demonstrated that the stress concentration lies mainly 
in a region with a length of 2R0, which is approximately equal to the tube middle surface diameter. A simplified 
design method including a safety factor and recommended thickness-radius ratio is then proposed based on the 
analytical study. To verify the accuracy of this calculation method, four SBRB specimens with different tube 
thicknesses were tested under quasi-static cyclic loading. The calculation results are in reasonable agreement 
with the test results and can predict the local bulging occurring instant with acceptable accuracy. 
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“Selected series method on buckling design of stiffened steel-concrete composite plates”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 161, pp 296-308, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.07.014 
ABSTRACT: The steel-concrete (SC) or steel-concrete-steel (SCS) composite structures are widely used in 
large-scale structures like immersed tunnels, protection structures, etc., due to their superior performances in 
capacity, ductility, waterproofness, construction efficiency, etc. The steel plates in these structures are usually 
stiffened with ribs to increase the out-of-plane rigidity and to improve the local buckling performance. While 
there have been several applications, the buckling design of the composite stiffened plates, based on the 
methods for steel structures, is still immature and conservative. To deal with this problem, a selected series 
method (SSM) based the energy theory is proposed, which could both be utilized in composite stiffened plates 
and steel stiffened plates. The special series shape functions, which could efficiently and accurately represent 
the 3-dimentional spatial buckling deformation of the stiffened plates with multiple stiffeners, are selected. The 
explicit high-order solutions for the buckling stress of stiffened plates are derived. Furthermore, a finite element 
model (FEM) is established. Based on the FEM, a numerical database including most common design 
parameters is derived, and extensive numerical analyses are conducted to modify and verify the proposed SSM. 
It is found that, for steel structures, the SSM has a 10%–20% improvement in accuracy compared with the 
existing methods, and for composite structures, the SSM fills the blank in this area and has acceptable accuracy 
for design. Finally, from the above studies, the design suggestions are given and discussed. 
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“Free-spanning and base-supported tubes subjected to combined axial compression and indentation loads”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 161, pp 341-354, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.07.001 
 
ABSTRACT: Much research has been conducted on circular hollow steel tubes subjected to indentation loads, 
but the response of a circular hollow steel tube when subjected to a combination of an indentation load (the load 
applied by an indenter) acting together with other loading conditions has received markedly less appraisal. An 
experimental study was conducted on two groups of circular hollow steel tubes that were either free-spanning or 
were base-supported. These tubes were first subjected to a uniform axial pre-compression, which is the most 
common service load across many tube applications, followed by the application of indentation loads while the 
magnitude of axial pre-compression was maintained. Strength, top surface and mid-height cross-sectional 
deformation, longitudinal and circumferential strains, and the failure mechanism of the tubes were compared, 



with a significant difference found between the response of the two groups of tests, and with this difference 
increasing as the magnitude of axial pre-compression and indenter displacement were increased. Additionally, it 
was identified that for the same level of absorbed energy, a deeper dent was produced for base-supported tubes 
than for free-spanning specimens. Moreover, analytical equations available in the literature were compared to 
the experimental results and good correlation was found between the experiments and the predictions. 
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“Combined bending and shear behaviour of slotted perforated steel channels: Numerical studies”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 161, pp 369-384, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.07.008 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel studs and purlins with staggered slotted perforations in webs are used in 
building structures to produce a better thermal performance of the profiles and for the energy efficiency of 
structures. On the other hand, the slotted webs result in an unfavourable effect in terms of the structural 
performance of the element, prominently their shear, bending and combined bending and shear strengths. 
Relatively little research has been reported on this subject despite its importance. Many research studies have 
been undertaken to examine the behaviour of conventional cold-formed steel (CFS) channel sections subject to 
combined bending and shear. To date, however, no research has been carried out to investigate how CFS 
channels with staggered slotted perforations behave under combined bending and shear actions. An extensive 
study on this area is therefore essential. Finite element (FE) models of CFS channels with staggered slotted 
perforations were developed to investigate their combined bending and shear capacity. A parametric study was 
conducted in detail by developing FE models based on the validation process with available experimental data. 
This paper presents the FE analysis details of CFS channels with staggered slotted perforations subject to 
combined bending and shear actions and the FE results. New design equations were also proposed to predict the 
combined bending and shear capacity of steel channels with staggered slotted perforations. 
 
Madhup Pandey and Ben Young (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China), “Compression capacities of cold-formed high strength steel tubular 
T-joints”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105650, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.040 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a test programme on cold-formed high strength steel tubular T-joints with 
fully supported chord members. The T-joints consist of brace members made up of square, rectangular and 
circular hollow sections, while chord members were made up of square and rectangular hollow sections. The T-
joints were fabricated by both brace and chord members made up of square and rectangular hollow sections as 
well as circular hollow section braces were welded to square and rectangular hollow section chord members. 
The brace and chord members were welded by semi-automatic gas metal arc welding process. The steel grade 
of 900 MPa was used for the square, rectangular and circular tubular members, while the steel grade of 
960 MPa was used for the square and rectangular tubular members only. A total of 22 tests was conducted 
where an axial compression was applied through the brace members, while the chord members were resting on 
a solid flat base. The ratio of brace-to-chord width (β) ranged from 0.33 to 1, brace-to-chord thickness (τ) from 
0.53 to 1.27, chord width-to-thickness (2γ) from 20.6 to 38.7, and chord side wall slenderness (h0/t0) from 12.7 
to 38.6. The test results were compared with the nominal strengths obtained from the Eurocode 3 (EC3) and 
CIDECT for the assessment of the existing design rules for tubular T-joints with fully supported chord 
members. It is found that the existing design rules are not applicable for the design of cold-formed high strength 
steel tubular T-joints with fully supported chord members. 
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“Circular steel tubes filled with rubberised concrete under combined loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 162, Article 105613, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.003 
ABSTRACT: The research on rubberised concrete (RuC) could promote the recycling of end-of-life tyres and 
reduce natural resource extraction. To mitigate the greatly reduced compressive strength and fully utilise the 
desirable characteristics such as improved ductility and energy absorption of RuC, confinement through a steel 
outer tube could be adopted. This paper investigated the effect of using circular steel tube as confinement of the 
RuC under axial, flexural and combined loading conditions. A total of 4 circular hollow tube sections with d/t 
(depth/thickness) ranging from 18 to 36 was used in this study. Three rubber replacement ratios (0%, 15%, 
30%) by mass of the total aggregates were examined, along with 4 load eccentricities (0, 0.25d, 0.5d and 
bending) used to construct the interaction diagrams. As a result of the steel confinement, the difference in load 
capacity between RuC and normal concrete significantly reduced compared to the plain concretes. Additionally, 
RuC filled steel tube (RuCFST) members were more ductile than their normal concrete counterparts. The 
circular cross-section showed superior load carrying capacities compared to the square sections, due to a 
relatively uniform stress distribution in the cross-section. The interaction diagrams of RuCFST members could 
be reasonably predicted in terms of accuracy and safety of design. The tested moment capacity of RuCFST also 
greatly exceed the predicted values. This study has demonstrated the possibility of using RuCFST in 
applications where high energy absorption and ductility capacities were sought, for example, the structural 
members in seismic regions and flexible roadside barriers. 
 
M. Abhilash, Sanyam Jhanjhari, P. Parthiban and J. Karthikeyan (Department of Civil Engineering, National 
Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli, Tamil Nadu, India), “Axial behaviour of semi-lightweight aggregate 
concrete-filled steel tube columns - A DOE approach”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, 
Article 105614, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.05.004 
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to present the experimental investigation on the axial behaviour 
of concrete-filled steel tube columns using semi-lightweight aggregate concrete as an infill type. The paper 
describes the effect of variation in the diameter (D), width (B), thickness (t) and length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio 
of steel tube with a special type of core concrete on the ultimate axial load (Nue) and the associated axial 
shortening (δue) for both the circular and the square CFST columns. The experimental campaign involves, 
finding the mechanical properties of steel, concrete and the Axial compression tests conducted on the CFST 
specimens. The 2k factorial design; a DOE approach is implemented primarily. Subsequently ANOVA, a 
statistical tool is used to analyze and compare the different combinations for reducing the error variance and 
finding the most influential factor on Nue and δue. Basic prediction models are proposed to predict the response Nue 
and δue for the CFST columns and further, the Response surface method is implemented to revise the models for 
interaction between the different combinations. Comparisons are made with the existing design codes like 
ANSI/AISC 360-10 and EN-1994 (Eurocode 4) to validate. The proposed model predictions thus, validate the 
experimental results with good accuracy. The tests confirmed the considerable influence of semi-lightweight 
aggregate concrete on the performance of CFST columns. In addition, the confinement improves the strength of 
the infill concrete and thus validates the use of semi-lightweight aggregate concrete as an infill to the CFST 
columns for structural purpose and particularly for reduced self-weight. 
 
Li-min Tian, Xiao-ning Nie, Wei-hui Zhong and Jian-peng Wei (School of Civil Engineering, Xi'an University 
of Architecture and Technology, Xi'an 710055, PR China), “Comparison of the progressive collapse resistances 
of different single-layer latticed domes”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105697, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105697 
ABSTRACT: This study conducted progressive collapse tests of Keiwitt-6 (K6) and three-way diagonal grid 
(TD) single-layer latticed domes. Progressive collapse tests of single-layer latticed domes were performed to 
examine the dynamic responses, collapse mechanisms, and collapse modes of different structural types after the 



failure of multiple structural members. The results indicated the following: 1) Under the same test conditions, 
two types of structures exhibited the same collapse mode: local collapse occurred first at the destructive part of 
the structures; then, with increases in the number of failed members, the collapse range continuously expanded, 
and the structures ultimately exhibited complete collapse. Some of the members at the supports exhibited cracks 
or necking. 2) The K6 and TD single-layer latticed domes relied on the compression and beam mechanisms, 
respectively, to resist progressive collapse. 3) The K6 single-layer latticed dome exhibited better resistance to 
progressive collapse as compared to that of the TD single-layer latticed dome. 4) The progressive collapse 
resistances of K6 and TD single-layer latticed domes were significantly improved by increasing the bending 
stiffness of radial members. 
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“Buckling resistance of welded high-strength-steel box-section members under combined compression and 
bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105711, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105711 
ABSTRACT: The global buckling resistance of welded high strength steel box section members subject to 
combined compression and bending was investigated through a numerical modelling programme. Finite 
element models were developed with the capability to accurately replicate the experimental results of the box 
section members under combined compression and bending. Extensive parametric studies were carried out to 
examine the global buckling behaviour of welded high strength steel box section members with a wide range of 
dimensions and member slenderness and steel grades of S460, S690 and S960 and subject to varying 
combinations of compression and bending. The effects of residual stresses and ultimate tensile strength-to-yield 
strength ratio on the global buckling behaviour of those members were investigated. The applicability of 
existing design rules to welded high strength steel box section members subject to combined compression and 
bending was evaluated using the results from parametric studies and the available experimental results in 
literature. The European, American and Australian standards provide conservative strength predictions for the 
structures. More accurate and safe strength predictions can be obtained based on European standard using the 
suggested column curves for the members while the design methods in Australian and American standards are 
safely applicable to the members. 
 
M. Adil Dar, Dipti Ranjan Sahoo and Arvind K. Jain (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi, New Delhi110016, India), “Axial compression behavior of laced cold-formed steel built-up 
columns with unstiffened angle sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105727, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105727 
ABSTRACT: There are numerous parameters that influence the behavior of built-up steel columns. This paper 
reports an experimental investigation carried out on cold-formed steel (CFS) built-up columns composed of four 
unstiffened CFS equal angle sections connected by lacings intermittently along their heights. The man 
parameters varied in the test specimens were the width of end plate, the lacing slenderness ratio, the chord flat 
width-to-thickness ratio and the lacing configurations. Six pin-ended test specimens were tested under 
monotonically increasing concentric axial loading. The test result output viz. ultimate column strengths, load vs. 
displacement response, mode of failure, and deformed shapes were used to investigate the effect of above-
mentioned parameters on the axial behavior of CFS built-up laced columns. The current standards for CFS 
structures were used to predict the column strengths for the sake of comparison. Furthermore, a numerical 
validation of the test results was carried out using a finite element software ABAQUS. Test results indicate that 
the lacing slenderness, the lacing configuration, and the end plate width affect the column behavior in CFS 
laced built-up columns significantly. 
 
Cheng-Jun Huang, Si-Jia Chen, Yu-Bing Leng, Chen-Hui Qian and Xiao-Bing Song (Department of Civil 
Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240, PR China), “Experimental research on steel-
concrete-steel sandwich panels subjected to biaxial tension compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 162, Article 105725, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105725 



ABSTRACT:  
This paper described the experimental results of 9 steel-concrete-steel (SCS1) sandwich panels subjected to 
biaxial tension compression. Specific specimens and loading modes were designed to simulate uniform loading 
in SCS panels. 8 LVDTs were used to measure the biaxial averaged principal strains. The test parameters were 
compression to tension ratio (C/T), steel plate ratio (ρs) and tie bar space to steel plate thickness ratio (Bt/t). Test 
results show that SCS panels feature high strength and good ductility even under high C/T. The ultimate 
strengths of SCS panels are compared with previously established failure criteria. It was found that, in the 
principal tension direction, for SCS panel elements under high C/T, the averaged concrete stress between cracks 
may turned from tension to compression, which is supposed to be caused by the rapid enlargement of Poisson's 
effects of the concrete subjected to combined tension and compression. According to the test results, 
confinement effect and compression softening effect coexist in the principal compression direction; tension 
weakening effect rather than tension stiffening effect happens in the principal tension direction. These two new 
findings will help us further understand the mechanical behavior of concrete in SCS panels in the future 
research. 
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“Eccentric compression performance of slender L-shaped column composed of concrete-filled steel tubes 
connected by steel linking plates”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105675, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.06.012 
ABSTRACT: To study the uniaxial eccentric compression properties of slender L-shaped column composed of 
concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) connected by steel linking plates, a compression test on four L-shaped CFST 
columns with different eccentricities was designed in this study. The ultimate bearing capacity, ductility, and 
deformation capacity of the L-shaped CFST columns were obtained by analyzing the failure phenomenon, 
load–axial displacement curves, load-lateral deflection curves and load–strain curves. Experimental results were 
verified by ABAQUS finite element analysis software, and the N–M correlation curves of the L-shaped CFST 
columns were calculated by using a full-section plasticity method. The calculation formulas of eccentric 
compression ultimate bearing capacity of L-shaped CFST columns was proposed, which provided a reference 
for engineering design. 
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“Web compression buckling capacity prediction for unstiffened I-sections with opposite patch loading”, Journal 
of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105728, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105728 
ABSTRACT: Two web compression buckling capacity prediction methods are introduced for unstiffened steel 
I-sections subject to opposite patch loading applied to the flanges. The methods are generally posed as a 
function of loaded width to web depth ratio, and are applicable for opposite patch loading applied at the interior 
of a wide flange section or at the end of it, where the web has a free edge. The proposed methods include three 
parts: 1) an expression for predicting the squash load, 2) an expression for predicting the elastic buckling load, 
and 3) a resistance function. The squash load is calculated using an empirically derived effective width concept 
based on observations at the ultimate load from an extensive experimental database and validated numerical 
simulations. Web slenderness is defined as the square root of the ratio of the web squash load to the web critical 
elastic buckling load. The critical elastic buckling load is defined consistently with that obtained with a plate 
buckling energy solution for patch loading on infinitely long strips and considers the shortened web buckling 
half-wavelength resulting from flange rotational restraint provided to the web. The methods are validated with 
existing experimental data and shell finite element collapse simulations, and are shown to be more accurate and 
more widely applicable than current American Institute for Steel Construction (AISC) Specification provisions. 
 



Jiong-Yi Zhu and Tak-Ming Chan (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Hong Kong), “Experimental investigation on steel-tube-confined-concrete 
stub column with different cross-section shapes under uniaxial-compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 162, Article 105729, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105729 
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation on steel tube confined concrete (STCC) stub columns with 
circular, square and octagonal cross-section shapes under monotonic axial compression was conducted. 
Different concrete grades were examined with measured compressive cylinder strengths ranging from 38MPa to 
112MPa. The nominal yield strength of the steel tube was 355MPa. The load capacity, load-axial shortening 
curves and axial-hoop strain behaviour of the STCC stub columns are compared to that of the counterparts, 
concrete filled steel tubes (CFST), with different cross-section shapes based on the same material and geometric 
properties. Comparisons indicated that the load capacity of STCC stub columns are very close to that in the 
CFST with circular and octagonal cross-sections, while the performance of square STCC is not as good as the 
CFST counterparts due to low effectiveness of confinement. According to the experimental results of lateral 
behaviours of STCC, CFST and plain concrete columns, it was concluded that with very high strength concrete 
(cylinder strength over 100MPa), the axial performance of STCC stub columns is better than that in CFST. A 
design assessment was also conducted on STCC stub columns and shows that the current design formulae for 
load capacity of CFST are also applicable to that of STCC stub columns. 
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“Recommendations on the geometrical imperfections definition for the resistance of I-sections”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105716, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105716 
ABSTRACT: The resistance and design of steel sections such as I and H-shapes usually depends in great 
extents on their ability to resist buckling, as a result of high width-to-thickness b / t ratios in the plates 
constituents. Consequently, these sections remain quite sensitive to imperfections. 
Information on imperfections, a key data for F.E. simulations, is however quite lacking in design standards, 
either for material imperfections or for geometrical imperfections. Accordingly, an extensive numerical study 
on hot-rolled and welded I and H-sections was carried out with the aim of providing reliable and efficient 
recommendations for the F.E. modelling of initial geometrical imperfections. Several sets of imperfections were 
investigated including the use of (i) sine-shape functions and of (ii) the 1st buckling mode shape. Reliable 
recommendations based on modification of nodes coordinates by means of sine-shape functions could be 
proposed afterwards. 
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“Analytical behavior of dodecagonal concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST) columns under axial 
compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105743, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105743 
ABSTRACT: Dodecagonal CFDST columns have been used in power transmission towers in China due to their 
lighter weight and lower manufacturing cost. In this paper, the axial compressive behavior of dodecagonal 
concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST) columns was investigated by finite element analysis. The different 
behaviors between dodecagonal CFDST columns and circular CFDST columns were compared through the 
load-deformation curves, contact pressure, longitudinal stress distributions in concrete and ultimate capacity. 
The developed finite element model was validated against experimental results in terms of load-displacement 
curves, failure modes, stress distributions and the ultimate strength of the tested specimens. Then a parametric 
analysis was performed by the verified finite element model on parameters including slenderness ratio, hollow 
ratio and diameter of the outer steel tubes. Research results showed that the confinement effects and the ultimate 
strength of dodecagonal CFDST columns were relatively weaker than those of the corresponding circular 



CFDST columns. At last, a design equation for the compressive capacity of dodecagonal CFDST columns was 
derived, and accurate predictions were obtained compared with the experimental results. 
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“Web slenderness for longitudinally stiffened I-girders subjected to patch loading”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105737, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105737 
ABSTRACT: In the current edition of the EC3 Part 1–5, the design provisions for longitudinally stiffened plate 
girders subjected to patch loading result in an enhanced resistance for an increasing distance of the stiffener, 
measured from the loaded flange. This is in contrast to the actual behavior observed experimentally, which 
shows a decreasing resistance for an increasing distance of the stiffener. The problem lies in the determination 
of the critical buckling load, which increases with the stiffener location, also affecting the calculation of the 
slenderness of the plate girder. At ultimate load level, the longitudinal stiffener restricts the vertical and the out-
of-plane displacements of the web panel. This paper investigates the impact of various hypotheses regarding 
these displacements on the determination of the critical buckling load of plate girder webs with a single 
longitudinal stiffener. At first, the study is performed through linear buckling analysis using the finite element 
method, in which various displacements restrictions are applied to investigate their influence on the buckling 
response of the stiffened girders. The results show that a full restriction of the displacements of the stiffener in 
the vertical, as well as in the out-of-plane direction, lead to an improvement in the determination of the 
slenderness of the web panel, and hence the resistance to patch loading at ultimate load level. Finally, 
experimental results are compared to those obtained with a validated methodology attaining a good agreement. 
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“In-plane bending behaviour and capacities of S690 high strength steel welded I-section beams”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 162, Article 105741, November 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: The present paper describes an in-depth experimental and numerical investigation into the in-
plane flexural behaviour and bending moment capacities of S690 high strength steel welded I-section beams. 
The experimental investigation was conducted on six different welded I-sections fabricated from the same batch 
of 5mm thick S700MC high strength steel hot-rolled plates by means of gas metal arc welding, and involved 
initial local geometric imperfection measurements and twelve in-plane four-point bending tests, with six 
performed about the cross-section major principal axes and another six conducted about the cross-section minor 
principal axes. Following the experimental study, a numerical investigation was performed, where the 
developed finite element models were firstly validated against the test results and then used to perform 
parametric studies to generate further structural performance data over a broader range of cross-section sizes. 
The obtained experimental and numerical results were carefully analysed and then adopted to evaluate the 
accuracy of the existing slenderness limits (for classifications of plate elements and cross-sections) and local 
buckling design rules for S690 high strength steel welded I-sections in bending, as set out in the European, 
Australian and American standards. The results of the evaluation revealed that the codified slenderness limits 
are generally safe when used for the classification of the constituent plate elements of the examined S690 high 
strength steel welded I-section beams, except for that given in the American specification for slender/non-
slender outstand elements in compression. All of the three considered design standards were shown to yield 
accurate cross-section bending moment capacity predictions for compact (Class 1 and 2) S690 high strength 
steel welded I-section beams bent about both the principal axes and non-compact (Class 3) S690 high strength 
steel welded I-section beams bent about the major principal axes, but resulted in a rather high level of 
conservatism in predicting the cross-section bending moment capacities for non-compact (Class 3) S690 high 
strength steel welded I-sections in bending about the minor principal axes and slender (Class 4) S690 high 
strength steel welded I-sections subjected to both major-axis bending and minor-axis bending. 
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“Experimental investigation on the fire resistance of restrained stainless steel H-section columns”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 163, Article 105770, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105770 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the failure mechanism of restrained stainless steel H-section columns under axial 
compression during fire exposure, the mechanical properties of S30408 (EN1.4301) austenitic stainless steel at 
normal and elevated temperatures were obtained by the tensile tests, and 7 restrained stainless steel H-section 
columns under axial compression were tested in fire. By high temperature steady-state test, the elastic modulus, 
ultimate strength, yield strength and stress-strain curve under different temperatures were obtained. Comparing 
on the mechanical properties of stainless steel at normal and elevated temperatures, the mechanical property 
reduction factors under different temperatures were proposed. The influences of axial/rotational restraint 
stiffness ratio, load ratio and slenderness ratio on the fire resistance were analysed. The failure modes, 
temperature curves, axial displacement curves, mid-span lateral displacement curves, buckling temperatures and 
critical temperatures of the specimens were presented. The result shows that axial/rotational restraint stiffness 
ratio, load ratio and slenderness ratio all have great influences on the fire resistance of restrained stainless steel 
H-section columns under axial compression. 
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UK), “Seismic performance of single layer steel cylindrical lattice shells”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 163, Article 105772, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105772 
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the elastic and inelastic seismic behaviour of single layer steel cylindrical 
lattice shells. The main dynamic characteristics for this form of structure are firstly examined through a 
parametric assessment, which also leads to proposed expressions for estimating the fundamental period and 
mode of vibration. The seismic response of five typical shell configurations, representing a wide range of rise to 
span ratios, is then assessed within the linear elastic range under selected earthquake excitations. Particular 
focus is given to the relative influence of the horizontal and vertical seismic components on the internal actions. 
In order to provide a means for evaluating the underlying inelastic behaviour, a simple pushover approach, 
which is suitable for this structural form, is suggested using the forces obtained from the fundamental mode 
shape. The peak angle change is proposed as a damage parameter within the nonlinear analysis for 
characterising the inelastic global and local demands in shells of different geometries. Incremental dynamic 
analysis is subsequently carried out in order to evaluate the detailed nonlinear time history response. The results 
provide detailed insights into the influence of the horizontal and vertical excitations on the nonlinear seismic 
response, and illustrate the suitability of the peak angle change as an inelastic deformation measure for shells of 
different geometric configurations. The main findings from the linear and nonlinear assessments are highlighted 
within the discussions, with a view to providing guidance for performance based assessment procedures as well 
as simplified design approaches. 
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“CFRP-reinforced circular steel tubes with cutout under axial loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 164, Article 105775, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105775 
ABSTRACT: This paper experimentally and numerically investigates the effect of strengthening circular steel 
tubes with cutout using Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) under compression. Tests were performed 
for unstrengthened and strengthened specimens and the results were compared to the numerical data. The 
numerical study was then extended through designing nine strengthening layouts with various CFRP layers and 
orientations and the results were compared aiming to find optimal solutions in remediation of the capacity. It 
was found that utilising CFRP in certain locations with specific dimensions and layers transfers the stress 
concentration from critical areas, hence remedies the lost capacity resulted from the presence of the cutout. 
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ABSTRACT: The present paper reports the numerical parametric study on the structural behaviour of battened 
cold-formed steel built-up box columns composed of four lipped angles. The validated numerical model with 
the experimental results reported by the author in the comparison paper was employed to carry out parametric 
studies to produce numerical data over a wider range of global column slenderness by varying the sectional 
compactness of the lipped angle section, batten spacing, and global column slenderness. The numerically 
derived results were employed to check the accuracy of the current design rules. The results of the assessment 
revealed the limitation of the current design rules in the prediction of the capacity of the CFS built-up battened 
box columns, which was mainly associated with the influence of unbraced chord slenderness and interconnector 



stiffness on the buckling behaviour. Therefore, improved design procedure was proposed in the framework of 
AS/NZS specifications (AS/NZ 4600:2018) and European standards (EN1993-1-3:2006) for the safe, less 
scattered and reliable design strength predictions of battened CFS built-up columns composed of four lipped 
angles. 
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ABSTRACT: The membrane residual stress and strain formations of roller-bent steel members, comprising 
Circular-Hollow-Sections (CHS), are examined in the present study. Detailed finite element models are 
developed to simulate the curving procedure of CHS workpieces in a reliable manner, by means of implicit 
analyses accounting for geometric, contact and material nonlinearities. A mesh convergence study is carried 
out, followed by an extensive parametric study aiming at assessing the influence of the main roller-bending 
characteristics on the developed stress/strain distributions. The examined parameters include the CHS diameter 
and thickness, the radius of curvature, the steel yield stress, the bending length, the diameter of bending rolls 
and the encapsulating angle of bending dies. Variations are encountered in the locked-in stress formations, 
attributed to the presence of shear and transverse stresses in the CHS workpiece within the three-point-bending 
length. The obtained residual stress distributions are summarized, and a characteristic distribution is proposed 
on the basis of the locked-in formations that are encountered most commonly. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper evaluates the low-temperature compressive behaviours of square CFST stub columns 
(SCFST-SCs) in steel-concrete composite structures. 21 compressive tests were firstly performed on 14 SCFST-
SCs and seven rectangular CFST stub columns (RCFST-SCs) at low temperatures of 20, -30, -60, and -80 °C. 
The key parameters in this testing program are low temperatures, wall-thickness of steel tube, and shape of the 
cross section. Concrete crushing, outward local buckling of steel tube, and tensile fracture at the corner of steel 
tube were three observed failure modes in the compressive tests. The SCFST-SCs and RCFST-SCs exhibited 
linear, elasto-plastic, and recession working stages. The test results showed that the ultimate compressive 
resistance and initial stiffness were increased, but the ductility was decreased for the square CFST stub columns 
as the temperature decreases from 20 to -80 °C. The wall-thickness of steel tube showed equivalent 
contributions on the improvements of ultimate compressive resistance due to different low temperature, but its 
influences on ductility tends to be weakened as temperature decreases. Modified Eurocode 4 code equations 
have been proposed for the predictions on ultimate compressive resistances of SCFST-SCs at low temperatures, 
and their accuracies were checked by 21 reported test results. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presented numerical investigations on the behavior of a Bolted Castellated Steel Beam 
(BCSB) with octagonal web openings. Instead of welding the upper and the lower Tee-sections of a Castellated 
Steel Beam (CSB) together in the factory, they were connected using high strength bolts at the construction site. 
Thus, the upper and the lower Tee-sections can be transported separately, especially being convenient for a 
castellated steel beam with great section height. The residual stresses in the web-post induced by welding could 
also be avoided. The shear buckling behavior of the web-post in a BCSB with octagonal openings was studied 
using a verified finite element model. The buckling mode and the buckling strength of the web-post in a BCSB 
were compared with those of a traditional Welded Castellated Steel Beam (WCSB). Research results showed 
that web-posts in a BCSB with octagonal web openings had as good structural performance as those in a 
WCSB. Studied parameters of the BCSB included the bolt diameter, the width-to-thickness ratio of the web-
post and the bolt layout. To increase the buckling strength of the web-post, a BCSB using stiffened connection 
plate was proposed. The Strut Model for predicting the buckling strength of the web-post in a traditional WCSB 
was employed for calculating that in a BCSB. Comparisons of buckling strengths obtained by Strut Model 
predictions and finite element simulations showed that the Strut Model could be used to predict the web-post 
buckling strength of a BCSB. 
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ABSTRACT: A new theory for the buckling and nonlinear analysis of circular arches with shear deformation is 
developed, the theory is based on the variational principle in which the nonlinear strain energy of all stress 
components are included. For arches subjected to a uniform constant-directed radial load, internal forces and 
deformations including shear deformation are determined, then the buckling of arches only considering uniform 
axial forces and incorporating the effect of pre-buckling deformations and all internal forces are respectively 
carried out, with the results of the latter are fully validated by FE predictions, thus the proposed theory is 
verified. The buckling of arches with shear deformation is then viewed as an interactive buckling between 
flexural and shear buckling, Simplified formulas for the critical loads and the critical axial forces of arches for 4 
types of loads are presented, the comparison shows excellent agreement between the proposed formulas and FE 
analysis. 
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ABSTRACT: Firstly, this paper proposed a type of steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich composite shear wall 
with J-hook connectors (SCSSWJ) and boundary concrete-filled-steel-tube (CFST) columns. Five full-scale 
cyclic tests were performed to study seismic performances of SCSSWJs. The studied parameters were 
connectors’ spacing and axial force ratio. Test results showed that flexure failure occurred to these five 
SCSSWJs with boundary CFST columns, which is characterized by tensile fracture of boundary steel tube, local 
buckling in the edge tube and faceplates, and concrete crushing. The test results revealed that increasing the 
spacing of J-hook connectors from 100 mm to 160 mm and 200 mm firstly slightly improves but then 
compromised the seismic behaviour of SCSSWJ due to early buckling of steel faceplate; increasing the axial 
force ratio significantly compromised the seismic behaviours of SCSSWJ. This paper also developed theoretical 
models to evaluate lateral peak shear resistance of SCSSWJ. The validations proved that the developed models 
predicted well lateral peak shear resistance of SCSSWJ with boundary CFST columns. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the axial load capacity of concrete encased steel composite stub columns 
with high strength concrete and steel materials. A total of 14 column specimens with varying material strengths 
and different steel section shapes were tested under concentric compression load. The test results revealed that 
the design methods in EN 1994-1-1 and JGJ 138-2016 overestimate the axial load capacity of high strength 
concrete encased steel columns. Adding a small percentage of steel fiber in the high strength concrete was 
found to improve the compression resistance of the composite section. A new test database consisting of 51 
partially encased composite sections and 82 fully encased composite sections was established, covering a wide 
range of section geometric and material grades. Parametric study was then carried out to assess current design 
methods in predicting the axial capacity of such composite columns with respect to material strengths, steel 
contribution ratio, reinforcement ratio, section slenderness ratio, confined concrete area ratio, and concrete 
confinement efficiency. The effectiveness of concrete confinement in partially encased composite column was 
evaluated and a simplified method was proposed to compute the enhanced concrete strength based on regression 
analysis. For fully concrete encased composite columns, a concrete strength reduction factor was proposed to be 
used with EN 1994-1-1 to predict the compression resistance. Design recommendation was made considering 
the early cover spalling of high strength concrete and the material compatibility between steel and concrete in 
composite column design. 
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ABSTRACT: Externally anchored prestressed cables can be employed to enhance the stability of steel truss 
compression elements significantly. To demonstrate this concept, a system comprising a tubular strut subjected 
to an external compressive load and a prestressed cable anchored independently of the strut is studied. Energy 
methods are utilized to define the elastic stability of the perfect and imperfect systems, after which the first 
yield and rigid–plastic responses are explored. The influence of the key controlling parameters, including the 
length of the strut, the axial stiffness of the cable and the initial prestressing force, on the elastic stability, the 
inelastic response and the ultimate strength of the system is demonstrated using analytical and finite element 
(FE) models. To illustrate the application of the studied structural concept, FE modelling is employed to 
simulate the structural response of a prestressed hangar roof truss. A nearly two-fold enhancement in the load-
carrying capacity of the truss structure is shown to be achieved owing to the addition of the prestressed cable. 
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ABSTRACT: Owing to the lack of an analytical research on the evaluation of mode change of web panels in 
addition to the need for shear design curves of unstiffened plate girder web panels exposed to shear buckling 
especially at elevated temperatures, the present article considers the mentioned topics. To this end, the web 
panel shear design relationships mentioned in AISC360-16 are modified to be used in fire conditions. This is 
achieved by direct utilization of steel stress-strain reduction factors in EN1993-1-2 at elevated temperatures. 
Analytical equations and design curves are developed to estimate the ultimate shear strength, failure mode and 
critical limiting temperature for the web panels under the action of a specific shear load. The results based on 
the curves are compared to the findings of current paper numerical analysis, existing experimental and 
numerical studies, indicating a good agreement between the results. 
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new approach for web crippling design of cold-formed steel Z-Sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
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ABSTRACT: This research aims at developing a new simple but rational analytical model to predict web 
crippling strength of cold formed steel Z beams. Results of the developed analytical model were verified 
experimentally and numerically utilizing the finite element non-linear analysis. Web crippling strengths 
obtained by the proposed analytical model, tests and numerical analysis were compared to the corresponding 
strength calculated by the equations of AISI-2016 and Eurocode 1–3. Both codes adopt empirical equations for 
estimating the web crippling resistance. 
Comparison showed that, the predicted web crippling strength using the developed model compare well with 
the experimentally and numerically calculated strength. On the other hand, it was found that the design 
equations adopted by the AISI-2016 and Eurocode 1–3 overestimate the web crippling strength compared to the 
experimental and analytical strength. Accordingly, it is recommended to adopt the proposed equation as a 
rational formula for estimating web crippling strength of cold formed Z-sections. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the experimental and numerical evaluation of the buckling behaviour and 
ultimate resistance of stiffened transversally curved panels subjected to uniform axial compression. 
Furthermore, a verification procedure for curved stiffened panels is proposed that gives a good estimation of the 
maximum loads obtained from experimental and numerical tests. The procedure is in line with the design 
methodology of EN 1993-1-5, accounting also for panel curvature. Nine large-scale tests were performed on 
longitudinally and transversally stiffened plates made of high strength steel, namely S500 and S700. They were 
subjected to compressive stresses up to collapse. The nine specimens comprised of flat and curved plates that 
differed in material grade and geometric parameters, such as panel thickness, aspect ratio, size and shape of 
stiffeners. The effects of different parameters on the plate's resistance to pure compression are discussed. 
Moreover, a numerical model built in the general-purpose code ABAQUS is presented and verified against the 



test results regarding initial stiffness, ultimate resistance and failure mode. Numerical simulations (FEA), based 
on the test panel geometry, the measured initial geometric imperfections and elasto-plastic material 
characteristics from tensile tests, demonstrate very good agreement with experimental results. 
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“Investigation of the shear resistances of steel–concrete–steel composite structures with bidirectional webs”, 
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ABSTRACT: Steel–concrete–steel composite structures with bidirectional steel webs (SCSBWs) are used in 
large-scale immersed tunnels, and have been shown to have high capacity, ductility, waterproofness, and impact 
resistance compared to traditional structural types. Moreover, versatile construction procedures can be utilised 
to improve construction efficiency, because the steel plates can function as a framework during concrete 
casting. Recent studies have shown that there are multiple shear mechanisms in SCSBWs, and the shear 
resistance of these structures deserves further investigation to achieve more rational designs. Based on previous 
experimental and theoretical studies, numerical investigations are carried out in this study to investigate the 
shear resistance of an SCSBW, and an elaborate three-dimensional nonlinear finite element method (FEM) 
model is proposed. Based on this elaborate FEM model, a series of analyses are conducted to investigate the 
loading process, stress development, concrete cracking, stress state, and interfacial behaviour of SCSBWs under 
shear. Mutual verifications are obtained between results of the FEM model, experiments, and theory. Based on 
the analysis of the interfacial properties, the FEM model is simplified, and the simplified model is shown to be 
accurate and efficient. Further, parametric analyses are conducted, revealing that the concrete, axial web, 
flanges, and shear–span ratio have a significant influence on the shear resistance. Finally, a modified theoretical 
method is proposed to consider the influences of dowel action and small shear–span ratios, with which the 
accuracy of predicting the shear resistance of SCSBWs can be improved. 
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“A numerical model for evaluating fire performance of composite box bridge girders”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105823, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105823 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach for evaluating fire performance of composite box bridge girders 
exposed to fire. The model takes into account critical parameters, namely, fire scenario, fire exposure length, 
load level, numbers of longitudinal stiffeners in web and bottom flange and web pattern, that influence fire 
performance of bridges. A three dimensional finite element model, developed in the computer program 
ANSYS, is applied to model the fire response of composite box bridge girders. The finite element model is 
validated by comparing predicted sectional temperatures and deflections from the model with fire test data 
generated from a test on box bridge girder. The applicability of the numerical model in practical application is 
illustrated through numerical analysis on a composite box bridge girder subjected to simultaneous structural 
loading and fire exposure. Results from the numerical study clearly show that fire severity, fire exposure length, 
load level, number of longitudinal stiffeners and web slenderness have significant influence on the fire 
resistance of composite bridge girders. Provision of longitudinal stiffeners can result in lower deflections; thus 
enhancing fire resistance. Further, inclined web (configuration) incorporated into sectional shape can enhance 
fire resistance of composite box bridge girders. 
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“Ultimate shear strength of steel-plate composite (SC) walls with boundary elements”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105810, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105810 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results from a comprehensive study of the in-plane shear behavior and 
ultimate shear strength of steel-plate composite (SC) shear walls with flanges or boundary elements. Prior 
experimental results have demonstrated that as the applied in-plane shear load is increased, the response of the 
SC wall follows a progression of limit states beginning with elastic behavior, diagonal concrete cracking, 
yielding of the steel faceplates, and finally compression failure of the concrete infill at ultimate strength. As 
load levels increase beyond the faceplate yielding limit state, the diagonal compression in the cracked concrete 
infill is anchored and resisted by the boundary elements. The ultimate strength of the wall system then depends 
on the yield strength of the steel faceplates and the diagonal compression capacity of the cracked concrete infill. 
An analytical approach using composite shell theory is developed for calculating the entire in-plane shear force-
shear strain response, including the ultimate shear strength and corresponding shear strain, of SC walls with 
flanges or boundary elements. A series of SC shear panel tests in the literature are modeled and analyzed using 
nonlinear inelastic finite element models. The analysis results including the detailed responses of the composite 
section, steel faceplates, and concrete infill are compared with experimental results, and used to calibrate the 
composite shell theory approach. The proposed, calibrated analytical approach is further verified using the 
existing database of tests conducted on SC shear walls with flanges or boundary elements. Both the finite 
element model and the proposed analytical approach can be used to calculate the entire in-plane shear force-
shear strain response of SC shear walls with reasonable accuracy. 
 
Terence Ma and Lei Xu (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Waterloo, 200 
University Avenue West, Waterloo, ON, N2L 3G1, Canada), “Effects of column imperfections on capacity of 
steel frames in variable loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105819, February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105819 
ABSTRACT: The presence of column initial imperfections in a steel frame can increase deflections and 
decrease its load carrying capacity. A method is proposed for evaluating the lateral stiffness, inter-storey 
displacement and deflected column shapes in a semi-braced, semi-rigidly connected planar storey frame 
subjected to gravity loading and column initial imperfections. An equation is proposed for calculating the inter-
storey displacement, which contains the notional load associated with out-of-plumbness imperfections, in 
addition to a new notional load term associated with out-of-straightness imperfections. Additionally, when the 
lateral stiffness calculated by the proposed method diminishes, the frame is considered unstable. Different 
gravity loading scenarios can exist that equally result in the various criteria of capacity being reached defined as 
either instability, the maximum permissible deflection associated with structural integrity, or the onset of 
yielding in columns. The proposed method extends the variable loading approach to identify the worst- and 
best-case scenarios of gravity loading for this to occur. Unlike traditional proportional loading analyses, loads 
are varied independently of each other in the variable loading approach. Numerical models for the frame 
subjected to variable loading with accounting for the presence of column initial imperfections are established. It 
is demonstrated that although the presence of column initial imperfections does not affect the buckling loads of 
frames, it increases deflections and can significantly reduce the capacity even if the frames are constructed 
within the allowable tolerances for initial imperfections. 
 
Job Thomas and T.N. Sandeep (Department of Civil Engineering, School of Engineering, Cochin University of 
Science & Technology, Cochin, India), “Capacity of short circular CFST columns with inner vertical plates 
welded intermittently”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105840, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105840 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the strength and deformation characteristics of short circular Concrete-
filled Steel Tube (CFST) stiffened columns. The intermittently welded vertical stiffener plates are used to 



strengthen the steel tubes. Plates are attached to the inner surface of the tube by welding it from outside through 
the predrilled holes in the tube. The stiffener plates improve the bonding between the steel tube and the concrete 
and also enhance the confinement in the concrete. The variables of the experimental study are spacing of the 
weld between the stiffener plate and the circular tube and number of vertical stiffener plates. The weld spacing 
of 10t, 15t, 25t, 35t and 50t, where t is the tube thickness and 3, 4 and 5 numbers of vertical stiffener plates are 
used in this study. The number of specimens cast and tested in this study is 29. The test results indicate that the 
strength and deformation of the circular CFST column are significantly influenced by the intermittently welded 
stiffener plates. The ultimate axial load-carrying capacity of the CFST columns is found to increase by 26% 
when the spacing of weld is reduced to 10t from 50t. A strength prediction model is developed for the CFST 
columns which are intermittently welded stiffeners. The prediction is found to be in good conformity with the 
corresponding test data. 
 
Yao Chen, Ganping Shu, Baofeng Zheng and Ruihua Lu (School of Civil Engineering, Key Laboratory of 
Concrete and Prestressed Concrete Structures of Ministry of Education, Southeast University, Nanjing 211189, 
China), “Overall buckling behaviour of welded π-shaped compression columns”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105891, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105891 
ABSTRACT: The overall buckling behaviour of welded π-shaped columns have been investigated in this study. 
Twenty-five pin-ended specimens made of Q345 steel with several cross sections and a wide range of lengths 
were tested under axial compression. The material properties, initial imperfections and longitudinal residual 
stresses were all examined. The deformed shapes of test specimens involved overall flexural buckling and 
overall flexural-torsional buckling. The ultimate strengths, deformations and strain distributions of specimens 
were obtained in the test. The finite element models were established and validated by test results, and then 
were adopted to carry out a series of parametric studies. The buckling strengths were compared with the design 
strengths predicted by the current design specifications for steel structures. Reliability analyses were conducted 
to evaluate the existing design column curves and π-shaped column curve. It is shown that column b-curves in 
both Eurocode 3 and Chinese standard provide generally conservative predictions for the strengths of π-shaped 
members, whereas ANSI/AISC specification provides marginally unsafe predictions. A new column curve is 
proposed and can provide more accurate and reliable predictions for the strengths of welded π-shaped members. 
 
Sina Kazemzadeh Azad and Brian Uy (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, 
Australia), “Effect of concrete infill on local buckling capacity of circular tubes”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105899, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105899 
ABSTRACT: For circular steel sections, axial slenderness limits are typically defined in terms of the diameter-
to-thickness ratio and indicate whether the member will first yield or locally buckle under axial compression. 
The common opinion is that filling a hollow structural section with concrete would enhance its resistance 
against local buckling by restraining its inward deformations. On the basis of this concept, the axial slenderness 
limits stipulated by most international design standards are notably higher for filled sections when compared to 
their hollow counterparts. Although there is extensive evidence in support of this approach for box sections, the 
available data for circular sections is limited and, in some cases, inconsistent. While some studies and most 
international design standards suggest that filled circular sections should have a notably higher axial slenderness 
limit compared to hollow circular sections, a number of studies argue that the concrete infill is in fact not very 
effective in increasing the local buckling strength of circular sections. Such studies are however very limited in 
the literature and often incomplete. Consequently, a comprehensive numerical study with over 140 analyses is 
conducted herein considering different material types, a wide range of slenderness values, and five initial 
imperfection modelling techniques to clarify the role of concrete infill in the local buckling behaviour of 
circular sections. Results of the study strongly suggest that the concrete infill has limited effect on enhancing 
the local buckling strength of circular tubes. The enhancement is found to be much lower than that implied in 
international design standards. The roots for this discrepancy are identified and recommendations are proposed 
in light of the findings of the study. The results suggest that the axial slenderness limit for hollow circular tubes 
can be significantly relaxed to bring it closer to that of filled circular tubes. 
 
Qazi Inaam and Akhil Upadhyay (Department of Civil Engineering, IIT Roorkee, Roorkee, Uttrakhand 247667, 
India), “Behavior of corrugated steel I-girder webs subjected to patch loading: Parametric study”, Journal of 



Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105896, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105896 
ABSTRACT: Corrugated webs are gaining more attention as they perform better than plane webs due to 
enhanced shear stability, design life, lightweight and being economical. Corrugated web girders are widely used 
in bridge construction and as a result, are subjected to patch loads especially during the construction stage and 
are prone to buckling. Patch load capacity of corrugated webs is found to be sensitive to the static systems of 
the girder. In this paper, an extensive parametric study on different static forms, loading, and geometric 
parameters is carried out using a validated numerical model to develop a better understanding of the structural 
behavior of corrugated web girders subjected to patch loading. Furthermore, previous design proposals from the 
literature have been summarized. Based on numerical studies, an empirical model is prescribed for the 
determination of the ultimate patch load capacity of girders having cantilever spans. 
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“Ultimate shear resistance and post-ultimate behavior of double-corrugated-plate shear walls”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 165, Article 105895, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105895 
ABSTRACT: The double-corrugated-plate shear wall (DCPSW) is composed of two identical corrugated plates 
that are assembled using connecting bolts. The DCPSW can exhibit much greater shear resistance than the 
ordinary steel corrugated plate shear wall (SCPSW) since the former forms a series of closed-sections while the 
latter is with open sections. In this paper, the shear resistant behavior of the DCPSWs is investigated. By using a 
validated FE modeling scheme, a parametric study of aspect ratio, bolt column number, corrugated plate 
thickness and yield stress of the DCPSWs is performed to investigate their effects on the shear resistant 
behavior. By analyzing the FE results, the ultimate shear resistance factor φ and the residual strength factor φr 
which corresponds to a final state with a drift angle of 2.0% of the DCPSW are obtained. It is found that both 
factors are negatively related to the normalized slenderness ratio λn. The φ-λn and φr-λn relationships obtained in 
this study are capable of providing conservative predictions of the ultimate shear resistance and post-ultimate 
residual strength for the DCPSWs. Finally, the shear resistant curves between shear load and drift angle of the 
DCPSWs with the variable of the normalized slenderness ratio λn are established. These shear resistant curves 
are regarded as simplified constitutive models when performing the required push-over elastoplastic analysis of 
the DCPSWs under severe earthquake excitation. 
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“Behaviour and design of stainless steel I-section columns in fire”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 165, Article 105890, February 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105890 
ABSTRACT: The flexural buckling behaviour and design of stainless steel I-section columns at elevated 
temperatures are investigated in this paper. Finite element models able to accurately replicate the response of 
structural stainless steel columns in fire are created and validated. The models are then utilised to carry out 
extensive numerical parametric studies considering a broad range of stainless steel grades, cross-section 
geometries, slendernesses and elevated temperature levels. Using the results from the parametric studies, the 
safety and accuracy of existing design rules provided in the European structural steel fire design code EN 1993-
1-2 for stainless steel columns in fire are assessed. It is observed that the existing design rules provide rather 
scattered and inaccurate ultimate strength predictions for stainless steel columns at elevated temperatures. For 
the purpose of establishing an accurate and practical means of designing stainless steel columns in fire, a new 
design approach, compatible with existing design rules in EN 1993-1-2, is proposed. The safety, accuracy and 
reliability of the proposed approach are illustrated for a wide range of cases against the results obtained through 
nonlinear finite element modelling. The proposed stainless steel column fire design rules are due to be 
incorporated into the upcoming version of the European steel fire design standard EN 1993-1-2. 
 



Duy Khanh Pham, Cao Hung Pham, Song Hong Pham and Gregory J. Hancock (School of Civil Engineering, 
The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia), “Experimental investigation of high strength cold-formed 
channel sections in shear with rectangular and slotted web openings”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 165, Article 105889, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105889 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel channels with web openings in shear have been thoroughly investigated mainly 
with circular and square holes. However, web cut-outs are likely to be enlarged along the span length of 
members due to a limited web depth to provide more access for the building services in practice. The design of 
cold-formed sections with elongated web holes in shear was investigated and retained in the AISI S100–16 and 
the AS/NZS 4600:2018 using the empirical approach. This paper presents an experimental investigation of 
perforated channel sections with rectangular and slotted web openings in shear using a dual actuator test rig to 
minimise the effects of bending moments and obtain the predominantly shear capacity with an aspect ratio up to 
2.0. The commercially available plain C-lipped channel sections with a depth of 200 mm and a thickness of 1.5 
mm were chosen with varying sizes of central cut-outs. A new strategy for determination of the shear yield 
loads (Vy) together with the Vierendeel mechanism approach is presented in this study to propose a modified 
design for perforated channels with web openings having aspect ratios of holes up to 3.0 for the Direct Strength 
Method (DSM) of design of channel members in shear with elongated web openings. In addition, as required in 
the DSM method, the shear elastic buckling loads (Vcr) are extracted from the linear elastic buckling analyses 
using finite element method in this paper. 
 
Tianhua Zhou, Yanchun Li, Hanheng Wu, Yan Lu and Lujie Ren (School of Civil Engineering, Chang'an 
University, Xi'an 710061, China), “Analysis to determine flexural buckling of cold-formed steel built-up back-
to-back section columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105898, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105898 
ABSTRACT: In the current AISI standard, the modified slenderness method (MSM) is proposed for the design 
of cold-formed steel (CFS) built-up columns. According to the available literature, such a method has been 
extensively adopted in hot-rolled steel research, and usually generates very conservative strength estimates. 
Nonetheless, there are few corresponding theoretical studies into CFS built-up columns. In this situation, this 
paper presents a new analytical approach to establish a computing method for the flexural buckling bearing 
capacity of the CFS built-up back-to-back section column. To achieve this goal, a new flexural buckling model 
is proposed to establish the kinematic relationship of single profiles. In addition, shear panels are employed at 
the location of screws to consider the discrete shear deformation restraint effect. The shear rigidity of the shear 
panels is determined using the cross-sectional shear stress transfer path. Then, based on the energy method, a 
computing method is derived. Further, simplifications are made to the formula to allow easier use in practical 
engineering situations. To verify the derived formula, a finite-element model (FEM) is developed and validated 
using the available test results. Then, based on the developed FEM, parametric studies are conducted to verify 
the derived formula. In addition, the performance of the derived formula is further verified by comparing the 
corresponding ultimate strength based on the direct strength method (DSM) expressions using available test 
results and FEM parametric studies. The comparison and validation results show the following: (i) the derived 
formula can predict the critical flexural buckling load as well as the corresponding buckling strength based on 
the DSM expression, and (ii) with an increase in screw spacing, the MSM will result in very conservative 
strength estimates for CFS built-up back-to-back section columns. 
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“Performance of square steel-reinforced concrete-filled steel tubular columns subject to non-uniform fire”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105909, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105909 
ABSTRACT: Fire design guidance for composite columns is based on the performance of these columns when 
heated uniformly along their lengths. However, it is important to understand the behaviour of these columns 
when heated non-uniformly as this constitutes a more practicable representation. Here, the performance of 
square steel-reinforced concrete-filled steel tubular (SRCFST) columns was tested under 4-sided, 3-sided, 2-



sided and 1-sided fires. Six columns were 1.8  m in height with pinned-fixed boundary condition. The fire 
resistance of SRCFST columns under 4-sided and 3-sided fires exposure was found to be similar in the 
experimental tests and their failure modes significantly different. SRCFT columns under 2-sided and 1-sided 
fires performed better than expected as these did not reach failure before 240  min. The results are used to 
validate a non-linear elastic-plastic finite element model. Validated numerical and experimental results are 
compared with available advanced prediction methods. It is shown that none of these is capable of providing 
accurate fire resistance prediction for SRCFST columns under uniform or non-uniform fire. 
 
Yonghui Wang, Jingyi Lu, Ximei Zhai and Bowen Xue (Dynamic Behavior and Control, Harbin Institute of 
Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Crushing of energy absorption connectors with polyurethane foam and 
asymmetric pleated plates”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105902, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105902 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic crushing responses of polyurethane foam-filled energy absorption 
connectors with asymmetric pleated plates were studied through drop-weight impact tests and FE simulations, 
from which three deformation stages were identified according to the formation and rotation of plastic hinges of 
asymmetric pleated plates. The effects of polyurethane foam filler as well as thickness and geometric parameter 
k of pleated plate on the energy absorption characteristics of connectors were analyzed quantitatively. The 
results indicated that filling polyurethane foam and increasing parameter k could result in higher energy 
absorption and specific energy absorption. In addition, thicker pleated plate could also increase energy 
absorption and crushing force. The results also showed that filling polyurethane foam and decreasing parameter 
k could reduce the peak force before densification and thus, improving crush force efficiency. Moreover, a 
theoretical model, considering strain rate effects of polyurethane foam and steel, was also proposed to predict 
energy absorption–displacement relationships of the polyurethane foam-filled connectors subjected to impact 
loading and its correctness was validated by comparing the calculations with experimental results. 
 
Kamran Tayyebi and Min Sun (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Victoria, Victoria, British 
Columbia V8P 5C2, Canada), “Stub column behaviour of heat-treated and galvanized RHS manufactured by 
different methods”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105910, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105910 
ABSTRACT: A complementary study showed that hot-dip galvanizing can sometimes significantly change the 
residual stress properties of cold-formed rectangular hollow sections (RHS). Hot dipping the RHS specimens in 
a molten zinc bath maintained at 450  °C for 10 min provided a partial residual stress relief comparable to the 
onerous heat treatment specified in ASTM A1085 and CSA G40.20/G40.21. Hence, further research is needed 
to: (1) quantify the effects of galvanizing, and (2) determine the optimized heat treatment duration for a partial 
residual stress relief for improvement of column behaviour. In this study, the effects of galvanizing and heat 
treatments to different degrees on the stub column behaviour of cold-formed RHS has been investigated 
comprehensively for the first time, by means of 36 stub column tests. The RHS specimens were manufactured 
by two dominant cold-forming methods: (1) indirect-forming from circular to rectangular, and (2) direct-
forming. The nominal yield stresses of the materials ranged from 350 to 690  MPa. The RHS stub column test 
matrix has 10 different width-to-thickness ratios and includes both nonslender and slender sections. 
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“Experimental behaviour of stainless steel plate girders under combined bending and shear”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105900, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105900 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of stainless steel plate girders subjected to combined bending and shear was 
experimentally studied in this paper. Both tensile and compressive material properties of the two adopted 
stainless steel alloys, including austenitic grade EN 1.4301 and duplex grade EN 1.4462, were determined by 



standard coupon tests. The three-dimensional (3D) optical scanning technology was introduced to acquire an 
accurate distribution of initial geometric imperfections for each plate girder specimen. A total of six plate 
girders were fabricated by hot-rolled stainless steel plates, and were tested to failure under combined bending 
and shear. In-depth analyses of the critical buckling characteristics, the ultimate resistances and the collapse 
behaviour of the tested specimens were all presented. The obtained ultimate resistances were further employed 
to assess the existing moment and shear (M-V) interaction design methods in EN 1993-1-5, GB 50017-2017, 
ANSI/AISC 360-16 and SEI/ASCE 8-02, and the design proposal presented by Jáger et al. It has been found 
that most of the existing codified M-V interaction formulae can be applicable for both carbon steel and stainless 
steel plate girders, yet they lead to relatively conservative predictions for stainless steel plate girders, except that 
the design method in ANSI/AISC 360-16 provides apparently unsafe strength predictions. 
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“Numerical and analytical analyses of high-strength steel cellular beams: A discerning approach”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105911, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105911 
ABSTRACT: The behaviour of cellular beams made from normal and high strength steel with various 
geometries is investigated through a large number of finite element analyses and a simple mechanical model for 
the Web-Post Buckling (WPB) failure is developed and analysed in order to highlight the factors which 
influence its occurrence and development for both normal and High-Strength (HS) steels. The performed FE 
analyses and the proposed modelling, once calibrated, allow to shed some light on the characteristics of the 
phenomenon and to provide the basis of a reliable design method to predict shear buckling of web-post of 
cellular beams made both of mild and HS steel. 
 
Xiaobo Zhao, Hongjun Liang, Yiyan Lu and Pengtuan Zhao (School of Civil Engineering, Wuhan University, 
Wuhan 430072, China), “Size effect of square steel tube and sandwiched concrete jacketed circular RC columns 
under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105912, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105912 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims at investigating the size effect of square steel tube and sandwiched concrete 
jacketed circular RC columns subjected to axial compression. The experiment part consisted of twenty-seven 
strengthened columns and three reference specimens, in which the effects of tube size (B) and confinement ratio 
(�) were studied. The results validated the existence of size effect on various indexes including peak nominal 
stress (�u), peak axial strain (�u), strength index (SI) and ductility index (DI) of specimens. With increasing 
specimen size, the corresponding �u, �u, SI and DI exhibited a decreasing trend. A finite element (FE) model 
was developed to further study the mechanical behaviors of the structure, in which the size effect was 
considered. The FE results demonstrated that the stress of concrete at the peak load point decreased with the 
increase of specimen size. Moreover, the size effect of confined concrete was more complex than that of the 
plain concrete. Not only the material strength of concrete but also the confinement effect was influenced by the 
size effect. The FE analysis also showed that the size effect on large-sized columns in engineering practice was 
more obvious than that of the tested specimens. It was found that the predictions of the load bearing capacities 
by codes including GB50936–2014, AISC 360–16, and BS5400were insufficient in terms of accuracy and 
safety, especially for large-sized specimen. Hence, a size-dependent model was derived, of which the desirable 
accuracy and credibility was verified with the experimental and the numerical results. 
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“Flexural performance of square concrete-filled steel tube beams stiffened with V-shaped grooves”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105930, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105930 
ABSTRACT: The outward steel tube buckling failure of concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) beams is still 
considered to be a serious concern due to the typical bending loads. This research conducts experimental and 
numerical investigations on the flexural performance of slender square steel tubes filled with normal concrete. 
A total of 6 cold-formed square CFST specimens were tested under static bending loads. The cross-sections of 4 
specimens were stiffened by single and double V-shaped grooves along the tube cross-sections, and 2 
specimens were tested as control specimens (unstiffened square specimens). The results showed that adopting 
this stiffening concept in the slender square CFST beams led to restriction of the buckling failure of the outward 
steel tube (at the top flange). Due to the increase in the steel confinement factor of the stiffened square CFST 
beams, the bending moment capacity, flexural stiffness, and energy absorption capability were improved by 
25.4%, 7.2%, and 31.4%, respectively, compared to those of the corresponding unstiffened specimens. Finite 
element models were also developed to further investigate the performance of the proposed CFST specimens by 
varying certain chosen parameters. The bending moment capacity and the flexural stiffness results obtained 
from the experimental and numerical investigations were validated with predicted values from different existing 
standards. 
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“Assessment of lateral distortional buckling resistance in welded I-beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 166, Article 105924, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105924 
ABSTRACT: Lateral distortional buckling (LDB) of I-beams is characterized by simultaneous lateral 
deflection, twist and cross section change due to web distortion. The present study investigates the effect of web 
distortion in LDB resistance of doubly-symmetric welded I-beams. Elastic stability and physical and 
geometrical nonlinear analyses are performed, using GBTul and ABAQUS softwares, respectively. The 
numerical model is calibrated considering experimental tests. The beams are simply supported, with fork 
supports at the ends, and subject to neutral and destabilizing effects of loading. The beams are subject to 
uniform bending, mid-span concentrated load and uniformly distributed loads. The parametric study is 
performed by varying the geometric cross section parameters. The results are compared with international 
standards and analytical procedures. It is concluded that the occurrence of LDB is responsible for the resistance 
reduction, especially for the slender web sections. With the elastic stability analysis, it is possible to estimate the 
critical moment for the calculation of the ultimate moment considering the LDB. It is found that there is no need 
to propose a new solution for the determination of LDB resistance, since some procedures allow the use of the 
elastic stability analysis response for the calculation of the ultimate moment, such as EC3. However, some 
adjustments can be made to the ANSI/AISC 360–16 and AS 4100: 1998 standards, since the results compared 
to these procedures are not conservative. 
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“Cylindrical shells under uniform bending in the framework of Reference Resistance Design”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105920, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105920 
ABSTRACT: The resistance of cylindrical shells and tubes under uniform bending has received significant 
research attention in recent times, with a number of major projects aiming to characterise their strength through 
both experimental and numerical studies. However, the investigated cross-section slenderness ranges have 
mostly addressed low radius to thickness ratios where buckling occurs after significant plasticity and the 
influence of geometric imperfections is relatively minor. The behaviour under uniform bending of thinner 
imperfection-sensitive cylinders that fail by elastic buckling was largely omitted, as was the influence of finite 



length effects. The value of such resistance models that are only useful for thicker cylinders is therefore 
somewhat limited. 
This paper offers the most comprehensive known characterisation of the buckling and collapse resistance of 
isotropic cylindrical shells and tubes under uniform bending. Expressed within the modern framework of 
Reference Resistance Design (RRD), it holistically incorporates the effects of material plasticity, geometric 
nonlinearity and sensitivity to realistic and damaging weld depression imperfections. The characterisation was 
made possible by the authors' recently-developed novel methodology for mass automation of nonlinear shell 
buckling finite element analyses. A modification of the RRD formulation is proposed which facilitates its 
application to systems of low slenderness, and offers a compact algebraic characterisation of all potential 
imperfection amplitudes for this common shell structural condition. A reliability analysis is also performed. 
 
Meng-Zheng Wang, Yan-Lin Guo, Jing-Shen Zhu and Xiao Yang (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua 
University, Beijing 100084, China), “Flexural buckling of axially loaded concrete-infilled double steel 
corrugated-plate walls with T-section”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105940, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105940 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the flexural buckling behaviour of axially loaded concrete-infilled double 
steel corrugated-plate-walls with T-section (T-CDSCWs). The T-CDSCW is composed of flange and web wall 
elements and vertical boundary elements. The wall element consists of two bolted-connected steel corrugated-
plates with concrete infilled. The composite effect of the components in the wall element improves the load-
bearing capacities of the T-CDSCW efficiently and leads to a thinner wall. Therefore, the failure mode of the T-
CDSCW may be governed by global instability. With the web breadth relatively less than the flange breadth, 
the first-order elastic buckling mode of the T-CDSCW is flexural buckling about the asymmetric axis. The 
design issue of the flexural instability of the axially loaded T-CDSCW is investigated experimentally and 
numerically in this paper. The load-bearing and deformation behaviours were investigated by an experiment of 
the axially loaded T-CDSCW, based on which refined finite element (FE) models of T-CDSCWs are 
established and validated. The FE buckling analysis is carried out to investigate the elastic buckling behaviour 
of the T-CDSCW and propose the elastic flexural buckling load and the borderline between flexural and 
flexural-torsional buckling. Then, the inelastic flexural instability of the T-CDSCW is investigated by the FE 
nonlinear analysis, and influences of initial geometric imperfection are discussed. The normalized flexural 
slenderness ratio derived from elastic flexural buckling load delineates flexural instability pretty well and bases 
the design formulas of strength reduction factor. The design formulas proposed in this paper help to understand 
the axial load-bearing behaviour of the T-CDSCW. 
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“Experimental investigation on hollow-steel-tube columns with external confinements”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 166, Article 105865, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105865 
ABSTRACT: Tubular steel members with slender cross-sections in compression are prone to local buckling. 
Different approaches, such as infilling concrete, installation of internal stiffeners and externally bonding fiber-
reinforced polymer reinforcement, have been developed to retard the local buckling of steel tubular sections, 
and hence to improve the performance of tubular structures. In this study, a total of 35 circular hollow-steel-
tube (HST) stub columns with both non-slender and slender cross-sections confined by different types of 
external confinements, namely steel ring, spiral and jacket confinements were tested in the experimental 
program. The uni-axial behavior of externally confined HST columns, including the failure mode, ultimate 
load-carrying capacity, stiffness and ductility, were studied and discussed. The enhancements in strength, 
stiffness and ductility of HST columns with different external confinements were assessed. The results indicated 
that the improvements on strength and stiffness of the confined HST columns were insignificant for columns 
with non-slender cross-sections and were considerable for columns with slender cross-sections, whilst the 
ductility of the HST columns was substantially enhanced by external confinements. Based on the results, 
equations for column ductility evaluation considering the effects of cross-section slenderness ratio, steel 
strength and external confinement, are proposed in this study, which are able to predict the column ductility for 
unconfined and externally confined HST columns. 
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“Experimental study on CFNRST members under combined compression and bending”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 167, Article 105950, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105950 
ABSTRACT: The concrete filled narrow rectangular steel tube (CFNRST) member is being increasingly used 
in the apartment buildings in China. Experimental study is conducted on the behavior of CFNRST members 
subjected to combined compression and uniaxial bending about the weak axis. Eleven specimens were 
fabricated considering the variation of key parameters including the slenderness, the width/height ratio of cross-
section and eccentricity of compression. Comparisons are made between the predictions of representative 
solutions of design codes and the test results to examine their capacity for predicting the ultimate load of 
CFNRST members. New solutions with modifications on two existing solutions are proposed for the ultimate 
load of CFNRST members subjected to combined compression and uniaxial bending. Good agreements are 
achieved between the predictions of the proposed solutions and test results. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigations of eccentrically loaded rectangular concrete-filled double steel 
tubular columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 167, Article 105949, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105949 
ABSTRACT: Rectangular concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns have increasingly been 
utilized in high-rise buildings to support heavy loads. However, the responses of eccentrically loaded 
rectangular CFDST short columns have rarely been studied. This paper reports experimental and numerical 
investigations into the behavior of rectangular thin-walled short CFDST columns composed of a rectangular 
inner steel tube loaded eccentrically. Tests on rectangular and square CFDST short columns under eccentric 
loading and axial loading were carried out to examine their responses to various design parameters, including 
the cross-sectional dimensions, loading eccentricity, and width-to-thickness ratios of the external and internal 
tubes. The experimental program and results are described. A mathematical model underlying the theory of 
fiber elements is developed for simulating the moment-curvature responses as well as axial load-moment 
interaction envelopes of short CFDST columns. The computational model explicitly incorporates the 
experimentally observed failure mode of the progressive local buckling of the outer thin-walled rectangular 
steel tube. A computer simulation procedure is proposed for capturing the nonlinear behavior of short CFDST 
columns loaded eccentrically together with efficient solution algorithms that implement the inverse quadratic 
method for solving nonlinear equations. The experimental verification of the computer modeling technique is 
undertaken. The verified modeling technique is utilized to ascertain the significance of various design 
parameters on the structural behavior of CFDST columns made of rectangular thin-walled sections. It is 
confirmed that the computer model developed is capable of predicting well the experimentally observed 
responses of CFDST short columns. 
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“Composite columns using perforated cold formed steel sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 167, Article 105935, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105935 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the potential use of composite construction in light steel framing in the form 
of composite columns and walls. It presents the results of tests on composite columns using perforated cold 
formed steel C-sections to form 100  × 100 mm cross-section columns. Three forms of tests were performed: Short 
column, long column tests and push tests to determine the shear-bond properties of the perforated web of the C-



sections. The results were compared to predictions to Eurocode 4 based on the effective properties of the C 
section, which were found to be good. The design method was extended to other heights of columns by finite 
element models using Abaqus. Some practical applications of this new form of composite construction are 
identified. 
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“Local buckling of longitudinally stiffened plates with rotational stiffness of closed-section ribs”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 167, Article 105876, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105876 
ABSTRACT: Recent studies have shown that the rotational stiffness of longitudinally installed closed-section 
ribs increases the local buckling strength of thin plates. Thus, in this study, the equations for the buckling 
strength of compressively loaded stiffened plates, which reasonably account for the partially restrained effect, 
were theoretically derived using the principle of minimum potential energy. Through three-dimensional refined 
finite element analysis performed using ABAQUS that appropriately simulates the buckling of plates stiffened 
with rotational rigidities along the sides, a series of parametric numerical analyses were conducted to examine 
the variation in buckling stresses based on the influential parameters revealed from the theoretical formulas. 
Further simplified and readily applicable formulas for the strength increment factor were derived from a series 
of rigorous regression analyses on the parametric analysis results. A comparative study of the suggested 
approximate solutions and the numerical analysis results was carried out to validate the proposed method. 
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“Post-blast performance and residual capacity of CFDST columns subjected to contact explosions”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 167, Article 105960, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105960 
ABSTRACT: Contact detonations, even with a small charge weight, could cause severe damage to structural 
columns and result in devastating consequences, associate with significant casualties, economic losses and 
social impacts. Therefore, to prevent catastrophic structural collapse, the most critical requirement of a blast-
damaged column would be the residual axial load bearing capacity. In this paper, the post-blast performance of 
concrete-filled double-skin steel tube (CFDST) columns subjected to contact explosions was studied by 
experimental tests and numerical simulations. The experimental study comprised of field blast tests and residual 
axial load-carrying capacity tests on four CFDST columns. A high-fidelity physics-based numerical model was 
then developed using the nonlinear dynamic analysis program LS-DYNA and was validated against the test 
results. It was then used to model the dynamic response and predict the residual axial load-carrying capacity of 
CFDST columns subjected to contact explosions. An extensive parametric study was then carried out to 
investigate the influence of charge weight, boundary conditions, axial loading level and column geometries on 
the column residual axial load-carrying capacity. An empirical formula was derived through multi-variable 
regression analysis to predict the residual axial bearing capacity of CFDST columns after contact explosions. 
 
Felipe Eduardo Demari, Gustavo Prates Mezzomo and Zacarias Martin Chamberlain Pravia (Post-Graduation 
Program in Civil and Environmental Engineering (PPGEng), University of Passo Fundo (UPF), Passo Fundo, 
Brazil), “Numerical study of slender I-girders with one longitudinal stiffener under patch loading”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 167, Article 105964, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105964 
ABSTRACT: Slender plate I-girders are steel members widely used in bridges, viaducts and heavy industrial 
buildings, which are subjected to combined bending and shear, making the web panel susceptible to stability 
problems. Therefore, longitudinal stiffeners are sometimes placed along the web. This paper aims at 
investigating the load carrying capacity of girders submitted to patch loading (common in bridge launching), 
using finite element models. A nonlinear stability analysis was carried out considering the initial geometric 
imperfection as the first buckling eigenmode, with amplitude defined according to EN 1993-1-5 
recommendations. The performance of girders with different stiffener locations was evaluated, discussing the 
structural behavior and associated failure modes. If the stiffener is effective and properly placed, the failure 



mode is the local buckling of the two web subpanels (which increases the patch loading resistance), although it 
was verified that the optimal position for patch loading is mainly governed by the web crippling resistance of 
the upper subpanel. The numerical results are in accordance with the experimental results available in the 
literature. For the studied girder configurations, the optimal stiffener position for patch loading resistance is 
closer to the loaded flange when compared to girders under dominant bending. Depending on the cross-
sectional shape of the buckling mode, the stiffener can be unfavorable to the patch loading resistance for certain 
range of positions. Furthermore, the definition of positive or negative cross-sectional imperfections, i.e., the 
inversion of the curvature of the buckling mode shape, has impact on the load capacity for larger patch loading 
lengths. 
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“Practical formula for predicting axial strength of circular-CFST columns considering size effect”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 105979, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105979 
ABSTRACT: A practical and accurate unified formula for predicting the axial compressive strength of short-
long circular CFST columns is proposed based on the regression analysis of 368 available experimental data. 
The formula is applicable to large, thin-walled, and high-strength circular CFST columns, which was 
established through two processes: (1) Based on 273 experimental data of short specimens, the axial strength of 
short columns was determined numerically and normalized with respect to the yielding load of the steel tube, 
thus showing a superior exponential correlation with the modified confinement index ξ; and (2) The numerical 
model was improved by considering the effect of length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio for long columns. According to 
the parametric analysis, the size effect is found to have a certain influence on the axial strength of large CSFT 
short columns and the primary affecting factors to the size effect are the compressive strength of in-filled 
concrete (fc) and the outer diameter to thickness (D/t) ratio of the steel tubes. Therefore, the size effect is better 
to be considered in a strength model, as proposed. The strength reduction caused by the size effect is 
characterized by ξ which involves the parameters of fc, D, and t. In comparison with the measured strengths 
from the test specimens, the proposed prediction model provides a more accurate and stable estimate on column 
design strength than the existing design codes. 
 
Anne-Sophie Gagné, Lucile Gérard and Nicolas Boissonnade (Civil Engineering Department, Laval University, 
Quebec, Canada), “Design of stainless steel cross-sections for simple load cases with the O.I.C.”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 105936, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105936 
ABSTRACT: The present paper investigates the resistance of stainless steel I or H sections as influenced by 
yield extent and local stability issues. In particular, the influence of a rounded stress-strain law with large strain 
hardening effects on the buckling response of sections is studied. Extensive shell non-linear numerical 
parametric studies led to a 750+ dataset that considered various material grades, 50 different section shapes 
(from compact to slender) and either sections in compression or under major-axis bending. These results allow 
to assess the merits of a design proposal based on the Overall Interaction Concept (O.I.C.) that is shown to be 
both very effective and accurate while remaining simple. The various influences of section's slenderness, 
section shape and steel grade are studied, and comparisons with alternative design proposal and design 
specifications evidence an increased level of accuracy, consistency and safety. 
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“Buckling of welded high-strength steel I-beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 
105938, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105938 
ABSTRACT: National constructional steel design standards preclude many high-strength quenched and 
tempered steel grades, and with the growth update of such steels in structural applications, revision or new 
guidance is needed. This paper reports experiments and presents numerical studies of welded high-strength steel 
(HSS) I-section beams fabricated by welding BISPLATE-80 (nominal yield stress fy  = 690 MPa) and BISPLATE-
100 (fy  = 890 MPa) plates. For the experimental program, three BISPLATE-80 and five BISPLATE-100 I-
sections were fabricated and tested under scenarios of uniform bending and moment gradient. The specimens 
were designed to develop either lateral-torsional or local buckling modes, with tensile fracture not being 
observed during the tests. The buckling capacity so obtained significantly exceeded the predictions of Eurocode 
3 and of the Australian AS4100, especially for intermediate beam slendernesses, while the ANSI/AISC 360–16 
guidelines marginally estimated the buckling resistance of specimens. It was also found that lateral-torsional 
buckling initiated after partial yielding of the compression flange. The numerical studies consisted of two 
ABAQUS finite element (FE) models, being a test simulation model as well as a generic representation, to 
facilitate extending the pool of experimental data, which showed that Eurocode 3 and AS4100 underestimate 
the buckling strength of intermediate and slender beams, while the ANSI/AISC 360–16 curves overestimate the 
FE predictions for lateral-torsional buckling capacities of beams in inelastic portions. A parameter that is 
dependent on the material properties is introduced in the AS4100 beam buckling strength formula and a new 
curve for the buckling of HSS flexural members is proposed. 
 
Nima Usefi, Hamid Ronagh and Pezhman Sharafi (Centre for Infrastructure Engineering, Western Sydney 
University, Sydney, Australia), “Lateral performance of a new hybrid CFS shear wall panel for mid-rise 
construction”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 106000, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106000 
ABSTRACT: Hybrid shear walls composed of cold-formed steel (CFS) open sections and square hollow 
sections (SHS) have recently attracted attention for lightweight midrise buildings, as a result of their relatively 
strong lateral load-bearing performance. A new hybrid CFS shear wall system with SHS truss skeleton is 
presented in this study in order to improve the lateral behaviour of lightweight steel frames, in compliance with 
standard codes. For this purpose, eleven full-scale experimental tests were conducted to assess the shear 
resistance, stiffness, ductility, and energy absorption of the proposed wall panels. The study also investigates 
the failure modes of the hybrid walls and suggests solutions for improving the existing structural weaknesses. 
The results showed that employing the SHS truss configuration for one side of the light steel walls can 
significantly enhance the energy absorption, compared to the traditional CFS walls. The SHS truss also has a 
considerable effect on decreasing the chance of chord stud buckling; i.e. load-bearing capacity. Specimens 
sheathed with gypsum board offer higher strength and ductility ratio with a few minor localized failures, 
compared to specimens without sheathing board. The results also indicate that the low strength to weight ratio 
of hybrid walls makes them a practical solution for mid-rise lightweight constructions. 
 
Zhanzhan Tang, Wei Zhang, Jianbing Yu and Stanislav Pospíšil (Institute of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague 190 00, Czech Republic), “Prediction of the elastoplastic 
in-plane buckling of parabolic steel arch bridges”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 
105988, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105988 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a modified eigen-buckling algorithm based on eigenvalue analysis was presented 
for evaluating the in-plane buckling strength of parabolic steel arch bridges. The buckling strength of parabolic 
arches under uniformly distributed vertical loads was studied. The slenderness parameter was modified to unify 
the buckling curves. Parametric analysis was carried out to study the applicability of the new algorithm. Finally, 
a case study regarding the bearing capacity of a steel arch bridge was performed to verify the proposed method. 
The results showed that the influences of geometric imperfections, rise-to-span ratio, and material yield strength 
of parabolic arches were taken into account by modifying the slenderness parameter. The buckling strength 
results of the arches using the modified dimensionless slenderness agreed very well with the straight column 
buckling curves in the specifications. The modified eigen-buckling algorithm provided very high accuracy in 
buckling strength assessment for parabolic steel arch bridges when the span was less than 200  m. The modified 



eigen-buckling algorithm predicted the load-bearing capacities of the arch bridge very well. Hence, the 
proposed method can be used for preliminary buckling strength evaluations in the bridge design stage. 
 
Qijian Wu and Xudong Zhi (Structures Dynamic Behavior and Control, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 
150090, China), “Experimental and numerical study of GFRP-reinforced circular steel tube under axial 
compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 105990, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105990 
ABSTRACT: The performance of glass fiber-reinforced epoxy resin (GFRP) reinforced circular steel tubes 
under axial compression was studied using both numerical and experimental methods. Through axial 
compression tests, the effects of steel tube thickness, GFRP winding angle (the angle between the axis of the 
tube and the tangential direction of winding fiber) and specimen length on specimens' failure modes and 
stability carrying capacity were studied; and proved that GFRP can improve the axial compression behavior of 
steel tube. A UMAT subroutine for GFRP that could consider 6 initial failure modes (fiber tension or 
compression failure, resin tension or compression failure and stretch or compression in-layer delamination 
failure) and damage evolution was developed, and then the axial compression processes of specimens were 
simulated; moreover, a further parametric analysis to examine specimens of different GFRP thickness and 
winding angle, steel tube diameter and thickness, as well as specimen length was carried out. A predictive 
formula was introduced to estimate the buckling load of specimen by modifying the Perry-Robertson equation. 
Finally, based on the simulation and the equivalent concept, the application of GFRP reinforced circular steel 
tube in the reticulated mega-structure was discussed. 
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“Experimental and numerical study on the nonlinear performance of single-box multi-cell composite box-girder 
with corrugated steel webs under pure torsion”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 
106005, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106005 
ABSTRACT: Currently, an increasing number of single-box multi-cell composite box-girders with corrugated 
steel webs (SBMC-CBGCSWs) have been built in China and Japan. However, the torsional stiffness of SBMC-
CBGCSW is dramatically decreased due to the employment of thin corrugated steel webs (CSWs). 
Investigations of SBMC-CBGCSW under pure torsion are relatively limited, therefore, additional research is 
needed to investigated to guarantee the safety of such bridges. In this paper, an experimental study on four 
scaled specimens subjected to pure torsion is conducted to understand the effect of the number of cells and 
spacing of CSWs on the full torsional response of SBMC-CBGCSW. The failure mode, cracking patterns, and 
buckling patterns of specimens are presented, and a new shear strain relationship between CSWs obtained from 
experimental results is proposed to evaluate the contribution of inner CSWs to the torsional behavior of SBMC-
CBGCSW. Then, finite element analysis (FEA) models are created to compare with experimental results, such 
as torque-twist curves, shear strains of CSWs and shear strains of concrete slabs. Finally, a parametric study is 
performed to examine the effect of geometric factors, such as the ratio of width to height, ratio of width to span 
length, ratio of width to thickness of slab, number of cells and spacing of CSWs, on such bridges under torsion. 
 
Mohammad Meghdadian, Nima Gharaei-Moghaddam, Alireza Arabshahi, Navid Mahdavi and Mansour 
Ghalehnovi (Department of Civil Engineering, School of Engineering, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Iran), 
“Proposition of an equivalent reduced thickness for composite steel plate shear walls containing an opening”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 105985, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105985 
ABSTRACT: The composite steel plate shear wall (CSPSW) is a relatively new structural system which 
attracted many researchers in recent years. The main idea for developing the CSPSW system is to improve out-
of-plain strength of steel plate shear walls by addition of one or two layers of concrete. This configuration 
provides high strength and acceptable ductility for this system in comparison with the other lateral load bearing 
systems. Sometimes due to architectural considerations, it is required to include openings in the shear walls. 
These openings change performance of the CSPSW and reduce its strength and stiffness. Moreover, inclusion of 
openings offers difficulty in analysis and design of the CSPSW system. The main goal of this study is to 
develop accurate numerical models to analyze CSPSW containing opening. Based on the obtained result and 



using an evolutionary algorithm named Multi-Expression Programming (MEP), an empirical relation is 
proposed to calculate equivalent reduced thickness to be used in the analysis of the CSPSW instead of 
incorporating the opening in the developed models. Accuracy of the developed model and the proposed relation 
are verified experimentally. 
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“Experimental and numerical evaluation of inelastic lateral-torsional buckling of I-section cantilevers”, Journal 
of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 105991, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105991 
ABSTRACT: A primary failure mode for thin-walled steel members is lateral-torsional buckling (LTB), in 
which steel cantilever beams experience nonuniform twisting and buckling about their weak axes. Analytical 
and numerical studies related to the elastic LTB of cantilevers abound. However, comprehensive analytical and 
experimental studies focusing on the inelastic LTB behaviour of cantilevers are rare. Therefore, this study 
intends to establish a numerical procedure verified with experimental results to evaluate the inelastic LTB 
strength of steel cantilevers with an I-section. First, an experimental study was performed, in which nine steel 
cantilever beams with different slenderness and load-height levels were tested. Load–displacement behaviours 
of steel cantilevers were investigated by measuring lateral and vertical displacements and rotations under the 
effect of a monotonic end-point load. Subsequently, a two-step numerical procedure is introduced. The elastic 
LTB loads and the related mode-shapes were determined in the first step, and the nonlinear load-deflection 
behaviours were evaluated in the second step based on the Riks method. Finally, numerical and experimental 
results were compared, thereby demonstrating that the presented numerical analysis can be used for predicting 
the buckling loads, vertical displacements, and torsional rotations at an acceptable level in the design stage. 
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“New distortional buckling design rules for slotted perforated cold-formed steel beams”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 106006, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106006 
ABSTRACT: Cold-Formed Steel (CFS) members with slotted perforations in webs are used in civil 
construction to amplify the thermal and energy performance of structures. However, the slotted webs reduce the 
structural performance of the element, prominently their shear, bending and combined bending and shear 
strengths. Many research studies have been undertaken to examine the behaviour of CFS channel sections 
subject to bending. Yet, no research has been performed to investigate the distortional buckling behaviour of 
slotted perforated CFS flexural members. Finite Element (FE) models of CFS channels with staggered slotted 
perforations were developed herein to investigate their distortional buckling under bending stress. A parametric 
study was conducted in detail by developing 432 slotted perforated CFS FE models based on the validation 
process with available experimental results. In particular, this paper presents the FE analysis details of CFS 
flexural members with slotted perforations subject to distortional buckling and results. The reliability of the 
current Direct Strength Method (DSM) for CFS flexural members with web holes subject to distortional 
buckling in accordance with the North American Specification (AISI S100) (2016) and the Australian/New 
Zealand Standards (AS/NZ 4600) (2018) was investigated. Modified DSM formulae for slotted perforated CFS 
flexural members subject to distortional buckling were also proposed. 
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“Validation of modified shear buckling coefficients for horizontally curved steel plate girders”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 168, Article 106009, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106009 
ABSTRACT: Steel plate girders are an attractive choice for horizontally curved geometries because they can be 
efficiently designed to resist the torsional stresses induced from the curvature. The effects of horizontal 
curvature on flexural behavior have been extensively studied. However, the behavior and design of horizontally 
curved, steel, plate girders under shear is still treated as if they were straight. It is of interest to examine the 
effects of horizontal curvature on plate girder shear strength because it could offer increased shear capacity. A 
series of companion studies were completed to examine if horizontal curvature increased shear capacity and to 
develop shear buckling coefficients that accounted for curvature. Summarized herein are steps taken to develop 
shear buckling coefficients that incorporate horizontal curvature in a form that would be easily adaptable to 
current American design specifications. Two different coefficients are proposed, the first a simple, curve fitting 
approaches based on work first published by Batdorf in 1947 and the second derived using energy based 
approaches that expand on classical work published by Timoshenko and Gere. The accuracy with which the 
proposed coefficients predict horizontally curved, plate girder shear response was examined via comparison 
between predicted shear buckling limits and ultimate capacities against values obtained from calibrated finite 
element models. These comparisons show that shear buckling capacity is enhanced when horizontal curvature is 
correctly accounted for in shear buckling coefficient derivations, which can enhance plate girder buckling 
capacity and, in turn, shear strength. 
 
Yan Lu, Guangqin Hao, Qinghua Han and Jin Huang (School of Civil Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin 
300350, China), “Steel tubular friction damper and vibration reduction effects of double-layer reticulated 
shells”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106019, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106019 
ABSTRACT: A steel tubular friction damper (STFD) is proposed for vibration reduction in large-span spatial 
structures. The effects of the amplitude of the applied displacement, the pre-tightening force of the high-
strength bolts, and the material of the friction plates on the hysteretic behaviour of the STFD are analysed 
experimentally. The single-cycle energy consumption increases and the equivalent stiffness decreases with 
increasing displacement amplitude. In addition, the single-cycle energy consumption and equivalent stiffness of 
the STFD increase with increasing pre-tightening force. Both the single-cycle energy consumption and the 
equivalent stiffness of the STFD with aluminium alloy or brass friction plates are larger than that of the STFD 
with steel friction plates. Then, a mechanical model of the STFD is established for further numerical analysis. 
Several structural members in a 40-m-span double-layer reticulated shell are replaced with STFDs to provide 
vibration reduction. Optimal arrangement of STFDs is studied based on additional modal damping ratio. The 
effects of the replacement rate, earthquake intensity and various ground motions on the vibration reduction 
effect are investigated via numerical analyses. The reduction ratio first increases and then decreases with 
increasing replacement rate, and the best performance is observed at a replacement rate of 10%. The vibration 
reduction effect of the STFDs is more obvious for strong ground motions than for weak ground motions. Under 
various ground motions, the vibration reduction effect of the STFDs is better for the two ordinary ground 
motions than for the four long-period ground motions selected herein. 
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“Reliability-based evaluation for concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) truss under flexural loading”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106018, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106018 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) truss is now widely used in many large-span constructions. 
In the past, relevant studies on the reliability of CFST structures mostly focused on structural components such 
as individual columns and beams. In current practices, a simplified method based on the ultimate axial strengths 
of the chords is commonly adopted to predict the flexural strength of a CFST truss, since there is no mature 
system-based design regulations nor reliability evaluations on this complex composite system. This paper aims 



to address this gap by advanced structural reliability analysis of CFST truss through numerical approach 
considering both the structural nonlinearities and random uncertainties. The finite element models are validated 
against experimental results. Afterwards, a mass finite element simulation, taking into account the material and 
geometric nonlinearities, random initial imperfections and potential finite element model errors, is conducted to 
generate the statistics of the flexural strengths of CFST trusses. Reliability analysis is then conducted to 
calculate reliability indexes in respect of different resistance factors under various load cases based on 
AASHTO. Finally, reliability-based evaluation on the safety level of CFST truss design according to 
mainstream design guidelines such as ANSI/AISC 360–16, Eurocode 4:2004 and JGJ/T D65–06–2015 are 
carried out. Results show that the current component-based strength prediction of CFST trusses meet the target 
reliability while the current regulations provide uniform reliability. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Hui-Ning Guan, Yan-Yan Yan and Tao Wang (School of Civil Engineering, Tianjin University, 
Tianjin 300350, China), “Numerical and parametric studies on SCS sandwich walls subjected to in-plane 
shear”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106011, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106011 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich walls with J-hooks (SCSSWJs) exhibit wide potential 
applications in both civil and offshore constructions. This paper firstly developed nonlinear finite element 
models (NFEMs) for SCSSWJs. Two different NFEMs, namely FEM-I and FEM-II, were developed that 
adopted different simplifying methods on modelling complex J-hooks. Accuracies of these two NFEMs were 
validated by 11 tests on SCSSWJs under in-plane shear. The validations showed that these two NFEMs were 
capable of simulating structural behaviours of SCSSWJs subjected to in-plane shear. The FEM-II was finally 
adopted for the parametric studies considering both numerical accuracy and simulation efficiency. The studied 
parameters in the parametric studies included concrete core strength, J-hook spacing, thickness of faceplate, 
wall thickness of steel tube in edge column, and axial force ratio. The effects of these parameters on ultimate 
lateral shear resistance of SCSSWJs were detailed reported and discussed. Theoretical models have also been 
proposed to predict the ultimate lateral shear resistance of SCSSWJs. Their capabilities on the predictions of 
ultimate lateral shear resistance of SCSSWJs have been checked through validations against 22 test results and 
60 FE simulated results. 
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“Reliability-based design of corrugated web steel girders in shear as per AASHTO LRFD”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106013, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106013 
ABSTRACT: Despite their successful use in many bridges across several countries around the world, 
corrugated web steel girders (CWSGs) haven't been yet recognized formally by mainstream design codes and 
standards. CWSGs can be an economical alternative to conventional welded plate girders; they can achieve 
higher shear strengths with lesser material usage. Corrugated webs have been demonstrated to carry about half 
of their ultimate shear strength after buckling, which is an important reserve strength to overcome sudden 
collapses of bridge structures. The current design practice combines the latest research in the field with 
engineering judgment with no regard for reliability-based design. In light of the new developments in the field 
of bridge design and reliability analysis techniques, this paper revisits first the reliability of welded plate girders 
in shear and verifies their target reliability index and the corresponding resistance factor as per AASHTO 
LRFD. Then, and in an attempt to prepare the inclusion of CWSGs shear design in AASHTO LRFD, a 
probabilistic-based calibration procedure is applied to calibrate the resistance factor for bridges having a range 
of span lengths and girder spacings, with consideration of different average daily truck traffic. A series of 
sensitivity analyses were carried out in order to quantify the relative contribution of each design parameter to 
the overall reliability of CWSGs in shear. The findings of this study suggest that, for CWSGs in shear, a 
resistance factor of 0.95 is appropriate to ensure a reliability level that is consistently close to the target. The 
sensitivity analysis showed that the web thickness, web depth, and the yield strength of the web's steel material 
are the most influential parameters on the reliability index of CWSGs. 
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“Flexural behaviours of steel-UHPC-steel sandwich beams with J-hook connectors”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106014, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106014 
ABSTRACT: This paper firstly developed high performance sandwich composite beams with novel J-hooks 
and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), i.e., steel-UHPC-steel sandwich composite beams with J-hooks 
(SUSSBJs). Nine full-scale two-point loading tests were then performed on SUSSBJs to study their ultimate 
strength behaviour. The test results revealed that all SUSSBJs exhibited flexural failure even for SUSSSBJs 
with short shear span ratio of 2.41 and high spacing of J-hooks of 200 mm due to the high performance UHPC. 
The test results showed the SUSSBJs exhibited a four-stage working mechanism, which were initial elastic, 
elastic, nonlinear developing, and hardening stage. The test results also detailed reported and discussed the 
influences of key parameters on flexural behaviour of SUSSBJs. The flexural bending resistance of SUSSBJs 
was reduced for small shear span ratios; the spacing of J-hooks did not change the flexural failure mode, but 
reduces its ultimate strength as well as working mechanism; and all the strength and stiffness indexes increase 
linearly with the increasing thickness of faceplate. Finally, this paper developed analytical models on stiffness 
and strengths indexes of SUSSBJs, and the validations against nine test results proved their capabilities on 
predicting these indexes. 
 
Yongqian Zheng and Pengsong Lai (Fujian Provincial Key Laboratory of Advanced Technology and 
Informatization in Civil Engineering, Fujian University of Technology, Fuzhou, Fujian Province 350118, 
China), “Experimental behavior of T-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular columns under diagonal cyclic 
loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106037, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106037 
ABSTRACT: T-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have the advantage of avoiding protrusion 
from walls and can be used as edge columns. The practical structures may be subjected to the earthquake action 
from different directions, but little attention has been paid to the behavior of T-shaped CFST columns under 
diagonal cyclic loading. A total of 14  T-shaped CFST columns were tested under constant axial load and lateral 
cyclic loading. The main variables explored in the test were loading angle, axial load level, concrete 
compressive strength and section form. The failure mode, lateral load-lateral displacement hysteretic curves, 
envelope curves, stiffness degradation, ductility, cumulative energy dissipation, deformation and bending 
moment-curvature curves were investigated. The results show that the hysteretic curves are generally plump and 
the displacement ductility coefficients are over 3 for the specimens with the axial load levels of less than 0.5. 
The specimens at 45° and 90° have close envelope curves, while the specimens at 0° exhibit slightly lower 
lateral ultimate strength and better ductility. The existing codes such as Eurocode 4, AISC 360–10 and DBJ/T 
13-51-2010 give obviously higher predictions of initial section flexural stiffness for stiffened specimens without 
an axial load and conservative predictions for most multi-cell specimens. Furthermore, the existing codes 
overestimate the serviceability-level section flexural stiffness for most specimens. 
 
Biao Nie, Shanhua Xu, Zongxing Zhang and Renjun Gu (School of Civil Engineering, Xi'an University of 
Architecture & Technology, Xi'an, China), “Experimental investigation on corroded cold-formed steel beam-
columns under compression and major axis bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, 
Article 106026, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106026 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of the experimental and finite element study that was performed to 
analyze the buckling behavior of corroded cold-formed steel beam-columns. Six specimens with different 
corrosion degrees were tested under compression and major axis bending. The residual thickness distribution 
and the mechanical properties of the corroded specimens were analyzed. A nonlinear finite element model 
predicting the buckling behavior of corroded cold-formed steel beam-columns was proposed. Finally, the 
influence of the parameters on ultimate load and failure mode were discussed, and the parameters include the 
parts, locations and lengths of the corroded region. The results indicated that when the thickness loss ratio was 
below 0.467, the decrease of the corrosion reduction factor for the elastic modulus was small, and then 



accelerated obviously. The corrosion reduction factor for the yield strength decreased linearly as the thickness 
loss ratio increased. Local buckling of the web of the corroded specimens was easier to occur than the web of 
the non-corroded specimen. The corrosion reduction factor for the ultimate load mainly depended on the 
minimum thickness of the cross-section. The flange corrosion most significantly affected the bearing capacity 
of the cold-formed steel beam-columns with localized corrosion. The locations and length of the corroded 
region has a little effect on the ultimate load and failure mode of corroded cold-formed steel beam-columns. 
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“A new self-centering brace with zero secondary stiffness using elastic buckling”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106035, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106035 
ABSTRACT: It has been shown that having a low post-elastic (secondary) stiffness for conventional structures 
can be beneficial in terms of putting a limit on base shear of the structure although it could result in having a 
residual and permanent drift. A well-recognized example can be Buckling-Restrained Braced Frames (BRBFs) 
offering stable, repeatable and reliable damping while suffering from residual displacements owing to low 
secondary stiffness. This paper introduces a new type of self-centring brace with a flag-shape behaviour 
possessing a zero post-elastic (secondary) stiffness, Self-Centring Zero-Stiffness Brace (SC-ZSB), bringing the 
benefit of systems with minimal secondary stiffness without their deficiency. Basically, the elastic damage-free 
buckling of the brace is combined with the friction damping to form the intended flag-shape behaviour with 
zero post-elastic stiffness. The introduced bracing system will recover and re-centre at the end of buckling 
without any inelastic deformation, strength and stiffness degradation meanwhile providing passive damping. 
The proposed SC-ZSB is experimentally validated using a scaled self-centring brace. Besides, a comparative 
study is performed using OpenSeeS software to illustrate the seismic performance of the SC-ZSB in comparison 
with a BRB Frame. The results demonstrate that SC-ZSB system efficiently limits the base shear of the 
structure with an almost similar inter-story drift of the BRB frame, while it can eliminate any residual drifts as 
well. 
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“Seismic performance of stiffened concrete-filled double skin steel tubes”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 169, Article 106020, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106020 
ABSTRACT: The concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) members have been used in many 
engineering projects. The stiffened outer steel tube could be used to further enhance the structural performance 
and reduce the steel consumption, while the seismic behaviour of the stiffened member needs investigation. In 
this study, tests of 6 stiffened CFDST beam-columns were conducted under both constant axial load and cyclic 
lateral load. Main test parameters were the axial load level and the hollow section ratio. The load, deformation 
and strain of all specimens were recorded and analysed. The influence of parameters was discussed in terms of 
the lateral resistance, the ultimate displacement, the ductility and the energy dissipation ability. It showed that 
the stiffened specimens exhibited good energy dissipation capacity under the cyclic loading. A finite element 
(FE) model was developed to carry out the mechanism and parametric analysis. The longitudinal stiffeners 
could effectively reduce the local buckling of the tube wall. The ductility and energy dissipation capacity of 
stiffened CFDST members are generally higher than that of unstiffened ones. Finally, equations for predictions 
of the flexural stiffness and strength, as well as the hysteretic model of the load-deformation relationship were 
proposed for stiffened CFDST members. 



 
J. Sevugan Rajkannu and S. Arul Jayachandran (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of 
Technology Madras, Chennai, 600036, India), “Flexural-torsional buckling strength of thin-walled channel 
sections with warping restraint”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106041, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106041 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the details of an experimental and numerical study on the effect of warping 
on the flexural-torsional buckling (FTB) behaviour of axially loaded cold-formed steel lipped channel members. 
Eleven controlled experiments on two different lipped channel sections are conducted with simply-supported 
flexural end conditions. A unique scheme of compression loading is evolved, which allows the ends of the 
member to warp freely. Experimental investigations reveal that warping end conditions play a significant role in 
the compressive strength and failure modes. The results from the experiments are used to calibrate the 
numerical model developed using ABAQUS. Parametric studies are conducted on different cross-section sizes 
of the members to quantify the effect of warping restraint on the FTB strength under compression. Results are 
compared with the current AISI S100–16 specification using both the effective width method (EWM) and the 
direct strength method (DSM). The comparison of results reveals that for warping restrained condition, the 
present DSM framework based on the finite strip method (FSM) predicts FTB strength conservatively. A 
possible correction factors are identified for members with warping restrained ends, which can be applied over 
the traditional strength curve in DSM. A reliability study is also carried out on the modified design procedure 
for the FTB strength of CFS members. 
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“Resistance of special-shaped concrete-filled steel tube columns under compression and bending”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106038, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106038 
ABSTRACT: Design procedures for L-shaped and T-shaped concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns 
subjected to bending and compression loading scenarios were developed through parametric study using finite 
element (FE) models verified by existing experimental results. The finite element study on this special-shaped 
CFST column subjected to pure bending considered parameters of steel-to-concrete ratio α, steel yield strength 
fy, concrete strength fck, and column limb width-to-thickness ratio B/tw (H/tw). For their behavior under eccentric 
compression, additional parameters of section stiffening pattern, loading angel θ, eccentricity, and axial 
compression ratio were included. Parametric analysis results show that steel-to-concrete ratio α, steel yield 
strength fy and column limb width-to-thickness ratio B/tw (H/tw) have obvious influences on the flexural 
resistances of the special-shaped CFST columns, while concrete strength fck has a small effect and can be 
ignored. The column limb width-to-thickness ratio B/tw, steel to concrete ratio α, steel yield strength fy, concrete 
compressive strength fck, loading angle θ, eccentricity e and section stiffening type have significant effects on 
the N-M correlation curves, and the convex portion of the N-M curves has a certain symmetry. The column 
limb width-to-thickness ratio B/tw and axial compression ratio n have significant effects on the shape of Mx-My 
correlation curves. Based on the FE analysis results, design formulae for calculating sectional flexural 
resistances were proposed for special-shaped CFST columns. Besides, simplified formulae were provided to 
conservatively predict the resistances of special-shaped CFST section and column under eccentric compression 
based on extensive analysis results of FE models. 
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“Axial compression properties of welded hollow spherical joints with H-beams under high temperature”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106051, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106051 
ABSTRACT: Space frames are mostly steel structures whose material and mechanical properties are largely 
affected by the high temperature of fire such that the bearing capacity of the structure deteriorates. Welded 
hollow spherical joints, as the most widely used form of joints in space frames, are the key factors affecting 



structural stress. Thus, the resistance to fire of such joints must be further studied. In this paper, the mechanical 
properties of welded hollow spherical joints (abbreviated WHSJ) with H-beam under elevated temperature are 
investigated through experiment and finite element analysis. Axial compression tests at 300  °C, 500 °C, and 
700 °C are used to analyze the failure modes of the joints under axial compression at high temperatures. The 
experiments obtained load–displacement curves, yield and ultimate bearing capacities, ductility, and initial axial 
stiffness. Furthermore, results are used to validate the finite element model. Through parametric analysis of 
temperature, steel grade, ribbed or non-ribbed, diameter, wall thickness, and H-beam section, the present study 
proposes formulas for designing joints with ultimate bearing capacity and initial axial stiffness to withstand 
high temperatures. 
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“Dynamic failure mechanism of single-layer reticulated (SLR) shells with bolt-column (BC) joint”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106042, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106042 
ABSTRACT: Bolt-column (BC) joint is an innovative fabricated semi-rigid joint with strong bending stiffness 
that can meet the need of rapid construction of latticed shell structure. To investigate the dynamic behavior of 
SLR shells with BC joints subjected to harmonic load and earthquake load, finite element (FE) modeling of 
SLR shells with BC joint was built taking geometric and material nonlinearity into account, and the simulation 
method was validated by comparing with the test result on a cylindrical reticulated shell. Based on this model, 
effect of joint stiffness on the dynamic response was examined and failure modes of SLR shells jointed with BC 
joint subjected to harmonic load and earthquake load were studied. Two failure modes, dynamic strength failure 
which results from the extensive plastic deformation and dynamic instability failure which is induced by the 
geometric nonlinearity of the shell, were defined. Subsequently, the criteria on differentiating the two failure 
modes were derived based on response characteristics indicators. Furthermore, investigation on damaged factor 
of SLR shells jointed with BC joint was conducted, and according to numerous numerical examples, the 
damaged index of SLR shells with BC joint was derived, which can be utilized to conduct fragility analysis. 
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“Behavior of concrete-filled square steel tubular stub columns stiffened with encased I-section CFRP profile 
under biaxial bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106065, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106065 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled square steel tubular (CFSST) stub column stiffened with an encased I-section 
carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) is a new composite member that consists of a square steel tube, 
concrete infill, and an encased CFRP profile. This paper conducted investigations that experimentally and 
numerically examined the behavior of CFSST stub column with an inner I-section CFRP profile under biaxial 
bending. Seven column specimens were tested using biaxially eccentric compression tests in the experimental 
study. The parameters considered in the test were the load eccentricity, steel yield strength, and steel tube 
thickness. Numerical models were developed to investigate the column load-carrying mechanism using 
ABAQUS and validated against experimental results. Results indicated that the CFSST column stiffened with 
an encased CFRP profile has favorable capacity and ductility when subjected to biaxial bending. Furthermore, 
parametric analyses were performed to assess the effects of steel yield strength, concrete compressive strength, 
and steel ratio (steel thickness) on the load bearing capacity and P/Pu-M/Mu curve of stub column under biaxial 
bending. Finally, formulas to predict the P/Pu-M/Mu curves of the composite column under bi-axial bending 
were proposed in this study. 
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“Experimental assessment of stainless steel hot-rolled equal legs angles in compression”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106069, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106069 
ABSTRACT: Although many mechanical properties of stainless steels are similar to carbon steel, their 
nonlinear characteristics lead to different design rules that can affect their response to local and flexural 
buckling. The stainless steel design standard Eurocode 3: Part 1–4 (2006) can, in principle, be used in hot-
rolled, welded and cold-formed products, but its provisions are still rather conservative, with a limited 
application due to the lack of experimental data. One of those areas that require attention and study concerns the 
behaviour of columns made of hot-rolled stainless steel equal leg angles. This paper describes an experimental 
campaign made on hot-rolled stainless steel equal-legs angles under axial compression. The adopted cross-
sections were: L64 × 64 × 4.8, L76 × 76 × 6.4 and L102 × 102 × 6.4 made of austenitic stainless steel ASTM 
304 A276 (1.4301) (with corresponding leg width to thickness ratios, b/t, equal to 13.33, 11.88, 15.94). The 
longest specimen was 1893  mm, and the shortest one 152  mm. The collapse involved flexural-torsional and 
flexural buckling modes. These results were subsequently compared with Eurocode 3–1.4 provisions, and to the 
CSM – Continuous Strength Method and mDSM – Modified Direct Strength Method predictions. In general, 
the CSM and mDSM performed better than the Eurocode 3 1–4, but unsafe ultimate load predictions could also 
be observed in some cases. 
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“Behavior of T-shaped sandwich composite walls with truss connectors under eccentric compression”, Journal 
of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 169, Article 106067, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106067 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich composite walls are composed of two external steel faceplates and concrete infill and 
have been increasingly applied in infrastructure to resist either gravity or lateral loads. They combine the 
advantages of both steel and concrete and offer excellent structural behavior. In this paper, the performance of a 
new type of T-shaped sandwich composite walls with truss connectors was studied. Three full-scaled specimens 
with T-section were tested under eccentric compression. The failure mode was identified as the sectional 
strength failure. Load versus axial and out-of-plane displacement responses, buckling stress, axial stiffness, 
ductility, and strength utilization were discussed. Based on CECS 159, the interaction model between the 
compression and bending moment was proposed to estimate the sectional strength of sandwich composite walls 
under eccentric compression. The comparison between the test data and the proposed curve shows that the 
proposed method offers reasonable and conservative predictions on the strength of sandwich composite walls. 
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“Design optimization of domes against instability considering joint stiffness”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 169, Article 105757, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2019.105757 
ABSTRACT: Stability is the determining factor in the design of domes. The member section designation and 
joint stiffness are two important factors that significantly affect the global stability. However, the current design 
method, which determines member sections and joints in two separate stages, assumes that joints are ideally 
rigid. This design method neglects the interactions among members and joints. In this paper, the theory of form 
vulnerability is further extended with the introduction of joint flexibility. The relative gradient of the well-
formedness of flexible joints, denoted as gra_r, is defined to reflect the instability mechanism from the 
perspectives of members and joints. Then, a single-layer dome is taken as an example to illustrate the effect of 



joint stiffness on the stability of the dome. This case study is quantitatively analyzed from the perspectives of 
the stability of the dome and the gra_r values of the dome. In addition, a reasonable range of joint stiffness 
values is determined according to the analysis. Next, topology optimization is adopted to develop joints of 
different sizes with stiffness values within the given range. A set of optimal joints is composed of novel joints 
with reasonable configurations. Subsequently, the optimization scheme of domes against instability considering 
the joint stiffness is proposed. The member sections and joint stiffness values are simultaneously taken as the 
optimization variables to consider the interactive effects of members and joints on dome stability. Maximizing 
of the lowest gra_r (gra_rmin) is the optimization objective. The steel consumption and design requirements are 
taken as constraints. The corresponding algorithm is developed, and two domes with different spans are 
employed to verify the proposed design method. The two illustrative domes demonstrate that the proposed 
optimization method against instability accounting for joint stiffness can simultaneously optimize the member 
sections and joint flexibilities. The stability capacities of the optimal domes with flexible joints are as high as 
those of the optimal domes with rigid joints, but the steel consumption is remarkably reduced compared with 
that for domes designed using the traditional method. 
 
Dejing Chen, Xiaoxiong Zha, Peichang Xu and Ximei Zhai, “Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
concrete-filled steel tubular x-column under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
170, Article 106085, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106085 
ABSTRACT: A concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) x-column is an advanced structural member that can 
potentially be used in diagrid structural systems. This paper proposes a novel method for strengthening the 
weak part of the CFST x-column. Axial compression tests are designed and conducted on three through-type 
and three reinforced-type CFST x-column specimens. The load-bearing process, failure mode, and load-
deformation curve of CFST x-columns are recorded during these tests and analysed in detail. The experimental 
results show that the stiffness of the reinforced-type x-column is greater than that of the through-type x-column, 
and its peak bearing capacity is approximately 1.85 times that of the through-type x-column. Moreover, better 
ductility performance is observed in reinforced-type x-columns. Further, a corresponding finite element model 
(FEM) is established to simulate the entire loading process during axial compression of CFST x-columns. A 
parametric study on possible parameters affecting specimen loading behaviours is also conducted. Ultimately, 
theoretical investigations on CFST x-columns are presented, and formulae for calculating the load-bearing 
capacity of through-type and reinforced-type CFST x-columns under axial compression are proposed. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Hui-Ning Guan and Tao Wang, “Numerical studies on steel-UHPC-steel sandwich beams with 
novel enhanced C-channels”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106070, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106070 
ABSTRACT: Firstly, this study developed a new type of sandwich composite beam using ultra-high 
performance concrete (UHPC) and novel enhanced C-channels (ECs). Then, this study developed a nonlinear 
finite element model (NFEM) for steel-UHPC-steel sandwich beams with ECs (SUSSB-ECs) using general 
software package ABAQUS. The developed NFEM detailed simulated the novel sandwich composite beams 
including the complex geometry of ECs, the complex interactions between the ECs and UHPC core, and 
nonlinearmechanical properties of UHPC and steel. The comparisons of NFEM simulation results with eight 
four-point bending tests indicated that the NFEM simulated well the ultimate strength behaviour of SUSSB-ECs 
in terms of load versus strain/deflection curves, deformations and cracks in UHPC, and stiffness/strength 
indexes. Parametric studies were then performed with the developed NFEM to study the key parameters 
influencing the ultimate strength behaviour of SUSSB-ECs. The parametric studies showed that increasing the 
thickness of tension and compression steel faceplates had significant influences, but the spacing of ECs had 
marginal influences on ultimate strength behaviours of SUSSB-ECs. Reducing the shear span ratio did not 
change the flexural failure, but reduced the flexural bending resistance of SUSSB-ECs. Increasing the grades of 
steel faceplates had ignorable influences on the stiffness, but significantly increased the bending resistance of 
SUSSB-ECs. 



 
Yong Fang, Changyong Liu, Hua Yang and Ligui Yang, “Axial behaviour of concrete-filled corrugated steel 
tubular column embedded with structural steel”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 
106064, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106064 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled galvanized corrugated steel tubular (CFCST) columns have been proposed as new 
composite members to improve the corrosion resistances and reduce the anticorrosion maintenance costs of 
concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) structures. In this study, the axial behaviour of CFCST columns embedded 
with structural steel (CFCST-S) was investigated using comparative experiments and non-linear finite element 
analysis accompanied by multiple monitoring and in-depth discussions. The study revealed that, even when they 
are not configured with transverse reinforcements, the local stability and post-peak behaviour of the CFCST-S 
are competitive owing to the effectiveness of the confinements provided by the thin-walled corrugated steel 
tube (CSP). The unique local bending effect in the CSP was verified and discussed to reveal the mechanical 
nature of CSP-concrete columns. Next, a theoretical model of the non-uniform stress distribution, after fully 
considering the bidirectional curvature of the CSP, was developed. It is found that the CSP mainly provides 
hoop confinements for the infilled components instead of bearing the axial load owing to its “circumferential 
tight effect” and “vertical offset effect”. Based on equivalent simplifications and parametric studies, the current 
formula to calculate the nominal hoop stress in the CSP was modified. Finally, a design method was proposed 
for the prediction of the axial bearing capacity of the CFCST-S. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Huining Guan and Tao Wang, “Steel-UHPC-steel sandwich composite beams with novel 
enhanced C-channel connectors: Tests and analysis”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, 
Article 106077, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106077 
ABSTRACT: New steel-concrete-steel sandwich composite structure using novel enhanced C-channels (ECs) 
and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) was firstly proposed. The ECs offered strong tension separation 
resistance of faceplates from UHPC core as well as faceplate-UHPC interfacial shear resistance. Then, two-
point loading tests on nine steel-UHPC-steel sandwich beams with ECs (SUSSB-ECs) were performed to study 
their ultimate strength behaviour. The studied parameters are thickness of steel faceplate, spacing of ECs, shear 
span, and strength of core. From the tests, though the shear span had quite significant influences on the ultimate 
strength of SUSSB-ECs, but all SUSSB-ECs failed in flexure mode even for the SUSSB-EC with short shear 
span ratio of 2.41, which confirms the bonding efficiency of ECs and high performance of this novel sandwich 
composite structures. The faceplate thickness exhibited significant, but the spacing of ECs has marginal 
influences on ultimate strength behaviour of SUSSB-ECs. Besides the tests, theoretical models were also 
developed to predict the initial stiffness, elastic stiffness, cracking load, yielding load, and ultimate load of the 
SUSSB-ECs. The validations of the predictions on stiffness and strength show that the developed theoretical 
models offer reasonable estimations on the stiffness and strength of SUSSB-ECs with limited errors. 
 
Fei Gao, Guoji Zuo, Lixia Deng and Fan Yang, “Flexural behaviour of horizontally curved I-girders with round 
concrete-filled tubular flange”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106090, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106090 
ABSTRACT: The flexural behaviour of the simply supported individual curved round concrete-filled tubular 
flange girders (CRCFTFGs) and the corresponding curved I-girder (CIG) under concentrated load at mid-span 
is investigated experimentally and analytically. Two CRCFTFG specimens and one CIG specimen are 
considered in this study. One of the CRCFTFG specimens is designed with a pair of transverse stiffeners at 
mid-span. The other one has uniformly arranged seven pairs of transverse stiffeners along the girder span. These 
specimens are denoted as CRCFTFG-1 and CRCFTFG-2, respectively. A special rolling track device is 
designed to ensure that the load is in the vertical direction during the test. In the experiment, the failure 
mechanism of three specimens and the development of strain and displacement with the vertical load at certain 
critical positions are measured and analysed in detail. Experimental results show that increasing the number of 
transverse stiffeners can effectively avoid web distortion and enhance the load carrying capacity of CRCFTFGs. 
CRCFTFGs have much larger load carrying capacity and smaller lateral displacement and cross-sectional 
rotation than CIG. The finite element (FE) analysis is used in the numerical analysis to model the test 
specimens. The comparison outcome between the FE models and the experimental results indicated that they 
are in reasonably good agreement. A parametric study is conducted based on the validated FE models to 



investigate the influence of initial geometric imperfections, web distortion, the ratio of span to curvature radius 
(L/R) and the infilled concrete on the load carrying capacity of CRCFTFGs. 
 
Baofeng Zheng, Ganping Shu, Fuzhe Xie and Qinglin Jiang, “Design of cold-rolled stainless steel rectangular 
hollow section columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106072, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106072 
ABSTRACT: Considering the effects of cold-forming and strain hardening in the design of cold-formed 
stainless steel columns is an effective way to reduce construction costs. This approach has become a common 
trend in the revision of relevant design codes. A few studies were conducted in the past on two key aspects: (i) 
predicting the enhanced material properties in cold-formed stainless steel cross-sections and (ii) modifying the 
design methods to adapt to stainless steel material characteristics. However, in the existing literature, they had 
been separately studied, and integration of these two aspects to form a complete design method was rarely 
reported. In this study, a series of column tests were conducted on 19 stub and 32 long columns in rectangular 
hollow sections. The measured imperfections, material properties, load-displacement curves, and failure modes 
were reported. A new design method for columns was developed, which could clearly and accurately determine 
the column capacity over the space encompassed by member slenderness and cross-sectional slenderness 
values. The proposed design method and the method laid out in the Design Manual for Structural Stainless Steel 
were evaluated against the test data. It was demonstrated that the two design methods were both very 
conservative in predicting the column capacity when material properties in the annealed condition were used. 
However, their performances improved when the predicted enhanced material properties were used. Generally, 
the predictions of the proposed design method matched the test data better. Furthermore, a reliability analysis 
was conducted, and resistance factors were recommended for the corresponding design methods. 
 
John H. Chujutalli, Segen F. Estefen and C. Guedes Soares, “Indentation parameters influence on the ultimate 
strength of panels for different stiffeners”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106097, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106097 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the study of the influence of indentation parameters on the ultimate 
strength and behavior of the damaged panels for two types of stiffeners, through an experimental-numerical 
correlation and a parametric study. Experiments were performed using stiffened panels in small-scale models, 
with stiffener type T and flat-bar, representing typical full-scale bottom and deck panels of a ship, respectively. 
A series of indentation tests have been carried out in the plate-stiffener intersection of the small-scale models, 
where the indentation force and displacement pattern are analyzed for each type of stiffener. After indentation, 
the panel model is submitted to an uniaxial compression test, in order to measure the loss of ultimate strength of 
the damaged panel in relation to the intact one. Numerical simulations of the ultimate strength behavior for the 
small-scale panels are performed by a finite element program for both indentation and panel collapse. The 
results from the numerical-experimental correlation study presented a good agreement. Therefore, a parametric 
study is performed to analyze the indentation parameters, such as, the dent depth, indenter size, indentation 
location and the stiffener column slenderness. The research work contributes to a better understanding of the 
damaged panel behavior in order to define more robust safe design bases, as well as, to support decision on 
repair procedures. 
 
Tianxiang Xu, Jiepeng Liu, Tao Yu and Ying Guo, “Design-oriented model for circular F-STC stub columns 
subjected to axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106061, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106061 
ABSTRACT: A fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-steel composite tubed concrete (F-STC) column is formed by 
wrapping FRP sheets around a steel tubed concrete column (STC). Both the strength and deformability of the 
core concrete are improved by the FRP-steel composite tube and the steel tube is prevented from corrosion. A 
number of studies have been conducted on the prediction of stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined concrete 
columns and steel tube-confined concrete columns. However, few models focus on the concrete under 
combined confinement of FRP and steel tube. This paper presents an analytical study on the design-oriented 
model for F-STC columns. To determine the confining stress, the stress distribution of steel tube was firstly 
analyzed and the equivalent stress was obtained. In addition, a strain efficiency factor was proposed for the 
prediction of rupture strain of FRP. Then the peak condition and ultimate condition of F-STC columns were 
investigated and related predicting models for the load bearing capacity and deformation were proposed. 



Finally, design-oriented models were proposed for F-STC columns with different types of axial load-strain 
curves and generally coincided well with the existing test results. 
 
Lin-Hai Han, Chao Hou and You-Xing Hua, “Concrete-filled steel tubes subjected to axial compression: Life-
cycle based performance”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106063, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106063 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a life-cycle based finite element analysis modelling for concrete-filled steel 
tubular (CFST) stub columns. The effects of initial imperfections (e.g., residual stresses induced by cold 
forming or welding, and initial geometric imperfections), preloads during the construction process, long-term 
sustained loads and corrosion are considered in the modelling. To reveal the life-cycle time-dependent 
behaviour of CFST stub columns, influences of the above factors on the full-range load-displacement relations 
and the load-transfer mechanism are discussed in regard of five typical working conditions as: Case 0 - short-
term loading; Case 1 - initial imperfection with short-term loading; Case 2 - initial imperfection, short-term 
loading followed by sustained load; Case 3 - initial imperfection, short-term loading followed by sustained load 
and corrosion; as well as Case 4 - initial imperfection, preload, short-term loading, sustained load and corrosion. 
Considering the effects of these factors, definition of the ultimate state of CFST stub columns under typical 
working conditions are discussed. Parametric studies are then carried out to calibrate the simplified design 
models for CFST stub columns at different loading cases. A database with information of 1096 CFST stub 
column specimens are established. Reliability analysis proves that the proposed simplified methods meet the 
reliability requirements in accordance with current design standards for CFST members under the five discussed 
cases. Partial factor for axial compressive strength of the composite section is suggested at the end of this paper. 
 
Junlong Yang, Jizhong Wang, Shuo Zhang and Ziru Wang, “Behavior of eccentrically loaded circular CFRP-
steel composite tubed steel-reinforced high-strength concrete columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 170, Article 106101, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106101 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the behavior of circular CFRP-steel composite tubed steel-reinforced 
high-strength concrete columns under eccentric compression. The failure modes and load versus mid-span 
lateral displacement curves were analyzed comprehensively for the specimens with different test parameters. 
The experimental results show that the different continuities of the external steel tube has a great impact on 
failure patterns. The crushing of concrete and bulging of the steel tube in the compression side occurred near the 
1/4 height of the specimens with grooves at 25 mm away from the end plates on the external tube, while, for 
the specimens with no gaps on the steel tube, local buckling was observed around the mid-height of the 
columns. However, the extent of bulging can be significantly alleviated with the increase of CFRP layers. Finite 
element (FE) analysis was conducted by using ABAQUS software in this study and the results show that good 
agreement can be achieved between the test observations and FE results. Based on the valid FE model, the 
parametric analysis was performed and a new model was proposed to predict the axial-flexural interaction 
behavior of the composite columns. It is evident that the theoretical predictions agree well with the FE results of 
the specimens in this paper with a certain safety margin (approximately 15%), which may provide a valuable 
guideline for the engineering design of CFRP-steel composite tubed steel-reinforced high-strength concrete 
columns. 
 
Man-Tai Chen, Ben Young, André Dias Martins, Dinar Camotim and Pedro Borges Dinis, “Uniformly bent 
CFS lipped channel beams experiencing local-distortional interaction: Experimental investigation”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106098, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106098 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a test campaign concerning the behaviour and strength of cold-formed steel 
(CFS) lipped channel (LC) beams experiencing local-distortional (L-D) interaction made of G450-G500 high-
strength steel grades. This investigation involves the performance of 20 tests on simply supported beams 
arranged in a “back-to-back” configuration, subjected to four-point major-axis bending and laterally restrained 
at the loading points. All tested specimens failed in the expected L-D interactive modes and exhibited critical 
distortional-to-local buckling moment ratios ranging between 1.09 and 1.46 (i.e., prone to “true L-D 
interaction”). The experimental results obtained and reported consist of beam (i) moment-displacement 
equilibrium paths, (ii) photos evidencing the evolution of the beam deformed configurations along those 
equilibrium paths (including the failure modes) and (iii) failure moments - it is found that these results are in 



good agreement with recently performed numerical simulations. Finally, the experimental failure moments 
obtained are compared with their estimates provided by the (i) currently codified Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) strength curves associated with local and distortional failures, and (ii) other available DSM-based design 
approaches developed to handle L-D interactive failures. This comparison provides solid evidence that the CFS 
specifications must include a DSM-based design approach able to handle beam L-D interactive failures - the 
current L and D design curves clearly overestimate all the experimental failure moments. 
 
Merih Kucukler (School of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK), “Lateral instability 
of steel beams in fire: Behaviour, numerical modelling and design”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 170, Article 106095, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106095 
ABSTRACT: The lateral torsional buckling behaviour and design of steel beams in fire are investigated in this 
paper. Finite element models able to replicate the lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) response of steel beams at 
elevated temperatures are developed and validated. The validated finite element models are used to carry out 
extensive parametric studies to explore the LTB behaviour of steel beams in fire, considering various cross-
section shapes, member slendernesses, steel grades, elevated temperature levels and different fabrication 
processes. A design equation for the LTB assessment of steel beams at elevated temperatures is developed on 
the basis of the results from the extensive parametric studies. The high accuracy, safety and reliability of the 
proposed design approach are illustrated, which is also compared against the beam design rules existing in the 
European structural steel fire design standard EN 1993-1-2. The design proposals made in this paper are 
compatible with the new LTB assessment equations that are due to be incorporated into the next version of the 
European room temperature structural steel design standard EN 1993-1-1 and lead to more accurate ultimate 
strength predictions relative to the beam buckling design equations existing in EN 1993-1-2. 
 
Xi-Feng Yan and Yan-Gang Zhao, “Compressive strength of axially loaded circular concrete-filled double-skin 
steel tubular short columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106114, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106114 
ABSTRACT: The confinement effect of external and internal steel tubes on sandwiched concrete in concrete-
filled double-skin circular steel tubular (CFDST) short columns has a significant impact on the compressive 
strength and ductility of columns. Limited researches on CFDST columns have only considered the influences 
of a part of column parameters on the confinement effect, leading to the absence of appropriate compressive 
strength formulas in international standards. To comprehend the compressive behavior of circular CFDST short 
columns and suitably evaluate their compressive strength for practical engineering design, it is necessary to 
further launch the experiments on circular CFDST short columns and develop a suitable estimated formula for 
their compressive strength. The purpose of this paper is to develop a simple and accurate formula for predicting 
the compressive strength of axially loaded CFDST short circular columns with a wide range of parameters. A 
total of 24 specimens with outer and inner circular carbon steel tubes that withstand axial compression were 
tested. A new confinement coefficient reflecting the confinement effect of concrete strength in CFDST columns 
was proposed on the basis of the test data in the present paper and data collected from literature. Utilizing the 
proposed confinement coefficient, a novel strength design formula was developed to estimate the compressive 
strength of CFDST short circular columns. It shows that the proposed confinement coefficient can reasonably 
reflect the interaction effect between the sandwiched concrete and steel tubes, and the formula suggested in this 
paper offers better predictions of the compressive strength than current design formulas. 
 
Shagea Alqawzai, Kang Chen, Le Shen, Miao Ding, Bo Yang and Mohamed Elchalakani, “Behavior of 
octagonal concrete-filled double-skin steel tube stub columns under axial compression”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106115, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106115 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the behavior of stiffened octagonal 
concrete-filled double-skin tube (CFDST) stub columns subjected to axial compression. A total of eight 
specimens were prepared and tested under axial compression aiming to study the effects of longitudinal 
stiffeners and hollow ratio on the elastic-plastic local buckling and ultimate load-carrying capacity of the test 
columns. The specimens consist of two control specimens without stiffeners (unstiffened columns) and two 
specimens stiffened with outer-inner tubes welded stiffeners (O-I stiffeners) in four sides of the octagonal steel 
section. In addition, four specimens were stiffened with two types of stiffeners: O-I stiffeners and outer tube 
welded stiffeners (O stiffeners) in eight sides of the outer steel tube section. Furthermore, two hollow ratios 



were employed. Based on the test results, the ultimate load-carrying capacity, load-displacement curves, load-
strain response, ductility, and failure modes were discussed and clarified. The test results indicated that the 
strength and ductility of the specimens were improved greatly by the presence of the stiffeners. The stiffeners 
significantly enhanced the confinement and prevented the occurrence of elastic-plastic local buckling of the 
outer tube. Besides, current design equations were used to predict the ultimate load-carrying capacity of 
octagonal CFDST stub columns. The test results were then compared with the predicted ultimate capacities of 
existing design equations. These predictions showed good agreement with the test results. 
 
Sivaganesh Selvaraj and Mahendrakumar Madhavan, “Recommendations for design of sheathing bracing 
systems for slender cold-formed steel structural members”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, 
Article 106116, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106116 
ABSTRACT: The use of sheathing material as a structural component in the Cold-formed steel (CFS) 
construction holds great potential for stability of the structure and savings in the construction cost. However, 
there is no robust design method to account the structural contribution of sheathing boards. This paper presents 
the experimental results of 107 (including unsheathed and sheathed) CFS wall frame studs subjected to out-of-
plane loading to study the feasibility of using gypsum board as a structural bracing sheathing material. The test 
parameters include various shapes and slendernesses of the CFS frame stud, thickness of the sheathing board 
and spacing between the sheathing bracing connections. The out-of-plane loading is applied as it causes lateral 
torsional buckling in the CFS structural members thereby creates pull-through failure at the sheathing bracing 
connections. Moreover, the suitability of the current AISI and Eurocode specification for the design of 
sheathing braced CFS structural member is studied. The experimental results indicate that the lateral buckling of 
the symmetric shaped (against the loading axis) CFS wall frame studs can be inhibited by gypsum sheathing. 
Whereas most of the singly symmetric and point symmetric CFS studs exhibit lateral torsional buckling and 
biaxial bending, respectively, due to the inadequate bracing effect of gypsum sheathing resulting in pull-through 
failure at the sheathing bracing connections. Therefore, a set of limitations for the use of gypsum sheathing as a 
structural bracing is suggested in the form of a generalized design parameter. Finally, the experimental results 
indicates that the design strength of the CFS wall frame stud can be increased in the range of 39% to 595% 
based on the shape and slenderness.  
 
Matteo Bassetti, Andrea Belleri and Alessandra Marini, “Dynamic instability of axially loaded elements: 
General considerations and seismic loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 
106088, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106088 
ABSTRACT: The phenomenon of dynamic instability of steel beams under harmonic axial loading is analysed, 
in particular to identify those elements in equilibrium under static axial loads, i.e. loaded below the Euler load, 
but that could fail under dynamic conditions, possibly compromising the entire structural stability. In the 
literature, the general problem of dynamic instability was comprehensively presented by Bolotin, who defined 
instability regions. Bolotin's method was extended herein and more accurate instability regions derived. In some 
conditions, depending on the ratio between the frequency of the exciting load and the beam transversal natural 
frequency, an elastic beam could sustain a dynamic axial load greater than the Euler load. The influence of 
geometric and material non-linearity on the shape of the instability regions has been evaluated herein through 
time series analyses. Then, response spectrum analyses were conducted to highlight possible effects of dynamic 
instability due to seismic loading. Two building typologies were considered: multi-storey buildings with cross 
bracing and existing industrial buildings. The results show that in the case of elements of the bracing system of 
new-designed multi-storey buildings, the dynamic instability is generally not an issue due to the high frequency 
of the single elements compared to the frequency of the fundamental mode of vibrations of the whole building. 
In the case of existing industrial buildings not designed to sustain seismic actions, some slender elements, with 
frequency of vibration compatible with the fundamental frequencies of the building, may undergo dynamic 
instability with possible detrimental effects in the whole building response. 
 
Jin-guang Yu, Hai-sheng Yu, Xiao-tian Feng, Chen Dang, Tong-fei Hou and Jay Shen, “Behaviour of steel 
plate shear walls with different types of partially-encased H-section columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 170, Article 106123, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106123 
ABSTRACT: Using the partially encased composite (PEC) columns is an efficient method for improving the 
behaviour of steel plate shear wall. The PEC column composes H-shape steel column, links connecting the 



flanges and concrete partially encased in the steel H-section. This paper reports an experimental study on the 
seismic behavior of the steel plate shear walls (SPSWs) with PEC columns under cyclic lateral loading. Two 
1/3-scale single-bay, two-story specimens were constructed. The C-shape links and X-shape links with the 
inclined angle of 0° and 45° were adopted for the PEC columns of these two specimens respectively and 
constructed with similar steel consumption. The tests results show that the initial stiffness, maximum energy 
dissipation and ductility coefficient of the specimen with PEC column reinforced by X-shape links were 
respectively 35.78%, 13.60% and 15.20% higher than the one constructed by C-shape links. However, the 
bearing capacity of the two specimens was basically the same. Besides, parametric studies were conducted 
through numerical simulation so that the contribution of links and concrete can be evaluated. As a result, the 
concrete in the PEC column can help improve initial stiffness, bearing capacity and ductility of SPSW structure. 
The effect of links on improving the bearing capacity of SPSW with PEC column is not significant. However, 
X-shape links are more effective than C-shape links in improving the bending-resistance capacity of the frame 
columns in SPSW structure and also help prevent the SPSW structure from forming spreaded fracture of outer 
flange at the column bottom. In general, the PEC columns with X-shape and C-shape links have different 
seismic behaviors and deserve further study. 
 
Binglin Lai and J.Y. Richard Liew, “Axial-moment interaction of high strength concrete encased steel 
composite columns: Design recommendation”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 
106136, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106136 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the axial force-moment (N-M) interaction behaviour of high strength 
concrete encased steel (CES) composite columns. A numerical method is developed to simulate the nonlinear 
inelastic behaviour of CES composite beam-columns, which includes concrete cover spalling, concrete 
confinement effect, buckling of longitudinal reinforcing bars, and stain-hardening of the encased steel section. 
The numerical model is implemented in a self-developed computer program to generate the load-deflection 
response, moment-curvature relation, as well as the N-M strength interaction diagrams. The accuracy of the 
proposed analysis method is validated by comparison with the experimental results report in the companion 
paper and the test data available in literatures. To further understand the resistance of CES columns consisting 
of high strength concrete and high strength steel, parametric study is performed to evaluate the effect of 
concrete compressive strength, steel yield strength, load eccentricity, as well as steel area ratio. Finally, a 
simplified method is proposed to construct the N-M strength interaction curve of CES composite columns. The 
proposed method can be used to design CES beam columns for concrete grade up to C100 and steel grade up to 
S960. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Wen-Jun Xie, Yanli Luo and Tao Wang, “Behaviours of concrete stub columns confined by steel 
tubes at cold-region low temperatures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106124, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106124 
ABSTRACT: This paper evaluates the axial compressive behaviour of concrete stub columns confined by steel 
tubes (CSC-CSTs) at low temperatures of 30 ~ −80 °C relevant to cold regions. Experiments including ten 
circular and ten square CSC-CSTs subjected to axial compression at four low temperatures were carried out. 
The studied parameters included low temperature (T), different grades of NWC (fc), wall-thickness of the steel 
tube (t), and height of the CSC-CSTs (L). The test results revealed that bulge of steel tubes, concrete crushing, 
and vertical fracture in steel tube (only in square CSC-CSTs) occurred to CSC-CSTs. The load-shortening (P-S) 
behaviour of CSC-CSTs exhibits similar manner in the first elastic and nonlinear working stage, but varies at 
their recession stages due to different confinement ratio by steel tube. Low temperatures improved axial 
compressive behaviours of CSC-CSTs. Increasing concrete strength improved the compressive strength of 
CSC-CSTs at low temperatures, but reduced their ductility. Thicker steel tube improved the P-S behaviour of 
CSCCSTs at low temperatures whilst the height of CSC-CSTs exhibited marginal influences on their low-
temperature compressive behaviours. Theoretical models were developed to estimate P-S behaviours of CSC-
CSTs, and validations against 20 test results confirmed their accuracy. 



 
Fangying Wang, Ben Young and Leroy Gardner, “Compressive behaviour and design of CFDST cross-sections 
with stainless steel outer tubes”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 105942, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.105942 
ABSTRACT: A finite element (FE) investigation into the compressive behaviour of concrete-filled double skin 
tubular (CFDST) cross-sections with lean duplex and ferritic stainless steel outer tubes is presented. FE models 
were initially developed and validated against available test results reported in the literature. Upon successful 
replication of the ultimate capacities, load–deformation histories and failure modes exhibited by the tested 
CFDST stub columns, a parametric study was undertaken to investigate the influence of key variables, 
including the local slendernesses of the outer and inner tubes, the concrete strength and the adopted grade of 
stainless steel, on the ultimate response of the studied CFDST stub columns. Based on the generated FE data 
pool and the available test results, the applicability of the existing European, Australian and American design 
provisions for composite carbon steel members to the design of the studied CFDST cross-sections was 
evaluated. All the examined design rules are shown to yield unduly conservative (less so for the higher concrete 
grades) and rather scattered capacity predictions. Modifications to the design treatment in relation to the 
effective area of the outer tubes, to take due account of outward-only local buckling, and the effective 
compressive strength of the infilled concrete, to reflect the reduced relative effectiveness of higher concrete 
grades, are considered. The modified design rules are shown to improve the accuracy and consistency of the 
design capacity predictions. Finally, statistical analyses were carried out to demonstrate the reliability of the 
modified design approaches. 
 
Qiang Zhang, Lei Fu and Lei Xu, “An efficient approach for numerical simulation of concrete-filled round-
ended steel tubes”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 170, Article 106086, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106086 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled round-ended (CFRE) steel tubes are widely used in civil infrastructures. Accurate 
and reliable numerical models of CFRE steel tube are significantly important to mimic the actual behavior. This 
study presents a fiber beam-column model to simulate nonlinear behavior of CFRE steel tubes. A group of 
uniaxial hysteretic constitutive models was defined for the properties of the material. To verify the reliability of 
the presented fiber model, a large number of numerical computations have been performed by the fiber model 
and a traditional refined finite element model. The results confirm that the proposed fiber model can accurately 
predict the nonlinear behavior of CFRE steel tubes. Finally, two empirical models for the prediction of the axial 
bearing capacity of CFRE steel tube columns were developed. 
 
Yifei Xiao, Xue-Meng Bie, Xin Song, Jicheng Zhang and Guofeng Du, “Performance of composite L-shaped 
CFST columns with inner I-shaped steel under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 170, Article 106138, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106138 
ABSTRACT: To improve the behaviour of conventional L-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) 
columns, experiments and numerical modelling of composite L-shaped CFST columns with inner I-shaped steel 
under axial compression were conducted. Experiments of thirty-two specimens, including 16 short columns and 
16 middle long columns, were carried out with various steel tube confinement index (θ), built-in steel ratio (ρ) 
and slenderness ratio (λ). The load-average longitudinal strain curves, load-deflection curves and bearing 
capacity of the specimens were also investigated. The experimental results demonstrate that those specimens 
with higher values of θ and ρ, and lower value of λ, have higher ultimate bearing capacity. When the height of 
column remains constant, the strength and ductility can be improved by increasing θ and ρ. With the increase of 
λ, the local buckling failure is gradually transformed into a combination of local buckling and global buckling. 
A finite element analysis (FEA) model was developed to investigate the performance of composite L-shaped 
CFST columns with inner I-shaped steel under axial compression, and the feasibility of the FEA model was 
verified by the comparison against experiment results. Finally, the formulas were also proposed to estimate the 
ultimate bearing capacity of short and middle long composite columns and the estimated results match well with 
the experimental results. 



 
Hao Zhang, Ming Lian and Mingzhou Su, “Study on the seismic performance of high-strength steel framed-
tube structures with replaceable shear links”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 171, Article 
106131, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106131 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a high-strength steel framed-tube structure with replaceable shear links (HSS-FTS-
RSL) was proposed to improve the seismic performance and recoverability of steel framed-tube structures 
(SFTS), by introducing the shear link—acting as a sacrificial component—at the mid-span of a deep beam in 
order to sustain inelastic deformation and dissipate seismic energy. The preliminary design methodologies for 
the HSS-FTS-RSL and layout principles of the replaceable link were introduced. Six prototype 30-story HSS-
FTS-RSL buildings with various layouts of the links and a corresponding conventional SFTS building were 
designed based on the latest design standards, and their nonlinear numerical models were developed in 
OpenSees. The modeling approach was verified on experimental data. Nonlinear dynamic analyses were 
conducted to investigate the feasibility and seismic behavior of HSS-FTS-RSLs. The results indicate that the 
HSS-FTS-RSL exhibited a superior energy dissipation capacity and lower permanent drifts compared with the 
conventional SFTS under severe ground motions. In the HSS-FTS-RSL, employing the shear link did not 
increase the shear lag effect compared with the SFTS. The HSS-FTS-RSLs with various layouts of replaceable 
links had almost identical fundamental natural periods, but the layout of the replaceable link had a significant 
effect on their seismic behavior. The inelastic deformation of HSS-FTS-RSL was concentrated in the shear 
links, whereas deep beams and columns experienced minor or no damage. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the HSS-FTS-RSL was a reliable earthquake-resilient structural system that can be quickly recovered by 
replacing the damaged links after a major earthquake. 
 
Vahid Mohsenian, Nima Gharaei-Moghaddam and Iman Hajirasouliha, “Reliability analysis and multi-level 
response modification factors for buckling restrained braced frames”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 171, Article 106137, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106137 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to assess the seismic performance of buckling restrained braced frames (BRBFs) 
using a probabilistic approach and develop multi-level response modification factors for performance-based 
design of these systems. Unlike traditional seismic design methods, the proposed response modification factors 
can take into account the seismic conditions of the site as well as the target design performance level. An 
engineering damage parameter method (EDP-Based) is adopted for reliability analysis of 4, 8 and 12 storey 
BRBFs using systems of parallel and serial components. In general, the results demonstrate the high seismic 
reliability of BRBFs for high levels of earthquake intensity. Considering the axial strain of the brace core as the 
local damage index, it is shown that the studied models remain in performance levels higher than life safety 
under the design hazard level (return period of 475 years). The upper bond response modification factor for the 
life safety and collapse prevention performance levels is estimated to be around 8.4 and 10.0 with the 
corresponding intensities of 0.68 and 0.85, respectively. Based on the outcomes of this study, in general, using a 
response modification factor between 4 and 8 for seismic design of BRBFs would guaranty their adequate 
performance under both the design basis and maximum considered earthquake levels. 
 
Hui-Bin Ge, Hua-Ping Wan, Yanfeng Zheng and Yaozhi Luo, “Experimental and numerical study on stability 
behavior of reticulated shell composed of plate members”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 171, 
Article 106102, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106102 
ABSTRACT: Steel plates have great potential in being used as main structural members in single-layer 
reticulated shells (SLRS). The main advantages of steel plates include high-precision and flexible outline shape 
fabrication as well as convenient transportation and storage, which make them suitable for curved surface 
structures. To improve the buckling resistance of plate members, two strengthening methods, i.e., double-limb 
method and sub-unit method, are introduced. In this study, the stability behavior of a 3.27 m × 3.27 m 
spherical SLRSs strengthened by using the proposed methods is comprehensively investigated via an 
experimental test and a finite element (FE) simulation. Specifically, the equivalent FE models for double-limb 
plate members and semi-rigid joints are proposed. The comparison results indicate that the presented FE model 
is effective for predicting the development of member stress and the structural ultimate load. Then parametric 
analysis is conducted, which reveals the effects of the sub-units, the bending stiffness of the joints and the 



geometric imperfection on the structural stability. The results obtained in this study may provide guidance for 
the design and analysis of this type of structure. 
 
Luca Possidente, Nicola Tondini and Jean-Marc Battini, “Torsional and flexural-torsional buckling of 
compressed steel members in fire”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 171, Article 106130, August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106130 
ABSTRACT: Torsional and flexural-torsional buckling of compressed steel members are relevant phenomena 
for monosymmetric and built-up cross-sections frequently employed in bracing systems or in truss structures. 
Despite the great interest shown by researchers relative to the instability of steel elements in fire, there is a lack 
of studies on the torsional and flexural-torsional buckling behaviour of steel members in compression at 
elevated temperature, and no provisions are given in EN 1993-1-2. In this work, a comprehensive numerical 
investigation of the behaviour of axially compressed angles, Tee and cruciform steel cross-sections at elevated 
temperature was performed. In this respect, a parametric study was carried out on Class 1 to 3 profiles subjected 
to uniform temperature distribution. It was found that the buckling curve given in EN 1993-1-2 provides 
unconservative results for slenderness ranges of practical interest. Improved buckling curves to better predict 
the behaviour of angles, Tee and cruciform compressed cross-sections at elevated temperature were proposed. 
 
Jingjie Yang, Yu Shi, Weiyong Wang, Lei Xu and Hisham Al-azzani, “Experimental and numerical studies on 
axially restrained cold-formed steel built-up box columns at elevated temperatures”, Journal of Constructional 
Steel Research, Vol. 171, Article 106143, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106143 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical studies on the fire resistance of cold-formed steel (CFS) columns 
with built-up box-shape sections were conducted in this paper. A series of coupon tensile tests were also 
performed before the fire resistance tests of the columns to obtain the stress–strain relationship of the steel plate 
from 20 °C to 800 °C. As a benchmark, the load-bearing capacity tests of the columns at ambient temperature 
were conducted first, and then the fire resistance tests were performed for eight specimens considering different 
load ratios and axial restraining stiffness. Afterward, numerical models, including heat transfer and structural 
analyses, were developed to reproduce the fire-resistance behavior of the columns and verified via test results. 
Finally, parametric analyses were performed to investigate the influence of load ratio, axial restraint, and 
rotational restraint on the fire-resistance behavior of the columns. Results indicated that the primary failure 
mode of the specimens was a combination of local and global flexural buckling, which was sensitive to the 
longitudinally non-uniform temperature field. Moreover, the increase in load ratio and axial restraining stiffness 
led to a significant decrease in the critical temperature and failure time. Moreover, even a low level of rotational 
restraint could enhance the fire-resistance behavior of the column. 
 
Sasan Mahjoob Behrooz and Saeed Erfani, “Parametric study of Stub-Beam Bolted Extended End-Plate 
connection to box-columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 171, Article 106155, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106155 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate different combinations of Bolted Extended End-Plate (BEEP) 
beam-to-column connections where the column sections are of the built-up box type. Therefore, some allowable 
combinations of beam-to-column subassemblages were chosen according to the AISC provisions, such as 
Strong Column-Weak Beam. Since the prequalified BEEP connections are generally attached to wide-flange 
column sections, there will be some complexities in the erection and bolts fastening processes involved where 
built-up box columns are used. One of these complexities is the closed inner space of such columns. Thus, a 
novel connection configuration is proposed to overcome these complexities. Hence, a number of 28 different 
connection subassemblages were modeled in ABAQUS finite element analysis software and tested under the 
connection qualification cyclic loading conditions. Hence, after verifying the numerical modeling's acceptable 
accuracy with two experimental models, the main proposed models were investigated, and their responses were 
evaluated. The results of this study indicate that this new proposed connection can satisfy the connection 
qualification criteria. However, further experimental studies are needed to be conducted to approve the practical 
use of this proposed connection. 



 
Meng Wang, Xiaokang Zhang, Lu Yang and Weiguo Yang, “Cyclic performance for low-yield point steel plate 
shear walls with diagonal T-shaped-stiffener”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 171, Article 
106163, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106163 
ABSTRACT: A novel dual lateral force resisting system consisting of low-yield point steel plate shear walls 
with diagonal T-shaped-stiffener (LSPSW-DTS) was proposed as a promising alternative to improve the 
buckling stability, seismic behavior, and serviceability of SPSWs. The influence of several key factors on the 
cyclic performance, failure behavior, and plate–frame interaction characteristics was evaluated using numerical 
investigations. The optimum configuration of stiffeners was determined to achieve a material-efficient design. 
The critical values of the column flexibility coefficient were determined to ensure sufficient development of the 
tension fields inside the infill panel. Finally, the contribution of the boundary frame was quantified by 
establishing an equation for predicting the proportional shear resistance of the infill panels. The analytical 
results demonstrated that the hysteresis curves, shear capacity, and energy dissipation of all the overall 
structure, infill panel, and boundary frame enhanced as the flexural stiffness ratios of the stiffeners increased, 
demonstrating that the DTS significantly improved both the cyclic performance of LSPSW structures and the 
plate-frame interaction. In addition, the plates of the stiffeners did not experience adverse local instability, 
indicating the advantages of the T-shaped stiffeners. However, once the flexural stiffness ratio of the stiffeners 
was sufficiently large, an additional increase in the degree of stiffening had only minor positive effects on the 
shear capacity and energy dissipation performance. A larger flexural stiffness ratio was required for larger 
width-to-height ratios, height-to-thickness ratios, or column flexibility coefficients to obtain the expected failure 
modes and achieve satisfactory shear capacity efficiency and energy dissipation efficiency. 
 
Krishanu Roy, Hieng Ho Lau, Tina Chui Huon Ting, Boshan Chen and James B.P. Lim, “Flexural capacity of 
gapped built-up cold-formed steel channel sections including web stiffeners”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 172, Article 106154, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106154 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes an experimental and numerical investigation to study the flexural capacity of 
back-to-back gapped built-up cold-formed steel (CFS) channel sections under four-point bending. The gap 
between the back-to-back channels was formed through intermediate link-channels which were screwed to the 
webs of the back-to-back channels. A total of 90 results comprising 18 laboratory tests and 72 finite element 
(FE) analysis results are reported on the flexural capacity of back-to-back gapped built-up CFS channel sections 
under four-point bending. Three different types of channels were considered to form the built-up channels: plain 
channels, channels with one web stiffener and channels with two web stiffeners. Two different beam spans as 
1000 mm and 2000 mm were tested. Initial geometric imperfections were also measured prior to bending tests 
for all test specimens. A nonlinear FE model was then developed, the results of which showed good agreement 
against the laboratory test results. Using the validated FE model, an extensive parametric study was conducted 
to investigate the effects of web stiffeners and link-channel spacing on the flexural capacity of such gapped 
built-up beams. It is shown that design in accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute, AISI (2016) 
and Australia/New-Zealand standards, AS/NZS (2018) can be conservative by as much as 27%. The flexural 
capacity of back-to-back gapped built-up sections with two web stiffeners was increased by 10% on average, 
when compared to the capacity of gapped built-up beams with plain channel sections. 
 
Lan Kang, Liuchen Meng and Yiwei Lin, “Experimental and numerical investigation of lateral torsional 
buckling behavior and capacity of welded Q460 beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, 
Article 106166, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106166 
ABSTRACT: Compared to normal strength steel (NSS), high strength steel (HSS) has many advantages, such 
as high yield strength, high tensile strength, and high structural reliability. Recently, HSS beams have gradually 
been employed in practical engineering. In this investigation, eight tests and parametric analysis were carried 
out to study the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) behavior and capacity of welded Q460 beams. An effective 
loading system that released the lateral constraint of the loading point was developed. Totally eight tests of 
welded beams with lateral restraints at two end supports were conducted under a mid-span concentrated force. 
Among these eight welded beams, one Q235 beam was tested to compare with seven Q460 beams. The flange 
width-to-thickness ratio changed from 4.6 to 9.6, the web height-to-thickness ratio changed from 28.75 to 
47.50, and the beam span was varied from 3 m to 5 m. In addition, a series of parametric analyses considering 



initial geometric imperfections were performed to evaluate and investigate the effects of key parameters on the 
LTB behavior of welded Q460 beams. The experimental and numerical results were compared with the LTB 
curves from Chinese design codes GB50017-2017 and GB50017-201X, Australian code AS4100, and Eurocode 
3. The GB50017-201X, AS4100, and Eurocode 3 for general sections underestimate their LTB capacity. The 
current GB50017-2017 and Eurocode 3 for rolled and equivalent welded sections are unsafe for evaluating the 
LTB capacity of HSS beams. Modified design equations that are more appropriate for predicting the LTB 
capacity of welded Q460 beams are presented. 
 
Wenbin Xing, Qihan Shen, Jingfeng Wang and Mingyu Sheng, “Performance and design of oval-ended 
elliptical CFT columns under combined axial compression-torsion”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 172, Article 106148, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106148 
ABSTRACT: Previously, a series of studies focusing on the response of the oval-ended elliptical concrete-filled 
steel tubular (OECFT) columns under various single load conditions were performed due to its novel 
superiorities in flow smoothness, architectural aesthetics and structural efficiency. Nonetheless, the properties 
of the OECFT column imposed with combined forces have never been addressed. In attempt to fill this gap, this 
paper aims to present a numerical analysis via ABAQUS solver to explore the torsional behaviour of the 
axially-loaded OECFT column. Following that, the finite element (FE) modelling was verified by the existing 
experimental data, and then the comprehensive parametric research on the type of column was conducted. 
Detailed responses of the OECFT column subjected to combined axial compression-torsion, in aspect of the 
typical torque ratio (T/Tu) – angle (θ) curve, failure patterns, contact action and characteristic relationship of 
relative ultimate torque value (Tu/Tu0) versus axial compression ratio (N/Nu0), were respectively investigated. The 
numerical simulation revealed that the torsional resistance of the type of column increased with the increase of 
the steel strength, concrete strength and steel ratio, while a decrease was obtained with the increase of the aspect 
ratio. Accompanied by the changes in axial compression ratio, material strength and steel ratio, obvious 
influences on the Tu/Tuo-N/Nuo curve were obtained. Finally, a design provision to assess the torsional strength of 
the OECFT column under combined axial compression-torsion was proposed and was validated in compliance 
with the aforementioned analyses. 
 
M. Rokilan and M. Mahendran, “Behaviour of cold-formed steel compression members at sub-zero 
temperatures”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106156, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106156 
ABSTRACT: More people are living near the polar regions due to the availability of land and emerging job 
opportunities in these regions. This has led to increased construction activities in these sub-zero temperature 
regions for which a suitable cost-effective construction material is needed. Although cold-formed steel (CFS) 
consists of many good features that are required for cold region construction, the knowledge of the structural 
behaviour and capacity of CFS members at sub-zero temperatures is limited. In this research, low and high 
strength CFS lipped channel columns subject to local buckling and yielding failures were tested in the 
temperature range of +20 to −70 °C to understand their behaviour and determine their sub-zero temperature 
compression capacities. Tests showed that there were no premature failures caused by brittle fracture, even after 
significant localised deformations during the post-ultimate phase. In all cases the ultimate capacity increased 
considerably even at temperatures below −50 °C, especially for low strength steel columns. Finite element 
models were also developed to simulate the local buckling and yielding failures of tested columns, and the 
models were validated using the test results. The ambient temperature design methods given in the cold-formed 
steel standards such as AS/NZS 4600 were shown to be adequate to determine the sub-zero temperature 
compression capacities of CFS columns when sub-zero temperature mechanical properties are used instead of 
ambient temperature mechanical properties. 
 
Yunpeng Chu, Hongjie Hou, Yong Yao, “Experimental study on shear performance of composite cold-formed 
ultra-thin-walled steel shear wall”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106168, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106168 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed ultra-thin-walled steel shear wall shows excellent performance. The house 
constructed using the cold-formed ultra-steel shear wall is composed of continuous single-layer walls, including 
the floor joints between wall segments. The wall is coordinated to deform through floor joints and the weak part 



is located at the floor joints. In this paper the test results of nine TCS walls (upper and lower adjacent composite 
cold-formed ultra-thin-walled steel shear interior wall including floor joints) are reported. The effects of 
different factors, including axial compression, section height of stud, type of anchor bolt, under cyclic loading 
on the shear performance of TCS walls are discussed. The results show that, the existence of the axial 
compression accelerates the screw failure, resulting in reduced bearing capacity. The section height of the wall 
stud and axial compression of the wall have greater effect on the bearing capacity of TCS wall. Engineers 
should pay more attention to the influence of wall axial compression. TCS wall experiences progressive damage 
of multiple components. The degradation of the bearing capacity and stiffness are relatively slow. Cumulative 
damage is the reason why the TCS wall could not continue to carry loading. For TCS wall with the two nuts on 
one anchor bolt, screws bear tension-shear action after anchor bolt tilts, and thus the screws and the anchor bolt 
fail rapidly. After the addition of spatial steel bar truss at the floor joints, the screws only bear the shear force, 
which improves the wall resistance to damage. 
 
Rui Bai, Jerome F. Hajjar, Si-Wei Liu and Siu-Lai Chan, “A mixed-field Timoshenko beam-column element for 
direct analysis of tapered I-sections members”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 
106157, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106157 
ABSTRACT: Tapered members produced by robotic fabrication techniques offer architectural and structural 
advantages and have the potential to become more prevalent than prismatic members. However, the 
conventional analysis and design methods based on simplified assumptions such as equivalent stiffness cannot 
be used to accurately evaluate a member's performance. To provide a reliable and practicable stability design 
method, a direct analysis method of tapered I sections is proposed. A mixed-field tapered beam-column element 
is derived for use within the modeling of structural frames. The effects of initial geometric imperfection and 
additional shear stress are directly considered in the element formulation. A polynomial describing the 
member's critical initial out-of-plumbness is adopted, and an arbitrarily located internal hinge is incorporated in 
the element to enhance the element's deformation capacity and capture the behaviors of the most critical section. 
Displacement and force interpolation matrices incorporating the shear deformation are utilized, and the Gauss 
quadrature method is employed to evaluate the element stiffness matrix. Finally, verification examples 
demonstrate that the proposed method can be used to accurately and efficiently evaluate the performance of 
tapered members, indicating that the element can be conveniently employed in member and frame analysis and 
design. 
 
Boshan Chen, Krishanu Roy, Asraf Uzzaman, Gary M. Raftery and James B.P. Lim, “Parametric study and 
simplified design equations for cold-formed steel channels with edge-stiffened holes under axial compression”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106161, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106161 
ABSTRACT: The use of cold-formed steel (CFS) channels with web holes are becoming increasingly popular. 
Such holes, however, result in sections becoming more susceptible to lower axial compressive resistance. 
Traditional holes are normally punched at the web and un-stiffened. Recently, a new generation of CFS 
channels with edge-stiffened holes has been developed by the CFS industry but no information is available in 
the literature to accurately predict the axial capacity of such sections. The current design guidelines in 
accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI 2016) and Australia New Zealand standards 
(AS/NZ 4600:2018) do not provide any design rules for CFS channels with edge-stiffened holes. In this paper, a 
numerical model that accurately simulated results from the experimental testing of CFS channels with edge-
stiffened holes under axial compression as published in a previous paper by the authors was employed to carry 
out a parametric study which involved 348 finite element (FE) models. Variables which were examined 
included column slenderness, stiffener length, fillet radius, hole size, hole location and hole spacing. A 
comparison of the numerical results with current design rules for CFS channels with un-stiffened holes revealed 
that the design equations were not accurate for such sections; design equations are therefore proposed in which 
an enhancement factor is applied to the original equations. The enhancement factor was obtained using bivariate 
linear regression analysis. The proposed design equations closely predict the enhanced axial capacity of CFS 
channels with edge-stiffened holes. 



 
Jia-Chun Cui, Ji-Dong Xu, Zi-Ran Xu, Tao Huo, “Cyclic behavior study of high load-bearing capacity steel 
plate shear wall”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106178, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106178 
ABSTRACT: Relevant studies into the high load-bearing capacity steel plate shear wall used in the high-rise 
building are insufficient, especially for steel plate shear walls whose yield load exceeds 3000kN. This paper 
developed a kind of high load-bearing capacity steel plate shear wall with yield load no less than 3000kN to be 
applied in the frame-steel plate shear wall structural system which has been utilized in the design and 
construction of high-rise buildings in China. Low-Yield-Point (LYP) steel was adopted as the shear web plate 
of the steel plate shear wall. A total of two specimens with same geometric configuration but different loading 
procedures were designed and tested under the cyclic loading. The stiffness degradation, ductility and energy 
dissipation characteristics of the LYP steel plate shear wall (LSPSW) were investigated. Furthermore, 
comparative studies of the cyclic test and FEM analysis were carried out to verify the accuracy of the FE model 
of the LSPSW and conduct geometrical configuration optimization in the future. The test results indicate that 
the newly-developed LSPSW has superior ductility and energy dissipation capacity, which confirm that it can 
be used as an effective lateral force resisting structure system in the future. The yield load and ultimate load of 
the LSPSW obtained through cyclic tests exceed 3000kN and 5000kN, respectively, which meets the initial 
design expectation. In addition, numerical analysis results agree well with the test results. 
 
 
Ruizhi Zhang, Jiepeng Liu, Weiyong Wang and Y. Frank Chen, “Fire behaviour of thin-walled steel tube 
confined reinforced concrete stub columns under axial compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 172, Article 106180, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106180 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel tube confined reinforced concrete columns are new-type composite members 
and the static and seismic performance of these columns have been extensively investigated in recent decades. 
There are, however, very limited studies on the fire behaviour of the steel tube confined reinforced concrete 
stub columns subjected to axial compression. In this paper, experimental and numerical studies on the fire 
response of steel tube confined reinforced concrete stub columns under axial compression are presented. A total 
of eight specimens with varying wall thicknesses of steel tube and load ratios were tested to failure under the 
ISO-834 standard fire. Temperature distribution, axial deformation, failure modes, and fire duration were 
recorded in the fire tests. Finite element (FE) models were established using ABAQUS to estimate the fire 
behaviour and the models were validated by comparing with the measured results. Parametric studies were then 
performed on the fire resistance of thin-walled steel tube confined reinforced concrete stub columns and the 
considered parameters include diameter of steel tube, wall thickness of steel tube, load ratio, reinforcement 
ratio, material strength, and concrete cover thickness. The studies show that the load ratio and diameter of steel 
tube are two key factors governing fire resistance of thin-walled steel tube confined reinforced concrete stub 
columns. Based on test and numerical results, a design approach was proposed to predict the temperature 
distribution and loading capacity of thin-walled steel tube confined reinforced concrete stub columns under 
ISO-834 standard fire. 
 
Chaofeng Zhang, Hao Wu, Tongbo Zhu, Xuchuan Lin, Junhua Zhao and Quanlong Wang, “Accurate prediction 
of shear buckling capacity of low-yield-strength steel considering plastic deformations”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106183, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106183 
ABSTRACT: Owing to a high plastic deformation capacity, low-yield-strength steel (LYS) shear panel dampers 
have been widely used in structural seismic engineering. Meanwhile, there is still no effective method to 
evaluate the shear buckling capacity of LYS shear panel dampers under plastic deformation. Thin-walled 
cylinders approximated as shear panels are adopted to experimentally analyse the plastic buckling. The effects 
of the shape aspect ratio and the width-to-thickness ratio on the deformation capacity are discussed. The 
buckling behaviour is directly judged and analysed by measuring the out-of-plane deformation of the 
specimens. By analysing different plastic modulus during buckling, it is found that the critical plastic buckling 
stress can only be predicted accurately when the variable deformation theory incorporated with the stable plastic 



deformation is adopted. The critical buckling strain of the LYS can be evaluated by the width-to-thickness ratio 
solely. This study will be of significant value in the analysis of the buckling capacity of LYS in the plastic-
deformation range. 
 
Alexandre Rossi,  Renato Silva Nicoletti ,  Alex Sander Clemente de 
Souza and Carlos Humberto Martins, “Numerical assessment of lateral distortional buckling in steel-concrete 
composite beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106192, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106192 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete composite beams, when requested by negative moment, can fail due to Lateral 
Distortional Buckling (LDB), local buckling, or by the combination of these stability modes. LDB is a mode of 
stability in which the web must distort in order for the compression flange to displace and twist during buckling. 
The standard procedures that address this phenomenon use the conventional lateral-torsional buckling theories 
for the buckling of partially restrained beams or the U-frame model. This study investigates, through the 
development of refined physical and geometrical nonlinear numerical analyzes with the ABAQUS software, the 
strength of steel-concrete composite beams under the action of negative moment. The influences of several 
parameters are analyzed, such as: steel profile cross section, longitudinal reinforcement rate, unrestrained 
length, presence of the web stiffeners and the distribution of negative moment along the span. The results are 
compared with standard procedures and analytical methods. It can be concluded that the cross section and the 
presence of web stiffeners are the parameters that most influence the LDB strength. Regarding the standard 
procedures, it was found that both those who adopt the conventional lateral-torsional buckling theories and 
those who use the U-frame model provide conservative results. Therefore, further investigations are necessary 
to better understand the behavior of these elements under the action of negative moment. 
 
Felipe Piana Vendramell Ferreira, Carlos Humberto Martins and Silvana De Nardin, “Advances in composite 
beams with web openings and composite cellular beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, 
Article 106182, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106182 
ABSTRACT: In the last two decades, civil construction has used steel elements to compose the structural 
framework. The use of composite elements of steel and concrete in multi-storey buildings has been gaining 
market share in several countries, mainly due to the possibility of reducing the height of the building, the 
structure's own weight and the speed of execution. In the early 1990s, due to the development of automated 
cutting and welding, beams with sequential web openings started to be manufactured. There are many 
challenges for multi-storey buildings design engineers, such as the height limitations that are stipulated by 
zoning, and the need to match the height of the floors. In this context, the use of composite beams with web 
openings is an advantageous tool. The article aims to present the background that has been developed on 
composite beams with web openings and composite cellular beams, considering conventional floors, in which 
the concrete slab is placed on the upper flange of steel profile. Studies are presented, considering firstly 
composite beams with web openings, and later the composite cellular beams, formed by solid and composite 
slabs. Concluding remarks and future research directions of composite cellular beams are presented. 
 
Xiayuan Li, Shui Wan, Kongjian Shen and Peng Zhou, “Finite beam element with exact shape functions for 
torsional analysis in thin-walled single- or multi-cell box girders”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 172, Article 106189, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106189 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new formulation of beam-type finite element for the non-uniform torsion of 
simple or continuous thin-walled single- or multi-cell box girder with open and closed cross-sections is 
developed, considering both torsional warping and shear deformation effects (primary shear deformation due to 
Saint-Venant torsion and secondary shear deformation due to restrained torsion). The warping displacement of 
the cross-section is defined as the product of warping function representing the warping moment along the 
girder axis and a series of segmental shape functions describing the warping shape of each wall of the cross-
section. Two different warping functions haven been defined and incorporated in Model A and Model B. The 
girder is subjected to arbitrary distributed or concentrated twisting moment and restrained by the general 
torsional-bending boundary conditions. The governing differential equations pertaining to torsion and torsional 
warping are obtained through the principle of minimum potential energy and the proposed finite beam element 



is refined by selecting closed-form homogeneous solutions of the differential equations as interpolation 
functions. Numerical examples are presented regarding rectangular hollow section (RHS) girders and single- or 
multi-cell box girders with open and closed cross-sections and the results obtained are compared with those 
provided by pioneering work or examined by using commercial finite-element models to validate the proposed 
beam-type element and to demonstrate the wide range of applicability and the convenience of using it. 
 
Chun-Lin Wang, Jing Zhao, Yuan Gao and Shaoping Meng, “Experimental investigation of modular buckling-
restrained energy dissipaters with detachable features”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, 
Article 106191, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106191 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a new modular energy dissipater (MED) consisting of an inner assembled core and 
outer restraining tube was developed. The inner core is fabricated by multiple identical energy dissipation units 
with threaded couplers in series. The outer tube is used to restrain the overall buckling of the inner assembled 
core. The MED is characterized by a standardized design, uniform process, modular assembly and units that are 
easy to replace after an earthquake. Seven energy dissipaters were tested to compare the hysteretic performance 
and failure mode of the MED with those of a nonmodular energy dissipater (NMED) under a low-cycle loading 
pattern. Test results showed that the hysteretic curves of the MED were plump in shape without pinching and 
did not exhibit a significant reduction in strength, and the axial deformation of MEDs is up to 4% before failure. 
The MED specimens perform an excellent low-cycle fatigue life. The mechanical connection in the assembled 
core of the MED resulted in significant slip deformation that could improve the low-cycle fatigue life of the 
MED compared with that of the NMED at the same strain amplitude. By adding the screws in the position of 
the threaded connection to form a thread-screw connection, the slip deformation could be considerably 
diminished. Compared with the NMED specimens, the initial axial stiffness of the MED specimens was lower; 
therefore, a computational formula for the initial elastic stiffness was proposed. All components, including the 
energy dissipation units, threaded couplers and end connection units, can be detached freely during the 
experiments, where the threaded couplers and connection units can be reused many times. The performance of 
the MED shows a minimum relationship with the reused energy dissipation units. 
 
Maarten Fortan, Gonçalo Ferraz, Kathleen Lauwens, Tom Molkens and Barbara Rossi, “Shear buckling of 
stainless steel plate girders with non-rigid end posts”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, 
Article 106211, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106211 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical study of stainless steel plate girders with non-
rigid end posts. Stereo vision digital image correlation was employed to continuously measure the deformed 
shape and the corresponding three-dimensional displacements of the lean duplex specimen, which enabled the 
full deformation history of the whole web of the plate girder to be traced. Following the experimental 
investigation, a finite element study was conducted and validated. Subsequently, a sensitivity analysis was 
performed to investigate the effectiveness of all design parameters in order to give directions for improvement. 
The comparisons showed that the European code leads to acceptable strength predictions, yet further 
improvements remain possible to more accurately predict the contribution of the flange, and to include the 
contribution of the stiffness of the non-rigid end post to this instability phenomenon. 
 
Mohsen Yazdanian, Jason M. Ingham, Christopher Kahanek and Dmytro Dizhur, “Damage to legged wine 
storage tanks during the 2013 and 2016 New Zealand earthquakes”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 172, Article 106226, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106226 
ABSTRACT: The New Zealand wine industry has experienced several strong earthquakes over the last decade. 
The research presented herein documents the damage data to legged wine storage tanks following the Seddon 
earthquake (New Zealand, Mw 6.5) on 21 July 2013 and Lake Grassmere earthquake (New Zealand, Mw 6.6) on 
26 August 2013, and the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake (New Zealand, Mw 7.8). The data covers the damage 
assessment results of 1512 legged wine storage tanks from the 2013 earthquakes and of 599 legged wine storage 
tanks from the 2016 earthquake. Several parameters were investigated, including tank capacity, liquid level at 
the time of the earthquakes, and damage to different elements of legged wine tanks. Frame/leg parts of the 
legged wine tanks sustained the greatest damage, with 40% of legged tanks sustaining frame/leg damage in the 
2013 earthquakes and 44% of legged tanks sustaining frame/leg damage in the 2016 earthquake. Based on the 



results, liquid level and tank capacity were identified as parameters that most greatly influenced the seismic 
performance of legged wine tanks. 
 
Fei Yin, Wan-Lin Cao, Su-Duo Xue, Hong-Ying Dong and Ru-wei Wang, “Behavior of multicell concrete-
filled steel tube columns under eccentric loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 
106218, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106218 
ABSTRACT: Multicell concrete-filled steel tube (MCFST) columns are used as vertical members in super high-
rise buildings. However, the behavior of MCFST columns under eccentric loading has not been investigated in 
detail. Hence, seven MCFST column specimens were designed in this study. Experimental tests were performed 
on the specimens under an eccentric load and design recommendations were proposed. The main parameters 
investigated included the cross-sectional shape, number of cells, circular steel tube reinforced structure, 
structure of reinforcement cages, concrete strength, and the eccentricity ratio. The damage mode, bearing 
capacity, ductility, restoration capacity, and strain development were analyzed. The results showed that the 
circular steel tubes and reinforcement cage could significantly improve the mechanical behavior. Concrete with 
a higher strength significantly increased the bearing capacity but decreased the ductility. With an increase in the 
eccentricity ratio, the bearing capacity decreased, whereas the restoration capacity was reduced. Stress–strain 
relationships of plain concrete, single-cell concrete-filled steel tubes, and MCFSTs were considered in the fiber-
based method to predict the deflection–load curves of the seven specimens. The results indicated that the curves 
calculated based on the stress–strain relationship of MCFSTs showed good agreement with the experimental 
results. 
 
Duy Khanh Pham, Cao Hung Pham and Gregory J. Hancock, “Parametric study for shear design of cold-formed 
channels with elongated web openings”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106222, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106222 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel members are commonly perforated with elongated web openings in practice to 
allow more access for the building service systems. The presence of such extended web holes in the members, 
when subjected to high shear forces, influences the shear buckling characteristics, the shear failure modes and 
generally leads to a reduction of shear capacity as well. In order to provide a better insight into the shear 
behaviour of cold-formed members with elongated web cut-outs, this paper presents a numerical study using 
finite element method (FEM) models employing ABAQUS/Standard to investigate the elastic shear buckling 
and post-buckling behaviour of cold-formed members in the form of thin channel sections. A full non-linear 
FEM model is developed and calibrated against previous shear tests with elongated web holes carried out using 
a dual actuator test rig. Based on the successful calibration against the tests, a parametric investigation is 
conducted to extend the resulting database. Further, a new proposal for the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of 
design of perforated channels in shear with both non-elongated and elongated web holes is further validated by 
using the results from the parametric study. A comparison between the empirical approach (“qs” method) and 
the new DSM of design derived from the Vierendeel mechanism approach is also provided to enhance the 
applicability of the new proposal to different cases of perforated channel members in shear with a wider range 
of sectional dimension and thicknesses. 
 
Worakarn Anuntasena, Akhrawat Lenwari and Thaksin Thepchatri, “Axial compression behavior of concrete-
encased cellular steel columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106220, September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106220 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an axial compression behavior of bare and concrete-encased cellular steel 
(CECS) short columns. Three cellular steel configurations with different hole diameters and spacings were 
fabricated from the parent wide-flange hot-rolled steel shape. Eleven CECS columns using the cellular steel and 
four concrete-encased steel (CES) columns using the parent steel were tested to investigate the influence of the 
cellular steel configuration and the spacing between the closed stirrups. The test results of bare cellular steel 
columns showed that the failure was due to local buckling at the steel flanges and web at the hole section. The 
bare cellular columns exhibited the load-deformation relationship with less hardening behavior than the parent 
steel column. The proportional limit loads, yield loads, and maximum loads of all cellular steel columns were 
less than the parent column. The test results of composite columns showed that the CECS columns exhibited the 



failure mode, load-deformation relationship, and load-strain relationship similar to the CES parent columns. The 
weakening effect due to the circular openings was minimized by the concrete encasement. The compressive 
strength of CECS and CES columns increased as spacing of the closed stirrups decreased. A modified squash 
load equation is recommended for both CECS and CES composite short columns made with low-strength 
concrete, small amount of longitudinal rebars, and maximum stirrup spacing limit based on the 
ANSI/AISC360–16 specification. 
 
Peng Chen, Yuyin Wang and Sumei Zhang, “Size effect prediction on axial compression strength of circular 
CFST columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106221, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106221 
ABSTRACT: Based on size effect law of plain concrete, a size-dependent analytical model for axially loaded 
CFST column was developed by considering the influence of confinement on size effect. The proposed model 
can make a similar forecasting precision for CFST specimens in different size ranges, and it was efficient to 
predict the size effect of axial compression strength, therefore it was used here to conduct the parametric 
analysis on size effect of CFST column. The analysis results indicated that the size effect of axial compression 
strength was connected with the confinement level apart from the specimen size. As the steel ratio of the 
specimen or yield strength of steel tube increased, size effect of axial compression strength tended to become 
less obvious. Conversely, the size effect was more obvious as the concrete strength increased. Based on 
parametric analysis, a formula was developed to predict the size effect of axial compression strength for CFST 
specimens by considering the specimen size and the influence of confinement factor. 
 
Kshitij Kumar Yadav and Simos Gerasimidis (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, USA), “Imperfection insensitive thin cylindrical shells for next 
generation wind turbine towers”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 172, Article 106228, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106228 
ABSTRACT: Conventionally, wind turbine towers are made of thin steel circular cylindrical shells due to the 
structural efficiency and the ease of construction. But, thin cylindrical shells are highly sensitive to 
imperfections, and the presence of even slight imperfections reduces their capacity severely. Imperfections are 
always present in the cylinders, and thus the design methods have the provisions to accommodate the presence 
of imperfections. As a result, the current practices for designing wind turbine towers that are made by thin 
circular cylinders are conservative. These conservative design methods have long been an obstacle for cost 
effective wind turbines, whose demands have been increased recently due to the widespread awareness of the 
clean source of wind energy. Wavy wind turbine towers are proposed in this study to avoid these roadblocks 
towards more efficient tall wind turbine towers. The waviness of the cross-section reduces the slenderness (R/t) 
of the towers significantly; consequently, the sensitivity of the towers to imperfections is reduced drastically. In 
addition, the waviness of the cross-sections works as stiffeners which also results to the reduction of 
imperfection sensitivity. Imperfection sensitivity of wavy cylindrical shells has been evaluated in the past along 
with highly promising results. However, no attempt has been made to evaluate the effectiveness of the wavy 
cylinders in a real application. In this study, the sensitivity of the proposed wavy wind turbine towers to 
imperfections is assessed. It is found that the sensitivity of the wavy towers is exceptionally small compared to 
that of the circular towers. 
 
Yong Zhu, Hua Yang, Xiaoqiang Yang and Feixu Sun, “Behavior of concrete-filled steel tubes subjected to 
axial impact loading”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 173, Article 106245, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106245 
ABSTRACT: Investigations on concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) members under static loads have been 
extensively reported. Still, limited researches have been conducted to investigate the behavior of CFST columns 
subjected to axial impact loading. This paper presents an experimental study on dynamic behaviors of twelve 
square and rectangular CFST stub columns subjected to axial impact loading using a drop-weight test apparatus. 
The instantaneous force and deformation states were recorded during the impact tests. Finite element (FE) 
models were established and verified using the experimental results and existing research data, in which the 
strain rate effects of steel and concrete were fully considered. Then the effects of cross-section shape, steel 



strength, concrete compressive strength, steel ratio and impact energy condition on the dynamic responses of 
the CFST stub columns were studied using the FE models. The experimental and analytical studies indicate that 
the circular CFST stub columns perform better than the square and rectangular ones. While, little difference can 
be found between the square and rectangular CFST stub columns. For all the three shaped CFST stub columns, 
the average platform impact force increases and the deformation decreases with the increase of steel strength, 
concrete compressive strength, steel ratio and section area. Based on the parameter studies, a simplified design 
method was proposed by establishing the relationship between the maximum axial displacement and the impact 
energy condition to predict the deformation response of CFST stub columns under axial impact. 
 
Xiaoling Liu, Yuanqing Wang, Huiyong Ban, Ming Liu, Milan Veljkovic and Frans S.K. Bijlaard, “Flexural 
strength and rotation capacity of welded I-section steel beams with longitudinally profiled flanges”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 173, Article 106255, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106255 
ABSTRACT: Application of longitudinally profiled (LP) steel plate in the flange of flexural members may 
provide a good solution to optimize their mechanical performance and to improve the efficiency of steel use, 
whilst existing design codes provide no design guidance or prediction methodology for such advanced beams in 
terms of flexural behaviour. To clarify their flexural strength and rotation capacity, tests on two full-scale 
welded I-section steel beams with longitudinally profiled flanges (LPB members) are carried out herein, as well 
as two traditional beams with uniform cross-section for comparison. All the specimens exhibit sufficient 
flexural strength and rotation capacity for seismic plastic design, and specifically, the LPB members possess 
even better performance in case of identical steel usage. Parametric analyses of 250 beams incorporating a wide 
range of flange slenderness and steel grades, are conducted by employing the validated nonlinear FE model to 
investigate the effects of rate of thickness change for the LP flanges. The results show that the effect is limited 
on the flexural strength but significant on rotation capacity. The existing design provisions for beams with 
uniform cross-section give generally conservative design results for the flexural strength of the LPB members, 
but limiting values of flange slenderness needs to be reduced. The research outcomes may provide an important 
basis for promoting the application of LP plates in flexural members. 
 
Cheng-Wei Peng and Bo Wu, “Behavior of eccentrically loaded steel tubes infilled with precast segments 
containing DCLs”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 173, Article 106261, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106261 
ABSTRACT: The behavior of a new type of thin-walled steel-jacketed column under eccentric loading was 
simulated using two methods: constant confining pressure and variable confining pressure. The influence of the 
spatial distribution of the confining effect on the performance of such eccentrically loaded columns is discussed. 
The error between the two types of calculated eccentric bearing capacities was less than 6.3%; however, there 
are obvious differences in the stress distribution of the core concrete when using the different methods. The 
proposed columns tested were fabricated by stacking precast segments (PSs) into the tube and then infilling the 
space with post-pouring concrete (PPC). The PSs were fabricated by incorporating demolished concrete lumps 
(DCLs). Fourteen specimens were examined in the laboratory under eccentric loading. The experimental results 
confirm that such columns perform almost the same as traditional concrete-filled steel tubes using DCLs 
directly. The eccentricity and strength of the PPC are the two most critical determinants of the performance of 
such columns under eccentric loading. The complete test results are reported. 
 
Wen-Da Wang, Zhi-Lu Jia, Yan-Li Shi and Ee Loon Tan, “Performance of steel-reinforced circular concrete-
filled steel tubular members under combined compression and torsion”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 173, Article 106271, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106271 
ABSTRACT: Only limited investigations on mechanical behavior of circular steel-reinforced concrete-filled 
steel tube (SRCFST) under coupled compression and torsion have been reported in open literature. Therefore, 
eighteen circular SRCFST members were tested to study the torsional behavior. The effects of various 
parameters, i.e., sectional forms of steel reinforced, axial compression ratios, loading paths and slenderness 
ratios were considered, respectively. The failure modes, torsional moment-rotation angle curves and torsional 
moment-strain curves of SRCFST members derived from the loading tests were investigated and discussed, 
respectively. Test results show that the development of concrete crack is effectively restrained due to the 



embedded steel reinforced. When the ratio of steel reinforced is the same, the torsional bearing capacity of 
specimens with internal cross-shaped steel is very close to that of specimens with internal I-shaped steel. The 
axial compression ratios and the slenderness ratios showed significant impact on the torsional rigidity and 
ultimate torsional bearing capacity (Tue). In addition, a finite element model was developed and verified against 
the testing results, which can accurately predict the Tue, and finally the formulas for calculating the Tue of 
specimens with internal I-shaped steel and cross-shaped steel were proposed, respectively. 
 
Harald Unterweger and Alexander Ecker, “Stability of ring stiffened steel liners under external pressure”, 
Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 173, Article 106270, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106270 
ABSTRACT: External pressure is often the decisive load case for empty hydraulic pressure shafts for 
calculation of the wall thickness of the steel liner. Due to large diameters and thin wall thicknesses the steel 
liner is susceptible to shell buckling under external pressure. Therefore, the steel liner is often stiffened with 
circular rings having a rectangular cross section. In the Sixties of the last century comprehensive research 
activities started, including tests, and analytical formulae were developed for the design. Basically, these 
formulae are still used nowadays for the dimensioning of the ring stiffened steel liner. This paper sums up the 
analytical design rules for ring stiffened steel liners, which are very complex and not easy to handle. Two 
different verifications for buckling of the ring stiffener and for buckling of the cylindrical shell between the 
rings are necessary. The combined buckling behaviour of the ring stiffeners and the cylindrical shell between 
the rings can only be performed with a 3D-FEM analysis, which is also presented in the paper for different steel 
liner geometries used in practice. The distance of stiffeners ering is also varied. The results of the FEM analyses 
are compared with the current design rules. Due to the lack of accuracy of the analytical design rules, a new 
design model is presented in detail, using the results of the numerical analyses. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Anzhen Chen and Tao Wang, “Compressive behaviours of steel-UHPC-steel sandwich composite 
walls using novel EC connectors”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 173, Article 106244, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106244 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the developments of steel-UHPC-steel sandwich composite walls with novel 
EC connectors (SUSSCW-ECs). The ECs in SUSSCW-ECs directly linked the two faceplates that enhance the 
composite action of the composite wall. Axial compression tests on 11 SUSSCW-ECs to investigate their 
compressive behaviours, and the selected key influencing parameters in the testing program included layout of 
C-channels, steel faceplate thickness, horizontal and vertical spacing of ECs, and strength of core. Under 
compression, the SUSSCW-ECs exhibited an elastic-plastic-recession three-stage working mechanism. Tests 
results show that major local buckling of faceplates ended the elastic stage, and UHPC crushing occurred at the 
peak compression resistance of SUSSCW-ECs. Installing the ECs with horizontal webs exhibited larger axial 
compression resistance of SUSSCW-ECs than those with V-web ECs. Increasing the steel faceplate thickness 
improved compressive behaviours of SUSSCW-ECs. Increasing horizontal and vertical spacing of EC 
connectors resulted in reduced ultimate compressive resistance of SUSSCW-ECs. Using UHPC improves both 
peak resistance and elastic stiffness of sandwich composite walls. Finally, this paper developed theoretical 
models to predict ultimate compressive resistance of SUSSCW-ECs, and validations against 11 test results 
showed their reasonable estimations. 
 
Mizan Ahmed and Qing Quan Liang, “Computational simulation of elliptical concrete-filled steel tubular short 
columns including new confinement model”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 174, Article 
106294, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106294 
ABSTRACT: The confinement mechanism in elliptical concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns differs 
considerably from that in circular or rectangular CFST columns. It is essential to quantify this confinement 
effect in elliptical CFST columns in order to accurately predict their structural responses. This paper describes a 
computational model utilizing the method of fiber analysis for the nonlinear simulation of short CFST elliptical 
columns that are concentrically loaded. Based on available experimental data, a new model of confinement is 
developed for determining the lateral stresses on the filled concrete in CFST elliptical columns and included in 
the fiber-based model. A factor of strength degradation is derived that quantifies the post-peak residual strength 
of concrete. Comparisons with experimental results are made to assess the accuracy of the computer simulation 



method developed. Investigations into the performance of CFST elliptical columns with important variables are 
undertaken by using the computer simulation program. An equation is given that determines the capacities of 
short elliptical CFST columns recognizing concrete confinement. The applicability of the codified methods for 
CFST columns of rectangular and circular sections to the design of CFST elliptical columns is investigated. It is 
found that the computer simulation and design models proposed provide accurate predictions of the structural 
behavior and strength of short elliptical CFST columns loaded concentrically. 
 
Abdul Waheed, Mohammadreza Vafaei, Sophia C. Alih and Rafiq Ullah, “Experimental and numerical 
investigations on the seismic response of built-up battened columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 
Vol. 174, Article 106296, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106296 
ABSTRACT: Built-up battened columns are lightweight and have a larger moment of inertia when compared 
with columns made by a single profile. However, these columns have shown poor seismic performance during 
past earthquakes. In this study, experimental and numerical investigations were focused on the seismic 
performance of these columns. A full-scale built-up battened column was subjected to quasi-static cyclic 
loading and its response was recorded. Furthermore, 81 built-up battened columns were simulated in ABAQUS 
software. The effects of batten spacing, batten thickness, chord distance, and axial force on the cyclic response 
of simulated columns were investigated. The obtained results indicated that the bulging of chord webs together 
with the local buckling of chord flanges were the main reason for the failure of columns. Besides, in all 
columns, the maximum stress in chords was almost twice larger than the maximum stress in battens. 
Furthermore, an increase in the batten thickness or a decrease in the batten spacing slightly increased the 
ultimate load of columns. Columns with a thicker batten exhibited a slightly smaller plastic deformation. The 
displacement ductility ratios of the built-up battened columns were all less than two even when they were 
subjected to an axial compression ratio smaller than 0.2. It was also observed that, in all columns, the ratio of 
ultimate load to the effective yield strength was less than 1.4. 
 
Boshan Chen, Krishanu Roy, Asraf Uzzaman, Gary Raftery and James B.P. Lim, “Axial strength of back-to-
back cold-formed steel channels with edge-stiffened holes, un-stiffened holes and plain webs”, Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 174, Article 106313, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106313 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) back-to-back channels are becoming a popular choice for use in load-
carrying members in building structures. These built-up channels often include web holes for installation of 
services. Traditional web holes are un-stiffened, which can restrict the size and spacing of holes. Recently, a 
new generation of CFS channels with edge-stiffened holes has been developed and used widely in New 
Zealand. No research has been reported in the literature to investigate the axial strength of back-to-back 
channels with edge-stiffened holes. Experiments are required on back-to-back channels with edge-stiffened 
holes so to understand the effects of composite actions between the back-to-back channels on the axial strength 
of such channels. This paper presents a total of 162 new results comprising 27 axial compression tests and 135 
finite element analysis (FEA) results on the axial strength of back-to-back channels with edge-stiffened holes, 
un-stiffened holes and plain webs. Prior to compression tests, initial geometric imperfections were measured 
using a laser scanner. Tensile coupon tests were also conducted to determine the material properties of both the 
flat and corner portions of the channels. The test results show that for the case of back-to-back channels with 
edge-stiffened holes, the axial strength increased by 6.6% on average, compared to a back-to-back plain 
channel. For comparison, the same section with un-stiffened holes had a 12.4% reduction on average in axial 
strength, compared to a back-to-back plain channel. A nonlinear elasto-plastic finite element (FE) model was 
then developed, and the results showed good agreement with the test results. The validated FE model was used 
to conduct a parametric study involving 135 FE models to investigate the effects of column slenderness, 
diameter of hole, screw spacing, stiffener lengths and stiffener fillet radius on the axial strength of such 
channels. Finally, the tests and parametric study results were compared against the design strengths calculated 
in accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) (2016) and Australian and New Zealand 
Standards (AS/NZS) (2018) for back-to-back plain channels and against the design equations of Moen and 
Schafer (2011) for back-to-back channels with un-stiffened holes. It was found that the AISI (2016) and 
AS/NZS (2018) are only 3% conservative to the test results. The Moen and Schafer equations (2008, 2009, 
2011) are conservative by 21% on average for back-to-back channels with un-stiffened holes. 



 
Lihua Chen, Chao Yin, Chenggang Wang and Yuming Liu, “Experimental study on seismic behavior of double-
skin composite wall with L-shaped connectors”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 174, Article 
106312, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106312 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the authors' research group propose a novel double-skin composite wall (DSCW), 
which is composed of boundary columns, steel faceplates, L-shaped connectors and infill concrete. To further 
study the seismic performance of DSCW specimens, six high shear-span ratio DSCWs were designed and 
manufactured for a quasi-static test. In the experiment, the welding spacing, welding forms, and the thickness of 
the steel faceplate are used to set forth parameters; moreover, the failure mode, deformation performance and 
energy dissipation capacity of the DSCWs are analyzed. Test results show that the failure mode of each 
specimen was flexural failure, as shown by the fractured steel plate at the bottom of the boundary columns, the 
crushed infill concrete at the tear, and the specimens' buckled steel faceplates in different degrees. The average 
value of the yield drift ratio was 1/177; the average value of ultimate drift ratio was 1/39, and the average value 
of displacement ductility coefficient was 4.46. A good energy dissipation capacity was shown by the specimens 
as it increased gradually during the testing process. The results show that the local buckling of the steel 
faceplate can be delayed by reducing the welding spacing and adopting the blossom-form or dense bottom 
welding arrangement; thus, improve the ductility and energy dissipation capacity of the specimens. When the 
thickness of the steel faceplate is increased, the local buckling of the steel faceplate is less likely to occur, and 
the bearing capacity is improved. Based on the theoretical analysis, a buckling stress calculation model is 
proposed to calculate the buckling stress of the steel faceplate at the bottom of the specimen. 
 
Lanhui Guo, Haijia Huang, Chen Jia and Kirill Romanov, “Axial behavior of square CFST with local corrosion 
simulated by artificial notch”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 174, Article 106314, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106314 
ABSTRACT: Axial compressive behavior of square CFST stub columns with local corrosion simulated by 
artificial notch was studied through the combination of experiments and finite element analysis. Fifteen 
specimens were fabricated and tested. The experimental results showed that the failure modes and the axial 
compressive behaviors of specimens with notch were different from the intact ones. Compared with the 
specimen without notch, the compression strength and stiffness of specimens with horizontal notch and sloping 
notch degraded seriously while the vertical notch had little effect on the compression strength of specimens. 
Meanwhile, the finite element model was developed by ABAQUS software, whose accuracy was validated by 
comparing with the experimental results. Further parametric analyses using the developed FE model were 
conducted to investigate the influence of different parameters on the compression strength of the axially loaded 
square CFST with notch. Moreover, a formula was proposed for estimating the axial compression strength of 
the notched square CFST stub columns. 
 
Ji-Ke Tan, Chao-Wei Gu, Mei-Ni Su, Yu-Hang Wang, Kang Wang, Yu Shi, Yong-Sen Lan, Wei Luo, Xiao-
Wei Deng, Yong-Tao Bai and Qing Chen, “Finite element modelling and design of steel plate shear wall 
buckling-restrained by hat-section cold-formed steel members”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
174, Article 106274, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106274 
ABSTRACT: Steel plate shear wall (SPSW) buckling-restrained by hat-section cold-formed steel is a new type 
of lateral bearing system that uses hat-section cold-formed steel members to restrain the buckling deformation 
of the SPSW. Integration of architectural and structural functions is achieved in this new shear wall system by 
externally bonding oriented strand board (OSB) and filling sound insulation material. A finite element (FE) 
model was developed and validated against seven experimental results in terms of failure modes, shear force-
story drift angle curves and shear bearing capacities. Upon validation, an extensive parametric study was carried 
out to investigate the six key parameters including spacing of connecting bolts, geometries of hat-section steel, 
spacing of hat-section steel, steel material strength, width-height ratio of the SPSW and height-thickness ratio of 
the SPSW. Based on the 104 numerical results, new design rules are proposed to predict the stiffness, shear 
yielding strength and shear ultimate strength of this new type of buckling-restrained SPSW structure. By 
comparing the predicted results with experimental and numerical results, the proposed design method is found 
to be accurate and consistent. In addition, an equivalent cross-bar model is developed as a simplified substituted 
SPSW model to be used in theoretical modelling programmes in the future. 



 
Xiao-Lei Yan, Guo-Qiang Li, Yan-Bo Wang and Jin Jiang, “Experimental and numerical investigation on 
flexural-torsional buckling of Q460 steel beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 174, Article 
106276, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106276 
ABSTRACT: High strength steel is increasingly used in current engineering structures, because of its high 
structural efficiency. However, the current design method of the ultimate capacity of lateral-torsional buckling 
of steel beams is based on the research achievement of normal strength steels. To investigation the lateral-
torsional buckling behavior of high strength steel beams, an experimental and numerical study on the ultimate 
bearing capacity of welded I-section beam with a nominal yield stress of 460 MPa in bending was carried out. 
The flange width-to-thickness ratios of 5 and 9 and member slenderness ratio of 95 and 155 were adopted in the 
test. A nonlinear FE model was established with the consideration of initial geometric imperfection and residual 
stress. The ultimate flexural resistances predicted by FE models agree well with those obtained from the test, 
which validated the FE model. A series of parametric study with considering various steel grades, cross-
sectional dimensions, member slenderness ratio and initial imperfections were taken into account to the 
influence on flexural-torsional buckling behavior of the beams. The applicability of current design codes for the 
ultimate capacity of high strength steel I-section beams was evaluated by comparing with experimental and 
numerical results. The comparison shows that American National Standard (AISC 360–16) can provide an 
accurate perdition of the flexural resistance of beams fabricated from Q460 steel, while EN1993-1-1 is more 
conservative than Chinese Standard (GB50017–2017). 
 
Zhichao Huang, Brian Uy, Dongxu Li and Jia Wang, “Behaviour and design of ultra-high-strength CFST 
members subjected to compression and bending”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 175, Article 
106351, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106351 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study on the axial and flexural behaviour of square 
concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) members incorporating S960 ultra-high-strength steels and high-strength 
concrete (C70 and C100) is reported in the present paper. An experimental programme that consisted of 
eighteen stub and slender CFST members under various loading conditions was conducted. The test results 
showed that the nominal compressive and flexural strength of ultra-high-strength CFST members were 
achieved. Steel coupon tests, concrete compressive strength tests and geometric imperfection measurements 
were also carried out. In addition, numerical models which accounted for geometric imperfections and residual 
stresses were developed. A confined concrete model was employed in the numerical analysis to simulate 
concrete confinement effects. Validation against the experimental results demonstrated the accuracy and 
reliability of the developed model. A series of parametric studies were performed to evaluate the effects on the 
ultimate strength by changing the steel yield strength, concrete compressive strength, steel tube width-to-
thickness ratio and member slenderness ratios for different loading conditions. Comparisons of the results were 
made with the current codes of practice including AS/NZS 2327, Eurocode 4 and ANSI/AISC 360, which 
indicated that all the provisions were conservative in predicting the axial and flexural resistance of CFST 
members with recommended curves. 
 
Chenglin Shan, “Analysis of collision performance of anticollision box made of steel–polyurethane sandwich 
plates”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 175, Article 106357, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106357 
ABSTRACT: A finite element collision system model was established by using ANSYS/LS-DYNA for a new 
type of bridge anticollision device with stiffeners made of steel–polyurethane sandwich plates. The model is 
composed of the anticollision box, the bridge pier, and the ship. In this paper, a numerical dynamic calculation 
method was used to calculate the impact force of the box and the pier column, the collision depth of the ship, 
and the energy absorbed by various parts of the system in the most unfavorable frontal collision condition. 
Then, the influence of the different types and numbers of stiffening ribs on the anticollision performance of the 
system was analyzed, so as to properly arrange the stiffeners inside the box. The result shows that this kind of 
anticollision box can effectively protect the pier. When a frontal collision occurs, it can absorb >70% of the 
impact energy, while the pier only bears <10% of the impact energy. Among the various components of the 
anticollision box, the outer steel plate of the sandwich plate absorbs the most energy, and the inner steel plate 
absorbs the second most. The effect of setting the horizontal stiffeners on the impact force, impact depth, and 



absorption energy of each part of the system is larger than that of the vertical stiffeners, and the effect of 
improving the rigidity of the anticollision box is also better. 
 
Fei Wang, Zhong-da Lyu, Zhuo Zhao, Qin-kai Chen and Hong-Lei Mei, “Experimental and numerical study on 
welding residual stress of U-rib stiffened plates”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 175, Article 
106362, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106362 
ABSTRACT: Welding residual stress is inherent to welding of U-rib stiffened plates and it is a “fact of life” 
that must be accounted for by designers. In this study, the welding residual stresses of U-rib stiffened plates 
were investigated through numerical and experimental methods. The influencing factors on the welding residual 
stress are based on a) two full-scale residual stress tests and b) a series of numerical parameter analyses. 
Regarding the U-rib residual stress, the maximum tensile stress decreased as the U-rib thickness increased, 
whereas an opposite trend is observed for the maximum compression stress. For the subpanel residual stress, the 
maximum compressive stress increased with the increase of the U-rib thickness, while the maximum tensile 
stress decreased first and then increased. As the subpanel thickness increased, the maximum residual 
tensile/compressive stress and the maximum U-rib compressive stress decreased, and the U-rib tensile stress 
increased. The influence of the subpanel thickness on the residual stress is reduced as the U-rib thickness 
increased. The material yield strength has a minor effect on the extreme value of the residual stress of the 
subpanel and has a certain effect on the tensile stress distribution interval. The maximum residual tensile stress 
of the U-rib is approximately proportional to the material yield strength. According to these results, this study 
presents a simplified distribution diagram for the welding residual stress of the U-rib stiffened plate. It has been 
verified that the simplified distribution diagram can provide a valuable reference for the design of steel bridges. 
 
Binglin Lai and J.Y. Richard Liew, “Axial-moment interaction of high strength concrete encased steel 
composite columns: Experimental investigation”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 175, Article 
106370, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106370 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the failure mechanism and structural behavior of high strength Concrete 
Encased Steel (CES) composite columns subject to compression and bending. Twelve composite column 
specimens with C90 concrete and S500 steel section were tested under concentric compression, eccentric 
compression and four-point bending. All specimens had the same geometry and were reinforced with the same 
steel section and same amount of reinforcing bars. In some specimens, micro steel fiber was added into concrete 
mix with 0.5% or 1.0% dosage to delay or prevent the potential premature cover spalling. The load-carrying 
capacity, load-deformation response, post-peak ductility, flexural stiffness, as well as damage pattern are 
comprehensively analyzed. Comparison is made between the experimental results and analytical predictions 
using modern design codes such as EN 1994-1-1 and AISC 360–16. From the four-point bending test, the 
flexural stiffness obtained from the test seems to be smaller than the codes' predicted values, indicating that 
modification is needed to achieve better prediction of structural response of composite beams at the service load 
level. As for the axial force (N)-bending moment (M) strength interaction diagram, it is found AISC 360–16 
gives overall more conservative prediction than EN 1994-1-1 method for high strength CES columns with C90 
concrete and S500 steel. However, both methods overestimate the axial compression capacity although they can 
predict their flexural capacity well. 
 
Itsaso Arrayago, Kim J.R. Rasmussen and Esther Real, “Statistical analysis of the material, geometrical and 
imperfection characteristics of structural stainless steels and members”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 175, Article 106378, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106378 
ABSTRACT: Traditional member-based two-step design approaches included in current structural codes for 
steel structures, as well as more recent system-based direct-design alternatives, require building rigorous 
structural reliability frameworks for the calibration of partial coefficients (resistance factors) to achieve 
specified target reliability requirements. Key design parameters affecting the strength of structures and their 
random variations are generally modelled by nominal or characteristic values in design standards, which are 
combined with partial coefficients that need to be calibrated from measurements on real samples. While the 
statistical characterization of material and geometric properties of structural steels has been consolidated over 
the last decades, information about the characterization of structural stainless steels is virtually non-existent due 
to the limited pool of available data. Thus, this paper presents the basic ingredient for developing reliability 
frameworks for stainless steel structures and components by statistically characterizing the main random 



parameters affecting their strength through a comprehensive database collected from the literature. Based on the 
collected data, appropriate probabilistic models are proposed for geometric properties, material properties, 
imperfections and residual stresses of different stainless steel alloys and cross-section or product types. The data 
is equally applicable to member-based reliability analyses as described in existing codes and system-based 
analyses targeted at the direct-design of stainless steel structures by advanced analysis. 
 
Ganping Shu, Sen Yang, Xin Jin, Shutong Dong, Qinglin Jiang and Baofeng Zheng, “Study on the bearing 
capacity of S600E high-strength stainless steel welded cross-sections”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 175, Article 106386, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106386 
ABSTRACT: S600E high-strength stainless steel has outstanding characteristics of high strength, good 
corrosion resistance and low price. Compared with commonly used stainless steel (e.g. austenitic stainless steel 
S30408), it has a significant advantage in reducing the cost of material. As a novel structural material, little 
research has been done on its structural performance. In this study, the local buckling behavior of six box-
section and ten I-section S600E high-strength stainless steel welded stub columns were tested under axial 
compression. Material properties, local geometric imperfections, bearing capacities and typical failure modes of 
the stub columns were reported. Finite element models were established, and the results were compared with 
test data to verify its accuracy. Parametric analyses were conducted. The width-thickness ratio limits of 
stiffened and unstiffened plates were obtained. Formulae of the effective width method were modified to 
consider the material characteristics of S600E high-strength stainless steel. The predicted strengths using the 
modified formulae, the American code, the European code, the Chinese specification and the continuous 
strength method (CSM) were compared with the test results. It indicates that the modified formulae have a 
better accuracy in predicting the bearing capacity of S600E high-strength stainless steel welded cross-sections. 
 
Milivoje Rogač, Srđa Aleksić and Duško Lučić, “Influence of patch load length on resistance of I-girders. Part-
II: Numerical research”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 176, Article 106388, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106388 
ABSTRACT: The research deals with structural response and ultimate strength of patch-loaded steel I-girders 
without longitudinal stiffeners and with largely spaced transverse stiffeners. Part-I of the research, i.e. 
experimental research is presented in the companion paper. Numerical analysis of load length influence on the 
ultimate strength of the girder is presented in the current paper. Based on conclusions from the experimental 
research geometrically and materially nonlinear finite element models of experimentally tested girders were 
developed. Special attention is paid in modelling the contact between load block and loaded flange and in 
modelling the approximate geometrical imperfections of the web that best fit the experimentally measured 
imperfections. Detailed validation of numerical models is done by comparison of numerical and experimental 
results. Following data are compared: ultimate loads, deflections of loaded flange, vertical strains at measuring 
points on the web and lateral web deformations. Good agreement between numerical and experimental results is 
achieved. Quantification of load length influence on ultimate strength as a main objective of the research is 
made through parametric numerical analysis. Numerical base containing 143 runs is created in which the load 
length and web thickness are varied. Other geometrical characteristics and material properties of girders, as well 
as initial geometrical imperfections of the web, are kept constant which could not be provided in the 
experimental study. By regression analysis of the results of parametric study a simple correction factor for load 
length is proposed. Accuracy of the proposed expression is proved through statistical analysis over concerned 
numerical base. 
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Fei Gao, Fan Yang, Hongping Zhu and Hongjun Liang, “Lateral-torsional buckling behaviour of concrete-filled 
high-strength steel tubular flange beams under mid-span load”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
176, Article 106398, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106398 
ABSTRACT: Lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) behaviour of concrete-filled high-strength steel tubular flange 
beams (HS-CFTFBs) is experimentally and numerically investigated. Six specimens are tested in simple support 
with a lateral unrestrained concentrated load in mid-span. Among them, two are failure controlled through 
flexural yielding (FY), whereas the remaining specimens are controlled through LTB. Finite-element (FE) 
models are then constructed and the comparison with the experimental results indicates that they could reliably 
and accurately evaluate failure modes, load–displacement relationship and ultimate capacities of HS-CFTFBs. 
These verified FE models are consequently used to investigate the effect of flange depth, concrete and steel with 
various span lengths. Results suggest that the ultimate moment capacity evidently decreases as the span length 
increased, particularly for the high-strength steel beams. The increasing flange depth remarkably improved the 
LTB strength but merely slightly increased the amount of steel. The infilled concrete could improve the 
resistance to flange distortion and thus increase the ultimate capacity. However, the strength of concrete 
exhibits a slight influence on ultimate capacity. Increasing fy could improve the LTB capacity when the span 
length is relatively small, but the improvements decrease with increasing span length. When the failure mode is 
elastic LTB, increased fy could substantially improve post-buckling stiffness and ductility. 
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J.K. Sonu and Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Shear behavior of stiffened single perforated lean duplex 
stainless steel (LDSS) rectangular hollow beams”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 176, Article 
106377, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106377 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the study on shear behavior of stiffened single perforated LDSS rectangular 
hollow beam, considering various orientations / patterns viz., inclined (IS), vertical (VS), horizontal (HS) and 
ring (RS); and effect of various cross-sections i.e. flat, angular and semi-circular (considering same material 
consumption). Based on the study, it has been found that in general, inclined stiffener (with flat cross-section) is 
relatively most effective in enhancing the shear capacity of perforated beams. For the inclined stiffeners, it is 
observed that the rate of increase in shear capacity (Vu/Vy) increases (in a non linear trend) with increasing 
stiffener length for higher stiffener thicknesses. In the case of vertical and horizontal stiffeners, there appears to 
have no/little significant improvement in shear capacity for both the variation in length, width and thickness. 
For the ring stiffeners, it is found that, shear capacity increases with increase in both breadth and thickness of 
the stiffeners. Comparison made between angular and semi-circular sections (keeping the same cross sectional 
area) showed that both the sections predicted similar behavior of shear capacity. 
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D.M.M.P. Dissanayake, C. Zhou, K. Poologanathan, S. Gunalan, K.D. Tsavdaridis and J. Guss, “Numerical 
simulation and design of stainless steel hollow flange beams under shear”, Journal of Constructional Steel 
Research, Vol. 176, Article 106414, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106414 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steel offers a range of benefits over conventional carbon steel in structural applications. 
This paper presents the detailed numerical modelling of shear response of cold-formed stainless steel hollow 
flange sections using finite element software package, Abaqus. The effect of geometric parameters such as 
section height and section thickness, and the influence of different steel grades were investigated following the 
validation of finite element models. From numerical results, the formation of diagonal tension fields can be 
clearly observed in the webs of rectangular hollow flange sections while more even distribution of the stresses 
in the webs is seen in triangular hollow flange sections. Further, a plastic hinge type mechanism is formed in 
triangular flanges at the post-failure region. The evaluation of Eurocode 3 and the direct strength method shear 
design provisions for stainless steel hollow flange beams is found to be significantly conservative. Therefore, 
modified provisions were proposed and the comparison of those with finite element results confirmed the 
accurate and consistent shear resistance predictions over the codified provisions. 
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ABSTRACT: Ultra-high strength concrete (UHSC) and high strength steel (HSS) have been found to be 
attractive alternatives to normal strength materials for high-rise construction. The uses of HSS and UHSC can 
reduce member sizes and payload acting on foundation, which will free up more usable floor space and require 
less construction materials and handling works. The combination of them to form concrete-filled steel tubular 
(CFST) columns is more attractive compared with the columns employing either UHSC or HSS due to 
enhanced strength and stiffness. To better understand the structural behavior of CFST columns using UHSC and 
HSS, experimental and analytical studies on their fire resistance are presented in this paper. Fire tests were 
carried out on square S690 HSS tubes infilled with C170/185 UHSC to form the CFST columns. The fire 
resistance time under Standard ISO fire was recorded and checked against the conventional simple calculation 
model of EN1994-1-2 and the newly proposed axial force and moment interaction model. It is revealed that the 
column buckling curve in EN1993-1-1 can be used for fire-resistant design of CFST columns employing UHSC 
and HSS when the load level is less than 0.65. The use of UHSC is beneficial to improve the fire resistance of 
CFST columns but the use of high strength steel is not when compared with their counterparts using normal 
strength materials. 
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D. Court-Patience and M. Garnich, “Buckling analysis of gusset plates with bolted connections using finite 
element modeling”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 176, Article 106420, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106420 
ABSTRACT: Gusset plates connect lateral bracing to a building by fixing two perpendicular edges into the 
corners of a frame. This means that along the length of a gusset plate the cross sectional area is not uniform. For 
these reasons, stress distribution through a gusset plate is complex and difficult to predict. This has motivated 
design methods based upon approximate yield force analysis for gusset plates. The Whitmore width method 
(1952) is a widely adopted method used to size the yielding area of gusset plates in tension or those that do not 
buckle in compression. When considering buckling, international design codes prescribe equations that 
calculate strength curves that reduce the yielding capacity based on slenderness. However, these design code 
methods are based on column buckling behavior and are not specific to gusset plates. This study uses finite 
element modeling to study the development of yielding and buckling behavior in gusset plates with bolted 
connections. In total 184 variations of gusset plate geometries were modelled in Abaqus®. The simulated 
testing assumed an initial imperfection and applied a monotonic uniaxial load. Upon comparing results to 
current design methods, it was found that the Whitmore width is generally un-conservative in predicting initial 
yielding of gusset plates. By using the Thornton method with modifications based on FEA observations of 
gusset plate behavior, a new yield area and compressive strength curve suitable for gusset plates is proposed. 
These changes improved accuracy and safety in the design of gusset plates without adding complexity to the 
design process. 
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ABSTRACT: Catastrophic progressive collapse of long-span spatial structures subjected to non-uniform snow 
loads is often reported; however, few studies have been performed in this field. In the present study, progressive 
collapse tests of a scaled single-layer latticed K6 dome subjected to the non-uniform load were conducted. The 
failure mode, dynamic response, and collapse mechanism of the tested dome were examined. After the FE 
model was validated, the effects of the degrees and distributions of non-uniformity and rise-to-span ratios on the 
progressive collapse resistance under non-uniform loads were examined by a series of full-scale models. The 
results indicate that the failure mode of the tested dome subjected to the non-uniform load is a global collapse. 
The members connected to the failed joint and other members demonstrate the beam and compression 
mechanisms, respectively. For K6 domes, under the same mean loading condition (the change of snow height 
due to wind), the higher non-uniform degree causes a bigger structural response and leads to a lower collapse 
resistance; under the same maximum loading condition (snow melts locally due to temperature), although the 
maximum load has not changed and the total load is smaller, the non-uniform load can still result in unfavorable 
collapse for domes when the maximum load increases to a certain value, meaning that a dome is also dangerous 
when snow melts locally. Domes are most prone to collapse when the load is distributed non-uniformly along 
the ring direction (the settlement of snow accumulation), followed by the load distributed non-uniformly about 
radial members (the change of wind direction). Additionally, a dome with a smaller rise-to-span ratio under 
non-uniform loads collapses earlier. 
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on the axial performance of concrete-filled steel tube columns”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 
176, Article 106424, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106424 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have been used in the construction of modern 
structures such as high-rise buildings and bridges as well as infrastructures as they provide better structural 
performance than conventional reinforced concrete or steel members. Different shapes of CFST columns may 
be needed to satisfy the architectural and aesthetic criteria. In the study, three dimensional FE simulations of 
circular, square, hexagonal, and octagonal CFST stub columns under axial compression were developed and 
verified through the experimental test data from the perspectives of full load-displacement histories, ultimate 
axial strengths, and failure modes. The verified FE models were used to investigate and compare the structural 
performance of CFST columns with different cross-section shapes by evaluating the overall load-deformation 
curves, interaction stress-deformation responses, and composite actions of the column. The extent of the 
ultimate-axial-strength enhancement due to enhanced steel yield strength and concrete compressive strength 
was evaluated through the parametric studies. At last, the accuracy of available design models in predicting the 
ultimate axial strengths of CFST columns were investigated. Research results showed that the behaviors of 
hexagonal and octagonal CFST columns were generally similar to that of the square CFST column as their 
overall structural performance was relatively improved. 
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Junbo Chen, Tak-Ming Chan and Kwok-Fai Chung, “Design of square and rectangular CFST cross-sectional 
capacities in compression”, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, Vol. 176, Article 106419, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcsr.2020.106419 
ABSTRACT: Eurocode EN 1994-1-1 currently covers design of concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns 
using normal strength materials with nominal steel yield strength (fy) not more than 460 MPa and concrete 
characteristic cylinder strength less than 50 MPa. As high strength materials have been increasingly used in 
construction, this paper aims to extend current design equation for square and rectangular CFSTs in EN 1994-1-
1 to incorporate high strength materials. A comprehensive experimental database consisting of 443 square and 
rectangular CFST stub column test results was developed. Statistical evaluations were undertaken and the 
results indicate that the current cross-section slenderness limit for square and rectangular CFSTs is too 
conservative and can be safely relaxed from [math] to [math]. The design equation could be extended to 
incorporate high strength materials). Then, a reliability analysis in accordance with EN 1990 was performed to 
evaluate the applicability of the proposed design method. It was found that the current partial factors are safe for 
the design of square and rectangular CFSTs with normal strength materials even after relaxation of the cross-
section slenderness limit. However, modification should be applied to the existing design equation for the 
design of high strength materials to yield an acceptable safety level. Finally, an experimental investigation on 
10 stub column tests was carried out to further verify the applicability of the proposed design recommendation. 
It was found that the proposed design recommendation yields satisfactory predictions when compared to test 
results. 
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ABSTRACT: The structural stability of steel arches comprising Circular-Hollow-Sections (CHS) is examined 
in the present study. Appropriate finite element models are developed, accounting for geometry and material 
nonlinearities, as well as, incorporating residual stresses and geometric imperfections of roller-bent arches. A 
verification study is first performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed finite element modeling, followed 
by sensitivity analyses aiming at estimating the effects of residual stresses and geometric imperfections on the 
structural response. Findings reveal that the magnitude of geometric imperfections and the distribution of 
residual stresses significantly affect the arch's buckling resistance. An extensive parametric study is carried out 
to assess the spatial stability of arches comprising a wide range of non-dimensional slenderness, commonly 
encountered in the civil engineering practice. Based on the results of parametric analyses, suitable parameters 
are determined for the in-plane and out-of-plane buckling. Finally, stability criteria are proposed via regression 
analyses, which are used to define relevant buckling curves according to structural steel design standards. 
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model for the prediction of the post-buckling behavior of stiffened cylindrically curved steel panels under 
uniaxial compression”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 211, pp 27-42, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Stiffened curved steel panels are increasingly used in structural applications in civil, naval and 
offshore engineering. Due to the incorporation of stiffeners these elements are able to withstand substantial 
loads with low material usage. However, design provisions to predict the strength of these elements are 
practically non-existent. The aim of this paper is to present a robust semi-analytical procedure for the prediction 
of the post-buckling behaviour of stiffened cylindrically curved steel panels under uniform uniaxial 
compression. The semi-analytical procedure is based on an orthotropic model with the number and geometry of 
the stiffeners properly taken into account. The procedure is based on nonlinear stability models based on large 
deflection theory incorporating initial imperfections and geometric nonlinearity. The problem is solved and the 
equilibrium paths are obtained through the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The validity of these computational models is 
assessed with the results of finite element analyses for different curvatures, aspect ratios, number and geometry 
of stiffeners yielding good results. Finally, a design-oriented closed-form expression is derived for the second-
order elastic behaviour of the stiffened panels. 
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Shuo Liu, Tiantang Yu, Le Van Lich, Shuohui Lin and Tinh Quoc Bui, “Size and surface effects on mechanical 
behavior of thin nanoplates incorporating microstructures using isogeometric analysis”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 212, pp 173-187, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2018.10.009 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present an effective plate formulation based on isogeometric analysis (IGA) and 
non-classical Kirchhoff plate theory for the study of static bending and buckling behaviors of nanoplates, taking 
into account microstructure and surface energy effects. In this setting, the modified couple stress theory is used 
to capture microstructure effect, while the Gurtin-Murdoch surface theory is adopted to consider surface energy 
effect. The C1-continuity requirement of the non-classical Kirchhoff plate theory is effectively fulfilled with the 
aid of inherent high-order continuity of non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS), which serve as basis 
functions in IGA. Several numerical examples are presented to illustrate the effects of microstructure and 
surface energy on mechanical responses of nanoplates. The results reveal that microstructure and surface energy 
effects increase the nanoplate stiffness, which gives rise to a reduction in bending deflection and an increase in 
buckling loads. The surface energy effect becomes dominant for ultrathin nanoplates. 
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Jaehun Lee, “A parametric reduced-order model using substructural mode selections and interpolation”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 212, pp 199-214, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2018.10.018 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a parametric reduced-order model (PROM) combined with component mode 
synthesis considering the interpolation and selection of substructural modes. For the interpolation-based PROM, 
mode crossing occurs depending on the change of parameter values. This problem is resolved by applying a 
congruence transformation to each mode. However, if there is a mode crossing between dominant and residual 
modes due to the mode selection following the frequency cut-off method, the interpolation of dominant 
substructural modes generates erroneous results, since there are missing modes at some operating points. In this 
study, we propose (i) to introduce an intermediate model in the offline stage of the ROM construction to 
decrease the interpolation error, and (ii) to select proper substructural modes by applying a mode selection 
criterion for the enhancement of the ROM accuracy, which is realized under the framework of dynamic 
substructuring. Since the intermediate model is used in the offline stage, there is little loss of efficiency in the 
online stage. Consequently, the characteristics of interpolation-based PROM is maintained, realizing a near real-
time adaptation of the ROM. Various numerical examples, including dynamic response optimization with a 
high-dimensional parametric input space, are investigated to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. 
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B. Suliman, C.A. Featherston and D. Kennedy (School of Engineering, Cardiff University, Queen’s Buildings, 
The Parade, Cardiff CF24 3AA, United Kingdom), “A hybrid method for modeling damage in composites and 
its effect on natural frequency”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 213, pp 40-50, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: Delamination is a frequent cause of failure in laminated structures, reducing their overall stiffness 
and hence their critical buckling loads. Delaminations tend to grow rapidly in postbuckling, causing further 



reductions in structural strength and leading ultimately to sudden structural failure. Many studies have 
investigated the effects of delaminations on buckling and vibration of composite structures. Finite element 
analysis is often used to model complex geometries, loading and boundary conditions, but incurs a high 
computational cost. The exact strip method provides an efficient alternative approach using an exact dynamic 
stiffness matrix based on a continuous distribution of stiffness and mass over the structure, so avoiding the 
implicit discretization to nodal points in finite element analysis. However due to its prismatic requirements, this 
method can model damaged plates directly only if the damaged region extends along the whole length of the 
plate. This paper introduces a novel combination of exact strip and finite element analysis to model more 
complex cases of damaged plates. Comparisons with pure finite element analysis and a previous smearing 
method demonstrate the capability and efficiency of this hybrid method for a range of isotropic and composite 
plates. The effect of damage on the lowest natural frequency is studied. 
 
J.R. Banerjee and A. Ananthapuvirajah (Department of Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautics, School of 
Mathematics, Computer Science and Engineering, City, University of London, Northampton Square, London 
EC1V 0HB, United Kingdom), “Coupled axial-bending dynamic stiffness matrix for beam elements”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 215, pp 1-9, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.01.007 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic stiffness matrix for beams which exhibit coupling between axial and bending 
deformations is developed from first principle so that their free vibration analysis can be carried out in an 
accurate and efficient manner. The coupling between the axial and bending motion essentially arises due to non-
coincident centroid and shear centre of the beam cross-section. The dynamic stiffness theory is developed first 
by deriving the governing differential equations of motion of the axial-bending coupled beam using Hamilton’s 
principle. The differential equations are then solved in closed analytical form giving expressions for axial and 
bending displacements as well as the bending rotation. The expressions for axial force, shear force and bending 
moment are obtained from the natural boundary conditions yielded by the Hamiltonian formulation. Finally, the 
dynamic stiffness matrix is developed by relating the amplitudes of the axial force, shear force and bending 
moment to the corresponding amplitudes of axial displacement, bending displacement and bending rotation. 
The ensuing dynamic stiffness matrix is applied to investigate the free vibration characteristics of a carefully 
selected axial-bending coupled beam. To this end, the Wittrick-Williams algorithm is used as solution 
technique. The results are discussed and validated with significant conclusions drawn. 
 
Xiao-Wei Gao, Lang-Fang Gao, Yuan Zhang, Miao Cui and Jun Lv (State Key Laboratory of Structural 
Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “Free element 
collocation method: A new method combining advantages of finite element and mesh free methods”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 215, pp 10-26, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.02.002 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new numerical method, named as the Free Element Collocation Method (FECM), 
is proposed for solving general engineering problems governed by the second order partial differential equations 
(PDEs). The method belongs to the group of the collocation method, but the spatial partial derivatives of 
physical quantities are computed based on the isoparametric elements as used in FEM. The key point of the 
method is that the isoparametric elements used can be freely formed by the nodes around the collocation node. 
To achieve a narrow bandwidth of the final system of equations, elements with a central node are 
recommended. For this purpose, a new 21-node quadratic element for 3D problems is constructed for the first 
time. Attributed to the use of isoparametric elements, FECM can result in more stable results than the traditional 
collocation method. In addition, the elements can be freely formed by local nodes, FECM has the advantage of 
mesh-free methods to fit complicated geometries of engineering problems. A number of numerical examples of 
2D and 3D thermal and mechanical problems are given to demonstrate the correctness and efficiency of the 
proposed method. 
 
Liping Duan and Jincheng Zhao (School of Naval Architecture, Ocean and Civil Engineering, Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University, Shanghai, China), “A geometrically exact cross-section deformable thin-walled beam finite 
element based on generalized beam theory”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 218, pp 32-59, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.04.001 
ABSTRACT: A new nonlinear cross-section deformable beam formulation based on generalized beam theory 
(GBT) is presented for elastic/elastoplastic analyses of thin-walled members undergoing arbitrary deformations, 
such as large deflections, finite rotations, distortional/local buckling, and out-of-plane warping. For rigorous 



numerical analyses of thin-walled structures, considering both the global and local deformation effects, shell 
finite elements are widely used. This paper aims at providing a more computationally efficient and structurally 
clarifying alternative to simulate prismatic and curved thin-walled members. Compared to the traditional beam 
elements and other beam formulations based on higher-order beam theories, we improved the kinematic 
description of member cross-section displacement field, where the kinematic parameterization is performed on 
two scales, i.e., global member scale and local wall scale; especially, the local wall deformations are described 
by means of the predetermined GBT modes which are structurally meaningful and allow for the cross-section 
deformations. Beam equations of equilibrium are built on the local wall scale in terms of shell-type stress 
resultants and stress couples; therefore, the present beam formulation owns the feature of a shell model. A 
Galerkin method based beam finite element is developed to solve the equilibrium equations. Finally, six 
illustrative examples are examined for the validity of the proposed beam formulation. 
 
Balazs Toth (Institute of Applied Mechanics, University of Miskolc, Miskolc-Egyetemváros H-3515, Hungary), 
“Hybridized dual-mixed hp-finite element model for shells of revolution”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 218, 
pp 123-151, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: A locking-free hp-version finite element is presented for linear elasticity problems of thin shells 
of revolution. The constructed hp-finite element is based on a hybridized dual-mixed variational formulation. 
The related theoretical model does not rely on the standard hypotheses used in the Naghdi- and Koiter shell 
theories, thus the unmodified three-dimensional constitutive equation can be applied. Nevertheless, since 
employing its inverse form, the hp-shell finite element is incompressibility locking-free. Besides, neither the 
thickness variation nor the membrane stress normal to the shell mid-surface is not eliminated from the shell 
formulation, thus it can be extended to much complicated (contact) problems of more complex (composite), 
extremely thin and moderately thick shell structures. The new hp-shell finite element is tested through some 
representative mixed and pure boundary value problems, namely bending- and membrane dominated situations, 
for singly and doubly curved shells of negative and positive Gaussian curvature. From the convergence 
behavior of the relative errors it follows that the developed hp-version shell finite element is insensitive to the 
decrease of the thickness value, i.e., membrane and shear locking-free, providing excellent numerical results not 
only for the displacement- but also for the stresses computations. 
 
Bo Zhang, Heng Li, Liulin Kong, Jizhen Wang and Huoming Shen (First author is from: Department of 
Building and Real Estate, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China), “Strain gradient 
differential quadrature beam finite elements”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 218, pp 170-189, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.01.008 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the superiorities of finite element method (FEM) and differential quadrature method 
(DQM) are blended to construct two types of beam elements corresponding to modified strain gradient -
Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam models respectively. The two elements, being independent of shape functions 
and introducing three kinds of strain gradient effects, possess 3-DOFs (degrees of freedom) and 4-DOFs 
separately at each node. The Lagrange interpolation formula is employed to establish the trial functions of 
deflection and or rotation at Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points. To realize the inner-element compatibility 
condition, displacement parameters of quadrature points are converted into those of element nodes through a 
DQ-based mapping strategy. Total potential energy functional for each beam model is discretized in terms of 
nodal displacement parameters. The associated differential quadrature finite element formulations are derived 
by the minimum total potential energy principle. Specific expressions of element stiffness and mass matrices 
and nodal vector are provided. Numerical examples concerning with static bending, free vibration and buckling 
of macro/micro-beams are presented to demonstrate the availability of the proposed elements. 
 
Javier Videla, Sundararajan Natarajan, Stéphane P.A. Bordas, “A new locking-free polygonal plate element for 
thin and thick plates based on Reissner-Mindlin plate theory and assumed shear strain fields”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 220, pp 32-42, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.04.009 
ABSTRACT: A new n-noded polygonal plate element is proposed for the analysis of plate structures 
comprising of thin and thick members. The formulation is based on the discrete Kirchhoff Mindlin theory. On 
each side of the polygonal element, discrete shear constraints are considered to relate the kinematical and the 
independent shear strains. The proposed element: (a) has proper rank; (b) passes patch test for both thin and 



thick plates; (c) is free from shear locking and (d) yields optimal convergence rates in L^2-norm and H^1-semi-
norm. The accuracy and the convergence properties are demonstrated with a few benchmark examples. 
 
Alabbas Al-Aukaily, Michael H. Scott, “Response sensitivity for geometrically nonlinear displacement-based 
beam-column elements”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 220, pp 43-54, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.003 
ABSTRACT: Accurate and efficient response gradients are required in structural reliability, optimization, and 
system identification applications where the structural system is expected to yield under significant 
deformations. The direct differentiation method (DDM) is applied to the response sensitivity of displacement-
based beam-column finite elements with geometric nonlinearity due to moderate rotations in the basic system. 
The derived sensitivity equations are implemented in the OpenSees software framework. Stand-alone sensitivity 
analyses using the DDM and finite difference method (FDM) validate the sensitivity equations for example 
structures with nonlinear static and dynamic response. Finite element reliability analysis of a steel frame shows 
that, relative to a geometrically linear formulation, using geometrically nonlinear displacement-based elements 
increases the probability of failure and affects the importance ranking of the random variables. In addition, for a 
performance function based on residual capacity at a target lateral displacement, the frame strength at the design 
point is higher than that obtained when using geometrically linear elements. The developed sensitivity equations 
increase the number of nonlinear finite element formulations available for gradient-based applications in 
structural engineering. 
 
Ruiyang Zhang, Zhao Chen, Su Chen, Jingwei Zheng, Oral Buyukozturk and Hao Sun, “Deep long short-term 
memory networks for nonlinear structural seismic response prediction”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 220, pp 
55-68, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.006 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive study on developing advanced deep learning approaches for 
nonlinear structural response modeling and prediction. Two schemes of the long short-term memory (LSTM) 
network are proposed for data-driven structural seismic response modeling. The proposed deep learning model, 
trained on available datasets, is capable of accurately predicting both elastic and inelastic response of building 
structures in a data-driven fashion as opposed to the classical physics-based nonlinear time history analysis 
using numerical methods. In addition, an unsupervised learning algorithm based on a proposed dynamic K-
means clustering approach is established to cluster the seismic inputs in order to (1) generate the least but the 
most informative datasets for training the LSTM and (2) improve the prediction accuracy and robustness of the 
model trained with limited data. The performance of the proposed approach is successfully demonstrated 
through three proof-of-concept studies that include a nonlinear hysteretic system, a real-world building with 
field sensing data, and a steel moment resisting frame. The results show that the proposed LSTM network is a 
promising, reliable and computationally efficient approach for nonlinear structural response prediction, and 
offers significant potential in seismic fragility analysis of buildings for reliability assessment. 
 
J. Läufer, W. Wagner, “A gradient based model for the mesh-independent damage simulation of layered 
composite structures”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 1-12, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.008 
ABSTRACT: Over the last decades, fiber composite materials have established themselves especially for 
problems in lightweight construction. In order to use the structure optimally, a precise knowledge of the 
maximum load-bearing capacity and possible damage to the structure is necessary. For the calculation of 
damage in fiber composite laminates, various damage models already exist. Classically, these models are 
applied within the finite element method (FEM). Localization effects occur which lead to a dependence of the 
results on the used FE-mesh. 
This paper deals with the gradient extension of free Helmholtz energy using global damage variables to 
eliminate localization effects. 
Based on the formulation of the regularized damage model of the single layer, the regularization is transformed 
into a layered theory for composite shell structures. The associated numerical model within the framework of 
FEM is explained before the model is illustrated with numerical examples. 
 



Hui Liu, Ye Tian, Hongming Zong, Qingping Ma, Michael Yu Wang and Liang Zhang, “Fully parallel level set 
method for large-scale structural topology optimization”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 13-27, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.010 
ABSTRACT: To realize large-scale or high-resolution structural topology optimization design, a fully parallel 
parameterized level set method with compactly supported radial basis functions (CSRBFs) is developed based 
on both the uniform and non-uniform structured meshes. In this work, the whole computation process is 
parallelized, including mesh generation, sensitivity analysis, calculation and assembly of the element stiffness 
matrices, solving of the structural state equation, parameterization and updating of the level set function, and 
output of the computational results during the optimization iterations. In addition, some typical numerical 
examples, in which the calculation scale is up to 7 million 8-node hexahedral elements, are carried out for 
verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, the computing time is also analyzed in detail. It is 
found that: (1) In the optimized structures, the thin sheet-like components gradually replace the truss-like ones 
when refining the mesh, (2) the parameterization process of the level set function will become fast as long as the 
non-uniformity of mesh is not very high and the supported radius of CSRBF is small enough, and (3) more than 
80% of the total computing time is always consumed for solving the structural state equation during the finite 
element analysis (FEA). 
 
Y. Hui, R. Xu, G. Giunta, G. De Pietro, H. Hu, S. Belouettar and E. Carrera, “Multiscale CUF-FE2 nonlinear 
analysis of composite beam structures”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 28-43, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.013 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new paradigm for Carrera’s Unified Formulation (CUF) based on multiscale 
structural modelling is accomplished by bridging micromechanics and the advanced CUF one-
dimensional/beam structural theories by means of the Multilevel Finite Element (also known as FE2) 
framework. Under the framework of the FE2 method, the analysis is divided into a macroscopic/structural 
problem and a microscopic/material problem. At the macroscopic level, several higher-order refined beam 
elements can be easily implemented via CUF by deriving a fundamental nucleus that is independent of the 
approximation order over the thickness and the number of nodes per element (they are free parameters of the 
formulation). The unknown macroscopic constitutive law is obtained by numerical homogenisation of a 
Representative Volume Element (RVE) at the microscopic level. Vice versa, the microscopic deformation 
gradient is calculated from the macroscopic model. Information is passed between the two scales in a FE2 sense. 
The resulting nonlinear problem is solved through the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) that is more 
reliable and less Newton-Raphson’s one. The developed models are used as a first attempt to investigate the 
microstructure effect on the macrostructure geometrically nonlinear response. The proposed paradigm is used 
for investigating the effect of microscale imperfections (not straight carbon fibres) on the macroscale response 
(instability). Results are assessed in terms of accuracy and computational costs towards full FEM solutions. 
Three factors have been considered for an imperfection sensitivity parametric analysis: the defect wavelength as 
well as the amplitude and the size of RVE. 
 
Alexey Semenov, “Mathematical model of deformation of orthotropic shell structures under dynamic loading 
with transverse shears”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 65-73, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.017 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled orthotropic shell structures are used in various fields of engineering, and the process 
of their deformation is essentially non-linear, which significantly complicates their analysis. A technique for 
numerically investigation of the process of deformation of such structures under dynamic loading is proposed in 
this article. The computational algorithm is based on the L.V. Kantorovich method and Rosenbrock method for 
solution of a stiff ODE system. 
A new variation of the mathematical model is based on the functional of total deformation energy, takes into 
account geometrical nonlinearity, transverse shears, orthotropy of the material, and rotational inertia, and may 
be used for a study of shells of different geometric forms. Dimensionless parameters are used. 
The proposed model and the use of mentioned methods allows to produce the most accurate calculations of the 
buckling of shell structures. 
The applicability of this technique is shown: the results of calculations are given for orthotropic shallow shells 
of double curvature having a square base with cylindrical and conical panels. The load values are derived for 



local and total stability loss, for structures made of four different materials. The effect of the rate of loading on 
the obtained values is shown. 
 
H.M. Zhang, Y.F. Xing, “Two novel explicit time integration methods based on displacement-velocity relations 
for structural dynamics”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 127-141, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.018 
ABSTRACT: Two novel explicit time integration methods are proposed based on displacement-velocity 
relations in this paper for structural dynamics. They avoid the factorization of damping and stiffness matrices, 
and are truly self-starting due to the exclusion of acceleration vectors. The first method employs the motion 
equation of expanded form and a linear relation of the displacement and velocity vectors. The recommended 
parameters, derived from linear analysis, enable the method to possess first-order accuracy mostly and second-
order accuracy in the absence of numerical and physical damping. The second method adopts the idea of 
composite methods, and employs two motion equations of different expanded forms per step. Theoretical 
analysis indicates that this method can achieve a maximum stability limit of 4, and provides a single-parameter 
optimal scheme, controlled by the degree of numerical dissipation, for this method. The resulting scheme is 
second-order accurate with the stability limit ranged from 3.5708 to 4 for the undamped case, and some 
numerical experiments show that it has better numerical performance compared with some up-to-date explicit 
methods. 
 
Junhui Yin, Li Xu, Hao Wang, Peng Xie, Shucheng Huang, Hangxin Liu, Zhonghai Yang and Bin Li, 
“Accurate and fast three-dimensional free vibration analysis of large complex structures using the finite element 
method”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 142-156, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration analysis of large complex structures with improved Lanczos iteration method is 
investigated through the finite element method. An important step in the traditional Lanczos iteration method 
for large generalized eigenvalue problems arising from free vibration analysis is that large-scale sparse linear 
system must be repeatedly solved within each step of the Lanczos iteration, which generally accounts for 70% 
to 90% of the calculation time of the eigenvalue problems. In the improved Lanczos iteration method given 
here, three-level preconditioner is proposed and utilized to improve the computational performance of Lanczos 
iteration. In this way, the multifrontal block incomplete Cholesky (MFBIC) preconditioner and p-type multigrid 
preconditioner based on higher-order hierarchical basis functions are proposed and utilized to improve the 
computational performance and decrease the memory requirements. To further reduce the memory 
consumption, the block Jacobi preconditioner is introduced in the Lanczos iteration, and a new three-level 
preconditioner that combines MFBIC, p-type multigrid and block Jacobi is proposed. The accuracy and 
performance of the improved method has been compared with exact solution, basic method and ANSYS. It is 
shown that this free vibration analysis method can be extremely useful to design structure dynamic 
characteristics of large complex structures. 
 
Yufeng Xing, Yi Ji, Huimin Zhang, “On the construction of a type of composite time integration methods”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 157-178, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.019 
ABSTRACT: The paper provides the general construction principles of a type of composite time integration 
methods combining the trapezoidal rule (TR) and the backward differential formula (BDF) by discussing the 
effects of designable parameters on the properties of composite methods. The designable parameters include the 
number of sub-steps, the number of time difference points used in BDF and the methods used in sub-steps. 
Through respective changing these parameters, a series of novel composite time integration methods, such as 
T(2–5)BDF3 and OT3BDF4 and OTBDF3BDF methods etc., are constructed. It follows that increasing both the 
number of sub-steps and the number of time difference points can improve the low-frequency accuracy, and the 
composite methods with similar properties can be developed by using the same parameter optimization rules 
even though different methods are used in sub-steps. Linear and nonlinear numerical experiments are conducted 
to check the properties of the proposed methods through comparing with some of the existing composite time 
integration methods and validate the conclusions. 
 



Bartłomiej Pokusiński, Marcin Kamiński, “Lattice domes reliability by the perturbation-based approaches vs. 
semi-analytical method”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 221, pp 179-192, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.05.012 
ABSTRACT: An efficiency of the perturbation-based approaches in comparison with semi-analytical symbolic 
derivation of the probabilistic moments and coefficients has been verified in this work. Truncated equivalents 
for the classical linearized and iterative perturbation-based schemes have been created to enable considering of 
random variable probability density function upper and lower bounds in stochastic perturbation scheme. Higher 
order Taylor expansions have been used also in the derivation of probabilistic characteristics to analyze 
probabilistic convergence of the perturbation schemes for non-polynomial structural responses. These 
computations have been completed using the Finite Element Method on the example of the structural state 
variables of axisymmetric spherical steel skeletal dome structures. Four basic different types (ribbed, 
Schwedler, geodesic as well as diamatic) have been compared here in the context of time-independent reliability 
assessment in the presence of uncertainty in the structural steel Young modulus. Truncated iterative stochastic 
perturbation technique (TISPT) has turned out to be the most sufficient approach giving a global gain in the 
accuracy of the results with perturbation order increase, which is remarkably slower for higher probabilistic 
characteristics. The most appropriate results have been provided by using the same Taylor expansion of a given 
response function substituted into the subsequent probabilistic moments formulas. 
 
Allan Kuan, Edvard P.G. Bruun, Evan C. Bentz and Michael P. Collins (Department of Civil and Mineral 
Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering, University of Toronto, 35 St. George Street, M5S 
1A4 Toronto, Ontario, Canada), “Nonlinear sectional analysis of reinforced concrete beams and shells subjected 
to pure torsion”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 222, pp 118-132, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.07.001 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a sectional analysis tool which can compute the complete torque-twist 
behaviour of reinforced concrete beams and shells. The cross section is modelled as a 2-D grid of triaxial 
elements representing the concrete and uniaxial elements representing the longitudinal reinforcement. Fixed 
strain patterns based on kinematic assumptions are used instead of using the finite element method to calculate 
strain distributions corresponding to sectional strains. Constitutive models for the concrete are based on the 
Modified Compression-Field Theory, though tension stiffening is neglected in the proposed model’s current 
implementation. A key assumption used in this model is that the shear strain distribution caused by twists 
obtained from a linear elastic analysis can be used to describe the nonlinear behaviour of a member following 
cracking. The validity of this assumption when applied to rectangular sections is confirmed based on a study of 
115 tests from the literature. Excellent agreement of peak strength and overall torque-twist behaviour are 
observed when comparing the model predictions and experimental data from these tests. Areas of future work 
are to improve the capabilities of the model are identified. 
 
Chaemin Lee and Phill-Seung Lee (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology, 291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 34141, Republic of Korea), “The strain-
smoothed MITC3+ shell finite element”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 223, Article 106096, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.07.005 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose the strain-smoothed MITC3+ shell finite element. The membrane 
strain field of the continuum mechanics based 3-node triangular shell element (MITC3+) is smoothed using the 
recently developed strain-smoothed element (SSE) method. The strain-smoothed MITC3+ shell element passes 
basic tests (patch, isotropy and zero energy mode tests) and shows significantly improved membrane behavior 
in various numerical examples. The major advantage of the SSE method is that no additional degree of freedom 
is required for solution improvement. 
 
P. Melo (1), R.F. Vieira (2) and F.B. Virtuoso (2) 
(1) A2P Consult, Estudos e Projectos Lda, R. Acácio Paiva 27, 1700-004 Lisboa, Portugal 
(2) CERIS, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Av. Rovisco Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal 
“A beam-column model for evaluating the effects of residual stresses and geometrical imperfections”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 223, Article 106090, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.06.007 



ABSTRACT: A numerical model within the framework of the finite element method is developed in order to 
perform second order analyses of steel columns and beam-columns by considering geometrical and material 
nonlinearities, and taking into account residual stresses and initial geometric imperfections. The model 
considers a displacement based beam element and adopts a distributed-plasticity formulation for the 
implementation of the steel nonlinear behaviour together with a Newton-Raphson algorithm for the solution of 
the resulting nonlinear governing equations. The results obtained from the developed model are compared with 
the results in the literature that were adopted for the calibration of the formulae in Eurocode regarding the 
buckling resistance of columns and beam-columns. Thereafter, the model is adopted to evaluate the 
applicability/accuracy of these formulae regarding the corresponding safety check. A detailed evaluation of the 
buckling resistance of columns with tubular cross-sections is presented, namely in what concerns the effect of 
the relative position of the longitudinal fillet weld to the direction of the considered geometric imperfection. 
 
Alphose Zingoni (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, 
South Africa), “On the best choice of symmetry group for group-theoretic computational schemes in solid and 
structural mechanics”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 223, Article 106101, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106101 
ABSTRACT: Group theory has been used for many years to study phenomena in various branches of physics 
and chemistry, such as quantum mechanics, crystallography and molecular structure. Within engineering 
mechanics, it has found application in simplifying the analysis of systems exhibiting symmetry properties, and 
has been particularly effective in studying vibration, bifurcation and kinematic phenomena. Symmetry 
properties of physical systems are described by symmetry groups. Given a physical system with multiple 
symmetry properties, the question arises as to which of the various possible symmetry groups is the most 
appropriate for computational purposes. This question is particularly relevant for configurations belonging to 
symmetry groups of high order, which typically are associated with several subgroups. The aim of this paper is 
to highlight the computational implications of choice of symmetry group, and to present, for the first time, a 
rational criterion for identifying the most computationally efficient symmetry group for a given problem. The 
criterion is applied to the problem of a cubic configuration with octahedral symmetry. 
 
Bing Zhao (1,2), Jianhui Hu (1), Wujun Chen (1), Jianwen Chen (3), Zhenyu Qiu (1) and Zhongliang Jing (2) 
(1) Space Structures Research Center, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240, China 
(2) School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240, China 
(3) Department of Civil and Engineering, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Nanjing 210094, 
China 
“Computational method for in-situ finite element modeling of inflatable membrane structures based on 
geometrical shape measurement using photogrammetry”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 224, Article 106105, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106105 
ABSTRACT: Inflatable membrane structures with the advantages of light weight, large span, long duration and 
aesthetical appearance have gained considerable attentions from buildings, super-pressure balloons, airships and 
deployable antennas. This paper presents a novel computational method for in-situ finite element modeling of 
inflatable membrane structures based on geometrical shape measurement using photogrammetry for further 
structural analysis. Firstly, kinematic equations of membrane link structure simplified from the measured 
inflatable membrane structure are established on force equilibrium between membrane internal and external 
forces to calculate the tensile forces. Then, computational method for solving zero-stress state is proposed 
through unloading internal pressure based on equilibrium matrix theory. Finally, true finite element model is 
established through numerical simulation of reloading internal pressure with considering the zero-stress state as 
initial model. For verifying purpose, inflated forming and normal working tests of an ethylene-
tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) air-inflated cushion structure were carried out. By comparing geometrical shapes 
and stress distributions of ETFE cushion between numerical and experimental results, good agreements with 
0.72% and 4.76% maximum errors are acquired. These findings strongly confirm the need of in-situ finite 
element modeling of inflatable membrane structures undergoing long-term service and provide an effective 
computational method for further structural analysis. 
 
Samir Chawdhury and Guido Morgenthal (Bauhaus University Weimar, Institute of Structural Engineering, 
Chair of Modelling and Simulation of Structures, Marienstraße 13, 99423 Weimar, Germany), “A partitioned 



solver to simulate large-displacement fluid–structure interaction of thin plate systems for vibration energy 
harvesting”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 224, Article 106110, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106110 
ABSTRACT: A two-dimensional (2D) partitioned solver is extended for large-displacement fluid–structure 
interaction (FSI) simulations of thin plate systems, particularly to investigate their potential of aeroelastic 
energy harvesting. The 2D vortex particle method with immersed interface technique and adaptive solution 
strategy is used for analyzing flow around deformable bodies; three-dimensional edge effects are ignored. The 
geometrically nonlinear plate motion is analyzed using 2D corotational beam element. The coupled solver is 
validated on benchmark large-displacement FSI problems such as flag-type flapping of cantilever plates in axial 
flow and Kármán vortex street. The validated solver is used further to perform a comparative study on different 
cantilever systems to obtain guidelines for the design of experimental set-ups of prototype harvesters. The 
changes in aerodynamic behavior and flapping pattern of inverted and T-shaped cantilevers with/without tip 
mass are investigated. The simulations are performed for increasing wind speeds until the permanent deflection 
mode occurs. The influences of damping ratios are analyzed as preliminary studies to investigate the electrical 
damping effects of harvesters. The influential parameters such as response amplitude and oscillating frequency 
are compared to identify not only efficient cantilever harvesters but also an appropriate combination of physical 
and electrical parameters depending on target wind speeds. 
 
G. Li and E. Carrera (MUL2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di 
Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “On the mitigation of shear locking in laminated 
plates through p-version refinement”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 225, Article 106121, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106121 
ABSTRACT: This article presents an evaluation of higher-order p-version plate elements in the mitigation of 
shear locking phenomenon in the analysis of multi-layered structures. Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) is 
employed to construct the refined plate finite element models. The decomposition of strain energy components 
is introduced and used in the assessment of shear locking. The evolution of the displacement and stress 
solutions and the strain energy components with the increase of the polynomial degree of the p-version elements 
are reported. Reduced and selective integration techniques on p-version plate elements to alleviate locking are 
explored. Numerical results show that plain p-version plate elements with sufficient, higher-order shape 
functions are capable of mitigating shear locking effectively. 
 
Michael Neunteufel and Joachim Schöberl (Institute for Analysis and Scientific Computing, TU Wien, Wiedner 
Hauptstraße 8-10, 1040 Wien, Austria), “The Hellan–Herrmann–Johnson method for nonlinear shells”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 225, Article 106109, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106109 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we derive a new finite element method for nonlinear shells. The Hellan–Herrmann–
Johnson (HHJ) method is a mixed finite element method for fourth order Kirchhoff plates. It uses convenient 
Lagrangian finite elements for the vertical deflection, and introduces sophisticated finite elements for the 
moment tensor. In this work we present a generalization of this method to nonlinear shells, where we allow 
finite strains and large rotations. The geometric interpretation of degrees of freedom allows a straight forward 
discretization of structures with kinks. The performance of the proposed elements is demonstrated by means of 
several established benchmark examples. 
 
Dong Han, G.R. Liu and Shaaban Abdallah (Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering 
Mechanics, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45219, USA), “An Eulerian-Lagrangian-Lagrangian 
method for 2D fluid-structure interaction problem with a thin flexible structure immersed in fluids”, Computers 
& Structures, Vol. 228, Article 106179, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106179 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the Eulerian-Lagrangian-Lagrangian (ELL) method is extended to solve fluid–
structure interaction (FSI) problem with a very thin flexible structure immersed in the fluid. Such a new 
approach overcomes the failure of the immersed finite element method (IFEM) in handling the FSI problem 
when a reduced solid model is used for the thin structure. In this work, a continuum-based (CB) beam theory is 
adopted to model the 2D flexible thin structure that undergoes large deformation. In the ELL approach, the solid 
meshes can always coincide with the Lagrangian fluid meshes in a so-called “composite solid” domain that 
allows the accurate imposing of the changing interface boundary conditions in the FSI zone. The proposed 



approach is verified using three benchmarking problems of flow over a flexible vertical beam, flow over a 
cylinder beam system and 2D flapping flag in the uniform flow. The results are compared with those from the 
open literature. Other numerical examples are also computed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ELL 
method. 
 
Przemysław Litewka and Roman Lewandowski (Poznan University of Technology, Institute of Structural 
Engineering, ul. Piotrowo 5, 60-965 Poznań, Poland), “Dynamic characteristics of viscoelastic Mindlin plates 
with influence of temperature”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 229, Article 106181, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106181 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to geometrically linear free vibrations of viscoelastic (VE) Mindlin plates. 
The governing equations are derived in the Laplace domain. A simple way to take into account the influence of 
temperature on the damping properties is included using the frequency-temperature superposition principle. The 
novel approach to the solution of the non-linear problem of free vibrations of VE plates significantly simplifies 
the procedure reducing it to a linear eigen-value problem and a simple algebraic non-linear equation with one 
unknown. Several numerical examples involving varying physical parameters of the model are solved and the 
results are discussed. 
 
Ioannis Doltsinis (1), Michael Reck (1) and Vitor Dias da Silva (2) 
(1) University of Stuttgart, Germany 
(2) University of Coimbra, Portugal 
“Spring lattice models in the nonlinear analysis of membrane shells – An applicability study in elasticity, 
plasticity and damage”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 229, Article 106174, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106174 
ABSTRACT: Following the accomplishment of fundamental research on- and the development of improved 
spring models, this work investigates the utility of spring lattice models in representing actual structures. The 
study explores the applicability of spring lattice models for the analysis of nonlinear shell structures. Of 
importance the limits of the approximation of defective bar-spring models, on the one hand, and the attempt of a 
rigorous representation of the continuum by introducing additional spring elements, on the other hand. 
Preliminary investigations indicate appropriateness for membrane shells, but reveal weakness in modelling 
shells with bending stiffness by axial bar elements despite three-dimensional cell arrangements. Therefore the 
focus here is on membrane structures. A direct insight to the employed triangular spring cells is offered by the 
approach based on the natural description of the continuum suiting the individual geometry. The investigations 
address specifically the performance of the spring models when applied to problems involving geometrical and 
material non-linearity. For this purpose the spring models have been tested against the continuum finite element 
distinctly in elasticity and in plasticity in the context of large deformations. In addition, the effect of damage is 
simulated by means of a regularized constitutive model of softening plasticity. 
 
Ondiz Zarraga, Imanol Sarría, Jon García-Barruetabeña and Fernando Cortés (Department of Mechanics, 
Design and Industrial Management, University of Deusto, Avda. de las Universidades 24, 48007 Bilbao, Spain), 
“Homogenised formulation for plates with thick constrained viscoelastic core”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 
229, Article 106185, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106185 
ABSTRACT: The present work analyses the dynamic behaviour of constrained layer damping (CLD) plates 
with thick viscoelastic layer. The bending modes and transverse response of such plates are obtained by 
adapting the Kirchhoff–Love thin plate formulation so that it considers the shear stiffness by using a frequency 
dependent equivalent flexural stiffness. The developed formulation is introduced in a finite element model and 
compared to the widely used RKU model and a reference 3D solid model in terms of eigenpairs and amplitude 
of the response for different boundary conditions. It is concluded that the developed formulation can substitute 
either a 3D or RKU model as it requires less computational resources than the former and provides more 
accurate results than the latter. 
 
 
Yan Zhang, Liang Gao and Mi Xiao (Digital Manufacturing Equipment and Technology, Huazhong University 
of Science and Technology, 1037 Luoyu Road, Wuhan, Hubei 430074, China), “Maximizing natural 
frequencies of inhomogeneous cellular structures by Kriging-assisted multiscale topology optimization”, 



Computers & Structures, Vol. 230, Article 106197, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106197 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a Kriging-assisted multiscale topology optimization method for maximizing 
natural frequencies of inhomogeneous cellular structures, where spatially-varying microstructural 
configurations and their macroscopic distribution are simultaneously optimized. At the beginning, under 
macroscopic boundary conditions for a cellular structure, the configurations of multiple prototype 
microstructures are topologically optimized by the parametric level set method (PLSM) combined with the 
numerical homogenization approach. A kinematical connective constraint is considered to ensure the 
connectivity between adjacent prototype microstructures. Then, a shape interpolation method is adopted to 
interpolate shapes of the prototype microstructures, so as to generate a series of sample microstructures. Based 
on these samples, Kriging metamodels are constructed to predict the effective property of each microstructure 
within the macrostructure. Finally, the variable thickness sheet (VTS) method is applied to optimize the 
material distribution pattern at macroscale for maximizing the natural frequency of the cellular structure, where 
an efficient mode-tracking strategy based on modal assurance criterion (MAC) is employed to track the target 
mode accurately. Numerical examples are provided to test the performance of the proposed method in natural 
frequency optimization of cellular structures. The results indicate that the multiscale cellular structures obtained 
by the proposed method show higher natural frequency compared with the monoscale macrostructural and 
microstructural designs. 
 
F. Gruttmann (1) and W. Wagner (2) 
(1) Fachgebiet Festkörpermechanik, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Franziska-Braun-Str. 7, 64287 
Darmstadt, Germany 
(2) Institut für Baustatik, Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Kaiserstr. 12, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany 
“On an improved 3D stress analysis for elastic composite shells”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 231, Article 
106172, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2019.106172 
ABSTRACT: In this paper inhomogeneous shells subjected to static loading are considered. The theory is based 
on a multi–field functional, where the associated Euler-Lagrange equations include besides the global shell 
equations formulated in stress resultants, the local equilibrium in terms of stresses. Within representative 
volume elements the displacement field is enriched with warping displacements and relative thickness 
displacements. Elimination of a set of parameters by static condensation leads to a material matrix for the stress 
resultants. It is used in displacement based elements or in mixed elements with the usual 5 or 6 nodal degrees of 
freedom. A second model, where decoupling of the local and global boundary value problems is assumed, 
proves to be computationally very effective. 
 
Dongil Shin and Yoon Young Kim (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National 
University, 1 Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 08826, Republic of Korea and Institute of Advanced Machines and 
Design, Seoul National University, 1 Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 08826, Republic of Korea), “Data-driven 
approach for a one-dimensional thin-walled beam analysis”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 231, Article 106207, 
15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106207 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a data-driven approach for developing a one-dimensional thin-walled beam 
model. In order to analyze complicated deformations occurring in a thin-walled beam by a beam theory, it is 
important to identify core cross-sectional deformations that are the bases for the one-dimensional beam 
analysis. In this study, we derive core cross-sectional deformations through data processing using the shell-
based static analysis results of a thin-walled beam. We perform a principal component analysis for the data 
processing, in which the desired core cross-sectional deformations are obtained without specific assumptions 
pertaining to the behavior of the beam’s sectional deformations. Then, the core cross-sectional deformations can 
be obtained in explicit functional forms (shape functions) to facilitate the subsequent one-dimensional higher-
order beam analysis. Important issues related to the establishment of a well-defined dataset are addressed. Using 
the data-driven shape functions, a series of static, vibration and buckling analyses are performed for various 
thin-walled beams. We demonstrate by numerical examples that the present data-driven results agree well with 
those obtained by shell analysis results. While the shape functions are obtained only from the static analysis 
results, the vibration and buckling analyses using them were also found to be sufficiently accurate. 
 



M. Jansen and O. Pierard (Cenaero, Rue des Frères Wright 29, 6041 Gosselies, Belgium), “A hybrid 
density/level set formulation for topology optimization of functionally graded lattice structures”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 231, Article 106205, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106205 
ABSTRACT: Additive manufacturing is capable of producing lightweight structures by introducing mesoscale 
lattice structures in the design without significant additional manufacturing costs. Nevertheless, designing 
efficient structures including complex lattices remains a challenging task. This paper presents a strategy for the 
design of additively manufactured structures that is able to simultaneously optimize the shape of the macroscale 
structure and the functionally graded lattices inside this design. Assuming a separation of scales between the 
lattice cell size and the macroscale structure, an effective material model based on numerical homogenization is 
adopted to model the lattice behavior in the analysis of the macroscale structure. While this material model is 
parametrized by volume densities to mimic functionally graded lattices, the shape of the macroscale structure is 
represented by a level set function and modeled by the extended finite element method inside the design 
domain. By adopting an explicit approach to the level set optimization the design problem can be formulated as 
a single nonlinear programming problem which can be solved with standard optimization algorithms for 
topology optimization. The proposed formulation avoids degenerate lattice members by excluding small 
densities in the optimization. Furthermore, the distinct representation of the macroscale structure enables to 
easily include geometric constraints on the macroscale level such as a minimum feature size or other constraints 
specific to the additive manufacturing process. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated in a number of 
examples. 
 
Jianghuai Li (1), Zhiyu Shi (1), Lei Liu (2) and Chongmin Song (2) 
(1) Mechanics and Control of Mechanical Structures, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
Nanjing 210016, China 
(2) School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW 2052, 
Australia 
“An efficient scaled boundary finite element method for transient vibro-acoustic analysis of plates and shells”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 231, Article 106211, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106211 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops an efficient modeling technique based on the scaled boundary finite element 
method (SBFEM) for transient vibro-acoustic analysis of plates and shells. For simulating the structural 
dynamic behaviors, a novel shell formulation based on three-dimensional linear elastic theory is presented 
where only the bottom surface of the shell is discretized with finite elements while the solution along the 
thickness is expressed analytically as a Padé expansion. A new scaling idea named normal scaling strategy is 
introduced to enable the formulation to be applicable to geometrically arbitrary shells. The acoustic field is 
assumed to be infinite and first truncated by a spherical surface into an interior finite region and an exterior 
unbounded region. The former is further split into a number of bounded subdomains which are analyzed by the 
improved continued-fraction approach while the latter is simulated by the improved high-order doubly-
asymptotic open boundary. These formulations are consistently constructed within the SBFEM framework. The 
structural and acoustic domains are discretized independently and a simple and reliable coupling scheme is 
devised. The Bathe time integration method is employed to perform the transient analysis. Numerical examples 
are presented to demonstrate the validity and performance of the proposed methodology. 
 
J.F.A. Madeira, A.L. Araújo, C.M. Mota Soares and C.A. Mota Soares (IDMEC, Instituto Superior Técnico, 
Universidade de Lisboa, Av. Rovisco Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “Multiobjective optimization for 
vibration reduction in composite plate structures using constrained layer damping”, Computers & Structures, 
Vol. 232, Article 105810, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2017.07.012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a multiobjective optimization approach to minimize weight and maximize 
modal damping in laminated composite panels with Constrained Layer Damping (CLD) treatments. The design 
variables are the number and position of the CLD patch treatments on the surface of the laminated plate. The 
Direct MultiSearch (DMS) solver for multiobjective optimization problems is used in this work. DMS is a 
solver which does not use any derivatives of the objective functions. A previously developed finite element 
model for sandwich plates with viscoelastic core and anisotropic laminated face layers is adapted to model the 
plate with the CLD treatments. Applications for L-shaped and T-shaped plates are presented and both trade-off 



Pareto optimal fronts and the respective treatment configurations are obtained and the results are analyzed and 
discussed. 
 
B.A. Izzuddin and Y. Liang (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London, 
SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom), “A hierarchic optimisation approach towards locking-free shell finite elements”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 232, Article 105839, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2017.08.010 
ABSTRACT: A hierarchic optimisation approach is presented for relieving inaccuracies in conforming shell 
elements arising from locking phenomena. This approach introduces two sets of strain modes: (i) objective 
strain modes, defined in the physical coordinate system, and (ii) corrective strain modes, representing 
conforming strains enhanced with hierarchic strain modes. This leads to two alternative families of element, 
objective and corrective, both arising from minimising the difference between objective and corrective strains. 
Importantly, the proposed approach not only alleviates shear and membrane locking, but it also addresses 
locking arising from element distortion. The application of the proposed optimisation approach is demonstrated 
for a 9-noded quadrilateral Lagrangian shell element, where the membrane, bending and transverse shear strains 
are separately optimised, all within a local co-rotational framework that extends the element application to 
geometric nonlinear analysis. Several numerical examples, including cases with geometric and material 
nonlinearity, are finally presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the optimised 9-noded shell element in 
relieving the various sources of locking. 
 
Biraja Prasad Mishra and Manoranjan Barik (Department of Civil Engineering, National Institute of 
Technology, Rourkela 769008, Odisha, India), “NURBS-Augmented Finite Element Method for static analysis 
of arbitrary plates”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 232, Article 105869, May 2020,  
 
N. Enoma and A. Zingoni (Structural Engineering and Mechanics Group, Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South Africa), “Analytical formulation and 
numerical modelling for multi-shell toroidal pressure vessels”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 232, Article 
105811, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2017.07.013 
ABSTRACT: Depending on the required solution, this paper presents results for the state of stress and buckling 
of a uniformly pressurized elastic toroidal vessel of four segments. In the first part of the paper, a closed-formed 
stress solution is formulated for the novel shell form, by adopting the membrane solution as the particular 
solution of the Reissner-Meissner general bending-theory equations, and an approximate bending solution is 
used to quantify discontinuity effect at the shell junctions. In the second part of the paper, linearized stability 
equations are formulated and simplified for the segmented toroidal vessel buckling problem. The membrane 
results obtained in the first part is used to predict the pre-buckling state and the stability equations are 
approximately solved for the segments in the middle regions of the toroidal vessel, using the Galerkin’s scheme. 
This leads to an expression for estimating the critical buckling pressures of pressurized isotropic toroids. 
Numerical results from the proposed methods are presented and compared with those from a finite element 
method solution. 
 
Shashank Vadlamani and C.O. Arun (Department of Aerospace Engineering, Indian Institute of Space Science 
and Technology, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala 695547, India), “A stochastic B-spline wavelet on the interval 
finite element method for beams”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 233, Article 106246, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106246 
ABSTRACT: The current paper presents the formulation of stochastic B-spline wavelet on the interval (BSWI) 
based wavelet finite element method (WFEM) for beams wherein, the spatial variation of modulus of elasticity 
is modelled as a homogeneous random field. Stochastic beam element formulations based on both Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory and Timoshenko beam theory are proposed. BSWI scaling functions are used for the 
discretization of the random field and the response statistics are obtained using the perturbation approach. 
Numerical examples are solved and the results from perturbation approach are compared with that obtained 
from Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). A parametric study is also done to understand the effect of different 
coefficient of variation (CV) values and correlation length parameters on the response statistics. The study 
concludes that the proposed BSWI WFEM based perturbation approach for beams produce accurate response 
statistics for values of CV less than 15%. A comparative study is carried out between the results obtained from 



the proposed stochastic WFEM with stochastic finite element method (SFEM) wherein the random field 
discretization is done using Lagrange shape functions. Furthermore, normalized computational times for the 
execution of perturbation approach and MCS based on WFEM are evaluated and compared with those obtained 
for SFEM. 
 
Kyoichi Nakashino, Arne Nordmark and Anders Eriksson, “Geometrically nonlinear isogeometric analysis of a 
partly wrinkled membrane structure”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 239, Article 106302, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106302 
ABSTRACT: An isogeometric membrane element based on the non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) 
model is presented that accounts for membrane wrinkling based on tension-field theory. First, the element is 
validated by means of a benchmark problem involving a partly wrinkled membrane. It is then applied to the 
large deformation of a thin membrane structure using a two-stage procedure that combines dynamic relaxation 
and Newton–Raphson iteration. A simple technique is introduced that takes advantage of the geometrical 
symmetry of an isogeometric analysis model by using a “one-sided” open knot vector to treat the continuity of 
the membrane surface with respect to the symmetry plane. Because NURBS has many suitable features for 
representing complex geometries, it enriches the function space of the membrane element. Consequently, the 
characteristic mechanical responses of membranes, such as deep folding, are captured appropriately by the 
present isogeometric membrane element. In addition, a numerical example demonstrates that the convergence 
rate of the isogeometric membrane analysis with respect to refinement of the discretization is much better when 
tension-field theory is introduced in the analysis. 
 
Gokhan Serhat, Mirmeysam Rafiei Anamagh, Bekir Bediz and Ipek Basdogan, “Dynamic analysis of doubly 
curved composite panels using lamination parameters and spectral-Tchebychev method”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 239, Article 106294, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106294 
ABSTRACT: Efficient modeling and optimization techniques are required to overcome the high design 
complexity and computational costs concerning the engineering of composite structures. In this paper, a 
modeling framework for the dynamic analysis of doubly curved composite panels is developed. Lamination 
parameters are used to characterize the stiffness properties of the laminate, and the responses are calculated 
through the two-dimensional spectral-Tchebychev method. The proposed framework combines the 
computational efficiency advantages of both lamination parameters formulation and spectral-Tchebychev 
method which is extended for dynamic analysis of curved composite laminates. Compared to the finite element 
method, the developed model significantly decreases the computation duration, thereby leading to analysis 
speed-ups up to 40 folds. In the case studies, fundamental frequency contours for the doubly curved composite 
panels are obtained in lamination parameters space for the first time. The results show that, unlike flat or singly 
curved laminates, the maximum frequency design points for doubly curved panels can be inside the feasible 
region of lamination parameters requiring multiple layer angles. The fundamental mode shapes for the 
maximum frequency designs are also computed to investigate the influence of panel curvatures on the vibration 
patterns, which can exhibit mode switching phenomenon. 
 
Yao Chen, Linzi Fan, Yongtao Bai, Jian Feng and Pooya Sareh, “Assigning mountain-valley fold lines of flat-
foldable origami patterns based on graph theory and mixed-integer linear programming”, Computers & 
Structures, Vol. 239, Article 106328, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106328 
ABSTRACT: Traditional origami design is generally based on designers’ artistic intuition and skills, 
mathematical calculations, and experimentations, which can involve challenges for crease patterns with a large 
number of vertices. To develop novel origami structures for engineering applications, systematic and easy-to-
implement approaches capable of generating diverse origami patterns are desired, without requiring extensive 
artistic skills and experience in origami mathematics. Here, we present a computational method for 
automatically assigning mountain-valley fold lines to given geometric configurations of origami structures. This 
method is based upon a geometric-graph-theoretic representation approach combined with a graph-theoretic 
cycle detection algorithm, taking the subgraphs of a given structure as inputs. Then, a mixed-integer linear 
programming (MILP) model is established to find flat-foldable origami patterns under given constraints on the 
local flat-foldability and degree of vertices, leading to the identification of crease lines associated with local 



minimum angles. Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach 
for a range of origami structures with degree-4 or -6 vertices represented by their corresponding subgraphs. 
 
M. Bacciocchi, N. Fantuzzi and A.J.M. Ferreira, “Conforming and nonconforming laminated finite element 
Kirchhoff nanoplates in bending using strain gradient theory”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 239, Article 
106322, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106322 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive numerical finite element implementation of the nonlocal 
strain gradient theory applied to thin laminated composite nanoplates using Kirchhoff theory (known as 
Classical Laminated Plate Theory or CLPT). Hermite interpolation functions are used to approximate 
membrane and bending degrees of freedom according to the conforming and nonconforming approaches. To the 
best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no finite element formulation in the literature able to deal with 
laminated Kirchhoff plates including the strain gradient theory, which allows to consider general stacking 
sequences and boundary conditions. A simple and effective matrix notation is employed to facilitate the 
computer implementation. Benchmarks reported prove the accuracy of the implementation. Novel applications 
are provided for further developments in the subject. 
 
Thuan Ho-Nguyen-Tan and Hyun-Gyu Kim, “A novel scheme for modelling and analysis of spot-welded shell 
structures using interface shell elements”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 239, Article 106340, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106340 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a novel scheme for modelling and analysis of spot-welded shell structures is 
presented by placing local spider-web shell meshes representing the weld nugget region in a global shell mesh. 
Interface shell elements are employed for trimmed shell elements with arbitrary number of nodes created by 
cutting a global shell mesh with the boundaries of local spider-web shell meshes. Transverse shear and 
membrane locking phenomena in interface shell elements are effectively alleviated by introducing assumed 
natural strain fields. Conventional elastic beam elements with six degrees of freedom are used to connect the 
center nodes of local spider-web shell meshes. The present method can construct high-quality shell meshes 
around spot welds without any global remeshing, which makes it very efficient and effective for the analysis of 
spot-welded shell structures. 
 
Tiannan Hu, Xiaohong Ding, Lei Shen and Heng Zhang, “Improved adaptive growth method of stiffeners for 
three-dimensional box structures with respect to natural frequencies”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 239, 
Article 106330, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106330 
ABSTRACT: Adaptive growth method is a structural topology optimization approach based on the growth 
mechanism of natural biological branching systems, and it has been successfully applied for the static 
reinforcement of three-dimensional box structures. However, due to the effect of structural characteristics 
towards natural frequencies, it is difficult for adaptive growth method to effectively grow stiffeners inside three-
dimensional box structures considering dynamic performance. And this paper proposes an improved version of 
adaptive growth method to solve this problem. Firstly, apart from the growth mechanism of natural branching 
systems in the initial adaptive growth method, the morphology of root tips is introduced into the growth process 
of internal stiffeners. The thickness of stiffeners during the optimization can be divided into four different 
zones: initial thickness zone, immediate thickness zone, allowable thickness zone and maturation zone. Then, a 
material interpolation scheme with different thickness zones is introduced to simultaneously penalize the elastic 
modulus and density of material of internal stiffeners according to their thicknesses. By applying this bio-
inspired method, obstacles of the ground structure in dynamic design of stiffeners in three-dimensional box 
structures can be effectively eliminated. And notably, the internal stiffeners can successfully grow from “seed 
lines” and gradually bifurcate or degenerate along the optimal direction to improve the natural frequencies of 
structures with a clear layout pattern. Finally, the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed method are 
illustrated by several numerical examples. 
 
M. Patni, S. Minera, P.M. Weaver and A. Pirrera, “Efficient modelling of beam-like structures with general 
non-prismatic, curved geometry”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 240, Article 106339, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106339 



ABSTRACT: The analysis of three-dimensional (3D) stress states can be complex and computationally 
expensive, especially when large deflections cause a nonlinear structural response. Slender structures are 
conventionally modelled as one-dimensional beams but even these rather simpler analyses can become 
complicated, e.g. for variable cross-sections and planforms (i.e. non-prismatic curved beams). In this paper, we 
present an alternative procedure based on the recently developed Unified Formulation in which the kinematic 
description of a beam builds upon two shape functions, one for the beam’s axis, the other for its cross-section. 
This approach predicts 3D displacement and stress fields accurately and is computationally efficient in 
comparison with 3D finite elements. However, current modelling capabilities are limited to the use of prismatic 
elements. As a means for further applicability, we propose a method to create beam elements with variable 
planform and variable cross-section, i.e. of general shape. This method employs an additional set of shape 
functions which describes the geometry of the structure exactly. These functions are different from those used 
for describing the kinematics and provide local curvilinear basis vectors upon which 3D Jacobian 
transformation matrices are produced to define non-prismatic elements. The model proposed is benchmarked 
against 3D finite element analyses, as well as analytical and experimental results available in the literature. 
Significant computational efficiency gains over 3D finite elements are observed for similar levels of accuracy, 
for both linear and geometrically nonlinear analyses. 
 
Andrea Francesco Russillo and Giuseppe Failla, “On the free vibrations of locally-resonant structures”, 
Computers & Structures, Vol. 241, Article 106356, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106356 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the free-vibration response of structures coupled with periodically-
distributed resonators, generally referred to as locally-resonant structures. The first step is to show that all exact 
natural frequencies can be calculated by a proper formulation of the Wittrick-Williams algorithm, involving a 
condensed dynamic stiffness matrix whose size depends only on the number of degrees of freedom of the 
structure and is independent of the number of degrees of freedom within every resonator. Indeed, the presence 
of resonators is accounted for in the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix via a pertinent frequency-dependent 
stiffness, readily obtainable from the resonator motion equations. Within this framework, a novel procedure is 
proposed to construct the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix of locally-resonant plates, applicable for any 
number of resonators. Numerical applications show the exactness of the proposed formulation. 
 
Wenlong Liu, Gil Ho Yoon, Bing Yi, Hyunggyu Choi and Yue Yang, “Controlling wave propagation in one-
dimensional structures through topology optimization”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 241, Article 106368, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106368 
ABSTRACT: Research on the control of wave propagation has received continuous attention due to its 
potentially rewarding applications in the past decades, and numerous methods have been developed for 
controlling wave propagation in certain materials or structures. Despite previous work has made many 
innovations in controlling wave propagation, they are limited to the research from a band gap perspective. 
Herein, this paper presents a gradient-based multi-functional topology optimization for controlling wave 
propagation in a one-dimensional (1D) structure, which can realize the control of wave propagation from two 
aspects: band gap and wave propagation speed. To illustrate the method, three case studies are investigated to 
obtain the following: (1) increasing the band gap width, (2) controlling the wave propagation at target speed, 
and (3) limiting the propagation of low-frequency waves. By evaluating the results of three case studies, the 
effectiveness of the proposed topology optimization method is demonstrated. More importantly, the control of 
wave propagation in the low-frequency range in Case III lends new insight into the vibration isolation structure 
in engineering applications. 
 
M. Sorrenti, M. Di Sciuva and A. Tessler, “A robust four-node quadrilateral element for laminated composite 
and sandwich plates based on Refined Zigzag Theory”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 242, Article 106369, 1 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106369 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a locking-free four-node element for laminated composite and sandwich 
plates based on Refined Zigzag Theory (RZT). Initially, two RZT-based plate elements are derived using four-
node and eight-node configurations, achieved by way of standard C0 isoparametric shape functions. In addition, 
with a view on improving the modelling of extremely thin plates, an anisoparametric four-node element is 



developed in which the transverse deflection variable is interpolated using quadratic polynomial shape 
functions, whereas the remaining kinematic variables are bilinear. A straightforward transverse-shear edge-
constraint procedure gives rise to a four-node anisoparametric element. A further enhancement is achieved 
using an Element Shear Correction (ESC) factor that is derived from a strain-energy matching procedure. The 
resulting four-node element (ZQ4c) uses full Gauss quadrature, consistent load vector, and mass matrix. 
Furthermore, the ZQ4c stiffness matrix has no spurious zero-energy modes, and the element is extremely robust 
when modelling ultra-thin plates. Several numerical studies are carried out to demonstrate the predictive 
capabilities of the four elements examined in this investigation. It is concluded ZQ4c is a highly accurate 
element over a wide range of material systems and span-to-thickness ratios, and is the best performing element 
of the four elements examined in this study. 
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B. Movahedian, P. Zohravi, S. Mansouri and B. Boroomand, “Wave propagation in two dimensional structures: 
An efficient solution method in time domain using exponential basis functions”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 
243, Article 106375, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106375 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an efficient time domain formulation is proposed for computing time history 
dynamic responses of 2D structures, i.e. various types of trusses and frames. Unlike the methods using 
frequency domain, the proposed method employs the time weighted residual approach to solve the governing 
differential equations of the axial and flexural wave propagation problems, directly in time. Upon choosing the 
time step, the solution procedure begins with expressing the variation of axial and transverse displacement 
components, through the member’s length, as the summations of Fourier exponential basis functions in each 
time step. The unknown coefficients of the next steps are computed by the implementation of recurrent relations 
obtained based on a pre-integration process. The equilibrium and necessary continuity conditions at the 
common nodes/joints of adjacent elements are also fulfilled by introducing an innovative concept utilizing 
source functions. The role of these source functions is to simulate the boundary effects of the axial and flexural 
waves propagating within the structural members, simultaneously. The efficiency of the method is demonstrated 
in the dynamic analysis of some samples of truss and framed structures in terms of accuracy and computational 
time. 
 
Nan Feng, Guodong Zhang and Kapil Khandelwal, “On the performance evaluation of stochastic finite elements 
in linear and nonlinear problems”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 243, Article 106408, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106408 
ABSTRACT: Due to the inherent uncertainties in various systems, deterministic approaches may not be able to 
satisfactorily characterize their response. In such cases, stochastic approaches that can systematically consider 
uncertainties have to be employed. In the past, many stochastic finite element analysis (SFEA) methods have 
been developed for uncertainty quantification (UQ), among which the perturbation methods, intrusive and non-
intrusive polynomial chaos expansion (IPCE/NIPCE) methods and stochastic collocation (SC) methods have 
received considerable attention. However, in mechanics, most of the applications of these methods are confined 
to relatively simple problems, and the applicability and performance of these methods to complex nonlinear 
mechanics problems are not clear. To this end, this study carried out an investigation on the performance of 
different SFEA methods in linear and nonlinear problems. Numerical studies show that the NIPCE and SC 
methods are superior in terms of accuracy among other methods in the linear elastic case. The NIPCE method is 
also used for UQ in stochastic models with plasticity and nonlocal elastoplastic damage. The results 
demonstrate that the stochastic averages can be significantly different from the deterministic results, which 
indicates the necessity of considering UQ for improving response predictions. 
 
Alexandros Tsipianitis and Yiannis Tsompanakis, “Optimizing the seismic response of base-isolated liquid 
storage tanks using swarm intelligence algorithms”, Computers & Structures, Vol. 243, Article 106407, 15 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2020.106407 
ABSTRACT: Large-scale liquid storage tanks are used worldwide for storing water, chemicals and fuels, such 
as liquefied natural gas (LNG) and oil. Any major damage due to man-made or natural hazards, such as 
earthquakes, to these critical infrastructures would cause serious socio-economical losses and devastating 
environmental consequences. Moreover, they should remain functional even after a severe earthquake to 
support restoration actions, thus, their robust and optimal seismic design is deemed necessary. For this reason, 
base isolation is generally considered as a highly efficient technique for their seismic protection. Elastomeric 
bearings, such as lead-rubber bearings (LRB), high damping rubber bearings (HDRB) and friction bearings: 
single friction pendulum bearings (SFPB), double friction pendulum bearings (DFPB) and triple friction 
pendulum bearings (TFPB) have been used. In this work, the focus is given on the sizing optimization of the 



main parameters of SFPB and TFPB isolators. For this reason, efficient swarm intelligence optimization 
algorithms are used to derive optimal friction coefficient and radius of curvature values that enhance the 
dynamic performance of a base-isolated liquid storage tank. The main objective of the proposed formulation is 
to minimize the accelerations transmitted to the superstructure, while constraints related to damping and 
vibration period of the system are imposed. 
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Philip Harrison, Marcos Fernandez Alvarez and Drew Anderson, “Towards comprehensive characterization and 
modeling of the forming and wrinkling mechanics of engineering fabrics”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 154, pp 2-18, 1 December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2016.11.008 
ABSTRACT: Through a combination of direct measurement and inverse modelling, a route to characterising 
the main mechanical forming properties of engineering fabric is demonstrated. The process involves just two 
experimental tests, a cantilever bending test and a modified version of the uniaxial bias extension test. The 
mechanical forming properties of a twill weave carbon fabric have been determined, including estimates of the 
in-plane bending stiffness and the torsional stiffness of the sheared fabric. As a result of measuring and 
incorporating all the main mechanical properties of the fabric in forming simulations (tensile, shear, out-of-
plane bending, in-plane bending & torsion), the specimen size-dependent shear kinematics and wrinkling 
response measured in experiments, is faithfully reproduced in simulations of the uniaxial bias extension (UBE) 
test. 
 
E. Bosco, R.H.J. Peerlings, B.A.G. Lomans, C.G. van der Sman and M.G.D. Geers, “On the role of moisture in 
triggering out-of-plane displacement in paper: From the network level to the macroscopic scale”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 154, pp 66-77, 1 December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2017.04.005 
ABSTRACT: The response of paper to humidity variations is a complex, inherently multi-scale problem. The 
hygroscopic swelling of individual fibres and their interactions within the fibrous network govern the 
macroscopic, sheet-level response. At this scale, moisture induced instabilities and out-of-plane deformations 
may occur, which are critical for a number of industrial applications. This work specifically focuses on several 
aspects of this important issue. A macroscopic phenomenological hygro-mechanical model is first proposed, 
which aims at predicting moisture induced out-of-plane deformations in paper sheets. The constitutive model is 
based on the relation between these deformations and typical irreversible phenomena associated to the history 
of paper manufacturing, i.e. the release of dried-in strains. The model is used to describe bending induced by 
moisture gradients through the thickness of the sheet as well as buckling due to moisture variation in the 
presence of mechanical constraints. The results of the model show that the anisotropic sheet-level hygro-
expansion has a strong influence on the instability phenomena. Moreover, a comparison with experiments 
provides adequate semi-quantitative estimates. An additional step is made towards the multi-scale 
understanding of paper hygro-mechanics. The fundamental physical mechanisms governing the macroscopic 
moisture induced response are investigated on the basis of the underlying fibrous network. To this aim, a meso-
structural model is developed which consists of a network of fibres randomly positioned in a planar region 
according to an orientation probability density function. A series of network simulations reveals that upon 
moisture content variations the expansion of the inter-fibre bonding regions essentially drives the overall 
deformation. Particularly in the case of anisotropic fibre orientation, this explains the origin of the macro-scale 
anisotropic hygro-expansion, which is essential for the observed sheet-level instability phenomena. 
 
Adam J. Thompson, Bassam El Said, Dmitry Ivanov, Jonathan P.-H. Belnoue and Stephen R. Hallett, “High 
fidelity modeling of the compression behaviour of 2D woven fabrics”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 154, pp 104-113, 1 December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2017.06.027 



ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a new method for predicting the compression behaviour of 2D woven fabrics 
during the consolidation phase of Liquid Composite Moulding processes. A kinematic, multi-chain beam finite 
element method is first used to simulate the evolution of the internal architecture of a 2D woven fabric during 
single and multi-layer compaction processes. A hyper-elastic constitutive model, based on the compressive 
response of a single yarn, is then proposed and implemented into a finite element framework for analysis of the 
mechanical loading of the dry fabric. This utilises as-woven fabric geometries generated by the kinematic 
models, thus enabling predictions to be independent of detailed geometric and mechanical characterisation of 
physical fabric specimens. The model's ability to predict both the kinematic and mechanical response of the 
fabric, under compressive loads, is assessed by comparing the model outputs with X-ray Computed 
Tomography (CT) scans and the experimentally measured compaction response. 
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John-Eric Dufour, Emilie Gonnet, Sebastien Grau and Francois Hild, “On the analysis of canvas wrinkling via 
isogeometric sterocorrelation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 154, pp 114-123, 1 
December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2017.06.037 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling is to be avoided in the restoration of works on canvas. In the worst cases, it may lead 
to paint cracking. Visual rendering of the paint may also change because of such mechanism. It is proposed to 
measure wrinkling under various conditions of contrast and loading via isogeometric stereocorrelation. This 
method allows low contrasted paints to be analyzed in addition to very large deformations that occur in punch 
tests on canvas. 
 
Solver I. Thorsson, Anthony M. Waas and Mostafa Rassaian, “Low-velocity impact predictions of composite 
laminates using a continuum shell based modeling approach Part A: Impact study”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 155, pp 185-200, 15 December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.07.020 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a shell based finite element (FE) model for predicting the impact response 
and dominant failure mechanisms of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites subject to low-velocity impact. 
The model utilizes Enhanced Schapery Theory (EST) for capturing the matrix non-linearity due to micro 
cracking as well as macroscopic intra-lamina failure, that is, matrix cracking and fiber rupture in the 1–2 failure 
plane of a lamina. Discrete cohesive elements (DCZM) are utilized for capturing the inter-lamina failure 
initiation and propagation. The intra- and inter-lamina damage and failure models are implemented as user 
subroutines in the commercial finite element solver, ABAQUS Explicit. The model is compared against low-
velocity impact experimental data. High fidelity non-destructive inspection (NDI) methods are used to quantify 
the impact damage for a detailed comparison to the model predictions. The modeling technique shows excellent 
agreement with experimental results, both for impact response and damage evolution. 
 
Solver I. Thorsson, Anthony M. Waas and Mostafa Rassaian, “Low-velocity impact predictions of composite 
laminates using a continuum shell based modeling approach Part B: BVID impact and compression after 
impact”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 155, pp 201-212, 15 December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.07.018 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a continuum shell based finite element (FE) model is introduced to predict the 
impact and compressive strength after impact (CSAI) response of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite 
(FRPC) laminates of various traditional and non-traditional layup orientations. The FE model predicts the 
impact damage in the laminate. The impact results are then directly used to predict the CSAI of the structure. 
The model uses in-plane progressive damage and failure modeling coupled with discrete cohesive elements to 
capture the necessary failure mechanisms. Enhanced Schapery Theory captures the non-linearity due to matrix 
micro cracking as well as macro intra-lamina matrix cracking and fiber failure. Discrete cohesive elements are 
implemented to capture the inter-lamina failure initiation and propagation (delaminations). The numerical 
predictions are compared against impact and CSAI experimental data for composite laminates of various 
layups. A high quality post-impact inspection using ultrasound and micro-computed tomography (microCT) 
scanning was utilized for detailed comparison between model results and experiments. The modeling technique 
was seen to be highly capable of predicting the impact response and CSAI of multiple different stacking 
sequences using a general mesh. 
 
Yue Guan, Lawrence N. Virgin and Daniel Helm, “Structural behavior of shallow geodesic lattice domes”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 155, pp 225-239, 15 December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.07.022 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes experiments and analysis of the complete post-buckling behavior of shallow 
geodesic lattice domes. Although individual members are straight, their geometric arrangement approximates a 
curved surface and typical behavior is highly nonlinear, including the possibility of sudden jumps in which 



there may be multiple discontinuous pops from one equilibrium configuration to another. A number of shallow 
domes were produced using a 3D printer and tested using a load cell and proximity laser sensor. In contrast to 
most previous studies, rather than pinned or semi-rigid joints, the lattices studied here incorporate moment-
transmitting joints and clamped boundary conditions at the perimeter. Thus, flexure is the dominant mode of 
deformation under lateral loading and coupled instability behaviors are possible in practice. The complete load-
displacement relationship and multiple equilibrium configurations are exhibited both in experiment and in 
simulation. The experimental data shows a close correlation with nonlinear finite element analysis using path-
following techniques. A typical member (coupled) buckling behavior and its influence on the critical load are 
presented. Conclusions are drawn with respect to symmetry and geometric sensitivity. 
 
Alexander Yu. Evkin and Olga V. Lykhachova, “Design buckling pressure for thin spherical shells: 
Development and validation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 156-157, pp 61-72, January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.06.035 
ABSTRACT: The suggested before energy barrier criterion for design buckling pressure is extended to the case 
of clamped shallow spherical caps. It is developed for shells with geometrical imperfections and a new adjusted 
formula is obtained for design buckling load of imperfect structures. The method is applied to shells with 
elastic-perfectly plastic material. It is validated by experimental data and proved by numerical analysis based on 
finite element method. Calculation results were obtained and analysed for different values of shell geometrical 
parameter. A simple formula for design buckling pressure is suggested and validated. 
 
Stefan Sorohan, Dan Mihai Constantinescu, Marin Sandu and Adriana Georgeta Sandu, “In-plane 
homogenization of commercial hexagonal honeycombs considering the cell wall curvature and adhesive layer 
influence”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 156-157, pp 61-72, January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.08.007 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper a general parameterization of a periodic hexagonal honeycomb with double 
vertical walls (commercial honeycomb) is proposed and a new analytic model is established. More attention is 
paid to account for the radius of curvature of the inclined walls, the adhesive layer thickness, and adhesive fillet 
at nodes. Then, neglecting the skin effect, in plane elastic constants is obtained analytically using the beam 
theory. The deformation mechanisms of the honeycomb cells include flexure, stretching, shearing and hinging. 
The mechanism of hinging is included through small fictitious beams in order to balance the local effects which 
cannot be captured using the beam theory. Hinging can be neglected when the thickness of these beams 
becomes infinite or optimally chosen by a proper thickness as to minimize the cumulative errors of the 
analytical assumptions. The new analytic model presented in this paper can be particularized to the extended 
Balawi and Abot model if some parameters are adequately modified. The finite element modeling of a 
representative volume element is used for model calibration and validation considering different relative 
densities of real honeycombs. The numerical results obtained as a reference for the effective elastic constants 
are discussed by comparing them to the ones given by the analytic model; its advantages and pitfalls are 
discussed and explained through a case study and some sensitivity analyses. Numerical simulations are also 
done in order to establish the distribution of the stresses in cell walls and nodes to confirm the hypotheses used 
for determining the analytical relations and to explain some limits of the analytic model. The results provide 
new insights into understanding the mechanics of honeycombs and facilitate the design of new types of cellular 
materials, including composite hexagonal cell cores. 
 
Jerome Colin and Maria A. Holland, “Layer wrinkling in an inhomogeneous matrix”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vols. 156-157, pp 119-125, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.08.004 
ABSTRACT: Instabilities of bilayered systems with a thin layer on top of a thick substrate have been 
extensively studied throughout the past decade; yet, the general instability of a thin layer embedded in a matrix 
with different stiffnesses above and below the layer remains underinvestigated. Here, we characterize the shape 
instability of a layer embedded in an inhomogeneous matrix of infinite size using linear stability analysis. The 
layer and the matrix above and below it are composed of three different incompressible neo-Hookean materials 
subjected to unidirectional plane strain compression. We characterize the critical strain beyond which wrinkling 
occurs for varying shear moduli of the three materials. For the special case of a homogeneous matrix, a study of 
the serpentine and pinched modes of wrinkling reveals that serpentine wrinkling is associated with a selected 



wavelength if the layer is stiffer than the matrix, whereas no finite wavelength is found in the linear regime for 
the pinched mode. 
 
Alberto Milazzo, Ivano Benedetti and Vencenzo Gulizzi (Department of Civil, Environmental, Aerospace 
Materials Engineering, University of Palermo, Viale delle Scienze, Edificio 8, Palermo 90128, Italy), “A single-
domain Ritz approach for buckling and post-buckling analysis of cracked plates”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 159, pp 221-231, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.10.002 
ABSTRACT: A Ritz approach for the analysis of buckling and post-buckling of plates with through-the-
thickness cracks is presented. The plate behavior is described by the first order shear deformation theory and 
von Karman’s geometric nonlinearity. The admissible functions used in the displacements approximation are 
series of regular orthogonal polynomial supplemented with special functions able to decribe the dicontinuity 
across the crack and the singularity at the crack tips; boundary functions are used to fullfill the homogeneous 
essential boundary conditions. Convergence studies and analysis results are presented for buckling and post-
buckling of plates with a central through-the-thickness crack evidencing differences in the structural response 
between pre- and post-buckling regimes, which can substantially affect the plate residual strength. The 
performed analyses show the efficiency and potential of the method, which provides accurate results in 
conjunction with a reduced number of degrees of freedom and simplified data preparation. 
 
K.E. N’souglo, J.A. Rodriguez-Martinez, A. Vaz-Romero and O. Cazacu (Department of Continuum Mechanics 
and Structural Analysis. University Carlos III of Madrid. Avda. de la Universidad, 30. 28911 Leganés, Madrid, 
Spain), “The combined effect of plastic orthotropy and tension-compression asymmetry on the development of 
necking instabilities in flat tensile specimens subjected to dynamic loading”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 159, pp 272-288, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.10.006 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we study, using finite element simulations, the combined effect of plastic orthotropy 
and tension-compression asymmmetry on the formation of necking instabilities in high-purity α-titanium flat 
tensile specimens subjected to dynamic loading under a wide range of impact velocities. To this end, the 
material behaviour is described using the constitutive model developed by Nixon et al. (2010a), which accounts 
for these specific features of the plastic response of hexagonal-close-packed materials. While numerical studies 
have shown the effect of material properties and loading conditions on the formation and development of 
necking instabilities in dynamically loaded tensile specimens, none of them, to the best of our knowledge, has 
considered the plastic orthotropy and tension-compression asymmmetry of the material. The finite element 
simulations show that the orientation of the specimen with respect to the in-plane symmetry axes of the material 
plays a key role in the location and characteristics of the neck(s) formed in the sample. Moreover, the results 
indicate that only for three specimen orientations the main neck formed in the sample contains two localization 
bands, equally inclined with respect to the specimen axis, which grow at equal speed. For all other orientations, 
the localization bands have different inclinations, and one grows faster than the other one. 
 
Xianhong Meng, Bowen Zhang, Hao Li, Fengwei Li, Zhao Kang, Ming Li and Yuli Chen, “A theoretical 
analysis on self-collapsing of nanotubes”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 160, pp 51-58, 15 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.10.016 
ABSTRACT: Nanotubes are easy to collapse due to van der Waals interactions and the low bending stiffness of 
their walls. The collapse may significantly alter the mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties of nanotubes, 
which can lead to many exciting applications of nanotubes in nanoelectronics and nanocomposites. In this 
paper, a theoretical model based on finite deformation beam theory is established to analyze the collapsing of 
single- and multi-wall nanotubes. Using this model, the critical diameters and the profile of collapsed nanotubes 
are predicted, which agree well with those obtained by molecular dynamics simulations. Furthermore, a simple 
scaling law of the critical collapse conditions of carbon nanotubes is built as a function of geometrical 
parameters, which can determine whether the carbon nanotube collapse. This scaling law can be easily extended 
to determine the collapsing state of other nanotube systems with different bending stiffness and binding energy. 
 



Honglei Zhou, Weiyang Qin, Qingmin Yu, Furong Chen, Xudong Yu, Huanyu Cheng and Huaping Wu, 
“Controlled buckling and postbuckling behaviors of thin film devices suspended on an elastomeric substrate 
with trapezoidal surface relief structures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 160, pp 96-102, 
15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.10.018 
ABSTRACT: The wavy structure is a simple, practical, and promising structural design scheme widely used in 
the field of flexible and stretchable electronics. In the development of the strategies to enable stretchable 
characteristics in the device, buckling of thin film devices suspended on an elastomeric substrate with surface 
relief structures provides an alternative tactic for applications that require both high areal coverage and large 
stretchability without compromising electric performance (e.g., flexible photovoltaics, batteries, 
supercapacitors, etc.). In this study, we utilize the energy method to reveal the mechanical mechanisms of 
controlled buckling and postbuckling behaviors of the stiff thin film devices suspended on the elastomeric 
substrate with trapezoidal surface relief structures. Both two- and three-dimensional models are explored to 
simulate the buckling behaviors of the thin film devices in the finite element analysis (FEA). Theoretical 
predictions of the buckling profile and the maximum strain in the thin film devices are compared reasonably 
well with those obtained from the FEA. The influences of thin film width and the contact width (between the 
thin film and the structured substrate) on the amplitude and the maximum strain of the buckled thin film devices 
are discussed. Results show that the amplitude of the buckled thin film device decreases as the contact width 
increases, whereas the maximum strain in the buckled thin film devices increases with the increasing contact 
width. The elastic stretchability of the buckled film/substrate system is also discussed. The validated analytic 
tool provides a powerful basis for further experimental designs. 
 
M. Mikilyan and P. Marzocca, “Dynamic instability of electroconductive cylindrical shell in a magnetic field”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 160, pp 168-176, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.10.022 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic instability of electroconductive cylindrical shells interacting with an external 
magnetic fields is considered in the paper. Two cases of applied external dynamic loads are discussed, namely 
(i) a harmonic mechanical force, and (ii) a harmonic magnetic field force. Analytical descriptions of the two-
dimensional equations and associate conditions of dynamic instability are presented. On the basis of the 
formulated problems, specific issues related to the dynamic instability of electroconductive cylindrical shells in 
a magnetic field are offered. The study illustrated the effect of magnetoelastic interaction. Specifically it is 
shown that there exist a minimum value of the given magnetic field intensity, above which the parametric 
resonance due to external harmonic force is eliminated; furthermore, in a presence of time-harmonic magnetic 
field the parametric resonance with a resonance frequency can be generated not only near the first frequency of 
the external magnetic field (which is equal to the natural frequency of vibrations), but near the double frequency 
of natural vibrations. When the forced vibrations of conductive shells caused by external forces of non-
electromagnetic origin is considered, including the effect of a time-harmonic magnetic field, resonance can 
occur in the presence of a non-stationary harmonic magnetic field. Results reveal that the rapid increase of the 
amplitude of vibrations occurs when the frequency of the external magnetic field is in close proximity to the 
first natural frequency of the magnetoelastic vibrations of the plate, as well as when the frequency of the 
magnetic field, is equal to half of the shell natural frequency. 
 
Yingchao Zhang, Fengle Wang, Yinji Ma and Xue Feng (AML, Department of Engineering Mechanics and 
Center for Flexible Electronics Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China), “Buckling 
configurations of stiff thin films tuned by micro-patterns on soft substrate”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 161, pp 55-63, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.11.004 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling and buckling of stiff film/soft substrate system has great potential applications in many 
areas, especially in stretchable electronics. Inspired by the micro-patterns to tune the interfacial adhesion 
strength, a novel way to tune three buckling configurations (i.e., wrinkling, upward and downward buckling) by 
using the micro-patterns on the soft substrate was found experimentally. The established governing equations to 
distinguish the three buckling configurations are consistent with the experimental observations. Results show 
that the geometries of the micro-patterns, the material properties and the interfacial adhesion between the stiff 
film and the micro-patterned soft substrate can tremendously influence the final buckling configurations. The 
proposed analytical governing equations can not only clarify the mechanism of the micro-patterns on the tuning 
of different buckling configurations, but also be used to design the buckling configurations as desired. 



 
Qun Huang, Zengtao Kuang, Heng Hu and Michel Potier-Ferry (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, 
Wuhan University, 8 South Road of East Lake,Wuchang, Wuhan 430072, PR China), “Multiscale analysis of 
membrane instability by using the Arlequin method”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 162, 
pp 60-75, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.11.023 
ABSTRACT: This work aims at developing a multiscale model by combining the Fourier-related double scale 
analysis and the bridging domain method to study membrane instabilities. Towards this end, a Fourier reduced 
membrane model is firstly established based on the Föppl-Von Karman plate equations, where the initial 
unknowns are expanded into Fourier series and replaced by their Fourier coefficients. As the latter varies much 
more slowly than the initial functions, the computational efficiency of the reduced model is significantly 
improved. However, the boundary effects could not be accurately captured because the prescription of boundary 
conditions is always questionable in any reduced models. Thus, there is a need to develop a multiscale model, 
where the full shell model is used near boundaries to capture the local effects, and the Fourier reduced model is 
used in the rest to reduce the computational cost. These two models are then bridged by the Arlequin method, 
which permits to couple different mechanical models by Lagrange multipliers. Finally, the proposed multiscale 
model is implemented into ABAQUS as the user element (UEL) to extend its applicability for more complex 
membrane instabilities. Numerical results show that this multiscale model is able to simulate the membrane 
instabilities with high efficiency and accuracy. 
 
Yunyao Jiang, Bodhi Rudra, Jongmin Shim and Yaning Li (First author is from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of New Hampshire, United States of America), “Limiting strain for auxeticity under 
large compressive deformation: Chiral vs. re-entrant cellular solids”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 162, pp 87-95, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.11.035 
ABSTRACT: Under compression, auxetic open cell cellular solids may lose auxeticity due to instability and/or 
self-contact between the ribs. This study explores the limiting strains for preserving auxetic effects for auxetic 
open cell materials of two different cellular structures: re-entrant honeycomb and the ‘missing-rib’ type chiral 
cellular solids. Experiments of the 3D printed specimens, periodicity analysis, and ellipticity analysis showed 
that, under compressive loads, the auxetic effects and the limiting compressive strain for auxeticity are mutually 
exclusive. In other words, the limiting compressive strain has to be reduced if larger auxetic effect is desired, 
vice versa. It was found that compared with re-entrant honeycombs, due to chirality-induced rotation, the chiral 
cellular solids can preserve auxetic effects under much larger compressive strain (>−10–30%). 
 
Lishuai Jin, Yang Liu and Zongxi Cai (Department of Mechanics, Tianjin University, Tianjin, 300350, China), 
“Post-buckling analysis on growing tubular tissues: A semi-analytical approach and imperfection sensitivity”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 162, pp 121-134, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.11.031 
ABSTRACT: Deriving the amplitude equation for a buckling mode is an important issue in non-linear 
elasticity. Focusing on pattern formations in growing tubular tissues, many existing literature often adopted the 
numerical methods. In this paper, we propose a semi-analytical approach for the bilayer tubular structures under 
growth to derive the amplitude equation of a single wrinkling mode, from which a transition between 
supercritical and subcritical bifurcations can be determined. In the framework of finite elasticity, a weakly non-
linear analysis is carried out and the amplitude equation is deduced by the virtual work method. A semi-
analytical solution is obtained, with an analytical expression whose exact coefficients are determined 
numerically. Then a parametric study is carried out by use of the semi-analytical solution. When the total 
growth factor is prescribed, the critical mode number governs the amplitude, and a lower mode corresponds to a 
higher amplitude. When the incremental growth factor after bifurcation is fixed, it turns out that the dependence 
of the amplitude on the modulus ratio is non-monotonic if the thicknesses of the two layers are specified. For a 
given geometry, when the modulus ratio ξ>5, the wrinkled amplitude is mainly dominated by the critical mode 
number, and a smaller critical mode number deepens the wrinkle. However, the amplitude is a decreasing 
function of ξ when ξ < 5. The obtained analytical solutions are also validated by the corresponding numerical 
solutions based on the finite element method. The proposed semi-analytical approach is applicable for most 
variable coefficient problems arising from cylindrical and spherical structures. 
 



Hazem Madah and Oded Amir (Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Technion – Israel Institute of 
Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel), “Concurrent structural optimization of buckling-resistant trusses and their 
initial imperfections”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 162, pp 244-258, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.12.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new approach for truss optimization against buckling that incorporates both 
the structural design and the imposed initial imperfections. Euler buckling of slender members, global buckling 
and stability of sequences of bars are all considered by optimizing the geometric nonlinear response, instead of 
by imposing a large number of constraints. The proposed optimization problem formulation consists of two 
alternating steps: (1) Shape optimization that aims to find the worst-case imperfection shape of the joints’ 
positions; (2) Sizing-topology optimization that aims to find the minimum volume of a buckling-resistant 
structure with the given optimized imperfection. Sensitivity analysis for the two optimization phases follows the 
adjoint method and solutions are obtained using first-order sequential approximate methods. It is shown that 
optimizing the imperfection shape stabilizes the convergence as acute instantaneous buckling is avoided. 
Several numerical examples demonstrate the capability of the proposed formulation to generate buckling-
resistant designs with robustness against imperfections. 
 
Alessandro Cazzolli and Francesco Dal Corso (DICAM, University of Trento, via Mesiano 77, Trento, I-38123, 
Italy), “Snapping of elastic strips with controlled ends”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 162, 
pp 285-303, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.12.005 
ABSTRACT: Snapping mechanisms are investigated for an elastic strip with ends imposed to move and rotate 
in time. Attacking the problem analytically via Euler’s elastica and the second variation of the total potential 
energy, the number of stable equilibrium configurations is disclosed by varying the kinematics of the strip ends. 
This result leads to the definition of a ‘universal snap surface’, collecting the sets of critical boundary conditions 
for which the system snaps. The elastic energy release at snapping is also investigated, providing useful insights 
for the optimization of impulsive motion. The theoretical predictions are finally validated through comparisons 
with experimental results and finite element simulations, both fully confirming the reliability of the introduced 
universal surface. The presented analysis may find applications in a wide range of technological fields, as for 
instance energy harvesting and jumping robots. 
 
A.W. Ruggerini, A. Madeo, R. Goncalves, D. Camotim, F. Ubertini and S. de Miranda (Primarily from 
DICAM, University of Bologna, Italy), “GBT post-buckling analysis based on the implicit corotational 
method”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 163, pp 40-60, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.12.011 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the post-buckling analysis of thin-walled beams by using the Generalized Beam 
Theory (GBT) is presented. To this purpose, a geometrically nonlinear GBT finite element is developed by 
exploiting the features of mixed-stress GBT finite element formulation in the framework of the Implicit 
Corotational Method (ICM). The application of the ICM to GBT is briefly discussed and the details necessary to 
successfully transform the linear GBT finite element in its nonlinear counterpart are illustrated. The numerical 
results show how the proposed finite element can deal with global and distortional geometrically nonlinear 
phenomena, in good accordance with respect to 3D shell models. 
 
Yonggang Zheng, Jianhua Wang, Hongfei Ye, Yin Liu and Hongwu Zhang (International Research Center for 
Computational Mechanics, State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department 
of Engineering Mechanics, Faculty of Vehicle Engineering and Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, 
Dalian 116024, PR China), “A solid-shell based finite element model for thin-walled soft structures with a 
growing mass”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 163, pp 87-101, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2018.12.024 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a solid-shell based nonlinear finite element model for the numerical analysis 
of the growth of thin-walled soft structures. A multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor 
is employed to describe the total shape change induced by the mass growth and the elastic deformation. Then a 
solid-shell model with only displacement degree of freedom is developed and the shell kinematics of 
deformation considering the growth effect are constructed. The enhanced assumed strain and assumed natural 
strain methods are employed in the finite element algorithm, so that numerical difficulties arising from the 
Poisson-thickness locking, volumetric locking and shearing locking phenomena can be avoided. In the finite 



element formula, an additional term related to the growth in the tangent modulus emerges and an equivalent 
body force that acts as an additional driving force for the deformation of the materials from the numerical aspect 
arises. Several representative two- and three-dimensional examples with in-plane and volumetric growth modes 
are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed model. The model is also proved to be 
a versatile tool for the modeling of many fascinating growth-induced shape changes and actuating behaviors 
observed in nature and engineering. 
 
Bo Wang, Kaifan Du, Peng Hao, Kuo Tian, Yuh J. Chao, Liangliang Jiang, Shanshan Xu and Xi Zhang 
(Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of 
Engineering Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116023, China), “Experimental validation of 
cylindrical shells under axial compression for improved knockdown factors”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 164, pp 37-51, 1 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.01.001 
ABSTRACT: For cylindrical shells under axial compression, the essence of initial geometric imperfections is 
the superposition of local out-of-plane deformations of various forms, which may facilitate the development of 
buckling deformations, thus leading to a significant knockdown of the load-carrying capacity. It is very 
challenging for existing methods to provide an accurate prediction of the lower bound on a load-carrying 
capacity before the structure is fabricated. Therefore, it is crucial to find a type of assumed imperfection that 
will allow us to approximate lower bounds for shells in the design stage. Five 1-m-diameter unstiffened shells, 
termed W1-W5, are designed, analysed and tested. The measured imperfection approach, single-perturbation 
load approach (SPLA), worst multiple-perturbation load approach (WMPLA), and a Combined Approach for 
measured imperfections and superimposed radial point load imperfections are compared with test results. The 
results show that the SPLA-based methods produce higher KDFs than the test results and are sensitive to the 
distribution of the measured imperfections. In contrast, the KDFs predicted by the WMPLA and the Combined 
Approach are similar to one another and very close to the test results. From the comparison results, it can 
preliminarily be concluded that the WMPLA is able to envelop the small- and large-amplitude measured 
imperfections, which has the potential to predict a rational lower bound on the buckling loads of unstiffened 
cylindrical shells. The WMPLA should be extended to the design of other types of thin-walled structures with 
caution, because the manufacturing signature may be distinctly changed for different processes, and the 
buckling tests of other types of structures would be carried out in future study. 
 
Yewang Su, Hongyu Zhao, Siyi Liu, Rui Li, Youhua Wang, Yezhou Wang, Jing Bian and YongAn Huang 
(First author is from: State Key Laboratory of Nonlinear Mechanics, Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China), “Buckling of beams with finite prebuckling deformation”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 165, pp 148-159, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.01.027 
ABSTRACT: The prebuckling deformation of structures is usually very small in conventional concepts, and is 
always neglected in the conventional buckling theory (CBT) and numerical method (CNM). In this paper, we 
find a class of structures from the emerging field of stretchable electronics, of which the prebuckling 
deformation becomes large and essential for determining the critical buckling load. Although great progress has 
been made for the buckling theory in the past hundred years, it is still challenging to analyze the buckling 
problems with finite prebuckling deformation (FPD buckling) straightforwardly. Here, the experimental stretch 
of a series of serpentine interconnects was firstly conducted as a representative example to show the FPD 
buckling behaviors and inapplicability of the CBT and CNM. The CNM can yield a huge error of 50% on the 
critical buckling load for the case with thickness-to-width ratio of the cross section h/b = 0.6. Most importantly, 
a systematic and straightforward theory (FPD buckling theory) is developed to analyze the FPD buckling 
behaviors of beams with the coupling of bending, twist and stretch/compression. As a comparison, various 
theoretical and numerical methods are applied to three classic problems, including lateral buckling of a three-
point-bending beam, lateral buckling of a pure bending beam and Euler buckling. Our FPD buckling theory for 
beams is able to give a good prediction, while the CBT (by Timoshenko et al.) and CNM (by commercial 
program packages) yield unacceptable results (with 70% error for a three-point-bending beam with h/b = 0.8, for 
example). Discussion on the FPD buckling of bulk structures is deferred to a following paper. 
 



A. Arbind, J.N. Reddy and A.R. Srinivasa (Advanced Computational Mechanics Laboratory Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-3123, USA), “A nonlinear 1-D 
finite element analysis of rods/tubes made of incompressible neo-Hookean materials using higher-order theory”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 166, pp 1-21, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.01.023 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a general higher-order 1-D theory and its finite element model are presented to 
analyze the large deformation of thin or thick curved rods or pipes like 3-D structure, which have a space curve 
as their central axis. The material of these structures is assumed to be that of an incompressible neo-Hookean 
solid. The displacement field of the cross-section perpendicular to the reference curve is approximated by a 
rather general approximation function in the polar coordinate system in the cross-sectional plane. The governing 
equation for the presented theory is obtained in terms of the displacement variables referred to the general 
curvilinear cylindrical coordinate system. The incompressibility condition is included either by the Lagrange 
multiplier method or the penalty method through the weak-form finite element model. Several numerical 
examples are presented to illustrate the application of the theory and its finite element model to analyze curved 
pipes or other tubular shell structures. The numerical results have been compared with the exact solution (where 
possible) and numerical solutions obtained with shell finite elements or 3D finite elements of the same 
problems. The present results are remarkably close to those obtained with the 3-D or shell finite elements, while 
requiring substantially less computational time. 
 
Jixuan Gong, Lonny Thompson and Gang Li (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Clemson University, 
Clemson, SC 29634-0921, United States), “On the local and non-local plate models of single layer graphene”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 166, pp 57-67, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.01.036 
ABSTRACT: In the application of continuum plate theories for modeling the mechanics of single layer 
graphene, significant inconsistencies exist in the literature on how to deal with the discrepancy between the 
continuum assumptions and discrete nature of the graphene lattice, whether using the classical plate theories or 
the more recent non-local elasticity based plate models. Physically vague properties such as graphene thickness 
and non-local parameter are often used as fitting parameters for calibrating the numerical results against those 
obtained from atomistic models or experimental data. However, very often a set of parameters that work well 
for a particular case can lead to large errors in other cases. This work attempts to answer the following question: 
can the mechanical behavior of single layer graphene sheets be described accurately and consistently using a 
continuum plate model? By using the results from atomic lattice mechanics calculations as reference for error 
analysis, we demonstrate that, when the sources of error in the classical plate model are properly identified, 
mechanics of single layer graphene can be accurately described by a modified non-local plate model with an 
interatomic potential based constitutive relation and a corrected boundary configuration. 
 
John E. Sader, Melanie Delapierre and Sergio Pellegrino (First author is from: ARC Centre of Excellence in 
Exciton Science, School of Mathematics and Statistics, The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Australia), 
“Shear-induced buckling of a thin elastic disk undergoing spin-up”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 166, pp 75-82, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.01.038 
ABSTRACT: The stability of a spinning thin elastic disk has been widely studied due to its central importance 
in engineering. While the plastic deformation and failure of an annular disk mounted on a rigid and accelerating 
circular shaft are well understood, shear-induced elastic buckling of the disk due to this ‘spin-up’ is yet to be 
reported. Here, we calculate this buckling behavior within the framework of the Föppl–von Kármán equations 
and give numerical results as a function of the disk’s aspect ratio (inner-to-outer radius) and Poisson’s ratio. 
This shows that shear-induced elastic buckling can dominate plastic failure in many cases of practical interest. 
When combined with existing theory for plastic failure, the results of the present study provide foundation 
results for a multitude of applications including the characterization of accelerating compact disks and 
deployment of space sails by centrifugal forces. 
 
G. Chatzopoulou, G.C. Sarvanis, S.A. Karamanos, E. Mecozzi and O. Hilgert (Primarily from: Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Thessaly, Volos, Greece), “The effect of spiral cold-bending 
manufacturing process on pipeline mechanical behavior”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 
166, pp 167-182, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.02.017 



ABSTRACT: Large-diameter steel pipes, fabricated through the spiral-welding manufacturing process, are 
extensively used in onshore pipelines for the transmission of energy (hydrocarbon) and water resources. 
However, their use in demanding applications, such as geohazard areas or in offshore applications has been very 
limited. Safeguarding the structural integrity in such areas of those pipes requires an efficient strain-based 
design framework. Bending deformation capacity in the presence of internal pressure is the major loading case 
under geohazard actions, whereas external pressure capacity governs the mechanical design in moderate-deep 
offshore applications. To predict accurately the structural performance of spiral-welded pipes, the cold-bending 
manufacturing process should be taken into account. In the present paper, numerical models are developed 
simulating both the cold-bending process (decoiling and spiral bending) and the structural response of the pipe 
subjected to the loading conditions under consideration. The numerical modes have been verified against 
experimental results of spiral pipes conducted in the framework of a European research project. A parametric 
analysis is also conducted to examine the effect of spiral cold forming process on the structural behavior of 
spiral welded pipes. The results from the present study indicate that spiral-welded pipes can sustain significant 
amount of bending deformation and external pressure, in favor of their use in demanding onshore and 
moderately deep offshore pipeline applications. 
 
Hao Ye, Sun-ting Yan, Xiao-li Shen, Zhan-Feng Chen, Zhi-Jiang Jin, “On the response of postbuckling of rings 
with strain hardening under external pressure”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 167, pp 127-
141, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.008 
ABSTRACT: The large deflection postbuckling behavior of rings under external pressure was studied 
theoretically and numerically. Rigid linear strain-hardening property was adopted to approximate the plastic 
behavior of the rings. Analytical models based on different theories were derived to describe the large 
deflection properties of postbuckling behavior. The influence of material properties and geometric parameter on 
the postbuckling response was investigated based on the proposed analytical models. Besides, finite element 
analyses were carried out to verify the validity of the proposed analytical models and the numerical results 
showed good agreement with the theoretical ones. 
 
Serge Mora, Franck Richard, “Buckling of a compliant hollow cylinder attached to a rotating rigid shaft”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 167, pp 142-155, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.010 
ABSTRACT: Bifurcations in the equilibrium shape of a thick elastic layer attached to a circular rigid cylinder 
rotating about its axis are investigated analytically and numerically. The centrifugal force breaks the symmetry 
of the system leading to deformations invariant along the axis as the result of an instability. The instability 
threshold depends at linear order on the relative thickness of the compliant layer, and on a dimensionless control 
parameter based on the elastic modulus, the angular velocity and the outer radius. A weakly non linear analysis, 
carried out for layers following the Mooney–Rivlin constitutive law, points out the discontinuous (sub-critical) 
features of the bifurcation, except for relative thickness laying in a very narrow range in which the bifurcation is 
super-critical. Numerical simulations in the fully post-buckled regime yield the absolute instability threshold, 
and the order in the rotational symmetry of the developed equilibrium shape. 
 
M.G. Tarantino, K. Danas, “Programmable higher-order Euler buckling modes in hierarchical beams”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 167, pp 170-183, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.009 
ABSTRACT: We present a numerical-aided experimental study on the buckling of hierarchical beams 
comprising multiple self-similar modules. Each module consists of multiple elemental beams and is arranged in 
series to form the hierarchical beam. We show, through a combination of experiments and computations, that 
these beams exhibit stable and realizable higher-order buckling modes. By contrast to the canonical Euler 
buckling problem, such modes emerge naturally in the proposed self-similar beams since they correspond to 
almost identical critical loads. By harnessing the imperfection sensitivity of the hierarchical structures, we 3D-
print weakly imperfect polymer samples with a small geometric imperfection corresponding to the desired 
eigenmode. We subsequently carry out uniaxial compression experiments and show in practice that higher-order 
patterns can be triggered selectively upon buckling. Moreover, these patterns are preserved in the post-
bifurcation regime in many cases and are reversible upon load release. The ability to trigger higher-order 
buckling modes is found to depend on two main geometrical parameters which lead to scale coupling. Those are 



the slenderness of the macroscopic hierarchical beam and the slenderness of the lower-scale elemental beam. 
With increasing slenderness of the hierarchical beam, we observe a significant softening in the overall stress-
strain response and patterns exhibiting curvature localization in the post-bifurcation regime. The numerical 
finite-strain simulations carried out in the present study are found to be in very good agreement with the 
experiments and are used to quantify further the observed curvature localization in the hierarchical beams. The 
present study and the obtained results are geometric in nature and thus can be extended to different scales and 
hierarchies ad infinitum. 
 
M.G. Walker, K.A. Seffen, “The flexural mechanics of creased thin strips”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 167, pp 192-201, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.016 
ABSTRACT: Many structures in Nature and Engineering are dominated by the influence of folds. A very 
narrow fold is a crease, which may be treated with infinitesimal width for a relatively simple geometry; 
commensurately, it operates as a singular hinge line with torsional elastic properties. However, real creases have 
a finite width and thus continuous structural properties. We therefore consider the influence of the crease 
geometry on the large-displacement flexural behaviour of a thin creased strip. First, we model the crease as a 
shallow cylindrical segment connected to initially flat side panels. We develop a theoretical model of their 
coupled flexural behaviour and, by adjusting the relative panel size, we capture responses from a nearly singular 
crease up to a full tape-spring. Precise experiments show good agreement compared to predictions. 
 
Yang Li, Zhong You, “Origami concave tubes for energy absorption”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 169, pp 21-40, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.026 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the energy absorption performance of a new type of thin-walled tubes 
named as origami concave tubes whose cross-sections are concave polygons. Through the introduction of 
origami initiators, a reliable and progressive buckling failure mode can be successfully triggered, which is not a 
common feature for tubes with concave cross-sections. These origami concave tubes can achieve ultra-high 
energy absorption capability accompanied with relatively low peak forces. A comprehensive numerical, 
experimental, and theoretical analysis has been performed which shows that origami concave tubes can achieve 
3.3 times the specific energy absorption of the comparable square tubes. We have also illustrated that origami 
concave tubes are approaching the theoretical limit of energy absorption. 
 
Yangjian Xu, Yuvraj Singh, Changliang Pan, Ganesh Subbarayan, “Adhesive toughness and instability in 
bonded heterogeneous films”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 169, pp 41-54, September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.003 
ABSTRACT: Peeling of bonded films has applications to many engineering as well as biological systems. 
While significant prior research describes the mechanics of peeling of bonded homogeneous films, the studies 
on bonded heterogeneous films were relatively rare. Recently, bonded heterogeneous films have gained 
attention due to their potential for increasing the load required to propagate a debond without altering the 
adhesion characteristics of the interface. Although, it is known that the bending rigidity of a bonded 
heterogeneous film has significant influence on the adhesive toughness, the potential instability during the 
peeling process does not appear to be fully studied in the literature. In this paper, the heterogeneous film is 
simplified as a composite Euler-Bernoulli beam in a finite deformation framework. A semi-analytical model 
based on cohesive zone fracture description is developed, where both displacement-controlled and force-
controlled loading conditions are considered. The semi-analytical solution is validated against experimental data 
in literature as well as finite element simulations. The study also addresses the transfer and distribution of 
energy in the film structure, and the variation of fracture process zone size with changing bending rigidity of the 
film. Additionally, comparisons are made between thickness enhancement and material enhancement to 
improve the peel performance of a heterogeneous film. The developed model provides insight into the 
mechanics of peeling, and it faithfully captures the instability often observed during debonding of 
heterogeneous films. The unstable load response to peeling can be leveraged to design systems where fracture 
toughness and overall reliability is improved without modifying the interface. 
 



Milan Batista, “Stability of elastic column with spring supports at both clamped ends”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 169, pp 72-80, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.009 
ABSTRACT: This paper analyzes the large deflections and stability of an elastic column. The column is 
supported by a spring at each of its clamped ends, and is also subject to a conservative compressive terminal 
force. The equilibrium equation is derived from the principle of the minimum total potential energy, and its 
solution is expressed using Jacobian elliptic functions. The stability is determined with the help of the Jacobi 
criterion, and the resulting bifurcation diagrams are also determined. 
 
Hao Dong, Xiaojing Zheng, Junzhi Cui, Yufeng Nie, Zhiqiang Yang and Zihao Yang, “High-order three-scale 
computational method for dynamic thermo-mechanical problems of composite structures with multiple spatial 
scales”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 169, pp 95-121, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.017 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel high-order three-scale (HOTS) computational method is presented to 
analyze the dynamic thermo-mechanical performance of composite structures with multiple spatial scales. The 
heterogeneities of composite structures are taken into account by periodic distributions of representative unit 
cells on the mesoscale and microscale. By virtue of multiscale asymptotic analysis, a new unified micro-meso-
macro HOTS approximate solutions are successfully constructed for these multiscale problems. Two classes of 
auxiliary cell functions are established on the mesoscale and microscale, respectively. Also, two kinds of 
equivalent material parameters are calculated by up-scaling procedure on the mesoscale and microscale, and the 
homogenization problems are subsequently defined on global structure. Then, the comparisons of approximate 
performance are obtained in the pointwise sense for the conventional two-scale solutions, low-order three-scale 
(LOTS) solutions and HOTS solutions, which illustrate the necessity of developing HOTS solutions for 
simulating the dynamic thermo-mechanical performances of composite structures with multiple spatial scales. 
Furthermore, the corresponding HOTS numerical algorithm based on finite element method (FEM) and Finite 
difference method (FDM) is brought forward in details. Finally, some numerical examples are reported to 
demonstrate the usability of our HOTS computational method to simulate the dynamic thermo-mechanical 
behaviors of composite structures with multiple spatial scales. This study offers a unified three-scale 
computational framework that enables the simulation and analysis of dynamic thermo-mechanical problems of 
composite structures with multiple spatial scales. 
 
Rongchang Zhong, Minghui Fu, Qiuyun Yin, Outeng Xu, Lingling Hu, “Special characteristics of tetrachiral 
honeycombs under large deformation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 169, pp 166-176, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.020 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear mechanical responses of tetrachiral honeycombs under large deformation are 
theoretically analyzed by employing elliptic integrals, and the results are verified by numerical simulations. The 
nonlinear relationships between normal stress, shear stress, Poisson's ratio and the strain are derived for the 
tetrachiral honeycombs. It is found that the Poison's ratio of the tetrachiral honeycombs under large deformation 
is totally different from that under small deformation. The Poisson's ratio can achieve to a large magnitude of 
0.8 in the former case, while remains 0 in the latter case. Moreover, the tetrachiral honeycombs exhibit positive 
Poison's ratio under large tensile-deformation, whilst showing negative Poisson's ratio under large compression-
deformation. The magnitude of Poisson's ratio depends on both the honeycomb's deformation and the ligament 
relative length, while it is insensitive to the ligament thickness. Besides, the coupling effect between tensile (or 
compression) and shear is observed for the tetrachiral honeycombs. In other words, shear deformation appears 
within the honeycomb under uniaxial loading. The coupling effect depends on both the honeycomb's 
deformation and the geometric parameters of the cell structure. And the quantitative relationships among them 
are derived. This special coupling effect of tetrachiral honeycombs provides a new idea for designing more 
metamaterials. 
 
S. Sorokin, E. Manconi, L. Ledet, R. Garziera, “Wave propagation in helically orthotropic elastic cylindrical 
shells and lattices”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 170, pp 11-21, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.031 
ABSTRACT: A use of orthotropic materials such as fibre-reinforced composites can introduce into vibro-
acoustic performance of cylindrical structures effects that are not feasible when an isotropic material is used. In 
this paper, free and forced wave propagation in cylindrical structures with helically orthotropic material 



properties is analysed to demonstrate these effects. Two models, a thin cylindrical shell and a cylindrical beam 
lattice, are considered and two methods, an analytical method of the thin shell theory and a numerical Wave 
Finite Element method, are used. For both models, the symmetry break effect concerned with the location of 
dispersion curves is captured by means of these methods and explained. The influence of the helix angle and of 
the material parameters on the location of dispersion curves is investigated. The Green's matrix is formulated 
for rotating forces and the forcing problems are solved to highlight some unusual waveguide properties of the 
helically orthotropic cylindrical structures. The results are discussed in view of a possible application for control 
of energy flow in piping systems exposed to rotating excitation. 
 
Evangelos Avgenakis, Ioannis N. Psycharis, “Determination of the nonlinear displacement distribution of the 
semi-infinite strip – Application to deformable rocking bodies”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 170, pp 22-37, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.030 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, the problem of the semi-infinite strip with traction-free lateral sides is 
revisited, in order to examine the displacement profile across the semi-infinite strip under an arbitrary normal 
load distribution on its end. Although the solution of this problem is important even for practical applications 
(e.g. the prediction of the rocking motion of deformable bodies), only numerical solutions exist until now, 
which are cumbersome to implement for such cases. In this paper, the displacement profile of the semi-infinite 
strip under a concentrated normal load is approximated with analytical functions, which must exhibit specific 
properties. These results are then extended to arbitrary normal load distributions and characteristic cases are 
presented. Finally, the problem of the determination of the stress distribution across the interface between a 
deformable rocking body and its base is solved based on the previous derivations. 
 
Anssi T. Karttunen, J.N. Reddy, Jani Romanoff, “Two-scale micropolar plate model for web-core sandwich 
panels”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 170, pp 82-94, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.026 
ABSTRACT: A 2-D micropolar equivalent single-layer (ESL), first-order shear deformation (FSDT) plate 
model for 3-D web-core sandwich panels is developed. First, a 3-D web-core unit cell is modeled by classical 
shell finite elements. A discrete-to-continuum transformation is applied to the microscale unit cell and its strain 
and kinetic energy densities are expressed in terms of the macroscale 2-D plate kinematics. The hyperelastic 
constitutive relations and the equations of motion (via Hamilton’s principle) for the plate are derived by 
assuming energy equivalence between the 3-D unit cell and the 2-D plate. The Navier solution is developed for 
the 2-D micropolar ESL-FSDT plate model to study the bending, buckling, and free vibration of simply-
supported web-core sandwich panels. In a line load bending problem, a 2-D classical ESL-FSDT plate model 
yields displacement errors of 34–175% for face sheet thicknesses of 2–10 mm compared to a 3-D FE solution, 
whereas the 2-D micropolar model gives only small errors of 2.7–3.4% as it can emulate the 3-D deformations 
better through non-classical antisymmetric shear behavior and local bending and twisting. 
 
Tuan M. Hoang, “Influence of chirality on buckling and initial postbuckling of inextensible rings subject to 
central loadings”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 172-173, pp 97-109, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.03.029 
ABSTRACT: A variational model is used to study buckling and initial postbuckling of flexible but inextensible 
rings made from filaments with or without chirality and subject to two cases of uniform central loading and 
inverse-square central loading. In contrast to previous works in which only in-plane bifurcation are included, we 
allow for both in-plane and out-of-plane bifurcation. For a ring made from a filament with no chirality, circular 
rings subject to uniform central loading or inverse-square central loading undergo, respectively, out-of-plane 
bifurcation or in-plane bifurcation at critical values of loading lower than or equal to those previously 
published. Additionally, the relative load difference to attain the post-buckled shapes for the former or the latter 
is, respectively, greater than or equal to that previously published. For a ring made from a filament with 
chirality, on the other hand, circular rings undergo coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane bifurcation at 
critical values of loading lower than those at which buckling would occur with no chirality, regardless of 
loading scenario considered. Moreover, dependent on the twist-to-bend ratio (torsional rigidity to flexural 
rigidity of the filaments), the chirality has a softening or stiffening effect on postbuckling behavior of elastic 
rings in the sense that the relative load difference to attain the post-buckled shapes for both types of central 
loading is, respectively, lower or greater than that which would attain with no chirality. 



 
B.S. Aakash, Sirui Bi, Michael D. Shields, Stavros Gaitanaros, “On the high-temperature crushing of metal 
foams”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 174-175, pp 18-27, 10 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.007 
ABSTRACT: This work focuses on understanding and quantifying the effect of high temperatures on the 
compressive response of open-cell aluminum foams. Foam specimens with different cell-size are compressed 
within an environmental chamber under a range of temperatures 20°C≤T≤300°C. The localization and evolution 
of collapse is monitored and analyzed using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) and the overall force–
displacement response is measured. The results indicate that increasing temperatures significantly affect all 
mechanical properties of the foam. Both the limit and plateau stresses were found to decrease linearly with 
temperature. More importantly, their drop does not follow directly with the corresponding one in the base 
material's yielding stress. The densification strain, that is a measure of the plateau extension, also follows a 
linear trend albeit in an increasing manner. This increase is attributed to changes of the collapse mechanism, 
which at high temperatures involves localization in different zones within the foam, as well as increased 
compaction at the cell-level caused by the base material softening. Finally, we measure the reduction in the 
strain energy absorption capacity of the foam caused by high temperatures. 
 
Roger A. Sauer, Reza Ghaffari, Anurag Gupta, “The multiplicative deformation split for shells with application 
to growth, chemical swelling, thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity and elastoplasticity”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 174-175, pp 53-68, 10 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a general unified theory for coupled nonlinear elastic and inelastic 
deformations of curved thin shells. The coupling is based on a multiplicative decomposition of the surface 
deformation gradient. The kinematics of this decomposition is examined in detail. In particular, the dependency 
of various kinematical quantities, such as area change and curvature, on the elastic and inelastic strains is 
discussed. This is essential for the development of general constitutive models. In order to fully explore the 
coupling between elastic and different inelastic deformations, the surface balance laws for mass, momentum, 
energy and entropy are examined in the context of the multiplicative decomposition. Based on the second law of 
thermodynamics, the general constitutive relations are then derived. Two cases are considered: Independent 
inelastic strains, and inelastic strains that are functions of temperature and concentration. The constitutive 
relations are illustrated by several nonlinear examples on growth, chemical swelling, thermoelasticity, 
viscoelasticity and elastoplasticity of shells. The formulation is fully expressed in curvilinear coordinates 
leading to compact and elegant expressions for the kinematics, balance laws and constitutive relations. 
 
Z. Li, B.L. Wang, S.L. Guo, J.E. Li, “,Thermal shock resistance of ceramic foam sandwich structures: 
Theoretical calculation and finite element simulation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 176-
177, pp 108-120, 30 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.05.025 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the thermal shock resistance of a ceramic foam sandwich (CFS) slab is studied. 
Two typical thermal shock conditions are considered, i.e., the hot shock and the cold shock. Variations of 
transient temperature and thermal stress fields with thermal shock time and position are derived. The transient 
thermal stress intensity factor (SIF) of the thermally induced embedded and edge crack are detected by the 
developed theoretical model. Simultaneously, the corresponding thermal shock simulation of CFS slab is 
performed based on finite element (FE) analysis. The results between the presented theoretical model and FE 
analysis exhibit excellent agreement. Furthermore, the effects of the faceplate thickness and the relative density 
of the foam core on the thermal shock resistance of CFS slab under hot shock are discussed. Constructive 
suggestions for the structural optimization design of CFS structures are provided. The study demonstrates the 
asymmetric fracture behavior under the asymmetric hot shock, and determines the position of the danger zone. 
Notably, the variations of the influence degree of foam core density on the thermal shock resistance of the CFS 
slab under cold shock are indicated. The Crack propagation behaviors are investigated and the corresponding 
crack growth trajectories are provided from the fracture mechanics criterion. 
 



Yang Ye, Yang Liu, Ali Althobaiti, Yu-Xin Xie, “Localized bulging in an inflated bilayer tube of arbitrary 
thickness: Effects of the stiffness ratio and constitutive model”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 176-177, pp 173-184, 30 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.009 
ABSTRACT: We study a bilayer tube subject to inflation and axial stretching to reveal the effects of s, which is 
the ratio of the shear modulus of the outer layer to that of the inner layer, the interfacial radius D, and different 
constitutive models on the bulge initiation. By use of the internal volume ratio v as the bifurcation parameter, a 
parametric study is carried out. It is found that a larger s produces a more stable bilayer tube. If the thickness of 
the bilayer tube is specified, the composite tube is more stable when the stiffer part occupies the outer layer. 
Moreover, the critical volume ratio vcr as a function of D has a maximum if s>1 but a minimum if s<1. We 
investigate the cases of fixed axial force and fixed axial length using the Gent model and Ogden model. A 
careful analysis shows that the qualitative characteristic of the variations of vcr with respect to the modulus ratio 
s and the interfacial radius D is almost insensitive to the constitutive model used. Therefore, the effect of s on 
the bulge initiation is an intrinsic property of a bilayer tube. Furthermore, the maximum radius of a bulge in the 
propagation stage is studied when the thickness of the bilayer tube is prescribed. In the case of fixed axial force, 
analytical results based on Maxwell’s equal-area rule agree well with the corresponding numerical ones by 
utilizing finite element method. However, for the other loading type, only numerical solutions are available. It 
turns out that a bilayer tube with a higher vcr can attain a larger bulge in the propagation stage. In particular, the 
dependence of the maximum radius on D also has a maximum when s>1 but a minimum otherwise. The current 
study provides useful insight into aneurysm formation in human arteries and offers a possible way to control 
bulge initiation using a bilayer tube. 
 
Moonhong Kim, Sangjun Kim, Seyoung Im, “Wrinkling behavior of bilayer graphene sheets bonded to an 
elastic foundation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 178-179, pp 36-47, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.020 
ABSTRACT: The buckling and the post-buckling of bilayer graphene sheets (BLGSs) on an elastic foundation 
subjected to an axial compressive load in plane-strain condition are studied. The solutions for the buckling 
strain and the characteristic wavelength at the onset of the buckling are obtained by using proposed continuum 
models describing deformations of BLGSs. The buckling analysis reveals that the buckling of BLGSs on an 
elastic foundation could be categorized into four. When the foundation is very soft, the Euler beam kinematics 
prevails in the entire BLGSs. On the stiffer foundation, the shear deformation on the cross-section of BLGSs 
occurs, and the characteristic wavelength changes sensitively as the stiffness of the foundation varies. With the 
foundation whose stiffness is almost the same as the shear modulus of the graphene interlayer, the buckling 
strain and the characteristic wavelength are nearly linear versus the elastic modulus of the foundation in 
logarithmic scale. When the foundation is much stiffer than the rigidities of the graphene interlayer, detachment 
between graphene layers could occur. Finally, we conduct the post-buckling analysis by using the proposed 
finite element model and obtain various morphology evolutions which contain detachment between graphene 
layers, period doubling, localization, period switching, and folding. Also, we present a diagram includes distinct 
deformation patterns according to the stiffness of the foundation and the magnitude of the applied compressive 
strain. 
 
Senjiang Yu, Long Ma, Jingwen Zhang, Linghui He, Yong Ni, “Localization of wrinkle patterns by crack-tip 
induced plasticity: Experiments and simulations”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 178-179, 
pp 108-119, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.004 
ABSTRACT: Regulating surface wrinkles have received considerable attention because of their potential 
applications in stretchable electronics, microfluidics, bionics, sensors, stamps, optical devices and smart 
materials. In this work, optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy revealed that tunable film thickness 
and substrate stiffness effectively regulate localized wrinkle patterns in metal films deposited on soft polymer 
substrates. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation found that the high tensile stress developed during the 
film deposition leads to channel cracks in the film and creates a stripe-like plastic zone around each crack. The 
subsequently developed compressive stress in the plastic zone is anisotropic, resulting in the formation of 
localized straight wrinkles perpendicular to the crack. The width of the wrinkle is consistent with the size of the 
plastic zone, which decreases with increasing the film thickness or substrate stiffness, in good agreement with 
the experimental observations. The report in this work not only elucidates how the subtle correlation among 



crack, plasticity and buckle leads to such localized wrinkling pattern but also demonstrates an efficient way to 
produce crack-network-guided localized wrinkle patterns. 
 
Chan Soo Ha, Roderic S. Lakes, Michael E. Plesha, “Cubic negative stiffness lattice structure for energy 
absorption: Numerical and experimental studies”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 178-179, 
pp 127-135, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.024 
ABSTRACT: We present a new type of a truly three-dimensional cubic negative stiffness lattice structure that 
can achieve energy absorption and recover its original configuration under cyclic loading in excess of a strain of 
approximately 20%. This structure was composed of multiple unit cells exploiting negative stiffness from 
controlled elastic buckling. Structural properties were designed to be tuned by adjusting geometry. The effective 
Poisson’s ratio was equal to zero regardless of the constituent material. Geometric parameters that can lead to 
the desired energy absorption without yielding the structure were determined by finite element analysis. We 
then fabricated samples representing the lattice structure with different sizes through additive manufacturing 
and performed cyclic loading experiments to capture stress-strain hysteresis loops. Results clearly showed that 
the designed structure was capable of absorbing mechanical energy effectively with a full recovery of geometry 
in three principal directions and that the amount of energy absorbed during cyclic loading increases with its 
size. 
 
S.O. Ojo, M. Patni, P.M. Weaver, “Comparison of weak and strong formulations for 3D stress predictions of 
composite beam structures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 178-179, pp 145-166, 1 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.06.016 
ABSTRACT: Accurate full field stress responses are often necessary to predict the structural performance of 
composite structures. The Unified Formulation (UF) is a promising approach to realise efficient and accurate 
3D stress predictions of beam-like structures by using recently proposed hierarchical Serendipity Lagrange 
Elements (SLE) for capturing the 2D response of the beam cross-section while the 1D behaviour along the 
beam axis is captured using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Despite the computational merits of SLE 
elements, the performance of UF-SLE-FEM model is strongly influenced by FEM mesh discretisation along the 
beam's longitudinal axis. With respect to multi-layered beam structures, a high density FEM mesh may lead to 
loss of efficiency of the UF-SLE-FEM model due to a significant increase in the number of degrees of freedom 
required to obtain convergence. This study proposes high-order refined formulations of the 1D structure based 
on strong-form, Differential Quadrature Method (DQM) and weak form, FEM for 3D stress analysis of 
composite structures. The proposed high-order strong-form DQM and weak-form FEM models, which are 
benchmarked against exact solutions, lead to significant computational advantages over UF-SLE-FEM models 
of similar accuracies. However, the symmetry and positive definiteness of the stiffness matrices of FEM models 
offer a numerical advantage over the strong-form DQM model with non-symmetric, non-positive definite 
stiffness matrices. 
 
Amir R. Askari, “Bi-stability of pressurized electrically actuated flat micro-plates”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 178-179, pp 167-179, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.07.003 
ABSTRACT: Despite the usual belief that only curved micro-structures can behave bi-stably, recently, it has 
been substantiated that flat micro-structure can also experience this type of behavior. In this way, the present 
paper aims to investigate snapping behavior in pressurized 2-D flat micro-electro-mechanical plates with a 
rectangular shape. To this end, a size-dependent and geometric non-linear thin plate model based on the 
modified couple stress theory is employed. The governing equilibrium equations as well as their corresponding 
boundary conditions are obtained using the principle of the minimum total potential energy. Employing an 
efficient Galerkin's discretization procedure, the instability thresholds of the system are determined by 
vanishing the first and the second variations of the total potential energy expression of the system. The present 
findings for non-pressurized systems are verified by those published in previous studies. Furthermore, the 
results concerning the cases under the differential pressures are validated through direct comparison with those 
extracted from 3-D finite element simulations carried out in COMSOL Multiphysics commercial software. 
Results reveal that flat micro-plates may experience snap-through instability when they are subjected to some 
certain values of the differential pressure in the opposite direction of the electrical field. To find the conditions 
in which a flat micro-plate may face with the snapping behavior, a large number of systems with different 



material and geometric properties are analyzed. Employing this detailed parametric study, snapping criteria 
which provide the combination of the system properties and the level of the applied pressure required for 
prompting snap-through instability are then introduced. 
 
Yafei Wang, Changguo Wang and Huifeng Tan (National Key Laboratory of Science and Technology for 
National Defence on Advanced Composites in Special Environments, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 
150080, PR China), “Geometry-dependent stretchability and stiffness of ribbon kirigami based on large 
curvature curved beam model”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 182-183, pp 236-253, 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper lays stress on the normalized stiffness and stretchability of planar ribbon kirigami. A 
dimensionless analytical model is proposed based on plane strain beam theory, in which the large curvature 
curved beam (LCCB) model is considered. The tensile experiments and simulations are performed and 
compared to validate the analytical model based on four dimensionless parameters. It is found that not all 
kirigami-based design is conducive to the enhancement of normalized stretchability. Remarkable long arm 
effect can enhance the normalized stretchability or reduce the normalized stiffness by several orders of 
magnitude. Finally, an optimization method is used to obtain the maximum normalized stretchability. The 
results in this paper can be used to guide the kirigami design in future application. 
 
C. Sugino, M. Ruzzene and A. Erturk (G.W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA), “An analytical framework for locally resonant piezoelectric metamaterial 
plates”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 182-183, pp 281-294, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.011 
ABSTRACT: We present an analytical modeling framework and its analysis for thin piezoelectric metamaterial 
plates to enable and predict low-frequency bandgap formation in finite structural configurations with specified 
boundary conditions. Using Hamilton’s extended principle and the assumptions of classical (Kirchhoff) plate 
theory, the governing equations and boundary conditions for the fully coupled two-dimensional 
electromechanical system are obtained. The two surfaces of the piezoelectric bimorph are segmented into non-
overlapping opposing pairs of electrodes of arbitrary shape, and each pair of electrodes is shunted to an external 
circuit. This formulation can be used to study the effect of electrode shape on plate response for topology 
optimization and other vibration control applications. Using modal analysis, we show that for a sufficient 
number of electrodes distributed across the surface of the plate, the effective dynamic stiffness of the plate is 
determined by the shunt circuit admittance applied to each pair of electrodes and the system-level 
electromechanical coupling. This enables the creation of locally resonant bandgaps and broadband attenuation, 
among other effects, in analogy with our previous work for one-dimensional piezoelectric structures with 
synthetic impedance shunt circuits. It is also demonstrated that piezoelectric bimorph plates display 
significantly improved performance (i.e. electromechanical coupling) over bimorph beams, but require 
additional electrode segmentation to achieve metamaterial-type performance. The governing equations are also 
used for dispersion analysis using the plane wave expansion method, enabling the analytical dispersion analysis 
of unit cells with arbitrary electrode shapes. The modeling framework and approximate closed-form bandgap 
expressions are numerically validated using finite element analysis. 
 
Lin Yuan and Stelios Kyriakides (Research Center for Mechanics of Solids, Structures & Materials, ASE, The 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA), “Liner buckling during reeling of lined pipe”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 1-13, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.017 
ABSTRACT: An effective way of protecting offshore lines that carry corrosive hydrocarbons, is by 
mechanically lining carbon steel pipes with a thin layer of corrosion resistant alloy. A disadvantage of this 
product, is that when bent to curvatures such as those experienced during reeling the liner can buckle. The 
sensitivity of this instability to the main problem parameters was previously studied under pure bending. In the 
present study the problem is examined under the more complex loading experienced as it is wound onto a reel 
while under some back tension. A large-scale custom numerical model of the winding process of a previously 
expanded lined pipe is presented capable of dealing with the geometric, material and contact nonlinearities of 
the problem. The model is used to establish the deformation history experienced by the carrier and liner pipes 
during winding, the causes of liner instability, and its sensitivity to the main problem parameters. During 



reeling, a transition length a few diameters long bends to an increasingly larger curvature until it comes into 
contact with the reel. Back tension controls the length and curvature of this transition zone safeguarding the line 
against local buckling. Modest levels of tension are shown to also delay the onset of liner wrinkling. The more 
complex loading history experienced by the lined pipe as it approaches the reel changes the prevalent buckling 
mode but its sensitivity to initial geometric imperfections reported under pure bending remains. The liner 
instability becomes more prevalent as the diameter increases but at the same time smaller diameter lines could 
be reelable. The recent trend of winding lined pipes under small levels of internal pressure is confirmed to be an 
effective means of avoiding liner instability. 
 
Lu Lu (1,2), C.Q. Ru (2) and Xingming Guo (1) 
(1) Shanghai Institute of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, Shanghai Key Laboratory of Mechanics in 
Energy Engineering, Shanghai University, Shanghai 200072, People's Republic of China 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Alberta, Edmonton T6G 2G8, Canada 
“Vibration isolation of few-layer graphene sheets”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, 
pp 78-88, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.029 
ABSTRACT: This work shows that a few-layer graphene with two highly-tensioned outermost layers exhibits 
negative effective mass and behaves like an elastic metamaterial. Actually, our simulations based on simple 
elastic membrane model confirm the existence of a bandgap in terahertz range within which a tensioned few-
layer graphene exhibits remarkable vibration isolation: forced vibration will be highly restricted to a narrow 
region around the site of the applied excitation while all other parts of the graphene remain essentially static. 
The values of terahertz bandgap frequencies are determined by the van der Waals interaction coefficient 
between adjacent layers, while the width of the bandgap is determined by the number of inner layers. This 
research may provide new perspectives for designing and analyzing graphene-based metamaterials and nano-
resonators with potential applications in high-frequency vibration controlling. 
 
Benjamin Bertin, Julien Durinck and Jérôme Colin (Institut Pprime, Université de Poitiers, ENSMA, SP2MI-
Téléport 2, Futuroscope-Chasseneuil Cedex, F86962, France), “Dislocation emission and crack propagation 
during thin film buckling on substrate”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 202-
211, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.07.025 
ABSTRACT: The buckling of a gold thin film deposited on a rigid substrate has been numerically investigated 
by means of static molecular dynamics simulations. Three different regimes of deformation have been identified 
depending on the values of the adhesion energy of the film on its substrate (Γint). For low adhesion energy, the 
buckling and gliding through dislocation emission into the interface have been observed. For intermediate 
values of Γint, the dissociation of the interfacial dislocations into the film leads to the formation of a Lomer–
Cottrell lock that stops the buckle extension, promoting thus the propagation of a crack accompanied by the 
emission of dislocations. It results in the formation of a twin. For large values of Γint, the kinking of the 
interfacial crack has been evidenced along with dislocation nucleation at its tip leading to twins again. Finally, 
the different evolutions of the film have been summarized in a “behavior” diagram displayed in the plane of 
applied strain and adhesion energy variables. 
 
F.O. Falope (1), L. Lanzoni (1) and E. Radi (2) 
(1) University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Dipartimento di Ingegneria “Enzo Ferrari”, DIEF, Via P. 
Vivarelli 10, Modena, 41125, Italy 
(2) University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Dipartimento di Scienze e Metodi dell’Ingegneria, DISMI, Via G. 
Amendola 2, Reggio Emilia, 42122, Italy 
“Buckling of a Timoshenko beam bonded to an elastic half-plane: Effects of sharp and smooth beam edges”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 222-239, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.034 
ABSTRACT: The problem of a compressed Timoshenko beam of finite length in frictionless and bilateral 
contact with an elastic half-plane is investigated here. The problem formulation leads to an integro-differential 
equation which can be transformed into an algebraic system by expanding the rotation of the beam cross 
sections in series of Chebyshev polynomials. An eigenvalue problem is then obtained, whose solution provides 
the buckling loads of the beam and, in turn, the corresponding buckling mode shapes. Beams with sharp or 
smooth edges are considered in detail, founding relevant differences. In particular, it is shown that beams with 



smooth edges cannot exhibit a rigid-body buckling mode. A limit value of the soil compliance is found for 
beam with sharp edges, below which an analytic buckling load formula is provided without loss of reliability. 
Finally, in agreement with the Galin solution for the rigid flat punch on a half-plane, a simple relation between 
the half-plane elastic modulus and the Winkler soil constant is found. Thus, a straightforward formula 
predicting the buckling loads of stiff beams resting on compliant substrates is proposed. 
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USA 
“Three-dimensional nonlocal buckling of composite nanoplates with coated one-dimensional quasicrystal in an 
elastic medium”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 272-280, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.033 
ABSTRACT: Based on the nonlocal theory, three-dimensional (3D) buckling of composite nanoplates with 
coated one-dimensional (1D) quasicrystal (QC) is analyzed. The nanoplate is embedded in an elastic medium 
and is under uniaxial or biaxial compression. All edges of the QC nanoplate are simply supported and its 
interaction with the surrounding medium is simulated by the Pasternak-type model. In terms of the extended 
displacement and traction vectors, the eigensystem is first derived from the basic equations of nonlocal QC 
materials. Then 3D analytical solutions of the critical buckling load under compression are derived by using the 
propagator matrix method and the continuity condition on the interfaces of the nanoplate. The influence of the 
thickness and length-to-width ratio of the nanoplate, Winkler stiffness and shear modulus of the elastic medium, 
coating thickness and nonlocal parameter on the critical buckling load is analyzed. For a sandwich nanoplate 
made of QC and soft metallic aluminium, our numerical results indicate that QC coatings could offer an 
interesting alternative to surface reinforcement of soft metallic materials in industrial applications. The present 
3D buckling model could further serve as a benchmark for various thin-nanoplate theories and for numerical 
methods in multilayered QC nanoplate modeling with nonlocal effect. 
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(4) College of Aerospace Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing 400044, China 
“An extended analytical model for predicting the compressive failure behaviors of composite laminate with an 
arbitrary elliptical delamination”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 1-13, 1 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.002 
ABSTRACT: Delamination is one of the most serious failure modes in carbon fiber reinforced composite 
laminates, because it can reduce the overall stiffness, which further leads to premature structural buckling and 
failure at loads below the design level. Arbitrary elliptical delamination is the most representative case in 
engineering practice, and the delamination propagation and failure behaviors are much complicated. To 
completely evaluate the compressive failure behaviors of composite laminate with arbitrary elliptical 
delaminations, an extended analytical model was established based on the first order shear deformation theory 
and brittle fracture mechanics. The analytical model innovatively incorporated the failure evaluation, and 
especially the delamination propagation path into buckling analysis of composite laminate containing an 
arbitrary elliptical delamination. The predicted results are highly consistent with the outcomes of uniaxial 
compression tests, thus validating the applicability and accuracy of the analytical model as a highly efficient 
tool in engineering practices for the most representative arbitrary elliptical delamination problems. It is found 
that the propagation of the elliptical deamination in composites was fast and unstable, which led to catastrophic 
failures. The delamination propagation tends to initiate from the delamination boundary points with the 
maximum transverse coordinates and propagate transversely to the loading direction. 
 
Jens Wackerfuß (Institute of Structural Analysis, University of Kassel, Germany), “A direct numerical method 
to evaluate the geometric stability of arbitrary spatial structures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 185-186, pp 29-45, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.027 



ABSTRACT: Each structural designer has to ensure that the load-bearing structure to be designed is 
geometrically stable; i.e. the structure does not exhibit any spurious kinematic modes. Existing methods 
evaluating this requirement are either indirect and thus computationally inefficient, or restricted to 2- or 3-
dimensional pin-jointed structures or to 2-dimensional general structures. In order to close this gap, a new 
method is proposed that is able to handle arbitrary spatial structures, consisting of arbitrarily shaped 1-, 2- and 
3-dimensional bodies (e.g. truss, beam, plate, shell, solid), which are arbitrarily connected to each other in 
reference to their types (e.g. rigid, pin-jointed, torsional joint, shear force and bending connection) and their 
acting spots (at points, along a line or over a plane). The same holds for the support. The proposed method is 
based on a kinematic approach, where only translational degrees of freedom are considered. It has been proved 
that 8 different types of kinematic constraints are required to evaluate the geometric stability of a general spatial 
structure; all these constraints are stated explicitly. With the resulting constraint matrix, the geometric stability 
can be evaluated, and all existing spurious kinematic modes can be calculated. The new method can simply be 
added as an extra module to the existing structural analysis software. 
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“Structural analysis of cyclically periodic rings and its application to the mechanics of balloon expandable 
stents”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 46-56, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.04.005 
ABSTRACT: The performance of balloon expandable stents during deployment is usually assessed 
computationally. Most stents have a generic feature that entails wavy rings known as “crowns” which are 
interconnected via structures known as “bridges”. A mathematically exact analyses of such wavy rings would 
provide a benchmark to such computations and offer a clear insight into the deformation of stents. In the present 
work, an analytical model is developed to estimate the elasto-plastic response of a cylindrical periodic structure 
made of sinusoidal crowns interconnected by bridges. Two different interconnections are considered that give 
rise to two distinctive behaviours one of which is auxetic. Elastic-perfectly plastic material is considered. The 
apparent elasto-plastic response of the cylindrical structure is obtained in a closed-form by exploiting the 
periodicity along its longitudinal and the circumferential direction. A scaling ansatz is proposed that collapses 
nonlinear response data for different geometries into a family of master-curves. Such relationship suggests that 
the most efficient way to increase the apparent stiffness of the structure is to decrease the amplitude of the wavy 
crowns. 
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“Vibration isolation of few-layer graphene sheets”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, 
pp 78-88, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.029 
ABSTRACT: This work shows that a few-layer graphene with two highly-tensioned outermost layers exhibits 
negative effective mass and behaves like an elastic metamaterial. Actually, our simulations based on simple 
elastic membrane model confirm the existence of a bandgap in terahertz range within which a tensioned few-
layer graphene exhibits remarkable vibration isolation: forced vibration will be highly restricted to a narrow 
region around the site of the applied excitation while all other parts of the graphene remain essentially static. 
The values of terahertz bandgap frequencies are determined by the van der Waals interaction coefficient 
between adjacent layers, while the width of the bandgap is determined by the number of inner layers. This 
research may provide new perspectives for designing and analyzing graphene-based metamaterials and nano-
resonators with potential applications in high-frequency vibration controlling. 
 
M.S. Wu (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, 639798, 
Singapore), “The bending-stretching effect of a nonlinear elastic beam under finite deformation”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 143-158, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.028 



ABSTRACT: Second-order solutions for the pure bending of a beam under finite deformation are obtained in 
this paper. The equilibrium equations are solved analytically for the second-order displacements, from which 
the first Piola–Kirchhoff stresses, the curvatures and a bending-stretching parameter are calculated for a cross 
section with a transverse axis of symmetry. The displacements are dependent on the square of the inverse of 
elastic constant, whereas the stresses on the inverse of elastic constant. The curvatures and anticlastic curvatures 
are gradated in the transverse direction. The longitudinal stress is nonlinearly distributed across the section, and 
exhibits anomalous characteristics in materials with a negative Poisson's ratio. The shear stresses have 
vanishing force and moment resultants, and bending-twisting coupling does not occur. The normal stresses give 
rise to force-couple resultants. The longitudinal force resultant representing the bending-stretching effect is 
dependent on a reduced elastic parameter ξ. This effect is present as long as there is finite deformation, even if 
the material is linearly elastic. A small shear modulus µ and/or a large third-order elastic constant l, m or n will 
result in a large ξ. This study may be applicable to the elasticity design of soft medical and wearable robots, 
where elastic compatibility with tissues is a primary consideration. 
 
Benjamin Bertin, Julien Durinck and Jérôme Colin (Institut Pprime, Université de Poitiers, ENSMA, SP2MI-
Téléport 2, Futuroscope-Chasseneuil Cedex, F86962, France), “Dislocation emission and crack propagation 
during thin film buckling on substrate”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 202-
211, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.07.025 
ABSTRACT: The buckling of a gold thin film deposited on a rigid substrate has been numerically investigated 
by means of static molecular dynamics simulations. Three different regimes of deformation have been identified 
depending on the values of the adhesion energy of the film on its substrate (Γint). For low adhesion energy, the 
buckling and gliding through dislocation emission into the interface have been observed. For intermediate 
values of Γint, the dissociation of the interfacial dislocations into the film leads to the formation of a Lomer–
Cottrell lock that stops the buckle extension, promoting thus the propagation of a crack accompanied by the 
emission of dislocations. It results in the formation of a twin. For large values of Γint, the kinking of the 
interfacial crack has been evidenced along with dislocation nucleation at its tip leading to twins again. Finally, 
the different evolutions of the film have been summarized in a “behavior” diagram displayed in the plane of 
applied strain and adhesion energy variables. 
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“Buckling of a Timoshenko beam bonded to an elastic half-plane: Effects of sharp and smooth beam edges”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 222-239, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.034 
ABSTRACT: The problem of a compressed Timoshenko beam of finite length in frictionless and bilateral 
contact with an elastic half-plane is investigated here. The problem formulation leads to an integro-differential 
equation which can be transformed into an algebraic system by expanding the rotation of the beam cross 
sections in series of Chebyshev polynomials. An eigenvalue problem is then obtained, whose solution provides 
the buckling loads of the beam and, in turn, the corresponding buckling mode shapes. Beams with sharp or 
smooth edges are considered in detail, founding relevant differences. In particular, it is shown that beams with 
smooth edges cannot exhibit a rigid-body buckling mode. A limit value of the soil compliance is found for 
beam with sharp edges, below which an analytic buckling load formula is provided without loss of reliability. 
Finally, in agreement with the Galin solution for the rigid flat punch on a half-plane, a simple relation between 
the half-plane elastic modulus and the Winkler soil constant is found. Thus, a straightforward formula 
predicting the buckling loads of stiff beams resting on compliant substrates is proposed. 
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“Three-dimensional nonlocal buckling of composite nanoplates with coated one-dimensional quasicrystal in an 
elastic medium”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 272-280, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.08.033 
ABSTRACT: Based on the nonlocal theory, three-dimensional (3D) buckling of composite nanoplates with 
coated one-dimensional (1D) quasicrystal (QC) is analyzed. The nanoplate is embedded in an elastic medium 
and is under uniaxial or biaxial compression. All edges of the QC nanoplate are simply supported and its 
interaction with the surrounding medium is simulated by the Pasternak-type model. In terms of the extended 
displacement and traction vectors, the eigensystem is first derived from the basic equations of nonlocal QC 
materials. Then 3D analytical solutions of the critical buckling load under compression are derived by using the 
propagator matrix method and the continuity condition on the interfaces of the nanoplate. The influence of the 
thickness and length-to-width ratio of the nanoplate, Winkler stiffness and shear modulus of the elastic medium, 
coating thickness and nonlocal parameter on the critical buckling load is analyzed. For a sandwich nanoplate 
made of QC and soft metallic aluminium, our numerical results indicate that QC coatings could offer an 
interesting alternative to surface reinforcement of soft metallic materials in industrial applications. The present 
3D buckling model could further serve as a benchmark for various thin-nanoplate theories and for numerical 
methods in multilayered QC nanoplate modeling with nonlocal effect. 
 
Ruy Marcelo O. Pauletti and Fagner Lopes Fernandes (Polytechnic School of the University of São Paulo, P.O. 
Box 61548, 05424-970 São Paulo, Brazil), “An outline of the natural force density method and its extension to 
quadrilateral elements”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 423-438, 1 March 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.003 
ABSTRACT: The Natural Force Density Method (NFDM) is a convenient method for finding configurations of 
membranes and funicular shell structures, providing viable equilibrium geometries in a single linear equilibrium 
analysis. It is an extension of the Force Density Method (FDM), first proposed by Linkwitz in 1971, as 
convenient alternative for finding configurations of cable nets, which became ubiquitous in the field of 
membrane design, serving as basis of several successful computer programs. However, the equivalence between 
a network of force density elements and a continuous membrane is far from obvious, and it may become quite 
dubious which force densities should be prescribed, to achieve a desired configuration, comprising a geometric 
shape and an associate stress field. This is seldom remarked in papers about the method, and even less aware of 
that might be the general users the of programs based on it. The NFDM, first proposed by Pauletti in 2006, 
treats directly the continuous problem, overcoming the difficulties of FDM to deal with irregular meshes. 
Nevertheless, the NFDM was originally proposed considering the triangular membrane element introduced by 
Argyris in 1974, and thus required a fully triangular tessellation of a reference domain. In this paper we present 
a more concise deduction and systematic outline of the NFDM, as well as a simple extension of the method to 
quadrangular elements, allowing the use of more general mesh generators for the initial references meshes, and 
selection of a broader class of membrane or shell finite elements, afterwards. 
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“An extended analytical model for predicting the compressive failure behaviors of composite laminate with an 
arbitrary elliptical delamination”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 439-447, 1 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.002 
ABSTRACT: Delamination is one of the most serious failure modes in carbon fiber reinforced composite 
laminates, because it can reduce the overall stiffness, which further leads to premature structural buckling and 
failure at loads below the design level. Arbitrary elliptical delamination is the most representative case in 
engineering practice, and the delamination propagation and failure behaviors are much complicated. To 
completely evaluate the compressive failure behaviors of composite laminate with arbitrary elliptical 
delaminations, an extended analytical model was established based on the first order shear deformation theory 



and brittle fracture mechanics. The analytical model innovatively incorporated the failure evaluation, and 
especially the delamination propagation path into buckling analysis of composite laminate containing an 
arbitrary elliptical delamination. The predicted results are highly consistent with the outcomes of uniaxial 
compression tests, thus validating the applicability and accuracy of the analytical model as a highly efficient 
tool in engineering practices for the most representative arbitrary elliptical delamination problems. It is found 
that the propagation of the elliptical deamination in composites was fast and unstable, which led to catastrophic 
failures. The delamination propagation tends to initiate from the delamination boundary points with the 
maximum transverse coordinates and propagate transversely to the loading direction. 
 
J.A. Harris and G.J. McShane (Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, Trumpington Street, 
Cambridge CB2 1PZ, UK), “Metallic stacked origami cellular materials: Additive manufacturing, properties, 
and modeling”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 185-186, pp 448-466, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.007 
ABSTRACT: Stacking layers of Miura-folded origami sheets has been shown to create a cellular material with 
attractive properties. It has a rich array of geometric parameters that allow its elastic properties and compressive 
collapse response to be varied over a wide range, at fixed relative density. It displays tunable anisotropy and 
auxetic behaviour, and can also be easily conformed to curved surfaces. Because of these attributes, metallic 
stacked origami materials have shown promise for applications such as impact energy absorption and blast 
mitigation. However, to date, manufacturability challenges have yet to be adequately solved. Sensitivity to 
dimensional tolerance, and challenges of layer interfaces, make the material difficult to manufacture via sheet 
metal forming routes. However, additive manufacturing (AM) techniques offer a route to overcoming these 
challenges. In this investigation, we use a selective laser melting (SLM) process to allow metallic stacked 
origami materials to be assessed experimentally for the first time. The as-manufactured characteristics of these 
cellular materials were investigated via X-ray tomography and microstructural inspection. For comparison, 
tensile coupons were also fabricated in different orientations with respect to the build plane, in order to 
investigate material anisotropy resulting from the AM process. Scaling effects, both in terms of 
manufacturability and mechanical response, were investigated with cellular specimens fabricated with different 
cell sizes and cell wall thicknesses. The origami specimens were tested under quasi-static compression to 
provide an assessment of their as-manufactured energy absorbing properties. Finally, a finite element analysis is 
carried out, in order to assess its predictive accuracy and sensitivity to key modelling decisions. 
 
Christian Iandiorio and Pietro Salvini (Department of Enterprise Engineering University of Rome “Tor 
Vergata”, Via del Politecnico 1, 00133 Rome, EU, Italy), “Large displacements of slender beams in plane: 
Analytical solution by means of a new hypergeometric function”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 185-186, pp 467-484, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.006 
ABSTRACT: The goal of this paper is to present an analytical solution for large planar displacements of 
cantilever beams, avoiding the integration of elliptic integrals. The proposed solution takes advantage of a new 
hypergeometric function of two variables by which it is possible to obtain the parametric solution of the beam 
displacement. The solution concerns a cantilever beam subjected to an inclined force and a moment applied at 
the free end; nevertheless, it is easy to extend it to the case of multiple loads applied in intermediate positions of 
the beam. The beams have a constant section and initial curvature, the material is elastic, isotropic and 
homogeneous. It is shown how to extend the results to spring-hinged cantilever or simply supported beams, to 
loads attached to the beam axis (following forces), or to a cantilever beam having the unsupported end displaced 
by a rigid cable. Various technical design curves are also provided; these allow an easy and fast estimate of the 
endpoint displacements. Particular attention is given to the study of the convergence region and speed of this 
new hypergeometric function. The configurations examined, the methodologies and the procedures to carry on 
these solutions are explained in detail within the paper. Some comparisons with numerical results support the 
solution proposed. 
 
Lee Wilson, Eleftherios E. Gdoutos and Sergio Pellegrino (Graduate Aerospace Laboratories, California 
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA), “Tension-Stabilized Coiling of Isotropic Tape Springs”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 188-189, pp 103-117, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.09.010 



ABSTRACT: A tape spring can be held tightly coiled on a circular cylinder by means of a tension force applied 
at the tip. This paper determines the smallest value of the required tension force by means of analytical 
methods, experiments and detailed numerical simulations. The minimum force depends on the coiling ratio, 
defined as the ratio between the transverse radius of the tape spring and the radius of the cylinder. It varies with 
an inverse quadratic relation for coiling ratios smaller than 1 (bending-dominated regime) and with a linear 
relation for coiling ratios greater than 3.424 (tension-dominated regime). For coiling ratios between 1 and 3.424 
there is an intermediate behavior, and the required tension force is non-unique and rather small. 
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“Buckling of a stiff thin film on a bi-layer compliant substrate of finite thickness”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 188-189, pp 133-140, April 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.012 
ABSTRACT: The buckling of a stiff thin film on a compliant substrate has been widely studied over the past 
decade due to its wide applications such as stretchable electronics, micro- and nano-metrology, and surface 
engineering. Instead of a single-layer compliant substrate, a bi-layer compliant substrate is usually encountered 
in practical applications. In this paper, the buckling of a stiff thin film on a bi-layer compliant substrate of finite 
thickness is studied theoretically, numerically and experimentally. The theoretical models based on the small-
deformation theory and the simple finite-deformation theory accounting for the geometry change by using the 
energy method are both developed and presented. The good agreement among theoretical predictions, finite 
element analysis and experimental measurements of the buckling behavior validates the theoretical model. The 
influences of finite thickness of the bi-layer substrate and substrate modulus ratio on the buckling wavelength 
and critical buckling strain are systematically investigated. The buckling configurations at various applied 
strains are also measured to further validate the theoretical model. These results shed light on the influence of 
finite substrate thickness on buckling of the bi-layer substrate-supported thin films and are helpful to provide 
design guidelines in practical applications. 
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“Planar folding of shallow tape springs: The rod model with flexible cross-section revisited as a regularized 
Ericksen bar model”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 188-189, pp 189-209, April 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.009 
ABSTRACT: This work concerns the parallel that can be made between two models involving propagating 
instabilities: (1) a reguralized Ericksen bar model and (2) a rod model with flexible cross-section dedicated to 
the folding of tape springs. This comparison confirms and complements the estimates obtained by Seffen and 
Pellegrino (1999) and gives some new insights on the formation and growth of folds, including their number 
and their location. We begin by studying a reguralized Ericksen bar model in statics. The complete bifurcation 
diagram is analyzed, together with the post-buckling deformed shapes. The influence of the reguralization 
parameter and of the boundary conditions is also studied. Then we propose a simplified model derived from 
Guinot et al. (2012) and Picault et al. (2014) to account for the folding of shallow tape springs in opposite sense 
bending. The equations that govern the problem, involving only two kinematic variables, can be easily written 
in this case. An analytical expression is found for the fundamental solution that is characteristic of an Ericksen 
bar model and it is shown that higher order terms that appear in the strain energy account for the transition 
zones. The obvious parallel with a reguralized Ericksen bar model is made by proceeding to a complete study of 
the post-bifurcation diagram. Estimates of the length of the transition zones are proposed and compared to those 
obtained with a FE shell model. A FE shell model is also used to validate the fundamental solution obtained 
with the proposed simplified rod model with flexible cross-section. These comparisons lead to good 
agreements, except for the peak moment of the moment-curvature response for the bending test. An enriched 
model is then proposed that brings significant improvements. 
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“A semi-analytical approach for the analysis of variable-stiffness panels with curvilinear stiffeners”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 188-189, pp 244-260, April 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.011 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical method is developed for the analysis of composite stiffened panels, where 
stiffness variability is achieved through a combination of fiber steering and curvilinear stringers. The approach 
relies upon a 2D plate model for the skin and a 1D beam description for the stiffeners, according to first-order 
shear deformation theory. The approach is developed in the framework of a displacement-based formulation, 
where Legendre polynomials are used for approximating the displacement field, and the Ritz method is used for 
the solution strategy. The resulting tool is characterized by its excellent computational efficiency, and allows 
problems in free-vibrations, buckling and thermal buckling to be solved with reduced effort. The quality of the 
results is assessed by an extensive set of comparison against results from the literature, demonstrating the 
potential of the tool as a means for performing preliminary parametric studies for these variable-stiffness, 
variable-geometry structures. 
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“A priori estimation of the systematic error of consistently derived theories for thin structures”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 190, pp 1-21, 1 May 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.010 
ABSTRACT: The consistent approximation approach is a dimension reduction technique for the derivation of 
hierarchies of lower-dimensional analytical theories for thin structural members from the three-dimensional 
theory of elasticity. It is based on the uniform truncation of the potential energy after a certain power of a 
geometric scaling factor that describes the relative thinness of the structural member. The truncation power 
defines the approximation order N of the resulting theory. In the contribution, we deal with the exemplary case 
of a slender, beam-like continuum with rectangular cross-section. We introduce an extension of the consistent 
approximation approach towards a simultaneous, uniform truncation of the complementary energy. We show 
that compatible displacement boundary conditions can be derived from the Euler-Lagrange equations of the 
complementary energy, whereas, field equations and stress boundary conditions follow from the Euler-
Lagrange equations of the potential energy. Thus fully defined boundary value problems are obtained for all 
orders of approximation N. We provide an a priori-error estimate for the systematic error of the Nth-order 
theory. It states that the norm difference of the solution of the so derived boundary value problem of order N to 
the exact solution of the three-dimensional theory of elasticity declines like the geometric scaling factor to the 
power of N+1. Thus the approximation character of the approach is proved. Furthermore, we outline why the 
approach is to prefer over the - in engineering mostly used - approach of a fixed displacement field ansatz with 
unknown coefficients. We show that the later approach leads in general to theories of higher complexity without 
increasing the approximation accuracy compared to a consistent approximation. 
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“Temperature-induced shape morphing of bi-metallic structures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 190, pp 22-32, 1 May 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.10.024 
ABSTRACT: In this work, we study the thermo-mechanical behavior of metallic structures designed to 
significantly change shape in response to thermal stimuli. This behavior is achieved by arranging two metals 
with different coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), Aluminum and Titanium, as to create displacement-
amplifying units that can expand uniaxially. In particular, our design comprises a low-CTE bar surrounded by a 
high-CTE frame that features flexure hinges and thicker links. When the temperature increases, the longitudinal 



expansion of the high-CTE portion is geometrically constrained by the low-CTE bar, resulting in a large 
tangential displacement. Our design is guided by theoretical models and numerical simulations. We validate our 
approach by fabricating and characterizing individual units, one dimensional arrays and three-dimensional 
structures. Our work shows that structurally robust metallic structures can be designed for large shape changes. 
The results also demonstrate how harsh environmental conditions (e.g., the extreme temperature swings that are 
characteristic of extraterrestrial environments) can be leveraged to produce function in a fully passive way. 
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“An asymptotic method-based composite plate model considering imperfect interfaces”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 190, pp 258-270, 1 May 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.11.012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an asymptotic method-based analysis of composite laminates having 
interfacial imperfections. In general, imperfect interfaces are simply modeled by introducing a linear, spring-
layer model, which empirically assumes that the displacement jumps that occur at the weakened interface are 
proportional to the transverse shear stresses of interface positions. In this study, we propose a composite plate 
model derived by using asymptotic expansion that does not make any assumptions, other than the scaling of 
coordinate systems. Within the framework of the asymptotic analysis, the spring-layer model is introduced to 
describe the effect of weakened interfaces, which is realized by the separation of domains in the through-the-
thickness direction, and the integration of piecewise continuous warping functions. As a result, we newly define 
a spring parameter that is exactly the same as the stiffness of a spring. Therefore, a set of spring elements are 
added to the through-the-thickness modeling of the microscopic analysis, and the plate equations derived in the 
macroscopic problem are the same as those of the perfectly bonded laminates. As a consequence, we also derive 
the proposed plate model with the mathematical rigor that the previous asymptotic models contain. We provide 
some numerical results verifying that the proposed method shows good agreement with the elasticity and 3D 
FEM solutions. 
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“The Bending-Gradient theory for flexural wave propagation in composite plates”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 191-192, pp 99-109, 15 May 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.11.024 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the prediction of the propagation of flexural waves in anisotropic 
laminated plates with relatively high slenderness ratios by means of refined plate models. The study is 
conducted using the Bending-Gradient theory which is considered as an extension of the Reissner–Mindlin 
theory to multilayered plates. Two projections of the Bending-Gradient model on Reissner–Mindlin models are 
also explored. The relevance of the proposed models is tested by comparing them to well-known plate theories 
and to reference results obtained using the finite element method. 
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“Self-induced global rotation of chiral and other mechanical metamaterials”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 191-192, pp 212-219, 15 May 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.12.010 
ABSTRACT: In this work, through the use of Molecular Dynamics simulations, we show the capability of 
different mechanical metamaterials to induce their own global rotational motion as a result of an internal 



deformation. We also show that one of the considered structures, i.e. the hexachiral system, may manifest a 
superior extent of the global rotation in comparison to other systems. In addition to that, we discuss that the 
self-induced global rotation can be observed for mechanical metamaterials with a discrete mass distribution 
which allows to prove that this phenomenon is not limited to macroscopic systems and applications involving 
the control of the rotational motion of objects such as satellites or wind turbines where the continuous mass 
distribution of structural elements is normally required. In fact, this study serves as a blueprint to show that a 
similar effect may also be expected for various systems at very different scales. 
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“Uncertainty of membrane wrinkling behaviors considering initial thickness imperfections”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 191-192, pp 264-277, 15 May 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.01.022 
ABSTRACT: Initial thickness imperfections of thin membranes due to manufacturing are inevitable and 
commonly observed. This paper presents an experimental and numerical investigation on how thickness 
imperfections affect the wrinkling of stretched membrane structures. With the measured data from a limited 
number of samples, we model the uncertain deviation of membrane thickness from that of a perfect geometry as 
a non-probabilistic bounded field with spatial dependency. After representing the bounded field as a linear 
function of a reduced set of uncertain coefficients by using a series expansion, the effect of thickness 
imperfections on the membrane wrinkling is investigated. To this end, the upper and lower bounds of out-of-
plane displacements for membranes with initial imperfections are evaluated by a mathematical programming. 
The proposed wrinkling evaluation problem is then solved efficiently by using the Kriging-based optimization 
algorithm, with validation done by Monte Carlo simulation. The results show that initial thickness imperfections 
play a critical role in the wrinkling behavior of membranes. 
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02139, United States), “Axisymmetric instability of soft elastic tubes under axial load and surface tension”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 191-192, pp 341-350, 15 May 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.01.015 
ABSTRACT: Elastic tubes can experience surface instabilities when compressed beyond a critical strain, 
referred to as Wilkes instability herein. Soft materials may undergo the Rayleigh–plateau instability which is 
driven by surface tension. However, the surface instability of soft elastic tubes can be impeded by the 
coexistence of axial compression and surface tension. In this paper, we adopted an analytical framework for 
predicting the surface instability of an incompressible tube accounting for both axial loading and surface 
tension. A general solution in a mixed cylindrical coordinate is derived for determining isochoric 
transformations based on energy variational method. A linear perturbation analysis was performed to find out 
the critical elasto-capillary number and axial stretch for the onset of the instability. Cylindrical tubes with 
different thickness, i.e., the ratio of outer to inner radii, are investigated. We find that thinner tubes are more 
likely to experience surface instability than thicker ones, as validated by finite element simulations. We 
conclude that a compressive strain could prevent the Rayleigh–plateau instability induced by surface tension, 
while stretching will favor it. Similarly, the surface tension behaves as a barrier to the formation of 
compression-induced Wilkes instability. 
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equations for flexural plates”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 191-192, pp 497-508, 15 May 
2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.12.021 
ABSTRACT: A new sixth order, isotropic elastic and flexural plate theory is presented based on the fourth 
order equations of Lévy (1877) and Michell (1900). The lack of surface loading in these Lévy–Michell 
equations is overcome by including the dominant flexural component of Dougall’s (1904) solution for a point 
load on the surface of a three dimensional isotropic, elastic layer. The augmented plate equations are arranged 
to fit the form of a consistent sixth order system of isotropic plate equations which include the well known work 



of Reissner and static equations of Mindlin. Numerical applications to two three dimensional problems with 
analytical solutions show good comparative results. 
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“A multi-fidelity competitive sampling method for surrogate-based stacking sequence optimization of 
composite shells with multiple cutouts”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 1-12, 1 
June 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.007 
ABSTRACT: In order to explore the global optimizing ability of the surrogate-based stacking sequence 
optimization of composite shells with multiple cutouts, a multi-fidelity competitive sampling (MFCS) method is 
developed in this paper, which is composed of a low-fidelity sampling level and a high-fidelity sampling level. 
In the low-fidelity sampling level, competitive sampling points are determined by means of the prior screening 
criterion and the further screening criterion in sequence. Based on the POD-based buckling method, a novel 
reduced-order model is established as the low-fidelity model for fast linear buckling analysis of composite 
shells with multiple cutouts. In the high-fidelity sampling level, the explicit dynamic method is employed to 
calculate the post-buckling response of competitive sampling points. Based on these sampling results, a 
surrogate model is built. Next, a surrogate-based stacking sequence optimization framework is established for 
minimum material cost of composite shells with multiple cutouts. A simple optimization example of Mishra's 
Bird test function is performed and the effectiveness of the MFCS method is demonstrated. Finally, the 
proposed method is used for the surrogate-based stacking sequence optimization of composite shells with 
multiple cutouts. The optimal result of total material cost by the MFCS method decreases by 23.0% than the 
optimal result by the traditional sampling method, which indicates that the MFCS method contributes to 
improving the global optimizing ability of the surrogate-based stacking sequence optimization of composite 
shells with multiple cutouts. 
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“Anisotropic and curved lattice members enhance the structural integrity and mechanical performance of 
architected metamaterials”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 287-301, 1 June 
2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.023 
ABSTRACT: Architected metamaterials exhibit unique properties bestowed by their engineered structure rather 
than their chemical composition. Extrinsic material properties have been achieved as a result of advances in 
additive manufacturing. Contemporary fabrication techniques, such as multiphoton lithography and digital light 
processing, have enabled the fabrication of complex structures with inherent hierarchies at length scales ranging 
from nanometers to micrometers. However, despite significant insight into the role of buckling in the 
mechanical behavior of materials reported in earlier studies, particularly strength and energy dissipation, the 
structural and design principles responsible for the improved mechanical performance were not fully elucidated, 
thus limiting the design space of these structures. The principal objective of this study was to investigate how 
controlled three-dimensional assembly and orientation of intertwined lattice members influence localized 
buckling and the overall mechanical response of such metamaterial structures. The novelty of the present design 
approach stems from a mechanical metamaterial inspired by the three-compound octahedron and the symmetry 
variance observed during phase change of crystalline solids. For a specific orientation and tactical joining of the 
unit cells, this geometry demonstrates unprecedented resilience to large deformations and high energy 
dissipation capacity. The selective shape modification of specific lattice members is shown to greatly improve 
the structural integrity of ultralight structures undergoing large deformation. Results from finite element 
simulations and in situ scanning electron microscopy-microindentation experiments reveal the actual 
deformation of metamaterial structures with straight and curved lattice members and elucidate the effects of 
anisotropy and orientation characteristics on the dominant mechanisms affecting the mechanical performance of 
intertwined lattice structures. 
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“The role of the fiber and the bond in the hygroexpansion and curl of thin freely dried paper sheets”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 302-313, 1 June 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.033 
ABSTRACT: A computationally efficient method to study the in-plane and out-of-plane dimensional instability 
of thin paper sheets under the influence of moisture changes is presented. The method explicitly resolves the 
bonded and the free segments of fibers in the sheet, capturing the effect of anisotropic hygroexpansion at the 
fiber level. The method is verified against a volumetric model. The importance of longitudinal fiber 
hygroexpansion is demonstrated in spite of the absolute value of longitudinal hygroexpansion being an order of 
magnitude lower than the transverse hygroexpansion component. Finally, the method is used to demonstrate the 
formation of macroscopic sheet curl due to a moisture gradient in structurally uniform sheets in the absence of 
viscoelastic or plastic constitutive behavior and through-thickness residual stress profiles. 
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“A 3-dimensional elastic beam model for form-finding of bending-active gridshells”, International Journal of 
Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 328-337, 1 June 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.034 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a 3-dimensional elastic beam model for the form-finding and analysis of 
elastic gridshells subjected to bending deformation at the self-equilibrium state. Although the axial, bending, 
and torsional strains of the beam elements are small, the curved beams connected by hinge joints are subjected 
to large-deformation. The directions and rotation angles of the unit normal vectors at the nodes of the curved 
surfaces in addition to the translational displacements are chosen as variables. Based on the 3-dimensional 
elastic beam model, deformation of an element is derived from only the local geometrical relations between the 
orientations of elements and the unit normal vectors at nodes without resorting to a large rotation formulation in 
the 3-dimensional space. Deformation of a gridshell with hinge joints is also modeled using the unit normal 
vectors of the surface. An energy-based formulation is used for deriving the residual forces at the nodes, and the 
proposed model is implemented within dynamic relaxation method for form-finding and analysis of gridshells. 
The accuracy of the proposed method using dynamic relaxation method is confirmed in comparison to the 
results by finite element analysis. The results are also compared with those by optimization approach for 
minimizing the total potential energy derived using the proposed formulation. 
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“An analytical study on the morphology of buckle-delamination under large compression and boundary 
undulation”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 557-567, 1 June 2020,  
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ABSTRACT: Spontaneous formation of various buckle-delamination patterns originates from complex 
interaction between buckles and delamination. However the impact of large compression and delamination 
boundary undulation on the morphology of buckle-delamination remains a challenge especially from an 
analytical approach. Here, a nonlinear solution based on the Föppl–von Kármán (FvK) plate theory for buckle-
delamination is derived by using a coordinate transformation technique in combination with perturbation series 
based on Koiter expansion. The analytical results validated by finite element simulations (FEM) show that the 
sequential sectional profile of straight-sided (SS) blister with asymmetric secondary buckling instability exhibits 
a butterfly shape dependent on the compression amplitude even when the delamination boundary is straight. 
Besides, the wavelength for SS blister after the instability drastically changes with the compression amplitude, 
which is coincident with the experimental results. Our analysis further demonstrates that the elastic energy of 
the wavy-sided blister can be significantly lower than that of the SS blister even when the initial equi-biaxial 



compression is a little larger than the Euler buckling stress, significantly lower than the critical stress for 
secondary buckling instability of SS blisters. This result indicates an alternative mechanism that formation of 
telephone-cord blister may proceed first by an undulation instability of the delamination boundary. 
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elastic column with a flexible support”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 193-194, pp 593-
600, 1 June 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.038 
ABSTRACT: For the investigation of the initial post-buckling of a column built in at one end, clamped in 
rotation with a flexible support at the other, the stability of the bifurcation point is studied using the Fourier 
series. The second-order variation of the potential energy is proved to be semi-positive-definite at the 
bifurcation point. When the disturbance matches the buckling mode, the fourth-order variation is positive for 
some flexible support stiffness, and negative for other flexible support stiffness. Based on the Koiter's initial 
post-buckling theory, the condition on the flexible support stiffness conducive to the unstable branch path is 
derived. The unstable branch paths indicate that the buckling load of the column will be sensitive to the 
imperfections 
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“On postbuckling mode distortion and inversion of nanostructures due to surface roughness”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 195, pp 28-42, 15 June 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.03.007 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate the surface roughness-dependence of buckling of beam-
nanostructures. A new variational formulation of buckling of Euler-Bernoulli rough beams is developed based 
on the Hamilton's principle. The equation of motion of the beam is obtained with a coupling term that depends 
on the beam surface roughness. Exact solutions are derived for the buckling configurations and the pre-buckling 
and postbuckling vibrations of simply supported structures. The derived solutions are used to comprehensively 
explain influence of surface roughness on buckling characteristics of micro/nano-beams. We reveal that the 
buckling configurations and postbuckling mode shapes are distorted due to surface roughness. Thus, the beam 
with a rough surface may exhibit a localized buckling configuration where the buckling energy is confined over 
a small portion of the beam. In addition, the postbuckling mode shape of simply supported beams with rough 
surfaces is applied load-dependent. We report a value of the applied axial load at which the postbuckling mode 
shape is completely distorted, and the beam exhibits a mode shape that is identical to its buckling configuration 
but with a different amplitude. For the first time, we reveal a postbuckling mode inversion due to surface 
roughness. We demonstrate that the postbuckling mode shape starts to exhibit an inverted form of its original 
shape at high load values. The findings presented in this study highlight new insights into buckling 
characteristics of micro/nano-beams. 
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“An efficient semi-analytical framework to tailor snap-through loads in bistable variable stiffness laminates”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 195, pp 91-107, 15 June 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.02.018 
ABSTRACT: Multistable laminates are potential candidates for adaptive structures due to the existence of 
multiple stable states. Commonly, such bistable shapes are generated from the cool-down process of the 
unsymmetric laminates from the curing temperature. In this work, we exploit unsymmetric variable stiffness 



laminates with curvilinear fiber paths to generate similar bistable shapes as unsymmetric cross-ply laminates, 
but with the possibility to tailor the snap-through loads. Snap-through is a complex phenomenon in that is 
difficult to characterize using simple analytical models. An accurate yet computationally efficient semi-
analytical model is proposed to compute the snap-through forces of bistable variable stiffness (VS) laminates. 
The differential equations resulting from the compatibility and the in-plane equilibrium equations are solved 
with negligible numerical error using the Differential Quadrature Method (DQM). As a result, the in-plane 
stress resultants and the total potential energy is written in terms of curvatures. The out-of-plane displacements 
are expressed in the form of Legendre polynomials where the unknown coefficients of the displacement 
function are found using the Rayleigh-Ritz formulation. The calculated snap-through loads are then compared 
with the Finite Element (FE) results. A parametric study is conducted to explore the tailoring capabilities of VS 
laminates for snap-through loads. 
 
Qian Li, David A. Dillard and Romesh C. Batra (Department of Biomedical Engineering and Mechanics, M/C 
0219, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, 24061, USA), “Kearsley-type 
instabilities in finite deformations of transversely isotropic and incompressible hyperelastic materials”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 196-197, pp 171-178, July 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.03.012 
ABSTRACT: We assume that the strain energy density, W,  for a transversely isotropic and incompressible 
hyperelastic solid is a complete quadratic function of components of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor, C . 
We first discuss restrictions on the seven material parameters appearing in the expression for W. It is shown that 
for the reference configuration to be stress-free, both terms linear in (I4 − 1) and (I5 − 1) must simultaneously 
appear in the expression for W where I4 = A  • CA, I5 = A  • C 2A , and A  is a unit vector along the axis of 
transverse isotropy. Subsequently, we show that for a prismatic body comprised of this material deformed either 
in dead-load or displacement-controlled uniaxial tension/compression along A,  depending upon the sign of the 
material parameter h14 multiplying the term (I1 − 3)(I4 − 1) in the expression for W,  the two lateral stretches may 
bifurcate from being equal to being unequal for a stable solution defined as the one that has lower free energy. 
Here I1 = tr(C) where tr is the trace operator. This is similar to Kearsley's instability in an isotropic square 
Mooney-Rivlin membrane deformed with equal biaxial dead loads on the edges for which the stable deformed 
configuration shifts from having equal to unequal biaxial stretches. 
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“On rotational instability within the nonlinear six-parameter shell theory”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 196-197, pp 179-189, July 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.030 
ABSTRACT: Within the six-parameter nonlinear shell theory we analyzed the in-plane rotational instability 
which occurs under in-plane tensile loading. For plane deformations the considered shell model coincides up to 
notations with the geometrically nonlinear Cosserat continuum under plane stress conditions. So we considered 
here both large translations and rotations. The constitutive relations contain some additional micropolar 
parameters with so-called coupling factor that relates Cosserat shear modulus with the Cauchy shear modulus. 
The discussed instability relates to the bifurcation from the static solution without rotations to solution with 
non-zero rotations. So we call it rotational instability. We present an elementary discrete model which captures 
the rotational instability phenomenon and the results of numerical analysis within the shell model. The 
dependence of the bifurcation condition on the micropolar material parameters is discussed. 
 
Milan Jirásek, Filip Šmejkal and Martin Horák, “Pressurized axisymmetric membrane deforming into 
a prescribed shape”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 198, pp 1-16, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.021 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new approach to the optimal design of an axisymmetric membrane with 
variable thickness, which has potential applications in the development of active optical elements (liquid 



lenses). The governing equations are based on the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material law, which postulates a 
linear relation between the Green-Lagrange strains and the second Piola-Kirchoff stresses, combined with the 
exact description of geometric nonlinearity, without any simplifying assumptions. It is shown that the 
membrane thickness can be designed such that the prestressed membrane subjected to a given uniform liquid 
pressure deforms into a prescribed rotationally symmetric shape, e.g., a spherical or parabolic cap. For the 
special but important case of a spherical cap, a closed-form solution is derived. A numerical procedure is 
developed for the general case, and its high accuracy and efficiency is demonstrated by examples. The 
sensitivity of the optimal design to material parameters and prestressing displacement is assessed. 
 
Yuanpeng Liu, Kai Guo, Changguo Wang, Jiecai Han and Huajian Gao, “Concentration dependent properties 
and plastic deformation facilitate instability of the solid-electrolyte interphase in Li-ion batteries”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 198, pp 99-109, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.013 
ABSTRACT: Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) often suffer from capacity fading and poor cyclic performance due 
to mechanical degradation of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI). Here we perform numerical simulations and 
theoretical analysis to elucidate the role of plasticity in wrinkling and ratcheting behaviors of an SEI/electrode 
system. A coupled diffusion and finite deformation framework is formulated and numerically implemented as a 
user-element subroutine (UEL) to describe transient lithium diffusion and accompanying elastic–viscoplastic 
deformation of the electrode. It is found that concentration dependent properties and plastic deformation 
facilitate wrinkling in such a system. A wrinkled morphology may further lead to ratcheting and related failure 
under cycling. A phase diagram of four types of cyclic behaviorsis identified in terms of the charging rate and 
time. Our analysis suggests several potential strategies to avoid wrinkling and ratcheting instabilities, such as 
charging/discharging the electrode at a sufficiently slow rate, and/or introducing a thick artificial SEI with a 
pre-tension. 
 
Susmita Mondal and L.S. Ramachandra, “Nonlinear dynamic pulse buckling of imperfect laminated composite 
plate with delamination”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 198, pp 170-182, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.010 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic pulse buckling of imperfect composite plate with embedded delamination 
is investigated numerically in this article. The dynamic buckling load is computed using Tsai-Wu quadratic 
interaction criterion. The laminated composite plate is modeled using layerwise theory with jump 
discontinuities in the form of heaviside step function to represent delamination at layer interfaces. The B-spline 
function is used as an interpolation function in finite element to analyze the plate subjected to unidirectional in-
plane compressive pulse loading. The effect of type of pulse loading i.e., sinusoidal, exponential and 
rectangular, and plate boundary condition on the shock spectrum is explored. Response of delaminated plates is 
also computed for various delamination percentages at different layer interfaces. Sublaminates open up at the 
zone of delamination around peak displacement. Moreover, the same percentage of delamination at outer 
interface results in higher relative displacement of sublaminates compared to the delamination at inner 
interfaces. Dynamic load factor (DLF) is computed for different percentages of delaminations at middle 
interface. 
 
V.V. Karpov and A.A. Semenov, “Refined model of stiffened shells”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 199, pp 43-56, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.03.019 
ABSTRACT: The paper addresses several existing versions of mathematical models describing stiffened shell 
structures (accounting for the interaction between stiffeners and skin “along a line”, and “along a strip”, and a 
method for “smearing” the stiffness of stiffeners over the entire structure). The authors suggest a new, most 
accurate version to account for stiffness properties of stiffeners, based on introducing various modular ratios 
along various coordinate axes. For stiffeners perpendicular to the direction under consideration, the authors 
introduce a modular ratio equal to the ratio between the width of stiffeners in this direction and the linear 
dimension of the shell in the direction under consideration. For analysis, the authors use an algorithm based on 
the Ritz method and the best parameter continuation method. Three versions of models, taking into account the 



discrete introduction of stiffeners, are compared. Analysis is performed for isotropic shallow doubly curved 
shells reinforced with an orthogonal grid of stiffeners. 
 
Pedro Dias Simão and Vítor Dias da Silva, “Tensile buckling of repetitive rods systems with overlapping”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 199, pp 57-84, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.03.020 
ABSTRACT: In structural engineering, buckling is usually associated with compressive stress and/or 
shortening deformation states. Recently, several works came to light alerting to the propensity of some 
structural systems to buckle under tension. Within this context, the present work examines the buckling and 
post-buckling behaviours of repetitive rods systems under tensile axial loading, and comprises three distinct 
parts. At first, the tensile stability behaviour of a single rigid rod with an edge section supported by a slider that 
is forced to follow a pre-established path, developed in the literature that lays behind us, is revisited and related 
to the buckling behaviour of an alternative two rods system whose buckling propensity arises from a secondary 
compressed bar overlapping the tensioned one. In the second part of the paper, overlapping is used to create 
innovative repetitive frames that buckle under tension, in the present case a sequence of lined up rigid rods 
connected by rotational joints. The tensile critical load shows little change as new modules are added to the 
system, in clear contrast with the compressive case. The tensile post-buckling behaviour is also assessed, in 
some cases showing original shapes, and overlapping is used to create repetitive frames with negative thermal 
expansion coefficient as well. In the third part of the paper, the effects of applying global gradients to the 
relevant mechanical properties, in the form of smooth variations of the joints rigidities and rods lengths as the 
module is repeated, on the stability behaviour under tension are assessed. Although these variations are smooth 
and kept within small values, they provoke significant changes on the tensile buckling load, on the buckling 
type and on the type of buckling as well. The findings pave the way to the development of innovative repetitive 
frames, cellular materials, polymer chains and origami structures showing original constitutive behaviours 
under tension. 
 
E.G. Karpov, D. Ozevin, M. Mahamid and L.A. Danso, “On the comprehensive stability analysis of axially 
loaded bistable and tristable metastructures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 199, pp 158-
168, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.032 
ABSTRACT: Approaches to systematic analysis of essentially nonlinear structures with multistable responses, 
controlled buckling and snapping behavior have received much attention recently in the context of mechanical 
metamaterials design. A snapping bistable element is generally a highly efficient damper, performing well even 
at very low forcing frequencies. In this paper, we transfer basic tools of the metamaterials analysis to 
macroscopic systems relevant to civil and mechanical engineering applications. Such systems are comprised of 
only several bistable elements. Followed by analysis of a single snapping bistable axial (two-force) element, we 
consider a combination of two elements with antisymmetric properties and demonstrate a robust tristable 
performance of the resultant structure in low-frequency or quasistatic tension-compression loading cycles. The 
tristability provides an overall response that is symmetric for tension and compression, which makes it 
interesting for applications in machinery and large-scale seismic structures. 
 
Jen-San Chen and Lien-Cheng Wang, “Contact between two planar buckled beams pushed together 
transversely”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 199, pp 181-189, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.029 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we study the behavior of two buckled beams when they are pushed toward each 
other. The elastica model is adopted in the theoretical formulation. In the early stage, the buckled beams contact 
each other at one point. It then evolves to line contact when the external pushing force increases. The line-
contact segment can be straight or curved. It is shown that there is no distributed force within the line-contact 
segment. In order to determine the stability of the deformation, the vibration method is adopted. To account for 
change of contact points during vibration, the equations of motion are reformulated into Eulerian forms and the 
squares of natural frequencies are solved. If any of the squares of natural frequencies is negative, the 
equilibrium is unstable. Experiments are conducted to measure the relation between the pushing force and the 
top clamp-line movement. For each stable deformation, several of the lowest natural frequencies are recorded 



and compared with the theoretical predictions. In displacement control the lowest two natural frequencies agree 
very well with the theoretical prediction. However, the measurement of natural frequencies for load control is 
less successful. Generally speaking, the deformation evolutions observed in experiments follow the load-
deflection curves predicted theoretically for both displacement and load-control procedures. 
 
Borja Erice, María Jesús Pérez-Martín, Martin Kristoffersen, David Morin, Tore Borvik and  Odd Sture 
Hopperstad, “Fracture mechanisms in largely strained solids due to surface instabilities”, International Journal 
of Solids and Structures, Vol. 199, pp 190-202, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.04.008 
ABSTRACT: The effect of self-contacting surface defects generated by largely compressing metals on the 
ductile-to-brittle transition observed in metallic structures is investigated. In order to analyse such an effect, a 
finite element model of a half-space plane-strain material block with an imperfection was subjected to different 
levels of compression followed by reverse tensile straining. Experimentally validated associative J2 and porous 
plasticity models were used to describe the mechanical response of the pipeline steel employed as a baseline 
material for this investigation. Both models predicted onset of creasing at compressive strains of around 70%. 
To ascertain whether the creases created large and sharp enough defects to trigger the ductile-to-brittle 
transition during the tensile straining phase, a bifurcation analysis implemented within a user material 
subroutine was used as fracture initiation indicator. This confirmed that at compressive strains above 70% the 
self-contact defect acted as a crack during the tensile straining phase. 
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Teguh Muttaqie, Sang Hyun Park, Jung Min Sohn, Sang-Rai Cho, In Sik Niho, Soonhung Han, Phill-Seung Lee 
and Yoon Sik Cho, “Experimental investigations on the implosion characteristics of thin cylindrical aluminium-
alloy tubes”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 200-201, pp 64-82, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.008 
ABSTRACT: Experimental studies are conducted to investigate the implosion characteristics of thin cylindrical 
aluminium-alloy tubes. The effects of various parameters that generate different responses on the implosion 
behaviours are investigated. Aluminium-alloy tubes are fabricated from a 6061-T6 material and designed in the 
range of 2.5–6.7 length-to-diameter ratios; wall thickness-to-diameter ratios are varied from 55 to 69. The 
geometric imperfection parameters, defined as the initial ovality and thickness unevenness, are considered. Two 
different pressurising media, i.e., water only and the combination of water and nitrogen gas are employed. In 
addition small- and medium-sized of pressure chamber are utilised to clarify the pressure drop after the ultimate 
strength reached. Furthermore, non-linear finite element analyses, benchmarked for quantitative validation and 
comparison of the imploded tubes, are conducted. The numerical benchmark quantities are initial ovality, 
thickness unevenness, and air-backed fluid cavity parameters. The results of these experiments indicated that 
the effects of combined water and nitrogen can reproduce a constant pressure environment similar as actual 
undersea conditions, but the combined pressuring media can reduce the pressuring rate. 
 
Zhiming Xue, Changguo Wang and Huifeng Tan, “Articulated surface wrinkling of a patterned film with 
periodic stiffness distribution on a compliant substrate”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 
200-201, pp 132-144, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.021 
ABSTRACT: Articulated surface wrinkling patterns can be induced through the mechanical instability of 
patterned stiff films with periodic stiffness distributions (including periodic material and/or film thickness 
distributions) on a compliant substrate. To explore this articulated surface wrinkling, the governing equations 
are established by energy minimization, and the theoretical results are consistent with those from experiment 
and finite-element simulations. Morphology transitions from articulated wrinkling to trapezoidal or sine–
trapezoid hybrid wrinkling are observed when the geometrical or material property parameters beyond a 
specific interval. Phase diagrams are established for the formation of articulated wrinkling morphology with 
respect to the geometrical and material parameters. The results show that articulated wrinkling is observed for a 
patterned film on a compliant substrate, depending on the periodic segment dimensions of the patterned film 
compared to the sinusoidal wrinkle wavelength of the corresponding homogeneous film. Compared to the 
sinusoidal wrinkling of a homogeneous film, articulated wrinkling has notably larger wrinkling wavelength and 
normal traction at the interface (approximately double when L1 = L2), however, has slightly smaller amplitude 
and film strains (membrane and bending peak strains). This study is a good reference for designing articulated 
surfaces with potential applications in many areas, especially energy harvesting devices, because of the 
controlled deformation location and strain distribution of such surfaces. 



 
N. Jacques, “An analytical model for necking strains in stretched plates under dynamic biaxial loading”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 200-201, pp 198-212, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.028 
ABSTRACT: A model for the prediction of localised necking in plates subjected to dynamic biaxial loading is 
presented. The proposed model extends the classic two-zone localisation analysis introduced by Marciniak and 
Kuczyński (1967) to include the contribution of inertia. Several examples of computations are presented to 
illustrate the influence of inertia, material rate-dependence and yield surface shape on plate necking under 
dynamic biaxial loading. It is found that inertia may significantly delay the occurrence of localised necking and 
increase the apparent ductility of the material. The results of the proposed model are compared to those of three-
dimensional finite element simulations and a very good agreement is observed. 
 
Jianxun Zhang, Yang Ye, Yuqing Zhu, Hui Yuan, Qinghua Qin and Tiejun Wang, “On axial splitting and 
curling behaviour of circular sandwich metal tubes with metal foam core”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vol. 202, pp 111-125, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.021 
ABSTRACT: Axial splitting and curling behaviour of circular sandwich metal tubes with metal foam core is 
investigated analytically and experimentally. The sandwich tubes split axially and the strips curl outward by 
prefabricated cracks at the distal end of the specimens. Axial compression experiments of circular sandwich 
metal tubes are carried out and deformation modes are found. A theoretical model is developed to predict the 
axial splitting and curling behaviour of the circular sandwich metal tubes including effects of the tearing of the 
cracks, plastic bending, curling, foam compression and friction. It is shown that the analytical predictions 
capture the experimental results reasonably. Effects of the tube thickness, foam strength, foam thickness, the 
number of the prefabricated cracks, and the semi-angle of the die are of vital important in energy absorption 
devices by the axial splitting and curling of circular sandwich tubes. 
 
Feng Zhu, Ernian Pan, Zhenghua Qian and Zhe Luo, “Waves in a generally anisotropic viscoelastic composite 
laminated bilayer: Impact of the imperfect interface from perfect to complete delamination”, International 
Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 262-277, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.031 
ABSTRACT: Composite laminates are usually made of anisotropic viscoelastic materials with layer-dependent 
properties. Although such structures are advantageous over the traditional single-material structure, their 
interfacial damage/failure is a great concern. In this paper, we present the general formulation and the 
corresponding solution to enhance our understanding on the guided waves in such laminates with imperfect 
interfaces. The formulation is based on the modified dual variable and position (DVP) method combined with a 
powerful and accurate root-finding algorithm. While the former overcomes the numerical instability when 
handling layered structures, the latter finds all the roots of the dispersion equation in a complex domain 
providing the full three-dimensional (3D) dispersion curves. After the proposed formulation is validated by the 
semi-analytical finite-element (SAFE) method for the perfect interface case, the present solution is applied to 
analyze the dispersion curves and mode shapes for a bilayer laminate with imperfect interface. Numerical 
examples demonstrate the detailed evolution mechanisms on wave features from perfect interface to complete 
delamination in the bilayer with imperfect interface. The results presented in this paper provide important 
insight to guide the in-situ monitoring of the evolution processes of the wave mode shapes and dispersion 
curves from perfect interface to complete delamination. 
 
Jake A. Haley and Stelios Kyriakides, “Bending induced wrinkling and creasing in axially crushed aluminum 
tubes”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 368-383, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.003 
ABSTRACT: Concertina folding of tubes used for impact mitigation bends the tube section to tight curvatures 
that can lead to failures on the tensioned side of the folds. This paper reports results from such axial crushing 
experiments on Al-6061-T6 circular tubes in which cleft-like features were also observed on the compressed 
sides of folds. Microscopic examination of the compressed sides of sectioned folds at different stages of 
bending revealed the following. Compression leads to surface wrinkles that are initiated by small initial surface 



roughness. Further bending increases the amplitude of the wrinkles, and at even higher bending the wrinkles 
morph into folds, creases, and sharp discontinuities. Metallographic examination of these surface undulations 
revealed that surface wrinkles encompass several grains, which deform conforming to the imposed local 
geometric changes. With this in mind, the axial crushing was simulated at the continuum level via an 
axisymmetric finite element analysis coupled with a suitably calibrated non-quadratic elastic–plastic 
constitutive model. A sufficiently refined mesh and representative initial surface imperfections enabled 
monitoring of the evolution of surface instabilities on the compressed sides of folds. Surface wrinkles appear at 
compressive strains of about 50%. As the local bending increases, their amplitude grows, and subsequently they 
evolve into local folds, and creases that resemble surface features observed in the experiments. 
 
Antoine-Emmanuel Viard, Justin Dirrenberger and Samuel Forest, “Propagating material instabilities in planar 
architectured materials”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 532-551, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.027 
ABSTRACT: Under tension low carbon steel exhibits inhomogeneous plastic deformation. This instability 
called Piobert-Lüders banding creates fronts of localized strain that propagate in the structure. To date, Lüders 
banding has been studied experimentally and numerically only in simple geometries like sheets, tubes and 
normalized fracture mechanics specimens. This paper focuses on architectured materials and specifically lattice 
structures which can be defined as a tessellation of unit-cells periodically distributed in space. This class of 
advanced materials draws new mechanical properties from its inner architecture. We investigate the effect of the 
architecture on the global behavior of the structure. Especially, how bands interact with the lattice and how to 
control initiation and propagation of localized strain using the architecture. An elastoplastic material model is 
used in order to simulate the Piobert-Lüders band formation and propagation. The model also considers a large 
deformation framework for elastoplasticity with periodic boundary conditions in order to represent the 
architectured material. Initiation and propagation of material instabilities depend on the geometry as well as its 
on the relative orientation with respect to the loading direction. Propagating and non-propagating behaviors are 
identified for the Piobert-Lüders bands and related to the different types of geometry. Material instabilities 
affect the mechanical behavior of the structure as far as they are governed by the architecture. These 
conclusions are compared to experimental results from tensile tests on laser-architectured specimens made of 
ARMCO steel. 
 
Yucai Hu and Haiyi Liang, “Folding simulation of rigid origami with Lagrange multiplier method”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 552-561, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.016 
ABSTRACT: Origami crease patterns are folding paths that transform flat sheets into spatial objects. Origami 
patterns with a single degree of freedom (DOF) have creases that fold simultaneously. More often, origami 
patterns have multiple DOFs and several substeps are required to sequentially fold such origami; at each 
substep, some creases fold and the rest remain fixed. In this study, we combine the loop closure constraint with 
the Lagrange multiplier method to account for the sequential folding of rigid origami of multiple DOFs by 
controlling the rotation of different sets of creases during successive substeps. This strategy is also applicable in 
modeling origami-inspired devices, where creases may be equipped with rotational springs and the folding 
process thus involves elastic energy. Several examples are presented to verify the proposed algorithms in 
tracing the sequential folding process as well as searching the equilibrium configurations of origami with 
rotational springs. 
 
Alexey Furtsev and Evgeny Rudoy, “Variational approach to modeling soft and stiff interfaces in the Kirchhoff-
Love theory of plates”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 562-574, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.044 
ABSTRACT: Within the framework of the Kirchhoff-Love theory, a thin homogeneous layer (called adhesive) 
of small width between two plates (called adherents) is considered. It is assumed that elastic properties of the 
adhesive layer depend on its width which is a small parameter of the problem. Our goal is to perform an 
asymptotic analysis as the parameter goes to zero. It is shown that depending on the softness or stiffness of the 
adhesive, there are seven distinct types of interface conditions. In all cases, we establish weak convergence of 



the solutions of the initial problem to the solutions of limiting ones in appropriate Sobolev spaces. The 
asymptotic analysis is based on variational properties of solutions of corresponding equilibrium problems. 
 
Mayank Chadha and Michael D. Todd, “The mathematical theory of a higher-order geometrically-exact beam 
with a deforming cross-section”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, pp 854-880, 1 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the variational formulation and numerical solution of a higher-order, 
geometrically exact Cosserat type beam with deforming cross-section, instigated from generalized kinematics 
presented in earlier works. The generalizations include the effects of a fully-coupled Poisson’s and warping 
deformations in addition to other deformation modes from Simo-Reissner beam kinematics. The kinematics at 
hand renders the deformation map to be a function of not only the configuration of the beam but also elements 
of the tangent space of the beam’s configuration (axial strain vector, curvature, warping amplitude, and their 
derivatives). While this complicates the process of deriving the balance laws and exploring the variational 
formulation of the beam, the completeness of the result makes it worthwhile. The weak and strong form are 
derived for the dynamic case considering a general boundary. We restrict ourselves to a linear small-strain 
elastic constitutive law and the static case for numerical implementation. The finite element modeling of this 
beam has higher regularity requirements. The matrix (discretized) form of the equation of motion is derived. 
Finally, numerical simulations comparing various beam models are presented. 
 
Anton Köllner, Maria Kashtalyan, Igor Guz and Christina Völlmecke, “On the interaction of delamination 
buckling and damage growth in cross-ply laminates”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 202, 
pp 912-928, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.05.035 
ABSTRACT: The compressive behaviour of cross-ply laminates with delaminations and matrix cracked layers 
is investigated by means of an analytical modelling approach. Insight into the post-buckling and damage growth 
behaviour is obtained owing to comprehensive parametric studies varying delamination length and depth as well 
as matrix crack density for cross-ply laminates with different layups. The efficient modelling approach 
comprises the well-known total potential energy principle and the Equivalent Constrained Model for 
determining reduced stiffness properties depending on the matrix crack density. Thus, unlike previous studies 
on delamination buckling, the effect of matrix cracked layers is taken into consideration. The analysis of the 
energy release rates for delamination and matrix crack growth enables the identification of configurations (e.g. 
delamination depth and length, total thickness of the laminates) which are prone to delamination growth and 
matrix crack growth, respectively. Beyond that, relationships between post-buckling and damage growth 
behaviour are identified and discussed. 
 
Christophe Leclerc and Sergio Pellegrino, “Nonlinear elastic buckling of ultra-thin coilable booms”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 203, pp 46-56, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.042 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study of the elastic buckling behavior of Triangular Rollable And 
Collapsible (TRAC) booms under pure bending. An autoclave manufacturing process for ultra-thin composite 
booms is presented and the behavior of three test samples is investigated experimentally. Two regimes are 
observed, a pre-buckling regime and a stable post-buckling regime that ends when buckling collapse is reached. 
The buckling collapse moment, marking the end of the stable post-buckling regime, is typically four times 
higher than the initial buckling moment. A numerical simulation of the boom behavior with the Abaqus finite 
element package is presented and all of the features observed experimentally are captured accurately by the 
simulation, except buckling collapse. The numerical model is also used to study the effect of varying the boom 
length from 0.3 m to 5.0 m. It is shown that the pre-buckling deformation of the flanges under compression 
leads to a constant wavelength lateral-torsional buckling mode for which the critical moment is mostly constant 
across the range of lengths. 
 
Giovanni Zucco and Paul M. Weaver, “Post-buckling behaviour in variable stiffness cylindrical panels under 
compression loading with modal interaction effects”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 203, 
pp 92-109, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.06.025 



ABSTRACT: Variable Angle Tow (VAT) composite panels, whereby fibre angle distributions vary 
continuously in-plane, have more scope for tuning structural properties than traditional straight fibre laminated 
composite materials. Currently, the geometrically non-linear response of such structures is typically modelled 
using path-following methods implemented in commercial finite element analysis. However the high 
computational cost given from both the incremental-iterative procedure and fine mesh required for accurate 
modelling of the variable trajectory of fibre direction, can be excessively time consuming. Driven by these 
shortcomings, we use a fast multi-modal Koiter asymptotic method for investigating the nonlinear buckling 
behaviour of VAT cylindrical panels in compression. In doing so, this paper provides new insight into the 
multi-modal description and nonlinear buckling mode interactions which are responsible for the highly 
nonlinear behaviour of cylindrical panels in compression with a particular emphasis on the nonlinear 
components in the mathematical asymptotic description. As such, through an extensive parametric virtual 
testing programme we construct, for each panel under investigation, an asymptotic solution projecting the 
equilibrium equations in the subspace of its first 30 buckling modes. Then, at several points of the resulting 
equilibrium path, the percentage contribution of each of these modes to the solution is measured. On the basis of 
the percentage obtained, those modes which give the largest contribution to the solution are identified. The main 
novelty of this work is that these results are used as a priori information for re-projecting the equilibrium 
equations into a new modal subspace to which only the buckling modes with the largest participation belong. 
Moreover, for the first time, we observe that in a multi-modal Koiter-inspired description the modal shapes 
giving the largest contribution to the asymptotic solution have the same degree of symmetry. In this way, for a 
generic panel under consideration, we show that it is possible to obtain a more computationally-efficient 
asymptotic description than current approaches. Finally, the new computed equilibrium paths are compared to 
benchmark results using the commercial finite element software ABAQUS and the computational advantages 
given by using a priori information in the asymptotic expansion are commented upon. 
 
Raymond H. Plaut, “Generalized Reissner analysis of large axisymmetric deflections of thin circular and 
annular plates”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 203, pp 131-137, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.004 
ABSTRACT: A generalized Reissner theory for axisymmetric problems of thin circular and annular plates is 
applied to various problems. The plates are assumed to be linearly elastic, and shear deformation is neglected. 
Large deflections, rotations, and strains are allowed. The plate edges may be clamped or simply supported, 
movable or immovable. The types of loading considered are uniform pressure, central concentrated load, 
uniform edge moment, full ponding, and central rigid hub pushed downward (with or without an elastic 
foundation). In some cases, the effects of Poisson's ratio and the radius-to-thickness ratio are investigated, and 
the maximum deflections are compared to those based on von Kármán theory and Reissner theory. 
 
Steven R. Woodruff and Evgueni T. Filipov, “A bar and hinge model formulation for structural analysis of 
curved-crease origami”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 204-205, pp 114-127, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.010 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a method for simulating the structural properties of curved-crease 
origami through the use of a simplified numerical method called the bar and hinge model. We derive stiffness 
expressions for three deformation behaviors including stretching of the sheet, bending of the sheet, and folding 
along the creases. The stiffness expressions are based on system parameters that a user knows before analysis, 
such as the material properties of the sheet and the geometry of the flat fold pattern. We show that the model is 
capable of capturing folding behavior of curved-crease origami structures accurately by comparing deformed 
shapes to other theoretical and experimental approximations of the deformations. The model is used to study the 
structural behavior of a creased annulus sector and an origami fan. These studies demonstrate the versatile 
capability of the bar and hinge model for exploring the unique mechanical characteristics of curved-crease 
origami. The simulation codes for curved-crease origami are provided with this paper. 
 
E.J.P. Miranda Jr., E.D. Nobrega, S.F. Rodrigues, C. Aranas Jr. and J.M.C. Dos Santos, “Wave attenuation in 
elastic metamaterial thick plates: Analytical, numerical and experimental investigations”, International Journal 



of Solids and Structures, Vol. 204-205, pp 138-152, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.002 
ABSTRACT: We investigate the complex band structure and forced response of flexural waves propagating in 
an elastic metamaterial thick plate. Mindlin-Reissner thick plate theory is considered. We study the influence of 
periodic arrays of spring-mass resonators attached to the surface of a homogeneous thick plate on the formation 
of Bragg-type and locally resonant band gaps. The plane wave expansion and extended plane wave expansion 
approaches are used to compute the complex band structure and wave shapes of the metamaterial thick plate 
with attached spring-mass resonators. An experimental analysis is conducted with a 3D-printed metamaterial 
plate with resonators. Modal shapes, forced response and band structure are computed by finite element and 
wave finite element methods. Analytical, numerical and experimental results present good agreement. 
 
Anssi T. Karttunen and J.N. Reddy, “Hierarchy of beam models for lattice core sandwich structures”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 204-205, pp 172-186, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.020 
ABSTRACT: A discrete-to-continuum transformation to model 2-D discrete lattices as energetically equivalent 
1-D continuum beams is developed. The study is initiated in a classical setting but results in a non-classical 
two-scale micropolar beam model via a novel link within a unit cell between the second-order macrorotation-
gradient and the micropolar antisymmetric shear deformation. The shear deformable micropolar beam is 
reduced to a couple-stress and two classical lattice beam models by successive approximations. The stiffness 
parameters for all models are given by the micropolar constitutive matrix. The four models are compared by 
studying stretching- and bending-dominated lattice core sandwich beams under various loads and boundary 
conditions. A classical 4th-order Timoshenko beam is an apt first choice for stretching-dominated beams, 
whereas the 6th-order micropolar model works for bending-dominated beams as well. The 6th-order couple-
stress beam is often too stiff near point loads and boundaries. It is shown that the 1-D micropolar model leads to 
the exact 2-D lattice response in the absence of boundary effects even when the length of the 1-D beam 
(macrostructure) equals that of the 2-D unit cell (microstructure), that is, when L = l. 
 
Hang Yang and Li Ma, “1D and 2D snapping mechanical metamaterials with cylindrical topology”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 204-205, pp 220-232, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.023 
ABSTRACT: Snapping mechanical metamaterials have garnered significant interest in recent years because of 
their ability to achieve extremely large strains and shape/configuration changes or recoveries via elastic 
buckling instability. For 1D snapping 2D periodic structures with planar topological configurations, the 
snapping mechanisms have been deeply studied. In this article, 1D multistable cylindrical metastructures 
composed of a periodic arrangement of bistable snapping units with programmable nonlinear mechanical 
responses are presented. Theoretical analysis, finite element simulations, and experimental verifications are 
performed to the application for stable and reusable shape-reconfiguration/phase-transformation. Notably, the 
mechanical characterizations of 2D snapping 2D periodic structures and developed cylindrical configurations 
are also carried out. The applications for highly stretchable devices and morphable metastructures are proposed. 
The relationships between geometric parameters as well as the numbers of the unit cells and structure's 
macroscopic mechanical behavior are concluded. The study significantly expands the ability of snapping 
metamaterials and opens avenues for the adaptive morphable surfaces as demonstrated by the design of a smart 
responsive skin that significantly enhances the deformability and programmability. 
 
Pei Li, Y.B. Guo and V.P.W. Shim, “A rate-sensitive constitutive model for anisotropic cellular materials — 
Application to a transversely isotropic polyurethane foam”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 
206, pp 43-58, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.08.007 
ABSTRACT: Constitutive models that describe anisotropic mechanical behaviour have generally focused on 
incompressible materials such as metals. However, many cellular materials such as foams and wood are 
compressible, and their mechanical response is both direction- and rate-dependent. To describe the anisotropic 
behaviour of these compressible cellular materials, a rate-sensitive constitutive model is proposed to capture 
their large deformation, dynamic response to compression, which cellular materials are often subjected to; this 
is based on a model proposed by the authors (Li et al., 2018). Anisotropy of yielding is captured via a 4th order 



tensor, whereby appropriate assumptions enable the 21 parameters to be determined from only six fundamental 
experimental tests, i.e. uniaxial compression along three principal directions and simple shear corresponding to 
three principal planes. Anisotropy of the post-yield response is characterized by a hardening matrix containing 
six hardening functions, and these are also determined by the six basic experimental tests. By inverting the 
hardening function matrix, the Cauchy stresses are scaled back to define a modified stress space, whereby the 
yield surface remains stationary; this enables anisotropic post-yield behaviour to be expressed in a simplified 
form. To incorporate rate-sensitivity, the six hardening functions are cast in terms of both effective plastic strain 
and strain rate. Assuming that rate-sensitivity of the post-yield response follows that of the yield stress, the 
proposed model is applied to predict the stress-strain and deformation response of a transversely isotropic 
crushable polyurethane foam reported in (Li et al., 2019). Good correlation between the predicted and 
experimental results demonstrates that the proposed model using the assumed form of rate-sensitivity, is able to 
adequately capture the large deformation mechanical behaviour and rate-dependence of anisotropic cellular 
materials beyond yield. 
 
L.I.W. Arnouts, N. De Temmerman, T.J. Massart and P.Z. Berke, “Geometric design of triangulated bistable 
scissor structures taking into account finite hub size”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 206, 
pp 84-100, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.09.009 
ABSTRACT: Pre-assembled scissor structures can be transformed from a compact bundle of elements to a fully 
deployed configuration, offering a considerable volume expansion. Intended geometrical incompatibilities 
during transformation can be introduced as a design strategy to obtain bistability, which allows instantaneously 
achieving some structural stability in the deployed state. Because of these incompatibilities, some specific 
members bend during transformation, resulting in a controlled potentially tunable snap-through behaviour. 
Geometric design methodologies were proposed in the literature to obtain a compatible geometry (i.e. with all 
of the beams straight) in the folded and the deployed configurations. However, most of these approaches do not 
consider finite hub sizes or introduce extra incompatibilities in the geometry by adding hub legs. In this 
contribution, deployability conditions are derived taking the finite hub size, i.e. the spacing between the 
connections of the different beams to the hub, into account to make triangulated bistable scissor modules fully 
geometrically compatible in the folded and the deployed configuration. 
 
Zahra Soltani and Matthew Santer, “The determination and enhancement of compliant modes for high-
amplitude actuation in lattices”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 206, pp 124-136, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.09.004 
ABSTRACT: This paper details the nonlinear design of adaptive lattices by determination and enhancement of 
compliant modes and optimizing the designed structure for delivering high amplitude actuation. The particular 
focus is the kagome lattice geometry—a pattern with some unique and useful actuation properties. Developing a 
novel design tool, the stiffness matrix of the beam assembly is calculated using a developed second-order 
geometrically nonlinear beam finite element formulation allowing large rotations. Based on this formulation in 
conjunction with singular value decomposition of the stiffness matrix, the modal optimization technique reduces 
the continuous structure with many degrees of freedom to a small number of low energy modes, which form the 
basis of designing the adaptive structure. For delivering high-amplitude actuation, the designed structure needs 
to be re-optimized due to changes in the nonlinear stiffness matrix under large deformation. This is performed 
via Bayesian optimization and by removing some internal members of the lattice. The integrity and feasibility 
of the optimum design is guaranteed via defining some constraints on removed members. 
 
Hui Yang, Hongwei Guo, Yan Wang, Jian Feng and Dake Tian, “Analytical solution of the peak bending 
moment of an M boom for membrane deployable structures”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, 
Vol. 206, pp 236-246, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.09.005 
ABSTRACT: A deployable M cross section thin-walled boom (M boom) can be flattened and coiled elastically 
around a hub; and can then be self-deployed by releasing the stored strain energy. The M boom has been 
proposed as the key member of membrane deployable structures. First, the covariant base vectors of 
geometrical relation of the single type I tape spring were analyzed by establishing three coordinate systems. 
Second, the constitutive relation between stress and strain was expressed according to the Kirchhoff-Love 
hypothesis. Third, the equilibrium and controlling equations of the single tape spring were modeled based on 
Calladine shell theory. Fourthly, the total strain energy model of the single type I tape spring was built by 



integration. Fifth, the strain energy of the M boom was modeled by the sum of the strain energies of the six tape 
springs. Then, the strain energies of the single type II and III tape springs were analyzed. The sum of the strain 
energies of the six tape springs equals the total strain energy of the M boom. The bending moment model was 
established based on the minimum potential energy principle. The experimental equipment and four M boom 
samples were processed. The bending force value of the M booms was tested 20 times. Then, the average peak 
bending moment was calculated. The relative error between the theoretical and experimental results of the peak 
bending moment does not exceed 6.5% verifying the accuracy of the theoretical model. 
 
Siham Khalil, Youssef Belaasilia, Abdellah Hamdaoui, Bouazza Braikat, Noureddine Damil and Michel Potier-
Ferry, “A reduced-order modeling based on multi-scale method for wrinkles with variable orientations”, 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 207, pp 89-103, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.10.002 
ABSTRACT: We discuss a reduced-order modeling technique based on Fourier series for membrane wrinkling 
when the orientation of the wrinkles is not uniform. Indeed, the orientation of the wrinkles depends on geometry 
and loading, for instance in the case of perforated membrane or with non uniform residual stresses. This 
Fourier-based reduction technique is an extension of the famous Ginzburg-Landau equation and it has been 
applied to the wrinkling of beams, plates, sandwich structures and film-substrate systems. The obtained reduced 
macroscopic models can be discretized by finite elements. In this paper, a finite element of type Discrete 
Kirchhoff Triangle (DKT18) is used in the numerical applications, the starting model being the Föppl von 
Karman (FvK) or Extended Föppl von Karman (EFvK) shell models. 
 
Z.M. Xia, C.G. Wang and H.F. Tan, “Quasi-static unfolding mechanics of a creased membrane based on a finite 
deformation crease–beam model”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vol. 207, pp 104-112, 15 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.10.008 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the unfolding mechanical behavior of a creased membrane with different 
crease characteristics under tensile load. The three-dimensional unfolding shape measured by a noncontact test 
system reflects both panel bending and crease opening. The rotational stiffness of the crease can be 
characterized based on the test shape. A finite deformation crease–beam model is developed to describe this 
unfolding mechanism. The predicted results show that the unfolding behavior of the creased membrane is 
affected by the ratio of the rotational stiffness of the crease to the bending stiffness of the panel. Analysis of the 
unfolding mechanism for the creased membrane reveals the contributions of three deformation styles—namely 
panel bending, panel tension, and crease opening—during different unfolding stages. The present results can be 
used to guide the controllable unfolding of crease-based deployable structures by adjusting the crease 
characteristics. 
 
Bin Wu and Michel Destrade, “Wrinkling of soft magneto-active plates”, International Journal of Solids and 
Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 13-30, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.10.020 
ABSTRACT: Coupled magneto-mechanical wrinkling has appeared in many scenarios of engineering and 
biology. Hence, soft magneto-active (SMA) plates buckle when subject to critical uniform magnetic field 
normal to their wide surface. Here, we provide a systematic analysis of the wrinkling of SMA plates subject to 
an in-plane mechanical load and a transverse magnetic field. We consider two loading modes: plane-strain 
loading and uni-axial loading, and two models of magneto-sensitive plates: the neo-Hookean ideal magneto-
elastic model and the neo-Hookean magnetization saturation Langevin model. Our analysis relies on the theory 
of nonlinear magneto-elasticity and the associated linearized theory for superimposed perturbations. We derive 
the Stroh formulation of the governing equations of wrinkling, and combine it with the surface impedance 
method to obtain explicitly the bifurcation equations identifying the onset of symmetric and antisymmetric 
wrinkles. We also obtain analytical expressions of instability in the thin- and thick-plate limits. For thin plates, 
we make the link with classical Euler buckling solutions. We also perform an exhaustive numerical analysis to 
elucidate the effects of loading mode, load amplitude, and saturation magnetization on the nonlinear static 
response and bifurcation diagrams. We find that antisymmetric wrinkling modes always occur before symmetric 
modes. Increasing the pre-compression or heightening the magnetic field has a destabilizing effect for SMA 
plates, while the saturation magnetization enhances their stability. We show that the Euler buckling solutions 
are a good approximation to the exact bifurcation curves for thin plates. 
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H. Launay, J. Besson, D. Ryckelynck and F. Willot, “Hyper-reduced arc-length algorithm for stability analysis 
in elastoplasticity”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 167-180, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.10.014 
ABSTRACT: In this article an “hyper-reduced” scheme for the Crisfield’s algorithm (Crisfield, 1981) applied 
to buckling simulations and plastic instabilities is presented. The two linear systems and the ellipse equation 
entering the algorithm are projected on a reduced space and solved in a reduced integration domain, resulting in 
a system of “hyper-reduced” equations. Use is made of the Gappy proper orthogonal decomposition to recover 
stresses outside the reduced integration domain. Various methods are proposed to construct a reduced bases, 
making use of simulation data obtained with standard finite element method and a stress-based error criterion 
for the hyper reduced calculations is proposed. A “greedy” algorithm coupled with this error criterion is used to 
generate intelligently full standard finite element simulations and enrich the reduced base, demonstrating the 
adequacy of the error criterion. Finally, numerical results pertaining to elastoplastic structures undergoing finite 
strains, with emphasis on buckling and limit load predictions are presented. A parametric study on the geometry 
of the structure is carried out in order to determine the domain of validity of the proposed hyper-reduced 
modeling approach. 
 
Shichen Zhao, Fan Xu, Chenbo Fu and Yongzhong Huo, “Oblique wrinkling patterns on liquid crystal polymer 
core–shell cylinders under thermal load”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 181-
193, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.11.005 
ABSTRACT: Smart soft materials, which can flexibly respond to external multi-physics stimuli, have attracted 
considerable attention over the past few years. Here, we present tunable wrinkling patterns in cylindrical core–
shell systems under thermal load via the orientation of director in nematic liquid crystal polymer (LCP). To 
quantitatively analyze mechanical behavior and morphological evolution of LCP core–shell cylinders, we 
develop a core–shell model that accounts for director-induced anisotropic spontaneous strains. By tuning the 
alignment of liquid crystal director, we explore the effects of anisotropy of spontaneous strains on instability 
pattern formation and evolution. When the director is along the circumferential direction, wrinkling pattern can 
be axisymmetric or diamond-like, determined by a single dimensionless parameter C-sub-s which characterizes 
the stiffness ratio and curvature of the system. When the director is parallel to the axial direction, leading to 
circumferential expansion upon heating, the core–shell cylinder usually buckles into churro-like mode. For 
general spatial director alignment, the ultimate wrinkling patterns depending on the anisotropy state of 
spontaneous strains, can be diamond-like, parallel bead-chain or oblique stripe mode. We draw director-affected 
phase diagrams to provide an overall view of pattern selection affected by liquid crystal director orientation, 



which could be used to quantitatively guide the effective design of wrinkling morphology-related smart 
surfaces. 
 
H. Le Meitour, G. Rio, H. Laurent, A.S. Lectez and P. Guigue, “Analysis of wrinkled membrane structures 
using a Plane Stress projection procedure and the Dynamic Relaxation method”, International Journal of Solids 
and Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 194-213, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.10.026 
ABSTRACT: Deployable membrane structures such as inflatable stratospheric balloons are known to be 
sensitive to the occurrence of local instabilities such as wrinkles. The wrinkling phenomenon affects the 
working performances of the membrane and the occurrence of this phenomenon has to be controlled 
numerically in order to predict the best means of deployment during the inflation of aerospace balloons. To 
improve their performances and reliability during flight, the balloons also need to be sized appropriately without 
the stress field being disturbed by the wrinkles. These instabilities originate numerically from the membrane 
elements which have a negligible bending stiffness. Several wrinkling models have been presented in the 
literature in order to solve this problem. However, in most of these models an elastic law and the Green 
deformation approach have been used for this purpose. The new model called the PS-DPS model presented here 
for correcting the effects of wrinkles on membrane structures was implemented in the in-house finite element 
software Herezh++. A projection technique based on a Newton–Raphson method is used to control the stress 
plane and the in-plane contraction. Using the Almansi strain formulation, this model also accounts for the 
changes in membrane thickness liable to occur during simulations. The problems due to numerical instabilities 
are overcome by determining the equilibrium with the so-called Dynamic Relaxation method using kinetic 
damping procedures. Unlike other membrane models of literature, the PS-DPS model can be used with 
materials showing complex mechanical behaviour of all kinds. Several benchmark problems are analysed with 
the present wrinkling model and compared with results available in the literature, focusing first on an elastic law 
and then on a non-linear hyperelastic law. Lastly, the inflation of a square cushion test and that of a Zero 
Pressure Balloon are simulated with this non-linear law. The results obtained indicate that the PS-DPS model is 
valid and accurate to take into account the wrinkles in flexible structures with all these linear and non-linear 
behaviours. 
 
Yutong Fu and Wei Liu, “Rational design and characterization of lattice structures made from circular-arc 
curved bars”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 235-246, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.11.004 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a lattice structure whose mechanical properties can be systematically designed is 
presented using tailored sub-unit structures made from curved bars. First, the stiffness of circular-arc curved 
bars is theoretically studied, and the effects of geometric parameters of the curved bars on the mechanical 
properties are analyzed. Second, sub-unit structures are designed based on the fractal geometry, and periodic 
structures for lattice structures assembled from different sub-unit structures are precisely fabricated using 3D 
printing techniques. Third, mechanical properties of structures are mechanically measured and numerically 
simulated simultaneously, which present anisotropy of stiffness depending on the loading direction. These 
results show that the controllable stiffness of lattice structures along different directions can be designed by 
changing structure geometry and degrees of fractal. This study proposes a new method for the design of lattice 
structures and potential in versatile industrial and biomedical applications. 
 
Ankit Deo and Wenbin Yu, “Equivalent plate properties of composite corrugated structures using mechanics of 
structure genome”, International Journal of Solids and Structures, Vols. 208-209, pp 262-271, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2020.11.009 
ABSTRACT: Equivalent plate properties are obtained for composite corrugated structures using mechanics of 
structure genome. The method developed in this paper interprets the unit cell associated with the corrugated 
structure as an assembly of plates, and the overall strain energy density of the unit cell as a summation of the 
plate strain energies of these individual plates. Mechanics of structure genome is then applied to drop all higher-
order terms and the remaining energy is minimized with respect to the unknown fluctuating functions. This has 
been done by discretizing the two-dimensional unit cell into one-dimensional frame elements in a finite element 
description. This allows the handling of structures with different levels of complexities and internal geometry 
within a general framework. Comparisons have been made with existing work to show the advantage the 
proposed model offers over existing ones. 
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Y.J. Cui, B.L. Wang and P. Wang, “Analysis of thermally induced delamination and buckling of thin-film 
thermoelectric generators made up of pn-junctions”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 149, pp 
393-401, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.10.049 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the problem of delamination and buckling of thermoelectric pn-junctions, 
which have many potential civil and military applications including thermal protection systems in space 
industry. Based on the compatibility equations of deformation, equilibrium equations of axial force and the 
strain compatibility equation at the interface of the bonding part are derived. Analytical solution of the 
delamination energy release rate is obtained. It is noted that there is no energy release rate when the magnitude 
of the temperature difference between the right end and the left end of the pn-junction is zero. The energy 
release rate can decrease or increase with the coefficient of thermal expansion. Distributions of the critical 
temperature differences for the delamination propagation and buckling are presented graphically. The critical 
temperature differences decrease continually with delamination and buckling lengths. Either a higher 
temperature difference or a higher electric current density can result in a bigger delamination energy release 
rate, a larger buckling deflection and a strong axial force. The buckling deflection increases but the axial force 
decreases with the increase of buckling length. 
 
Jun Zhong, Lawrence N. Virgin and Shane D. Ross, “A tube dynamics perspective governing stability 
transitions: An example based on snap-through buckling”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 
149, pp 413-428, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.10.040 
ABSTRACT: The equilibrium configuration of an engineering structure, able to withstand a certain loading 
condition, is usually associated with a local minimum of the underlying potential energy. However, in the 
nonlinear context, there may be other equilibria present, and this brings with it the possibility of a transition to 
an alternative (remote) minimum. That is, given a sufficient disturbance, the structure might buckle, perhaps 
suddenly, to another shape. This paper considers the dynamic mechanisms under which such transitions 
(typically via saddle points) occur. A two-mode Hamiltonian is developed for a shallow arch/buckled beam. 
The resulting form of the potential energy—two stable wells connected by rank-1 saddle points—shows an 
analogy with resonance transitions in celestial mechanics or molecular reconfigurations in chemistry, whereas 
here the transition corresponds to switching between two stable structural configurations. Then, from 
Hamilton’s equations, the equilibria are determined and linearization of the equations of motion about the 
saddle is obtained. After computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix associated with 
the linearization, a symplectic transformation is given which puts the Hamiltonian into normal form and 
simplifies the equations, allowing us to use the conceptual framework known as tube dynamics. The flow in the 
equilibrium region of phase space as well as the invariant manifold tubes in position space are discussed. Also, 
we account for the addition of damping in the tube dynamics framework, which leads to a richer set of 
behaviors in transition dynamics than previously explored. 
 
Bikramjit Mukherjee and David A. Dillard, “On buckling of a thin plate on an elastomeric foundation”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 149, pp 429-435, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.10.015 
ABSTRACT: We study analytically the case of cylindrical buckling of a plate resting on an incompressible, 
elastomeric foundation, which is subjected to in-plane uniaxial compression. Our analysis differs from the 
classical Hetényi solution for a plate resting on a Winkler foundation in that we consider the incompressibility 
and the continuity of the elastomer foundation. The critical buckling force is derived in terms of the flexural 
rigidity and the length of the plate, and the modulus and the thickness of the elastomer foundation. The critical 
buckling force scales with these parameters in a different manner than in the case of a Winkler foundation. The 



ratio of the critical buckling load in the present problem to that predicted for its Winkler counterpart is shown to 
depend strongly on the lateral confinement of the elastomer foundation. 
 
Noe A. Caruso, Aleksandar Cvetkovic, Alessandro Lucantonio, Giovanni Noselli and Antonio DeSimone, 
“Spontaneous morphing of equibiaxially pre-stretched elastic bilayers: The role of sample geometry”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 149, pp 481-486, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.08.049 
ABSTRACT: An elastic bilayer, consisting of an equibiaxially pre-stretched sheet bonded to a stress-free one, 
spontaneously morphs into curved shapes in the absence of external loads or constraints. Using experiments and 
numerical simulations, we explore the role of geometry for square and rectangular samples in determining the 
equilibrium shape of the system, for a fixed pre-stretch. We classify the observed shapes over a wide range of 
aspect ratios according to their curvatures and compare measured and computed values, which show good 
agreement. In particular, as the bilayer becomes thinner, a bifurcation of the principal curvatures occurs, which 
separates two scaling regimes for the energy of the system. We characterize the transition between these two 
regimes and show the peculiar features that distinguish square from rectangular samples. The results for our 
model bilayer system may help explaining morphing in more complex systems made of active materials. 
 
C. Goodbrake and D.J. Steigmann, “Mechanics of an elastic membrane infused with a liquid”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 149, pp 487-493, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.07.062 
ABSTRACT: The mechanics of swelling and diffusion in fluid saturated elastomers has long interested workers 
in nonlinear elasticity theory. Here we broaden this subject by presenting a model for thin membranes, derived 
as the leading-order-in-thickness approximation to the three-dimensional theory. 
 
Tianyu Li and Rakesh K. Kapania, “On the formulation of a high-order discontinuous finite element method 
based on orthogonal polynomials for laminated plate structures”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 
Vol. 149, pp 530-548, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.08.006 
ABSTRACT: Laminated plate structures are analyzed by a discontinuous finite element method with emphasis 
on determining the transverse shear and normal stress components at the interface of adjacent layers accurately. 
A Consistent Orthogonal Basis Function Space is used for the interpolation of the displacement field and the 
traction field between two adjacent layers. The mass matrix of the laminated plate becomes diagonal. Moreover, 
it is observed that the basis functions are very similar to the vibration mode shapes, even through we do not 
solve any eigenvalue problem in their generation. These basis functions are uniquely determined by the 
structure's configuration and associated boundary conditions. The stress field between the layers can be 
accurately calculated, even for the region near the boundaries that might have sharp stress gradients. Several 
numerical examples are studied with different boundary conditions. The results for both the deformation and the 
stress components are compared with the traditional finite element method, especially in terms of the number of 
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) used in the proposed method and the classic FEM. It is observed that the proposed 
method is able to use a much fewer number of DOF than that of commercial FEM software (ANSYS etc) to 
obtain accurate solutions to both the deformation of the plate and the stress field between adjacent layers. 
 
S. Pouresmaeeli, S.A. Fazelzadeh, E. Ghavanloo and P. Marzocca, “Uncertainty propagation in vibrational 
characteristics of functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite shell panels”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 149, pp 549-558, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2017.05.049 
ABSTRACT: Understanding the effect of mechanical uncertainties can play a significant role in design of the 
nanocomposites. The uncertain natural frequencies of moderately thick doubly-curved functionally graded 
composite panels reinforced by carbon nanotube (CNT) are investigated. Specifically, doubly-curved shell 
panels, including spherical, cylindrical and hyperbolic paraboloid panels are examined. To evaluate uncertainty 
propagation, uncertainty resources including distribution of the CNT through the thickness as well as the 
mechanical properties of the CNT and polymer matrix are taken into consideration. To assess the propagated 
uncertainties in the vibrational characteristics of nanocomposite panels, the interval analysis method is 
employed while the mechanical properties of nanocomposite panels are predicted using the modified rule of 
mixture method. Based on the comparison between the results of the present study and those reported in the 
literature, the accuracy of the results is validated. The sensitivity analysis is performed to distinguish the most 



prominent uncertain variables. Furthermore, numerical results reveal the influences of various uncertainty 
resources on the upper and lower bounds of uncertain frequencies and uncertainty propagation percent. 
 
Fangtao Xie, Yegao Qu, Wenming Zhang, Zhike Peng an Guang Meng, “Nonlinear aerothermoelastic analysis 
of composite laminated panels using a general higher-order shear deformation zig-zag theory”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 226-237, January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.10.029 
ABSTRACT: A general higher-order shear deformation zig-zag theory is proposed for predicting the nonlinear 
aerothermoelastic characteristics of composite laminated panels subjected to supersonic airflow. The von 
Kármán strains are employed to describe the structural nonlinearity of the panels, and the quasi-steady first-
order piston theory is adopted to calculate the aerodynamic loads. The discretized equations governing the 
aerothermoelastic motion of the panels are established using the nonlinear finite element method. The proposed 
higher-order shear deformation zig-zag theory employs seven variables to represent the displacement field of 
the panel in a unified form, which is capable of accommodating various plate theories available in the literature, 
including the Kirchhoff plate theory, the Mindlin–Reissner plate theory and other higher-order shear 
deformation plate theories. The validity of the present model is confirmed by comparing the computed results 
with those solutions available in the literature. The aerothermoelastic behaviors (including the critical buckling, 
limit-cycle oscillation and flutter boundary) for composite laminated panels with different geometrical 
dimensions, temperature gradients and fiber orientations are examined. The discrepancies of the 
aerothermoelastic characteristics of composite laminated panels determined by different structural theories are 
discussed in detail. Physical insight into the mechanism of the differences among the aerothermoelastic 
behaviors of the panels determined by different plate theories is provided. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper the enhanced lattice topology (defined as hourglass), with the improved resistance to 
tearing of face sheets, is used to improve the underwater blast impact performance of lattice truss structures. 
The stainless-steel lattices are fabricated by an interlocking and vacuum brazing method, all with a core relative 
density of about 4%. Their mechanical behaviors are investigated under quasi-static out-of-plane compression 
and underwater blast impact, in the latter case using an underwater shock simulator. Results show that the 
quasi-static compressive strength of the hourglass lattice is similar to that of the pyramidal lattice for the 
relative density chosen in this paper. The failure modes of the hourglass lattice panels subjected to underwater 
blast impact consist of core truss buckling, node imprinting and stretching of the front face sheets. The obtained 
results confirm that the hourglass lattice sandwich panel shows an approximately 60% reduction in the 
maximum panel deflection with respect to a monolithic plate of equal mass per unit area. Furthermore, the 
underwater blast impact performance of the hourglass lattice panels outperforms that of the pyramidal lattice 
panels of equal weight per unit area in the sense of resistance to stretching and tearing of the face sheets. 
Therefore, sandwich structure with the hourglass lattice design is a potential candidate for protective structures. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the three dimensional buckling and post buckling process of compressive long 
elastic beam confined by cylindrical lateral constraint without friction. Based on theoretical analysis and 
numerical simulations, four stages are identified and characterized as the compressive axial displacement 
increases from zero: initial two dimensional shape, small three dimensional shape, three dimensional helix 
shape and three dimensional alpha shape. Critical axial displacement at the transition points between four 
deformation shapes are studied, and the effect of geometrical parameters such as beam length and constraint 
size on critical displacement are examined. Special emphasis is paid to identify the transition points from three 
dimensional helix shape to three dimensional alpha shape, and the transition can be divided into jump regime 
(sharp transition) and no-jump regime (smooth transition) based on the criterion whether number of helical 
periods is larger or smaller than one. At the same time, critical number of helical periods in three dimensional 
helix shape is linearly correlated with a nondimensional geometrical parameter. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on vibration characteristics of a rotating composite laminated cylindrical shell 
subjected to both subsonic air flow and hygrothermal effects. Based on Love's nonlinear shell theory, and 
introducing hygrothermal strains into the constitutive relation of single layer material, the dynamic equations of 
the shell considering rotation, subsonic air flow and hygrothermal effects are obtained by Hamilton's principle. 
The frequency parameters of the equations are derived by means of Galerkin's method. Some numerical results 
are performed to conduct detailed parametric studies on vibration characteristics of the shell. In particular, 
combined effects of subsonic air flow and hygrothermal environment on natural frequencies of forward and 
backward travelling waves and critical rotating velocity of the shell are discussed, and the influence of initial 
hoop tension on those frequencies is also carried out. From the results it is shown that rotating angular velocity, 
subsonic air flow velocity and hygrothermal effects show the significant influence on vibration characteristics 
of the shell. 
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A.M. Boyce, H.C. Tankasala and N.A. Fleck, “Indentation of a layer on foam substrate”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 379-392, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.10.038 
ABSTRACT: There is a practical need to elevate both the indentation strength and level of energy absorption of 
engineering foams by the addition of a stiff and strong face sheet for applications such as packaging and crash 
mitigation. In this study, the enhancement in the plane strain indentation resistance of a polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) foam by the presence of a polycarbonate (PC) face sheet is determined by experiment, finite element 
analysis and by an analytical model. Plane strain indentation is by a flat-bottom punch or by a cylindrical roller, 
and the strain distribution within the PC face sheet and in the foam substrate are measured by digital image 
correlation. With increasing indent depth, the face sheet bends and stretches elastically and then plastically until 
face sheet or substrate fail. The generation of membrane tension in the face sheet plays a major role in 
supporting the indentation load when the indent depth exceeds the thickness of the face sheet and leads to a 
strong hardening behaviour beyond the initial collapse load for indentation. Finite element predictions of the 
full indentation response are based upon the measured tensile and compressive responses of the PVC foam and 
PC layer. An analytical model s developed by matching the stretching response of the PC face sheet to the 
indentation response of the underlying foam, with due consideration for load diffusion from membrane tension 
of the PC face sheet into the underlying foam substrate. The indentation model is calibrated by ancillary finite 
element simulations of the load diffusion problem, and they emphasise the role of a shear lag zone in dictating 
the large indentation resistance. The indentation response of the bi-layer is also compared with that of a 
sandwich beam in 3-poinit bending. Experiments, finite element simulations and an additional analytical model 
for indentation of the sandwich beam in 3-point bending reveal that strong hardening of the post-yield load 
versus displacement response is now absent, in contrast to that of the bi-layer. The lack of hardening in 3-point 
bending is traced to the relatively low value of the plastic bending moment of the beam section. 
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Krzysztof Magnucki, “Bending of symmetrically sandwich beams and I-beams – Analytical study”, 
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ABSTRACT: The paper is devoted to simply supported sandwich beams and I-beams of symmetrical structure. 
Two types of loads are taken into account: three-point bending and uniformly distributed load. Moreover, two 
models of deformation of planar cross sections of these beams are also considered: zig-zag theory – classical 
“broken line” hypothesis and nonlinear theory – “polynomial” hypothesis. Based on the principle of stationary 
total potential energy the differential equations of equilibrium are obtained. The system of the equations is 



analytically solved for two types of loads and the deflections of the beams are calculated for exemplary beams 
with consideration of the shear effect. The results of the two models of deformation of planar cross sections are 
compared and specified in Tables. 
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of geometrically imperfect NSGT nanotubes”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 510-
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a scale-dependent coupled nonlinear continuum-based model is developed for the 
mechanical behaviour of imperfect nanoscale tubes incorporating both the effect of the stress nonlocality and 
strain gradient effects. The scale effects on the nonlinear mechanics are taken into consideration employing a 
modified elasticity theory on the basis of a refined combination of Eringen's elasticity and the strain gradient 
theory. According to the Euler–Bernoulli theory of beams, the nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) and 
Hamilton's principle, the potential energy, kinetic energy and the work performed by harmonic loads are 
formulated, and then the coupled scale-dependent equations of the imperfect nanotube are derived. Finally, 
Galerkin's scheme, as a discretisation technique, and the continuation method, as a solution procedure for 
ordinary differential equations, are used. The effects of geometrical imperfections in conjunction with other 
nanosystem parameters such as the nonlocal coefficient as well as the strain gradient coefficient on the coupled 
large-amplitude mechanical behaviour are explored and discussed. 
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Fan Yang, Hualin Fan and S.A. Meguid, “Effect of foam-filling on collapse mode transition of thin-walled 
circular columns under axial compression: Analytical, numerical and experimental studies”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 665-676, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Existing experimental and numerical simulations using the finite element method confirm that the 
collapse mode of thin-walled columns transforms from diamond to concertina as a result of foam filling. To the 
authors’ knowledge, no attempt has been made to explain this transition analytically. This paper presents a first 
effort to analytically establish the effect of foam-filling and column geometry on the transition of the collapse 
mode. In this study, the foam/column shell interaction is represented as a uniform pressure equalling to the 
foam plateau stress applied on the interior of the fold walls. The predictions of the newly developed analytical 
model are compared with FE simulations and experimental findings and reveal good agreement. A mode 
classification design chart is developed to show the dependence of collapse mode on the ratio of column 
diameter to thickness and the ratio of filler plateau stress to column yield stress. It indicates that the column will 
collapse in a diamond mode when the radius-to-thickness ratio is large (>25) and the foam plateau 
stress/column yield stress is small (<0.015); otherwise it will collapse in a concertina mode. 
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graphene/piezoelectric laminated structures”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 705-
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ABSTRACT: An analytical method is presented to investigate the nonlinear dynamic behavior of corrugated 
graphene/piezoelectric (CGP) laminated structures under electro-mechanical coupling loads, where the 
corrugated graphene is affixed on a piezoelectric film. An equivalent orthotropic plate method is used to obtain 
the stiffness coefficients of corrugated graphene sheet, and its accuracy is validated by the finite element 
method (FEM). The nonlinear dynamic governing equations of CGP laminated films are constructed based on 
von Kármán nonlinear geometric relations, then is solved by the Galerkin method and iterative homotopy 
harmonic balance method. Results show that the equivalent orthotropic plate method is reliable in analyzing the 
resonant frequency of corrugated film, and both geometry nonlinearity and external control voltage exerted on 



piezoelectric film have significant effects on the dynamic behaviors of CGP laminated films. Additionally, 
though corrugated graphene sheet exhibits smaller material stiffness, a significant effect on resonant frequency 
is observed by affixing corrugated graphene on piezoelectric plate. The meaningful results could serve as 
references for the applications of soft super-capacitors, stretchable electrode devices, nano-sensors, and etc. 
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Pedro Ribeiro and Tomas R.C. Chuaqui, “Non-linear modes of vibration of single-layer non-local graphene 
sheets”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 727-743, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Single-layer graphene sheets (SLGSs) with dimensions of the order of a few nanometres are 
relatively new, but expected to have several applications. When SLGSs experience displacements that are large 
in comparison with their extremely small thickness, the membrane forces that develop lead to non-linear 
behaviour. Knowing the modes of vibration of SLSGs is important, because these modes provide a picture of 
what one may expect not only in free, but also in forced vibrations. In this paper, the non-linear modes of 
vibration of flat single-layer graphene sheets are investigated. For that purpose, a Galerkin type formulation, 
based on classic plate theory with Von Kármán non-linear terms and resorting to Airy’ s stress function, is 
implemented. The formulation takes into account non-local effects, which are thought to be important in very 
small structural elements. The ordinary differential equations of motion are transformed into algebraic equations 
of motion via the harmonic balance method (HBM), with several harmonics, and are subsequently solved by an 



arc-length continuation method. The combined importance of non-local effects and of the geometrical non-
linearity on the non-linear modes of vibration is analysed. They result in alterations of the natural frequencies, 
variations in the degrees of hardening, changes in the frequency content of the free vibrations, and alterations in 
shapes assumed along a period of vibration. The main outcome of this work is the finding that the small scale 
has a major effect on interactions between the first and higher order modes, interactions which are induced by 
the geometrical non-linearities. It turns out to be possible, e.g., for non-local effects to considerably change the 
frequencies at which internal resonances occur, or even to eliminate those internal resonances. 
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Yubao Song, Leping Feng, Zibo Liu, Jihong Wen and Dianlong Yu, “Suppression of the vibration and sound 
radiation of a sandwich plate via periodic design”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 150, pp 
744-754, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.10.055 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the suppression of vibration and sound radiation of a sandwich plate 
through the use of periodic design. A periodic sandwich plate is constructed and its dispersion relation is 
calculated. The vibration and sound radiation properties of the periodic sandwich plate are studied. Via the 
comparison of the periodic and bare sandwich plate, the effects of the periodic design on the vibration and 
sound radiation are analysed. Further, to know the sound radiation properties better, sound radiation efficiency 
of the periodic and bare sandwich plates is compared. In addition, the effects of the boundary conditions on the 
properties of the periodic sandwich plate are analysed. The numerical results demonstrate that the vibration and 
sound radiation are greatly suppressed over the stop band of the periodic sandwich plate. The suppression can 
also be obtained in part of pass bands. It is also shown that the periodic design can be an effective method for 
the reduction of the sound radiation efficiency. The suppression for the vibration and sound is greater than that 
caused by only increasing the mass of the plate in the designing frequency range. 
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differential quadrature method in the context of six-parameter shell theory”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 151, pp 33-45, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.10.053 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, an attempt is made to adopt the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) 
technique for the large-amplitude vibration analysis of shell-type structures based on the six-parameter shell 
theory. The functional of energy in quadratic form is derived based on Hamilton's principle which is then 
directly discretized by the VDQ method. Although the derived formulation is general, the focus of paper is on 
the cylindrical and spherical shells. The nonlinear vibration problem is solved by means of the time periodic 
discretization method. The results reveal that the present numerical method can solve the problem accurately. It 
is also easy to implement due to its compact and explicit matrix formulation. Comprehensive numerical results 
are presented to study the effects of geometrical properties and boundary conditions on the frequency-response 
curves of cylindrical and spherical shells. Moreover, comparison studies are presented between the results of the 
six-parameter shell theory and the first-order shear deformation shell theory. 
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on the crushing performances of tailor rolled tubes with continuously varying thickness and material 
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ABSTRACT: By adopting the variable gauge rolling (VGR) technology and the annealing process, the tailor 
rolled blanks (TRBs) with both continuously varying thickness and inhomogeneous material properties could be 
obtained. Through the procedure of subsequent forming and laser welding technology on TRBs, the tailor rolled 
tubes (TRTs) with axially varying thickness and material properties were successfully produced, and performed 
by the quasi-static axial crushing afterwards. On the basis of the microstructural transformation at different 
thickness locations, the relationships between the material properties and thicknesses were analyzed. Moreover, 
the failure mode and the deformation mechanism of TRTs have been discussed. It is noted that the progressively 
increased distances between the top and bottom of the plastic hinges is the essential characteristic. Combined 
with the classical crushing theories and models, a novel predictive mathematical model considering the 
thickness variation, changing material properties and variety heights of folding elements has been established. 
Compared with the series conventional computing models, this novel model performed better. On this 
foundation, the effects of different thickness transition form and distribution of material properties on the 
crushing performances were investigated. Besides, detailed effects of the tube structure and with or without 
changing material properties on the crushing capacity were also studied by introducing the concept of 
equivalent strength and equivalent thickness. 
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Technology, Guangzhou 510641, China), “Experimental and numerical investigation of a novel sandwich 
sinusoidal lateral corrugated tubular structure under axial compression”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 151, pp 274-287, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.11.010 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures have been widely used in crashworthy structural design due to their 
advantages of light weight, high energy absorption efficiency, long impact stroke and ease of processing. In this 
paper, a kind of novel sandwich sinusoidal lateral corrugated tubes (SSLCTs) is proposed. It consists of the 
outer circular tubes (OCTs), the middle lateral corrugated tubes (LCTs) and the inner circular tubes (ICTs). 
Sinusoidal function is introduced into the design of the cross-section of middle LCTs. The experiment and 
numerical simulations of the SSLCTs under axial compression were systematically carried out. It is found that 
the deformation mode of the middle LCTs has changed significantly compared with its compression alone due 
to the constraints of the OCTs and the ICTs. The study of interaction effect shows that the LCTs play an 
important role in improving the crashworthiness. The interaction effect of the SSLCTs in the present study is 
prominent and the increased value of energy absorption is up to 35.6% compared with the sum of the OCTs 
(alone), the ICTs (alone) and the middle LCTs (alone). Compared with the sandwich star-shaped tubes (SSTs) 
proposed in our previous research, the SSLCTs have larger effective crushing displacement, lower initial peak 
force and better stability in compression. Finally, the numerical simulation of the SSLCTs was carried out, and 
the influence of structural parameters on the crashworthiness was also analyzed in detail. 
 
A. Ghorbanpour Arani and T. Soleymani (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, 
University of Kashan, Kashan, Iran), “Size-dependent vibration analysis of a rotating MR sandwich beam with 
varying cross section in supersonic airflow”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 288-
299, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.11.024 
ABSTRACT: This article presents a size-dependent vibration analysis of a rotating doubly-tapered sandwich 
beam in supersonic airflow. The face layers of sandwich beam are made of functionally graded material (FGM) 
and the core is a magnetorheological (MR) material. The displacement field of face layers is written based on 
the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, and aerodynamic pressure duo to supersonic flow is considered in accordance 
with linear piston theory. To obtain the governing equations, the Hamilton's principal in conjunction with 
modified first strain gradient theory (MFSGT) is applied. The size-dependent differential equations of motion 
are solved based on the Galerkin method. To evaluate the accuracy of this research, the first five natural 
frequencies and corresponding loss factors are compared with those reported in the literature. A parametric 
study is performed in order to understand the effect of various parameters including small scale parameter, 
intensity of magnetic field, aerodynamic pressure, rotational speed, hub radius, setting angle, power-law index 
and taper ratio parameters on the natural frequency and corresponding loss factor. The novelty of this research 
is size-dependent analysis of rotating MR sandwich structures under aerodynamic pressure. The presented 
results can be useful in the aviation, aerospace, turbomachinery, and instrument industry. 
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Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin, China), “Elastic buckling shape control of thin-walled cylinder using 
pre-embedded curved-crease origami patterns”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 322-
330, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.11.005 
ABSTRACT: Decades of research has led to a comprehensive understanding of the buckling behaviour of thin-
walled tubes. Many of these studies have attempted to control the buckling-behaviour of thin-walled tubes by 
utilising their imperfection sensitive characteristics to guide the deformation process to a predictable buckling 
mode. However, a key limitation of such techniques is an inability to predict the exact deformed shape of post-
buckled tubes. This study presents a new method to control the shape of an elastically buckled medium length 
thin-walled cylinder by using pre-embedded curved-crease origami patterns. The failure mode is pre-determined 
as a stabilized high-order elastica surface, which manifests via a diamond buckling mode. A set of prototypes 
are tested and show that the buckling process can be guided to a range of designed failure modes. The deformed 
surface is measured and shown to have a near-exact correspondence to the analytical description, where the 
average absolute surface error is less than half of the 0.3mm sheet thickness. This study then closely explores 
the driving mechanics of the buckling process and shows that the controllable buckling process exhibits a 
bistable transition from a higher strain energy tubular state to a lower strain energy curved-crease state. 
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dynamic analysis of the postbuckling of bi-directional functionally graded material microbeams”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 424-443, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.001 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the static and dynamic responses of bi-directional functionally graded (BDFG) 
microbeams are investigated. The material properties vary along both thickness and axial directions. Employing 
Hamilton’s principle, the differential equations are derived based on von-Karman geometric nonlinearity and 
third-order shear deformation beam theory. The modified couple stress theory is adopted to capture the size 
effects. The material length scale parameter of microbeam is considered as a function of spatial coordinates and 
varies with the material gradient parameters. The differential equations and boundary conditions are discretized 
using differential quadrature method. Subsequently, static bifurcation of microbeams is calculated utilizing 
pseudo-arc length continuation technique. The free vibration around the postbuckling configuration of 
microbeams is studied by solving the associated linear eigenvalue problem. The influences of the functional 
gradient parameters, dimensionless length scale parameter and aspect ratio on the static response and vibration 
characteristics of buckled BDFG microbeams with various boundary conditions are investigated. It is 
demonstrated that the buckling of BDFG microbeam occurs through a transcritical bifurcation. The static stable 
responses of BDFG microbeam are asymmetric due to the stretching-bending coupling that results from the 
asymmetry of the material distribution in thickness direction of beam. The mode veering phenomenon is 
detected in postbuckling domain of microbeams. It is examined that the longitudinal dynamic displacement 
plays a pivotal role in the mode veering phenomenon. 
 
Zhenhuan Zhou, Yiwen Ni, Zhenzhen Tong, Shengbo Zhu, Jiabin Sun and Xinsheng Xu (primarily from: State 
Key Laboratory of Structure Analysis of Industrial Equipment and Department of Engineering Mechanics, 
Dalian University of Technology, International Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian 116024, PR 
China), “Accurate nonlinear buckling analysis of functionally graded porous graphene platelet reinforced 
composite cylindrical shells”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 537-550, February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.012 
ABSTRACT: By considering the pre-buckling effect and in-plane constraint, an accurate nonlinear buckling 
analysis of a functionally graded porous graphene platelet reinforced composite cylindrical shells under axial 
compressive load is performed. The stability equation is established according to a unified shell theory 
including the classical thin shell theory and the high-order shear deformation theory. Three types of porosity 
distributions and graphene platelet reinforced patterns are considered, and the modified Halpin–Tsai model and 
rule of mixtures are employed to determine their effective material properties. Explicit expressions of buckling 
equations for clamped or simply supported boundary conditions are obtained by the Galerkin's method. Highly 



accurate critical buckling loads and analytical buckling mode shapes are obtained simultaneously. A 
comparison between theoretical prediction and experiment is presented to verify the present method and very 
good agreement is reported. The influences of material properties on the buckling behaviors are also extensively 
investigated. It is recommended that the symmetric dispersion pattern is the optimal material distributions for 
both graphene platelets and porous, and the largest possible weight fraction, specific surface area and average 
thickness of graphene platelets could induce a better anti-buckling performance for the nanocomposite shell. 
 
Zhen Li, Dan Liu, Yahui Qian, Yajin Wang, Tao Wang and Liangmo Wang (primarily from: School of 
Mechanical Engineering, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Jiangsu, Nanjing 210094, PR China), 
“Enhanced strength and weakened dynamic sensitivity of honeycombs by parallel design”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 672-683, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.013 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a parallel design which can extremely enhance the in-plane property of 
honeycombs without adding extra mass. Theoretical analysis of regular hexagonal honeycomb with parallel 
gradient configuration (HPGC) demonstrates that it can achieve a maximum of more than 70% enhancement of 
static strength in the x direction compared with uniform honeycomb (UH) of the same relative density. 
Furthermore, static enhancement coefficient is irrelevant to the average relative density of HPGC, which means 
the degree of enhancement under certain density gradient is constant no matter what the relative density is 
employed. This is efficient for fast performance-oriented design. The mechanism of strength enhancement is 
discussed. Result shows that parallel design is applicable to many cellular solids who are eligible for the special 
relations (for example, the linear relation between graded variable t and relative density and the nonlinear 
relation between graded variable t and crushing strength). Dynamic analysis shows that the dynamic crushing 
strength is also enhanced by parallel design. In addition, parallel design is able to reduce the sensitivity of 
dynamic crushing strength to the impact velocity. Finite element analyses (FEA) are carried out to verify the 
theoretical results. This novel design provides huge potentials to cellular solids with high-level strength and 
lightweight applications. 
 
Huan Wang, Zixing Lu, Zhenyu Yang and Xiang Li (Institute of Solid Mechanics, Beihang University, Beijing 
100191, PR China), “In-plane dynamic crushing behaviors of a novel auxetic honeycomb with two plateau 
stress regions”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 151, pp 746-759, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: In order to obtain honeycomb structure with higher energy absorption capacity, a novel 
honeycomb is proposed by adding double arrowhead honeycomb (DAH) cells into star-shaped honeycomb 
(SSH), and therefore named as star-arrowhead honeycomb (SAH). An analytical model is built to investigate 
the in-plane elastic properties of the newly proposed honeycomb and the results are in good agreement with the 
finite element simulations. The in-plane dynamic crushing behaviors and energy absorption capabilities of SAH 
are studied systematically by finite element method and are compared with that of SSH and DAH. Two plateau 
stress regions in the stress–strain curves of SAH are observed under low-velocity impact loading, and the 
second plateau stress is over three times higher than the first one. The in-plane Poisson's ratio of SAH under 
static and high-velocity impact loading always shows negative value. However, the Poisson's ratio of SAH 
changes from negative to positive under low-velocity and medium-velocity impact loading. In addition, the 
Poisson's ratio of SSH and DAH are negative during the entire dynamic deformation processes. The results of 
finite element simulations show that SAH can absorb much more energy than SSH with the same relative 
densities under different impact velocities, especially under low-velocity impact loading. Furthermore, the 
effects of the cell wall thickness and the impact velocity on plateau stress of SAH are discussed, and therefore a 
deformation map is summarized. It can be concluded that SAH is a better choice for energy absorption. This 
study may provide a new design concept for the high performance honeycomb structure with multi plateau 
stress regions. 
 
A.V. Lopatin and E.V. Morozov, “Analysis of deformability of composite laminated anisotropic cylindrical 
shells in the conceptual design of mechanical transducers and actuators”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 151, pp 877-886, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.007 
ABSTRACT: Analysis of axisymmetric deformability of mechanical transducers and actuators made in the 
form of composite anisotropic cylindrical shells subjected to axial tension or internal pressure is presented in the 
paper. The shells are modelled as cantilevers with one end fully clamped and another one free hanging with a 



rigid solid disk attached. Based on the analytical solution obtained and formulas derived, the conversion of the 
axisymmetric loading (axial load or internal pressure) to the shell torsion is analysed. Effects of material elastic 
characteristics, angle of the reinforcement orientation, and shell dimensions on the shell deformability and the 
value of the reactive shear force are illustrated using the analysis of anisotropic single-layered shells. It is shown 
that the angle of rotation and the reactive shear force have their maximum values at certain angles of the fibre 
orientation. Relationships between the shells’ lengths, thicknesses and the angles of the disk rotation or 
corresponding reactive shear forces are identified. It is shown, based on these equations, how the parameters of 
an anisotropic shell, delivering a required angle of the disk rotation, can be calculated. 
 
Jianshi Fang, Hongwei Wang and Xiaopeng Zhang (School of Materials Engineering, Nanjing Institute of 
Technology, Nanjing 211167, PR China and Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Advanced Structural Materials and 
Application Technology, Nanjing 211167, PR China), “On size-dependent dynamic behavior of rotating 
functionally graded Kirchhoff microplates”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 34-50, 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.045 
ABSTRACT: A size-dependent model for free vibration and transient response of rotating functionally graded 
(FG) microplates is established on the basis of the Kirchhoff plate theory and modified couple stress theory. A 
microplate made of a two-constituent material with a continuous through-thickness power-law variation is 
considered. The governing equations of motion as well as boundary conditions containing the von Kármán 
geometric nonlinearity, Coriolis effect and centrifugal stiffening effect are derived by using Hamilton's 
principle. An assumed-mode discretization approach is applied to solve these equations numerically. The 
convergence and comparison studies are presented to prove the effectiveness of the current model. Numerical 
examples are presented for investigating the effects of the size-dependency, non-dimensional angular velocity, 
FG index and aspect ratio on dynamic properties of rotating FG microplates. It is revealed that the increase of 
non-dimensional material length scale parameter increases the stiffness of the plate, which accordingly, results 
in an increase in natural frequencies and a decline of transient responses. The FG index and angular velocity 
noticeably affect the size dependency of rotating FG microplates. 
 
Amin Ghobadi, Yaghoub Tadi Beni and Hossein Golestanian, “Size dependent thermo-electro-mechanical 
nonlinear bending analysis of flexoelectric nano-plate in the presence of magnetic field”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 118-137, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.049 
ABSTRACT: The present paper studies the thermo-electro-magnetic mechanical behavior of a flexoelectric 
nano-plate using a modified flexoelectric theory and application of classical Kirchhoff plate theory. Size and 
flexoelectric effects are considered. Using the variation method and the principle of minimum potential energy 
in the coupling form, for the first time, the nonlinear governing differential equations of the nano-plate and the 
relevant boundary conditions are obtained. The nano-plate is subjected to mechanical, electrical, magnetic and 
thermal loadings and is simply supported on all edges. Moreover, in the present study, analytical solutions are 
presented to investigate the effects of length scale parameters, geometric parameters, mechanical loading, and 
temperature rise of the nano-plate lower surface, the external electric potential, and the external static magnetic 
flux density on the magneto-thermo-electro-elastic behavior of the nano-plate. In order to verify the presented 
formulations, the results are compared to analytical results found in the literature. Due to high stain gradients in 
nano-scales, the results indicate that the flexoelectricity has a larger influence in plates with smaller thicknesses. 
The results also show that, in the presence of flexoelectricity and static magnetic field, the rigidity of the nano-
plate increases. Also, the deflection and the generated electric potential along nano-plate thickness decrease. 
 
A. Aladwani, A. Almandeel and M. Nouh, “Fluid-structural coupling in metamaterial plates for vibration and 
noise mitigation in acoustic cavities”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 151-166, 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.048 
ABSTRACT: Locally resonant metamaterials exhibit sub-wavelength tunable bandgaps that can be exploited 
for vibroacoustic mitigation. The present work investigates the use of metamaterial plates for the simultaneous 
control of structural vibration and acoustic sound radiation in an adjacent acoustic cavity. We adopt a coupled 
fluid-structure finite element model based on a variational mathematical framework in terms of structural 
displacement and fluid pressure to capture the vibroacoustic characteristics of the coupled system and shed light 
onto the spatial average pressure levels inside the cavity. The model is used to predict and distinguish between 
structural and fluid modes within frequency ranges of interest. Furthermore, differences between the 



metamaterial’s structural response in the presence and lack of fluid coupling are explained. The pressure 
changes inside the cavity are discussed in relation to the frequency bandgap range predicted theoretically via a 
dispersion analysis for a couple of different metamaterial designs. Results obtained from the numerical analysis 
can be used to set design guidelines to optimally tune locally resonant metamaterials to achieve prescribed 
acoustic properties in the fluid component of such coupled systems. 
 
Chong Li, Hui-Shen Shen and Hai Wang (School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai 200240, People's Republic of China), “Thermal post-buckling of sandwich beams with 
functionally graded negative Poisson’s ratio honeycomb”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 
152, pp 289-297, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the thermal post-buckling behavior of sandwich beams with functionally 
graded (FG) negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) honeycomb cores. Two symmetric FG configurations of re-entrant 
honeycomb cores along the beam thickness direction are proposed for the first time. The material properties of 
both face sheets and core of the sandwich beams are assumed to be temperature-dependent. The thermal post-
buckling behavior and the variation of effective Poisson's ratio (EPR) of the sandwich beam in the large 
deflection region are studied by using 3D full scale finite element simulations. Numerical results are presented 
for the sandwich beams with FG-NPR honeycomb core under a uniform temperature field, from which results 
for the same sandwich beam with uniform distributed NPR honeycomb core are obtained as a comparator. The 
EPR-deflection curves are obtained for the first time, and the results reveal that greater bending stiffness could 
bring about higher EPR-deflection curve. The effects of functionally graded configurations, boundary 
conditions, facesheet-to-core thickness ratios, cell wall-to-facesheet thickness ratios and length-to-thickness 
ratios on the thermal post-buckling load-deflection curves and EPR-deflection curves of sandwich beams are 
discussed in detail. 
 
Yaqiang Xue, Guoyong Jin, Xianglong Ma, Hailong Chen, Tiangui Ye, Mingfei Chen and Yantao Zhang 
(primarily from: College of Power and Energy Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, Harbin, 150001, 
PR China), “Free vibration analyisis of porous plates with porosity distributions in the thickness and in-plane 
directions using isogeometric approach”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 346-362, 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.004 
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to study the free vibration of porous square plate, circular plate, 
and rectangle plate with a central circular hole in the framework of isogeometric analysis (IGA). Generally, the 
porosity distributions of plates are assumed to happen in the thickness direction. However, the graded 
distributions of porosity may occur through the in-plane direction of plates. Therefore, porosity distributions 
along both the thickness direction and in-plane direction are considered in this study. The displacement fields 
are described by the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and the exact geometric models are formulated 
wholly by non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) basis functions, which bear high-order continuity inherently. 
To ensure the versatility of IGA-FSDT, several numerical examples for isotropic and porous plates with 
different boundary conditions and various types of porosity distributions are presented. Moreover, some 
innovative results are presented and discussed, which can be the benchmark data for other algorithm researches. 
The effects of porosity coefficient, boundary conditions and geometric parameters on the free vibration of 
porous plates are investigated comprehensively. 
 
Xinran Zheng, Yu Sun, Mingqi Huang, Dongqi An, Peng Li, Bo Wang and Rui Li (primarily from: State Key 
Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of Engineering Mechanics, and 
International Research Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116024, 
China), “Symplectic superposition method-based new analytic bending solutions of cylindrical shell panels”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 432-442, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.012 
ABSTRACT: Pursuing analytic bending solutions of cylindrical shell panels without two opposite simply 
supported edges is a classic but very difficult type of problems. The main challenge is on the mathematical 
complexity of the boundary value problems of the governing high-order partial differential equations. In this 
paper, the first endeavor is made on extending an up-to-date symplectic superposition method to bending of 
cylindrical panels, with focus on clamped panels and their variants. By introducing the problems into the 
Hamiltonian system (in physics) and the symplectic space (in mathematics), they come down to the symplectic 



eigen problems, which are analytically solved for fundamental analytic solutions of three types of subproblems, 
followed by superposition for final solutions. The new analytic solutions for the panels with four different 
combinations of boundary conditions are obtained, with comprehensive results tabulated to serve as benchmarks 
for future studies, all of which are well validated by the finite element method. The rigorous derivation by the 
present method without any assumptions/prior knowledge of solution forms may provide an exceptional route to 
more analytic solutions of some intractable shell problems. 
 
Pham Hong Cong, Pham Thanh Long, Nguyen Van Nhat and Nguyen Dinh Duc (primarily from: Advanced 
Materials and Structures Laboratory, VNU-Hanoi - University of Engineering and Technology (UET), 144 – 
Xuan Thuy, Cau Giay, Hanoi, Vietnam), “Geometrically nonlinear dynamic response of eccentrically stiffened 
circular cylindrical shells with negative Poisson’s ratio in auxetic honeycombs core layer”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 443-453, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.052 
ABSTRACT: Present research aims to analyse the nonlinear dynamic behavior of eccentrically stiffened (ES) 
circular cylindrical shells with negative Poisson's ratios in auxetic honeycombs core layer on elastic foundations 
and subjected to blast and mechanical loads. This study considers a three – layer circular cylindrical shells in 
which the core layer is the auxetic material with negative Poisson's ratio, and the external layers are reinforced 
by a system of stiffeners. Based on the analytical solution, Reddy's first order shear deformation theory with the 
geometrical nonlinear in von Karman and Airy stress functions method, Galerkin method and the fourth-order 
Runge–Kutta method, out explicit expressions can be determined: fundamental frequency, dynamic response 
and frequency-amplitude curves. Numerical results are provided to explore the effects of geometrical 
parameters, material properties, elastic foundations, imperfections, eccentrically stiffeners, mechanical and blast 
loads on the nonlinear dynamic behavior: fundamental frequency, dynamic response and frequency-amplitude 
curves. 
 
Salamat Ullah, Yang Zhong and Jinghui Zhang (Faculty of Infrastructure Engineering, Dalian University of 
Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “Analytical buckling solutions of rectangular thin plates by 
straightforward generalized integral transform method”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, 
pp 535-544, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.025 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the generalized integral transform method is applied for the first time to get the 
exact analytical buckling solution of a rectangular thin plate. In solution procedure, according to the boundary 
conditions of the plate the vibrating beam functions are adopted as the integral kernels to construct the integral 
transform pairs. Then the integral transformation is applied on the basic governing high order partial differential 
equation of plate, utilizing some inherent properties of beam function and transformed the title problem into a 
system of a linear algebraic equation where the exact analytical solution is obtained elegantly. The main 
advantage of this analytical method is that it is simple and general and does not require any pre-determined 
deformation function. Therefore, the solution obtained is reasonable and theoretical. To illuminate the 
correctness of the method the present results are compared with finite element analysis by the commercial 
software (ABAQUS) as well as the analytical results from the literature which shows good agreement. 
 
Hassan Heydari and Amir Khorram (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Yadegar-e-Imam Khomeini 
(RAH) Shahre Rey Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran), “Effects of location and aspect ratio of a 
flexible disk on natural frequencies and critical speeds of a rotating shaft-disk system”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 596-612, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: The effects of changes in the location and the aspect ratio of a flexible disk on natural frequencies 
and critical speeds of a rotating flexible shaft-disk system are studied. Free vibration analysis of the system is 
carried out using the assumed modes method. The disk is modeled by Kirchhoff plate theory. The Euler-
Bernoulli shaft is supported by two rigid bearings. In modeling the system, gyroscopic moments and centrifugal 
stiffening effects are taken into account. The results show that the disk flexibility property has a significant 
influence on the natural frequencies and critical speeds. Moreover, the disk position along the shaft (α) and the 
aspect ratio of the disk (β) can increase, decrease, or eliminate the disk flexibility effect. Therefore, there are 
special ranges of α and β in which the effect of the disk flexibility is completely negligible, so, in this case, the 
disk can be considered as a rigid body. Two new diagrams are presented for the first time in this study, which 
show the behavior of the critical speeds versus α and β. The results emphasize that in order to present a more 
detailed comment about the disk flexibility effects these parameters must be considered. 



 
R.R. Kumar, T. Mukhopadhyay, K.M. Pandey and S. Dey (primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Silchar, India), “Stochastic buckling analysis of sandwich plates: 
The importance of higher order modes”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 152, pp 630-643, 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.12.016 
ABSTRACT: The stochastic buckling behaviour of sandwich plates is presented considering uncertain system 
parameters (material and geometric uncertainty). The higher-order-zigzag theory (HOZT) coupled with 
stochastic finite element model is employed to evaluate the random first three buckling loads. A cubic in-plane 
displacement variation is considered for both face sheets and core while quadratic transverse displacement is 
considered within the core and assumed constant in the faces beyond the core. The global stiffness matrix is 
stored in a single array by using skyline technique and stochastic buckling equation is solved by simultaneous 
iteration technique. The individual as well as compound stochastic effect of ply-orientation angle, core 
thickness, face sheets thickness and material properties (both core and laminate) of sandwich plates are 
considered in this study. A significant level of computational efficiency is achieved by using artificial neural 
network (ANN) based surrogate model coupled with the finite element approach. Statistical analyses are carried 
out to illustrate the results of stochastic buckling behaviour. Normally in case of various engineering 
applications, the critical buckling load with the least Eigen value is deemed to be useful. However, the results 
presented in this paper demonstrate the importance of considering higher order buckling modes in case of a 
realistic stochastic analysis. Besides that, the probabilistic results for global stability behaviour of sandwich 
structures show that a significant level of variation with respect to the deterministic values could occur due to 
the presence of inevitable source-uncertainty in the input parameters demonstrating the requirement of an 
inclusive design paradigm considering stochastic effects. 
 
Ismail Esen (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Karabuk University, Karabuk, Turkey), “Dynamic 
response of a functionally graded Timoshenko beam on two-parameter elastic foundations due to a variable 
velocity moving mass”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 21-35, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.033 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a modified finite element method (FEM) that can be used to analyse the transverse 
vibrations of a Timoshenko beam, made of functionally graded materials (FGMs), on a two-parameter 
foundation and subjected to a variable-velocity moving mass is presented. First, the motion equations of the 
FGM beam exposed to a moving mass are obtained by combining the mass interaction equations with the beam 
equations obtained using the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). Secondly, to obtain the equation of 
motion of the beam, mass and foundations, the rigidity of the two-parameter foundations, the Winkler and 
shear, then combined with the motion equations of the beam and mass using the Hamilton principle. The 
response of the system is investigated considering the effects of inertia and variable velocity of the moving 
mass, parameters of the foundations and material constituents of the FGM beam. The changes on the dynamic 
behaviour of the FGM Timoshenko beam, which are affected by the frequency variation of the considered 
system are highlighted. 
 
Ziqian Zhang (School of Mechanical Engineering & Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110004, 
China), “Modeling an simulation for cross-sectional ovalization of thin-walled tubes in continuous rotary 
straightening process”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 83-102, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.021 
ABSTRACT: Cross-sectional ovalization of thin-walled circular steel tube caused by large plastic bending 
usually occurs at initial large bending stage in tube's continuous rotary straightening process. When the bending 
loads have been removed, there must be residual ovalization kept on the tube's cross-section during the whole 
straightening process, to induce the poor roundness and the reduction of the tube flexural stiffness. So the 
maximal residual cross-sectional ovalization should be predict accurately in order to be controlled under the 
allowable limit during the straightening process. In this paper, this issue is studied by the approaches of 
simulations and theoretical modeling. Firstly the finite element (FE) simulations for thin-walled tube 
straightening process are carried out on stainless steel tubes with different geometric parameters under different 
working rolls' bending radii, to measure the residual cross-sectional ovalization along the circumferential 
direction. The results imply that the profile of deformed cross-section is not standard ellipse and the appearance 
of the maximum residual ovalization is usually found in the direction perpendicular to the tube's centroid axis. 



Secondly the theoretical modeling procedure is carried out as follows. First of all, the normal strain and stress 
components are derived using the thin-shell large deformation kinematics. Then the cross-sectional ovalization 
in loading process is analyzed by the principle of virtual work. And then using the general geometric description 
without the elliptical assumption, a rational model is derived by the classic unloading rule to predict the 
maximal residual cross-sectional ovalization of thin-walled tube in straightening process. It is solved iteratively 
using Matlab ode23s function. The theoretical results are compared with the simulation ones. The relative errors 
are lower than 10%, which validates the effectiveness of the new model. Meanwhile the influences of tube's 
material, thickness and bending radius on maximum residual ovalization are found. 
 
Jianjun Zhang (1), Dora Karagiozova (2), Zhong You (3), Yan Chen (4) and Guoxing Lu (1) 
 (1) Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology, Swinburne University of Technology, Hawthorn Vic 
3122, Australia 
(2) Institute of Mechanics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Acad. G. Bonchev St., Block 4, Sofia 1113, 
Bulgaria� 
(3) Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PJ, UK � 
(4) School of Mechanical Engineering, Tianjin University, 92 Weijin Road, Nankai, Tianjin 300072, China  
“Quasi-static large deformation compressive behaviour of origami-based metamaterials”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 194-207, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.044 
ABSTRACT: An analytical model of the quasi-static response of Miura-ori based metamaterial to in-plane 
compression was first developed to describe the major mechanical characteristics related to the strength and 
energy absorption capacity of this material in the analysed loading direction. It is assumed that the base material 
is ductile and can be approximated as a perfectly plastic material. The results revealed that the initial strength 
and densification strain of the Miura-ori based metamaterial cannot be uniquely defined by its relative density, 
in contrast to most conventional cellular materials used for energy absorption applications. A particular value of 
the initial folding angle γ0 corresponds to the minimum relative density for each static sector angle α. This value 
determines the transition point separating the region where the initial material strength increases with the 
increase of the relative density from the one where this strength decreases with the increase of the relative 
density. Miura-ori based metamaterials with large initial dihedral angle γ0 have larger energy absorption 
capacity per unit mass, however exhibiting significant variations of Poisson's ratios during compression. The 
energy absorption efficiency of the Miura-ori based metamaterials was compared with that of single-walled 
regular honeycombs under in-plane compression. It is demonstrated that, for certain combination of the 
geometric parameters a, b, α and γ0, the origami-based materials can outperform the honeycombs with the same 
relative density. The analytical model was verified by the numerical simulations of the response of single cells 
with various geometries and multi-sheet origami configurations. The model predictions were also validated by a 
quasi-static compression test of a four-sheet origami specimen. 
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Hamed Saeidi Googarchin and Kasra Moazzez (First author is from: Automotive Fluids and Structures Analysis 
Research Laboratory, School of Automotive Engineering, Iran University of Science and Technology, P.O. Box 
16846-13114, Tehran, Iran), “Analytical solution for free vibration of cracked orthotropic cylindrical shells”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 254-270, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.004 
ABSTRACT: The most important purpose of the present work is to propose an analytical approach for solving 
the governing characteristic equations of the free vibrations problem of an orthotropic cylindrical shell with its 
length much greater than its other dimensions half way along which exist a semi-elliptical surface crack. 
Governing equations of motion of the problem have been derived using classical shell theories and simplified 



with regard to the Donell–Mushtari–Vlasov (DMV) theory. In comparison to shell dimensions, crack size is 
considered to be very small, which would minimize effects of the curvature in this study. Equations have been 
extracted for two different types of cracks: circumferential and axial cracks. In both cases, effects of the 
presence of crack on overall stiffness of the structure have been included in governing motion equations 
utilizing some crack compliance coefficients which have been calculated through Line Spring Model (LSM). A 
closed form solution for the characteristic equations of the problem has been introduced using Hamilton's 
principle and separation of variables for the simply supported shells. A comparison has been made between 
obtaining results through the proposed model and those from previous studies and Finite Element model. Last 
but not least, effects of the various shells, materials and the crack parameters on the fundamental natural 
frequency of the shell have been investigated. 
 
Zhihua Wu, Yimin Zhang, Guo Yao and Zhou Yang (Primarily from: School of Mechanical Engineering and 
Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110819, China), “Nonlinear primary and super-harmonic 
resonances of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite beams”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 321-340, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.015 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear primary and super-harmonic resonances of functionally graded carbon nanotube 
reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) beams under transverse harmonic excitation are studied. Taking into 
account four different distribution patterns of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), the material properties of FG-CNTRC 
beams are predicted through the extended rule of mixture. The equations of motion for the transverse, 
longitudinal and rotational motions are derived from Timoshenko beam theory and von Kármán type of 
geometric nonlinearity. These nonlinear partial differential equations are reduced into nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations by the Galerkin method. The discretized equations of motion are solved by using the 
incremental harmonic balance (IHB) method, resulting in the vibration responses of the nonlinear system. For 
all the three coupled motions, the frequency response curves of primary, 2 super-harmonic and 3 super-
harmonic resonances are constructed. Comparison studies on the dimensionless natural frequencies, nonlinear to 
linear frequency ratios and numerical simulation of the frequency response are conducted to verify the 
correctness and accuracy of this study. The numerical results illustrate the influences of CNT distributions, 
CNT volume fraction, slenderness ratio, dimensionless transverse excitation and damping coefficient on the 
primary and super-harmonic resonant responses. 
 
Yang Liu, Yang Ye, Ali Althobaiti and Yu-Xin Xie (Primarily from: Department of Mechanics, Tianjin 
University, Tianjin 300350, China), “Prevention of localized bulging in an inflated bilayer tube”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 359-368, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.01.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the bifurcation behavior in an inflated bilayer tube of arbitrary thickness under 
inflation and uni-axial extension. It is assumed that both layers are composed of the Gent material with each 
layer having its own Jm, where Jm is a material parameter in the Gent model that signifies the maximum 
extensibility. First, we determine several critical parametrical regions where localized bulging disappears for a 
single-layer tube. Then we investigate localized bulging in an inflated bilayer tube, where one layer (layer I) of 
the tube cannot bulge whereas the other part (layer II) can. Surprisingly, we find that such a composite tube is 
still susceptible to localized bulging and localized bulging can be prevented only if the proportion of layer I 
exceeds a critical value, no matter whether layer I occupies the inner side or the outer side. Even for a very thin 
bilayer tube, the same feature holds. The cases of fixed axial force and fixed axial stretch are both studied, and 
the critical geometrical parameters marking the transition between bulging and no bulging are determined. 
Moreover, we carry out a numerical analysis by use of the finite element method to verify the applicability of an 
explicit bifurcation condition and the predicted bifurcation behavior. This paper offers a possible way to avoid 
bulging formation in a cylindrical tube while retaining moderate extensibility. 
 
Mohammad Hadi Hajmohammad, Reza Kolahchi, Mohammad Sharif Zarei and Amir Hossein Nouri (Primarily 
from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imam Hossein University, Tehran, Iran), “Dynamic response of 
auxetic honeycomb plates integrated with agglomerated CNT-reinforced face sheets subjected to blast load 
based on visco-sinusoidal theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 391-401, 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.008 



ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the dynamic response of sandwich plates subjected to blast load. The 
sandwich plate is composed of auxetic honeycombs core layer with negative Poisson's ratio integrated with 
nanocomposite at the top and bottom surfaces. The nanocomposite layers are reinforced by carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) where the effective material properties are calculated by Mori-Tanaka approach considering 
agglomeration effects. Due to the existence of CNTs, the structure is subjected to magnetic field. Based on the 
Kelvin-Voigt theory, the viscoelastic properties of the structure are considered. The viscoelastic medium is 
simulated by orthotropic visco-Pasternak model. Utilizing sinusoidal shear deformation theory (SSDT), the 
motion equations are derived based on Hamilton's principle. Differential cubature method (DCM) in 
conjunction with Newmark method is used for obtaining the dynamic deflection of the sandwich structure for 
different boundary conditions. The effects of various parameters such as structural damping, viscoelastic 
medium constants, geometric parameters of plates, volume fraction and agglomeration of CNTs, duration of 
blast pulse, geometrical parameters of auxetic honeycombs core and magnetic field on the dynamic deflection 
of the sandwich structure are investigated. The results reveal that by reinforcing the structure with CNTs, the 
dynamic deflection induced by blast load decreases about 59%. In addition, with increasing the geometrical 
parameters of auxetic honeycombs core, the dynamic deflection will be enhanced. 
 
Emil Manoach, Anna Warminska, Jerzy Warminski and Simona Doneva (The first author is from: Institute of 
Mechanics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria), “A reduced multimodal thermoelastic model of a 
circular Mindlin plate”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 153-154, pp 479-489, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.010 
ABSTRACT: A nonlinear thermoelastic model of a circular plate is presented in the paper. The model, based on 
the Mindlin plate theory, is extended by taking into account nonlinear geometrical terms. Partial differential 
equations of plate’s dynamics are derived for a fully coupled thermal and mechanical fields. Then the model is 
reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations taking into account the first three natural modes and assuming 
a constant thermal field. The influence of elevated temperature on the resonance curves and the mode 
involvement due to nonlinear and thermal couplings is presented. The analysis shows that the increased 
temperature may lead to various bifurcation scenarios. The buckling phenomenon and post-buckling nonlinear 
regular and chaotic oscillations are studied. 
 
Milan Batista (University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport, Slovenia), “Stability of 
clamped-elastically supported elastic beam subject to axial compression”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 155, pp 1-8, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.030 
ABSTRACT: In the paper, we study large deflections and the stability of an elastic beam, with one end clamped 
and the other elastically supported, which is subject to a conservative compressing end force. The basic 
equilibrium equation is derived from the principle of minimum total potential energy, and its solution is given in 
terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. The stability is determinate according to the Jacobi test. The post-buckled 
behavior of the beam is discussed in detail. Results are presented in both tabular and graphical form. 
 
T.J. Reddy, V. Narayanamurthy and Y.V.D. Rao (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
BITS-Pilani, Hyderabad, India-500079), “Evolution of a new geometric profile for an ideal tube inversion for 
crash energy absorption”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 125-142, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.024 
ABSTRACT: Circular tubes under axial load undergoing deformation through inversion phenamena are 
referred to as invertubes. Inversion phenomena controls high initial peak crush force which is a fundamental 
requirement of an energy absorbing structure in road vehicles and helps in achieving nearly 100% stroke and 
crush force efficiencies. This rare combination of these three features offers a good potential for invertubes to 
be an ideal choice for impact crash energy absorption. Researchers have always attempted to predict inversion 
forces in invertubes in terms of geometrical and material parameters through empirical relations; and often 
ignored the geometric imperfections on plastic deformation and their influence on the inversion process. 
Limited knowledge exist on inversion using stainless steel SS304 material. In this paper, series of attempts are 
made to evolve a new invertube profile with SS304 material to achieve desirable inversion charecterisitics for 
an ideal energy absorption. In this process, the effect of geometric parameters and their imperfections that 
contribute to effective inversion of invertubes have been studied in detail through FEA and experiments. A new 



invertube profile has been proposed that addresses anamolies in existing literature and inversion characteristics 
of this profile have been validated experimentally in a quasi-static environment. 
 
Zhiyong Song, Qingjie Cao and Qiyi Dai (School of Astronautics, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 
150001, People's Republic of China), “Free vibration of truncated conical shells with elastic boundary 
constraints and added mass”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 286-294, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.039 
ABSTRACT: Most of the research on truncated conical shells focuses on the dynamics with classical boundary 
conditions. However, less attention has been given to the non-classical boundary conditions due to the lack of a 
unified displacement function, such as a boundary with point constraint or partial constraint, or a boundary with 
added mass, which exists in engineering practice. In this study, we investigate the free vibration of the truncated 
conical shell with arbitrary boundary conditions, including elastic and inertia force constraints. The equations of 
motion with elastic boundary constraints are formulated by employing Hamilton's principle and the thin-walled 
shallow shell theory of the Donnell type. The solutions of the shells are obtained using Fourier series in 
circumferential directions and power series in meridional directions, with various boundary conditions achieved 
through the choice of stiffness, which is a unified solution procedure. The procedure proposed was validated by 
comparing the results obtained with results available in the literature on classical boundary conditions and with 
the finite element method results for the non-classical boundary conditions. Numerical simulations were carried 
out to illustrate the sensitivity of the shell frequency to the stiffness parameters and the moment of inertia effect 
on frequency, and to present the circumferential modal jumping phenomena with patterns. 
 
J.P. Magrinho, M.B. Silva, G. Centeno, F. Moedas, C. Vallellano an P.A.F. Martins (Primarily from: IDMEC, 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Av. Rovisco Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “On the 
determination of forming limits in thin-walled tubes”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 
381-391, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.020 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a methodology to determine the formability limits of thin-walled tubes and 
to plot them in principal strain space and in the space of effective strain vs. stress-triaxiality. Digital image 
correlation (DIC), combined either with time-dependent methodologies or strain-force approaches, is utilized to 
identify the onset of failure by necking and obtain the corresponding limit strains. Thickness measurements and 
determination of the gauge length strains across the cracked regions are utilized to characterize the onset of 
fracture and to evaluate the fracture limit strains. Results show that the utilization of tube expansion with rigid 
punches and elastomers allow obtaining strain loading paths and fracture loci by necking and fracture across a 
wide range of tube forming conditions ranging from biaxial stretching in the first quadrant to pure tension in the 
second quadrant of principal strain space. The fracture forming line (FFL) is the first time ever determined for 
thin-walled tubes. The forming limit curve (FLC) and the FFL resemble those of sheet and strip materials and 
their use is of paramount importance in the design and optimization of tube forming processes. 
 
G.G. Sheng and X. Wang (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering, Changsha University of Science 
and Technology, Changsha, Hunan 410114, People's Republic of China), “Nonlinear forced vibration of 
functionally graded Timoshenko microbeams with thermal effect and parametric excitation”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 405-416, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.015 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear forced vibration of functionally graded (FG) Timoshenko microbeams 
under thermal effects and parametric excitation is studied using von Kármán nonlinear theory, Hamilton's 
principle and the modified couple stress theory. The coupled nonlinear differential equations of transverse 
vibration modes are obtained by the static condensation and Galerkin scheme. The nonlinear algebraic 
equations of steady-state responses are presented based on the method of multiple scales, and solved using 
Newton iterative method. Finally, the internal resonance and principal resonance are proposed, and the 
influence of system parameters, involving the material parameter, length scale parameter, frequency of 
parametric excitation and thermal loading on the frequency-response is investigated. The reliability of presented 
Timoshenko microbeam model is confirmed by comparison with previously published results. 
 
Chenghu Zhang, Lijia Fan and Yufei Tan (School of Architecture, Harbin Institute of Technology; Key 
Laboratory of Cold Region Urban and Rural Human Settlement Environment Science and Technology, Ministry 



of Industry and Information Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Sequential limit analysis for clamped 
circular membranes involving large deformation subjected to pressure load”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 440-449, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.011 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we investigate the extended sequential limit analysis for clamped circular 
membranes involving large deformation subjected to pressure load. Moving coordinate systems were adopted, 
and a shape and geometry update strategy was proposed to deal with the consideration of plane stress direction 
change. A sequence of optimization problems formulated on the upper-bound theorem was solved to perform 
the nonlinear cumulative sequence of load-deflection curves. In the formulation, the rigid-perfectly-plastic 
behavior were used. Then, some numerical simulations by ABAQUS were conducted to assess the parameters 
and simplification effect on the sequential upper-bound formulation derived. The results show that the 
sequential limit analysis gives a good estimation of the plastic limit load and load-deflection behavior. The 
collapse mechanism assumption and the update strategy of shape and geometry cause little error. Meanwhile, 
the limit state yield level and bending moment are the main factors that cause the relative error of limit load 
estimation to decrease as the elastic modulus, yield strength, and thickness increase and the radius decreases. 
Synthetically, the sequential limit analysis allow a wide range of thickness-radius ratios, especially for low-
elastic-modulus materials, and the relative errors can be controlled within 17%, even for materials with extreme 
parameters. 
 
Asma Bousselmi, Frej Chaouachi, Jean-Francois Ganghoffer and Ali Zghal (Primarily from: Unité de recherche 
de mécanique des solides, structures et développements technologiques. ENSIT. Université de Tunis, BP56, 
Bab Mnara 1008, Tunisie), “Construction of new enriched beam models accounting for cross-section 
deformation and pinching”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 155, pp 488-508, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.046 
ABSTRACT: The consideration of nonclassical beam theories beyond Timoshenko beam model is necessary in 
applications involving complex yarns subjected to transverse compaction, for which the section dilatation and 
in-plane shear require a detailed kinematic and static modeling. In the present work, new enriched beam 
elements with additional degrees of freedom are derived from the mechanics of generalized continua, allowing a 
representation of the in plane-shear and dilatation of sections. As a novel aspect, enriched beam model called 
macrodilatation, macroshear, and macrostrain have been constructed on the basis of generalized beam theories 
but with a more condensed kinematics, assuming uniform hyperstress tensor within the beam. The choice of the 
adequate extended continuum for a given beam depends on its macroscopic deformation mechanisms. As a 
result, the developed beam models include modified material parameters (the tensile, shear and bulk moduli for 
an isotropic beam) involving additional microstructural parameters. These macrobeam models are expected to 
better describe the in plane-shear and dilatation of the beam sections along its mean line in comparison to 
classical beam theories. Numerical illustrative examples show that the microdilatation beam model has the 
ability to capture the local deformation field around holes, in contrast to Timoshenko beam model. The 
parameters of the microdilatation beam model provide a very good estimate of the overall porosity. 
 
Mohammad Sadegh Nematollahi and Hossein Mohammadi (School of Mechanical Engineering, Shiraz 
University, Shiraz, Iran), “Geometrically nonlinear vibration analysis of sandwich nanoplates based on higher-
order nonlocal strain gradient theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 156, pp 31-45, June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.022 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new model for studying the effects of small-scale parameters simultaneously, on 
large amplitude vibrations of sandwich plates is developed using the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient 
theory. Considering the higher-order theories for capturing the size effects of nanostructures results in a set of 
nonlinear partial differential (PD) equations, including bi-nonlocal terms. By employing Hamilton's principle, 
the equations of motion for symmetric and anti-symmetric sandwich plates are derived based on the classical 
plate theory. The partial nonlinear differential equations of motion are reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation for transverse vibrations of nanoplates using the Galerkin's method. An analytical solution procedure is 
employed to obtain the closed-form frequency equation as a function of the vibration amplitude, small-scale 
parameters and sandwich layers elasticity, density and thickness coefficients. Numerical results are presented in 
order to investigate the sandwich layers coefficients on nonlinear vibrational behavior of nanoplates as same as 
small-scale parameters and the amplitude of vibrations. It is found that the vibration amplitude plays the main 
role in nonlinear vibrational behavior of nanoplates in which, nonlinear frequency and its ratio to linear 



frequency will be increased by increasing it. Moreover, there are non-uniform behaviors by increasing the 
sandwich layers coefficients and small-scale parameters. In addition, in the case of large amplitude vibrations, 
effects of sandwich layers’ coefficients and small-scale parameters on the nonlinear frequency and its ratio to 
linear frequency will become more noticeable. In order to validate the present solution procedure, the results are 
compared with those obtained from molecular dynamics simulations, the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient 
theory and the higher-order shear deformation plate theory. 
 
Behrouz Karami, Davood Shahsavari, Maziar Janghorban and Abdelouahed Tounsi (Primarily from: 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Marvdasht Branch, Islamic Azad University, Marvdasht, Iran), 
“Resonance behavior of functionally graded polymer composite nanoplates reinforced with graphene 
nanoplatelets”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 156, pp 94-105, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.036 
ABSTRACT: For the first time, forced resonance vibration of Graphene Nano-Platelets (GNPs) reinforced 
Functionally Graded Polymer Composite (FG-PC) nanoplates is studied. The effective Young's modulus is 
determined using the Halpin–Tsai model while the rule of mixture is used to compute the effective Poisson's 
ratio and mass density. The governing equations, classical and non-classical boundary conditions are obtained 
through Hamilton's principle for nonlocal strain gradient Kirchhoff plate theory. Employing Navier solution 
procedure, a closed form solution is introduced for forced resonance vibration of the nanoplate. The influences 
of the GNPs distribution schemes, nonlocal and strain gradient length scale parameters, weight fraction and the 
total number of layers of GNPs as well as geometrically parameters are discussed in detail. The results show 
that the impact of layer's number on the resonance position depends on the reinforcement patterns. 
 
H.N.R. Wagner, E.M. Sosa, T. Ludwig, J.G.A. Croll and C. Huehne (First author is from: Institute of 
Adaptronic and Functional Integration, Langer Kamp 6, 38106 Braunschweig, Germany), “Robust design of 
imperfection sensitive thin-walled shells under axial compression, bending or external pressure”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 156, pp 205-220, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.02.047 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled shells like cylinders, cones and spheres are primary structures in launch-vehicle 
systems. When subjected to axial loading, bending or external pressure, these thin-walled shells are prone to 
buckling. The corresponding critical load heavily depends on deviations from the ideal shell shape. In general, 
these deviations are defined as geometric imperfections, and although imperfections exhibit comparatively low 
amplitudes, they can significantly reduce the critical load. Considering the influence of geometric imperfections 
adequately into the design process of thin-walled shells poses major challenges for structural design. The most 
common procedure to take into account the influence of imperfections is based on classical buckling loads 
obtained by a linear analysis which are then corrected by a knockdown factor. The knockdown factor represents 
a statistical lower-bound with respect to data obtained experimentally for different types of thin-walled shells. 
This article presents a versatile and simple numerical design approach for buckling of critical shell structures. 
The new design procedure is based on the reduced stiffness method and leads to significantly improved critical 
load estimations in comparison to lower-bounds obtained empirically. An analysis example is given which is 
based on the launch-vehicle stage adapter (LVSA) of NASAs Space Launch-system (SLS). 
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Shivdayal Patel, Venkata Ravi Vusa and C. Guedes Soares (Primarily from: Mechanical Engineering, PDPM, 
Indian Institute of Information Technology Design and Manufacturing, Jabalpur, India), “Crashworthiness 
analysis of polymer composites under axial and oblique impact loading”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 156, pp 221-234, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.038 
ABSTRACT: A study was made to evaluate the design variables that affect the crashworthiness parameters of 
an energy absorber while dissipating the crash forces during road vehicle accidents. In order to find out causes, 
nonlinear crushing analysis is performed with the finite element code of ABAQUS/Explicit software. An 
investigation was conducted on homogeneous and heterogeneous ply orientation modeled structure of 
composite materials under axial and oblique impact loadings to find out the suitable model or structure for 
lightweight vehicle applications according to the crashworthiness. Crashworthiness parameters such as peak 
force and deformation length were considered, to investigate acomposite tube under axial and oblique loading 
conditions with materials such as carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP), glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP). 
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) approach is used to observe the changes and investigation on the 
dynamic response of composite material under sudden crashes in a different arrangement. A progressive 
damage model is adapted to determine the status of damage of elements in each failure with references to 
predefined energy absorption value. Hashin damage criteria are used, to estimate the reduction of stiffness of 
the material while crack initiation and its propagation during impacts. Different tube arrangement of fiber 
orientations (0°, ±45°, 90°) of ply and axial and oblique types of impact loading were mostly affecting results a 
lot in a crushing analysis. Non homogenous composite tube showed the better crashworthiness parameters than 
the homogenous structure. In oblique loading analysis, in both cases (CFRP and GFRP), the peak force and the 
deformation values decrease with increases in oblique angle due to the change of fiber properties, inclination as 
well as the contact area between the tube and impactor. 
 
X. Zhao, F.J.N. Iegaink, W.D. Zhu and Y.H. Li (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering and 
architecture, Southwest Petroleum University, Chengdu 610500, PR China), “Coupled thermo-electro-elastic 
forced vibrtions of piezoelectric laminated beams by means of Green’s functions”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 156, pp 355-369, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.011 
ABSTRACT: Increased interest in thermo-electro-elastic during the last decades can be assigned to the fact that 
the study of thermo-electro-elastic mechanical coupled behavior in smart structure. For instance, the coupled 
thermo-electro-elastic dynamic factors are meaningful in designing process of some sensors and energy 
harvesting products. This paper presents the steady-state analytical solutions for the coupled thermo-electro-
elastic forced vibrations of piezoelectric laminated beams. Two types of damping, material damping and air 
damping, are introduced to the coupled vibration system. Based on Erturk and Inman’ work, a novel electric 
circuit model is developed. Thus, for this model, the electric factor is introduced into the classical coupled 
thermoplastic vibration problems for the piezoelectric laminated beams. Using the decoupled method solve the 
three fields of coupling problems by developing a generalized form of Green's functions. The interactions 
between the thermal and electric factors are obtained analytically. The convergence of the present solutions is 
firstly verified in the numerical section followed by the FEM results used to validate the achieved solutions. 
From the sample numerical calculations, it is seen that the two-dimensional temperature field presents different 
distributions for different electric conditions. Moreover, the optimum heat transfer coefficient is furnished for 
the energy harvesting problem of the laminated beam. 
 
Ahad Amiri, Rahim Vesal and Roohollah Talebitooti (School of Mechanical Engineering, Iran University of 
Science and Technology, Narmak, Tehran, Iran), “Flexoelectric and surface effects on size-dependent flow-
induced vibration and instability analysis of fluid-conveying nanotubes based on flexoelectricity beam model”, 



International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 156, pp 474-485, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.018 
ABSTRACT: Fluid-conveying micro/nano tubes are key tools, which have great applications in biological 
devices and especially smart drug delivery in order to target the cancer cells. Furthermore, exploiting the smart 
materials and their combination with drug delivery systems may positively affect the instability control and 
improve the efficiency and adaptability of design. Recently a specific size-dependent behavior for piezoelectric 
materials, known as flexoelectric effect, has drawn a great deal of attention. It is proven that this effect, which is 
resulted by coupling between the strain field and electric polarization, is of significant importance in structures 
with nano dimensions. This paper is carried out to investigate the vibrations and instability analysis of fluid-
conveying piezoelectric nanotubes on the basis of flexoelectricity approach. The fluid-conveying nanotubes 
made for drug delivery targets are commonly in contact with soft tissues, which could be modeled as a Kelvin-
Voigt foundation. The nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) constitutive relations are employed in order to 
model the problem. An appropriate electric potential distribution is determined using the Maxwell's equation 
and Gauss's law. The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and slip boundary conditions are exploited to derive the 
governing fluid-structure interaction (FSI) equation, which contains flexoelectric and surface effect terms. 
Galerkin's principle is hired to discretize the equation leading to an eigenvalue problem. Afterwards, the 
obtained characteristic equation is solved straightforwardly to gain the eigenvalues. The instability of the 
nanotube is investigated throughout presenting the eigenvalue diagrams. Some illustrations are employed to 
analyze the effect of different involved parameters on the vibrations and instability behavior of the system. The 
reported results in the numerical section of the paper may be helpful to achieve an efficient and accurate design 
of fluid-conveying nanotubes. 
 
Yiru Ren, Hongyong Jiang, Zhihui Liu, “Evaluation of double- and triple-coupled triggering mechanisms to 
improve crashworthiness of composite tubes”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-168, pp 1-
12, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.024 
ABSTRACT: A reasonable coupled triggering mechanism has greater potential to produce a progressive 
crushing mode and improve the crashworthiness of composite absorbers. To clearly understand coupled 
triggering mechanisms, the crashworthiness of composite tubes triggered by double- and triple-coupled triggers 
is comprehensively evaluated. Five double-coupled triggers including chamfer/hole, chamfer/slit, chamfer/saw 
tooth, chamfer/plug, and chamfer/material degradation (C-GMD) triggers are designed. To exhibit better 
crashworthiness, triple-coupled triggers are designed by coupling each double-coupled trigger with a plug 
trigger. Based on Finite Element Methods (FEM), comparisons of the crashworthiness of tubes using double- 
and triple-coupled triggers are conducted. Effects of width and height of plug on failure modes are further 
studied. From the predicted results, coupled triggering and energy-absorbing mechanisms are extensively 
revealed. Double-coupled triggers further weaken triggered regions to reduce the initial peak while triple-
coupled triggered tubes improve Energy-Absorption (EA). Triple-coupled C-GMD-plug trigger presents 
26.62% higher EA than C-GMD trigger. Material folding and buckling mechanisms have great effects on the 
material accumulating process. Failure modes are highly sensitive to plug width, plug height and a combination 
of both. Some design proposals for C-GMD-plug trigger are recommended. 
 
Ye Lin, Junying Min, Yongji Li, Jianping Lin, “A thin-walled structure with tailored properties for axial 
crushing”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 119-135, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.015 
ABSTRACT: This study proposed a design strategy of a thin-walled structure with tailored properties for axial 
crushing. The thin-walled structure was divided into multiple sections and the material properties in each 
section differ from those in the neighboring sections. The crashworthiness of this structure was affected by 
distributions and material strengths of sections. Analytical model and finite element model were used to provide 
predictions of mean and peak crushing forces of the thin-walled structure with tailored properties during axial 
crushing. An optimal design strategy, in which sections with higher strength are distributed at ridgelines along 
the longitudinal direction, is recommended not only to increase the mean crushing force but also to acquire 
acceptable peak crushing force. 
 



Shizhao Ming, Caihua Zhou, Tong Li, Zhibo Song, Bo Wang, “Energy absorption of thin-walled square tubes 
designed by kirigami approach”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 150-164, July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.032 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubes are extensively employed as energy absorption devices. The extensional mode 
(EM) of collapse in thin-walled square tube is desirable in terms of energy absorption while facing impact 
loading. In this paper, a novel tube known as the kirigami crash box (KCB) that is designed by kirigami 
approach, is proposed to improve the crashworthiness of the tubular structures by collapsing in EM. The 
experimental and numerical results show that kirigami pattern in KCB serves as both geometric imperfection to 
reduce the initial peak force Fmax and mode inducer to trigger the desired EM while collapsing. Numerical 
simulation indicates that the ideal EM is successfully triggered with a 39.7% reduction of initial peak force Fmax 
and 33.9% increase of mean crushing force Fm comparing to conventional square tube (N-CST). Parametric 
study shows that the collapse mode of KCBs deformed in EM is independent of aspect ratio b/t within the range 
of b/t ≤ 81.3, while for CST, the corresponding range is b/t ≤ 7.5. KCB inclines to collapse in EM when the 
dihedral angle θ or the number of modules M decrease. The Fmax, Fm and CFEs of KCBs with identical M increase 
with the increasing θ. Whereas, the effect of M on energy absorption is relatively less important while θ 
remains the same. Moreover, the superiority of energy absorption for KCB subjected to dynamic loading is 
more significant comparing to quasi-static axial crushing. 
 
Lieu B. Nguyen, Chien H. Thai, A.M. Zenkour, H. Nguyen-Xuan, “An isogeometric Bézier finite element 
method for vibration analysis of functionally graded piezoelectric material porous plates”, International Journal 
of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 165-183, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.017 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an isogeometric Bézier finite element method combined with a C0-type 
higher-order shear deformation theory for vibration analysis of functionally graded piezoelectric material 
porous (FGPMP) plates. The FGPMP plate made of a mixture of PZT-4 and PZT-5A/PZT-5H materials is 
considered in both perfect and imperfect forms. Material properties of FGPMP plates vary continuously through 
the thickness direction and are computed by a modified power-law formula. Two porosity models including 
even and uneven distributions are employed. To satisfy the Maxwell's equation in the quasi-static 
approximation, an electric potential field in the form of a mixture of a cosine and linear variation is adopted. 
The advantages of present approach are inherited all properties of the conventional finite element method 
(FEM) and the exact geometry of isogeometric analysis (IGA). The influence of external electric voltages, 
power-law index, porosity coefficient, porosity distribution; geometrical parameters, aspect ratios, and various 
boundary conditions on behaviors of structures is studied. Obtained results are compared with the analytical 
solution as well as those of several available numerical approaches. In addition, several FGPMP plates with 
curved geometries are studied furthermore. Although these geometries have not had any analytical solutions, 
they could be considered as reference solutions for future works. 
 
Fuchun Yang, Fuxin Du, “Free vibration of circular cylindrical shells with discrete circumferential stiffnesses”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 198-206, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.043 
ABSTRACT: Gears with thin rims are broadly applied in aircraft and light-weighted applications. This study 
will derive the governing equations of cylindrical shells with discrete circumferential stiffnesses based on 
Hamilton's principle and Flügge shell theory. To derive the governing equations, the discrete circumferential 
stiffnesses which are displacement coupled are handled as external forces and expressed by Dirac delta 
function. The circumferential modal function contains multiple components of different circumferential wave 
number for the existence of discrete stiffnesses. The Galerkin method is adopted to discretize the governing 
equations. The natural frequencies and vibration modes are studied. The effects of different stiffness, the ratio 
of thickness and length to radius, number of discrete stiffnesses on natural frequencies and mode shapes are also 
investigated in this study. 
 
Wenzheng Zhuang, Chao Yang, Zhigang Wu, “Modal and aeroelastic analysis of trapezoidal corrugated-core 
sandwich panels in supersonic flow”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 267-281, 
July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.052 
ABSTRACT: Corrugated-core sandwich panels have a great potential in the application to acreage thermal 
protection system of aerospace vehicles. However, due to their structural complexity, it takes high 



computational cost to conduct modal analysis with detailed 3D finite element models and the aeroelastic 
behaviors of these sandwich structures have not been fully investigated. In this paper, an analytical model of a 
trapezoidal corrugated-core sandwich panel using homogenization technique and layerwise theory is presented 
for modal and aeroelastic analysis. The trapezoidal corrugated core is homogenized as an equivalent orthotropic 
layer based on an energy approach and the overall sandwich panel is treated as a three-layer continuum. The 
proposed layerwise theory which is developed for a sandwich plate, assumes higher-order displacement field for 
the core layer and first-order displacement field for the top and bottom layers. The unsteady aerodynamic 
pressure is evaluated by the supersonic Piston theory. An eight-noded C0 isoparametric element with 13 degrees 
of freedom per node is used for finite element method. The accuracy and reliability of the present method are 
verified by comparing natural frequencies and mode shapes as well as flutter speeds with those obtained from 
commercial software. Parametric studies concerning different boundary conditions and parametric variables are 
also conducted. It is shown that the proposed method has sufficient accuracy and requires less computational 
effort, providing a theoretical basis for the utilization of the trapezoidal corrugated-core sandwich panel in 
aircraft designing. 
 
A.F. Radwan, “Quasi-3D integral model for thermomechanical buckling and vibration of FG porous nanoplates 
embedded in an elastic medium”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 320-335, July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.031 
ABSTRACT: Mechanical buckling, thermal buckling and free vibration behaviors of functionally graded (FG) 
porous nanoplates embedded in an elastic medium are investigated via a nonlocal strain gradient theory. Two 
dimensional (2D) and quasi three dimensional (quasi-3D) sinusoidal shear deformation theories are used in this 
study. The proposed theories have a displacement field with integral terms which include the effects of both 
transverse shear and normal deformations. Porosity-dependent material properties of the porous nanoplate are 
defined via a modified power-law function. Equations of motion are derived based on Hamilton’s principle 
which includes the effect of the two-parameter elastic foundations. Numerical results are presented to verify the 
accuracy of the present 2D and quasi-3D shear deformation theories by comparing them with the solutions 
given in literature with different 2D, quasi-3D and 3D solutions. The effects of many parameters like porosity 
factor, nonlocal, length scale parameters, plate aspect ratio, side-to-thickness ratio and gradient index on the 
buckling, thermal buckling and vibration of FG porous nanoplates are all discussed. 
 
R.M.F. Paulo, P. Carlone, R.A.F. Valente, F. Teixeira-Dias, F. Rubino, “Numerical simulation of the buckling 
behaviour of stiffened panels: Benchmarks for assessment of distinct modelling strategies”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 439-445, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.042 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with the effective modelling and simulation of the behavior of stiffened panels, 
when subjected to compressive (buckling) loads. Within the Finite Element Method, two numerical strategies 
are compared, namely the Riks method and the displacement incremental control method, including damping 
effects. The capabilities and limitations of both approaches are explored for two distinct benchmarks: a panel 
with a blade stiffener, and a panel with a T shaped stiffener. In both cases, material (plasticity) and geometrical 
(large displacements) nonlinearities are considered, together with a modelling strategy based on shell elements. 
Following previous works of the authors, each panel accounts for initial geometric imperfections coming from 
friction stir welding joining operations. The paper shows a number of considerations that must be undertaken 
when choosing between one of the two modelling strategies. Both benchmarks involve a number of challenges 
from the point of view of modelling unstable structural behaviors, and therefore the proposed benchmarks can 
represent a valid set of case studies in the understanding of the capabilities of current numerical simulation 
codes. 
 
Erhan Cetin, Cengiz Baykasoğlu, “Energy absorption of thin-walled tubes enhanced by lattice structures”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 471-484, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.049 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures filled or covered by various materials have been proposed for energy 
absorption applications in recent years. At this point, additive manufacturing technologies provide an 
unprecedented opportunity to produce nontraditional low-density filler materials to further improve the energy 
absorption performance of thin-walled structures. With a similar motivation, novel hybrid structures, in which 



thin-walled tubes filled with periodic lattice materials, are proposed and the energy absorption behaviors of 
these structures are investigated under axial impact loading conditions. Two different types of lattice structures 
(i.e. body-centered cubic structure and body-centered cubic structure with vertical strut) are considered as filler 
materials, and the effects of number of lattice unit cell, diameter of lattice member and tube thickness on energy 
absorption characteristics of hybrid structures are examined using validated nonlinear finite element models. 
The results show that the tube and lattice structures contribute the buckling and bending resistance of each other 
during progressive deformation of hybrid structures, and a considerable enhancement in energy absorption 
performance could be achieved with appropriate selection of tube and filler lattice structure parameters. 
Particularly, the result revealed that the hybrid structures can absorb up to 115% higher impact energy 
compared with the sum of individual parts of hybrid structures. Besides, the hybrid structures also show 
promising performance in terms of crashworthiness parameters such as specific energy absorption and crash 
force efficiency, and thus these structures are recommended as potential candidates for crashworthiness 
applications. 
 
Shuguang Yao, Zhixiang Li, Wen Ma, Ping Xu, “Crashworthiness analysis of a straight-tapered shrink tube”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 512-527, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.04.058 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a new straight-tapered shrink (STS) circular tube, which is planned to be 
applied on railway coupler for energy absorbing and overload protection. Quasi-static experiment and finite 
element (FE) simulation were adopted to investigate the crashworthiness performance of the STS tube. In the 
FE analysis we found that the compressive material properties were more suitable for accurately modeling the 
STS tube. The results showed that the STS tube can develop two deformation modes, i.e., shrink mode (S-
mode) and buckling mode (B-mode), and the B-mode cannot meet the application requirement. Moreover, the 
distribution of deformation modes under different geometric parameters, namely, wall thickness (t), slope angle 
(α) and straight zone length (L1), were obtained. It was found that the B-mode mainly occurs when t, α and L1 
are all large. The force-displacement characteristics showed that a plateau force occurred in some STS tubes. A 
theoretical model for predicting the plateau force was then proposed. Finally, the effects of geometric 
parameters on the peak crush force (Fmax) and specific energy absorption (SEA) were performed. It was found 
that the increases in the three parameters all result the increases in SEA and Fmax, and α has the most significant 
effect on the crashworthiness performance of the STS tube. 
 
Zhen Ni, Kai Zhou, Xiuchang Huang, Hongxing Hua, “Free vibration of stiffened laminated shells of revolution 
with a free-form meridian and general boundary conditions”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 
157-158, pp 561-573, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.03.040 
ABSTRACT: The free vibration of stiffened composite laminated shells of revolution with classical and elastic 
boundaries is investigated by a semi analytical approach. The energy functionals of the shells and the stiffeners 
are derived separately. The energy functional of shells of revolution with a free-form meridian and general 
boundary conditions is formulated based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The displacement 
field of the stiffeners is obtained based on that of the shell without involving extra degrees of freedom in the 
final mass and stiffness matrixes. Based on the three-dimensional curved beam theory, the energy functionals of 
the stiffeners in both meridian and circumferential directions are introduced in the same form. A modified Ritz 
approach is employed in this paper to solve the energy functionals. The results obtained by the proposed method 
show good agreements with those by the finite element method (FEM). Finally, parametric studies concerning 
some key parameters of stiffened shells are carried out. 
 
Guoli Wang, Meie Li, Jinxiong Zhou, “Modeling soft machines driven by buckling actuators”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 662-667, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.014 
ABSTRACT: Buckling of elastomeric materials is recoverable and can be harnessed to provide useful 
functions. Soft machines enabled by buckling actuators have been demonstrated experimentally, while no 
efforts have been conducted to model these actuators and machines numerically. This paper fills this blank and 
presents numerical modelling of buckling actuators and the derived soft machines. Key design parameters are 



obtained through the simulation, which are missing and typically difficult to be obtained in experiment. The 
numerical results are helpful to understanding the working mechanism of buckling actuators, and shed light on 
design and control of soft machines enabled by buckling actuators. The idea and the strategy can be developed 
further for the design of other soft machines. 
 
Zhanpeng Du, Libin Duan, Aiguo Cheng, Zhidan Xu, Guangya Zhang, “Theoretical prediction and 
crashworthiness optimization of thin-walled structures with single-box multi-cell section under three-point 
bending loading”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 703-714, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.013 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to study the bending collapse behavior and energy absorption mechanism of thin-
walled structures with single-box multi-cell section (TWS-SMC). A theoretical prediction model of TWS-SMC 
is developed under three-point bending loading. The theoretical prediction formulas are also derived by dividing 
the TWS-SMC into web parts and flange parts. The accuracy and generality of the theoretical prediction 
formulas are validated by performing three-point bending test and finite element analysis (FEA). To further 
validate the theoretical prediction formulas and improve the energy-absorption capacity, both theoretical 
prediction formulas and FEA based surrogate models are employed to perform the crashworthiness optimization 
of the TWS-SMC. The results show that (i) the Pareto frontiers obtained from the theoretical prediction 
formulas show an excellent coincidence with those from the FEA based surrogate models, which means that the 
theoretical prediction formulas can be directly used to crashworthiness optimization design for the sake of 
computational efficiency; (ii) the energy-absorption capacity of TWS-SMC is superior to thin-walled structures 
with single-box one-cell section (TWS-S1C) under the same weight, and its energy-absorption capacity will 
improve gradually with the number of web parts increased. 
 
Yang Li, Zhong You, “Open-section origami beams for energy absorption”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 741-757, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.006 
ABSTRACT: A series of novel open-section beams employing origami geometries were developed. These 
beams overcame the Brazier's effect, and they can provide more constant bending resistance and overall higher 
energy absorption than conventional open-section beams. Numerical simulations and experiments were used to 
validate these designs and showed that properly designed origami beams can achieve 23.0–40.0% higher energy 
absorption and 12.7–20.7% lower load uniformity than conventional beams under quasi-static loading. 
 
Ying Yang, Xian-Fang Li, “Bending and free vibration of a circular magnetoelectroelastic plate with surface 
effects”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 858-871, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.029 
ABSTRACT: Surface effects play a significant role in affecting the mechanical behavior of nanosized NEMS 
such as sensor, actuator, transducer. This paper studies the bending and free vibration of a magnetoelectroelastic 
plate with surface effects. By incorporating surface effects into the Kirchhoff theory of thin plates, the 
governing differential equation for bending and vibration of a magnetoelectroelastic plate is derived. Simply 
supported and clamped circular plates are analyzed for applied mechanical loading, electric voltage, and 
magnetic potential difference. An analytical method is presented to obtain closed form solutions for static 
deflection of bending and natural frequencies of free vibration. The well-known results of circular thin plates 
are recovered if ignoring the surface effects along with coupling coefficients. A comparison of the deflections 
and the natural frequencies with their counterparts in the absence of surface effects shows that surface residual 
tension plays a crucial role, which decreases the deflection and increases the natural frequencies. The influence 
of surface magnetoelectroelasticity is discussed and the small scale effect can be captured. The obtained results 
are helpful for design and application of NEMS. 
 
Zhu Su, Lifeng Wang, Kaipeng Sun, Dan Wang, “Vibration characteristic and flutter analysis of elastically 
restrained stiffened functionally graded plates in thermal environment”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 157-158, pp 872-884, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.028 
ABSTRACT: A unified approach is developed for vibration and flutter analysis of elastically restrained 
stiffened functionally graded plates. A nonlinear temperature distribution throughout the thickness is considered 
in this study. The temperature dependent material properties assumed to change continuously along thickness is 
estimated by the Voigt model combined with a simple power-law distribution. The formulation is based on 



generalized variational principle and the first-order shear deformation theory, in which displacement variables 
of the plate is adopted to express the displacement field of stiffeners by imposing displacement continuous 
conditions at the interface. According to the linear piston theory the aerodynamic force is obtained. The penalty 
function method is used for simulation of the general boundary conditions. By selecting a modified Fourier 
series as the basis for the displacement variables, the solution can be obtained. The present approach is verified 
by comparisons between calculated results and those from the existing literature. The influence of the stiffener, 
gradient index, temperature change and elastic restraints on the dynamic behavior of stiffened FGM plates is 
discussed. 
 
Volkan Kahya, Sebahat Karaca, Fatih Yesevi Okur, Ahmet Can Altunışık, Mustafa Aslan, “Free vibrations of 
laminated composite beams with multiple edge cracks: Numerical model and experimental validation”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 30-42, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.032 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration analysis of laminated composite beams including open transverse cracks is 
presented by using a shear-deformable thirteen degrees-of-freedom finite element model, which considers 
extension-twist, bending-twist and bending-extension couplings, and the Poisson's effect. Lagrange's equation is 
employed to derive the equations of motion. Trial functions are selected as cubic Lagrange polynomials for 
deflections while quadratic for the others in derivation of element mass and stiffness matrices. Damage is 
introduced into the beam by reducing stiffness of elements within damaged zone. Comparisons are made with 
the available literature to show the present element's accuracy. Experimental validation is also performed with 
through ambient vibration tests on a cantilever laminated composite beam under six damage scenarios. 
According to the results, the methodology presented in this study provides a simple and quick way in a 
sufficient accuracy to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of laminated composite beams with 
open transverse non-propagating edge cracks. 
 
Mengchuan Xu, Ziran Xu, Zhong Zhang, Hongshuai Lei, Yingchun Bai and Daining Fang, “Mechanical 
properties and energy absorption capability of AuxHex structure under in-plane compression: Theoretical and 
experimental studies”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 43-57, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.044 
ABSTRACT: The architected mechanical metamaterials have garnered significant research attention for a 
variety of engineering application due to their remarkable mechanical properties and unique deformation 
behavior. Herein, the in-plane uniaxial compressive response and energy absorption capacity of a novel hybrid 
configuration, AuxHex structure, which consists of auxetic and hexagonal honeycomb cells, are systematically 
investigated through theoretical, finite element simulation and experimental methods. A series of AuxHex 
sandwich core panels have been fabricated with nylon material by using additive manufacturing route. The 
relationships for Young's modulus and plastic collapse stress along different loading directions are derived and 
validated through the comparative analysis. In addition, the deformation mechanism and failure modes of the 
AuxHex structure have also been discussed in detail. The AuxHex structures have exhibited superior Young's 
modulus, collapse strength and energy absorption than traditional honeycomb structures. In the x-direction, the 
energy absorption capacity was improved by 38%, which can be attributed to the uniform and stable 
deformation mode of the unit cell. The theoretical prediction results of Young's modulus and plastic collapse 
stress are consistent with finite element simulation and experimental results. The AuxHex structures 
demonstrate a novel design strategy for the architected metamaterials through the combination of various 
cellular cells. The hybrid structures will play an important role in both the load-bearing and energy-absorbing 
applications, and it demonstrates a novel design strategy for the architected metamaterials through the 
combination of various cellular cells. 
 
P. Jakubczak, “The impact behaviour of hybrid titanium glass laminates—Experimental and numerical 
approach”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 58-73, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.035 
ABSTRACT: Fibre metal laminates (FML) constitute a group of hybrid materials made of alternating layers of 
metal and fibre polymer composite. One of the more prospective materials of the next FML generation is a 
laminate based on titanium and glass or carbon fibres. The use of titanium increases laminate stiffness in 
comparison to laminates based on aluminium alloys and significantly increases the corrosion resistance and 



impact properties. The purpose of the study was a multifaceted and complex analysis of the impact behaviour of 
hybrid titanium glass fibres laminates (HTGL) based on the experiment and modelling methods. Based on the 
obtained results of experimental studies it was proven that fibre metal laminates based on titanium and glass-
epoxy composite are characterised by high resistance to low-velocity impact within the range of energy of 2.5–
30 J at least, expressed by the criteria of maximum force, deformations, work performed by the indenter, 
impact energy absorption capacity, and the parameters describing the extent of damage after impact. The 
obtained results of numerical analyses indicate the correctness of the adopted calculation assumptions and the 
study procedure itself. 
 
Qiang Zhang, Bao Jiang, Zhongmin Xiao, Wei Cui, Jubao Liu, “Post-buckling analysis of compressed rods in 
cylinders by using dynamic relaxation method”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 103-
115, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.040 
ABSTRACT: Buckling of rods with cylindrical constraints is an essential problem in engineering and medical 
fields. Completely different to the buckling of classical Euler rods, the post-buckling modes for rods with 
cylindrical constraints involve highly complicated deformations and geometric configurations. In this paper, the 
rods are discretized into beam elements by finite element method, and the constraint relation between the rods 
and cylinders is described by gap element. A dynamic relaxation method for static buckling of compressed rods 
in cylinders is introduced. Numerical simulations have been carried out to investigate the effects of damping, 
element length, initial contact stiffness and penetration on post-buckling, etc. The characteristic buckling modes 
include deflection curves with single point, two points, three points and point-line-point contact. For the helical 
buckling, it is found that the transition section consists of two noncontact sections only, while the perturbed-
helix section does not exist. Except the critical load and shear force of helical buckling, numerical simulation 
results are in good agreement with the analytical solution. By using the dynamic relaxation method, stable 
helical buckling modes can be obtained directly without undergoing sinusoidal buckling deformation under 
given compressive loads. 
 
Armagan Karamanli, Metin Aydogdu, “Size dependent flapwise vibration analysis of rotating two-directional 
functionally graded sandwich porous microbeams based on a transverse shear and normal deformation theory”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 165-181, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.047 
ABSTRACT: Within this study, the free vibration behavior of rotating two-directional functionally graded 
porous sandwich microbeams is studied based on the modified couple stress theory by employing a transverse 
shear-normal deformation beam theory. The effects of the thickness to material length scale parameter 
accompanying with the porosity volume fraction coefficient, boundary condition, aspect ratio, hub ratio, 
dimensionless rotation speed and gradient index on the dimensionless fundamental frequencies of the two-
directional functionally graded porous sandwich microbeams are investigated. It is found that the dimensionless 
fundamental frequencies are significantly affected by the variation of the thickness to material length scale 
parameter, hub ratio, dimensionless rotation speed and porosity volume fraction coefficient. The normal 
deformation effect is very important especially while the variations of the dimensionless rotation speed, hub 
ratio and gradient index are considered. Moreover, the mode shapes of the rotating two-directional functionally 
graded porous sandwich microbeams are also influenced with respect to the variation of the porosity volume 
fraction coefficient. As a result, the optimum design of the microstructures accompanying with the lightweight 
and low-cost objectives can be achieved by controlling the material and porosity distribution through the body 
of the microstructure. 
 
Vuong Nguyen Van Do, Chin-Hyung Lee, “Free vibration analysis of FGM plates with complex cutouts by 
using quasi-3D isogeometric approach”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 213-233, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.05.034 
ABSTRACT: This study intends to analyze free vibration response of functionally graded material (FGM) 
plates with complex cutouts. Isogeometric analysis (IGA) method combined with a new quasi-3D higher-order 
shear deformation theory (HSDT) for the vibration analysis is presented to predict the dynamic behavior. The 
quasi-3D HSDT is able to account for transverse shear and normal deformations with only four unknown 
variables using the dissimilar shear and normal shape functions. In the refined quasi-3D hybrid type HSDT, the 
fully 3D material matrix is employed in the stress–strain relations, and the governing equations for the dynamic 



problem are derived through the Hamilton's principle. Validity of the present quasi-3D isogeometric approach is 
investigated by testing several numerical examples in the open literature and comparing the predicted results 
with the available reference solutions. It can be concluded that the proposed analysis method is accurate and 
effective in solving free vibration behavior of FGM plates with complex cutouts. Illustrative examples are also 
given to examine the effects that the ingredient fraction, plate geometric parameter and boundary condition have 
on the free vibration behavior. Results demonstrate that there exists a critical plate length-to-thickness ratio 
above which the natural frequency of the perforated FGM plate does not increase any more even though the 
ratio becomes larger. 
 
Gang Wang, Wenlong Li, Zhihua Feng, Junfang Ni, “A unified approach for predicting the free vibration of an 
elastically restrained plate with arbitrary holes”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 267-
277, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.003 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a unified approach to study the free vibration of elastically restrained plate 
with holes. The hole is treated as a virtual plate in which the mass density and the Young's modulus is set to 
zero. Therefore, the free vibration problem of a plate with holes can be translated into the free vibration problem 
of the equivalent rectangular plate with non-uniform thickness. The model is derived based on the so-called 
Spectro-Geometric Method (SGM) in which the displacement of the plate including the holes is invariably 
expressed as a modified Fourier series expansion. The proposed model allows considering the edges of the plate 
elastically restrained against both deflection and rotation. The accuracy of the method is validated against the 
results obtained by the finite element method. Some numerical solutions including the plates with triangular, 
rectangular holes are investigated. 
 
Shiming Wang, Yong Peng, Tiantian Wang, Xuanzhen Chen, Lin Hou and Honghao Zhang, “The origami 
inspired optimization design to improve the crashworthiness of a multi-cell thin-walled structure for high speed 
train”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 345-358, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.017 
ABSTRACT: The initial peak crushing force usually causes catastrophic harm to the passengers once vehicle 
collision accidents happen. In this study, an origami design is introduced and optimized to improve the initial 
peak crushing force (IPCF) of a thin-walled energy absorption structure. First, by analyzing the basic idea of 
origami structure, this paper decides twist angle (φ), height (h) and thickness (t) as the control variables. Then, 
the crashing characteristics of the thin-walled structure are under study and the FE model is validated by an 
impact test. Further, parametric analysis on the relationships between design variables and target responses 
(energy absorption and IPCF) is studied. It is found that the twist angle has a negative influence of IPCF and 
EA, while the t has a positive influence on the impact responses. Particularly, the increase of h cause the 
increase of IPCF but a decrease of EA. In further, to minimize the IPCF but do not affect the EA, optimization 
technology with NSGA-II algorithm is employed. The optimization results (i.e., φ = 3.24°, h = 30 mm, 
t = 4 mm, IPCF = 934.28 kN, EA = 269.90 kJ) manifest that IPCF reduces by 29.36% without reducing 
the ability of energy absorption. For the point of train collision safety, the proposed origami inspired structure is 
introduced successfully and the optimal structure is of great advantages in improving the IPCF for the energy 
absorption structure. 
 
Dongqian Wang, Michael Löser, Steffen Ihlenfeldt, Xibin Wang, Zhibing Liu, “Milling stability analysis with 
considering process damping and mode shapes of in-process thin-walled workpiece”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 382-397, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.005 
ABSTRACT: As an unfavorable factor of machining process, chatter threatens the machined quality of 
workpiece, which determines the assembly and fatigue performance of the workpiece. During the interaction 
between machine tool and thin-walled workpiece, the process damping effect, multiple modes response and 
dynamic changes caused by the material removal of the in-process workpiece (IPW) will make the machining 
process more complicated and introduce great difficulties to dynamic modeling and performance prediction. In 
this paper, we considered the process damping determined by the indentation volume between flank face of 
milling tool and machined surface, and used multi-mode model to describe this behavior. In order to establish 
the assembled material removal model of the IPW dynamics with multiple modes, the structure dynamic 



modification (SDM) and finite element method (FEM) were combined together. The updated third-order full 
discretization method was applied to solve the dynamic equation in modal space. Then, the three-dimensional 
stability lobe diagrams (SLDs) with and without material removal along the tool path were obtained 
respectively by enveloping multiple modes of the IPW and milling tool together. Finally, the cutting tests were 
carried out. The experiments showed that the assembled model could predict the dynamics of IPW accurately, 
and the proposed stability analysis model was relatively close to experimental results. Besides, the modes of 
thin-walled workpiece with weak rigidity do not always play a dominant role in the process of machining. 
Although the material removal rate is limited by considering the multiple modes of the system, the processing 
quality can be ensured. 
 
Martin Paul Nijgh, Milan Veljkovic, “A static and free vibration analysis method for non-prismatic composite 
beams with a non-uniform flexible shear connection”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 159, pp 
398-405, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.018 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete composite beams are widely used in practice because of their economic cross-
section design. As sustainability becomes more and more important in the construction industry, the design of 
composite beams must be adapted to meet the requirements of the circular economy. This calls for 
demountability and reusability of the structural components, as well as optimized use of materials, for example 
by using non-prismatic beams. Linear-elastic design and the (optimized) use of demountable shear connectors 
are key in the design of reusable composite structures. In this paper, analytical prediction models for the elastic 
behaviour and the first eigenfrequency of non-prismatic composite beams with non-uniform shear connector 
arrangements are derived. The approach is based on 6th and 2nd order differential equations used to define matrix 
equations for a finite number of linearized composite beam segments. The analytical models are validated using 
experimental and numerical results obtained with a simply supported tapered composite beam. The analytical 
models are suitable for comprehensive structural analysis of non-prismatic composite beams with non-uniform 
shear connection. 
 
A. Evkin, “Dynamic energy barrier estimation for spherical shells under external pressure”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 160, pp 51-58, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.028 
ABSTRACT: The energy barrier concept is developed for the case of dynamic loading of spherical shells. 
Simple semi-analytical formulae were obtained for the energy barrier for perfect shells and structures with 
geometrical imperfections. They were applied to the case of spatial step pressure to estimate dynamic buckling 
load of geometrically imperfect shells. It has been shown that dynamic effect can be caught properly by 
separating additional energy which causes local buckling of the shell. The calculated dynamic knockdown 
factor was in good agreement with numerical solution and experimental data. The methodology and formulae 
were also developed for the metastability estimation of real structure and for establishing knockdown factor 
taking into account possible external perturbations. The suggested approach improves current NASA (SP-8032, 
1969) recommendations for design buckling pressure which are overly conservative. 
 
Jian-xing Yu, Meng-xue Han, Jing-hui Duan, Yang Yu, Hua-kun Wang, “The research on the different loading 
paths of pipes under combined external pressure and axial tension”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 160, pp 219-228, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.022 
ABSTRACT: The local buckling behavior of pipes under combined external pressure and axial tension is 
investigated by experiments and FE models in the present study. The tension-pressure interaction collapse 
envelops are generated for two different loading paths involving pressure followed by tension and tension 
followed by pressure. Ten experiments are conducted to study the effect of different loading paths on the 
collapse pressure of pipes with the same geometric and material parameter. Furthermore, an extensive 
parametric study of the FE models is performed whose results are in good agreement with the experiments. The 
results of the experiments and FE models indicate that critical limit load of the P)T loading path is more severe 
than that of the T)P loading path. The reason is explained by analyzing the stress distribution and ovalization of 
the local buckling cross section. Based on the large amount of FE analyses, a new interaction formula is 



proposed to estimate the limit loads of pipes for the P)T loading path. And the formula, verified by 
experiments, is more accurate comparing with the method proposed in offshore standard DNV-OS-F101. 
 
Bin Liu, C. Guedes Soares, “Effect of strain rate on dynamic responses of laterally impacted steel plates”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 160, pp 307-317, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.06.034 
ABSTRACT: Quasi-static punching tests and low-velocity impact tests have been conducted to examine the 
plastic response and failure of clamped rectangular steel plates struck by hemispherical indenters. The length, 
width and thickness of plate specimens are 127, 76 and 1.4 mm, respectively. Experimentally obtained quasi-
static and dynamic force-displacement responses are compared to reveal the influence of dynamic material 
characteristics on the impact behaviour of steel plates. The failure mode of laterally impacted plates is exposed 
to further illustrate the dynamic material properties. The experimental results are compared with numerical 
simulations performed by the LS-DYNA finite element solver. The finite element model includes defining the 
material strain hardening, strain rate sensitivity and critical fracture strain. A simplified method is proposed to 
characterise the material strain rate effect at varied plastic strains in the simulations. A good agreement is 
observed between experimental and numerical results, demonstrating the rationality of the material definitions 
in low-velocity impact. The paper contributes to enhance the industry practice in impact simulations of steel 
structures when only material quasi-static tensile tests are available. 
 
Stefan Tabacu (1) and Cătălin Ducu (2) 
(1) Automotive Department, Faculty of Mechanics and Technology, University of Pitesti, 1, Târgu din Vale, 
110040 Pitesti, Romania, 
(2) Manufacturing Department, Faculty of Mechanics and Technology, University of Pitesti, 1, Târgu din Vale, 
110040 Pitesti, Romania 
“An analytical solution for the estimate of the mean crushing force of structures with polygonal and star-shaped 
cross-sections subjected to axial load”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 
105010, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105010 
ABSTRACT: The present work is focused on the development of an analytical solution for the estimate of the 
mean crushing force for structures with polygonal and star-shaped cross-section. The geometrical analysis 
revealed that polygonal and star-shaped cross-sections could be obtained using a consistent set of equations. A 
theoretical model for the mean crushing force that can be applied for this entire range of structures was 
developed, based on the hypothesis of an extensional model applied to the collapse pattern. Literature data were 
collected and used as a reference for an analysis of the results. For each case, a specific material model was 
assigned, and crushing process parameter like the effective crushing distance was discussed. A nondimensional 
analysis of the mean crushing force was performed in order to evaluate the results overall data collected. 
Finally, the proposed solution was compared with existing, specific, analytical solutions used for the estimate of 
the mean crushing force and values of the mean crushing force from the literature. The linear regression model 
applied to the dataset consisting of analytical estimates resulted in a coefficient of determination R2=0.983 while 
for the dataset comprising experimental values, a coefficient of determination R2=0.965 was obtained. These 
results show that this analytical solution can be used, with confidence, to provide a preliminary estimate of the 
mean crushing force while allowing variations of the shape of the cross-section and, without the need of a 
specific or particular analytical formula. 
 
Cunxian Wang, Tao Suo, Chao Hang, Yulong Li, Pu Xue and Qiong Deng (School of Aeronautics, 
Northwestern Polytechnical University, 127 West Youyi Road, Beilin District, Xi'an Shaanxi, 710072, China), 
“Influence of in-plane tensile preloads on impact responses of composite laminated plates”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105012, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105012 
ABSTRACT: Ballistic impact tests on composite laminated plates were carried out with a preloading device to 
investigate the impact responses at nominal velocities of 50m/s and 70m/s. Not only the center locations but 
also the near-edge regions of the laminated plates were impacted. Furthermore, finite element models were 
developed using three-dimensional solid elements and cohesive elements, and a user subroutine VUMAT of 
Ladevèze failure criterion was used in support of simulations in ABAQUS Explicit, providing detailed insights 



into the characteristics of delamination and target response. Results showed that there was a significant 
promotion of delamination resistance in the center location when applying appropriate preloads, but some 
weakening parts were also generated over large areas at the same time. A competition mechanism between the 
increased bending stiffness induced enhancement effect and the interlaminar stresses induced weakening effect 
was proposed to explain the influence of the biaxial in-plane tensile preloads on the delamination resistance of 
laminated plate. The work in this study may provide guidance for the impact resistance design of composite 
aircraft wing skin. 
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“Crushing behaviors of hierarchical sandwich-walled columns”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, 
Vol. 161-162, Article 105021, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105021 
ABSTRACT: Hierarchical structures have better mechanical properties as a widely observed organization form 
in nature. In this paper, a series of sandwich-walled columns (SWCs) with different sandwich cells are proposed 
based on hierarchical route for obtaining more weight-effective protective structures. The finite element model 
is firstly validated via experiment testing. Then, the crushing behaviors of SWCs, regular multi-cell columns 
(MCs) and single-cell column (SC) under axial load are analyzed. The results show that the hierarchical 
sandwich design has more remarkable potential to improve mechanical behavior than regular multi-cell design, 
and the effect of hierarchical level N is significant for the mechanical properties. Next, the theoretical models of 
mean crushing force (Fm), specific energy absorption (SEA) are derived to deeply analyze the collapsing 
mechanism of the SWCs, and the low errors of the theoretical predictions indicate their high accuracy. 
Furthermore, the technique for ordering preferences by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) evaluates the 
crashworthiness performances of all thin-walled structures, the square sandwich cell with N=6 (S-6) is selected 
because of its ideal cross-section, and the wall thickness range for optimal crashworthiness in feasible design 
space is identified. This study offers a novel idea of designing lightweight structure with high energy absorption 
capacity for the crashworthy requirement. 
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“Nonlinear in-plane elastic buckling of a laminated circular shallow arch subjected to a central concentrated 
load”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105023, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105023 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the in-plane elastic buckling of a laminated shallow circular arch 
subjected to a central concentrated load based on the classical laminated theory (CLT). Nonlinear equilibrium 
equation is established by using the principle of minimum potential energy, from which analytical solutions of 
the nonlinear in-plane elastic equilibrium path and buckling load are derived for laminated circular shallow 
fixed arches fixed. The critical modified slenderness ratio which switches the buckling characteristics is also 
obtained. The finite element (FE) simulation and experiments employing displacement control are conducted to 
verify the accuracy of the analytical solutions. A parametric study is then carried out and results are presented in 
both tabular and graphical forms to analyze the effects of the ply angle and thickness of laminates, and rise-span 
ratio of the arch on the critical bucking load and nonlinear equilibrium path of laminated arches. 
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(5) School of Civil Engineering, Guangzhou University, Guangzhou Panyu University City Outer Ring Road 
No. 230. Guangzhou 510006, China 
“On the out-of-plane compression of a Miura-ori patterned sheet”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, 
Vol. 161-162, Article 105022, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105022 
ABSTRACT: Miura-ori patterned sheets have been recognized as efficient energy absorption devices that can 
serve as the core of sandwich structures or a layer of metamaterials. In this paper, first, the geometric 
characteristics of a Miura-ori patterned sheet were examined. Second, a Miura-ori patterned sheet was 
fabricated using 0.3-mm thick aluminum sheets by three-step compression, and the patterned sheet was used as 
the core by bonding it between two aluminum skins to make a sandwich panel. The quasi-static out-of-plane 
compression behavior of both the Miura-ori patterned sheets and their corresponding sandwich panels was 
investigated experimentally and numerically by using finite element analysis (FEA). The simulation results 
show a reasonable agreement with the experimental results. A parametric analysis of the Miura-ori patterned 
sheets was carried out using FEA to demonstrate the effect of cell wall thickness, side length, dihedral angle and 
sector angle. Empirical formulae were obtained for the peak crushing force and the mean force. 
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“Residual flexural properties of CFRP sandwich structures with aluminum honeycomb cores after low-velocity 
impact”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105026, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105026 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to evaluate the influences of impact-induced damage on the residual flexural 
strength of honeycomb core sandwich panels with different structural configurations by combining the 
experimental, numerical and theoretical methods. Low-velocity impact tests and three-point bending tests after 
impact are carried out to determine and quantify the effects of structural configuration and impact energy on the 
impact damage and residual flexural strength of such structures. Subsequently, an integrated FE model with the 
VUMAT subroutine is developed to further investigate the damage states and failure mechanisms for the impact 
and bending simulation. The numerical results match well with the experimental ones in terms of impact load, 
absorbed energy, residual flexural strength and failure mechanisms. Results indicate that increasing cell wall 
thickness or decreasing side length of honeycomb core has significant effects on peak load, while increasing 
core height has little effect. Specimens with lower core stiffness fail through core buckling and crushing under 
the bending load, while specimen with higher core stiffness fails by top face sheet fracture. The residual flexural 
strength reduces markedly even through the impact damage is barely visible, indicating that it has a strong 
correlation with impact energy and structural configuration of cores. 
 
Wenbin Zhou, Yong Li, Zhusheng Shi and Jianguo Lin (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial 
College London, London SW7 2AZ, UK), “An analytical solution for elastic buckling analysis of stiffened 
panel subjected to pure bending”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105024, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105024 
ABSTRACT: In this study, an analytical solution has been developed for the elastic buckling analysis of 
stiffened panels subjected to pure bending, and the effect of main geometric parameters of the stiffened panels 
on buckling strength has been investigated. A simplified model of stiffened panels has been proposed for 
buckling analysis, where an elastically built-in boundary condition replaces the skin's effect on buckling of the 
stiffened panels. The equilibrium method with a conventional rigid skin assumption and a new flexible skin 
assumption is developed for the simplified model to analytically capture the buckling behaviour of the stiffened 
panels. To consider the non-rigid rotation effect of flexible skin on buckling of stiffened panels, a new 
parameter, the effective width of stiffened panels, has been introduced, and a finite element (FE) assisted 
method has been employed to obtain its value for different stiffened panels. The results show that the flexible 
skin assumption significantly enhances the accuracy of buckling strength prediction compared with the 



conventional rigid skin assumption, and the maximum difference between analytical results and corresponding 
FE simulations is decreased from 12.2% with rigid skin assumption to only 3.9%. Based on the proposed 
analytical solution, effects of main geometric parameters of the stiffened panels (the stiffened panel length and 
width, the stiffener height, and the ratio of the skin thickness to the stiffener thickness) on their buckling 
coefficients have been discussed. Increasing stiffened panel length and/or reciprocal of stiffener height leads to 
an initial abrupt decrease of the buckling coefficient until reaching a stable level. When the stiffened panel 
width increases, the buckling coefficient first increases and then remains stable, whereas increasing thickness 
ratio leads to the increase of the buckling coefficient. 
 
Zhenyu Liu, Chuang Wang, Guifang Duan and Jianrong Tan (The State Key Laboratory of CAD&CG, Zhejiang 
University, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310058, China), “A new refined plate theory with isogeometric approach for 
the static and buckling analysis of functionally graded plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, 
Vol. 161-162, Article 105036, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105036 
ABSTRACT: A new refined plate theory (RPT) combined with isogeometric analysis (IGA) is proposed for the 
static and buckling analysis of functionally graded plates (FG plates). The proposed theory uses a new 
hyperbolic distributed function to describe the distribution of the shear strains and stresses through the plate 
thickness. It satisfies the shear stress free boundary conditions, so that it does not require shear correction 
factors. Compared with the higher-order shear deformation theories (HSDTs), the proposed RPT needs only 4 
unknown variables, which improves the computational efficiency. The NURBS approximation functions built 
for proposed theory can easily solve the C1-continuity problem required by RPT. The material properties of the 
FG plates can be obtained by the rule of mixture and Mori-Tanaka technique. The static bending and buckling 
analysis results of different FG plates are given, and the effects of the material index n and width-to-thickness 
ratios on the static bending and buckling behavior of FG plates under different boundary conditions are 
investigated numerically. 
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“Investigation of thermal and magnetic field effects on the dynamic instability of FG Timoshenko nanobeam 
employing nonlocal strain gradient theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 
105043, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105043 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic instability of temperature-dependent TIMOSHENKO functionally graded (TFG) 
nanobeam exposed to an axial excitation load and magnetic field in thermal environment is carried out in the 
present work. The power-law model is utilized to represent the material variations across the nanobeam 
thickness. In accordance with nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT), the equations of motion are derived 
through Hamilton's principle. Navier and Bolotin's approaches are here employed in order to specify the 
dynamic instability region of the FG nanoscale beam. The effects of different factors like length to thickness 
ratio, temperature variation, nonlocal parameter (NP), power-law index, static load factor, magnetic field as 
well as length scale parameter (LSP) on the dynamic instability boundary are scrutinized through some 
parametric studies. Based on the outcomes, with increasing temperature change, power-law index and NP, the 
instability region will be happened at lower pulsation frequencies whereas LSP and magnetic field effects are on 
the contrary. The obtained results can be useful as reference solutions for future dynamic stability analysis of 
FG nanobeams reinforced nanocomposites under thermal and magnetic effects. 
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“New insights on nonlocal spherical shell model and its application to free vibration of spherical fullerene 
molecules”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105046, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105046 
ABSTRACT: Nonlocal elasticity theory was developed in order to describe some phenomena that cannot 
properly be described by the classical local elasticity theory. The formalism incorporates the long range 
interactions between points in continuum media. In this paper, a novel form of the nonlocal spherical shell 
model is formulated for application to the problem of the free vibration of nanoshells of spherical geometry. In 
contrast to previous studies which employ the Laplacian of the components of the stress tensor, in this proposed 
model the expressions for the Laplacian of the stress tensor components are used to drive the governing 
equations. Using the Legendre and the associated Legendre functions, a general solution for the differential 
equations of a momentless spherical shell subject to axisymmetric free vibration is presented. In addition, the 
validity of the present model is tested via some of the existing numerical and experimental results. 
 
Hayri Metin Numanoğlu and Ömer Civalek (Akdeniz University, Civil Engineering Department, Division of 
Mechanics, Antalya–Turkey), “On the torsional vibration of nanorods surrounded by elastic matrix via nonlocal 
FEM”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105076, October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105076 
ABSTRACT: Nonlocal dynamic torsional response of nanorods embedded in elastic media is investigated. It is 
considered that mechanical behavior of elastic media is supposed to be like linear foundation model. The 
nonlocal dynamic torsion equation is obtained according to Hamilton's Principle. Application of solved motion 
of equation is performed for nanorod models that have torsional spring attachment at the one end as well as 
three different general boundary conditions. Moreover, the formulation of nonlocal finite element method (NL–
FEM) based on weighted residual that considers stiffness of elastic media and attachment ratio is attained; this 
finite element formula is new in the literature. The nondimensional torsional frequencies are presented under 
nanorod length, nondimensional nonlocal parameter, slenderness ratio, nondimensional media stiffness 
parameter and stiffness ratio of attachment as tables and graphics comparatively with NL–FEM. This study is 
exhibited that NL–FEM can be used for torsional vibration analysis of nanorods embedded in elastic media. 
 
Amir Mehdi Dehrouyeh-Semnani and Sohrab Jafarpour (School of Mechanical Engineering, College of 
Engineering, University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran), “Nonlinear thermal stability of temperature-dependent metal 
matrix composite shallow arches with functionally graded fiber reinforcements”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105075, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105075 
ABSTRACT: The present article aims to study the non-linear equilibrium paths of an Al2O3 reinforced metal 
matrix composite (MMC) shallow arch in a thermal environment. The structure is made up of applicable 
industrial materials having temperature-dependent thermomechanical properties. In order to describe the 
configuration of shallow arch, two different geometrical models are implemented in which the first model has a 
symmetrical configuration but the second model has an unsymmetrical one. The concept of symmetric 
functionally graded (FG) material is implemented in the laminated composite arch by changing the volume 
fraction of fibers in each lamina. The elasticity tensor is created based on the plane-stress assumption and 
implementation of the rule of mixture. The mathematical modeling is developed using first-order shear 
deformation beam theory under specific assumptions i.e., geometrical nonlinearity, neutral axis concept, and 
uniform temperature gradient. Next, an analytical procedure is established to solve the three coupled nonlinear 
equilibrium equations for both clamped-clamped and simply-simply supporting conditions. The obtained exact 
solutions are capable of determining the critical temperature, in which the perturbed pitchfork bifurcation 
occurs, as well as the thermal equilibrium path of the structure. The influences of geometrical parameters (i.e., 
the initial curvature shape and amplitude, the thickness-to-length ratio, and the lamination sequences) as well as 
physical elements (i.e., matrix materials, fiber volume fraction distribution patterns, and temperature 
dependence of materials) on the thermal behavior of the system are examined. Eventually, in order to verify the 
analytical results presented in this study, a finite difference method-based numerical solution (bvp4c in Matlab 
software) is utilized to solve simultaneously the three coupled nonlinear governing equations. 
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cross-hinge inserts”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105062, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105062 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic response of honeycomb is characterized by the deformation modes predominantly 
depending on the cells shape whose geometry, wall thickness and wall angle guide its performance. Without 
actually modifying the bare honeycomb with regular cell geometry, an idea is presented to divide the 
honeycomb cells, practically in symmetric half cells using a straight strip of the same material and thickness as 
of original honeycomb. This strip can guide the deformation modes as per the required performance once the 
honeycomb mechanical properties are characterized. Dynamic in-plane deformation modes are determined for 
honeycomb with regular hexagonal symmetric division cells in finite element package ABAQUS for multiple 
Configurations using proposed straight strip. The energy absorption and formation of X, V and I deformation 
modes are discussed for the Configuration and its applicability for the controlled and delayed deformation 
modes is described. An analytical comparison for regular and symmetric division cells is also presented to 
determine the effect of proposed scheme on modulus and relative density. 
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“Thermal buckling and sound radiation behavior of truss core sandwich panel resting on elastic foundation”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105055, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105055 
ABSTRACT: Due to high stiffness and other potential multifunctional application characteristics, truss core 
sandwich structure offers a promising alternative to traditional stiffened or corrugated sandwich plates used in 
aerospace and marine industry. And sound radiation from plate structures is a design factor indicating the power 
reduction, which can help the lattice truss core sandwich structure meet the acoustic requirements for practical 
engineering design, but the sound radiation performance of this sandwich structure remains unclear. Based on 
that, the thermal buckling and sound radiation behavior analyses of truss core sandwich structure resting on 
elastic foundation in thermal environment are presented in this paper. The mechanical behavior of structure–
foundation interaction is modeled as two-parameter model including Winkler and shear foundation. The sound 
radiation due to a concentrated harmonic force in thermal environment is computed by solving the Rayleigh 
integral. By comparing with numerical simulation results calculated by commercial finite element software, the 
accuracy and feasibility of theoretical model developed in this paper are validated. The effects of several key 
parameters including the truss core radius, inclination angle and height, temperature field and elastic foundation 
stiffness coefficient on thermal buckling and sound radiation behavior have been subsequently investigated. 
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“Towards sensitive prediction of wrinkling instability in sheet metal forming by introducing evolution of triple 
nonlinearity: Tube forming”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105054, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105054 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling instability is one of key defects restricting the formability of sheet metallic materials 
How to sensitively predict the wrinkling occurring is one of the most fundamental and challenging issues in 
sheet metal forming operations to ensure defect-free deformation. In the study, taking typical axial compression 
and draw bending of tubular materials as the cases, the buckling modes of sheet metal forming under less and 
more degrees of constraints are experimentally compared, then a hybrid integrated prediction framework of 
wrinkling in sheet metal forming is constructed by introducing evolution of triple nonlinearity in geometry, 
material and boundary conditions, viz., multiple geometric micro-imperfections (GMI), anisotropic/asymmetric 
properties (AAP) and explicit FE algorithm, respectively. The results show that transferred wrinkling modes 
may occur for less constrained process, while the multiple constraints make the wrinkling occur in a higher 
order buckling mode consuming more energy. Multiple GMI modes constructed by linear buckling analysis are 
superimposed into explicit FE models, viz., the first three buckling modes superposed for axial compression, 
while the higher order buckling mode analogous to actual wrinkling selected for draw bending. Three 



constitutive models, viz, Mises, normal anisotropic Hill’48-r and stress invariant based anisotropic/asymmetric 
models (SIM), are comparatively implemented in the explicit FE models. Compared with the perfect model 
without introducing GMI, the GMI-implemented FE model provides more sensitive prediction of wrinkling for 
both forming cases. The SIM-implemented FE model predicts the instability more sensitively than other 
constitutive models in tension-compression asymmetry dominated bending case. By coupling the GMI and SIM 
into explicit FE models, the desired wrinkling prediction capability for both forming cases is further confirmed 
since evolution of triple nonlinearity is simultaneously considered. 
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“Thermal buckling and postbuckling of edge-cracked functionally graded multilayer graphene nanocomposite 
beams on an elastic foundation”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 161-162, Article 105040, 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105040 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates thermal buckling and postbuckling behaviors of functionally graded 
graphene nanoplatelet (GPL)-reinforced composite multilayer beams containing an open edge crack and resting 
on a Pasternak-type elastic foundation based on the first-order shear deformation beam theory including von 
Kármán geometric nonlinearity. The material properties of functionally graded GPL-reinforced composites 
(GPLRCs), which exhibit piece-wise variation along the thickness direction, are evaluated using 
micromechanics based models. The bending stiffness of the cracked section is estimated by the rotational spring 
model. The obtained nonlinear partial differential equations of equilibrium are discretized by the differential 
quadrature method, and then an iterative method is used to obtain the thermal buckling loads and postbuckling 
load-deflection curves. Detailed parametric studies are conducted to investigate the effects of crack length, GPL 
distribution pattern, GPL weight fraction, GPL length-to-width and length-to-thickness ratios, boundary 
conditions, and foundation stiffnesses on the thermal buckling loads and postbuckling response of the cracked 
GPLRC beams. 
 
Zhonggang Wang, Xinxin Wang, Chong Shi, Zhendong Li and Wei Zhou (School of Traffic & Transportation 
engineering, Central South University, Changsha, Hunan, China), “Mechanical behaviors of square metallic 
tube reinforced with rivets—Experiment and simulation”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 
163, Article 105118, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105118 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical behavior of crashworthy structures is a hot topic. In this study, square tube 
reinforced with rivets (STR) was firstly put forward to comprehensively investigate the influence brought from 
local stiffness reinforcement on deformation mode. The axial compression experiments were carried out and the 
results clearly showed that the collapse pattern and folding sequence of square tube were improved after 
riveting. Detailed mechanical properties were determined for kinds of STR structures with different rivet 
designs. Besides, numerical simulations by means of ABAQUS/Explicit were carried out to further analyze the 
deformation mode evolution. Subsequently, matching effect, local effect and interaction mechanism between 
basic structure and reinforcing components were investigated. Finally, parametric study involving different 
geometric configuration, material properties and impact velocity was performed. The proposed structure here 
will hopefully bring a method to understand the design principle of collapse mode controllability by means of 
reinforcing structural local stiffness. 
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“Application of dynamic stiffness method for accurate free vibration analysis of sigmoid and exponential 
functionally graded rectangular plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105105, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105105 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the dynamic stiffness method (DSM) is implemented to investigate free vibration 
behaviour of thin rectangular functionally graded material (FGM) plate with the sigmoid (S-FGM) and 
exponential (E-FGM) property variations along its thickness direction. Both uniform and stepped thickness 
FGM plates are considered in this study. Classical plate theory in conjunction with the physical neutral surface 
of the FGM plate is utilized to obtain the governing differential equation of motion including the effect of rotary 
inertia. Considering Levy type plates, the dynamic stiffness matrix is developed through the application of 
displacement and force boundary conditions at the appropriate edges. The well-known Wittrick-Williams 
algorithm is employed to solve this dynamic stiffness matrix in order to compute the natural frequencies of the 
plate with reasonably high accuracy. It is shown upon comparison with the existing literature that the DSM 
frequency results are most accurate and can be referred to judge the accuracy of several other numerical 
solutions applied to thin S-FGM and E-FGM plates. This study also highlights some insufficiently accurate 
published results and points out the possible reasons for this inaccuracy. Finally, this study reports a set of new 
results by changing different plate parameters which will be useful in the design of both uniform and stepped 
FGM plates under considerations. 
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“Behaviour of explosively welded impedance-graded multi-metal composite plates under near-field blast 
loads”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105124, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105124 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the blast response of functionally graded 
composite metallic plates, fabricated using explosive welding. Explosive welding is a solid-state welding 
technique, which has previously shown capabilities in bonding metals that have different chemical and 
mechanical properties. Impedance, which is the product of volumetric mass density and wave propagation 
velocity for a given material, was chosen as the function when designing the graded composite plates. The 
performance of two composite plate configurations, namely, Steel-Titanium-Aluminium and Steel-Brass-
Aluminium were compared with a monolithic steel configuration of equal overall plate dimensions. The plates 
were subjected to highly intensive blast loads produced by detonation of the 250 g cylindrical Composition-B 
charges at standoff distances between 20–65 mm and spherical 1 kg Nitromethane charges at standoff 
distances of 200 mm and 250 mm. Detailed numerical models of near-field loading of the monolithic and 
composite plates were developed using the non-linear finite element analysis software LS-DYNA and validated 
using the experimental deformation measurements. Experimental evaluation of the impedance-graded 
explosively- welded composite plates has been carried out for the first time and herein lies the novelty of the 
work presented in the paper. It was observed that the impedance graded composite plates, which were lighter in 
density than the monolithic plates, resisted the highly intensive blast loads through their enhanced ductility. 
 
Yanni Bouras and Zora Vrcelj (College of Engineering and Science, Victoria University, Melbourne, VIC, 
Australia), “Thermal in-plane stability of concrete-filled steel tubular arches”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105130, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105130 
ABSTRACT: This paper analytically and numerically investigates the pre-buckling response and in-plane 
stability boundaries of circular concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) arches subjected to combined thermal and 
mechanical loading. The governing non-linear equations of equilibrium are obtained using energy methods and 
both elastic and inelastic material behaviour is considered. A novel mechanically derived non-discretisation 
numerical method is proposed for the pre-buckling analysis. The stress-strain relation of the confining steel tube 
is described using a bi-linear plasticity model, and an inelastic material model is adopted for the concrete core 
which considers the effects of confinement and transient thermal strain. The result is a system of first-order 
differential equations which can be numerically solved with known boundary conditions including fixed ends, 



pinned ends or crowned-pinned cases. Closed-form solutions are presented for the elastic anti-symmetric 
bifurcation loads, whilst the inelastic anti-symmetric buckling strength was studied using finite element (FE) 
analysis. The FE model is verified by comparison to the derived analytical and numerical models which show a 
high level of agreement. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is conducted which explores the influence of the 
constitutive material law for the concrete core and contact model for the steel-concrete interface on critical 
buckling loads. 
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“Phase-lagging of the thermoelastic dissipation for a tubular shell model”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 163, Article 105094, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105094 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the thermoelastic damping (TED) effect with the time-lagging is evaluated on the 
micro- or nano-cylindrical shell. Especially, the mechanism should be considered for the high-frequency ranges 
in the ultra-low temperature. And thus, the phenomenon can compensate the time-delay of the heat conduction 
based on the finite speed of heat flux. To develop the mathematical model for the analysis, Love's thin shell 
theory is basically adopted to derive the equations of motion including the mechanism. Then, the heat 
conduction equation is considered using the Cattaneo–Vernotte's (CV) theory. To simplify the shell model, an 
assumption is introduced for transverse-deflection-dominated motion based on Donnel–Mushtari–Valsov 
(DMV) approximation. Also, the temperature profile is obtained by the dilatation strain and heat conduction 
equation. Thus, the complex eigenfrequency of the shell including the TED effect is finally obtained using the 
boundary conditions of the adiabatic surfaces and transverse vibration mode shape. Numerical results are 
verified with the previous work, and the trends of quality factors (Q-factors) according to the mode numbers 
and geometrical shapes are shown as in the graphical data. 
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“On the vibrational dynamics of rotating thin-walled cylinders: A theoretical and experimental study utilizing 
active magnetic bearings”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105101, November 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105101 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a theoretical and experimental study to establish the vibrational dynamics of 
a rotating thin-walled cylinder with radial bearing supports. The main focus is on the prediction of forced 
response, and the variation in response behaviour with rotational speed. A shell theory analysis is shown to 
provide a very complete description of rotordynamic behaviour that predicts various types of natural mode for 
free vibration. These include in-surface torsional and extensional modes, out-of-surface wall bending modes, as 
well as the classical beam bending modes exhibited by long flexible rotors. For exact solution of the free 
vibration problem, the coupled eigenproblems derived from the continuum equations and boundary constraints 
can be solved numerically. This approach can be applied for any given rotational speed. To avoid having to 
solve the equations repeatedly, an alternative model is formulated based on the zero-speed mode-shapes which 
has a simple parametric dependency on rotational speed. The method is applied to the dynamic modelling of an 
experimental system comprising a 0.8 m long steel rotor with outer diameter of 0.166 m and wall-thickness of 
3.1 mm supported by two radial active magnetic bearings. The dynamic behaviour of the system is identified 
by frequency response testing at different rotational speeds, where excitation forces are applied through the 
bearings. The results confirm the accuracy and applicability of the developed shell theory model for practical 
use in rotordynamic prediction and analysis. 
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Uxbridge UB8 3PH, United Kingdom 
“Nonlinear dynamics of locally pulse loaded square Föppl–von Kármán thin plates”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105157, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105157 
ABSTRACT: Modern armour graded thin steel plates benefit from significant elastic strength with high elastic 
energy storage capacity, which contributes to dissipation of total impulse from extensive blast loads within the 
bounds of the elastic region. Higher elastic energy storage capability mitigates the probability of catastrophic 
damage and ensuing large deformations compared to the conventional graded metallic panels. While blast 
assessment of such structures is important to design and application of protective systems, limited studies are 
available on their response to localised blasts. 
The present paper aims at deducing, from the minimization of Föppl-von Kármán (FVK) energy functional, the 
dynamic response of localised blast loaded thin elastic square plates undergoing large deformations. The 
presumed blast load function is a multiplicative decomposition of a prescribed continuous piecewise smooth 
spatial function and an arbitrary temporal function which may assume various shapes (e.g. rectangular, linear, 
sinusoidal, exponential). 
A kinematically admissible displacement field and the associated stress tensor were considered as a truncated 
cosine series with multiple Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF's). From the prescribed displacement field, having simply 
supported boundary conditions, useful expressions for stress tensor components were delineated corresponding 
to a unique mode and a series of differential equations were derived. The explicit solutions were sought using 
the Poincaré-Lindstedt perturbation method. The closed form solutions of each mode were corroborated with 
the numerical FE models and showed convergence when the first few modes were considered. The influence of 
higher modes, however, on the peak deformation was negligible and the solution with 3 DOF's conveniently 
estimated the blast response to a satisfactory precision. 
 
Jiaqi Zhao, Ming Zhang, Yu Zhu, Xin Li, Leijie Wang and Chuxiong Hu (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China), “Concurrent optimization of additive manufacturing 
fabricated lattice structures for natural frequencies”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, 
Article 105153, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105153 
ABSTRACT: Lattice structures exhibit enormous potential for multi-functional implementations for their high 
stiffness/ strength-to-weight ratio. While Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques present great opportunities 
in the application of lattice structures, its process limitations impose challenges in design for AM. This paper 
develops a concurrent design method of AM fabricated lattice structures and its printing part orientation in 
natural frequency optimization problems. Specifically, void units are introduced into the design domain for 
better frequency objectives. Density filtering and projection approaches are designed to consider the Minimum 
Feature Size and the self-supporting constraints. Further, a concurrent optimization model is constructed to 
optimize the unit density layout and the part orientation. The proposed method was validated with a 
fundamental frequency optimization problem. Numerically, the proposed concurrent optimization method 
achieves high-quality solutions with low computational costs. Experimentally, the structure designed by the 
proposed method exhibits a higher fundamental frequency than that designed by the comparison method. 
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“Accuracy of Föppl–von Karman membrane theory for determining elastic constants of monolayer graphene”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 163, Article 105154, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105154 
ABSTRACT: For interpreting results of an indentation test on a single-layer graphene sheet (SLGS), it is 
frequently modeled as an elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous membrane. With a small thickness (∼10−10 m) as 
compared to a characteristic length (∼10−6 m) of specimens used in experiments, the non-dimensional von-
Karman factor (vKf ∼ 108) for a SLGS predicts negligible flexural rigidity (D ∼ 10−19 Nm). Since the membrane 



undergoes large deformations under a small force, a direct relationship between the resulting force-displacement 
curves and elasticities of the graphene sheet is still elusive. Here we compare predicted load-displacement 
curves for nanoindentation of a SLGS by using a full non-linear theory with St. Venant–Kirchhoff material, and 
the Föppl–von Karman nonlinear equations with a Hookean material. The nonlinear governing equations in 
each formulation are numerically integrated by the shooting method. Even though the radial variations of the 
membrane deflections computed with the two theories differ by at most 1.5%, the stresses, the declination 
angles, the curvatures and the strain energy densities may reach differences as high as 6.4%, 7.4%, 70% and 
25%, respectively. These differences are significant enough to reexamine using the FvK derived solutions to 
find elastic constants from the test data. 
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“An experimental and numerical study on the crush behaviour of hybrid unidirectional/woven carbon-fibre 
reinforced composite laminates”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 164, Article 105160, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105160 
ABSTRACT: In composite aircraft structures, woven carbon-fibre reinforced plies are often used as the surface 
plies of a monolithic composite panel, made from unidirectional plies, to mitigate damage during drilling and 
provide a measure of impact damage resistance. This research presents, for the first time, a detailed 
experimental and numerical study on the crush behaviour of hybrid unidirectional/woven carbon-fibre 
reinforced composite laminates. Quasi-static crush tests are performed on composite specimens with two 
different trigger geometries; a bevel-trigger and a steeple-trigger. A computational model, which accounts for 
both interlaminar and intralaminar damage in hybrid unidirectional (UD)/woven composite laminates, 
implemented as a user subroutine in Abaqus/Explicit, was used. A comparison between experimental and 
numerical results confirms the computational tool's accuracy in predicting the energy absorption and damage 
mechanisms of hybrid specimens. The proposed approach could significantly reduce the extent of physical 
testing required in the development of crashworthy structures. 
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“Thickness of monolayer h-BN nanosheet and edge effect on free vibration behaviors”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 164, Article 105163, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105163 
ABSTRACT: The controversy on thickness of monolayer h-BN nanosheets yields scattered elastic properties, 
and thus scattered flexural rigidity. In this paper, the thickness is exactly determined by fitting the results of 
classical plate theory and atomistic-continuum approach. Free vibration behaviors of h-BN nanosheets are 
simulated by the recently developed atomistic-continuum multiscale approach. Also, the results are verified by 
full atomic simulations. Both two are under the same computational framework of interatomic potential. A 
slight difference between the above-mentioned two approaches is the former employs a homogenization 
technique in the whole field, while the latter involves the influence of the dangling bonds at the edge. As a 
result, this slight difference due to the edge effect yields a difference in studying the natural frequencies. 
Consequently, it is found that classical thin plate theory can exactly extract the thickness of h-BN nanosheets, 
by fitting the analytical solutions with the results of atomistic-continuum approach. The thickness is determined 
to be 0.0906nm, yielding elastic and shear moduli of 3.5802 and 1.5397 TPa, respectively, and a flexural 
rigidity of 1.4253eV. 
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“Numerical, theoretical, and experimental studies on the energy absorption of the thin-walled structures with 
bio-inspired constituent element”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 164, Article 105173, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105173 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, more bio-inspired structures were proposed and adapted in structural designs to 
improve their energy absorbing performance. In this paper, a bio-inspired constituent element (BCE) consisting 
of a hollow cylindrical tube with four panels was studied. Quasi-static tests were conducted to evaluate its 
energy-absorbing performance using specimens with a thin-walled square tube. A FE model was developed and 
validated in favorable agreement with the experimental data. Using the FE model, a parametric study of the 
energy absorbing capability and deformed pattern of the BCE was conducted. The specific energy absorption 
(SEA) of the BCE is higher than that of traditional angle elements and significantly affected by the wall 
thickness, radius of cylindrical tube and number of intersecting panels. Finally, analytical (or theoretical) 
formulae for estimating the mean crushing force of the BCE was derived and correlated favorably with the 
experimental data. 
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“Vibration analysis of rotating composite beams reinforced with carbon nanotubes in thermal environment”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 164, Article 105187, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105187 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the influence of uniform temperature elevation on the vibration of rotating 
composite beams reinforced with carbon nanotubes which may lead to instability is discussed. For the 
composite beam which is reinforced by carbon nanotubes, a uniform distribution and two symmetric gradient 
distributions are considered. The characteristics of these materials are assumed to be temperature dependent and 
the elastic materials are found by a refined rule of mixtures. The governing equations are based on the 
Timoshenko beam theory and the von Kármán strain-displacement relation. The natural frequencies are 
estimated by employing the differential transform method. The current results are validated through comparison 
with the available outcomes in the literature. The influences of the temperature, the length to the thickness ratio, 
the rotor radius to the beam length ratio and the rotating speed on the pre-stressed axial deformation, the 
fundamental natural frequency and the mode shapes are examined for three different boundary conditions. The 
outcomes demonstrate the instability probability in the clamped-clamped as well as hinged-clamped boundary 
conditions for rotating beams. The implication is that threshold value of destabilization depends on the carbon 
nanotube distribution profile, the rotating speed, the temperature, the length to the thickness ratio and the rotor 
radius to the beam length ratio. 
 
Taehyun Kim and Usik Lee (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Inha University, Inha-ro 100, Michuhol-
gu, Incheon 22212, Republic of Korea), “Exact spectral element model for rectangular membranes subjected to 
transverse vibrations”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 165, Article 105191, 1 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105191 
ABSTRACT: This study proposes an exact frequency-domain spectral element model for a rectangular 
membrane subjected to arbitrary boundary conditions. The frequency-domain general solution of a finite 
rectangular membrane element is first assumed in the trigonometric Fourier series with the spatial coordinates x 
and y. After all the trigonometric Fourier series terms that vanish at the four boundary edges are eliminated, the 
general solution is expressed in the spectral (i.e., discrete Fourier transform) forms with respect to the spatial 
coordinates x and y. By using the projection method, the spatial-domain spectral coefficients of the general 
solution are related to the spatial cosine/sine series coefficients of the functions specified for the geometric and 
natural boundary conditions. Lastly, the spectral element matrix (i.e., dynamic stiffness matrix) is formulated 
from the force–displacement relationships. Owing to the spectral representation of the general solution in both 
temporal and spatial coordinates, the well-known fast Fourier transform algorithm can be applied for efficiently 
obtaining the dynamic responses and wave propagations in a membrane, in both the time and spatial domains. 
The high accuracy of the proposed spectral element model for the rectangular membranes is verified via 



comparison with existing solution techniques, such as the exact theory, modal analysis method, and finite 
element method. 
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“Vibration and damping analysis of cylindrical shell treated with viscoelastic damping materials under elastic 
boundary conditions via a unified Rayleigh-Ritz method”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 
165, Article 105158, 1 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105158 
ABSTRACT: The present article presents an improved unified approach of Rayleigh-Ritz method to investigate 
the vibration and damping behavior of thin short cylindrical shell with viscoelastic damping materials treatment 
under arbitrary elastic edges. In the frame of the Donnell's thin shell application, the governing equation of 
dynamic of shell treated with the constrained layer damping (CLD) is established, in which the effects of shear 
stress due to viscoelastic damping material layer are considered. Then, the formulation of the CLD shell with 
traditional boundary supports is derived according to the Rayleigh-Ritz method being unified with expanding a 
serious of orthogonal polynomials as the admissible displacement functions. Next, a set of artificial springs are 
imported on the free edges of the shell to simulate the possible elastic supports of the CLD shell. Further, the 
convergence of the presented method in dealing with CLD shell with various boundary supports are confirmed 
by presenting an experiment and some numerical comparisons. Finally, some further numerical investigations 
are carried out to illustrate the influence of the variations of boundaries stiffness values on the vibration 
frequencies and model loss factors of constrain layer damping shell. 
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ABSTRACT: Multi-cell and multi-corner configurations are the most common methods to improve the 
crashworthiness performance of thin-walled tubes. However, the crashworthiness of a thin-walled tube 
combining these two configurations has not yet been evaluated. This paper proposed a series of multi-cell 
circumferentially corrugated square tubes (CCSTs) in which multi-corner configurations were achieved by 



introducing cosine and triangular corrugations. The crashworthiness of these multi-cell CCSTs were 
investigated under multiple loading angles. The complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) method was used 
to select the optimal structures. The results showed that the cosine and triangular multi-cell CCSTs with 
crisscross ribs, namely, C1 and T1 in this paper, exhibited the best performance. Then, two different multi-
objective optimization methods were used to determine the optimal geometric parameters of C1 and T1. The 
results showed that one optimization method mainly balanced the crashworthiness performance at different 
loading angles but did not improve the performance, whereas the other optimization method significantly 
improved the crashworthiness of the tubes. 
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“Surface elastic shell model for nonlinear primary resonant dynamics of FG porous nanoshells incorporating 
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ABSTRACT: The surface to volume ratio becomes significant at nanoscale, so the surface stress plays an 
essential role in the mechanical responses of nanostructures. The focus of the present study is on an accurate 
analytical nonlinear primary resonance solution of functionally graded (FG) porous nanoshells under an 
external soft harmonic excitation including surface stress effects. To this end, the constitutive differential 
equations are adopted within the framework of the Gurtin-Murdoch theory of elasticity. In order to capture 
more accurate results, the nonlinear modal interactions between the main oscillation mode and higher 
symmetric vibration modes are taken into account. In addition, the mechanical properties of the FG porous 
nanoshell are estimated on the basis of the closed-cell Gaussian-Random field scheme. Thereafter, with the aid 
of the multiple time-scales technique, analytical expressions are expressed for the nonlinear surface elastic-
based frequency-responses and amplitude-responses associated with the nonlinear primary resonance of FG 
porous nanoshells corresponding to various nonlinear modal interactions. It is demonstrated that by taking the 
modal interaction between higher symmetric vibration modes with the main oscillation mode into account, the 
frequency-response of FG porous nanoshells changes from the hardening behavior to the softening one. As a 
consequence, the modal interaction causes to shift the peak of the nonlinear resonance from the excitation 
frequency range of Ω/ω > 1 to Ω/ω < 1. 
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carotid bifurcation as the location of baroreceptors”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 165, 
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ABSTRACT: Hemodynamic forces play an important role in both physiological function and pathological 
conditions of the cardiovascular system. These forces are sensed by the mechanoreceptors of the vessel wall to 
give the proper response for homeostasis maintenance. Baroreceptors are a kind of mechanoreceptors which are 
sensitive to the abnormal stretch magnitudes. Therefore to assess the function of these receptors, predicting the 
stress and stretch distributions induced by the hemodynamic field to the arterial wall is crucial in the 
barosensitive regions. 
In this study, 3D patient-specific models of the aortic arch and carotid bifurcation which are the common 
positions of the baroreceptors are presented. Geometries were reconstructed based on MRI images and pulsatile 
numerical analysis was performed considering fluid-structure interaction. The hemodynamic field containing 
the velocity, WSS and pressure distributions was discussed in the fluid domain and the stress and deformation 
fields were analyzed in the solid domain. Comparing the temporal variations of pressure and circumferential 
stretch at the two barosensitive regions, the circumferential stretch is proposed as the criterion for quantifying 
the function of baroreceptors. 
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de Lorraine, CNRS, F-57000, France), “Numerical investigation of necking in perforated sheets using the 
periodic homogenization approach”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105209, 15 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105209 
ABSTRACT: Due to their attractive properties, perforated sheets are increasingly used in a number of industrial 
applications, such as automotive, architecture, pollution control, etc. Consequently, the accurate modeling of the 
mechanical behavior of this kind of sheets still remains a valuable goal to reach. This paper aims to contribute 
to this effort by developing reliable numerical tools capable of predicting the occurrence of necking in 
perforated sheets. These tools are based on the coupling between the periodic homogenization technique and 
three plastic instability criteria. The periodic homogenization technique is used to derive equivalent 
macroscopic mechanical behavior for a representative volume element of these sheets. On the other hand, the 
prediction of plastic instability is based on three necking criteria: the maximum force criterion (diffuse 
necking), the general bifurcation criterion (diffuse necking), and the loss of ellipticity criterion (localized 
necking). The predictions obtained by applying the three instability criteria are thoroughly analyzed and 
compared. A sensitivity study is also conducted to numerically investigate the influence on the prediction of 
necking of the design parameters (dimension, aspect-ratio, orientation, and shape of the holes), the macroscopic 
boundary conditions and the metal matrix material parameters (plastic anisotropy, hardening). 
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560-8531, Japan), “Modeling of endovascular coiling for cerebral aneurysms: Effects of friction on coil 
mechanical behaviors”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105206, 15 January 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105206 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we develop a computational model of endovascular coiling for cerebral aneurysms 
to interpret the mechanical behavior of the coil during the deployment process into the aneurysm. Three-
dimensional coil behavior, including large deflection, is expressed by corotational beam element formulation, 
and transitions of the coil configuration during deployment are obtained by solving the equation of motion 
while considering friction. Numerical examples of the straight-shape coil deployment to an idealized aneurysm 



via a catheter demonstrate that the coil forms an ordered loop structure at the initial stage of coil deployment, 
while axial buckling is found at the part of the coil just released from the catheter during deployment. Although 
the cause of the axial buckling can be well explained by frictional resistances exerted on the coil placed in the 
aneurysm, the post-buckling structure of the coil shows two patterns depending on the frictional coefficient. At 
low friction, the whole coil placed in the aneurysm slides along the aneurysm surface and maintains its ordered 
structure. At high friction, however, large deflection occurs where the coil has just been released from the 
catheter and after pushing itself into place in the aneurysm, the ordered coil structure collapses and formation of 
a disordered structure with uniform distribution ensues. The present model is valuable for interpreting the 
mechanical behavior of endovascular coils and for estimating the extent of spatial uniformity achieved by a coil 
in an aneurysm. 
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“Enhanced band-gap properties of an acoustic metamaterial beam with periodically variable cross-sections”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105229, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105229 
ABSTRACT: In order to enhance the vibration reduction capacity in a wide frequency range, a novel acoustic 
metamaterial beam with periodically variable cross-sections is designed by combining the mechanisms of the 
Bragg scattering and the locally resonant band-gaps. The spectral element method (SEM) is extended to 
investigate the band-gap properties of the novel acoustic metamaterial beam. Based on the exact frequency 
responses obtained by solving the spectral equations in the frequency domain, it is found that the interaction of 
the Bragg scattering and the locally resonant band-gaps can enlarge the band-gap widths. More band-gaps can 
be achieved if the material periodicity is harmonized with the cross-section periodicity. When these two kinds 
of band-gaps exist simultaneously, the locations of the locally resonant band-gaps do not strictly correspond to 
the resonator's natural frequencies. The width and the attenuation ability of the Bragg scattering band-gaps 
become wider and stronger with the increase of the ratio of the cross-sectional sizes of the two sub-cells. The 
experimentally measured band-gap positions and widths agree very well with the SEM results, which 
guarantees the correctness of the numerical results. 
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constitutive model for fiber-reinforced composite under impact loading”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 166, Article 105226, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105226 
ABSTRACT: A constitutive model was proposed to predict the deformation and characterize the failure 
features of fiber-reinforced composite structures under dynamic loading. Primarily, quasi-static and dynamic 
mechanical tests were carried out on composite laminates with designed plying sequences. The material 
modulus was found rising as the increase of strain rate, while the ultimate strain exhibits no strain rate 
dependency. Nonlinear behavior was observed under transverse compression and in-plane shear, and was 
attributed to the progressive damage of material. Based on the results of uniaxial tests, constitutive relations 
were established for plane stress case and three-dimensional case respectively. Two damage factors were 
introduced to describe the nonlinear behavior, and failure criteria based on transversely isotropic invariants 
were proposed. Additionally, the constitutive model was implemented in Abaqus through user-defined material 
subroutine and validated by the simulation of uniaxial tests and bird impact tests. Comparing to the traditional 
model, the constitutive relations presented in this paper was proved to have better accuracy and efficiency in 
predicting dynamic response and ultimate failure patterns of composite structures under dynamic loading. 
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208016, India), “Restitution modeling in vibration-dominated impacts using energy minimization under 
outward constraints”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105215, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105215 
ABSTRACT: Impact models can involve either detailed simulation or approximate net-impulse prediction. Net-
impulse approaches map pre-impact to post-impact states without solving differential equations. Net-impulse 
approaches are seldom used for predicting restitution in vibration-dominated impacts with explicit accounting 



of vibrations. Here we study impacts of Hertzian balls on four different Euler-Bernoulli beams, with uniform 
and nonuniform cross sections as well as different boundary conditions. For each beam, initial detailed 
simulations using modal coordinates are used to compute restitution values for different ball masses and contact 
locations. Subsequently, a simple method is proposed for approximately predicting the restitution level, given 
colliding mass and vibration mode information. The key idea is to minimize post impact kinetic energy subject 
to various linear inequality constraints. These constraints include both fundamental restrictions as well as new 
outward or rebound-enhancing constraints that constitute the main novelty of the approach. The new approach, 
referred to as Energy Minimization under Outward Constraints (EMOC), requires solution of a quadratic 
optimization problem, yields a unique solution using readily available routines, and has three fitted parameters. 
These parameters, in our examples, are constant for all ball masses and contact locations for a given beam. 
Physical impossibilities like interpenetration or energy increases are never predicted for any parameter values. 
Upon parameter fitting, the match between full numerical solution and EMOC is good on average, with key 
qualitative trends captured correctly. No comparable net-impulse model exists in the vibroimpact literature. 
 
Binbin Qiu, Meng Zhang, Xu Li, Xianqiang Qu and Fushan Tong (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin 
Engineering University, Harbin, 150001, China), “Unknown impact force localisation and reconstruction in 
experimental plate structure using time-series analysis and pattern recognition”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105231, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105231 
ABSTRACT: Impact force is the load that actual structures often experience, and its localisation and time-
history reconstruction are important for structural health and safety monitoring. However, classical inversion 
techniques for random impact-force identification are time-consuming and infeasible; therefore, they cannot be 
utilized for engineering applications. This study adopted multiple time-series analyses and a pattern-recognition 
method to identify unknown random impact forces, and this strategy is known as the pattern-recognition method 
combined with a similarity metric (PRMCSM). Numerical simulations of the proposed method have been 
conducted; however, their findings have not been experimentally verified. From an experimental perspective, 
this study considered suspended steel plate as the research object, impact force as the load input, and 
acceleration as the response output. The PRMCSM algorithm based on cosine similarity was verified, and the 
expected results were obtained. Moreover, various similarity metric indices are proposed to implement the 
feature extraction of time-domain responses, and a novel index that is not lower than cosine similarity was 
finally determined and was verified based on the PRMCSM strategy. In summary, the method based on pattern 
recognition achieves the rapid identification of random impact forces and exhibits potential for practical 
engineering applications. 
 
Chan-Yi Liao and Chien-Ching Ma (Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Taiwan University, 
Taipei, Taiwan 10617, R.O.C), “Transient behavior of a cantilever plate subjected to impact loading: 
Theoretical analysis and experimental measurement”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, 
Article 105217, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105217 
ABSTRACT: This study employed theoretical analysis and experimental measurements in an exploration of the 
transient behavior of a cantilever plate subjected to a dynamic impact force. The solution of transient 
displacement is established as a product of the time function and mode shapes for the cantilever plate. The 
superposition method was used to obtain the mode shapes and resonant frequencies for free vibrations, and the 
orthogonality of the mode shapes was used to determine the time function. We demonstrate that the results of 
transient behaviors including transient displacement, strain, velocity and acceleration of the cantilever plate can 
be explicitly presented in closed forms. In the experiment, the dynamic external force was produced by the 
impact of a steel ball on the cantilever plate, and a pair of Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors are used to 
measure the force history of the impact loading. Fotonic sensor (FS) was also used to obtain the time signals of 
transient displacement, and PVDF film sensors were used to determine transient strain in the cantilever plate. 
Our results obtained in the theoretical analysis are highly consistent with experimental measurement and FEM 
simulations in the time domain. This is a clear demonstration of the effectiveness of pairing theoretical analysis 
with impact loading histories measured using PVDF sensors in the representation of transient wave propagation 
behavior in a cantilever plate. Based on the proposed theoretical solution, we established the relationship 
between transient behaviors and vibrational characteristics that allow us to get more information of the physical 
phenomenon of the transient response. In transient signal, the contribution of each mode is related to the 
position of impact point and observation point. The position of exciting force and observation near the nodal 



lines of particular mode shapes can reduce the contribution of those modes in the transient waveform. We also 
investigated the influence on the transient response of a cantilever plate subjected to various impact loading 
duration, and indicate that the amplitude of transient displacement after the release of external force is depended 
on the impact force duration. Setting the force released at the time of period for specific mode, which provide 
the maximum contribution, can suppress the amplitude of oscillation in subsequent transient displacement. 
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“Analytical approach to coupled bending-torsional vibrations of cracked Timoshenko beam”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105235, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105235 
ABSTRACT: The explicit expressions of steady-state responses of a coupled bending-torsional Timoshenko 
beam with cracks and damping effect subjected to external harmonic loadings are presented in this paper. The 
Green's functions method is employed to obtain the analytical solutions. The beam is split to several segments 
due to the existence of cracks. General Green's functions of each segment with unknown boundary constants are 
given by using Laplace transform method. A mixture line-spring is introduced to obtain the compatibility 
conditions of the cracked cross-section between the segments. Based on the transfer matrix method, those 
constants in the Green's functions for each segment are determined with those matching conditions, as well as 
boundary relationships and end boundary conditions. Then, the solutions of the whole cracked beam with one or 
multiple cracks can be expressed in terms of the piecewise functions. The solutions of the multi-cracked beam 
cover those of the beam with only one crack and the uncracked beam. The theory developed can be used for the 
beam with classical boundary conditions, but for illustration, results for a cantilever cracked beam with T shape 
cross-section are illustrated, emphasizing the effect of cracks on the solutions. Comparisons between results in 
the published literature and those obtained from the developed method show a good agreement, which confirms 
the validity and accuracy of the proposed approach. The influences of crack depth, location and number on the 
natural frequencies are discussed. The changes of the steady-state responses of beam are investigated due to the 
existence of crack. Moreover, the symmetric property of the Green's functions and damping effect on the 
amplitude of steady-state responses of the cracked beam are studied particularly. 
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210016, China 
“Enhancing energy absorption of circular tubes under oblique loads through introducing grooves of non-
uniform depths”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105239, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105239 
ABSTRACT: Compared with the excellent energy absorption performance under axial loading, thin-walled 
tubes are vulnerable to instable global bending under oblique loading condition. In this paper, a novel design 
was developed to improve the energy absorption performance of the thin-walled circular tubes under oblique 
loading by introducing multiple circumferential grooves with non-uniform depths. Quasi-static experiments and 
finite element simulations were carried out for tube specimens with different groove configurations. Theoretical 
models were developed to explain the different energy absorption performance of different tubes. The effects of 
the loading angle and the friction condition on the energy absorption were also investigated. The results 
highlight the advantages of the gradiently grooved tubes with groove depth decreasing from loading end to 
fixed end over the uniformly grooved tubes and the original tubes under the oblique loading condition. The 
work in this paper can provide a guide for the design of advanced energy absorbing devices for arbitrary loading 
condition. 
 
Jie Xu, Liang Gao, Mi Xiao, Jie Gao and Hao Li (The State Key Lab of Digital Manufacturing Equipment and 
Technology, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 1037 Luoyu Road, Wuhan, Hubei 430074, 
China), “Isogeometric topology optimization for rational design of ultra-lightweight architected materials”, 



International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 166, Article 105103, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105103 
ABSTRACT: Architected materials with the desirable properties, such as the lightweight and the superior 
stiffness, have accepted considerable attention in recent years. This paper aims to study the design of architected 
materials but with the ultra-lightweight using an effective and efficient Isogeometric Topology Optimization 
(ITO) method. An enough smooth and continuous Density Distribution Function (DDF) is constructed using the 
Shepard function and NURBS basis functions, to describe the topology of the micro-architecture. Later, the 
homogenization with a simple periodic boundary formulation is numerically implemented by isogeometric 
analysis (IGA) to predict effective macroscopic properties using the micro information. An ITO formulation 
with the specific objective function is developed to rationally design 2D and 3D architected materials with the 
extreme elastic properties using the DDF and IGA-based homogenization, in which the volume fraction needs 
to be very low to ensure the optimized micro-architectures with the ultra-lightweight. NURBS basis functions 
offer a unified formula for the structural geometry, the solution space and the micro topology in architected 
materials. Finally, several numerical examples are provided to display the effectiveness of the ITO method for 
the ultra-lightweight architected materials, particularly for 3D scenario. A series of novel and interesting 3D 
ultra-lightweight architected materials are found, which are also prototyped using the Selective Laser Sintering 
(SLS) technique. 
 
Isa Ahmadi (Advanced Materials and Computational Mechanics Laboratory, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Zanjan, Zanjan, Iran), “A three-dimensional formulation for levy-type transversely 
loaded cross-ply shell panels”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105224, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105224 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a formulation is developed for investigation of three-dimensional edge stresses in 
cylindrical composite shell panels under distributed transverse loading. The formulation is obtained by 
employing the Galerkin weak formulation of the equilibrium equations. The obtained governing equations for 
the panel are solved via an analytical method for Levy-type boundary conditions including free and clamped 
edges. The presented formulation is capable of prediction of three-dimensional and boundary layer stresses in 
the composite panels subjected to transverse loading. The edge stresses in free edge, clamped edge and simple 
edge of transversally loaded cylindrical composite panel are studied. Comparison of numerical results with the 
available results of exact elasticity solution in the literature confirms the accuracy and the efficiency of the 
formulation. 
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China 
(3) State Key Laboratory of High Performance Complex Manufacturing, Central South University, Changsha 
410083, PR China 
“Study on vibro-acoustic property of composite laminated rotary plate-cavity system based on a simplified plate 
theory and experimental method”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105264, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105264 
ABSTRACT: Effective combination of simplified plate theory (SPT) and the improved Fourier-Ritz method, a 
unified analytical model for the vibro-acoustic property of a laminated rotary plate coupling with an impedance 
cavity under complex boundary conditions is established in the investigation. The structure-acoustic coupling 
potential energy generated by the interaction between the flexible laminated plate and the cavity at the interface 
is added into the energy functional of the structure domain and the acoustic domain, and the energy functional 
of the plate-cavity coupling system is obtained. The solution equation of the vibro-acoustic coupling property 
can be gained through Rayleigh-Ritz energy technique. Besides, by introducing external force or internal sound 
source, the coupling mechanism between the flexible plate and the cavity is explained thoroughly from two 
aspects. By comparing the results calculated by the classical plate theory (CPT), the finite element method 
(FEM), the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and Experimental test, the applicability and accuracy of 
SPT in analyzing the rotary laminated plate-cavity coupling system are verified. Besides, the effects of 
geometric parameters, material parameters, elastic boundary conditions, acoustic medium on the coupling 



system are mainly studied, which provides theoretical guidance for the design and noise control of such 
engineering structures. 
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Republic of China 
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Republic of China 
“Vibration analysis of complex fractional viscoelastic beam structures by the wave method”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105204, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105204 
ABSTRACT: The vibration analysis of fractional viscoelastic beam structures with complex shapes and 
boundaries is a difficult task. In this paper, the wave method is applied to analyse the dynamic characteristics 
and steady-state response of fractional viscoelastic beam structures, and the effects of fractional order on wave 
propagation, transmission and reflection are discussed. Based on the fractional constitutive equation for 
viscoelastic materials, a fractional partial differential equation for a uniform viscoelastic beam is established. In 
the vibration analysis process, the beam is discretized according to the discontinuous feature positions, and then 
the vibration amplitude of the beam is obtained by a matrix calculation of the wave propagation, transmission 
and reflection associated with the beam. To verify the effectiveness of this method in studying fractional-order 
structures, a fractional-order viscoelastic beam is used as an example, and the results obtained by this method 
are compared with those obtained by the modal superposition method. In addition, the natural frequencies, 
mode shapes, frequency response function and amplitude response of viscoelastic beams with uniform 
symmetrical supports and beams with support positions that are optimized by a particle swarm 
optimization(PSO) are obtained with different fractional constitutive models. Moreover, the relationship 
between the dynamic characteristics and fractional order is also analysed. Actually, the model of viscoelastic 
material is changed under external excitation, which can be described by the variation of fractional order. The 
results show that this method has high accuracy in calculating the vibration properties of fractional viscoelastic 
beam structures. 
 
Rasool Moradi-Dastjerdi and Kamran Behdinan (Advanced Research Laboratory for Multifunctional 
Lightweight Structures, Department of Mechanical & Industrial Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Canada), “Stability analysis of multifunctional smart sandwich plates with graphene nanocomposite and porous 
layers”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105283, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105283 
ABSTRACT: The application of piezoelectric layers on the outer surfaces of lightweight passive sandwich 
plates can offer multifunctional smart sandwich plates (MFSSPs). This paper proposes a new MFSSP and 
studies its critical stability mechanical loads and temperature changes. The smart plate is proposed to include a 
multifunctional passive sandwich plate integrated with two active piezoelectric layers. The lightweight 
sandwich plate has a polymeric porous core and two randomly oriented graphene/polymer nanocomposite 
layers. Different profiles are considered for graphene and porosity distributions in nanocomposite and core 
layers, respectively. A modified Halpin–Tsai’ approach with efficiency parameters is employed to estimate the 
material properties of polymer/graphene layers. Reddy's third order shear deformation theory (TSDT) of plates 
is selected to estimate displacement field and obtain the governing stability equations of the proposed MFSSP. 
Then, a mesh-free method is developed to solve the obtained mechanical and thermal stability equations. The 
effect of MFSSP's parameters, including porosity and graphene characteristics, on the stability responses have 
been studied. The results disclose that the addition of graphene significantly improves the mechanical stability 
responses of MFSSPs. Furthermore, embedding more pores in core layer can improve the thermal stability of 
MFSSPs without a considerable reduction in their mechanical stability responses. 
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“Nonlinear analysis of functionally graded flexoelectric nanoscale energy harvesters”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105282, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105282 
ABSTRACT: Due to the strong size-dependent property, flexoelectricity is one of the most advantageous 
applications of piezoelectricity on the micro/nano scale energy harvesting. However, rare researches have been 
conducted on energy harvesters composed by functionally graded flexoelectric materials (FGFMs). In this 
paper, the nonlinear vibration of a FGFMs energy harvesting nanobeam with a concentrated mass located at free 
end is analyzed theoretically while considering the electromechanical coupling effect induced by strain 
gradients. By referring to the Galerkin's method, the corresponding equations of the coupled system and the 
approximated closed-form solutions of the electric and the power output are obtained. In numerical part, the 
influences of the volume ratio of the material components, the gradient index and the loading resistance on the 
voltage output and power density are studied in detail. It is found that, for FGFMs energy harvester, the 
effective voltage output and the power density depend enormously on the material constituents, the gradient 
index, the scaled size and the loading resistance. And the rationality of our proposed model is verified by the 
numerical results. Thus, we can conclude that, for the energy harvesting triggered by flexoelectricity, the 
FGFMs may be a good way for device design owing to its easy generation of large strain gradients. 
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“Mechanical and energy absorption characteristics of additively manufactured functionally graded sheet lattice 
structures with minimal surfaces”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105262, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105262 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded (FG) lattice structures have attracted attention for their potential application 
in lightweighting and energy absorption. In this study, functionally graded sheet (FGS) structures with primitive 
(P) and gyroid (G) minimal surfaces were fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM) using Ti-6Al-4V powder. 
The mechanical properties, deformation behavior, and energy absorption performance of uniform sheet (US) 
and FGS lattice structures were systematically investigated using compression tests and the finite element 
method (FEM). The FGS structures were found to eliminate abrupt shear failure and to exhibit the predictable 
layer-by-layer deformation accompanied by sub-layer collapse. The cumulative energy absorption per unit 
volume of FGS samples increased as a power of strain function throughout the compression process, while the 
US samples exhibited a linear relationship, thus resulting in an excellent energy absorption capability for FGS 
structures. The energy absorption of FGS samples was higher than for US samples by approximately 60%. In 
addition, the results of FEM with the Johnson-Cook models demonstrated a high capability for predicting the 
deformation behaviors as well as mechanical properties (especially in terms of yield strength, compressive 
strength and energy absorption) of lattice structures. which can be used to provide guidance on selecting a 
lattice structure to meet multifunctional demands. 
 
John T. Klein and Eduard G. Karpov (University of Illinois at Chicago, Department of Civil and Materials 
Engineering, 842 W Taylor St, Chicago, IL 60607 USA), “Exact analytical solutions in two dimensional plate-
like mechanical metamaterials: State of free deformation in a topological cylinder”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 167, Article 105292, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105292 
ABSTRACT: Nodal displacements for two dimensional plate-like lattices under static loading are solved in 
exact analytical form, when periodic boundary conditions are applied to the top and bottom surfaces of the 
lattice forming a topological cylinder. Discrete Fourier transform converts the governing equation of static 
equilibrium into a set of one dimensional wavenumber dependent problems. Characteristic solutions are 
developed for each Fourier mode of deformation. Inverse discrete Fourier transform converts the wavenumber 
domain function back to the spatial domain by taking a linear combination of the one dimensional harmonic 
solutions. As an example, the point force is decomposed into a set of wavenumber dependent loading profiles. 
A linear combination of the displacement solutions for the individual harmonic loading profiles is sufficient to 
reproduce the overall displacement solution for the point load. This property holds for any type of the load. 
Nodal displacements, expressed with analytical dependence on the nodal indices n and m, match the results of 
commercial finite element analysis software. Overall, this paper demonstrates that the static response of discrete 



lattices is equivalently represented as a superposition of the wavenumber domain solutions, which is analogous 
to frequency domain analysis in acoustic metamaterials and phononics. 
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“The mystery of coconut overturns the crashworthiness design of composite materials”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105244, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105244 
ABSTRACT: The natural structures inspires human beings to find a new composite material design for the 
crashworthiness. The mystery of outstanding crashworthiness of a coconut is revealed in its multilayered and 
multiscale structure, including the macroscopically organized pericarp and microscopically disordered 
mesocarp. The pericarp consists of parallel fibers well-aligned in the tangential direction. The fibers of coconut 
pericarp is macro ordered. The mesocarp is the thickest layer among three layers of the pericarp. The coconut 
mesocarp is micro disorderly. In this paper, the coconut free drop experiments and quasi-static experiments 
were carried out, and the theoretical analysis was carried out to explain the natural rule of the coconut fiber 
arrangement, and finally the numerical computational model was built to validate the theoretical analysis. This 
work shows that the bottom part of the coconut is the impact point to the ground during the free drop 
experiments without initial angel. The fiber orientation in the coconut fruit can increase the energy absorption 
ability, and such a fiber arrangement can influence the propagation of the stress wave to protect the coconut 
endocarp. A bio-inspired template has been provided for the functionally gradient composite material design. 
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“Effect of temperature difference on the mechanical responses of ribbon kirigami: Toward the highly 
stretchable conductors”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105301, 15 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105301 
ABSTRACT: Kirigami-patterned designs through photolithography technology present a promising set of 
strategy for highly stretchable conductors, which have been investigated to open up a wide range of novel 
technological solutions for various applications, such as stretchable bioprobe and wearable thermotherapy. The 
kirigami-patterned conductors usually suffer steady temperature difference and consequent thermal load, 
because of the Joule heating effect under input voltages. The concealed relationships between thermal effects, 
geometric effects and mechanical responses are of great significance for practical applications. Here, a closed-
form analytical solution, considering the thermal effect and large curvature curved beam theory, is developed to 
study the stretchability and stiffness for a class of ribbon kirigami structures. Both of finite element method and 
experiments are performed to validate the accuracy and scalability of model. Comparisons of the developed 
closed-form stretchability and stiffness to the model with thermal effect absent present quantitative 
characteristic towards the thermal effect, the remarkable underestimate of stretchability (e.g., >8% relatively) 
and overestimate of stiffness (e.g., >5% relatively) can be induced by the thermal-effect-absent model for many 
representative ribbon kirigami patterns. Moreover, several demonstrations present the capability of developed 
model in optimization of ribbon-kirigami-patterned conductors under the thermal effect and practical geometry 
constraint conditions, achieving the most stretchable devices. This study provides the theoretical guide for 
kirigami-based conductor designs in applications. 
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“Modelling for the in-plane plateau stress of honeycomb paperboard based on the induce effect of face paper 
with honeycomb core”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105289, 15 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105289 
ABSTRACT: The in-plane uniaxial crushing behavior of honeycomb paperboard is studied, and three types of 
deformation modes, namely no debonding mode, partial debonding mode, complete debonding mode, are 
identified under uniaxial loading along the y-axis direction. The interaction between face paper and honeycomb 
core is modeled, and the mutual induce effect between the deformation mode of the core configuration and the 
face paper was combined with the theory of energy conservation to derive the corresponding plateau stress of 
the honeycomb paperboard structure. A good consistency is obtained through the comparison of the 
experimental results and theoretical values. The suggested three models may help to reveal the deformation and 
energy absorption mechanism of paper honeycomb structures. 
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“Flexural performances of fiber face-sheets/corrugated core sandwich composite structures reinforced by 
horizontal stiffeners”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105307, 15 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105307 
ABSTRACT: The light-weight and high-strength design concept enables sandwich composite structures (SCS) 
to maximize specific strength and specific energy-absorption (SEA). To this end, a horizontal stiffener is 
designed to reinforce the flexural performances of corrugated core SCS for the first time. To explore preferable 
reinforcement parameters, several stiffeners with different thicknesses, positions and numbers are designed and 
studied. The flexural responses of SCS are predicted by finite element simulation. The predicted load responses, 
damage and deformation of face-sheets and core are consistent with experimental observations. From predicted 
results, the SCS undergoes several stages including elastic deformation, fracture of face-sheet, initial and stable 
deformation of core. The core with a stiffener obviously exhibits higher SEA than that without a stiffener. 
Complex reinforcement mechanisms and coupling deformation between pure core and stiffener are revealed. It 
is found that the stiffener improves not only the EA of pure core but also the EA of face-sheets, which explains 
the coupling EA. Structural parameters including thickness, position and number have great effects on flexural 
performances of SCS. Notably, the lightest SCS with 0.25 mm thickness improves the SEA about 23.83%. The 
SCS with three stiffeners presents an increase in EA of 92.33% but followed by a great increase in mass. Design 
recommendations are finally concluded through comprehensive evaluations. 
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“Efficient computational modelling of closed cell metallic foams using a morphologically controlled shell 
geometry”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105298, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105298 
ABSTRACT: This contribution addresses the finite element modelling of closed cell metallic foams using 
Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) based on shell geometries directly extracted from implicitly defined 
3D geometries. 3D RVEs of closed cell foam materials are produced by means of a generation strategy allowing 
a close morphological control reproducing fine scale geometrical features incorporating cell size, cell wall 
thickness and cell wall curvature distributions. The strategy is built on three computational ingredients: (i) a 
random packing algorithm based on random sequential addition assisted by neighbour distance control, (ii) a 
distance field-based shape tessellation (morphing) that allows incorporating cell wall curvatures and varying 
cell wall thicknesses and (iii) a close control on the shape of the cells. In order to decrease the computational 
cost of a full 3D finite element model, an original approach is proposed to produce a shell-based geometry 
directly from 3D information. Extracting the shell geometry from the implicitly defined 3D geometry based on 
the zero level of distance fields that would represent the cell walls is computationally impossible. Therefore, a 
novel robust procedure is proposed using careful cutting operations on distance fields for this purpose. The 
effect of the different microstructural geometrical features of interest on the average mechanical behaviour of 



the foam is investigated using shell-based finite element analyses. The computational cost and the accuracy of 
the proposed shell models are then assessed by comparing their results to full 3D simulations. The macroscopic 
behaviour of the generated shell-based model under compressive loading is then assessed up to the densification 
stage (including contact), and compared qualitatively with experiments from the literature. The macroscopic 
behaviour of the shell-based model is explained by linking it to cell/wall level deformation mechanisms. 
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“A semi-analytical solution for in-plane free waves analysis of rectangular thin plates with general elastic 
support boundary conditions”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105290, 15 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105290 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical solution for in-plane free waves analysis of rectangular thin plates with general 
elastic support boundary conditions (BCs) is developed. Based on the classical thin plate theory, the governing 
differential equations of the rectangular thin plate are introduced. The semi-analytical solution is obtained by 
superposition of in-plane waves of different patterns and different propagation directions. And it is validated by 
comparisons of the present results with those given in literatures. Eigensolutions for general BCs and the 
specific expressions of characteristic equations for various classical BCs are demonstrated. Characteristic 
curves of the dimensionless wavenumbers of the in-plane longitudinal wave and the in-plane shear wave of the 
rectangular thin plate with various BCs are presented and discussed. Perfect orthogonality of the in-plane 
longitudinal wave and the in-plane shear wave of different mode numbers is presented in the characteristic 
curves of the rectangular thin plate with two opposite sides simply supported. The characteristic curves 
corresponding to the rest of the classical BCs and all of the non-classical BCs show non-orthogonality of 
different extents, which reveals the formation mechanism of the variety of the mode shapes of the rectangular 
thin plate with various BCs. The strengthening and weakening process of the orthogonality and the formation of 
the intertwinement or independence of the characteristic curves of different mode numbers are elaborated 
through analysis on elastic support BCs intermediate between two classical BCs, which shows the influence of 
the BCs on the intrinsic characteristics of in-plane waves of the rectangular thin plate. 
 
Xiang Liu, Xiao Liu and Suchao Xie (Joint International Research Laboratory for Rail Traffic Safety, Central 
South University, Changsha, China), “A highly accurate analytical spectral flexibility formulation for buckling 
and wrinkling of orthotropic rectangular plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 
105311, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105311 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes analytical solutions for highly accurate and efficient buckling or wrinkling 
analysis of rectangular orthotropic plates that are fully clamped, completely guided and completely simply 
supported. Firstly, the exact general solution of the buckling differential equation of a fully clamped orthotropic 
rectangular plate is derived by using a one-dimensional modified Fourier series. After symbolic manipulations, 
a spectral flexibility matrix relating the coefficients of boundary shear forces and boundary transverse 
displacements is formulated. Then, a generalized version of Wittrick-Williams algorithm is applied directly to 
the spectral flexibility matrix to compute the critical buckling load parameters, which is demonstrated to be 
extremely accurate and efficient. In addition, the dependence of critical buckling load parameters on plate 
aspect ratio, orthotropy ratio, inplane load combination and boundary conditions is investigated 
comprehensively. Another novelty of this paper lies in that our investigation on the plate reveals two completely 
different types of buckling modes: a long-wavelength buckling mode and a short-wavelength wrinkling mode. 
In particular, the short-wavelength modes of a fully clamped plate appear an interference pattern similar to the 
’beat’ phenomenon in acoustics, for which insights on their occurrence and influence factors are gained from 
both physical and mathematical aspects. 
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“Nonlinear vibrations of a slightly curved beam with nonlinear boundary conditions”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, Article 105294, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105294 
ABSTRACT: The existing studies of nonlinear vibration of elastic structures are usually focused on straight 
structures with homogeneous linear boundaries. Differently, this paper investigates the nonlinear transverse 
vibrations of a slightly curved beam with nonlinear boundary conditions. By using the generalized Hamilton's 
principle, the governing equation with geometric nonlinearity is obtained for the dynamics of the curved beam. 
A method of dealing with nonlinear boundaries is proposed, which is considered as a nonlinear concentrated 
force at the boundary. The normal modes and natural frequencies of the curved beam are determined using two 
different hypothetical modes based on the derived system. The harmonic balance method in combination with 
the pseudo arc-length method is employed to obtain the primary resonance response and 1/2 super-harmonic 
resonance response of the slightly curved beam. It is found that the initial curvature plays a significant role in 
the characteristics of the nonlinear vibrations of the curved beam. With an increase of the initial curvature, the 
nonlinear characteristics of softening and hardening types can coexist in the steady-state amplitude-frequency 
response. Moreover, the results show that the initial curvature can induce 1/2 super-harmonic resonance. 
Furthermore, it is also found that the nonlinear boundary has a significant influence on the nonlinear vibration 
of the curved structure. Therefore, the obtained results provide useful information for further studying the 
nonlinear vibrations of the curved beam with nonlinear and time-dependent boundary conditions. 
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“Geometrically exact extreme vibrations of cantilevers”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 168, 
Article 105051, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105051 
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the extremely large nonlinear vibrations of a cantilever subject to base 
excitation in primary and secondary resonance regions for the first time. To predict extremely large vibration 
amplitudes accurately, a geometrically exact continuous model of the cantilever is developed for the centreline 
rotation of the cantilever; the proposed model's accuracy is verified for extremely large deformations through 
comparison to a nonlinear finite element model. The theory of Euler-Bernoulli, along with inextensibility 
assumption, and the Kelvin-Voigt material damping model are utilised to develop the geometrically exact 
model. The main feature of the geometrically exact model is that all nonlinear trigonometric terms in the model 
are kept intact before and after the discretisation process, which itself is performed utilising the Galerkin 
scheme. The numerical results show that the cantilever undergoes extremely large oscillations even at relatively 
small base excitation amplitudes. It is shown that for some cases the amplitude of the tip of the cantilever grows 
so large that it “bends backward”; a behaviour which can only be captured using the proposed geometrically 
exact model. 
 
Jingze Liu, Qingguo Fei, Dong Jiang, Dahai Zhang and Shaoqing Wu (Institute of Aerospace Machinery and 
Dynamics, Southeast University, Nanjing 211189, China), “Experimental and numerical investigation on static 
and dynamic characteristics for curvilinearly stiffened plates using DST–BK model”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Science, Vol. 169, Article 105286, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105286 
ABSTRACT: Curvilinearly stiffened plates can have superior mechanical properties than traditional straight-
line stiffened plates. To avoid the shear locking problem in the modeling of stiffened thick plates by Reissner-
Mindlin theory when the thickness of plate decrease, discrete shear triangle element was introduced by 
employing the discrete shear constraints on each side. The discrete shear triangle element is employed for the 
plate and the Timoshenko beam theory is employed for the curvilinearly stiffeners, respectively. The FE 
equations are established through displacement interpolation function of plate and the displacement 
compatibility conditions at the plate-stiffened interfaces. The plate and stiffener are modeled separately in the 
present method, which allows the nodes of stiffener element not coincide with nodes of the plate's shell-
element. Based on the newly proposed modeling technique, the statics, vibration and buckling behavior of 
curvilinearly stiffened plates are investigated. Numerical and experimental investigations are conducted to 



verify the mechanical properties of proposed model for stiffened plates. Results from the proposed method 
show good agreements with the numerical and experimental results. The present method can conduct static and 
dynamic analysis for both stiffened thick and thin plates and guarantee the accuracy of calculation with less 
number of elements. 
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“Light-weight shell-lattice metamaterials for mechanical shock absorption”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 169, Article 105288, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105288 
ABSTRACT: Absorbing mechanical shocks and vibration energy is crucial in industrial, domestic and medical 
applications. Very often, systems (such as hydraulic cylinders) or structures (such as helmets) are used to 
achieve energy absorption or protection from impacts or periodic vibrations. In this respect, mechanical 
metamaterials have received much attention in recent years due to their extraordinary mechanical properties, 
including outstanding specific stiffness and strength, and energy absorption. Here, we design a stretching-
dominated mechanical metamaterial that can absorb very large energies while retaining a low density. In this 
study, a few examples of metamaterials are considered and we show that a new class of shell lattice (SL) 
metamaterials has the best mechanical properties for shock absorption they are ultrastiff, ultrastrong, and 
possess high specific energy absorption at low relative density. 
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“Isogeometric three-dimensional vibration of variable thickness parallelogram plates with in-plane functionally 
graded porous materials”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 169, Article 105304, 1 March 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105304 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the vibration behaviors of variable thickness parallelogram plates with in-plane 
functionally graded porous materials are investigated by a numerical approach for the first time. The unknown 
fields and geometry of the in-plane functionally graded porous variable thickness parallelogram plates are 
established numerically by non–uniform rational B–splines functions under the framework of isogeometric 
analysis with three-dimensional theory. The porosities of parallelogram plates are assumed to be distributed 
continually along the in-plane direction with different distribution modes. The weak form requirements with 
three-dimensional theory can be satisfied by the formulation easily. Fast convergence and good accuracy are 
demonstrated in several numerical examples. Additionally, some innovative results and parameter effects are 
carried out in the text. This work can shed some new light on the investigation of complex three-dimensional 
vibration behavior of in-plane functionally graded porous variable thickness parallelogram plates. 
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“Mixed-mode buckling of shear-deformable composite laminated I-beams”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Science, Vol. 169, Article 105332, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105332 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel semi-analytical approach for the determination of the local buckling 
loads of moderately thick-walled composite laminated doubly-symmetric I-beams under uniaxial compression. 
The composite laminates that make up the flanges and webs of the I-beam are assumed to exhibit symmetric 
orthotropic layups and are further assumed to be moderately thick so that a higher order laminate theory, 
namely Reddy's Third Order Shear Deformation Theory, is employed. Contrary to the commonly used approach 
of discrete plate analysis for local beam buckling calculations, i.e. the separate consideration of flanges and 
webs, the analysis method that is presented in this paper considers the interaction between webs and flanges by 



using series expansions for all buckling degrees of freedom and a subsequent assembly by employing adequate 
continuity conditions at those locations where adjacent segments of the cross-sections intersect. Such a coupled 
analysis will be called mixed-mode buckling in the course of this paper. The current analysis method uses the 
Ritz method in conjunction with the principle of minimum elastic potential of the buckled beam, and it will be 
shown that the method converges rapidly with a very low number of shape functions in the employed series 
expansions so that it works with superior numerical efficiency when compared to full-scale finite element 
computations, however with a comparable results accuracy which makes the present approach especially 
attractive for any practical application purpose where the local buckling behavior of moderately thick-walled 
composite laminated beams needs to be considered. 
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“A unified solution for vibration analysis of laminated functionally graded shallow shells reinforced by 
graphene with general boundary conditions”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 170, Article 
105341, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105341 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a unified method is developed to analyze free vibrations of laminated functionally 
graded shallow shells reinforced by graphene platelets (GPLs) under arbitrary boundary conditions is proposed. 
General equations are obtained by the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) together with artificial 
spring technique. By adopting orthogonal polynomials via a Gram–Schmidt process to expand shell 
displacement fields, Rayleigh–Ritz method is applied in deriving the equations of motion for functionally 
graded GPL reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) shallow shells. The accuracy of proposed method is verified 
through comparing the present results with those from literature. free vibration behaviors of FG-GPLRC 
shallow shells are studied. The effects of boundary conditions, GPL weight fractions, layer number, and 
geometric parameters on natural frequencies are investigated. Parametric studies show that variation trends of 
the natural frequencies of FG-GPLRC shallow shells along with GPL layer number, weight fraction, and 
geometric properties are similar under different boundary conditions in most cases. However, the frequency 
values and variation rates are highly dependent on the stiffness values of boundary springs. 
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“A theoretical analysis on the active structural acoustical control of a vibration isolation system with a coupled 
plate-shell foundation”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 170, Article 105334, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105334 
ABSTRACT: An analytical description of active structural acoustical control of vibration isolation with a plate-
shell coupled foundation is presented. The vibration isolation system is composed of a two-stage isolation and a 
flexible supporting plate coupled with an elastic cylindrical shell, which are connected via passive-active 
mounts. The model of the flexible foundation is derived based on the Spectro-Geometric Method (SGM) in 
which the displacements of the plate and shell are expressed as a modified Fourier series expansion. The 
response of the whole structure is available obtained by the Flexible Foundation Rigid Equipment (FFRE) 
modeling method. Different feed-forward control strategies are applied and their corresponding optimal control 
forces are calculated, including: (a) Minimizing the acoustic power radiated from the coupled structure, (b) 
Minimizing the sum of the square velocity of the isolators on the supporting plate, and (c) Minimizing the input 
power. Numerical results are presented and discussed. The performances of all feed-forward control strategies 



are evaluated and compared in terms of the acoustic radiation power, transmission power flow, control force 
amplitudes and sound pressure directivity. The effects of location of the actuators are also discussed. 
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“Modelling of laminated composite plates with weakly bonded interfaces using scaled boundary finite element 
method”, International Journal of Mechanical Science, Vol. 170, Article 105349, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105349 
ABSTRACT: Scaled Boundary Finite Element Method (SBFEM), a relatively new approach, is investigated for 
the analysis of the weakly bonded laminated composite plates, under cylindrical bending. A plane strain 
formulation, which does not require any assumptions on the displacement or stress field, is developed. The 
interface between two plies is simulated using a linear spring layer model and incorporated in the numerical 
modelling with the help of zero thickness interface elements. The model is coded and postprocessed in 
MATLAB to capture general delamination, i.e. separation of the plies at interfaces in both tangential and 
normal direction. Due to the semi-analytical solution procedure of SBFEM, the model provides highly accurate 
results. Use of SBFEM reduces the meshing burden and complexities in the discretisation. Moreover, the 
method can handle hanging nodes, so one can use small interface elements without decreasing the size of 
adjoining domains. These qualities make the proposed numerical model computationally cheaper as well as 
very accurate. The presented formulation is demonstrated for a variety of examples in laminated composites 
including unidirectional laminates, symmetric cross ply laminates and antisymmetric cross ply laminates. The 
proposed model's close agreement as well as its superiority over the other methods is established for future 
reference. 
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“Buckling-enabled composite bracing for damage-avoidance rocking structures”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 170, Article 105359, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105359 
ABSTRACT: Post-tensioned rocking frames have been proposed as damage-free seismic-resistant structures. 
However, currently available load resisting systems for rocking frames rely on sacrificial yielding components 
that accumulate damage during strong dynamic action. To address this shortcoming, this study proposes a novel 
thoroughly damage-avoidance solution by means of bracing elements with carefully controlled buckling 
behaviour. To this end, a proof-of-concept study is presented, whereby the elastic buckling response of 
buckling-enabled composite bracing (BECB) elements with circular-arc shaped cross-section is numerically 
investigated. Varying geometric properties are considered and validated against analytical approximations. 
Besides, a finite element study of a single-storey steel post-tensioned frame under static and dynamic actions is 
performed. The case study incorporates BECB elements made from glass-fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP). It is 
demonstrated that BECB enhances the non-linear static and dynamic response of rocking frames by providing 
stability and significantly reducing storey drifts and accelerations without accumulating damage. 
 
Sri Datta Rapaka, Manoj Pandey and Ratna Kumar Annabattula (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai - 600036, India), “Effect of defects on the dynamic 
compressive behavior of cellular solids”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 170, Article 
105365, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105365 



ABSTRACT: In this work, we investigate the dynamic compressive response of hexagonal honeycombs with 
defects in the form of missing cell walls for various impact velocities. Five types of honeycombs have been 
considered including a defect-free structure. The influence of the defect locations on the deformation bands, the 
local accelerations, the contact-induced, and the deformation-induced stresses have been discussed. A new 
parameter, termed as the bias factor, has been introduced to account for the type of the missing cell wall defects. 
A hexagonal unit cell has two vertical and four inclined cell walls. For a given defect percentage, we vary the 
relative proportion of the missing inclined and the missing vertical walls through the bias factor. The effect of 
the relative proportion of defects and the location of defects on the energy absorption capacity and the plateau 
stresses at the impact and the support ends has been discussed. The simulations reveal that the defect location 
causes a significant reduction in the energy absorption capacity as compared to the relative proportion of 
defects. It is observed that the sensitivity of the dynamic performance of the honeycombs to the presence of the 
defects reduces as the impact velocity increases. We define a non-dimensional dissipation performance 
parameter β, to evaluate the performance of various honeycomb types. It is found that the honeycombs with 
defects concentrated at the support end show the highest dissipation performance for impact velocities in the 
range 75–150 m/s. 
 
Mahmood Fakher, Shahin Behdad, Ali Naderi and Shahrokh Hosseini-Hashemi (School of Mechanical 
Engineering, Iran University of Science and Technology, Narmak, Tehran 16846-13114, Iran), “Thermal 
vibration and buckling analysis of two-phase nanobeams embedded in size dependent elastic medium”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105381, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105381 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, vibration and buckling of two-phase nanobeams embedded in size dependent elastic 
medium and under thermal load are analyzed. Due to paradoxes of common differential nonlocal elasticity, such 
as neglecting the size effect of uniform loads, failure to satisfy the constitutive boundary conditions, associated 
to transformation of integral nonlocal equation to differential one, and incompatibility between the results of 
differential nonlocal with those of integral nonlocal, the size dependent effects of nanobeam, elastic medium 
and thermal load are taken into account simultaneously by using two-phase local/nonlocal Eringen's elasticity, 
for the first time. Governing equations and corresponding boundary conditions are derived using Hamilton's 
principle. To obtain natural vibration frequencies as well as critical buckling temperature, three different 
methods of solution are presented, i.e. exact solution, Generalized Differential Quadrature Method (GDQM) 
and Finite Element Method (FEM) which is based on the integral form of two-phase elasticity. Several 
comparison studies are conducted to examine the validity of the present formulation and results. The effects of 
applying two-phase elasticity on elastic medium and thermal load in vibration and buckling of nanobeams with 
different boundary conditions are investigated in details. Differences appeared in present results, especially in 
the cases with higher temperature and nonlocality as well as stiffer elastic medium, reveal that the size 
dependency of elastic medium and uniform thermal load, which is neglected by differential nonlocal, must be 
considered by employing two-phase elasticity. 
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“Energy absorption in the axial crushing of hierarchical circular tubes”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105403, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105403 
ABSTRACT: In this numerical study by means of finite element modeling, the concept of hierarchy is 
incorporated into thin-walled circular tubes for a configuration with optimum energy absorption. Hierarchical 
circular tubes (HCTs) are constructed by replacing the wall of an initially single-cell circular tube (SCT) with a 
series of small tubes placed next to each other (Fully packed, HCT-F) or at a distance apart (partially packed, 
HCT-P); the total net cross-sectional area and hence the mass is kept the same. The behavior of these new 
classes of hierarchical tubes under axial crushing is investigated in terms of deformation modes, crushing forces 
and energy absorption. Two deformation modes are identified and they have different crushing behavior of the 
HCTs. The initial peak force (PF) remains almost constant after micro-cell tubes are hierarchically introduced, 
but the mean crushing force (MCF) and hence the specific energy absorption (SEA) can be significantly 



improved by choosing suitable configurations. It is also demonstrated that partial hierarchy performs better in 
enhancing the crushing performance of the tubes compared with the full hierarchy. 
 
G. Li, M. Cinefra and E. Carrera (MUL2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, Torino 10129, Italy), “Coupled thermo-mechanical finite 
element models with node-dependent kinematics for multi-layered shell structures”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105379, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105379 
ABSTRACT: Node-dependent Kinematic (NDK) shell finite element (FE) formulations are presented for the 
steady-state thermo-mechanical analysis of laminated structures. The displacements and temperature change are 
treated as primary variables in the FE models and are directly solved through the coupled thermo-mechanical 
models. The enforcement of distributed temperature boundary conditions on the top or the bottom surface of 
hierarchical shell elements is conducted through the Linear Least Squares. The effectiveness of the proposed FE 
approaches is verified by comparing the results against those from the literature. The application of adaptive 
refinement approach based on the hierarchical elements and NDK to build FE models with optimal efficiency is 
demonstrated through numerical examples. 
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“On crashworthiness design of hybrid metal-composite structures”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105380, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105380 
ABSTRACT: As a class of promising cost-effective lightweight structures, metal-composite hybrid structures 
has rapidly emerged in automotive industry largely attributable to their outstanding multifunctional and 
crashworthy characteristics. Recently, continuous efforts have been devoted to the studies on the 
crashworthiness of various hybrid tubes, which commonly present two typical configurational schemes, namely 
metal-composite (i.e. a metal outer tube internally filled with an inner carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) 
tube) and composite-metal (i.e. an outer composite tube internally filled with an inner metal tube). Nevertheless, 
rather limited studies have focused on revealing energy absorption mechanisms of hybrid structures; and how to 
optimize the performance to cost characteristics of hybrid structures still remains an open question in literature 
to date. This study aimed to maximize the energy absorption of different configurational aluminum/CFRP 
hybrid tubes. First, the finite element (FE) models were developed and validated by comparing the damage 
modes and crashworthiness indictors with the dedicated experimental study. Second, the interactive effects of 
the hybrid tubes were investigated by analyzing the discrepancies in the deformation pattern and internal energy 
absorption of each material through the validated FE models. For the AL-CF configuration (i.e. CFRP inner 
tube with aluminum outer tube), changes of deformation mode increased the internal energies of aluminum and 
CFRP tubes by 43.6% and 17.8% compared to the net aluminum tube and net CFRP tube, respectively; and 
increased the frictional dissipation energy by 45.6% compared to the sum of that of net aluminum and net CFRP 
tubes, largely enhancing energy absorption of AL-CF. For the CF-AL configuration (i.e. aluminum inner tube 
with CFRP outer tube), the internal energy increased by 27.6% for the aluminum tube but decreased 31.9% for 
the CFRP tube compared to the net aluminum tube and net CFRP tube, respectively; whereas the frictional 
dissipation energy decreased by 47.6% compared to the sum of that of net aluminum and CFRP tubes, 
indicating the vital importance of hybrid configuration to energy absorption. Third, the effects of wall thickness, 
sectional dimension and sectional shape on the energy absorption capacity as well as the performance-cost 
characteristics of the hybrid tubes were further studied. It was found that from a performance perspective, the 
hybrid tube with a thicker CFRP tube had higher capacity of energy absorption; whilst from a performance to 
cost perspective, the hybrid tube with a thinner aluminum tube offered better cost-effective energy absorption 
characteristics. Moreover, with the same weight, the hybrid tube with a circular sectional shape and a smaller 
sectional size exhibit a better performance. Finally, a multiobjective discrete optimization was conducted to 
optimize the AL-CF hybrid tube with various sectional shapes, sizes and wall thicknesses. As a result, the 
weight, peak crush force (PCF) and cost were finally reduced by 41.3%, 18.0% and 11.2% respectively, while 
the energy absorption (EA) was enhanced by 48.0% in comparison with the baseline design. 



 
A.D. Drozdov and J. deClaville Christiansen (Department of Materials and Production Aalborg University 
Fibigerstraede 16,Aalborg 9220, Denmark), “Modeling the elastic response of polymer foams at finite 
deformations”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105398, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105398 
ABSTRACT: Constitutive equations are developed for the elastic behavior of polymer foams under three-
dimensional deformations with finite strains. These relations provide an extension of the Danielsson–Parks–
Boyce model for a compressible matrix material in a representative volume element, whose volumetric 
deformation is governed by the specific work of external forces. The mechanical response of foams is described 
by the governing equations with four adjustable parameters. Two of them are material constants independent of 
porosity ϕ. The other two coefficients are functions of ϕ, for which simple equations are suggested. The model 
is applied to the analysis of observations on an extensive number of foams. Good agreement is demonstrated 
between results of simulation and experimental data in uniaxial tensile tests, compressive tests, and tension-
compression tests. Predictions of the model for mechanically induced evolution of the microstructure of foams 
are in accord with available observations. 
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“Bending behavior of lightweight C/SiC pyramidal lattice core sandwich panels”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 171, Article 105409, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105409 
ABSTRACT: Due to the excellent mechanical and chemical properties at ultra-high temperature, ceramic 
matrix composite structures have potential applications for thermal protection systems of hypersonic vehicles. 
This paper presented a PIP method to fabricate C/SiC pyramidal lattice core sandwich panels (LCSPs). Their 
bending behaviors with different core angles were experimentally studied firstly. Then the critical failure loads 
of different failure modes, including facesheet crushing or wrinkling, core member crushing, core shear failure 
and interlayer delamination, were theoretically established to construct the failure mechanism maps. The 
influence of geometric parameters, such as the length and the core angle of the core strut, and the thickness of 
the facesheet, on the failure mode was also analyzed. In addition, further failure process under bending load was 
investigated by finite element analysis (FEA) method. Elastic-damage constitutive model and cohesive element 
were applied to modeling the behavior of C/SiC composite and interlayer delamination between the sheet of the 
core and the facesheet. Theoretical and FEA results agreed well with experimental data. This work is believed 
to be helpful to understand the bending mechanism C/SiC pyramidal LCSPs. 
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Flight Vehicle, School of Aerospace, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, China 
(2) Mechanics and Environment Research Center, Xi'an Aerospace Propulsion Institute, Xi'an, China 
(3) School of Aeronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, China 
“Suppression of nonlinear aeroelastic responses for a cantilevered trapezoidal plate in hypersonic airflow using 
an energy harvester enhanced nonlinear energy sink”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 172, 
Article 105417, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105417 
ABSTRACT: A nonlinear energy sink (NES) enhanced by a giant magnetostrictive material (GMM) energy 
harvester is proposed to suppress the nonlinear aeroelastic responses of a cantilevered trapezoidal plate in 
hypersonic airflow. An analytical model of a cantilevered trapezoidal plate coupled to the NES-GMM system is 
obtained using the Rayleigh-Ritz approach and the affine transformation. Nonlinear aerodynamic loadings are 
obtained by applying the third-order piston theory. Comparisons of the dynamic bifurcation behaviors exhibited 
by plates with only the NES and by those with NES-GMM show that the latter has a better suppression effect. 
Using an energy-based analysis approach, the energy transfer mechanism between the plate and the NES-GMM 
system is examined. Numerical results show that the aeroelastic responses of the plate can be controlled 
substantially by the targeted energy transfer of the NES in the post-flutter regime. Some of the captured energy 
can be converted into magnetic energy by the Villari effect and then transformed into electric energy. 
Furthermore, a parametric design strategy is proposed to improve the nonlinear aeroelastic response suppression 
and enhance the performance of the NES-GMM. Numerical results indicate that the installation position, mass, 



damping, and nonlinear stiffness coefficients of the NES-GMM system significantly affect its suppression 
performance. This parametric design strategy can achieve the desired objectives of nonlinear aeroelastic 
response suppression. 
 
Zhi-Sai Ma, Qian Ding and Ye Tang (School of Mechanical Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin 300350, 
China), “Operational modal analysis of a liquid-filled cylindrical structure with decreasing filling mass by 
multivariate stochastic parameter evolution methods”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 172, 
Article 105420, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105420 
ABSTRACT: Variable mass structures exhibit non-stationary characteristics and the corresponding time-
varying (TV) dynamics are difficult to represent by explicit dynamic equations or finite element models via 
mechanism analysis. Operational modal analysis of variable mass structures based on vector response 
measurements is considered in this paper. In order to solve the practical problem of operational modal analysis 
for variable mass structures, univariate stochastic parameter evolution (SPE) methods are extended to the 
multivariate case and validated by a numerical varying mass system. Thereafter, a laboratory liquid-filled 
cylindrical structure with decreasing filling mass is built and analyzed by using the conventional “frozen-
configuration” technique and non-parametric time-frequency analysis method. Finally, the multivariate SPE 
method is applied to identify the liquid-filled cylindrical structure with decreasing filling mass, and 
identification results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to obtain the TV dynamic characteristics of 
variable mass structures under operating conditions by only using the available vector response measurements. 
 
Wen Ma, Suchao Xie and Zhixiang Li (National & Local Joint Engineering Research Center of Safety 
Technology for Rail Vehicle, Central South University, Changsha, 410075, China), “Mechanical performance 
of bio-inspired corrugated tubes with varying vertex configurations”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 172, Article 105399, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105399 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled metal tubes are the most widely used energy-absorption structures in various 
industries. Bionics can help engineers to design novel tubular structures to achieve outstanding crashworthiness 
performance. Inspired by the unique microstructure of a horse-hoof-wall and the concept of vertex-based 
hierarchy, a novel bio-inspired corrugated tube and its derivative structures with varying vertex configurations 
were proposed in this paper. Quasi-static compression test and finite element simulation were employed to 
investigate the mechanical behaviors of these bio-inspired tubes. The results showed that these bio-inspired 
tubes exhibit good crashworthiness performance, especially in terms of their weight force efficiencies. 
Moreover, by applying a complex proportional assessment method, the tube with regular octagon vertex 
configuration was selected as the optimum one among these bio-inspired tubes. A theoretical model was 
developed to predict the mean crushing force of the proposed tubes. In conclusion, the horse-hoof-wall inspired 
tubes exhibit a novel perspective on providing superior mechanical properties and pave a way of applications of 
bio-inspired engineering structures. 
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Gyeongsangbuk-do 38900, Republic of Korea 
(2) J. Mike Walker’66 Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 
77843-3123, USA 
“Novel explicit time integration schemes for efficient transient analyses of structural problems”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 172, Article 105429, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105429 
ABSTRACT: In this study, four sets of novel and enhanced two-stage explicit time integration schemes are 
developed based on a unified set of unconventional approximations. For the development of explicit schemes, 
truncated Taylor’s series expansions of the displacement and velocity vectors are used with adjustable 
algorithmic parameters. Four different sets of algorithmic parameters are proposed to achieve enhanced 
accuracy and stability of the proposed schemes. Among the four novel schemes, two schemes can adjust a full 
range of numerical dissipation through one of the algorithmic parameters, and the other two schemes have 
noticeably increased accuracies. Three of the new schemes have much smaller period errors than those of any 
existing time-integration schemes. Various linear and nonlinear test problems are solved by using the proposed 



and existing two-stage schemes, and numerical results are compared to illustrate improved performances of the 
proposed schemes. 
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(1) Department of Mechanical and Automation Engineering, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, 
Hong Kong, China 
(2) Department of Automotive Engineering, School of Mechanical Engineering, Nanjing University of Science 
and Technology, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China 
“An analytical model of cylindrical double-arrowed honeycomb with negative Poisson's ratio”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 173, Article 105400, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105400 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic structures with negative Poisson's ratio have been widely studied due to their unique 
mechanical properties. In this paper, a novel auxetic cylindrical double-arrowed honeycomb (DAH) is 
proposed. First, an analytical model to predict the elastic mechanical properties of DAH structure in the 
longitudinal and circumferential directions is developed utilizing the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Then, the 
finite element models are utilized to verify the analytical method. However, the results show that the analytical 
model cannot accurately predict the elastic mechanical properties when the radial width is large. Furthermore, 
the analytical model is revised to predict elastic properties considering the effect of the radial width. The effect 
of the geometric parameters on the elastic properties is also investigated. The quasi-static compression 
experiments of ABS auxetic DAH prototypes are conducted to validate the revised analytical models. It is 
observed that the revised analytical model can accurately predict the elastic mechanical properties of DAH 
structures. 
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(1) Materials Deformation Department, Korea Institute of Materials Science, 797 Changwondaero, Changwon, 
Gyeongnam 515508, Republic of Korea 
(2) School of Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University, 2 Busandaehak-ro 63beon-gil, Busan 609-
735, Republic of Korea 
“Delamination behavior analysis of steel/polymer/steel high-strength laminated sheets in a V-die bending test”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 173, Article 105430, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105430 
ABSTRACT: Steel/polymer/steel laminated sheets were fabricated by inserting three types of adhesive layers 
between two 590-MPa grade high-strength steel sheets. V-die bending tests of the laminated sheets were 
conducted and the results showed that the delamination behaviors depended on the inserted adhesive type. To 
investigate the mechanical behaviors of the adhesive layers, delamination tests for each adhesive layer along 
normal and shear directions were performed. Based on the results of the delamination tests, an inverse 
parameter characterization using an iterative finite element simulation with interface elements was successfully 
conducted to characterize the cohesive properties for mixed-mode bilinear cohesive zone model that clearly 
described the measured load–displacement curves. The results of the V-die bending tests were predicted 
through simulations using the characterized cohesive properties; the delamination patterns, punch force drop, 
and entire level of punch force agreed well with the experimental results. Delamination mechanisms were 
deduced based on parametric studies conducted to elucidate the direct effect of cohesive properties on 
delamination. 
 
Kai Zhou, Zhen Ni, Xiuchang Huang and Hongxing Hua (Institute of Vibration, Shock and Noise, Mechanical 
System and Vibration, Collaborative Innovation Center for Advanced Ship and Deep-Sea Exploration, Shanghai 
Jiao Tong University, Dongchuan Road 800, Shanghai, 200240, China), “Stationary/nonstationary stochastic 
response analysis of composite laminated plates with aerodynamic and thermal loads”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 173, Article 105461, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105461 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the stationary/nonstationary stochastic responses of composite laminated 
plates under thermal and aerodynamic loads, where the point random excitation, distributed random excitation 
and base acceleration random excitation can be considered. The effects of the thermal stress and aerodynamic 
pressure are taken into account by employing the thermo-elastic theory and supersonic piston theory, 
respectively. The Hamilton's principle is used to formulate the governing equations of the system, and the 



solutions for the dynamic problems of cases having classical and non-classical (elastic) boundary conditions are 
obtained by the modified Fourier method combined with pseudo excitation method (PEM). To validate the 
proposed formulation, a sufficient number of numerical and experimental studies are conducted for the free 
vibration, flutter and stochastic response analysis of composite laminated plates with various boundary 
conditions. Satisfactory agreements are shown between the computed results and those from the finite element 
method (FEM), published literature and experiments. Finally, the effect of boundary condition, thermal load, 
fiber orientation and aerodynamic pressure on the random vibration behaviors of composite laminated plates is 
also presented. 
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Zhao (1) 
(1) College of Energy and Power Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, 
Jiangsu, Peoples’ Republic of China 
(2) School of Automotive and Traffic Engineering, Jiangsu University, Zhenjiang, Jiangsu, Peoples’ Republic 
of China 
“On the out-of-plane ballistic performances of hexagonal, reentrant, square, triangular and circular honeycomb 
panels”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 173, Article 105402, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105402 
ABSTRACT: Ballistic penetration is a serious threat to military vehicles. Honeycomb structure is one of the 
most focused solution to improve the ballistic performance due to its great lightweight design and high resistant 
against impact. There are lots of honeycomb structure topologies. However, no comprehensive comparison on 
out-of-plane ballistic performance between common honeycomb types had been conducted to our knowledge. 
Therefore, hexagonal, reentrant, square, triangle and two circular (CS and CH types) honeycomb structures with 
identical mass and thickness are developed and modelled in this paper. Their relative densities are firstly 
calculated. Their numerical models and the Lambert-Jonas ballistic model are established. The ballistic 
performances of these six cases impacted by a blunt nose cylinder projectile from out-of-plane direction are 
detailed compared through numerical method. Their dynamic response, elastic and plastic deformation, failure 
mechanism and energy absorption capability are researched. Relations between initial velocity and residual 
velocity of projectile and the ballistic limit velocities of all cases are also compared. The results indicated that 
reentrant, square and triangular cases perform worse than hexagonal honeycomb. The fascinating deformation 
mechanism of CS and CH cases results in a long elastic deformation time and high strength after elastic 
deformation, which leads to a large decrease in residual velocity. Compared with hexagonal honeycomb, 
ballistic limit velocities of CS and CH type are improved by 15.2% and 25.0%, respectively. This comparison 
research provides a useful reference for sandwich honeycomb core design. 
 
Bin Yang, Yan Li and Kunkun Fu (School of Aerospace Engineering and Applied Mechanics, Tongji 
University, Shanghai 200092, PR China), “In-plane impact-induced elastic buckling behaviour of rectangular 
transversally isotropic stiffened plates with all edges elastically restrained against rotation”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, Article 105478, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105478 
ABSTRACT: An analytical method is proposed using the large-deflection theory of thin plates to determine the 
in-plane impact-induced dynamic elastic buckling behaviour of rectangular transversally isotropic stiffened 
plates with all edges elastically restrained against rotation. Displacement functions expressed by Navier's 
double Fourier series satisfy both the elastic boundary conditions and the governing equations of motion. First, 
the dynamic responses of a rectangular simple-supported plate and a stiffened plate predicted by the present 
method are compared to those available from literature and finite element results, and good agreement of the 
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Next, parametric studies are performed in which the effects 
of rotational restraint stiffness, initial imperfection and impact duration on the dynamic deflection as well as the 
critical buckling load of the stiffened plates are investigated. The results show that rotational restraint stiffness 
has a significant impact on the dynamic elastic buckling behaviour of the stiffened plate under in-plane impact 
loading and thus cannot be neglected. 
 
Beytullah Temel and Ahmad Reshad Noori (Department of Civil Engineering, Çukurova University, Turkey), 
“A unified solution for the vibration analysis of two-directional functionally graded axisymmetric Mindlin–



Reissner plates with variable thickness”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, Article 
105471, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105471 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an effective unified numerical approach is utilized to analyze the free and forced 
vibration response of two-directional functionally graded (2D-FG) thick circular and annular plates with 
variable thickness. The material properties are assumed to be graded continuously both in thickness and radial 
directions. The governing equations are converted to a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) based on 
the first order shear deformation theory. Obtained canonical equations are solved numerically by the 
Complementary Functions Method (CFM) combined with the Laplace transform for the first time. Using an 
effective and suitable inverse numerical Laplace transform method, the results are transferred back to time 
space. The damping model of Kelvin is used in the damped forced vibration analysis. The novelty of this paper 
is to infuse this efficient and accurate method to the dynamic analysis of a wide range of solid circular or 
annular plates, with linear or non-linear thickness profiles, radially Functionally Graded (FG), FG in the 
thickness direction or 2D-FG, without any restrictions. The influence of material variation exponents and 
thickness profiles on the considered problems are investigated. Several examples are presented and results are 
verified with those obtained by finite element method and available published literature. Excellent agreement is 
observed. 
 
Chong Li, Hui-Shen Shen, Hai Wang and Zhefeng Yu (School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University, Shanghai 200240, People's Republic of China), “Large amplitude vibration of sandwich plates 
with functionally graded auxetic 3D lattice core”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, 
Article 105472, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105472 
ABSTRACT: Full-scale modeling and nonlinear FEA are presented for large amplitude vibration of sandwich 
plates with functionally graded (FG) auxetic 3D lattice core. For the first time, auxetic 3D lattice metamaterials 
with FG configurations along the out-of-plane direction are designed, of which the fundamental vibration 
frequencies are analyzed and verified by experiments using 3D printed specimens. Both results suggested that 
the effects of FG configurations and strut incline angles are significant, and the FG-X specimen possesses the 
highest fundamental frequency. Subsequently, by means of full-scale nonlinear FE simulations, the large 
amplitude vibration characteristics are investigated for the sandwich plates, in which the novel construction of 
auxetic 3D lattice core with three FG configurations along the thickness direction is proposed. And the 
constituent material properties are taken to be temperature-dependent. Results revealed that FG configurations 
have distinct effect on the natural frequencies, nonlinear-to-linear frequency ratios of sandwich plates, along 
with EPR-amplitude curves, which will become stable when the vibration amplitude is sufficiently large. 
 
Weili Liu, Hongjian Ni, Peng Wang and Hailong Chen (School of Petroleum Engineering, China University of 
Petroleum (East China), Qingdao 266580, China), “Investigation on the tribological performance of micro-
dimples textured surface combined with longitudinal or transverse vibration under hydrodynamic lubrication”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, Article 105474, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105474 
ABSTRACT: A method of combining surface texturing with longitudinal or transverse micro-vibration was 
proposed to further enhance the tribological performance of mechanical components. The influences of 
vibration parameters and micro-dimple geometrical parameter on the tribological performance were studied to 
verify the feasibility of tribology enhancement by numerical and experimental methods. Results show that the 
friction coefficients can be significantly reduced by superimposing longitudinal or transverse vibration on the 
textured surfaces under different lubrication conditions. The friction coefficient slightly increases with the 
increase of vibration frequency and significantly diminishes with the increase of vibration velocity amplitude. 
The improvement of lubrication condition is the main mechanism of friction reduction. Since the vibrations can 
enhance the average load capacity of the textured surface and drag out the lubricant reserved in the micro-
dimples, in turn, enlarge the thickness of lubricant film. These results provide a novel perspective to reduce 
friction and save energy in mechanical systems and metal processing. 
 
Kaidong Wu, M. Ahmer Wadee and Leroy Gardner (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Imperial College London, South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK), “Interactive buckling in 
prestressed stayed beam-columns”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, Article 105479, 15 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105479 



ABSTRACT: The instability of beam-columns with crossarms and externally prestressed cable stays is studied 
analytically, where the combination of bending and compression is assumed to be derived from the system self-
weight acting orthogonally to the applied axial load. A nonlinear analytical model for prestressed stayed beam-
columns with doubly-symmetric and mono-symmetric configurations, based on the Rayleigh–Ritz method, is 
presented that captures modal interactions for perfect geometries explicitly for the first time. It is demonstrated 
that the theoretical compressive strength enhancements under certain configurations can only be obtained at the 
expense of triggering a sequence of destabilizing bifurcations. This can give rise to severely unstable interactive 
post-buckling behaviour including the so-called ‘mode jumping’ phenomenon. Moreover, for mono-symmetric 
stayed beam-columns, it is shown that the varying levels of prestress within the stays can lead to different 
buckling modes which all have their own characteristic post-buckling responses. The analytical model is 
verified using a nonlinear finite element model formulated within the commercial code ABAQUS and excellent 
comparisons are obtained. 
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“Mechanics analysis of aluminum alloy cylindrical cup during warm sheet hydromechanical deep drawing”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 174, Article 105556, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105556 
ABSTRACT: To obtain the stress states of the sheet metal and understand the potential forming mechanism 
under the influences of fluid pressure and temperature during the warm hydroforming of 5A06-O aluminum 
alloy sheets, mechanics analysis was conducted for the warm hydromechanical deep drawing of a cylindrical 
cup, taking into account through-thickness normal stress induced by fluid pressure. By considering the 
additional stress during bending using a variable-stiffness pure bending model as equal to that determined using 
a bending moment model, the additional stress at the die corner during bending was solved. The force 
equilibrium equations for the cup near the die corner, which were classified by whether the blank contacted the 
die, were also established and the results were in good agreement with those obtained via the finite element 
method. Furthermore, mechanics analysis was also performed for the straight-wall region, and the results 
revealed that the error was slightly greater when the liquid pressure was used to approximately equal to 
through-thickness normal stress because the ratio of thickness to radius was not sufficiently large. 
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“Geometric nonlinear vibrations of rotating variable thickness plates induced by periodic incoming wakes”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 175, Article 105510, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105510 
ABSTRACT: Incoming wakes significantly affect vibration characteristics of rotating blades in turbomachines. 
This paper develops a periodic incoming wake mathematical model to consider the influence of pressure 
variations. Considering thickness variations along both the chord to reduce vibrations and the span to decrease 
centrifugal stress, a wake-induced vibration model based on rotating large deformation cantilever plates is 
established. Natural frequencies calculated by different methods show that the present method has a high degree 
of accuracy. And analysis of incoming wake-induced vibrations indicates the incoming wake model can analyze 
effects of important parameters of such wakes on vibration characteristics. With the aggravation of wakes 
induced-vibrations, geometric nonlinear vibrations become more remarkable, which indicates the necessity of 
large deflection analysis. Discussions on variable thickness demonstrate that increasing thickness on the fixed 
end or maximum thickness along the chord not only reduces vibrations caused by incoming wakes, but also 
decreases the centrifugal stress, which are two better ways to reduce this kind of vibrations. 
 



Ismail Esen (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Karabuk University, Karabuk, Turkey), “Dynamics of 
size-dependant Timoshenko micro beams subjected to moving loads”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 175, Article 105501, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105501 
ABSTRACT: In this study, dynamic behaviour of size dependant Timoshenko microbeams under the influence 
of moving loads is modelled and investigated using FEM method. Firstly, the stiffness and mass property 
matrices of small-scale size-dependant two-node finite element are obtained by using new shape functions 
derived from the static state of motion equations created using classical Timoshenko beam theory (TBT) and 
modified couple stress theory (MCST). Subsequently, the load-beam interaction is modelled and integrated with 
beam motion equations without neglecting the mass inertia effects of the moving load. The effects of different 
load velocities, mass of the load and material size parameter on the beam dynamics have been investigated in a 
wide context. 
 
Xiuchang Huang, Zhiwei Su, Zhenguo Zhang and Hongxing Hua (Laboratory of Vibration, Shock & Noise, 
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Collaborative Innovation Center for Advanced Ship and Deep-Sea Exploration 
(CISSE), Shanghai 200240, China), “Mechanism of a periodic chiral lattice coating on sound radiation 
suppression at the strong radiation mode of a stiffened hull plate”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 
Vol. 175, Article 105512, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105512 
ABSTRACT: The development of acoustic coatings is of interest for underwater acoustic stealth to control 
structure-borne sound radiation of ships. The ship hull is composed of finite stiffened plate structures. The 
structural discontinuity introduced by the stiffeners will result in uncancelled volume velocity in regions in 
proximity to the stiffeners, which will produce dominant sound radiation and named as strong radiation mode. 
Control of this strong radiation mode is of interest. In this study, a periodic chiral lattice coating is proposed, 
which makes use of the rotation of ligaments of chiral lattice to change the volume velocity distribution on the 
radiation surface. In order to reveal the vibration attenuation and sound radiation suppression mechanism, 
dynamic models of a stiffened plate applied with a single-layer chiral lattice coating under point mechanical 
excitation are established. The chiral lattice coating is composed of ligaments, nodes and air voids between 
them. The vibro-acoustic responses are studied by employing the finite element method (FEM) and Rayleigh 
integration. The influence of the acoustic medium in the air voids is also taken into account. Then the vibration 
suppression and sound insulation performance of the chiral lattice coating is investigated. Experimental study of 
a stiffened plate applied with the single-layer chiral lattice coating is carried out in a semi-anechoic chamber by 
employing a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) scanning system. In comparison, a non-stiffened plate applied 
with the same periodic chiral lattice coating and the same stiffened plate applied with a periodic non-chiral 
lattice coating is also studied. It is shown that non-stiffened plate will not have the strong radiation mode and 
the chiral-lattice rubber coating is not as effective as it for the stiffened plate. The non-chiral lattice coating is 
not effective as the chiral lattice coating in suppressing the sound radiation at the strong radiation mode. Both 
numerical and experimental studies show that the single-layer chiral lattice coating is capable to effectively 
suppress the sound radiation at the strong radiation mode. The suppression mechanism of the chiral lattice 
coating is two-fold, vibration amplitude reduction and vibration distribution alteration on the sound radiation 
surface, of which the latter is dominant and lowers the sound radiation efficiency. 
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“Non-uniform global-buckling and local-folding in thin film of stretchable electronics”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 175, Article 105537, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105537 
ABSTRACT: Thin film can either buckle globally or fold locally to assemble stretchable electronics, the 
variation of thickness in thin film leads to tunable structures and promises the diverse design of stretchable 
electronics. In this paper, theoretical models are developed to investigate the global-buckling and local-folding 
in the non-uniform thin film of stretchable electronics. The models are capable of giving concise and explicit 
analytical solutions of the deformed configuration and maximum strain in thin film. The effectiveness and 
accuracy of analytical solutions are verified by the finite element analyses (FEA) and molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations. Our study provides useful guidance for the diverse design and precise control of stretchable 
electronics. 



 
A.D. Martins, N. Silvestre and R. Bebiano (Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Av. Rovisco 
Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “A new modal theory for wrinkling analysis of stretched membranes”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 175, Article 105519, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105519 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new modal theory for the wrinkling analysis of membranes and discusses 
the stretch-induced wrinkling behaviour of fixed-ended thin sheets. This modal theory corresponds to an 
extension of Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) to analyse the wrinkling behaviour of highly stretched sheets. 
The inherent GBT modal nature adopted in this investigation enables the acquisition of an in-depth knowledge 
(when compared with the traditional shell finite element analysis) of the behaviour underlying this peculiar 
buckling phenomena. In order to conduct this study, the work begins by presenting the formulation, describing 
its main steps and concepts involved in the determination of the “deformation modes” (cross-section analysis), 
followed by the description of the procedures involved in the development and implementation of the 
aforementioned formulation that accounts for pre-wrinkling and wrinkling analysis (member analysis). Then, an 
illustrative example is presented and discussed in detail, which involves the characterisation of the sheet 
“signature curve” (tensile critical stress vs. length), respective critical wrinkling modes, modal participation 
diagrams and pre-wrinkling stress distribution patterns. For comparison and validation purposes, refined 
ABAQUS shell finite element wrinkling results are also reported. Finally, several conclusions are drawn 
regarding the wrinkling behaviour of stretched sheets, mostly based on the modal nature of this formulation. 
 
Arash P. Jirandehi, M. Mehdizadeh and M.M. Khonsari (Louisiana State University, Department of Mechanical 
and Industrial Engineering, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, United States), “Temperature-induced buckling of ductile 
metals during cyclic loading and the subsequent early fracture”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 
Vol. 176, Article 105525, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105525 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the early fracture of the ductile metals under cyclic loading due to the 
occurrence of temperature-induced buckling (TIB). Extensive experiments with cylindrical dog-bone specimens 
made of SS316 and SS321 subjected to cyclic loading reveal that TIB occurs at a stress level below the 
buckling strength and before what inelastic cyclic buckling criterion predicts. It is shown that buckling occurs if 
the operating stress is at or above a critical limit σTIB and when the specimen's temperature reaches a critical 
limit, called TTIB. The analysis of the temperature evolution of these materials shows three distinct regions of 
Pre-TIB, TIB, and rapid failure thereafter. The measured TTIB for SS316 and SS321 are found to be 100 ○C and 
130 ○C, respectively. The corresponding σTIB for SS316 and SS321 are 340 MPa and 365 MPa, respectively. 
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“Prediction of crack formation in the progressive folding of square tubes during dynamic axial crushing”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 176, Article 105534, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105534 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical investigations at both lab and structure scales on the plasticity and 
failure behavior of an automotive dual-phase steel sheet (DP1000) are performed in this study. On the lab level, 
an extensive experimental program considering the temperature and strain rate effects on the plastic 
deformation behavior and the stress state dependency of the ductile fracture behavior is designed. On the 
structure level, dynamic square tube crushing tests are performed on a drop tower. The extended hybrid damage 
mechanics model is formulated in the study to describe the deformation and damage/fracture behavior of 
DP1000 considering the influence of temperatures, strain rates, and loading histroy. The plasticity and fracture 
description at the lab scale is used to calibrate the material parameters of the model, which is further applied to 



predict the crashworthiness of the square tube crushing tests. The proposed model has been proven to show very 
good predictive capability at both lab and structure scales. It is further found that for the modern high-strength 
steels short cracks could be developed in the tube crushing tests and the crack formation mechanics is shearing 
and local second-level bending caused by the self-contact between folds. 
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“Dynamics behavior and imperfection sensitivity of a fluid-filled multilayered FGM cylindrical structure”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 176, Article 105425, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105425 
ABSTRACT: The paper aims to investigate the transient response of an air-filled multilayer hollow functionally 
graded (FGM) cylinder with interlaminar bonding imperfection in the presence of load which is extensively put 
to use in aerospace structure. The material properties of each layer are assumed to vary continuously within the 
cylinder along the thickness direction with arbitrary grading pattern. A linear spring model is used to define 
imperfectly bonded interfaces of the multilayer cylinder. The solution of problem is obtained by means of the 
laminate approximation theory along with the Durbin's numerical Laplace transform inversion with regard to 
the time coordinate. Detailed numerical study of transient response of multilayer FGM cylinder with imperfect 
bonding under a pulse excitation are presented. In the following, the effect of imperfection on radial and 
circumferential stresses is presented and in view of the lack of any data, only the obtained results with the 
perfect bond are compared to those of other researchers have published in the literature. Also, by displaying 
contours of the internal pressure field, dynamic features in the fluid-structure interaction are investigated. 
Finally the effect of load duration and various loads, including step load and exponential load on radial and 
circumferential stresses are examined in detailed and the results obtained show the effect of step load is more 
critical than exponential load. 
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“Bending, buckling and free vibration of an axially loaded timoshenko beam with transition parameter: 
Direction of axial force”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 176, Article 105445, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105545 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the bending, buckling and free vibration problems of an axially 
loaded Timoshenko beam in a systematic manner. A recently-developed unified model is adopted, where a 
transition parameter characterizing the direction of the axial force during the deformation is introduced. For 
beams with various boundary conditions, closed-form expressions of deflections and critical buckling loadings 
are obtained in an analytical fashion and frequency equations are derived. It is highlighted that the inherent 
relations of the buckling loadings for the Timoshenko and Euler-Bernoulli beams are explicitly extracted. 
Numerical calculations are carried out to check the validity of the present solutions and to quantify the effects of 
the transition parameter. Significant effects of the transition parameter are revealed on the bending, buckling 
and free vibration of the axially loaded beam. The present analysis is of significance to axially-loaded beam-like 
mechanical system, especially for determination of the direction of axially force. 
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“Size-dependent instability of organic solar cell resting on Winkler–Pasternak elastic foundation based on the 
modified strain gradient theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 177, Article 105306, 1 July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2019.105306 
ABSTRACT: The present study employs the modified strain gradient theory (MSGT) in conjunction with the 
refined shear deformation plate theory to explore the buckling behaviour of simply supported and clamped 
OSC. The Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation is implemented to idealise the foundation. The size-dependent 



effect of the OSC is captured by the three length scale parameters within the MSGT. The Hamilton principle is 
used to derive the equations of motion and the boundary conditions, and the Galerkin procedure is subsequently 
implemented to obtain the critical buckling load. Subsequently, the framework is extended to the thermally 
induced buckling behaviour, and three types of temperature rise patterns, namely uniform, linear and nonlinear 
temperature variations, along the thickness of the OSC are considered. Several verification studies are 
conducted to illustrate the accuracy of the present method. Besides, size-dependent material properties are taken 
into consideration during the numerical experiments. Thorough studies are conducted to demonstrate the 
difference between critical buckling loads obtained from the MSGT, the modified couple stress theory (MCST), 
and the classical plate theory (CPT) models. Furthermore, the effects of length scale parameter (h/l), the aspect 
ratio (a/b), the length-to-thickness ratio (a/h) and the Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation parameters on the 
buckling behaviour of the OSC are also revealed by the numerical results. 
 
Takuya Morimoto, Fumihiro Ashida and Takahiro Tomita (Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Science and 
Engineering, Shimane University, 1060 Nishikawatsu, Matsue, Shimane 690–8504, Japan), “Elastic buckling of 
a free-standing annulus subjected to partial shrinkage”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 177, 
Article 105610, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105610 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a detailed buckling analysis of a free-standing annular sheet subjected to 
partial shrinkage as one of the strategies of morphing structures, which has received considerable attention 
lately. The linear buckling problem can be decomposed into in-plane and out-of-plane deformations. The in-
plane (Lamé) problem is first analysed to determine the stress distribution and show that in-plane hoop 
compression due to the competition between shrinkage and non-shrinkage zones can induce buckling despite 
free boundary conditions at the edges of the sheet. Subsequently, buckling analysis is performed to numerically 
determine buckling strains, to explore the effect of material and geometrical parameters on their buckling 
thresholds. A simple scaling argument is used to demonstrate that minimised (critical) buckling strain to the 
shrinkage radius is obtained when the shrinkage area corresponds to the non-shrinkage area. The results 
demonstrate that critical buckling mode can switch from a saddle to ripple mode when Young’s modulus in the 
shrinkage zone is approximately ten times that of the non-shrinkage zone, depending on the shrinkage size and 
radius ratio of the annuli. 
 
Gaojian Lin, Weifu Sun and Pengwan Chen (Explosion Science and Technology, Beijing Institute of 
Technology, Beijing 100081, China), “Topography-driven delamination of thin patch adhered to wrinkling 
surface”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 178, Article 105622, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105622 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we investigated the mechanics of topography-driven delamination of a thin elastic 
patch attached to a wrinkling surface of film-substrate system through both theoretical modelling and finite 
element simulation. The process of topography-driven delamination could be divided into three stages: 
wrinkling before delamination occurrence, initiation of delamination and evolution of delamination blister. The 
topography-driven delamination was found to be dominantly induced by interfacial shear traction and initiate at 
the location in the middle of peak and valley. The analytical expressions of critical strain and the corresponding 
critical wrinkling amplitude for topography-driven delamination were derived explicitly and rigorously based 
on a patch-film-substrate trilayer model. The dependence of the size of delamination blister on the compressive 
strain was obtained as well using an energy minimization method. The theoretical model was compared with 
finite element simulation results for validation and a close agreement was observed. At last the theoretical 
prediction was applied to guide the design of flexible electronics on wrinkling human skin and the design of a 
new class of active anti-biofouling coating through wrinkling surface texture. 
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“Nonlinear thermal behavior of shear deformable FG porous nanobeams with geometrical imperfection: Snap-
through and postbuckling analysis”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 178, Article 105615, 15 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105615 



ABSTRACT: Present paper deals with the nonlinear thermal bending response, thermal postbuckling behavior, 
and snap-through phenomenon due to lateral mechanical load in a thermally preloaded functionally graded (FG) 
porous perfect/imperfect nanobeam subjected to two types of thermal loading, including heat conduction across 
the thickness and uniform temperature rise. Heterogenous material properties of the porous nanobeams are 
assumed to be position/temperature-dependent, where dependency is obtained according to the modified rule of 
mixture and Touloukian formulation. Two types of porosity distribution and also geometrical imperfection of 
the nanobeam are considered. Assuming the Timoshenko beam model and von-Karman nonlinearity, the 
nonlinear equilibrium equations are extracted on the basis of the nonlocal theory of elasticity. With the 
establishment of the principle of virtual displacement and Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind as the basic 
functions, the Ritz method is utilized to obtain the matrix form of the nonlocal governing equations. Two 
different strategies, including the Newton-Raphson technique and direct displacement control scheme, are first 
proposed to extract the nonlinear bending and postbuckling trajectories of the graded porous nanobeam. 
Afterwards, to trace the snapping behavior beyond limit loads of the graded porous nanobeam with thermal 
preloading, the cylindrical arch-length scheme as a path-following method is adopted. Numerical parametric 
investigations are given to discuss the influences of the power-law index, two types of porosity distribution and 
thermal loads, size-dependent nonlocal parameter, imperfection amplitude, and boundary conditions on the 
snap-through behavior and the nonlinear thermal stability of the FG nanobeam. 
 
Suman Pal and Debabrata Das, “Free vibration behavior of rotating bidirectional functionally-graded micro-disk 
for flexural and torsional modes in thermal environment”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 
179, Article 105635, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105635 
ABSTRACT: A mathematical model for investigating the asymmetric as well as the axisymmetric free 
vibration behavior of a rotating annular micro-disk is presented for the first time. The disk is assumed to be 
functionally-graded (FG) along the radial and thickness directions, and is considered to be operating in high-
temperature environment. An energy based approach involving minimum potential energy principle and 
Hamilton's principle is used to derive the governing equations of motion considering Kirchhoff plate theory. 
The size-effect is addressed employing modified couple stress theory. A novel tangent stiffness based 
formulation is employed to derive the governing equations of vibratory motion in the neighborhood of the 
centrifugally and thermally deformed disk configuration. The governing equations are solved following Ritz 
method. The model captures both the axisymmetric and asymmetric flexural vibration modes, as well as the 
torsional mode. The model is successfully validated with the available results for some reduced problems. 
Numerical results are presented in tabular and graphical form for various material and geometric parameters, 
and some illustrative mode shape plots are presented showing the mode-switching phenomenon. The work 
presents a generalized model which can be reduced to theoretically model a wide variety of practical problems. 
 
Peng Yang, Mengyan Zang, Haiyang Zeng and Xiaobing Guo, “The interactions between an off-road tire and 
granular terrain: GPU-based DEM-FEM simulation and experimental validation”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 179, Article 105634, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105634 
ABSTRACT: Numerical methods have become useful tools for predicting vehicle mobility performance on 
granular terrain. However, due to the large number of soil particles and complex contact search in tire-granular 
terrain simulation, time-consuming calculation has become the most critical problem restricting the application 
of these methods. In this study, an efficient GPU-based DEM-FEM for simulation of the interactions between 
an off-road tire and granular terrain is implemented to improve computational efficiency. In this method, the 
main body of calculation is executed on GPU and programmed into an in-house developed code CDFP. The 
new GPU-based computing framework consists of 14 kernels, including efficient contact calculation between 
large-scale particles, novel contact calculation between particles and complex tread, contact calculation between 
particles and boundary wall, internal force calculation of finite elements, and information update. As a result, 
the efficient contact search and the complex interactions between an off-road tire and granular terrain are 
accomplished. Based on the self-developed single-wheel test device, an accurate simulation model consistent 
with the experiment is established. The validity of the proposed method is verified by comparing the simulation 
results with the experimental results. Finally, the discussion of computational efficiency shows that the 
proposed GPU-based DEM-FEM can be a powerful tool to simulate the interactions between an off-road tire 
and granular terrain. 



 
Manash Malik and Debabrata Das, “Free vibration analysis of rotating nano-beams for flap-wise, chord-wise 
and axial modes based on Eringen's nonlocal theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 179, 
Article 105655, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105655 
ABSTRACT: A mathematical model based on Eringen's nonlocal elasticity theory is presented to analyze free 
vibration behavior of rotating nano-beams. The model is capable of studying the flap-wise and chord-wise 
vibrations as well as the axial vibration of rotating nano-beams. The model is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam 
theory, and incorporates spin-softening and Coriolis effects. Hamilton's principle is employed to derived the 
governing equations involving virtual displacements, and Ritz method is followed to discretize the governing 
equations. The governing equations are transformed to an eigenvalue problem in state-space. The stable 
solutions in frequency domain are indentified by appropriately examining the nature of the complex 
eigenvalues. The model is validated through some reduced problems available in the literature. The non-
dimensional speed-frequency behaviors are presented and discussed for different normalized nonlocal 
parameters, hub parameters and section aspect ratios. The spin-softening and Coriolis effects are individually 
illustrated and discussed. The present advanced model for rotating nano-beams is reported for the first time. The 
present study would help in understanding the dynamics of rotating nano-beams in a comprehensive manner. 
 
John Magliaro and William Altenhof, “Energy absorption mechanisms and capabilities for magnesium 
extrusions under impact”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 179, Article 105667, 1 August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105667 
ABSTRACT: There is significant interest in replacing conventional materials with novel, lightweight 
alternatives. Magnesium alloys are favorable candidates since magnesium is the lightest structural metal 
available. The impetus of this investigation was to examine the mechanical performance for AM30 magnesium 
extrusions subjected to quasi-static and dynamic progressive crushing and axial cutting with impact velocities 
up to 18 m/s investigated. These magnitudes replicated high speed, transportation-related impacts in a range 
where experimental data is crucial but absent from the literature. The collected data was compared in terms of 
total energy absorption, force efficiency and overall deformation stability to assess the feasibility of this novel 
material as a potential substitute for vehicular safety systems which are traditionally composed of steel. Axial 
cutting was generally outperformed in terms of energy absorption capacity when compared to crushing, except 
for the case of 10-bladed cutting. However, the degree of fracture observed and corresponding lack of stability 
under crushing was unacceptable for a safety system while every cutting test proceeded with a highly 
repeatable, near-constant force response which successfully mitigated fracture. The average cutting force 
efficiency was approximately 85%, compared to 30% for the progressively crushed specimens. A fully 
analytical model to predict the complete force-displacement response under a cutting deformation mode was 
derived and validated, based upon experimental observations, with an average error of 4% for a series of 
geometries, alloys, loading rates and cutting tools. Additionally, this revised model possesses a stronger 
theoretical basis than the original by considering the influence of strain energy release rate per unit area (J-
integral) and a brittle cutting membrane rather than empirical correction factors. The influence of mechanical 
leverage on the axial cutting force, by radial clamping of the flared sidewalls, was also considered in the revised 
analytical model and validated for an expanded parametric scope. 
 
A.R. Askarian, M.R. Permoon and M. Shakouri, “Vibration analysis of pipes conveying fluid resting on a 
fractional Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic foundation with general boundary conditions”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 179, Article 105702, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105702 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the stability of pipes conveying fluid with viscoelastic fractional foundation is 
investigated. The pipe is fixed at the beginning while the pipe end is constrained with two lateral and rotational 
springs. The fluid flow effect is modeled as a lateral distributed force, containing the fluid inertia, Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces. The pipe is modeled using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and a fractional Kelvin-Voigt 
model is employed to describe the viscoelastic foundation. The equation of motion is derived using the 
extended Hamilton’s principle. Presenting the derived equation in Laplace domain and applying the Galerkin 
method, a set of algebraic equations is extracted. Calculating the determinant of the coefficients of the extracted 
algebraic equations results in the stability margin of the pipe. Some run is done and effects of some physical 



parameters such as stiffness and damping of fractional viscoelastic foundation, fractional order parameter and 
the end lateral and rotational stiffness of end springs on the stability boundary of the pipe are considered and 
some conclusions are drawn. 
 
Sansit Patnaik, Sai Sidhardh and Fabio Semperlotti, “Geometrically nonlinear analysis of nonlocal plates using 
fractional calculus”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 179, Article 105710, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105710 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the analytical formulation and the finite element solution of a geometrically 
nonlinear and nonlocal plate modeled via fractional-order mathematics. The finite nonlocal strains are obtained 
from a frame-invariant and thermodynamically consistent fractional-order continuum formulation. The 
fractional-order continuum model is used to capture softening nonlocal response via both Mindlin and 
Kirchhoff formulations. The governing equations and the corresponding boundary conditions of the 
geometrically nonlinear and nonlocal plates are obtained using variational principles. Further, a 2D nonlinear 
finite element model for the solution of this class of fractional-order systems is developed. The fractional finite 
element model is used to study the geometrically nonlinear response of nonlocal plates subject to various 
loading and boundary conditions. It is established that irrespective of the nature of boundary conditions, the 
fractional-order nonlocality leads to a reduction in the plate’s stiffness thereby increasing the magnitude of the 
transverse displacements. More specifically, the nonlocal plate model based on fractional-order strain-
displacement relations is free from boundary effects that lead to mathematical ill-posedness and inaccurate 
predictions typical of classical strain-driven integral approaches to nonlocal elasticity under certain loading and 
boundary conditions. This consistency in the predictions of the fractional-order nonlocal model is a result of the 
well-posed nature of the fractional-order governing equations. 
 
Jonas Weidmann, Alexander Großmann and Christian Mittelstedt, “Laser powder bed fusion manufacturing of 
aluminum honeycomb structures: Theory and testing”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, 
Article 105639, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105639 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the theoretical and experimental assessment of thin-walled hexagonal 
structures manufactured by laser powder bed fusion which is a layerwise powder bed based additive 
manufacturing process. The lightweight potential and mechanical properties of such cellular structures are 
governed by their relative density for which the present literature only gives approximate values. Thus, a 
closed-form analytical solution is given which considers the cell wall overlaps that are neglected by the current 
models. Effective inplane elastic properties, i.e. two moduli of elasticity and two Poisson's ratios, are treated in 
the framework of a new closed-form analytical method that uses a homogenization approach applied to a 
representative volume element and is based on Timoshenko's beam theory by using the principle of the 
minimum of total complimentary elastic potential in conjunction with Castigliano's 2nd theorem. The general 
manufacturability of such cellular structures by laser powder bed fusion is investigated by establishing overhang 
restrictions and by manufacturing trial specimens for the assessment of maximum cell sizes and orientations in 
the build space of a laser powder bed fusion system. Extensive parameter studies are performed concerning the 
influence of laser power, scan speed and hatch distance on the resultant hexagon geometries, the surface quality, 
the occurrence of imperfections and the general limits of manufacturability which enables the targeted 
manufacturing of cellular structures with clearly defined properties. The resultant material density is determined 
by Archimedean density measurements, and the study of micrographs reveals degrees of porosity and the 
quality of the individual melt tracks. The closed-form analytical method for the determination of the effective 
elastic properties is finally validated by performing compression tests on selected specimens. 
 
Chenhui Ren, Qing Li and Deqing Yang, “Quasi-static and sound insulation performance of a multifunctional 
cylindrical cellular shell with bidirectional negative-stiffness metamaterial cores”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, Article 105662, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105662 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel type of cylindrical cellular shell with bidirectional negative stiffness 
(NS) metamaterial cores. The unit cell is composed of a trapezoidal frame and four cosine-shaped curved walls, 
therefore showing NS effect in both the circumferential and radial directions. Numerical analyses are conducted 



to investigate the mechanical properties, including the quasi-static behavior under radial compression and the 
sound transmission loss (STL) performance under an outward radiation wave within a wide frequency range. 
The acoustic performance is compared with those of cylindrical shells with annular hexagonal and re-entrant 
honeycomb cores. The NS-core and honeycomb-core cylindrical cellular shells are with the same outline 
dimensions and overall weight. Parametric studies of the STL on the thicknesses of the curved cell walls and the 
weight of mass inclusions are performed, followed by optimizations with the purpose of maximal averaged STL 
in two specified frequency ranges. It was found that the NS-core cylindrical shell yielded much higher STL than 
those honeycomb-core cylindrical shells for frequencies larger than about 200 Hz. Furthermore, the averaged 
STLs of the optimized designs increased by 123.7% and 39.5% for the two ranges, respectively. The results 
indicate that the proposed shell is not only able to endure large strain due to elastic instability, but also isolates 
sound waves under the very small sound-induced deformation. This design provides an alternative to the 
conventional core types in cellular structures by showing abundant designability and desirable structural and 
vibro-acoustic characteristics. 
 
Hadi Babaei and M. Reza Eslami, “Size-dependent vibrations of thermally pre/post-buckled FG porous micro-
tubes based on modified couple stress theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, Article 
105694, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105694 
ABSTRACT: Based on the modified couple stress theory, an analytical approach is presented to study 
vibrations of thermally pre/post-buckled functionally graded (FG) tubes. The case of simply supported FG 
micro-tubes with uniform distributed porosity surrounded by nonlinear elastic medium in uniform temperature 
field is analyzed. Thermomechanical properties are functionally graded across the radius of cross-section of the 
tube by means of a power law function. The traction free boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces of 
the structure are satisfied. Basic formulations are constructed using the higher-order shear deformation tube 
theory and the von Kármán type of nonlinear strain-displacement relationships. The governing equations of 
motion are derived using the Hamilton principle. The dimensionless equations of motion are solved analytically 
by employing the two-step perturbation technique and the Galerkin procedure. An explicit closed-form solution 
is obtained to analyze the size-dependent linear and nonlinear free vibrations of micro-tubes in thermal 
environment. The numerical results are verified by comparison with the existing data in literature for tubes 
without couple stress effect. Novel numerical results are revealed in the parametric studies to show the large 
amplitude vibration responses of thermally pre/post-buckled FG porous micro-tubes. The effects of 
microstructural length scale parameter, functionally graded patterns, porosity distribution parameter, nonlinear 
elastic foundation, temperature dependence, and geometrical properties of the structure are investigated. 
 
Ehsan Arshid, Saeed Amir and Abbas Loghman, “Static and dynamic analyses of FG-GNPs reinforced porous 
nanocomposite annular micro-plates based on MSGT”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, 
Article 105656, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105656 
ABSTRACT: The metal foams are widely used in different areas of technologies due to their both, low specific 
weight and good stiffness. Adding nanofillers as reinforcement to metal foams makes them stiffer while keeping 
their lightweight. Graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) are recently known as the best nanofillers due to their exciting 
features such as high Young's modulus and extremely high thermal conductivity. In the present article, bending, 
buckling, and free vibration analyses of micro-scaled functionally graded GNPs reinforced porous 
nanocomposite annular plate located on the bi-parameter elastic foundation exposed to hygro-thermo-
mechanical loads are carried out. The GNPs reinforcement and also porous matrix properties are functionally 
graded along with the plate's thickness based on overall sixteen combination patterns. The Gaussian random 
field (GRF) scheme for closed-cell cellular solids is considered for the porous matrix properties, and the 
effective properties of the porous nanocomposite micro plate are determined via Halpin–Tsai and extended rule 
of mixture (ERM) micromechanics models. The modified strain gradient theory (MSGT) suggesting three 
material length-scale parameters is employed to cope with the size effect, and the shear deformation effects are 
taken into account using the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The governing differential equations 
are derived using energy method and variational approach. The normalized, discretized equations are then 
solved using the generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) scheme for various boundary conditions. The 
reliability of the results is ensured by comparing with the previously published ones in the literature for simpler 
cases. The influence of the prominent parameters on the results is considered. 



 
Nam V. Nguyen, Lieu B. Nguyen, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Jaehong Lee, “Analysis and active control of 
geometrically nonlinear responses of smart FG porous plates with graphene nanoplatelets reinforcement based 
on Bézier extraction of NURBS”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, Article 105692, 15 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105692 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose an effective computational approach to analyze and active control of 
geometrically nonlinear responses of functionally graded (FG) porous plates with graphene nanoplatelets 
(GPLs) reinforcement integrated with piezoelectric layers. The key concept behind this work is to utilize 
isogeometric analysis (IGA) based on Bézier extraction technique and C0-type higher-order shear deformation 
theory (C0-HSDT). By applying Bézier extraction, the original Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) 
control meshes can be transformed into Bézier elements which allow us to inherit the standard numerical 
procedure like the standard finite element method (FEM). In this scenario, the approximation of mechanical 
displacement field is calculated via C0-HSDT whilst the electric potential field is considered as a linear function 
across the thickness of each piezoelectric sublayer. The FG plate includes internal pores and GPLs dispersed 
into metal matrix either uniformly or non-uniformly along plate’s thickness. To control responses of structures, 
the top and bottom surfaces of FG plate are firmly bonded with piezoelectric layers which are considered as 
sensor and actuator layers. The geometrically nonlinear equations are solved by Newton-Raphson iterative 
procedure and Newmark’s integration. The influence of porosity coefficient, weight fraction of GPLs as well as 
external electrical voltage on the geometrically nonlinear behaviors of plate structures with various distributions 
of porosity and GPLs are thoroughly investigated. A constant displacement and velocity feedback control 
approaches are then adopted to actively control geometrically nonlinear static and dynamic responses, where 
structural damping effect is taken into account, based on a closed-loop control with sensor and actuator layers. 
 
Agyapal Singh and Poonam Kumari, “Three-Dimensional free vibration analysis of composite FGM rectangular 
plates with in-plane heterogeneity: An EKM solution”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, 
Article 105711, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105711 
ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional elasticity based approximate analytical solution is proposed for free 
vibration analysis of composite functionally graded Levy-type rectangular plates having an in-plane gradation 
of material properties. The density and elastic properties of the composite plates are considered to vary linearly 
along the x-direction. Modified Hamilton’s principle has been applied to derive the weak-form of governing 
equations in which all stresses and displacements consider as primary variables to ensure the exact point-wise 
satisfaction of all interlaminar continuity and edge support conditions. The extended Kantorovich method, in 
conjunction with the Fourier series and power series approach, has been used to obtain the approximate solution 
in analytical form. New benchmark numerical results are presented for a single-layered and multi-layered in-
plane functionally graded rectangular plates. The influence of the in-plane heterogeneity, thickness ratio, and 
support conditions on the flexural frequencies and mode shapes of the plate are presented in detail. The present 
study shows that the free vibration response of the rectangular plate is affected significantly by the in-plane 
gradation of material properties, but the extent of influence largely depends on edge support conditions of the 
plate as well as on configuration. The present benchmark solution can be used to validate other 3D numerical 
approaches and two-dimensional (2D) plate theories. 
 
Ning An, Meie Li and Jinxiong Zhou, “Modeling SMA-enabled soft deployable structures for kirigami/origami 
reflectors”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, Article 105753, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105753 
ABSTRACT: The synergic combination of smart soft composites with kirigami/origami principles leads to self-
deployable systems. To date, the development of soft deployable structures has largely been an empirical 
process. Focusing on the recently developed shape memory alloy (SMA)-based soft deployable structures, this 
paper describes an analytical model and a finite element (FE) numerical scheme to investigate deformation and 
deployment performance of this system. The study provides insights into the working principles of these soft 
deployable structures by understanding how the system deforms as a function of the SMA recovery strain for a 
number of geometrical parameters. The FE method was further used to simulate the fabrication and deployment 
process of three types of kirigami/origami reflectors. The realization of a two-step scheme, i.e., predeformation 



of the deployable frame and then the concurrent deformation of both frame and kirigami/origami films, is 
detailed herein. This makes our simulation capable of capturing the features of SMA-based soft deployable 
structures observed in experiments, and also renders the prediction versatile and manufacturing-oriented. We 
expect the work would enhance the understanding of soft deployable structures, and may open the door for 
design and fabrication of soft robotics and machines. 
 
Ali Ghasemi, Mahmoud Shakeri and Seyed Ali Sadough Vanini, “A multi-objective optimization of energy 
absorption properties of thin-walled circular tube with combined bar extrusion under quasi-static axial loading: 
Experiments and numerical simulation”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 180, Article 
105691, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105691 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled tubes are one of the most popular impact absorbers. Recently, some methods have 
been proposed to improve crush performance parameters of the thin-walled tube such as filling by foam, 
modifying geometry etc. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. It is still a challenge for 
crashworthy designers to design an efficient energy-absorbing system which has all the necessary requirements. 
Therefore, the present paper aims to introduce a new design technique which is a combination of bar extrusion 
and thin-walled circular tube. The crushing behavior of the new proposed energy absorber was studied both 
experimentally and numerically. Finite element models were developed to estimate the force-displacement 
curve and the folding shapes of the tube. The numerically predicted load-displacement curve and the calculated 
crush performance parameters were verified using experimental measurements. Moreover, a parametric study 
was performed to investigate the effects of different parameters on the proposed energy absorber response. 
According to the results, the percentage increases in energy absorption (Ea) capacity and specific energy 
absorption (SEA) for the proposed energy absorber were 39.02% and 14.37% respectively compared to the thin-
walled tube. In order to determine the optimized geometric parameters of the proposed energy absorber, a multi-
objective optimization technique was implemented. Based on the response surface methodology (RSM), Ea and 
SEA increased 245.5% and 246.3% for the optimum proposed energy absorber. The predictive models for Ea 
and SEA were obtained by polynomial equations. 
 
Xintao Huo, Hao Liu, Quantian Luo, Guangyong Sun and Qing Li, “On low-velocity impact response of foam-
core sandwich panels”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 181, Article 105681, 1 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105681 
ABSTRACT: This study aimed to investigate low-velocity impact responses and crashworthiness of different 
aluminum foam-core sandwich structures. Several drop-weight dynamic impact tests were first conducted on 
both sandwich structures and their individual components to explore the mechanism of energy absorption and 
interactive effect between the foam core and facesheets. Different shapes and sizes of impactors were used in 
the experiments. The full-field deflection distribution was acquired by a 3D optical scanner to assess the failure 
patterns. A full-scale finite element model was then created to simulate the low-velocity impacting response of 
the foam-core sandwich panels. After the finite element model was validated against the experimental results, it 
was used to further explore the crash behavior of multi-layered sandwiches. It was found that multi-layer 
sandwich structure had much better performance in the crush force efficiency than those with single-layer foam 
core. Based upon the energy principle, an energy-based analytical model was also derived to estimate the initial 
peak load. It was demonstrated that the analytical predictions were in good agreement with the experimental 
and numerical results. The presented experimental, numerical and analytical studies are anticipated to provide 
systematic understanding and new knowledge for design of multilayer sandwich configurations aiming at more 
desirable impact resistance and better lightweight characteristics. 
 
Jiawei Fu, Wenwei Xie, Jiming Zhou and Lehua Qi, “A method for the simultaneous identification of 
anisotropic yield and hardening constitutive parameters for sheet metal forming”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 181, Article 105756, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105756 
ABSTRACT: Sheet metal forming processes and their simulations often require knowledge of both anisotropic 
yield and hardening constitutive parameters. The identification of these properties, however, involves a large 
number of homogeneous tests as well as various expensive testing machines. In this paper, a novel method is 



proposed to enable a simultaneous identification of the multiple anisotropic yield and hardening constitutive 
parameters from a single test and using the simplest uniaxial testing machine, which significantly simplifies the 
conventional complex constitutive identification procedures. In particular, the test configuration is elaborately 
designed to exhibit both heterogeneous stress states and insignificant buckling under compressive loadings 
based on the plate buckling theory. The virtual fields method is adopted as the inverse problem solution for the 
selected anisotropic yield and hardening laws, namely, Hill1948 and the nonlinear kinematic hardening models. 
The proposed identification scheme is first validated through the simulated full-field strain and load data of the 
designed bridge-like test configuration. Its identification sensitivity is analyzed with respect to the influences of 
measurement noise, type and combination of virtual fields. The results show that using the designed test 
configuration it is possible to identify all the target anisotropic parameters from a single test despite a noticeable 
level of error. This however can be markedly improved by combining the two tests performed in the rolling and 
transverse directions, and with the multiple virtual fields constraints, from which accurate and robust 
identification results are obtained for the selected models. The validity of this method is then illustrated 
experimentally with the application on the wrought magnesium alloy AZ31B sheet specimens. Finally, potential 
improvements and applications of this method are suggested. 
 
M. Tavares, J.M. Weigand, L.C.M. Vieira, S.J.C. Almeida and S. Szyniszewski, “Mechanical behavior of steel 
and aluminum foams at elevated temperatures. Local buckling based approach toward understanding of the 
material system behavior”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 181, Article 105754, 1 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105754 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this study is to understand and quantify the thermo-mechanical behavior of 
hollow sphere (HS) steel and powder metallurgy (PM) aluminum foams over a broad range of elevated 
temperatures. The behavior of both the HS steel and PM aluminum foam is tested under compressive loading at 
ambient temperature (24 ∘C) and elevated temperatures of 100 ∘C, 150 ∘C, 200 ∘C, 300 ∘C, 400 ∘C, 550 ∘C and 
700 ∘C, and results for the two foams are compared by their rates of degradation in mechanical properties. To 
link the cell geometry and base metal properties with the global mechanical performance, the experimental 
work is underpinned by a computational micro-model, consisting of an assembly of hollow spheres. The 
computational model shows that plastic buckling of cells with progressive plasticity of the contact area is the 
key local failure mechanism. As expected, due to the plastic buckling of the unit cells, thermal degradations of 
the tested metallic foams follow similar trends as does the yield stress of their bulk metals. The HS steel foam 
exhibits only minor elevated-temperature-induced degradation in stiffness and strength at or below 400 ∘C, 
while still maintaining 69% of its compressive strength at 550 ∘C. Comparatively, the PM aluminum foam 
begins degrading at an elevated temperature of only 150 ∘C. Interestingly, the HS steel foam oxidized between 
300 ∘C and 400 ∘C, resulting in corresponding increases in the quasi-elastic modulus of elasticity. Future work 
might explore how to take advantage of oxidation reactions at the surfaces of the cells in the design of 
components using HS steel foams. Our computational study also revealed a possible new regime of cellular 
structures made up of ultra-thin-walled spherical cells that are predicted to fall within the elastic buckling 
regime at the local level. Thus, their deformations would be reversible even under high strains and their thermal 
behavior would be only controlled by thermal deterioration in the elastic constants, rather than plasticity 
parameters such as the yield stress. 
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Long Bai, Cheng Gong, Xiaohong Chen, Yuanxi Sun, Limming Xin, Huayan Pu, Yan Peng and Jun Luo, 
“Mechanical properties and energy absorption capabilities of functionally graded lattice structures: Experiments 
and simulations”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 182, Article 105735, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105735 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded lattice structures are characterized with their varied structures and 
mechanical properties, which leads to better mechanical performance comparing to the uniform structures. In 
this paper, a series of cells with different densities and configurations were formed by changing the 
unidirectional size of a uniform lattice cell, and then assembled into a size-graded (SG) lattice structure with 
varied densities and topological configurations. Experimental samples were manufactured from PA2200 by 
selective laser sintering (SLS) and then tested by a quasi-static compression experiment. Based on the 
experiment and numerical simulation results, the compression responses and the influence of its graded 
orientation on the structure performance were investigated. The results show that the SG structure is connected 
stably and owns the merits of high modules and strong strength under small strain, and characteristics of 
performance enhanced layer-by-layer under large strain. Therefore, it has better support performance under 
small strain and superior energy absorption ability under large strain compared with other structures, which 
indicate its feasibility of being applied in protective devices with impact resistance properties. 
 
Zhen Li, Rui Zhong, Qingshan Wang, Bin Qin and Hailiang Yu, “The thermal vibration characteristics of the 
functionally graded porous stepped cylindrical shell by using characteristic orthogonal polynomials”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 182, Article 105779, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105779 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a general approach for dealing with the thermal vibration characteristics of 
functionally graded porous stepped cylindrical shell (FGP-SCS) by employing characteristic orthogonal 
polynomials. The thermal vibration characteristics including free vibration, steady-state and transient response 
are investigated in detail. The governing equations are derived by Rayleigh-Ritz method and the displacement 
admissible functions are denoted by using characteristic orthogonal polynomials. The FGP-SCS is divided into 
N segments with different thickness and the coupling of adjacent segment is realized by connecting springs. The 
boundary conditions of FGP-SCS can be determined easily by selecting the proper stiffness values of boundary 
springs and the boundary conditions including classical and elastic boundary conditions. Three temperature 
distributions including uniform, linear and nonlinear distributions and two porosity distributions including even 
and uneven porosity distributions are taken into account. Meantime, the influences of some key parameters 
including power law index, porosity volume fraction, temperature change, geometric structure on the thermal 
vibration behaviors of FGP-SCS are investigated in detail. 
 
Bo Wang, Haohao Bi, Huajiang Ouyang, Yan Wang and Zichen Deng, “Dynamic behaviour of piezoelectric 
nanoribbons with wavy configurations on an elastomeric substrate”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 182, Article 105787, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105787 
ABSTRACT: To meet the great needs for high-performance of piezoelectric nano-scaled structures, the study of 
their dynamic behaviour is essential in the design of stable and controllable nano-devices, such as energy 
harvesters, actuators and so on. Brittle wrinkled thin nanoribbons of lead zirconate titanate (Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3, 
abbreviated as PZT) bound to an elastomeric substrate form a wavy configuration, whose amplitude and 
wavelength can be designed to accommodate different deformation ranges that would suit real operating 
environments, including vibration. In this paper, the PZT nanoribbon is modelled as an elastic nonlinear beam 
with von Karman approximation, and the elastomeric substrate is modelled as a semi-infinite linear elastic 



medium. Electrical-mechanical coupling is considered in the constitutive relation of the PZT nanoribbon. By 
utilizing the extended Lagrangian principle, the equation of motion of the PZT nanoribbon-substrate structure 
with damping, which can more accurately characterise the electromechanical dynamic behaviour of the 
structure, is derived. To evaluate the dynamic performance of the partly buckled structure, the symplectic 
Runge–Kutta method (SRK), which has been developed to solve linear damped ordinary differential equations, 
is adopted to solve the corresponding equations. Bifurcation diagrams are depicted, and the effects of the 
applied voltage and pre-strain to the elastomeric substrate on the static bifurcation are analysed, indicating that 
the pre-strain can easily induce surface wrinkling and the applied voltage can be used to more precisely control 
surface wrinkling. Moreover, the effect of damping on the dynamic behaviour is discussed through the results of 
time histories and phase portraits for different values of the applied voltage and pre-strain, confirming that as 
time progresses, the motion gradually vanishes around the static buckling amplitude. The conclusions of this 
study are useful for the wavy-design strategy of the PZT nanostructure-based stretchable electronics devices, 
and for the prediction and passive control of the dynamic behaviour of these devices. 
 
Yufeng Xing and Zekun Wang, “An extended separation-of-variable method for the free vibration of 
orthotropic rectangular thin plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 182, Article 105739, 15 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105739 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a method to solve for closed-form analytical solutions of the free vibration 
problems of orthotropic rectangular thin plates with arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions. This proposed 
method is called the extended separation-of-variable method, in which the mode functions are in a separation-
of-variable form, and the frequencies in two spatial directions are mathematically independent of each other. 
The closed-form analytical eigensolutions satisfy the Rayleigh's principle exactly. Unlike the extended 
Kantorovich–-Krylov method, the proposed method solves all eigenvalue equations of two directions 
simultaneously, not iteratively. Numerical experiments validate the proposed method. More importantly, the 
proposed method is applicable to any eigenvalue problems of plates, shells, three-dimensional plates and cubes. 
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Vuong Nguyen Van Do and Chin-Hyung Lee, “Bézier extraction based isogeometric analysis for bending and 
free vibration behavior of multilayered functionally graded composite cylindrical panels reinforced with 
graphene platelets”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 183, Article 105744, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105744 
ABSTRACT: This study attempts to explore the bending and free vibration response of GPL (graphene platelet) 
reinforced composite cylindrical panels by using Bézier extraction based IGA (isogeometric analysis) in 
combination with first-order shear deformation shell theory. The cylindrical panel is composed of a finite 
number of layers in which the GPL concentration has stepped variation across the thickness to construct 
layerwise FG (functionally graded) structure. The dispersion patterns of GPLs have three FG forms such as FG-
O, FG-X and FG-A distributions. Uniform arrangement of GPLs is also considered for comparison. The 
effective elastic modulus of the nanocompoiste cylindrical panel is determined from the Halpin-Tsai model, 
whilst the mass density and Poisson's ratio are estimated by the modified rule of mixture. The governing 
equations for the static and dynamic problems are derived, and Bézier extraction based isogeometric 
formulation is made to get the central deflections and natural frequencies of the multilayered FG GPL 
strengthened cylindrical panels. The validity of the present isogeometric approach incorporated with first-order 
shear deformation shell theory is first evidenced, followed by the illustrative parametric studies to further 
investigate the static and dynamic behavior of the nanocomposite cylindrical panels with various reinforcement 
schemes. 
 
Lu Dai, Yue Chen, Yuxing Wang and Yuansheng Lin, “Experimental and numerical analysis on vibration of 
plate with multiple cutouts based on primitive cell plate with double cutouts”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 183, Article 105758, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105758 
ABSTRACT: An efficient analytical solution is presented in this paper to model the bending vibration of plates 
with any numbers of cutouts and under arbitrary boundary conditions. Especially we study the efficiency of the 



model while explore the influence of increasing number of cutouts and increasing area of cutouts on the 
eigenpairs of the plate. In the first step, the model of the plate with cutouts is decomposed into certain amount 
of primitive cells with double cutouts and solved based on the Chebyshev-Lagrangian method. The two 
advantages of this modeling method lie in offering a flexible assemble strategy of primitive cell plates to form 
plate in various shapes and with arbitrary numbers of cutouts while bringing substantial convenience in 
calculation owing to the uniformly expanded double Chebyshev series terms for the displacement of each 
primitive cell plate. Secondly, the experimental and numerical validations are performed and consequent 
efficiency and convergence analysis is discussed. The results show that the current model presents potential 
robust in computation efficiency. At last, the influence of several key parameters on eigenpairs of plate with 
cutouts is investigated, including the boundary restraint of the plate, the number of cutouts and the size of 
cutouts. 
 
Yuan Chen, Xinying Cheng, Kunkun Fu and Lin Ye, “Failure characteristics and multi-objective optimisation 
of CF/EP composite sandwich panels under edgewise crushing”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 
Vol. 183, Article 105829, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105829 
ABSTRACT: In this study we design an optimal composite structure for the reinforcement of vehicle 
components with enhanced energy absorption but reduced weight, based on the evaluation of damage responses 
and failure modes of composite sandwich panels under edgewise crushing. A numerical model for compressive 
crushing of the CF/EP composite sandwich panels is then built and validated experimentally. The results 
demonstrate complete buckling and progressive failure-to-buckling mode of the panels without and with a 
bevel, respectively. Considering both the bevel angle and effective height, a failure mode map associated with 
the energy-absorption assessments is established. The panels in sustained progressive failure exhibit remarkably 
greater specific energy absorption (SEA) than those in buckling failure. A multi-objective optimisation is then 
conducted using an optimal surrogate modelling technique to ameliorate energy-absorption capability and light-
weight efficiency, with the bevel angle and effective height as variables. The resulting optimal panel with the 
bevel angle of 36.5° and effective height of 27 mm is obtained and is validated experimentally, showing 
sustained progressive crushing with the favourable SEA of about 50 kJ/kg. A comparative study proves the 
advantages of the designed CF/EP composite sandwich structures in terms of energy absorption as compared to 
other composite (sandwich) structures under edgewise crushing. 
 
Yin Yu and Hui-Shen Shen, “A comparison of nonlinear vibration and bending of hybrid CNTRC/metal 
laminated plates with positive and negative Poisson's ratios”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 
183, Article 105790, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105790 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a study on the large amplitude vibration and nonlinear bending behaviors of 
hybrid laminated plates made of carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (CNTRC) layers bonded with metal 
layer on the top surface. The hybrid CNTRC/metal laminated plates with out-of-plane negative Poisson's ratio 
(NPR) are proposed. The effective material properties of CNTRC layer are graded in the thickness direction in a 
piece-wise pattern. The material properties of both CNTRC layer and metal layer are temperature dependent. 
The plates are placed on an elastic foundation and in thermal environments. The Reddy's third order shear 
deformation plate theory is utilized to establish the motion equations of the hybrid CNTRC/metal laminated 
plate. These equations include the geometric nonlinearity in the von Kármán sense, the thermal effects and the 
plate-foundation interaction. By employing a two-step perturbation approach the nonlinear vibration and 
bending solutions are obtained. A comparison of nonlinear responses of hybrid CNTRC/metal laminated plates 
with positive and negative Poisson's ratios under different thermal environmental conditions is carried out and 
discussed in details. 
 
Qingshan Wang, Fei Xie, Tao Liu, Bin Qin and Hailiang Yu, “Free vibration analysis of moderately thick 
composite materials arbitrary triangular plates under multi-points support boundary conditions”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 184, Article 105789, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105789 
ABSTRACT: In this research, free vibration characteristics of moderately thick composite materials arbitrary 
triangular plates under multi-points support boundary conditions are analyzed by an improved Fourier series 
method. After constructing the model, the triangular region is mapped to the unit square region. The boundary 



conditions are simulated by five types of artificial virtual springs. In the study, in order to remove the jump or 
disconnect phenomenon on the boundary, all allowable displacement functions are expressed by the improved 
Fourier series. Combined with the chain derivative rule, energy equations are established based on the first-
order shear deformation theory. Finally, the Rayleigh-Ritz technique is adopted to solve unknown coefficients. 
The most innovative point of the paper is to pay attention to the special multi-points support boundary 
conditions and combine it with the coordinate transformation of any shape triangle. The purpose of this study is 
to simulate actual engineering structures more accurately by studying the free vibration of triangular structure 
under multi-points support. It is proved that the method has higher accuracy by comparing with the finite elemet 
method. This method can conveniently receive the free vibration characteristics of moderately thick composite 
materials arbitrary triangular plates under the multi-points support boundary conditions. In addition, according 
to the parametric study, geometrical parameters, material properties and external boundary conditions of the 
structure can all affect its free vibration characteristics, which can be used as a reference for the research in this 
field. 
 
Van-Tuong Bui, Viet-Hung Truong, Minh-Chien Trinh and Seung-Eock Kim, “Fully nonlinear analysis of 
steel-concrete composite girder with web local buckling effects”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 
Vol. 184, Article 105729, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105729 
ABSTRACT: A reliable and advanced program for nonlinear inelastic analyses of steel girders and steel-
concrete composite girders subjected to flexural loadings has been developed in the current article. Effects of 
geometric nonlinearities, material nonlinearities, and residual stresses on flexural behaviors of different steel 
girders and steel-concrete composite girders have been thoroughly investigated. The concrete slab and steel I-
beam cross-sections are discretized into fiber elements to formulate an equivalent effective cross-section. The 
P − δ effect of beam-column elements is investigated by using stability functions, wherein the plasticity 
spreading phenomena in the element cross-section are captured at different integration points along the 
longitudinal direction of the element based on constitutive relations in each fiber. The local buckling 
phenomenon that possibly occurs in web plates of noncompact composite sections has been considered by 
considering its effective width formulas for the first time. The generalized displacement control method is 
applied to solve nonlinear equilibrium equations. The proposed program validated by experimental results 
shows its accuracies in capturing the structure behaviors and its efficiencies in computing time compared with 
finite element analyses performed in ABAQUS. Different parametric studies are conducted yielding notable 
observations. The proposed program might be used as an efficient tool in practical advanced analyses and 
designs of steel girders and steel-concrete composite girders with high nonlinearities and complexity. 
 
Cong Gao, Dunant Halim and Xiaosu Yi, “Study of bandgap property of a bilayer membrane-type metamaterial 
applied on a thin plate”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 184, Article 105708, 15 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105708 
ABSTRACT: This work is aimed to study the bandgap property of a thin plate structure with periodically 
attached bilayer membrane-type resonators. An analytical method based on the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) 
method combined with the Rayleigh method, is proposed to predict the bandgap property of bilayer membrane-
type metamaterials. The accuracy of the proposed method is verified by the finite element analysis, and a 
parametric analysis is conducted to reveal the effect of parameters on the bandgap performance. It is found that 
such a metamaterial can generate two separated bandgaps through the contribution of its two layers of 
membranes. It is observed that the increase of membrane tensile stress or the magnitude of attached mass can 
lead to the broadening of bandgaps, whilst the change of unit cell's periodicity has the opposite effect. In 
addition, if compared with the corresponding single layer membrane-type metamaterials, it is shown that the 
bilayer membrane-type's first bandgap is suppressed while the second one is extended. However, by applying 
proper membrane tensile stress and mass magnitude, the suppression of the first bandgap can be weakened 
whilst allowing the tuning of the bandgap location. These characteristics reveal the benefits of using bilayer 
membrane-type metamaterial as it possesses higher agility in bandgap tuning. The proposed method can provide 
an effective tool for the bilayer membrane-type metamaterial design and optimisation. 



 
Bo Zhang, Heng Li, Liulin Kong, Huoming Shen and Xu Zhang, “Coupling effects of surface energy, strain 
gradient, and inertia gradient on the vibration behavior of small-scale beams”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 184, Article 105834, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105834 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops three surface energy-enriched gradient elastic beam models, respectively, in 
the contexts of Euler-Bernoulli, Timoshenko, and Levinson-Brickford-Reddy kinematic hypotheses to 
investigate the coupling effects of surface energy, strain gradient, and inertia gradient on the vibration behavior 
of small-scale beams. Modified strain-inertia gradient elasticity theory and Gurtin-Murdoch surface elasticity 
theory are combined to capture three types of small-scale effects. The equations of motion and consistent 
boundary conditions are derived by using the Euler-Lagrange variational principle. To analyze the general free 
vibration problems of three non-classical beam models, we construct the related differential quadrature finite 
elements according to two kinds of differential quadrature-based geometric mapping schemes. The efficacy of 
our theoretical models and numerical solution methods is established by comparing the degenerated results with 
the reported ones. Finally, we apply the newly developed models to investigate the size-dependent behavior of 
freely vibrating small-scale beams. It is revealed that the coupling effects of three physical factors can result in 
not only the stiffening or softening characteristic of vibration frequencies but also the significant change in the 
vibration mode shapes. Besides, the introduction of the strain gradient effect may induce a boundary layer for 
small-scale beams with at least one end clamped. 
 
Zbigniew Kolakowski, Tomasz Kubiak, Monika Zaczynska and Filip Kazmierczyk, “Global-distortional 
buckling mode influence on post-buckling behaviour of lip-channel beams”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 184, Article 105723, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105723 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with nonlinear buckling analysis of thin-walled lip-channel section beams 
subjected to pure bending. The short and medium length beams made of steel and laminates have been 
considered. The special attention has been paid on interactive buckling with local, primary and secondary 
global-distortional modes. The influence of different buckling modes as an initial geometrical imperfection on 
postbuckling behaviour have been analysed. The semi-analytical method (SAM) has been employed. 
Additionally, a new FEM model was developed to verifying results obtained from SAM. This validation was 
helpful to find the range of application of SAM. 
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Qiang Tao, Changguo Wang, Ke Wang, Zhimin Xie and Huifeng Tan, “Mixed-mode bending of a smart 
reconfigurable lattice structure with bi-directional corrugated core”, International Journal of Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105848, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105848 
ABSTRACT: High load-bearing, high storage ratio, and lightweight structures hold great trends in the field of 
large-scale deployable space structures. In this paper, we present a smart reconfigurable lattice (SRL) structure 
with bi-directional corrugated core to meet the integrated and versatile designs. The three-point bending 
experimental results indicate that the load-bearing efficiency of the 3D SRL structure is 5 times more than that 
of 2D folded lattice structure. The 3D SRL structure performed mixed-mode bending behaviors, including struts 
buckling, debonding, and global bending. Analytical models are also established to predict the failure load of 
the SRL structure, agreeing well with the tested results. The feasibility of this reconfigurable design is verified 
by the folding/unfolding simulations and experiments. Moreover, the effects of geometrical parameters on the 
failure modes and the failure load are discussed. A competitive failure mode between shear-induced failure and 
compression-induced failure is found. The included angle plays a key role in influencing structural failure 
mode. These results clearly illustrate the advantage of the SRL design and provide guidelines for future designs 
of deployable space structures with high load-bearing, high storage ratio, and lightweight. 
 
Shuhui Ren, Guangwei Meng, Fei Cheng and Liming Zhou, “Transient responses of functionally graded 
magneto-electro-elastic structures with holes in thermal environment using stabilized node-based smoothed 
radial point interpolation method”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105870, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105870 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, a stabilized node-based smoothed radial point interpolation method (SNS-
RPIM) is proposed for analysing the behaviour of functionally graded magneto-electro-elastic (FGMEE) 



structures with holes in thermal environment. By introducing the stable item related to the gradient variance of 
field variables, a close-to-exact SNS-RPIM model is constructed, and the temporal instability of traditional 
node-based smoothed radial point interpolation method (NS-RPIM) is cured. Several numerical examples 
validate that SNS-RPIM performs well in efficiency and convergence than finite element method (FEM) and 
NS-RPIM and could solve magneto-electro-thermo-elastic (METE) multi-physics coupling problems more 
accurately. It is also found that the position of the holes has a greater influence on the displacement and 
magnetic potential of the structure and has less influence on the electric potential. This provides a reference for 
the design and application of FGMEE structures with holes working in thermal environment in practical 
engineering. 
 
Benjamin Hirzinger, Christoph Adam and Patrick Salcher, “Dynamic response of a non-classically damped 
beam with general boundary conditions subjected to a moving mass-spring-damper system”, International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105877, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105877 
ABSTRACT: In this paper a semi-analytical approach to efficiently determine the dynamic response of an 
Euler-Bernoulli beam with general boundary conditions crossed by a mass-spring-damper (MSD) system is 
presented. Based on a dynamic substructuring technique (DST), the non-classically damped beam subsystem in 
modal state space representation is coupled with the interacting degrees of freedom of the MSD system by 
applying a generalized corresponding assumption. This assumption implies equal displacements of the beam 
and the MSD system at the contact points. The resulting set of coupled equations of motion in state space has 
time-dependent system matrices. Special attention is paid to the appropriate formulation of the arrival and 
departure conditions of the MSD system on the beam. In an application example, the dynamic response of a 
viscoelastically supported beam with a lumped mass at both ends crossed by a MSD system is analyzed, 
examining the effect of the speed and various parameters of the viscoelastic supports. The comparison of the 
results of the coupled beam-MSD system and a less expensive approach, in which the MSD system is simplified 
by its static axle loads, shows the importance of explicitly considering the interaction between beam and MSD 
system for accurate response prediction. 
 
Qingshan Wang, Fei Xie, Bin Qin, Rui Zhong and Hailiang Yu, “Dynamics and power flow control of irregular 
elastic coupled plate systems: Precise modeling and experimental validation”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105760, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105760 
ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics of irregular elastic coupled plate systems are studied by Chebyshev-
Ritz method in this paper, including dynamics and power flow control. Firstly, the accurate geometric model is 
established, and the coupling conditions and boundary conditions are simulated by artificial virtual springs. In 
order to facilitate integral operations, the irregular integral area is mapped into the regular integral area by a 
special coordinate transformation. Then all energy equations of the coupled system are established according to 
the first order shear deformation theory. The Chebyshev polynomial is used as the allowable displacement 
functions. Finally, the unknown coefficients in the allowable displacement functions are determined by the 
Rayleigh-Ritz technique. On the basis of the free vibration study, the dynamic behavior is studied by applying 
the external load to the system surface, including the forced response, the admittance and the power flow. While 
deriving the method, some modal verification experiments about coupled plate systems are designed. The 
innovation of the study is the establishment of the vibration analysis model of irregular elastic coupled plate 
systems based on the elastic theory, the coordinate transformation criterion and the two-dimensional 
Chebyshev-Ritz principle. The mechanism and control of energy transfers of the coupled plate system are 
studied by the power flow intensity analysis. The numerical results show that both the coupling condition and 
the boundary condition are important parameters in the vibration. This study provides some new insights into 
the vibration characteristics and energy transfer of the irregular elastic coupled plate system. 
 
Zhen Li, Qingshan Wang, Bin Qin, Rui Zhong and Hailiang Yu, “Vibration and acoustic radiation of magneto-
electro-thermo-elastic functionally graded porous plates in the multi-physics fields”, International Journal of 



Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105850, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105850 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a unified model for investigating the vibration and acoustic radiation 
behaviors of magneto-electro-thermo-elastic functionally graded porous plates (METE-FGPPs). The model is 
established by first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) combing with the Voigt model and modified power-
law distribution. For the sake of simplicity, the formulations with regard to the vibration and acoustic radiation 
of METE-FGPPs are deduced by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, and many fields including mechanical, 
magnetic, electrical and thermal fields are taken into account. Meantime, it is worth noting that the penalty 
functions are introduced into this model for satisfying the mechanical and magneto-electric boundaries easily. 
For improving the convergence, accuracy, stability of numerical calculation, the displacement functions of 
METE-FGPPs are expressed by adopting Chebyshev polynomials. Based on the established unified model, the 
investigations of the vibration and acoustic radiation characteristics of METE-FGPPs are realized in the 
following discussion. Firstly, the convergence of the presented method is verified by investigating the 
convergence of truncated number, number of elemental radiator and penalty factor. Secondly, the accuracy, 
stability and versatility of the presented approach is confirmed by comparing with the results of existing 
literatures. Finally, the influence of some key parameters on the vibration and acoustic radiation of METE-
FGPPS are discussed carefully. 
 
Mehmet Dorduncu, “Peridynamic modeling of adhesively bonded beams with modulus graded adhesives using 
refined zigzag theory”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 185, Article 105866, 1 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105866 
ABSTRACT: The present study provides a nonlocal beam model for the stress analysis of beams bonded with 
modulus adhesives using Peridynamic Least Square Minimization (PDLSM) and Refined Zigzag Theory 
(RZT). RZT is highly useful for the efficient and accurate stress analysis of thin and thick load-bearing 
structures. RZT avoids the use of shear correction factors to estimate the transverse shear stresses. PDLSM 
introduces the local derivatives in terms of their nonlocal forms. The PDLSM is applicable for the 
approximation of any order derivatives. In this study, the PDLSM was employed for the solution of the 
equilibrium equations of RZT. The robustness of the present approach was demonstrated by considering 
dissimilar bonded aluminum (Al)-carbon fiber-reinforced polymer composite (CFRP) beam. Modulus graded 
adhesives have been successfully implemented to minimize the stress concentrations occur in the bonded 
structures. In order to investigate the effects of the modulus graded adhesive layers on the stress minimization at 
the critical locations of the bonded beam, various adhesive models were investigated in detail. Each adhesive 
profile experienced different deformation and stress states. The peak stress levels near the adherend-adhesive 
interfaces were observed to be alleviated with the use of a modulus graded adhesive layer. 
 
Chunlei Li and Qiang Han, “Semi-analytical wave characteristics analysis of graphene-reinforced piezoelectric 
polymer nanocomposite cylindrical shells”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 186, Article 
105890, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105890 
ABSTRACT:  Graphene platelets (GPLs) can be used to enhance mechanical and electric properties of the 
polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which efficiently controls and improves dispersion characteristics of 
wave motion in piezoelectric composite structures. Based on the first order shear deformation shell theory and 
the higher-order spectral elements, this paper proposes a semi-analytical formulation to investigate wave 
characteristics in the piezoelectric polymer nanocomposite cylindrical shell. The cylindrical shell is composed 
of PVDF reinforced with graphene platelets that are dispersed along the thickness direction, following various 
functionally graded patterns UD, FG-X and FG-O. Governing equation of waves in the piezoelectric composite 
shell is derived from Hamilton’s principle. By employing the Fourier transform, a second-order polynomial 
eigenvalue problem is obtained for wave analysis in frequency domain. Comparisons with other methods 
indicate that the present approach has the higher efficiency and accuracy on computation. Then, the study of 
significant parameters are conducted for analyzing the effects on wave propagation and the results show that 
dispersion behaviors of the piezoelectric nanocomposite shell are improved apparently by the addition of a 
small amount of GPLs. The increasing content of GPLs promotes the propagation of elastic waves and the 
richer concentration on the boundaries of the shells is beneficial to only the out-of-plane modes. Meanwhile, 
size parameters of GPLs provide an efficient means for the modulation of wave characteristics in 



nanocomposite shells. It is envisaged that the present work can provide guidelines to develop novel smart 
nanocomposites and structures. 
 
F. Lin, L.H. Tong, H.-S. Shen, C.W. Lim and Y. Xiang, “Assessment of first and third order shear deformation 
beam theories for the buckling and vibration analysis of nanobeams incorporating surface stress effects”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 186, Article 105873, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105873 
ABSTRACT: A novel approach for the vibration and buckling analysis of nanobeams with surface stress effects 
is presented in this paper. The material model is derived in which the bulk core of a beam is assumed to be a 
single crystalline material and have certain crystallographic directions. The beams are assumed to be covered by 
atomic layers with the same crystallographic directions on the top and bottom surfaces. A generic third order 
shear deformable beam theory is employed to derive the total energy functional of the beams. Minimizing the 
total potential energy functional by applying the p-Ritz method, the eigenvalue equations for the buckling and 
vibration of nanobeams with surface stress effects are obtained. The buckling and vibration behaviours of the 
beams considering the surface stress effects are discussed in detail and are compared with the results obtained 
from the first order beam theory and the Reddy's third order beam theory. It is found that in certain cases, both 
the first order and the Reddy's third order beam theories may not be able to capture the surface effect accurately 
on the vibration and buckling behaviours of the nanobeams. The effects of surface stresses on the buckling and 
vibration behaviours for nanobeams made of Ni single crystals obtained by the generic third order beam theory 
showed opposite trends to the ones obtained by the first order or the Reddy's third beam theory. 
 
Zhonggang Wang, Jian Zhang, Zhendong Li and Chong Shi, “On the crashworthiness of bio-inspired hexagonal 
prismatic tubes under axial compression”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 186, Article 
105893, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105893 
ABSTRACT: Bio-inspired conception is prevailing in structure design due to its mechanical promotion. In this 
study, crashworthiness analyses of twelve patterns of hexagonal prismatic tubes were numerically investigated 
by means of Finite Element method, including original hexagonal tube (OHT), full triangular hexagonal tube 
(FTHT), internal clone hexagonal tube (ICHT), double filled hexagonal tube (DFHT) and their reinforced 
hierarchical structures. Key crashworthiness indexes of different structures were compared with each other in 
detail. Corresponding formulas to predict the mechanical performance were derived representatively. As 
confirmed by both theoretical solutions and numerical results, the energy absorption capacities and deformation 
modes of the bio-inspired hexagonal prismatic tubes are superior to those of the original ones. Although they 
contribute substantially to the improvement of energy absorption ability, the different reinforcement ways show 
their different merits. Self-similar hierarchical designs can greatly increase the stability of the axial collapse 
process. While the lattice enhancement designs show higher SEA. All achievements in this study provide 
significant guidelines in the reinforcement design of lightweight structures. 
 
Ze-Qi Lu, Kai-Kai Zhang, Hu Ding and Li-Qun Chen, “Internal resonance and stress distribution of pipes 
conveying fluid in supercritical regime”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 186, Article 
105900, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105900 
ABSTRACT: Internal resonance and stress distribution of pipes conveying fluid at the supercritical flow around 
curves have been firstly investigated, with the goal of improving the mechanical fatigue properties of such 
pipes. Axial pre-pressure as a way of regulating the onset and growth of 1:3 internal resonance has been 
examined. Based on the direct multi-scale method and the Galerkin method, an approach has been proposed to 
analyze the nonlinear gyroscopic elastic system with time-dependent nonlinear perturbations. The tensile, 
bending, and resultant vibratory stress distributions of the pipe system have been determined in the presence of 
1:3 internal resonance. Internal resonance degrading fatigue properties of the pipes has been highlighted. The 
numerical simulations support the analytical results. Then the analytical frequency responses are employed to 
identify factors that govern the internal resonance and stress distribution and to offer explanations as to why 
improving fatigue life is accompanied by suppression in the internal resonance. The boundary for incurring 
internal resonance suggests that appropriate axial pre-pressure should be modified in the presence of 1:3 
internal resonance at different fluid velocities. 



 
Ngo Dinh Dat, Tran Quoc Quan, Vinyas Mahesh and Nguyen Dinh Duc, “Analytical solutions for nonlinear 
magneto-electro-elastic vibration of smart sandwich plate with carbon nanotube reinforced nanocomposite core 
in hygrothermal environment”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 186, Article 105906, 15 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105906 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical approach on the nonlinear magneto-electro-elastic vibration of 
smart sandwich plate. The sandwich plate consists of a carbon nanotube reinforced nanocomposite (CNTRC) 
core integrated with two magneto-electro-elastic face sheets. For core layer, three types of carbon nanotube 
(CNT) distribution such as FG-O, FG-V, FG-X are considered while the volume fraction of 
BaTiO3  −  CoFe2O4 in each face sheet is chosen to be 0.5. It is assumed that the smart sandwich plate is rested 
on Pasternak-type elastic foundations and subjected to the combination of external pressure, thermal, electric 
and magnetic loads. The coupled constitutive relations are derived based on the Hamilton's principle in which 
the kinematic nonlinearity is defined using Reddy's higher order shear deformation theory. The analytical 
solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions are assumed to have the trigonometric form. The Galerkin 
method is used to obtain the closed form expressions of natural frequency, the relation between the frequency 
ratio and dimensionless amplitude and the dynamic response of the sandwich plate. The numerical results are 
conducted to illustrate the effect of geometrical parameters, CNT volume fraction, temperature and moisture 
increment, electric and magnetic potentials on the nonlinear vibration of smart sandwich plate. The reliability of 
present results is evaluated by comparing with the previous results based on different approach. 
 
Bin Qin, Qingshan Wang, Rui Zhong, Xing Zhao and Cijun Shuai, “A three-dimensional solution for free 
vibration of FGP-GPLRC cylindrical shells resting on elastic foundations: a comparative and parametric study”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 105896, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105896 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a unified solution for free vibration analysis of thick functionally graded 
porous graphene platelet reinforced composite (FGP-GPLRC) cylindrical shells embedded in elastic 
foundations. The three-dimensional (3-D) theory of shell theory is introduced for theoretical formulation. The 
Rayleigh-Ritz method in conjugation with artificial spring technique are employed, where the arbitrary 
boundary conditions can be conveniently obtained. A unified solution which comprises of six different 
displacement functions is developed. The calculation performances including convergence rate and calculating 
efficiency with respect to different displacement functions are compared extensively. Besides, three elastic 
foundations (Winkler/ Pasternak/ Kerr foundations), four types of porosity distributions and three categories of 
GPL patterns are considered. Some benchmark results are provided for free vibration of FGP-GPLRC 
cylindrical shells resting on elastic foundations. At last, the effects of different boundary conditions, elastic 
foundations with various parameters, porosity coefficient, GPL weight fraction and geometrical parameters on 
the vibration are elucidated. 
 
Yanni Bouras and Zora Vrcelj, “Out-of-plane stability of concrete-filled steel tubular arches at elevated 
temperatures”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 105916, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105916 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the flexural-torsional buckling behaviour of concrete-filled steel tubular 
circular arches under mechanical and thermal loading. A thermo-elastic pre-buckling analysis is first conducted 
by employing the principle of virtual work to derive the non-linear equations of equilibrium. The governing 
geometrical, equilibrium and constitutive material relations are numerically solved as a system of first-order 
differential equations with boundary conditions of pinned or fixed ends. The prebuckling analysis is then 
generalised to consider basic creep strain which is found to have a negligible impact on the prebuckling 
response under short-term heating. Subsequently, an elastic out-of-plane buckling analysis is performed using 
energy methods and the influence of thermal loading on buckling loads is examined. The results show that 
stability boundaries decrease with an increase in thermal loading, and that the rate of reduction is independent 
of the type of end-supports. Additionally, a Finite Element (FE) model is developed to analyse the inelastic 
lateral buckling strength of CFST arches under both uniform thermal and fire loading. The FE analysis is 
validated by comparison to the numerical method derived herein for the elastic buckling analysis. 



 
M. Zarei, G.H. Rahimi and M. Hemmatnezhad, “Global buckling analysis of laminated sandwich conical shells 
with reinforced lattice cores based on the first-order shear deformation theory”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 105872, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105872 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new effective smeared stiffener method is presented for investigating the global 
buckling behavior of the laminated sandwich conical shells with lattice cores. Superimposing the stiffness 
contributions of the skins with those of the stiffeners, the total stiffness of the whole sandwich structure is 
obtained. Theoretical formulation is derived based on the first-order shear deformation theory. Using Galerkin 
method, the buckling load of sandwich conical shell is calculated. A 3-D model of the structure has been 
numerically analyzed by the finite element method in order to validate the accuracy of the analytical solutions. 
Finally, the effects of several important design parameters such as stiffener orientation angle, lamination angle, 
lattice core dimensions, number of the stiffeners, semi-vertex cone angle and skin thickness, have been 
examined on both buckling and specific buckling loads. The results indicated that at higher semi-vertex angles, 
an increment in the stiffener paramters such as the number, orientation angle and dimension, although increases 
the buckling load but decreases specific one. Moreover, the analytical approach led to high-accuracy results for 
higher skin thicknesses. It was found that variations of the lamination, inner and outer skin thicknesses, 
significantly affect the buckling load of sandwich conical shells. Results can be considered as a benchmark for 
the design of these structures which are extensively used in the aerospace structures. 
 
Zhao Jing, “Semi-analytical optimal solution for maximum buckling load of simply supported orthotropic 
plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 105930, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105930 
ABSTRACT: The buckling characteristic of rectangular orthotropic plates under axial compression with simply 
supported boundary has been extensively studied. To enhance the structural efficiency, the stacking sequence of 
laminate should be optimized to maximize the critical buckling load. In this study, the discrete stiffness 
parameters are employed to yield the theoretical optimal ply orientation corresponding to the maximum critical 
buckling load at a layer level, and the buckling mode shapes are calculated analytically. Subsequently, the 
derivation is performed based on optimal ply orientation to derive the optimal stacking sequence of the 
laminate, in which a sign vector is adopted to minimize the bending-twisting coupling effects. As a result, two 
laminate optimal design problems are solved: maximizing critical buckling load with fixed thickness, as well as 
minimizing the thickness with buckling constraint. Two numerical examples are adopted to verify the yielded 
optimal solutions. Lastly, the theoretical optimal ply orientations exhibiting different load ratios and aspect 
ratios are presented. 
 
Xiaodong Chen, Guojun Nie and Zhangming Wu, “Application of Rayleigh-Ritz formulation to 
thermomechanical buckling of variable angle tow composite plates with general in-plane boundary constraint”, 
International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 106094, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.106094 
ABSTRACT: Variable Angle Tow (VAT) composites always exhibit in-plane variable stiffness property, which 
provides the designer with an extended freedom in stiffness tailoring to achieve higher structural performance 
for lightweight composite structures. In this paper, a methodology based on a generalised Rayleigh-Ritz 
formulation is developed to study the thermomechanical buckling response of symmetrical VAT composite 
plates with general in-plane boundary constraint. It is assumed that the material is of temperature-independent 
and the panel is exposed to an arbitrary in-plane temperature change. In the framework of thermoelastic theory, 
the principle of thermoelastic complementary energy in conjunction with Airy’s stress function formulation, for 
the first time, is applied to solve the in-plane thermoelastic problem of the tow-steered plate. The non-uniform 
distribution of in-plane force resultant over the entire plane is determined by utilizing the Rayleigh-Ritz 
formulation enhanced by Lagrangian multiplier method. The merit of the proposed modelling strategy lies in 
that the application of Lagrangian multiplier method removes the restrictions inherent in conventional Rayleigh-
Ritz formulation and thus provides generality to model general in-plane boundary constraint against thermal 
expansion or contraction. During the buckling analysis, the governing equation of thermomechanical buckling 
problem of the tow-steered plate under a combination of both temperature change and general in-plane 
boundary constraint is derived based on the third-order shear deformation theory of Reddy’s type. The accuracy 



and robustness of the proposed Rayleigh-Ritz model is validated against finite element solutions and previously 
published results. Effects of boundary condition, fibre orientation angle and temperature change on the in-plane 
thermoelastic and thermomechanical buckling behaviours of VAT composite plates are studied by numerical 
examples. Finally, the mechanism of applying tow-steered technology to improve the thermomechanical 
buckling resistance of composite plates is explored. 
 
Bin Wu, Michel Destrade and Weiqiu Chen, “Nonlinear response and axisymmetric wave propagation in 
functionally graded soft electro-active tubes”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 
106006, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.106006 
ABSTRACT: Soft electro-active (SEA) materials can be designed and manufactured with gradients in their 
material properties, to modify and potentially improve their mechanical response in service. Here, we 
investigate the nonlinear response of, and axisymmetric wave propagation in a soft circular tube made of a 
functionally graded SEA material and subject to several biasing fields, including axial pre-stretch, 
internal/external pressure, and through-thickness electric voltage. We take the energy density function of the 
material to be of the Mooney-Rivlin ideal dielectric type, with material parameters changing linearly along the 
radial direction. We employ the general theory of nonlinear electro-elasticity to obtain explicitly the nonlinear 
response of the tube to the applied fields. To study wave propagation under inhomogeneous biasing fields, we 
formulate the incremental equations of motion within the state-space formalism. We adopt the approximate 
laminate technique to derive the analytical dispersion relations for the small-amplitude torsional and 
longitudinal waves superimposed on a finitely deformed state. Comprehensive numerical results then illustrate 
that the material gradients and biasing fields have significant influences on the static nonlinear response and on 
the axisymmetric wave propagation in the tube. This study lays the groundwork for designing SEA actuators 
with improved performance, for tailoring tunable SEA waveguides, and for characterizing non-destructively 
functionally graded tubular structures. 
 
Giuseppe Rega, Eduardo Saetta and Valeria Settimi, “Modeling and nonlinear dynamics of thermomechanically 
coupled composite plates”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 106106, 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.106106 
ABSTRACT: An overview of extended research recently pursued on unified continuous/reduced-order 
modeling and nonlinear dynamics of thermomechanical composite plates of interest in aerospace, mechanical 
and civil engineering is presented. Reduced models exhibit the fundamental features of geometrical nonlinearity 
and thermomechanical coupling of the underlying continua. The role of multiphysics coupling and the main 
features of nonlinear response obtained with variably refined minimal models is highlighted. Besides transverse 
mechanical excitation and mechanically or thermally-induced buckling, a variety of active thermal excitations, 
of body or boundary nature, are considered. Features of thermal response obtained with variably refined thermal 
assumptions are compared, in view of detecting cheap, yet reliable, models to be used for systematic numerical 
investigations. The effects of two-way thermomechanical coupling on local and global nonlinear dynamics are 
addressed through bifurcation diagrams, phase portraits and planar cross sections of 4D basins of attraction, 
highlighting the important role played by the slow transient thermal dynamics solely detectable with coupled 
models in the steady outcome of the swifter mechanical response. Conditions allowing to utilize partially 
coupled models or even the uncoupled mechanical one with prescribed steady temperature are discussed. 
 
Fan Yang, Weihua Xie and Songhe Meng, “Global sensitivity analysis of low-velocity impact response of bio-
inspired helicoidal laminates”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 187, Article 106110, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.106110 
ABSTRACT: The preform architectures and the variability of the constituents of carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) composites materials can affect their mechanical behaviors significantly. This paper describes 
a systematic analysis of the low-velocity impact response and energy absorption capacity of biomimetic 
architected CFRP laminates. High-fidelity multiscale Finite Element (FE) models considering constituent 
material property uncertainties are developed to evaluate the effect of pitch angles on the impact performance of 
Bouligand architected composite laminates. Experimental results extracted from open literature have been used 
to validate the low velocity impact response of the CFRPs predicted by the numerical model. Constituent 
material property uncertainties are identified as parametric variables, and the peak impact load and energy 
absorption responses of the bio-inspired CFRPs are obtained with the verified numerical models. The main 



effect sensitivity indices of the parameters are then calculated based on a variance-based global sensitivity 
analysis model. The presented studies clearly shows that smaller pitch angles and larger fiber longitudinal 
elastic modulus achieve more desirable impact resistance and better energy-absorption characteristics. This 
study aim to open up new possibilities for improving low velocity impact performance of CFRP composite 
laminates by adopting bionic design approach and considering constituent materials effect. 
 
Peng Li and Shiro Biwa, “Flexural waves in a periodic non-uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam: Analysis for 
arbitrary contour profiles and applications to wave control”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 
188, Article 105948, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105948 
ABSTRACT: The flexural wave in a periodic non-uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam with arbitrarily contoured 
profiles is studied by utilizing the power series expansion method. The convergence criterion that makes the 
power series expansion method applicable is also illustrated. The validation is carried out by comparing the 
theoretical results with that from the finite element analysis when the beam thickness varies in different forms. 
For a quadratic thickness variation, the first band gap evolution versus the structural parameter is investigated, 
based on which a flexural-wave-based low-pass filter for frequency shunting and a rectangular lens for energy 
focusing are designed. It is revealed in the frequency domain analysis that the flexural wave with a lower 
frequency can propagate further when it travels into the wave filter. The lens designed exhibits a good focusing 
phenomenon with the focusing size smaller than one wavelength, and has a good performance at a certain finite 
frequency range. The theoretical method and design scheme can provide effective guidance for the flexural 
wave control. 
 
Rasool Moradi-Dastjerdi, Kamran Behdinan, Babak Safaei and Zhaoye Qin, “Static performance of 
agglomerated CNT-reinforced porous plates bonded with piezoceramic faces”, International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 188, Article 105966, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105966 
ABSTRACT: Bonding the upper and lower faces of a nanocomposite porous plate with piezoceramics 
eventuates a smart multidisciplinary plate (SMP). In the current work, the deflection and stress responses of 
such SMPs under static electrical voltages and mechanical loads have been presented. The middle plate of SMP 
is assumed to have simultaneous functionally graded (FG) dispersions of pore and nanofiller along the 
thickness. The enhancement parts of the nanocomposite material are assumed to be carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
and their agglomerations with random orientations. The mechanical properties of such three-part 
nanocomposites are evaluated using Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka (EMT)'s technique. The coupled electromechanical 
governing equation of SMP under static loads is obtained by the estimation of displacement field with Reddy's 
third order theory (Reddy's TSDT) of plates. The coupled equation is also treated by developing a mesh-free 
solution to examine the impacts of embedding nanofillers and pores on the static electromechanical deflection 
and stress responses of SMPs. The results reveal that embedding pores up to around 90% of the volume of the 
middle plate leads to only 11.3% and 2.2% increase in mechanical and electrical deflections, respectively. 
Moreover, due to the formation of CNTs agglomerations, enhancing the middle plate with CNTs has a sharp 
positive impact on the reduction of deflections only up to some limited values of CNT volume fractions. 
 
M. Jamshidian, N. Boddeti, D.W. Rosen and O. Weeger, “Multiscale modelling of soft lattice metamaterials: 
Micromechanical nonlinear buckling analysis, experimental verification, and macroscale constitutive 
behaviour”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 188, Article 105956, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105956 
ABSTRACT: Soft lattice structures and beam-metamaterials made of hyperelastic, rubbery materials undergo 
large elastic deformations and exhibit structural instabilities in the form of micro-buckling of struts under both 
compression and tension. In this work, the large-deformation nonlinear elastic behaviour of beam-lattice 
metamaterials is investigated by micromechanical nonlinear buckling analysis. The micromechanical 3D beam 
finite element model uses a primary linear buckling analysis to incorporate the effect of geometric 
imperfections into a subsequent nonlinear post-buckling analysis. The micromechanical computational model is 
validated against tensile and compressive experiments on a 3D-printed sample lattice structure manufactured 
via multi-material jetting. For the development and calibration of macroscale continuum constitutive models for 
nonlinear elastic deformation of soft lattice structures at finite strains, virtual characterization tests are 
conducted to quantify the effective nonlinear response of representative unit cells under periodic boundary 



conditions. These standard tests, commonly used for hyperelastic material characterization, include uniaxial, 
biaxial, planar and volumetric tension and compression, as well as simple shear. It is observed that besides the 
well-known stretch- and bending-dominated behaviour of cellular structures, some lattice types are dominated 
by buckling and post-buckling response. For multiscale simulation based on nonlinear homogenization, the 
uniaxial standard test results are used to derive parametric hyperelastic constitutive relations for the effective 
constitutive behaviour of representative unit cells in terms of lattice aspect ratio. Finally, a comparative study 
for compressive deformation of a sample sandwich lattice structure simulated by both full-scale beam and 
continuum finite element models shows the feasibility and computational efficiency of the effective continuum 
model. 
 
Yang Jin, Yan Shi, Guo-Cai Yu, Guang-Tao Wei, ... Lin-Zhi Wu, “A multifunctional honeycomb metastructure 
for vibration suppression”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 188, Article 105964, 15 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105964 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a multifunctional metastructure is proposed for vibration suppression by combining 
a honeycomb sandwich structure and a locally resonant metastructure. To localize the low-frequency bandgaps, 
an analytical model based on Hamilton's principle and the energy averaging technique is developed and is 
confirmed by a three-dimensional numerical simulation. Moreover, the effective mass density is determined 
analytically to give a physical insight into the wave control mechanism. Then, the dynamic behavior of the 
finite structure is investigated analytically. A finite element (FE) simulation and experimental measurements are 
performed to demonstrate the validity and accuracy of this dynamic model. Results show that the proposed 
metastructure exhibits an excellent vibration suppression performance, as well as a significant tunability. 
Furthermore, to claim multifunctionality, the out-of-plane compression behavior is analyzed experimentally. 
Experimental results indicate that mechanical properties of the proposed metastructure are significantly 
improved in comparison with a traditional square honeycomb sandwich structure. The proposed strategy is a 
novel multi-functional combination, which can help realize vibration control and high mechanical efficiency. 
This will significantly impact multiple research areas in vibration analysis and provide engineering applications. 
 
M.Z. Roshanbakhsh, S.M. Tavakkoli and B. Navayi Neya, “Free vibration of functionally graded thick circular 
plates: An exact and three-dimensional solution”, International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 188, 
Article 105967, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2020.105967 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a simple and effective analytical method based on displacement potential 
functions for solving the 3D free vibration problem of the functionally graded circular plates with surface 
boundary conditions consisting of a transversely isotropic linearly elastic material. Material properties vary in 
the thickness direction according to exponential law and a special power law. Using the potential function 
method, the coupled governing equations are decomposed into two linear partial differential equations of fourth 
and second-order, and each equation solved independently by using the separation of variables with exact 
satisfaction of the two special boundary conditions in a pointwise manner. In addition, the analytical solutions 
are degenerated for two particular cases, including FG isotropic material and axisymmetric vibration. Also, the 
in-plane shear vibration has been discussed separately without considering the coupling of transverse and plane 
displacements. As an advantage of the proposed method, contrary to plate theories, all boundary conditions 
have been applied in a three-dimensional manner and surface-constraint form. Moreover, obtained solutions are 
applicable to any thickness ratio. In-plane/out of plane frequencies and mode shapes with nodal patterns are 
presented for different material properties and different thickness ratios. The results are compared with other 
analytical works as well as a 3D finite element (FE) solution obtained from the ABAQUS software, which 
demonstrates the effectiveness and high accuracy of the present method. 
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Xin Sui and Qian Ding, “Bifurcation and stability analyses for a pad-on-disc frictional system”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 107, pp 112-125, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.09.002 
ABSTRACT: Friction-induced vibration of a pad-on-disc frictional system is analyzed in this paper. Equations 
of motion are established considering the moving load simulation and using the Stribeck-type friction model. 
The partial differential equation of the disc vibration is reduced to the 1st-order mode by the Galerkin method, 
then the obtained frictional coupled ODE equations are solved by the Runge–Kutta method. The system 
stability is investigated by the complex eigenvalue analysis, which shows that the relative-equilibrium of the 
braking pad loses its stability through super-critical Hopf bifurcation in tangential direction, no matter where the 
contact position is. Simulations show that the pure-slip limit cycle is resulted at the initial stage of the friction-
induced instability. When the rotating speed decreases to a turning point, the pure-slip vibration turns to be 
stick–slip one as the amplitude increases to a certain level. Then the amplitude of stick–slip type limit cycle 
vibration decreases with the further decreasing speed. The Hopf point and turning point are influenced by the 
contacting stiffness. Three types of limit-cycle vibrations are analyzed both in time- and frequency-domains, 
which shows the critical speeds (Hopf points) under 1:2 and 1:4 internal resonances are much higher than that 
under non-internal resonance The higher the critical speed is, the earlier the instability occurs. That is to say the 
strong dynamical coupling between the moving elements of a structure brings earlier occurrence of the 
frictional instability during braking procedure. As a counterpart of the pad, the disc vibrates also with large 
amplitude transversely. Influences of the braking initial displacement and the normal pressure between the pad 
and disc on the instability are also discussed. 
 
K.V. Avramov, “Nonlinear vibrations characteristics of single-walled carbon nanotubes by nonlocal elastic 
shell model”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 107, pp 149-160, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.08.017 
ABSTRACT: The model of single-walled carbon nanotubes nonlinear vibrations, which is based on shell 
theory, is derived. The system of partial differential equations with respect to three displacements projections is 
obtained using the Sanders–Koiter shell theory and nonlocal elasticity. The system of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations, which describes the nanotubes vibrations, is obtained by the Galerkin method. The 
harmonic balanced method is used to calculate free nonlinear vibrations. The bifurcation behavior of CNT 
vibrations owing to the Naimark–Sacker bifurcation is analyzed. Almost periodic vibrations of carbon 
nanotubes are investigated numerically. The nanotube periodic and almost periodic vibrations have three 
displacements projections u, v, w, which are commensurable. This is essential difference of the nanotube 
vibrations from macroshells. 
 
Jan Awrejcewicz, Lidiya Kurpa and Tetyana Shmatko, “Linear and nonlinear free vibration analysis of 
laminated functionally graded shallow shells with complex plan form and different boundary conditions”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 107, pp 161-169, December 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.08.013 
ABSTRACT: Linear and geometrically nonlinear vibrations of the three-layered functionally graded shallow 
shells with a complex form of the base are studied. It is assumed that outer and inner layers are made of 
functionally graded materials (FGM) or an isotropic material (metal or ceramic). The first-order shear 
deformation theory of shallow shells (FSDT) is employed. Effective material properties of layers are varied 
along the thickness according to a power law. To calculate different mechanical characteristics for different 
types of lamination schemes, analytical expressions are obtained. The linear problem is solved by combining 
the Ritz and the R-functions method. Linearization of the nonlinear problem is carried out by a novel original 
approach. Namely, the initial problem is reduced to solving a sequence of linear problems including those 
vibrations related to linear, special type of the elasticity problem and the nonlinear system of ordinary 
differential equations. Validation of the proposed method and the developed software has been examined on test 
problems for shallow shells with rectangular plan form and different boundary conditions. In order to 
demonstrate possibilities of the proposed approach, new results for laminated FGM shallow shells of the 
complex form of the base are presented. Effects of different material distributions, lamination schemes, 
curvatures, boundary conditions, and geometrical parameters on natural frequencies and backbone curves are 
reported and analyzed. 
 



Si-Fan Yin, Shi-Lei Xue, Bo Li and Xi-Qiao Feng, “Bio-chemo-mechanical modeling of growing biological 
tissues: Finite element method”, International Journal of Non-linear Mechanics, Vol. 108, pp 46-54, January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.10.004 
ABSTRACT: Deciphering the bio–chemo–mechanical mechanisms in tissue growth and deformation helps 
understand the morphogenesis of organs and organisms under physiological and pathological conditions. In this 
paper, we present a finite element method that can account for the interplay of volumetric growth, chemical 
transport, and mechanical deformation in soft tissues, such as tumors. The poroelastic theory and the volumetric 
growth model are combined to capture the essential growth and deformation traits of biological tissues. This 
method can not only simulate the bio–chemo–mechanical coupling processes in growing tissues, but also track 
their morphological instabilities and evolutions. The deformation and instability of interacting blood vessels in a 
growing tumor are considered as an example. The mechanisms underpinning the collapse of blood vessels 
observed in vascular solid tumors are revealed. This work holds promise for applications in the diagnosis and 
therapy of diseases such as cancer. 
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A.R. Damanpack, M. Bodaghi and W.H. Liao, “Experimentally validated multi-scale modeling of 3D printed 
hyper-elastic lattices”, International Journal of Non-linear Mechanics, Vol. 108, pp 87-110, January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.10.008 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with mechanical analysis of hyper-elastic lattices in the finite-strain range 
through multi-scale simulations and experimental testing. It describes designing appropriate unit cells (UCs) 
and mode-shapes to accurately predict mechanical behaviors of soft lattices in the finite-strain range. Lattices 
are based on three different types of repeating UCs in triangular, square and hexagonal shapes. Generic planar 
UCs consisting of beam-like structures are simulated to determine overall constitutive behaviors. In this respect, 
periodic boundary conditions are introduced in the finite-strain regime. Deformations of the unit cells and lattice 
are described on the basis of non-linear Green strains. Finite element (FE) solutions coupled with the Mooney–
Rivlin constitutive equations are developed and solved using an iterative Newton–Raphson method and a multi-
scale strategy. Then, the computational tool is applied to analyze lattice structures fabricated by three-
dimensional (3D) printing technology. Samples are tested in tension and compression modes in different 



directions revealing strong non-linear, directional and load-dependent responses. A detailed analysis of small-
scale behavior of unit cells is presented. Large-scale and multi-scale FE models are also implemented to 
simulate experimental results with high accuracy and computational efficiency. Due to the absence of similar 
results in the literature, this paper would contribute to understanding of hyper-elastic behaviors of lattices at 
small-scale and be instrumental in the large-scale design and analysis of soft lattice structures. 
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ABSTRACT: A one-dimensional beam-like model is proposed to analyze the mechanical behavior of elastic 
double-layered pipes. Besides the classical kinematic descriptors of the Timoshenko beams, further terms are 
introduced to describe the local distortion of the cross-section, indeed able to warp, ovalize and perform 
longitudinal slipping of the two layers. A homogenization procedure is applied, making use of a corresponding 
three-dimensional model, in order to obtain the nonlinear, coupled, elastic response function of the beam-like 
model. Case studies for different load conditions are considered, and instability phenomena, which cause loss of 
the bearing capacity of the structure, are found by means of numerical integration of the relevant boundary 
value problems. 
 
Sasan Rahmanian and Shahrokh Hosseini-Hashemi (School of Mechanics Engineering, Iran University of 
Science and Technology, Narmak, 16846-13114 Tehran, Iran), “Size-dependent resonant response of a double-
layered viscoelastic nanoresonator under electrostatic and piezoelectric actuations incorporating surface effects 
and Casimir regime”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 109, pp 118-131, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear dynamics of a double-layer viscoelastic nanobeam embedded into an 
electromechanical system is investigated in this paper. The nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS) consists of 
two piezoelectric and Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic nanobeams with visco-Pasternak medium in between. An 
electrostatic force which is the combination of DC and AC voltages is applied to the lower nanobeam through 
the fixed electrode. Taking into account both the small-scale effect and surface energy effect, the modified 
couple-stress theory together with Gurtin–Murdoch elasticity theory is implemented. As intermolecular 
interactions between the fixed and lower electrodes, the influence of Casimir regime on the dynamic behavior 
of the NEMS device is also included in the proposed model. The differential motion’s equations are derived by 
means of Hamilton’s principle and discretized to a set of nonlinear ODEs through Galerkin’s decomposition 
procedure. In order to capture the steady-state dynamic response of the system, a combined shooting and 
arclength continuation method is schemed. A comprehensive study has been carried out on the impact of 
viscoelasticity, size-dependency, surface effects, direct and alternating current voltages, piezoelectric voltage 
and visco-Pasternak parameters on the frequency-response behavior of the system near primary resonance. 
Furthermore, some bifurcation points in the frequency-response curves are addressed. The combined 
hardening–softening-type behaviors are observed in the dynamic response of the system. It has been shown that 
the nonlinear characteristics of the motion of the proposed NEMS device have sensitive-dependence on some of 
the mentioned parameters. 
 
Diego Orlando, Paulo B. Goncalves, Giuseppe Rega and Stefano Lenci (First author is from: Department of 
Mechanics and Energy – FAT, State University of Rio de Janeiro, Resende, 27537-000, Brazil), “Influence of 
transient escape and added load noise on the dynamic integrity of multistable systems”, International Journal of 
Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 109, pp 140-154, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.12.001 
ABSTRACT: Concepts and tools of global dynamics play a meaningful role in enhancing the engineering 
design and safety of multistable structural systems in a dynamic environment. Basins of attraction topology can 
vary meaningfully as a function of system parameters, and the basin boundaries can be smooth or fractal. 
Fractal boundaries have important practical consequences as they lead to uncertainty with respect to the 
outcome of a given initial condition, thus reducing the system safety, which can be quantified through different 
dynamic integrity measures and their variation with a control parameter. In the present paper two key issues 
influencing the integrity measures and basins’ erosion profiles are addressed: transient escape and added 
random noise. Transient escape is a significant issue in many structural systems since it may lead to unwanted 
stresses and strains or exceed some safe design requirements in terms of maximum displacements and 
velocities. In turn, the random noise may increase the uncertainty of the systems, thus decreasing their practical 
safety and escape load. As a case study, the bistable von Mises truss is considered and the effects of transient 
escape and added random noise on the global dynamics of the harmonically excited truss are investigated in 
detail, clarifying their influence on the system safety as evaluated with different integrity measures. 
 
Huidong Xu and Jinchen Ji (First author is from: College of Mechanics, Taiyuan University of Technology, 
Taiyuan, Shanxi 030024, People’s Republic of China), “Analytical-numerical studies on the stability and 
bifurcations of periodic motion in the vibro-impact systems with clearances”, International Journal of Non-
Linear Mechanics, Vol. 109, pp 155-165, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.11.003 



ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the stability and bifurcations of periodic solutions in three-degree-of-
freedom vibro-impact systems based on the explicit critical criteria and the discontinuous mapping method. 
Firstly, a six-dimensional Poincaré map is established by taking the impact surface as the Poincaré section. The 
explicit criteria including eigenvalue assignment and transversality condition are applied to determine the 
bifurcation point of co-dimension one pitchfork bifurcation. The stability and direction of the bifurcation 
solution are then studied by using center manifold reduction theory and normal form approach. Secondly, the 
bifurcation points of co-dimension-two Hopf–Hopf interaction bifurcation and pitchfork–Neimark–Sacker 
bifurcation are determined by applying the explicit critical criteria, and the local dynamic behaviors are 
examined in the neighborhood of these co-dimension-two bifurcation points. Finally, a six-dimensional 
Poincaré map formed by choosing the constant phase angle as the Poincaré section is used to investigate the 
existence and stability of grazing bifurcation based on the piecewise compound normal form map. The causes 
of the discontinuous jump and the coexistence of attractors near the grazing periodic motion are explained for 
the three-degree-of-freedom vibro-impact system with a moving constraint. 
 
W.J. Lin, M.D. Iafrati, R.A. Peattie and L. Dorfmann (First author is from: Department of Civil Engineering, 
Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155, USA), “Non-axisymmetric dilatation of a thick-walled aortic 
aneurysmal tissue”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 109, pp 172-181, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.11.010 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to use the constrained mixture theory of growth and remodeling to 
simulate the non-axisymmetric dilatation of a thick-walled aortic aneurysmal tissue. The primary load carrying 
constituents of the vascular tissue are elastin and collagen and the contribution of smooth muscle cells is 
secondary and therefore not included. In the homeostatic state a blood vessel is in a mechanobiologically stable 
regime. Hence, a loss of wall material is compensated by production of new material without a significant 
dilatation of the artery. Using the theory we find that a local degradation of the matrix material produces a 
mechanobiologically unstable regime that causes aneurysm formation. It induces an increase of mass locally 
achieved via production of new material that exceeds the removal of old material. The combined effects of loss 
of elastin, degradation of existing and deposition of new collagen as well as remodeling results in a continuous 
enlargement of the aneurysm bulge. Numerical results are included to verify and validate the theory. 
 
Hassen M. Ouakad and Hamid M. Sedighi (First author is from: Mechanical & Industrial Engineering 
Department, College of Engineering, Sultan Qaboos University, P.O Box 33, Al-Khoud 123, Muscat, Oman), 
“Static response and free vibration of MEMS arches assuming out-of-plane actuation pattern”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 110, pp 44-57, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2018.12.011 
ABSTRACT: In this research work, the nonlinear structural behavior of a non-parallel plates micro-actuator 
design is investigated via a reduced-order modeling. The micro-actuator is considered to be made of an initially 
flexible curved doubly-clamped microbeam and two evenly arranged stationary rectangular shaped out-of-plane 
electrodes of different lengths. The subsequent actuating attractive electrostatic force is mainly formed by the 
unevenness of the electric fringing-fields (non-parallel) electrodes arrangement. Results of this numerical 
investigation show that by increasing the actuation voltage the shallow arch behavior tend to reach a softening 
like behavior, mainly due to its dominant flexibility effect. With a further increase in the actuation voltage, the 
micro-arch starts to stretch and thus develops a hardening like behavior. Furthermore, and for certain values of 
the design parameters (mainly the shape and the length of the stationary electrodes), the shallow arch presented 
a snap-through like bi-stability behavior. Indeed, when the voltage approaches a certain critical value, the 
micro-arch static profile alters from a symmetrical shape to an asymmetric one, thus showing a symmetry 
breaking like behavior that depends a lot on the shape and length of the stationary non-parallel actuating 
electrodes. It is also demonstrated that by varying few of the micro-actuator design parameters, the variation of 
the normalized fundamental frequency showed rises and declines for certain ranges of the applied bias voltage. 
This approves that with such electrostatically actuated micro-actuator design, and with a smart tuning of its 
geometrical design parameters, one can obtain softening as well as hardening like behaviors. Modes frequency 
variations curves showed also that for certain actuation DC loads, it is possible to achieve a one-to-one internal 
resonance state involving both the first symmetric and the first antisymmetric modes of the shallow micro-arch. 
 



Sinwoo Jeong and Hong Hee Yoo (Department of Mechanical Convergence Engineering, Hanyang University, 
222 Wangshimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul 04763, South Korea), “Nonlinear structural analysis of a flexible 
multibody system using the classical Rayleigh-Ritz method”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 110, pp 69-80, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: A new formulation based on the classical Rayleigh–Ritz method (CRRM) is proposed in this 
study to conduct a geometrically nonlinear analysis for flexible multibody structures (FMSs). The proposed 
formulation can employ various shape functions for global discretization. This feature renders the proposed 
formulation straightforward and suitable for computer programming. The convergence characteristics of various 
shape functions for the proposed formulation were first examined with some numerical examples. Then we 
investigated the efficiency of the proposed formulation for obtaining converged solutions of the displacement, 
reaction force, maximum stress, and the location where the maximum stress occurs by comparing the degrees of 
freedom (DOFs) used for the proposed formulation and FEM formulation. The comparative study showed that 
the proposed formulation can be used to solve geometrically nonlinear FMS problems much more efficiently 
than the FEM formulation with the same level of accuracy. 
 
Isaias Cueva-Perez, Roque Alfredo Osornio-Rios, Ion Stiharu and Angel Perez-Cruz (Primarily from: 
Mecatrónica/Facultad de Ingeniería, Campus San Juan del Rio, Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro, Rio 
Moctezuma 249, Col. San Cayetano, 76807 San Juan del Rio, Querétaro, Mexico), “Extraction of nonlinear 
elastic parameters of paper from the amplitude-dependent frequency response of cantilever beams”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 111, pp 42-48, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.01.017 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, paper has been used as an alternative to traditional substrate materials in the 
development of strain sensors and accelerometers due to its flexibility, disposability due to environment low 
footprint and low cost. A lack of knowledge about the sources of nonlinearity in the mechanical behavior of 
paper makes difficult to consistently predict its performance. The characterization procedures available in the 
literature are based on both static and dynamic loading as a first attempt to describe the elastic behavior of paper 
in sensing applications. However, these procedures do not reveal the necessary information to describe the 
elastic behavior of paper under dynamic excitation. In this work, the nonlinear dynamic response of a 
harmonically excited paper-based cantilever beam is studied. A lumped model with a quadratic nonlinearity is 
adopted to describe the nonlinear response of paper-based cantilever beams. The obtained results show that the 
nonlinear resonance frequency response is dependent on the intrinsic properties of paper when discarding 
hygrothermal variations of paper as the main source of nonlinear behavior. It was found that the estimation of 
two nonlinear elastic parameters, alphap (hysteresis nonlinear parameter) and Eo (linear elastic modulus) could 
yield an improved description of the elastic behavior of paper subjected to vibrations. It was concluded that the 
existing paper characterization standards should be adapted to better predict the dynamic behavior of paper-
based mechanical systems. Different types of paper materials were analyzed to study the influence of the 
intrinsic characteristics of paper on the nonlinear parameters. 
 
B. Wu, A. Pagani, M. Filippi, W.Q. Chen and E. Carrera (Primarily from: Mul2 Group, Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Accurate stress fields of 
post-buckled laminated composite beams accounting for various kinematics”, International Journal of Non-
Linear Mechanics, Vol. 111, pp 60-71, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.02.002 
ABSTRACT: Highly flexible laminated composite structures, prone to suffering large-deflection and post-
buckling, have been successfully employed in a number of scenarios. Therefore, accurate predictions of their 
stress distributions in the geometrically nonlinear analysis are of paramount importance for their design and 
failure evaluation. In this paper, for composite beams subjected to large-deflection and post-buckling, we 
investigate the effectiveness of different geometrically nonlinear strain approximations for the description of 
their nonlinear static response and for the determination of stress distributions. For this purpose, a unified 
formulation of geometrically nonlinear refined beam theory based on the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) 
and a total Lagrangian approach constitutes the basis of our analysis. Accordingly, various kinematics of one-
dimensional structures are formulated via an appropriate index notation and an arbitrary cross-section expansion 
of the generalized variables, leading to lower- to higher-order beam models with only pure displacement 
variables for laminated composite beams. In view of the intrinsic scalable nature of CUF and by exploiting the 
principle of virtual work and a finite element approximation, nonlinear governing equations corresponding to 



various nonlinear strain assumptions can be straightforwardly and easily formulated in terms of fundamental 
nuclei, which are independent of the theory approximation order. Several numerical assessments are conducted, 
including large-deflection and post-buckling analyses of asymmetric and symmetric laminated beams under 
compression loadings. The numerical solutions are solved by using a Newton–Raphson linearization scheme 
along with a path-following method based on the arc-length constraint. Our numerical findings demonstrate the 
capabilities of the CUF model to calculate the large-deflection and post-buckling equilibrium curves as well as 
the stress distributions with high accuracy, which could be a basis to assess the validation ranges of various 
kinematics and different nonlinear strain approximations. 
 
Anshul Garg and Santosha Kumar Dwivedy (Department of Mechanical Engineering, IIT Guwahati, Guwahati, 
781039, India), “Nonlinear dynamics of parametrically excited piezoelectric energy harvester with 1:3 internal 
resonance”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 111, pp 82-94, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.02.003 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the nonlinear dynamic analysis of a parametrically base excited cantilever beam 
based piezoelectric energy harvester is carried. The system consists of a cantilever beam with piezoelectric 
patches in bimorph configuration and attached mass at an arbitrary position. The attached mass is placed in such 
a way that the system exhibits 3:1 internal resonance. The governing spatio-temporal equation of motion is 
discretized to its temporal form by using generalized Galerkin’s method. To obtain the steady state voltage 
response and stability of the system, Method of multiple scales is used to reduce the resulting equation of 
motion into a set of first-order differential equations. The response and stability of the system under principal 
parametric resonance conditions has been studied. The parametric instability regions are shown for variation in 
different system parameters such as excitation amplitude and frequency, damping and load resistance. 
Bifurcations such as turning point, pitch-fork and Hopf are observed in the multi-branched non-trivial response. 
By tuning the attached mass an attempt has been made to harvest the electrical energy for a wider range of 
frequency. Such kind of smart self-sufficient systems may find application in powering low power wireless 
sensor nodes or micro electromechanical systems. 
 
Fan-Fan Wang, David J. Steigmann, Hui-Hui Dai, “On a uniformly-valid asymptotic plate theory”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 112, pp 117-125, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.02.011 
ABSTRACT: A uniformly-valid plate theory, independent of the magnitudes of applied loads, is derived based 
on the two-dimensional plate theory obtained from series expansions about the bottom surface of a plate. For 
five different magnitudes of surface loads, it is shown by using asymptotic expansions that this unified plate 
theory recovers five well-known plate models in the literature to leading-order. This demonstrates its uniform 
validity. More generally, it provides a uniformly-valid plate model provided that two asymptotic conditions are 
satisfied, which can be checked as a posteriori. The weak formulation of the uniformly-valid plate equations is 
furnished, which can be used for finite element implementation. 
 
Ali Hashemian, Seyed Farhad Hosseini, “Nonlinear bifurcation analysis of statically loaded free-form curved 
beams using isogeometric framework and pseudo-arclength continuation”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 113, pp 1-16, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an isogeometric analysis (IGA) integrated with pseudo-arclength continuation 
technique in order to predict the elastic bifurcation behavior of geometrically nonlinear free-form curved beams 
under static loading. The presented formulation is based on the Timoshenko beam theory and accounts for shear 
deformations in the large-displacement analysis of curved beams. The full equilibrium path of the buckled 
structures including common types of static instabilities (e.g., the saddle–node and pitchfork bifurcations) can 
be tracked by the presented approach. Thanks to the exact geometry representation of the IGA framework, the 
objective of this paper is to extend the current literature of the nonlinear buckling analysis of curved beams to a 
broader range of free-form geometries with engineering applications. Some practical case studies with different 
loading scenarios are investigated and the results are validated against the commercial finite element software 
and well-established benchmark examples. 
 



Zhaochao Li, Junxing Zheng, Quan Sun, Hantao He, “Nonlinear structural stability performance of pressurized 
thin-walled FGM arches under temperature variation field”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 113, pp 86-102, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.03.016 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the elastic structural stability analysis of the pressurized thin-walled 
functionally graded material (FGM) arches under temperature variation field. The material properties are 
temperature-dependent and thermo-elastic. The total potential energy function of the pinned–pinned arch was 
expressed explicitly by employing the classical thin-walled arch theories and admissible radial displacement 
functions. By means of the variational principle, the expressions of the critical buckling pressure were obtained 
analytically and verified numerically by developing a two-dimensional (2D) simulated model. The pre- and 
post-buckling equilibrium paths were depicted to explore the maximum pressure (buckling pressure). The 
comparison showed that the numerical results were in excellent agreement with the analytical solutions for 
different subtended angles, volume fraction exponents and temperature variations. In the end, the effects of 
volume fraction exponent and temperature variation were examined on the critical buckling pressure, the 
bending moment, the hoop force, the hoop strain and stress, the hoop and radial displacement components 
through the whole arch. 
 
C. Hoareau, J.-F. Deü, “Nonlinear equilibrium of partially liquid-filled tanks: A finite element/level-set method 
to handle hydrostatic follower forces”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 113, pp 112-127, 
July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.03.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the nonlinear finite element computation of the prestressed state of 
structures partially filled with an incompressible inviscid liquid. The fluid is modeled by hydrostatic follower 
forces such that no volumetric fluid mesh is needed. Large deformations are taken into account and lead to the 
fluid height variation of the wetted surface to satisfy the fluid volume conservation. The main originality of this 
work lies on the use of a level-set approach to handle numerical integration on the fluid–structure interface. The 
method is developed on 3D problems considering a finite element quadratic mesh. Various numerical examples 
are computed using a Newton–Raphson algorithm and a quadratic convergence rate is reached by using 
consistent tangent stiffness operators. 
 
Shanran Tang, Bert Sweetman, “A geometrically-exact momentum-based non-linear theory applicable to beams 
in non-inertial frames”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 113, pp 158-170, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.03.007 
ABSTRACT: A geometrically-exact non-linear beam model is developed based on conservation of momentum 
for application to arbitrarily-shaped beams having large deformations and large overall motions. Coordinate 
transformations are used to derive the non-linear inertial forces and moments and the non-linear relationships 
between displacements and strains, enabling rigorous consideration of kinematic and geometric nonlinearities. 
General non-linear equations of motion are first derived in a differential form, and then are simplified using 
practical engineering assumptions, including developments of a linearized model for small angles and small 
strains and a discretized model using finite volumes. A separation of displacements technique is proposed, 
which enables non-linear beam dynamics to be rigorously reduced to a series of piecewise-linear models. The 
proposed model is unique amongst existing geometrically-exact beam formulations in that it is formulated using 
dynamic quantities relative to intermediate non-inertial coordinates, allowing general Lagrangian formulations 
to be established in floating frames with inertial coupling effects, which is compatible with multibody models. 
The practical value of these theoretical developments is demonstrated through numerical implementation and 
convergence analyses. The piecewise-linear dynamic solver in which displacements are computed from an 
evolving configuration is shown to capture non-linear dynamic behaviors using linear solutions without 
iteration at each time-step. 
 
Jaspreet Singh, Prashant K. Purohit, “Analytical solutions for a conical elastic sheet under a live normal load”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 114, pp 1-8, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.04.003 
ABSTRACT: We study the isometric conical deformation of an inextensible elastic sheet in response to a 
distributed external loading that is normal to the deformed sheet. The sheet is planar in the reference 
configuration and it deforms into a cone with a flower-shaped cross-section under load. These deformed 
configurations are distinguished by the number of lobes. We focus on the geometry and energetics of various 



lobed-cones in the deformed configuration and discuss their relative stability. First, we assume that the 
displacements are small which leads to linear governing equations for the curvature that we solve analytically to 
yield sinusoidal solutions. Then, we relax this restriction on the magnitude of the displacement which leads to 
nonlinear governing equations, which we again solve analytically using Jacobi elliptic functions which are 
periodic but not sinusoidal. We show that the sinusoidal solution can be recovered in the limit that the external 
loads are small. 
 
L. Angela Mihai, Thomas E. Woolley, Alain Goriely, “Likely chirality of stochastic anisotropic hyperelastic 
tubes”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 114, pp 9-20, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.04.004 
ABSTRACT: When an elastic tube reinforced with helical fibres is inflated, its ends rotate. In large 
deformations, the amount and chirality of rotation is highly non-trivial, as it depends on the choice of strain–
energy density and the arrangements of the fibres. For anisotropic hyperelastic tubes where the material 
parameters are single-valued constants, the problem has been satisfactorily addressed. However, in many 
systems, the material parameters are not precisely known, and it is therefore more appropriate to treat them as 
random variables. The problem is then to understand chirality in a probabilistic framework. Here, we develop a 
procedure for examining the elastic responses of a hyperelastic cylindrical tube of stochastic anisotropic 
material, where the material parameters are spatially-independent random variables defined by probability 
density functions. The tube is subjected to uniform dead loading consisting of internal pressure, axial tension 
and torque. Assuming that the tube wall is thin and that the resulting deformation is the combined inflation, 
extension and torsion from the reference circular cylindrical configuration to a deformed circular cylindrical 
state, we derive the probabilities of radial expansion or contraction, and of right-handed or left-handed torsion. 
We refer to these stochastic behaviours as ‘likely inflation’ and ‘likely chirality’, respectively. 
 
Z.X. Cai, Y.B. Fu, “Effects of pre-stretch, compressibility and material constitution on the period-doubling 
secondary bifurcation of a film/substrate bilayer”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 115, pp 
11-19, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.05.001 
ABSTRACT: We refine a previously proposed semi-analytical method, and use it to study the effects of pre-
stretch, compressibility and material constitution on the period-doubling secondary bifurcation of a uni-axially 
compressed film/substrate bilayer structure. It is found that compared with the case of incompressible neo-
Hookean materials for which the critical strain is approximately 0.17 when the thin layer is much stiffer than the 
substrate, the critical strain when the Gent materials are used is a monotonically increasing function of the 
constant Jm that characterizes material extensibility, becoming as small as 0.12 when Jm is equal to 1, whereas 
for compressible neo-Hookean materials the critical strain is a monotonically decreasing function of Poisson’s 
ratio; the period-doubling secondary bifurcation seems to become impossible when Poisson’s ratio is 
approximately equal to 0.307. The latter result may indicate that when Poisson’s ratio is small enough there are 
other preferred secondary bifurcations — an example is given where a secondary bifurcation mode with 7/4 
times the original period occurs at a lower strain value. The effect of a pre-stretch (compression or extension) in 
the substrate is not monotonic, giving rise to a critical strain that varies between 0.15 and 0.22. 
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“Large-deflection and post-buckling analyses of isotropic rectangular plates by Carrera Unified Formulation”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 18-31, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.05.004 
ABSTRACT: Accurate predictions of the in-service nonlinear response of highly flexible structures in the 
geometrically nonlinear regime are of paramount importance for their design and failure evaluation. This paper 
develops a unified formulation of full geometrically nonlinear refined plate theory in a total Lagrangian 
approach to investigate the large-deflection and post-buckling response of isotropic rectangular plates. Based on 
the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF), various kinematics of two-dimensional plate structures are consistently 
implemented via an index notation and an arbitrary expansion function of the generalized variables in the 
thickness direction, resulting in lower- to higher-order plate models with only pure displacement variables via 



the Lagrange polynomial expansions. Furthermore, the principle of virtual work and a finite element 
approximation are exploited to straightforwardly and easily formulate the nonlinear governing equations. By 
taking into account the three-dimensional full Green–Lagrange strain components, the explicit forms of the 
secant and tangent stiffness matrices of unified plate elements are presented in terms of the fundamental nuclei, 
which are independent of the theory approximation order. The Newton–Raphson linearization scheme 
combined with a path-following method based on the arc-length constraint is utilized to solve the geometrically 
nonlinear problem. Numerical assessments, including the large-deflection response of square plates subjected to 
transverse uniform pressure and the post-buckling analysis of slender plates under compression loadings, are 
finally conducted to confirm the capabilities of the proposed CUF plate model to predict the large-deflection 
and post-buckling equilibrium curves as well as the stress distributions with high accuracy. 
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“Large deformation analysis of 2D hyperelastic bodies based on the compressible nonlinear elasticity: A 
numerical variational method”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 39-54, November 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.05.003 
ABSTRACT: A numerical solution technique named as variational differential quadrature (VDQ) is adopted 
herein for the compressible nonlinear elasticity problems. The governing equations are obtained based on the 
virtual work principle by considering displacement as the unknown field. The neo-Hookean model is also 
considered for the hyperelastic behavior of material. In the solution method, an efficient vector–matrix 
formulation is developed from which the discretized governing equations are achieved from the weak form of 
equations in a direct approach. Simplicity in implementation and accuracy are among the features of the 
proposed approach. Moreover, it does not suffer from the locking problem and unphysical instabilities. Fast 
convergence rate and computational efficiency are other advantages of this method. A number of numerical 
examples are given to reveal the good performance of VDQ in the large deformation analysis of compressible 
and nearly-incompressible bodies. 
 
L.P. Kiss (Institute of Applied Mechanics, University of Miskolc, 3515 Miskolc-Egyetemváros, Hungary), 
“Sensitivity of FGM shallow arches to loading imperfection when loaded by a concentrated radial force around 
the crown”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 62-72, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.05.009 
ABSTRACT: The non-linear in-plane stability of pin-ended circular shallow arches is analytically investigated. 
The arches are made of functionally graded material with the material properties varying along the thickness. 
The external load is a radial concentrated force in the direct vicinity of the crown. The effect of the bending 
moment on the membrane strain is included in the one-dimensional model. The equations of the pre-buckling 
and buckled equilibrium are derived using the principle of minimum potential energy. Analytical solutions are 
found for both bifurcation and limit point buckling. Extensive parametric studies are performed to find and 
demonstrate the effect of various parameters on the buckling load and in-plane behaviour. It is found that most 
arches have multiple stable and unstable equilibria and the number of equilibria increases with the modified 
slenderness. When the load is applied exactly at the crown, the lowest buckling load is related to bifurcation 
buckling for most geometries and material compositions but when there is a small imperfection in the load 
position, only limit point buckling is possible. The position of the load can have quite a huge influence on the 
buckling load, therefore pin-ended functionally graded shallow arches are sensitive to small imperfections in the 
load position. 
 
Nasrin Jafari, Mojtaba Azhari and Bijan Boroomand (Department of Civil Engineering, Isfahan University of 
Technology, Isfahan 84156-83111, Iran), “Geometrically nonlinear analysis of time-dependent composite plates 
using time function optimization”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 219-229, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.07.005 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel approximation method is presented for the large deformation analysis of 
moderately thick fiber-reinforced composite plates based on elasticity responses at asymptotic times. The 
displacement vector is approximated using separation of variables, by two functions of geometrical parameters 



and one function of time parameter with unknown coefficients. The unknown coefficients of the time function 
are determined employing the least squares optimization and the Lagrange multipliers methods. It is shown that 
the geometrically nonlinear responses of time-dependent composite plates can be obtained by finding the 
optimum coefficients of the time function with low computational cost and high precision. 
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“Large amplitude free flexural vibrations of functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced porous composite 
curved beams using finite element based on trigonometric shear deformation theory”, International Journal of 
Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 302-317, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.07.010 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the large amplitude free flexural vibration characteristics of fairly thick and thin 
functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced porous curved composite beams are investigated using finite 
element approach. The formulation includes the influence of shear deformation which is represented through 
trigonometric function and it accounts for in-plane and rotary inertia effects. The geometric non-linearity 
introducing von Karman’s assumptions is considered. The non-linear governing equations obtained based on 
Lagrange’s equations of motion are solved employing the direct iteration technique. The variation of non-linear 
frequency with amplitudes is brought out considering different parameters such as slenderness ratio of the 
beam, curved beam included angle, distribution pattern of porosity and graphene platelets, graphene platelet 
geometry and boundary conditions. The present study reveals the redistribution of vibrating mode shape at 
certain amplitude of vibration depending on geometric and material parameters of the curved composite beam. 
Also, the degree of hardening behaviour increases with the weight fraction and aspect ratio of graphene platelet. 
The rate of change of nonlinear behaviour depends on the level of amplitude of vibration, shallowness and 
slenderness ratio of the curved beam. 
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“An atomistic-based Föppl–von Kármán model for graphene”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 116, pp 281-288, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.07.011 
ABSTRACT: We deduce a non-linear continuum model of graphene for the case of finite out-of-plane 
displacements and small in-plane deformations. On assuming that the lattice interactions are governed by the 
Brenner’s REBO potential of 2nd generation and that self-stress is present, we introduce discrete strain 
measures accounting for up-to-the-third neighbor interactions. The continuum limit turns out to depend on an 
average (macroscopic) displacement field and a relative shift displacement of the two Bravais lattices that give 
rise to the hexagonal periodicity. On minimizing the energy with respect to the shift variable, we formally 
determine a continuum model of Föppl–von Kármán type, whose constitutive coefficients are given in terms of 
the atomistic interactions. 
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“Magnetoelastic deformation of a circular membrane: Wrinkling and limit point instabilities”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 116, pp 250-261, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.07.006 
ABSTRACT: We study the inflation of a weakly magnetizable isotropic incompressible circular membrane in 
the presence of magnetic field generated by a magnetic dipole. Following the approach in recent papers by 
Reddy and Saxena (Int. J. Sol. Struct. 136, 203–219, 2018; Int. J. Non-Lin. Mech. 95, 248–263, 2017) we start 



with a variational formulation, solving the resulting governing equations to determine the equilibria and 
checking the second variation condition for stability. Conjecture of possibility of multiple equilibria under a 
single coupled load, and attaining elastic and magnetic limit points made in the above two papers is confirmed 
in the present work for a circular membrane. Another main focus of this work is on the determination of 
wrinkling instability in the membrane due to magnetoelastic stresses. Wrinkles along one or both in-plane 
directions of membrane appear in a majority of loading scenarios due to compressive Maxwell stresses. Our 
computations demonstrate that wrinkles arise in the central region when dipole and inflation are in the same 
direction and in the annular region close to the edges when the dipole and inflation are in opposite directions. 
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“High fidelity simulation and validation of crossflow through a tube bundle and the onset of vibration”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 117, Article 103231, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.07.016 
ABSTRACT: Flow induced vibrations can be detrimental to all manner of engineering applications with fluid 
flow. Heat exchangers with bundles of thin tubes experiencing a crossflow are especially susceptible to the 
unexpected onset of vibration. Heat-exchanger design necessarily involves extensive modeling and testing to 
ensure that significant vibrations cannot develop for any expected flow conditions. A properly validated 
numerical simulation can work in conjunction with physical experiments to identify problematic vibrations and 
allow for rapid iteration of design at relatively low expense. A high-fidelity fluid–structure interaction code has 
been developed by fully coupling CFD LES/DNS code Nek5000 and CSM code Diablo. The coupled code is 
used to simulate crossflow through a tube bundle in a geometry recreated after a physical experiment. 
Validation against this experiment involves comparing the amplitude and frequency spectrum for three different 
flow velocities. The velocities compared straddle the onset of large magnitude vibrations. The simulation 
accurately captures the onset of the vibrations with a marginally lower predicted frequency of vibration. When 
the onset velocity is compensated for the difference in natural frequency, the simulation results closely match 
the experiment. The continuous nature of the simulation measurements helps illustrate the fluid mechanics 
behind the pin motion and reveals the front to back propagation of the vibrations as the fluid velocity increases. 
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“Failure of soft dielectric membrane with a hole subjected to mechanical and electric loads”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 117, Article 103243, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103243 
ABSTRACT: Dielectric elastomer (DE) attracts more and more attentions as soft membrane structures in 
engineering and biological fields, due to its lightweight and fast response under external electric field. In this 
paper, we study the deformation and failure of a DE membrane analytically and experimentally with a central 
circular hole actuated by both mechanical and electric loads. The size of the deformed hole in the experiments 
agrees well with the analytical prediction. The first invariant of the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor is 
adopted to predict the mechanical failure of the membrane. The evolution of the hole and the failure modes of 
the membrane structure under different loading conditions are thoroughly investigated. We show that instead of 
reducing the load capacity, the applied voltage actually increases the maximum mechanical load that the 
membrane structure can carry. This work can help the design of the membrane structure with a hole and avoid 
the failure of the structure, which is very important for the membrane applications. 
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“Electrostatically tunable small-amplitude free vibrations of pressurized electro-active spherical balloons”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 117, Article 103237, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103237 
ABSTRACT: Designing tunable resonators is of practical importance in active/adaptive sound generation, noise 
control, vibration isolation and damping. In this paper, we propose to exploit the biasing fields (induced by 
internal pressure and radial electric voltage) to tune the three-dimensional and small-amplitude free vibration of 
a thick-walled soft electro-active (SEA) spherical balloon. The incompressible isotropic SEA balloon is 
characterized by both neo-Hookean and Gent ideal dielectric models. The equations governing small-amplitude 
vibrations under inhomogeneous biasing fields can be linearized and solved in spherical coordinates using the 
state–space formalism, which establishes two separate transfer relations correlating the state vectors at the inner 
surface with those at the outer surface of the SEA balloon. By imposing the mechanical and electric boundary 
conditions, two separate analytical frequency equations are derived, which characterize two independent classes 
of vibration for torsional and spheroidal modes, respectively. Numerical examples are finally conducted to 
validate the theoretical derivation as well as to investigate the effects of both radial electric voltage and internal 
pressure on the resonant frequency of the SEA balloon. The reported analytical solution is truly and fully three-
dimensional, covering from the purely radial breathing mode to torsional mode to any general spheroidal mode, 
and hence provides a more accurate prediction of the vibration characteristics of tunable resonant devices that 
incorporate the SEA spherical balloon as the tuning element. 
 
J.L. Mantari and F.G. Canales (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universidad Nacional de Ingeniería (UNI), 
Avenida Tupac Amaru 210, Rimac, Lima, Peru), “Compact and unified elasto-plastic formulation to study 
isotropic plates”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 118, Article 103253, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103253 
ABSTRACT: We introduce a compact and unified shear deformation theory for plates with elasto-plastic 
behavior. We formulate the kinematics of the two-dimensional structure in a compact and unified manner using 
the Carrera Unified Formulation. This formulation allows for generalized expansions of the primary variables 
and through-the-thickness functions. We obtain the governing equations using the principle of virtual work and 
a finite element discretization. We solve the nonlinear equations using a Newton–Raphson linearization scheme, 
and linearize the constitutive equations using the algorithmic tangent moduli. We consider the J2 flow theory of 
plasticity, and use a backwards Euler scheme to update the stresses. We analyze the convergence, and compare 
the effectiveness of the Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial Components technique in contrasting the shear locking 
phenomenon in the nonlinear regime to the use of full and uniform reduced integration. We also conduct 
numerical assessments for plates under uniform and line loads. We compare the present results to those 
obtained by finite element commercial software, and demonstrate the computational efficiency of the present 
method. 
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Institute of Technology Guwahati, India), “Nonlinear dynamics of an inclined FG pipe conveying pulsatile hot 
fluid”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 118, Article 103276, January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this theoretical work, the nonlinear dynamics of a pinned–pinned inclined functionally graded 
(FG) pipe conveying pulsatile hot fluid is investigated. The equation of motion of the FG pipe is derived based 
on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and plug-flow model, and that is subsequently solved using Galerkin 
discretization in conjunction with the incremental harmonic balance/Runge–Kutta method. First, the divergence 
of the FG pipe is investigated where it is mainly revealed that the inclination of the pipe with the vertical axis 
yields buckling at a higher temperature while the type of the associated bifurcation changes from pitchfork to 
saddle–node bifurcation. On the basis of this static instability, the pre- and post-buckled equilibriums of the 
inclined FG pipe are identified, and its nonlinear dynamics associated with each of these equilibrium states is 
subsequently studied based on the variations of some system parameters namely inclination angle, temperature, 
graded exponent of FG material, mean flow velocity, amplitude of pulsatile flow velocity and material damping. 
The corresponding results reveal some notable nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the inclined FG pipe like 
the appearance of both the principal primary and secondary parametric resonances in the pre-buckled state, 
exchange between softening and hardening structural behavior through period doubling/period 
demultiplying/fold bifurcation, movement of saddle periodic orbit with temperature leading to the unequal 
domains of attraction over the post-buckled equilibriums and the appearance higher order parametric resonances 
at low material damping. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a nonlinear theoretical model is developed for the dynamics of a flexible 
cantilevered pipe that is simultaneously subjected to internal and partially-confined external axial flows. The 
pipe under consideration discharges fluid downwards, which accumulates in a relatively large tank, and then 
flows upwards through a generally shorter annular region surrounding the pipe. Thus, the internal and external 
flows are interdependent and in opposite directions. A practical application of this system may be found in 
solution mining processes for brine production, and in the subsequent usage of the salt-mined caverns for 
hydrocarbon storage. The equation of motion is derived using the extended Hamilton’s principle to third-order 
accuracy with a separate derivation of the fluid-related forces associated with the internal and external flows. 
The equation is discretized using Galerkin’s scheme and solved via the pseudo-arclength continuation method 
and a direct time integration technique. Two pipes of different dimensions and materials are considered in this 



study; the stability of these pipes is investigated with increasing flow velocity. Also, the influence of varying 
the length and tightness of the annular region on the dynamical behaviour of the pipes is explored theoretically. 
The predictions of the proposed model are compared to experimental observations from the literature for 
systems with the same parameters as those considered in this paper, as well as to predictions of an earlier linear 
theory. The results obtained are in excellent qualitative and good quantitative agreement with the experimental 
observations. Furthermore, this model predicts the frequencies of oscillation more accurately than linear theory. 
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ABSTRACT: Mathematical models of a non-linear shallow shell subjected to mechanical and temperature 
fields and one-sided corrosion wear are proposed. The governing equations are yielded by Hamilton’s principle. 
The geometric and physical non-linearity follow the Föppl–Kármán approximation and the plastic deformation 
theory, respectively. Dolinskii and Gutman corrosion models as well as the Duhamel–Neumann model are 
implemented. The governing mixed-type PDEs are derived. The algorithm to solve the PDEs is based on the 
method of variational iterations (MVI) and linearization. Convergence of the developed procedure is proved. 
Theoretical considerations are validated by numerical results. 
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A.Z. Hajjaj, N. Jaber, S. Ilyas, F.K. Alfosail and M.I. Younis (Physical Science and Engineering Division, King 
Abdullah University of Science and Technology, Thuwal, 23955-6900, Saudi Arabia), “Linear and nonlinear 
dynamics of micro and nano-resonators: Review of recent advances”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103328, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103328 
ABSTRACT: Micro and nanoelectromechanical systems M/NEMS have been extensively investigated and 
exploited in the past few decades for various applications and for probing fundamental physical phenomena. 
Understanding the linear and nonlinear dynamical behaviors of the movable structures in these systems is 
crucial for their successful implementation in various novel technologies and to meet the long list of new 
sophisticated requirements. This paper presents a review for some of the recent topics pertaining to the 
dynamical behaviors, linear and nonlinear, of M/NEMS resonating structures. First, an overview is presented of 
the various used dynamical approaches to enhance the sensitivity of resonators for sensing applications. Then a 
summary is presented of the recent works on the linear and nonlinear mode coupling in M/NEMS resonator. 
Next, recent research is reviewed on coupled M/NEMS resonators, mechanically and electrically, leading to 
collective behaviors like mode localization. The final part of the paper discusses analytical approaches that have 
been developed to better understand and investigate the dynamical behavior of M/NEMS resonators focusing on 
the perturbation method the multiple time scales. 
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“Finite rotation meshfree formulation for geometrically nonlinear analysis of flat, curved and folded shells”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103300, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103300 



ABSTRACT: Geometrically nonlinear analysis of flat, curved and folded shells under finite rotations is 
performed by enhanced six degrees of freedom (6-DOFs) meshfree formulation. Curvilinear surfaces are dealt 
with the concept of convected coordinates. Equilibrium equations are derived by total Lagrangian formulation 
with Green–Lagrange strain and Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress. Both shell geometry and its deformation are 
approximated by Reproducing Kernels (RKs). Transverse shear strains are considered by Mindlin–Reissner 
theory. Numerical integration of the stiffness matrix is estimated by using the Stabilized Conforming Nodal 
Integration (SCNI) method. To show accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed formulation and discretization, 
benchmark problems from the literatures are considered. Apart from reference solutions available in the 
literature, additional reference results based on finite element method (FEM) conducted by the present authors 
are also presented. 
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“A momentum subspace method for the model-order reduction in nonlinear structural dynamics: Theory and 
experiments”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103314, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103314 
ABSTRACT: The article proposes a method developed for model order reduction in a Finite Element (FE) 
framework that is capable of computing higher order stiffness tensors. In the method, a truncated third order 
asymptotic expansion is used for transformation of an FE model to a reduced system. The basis matrix in the 
formulation of the reduced-order model (ROM) is derived from linear mode shapes of the structure. The 
governing equations are derived using Hamilton’s principle and the method is applied to geometrically 
nonlinear vibration problems to test its effectiveness. An initial validation of the numerical formulation is 
obtained by comparison of results from time domain nonlinear vibration analyses of a rectangular plate using 
Abaqus. Subsequently, a stiffened plate is modeled to test a more complex structure and a continuation 
algorithm is used in combination with the ROM to compute nonlinear frequency response curves. The 
validation of the stiffened plate has been performed through comparisons with the results of nonlinear vibration 
experiments. The experiments are conducted with Polytec Laser Doppler Vibrometer and PAK MK-II 
measurement systems for large amplitude vibrations to validate the nonlinear vibration analyses. 
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“Nonlinear bending of porous curved beams reinforced by functionally graded nanocomposite graphene 
platelets applying an efficient shear flexible finite element approach”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103346, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103346 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the nonlinear flexural bending of thick and thin porous curved composite 
beams reinforced and functionally graded by graphene platelets is carried out using a three-noded C1 continuous 
curved beam finite element developed introducing an efficient shear deformation theory based on trigonometric 
function. The nonlinearity through the strain–displacement relationship by introducing von Karman’s 
assumptions is considered. The nonlinear equilibrium equations resulting from minimum potential energy 
principle are numerically solved based on the direct iteration technique. The bending nonlinear features through 
the load–deflection relationship are presented by selecting various design parameters like long and short beams, 
shallow and deep curved cases, support conditions, the variation of graphene platelets in the metal foam and the 
existence of porosity. This investigation reveals that the level of nonlinearity gets noticeably affected by the 
depth coupled with the curved beam slenderness ratio. 
 
A. Amor, A. Fernandes and J. Pouget (Sorbonne Université, CNRS, Institut Jean le Rond d’Alembert, UMR 
7190, F-75005 Paris, France), “Snap-through of elastic bistable beam under contactless magnetic actuation”, 



International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103358, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103358 
ABSTRACT: We propose the modeling of contactless switching of a bistable slender beam using Laplace force 
actuation. The model beam is based on the elastica approach which allows large amplitudes of the cross-section 
rotation and large elastic transformations. Furthermore, the extensibility of the elastic beam is accounted for and 
it plays a crucial role in the switching process. The study is devoted particularly to the actuation mechanism of 
the bistable beam uniformly loaded by a density of lineic force which is permanently perpendicular to the beam 
deformation. Such actuation can be produced by the Laplace force due to an electric current traveling along the 
beam placed in a magnetic induction. The mechanism of the bistable switching is analyzed in detail using a 
variational formulation and stable and unstable equilibria are described. We investigate numerically the post-
buckling behavior to capture the exact buckling modes that follow the path in the unstable region. The 
numerical simulations are also used to obtain the bistable response in terms of actuating force (or electric 
current amplitude), beam end-shortening and mid-point displacement of the beam. We also perform a finite 
element computation and provide a validation of the results obtained by solving the set of equations of the 
boundary value problem. The second part of the work is focussed on the experimental validation of the 
switching mechanism of the bistable beam presented in the analytical part. We design an experimental set-up 
for the fine measurement of the mid-point displacement of the bistable beam as a function of the electric current 
traveling the beam. The region of bistable instability is revealed by experimental adjustment of the bifurcation 
point associated with the actuating force. All the results extracted from experimental tests are compared to those 
coming from the modeling investigations, which ascertains with good accuracy the approach of the proposed 
model for bistable beam. 
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“Bifurcation behavior for mass detection in nonlinear electrostatically coupled resonators”, International Journal 
of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103366, March 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: The nonlinear coupled vibrations widely exist in coupled resonant structures, which can lead to 
complex dynamic bifurcation behavior and expand the research scope of fundamental physics. A new micro-
mass detection method is proposed by using bifurcation jumping phenomenon in nonlinear electrostatically 
coupled resonators in this article. Considering the fundamental frequency excitation, the one-to-one internal 
resonance equations to describe electrostatically coupled resonant sensor are obtained by using Hamilton’s 
principle and Galerkin method. Then, the perturbation analysis method is introduced to study the response and 
stability of the system for small amplitude vibration. Through bifurcation analysis, it is found that the isolated 
response branches appear in nonlinear electrostatically coupled resonators and present the physical conditions 
of this phenomenon. Typically, we demonstrate the exploitation of the bifurcation jump phenomena of two 
electrostatically coupled microbeam resonators to realize the mass quantitative detection and threshold 
detection, which overcomes the detection inaccuracy caused by frequency drift in the nonlinear vibration. 
Finally, the numerical experiments verify the validity of the method. The results of this paper can be potentially 
useful in micro-mass detection. 
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“Analytical study on growth-induced bending deformations of multi-layered hyperelastic plates”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 103370, March 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, we study the growth-induced bending deformations of multi-layered hyperelastic 
plates. First, under the assumption of plane strain, we formulate the 3D governing system for a multi-layered 
hyperelastic (neo-Hookean) plate, which incorporates the growth parameters in the different layers. Based on 
the governing system and by adopting a series expansion–truncation approach, we derive a plate equation 
system. In the case of traction-free boundary conditions, we solve the plate equation system explicitly and 
obtain some simple analytical results, which can be used to describe the deformations of the multi-layered 
plates induced by growth. We verify the accuracy and efficiency of the analytical results through comparisons 
with some numerical and experimental results. We also provide a comparison between the analytical results 
obtained for single- and multi-layered hyperelastic plates. Furthermore, we analyze the properties of residual 
stresses in the multi-layered plates. The plate equation system and the analytical results obtained here have wide 
potential applications in the design of intelligent soft devices. 
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isolated beam under steady wind flow”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 119, Article 
103340, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103340 
ABSTRACT: A homogeneous continuous visco-elastic shear-beam, describing the dynamics of base-isolated 
tall buildings exposed to a uniformly distributed steady wind flow, is studied. The shear beam is constrained at 
the bottom end by a nonlinear visco-elastic device and free at the top end. The aeroelastic effects, responsible 
for self-excitation, are evaluated via the quasi-static theory. The occurrence of Hopf bifurcation is detected. 
Critical and post-critical behavior is analyzed by applying a perturbation scheme. The critical wind velocity and 
the associated complex galloping mode are found. The steady value of the oscillation amplitude on the stable 
limit-cycle and its stability are evaluated as function of the mean wind velocity. The mechanical performances 
of the structure are investigated in according to the effectiveness of the visco-elastic isolation system. A passive 
controller is proposed to increase the galloping wind velocity and to reduce the amplitude of the limit-cycle. 
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“Vibration suppression and optimization of conserved-mass metamaterial beam”, International Journal of Non-
Linear Mechanics, Vol. 120, Article 103360, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103360 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate the nonlinear vibrations of a metamaterial structure that consists of a 
host Euler–Bernoulli beam attached to a periodic array of spring–mass–damper subsystems deployed for 
vibration absorption. The main objective is to demonstrate that the capability of the metastructure to suppress 
vibrations can be significantly enhanced when the absorbers are tuned to the optimal frequency. A MATLAB-
based optimization algorithm is used to minimize a given objective function for the optimal tuning frequency. A 
mathematical model is first utilized to perform the linear free and forced vibration analyses. The effect of the 
local resonators (absorbers) on the suppression of the oscillations of the host beam is studied. The ability to 
mitigate the vibration of the host structure at a desired resonant frequency is achieved by tuning the resonant 
frequencies of the local absorbers. More interestingly, the results show that the simultaneous suppression of 
several modes is possible by tuning and properly placing each absorber along the host structure. Furthermore, 
the impact of the resonators on the nonlinear behavior of the main structure when subjected to external forcing 
over an extended frequency range is investigated. The numerical study reveals that proper tuning of the local 
resonators allows significant vibration suppression of the metamaterial beam when being excited in the 
neighborhood of the natural frequencies. We demonstrate the capability of the metamaterial structure to 
withstand external loadings even when operating near resonance. Finally, we combine the nonlinear 
mathematical model with an optimizer to identify the number and tuning frequencies of the absorbers that 
maximize the vibration suppression. The optimization results show that significant mitigation can be achieved 
by tuning properly the absorbers in the vicinity of the host structure’s natural frequencies. 
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“Dual ideal shear strengths for chiral single-walled carbon nanotubes”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 120, Article 103382, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103382 
ABSTRACT: By considering a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) as a two-dimensional elastica 
obtained from the roll-up of a graphene sheet into a circular tube, the present paper develops a precise well-
posed continuum theory for describing the entire torsional behavior of SWCNTs from an initial unloaded state 
through their ultimate levels of loading. In addition, the proposed approach can capture the dual ideal shear 
strengths as well as the asymmetrical behavior of chiral tubes with respect to the direction of the applied 
torsional loading. The theory incorporates a highly nonlinear constitutive equation which provides information 
about the nanoscopic morphological parameters of the tubes. As it will be shown, the longitudinal and twist 
deformations are coupled. Accordingly, a parameter referred to as the torsion-induced extension will be defined. 
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“Nonlinear normal modes, resonances and energy exchange in single-walled carbon nanotubes”, International 
Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 120, Article 103398, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103398 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear resonance interaction and energy exchange between bending and circumferential 
flexure modes in single-walled carbon nanotubes is studied. First, the results of an analytical model of the 
resonance interaction between the considered nonlinear normal modes previously developed are reported. This 
approach was based on a reduced form of the Sanders–Koiter thin shell theory obtained by using simplifying 
hypotheses on the shell deformations. The analytical model predicted that the nonlinear resonance interaction 
leads to energy localization in a certain coherence domain over the carbon nanotube surface within a specific 
range of the initial oscillation amplitude. Then, a numerical model of the resonance interaction between the 
analysed nonlinear normal modes in the framework of the complete Sanders–Koiter thin shell theory is 
reported. Numerical simulations are performed to verify the energy localization phenomenon over the carbon 
nanotube surface and to compute the threshold values of the initial oscillation amplitude giving rise to energy 
localization. Finally, from the comparison between the two different approaches, it is obtained that the results of 
the numerical model for the threshold values of the nonlinear energy localization confirm with very good 
accuracy the predictions of the analytical model. 
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“On the mathematical modeling of symmetric/asymmetric multi-layer orthotropic shells”, International Journal 
of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 120, Article 103425, April 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a mathematical model of multilayer orthotropic shells is developed on the basis of 
the third-order approximation of the Sheremetev–Pelekh–Reddy theory, taking into account geometric non-
linearity. Conservative difference schemes of the considered model are derived and validated based on the 
variation-difference method. The influence of the number of layers on the stability of shells is considered. In 
addition, the stability of symmetric/asymmetric packages of multilayer shells is also discussed. 
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E. Carrera, A. Pagiani and R. Augello (Mul2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Effect of large displacements on the 
linearized vibration of composite beams”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 120, Article 
103390, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103390 
ABSTRACT: Natural frequencies and mode shapes are functions of the equilibrium state. In the large 
displacement regime, pre-stresses may modify significantly the modal behaviour of structures. In this work, a 
geometrical nonlinear total Lagrangian formulation that includes cross-sectional deformations is developed to 
analyse the vibration modes of composite beams structures in the nonlinear regime. Equations of motion are 
solved around nonlinear static equilibrium states, which are identified using a Newton–Raphson algorithm 
along with a path-following method of arc-length type. Different boundary conditions and stacking sequences 
are analysed. It is shown that vibration modes are strongly modified by nonlinear phenomena. Moreover, 
models that do not describe those effects accurately may results in misleading results, especially if compression 
is dominant. In fact, results show a crossing phenomenon in the post-buckling regime of an asymmetric cross-
ply beam, whereas it is completely unforeseen by the linearized analysis. 
 
S.A.M. Ghannadpour and N. Abdollahzadeh (New Technologies and Engineering Department, Shahid Beheshti 
University, G.C, Tehran, Iran), “Progressive failure analysis of thick imperfect composite plates using nonlinear 
plate theory”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 121, Article 103292, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2019.103292 
ABSTRACT: The work presented here alludes to the application of a semi-analytical method for ultimate 
strength predictions of square composite plates with geometric imperfections that are subjected to uniaxial in-
plane compressive load. The Ritz method is developed with the assumptions of large deflections and higher-
order shear deformation theory that accounts for through-the-thickness deformation. Therefore, some thick and 
relatively thick simply-supported square laminates are analyzed in this study. To obtain the ultimate strength of 
the plates, we consider two geometric degradation models to assess the degradation zone around the failed 
location. To predict the first ply failure load and also nonlinear response in the progressive damage analysis, we 
use the Hashin–Rotem failure criteria. We present results with respect to the number of plies, thickness of the 
laminates and different magnitudes of imperfection for some symmetric lay-ups. 
 
E. Ruocco (1) and J.N. Reddy (2) 
(1) Department of Engineering, University of Campania L. Vanvitelli, Aversa (Ce), Italy 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, 77843-3123, USA 
“Buckling analysis of elastic–plastic nanoplates resting on a Winkler–Pasternak foundation based on nonlocal 
third-order plate theory”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 121, Article 103453, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103453 
ABSTRACT: The paper analyzes the elastic–plastic buckling behavior of thick, rectangular nanoplates 
embedded in a Winkler–Pasternak foundation, adopting the Reddy third-order plate theory in nonlocal 
elasticity. Elasto-plasticity is accounted for by considering two alternative plasticity theories, namely the J2 
flow incremental and the J2 deformation theory, with material properties defined by a Ramberg–Osgood 
relation. An iterative procedure is proposed to obtain the critical load, and the corresponding critical mode, of 
plates simply supported on two opposite edges under applied uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions. Extensive 
analysis investigates the effects of geometrical, constitutive, and nonlocal parameters on the critical behavior of 
plates with different boundary conditions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no findings about 
elastoplastic buckling of nanoplates in the existing literature. It is therefore hoped that the results obtained may 
provide a helpful basis for comparison for future investigations. 
 
Andrey Melnikov (1), Luis Dorfmann (2) and Ray W. Ogden (3) 
(1) Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, Canada 
(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155, USA 
(3) School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8SQ, UK 
“Bifurcation of finitely deformed thick-walled electroelastic spherical shells subject to a radial electric field”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 121, Article 103429, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103429 



ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the bifurcation analysis of a pressurized electroelastic spherical shell 
with compliant electrodes on its inner and outer boundaries. The theory of small incremental electroelastic 
deformations superimposed on a radially finitely deformed electroelastic thick-walled spherical shell is used to 
determine those underlying configurations for which the superimposed deformations do not maintain the perfect 
spherical shape of the shell. Specifically, axisymmetric bifurcations are analyzed, and results are obtained for 
three different electroelastic energy functions, namely electroelastic counterparts of the neo-Hookean, Gent and 
Ogden elastic energy functions. For the neo-Hookean energy function it was reported previously that for the 
purely mechanical case axisymmetric bifurcations are possible under external pressure only, no bifurcation 
solutions being possible for internally pressurized spherical shells. In the case of an electroelastic neo-Hookean 
model bifurcation under internal pressure becomes possible when the potential difference between the 
electrodes exceeds a certain value, which depends on the ratio of inner to outer undeformed radii. Results 
obtained for the three classes of model are significantly different and are illustrated for a range of fixed values 
of the potential difference. Although of less practical significance, results are also shown for fixed charges, and 
these are both different between the models and different from the case of fixed potential difference. 
 
Praneeth Nampally, Anssi T. Karttunen and J.N. Reddy (Texas A&M University, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, College Station, TX 77843-3123, USA), “Nonlinear finite element analysis of lattice core 
sandwich plates”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 121, Article 103423, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103423 
ABSTRACT: A displacement-based, geometrically nonlinear finite element model is developed for lattice core 
sandwich panels modeled as 2-D equivalent single-layer (ESL), first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
micropolar plates. The nonlinearity is due to the moderate macrorotations of the plate which are modeled by 
including the von Kármán nonlinear strains in the micropolar strain measures. Weak-form Galerkin formulation 
with linear Lagrange interpolations is used to develop the displacement finite element model. Selective reduced 
integration is used to eliminate shear locking and membrane locking. The novel finite element model is used to 
study the nonlinear bending and linear free vibrations of web-core and pyramid core sandwich panels. Clamped 
and free edge boundary conditions are considered for the first time for the 2-D micropolar ESL-FSDT plate 
theory. The present 2-D finite element results are in good agreement with the corresponding detailed 3-D FE 
results for the lattice core sandwich panels. The 2-D element provides computationally cost-effective solutions; 
in a nonlinear bending example, the number of elements required for the 2-D micropolar plate is of the order 
1000, whereas for the corresponding 3-D model the order is 100000. 
 
Alfonso Pagani, Ehsan Daneshkhah, Xiangyang Xu and Erasmo Carrera (Mul2 Group, Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Evaluation of 
geometrically nonlinear terms in the large-deflection and post-buckling analysis of isotropic rectangular plates”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 121, Article 103461, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103461 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear mechanical response of highly flexible plates and shells has always been of 
primary importance due to the widespread applications of these structural elements in many advanced 
engineering fields. In this study, the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) is used in a total Lagrangian 
framework to analyze the large-deflection and post-buckling behavior of isotropic rectangular plates based on 
different nonlinear strain assumptions. The scalable nature of the CUF provides us with the ability to tune the 
structural theory approximation order and the strain–displacement assumptions opportunely. In this work, the 
Newton–Raphson linearization scheme with a path-following constraint is used in the framework of the 2-D 
CUF to solve the geometrically nonlinear problems to draw important conclusions about the consistency of 
many assumptions made in the literature on the kinematics of highly flexible plates. In this regard, the 
effectiveness of the well-known von Kármán theory for nonlinear deformations of plates is investigated with 
different modifications such as the thickness stretching and shear deformations due to transverse deflection. The 
post-buckling curves and the related stress distributions for each case are presented and discussed. According to 
the results, the full Green–Lagrange nonlinear model could predict the nonlinear behavior of plates efficiently 
and accurately, whereas other approximations produce considerable inaccuracies in the case of thick plates 
subjected to large rotations and deflections. 
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“Nonlinear vibration control effects of membrane structures with in-plane PVDF actuators: A parametric 
study”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 122, Article 103466, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103466 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, with the increasing use of membrane structures in space applications, the 
problems of large-amplitude (compared to the thickness) vibrations arise; leading to the degradation of their 
working performance. It is challenging to control the large-amplitude vibrations of membranes due to the high 
flexibility, low damping, and strong geometrical nonlinearity. In this study, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 
actuators are considered to develop the active vibration control of a pre-tensioned Kapton membrane. The 
governing equations are established based on the geometrically nonlinear theory of plates, taking into account 
the modal control force induced by the actuators. To analyze the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the 
membrane, the theoretical and approximate solutions of nonlinear frequencies of the membrane are obtained, 
and the discrepancies between the two solutions under different vibration amplitudes are discussed. Control 
performance for both free vibration and harmonic forced vibration of the membrane is numerically studied. A 
comprehensive parametric study is carried out to investigate the influences of different system parameters, 
including the pretension and the size of the membrane, and the position and number of the actuators, on the 
control performance. Analytical results indicate that the vibration of the membrane can be effectively 
suppressed with the appropriately laminated PVDF actuators. The results of this research can be extended to the 
active control of different gossamer space structures. 
 
Guo-Xu Wang, Hu Ding and Li-Qun Chen (School of Mechanics and Engineering Science, Shanghai 
University, Shanghai, 200072, China), “Gravitational effects and mode interactions of vertical cantilever 
beams”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 123, Article 103493, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103493 
ABSTRACT: As a basic structure and a fundamental vibration issue, the vibration of cantilever structures has 
been thoroughly studied, and there are some generally accepted conclusions, for example, internal resonance 
does not take place in the transverse vibration of a basic cantilever beam. In this study, by including 3:1 internal 
resonance caused by gravity, mode interactions of hanging cantilever beams are firstly presented in the primary 
and secondary external resonance. The second mode can be easily and remarkably stimulated in the primary 
resonance, while the first mode response can also be generated in the secondary resonance. Besides, internal 
resonance complicates the dynamic characteristics of mode responses, such as ring-like and other strange 
response shapes, and further influences the mode interactions in the primary resonance. Furthermore, with non-
strict internal resonance and large excitation amplitude, the chaotic motion can be achieved in the secondary 
resonance, which may not occur in the primary resonance. In summary, the research in this paper shows that, 
although it is a fundamental subject of vibration, there are still some unknown phenomena in the vibration of 
cantilever beams. Understanding these phenomena will undoubtedly help design engineering systems and 
control structural vibration. 
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Italy 
(4) Department of Structural and Geotechnical Engineering, University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy 
“A Lagrangian Hencky-type non-linear model suitable for metamaterials design of shearable and extensible 
slender deformable bodies alternative to Timoshenko theory”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 123, Article 103481, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103481 
ABSTRACT: Among the most studied models in mathematical physics, Timoshenko beam is outstanding for its 
importance in technological applications. Therefore it has been extensively studied and many discretizations 
have been proposed to allow its use in the most disparate contexts. However, it seems to us that available 
discretization schemes present some drawbacks when considering large deformation regimes. We believe these 



drawbacks to be mainly related to the fact that they are formulated without keeping in mind the mechanical 
phenomena for describing which Timoshenko continuum model has been proposed. Therefore, aiming to 
analyze the deformation of complex plane frames and arches in elastic large displacements and deformation 
regimes, a novel intrinsically discrete Lagrangian model is here introduced whose phenomenological 
application range is similar to that for which Timoshenko beam has been conceived. While being largely 
inspired by the ideas outlined by Hencky in his renowned doctoral dissertation, the presented approach 
overcomes some specific limitations concerning the stretch and shear deformation effects. The proposed model 
is applied to get the solutions for some relevant benchmark tests, both in the case of arch and frame structures. It 
is proved that, also when shear deformation effects are of relevance, the enriched, yet simple, model and 
numerical computation scheme herein proposed can be profitably used for efficient structural analyses of non-
linear mechanical systems in rather nonstandard situations. 
 
Somaye Jamali Shakhlavi, Shahrokh Hosseini-Hashemi and Reza Nazemnezhad, “Torsional vibrations 
investigation of nonlinear nonlocal behavior in terms of functionally graded nanotubes”, International Journal of 
Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 124, Article 103513, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103513 
ABSTRACT: The von-Kármán effect on the free torsional vibrations of carbon nanotube made of functionally 
graded materials (FGMs) is inspected in this research using the theory of nonlocal elasticity. The material 
properties are assumed to change continuously through the radius of the FGM carbon nanotube (FGM-CNT) 
according to a power-law distribution. Using Hamilton’s principle, the equations of nonlinear torsional 
vibrations is obtained. The torsional frequencies and mode shapes of FGM-CNT are derived for two boundary 
conditions, namely, clamped–clamped and clamped–free. The approximate-analytical solution for the nonlocal 
nonlinear natural frequencies is extracted using multiple scales method (MSM). Next, the effects of the FG 
index, the length, the outer radius, the amplitude of vibration and the mode number on the vibrational 
characteristics of the FGM-CNT are studied. The obtained results in this paper can be used as a key tool for 
efficient and exact design of devices comprising of torsional nanotubes. 
 
Abdul Majid, “Simulation of a soap film spanning a flexible loop”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 124, Article 103497, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103497 
ABSTRACT: A numerical approach is presented to find the equilibrium solutions of a soap film spanning a 
flexible but inextensible boundary (Giomi and Mahadevan 2012). Various shapes of the soap films are 
quantified in terms of a dimensionless parameter. Numerical stability and bifurcation analysis is performed. 
Specifically, estimates of two critical values of the bifurcation parameter responsible for the onset of non-planar 
shape and first self contact in plane are provided. These two critical values are not known analytically. 
 
Chuan Zeng and Xiaosheng Gao, “Stability of an anisotropic dielectric elastomer plate”, International Journal of 
Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 124, Article 103510, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103510 
ABSTRACT: A variety of methods have been proposed to improve the performance of dielectric elastomer 
transducers, which lead to the anisotropic electromechanical behavior of the material. This paper theoretically 
analyzes the effect of material anisotropy on the diffuse modes of instability in dielectric elastomer plates. As a 
first step, a transversely isotropic material is considered in the present study. The linearized incremental theory 
is used and the plate thickness is considered in the stability analysis. The bifurcation equations are solved with 
Wolfram Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc., 2019) [1] to obtain the critical stretches under different electric 
field. It is found that, compared to the isotropic material, material anisotropy results in larger unstable regions 
and higher critical stretches above which the plate is stable. It is also shown that material anisotropy has a 
stronger influence on a thinner plate. As the plate thickness increases, the influence decreases. 
 
X.Y. Guo, P. Jiang, D.X. Cao and C.M. Wang, “Nonlinear vibrations of graphene piezoelectric microsheet 
under coupled excitations”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 124, Article 103498, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103498 



ABSTRACT: Investigated herein are the nonlinear vibration characteristics of a rectangular microsheet 
comprising micro fiber composite with graphene (GP) skin under coupled excitations. Owing to the good 
thermal conductivity of GP, the heat sink performance of the GP skin is also considered. In this study, the 
constitutive relation for the microsheet is established by applying the Eringen theory and the governing 
equations for nonlinear dynamics of the microsheet are obtained from the principle of conservation of energy. 
The Green and Naghdi’s generalized thermo-elasticity theory and the Galerkin weighted residual method are 
employed to describe the thermo-elasticity coupling effect of the MFC-GP microsheet. The positive 
piezoelectric effects of graphene and MFC are also taken into consideration. Next, the coupled ordinary 
differential equations of thermo-elasticity-electricity are obtained by the Galerkin discrete method. Finally, the 
nonlinear frequency response equations of the microsheet are derived through the multi-scale method. By using 
the global residual harmonic balance method, nonlinear vibration characteristic of the MFC-GP microsheet are 
discussed with respect to nonlocal parameters, volume fraction of graphene, and aspect ratio, which have a 
significant impact on the dynamic behaviors of the microsheet. The findings will provide a theoretical guidance 
for engineering design of such microsheets. 
 
Saad Ilyas and Mohammad I. Younis, “Theoretical and experimental investigation of mode localization in 
electrostatically and mechanically coupled microbeam resonators”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 125, Article 103516, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103516 
ABSTRACT: The phenomenon of mode localization is explored theoretically and experimentally on two 
mechanically or electrostatically coupled beam resonators. Lumped parameter models are used to simulate the 
response of the systems. The eigenvalue problems are solved for both case studies under different stiffness 
perturbations and coupling strengths. The influence of the side electrode bias on the veering points is also 
explored. The dynamics of the systems are studied and compared using their frequency response curves under 
different perturbation and damping scenarios. The effect of damping for different elements of the coupled 
system is studied and proposed to improve sensitivity in high damping environments. It is observed that the 
exploitation of mode localization depends primarily on the choice of the resonator of the coupled system to be 
under direct excitation, its stiffness to be perturbed, and its response to be monitored. The revealed dynamic 
behaviors show great potential for applications in sensing and mechanical computing. The theoretical findings 
are validated using experimental case studies of two silicon doubly-clamped mechanically coupled microbeams 
and two electrostatically coupled microcantilevers. Electrothermal voltage is applied to the mechanically 
coupled resonators to introduce the stiffness perturbation in order to investigate mode localization. The 
theoretical and experimental results show good qualitative agreement. 
 
Pankaj V. Katariya, Kulmani Mehar and Subrata Kumar Panda, “Nonlinear dynamic responses of layered skew 
sandwich composite structure and experimental validation”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 125, Article 103527, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103527 
ABSTRACT: The time-dependent deflection responses of the mechanically excited layered skew sandwich 
shell panels are computed numerically via a generic model developed mathematically using the higher-order 
shear deformation theory including the effects of the large displacement. The model includes the large 
displacements associated with the structural distortion under the small strain regime through Green–Lagrange 
nonlinear strain kinematics. The derived nonlinear system governing equation is converted to a set of algebraic 
form with the help of finite element steps. Subsequently, the time-dependent displacement values are computed 
numerically through the direct iterative technique including Newmark’s integration scheme. The dynamic 
deflections of the sandwich structural component under the influence of the externally excited mechanical 
loading are obtained through a generic computer code (developed in MATLAB) via the nonlinear higher-order 
finite element model. Before the implementation of the proposed model for the sandwich analysis, the solution 
stability and accuracy have been established by solving different kinds of numerical example from the 
published domain. Additionally, a few layered sandwich plates of different face sheet layers have been 
fabricated and the experimental dynamic data are recorded for the comparison purpose with the help of 
available modal test rig. Finally, the influences of the different structure-dependent design parameters on the 
nonlinear dynamic responses are investigated using the presently developed numerical model of skew sandwich 
shell panel, which also reveals that the present results give more accurate results. 



 
De Sarthak, G. Prateek, R. Vasudevan, O. Polit and M. Ganapathi, “Dynamic buckling of classical/non-classical 
curved beams by nonlocal nonlinear finite element accounting for size dependent effect and using higher-order 
shear flexible model”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, Article 103536, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103536 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the dynamic snap-through buckling of classical and non-classical curved 
beams subjected to a suddenly applied step load. The small scale effect prevalent in non-classical beams, viz, 
micro and nanobeam, is modeled using the nonlocal elasticity approach. The formulation accounts for 
moderately large deflection and rotation. The governing equilibrium equations are derived using the dynamic 
version of the principle of virtual work and are subsequently simplified in terms of the generalized 
displacements for the development of a nonlocal nonlinear finite element model. The spatial domain comprises 
of 3-noded higher-order curved beam elements based on shear flexible theory associated with sine function. The 
nonlinear governing equations are solved using the incremental stiffness matrices and by adopting direct time 
integration method. The critical dynamic buckling load is identified by the smallest load at which there is a 
sudden rise in the amplitude of vibration. The efficacy of model here is compared against the available 
analytical studies for the local and nonlocal beams. A detailed study is made to highlight the effects of the 
geometric parameter, initial condition, nonlocal parameter, load duration, and boundary conditions on the 
dynamic stability of both classical and non-classical curved beams. The nature and degree of participation of 
various eigen modes accountable for the dynamic snap-through behavior are examined a posteriori using the 
modal expansion approach. Some interesting observations made here are valuable for the optimal design of such 
structural members against fatigue and instability. 
 
Lukáš Horný and Zdeněk Petřivý, “Inversion point and internal volume of pressurized nonlinearly elastic tube”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, Article 103530, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103530 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical response of a hollow circular cylinder to internal pressure represents an 
important theoretical model which can be helpful in the design of tubular structures, and in the biomechanical 
research of tissues like arteries. It has been shown that arteries in vivo, in addition to pressure loading, sustain 
significant axial extension. It is manifested as a retraction that is observed when they are excised from a body. 
Previous research has shown that the axial prestretch ensures that the longitudinal motion of arteries is 
negligible under physiological conditions. The magnitude of the axial prestretch at which a tube does not 
change its length during pressurization, is referred to as the inversion point, because at this point mechanical 
response changes from pressure-induced elongation to pressure-induced shortening. In the present paper, 
another property observed when a nonlinear elastic tube is inflated at a constant axial load is studied. It is shown 
that at axial prestretching corresponding to the inversion point, when a tube exhibits no axial movement, the 
maximum internal volume of the pressurized tube is attained. This property is shown for thin-walled tubes made 
from material that is characterized with Mooney–Rivlin and Gent strain energy density function. Differences in 
the inflation–extension response obtained for Gent’s material, and for the human abdominal aorta that is 
considered to be anisotropic and is described with exponential strain energy density, are studied in the paper. To 
the best of our knowledge, our study is the first showing that the maximum internal volume of the inflated tube 
is intimately linked with its axial prestretch. 
 
Thiago A.M. Guimarães, Leonardo Sanches and Flávio D. Marques, “Nonlinear supersonic post-flutter motion 
of panels with adjacent bays and thermal effects”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, 
Article 103545, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103545 
ABSTRACT: Aerospace vehicle structures in the supersonic regime flight have their outer skin subjected to 
unsteady aerodynamic and thermal loading, which may lead to aeroelastic instability. Typical aerospace 
structures are built as multiple adjacent panels, the so-called multi-bay configuration, but early efforts to predict 
the supersonic flutter were based on a single panel arrangement. This work evaluates the aeroelastic behavior of 
supersonic multi-bay fluttering panels under thermal effects, aiming to improve the understanding of adjacent 
panels interaction in the nonlinear regime. The aeroelastic model is established by using the first-order quasi-
steady piston theory in conjunction with isotropic panel model using the von Kármán’s assumptions to account 



for geometrical nonlinearities. The Newmark time-integration method is used to evaluate the resulting equations 
of motion. The Hopf bifurcation behavior that determines the flutter onset, thermo-buckling loading, phase 
portrait plots, and bifurcation diagrams for two adjacent panels are presented. The numerical results show the 
detrimental aspect of thermal loading in the aeroelastic behavior of fluttering panels, and the new findings 
corroborate with some recent studies that highlight the difference in the nonlinear flutter behavior between a 
single panel and multi-bay panels. Moreover, the existence of limit cycle oscillations amplitude jumps from a 
certain level of flow dynamic pressure is also observed. The multi-bay panels configuration also shows the 
anticipation of the buckled to the limit cycle oscillation solutions, when compared with a single panel analysis. 
Results indicate that simplified single bay panel assumptions can underestimate the post-flutter oscillations 
amplitudes of the adjacent bay. Such dynamic behavior may lead to a negative impact on aircraft structural 
design and fatigue life estimation. 
 
M. Ganapathi, S. Aditya, S. Shubhendu, O. Polit and T. Ben Zineb, “Nonlinear supersonic flutter study of 
porous 2D curved panels including graphene platelets reinforcement effect using trigonometric shear 
deformable finite element”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, Article 103543, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103543 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear panel flutter behaviour of two-dimensional porous curved panel reinforced by 
graphene platelets exposed to a supersonic flow is investigated. A curved beam element developed based on the 
trigonometric shear deformation theory is employed. The formulation integrates the geometric nonlinearity with 
von Karman’s approximation. The effort to model the fluid–structure interaction is reduced by implementing 
the first-order form of piston theory aerodynamics to describe the flow and accounting for the influence of static 
aerodynamic load due to the inherent geometric curvature of the panel. The nonlinear governing equations are 
formulated adopting the Lagrangian formulation. The panel deflection under the static aerodynamic load is 
evaluated using the Newton–Raphson iteration method. The flutter behaviour is analysed with reference to the 
large deflection equilibrium state through an eigenvalue analysis and by tracing the complex eigenvalues and 
identifying the first coalescence of any two vibratory modes. The flutter dynamic pressure is also predicted 
iteratively using the eigenvalue approach for the selected range of limit cycle amplitudes. The influence of static 
aerodynamic load and vibration amplitude on the flutter characteristics is brought out for both isotropic and 
graphene reinforced composite panels with different boundary conditions. The pre-flutter static deflection shape 
of the panel is also examined. The material parameters such as porosity level in the metal foam and the 
graphene platelet content are assessed on the nonlinear flutter features of 2D panels. 
 
Yuzhen Chen and Lihua Jin, “From continuous to snapping-back buckling: A post-buckling analysis for 
hyperelastic columns under axial compression”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 125, 
Article 103532, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103532 
ABSTRACT: Since Euler’s elastica, buckling of straight columns under axial compression has been studied for 
more than 260 years. A low width-to-length ratio column typically buckles at a critical compressive strain on 
the order of 1%, after which the compressive load continuously increases with the displacement. Here using a 
general continuum mechanics-based asymptotic post-buckling analysis in the framework of finite elasticity, we 
show that a straight hyperelastic column under axial compression exhibits complex buckling behavior. As its 
width-to-length ratio increases, the column can undergo transitions from continuous buckling, like the Euler 
buckling, to snapping-through buckling, and eventually to snapping-back buckling. The critical width-to-length 
ratios for the transitions of buckling modes are determined analytically. The effect of material compressibility 
on the buckling modes and their transitions is further investigated. Our study provides new insights into column 
buckling. 
 
Lior Medina and Ashwin A. Seshia, “Bistability and simultaneous mode actuation in electrostatically actuated 
initially curved coupled micro beams”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 
103549, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103549 
ABSTRACT: The symmetric snap-through response of a bistable structure, composed from two beams, coupled 
via a rigid truss at their midpoint, is studied when subjected to a distributed electrostatic load. Both beams are 
double clamped and initially curved. The analysis is based on a reduced order (RO) model, resulting from 
Galerkin’s decomposition. For the base functions, symmetric buckling modes are used for either beam. The 



results of the RO model are compared with results obtained via finite differences (FD) solutions, to validate the 
approximation to the original differential formulation, and a finite element (FE) model. Specifically, FE 
analysis was used as a reference under “mechanical” displacement-independent load, facilitating the usage of 
solutions extracted via FD for validation of the model under electrostatic, displacement-dependent, load. All 
solutions employed the usage of the arc-length “Riks” method to accommodate swerving equilibrium paths. To 
enable a broader approach, the two beams may have different initial elevations. The study indicates that a model 
with at least three degrees of freedom (DOF) is needed to depict an equilibrium path, for either load. For 
reliably quantitative equilibrium curves, a model with a minimum of five DOF was found to be necessary. The 
presented results also indicate that a double curved beam structure can attain actuation of several modes 
simultaneously, while demonstrating snap-through at reasonable voltages. In so doing, the model suggests that 
such a construct can be feasible for usage in various applications. 
 
R. Ansari, R. Hassani, R. Gholami and H. Rouhi, “Nonlinear bending analysis of arbitrary-shaped porous 
nanocomposite plates using a novel numerical approach”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 
126, Article 103556, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103556 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an efficient numerical strategy is used to study the geometrically nonlinear static 
bending of functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) porous plates with 
arbitrary shape. Porous nanocomposite plates including cutout with various shapes can be modeled by the 
present approach. Four types of porous distribution scheme and four GPL dispersion patterns are selected, and 
the material properties are calculated based on the closed-cell Gaussian random field scheme, the Halpin–Tsai 
micromechanical model together with the rule of mixture. First, the variational statement of governing 
equations based on the virtual work principle and higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is derived and 
presented in vector–matrix form for computational aims. Then, using the ideas of variational differential 
quadrature and finite element methods (VDQ and FEM), a numerical approach called as VDQ-FEM is used to 
address the considered problem. In VDQ-FEM, the domain of problem is first transformed into a number of 
finite elements. In the next step, the VDQ discretization technique is implemented within each element. Then, 
the assemblage procedure is performed to obtain the set of Studying effects of porosity and GPL distributions 
and porosity coefficient matricized governing equations which is finally solved by means of the pseudo arc-
length continuation algorithm. One of the main novelties of the present work in implementing VDQ-FEM is 
proposing an efficient way based on mixed-formulation to guarantee the continuity condition of first-order 
derivatives in entire domain for the used HSDT model. A detailed parametric study is conducted to investigate 
the nonlinear bending of FG-GPLRC porous plates with different shapes. In the numerical results, the effects of 
porosity coefficient, porosity distribution pattern, GPL distribution pattern and boundary conditions on the 
nonlinear bending response of plates are analyzed. 
 
Mehdi Bohlooly, G.M. Kulikov, S.V. Plotnikova and M.A. Kouchakzadeh, “Three-dimensional stress analysis 
of structures in instability conditions using nonlinear displacement-based and hybrid-mixed quadrilaterals based 
on SaS formulation”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103540, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103540 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the three-dimensional (3D) stress analysis of plate-type structures in instability 
conditions is presented. The displacement-based and hybrid-mixed four-node quadrilateral elements are 
developed taking the advantages of the sampling surfaces (SaS) method. The SaS formulation is based on 
considering inside the plate N not equally spaced SaS parallel to the middle surface to specify the displacements 
of these surfaces as primary plate unknowns. The displacements, strains and stresses are assumed to be 
distributed through the thickness using Lagrange polynomials of degree N–1 that lead to a well-set higher-order 
plate theory. The locations of SaS are based on the use of Chebyshev polynomial nodes that allow us to 
minimize uniformly the error due to Lagrange interpolation. To circumvent shear locking and have no spurious 
zero energy modes, the assumed transverse shear strains are employed. The nonlinear equilibrium equations are 
solved by the Newton–Raphson iterative method combined with the Crisfield arc-length algorithm. The 
accuracy and efficiency of both elements in different conditions such as coarse and distorted meshes are 
investigated. The developed assumed-natural strain (ANS) elements can be useful for the 3D stress analysis of 
thin and thick plates in whole states of equilibrium path involving bifurcation, snap-through, and/or snap-back 
phenomena. 



 
K.S. Surana and S.S.C. Mathi, “A thermodynamically consistent non-linear mathematical model for 
thermoviscoelastic plates/shells with finite deformation and finite strain based on classical continuum 
mechanics”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103565, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103565 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a kinematic assumption free and thermodynamically consistent non-linear 
formulation incorporating finite strain and finite deformation for thermoviscoelastic plates/shells based on the 
conservation and balance laws of the classical continuum mechanics (CCM) in [math] (see Surana and Mathi, 
(2020) for linear theory). The conservation and balance laws in Lagrangian description with finite strain 
measure and the conjugate stress measure in [math] are considered. The conjugate pairs in the second law of 
thermodynamics (SLT), the consideration of additional physics and the principle of equipresence are utilized to 
determine the constitutive variables and their argument tensors. The constitutive theory for the contravariant 
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is derived using Green’s strain tensor and its convected time derivatives of 
up to order n as its argument tensors using representation theorem with complete basis (i.e. using integrity). The 
convected time derivatives of the Green’s strain tensor up to order n provide ordered rate constitutive theory for 
the dissipation mechanism that is naturally non-linear due to Green’s strain measure. The constitutive theory for 
heat vector derived using representation theorem and integrity is also a non-linear constitutive theory. 
Simplified linear forms of these constitutive theories are also presented. The solution methods for the 
mathematical model for the BVPs as well as the IVPs using -version hierarchical higher degree and higher order 
finite element method are presented. Due to dissipation, the energy equation is integral part of the mathematical 
model that accounts for rate of mechanical work resulting in rate of entropy production, hence heat. [Please do 
not introduce math expressions into your abstracts.] 
 
Avinkrishnan A. Vijayachandran, Paul Davidson and Anthony M. Waas, “Optimal fiber paths for robotically 
manufactured composite structural panels”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 
103567, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103567 
ABSTRACT: Robotic Automated Fiber Placement (RAFP) has revolutionized manufacturing of large 
aerostructures in recent years. From producing lower costing parts to reducing scrap, RAFP has also helped in 
manufacturing large parts with contours precisely, with repeatable production once the RAFP machine is 
programmed. RAFP manufacturing allows a designer to utilize curvilinear fiber paths specifically designed to 
optimize structural performance, for example, maximizing buckling loads, minimizing stress concentrations etc. 
At the same time, RAFP introduces unintended manufacturing imperfections. These, which can include 
overlaps and gaps, lead to thickness non-homogeneities in structural panels. In this paper, steered fiber paths for 
maximizing the buckling loads of RAFP panels while explicitly accounting for manufacturing imperfections is 
considered. A novel method to model fiber paths is introduced where each course of the lay-up can be explicitly 
modeled, including manufacturing artifacts of course width, admissible tow curvature, and control on 
unintended manufacturing deviations that can lead to gaps and overlaps. A machine learning based surrogate 
modeling technique in conjunction with Genetic Algorithm is used to derive the optimal solutions. 
 
Bhavesh Shrimali (1), William J. Parnell (2) and Oscar Lopez-Pamies (1) 
(1) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL 61801, 
USA 
(2) Department of Mathematics, University of Manchester, Oxford Rd, Manchester M13 9PL, UK 
“A simple explicit model constructed from a homogenization solution for the large-strain mechanical response 
of elastomeric syntactic foams”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103548, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103548 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a homogenization-based constitutive model for the large-strain mechanical 
response of elastomeric syntactic foams subject to arbitrary quasistatic loading and unloading conditions. Based 
on direct observations from experiments, this class of emerging foams are considered to be made of a nonlinear 
elastic matrix filled with a random isotropic distribution of hollow thin-walled spherical shells – commonly 
termed microspheres or microballoons – each having the same mean diameter that are made of an elastic brittle 
material that is much stiffer than the elastomeric matrix, typically, either glass or a hard polymer. Accordingly, 



such underlying microballoons behave effectively as rigid particles initially. Along a given loading path, 
however, they may fracture (in the case of glass microballoons) or buckle (in the case of polymer 
microballoons) at which point they abruptly transition to behave effectively as vacuous pores. On that account, 
the proposed constitutive model corresponds to a homogenization solution for the nonlinear elastic response of 
particle-filled porous elastomers – precisely, elastomers embedding both rigid spherical particles and vacuous 
spherical pores of equal monodisperse size – wherein the volume fraction of pores corresponds to the volume 
fraction of fractured or buckled microballoons and hence is not a fixed parameter but rather an internal variable 
of state that evolves as a function of the loading history. After the general presentation of the model, where its 
theoretical and practical features are discussed, its descriptive and predictive capabilities are showcased via 
comparisons with experimental data for silicone syntactic foams filled with glass microballoons. 
 
A. Derya Bakiler and Ali Javili, “Bifurcation behavior of compressible elastic half-space under plane 
deformations”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103553, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103553 
ABSTRACT: A finitely deformed elastic half-space subject to compressive stresses will experience a geometric 
instability at a critical level and exhibit bifurcation. While the bifurcation of an incompressible elastic half-
space is commonly studied, the bifurcation behavior of a compressible elastic half-space remains elusive and 
poorly understood to date. The main objective of this manuscript is to study the bifurcation of a neo-Hookean 
compressible elastic half-space against the well-established incompressible case. The formulation of the 
problem requires a novel description for a non-linear Poisson’s ratio, since the commonly accepted definitions 
prove insufficient for the current analysis. To investigate the stability of the domain and the possibility of 
bifurcation, an incremental analysis is carried out. The incremental analysis describes a small departure from an 
equilibrium configuration at a finite deformation. It is shown that at the incompressibility limit, our results 
obtained for a compressible elastic half-space recover their incompressible counterparts. Another key feature of 
this contribution is that we verify the analytical solution of this problem with computational simulations using 
the finite element method via an eigenvalue analysis. The main outcome of this work is an analytical expression 
for the critical stretch where bifurcation arises. We demonstrate the utility of our model and its excellent 
agreement with the numerical results ranging from fully compressible to incompressible elasticity. Moving 
forward, this approach can be used to comprehend and harness the instabilities in bilayer systems, particularly 
for compressible ones. 
 
Shichen Li, Senjiang Yu, Jiahui Zhang, Linghui He and Yong Ni, “Impact of ridge cracking on the morphology 
of buckle-delamination”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103561, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103561 
ABSTRACT: Ridge-cracked blisters form when ridge cracking occurs in a biaxially compressed film on a 
relatively rigid substrate during buckle-delamination. The observation of telephone-cord (TC) blister with wavy 
ridge crack indicates that the ridge-cracked blister is not straight-sided as it used to be. How ridge cracking 
influences the profile of buckle-delamination remains unclear. Based on Föppl–von Kármán (FvK) nonlinear 
plate theory, we derive an improved analytical solution for a better description of the cross-sectional profile of 
the straight-sided blister with straight-sided ridge crack through considering the effect of hinge position caused 
by the ridge crack. Following a similar procedure in the case of the straight-sided ridge-cracked blister, an 
approximate solution of FvK plate in curvilinear coordinates is further obtained for the cross-sectional profile of 
the TC ridge-cracked blister. The results show that the position of the ridge crack significantly modifies the 
asymmetry, the shape, and the maximum deflection of the cross-sectional profile of the resulting blister. 
 
Xubo Wang and Yibin Fu, “Wrinkling of a compressed hyperelastic half-space with localized surface 
imperfections”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 126, Article 103576, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103576 
ABSTRACT: We consider a variant of the classical Biot problem concerning the wrinkling of a compressed 
hyperelastic half-space. The traction-free surface is no longer flat but has a localized ridge or trench that is 
invariant in the x1-direction along which the wrinkling pattern is assumed to be periodic. With the x2-axis 
aligned with the depth direction, the localized imperfection is assumed to be slowly varying and localized in the 



x3-direction, and an asymptotic analysis is conducted to assess the effect of the imperfection on the critical 
stretch for wrinkling. The imperfection introduces a length scale so that the critical stretch is now weakly 
dependent on the wave number. It is shown that the imperfection increases the critical stretch (and hence 
reduces the critical strain) whether the imperfection is a ridge or trench, and the amount of increase is 
proportional to the square of the maximum gradient of the surface profile. 
 
M.H. Nagaraj, E. Carrera and M. Petrolo, “Progressive damage analysis of composite laminates subjected to 
low-velocity impact using 2D layer-wise structural models”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 
Vol. 127, Article 103591, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103591 
ABSTRACT: The present work deals with the progressive damage analysis of composite laminates subjected to 
low-velocity impact. We develop a numerical model using higher-order structural theories based on the Carrera 
Unified Formulation (CUF) with Lagrange polynomials and resulting in a 2D refined layer-wise model. To 
model damage, we use a combination of the continuum damage-based CODAM2 intralaminar damage model to 
account for fibre and matrix damage within the ply, and cohesive elements to account for delamination between 
successive composite plies. We carry out numerical assessments for the case of a linear elastic composite plate 
subjected to impact, to compare the current framework with standard approaches based on 3D finite element 
(FE) analysis. We, then, consider the elastoplastic analysis of a bimetallic laminated plate to compare the 
performance of the proposed layer-wise model and 3D-FE approaches, for the case of nonlinear impact 
analysis. The final assessment considers progressive damage due to low-velocity impact, and the results are 
compared with available literature data. The numerical predictions show a good correlation with reference 
experimental and simulation results, thus validating the current framework for impact analysis of composite 
structures. Comparisons of the proposed layer-wise structural models with those based on 3D finite elements 
demonstrate the improved computational efficiency of the CUF models in terms of model size and analysis 
time. 
 
Ali Kandil, “Internal resonances among the first three modes of a hinged–hinged beam with cubic and quintic 
nonlinearities”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103592, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103592 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a derivation of a hinged–hinged Euler–Bernoulli beam including cubic and 
quintic nonlinearities. Then, a three-mode Galerkin discretization technique has been utilized to generate a 
system of ordinary differential equations governing the temporal deflections of the first three modes of the 
studied beam. The pioneering work of Nayfeh and Mook (1995) has shown the absence of internal resonances 
among the modes of a hinged–hinged beam with cubic nonlinearities despite there are commensurable linear 
natural frequencies. In this work, extra quintic nonlinearities are involved to show the presence of internal 
resonances among such modes. Approximate solutions of the resulted system have been approached by the 
method multiple scales to get the modulations governing the amplitudes and phases of the first three modal 
temporal deflections. Their stability is investigated via Routh–Hurwitz criterion and a shaded region of unstable 
solutions has been plotted to conclude picture where the stable solutions are. Different response curves are 
plotted to explore the effects of beam parameters on the nonlinear dynamical behavior of such beam. Finally, a 
simulated response of the modal temporal deflections and the overall spatial–temporal deflection are portrayed 
to show the accurate behavior of the beam at different initial conditions. 
 
J.N. Reddy, Praneeth Nampally and Arun R. Srinivasa, “Nonlinear analysis of functionally graded beams using 
the dual mesh finite domain method and the finite element method”, International Journal of Non-Linear 
Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103575, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103575 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, geometrically nonlinear analysis of functionally graded beams using the dual mesh 
finite domain method (DMFDM) and the finite element method is presented. The DMFDM makes use of a 
primal mesh of finite elements and associated approximation for the variables of the formulation and a dual 
mesh of control domains, which does not overlap the primal mesh, for the satisfaction of the governing 
equations. The dual variables can be postcomputed uniquely and accurately at the control domain interfaces. 
The method is used to obtain nonlinear (due to the von Kármán nonlinear strains) bending solutions of straight, 
through-thickness functionally graded beams using the Euler–Bernoulli and the Timoshenko beam theories. 
Mixed models, which contain displacements and the bending moment as degrees of freedom, and displacement 
models are developed. Numerical results of linear and nonlinear analyses are presented to illustrate the 



methodology and a comparison of the generalized displacements and bending moments obtained with the 
DMFDM and FEM models while bringing out certain interesting features of functionally graded beams. 
 
N.R. Aluru and Marco Amabili, “A Tribute to Professor JN Reddy on the Occasion of his 75th Birthday”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103607, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103607 
 
Mohsen Darayi and Maria A. Holland, “Surface pressure reduces stability in bilayered systems under 
compression”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103589, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103589 
ABSTRACT: Buckling instabilities of layered materials are an important phenomenon that has been analyzed 
both analytically and numerically, but generally only in the absence of surface pressure. In this study, we 
present a linear stability analysis of the wrinkling of an inhomogeneous bilayer made up of dissimilar neo-
Hookean elastic materials, under uniaxial compression with pressure applied to the top surface. Using a 
variational method, we investigate the effects of stiffness ratio and pressure boundary condition on buckling 
instabilities. In all cases, the addition of surface pressure decreases the stability of the system to some extent. 
For softer films, the pressure is the dominant influence on the instability of the system. In stiffer films, however, 
pressure loading and stiffness ratio interact to affect the unstable state of the bilayer system. Our results indicate 
that for a sufficiently high value of stiffness ratio mu-sub-f/musub-s greater than or about equal to 10, the 
instability of the system does not depend on pressure. 
 
Weijian Zhou, Yingjie Chen and Yipin Su, “Bifurcation of a finitely deformed functionally graded dielectric 
elastomeric tube”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103593, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103593 
ABSTRACT: Soft functionally graded materials have attracted intensive attention owing to their special 
material inhomogeneity and are realized as various applications. In this paper, we theoretically investigate the 
finite deformation and superimposed bifurcation behaviors of an incompressible functionally graded dielectric 
tube subject to a combination of axial stretch and radial voltage. The theoretical framework of nonlinear 
electroelasticity and the related linearized incremental version is employed. We assume that the modulus and 
permittivity of the elastomer vary linearly along the thickness of the tube. The surface impedance matrix 
method is adopted to obtain the bifurcation equation for buckling of the tube. We present numerical calculation 
for the ideal neo-Hookean dielectric elastomer to study the effects of the applied voltage, geometrical size and 
material grading parameters on the nonlinear response and the incremental buckling behavior of the tube. We 
validate our results through comparison with those of the elastic problem. The results can provide solid 
guidance for the design and realization of dielectric actuators. 
 
Congshan Liu, Yangkun Du, Chaofeng Lü and Weiqiu Chen, “Growth and patterns of residually stressed core–
shell soft sphere”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103594, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103594 
ABSTRACT: Many biological tissues and organisms are in a state of residual stress, which should be 
considered rather than ignored as in many previous studies. In this work, we establish a theoretical model to 
study the growth and patterns of a residually stressed core–shell soft sphere. The effect of the initial residual 
stress is considered by employing a modified multiplicative decomposition growth model. Numerical solution 
of the marginal instability relies on gaining a critical differential growth ratio which depends on the initial 
residual stress, geometry, and material elasticity. Results show that the initial residual stress can not only well 
regulate the growth procedure but also affect the critical pattern of the growing instability. Compared with the 
way of changing material elasticity or geometrical size, it is more effective in practice. This work may help 
understand the morphological transition of residually stressed soft matters, and provide insights into the growth 
self-assembly and biomedical engineering. 
 
Saeideh Faghfouri and Franz G. Rammerstorfer, “Mode transitions in buckling and post-buckling of stretched-
twisted strips”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103609, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103609 



ABSTRACT: The complex buckling behavior of one of the simplest structures, an elastic thin strip under 
combined stretch and twist loading represents a fascinating example for structural stability analysis. For 
stretched-twisted strips, in contrast to solely stretched strips, not just the computation of the post-buckling 
process but also the simulation of the pre-buckling behavior and the determination of the bifurcation loading 
state requires nonlinearities to be taken into account. Under twist, not only shear stresses but also membrane 
normal stresses, with buckling relevant compressive stress contributions, develop. These compressive 
membrane stresses have components in the longitudinal and – maybe surprisingly – also in the transversal 
direction, i.e., normal to the long axis of the strip. Depending on the length to width ratio of the strip and on the 
ratio of the intensity of torque to tension loading, it is either the longitudinal or the transversal compression 
stress distribution, which is predominantly responsible for the loss of stability of the trivial equilibrium state. 
This is the reason for the transition from one characteristic of buckling mode shapes to a completely different 
characteristic of buckling modes in dependence of the loading conditions. Of course, within each of these two 
characteristics, the buckling modes vary in terms of wave numbers in dependence of the mentioned parameters. 
While these kinds of mode transitions has been studied recently elsewhere, the focus of the present paper is, in 
addition, laid on further mode transitions appearing in the post-buckling domain due to instabilities of 
equilibrium states either in the form of further bifurcations or snap-through jumps. Capturing all these effects by 
numerical simulations requires a well thought out model and a careful control of the computational analysis. 
References listed at the end of the paper: 
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M. Taylor and M. Shirani, “Simulation of wrinkling in incompressible anisotropic thin sheets with wavy 
fibers”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103610, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103610 
ABSTRACT: A two-dimensional plate theory is derived for incompressible transversely isotropic fiber-
reinforced materials with wavy fibers. Single-layer plates and two-layer laminates are considered. Numerical 
simulations of axially loaded rectangular sheets in the post-buckling regime illustrate the marked effect fiber 
waviness has on both the wrinkling patterns and the effective axial stiffness. For fibers oriented along the 
loading axis, increased waviness tends to decrease the axial stiffness. Conversely, for fibers oriented transverse 
to the loading direction, increased waviness tends to increase stiffness. 
 
Yang Liu, Zhouyu Zhang, Giuseppe Devillanova and Zongxi Cai, “Surface instabilities in graded tubular tissues 
induced by volumetric growth”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 103612, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103612 
ABSTRACT: Growth-induced pattern formation in tubular tissues is intimately correlated to normal 
physiological functions. Moreover, either the microstructure or certain diseases can give rise to material 
inhomogeneity, which can lead to a change of shape in the tissue. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to 
understand surface instabilities and pattern transitions of graded tubular tissues. In this paper we perform such 
analysis by the use of a mechanical model of a graded tube which grows with a fixed outer boundary by 
focusing on a plane-strain problem within the framework of nonlinear elasticity. A theoretical model is 
established to determine the uniform growth state, the critical growth factor, and the critical wavenumber for a 
general material model and for a general material gradient. For a case study, the material is specified by the 
neo-Hookean model, and the shear modulus is assumed to decay linearly or exponentially from the inner 
surface. Then, a parametric study is carried out to unravel the effects of material and geometrical parameters on 
the bifurcation threshold and the associated wrinkled pattern. In addition, a finite element model, which is 
validated by the theoretical one, is developed to trace the post-buckling evolution. It is found that wrinkled 
pattern will evolve into an arch mode and then into a creasing mode if the modulus decays linearly. However, 
the typical creasing mode may give way to a period-doubling mode when applying an exponentially decaying 
modulus, and there is a co-existence of the creasing mode and the wrinkling mode. As a result, different 
modulus gradients can generate diverse pattern formations. The obtained results are useful to supply insight into 
the effects of material inhomogeneity and different modulus gradients on surface instabilities and morphology 
evolutions in graded tubular tissues. 
 
Tomo Veldin, Marko Lavrenčič, Boštjan Brank and Miha Brojan, “A comparison of computational models for 
wrinkling of pressurized shell-core systems”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 127, Article 
103611, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103611 
ABSTRACT: Four nonlinear computational models for the surface wrinkling of curved shell-core systems 
under external pressure are presented. Three of the considered finite element models neglect the displacements 
tangential to the shell surface. Two of the models are static formulations and the other two are derived in the 
dynamic framework. For the latter, the energy-decaying time-stepping algorithm is applied, which is suitable 
for numerically stiff problems, such as shell-core systems, characterized by stiff membrane and soft wrinkling 
deformation modes. In all cases the core is modeled by elastic springs. As a comparative problem we choose the 
surface wrinkling of pressurized shell-core spheres. In particular, five systems with different material and 
geometric properties are computed, which have different wrinkle patterns. A good agreement is found between 
the results of the models as well as with the relevant references, which provide numerical and experimental 
results. However, it has been observed that our reduced-order models are blind to the prediction of the 
secondary transformation – from the dimple-like pattern to the labyrinthine pattern. Another conclusion is that a 



non-tailored (i.e. standard) shell finite element on an elastic foundation combined with the energy-decaying 
scheme, provides excellent predictions of the surface wrinkle patterns. 
 
E. Carrera, A. Pagani, D. Giusa and R. Augello (Mul2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Nonlinear analysis of 
thin-walled beams with highly deformable sections”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 128, 
Article 103613, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103613 
ABSTRACT: This work proposes an alternative approach for the nonlinear analysis of 2D, thin-walled lattice 
structures. The method makes use of the well-established Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) for the 
implementation of high order 1D finite elements, which lay along the thickness direction. In this manner, the 
accuracy of the mathematical model does not depend on the finite element discretization and can be tuned by 
increasing the theory approximation order. In fact, the governing equations are invariant of the order of the 
structural model in CUF. Another advantage is that complex curved geometries can be considered with ease and 
without altering the nonlinear strain–displacement relations. After a preliminary assessment, attention is 
focussed on the nonlinear equilibrium analyses of U-shaped 2D lattice structures both in traction and 
compression. Also, a sensitivity analysis against the effect of various geometrical nonlinear terms is conducted. 
The results demonstrate the accuracy of the present method, as well as its computationally efficiency, giving 
confidence for future research in this direction. 
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Claudio Boni and Gianni Royer-Carfagni, “Nonlinear effects in the vibrations of flexural tensegrity beams”, 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 128, Article 103616, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103616 
ABSTRACT: Flexural tensegrity is a structural principle for which the integrity under flexure of a beam formed 
by a chain of segments in unilateral contact is provided by an unbonded prestressing tendon anchored to the end 
segments, with the possible interposition of linear springs and linear dashpots. These are activated by the 
inflexion of the beam as a consequence of the particular shape of the contact surfaces of adjacent segments, so 
to induce a nonlinear dependence of the bending stiffness and structural damping on the amplitude of the 
inflexion. Under simplifying hypotheses, these nonlinear effects are analyzed for the nonlinear vibrations under 
harmonic excitation, also considering the effects of an initial camber. A variation of the tensile force in the 
tendon, via an actuator, can likewise modify the bending stiffness of the beam. A harmonic variation can 
provoke phenomena of parametric resonance, whereas an active control permits to annihilate pre-existing 
vibrations. The possibility of taking advantage of the nonlinear character of the damping through the 
optimization of the dissipated energy is also explored. 
 
Chetan Kumar Hirwani, Subrata Kumar Panda and Pradeep Kumar Mishra, “Influence of debonding on 
nonlinear deflection responses of curved composite panel structure under hygro-thermo-mechanical loading–
macro-mechanical FE approach”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 128, Article 103636, 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnonlinmec.2020.103636 



ABSTRACT: The excess geometrical deformation due to the in-plane hygrothermal and transverse mechanical 
loading are computationally (through a customized MATLAB code) obtained for the weakly bonded structure 
using the different kinematic theories in combination with the finite element steps. To evaluate the nonlinear 
deflection data a macro mechanical model is prepared mathematically considering the stretching effect (through 
the thickness), as well as the constant functions of displacement. The model includes the variation of composite 
properties due to the change in environmental temperature and moisture content including the necessary 
continuity assumptions between the separated layers for the weak bonding. The role of delamination i.e. 
location, position and size on the nonlinear deflection parameters are also computed under the combined 
loading (Hygral/Thermal/Mechanical/Hygro-Thermo-Mechanical). The solution accuracy and the elemental 
sensitivity have been computed for the proposed macro mechanical finite element model. Moreover, a set of 
numerical examples are solved to show the environmental effect on the flexural strength of a weakly bonded 
composite panel including the design-dependent parameters. The final results are indicating the necessity of the 
various kinematic model for the analysis of laminated structure with/without hygrothermal loading as well as 
the debonding. 
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ABSTRACT: A computationally efficient C0 finite element model in conjunction with the nonpolynomial shear 
deformation theory (NPSDT) is extended to examine the free and forced vibration behavior of laminated 
composite plates. The employed NPSDT assumes the nonlinear distribution of in-plane displacements which 
qualify the requirement of traction free boundary conditions at the top and bottom surfaces. The present 
formulation utilizes both von Kármán and Green–Lagrange type of strain–displacement relations to model the 
geometric nonlinearity. Using Hamilton’s principle, the nonlinear governing equation of motion is derived and 
then discretized based on the nine-noded Lagrange element. The obtained equations are solved by utilizing 
unconditionally stable Newmark’s scheme in conjunction with Newton–Raphson method. A damping effect in 
the transient analysis has been introduced in the framework of the Rayleigh damping model. The steady state 
forced vibration analysis has also been carried out by employing harmonic force with excitation frequency 
around the natural frequency. The arc-length continuation method is applied to obtained the frequency response. 
The present model has been validated for a wide range of problems and a detailed numerical study has been 
carried out for several types of boundary conditions under various types of loading with different magnitude of 
the load. 
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ABSTRACT: This work aims to investigate the dynamics of Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 
straight multi-stepped micro-beams. An analytical model is presented based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory 
and the Galerkin discretization. The effect of various parameters on the natural frequencies of micro-beams is 
examined, including the effects of varying the geometry (number of steps and their ratios), the axial force 
(including those from electrothermal actuation), and the nonlinear electrostatic forces. The analytical results are 
validated and compared with the simulation results of a Multiphysics Finite-Element (FE) model. Good 
agreement is found among all the results. The variations of the pull-in and buckling instabilities due to the 
various parameters are also reported. The results highlight the capability of both passive (geometry) and active 
(electrostatic and electrothermal/axial) methods to tune the natural frequencies of the structures, which can be 
useful in applications, such as tunable filters, switches, as well as for creating/avoiding internal resonance and 
energy exchanges among the various modes. 
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biaxial pre-compression and transverse magnetic fields”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, Vol. 
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ABSTRACT: This work investigates the primary sinusoidal bifurcation wrinkling response of single- and multi-
layered magnetorheological elastomer (MRE) film–substrate systems subjected to combined transverse applied 
magnetic fields and in-plane biaxial pre-compression. A recently proposed continuum model that includes the 
volume fraction of soft-magnetic particles is employed to analyze the effect of the magnetic properties upon the 



bifurcation response of the system. The analysis is built in a highly versatile manner using a finite-element 
discretization approach along the direction of the applied magnetic field and Fourier expansions along the 
infinite in-plane layer directions. This allows for a seamless investigation of various multi-layered structures. 
First, we analyze the effect of biaxial pre-compression upon the critical magnetic field for a film–substrate 
system and for various mechanical stiffness ratios. We observe a kink in the critical magnetic curves and a 
reflection in the corresponding wave numbers as they cross the equi-biaxial pre-compression regime. 
Subsequently, we consider a MRE film bonded to a MRE substrate and study the effect of the particle volume 
fraction ratios in those two parts. As a result, we obtain sharp pattern transitions, i.e., long-to-short wavelength 
changes with only minor perturbations of the applied pre-compression. The presence of a magnetic substrate 
changes qualitatively and quantitatively the bifurcation response of the film–substrate system. Finally, we carry 
out a data-mining exercise to minimize the critical magnetic field at bifurcation by using three different 
topologies, i.e., a monolayer, a bilayer and a sandwich film. We find that the topologies resembling closely the 
monolayer one lead to the lowest critical magnetic fields for a given biaxial pre-compression. 
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ABSTRACT: Some nuclear power plants in Japan experienced severe seismic ground motions that exceed their 
structural design specifications. Therefore, it is important to assess the margin of structural design against 
failure of piping systems under the severe seismic loading. The purpose of this study is to establish an analytical 
approach by which the failure behavior of piping systems can be simulated under severe dynamic seismic 
loading considering plastic effects. A series of dynamic-elastic-plastic analyses was performed focusing on a 
dynamic excitation test of a three dimensional piping system. The analytical results agree with the experimental 
data in terms of natural frequency, natural vibration mode, response accelerations, elbow opening-closing 
displacements, strain histories, failure position and low-cycle fatigue failure life. 
 
Wang J., Sadowski A.J. & Rotter J.M. (2018) “Influence of ovalisation on the plastic collapse of thick 
cylindrical tubes under uniform bending” International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 168, pp 94-
99, December 2018 
ABSTRACT: An accurate assessment of the bending resistance of thick cylindrical metal tubes is necessary for 
the safe and efficient design of pipelines, piles, pressure vessels, circular hollow sections and other common 
tubular structures. Bending tests continue to be widely performed as part of many engineering research 
programmes, but despite their ubiquity they often generate results that are difficult to interpret. Discrepancies 
from the attainment of the classical full plastic moment are common and often attributed to a mixture of 
ovalisation, local buckling, imperfections and strain hardening. However, the effects of these phenomena are yet 
to be quantified in isolation, even for a system as classical as a cylinder under uniform bending. The goal of this 
computational study is to quantify the extent to which geometrically nonlinear effects, specifically ovalisation 
and bifurcation buckling, may depress the resistance of a thick perfect cylinder under uniform bending that 
would otherwise be expected to attain the full plastic moment. Simulations are performed using two- and three-
dimensional finite element models with a simple ideal elastic-plastic material law that excludes the influence of 
strain hardening. The study aims to arm designers of test programmes on the bending of tubulars with ‘rules of 
thumb’ to approximately quantify the likely influence of tube length on their results, recently shown to be an 
important parameter controlling geometric nonlinearity. For thick tubes, ovalisation at the plastic limit state 
under bending is found to be almost negligible.  
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Hien V. Do and H. Nguyen-Xuan, “Computation of limit and shakedown loads for pressure vessel components 
using isogeometric analysis based on Lagrange extraction”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 169, pp 57-70, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2018.11.012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an isogeometric finite element method based on Lagrange extraction in 
combination with a primal-dual algorithm for estimating limit and shakedown loads of pressure vessel 
components. The primal-dual algorithm is used to determinate simultaneously both upper and quasi-lower 
bounds of the limit load multiplier. The Lagrange extraction is integrated into isogeometric analysis. This way, 
which directly connects a Co Lagrange basis with smooth NURBS basis and offers an alternative 
implementation of isogeometric analysis in the standard finite element method code, allows computations in the 
same manner as the standard finite element, but the present approach possesses the distinguishing advantages of 
using higher-order basis approximations. Numerical results of plane and axisymmetric problems are compared 
with analytical or other available solutions to prove the reliability and efficiency of the present approach. The 
application of shakedown analysis in pressure vessel engineering is illustrated by some examples. 
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walled FGM spheres with temperature and moisture dependent material properties and inelastic radius 
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ABSTRACT: In the present research, effects of the hygrothermal degradation of the material properties on rates 
of the creep strains and stresses and stress redistributions of thick-walled FGM spheres subjected to internal and 
external pressures, temperature rises, and diffusions are investigated. In this regard, the non-linear time-
dependent governing equations of the sphere are derived based on the theory of elasticity, Prandtl-Reuss flow 
rule, and Norton's creep law and solved using a special iterative solution scheme. The main novelties of the 
present research are: (i) analyzing the FGM sphere as it is; without dividing it into isotropic homogeneous sub-
spheres, (ii) considering the temperature and moisture dependencies of the elastic modulus of the FGM 
material, (iii) proposing a more general numerical procedure instead of the traditional successive elastic or 
Taylor's expansion procedures, and (iv) successively updating of the inner and outer radii of the vessel to 
consider the resulting inelastic creep deformations. Results reveal that the moisture absorption generally 
increases the maximum values of both the elastic and creep portions of the stresses, strains, and stress and strain 
rates. The creep process reduces the circumferential stresses in the interior regions and increases them in the 
outer regions, but even in presence of moisture absorption, the area beneath the radial distribution curve of the 
circumferential stress remains unchanged. 
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pipe after thermal aging”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 169, pp 160-169, January 
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ABSTRACT: Z2CND18.12N austenitic stainless steel elbow pipes were studied experimentally under reversed 
in-plane load of 20 kN and constant pressure of 17.5 MPa after thermal aged 1000 h and 2000 h respectively at 
the same thermal aging temperature of 500 centigrade degrees (oC). The ratcheting behaviors of pressurized 
elbow pipes were analyzed compared with original elbow pipe. The results indicate that the ratcheting behavior 
of pressurized elbow pipe is prominently affected by thermal aging. The uniaxial tensile properties of 
Z2CND18.12N austenitic stainless steel were also studied under the same condition of thermal aging. It is 



shown that yield stress of material decreases obviously with the increase of thermal aging period. Chen-Jiao-
Kim (CJK) kinematic hardening model was used to evaluate the ratcheting behaviors of pressurized elbow pipes 
under different thermal aging periods. Simulation results are perfectly agreement with experimental data. 
Ratcheting shakedown boundaries of thermal aged elbow pipes were determined by CJK model. 
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methacrylate) pressure vessels for application in neutrino detectors”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels 
and Piping, Vol. 169, pp 170-176, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) has recently been used to build the pressure vessels for 
application in neutrino detectors. For thin-wall vessels under external pressure, they may undergo buckling 
failure. Taking the creep behavior of PMMA into consideration, buckling analysis of PMMA pressure vessels 
has not yet been studied. In this paper, creep tests of PMMA immersed into liquid scintillator were performed. 
Creep damage constitutive model for PMMA under multi-axial stress state was derived and incorporated into 
ABAQUS by developing a CREEP subroutine. Then creep buckling analysis of spherical pressure vessels for 
neutrino detector was conducted. Double failure criteria were proposed to judge whether the creep buckling 
occurred or not. Finally, the relationship between the maximum stress on the vessel and the creep buckling time 
was revealed. The research results can be used to predict the service lifetime and guide the stability design of 
PMMA pressure vessels in neutrino detectors. 
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evaluation by flattening test: The geometry dependence”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, 
Vol. 170, pp 40-48, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.01.007 
ABSTRACT: The reliability of pipes, tubes and liquid tanks (cylinders) is of paramount significance to our life. 
The typical way to examine the ability of those structures to undergo plastic deformation is to apply a flattening 
test. In this paper, we used the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman damage model and finite element simulations to 
capture the flattening of a tube made of typical pipe materials. We demonstrated how the tube thickness, radius, 
and length would affect the critical displacement where tube failure initiates. For flattening with platens, the 
failure displacement first increases with tube length and reaches a peak value, and it then decreases and 
converges to a constant value for a particular geometry. The failure initiates at the two edges of short tubes, but 
shifts to the center in intermediate tubes where the failure displacement maximizes. Failure then always starts 
from the middle in even longer tubes. In contrast, flattening with indenters exhibits two peaks in the 



compressible displacement vs. tube length curve. In the end, we proposed effective experimental strategies to 
obtain the intrinsic ability of tubes under plastic deformation. The results reported here could be employed to 
characterize the mechanical properties of materials for pipes, tubes and tanks, and they could also be applied to 
guide the engineering design of such structures. 
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layered circular cylindrical shells filled with quiescent fluid under first order shear deformation theory”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 170, pp 73-81, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.01.019 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration of layered circular cylindrical shell filled with fiuid with cross-ply walls including 
first order shear deformation theory is presented. The fluid is assumed to be quiescent and inviscid. The 
governing equations are obtained in terms of displacement and rotational functions and the normal displacement 
is coupled with fluid equation. These functions are assumed in a separable form, resulting in a system of 
differential equations. By applying Bickley-type splines of order three to approximate the functions, along with 
the boundary conditions, an eigenvalue problem is obtained. The eigenvalue is solved numerically for frequency 
parameters with an associated eigenvectors of the spline coefficients from which the mode shapes are 
constructed. Parametric studies with respect to thickness to radius ratio and length to radius ratio under different 
boundary conditions are carried out to analyse the frequency of the shell. The effects of material properties, 
number of layers and angle orientations are also studied. 
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Engineering and Architecture, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, China), “Improved resonance 
reliability and global sensitivity analysis of multi-span pipes conveying fluid based on active learning Kriging 
model”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 170, pp 92-101, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.01.016 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the improved resonance reliability and global sensitivity analysis of multi-span 
pipes conveying fluid is proposed via active learning Kriging model. The natural frequency of multi-span 
functionally graded materials pipes conveying fluid is calculated using the dynamic stiffness method. A new 
improved resonance performance function is proposed which is suitable for both broadband and multi-
frequency resonance failure. This paper extends resonance reliability to the global sensitivity analysis, and 
proposes a moment-independent global sensitivity index based on the resonance failure probability. An 
importance ranking of random variables is obtained, which provides vital guidance and advice for the optimal 
design of pipe anti-resonance. A new resonance reliability analysis method via the active learning Kriging 
model is established, which greatly improves the application of pipelines resonance reliability analysis in 
engineering practice. Based on active learning Kriging model, the effects of fluid velocity, pressure and volume 
fraction of functionally graded material on resonance reliability are analyzed. The results demonstrate that the 
proposed method has high performance for the anti-resonance analysis of multi-span functionally graded 
materials pipes conveying fluid. 
 
Mohammad Khorsand and Youhong Tang (Institute for NanoScale Science and Technology, College of Science 
and Engineering, Flinders University, South Austral, 5042, Australia), “Thermal analysis and electro-elastic 
response of multilayered spherical vessels”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 171, pp 
194-206, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.02.017 
ABSTRACT: A striking correlation of control aims with temperature variation and mechanical deflections 
promotes the use of smart materials in structural health monitoring applications of laminated structures. To 
maintain the whole structure in a consistent situation, performing its desired function, and to remove the thermal 
stresses and degradation associated with the operational circumstances, the assembled smart counterparts should 
be considered. In this study we explore the transient characteristics of laminated spherical vessels made of 
functionally graded materials (FGMs) with piezoelectric substrates exposed to mechanical, electrical, and 
thermal shocks. The material properties of the pyroelectric media are constant, and the host shell is made of 
isotropic and FGMs, of which the material properties, encompassing thermal and mechanical agents, are 
assumed to be graded through the thickness. In light of the energy balance among different sub-layers, it is 
plausible to reconsider the design of the system aiming at extension of the operational life of the constituent 
materials. In the context of transient analysis, the direct and converse piezoelectric effects and the operational 



evaluation of the FG vessels are semi-analytically scrutinized in order to present the dynamic perturbations in 
the corresponding elements. Qualitative patterns of stresses, electric potential, and temperature graphs for 
different material parameters are calculated and presented graphically in order to clarify the effect of the 
grading index of material properties, electric and thermal motivations, and geometry of the laminated shell. The 
data acquired from the proposed concept not only display the behavior of the FG host shell subjected to 
judiciously varied working conditions, but also can skillfully predict the sensory and actuatory outputs of the 
embedded smart layers, presenting a highly efficient tool for structural health monitoring and damage detection. 
 
Liping Tang, Wei He, Xiaohua Zhu and Yunlai Zhou (Primarily from: School of Mechatronic Engineering, 
Southwest Petroleum University, Chengdu, 610500, China), “Mechanical analysis of un-bonded flexible pipe 
tensile armor under combined loads”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 171, pp 217-
223, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.02.015 
ABSTRACT: Marine un-bonded flexible pipes wrapped with fiber-reinforced polymer are essential in offshore 
oil and gas exploration because of their high flexibility and reliability. These flexible pipes may be subjected to 
tensile loads, compressive loads, and torsional loads, causing the armor wires to undergo large displacements 
that may result in failure. This study develops a nonlinear simplified finite element model to investigate the 
mechanical behavior of flexible pipe armor wires under various types of load. The stiffness change rule of 
flexible pipe armor wires is obtained from numerical simulations of the flexible pipe tensile armor layer under 
combined loads. The results reveal that the flexible pipe stiffness under combined loads varies significantly 
from that under single loads, and the combination of different load types can either increase or decrease the 
stiffness. This study provides essential reference data for the further design, fabrication, and application of 
flexible pipes. 
 
G.H.S.F.L. Carvalho, W.R. Cordeiro and J.C. Payao Filho (Primarily from: Department of Metallurgical and 
Materials Engineering, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - COPPE/UFRJ, Av. Horácio Macedo 2030, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil), “Influence of length/diameter ratio and post weld heat treatment on collapse resistance of 
welded pipes”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 171, pp 224-232, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.02.018 
ABSTRACT: Three steel pipes longitudinally welded by a high-frequency induction process are developed. A 
post weld heat treatment is performed, and its effect on the microstructure, mechanical properties, and collapse 
resistance is analysed. The influence of the length/diameter ratios on the collapse resistance, and a method to 
improve the metallographic analysis of the weld lines are studied. The post weld heat treatment resulted in a 
homogeneous microstructure and uniform mechanical properties, and the etchant for the weld line analysis 
revealed the flowlines and the localised decarburisation with excellent contrast. An increase in the 
length/diameter ratio leads to a decrease in the collapse resistance; however, the tensile strength proved to be a 
significant influence on this phenomenon. Collapse resistance is a characteristic of the component itself in 
which several aspects such as manufacturing, mechanical properties, and dimensions shall be considered, and it 
is not an intrinsic property of the alloy. 
 
Hany Fayek Abdalla (Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, 
Nile University, Egypt), “Load carrying capacities of pressurized 90 degree miter and smooth bends subjected 
to monotonic in-plane and out-of-plane bending loadings”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, 
Vol. 171, pp 253-270, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: The present research focuses on generating interaction diagrams (i.e. limit moment boundaries vs 
steady internal pressure spectra) of pressurized miter and smooth bends. One-, two-, three-, and four-weld miter 
bends are modelled and analyzed. Additionally, smooth bends (SBs) bearing the miter bends’ same material and 
major geometric parameters are analyzed thus providing broader range of comparisons concerning structural 
responses to external applied loadings. All bends analyzed are subjected to steady internal pressure spectra and 
monotonic in-plane closing, in-plane opening, and out-of-plane bending moment modes discretely. The finite 
element (FE) method is utilized for solution and analyses. Limit load FE validation studies are initially 
conducted against experimental test outcomes of both miter and smooth bends subjected to different bending 
modes. Outcomes of conducted FE validation studies illustrated excellent correlation as compared to the 
experimental tests recordings. Interaction diagrams are successfully generated for pressurized miter and SBs 
possessing nominal pipe size (NPS) of 10 in. Schedule (SCH) 40 Standard (STD) and NPS 10 in. SCH 20 



subjected to the three bending modes. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Twice-Elastic-
Slope (TES) Method is adopted for computing limit moments. It is generally observed that the combined load 
carrying capabilities (moments-pressures) increase as the number of miter welds increases; however, SBs 
recorded considerably higher limit moments and broader internal pressure spectra. Finally, all generated limit 
moment boundaries are expressed in mathematical equations. 
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study of buckling analyses of piping structures”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, 
pp 10-16, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.02.020 
ABSTRACT: The pipe support and restraint design by analysis buckling criteria for linear and plate-and-shell-
type (P&S) supports given within the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, Subsection NF is investigated to determine if it should be refined to 
include a basis upon instability criterion. If a Class 1 support is considered linear-type or plate-and-shell-type 
(P&S), the allowable buckling load is limited to two-thirds or one-half of the calculated critical buckling load, 
respectively. Five types of analyses are performed to demonstrate finite element and closed form solutions 
including linear Euler method, nonlinear second order large deformation method, nonlinear large deformation 
method with nonlinear elastic-plastic material, energy method, and Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The 
techniques are compared with explanations of the considerations taken and their impact on the final solution. 
The structural components chosen to conduct the buckling analyses are rigid struts which are an integral part of 
commercial nuclear power plants. 
 
Mohammad Amir and Mohammad Talha (School of Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Mandi, Mandi, 
Himachal Pradesh, 175005, India), “Nonlinear vibration characteristics of shear deformable functionally graded 
curved panels with porosity including temperature effects”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 172, pp 28-41, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.008 
ABSTRACT: In this study, nonlinear thermo-elastic vibration characteristics of shear deformable functionally 
graded (FG) curved porous panels have been analyzed using the finite element method. The present formulation 
is based on the higher-order shear deformation nonlinear shell theory. The FG panels' material properties are 
varied continuously in the thickness direction by a simple power law distribution in terms of the constituents’ 
volume fractions. The distribution of the porosity along the thickness direction is considered as even and 
uneven distribution. Comparison and convergence studies have been performed to validate the present nonlinear 
formulation. Parametric studies have been performed to study the effect of different influencing parameters on 
the frequency ratio of the curved FG panels, i.e., porosity, temperature rise, volume fraction indices, and side-
to-thickness ratios. The benchmark solutions for the problems of large amplitude vibration characteristics have 
been accomplished with the present model. 
 
Jian Zhang, Yuewen Zhang, Fang Wang, YongMei Zhu, WeiCheng Cui, Yun Chen and Zhe Jiang (The first 
author is from: School of Mechanical Engineering, Jiangsu University of Science and Technology, Zhenjiang, 
China), “Experimental and numerical studies on the buckling of the hemispherical shells made of maraging 
steel subjected to extremely high external pressure”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 
172, pp 56-64, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.016 
ABSTRACT: This work is devoted to the nonlinear buckling of the hemispherical shells subjected to extremely 
high external pressure. The shells are made of maraging steel with yield strength of 2100 MPa. The experiment 
on a tentatively devised laboratory-scale hemispherical shell is conducted in high pressure chamber, after 
preciously fabricated, optically and ultrasonically measured. Numerical predictions are carried out and proved 
to have a good agreement with experimental results. The laboratory-scale hemispherical shell can borne the 
pressure as high as about 139 MPa and demonstrates an unstable post-buckling character and a local dimple 
post-buckling mode near the base. Based on the study, a segmented hemispherical configuration is conceived 
and evaluated numerically, which can provide a reference for the deep-sea pressure hull design made of 
maraging steel. 
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Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, pp 90-99, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.027 
ABSTRACT: Thermoplastic composite pipe (TCP), consisting of a fibre-reinforced thermoplastic laminate 
fully bonded between homogeneous thermoplastic liners, is an ideal candidate to replace traditional steel riser 
pipes in deepwater where high specific strengths and moduli and corrosion resistance are advantageous. During 
operation, risers are subjected to combined mechanical and thermal loads. In the present paper, a 3D finite 
element (FE) model is developed to analyse stress state in a section of TCP under combined pressure, axial 
tension and thermal gradient, illustrative of a single-leg hybrid riser (SLHR) application. From the obtained 
stresses, through-thickness failure coefficient is evaluated based on appropriate failure criteria. The effects of 
increasing the internal-to-external thermal gradient are investigated considering temperature dependent material 
properties. The influence of varying the thickness of the isotropic liners with respect to the laminate is 
examined. 
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AML, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, People's Republic of China), “Shakedown analysis of a 
torispherical head with a piping nozzle under combined loads by the stress compensation method”, International 
Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, pp 107-118, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.028 
ABSTRACT: Shakedown assessment is an important task in determining the load-bearing capacity of structures 
and evaluating their safety. The traditional shakedown analyses, which are based on the upper or lower bound 
shakedown theorem to establish the mathematical programming formulation and solve an optimisation problem, 
are difficult to apply in engineering practice owing to limitations of the computing scale and computational 
efficiency. In this study, a numerical shakedown analysis using the recently developed stress compensation 
method (SCM) is performed for a torispherical head with a piping nozzle, which is a typical structural 
component of pressure vessel equipment. The loads applied to the structural component include an internal 
pressure, axial force, twisting moment, out-of-plane and in-plane bending moments, and thermal loading, all of 
which vary independently of each other. Two- and three-dimensional strict shakedown boundaries for the 
torispherical head under different combinations of these loads are presented and analysed. In addition, the effect 
of a temperature-dependent yield strength on the shakedown domain is also investigated. These investigations 
demonstrate that the proposed SCM is capable of solving the practical shakedown problem for structures under 
complicated combined loads in industrial applications. The obtained results can provide guidance for the safe 
structural design of torispherical heads with piping nozzles. 
 
Xi Zeng, Fei-fei Dong, Xiang-dong Xie and Guo-feng Du (School of Urban Construction, Yangtze University, 
Jingzhou, 434000, China), “A new analytical method of strain and deformation of pipeline under fault 
movement”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, pp 199-211, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.005 
ABSTRACT: A pipeline usually extends thousands of meters or more, and, in order to test the pipeline in the 
lab accurately, it is expected to develop a reasonable method to simplify the length of the model and simulate 
the small deformation section of the pipeline for a practical lab test. In this research, the scale model with 
consideration of the strengthening stage after the pipeline yielding is given to study the mechanical performance 
of the pipeline under fault displacement. Based on the mechanical model of the elastic foundation beam, a new 
analytical method of strain and deformation of pipeline is developed in which an equivalent spring model is 
established to simulate the small deformation section of the pipeline far away from the fault. The similarity ratio 
of the model is designed, and the results of the shell model with fixed boundary at both ends are compared by 
using ABAQUS software. On this basis, the soil-box test model with equivalent spring boundary is made. The 
elastic coefficients of springs at both ends are determined by N-△L curve (N and △L represents the interaction 
force and the relative displacement of pipeline-soil, respectively), and the influences of pipeline diameter, 
buried depth, soil and spring with different elastic coefficients on the mechanical properties of pipelines are 
analyzed. The results show that the two-end spring device can better control the size of the test model and 
enhance the reliability of the test results. The strain and deformation responses of the pipeline can be reduced by 
choosing larger pipeline diameter, smaller buried depth, non-cohesive backfill soil and spring with smaller 
elastic coefficient. 



 
Farid Mahboubi Nasrekani and Hamidreza Eipakchi (First author is from: Faculty of Science, Technology and 
Enviroment, School of Engineering and Physics, The University of the South Pacific (USP), Suva, Fiji), 
“Analytical solution for buckling analysis of cylinders with varying thickness subjected to combined axial and 
radial loads”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, pp 220-226, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.03.036 
ABSTRACT: An analytical procedure has been proposed for buckling analysis of elastic cylindrical shells with 
varying thickness under combined axial and radial loads by considering the first-order shear deformation theory 
as the displacement filed. The kinematics of the problem is defined by the von-Karman relations, and the 
constitutive equation obeys Hooke's law. The equilibrium equations are a system of nonlinear coupled 
differential equations with variable coefficients and the corresponding stability equations which are a linear 
system with varying coefficients are solved to find the eigenvalues of the system. The results are compared with 
the finite element method and some other references. 
 
Chanachai Tangbanjongkij, Somchai Chucheepsakul and Weeraphan Jiammeepreecha (Primarily from: 
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi, 
Bangkok, 10140, Thailand), “Large displacement analysis of ellipsoidal pressure vessel heads using the 
fundamental of differential geometry”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, pp 337-
347, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.04.001 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of the large displacement analysis of ellipsoidal pressure 
vessel heads, based on the membrane shell theory. The strain components of deformed shell configurations 
could be obtained by using the fundamental knowledge of differential geometry. Energy functional of the 
ellipsoidal shell was derived from the principle of virtual work, which is expressed in the appropriate forms. 
Based on the nonlinear finite element procedures, the nodal displacements of the shell configuration were 
numerically obtained. Analytical method for the small displacement was derived in order to validate the 
numerical results obtained from the FEM. Interesting features from parametric study of normal and tangential 
displacements for arbitrary shapes of ellipsoidal shells are presented and discussed. It is revealed that the point 
of zero normal displacement for arbitrary shapes of ellipsoidal shells is always the same point which is 
independent of the applied internal pressure and thickness of shell. Furthermore, there exists the maximum 
point of tangential displacement and it is always at the same points of the radial distance when the internal 
pressure and thickness of shells are varied. 
 
Shiyi Bao, Yunkai Liu, Jianfeng Mao, Renyue Ge, Xiangyang Li, “Numerical and experimental investigation 
on limit load of elbow with local thinning area”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 172, 
pp 412-422, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the previous research on the limit load of the pipe is summarized, and the 
methodology on the limit load of the pipe, including theoretical calculation, finite element analysis (FEA), and 
experimental validation. Besides, to present the factors of limit load, case studies are showed herein. Currently, 
several 90° elbows with straight pipe with local defect as the research object. According to the Elastic-plasticity 
theory, pipes with the same boundary conditions under various defect positions, sizes, were calculated and 
analyzed by means of finite element (FE) simulation to obtain the limit load to compare the results from FEA 
and theoretical calculations. Furthermore, a series of complete hydrostatic pressure blasting test and pre-
experimental test plans were proposed. The agreement is achieved between test and FEA. The results can point 
out the direction of research on the limit load carrying capacity of pipes, find the main factors affecting the 
carrying capacity of pipes, and provide scientific guidance for the safe operation of pipes. 
 
Mohammad Reza Nikoomanesh, Morteza Moeini, Mohammad Ali Goudarzi, “An innovative isolation system 
for improving the seismic behaviour of liquid storage tanks”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 173, pp 1-10, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.04.012 
ABSTRACT: The current study proposes a new vertical seismic isolation of an aboveground liquid storage tank 
(AST) and theoretically and numerically evaluates its effectiveness for a comprehensive practical range of tank 
geometries. In the proposed system, the forces in the vertical direction caused by the overturning moment are 
isolated as an alternative to the common horizontal system used for shear base isolation of ASTs. The equations 
of motion for a liquid tank equipped in the proposed system were extracted using the mass-spring simplified 



model of contained liquid. A parametric study was performed by employing the non-linear solution of the 
governing equations and the effectiveness of the proposed system for all AST aspect ratios is discussed. The 
numerical results show that the overturning moment of the tanks equipped with the proposed isolation system 
decreased significantly with respect to the corresponding fully anchored tanks. The results of the parametric 
study on the tank aspect ratio and liquid height indicate that the proposed system is more efficient for slender 
tanks than for broad tanks. 
 
Mohammad Malekan, Ali Khosravi, Carlos A. Cimini, “Deformation and fracture of cylindrical tubes under 
detonation loading: A review of numerical and experimental analyses”, International Journal of Pressure 
Vessels and Piping, Vol. 173, pp 114-132, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.05.003 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic load in tubes due to detonation has a number of applications, such as in oil pipeline 
systems and pulse detonation engines. Various experimental, analytical, and numerical investigations have been 
conducted to study the mechanical, thermo-mechanical, and fracture behavior of tubes under internal detonation 
loads. Regarding numerical analysis, different approaches such as interface cohesive element, mesh-free, and 
extended finite element methods have been used to model the propagation of crack(s) in a tube. This paper 
presents a review of relevant literature pertaining to numerical and experimental analyses of detonation-driven 
deformation and fracture, and of studies based on the analytical investigation of moving loads in detonation 
tubes. The corresponding findings are discussed in detail, and possible avenues for future research are 
highlighted. 
 
Sherif S. Sorour, Mostafa Shazly, Mohammad M. Megahed, “Limit load analysis of thick-walled as-fabricated 
pipe bends under in-plane moment loading and internal pressure”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 174, pp 1-12, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.05.007 
ABSTRACT: The fabrication of pipe bends by rotary bending results in geometrical imperfections as 
manifested by cross-sectional ovality and wall thickness variations which affect their load carrying capacity and 
hence their performance during service. Previous studies ignored the exact distribution of these imperfections 
and adopted either ideal pipe bend shape (IB) or assumed the distribution these imperfections in their analysis 
by a simplified assumed shape model (AS). The objective of the present work is to investigate the effect of the 
presence of the inherited geometrical imperfections as obtained from the rotary pipe bending process of 90° 
pipe bends including the presence of residual stresses on their load carrying capacities as compared with the IB 
and AS models. The present work is conducted by means of non-linear finite element modeling considering 
both material and geometrical non-linearities. Rotary pipe bending process is simulated with basic tooling 
configuration to obtain the as-fabricated 90° pipe bend after accounting for springback. Results of this step were 
verified against published experimental results and analytical solutions. The pipe bend was then subjected to 
different combinations of in-plane moment and internal pressure in order to construct a comparative limit load 
diagram. The IB model for the pipe bend results in non-conservative results, while AS model results in 
acceptable results compared to results of the as-fabricated shape. Results have also shown that presence of 
residual stresses improves the pipe performance under in-plane closing bending moment. 
 
Jian Zhang, Jiawei Tan, Wenxian Tang, Xilu Zhao, Yongmei Zhu, “Experimental and numerical collapse 
properties of externally pressurized egg-shaped shells under local geometrical imperfections”, International 
Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 175, Article 103893, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.04.006 
ABSTRACT: The present investigation is devoted to the nonlinear elastic collapse properties of externally 
pressurized egg-shaped shells under local geometrical imperfections. The shells have nominal major axis, 
nominal minor axis, and nominal wall thickness of 256mm, 180mm, and 2mm, respectively. Nine resin egg-
shaped shells are manufactured, measured accurately, tested hydrostatically, and analysed numerically. Of 
these, three each have nominally identical perfect geometries, nominally identical geometries with local flat 
imperfections, and local dimple imperfections. Furthermore, the effect of local and eigenmode imperfection 
depths on the collapse pressures of egg-shaped shells are studied numerically using nonlinear elastic buckling 
analysis. Both experimental and numerical data are presented and compared through graphs and tables. 
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J. Błachut, “Elastic buckling of stringer reinforced torispheres under external pressure”, International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 175, Article 103921, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103921 
ABSTRACT: Plain and reinforced torispheres were manufactured and subjected to external pressure. Under 
single incremental pressure they were loaded up to buckling level. Experimental values of buckling pressure 
were compared with numerical predictions based on the FE analyses. Some domes were reinforced by stringers 
attached to external surface, and running along meridians. In each case they were evenly spread in hoop 
direction. For a ‘threshold-number’ of stringers buckling pressure was smaller than that for the case of plain 
(non-reinforced), torisphere. It only begun to increase once the number of stringers was larger than the 
‘threshold value’. The intricate role of the number of stringers on bifurcation buckling is discussed. 
Performance of domes with smeared reinforcements is discussed together with stringers which do not cover the 
full length of meridians. 
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Vladimir Eltyshev, Peter Chudinov, Yuri Barykin, “Analytical expressions for determining deflections, stresses 
and the required thickness of the orthotropic pressure cylinders”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 175, Article 103927, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103927 
ABSTRACT: On the basis of the moment theory of orthotropic shells of revolution and the theory of the 
boundary effect, analytical expressions have been obtained for deflections, stresses and the necessary thickness 
of orthotropic cylindrical pressure cylinders with bottoms. This analytical expressions are convenient for 
practical use. 
 
Mohammad Khorsand, Kunkun Fu, Youhong Tang, “Multi-directional functionally graded materials for 
enhancing the durability of shell structures”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 175, 
Article 103926, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103926 
ABSTRACT: Uni-directional functionally graded materials (FGMs) providing a relative change in terms of 
material properties have been implemented in many high-tech engineering applications, including shells and 
plates. As a new concept, multi-directional FGMs highlight the emergence of modern materials design in the 
development of multi-functional materials. Pressure vessels made of materials varying in the radial direction 
have been comprehensively studied. In some practical instances, however, tailored grading of material 
properties is required in other directions. Shells with bi-dimensional FGM properties can present practical 
problems arising from excessive temperature gradients and extreme deflections. In this work, asymmetric 
deformations of two-directional FG pressure vessels under the effect of thermo-mechanical loads are studied 
numerically, taking advantage of Fourier and polynomial quadrature methods. Unlike most published research 
on this topic, we assume that the material properties of the shell are graded in the radial and axial directions 
obeying an exponential formulation, leading to a more accurate simulation of the real work condition. 
Governing equations are formulated based on three-dimensional elasticity theory, discretised into the series 
form, and then the resulting equations are solved. To evaluate the accuracy and superiority of this approach, 
numerical results are obtained and compared with exact solutions for material properties defined by the power 
law and are found to be in good agreement. In the results section, it is shown that variations of the grading 
parameter, temperature shock, geometry profile and boundary conditions play important roles in the distribution 
of stress, displacement and temperature fields. In the context of the thermoelastic theory of shells and plates, the 
results of this work will provide a reliable database for design engineers to choose a desirable material property 
function, changing throughout different directions of the geometry, to mitigate thermal stresses, which should 
be as small and uniform as possible. 
 
S. Balakrishnan, AR. Veerappan, S. Shanmugam, “Determination of plastic, shakedown and elastic limit loads 
of 90°pressurized pipe bends with shape imperfections”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, 
Vol. 175, Article 103925, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103925 
ABSTRACT: This study determines the plastic, shakedown and elastic limit loads and the corresponding 
regimes of 90° pressurized pipe bends with shape imperfections subjected to cyclic in-plane closing bending 
moment. Three dimensional FE analyses with small strain formulation was performed. The induced shape 
imperfections are ovality and thinning, which were varied from 0% to 20% with a 5% increment at every step. 
Plastic limit load was determined from the moment rotation curve while shakedown and elastic limit loads were 
determined by using Abdalla's simplified technique (ST). The analysis indicates that the presence of ovality 
produces considerable effect on plastic limit loads. Thinning alters plastic limit loads only for long bend radius 
models with no ovality when normalised internal pressure ratio is unity and in other cases its effect is minimal. 
Presence of ovality and thinning has a remarkable effect on shakedown and elastic limit loads and their regimes 
though the thinning effect is insignificant at higher ovality (10%–20%). Bree diagram was constructed for the 
reference pipe bend models. It was observed that the failure of pipe bends is due to either reversed plasticity or 
ratcheting. Mathematical equations are proposed to express the generated plastic, shakedown and elastic limit 
moment boundaries for the analyzed pipe bend models. 
 



Jingwen Zhang, Liming Yu, Yongchang Liu, Huijun Li, Chenxi Liu, Jiefeng Wu, Jianguo Ma and Zhanlun Li, 
“Effect of welding sequences on the welding stress and distortion in the CFETR vacuum vessel assembly using 
finite element simulation”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 175, Article 103930, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103930 
ABSTRACT: The as-welded 1/8 sector of vacuum vessel (VV) is a necessary component in Chinese Fusion 
Engineering Testing Reactor (CFETR), and it needs to be within a very tight tolerance. However, it is a 
challenge to find an effective way to predict and reduce the welding stress and distortion on a full scale 
prototype of the 1/8 VV due to its large size and complex structure. In this paper, a full size finite element 
model of the 1/8 VV was built using ABAQUS, and three different tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding sequences 
were simulated on the 1/8 VV to study the effect of welding sequences on the welding stress and distortion. The 
results showed that the main welding stress occurred around the welding joints and the inboard segment of 1/8 
VV. Meanwhile, the shells near the top and bottom windows distorted perpendicularly to outside of the shells, 
while the shells around the middle window and the inboard segment distorted perpendicularly to inside of the 
shells. It was also noted that in three different welding sequences, the maximum distortion all occurred on the 
shells near the transition structures, the notable difference of the welding stress and distortion was all observed 
on the shells around windows. Based on the simulation results, an optimized welding sequence was obtained to 
control the welding stress and distortion in the actual assembly of 1/8 VV. 
 
Zhe Yuan, Shihui Huo, Jianting Ren, “Mathematical description and mechanical characteristics of reinforced S-
shaped bellows”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 175, Article 103931, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103931 
ABSTRACT: The reinforced S-shaped bellows, which can withstand high pressure, is a kind of typical metal 
bellows. A mathematical description of the structural configuration of bellows and reinforced hoop was put 
forward in the present study. Mechanical characteristics of the reinforced S-shaped bellows under internal 
pressure, forced axial and bending displacement were discussed. The ultimate pressure bearing capability of the 
bellows decreases slightly with the increase of the number of layers, but the decrease is limited. Axial tensile 
rigidity of the reinforced S-shaped bellows tends to have weak nonlinear characteristics. It can be demarcated 
two states by whether the stress reaches yield strength, defined as high and low rigidity respectively. Bending 
characteristics of the reinforced S-shaped bellows shall be analyzed based on theoretical and numerical 
simulation analysis, respectively. The bending rigidity is affected by material nonlinearity and fitting extent of 
local wave. It is directly related to the mechanical characteristics of axial torsion and compression. 
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(1) School of Mechanical Engineering, Jiangsu University of Science and Technology, Zhenjiang, 212003, 
China 
(2) College of Mechanical Engineering, Saitama Institute of Technology, Saitama, 369-0293, Japan 
“Strength and stability of spherical pressure hulls with different viewport structures”, International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 176, Article 103951, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103951 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on three viewport structures of a deep-sea spherical pressure hull. By 
employing the rule design method, the plane disk, conical frustum, and spherical sector viewport structures 
were designed, and its basic dimensions were determined. The strength and stability of pressure hulls with three 
different viewports were examined by employing theoretical and numerical methods under the condition that D-
sub-i and t were consistent. To satisfy the strength requirement, the effects of the structural parameters of the 
conical frustum viewport on the stress and deformation of the contact surface were studied, and the reasons for 
failure, in addition to the design criterion, of acrylic plastic viewports were investigated. Additionally, equally 
proportioned models of pressure hulls with three different viewports were manufactured and tested. The 
geometrical and buckling properties of these spherical hull specimens were demonstrated via a series of tests. 
The results of theoretical, numerical, and experimental investigations were compared by constructing tables and 
figures. 
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(1) Key Laboratory of Hydraulic Machinery Transients (Wuhan University), Ministry of Education, Wuhan 
430072, China 
(2) School of Power and Mechanical Engineering, Wuhan University, Wuhan, Hubei 430072, China 
“Experimental and numerical investigations of flow-induced vibration of tube arrays subjected to cross flow”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 176, Article 103956, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103956 
ABSTRACT: Flow-induced vibration of tube array structures is a major concern in nuclear engineering. In this 
paper, the dynamical behavior of flexible tubes in cross flow is studied. A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
model is developed to investigate the interaction between flow perturbations and tube oscillations. The Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES) is validated and adopted in the simulations. The motion of tubes in different tube 
configurations (i.e., single tube, three in line tubes, normal square tube array, and normal triangle tube array 
with different pitch to diameter ratios) under different flow conditions are analyzed and compared by time trace, 
power spectral density (PSD), phase plane plot and Poincaré map. Experiments have been conducted using a 
flexible tube in a closed-loop piping system to compare with the CFD model predictions. It is found that tube 
undergoes vortex-induced vibration and then fluid elastic instability, limit-cycle oscillation occurs when the 
inlet flow velocity exceeds a critical point. The central tube in normal square tube array is the most stable 
among the three configurations. The critical pitch to diameter ratio of tube array under reduced velocity Ur = 6 
is about 5.5. The experimental observations are in good agreement with the CFD predictions. 
 
B.A. Khudayarov, Kh.M. Komilova and F.Zh. Turaev (Department of Higher Mathematics, Tashkent Institute 
of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers, Tashkent, 100000, Uzbekistan), “The effect of two-
parameter of Pasternak foundations on the oscillations of composite pipelines conveying gas-containing fluids”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 176, Article 103946, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103946 
ABSTRACT: The effect of two-parameter of Pasternak foundations on the oscillations of composite pipelines 
conveying a two-phase slug flow is studied in the paper. To analyze the oscillations of the pipelines conveying 
gas-containing fluid, a viscoelastic model of the theory of beams and a model of Pasternak foundation are used. 
The Boltzmann-Volterra hereditary theory of the viscoelasticity is used to describe the viscoelastic properties of 
the pipeline material and earth foundation. A computational algorithm has been developed for solving problems 
of calculating the oscillatory processes in the pipelines conveying a two-phase gas-containing flow. On the basis 
of the computational algorithm developed, a set of applied computer programs has been created, which makes it 
possible to carry out numerical studies of pipeline oscillations. The effect of the flow rate of gas and liquid 
phases, the effect of tensile forces in the longitudinal direction of the pipeline, Pasternak foundations 
parameters, the parameters of singularity in the heredity kernels on the oscillations of the pipeline made of 
composite materials are numerically investigated. It is found that an increase in the length of the gas bubble 
zone leads to a decrease in the critical velocity of a two-phase slug flow. 
 
Armin Rahmatfam, Mohammad Zehsaz and T.N. Chakherlou (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Tabriz, Tabriz, Iran), “Ratcheting assessment of pressurized pipelines under cyclic axial loading: 
Experimental and numerical investigations”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 176, 
Article 103970, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103970 
ABSTRACT: The present study aimed to study ratcheting strains of pressurized stainless steel (UNS S32750) 
pipes with cyclic axial loading conditions. To this aim, some experiments were performed for the tubes 
involving cyclic axial loading under internal pressure. All specimens were analyzed with a finite element code. 
Ohno-Wang hardening model was employed in numerical analysis to calculate the ratcheting of the tubes. By 
using this hardening model, all predicted ratcheting results were consistent with those of the experimental ones. 
In this study, the effect of pre-compressed strain, internal pressure and stress amplitude were evaluated 
experimentally and the numerical results were compared with the results. Finally, the tubes collapsed at about 
the same strain level as it did under monotonic loading. The number of cycles to collapse and the ratcheting 
strain rate of the pressurized pipelines depend on the different parameters such as cyclic loading parameters, 
pre-strain and internal pressure. The results show that an increase of pre-strain, internal pressure and cyclic 
loading parameters leads to increase ratcheting strain rate of pipelines in both axial and circumferential 
directions. 
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“Stability analysis of multi-span aluminum-based functionally graded material fluid-conveying pipe reinforced 
by carbon nanotubes”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 176, Article 103971, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103971 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic stiffness method is used to research the dynamic stability 
characteristics of multi-span aluminum-based functionally graded material (FGM) fluid-conveying pipe 
enhanced by carbon nanotube. The influence of the different volume fraction on natural frequency, critical 
pressure and critical velocity of the FGM pipe is discussed. The influence of different radiuses on the natural 
frequency of the pipe and the influence of different span-ratios on the stability characteristics of the pipe are 
also discussed. It can be concluded that change of material component has significant influence on natural 
frequencies, critical velocity and critical pressure of the FGM pipe. The instability caused by flow velocity 
variation is different from that caused by pressure change. If the total length of the pipe remains unchanged, 
different span-ratios will have a great impact on the stability of the pipe. Increasing outside diameter of the pipe 
will cause the increase of the natural frequency. 
 
Jiang-ping Tian, Juan Zhang, Fei-fei Dong and Guo-feng Du (School of Urban Construction, Yangtze 
University, Jingzhou 434000, China), “Dynamic response of buried pipeline subject to impact loads using 
piezoceramic transducers”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 177, Article 103984, 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103984 
ABSTRACT: Long-distance pipelines play an important role in oil and gas transportation. It is of great 
significance to study the dynamic responses of pipelines under impact loads. In this paper, based on the theories 
of unit impulse function and Fourier series, a Eular-Bernoulli foundation beam model is established to obtain 
the responses of the pipelines under impact loads. Meanwhile, embedded and surface-bonded piezoceramic 
transducers are used to monitor the impact force and the acceleration of the pipelines under impact loads 
respectively. Based on the signal received by piezoceramic transducers, the impact force is obtained and the 
effect of wall thickness, diameter, buried depth, impact energy and other parameters on the acceleration of 
pipelines are analyzed. Nonlinear finite element simulation of the impact process was carried out and the results 
are basically consistent with experimental and theoretical. The experimental results show that the maximum 
acceleration increased with an increase in the impact energy. The acceleration of large diameter and thin wall 
pipelines are larger at the same impact energy. The deeper the pipelines buried, the smaller the acceleration is. 
The effectiveness of the piezoceramic transducers are verified by the test results in monitoring dynamic 
responses of the buried pipelines, which provide reference for seismic design and safety evaluation of pipeline 
engineering. 
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“The arresting performance of integral buckle arrestor for sandwich pipe systems”, International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 177, Article 103973, November 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103973 
ABSTRACT: Integral buckle arrestor, which consists of welded stiff rings, has proved to be very effective to 
arrest the propagating buckle and can be applied in sandwich pipe systems. This paper examines the 
propagating buckle experiments on small-scale sandwich pipes with integral arrestors under different interface 
bonding conditions. In addition, a numerical framework was developed to reproduce the phenomenon of 
buckling propagation and crossover under external pressure, and good consistency was observed between the 
measured and predicted results. Then, the crossover pressure was studied parametrically covering the interface 
bonding conditions, key material properties, as well as geometries. An empirical expression was established 
based upon extensive numerical analysis to predict the crossover pressure of integral arrestors for sandwich 



pipes. The analysis further demonstrated that its arresting performance can be reasonably evaluated with the 
established empirical expression and lower bound envelope line. 
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“Collapse performance of externally pressurized resin egg-shaped shells with corrosion thinning”, International 
Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 177, Article 103993, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103993 
ABSTRACT: In this article, we discuss the collapse performances of externally pressurized egg-shaped shells 
with corrosion thinning. Shells consist of photosensitive resin, with major and minor axes of 256 and 180mm, 
respectively. Corrosion begins at the critical location with the lowest principal meridional curvature. The 
circumferential corrosion values were set to 2.5°, 5°, 10°, 20°, 60°, and 360°, and the meridional corrosion 
values were defined as 20, 30, 40, and 50mm. The corrosion depth was assumed to be 10%, 20%, 30%, and 
40% of the wall thickness, respectively. A total of 96 partially corroded egg-shaped shells were numerically 
analyzed with regards to nonlinear collapse modes and ultimate strengths, in addition to one noncorroded shell 
and four fully corroded shells. On this basis, representative egg-shaped samples, including one noncorroded, 
four partially corroded, and one fully corroded case, were tentatively fabricated, carefully measured, and 
hydrostatically tested for further experimentation. The numerical and experimental data are provided in figures 
and tables. 
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“Ratcheting based seismic performance assessment of a pressurized piping system: Experiments and analysis”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 177, Article 103995, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103995 
ABSTRACT: Shake table tests and numerical simulations are carried out to study ratcheting based seismic 
performance assessment of a piping system. A carbon steel piping loop is pressurized with water and subjected 
to shake table excitation of increasing amplitude until failure. The resulting strain accumulation at critical 
location of the loop is studied with an emphasis of characterizing the ratcheting based performance levels. 
These test results along with codal guidance are used to propose suitable limits of these strains. Wavelet 
transforms are applied to study change of free vibration characteristics of the loop. Later, a numerical 
simulation of the loop is carried out using an experimentally validated numerical tool. The simulated strains are 
compared with test results. 
 
James C. Hastie, Maria Kashtalyan and Igor A. Guz (school of Engineering, University of Aberdeen, Scotland, 
UK), “Failure analysis of thermoplastic composite pipe (TCP) under combined pressure, tension and thermal 
gradient for an offshore riser application”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 178, 
Article 103998, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.103998 
ABSTRACT: Useful characteristics of fibre-reinforced thermoplastics, including high specific strengths and 
moduli and excellent corrosion resistance, make them ideal candidates for offshore riser pipe applications. 
When in operation, risers are subjected to combined mechanical and thermal loading. In the present paper, a 3D 
finite element (FE) model is used to analyse stress state in a section of thermoplastic composite pipe (TCP), 
consisting of a fibre-reinforced thermoplastic laminate fully bonded between inner and outer thermoplastic 
liners, under conditions illustrative of a deepwater riser application. The effects of varying combinations of 
pressure and thermal differentials on the distribution of stress-based failure coefficient are examined. Failure 
responses under different axial tensions at low/high pressures and temperatures are assessed for configurations 



with different laminate ply stacking sequences. Temperature-dependent material properties are considered in the 
thermomechanical analysis. 
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“On the imperfection sensitivity and design of spherical domes under external pressure”, International Journal 
of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 179, Article 104015, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.104015 
ABSTRACT: Deep spherical shells are often used as pressure vessels in ocean and aerospace engineering. 
When subjected to external pressure, these thin-walled shells are prone to buckling. The corresponding critical 
buckling pressure heavily depends on deviations from the ideal shell shape. In general, these deviations are 
defined as geometric imperfections, and although imperfections exhibit comparatively low amplitudes, they can 
significantly reduce the critical load. Considering the influence of geometric imperfections adequately into the 
design process of thin-walled shells poses major challenges for structural design. The most common procedure 
to take into account the influence of imperfections is based on the classical buckling pressure obtained by a 
linear analysis which are then corrected by a knockdown factor. The knockdown factor represents a statistical 
lower-bound with respect to data obtained experimentally for different types of thin-walled shells. This article 
presents a versatile and simple numerical design approach for deep spherical shells under external pressure. The 
new design procedure leads to significantly improved critical load estimations in comparison to lower-bounds 
obtained empirically. Different design example are given and validated with experimental results. 
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ABSTRACT: Present study deals with the dynamic snap-through phenomenon of an isotropic shallow spherical 
cap under transient type of thermal loading. The inner surface of the shell is subjected to sudden temperature 
elevation, whereas the outer surface is kept at reference temperature. Transient thermal shock is applied 
uniformly and shell thickness is assumed to be thin enough. Therefore, transient heat conduction equation is 
analytically solved across the thickness direction (one dimensional). Immovable simply-supported boundary 
conditions are assumed for the shell. Since the boundary conditions and the applied thermal shock are 
axisymmetric, the governing motion equations of the shell are restricted to the case of axisymmetric. First order 
shear deformation theory of shells is utilized to approximate the displacement field. The von Kármán type of 
geometrical non-linearity is used in strain-displacement relations. With the establishment of the associated 
Hamilton principle, differential equations of motion are extracted. Motion equations are discretized within the 
shell domain by means of the harmonic differential quadrature method (HDQM). The Newmark time marching 
scheme based on the constant average acceleration method is applied to turn the motion differential equations 
into a system of algebraic equations at each time step. Highly coupled equations are solved implementing the 
well-known Newton-Raphson iterative technique. By means of the Budiansky criterion, critical thermal shock 
parameters are distinguished. Critical dynamic snap-through temperatures are also verified using the phase-
plane presentation. Comparison study is performed to validate the formulation and solution method of the 
present research with simple cases. Also, parametric investigations are performed to demonstrate the 
geometrical effects on the dynamic critical buckling temperatures of the shallow spherical shells subjected to 
thermal shock. 
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ABSTRACT: The security of containment structures has been highlighted as a vital component of isolating and 
protecting internal devices in nuclear power plants from various hypothetical hazards. Despite several recent 
impressive studies focused on external events such as earthquake and aircraft crash, further elaborate numerical 
approaches are required to ensure confinement of radwaste materials against severe loads. In this paper, 
dynamic analyses were carried out to examine the influence of aircraft crashes on a typical reinforced concrete 
containment and interior components. Firstly, a specific referential force-time history was generated based on 
Riera function and compared with the impact force exerted by an artificial airplane through a finite element 
analysis combined with a smoothed-particle hydrodynamics of fuel for validation. Subsequently, systematic 
numerical analyses were carried out for the containment under diverse postulated aircraft collision conditions. 
Stresses and strains of each part were calculated, and displacements as well as damages of the concrete due to 
crushing and cracking were also evaluated through comparison of the corresponding allowable criteria. 
Moreover, effects of key parameters such as crash angles, locations, and velocities were investigated. As results, 
central part of the concrete wall was determined to be the most vulnerable and failure based on the conservative 
strain criteria was estimated at this region under 200 m/s of speed regardless of impact angles. 
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ABSTRACT: Evaluation for BDBE (Beyond Design Basis Event) requires best estimation based on realistic 
failure phenomena. However failure modes of piping under seismic loads are not clear, because seismic load is 
alternate one and has both load- and displacement-controlled characteristics. For design and seismic PRA 
(probabilistic risk assessment), the failure mode is assumed to be collapse under PGA (peak ground 
acceleration). However, this conservative assumption is not appropriate for risk assessment with best estimation 
and uncertainty. The objective of this study is the clarification of realistic failure modes of piping under seismic 
loads. Previous experimental studies showed ratcheting deformation and fatigue as the most probable piping 
failure modes. Collapse cases were seldom. Authors pay attention to the analogy of failure modes between 
thermal alternate loads and seismic alternate loads. Ratcheting and collapse under thermal loads can be 
evaluated by the famous Bree diagram, where main parameters are constant pressure and alternate thermal 
loads. The Bree diagram was extensively applied to piping ratchet and collapse with such parameters as 
constant gravity force and alternate seismic loads. The frequency of seismic loads was also introduced as an 
additional parameter. As the results of experimental and analytical studies, ratcheting and collapse under 
seismic loads can be evaluated by the Bree-like diagram, where main parameters are constant gravity force, 
dynamic loads and their frequencies. Furthermore, frequency dependent characteristics of seismic loads were 
understood. They act like load controlled when frequency is lower than natural frequency. In the case of higher 
frequency than natural frequency, they become closer to displacement controlled. When higher than twice of 
natural frequency, they are less damageable than displacement-controlled. 
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“A simplified boundary condition method for conducting shock resistance analyses of ship piping systems”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 180, Article 104041, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104041 
ABSTRACT: The shock resistance of ship piping systems is very difficult to study owing to the large scales of 
such systems, and the high level and variability of the impact loading involved. To address these issues, the 
present work establishes a numerical model of pipe systems based on multi-span beam bending moment theory. 
An analysis of the bending moments of different multi-span continuous beams under static loading 
demonstrates that the simplified model employing just five spans provides a bending moment for target equal 
diameter straight tube (EDST) segments that deviates from theoretical calculations by less than 1%. Moreover, 
the bending moments obtained by the five-span model for a target EDST segment deviate by only about 4% 
from corresponding results obtained by the finite element (FE) method under both uniformly distributed static 
loading and complex static loading. The proposed simplified five-span model is then employed to calculate the 
stress responses obtained at individual critical points in a complex piping system under impact loading. The 
results obtained deviate at most by less than 15% from corresponding results obtained from the FE method 
based on the overall piping system model. Moreover, the average deviation for all critical points considered was 
only 5.87%. The results show that the shock response obtained using the simplified five-span model is 
essentially equivalent to that of the complex model. The proposed simplified five-span method is thereby 
demonstrated to be reasonable for simplifying large-scale complex piping systems when conducting shock 
resistance research. 
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“Optimal winding angle in laminated CFRP composite pipes subjected to patch loading: Analytical study and 
experimental validation”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 180, Article 104042, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104042 
ABSTRACT: The research reported here sought to obtain the optimal winding angle (ϕ) in laminated carbon 
fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite pipes under patch loading. To observe the sole effect of winding 
angle on the pipe's mechanical strength, the stacking sequence of the composite laminates ([ϕ/-ϕ/ϕ/-ϕ/ϕ]) 
was kept constant. An analytical investigation based on linear membrane shell theory was adapted to obtain the 
radial displacements (w) along the radial direction (z). A double Fourier series expansion was used during the 
analytical investigation. Two crucial factors were considered when selecting the optimal winding angle: (1) the 
minimum difference between the inward (compression) and outward (tensile) radial displacements, and (2) the 
minimum radial deflection at the circumference where patch loading is applied (θ = 00). The optimal winding 
angle, ϕ = 55°, was obtained using a classical trial and error technique. The analytical results for ϕ = 55° were 



then validated by an experimental investigation. Due to a lack of prior reported experimental investigations into 
radial deformation analysis of laminated composite pipes under patch loading, the manufacturing and test 
procedures have been discussed comprehensively in this paper. The pipe with optimal stacking sequence [55°/-
55°/55°/-55°/55°] was first manufactured using the filament winding machine and then subjected to patch 
loading using the INSTRON machine. The experimental tests were conducted on three arbitrarily selected 
circumferential angles θ = (0°,48°,77°). The radial displacement at θ = 0° was measured using a tensile testing 
(INSTRON) machine. The radial displacements at θ = (48°,77°) were simultaneously measured using a laser 
displacement sensor (model: ANR 1150) and a dial indicator (model: 0.01–30 mm Mitutoyo), respectively. 
Ultimately, the radial displacements for a loading range of F = [0-800] (N) were obtained. There was good 
agreement between the analytical and experimental results, which offers a useful guideline for future design and 
manufacture of laminated composite pipes with elevated section. 
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Engineering, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Rua Passo da Pátria 156, 24210-240, Niterói, RJ, Brazil), 
“Plastic collapse of thin-walled elasto-plastic pipes under internal pressure and superposed axial loading”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 180, Article 104043, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104043 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the failure analysis of elasto-plastic thin-walled pipes under 
combined internal pressure and axial loading (monotonic or alternating). Depending on the loading history 
(pressure and axial loading histories) the pipe may exhibit a different mechanical behavior due to the 
progressive accumulation of plastic deformation. The study, performed under different loading histories, is 
adequate to identify the history dependent failure pressure. The analysis of the results allows obtaining a very 
simple safety criterion for the plastic collapse. The main result is that, regardless the load history, a safe region 
can be defined analytically in the space of circumferential and axial stresses. A comparison of the theoretical 
predictions with experiments shows coherent preliminary results. The simplified methodology proposed in this 
study provides a safe and reliable preliminary tool for designers and engineers that can be used to help to plan 
inspection and preventive maintenance. 
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“Alternative design of buried pipelines at active fault crossings using flexible joints”, International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 180, Article 104038, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2019.104038 
ABSTRACT: The use of “flexible joints” in buried high-pressure pipelines is examined herein as an effective 
design technique for the mitigation of Permanent Ground Displacement (PGD) effects due to fault activation. 
Pipeline joints that are available in the industry today are considered in connection with the needs of high-
pressure pipelines in areas of seismic faults. The efficiency of this novel technique is examined through a series 
of parametric numerical analyses for both strike-slip and normal faults, while its applicability in common 
engineering problems is examined through an economic-technical comparison with more conventional 
techniques. It is concluded that the use of flexible joints provides a cost-efficient design method, that can 
drastically reduce pipeline strains for medium to large fault displacements. 
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“Theoretical and experimental study on the fluidelastic instability of tube bundles in two-phase cross flow”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 181, Article 104069, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104069 
ABSTRACT: A theoretical model of the fluidelastic instability of tube bundles in two-phase cross flow is 
proposed. The model considers the interaction between fluid force and cylinder motion. Through theoretical 



investigation, the mechanism of fluidelastic instability induced by two-phase flow was revealed, and an 
experiment was conducted to verify the approach. The effects of the time delay parameter and the tube natural 
frequency on the critical velocity of fluidelastic instability were also investigated, and the results indicate that 
both are important factors in this respect. The influence of the time delay parameter on critical velocity is 
significant, particularly when the void fraction is low. A linear relationship between critical velocity and tube 
frequency was observed under all tested void fraction conditions. By comparison with previously reported test 
data, it is demonstrated that the model proposed herein is able to provide an accurate prediction of the 
fluidelastic instability of a tube array in two-phase flow. 
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“Radially symmetric response of an FGM spherical pressure vessel under thermal shock using the thermally 
nonlinear Lord-Shulman model”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 182, Article 
104065, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104065 
ABSTRACT: In the present research, the coupled and non-linear thermo-mechanical response of a functionally 
graded material (FGM) hollow sphere under thermal shock is investigated. It is assumed that all of the 
properties of the sphere except for the thermal relaxation time are graded through the radial direction using an 
exponential representation. The formulation is based on the Lord and Shulman theory which contains a single 
relaxation time parameter to avoid the infinite speed of temperature wave propagation. Two coupled equations 
namely energy and motion equations are obtained. These two equations are written in terms of temperature 
change and radial displacement. The energy equation is kept in its non-linear form and the assumption of small 
temperature change in comparison to reference temperature is not established in this research. The obtained 
equations are provided in a dimensionless presentation. After that using the generalised differential quadrature 
(GDQ) method, nonlinear algebraic presentation of the governing equations is established. Using the successive 
Picard algorithm and the Newmark time marching scheme, the temporal evolution of the temperature and 
displacement are obtained. Numerical results are validated for the case of homogeneous sphere with the 
available data in the open literature. After that, novel numerical results are given to explore the effect of 
relaxation time, coupling parameter, exponential index and non-linearity of the energy equation. 
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Laboratory, Department of Solid Mechanics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Kashan, 
Kashan, 87317-53153, Iran), “Determination of the influence of thermo-mechanical factors on the residual 
stresses of cylindrical composite tubes: Experimental and computational analyses”, International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 183, Article 104098, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104098 
ABSTRACT: The well-established benefits of compressive residual stresses over the fatigue lifetime constantly 
motivate engineers to scrutinize these trapped stresses in mechanical/civil structures. This research deals with 
characterization of thermal residual stresses in fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) tubes. Three important thermo-
mechanical parameters, namely “cooling temperature”, “CNT reinforcement” and “tube size” are taken into 
account with the aim of achieving optimum design in manufacturing of FRP tubes. The work includes 
experimental evaluation of residual stresses coupled with developing a MATLAB programming code and 
performing a thorough finite element (FE) analysis. After fabricating several hybrid FRP tubes with respect to 
the mentioned parameters, we measured residual stresses conducting “slitting” semi-destructive method. The 
impact of either of parameters is then examined and some key points are suggested regarding controlling 
residual stress in FRP structures. The outcomes of this work suggest that slitting method can practically provide 
access to the in-depth distribution and through thickness of trapped stresses in the FRP laminates with a good 
accuracy. It is also underscored that studied parameters could play a crucial role in creation of thermal residual 
stresses. 
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“Limit loads for 180° pipe bends under in-plane bending moment considering geometric nonlinearity”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 183, Article 104100, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104100 
ABSTRACT: This paper is dedicated to providing a detailed limit load analysis for 180° pipe bends under 
bending moment using three dimensional finite element (FE) method considering geometric nonlinearity. 
Results show that FE results for 180° pipe bends are all lower compared to those for 90° pipe bends, especially 
for pipe bends with thin wall and small bend radius (R/r = 1.5, r/t = 50). However, for pipe bends with thick 
wall and large bend radius (R/r = 4, r/t = 5), results seem very close. New predicted equations are proposed 
based on the FE results. If the geometric nonlinearity effect is considered, when the material parameters of yield 
strain εs = 0, results still obey the estimating solutions without geometric nonlinearity considered. But the 
geometry change should have some significant influence on the failure with the material's behavior changing. 
With the applied bending load increasing, the ovalization parameter C will also continue to increase. The 
change of the parameter C is significant for the thin pipe bends (r/t = 50), while is not obvious for thick pipe 
bends (r/t = 5). The influence of the bend radius on the parameter C is not significant. Geometric effect is 
significant for a high yield strain value that the pipes will have enough ability to be deformed. 
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“Experimental investigation on response characteristics of buried pipelines under surface explosion load”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 183, Article 104101, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104101 
ABSTRACT: In order to study the impact of surface explosion load such as terrorist attacks and disasters on 
buried pipelines, the field experimental study of the dynamic response characteristics of buried pipelines under 
surface explosion load was carried out by means of explosion experiment of on-site pre-buried pipelines and 
explosives, combined with blasting vibration and dynamic strain monitoring. The attenuation law of the ground 
surface peak particle velocity (PPV) above the pipeline was analyzed under explosion load with varied 
explosive charge and different blasting distances, meanwhile, the PPV and the peak particle strain (PPS) 
distribution characteristics of buried pipelines under surface explosion load are studied. The function expression 
of the relationship between ground surface's PPV, pipeline's PPV and pipeline's PPS is established on the basis 
of field experiment results. Integrated with the maximum allowable strain theory of pipelines, the safety 
evaluation of buried pipelines under blasting load is carried out. Then, the “safety area” of explosion parameters 
for preventing pipeline damage is proposed. 
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“Buckling of an externally pressurised toroidal shell of revolution with a doubly-symmetric parabolic-ogival 
cross-section”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 183, Article 104106, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104106 
ABSTRACT: As part of recent work on the structural behaviour of toroidal shells, this paper presents results of 
a numerical study on the buckling resistance of a closed toroidal vessel with a doubly-symmetric parabolic-
ogival cross-section, subjected to uniform external pressure. The analysis was carried out on both geometrically 
perfect and imperfect elastic steel shells, and boundary conditions resulting in the lowest buckling pressure were 
adopted. A range of shell geometries and possible imperfections of the geometry were considered. The study 
shows that buckling initiates as non-axisymmetric deformations in the weakest zones near the top and bottom 
edges of the outer segment of the vessel. The buckling strength of the vessel is found to be strongly dependent 
on the geometrical parameters of the cross-section, and parameters giving the largest buckling resistance of the 



vessel are identified. While the buckling behaviour is sensitive to initial geometric imperfections in the form of 
eigenmodes, the vessel is generally stable after bifurcation. 
 
José Luis P. Quispe, Ilson P. Pasqualino, Segen F. Estefen and Marcelo Igor L. de Souza, “Structural behavior 
of threaded connections for sandwich pipes under make-up torque, external pressure, and axial load”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 186, Article 104156, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104156 
ABSTRACT: The concept of sandwich pipes for subsea applications has been studied independently of an 
available connection to joint the pipe segments. Therefore, it is necessary to propose and study the design of a 
pipe segment connection to build a continuous sandwich pipeline. The reported research work suggests using 
threaded connections of integral type with square teeth and metal-to-metal sealing. The threaded connector is 
analyzed by a two-dimensional numerical model using nonlinear finite elements to obtain both contact stress 
and maximum tension under make-up torque, external pressure, and axial loads. The make-up torque is applied 
through radial interference for different tightening torques. The results indicate that the threaded connector is a 
feasible solution for the sandwich pipe joint, especially for the watertight requirement under combined loads. 
 
I. Barsoum and D.T. Yurindatama, “Collapse analysis of a large plastic pipe using cohesive zone modelling 
technique”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 187, Article 104155, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104155 
ABSTRACT: Polypropylene (PP) plastic pipes have recently gained widespread application in non-pressurized 
gravity pipes used for seawater intake lines in the petrochemical industry. These pipes consist of a solid wall 
base pipe, on which an outer reinforcement called the omega-profile is spirally winded and hot fusion bonded. 
The omega-profile is usually filled with grout to provide on-bottom stability for subsea installation. It is of high 
importance that the bond between the omega-profile and the base pipe has sufficient strength to provide 
resistance against buckling of the pipeline system. The objective of this study is to investigate the collapse 
behaviour of such large-diameter PP pipes subjected to a negative internal pressure. The bond is modelled with 
cohesive zone modelling technique with the aim to determine the failure mode that governs the collapse 
behaviour of the pipe, e.g. buckling or delamination. Experiments where conducted on single cantilever beam 
(SCB) specimens cut from the pipe to determine the cohesive bond strength between the omega-profile and base 
pipe. The findings from the experiments are implemented in a full pipe model, where the surface between the 
omega-profile and base pipe is assigned bond strength characteristics in accordance with the experimental 
results. The FEA results of the non-linear collapse analysis of the full pipe model show that for the range of 
grout stiffness values considered (0 ≤ Eg ≤ 30 GPa), the governing failure mode of the pipe is initiated by 
buckling and proceeded by delamination. For delamination to govern the failure mode, a grout stiffness greater 
than 36 GPa in combination with a weaker bond strength than the experimentally measured would be required. 
The methodology presented in this study gives a rather accurate tool for the design and analysis of this type of 
structures, and can reliably assess the bond strength level required in view of the governing failure modes, e.g. 
buckling and delamination. 
 
Licai Yang, Ying Luo, Tian Qiu, Yang Qiu and Hao Zheng, “An analytical solution to the buckling of 
cylindrical shells under arbitrarily distributed axial loads”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, 
Vol. 187, Article 104169, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104169 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical study on the buckling of cylindrical shells under arbitrarily 
distributed axial loads. It has three main innovation points. First, different from the previous studies, the axial 
loads need not be assumed to be specific forms beforehand and be simple ones such as cosine type, which are 
arbitrary in this paper (including continuous and discontinuous distributions). Second, combining the separation 
of variables and perturbation methods, it develops a novel general method to solve the fourth-order partial 
differential equations with unknown variable coefficients for cylindrical shells under distributed axial loads. 
Last, it derives the asymptotic formula of buckling loads with respect to shell geometry sizes and load functions 
for the first time. Using the presented formula, two continuous axial load distributions are analyzed first and the 
results show a good agreement with previous studies and those by the Bubnov-Galerkin method. Furthermore, 
one discontinuous axial load distribution is investigated. Comparative study on effects of load distribution 



parameters and types is also performed. The study has sufficient accuracy and significant engineering 
application value. 
 
M.S. Ismail, O. Ifayefunmi, S.H.S.M. Fadzullah and M. Johar, “Buckling of imperfect cone-cylinder transition 
subjected to external pressure”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 187, Article 104173, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104173 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a result of the numerical investigation into the buckling behaviour of 
geometrically imperfect cone-cylinder transition subjected to external pressure. The models are assumed to be 
made from the Hiduminium alloy (HE-15). Various initial geometric imperfections such as eigenmode 
imperfection and Single Load Indentation (SLI) imperfections were superimposed on the perfect cone-cylinder 
shell. The reduction of the buckling strength was then quantified numerically. As expected, the buckling 
strength of cone-cylinder shells were strongly affected by initial geometric imperfection and the reduction in 
buckling strength was seen to be strongly dependent on the choice and location of imperfection. Overall, the 
lowest SLI imperfection curve produces the worst sensitivity as compared to the eigenmode imperfection curve. 
Conservative knockdown factors that can be implemented for the design of cone-cylinder transition have been 
proposed for both eigenmode imperfection and SLI imperfection. Finally, a simple empirical solution based on 
several case studies has been proposed that could reasonably be used to estimate the buckling of externally 
pressurized cone-cylinder shell transition under Geometrical and Materially Non-linear Analysis (GMNA) and 
Geometrical and Materially Non-linear Imperfection Analysis (GMNIA) cases. A good correlation with the 
ultimate strength is observed with the application of the proposed empirical formula. 
 
S. Fareed, D.M. Cotsovos and O. Laghrouche, “Parameters affecting the behaviour of steel pipes under impact 
loading”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 187, Article 104152, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104152 
ABSTRACT: Subsea steel pipes are often used to form extensive networks for transporting oil and gas over 
large distances. Such pipes can be subjected to actions characterised by high loading rates and intensities 
stemming from high-mass low-velocity collisions. To ensure that such networks continue to operate, even after 
being subjected to impact loads, it is essential that the behaviour of the pipes is characterised by a certain level 
of resilience. Considering that most of the available data obtained from drop-weight tests on steel pipe 
specimens does not provide a detailed description of the behaviour exhibited throughout the loading process, the 
work herein aims at investigating numerically, via dynamic nonlinear finite element analysis, the problem at 
hand. After validating the predictions obtained against the available test data, the numerical investigation 
focuses on studying the effect of a range of parameters on the exhibited behaviour. The latter parameters are 
associated with the shape and mass of the impacting object, the geometry and the support conditions of the pipe, 
the level of axial loading (applied along the axis of the pipe) as well as the level of internal and/or external 
pressures imposed onto the pipe walls. The numerical predictions reveal that the above parameters, most of 
which are associated with the in-situ conditions imposed onto subsea pipes throughout their operational life, can 
influence, potentially detrimentally, the exhibited behaviour. The numerical predictions obtained reveal that this 
effect is not accurately captured by the existing assessment methods employed in practice for predicting the 
level of damage suffered by pipes during impact. 
 
U. Bhardwaj, A.P. Teixeira and C. Guedes Soares, “Reliability assessment of a subsea pipe-in-pipe system for 
major failure modes”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104177, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104177 
ABSTRACT: The structural reliability of a pipe-in-pipe system operating in deep-waters under high internal 
pressure and high temperature is assessed. First, the major failure modes are identified and the respective limit 
state functions are formulated. In particular, the collapse of the outer and inner pipes, the local buckling of the 
inner and outer pipes under combined loading, the burst of the inner pipe and the buckle propagation are 
addressed. Additionally, a serviceability limit state function is formulated for the lateral buckling response due 
to excessive axial force on the outer pipe. Appropriate resistance and load models for the pipe-in-pipe 
configuration are included in the limit state functions. Uncertainties in the structure, operating and 
environmental conditions are incorporated in the limit state functions through probabilistic modelling. First-
Order and Second-Order, reliability methods and Monte Carlo Simulation techniques are used to assess the 



structural reliability and the effect of limit state variables on the probability of the PiP failure modes. System 
reliability bounds for combined failure modes are estimated through a second-order series bounds approach. 
The importance of basic variables of the limit states is evaluated through sensitivity analysis. Several parametric 
studies are conducted to show the influence of the limit state variables on the reliability of each failure mode 
and on the bounds of the system reliability. 
 
J. Błachut, “mpact of local and global shape imperfections on buckling of externally pressurised domes”, 
International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104178, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104178 
ABSTRACT: It has recently been contemplated to use spherical caps as outer space energy concentrators. 
Adding toroidal segment to a cap gives a component known as torisphere which offers the necessary, space-
relevant reinforcement of cap's rim. The current study addresses a range of issues related to the above shell. 
Buckling, affected by shape imperfections, being one of them, is studied numerically. Possible forms of 
reinforcement by stringers and/or rings are also discussed. Analysed domes can be impacted by debris, creating 
dimples, leading in turn to the loss of buckling strength. Results of this aspect, together with possible repair 
scenario are provided. 
 
Ifeanyi Emmanuel Kalu, Helen Mary Inglis and Schalk Kok, “Failure assessment methodology for boiler tubes 
with localized external erosion defects”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 
104190, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104190 
ABSTRACT: Boiler tubes used in power plants and manufacturing industries are prone to failure due to the 
harsh environment they operate in, usually involving high temperature, pressure, and some erosive-corrosive 
mechanisms. Among the wide range of failures associated with the tubes, localized external erosion continues 
to be a leading cause of tube leakages and unscheduled boiler outages in power plants and other utilities. This 
paper lays the foundation to develop a rapid decision-making tool to help prioritize the maintenance, repair, or 
replacement of these tubes. A failure assessment methodology is proposed, based on the analysis of failed 
localized thinned tubes from a power plant. Minimal geometric measurements are available for each failed tube 
(width of flaw, length and flaw and minimal remaining thickness). Finite element models of idealized flaws are 
created that match the measured data for all the failed tubes. Finite element models with higher remaining wall 
thickness than the measured values are also constructed. Using two material models, comprehensive nonlinear 
finite element analyses are conducted on the 160 modeled flawed tubes. The flawed tubes are assessed using the 
API-ASME fitness-for-service assessment protocol to demonstrate how these flawed tubes would be ranked 
from most severe to least severe. Allowable wall loss for some of the considered flawed tubes ranges from 44% 
to 81% of the original wall thickness, indicating that fitness-for-service assessments can establish safe operation 
even for substantially eroded boiler tubes. 
 
M. Shariyat, M. Khosravi, M. Yazdani Ariatapeh and M. Najafipour, “Nonlinear stress and deformation 
analysis of pressurized thick-walled hyperelastic cylinders with experimental verifications and material 
identifications”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104211, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104211 
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of the present research is the investigation of the stress and displacement 
distributions of the internally pressurized thick-walled hyperelastic cylindrical vessels or pressure pipes. The 
governing equations are derived by incorporation of the incompressible neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin 
hyperelastic constitutive models into the direct hyperelasticity theory in the von Karman framework of large 
deformations. In contrast to all the available researches, no simplifications or linearization are made. The non-
linear governing equations are solved by utilizing a second-order point-collocation procedure and 
implementation of details of the proposed incremental iterative solution scheme in the Matlab code written by 
the authors. Another novelty of the present research is experimentally identifying the employed polymeric 
hyperelastic material and verification of the results through experiments conducted by the authors. Due to using 
both nonlinear constitutive laws and nonlinear stress-displacement relations, through-thickness distributions of 
the radial displacement and radial and circumferential stresses are extracted for various pressures. The 
experimental results reveal that while the neo-Hookean hyperelastic model cannot be used for materials with 
stress-softening, the Mooney-Rivlin model reproduces the experimental results with excellent accuracy. In 



addition to the experimental verification, the results are verified by the Abaqus finite element analysis code as 
well. 
 
Cheng Yu, Chuanjun Han, Rui Xie and Lin Wang, “Mechanical behavior analysis of buried pipeline under 
stratum settlement caused by underground mining”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 
188, Article 104212, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104212 
ABSTRACT: The stratum settlement caused by underground mining is one of the main geological disasters that 
threaten and damage buried pipelines. Therefore, the mechanical behavior of buried pipe under stratum 
settlement is investigated in this paper. Effects of pipeline parameters, mining area parameters and inclination 
directions of mining area on mechanical behavior of the buried pipeline are discussed. The results show that the 
maximum Von Mises stress and the maximum vertical displacement of pipeline are located in the middle of the 
pipeline during the mining process. As the excavation length increases, the Von Mises stress, the 
circumferential strain and vertical displacement increase. However, there is only stress concentration in the 
pipeline, and does not appear yield deformation. The vertical displacement of the pipeline is much greater than 
the horizontal displacement. The maximum stratum displacement appears on the upper surface of the mining 
area and it is stratum settlement. In addition, as the diameter-thickness ratio, buried depth, surrounding soil 
thickness of the pipeline and the height and the width of mining area increase, the maximum Von Mises stress, 
the circumferential strain and maximum vertical displacement of the pipeline increase, but they decrease with 
the increase of the buried depth of mining area. Whether the mining area is horizontal inclination or longitudinal 
inclination, the maximum Von Mises stress and maximum vertical displacement of pipeline are located in the 
middle of the pipeline. The maximum Von Mises stress, the circumferential strain and vertical displacement of 
pipeline decrease with the increase of the inclination angle. However, for the mining area of longitudinal 
inclination, the pipeline would produce horizontal displacement, the horizontal displacement of the pipeline 
increases with the increase of longitudinal inclination angle, and the position of the maximum strain of the pipe 
appears to shift. For the mining area of horizontal inclination, with the increase of horizontal inclination angle, 
the right side of vertical displacement curves approximately overlap, but the left side separates from each other. 
 
U. Bhardwaj, A.P. Teixeira and C. Guedes Soares, “Uncertainty quantification of burst pressure models of 
corroded pipelines”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104208, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104208 
ABSTRACT: Accurate assessment of the burst pressure of corroded pipes is pivotal for pipelines integrity 
management and adequate decision-making and thus, meticulous selection of an appropriate prediction model is 
vital. Several burst strength models have been developed based on analytical, numerical and empirical analyses, 
often validated by full or small-scale experiments. This paper provides a comprehensive review, calibration and 
model uncertainty evaluation of a wide range of burst strength models available in the literature relative to a 
large sample of more than 240 tests of burst pressure covering a variety of steel grades. First, the most 
appropriate strength model for corrosion free pipes is calibrated by comparing it with extensive test data and the 
inherent model uncertainty factor is derived. Then, 25 burst strength models for corroded pipelines are 
categorically analysed in three classes of steel pipe grades, i.e., low (X42 or less to X56), medium (X60 to X70) 
and high strength (X80 to X120). Statistical parameters such as the mean and absolute mean errors and standard 
deviation are adopted to analyse and compare the models’ performance against test results. The bust strength 
models of corroded pipelines in the three categories are then calibrated by model uncertainty factors derived 
from the experimental data. Then, the top 10 models are comparatively analysed in each category to check their 
performance and uncertainty. Monte Carlo simulation is used to assess the uncertainties with increasing defect 
depth. The paper concludes exploring the extent of applicability and best utilization of the models for assessing 
the burst pressure of corroded pipelines. The present study also provides guidance on the calibrated models, 
which can be used to assess probabilistically the safety of intact and corroded pipelines against burst failure. 
 
Yongmei Zhu, Jianfei Zhang, Jiafu Yu, Xiang Zhou, Xilu Zhou, Baoji Yin and Wenxian Tang, “Buckling of 
externally pressurized corroded spherical shells with wall-thickness reduction in local region”, International 
Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104231, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104231 
ABSTRACT: This study focused on the buckling of corroded spherical shells with wall-thickness reduction in 
local regions under a uniform external pressure. For spherical shells whose wall thickness was reduced owing to 



local corrosion on the outer surface, the effects of the shape, area, depth, and location of the reduction on the 
buckling properties were evaluated to identify the most dangerous case. Accordingly, the load-carrying capacity 
of corroded spherical shells with local reduction was predicted. Moreover, by verifying the five buckling 
prediction formulas of the spherical shells, reasonable prediction formulas for the compressive capacity of the 
spherical shells under the condition of corrosion defects were obtained. Four scale models were fabricated using 
resin material for testing. The geometric shape and wall thickness of each spherical shell model were measured 
and compared with those of the ideal model. Then, the buckling load and ultimate collapse mode were 
determined through a hydrostatic test. The experimental and numerical analysis results were compared to verify 
the numerical analysis. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev, F. Turan and Z. Zerin, “Large-amplitude vibration of functionally graded orthotropic double-
curved shallow spherical and hyperbolic paraboloidal shells”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and 
Piping, Vol. 188, Article 104235, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104235 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this article is to study the large amplitude vibration behavior of functionally 
graded orthotropic double-curved shallow shells (FGODCSSs), such as the shallow spherical and hyperbolic 
paraboloidal shells. After mathematical modeling of the properties of the FG orthotropic material, von-Karman 
type non-linear basic relations are created, and at the next stage the non-linear equations of motion for double-
curved shallow shells are derived. The non-linear basic partial differential equations of FGODCSSs are 
converted to non-linear ordinary differential equations using the principle of superposition and the Galerkin 
method. Then non-linear equations are solved by applying the method proposed by Grigolyuk [46] and get the 
expressions for the frequency-amplitude relationship and the ratio of the nonlinear frequency to the linear 
frequency for FGODCSSs. Using these expressions, the results are compared with the results in the literature, 
and after checking the reliability and accuracy of the proposed formulation, specific numerical calculations are 
performed. For specific analyzes, the homogenous and FG orthotropic shallow spherical and hyperbolic 
paraboloidal shells are used, and their large amplitude vibration behaviors are discussed in comparison with 
each other, and various examples reveal that the influence of heterogeneity is noticeable. 
 
F.H. de Vries, H.J.M. Geijselaers and A.H. van den Boogaard, “Return mapping algorithm for elasto-plastic 
deformation of thin walled pipes”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, Article 
104245, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104245 
ABSTRACT: Return mapping algorithms are popular procedures for evaluating elasto-plastic material 
behaviour. This paper presents a dedicated return mapping algorithm for thin walled pipes and vessels with Von 
Mises plasticity and isotropic hardening, for which it can be assumed that the hoop stress is constant. This 
applies for example to pipe line sections during offshore laying operations. In the algorithm a nonlinear scalar 
equation is solved iteratively. A general 3D radial return mapping algorithm with an iteration loop to fulfil the 
assumptions on hoop and radial stress is used to verify results obtained with the dedicated algorithm. Results of 
both algorithms are identical, while the new algorithm is more efficient. 
 
Giannoula Chatzopoulou and Spyros A. Karamanos, “Numerical simulation of the mechanical behaviour of 
steel pipe bends under strong cyclic loading”, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 188, 
Article 104239, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpvp.2020.104239 
ABSTRACT: The present study uses advanced numerical tools to examine the mechanical behavior of steel 
pipe bends (elbows), subjected to strong cyclic loading, associated with repeated plastic deformations of 
alternate sign. The elbows are modeled with finite elements, accounting for the measured elbow geometry and 
the actual properties of steel elbow material. The main feature of the present work is the simulation of material 
response using an advanced cyclic-plasticity model, based on the bounding-surface concept, implemented 
through an in-house material subroutine. Upon appropriate calibration with material tests in strip specimens, 
extracted from the bends under consideration, the constitutive model is employed for predicting the mechanical 
response of large-scale physical laboratory experiments. Very good predictions are obtained in terms of global 
load-displacement response, as well as in terms of local strains and their accumulation over the loading cycles 
(ratcheting) at specific elbow locations. This indicates that the bounding-surface model can be an efficient tool 
for predicting accurately the mechanical response of piping components under severe cyclic loading conditions. 
Finally, using the validated numerical models, extensive results are obtained, focusing on the effects of internal 
pressure on strain accumulation at specific locations of the elbow, for three values of pipe thickness. 
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Xiaomin Ma, Xin Li, Shiqiang Li, Rujiang Li, and Guiying Wu, “Blast response of gradient honeycomb 
sandwich panels with basalt fiber metal laminates as skins”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 
123, pp 126-139, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.10.003 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the blast responses of fiber metal laminates (FMLs) and gradient aluminum 
honeycomb sandwich panels with FML as skins were experimentally investigated. The woven basalt fabric was 
chosen as the composite reinforcement in FMLs due to its excellent mechanical and eco-friendly properties. 
Five different core layer arrangements were considered for sandwich panels in the experiments by arranging 
honeycomb core layers with different cell geometric dimensions. The deformation/failure modes of sandwich 
panels were obtained in the experiments, in terms of FML face-sheets and gradient honeycomb cores. The 
energy absorption of gradient honeycomb cores was quantitatively analyzed by digitizing the 
deformation/failure region of cores. The results showed that the use of basalt FMLs as face sheets can greatly 
enhance the blast resistance of sandwich panels compared with that with aluminum sheets as skins. The blast 
resistance of gradient sandwich panels not only depends on the geometric dimensions and arrangements of core 
layers, but also related to the intensity of target load which will cause different deformation/failure mechanism 
of panels. Thus, in order to obtain the best blast resistance, a well-design gradient sandwich panel should have 
suitable core layer arrangements and geometry to satisfy the intensity of target blast load. The results obtained 
from current study can give valuable reference to the using of sandwich panels in engineering protection field. 
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Pawel Kaczynski, Zbigniew Gronostajski and Slawomir Polak, “Progressive rushing as a new mechanism of 
energy absorption. The crushing study of magnesium alloy crash-boxes”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 124, pp 1-8, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.10.001 
ABSTRACT: The article presents the outcome of research concerning the energy absorption of thin-walled 
structures made of AZ31B magnesium alloy. Tested material cracks brittle during bending at ambient 
temperature. This well-known problem makes plastic forming of magnesium alloys very difficult. It also causes 
less frequent use of this material in the production of energy-absorbing elements. Following study demonstrates 
that the use of proper geometric shape allows to control the process of dynamic crushing and activates a new 
mechanism of energy absorption that is progressive crushing. 
 
Xiaowen Zhang, Idris K. Mohammed, Mengyao Zheng, Nan Wu, Iman Mohagheghian, Guanli Zhang, Yue Yan 
and John P. Dear, “Temperature effects on the low velocity impact response of laminated glass with different 
types of interlayer materials”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 124, pp 9-22, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.09.004 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the influence of the interlayer material on the low velocity impact 
performance of laminated glass. The effect of temperature (50°C, 23°C, 0°C and −30°C) has been explored to 
observe damage mechanisms and the associated impact resistant properties of the laminated glass. The four 
interlayer materials investigated were: SGP – ionoplast as employed in Sentry Glas® Plus, TPU – thermo-plastic 
polyurethane, PVB – polyvinyl butyral and a TPU/SGP/TPU hybrid interlayer. The impact resistance was 
measured in terms of load peak, absorbed energy, ultimate deformation and crack patterns. The low velocity 
impact results indicated that both the type of the interlayer materials and testing temperature have great 
influence on the impact resistant properties of the laminated glass. The laminated glass with SGP interlayer 



exhibited best impact resistant properties amongst the four structures at room temperature. However, as the 
temperature was varied, the TPU/SGP/TPU hybrid interlayer performed the best over the entire range of 
temperatures tested, which can better ensure the safety of the occupants in the vehicle. This is because the 
elastic and viscous properties of the interlayer materials greatly changes with the temperature caused by the 
different glass transition temperatures of the interlayer materials. 
 
Shiqiang Li, Boli Yu, Dora Karagiozova, Zhifang Liu, Guoxing Lu and Zhihua Wang, “Experimental, 
numerical, and theoretical studies of the response of short cylindrical stainless steel tubes under lateral air blast 
loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 124, pp 48-60, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.10.004 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a series of experimental, numerical and theoretical analyses of cylindrical 
tubes subjected to lateral external air blast loading. The cylindrical tubes are laterally loaded in the mid span 
using cylindrical TNT with a charge mass of 20, 25, 30, and 40 g detonated at a stand-off distance of 50, 100, 
and 150 mm. The resultant impulses produce failures ranging from large inelastic deformation of the cylindrical 
tube to tearing of the structure. The results are compared with a modal solution and numerical simulations 
carried out in ABAQUS 6.12-1, where good correlations with the numerical simulations are observed. The 
experimentally obtained deformed cross-section can be divided into three parts: a flat top section, two arcs near 
the flat top and an undeformed circular arc at the bottom. The axial deformation section can also be divided into 
three parts: the first part is a large plastic deformation region at the center of the structure that divides two 
outward moving plastic hinges from the second part, which can be defined as a rigid section moving around the 
plastic hinge at the support, and the third part is the undeformed boundary region. The above deformation 
patterns were used to develop a theoretical model based on a rigid-plastic analysis. Since the experimental 
pressure of the cylindrical explosive was more localized than the theoretically defined pressure distribution, the 
modal solution together with the upper bound yield condition of the tube used in the analysis, overestimated the 
resistance of the tube. 
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deformation of double-layered rectangular plates subjected to gas mixture detonation load”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 125, pp 93-106, March 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: A series of twenty experimental tests were first carried out to assess the large transverse 
deformation of double-layered rectangular plates subjected to gas mixture detonation load. Specimens were 
made from a combination of an aluminum alloy front layer (the impulse-receiving face) and a mild steel back 
layer. Four different types of thickness configurations, namely, 1 mm + 1 mm, 2 mm + 1 mm, 1 mm + 2 mm, and 
2 mm + 2 mm were selected to bring an insight into the influence of back and front layer thicknesses on the 
deformation resistance of double-layered plates. Each specimen group was subjected to five different pre-
detonation pressures of acetylene and oxygen mixture. Quantitative experimental results were obtained and 
discussed in detail. The experimental results showed that the back layer deflection was approximately equal to 
the front layer deflection when there was no gap between the layers and the front layer had a lower strength and 
density than the back layer. A closed-form analytical model based on energy method was developed for double-
layered plates subjected to the uniform impulsive loading. Furthermore, empirical design formulae were derived 
based on new dimensionless numbers to predict the maximum permanent deflection of back and front layers. 
The influence of strain rate sensitivity of materials was considered in both analytical and empirical models. An 
encouraging agreement between the experimental, analytical and empirical results in terms of the normalized 
deflection was achieved. 
 
Wen Zhang, Sha Yin, T.X. Yu and Jun Xu (primarily from: Department of Automotive Engineering, School of 
Transportation Science and Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing 100191, China), “Crushing resistance and 
energy absorption of pomelo peel inspired hierarchical honeycomb”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 125, pp 163-172, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.11.014 
ABSTRACT: Hierarchical materials born of variable natural cellular and intricate architecture are demonstrated 
to have the potential to achieve outstanding mechanical properties, thus make them excellent constituents for 
impact protection. Inspired by the unique microstructure of pomelo peel, this study constructed a novel 
hierarchical honeycomb and investigated the crushing resistance along with energy absorption capabilities of 
such structural materials. An integrated analytical-numerical approach was developed to fully elucidate the 
underlying quantitative structure-property relations by parametric studies on the evaluation of different 
hierarchical orders and equivalent thickness. It is revealed that the deformation modes of pomelo peel inspired 
honeycomb are governed by the geometric parameter-equivalent thickness, where three deformation modes 
(hexagonal mode, transitional mode and coin mode) and two localized band (“V” mode and “I” mode) can be 
observed under out-of-plane and in-plane crushing, respectively. Additionally, in conjunction with theoretical 
and numerical studies, improved crushing resistance and energy absorption properties of the pomelo peel 
inspired honeycomb can be obtained via increase of structural hierarchy and variation of geometric dimensions. 
The crushing resistance criteria, SEA (specific energy absorption) and equivalent plateau stress of hierarchical 
honeycomb, can be enhanced up to 1.5 and 2.5 times than its counterpart for traditional honeycomb under out-



of-plane and in-plane crushing, respectively. The promising results of pomelo peel inspired honeycomb may 
exhibit a novel perspective on providing the superior mechanical properties of natural cellular materials and 
offer insights for applications of bio-inspired engineering materials. 
 
N. Mehreganian, A.S. Fallah and L.A. Louca, “Plastic dynamic response of simply supported thick square 
plates subject to localized blast loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 126, pp 85-100, 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.12.010 
ABSTRACT: Localised blast loads due to proximal charges are encountered in a variety of circumstances. This 
paper proposes an analytical solution for the dynamic plastic response of a rigid-perfectly plastic thick square 
plate subject to a localised explosion. The proposed model is an extension of the analytical model proposed by 
Micallef et al [1] to study circular plates which is adopted and modified in order to study impulsively loaded 
square plates where the effect of shear deformation is included. A piecewise continuous blast load function was 
assumed with axisymmetric spatial distribution of constant pressure in the central zone and exponentially 
decaying beyond it. Using the constitutive framework of limit analysis and incorporating the interactions 
between bending moment and transverse shear forces in the analyses, transverse displacement and response 
duration were examined on three classes of plates, classified according to the length to thickness ratio parameter 
ν. The results were furnished in terms of the impulsive velocity, which is a function of the localised blast load 
parameters. A theoretical solution for plates with ν > 2 was sought for the non-impulsive blast loads. 
Parametric studies were performed to elucidate the effect of loading parameters and plate thickness on the 
permanent deformation. The theoretical solutions have been found generic and can predict, by the correct 
choice of the load parameters, the dynamic response of most blast load scenarios brought about by proximal or 
distal charges. It was found that, for proximal impulsive blasts, the effect of transverse shear becomes irrelevant 
for even moderate values of ν, which effect is inconsequential on both central and endpoint displacements at 
discontinuous interface in the range of ν > 5 . Since the short duration pulse is of concern, localised pressure 
loads affect only a small area of the plated structures. Thus, whilst the theoretical treatments also examine the 
fully clamped plates, the boundary conditions in such loads do not influence the overall response of the 
structure compared to the static or global blast loads. 
 
Jiao Liu, Bailin Zheng, Kai Zhang, Biao Yang and Xiaoqiang Yu (School of Aerospace Engineering and 
Applied Mechanics, Tongji University, Shanghai 200092, China), “Ballistic performance and energy absorption 
characteristics of thin nickel-based alloy plates at elevated temperatures”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 126, pp 160-171, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.12.012 
ABSTRACT: To study the aeroengine containment capability at high temperatures, experimental and numerical 
investigations have been carried out to determine the ballistic performance and energy absorption characteristics 
of GH4169 alloy thin plates at temperatures ranging from 25–600 °C. First, experiments were conducted using 
a gas gun. Target plates were impacted by projectiles with various initial velocities. The effects of the 
temperature and initial velocity on the deformation, failure pattern and energy absorption of the plate were 
correspondingly obtained. The experimental results showed that at higher temperature, the deformation of the 
target plates is greater, the energy absorbed by the target plates is smaller and the ballistic limit velocities are 
lower. The petal deformation of the target plate caused by bending is severe at the temperature of 600°C. 
Second, numerical simulations of the impact were conducted by an explicit dynamics FE code (LS-DYNA). 
The Johnson-Cook constitutive model with parameters obtained from split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) 
experiments was used to describe the materials properties of the plates at various temperatures and strain rates. 
It was found that the numerical results are consistent with those obtained by the ballistic experiments. In 
addition, the results of the numerical simulations also showed that the ballistic limit velocity of the target plate 
exhibits an approximately linear relationship with the temperature of the target plate. The energy absorbed by 
the target plate is decreased by 18% and 9% at 600 °C and 300 °C, respectively, compared with that at 25 °C. 
 
Hao Cui, Daniel Thomson, Sina Eskandari and Nik Petrinic (Department of Engineering Science, University of 
Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom), “A critical study on impact damage simulation of IM7/8552 composite 
laminate plate”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 100-109, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.009 



ABSTRACT: Plate impact tests on IM7/8552 composite laminates with different projectile incident angles and 
velocities were carried out. Numerical simulations were conducted to predict the impact damage, with both 
Puck and LaRC failure criteria having been employed in this study. The dynamic failure performance of 
IM7/8552 lamina was reviewed first, by referring to data obtained from experiments conducted at a range of 
strain rates. The performance of the assessed modelling approaches was evaluated by comparing the results of 
simulations against experimentally (quantitatively and qualitatively) acquired projectile velocity, impact load 
and the failure modes of the plates. It proved to be challenging to model the macroscopic damage of the 
laminate at elevated projectile velocities; further improvement can be made through enriching the dynamic 
material data and mitigating the mismatch between the complex fibre architecture and its numerical 
representation. 
 
Xiong Zhang, Hui Zhang, Chongyi Yang and Kehua Leng (Primarily from: Department of Mechanics, 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, Hubei, PR China), “Static and dynamic axial 
crushing of self-locking multi-cell tubes”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 17-30 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.002 
ABSTRACT: A new type of self-locking multi-cell structure fabricated by assembling four C-shaped open 
sections is proposed in this paper. Quasi-static and dynamic experimental tests are performed to investigate the 
axial crush resistance and energy absorption characteristics of this type of structures. The experiment results 
show that the SEA of the assembled multi-cell sections is 35–40% and 40–50% higher than that of the 
constituent C-shaped elements for quasi-static and dynamic loading, respectively. Numerical analyses are 
carried out to simulate the experiment and perform the parametric study on the influences of geometric 
parameters, boundary condition and load speed on the crush resistance of structures. The behavior and 
performance of single C-shaped open sections are also studied, and the interaction effects originated from the 
self-locking features are investigated quantitatively. In addition, theoretical expressions are derived to predict 
the crush resistance of the assembled self-locking multi-cell sections. Comparisons show that the theoretical 
expressions can predict the static and dynamic mean crushing forces of the self-locking multi-cell structures 
with errors below 5% in most cases. 
 
A. Jamil, Z.W. Guan, W.J. Cantwell, X.F. Zhang, G.S. Langdon and Q.Y. Wang, “Blast response of 
aluminium/thermoplastic polyurethane sandwich panels – Experimental work and numerical analysis”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 31-40 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.003 
ABSTRACT: This article presents experimental and numerical results following blast tests on a polyether grade 
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). Aluminium alloy (AA) 2024-T3 skins were used as facings to enhance the 
blast resistance of sandwich structures with TPU cores and varying thicknesses. The experimental results 
highlighted an improvement in blast resistance with the addition of skins to the TPU core. Increasing the 
thickness of the TPU core in the sandwich panels served to increase the blast resistance of the structure. For 
example a 20 mm core offered a blast resistance that was 50.2% higher than an equivalent 5 mm core and 71.2% 
higher than a plain (i.e. no skin) 5 mm TPU core. Numerical simulations of the blast response of the TPU panels 
were conducted by converting the explosive loading regime applied to the panels to a simplified pressure pulse 
loading. Good agreement was obtained between the numerical and experimental results for the back face 
deflection profiles through the central cross-sections of the panels. 
 
Huon Bornstein, Shannon Ryan and Adrian P. Mouritz (Primarily from: Defence Science and Technology 
Group, 506 Lorimer St, Fishermans Bend, Melbourne, 3207, Australia), “Evaluation of blast protection using 
novel-shaped water-filled containers: Experiments and simulations”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 41-61, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.006 
ABSTRACT: A combined experimental and numerical investigation was conducted into evaluating the 
influence of the geometry of a water-filled container on maximising the reduction in deformation it provides to 
a high-strength steel plate subject to localised blast loading. Experiments were conducted with a range of novel 
container shapes including a cone, inverted cone, diamond and mushroom. In addition to these container shapes, 
an array of water bottles known as a kinetic energy defeat device (KEDD) and a high performing quadrangular 
container design were also evaluated. The performance of each container was evaluated in terms of both the 



reduction in deformation of a steel target plate and the efficiency of the mitigation in terms of the reduction per 
unit mass of water. The numerical simulations were found to provide adequate predictions for the novel 
container shapes. They were then used to isolate the differences in target loading for each container type. 
Further numerical simulations were then performed to identify improvements in the design of the best 
performing containers. The best performing novel geometries were the mushroom and inverted cone shaped 
containers, which are more effective at radially spreading the water. However, the mushroom shaped container 
was the only container found to outperform the most efficient quadrangular container on a mass efficiency 
basis. The results of this investigation can be used to assist in the design of water-filled containers that are used 
as part of a near-field blast protection system on an armoured vehicle or other protected structure. 
 
Vincent Faucher, Folco Casadei, Georgios Valsamos an Martin Larcher (Primarily from: European 
Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), Directorate for Space, Security and Migration, Safety and Security 
of Buildings Unit, 21027 Ispra, Italy), “High resolution adaptive framework for fast transient fluid-structure 
interaction with inbterfaces and structural failure – Application to failing tanks under impact”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 62-85, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.10.008 
(No abstract is given) 
 
Matthew Beirnes, Marc-Andre Dagenais and Gordon Wight (Civil Engineering Department, Royal Military 
College of Canada, P.O. Box 17000, Station FORCES, Kingston, ON K7K 7B4, Canada), “Cold temperature 
effects on the impact resistance of thin lightweight UHPFRC panels”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 110-121, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.005 
ABSTRACT: In this study, lightweight armoured panels were designed using ultra high performance fibre 
reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) and experimental testing was conducted. Panels were cast with the dimensions 
of 1040 mm × 535 mm × 38 mm to limit their mass to approximately 50 kg and allow them to be carried by two 
individuals. These panels were designed to be a part of a modular protective system that could be used to 
protect key infrastructure and assets in a deployed military environment. Experimental quasi-static and dynamic 
tests were conducted. Quasi-static tests were done to determine a baseline loading capacity of the panels using 
three-point flexural bending. Dynamic testing was conducted using a pendulum-type impact hammer that could 
vary the amount of impact energy by altering the drop height of the hammer. Residual panel strength was 
determined after each panel was tested dynamically by using the same three-point flexural bending test that was 
used for quasi-static testing. All tests were conducted with panels at ambient laboratory temperatures and 
extreme cold temperatures to simulate Arctic conditions. Panels were tested at Arctic temperatures to determine 
their feasibility protecting critical infrastructure in Canada's Arctic. The testing demonstrated that the UHPFRC 
panels could resist impact loads with energies up to 2000 J without complete failure. Panels were not adversely 
affected by the extreme cold temperatures and in fact displayed increased effectiveness at cold temperatures. 
Single degree of freedom (SDOF) modelling was used to predict panel deflections based on various impact 
energies. The model developed can accurately predict peak displacements based on impact loading data. 
 
Qijian Wu, Xudong Zhi, Qixun Li and Menghui Guo (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behavior and Control of 
the Ministry of Education and Key Lab of Smart Prevention and Mitigation of Civil Engineering Disasters of 
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), 
“Experimental and numerical studies of GFRP-reinforced steel tube under low-velocity transverse impact”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 127, pp 135-153, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.010 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the performance of glass fiber-reinforced epoxy resin (GFRP) reinforced circular 
steel tubes under low-velocity transverse impact loads was examined using both numerical and experimental 
methods. In the tests, the energy dissipation capacity and bearing capacity of steel and GFRP reinforced steel 
tubes were compared. Furthermore, failure modes of the specimen and the effects of steel thickness and winding 
angle (the angle between the axis of the tube and tangential direction of the winding fiber) were discussed. The 
impact process was simulated through finite element simulation. Additionally, the influence of steel tube 
thickness and outer diameter, GFRP thickness and winding angle, specimen length, and the mass of the drop 
hammer and impact velocity was analyzed. 
 



S.E. Rigby, O.I. Akintaro, B.J. Fuller, A. Tyas, R.J. Curry, G.S. Langdon and D.J. Pope (Primarily from: 
Department of Civil & Structural Engineering, University of Sheffield, Mappin Street, Sheffield, S1 3JD, UK), 
“Predicting the response of plates subjected to near-field explosions using an energy equivalent impulse”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 128, pp 24-36, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.01.014 
ABSTRACT: Recent experimental work by the current authors has provided highly spatially and temporally 
resolved measurements of the loading imparted to, and the subsequent dynamic response of, structures 
subjected to near-field explosive loading [1]. In this article we validate finite element models of plates subjected 
to near-field blast loads and perform a parametric study into the relationship between imparted load and peak 
and residual plate deformation. The energy equivalent impulse is derived, based on the theory of upper bound 
kinetic energy uptake introduced herein, which accounts for the additional energy imparted to a structure from a 
spatially non-uniform blast load. Whilst plate deflection is weakly correlated to total impulse, there is shown to 
be a strong positive correlation between deflection and energy equivalent impulse. The strength of this 
correlation is insensitive to loading distribution and mode of response. The method developed in this article has 
clear applications for the generation of fast-running engineering tools for the prediction of structural response to 
near-field explosions. 
 
Dora Karagiozova, Jianjun Zhang, Guoxing Lu and Zhong You (First author is from: Institute of Mechanics, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Acad. G. Bonchev St., Block 4, Sofia 1113, Bulgaria), “Dynamic in-plane 
compression of Miura-ori patterned metamaterials”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 128, pp 
24-36, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.02.012 
ABSTRACT: The responses of Miura-ori patterned metamaterials to in-plane dynamic compression are studied 
for several scenarios, namely: compression of uniform density metamaterials at a constant velocity and 
impulsive loading modelled as an impact with initial velocity, and a mass impact of a metamaterial with graded 
density. Analytical models of the dynamic strength enhancement, impact velocity attenuation and energy 
absorption are proposed for materials with uniform initial density and materials with positive density gradient. 
Attention is paid to the influence of the material topology governed by the initial dihedral angle γ0 on the 
dynamic response of origami-based stationary blocks with equal densities. The propagation of disturbances—
velocity and nominal strains—along the samples is analysed and it is shown that the localisation is more 
pronounced for small values of γ0. Different from other open cell materials (e.g. foam and honeycomb), the 
propagation speed of the yield stress, which corresponds to the quasi-static strength, is not related to the elastic 
properties of the metamaterial in the form of precursor elastic wave as it is governed by the inertial properties of 
the cells due to the local structural softening. Therefore, the in-plane dynamic compression of Miura-ori 
patterned metamaterials cannot be directly interpreted by means of the shock wave theory commonly used for 
cellular materials with different topologies. Nonetheless it is shown that, similarly to other cellular materials, 
the Miura-ori patterned metamaterials exhibit increased energy absorption capacity when increasing the loading 
rate. However, the dynamic energy absorption capacity of the analysed metamaterials in not uniquely defined 
by their relative density and is strongly dependent on their topology. The analytical models are verified by 
numerical simulations. 
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Lijie Ren, Honghao Ma, Zhaowu Shen, Yixin Wang and Kai Zhao (CAS Key Laboratory of Mechanical 
Behavior and Design of Materials, Department of Modern Mechanics, School of Engineering Science, 
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui 230026, PR China), “Blast resistance of water-
backed metallic sandwich panels subjected to underwater explosion”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 129, pp 1-11, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.02.009 
ABSTRACT: Explosion tests were performed underwater to study the blast resistance of water-backed 
sandwich panels. Effects on the structural response of face-sheet and core configurations, including face-sheet 
thickness, cell wall thickness of the honeycomb, core thickness and charge mass, were investigated by a large 
number of experiments. Quantitative results were obtained in the tests with corresponding sensors and further 
processing. Further results characterized the permanent deformation of sandwich panels. A failure mode map 
was adopted to identify the effect of design parameters on the structural failure mechanism at this blast 
magnitude. Finally, a comparison between sandwich panels and monolithic plates was performed. The 
comparative study provided further experimental evidence for the benefits of sandwich in water-backed 
configuration. Present study led to the apprehension of blast resistance of water-backed sandwich structure to 
underwater blast load, thereby developed useful guidelines for the design of blast-resistant structural systems. 
 
Hamed Sadeghi, Keith Davey, Roolholamin Darvizeh and Abolfazi Darvizeh (First author is from: Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, Rasht, Iran), “Scaled models for failure under impat loading”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 129, pp 36-56, July 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Small-scale experimentation is recognised to play an important role in the investigation of the 
behaviour of large-scale structures. Presently however, there exists no known procedure for analysing structures 
involving damage or failure by means of scaled experiments when high-rate impact loading is involved. The 
principal problem impeding the scaled approach is that similarity seldom exists for high-rate dissipative 
problems and consequently dimensional analysis provides an ineffective framework for experimental design 
and analysis. 
This paper is concerned with the application of the finite similitude theory which scales experiments by means 
of space distortion. Although finite similitude suffers many of the limitations of dimensional analysis it has one 
principal advantage, i.e. it is able to cater for inexact similitude where sources and effects of mismatch can be 
quantified. This feature is exploited in the work to answer the open question whether it is possible to determine 
the failure response of structures subjected to high rate loading by performing experimental tests on scaled 
structures manufactured with different materials. 
The efficacy of the proposed methodology for scaled experimentation is tested by means of numerical analysis 
on a number of well-known test cases, which are supported by experimental evidence. In particular the 
perforation of circular plates and the Taylor bar impacting on a rigid wall are analysed using the commercial 
finite element software package Abaqus. The Johnson–Cook thermo-viscoplastic constitutive equation together 
with the Johnson–Cook damage model are used to describe yielding, strain hardening, strain rate effects, 
thermal softening and material failure. It is revealed in the paper that although exact similitude is not achievable 
the results of the full-scale model can be predicted to good accuracy by means of scaled experimentation 
founded on finite similitude theory. 
 
Faiz Zulkifli, Jan Stolk, Ulrih Heisserer, Alex Tuck-Mun Yong, Zhiyi Li and Xiao Matthew Hu (Primarily 
from: DSM Dyneema APAC Technical Center, 6 Tuas Ave 16, 638928, Singapore), “Strategic positioning of 
carbon fiber layers in an UHMwPE ballistic hybrid composite panel”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 129, pp 119-127, July 2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.02.005 
ABSTRACT: The effects of inter-ply stacking sequences on the ballistic and structural performance of ultra-
high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMwPE) fiber/carbon fiber hybrid composite hard ballistic panels have 
been studied. Unexpected effects were observed simply by varying the positions of small amounts of carbon 
layers at the front, middle, back and front-back of the UHMwPE-based panels. The most dramatic positive 
hybrid effect was observed for a front-facing hybrid configuration resulting in a significant 30% reduction in 
back-face signature (BFS) with a more than two times improvement in flexural yield strength. Interesting 
secondary hybrid effects such as the mitigation of bulging and buckling of the UHMwPE component of the 
panel as well as bullet deformation upon ballistic impact by the carbon layer was observed. These results 
indicate that strategic positioning of the carbon layer in UHMwPE panels can boost the ballistic performance of 
applications where low BFS and structural performances are key. 
 
Xinyuan Lii, Lijun Xiao and Weidong Song (State Key Laboratory of Explosion Science and Technology, 
Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081, China), “Deformation and failure modes of Ti-6Al-4V lattice-
walled tubes under uniaxial compression”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 130, pp 27-40, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.04.002 
ABSTRACT: The compressive large deformation response of tubes, comprising walls made of rhombic 
dodecahedron unit cells, under quasi-static and dynamic loadings is investigated. Six types of tubes with 
cellular walls that vary with respect to cell density, tube cross-section and cellular tube wall thickness are 
manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM). The quasi-static and dynamic compression tests are conducted 
by using a universal testing machine, a drop hammer device and direct-impact Hopkinson pressure bar (DHPB), 
respectively, to determine the force-deformation responses of the different structures. In addition, the 
deformation modes and energy absorption capacity of the tubes are identified. The influence of the cross-
sectional shape and cellular-walled density gradient on the energy absorption capacity of the various tube 
configurations is examined. The results indicate that the Ti-6Al-4V lattice-walled tubes with a density gradient 
exhibit the best absorption efficiency among the tubes studied. The collapse strength of the square cross section 
tube tested is more significant than that of its cylindrical counterparts. 
 
Hamdi Kuleyin and Recep Guemruek (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Karadeniz Technical 
University, 61080 Trabzon, Turkey), “Pressure wave propagation in pressurized thin-walled circular tubes 



under axial impact”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 130, pp 138-152, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.04.015 
ABSTRACT: The pressurized thin-walled tubes are called as a member of adaptive energy absorbers of which 
energy absorbing performance can be controlled by variation of internal pressure. In this context, this study 
numerically investigates the axial impact performance of pressurized thin-walled circular tubes. For the realistic 
modeling of the compressed air, the ALE model was developed in LS-DYNA, which enabled an opportunity to 
investigate both pressure wave propagation in pressurized air and fluid-structure interaction effects between 
tube-wall and air. In addition, the models were run by taking into account both states, whether pressure 
regulator, which is an adjustable valve to control internal pressure value, was active. To validate the numerical 
models, the axial impact tests on Aluminum Aerosol cans were carried out using a light gas gun set-up. The 
results showed that at the onset of impact, a radial pressure wave, as well as an axial pressure one, 
simultaneously emerged. Whereas a radial pressure wave propagated towards the center from the tube-wall, the 
other one propagated along the centerline of the tube. Therefore, a complex pressure distribution and wave 
propagation occurred in the pressurized tubes. The pressure distribution obtained in the model with a pressure 
regulator revealed different behavior from the corresponding one obtained without pressure regulator. Also, the 
results showed that there is no distinct interaction between strain energy absorbed by tube-wall and pressure 
wave propagation although the total absorbed energy of pressurized tubes increases to some extent with the 
effects of wave propagation in the pressurized medium. 
 
Chunping Xiang, Qinghua Qin, Mingshi Wang, Xuehui Yu, Shangjun Chen, Wei Zhang, Yuanming Xi, Jianxun 
Zhang, Jianping Zhao and Tiejun Wang (State Key Laboratory for Strength and Vibration of Mechanical 
Structures, School of Aerospace Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an 710049, China), “Low-velocity 
impact response of sandwich beams with a metal foam core: Experimental and theoretical investigations”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 130, pp 172-183, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic response of fully clamped sandwich beams with a metal foam core under low-velocity 
impact is investigated experimentally and theoretically. Failure modes of metal sandwich beams are identified 
and competing initial failure mechanism map depending on the geometries and material properties is 
constructed to characterize the initial failure mechanism. A fracture criterion of the maximum allowed 
deflection is proposed based on the maximum tensile strain of face sheets to evaluate the fracture-resistance of 
sandwich beams. Effects of loading location, geometries, and material properties are also considered for both 
initial failure and final fracture. Good agreement is achieved between the experimental results and theoretical 
predictions. It is shown that the loading location, geometries, and material properties have significant effects on 
low-velocity impact response of sandwich beams. 
 
Koray Senol and Arun Shukla (Dynamic Photo-Mechanics Laboratory, Department of Mechanical, Industrial 
and Systems Engineering, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881, USA), “Dynamic response of 
closed cell PVC foams subjected to underwater shock loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, 
Vol. 130, pp 214-225, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.04.020 
ABSTRACT: A dynamic loading facility is developed to investigate the underwater shock response of poly 
vinyl chloride foams of varying densities. The shock loading facility consists of a water filled hollow cylindrical 
structure, with one end fully closed and the other end fitted with a nylon piston. A rigid striker is used to impact 
the piston, which creates an underwater shockwave. The facility is comprised of four separate sections, where 
the middle section is an optically clear acrylic window, and the other three sections are aluminum. The optically 
clear acrylic window is utilized for the employment of three-dimensional Digital Image Correlation in 
conjunction with high-speed photography (90,000–100,000 frames per second) to obtain full-field deformation 
data of the foams during shock loading. Pressure data is recorded using piezoelectric pressure sensors at 
different locations along the underwater shock tube. Peak pressures in the range of 1–10 MPa with exponential 
decays are generated by changing the striker velocity. Furthermore, quasi-static hydrostatic response of pre 
shocked foams is evaluated using a previously developed underwater loading facility. Strain rate of 103 s − 1 is 
obtained in foam specimens during the experiments. Findings showed substantial delay between the underwater 
shock loading and material response. Polyvinyl chloride foams recovered 80–90% of their original shape after 
underwater shock loading and also retained much of their energy absorption capacity. 



 
Chang Qi, Feng Jiang, Chen Yu and Shu Yang (State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial 
Equipment, School of Automotive Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, 116024 China), “In-
plane crushing response of tetra-chiral honeycombs”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 130, pp 
247-265, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.04.019 
ABSTRACT: Tetra-chiral (TC) honeycombs are a type of auxetic materials showing negative Poisson's ratio 
(NPR), which are promising for impact energy absorption. This study aims to analyze the in-plane crushing 
response of the TC honeycombs under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions through numerical 
simulations and theoretical analyses. The numerical modeling techniques in LS-DYNA were validated using the 
quasi-static crush test data of TC honeycomb specimens obtained with a 3D-printer. Numerical simulations 
revealed the “Z” mode deformation and the “bulge effect” under quasi-static crushing, and the row-by-row “I” 
mode deformation under dynamic crushing of the TC honeycombs. By referring to the simulation results, 
theoretical models were derived based on the representative unit for predicting the TC honeycomb's crushing 
strength, i.e. plateau stress, under both quasi-static and dynamic loads. Good agreement was found between the 
theoretical and the numerical predictions with a maximum relative error of 7%. Parametric analyses showed that 
the unit cell configuration has a great effect on the crushing strength of TC honeycomb under in-plane crushing. 
The dynamic sensitivity index was defined to quantitatively evaluate the sensitivity of the TC honeycomb's 
crushing strength to the loading speed, and was found to depend on the unit cell geometry. The TC honeycomb 
was found to present a varied effective Poisson's ratio (EPR) with strain under both quasi-static and dynamic in-
plane crushing; smaller radius ratio and lower crushing speed were found to yield more obvious NPR effect. 
Moreover, relative dimension of the TC honeycomb represented by the orthogonal array ratio do not affect its 
plateau stress under either quasi-static or dynamic crushing, while large orthogonal array ratio results in more 
obvious “bulge” and NPR effects under quasi-static crushing. 
 
Dianyi Song, Qinghua Tan, Haowen Zhan, Fei Liu, Zhigang Jiang, “Experimental investigation on the cellular 
steel-tube-confined concrete targets against projectile impact”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, 
Vol. 131, pp 94-110, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.004 
ABSTRACT: Steel-tube-confined concrete (STCC) targets show better anti-penetration performance than semi-
infinite concrete targets as the steel tube imposes constraint on the in-filled concrete to enhance its strength and 
toughness. Cellular structural system for in-plane and multi-layer overlay extension is an effective way to 
promote the application of STCC targets to practical protective structures. In this paper, penetration tests of 
cellular STCC targets (single-layer and double-layer 7-cell hexagonal STCC targets) impacted by 12.7mm 
Armor Piercing Projectile (APP) were conducted, and side length and thickness of steel tube, steel ratio, impact 
point and velocity, and repeated impacts were considered. Moreover, single-cell STCC targets and semi-infinite 
concrete targets were also designed and tested for comparison with the cellular STCC targets. The typical 
damage modes and parameters of the tested cellular STCC targets including the range, depth and volume of 
funneled crater and depth of penetration (DOP), were obtained and discussed. It is shown that the 7-cell 
hexagonal STCC targets show improved anti-penetration performance in comparison to the single-cell STCC 
targets under the same conditions; the anti-penetration performance of the double-layer 7-cell hexagonal STCC 
targets was weakened due to the free surfaces between the layers; the side length and thickness of steel tube, 
steel ratio and impact velocity have significant influence on the DOP of the 7-cell hexagonal STCC targets; 
optimizing the side length and thickness of steel tube could greatly improve the anti-penetration performance of 
the cellular STCC protective structures. Moreover, the 7-cell hexagonal STCC targets also show excellent anti-
penetration performance under the repeated impacts of 12.7mm APP. 
 
Zhejian Li, Wensu Chen, Hong Hao, Jian Cui, Yanchao Shi, “Experimental study of multi-layer folded 
truncated structures under dynamic crushing”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 131, pp 111-
122, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.010 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic crushing responses of multi-layer folded truncated sandwich structures are investigated 
experimentally in this study. The proposed structures are folded from aluminium thin sheets, forming open-top 
truncated pyramids with square and triangular base shapes. The folded structures are then stacked into a multi-
layer sandwich panel by implementing 3mm thick plate in-between foldcores with thread rods used as guide of 
movement during deformation. No bonding is applied between any parts of the sandwich structure, which 
allows the easy replacement of deformed core after crushing. Two shapes of folded structures, i.e. Truncated 



Square Pyramid (TSP) and Truncated Triangular Pyramid (TTP) are used as the foldcores to form sandwich 
panels. Specimens are crushed under different velocities. The testing data are compared to those obtained under 
quasi-static loading condition. Uniform load-displacement response with very low initial crushing peak force is 
observed for TSP foldcore under different loading rates, where the initial peak crushing force of TTP foldcore is 
slightly more sensitive to crushing velocity. Different damage modes of TSP are observed with the change of 
crushing velocity which is consistent with the previous numerical results of this folded structure. Multi-layer 
TSP foldcore with lower volumetric density is also studied under dynamic loading condition. 
 
H.B. Rebelo, D. Lecompte, C. Cismasiu, A. Jonet, B. Belkassem and  A. Maazoun, “Experimental and 
numerical investigation on 3D printed PLA sacrificial honeycomb cladding”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 131, pp 162-173, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.013 
ABSTRACT: The increasing use of improvised explosive devices in terrorist attacks against civil targets has 
challenged the scientific community to find new strengthening or protective solutions, able to mitigate the 
effects of the blast loads. As a response to this demand, the present study investigates the nonlinear response of 
3D printed PLA honeycomb structures in order to analyse their energy absorption capacity when used as the 
crushable core of a sacrificial cladding solution. The dynamic response of the proposed sacrificial solution is 
experimentally obtained by means of an explosive driven shock tube, while the corresponding numerical 
simulations are performed using the commercial finite element software LS-DYNA. Both the experimental and 
numerical data are in good agreement and clearly show that, as expected, the dynamic force plateau and the 
specific energy absorption is directly proportional to the considered relative density, which controls the 
crushing of the top and bottom layers of the PLA honeycomb and the buckling of its interior cell walls. When 
compared with other available materials, the analysed sacrificial cladding solutions exhibit promising values of 
energy dissipation and encourage future research in this area. 
 
Quanquan Guo, Weiyi Zhao, “Displacement response analysis of steel-concrete composite panels subjected to 
impact loadings”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 131, pp 272-281, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.022 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete composite (SC) panels consist of two steel faceplates and a concrete core. The past 
studies have shown that the SC panels are effective against impact loadings. This paper presents a method for 
evaluating the displacement response of SC panels subjected to impact loadings using the equivalent single-
degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model. The resistance and stiffness of the SC panels are theoretically derived and 
validated to develop an idealized trilinear resistance function model. The validations against the past 
experimental results show that the proposed model provides a basis for the dynamic response analysis of SC 
panels and lays a foundation for further design methods. 
 
P.B. Ataabadi, D. Karagiozova, M. Alves, “Crushing and energy absorption mechanisms of carbon fiber-epoxy 
tubes under axial impact”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 131, pp 174-189, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.03.006 
ABSTRACT: The energy absorption capability of carbon fiber-epoxy tubular specimens having closed circular 
and open C-shape cross-sections was investigated using experimental tests when focusing on the effect of the 
layup configuration. Specimens were subjected to a wide range of loading rates ranging from axial quasi-static 
compression to axial impact loading in order to reveal the deformation mechanism of CFRP samples. Several 
different combinations of mass and velocity of the striker were selected to study the possible effects on the 
crushing behavior of composite specimens. C-section specimens were used to investigate the effects of the 
cross-section shape on the crushing performance of carbon fiber material and to provide a better step-by-step 
visual understanding of the damage initiation and propagation in each layer due to quasi-static compression. It 
was observed that, in general, the different stacking sequences and loading conditions had minor effects on the 
SEA value of full-tube specimens while a significant difference between SEA values of C-section specimens 
with different layups was found. The calculated SEA value of C-section cross-plied specimens was lower than 
the SEA value of the full circular tubes having the same stacking sequence while an insignificant difference 
between the SEA values of C-section and full circular tube specimens of angle-ply layup configuration was 
observed. It was established experimentally that the removal of the outer layer with fibers oriented along the 
tube axis has no significant effect on the crushing force value under quasi-static compression. As a sequence, 
the SEA value increased due to the decrease of the total absorber weight. 



 
B. Hou, Y. Wang, T.F. Sun, J.G. Liu, H. Zhao, “On the quasi-static and impact responses of aluminum 
honeycomb under combined shear-compression”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 131, pp 
190-199, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.005 
ABSTRACT: A new Rotatable Hopkinson bar is proposed for investigating the impact shear-compressive 
behavior of cellular materials with separated normal and shear responses. Validating works by numerical 
simulations on the whole loading process indicates that this dynamic shear-compression method provides a 
quite accurate measurement on the specimen forces and deformation in both shear and normal directions. With 
this new design, the impact shear-compression responses of a 5052 honeycomb in TW plane are investigated at 
different loading angles and compared with the corresponding quasi-static results. Good reproducibility is 
achieved for most of the loading cases in terms of normal stress/normal displacement and shear stress/shear 
displacement curves, except the ones in which different deformation modes co-exist. The experiment results 
from both quasi-static and dynamic loadings reveal that the normal strength of the honeycomb will be 
weakened, but the shear strength becomes more important with an increasing shear deformation component. A 
crush envelope in elliptical shape is found to describe the average shear and compressive strengths of 
honeycomb for both quasi-static and dynamic loadings. The deformation modes of honeycombs under 
combined shear-compression are examined for all the testing results and some influencing factors, such as 
specimen dimensions, contact conditions and specimen geometric imperfections are confirmed. 
 
Yu Duan, Bing Du, Xiaopeng Shi, Bing Hou, Yulong Li, “Quasi-static and dynamic compressive properties and 
deformation mechanisms of 3D printed polymeric cellular structures with Kelvin cells”, International Journal of 
Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103303, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.017 
ABSTRACT: The effects of the relative density and loading rate on the compressive response, deformation 
pattern and energy absorption of 3D printed polymeric Kelvin foams are investigated experimentally and 
computationally. A high-speed camera is used to record the loading processes of different cubic specimens, and 
the deformation distribution is calculated using the digital imaging correlation (DIC) method. Experimental 
results show that the elastic modulus and plateau stress increase with increasing relative density, which obeys 
the Gibson-Ashby polynomial scaling law. Four different deformation modes are observed in experiments for 
the specimens with different relative densities and at different loading rates. Further numerical results indicate 
the presence of a critical relative density, below which the Kelvin foams deform primarily by cell edges 
bending, and beyond which the cell membranes stretching dominates. It is also found that the position of the 
deformation bands is dominated by the loading rate. These findings can be used to explain the existing of four 
deformation modes observed in experiments. In conclusion, a mode classification map is proposed to clarify the 
effects of the relative density and loading rate on the deformation modes of Kelvin foams based on the 
experimental and numerical results. 
 
Aase Reyes, Tore Børvik, “Low velocity impact on crash components with steel skins and polymer foam 
cores”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103297, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.011 
ABSTRACT: Energy absorbing systems are extensively used in the automotive industry to ensure 
crashworthiness. Such crash components could typically consist of a sandwich structure with thin ductile plates 
as skins and a cellular foam as core to dissipate the kinetic energy. In a previous study, the quasi-static 
behaviour of two polymeric foam types with different densities, namely extruded polystyrene (XPS) and 
expanded polypropylene (EPP), used as core material in typical crash components was examined. The 
investigation involved a large number of compression tests of the core materials loaded in different material 
directions and indentation tests on sandwich structures in different configurations. In the present study, low-
velocity impact tests are conducted in a drop tower on the same target configurations consisting of 0.8mm thick 
skins of Docol 600DL steel and the various foams as core. During testing, the dropped mass was kept constant 
at approximately 15kg, while the impact velocity varied between 5 and 10m/s. The impact force was registered 
by the instrumented striker of the drop tower, and these measurements were used to obtain the displacement of 
the striker and the energy absorption of the different crash components. In addition, high-speed cameras and 
3D-DIC were used to measure the out-of-plane displacement of the back skin. The presented results indicate 
that to minimise the weight and at the same time maximize the energy absorption of the crash component, a low 



density foam should be used as core material. It is also shown that by proper design, it is possible to optimize 
the protection level of such components, at least within a given velocity range. 
 
Ye Yuan, P.J. Tan, “On large deformation, damage and failure of ductile plates to blast loading”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103330, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103330 
ABSTRACT: This paper concerns the irreversible deformation and failure of metal plates to brief, but intense, 
dynamic (impulsive) load encountered in an air-blast. Hitherto, nearly all of the dynamic structural plasticity 
models of ‘fully-clamped’ plate only calculates its inelastic (mode I) deformation but have largely ignored 
damage and failure – exemplified by the partial and/or complete detachment (modes II*, II and III) of a plate 
from its support through material rupture – that occurs when the blast load is sufficiently intense. An analytical 
model that captures all three modes of the plate deformation is developed in this paper where emphasis shall be 
on providing the simplest formulation that contains all the essence of a material and deformation effect needed 
to quantify the problem. The proposed model adopts an energy density failure criterion of Shen and Jones [19] 
to delineate the various inelastic failure modes; employs the constitutive framework of limit analysis for 
simplicity; accounts for the simultaneous influence of bending, membrane stretch and transverse shear through 
an interaction yield criterion; and, include the effects of strain rate on the material flow stress through the 
Cowper–Symonds relation. Accuracy of model predictions for square mild-steel plates are assessed through 
comparison with results from finite element analysis, and experimental data compiled from the literature for a 
range of impulsive load intensities – they will be shown to be in good general agreement. Design maps 
delineating the different deformation régimes for different combinations of blast impulse and length versus 
thickness ratio are constructed for plates of equal mass. 
 
Nan Jin, Fuchi Wang, Yangwei Wang, Bowen Zhang, Huanwu Cheng and Hongmei Zhang, “Effect of 
structural parameters on mechanical properties of Pyramidal Kagome lattice material under impact loading”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103313, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: The present study aimed at understanding the influences of structural parameters on the 
mechanical properties of Pyramidal Kagome (PK) lattice material under impact loading. Seven different PK 
structures varying height-width ratio and rod diameter were manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM). In 
this study, both experiments and simulation were conducted to understand the influences of rod diameter, 
height-width ratio, number of unites and layers on the mechanical properties of PK lattice material. The failure 
characteristics and the deformation process were recorded by using the digital photography technique. All the 
specimens were observed to have a clear rupture along 45°in the quasi-static test, while broke along the 
direction of the vertical panel in the SHPB test with a strain rate of about 2000s−1.The results showed that the 
initial deformation zone of the PK switched from the intermediate layer to the lower and upper layer with the 
increase of rod diameter. Moreover, the strength, modulus and energy absorption capacity of the PK were 
proportional to the square of its relative density. As the height-width ratio increases, the modulus of the PK 
gradually increased. In addition, increasing the number of lateral units and reducing the number of layers 
contributed to the improvement on the mechanical properties of the PK. 
 
Henrik Granum, Vegard Aune, Tore Børvik, Odd Sture Hopperstad, “Effect of heat-treatment on the structural 
response of blast-loaded aluminium plates with pre-cut slits”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 
132, Article 103306, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.020 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the structural response of blast-loaded aluminium plates with pre-cut slits. 
The 1.5mm thick plates were tested after three different heat-treatments and with four different pre-cut slit 
geometries at two different blast intensities in a shock tube facility. By varying the number and orientations of 
the pre-cut slits, different crack patterns and failure modes were obtained in the plates, and it was found that the 
blast resistance of the plate was markedly affected by the design of the defects. The heat-treatments of the 
aluminium plates resulted in materials with different strength, work-hardening capacity and ductility, which 
made it possible to study the influence of these material characteristics on the structural behaviour. It was found 
that the heat-treatment affected the crack propagation and thus the blast resistance of the plates, whereas the 
failure mode was not significantly altered. High-speed cameras synchronised with pressure sensors recorded the 
blast event, and were together with 3D-DIC measurements and 3D-scans used to reveal the dynamic response of 



the plates. Quasi-static tensile tests were conducted to calibrate the parameters of the modified Johnson-Cook 
constitutive model and the Cockcroft–Latham failure criterion. Finite element models of the plates were made 
in Abaqus/Explicit and used in a sensitivity study to investigate the influence of element size and meshing 
technique on the predictions of crack propagation. Based on the sensitivity study, simulations of the blast 
experiments were performed using a randomly generated mesh of hexahedral solid elements with a 
characteristic element size of 0.5mm. The finite element simulations were able to predict the initiation of failure 
correctly, even though the subsequent crack propagation was not accurately predicted in all cases. 
 
Rade Vignjevic, James Campbell, Kevin Hughes, Michał Orłowski, Serafina Garcea, Philip Withers and Julian 
Reed, “Soft body impact resistance of composite foam core sandwich panels with unidirectional corrugated and 
tubular reinforcements”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103320, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103320 
ABSTRACT: Bird strikes represent a major hazard in the lifecycle of composite aircraft components, due to the 
low impact resistance of composites. The research presented in this paper investigates soft body impact 
performance of composite sandwich panels with corrugated and tubular core reinforcements. This type of panel 
with augmented strength and stiffness in one direction is of high importance for specific aerospace applications. 
The panels were subjected to high velocity impact with soft gelatine projectile as used in bird strike tests. In 
addition, the experimental part included non-destructive inspections of the sandwich panel samples. Panel 
performance was also analysed with the non-linear transient analysis software LS-DYNA with finite element 
and SPH capability. The panel with corrugated reinforcement showed good impact resistance with damage 
restricted to the impacted face sheet, foam core and corrugated reinforcement. The panel with tubular 
reinforcement, of the same thickness, did not suffer any damage at the same impact velocity of 115m/s, but was 
damaged at a higher impact velocity of 235m/s. The numerical studies helped to understand the experimental 
data, enabling comparison of impact performance of the reinforced sandwich panels and a benchmark 
conventional sandwich panel. The proposed reinforced sandwich panels, with the desired augmented strength 
and stiffness in one direction, showed improved impact resistance in comparison to conventional sandwich 
panels and therefore have potential for application in aerospace structures where these properties are desirable. 
 
Weiqiang Wang, Chengqing Wu, Jun Li, Zhongxian Liu, Yipin Lv, “Behavior of ultra-high performance fiber-
reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) filled steel tubular members under lateral impact loading”, International Journal 
of Impact Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103314, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103314 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the behavior of ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced concrete 
(UHPFRC) filled steel tubular (UHPFRCFST) members under lateral impact loading. A total of five specimens 
were prepared and tested under lateral impact loading. All specimens were 168mm in diameter and 2000mm in 
length. In addition to UHPFRCFST members, normal strength concrete (NSC) filled steel tubular (NSCFST) 
members were also tested for comparison purpose. Other investigated parameters in this study include the 
impact energy and the presence of an inner void. The test results show that as compared to the NSCFST 
members, the UHPFRCFST members exhibit higher lateral impact resistance with higher peak and plateau 
impact forces, smaller deflection, and less local indentation. With the increase of impact energy, the peak 
impact force, the impact duration, and the deflection of the UHPFRCFST members are increased, while the 
plateau impact force is almost kept constant. Moreover, the presence of an inner void does not deteriorate the 
lateral impact resistance of the UHPFRCFST members. Finite element (FE) model was then developed and 
validated by the test results in this study. Afterwards, full-range analysis was performed to investigate the 
damage evolution, sectional bending moment distribution, and the interactions between the steel tube and the 
concrete during the impact process. Finally, detailed parametric analyses were carried out to investigate the 
influences of different parameters on the lateral impact behavior of UHPFRCFST members. 
 
Karoline Osnes, Jens Kristian Holmen, Odd Sture Hopperstad, Tore Børvik, “Fracture and fragmentation of 
blast-loaded laminated glass: An experimental and numerical study”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 132, Article 103334, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103334 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we use the explicit finite element method in combination with higher order elements 
and 3D node splitting to simulate fracture and fragmentation of blast-loaded laminated glass. Node splitting is a 
modelling technique where elements are separated instead of being eroded when a fracture criterion is reached. 



The resulting FE simulations are thus capable of describing behaviours such as fragmentation without loss of 
mass or momentum, fine cracking of the glass plates, and delamination and separation between the glass and the 
polymer interlayer. The simulations are compared to blast experiments conducted in a shock tube. In total, 15 
laminated glass specimens (consisting of annealed float glass plates and PVB) were tested at five different 
pressure levels. The time and position of fracture initiation in the glass plates varied, which in turn resulted in 
varying post-fracture behaviour within the different pressure levels. The simulations were in good agreement 
with the blast tests, revealing the potential of the selected numerical method. Additional simulations of 
monolithic (i.e., non-laminated) glass plates were conducted and compared to experiments that were presented 
in an earlier study. Again, these simulations displayed a highly comparable response to the experiments, and 
were able to describe crack branching, formation of large glass splinters and free-flying fragments. 
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“Numerical analysis of cladding sandwich panels with tubular cores subjected to uniform blast load”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 133, Article 103345, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103345 
ABSTRACT: This article presents the results of a numerical study on the response of cladding sandwich panels 
with tubular cores that can be used as blast mitigators. The core of the cladding sandwich panels consisted of 
empty thin-walled aluminum circular tubes (38 mm in diameter) riveted laterally between the skin plates in 
different configurations (varying number of tubes and spacing between the tube). The skin of cladding sandwich 
panels consisted of a “rigid” DOMEX700 steel front plate which was exposed to the blast load and a back plate 
made of mild steel. The uniform blast load was achieved by detonating varying charge masses of explosive 
(ranging from 6g to 50g) at a stand-off distance of 200mm down a square mild steel tube. The numerical model, 
developed in ANSYS AutoDYN 15.0, was validated for average deflection of the front plate and crush mode of 
the tubular cores using the experimental results that were presented in a previous paper [1]. The results of the 
simulations provided insights into the transient response of the cladding panels. The effects of the spacing 
between the tubular cores which also influenced the interaction between the tubular cores were also 
investigated. The number of plastic hinges formed was increased whilst the rotation angle of plastic hinges 
decreased with increasing interaction between the tubular cores. 
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“Mechanisms of diverting out-of-plane impact to transverse response in plate structures”, International Journal 
of Impact Engineering, Vol. 133, Article 103346, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103346 
ABSTRACT: Impact protection structures are required to efficiently use material and provide maximum energy 
absorbing capability. When using plate structures against out-of-plane impact, most impact energy is dissipated 
near the impact area, resulting in low use efficiency of material. In this study, material distribution is analyzed 
to reveal its influence on intrusion in the out-of-plane direction and dynamic response in the transverse direction 
in plate structures. First, partitioning a plate into two plates along the thickness direction, mechanisms of 
dynamic response in the out-of-plane direction are studied. The upper plate takes impact from intruding object 
and the lower plate serves as delayed defense when the two plates contact and interact to each other. There 
exists optimal configuration range of the thickness partition and the gap between the plates for minimizing 
intrusion. The configuration determines contribution to energy absorption by membrane deformation. Second, 
mechanisms of diverting out-of-plane impact to energy dissipation in the transverse direction are studied. The 
material distribution determines the area on plate where most energy is dissipated. It has been found that energy 
dissipation can spread transversely to a larger range on plate when the strength is lower, demonstrating 
competing effects between deformation capability and activation of inertia. By adding non-structural mass on 
plate, it has been found that it can influence range of plastic deformation as the result of the inertial effect. The 



mechanism has been verified by using a mass-spring model. These mechanisms revealed offer insights to 
diverting out-of-plane impact transversely on protection plate by using non-uniformly distributed mass and 
material properties to increase energy absorbing efficiency. 
 
Zhejian Li, Wensu Chen and Hong Hao (Centre for Infrastructural Monitoring and Protection, School of Civil 
and Mechanical Engineering, Curtin University, Australia), “Dynamic crushing and energy absorption of foam 
filled multi-layer folded structures: Experimental and numerical study”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 133, Article 103341, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103341 
ABSTRACT: Crushing behaviours of foam filled multi-layer truncated square pyramid (TSP) kirigami 
structures are studied experimentally and numerically in this study. Each layer of this TSP foldcore is folded 
using a single aluminium sheet with pre-cuts. Light weight foams are inserted into each unit cell of the TSP 
foldcore to enhance its loading and energy absorption capacity. The effects of the foam material, density and 
shapes of foam material on crushing resistance of the multi-layer folded structure are studied. Two foam 
materials, i.e. expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam with density of 13.5, 19 and 28kg/m3; rigid polyurethane (PU) 
foam with density of 35kg/m3 are used as foam infill for this multi-layer foldcore. Two shapes of PU foam infill 
are studied as well. Single layered TSP foldcores with foam infill are firstly studied under quasi-static crushing 
condition, then foam filled multi-layer TSP foldcores are crushed under dynamic loading conditions. Numerical 
models are verified with the experimental results, followed by intensive numerical simulations. Key parameters 
such as peak and average crushing resistance, densification strain and specific energy absorption are compared 
among the foldcores with different foam configurations. Comparing with other cellular structures, uniform 
collapsing of the proposed foldcore is observed under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions with the 
uniformity ratio ranging between 1.1 and 2.0. Significant increases in average crushing resistances ranging from 
36.6% to 82% are also observed by adding foam fillers, while the mass only increases by 3.2% to 20.4%. 
 
Liam Gannon (Defence Research and Development Canada – Atlantic Research Centre, 9 Grove Street, 
Dartmouth NS B2Y 3Z7, Canada), “Submerged aluminum cylinder response to close-proximity underwater 
explosions – a comparison of experiment and simulation”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 
133, Article 103339, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103339 
ABSTRACT: The response of a submerged structure to an underwater explosion (UNDEX) involves complex 
interactions between the structure and surrounding fluid. This study describes a numerical modelling 
methodology for calculating the structural response of an internally stiffened submerged aluminum cylinder to a 
close-proximity UNDEX. The simulations account for the effects of both the shock wave and bubble jetting on 
the deformation of the cylinder. The accuracy of the simulations is demonstrated by comparison of calculated 
pressure, bubble motion, structural displacement and strain with experimental measurements. The simulated 
migration and jetting of the gas bubble agrees well with experimental observations. The magnitude of calculated 
strains is consistent with measurements and the calculated depth of permanent deformation in the shell plating is 
within 3% of the experimental value. 
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“Study on the impact resistance of polyurea-steel composite plates to low velocity impact”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 133, Article 103357, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103357 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical studies on the response of polyurea coated steel plates to low 
velocity impact of a cylindrical hammer are presented in this paper. Low carbon steel plates were made and 
coated with polyurea layers to enhance their impact resistances. The polyurea-steel composite plates were 
constrained by a test rig and impacted by a blunt cylinder hammer using a drop weight machine. Numerical 
simulations of the impact processes were performed using the finite element code LS-DYNA. The numerical 
simulation method was validated by comparing its results with the experiments’. The experimental results 
showed that the polyurea coatings can effectively improve the ultimate energy absorption capacity of the steel 
plates. The decreasing order of the ultimate energy absorption capacity of the composite plates when coated 
with same thickness of polyurea layers was: the upper-side-coated plates, the double-side coated plates and the 



lower-side-coated plates. In order to quantify the energy absorption efficiency of the composite plates, a 
parameter Ed was proposed, and it was found that the composite plate coated with 4mm polyurea on its upper 
side had the greatest value of Ed among all the plates. 
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“An experimental study on dynamic response of polyurea coated metal plates under intense underwater 
impulsive loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 133, Article 103361, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103361 
ABSTRACT: Polyurea coating provides a new method to improve the underwater shock resistance of ships. In 
this study, high-strength shock wave was loaded on the polyurea coated 6061 aluminum target plate through 
impact-type underwater shock wave loading device, and the dynamic deformation process was recorded by 
three-dimensional digital imaging correlation (DIC) method. Then, the influences of the shock wave peak, 
polyurea coating thickness and coating method were investigated. The experimental results confirmed that the 
underwater shock resistance performance of polyurea coated aluminum plate was improved as the peak of 
initial loading pulse and the polyurea coating thickness increased. In the meanwhile, it was found that under the 
same polyurea content, the underwater shock resistance of the aluminum plate with polyurea coated on the front 
surface was basically the same as that of the aluminum plate with polyurea coated on the rear surface, both of 
which were better than that of the aluminum plate with polyurea coated on both surfaces. Finally, the 
quantitative relationships of the residual deformation of the polyurea coated aluminum plate with the peak of 
initial loading pulse and the polyurea coating thickness were concluded. 
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“Impact performance enhancement of honeycombs through additive manufacturing-enabled geometrical 
tailoring”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 134, Article 103360, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103360 
ABSTRACT: We report the enhanced low-velocity impact performance of geometrically tailored honeycomb 
structures enabled via stereolithography additive manufacturing. Geometrical tailoring of the honeycomb 
structures was realized by linearly varying the cell wall thickness along the through-thickness direction, while 
retaining the overall mass of the structures. We examine the effects of cell wall thickness gradient, impact 
energy, cell topology, geometric scaling and impact direction on the energy absorption capacity and damage 
mechanisms of tailored honeycombs. For the geometrical and material properties of honeycomb structures 
considered here, experimental results indicate that, at low impact energy levels (≤30J), the effect of geometrical 
tailoring has no significant advantage. Nevertheless, at higher impact energy levels (>30J), geometrically 
tailored honeycombs outperform non-tailored counterparts, exhibiting over 60% increase in energy absorption 
capacity. Experimental observations further reveal that geometrical tailoring results in a change of failure mode 
from brittle fracture to progressive damage of the cell walls from thinner sections at which the structures were 
subjected to low-velocity impact, offering superior energy absorption characteristics. The results of this study 
suggest that the concept of geometrical tailoring in conjunction with additive manufacturing offers new 
opportunities for the development of high performance architected lattices. 
 
Sha Yin, Dianhao Chen and Jun Xu (Vehicle Energy & Safety Laboratory (VESL), Beihang University, Beijing 
100191, China), “Novel propagation behavior of impact stress wave in one-dimensional hollow spherical 
structures”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 134, Article 103368, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103368 
ABSTRACT: Solitary wave propagation behavior within a granular crystal chain is fundamentally important for 
impact wave mitigation. Here, we study the propagation behavior of traveling waves in a one-dimensional (1D) 
mixed chain of stainless-steel and polytetrafluoroethylene dimer hollow spherical particles. The formation and 
propagation of a unique, highly nonlinear, solitary wave is observed. To have an in-depth understanding of the 



wave propagation behavior, we establish numerical theoretical models to describe the wave behavior and agree 
well with the experiment. We also discover that different configurations of dimer wall thicknesses largely 
influence not only the nonlinear contact interaction between neighboring spheres but also the physical relation 
of wave velocity Vs and dynamic force Fm. The influence of different ratios of elastic moduli and densities in a 
dimer is also studied. Results may shed light on the design and evaluation of the 1D chain for supporting 
specific wave propagation for possible engineering application. 
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“Transient nonlinear responses of an auxetic honeycomb sandwich plate under impact loads”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 134, Article 103383, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103383 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we study the nonlinear transient responses of an auxetic (negative Poisson's ratio) 
honeycomb sandwich plate under impact dynamic loads. The partial differential equations of the honeycomb 
sandwich plate based on Reddy's higher shear deformation theory and Hamilton's principle are obtained. The 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations are then derived by Galerkin truncation method. The dynamic 
responses of the honeycomb sandwich plate subjected to different loads, such as step loading, air-blast loading, 
sinusoidal loading, triangular loading and incremental loading, respectively, have been investigated. The 
contributions of total thickness, core thickness ratio, Poisson's ratio, cell inclination angle and blast types to 
transient responses of the plate are discussed in detail by numerical simulations. The effect of geometrical 
parameters on the dynamics of the plate and the effect of different blast loads on the plate are obtained. It is 
found that the honeycomb sandwich plate with negative Poisson's ratio would be a better choice compared with 
the positive one for some structures under dynamic loads. 
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“Simulation of cellular structures under large deformations using the material point method”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 134, Article 103385, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103385 
ABSTRACT: Cellular materials and structures have been shown to be highly effective in the context of energy 
absorption systems. However, accurate simulation of the response of these materials and structures is rather 
complex. As a simulation tool, the material point method (MPM) simplifies the creation of intricate geometries. 
At the same time, being a particle-based approach, it is also well-suited for problems involving large 
deformations and contact. These features make MPM attractive for the simulation of cellular structures under 
large deformations. This study evaluates the performance of MPM for such simulations. An in-house computer 
code is developed for this purpose. Experimental data in the literature is used, from which geometric and 
material properties of cellular systems (in the form of stacked tubes) are extracted and used to validate the 
numerical model. The performance of the numeric models is evaluated using experimental measurements of the 
force-deformation curve and energy-absorption capacity. Validation involves a comprehensive evaluation of 
different simulation parameters, namely; model refinement, rate of loading and boundary conditions. Results 
indicate that MPM is capable of predicting the large deformation response and energy absorption properties of 
cellular structures. 
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“Experimental study on the dynamic responses of foam sandwich panels with different facesheets and core 
gradients subjected to blast impulse”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 135, Article 103327, 
January 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103327 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panels with an energy-absorbing core material have exhibited great potential in 
lightweight structures for blast protection. In this study, the deformation/failure modes of sandwich panels 
against blast impulse were investigated experimentally. The blast tests were conducted on the aluminum foam-
core sandwich panels with different facesheet materials, namely aluminum alloy, steel, and carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics (CFRP); and the cores involve uniform foam and graded foam. The deformation modes of 
the whole sandwich panels as well as the front facesheet, foam core, and back facesheet were analyzed 
systematically. It is shown that the deformation patterns are fairly sensitive to the impulse intensity, facesheet 
material, and foam core gradient. Based upon the measurements, the back facesheet deflection increases linearly 
with the impulse, apart from the petal-tearing failure of front facesheet. When considering the specific impulse 
and the same metallic back facesheets, the blast resistance of the sandwich specimen with CFRP front facesheet 
is superior to these of the metallic front facesheet specimens. Interestingly, the sandwich panels with the 
aluminum front and steel back facesheet perform better in blast resistance than those with the steel front and 
aluminum back facesheet. The blast resistance of sandwich panels with a positive gradient of core density (i.e. 
core density linearly decreased along the blast direction) is superior to those with a negative gradient of core 
density; and the performance increases with increasing density difference. Compared with the uniform core, the 
positively-graded foam core with a larger density difference exhibits a stronger blast resistance, while those 
with a smaller density difference present a weaker blast resistance. The study is expected to provide some 
fundamental data and design guide for a more efficient sandwich structure with lighter weight and higher 
capacity of blast protection. 
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Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, China), “Testing and modeling tearing and air effect of aluminum 
honeycomb under out-of-plane impact loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 135, Article 
103402, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103402 
ABSTRACT: For the deformable barrier often used in full-car crash tests, which mainly consists of aluminum 
honeycombs, tearing in the thin-walled structure of honeycomb is a common phenomenon induced by non-
uniform large deformation, and influence of the entrapped air proves non-negligible when the honeycomb 
undertakes dynamic loading. Both the localized tearing and the entrapped air affect the deformation pattern and 



the global mechanical response of the honeycomb in crash scenarios. The present paper documents 
development of an equivalent finite element model (FEM) for the aluminum honeycomb focusing on these two 
effects as well as the relevant experimental study. Four tests of the honeycomb block with out-of-plane loading, 
i.e., uniform compression, compression-shear along two orthogonal cross-sections and indentation, are 
performed at quasi-static and dynamic loading speeds to quantitatively address the tearing effect and the air 
effect on the entire mechanical response. It is also found that the honeycomb exhibits different tearing 
mechanisms along the two orthogonal cross-sections. In developing the solid-element based equivalent model 
for the honeycomb, airbags are introduced to characterize the air effect, and beam elements with failure criteria 
are embedded to simulate the tearing effect. Parameters of the airbags and the beam elements in the equivalent 
FEM are determined based on different combinations of the honeycomb tests. Simulations of all the loading 
cases in the present study achieve good agreement with the test results in terms of the global mechanical 
response and overall deformation pattern, reflecting feasibility of the equivalent FEM. 
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“Effects of sacrificial coatings on stiffened double cylindrical shells subjected to underwater blasts”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 136, Article 103412, February 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Underwater explosion shock loadings can seriously damage the vitality and fighting capacity of 
warships. Plastering a layer of sacrificial coating on the ship hull is one of effective strategies to isolate shock 
impulses and absorb shock energy. In this paper, the shock mitigation effects of sacrificial coatings plastered on 
a stiffened double cylindrical shell are analyzed numerically. The numerical models are validated by conducting 
a series of physical experiments of a stiffened double cylindrical shell under noncontact underwater explosion. 
Three different configurations are considered: both the pressure and thin hulls are plastered with sacrificial 
coatings; only the thin hull is plastered with sacrificial coatings; and only the pressure hull is plastered with 
sacrificial coatings. The total pressure field in water and the dynamic response of the stiffened double 
cylindrical shell are obtained. The results indicate that the deformation and motion of the sacrificial coatings 
can more easily generate rarefaction wave, which can decrease the total shock impulse acting on the structure. 
Among three configurations, the configuration of the coating plastered on the thin hull has a better capability of 
isolating the shock impulse and reducing the shock loadings transmitted to the pressure hull. The dynamic stress 
and velocity responses of the shell are effectively decreased. Comparisons between different configurations 
suggest that the coating on the thin hull plays a key role in mitigating shock loadings, while the coating on the 
pressure hull has limited effects. Moreover, comparison results between the bare hull and the equivalent model 
which increases the thickness of the thin or pressure hulls under the same mass conditions indicate that the 
method of using a sacrificial coating is more effective in improving the blast resistance of the structure. The 
research results are useful in guiding the shock resistance design of stiffened double cylindrical shells. 
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“A transparent three-layered laminate composed of poly(methyl methacrylate) and thermoplastic polyurethane 
subjected to low-velocity impact”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 136, Article 103419, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103419 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical results of a novel polymeric laminate consisting of poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) are presented. The laminate was subjected to 
low-velocity impact loadings using clamped three-point bending and dart impact tests at different temperatures 
and velocities in order to investigate the highly strain-rate and temperature dependent characteristics of a purely 
polymeric laminate. An investigation of the adiabatic heating of the highly strained interlayer in the post-
breakage phase was performed with high-speed infrared thermography. A significant temperature rise of the 
interlayer in the impacted area and in the vicinity of cracks of the broken PMMA was observed, which 
facilitates temperature-based alteration of material properties during the test. Material and Finite Element 
modelling techniques are proposed and discussed, which are able to represent the mechanical and thermal 
behaviour of the laminate qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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“A novel hybridised composite sandwich core with Glass, Kevlar and Zylon fibres – Investigation under low-
velocity impact”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 137, Article 103430, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103430 
ABSTRACT: A novel fibre composite sandwich core has been introduced in this study. Trapezoidal corrugated 
core glass-fibre sandwich structures were hybridised using Kevlar and Zylon fibres to improve the dynamic 
impact performance. The composite cores were fabricated with four layers of glass fibre and one of the layers 
was replaced either by Kevlar or Zylon fibre to create hybrid composite core (Glass-to-Kevlar or Glass-to-
Zylon ratio 75:25). The impact behaviour, damage mode, specific absorbed energy, and residual strength after 
the impact of the composite sandwiches were investigated using a low-velocity impact test with 30J, 40J and 
50J kinetic energy level. The experimental results revealed that the hybridised sandwiches with high-
performance fibre are performing extremely well when subjected to impact energy above the threshold limit. 
The observations during the experimental work and numerical simulation have confirmed that Glass-Kevlar and 
Glass-Zylon hybridisation can eliminate severe core rupture by minimising stress concentration and provide 
high specific energy without increasing structural weight. Moreover, the loss of strength and stiffness of 
trapezoidal corrugated core sandwich structures after an impact event can be minimised up to 56% and 69%, 
respectively using Glass-Zylon hybridisation technique. Furthermore, an empirical relationship for predicting 
the residual strength of the composite core sandwich is proposed. 
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“The Dynamic response of shallow sandwich arch with auxetic metallic honeycomb core under localized 
impulsive loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 137, Article 103442, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103442 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, auxetic metallic cellular material such as auxetic reentrant honeycomb is one of 
the research hotspot in metallic cellular materials due to its attractively negative Poisson's ratio. In this 
manuscript, the dynamic response of the end-clamped shallow sandwich arch with aluminum face sheets and 
auxetic reentrant hexagonal aluminum honeycomb core subjected to foam projectile with high-velocity impact 
was experimentally and numerically investigated. The reentrant honeycomb cores with different cell-wall 
thicknesses were fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM). The deformation processes of honeycomb core 
were captured by a high-speed camera. And deflection history of back face sheet was obtained using three-
dimensional digital imaging correlation method (DIC) analysis system. Failure modes and deformation 
mechanisms of the sandwich arch were investigated. According to experiment results, the local negative 
Poisson's ratio deformation was found in honeycomb core. Then, a finite element (FE) model was established to 
study the dynamic deformation evolution of two face sheets and auxetic reentrant honeycomb core. The results 
showed that the honeycomb cells were not always undergoing shrinkage deformation and flowing into the 
loading center, while the local expand deformations of honeycomb core were also found. 
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quadrangular steel plates subjected to localised blast loadings”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, 
Vol. 137, Article 103461, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103461 
ABSTRACT: The design of modern military and naval platforms against weapon threats is often assisted by a 
combination of experimental, analytical and computational simulations. These tools provide relevant insights 
about material reliability, mechanical performance and platform design vulnerability to support the 
determination of safety critical aspects, such as response to blast and fragmentation loading. 
Analytical models are inherently simplified, limiting their ability to accurately model scenarios with 
complicated geometries and material properties, or highly non-linear loadings. Appropriate experimental and 



numerical modelling can overcome the limitations of analytical models but also require long lead times and 
high associated costs. These issues can be a point of concern for projects with strict development schedules, 
short time-to-solution, and limited resources. 
Machine learning techniques have proven viable in the development of fast-running models for highly non-
linear problems. The present work explores four models based on the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), a type of 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), for assessing the mechanical response of mild steel plates subjected to 
localised blast loading. Experiments combined with validated Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models provide a 
hybrid dataset for training ANNs. The resultant dataset is a combination of sparsely populated experimental 
data with a denser dataset of validated FEA simulations. The final results demonstrate the potential of ANNs to 
incorporate high strain-rate material response behaviour, such as that from blast loading, into optimised models 
that can yield timely predictions of structural response. 
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“Multiscale numerical optimisation of hybrid metal/nonwoven shields for ballistic protection”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 138, Article 103478, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103478 
ABSTRACT: This research presents a detailed numerical study of the ballistic performance of lightweight 
hybrid metal/nonwoven shields for automotive applications. Several configurations, including different number 
of nonwoven fabrics, were analysed to find the optimal design. Impact response of the nonwoven fabric was 
predicted by a multiscale numerical constitutive model able to capture its complex deformation and failure 
mechanisms: fibre straightening, realignment and disentanglement. Special attention was paid to the interaction 
between layers for different air gaps in the final energy absorption capacity of the shield, and detailed analysis 
of the different sequences of triggered failure modes was provided. The hybrid shield outperformed the previous 
configurations, resulting in an absorption capacity about twice the sum of the energies dissipated by the steel 
plates and the nonwovens individually. Furthermore, the hybrid shield increased the energy absorption capacity 
of the baseline steel plates by a factor over 8, with an almost negligible increment of areal weight of 5.5%, 
giving the possibility to improve the ballistic performance of conventional automotive components without 
penalising the fuel consumption. 
 
Sipei Cai, Jun Liu, Pan Zhang, Chunpeng Li and Yuansheng Cheng (School of Naval Architecture and Ocean 
Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, China), “Dynamic response of 
sandwich panels with multi-layered aluminum foam/UHMWPE laminate cores under air blast loading”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 138, Article 103475, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103475 
ABSTRACT: The air blast responses of sandwich panels with multi-layered aluminum foam/UHMWPE 
laminate cores were analyzed experimentally and numerically. The focus was placed on the effects of foam core 
gradation and the locations of UHMWPE laminates. Multiple failure modes were exhibited by the panels, 
including local indentation and global bending deformation of face sheets, crushing and fragmentation of foam 
core, debonding of adhesive, and delamination and fracture failure of UHMWPE laminate. Experimental results 
showed that the ascending density foam core was beneficial to decrease the face sheet deformations and to 
alleviate the shear-induced collapse of foam core. Incorporating the UHMWPE laminates would induce a lower 
front face deformation and a higher back face deformation. The phenomenon would be more evident with the 
UHMWPE laminates placed close to the front face. Numerical results demonstrated that deploying the 
UHMWPE laminate as a first layer core significantly lowered the center velocity of front face. The existence of 
UHMWPE laminate would change the response modes of the panels. Most of the blast energy was dissipated by 
the multi-layered cores. The UHMWPE laminates exhibited less efficient in absorbing energy than the 
aluminum foam. Generally, the findings revealed the undesirable performance of the panels with multi-layered 
aluminum foam/UHMWPE laminate core under air blast loading. 
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“Geometrical and topological evolution of a closed-cell aluminium foam subject to drop-weight impact: An X-
ray tomography study”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 139, Article 103510, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103510 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical properties of closed-cell aluminium foams are governed by their geometrical and 
topological evolution during impact. Here we non-destructively investigate the deformation mechanisms of a 
closed-cell aluminium foam sample at the cell scale. The sample has been compressed with 21 interrupted drop-
weight impacts at a nominal strain rate of 40 s−1 and the post-impacted sample has been imaged at four pertinent 
strain states with high-resolution X-ray micro-computed tomography (XCT). Moreover, a number of qualitative 
and quantitative structural analyses are carried out using advanced 3D image analyses to understand the effect 
of foam geometry/topology on its mechanical response. Our results show that the deforming microstructure 
creates strong correlations across a range of geometrical, topological and shape characteristics. Quantitative 
image analyses of the sample at four different strain states reveal that the regions with large void fractions 
predominantly undergo collapse and subsequently reduces the structural heterogeneity. Further, we show that 
the deformation mechanism leaves topological signatures in the evolving microstructure, which can be used to 
better understand the mechanical response of the sample at various stages of impact-deformation. We 
demonstrate here, for the first time, how the topological quantities can be used to explore the foam deformation 
mechanisms and to correlate the deformation with mechanical response during impact. 
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Harbin 150001, PR China), “Dynamic response of foam core sandwich panel with composite facesheets during 
low-velocity impact and penetration”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 139, Article 103508, 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103508 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate the dynamic response of foam core sandwich panel with composite 
facesheets, particularly considering the penetration processes under low-velocity impact. An analytical model 
based on energy approach is developed to predict contact force, contact time, impactor displacement, energy 
absorption and failure modes. Contribution of the structural components in energy absorption is further 
analyzed. The predictions are compared with experimental and numerical results and reasonable agreement is 
achieved. The present work provides an analytical method to study the mechanisms of impact damage and 
energy absorption for the composite sandwich panels with closed-cell foam core. 
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France), “Finite element modeling of non-conventional energy dissipating systems using metallic like-
composite tubular structures”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 139, Article 103511, May 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103511 
ABSTRACT: This work focused on a numerical modeling of innovative non-conventional energy dissipating 
systems developed and tested experimentally in [1] to enhance their energy absorption capacity. The basic 
concept utilized the axial plastic buckling of right-circular mild steel like-composite tubes with various case-
hardened patterns. Such a heat treatment has been applied on 15% of the outer surface with a depth of 0.5 mm. 
In this work, a nonlinear finite element modeling was conducted describing the response of such tubes targeting 
particularly their behavior along the tube thickness. The S4R shell element of 1 mm size was used looking for 
an accurate mesh convergence. A contact with a dry friction penalty was highlighted by the contact between the 
tube surface-to-surface and the tube-to-rigid bodies. The mass scaling technique was also considered to increase 
the stability time. Four case-hardened patterns of 2, 3, 4 and 5 rings and two other vertical strip patterns of 2 and 
3 strips were modeled, simulated and compared with the experimental data. Moreover, a numerical design 
platform with several new case-hardened patterns was proposed. Among the latter, two patterns (12C and 
3R3V) showed better energy absorption capacities than the others even for those observed experimentally. 
Actually, they offered a gain in the energy absorption capacity of 42% compared to the conventional case. 
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“Transverse impact behavior of high-strength concrete filled normal-/high-strength square steel tube columns”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 139, Article 103512, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103512 
ABSTRACT: High strength materials and dynamic loadings are two important research topics for building 
structures. In this study, high-strength concrete filled square steel tube columns (HSCFST) using S690 along 
with Q355 structural steel subjected to transverse impact loadings were experimentally tested by a drop hammer 
tester, and the impact force, deformation, and energy absorption of such specimens were obtained. Results 
showed that HSCFST has great impact resistance, showing high impact force plateau value and small 
deflection. The influence of steel strength, concrete strength, steel ratio, and impact energy on impact resistance 
was deeply analyzed. Compared with normal-strength materials, using high strength steel can improve its 
impact resistance but the contribution is not as great as the increment of yield stress, whilst using the high-
strength concrete has limited effect. Besides, a refined finite element (FE) method by ABAQUS/Explicit 
employing the rate-dependent constitutive model for S690 was adopted to simulate the dynamic responses of 
HSCFST under impact loadings, performing a good agreement with tests. This study provides the basic 
experimental data of HSCFST subjected to transverse impact and develops a reasonable FE model to predict its 
impact resistant performance, contributing to the related studies of HSCFST components. 
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“Dynamic response of clamped sandwich beams with fluid-fillied corrugated cores”, International Journal of 
Impact Engineering, Vol. 139, Article 103533, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103533 
ABSTRACT: The effect of fluid filling on the dynamic response of corrugated sandwich beams under 
simulated blast loading with close-celled metallic foam projectile was systematically investigated. Deformation 
and failure modes as well as displacement/contact force/energy absorption histories of water-filled sandwich 
beams were obtained at different impact levels and compared with those of empty sandwich beams. 
Subsequently, a combined smoothed particle hydrodynamics-finite element (SPH-FE) model was employed to 
simulate the dynamic responses of water-filled sandwich beams, explore the underlying mechanisms, and assess 
the influence of fluid-filling and sealing material on permanent beam deflection. Good agreement was achieved 
between numerical simulations and experimental measurements. Under impact loading, the filled liquid 
provides strong interaction between fluid and sandwich components owing to its inertia and incompressibility. 
Fluid-filling led to not only significantly reduced permanent deflection of both face sheets but also considerably 
enhanced resistance of the corrugated core against plastic buckling and progressive folding 
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“Crushing behaviors of unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced plastic composites under dynamic bending and 
axial crushing loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 140, Article 103539, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103539 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic crushing characteristics of unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced plastic composites 
under two loading types, dynamic three-point bending and axial crushing, are investigated by experiment and 
finite element simulation. Hat section samples with two different layup orientations are tested at various impact 
velocities to investigate its effects. The experiment results show that delamination plays a critical role in 
dynamic bending deformation. Different layup orientations lead to similar crushing bending behaviors, but 
remarkable variations in delamination pattern evolutions. In contrast, layup orientation exerts more significant 
effects on failure modes and energy absorption in axial crushing. A finite element model with multiple layers of 
thick shell element and cohesive element is established, and simulations are performed for both dynamic three-
point bending and axial crushing. The model can capture the crushing behaviors in the two loading types 
reasonably well. The damage evolution and energy absorption through various mechanisms at different loading 
conditions are discussed. 
 
H. Hadidi, R.Q. Feng and M.P. Sealy (Dept. of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, NE, USA), “Low velocity impact of hybrid stacked steel plates”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 140, Article 103556, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103556 
ABSTRACT: Designing and manufacturing high strength, low weight parts with enhanced impact resistance is 
highly sought after in the transportation industry. The most common methods to improve strength-to-weight 
ratios of impact targets is a composite material composition or a favorable geometric design. An alternative 
method to improve impact performance is functionally gradient mechanical properties in a single material by 
hybrid additive stacking. In this study, low velocity impact tests were conducted on hybrid stacked 1070 steel 
plates where individual layers were subjected to shot peening (SP) to functionally grade mechanical properties. 
Hybrid additive stacking refers to secondarily processing preferential layers within a stacked build volume by 
cold working to achieve favorable compressive residual stresses and localized work hardening. Incorporating 
SP on preferential layer intervals during stacking is a radically different approach to increase the strength-to-
weight ratio and impact performance of metals. Cold working individual layers by peening achieves 
functionally gradient mechanical properties in a single material without the need for multi-material composite 
manufacturing. The objective of this work was to investigate the impact strength and energy absorption from 
stacking shot peened and non-shot peened layers to form a hybrid target. Identifying favorable stacking 
sequences provides insight on how to design a hybrid structure that incorporates a mechanical surface treatment 
(e.g., shot peening) to outperform conventional and composite targets. Results showed energy absorption 
improved by incorporating stacked shot peened layers and was dependent on the sequence. The improvement in 
impact performance was attributed to the shot peening induced compressive residual stresses and increased 
friction incorporated within predefined layers. 
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“Large deformation of square plates under pulse loading by combined saturation analysis and membrane factor 
methods”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 140, Article 103546, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103546 



ABSTRACT: Thin plates will experience large deformation under intense pulse loading, which may result in 
serious consequences. Numerous research work has been conducted since 1950s and some theoretical methods 
have been developed to predict the large deformation of plates based on Rigid-Plastic Idealization of material 
behavior. However, even with this idealization, it is often difficult to obtain complete solutions. Membrane 
Factor Method (MFM) has proved a powerful method to solve this problem, resulting in solutions taking into 
account of the effects of the transient phase and the interaction between membrane force and bending moment 
through a relatively simple procedure. On the other hand, Saturation Analysis (SA) based on the saturation 
phenomenon is more rational and accurate than the traditional analyses using total impulse of pulse loading. 
This paper combines these two approaches to study the dynamic plastic response of square plates under 
rectangular pressure pulse and linear decay pressure pulse loading, and then the results are compared with 
modal solutions and FE simulations. Meanwhile, the solutions of this combined method, which merely 
considers the modal phase are also provided to identify the effect of the transient phase. Finally, two sets of 
simple calculation formulae are proposed for the permanent deformation of plates so as to facilitate engineering 
applications. 
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“Compressive behaviour of chiral auxetic cellular structures at different strain rates”, International Journal of 
Impact Engineering, Vol. 141, Article 103566, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103566 
ABSTRACT: The quasi-static and high strain rate response of chiral auxetic cellular structures were evaluated 
in this work. Samples of the chiral auxetic structures were fabricated with the Selective Electron Beam Melting 
(SEBM) technique from copper powder. Uniaxial quasi-static and low-speed dynamic compression tests were 
performed on a universal testing machine, while high strain rate tests up to 5000 s−1 were performed using the 
one-stage powder gun. The experimental measurements together with infrared thermography and high-speed 
camera images were used to study the deformation mechanism of chiral auxetic structures. A significant effect 
of the shock enhancement observed in experiments at higher loading velocities was characterised by evaluating 
the specific energy absorption and specific strength. This phenomenon was further analysed in more detail by 
using parametric computational simulations, which offered more detailed analysis of mechanical behaviour at 
different strain rates. The computational results indicate that the plateau stress of chiral auxetic structure 
increases exponentially with increasing loading velocity. An empirical polynomial approximation was extracted 
from the computational results, which enables estimation of the plateau stress of auxetic cellular structures at 
arbitrary loading velocity in between the analyses velocity limits. 
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“Comparative study on metal/CFRP hybrid structures under static and dynamic loading”, International Journal 
of Impact Engineering, Vol. 141, Article 103509, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103509 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to explore the crushing behavior of aluminum (AL) - carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic (CFRP) tubes with different hybrid configurations subjected to quasi-static and dynamic loading 
conditions. First, a series of experimental tests are carried out to explore the crushing behaviors of hybrid tubes 
in comparison with the corresponding individual tubes made of single material. The experimental results 
indicate that the H-II hybrid tube, made of an outer aluminum circular tube and internally adhered CFRP layers, 
generates a unique deformation pattern; whose outer aluminum tube inverses externally and inner CFRP layers 
crush progressively. With these distinctive deformation features, the H-II hybrid tubes are considered to be ideal 
with superior crashworthiness and energy-absorbing capacity. It is also found that loading rate has little 
influence on deformation pattern of hybrid tubes and single material tubes, while energy-absorbing capacity of 
hybrid tubes and individual CFRP tubes under dynamic loading are substantially lower than those under quasi-
static loading. Second, numerical simulations are performed for the H-II hybrid tubes to provide further insights 



into their underlying energy-absorbing mechanisms. It is found that the external inversion mode of the outer 
aluminum tube is the major energy-absorbing mechanism, in which the contribution of the outer aluminum tube 
to total energy absorption decreases with increase in thickness of CFRP layers. The internal energy of the 
externally inversed aluminum tube is considerably higher than internal energy of typical progressively-folded 
AL tube (sole aluminum tube). Third, a parametric study is further conducted, which indicates that with 
increasing aluminum wall thickness, the specific energy absorption (SEA) increases. Besides, it is found that 
varying fiber orientation of inner CFRP layers leads to no evident change in the deformation mode and SEA of 
the H-II hybrid tubes. When the interfacial strength in between aluminum and CFPR reaches a certain level, 
there is no evident increase in the total energy absorption with further increase of the interface strength, but the 
initial peak crushing force increases notably. These results are expected to deepen the understanding of crushing 
behavior of the H-II hybrid tubes, thereby providing guidance for the crashworthiness design. 
 
Zhenyu Wu, Lin Shi, Xiaoying Cheng, Zhong Xiang and Xudong Hu (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and 
Automation, Zhejiang Sci-Tech University, Hangzhou 310018, China), “Transverse impact behavior and 
residual axial compression characteristics of braided composite tubes: Experimental and numerical study”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 142, Article 103578, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103578 
ABSTRACT: In this study, transverse low-velocity impact response and residual axial compression behavior of 
braided composite tube with different ply number was investigated by experimental and numerical methods. 
The transverse low-velocity impact tests with 5.6 J energy were conducted on the composite tubes. The quasi-
static axial compression performance of intact and pre-impacted tubes was compared to evaluate the effect of 
impact damage. A two-step finite element (FE) model was also established to reveal damage mechanisms of 
braided tube under impact loading and following axial compression. It was found that the wall thickness had a 
significant influence on the impact response. Obvious structural deformation occurred in 2-ply tube when 
subjected to impact loading, resulting in a large projected delamination area. In following axial compression 
process, the delamination failure significantly reduced the local compression stiffness and caused a structural 
instability, which led to a buckling failure mode. In contrast, increasing bending stiffness of 3 or 4-ply tube 
suppressed its structural deformation during impact, leading to a confined projected delamination area and 
therefore the buckling of tube wall was prevented effectively when subjected to axial compression. For all 
impacted tubes, the transition of failure mode from progressive folding mode in intact tube led to a lower 
energy absorption capacity per composite ply, especially for 2-ply tube. 
 
Wei Cai, Ling Zhu, T.X. Yu and Yinggang Li, “Numerical simulations for plates under ice impact based on a 
concrete constitutive ice model”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 103594, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103594 
ABSTRACT: Polar ships and offshore platforms frequently experience floating ice impacts or iceberg collisions 
in Arctic region, which may cause permanent deformations of plates, resulting in negative effects on their work 
performance. The modeling of ice material is critical and difficult point to study the ice-structure interaction. 
This paper proposes a new ice material model based on a soil and concrete material model (MAT 78) with some 
user-defined ice material curves applied, to simulate the ice mechanical behavior in an ice-plate impact 
scenario. Calibration of the proposed ice material model is performed by comparing the pressure-area 
relationship recommended by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) rules. Using this 
proposed ice model, numerical simulations are conducted to study the dynamic behavior of plates under ice 
impact by using LS-DYNA finite element program. The related model tests were also performed to verify the 
accuracy of the results calculated by numerical method. Besides, a series of numerical simulations are 
conducted to investigate the influences of initial ice impact kinetic energy and ice impact momentum on ice-
plate impact. The maximum plastic deformations of plate, energy absorption of plate and energy dissipation of 
ice damage during the ice impact process are studied in these numerical simulations. 
 
Jin-Chun Liu, Shi-Gang Yang, Ya Yang, Qin Fang, Chao Rong and Jia-Ping Gan, “Experimental study of the 
dynamic response of PVB laminated glass under vented explosion loads of methane–air mixtures”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 103588, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103588 



ABSTRACT: Glass curtain walls are widely used in modern architectural design, the majority, of which are 
built using laminated glass. Shattering of these glass walls during natural gas explosions caused by accidental 
leakages create hazardous glass shards. This work therefore experimentally investigates the dynamic response 
of laminated glass during a gas explosion by varying the methane concentration, vent closure material, glass 
layer thickness, and PVB interlayer thickness. The results indicate that the closer the gas concentration is to 
9.5%. The use of a stiffer venting material venting also caused a greater displacement of the glass, thus 
decreasing its resiliency. The PVB interlayer can bond the glass fragments together to restrain the flying effect. 
Furthermore, increasing the thickness of the glass, and PVB clamp layers improved the ability of the specimen 
to resist the gas explosion loads. These test results provide a reference for the design of explosion-resistant 
laminated glass design and accident prevention. 
 
Baixue Chang, Zhijun Zheng, Yongliang Zhang, Kai Zhao, Siyuan He and Jilin Yu, “Crashworthiness design of 
graded cellular materials: An asymptotic solution considering loading rate sensitivity”, International Journal of 
Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 103611, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103611 
ABSTRACT: Introducing graded cellular materials into energy absorber may improve the crashworthiness of 
protective structures. In order to meet the crashworthiness requirement that the impact force does not exceed the 
value that the protected object can afford, a backward strategy guiding the design of relative density distribution 
of cellular material is improved by considering the loading rate sensitivity in a shock model. Asymptotic 
solutions of the relative density distribution are obtained for the cases with or without considering the loading 
rate sensitivity, when a constant impact force is required. It is found that the second-order approximate solutions 
of the relative density distribution are good enough to approximate the exact solutions calculated by the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta scheme. The validity of the design method is further verified by the cell-based finite element 
method, and the results indicate that the deformation localization at the proximal end is caused by both the 
density gradient and inertial effect. It is shown that the average impact force from the design without 
considering loading rate sensitivity exceeds the affordable value of the protected object, but that considering 
loading rate sensitivity can well meet the crashworthiness requirement. Therefore, the asymptotic solution of the 
relative density distribution from the design strategy considering loading rate sensitivity is suitable and 
convenient to guide the crashworthiness design in practical engineering. 
 
Peng Ren, Chunmei Ding, Yuxi Liu, Renchuan Ye, Jie Wu, Yijiang Ma, Wei Zhao and Wei Zhang, “Dynamic 
response and failure of carbon/epoxy composite sandwich subjected to underwater impulsive loading”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 103614, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103614 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the dynamic response and failure modes of carbon/epoxy sandwich structures with 
PVC foam cores subjected to underwater impulsive loading are experimentally investigated. The 3D digital 
image correlation technique with high speed photography is used to capture the dynamic response of the 
structures. The effects of loading intensity, core density, fluid-structure interaction and ply orientation of face 
sheets on the deformation and damage of the clamped sandwich structures are assessed. The results showed that 
the compression of PVC foam can effectively reduce the deformation and damage of the sandwich structures. 
The maximum deflection of rear face sheets increases with PVC core density increasing. The total deflection of 
sandwich plates including front sheets, cores and rear sheets increases with the decreasing of core density and 
fluid-structure interaction parameters. Additionally, the influence of ply orientation of carbon/epoxy face sheets 
on the blast resistance of the sandwich structures can be ignored in the range of normalized impulse intensity 
(0.08-0.29) used in the tests. With the loading intensity increasing, the failure modes of the sandwich plates 
present permanent deflection, fiber breakage at boundary and matrix crack of carbon/epoxy at front face-sheets, 
core compression and debonding between cores and face sheets including front and rear sheets. The results 
obtained from those tests can provide valuable reference to design the lightweight protective structures. 
 
Mun-Beom Shin, Dong-Su Park and Young-Kyo Seo, “Response of subsea pipelines to anchor impacts 
considering pipe–soil–rock interactions”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 
103590, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103590 



ABSTRACT: To safely operate subsea pipelines, protective measures must be taken against external forces 
such as dropped ship anchors. The responses to problems that occur while dropping anchors influence pipelines 
reinforced with rock berms and limit the prediction of pipe–soil interactions. In this study, laboratory 
experiments and finite element analysis (FEA) were used to analyze three interactions (pipe–soil–rock) 
simultaneously, under the scenario of anchor impact. Froude's scaling method was used in the experiments to 
examine the strain of the pipelines resulting from variations in the mechanical properties of the seabed, anchor 
weights (drop heights), burial depth of the pipeline in the seabed, and rock berm heights. Under the same 
conditions, FEA was performed using smooth particle hydrodynamics. Comparison of the pipeline strain results 
from experiments and FEA showed that the maximum error rate was 12%. The results indicated that the 
reduction in stress due to increases in rock berm height varied with two seabed properties. On average, this 
reduction was 20% effective, which is similar to an increase in the depth of seabed burial. Thus, additional 
protection measures using rock berms may substantially reduce the impact of dropped anchors on pipeline 
strain. 
 
Z.P. Gu, X.Q. Wu, Q.M. Li, Q.Y. Yin and C.G. Huang, “Dynamic compressive behaviour of sandwich panels 
with lattice truss core filled by shear thickening fluid”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, 
Article 103616, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103616 
ABSTRACT: The compressive behaviour of sandwich panels with lattice truss core filled by shear thickening 
fluid (SPLTC-STF) at high strain-rates is performed analytically and numerically. Firstly, a hydrodynamic 
constitutive model for the shear thickening fluid (STF) involving shear thinning, shear thickening, and 
hydrostatic compressibility is undertaken to describe the dynamic behaviour of the STF. Then an analytical 
model based on the squeezing flow of viscous fluids is proposed. The squeezing resistance of the STF between 
the two panels of the SPLTC under various loading velocities is analysed using a fluid-structure interaction 
(FSI) simulation, by which the constitutive parameters of the STF are obtained. Finally, the dynamic response 
of the SPLTC-STF involving buckling and post-buckling of core struts in the STF is investigated using the FSI 
method. The enhanced energy absorption capacity of the SPLTC-STF observed in Ref [1] is numerically 
interpreted. The effects of shear thickening behaviour of STF on the dynamic response of SPLTC-STF are 
predicted, providing a method of optimal design for STF filled sandwich panels over a wide range of impulse 
loadings for dynamic energy absorption. 
 
Demet Balkan, Özgür Demir and Aytaç Arıkoğlu, “Dynamic analysis of a stiffened composite plate under blast 
load: A new model and experimental validation”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 143, Article 
103591, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103591 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear dynamic behavior of a laminated composite plate with sandwich 
stiffener subjected to the non-uniform blast load is investigated. The main plate examined has four layers 
carbon/epoxy and the stiffeners composed of carbon/epoxy face sheets and polypropylene honeycomb core. The 
experimental and theoretical studies are carried out in order to investigate the effect of sandwich stiffeners on 
the dynamic response of laminated composite plates under the blast load. In the theoretical study, the equations 
of motion of the stiffened laminated composite plate are derived by the use of virtual work principle. Geometric 
nonlinearities are modelled by taking von Kármán Large Deformation Theory into account for the sandwich 
plate. The clamped boundary conditions are considered for all edges of the plate. The equations of motion are 
discretized into the time domain by using Galerkin's method. The nonlinear coupled equations system is solved 
by NDSOLVE function of Mathematica Software and the displacements, strains and stresses are calculated in 
order to investigate the stiffened laminated composite plate's response to the blast load. The experimental, 
theoretical and numerical analysis results are compared. 
 
Jianguo Ning, Fanlin Meng, Tianbao Ma and Xiangzhao Xu, “Failure analysis of reinforced concrete slab under 
impact loading using a novel numerical method”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 144, Article 
103647, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103647 
ABSTRACT: Failure analyses of reinforced concrete slabs under impact loading are essential to evaluate the 
impact resistance of structures accurately; further, these analyses help reasonably design and construct 
engineering structures. In this paper, we propose a novel three-dimensional (3D) coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian 



method to simulate projectile penetration into the reinforced concrete slab. In this method, the entire 
computational domain is covered with Eulerian cells. The reinforcing bar is also covered with Lagrangian 
particles to avoid numerical oscillations. The physical quantities of the Eulerian cells and Lagrangian particles 
are mapped to each other by their topological relationships. Different materials do not embed owing to the 
combination of the fixed cells and single-valued mapping. Numerical simulations of projectile penetration into 
the concrete slab are compared with the corresponding experimental data and previous numerical results to 
verify the effectiveness of the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian method. Then, the deformation history of the 
reinforcing bar, and the influence of initial penetration velocity, reinforcing bar, and the uniaxial compressive 
strength and thickness of concrete on the penetration performance are conducted. Numerical results demonstrate 
that the 3D Eulerian-Lagrangian method can effectively simulate projectile penetration into the reinforced 
concrete slab. 
 
Peng Ren, Qiangqiang Tao, Liangliang Yin, Yijiang Ma, Jie Wu, Wei Zhao, Zhongcheng Mu, Zitao Guo and 
Zhe Zhao, “High-velocity impact response of metallic sandwich structures with PVC foam core”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 144, Article 103657, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103657 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the deformation and damage behaviors of sandwich plates with composite foam 
core subjected to high velocity impact of metallic foam projectile are investigated. A series of experiments was 
conducted to address the dynamic response, failure modes and energy absorption characteristics of the sandwich 
plates with different configurations. The dynamic behavior of the sandwich plates was analyzed by using 3D-
DIC technique with high speed cameras. The failure modes of the sandwich plates as well as front face sheet, 
foam core and rear face sheet were identified and discussed. The results indicate that the symmetric deformation 
of rear face sheet increased with the impact loading increasing, and the core with greater thickness lengthen the 
responding time of the structures effectively. Compared with the thickness of core, core density played the more 
important role on improving the impact resistance of the sandwich plates at same areal mass. The effect of 
sequence of core layers on the impact resistance can be neglected in this study. Additionally, the energy 
absorption analysis of the six different configurations exhibited that the plates with high density core provided 
more stable and superior energy absorption efficiency. The study could provide a valuable reference for 
designing more efficient light weight protective structures. 
 
Yunfei Deng, Yong Zhang, Xinke Xiao, Ang Hu, Huapeng Wu and Jian Xiong, “Experimental and numerical 
study on the ballistic impact behavior of 6061-T651 aluminum alloy thick plates against blunt-nosed 
projectiles”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 144, Article 103659, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103659 
ABSTRACT: To reveal the effect and necessity of introducing the Lode angle into a fracture criterion in 
ballistic performance simulations of metallic Plates, experimental and numerical work were carried out on 
6061-T651 aluminum alloy (AA6061-T651) thick Plates. Firstly, a series of ballistic tests were conducted via a 
one-stage gas gun test facility that blunt-nosed projectiles of φ12.68 mm penetrated onto 20 mm thick AA6061-
T651 Plates at impact velocities ranging from 280.0 m/s to 400.0 m/s. Subsequently, experimental results in 
terms of initial versus residual velocities of the projectiles and the failure characteristics of the Plates were 
reported. Experimental results showed that shear plugging was the dominating failure mode of the perforated 
Plates. Meanwhile, numerical results corresponding to the ballistic tests were obtained using finite element (FE) 
simulations via the commercial software ABAQUS/Explicit. Specially, we compared the results between 
simulations using a Lode dependent fracture criterion and a Lode independent. Finally, the FE simulations 
indicated that using a Lode dependent fracture criterion better predicts the ballistic behavior of the thick 
AA6061-T651 Plates under impact of blunt-nosed projectiles. It is also found that the Lode angle affects the 
fracture behaviour of the AA6061-T651 significantly. And this effect decreases with the increase of the 
materials’ ductility. 
 
M. Marvi-Mashhadi and J.A. Rodríguez-Martínez, “Multiple necking patterns in elasto-plastic rings subjected 
to rapid radial expansion: The effect of random distributions of geometric imperfections”, International Journal 



of Impact Engineering, Vol. 144, Article 103661, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103661 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we have investigated, using finite element calculations performed in 
ABAQUS/Explicit [1], the effect of ab initio geometric imperfections in the development of multiple necking 
patterns in ductile rings subjected to dynamic expansion. Specifically, we have extended the work of 
Rodríguez-Martínez et al. [2], who studied the formation of necks in rings with sinusoidal spatial perturbations 
of predefined amplitude and constant wavelength, by considering specimens with random distributions of 
perturbations of varying amplitude and wavelength. The idea, which is based on the work of El Maï et al. [3], is 
to provide an idealized modeling of the surface defects and initial roughness of the rings and explore their effect 
on the collective behavior and spacing of the necks. The material behavior has been modeled with von Mises 
plasticity and constant yield stress, and the finite element simulations have been performed for expanding 
velocities ranging from 10 m/s to 1000 m/s, as in ref. [2]. For each speed, we have performed calculations 
varying the number of imperfections in the ring from 5 to 150. In order to obtain statistically significant results, 
for each number of imperfections, the computations have been run with five random distributions of 
imperfection wavelengths. For a small number of imperfections, the variability in the wavelengths distribution 
is large, which makes the imperfections play a major role in the necking pattern, largely controlling the spacing 
and growth rate of the necks. As the number of imperfections increases, the variability in the wavelengths 
distribution decreases, giving rise to an array of more regularly spaced necks which grow at more similar speed. 
A key outcome is to show that, for a large number of imperfections, the number of necks formed in the ring 
comes closer to the number of necks obtained in the absence of ab initio geometric imperfections. 
 
Yuan Li, Zhenhua Lv and Yonggang Wang, “Blast response of aluminum foam sandwich panel with double V-
shaped face plate”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 144, Article 103666, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103666 
ABSTRACT: Critical instruments and buildings demand enhanced blast protection under the environments of 
increased local conflicts and terrorist attacks. There are currently two widely researched measures for blast 
protection: blast energy absorption by cellular materials and energy dispersion by V-shaped plates. Although 
several studies have focused on these individual protection measures, their combination has rarely been 
reported. Therefore, in the present study, these two measures were combined. The resulting aluminum foam 
sandwich panel with a double V-shaped face plate, along with its anti-blast performance, was numerically 
analyzed. The numerical model was validated, and then the blast responses of different structural designs of the 
proposed sandwich panel were examined. Finally, parametric analyses of the protection performance of the 
double V-shaped face plated sandwich panel were conducted. The results indicated that the designed sandwich 
panel could not only disperse the blast impulse but also maintain the energy-absorption property of the foam 
core. Gaps in the sandwich panel should be avoided to prevent acceleration of the face plate. Owing to the 
relatively large local energy absorption, eccentric loading did not significantly affect the performance of the V-
shaped face-plated sandwich panel. The stiffness of the front and back face plates of the proposed sandwich 
panel must be matched properly to balance the effects of energy dispersion and energy absorption for achieving 
the optimal protection performance. This study provides a valuable reference for designing new protective 
structures and enhancing blast and impact protection. 
 
Qinghua Qin, Yuanming Xia, Jianfeng Li, Shangjun Chen, Wei Zhang, Kaikai Li and Jianxun Zhang, “On 
dynamic crushing behavior of honeycomb-like hierarchical structures with perforated walls: Experimental and 
numerical investigations”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 145, Article 103674, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103674 
ABSTRACT: Hierarchical structures have the potential advantage of enhancing their energy absorption 
capabilities. Honeycomb-like hierarchical structures are developed and manufactured by perforating on the cell 
walls consisting of single thickness inclined walls and double thickness vertical walls. The out-of-plane 
dynamic crushing experiments on metal honeycomb-like hierarchical structures with perforated walls are 
carried out to explore the failure modes and energy absorption mechanism. The impact failure modes of 
honeycomb-like hierarchical structures under different impact velocities are obtained. The corresponding 
numerical simulations are also performed. It is shown that the numerical results are in good agreement with 



experimental data. The dynamic mean crushing stress of the honeycomb-like hierarchical structures is larger 
than the quasi-static mean crushing stress. The mean crushing stress, total energy absorption, specific energy 
absorption of honeycomb-like hierarchical structures of perforations on double walls are larger than those of 
perforations on single walls with the same mass. Results from parametric study of factors that influence the 
dynamic crushing response of honeycomb-like hierarchical structures are presented. Compared with the 
uniform perforation design, the perforation gradient designs increase the mean crushing stress. 
 
Xueyang Li, Christian C. Roth, Thomas Tancogne-Dejean and Dirk Mohr, “Rate- and temperature-dependent 
plasticity of additively manufactured stainless steel 316L: Characterization, modeling and application to 
crushing of shell-lattices”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 145, Article 103671, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103671 
ABSTRACT: A combined numerical and experimental investigation is carried out on the quasi-static and high 
strain rate response of additively manufactured stainless steel 316L obtained through selective laser melting. 
The experimental program comprises experiments on uniaxial tension, shear, notched tension and mini-
Nakazima specimens, covering a wide range of stress states and strain rates (from 10−3 to 103/s). An anisotropic 
quadratic plasticity model with Swift-Voce hardening and Johnson-Cook rate- and temperature-dependence is 
identified to describe the behavior of the constituent base material under different stress-states and strain rates. 
Compression experiments at low and high loading speeds are conducted on elastically-isotropic shell-lattice 
structures to further validate the identified plasticity model in a structural application. It is found that the chosen 
plasticity model can describe the reaction force and deformation patterns of the smooth shell lattice loaded at 
different speeds and orientations with good accuracy. The experiments reveal that the additively-manufactured 
shell-lattices are capable of sustaining macroscopic compressive strains of more than 60% without visible 
fracture of the cell walls regardless of the loading speed. The comparison with the results for plate-lattice 
structures of the same mass elucidate the great energy absorption potential of shell-lattices. 
 
Y.P. Sone Oo, H. Le Sourne and O. Dorival, “On the applicability of Taylor’s theory to the underwater blast 
response of composite plates”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 145, Article 103677, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103677 
ABSTRACT: The response of a plane, air-backed plate attached to a rigid baffle when subjected to an 
underwater plane shock wave is investigated numerically and analytically. The numerical simulation takes into 
account a full three-dimensional fluid model involving water cavitation effects. Different numerical models are 
employed and validated by comparing against various experimental results from the literature. The validated 
numerical setup is then used to simulate the underwater shock response of simply-supported, air-backed, 
carbon-fiber/epoxy rectangular plates attached to a rigid baffle. Simplified analytical solution is developed 
based on two-step approach. The two stages considered are early-time phase that adapts Taylor’s fluid-structure 
theory to calculate an impulsive velocity for the plate and long-time phase that involves determining its free 
oscillation response within linear elastic domain, taking into account the water-added mass effect. Finally, the 
applicability of the proposed method is investigated by performing different numerical simulations regarding 
various combinations of peak pressures and decay times, change of aspect ratios, change of materials as well as 
ply orientations. 
 
Arief N. Pratomo, Sigit P. Santosa, Leonardo Gunawan, Djarot Widagdo and Ichsan S. Putra, “Numerical study 
and experimental validation of blastworthy structure using aluminum foam sandwich subjected to fragmented 
8 kg TNT blast loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 146, Article 103699, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103699 
ABSTRACT: A blastworthy structure is defined as a structure that has the ability to deform with a controlled 
force and preserve sufficient residual space around the occupants to limit bodily injury during a blast impact 
incident. In this research, a blastworthy aluminum foam sandwich (AFS) structure that consisted of an occupant 
side plate (OSP), a struck side plate (SSP), and an aluminum foam (Al-foam) core were numerically and 
experimentally subjected to blast-fragmented loading. The explosion with high-pressure shock waves was 
produced by steel-covered TNT, creating a synergistic blast and fragment loading. The interaction between the 
blast-fragment loading and the AFS created a unique perforation pattern due to Monroe's effect. The measured 
blastworthiness characteristics included structural integrity, acceleration, and reaction force. A numerical 



modeling strategy to analyze the blastworthiness performance of the AFS structure was developed to capture 
the dynamic responses and the damage mechanism. Two types of blast loading, namely load blast enhanced 
(LBE) and smooth particle hydrodynamic (SPH) blast loading, were utilized along with the Cockcroft-Latham 
damage modeling on the AFS. A blast experimental setup with a fix-clamped method was used to evaluate the 
blastworthy characteristics of the panel to acquire the central acceleration and reaction force histories. A two-
step process of experimental validation was carried out. First, a pre-test system validation with a very low 
explosive blast using 60 gram of TNT was conducted on the sandwich specimen to ensure the data acquisition 
system's functionality and to obtain comparable data for system validation. Second, a blast impact test using 
8 kg of steel-covered TNT was carried out to validate the numerical modeling results. The results of the 
numerical analysis showed that the LBE model had good agreement with the test data for the small deformation 
blast impact loading with 60 gram TNT. For the large deformation blast impact loading with 8 kg TNT, the 
SPH models provided excellent agreement with the damage mode and dynamic responses, where the 
acceleration and the reaction force performances were both within 6.1% and 6.4% of the experimental 
validation, respectively. As for the structural performance of the AFS construction, it was observed that the 
sandwich panel met the structural integrity requirements. There were no cracks or fractures in the OSP. The 
SSP and Al-foam absorbed more than 98.3% of the blast impact energy, providing extra protection for the OSP. 
This research contributes to the dynamic structural-response and damage investigation of AFS subjected to 
fragmented 8 kg TNT blast loading. 
 
Yu Duan, Zhiyong Liu, Xianhang Zhao, Naidan Hou, Bing Du, Huifang Liu, Zhenqiang Zhao, Bing Hou, 
Yulong Li and Lev N. Rabinskiy, “Crushing behavior of honeycomb vs. foam under combined shear-
compression loading”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 146, Article 103696, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103696 
ABSTRACT: This paper conducts a combined compression-shear test on honeycombs and Kelvin foams to 
compare their yield envelopes. The honeycomb and foam specimens with a similar relative density are 
fabricated by using the additive manufacturing technique. The quasi-static and dynamic crushing behaviors 
under combined shear-compression are investigated by employing a universal testing machine and a rotatable 
Hopkinson bar system, respectively. Five loading angles ranging from 0° to 50° are considered. Results reveal 
that the normal strengths of both honeycomb and Kelvin foam decrease while the shear strengths increase with 
the loading angle increasing. Moreover, honeycombs change the deformation mode from the progressive 
folding mode to the global rotation mode while Kelvin foams maintain the layered folding mode as the loading 
angle increases. Therefore, honeycombs show the normal strength decreasing more sharply than Kelvin foams. 
As a result, although honeycombs possess higher normal strengths than Kelvin foams under pure compression, 
the difference becomes smaller with the increase of loading angle. There is a cross point on the macroscopic 
yield envelopes of honeycomb and Kelvin foam. At this point, honeycomb and Kelvin foam possess the same 
normal and shear strengths. Moreover, the dynamic yield envelopes of both honeycombs and Kelvin foams 
possess an almost isotropic expansion of quasi-static envelopes due to the loading rate effect. These yield 
envelopes provide design criteria for cellular materials to withstand any applied shear and compressive stress 
state. 
 
Sri Datta Rapaka, Manoj Pandey and Ratna Kumar Annabattula, “Dynamic compressive behaviour of auxetic 
and non-auxetic hexagonal honeycombs with entrapped gas”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 
146, Article 103718, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103718 
ABSTRACT: This work aims to study the uniaxial dynamic compression response of hexagonal honeycombs 
with different cell morphologies in the presence of an entrapped gas. A theoretical model is proposed to 
estimate the dynamic crushing strength of non-auxetic honeycombs while including the effect of the entrapped 
gas on the crushing process. The theoretical predictions are shown to agree well with the finite element (FE) 
simulations. From the numerical simulations, Hugoniot relations between the shock velocity and the impact 
velocity are obtained for various honeycomb geometries. It has been observed that shock velocity varies almost 
linearly with impact velocity. Using this fundamental relation, we derive the stress-impact velocity Hugoniot 
from the conservation law of momentum. The dynamic stress-strain states of a regular hexagonal honeycomb 
obtained from the FE simulations show a good agreement with the Hugoniot predictions. It is shown that the 
dynamic stress-strain states for various impact velocities lie on a unique curve, which is different from the 



quasi-static stress-strain response. The local strains behind the shock front are significantly lowered in the 
presence of an entrapped gas, and the stresses behind the shock front are higher as compared to the case where 
there is no entrapped gas. The variation of the plateau stresses with the cell morphology has been explained, and 
correlated to the energy absorption capacity of the honeycombs. A new method to characterize the energy 
absorption capacity of honeycombs is proposed, and the performance of various honeycombs has been 
compared through the dissipation performance parameter. 
 
Zaid Mohammad, Pramod Kumar Gupta and Abdul Baqi, “Experimental and numerical investigations on the 
behavior of thin metallic plate targets subjected to ballistic impact”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 146, Article 103717, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103717 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the description of energy absorption capacity in different deformation modes in the 
perforation of thin metallic aluminum 1100-H12 targets is presented. The targets were impacted with 19 mm 
diameter hard steel cylindrical projectiles of varying nose profiles, viz. ogive, blunt, conical and hemispherical 
shape. Effect of oblique impact on the perforation behavior of 255 mm diameter circular plate targets was 
studied at 0 (normal), 15 and 30° angles from the incidence line. The ballistic performance of two different 
configurations of plate targets, viz. monolithic target of 2 mm thickness and in-contact double layered target of 
equivalent thickness (2 × 1 mm) was also investigated and compared. The numerical simulations were executed 
using Johnson-Cook elasto-viscoplastic material model for the targets in ABAQUS/Explicit solver and the 
results were corroborated with the experimental observations. The ballistic performance of the targets against 
different nose shaped projectiles, was evaluated and compared in terms of ballistic limit velocities, local and 
global deformations in the target, failure mechanisms and plastic work done in various deformation modes 
involved in the impact process. It was observed that the ballistic limit for all targets was increased with 
obliquity, except for targets impacted with blunt nose projectile. The energy absorbed in different deformation 
modes corroborated with the failure mechanisms involved in the target during perforation. Both target 
configurations showed the highest ballistic resistance for hemispherical nosed projectile. 
 
Mohammad Vahab Mousavi and Hadi Khoramishad, “Investigation of energy absorption in hybridized fiber-
reinforced polymer composites under high-velocity impact loading”, International Journal of Impact 
Engineering, Vol. 146, Article 103692, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103692 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the energy absorption capability of hybridized carbon fiber-reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) composites with Kevlar and glass layers subjected to high-velocity impact loading was studied. The 
developed methodology was based on meso-macro scale finite element modeling, experimental testing and 
utilizing a predictive algorithm relying on artificial neural network. The induced damage mechanisms were 
considered in the numerical model by employing appropriate failure criteria for the yarns and matrix of the 
composite laminates and the results were validated against experimental results. An artificial neural network-
based algorithm was used to optimize the energy absorption capability of the hybridized CFRP composites. It 
was found out that a considerably higher improvement in the energy absorption can be achieved by considering 
an appropriate laminate layup without a considerable increase in the laminate mass. The optimum hybridization 
of CFRP laminates resulted in 135% improvement in the absorbed energy with only 9% increase in the mass of 
the laminate. This study can provide a reliable and cost-effective method for designing and analyzing hybrid 
composite laminates under high velocity-impact loading. 
 
Xu He and C. Guedes Soares, “Experimental study on the dynamic behavior of beams under repeated impacts”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 147, Article 103724, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103724 
ABSTRACT: Repeated drop weight impact tests have been performed on mild steel beams and aluminum alloy 
beams. The experimental results related to impact force, velocity of the indenter, displacement, absorbed energy 
process are presented and analyzed. The impact process between the indenter and the specimen is described. 
Pseudo-shakedown phenomenon was observed during the repeated impacts. When a pseudo-shakedown state is 
reached, the maximum contact force, maximum displacement of the beam, rebound velocity of the striker, 
contact time, all of them reach a constant value respectively and the permanent displacement of beam will not 
increase further more under identical repeated impacts. 
 



J.A. Harris and G.J. McShane, “Impact response of metallic stacked origami cellular materials”, International 
Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 147, Article 103730, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103730 
ABSTRACT: Cellular materials are attractive for applications in structural protection and impact energy 
absorption. Progressive buckling of cell walls during compression delivers good specific strength and energy 
absorption. In a cellular solid, the arrangement of the cell wall material with respect to the direction of loading 
has a key influence on its mechanical response. This is especially true for cellular materials loaded in dynamic 
compression, where dynamic buckling and inertial stabilisation effects can also be sensitive to the alignment of 
cell walls with the loading direction. Origami-based geometries provide one route to designing cellular 
materials to achieve controllable collapse modes and, in some cases, auxeticity. The stacked Miura-ori 
geometry has been proposed recently as a strategy for constructing a volume of periodic cellular solid from an 
origami-inspired unit cell. However, these have been previously difficult to manufacture. Using selective laser 
melting, an additive manufacturing process, stainless steel stacked origami materials were produced in a 
periodic cellular arrangement for the first impact tests on such a cellular material. The origami specimens were 
tested with a gas gun and direct impact Hopkinson bar apparatus, at impact speeds of 50 m/s and 100 m/s. The 
auxetic behaviour of the origami fold was observed to diminish at the higher impact speeds, due to the 
localisation of deformation to individual fold layers. Different fold configurations were studied through 
simulations, with clear trends observed between fold angle and specific energy absorption and strength. Lastly, 
the influence of material strain rate sensitivity was investigated numerically. 
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R. Guélou, F. Eyma, A. Cantarel, S. Rivallant and B. Castanié, “Crashworthiness of poplar wood veneer tubes”, 
International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 147, Article 103738, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103738 
ABSTRACT: This work studies the potential of using wooden tubes for crash applications. The tubes were 
made from 1 mm thick “I214” poplar veneers, according to different stacking sequences. Four configurations 
were characterized under static crushing (5 mm/min) and the one that performed best ([90/04/90]) was chosen to 



undergo dynamic tests under a drop weight tower (5.7 m/s). This configuration presents significant energy 
absorption performance in static (31.6 J / g) and in dynamic (28.5 J / g) crushing for a material that is natural, 
ecological (low carbon footprint), recyclable, and low cost in comparison with other materials such as 
composite materials. As with composites, the position, number, and orientation of the plies directly affect the 
amount of energy absorbed. The use of poplar, one of the weakest woods in mechanical terms, shows the 
possibilities of wood for this use. 
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“Investigation of the auxetic oval structure for energy absorption through quasi-static and dynamic 
experiments”, International Journal of Impact Engineering, Vol. 147, Article 103741, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2020.103741 
ABSTRACT: Auxetics are structures and materials with a negative Poisson's ratio, meaning they contract in the 
direction perpendicular to the applied force under a compressive load. This phenomenon can lead to increased 
energy absorption, among other favourable parameters to protect against impulsive loadings. In this research, a 
structure with alternating oval perforations was investigated which gives rise to an auxetic geometry, referred to 
as an ‘auxetic oval’ design within this paper. Quasi-static (strain rate = 0.001/s) and dynamic (strain 
rate = 100/s) experiments have been conducted on small-scale specimens, manufactured using subtractive 
fabrication (laser cutting). Different design criteria were examined to understand the mechanisms behind the 
energy absorption of the auxetic structures. A modified version of the energy efficiency method was developed 
to determine the densification strain of the auxetics. A shift from strain-softening to strain-hardening behaviour 
is seen as the number of cell layers increases, with the perfectly-plastic response ideal for energy absorbing 
structures. Inertia effects are present in the dynamic tests, showing an increase in plateau stress for several of 
the designs. The quasi-static and dynamic responses are fundamentally identical, meaning that the performance 
of the auxetics do not change under the range of strain rates examined. Digital image correlation has been 
successfully utilised in the analysis process. This includes confirmation of the mechanism giving rise to the 
auxetic behaviour (rigid rotating squares) and the calculation of the negative Poisson's ratio. Strain fields have 
been examined showing the regions of energy dissipation. Based on these results the auxetic oval design 
experiences bending dominated behaviour. Finally, a unique design has been developed, dubbed the ‘Hybrid 
Auxetic Oval’, which shows favourable behaviour compared to the equivalent base auxetic oval design by 
mitigating the effects of fracture. 
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of UHPC as a blast-resistant material was proved quantitatively by comparison with NSC. Then, the 
corresponding 3D finite element (FE) model was established by adopting the program LS-DYNA, both the blast 
loadings induced by the medium-range explosions and the constitutive model parameters of UHPC were mainly 
concerned. The applicability of the CONWEP method in predicting the blast overpressures was verified, but the 
prediction precision declines with the decrease of scaled distance since the influences of charge shape and 
detonation point enhanced accordingly. Moreover, based on the systematic static and dynamic mechanical tests 
data, the parameters of Karagozian & Case concrete (KCC) model describing the strength surface, equation of 
state (EOS), damage evolution, and strain rate effect of UHPC were calibrated. Finally, the present FE model, 
numerical algorithm and the calibrated model parameters were fully verified by comparing the numerical results 
with the test data, which could provide reference for the evaluation and design of UHPC structures under blast 
loadings. 
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ABSTRACT: Explosions due to terrorist attacks or accidents can cause severe damage to critical infrastructure. 
To protect important facilities from explosion damage, they can be constructed belowground. Further, an 
explosion mitigation layer can be used to provide additional protection. In this study, an expanded polystyrene 
(EPS) plate has been incorporated into the soil layer for blast mitigation, and the performance of the system has 
been investigated experimentally. The results indicate that there is an optimum ratio of sand layer thickness and 
EPS plate thickness for decreasing and dispersing blast pressures. Formulas describing the peak pressure and 
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ABSTRACT: Direct impact testing with a Hopkinson bar is, nowadays, a very popular experimental technique 
for investigating the behavior of cellular materials, e.g., lattice metamaterials, at high strain-rates as it 
overcomes several limitations of the conventional Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB). However, standard 
direct impact Hopkinson bars (DIHB) have only single-sided instrumentation complicating the analysis. In this 
paper, a DIHB apparatus instrumented with conventional strain-gauges on both bars (a so called Open 
Hopkinson Pressure Bar - OHPB) is used for dynamic impact experiments of cellular materials. Digital image 
correlation (DIC) is used as a tool for investigating the displacements and velocities at the faces of the bars. A 
straight-forward wave separation technique combining the data from the strain-gauges with the DIC is adopted 
to increase the experiment time window multiple times. The experimental method is successfully tested at 
impact velocities in a range of 5-30m/s with both linear elastic and visco-elastic bars of a medium diameter. It is 



shown that, under certain circumstances, a simple linear elastic model is sufficient for the evaluation of the 
measurements with the visco-elastic bars, while no additional attenuation and phase-shift corrections are 
necessary. The applicability of the experimental method is demonstrated on various experiments with 
conventional metal foams, hybrid foams, and additively manufactured auxetic lattices subjected to dynamic 
compression. 
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ABSTRACT: The structure of a foam-filled corrugated core sandwich panel is optimized. Failure modes under 
consideration are the overall and local instability of the panel. Models of plates resting on an elastic foundation 
are used to take into account the foam’s reinforcement effect. Additional constraint related to the effective 
thermal conductivity of the panel is incorporated. 
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ABSTRACT: In the current study, the vibration behavior of axially functionally graded 
nanobeams is investigated in the framework of Eringen's two-phase local-nonlocal model which 
considers both local and nonlocal phases in modelling nano-scale structures. Material properties 
are varied through the length using power-law functions. By employing the Hamilton's principle 
and a conversion between integral-differential, higher order equation of motion with two 
additional higher order non-classical boundary conditions are achieved. A modified differential 
quadrature method is used to solve the problem and the accuracy of the current methodology is 
approved by comparing the results with previous studies for simplified models. In order to 
indicate the influence of different parameters such as nonlocal term, phase coefficients, material 
varying function, etc., a comprehensive parametric study is presented and nanobeam with 
different boundary conditions are discussed. For different boundary conditions, variation of 
frequency terms is presented especially for cantilever axially functionally graded nanobeams in 
which differential form of Eringen's nonlocal theory is unable to model accurately. It is shown 
that the two-phase nonlocal model has the capability to model the axially functionally graded 
nanobeams with different boundary conditions and material varying terms. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present article, an effort is made to analyse the coupled global dynamics of nanoscale fluid-
conveying tubes. The influences of geometric nonlinearity are captured through the nonlinear Euler–Bernoulli 
strain relation of beams. Moreover, the size influences related to the nanoscale tube are captured via developing 
a nonlocal strain gradient model of beams. The Beskok–Karniadakis theory is also used for capturing the size 
influences related to the nanofluid. In addition to size influences, Coriolis acceleration effects together with the 
influences of the centrifugal acceleration are taken into account. Hamilton's principle gives two coupled 
equations of motions, which are discretised utilising Galerkin's technique. A time integration scheme is used for 



extracting the global dynamic characteristics of the nanotube containing nanofluid flow. The non-dimensional 
critical speed associated with buckling is also determined. It is found that the nanofluid speed plays a crucial 
role in the global dynamics in both the subcritical and supercritical regimes. 
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ABSTRACT: For the first time, the nonlinear bending behavior of porous functionally graded (FG) curved 
nanotubes is studied in this paper. The stiffness enhancement and stiffness reduction effects are described by the 
nonlocal strain gradient theory. The FG curved nanotubes have uniformly distributed pores in the radial 
direction. The material properties of the nanotubes corresponds to a modified power-law function. The 
asymptotic solutions of the curved nanotubes is obtained by using the two-step perturbation method. It shows 
that the nonlinear bending behavior of the curved nanotubes is influenced by the size effects, power law index, 
porosity distribution, temperature variation, boundary conditions, and physical dimension. Furthermore, the 
jump changes as well as snap-through buckling can take place when the FG curved nanotubes are under the 
influence of normal bending loads. 
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ABSTRACT: A viscoelastic axially functionally graded (FG) imperfect microbeam is considered and the 
complex nonlinear dynamics is analysed for the first time. The distribution of the material properties from 
beam's left end to the right one is of an exponential form. The small nature of the system is incorporated using 
the couple stress theory (CST) in a modified form. The viscosity between microbeam's infinitesimal elements is 
incorporated through the Kelvin-Voigt scheme. The elastic part of the energy is formulated via the elastic 
component of the stress and its couple; the viscous parts are incorporated via a negative work. The energy of 
kinetic type is also formulated. Without ignoring the axial displacement/inertia, Hamilton's principle of energy 
is used to formulate the viscoelastic mechanical model of the microsystem. A high-dimensional 
truncation/discretisation is conducted and numerical simulations are performed based upon it. The complex 
nonlinear dynamics of the axially FG imperfect beam is analysed in the presence/absence of viscosity. 
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ABSTRACT: Wrinkles are commonly observed in uniaxially stretched rectangular sheets with clamped-
clamped boundaries, and can disappear upon excess stretching. Here we explore this wrinkling and 
restabilization behavior both analytically and numerically. We find that Poisson’s ratio plays a crucial role in 
the wrinkling and restabilization behavior. Smaller Poisson’s ratio makes later onset of wrinkling, lower 
amplitude and earlier disappearance of wrinkles. In particular, when Poisson’s ratio is below a threshold, no 
wrinkles occur, which can be explained by the decreasing transverse compressive stresses with respect to the 
reducing Poisson’s ratio. Furthermore, based on the Koiter stability theory, we have semi-analytically predicted 
isola-center bifurcation points, through looking into the sign change of the quadratic terms of potential energy. 
Both theoretical buckling and restabilization points are in agreement with finite element results. Lastly, a 3D 
phase diagram on stability boundaries is provided and we find that when the aspect ratio is beyond a threshold, 
wrinkles may not occur in the center but are split into two packets near the stretching ends. 
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ABSTRACT: In the current work, free vibration of porous nanotubes is studied using Timoshenko beam model. 
The stiffness enhancement and stiffness reduction mechanisms of nanostructure systems are described by the 
nonlocal strain gradient theory. The thickness and material terms are varying along the length where an even 
distribution of porosity is considered using a modified power-law rule. The governing equations and boundary 



conditions are achieved via a virtual work of Hamilton's principle. The equations of motion are solved using the 
generalized differential quadrature method (G-DQM) and also the accuracy and convergency of the present 
methodology are studied. It shows that the dynamic characteristics of porous nanotubes are influenced by size 
effects, geometry, material composition, porosity, and various boundary conditions. Furthermore, for all 
boundary conditions except for the first mode in the case of nano-cantilever porous tubes, the rising of the 
nonlocal and strain gradient parameters lead to decreasing and increasing the natural frequencies, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT: This article reviews, for the first time, the mechanical behaviour of functionally graded structures 
at small-scale levels. Functionally graded nanoscale and microscale structures are an advanced class of small-
scale structures with promising applications in nanotechnology and microtechnology. Recent advancements in 
fabrication techniques such as the advent of powder metallurgy, made it possible to tailor the mechanical 
properties of structures at small-scale levels by fabricating them out of functionally layerwise mixture of two or 
more materials; this class of structures, called functionally graded (FG), can be used to improve the 
performance of many microelectromechanical and nanoelectromechanical systems due to their spatially varying 
mechanical and electrical properties. The increasing number of published papers on the mechanical behaviours 
of FG nanoscale and microscale structures, such as their buckling, vibration and static deformation, employing 
scale-dependent continuum-based models, has proved their importance in academia and industry. Generally, the 
nonlocal elasticity-based models have been used for FG nanostructures whereas modified versions of couple 
stress and strain gradient theories have been utilised for FG microstructures. In this review paper, first, various 
scale-dependent theories of elasticity for FG small-scale structures are explained. Then, available studies on the 
mechanical behaviours of FG nanostructures such as FG nanobeams and nanoplates are described. Moreover, 
available investigations on the mechanics of microstructures made of FG materials are reviewed. In addition, in 
each case, the most important findings of available studies are reviewed. Finally, further possible applications of 
advanced continuum mechanics to FG small-scale structures are inspired. 
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ABSTRACT: This research presents an analytical approach for nonlinear static responses and stability analysis 
of functionally graded porous (FGP) arches with graphene platelets (GPLs) reinforcements (i.e., FGP-GPLRC 
arches). The constitutive material composition of the FGP-GPLRC arch varies along the radial direction of the 
cross section specifically, so that the mechanical performance of the arch such as buckling strength and weight 
can be well controlled for various engineering design purposes. The effective Young's modulus of the FGP-
GPLRC arch is determined by the volume fraction distribution of materials. Based on the Euler-Bernoulli 
hypothesis, the structural responses of the arch considering the geometric nonlinearity are derived by using the 
virtual work method. Two boundary conditions are considered which are including the pinned-pinned and the 
fixed-fixed supports. The loading condition is defined as uniformly distributed load in the radial direction of the 
arch. Different buckling modes are discussed by the illustration of the equilibrium paths. By adopting the 
developed analytical solution, the relationship between the structural response, buckling load, self-weight, 
porosity level and the percentage of content of the GPLs can be investigated efficiently. The applicability and 
effectiveness of the proposed analytical approach for the geometric nonlinear analysis of FGP-GPLRC arch 
structures are demonstrated through numerical examples. 
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ABSTRACT: Mechanical properties of hierarchical lattice structures depend not only on their 
overall shapes and topologies, but also on their microstructural configurations. This paper 
proposes a new method for concurrent topology optimization of structures composed of layer-
wise graded lattice microstructures. Both macroscale design variables representing the 
distribution of different lattice materials and microscale design variables defining the topologies 
of the microstructural unit cells are to be simultaneously optimized. This formulation thus 
integrates the microstructure design into the structural design, instead of pursuing a grey 
macroscale design and then interpreting the intermediate densities into certain microstructures. 
The proposed method also enlarges the design space by allowing for graded microstructures. 
Two new design constraints, namely the structural coverage constraint and the average porosity 
constraint, are introduced into the proposed optimization formulation to reduce the complexity 
of the constraints in the layer-wise graded design. The macroscale and microscale designs are 
linked by using the Asymptotic homogenization method to compute the effective elastic 
properties of the microstructured materials. Numerical examples show validity of the proposed 
method. It is also found that layer-wise graded lattice structures outperform those with uniform 
lattice microstructures in terms of structural stiffness. Finite element simulations of constructed 
models of the optimized designs suggest that graded lattice structures exhibit higher buckling 
resistance and ultimate load bearing capacity than single-scale solid material structures or 
uniform lattice structures under the same material usage. 
 
R. Zaera, O. Serrano and J. Fernandez-Saez (Department of Continuum Mechanics and Structural 
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consistency of the nonlocal strain gradient elasticity”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 138, 
pp 65-81, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.02.004 
ABSTRACT: The nonlocal strain gradient elasticity theory is being widely used to address structural problems 
at the micro- and nano-scale, in which size effects cannot be disregarded. The application of this approach to 
bounded solids shows the necessity to fulfil boundary conditions, derived from an energy variational principle, 
to achieve equilibrium, as well as constitutive boundary conditions inherent to the formulation of the 
constitutive equation through convolution integrals. In this paper we uncover that, in general, is not possible to 
accomplish simultaneously the boundary conditions, which are all mandatory in the framework of the nonlocal 
strain gradient elasticity, and therefore, the problems formulated through this theory have no solution. The 
model is specifically applied to the case of static axial and bending behaviour of Bernoulli-Euler beams. The 
corresponding governing equation in terms of displacements results in a fourth-order ODE with six boundary 
conditions for the axial case, and in a sixth-order ODE with eight boundary conditions for the bending case. 
Therefore, the problems become overconstrained. Three study cases will be presented to reveal that all the 
boundary conditions cannot be simultaneously satisfied. Although the ill-posedness has been pointed out for an 
elastostatic 1D problem, this characteristic holds for other structural problems. The conclusion is that the 
nonlocal strain gradient theory is not consistent when applied to finite structures and leads to problems with no 
solution in a general case. 
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Yida Mao, C.W. Lim, Tianyun Li, “Thermo-acoustic radiation of free-standing nano-thin film in viscous 
fluids”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 139, pp 11-23, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the theory of thermo-acoustic wave emission and propagation is further generalized 
to consider media viscosity effects. The fully coupled thermo-acoustic field theory and solution for a free-
standing nano-thin film in viscous fluid are further developed where fluid viscosity was usually ignored in many 
early works on thermo-acoustic interaction. The effects of heat loss, heat capacity and heat exchange are also 
considered in this investigation. In addition to examining the double frequency effect when a sinusoidal 
alternating current acts on the nano thin film, we have successfully decoupled the thermal wave propagation 
from the acoustic effect by reformulating the governing differential equations. With appropriate simplification, 
an analytical prediction for near-field and far-field acoustic pressure response with viscosity effect is derived. 
We illustrate in some practical examples that the analytical predictions are in excellent agreement with 
experiments. Further referring to some past works, an analytical solution of higher-order accuracy with respect 
to the wavenumber omitted in the previous studies is obtained. Although the viscous effect may have limited 
influence in the vicinity of the thermo-acoustic source, it is vital for the subsequent propagation of acoustic 
waves. This work may have shown great potentials for the design of thermo-acoustic projectors for new 
underwater sonars as compared with the electro-acoustic traditional designs that are induced by membrane 
vibrations. 
 
Qun Huang, Jongchol Choe, Jie Yang, Yanchuan Hui, Rui Xu and  Heng Hu, “An efficient approach for post-
buckling analysis of sandwich structures with elastic-plastic material behavior”, International Journal of 
Engineering Science, Vol. 142, pp 20-35, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.05.018 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to propose an efficient and accurate framework for the post-buckling analysis of 
sandwich structures with elastic-plastic material behaviors. Correspondingly, efforts are made in two aspects, 
i.e., the model and the nonlinear solver. A new one-dimensional sandwich model is firstly established, in which 
the skins are described by Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, while the core layer is approximated by high-order 
functions. The Ramberg–Osgood elastic-plastic material behavior is considered for the core and the linear 
elastic for the skins. Green–Lagrange strains are used for accurately describing large deformations in both skins 
and core layer. The resulting nonlinear equations are then solved by an efficient and robust path-following 
technique, i.e., the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM), in which the bifurcation indicator is introduced to 
precisely detect bifurcation points and the corresponding instability patterns. Several typical instability 
phenomena (global buckling, local-global-coupling instability and shear crimping) are investigated and 
numerical results demonstrate that the proposed approach is able to accurately characterize the post-buckling 
behaviors of sandwich structures with few computational cost. 
 
Shahriar Dastjerdi, Bekir Akgöz, “On the statics of fullerene structures”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 142, pp 125-144, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, thorough research on bending analysis of the fullerene structures (such as 
C60, C720, C2160, and C4860) resting on the Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation and under external loading is 
conducted. Small-scale effects on the results are taken into consideration via nonlocal elasticity theory. The 



geometry of fullerene structures is assumed as a sphere and doubly-curved structure. The static governing 
equations for fullerene structures are derived by implementing the principle of minimum potential energy on the 
basis of the nonlocal first-order shear deformation theory. Various types of boundary conditions including the 
free edges are considered. The elastic foundation is applied locally on the particular area of the structure, on the 
contrary of the most available researches that have considered it on the whole of problem geometry. For this 
aim, an innovative formulation is presented in which simulates the elastic foundation locally. The resulting 
equations are solved by using the semi-analytical polynomial method (SAPM). Since no similar research has 
been done before, the bending results of a spherical structure (whereas the fullerene structure can be 
approximated by a sphere) are compared and validated with the results of ABAQUS software. Also, the effects 
of several important parameters such as the type of fullerene structure, the nonlocal parameter, and the elastic 
foundation constants on the results are investigated in detail. 
 
Ali Farajpour, Mergen H. Ghayesh, Hamed Farokhi, “Nonlocal nonlinear mechanics of imperfect carbon 
nanotubes”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 142, pp 201-215, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: In this article, for the first time, a coupled nonlinear model incorporating scale influences is 
presented to simultaneously investigate the influences of viscoelasticity and geometrical imperfections on the 
nonlocal coupled mechanics of carbon nanotubes; large deformations, stress nonlocality and strain gradients are 
captured in the model. The Kelvin-Voigt model is also applied in order to ascertain the viscoelasticity effects on 
the mechanics of the initially imperfect nanoscale system. The modified coupled equations of motion are then 
derived via the Hamilton principle. A solution approach for the derived coupled equations is finally developed 
applying a decomposition-based procedure in conjunction with a continuation-based scheme. The significance 
of many parameters such as size parameters, initial imperfections, excitation parameters and linear and 
nonlinear damping effects in the nonlinear mechanical response of the initially imperfect viscoelastic carbon 
nanotube is assessed. The present results can be useful for nanoscale devices using carbon nanotubes since the 
viscoelasticity and geometrical imperfection are simultaneously included in the proposed model. 
 
Lidiia Nazarenko, Aleksandr Yu. Chirkov, Henryk Stolarski, Holm Altenbach, “On modeling of carbon 
nanotubes reinforced materials and on influence of carbon nanotubes spatial distribution on mechanical 
behavior of structural elements”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 143, pp 1-13, October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.06.008 
ABSTRACT: A recently developed approximate approach for modeling of carbon nanotubes and for evaluation 
of the effective properties of carbon nanotubes reinforced materials is applied to analysis of square plate with 
hole under uniaxial tension. It is assumed, that the plate is made of polymer with randomly distributed and 
randomly oriented carbon nanotubes. Distributions of carbon nanotubes volume fraction is varied over the 
surface of the plate, with the constraint that the total volume of nanotubes in the structure is the same, and the 
effects of that on stress concentration is evaluated. Such special variation volume fraction makes the carbon 
nanotubes reinforced polymer a functionally graded material. 
In evaluation of the local effective properties the Gutrin–Murdoch material surface model is applied to a hollow 
cylinder of finite thickness and combined with the notion of energy equivalence to replace carbon nanotube 
with an equivalent solid cylinder. The interphase, if any, can be modeled as a spring layer and subsequently 
added to obtain another equivalent solid cylinder. The material reinforced with such solid cylinders is then 
evaluated using the method of conditional moments, a stochastic homogenization approach proposed earlier for 
determination of the effective properties of random materials. 
 
M.H. Jalaei, Ӧ. Civalek, “On dynamic instability of magnetically embedded viscoelastic porous FG nanobeam”, 
International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 143, pp 14-32, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.06.013 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic instability of viscoelastic porous functionally graded (FG) nanobeam embedded on 
visco-Pasternak medium subjected to an axially oscillating loading as well as magnetic field is presented in this 
research. Porosity-dependent material properties of the porous nanobeam are described via a modified power-
law function. Viscoelasticity of the nanostructure is considered based on the Kelvin–Voigt model. Employing 
Eringen's differential law in conjunction with Timoshenko beam theory (TBT), the motion equations are 
derived via Hamilton's variational principle. Navier's solution as well as Bolotin's approach are utilized to 



obtain the dynamic instability region of viscoelastic porous FG nanobeam. Some benchmark results related to 
the effects of structural damping, length to thickness ratio, foundation type, nonlocal parameter (NP), static load 
factor, power-law index, porosity volume index and magnetic field on the instability region of porous FG 
nanobeam are evaluated. The results reveal that with increasing power-law index and structural damping, the 
pulsation frequency decreases and so, instability region shifts to left side while as magnetic field magnifies, the 
dynamic instability moves to right side. Also, it is represented that the porosity effect on the dynamic stability 
of FG nanobeam depends significantly on the values of power-low index and magnetic field. 
 
Behrouz Karami, Davood Shahsavari, Maziar Janghorban, “On the dynamics of porous doubly-curved 
nanoshells”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 143, pp 39-55 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.06.014 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with free vibration analysis of doubly-curved nanoshells in which the material 
properties are temperature and porosity dependent, and varying along the thickness direction. The size-
dependent effects of nanostructure systems are captured using the nonlocal strain gradient theory. A modified 
power law rule and the Hamiltonian principle are adopted, respectively, to obtain the material properties and 
governing equations of motion. An analytical technique based on Navier series is utilized to solve the 
eigenvalue problem and satisfied the boundary condition for simply-supported edges. The numerical results 
show that the vibration characteristics of the nanoshells are influenced by small scale parameters, geometry 
conditions, material compositions, porosities and thermal environment. Presented numerical results can serve as 
benchmarks for future analyses of doubly-curved nanoshells with porosity phases. 
 
A. Ghazi, P. Berke, K. Ehab Moustafa Kamel, B. Sonon, C. Tiago and  T.J. Massart, “Multiscale computational 
modelling of closed cell metallic foams with detailed microstructural morphological control”, International 
Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 143, pp 92-114, October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.06.012 
ABSTRACT: This contribution addresses the multiscale computational modelling of closed cell metallic foams 
by means of an integrated Representative Volume Element (RVE) generation and computation strategy. The 
microstructural geometry is computationally generated by controlling relevant fine scale features such as the 
distribution of cell sizes, the spatial organization of cell sizes and that of cell wall thicknesses and curvatures. 
The number of faces per cell and of edges per face are also set to comply with the experimentally observed 
values. The computational generation of the RVE is built on three ingredients: (i) a random close inclusions 
packing algorithm based on random sequential addition assisted by neighbour distance control, (ii) a distance 
field-based shape tessellation (morphing) that allows reproducing cell wall curvatures and varying cell wall 
thicknesses from the inclusions packing, (iii) a close control of the shape of the cells. The RVE geometry is thus 
described using implicit functions, thereby allowing a seamless transition towards a recently developed mesh 
generation technique for heterogeneous microstructures represented by such implicit functions, enabling 
simulations in standard softwares. This controlled generation methodology is illustrated based on experimental 
data available in literature for morphological indicators relevant to the foam mechanical behaviour. A 
qualitative and quantitative agreement between FE results and experimental data is obtained for the mechanical 
response of a commercially available ALPORAS foam. The individual contribution of each microstructural 
feature (size distributions, wall thickness and curvatures) to the average behaviour of closed cell foams is 
assessed through FE computations on increasingly complex geometries. 
 
Ahmad Almagableh (1), Mohammad A. Omari (2) and Igor Sevostianov (3) 
(1) Mechanical Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, The Hashemite University, 13133, Zarqa, 
Jordan 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan 
(3) Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, USA 
“Modeling of anisotropic elastic properties of multi-walled zigzag carbon nanotubes”, International Journal of 
Engineering Science, Vol. 144, Article 103127, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103127 
ABSTRACT: Non-linear three dimensional finite element model of double wall carbon nanotube has been 
developed to evaluate its anisotropic elastic properties. Carbon nanotube was modeled as a frame-like structure 
and its elastic properties have been considered in the sense of the average over volume (effective) response on 
the axial and radial loadings. The principal bonds between two adjacent atoms were simulated using equivalent 



pseudo-rectangular beam elements which exhibit different flexural rigidity along the two principal centroid axes 
of the cross-section. The simulation of the interlayer van der Waals force with intrinsic nonlinearity and 
complicated applying region has been performed. Resulting Young's moduli of double walled carbon nanotube 
of diameter of 0.7–2 nm was found to vary from 0.2 to 0.5 TPa in axial direction and from 1.4 to 43.3 GPa in 
radial direction. The radial Young's modulus exponentially decays with the tube diameter. 
 
Behrouz Karami (1), Davood Shahsavari (1), Maziar Janghorban (1) and Li Li (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Marvdasht Branch, Islamic Azad University, Marvdasht, Iran 
(2) State Key Lab of Digital Manufacturing Equipment and Technology, School of Mechanical Science and 
Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, China 
“On the resonance of functionally graded nanoplates using bi-Helmholtz nonlocal strain gradient theory”, 
International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 144, Article 103143, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103143 
ABSTRACT: Up to now, there is no a unified model for the force resonance problem of a three-directional 
functionally graded material (3D-FGM). This contribution tries to present an investigation on the resonance 
behavior of Kirchhoff nanoplates. To capture the small-scale effects on the resonance deflection of nanoplates, 
the bi-Helmholtz nonlocal strain gradient theory incorporating three small-scale parameters is adopted. 
Governing equations of the 3D-FGM nanoplate are derived using the variational approach. Afterwards, an 
analytical method based on Navier series is utilized to obtain the closed-form solution of the resonance 
deflection of nanoplates whose properties vary along the thickness direction. The effects of some parameters 
such as constant material parameters, aspect ratio, and small-scale parameters are investigated in detail. Both 
low- and high-order nonlocal parameters exhibit a “stiffness-softening” effect; the resonance deflection will 
move to the lower load frequencies as either low- or high-order nonlocal parameter increases. The strain 
gradient parameter has, however, a “stiffness-hardening” effect, and the resonance deflection will move to the 
higher load frequencies if considering an increase in the strain gradient parameter. To the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, it is for the first time that the governing equations of 3D-FGM nanoplates using bi-Helmholtz 
nonlocal strain gradient theory are derived, and the resonance phenomena is investigated for the bi-Helmholtz 
nonlocal strain gradient nanoplates. 
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“Finite elastic wrinkling deformations of incompressible fiber-reinforced plates”, International Journal of 
Engineering Science, Vol. 144, Article 103138, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103138 
ABSTRACT: A two-dimensional plate theory, valid for finite elastic deformations with small strains, is derived 
for incompressible, fiber-reinforced materials. Single-layer plates and two-layer laminates are considered. 
Numerical simulations illustrate the substantial effect that fiber reinforcement has on wrinkling patterns in the 
sheet. 
 
Amir Mehdi Dehrouyeh-Semnani (1), Esmaeil Dehdashti (2), Mohammad Reza Hairi Yazdi (1) and Mansour 
Nikkhah-Bahrami (1) 
(1) School of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering – Engineering Mechanics, Michigan Technological University, 
1400 Townsend Drive, Houghton, MI, USA 
“Nonlinear thermo-resonant behavior of fluid-conveying FG pipes”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 144, Article 103141, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103141 
ABSTRACT: In the current paper, an attempt is made to analyze the moderately large oscillations of a 
geometrically nonlinear functionally graded pipe conveying hot fluid subjected to a harmonic lateral excitation. 
The material properties of functionally graded pipe are presumed to vary continuously and smoothly through its 
radial direction according to a power law function. In addition, the temperature-dependency of material 
properties for both the pipe and fluid are taken into account. The equations of motion of the system in the form 
of partial differential equations (PDEs) are derived by implementing the Euler-Bernoulli beam hypothesis and 
the von-Karman geometric nonlinearity. The achieved PDEs are discretized to a set of nonlinearly coupled 



ordinary differential equations via the Galerkin technique. In order to assess the nonlinear thermo-resonant 
characteristics of the system, the method of harmonic balance is employed. Furthermore, the temperature 
distribution in the radial direction of pipe is calculated by use of the one-dimensional steady stead heat 
conduction model in conjunction with the Galerkin technique. The nonlinear thermo-resonant behavior of the 
system accompanied by bifurcations is examined via constructing the frequency-amplitude, force-amplitude, 
and backbone curves. In addition, the role of gyroscopic damping in the nonlinear resonant responses of system 
is explored. Eventually, the comparative studies for a homogeneous isotropic pipe conveying fluid in the 
reference temperature are conducted by employing numerical results available in the scientific literature. 
 
Oliver Eberhardt and Thomas Wallmersperger (Institute of Solid Mechanics, Technische Universität Dresden, 
George-Bähr-Str. 3c Dresden 01069, Germany), “Advanced molecular structural mechanics model for carbon 
nanotubes incorporating the 2nd generation REBO potential”, International Journal of Engineering Science, 
Vol. 144, Article 103137, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103137 
ABSTRACT: Molecular mechanics models like the molecular structural mechanics (MSM) model have been 
proven to be a valuable tool for the investigation of carbon nanotubes. This class of models is based on a 
chemical force field representing the bonds present in the structure. Up to now, the underlying chemical force 
field applied in the MSM model is usually based on harmonic potentials. This simple approach comes with 
major drawbacks limiting the abilities of the MSM approach. In order to overcome these limitations, the present 
work integrates the 2nd generation reactive bond order potential (REBO), which is a sophisticated chemical 
force field, into the MSM approach. The development of this advanced MSM model is given in detail. As a 
demonstration of its capabilities, the elastic properties of different armchair and zig-zag CNTs are investigated 
numerically. It was found, that the results for the elastic properties differ significantly with the choice of the 
underlying chemical force field. The arising differences are discussed and reasons for the occurring behavior are 
given. The developed advanced MSM approach on the basis of the REBO potential strongly enhances the 
capabilities of the MSM approach while maintaining its excellent accessibility and applicability together with a 
low computational effort. 
 
Raffaele Barretta, Francesco Marotti de Sciarra and Marzia Sara Vaccaro (Department of Structures for 
Engineering and Architecture, University of Naples Federico II, via Claudio 21, Naples 80125, Italy), “On 
nonlocal mechanics of curved elastic beams”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 144, Article 
103140, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103140 
ABSTRACT: Curved beams are basic structural components of Nano-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (NEMS) 
whose design requires appropriate modelling of scale effects. In the present paper, the size-dependent static 
behaviour of curved elastic nano-beams is investigated by stress-driven nonlocal continuum mechanics. Axial 
strain and flexural curvature fields are integral convolutions between equilibrated axial force and bending 
moment fields and an averaging kernel. The nonlocal integral methodology formulated here is the 
generalization to curved structures of the treatment in [Int. J. Eng. Science 115 (2017) 14–27] confined to 
straight beams. The corresponding nonlocal differential problem, supplemented with non-standard boundary 
conditions, is highlighted and shown to lead to mathematically well-posed problems of nano-engineering. The 
theoretical predictions, exhibiting stiffening nonlocal behaviours, are therefore appropriate to significantly 
model a wide range of small-scale devices of nanotechnological interest. The nonlocal approach is exploited by 
analytically establishing size-dependent responses of curved elastic nano-sensors and nano-actuators that are 
driven by the small-scale characteristic parameter. 
 
Hayri Metin Numanoğlu and Ömer Civalek (Akdeniz University, Civil Engineering Department, Division of 
Mechanics, Antalya, Turkey), “On the dynamics of small-sized structures”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 145, Article 103164, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103164 
ABSTRACT: In this study, free vibration analyses of small-scaled trusses and frames are firstly carried out 
based on nonlocal elasticity of Eringen. Nonlocal matrix motion formulation is derived by using linear algebraic 
equations. Finite element method based weighted residual is utilized to solve the resulting equations. Various 
numerical studies are presented for nondimensional natural frequencies of different truss and frame models. A 
detailed parametric study is performed to investigate the influences of nonlocal parameter, geometric properties, 
direction angle, mode numbers, and length-to-diameter ratio on the natural frequencies of micro/nano trusses 



and frames. It is revealed that there is a significant relationship between the size-dependent dynamic response of 
these structures and the geometrical and structural properties of them. 
 
F.O. Falope, L. Lanzoni and A.M. Tarantino (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Dipartimento di 
Ingegneria “Enzo Ferrari”, DIEF, Via P. Vivarelli 10, Modena, 41125, Italy), “The bending of fully nonlinear 
beams. Theoretical, numerical and experimental analyses”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 
145, Article 103167, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103167 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the equilibrium problem of fully nonlinear beams in bending by extending 
the model for the anticlastic flexion of solids recently proposed by Lanzoni and Tarantino (2018) in the context 
of finite elasticity. In the first part of the paper it is shown, through a parametric analysis, that some geometrical 
parameters of the displacement field lose importance when slender beams are considered. Therefore, kinematics 
is reformulated and, subsequently, a fully nonlinear theory for the bending of slender beams is developed. In 
detail, no hypothesis of smallness is introduced for the deformation and displacement fields, the constitutive law 
is considered nonlinear and the equilibrium is imposed in the deformed configuration. Explicit formulas are 
obtained which describe the displacement fields of the inflexed beam, the stretches and the stresses for each 
point of the beam using both the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions. All these formulas are linearized by 
retrieving the classical formulae of the infinitesimal bending theory of beams. In the second part of the paper 
the theoretical results are compared with those provided by numerical and experimental analyses developed for 
the same equilibrium problem with the aim of justify the hypotheses underlying the theoretical model. The 
numerical model is based on the finite element (FE) method, whereas a test equipment prototype is designed 
and manufactured for the experimental analysis. 
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“Viscoelastically coupled mechanics of fluid-conveying microtubes”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 145, Article 103139, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103139 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the complex viscoelastically coupled global mechanics of fluid-conveying 
microtubes is examined for the first time. The externally excited microtube is assumed to be embedded in a 
nonlinear elastic medium. A scale-dependent theoretical model is presented with consideration of curvature 
nonlinearity within the context of the modified version of the couple stress theory (CST). According to 
Hamilton's energy/work principle, the coupled nonlinear equations of fluid-conveying microscale tubes are 
presented. Both the transverse and longitudinal displacements and inertia are taken into account in the 
continuum-based model and numerical calculations. In order to discretise the governing nonlinear differential 
equations, Galerkin's weighted-residual procedure is employed. The bifurcation characteristics of the fluid-
conveying microsystem with clamped-clamped boundary conditions are obtained within the framework of a 
direct time-integration procedure. It is found that the complex global dynamics of the fluid-conveying 
microsystem is very sensitive to the speed of the flowing fluid. 
 
Marcin Kapitaniak, Vahid Vaziri and Marian Wiercigroch (Centre for Applied Dynamics Research, School of 
Engineering, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen AB24 3UE, UK), “Bifurcation scenarios in helical buckling of 
slender rods using new FE’, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 147, Article 103197, February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103197 
ABSTRACT: We develop a new Finite Element to accurately model twisting of rods and capture the bifurcation 
scenarios leading to helical buckling and various further post-buckling states. Since standard nonlinear beam 
elements do not account for nonlinearities in torsional modes, as well as for coupling between axial, lateral and 
torsional modes, we derive a new beam element, which allows us to describe complex helical buckling 
bifurcation scenarios of a rod subjected to a twisting load. The formulated beam element is systematically tested 
to assess its predictive capabilities in determining critical torsional buckling loads and its sensitivity to number 
of elements used. Once the model is validated against commercial FE software (Abaqus), we focus our attention 
on computing bifurcation scenarios to observe various complex helical configurations and transitions between 
them. The analysis reveals co-existence between helices with multiple loops for certain values of twisting load. 



Additionally, we trace the transition onsets between stable helical configurations. The developed FE can be 
applied to study complex buckling mechanics of engineering and biological structures. 
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“A review on the biomechanics of coronary arteries”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 147, 
Article 103201, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103201 
ABSTRACT: Globally, cardiovascular diseases are seen as one of the largest economic burdens on society and 
the single largest cause of death, with atherosclerosis the leading cause of myocardial infarction (heart attack). 
Due to the complex interactions in the coronary vasculature, medical imaging technology is unable to recognise 
correlations between artery and fluid mechanics and disease initiation and progression, hence, biomechanical 
analysis of coronary arteries in patient-specific models is necessary to provide critical information in clinical 
settings; large variability in modelling approaches, parameters and results still, however, hamper accurate and 
reliable model development. This review aims to assist in filling that gap by presenting an overview of research 
efforts to date, from both theoretical and experimental perspectives, to assist in addressing the challenge of 
developing a reliable and accurate biomechanical model of human coronary arteries. Studies have been 
categorised primarily on their approach, either purely theoretical, purely experimental/clinical or a combined 
theoretical and experimental/clinical approach as well as then divided into structural, fluid, and fluid–structure 
interaction (FSI) analysis. From research efforts to date it is clear that the development of FSI models to 
incorporate the effects of shear-thinning, non-Newtonian flows in viscoelastic, realistic artery and plaque 
morphologies developed from in vivo, high resolution imaging is critical for accurate determination of disease 
initiation/progression, including atherosclerosis, plaque formation, and failure mechanisms. The inclusion of 
micro-constituents such as micro-calcification, endothelial cell layer, collagen cross-linking, vascular smooth 
muscle cell contractility and constitutive blood equations also affects stress magnitude, distribution and failure 
mechanisms and should be adequately accounted for. A set of appendices are also provided where studies are 
summarised and assessed based on their approach to modelling and are categorised by considering the imaging 
modality used, methodology, material and blood properties, type of coronary artery, approach to the study 
(theoretical, experimental, in vitro & in vivo), number of patients/specimens and a general description. It is 
hoped this review will assist in furthering the field of coronary artery biomechanics and contribute to 
developing accurate and reliable patient-specific models capable of improving our understanding of 
cardiovascular biomechanics and hence, the initiation/progression of related diseases to address the growing 
global morbidity, mortality and economic challenge of cardiovascular disease and myocardial infarction. 
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“Torsional stability capacity of a nano-composite shell based on a nonlocal strain gradient shell model under a 
three-dimensional magnetic field”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 148, Article 103210, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2019.103210 
ABSTRACT: This paper considers a single-walled composite nano-shell (SWCNS) exposed in a torsional 
critical stability situation. As the magnetic field affects remarkably nanostructures in the small size, a three-
dimensional magnetic field is assessed which contains magnetic effects along the circumferential, radial and 
axial coordinates system. Based on the results of the nonlocal model of strain gradient small-scale approach and 
the first-order shear deformation shell theory (FSDST), the problem is estimated. Afterward, the numerical 
results are taken analytically and compared with other existing literature. Hereafter, the influences of various 
factors, such as the magnetic field, are discussed deeply. It is observed that when the magnetic field is studied in 
three dimensions, the transverse magnetic effect is the most serious factor that affects fundamentally the 
torsional stability of the shell. 
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F.P. Pinnola, S. Ali Faghidian, R. Barretta and F. Marotti de Sciarra (Department of Structures for Engineering 
and Architecture, University of Naples Federico II, via Claudio 21, 80125 Naples, Italy), “Variationally 
consistent dynamics of nonlocal gradient elastic beams”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 
149, Article 103220, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103220 
ABSTRACT: The variational static formulation contributed in [International Journal of Engineering Science 
143, 73–91 (2019)] is generalized in the present paper to model axial and flexural dynamic behaviors of elastic 
nano-beams by nonlocal strain and stress gradient approaches. Appropriate forms of non-standard boundary 
conditions are detected and properly prescribed. Equivalence between differential laws and integral 
convolutions is elucidated and invoked to analytically evaluate size-dependent axial and flexural fundamental 
frequencies of cantilever and fully-clamped beams which significantly characterize new-generation nano-
actuators. The proposed methodology and ensuing results are tested by pertinent outcomes in literature. 
Advantageously, in comparison with available nonlocal gradient models, the developed formulation of elasticity 
leads to well-posed dynamic structural problems of nano-mechanics. Outcomes obtained by the well-established 
strain-driven and stress-driven nonlocal and gradient theories of Engineering Science are recovered under 
special ad hoc assumptions. The present study offers a simple and effective strategy to predict peculiar 
stiffening and softening dynamic responses of nano-scaled components of advanced technological devices, such 
as Nano-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (NEMS), and modern composite nano-structures. 
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Australia 5005, Australia), “Nonlinear coupled mechanics of functionally graded nanobeams”, International 
Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 150, Article 103221, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103221 
ABSTRACT: Addressed in this article, as the first attempt, is the forced coupled nonlinear mechanics of 
functionally graded (FG) nanobeams subject to dynamic loads via developing a high-dimensional model. A 
geometric nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli theory is used to define the displacement distribution. To incorporate 
small-size influences a nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) scheme, possessing two independent length 
scale characteristics, is employed. The FG material distribution is on the basis of the Mori-Tanaka 
homogenisation technique. The two-parameter constitutive relation is used and the corresponding potential 
energy is formulated considering the variation nature of the material properties. The energy due to the motion of 
the nanobeam is also formulated and nanobeam's energies are dynamic-wise balanced by the work of the 



external dynamic loading; this is performed in the framework of Hamilton's principle. The coupled 
transvers/axial motion equations in the nonlinear regime are obtained. In the framework of a weighted residual 
method, the truncated/discretised model is obtained and numerically solved for force/frequency diagrams for 
nonlinear mechanics analysis. For a simple linear version of the problem, a linear analysis is also performed via 
the finite element method for verification purposes. 
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“Apparent negative values of Young’s moduli of lattice materials under dynamic conditions”, International 
Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 150, Article 103231, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103231 
ABSTRACT: Lattice materials are characterised by their equivalent elastic moduli for analysing mechanical 
properties of the microstructures. The values of the elastic moduli under static forcing condition are primarily 
dependent on the geometric properties of the constituent unit cell and the mechanical properties of the intrinsic 
material. Under a static forcing condition, the equivalent elastic moduli (such as Young’s modulus) are always 
positive. When dynamic forcing is considered, the equivalent elastic moduli become functions of the applied 
frequency and they can be negative at certain frequency values. This paper, for the first time, explicitly 
demonstrates the occurrence of negative equivalent Young’s modulus in lattice materials experimentally. Using 
additively manufactured titanium-alloy lattice metastructures, it is shown that the real part of experimentally 
measured in-plane Young’s modulus becomes negative under a dynamic environment. In fact, we show that the 
onset of such negative Young’s modulus in lattice materials can be precisely determined by capturing the sub-
wavelength scale dynamics of the system. Experimental confirmation of the negative Young’s moduli and the 
onset of the same as a function of frequency provide the necessary physical insights and confidence for its 
potential exploitation in various multi-functional structural systems and devices across different length scales. 
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“Time-dependent buckling delamination of thin plastic films and their conformability: Observations and 
modeling”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 150, Article 103258, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103258 
ABSTRACT: Conformability is a property of materials that allows them to conform to the contours of a curved 
or rough surface. The lack of conformability of a thin plastic film lying on a non-flat substrate is commonly 
manifested in formation of blisters, wrinkles and other forms of delamination. The delamination is driven by 
elastic energy of thin film associated with the film deformation required by film application. A simple method 
of observation and quantitative characterization of delamination and its evolution in time is proposed. The time 
dependency of delamination is driven by an interplay between the stress relaxation within the film and viscous 
flow of adhesive. Thus, the conformability of multilayer system is controlled by the stiffness and relaxation 
characteristics of the film as well as the time dependent strength of adhesive. A methodology of testing the 
conformability and measurements of delamination growth, as well as quantitative modeling of the process are 
presented. 
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“Stability analysis of charge-controlled soft dielectric plates”, International Journal of Engineering Science, 
Vol. 151, Article 103280, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103280 
ABSTRACT: We examine the stability of a soft dielectric plate deformed by the coupled effects of a 
mechanical pre-stress applied on its lateral faces and an electric field applied through its thickness under charge 
control. The electric field is created by spraying charges on the major faces of the plate: although in practice this 



mode of actuation is harder to achieve than a voltage-driven deformation, here we find that it turns out to be 
much more stable in theory and in simulations. 
First we show that the electromechanical instability based on the Hessian criterion associated with the free 
energy of the system does not occur at all for charge-driven dielectrics for which the electric displacement is 
linear in the electric field. Then we show that the geometric instability associated with the formation of small-
amplitude wrinkles on the faces of the plate that arises under voltage control does not occur either under charge 
control. This is in complete contrast to voltage-control actuation, where Hessian and wrinkling instabilities can 
occur once certain critical voltages are reached. 
For the mechanical pre-stresses, two modes that can be implemented in practice are used: equi-biaxial and uni-
axial. We confirm the analytical and numerical stability results of homogeneous deformation modes with Finite 
Element simulations of real actuations, where inhomogeneous fields may develop. We find complete agreement 
in the equi-biaxial case, and very close agreement in the uni-axial case, when the pre-stress is due to a dead-load 
weight. In the latter case, the simulations show that small inhomogeneous effects develop near the clamps, and 
eventually a compressive lateral stress emerges, leading to a breakdown of the numerics. 
 
Qiao Zhang and Hu Liu, “On the dynamic response of porous functionally graded microbeam under moving 
load”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 153, Article 103317, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103317 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the dynamic behavior of functionally graded (FG) microbeams with different 
porosity distributions and acted by a moving harmonic load is studied. A bi-dimensional FG microbeam with its 
material properties changing gradually along both the length and thickness directions in a power-law 
distribution form is presented. Besides, the porosities are distributed evenly and unevenly in the body of 
microbeams, and the small-scale effect is captured with the help of the modified couple stress theory. The 
equations describing the motions of the FG microbeam are obtained in the framework of Hamilton's principle in 
conjunction with the parabolic shear deformation theory. These equations are solved by employing the finite 
element formulation, which is validated by comparing the fundamental frequency and dynamic response with 
previous works. The effects of several key factors such as two grading indexes, small scale parameters, porous 
distribution pattern and volume fraction, as well as moving speed and motivation frequency of the acted load 
are investigated in detail. It is concluded that the bi-dimensional FG parameters and porous parameter play 
significant roles in the dynamic response of microbeams subjected to a moving load, which is helpful for the 
multi-functional and optimal design of microsystems. 
 
Behrouz Karami and Maziar Janghorban, “On the mechanics of functionally graded nanoshells”, International 
Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 153, Article 103309, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103309 
ABSTRACT: A non-classical quasi three-dimensional shell theory is proposed to analyze the static 
phenomenon of doubly-curved nanoshells whose made of functionally graded (FG) anisotropic material. The 
mechanical properties vary exponentially via the z-axis. Compared to other shell theories, the proposed model 
needs only seven unknown variables to determine fourfold coupled (axial-shear-bending-stretching) static and 
buckling responses. The obtained governing equations and boundary conditions are solved analytically for 
simply-supported edges. Then, the static bending and buckling analysis results of the nanoshell are given, and 
the effects of the exponential factor, nonlocal and strain gradient parameters, and geometrical parameters on the 
deflection, stress and critical buckling load of the nanoshells are investigated. Furthermore, the present work 
investigates the accuracy of replacing a hexagonal model with an isotropic one. It is shown that a static bending 
and buckling results of the system can grow up to 7% differences in different conditions. 
 
M. Ayad, N. Karathanasopoulos, J.F. Ganghoffer and H. Lakiss, “Higher-gradient and micro-inertia 
contributions on the mechanical response of composite beam structures”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 154, Article 103318, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103318 
ABSTRACT: In the current work, we study the role of higher-order and micro-inertia contributions on the 
mechanical behavior of composite structures. To that scope, we compute the complete set of the effective static 
and dynamic properties of composite beam structures using a higher-order dynamic homogenization method 
which incorporates micro-inertia effects. We consider different inner composite element designs, with material 



constituents that are of relevance for current engineering practice. Thereupon, we compute the effective static 
longitudinal higher-gradient response, quantifying the relative difference with respect to the commonly 
employed, Cauchy-mechanics formulation. We observe that within the static analysis range, higher-order 
effects require high internal length values and highly non-linear strain profile distributions for non-negligible 
higher-order effects to appear. We subsequently analyze the longitudinal, higher-gradient eigenfrequency 
properties of composite structural members, accounting for the role of micro-inertia contributions. Thereupon, 
we derive analytical expressions that relate the composite material's effective constitutive parameters with its 
macroscale vibration characteristics. We provide for the first-time evidence that micro-inertia contributions can 
counteract the effect of second-gradient properties on the eigenfrequencies of the structure, with their relative 
significance to depend on the mode of interest. What is more, we show that the internal length plays a crucial 
role in the significance of micro-inertia contributions, with their effect to be substantial for low, rather than for 
high internal length values, thus for a wide range of materials used in engineering practice. 
 
Arameh Eyvazian, Davood Shahsavari and Behrouz Karami, “On the dynamic of graphene reinforced 
nanocomposite cylindrical shells subjected to a moving harmonic load”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 154, Article 103339, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103339 
ABSTRACT: As a first endeavor, the dynamic analysis of functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets 
reinforced composite (FG-GNPRC) cylindrical nanoshell subjected to a moving harmonic load is investigated. 
The effective mechanical properties of the nanocomposite are found using the Halpin-Tsai model and a 
modified rule of mixture. The equations of motion for the structure resting on an elastic foundation are derived 
based on first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) in conjunction with the nonlocal strain gradient theory 
(NSGT) via Hamilton's principle. Accordingly, the shear deformation, rotary inertia, softening-stiffness and 
stiffness-enhancement effects are considered. Afterwards, a time-dependent system of state-space is solved for 
the dynamic analysis of the structure with simply supported boundary conditions. After validating the approach, 
some novel results are prepared to investigate the impact of size-dependent effects, weight fraction index and 
the total number of layers of GNPs, elastic foundation parameters, and exciting frequency on the forced 
vibration of FG-GNPRC cylindrical nanoshells under harmonic moving load through variations in load velocity 
as well as time history. 
 
Hossein Darban, Raimondo Luciano, Andrea Caporale and Francesco Fabbrocino, “Higher modes of buckling 
in shear deformable nanobeams”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 154, Article 103338, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103338 
ABSTRACT: The size-dependent buckling instability of shear deformable nanobeams rested on a two-
parameter elastic foundation is studied through the stress-driven nonlocal theory of elasticity and the kinematic 
assumptions of the Timoshenko beam theory. The small-scale size effects are taken into account by nonlocal 
constitutive relationships, which define the strains at each point as integral convolutions in terms of the stresses 
in all the points and a kernel. In this manner, the nonlocal elasticity formulation is well-posed and does not 
include inconsistencies usually arising using other nonlocal models. The size-dependent governing differential 
equations in terms of the transverse displacement and the cross-sectional rotation are decoupled, and closed 
form solutions are presented for the displacement functions. Proper boundary conditions are imposed and the 
buckling problem is reduced to finding roots of a determinant of a matrix, whose elements are given explicitly 
for different classical edge conditions. The closed form treatment of the problem avoids the numerical 
instabilities usually occurring within numerical techniques, and allows to find also higher buckling loads and 
shape modes. Several nanobeams rested on the Winkler or Pasternak elastic foundations and characterized by 
different boundary conditions, shear deformability, and nonlocality are considered and the critical loads and 
shape modes are presented, including those for the higher modes of buckling. Excellent agreements are found 
with the available approximate numerical results in the literature and novel insightful findings are presented and 
discussed, which are in accordance with experimental observations. 
 
A.A. Kolpakov and A.G. Kolpakov, “On the effective stiffnesses of corrugated plates of various geometries”, 
International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 154, Article 103327, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103327 



ABSTRACT: The effective (homogenized) stiffnesses of the corrugated plate are calculated by solving the 
periodicity cell boundary-value problems (BVPs) of homogenization theory using a two-step dimension 
reduction procedure. The three-dimensional (3-D) periodicity cell BVPs first are reduced to two-dimensional 
(2-D) problems in the plate cross-sections. Then, provided that the plate is thin, the 2-D elasticity problems are 
reduced to a BVP for a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), similar to the problem of curvilinear 
beam bending. We solve the 1-D BVPs and obtain some formulas for computation of all effective stiffnesses of 
the corrugated plate in terms of ODEs solutions. Then, we find similarities between the ODEs solutions and the 
formulas describing the “intrinsic” geometry of the corrugation curve. By using this similarity, we express the 
effective stiffnesses of the corrugated plate in terms of the geometric characteristics of its corrugation. 
 
Alireza Gholipour, Mergen H. Ghayesh, Anthony C. Zander and Peter J. Psaltis, “In vivo based biomechanics 
of right and left coronary arteries”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 154, Article 103281, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103281 
ABSTRACT: A realistic/comprehensive biomechanical model of right/left coronary arteries is developed using 
the in vivo geometric and haemodynamic properties obtained from optical coherence tomography (OCT), 
angiography, and electrocardiography (ECG). The developed biomechanical model is constructed with the help 
of an image processing technique and simulated via the finite element method (FEM) for determination of 
regions with highest shear/von Mises stresses (which determine the potential areas for plaque rupture and 
initiation of myocardial infarction). A set of simulation results is compared to clinically obtained data to assess 
the validity of modelling/simulations. The model comprehensively incorporates information relating to three 
dimensionality, realistic geometry, hyper/viscoelasticity, blood viscosity, heart motion, blood pulsation, and 
artery bed (i.e. surrounding heart tissue). In vivo clinical data from two patients who underwent coronary 
angiography for clinical indications is used for modelling/simulations, one of whom had a mild (20%) stenosis 
in the left circumflex artery and the other had a right coronary artery (RCA) which was initially 100% occluded 
in its mid segment (following aspiration thrombectomy to remove clot, the RCA was left with diffuse mild (30–
40%) narrowing) and then OCT was used to examine this further and showed proximal thin-capped lipid-rich 
plaque. 
 
Nitesh Kumar, S M Abdul Khader, R. Pai, S.H. Khan and P.A. Kyriacou, “Fluid structure interaction study of 
stenosed carotid artery considering the effects of blood pressurez”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 154, Article 103341, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103341 
ABSTRACT: Atherosclerosis is the most common cardiovascular disease (CVD) causing increased morbidity. 
Although atherosclerosis is a general disease involving several factors, it preferentially affects the wall of the 
vessel bifurcations. The use of advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques has the potential to 
shed more light in the further understanding of the causes of the disease and perhaps in its early diagnosis. In 
this work, a three-dimensional (3D) Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) study was carried out for a patient specific 
carotid artery. By considering physiological conditions, first the normal and then with hypertension disease, 
haemodynamic parameters were evaluated to better understand the genesis and progression of atherosclerotic 
plaques in the carotid artery bifurcation. Two-way FSI was performed by applying a fully implicit second-order 
backward Euler differencing scheme using commercial software ANSYS and ANSYS CFX (version 19.0). 
Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation was employed to calculate the arterial response by using the 
temporal blood response. Due to arterial bifurcation, obvious velocity reduction and backflow formation were 
observed which decreased shear stress and made it oscillatory at the starting point of the internal carotid artery 
near the carotid sinus, which resulted in low shear stress. Oscillatory Shear Index (OSI) signifies oscillatory 
behaviour of artery wall shear stress. By using anatomically realistic 3D geometry and representative 
physiological conditions, the results obtained for shear stress are more acceptable. Comparison of the results of 
this study with those in the published literature shows that the regions with low wall shear stress and with OSI 
value greater than 0.3 pose potential risk to the development of plaques. It was observed that haemodynamics of 
the carotid artery was very much affected by the geometry and flow conditions. Furthermore, regions of 
relatively low wall shear stress were observed post stenosis, which is a known cause of plaque development and 
progression. 
 



Yifan Yang, Chenbo Fu and Fan Xu, “A finite strain model predicts oblique wrinkles in stretched anisotropic 
films”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 155, Article 103354, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103354 
ABSTRACT: Transverse wrinkles commonly occur in a uniaxially tensile elastic membrane and can vanish 
upon excess stretching. The wrinkling direction is usually perpendicular to the stretching direction under 
isotropic elasticity. Here, we show that wrinkles are orientable by material anisotropy, such as in fiber-
reinforced or fibrous films, and the wrinkling orientation can be tuned by varying the stiffness and direction of 
fibers. To quantitatively describe large anisotropic deformations and predict morphological evolution, we 
develop a finite strain model by introducing anisotropic, hyperelastic constitutive law into the geometrically 
extended Föppl-von Kármán nonlinear plate theory. We find that the shear modulus ratio between fibers and 
matrix significantly affects the critical buckling threshold, restabilization point and wrinkling amplitude. The 
shear modulus ratio above a critical value prevents the appearance of wrinkles. Effects of the angle between 
fibers and stretching direction on the oblique wrinkling orientation are carefully examined. The findings could 
provide an effective way to design wrinkle-tunable surfaces for fiber-reinforced or biomimetic membranes. 
 
Ali Farajpour, Carl Q. Howard and William S.P. Robertson, “On size-dependent mechanics of nanoplates”, 
International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 156, Article 103368, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103368 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a two-dimensional stress-driven nonlocal integral model is introduced for the 
bending and transverse vibration of rectangular nanoplates for the first time. An appropriate kernel function, 
which satisfies all essential properties, is proposed for two-dimensional problems in the Cartesian coordinate 
system. Using Leibniz integral rule and Hamilton's principle, the curvature-moment relations, classical and 
constitutive boundary conditions, as well as the equations of motion of rectangular small-scale plates are 
derived. Two differential quadrature techniques are utilised to implement both classical and non-classical 
boundary conditions and obtain an accurate numerical solution. The solution is used to simulate the bending and 
vibration of nanoplates. The Laplacian-based nonlocal strain gradient model of plates is also developed for the 
sake of comparison. It is found that the stress-driven integral model can better estimate the size-dependent 
mechanical characteristics of small-scale rectangular plates with various boundary conditions. 
 
Shahriar Dastjerdi, Bekir Akgöz, Ömer Civalek, Mohammad Malikan and Victor A. Eremeyev, “On the non-
linear dynamics of torus-shaped and cylindrical shell structures”, International Journal of Engineering Science, 
Vol. 156, Article 103371, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103371 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the non-linear dynamic analysis of torus-shaped and cylindrical shell-like structures 
has been studied. The applied material is assumed as the functionally graded material (FGM). The structures are 
considered to be used for important machines such as wind turbines. The effects of some environmental factors 
on the analysis like temperature and humidity have been considered. The strain field has been calculated in 
general form and in continue the dynamic governing equations of torus structure have been derived based on the 
first-order shear deformation theory. The rotation around two independent axes in the torus coordinate system is 
considered and time-dependent equations are solved using SAPM semi-analytical method. The stresses and 
deformations generated in the torus and cylindrical shaped structures are plotted. The rotation of structures has 
been attended due to some transportation purposes. The effect of internal pressures as well as rotational speed at 
torus and cylindrical structures has been investigated in several numerical diagrams. The results are presented in 
the form of graphs that consider the rotational effects, loading, thermal and humid (hygro-thermal) 
environments, and size of the structures. This research can provide scientific perspectives to researchers who 
will examine the dynamic analysis of torus and cylindrical shaped structures. 
 
Yipin Su, “Voltage-controlled instability transitions and competitions in a finitely deformed dielectric elastomer 
tube”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 157, Article 103380, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103380 
ABSTRACT: This work compares the transition and competitive mechanism between three types of 
instabilities of an incompressible dielectric tube: wrinkling, pull-in instability and electric breakdown. We also 
see how to select one type of instability mode on demand. First, we investigate the finite response and the 
wrinkling of a tube subject to a combination of applied radial voltage, torsion and axial force (or stretch). We 



use the surface impedance matrix method to determine the wrinkling threshold, and obtain the corresponding 
two-dimensional pattern shape of wrinkled surface. Second, we look at illustrative numerical calculations for 
ideal Mooney-Rivlin dielectrics and study the effects of actuation methods, electric voltage, torsion and 
geometrical parameters on the three types of instabilities. Results show that the deformation of the solid will 
influence the true electric field in the solid, and induce competitive effects between the applied voltage and the 
mechanical loading. We find that in addition to the expected contractile buckling, buckling may also occur in 
extension in an electrically actuated dielectric tube, a departure from the purely elastic wrinkling. Moreover, the 
electro-elastic behavior of the DE elastomer can be enhanced by introducing torsion. We also find that large 
stable actuation can be achieved and that the wrinkling pattern can be selected on demand in the tube by finely 
tuning the actuation, voltage, torsion and geometry, without encountering material failure. 
 
Mohammad Malikan, Nikolay S. Uglov and Victor A. Eremeyev, “On instabilities and post-buckling of 
piezomagnetic and flexomagnetic nanostructures”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 157, 
Article 103395, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103395 
ABSTRACT: We focus on the mechanical strength of piezomagnetic beam-like nanosize sensors during post-
buckling. An effective flexomagnetic property is also taken into account. The modelled sensor is selected to be 
a Euler-Bernoulli type beam. Long-range interactions between atoms result in a mathematical model based on 
the nonlocal strain gradient elasticity approach (NSGT). Due to possible large deformations within a post-
buckling phenomenon, the resultant equations are essentially nonlinear. We establish the results using an 
analytical approach, including a variety of boundary conditions. We visualize the effective response of the 
designed sensor for several key components. It was obtained that the flexomagnetic effect is meaningful for less 
flexible boundary conditions. Besides, it was found that the failure originated from post-buckling occurs sooner 
if the numerical amounts of nonlocal parameter and the strain gradient one are respectively so small and 
exceedingly large. 
 
Zinan Zhao, Bin Wang, Zhenghua Qian and Yook-Kong Yong, “A novel approach to quantitative predictions of 
high-frequency coupled vibrations in layered piezoelectric plates”, International Journal of Engineering 
Science, Vol. 157, Article 103407, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103407 
ABSTRACT: The thickness-extensional mode in layered piezoelectric plates can be inevitably interfered by 
some undesirable eigen-modes due to the lateral edge effect. A reported theoretical method to predict high-
frequency coupled vibrations is the 2D high-order plate theory derived based on approximate dispersion 
relations. In this paper, based on accurate dispersion relations a novel approach called Frequency Spectrum 
Quantitative Prediction (FSQP) is developed to quantitatively investigate coupled vibration behaviors in 
piezoelectric multilayered plates operating at ultra-high frequency. Two significant sub-goals need to be 
achieved: one is the accurate dispersion relations of the layered structure; the other is the variational formulation 
for the layered plates with piezoelectric and/or elastic phases. Lastly, the objective equation, i.e., frequency 
spectra, describing coupling strengths between the thickness-extensional mode and unwanted eigen-modes, is 
derived. A reported numerical example of a piezoelectric thin-film resonator is considered to demonstrate the 
correctness and superiority of the proposed methodology. Mode shapes of mechanical displacements are 
investigated in detail to illustrate the application of frequency spectra to suppress the undesirable eigen-modes. 
Numerical results show that the proposed approach FSQP is efficient and more accurate than the existing 2D 
high-order plate theory in quantitative predictions of high-frequency coupled vibrations in layered piezoelectric 
plates. 
 
SuBin Lee, Chang-Yong Lee and Dewey H. Hodges, “On the mechanics of composite sandwich plates with 
three-dimensional stress recovery”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 157, Article 103406, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103406 
ABSTRACT: By using the variational-asymptotic method, a universal asymptotic model for composite 
sandwich plates is established to achieve a great compromise between efficiency and accuracy through the 
synthesis of two competing theories: equivalent single-layer theories and layer-wise theories. When each layer 
of a sandwich structure can be individually considered as an elastic plate, and all material constitutive constants 
of such plates can be assumed to be of the same order, an equivalent plate model can be constructed from the 
equivalent single-layer perspective. It has an asymptotically correct energy functional, capable of capturing the 
transverse deformations, but still limited to the zeroth-order approximation. Then, by taking into account 



mismatched constituent material properties, a universal model for predicting mechanical behavior of composite 
sandwich plates is then systematically derived from the layer-wise perspective. It has another asymptotically 
correct energy functional with respect to the core-layer’s plate variables and implements into a single unified 
representation for subsequent application to sandwich plate problems with any face-to-core-stiffness and length-
to-thickness ratios. In particular, to resolve theoretical shortcomings found in published works, complementary 
theoretical procedures are incorporated and used into the present approach by considering the interlaminar 
transverse stress continuity conditions as essential conditions in conventional layer-wise theories and by 
providing three-dimensional recovery relations as necessary ingredients for theories based on various 
dimensional reduction processes. Finally, as a preliminary validation, several examples available in the 
literature are presented and investigated. Together with critical comparisons of the three-dimensional exact 
solutions, the close agreement demonstrates the capability and accuracy of this present approach. 
 
Nitesh Arora, Jian Li, Viacheslav Slesarenko and Stephan Rudykh, “Microscopic and long-wave instabilities in 
3D fiber composites with non-Gaussian hyperelastic phases”, International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 
157, Article 103408, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103408 
ABSTRACT: We investigate the microscopic and long-wave (or macroscopic) instabilities in fiber composites 
(FCs) with hyperelastic phases. To study the influence of the phase stiffening behavior, we employ the phase 
constitutive models that are developed based on the non-Gaussian statistics of polymeric molecular chains. 
These non-Gaussian models accurately predict the non-linear behavior of soft materials. Moreover, they can 
capture the essential soft material stiffening behavior arising due to the finite extensibility of the polymer 
chains. In turn, the non-linear behavior of the composite phases significantly influences the elastic instabilities 
and the buckling patterns. Here, we illustrate the phenomenon by the example of FCs with Gent phases. We 
derive an explicit closed-form expression – in terms of the phase properties and composition – for the onset of 
long-wave instabilities. To predict the onset of finite length scale (or microscopic) instabilities, we employ the 
Bloch-Floquet analysis superimposed on finite deformations. We find that the matrix stiffening behavior 
stabilizes the composites, and can even result in an absolutely stable scenario. Remarkably, Gent FCs with 
identical phase stiffening characteristics are found to be more stable than their neo-Hookean counterparts for 
morphologies at which the microscopic instabilities are to develop first. The stiffening behavior of the phases 
dictates the interplay between the long-wave and microscopic instabilities, and defines the wavelength of the 
buckling patterns. Thus, the pre-designed phase properties can be used in tailoring the instability-induced 
patterns in soft fiber composites. 
 
Shahriar Dastjerdi, Bekir Akgöz and Ömer Civalek, “On the shell model for human eye in Glaucoma disease”, 
International Journal of Engineering Science, Vol. 158, Article 103414, January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijengsci.2020.103414 
ABSTRACT: A new mechanical and analytical models of the human eye is presented in order to study 
Glaucoma disease and its complications. Mechanical modeling of the human eye is performed with a hollow 
sphere under internal pressure. The first-order shear deformation theory is used to obtain the governing 
equations of the model, which are the set of partial differential equations. The nonlinear von Kármán 
assumption is considered for strain field to obtain the more precise results. The viscoelastic effects on the 
material structure of the eye are also considered to be more consistent with the results. The obtained governing 
equations and boundary conditions are solved using Semi-Analytical Polynomial Method. The results are 
studied for Glaucoma and the effects of this disease on the patient's vision as well as the temporary and 
permanent deformities caused in the patient's eyeball are further investigated. The modeling and information 
obtained from this study can help clinicians to provide more appropriate therapeutic strategies. Stress 
concentration can be identified in the eyeball tissue of patients suffering from Glaucoma using the simulations 
presented in this study. Given the generality of the proposed model, not only Glaucoma disease but also a wide 
range of eye diseases can be studied. 
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ABSTRACT: The current article presents a thorough investigation into the natural frequencies and mode shapes 
of thin doubly curved shallow microshells by taking into account the influence of material length scale 
parameter. The mathematical model of system is obtained by applying the Hamilton's principle along with the 
modified couple stress theory and the Kirchhoff-Love's shell theory. In order to extract the free vibration 
characteristics of system, the finite element method is employed. Several comparative studies are then 
conducted to verify the quadrilateral thin shallow shell element. The numerical results are presented for the thin 
cylindrical, spherical, and hyperbolic paraboloidal shallow microshells with different planforms including 
rectangle, triangle, circle, and ellipse. Thin microplate as a special case of thin shallow microshell is also 
analyzed. A profound examination on the numerical results is also performed to divulge the impacts of scale-
dependency accompanied by the geometrical parameters and boundary conditions on the free vibration response 
of system. 
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ABSTRACT: The resonance phenomenon is for the first time investigated in anisotropic and functionally 
graded anisotropic nano-size structure. The structure is considered as a doubly curved shell which is modeled 
exploiting a quasi-three-dimensional model and nonlocal strain gradient theory in order to predict the small-size 
effects. The doubly-curved nanoshell is made from aragonite with an orthorhombic crystal system. The 
corresponding governing equations and boundary conditions, which include simply supported edges, are 
obtained using Hamilton principle. Then, an analytical technique based Navier solution procedure is used for 
the dynamic problem in which the double Fourier series has been applied to satisfy the conditions in edges. The 
extended numerical examples have been shown the sensitivity of resonance position to geometrical parameters, 
small-size parameters, and the shape of shell panels. Furthermore, we provide a comparison between the present 
anisotropic model with its isotropic one to ignore the complexity in equations. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the thermo-elastic nonlinear analysis of various Functionally Graded (FG) shells 
under different loading conditions is studied. A second-order isoparametric triangular shell element is presented 
for this purpose. The element is six-noded, and each node has all six independent degrees of freedom in space. 
It should be added, the first-order shear deformation theory is induced. Furthermore, Voigt’s model is adopted 
to define the FG material properties, which are considered to change gradually from one surface to another. The 



critical temperature is predicted. Both the pre-buckling and post-buckling equilibrium paths are traced. Since 
the linear eigenvalue analysis leads to wrong responses in the problems with strong nonlinearity, the suggested 
procedure is performed based on the FEM and more exact estimations are achieved using equilibrium path. 
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absorber: A comparative analysis between end-capped and non-capped conical tubes”, Engineering Structures, 
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ABSTRACT: Design of multi-component absorber is a method to improve the specific energy absorption 
(SEA) and reduce the peak crushing load at the time of the initial accident. In this study, multi-component 
conical specimens are made from aluminium in the form of end-capped and non-capped. To do so, a long 
conical tube is divided into several shorter thin-walled conical portions, so that the thickness, length and 
mechanical properties of the wall vary along the tube length. The purpose of this new design on the conical 
absorber is to modify performance of shock absorber including decrease of initial peak crushing load and 
increase of SEA. Therefore, a series of quasi-static experimental tests are carried out on the end-capped and 
non-capped multi-component conical tubes and parameters of energy absorption, initial peak load, crush force 
efficiency and SEA are calculated. The results show that the maximum crushing load in simple conical tubes 
begins at first folding, while it is shifted to the end of the crushing process in multi-component conical tubes. 
Also, it is shown that the SEA and the crush force efficiency of the non-capped multi-component specimens 
were further in comparison with the end-capped ones. Finally, it was found that by using this type of the energy 
absorber, damage to the main structure and also the occupants of car was decreased. 
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Mrutyunjay Rout, Sasank Shekhar Hota and Amit Karmakar, “Thermoelastic free vibration response of 
graphene reinforced laminated composite shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 178, pp 179-190, 1 January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.029 
ABSTRACT: This article deals with the free vibration analyses of graphene reinforced singly and doubly 
curved laminated composite shell panels in thermal environment using finite element method. The curved shell 
panels are mathematically modeled using higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) while the distortion of 
the geometry due to thermal loading is manifested through geometric stiffness considering Green Lagrange type 
of nonlinearity. Four different types of graphene reinforcement configurations are considered in different types 
of shells (cylindrical, elliptic paraboloid, hyperbolic paraboloid, conoidal and hypar). The extended Halpin–Tsai 
approach is used to obtain the temperature dependent material properties of the laminated composite shells. 
Eight noded isoparametric shell elements consisting of seven degrees of freedom per node are considered to 



discretize the geometry. The accuracy and convergence of the formulation are verified by solving various 
examples available in the literature. Finally, parametric study is presented to investigate the influence of various 
parameters on the free vibration response of the graphene reinforced laminated composite shells. 
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Yao Sun and Ou Zhao, “Material response and local stability of high-chromium stainless steel welded I-
sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 178, pp 212-226, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.024 
ABSTRACT: The present paper describes a thorough testing and finite element modelling programme on the 
material characteristics and local stability of welded I-sections made of a new high-chromium grade EN 1.4420 
stainless steel. Structural testing was conducted on four GMA (gas metal arc) welded I-sections, and involved 
material testing, residual stress measurements, initial geometric imperfection measurements, eight stub column 
tests and eight four-point bending tests, with four for each axis of bending. A parallel numerical modelling 
study was then carried out, in which numerical models were developed and validated against the obtained 
experimental results and afterwards utilised to perform numerical parametric studies to generate additional data 
to supplement the test results over a broader spectrum of cross-section geometric dimensions. The 
experimentally and numerically obtained data were employed to evaluate the suitability of the codified 
slenderness limits for cross-section classification and local buckling design provisions in both Europe and 
America to welded I-sections made of the new high-chromium grade EN 1.4420 stainless steel. The results of 
the comparisons generally indicated that the established cross-section slenderness limits are applicable to the 
new high-chromium stainless steel welded I-sections, while the codified local buckling design rules, based on 
an elastic, perfectly plastic material model without taking into account the material strain hardening effect of 
stainless steel and the effective width method without considering the element interaction effect within the 
cross-section, yield safe but unduly conservative and scattered cross-section local buckling resistance 
predictions. The accuracy of a recently proposed continuous strength method to the design of this new type of 
stainless steel welded I-sections was also evaluated, indicating a substantial improvement over the established 
design codes, mainly owing to the rational consideration of the favourable effects of material strain hardening 
and element interaction in the calculation of cross-sectional capacities. 
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S. Trabelsi, A. Frikha, S. Zghal and F. Dammak, “A modified FSDT-based four nodes finite shell element for 
thermal buckling analysis of functionally graded plates and cylindrical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
178, pp 444-459, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.047 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the thermal buckling behavior of functionally graded plates and cylindrical shells is 
investigated. By considering a modified First order Shear Deformation Theory, the governing equations are 
elaborated. The kernel idea of the proposed model consists on assuming a parabolic distribution of the 
transverse shear strains across the shell thickness and imposing a zero condition of the transverse shear stresses 
on the top and bottom surfaces of the shell structure. Four nodes shell elements are adopted to solve the thermal 
buckling problem. The material properties are assumed to change continuously through the thickness according 
to a power-law distribution. In order to highlight the potentials of the present formulation, numerical 
investigations are conducted and compared with results available from the literature. The computation of the 
critical buckling temperature of structures under non-uniform temperature rise is based on Gauss numerical 
integration. The effects of material compositions, power law index, thermal loading, boundary conditions and 
geometrical parameters of shells on the thermal buckling behavior of FGM structures are also examined. 
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Yidu Bu and Leroy Gardner, “Laser-welded stainless steel I-section beam-columns: Testing, simulation and 
design”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 23-36, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.09.075 
ABSTRACT: The stability and design of laser-welded stainless steel I-section beam-columns are explored in 
this study. Owing to the high precision and low heat input of laser-welding, structural cross-sections produced 
using this fabrication method have smaller heat affected zones, lower thermal distortions and lower residual 
stresses than would typically arise from traditional welding processes. Eighteen laser-welded stainless steel 
beam-columns were tested to investigate the member buckling behaviour under combined compression and 
bending. Two I-section sizes were considered in the tests: I-50 × 50 × 4 × 4 in grade EN 1.4301 and I-
102 × 68 × 5 × 5 in grade EN 1.4571 austenitic stainless steel. The two cases of minor axis bending plus 
compression and major axis bending plus compression with lateral restraints were investigated. The initial 



loading eccentricities in the beam-column tests were varied to provide a wide range of bending moment-to-axial 
load ratios. The test results obtained herein and from a previous experimental study were used to validate finite 
element (FE) models, which were subsequently employed for parametric investigations to generate further 
structural performance data over a wider range of cross-section sizes, member lengths and loading 
combinations. The obtained test and FE results were utilized to evaluate the accuracy of the beam-column 
capacity predictions according to the current European and North American design provisions and a recent 
proposal by Greiner and Kettler. Finally, an improved approach for the design of stainless steel I-section beam-
columns is proposed. 
 
Hanwen Lu, Airong Liu, Yong-Lin Pi, Mark Andrew Bradford and Jiyang Fu, “Lateral-torsional buckling of 
arches under an arbitrary radial point load in a thermal environment incorporating shear deformations”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 189-203, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.071 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical investigation of the thermoelastic lateral-torsional buckling of 
circular arches under an arbitrary radial point load in a uniform thermal environment accounting for shear 
deformations, which has not been reported in the literature. The interaction of thermal environment with the 
arbitrary load and elastic end restraints produces complex non-uniform compressive, bending, and shearing 
actions in the arch. The theoretical solutions of the critical load and temperature field for the elastic lateral-
torsional buckling of arches accounting for shear deformations are derived. Comparisons of theoretical solutions 
with finite element results show that their agreements are excellent. Effects of various factors on the lateral-
torsional buckling are investigated. An increase of the temperature field reduces the buckling load, while an 
increase of the radial load reduced the critical temperature field for buckling. The effect of shear deformations 
on the lateral-torsional buckling load is also explored. It is shown that the neglect of shear deformations causes 
errors in the prediction of the critical buckling load. When shear deformations are considered, the buckling load 
for arches with a small and intermediate lateral slenderness ratio under the radial point load alone is shown to be 
lower than that without consideration of shear deformations. However, under the uniform temperature field 
alone, the critical temperature field for lateral-torsional buckling of the arches considering shear deformations is 
higher than that neglecting shear deformations. 
 
Hieu Cong Luu, Y.L. Mo, Thomas T.C. Hsu and C.L. Wu, “FE simulation of cylindrical RC containment 
structures under reserved cyclic loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 255-267, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.050 
ABSTRACT: The nuclear containment structure is one of the most important infrastructure systems ensuring 
the safety of a nuclear power plant. The structural behavior of a cylindrical containment structure made of 
reinforced concrete (RC) with large dimensions and numerous rebars is complex and difficult to predict. The 
complex behavior of the RC containment structure has been investigated in an international collaboration 
project between the National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taipei, Taiwan and 
the University of Houston (UH), Houston, Texas. At NCREE two 1/13 scaled cylindrical RC containment 
specimens were tested under reversed cyclic loads [1]. At UH, a finite element simulation of the two tested 
specimens was developed using a finite element analysis (FEA) program SCS [2]. In the program, a new shell 
element, the so-called CSMM-based shell element, was developed based on the Cyclic Softened Membrane 
Model [3] and the formulation of an 8-node Serendipity curved shell element [4] with a multi-layer approach 
[5]. The UH simulated seismic behavior was close to the NCREE experimental results. This paper presents the 
theoretical development of the FEA program SCS and the comparisons of its predictions with the experimental 
structural behavior of the two RC containment specimens. This simulation model and the FEA program are 
excellent tools to develop effective performance-based design provisions. 
 
V.I. Patel, M.F. Hassanein, Huu-Tai Thai, H. Al Abadi, and Y. Bai, “Ultra-high strength circular short CFST 
columns: Axisymmetric analysis, behaviour and design”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 268-283, 15 
January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.081 
ABSTRACT: A nonlinear axisymmetric simulation of axially loaded ultra-high strength circular short 
Concrete-Filled Steel Tubular (CFST) columns is reported in this paper. An efficient material law of Ultra-High 
Strength Concrete (UHSC) is employed in this axisymmetric simulation to consider the confining effects which 
increase the ultimate strain, stress and axial ductility. The peak loads and load-strain responses of short CFST 
columns predicted by the axisymmetric model are verified with the independent test data and those predicted by 



the three-dimensional (3D) model. The structural characteristics of circular short CFST columns having 
different material and geometric parameters are subsequently examined by the axisymmetric analysis. The 
numerical results indicate that the column size can approximately be reduced by 50% when UHSC is used in the 
composite construction instead of Normal Strength Concrete (NSC). Comparisons of the current test data are 
made with the current structural codes including AS/NZS 5100.6, Eurocode 4, AISC and GB 50936. The 
comparisons demonstrate that the Australian/New Zealand and European design codes provide consistent 
predictions for the ultimate axial strengths of ultra-high strength circular short CFST columns. On the other 
hand, the North American design code is conservative, whereas the Chinese code is unconservative. 
 
K. Sowinski, “Buckling of shells with special shapes with corrugated middle surfaces – FEM study”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 310-320, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.055 
ABSTRACT: The problem of elastic stability of the shells with special shapes with corrugated middle surfaces 
under external pressure is debated in the presented paper. Solution of the problem is based on FEM study. 
Corrugated barrelled, pseudo-barrelled, and cylindrical shells of constant mass are considered. Geometrical 
modification of the middle surface geometry is based on sine wave along principal directions. Middle surface of 
the corrugated shells are described referring to differential geometry of surfaces by parametric functions in 
three-dimensional Euclidean space. Linear and nonlinear buckling analyses are conducted. Examples of 
buckling modes are presented, which differ significantly from those typical for shells of revolution with positive 
or zero Gaussian curvature. It is proven that corrugation may lead to serious increase or decrease of critical load 
for all types of presented shells. 
 
Weijie Li, Hongjun Liang, Yiyan Lu, Jifeng Xue and Xhenzhen Liu, “Axial behavior of slender RC square 
columns strengthened with circular steel tube and sandwich concrete jackets”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, 
pp 423-437, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.11.018 
ABSTRACT: Steel tube and sandwiched concrete jacketing has been proved to be effective in improving the 
load-bearing capacity and ductility of deficient reinforced concrete (RC) stub columns. However, the 
effectiveness of this technique for slender RC columns remains to be validated due to instability problems. In 
this study, nine slender specimens, including one reference column and eight retrofitted columns, were tested 
under axial compression. The experimental results showed that the load-bearing capacity, stiffness and ductility 
of the slender RC square columns were significantly enhanced. The load enhancement was not only attributed 
to section enlargement, but also due to the confinement provided by the steel tube. Based on the experimental 
results, a finite element (FE) model was developed to simulate the structural response of the retrofitted slender 
columns under axial load. The FE results demonstrated that the sandwiched concrete shared a higher load than 
the steel tube for the cross-section of this paper, justifying the use of “steel tube and sandwiched concrete 
jacketing”. Moreover, the confinement effects on the load-bearing capacity of the RC part and the sandwiched 
concrete part were quantitatively analyzed. A modified formula was subsequently proposed to predict the load-
bearing capacity of the retrofitted columns, the results of which agreed well with the experimental and FE 
results. 
 
Soumia Kherbouche and Abdellatif Megnounif, “Numerical study and design of thin walled cold formed steel 
built-up open and closed section columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 179, pp 670-682, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.069 
ABSTRACT: This paper, based on new proposed approaches, is a numerical investigation of the behavior of 
thin-walled cold-formed steel built-up columns under a uniform compression. Two types of cross sections have 
been studied, built-up closed and open sections formed by two channels connected by battens plates. First, a 
nonlinear finite element model has been developed and the results obtained show a good agreement against 
experimental results, such as the ultimate strength, the type of deformed shapes at failure and the lateral 
displacement. Second, a new proposed approach based on the DSM approach where the local, distortional or 
global buckling has been obtained numerically, using finite element method software, the thickness at the 
contact area in the web is taken as 1.0 times the thickness of the plate “t”, instead of 1.5 or 2.0 times “t”. In this 
case, the compound section is acting as one rigidly connected section. Comparisons with experimental data give 
a satisfactory degree of accuracy in the proposed design method (DSM-t) and the results are more conservative 
than those found by the DSM-1.5 and DSM-2. The results, for either closed or open sections, are also slightly 
conservative for columns failing in global modes than in local ones, if compared with the AISI and EC3 



specifications. Some parameters, such as the spacing channels-web length ratio (B1/D) influence the stability 
and strength of the built-up columns. 
 
Ghanim Mohammed Kamil, Qing Quan Liang and Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Numerical analysis of axially 
loaded rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular short columns at elevated temperatures”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 180, pp 89-102, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.11.037 
ABSTRACT: Elevated temperatures significantly reduce the local buckling strengths of steel tubes and the 
ultimate strengths of rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns exposed to fire. No fiber-based 
models have been developed that include local buckling effects on the fire-resistance of rectangular CFST 
columns. This paper presents a new fiber element model for the fire-resistance predictions of axially loaded 
rectangular CFST short columns at elevated temperatures considering local buckling. The thermal analysis 
problem of a CFST column is solved by the finite difference method to determine the temperature distribution 
within its cross-section including an air gap, concrete moisture content and the emissivity of exposure surfaces. 
The nonlinear stress analysis of axially loaded short CFST columns under fire recognizes the stress-strain 
behavior of concrete and steel at elevated temperatures. The expressions for initial local buckling and effective 
widths of steel plates are incorporated in the computational model to include the effects of local and post-local 
buckling on the fire responses of CFST columns. The existing experimental and numerical results are utilized to 
examine the accuracy of the fiber-based model. The fiber model developed is used to undertake parametric 
studies on the effects of local buckling, geometric and material properties and loading ratio on the thermal and 
structural responses of CFST short columns and the load distribution in steel tube and concrete. The numerical 
model proposed is demonstrated to simulate well the fire and structural performance of axially loaded CFST 
short columns under fire. Moreover, computational solutions presented provide a better understanding of the 
thermal and structural responses of CFST columns in fire. 
 
Celso Jaco Faccio Junior, Ana Carolina Pegoraro Cardozo, Valdemar Monteiro Junior and Alfredo Gay Neto, 
“Modeling wind turbine blades by geometrically-exact beam and shell elements: A comparative approach”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 180, pp 357-378, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.09.032 
ABSTRACT: Novel designs of wind turbine blades may lead to very flexible structures experiencing large 
deformation not only in extreme events but also on operational conditions. In this context, this work aims to 
compare two geometrically nonlinear structural modeling approaches that handle large deformation of blade 
structures: 3D geometrically-exact beam and shell finite element models. Specifically, the focus is on studying 
the accuracy limits of the beam model when compared to the shell model in scenarios of large deformations. 
Regarding the beam model, due to geometric complexity of typical cross-sections of wind turbine blades, a 
theory is adopted that allows for the creation of arbitrary multicellular cross-sections. Two simplified blade 
geometries are considered, and comparisons between the models are made in statics and dynamics. Results 
showed that the beam and shell models present very similar global behavior. Locally, however, extreme load 
cases led shell models to show local buckling phenomena close to the trailing edge, which may play a role in 
novel HAWT designs. 
 
Weiqiang Wang, Chengqing Wu and Zhongxian Liu, “Compressive behavior of hybrid double-skin tubular 
columns with ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC)”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 180, 
pp 419-441, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.11.048 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the results of an experimental program on the compressive behavior of hybrid 
fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-concrete-steel double-skin tubular columns (DSTCs) with ultra-high 
performance fiber-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). In total 40 specimens, including 32 hybrid DSTCs and eight 
FRP confined solid concrete (FCSC) specimens, were prepared and tested under axial compression. In addition 
to hybrid UHPFRC DSTCs, hybrid DSTCs with ultra-high performance concrete without steel fiber addition 
(UHPC), high-strength concrete (HSC), and normal-strength concrete (NSC) were also tested. The investigated 
parameters included the FRP tube thickness, steel tube thickness, void ratio, steel fiber addition, concrete type, 
UHPFRC-filling inside the steel tube, and the column type. The test results indicate that the hybrid UHPFRC 
DSTCs can exhibit highly ductile behavior when a thick FRP tube is used. However, due to the ultra-high 
strength and the dense microstructure of UHPFRC, the hybrid UHPFRC DSTCs are likely to exhibit more 
brittle behavior than the hybrid DSTCs with NSC and HSC. Even though a high confinement level is provided, 
sudden stress reduction or stress fluctuations can be observed for the UHPFRC in hybrid DSTCs. The 



influences of FRP tube thickness, void ratio, steel fiber addition, and UHPFRC-filling inside the steel tube on 
the compressive behavior of the hybrid UHPFRC DSTCs are significant, while the influence of steel tube 
thickness is insignificant. Moreover, when compared to the FCSC specimens, the presence of an inner void is 
beneficial for the compressive behavior of UHPFRC in the hybrid DSTCs, especially when a thick FRP tube is 
used. Furthermore, the performance of existing stress-strain model to predict the compressive behavior of 
UHPFRC in the hybrid DSTCs is investigated. 
 
Alireza Farzampour and Matthew R. Eatherton, “Yielding and lateral torsional buckling limit states for 
butterfly-shaped shear links”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 180, pp 442-451, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.040 
ABSTRACT: A promising type of hysteretic damper used for seismic energy dissipation consists of a steel plate 
with cutouts leaving butterfly-shaped links that undergo flexural yielding when the plate is subjected to shear 
deformations. Butterfly-shaped links, which have linearly varying width between larger ends and a smaller 
middle section, have been shown in previous research to possess substantial ductility and stable energy 
dissipation capability, but can be prone to other limit states such as lateral torsional buckling (LTB) or shear 
yielding. 
The current work examines the three potential limit states of LTB, flexural yielding and shear yielding, and 
develops methods to predict which limit state will control along with the associated strength. First, the 
governing differential equation for elastic LTB of a butterfly-shaped link is formulated and a relatively simple 
equation is developed to predict the critical shear force associated with elastic LTB. The shear yielding and 
flexural yielding limit states are then described and equations are presented to predict the associated shear 
strength of the butterfly-shaped links. The accuracy of the equations is then evaluated against a series of finite 
element (FE) models that are validated against previous experiments. 
It was found that butterfly-shaped links that are thick enough to prevent lateral torsional buckling, experience a 
progression of limit states including: (1) yielding in one mode (flexural or shear), (2) geometric hardening 
associated with increasing tension forces in the links, and (3) further yielding associated with biaxial stresses. 
The equation developed for lateral torsional buckling produced an average LTB strength that was within 4% of 
the FE model results and the equations for flexural yielding and shear yielding predicted the strength of the FE 
models within 3% on average. 
 
Junbo Chen, Tak-Ming Chan, Ray Kai Leung Su and Jose Miguel Castro, “Experimental assessment of the 
cyclic behaviour of concrete-filled steel tubular beam-columns with octagonal sections”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 180, pp 544-560, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.10.078 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on concrete-filled steel tubular beam-columns 
with octagonal cross-sections (OCFST) under cyclic lateral loading with or without axial load. A total of nine 
specimens with different parameters, including the axial load level (n) ranging from 0 to 0.5 and concrete 
compressive cylinder strength (fc′) varying from 30 MPa to 90 MPa, were tested. The failure modes, ultimate 
strengths, displacement ductility, effective flexural stiffness and cumulative dissipated energy are presented. 
The results indicate that OCFST beam-columns exhibit a ductile plastic mode and excellent energy dissipation. 
With the increase of axial load level, the ductility and the energy dissipation capacity decreases, while the 
ultimate bending capacity firstly increases then drops. Concrete grades seem to have limited influence on the 
ultimate strength and energy dissipation capacity. The comparison results of the ultimate bending moments and 
effective flexural stiffness between predictions using EN 1994-1-1 and AISC 360-16 and test results reveal their 
applicability to the design of OCFST beam-columns. 
 
Sihao Wang, Yuqing Liu, Jun He, Haohui Xin and Hongbing Yao, “Experimental study on cyclic behavior of 
composite beam with corrugated steel web considering different shear-span ratio”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
180, pp 669-684, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.11.044Get 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes an innovative use of corrugated steel plates as the webs of the crossbeam in 
the tower of a suspension bridge to get better seismic performance. Three 1/4-scaled models of composite beam 
with corrugated steel webs considering different shear-span ratio were fabricated to conduct quasi-static test. 
The structural behaviors including failure modes, hysteretic curves, ductility, strength and stiffness degradation, 
energy dissipation capacity, deformation recovery ability, shear force distribution and strain responses were 



investigated. Test results indicate that the specimen with large shear-span ratio presents ductile flexural failure, 
and the hysteretic curve is stable and plump with slight pinching, which indicates good energy dissipation 
performance. However, the specimen with small shear-span ratio fails due to brittle shear buckling of 
corrugated steel web, showing remarkable pinching phenomenon and poor hysteretic behavior. With the 
increase of shear-span ratio, the load-carrying capacity and lateral initial stiffness are reduced, but the ductility 
and energy dissipation ability are improved significantly. The energy dissipation capacity of such composite 
beam is better than that of the RC structures, the strength degradation is slight for the specimen with a proper 
shear-span ratio, and the deformation recovery ability is good for all test specimens. The corrugated steel web 
carries about 80% of the shear force and shear stress uniformly distributed along the web height. The test results 
demonstrate that the composite beam with corrugated steel web of a reasonable shear-span ratio can be applied 
in anti-seismic structure with superior energy dissipation performance. In addition, simplified formulas were 
proposed to evaluate the flexural strength and shear buckling strength of a composite beam with corrugated 
steel webs, the calculated results agree well with the test results, verifying the accuracy of these proposed 
formulas. 
 
Hetao Hou, Kefan Ji, Wenhao Wang, Bing Qu, Mingji Fang and Canxing Qiu, “Flexural behavior of precast 
insulated sandwich wall panels: Full-scale tests and design implications”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 180, pp 
750-761, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.11.068 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on a new type of precast sandwich wall panels in which the expanded 
polystyrene (known as EPS) insulation layers are inserted between exterior reinforced concrete panels. The 
exterior reinforced concrete panels are held through diagonal steel bars to allow the sandwich panel to form the 
composite action to resist the bending moment demands. To investigate flexural behavior of the sandwich wall 
panels, four specimens with representative geometries and typical materials were designed. The four specimens 
included one with the flat exterior reinforced concrete panels and three with the ribbed exterior reinforced 
concrete panels. The specimens were tested using gradually increased uniformly distributed loads. It is found 
that all the specimens developed the composite action when resisting the bending moment demands and 
exhibited the same failure mode. Test results show that the specimens consisting of the ribbed exterior 
reinforced concrete panels (which had lower mass per unit volume) exhibited reduced flexural resistances at the 
cracking limit state and the ultimate limit state in comparison with the one with flat exterior reinforced concrete 
panels. This paper develops a set of analytical models based on the test data and simplified strain/stress 
diagrams for analyzing flexural behavior of the proposed sandwich wall panel. Result comparisons show that 
the models can provide reasonable predictions and they can be used for future practice. 
 
Alejandro Palacio-Betancur and J. Dario Aristizabal-Ochoa, “Statics, stability and vibration of non-prismatic 
linear beam-columns with semirigid connections on elastic foundation”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 
89-94, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.002 
ABSTRACT: A method that evaluates the static, stability and vibration behavior of non-prismatic Euler-
Bernoulli straight beam-columns resting on a two-parameter elastic foundation with generalized end conditions 
is presented. The static stiffness matrix and shape functions of the element are derived including the combined 
effects of semi-rigid connections and lateral springs at both ends using the conjugate beam principle. The fixity 
factors of a non-prismatic element are defined and used in the definition of its characteristic matrices according 
to the consistent method. It is shown that static, stability and vibration analysis of non-prismatic beam-columns 
under any transverse loading and axial end loads with generalized end conditions can be carried out once the 
main flexibility coefficients of the member are determined. Three comprehensive examples are presented that 
show the simplicity and accuracy of the proposed method. The calculated results using the proposed approach 
are compared to those available in the technical literature. 
 
A. Borkovic, S. Kovacevic, G. Radenkovic, S. Milovanovic and D. Majstorovic, “Rotation-free isogeometric 
dynamic analysis of an arbitrarily curved plane Bernoulli-Euler beam”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 
192-215, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: A novel rotation-free isogeometric formulation of in-plane dynamic analysis of an arbitrarily 
curved Bernoulli-Euler beam in the convective frame of reference is presented. The driving force behind the 
present study has been the development of the NURBS-based element which enables an elegant framework of 
in-plane vibrations of arbitrarily curved Bernoulli-Euler beams, being a function only of the global Cartesian 



coordinates. Due to the fact that no additional simplifications are made, besides those related to the classic 
Bernoulli-Euler hypothesis and small strain theory, the formulation is particularly applicable for problems 
regarding the behavior of strongly curved beams. 
An excellent agreement of the results is accomplished and efficiency for academic and practical use are shown. 
The influence of the product of the maximum curvature and the thickness of the beam on the accuracy of the 
solution is specially treated and debated. The effects of the hpk-refinements are thoroughly checked and a 
highly nonlinear convergence behavior under the h-refinement is noticed. The well-known fact that models with 
the highest interelement continuities return superior accuracy per degree of freedom is substantiated by an in-
depth numerical analysis of order of convergence. Furthermore, the accuracy of the developed model is 
analyzed utilizing normalized numerical discrete spectrums. It is remarked that the accuracy per degree of 
freedom degrades with the complexity of reference geometry of the beam. 
 
Bo Yang, Yue Zhang, Gang Xiong, Mohamed Elchalakani and Shao-Bo Kang, “Global buckling investigation 
on laterally-unrestrained Q460GJ steel beams under three-point bending”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 
271-280, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical study on the global buckling behaviour of 
doubly-symmetric Q460GJ steel beams under three-point bending. A total of eight simply-supported beams 
with different slendernesses and height-to-width ratios were tested in the experimental programme. To achieve 
the required loading and boundary conditions, a special loading system was designed for the beams so that the 
vertical load applied at the mid-span through a hydraulic jack could move with the beams in the lateral 
direction, and a set of steel rollers was placed in the supports. All eight beams failed in lateral-torsional 
buckling. Finite element models were also developed for the beams, in which initial geometric imperfections 
and residual stresses were considered. The model was validated against experimental results, and a reasonably 
good agreement was obtained. A series of parametric study was carried out to gain a deep understanding of the 
effects of slenderness and height-to-width ratio on buckling factor. Comparisons were made between numerical 
data and calculated values in accordance with different national codes. 
 
X.X. Cheng, S.T. Ke, P.F. Li, Y.J. Ge and L. Zhao (State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil 
Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai 200092, China), “External extreme wind pressure distribution for the 
structural design of cooling towers”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 336-353, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.038 
ABSTRACT: Current methods adopted by the Chinese Codes for calculating the external extreme wind 
pressure distribution on large cooling tower structures may result in an uneconomical structural design. Similar 
situation might hold true for other international standards, e.g., the German Code VGB-R 610Ue and the British 
Code BS4485. It is important therefore to accurately calculate the external extreme wind pressure distribution to 
ensure the suitable structural design of these large structures. However, two issues currently exist which hinder 
the calculation of accurate wind pressure distributions: (1) although wind pressure samples on tower surfaces 
are often found to be non-Gaussian features, limited peak factor calculation methods have been deemed to be 
applicable to non-Gaussian samples; and (2) the effects of free-stream turbulence on wind loads on large 
cooling towers are generally significant, which possibly further leads to a significant influence on the extreme 
wind pressure distributions obtained. In light of these issues, the applicability of the Sadek-Simiu method to 
non-Gaussian wind pressure samples is validated in this study and, based on quantifiable data, the limited 
influence of the turbulence intensity on the external extreme wind pressure distribution is also observed. With 
these findings, the external extreme wind pressure distribution on large cooling tower structures is calculated by 
averaging distributions around different horizontal sections obtained using the Sadek-Simiu method. Finally, the 
accuracy of the obtained external extreme wind pressure distribution is validated using full-scale measurement 
results. The obtained external extreme wind pressure distribution is formulated in this study which will facilitate 
the future improvements of the Chinese Codes and the German Code VGB-R 610Ue. 
 
Tim Michiels, Sigrid Andriaenssens and Matthew Dejong (Primarily from: Dept. of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Princeton University, E-Quad, 59 Olden Street, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA), “Form finding of 
corrugated shell structures for seismic design and validation using non-linear pushover analysis”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 181, pp 362-373, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.043 



ABSTRACT: The geometry of shell structures plays an essential role in their capacity to withstand earthquakes. 
However seismic loading is rarely considered when determining the overall geometry of shells. This paper 
presents a novel form finding methodology for the conceptual seismic design of corrugated shells. The method 
ensures that a compression load path exists to carry lateral earthquake accelerations by deriving shell 
geometries from a series of funicular polygons obtained through a graphic statics procedure for combined 
gravity and horizontal loads. While the method can be applied to any material that resists compressive stresses, 
it is employed in this paper to find the shapes of corrugated thin-tile masonry shells. Non-linear pushover 
analysis is then used to quantify lateral capacity and evaluate form finding results in terms of material efficiency 
to resist lateral loads. The analysis furthermore provides insights regarding the collapse mechanisms and flow of 
forces. It is demonstrated that the lateral capacity before cracking in the corrugated shell shapes is up to 79% 
higher than the capacity of a non-form-found reference shell shapes considering identical material use. All 
form-found shells were found to fail through a similar collapse mechanism which is defined by four crack 
zones. The location of these crack zones can be manipulated through the form finding process and identify the 
locations where reinforcement could be most efficiently introduced. Finally, the flow of forces within the form-
found shells is used to propose alternative designs that provide additional openings in the shell surface while 
maintaining similar seismic capacity. Thus, the paper provides a new approach for the conceptual design of safe 
corrugated shell structures in earthquake prone areas. 
 
Cagan Dizdar, Eray Baran and Cem Topkaya (Department of Civil Engineering, Middle East Technical 
University, Ankara 06531, Turkey), “Strength and stiffness of floor trusses fabricated from formed steel lipped 
channels”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 437-457, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.041 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports findings of an experimental study on floor trusses fabricated from cold-formed 
steel lipped channel sections. In design, the members of these trusses are generally considered as pin-ended and 
their capacities are assessed under pure compressive and tensile loads by making use of commonly accepted 
design specifications. Seventeen full-scale floor trusses were experimentally investigated through four point 
bending tests. Thickness of lipped channels, number of connection fasteners, and type of diagonal connection 
were considered as the prime variables. Test results indicate that there are marked differences between the 
design and measured values in terms of both the strength and stiffness. The service load stiffnesses of the 
trusses were found to be lower than the stiffnesses obtained using two dimensional truss models due to the 
neglect of connection flexibility in analysis models. Additional experiments on screw connections were 
conducted to find out their axial stiffness. The results from connection tests were used to develop analytical 
expressions which can be used to simulate connection flexibility. Similar to the stiffness, the strength of the 
trusses were found to be lower than the predicted strength using the pin-ended member under compression 
approach. In addition, the observed failure modes are markedly different than the code predictions. The sources 
of these differences were found to arise from the unfolding of lips at the diagonal to chord member connections 
and the global bending effects. The strength and failure mode of trusses can be more accurately predicted by 
considering local buckling of channel sections with unfolded lips. 
 
Youzhu Lin, Jiachuan Yan, Yonghui Wang, Feng Fan and Chaoying Zou (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic 
Behaviour and Control of the Ministry of Education and Key Lab of Smart Prevention and Mitigation of Civil 
Engineering Disasters of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Harbin Institute of Technology, 
Harbin 150090, China, School of Civil Engineering, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), 
“Shear failure mechanisms of SCS sandwich beams considering bond-slip between steel plates and concrete”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 458-475, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.025 
ABSTRACT: The steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich structure has been proposed for containment buildings in 
third-generation nuclear power plants. In this paper, 27 static tests on SCS sandwich beams (by the authors and 
others) are adopted serially to summarize the failure modes and explore the failure mechanisms of SCS 
sandwich beams with different bond-slip conditions between the steel plate and concrete. Further, a three-
dimensional finite element (FE) model is developed to simulate the ultimate strength of SCS sandwich beams 
under different failure modes. The accuracy of the developed FE model in predicting ultimate strength, cracking 
behaviours and bond-slip behaviours is verified by static tests. Based on the validated FE model, 65 numerical 
cases are calculated to investigate the effects of analytical parameters on the failure mechanism and ultimate 



strength of SCS sandwich beams under different bond-slip conditions. The analytical parameters include the 
steel plate ratio, shear span to depth ratio, spacing of shear studs and shear reinforcement ratio. In addition, 
theoretical models are proposed to predict the ultimate strength of SCS sandwich beams under different bond-
slip conditions. The accuracy of the theoretical model is verified by comparison with current design codes for 
SCS sandwich beams. 
 
Asim Abbas, Mohammad Adil, Naveed Ahmad and Izaz Ahmad (Department of Civil Engineering, UET 
Peshawar, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan), “Behavior of reinforced concrete sandwiched panels (RCSPs) under 
blast load”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 476-490, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.051 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation carried out to understand the behavior of 
reinforced concrete sandwiched panels (RCSPs) under blast load. An RCSP is composed of an EPS (Expanded 
Polystyrene) foam core, which is surrounded by spray-on reinforced concrete skins (like ferrocement overlay) 
on both sides. For this purpose blast load test on four free-standing RCSPs in 17 blast case scenarios were 
conducted and the physical behavior was analyzed through high quality visuals and fragility curves were 
developed. The fragility curve interprets the relationship between damage intensity with charge size and scaled 
of distance. On the basis of results it is concluded that RCSP panel has greater capability of absorbing and 
dissipating energy generated by blast, and stable against fragmentation as compared to other conventional 
building systems used in Pakistan. Based on the assessment RCSPs walls/panels are strongly recommended for 
protective barrier installed in the vicinity of critical infrastructure against blast loading. 
 
Jonathan D. Glassman, Veronica Boyce and Maria E. Moreyra Garlock, “Effectiveness of stiffeners on steel 
plate shear buckling at ambient and elevated temperatures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 491-502, 15 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.012 
ABSTRACT: There are a growing number of bridge fire events and the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) requires that critical structural elements of the bridge be protected from elevated temperatures due to 
fire. However, no guidance is given on how to protect these critical elements, nor how to identify them. Further, 
slender steel web plates have been shown to be vulnerable to shear buckling in fire events and recent research 
that indicates that the load path of shear forces in thin web plates is not well understood. The overall objective 
of this paper is to examine the effectiveness of stiffeners for enhancing the shear capacity of slender plates at 
ambient and elevated temperatures. Specifically, evaluations are made regarding the effectiveness of stiffeners 
for increasing the shear buckling capacity through various stiffener orientations, providing lateral restraint, and 
providing a load path for shear forces. In particular, the elastic shear buckling load, Vcr, and the ultimate shear 
postbuckling load, Vu, of the steel plate are examined. Finite element analyses, which have been validated with 
experimental data, are used as a basis for the study. The temperatures studied range from ambient to 1100 °C. 
This study provides some important insights on the behavior of plates under shear loads. For example, results 
indicate that the stiffener’s role is not that of a load path for the shear forces, but one of lateral restraint, 
regardless of its geometric orientation. Further, it is shown that for lower temperatures a stiffener oriented along 
the compression diagonal (opposite to a tension field) provides the most improvement in postbuckling strength. 
 
Yiyan Chen, Jucan Dong, Tianhua Xu, Yufeng Xiao, Ruijuan Jiang and Xinmin Nie (Primarily from: Shenzhen 
Municipal Design & Research Institute Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China), “The shear-lag effect of composite box 
girder bridges with corrugated steel webs and trusses”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 617-628, 15 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.048 
ABSTRACT: The composite box girder bridge with corrugated steel webs and trusses is a recently proposed 
enhanced composite box girder bridge structure. The shear-lag effect of this kind of structure is studied in detail 
in this research. Two 8.744 m-long test beams with and without concrete filled in the bottom steel tubes were 
constructed and tested. The non-uniform distribution of cross-sectional stress in the top concrete slab was 
captured. The filling of concrete inside the bottom steel tubes is shown not to have a great influence on the 
shear-lag effect. Numerical parametric studies were carried out to study the influence of various factors on the 
shear-lag effect of this kind of structure. The numerical results indicate that the magnitude of the shear-lag 
effect increases with the width-to-span ratio and the suspension ratio. Analytical equations were derived to 
calculate the shear-lag coefficient for composite box girders with corrugated steel webs and trusses based on the 



energy variational principle. The experimental and numerical validation indicates that the proposed equations 
can be well applied in engineering practice. 
 
Y.L. Li, X.L. Zhao and R.K. Singh Raman (primarily from: Department of Civil Engineering, Monash 
University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia), “Load-strain model for concrete-filled double-skin circular FRP 
tubes under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 629-642, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.029 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled double-skin FRP tubes (CFDST) are increasingly attracting researchers’ interests 
due to the advantages of their reduced self-weight and higher bending stiffness than fully filled tubes. However, 
the structural behaviour of CFDST, especially the non-uniform confinement in annular concrete, has not ever 
been well addressed. This paper presents an analytic study on axial compressed circular stub CFDST with FRP 
wrap/tube as outer tube and steel/FRP as inner tube. Based on existing studies on actively confined concrete, a 
constitutive model for non-uniformly FRP-confined concrete is developed in this paper. The dilation model for 
concrete fully filled FRP tubes is modified to account for the effects of void ratio so that the hoop-axial strain 
curve of CFDST could be reasonably predicted. Behaviours of steel and FRP tubes in CFDST are investigated 
and proper stress-strain models are proposed to estimate the loads shared by tubes. The stress state in annular 
concrete is theoretically studied by dividing the cross-section into multiple circular layers. Finally, an analysis-
oriented load-strain model, which accounts for the non-uniform confinement, effects of void ratio, buckling of 
FRP tube, and strain hardening of stainless steel, is proposed for CFDST. As validated by the experimental data 
from a wide range of literature, the proposed model is reasonable and of high accuracy. 
 
R. Ansari, J. Torabi and R. Hassani (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, P.O. Box 
3756, Rasht, Iran), “A comprehensive study on the free vibration of arbitrary shaped thick functionally graded 
CNT-reinforced composite plates”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 181, pp 653-669, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.049 
ABSTRACT: The main objective of this paper is to analyze the free vibration of arbitrary shaped thick 
functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plates based on the higher-order shear 
deformation theory (HSDT) using a variational differential quadrature approach. By means of the generalized 
differential quadrature (GDQ) numerical operators and Hamilton’s principle, the discretized equations of 
motion are obtained. In order to use the GDQ differential and integral operators appropriately, the coordinate 
transformation is considered through the conventional finite element approach for transforming the irregular 
domain of the plate into the regular computational one. Employing a unified numerical approach to analyze 
different shapes of thick FG-CNTRC plates based on HSDT is the main novel aspect of the present study. To 
imply the accuracy of the present model, a wide range of comparison studies are presented. The results indicate 
the efficiency of the developed numerical methodology to study the vibration of arbitrary shaped thick FG-
CNTRC plates. Several results are also given to investigate the impacts of geometrical parameters and material 
properties on the vibrational behavior of FG-CNTRC plates. 
 
TrongNhan Tran, DucHieu Le and Ahmad Baroutaji, “Theoretical and numerical crush analysis of multi-stage 
nested aluminium alloy tubular structures under axial impact loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 182, pp 39-
50, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.072 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the crush behaviour and energy absorption performance of nested tubular thin-
walled structures made of aluminium alloy AA6061-O under dynamic axial loading are investigated. 
Theoretical solutions for Average Crush Force () of these structures are proposed by combining the energy 
method, simple superposition principle, and interaction among the various components of the structures. The 
derived theoretical models are verified by comparing their predictions with numerical and experimental values. 
The energy absorption indicators of the various structures are calculated and used to compare the various 
structures and to determine the best performing one. It is found that the nested structure with a higher number of 
tubes exhibits the best crashworthiness performance due to energy absorption enhancements resulted from the 
interaction effects between its components as well as its capability to reduce the peak crush force. 
 
Ziangying Guo, Yang Zhang, Wei Zhang and Lin Sun (primarily from: Beijing Key Laboratory of Nonlinear 
Vibrations and Strength of Mechanical Structures, College of Mechanical Engineering, Beijing University of 
Technology, Beijing 100124, China), “Theoretical and experimental investigation on the nonlinear vibration 



behavior of Z-shaped folded plates with inner resonance”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 182, pp 123-140, 1 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.066 
ABSTRACT: As one of the classical complex multibody structures, Z-shaped folded plates are widely applied 
in several engineering structures. In the present paper, the nonlinear vibration characteristics of a Z-shaped 
folded plate composed of three carbon-fiber composite plates were analyzed through theoretical and 
experimental investigation. The nonlinear dynamic model of the Z-shaped plate was developed based on the 
Hamilton principle, von Kármán equations, and the classical laminate plate theory, and the vibration mode 
shape functions of the system were calculated in ANSYS. Further, the Galerkin approach was employed to 
discretize the partial differential equations into a two-degrees-of-freedom nonlinear system, and the effects of 
transverse excitations on the nonlinear dynamic behavior of the Z-shaped folded plate were investigated through 
a comprehensive numerical simulation. Moreover, the obtained theoretical results were verified by experimental 
analysis. In addition, the vibration mode shapes of the Z-shaped folded plate were obtained by operational 
modal analysis (OMA). The modal parameters were first identified successfully using the PolyMAX method 
and then validated by modal assurance criterion (MAC). Finally, an excitation-measurement test was designed 
to measure the nonlinear vibration characteristics of the Z-shaped folded plate. 
 
Mohammed Sobhy (Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Faculty of Science, King Faisal University, P.O. 
Box 400, Hofuf 31982, Saudi Arabia and Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Kafrelsheikh 
University, Kafrelsheikh 33516, Egypt), “Levy solution for bending response of FG carbon nanotube reinforced 
plates under uniform, linear, sinusoidal and exponential distributed loadings”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 182, 
pp 198-212, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.071 
ABSTRACT: A new analytical approach for bending response of functionally graded single-walled carbon 
nanotube (FGCNT) reinforced plate resting on double-layered elastic foundations in thermal environments is 
presented based on Levy and Navier types solutions. The distribution of the carbon nanotubes is varied through 
the plate thickness in accordance with a modified power law. Four types of carbon nanotube distributions are 
considered. The four edges of the plate are simply supported for Navier method, whereas for Levy method, two 
opposite only of them are simply supported and the other ones are arbitrary. The present FGCNT plate is 
subjected to uniform, linear, sinusoidal or exponential distributed loadings. A refined shear deformation plate 
theory with four unknown functions is employed to obtain the closed form solution. The four coupled governing 
partial differential equations are derived utilizing Hamilton’s principle. Applying Levy solution and then the 
state space concept to the governing equations, a nonhomogeneous first-order linear ordinary differential system 
with constant coefficients is obtained. The solution of the homogeneous system (homogeneous solution) is 
obtained by using the matrix method. While, the method of undetermined coefficients is applied to find the 
particular solution of the nonhomogeneous linear system. The results obtained by Navier and Levy methods are 
compared with available results in the literature. Several examples are discussed for various values of the 
foundation stiffness, CNT volume fraction, various types of plate geometries, CNT distributions, external 
applied loads and boundary conditions. 
 
A.M. Guzman, M.B. Rosales and C.P. Filipich, “Continuous one-dimensional model of a spatial lattice. 
Deformation, vibration and buckling problems”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 182, pp 290-300, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.074 
ABSTRACT: Lattice towers and guyed masts are frequently used in the telecommunication industry, 
particularly to support antennas. These structural systems comprise a large number of elements (mainly, legs 
and diagonals) and for this reason, their representation by equivalent models is quite common and convenient. 
In a previous study, the authors derived a continuous model of a spatial lattice governed by nine differential 
equations (9DE). The legs trace forms a triangle and the diagonals with a zig-zag pattern are contained in three 
planes that join each two legs, defined as Pattern 1. Here and starting from an energy statement, the structural 
behavior of a 1D continuous model governed by six differential equations (6DE) which leads to a simpler 
representation of the lattice structure, is stated. This formulation considers the shear flexibility and the second 
order effect due to axial loads. Also, the inertial forces due to the legs and diagonals masses are taken into 
account. Numerical examples dealing with deflections, critical buckling loads and natural frequencies are 
solved with this 1D model. The results are compared with the outcomes found with finite element methods. A 
very good performance is attained with the proposed model. Finally, the equivalent properties for other patterns 



of diagonalization (Patterns 2, 3 and 4) different to the studied as well as the formulas to find the critical loads 
are included in Appendices. 
 
Jiantao Wang, Qing Sun and Junxin Li (Department of Civil Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, 
Shaanxi Province 710049, PR China), “Experimental study on seismic behavior of high-strength circular 
concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 182, pp 403-415, 1 March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.098 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental study on the seismic behavior of high-strength 
circular concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular (HCFTST) columns with ultra-large diameter-to-thickness (D/t) 
ratios exceeding the limitations of the current construction standards. Sixteen HCFTST columns with different 
combinations of D/t ratio, concrete cylinder compressive strength (), and axial compression ratio (n) were tested 
under constant axial compression combined with cyclic lateral loading. The ultimate failure state was achieved 
when the steel tubes ruptured severely and core concrete crushing occurred. The results from hysteretic curves 
indicated that the HCFTST columns with ultra-large D/t ratios displayed flexural failure and shear failure 
modes. Subsequently, the skeleton curve, ductility, energy dissipation capacity, and stiffness degradation were 
discussed in detail. Moreover, the effects of D/t ratio, concrete cylinder compressive strength and axial 
compression ratio on performance were investigated so that this work could serve as a basic reference to future 
studies, and a strength model was proposed to predict the moment-resisting capacity. The experimental 
investigation indicated that (i) using high-strength Q690 steel could significantly contribute to a larger 
elastoplastic deformation capacity and delay the onset of post-peak behavior, even though a lower ductility 
capacity was provided; (ii) the proposed strength model could satisfactorily predict the moment-resisting 
capacity; (iii) the out-of-code HCFTST columns with reasonable design could demonstrate favorable seismic 
behavior and could be accepted as aseismatic components in earthquake-prone regions. 
 
Hossein Zamanifar, Saeid Sarrami-Foroushani and Mojtaba Azhari (Department of Civil Engineering, Isfahan 
University of Technology, Isfahan 84156-83111, Iran), “Static and dynamic analysis of corrugated-core 
sandwich plates using finite strip method”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 30-51, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.102 
ABSTRACT: Free and forced vibration and static analysis of corrugated-core sandwich plates are investigated 
in this study by employing the classic finite strip method. The 3D corrugated-core plate is converted to a 2D 
orthotropic continuum model by considering some equivalent elastic constants. Various boundary conditions 
and different features of these plates are explored and the geometric and mechanical factors influencing their 
responses, such as displacements, rotations, moments and shear forces, are evaluated. Because of the significant 
effect of the shear stiffness on the behavior of corrugated-core sandwich plates, the first order shear deformation 
theory (FSDT) is used to analyze the plate. Due to the comparatively low shear to flexural stiffness ratio of 
these plates compared to ordinary plates, the convergence of the results is relatively slow. Therefore, a fast 
numerical technique such as finite strip method which yields effective reduction of calculation cost is employed. 
A MATLAB program is developed to obtain the results and the validity of the proposed method is evaluated by 
comparing the results with those presented by previous researches. 
 
Alfarabi M. Sharif, Galal M. Al-Mekhlafi and Mohammed A. Al-Osta (Department of Civil Engineering, King 
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals, Dhahran 31261, Saudi Arabia), “Structural performance of CFRP-
strengthened concrete-filled stainless steel tubular short columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 94-109, 
15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: The use of concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) members is relatively innovative and 
new. CFSST columns can be used for bridge piers, multi-story buildings and other supporting structures. 
However, a common mode of failure with these type of tubular composite columns is inelastic outward local 
buckling occurring at the column ends. Therefore, this paper presents the results of experimental, numerical and 
analytical investigations into the behavior of circular CFSST columns strengthened by carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) wrap and subjected to axial compression loading. The experimental investigation comprised 
three series of tests. The main variables tested were the diameter to thickness ratio of the stainless steel tube and 
the thickness of the CFRP wrap. 3D finite element models (FEMs) were developed for CFRP-wrapped CFSST 
columns using the ABAQUS software and were validated with experimental results. An extensive parametric 
study was carried out by using the validated FEMs. It was shown from the experimental and FEMs results that 



CFRP jacketing was highly effective in improving the axial load carrying capacity and axial shortening capacity 
of the CFSST columns. Finally, an analytical model based on the FE parametric study results was proposed to 
predict the axial load carrying capacity of the CFRP-wrapped CFSST columns. 
 
Kan Zhou and Lin-Hai Han (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China), 
“Modelling the behaviour of concrete-encased concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns subjected to full-range 
fire”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 265-280, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.100 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an advanced finite element analysis (FEA) model to predict the fire behaviour 
of concrete-encased concrete-filled steel tube (CSFT) columns. The sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis 
method provided in the software package ABAQUS was used. Full-range fire simulation given in this paper 
included four phases, i.e. loading (to a certain load level) at ambient temperature, standard fire exposure 
(heating) with the load applied, cooling down phase and postfire loading up to final failure. Calibrated empirical 
models for steel tube, unconfined and confined concrete (confined by steel tube and by reinforcement, 
respectively) over the four phases were chosen separately and applied to the FEA model. Numerical results 
from the model were compared with previously reported results of the experiments on the concrete-encased 
CFST columns, in terms of ultimate strength at ambient temperature, temperature field, failure modes, fire 
resistance, axial deformation versus time relationships, load versus axial deformation relationships and postfire 
residual strength. It is found that acceptable agreement was reached between the predictions and experimental 
observations, although some aspects could be further improved. Sensitivity analyses on several identified 
parameters of the modelling were conducted. Recommendations on simulating the full range fire behaviour of 
concrete-encased CFST columns were proposed based on the numerical study presented in this paper. In 
addition, the calculated internal force of the tested specimens was extracted and analysed, which confirmed the 
design concept of the composite action of concrete-encased CFST columns in fire. 
 
Shuxian Chen, Xu Xie and Hanqing Zhuge (College of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Zhejiang 
University, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, People’s Republic of China), “Hysteretic model for steel  piers considering the 
local buckling of steel plates”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 303-318, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.101 
ABSTRACT: The pier is a vital structural component of bridges and thus critically considered in the seismic 
design. In order to provide an accurate and efficient methodology in the analysis of seismic response, a 
hysteretic model considering the effect of local buckling of steel plates is proposed for steel piers. In the 
hysteretic model, the Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto hysteresis model is employed to establish the hysteresis curve 
equation, and the energy-based Ibarra-Krawinkler degradation rule is followed to describe the deterioration rule 
of structural bearing capacity and stiffness. In this study, a widely used Chinese steel Q345qC was taken as an 
example to illustrate the proposed model for steel piers. At first, the seismic performance of steel piers under 
horizontal cyclic load was analyzed. Then, the empirical formulae of the vital limit state points for evaluating 
the structural seismic performance were established, and further the identification of the decisive parameter 
(degradation parameter) of the hysteretic model was carried out. Morever, the verification on the effectiveness 
of the proposed model was verified, and the results showed its applicability and accuracy for steel piers under 
horizontal cyclic loads. Finally, the application of the proposed model in the seismic calculation of steel piers 
was interpreted. 
 
Talha Ekmekyapar and Ihssan A.H. Alhatmey (Civil Engineering Department, University of Gaziantep, 27310 
Gaziantep, Turkey), “Post-fire resistance of internally ring stiffened high performance concrete filled steel tube 
columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 375-388, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.024 
ABSTRACT: Use of composite construction is increasing exponentially across the world, since such structures 
offer the combined benefits of constituent materials and provide cost effective solutions. Concrete filled steel 
tube (CFST) columns have been proven to be a very efficient way of composite construction. Although the 
behaviour of CFST columns under many different loading scenarios has been well detailed, a search of the 
literature revealed few studies on the post-fire resistance of these members. This paper gives an account of 
internally ring stiffening of CFST columns with the aim of advancing their post-fire resistance. To this end, 
CFST columns with and without internal rings were subjected to a standard fire exposure. To address their post-



fire performance, fire exposed specimens and counterparts without fire exposure (in total 30 specimens) were 
tested under concentric compression to failure. CFST column specimens were manufactured using self-
compacted high performance concrete to acquire key knowledge which could be exploited in highly stressed 
engineering structures. Experimental results indicate that with a proper design, internal rings are very efficient 
in providing high post-fire resistances. Some specific configurations achieved post-fire resistances greater than 
that of the capacities of classical CFST counterparts without fire exposure. Accordingly, it is shown that internal 
rings have the potential to eliminate the need for external coating or any other expensive fire protection measure 
to circumvent post-fire design concerns. The findings of this research provide novel insights and offer cost 
effective solutions to improve the performance of CFST columns under ambient temperature and after fire 
exposure. 
 
Yuyin Wang, Ligui Yang, Hua Yang and Changyong Liu (Key Lab of Structures Dynamic Behaviour and Control (Harbin 
Institute of Technology), Ministry of Education, Heilongjiang, Harbin 150090, China, School of Civil Engineering, Harbin Institute of 
Technology, Heilongjiang, Harbin 150090, China), “Behaviour of concrete-filled corrugated steel tubes under axial compression”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 475-495, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.093 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled tubular (CFT) structures are exposed to increasingly complex environments with 
ever-broadening applications. Anticorrosion maintenance is generally difficult and expensive for established 
structures exposed to the air. Due to the superior corrosion resistance and the high lateral stiffness of the 
corrugated steel pipe (CSP), concrete-filled corrugated steel tube (CFCST) is proposed which has the similar 
working mechanism with the tube confined concrete columns. Such innovative composite member has 
advantages such as free of maintenance, ease of construction, high load-bearing capacity, good ductility and 
strong interlocking effect between CSP and concrete. In order to verify the load bearing reliability of concrete-
filled corrugated steel tube (CFCST), twenty-one short columns including twelve CFCSTs were tested under 
axial compression. It was found that the CFCST is a tube confined concrete member and behaves slightly better 
than tubed-concrete columns. The strain and stress of CSP are discussed in detail to clarify the confinement 
effect. As well, solid nonlinear finite element models (FEM) were established to investigate the influence of key 
factors including geometries of CSP and strength of materials, which were summarized in the confinement 
index. Based on early studies on steel tube confined concrete and the parameter analysis in this paper, a suitable 
design method to predict the ultimate axial compressive load capacity for CFCST columns is proposed in this 
paper. 
 
Huan-Peng Hong, Huang Yuan, Lu Deng and Yu Bai (Primarily from: Key Laboratory for Damage Diagnosis 
of Engineering Structures of Hunan Province, College of Civil Engineering, Hunan University, Changsha 
410082, People’s Republic of China), “Axial capacity of steel tube-reinforced concrete stub columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 523-532, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.044 
ABSTRACT: The steel tube-reinforced concrete (ST-RC) column is an innovative composite structure that has 
been increasingly applied in high-rise buildings and bridge piers in China. This study aims to investigate the 
axial capacity of the ST-RC stub column by means of a modified superposition method. Primarily, the sectional 
confining force equilibrium was elaborated to explain the confinement mechanism of the ST-RC column under 
concentric compression, which involves the confining stress induced from the inner steel tube and secondary 
confining stress induced from the peripheral steel hoops. Thereafter, a modified method for predicting the axial 
capacity of the ST-RC column, considering the secondary confinement, was developed according to a stress and 
strain analysis. Thirdly, 41 published specimens were collected to verify the accuracy of the proposed method. 
It was demonstrated that the current method fitted strongly with the tests results and exhibited satisfactory 
adaptability. Finally, four other methods according to ACI 318, AIJ, EC 4, and CECS 188-2005 were verified in 
the same scenario. It was found that the current method exhibited superior correlation with the experimental 
results compared with conventional approaches. It will be favorable to obtain the viable axial capacity of the 
ST-RC column by using the presented solution. 
 
Yahui Zhang, Yuyin Li and David Kennedy (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for 
Industrial Equipment, Department of Engineering Mechanics, International Center for Computational 
Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116023, PR China), “An uncertain computational model 
for random vibration analysis of subsea pipelines subjected to spatially varying ground motions”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 183, pp 550-561, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.031 



ABSTRACT: Based on a nonparametric modelling approach, this paper presents a random vibration analysis of 
a subsea pipeline subjected to spatially varying ground motions. The earthquake-induced ground motions are 
modelled as nonstationary random processes and their spatial variations are considered. The modelling 
uncertainties of the subsea pipeline are taken into account using a random matrix theory, while the unilateral 
contact relationship between the pipeline and seabed is also considered. Thus, an uncertain computational 
model for the subsea pipeline subjected to a random earthquake is established, and the corresponding solutions 
are calculated using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). In order to highlight the contribution of the unilateral 
contact effect to random responses of pipelines, comparative studies are performed between the unilateral and 
permanent contact models. In numerical examples, the possible convergence problems in the present 
computational model are firstly studied to determine the optimal numbers of reduced modes and MCS samples. 
Then influences of the randomness in the earthquake and modelling uncertainties in the pipeline are 
investigated qualitatively through three representative cases. The different propagations of randomness and 
modelling uncertainties in the unilateral and permanent models are also examined and discussed. It is concluded 
that the randomness of the earthquake and modelling uncertainties of the pipeline have significant influences on 
the statistical characteristics of earthquake responses of the pipeline. 
 
Fei Gao, Zigang Xiao, Xingquan Guan, Hongping Zhu and Guofeng Du (Primarily from: School of Civil 
Engineering and Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, Hubei 430074, PR 
China), “Dynamic behavior of CHS-SHS tubular T-joints subjected to low-velocity impact loading”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 183, pp 720-740, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.027 
ABSTRACT: Welded steel tubular structures are easily exposed to impact loading which may cause devastated 
damage firstly to their connecting joints. The critical joints determine the dynamic mechanical performance of 
the structures in those unexpected catastrophes. This paper describes an experimental and numerical impact 
investigation on dynamic behavior of CHS-SHS tubular T-joints, made up of a circular hollow section (CHS) 
brace and a square hollow section (SHS) chord. Seven CHS-SHS tubular T-joint specimens with different 
geometric and loading properties were tested on an in-house dropped hammer testing machine. The deformation 
mode of the joint specimens was identified as outward buckling of the chord side walls and indentation of the 
chord top surface. The experimental results indicated that increasing the geometric parameter β (the width ratio 
of the brace to chord) enhanced the impact resistance, increasing the impact velocity significantly affected the 
dynamic response, and changing the boundary condition had little effect on the dynamic performance of the 
joints. Six finite element (FE) models of the tested joint specimens were developed to simulate the dynamic 
behavior of the joints. The comparison of the impact force, displacement development, and deformation mode 
showed that the FE analysis was in good agreement with the experimental results. A parametric study was 
subsequently conducted to quantify the effects of the impact velocity, impact mass, and impact energy on the 
dynamic performance of the joints. The numerical results showed that the impact force, displacement, and 
energy dissipation were linearly dependent on the impact energy of the dropped hammer, and the impact 
duration of the impact process was directly correlated to the impact momentum. 
 
Jordana L. Morais and Frederico M.A. Silva (School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Federal 
University of Goiás, UFG, 74605-220 Goiânia, GO, Brazil), “Influence of modal coupling and geometrical 
imperfections on the nonlinear buckling of cylindrical panels under static axial load”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 183, pp 816-829, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.12.032 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this work is to analyse the influence of the nonlinear modal coupling and initial 
geometrical imperfection on the post-buckling path (perfect case) or nonlinear equilibrium path (imperfect case) 
of a simply supported, axially loaded cylindrical panel. The cylindrical panel is described by the Donnell 
nonlinear shallow shell theory and the lateral displacement field is based on a perturbation procedure, 
generating a precise low-dimensional model that satisfies out-of-plane boundary conditions and considers the 
forthcoming nonlinear modal coupling due to quadratic and cubic terms in a nonlinear equilibrium equation. 
The discretized equations of motion are determined by applying the standard Galerkin method. Various 
numerical techniques are employed to obtain the cylindrical panel’s nonlinear static equilibrium path with its 
structural stability analysis. The results show the influence of geometry on the nonlinear response of the 
cylindrical panel, unveiling an intricate competition between different types of bifurcation diagrams (stable 
symmetric, unsymmetrical, and unstable symmetric). Completing the presented results, the initial geometrical 
imperfection could change the stability of the initial nonlinear equilibrium path (from unstable to stable) 



depending on the applied amplitude of the imperfection and its shape. It is possible to observe that the influence 
of the geometrical imperfection on the nonlinear equilibrium path of the imperfect cylindrical panel is 
determinant. 
 
Z. Soltani, S.A. Hosseini Kordkheili and G. Kress (Center of Research and Development in Space Science and 
Technology, Aerospace Engineering Department, Sharif University of Technology, Azadi Avenue, P.O. Box: 
11365-9567, Tehran, Iran and Laboratory of Composite Material and Adaptive Structures, Department of 
Mechanical and Process Engineering, ETH Zurich, Tannenstr. 3, CH-8092 Zürich, Switzerland), “Experimental 
and numerical study of geometrically nonlinear behavior of corrugated laminated composite shells using a 
nonlinear layer-wise shell FE formulation”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 61-73, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.077 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and numerical studies on the geometrically nonlinear behavior 
of corrugated laminated composite shells (CLCS) under quasi-static loading along the corrugated direction. A 
geometrically nonlinear layer-wise shell finite element formulation is adopted to study the behavior of CLCS 
under large deformation by modeling of incremental different moduli in the tensile and compressive regimes 
through the thickness, where the spatial location of neutral axis shifts with deformation. A master curve is 
presented to estimate the value of compressive modulus from given tensile and flexural moduli. Using the 
prepreg autoclave method, the paper also describes practical challenges in the manufacturing of CLCS and 
reveals significant influence of thickness on the nonlinear elastic behavior of two thin and moderately thick 
CLCS. The proprietary layer-wise shell FE formulation is verified with solid-finite-element modeling and 
employing a developed user material (USERMAT) subroutine in the commercial software ANSYS. Resulting 
improvements in numerical modelling are assessed in both general and local behaviors. 
 
Lulu Zhang, Kang Hai Tan and Ou Zhao (School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore), “Experimental and numerical studies of fixed-ended cold-formed 
stainless steel equal-leg angle section columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 134-144, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.083 
ABSTRACT: The flexural-torsional buckling behaviour of fixed-ended cold-formed stainless steel equal-leg 
angle section columns was experimentally and numerically investigated in this paper. The testing programme 
was conducted on two press-braked austenitic stainless steel equal-leg angle sections, and involved material 
testing, initial imperfection measurements and sixteen fixed-ended column tests. The test setup and procedure, 
together with the key experimental results, load–mid-height torsional rotation histories and flexural-torsional 
buckling failure modes, were fully reported. Finite element models were then developed to simulate the fixed-
ended cold-formed stainless steel equal-leg angle section column tests, and the numerical structural responses 
and failure modes were shown to match well with the corresponding experimental observations. The validated 
finite element models were then utilised to carry out parametric studies to generate an extensive pool of 
numerical data on fixed-ended cold-formed stainless steel equal-leg angle section columns susceptible to 
flexural-torsional buckling. The load-carrying capacities derived from both the experiments and FE modelling 
were compared with the resistance predictions from the established design standards in Europe, America, and 
Australia/New Zealand and a recently proposed direct strength method. The comparison results generally 
indicated that the existing design codes unduly underestimate the flexural-torsional buckling resistances of 
fixed-ended cold-formed stainless steel equal-leg angle section columns, while the direct strength method 
substantially improves the design accuracy on average, but with many overpredicted resistances, indicating that 
further improvements are generally required. 
 
A. Piquer, C. Ibanez and D. Hernandez-Figueirido (Department of Mechanical Engineering and Construction, 
Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain), “Structural response of concrete-filled round-ended stub columns 
subjected to eccentric loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 318-328, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.091 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the results of an experimental campaign on 9 concrete-filled round-ended steel 
tubular (CFRT) stub beam-columns subjected to eccentric loads are presented. Different levels of load 
eccentricity were considered including reference specimens subjected to concentric loads. In order to study the 
effect of the concrete infill strength in the ultimate capacity, two types of concrete infill were employed: normal 
and high strength concrete. In view of the experimental results, the dependency of the type of response on the 



load eccentricity and strength of concrete infill of the beam-columns was analysed. In addition to the effect of 
the concrete infill, the result of the composite action and the level of ductility were also studied by means of 
different parameters. It was found that the cross-sectional capacity is inversely proportional to the load 
eccentricity and that, in addition, it is highly sensitive to the region within the cross-section where the load 
application point lies. The experimental ultimate loads of the specimens were compared with the corresponding 
failure loads given by Eurocode 4 as well as with the combined axial force-bending moment interaction curve. 
In this case, the comparison showed that for high load eccentricities, code predictions are too conservative. 
Finally, an approach based on an equivalent rectangular CFST cross-section is presented and applied to 
calculate the capacity of tested columns, obtaining accurate predictions. 
 
Huijun Li and Yoshiya Taniguchi, “Load-carrying capacity of semi-rigid double-layer grid structures with 
initial crookedness of member”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 421-433, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.094 
ABSTRACT: The main aim of the present study is to investigate the effect of joint bending stiffness and initial 
crookedness of member on load-carrying capacity of double-layer grid with different member slenderness 
ratios. Firstly, a mechanical model of semi-rigidly jointed double-layer grid with initial crookedness of member 
is developed, followed by verification of two simple grid structures. Then, the influence of joint bending 
stiffness and random initial crookedness of member on load-carrying capacity of double-layer grid is 
systematically investigated. Finally, failure mechanism and destructive process of the double-layer grid are 
discussed. The results indicate that the load-carrying capacity of double-layer grid with initial crookedness of 
member is remarkably affected by joint bending stiffness, especially for double-layer grid with slender member. 
The limit load of double-layer grid markedly decreases when κ less than 1.5–2. The effect of initial crookedness 
of member on load-carrying capacity of double-layer grid has a close relationship with member slenderness 
ratio. With the increase of member slenderness ratio, the limit load reduction gradually increases. The 
distribution of random initial crookedness of member distinctly affects the limit load of double-layer grid, and 
some of them can observably reduce the limit load, especially for double-layer grid with large member 
slenderness ratio. The failure mode of imperfect double-layer grid is affected by distribution of initial 
crookedness of member and joint bending stiffness. The existence of random initial crookedness of member can 
aggravate P-Δ effect, and some compression members of double-layer grid lose their stability prematurely, 
which further leads to the instability of whole double-layer grid. 
 
Jinyou Zhao, Kuo Sun, Cheng Yu and Jun Wang (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, Northeast 
Forestry University, Harbin 150040, China), “Tests and direct strength design on cold-formed steel channel 
beams with web holes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 434-446, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.062 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the flexural behaviors of cold-formed steel channel beams with web holes and 
assess the reliability of the current direct strength method (DSM) for design of cold-formed steel beams with 
web holes stipulated in North American Specification (NAS) (2016), ten groups of specimens with various sizes 
of web holes and lips were tested under four-point bending. Among them, each kind of specimens with short 
lips or long lips have five kinds of hole height-to-web depth ratios, 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. It is shown that the 
web holes change the failure modes of beams from only distortional buckling or only local buckling to 
distortional-local buckling interaction controlled by distortional buckling or local-distortional buckling 
interaction controlled by local buckling. It is found that the moment capacities reduce slightly with a maximum 
reduction value of 7.0% when the ratio of hole height-to-web depth increases from 0 to 0.4, and that the 
moment capacities reduce dramatically with a maximum reduction value of 16.3% when the ratio of hole 
height-to-web depth further increases to 0.8. Moreover, ANSYS finite element (FE) program was used to 
simulate the beam tests, the simulation results show good agreement with the test results in terms of moment 
capacities and failure modes. Extensive ANSYS FE parametric analysis were carried out to verify the 
accurateness of critical elastic distortional buckling stress prediction method using CUFSM finite strip program 
and to modify the existed approximate prediction formulas of critical elastic local buckling stress applying to 
such beams with web holes. Furthermore, the test results and parametric analysis results were compared with 
the current DSM prediction results of cold-formed steel beams with web holes. It is found that the DSM in NAS 
(2016) provides unconservative predictions for most cold-formed steel channel beams with web holes, 



especially for beams failed by local-distortional buckling interaction controlled by local buckling. Therefore, 
the modified direct strength method formulas for cold-formed steel beams with web holes were proposed. 
 
Jiong-Yi Zhu, Tak-Ming Chan and Ben Young (Primarily from: Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong), “Cross-sectional capacity of octagonal 
tubular steel stub columns under uniaxial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 184, pp 480-494, 1 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.066 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the compression behaviour of cold-formed 
octagonal, circular and square tubular steel stub columns. Three octagonal hollow steel tubes were examined 
under axial compression while three circular steel tubes and two square steel tubes were tested for comparison. 
Nine existing test data on octagonal hollow steel tubes were also collated for comparison. The hollow tubes 
were fabricated by welding two cold-formed half-section steel plates. To examine the material characteristics, 
flat, curved and corner coupons were extracted and tested. Residual stress distribution in longitudinal direction 
was also measured by sectioning method. Fifty longitudinal strips with a nominal width of 10 mm were 
machined by a wire cutting machine. The test results obtained from the tensile coupon tests and residual stress 
measurements were examined to evaluate the effect of the fabrication process on different cross-sectional 
shapes. The geometric imperfections of each specimen were carefully measured. Cross-sectional capacity, load-
deformation relationships and failure modes of the stub columns were presented by the stub column tests. Finite 
element model was developed and validated against the experimental results. The experimental cross-sectional 
capacities were accurately predicted by the finite element models. The test data accompanied with the FE 
results were assessed with reference to current design provisions on cross-section classification and a suggested 
cross-section slenderness limit and an alternative design approach for octagonal cross-sections were proposed. 
 
Yu Yin Wang, Yue Geng, Jie Chen and Mu Zi Zhao (First author is from: Key Lab of Structures Dynamic 
Behaviour and Control (Harbin Institute of Technology), Ministry of Education, Heilongjiang, Harbin 150090, 
China), “Testing and analysis on nonlinear creep behaviour of concrete-filled steel tubes with circular cross-
section”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, pp 26-46, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.065 
ABSTRACT: Owing to the excellent seismic resistance of circular concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST), no 
specific limitation on their in-service axial load level is provided in Chinese codes. Therefore, nonlinear creep 
could occur in Chinese CFST applications. This study intends to experimentally investigate the nonlinear creep 
behaviour and the creep failure behaviour of CFST columns. Fourteen specimens were subjected to sustained 
loading for 200–500 days. The sustained loading level ranged between 40% and 80% of the cross-sectional 
strength of the specimens. The strain state of steel tubes was monitored to determine how the confinement 
effects vary with time. Ultimate loading tests were finally conducted on all specimens immediately after the 
long-term tests to investigate the nonlinear creep effects on the cross-sectional capacity and ductility of the 
CFST specimens. A method was then proposed for the nonlinear creep analysis of circular CFST members with 
consideration of the beneficial contribution of confinement effects. Existing nonlinear models were 
benchmarked against available experimental results to evaluate their adequacy in predicting the nonlinear creep 
responses of CFST members. Experimental results indicated that nonlinear creep could lead to a 58–200% 
increase in the creep coefficient, in which case the linear creep model will underestimate the long-term 
deformation by 37–67%. Owing to the vertical stress redistribution between the concrete core and the steel tube 
and the confinement effects, no creep failure occurred during the 500-day tests, and the nonlinear creep barely 
influenced the cross-sectional capacity of the specimens. A model was recommended to predict the nonlinear 
creep deformation of CFST members. 
 
Mohammad Motallebi, Dimitrios G. Lignos and Colin A. Rogers (Primarily from: Department of Civil 
Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada), “Full-scale testing of 
stiffened extended shear tab connections under combined axial and shear forces”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
185, pp 90-105, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.125 
ABSTRACT: Owing to the lack of a comprehensive published procedure for the design of stiffened extended 
shear tabs, practicing engineers usually follow design guides for unstiffened shear tabs. The results of recent 
laboratory experiments and numerical analyses have demonstrated that improvements to this approach are 



warranted. Furthermore, design methods for this connection type under combined axial and shear forces are not 
well established. To address these shortcomings, full-scale laboratory tests were carried out on the double-sided 
configuration of stiffened extended beam-to-girder shear tab connections with full depth shear plates. These 
experiments were complemented by a continuum finite element (CFE) study, with which the axial force 
demands along with other critical parameters that affect the connection behaviour were further examined. The 
experiments supported by the CFE findings indicated that the primary connection damage states are mainly 
associated with yielding and fracture of the shear plate due to the interaction of flexural, shear, and axial force. 
The study demonstrated that the direction and magnitude of the applied axial force significantly affected the 
shear and axial demands along the centerline of the interior bolt line. The current design practice for the double-
sided configuration of the full-depth extended beam-to-girder shear tab was also evaluated; a significant 
underestimation was observed in the prediction of a connection’s ultimate resistance. 
 
Dinh Han Nguyen, Won-Kee Hong, Hyo-Jin Ko and Seong-Kyum Kim (Primarily from: Department of 
Architectural Engineering, Engineering College, Kyung Hee University, 1732 Deogyeong-daero, Giheung-gu, 
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea), “Finite element model for the interface between steel and 
concrete of CFST (concrete-filled steel tube)”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, pp 141-158, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.068 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to provide numerical formulation of the behavior of the compact concrete-filled 
steel tubes (CFSTs) based on constraints with the tie model permitting the two regions to fuse together. This 
study defined the interface between steel tubes and concrete cores with tie parameters allowing only rotation at 
the interface. Nonlinear finite element analyses were performed to explore the influence of tie and slip models 
on the flexural strength of concrete-filled steel tube members, resulting in improved predictions when the 
confinement provided by a steel tube was modeled with tie element. The passive confinement provided by the 
steel tube was hindered by the difference in the Poisson’s ratio between the steel tube and concrete when slip 
elements allowed for infinitesimal movement between a concrete core and steel shell. The numerical results 
were also consistent with results obtained by the modified strain compatibility-based simplified methods in 
which no relative motion was assumed between the steel tube and concrete core. The numerical results were 
well correlated with test data and codes supplied by prior researchers when the test specimens in which relative 
movement at interface between concrete core and steel jacket was infinitesimal or relative movement between 
interface between concrete core and steel jacket was not allowed for CFTs with shear connectors. Improved 
predictions by the tie model demonstrated higher accuracy compared with that of the slip models. 
 
Minghong Li, Zhouhong Zong, Hong Hao, Xihong Zhang, Jin Lin and Guanyu Xie (Primarily from: School of 
Civil Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing 211189, China), “Experimental and numerical study on the 
behaviour of CFDST columns subjected to close-in blast loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, pp 203-
220, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.116 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic behaviour of concrete-filled double-skin steel tube (CFDST) columns under close-
in blast loading was investigated using experimental and numerical approaches in the present study. Field test 
results on three large scale CFDST column specimens subjected to different blast loading conditions were 
presented. High-fidelity physics-based numerical models were developed utilizing the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) formulation coupled with Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) algorithm available in the nonlinear 
dynamic analysis program LS-DYNA. The numerical models were verified with the experiment results and 
were then used to investigate the dynamic response, damage mechanism and energy absorption capacity of 
CFDST columns subjected to close-in explosions. The results indicated that the typical failure pattern of 
CFDST columns under close-in blast loading is dominated by localized denting of the cross-section directly 
facing the explosion with minor global deformation of the column. The concrete core suffers severe damage 
while the steel tubes remain almost undamaged except in a limited region in the vicinity of the detonation. The 
energy absorbed by each part of the CFDST columns demonstrates that the severe plastic damage of concrete 
core plays a significant role in the energy absorption mechanism of CFDST columns under blast loading from 
close-in explosion. The primary function of the steel tubes is to provide confinement to the concrete core 
therefore prevent concrete spall damage. In addition, the influence of explosive charge setups and level of axial 
loads on the structural response and damage was assessed and discussed. 
 



Wenliang Li, Xudong Zhi, Duozhi Wang, Feng Fan and Shizhao Shen (Primarily from: Key Lab of Structure 
Dynamic Behaviour and Control of the Ministry of Education, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, 
China), “Static stability analysis of a reticulated shell with a roofing system”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, 
pp 315-331, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.133 
ABSTRACT: The static stability of a single-layer reticulated shell has been systematically studied, but nearly 
all scholars have neglected the effect of the roofing system, and the simplified analytical method may lead to 
deviations between finite element analysis and the actual situation. In this paper, four full-scale reticulated shell 
substructure models with a roofing system were experimentally investigated to verify the effect of the roofing 
system. The finite element analysis (FEA) were established based on the experimental models, the connections 
between the purlin and purlin hanger were modelled as semi-rigid joints, the profiled sheets were modelled as 
equivalent orthotropic flat panels, and a weakened area was established to model the connection between the 
purlin and the roof panel. A series of finite element analysis models (FEM) of full-scale reticulated shells with 
roofing systems were established, and the effect of the roofing system on the full-scale reticulated shells’ static 
stability was analysed. 
 
M. Vojnic-Purcar, A. Prokic and M. Besevic (University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Civil Engineering Subotica, 
Kozaracka 2A, 24000 Subotica, Serbia), “A numerical model for laminated composite thin-walled members 
with openings considering shear lag effect”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, pp 392-399, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.142 
ABSTRACT: A novel model describing the shear lag of laminated composite thin-walled beams with openings 
has been developed. Warping of open-closed cross-sections is defined by displacements parameters at selected 
nodes. Vlasov’s assumption of neglecting shear strains in the middle surface is not necessary and stresses can be 
calculated directly from the strains. The general approach to the solution of the problem is based on the finite 
element method and linear stiffness matrix has been derived using the principle of virtual displacements. 
Computing program has been developed and numerical results for thin-walled laminated beams with openings 
have been presented. 
 
Man-Tai Chen and Ben Young (First author is from: Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Hong 
Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, China), “Structural behavior of cold-formed steel semi-oval hollow section 
beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 185, pp 392-399, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.069 
ABSTRACT: The structural behavior of cold-formed steel semi-oval hollow sections under bending was 
studied through experimental and numerical investigation. The semi-oval hollow sections investigated in this 
study were cold-formed from hot-extruded seamless carbon steel circular hollow sections. A total of 20 beams 
was tested for both four-point and three-point bending configurations. The sections were bent about the major 
axis in both positive and negative directions. The tests were replicated numerically by means of rigorous finite 
element analyses. Based on the validated finite element model, an extensive parametric study was conducted on 
198 beam specimens with a wide range of cross-section geometries subjected to pure bending about the major 
axis in both positive and negative directions. The current design rules for steel structures, such as 
Australian/New Zealand standards, European codes as well as American and the North American specifications, 
do not cover the design of semi-oval hollow sections. Therefore, the ultimate flexural capacities of beam 
specimens obtained from the test program and numerical investigation were only compared with the design 
strengths predicted by the Direct Strength Method and the Continuous Strength Method. The applicability and 
reliability of these two design methods were evaluated through reliability analysis. The results show that the 
existing design methods provide quite conservative and scattered design strength predictions for cold-formed 
steel semi-oval hollow section beams. In this study, modifications on the Direct Strength Method and the 
Continuous Strength Method are proposed, which provide better design strength predictions with improved 
accuracy in a reliable manner. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Junxing Zheng and Yizheng Chen (Primarily from: Dept. of Civil, Construction and 
Environmental Engineering, Iowa State Univ., Town Engineering Building, Ames, IA 50011, United States), 
“Nonlinear buckling of thin-walled FGM arch enased in rigid confinement subjected to external pressure”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 186, pp 86-95, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.019 



ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the buckling of confined thin-walled functionally graded material (FGM) 
arch subjected to external pressure. The confined FGM arch buckles in a single-lobe deformation expressed by 
an admissible radial displacement function. The critical buckling pressure of the confined FGM arch is obtained 
analytically by establishing the nonlinear equilibrium equations based on the classical thin-walled arch theory. 
Subsequently, a two-dimensional (2D) finite element model (FEM) is established to trace the pre- and post-
buckling equilibrium paths. Geometric nonlinearities are introduced since large displacement and rotation occur 
during the whole deformation of the FGM arch. The numerical results show very close agreement with the 
present analytical solutions in terms of the hoop force through the FGM arch span, the critical buckling 
pressure, and the pressure-displacement equilibrium paths. Furthermore, the present predictions are compared 
successfully with other closed-form expressions for the confined homogeneous arch. Finally, the effect of 
volume fraction exponent on the buckling pressure, the hoop force and bending moment through the arch span 
is examined and discussed to further understand the buckling behavior of the confined FGM arch. 
 
Der-Shen Yang and C.M. Wang (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Queensland, St. Lucia, 
Queensland 4072, Australia), “Dynamic response and stability of an inclined Euler beam under a moving 
vertical concentrated load”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 186, pp 243-254, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.140 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the dynamic response and stability of an inclined beam under a 
moving vertical concentrated load. The governing equation for transverse motion of the beam is presented and it 
contains the effect of the compressive axial component of the vertical load on the bending stiffness capacity of 
the beam. This moving load problem on inclined beam is no longer simply a dynamic problem, but it involves a 
structural stability problem when the load is large and the speed of the moving load is low. Furthermore, with 
the presence of the axial load component, this problem is no longer symmetrical. In other words, the ascending 
moving load and descending moving load produce different beam responses. For solving this time-dependent 
problem, we decouple the formulation and adopt the semi-discrete finite element method in the space domain. 
The equation of motion is then solved by using the Newmark method. The present numerical approach and the 
assumptions adopted were verified by considering a zero angle of inclination (i.e. the horizontal beam case). 
Based on this developed formulation, numerical solutions on the moving load problem were obtained for 
various angles of beam inclination. The natural frequencies of the beam become lower as the moving load 
moves up the inclined beam due to the compressive axial force component that degrades the elastic bending 
stiffness capacity. When the compressive axial force component is large enough and the speed of the moving 
load is low, a structural stability problem may surface. 
 
Jianhui Hu, Ken’ichi Kawaguchi and Junbin Ma (Institute of Industrial Science, The University of Tokyo, 
Tokyo 153-8505, Japan), “Retractable membrane ceilings for enhancing building performance of enclosed 
large-span swimming stadiums”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 186, pp 336-344, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.141 
ABSTRACT: Ceiling performance of enclosed large-span buildings, i.e., stadiums, airport terminals and 
swimming pools, is related to safety requirements, working serviceability and energy demands. Conventional 
plasterboard and/or aluminum plate ceilings of large-span buildings are potential dangerous under earthquake 
effects and energy-consuming during normal working conditions. To ensure safety performance and manage 
energy performance, a retractable membrane ceiling is proposed in relation to multiple functions and building 
complexity. This study concerns an experimental study on overall building performance enhancement of a 
typical large-span swimming stadium using retractable membrane ceilings. One-parameter and two-parameter 
analysis are performed to quantify crucial factors. 
Generally, safety performance of retractable membrane ceilings is validated using drop experiments. The 
corresponding structural advantages are provided compared with other ceiling systems. Moreover, long-term 
experimental results show building performance enhancement with membrane ceilings. In detail, one-parameter 
analysis indicates similar effects of membrane ceiling and air conditioning on temperature performance. A 
temperature enhancement of 1.56 °C demonstrates the critical influence of membrane ceilings. For two-
parameter analysis, different effects of solar irradiance and air conditioning in summer result in more energy 
consumption. In winter, similar effects of membrane and air conditioning can save more energy than that of 
solar irradiance and air conditioning. 



 
Xhichao Xu and Qibai Huang (State Key Laboratory of Digital Manufacturing Equipment and Technology, 
School of Mechanical Science and Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 
430074, PR China), “Vibro-acoustic analysis of functionally graded graphene-reinforced nanocomposite 
laminated plates under thermal-mechanical loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 186, pp 345-355, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.137 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the vibro-acoustic characteristics of functionally graded graphene-
reinforced nanocomposite (FG-GRC) laminated plates under thermal-mechanical loads. It is assumed that the 
graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) are distributed with random directions but homogeneous dispersion in each layer 
while the weight fraction of GPLs shows a layer-wise variation along the thickness direction. The material 
properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent and are estimated through Halpin-Tsai micromechanical 
model. The governing differential equations are derived based on Hamilton's principle and the third-order shear 
deformation plate theory (TSDT). The natural frequencies and vibration displacements of a simply supported 
FG-GRC plate are obtained by employing the Navier method. The acoustic radiation is calculated through 
Rayleigh integral method. Results show that the vibro-acoustic characteristics of FG-GRC plates are 
significantly influenced by the distribution pattern, weight fraction, temperature and geometric parameter of the 
plate. A coupling effect between temperature and the width to thickness ratio of a plate is found when analyzing 
the influence of temperature on vibro-acoustic characteristics of FG-GRC plates. 
 
Julia Pithan de Oliveira, Daniel Carlos Taissum Cardoso and Elisa Dominguez Sotelino (First author is from: 
FMS Group, Av. Ernesto Pinto Basto, 203 3720-210 Oliveira de Azeméis, AM Porto, Portugal), “Elastic 
flexural local buckling of Litzka castellated beams: Explicit equations and FE parametric study”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 186, pp 436-445, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.034 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the development of explicit equations for the prediction of elastic local 
buckling critical stress of castellated beams subjected to pure bending, considering the interaction between 
flange and web. Eigenvalue analyses are carried out for Litzka-type beams using Finite Element Method (FEM) 
to gather information on the buckling modes and critical stresses for combinations of usual flange-to-web width 
and thickness ratios. The representative compression ‘tee’ is analyzed using the Generalized Beam Theory 
(GBT) to study the influence of stress gradient and member length in the critical stress. The influences of flange 
torsional stiffness and web transverse bending in the ‘tee’ behavior are studied and an energy method is adopted 
to derive the prediction equations. It is shown that the proposed approach leads to a good agreement with the 
FEM results, with an average difference of 0.955 ± 0.063, whereas current guidelines may significantly over or 
underestimate actual critical stresses for low flange-to-web width ratios. It is finally shown that this buckling 
mode may become relevant for castellated beams using high-strength steel. 
 
Qusay Al-Kaseasbeh and Iraj H.P. Mamaghani (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Univ. of North Dakota, Grand 
Forks, ND 58202, United States), “Buckling strength and ductility evaluation of thin-walled steel ttubular 
columns with uniform and graded thickness under cyclic loading”, ASCE Journal of Bridge Engineering, Vol. 
24, No. 1, January 2019 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel tubular columns with circular cross sections are widely used as cantilever piers 
in bridges due to their excellent structural and constructional advantages. However, local buckling, global 
buckling, or the interaction between both is usually the main reason for the significant strength reductions in 
these columns, which eventually leads to their collapse. This article investigates the behavior of thin-walled 
steel tubular columns with conventional uniform circular sections (Cs) and newly proposed graded-thickness 
circular sections (GCs) under combined constant axial and cyclic lateral loading. The analysis is carried out 
using a finite-element model (FEM) that takes into account both material and geometric nonlinearities. First, the 
accuracy of the employed FEM is substantiated using the experimental data available in the literature. Then, the 
GC column with a size and volume of material equivalent to the C column is introduced. The proposed GC 
column is proved to have significant improvements in strength, ductility, and postbuckling behavior compared 
with its counterpart C column. As part of the investigation, an extensive parametric study is carried out to 
investigate the effects of various important parameters, such as radius-to-thickness ratio parameter (Rt), column 
slenderness ratio parameter (λ), magnitude of axial load (P/Py), and number of loading cycles (N), on the 



strength and ductility of the columns. Finally, design formulas for strength and ductility evaluation of C and GC 
columns are proposed. 
 
Qusay Al-Kaseasbeh and Iraj H.P. Mamaghani (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Univ. of North Dakota, Grand 
Forks, ND 58202, United States), “Buckling strength and ductility evaluation of thin-walled steel stiffened 
square box columns with uniform and graded thickness under cyclic loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 186, 
pp 498-507, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.026 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled steel stiffened square box columns are becoming an increasingly attractive choice as 
cantilever bridge piers due to their architectural, structural and constructional advantages. This paper 
investigates the behavior of thin-walled steel columns with uniform square box sections (B) and newly 
proposed graded-thickness square box sections (GB) under constant axial and cyclic lateral loading. The 
analysis is carried out using a finite-element model (FEM) which takes into account the effect of both material 
and geometric nonlinearities. First, the accuracy of the employed FEM is verified based on the experimental 
results. Then, a GB column with size and volume of material equivalent to a B column is introduced. The 
proposed GB column is proved to have significant improvements in strength, ductility, and post-buckling 
behavior as compared to its counterpart B column. As a part of this research, a comprehensive parametric study 
is carried out to investigate the effects of main key parameters including: the width-to-thickness ratio parameter 
(Rf), the column slenderness ratio parameter (λ), the magnitude of axial load (P/Py), and the number of loading 
cycles (N) on the strength and ductility of the B and GB columns. Finally, a series of proposed formulae for 
strength and ductility evaluation of the B and GB columns is given. 
 
Matt Collins and Tom Cosgrove (School of Engineering, University of Limerick, Ireland), “Dynamic relaxation 
modeling of braced bending active gridshells with rectangular sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 
16-24, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.001 
ABSTRACT: Bending active gridshells are structures that involve sophisticated analysis, design and 
construction processes. Like shells generally, they can achieve large span to thickness ratios. The computational 
modelling of bending active gridshells will include, in general, both a form-finding stage and a subsequent stage 
analysing deformations and internal forces under imposed loads. The analysis of bending active gridshells using 
the dynamic relaxation method is well represented in the literature. This study examines the effects of different 
joint models and bracing systems on the stiffness of gridshells. The effect of two types of bracing on stiffness is 
compared. The effects of different joint models are also examined. The computational modelling is carried out 
by implementing the dynamic relaxation method in MATLAB and validated by reference to closed form 
benchmark solutions and previously validated finite element models. Significant variations in stiffness are 
observed for different bracing and joint models. 
 
M.A. Mahmoud (Mechanical Engineering, 1222 Willow Point Dr, Murphy, TX 75094, USA), “Natural 
frequency of axially functionally graded, tapered cantilever beams with tip masses”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 187, pp 34-42, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.043 
ABSTRACT: This article presents a general solution for the free transverse vibration of non-uniform, axially 
functionally graded cantilevers loaded at the tips with point masses. Attention is focused on undamped 
cantilevers that fall within the range of validity of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The Myklestad Method is 
shown to be an efficient and accurate tool for this purpose. Results are presented for a number of cases of 
different beam geometries and material gradients. 
 
Cristian Sabau, Cosmin Popescu, Niklas Bagge, Gabriel Sas, Thomas Blanksvard and Bjorn Taljsten (Primarily 
from: Dept. of Civil, Environmental and Natural Resources Engineering, Luleå Univ. of Technology, 971 87 
Luleå, Sweden), “Local and global behavior of walls with cut-out openeings in multi-story reinforced concrete 
buildings”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 57-72, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.046 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the finite element analysis (FEA) results of a multi-story reinforced concrete 
(RC) building having precast and cast-in-place load bearing walls. Door-type cut-out openings (height: 2.1 m, 
width: 0.9–4.4 m) were created at the first and second story of the building. Results from experimental tests on 
axially loaded RC panels were used to verify the modeling approach. The influence of cut-out openings on the 



response of individual RC panels, failure modes, and load redistribution to adjacent members under increasing 
gravitational loads was analyzed. Moreover, the wall bearing capacities obtained from FEA were compared 
with the values calculated from design equations. The results revealed that the robustness of multi-story 
buildings having RC load bearing wall systems decrease considerably with the creation of cut-out openings. 
However, owing to the initial robustness of the buildings, large cut-out openings could be created under normal 
service conditions without strengthening of the building structure. Furthermore, design equations provided very 
conservative predictions of the ultimate axial capacity characterizing the solid walls and walls with small 
openings, whereas similar FEA and analytically predicted capacities were obtained for walls with large 
openings. 
 
Faezeh Faghih and Ashraf S. Ayoub (Research Centre for Civil Engineering Structures, City, University of 
London, UK), “Structural performance of steel-concrete sandwich beams with carbon nanofiber reinforcement”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 177-198, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.051 
ABSTRACT: Cementitious materials such as concrete are typically characterised as quasi-brittle with low 
tensile strength and low strain capacity, which hence affect the long-term durability of the structure. One of the 
most important issues in designing and maintaining massive concrete structures like offshore and nuclear power 
plants is concrete cracking, which is due to the low tensile strength of concrete. This can destroy the structural 
aesthetic and lead to deterioration of the structure. 
The addition of fibers to concrete has been proven to be a good mean to control its crack behaviour and 
maintain its ductility in tension. Further, since the discovery of carbon nanotubes/fibers (CNT/CNF), they have 
been also considered as efficient fibers for construction materials such as concrete. 
This study presents the structural performance of steel-concrete (SC) elements with a fiber reinforced concrete 
(FRC) core using both single and hybrid fibers (i.e. consisting of two types of fibers). For this study carbon 
nanofibers, and steel fibers which are conventionally used in practice, are used for the FRC. Static tests were 
conducted on eight SC beams with different concrete types. The paper reports on the experimental results 
obtained from four-point flexural loading of the SC beams. The study shows considerable improvement for both 
the strength and ductility of the tested specimens. The research laid the groundwork for additional in-depth 
studies on using carbon nanofiber reinforced concrete within structural members. 
 
Man Zhou, Yunyi Liu, Wenqin Deng, Mostafa Fahmi Hassanein and Hong Zhang (The first author is from: 
College of Civil Engineering, Central South University, Changsha, China), “Transverse analysis of full-scale 
precast segmental box girder segments with corrugated steel webs: Experimental tests and FE modeling”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 231-241, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.072 
ABSTRACT: The world’s first full-scale model test of the precast segmental box girder with corrugated steel 
webs (CSWs) is carried out in this study to examine the applicability of using the precast segmental 
construction technology in erecting the composite girder bridges with CSWs. This study focuses on the 
transverse mechanical performance of bridge segments under vehicle loads; based on the fact the transverse 
bending stiffness of segmental box girders with CSWs is weaker than that of bridge girders with concrete webs. 
It is found from the experimental results that that bending failure of the top concrete flange occurs first instead 
of the shear buckling of the CSWs. In addition, the result of load testing indicate that the precast segmental box 
girder with CSWs has a high coefficient of safety margin and a good plastic deformability. This study also 
presents two improved schemes of structural design to enhance the structural transverse stiffness and reduce the 
accumulated deformation differences caused by the self-weight in the process of segmental precasting by the 
short-line method. 
 
Hoang X. Nguyen, Elena Atroshchenko, Tuan Ngo, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Thuc P. Vo (First author is from: 
Department of Mechanical and Construction Engineering, Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 
8ST, United Kingdom), “Vibration of cracked functionally graded microplates by the strain gradient theory and 
extended isogeometric analysis”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 251-266, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.032 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the vibration behaviours of functionally graded microplates with cracks are 
investigated by means of a simple yet rigorous version of Mindlin’s generialised continuum and the extended 
isogeometric analysis (XIGA). The simplified strain gradient theory which includes one material length 
parameter and an additional micro-inertia term is employed to capture the size effects. Meanwhile, the 



displacement field of the plates is described using the refined plate theory with four unknowns and the XIGA in 
which enrichment functions are involved to effectively predict the responses of microplates with cracks. In 
addition, the IGA approach with highly smooth basis functions of non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) 
ensures a clean and efficient treatment of higher continuity requirements in the strain gradient theory. The 
benchmark numerical results show significant departure from those analysed by the classical continuum 
elasticity. Indeed, they reveal strong influences of microstructural characteristics on the vibration responses of 
microplates which are not shown in the platform of the classical theory and the influences are more pronounced 
as the size of the plates becomes comparable with the material length parameter. 
 
B. Pelletier and G. Doudak (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Ottawa, K1N 6N5, Canada), 
“Investigation of the lateral-torsional buckling behaviour of engineered wood I-joists with varying end 
conditions”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 329-340, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: Beam members, especially those that have large depth/width ratios and long spans, are prone to 
lateral-torsional buckling as a possible mode of failure. Laboratory testing rarely takes into account actual end 
conditions and initial imperfection which might have a significant impact on the buckling behavior of beams. 
The current research project aims to investigate the lateral-torsional buckling of wooden I-joists with realistic 
boundary conditions used in construction. A total of 41 joists were tested using various commercial joist 
hangers and enhanced connections to represent different support conditions. A numerical 3D model was also 
developed using commercially available finite element program ABAQUS to determine the buckling loads and 
associated mode shapes of joists similar to those tested. Based on the results from the current study it is 
recommended that 20% reduction in the critical moment capacity be considered in order to take into account the 
use of joist hangers typically used in construction. Finite element analysis of the linear eigenvalue buckling load 
was found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. The nonlinear behavior of the joists was 
found to be influenced by the initial imperfections. The ultimate critical load was attained at large lateral 
displacement of the joists due to their non-linear behaviour. This observation could have a significant 
implication on design and should be investigated further. 
 
Weijun Zhu, Kai Miao and Dichen Li (State Key Laboratory for Manufacturing Systems Engineering, Xi'an 
Jiaotong University, 710049 Xi’an, Shaanxi, People’s Republic of China), “Static aeroelastic models with 
integrated stiffness-contributing shell structures built by additive manufacturing”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
187, pp 352-361, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.066 
ABSTRACT: The wind tunnel test of static aeroelastics is a basic method to study the static aeroelastic 
phenomena of aircraft and other similar structures. As the test objects, the static models need to meet similar 
requirements, such as geometric similarity and stiffness similarity. The traditional models adopt a spar-frame-
skin hybrid structure. The multiple frame segments (skins) of the models are separated from each other, and it is 
difficult to ensure the geometrical similarity of the aerodynamic shapes of the models during the tests. The 
overall stiffness of the models with this structure is borne by the metal spars, which makes it difficult to design 
and manufacture the models. Replacing the segmented frame/skins in the hybrid structure, an integrated shell 
structure made of additive manufacturing technology (AM) that contributes partial stiffness is proposed in this 
paper. Based on the structure, a static aeroelastic model is designed in two phases: the similarity design and 
stiffness design. The stiffness design is formulated as a constrained single-objective optimization problem, and 
the gradient-based optimization algorithm is adopted to implement the optimization to obtained structural 
dimensions of the model in the hybrid structure. The errors of the stiffness design are checked and the 
contribution of integrated shell to the overall stiffness is discussed. A large-aspect-ratio aircraft is chosen as the 
prototype and a static aeroelastic model with the integrated resin shell is designed, calibrated, and tested in this 
paper. The results show that the static aeroelastic model with the proposed AM integrated shell is feasible and 
can be used to study the static aeroelastics reliably and efficiently. 
 
Dominic Cote and Ghasan Doudak (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON K1N 
6N5, Canada), “Experimental investigation of cross-laminated timber panels with realistic boundary conditions 
subjected to simulated blast loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 444-456, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.009 



ABSTRACT: Recent research efforts have established key dynamic characteristics of cross-laminated timber 
(CLT) panels and developed parameters that are suitable for analysis and design. Despite such effort, no 
information is available on the critical role connections play in the behaviour of CLT when subjected to blast 
loads. The current study investigates a total of thirteen full-scale CLT wall panels with varying connection 
detailing by simulating the blast loading through a shock tube apparatus. The study found that typical 
connections with end grain screws into wall elements as well as angled double-threaded screws performed 
poorly and failed prematurely in tension perpendicular to grain. Reinforcing the connection with screws applied 
on the panel face did not mitigate the brittle failure. It was found that connection types where the wood is 
bearing on steel angles or directly on other wood members performed well even when under-designed 
according to the blast design standard. Whereas thin steel angles provided significant energy dissipation in 
bending of the angle resulting in reduced panel deflection and damage, thicker steel angles provided the energy 
dissipation through yielding in the screws as well rotational restraint of the panel ends. Using balloon type 
assemblies provided significant rotational restraint at the panel ends. The study also found that simplified 
models developed for idealized simply-supported conditions were not adequate to describe the behaviour of the 
system. 
 
An Le Hoang, Ekkehard Fehling, Binglin Lai, Duc-Kien Thai and Nguyen Van Chau (The first author is from: 
Division of Construction Computation, Institute for Computational Science, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi 
Minh City, Viet Nam), “Experimental study on structural performance of UHPC and UHPFRC columns 
confined with steel tube”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 187, pp 457-477, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.02.063 
ABSTRACT: Structural performance of circular steel tube confined ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) 
columns under uniaxial compression was presented in this study. In addition to plain UHPC, steel fibers 
reinforced UHPC (UHPFRC) with 1% and 2% by volume were also investigated. A total of eighteen composite 
columns including short and intermediate columns were constructed and tested. Test results indicated that a 
substantial improvement in the strength and ductility was obtained by means of loading on only the concrete 
core. All specimens exhibited a shear plane failure of the UHPC and UHPFRC core which is normally 
associated with the softening behavior. The incorporation of steel fibers can enhance the ductility only for the 
intermediate columns and minimize the localized deformation of the columns. The influences of steel fibers and 
steel tube thickness on the axially compressive behavior were also identified. The analysis of test results 
demonstrated that the addition of steel fibers has negligible effect on the response of axial load versus axial 
strain. Furthermore, the impact of steel tube thickness and the confinement index on the strength and ductility 
was found to be more dominant than that of steel fibers. 
 
Ye Yao, Wai-Meng Quach and Ben Young (Primarily from: Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, University of Macau, Macau, China), “Finite element-based method for residual stresses and 
plastic strains in cold-formed steel hollow sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 24-42, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.010 
ABSTRACT: Residual stresses and plastic strains in steel tubes are induced by their manufacturing processes 
and play an important role in determining their mechanical and structural behaviour. The manufacturing process 
of cold-formed steel hollow sections can be divided into four main stages: (1) the coiling and uncoiling of a 
steel strip, (2) the transverse bending of the uncoiled strip into a circular shape, (3) the welding of the circular 
tube along the longitudinal strip edges, and (4) the shaping of the welded circular steel tube into a specific 
cross-sectional shape. In this paper, a finite element-based method is presented for predicting residual stresses 
and equivalent plastic strains in cold-formed steel hollow sections (including elliptical, square, and rectangular 
shapes of both normal grade steel and high strength steel). In this method, residual stresses and equivalent 
plastic strains due to the coiling, uncoiling and transverse bending operations are predicted analytically, and 
applied as the initial state for the subsequent finite element simulations of both welding and shaping operations. 
Predictions from this method show satisfying agreement with experimental measurements, which demonstrate 
the validity of the proposed method. This method can predict the distributions of residual stresses and 
equivalent plastic strains across the thickness and over the cross section, which are too complex to be measured 
completely in laboratory. The method provides a tool for investigating the effects of different material and 
forming parameters on the resulting cold work and structural behaviour. 
 



Shen Yan, Xianzhong Zhao, Kim J.R. Rasmussen and Hao Zhang (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, 
University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia), “Identification of critical members for progressive 
collapse analysis of single-layer latticed domes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 111-120, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.027 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method to identify the critical member in a single-layer latticed dome, 
which in the context of progressive collapse is defined as the member whose removal causes the most severe 
damage. The distribution of critical members in four typical types of single-layer latticed domes, including the 
Kiewit dome, the Ribbed dome, the Schwedler dome and the Lamella dome, is investigated through a 
comprehensive Alternate Path analysis scheme composed of hundreds of individual dynamic nonlinear 
analyses. The Alternate Path analyses also confirm the progressive collapse mechanism of single-layer latticed 
domes, i.e., the nodal snap-through buckling at either end of the initially removed member. On this basis, a 
critical member identification method is established, using an index that implicitly estimates the relative 
vulnerability to node buckling following the removal of a member to determine the criticality of this member. 
This method along with two other methods, using either static axial force or free vibration response, are 
evaluated via comparison against the nonlinear dynamic Alternate Path analysis results, and this proposed 
method shows a beyond-compare accuracy. Furthermore, based on the established understanding of the 
progressive collapse mechanism and the factors influencing the node buckling resistance, three methods for 
increasing the progressive collapse resistance of single-layer latticed domes are presented. 
 
E. Carrera, G.A. Fiordilino, M. Nagaraj, A. Pagani and M. Montemurro (Primarily from: MUL2, Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, 
Italy), “A global/local approach based on CUF for the accurate and efficient analysis of metallic and composite 
structures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 188-201, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.016 
ABSTRACT: The design and analysis of aerospace structures requires a detailed evaluation of stresses. 
Nevertheless, the complexity of large structures and the use of composite materials can significantly increase 
the computational costs of the models. The computational burden of such analyses can be reduced by a suitable 
global/local approach developed in a very general Finite Element framework. Generally, a global/local 
modelling approach aims at using a finer mesh in the “local” zones where a detailed evaluation of stress/strain 
field is required, whereas a coarse mesh is used in the rest of the structure. This work proposes a global/local 
methodology to set up a high-order beam model in the Carrera Unified Formulation framework only for a 
reduced region of the global model. The methodology makes use of two steps. In the first step, a static analysis 
of the global structure is done by means of a commercial software in order to identify the critical regions 
deserving more accurate investigations. In the second step, thus, a high-order beam model is employed for the 
local region based on the information from the previous global analysis. Linear elastic static analysis are 
considered in this work, and the attention is mainly focussed on the capability of the method to provide stable 
solutions and accurate 3D stress fields in the local region, even in the case of laminated composite structures. 
Hence, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is proven through some meaningful benchmarks. 
 
Li-min Tian, Jian-peng Wei and Ji-ping Hao (School of Civil Engineering, Xi’an University of Architecture and 
Technology, Xi’an 710055, PR China), “Optimisation of long-span single-layer spatial grid structures to resist 
progressive collapse”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 395-405, 1 June 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.025 
ABSTRACT: Long-span single-layer spatial grid structures are widely applied in public buildings. Given their 
long-span and single-layer characteristics, they can easily collapse during accidental events. In this study, a 
commonly used reinforcing technology was tested on four substructures that were abstracted from single-layer 
spatial grid structures. Although a fixed end between the member and joint was constructed, the method is not 
ideal to improve progressive collapse resistance. Therefore, the optimisation method was modified in two 
aspects to consider different failure mechanisms. First, a double-layer member was used to improve the stability 
performance. This realised a ductile failure process because unpredictable buckling is converted to ductile 
failure. Second, an unbonded member was used for optimisation relative to strength failure. The presence of the 
embedded pipe produced two plastic areas to promote rotation ability. The aforementioned modified 
optimisation method is favourable for energy dissipation, and thereby improves the performance of single-layer 
spatial grid structures with respect to stability and strength failure. 



 
Maya Sian Caycedo Garcia, Gustavo Henrique Siqueira, Luiz Carlos Marcos Vieira Junior and Isaias Vizotto 
(School of Civil Engineering, Architecture and Urban Design, University of Campinas, Av. Albert Einstein, 
951, Campinas, SP 13083-852, Brazil), “Evaluation of structural capacity of triangular and hexagonal 
reinforced concrete free-form shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 519-537, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.044 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study of the structural capacity of reinforced concrete free-form shells, with 
hexagonal and triangular plants supported on corners. Initially, it presents the computational models for free-
form shells generation and the parameters used in a linear static analysis. From the results of this analysis, the 
conditions of minimum thickness in which the structural behavior of the shells agrees with the membrane theory 
of thin shells are defined. Then, these shells are submitted to nonlinear pushover analysis, considering the 
plasticity and the accumulation of damage in each load increase. To determine the capacity of these shells, the 
parametric analysis is performed with the variation of the mechanical properties and the directions of the 
application of the horizontal force, taking the structure to the failure point. The results present the elastic-plastic 
behavior of shell structures under the action of horizontal forces. Therefore, this study aims to broaden the 
knowledge on the performance of the free-form shells under the action of external horizontal loading, such as 
structures under seismic action. 
 
Mohammad Amin Samiesian, David Cormie, David Smith, Will Wholey, Bamber R.K. Blackman, John P. Dear 
and Paul A. Hooper (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College London, SW7 
2AZ, UK), “Prediction of blast response in laminated glass”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 188, pp 650-664, 1 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.01.008 
ABSTRACT: Laminated glass is often used in structures for protection against blast loads. The single-degree-
of-freedom model has conventionally been used to design such structures and it continues to be widely in use 
today. The single-degree-of-freedom model includes mass and load transformation factors, which depend on the 
deflected shape of the structure. In this study, finite element models are used to derive the deflected shapes and 
transformation factors. The time-varying deflected shape history is taken into account in this analysis, as this is 
currently not included in other single-degree-of-freedom models. The analysis was conducted on a range of 
boundary conditions and aspect ratios along with different loading rates. For low-rate loading, the 
transformation factors were found not to vary during the deflected shape–time history. For high rate loading, 
however, the transformation factors were found to vary during the deflected shape–time history therefore 
requiring their inclusion in the single-degree-of-freedom design methods. These transformation factors were 
found to be insensitive to aspect ratios. 
 
Chung-Che Chou and Sung-Cheng Wu (Department of Civil Engineering, National Taiwan University, 
Taiwan), “Cyclic lateral load test and finite element analysis of high-strength concrete-filled steel box columns 
under high axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 189, pp 89-99, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.052 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental study of the seismic performance of high-strength concrete-
filled box columns (CFBCs) under combined axial and cyclic lateral loads. Specimens were made of high-
strength SM 570 M steel (with yield strengths between 520 and 580 MPa), and concrete with compressive 
strength () greater than 80 MPa. Three parameters that affect the seismic performance of CFBCs were 
investigated: the width-to-thickness (b/t) ratio of the steel column, magnitude of the axial load, and the addition 
of concrete infill. The specimens, which were 280–420 mm in width and 2000 mm in height, were tested under 
combined axial (4058–10,090 kN) and cyclic lateral loads. Experimental results indicated that the lateral 
displacement ductility decreases significantly with an increase in either the axial load or b/t ratio. The addition 
of concrete infill inside a hollow steel box column does not improve the lateral displacement ductility of CFBCs 
under high axial load. Although the CFBC specimens satisfied the b/t requirement of a highly ductile member, 
as per AISC Seismic Provisions (2016), specimens under high axial load (40%Pn) failed at 4% drift, indicating 
that the requirement does not guarantee that CFBCs will sustain high axial load under significant drift (i.e., 
>3%). The Eurocode 4 (2009), AISC Specification (2010), and Architectural Institute of Japan (2014) 
reasonably estimate the flexural strength of high-strength CFBCs under axial load; however, ACI 318 (2011) 



does not. The finite element analysis program ABAQUS can be used to estimate the hysteretic behavior of 
specimens before significant strength degradation. 
 
Seyed Ali Ahmadi, Mohammad-Hadi Pashaei and Ramazan-Ali Jafari-Talookolaei (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Babol Noshirvani University of Technology, Babol, Iran), “Three-dimensional elastic-plastic pulse 
response and energy absorption of curved composite sandwich panel using DQ-Newmark method”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 189, pp 111-128, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.03.041 
ABSTRACT: The current study aims to present a three-dimensional numerical analysis to predict the elastic-
plastic behavior of a single-curvature, simply supported, composite sandwich panel. The PVC foam core is 
modeled with isotropic elastic-perfectly plastic properties based on the extended non-linear higher-order 
sandwich panel theory. An efficient and accurate numerical approach, a combination of differential quadrature, 
and Newmark methods were implemented to distinguish panel layers’ deformations and stresses. The non-linear 
governing partial differential equations of motion are discretized and reduced to ordinary differential equations 
by applying the differential quadrature method (DQM) and are solved using the Newmark method. The various 
failure modes of the sandwich panel, including facesheet fracture, foam shear fracture, and foam yield were 
investigated. The stress components and transient responses obtained from the present method are compared 
with the finite element solutions using commercial software ANSYS and also compare with those reported in 
the literature and good agreement is achieved. It is observed that significantly less computational time and 
hardware capacity for the proposed method is required with respect to the finite element solution. A parametric 
study proved that sandwich panel with H100 foam core has the highest energy absorption and this parameter 
increases with increasing the span of the panel. 
 
Jialin Sun and Y. Frank Cheng (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Calgary, Calgary, 
Alberta T2N 1N4, Canada), “Modelling of mechano-electrochemical interaction of multiple longitudinally 
aligned corrosion defects on oil/gas pipelines”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 190, pp 9-19, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.010 
ABSTRACT: Assessment of corrosion defects and their effect on integrity of oil/gas pipelines are critical to the 
burst strength capability and safe operation of pipeline systems. In this work, a 3-dimensional finite element-
based model was developed to investigate the mechano-electrochemical (M-E) interaction of multiple, 
longitudinally aligned corrosion defects on an X46 steel pipeline in a soil solution. A multi-physics field 
coupling technique was employed to derive the distributions of stress, strain, corrosion potential and anodic 
current density at the defects. For multiple corrosion defects, a critical spacing exists, below which there is an 
interaction between them to enhance the local corrosion. From this work, this value is between 100 mm and 
150 mm. The maximum interacting spacing increases as the defect length increases. As the defect spacing 
reduces, there is a strong interaction between them, resulting in a high plastic stress at the defects. Under the 
identical defect spacing, the hoop stress condition causes an enhanced E-C interaction between adjacent 
corrosion defects, while the effect due to the uniaxial stress is ignorable. The interaction between multiple 
corrosion defects exists not only in the mechanical stress field, but also in the electrochemical corrosion field. 
An increase of the defect length, while keeping its depth fixed, enhances the local stress at the defects, shifts the 
corrosion potential negatively, and increases the anodic current density at both the defect and the adjacent area. 
 
N.S. Trahair (Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Australia), “Inelastic lateral buckling of continuous 
steel beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 190, pp 238-245, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: The inelastic behaviour of a steel beam is complicated by reductions in the section rigidities 
which depend on the moment distribution and residual stress pattern. The inelastic beam is effectively tapered 
and mono-symmetric, and iterative numerical methods need generally to be used for the analysis. 
The in-plane moment distribution in an inelastic continuous beam lies between the commonly assumed rigid-
plastic “plastic” path and a “yield” moment path. The yield path is the more critical for lateral buckling of the 
continuous beams considered in this paper. 
Approximations of the inelastic out-of-plane moduli of continuous beams developed from closed form lateral 
buckling solutions for simply supported beams in uniform bending can be used in a computer program for the 



buckling analysis of tapered mono-symmetric beams. Residual stresses cause significant reductions in the 
inelastic buckling resistance. 
The AISC design code predicts strengths which are similar in shape but significantly higher in magnitude than 
the inelastic buckling resistances of simply supported beams in uniform bending. The predictions for beams 
with central concentrated loads are much higher than the corresponding inelastic buckling resistances. Closer 
but still conservative approximations are obtained by using the method of design by inelastic buckling, which 
can also be used for continuous beams. This method is much simpler than those used to obtain accurate 
predictions. 
 
Merih Kucukler and Leroy Gardner (First author is from: School of Engineering, University of Warwick, 
Coventry CV4 7AL, UK), “Design of web-tapered steel beams against lateral-torsional buckling through a 
stiffness reduction method”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 190, pp 246-261, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.008 
ABSTRACT: A stiffness reduction method for the lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) assessment of welded web-
tapered steel beams is presented in this study. The method is implemented by (i) modelling a tapered steel beam 
using elastic beam finite elements specifically developed to represent the elastic instability response of tapered 
steel members, (ii) reducing the Young’s modulus E and shear modulus G of each element through a stiffness 
reduction function considering the bending moments and cross-section properties at the middle of each element 
and (iii) performing an elastic Linear Buckling Analysis of the beam with reduced stiffness, referred to as LBA-
SR herein. Since the adverse influence of the development of plasticity and imperfections on the ultimate 
member strengths are fully accounted for through stiffness reduction, the presented method does not require any 
further global instability assessment using member design equations; thus, the proposed method is both direct 
and practical. Verification of the method is shown for a wide range of web-tapered steel beams using results 
from nonlinear shell finite element modelling. 
 
W.M. Castaneda, J. Yarasca and J.L. Mantari (Primarily from: Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universidad 
Nacional de Ingenieria (UNI), Avenida Tupac Amaru 210, Rimac, Lima, Peru), “Best shear deformation 
theories based on polynomial expansions for sandwich beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 190, pp 422-434, 1 
July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.022 
ABSTRACT: An up-to-date problem in analysis of composite beams is to analyze higher-order beam theories 
with a considerable number of displacement variables and evaluate the influence of each term in order to reduce 
the model computational cost. In this paper the optimization of those higher-order beam theories to find the best 
theories in terms of accuracy and computational efforts is presented. The analysis is carried out by the so-called 
N-objective optimization evolutionary technique. The refined beam models are developed in the framework of 
the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF). The influence of polynomial shape strain functions over the cross-
section of the sandwich beam is investigated. The governing equations are derived from the Principle of Virtual 
Displacement (PVD), and Navier closed form solutions have been obtained in the case of simply supported 
beams subjected to bi-sinusoidal transverse pressure. The best or refined theories reported belong to a Best 
Theory Diagrams (BTDs), in which the optimum number of terms that should be used to achieve a desired 
accuracy can be read. The results of refined models are compared with the solution of a robust full model of 
order nineteen in two benchmark beam problems. It is shown that considering polynomial expansions can 
enhance the refinement of higher order models with less computational effort. 
 
Chang-Fu Hu and Yan-Mei Huang (School of Civil Engineering and Architecture, East China Jiaotong 
University, China), “In-plane nonlinear elastic stability of pin-ended parabolic multi-span continuous arches”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 190, pp 435-446, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.013 
ABSTRACT: The in-plane nonlinear elastic stability of single arches has been investigated by many 
researchers, however, a similar research of multi-span continuous arches is not available even though they are 
extensively used in arch bridge engineering. This paper proposes an analytical method for the in-plane nonlinear 
elastic buckling and post-buckling of pin-ended parabolic multi-span continuous arches. There are four key 
parts in the proposed method. Firstly, the in-plane nonlinear equilibrium differential equations of each arch 
were derived based on the strain expression in the Cartesian coordinate system of non-circular arches and the 
virtual work principle. Secondly, the nonlinear equilibrium equation of continuous arches was proposed based 
on the deformation compatibility condition of each arch end, and three key coefficients were obtained. Thirdly, 



the buckling requirements were deduced according to the force balance condition in each arch end. Lastly, 
analytical solutions for buckling and post-buckling predictions were derived. Comparisons with the results of 
finite element method, including the load-displacement curve, buckling behavior and buckling predictions, 
demonstrate that the proposed analytical solution is equipped with high accuracy. The results of theoretical and 
parametric analysis show that the deformation shape of symmetric and asymmetric buckling of multi-span 
continuous arches is thoroughly different from the single arches, the mechanical effect of the unloaded arches is 
a nonlinear horizontal spring support acting on the loaded arch, and the stability parameter ratio has a 
significant influence on the buckling behavior of multi-span continuous arches. 
 
Shanhua Xu, Zongxing Zhang, Guangchong Qin, “Study on the seismic performance of corroded H-shaped 
steel columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 191, pp 39-61, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.037 
ABSTRACT: Low cycle cyclic loading tests of 7 corroded H steel columns (seismically compact section, 
highly ductile member) were performed, so as to investigate the effect of corrosion on the seismic behavior of 
H-shaped steel columns. Based on the monotonic tensile test, the relationship between mechanical properties 
and surface morphology of corroded steel were studied. The failure mode, lateral capacity, ductility and energy 
dissipation of H-shaped steel columns were studied by the low cycle cyclic loading tests. Furthermore, the 
effects of local corrosion and axial compression ratio on the seismic behavior of corroded H-shaped steel 
specimens were also investigated in the finite element analysis. The results showed that with the corrosion 
degree increasing, the deformation area of flange and web of corroded specimens decreased with a maximum 
decrease of 22%. The height of the buckling center decreased and that of some specimens decreased by 30%. 
The ultimate lateral capacity and stiffness of specimen H6 with the most severely corrosion degree decreased at 
a ratio of 27.4% and 26.3% respectively. Eventually, the degradation model of hysteretic energy dissipation and 
ductility coefficient of corroded H-shaped steel columns were established. In addition, the analytical results 
showed the hysteretic behavior of compression-bending members with flange corrosion and large axial 
compression ratio decreased rapidly. When the mass loss ratio reached 22% with axial compression ratio of 0.6, 
the peak load and hysteretic energy decreased at a ratio of 35% and 70% respectively. Consequently, the 
components with flange corrosion and large axial compression ratio should be paid enough attention to. 
 
Qi Zhao, Jun Zhao, Jun-Tao Dang, Ji-Wei Chen, Fu-Qiang Shen, “Experimental investigation of shear walls 
using carbon fiber reinforced polymer bars under cyclic lateral loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 191, pp 
82-91, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.052 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper was to investigate the seismic behavior of shear walls reinforced with 
CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) bars as longitudinal reinforcement. Three full-scale shear walls with 
same geometry and dimension were tested up to failure under pseudostatic cyclic lateral loading. The first one 
was a conventional reinforced wall (as a reference specimen). The second was reinforced with steel bars in 
boundary elements and CFRP bars in the wall web as vertical reinforcements. The third was reinforced with 
CFRP bars totally in the vertical direction. Residual deformations and cracks were of particular interest. The 
experimental results show that the CFRP-reinforced shear wall achieved comparable lateral strength, post-yield 
stiffness, acceptable lateral drift and lower level of energy dissipation compared with the reference wall. 
Besides, excellent self-centering behavior was observed, and the residual deformation of CFRP-reinforced shear 
walls decreased by more than 50% compared to the reference wall at a lateral drift of 1.0%. These promising 
results demonstrate the feasibility of CFRP bars as linear-elastic material to achieve self-centering behavior of 
shear wall. 
 
Esra Mete Güneyisi, Abdikarim Idiris Nour, “Axial compression capacity of circular CFST columns 
transversely strengthened by FRP”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 191, pp 417-431, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.056 
ABSTRACT: Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) jackets have been recently used for strengthening purpose of 
concrete filled steel tube (CFST) composite columns and also for the suppression of outward local buckling that 
CFST columns may suffer. This study intends to investigate the axial compression capacity of circular CFST 
columns transversely strengthened by FRP. For this, an attempt has been made to implement gene expression 
programming (GEP) technique for the development of axial capacity of confined CFST prediction model. The 
database required for the derivation of the GEP model is based on the extensive experimental results of the FRP 



confined CFST columns tested in compression (92 test specimens). Moreover, these test specimens wrapped 
with the carbon or glass fiber sheets have different length to diameter ratios of 2.0–4.5. The input predictor 
variables used in the study are the properties of the FRP (the type, thickness and sheet wrap layers, tensile 
strength and elastic modulus of FRP), the steel tube (outer diameter, thickness, length and tensile strength of 
steel tube) and unconfined concrete (compressive strength of in-filled concrete). To verify the effectiveness of 
the model, the values from GEP were examined statistically against those of existing equations given by various 
researchers. After analyzing and comparing the proposed model with the existing formulas, it was found that the 
results obtained by GEP have significantly less errors and far more accurate. 
 
M. Anbarasu, “Simulation of flexural behaviour and design of cold-formed steel closed built-up beams 
composed of two sigma sections for local buckling”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 191, pp 549-562, 15 July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.093 
ABSTRACT: This study focused on the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel (CFS) closed Built-up beams 
composed of two sigma sections primarily fail due to local buckling under four-point bending about the major 
axis. It is aimed to establish accurate finite element models for CFS built-up I-beam subjected to a transverse 
load. The numerical model was developed by using Finite Element (FE) software ABAQUS 6.13. The 
numerical models were discretized with S4R element, end condition as simply supported and non-linear 
analysis which includes material, geometric, contact non-linearities and geometric imperfections. The numerical 
model is validated by means of comparison with the experimental results published in the literature in terms of 
moment capacities, moment versus deflection curve and failure mode of specimens. For different cross-section 
geometries and different thickness of the built-up closed beam, the numerical parametric study has been carried 
out by using the verified FE model, and the obtained flexural resistances were compared with those predicted by 
using current DSM and DSM proposed for built-up beams. The moment capacity decreases with increase in 
compression flange width to thickness ratio. In general, the moment of resistance of the section increases with 
decreasing the aspect ratio. There is no significant effect in flexural strength of the built-up closed beams due to 
the change in depth of web stiffener. Based on the comparison of results, suitable modifications are proposed 
herein for DSM, especially for the closed built-up beams made of two sigma sections normally failed by local 
buckling and also the performance of the current DSM, DSM proposed for built-up beams and the DSM 
proposed by this study are assessed by reliability analysis. 
 
Jef Rombouts, Geert Lombaert, Lars De Laet, Mattias Schevenels, “A novel shape optimization approach for 
strained gridshells: Design and construction of a simply supported gridshell”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 192, 
pp 166-180, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.101 
ABSTRACT: Strained gridshells are reticulated shell structures that are erected from a flat grid of initially 
straight laths. The structural efficiency of a gridshell is determined by its shape, which is traditionally designed 
using form-finding techniques. However, these techniques are primarily used to generate structures in pure 
tension or compression for a single load case only. In cases where classic form-finding techniques are not 
applicable, such as for cantilevering gridshells or simply supported gridshells, numerical optimization can be 
used to find a suitable shape. In this paper, an optimization procedure is proposed that optimizes the shape of a 
strained gridshell for a given grid. The forces applied to erect the gridshell are chosen as the design variables. 
These erection forces are optimized to minimize the so-called end-compliance, which is defined as the inner 
product of the external loads and the resulting displacements. The method of moving asymptotes is adopted to 
solve the optimization problem and implicit dynamic relaxation is used to solve the nonlinear equilibrium 
equations. Geometric nonlinearity is taken into account by using co-rotational beam elements to model the 
gridshell laths. To validate the proposed approach, a 6x6 m2 prototype was built. The results show that this 
approach allows the structure to be optimized considering multiple load cases, while accounting for practical 
building constraints, and potential designer constraints. 
 
E. Ozyurt, S. Das, “Experimental and numerical studies on axially loaded reinforced square hollow section T-
joints”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 192, pp 323-334, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.012 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents outcomes of experimental and numerical studies completed on unreinforced, 
collar plate reinforced and doubler plate reinforced Square Hollow Section (SHS) T-joints subjected to axial 
compressive loading on the brace member. A total of nine full-scale SHS T-joint specimens were fabricated and 



tested, in which six specimens were reinforced with collar plate and doubler plate. Non-linear finite element 
(FE) models were developed using finite element code, ABAQUS. Test data was used to validate these FE 
models. Subsequently, validated FE models were used to conduct an extensive parametric study to investigate 
the effect of various geometrical parameters of main members and reinforcement plates on the ultimate capacity 
of reinforced SHS T-joints. The parametric study found that use of both collar and doubler plate reinforcements 
significantly increase the ultimate capacity of SHS T-joints. Thickness of the reinforcing plate has a positive 
effect if the thickness of the reinforcing plate is limited to twice the thickness of the chord member. This study, 
however, found that the capacity of a reinforced SHS T-joint is not dependent on the type of reinforcing plate. 
The study concludes that the maximum capacity that can be achieved from a reinforced joint is about double the 
capacity of a similar unreinforced joint. It was found that the Eurocode EN 1993-1-8 overestimates the capacity 
of reinforced SHS T-joints. Therefore, a new design method for predicting the ultimate capacity of the collar 
plate and doubler plate reinforced SHS T-joints was developed and this new design method is presented in this 
paper. 
 
Miao Yu, Lin Zhao, Yanyan Zhan, Wei Cui, Yaojun Ge, “Wind-resistant design and safety evaluation of 
cooling towers by reinforcement area criterion”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 193, pp 281-294, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.031 
ABSTRACT: Wind loads are the predominant loads of all the various loading combinations in structural design 
of cooling towers. Existing wind loading codes have a basic single interference factor and a simplified two-
dimensional static wind pressure distribution formula, and do not enable accurate structural safety/reliability 
evaluation under dynamic wind loads. Among the various Equivalent Static Wind Loadings (ESWLs), the 
reinforcement-area-based ESWL is selected in this study, and the extreme reinforcement area considering wind 
directionality effect and nonuniform circumferential wind pressure is expressed as the equivalent criterion of 
reinforcement area envelope. 
A structural safety evaluation method, based on this innovative cooling tower design criterion, is derived as the 
dynamic reinforcement area envelope concept. The effects of time-variant weighted internal forces and non-
Gaussian peak factor for the reinforcement area envelope are considered. The reinforcement area envelopes are 
compared with those from three different codes based on traditional simplified ESWLs. Finally, the results 
show that the existing loading codes do not cover the effects of interference amplification for structural safety. 
An alternative framework based on the reinforcement area criterion of weighted dynamic interval forces and its 
extreme value envelope are proposed, which can optimize both the economy and the structural safety design of 
cooling towers. 
 
Kristijan Kolozvari, Lauren Biscombe, Farhad Dashti, Rajesh P. Dhakal, ...7 more authors… and John Wallace, 
“State-of-the-art in nonlinear finite element modeling of isolated planar reinforced concrete walls”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 194, pp 46-65, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.097 
ABSTRACT: A number of finite element modeling approaches for reinforced concrete (RC) structural walls 
have recently become available for both research purposes and design applications. Five conceptually-different 
state-of-the-art finite element models for RC walls are described and evaluated in this paper, including models 
based on either a fixed-crack or a rotating-crack approach for simulating the biaxial behavior of concrete under 
plane-stress state, models characterized with either a single- or a multi-layered representation of the wall cross-
section, and models with or without consideration of various individual failure mechanisms (e.g., buckling of 
reinforcement, out-of-plane instability). Modeling approaches were validated against experimental data 
obtained for five benchmark RC wall specimens, all with rectangular cross-sections, yet are differentiated by a 
range of salient response characteristics (e.g., aspect ratio, axial load, failure mechanism), in order to assess the 
capabilities of the models in representing the response of isolated planar walls under uni-directional lateral 
loading, as well as to identify future research directions. Results presented suggest that the models considered in 
this study can all capture the lateral load at yield and the peak lateral load capacity of the wall specimens with 
±10% accuracy, while the initial stiffness and yield stiffness can be overestimated as much as 3.0 and 1.8 times, 
respectively. All models can capture nonlinear shear deformations and interaction between flexural and shear 
responses under cyclic loading, where the analytically-predicted flexural and shear deformations are within 
±30% of the experimentally-measured values. Moderate differences between the predicted crack orientations 
and distributions are noted between the models, and the model results for the magnitudes of principal 
compressive stresses in concrete and the extent of stress localization are comparable. All models can capture the 



nonlinear distribution of vertical strains measured along the base of the walls, where the magnitudes of the 
predicted tensile and compressive strains are within ±50% of experimentally-measured strains for most models. 
Although some of the model formulations proved to be successful in capturing the experimentally-observed 
strength loss mechanisms for individual wall specimens, none of the models were capable of comprehensively 
simulating all of the strength degradation mechanisms observed during the tests. 
 
Francesco Genna, “On the sensitivity of Finite Element results in the calculation of the lateral thrust for all-steel 
buckling-restrained braces”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 194, pp 66-76, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.016 
ABSTRACT: The paper discusses the numerical analysis of all-steel buckling-restrained braces. These devices 
are designed to work in an inherently unstable regime, and their behavior is acutely sensitive both to any 
configuration detail in reality, and to any adopted parameter in their analysis. Their dissipative axial behavior 
can be reasonably well predicted by any suitable FEM model, if a good constitutive law is available. 
Nevertheless, it is shown here that an apparently accurate FEM calculation of the lateral contact forces, 
generated by the buckled core when it contacts the external containment profiles, produces results so sensitive 
to modelling details that they are practically devoid of an acceptable degree of accuracy. These observations 
might raise some doubts about the advisability of employing this type of bracing in normal engineering practice. 
In our viewpoint, a similar conclusion could be reached for any structural element designed to work in an 
unstable regime, unless the imperfections – of any type, including possible modelling details – could be 
explicitly taken into account, either parametrically or in a statistical way. 
 
Xianlei Cao, Lixiang Gu, Zhengyi Kong, Geng Zhao, Min Wang, Seung-Eock Kim, Dongyun Jia and Cuiling 
Ma, “Local buckling of 800 MPa high strength steel welded T-section columns under axial compression”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 194, pp 196-206, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.060 
ABSTRACT: Local buckling behavior of welded T-section column, which was fabricated from 800 MPa high 
strength steel (HSS), was investigated in this study. An experimental study consisting of eleven welded T-
section columns under axial compression was carried out. The failure mode characterized by local buckling of 
plates was found, and different load-displacement curves of specimens were established. Embedding 
coefficients including the effect of flange on the web buckling and the effect of web on the flange buckling 
were suggested. A finite element (FE) model for predicting the ultimate load of specimens was developed, 
which was then verified by test data. Comparison of width-thickness ratio limits for flange and web between 
various specifications and test data were made. Chinese Specification GB50017-2017 overestimated the 
ultimate load, and American Specification ANSI/AISC 360-10 was a little underestimated. A new model 
modified from Chinese Specification GB50017-2017 was proposed for estimating the ultimate load of 800MPa 
high strength steel welded T-section columns under axial compression, and a good agreement between the 
proposed model and test data was made. 
 
Caio C. Milan, Albert Albareda-Valls, Jordi Maristany Carreras, “Evaluation of structural performance between 
active and passive preloading systems in circular concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST)”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 194, pp 207-219, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.037 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) are increasingly used thanks to the improved structural 
performance, especially under compression. This is basically due to the confinement effect provided by the 
tube, which usually enhances ductility and strength of concrete infill. Several researchers have been focused 
these last decades on these sections under different assumptions, especially those issues which derive from the 
construction process; the fact of loading the tube before concreting in preliminary constructive stages leads to a 
preloading stress which implies a different response of the section than the expected. These issues must be 
considered in the design process and derive into undesired preloading effects on one of the two components 
derived from the process itself. 
Nevertheless, few studies treat the fact of preloading as a design method itself before being under service loads 
(active methods) to enhance the capacities of CFST sections. This paper analyses and compares 4 different 
methodologies (2 passive versus to 2 active preloading methods) by describing the potential benefits and 
consequences of them on the whole section; while sometimes a pre-stress ratio on one component may enhance 



the global mechanical response, sometimes it does not and becomes even harmful. The ratio of confinement 
effect over the core and especially when it becomes activated reveals the grade of real enhancement of the 
compressive response of the section in terms of ductility and strength. 
 
Isaac Elishakoff, Antoine Ajenjo, “Closed-form random vibration response for columns on elastic foundation 
and subjected to axial force”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 194, pp 431-440, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.027 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we derive closed-form expressions for the autocorrelation functions of the response 
for uniform beam placed on elastic foundation and subjected to axial deterministic load. The excitation is 
represented as the white noise in time, and ‘rain-on-the-roof’ excitation in space. The boundary conditions of 
simple support are discussed. The normal mode approach is utilized, with explicit summation of the infinite 
series. 
 
Jianxin Peng, Linfa Xiao, Jianren Zhang, C.S. Cai, Lei Wang, “Flexural behavior of corroded HPS beams”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 195, pp 274-287, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.06.006 
ABSTRACT: Experimental research is conducted to investigate the flexural behavior of corroded High 
Performance Steel (HPS) beams. Four beams with various corrosion damage are designed and subjected to 
electrochemical accelerated corrosion process. 3D scanning technology is employed to analyze the geometric 
features affected by the corrosion damage. Flexural tests are carried out, and the impact of corrosion on the 
flexural response is discussed. Considering the randomness of corrosion pits in each area, predictive models are 
proposed for the flexural strength of corroded beams with an idealized elastic-plastic and linear-hardening 
constitutive relationship model. An analysis comparing the proposed models with Chinese and American codes 
is made. Results show that increasing the corrosion damage leads to a decrease of discreteness in the residual 
sectional area and causes a transformation in the compressed flange from noncompact to slender. A corrosion 
loss less than 10% leads to slight deterioration of both strength and stiffness degradation, while further 
corrosion damage results in a significant decrease. The depth and length of the buckling wavelength for 
corroded beams decreases gradually as the corrosion damage become more serious. The analytical models IEM 
and LHM or the GB50017-2017 may be suitable for predicting the lower and upper limit values of the ultimate 
flexural moment, respectively, and results predicted by AISC are conservative. 
 
Zhiwei Yu, Chen Lu, Huihuan Ma, Fan Kong, “Probabilistic seismic vulnerability assessment of aluminium 
alloy reticulated shells with consideration of uncertainty”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 195, pp 288-298, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.05.093 
ABSTRACT: Single-layer aluminium alloy cylindrical shells are established using the powerful finite element 
(FE) software package ABAQUS. Furthermore, the probability distribution models of different random 
parameters in structural modelling are summarized. Forty seismic ground motion records are selected to 
consider the uncertainty of earthquakes. Sensitivity analysis of modelling parameters is conducted to determine 
the parameters with the greatest influence on seismic responses. The incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
method is performed on aluminium alloy cylindrical latticed shell structures with different structural 
parameters. After applying the damage index and structural performance levels of the latticed shells proposed in 
this paper, the probabilistic seismic demand model and probabilistic seismic capacity model are established. 
The seismic performance and the collapse capacity of different aluminium alloy cylindrical latticed shells are 
discussed based on the FE results. Furthermore, vulnerability curves are obtained according to the IDA results, 
which can be utilized to predict the failure probability and to evaluate the structural performance of aluminium 
alloy cylindrical latticed shells under different levels of earthquakes. 
 
Huihuan Ma, Yi Zhao, Feng Fan, Zhiwei Yu, Xudong Zhi, “Experimental and numerical study of new 
connection systems for a large-span hyperbolic steel cooling tower”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 195, pp 452-
468, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a series of new beam-column connections was proposed for large-span steel 
hyperbolic towers. The mechanical performance of the connections under an out-of-plane bending moment and 
a shear force was studied via experimental tests and numerical simulation. Different parameters such as the 
connector type, row number of the bolts, and plate thickness were considered during the study. The moment–



rotation curves and main failure modes of the connections were obtained and discussed in detail. The results 
showed that the new beam-column connections proposed in this paper had excellent bending stiffness and 
ultimate bending capacities. In addition, the finite element model of the connections was established by 
ABAQUS software, and the experimental and numerical results were compared. The comparison results 
showed that the numerical model could predict the moment–rotation curve and different failure modes 
accurately. The new joint system and study presented in this paper are relevant references for the study of large-
span steel hyperbolic towers, which are increasingly becoming the prominent options compared with concrete 
cooling towers. 
 
Yong Xiao, Xuan Yi Xue, Fei Fei Sun, Guo Qiang Li, “Intermediate transverse stiffener requirements of high-
strength steel plate girders considering postbuckling capacity”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 
109289, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109289 
ABSTRACT: The postbuckling capacity of HSS plate girders is larger than that of mild steel plate girders 
because of the differences in material properties. Hence, to fully develop the postbuckling capacity, the 
intermediate transverse stiffener requirement of HSS plate girders could be different from that of mild steel 
plate girders. The plate girders concerned in this study are without a longitudinal stiffener. To investigate the 
aforementioned issue, the minimum moment of inertia requirements of intermediate transverse stiffeners in HSS 
and mild steel plate girders are studied through the finite element analysis (FEA). After the comparison between 
the FEA results and the results from the design equations in AASHTO LRFD, it states that the design equations 
in AASHTO LRFD could not be directly used in the design of intermediate transverse stiffeners in HSS plate 
girders. Hence, based on the FEA results, a new equation is proposed to predict the minimum moment of inertia 
requirement of intermediate transverse stiffeners in HSS plate girders. Furthermore, because of the difference in 
the resistant capacity between HSS and mild steel plate girders, the maximum additional out-of-plane deflection 
of the intermediate transverse stiffener in HSS plate girders corresponding to the ultimate shear resistance is 
significantly larger than that of the intermediate transverse stiffener in mild steel plate girders. Hence, there is a 
noteworthy adverse effect caused by the additional out-of-plane deflection of the intermediate transverse 
stiffener on the shear resistance of HSS plate girders with the maximum limit value set. 
 
J.I. Colombo, J.L. Almazán, “Simplified 3D model for the uplift analysis of liquid storage tanks”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109278, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109278 
ABSTRACT: Vertical uplifting of the tank base is perhaps the most relevant characteristic of the seismic 
behaviour of unanchored cylindrical liquid storage tanks made of steel. When an unanchored tank is subjected 
to lateral loads due to the earthquake-induced hydrodynamic pressures, a portion of the base plate tends uplift 
locally. Analysis of the base plate uplifting of unanchored tanks implies many sources of nonlinear behaviour 
mechanisms such as the varying contact of the base plate with the foundation, large deflections, the material 
yielding and the plastic rotation of the base plate. This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the partially 
uplifted base plate of two thin-walled cylindrical tanks (one slender and one broad). First, a nonlinear quasi-
static cyclic analysis with a finite element model and a simplified model is carried out for each tank. Next, an 
efficient method for three-dimensional dynamic analysis is proposed and used in order to obtain the nonlinear 
time history response of each tank. The simplified non-linear model proposed in this paper was capable to 
provide a good estimation of both the rocking resistance of the liquid-loaded base plate and the stress 
distribution on the tank wall in contact with the foundation. A set of seven seismic ground motions was used for 
the time history analysis. Finally, the distribution of the tank wall stresses and the critical responses of the tanks 
are discussed. Both anchored and unanchored tanks may present a high compressive axial stress due to the 
seismic effect. 
 
Tong Pang, Gang Zheng, Jianguang Fang, Dong Ruan, Guangyong Sun, “Energy absorption mechanism of 
axially-varying thickness (AVT) multicell thin-walled structures under out-of-plane loading”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109130, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.04.074 
ABSTRACT: Multicell columns have becoming increasingly attractive in crashworthiness applications due to 
their high efficiency of material utilization. Meanwhile, an urgent need exists to develop new structures to 
achieve the aim of light weight without sacrificing crashworthiness. A novel multicell column with axially-
varying thickness (AVT) is proposed in this study. Quasi-static crushing tests were firstly performed 
experimentally to investigate crushing behaviors. Subsequently, corresponding numerical simulation models 



were built, validated, and used to conduct a parametric study. Finally, analytical equations for the mean 
crushing force for AVT multicell columns were derived and used to assess the crashworthiness of multicell 
columns according to SFE (super folding element) method. The numerical results agreed well with 
experimental results in terms of deformation mode and crushing forces, and the theoretical predictions were 
validated by the experimental results. It was concluded that the thickness gradient of AVT multicell columns 
could effectively reduce the initial peak crushing force while maintaining energy absorption capacity over a 
long crushing distance. From this perspective, the AVT multicell columns demonstrated competitive advantages 
over uniform columns as energy absorbers. Moreover, the analytical prediction could be a powerful tool for 
designing crashworthy structures. 
 
Zilin Zhong, Airong Liu, Yong-Lin Pi, Jian Deng, Hanwen Lu and  Sen Li, “Analytical and experimental 
studies on dynamic instability of simply supported rectangular plates with arbitrary concentrated masses”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109288, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109288 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents innovative analytical and experimental investigations of transverse dynamic 
instability of a simply supported rectangular plate attached with arbitrary concentrated masses owing to 
parametric resonance excited by an in-plane uniformly distributed periodic load along two opposite edges, 
which has not been reported in the literature. Based on the von-Kármán large deflection theory of thin plate, 
differential equations of transverse motion are established by using the Galerkin method. The analytical results 
of dynamic instability regions and nonlinear response curves of the plate having arbitrary concentrated masses 
for various instability modes are obtained. Tests investigating the influence of concentrated mass on the out-of-
plane dynamic instability of various modes of a plate under the in-plane periodical loading presented in the 
paper are first time reported in the literature. Independent swept frequency tests are carried out to investigate 
instability frequency-amplitude regions for transverse dynamic instability of the plate and the test results agree 
well with the theoretical counterparts. It is shown that concentrated masses significantly influence out-of-plane 
dynamic instability of the plate. The investigation leads to the following novel findings: (1) When the 
concentrated masses are located at positions corresponding to non-zero modal displacements, the masses 
increase the rate of energy dissipation and damping ratio of the plate, leading to an increase of the critical 
excitation amplitude for dynamic instability of the plate, but to a decrease of the natural frequencies of the plate 
and the critical excitation frequencies for dynamic instability of the plate. (2) Under the same excitation 
amplitude, the excitation frequencies and the widths of excitation frequency region for dynamic instability of 
the plate as well as excitation frequency intervals for nonlinear dynamic instability of the plate decrease with an 
increase of the concentrated masses, which are located at positions corresponding to non-zero modal 
displacements. (3) When the concentrated masses are located at positions corresponding to zero modal 
displacements, the concentrated masses almost do not affect the critical excitation frequency and the widths of 
excitation frequency region for dynamic instability of the plate as well as excitation frequency intervals for 
nonlinear dynamic instability of the plate. (4) The widths of excitation frequency regions for dynamic instability 
of the plate as well as excitation frequency intervals for nonlinear dynamic instability of the plate increases 
when masses move away from the position of the largest modal displacement of the plate. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Fujian Tang, Yizheng Chen, Xingxing Zou, “Stability of the pipe-liner system with a grouting 
void surrounded by the saturated soil”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109284, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109284 
ABSTRACT: The rehabilitation of the deteriorated pipe is most commonly undertaken by installing a thin-
walled close-fitting cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) polymer liner. The lining procedure results in a small shrinkage 
gap between the liner and its surrounding pipe. Such a small gap is expected to be eliminated by the grouting 
technique. However, a small crown grouting void is inevitable between the liner and its host pipe due to the 
bubbles in the grout and the gravity effect. This grouting void may result in different buckling behavior from 
the perfectly-confined liner. Therefore, this paper studies the confined liner with a grouting void under water 
pressure. Firstly, the analytical solutions are derived to predict the buckling pressure of the confined liner with a 
grouting void. Then, a two-dimensional (2D) simulated model is developed to trace the buckling and post-
buckling pressure-displacement equilibrium path, from which the maximum pressure (critical buckling 
pressure) is obtained. After that, the numerical buckling pressure is compared and shows excellent agreement 
with the analytical solution, as well as other available experimental data. Finally, the parametric study indicates 



that the grouting void reduces the pressure capacity dramatically and should be avoided in engineering 
applications. 
 
Mohammad Rezaiee-Pajand, Niloofar Rajabzadeh-Safaei, Amir R. Masoodi, “Linear and geometrically 
nonlinear analysis of plane structures by using a new locking free triangular element”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 196, pp Article 109312, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109312 
ABSTRACT: This research is dedicated to propose a high-performance locking-free triangular plane element, 
which is based on the novel mixed finite element formulation. The new element has six nodes with two 
transitional degrees of freedom at each node. To improve the displacement and stress responses, a proper mixed 
interpolation of the strain fields is propounded. Moreover, Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial Components 
(MITC) has been employed to alleviate in-plane shear locking. The advantage of the employed method is that 
no additional degrees of freedom are introduced, and spurious instabilities have not been seen. The tensorial 
forms of the equations are employed in this paper to summarize the formulations. The element passes the 
numerical tests, which are required to show the accuracy, capability and convergence rate in the structural 
analysis. Both linear and geometrically nonlinear problems can be solved by the presented formulations. To 
incorporate the large deformations, Total-Lagrangian formulation will be utilized. Due to completely trace the 
equilibrium paths of plane problems, especially those with snap-through behavior, a Generalized Displacement 
Control Method (GDCM) is used as a nonlinear solver. Outcomes of several benchmark problems and some 
new plane structures, which are analyzed separately, illustrate the high accuracy and advantages of the proposed 
element, especially in curved structures and nonlinear problems. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Junxing Zheng, Lijuan Meng, Xingxing Zou, Xiuyan Hu, “Nonlinear stability analysis of thin-
walled steel pipe confined in soft bilayer medium”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109318, 1 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109318 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the structural stability of thin-walled cylindrical pipe surrounded by soft 
bilayer medium, subjected to uniform pressure. A two-dimensional (2D) finite element model (FEM) is 
developed by assuming a plane strain condition. Both the geometric and material nonlinearities are taken into 
account for the simulation. An elastic pipe confined in a uniform soft medium and bilayer medium is 
investigated, and the numerical results are compared with available closed-form analytical solutions. Then, the 
steel pipe with inelastic properties is investigated by tracing the pressure-displacement equilibrium paths of the 
crown position where the maximum radial displacement occurs. The pressure shows a significant drop after 
reaching the maximum level (critical buckling pressure). Furthermore, a geometric thickness parameter is 
introduced to define the border of the upper and bottom layer of the bilayer medium around the steel pipe. In 
addition, parametric studies show that the response of the steel pipe is significantly affected by the initial gap, 
the out-of-roundness imperfections, the deformable soft bilayer medium, and insensitive to the yield stress of 
inelastic pipe and the friction in the pipe-medium system. Finally, the present numerical results show close 
agreement with the experimental results for the inelastic confined pipe with an initial gap between the pipe and 
medium. 
 
Özer Zeybek, Cem Topkaya, J. Michael Rotter, “Stress resultants for wind girders in open-top cylindrical steel 
tanks”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 196, pp Article 109347, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109347 
ABSTRACT: Empty open-top cylindrical steel tanks are susceptible to buckling when subjected to external 
pressure due to wind or partial vacuum due to blocked vents. A “wind girder” is commonly used at the top of 
the tank wall to increase its strength against external pressure instability. The wind pressure varies around the 
circumference of the tank, but is relatively constant up its height. A series of cosine functions is typically used 
to describe the variation of wind pressure around the circumference. Expressions for stress resultants, that form 
the basis of widely used design specifications such as API 650 and SH 3046, are based on simple mechanical 
models that adopt simplified pressure distributions and ignore interactions between the wind girder and the tank 
shell. Furthermore, in classical treatments a tributary height is postulated for wind loading on the girder, and 
this height is taken as independent of the properties of the girder and the shell. The purpose of this study is to 
develop a rational procedure to determine the stress resultants in a wind girder. Pursuant to this goal, Vlasov’s 
curved beam theory is used to derive the stress resultants and displacements for an isolated wind girder under a 
pressure distribution defined in terms of cosine functions. A parametric study employing finite element analysis 



is conducted to investigate the interaction of the wind girder with the tank shell. The stress resultants and the 
tributary height are found to be closely related to a shell-girder stiffness ratio that is devised in this study. This 
stiffness ratio was developed by considering the relative radial stiffness of the cylindrical shell and that of the 
wind girder. The changes in response quantities are expressed as functions of the shell-girder stiffness ratio. The 
developed expressions are presented in a form that is immediately useful for adoption into design standards. 
 
V. Rabbani, M. Hodaei, X. Deng, H. Lu, D. Hui and N. Wu, “Sound transmission through a thick-walled FGM 
piezo-laminated cylindrical shell filled with and submerged in compressible fluids”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 197, Article 109323, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109323 
ABSTRACT: Estimation of sound transmission loss (TL) due to the piezoelectric effects, as an attenuation of 
acoustic waves, is studied for a thick-walled piezo-composite cylindrical shell excited by an oblique incident 
plane wave. The cylinder is filled with and submerged in an acoustic media. The three-dimensional (3D) exact 
theory of elasticity and piezoelasticity are engaged to model the cylindrical shell, while the classical Helmholtz 
equation governs the propagation of waves through the internal cavity and external surrounding fluid. A state 
space method, as well as the transfer matrix technique is utilized to describe the deformation and stress in the 
cylindrical shell. TL is calculated by exact integration over the shell’s outer surface. The validity of the current 
analytical solutions is cross-checked with various data from the simplified case found in the relevant literature 
as well as a finite element package known as Comsol Multiphysics. Parameter studies are conducted to 
investigate the effects of piezoelectric material properties, piezoelectric polarization direction, shell thickness 
ratio, electrical boundary conditions and functionally graded piezoelectric material (FGPM) on the sound 
transmission loss due to the piezoelectricity. New results and findings provide guidance of piezoelectric coupled 
with thick shell design for passive wave absorption. 
 
Carl Bernier, Jamie E. Padgett, “Buckling of aboveground storage tanks subjected to storm surge and wave 
loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109388, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109388 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the buckling behavior of aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) subjected to 
storm surge and wave loads during hurricane events and explores the importance of dynamic effects on the 
buckling behavior. First, a computational fluid dynamics model is developed to estimate water pressures on 
ASTs subjected to wave loads. The modeling assumptions of this model are also validated with experimental 
data. Next, a methodology is presented to perform dynamic buckling analysis of ASTs subjected to surge and 
wave loads by adapting procedures commonly used for ASTs subjected to wind or seismic loads; the 
methodology is illustrated with a case study AST located in the Houston Ship Channel. For comparison, static 
buckling analyses are also performed to determine the significance of dynamic effects. Lastly, design of 
experiments principles and regression analyses are employed to investigate the effects of varying AST and 
loading parameters on the buckling behavior and the relative importance of dynamic effects. Results indicate 
that wave loads can significantly affect the buckling behavior of ASTs subjected to storm surge and need to be 
considered, while the dynamic effects induced by waves have a negligible influence on the buckling strength of 
ASTs. Simpler and computationally inexpensive static buckling analysis provides reasonable estimates for 
ASTs subjected to surge and waves. However, dynamic buckling analysis might still be required if the objective 
is to assess the post-buckling behavior of ASTs subjected to waves, rather than only to estimate the critical load. 
 
Dávid Visy, Máté Szedlák, Borbála B. Geleji, Sándor Ádány, “Flexural buckling of thin-walled lipped channel 
columns with slotted webs: Numerical and analytical studies”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 
109399, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109399 
ABSTRACT: In this paper elastic major-axis flexural buckling of thin-walled lipped channel column members 
with slotted webs is discussed. Though slotted webs are applied in order to enhance the thermal properties (this 
is why these members are also known as thermal studs), the slots have non-negligible effect on the mechanical 
behaviour. The primary aim of the presented research is to understand the behaviour, by identifying the major 
factors that influence buckling. As a tool, the recently developed constrained finite element method has been 
used, which makes it possible to separate the behaviour/buckling modes, as well as provides full control on the 
details of the calculations. It is found that, though other factors have some influence on the buckling results, the 
most important factor is the in-plane shear deformations of the slotted web, which may either be disregarded, or 
considered partially or fully in the calculations. An analytical model is also proposed for the calculation of 



critical force of slotted-web members, able to consider the effect of shear deformations, the degrading effect of 
the slots on the axial and bending rigidity, as well as the effect of longitudinal second-order strain terms. 
Numerical studies have been conducted covering a wide range of column lengths and slot geometries. The 
results of the numerical studies confirm the applicability of the constrained finite element method, and show 
that the analytical model estimates the critical loads with reasonable accuracy. 
 
Nitin Sharma, Trupti Ranjan Mahapatra, Subrata Kumar Panda, “Hygrothermal effect on vibroacoustic 
behaviour of higher-order sandwich panel structure with laminated composite face sheets”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109355, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109355 
ABSTRACT: This article is a study of vibroacoustic behaviour of sandwich shell panels with laminated 
composite faces under concentrated harmonic loading in a hygrothermal environment by means of a higher-
order finite-boundary element model. The system governing equations of the vibrating structure are derived 
using the higher-order shear deformation shell theory coupled with finite element and boundary element 
approach. The corrugated composite material properties due to temperature and moisture variation are included 
in the model macroscopically. The stiffness, mass tensors and modal values of the hygro-thermally stressed 
vibrating panel are first obtained and the acoustic radiation responses are then computed by solving the 
Helmholtz wave equation discretized on the structure boundary. The proposed scheme is implemented via a 
domestic MATLAB program to compute the desired responses. The results for natural frequencies, critical 
buckling moisture, critical buckling temperature and radiated sound power are found to be more accurate when 
matched with the available benchmark solutions. Additional numerical simulations are also performed with 
commercial software to authenticate the correctness of the present model. Finally, numerous numerical 
experimentations are carried out to reveal the versatility of the present scheme. The influence of hygrothermal 
conditions, geometrical parameters, support conditions and lamination scheme of the faces on the hygro-
thermo-acoustic responses of laminated composite sandwich shell panels are probed and deliberated in detail. 
 
Jhon Alexander Segura Mateus, Hiroshi Tagawa, Xingchen Chen, “Buckling-restrained brace using round steel 
bar cores restrained by inner round steel tubes and outer square steel tube”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, 
Article 109379, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109379 
ABSTRACT: This study proposes a buckling-restrained brace (BRB) which is composed of round steel bar 
cores restrained by inner round steel tubes and an outer square steel tube. One advantage of using the round 
steel bar cores against the steel plates and tubes is that the bar-ends can be connected to the structural members 
using screw-joints. The cyclic loading tests were conducted on two test specimens to examine the hysteretic 
performance of the proposed BRBs. Test results revealed the applicability, restraining capacity, and end-coupler 
performance of the proposed brace. With an increase in the number of contraction allowance zones, efficacy 
and performance of the brace became more satisfactory. Furthermore, a theoretical method for designing the 
proposed BRB in a simplified and optimal way is discussed. For the creation of the design guideline, the braces 
were analyzed comparatively over a wide range of sections, lengths, and different load conditions, which are 
most suitable for low to mid-rise buildings. It was found that the design is governed by the heaviest components 
of the brace, and that the pin connection to the frame was a key component for optimal design. 
 
Mizan Ahmed, Qing Quan Liang, Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel, Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Experimental and 
numerical studies of square concrete-filled double steel tubular short columns under eccentric loading”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109419, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109419 
ABSTRACT: Square concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) beam-columns consisting of an internal 
circular steel tube have increasingly been utilized in composite building structures because of their high 
structural performance. This paper describes experimental and numerical studies on the structural responses of 
square thin-walled CFDST columns loaded eccentrically. Tests on twenty short square CFDST columns were 
undertaken that included sixteen columns under eccentric loading and four columns under concentric loading. 
The parameters examined in the experiments included the cross-sectional dimensions, the width-to-thickness 
ratios of outer and internal tubes and loading eccentricity. The measured ultimate strengths, load-shortening 
responses, load-lateral displacement curves, stress-strain curves and observed failure modes are presented. A 
numerical model incorporating the fiber analysis is developed that predicts the moment-curvature responses and 
axial load-moment strength envelops of CFDST columns. The model explicitly accounts for the influences of 



the confinement exerted by the internal circular steel tube on the core concrete and the progressive post-local 
buckling of the external steel tube. Efficient computer algorithms implementing the inverse quadratic method is 
developed to produce converged solutions to the nonlinear dynamic equilibrium equations generated in the 
analysis. Measurements from the tests are employed to validate the proposed numerical model. It is shown that 
there is a good agreement between theory and experiment. The computer model is utilized to demonstrate the 
significance of various parameters on the behavior of thin-walled short CFDST beam-columns. 
 
Huajie Wang, Qiongyao Wu, Hongliang Qian, Kang Han, Feng Fan, “Buckling behavior of a circular steel tube 
with a bolt–ball joint under installation eccentricity”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109407, 15 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109407 
ABSTRACT: An issue that frequently occurs during the installation of a spatial grid structure is that the tube 
exhibits bending under installation eccentricity, and the buckling stability of the tube significantly decreases. In 
the study, eccentric compression tests of circular steel tube with a bolt–ball joint are carried out, in which three 
types of joint specifications and three types of installation eccentricities are considered. The degradation 
characteristics of the buckling stability of circular steel tubes under different installation eccentricities are 
obtained via tests. Similar phenomena of tube buckling are observed under different installation eccentricities. 
Additionally, detailed finite element models with bolt threads are established via ANSYS. A comparison of 
simulation and test results indicate good agreement, and this confirms the validity of the numerical simulation 
method. Then, a total of eighteen simulation schemes for the buckling behavior of tube under different 
eccentricities are studied, regarding three different joint specifications with six tube specifications for each. The 
results indicate that the stability capacity decreases in an approximate linear manner with respect to the 
installation eccentricity in the range of 0–15 mm, which is consistent to the test results, and the decreasing 
speed slightly drops while the eccentricity goes large. A reduction factor is proposed as the reference for 
considering the reduction of stability capacity of the tube under different eccentricities in engineering design. 
 
Ghanim Mohammed Kamil, Qing Quan Liang, Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Corrigendum to “Numerical analysis of 
axially loaded rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular short columns at elevated temperatures” [Eng. Struct. 
180 (2019) 89–102], https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109420 
 
Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel, Qing Quan Liang, Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Numerical study of circular double-
skin concrete-filled aluminum tubular stub columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109418, 15 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109418 
ABSTRACT: The sandwiched concrete in a circular double-skin concrete-filled aluminum tubular (DCFAT) 
column is subjected to the lateral confinement from inner and outer aluminum tubes. The effects of double-skin 
confinement have not been considered in the existing numerical models for the analysis of DCFAT stub 
columns. This paper describes a numerical model for the simulation of concentrically compressed circular 
DCFAT short columns. The numerical model is developed using the fiber element methodology. A new 
expression for determining the lateral confining pressures on the sandwiched concrete in circular DCFAT stub 
columns is proposed based on experimental results and incorporated in the computational technique. The stress-
strain relations for determining the material performance of aluminum and confined sandwiched concrete are 
described. The numerical model is validated through comparisons with the experimental results of circular 
DCFAT stub columns. The numerical predictions correlate well with the tested column results, especially the 
aluminum stress-strain responses, load-strain responses, and ultimate axial load. A parametric study is 
performed to ascertain the influences of geometric and material variables on the behavior of DCFAT stub 
columns. The numerical results reveal that the use of aluminum instead of steel in a composite column could 
reduce the column weight by about 22.5%. The comparison of experimental results with the ultimate loads 
obtained by the design approaches specified in AISC 360-16, Eurocode 4, and Liang’s design model indicates 
that the codified methods generally either underestimate or overestimate the strengths of DCFAT columns, and 
Liang’s design model gives accurate predictions. 
 



Soomin Choi, Yoon Young Kim, “Consistent higher-order beam theory for thin-walled box beams using 
recursive analysis: Membrane deformation under doubly symmetric loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, 
Article 109430, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109430 
ABSTRACT: We propose a consistent higher-order beam theory in which cross-sectional deformations defining 
degrees of freedom are derived in the framework consistent with the mechanics of the proposed one-
dimensional beam theory. This approach contrasts with earlier methods in which the procedure used to derive 
sectional deformations and the final beam theory are based on models of different levels. An advantage of the 
proposed consistent approach is that the generalized force-stress relation even for self-equilibrated forces such 
as bimoments can now be explicitly written. Also, sectional deformations can be systematically derived in 
closed form by the recursive and hierarchical approach. Accordingly, the accuracy in both displacement and 
stress can be adjusted so that obtained results are fully comparable with plate/shell results. We mainly conduct 
analysis of membrane deformations occurring in thin-walled box beams subjected to doubly symmetric loads 
such as axially-loaded forces. This case is elaborately chosen to better explain the fundamental concepts of our 
newly proposed approach. A brief description is also provided to show that these concepts are applicable to 
other types of loads such as bending and torsion. We confirm the accuracy of the theory proposed here by 
calculating stress and displacement in several examples. 
 
Xin Nie, Jia-Ji Wang, Mu-Xuan Tao, Jian-Sheng Fan, Fan-Min Bu, “Experimental study of flexural critical 
reinforced concrete filled composite plate shear walls”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 197, Article 109439, 15 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109439 
ABSTRACT: The reinforced concrete filled composite plate shear walls (CPSW) system employs two steel 
plates with infilled reinforced concrete. Based on an experimental study of four flexural critical CPSW 
specimens under high axial compression ratio ranging from 0.313 to 0.542 and reciprocal lateral load, the 
seismic performance of shear studs connected CPSW systems with orthogonal reinforcement in wall web and 
longitudinal reinforcement in boundary element is examined. The failure mode, load-displacement relationship, 
flexural strength, displacement capacity, stiffness degradation and equivalent damping ratio are reported in 
detail. The compression yielding of boundary element was observed before its local buckling, and yielding of 
faceplate was observed before faceplate local buckling. The fracture failure of the boundary element and 
crushing of infilled concrete were observed at the descending branch. The test results showed that the CPSW 
systems connected by shear studs had adequate ductility, and the ultimate drift ratio ranged from 1.17% to 
1.78%. The overstrength ratio of the moment capacity ranged from 1.06 to 1.18 in the test. Based on the 
plasticity theory, the strain measurement results of steel faceplates were used to calculate the shear force 
contribution of the steel plate. The influence of axial compression ratio on the internal force transfer and 
ultimate capacity is investigated. In addition, a database of 47 flexural critical CPSW specimens with boundary 
element was established, and the overstrength ratio for the anchorage design was proposed with adequate safety. 
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“Bending failure mechanism and strengthening of concrete-filled steel tubular support”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 198, Article 109449, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109449 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) support is an innovative and effective support technology, 
which has been broadly applied in underground roadways. However, failure is still possible, and the primary 
failure locations are commonly the vault and the springline. In order to reveal the failure mechanism and 
provide an effective solution, the inner forces of a circular CFST support were investigated analytically. To 
improve the flexural performance, firstly, the flexural behavior of CFST beams strengthened by welded steel at 
soffit was investigated experimentally. A total of 6 beams were tested under a four-point bending load, and the 
investigated parameter was welded steel diameter. The corresponding nonlinear three-dimensional finite 



element model was established in the ABAQUS software and was validated using the experimental results. 
Then, the effect of welded range and welded location on the support bearing performance was investigated 
numerically. Finally, the proposed method was validated by an application example. Results show that CFST 
support bearing performance is greatly improved when the lateral pressure coefficient is equal to 1.0, because 
there is no bending moment, and the thrust force is equally distributed along the perimeter of the support. When 
the lateral pressure coefficient is not equal to 1.0, the sections at vault, invert, and springline, where the 
maximum bending moments located, are the most vulnerable. Welding steel at locations dominant by the 
bending moment is an effective way to improve flexural bearing capacity. The optimal flexural strengthening 
method for the support is welding steel at the vault and the springline, respectively, named ‘three-arcs welding.’ 
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“Composite behaviour of fibre-reinforced concrete sandwich panels with FRP shear connectors”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109475, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109475 
ABSTRACT: The flexural behaviour of a precast concrete sandwich panel constructed of high performance 
fibre reinforced concrete wythes and foam insulation, connected together with carbon fibre reinforced polymer 
grid connectors, is investigated in this paper. This study tests and analyses the thin concrete cladding system 
which omits conventional steel reinforcement, the use of which requires concrete cover to the reinforcement 
layer that typically dictates the minimum thickness of the concrete wythes. A total of four full height panels are 
constructed in a precast concrete facility and are tested by way of three point bending. To complement the 
experimental study, finite element analysis is used to better understand the bending behaviour beyond what was 
discerned from the results obtained through experimentation. The experimental results showed that the thin 
concrete sandwich panel is a plausible solution for precast cladding systems with ultimate moment capacities in 
excess of those required to meet design wind loads. Ductile behaviour was observed in all of the four tested 
panels as a result of the high dosage of small 24 mm coated glass fibres used in the mix design for the concrete 
wythes. The experimental results showed no evidence of the FRP grid connector providing any significant 
degree of composite action. Finite element analysis suggests that this is due to, one or a combination of, the 
insulation’s stiffness being too low or because the tensile members in the grid connector being under an initial 
compressive strain and not fully engaged during initial loading. 
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“Wrinkling process in a single silicene sheet caused by in-plane shear”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, 
Article 109446, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109446 
ABSTRACT: The wrinkling process of a monolayer silicene sheet subjected to an increasing in-plane shear 
strain is investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The results show that due to the weak in-plane 
stiffness of silicene, wrinkles can initialize and grow rapidly as shear displacements increase. Finally, an 
ordered arrangement of wrinkles can be formed, with crests parallel to each other and approximately the same 
size. The wavelength and amplitude of the wrinkles are largely dependent on the shear strain until the strain 
reaches a critical value that makes the size of wrinkles controllable. A continuum model is also employed to 
estimate the size of wrinkles, which is consistent with the MD simulation results. The findings in this work 
could advance understanding of the shear resistance of silicene sheets and promote their potential applications 
in strain sensors, flexible electronics and energy storage devices. 
 
Yen-Chen Chiang and Sukru Guzey (Lyles School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
47907, USA), “Dynamic analysis of aboveground open-top steel tanks subjected to wind loading”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109496, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109496 
ABSTRACT: Aboveground steel tanks are prone to buckle under wind loading if they are empty. Geometrically 
nonlinear explicit dynamic analysis of empty open-top tanks subjected to wind loading are conducted using 



finite element analysis (FEA). Tanks with five different height to diameter aspect ratios, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.4, and 
0.2, are adopted. Tanks are subjected to a gust of wind which fluctuates in magnitude over time to investigate 
whether a minor fluctuation, 10% of the average pressure, will trigger resonant behavior. Tanks with 
geometrical imperfections are also investigated using both dynamic analysis and static geometrically nonlinear 
analysis including imperfection (GNIA). It is found that, no matter if the tank does or does not have geometrical 
imperfections, resonance is not observed. Thus, a static analysis may be adequate for a practical tank design. 
The natural vibration frequencies of empty open-top tanks are studied as well, and comparisons with theoretical 
solutions and FEA results from the literature are presented. The effective modal mass is discussed to investigate 
the dynamic characteristics of the tanks examined. Insights for conducting an explicit dynamic analysis, 
including converged mesh size and time step limits, are also presented. 
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“Compressive behaviour of built-up hot-rolled steel hollow and composite sections”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 198, Article 109528, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109528 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new type of steel section is proposed comprising adjacent H-sections linked 
together by intermediate steel plates welded along their flanges. Experiments on three hot-rolled steel built-up 
H-sections and five columns infilled with concrete are conducted, with results showing that both variants having 
much better ductility compared to conventional columns (i.e. hollow section columns and concrete filled steel 
tube (CFST) columns). Experimental results showed that the bearing capacity of the built-up hot-rolled steel 
hollow section column improved by 45.1% to 55% after it was filled with concrete. A finite element software 
ABAQUS is used for parametric study. The newly developed finite element models were validated against test 
results in terms of failure modes and load-displacement curves. A total of 482 numerical results, 132 hot-rolled 
steel built-up section columns and 350 concrete-filled built-up section columns, have been generated. Based on 
the experimental and numerical results, the compressive behaviours of hot-rolled steel built-up section columns 
and concrete-filled built-up section columns are studied. A new design method for the compression capacity of 
these two types of columns is proposed. It is found that the newly proposed design method could provide 
accurate and consistent predictions – the mean value of experimental to predicted results are 0.963 for hollow 
section columns (with coefficient of variation being 0.061) and 1.04 for composite section columns (with 
coefficient of variation being 0.043). 
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“Collapse mechanism of the thin-walled functionally graded cylinders encased in the saturated permeable 
mediums”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109472, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109472 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the stability behavior of the thin-walled functionally graded material 
(FGM) cylinders encased in the saturated permeable mediums. Water pressure generates at the outer surface of 
the cylinder, resulting in “single-lobe” or “two-lobe” deformations due to the confinement of the medium. The 
critical buckling pressure of the FGM cylinder is obtained analytically by exploring the total potential energy 
function. It is found that the two-lobe deformation sustains a higher pressure capacity than the single-lobe 
deformation. A two-dimensional (2D) finite element model (FEM) is developed to obtain the maximum 
pressure (buckling pressure) by plotting the pressure-displacement equilibrium curves. The comparison shows 
that the analytical solutions are in very close agreement with the numerical results in terms of the buckling 
pressure, as well as the equilibrium paths. Finally, the effect of volume fraction exponent (n) on the hoop strain, 
stress, force and bending moment through the cylinder wall is fully examined, indicating the non-symmetrical 
distribution of the material properties to the mid-surface of the FGM cylinder has a significant influence on the 
buckling pressure. 
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“Stochastic dynamic analysis of marine risers considering fluid-structure interaction and system uncertainties”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109507, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109507 
ABSTRACT: Stochastic dynamic analysis of offshore structures considering both fluid-structure interaction and 
system uncertainties is a challenging research task. This paper proposes a novel method to evaluate the 
statistical characteristics of offshore structural responses with consideration of uncertainties in the fluid and 
structure. The fluid behavior is simulated by a finite number of particles with particle finite element method 
(PFEM), and the dynamic behavior of the offshore structure is modelled with finite element method (FEM). A 
PFEM-FEM scheme is used to model the fluid-structure interaction. To evaluate the statistical characteristics, 
spectral representations method is used for uncertainty propagation. The output of fluid particles 
position/pressure, structural vibration, etc. are represented by using polynomial chaos (PC) expansion, and their 
coefficients are obtained from the least squares method. Statistical characteristics of the responses, such as 
mean value and variance, can be evaluated with the obtained PC coefficients. Three numerical examples are 
studied in this paper. The first example is a simple structural model, which is used to demonstrate the 
convergence and accuracy of the uncertainty analysis method. The second example is a benchmark dam break 
problem. Statistical characteristics of the fluid particles position due to uncertainties in the mass density are 
evaluated. Numerical results are verified with experimental data and observations. In the third example, PFEM-
FEM scheme is used to conduct fluid–structure interaction analysis. The marine riser structure is modelled with 
beam elements. In the fluid domain, PFEM is used. Uncertainties in both the fluid domain and structural domain 
are considered. Results demonstrate that the proposed approach can be used to evaluate the statistical 
characteristics of responses in the fluid-structure interaction analysis accurately and efficiently. 
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“Nonlinear transverse vibrations of angle-ply laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate with four-
modes subjected to in-plane and out-of-plane excitations”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109501, 1 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109501 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear vibrations of the laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate 
subjected to the transverse and in-plane excitations are investigated. Based on the Reddy’s third-order plate 
theory and von Karman nonlinear strain-displacement relation, the nonlinear partial differential governing 
equations of motion are established for the laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate under combined 
the transverse and in-plane excitations by applying Hamilton’s principle. Employing Galerkin’s approach, we 
discretize the continuous nonlinear dynamic equations of motion into the ordinary differential equations with 
four modes. Substituting the actual geometric and physical parameters of the laminated composite piezoelectric 
cantilever plate into the governing equation of motion, we use numerical method to investigate the effects of the 
lay-up parameters and the geometric parameters on the dimensionless natural frequencies of the cantilever plate. 
The amplitude-frequency response curves and the basin boundary diagram of two coexisting steady-state 
solutions are plotted for the laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate. The nonlinear dynamic 
responses of the laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate under combined the transverse and in-plane 
excitations are investigated by changing the lay-up parameters, the transverse excitation, the voltage excitation 
and the in-plane excitation. The periodic, the quasi-periodic, the chaotic motions and the nonlinear stiffness 
characteristics can be found. The nonlinear dynamic behaviors help us to optimize the structural and physical 



parameters of the laminated composite piezoelectric cantilever plate under combined the transverse and in-plane 
excitations. 
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“Generalized beam–spring model for predicting elastic behavior of partially composite concrete sandwich wall 
panels”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109533, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109533 
ABSTRACT: Partially composite sandwich wall panels (SWP) have been used in the construction industry for 
at least twenty years. Currently there is limited codified guidance for designers of partially composite concrete 
SWP, but they are being designed safely and routinely. Design is often guided by the composite connector 
manufacturers who sell proprietary composite connectors often using a variation of truss-type matrix methods 
for prediction of elastic behavior of SWPs. The purpose of this paper is to quantify the accuracy of such a 
model in a uniform manner by developing a generalized version of these matrix models called the beam-spring 
model (BSM). The primary benefits of the model are its simplicity and versatility making it suitable for design 
and variations of this model are already in use today. Its accuracy was established in this paper by comparing to 
51 specimens from the literature and found to be similar to that of other methods related to strength and 
cracking of concrete members in the literature. These results indicate that this BSM, or the very similar methods 
that are already standard practice, provides an adequately safe elastic analysis. On average, the BSM predicted 
cracking load within 2% with a coefficient of variation (COV) of 7%, out-of-plane panel stiffness within 3% 
with a COV of 17%, and cracking deflection within 2% with a COV of 18%. These results also indicate that the 
United States precast industry’s use of (math) for predicting the cracking moment is acceptable for partially 
composite precast panels. A parametric study performed with the BSM presents several different design 
situations and can be used as a rudimentary design tool for preliminary behavior and arbitrary connectors. 
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“Dynamic behavior of form-found shell structures according to Modal and Dynamic Funicularity”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109521, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109521 
ABSTRACT: Civil thin shell structures are generally designed with the objective to achieve an ideal membrane 
behavior and pursuing criteria of structural efficiency and minimization of the material used. During the shell 
form finding process, gravity loads are considered, while the role of horizontal loading is ignored. Today shells 
with complex geometries are being designed and built, and are used to shelter people during extreme events 
such as earthquakes, but the dynamic behavior of civil thin shells has always been subjected to limited research. 
This paper investigates the effects of dynamic loading on the behavior of civil thin shells form-found under 
gravity loads. A two-phased methodology is presented. In the first phase a modal analysis of the shell is 
performed and the R-Funicularity Ellipse Method is applied to the modal stress distribution obtained to observe 
which modes show a more funicular behavior. In the second phase, the structure is analyzed performing a time-
history analysis under single and multi frequencies spectra defined using ad hoc functions based on the outputs 
of phase one. The results of such a phased approach applied to benchmark studies, show that the frequency 
content of the different areas of the shell can give insights onto its membrane behavior. Finally the form-found 
shell is analyzed under the action of the L’Aquila Earthquakes (Italy, 2009) to prove how the methodology 
proposed can help to identify the vulnerable area of a shell under a real seismic event. 
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“Fatigue resistance of post-buckled slender trapezoidal corrugated webs in girders with stiff flanges”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109478, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109478 
ABSTRACT: Slender trapezoidal corrugated web does generally possess notable post-buckling capacity with 
certain reserve of shear resistance. Repeated secondary bending stresses due to post-buckling at the boundaries 
of the subpanel of the trapezoidal corrugated web, however, may result in potential local fatigue failure. A 
series of fatigue experimental tests on the slender profiled web girders with stiff flanges subjected to the action 
of predominant shear is outlined. The fatigue test results are presented in terms of stiffness deterioration and 
fatigue failure induced by out-of-plane deflection as the applied load exceeds the elastic critical load. It was 
found that fatigue cracks due to predominant shear action propagate much faster than these due to combined 
shear and tearing. Recommendations are prescribed for evaluating the fatigue resistance of post-buckled slender 
trapezoidal corrugated webs with appropriate detail categories codified in the Eurocode 3. Previously published 
analytical models correlating normalized shear resistances with relative plate slenderness ratios are compared 
against test data and discussed for their applicability. Based on the test results, a new mathematical 
representation is derived based on von Kármán’s effective width concept for ultimate loads. The derived 
formula is demonstrated to correlate well with test data since reasonable allowances are given for the tension 
field theory and geometric characteristics of the trapezoidal corrugated webs. 
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“The hysteretic behavior of recycled aggregate concrete-filled square steel tube columns”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109523, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109523 
ABSTRACT: The research purpose was to explore the hysteretic behavior of recycled aggregate concrete-filled 
square steel tube (S-RACFST) columns. With the replacement ratio of recycled coarse aggregate and axial 
compression ratio as the variation parameters, 6 S-RACFST columns were carried out for the hysteretic 
behavior test, and the hysteretic behavior indexes such as failure mode, hysteretic curve and backbone curve 
were investigated through the test. Based on the experimental research, a feasible finite element analysis model 
was established. Meanwhile, the finite element expansion analysis of 32 full-scale specimens was carried out to 
reveal the influence of the design parameters on the hysteretic behavior indexes. It is shown that the damage of 
the specimen is mainly concentrated at the column roots, the square steel tubes bulge outwards in a “lantern” 
shape, and the interior recycled concrete has a large area of crushing and spalling. The hysteretic curves of all 
the test specimens are full and stable, the backbone curves are relatively complete with a smooth descending 
segment. The hysteretic behavior indexes of all full-scale specimens are less affected by the replacement ratio 
of recycled coarse aggregate, while the parameters such as steel ratio, aspect ratio and axial compression ratio 
have an enormous impact on the hysteretic behavior indexes such as peak load-bearing capacity, ductility and 
energy dissipation. 
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“Behavior of recycled brick block concrete-filled FRP tubes under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 198, Article 109498, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109498 
ABSTRACT: Waste brick accounts for a significant fraction of China’s construction and demolition (C&D) 
waste. A new reprocessing approach in which the waste brick is crushed into blocks (recycled brick blocks, 
RBBs) distinctly larger in size than normal-sized aggregate and mixed with fresh concrete to form a new type of 
compound concrete (recycled brick block concrete, RBBC) is proposed in this paper. To improve the 
compressive behavior of RBBC, an outer fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) tube is used in this study as both the 
confining and protective device for RBBC; it simultaneously serves as a stay-in-place formwork (i.e., RBBC-



filled FRP tubes, RBBCFFTs). Compression tests were conducted on RBBC and RBBCFFTs with the mix ratio 
and size ratio of RBBs and thickness of FRP tube as variables. The test results show that RBBC has a 
compressive strength between those of the RBBs and the fresh concrete, and it can derive significantly 
enhanced strength and deformability under FRP confinement. However, the tested RBBCFFTs exhibited 
increased discreteness in compressive behavior owing to the large difference in strength between the RBBs and 
the fresh concrete, and the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of RBBs. In addition, the first portion of RBBC’s 
stress–strain curve appears elongated under FRP confinement. This phenomenon is believed to be due to the 
delay in formation of the major cracks in RBBC when it is confined in an FRP tube, allowing the integrity of 
RBBC to be sustained until a higher axial stress level than when the FRP tube is absent. Finally, a design-
oriented stress–strain model for RBBCFFTs is developed within the framework of Lam and Teng’s design-
oriented stress–strain model for FRP-confined normal concrete. The proposed model is shown to have 
reasonably good accuracy. 
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“Towards design rules for rectangular silo filling pressures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109547, 
1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109547 
ABSTRACT: An experimentally validated finite element model of filling pressures in rectangular silos with 
flexible walls is used to predict the stress regime in the stored solid in squat and intermediate aspect ratio silos. 
The model predicts the state of stress in the stored solid and the pressures imposed on the flexible walls of the 
silo. The non-uniform horizontal pressure distributions at each depth at the end of filling are explored. It is 
known that an empirical relation for the horizontal pressure variation on each straight wall derived from 
experimental observations in an earlier study closely matches the computational predictions. The coefficients of 
this relation are found to vary with depth below the stored solid surface, and depend on the relative stiffness of 
stored solid and the silo wall. Following many calculations involving different solids, an empirical relationship 
is derived that is suitable for practical design for a range of different stored solids for which relevant properties 
are known. The resulting expression is well suited to the practical determination of filling pressures in 
rectangular silos, and provides a silo design pressure proposal that is based on theoretical, rather than empirical 
findings. 
 
Liu Jin, Lingling Fan, Ping Li and Xiuli Du (Key Laboratory of Urban Security and Disaster Engineering of 
Ministry of Education, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing, China), “Size effect of axial-loaded concrete-
filled steel tubular columns with different confinement coefficients”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, Article 
109503, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109503 
ABSTRACT: Numerous size effect laws of concrete materials have been proposed by scholars, while the size 
effect laws for concrete filled steel tubular members are still under study. A three-dimensional meso-scale 
numerical model that can consider the heterogeneities of concrete and concrete-steel tube interactions was 
established to study the size effect in concrete filled steel tubular columns. The failure behavior of axial-loaded 
circular/square concrete filled steel tubular columns having different structural sizes under different lateral 
constraints (represented by confinement coefficients) were investigated based on the meso-scale method. The 
influence of lateral confinement on nominal axial compressive strength for concrete columns and corresponding 
size effect were also explored. As the simulation results indicating, with increasing the specimen size, the 
nominal axial compressive strength decreases, and size effect is weakened as the confinement coefficient 
increases. Moreover, combining with the influencing mechanism of steel tube on compressive strength for 
axial-loaded concrete column, a theoretical formula that can describe the influence of lateral constraint on size 
effect was established according to the available size effect law for concrete materials. Comparing with the 
simulation results and reliable test data, the accuracy and rationality of the theoretical formula is well verified. 
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“Study on the impact behaviour of concrete-encased CFST box members”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, 
Article 109536, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109536 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical study on the lateral impact behaviour of 
concrete-encased concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) box beams and columns. A total of 20 specimens with test 
parameters including the impact energy, the boundary conditions and the axial load level, are tested under a 
drop hammer impact apparatus. The experimental results, namely the failure modes, the time-history of the 
impact force and mid-span deflection, as well as the whole impact process, are analysed. It shows that the 
specimens fail in a shear-flexural pattern under the impact. The major features of the impact force and mid-span 
deflection curves are summarised and analysed. The influence of test parameters on the impact behaviour of the 
specimens, namely the peak value of the impact force, the impact duration and the residual mid-span deflection, 
are also discussed. A finite element analysis (FEA) model is established to investigate the composite effects 
between the RC and CFST components. The analysis shows that the RC component is the major impact 
resistance component in the structure. The CFST components, on the other hand, is well protected by the RC 
component and do not experience severe damage. The composite effects make the structure safer under impact 
loading and easier to be restored after impact. 
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“Analyses of nonlinear dynamics of imperfect nanocomposite circular cylindrical shells with swirling annular 
and internal fluid flow using higher order shear deformation shell theory”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 198, 
Article 109502, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109502 
ABSTRACT: The paper focuses on nonlinear dynamical responses of circular cylindrical shell made of carbon 
nanotubes reinforced polymer conveying to internal and external fluid flow. The fluid flows are assumed 
incompressible. The governing equations are derived from the Third order shear deformation theory (TSDT), 
the fluid velocity potential, then using the Galerkin′s technique and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to 
give the characteristics of nonlinear dynamics of fluid-structures interaction. The product of the velocity U.V of 
the two liquid streams (swirling flow and straight flow) is considered to investigate the stable domain of the 
structure under the effect of two velocity factors. In addition, the dynamical behaviors as time histories and 
bifurcation diagram as well as the effects of materials, geometries and the critical velocities of losing stability 
caused by internal and external flow fluid are scrutinized in the present. The obtained results are also compared 
and validated with those of other studies and can be used as benchmark solutions for an analytical approach 
serving in further research. 
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“Hybrid fiber reinforced concrete-filled square stub columns under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 198, Article 109504, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109504 
ABSTRACT: The main aim of this study is to compare the axial load, ductility, and toughness capacities of 
square concrete-filled carbon steel (CFCST), stainless steel (CFSST) and aluminum tube (CFAT) columns filled 
with plain concrete, single (steel) and hybrid (steel + synthetic) fiber-reinforced concrete under axial 
compression. To this end, the enhancement in axial load, ductility and toughness capacities of steel and hybrid 
fiber-reinforced CFCST, CFSST, and CFAT columns were obtained with regard to fiber volume ratio (0.5 and 
1.5%), compressive strength of concrete (30 and 70 MPa) and the steel tube thickness (2, 3 and 4 mm). A total 
of 99 hollow, steel and hybrid fiber-reinforced CFCST, CFSST, and CFAT columns were tested under axial 
compression. The results showed that although the use of steel and synthetic fibers in single and hybrid form is 
very limited for enhancement of the axial load capacities of CFAT, CFCST and CFSST columns, the 
enhancement in ductility and post-peak toughness capacities are notable especially for CFCST and CFSST 
columns. However, the effects of steel and synthetic fibers on post-cracking behavior of the CFAT columns are 
not significant due to early rupture of AL tubes that cause highly brittle behavior after first peak load. In 



addition to this, the use of steel and synthetic fibers in hybrid form is slightly better at improving the ductility 
and toughness capacities of most of the CFAT, CFCST and CFSST columns than the use of steel fibers in single 
form. 
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“Analysis of rotational stiffness of steel-concrete composite beams for lateral-torsional buckling”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 198, Article 109554, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109554 
ABSTRACT: In hogging bending moment regions of continuous and semi-continuous steel-concrete composite 
beams, the bottom flange of the steel profile is compressed, and if the web is not rigid enough to avoid lateral 
bending, it will undergo distortion, causing a lateral displacement and a rotation of the compressed flange. 
These displacements characterize the mode of instability called lateral-torsional buckling (LTB). European 
Standard EN 1994-1-1:2004 presents a procedure to verify the ultimate limit state of LTB based on the elastic 
critical moment that depends on the rotational stiffness of the composite beam. In this paper, numerical models, 
simulating the inverted U-frame model for inner and edge composite beams, were developed with the support of 
the software ANSYS to evaluate the procedure presented by EN 1994-1-1:2004 to calculate the rotational 
stiffness of steel-concrete composite beams. The numerical results agreed reasonably well with the predictions 
of EN 1994-1-1:2004, however, the accuracy of the analytical procedure can be improved by a small adjustment 
in the slab rotational stiffness equation. It was also observed that, in certain situations, the rotational stiffness of 
composite beams can be determined in a simplified manner only as function of the value of the rotational 
stiffness of the web of the steel profile, without loss of precision. 
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“Experimental investigation on H-section buckling-restrained braces with partially restrained flange”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109584, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109584 
ABSTRACT: For the development of buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) with high bearing capacity and light 
weight, a new type of all-steel buckling-restrained braces with H-section steel core (HBRBs) is proposed. The 
restraining member of the new HBRB mainly consists of the restraining plates and the steel channels. The 
outside of flange of the H-section steel core is restrained by the restraining plate, the edge parts of the inside of 
flange are restrained by the steel channel, and web of the H-section steel core is unrestrained. There is adequate 
operation space for welding stiffeners in the elastic segment of the H-section steel core, and the cross-section of 
the restraining member is uniform along the longitudinal direction. Thus, the processing complexity of the new 
HBRB is reduced. First, cyclic tests are performed on the new HBRBs and one conventional HBRB of which 
the inside of flange is unrestrained. Then, numerical simulations are carried out to further investigate the 
hysteretic performance and deformation mode of the new HBRB. Test and numerical simulations demonstrate 
that the new HBRB shows stable hysteretic performance, and the energy absorption capacity of the HBRB can 
be significantly improved when the inside of flange is partially restrained. Decreasing the restrained width of 
the inside of flange is capable of reducing the normal contact force between the H-section steel core and the 
restraining member, also reducing the compression strength adjustment factor of the new HBRB. There is no 
visible decrease in the compressive strength of web with the strain amplitude, demonstrating that web can be 
effectively restrained by the top and bottom flanges. 
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“Experimental study on transverse reinforcements of reinforced concrete-filled steel tubular column”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109422, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109422 
ABSTRACT: Experimental investigations were conducted to understand the effects of transverse 
reinforcements on the overall performance of a circular section reinforced concrete-filled steel tubular (R-
CFST) column subjected to axial loads. Compression tests were then conducted with 34 column specimens 
divided into three test series. In these tests, the transverse reinforcements were configured in spiral and flat hoop 
patterns, and the flat hoop patterns were configured with tightly and loosely arranged longitudinal spacing. 
Additional test variables included the specimen size, strength of materials, and ratio of longitudinal 
reinforcements. Based on the experimental results, a comprehensive analysis was performed on the load transfer 
performance, ductility, confinement, composite effect, and failure mode. The analysis results demonstrated the 
following: the before-peak loading performance and ultimate load-bearing capacity are not relevant to the hoop 
patterns; differences in spacing of the flat hoops will not cause significant changes in the mechanical 
performance, and thus larger spacing is recommended to obtain a time- and work-saving construction process; 
compared to flat hoops, spiral hoops will improve the ductility and post-peak loading performance further, and 
thus, the spiral hoop is recommended when the ductility or seismic performance is the main concern. Moreover, 
prediction methods for the ultimate load-bearing capacity of the member were investigated, and a new equation 
was proposed. 
 
Zhaochao Li, Junxing Zheng, Zhen Zhang and Hantao He (Department of Civil, Construction and 
Environmental Engineering, Iowa State University, Town Engineering Building, Ames, IA 50011, United 
States), “Nonlinear stability and buckling analysis of composite functionally graded arches subjected to external 
pressure and temperature loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109606, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109606 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear stability and buckling behavior of the composite 
functionally graded material (FGM) arches subjected to pressure and temperature loadings. By introducing an 
admissible displacement function, the total potential energy is expressed explicitly following the thin-walled 
shell theory. The nonlinear equilibrium equations are calculated by the variation of the potential energy 
function, and the critical buckling pressure is predicted analytically. The verification is taken by the numerical 
simulation that traces the pre- and post-buckling equilibrium paths, indicating that the numerical results are in 
good accordance with the analytical predictions. It is found the temperature rise increases the thermal upward 
displacement, which is beneficial to the buckling pressure, and reduces Young’s modulus, which is unbeneficial 
to the buckling pressure. Therefore, the buckling pressure is nonlinear to the temperature rise. Finally, a series 
of parametric evaluations are mainly focused on the effects of volume fraction exponent and temperature rise on 
the distributions of hoop strain, stress, force and bending moment. 
 
Yong Yang, Yang Chen and Shiqiang Feng (School of Civil Engineering, Xi’an University of Architecture & 
Technology, Xi’an, Shaanxi 710055, China), “Study on behavior of partially prefabricated steel reinforced 
concrete stub columns under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109630, 15 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109630 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the axial behavior and axial ultimate strength of partially 
prefabricated steel reinforced concrete (PPSRC) stub columns subjected to axial load. Eleven solid PPSRC 
column specimens and three hollow PPSRC column specimens were tested to examine the failure mode, the 
load-displacement response and the axial bearing strength of PPSRC columns. The effects of stirrup spacing, 
cast-in-place concrete strength and flange shear studs on the axial performance of PPSRC columns were also 
analyzed. Furthermore, an effective confinement stress from steel shape on the concrete was established on the 
basis of existing literature. The test results indicated that the PPSRC stub columns exhibited high axial load 
capacity and good deformability. Higher strength of inner concrete and smaller spacing of stirrups results in 
higher axial resistance, but the shear studs on the flange of steel shape were not effective on enhancing the 
axial-carrying capacity. Calculation formula to predict the compressive capacity of PPSRC columns was 
proposed based on the tested results. By comparison, it was found that the calculated results agreed well with 
the test results, which indicated that the proposed method had adequate accuracy and can be used in engineering 
application. 
 



Alfarabi M. Sharif, Galal M. Al-Mekhlafi and Mohammed A. Al-Osta (Department of Civil Engineering, King 
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals, Dhahran 31261, Saudi Arabia), “Behavior of circular stainless steel 
stub columns internally strengthened by longitudinal carbon steel bars”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, 
Article 109617, 15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109617 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, experimental and numerical investigations into the performance of circular unfilled 
and concrete filled stainless steel tubular stub columns strengthened by carbon steel bars welded to the inner 
surface were presented. The carbon steel bars were fabricated to be a structural component of the stub column 
and directly participate in supporting the axial load. Ten stub columns of 141.3 mm outer diameter and 3.4 
mm thickness were tested under axial compression load for different numbers and sizes of carbon steel bars. 3D 
finite element models (FEMs) were carried out for the strengthened stub columns by using finite element 
program ABAQUS and validated with the experimental results. The validated numerical work was utilized to 
carry out a parametric study to assess (i) the practical configuration of the carbon steel bars, (ii) the possible 
reduction of stainless steel thickness, which can be compensated for by the addition of carbon steel bars, (iii) the 
effect of the diameter to thickness ratio (D/t) on the stub column performance. The numerical work was further 
utilized to generate extensive data to validate the load carrying capacity predicted by the ACI and Eurocode4 
codes and the continuous strength method (CSM). The experimental and numerical results demonstrated that 
this strengthening technique enhanced the axial load carrying capacity for unfilled and filled stainless steel stub 
columns. The results from the parametric study confirmed that (i) strengthening by two carbon steel bars is the 
most practical configuration to minimize the welding process, (ii) a substantial reduction in stainless steel 
thickness can be achieved by using carbon steel bars, (iii) the ultimate load carrying capacity is inversely 
proportional to the D/t ratio. CSM was the most accurate method for predicting the failure load of the 
strengthened stainless steel tube. 
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“Development of prefabricated composite energy-dissipating slotted shear wall”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
199, Article 109577, 15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109577 
ABSTRACT: In a wall-frame system, shear walls are considered to be components with high load-bearing 
capacity and stiffness to provide lateral resistance. However, the ductility of shear walls is commonly far 
weaker than the frame. When high deformation is generated in a structure during earthquakes, shear walls are 
often damaged whereas the frame remained intact, which leads to their uncoordinated and restricted 
deformation. Furthermore, insufficient energy dissipation is exhibited within the limited deformation. This 
study is aimed at developing an innovative composite energy-dissipating slotted shear wall (CDSW). The 
CDSW features concrete-filled-tube wall segments, vertical slots, and H-shaped soft steel connectors, and it is 
endowed with significantly elevated deformability and energy dissipation. A quasi-static test was performed to 
investigate the seismic behavior of the CDSW, which showed high ductility. Finally, based on the calculation 
process of the conventional D-value method for frame structures, a modified D-value method was proposed to 
calculate the internal force and strength of slotted shear walls. The skeleton curve of the CDSW calculated by 
the modified D-value method agreed well with that obtained from the testing. 
 
Junbo Chen and Tak-Ming Chan (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Hong Kong, China), “Experimental assessment of the flexural behaviour of 
concrete-filled steel tubular beams with octagonal sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109604, 
15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109604 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation into concrete-filled steel tubular beams with 
octagonal cross-sections (OCFST) under monotonic or cyclic flexural loading. A total of eight tests, including 
four cyclic specimens and four monotonic counterparts, were conducted. Three concrete grades with measured 
compressive cylinder strength (fc′) varying from 54.5 MPa to 105.6 MPa were used to infill the OCFST 
specimens. The failure modes, ultimate bending moments, effective flexural stiffness, cumulative dissipated 



energy and deteriorations of test specimens were discussed. Test results indicate that OCFST beams exhibit a 
ductile plastic mode and excellent energy dissipation. Concrete grades seem to have limited influence on the 
ultimate strength and energy dissipation capacity. The comparison results of the ultimate bending moments and 
effective flexural stiffness between predictions using EN 1994-1-1 and AISC 360-16 and test results reveal their 
applicability to the design of OCFST beams. An energy-based hysteretic rule was adopted to assess the strength 
and stiffness deteriorations of the OCFST beams, and the results indicate that the predictions match well with 
the test observations. 
 
Shen Li, Zhiqiang Hu and Simon Benson (Marine, Offshore and Subsea Technology Group, School of 
Engineering, Newcastle University, UK), “An analytical method to predict the buckling and collapse behaviour 
of plates and stiffened panels under cyclic loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109627, 15 
November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109627 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear stress-strain relationship of a thin plate or stiffened panel under in-plane load is 
represented by a load-shortening curve. The curves are used to evaluate the buckling and ultimate collapse 
behaviour of these structural elements, and furthermore forming the input data to analytical progressive collapse 
methods for large scale box girder structures such as ships. This paper develops a novel analytical method that 
predicts the load-shortening curve of plates and stiffened panels under cyclic in-plane load. This provides the 
framework to account for load reversals in an enhanced cyclic progressive collapse method. A parametric study 
using nonlinear finite element analysis is completed to investigate the characteristic behaviour of simply 
supported plates under cyclic compression and tension. The investigation covers a range of aspect ratios and 
slenderness ratios typical for ship-type structures. Single-cycle and ten-cycle loading protocols are applied, 
which demonstrate progressive reduction in strength and stiffness together with a response convergence after 
several cycles. An analytical method to predict multi-cycle load-shortening behaviour is then derived using a 
response and updating rule based on the observed characteristics from the parametric study. A validation of the 
analytical method is performed on a range of unstiffened plates and stiffened panels under various cyclic 
loading protocols. A good comparison with the results of finite element analysis is obtained, which confirms the 
validity of the proposed analytical method. 
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“Developed trigger mechanisms to improve crush force efficiency of aluminium tubes”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 199, Article 109620, 15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109620 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the effect of a trigger mechanism on the crush force efficiency of 
aluminium tubular absorbers. Various trigger mechanisms such as cut-out holes, circumferential notch and end-
fillet, were studied using the validated numerical model. Initially, tubes made of aluminium displayed better 
crashworthiness behaviour when compared with steel tubes based on numerical and experimental results. Then 
the trigger mechanism consisting of three cut-out holes was found more efficient than the ones with an end fillet 
and a circumferential notch based on a comparative study. According to these results, the developed trigger 
mechanisms have a significant change in crashworthiness performance of tubular absorbers. Crush force 
efficiency was doubled with the help of this trigger mechanism while stroke efficiency and specific energy 
absorptions were reduced by 4% and 15% respectively. 
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Beijing 100176, China 
(4) Laboratory of Structural Engineering, China State Construction Technical Centre, Beijing, China 
“Experimental and numerical study on coupled shear walls with buckling-restrained steel plates under cyclic 
loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 199, Article 109684, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109684 



ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the seismic behavior of coupled shear wall with buckling 
restrained steel plates (CW-BRSP) under cyclic lateral loading. The quasi-static cyclic test on a 1/3-scaled CW-
BRSP specimen was conducted. The response of CW-BRSP under cyclic loads, including the damage and 
failure modes, lateral force-displacement relationship, strength and stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, 
were observed as well as compared with those of the solid and coupled concrete shear walls. Yielding and 
plasticity of the buckling restrained steel plates developed with the increment of loading amplitude. Flexural 
cracks developed at the base of the wall piers. Test results indicated that the proposed CW-BRSP system has 
stable lateral load resisting and energy dissipation capacity. In addition, refined nonlinear finite element model 
of the CW-BRSP was developed and validated. Parametric study results indicated that the axial load ratio, 
degree of coupling and strength of buckling restrained steel plates has significant effect on seismic behavior of 
the CW-BRSP. 
 
Vlad Alexandru Silvestru (1), Georg Kolany (1), Bernhard Freytag (2), Jens Schneider (3) and Oliver 
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64287 Darmstadt, Germany 
“Adhesively bonded glass-metal façade elements with composite structural behaviour under in-plane and out-
of-plane loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109692, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109692 
ABSTRACT: The structural efficiency of transparent façades can be increased by achieving a composite 
structural behaviour between the framing elements and the glass panes. The use of suitable intermediary 
materials is substantial for obtaining a composite structural behaviour for both out-of-plane and in-plane 
loading. This article presents two novel configurations for such glass-metal elements. For the first 
configuration, a perimetrical bonding with a silicone adhesive between the glass pane and the filigree metal 
framing is responsible for transferring stresses in out-of-plane direction, and grouting blocks are used near the 
glass pane corners for transferring stresses in in-plane direction. In the case of the second configuration, a 
perimetrical bonding with an acrylic adhesive between the glass pane and the filigree metal framing is 
responsible for transferring stresses in both out-of-plane and in-plane direction. Full-scale tests and finite 
element simulations with loads acting in three different directions, both separately and combined, are performed 
for the two configurations. The results of the tests performed under in-plane shear loading reveal a high load-
bearing capacity of both configurations and show that failure is initiated within the adhesive joints. The 
numerical models, which include previously derived non-linear material models for the adhesives, allow a good 
prediction of the mechanical response of the investigated glass-metal elements. The presented load vs. 
displacement diagrams illustrate that the elements with acrylic adhesive behave stiffer both under out-of-plane 
and under in-plane loading before the adhesive starts to yield. Overall, the configuration with silicone adhesive 
and grouting represents a solution which can be applied in real projects based on existing technical approvals 
for the involved materials in similar applications. On the other hand, the configuration with acrylic adhesive 
indicates the potential of glass-metal elements with stiffer adhesives, assuming that the knowledge on such 
adhesives will continue to grow and that, eventually, new enhanced products will be developed by the adhesive 
industry. 
 
Marco Breccolotti, Annibale Luigi Materazzi and Bruno Regnicoli Benitez (Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, Perugia, Italy), “Curvature ductility of biaxially loaded reinforced concrete short 
columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109669, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109669 
ABSTRACT: Modern structural design codes strongly rely on the dissipative capacity of structural elements to 
resist the relevant seismic actions at ultimate limit state. The full exploitation of dissipative capacities can, 
however, be achieved only in presence of adequate local and global ductility. Local ductility in cast-in situ and 
precast reinforced concrete buildings refers to curvature ductility of the critical part of the structural elements 
where plastic hinges are expected to occur. Bidirectionality of the seismic action is taken into account by the 
standards, in a more or less conventional manner, for the evaluation of stresses on the structure. Nevertheless, 
there are no specific indications of how to take biaxial bending into account in verifying the curvature ductility 



of reinforced concrete short columns. On the basis of this observation, a specific parametric investigation was 
planned and performed, with different values of angle between neutral axis and section principal axis, 
longitudinal reinforcement ratio, transverse reinforcement ratio, normalized axial force and section aspect ratio. 
Its results allowed for verification of the influence of bending moment directionality and of other parameters on 
the deformation capacities of reinforced concrete short columns beyond their own elastic limits. 
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“Collapse behavior of masonry domes under seismic loads: An adaptive NURBS kinematic limit analysis 
approach”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109517, 1 December 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109517 
ABSTRACT: The ultimate limit state behavior of masonry domes under axisymmetric gravity loads is 
nowadays well known and it has been proved how a generalization of the thrush line method used successfully 
for arches is quite effective also in this case. However, the behavior of a dome under horizontal loads, which is 
important in case of seismic action, becomes incredibly hard to tackle and still remains an open issue. 
The present paper aims at presenting a fast and reliable automatized kinematic limit analysis approach able to 
accurately predict the actual behavior of masonry domes subjected to horizontal static loads. The model uses a 
rough discretization of the dome obtained by means of few rigid-infinitely resistant NURBS generated 
elements, adapting step by step the initial mesh in order to progressively overlap the element edges (where all 
dissipation is lumped) with the hinges forming the failure mechanism. The adoption of a rough mesh makes the 
code extremely fast, much more competitive than a standard FE model, allowing at the same time to 
approximate the actual geometry and load distributions in an extremely accurate way. The utilization of 
geometries obtained with laser scanner acquisitions is straightforward and the presence of pre-existing cracks 
can be accounted for as well. Three complex case studies are analyzed in detail to benchmark the approach 
proposed, relying into existing domes belonging to the Italian cultural heritage. The first example has the 
geometrical parameters of a typical late Renaissance dome, the Cathedral of Montepulciano, the second is the 
dome of Anime Sante church (collapsed during the L’Aquila 2009 earthquake with a paradigmatic failure 
mechanism) and the last is the dome of Caracalla baths, whose causes of collapse remain still unknown. In all 
cases inspected, the approach proposed quickly provides collapse accelerations and active failure mechanisms at 
a fraction of the time needed by non-linear FE analyses, providing interesting hints into the actual behavior of 
such kind of structures under horizontal loads. 
 
Marina Vendl Craveiro and Alfredo Gay Neto (Polytechnic School at University of São Paulo, Av. Prof. 
Almeida Prado, trav. 02, n° 83, São Paulo, SP, Brazil), “Lateral buckling of pipelines due to internal pressure: A 
geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109505, 1 December 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109505 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an analysis of the lateral buckling of pipelines triggered by internal pressure. 
Geometrical imperfection amplitudes and friction of pipeline-soil are studied concerning their influence on the 
critical load and on the post-buckling configuration. To perform the analyses, numerical models are developed 
using geometrically-exact 3D Timoshenko beam finite elements, which may undergo large displacements and 
finite rotations. The interaction between the pipeline and the soil is simulated through a contact model. 
Geometrical imperfections are addressed by imposing prescribed displacements and considering uneven 
surfaces to represent the soil. The latter, by the way, allow to input concomitant vertical and lateral 
imperfections to the models. Varying vertical and lateral imperfection amplitudes and soil friction coefficients, 
the results show that all the parameters together influence the lateral buckling concerning critical loads and 
shape, order and amplitude of post-buckling configurations of the pipeline. Comparisons with analytical models 
are also presented. 
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(4) School of Engineering, University of Bradford, BD7 1DP, UK 
“Flexural buckling behaviour of 690 MPa high strength steel H-section columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
200, Article 109718, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109718 
ABSTRACT: The paper describes a numerical study on columns fabricated from high strength steel (HSS) 
plates with nominal yield stress of 690MPa. The study comprised 4 benchmark models validated by testing data 
and 144H-section parametric study models. The benchmark models were firstly created and validated against 
testing data for the accuracy. A full-scale parametric study was carried out to investigate effect of flange 
width/thickness ratio (α), web height/thickness ratio (β), geometrical imperfection (D) and residual stress (R) on 
overall buckling behaviour of the columns. The purpose of the study was to understand the relationship between 
section geometry, imperfections and column strength fabricated by welding from 690MPa high strength steel 
plates. The H-section HSS columns were studied in this paper for the buckling behaviour along the minor axis 
in which direction those columns have smaller stiffnesses. 
It is shown that all those factors can be classified into three groups according to their impact on column strength 
(expressed with strength reduction factor χ): favourable factor (α), adverse factor (β and D) and uncertain factor 
(R). α and χ are positively correlated: χ increases at different rates as α increases. It is an effective way to 
increase α to improve column strength when α is a small value. χ decreases with the increase of β at very low 
rate and the effect of β on χ is not very obvious. D could produce more pronounced deterioration effect on 
ultimate strength of columns with higher α. The effect of residual stress (R) on H-section column strength is 
related with α: for the columns with higher α value, higher residual stress could produce more serious strength 
reduction effect. Residual stress does not always have negative effect on χ. It could produce beneficial effect on 
the ultimate strength of high strength steel H-section columns as long as α is reasonably small. 
The paper also shows a comparison of analysis results with existing standards including Eurocode 3 and 
GB50017-2017. For Eurocode 3, curve a0 can accurately predict with when D=0.03%. When D=0.20%, curve b 
gives the best-fit prediction. 
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“Form finding of continua shells with lattice spring models”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109683, 
1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109683 
ABSTRACT: The use of spring cells as an alternative to finite element method (FEM) analysis of deformable 
continua has numerous advantages, such as its discrete representation and unidimensional stress states. 
This paper presents an innovative alternative approach to the continua FEM analysis, based on a new discrete 
model algorithm of bar elements framing a triangulated grid - lattice spring model. A non-uniform optimized 
thickness distribution, in both continua and discrete models, was implemented. This novel feature is a vital 
aspect to the optimization of the final shape. 
Two discrete models were developed, the classic/stiffness model and the innovative/flexibility model, that differ 
by the calculatory cross-section areas assigned to the bars of the cell. Results demonstrate that the latter 
performs better, not only for the independency of the mesh quality, but also for the approximation of the results 
(when compared to the continua model). An incremental shape definition algorithm is also applied to keep the 
horizontal coordinates unchanged. 
This new discrete approach led to a structural model that is easier and faster to program than FE method. It is 
also very accurate, since the final shapes obtained by the continuum method and the discrete methods are 
practically coincident. 
 
A. Farahbakhshtooli and Anjan K. Bhowmick (Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada), “Seismic collapse assessment of stiffened steel plate shear 
walls using FEMA P695 methodology”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109714, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109714 
ABSTRACT: Unlike unstiffened steel plate shear walls (SPSWs), very little research has been conducted to 
assess the seismic performance of stiffened SPSWs. This paper presents a new component strength deterioration 
model for stiffened infill plate to evaluate the seismic performance of stiffened SPSWs using FEMA P695 



procedure. The newly developed component strength deterioration model is first validated against the available 
experimental results. A total of three multi-storey (7-, 10-, and 13-storey) stiffened SPSWs with panel aspect 
ratio of 1.39 are then analysed using the proposed component strength deterioration model. Static pushover and 
incremental dynamic analyses using a suite of 44 ground motions compatible to Western Canada are conducted 
for all archetypes. Adjusted collapse margin ratios obtained for stiffened SPSWs designed with similar response 
parameters of those for unstiffened SPSWs are compared with allowable limits given in FEMA P695. The 
results indicate that currently recommended seismic response modification factor, ductility related force 
modification factor and overstrength related force modification factor, for unstiffened SPSW can be used for 
design of stiffened SPSW. In addition, seismic response parameters such as variation of maximum interstorey 
drift and shear demand in different components of stiffened SPSW, boundary columns and infill plates, are 
estimated in all stories for all designed archetypes during incremental dynamic analysis. Furthermore, seismic 
response sensitivity of stiffened SPSWs to the variation of post-yielding parameters (i.e., ductility capacity and 
post-cap stiffness ratio) in infill plate is investigated. Sensitivity analysis shows that the capacity of stiffened 
SPSW is more sensitive to ductility capacity changes, while the variation of post-cap stiffness has a lesser effect 
on overall performance of the system. 
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“Effect of cyclic flange local buckling on the capacity of steel members”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, 
Article 109705, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109705 
ABSTRACT: Cyclic flange local buckling typically occurs when plastic hinges form in the beams and columns 
of special moment resisting frames subject to seismic excitation. While local buckling in beam plastic hinges 
has been investigated in the past for monotonic loading situations, the effect of cyclic flange local buckling on 
beam and column behaviours is not yet well understood. In order to address this shortcoming, nineteen half-
scale T-section specimens are tested under cyclic axial loads in a configuration intended to replicate the cyclic 
demands imposed on flanges of beams and columns in their plastic hinge region. The main experimental 
variables are flange slenderness ratio, level of web restraint, and loading scheme (monotonic versus cyclic). 
Validated computational studies are performed to expand the parameter space. The test data and computational 
results show that T-section members that meet the current highly ductile limit can suffer excessive axial 
strength degradation under cyclic axial loading. The effect of slenderness ratios on column compression 
capacity due to strength degradation of flanges is evaluated and quantified. 
 
L.M. Gil-Martín and E. Hernández-Montes (Department of Structural Mechanics, University of Granada, E.T.S. 
Ingenieros de Caminos, Campus Universitario de Fuentenueva, E-18072 Granada, Spain), “Study of the 
stability of weightless thin-walled straight columns under centrically applied terminal compressive force by 
using equivalent forces”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109726, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109726 
ABSTRACT: There are three possible modes of buckling of thin-walled straight steel columns: flexural 
buckling, torsional buckling, and flexural-torsional buckling. These modes of buckling are considered in the 
specification for the design of steel structures, such as Eurocode 3, which includes the particular case of 
torsional-flexural buckling of centrically loaded members with monosymmetric cross-sections. The system of 
differential equations that governs the stability of centrically loaded weightless members was presented in the 
mid-twentieth century and has been widely addressed in both steel structures and instability books. In this work, 
a simpler way to obtain the differential equations of stability for both torsional and flexural-torsional buckling 
modes by using equivalent forces is presented. The presented idea is especially useful in the academic context 
of civil engineering. Students and faculty members will appreciate the deduction of the instability equations 
governing the equilibrium in a few simple steps. 
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“Behavior of high strength concrete encased steel composite stub columns with C130 concrete and S690 steel”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 200, Article 109743, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109743 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental program that studies the structural behaviour of high strength 
Concrete Encased Steel (CES) composite columns. The structural performance under compression, including 
the damage pattern, load-carrying capacity, post-peak ductility, and load-displacement response is 
experimentally investigated. A total of 14 specimens were tested under concentric compression. The parameters 
studied in this program include concrete compressive strength, steel yield strength, stirrup spacing, 
incorporation of steel fiber, as well as the shape of the structural steel section. To evaluate the material 
compatibility between high strength concrete and high strength steel, two concrete grades (C90, C130) and two 
steel grades (S500, S690) were used to prepare the test specimens. In addition, 0.5% volume fraction of steel 
fiber was added in concrete mix to minimize the inherent brittleness of high strength concrete. The comparison 
between test results and analytical predictions reveals the inability of existing design codes to estimate high 
strength CES columns, unless steel fiber and dense reinforcement are used in combination. The effect of 
material strength, steel fibers, volumetric ratios of hoop reinforcement, and shape of steel section on both 
strength and ductility of CES columns was assessed through a comprehensive parametric study. The analysis of 
test results demonstrates that steel contribution ratio plays a dominant role in the ductility, whereas increasing 
hoop reinforcement ratio and adding steel fiber has negligible effect. Finally, a simplified formula is proposed 
to evaluate ductility of high strength CES columns. 
 
Kaidong Wu, M. Ahmer Wadee and Leroy Gardner (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Imperial College London, South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK), “Stability and ultimate 
behaviour of prestressed stayed beam-columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109723, 15 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109723 
ABSTRACT: The instability of beam-columns with crossarms and externally prestressed cable stays is studied 
analytically, where the combination of bending and compression is assumed to be derived from the system self-
weight acting orthogonally to the applied axial load. Three principal zones of behaviour are identified with two 
of these each having two sub-zones that relate the critical buckling load to the initial prestressing force applied 
to the stay cables. The ultimate load-carrying capacity of the beam-columns is evaluated by conducting 
nonlinear finite element analysis within the commercial package ABAQUS. Results show that the analytically 
derived critical buckling loads generally provide safe predictions of the ultimate loads due to significant post-
buckling strength. It is found that releasing the geometric double symmetry of the system can make for a 
significantly more efficient structure due to the effect of pre-cambering against the self-weight. The strength 
and efficiency of stayed beam-column systems opens up a range of potential applications, including lighter 
alternatives to conventional props to support wide excavations, which currently utilize very heavy steelwork. 
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“Behavior of eccentrically loaded double circular steel tubular short columns filled with concrete”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109790, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109790 
ABSTRACT: Circular concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns in high-rise building structures 
possess high ductility and strength performance owing to the concrete confinement exerted by the external and 
internal circular steel tubes. However, the behavior of circular CFDST short columns that are loaded 
eccentrically has not been investigated either experimentally or numerically. Particularly, numerical studies on 
the moment-curvature responses, strength envelopes, confinement effects and moment distributions in circular 
CFDST beam-columns have not been reported. In this paper, experimental and computational investigations 
into the structural responses of circular CFDST short columns loaded eccentrically are presented. Nineteen 
short circular CFDST columns with various parameters under axial and eccentric loads were tested to failure to 
measure their structural responses. Test results are presented and discussed. A mathematical simulation model 



underlying the method of fiber analysis is proposed that simulates the axial load-moment-curvature 
relationships as well as the strength interaction curves of CFDST beam-columns composed of circular sections. 
The mathematical modeling technique explicitly takes into account the confinement of concrete on the 
responses of CFDST columns. The computational procedure and solution method are given. The accuracy of 
the computer simulation model is evaluated by comparing computations against experimental data. The 
significance of material and geometric properties, concrete confinement and axial load ratio on the responses of 
moment-curvature and strength envelopes of CFDST columns and the moment distributions in concrete and 
steel components are investigated. The mathematical model proposed not only simulates well the 
experimentally observed responses of CFDST columns but also can monitor the moment distributions in the 
steel and concrete components of such composite columns. 
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“Eccentric compression performance of composite columns composed of RAC-filled circular steel tube and 
profile steel”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109778, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109778 
ABSTRACT: To study the eccentric compression performance of composite columns composed of recycled 
aggregate concrete (RAC)-filled circular steel tube and profile steel, 17 static loading tests of the columns under 
eccentric compression loading were performed in this study. The design parameters of these columns were 
recycled coarse aggregate (RA) replacement percentage, diameter–thickness ratio of circular steel tube, profile 
steel ratio, eccentricity, RAC strength grade, slenderness ratio and section form of profile steel. The load–lateral 
displacement curves, load–strain curves, lateral deflection and bearing capacity of the columns were established 
and assessed in detail. The results showed that the failure of the columns began with the yield of profile steel in 
the middle of compression side, and then the yield strength of circular steel tube was reached at the compression 
side. Subsequently, the core RAC was crushed, and local buckling occurred in the middle of the circular steel 
tube, thereby resulting in the loss of the eccentric bearing capacity of the columns. The eccentric bearing 
capacity of the columns decreased with the increase in RA replacement percentage. Reducing the diameter–
thickness ratio of circular steel tube and increasing the profile steel ratio can improve the eccentric bearing 
capacity of the columns. Meanwhile, the increase in eccentricity and slenderness ratio was disadvantageous to 
the eccentric bearing capacity of the columns. In summary, the columns generally show good ductile 
deformation capacity and high eccentric bearing capacity. On the basis of the failure mechanism and calculation 
model of these columns, the calculation formulas suitable for the eccentric bearing capacity of the columns 
were deduced, and the calculation results were verified compared with the test results. 
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numerical simulation and design”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109723, 15 December 2019,  
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ABSTRACT: This paper reports an experimental and numerical investigation into the cross-section behaviour 
and compression resistances of press-braked S690 high strength steel angle and channel section stub columns. 
The experimental study was carried out on four equal-leg angle sections and eight plain channel sections with a 
range of cross-section sizes (covering both non-slender and slender sections), and included thirty-six material 
tensile flat and corner coupon tests, initial local geometric imperfection measurements and twenty-four 
concentrically loaded stub column tests. The experimental study was then supplemented by a numerical 
modelling programme, where numerical models were firstly developed to simulate the test structural responses 
and subsequently adopted to derive further numerical data. The experimentally and numerically derived results 



were utilised to assess the applicability of the Eurocode Class 3 slenderness limits for hot-rolled and welded 
sections to their cold-formed (press-braked) counterparts. The results of the assessment generally revealed that 
the Eurocode Class 3 slenderness limits for hot-rolled and welded sections can be safely adopted for the 
classification of press-braked (cold-formed) S690 high strength steel angle and channel sections subjected to 
compression. The accuracy of the codified design provisions established in Europe, North America and 
Australia/New Zealand as well as the direct strength method (DSM) to the design of press-braked S690 high 
strength steel angle and channel section stub columns was also assessed, based on the test data and numerical 
results. The North American, Australian and New Zealand standards were found to result in accurate and 
consistent compression capacity predictions for press-braked S690 high strength steel channel section and non-
slender angle section stub columns, but greatly underestimate the compression capacities for those slender angle 
section stub columns, while the European code and DSM were shown to yield overall precise and consistent 
design compression capacities. 
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“Cross-section behavior of cold-formed steel elliptical hollow sections – A numerical study”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109797, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109797 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a numerical study on the stub-column behavior of cold-formed steel elliptical 
hollow sections (EHS). In the paper, a finite element model for the stub columns of cold-formed tubular 
sections is presented, in which residual stresses, strength enhancement, geometric imperfection resulting from 
cold forming are predicted by using a rigorous finite element simulation of the roll-forming process. The 
accuracy of the finite element model for stub columns was verified by comparing the numerical predictions with 
test results. By using the verified finite element model, a parametric study on the stub-column behavior of cold-
formed steel EHS was carried out for a wide range of section sizes and steel grades (covering both normal grade 
steels and high strength steels). Based on the generated finite element data, predictive models for the strength 
enhancement and local geometric imperfection of cold-formed steel EHS are proposed. Furthermore, the cross-
section classification for cold-formed steel EHS were examined according to the slenderness limits of circular 
hollow sections (CHS) in current design codes. It can be found that the equivalent diameter method together 
with the current CHS slenderness limits in existing design codes can be safely adopted for cold-formed steel 
EHS. In addition, a new yield slenderness limit for cold-formed steel EHS is proposed. 
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“Compressive strength of axially loaded circular hollow centrifugal concrete-filled steel tubular short columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109828, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109828 
ABSTRACT: Circular hollow centrifugal concrete-filled steel tubes (HCCFSTs) are employed widely as 
structural components, such as power station structures and building foundations, in virtue of their exceedingly 
good structural performance features. It is essential to comprehend the compressive behavior of circular 
HCCFST columns and suitably evaluate their compressive strength for practical engineering design. However, 
limited researches on HCCFST columns have almost not resulted in the development of appropriate design 
formulae in current international standards. This paper aims to propose a practical formula for estimating the 
compressive strength of circular HCCFST stub columns that have a wide range of parameters. A new 
confinement coefficient reflecting the confinement effect of concrete strength in circular HCCFST short 
columns is proposed, and using the proposed confinement coefficient, a novel strength design formula is 
developed to estimate the compressive strength of circular HCCFST short columns. The proposed formula is 
investigated using collected experimental data from literature and finite element analysis results. It is shown that 
the proposed confinement coefficient can reflect the interaction effect between the steel tube and infilled 
concrete, and the developed axial capacity formula in this paper offers better predictions of compressive 
strength than current design formulae. 
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Design and Industrial Management, University of Deusto, Avda. de las Universidades 24, 48007 Bilbao, Spain), 
“Dynamic analysis of plates with thick unconstrained layer damping”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 
109809, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109809 
ABSTRACT: In this work the dynamic behaviour of free layer damping plates with thick unconstrained 
viscoelastic layer is analysed. With this aim, the Kirchhoff–Love thin plate formulation is adapted to take shear 
stiffness into account by using a frequency dependent equivalent flexural stiffness. 
To check the validity of the proposed formulation, it is implemented in a finite element model and compared to 
both the Oberst model and a reference 3D solid model in terms of eigenvalues and dynamic response across a 
wide range of boundary conditions – clamped in all edges, free, simply supported at edges, clamped in a single 
edge and simply supported at corners. In all the cases the material of the viscoelastic layer presents fractional 
damping, its modulus thus being complex and frequency dependent. 
The results show that the proposed model is in good agreement with the 3D model and that it provides better 
accuracy than the Oberst model, specially as the thickness of the damping layer, and consequently the effect of 
the shear, increases. Hence, the need of developing a 3D solid model can be avoided as well as the storage and 
computation time problems it arises, that are specially critical in industrial practical applications. 
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“Reliability of stability of single-layer latticed shells with spatially correlated initial geometric imperfection 
modeled using conditional autoregressive model”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109787, 15 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109787 
ABSTRACT: Latticed shells are extensively used for large-span structures. Their design is often governed by 
the global instability requirement stipulated in the Chinese design code for the specified gravity load and initial 
geometric imperfection (IGI). However, the reliability-basis for the recommended design requirement that a 
critical load factor of 2 need to be achieved is unknown. In the present study, it is proposed that the spatially 
varying IGI can be adequately modeled using the conditional autoregressive model. It is shown that this model 
is sufficiently flexible in modeling spatially varying correlated imperfection and can cope with irregular grid 
systems. By using this model for IGI and considering global instability, the probability distributions of the load 
capacity and the failure probabilities of spherical and cylindrical latticed shells designed according to the 
Chinese design code are evaluated. The evaluation is also carried out by representing the IGI shape using the 
spatially independent Gaussian model and the first eigen buckling mode (1EBM) that is recommended by the 
design code. It is shown that the use of the 1EBM to represent the IGI shape does not necessarily lead to 
conservative estimates of the failure probabilities as compared to those obtained by considering spatially 
varying stochastic imperfection shapes. The results shown that the estimated failure probability is sensitive to 
the assumed stochastic model for and standard deviation of the IGI at each joint of the latticed shells. 
Furthermore, the failure probability of the spherical latticed shell differs from that of the cylindrical latticed 
shell. The reliability analysis results also indicate that the use of a critical load factor of 2 implemented in the 
code for design of the latticed shell, in general, lead to an annual failure probability for global instability less 
than 10−5. A sensitivity analysis indicates that the code recommended critical load factor can be reduced to 1.75 
while achieving a target reliability index often adopted for design code calibration. 
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Box 2713, Doha, Qatar), “Deformation modes and crashworthiness energy absorption of sinusoidally 
corrugated tubes manufactured by direct metal laser sintering”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 
109838, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109838 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures are used for crashworthiness energy absorption applications such as 
automobile vehciles and aircraft. Structures of sinusoidally corrugated profiles were of great interest because of 



their ability to reduce the peak crushing forces and provide stable energy-absorbing patterns. Studies on 
structures of sinusoidally corrugated profiles are limited to numerical studies due to manufacturing limitations. 
Advancement in additive manufacturing enables the fabrication of structures of complex profiles such as 
corrugated tubes. This could solve the issue of mass productions of such structures for energy absorption 
applications. This paper aims to additively manufacture and test sinusoidally corrugated tubes experimentally. 
A sample of 8 sinusoidally corrugated tubes was additively manufactured and tested under a quasi-static 
displacement rate of 20 mm/min. The results showed that corrugated tubes exhibit lower and stable crushing 
forces compared to conventional straight tubes. It was found that increasing the wavelength from 10 to 20 mm 
results in changing deformation mode from ring to diamond, while increasing the amplitude from 1 to 2 mm 
has no effect when the thickness is 1 mm. Corrugated tubes achieved a maximum peak force reduction of 75%, 
and a maximum crushing force efficiency increase of 63%. However, they also resulted in a reduction of 46 and 
55% in energy absorption and specific energy absorption, respectively. 
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“A unified approach to evaluate axial force-moment interaction curves of concrete encased steel composite 
columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 201, Article 109841, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109841 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a unified approach to evaluate the axial force and moment interaction 
strength curve of Concrete Encased Steel (CES) composite columns made of different steel and concrete grades. 
A database was established by collecting the test results of CES composite columns in the literature covering 
concrete compressive strength ranging from 20 to 104 MPa and steel yield strength from 280 to 913 MPa. A 
sensitivity study was then carried out to investigate the effect of different design parameters on the accuracy of 
the current design method EN 1994-1-1 in predicting the ultimate strength of CES composite columns. These 
design parameters include characteristic strength of materials, steel contribution ratio, concrete cover thickness 
ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement. Analytical study was 
performed through a self-compiled computer program which was developed based on materials strain 
compatibility principle. The comparison between the analytical results and test results confirms the validity of 
the proposed method to provide reasonable prediction of cross-sectional axial-moment interaction curves for 
CES columns for a wide range of steel and concrete grades. The existing EC4 method, which is based on plastic 
design principle, was found to be un-conservative in predicting the cross section resistance of CES composite 
columns with high strength concrete and high strength steel. Further enhancement was made to the proposed 
method to include both the strain gradient effect and concrete confinement effect to achieve a better agreement 
with the test results reported in literature. Finally, a simplified method was proposed to construct the axial-
moment interaction curves of CES columns, which can be used as a unified approach to design such columns 
with normal and high strength steel and concrete materials. 
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“Behaviour of H-section purlin connections in resisting progressive collapse of roofs”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 201, Article 109849, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109849 
ABSTRACT: When a truss roof is subjected to sudden local damage, purlins are capable of bridging the 
damaged truss unit, thereby increasing the robustness of the integrated roof system. To investigate the bridging 
capacity purlins can provide, experiments were carried out on bolted fin plate connections that join thin-walled 
H-section purlins to the main truss, investigating their behaviour under a main truss-removal scenario. Eight 
specimens with varied connection details were tested. Results of all experiments are provided in detail, 
including the full-range vertical resistance versus displacement curves, the collapse-resisting mechanisms, and 
the failure modes, being either bolt shear failure or combined bolt bearing and net-section tensile failure. 



Experimental results showed that better bridging capacity can be achieved by adopting relatively larger 
diameter bolts, reducing the bolt group height, applying higher preloading force when installing bolts, and 
increasing the end distance for the bolt holes. Meanwhile, a theoretical model is proposed to predict the vertical 
resistance versus displacement response of the purlin-to-connection assembly. This model is capable of 
capturing the slip of bolts, and the gradual yielding and failure of the connection components, and thus gives 
predictions that are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
Xin Meng and Leroy Gardner (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London, 
London, UK), “Simulation and design of semi-compact elliptical hollow sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
202, Article 109807, 1 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109807 
ABSTRACT: Current structural steel design codes typically feature a step in the cross-sectional resistance 
functions at the Class 2 slenderness limit due to the abrupt switch between elastic and fully plastic capacities. 
To address this issue, new design rules, featuring a gradual transition between elastic and plastic resistances, 
have been recently developed for semi-compact (Class 3) I- and box sections to account for the partial spread of 
plasticity. This approach is extended herein to the cross-section and member buckling design of semi-compact 
elliptical hollow sections (EHS). Finite element models were first established and validated against previous test 
results; particular attention was given to the modelling of local geometric imperfections. Parametric studies 
were then conducted, where over 4000 structural performance data were numerically generated covering a wide 
range of cross-section aspect ratios, material properties, local and global slendernesses and load combinations. 
Upon completion of the numerical simulation programme, structural design rules of semi-compact EHS were 
developed. The classification of EHS under biaxial bending and compression plus biaxial bending was initially 
addressed. Following this, new design expressions featuring elasto-plastic section properties were developed to 
exploit partial plastification at both cross-section and member buckling levels. The accuracy of the design 
proposals was evaluated through comparisons between the test/numerical data and the resistance predictions; 
the comparisons revealed that the proposed elasto-plastic cross-section and member buckling design rules lead 
to both improved accuracy and consistency over the existing elastic provisions. The reliability of the proposals 
was verified through statistical analyses in accordance with EN 1990, demonstrating their suitability for 
incorporation into the next revision to EN 1993-1-1. 
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350118, China), “Hysteretic behavior of multi-cell L-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular columns at different 
loading angles”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 202, Article 109887, 1 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109887 
ABSTRACT: Multi-cell L-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns have the advantages of 
avoiding column protrusion, saving room space and good mechanical behavior. They can be used as the corner 
columns in building structures. In practical engineering, the columns may be subjected to earthquake action 
from different directions. However, there are few experimental and numerical studies on this kind of columns at 
different loading angles. This paper presents four tests carried out on multi-cell L-shaped CFST columns 
subjected to combined constant compression and lateral cyclic loads. The main variables were loading angles 
(0°, 45° and 135°) and axial load levels (0.25 and 0.5). The failure modes, lateral load – displacement hysteretic 
curves, envelope curves, stiffness degradation, ductility, energy dissipation, deformation and moment – 
curvature curves were obtained. A finite element model was developed to simulate the multi-cell L-shaped 
CFST columns at different loading angles, and the predicted results agreed well with the test results. Moreover, 
the parametric analysis was conducted to investigate the effects of various parameters on lateral load – 
displacement curves of the columns under diagonal loading. 
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ABSTRACT: The load-deformation response of Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) elements subjected to pure 
shear is still matter of strong debate within the scientific community. In this paper, the tests on six fiber 
reinforced concrete panels under pure shear are presented and discussed. The tests were conducted under 
displacement control and a peculiar loading frame was designed to ensure that a pure shear state of stress was 
established. Steel fibers were added in relatively low amounts (20 and 50 kg/m3), and two steel reinforcements 
(0.21% and 0.74%) were selected, aiming at simulating lightly reinforced elements. A critical discussion on the 
influence of fibers on both global and local behavior (tension stiffening, cracking formation and propagation, 
post-cracking stiffness and residual strength) is presented. Finally, a novel crack spacing formulation, extended 
to FRC, is proposed and compared against available experimental data. 
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“Hollow concrete columns: Review of structural behavior and new designs using GFRP reinforcement”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109829, 15 January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Hollow concrete columns (HCCs) reinforced with steel bars have been employed extensively for 
bridge piers, ground piles, and utility poles because they use fewer materials and offer higher structural 
efficiency compared to solid concrete columns with the same concrete area. Many experimental studies have 
been conducted to investigate the behavior of HCCs under different loading conditions and found that the 
structural performance of HCCs is critically affected by many design parameters. If not designed properly, 
HCCs exhibit brittle failure behavior, due to longitudinal bars buckling or the concrete wall failing in shear. In 
addition, the corrosion of steel bars has become an issue in reinforced-concrete structures. Therefore, this paper 
critically reviews the different design parameters that affect the performance of HCCs and identifies new 
opportunities for the safe design and effective use of this construction system. Moreover, the use of GFRP bars 
as reinforcement in hollow concrete columns is explored with the aim of developing a non-corroding and 
structurally reliable construction system. 
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Technological University, Singapore), “Local stability of press-braked stainless steel angle and channel 
sections: Testing, numerical modelling and design analysis”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109869, 
15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109869 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports an experimental and numerical investigation into the local stability of press-
braked stainless steel angle and channel sections. The experimental programme was performed on two equal-leg 
angle sections and two plain channel sections, and included material testing, initial local geometric imperfection 
measurements, eight stub column tests and ten laterally restrained beam tests (about the geometric axes for 
angle sections and minor principal axes for channel sections). This was supplemented by a numerical simulation 
programme, where finite element models were firstly established to replicate the test structural responses and 
then employed to derive further numerical data through parametric studies. The results obtained from the 
structural testing and numerical modelling were adopted to evaluate the accuracy of the codified local buckling 
design provisions established in America, Europe and Australia and New Zealand. The evaluation results 
revealed that all the design codes greatly underestimate the cross-section resistances of press-braked stainless 
steel equal-leg angle and plain channel section stub columns and laterally restrained beams, mainly attributed to 
the neglect of the pronounced material strain hardening effect of stainless steel in the design. The continuous 



strength method (CSM) is an advanced deformation-based design method, allowing for a rational utilisation of 
material strain hardening in determining cross-section resistances, and its scope of application has been recently 
extended from doubly-symmetric (I- and tubular) sections to mono-symmetric and asymmetric (angle, channel 
and T-) sections. Quantitative evaluation of the CSM was conducted through comparing the predicted cross-
section resistances against the experimental and numerical results. The CSM was found to yield substantially 
more accurate and consistent design cross-section resistances for press-braked stainless steel equal-leg angle 
and plain channel section stub columns and laterally restrained beams than the established design codes. 
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“Constructal Design for the ultimate buckling stress improvement of stiffened plates submitted to uniaxial 
compressive load”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109883, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109883 
ABSTRACT: Several engineering structures used in civil, aeronautical and, mainly, naval and offshore 
industries consist of steel stiffened panels formed by beams welded into thin plates. These beams are called 
stiffeners, being arranged longitudinally and/or transversely aiming to increase the mechanical strength of the 
plate. So, it is desirable to obtain an optimal geometric configuration for these structures which maximizes its 
ultimate buckling stress. In this context, it has been used the Constructal Design Method associated with the 
Exhaustive Search technique and the Finite Element Method (by ANSYS software) in a geometric optimization 
study of plates with stiffeners subjected to elasto-plastic buckling. Initially, it was adopted a simply supported 
thin plate without stiffeners (called reference plate), using its ultimate buckling stress as a reference value for 
the study. After that, part of its volume has been transformed into stiffeners, which were incorporated into the 
plate. For this, the volume fraction (ϕ) parameter, which represents the ratio of the volume of stiffeners (Vs) and 
the total volume of the structural element plate/stiffeners (VT), has been adopted, without varying the final 
volume of the plate. Moreover, the number of longitudinal (Nls) and transverse (Nts) stiffeners, as well as the 
ratio between the height of the stiffener and its thickness (hs/ts), were considered as degrees of freedom. The 
study considered two total steel volume values VT1 = 0.040 m3 and VT2 = 0.028 m3. The results indicated that 
the variation of the geometrical configuration significantly affects the mechanical behavior of stiffened panels 
under buckling. Therefore, it was possible to determine the optimum geometry that leads to a maximized 
ultimate buckling stress, near the yield strength of the material. The stiffened plates with volume VT1 did not 
present relevant improvements if compared with the reference plate, since the optimal geometry achieved an 
improvement of 7.38% concerning the ultimate buckling stress of the reference plate. On the other hand, the 
study of the plates with volume VT2 showed significant improvements in the value of the ultimate buckling 
stress, so that the optimized geometric configuration among all analyzed geometries reached an improvement of 
88.50% when compared with the ultimate buckling stress of the reference plate. 
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“Instability characteristics analysis of a simply supported cylindrical shell subjected to swirling annular flow of 
viscous fluid”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109868, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109868 
ABSTRACT: The instability characteristics of an out cylindrical shell subjected to an annular flow, where the 
fluid is flowing through the annulus between the inner shell and the outer shell, are investigated based on the 
zero-level contour method and the travelling wave solutions. The inviscid fluid-dynamic forces, related to shell 
vibrations, are determined by the potential flow theory. The time-mean Navier-Stokes equations are utilized to 
obtained steady viscous forces based on the fully developed turbulent flow theory. The Flügge's thin shell 
theory is used for shell motions. Adopting the zero-level contour method and the Galerkin's method, the 
behaviors of losing stability of the flow-shell system are given and physical reasons for the instability of the 
system are explained. Detailed studies are performed in order to elucidate quantificationally the effects of pre-
loads related to the steady viscous forces, geometry parameters on the loss of stability. Especially, the influence 
of the swirl number on the instability characteristics of the system is discussed. 
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Túpac Amaru 210, Rimac, Lima, Peru), “Best non-polynomial shear deformation theories for cross-ply single 
skin and sandwich shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109678, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109678 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents Best Theory Diagrams (BTDs) constructed from non-polynomial terms to 
identify best shell theories for bending analysis of cross-ply single skin and sandwich shell panels. This 
structure presents a constant radii of curvature. The shell theories are constructed using Axiomatic/Asymptotic 
Method (AAM). The different shell theories are described using the Carrera’s Unified Formulation. The 
governing equations are derived from the Principle of Virtual Displacement (PVD). Navier-Type closed form 
solution is used for solving the bending problem of simply supported doubly curved shell panels subjected to bi-
sinusoidal transverse pressure. The BTDs built from non-polynomial functions are compared with Maclaurin 
expansions. Spherical shell panels with different layer-configurations are investigated. The results demonstrated 
that the shell models obtained from the BTD using non-polynomial terms can improve the accuracy obtained 
from Maclaurin expansion for a given number of unknown variables of a displacement field. 
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“Nonlinear dynamic analysis method for large-scale single-layer lattice domes with uncertain-but-bounded 
parameters”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109780, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109780 
ABSTRACT: Currently, nonlinear dynamic analysis for large-scale single-layer domes is commonly performed 
using deterministic numerical methods. However, in practical engineering cases, complex large-scale single-
layer domes have many uncertain parameters that cannot be considered using deterministic methods. Therefore, 
there is a growing awareness that classical deterministic methods need to be extended towards the introduction 
of the uncertain aspects in dynamic analysis, and a non-deterministic analysis method for large-scale spatial 
structures is required. In this paper, a new method is presented by introducing uncertainties into the nonlinear 
dynamic analysis for large-scale single-layer lattice domes. The method accounts for uncertainties in material 
properties, structural imperfections, loads, and damping with bounds. The focus is on the treatment of 
uncertainty in damping and the adopted geometric shape, which is different from that of conventional 
approaches. Finite element dynamic analyses for sample structures with multiple sources of uncertainty 
subjected to dynamic loads are performed. Results show that the variability of the variables with an associated 
uncertainty imposes significant negative effects on the dynamic properties, dynamic demands, and safety of a 
dome. Uncertain damping in a structure plays the most important role in determining structural performance. 
The numerical results reveal the differences between conventional analysis methods with deterministic 
parameters used in previous practical applications and the uncertain analysis method. Finally, a parametric 
study is performed, and the impacts of sample size on statistical dynamic demands, single uncertain source on 
structural failure, and single uncertain source on damping coefficients are discussed. 
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compact and thin-walled metallic structures including localized plasticity under contact conditions”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109819, 15 January 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This work presents the numerical analysis of elastoplastic contact problems of compact and thin-
walled metallic structures. The emphasis is on the use of higher-order 1D elements with pure displacement 
variables and based on the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) to capture localized effects and cross-sectional 
distortions. Contact interactions are normal and frictionless via a node-to-node contact algorithm with the 
penalty approach for contact enforcement. The analysis considers the material nonlinearity via the von Mises 
constitutive law. Numerical assessments compare the CUF solutions with 3D finite element analysis concerning 
the solution quality, computational size, and analysis time. The results show the ability of 1D CUF models of 
accurately evaluating localized deformations and plasticity. The CUF results are in good agreement with 
reference 3D finite element solutions, and require an order of magnitude fewer degrees of freedom and analysis 
time, making them computationally efficient. 
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“Behaviour and residual compression resistances of circular high strength concrete-filled stainless steel tube 
(HCFSST) stub columns after exposure to fire”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 203, Article 109897, 15 January 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109897 
ABSTRACT: The structural behaviour and residual compression resistances of circular high strength concrete-
filled stainless steel tube (HCFSST) stub columns after exposure to fire were experimentally and numerically 
investigated in this paper. The experimental study was performed on 12 circular HCFSST stub column 
specimens after exposure to the ISO-834 standard fire for three levels of heating durations (15 min, 30 min 
and 45 min) as well as 4 unheated circular HCFSST stub column specimens (i.e. reference specimens). The 
experimental study was supplemented by a numerical modelling study, where two types of finite element (FE) 
models, namely heat transfer and mechanical FE models, were firstly developed to simulate the thermal and 
mechanical responses of the circular HCFSST stub column specimens, and then used to perform parametric 
studies to derive additional numerical results. Due to the lack of existing design codes for concrete-filled 
stainless steel tube members and concrete-filled carbon steel tube members after exposure to fire, the 
corresponding codified design provisions for circular concrete-filled carbon steel tube members at room 
temperature, as established in Europe, Australia and America, were evaluated for their suitability to circular 
HCFSST stub columns after exposure to fire, based on the test and numerical parametric study results. It was 
generally found that both the European and Australian codes yield a high level of accuracy and consistency in 
predicting the residual compression resistances of circular HCFSST stub columns after exposure to fire, while 
the American specification leads to rather conservative and scattered design residual compression resistances. 
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“Performance of precast hollow steel-encased high-strength concrete piles”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, 
Article 109995, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109995 
ABSTRACT: Steel-encased concrete (SC) piles are frequently used in development of earthquake resistant pile 
systems in Japan where SC section is used near pile head to increase moment and shear capacities. Focus of this 
research is on the experimental investigation of flexural performance of hollow spun SC piles made of high-
strength concrete. Total of seven prefabricated SC pile specimens were tested as cantilevered columns under 
constant compressive axial and quasi-static reverse lateral loading. Tests were conducted on sections of 
diameter 400 mm and height 1.2 m with test variables as axial load ratio (0–0.35), steel casing thickness (4.5–
6.0 mm), concrete layer thickness (50–68 mm) and filling material (hollow, cement paste, concrete). Theoretical 



behavior was assessed by sectional analysis of simple fiber model in OpenSees. The study discusses the failure 
modes, and influence of concrete crushing and local buckling of steel casing on moment carrying capacity of 
test piles while paying attention to the ultimate behavior, maximum moment capacity and ultimate curvature. 
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“Compressive behavior of steel-reinforced concrete-filled square steel tubular stub columns after exposure to 
elevated temperature”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 110048, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110048 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of axial compression tests of steel-reinforced concrete-filled 
square steel tubular (SRCFSST) stub columns after exposure to elevated temperature. A total of 135 SRCFSST 
specimens are designed and tested, including 27 specimens that are unheated and 108 that are heated for 
different times. Each test examines the effects of concrete strength, width-to-thickness ratio of the square steel 
tube, section steel ratio and heating times on the strength, deformation and ductility characteristics of the 
specimen. Test results indicate that the section steel ratio has the greatest effect on the post-yield behavior of the 
SRCFSST stub columns. On the other hand, temperature has the greatest effect on the residual bearing capacity 
of the SRCFSST stub columns. The section steel ratio has the second greatest effect on the residual bearing 
capacity, followed by the concrete strength grade and the width-thickness ratio of the steel tube. Equations are 
proposed to predict the ultimate strength of the composite columns at room temperature and after exposure to 
elevated temperature. The computed values from the formulae are consistent with the experimental results. 
 
Wen Ma, Zhixiang Li and Suchao Xie (Key Laboratory of Traffic Safety on Track, Ministry of Education, 
School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central South University, Changsha 410075, China; Joint 
International Research Laboratory of Key Technology for Rail Traffic Safety, Central South University, 
Changsha 410075, China; National & Local Joint Engineering Research Center of Safety Technology for Rail 
Vehicle, Central South University, Changsha 410075, China), “Crashworthiness analysis of thin-walled bio-
inspired multi-cell corrugated tubes under quasi-static axial loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 
110069, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110069 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a bio-inspired multi-cell corrugated tube for use in energy absorption. The 
proposed structure consists of two parts: an inner rib and a corrugated tube into which the inner rib is inserted. 
The structure of the corrugated tube is specified using a cosine expression based on two parameters, that is, the 
number of cosine wave crests and their amplitude. Two inner ribs with different sections (X-shaped and Y-
shaped) were designed and the crashworthiness of the resulting tubes was analyzed. The crashworthiness was 
determined using the finite-element program LS-DYNA. The numerical results show that the modes of collapse 
of the multi-cell corrugated tubes can be classified into four types: unstable, diamond, ring, and mixed modes. 
Each mode is strongly affected by the number of cosine wave crests and their amplitude. By analyzing the 
force–displacement performance and crashworthiness indicators, it was found that tubes with appropriate 
number of wave crests and amplitudes, and inner rib shape experience lower initial peak forces and increase 
energy absorption and specific energy absorption (compared with a traditional straight tube with the same inner 
rib). The undulation in the load-carrying capacity is also decreased. Thus, the multi-cell corrugated tubes have 
good crashworthiness. 
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“Free vibration analysis of rotating pretwisted composite sandwich conical shells with multiple debonding in 
hygrothermal environment”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 110058, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110058 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite element based method to study the influence of elevated temperature 
and moisture absorption on the free vibration behavior of rotating pretwisted sandwich conical shells consisting 
of two composite face-sheets and a synthetic foam core. The sandwich structure is assumed to contain single or 



multiple debonding present either in the face-sheets or at the interface between the face-sheets and core. The 
finite element formulation consists of an eight-noded isoparametric shell element having five degrees of 
freedom at each node. Lagrange’s equation is employed to derive the governing equation for free vibration 
analysis at moderate rotational speeds while the multi-point constraint algorithm is used to model the debonding 
region present in the composite sandwich shells. Numerical results are presented to depict the effects twist 
angle, thickness ratio of core to face-sheets, rotational speed and single or multiple debonding on the natural 
frequency of the composite sandwich conical shells at elevated temperature and moisture concentration. 
 
Yang Qu, Yongfeng Luo, Qinglong Huang and Zhaochen Zhu (Department of Structural Engineering, Tongji 
University, Shanghai 200092, China), “Seismic response evaluation of single-layer latticed shells based on 
equivalent modal stiffness and linearized iterative approach”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 110068, 
1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110068 
ABSTRACT: Seismic evaluation methods based on the modal decomposition principle highly depend on 
whether the dominant modes of a structure are correctly identified, but current modal pushover methods usually 
ignore this core issue. Firstly in this paper, the established threshold value method for mode identification is 
enhanced with a stronger theoretical basis considering the harmonic loading and resonance, so that the dominant 
modes can be truncated more convincingly. Then due to the rough description of capacity curve in the 
conventional modal pushover method using the base shear and roof displacement, overall coupling responses 
are incorporated into the derivation of the equivalent modal stiffness, who associates the modal properties with 
the overall ones. On this basis, the capacity curve is obtained and the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom 
system is generated, which essentially differs from that of the conventional method. Seeing the capacity curve 
featured with strong nonlinearity, a linearized iterative approach is proposed for accurate estimation of the 
performance point. Thus, an improved modal pushover procedure is established. For detailed comparative 
evaluation, three single-layer latticed shells and a practical engineering structure, named Shanghai International 
Convention Center, are employed as analytical models with initial geometrical imperfection and member 
buckling considered. Calculating results of nodal displacements, element stresses, as well as the quantity of 
yielding members, demonstrate the unfavorable underestimation from the conventional method. Meanwhile, 
good agreement on response estimation is reached between the improved procedure and the nonlinear response 
history analysis method, attesting the satisfying accuracy of the improved procedure. 
 
G.B. dos Santos and L. Gardner (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, South Kensington 
Campus, Imperial College London, London SW7 2AZ, UK), “Design recommendations for stainless steel I-
sections under concentrated transverse loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 109810, 1 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109810 
ABSTRACT: Recent investigations have highlighted the need for improved provisions for determining the 
resistance of stainless steel I-sections under concentrated transverse loading. Such provisions, which reflect the 
particular characteristics of the material, have been developed and are described herein. A review of the existing 
European design formulae for members under concentrated transverse loading is firstly presented. Then a series 
of parametric studies, based on validated finite element models are described covering I-sections with a range of 
web slenderness values and different stainless steel grades. On the basis of the numerical results, together with 
existing experimental data, revised design equations are presented and assessed through reliability analysis 
performed in accordance with Annex D of EN 1990. The new provisions yield enhanced ultimate load 
predictions and are expected to be included in the next revision of EN 1993-1-4. 
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“Testing and numerical modelling of S960 ultra-high strength steel angle and channel section stub columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 204, Article 109902, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109902 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive experimental and numerical study of the cross-sectional compressive behaviour 
and resistances of press-braked S960 ultra-high strength steel (UHSS) angle and channel section stub columns 
is reported in this paper. The experimental study was carried out on four equal-leg angle sections and eight plain 



channel sections, and comprised material testing, initial local geometric imperfection measurements and 18 stub 
column tests. The experimental setups, procedures and key observations were fully presented. The experimental 
study was then supplemented by a finite element (FE) simulation programme, in which FE models were firstly 
developed to replicate the test structural responses and subsequently used to generate further numerical data 
over a wide variety of cross-section sizes. It is worth noting that the current international standards established 
in Europe, America and Australia/New Zealand only cover the design of structural members with material 
grades up to S700, and thus the examined S960 UHSS angle and channel section stub columns are out of the 
scope of the existing design standards. In this study, the experimentally and numerically acquired data was 
adopted to assess the applicability of the codified provisions and formulations to the design of S960 UHSS 
angle and channel section stub columns. The assessment results generally indicated that the current European 
code leads to overall consistent and accurate predictions of cross-section compression resistances, but with 
many overestimated predicted resistances for S960 UHSS channel section stub columns, while the American 
and Australian/New Zealand standards yield unduly scattered design cross-section compression resistances, 
with unsafe and overly conservative predicted resistances respectively for S960 UHSS channel section stub 
columns and slender angle section stub columns. Revised codified design rules were also proposed, and shown 
to yield safe, accurate and consistent design cross-section compression resistances for S960 UHSS angle and 
channel section stub columns. 
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“Designing efficient grid structures considering structural imperfection sensitivity”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 204, Article 109910, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109910 
ABSTRACT: At the initial design stage of a grid structure, shape optimisation is an effective way to find the 
optimal structural form. However, most of the shape optimisation methods do not take into consideration the 
imperfections, thus the actual buckling load capacity of the optimised structure is usually low. In this paper, an 
improved shape optimisation method is proposed, one that is considering the effect of structural imperfection 
sensitivity. In this method, the bending strain energy ratio is taken as a constraint, and when the total strain 
energy decreases, yet there is a certain proportion of bending strain energy in the structure. Consequently, the 
resulted shape is not sensitive to the initial geometry imperfection, and therefore, an efficient structure with 
higher buckling load capacity and low imperfection sensitivity is obtained. In order to evaluate the redundancy 
performance of the optimised structure, an index called structural overall redundancy, based on damage model 
is proposed herein. The damage model is simulated by removing a key rod of the structure. The results 
demonstrate that the overall redundancy of the structure obtained by the proposed method is higher than that 
obtained by the traditional method, thus an optimal design of a grid structure is obtained. 
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“Extended IHB method for dynamic analysis of structures with geometrical and material nonlinearities”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110084, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110084 
ABSTRACT: The incremental harmonic balance (IHB) method is popularly used in the nonlinear analysis of 
dynamic systems. It is, however, only applicable to polynomial type geometrical nonlinearity which greatly 
limits its application to more general nonlinear systems. The IHB method is extended (EIHB) in this report to 
overcome this limitation with a simple procedure for evaluating the stiffness matrix. The EIHB is versatile in 
dealing with any type of continuous nonlinear functions including the piecewise linear function and hysteretic 
restoring force function. Several nonlinear Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDoF) systems are adopted for 
illustration of the proposed method. One more simple 7-DoFs suspension bridge deck and one more 
complicated 48-Dofs frame structure with buckling restrained braces are analyzed. New observations are noted 



from the analysis which would otherwise be difficult to obtain via existing methods. The proposed method is 
concluded to be simpler and convenient for nonlinear dynamic analysis of complicated structural system than 
existing methods. 
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“Behaviour of short CFRP-steel composite tubed reinforced normal and high strength concrete columns under 
eccentric compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110096, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110096 
ABSTRACT: The use of steel tubed reinforced concrete (STRC) column maximizes the confinement 
effectiveness of steel tube as the steel tube is disconnected at the beam-column joint. However, for high-
strength and high performance concrete, the confinement from the steel tube would be limited. Also, certain 
measures need to be implemented to prevent the corrosion of steel tube. Carbon fibre reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) has the advantages of high strength-to-weight ratio and good corrosion resistance. However, the 
complicated construction procedures and relatively brittle post-peak behaviour limit its application to new 
concrete buildings. The combination of CFRP and STRC column is a good alternative to solve the concerning 
problems. This study experimentally investigated the behaviour of CFRP-steel composite tubed reinforced 
concrete (C-STRC) columns under eccentric compression. The observed failure modes, load-deformation 
curves, and load-stress curves of the steel tube and longitudinal reinforcing bars are presented. The test results 
show that the load capacity and deformability of the C-STRC columns with normal concrete strength are 
enhanced due to the use of CFRP and steel tube. The plastic stress distribution method was employed to analyse 
the axial load versus moment interaction curves and the results were found to be generally in good agreement 
with the test ones. 
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“Local buckling of steel plates in composite members with tie bars under axial compression”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110097, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110097 
ABSTRACT: Tie bars have been frequently used in square or rectangular concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) 
columns and concrete-filled steel plate (CFSP) composite shear walls for delaying local buckling of the steel 
plates and also improving the concrete confinement. This study investigated the entire response of steel plates in 
composite members with tie bars. Twelve specimens were designed and tested under axial compression. In 
these specimens, only the steel plates resisted the axial load, and the concrete was only used to restrain the 
inward buckling of the steel plates. The effects of the width-to-thickness ratio of the steel plate and the ratio of 
the vertical spacing of the tie bars to the steel plate width (abbreviated as vertical-spacing-to-width ratio) were 
investigated. It was found that the increase in the performance of the steel plates due to the tie-bar restraint was 
quite limited when the vertical-spacing-to-width ratio was 1/2 and became more significant when this ratio 
decreased to 1/3. The elastic buckling stresses of rectangular plates having boundary conditions similar to those 
in composite members were computed using the finite element method for further strength evaluation of the 
steel plates. It was found that the effect of the columns of tie-bars on the elastic buckling stress increased as the 
vertical-spacing-to-width ratio decreased and was negligible when this ratio was larger than 0.6. Simplified 
equations for estimating the maximum strength and reserved strength (defined as the average stress 
corresponding to the average strain of 3%) of the steel plates in composite members with tie bars were 
developed based on the test results and elastic buckling analyses. 
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Bendigo, VIC 3552, Australia), “Analysis of uniaxially loaded short round-ended concrete-filled steel tubular 
beam-columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110098, 15 February 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Round-ended concrete-filled steel tubular (RCFST) columns exhibit low resistance to running 
water, strong y-axis bending strength and aesthetic appearance for their use in bridge piers. However, the 
behavior of RCFST beam-columns under uniaxial loading has not been studied numerically. This paper 
describes the computational simulation and design of uniaxially compressed short RCFST beam-columns. The 
nonlinear simulation is based on the numerical fiber-based methodology. The flange local and post-local 
stability in terms of outward buckling of the flat plate and circular-rectangular concrete confinement are 
considered in the fiber-based simulation. The simulation procedures for generating the load-strain responses, 
moment-curvature curves, and nonlinear strength envelopes are described. The computed axial capacity, 
ultimate bending strength and load-strain performance of short RCFST beam-columns are assessed against the 
independent experimental results. The statistical results reveal the accuracy of the fiber-based simulation for 
exploring the compression and bending behavior of short RCFST beam-columns. The parametric analysis is 
conducted using the fiber-based model to examine the local buckling, bending axis, aspect ratio, and material 
strength influence on the performance of uniaxially compressed RCFST short beam-columns. The design of 
eccentrically loaded short beam-columns based on Eurocode 4 provisions is described. 
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“Effect of the combined action of lateral load and axial load on the pile instability in liquefiable soils”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110074, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110074 
ABSTRACT: Even with modern design guidelines, collapse of pile-supported structures in liquefiable deposits 
are still observed after strong earthquakes, and buckling instability of piles has been cited as a possible 
mechanism of failure in liquefiable soils. However, the buckling failure of pile under the combined action of 
lateral load and axial load has received little attention. This paper presents a shake-table test to study the failure 
mechanism of an end-bearing pile partly embedded in a saturated sand layer. It is found that pile with a large 
mass at the top failed in buckling after the soil fully liquefied. In addition, a pseudo-static analysis method is 
proposed to evaluate the buckling instability of the pile under the combination of lateral and axial load. The 
buckling load of the pile was found to decrease with the increase in lateral inertial load. It is hence important for 
the designers to consider the level of lateral loading during buckling analysis of pile in liquefiable ground. 
Finally, a possible boundary for safe design is proposed to avoid buckling failure of the pile while considering 
the effect of inertial load. 
 
Asmaa Abdeldaim Ahmed, Mohamed Hassan and Radhouane Masmoudi (Department of Civil and Building 
Engineering, University of Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC J1K 2R1, Canada), “Effect of concrete strength and 
tube thickness on the flexural behavior of prestressed rectangular concrete-filled FRP tubes beams”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, Article 110112, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110112 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental study aimed at evaluating the effect of 
important design parameters on the flexural behavior of unbonded post-tensioned rectangular concrete-filled 
fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) tubes (CFFTs) beams. Four full-scale beams were constructed and tested to 
failure in four-point bending over a simply supported span of 3,000 mm. The design parameters are the 
confinement effect of using FRP tube or steel stirrups, the concrete compressive strength, and the FRP tube 
thickness. The results showed that reinforced concrete (RC) rectangular CFFT beams prestressed with 
unbonded steel strands can achieve substantially higher flexural strength, inelastic flexural deformation, 
ductility, and energy absorption capacity than conventional prestressed RC beam without FRP tube. The 
ultimate strength, deformation capacity, ductility, and energy absorption were increased by 2.43, 1.89, 1.63 and 
3.87 times than the prestressed RC beam. The results also showed that increasing the FRP tube thickness of the 
prestressed CFFT beams from 6.0 to 7.4 mm has led to the increase of the ultimate capacity, ductility, and 
energy absorption by 19%, 28% and 18%, respectively. Prestressed CFFT beams with high strength concrete 
(HSC, 70 MPa) enhanced the initial stiffness before cracking, increased the ultimate flexural moment capacity 
by 7%, with no significant change in the ultimate deflection, compared to normal strength concrete (NSC, 
46 MPa). Based on the results of this study, the effect of increasing the FRP tube thickness is more effective in 



enhancing the flexural strength and stiffness of the prestressed CFFT beams than increasing the concrete 
strength. An analytical model based on plane sectional analysis using partially confined and unconfined 
concrete models as well as an empirical design equation are proposed to predict the flexural moment capacity of 
the tested beams. The proposed models using partially confined and unconfined concrete models and empirical 
equation successfully predict the flexural moment capacity with satisfactory accuracy on average of 1.06 ± 0.03, 
1.23 ± 0.04 and 1.01 ± 0.08, respectively. It was also found that ignoring concrete confinement would highly 
underestimate the flexural strength. More investigations, however, are needed to assess the effect of a wide 
range of key influencing parameters to better model the flexural behavior of prestressed rectangular CFFT 
beams. 
 
Galal M. Al-Mekhlafi, Mohammed A. Al-Osta and Alfarabi M. Sharif (Department of Civil Engineering, King 
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals, Dhahran 31261, Saudi Arabia), “Behavior of eccentrically loaded 
concrete-filled stainless steel tubular stub columns confined by CFRP composites”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 205, Article 110113, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110113 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, experimental, numerical and analytical investigations were carried out to study the 
structural behavior of concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) stub columns externally wrapped by 
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites under eccentric compression loading. In the experimental 
work, twelve stub columns of 101 mm outer diameter and 2 mm thickness were tested. The main variables 
considered were the thickness of the CFRP wrap (tf) and the load eccentricity to the outer diameter ratio (e/D). 
A 3D finite element (FE) simulation was developed for the CFRP-bonded CFSST stub columns using the well-
known commercial FE program ABAQUS and validated against the experimental results. The validated FE 
models were further utilized to generate more data with different variables. From the experimental and 
numerical results, it was found that the CFRP wrapping effectively improves the ultimate strength of the CFRP-
bonded CFSST stub columns. Finally, an analytical axial force-bending moment (P-M) interaction model was 
proposed. It provided conservative predictions when compared to the experimental and FE results. 
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“Compressive strength of concrete-filled stainless steel tube stub columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 205, 
Article 110106, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110106 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled stainless steel tube (CFSST) members combine the advantages of the outstanding 
corrosion resistance of stainless steel and the composite action in concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) system. 
However, accurate calculation methods for this type of structures are currently limited and research into CFSST 
members with hot-rolled stainless steel tubes are not available. In this paper, the compressive behavior of 
CFSST stub columns has been investigated through a comprehensive experimental and numerical program. A 
total of 18 specimens, including 9 concrete-filled austenitic stainless steel tube (austenitic CFSST) and 9 
concrete-filled duplex stainless steel tube (duplex CFSST) stub columns, were tested under compression. The 
varying parameters in the experimental study included the thickness of the stainless steel tube and the strength 
of the concrete. Finite element (FE) models duplicating the tests were developed, which were subsequently used 
in parametric study to generate a wider range of data and to investigate the influence of the tube thickness and 
concrete strength on the ultimate capacities of CFSST stub columns. Based on the generated data, it was found 
that the current European and Chinese standards for concrete-filled carbon steel tubes underestimate the 
resistances of CFSST members significantly. To this end, new calculation methods developed based on these 
European and Chinese design rules have been proposed, which were shown to provide improved strength 
predictions for both the austenitic and duplex CFSST members. 
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“Experimental failure assessment of high tensile stiffened plates with openings”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
206, Article 110121, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110121 
ABSTRACT: A series of compressive tests of high tensile steel stiffened plates with multiple openings have 
been conducted. Different degrees of openings represented by different sets of openings are considered, and 



their effect on the ultimate carrying capacity is explored. The results are discussed, and several conclusions are 
stated. Based on the experimental results, several relationships predicting the ultimate axial capacity of high 
tensile steel stiffened plates with multiple openings as a function of remaining volume and degree of openings 
are developed. Also, a failure assessment diagram of stiffened plates with openings is defined. Finally, a 
comparison with other published experimental results for deteriorated mild steel plates with multiple opening is 
performed. 
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“Stability-based damage assessment and rapid post-disaster quantification of a latticed shell subjected to 
earthquake loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110020, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110020 
ABSTRACT: Damage of latticed shells due to the earthquake has been observed and the damage can affect the 
critical load for global instability. In the present study, an investigation of the critical load factor of a spherical 
latticed dome after sustaining seismic excitation is carried out. The evaluation of the damage factor is presented 
based on the initial and remaining critical load factors for global instability before and after the structure 
sustained an earthquake. The statistics and the probabilistic model of the damage factor of the latticed shell are 
presented by considering the record-to-record variability and the use of the uni- and bi-directional seismic 
excitation. The results show the importance of considering bidirectional ground motions to assess the damage 
factor. Fragility curves are estimated and are used as a basis to develop an approach for practical and rapid post-
disaster quantification of a latticed shell for temporary emergency use. The qualification can be carried out 
using the observed ground motion record at the structural site. If the record of the sustained seismic event is 
unavailable, a practical chart for qualifying the structure for temporary emergency use is recommended based 
on the magnitude and epicentral distance of the seismic event. 
 
Laura Galuppi and Gianni Royer-Carfagni (Department of Engineering and Architecture, University of Parma, 
Parco Area delle Scienze 181/A, I-43100 Parma, Italy), “Enhanced Effective Thickness for laminated glass 
beams and plates under torsion”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110077, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110077 
ABSTRACT: The torsional response of laminated rectangular panes composed by N glass plies of arbitrary 
thickness, coupled by polymeric interlayers, is here analyzed. Under the quasi-elastic approximation, that 
considers the secant stiffness of the polymer, we use the classical hypothesis that the all glass plies rotate of the 
same angle of twist to derive the shape function for the strain field, whose actual form is found by energy 
minimization. When the width of the pane is much less that its length, we find formulae that apply to the 
geometry of a beam, representing the counterpart for laminates of the solution à la de Saint Venant for elements 
with thin rectangular cross sections. This approach extends to the case of torsion the Enhanced Effective 
Thickness (EET) method, already proposed for bending, and generalizes other previously proposed engineering 
methods, which are only applicable for beams composed of a limited number of glass plies. Comparison with 
numerical results for different geometries confirms the accuracy of the proposed formulation. This method can 
be conveniently applied for the preliminary design of cold-bent laminated cells for façades, as well as to study 
the lateral torsional buckling of in-plane-bent beams. 
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“Simulation of screw connected built-up cold-formed steel back-to-back lipped channels under axial 
compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110109, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110109 



ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to validate finite element (FE) modeling protocol for screw 
connected, back-to-back built-up cold-formed steel (CFS) columns. The protocol is developed and validated 
using results from previously conducted experiments. The effort is motivated by two applications: (1) to 
augment experimental findings on built-up CFS columns, particularly for fastener demands and (2) to provide a 
simulation path for modeling the built-up CFS columns that are used as shear wall chord studs. Shell FE-based 
models were created in ABAQUS and include monotonic loading, nonlinear geometric and material behavior, 
geometric imperfections based on laser scanned measurements of tested specimens and a contact model that 
includes friction. Additionally, the screw fasteners were integrated into the modeling protocol using user-
defined element subroutines capable of reproducing strength and stiffness deterioration under monotonic load as 
well as the pinching that occurs when screw fasteners are subjected to cyclic loads. Monotonic, concentric 
compression tests on 17 back-to-back CFS columns using two cross-section sizes and varying fastener layouts 
with sheathing conditions were simulated. Deformations, strength, and collapse mechanisms obtained by the 
models were in close agreement with the experimental results. An assessment of the loading demand on screw 
fasteners reveals the conservatism in built-up column fastener layout and design as required by the North 
American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (AISI S100-16 Section I1.2). 
Also, under the tested semi-rigid column end conditions, there is a little boost in axial capacity with the addition 
of member end fastener groups (EFGs) at the top and bottom of the columns. Numerical models are also used to 
assess the cyclic performance of axially-loaded columns so that chord stud buckling limit states could be 
captured in seismic simulations of CFS-framed shear walls in future work. 
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“Consistent higher-order beam theory for thin-walled box beams using recursive analysis: Edge-bending 
deformation under doubly symmetric loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110129, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110129 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled box beams generally exhibit complex sectional deformations that are not significant 
in solid beams. Accordingly, a higher-order beam theory suitable for the analysis of thin-walled box beams 
should include degrees of freedom representing sectional deformations. In a recent study, a recursive analysis 
method to systematically derive sectional membrane deformations has been proposed to establish a consistent 
higher-order beam theory. In this study, another recursive analysis method is proposed that is suitable for the 
closed-form derivation of new sectional bending deformations representing the bending of edges (or walls) of 
the cross-section shown in a box beam under doubly symmetric loads. A consistent 1D higher-order beam 
theory appropriate to include these additional deformation modes as beam degrees of freedom is also 
established. The proposed theory provides explicit formulas that relate stresses to generalized forces including 
self-equilibrated forces such as bimoments. Furthermore, sectional modes are hierarchically derived so that the 
level of solution accuracy can be effectively and systematically controlled. Thus, the accuracy for static 
displacement/stress calculations and eigenfrequencies can be adjusted to be fully comparable with plate/shell 
results. When general doubly symmetric loads are applied to a box beam, the edge membrane modes derived in 
an earlier study can also be used as additional degrees of freedom besides the edge-bending modes derived in 
this study. The validity of the proposed beam approach is verified through the analyses of static displacements 
and stresses as well as eigenfrequencies for free vibration problems. 
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“Local responses of steel-plate composite walls subjected to impact loads: Intermediate scale tests”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110131, 1 March 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental study to investigate the local response of steel plate-concrete 
(SC) composite walls subjected to impact loads. Seven SC-wall specimens of an intermediate scale with plane 
dimensions of 2100 × 2100 mm and thicknesses in the range 320–360 mm are tested with target impact 
projectile velocities in the range 122–159 m/s. Wall thickness, steel-plate thickness, reinforcement ratio, yield 
strength of the steel plate, and tie bars are considered as the main design parameters for SC walls. For the 
projectiles, the impact velocity and weight are varied with the wall design parameters. Test results are evaluated 
using the design equations presented in AISC N690s-1 Appendix N9 based on the three-step method developed 
using an experimental database comprising the results of 130 prior tests. The impact tests conducted in this 
study indicate that the three-step method tends to be overly conservative, requiring an improved method to 
predict accurately the impact behavior of SC walls for beyond design basis impact evaluation. The effects of tie 
bars and strain rate, which were not addressed in the three-step method, are also examined. The test results and 
new findings provided in this paper are valuable for more reasonably predicting the impact responses of SC 
walls and improving the current design methods. 
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“Experimental behaviour of steel-concrete composite box girders subject bending, shear and torsion”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 206, Article 110169, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110169 
ABSTRACT: The results of two unique experimental campaigns carried out on composite box girder sections 
subjected to moment-shear interaction and moment-shear-torsion interaction are presented. They involve the 
behaviour of the box sections both in positive and negative bending. The effect of the flexibility of the 
connection is measured and accounted for. A finite element model is implemented to account for this effect, 
resulting in an improvement in the accuracy of the stiffness of the sectional behaviour. One of the main results 
is a significant over-resistance in relation to the shear capacity of the sections, which is very clear in the tests 
involving bending shear and torsion. This effect is attributed to the contribution to the shear capacity of the 
concrete slab. 
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“Axial performance of RC columns strengthened with different jacketing methods”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 206, Article 110179, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110179 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to examine the potential of approaches proposed for transverse reinforcement 
arrangement in the jacket section of existing non-seismic or deficient columns to enhance the axial performance 
of these columns. To satisfy the requirements for the seismic details of column design specified in ACI 318-14, 
an original technique of arranging V-clips across the overlapped legs of channel-shape bars was proposed to 
form peripheral closed-hoops in the jacket section while avoiding the interruption of the existing column. Ten 
column specimens with large-scale dimensions were prepared by considering the jacketing method and the 
amount of transverse reinforcement in the jacket section as test parameters, following which they were tested 
under concentric axial loads by using a 40000-kN-capacity steel frame. In the test, concrete jacket columns 
prepared using the proposed V-clip technique showed an axial performance equivalent to that of the counterpart 
concrete jacket columns prepared using prefabricated bar units, the effectiveness of which was previously 
demonstrated in terms of the enhancement of axial stiffness, strength, and ductility as well as easier buildability 
for forming peripheral closed-hoops and supplementary ties in the jacket section. The restriction of the opening 
of the channel-shape bars by V-clips delayed the buckling of longitudinal reinforcing bars and resulted in less 
severe damage to the core concrete in the jacket section. Thus, concrete jacket columns reinforced with the 



proposed techniques exhibited higher values of axial ductility than conventional concrete jacket columns or 
columns jacketed with steel plates and carbon-fiber laminates. 
 
André Dias Martins and Nuno Silvestre (IDMEC, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 
Lisbon, Portugal), “Modal analysis and imperfection sensitivity of the post-buckling behaviour of cylindrical 
steel panels under in-plane bending”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110127, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110127 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents and discusses elastic geometrically non-linear Generalised Beam Theory 
(GBT) results on simply supported cylindrical steel panels under in-plane bending stresses, extending the 
knowledge on curved panels under uniform compression recently reported by the authors. Due to its inherent 
modal nature, GBT enables the acquisition of in-depth knowledge on the behaviour of these complex structural 
elements, which cannot be obtained with standard shell finite element analysis. In particular, a modal analysis 
investigation is conducted to assess the imperfection sensitivity of curved panels characterised by distinct 
curvatures and by considering (i) four distinct loading conditions (including the pure bending case), (ii) two 
distinct critical-mode initial geometrical imperfection shapes (first two bifurcation modes), and (iii) three 
distinct amplitudes – whenever relevant, three “positive” and “negative” amplitudes are considered. The work 
begins by the GBT buckling analysis of the selected panels followed by an in-depth investigation on the 
corresponding post-buckling behaviour. These results provide the evolution, along the equilibrium paths, of 
relevant modal displacement profiles, modal participation diagrams and deformed configurations. For 
comparison and validation purposes, ABAQUS shell finite element results are also reported. 
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“Vertical earthquake vulnerability of long-span spherical lattice shells with low rise-span ratios”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110181, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110181 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach for quickly predicting vulnerable areas of long-span spherical 
lattice shells under vertical earthquakes using the equivalent continuum analogy. According to the moment 
theory from classical shell mechanics, the equations for locating the position of maximum nodal displacement 
are deduced in the elastic range, while considering the heterogeneity in equivalent stiffness. Based on the plastic 
limit analysis theory, a defined relative stiffness index is proposed by integrating the curvature variation over 
the corresponding node-bearing area to predict the position of maximum nodal displacement in the plastic 
range. Several spherical single-layer lattice shells are analyzed using the finite element method to verify the 
proposed method, and the relative stiffness index, which could be used as an indicator to validate and adjust 
structural design configurations. As a large-span shell is expected to perform better when each ring has a similar 
equivalent stiffness index, thereby avoiding abrupt changes in stiffness. The case study indicates that the 
vulnerable area in such a long-span single-layer lattice shell can be predicted and controlled based on the 
relative stiffness index values. Additionally, the desired seismic damage-endurance capacity can be obtained by 
adjusting the relative stiffness index of each ring to ensure that the structure is sufficiently resilient. The method 
for predicting displacement-based vulnerable areas using the equivalent continuum analogy provides a practical 
tool for a quick assessment of preliminary design schemes of new lattice shells and can be also applicable to 
existing and ready-for-retrofit lattice shells. 
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“CFDST sections with square stainless steel outer tubes under axial compression: Experimental investigation, 
numerical modelling and design”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110189, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110189 
ABSTRACT: The use of concrete-filled double skin tubular (CFDST) cross-sections for compression members 
has become increasingly popular in construction. A recently proposed innovative form of CFDST cross-section, 
ultilising stainless steel for the outer tube, offers the combined advantages of the composite action seen in 



CFDST member alongside the durability and ductility associated with stainless steel. CFDST sections with 
stainless steel outer tubes, for which there are currently little experimental data, are the focus of the present 
study. A comprehensive experimental and numerical investigation into the compressive behaviour of CFDST 
sections with square stainless steel outer tubes is presented in this paper. A total of 19 specimens was tested 
under uniform axial compression, and the test observations are fully reported. The ultimate loads, load-
displacement curves and failure modes from the tests were used for the validation of finite element (FE) models. 
Parametric finite element analyses were then performed. The combined set of experimentally and numerically 
derived data was employed to assess the applicability of the existing European, Australian and American design 
provisions for composite carbon steel members to the design of the studied CFDST cross-sections. Overall, the 
existing design rules are shown to provide generally safe-sided (less so for the higher concrete grades) but 
rather scattered capacity predictions. Modifications to the current design codes are also considered—a higher 
buckling coefficient k of 10.67 to consider the beneficial restraining effect of the concrete on the local buckling 
of the stainless steel outer tubes, as well as a reduction factor η to reflect the reduced relative effectiveness of 
higher concrete grades. Overall, the comparisons demonstrated that improved accuracy and consistency were 
achieved when the modified design rules were applied. 
 
Yang Du, Ghasan Doudak and Magdi Mohareb (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Ottawa, 
Ottawa, ON K1W6N5, Canada), “Effect of beam-deck connection flexibility on lateral torsional buckling 
strength of wooden twin-beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110226, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110226 
ABSTRACT: Two finite element solutions are developed for the lateral torsional buckling analysis of timber 
beam-deck assemblies consisting of two beams braced by decking through fasteners. In contrast to past 
solutions, both solutions capture the rotational flexibility provided by the connections between the deck boards 
and the beams. The first solution is intended for systems with partial lateral restraint provided by the deck 
boards allowing lateral sway while the second solution is intended for systems that are restrained from lateral 
movement at the deck level. An experimental program is conducted to quantify the rotational stiffness of beam-
deck connections for different types of fasteners and the results are input into the finite element formulations to 
evaluate the corresponding buckling capacities for beam-deck systems. The results indicate that the buckling 
capacity of beam-deck systems can be significantly increased with commonly used fasteners while high-
capacity fasteners can achieve buckling capacities nearly identical to those where rigid rotational connections 
are assumed. 
 
Alphose Zingoni and Nosakhare Enoma (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Cape Town, 
Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South Africa), “On the strength and stability of elliptic toroidal domes”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110241, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110241 
ABSTRACT: The thin toroidal shell offers exciting possibilities as a lightweight enclosure for working and 
recreational spaces. In this paper, we use shell theory to investigate the strength and stability of thin toroidal 
domes of prolate elliptic cross-section. We assume the shell is provided with membrane-type supports so that 
bending effects at the edges of the shell are insignificant. Focussing attention on the effects of self-weight and 
the weight of any cladding that may be attached to the shell, we derive the membrane stress resultants for 
arbitrary values of the shell geometrical parameters, and explore the influence of these parameters on the 
distribution of stresses in the shell. We then conduct a linear eigenvalue buckling analysis of the shell using a 
finite-element programme, in order to gain some insight on the stability behaviour of the shell. The main 
conclusions are that stresses due to gravitational loads are very small in toroidal domes of the type in question, 
while for the range of geometric parameters (ratio a/b of semi-axes of the toroid; ratio a/A of horizontal semi-
axis to mean radius of the toroid) likely to be encountered in practice, buckling is unlikely to govern the design 
of the shell. 
 
Jian Yang, Xu-Hao Huang and Hui-Shen Shen (School of Ocean and Civil Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai 200240, People's Republic of China), “Nonlinear flexural behavior of temperature-
dependent FG-CNTRC laminated beams with negative Poisson’s ratio resting on the Pasternak foundation”, 



Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110250, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110250 
ABSTRACT: Nanocomposite materials, such as carbon nanotube-reinforced composites (CNTRCs), have 
emerged as a novel engineering material. They have received growing attentions in various engineering sectors. 
The fabrication process has also offered the possibility to design and make this type of material to have desired 
features, such as being functionally graded (FG) or/and having negative Poison’s ratio. This paper reports an 
investigation on the nonlinear flexural behavior of auxetic laminated beams with each layer is made of CNTRC. 
Each layer may have different CNT volume fractions and the functional grading occurs in the thickness 
direction of the beam in the piece-wise pattern. The extended rule of mixture model is used to evaluate the 
temperature-dependent material properties of CNTRCs. The governing equations for the nonlinear bending of 
FG-CNTRC laminated beams are derived based on the high order shear deformation beam theory. These 
equations include the geometrical nonlinearity in the von Kármán sense and take into account the thermal effect 
and the beam-foundation interaction. The nonlinear bending solutions can be obtained by employing a two-step 
perturbation approach. The nonlinear flexural responses of FG-CNTRC laminated beams under a uniform 
pressure in thermal environments are revealed and examined in details through a parametric study. Results 
showed that the negative Poisson’s ratio has a significant impact on the nonlinear flexural behavior of CNTRC 
laminated beams. 
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“Numerical simulation and specification provisions for buckling characteristics of a built-up steel column 
section subjected to axial loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110256, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110256 
ABSTRACT: The demand for lightweight materials in construction has become very popular due to its 
flexibility and economical importance. Cold-formed steel beams and columns are used for provision of 
lightweight, durable and cost-efficient structures, and its usage also helps to optimize the construction time. 
Cold-formed steel section exhibits post-buckling strength, in which hot rolled section is deficient. However, 
more theoretical background on design and behavior of cold form section is still required, especially when it is 
subjected to axial loading. Thus, this paper presents numerical and theoretical behavior of pin -jointed cold-
formed steel (CFS) column section (built-up battened Lip channel) under axial loading. The numerical 
modeling was done by using ABAQUS 6.10 software. Based on American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 
specifications, two types of sections were selected for single lipped channel, and it was ensured that the selected 
chord spacing permits both moment of inertia about the major axis and minor axis are equal. The numerical and 
theoretical study were done using a varying batten number and section slenderness ratio. The ultimate loads 
were obtained under the two approaches, for the lipped channel built-up columns, and were compared for the 
effective section proposed. From the results, the prediction of buckling mode and the failure load of the column 
were found to be stable and approximately relevant to the FEM results from slenderness ratio ranging from 20 
to 60. Also, flexural buckling of all column sections occurred about the axis parallel to the webs, where there is 
an opportunity for composite action. 
 
Hamed Seifi, Anooshe Rezaee Javan, Xiaoshan Lin and Yi Min Xie (Centre for Innovative Structures and 
Materials, School of Engineering, RMIT University, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia), “An innovative and 
inexpensive experimental setup for testing connections in gridshell structures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
207, Article 110257, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110257 
ABSTRACT: The design and manufacture of structural nodes for gridshell structures are complicated due to 
complex geometries and loading conditions. The validation of the design concepts of these nodes is even more 
challenging, because complex design loads are difficult to be applied in a laboratory test. In this paper, a testing 
rig is proposed and manufactured to test two different additively manufactured nodes. The two nodes are 
symmetrical and each connecting three members. These nodes are designed to sustain pure axial loads and pure 
out-of-plane bending moments, respectively. The results of the experiments show the importance of the bolt 
tolerance in the design of such a testing setup. Subsequently an innovative and inexpensive experimental setup 



is developed for testing nodes under dominant design loading conditions in gridshell structures. The proposed 
testing method is generalized, which can be applied to both individual and combined loading conditions, and the 
new testing rig can be easily fabricated at a low cost. 
 
Yongqian Zheng and Shaoxi Zeng (Fujian Provincial Key Laboratory of Advanced Technology and 
Informatization in Civil Engineering, Fujian University of Technology, Fuzhou, Fujian Province 350118, 
China), “Design of L-shaped and T-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns under axial compression”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110262, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110262 
ABSTRACT: L-shaped and T-shaped concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns are becoming attractive to 
researchers and engineers owing to their advantages of avoiding column protrusion from walls and they can 
save space. In addition, these columns can be used as corner and edge columns in civil engineering applications. 
Numerous research studies have been conducted on the behaviour of L-shaped and T-shaped CFST columns 
under axial compression; however, the design methods require further investigation. In this study, finite element 
(FE) models were developed to simulate the axial behaviour of unstiffened, stiffened, and multi-cell L-shaped 
and T-shaped CFST stub columns. The FE models were verified by the experimental results of 103 specimens 
collected from the literature. A parametric study of 804 examples covering a wide range of parameters was 
conducted based on the FE models. Predictions of the ultimate strength using Eurocode 4 and a previously 
reported design formula were compared with the FE results, in which unsatisfactory deviations were observed. 
New design models for the axial compressive strength and the stiffness were proposed by performing regression 
for different types of L-shaped and T-shaped CFST stub columns. 
 
D. Bresser, G.J.P. Ravenshorst and P.C.J. Hoogenboom (Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, 
Technical University of Delft, Stevinweg 1, 2628 CN Delft, the Netherlands), “General formulation of 
equivalent moment factor for elastic lateral torsional buckling of slender rectangular sections and I-sections”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110230, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110230 
ABSTRACT: In the past decades, great progress has been made in analyzing lateral torsional buckling of 
slender beams. The phenomena has been accurately described by differential equations, closed form solutions 
are available for specific cases and the solution for any load and any boundary condition can be obtained by 
finite element analysis. Timber and steel design standards provide a procedure based on equivalent moment 
factors. With this procedure, beams can be designed straightforwardly. However, modern designers continue to 
push the envelope and more irregular load patterns are found, on which the design standards do not provide 
solutions. Consequently, designers are forced to determine the equivalent moment factors based on case-
specific literature and/or conservative assumptions. Unfortunately, this makes many challenging modern 
designs uneconomical. Furthermore, significant inconsistencies between the different design procedures are 
found. For that purpose, this paper proposes a solution in the form of a general formulation to determine 
equivalent moment factors for any loading on a single-span beam for both free and restrained lateral bending 
and/or warping at the supports, for both I-sections and rectangular slender sections loaded in the shear center. It 
is shown that the obtained moment factors are accurate and in good agreement with design standards and 
literature, and a wide range of irregular load patterns is considered. 
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“Nonlinear analysis of square concrete-filled double steel tubular slender columns incorporating preload 
effects”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 110272, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110272 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled square and circular hollow steel tubes are designed to support the permanent and 
construction loads of several upper composite floors before filling the concrete into the tubes to form concrete-
filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns. The influences of preloads acting on the steel tubes on the 
structural responses of slender square CFDST columns have not been investigated either experimentally or 



numerically. This paper presents a fiber-based computational model for the determination of the interaction 
behavior of local and global buckling in axially and eccentrically loaded CFDST thin-walled square slender 
columns including preload effects. The computational modeling method accounts for the influences of the 
deformations induced by preloads, local-global interaction buckling, geometric imperfections, second-order, 
and geometric and material nonlinearities. The accuracy of the computational algorithms developed is validated 
by comparing computations with test data on concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns and finite element 
results of double-skin CFST (DCFST) columns with preload effects. The computer algorithms are employed to 
quantify the influences of preloads on the local-global interaction buckling responses of CFDST columns with 
various important parameters. Proposed is a design method for calculating the ultimate loads of concentrically 
loaded slender square CFDST columns considering preloads. The computational and design models developed 
are shown to be efficient modeling and design tools for square CFDST slender columns taking into account the 
construction method of high-rise composite buildings. 
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“Vibration modal experiments and modal interactions of a large space deployable antenna with carbon fiber 
material and ring-truss structure”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 207, Article 109932, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109932 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the vibration modal experiments and the modal interactions for a large 
space deployable antenna with the ring-truss structure. The reduced scale model of the large deployable ring-
truss antenna is firstly introduced briefly. The reduced experimental scale model of the ring-truss structure is 
designed and is manufactured. The experimental measurements of the vibration modals are carried out for 
reduced scale model of the ring-truss structure. The natural frequencies and the corresponding modal shapes are 
obtained for the reduced scale model of the ring-truss structure. The forced vibration experiments of the reduced 
scale model are also finished for the ring-truss structure. The displacements of the joint point under different 
excitation frequencies are obtained and are analyzed. A finite element (FE) analysis is finished for the reduced 
scale model of the ring-truss structure through applying Nastran. The results of the finite element method 
(FEM) verify the dynamic behaviors of the experimental model. The modal results of the vibration experiments 
are compared with those of the theoretical analysis and are indicated to be at a good agreement. The phenomena 
of the energy transfer are observed from the low frequency modal vibration to the high frequency modal 
vibration in the forced vibration experiments. We also find these phenomena in the process of studying the 
theoretical model for the ring truss antenna. It is demonstrated that there exist the phenomena of the energy 
transfer from the low frequency mode vibration to the high frequency mode vibration for the ring truss antenna 
when the excitation frequency is consistent with the lower order frequency of the vibration. 
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“Optimization design method for mesh reflector antennas considering the truss deformation and thermal 
effects”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 110253, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110253 
ABSTRACT: Mesh reflector antenna plays an important role in the future advanced satellite communication 
and broadcasting systems, earth observation, land sensing, deep space exploration, and space communication 
systems. The form of mesh surface is heavily dependent on cable tensions and vice versa. So, the form finding 
and optimization design of cable networks are extremely important. However, the current design methods 
conduct optimization under ambient temperature and ignore the shape errors caused by the thermal deformation 
in space thermal environment. The active on-orbit shape adjustment is limited by the on-orbit measurement and 
control techniques in the application. The present preliminary adjustment before launch only considered the 
cable network’s thermal effects and ignored the influences of the truss elastic and thermal deformation on the 
surface accuracy. Here we proposed an optimization design method for mesh reflector antennas aiming at 
improving the surface accuracy and tension distribution in the space thermal environment. The truss model is 



established by adopting Euler-Bernoulli beams and the cable network is modeled based on Hooke’s law. The 
deformation compatibility condition is applied to form the systematic model which is further applied in the 
optimization design. As the elastic and thermal deformation of the truss and the cable network, as well as their 
coupling effects, are fully considered in the design stage, the burden of shape adjustment for thermal errors can 
be relieved. Numerical examples show that the proposed method can effectively improve the surface accuracy 
in the temperature interval. The work provides the methodology for the reduction of on-orbit shape errors and 
the optimization design aiming at the performances in the space environment. 
 
J.C. Monge and J.L. Mantari (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Engineering, Av. 
Túpac Amaru 210, Rimac, Lima, Peru), “3D elasticity numerical solution for the static behavior of FGM 
shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 110159, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110159 
ABSTRACT: A numerical solution for the three-dimensional static analysis of functionally graded shells with 
constant curvature is presented. The solution is based on three-elasticity equations written in orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates which are valid for spherical, cylindrical shell panels and rectangular plates. The 
equations in term of the mid-surface variables are solved using a summation of harmonics in term of Navier 
method which is valid only for simply supported structures. The equations in term of the thickness direction are 
solved numerically by the Differential Quadrature method (DQM) which permitted to easily calculate the 
approximate derivative of a function using a weighting sum of the functions evaluated in a certain grid. The 
layers of the structure are discretized separately by the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid and Lagrange 
interpolation polynomials are considered as the basis functions. The inter-laminar continuity of transverse shear 
is imposed as part of the boundary conditions for the presented method. The boundary conditions of out-of-
plane stresses at the top and the bottom due to the applied loads on the shell are also considered for the analysis, 
as a result this method can predict the correct behavior of through-the-thickness distribution of transverse 
stresses. This method permitted easily to discretize the material in term of the thickness direction and several 
types of single functionally graded layer and sandwich structures with functionally graded core are analyzed. 
Several shells subjected to bisinusoidal and uniform distributed load are analyzed. The results are compared 
with other three dimensional solutions proposed in the literature and accurate two dimensional models. 
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Czech Republic 
(2) Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prosecká 809/76, 
Prague, Czech Republic 
“Experimental research into the response of segmental barrel vaults to repetitive static and dynamic loads”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 110342, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110342 
ABSTRACT: The article briefly recalls the issue of historical buildings located in seismically active areas. In 
the introduction of the paper, the issue of the change of the dynamic response of the structure as a method for 
determining the possible damage of the structure, which can be difficult to detect by other diagnostic 
procedures, is discussed. Furthermore, the article outlines the procedure for determining some significant 
characteristics (such as bending stiffness etc.) by means of the dynamic response of the structure, and simplified 
relationships and recommendations for diagnosing arch structures based on its dynamic response. The focus of 
the paper is on the general analysis of the results of experimental tests of five segmental barrel vaults, of which 
two were reinforced with CFRP strips subjected to alternating static and dynamic loads. Due to the structure of 
the vault - single-layer masonry with a thickness of 150 mm - a loading mode was required. In the article 
conclusion the test results are interpreted with regard to the above mentioned facts (extent of experimental 
loading, specific vault structure) and it is stated that they have demonstrated the possibility of using a change of 
dynamic characteristics as a possible diagnostic method of the origin and development of defects on the vault 
structure 
 
Meng-Zheng Wang, Yan-Lin Guo, Jing-Shen Zhu and Xiao Yang (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, 100084, China), “Flexural-torsional buckling and design recommendations of axially 
loaded concrete-infilled double steel corrugated-plate walls with T-section”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, 
Article 110345, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110345 



ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the flexural-torsional buckling behaviour about the symmetric axis of 
axially loaded concrete-infilled double steel corrugated-plate walls with T-section (T-CDSCWs). The T-
CDSCW is composed of steel corrugated-plates, infilled concrete and intermediate bolts, among which a 
positive composite effect further improves load-bearing capacities effectively and thus reduces the thickness of 
composite walls. The failure mode of the T-CDSCW with high height and small thickness is governed by global 
instability, and flexural and flexural-torsional buckling may occur for the T-CDSCW under axial compression. 
This paper focuses on numerical and theoretical analyses of the flexural-torsional buckling behaviour. Based on 
the refined finite element (FE) model validated by previous experimental researches, parameter analysis is 
carried out to investigate the elastic and inelastic flexural-torsional buckling behaviour. The formulas of the 
elastic flexural-torsional buckling load are derived and prove it feasible to design flexural-torsional buckling in 
accordance with torsional buckling. Numerical results show that the strength reduction factor of flexural-
torsional instability can be delineated well by the height-to-thickness ratio of the web and the normalized 
torsional slenderness ratio of the T-CDSCW. Together with the design formulas of flexural instability, the 
design formulas of flexural-torsional instability proposed in this paper supplements the design method of axially 
loaded T-CDSCWs, and provides the foundation for further investigation into global instability of T-CDSCWs 
under combined compression and bending. 
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Xuzhou, China 
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China 
(3) Department of Infrastructure Engineering, The University of Melbourne, Victoria, 3010, Australia 
“Sensitivity analysis of geometrical design parameters on the compressive strength of the vertical inner-plate 
reinforced square hollow section T-joints: A finite element study”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 
110308, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110308 
ABSTRACT: In present study, the normalized axial compressive strength (Qu) of the vertical inner-plate 
reinforced (VIPR) square hollow section (SHS) T-joints was systematically investigated under various 
geometrical design parameters of the joint, such as width ratio of the brace and the chord (β), thickness ratio of 
the vertical inner plate and chord flange (τip), ratio of the outstretch length of the vertical inner plate from the 
brace to the width of the chord (γip), height and width ratio of the brace (η1). First, a finite element (FE) model of 
the VIPR SHS T-joint was developed and validated by using experimental data. Then, a large scale of 
parametric studies was carried out to identify the critical geometrical design parameters that influence the Qu of 
the VIPR SHS T-joint. The results show that Qu increases with the increase of β, and the rate of increase 
becomes more obvious under a large β. In addition, under a relatively small β (i.e. β < 0.6), the yielding of the 
chord flange is mainly controlled by the vertical inner plate, whereas the yielding of the chord flange is 
controlled by the brace under a large β. It also demonstrates that the vertical inner plate can mitigate the risk of 
buckling failure of chord web, and Qu increases with the increase of γip. Furthermore, this study proposed an 
empirical equation which could potentially be used by the practicing engineers to evaluate the axial 
compressive strength of VIPR SHS T-joints under various geometrical design parameters. 
 
Madhup Pandey and Ben Young (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China), “Structural performance of cold-formed high strength steel tubular 
X-Joints under brace axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 109768, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109768 
ABSTRACT: The experimental investigation presented in this study focused on the static strengths and load-
deformation behaviour of cold-formed high strength steel tubular X-joints made up of S900 and S960 steel 
grades. The X-joints include brace members made up of square, rectangular and circular hollow sections, while 
chord members were made up of square and rectangular hollow sections. The nominal yield strengths of square 



and rectangular tubular members were 900 and 960 MPa, while the nominal yield strength of circular tubular 
members was 900 MPa. Two configurations of tubular X-joints were fabricated, first, where both brace and 
chord members were made up of square and rectangular hollow sections, and second, where circular hollow 
section braces were welded to square and rectangular hollow section chord members. The welds were laid using 
semi-automatic gas metal arc welding process. A total of 34 tests was conducted where an axial compression 
was applied through the brace members without any chord preload. The ratio of brace-to-chord width (β) ranged 
from 0.34 to 1, brace-to-chord thickness (τ) from 0.53 to 1.28, chord width-to-thickness (2γ) from 20.2 to 38.9, 
and chord side wall slenderness (h0/t0) from 12.7 to 39.0. In order to assess the applicability of the existing 
design provisions, test strengths were compared with the nominal strengths obtained from the Eurocode 3 (EC3) 
and CIDECT. It is shown that the existing design provisions are not capable of providing accurate and reliable 
predictions for cold-formed high strength steel tubular X-joints made up of S900 and S960 steel grades. 
 
N.S. Trahair (Emeritus Professor of Civil Engineering, The University of Sydney, Australia), “Inelastic lateral 
buckling of steel cantilevers”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 208, Article 109918, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109918 
ABSTRACT: Steel cantilevers are very different from the simply supported beams under uniform bending 
which provide the basis for designing steel members against lateral buckling. Cantilevers have different end 
restraint conditions, while the most critical loading condition for cantilevers is one of concentrated end load 
leading to a linear moment distribution. Thus the elastic lateral buckling formulations for uniform bending of 
simply supported beams used more generally for design are inappropriate for cantilevers. 
The mono-symmetric yield patterns in simply supported beams with residual stresses in uniform bending are of 
opposite sense to those of cantilevers because of the opposite sense of the bending moments. Thus formulations 
which take account of the effect of mono-symmetry on the inelastic lateral buckling of simply supported beams 
are inappropriate for cantilevers. Further, the linear cantilever moment distribution leads to very localised 
yielding instead of the uniform yielding of beams under uniform bending. 
This paper studies the inelastic lateral buckling of cantilevers in order to produce better design guidance than 
that currently based on the inelastic buckling of simply supported beams in uniform bending. The effects of 
mono-symmetry on the elastic buckling of beams and cantilevers are first investigated, and then the effects of 
the mono-symmetric non-uniform yielding patterns which complicate the prediction of the inelastic buckling 
resistances of cantilevers are studied. Cantilevers with reduced (instead of rigid) end warping restraints occur in 
overhanging beams, and so the effects of yielding on overhanging segments are also studied. 
These studies are used to develop simple approximate methods for designing cantilevers and overhanging 
segments against inelastic lateral buckling. 
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“Nonlinear rotational stiffness and clash prevention in perforated steel fold lines”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
209, Article 110218, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110218 
ABSTRACT: Characterisation of the rotational stiffness of fold lines is necessary to analyse the compliant 
behaviour of origami-inspired structures, however limited data exists for fold lines manufactured from high-
strength materials such as steel. This paper establishes a reliable characterisation of perforated steel fold lines, 
with three improvements to existing knowledge of their mechanics. First, a manufacture and testing method was 
developed for consistent measurement of fold line moment responses, over a large rotation range from an 
unfolded 0° up to 140°. Second, testing data showed inconsistencies with the bilinear analytical model 
commonly used to describe nonlinear fold line responses, so an enhanced nonlinear model was adapted and 
shown to give an improved fit over the initial elastic-plastic transition stage. A thick panel clash behaviour was 
also identified as causing a complex stiffening behaviour at large rotation angles; an ‘over-kerf’ manufacturing 
strategy was developed to eliminate this clash behaviour, allowing the enhanced model to give a good 
description of fold rotational stiffness over the complete tested range of rotation. Third, a parametric 
experimental study obtained fold line responses over a range of steel thicknesses and fold line parameters. This 



was used to give additional insight in the relative efficacy of bilinear and enhanced models and the interaction 
between clash behaviour, sheet thickness, and manufacture kerf. 
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Architecture, Ukraine 
(2) Beijing International Education Institute, 38 East 3rd Ring North Road, Chaoyang, Beijing 100026, China 
“Design of stadium roofs with a given level of reliability”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 209, Article 110245, 15 
April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110245 
ABSTRACT: The article discusses method for the selecting cross-section of steel rod elements of the roof 
structure placed above the stands of stadiums. Particular attention is paid to ensuring a given level of structural 
reliability. An algorithm to determine the actual safety factors for the most critical elements in the roof structure 
is proposed. Snow load, cross-sectional area of the elements, ultimate stress of the material, settlement of the 
base, mounting imperfections and defects are considered as the stochastic parameters in calculation of the 
reliability indicators. All specifications of the distributions for these magnitudes are based on the real 
experimental data. Since the building regulations do not provide a clear algorithm for calculating the reliability 
indicators of unique (and any other) building structures, it is possible to apply the proposed methodology both 
to ensure the design reliability of the whole structure as well as the separate most critical structural elements. It 
also might be applied to other kinds of spatial steel rod structures whose elements work as trusses. The internal 
force factor in the elements of such structures is longitudinal force. The method has been tested on the stadium 
structures of FC Olympic in Donetsk city (Ukraine). 
 
Yiyan Chen, Jucan Dong, Zhaojie Tong, Ruijuan Jiang and Ying Yue (Shenzhen Municipal Design & Research 
Institute Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China), “Flexural behavior of composite box girders with corrugated steel webs 
and trusses”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 209, Article 110275, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110275 
ABSTRACT: The composite box girder with corrugated steel webs (CSWs) and trusses is a bridge structure 
developed on the basis of traditional box girders with CSWs. In this research, experimental, numerical and 
analytical studies were carried out to investigate the flexural performance of simply supported composite box 
girders with CSWs. Two 1:5 scale models of a real bridge were fabricated and tested, including one with 
concrete filled steel tubes and another with hollow steel tubes. The test results show that the two specimens 
have good ductility and failed in a ductile manner. The concrete filled inside steel tubes reduces the deflection 
and increases the yield load. The cross sections of the two specimens basically satisfy the “plane section 
assumption”. Finite element models were also developed for the two specimens and validated based on the 
experimental results. Afterwards, a parametric study was carried out with the validated finite element models, 
which shows that the steel ratios and the structure of bottom trusses strongly influences the flexural behavior. At 
last, a theoretical model is developed to calculate the bending moment of composite beams at the ultimate load. 
 
Sudarshan Krishnan (Illinois School of Architecture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 611 Taft 
Drive, Champaign, IL 61820, USA), “Structural design and behavior of prestressed cable domes”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 209, Article 110294, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110294 
ABSTRACT: A cable dome system is a spatial network of cables and struts that are pin-jointed, and whose 
forces are eventually brought to balance by a perimeter ring beam and supporting walls or columns. This paper 
provides insights about the structural design and behavior of prestressed radial-type cable domes. Through a 
study of parametric effects, the paper emphasizes careful selection of geometric parameters and cable 
prestressing forces. A simplified planar model equivalent to that of a three-dimensional model is derived for 
efficient analysis and design under symmetric loading conditions. The equivalent planar parameters are 
obtained using the geometrical and nodal force equilibrium relationships, and the Principle of Virtual Work. 
Results from planar analysis are compared and validated with the three-dimensional analysis results. The 
calculation of initial member sizes and initial cable prestressing forces is explained. This is followed by a 
discussion of the structural behavior of cable domes under asymmetric snow loads and wind uplift and the 
ensuing stability issues. The analysis results revealed that either strut buckling or overall system stiffness were 
the dominant limit states, the former being the governing limit state in domes with fewer hoops. A design 



enhancement in the form of cable-stayed struts is as such recommended to not only increase the strut buckling 
strength, but also to substantially increase a dome’s load bearing capacity. 
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“Dynamic analysis of laminated piezoelectric cylindrical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 209, Article 
109945, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109945 
ABSTRACT: The method of reverberation-ray matrix (MRRM) has been successfully utilized to study the 
transient waves in beams, plates and laminated solids. In this work, the MRRM is adopted to study the transient 
responses and wave propagation of piezoelectric cylindrical shells with finite size. Based on the Donnell shell 
theory, the reverberation matrix formulation in the cylindrical shell is derived. Using Laplace transformation, 
the transient responses under imposed impact load can be predicted. Through the numerical simulations, the 
early short time transient responses can be further elucidated. Furthermore, the effects of the geometric 
parameters of the composite shells on the wave propagating in the laminated piezoelectric shells are also 
analyzed. 
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“Testing of insulated sandwich panels with GFRP shear connectors”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 209, Article 
109954, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109954 
ABSTRACT: This paper focused on the panel which sandwiches an Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) layer between 
two Steel Reinforced Concrete Layers (SRCLs). The EPS layer provides thermal insulation in the panel while 
the two exterior SRCLs are connected by Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) shear connectors to form the 
composite action and hence achieve a higher flexural resistance in the panel. Four types GFRP shear connectors 
which consist of diagonal web members, webs with circular perforations, webs with slotted perforations and 
solid webs, respectively, were considered in this research. To experimentally address the flexural responses of 
the panels with the four types of GFRP shear connectors, four full-scale experimental specimens were 
constructed and tested. The test results show that generally any of the four GFRP shear connectors can enable 
the panel to exhibit satisfactory flexural performance although the GFRP shear connectors with the solid webs 
tend to increase the ultimate flexural resistance of the panel. Beyond the experimental work, an analysis model 
based on the transformed cross-section approach and elastic beam theory was developed for capturing the 
flexural response of the panel up to the cracking limit state. Moreover, an analysis model based on the assumed 
strain and stress diagrams was established to compute the ultimate flexural resistance of the panel. 
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“Experimental and numerical vibration analysis of plates with curvilinear sub-stiffeners”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 209, Article 109956, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109956 
ABSTRACT: Curvilinear stiffened panels are being developed for aerospace structures and other applications. 
This paper presents an experimental and numerical study into the vibration response of three curvilinear 
stiffened square plates clamped at the edges. The experimental modal analysis was performed using laser 
Doppler vibrometry (LDV) and an impact hammer test. Two of the three plates was constructed with curvilinear 
stiffener geometry, while the third was a straight stiffened plate with the stiffeners oriented at an angle to the 
edge of the plate. Even though the natural frequencies of the plates are similar, the different stiffening patterns 
was sufficient in providing unique directional properties and therefore distinct mode shapes. The numerical 
modal analysis of the plates was performed using finite element analysis (FEA). A comparison of the 
experimental and numerical results was carried out in terms of natural frequencies and mode shapes, using 



relative differences and modal assurance criterion (MAC), respectively. The experimental and numerical results 
were in good agreement for all the three plates. The difference between experimental and numerical natural 
frequencies was typically less than 5% and the diagonal MAC values typically ranged from 0.8 to 1. This is in 
line with previously published results in the literature. The reasons for differences between the experimental and 
numerical results, and the practical significance of the findings, are also discussed. 
 
Larice Gomes Justino, José Carlos Lopes Ribeiro, Gustavo de Souza Veríssimo, José Luiz Rangel Paes and 
Leonardo Gonçalves Pedroti (Department of Civil Engineering, Federal University of Viçosa, Brazil), “Shear 
buckling strength of web-posts in castellated steel beams in fire”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 209, Article 
109960, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109960 
ABSTRACT: Most existing formulations for determining shear strength due to web-post buckling by shear 
(WPBS) in castellated steel beams depend on many variables, are not applicable to fire situation or do not have 
a normative approach. In order to provide a simpler and more practical formulation, also applicable to the fire 
situation, this study presents a semi-empirical formulation based on numerical results of validated models, 
considering the hypothesis of uniform temperature distribution along the profile and the analogy between the 
strut model and the compressed diagonal of a web-post subject to WPBS. This semi-empirical model is based 
on the formulation of EN 1993-1-2:2005 and ABNT NBR 14323:2013 to obtain the resistance of compressed 
members at elevated temperatures and it is applicable to Litzka, anglo-saxon and Peiner type castellated beams. 
 
Minmao Liao, Gang Xu and Y.B. Yang (School of Civil Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing 
400045, China), “Geometrically nonlinear quadrature element analysis of spatial curved beams”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 209, Article 110004, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110004 
ABSTRACT: A novel curved beam quadrature element is presented for geometrically nonlinear analysis of 
spatial curved beams. Starting from the incremental virtual work equation of the curved beam, the weak form 
quadrature element method (QEM) is employed to derive the elastic stiffness, geometric stiffness, and induced 
moment matrices of the curved beam with due account taken of the large rotations in three-dimensional space. 
All the stiffness matrices are adopted in the incremental-iterative analysis using the generalized displacement 
control (GDC) method, with specific considerations for the predictor and corrector phases. By testing the 
constructed curved beam quadrature element with four benchmark problems, it is demonstrated that the element 
avoids the shear and membrane locking phenomena due to its convenient feature of high-order approximation. 
In addition, the element is capable of predicting large displacements and rotations, as well as postbuckling paths 
of spatial beams. Especially, the presented element is featured by unifying the analyses for both curved and 
straight beams. 
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“Functionally graded graphene reinforced composite structures: A review”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, 
Article 110339, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110339 
ABSTRACT: Owing to their superior mechanical properties, e.g. exceptionally high Young’s modulus, high 
strength, large specific surface area, and good thermal conductivity, graphene and its derivatives such as 
graphene platelets (GPLs) are excellent reinforcing nanofillers for composite materials. The most recently 
developed functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) where GPLs are non-
uniformly dispersed with more GPLs in the area where they are most needed to achieve significantly improved 
mechanical performance has opened up a new avenue for the development of next generation structural forms 
with an excellent combination of high stiffness, light weight and multi-functionality. Research activities in this 
emerging area have been rapidly increasing since it was first proposed in 2017. The present paper (i) briefly 
reviews the mechanical properties of graphene and graphene composites; (ii) summarizes the characteristics of 
functionally graded materials (FGM) and reports the fabrication of FG-GPLRC; (iii) discusses the existing 
micromechanics models for the prediction of effective mechanical properties of GPLRC; (iv) presents a 



comprehensive review on the mechanical analyses of FG-GPLRC structures; and (v) discuss the key technical 
challenges and future research directions. 
 
Feng Xie and Aly-Mousaad Aly (Windstorm Impact, Science and Engineering (WISE) Research Lab, Civil & 
Environmental Engineering, Louisiana State University, 3255D Patrick Taylor Hall, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, 
USA), “Structural control and vibration issues in wind turbines: A review”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, 
Article 110087, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.110087 
ABSTRACT: Over the years, the wind energy industry has grown rapidly because of its eco-friendly and 
sustainability features. The development of wind industry demands larger wind turbines, which brings more 
issues because of higher dynamic loads. Passive, active and semi-active control are major techniques to resolve 
these issues. This paper reviews the characteristics of these control methods and the recent development of 
novel controls are discussed. The challenging issues related to structural control of wind turbines due to 
mechanical vibration are summarized. Recent modeling as well as numerical techniques to simulate wind 
turbines’ behavior under multihazard dynamic loadings are presented. To evaluate the efficacy of recent control 
methods under different conditions and environments, a comparative procedure is proposed. The procedure 
relates the output characteristics and system performance to different types of inputs through modeling of 
structure and external stressors. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) prototype and coupled 
Lagrange method are the reference model and modeling technique, respectively. An example application of 
comparing several dampers using the proposed procedure is presented. The comparison of displacement, 
acceleration, shear and overturning moment reductions are discussed, and the viscous dampers have the best 
efficacy among other passive control systems. 
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“Structural analysis of Heinz Isler’s bubble shell”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, Article 110265, 1 May 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110265 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a detailed structural analysis of a bubble shell engineered by Heinz Isler. 
Through 3D scanning the geometry of this shell structure has become available to the authors. Structural 
analysis has not been possible before since the geometry of the shell was not available. The bubble shell was 
Isler’s most built type of shell. In the paper first the process of reverse engineering the geometry of the shell is 
described. Second, the effect of pre-stress in the edge beams is described. Third, the load distribution 
throughout the shell and the membrane behaviour relative to bending behaviour is assessed. 
 
Min Cai, Xiaojun Ke and Yisheng Su (College of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Guangxi University, 
Nanning 530004, PR China), “Axial compressive performance of RAC-encased RACFST composite columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, Article 110393, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110393 
ABSTRACT: A new type of composite column, recycled aggregate concrete (RAC)-encased recycled aggregate 
concrete-filled steel tube (RACFST) composite columns, promotes the RAC extensive utilization considering 
synergistic effect between the RAC and the steel tube, which is an attempt to develop environmentally 
sustainable concrete in high-rise buildings. In this paper, experimental research investigated the axial 
compressive behavior of RAC-encased RACFST composite columns. Twenty 1:3-scaled specimens were 
fabricated to test until failure under axial compressive loading. The main variable parameters affecting the 
behaviour of specimens were recycled coarse aggregate replacement ratio (range from 0% to 100% with 10% 
increase), stirrup spacing (s = 50 mm, 70 mm, 100 mm, 120 mm), diameter of steel tube (D = 89 mm, 114 mm), 
concrete strength grade (RC40, RC60) and longitudinal reinforcement ratio (4 12, 8 12). The failure modes, 
the whole load-deformation curves and the mechanical performance of specimens were also obtained based on 
static loading experiments and theoretical analysis. It was found that RAC-encased RACFST composite 
columns, which were subjected to identical axial loads, exhibited more favorable bearing capacity and 
deformation than those of a comparative reinforced recycled aggregate concrete columns (RACC). The 
replacement ratio of RCA had a slight effect on the mechanical performance of RAC-encased RACFST 



composite columns, the optimal substitution ratio of RCA was 50–60%. Based on the previous theory of 
superposition, the concrete cover is considered, and a calculation formula with double reduction coefficients of 
the axial load-bearing capacity of composite columns is proposed. Compared to the simplified superimposition 
method and the Chinese code Technical specification for steel tube-reinforced concrete column structure 
(CECS188:2005), the calculated results of axial compression bearing capacity by the proposed formula are in 
more agreement with the experimental values, with errors no greater than 15%. 
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“Shear resistance behavior of partially composite Steel-Concrete-Steel sandwich beams considering bond-slip 
effect”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, Article 110394, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110394 
ABSTRACT: This study develops a new steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich beam with hybrid shear 
connectors comprising both J-hooks and overlapped headed studs. For partially composite SCS sandwich 
beams, bond-slip is a critical factor influencing the transverse shear resistance of the beam. Thus, this study 
examines the effect of the degree of composite action and the mechanism of such sandwich beams by testing 
eight SCS sandwich beams with different shear span-to-depth ratios, steel contribution ratios, types of shear 
connectors, and spacing of shear connectors. The parametric study thoroughly discusses the effects of these 
variables on the beam failure modes and beam shear resistance. Based on existing design models, this paper 
proposes a new analytical model that considers the bond-slip effect to predict the ultimate resistance of SCS 
sandwich beams. The new model includes contributions from the concrete, shear connectors, and steel plates. 
Available test data from 57 specimens successfully validated the proposed model. 
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China 
“Beam-column tests of cold-formed steel elliptical hollow sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, Article 
109911, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109911 
ABSTRACT: An experimental study on cold-formed steel elliptical hollow section (EHS) beam-columns is 
described in this paper. Forty-two beam-column members with two different specimen lengths were tested at 
different eccentricities to investigate the load-moment interaction relationship. The initial geometric 
imperfections were determined before the formal tests. The ultimate load-carrying capacities and full load-
displacement responses are presented and discussed. The design of cold-formed steel EHS subjected to 
compression plus bending is not covered by the current design specifications. Hence, the beam-column 
strengths derived from the experimental investigation were used to assess the design predictions by 
incorporating the equivalent diameter method, the equivalent rectangular hollow section approach and the 
conventional design methods using equivalent diameter for bending and compressive strength predictions with 
the interaction curves adopted in the current design rules for structural use of steel. The reliability of these 
design rules was evaluated. The comparisons reveal that the predictions by these design methods are generally 
quite conservative and reliable for cold-formed steel EHS subjected to compression plus bending, except that 
the design method incorporating the equivalent rectangular hollow section approach with the interaction 
relationship specified in European Code is unreliable. 
 
Saman Sayahlatifi, G.H. Rahimi and Alireza Bokaei (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Tarbiat Modares 
University, Tehran, Iran), “The quasi-static behavior of hybrid corrugated composite/balsa core sandwich 
structures in four-point bending: Experimental study and numerical simulation”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
210, Article 110361, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110361 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate the effect of the insertion of a corrugated composite into the typical 
balsa core sandwich structure under four-point bending (FPB). The proposed sandwich structure is composed of 
aluminum face sheets, balsa wood with an average density of 125 kg/m3 and E-glass woven fabric. For 
obtaining full-field strains and deflection distribution, a digital image correlation (DIC) technique was 



employed. Based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM), a three-dimensional finite element model (FEM) 
was developed to predict the ultimate load-bearing capacity and failure mechanisms of the sandwiches. To this 
end, the material damage models for balsa wood and corrugated composite were implemented in ABAQUS 
software via VUMAT subroutine. After validating the numerical model, the effect of geometric parameters of 
the corrugated composite on the response of the sandwich structure was explored numerically. The findings 
demonstrated that the proposed hybrid core not only prevents catastrophic failure but also increases weight-
specific strength by 38.4%. However, it appears that the hybrid core has no significant influence on the weight-
specific stiffness under FPB. The parametric study showed that with increasing the corrugation angle and 
thickness, the specific strength/stiffness exhibits an ascending trend. Moreover, rectangular-shaped corrugation 
contributed to the best mechanical performance. 
 
Siqi Lin, Yan-Gang Zhao and Zhao-Hui Lu (Urban Security and Disaster Engineering, Beijing University of 
Technology, Beijing 100124, China), “Fibre beam element models for nonlinear analysis of concentrically 
loaded circular CFT columns considering the size effect”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 210, Article 110400, 1 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110400 
ABSTRACT: The fibre beam element (FBE) method has been widely used to investigate the behaviors of 
concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) columns for its high efficiency and accuracy. The existing models were 
generally developed or calibrated by using specimens with relatively small size, in which the size effects were 
ignored or poorly incorporated. Additionally, most existing FBE models focused on CFT stub columns. In this 
paper, a new FBE model for nonlinear analysis of concentrically loaded stub and slender columns was 
proposed, in which the size effects on the effective stress-strain relationships of steel tube and core concrete 
were well incorporated. The proposed FBE models were then used to develop an ultimate strength model for the 
design of both stub and slender columns. A total of 1029 specimens assembled from 72 previous studies were 
used to verify the proposed models. The results suggested that the proposed FBE model performs quite well for 
both small- and large- size CFT stub columns and predicts the behaviors of slender columns with reasonable 
accuracy. Moreover, the ultimate strength model developed based on the proposed FBE models was found to 
make satisfying prediction of test results. 
 
Olivier Perret, Cyril Douthe, Arthur Lebée and Karam Sab (Laboratoire Navier, Ecole des Ponts, Univ Gustave 
Eiffel, CNRS, France), “A shear strength criterion for the buckling analysis of CLT walls”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 211, Article 110344, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110344 
ABSTRACT: The proper sizing of Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) walls for the construction of high rise 
buildings requires to take into account their low shear stiffness and their viscoelastic properties and to integrate 
them into the framework of actual building codes which are all based upon Ayrton-Perry approach of imperfect 
columns. The present paper starts thus by recalling the framework of Linear Buckling Analysis of shear weak 
columns using the Timoshenko beam model. Then, Ayrton-Perry approach of the buckling of imperfect 
columns is introduced and used to develop a normal stress strength criterion for CLT walls but also an 
additional shear strength criterion. Both criteria are compared for three characteristic sizes of initial 
imperfections. Afterwards, orthotropic creep is introduced and its effect on long term stability of shear weak 
members is investigated and an extension of the previous criteria to long term behaviour is developed. 
Throughout the study, three numerical examples are used for illustration (a low strength panel, a high strength 
and an aerated panel) revealing the importance of proposed shear strength verification and the need of 
experimental characterisation. 
 
Yonghui Wang, Boyi Zhang, Jingyi Lu, Bowen Xue and Ximei Zhai (Structures Dynamic Behavior and 
Control, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Quasi-static crushing behaviour of the energy 
absorbing connector with polyurethane foam and multiple pleated plates”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 211, 
Article 110404, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110404 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a novel energy absorbing connector with polyurethane (PU) foam and multiple 
pleated (MP) plates was contrived to dissipate energy, and the energy absorbing response was experimentally, 
numerically and analytically examined. First, quasi-static loading tests on the connectors were performed, from 
which the deformation modes, force–displacement curves, and energy absorbing performances (such as specific 
energy absorption (SEA) and crushing force efficiency (CFE)) were obtained. In addition, a numerical method 
was adopted to facilitate the evaluation of energy absorbing performance of the connectors. It was found that 



SEA could be increased by increasing the MP plate thickness, angle between the MP plate and flat plate (θ0), 
and filling PU foam. Moreover, the PU foam-filled connector was also found to be superior to the empty 
connector with regards to higher CFE. Finally, an energy-balance based analytical model was established to 
forecast the force–displacement response of the proposed connector. The experimental and analytical results 
were found to be similar. 
 
Yingnan Zhang, Xudong Zhi and Feng Fan (Structure Dynamic Behavior and Control, Harbin Institute of 
Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Fragility analysis of reticulated domes subjected to multiple 
earthquakes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 211, Article 110450, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110450 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, single-layer and double-layer reticulated domes were taken as two typical research 
objects. Through the dynamic time history analysis of reticulated domes in full process domain, log-linear 
regression was performed with a large number of example results to compare the degrees of correlation and 
efficiency about 11 common ground motion intensity measures, and PGA was selected as the most applicable 
one for fragility analysis of reticulated domes with aftershock influence. Then, considering that main shock 
usually caused structural damage, with incremental dynamic analysis method, fragility analysis of reticulated 
domes under multiple earthquakes was conducted from two aspects as follows. One part was main shock-
aftershock sequence fragility analysis of intact structures. The other part was aftershock fragility analysis of 
damaged structures with four different damage levels caused by main shocks. Based on the fragility curves, the 
aftershock influence on fragility of reticulated domes and the aftershock collapse probability of damaged 
reticulated domes with four different damage levels caused by main shocks were investigated. It was found that 
when the damage level reached severe damage under main shocks, the aftershock collapse probability of 
reticulated domes would increase significantly. The results expanded the application scope of traditional 
fragility analysis in seismic engineering and realized the prediction and evaluation of seismic performance of 
reticulated domes under aftershocks. 
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“Numerical investigation and experimental verification of thermal frequency of carbon nanotube-reinforced 
sandwich structure”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 211, Article 110444, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110444 
ABSTRACT: The modal responses of multi-walled carbon nanotube-reinforced composite sandwich structural 
plate are computed under the elevated temperature environment using a higher-order polynomial kinematic 
model and the isoparametric finite element steps. The proposed model accuracy has been verified with 
experimental modal values under the influence of elevated temperature and ambient conditions. To perform the 
modal experiment the nanotube-reinforced composite sandwich panel filled with the epoxy core is fabricated. 
Further, the experimental elastic properties of epoxy, nanotube/epoxy composite and the sandwich are obtained 
individually for the current computational purpose. A tailor-made finite element computer code (MATLAB 
environment) is prepared using the multiscale mathematical formulation for the evaluation of thermal 
frequencies of the nanotube sandwich panel. The impact type vibration analyser has been utilized for the current 
testing purpose with the help of three components i.e. hardware (compact data acquisition system, cDAQ-9178), 
software (LAB-VIEW) and a microcontroller controlled thermal chamber (to maintain temperature profile). 
Finally, wide varieties of numerical examples are solved using the proposed computational model for the 
different design-related parameters. The intrinsic behaviour of each parameter on the epoxy-filled nanotube 
sandwich construction including the elevated temperature loading is discussed in details. 
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“Structural performance of composite panels made of profiled steel skins and foam rubberised concrete under 
axial compressive loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 211, Article 110448, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110448 
ABSTRACT: This research investigates the feasibility of using rubber particles with lightweight foam concrete 
as an infill material in double-skinned profiled composite walls through experimental, finite element modelling 
(FEM), and analytical modelling. Two concrete mixes were used in the course of this study, namely, 
lightweight foam concrete (LFC) and lightweight foam rubberised concrete (LFRC) with rubber content of 
8.5% by total volume of concrete. The two mixes had similar density of about 1584 kg/m3. Five profiled steel-
concrete composite walls with 100 mm width, 550 mm length, and 600 mm height were tested under axial 
compressive loads. A digital image correlation (DIC) technique was used to measure and analyse strains and 
deformations of the profiled steel sheets and the results were compared with the results obtained from the strain 
gauges. FEM was conducted using ABAQUS software. An analytical model to predict the wall section capacity 
by considering concrete compressive strength and steel sheet buckling performance was developed. Finally, a 
parametric study based on FEM and the proposed analytical model was conducted to investigate the structural 
effect of different concrete strengths and/or steel sheet thicknesses. Although, LFRC had 20.1% lower strength 
than LFC, the experimental results showed that the average axial capacity of LFRC walls was reduced by only 
16.8% with relatively less damage. The analytical and finite element modelling results agree well with 
experimental results. 
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“Optimal design of steel buckling-restrained braces considering stiffness and strength requirements”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 211, Article 110437, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110437 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the optimal (or least weight) design of steel buckling-restrained 
braces against global buckling. First, the global buckling prevention criterion of steel buckling-restrained braces 
(BRB) is reconstituted to take on a symmetric expression, i.e., (Pcr/Pu−1)[Mr/(v0Pu) −1] ≥ 1, so as to provide 
clarity on the equal importance of the stiffness and strength requirements of the restraining member, where Pcr is 
the elastic buckling load, Mr the yield moment resistance, and v0 the initial imperfection of the restraining 
member whereas Pu is the ultimate compressive load of the core under cyclic axial loads. It is shown herein that 
the optimal design of the restraining member satisfies (1) the boundary of the global buckling prevention 
criterion, and (2) the relationship between the stiffness term Pcr/Pu and the strength term Mr/(v0Pu) in view of the 
maximum feasible cross-sectional height-to-thickness ratio as specified by the adopted design code 
recommendation. The satisfaction of these two conditions furnishes a unique optimal design of the restraining 
member. The optimal design can be expressed as an explicit equation in terms of the second moment of area of 
the restraining member. A design example is presented to illustrate the material (or weight) efficiency of all-
steel BRB designs based on the proposed design equation. 
 
Chen Yan, Yonghui Wang, Ximei Zhai and Lingzhao Meng (Structures Dynamic Behavior and Control, Harbin 
Institute of Technology, Harbin 150090, China), “Strength assessment of curved steel-concrete-steel sandwich 
shells with bolt connectors under concentrated load”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110465, 1 June 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110465 
ABSTRACT: In this study, experimental works on four curved steel-concrete-steel (C-SCS) sandwich shells 
were carried out to assess their behaviors when subjected to concentrated loading with a 100-mm diameter 
hemispherical steel hammer through analyzing the failure mode, load–displacement relationship, strain, and 
deformation. The influences of the concrete and steel plate thicknesses, shear connector spacing, and rise–span 
ratio were numerically investigated. The results showed that the ultimate strength of C-SCS shells was 
improved with increasing concrete and face steel plate thicknesses and with decreasing shear connector spacing. 
The optimal rise-span ratio was found to be between 0.25 and 0.33. Moreover, to predict the nominal yield 



strength and the ultimate strength of C-SCS shells, an analytical model was developed, which matched well 
with the experimental and FE results. This analytical model can be used as a quick method to calculate the 
resistances of C-SCS shells under concentrated loading by a hemispherical steel hammer. 
 
Peng Zhang and M. Shahria Alam (School of Engineering, Univ. of British Columbia, 3333 University Way, 
Kelowna, British Columbia V1V 1V7, Canada), “Elastic buckling behaviour of Σ-shaped rack columns under 
uniaxial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110469, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110469 
ABSTRACT: Elastic buckling properties of thin-walled storage rack columns under compression, e.g., critical 
buckling loads, are often the input parameters for analytical design solutions (e.g., the direct strength method in 
AISI_S100 2016). This paper deals with the accurate estimation of the elastic buckling properties of Σ-shaped 
rack sections with patterned holes. The investigation of the elastic buckling behaviour of three different Σ-
shaped rack sections (with and without patterned holes) under compression is presented. More than 4000 finite 
element simulations were performed on these rack sections using the finite element program, ANSYS 18.1. The 
influences of the holes, perforation pattern, number of buckling half-wavelengths, and boundary conditions on 
the section’ buckling behaviour were studied. An alternative method is proposed to generate signature curves 
for solid rack sections, and its effectiveness has been tested to generate signature curves for perforated rack 
sections. Multi-half-wavelengths method is proposed to determine the critical buckling loads and critical 
buckling half-wavelengths of perforated rack sections, which has been proved to be unbiased and accurate. The 
results show that by considering the holes, the critical buckling loads of the rack sections decreased while the 
critical buckling half-wavelengths increased. The alternative method failed to generate the signature curves of 
perforated rack sections accurately since the shape functions used for describing the shapes of buckling modes 
of perforated rack columns are significantly different from those used for solid rack sections. 
 
Meng-Zheng Wang, Yan-Lin Guo and Peng Zhou (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, 
Beijing 100084, China), “Load-carrying mechanism of truss-confined buckling-restrained braces: Numerical 
and theoretical analyses”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110500, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110500 
ABSTRACT: Truss-confined buckling-restrained braces (TC-BRBs) are composed of conventional double steel 
tube BRBs and additional installation of external truss-confining systems. The truss-confining systems make 
TC-BRBs fulfil the need of the long-span bracing and enable economic and rational design. The previous 
experimental and numerical investigation of TC-BRBs suggested that the lower limit of the restraining ratio to 
ensure a stable cyclic behaviour was an empirical value of 3.0 for preliminary and conservative design. This 
paper aims to propose more rigorous design formulas for estimating the lower limit of the restraining ratio 
based on the numerical and theoretical analyses of typical TC-BRBs, triple- and quadruple-TC-BRBs (TTC- 
and QTC-BRBs). First, the formulas of the elastic buckling load of TC-BRBs are derived. Then, the load-
carrying behaviour of TC-BRBs with the initial geometric imperfection is investigated with consideration of the 
most disadvantageous bending direction. The internal force variation of the external restraining members is 
discussed with increasing the restraining ratio, and it is found that the failure of TC-BRBs is governed by the 
compressive chord at the mid span. Furthermore, according to the criterion that the external restraining 
members do not fail before the core reaches the required axial displacement, the rigorous formulas for 
predicting the lower limit of the restraining ratio are derived. The formulas assure more rational and economic 
design of the load-carrying capacity of TC-BRBs. 
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“Propagation behaviour of a hemispherical blast wave on a dome roof”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, 
Article 110524, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110524 
ABSTRACT: Dome structures are often employed for industrial buildings and may be potential targets of 
terrorist attacks or accidental explosion. Military design manuals that are commonly used for structural design 
practice are based on the assumption that the blast wave reflects on an infinite or finite flat surface. These semi-



empirical formulae ignore the blast wave propagation behaviour on a finite and variable-curvature reflector. The 
purpose of this research work is to estimate the blast load on dome structures during an external explosion. To 
achieve this objective, two laboratory-scale spherical dome structures were tested experimentally with 11 
different blast cases. Following the experimental analysis, numerical parametric analysis based on 
ANSYS/AUTODYN was carried out to study the propagation and reflection on dome roofs. In addition, the 
performance of the Mach effect, reflection effect, diffraction effect, clearing effect and decay coefficient of the 
blast wave on the dome roof were investigated for different structural and explosion parameters. Based on this, 
a series of empirical equations are proposed to describe the temporal and spatial blast load distribution on a 
dome roof mounted on a supporting structure. This new load model described in the paper has been validated as 
it is able to predict the results of the experimental measurement on dome structures within experimental error. 
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“Buckling behavior of circular steel tubes infilled with C170/185 ultra-high-strength concrete under fire”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110523, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110523 
ABSTRACT: Modern building codes do not cover the use of ultra-high strength concrete (UHSC) in design of 
composite columns. This paper investigates the structural fire performance of UHSC filled steel tubular (CFST) 
columns. Experimental studies were carried out on 9 CFST columns with C170/185 concrete under standard 
ISO fire. The columns were subjected to concentrated or eccentric compressions and then heated to failure to 
record the fire resistance time. The simple calculation model in EC 4 was examined by predicting the fire 
resistance time and comparing them with the test results; the axial force–moment (N-M) interaction strength 
model for room temperature design was extended to predict the fire resistance. The test results showed that the 
CFST columns with UHSC exhibited similar fire performance to those with normal/high strength concrete with 
respect to thermal expansion, axial contraction and failure modes. Adding 0.1% polypropylene fibers in UHSC 
was found to be effective in preventing explosive spalling especially when it was heated rapidly under the 
standard fire. The N-M interaction strength model gave better predictions than the EC 4 model as it gave less 
scattered results when compared to the test data. EC 4 buckling curve “c” was found to be conservative in 
predicting the fire resistance time of CFST columns with UHSC subjected to pure compression. Parametric 
study showed that the fire resistance of CFST columns with UHSC reduced faster than those with normal 
strength concrete (NSC) and high strength concrete (HSC) in early stage of heating but slower at the later 
heating stage. Within the practical range of load level (i.e.,≤0.7), the CFST columns with UHSC employed by 
this study had better fire resistance than those columns infilled with NSC and HSC. 
 
Suolin Wen, Hongbo Liu, Zhihua Chen and Jiaojie Ying (Department of Civil Engineering, Tianjin University, 
Tianjin 300072, China), “Ultimate bearing behavior of H-beam welded hollow spheres under eccentric 
compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110522, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110522 
ABSTRACT: An H-beam welded hollow spherical joint is a new kind of spatial grid structure. In this study, the 
eccentric-loaded behavior of H-beam welded hollow spherical joints was studied, and the influential law of 
material strength, joint size, and stiffening rib on its mechanical properties was analyzed through experimental 
research and numerical simulation. Parametric analyses were conducted to study the eccentric-loaded behavior 
of H-beam welded hollow spherical joints subjected to pure bending or the combined action of axial force and 
bending moment using a finite element model verified through experiments. The calculation formula of the 
bending bearing capacity of the joints and the axial force-bending moment curve were also obtained. Finally, 
the design rule for eccentric compression was proposed and verified through test results. 
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“Sensitivity analysis of double layer Diamatic dome space structure collapse behavior”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 212, Article 110511, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110511 



ABSTRACT: Collapse behavior of double layer dome space structures depends on different factors such as load 
pattern, material mechanical properties, and member’s physical characteristics, which have a random nature that 
makes it difficult to predict accurate behavior of this type of structure. In this paper, in order to 
comprehensively assess the double-layer dome space structure behavior, different uncertain parameters such as 
the mechanical characteristics of steel material, mass and applied gravity load, and also structure’s and 
members’ geometric imperfection are taken into account in nonlinear static pushover analysis. Different models 
with rise to span (R/S) ratios of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 under incremental symmetric and asymmetric snow loads are 
investigated. In order to determine the importance of these uncertain parameters and rank them according to 
their effects on the structural response parameters, two different methods of Tornado Diagram Analysis (TDA) 
and First-Order-Second-Moment (FOSM) are utilized. Using these methods enables the sensitivity analysis of 
the collapse behavior of the structures to the considered random variables. The results of the analyses reveal that 
there is a close agreement between the TDA and FOSM analyses results in ranking the random variables 
according to their importance. In addition, these methods highlight the high sensitivity of the structural response 
parameters to the various sources of uncertainty, and indicate the necessity of applying these uncertainties in the 
analysis and design of this type of structure. 
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“Random field modelling of mechanical behaviour of corroded thin steel plate specimens”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 212, Article 110544, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110544 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to explore the possibility of corrosion degradation modelling of thin 
steel plate specimens with the use of random field approach. The mechanical properties are obtained via the 
nonlinear Finite Element Analysis with the use of an explicit dynamic solver. The fully nonlinear material 
model is adopted to obtain the proper stress-strain response. Sensitivity analysis considering the main statistical 
descriptors of the random field is performed. The results of the analysis are validated with the available 
experimental data showing a good agreement for lower levels of Degree of Degradation and significant 
deviations for severely corroded specimens. The analysis shows that the irregularities in the corroded plate 
surface are one of the main reason for the mechanical properties reduction. Random field modelling revealed to 
be a swift and practical tool for representing the corroded surfaces in steel structures. 
 
Takashi Iwasa, Shu Nishizawa and Mitsugu Sakai (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Tottori University 4-101, Koyama-cho Minami, Tottori 680-8552, Japan), “Buckling severity measurement of 
axially compressed cylindrical structures with periodic buckling pattern”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 213, 
Article 110568, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110568 
ABSTRACT: We introduced a simplified method to measure the buckling severity of the cylindrical structures 
subjected to axial compression. The method is intended for the cylindrical structures with a buckling mode 
comprising a repetition of similar single tiers, and estimates an upper bound of the deformed surface shape of 
the structure from measurements of a few data points. Moreover, this method helps monitor the magnitude of 
surface distortion of the large-sized buckled cylindrical structures with full-field surface shapes that are usually 
problematic for measurement. The discussion of classical buckling theory reveals that the point-to-point 
variation of radial displacements on cylindrical structures with periodic buckling pattern is similarly distributed 
even when the buckling mode changes depending on the structure’s size. A fundamental probability distribution 
model governing the point-to-point variation of the radial displacements is established from the results. A 
computation procedure for the conservative upper bound (CUB) of radial displacements from measurements at 
a few data points is proposed. A buckling experiment on cylindrical structures under axial compression 
demonstrated that the CUB from the proposed method appropriately envelopes the radial displacement of the 
buckled cylindrical structure within a designated probability, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. The study offers a novel method to compute the magnitude of the surface distortion of buckled 
cylindrical structures from a few measurements. 
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“Axial capacity of CFS built-up columns comprising of lipped channels with spacers: Nonlinear response and 
design”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 213, Article 110559, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110559 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the numerical investigation aimed to study the axial capacity and the 
nonlinear deformation response of pin ended cold-formed steel (CFS) built-up columns under monotonic axial 
loading, applied concentrically. The built-up sections were constructed by adequately spaced channel sections 
in a back-to-back configuration, connected through webs by means of connecting elements (CFS channels) 
called spacers. Self-driving screws were used as fasteners to assemble together the lipped channels and spacers. 
Finite element (FE) models were established and verified against the previously published built-up columns 
with similar configuration. An extensive parametric study was conducted by varying the key parameters like 
plate slenderness of the lipped channels, unbraced chord slenderness, and global slenderness in order to 
investigate their variation on the ultimate compression resistance of these built-up columns. The effective width 
method was used to determine the design strengths for these built-up columns using the AS/NZ Specifications 
and European Specification on cold-formed steel structures, which were later compared with the results 
obtained from the numerical parametric study. This study indicated that the provisions that are given in the 
current AS/NZS and European Specification in predicting the strengths of the built-up column with spacers had 
shortcomings. Therefore, new design equations for the reliable design strength predictions of the CFS built-up 
column composed of lipped channels with spacers were proposed. The incorporation of spacers curtailed the 
local buckling half-wave length, which improved the buckling resistance, predominantly in the columns failing 
by local buckling. 
 
Francesco Genna (Department of Civil Engineering, University of Brescia, Via Branze, 43, 25123 Brescia, 
Italy), “Lateral thrust in all-steel buckling-restrained braces: Experimental and FEM results”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 213, Article 110512, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110512 
ABSTRACT: The lateral thrust — the total contact force exerted by the buckled core of a buckling-restrained 
brace (BRB) against its restraining profiles — in bolted all-steel BRBs was studied mainly by means of 
laboratory tests. The primary purpose was to obtain a better understanding of the “predictability” of the lateral 
thrust for a given set of boundary conditions. Eleven nominally identical all-steel, reduced-scale BRB samples 
were subjected to the same cyclic loading, and data were recorded concerning (i) the value of the total lateral 
thrust, (ii) the relative slip between the buckled core and the restraining surfaces, and (iii) the longitudinal strain 
at opposite faces of the buckled core. A very high scatter among the peak values of the lateral thrust was 
observed. The experimental results concerning points (ii) and (iii) were integrated by the results of a refined 3D 
Finite Element analysis. Very little core-restraining profiles relative slip was observed in the tests. The elastic-
plastic core buckling seems to be of the von Kármán type, i.e., with simultaneous loading and unloading at the 
opposite sides of the core. 
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“Compressive performance of ECC-concrete encased high strength steel composite columns”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 213, Article 110567, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110567 
ABSTRACT: The use of high strength steel (HSS) in the construction of concrete encased steel (CES) 
composite columns is often limited by the strain incompatibility issue between HSS and concrete at peak-load. 
This study proposes an alternative approach to confine the high strength concrete with Engineered Cementitious 
Composite (ECC) to improve its compatibility with high strength steel. The main purpose of this study is to 
experimentally evaluate the axial compressive performance of the proposed composite column cross-section 
configuration. Behaviours of fifteen short columns including twelve ECC-CES columns are investigated in 
terms of failure modes, load-deformation curves, ductility and energy absorption capacity. The test parameters 
included ECC and concrete strengths, ECC cover thickness, steel section shape and column section’s aspect 
ratio. It was found that ECC generally improved the failure behaviour of high strength steel CES columns and 
increased the deformation and energy absorption capacity. On average ECC-CES columns showed around 12% 



and 8% higher ductility and toughness than control concrete column, respectively. A detailed 3D nonlinear 
finite element model was developed and validated against experimental results. Applicability of current design 
codes to predict the ultimate strength of ECC-CES columns was also evaluated. Finally, a method to calculate 
the ECC-CES column’s capacity considering effective material stresses at peak-load was proposed. 
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“Behaviour of 690 MPa high strength steel built-up H-section columns under eccentric load scenarios”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 213, Article 110550, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110550 
ABSTRACT: A numerical investigation on built-up columns fabricated from high strength steel (HSS) plates 
with nominal yield stress of 690 MPa is described in this paper. The benchmark models are initially created and 
validated against the test data and after that a full-scale parametric study (432 models) is organized. The effect 
of the ratio of flange width to thickness (α), the ratio of web height to thickness (β), initial lateral imperfection 
(D), residual stress distribution pattern (R) and eccentricities along strong and weak axes (ex and ey) on strength 
and behaviour of the built-up HSS columns is investigated and analysed. It is found that the normalized bearing 
capacity of the columns (χ) positively relates with α. Higher α value would produce higher χ. With given β and 
flange thickness tf, higher α would enhance restriction effect of the flange on the web and delay occurrence of 
local buckling of the web. However, χ increases with rise of α at different growth rates. β could produce smooth 
negative effect on χ and the column load bearing capacity decreases smoothly with the increase of β. Two 
residual stress distribution patterns (linear and quadratic distribution) are compared. It is found that linear 
residual stress distribution model would produce more conservative column strength. The eccentricity along the 
strong axis direction has more significant impact on column load bearing capacity than along the weak axis 
direction. The envelope diagram analysis for normalized axial load and normalized bending moment is 
organized and analysed. 
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“Computational simulation of eccentrically loaded circular thin-walled concrete-filled double steel tubular 
slender columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 213, Article 110571, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110571 
ABSTRACT: The concrete confinement provided by the circular steel tubes improves the performance of 
circular concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns, which have increasingly been employed as high-
performance structural members in tall buildings. This paper presents computational and design models for the 
simulation and design of high strength CFDST slender columns composed of circular thin-walled sections that 
are eccentrically loaded. The formulation of the computational model is described, which takes into account the 
influences of concrete confinement, geometric imperfection, second-order, gradual plasticity of steel, and 
geometric and material nonlinearities. The inverse quadratic method is implemented in computational 
algorithms which solve the highly nonlinear equilibrium function of slender CFDST circular columns. The 
computations are compared with experimentally measured results to validate the mathematical modeling 
procedure developed. The behavior of slender circular CFDST columns made of high-strength concrete is 
investigated by utilizing the developed computational model taking into consideration the important material 
and geometric parameters. Proposed are design models that determine the ultimate loads of CFDST slender 
columns loaded concentrically and the axial load-moment strength interaction curves of slender thin-walled 



CFDST columns under eccentric loads. It is shown that the computational simulation method proposed can 
efficiently and accurately capture the experimentally measured behavior of CFDST slender columns. The 
design models give good strength predictions of CFDST columns and can be employed in designing CFDST 
composite columns. 
 
Xun Zhang, Xi Li, Rui Liu, Chenxi Hao and Zhiyang Cao (Department of Bridge Engineering, School of Civil 
Engineering, Southwest Jiaotong University, Chengdu 610031, China), “Dynamic properties of a steel–UHPC 
composite deck with large U-ribs: Experimental measurement and numerical analysis”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 213, Article 110569, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110569 
ABSTRACT: Steel–ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC) composite decks, which are composed of thin 
steel– UHPC layers and large U-ribs, are an innovative bridge deck system. In this study, experimental and 
numerical approaches were combined to investigate the dynamic properties of a steel–UHPC composite deck. A 
large-scale steel–UHPC composite deck specimen was fabricated and tested under hammer impacting. The 
effects of the impact force characteristics on structural vibrations and noise were evaluated, and the vibration 
transmission characteristics in the deck were explored. The experimental results revealed that the steel–UHPC 
composite deck with large U-ribs exhibited complicated dynamic properties in different frequency bands. A 
finite element (FE) model was built and validated through comparison with the experimental natural frequencies 
and frequency responses. FE analysis was then used to compare the steel–UHPC composite deck with two other 
bridge deck systems (a conventional orthotropic steel deck and a steel–concrete composite deck). The numerical 
results indicated that the thin UHPC layer guaranteed the stiffness of the steel deck plate in the low-frequency 
range. At frequencies above 200 Hz, the vibration energy of the conventional orthotropic steel deck was 
approximately 0.45 times that of the steel–UHPC composite deck. Two countermeasures for reducing vibration 
(i.e., adjusting the crossbeam spacing and filling the large U-ribs with plain concrete) were found to be 
effective. Based on the simulation results, filling the U-ribs with plain concrete was the most effective approach 
and reduced the vibration energy by an average of 285% in the center frequency range of 63–1600 Hz. 
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“Analysis and optimisation of a rib-stiffened vaulted floor for dynamic performance”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 213, Article 110577, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110577 
ABSTRACT: There appears in the construction of modern multi-storey buildings in recent years, a prevailing 
trend for large bay sizes, lightweight floor systems and reduced dividing partitions. These tendencies have 
aroused a greater awareness of potential vibration problems when the structural floor systems are subjected to 
human induced activities such as footfall loading, as vibration performance may become an influential factor in 
the design of lightweight floor structures. A rib-stiffened vaulted floor described in this paper, can achieve 
sufficient structural stiffness and load-bearing capacity in an ultra-lightweight construction system. The aim of 
this study was to obtain a fundamental understanding of the floor’s dynamic behaviour and to develop 
appropriate measures to improve its dynamic performance. Dynamic analyses and assessment were conducted 
on 180 mesh models of the floor with different combinations of geometric parameters and compared against 
acceleration acceptance criterion. After the parametric performance evaluations, qualitative and quantitative 
relationships among the geometric parameters, modal parameters and dynamic performance were found, where 
it was shown that most floors failed to meet the acceptance criterion. Different approaches were then taken to 
improve the dynamic performance of the floors, using manual distribution of additional mass or optimised 
relocation of constant total mass. Selective distribution of mass in targeted areas accomplished considerable 
improvements in the dynamic performance. This paper identifies that statically optimised low-mass floors may 
be particularly sensitive to footfall loading, and establishes a reliable procedure for dynamic analysis using the 
dynamic characteristics of a rib-stiffened vaulted floor, revealing improvements to dynamic performance and 
providing insight into high frequency floors. 
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“Cold-formed stainless steel CHS beam-columns – Testing, simulation and design”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 213, Article 110270, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110270 
ABSTRACT: The present work was prompted by shortcomings identified in existing design provisions for 
stainless steel circular hollow section (CHS) beam-columns. First, addressing a lack of existing experimental 
data, a series of ferritic stainless steel CHS beam-column tests was undertaken at the cross-section and member 
levels. In total, 26 beam-column tests, including two section sizes (a non-slender class 3 and slender class 4 
cross-section), two member slenderness values for each cross-section type and a wide range of loading 
eccentricities were carried out to investigate the interaction between local and global buckling. Following 
validation of finite element (FE) models, a numerical study was then undertaken to explore the buckling 
response of stainless steel CHS beam-columns, covering austenitic, duplex and ferritic grades with a wide range 
of local and global slendernesses and applied loading eccentricities. Over 2000 numerical results were 
generated and used to assess new design proposals for stainless steel beam-columns, featuring improved 
compression and bending end points and new interaction factors. The new proposals are more consistent and 
more accurate in their resistance predictions than the current EN 1993-1-4 (2015) design approach. The 
reliability of the new proposals has been verified by means of statistical analyses according to EN 1990 (2005). 
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“Seismic performance analysis of a large-scale single-layer lattice dome with a hybrid three-directional seismic 
isolation system”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 214, Article 110627, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110627 
ABSTRACT: A large number of studies and applications have been carried out on horizontal seismic isolation 
systems, and their effectiveness has been indicated. For long-span spatial structures, vertical seismic load plays 
an important role. However, vertical seismic isolation technology has not been extensively investigated. In this 
paper, a hybrid bearing with three-directional seismic isolation effects is proposed, in which the triple friction 
pendulum component and the viscous damping component are combined in series. Compared with other 
seismic isolation systems, the advantages of this hybrid seismic isolation system are that it can not only greatly 
lengthen the structural periods but also dissipate the seismic energy in all three directions. A hybrid numerical 
modeling method for this hybrid seismic isolation bearing is also developed. The seismic performance of a 
welded large-scale single-layer lattice dome with this hybrid seismic isolation system subjected to near-field 
ground motions is analyzed. The results show that the important dynamic demands in the dome are significantly 
suppressed compared with the base-fixed dome. The seismic isolation effects are evaluated in all three 
directions, and the effectiveness of the hybrid isolation system is verified. Finally, a comparative study is 
performed, and the mechanical parameters of this hybrid bearing are discussed. It is found that the damping 
energy dissipation in the seismic isolation bearings is not the most important factor in reducing structural 
dynamic demands. The proposed seismic isolation system and its numerical modeling method provide an 
attractive and effective alternative for the design of long-span spatial structures with hybrid seismic isolation 
systems. 
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“Vibration and buckling characteristics of cracked natural fiber reinforced composite plates with corner point-
supports”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 214, Article 110614, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110614 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the accurate free vibration and buckling analysis of a partially or 
internally cracked natural fiber reinforced composite (NFRC) plate with corner point-supports by symplectic 
elasticity method. Mechanical degradation of NFRC plate during the hygrothermal ageing is described by using 
a theoretical damage model. Crack effects on the plate derived by using the line spring model (LSM) are 



considered in the governing equation of motion in the form of crack compliance coefficients. In the framework 
of symplectic elasticity, free vibration and buckling eigenvalue problems for three types of boundary conditions 
can be reduced into a set of algebraic equations by a superposition of boundaries. Highly accurate critical 
buckling loads, fundamental frequencies and corresponding mode shapes are solved simultaneously. A 
comparison of the new proposed model with finite element method is presented to validate the accuracy and 
effectiveness of the present method. Subsequently, the influence of hygrothermal ageing and crack parameters 
on the free vibration and buckling behaviors of cracked NFRC plates is rigorously presented. The research 
results conclude that both length and crack location are important factors that affect the hygrothermal ageing of 
NFRC plates. 
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“Dynamic response of saddle membrane structure under hail impact”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 214, Article 
110597, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110597 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic response of a typical four-point pretensioned saddle membrane 
structure under hail impact load is investigated by numerical simulations and experimental studies. Firstly, the 
initial shape of saddle membrane is obtained by form-finding analysis using the finite element analysis software 
ANSYS. The complex mechanical process of hail impact on the flexible membrane is simulated by LS-
DYNA/Explicit dynamic analysis program, and the dynamic response of membrane, including displacement, 
velocity and acceleration, etc, is characterized. Then the experiment of saddle membrane under hail impact is 
carried out by applying the same loading conditions with the numerical analysis. The comparison between the 
numerical and experimental results shows good agreement, which verifies the reliability of the numerical 
simulations. It is discovered that the pretension relaxation induced by the hail impact may decrease the critical 
wind speed of membrane, and significantly increase the risk of membrane instability subject to hailstorm. 
Finally, the dynamic characteristics of typical four-point tensioned saddle membrane are summarized, which 
may provide reference for the design, construction and maintenance of membrane structures. 
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“Reliability-based calibration of partial factors for the design of membrane structures”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 214, Article 110632, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110632 
ABSTRACT: Membrane structures are widely used because of their lightweight properties and expressive 
architectural shapes. However, there does not yet exist a unified design approach for membrane structures as is 
available for conventional buildings. Because of their flexibility, membrane structures exhibit a different 
structural behaviour than conventional buildings. Membrane structures are doubly curved, prestressed and the 
prestress contributes to the stiffness. The structural response of these structures is non-linear, and the hanging 
and arching directions interact. 
A probabilistic framework for tensioned membrane structures is developed herein. Using this tool, partial 
factors are calibrated for a representative tensioned hypar membrane structure made of PVC-coated polyester 
fabric. Reliability analyses are performed using a First Order Reliability Method in combination with Latin 
Hypercube Sampling. The approach is illustrated for two load cases, i.e. considering snow load and wind uplift 
load, respectively. Three hypars are investigated, each with a different rise to span ratio. 
The partial factors are determined through a minimisation process. As a result of the performed process, the 
recommended partial factor for prestress is 1.0, for snow load is 2.0 and for wind uplift load is 2.0 for the 
investigated membrane structure. In this study, the hanging direction under snow load proves to be decisive for 
the calibration of the partial factors. The obtained partial factors are not in line with the partial factors found in 
the Eurocode (1.5 for variable loads). Alternatively, when considering a partial factor for snow load and wind 



uplift load of 1.5, partial factor for prestress should be increased to 1.2 for the structural type which have been 
investigated. 
The application of Latin Hypercube Sampling in combination with the structural analysis of membrane 
structures enables to perform the reliability analysis calculations in a more computationally efficient way. 
Moreover, the used optimisation procedure for the calibration of the partial factors makes it possible to interpret 
the obtained results with respect to the complex non-linear behaviour of the investigated tensile membrane 
structures. 
 
Moon-Young Kim, Nemekhbayar Nanzad and Umar Hayat (School of Civil and Architectural Engineering, 
Sungkyunkwan University, 2066, Seobu-ro, Jangan-gu, Suwon-si 16419, South Korea), “Effects of un-bonded 
deviators on the out-of-plane buckling of steel H-beams pre-stressed by a straight tendon cable”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 214, Article 110566, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110566 
ABSTRACT: The out-of-plane buckling characteristics of a pre-stressed (PS) system that consists of a steel H-
beam, rectilinear tendon cable, anchorages and deviators is newly reported, in which the girder is subjected to 
combined compressive force and bending moment introduced by the tendon. For this, new lateral-torsional 
buckling theories were analytically formulated and solved for the PS system having no deviator, one 
intermediate deviator, two deviators at regular intervals and multiple deviators. In order to verify the validity of 
the proposed theories, numerical examples for the PS system are given and compared with the analysis results 
by ABAQUS models, which are composed of thin-walled beam, rigid beam and truss cable elements. The 
results showed that un-bonded deviators installed externally restrain lateral and torsional deformations of the 
steel beam sufficiently strongly to greatly improve its lateral-torsional buckling strength. 
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“Effects of far-field and near-fault cyclic loadings on seismic performance of naturally buckling braces in 
pairs”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 214, Article 110668, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110668 
ABSTRACT: Naturally buckling braces (NBBs) have been previously developed through combining low-yield 
and high-strength steel channel segments with an intended eccentricity along the brace length. The developed 
NBB formed a novel mechanism and was experimentally verified to provide a ductile and stable seismic 
performance with the features of early yielding, large post-yield stiffness in tension and well-postponed local 
buckling in compression compared to conventional buckling braces. In this study, a series of paired NBB 
specimens have been tested to clarify the seismic performance of NBBs in pairs in frame systems, such as the 
effects of brace angles, member and local slenderness, and adopted steel grades of the low-yield segment. Two 
types of cyclic loading protocols, including far-field and near-fault cyclic loadings, were applied to investigate 
near-fault effects on the seismic performance of the paired NBBs compared to that under far-field cyclic 
loading. The test results verified that the paired NBBs provided a comparable, ductile, and stable hysteretic 
performance in tension and compression under both far-field and near-fault loading protocols. A procedure to 
transfer the nonlinear measured strength backbone curves to bi-linear strength curves was proposed to present 
the major hysteretic properties of the paired NBBs, and several general equations were established to accurately 
estimate the major hysteretic properties. Strength degradation was observed among the specimens and was more 
significant under near-fault loading. An equation was developed to accurately quantify the strength degradation 
according to the member and local slenderness ratios of the paired NBBs, and the relationship of the strength 
degradation between far-field and near-fault loadings was established. Cumulative plastic deformation and total 
energy dissipation of specimens in the study were evaluated to quantify the fatigue life of the paired NBBs. 
Finally, an improved modelling approach of the paired NBBs was suggested and experimentally validated to 
more accurately represent the seismic performance of the paired NBBs in the frames. 
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“Experimental and numerical investigation on stub column behaviour of cold-formed octagonal hollow 
sections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 214, Article 110669, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110669 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical investigation into stub column behaviour of 
cold-formed steel octagonal hollow sections (OctHSs). A total of 16 OctHS stub columns were tested. Tensile 
coupons were extracted from both flat and corner portions of hollow sections to determine corresponding 
material properties. Finite element (FE) models were developed using commercially available software 
ABAQUS to replicate the test results generated in this study. The degree to which the enhanced material 
properties at corners should be extended was investigated. It was found that FE models with corner material 
properties extended to a width of material thickness beyond the corner portions offer the best agreement with 
test observations. The validated FE models were then adopted to conduct parametric studies to supplement test 
database. Cross-sectional slenderness limits specified in current design codes, including EN 1993-1-1, 
ANSI/AISC 360-16, ASCE/SEI 48-11 and AISI S100-16 (DSM) were evaluated against the test results in 
conjunction with the FE results. It was found that current limits are not suitable for the design of OctHSs. New 
cross-sectional slenderness limits in accordance with EN 1993-1-1, ANSI/AISC 360-16, ASCE/SEI 48-11 and 
DSM were then proposed based on the test and FE results. Cross-sectional capacity predictions obtained from 
EN 1993-1-1, ANSI/AISC 360-16, ASCE/SEI 48-11 and DSM were also compared with test and FE results. It 
is shown that the capacity predictions for slender sections from ASCE/SEI 48-11 are slightly unsafe, and 
ANSI/AISC 360-16 produces relatively satisfactory capacity predictions. 
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“Seismic performance of concrete-infilled double steel corrugated-plate walls: Experimental research”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110601, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110601 
ABSTRACT: The Concrete-infilled Double Steel Corrugated-plate Wall (CDSCW) consists of a corrugated 
part and two vertical boundary elements. The corrugated part is composed of two steel corrugated plates (SCPs) 
and infilled concrete, where high-strength bolts connect the two SCPs. The two vertical boundary elements are 
concrete filled steel tubulars. Obviously, owing to the corrugation configuration of SCPs as well as the positive 
interactive effect among SCPs, infilled concrete and vertical boundary elements, a CDSCW can attain high 
axial load-bearing efficiency and good seismic performance. This paper presents the experimental seismic 
performance of CDSCWs by exerting horizontal cyclic loads under constant axial compressions. Eight 
specimens were tested, with axial compression ratio, shear span to depth ratio and eccentricity of in-plane 
compressive load as the main research variables. The experimental results indicated all the specimens subjected 
to compression-bending failure with failure modes closely related to their axial compression ratios. There was a 
significant negative correlation between the axial compression ratio and the ductility of CDSCW specimens. In 
addition, the shear to span depth ratio had an important influence on the ductility of CDSCW specimens. 
Moreover, the experiment showed that the sectional axial strain distribution of CDSCW specimens conformed 
to the plane section assumption before reaching their peak load-bearing capacities, and most of the steel fibers 
except the ones near the neutral axis could be considered as plastic when the CDSCW specimens subjected to 
in-plane combined compression-bending-shear loads. Based on this, the formulae for estimating the load-
bearing capacity of the CDSCW specimens under the combination of constant axial compressions and 
horizontal cyclic loads are established. The comparison between the formula values and the experimental results 
proves that the formulae are accurate and conservative. The conclusions of the experimental investigation 
provide fundamentals for the establishment of CDSCW seismic design method. 
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“Reliability-based shear design of corrugated web steel beams for AISC 360 specification and CSA-S16 
standard”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110617, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110617 
ABSTRACT: The available literature on the shear strength of corrugated web steel beams (CWSBs) includes a 
wealth of methods that specify the nominal buckling capacity, but with no consideration of reliability-based 
design. In the framework of Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) codes, the design of steel members 
requires load factors to amplify the load effect and a resistance factor to scale-down the resistance based on a 
target reliability index. Therefore, for full integration of the shear design of CWSBs into the current design 
codes, resistance factors must be developed and calibrated for use within the LRFD context. This is crucial 
since the use of existing resistance factors that were specifically developed for welded plate girders for the 
design of CWSBs may lead to a level of safety that is not consistent with the philosophy of the code. Using a 
curated database of test results, the present paper attempts to address the lack of a reliability-based design 
method specific to CWSBs. Two North American design standards were selected in this study, namely, AISC 
360 and CSA-S16. A series of reliability analyses are performed first to verify the consistency of reliability 
indices for welded plate girders designed following the two standards. Then, a probabilistic-based approach is 
used to calibrate the resistance factors for the shear limit state of CWSBs in accordance with the AISC 360 and 
CSA-S16 considering dead, live, wind, and snow loads. Finally, an iterative step-by-step procedure is then 
developed within the LRFD framework to aid in the design of corrugated webs to resist shear loads at ultimate. 
Findings of the study showed that the current AISC 360 resistance factor for welded plate girders when used for 
the shear design for CWSB, does not yield a safety level that is consistent with the target reliability; thus, a new 
factor equal to 0.85 is proposed. For CSA-S16, the current resistance factor of 0.90 for welded plate girders is 
found to be appropriate for corrugated web steel beams. 
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“Structural shear performance of insulated precast concrete sandwich panels with steel plate connectors”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110691, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110691 
ABSTRACT: Precast concrete sandwich panels are an increasingly popular means of building cladding. They 
can be designed with high thermal resistance by embedding abundant insulation between two concrete wythes. 
Steel, in the form of thin plate connectors, remains one of the most common tie materials to support the outer 
wythe of concrete vertically, and transmit lateral forces from the external rain-screen to the internal structural 
wythe. The optimum design of steel shear connectors must satisfy thermal and strength capacity constraints. An 
extensive experimental study analyses the structural shear performance of precast concrete sandwich panels 
with steel plate connectors of various dimensions that give rise to different load capacities, stiffnesses and 
failure modes. 
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“Experimental study and design method of shear-dominated composite plate shear walls”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110656, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110656 
ABSTRACT: Many skyscrapers have used the Reinforced Concrete (RC) filled Composite Plate Shear Walls 
(CPSW). Based on in-plane shear tests on six shear-critical CPSW specimens and a RC shear wall specimen, 
the behavior of CPSW systems with stud or tie bar connectors, various connector spacings, and various axial 
compression ratios were reported. In the test program, the Concrete Filled Steel Tubes (CFSTs) are applied for 
each specimen as boundary elements to simulate the engineering design of CPSW in skyscrapers. This paper 
presents the test observations, the ultimate capacity, the lateral stiffness, the ductility and the energy dissipation 



results. Based on the test results, the CPSW specimens with CFST boundary element failed in shear 
compression failure and the reference RC shear wall failed in shear tension failure. The weld fracture was 
generally found at boundary element (CFST) in the descending branch. Compared to the RC shear wall, the 
shear capacity of the CPSW systems were enhanced by 104–129%. The difference between CPSW systems 
with stud connectors and those with tie bars was insignificant in terms of ultimate capacity. Subsequently, a 
new database including 38 test specimens was established from the aforementioned test program and available 
literatures. The database results indicate the compressive capacity of infilled concrete is the dominating factor 
influencing the shear capacity, instead of the yield capacity of steel. In addition, a design formula for the in-
plane ultimate capacity of shear-critical CPSW systems is proposed. Comparisons demonstrated that the 
proposed model was consistent and exhibited a reasonable level of consistency. 
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“Estimating the evolution of strain induced by inelastic cyclic local buckling in steel beam-columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110708, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110708 
ABSTRACT: Steel beam-columns subjected to seismic loading often experience inelastic cyclic local buckling, 
which leads to strain amplification within the locally buckled region. These strains are ultimately responsible 
for Ultra Low Cycle Fatigue or fracture. An approach is presented to estimate the evolution of local buckling 
induced strain at critical locations in steel wide-flanged members subjected to cyclic loading. The main 
scientific basis for the approach is a series of 26 Continuum Finite Element (CFE) models that investigate a 
range of configurations (member cross section, axial load, loading history). Based on these simulations, a 3-
dimensional post-buckling mechanism defined by yield lines, rigid facets, and yielding zones is proposed. This 
mechanism provides a bridging relationship between member plastic hinge rotations and local buckling induced 
strains at the continuum level. Guidelines for estimating various parameters that define this mechanism are 
presented. The approach is extended to predict strain evolution under cyclic loading; this extension accounts for 
history effects associated with buckling, straightening, and re-buckling of the cross-section. The method is 
validated by comparing the predicted strain evolution to its counterpart as determined from CFE simulations. 
The results indicate that the proposed method is highly effective in predicting the evolution of local buckling 
induced strain, and shows minimal bias with respect to configurational parameters and loading history. As such, 
the method is a computationally efficient alternative to CFE simulations, which are currently the only means for 
estimating cyclic local buckling induced strains. Applications of the method are outlined along with a 
discussion of its limitations. 
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“Static bending and free vibration analysis of multilayered composite cylindrical and spherical panels 
reinforced with graphene platelets by using isogeometric analysis method”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, 
Article 110682, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110682 
ABSTRACT: This study makes an attempt at analyzing numerically the bending and free vibration behavior of 
multilayered composite cylindrical and spherical panels reinforced with graphene platelets (GPLs). A numerical 
model for the static and dynamic analyses of the GPL reinforced composite curved panels based on 
isogeometric analysis (IGA) combined with higher-order shear deformation shell theory is developed for the 
first time. NURBS (non-uniform rational B-spline) based IGA considered in the present investigation is capable 
of constructing exactly the complex geometries of the shell-type structures. The cylindrical and spherical panels 
are fabricated by stacking several layers in which the GPL concentration alters in a layerwise manner to form 
functionally graded (FG) structure. Uniform, FG-O, FG-X and FG-A types of GPL dispersions are taken into 
account. The Halpin-Tsai model is adopted to determine the effective modulus of elasticity, whilst the modified 
rule of mixture is utilized to estimate Poisson’s ratio and the mass density of the nanocompoiste curved panels. 



The motion equations for the static and dynamic problems are derived from the higher-order shear deformation 
shell theory established based on the Reddy’s shell theory, and NURBS based isogeometric formulation is made 
to obtain the central deflections and natural frequencies of the multilayered FG GPL strengthened composite 
curved panels. The validity of the present IGA method is first evidenced, followed by the illustrative parametric 
studies to further scrutinize the static and dynamic responses of the nanocomposite cylindrical and spherical 
panels with the various reinforcement schemes. 
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“Experimental and numerical studies of pin-ended press-braked S960 ultra-high strength steel channel section 
columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110629, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110629 
ABSTRACT: Grade S960 ultra-high strength steel is receiving increasing attention owing to its excellent 
strength-to-weight ratio. However, its application in construction engineering is rather limited due to the lack of 
adequate design rules, as the current established codes in Europe, North America and Australia/New Zealand 
only cover the design of steel components with material grades up to S700 (or S690). This prompts 
investigations into different types of S960 UHSS structural components and development of accurate and 
efficient design rules for them. The present paper focuses on press-braked S960 UHSS channel section columns 
prone to flexural buckling about the minor principal axes, with their behaviour and resistances thoroughly 
examined through experiments and numerical modelling. An experimental programme was firstly performed on 
two non-slender press-braked channel sections, with five column specimens of varying member lengths 
employed for each cross-section, and included initial global and local geometric imperfection measurements 
and pin-ended column tests about the minor principal axes. This was followed by a parallel numerical 
modelling programme, where finite element (FE) models were developed to simulate the experimental results 
and afterwards adopted to perform a parametric study to generate additional numerical data over a broader 
spectrum of cross-section dimensions and member lengths. It is worth noting that there were two orientations 
associated with minor-axis flexural buckling of press-braked S960 UHSS channel section columns, namely ‘C’ 
orientation (indicating that columns buckled towards the webs) and ‘reverse C’ orientation (indicating that 
columns buckled towards the flange tips), and both of the two types of failure modes were carefully examined 
in the present study. It was found that channel section columns failing by flexural buckling in the ‘reverse C’ 
orientation generally exhibited superior resistances relative to their counterparts with failure in the ‘C’ 
orientation. The experimental and numerical data were also used to assess the applicability of the codified 
provisions for press-braked S700 (or S690) channel section columns failing by flexural buckling about the 
minor principal axes to the design of their S960 counterparts. The assessment results indicated that (i) the 
existing European code leads to overall conservative and scattered design flexural buckling resistances, 
especially for those relatively short and intermediate press-braked S960 UHSS channel section columns with 
failure in the ‘reverse C’ orientation, and (ii) the North American specification and Australian/New Zealand 
standard result in a higher degree of design accuracy and consistency than the European code, but with many 
over-predicted flexural buckling resistances for press-braked S960 UHSS channel section short and 
intermediate columns failing in the ‘C’ orientation. 
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“Experimental investigation and numerical analysis of pin-ended extruded aluminium alloy unequal angle 
columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, Article 110694, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110694 
ABSTRACT: The structural performance of aluminium alloy unequal angle columns was investigated in this 
study. Fourteen columns made of two extruded aluminium alloy unequal angle cross-sections were tested. 
Complementary material property tests and geometric imperfection measurements were also carried out. The 
test setup, procedure and results were fully reported. After the tests, numerical models were developed to 
replicate the tested pin-ended extruded aluminium alloy unequal angle column behaviour. The validated finite 



element models were then adopted to analyse the effect of the configuration of initial geometric imperfections, 
which proved to be pivotal in mode interaction of the column buckling performance. Parametric studies were 
carried out with specific initial imperfection configuration to generate further numerical data. The ultimate 
resistances derived from the experiments and finite element analyses were employed to evaluate the 
applicability of the current codified standards. The result comparison shows that current design provisions yield 
unsafe predictions for pin-ended unequal angle columns since the buckling mode interaction is not considered. 
The development of applicable design proposals and further investigation into buckling modal participation for 
pin-ended extruded aluminium alloy unequal angle columns are required. 
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“Flexural behavior of prestressed sandwich plate system composite beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 215, 
Article 110705, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110705 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, research on the flexural behavior of prestressed composite beams with sandwich 
floor panels, rather than concrete slabs, is presented. The sandwich plate system (SPS) consisting of top and 
bottom steel faceplates with a high-density polyurethane core between the faceplates was used for the floor 
panels in this study. Full-scale experiments were conducted to investigate the flexural performance of 
prestressed SPS composite beams (PSCBs). The test results demonstrate that the PSCB specimen exhibited 
excellent ductile behavior after yielding, with ductility ratio as high as 12.6. The failure mode at the ultimate 
limit state was fracture of the installed steel strands, and the ultimate load was increased by 14% due to the 
strengthening effect of the steel strands. Transfer of forces between an SPS floor panel and steel beam was 
accomplished through bolted connections, and the specimen behaved well as fully composite beams. A 
theoretical method for estimating the flexural strength and stiffness of PSCBs is established, and a finite 
element model capable of predicting the flexural behavior of PSCBs is also proposed. 
 
Rúben F.R. Lopes and João Paulo C. Rodrigues, “Behaviour of restrained concrete filled square double-skin 
and double-tube hollow columns in case of fire”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 216, Article 110736, 1 August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110736 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the fire behaviour of restrained 
composite columns made with square concrete filled double-skin and double-tube hollow sections. In the fire 
resistance tests the columns have been tested for different parameters that may influence their behavior, as for 
example the type of cross-section, the concrete filling of the tubes (ordinary, high-strength and light-weight 
concrete), the load level and the stiffness of the surrounding structure to the testing columns. These columns 
had two concentric steel tubes, where the inner one had approximately half the side of the outer one. The 
double-tube columns had both tubes filled with concrete and the double-skin ones had only concrete between 
tubes. As major conclusions, it was observed that the load level had a small influence on the reduction of the 
critical times but some influence on the reduction of the ultimate collapse times of the tested columns. The 
stiffness showed an insignificant influence on the critical time but again a higher influence on the ultimate 
collapse time of the columns being those smaller for the higher stiffness values. The concrete infill showed 
some influence, presenting the columns with high-strength concrete in the inner tube higher ultimate collapse 
times than those with ordinary concrete. The use of light-weight concrete between tubes did not show 
advantages when comparing with the ordinary concrete. The double-tube columns presented in general 
advantages over the double-skin columns being the ultimate collapse times of the first higher than those of the 
second. 



 
Hong-Song Hu, Li Xu, Zi-Xiong Guo and Bahram M. Shahrooz, “Behavior of eccentrically loaded square 
spiral-confined high-strength concrete-filled steel tube columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 216, Article 
110743, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110743 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns have been widely used in super tall buildings. Since 
these columns are subjected to very high axial loads, the use of high-strength concrete (HSC) is preferred in 
order to reduce their cross-sectional size. For applications in seismic regions, additional confinement to the 
HSC may be needed to ensure ductility. Among various approaches, spiral confinement is an effective and 
practical way for square CFST columns. Six spiral-confined concrete-filled steel tube (SCCFST) columns and 
three CFST columns with the concrete compressive strength of 111 MPa were tested under eccentric axial 
loading. The behavior of the columns under different levels of eccentricity ratio was investigated, and the use of 
high-strength spirals to further enhance confinement was also examined. Concrete crushing was found to be the 
main cause for the loss of the load-carrying capacity. Spiral reinforcement is not effective in increasing the 
load-carrying capacity; however, it can considerably improve ductility, which is improved with an increase of 
the yield strength of spiral reinforcement. Based on the test results, an equivalent uniaxial stress–strain model 
was developed for the HSC in CFST and SCCFST columns. A fiber beam-column element using the proposed 
stress–strain models was found to provide good predictions of the measured load–displacement responses. Such 
fiber element can be used for modeling of SCCCFST columns with HSC in nonlinear structural analysis of tall 
buildings. 
 
Pouria Ayough, N.H. Ramli Sulong, Zainah Ibrahim and Po-Chien Hsiao, “Nonlinear analysis of square 
concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular columns under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 216, 
Article 110678, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110678 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the characteristics of square concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) 
short columns with inner circular steel tube by performing a series of nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis. 
The precise definitions of the behavior of the material are the initial requirement of numerical modeling. The 
existing models for predicting the behavior of the concrete core confined by the circular tube are not suitable 
since the mechanism of the concrete confinement in square composite columns is different from that of the 
circular ones. Also, ignoring the confinement effects on improving the concrete strength may lead to 
conservative results. In this paper, the confinement effects provided by the steel tubes on the concrete core in 
square CFDST columns are taken into account in the concrete constitutive model. The verified FE model is 
utilized to investigate the effects of important parameters on the ultimate axial strength, energy absorption 
capacity, ductility, and interaction performance of CFDST columns. A new design equation is suggested based 
on stress distribution over the concrete cross-section. It is shown that material properties and dimensions of 
composite columns can highly affect their performance. Also, the thickness of the inner tube must be controlled 
to prevent its premature failure. Validation of the design equation shows that it leads to the satisfactory 
predictions of the ultimate strengths of square CFDST short columns under axial loading. 
 
Hui Zhao, Rui Wang, Q.M. Li, Hao Wu, Chuan-Chuan Hou and Guoqing An, “Experimental and numerical 
investigation on impact and post-impact behaviours of H-shaped steel members”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
216, Article 110750, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110750 
ABSTRACT: The impact and post-impact behaviours of H-shaped steel members are investigated 
experimentally and numerically in this paper. The drop-hammer impact tests and the axial compression tests 
after impact were firstly performed on thirteen specimens, in which two boundary conditions and four impact 
energies (drop height ranged from 1.04 m to 2.50 m) were used. Experimental results such as failure patterns, 
impact force–time histories, permanent deformations and post-impact axial load-lateral deflection curves were 
presented. Subsequently, finite element models were established using ABAQUS software. The impact test and 
the axial compression test after impact were reproduced using the explicit and implicit algorithms in ABAQUS, 
respectively. Finally, case studies were carried out using the validated FE models to assess the residual load-
carrying capacities of impact-damaged H-shaped steel members in industrial plants. The results showed that the 
boundary condition had an influence on the failure pattern and impact force response during impact. Within the 



parameter range of this work, the residual load-carrying capacity of H-shaped steel members was primarily 
affected by the global deformation at the mid-height induced by impact. 
 
Qibin Hu, Ying Gao, Xinmiao Meng and Yue Diao, “Axial compression of steel–timber composite column 
consisting of H-shaped steel and glulam”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 216, Article 110561, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110561 
ABSTRACT: A steel–timber composite (STC) column made of H-shaped steel and glulam is proposed in this 
paper. This STC column is constructed by wrapping the H-shaped steel with the adhesive-applied glulam, 
which provides confinement to reduce the buckling behaviour of the inner steel. Six STC specimens with 
lengths of 1100 mm, 1700 mm and 2300 mm were studied using an axial compression test in comparison to 
three steel and three timber specimens. The distinctive behaviours of the specimens were identified, including 
the failure mode, load–axial displacement relationship, load–lateral deflection relationship and load–axial strain 
response. The results demonstrated that the mechanical properties of the STC column are significantly affected 
by column length. The interaction mechanism between the steel and timber materials was evaluated by 
analysing the yield strain and the ductility coefficient. The composite effect of the STC column was also 
discussed by comparing the average strengths. Furthermore, the load-carrying capacity calculation formula 
including parameter selection of the STC column when yielding was proposed. 
 
Yunchao Tang, Shu Fang, Jieming Chen, Liangyi Ma, Lijuan Li and Xiangguo Wu, “Axial compression 
behavior of recycled-aggregate-concrete-filled GFRP–steel composite tube columns”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 216, Article 110676, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110676 
ABSTRACT: Aiming to expand the structural applications of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC), the 
innovative approach of using the hybrid form of RAC-filled glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP)–steel 
composite tube columns (RACFCTs) is particularly striking because of their optimal combining of fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP), RAC and steel. The existing research relevant to RACFCTs is limited and is mainly 
concerned with seismic performance. This paper presents the first-ever axial compression test on RACFCTs 
having three different slenderness ratios ranging from 20 to 40; the effect of the recycled coarse aggregate (RA) 
replacement ratio is also examined. The main performance aspects evaluated in this study were the failure 
mode, ultimate condition, axial load–lateral deflection curves, load–strain curves, and dilation behavior. The 
test results clearly show the benefit of the GFRP–steel composite tube on the compression behavior of the 
columns. The test results also demonstrate that the RACFCTs with a high RA replacement ratio and a high 
slenderness ratio had more ductile behavior. Finally, a design equation for predicting the maximum capacity of 
RACFCTs was derived, and its applicability was examined. The proposed formula produced a close estimate of 
the test results. 
 
Zheng-Bo Pi, Meni Su, Yuan-Yuan Peng, Yu-Hang Wang, Wei Luo and Yong-Sen Lan, “Seismic behaviour of 
concrete-filled steel tubular columns with internal H-section steel under pure torsion and compression–torsion 
loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 216, Article 110761, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110761 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns have been widely used in the construction industry 
because of their excellent compression capacity and torsion resistance. Regarding traditional CFST columns, 
the H-CFST column with an additional H-section steel member embedded in the core concrete provides 
improved fire and compression resistance. In this study, the seismic performance of nine H-CFST columns 
under cyclic torsional and compression–cyclic torsional loads was experimentally analysed. In the experiments, 
the failure mode, torque versus torsional angle hysteresis, torque versus torsional angle skeleton, torsional 
stiffness degradation, and energy dissipation capacity were determined. The hysteretic curves of the H-CFST 
columns under torsion were relatively plump in shape and exhibited no ‘pinching’ phenomenon, and the 
torsional stiffness of the H-CFST columns under unloading and reverse loading was approximately equal to the 
initial torsional stiffness. In addition, the applied compression had remarkable effects on the torsional capacity, 
torsional ductility, torsional stiffness, and hysteretic loop energy dissipation of the H-CFST columns. The shear 
capacities of the steel and concrete under normal stress or combined normal and shear stress were determined 
based on the latest theories and test results. Moreover, design method for the determination of the torsional 
capacity of H-CFST columns under compressive torsion is proposed based on the test results, and the 



theoretical contribution ratio of the H-section steel, steel tube, and concrete in the H-CFST columns to the 
torsional capacity was determined. 
 
Yu-Yi Ye, De-Hua Zhu, Jun-Jie Zeng, Guan Lin and Wei-Qiang Wang, “Rectangular double-tube concrete 
columns with an internal elliptical high-strength steel tube: Concept and behavior”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
216, Article 110742, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110742 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel form of rectangular fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-concrete-high 
strength steel (HSS) hybrid columns referred to as rectangular double-tube concrete columns (DTCCs). These 
columns consist of a rectangular FRP tube filled with concrete and an elliptical HSS tube as internal 
reinforcement. The inner elliptical steel tube encloses most of the concrete in the rectangular section and 
therefore most of the concrete in the section is effectively confined. The high susceptibility of the HSS elliptical 
tube to local buckling is expected to be suppressed by the confined concrete, leading to full utilization of the 
high strength of HSS. This paper demonstrates the excellent performance of the new columns due to the above 
beneficial interactions between different components in the column through an experimental study. In the 
experimental study, twelve rectangular DTCCs covering different FRP tube thicknesses and aspect ratios were 
tested under axial compression. Finally, an existing stress–strain model for FRP-confined concrete in 
rectangular columns is modified to be applicable to the concrete in the new column by accounting for the 
confinement effect from the inner elliptical HSS tube. It is found that the modified model provides more 
accurate predictions on the stress–strain curves of confined concrete in the rectangular DTCCs than the original 
model. 
 
Yanlei Wang, Gaochuang Cai, Amir Si Larbi, Danièle Waldmann, Konstantinos Daniel Tsavdaridis and 
Jianghua Ran, “Monotonic axial compressive behaviour and confinement mechanism of square CFRP-steel tube 
confined concrete”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 217, Article 110802, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110802 
ABSTRACT: Steel tube confined concrete (STCC) is widely used in the vertical members of high-rise 
buildings such as columns. The axial load is not directly resisted by the steel tube in STCC, but is resisted via 
the interfacial frictional stress between steel tube and concrete core, which is different with that of concrete 
filled steel tube (CFT) members and would effectively suppress the outward local buckling of steel tube at early 
stage. Recently, fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) confined STCC presents a potential to enhance the ductility and 
durability of such vertical elements. This paper presents an experimental study on monotonic axial compressive 
behaviour of carbon FRP (CFRP) confined STCC (CFRP-STCC) stub column and an analytical study on the 
confinement mechanism of and the ultimate axial bearing capacity of the elements. A three-stage confinement 
mechanism involving the different contributions of the steel tube and the CFRP wrap in CFRP-STCC elements 
was proposed based on the test results. A prediction model of the ultimate axial bearing capacity of CFRP-
STCC stub columns was developed subsequently. Results show that the presence of CFRP wrap enhances 
effectively the load-bearing capacity and the ductility of steel tube confined plain concrete and reinforced 
concrete elements, and significantly prevents the local buckling of the steel tubes in the elements. The proposed 
prediction model of ultimate axial bearing capacity assesses test results with a great agreement. 
 
P. Xie, Guan Lin, J.G. Teng and T. Jiang, “Modelling of concrete-filled filament-wound FRP confining tubes 
considering nonlinear biaxial tube behavior”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 218, Article 110762, 1 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110762 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) tubes (CFFTs) are an attractive form of hybrid 
members, in which the FRP tube is typically manufactured by filament-winding with fibers suitably oriented for 
desired mechanical properties. A significant number of studies have been conducted on the behavior of CFFTs 
under axial compression, in which the FRP tube is commonly assumed to have linear-elastic behavior, and is 
often taken to be under a uniaxial stress state (i.e., hoop tension), especially when the fibers are oriented close to 
the hoop direction. However, in reality, FRP tubes in CFFTs are subjected to biaxial stresses (hoop tension in 
combination with axial compression) and may exhibit significant nonlinear behavior. This paper presents an 
improved model for the axial compressive behavior of CFFTs with the nonlinear biaxial behavior of the FRP 
tube duly taken into account. To verify the proposed model, seven circular CFFTs were tested under axial 



compression. Ancillary tests on bare FRP tubes were also conducted to determine the material properties of the 
FRP tubes. Comparison between predictions and test results indicates that the proposed model leads to more 
accurate predictions of the CFFT behavior than the existing ones in which the biaxial nonlinearity of the FRP 
tube is ignored. 
 
Qi He, Hong-Liang Dai, Qin-Feng Gui and Jun-Jian Li, “Analysis of vibration characteristics of joined 
cylindrical-spherical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 218, Article 110767, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110767 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the free and forced vibration of joined cylindrical-spherical shells (JCSSs) subjected 
to classical boundary conditions are investigated by a variational method. A JCSSs is divided into its 
components (i.e., cylindrical and spherical shells) at the cylinder-sphere junction. The interface continuity and 
geometric boundary conditions are approximately enforced by means of a modified variational principle and 
least-squares weighted residual method. Donnell shell theory is used to formulate the theoretical model. Double 
mixed series are adopted as admissible displacement functions for each shell component. In addition, the forced 
vibration response of the JCSSs is gained through the Newmark-β method. Through the comparison and 
analysis study, it is obvious that the proposed method has a good stable and rapid convergence property and the 
results of this paper closely agreed with those obtained by published literatures and the finite element method. 
The influence of structural parameters and different loading modes on free and forced vibration characteristics 
of JCSSs are considered. 
 
Yuqi Jiang, Huihuan Ma, J.Y. Richard Liew and Feng Fan, “Testing of aluminum alloyed bolted joints for 
connecting aluminum rectangular hollow sections in reticulated shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 218, 
Article 110848, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110848 
ABSTRACT: A new joint system for connecting aluminum alloy rectangular hollow section (ARH) members is 
proposed to overcome the problem of connecting rectangular tubes using the traditional Temcor joint. The 
structural performance of the ARH joint system under an out-of-plane bending moment is studied 
experimentally. The moment-rotation (M-Φ) curves, stress variation, and failure modes of the ARH joint 
obtained from the tests are discussed. A bilinear model is proposed to summarize the M-Φ curves of the joint. 
The influence of the key parameters, gusset thickness and bolt quantity on the mechanical behavior of the ARH 
joint is analyzed. Subsequently, finite element analysis is conducted to investigate the moment rotational 
behavior of the ARH joint. The comparison between the experimental and numerical results proves that the 
proposed finite element model is accurate enough and can be used to study the moment resistance behavior of 
the ARH joint system. The results show that the proposed ARH joint, for connecting rectangular hollow section 
members, can be considered as a semi-rigid connection. This study provides a reference for the practical 
application of the ARH joint in reticulated structures made of aluminum rectangular members. 
 
Charlotte Mercier, Abdelouahab Khelil, Firas Al Mahmoud, Ali Khamisi, Remi Boissiere, Jean-Luc Blin-
Lacroix and Alain Pamies, “Lateral stability of slender cold-rolled hollow tubular sections with initial 
imperfections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 219, Article 110840, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110840 
ABSTRACT: The European design code for steel structures, Eurocode 3 Part 1-1, defines the buckling 
resistance criterion, which enables initial imperfections to be taken into account without including them in the 
model structure. The initial imperfections are taken into account by the reduction factor for buckling χ. This 
reduction factor depends on the imperfection factor α defined in Table 6.1 of Eurocode 3 Part 1-1. Several full-
scale tests have showed that initial imperfections for cold-formed hollow tubular sections, defined in Eurocode 
3, are overestimated compared to the experimental results. Indeed, the initial imperfections of a cold-formed 
hollow tubular section are closer to the initial imperfections of the buckling curve “a” than to those of buckling 
curve “c”. Furthermore, a considerable difference was observed between the findings of the interaction 
formulae for the beam-columns in Eurocode 3, without modelling the initial imperfections, and the findings 
obtained with the cross-section resistance criterion, by modelling the initial imperfections. This difference is 
due to the buckling coefficient χ defined for a structure loaded to its full potential. To overcome this problem, a 



new design procedure is proposed for beam-columns without lateral-torsional buckling. This procedure involves 
new buckling coefficients χ* and new interaction formulae, which enable the following points to be taken into 
account: the intensity of the loads applied to the structure, the type of analysis (1st or 2nd order) and the 
required level of the criterion in line with cross-sectional properties (elastic, linear plastic or non-linear plastic). 
 
Xiaofeng Wang, Huijie Fu, Siu-seong Law, Qingshan Yang and Na Yang, “Experimental study on the 
interaction between inner air and enveloping membrane of inflated membrane tubes”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 219, Article 110892, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110892 
ABSTRACT: Inflated membrane tubes are popularly used as supporting members in civil engineering and 
aerospace engineering. The stiffness and bearing capacity of the tube originate from the tensile stress of the 
membrane induced by the inner air pressure. Deformation of the tube under load results in a change in this 
pressure and hence influences the tensile stress of the enveloping membrane and the stiffness of the tube. The 
latter would affect the deformation again. Such an interaction between the deformation of the enveloping 
membrane and the inner air pressure plays an important role in the mechanical behavior of the tube, and yet it 
has not received any attention according to the literature. This paper experimentally studied the air-membrane 
interaction of an inflated tube under both axial compression and transverse bending and its influence on the 
critical wrinkling load and ultimate bearing capacity with variations in the initial pressure, constraint type, axial 
load and slenderness ratio. A special experimental setup and test procedure were designed and developed to test 
the inflated tubes. The experimental results reveal quantitatively the air-membrane interaction and its significant 
influence on the mechanical behaviors of an inflated membrane tube which are sensitive to the four influencing 
factors studied. The results can be helpful to the understanding of the behavior of inflated membrane tubes with 
the air-membrane interaction, and may therefore improve the reliability of the tubes in civil and aerospace 
engineering applications. 
 
Qusay Al-Kaseasbeh and Iraj H.P. Mamaghani, “Thin-Walled Steel Stiffened Square Box Columns with 
Uniform and Graded Thickness under Bidirectional Cyclic Loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 219, Article 
110919, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110919 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the overall hysteretic behavior of uniform (BB) and proposed graded-thickness 
(BGB) thin-walled steel square box columns under constant axial force and circular bidirectional cyclic lateral 
loading is investigated. First of all, the adopted finite element model (FEM) in ABAQUS is verified with the 
experimental results in the literature and employed for the analysis. Second, the proposed BGB column, with 
the same cross-section size and volume of material equivalent to the BB column, is evaluated. Then, the 
strength and ductility deterioration of both BB and BGB columns under circular bidirectional cyclic loading 
path over the unidirectional path are emphasized. Finally, an intensive parametric study is conducted to 
investigate the effect of main design parameters including: width-to-thickness ratio parameter (Rf), column 
slenderness ratio parameter (λ), magnitude of axial load (P/Py), and number of loading cycles (N) on the overall 
hysteretic behavior of BB and BGB columns under constant axial force and circular bidirectional cyclic lateral 
loading. Subsequently, design formulae have been derived to predict the ultimate strength and ductility 
capacities of the BB and BGB columns. 
 
Amirhossein Karimi and Mahdi Nematzadeh, “Axial compressive performance of steel tube columns filled with 
steel fiber-reinforced high strength concrete containing tire aggregate after exposure to high temperatures”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 219, Article 110608, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110608 
ABSTRACT: The performance of concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns including scrap-tire rubber under 
compression and in particular changes in their behavior after thermal treatment has remained mostly 
understudied. This has led to the lack of the use of rubberized concrete in these columns. This study attempted 
to examine the post-heating performance of CFST columns subject to several temperatures (20, 250, 500, and 
750 °C) with regard to the amount of scrap-tire rubber aggregate used as a volume fraction of sand (0, 5, and 
10%), quantity of steel fibers in volume (0, 1, and 1.5%), and the ratio of the outer diameter to thickness of the 
steel tube (43 and 25.4). The specimens had high-strength concrete cores and seamless steel tubes. The total 



number of manufactured confined and unconfined cylindrical specimens was 114, which were then exposed to 
heat and axial compressive testing. Through these tests, the loading capacity, ductility, toughness, and 
compressive load-strain curves of different specimens were explored. Based on the results, although including 
the scrap-tire aggregate (by 10%) in the concrete mixture lowered the strength of the confined specimens (by 
12%), thermal treatment had no particular increasing effect on this decline. Furthermore, as the quantity of steel 
fibers and the thickness of the steel tube in the heated and non-heated CFST specimens increased, toughness 
increased in all the specimens, and the ductility had an ascending trend in most specimens. In addition, the 
optimum quantity of steel fibers used here was 1%. In this regard, although the fibers affected the compressive 
strength of the CFST specimens negligibly, they demonstrated a considerable improving effect on the ductility 
and absorbed energy in all specimens particularly the heated ones. Up to 250 °C, the decline in strength was 
negligible, while above this temperature, this decline in strength was much more considerable, and also, the 
post-peak slope of all the curves decreased. Finally, due to the importance of predicting the strength of CFST 
columns after exposure to heat, a relationship for predicting the loading capacity of these columns under heat 
was proposed and the associated results were compared with the experimental results of this work as well as the 
experimental results reported by others. Good consistency was seen between the predicted and experimental 
results. 
 
Yi-Fei Hu, Kwok-Fai Chung, Huiyong Ban and David A. Nethercot, “Investigations into residual stresses in 
S690 cold-formed circular hollow sections due to transverse bending and longitudinal welding”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 219, Article 110911, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110911 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental and numerical investigation into residual stresses of S690 
cold-formed circular hollow sections (CFCHS) due to transverse bending and longitudinal welding. It is 
generally expected that adverse effects of residual stresses on both cross-section and member resistances in the 
S690 CFCHS are proportionally less pronounced, when compared with those in S355 CFCHS owing to 
increased yield strengths of the steels. Hence, there is a need to determine the distribution of residual stresses in 
the S690 CFCHS through a rational experimental and numerical investigation in order to provide accurate data 
for subsequent structural assessment on these sections. A total of four S690 CFCHS are fabricated with 6 mm 
thick plates with (i) transverse bending, and (ii) longitudinal welding. Surface temperature history at selected 
positions of these sections are measured with thermocouples during welding while surface residual stresses are 
measured with the sectioning method after welding. Owing to various practical constraints in measuring 
residual stresses of these sections accurately, a total of three coordinated finite element models are established 
in which their numerical results are integrated for rational analyses. The transverse bending process is simulated 
with two-dimensional models with plane-strain elements which undergo extensive plastic deformations to 
generate residual stresses after springback. The longitudinal welding process is simulated with two coupled 
three-dimensional models with solid elements to perform a sequentially-coupled thermomechanical analysis in 
the presence of those residual stresses due to transverse bending. Consequently, a rational distribution of the 
residual stresses due to both transverse bending and longitudinal welding in these sections are readily 
determined with these coordinated finite element models after careful calibration against measured data. 
 
An He, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Flexural buckling behaviour and resistances of circular high strength 
concrete-filled stainless steel tube columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 219, Article 110893, 15 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110893 
ABSTRACT: The flexural buckling behaviour and resistances of circular high strength concrete-filled stainless 
steel tube (HCFSST) columns were examined based on experiments and numerical modelling, and reported in 
the present paper. The experimental programme was conducted on 12 circular HCFSST columns with various 
member relative slendernesses, and included material tests, initial global geometric imperfection measurements 
and pin-ended column tests, with their procedures and setups fully described. The experimentally observed 
results, including the failure loads and modes as well as the load-deformation curves (load-end shortening 
curves and load-mid-height lateral deflection curves) of the circular HCFSST column specimens and the 
development of the longitudinal strains of the outer stainless steel tubes, were presented and discussed. The 
experimental programme was then supplemented by a numerical modelling programme, where finite element 
models were developed and validated against the test results, and then used for conducting parametric studies to 
generate further numerical data on circular HCFSST columns over a broad spectrum of cross-section 



dimensions and member lengths. Owing to the lack of international design codes for stainless steel–high 
strength concrete composite structures, the relevant codified design rules for circular normal strength concrete-
filled carbon steel tube columns failing by flexural buckling, as used in Europe, America and Australia/New 
Zealand, were assessed for their applicability to circular HCFSST columns, based on the obtained experimental 
and numerical data. The assessment results indicated that the design rules, as given in the Australian/New 
Zealand standard and American specification, lead to many unsafe flexural buckling resistance predictions 
when used for circular HCFSST columns, while the design rules, as adopted in the European code, result in 
more safe and reliable design resistances for circular HCFSST columns failing by flexural buckling. 
 
Hong Yang, Panxu Sun and Yunjun Deng, “Experiment investigation of the influence of reinforcing bar 
buckling on seismic behavior of RC columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 110923, 1 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110923 
ABSTRACT: The inelastic buckling of longitudinal steel bar is one of the major damage states of reinforced 
concrete (RC) column under seismic loading, which may result in a reduction of section moment capacity and 
ductility. However, the relationship between bar buckling and deterioration in seismic behaviors of RC column 
has normally been proposed based on the theoretical analysis, direct experimental verification is scarce, and the 
differences between the buckling behavior of individual steel bar and that of longitudinal bar in RC column 
remain unclear. In this paper, a series of experiments on cantilever RC columns and individual bars were 
conducted to study the buckling behavior by means of the measured lateral buckling displacements of the bars. 
A new method was proposed to measure two components of the lateral buckling displacements of longitudinal 
bars and individual bars in orthogonal directions, the reliability and accuracy of the proposed method have been 
identified by the comparison of measured buckling displacement of corner bars in two identical RC specimens. 
Based on the measured lateral buckling displacements of reinforcing bar in RC columns and corresponding 
individual bar, the onset of buckling and the buckling direction of the two kinds of steel bars were analyzed. It 
is found that buckled main bars in RC columns behave differently with individual steel bars due to the 
constraint effect of cover concrete. The equivalent average stress of main bar was determined by creating a 
mapping between the buckling displacement of bar in RC section and the average stress of individual bar. On 
the basis of the buckling displacements and the equivalent average stress, the effects of bar buckling on the 
post-peak bearing capacity and the displacement ductility of RC column were investigated. The results show 
that the degradation of the post-peak lateral force of RC column is generally weaker than the strength 
deterioration of buckled steel bar due to the load redistribution between longitudinal reinforcement and 
surrounding core concrete. 
 
Mansour Alturki and Rigoberto Burgueño, “Equivalent viscous damping for a system with energy dissipation 
via elastic instabilities”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 110753, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110753 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study to investigate the equivalent viscous damping (EVD) for the 
hysteretic response of a multiple cosine-curved dome (MCCD) system. The system comprises of several serially 
connected units with elastic multistable behavior. The system relies on consecutive snap-through buckling 
events of the connected units to elastically dissipate energy. The study aims to facilitate the direct displacement-
based design of structures incorporating such systems as the main damping mechanism to dissipate seismic 
energy. Time-history analyses of linear and nonlinear single degree of freedom systems were performed to 
compare spectral displacements and EVD ratios of the hysteretic response of MCCD systems to their substitute 
linear systems in terms of maximum displacements. A set of 62 ground motion records were considered for the 
analysis. A statistical study was conducted on the resulting displacements and the EVD ratios to develop 
expressions for EVD ratios of the hysteretic response. Results show that using proposed EVD ratios for the 
substitute linear systems yields good approximations for the peak spectral displacements compared to the 
original nonlinear systems. 
 
Baisheng Wu, Xuqi Zhao, Zhengguang Li, Xin Chen and Huixiang Zhong, “An efficient method for calculating 
the frequency response of a proportional damping system over a given frequency interval”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 220, Article 110987, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110987 



ABSTRACT: The computational cost of the frequency response within the frequency interval may be high for 
large-scale structures. An efficient method for calculating the frequency response of a proportional damping 
system over a given frequency interval which starts from zero is proposed. The Sturm sequence number is used 
to adaptively determine the number of low-order modes that need to be calculated. The complementary part of 
the contribution of the calculated low-order modes is approximated by the partial sum of the power series that is 
proven to converge. The number of terms in the sum is adaptively determined only by the highest excitation 
frequency. The resulting frequency response expression is valid for the entire frequency interval. One numerical 
example is presented to demonstrate the high accuracy and effectiveness of this method. 
 
Virginio Quaglini, Sara Cattaneo, Carlo Pettorruso and Luigi Biolzi, “Cold bending of vertical glass plates: 
Wind loads and geometrical instabilities”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 110983, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110983 
ABSTRACT: The study investigates the mechanical response of glass shells cold bent into hyperparaboloid 
shapes used in building technology. Focus is addressed on two subjects: the application of the cold bending 
procedure to vertically oriented rather than horizontal plates, which allows to minimize the disturbance 
produced by the initial deflection due to self-weight, and the effect of wind load on curved glass panels installed 
in glazing façades. The particular case of a vertical monolithic glass plate (2000 × 2000 × 10 mm) loaded 
symmetrically on two diagonally opposite corners is studied experimentally and numerically, developing a 
finite element model, and the results compared each other. Both experiments and numerical analyses show that 
a mechanical disturbance, introduced e.g., on the centre of the plate, promotes a change in the deformation 
mode during the bending process. Geometrical instabilities which impair the optical quality of the glass, and 
trigger a serviceability limit state failure, are evidenced. A parametric analysis is conducted to investigate the 
influence of the size and the aspect ratio of the glass plate on the cold forming procedure. The examined 
response parameters include the geometrical distortion of the glass plate, involving the possible occurrence of 
optical distortion and the maximum tensile stress in the plate. In the second part of the study, the effect of wind 
load on curved glass shells is numerically evaluated. The results point out the possible trigger of a limit 
equilibrium stability, with a “snap-through” transition from an equilibrium state to another non-adjacent 
equilibrium configuration which can result in a sudden break of the glass plate. This phenomenon is affected 
from the size of the glass plate and the curvature imposed to the plate during cold bending. The proposed 
methodology could represent a convenient tool to assist practitioners in selecting the appropriate thickness of 
façade glass panels. 
 
Ligui Yang, Yuyin Wang, Mohamed Elchalakani and Yong Fang, “Experimental behavior of concrete-filled 
corrugated steel tubular short columns under eccentric compression and non-uniform confinement”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 111009, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111009 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled galvanized corrugated steel tubular (CFGCST) column is potentially an economic 
member to overcome the corrosion of outdoor structures, of which the anticorrosive corrugated steel pipe (CSP) 
can be used conveniently as the corrosion protection and permanent concrete formwork. The confinement effect 
provided by CSP essentially contributes to the structural advantages of CFGCST, whilst it, brings about 
complexities in corresponding load-resisting mechanism. Apart from the non-uniform distribution of stresses of 
CSP through thickness and height due to its curved shape, the confinement also varies across cross-sectional 
depth due to eccentric compression. The in-depth understanding and accurate quantification of the confinement 
effect of such member become a key issue that needs to be addressed. To investigate the impact of confinement 
on cross-sectional behavior, 24 specimens were tested with 5 load eccentricity ratios and 2 confinement factors. 
The non-uniformities of confinement along with height and cross-sectional depth were studied based on finite 
element modelling, validated via measured strains and load bearing capacities. A theoretical derivation was then 
conducted to characterize the non-uniform confining stress by fully considering the bidirectional curvatures of 
CSP, as well as the influence of debonding failure on the confinement. In each period of corrugation, the 
calculation method of equivalent confining stress was proposed based on the uniformization of stresses and 
geometry. 



 
Qiuhong Zhao, Yikang Li and Ying Tian, “Cyclic behavior of double-skin composite walls with flat and 
corrugated faceplates”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 111013, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111013 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the cyclic behavior of double-skin composite (DSC) walls for mid- to high-
rise buildings, which consist of concrete filled steel tubes (CFTs), a pair of steel faceplates connected by tie 
bolts, and infill concrete. Four 1/3-scale DSC wall specimens, varying in faceplate profile and tie bolt spacing, 
were tested under combined axial and cyclic lateral loading. All specimens failed in flexure with a progression 
of steel tube fracture, steel faceplate buckling, and concrete crushing at wall bottom. The corrugated DSC walls 
and the flat DSC wall with standard bolt spacing were able to achieve an ultimate drift ratio around 3.4% and a 
ductility ratio greater than 5.4, while the flat DSC wall with bolt spacing 50% over code limit presented early 
faceplate buckling and undesired seismic performance. Compared to flat DSC walls, corrugated DSC walls, 
even with a doubled tie bolt spacing, had considerably higher initial stiffness, ductility ratio and energy 
dissipation. Formulations are proposed for predicting the lateral strength and drift capacity of corrugated DSC 
walls without elastic local buckling. The difference between the predicted and measured capacity for either 
lateral strength or drift is on average less than 6%. 
 
Hossein Bakhshi Khaniki and Mergen H. Ghayesh, “A review on the mechanics of carbon nanotube 
strengthened deformable structures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 110711, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110711 
ABSTRACT: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have become an important element in strengthening elastic structures. 
Different types of CNT strengthened structures have been fabricated in the past decades each with different 
applications and advantages. This review paper highlights the efforts performed on producing CNT 
strengthened deformable structures, fabrication procedure, and modelling and analysing the mechanical 
behaviour by focusing mainly on engineered CNT distributions through the matrix. Since combining high 
amounts of CNTs with matrix could be costly, the papers concentrating on the importance of grading, aligning 
and positioning the CNT fibres in order to reach the highest efficiency are also reviewed. Moreover, the 
influence of different types of CNT grading on static, stability and dynamic response of different types of 
structures in the frameworks of both linear and non-linear analyses is discussed. 
 
Mizan Ahmed, Qing Quan Liang, Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel and Muhammad N.S. Hadi, “Behavior of 
circular concrete-filled double steel tubular slender beam-columns including preload effects”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 220, Article 111010, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111010 
ABSTRACT: The hollow circular steel tubes support the permanent and construction loads of several upper 
floors during the construction of a high-rise building structure before the concrete is filled into the steel tubes to 
form circular concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns. The preloads acting on the steel tubes may 
cause a marked reduction in the performance of slender CFDST columns. This paper presents a numerical 
modeling technique underlying the method of fiber elements for quantifying the behavior of circular slender 
CFDST beam-columns loaded eccentrically with preloads acting on the hollow steel tubes. The numerical 
model considers the concrete confinement, second-order effects, initial geometric imperfection, deformations 
induced by preloads as well as geometric and material nonlinearities. The dynamic nonlinear equilibrium 
functions are solved using efficient computational solution algorithms developed. The validation of the 
numerical modeling technique is made by comparing computations with existing results obtained by 
experiments and finite element analyses. The influences of preloads on the structural behavior of slender 
CFDST beam-columns with various important parameters are investigated by means of utilizing the developed 
computer model. It is shown that the numerical modeling method is an efficient computational simulation and 
design tool for slender CFDST columns including preloads. 
 
Yao Sun, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Local–flexural interactive buckling behaviour and resistances of high-
chromium stainless steel slender welded I-section columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 220, Article 111022, 
1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111022 



ABSTRACT: The present paper describes a comprehensive experimental and numerical study of the local–
flexural interactive buckling behaviour and compression resistances of slender welded I-section columns made 
of a new grade EN 1.4420 high-chromium stainless steel. A testing programme, adopting two high-chromium 
stainless steel slender welded I-sections – I-150 × 150 × 5 and I-200 × 100 × 5, was firstly conducted and 
included ten pin-ended column tests as well as supplementary initial global and local geometric imperfection 
measurements on the column specimens. The testing programme was followed by a numerical modelling 
programme, where finite element models were developed and validated against the test results, and then 
employed to perform parametric studies to generate further numerical data over a wide range of cross-section 
dimensions and member effective lengths. The obtained test and numerical results were adopted to evaluate the 
applicability of the codified design rules for normal stainless steel slender welded I-section columns failing by 
local–flexural interactive buckling, as set out in the European code and American design guide, to their new 
high-chromium counterparts. Specifically, the European code adopts the design concept of using effective width 
method to account for local buckling and buckling curves to consider global buckling, and was shown to yield 
accurate, consistent and safe interactive buckling resistance predictions when used for the new high-chromium 
stainless steel slender welded I-section columns. The American design guide employs net section reduction 
factors to consider local buckling in slender plate elements, based on which a reduced design flexural buckling 
stress is determined; the predicted interactive buckling resistances, compared with the test and numerical failure 
loads, indicated a marginally high degree of conservatism and scatter of the American design guide. It can thus 
be concluded that (i) the design rules given in the European code and American design guide can be safely 
applied to the new high-chromium stainless steel slender welded I-section columns failing by local–flexural 
interactive buckling, and (ii) the European code results in more accurate and consistent predictions of 
interactive buckling resistance than the American design guide. The reliability of the codified design rules, as 
given in the European code and American design guide, was confirmed by means of statistical analyses. 
 
Amedeo Manuello, “Multi-body rope approach for grid shells: Form-finding and imperfection sensitivity”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111029, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111029 
ABSTRACT: Over the last years, different methods, physical and mathematical, were used to find the optimal 
shape, minimizing the internal stresses, of shallow grid shells. As far as their original organic shape is 
concerned, the design of grid shell structures inspired architects and structural engineers in more than one way. 
Throughout history, the resolution of the problem related to the structural form-finding buried its roots on the 
activity of researchers and innovators. In the present paper an original approach for the form-finding is obtained 
by dynamic numerical simulation of hanging net, subjected to gravity load, over the time domain. In particular, 
the proposed method for the definition of the form is based on a multi-body rope approach (MRA) with masses 
connected by inextensible ropes characterized by a certain slack coefficient (sc) and by the degree of the 
constraint conditions. These parameters played a fundamental role in the definition of the shallowness ratio of 
the grid, and therefore in the effect of the instability of the reversed shape (grid shell) under loading. Moreover, 
in the case of shells with a very large number of nodes, a combined procedure based on non-uniform rational 
basis-splines (NURBS) formulation is proposed for the form-finding. Finally, step-by-step nonlinear analyses 
for the grid shells obtained by MRA were performed by a displacement control scheme, applying vertical 
incremental displacement to the nodes. Three circular grid shells were generated and analysed considering the 
effects of geometrical imperfections on the coupled instabilities varying the shallowness ratio. 
 
Ahmad Reza Noroozi, Parviz Malekzadeh, Rossana Dimitri and Francesco Tornabene, “Meshfree radial point 
interpolation method for the vibration and buckling analysis of FG-GPLRC perforated plates under an in-plane 
loading”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111000, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111000 
ABSTRACT: A meshfree radial point interpolation method (RPIM) based on a higher-order shear deformation 
theory (HSDT) is here developed to investigate the free vibration and buckling behavior of multilayer 
functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) perforated plates under an in-plane 
edge loading. The non-uniform initial stresses in the multilayer FG-GPLRC perforated plates are evaluated 
accurately by solving the equilibrium equations derived from the same approach. The mixed collocation-
Lagrange multiplayer technique is employed to enforce the various boundary conditions. The multilayer FG-



GPLRC plates are built up as perfectly-bonded composite layers reinforced with a uniform distribution of 
graphene platelets (GPLs), randomly oriented. Perforated plates with three different cut-out shapes are 
analyzed. Several numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the high performance, the fast convergence 
rate and the high accuracy of the proposed method. Then, we study the influence of different GPLs distribution 
patterns, GPLs weight fraction, shape and size of cut-outs on the free vibration and buckling behavior of the 
multilayer FG-GPLRC perforated plates under an in-plane edge loading. 
 
V.O. Yurov, R.D. Nedin and A.O. Vatulyan, “Oscillations of a non-uniform finite hollow cylinder under 
conditions of complex prestressed state”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111019, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111019 
ABSTRACT: We study a problem of oscillations of an isotropic inhomogeneous hollow prestressed cylinder 
under the action of an axisymmetric periodic load. We analyze the amplitude-frequency characteristic 
depending on prestressed state types in order to identify the frequency ranges most sensitive to the prestress. On 
the basis of the perturbation method, we derive formulas allowing to find approximately changes in the resonant 
frequencies caused by the presence of a given inhomogeneous prestress field. We analyze the effect of prestress 
levels on the change in the cylinder’s natural frequencies. 
 
M. Demertzi, J.D. Silvestre and V. Durão, “Life cycle assessment of the production of composite sandwich 
panels for structural floor’s rehabilitation”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111060, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111060 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to quantify and compare the environmental and economic Life 
Cycle impacts of two alternative types of composite sandwich panels for the rehabilitation of degraded wooden 
floors of old buildings: (i) a second-generation composite sandwich panel made of glass-FRP (GFRP) skins (or 
blades) and a polyurethane (PUR) foam core; and (ii) a hybrid sandwich panel consisting of a glass-carbon-FRP 
bottom skin, a steel fibre reinforced micro concrete (SFRMC or UHPFRM) layer as top skin, and a PUR core. 
This works intends to find which design alternative is more eco-efficient. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was the 
method used for the quantification and comparison of environmental and economic impacts of the studied 
solutions. The environmental and economic LCA of this type of construction products are presented for the first 
time in this paper. These LCA were completed following European and international standards. The results 
obtained demonstrated that, for both alternatives, in terms of environmental LCA of the production, the stage of 
raw materials extraction (A1) is the most influential for all the studied environmental impact categories. By 
comparing the two alternatives, it was found that the second panel (hybrid sandwich panel) presents the highest 
environmental impact. More specifically, the results obtained show that the use of SFRMC for the top skin and 
of carbon fibres significantly increases the environmental impact of the product. Furthermore, an economic 
comparison of the production showed that the hybrid panel is a more expensive alternative as well. It was found 
that panel a1 is better than panel b1 because, in addition to the lower cost (the production cost of the latter is 
24% higher than that of panel a1), it is also more environmentally friendly at the production stage (impacts of 
panel b1 are between 3% and 27% higher than panel a1 in categories PE-NRe, PE-Re, ADP, GWP and EP, 
while the latter presents impacts between 2% and 10% higher than panel b1 in categories POCP, AP and ODP). 
As so, the most efficient profile both economically and environmentally is profile a1, which is composed of 
GFRP and PUR. 
 
J.C. Monge, J.L. Mantari and R.A. Arciniega, “Computational semi-analytical method for the 3D elasticity 
bending solution of laminated composite and sandwich doubly-curved shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
221, Article 110938, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.110938 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a three-dimensional numerical solution for the bending study of laminated 
composite doubly-curved shells is presented. The partial differential equations are solved analytically by the 
Navier summation for the midsurface variables; this method is only valid for shells with constant curvature 
where boundary conditions are considered simply supported. The partial differential equations present different 
coefficients, which depend on the thickness coordinates. A semi-analytical solution and the so-called 
Differential Quadrature Method are used to calculate an approximated derivative of a certain function by a 
weighted summation of the function evaluated in a certain grin domain. Each layer is discretized by a grid point 



distribution such as: Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto, Legendre, Ding and Uniform. As part of the formulation, the 
inter-laminar continuity conditions of displacements and transverse shear stresses between the interfaces of two 
layers are imposed. The proper traction conditions at the top and bottom of the shell due to applied transverse 
loadings are also considered. The present results are compared with other 3D solutions available in the 
literature, classical 2D models, Layer-wise models, etc. Comparison of the results show that the present 
formulation correctly predicts through-the-thickness distributions for stresses and displacements while 
maintaining a low computational cost. 
 
Payam Pezeshky, Arash Sahraei, Feng Rong, Siriwut Sasibut and Magdi Mohareb, “Generalization of the 
Vlasov theory for lateral torsional buckling analysis of built-up monosymmetric assemblies”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111055, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111055 
ABSTRACT: The present study provides a formal generalization of the elastic lateral torsional buckling 
solution based on the Vlasov theory, initially intended for monolithic sections, to extend its applicability to any 
number of cross-sections connected together to form a monosymmetric assembly. The theory applies the well-
known Vlasov kinematic assumptions to each of the components and augments them by assuming no relative 
slip between the components, as would be the case when components are bolted or welded. The formulation 
naturally leads to general expressions for effective sectional properties for the assembly (e.g., location of the 
shear centre, warping constant, monosymmetry parameter, and the Saint-Venant torsional constant). By 
adopting the effective sectional property definitions arising from the theory, the resulting lateral torsional 
buckling variational principle for the assembly is cast in a form analogous to that of monolithic sections. 
Alternative techniques are proposed to estimate the effective warping constant and monosymmetry parameter 
for assemblies. The solution shows that assemblies of sections connected through plug welds have lower critical 
moments than those continuously welded at the edges, while assemblies with intermittent welds have 
intermediate critical moment values. It is shown that treating the assembly as a monolithic section yields higher 
critical moments than assemblies with plug welds. The theory is used to quantify the critical moments in a 
number of built-up applications. Comparisons with the predictions of shell finite element model in Abaqus and 
S-Frame demonstrate the validity of the formulation. 
 
E. Ruocco, J.N. Reddy and C.M. Wang, “An enhanced Hencky bar-chain model for bending, buckling and 
vibration analyses of Reddy beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111056, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111056 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the development of the so-called Hencky bar-chain model for the 
bending, buckling, and vibration analyses of non-uniform thick beams. The conventional Hencky bar chain 
model comprises a finite number of rigid segments connected by frictionless hinges and elastic rotational 
springs and lumped masses at the joints. The key contribution of this paper is to enhance the Hencky bar chain 
model for the analysis of thick beams through the adoption of a third-order shear deformable (or Reddy) beam 
theory to allow for the effect of transverse shear deformation. The paper also shows the validity of the analogies 
between the enhanced Hencky bar-chain model and the central finite difference method for solving partial 
differential equation systems that have been observed for the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. 
 
Jong-Jin Lim and Tae-Sung Eom, “Compression tests of octagonal concrete-filled thin-walled tube columns”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111082, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111082 
ABSTRACT: The compression behavior of octagonal concrete-filled thin-walled tube (OCFT) columns was 
investigated. Eight OCFT columns with different tube sections were tested under monotonic compressive 
loading. The tests showed that the thin-walled tubes underwent elastic or inelastic local buckling, and the 
slenderness ratio (or width-to-thickness ratio) and section shape of the tubes significantly affected their buckling 
modes. Despite such local buckling, the load-deformation behavior of the OCFT columns all was highly ductile, 
due to confinement to the infilled concrete. The design strengths of AISC 360-16 agreed well with the test 
strengths. In this study, effective stress–strain relationships of the tube and infilled concrete were proposed to 
account for the local buckling and confinement. The maximum strength and post-buckling behavior were 
estimated through the strain-compatibility analysis, and the results were compared with the tests. 



 
Júlio Tenório Pimentel, Adriano Dayvson Marques Ferreira, Renato de Siqueira Motta, Marco Antonio 
Figueiroa da Silva Cabral, ... Divino José da Silveira Cunha (First author is from: Civil Engineering 
Department, Federal University of Pernambuco, CEP: 50740-540, Recife, Brazil), “New procedure of automatic 
modeling of pipelines with realistic shaped corrosion defects”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 
111030, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111030 
ABSTRACT: Corrosion is still one of the most important causes of structural failure of and incidents in 
pipelines. Up until now, most finite element studies have considered modelling corrosion defects as a single or 
multiple idealized defects and their interactions. This paper presents an original methodology that has been 
developed for the automatic modeling of the complex geometry needed to represent real corrosion defects, 
using data obtained by field inspection, and also for building an appropriate finite element mesh for these 
defects. This new methodology enables a more in-depth finite element analysis and uses information already 
available from data obtained in inspections, which are currently only used to create clusters of idealized defects. 
The methodology enables the structural assessment of corroded pipelines to be further improved, giving more 
headroom to explore pipelines affected by corrosion. The methodology was validated by non-linear failure 
analysis, which were compared against semi-empirical methods and experimental results. The results are very 
promising and the computation efficiency is attractive. 
 
Minsheng Guan, Chunqing Wei, Ying Wang, Zhichao Lai, Qian Xiao and Hongbiao Du, “Experimental 
investigation of axial loaded circular steel tube short columns filled with manufactured sand concrete”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 221, Article 111033, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111033 
ABSTRACT: Compared with natural sand, manufactured sand (MS) is more economical and environmentally 
friendly. This paper experimentally evaluates the axial compressive behavior of circular steel tube short 
columns filled with manufactured sand concrete (MS-CFT). 63 specimens were designed and tested to study the 
following test parameters: the source of sand, the content of stone powder, the diameter-to-thickness ratio of 
steel tube, and the compressive strength of concrete infill. Test results showed that the axial compressive 
strength of MS-CFT short columns increased with reducing the diameter-to-thickness ratio of steel tube or 
increasing the compressive strength of concrete infill, but was not appreciably affected by the type of stone used 
to manufacture the sand or the content of stone powder. Several design codes for conventional CFT columns 
were used to estimate the axial compressive capacities of the MS-CFT specimens tested in this experimental 
program to evaluate the applicability of these codes. It was shown that these design codes could provide 
conservative estimations. 
 
Giovanni Migliaccio and Giuseppe Ruta, “Rotor blades as curved, twisted and tapered beam-like structures 
subjected to large deflections”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111089, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111089 
ABSTRACT: Non-prismatic beam-like structures are widespread in many engineering and science applications. 
Important examples include the rotor blades of wind turbines and helicopters. Their mechanical behaviour can 
be simulated using 3D beam models, which are computationally efficient, accurate and explicitly consider such 
structures’ main geometric features, the large deflection of their reference centre-line and 3D warping of their 
transverse cross-sections. This paper proposes a mathematical model for such structures. A variational approach 
and the smallness of the warping and strain fields are exploited to obtain the model. Analytical and numerical 
results obtained with the proposed modelling approach are presented and compared to those from nonlinear 3D-
FEM simulations. 
 
Junlong Yang, Shiwei Lu, Jizhong Wang and Ziru Wang, “Behavior of CFRP partially wrapped square 
seawater sea-sand concrete columns under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111119, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111119 
ABSTRACT: The innovative use of seawater sea-sand concrete (SSC) with fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) has 
the potential to offer significant advantages in marine constructions, which leads to extensive projects 
conducted to investigate the mechanical performance of FRP-SSC composite structures. This paper therefore 



presents an experimental study of CFRP partially wrapped square seawater sea-sand concrete columns under 
axial compression. Six CFRP strengthening schemes were designed for the external confinement and the effects 
of concrete type, clear spacing ratio, CFRP thickness and strengthening strategy on the stress-strain relationship 
were also investigated in this study. The test results show that similar axial compressive behavior was observed 
for CFRP partially wrapped normal concrete and seawater sea-sand concrete columns. Moreover, for the SSC 
specimens partially wrapped with two-layer CFRP strips, the average ultimate strengths were increased by 
13.6–36.6% with the decrease of clear spacing ratio, while the average ultimate strains were improved by 22.3–
91.9%. Furthermore, the maximum enhancement of 57.6% and 108.8% can be achieved for the ultimate 
strength and strain respectively when the thickness of CFRP sheets was double increased. In addition, a 
comprehensive analysis of existing stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete in square columns was 
conducted and a test database was also assembled to examine the performance of several selected models in 
predicting the ultimate conditions. Finally, a new stress-strain model was proposed for FRP partially wrapped 
square concrete in this study and the proposed model was proven to be superior to all the other selected models 
by comparing the experimental observations with theoretical predictions. 
 
Rasool Moradi-Dastjerdi, Kamran Behdinan, Babak Safaei and Zhaoye Qin, “Buckling behavior of porous 
CNT-reinforced plates integrated between active piezoelectric layers”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111141, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111141 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the buckling resistance of a novel active multidisciplinary sandwich plate 
(AMSP) under in-plane mechanical load or temperature change. The proposed sandwich plate includes an 
advanced porous core reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) integrated between two active piezoelectric 
faces. Functional graded (FG) profiles are considered for the dispersions of CNTs and porosity along the 
thickness of core layer. In addition, the effect of CNT agglomeration in core layer on the buckling resistance of 
the proposed AMSP has been studied by employing Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka (EMT)'s approach. A third order 
shear deformation theory (TSDT) of plates is adopted to obtain governing Eigen value equations for the thermal 
and mechanical buckling analyses of AMSP. The critical buckling resistance of each analysis has been extracted 
from the governing equations through a developed mesh-free solution based on moving least squares (MLSs) 
shape functions. The impacts of porosity, CNTs and geometrical dimensions on the buckling resistance of 
AMSPs have been investigated. The results show that embedding porosity in core results in a slight reduction in 
mechanical responses and a significant improvement in thermal buckling resistance. Moreover, reinforcing core 
layer with CNTs leads to remarkable drop and increase in thermal and mechanical buckling resistances, 
respectively. However, the formation of CNT agglomerations significantly reduces such CNTs impacts. 
 
Jun Xu, Shaochao Xu and Zihao Yuan, “Probabilistic seismic analysis of single-layer reticulated shell structures 
controlled by viscoelastic dampers with an effective placement”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111052, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111052 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an effective placement of viscoelastic dampers on single-layer reticulated shell 
structures is proposed to mitigate seismic response. For comparison, an existing placement of viscoelastic 
dampers is also investigated. The effectiveness of the proposed placement of viscoelastic dampers is 
investigated from both deterministic and probabilistic perspectives. The single-layer reticulated shell structure is 
driven by the stochastic seismic ground motions, which are modeled via the random function based spectral 
representation method. The probability density evolution method is then implemented for probabilistic response 
and reliability analyses of the shell structure. A series of deterministic numerical simulations are first 
implemented under different earthquake excitations, including both actual and artificial seismic ground motions, 
to compare the control effects in deterministic sense. Then, the control effects of the proposed placement and 
the existing placement are compared in probabilistic sense, where the probabilistic responses, equivalent 
extreme value distributions and failure probabilities are extracted. Numerical results demonstrate that the 
seismic performance of the shell structure can be greatly improved by arranging the viscoelastic dampers with 
the proposed placement. 
 
Lili Sui, Shiyong Fan, Zhenyu Huang, Wei Zhang, Yingwu Zhou and Jianqiao Ye, “Load transfer mechanism 
of an unwelded, unbolted, grouted connection for prefabricated square tubular columns under axial loads”, 



Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111088, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111088 
ABSTRACT: This study develops a novel unwelded, unbolted, ultrahigh-performance fibre-reinforced concrete 
(UHPFRC) grouted connection for prefabricated square tubular composite columns. Herein, eight full-scale 
columns with UHPFRC grouted connections are tested to investigate their ultimate tensile and compressive 
resistance. The test results show that the novel connections exhibit good tensile and compressive resistance and 
structural stiffness. The primary failure modes are punching shear of the end plate, welding fracture at the inner 
tube, tube yielding and local buckling of the steel tube. The test specimens are simulated using finite element 
(FE) analysis in ABAQUS. The experimental and simulated results are in good agreement, indicating that the 
FE simulations can capture the observed failure modes and ultimate tensile and compressive resistance. 
Thereafter, existing analytical design formulas are evaluated to assess their suitability to predict the 
compressive and tensile resistance of prefabricated tubes with/without the novel grouted connections. A good 
agreement between the formula predictions and the test results are observed. These analytical formulas have the 
potential to be used in the design of the novel unwelded, unbolted, UHPFRC grouted connections for 
prefabricated steel, reinforced concrete and steel–concrete composite columns. 
 
Hongbo Liu, YingJie Zhang, Lan Wang, Yu Zhao and ZhiHua Chen, “Mechanical performance of welded 
hollow spherical joints with H-beams after elevated temperatures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111092, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111092 
ABSTRACT: Welded hollow spherical joints with H-beam (H-WHSJ), as a new connection pattern in space 
lattice structures, have been applied in practical engineering. This study aims to investigate the residual 
mechanical properties of H-WHSJ after loading in elevated-temperature environments and provide an important 
basis to evaluate the performance of space lattice structures after the occurrence of fire. The effects of 
temperature history, plastic residual deformation, sizes of WHSJ and H-beam, type of steel, and stiffening rib 
arrangement on the residual mechanical performance of H-WHSJs after exposure to elevated temperatures are 
determined via axial compression test by using 28 specimens and finite element (FE) parametric study. The 
major conclusions are as follows. (1) The residual characteristics of H-WHSJ after elevated temperature are 
rarely affected by temperature history, but mainly determined by the residual deformation at elevated 
temperature when the temperature is lower than 700 °C. (2) Plastic residual deformation can considerably 
reduce the residual bearing capacity (Nu,p) of the loaded H-WHSJ. In particular, Nu,p decreases by approximately 
20% when the residual deformation is 6% of the hollow sphere diameter. (3) The formula to calculate the 
residual bearing capacity of H-WHSJ after loading in elevated-temperature environments has been proposed, 
and its prediction are in good agreement with the test and FE results. 
 
B. Shan, C. Xu, D.D. Lai, Y. Xiao and T.Y. Li, “Experimental research on compressive behavior of seawater 
and sea sand concrete-filled RPC tubes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111117, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111117 
ABSTRACT: To address the dilemma of structures constructed with seawater and sea sand concrete (SWSSC), 
including insufficient durability and high cost, an innovative composite column, named SWSSC-filled reactive 
powder concrete (RPC) tube (SFRPC tube), is proposed and studied. This hybrid system is composed of a 
prefabricated RPC thin-wall hollow tube with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) hoops and infilled SWSSC. In 
order to understand the basic compressive performance of the proposed composite structure, a total of 24 short 
columns, with 300 mm outer diameter and 600 mm height, were tested in axial compression. SFRPC tube 
columns exhibited a multi-crack failure mode on the surface of tube without obvious peeling-off of the RPC 
cover. The RPC tube can serve as the permanent formwork, and maintain its own integrity in the whole loading 
process, carrying considerable axial load acting on the composite column, due to its super-high compressive 
strength. The results reveal that the SFRPC tube system effectively utilizes the ultra-high mechanical properties 
of RPC and FRP confinement effect. Compressive performance of SFRPC tube columns can be further 
improved as the volumetric FRP hoop ratio in RPC tube increases. It is found that overlapping joint methods for 
single FRP hoop in RPC tube and the thickness of RPC tube have no significant effect on the mechanical 
performance of SFRPC tube columns under the current testing conditions. A special confinement model was 
also proposed for assessing the axial load carrying capacity of SFRPC tube columns. 



 
Shaofeng Nie, Tianhua Zhou, Matthew R. Eatherton, Jiang Li and Yang Zhang, “Compressive behavior of 
built-up double-box columns consisting of four cold-formed steel channels”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, 
Article 111133, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111133 
ABSTRACT: Thirty specimens of built-up double-box columns consisting of four cold-formed steel channels 
were experimentally tested under concentric and eccentric axial compression. The test specimens had varied 
cross-sectional dimensions (outside dimensions equal to 89 mm × 147 mm or 86 mm × 96 mm), different 
effective lengths (3200 mm, 1700 mm, 210 mm, or 135 mm), and different thicknesses (1.2 mm or 1.5 mm). 
The load vs. displacement curves and the measured compression strength of specimens were obtained and the 
failure modes were analyzed. The test results showed that the failure mode of the long specimens (L/r between 
103 and 108, where L is the calculated length of the column, r is the minimum radius of gyration) was flexural 
buckling about the weak axis. The typical failure modes of medium length specimens (L/r between 53 and 57) 
and short specimens (L/r between 4 and 8) subjected to concentric axial compression were deformation 
concentration caused by large local buckling. The failure mode of the medium length specimens under eccentric 
axial compression was flexural buckling, except for the specimens whose web height was 147 mm and the 
eccentricity direction was along the minor axis, for which the failure mode was deformation concentration. 
Then, finite element (FE) models considering geometric, material, and contact nonlinearity were developed, 
compared to experimental results, and used to explore a wider design space. The FE analysis results showed 
that the slenderness ratio of the column and the web height-to-thickness ratio have an important influence on the 
strength of these columns. Finally, the applicability and effectiveness of calculating compression strength for 
this type of built-up column using methods such as “Effective Ratio of Width-to-Thickness Method” in Chinese 
code, “Effective Width Method” in AISI and “Direct Strength Method” in AISI, were evaluated by comparison 
with the test and FE results. For all the columns analyzed with slenderness ratio greater than 105, it is 
reasonable to use these methods to calculate the concentric axial compression strength of columns. The methods 
in China and AISI S100-16 were found to be conservative for calculating the eccentric axial compression 
strengths of these built-up double box columns. 
 
Huihuan Ma, Zhiwei Yu, Yi Zhao and Feng Fan, “Behavior of HCR semi-rigid joints under complex loads and 
its effect on stability of steel cooling towers”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111062, 1 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111062 
ABSTRACT: A single-layer reticulated steel (SRS) cooling tower consists of members and joints. Joint 
stiffness is an important component of SRS cooling towers, as it significantly influences the overall behavior of 
the structure. A new semi-rigid joint system consisting of H-shaped and C-shaped rolled steel, known as an 
HCR joint, has been developed for application in SRS cooling towers. In this study, a finite element (FE) model 
of an HCR joint under bending conditions is established and verified by joint tests. Then, HCR joints subjected 
to different loading combinations, including bending and shear forces, bending and certain axial forces, and 
eccentric forces, are numerically analyzed. The bending moment-rotation (M-Φ) curves and change rules for 
the stiffness and ultimate bending capacity are obtained. Next, the stability of SRS cooling towers with semi-
rigid HCR joints is analyzed based on the M-Φ curves of the HCR joints under various eccentric forces. Two 
FE models of the structures are established. In FE Model-1, the stiffness of the HCR joints under a bending load 
is used for all of the joints in the structure. In FE Model-2, the stiffness of the HCR joints under different 
eccentric forces are used based on the different ratios of bending force to axial force in the joints at different 
locations in the structure. During the analysis, the structural height, grid size, and joint stiffness are considered, 
and the effect of the parameters on the critical load and buckling mode of the structure is determined. 
 
Ahmer Ali, Raffaele De Risi and Anastasios Sextos, “Finite element modeling optimization of wind turbine 
blades from an earthquake engineering perspective”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111105, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111105 
ABSTRACT: In a seismic assessment context, wind turbine blades are often excluded from numerical studies 
mainly due to their complex shape and lack of sufficient data. This tends to suppress their modal effect from the 
global dynamic response and can potentially influence the reliability of the seismic vulnerability of wind 



turbines, determined in a traditional manner, i.e., employing the lumped mass approach. This study aims to 
provide a closed-form solution for deriving the cross-sectional properties of a typical airfoil to further calculate 
the flapwise, edgewise, and torsional stiffness of a typical wind turbine blade. A genetic algorithm (GA)-based 
modeling optimization is performed to evaluate the geometric and material parameters that are representative of 
realistic blades. These parameters are used to achieve the target blade mass, stiffness, and frequencies. The 
proposed approach results in design solutions (DS) as different combinations of these parameters. Each DS 
leads to mechanical and modal characteristics that are equivalent for all blade configurations, such as blades 
with or without webs, with or without structural twist and varying pitch axis locations. These solutions are 
employed to develop the blades of the RNA in a wind turbine model to test the efficiency of the method. It is 
suggested that blades should be realistically considered for reliable seismic assessment of wind turbines. 
 
Na Li, Yiyan Lu, Shan Li and Danying Gao, “Axial compressive behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-
stressing and self-compacting concrete-filled steel tube columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111108, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111108 
ABSTRACT: This study attempted to explore the effects of initial self-stress in concrete and steel fibre on the 
compressive behaviour of concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns. A total of 36 CFST columns with a radial 
self-stress ranging between 3.31 MPa and 6.66 MPa and a steel fibre volume percentage of 0, 0.6% and 1.2% 
were tested under axial compression. The steel tube thickness of 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.25 mm was used to 
achieve different confining stiffness to the expansion of concrete core. The concrete strength grade of C40, C50 
and C60 was used to obtain different expansion deformations. The failure mode, axial load-axial shortening 
curve, ultimate load and ductility of CFST columns were investigated. Experimental results showed that all 
specimens exhibited shear failure, and neither self-stress nor steel fibre had obvious influence on the failure 
mode. Self-stress in concrete enhanced the ultimate load of the CFST columns by 9.8%–27.6%, but decreased 
their deformability significantly. Adding steel fibres could enhance the ultimate load and slightly improve the 
post-peak behaviour and ductility of CFST columns with self-stress. Based on the results of this study and 
literature, an optimum self-stress level (the ratio of radial self-stress and concrete strength) of 0.10 is proposed. 
Finally, formulas are proposed to predict the load carrying capacity of FSS-SCCFST columns under axial 
compression, and the predictions agree well with the test results. 
 
Linlin Xie, Cantian Yang, Aiqun Li, Jiaming Lu and Demin Zeng, “Experimental investigation of the seismic 
performance of flexible pipes for seismically isolated buildings”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
111132, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111132 
ABSTRACT: The seismic performance of flexible pipes significantly affects the resilience of seismically 
isolated buildings after an earthquake. However, the unqualified design or installation of flexible pipes is a 
critical issue in China and may also be observed in other countries due to the lack of corresponding design code. 
To investigate the performance of flexible pipes, 27 metal flexible pipes (MFPs) and 24 rubber flexible pipes 
(RFPs) with an expected deformation capacity of 400 mm were tested. The schemes recommended by the code 
and used previously in real engineering practices are compared comprehensively for two types of flexible pipes. 
The effects of critical parameters (i.e., the nominal inner diameter, installation length, and design length) on the 
damage evolution mode, deformation capacity, and failure mode are investigated. The test results indicate that 
1) for previous MFPs designed with an installation length, two damage states are experienced, and the rupture 
of the outer net results in failure before 400 mm. However, water leakage is not observed owing to the strong 
deformation capacity of the inner bellows. 2) The cap of seismic performance of the previous MFPs considering 
maximum manufacturing redundancy is identified. Such an MFP with the smallest diameter ruptured before 
400 mm, while a pull-out with a maximum length of 4 mm of the outer net is observed for other MFPs, and the 
function is generally well. 3) For previous RFPs, two damage states are experienced before 400 mm, but water 
leakage is observed along with rupture. A better deformation capacity is achieved for the RFP with a smaller 
diameter and longer design length. 4) Regarding the MFP and RFP designed according to the code, they can 
completely perform well under 30 cycles of 400 mm and function well after an earthquake. The research 
outcome can provide an important reference for the vulnerability research and seismic design of flexible pipes 
in seismically isolated buildings. 



 
Shengzhe Wang, Annie Levine, Maria Garlock, José Antonio Contreras-Jiménez and Juan José Jorquera-
Lucerga, “Structural evaluation of Félix Candela’s 8-sided hyperbolic paraboloidal umbrellas”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 222, Article 111156, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111156 
ABSTRACT: Structural artist Félix Candela pioneered the 8-sided hyperbolic paraboloidal (hypar) umbrella by 
introducing a parabolic discontinuity bisecting each quadrant of the classical 4-sided form. While artistically 
striking, such structures have never been rigorously examined from a structural engineering perspective. This 
paper formulates equations governing the geometry of 8-sided hypars, facilitating the in-depth analysis and 
comparison against their more common 4-sided variants via finite element modeling. A parametric investigation 
based on two historical case studies identified that 8-sided umbrellas exhibit larger deflections and stresses 
relative to 4-sided renditions, thus rebuking Candela’s hypothesis concerning the improvement to structural 
efficiency offered by the parabolic fold. While corner deflections and principal stresses generally decrease with 
increasing curvature, the discontinuity present in 8-sided forms disrupt the flow of internal forces, resulting in 
stress concentrations at the parabolic apex manifesting as large moment demands. However, it was 
demonstrated that 8-sided hypars exhibit increased resistance to shell buckling over 4-sided variants as revealed 
through a simplified analytical approach. 
 
Chung-Che Chou and Guan-Wei Chen, “Lateral cyclic testing and backbone curve development of high-
strength steel built-up box columns under axial compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 
111147, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111147 
ABSTRACT: The AISC 341 (2016) has a more stringent width-to-thickness (b/t) limit for highly ductile hollow 
box columns (HBCs) than the AIJ (2010) or Taiwan Code (2010), resulting in significant thickness difference in 
design. Moreover, the cyclic backbone curves based on ASCE 41 (2013) and NIST (2017) underestimate the 
post-buckling flexural strength of HBCs, particularly in high axial compression force. This paper presents test 
results of six full-scale, built-up HBCs using SM 570 M steel with the actual yield strength of 460–530 MPa. 
The lateral cyclic behavior of built-up columns was studied in terms of different b/t ratios, magnitudes of axial 
compression forces, and lateral drift histories (i.e., cyclically symmetric versus near-fault displacement 
histories). The built-up box columns were 290–400 mm wide with b/t ratios from 11 to 21, 4000 mm high, and 
tested laterally with both ends fixed after under a constant axial compression force, 2591–7935 kN. The HBC 
specimens which were designed based on the highly ductile member requirement in AISC 341 (2016), even 
under an axial compression force (=40%Py), performed satisfactorily at 4% drift and experienced flange and 
web fracture at 5% drift. However, the HBC specimens that satisfied the most compact b/t requirement in AIJ 
(2010) or Taiwan code (2010) did not perform well at 4% drift, losing the axial capacity after significant 
column local buckling and shortening. The gathered test data, supported by more test data in this work, were 
analyzed by a multiple regression method to obtain empirical formulations for predicting the maximum column 
moment, plastic rotation and post-yield hardening parameters. The proposed formulation reasonably predicts the 
first-cycle envelope curves of built-up HBCs, improving prediction results based on ASCE 41 (2013) and NIST 
(2017). 
 
Harley Francisco Viana, Renata Gomes Lanna da Silva, Rodrigo Sernizon Costa and Armando Cesar Campos 
Lavall, “Formulation for nonlinear dynamic analysis of steel frames considering the plastic zone method”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 111197, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111197 
ABSTRACT: A corotational Lagrangian formulation for nonlinear dynamic analysis of steel planar frames is 
addressed. This formulation employs the Plastic Zone Method and is capable of considering second-order 
effects, initial geometric imperfections and residual stresses. The element dynamic equilibrium is derived from 
the virtual power theorem, and local cubic shape functions are used to deduce the element tangent stiffness and 
mass matrices. The integration of stresses over the cross-section area is executed based on elastic–perfectly 
plastic stress-strain curve, which is applied for each slice of the cross-sections located at the Gauss points along 
the member length. In order to solve the system of dynamic nonlinear equations in time domain, the numerical 
analysis procedure makes use of the Newmark's implicit time integration method and the Newton-Raphson 
technique. The PPLANLEP computational program, which is based on the finite element method, is modified to 
perform the nonlinear time-history analyses. A good correspondence between the found numerical solutions and 



those reported by other researchers and obtained by OpenSees software is observed, indicating that the proposed 
method is efficient in predicting the nonlinear dynamic behavior of steel structures. 
 
Mohammad Rezaiee-Pajand and Niloofar Rajabzadeh-Safaei, “Exact post-buckling analysis of planar and space 
trusses”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 111146, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111146 
ABSTRACT: Despite the great efforts aimed at modifying nonlinear solution methods, researchers have failed 
to achieve a single algorithm which can correctly trace the equilibrium path for all problems. It has been proved 
that the numerical algorithms, such as the Arc-length and Newton-Raphson, cannot easily deal with limit points 
while tracing the equilibrium path. Moreover, secondary and tertiary paths attained by these methods do not 
simultaneously appear in the solutions. Verifying these methods requires the exact answers of some structures’ 
equilibrium equations. In spite of the simplicity of structures, intricate post-buckling behaviors with different 
critical points are observed under the hypothesis of large displacements. Analyzing the equilibrium paths and 
their features along with providing exact expressions seem to be very useful. In line with this goal, a family of 
simple planar and space trusses can be analyzed analytically. Closed-form solution and critical points of these 
structures are available in detail. Additionally, a parametric study of geometrical bounds for monitoring 
secondary branches is given, which clarifies the effect of geometry on the truss’ behavior. While these 
outcomes are beneficial for educational purposes, they may also be utilized to check the computer programs’ 
developments. 
 
Michele Bacciocchi, “Buckling analysis of three-phase CNT/polymer/fiber functionally graded orthotropic 
plates: Influence of the non-uniform distribution of the oriented fibers on the critical load”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 223, Article 111176, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111176 
ABSTRACT: The current paper aims to analyze the influence on the critical buckling loads of the non-uniform 
distribution of the oriented fibers along the thickness direction of three-phase CNT/polymer/fiber functionally 
graded orthotropic plates. The various plies of the laminated plates are reinforced by both carbon nanotube 
(CNT) particles and conventional oriented straight fibers. The orthotropic features of such layers are provided 
by the reinforcing fibers which are functionally graded (FG) along the thickness coordinate. In the literature, 
CNTs represent generally the sole reinforcing phase and are assumed aligned and graded in the thickness 
direction. Here, instead, CNTs are randomly oriented and uniformly scattered in the matrix, whose properties 
are further improved by aligned, graded, straight and oriented fibers. A general power-law function is 
introduced to define the non-uniform features instead of the usual patterns presented in the literature (such as 
FG-X and FG-O), which can be included in the proposed approach as particular cases. The current methodology 
is tested through the comparison with the results available in the literature. The validation procedure is carried 
out for two-phases composites, considering also CNTs as straight and aligned reinforcing fibers, characterized 
by both uniform and graded properties. Several boundary conditions are also analyzed and verified. As proven 
by the numerical results illustrated in the paper, the variation of the through-the-thickness distribution of the 
fiber volume fraction is able to change noticeably the value of both uniaxial and biaxial critical buckling loads 
of arbitrarily restrained thin and thick plates. This effect should be considered in the manufacturing process and 
in the mechanical analysis of these structures. 
 
Alphose Zingoni, “Use of symmetry groups for generation of complex space grids and group-theoretic vibration 
analysis of triple-layer grids”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 111177, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111177 
ABSTRACT: Space grids often exhibit a highly regular structure which is formed by repeated structural units. 
In the past, various algorithms have been developed to generate more complex structural assemblies using 
simple commands. In this paper, we explore the innovative use of symmetry groups to create various 
configurations of space grids, ranging from rectangular grids and their variants, to triangular and hexagonal 
grids, as well as grid forms of more complex shape. The advantage of this approach is that the generated space 
grid has pre-determined symmetry properties; this represents a shift in current design philosophy. A second 
objective is to show how group theory may be used to simplify the vibration analysis of layered space grids. 
The procedure is applied to the transverse vibrations of triple-layer space grids of D2h and D4h symmetries, 



modelled as discrete-parameter systems. A study of the symmetry of subspace basis vectors allows some 
important predictions to be made on the pattern of the motions and the location of stationary nodes. It is found 
that the lowest and highest frequencies of space grids of this type occur in the first subspace of the system, a 
finding that has significant computational importance. 
 
Lulu Zhang, Yating Liang and Ou Zhao, “Flexural-torsional buckling behaviour and resistances of fixed-ended 
press-braked S690 high strength steel angle section columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 
111180, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111180 
ABSTRACT: The flexural-torsional buckling behaviour and resistances of fixed-ended press-braked S690 high 
strength steel angle section columns have been studied based on testing and numerical modelling, and reported 
in this paper. A testing programme, employing four different equal-leg angle section sizes, was firstly 
conducted, and comprised material tensile coupon tests, initial global and torsional geometric imperfection 
measurements and twelve fixed-ended column tests. The column test setup and procedures were thoroughly 
presented, and the key obtained test results, including the failure loads and deformations at the failure loads, 
load–end shortening curves, load–mid-height torsional rotation curves and failure modes, were fully reported 
and discussed. This was followed by a numerical modelling programme, where finite element models were 
initially developed to simulate the experimental responses and then adopted to perform parametric studies to 
generate further numerical data over a wide range of cross-section dimensions and member lengths. The 
obtained test and numerical data were then used to evaluate the accuracy of the relevant codified design rules, 
given in the European code, North American specification and Australian/New Zealand standard, and a recently 
proposed DSM-based design approach. The results of the evaluation revealed that all the codified design rules 
yield excessively conservative and scattered flexural-torsional buckling resistance predictions for fixed-ended 
press-braked S690 high strength steel angle section columns, while the DSM-based design approach leads to 
substantially improved resistance predictions, owing to the rational consideration of the length-dependent 
characteristic of flexural-torsional buckling and the interaction of flexural-torsional buckling with minor-axis 
flexural buckling. 
 
Z. Sadovský and J. Kriváček, “Influential geometric imperfections in buckling of axially compressed cylindrical 
shells – A novel approach”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 223, Article 111170, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111170 
ABSTRACT: Selection of influential geometric imperfections may be crucial for efficient calculations of lower 
buckling strengths of thin cylindrical shells subject to axial compression by the geometrically/and materially 
nonlinear FEM analysis with imperfections (GNIA/GNMIA). The imperfections in the shapes of eigenmodes 
provided by the preliminary linear buckling analysis (LBA) of perfect shells are brought into focus. For 
categorizing a large set of potentially influential eigenmodes customarily normalized to unit amplitude the strain 
energy of the shell deformed in the shape of each eigenmode is determined. By the square root of the strain 
energy an unconventional energy measure of the shell geometric imperfections is defined. Considering the 
eigenmode imperfections and localized imperfections normalized by the amplitude and by the energy measure 
the buckling strengths of an imperfect shell are compared. A preference is given to the normalization of the 
geometric imperfections by the energy measure. Nevertheless, for the currently revised Structural Eurocodes, 
particularly for the standardization of GNIA/GNMIA FEM design of shells based on amplitudes of geometric 
imperfections an amendment is suggested. 
 
Huajie Wang, Zhiwei Zhang, Hongliang Qian and Feng Fan, “Effect of local corrosion on the axial compression 
behavior of circular steel tubes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111205 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111205 
ABSTRACT: The sustainability of spatial structures, where the main bearing members are steel tubes, is 
becoming more and more prominent. In order to investigate the effect of local corrosion on the mechanical 
properties and ultimate compressive strength of circular steel tubes, outdoor accelerated corrosion tests on 11 
steel tubes were conducted considering the effects of different corrosion locations and corrosion degrees. The 
experimental results showed that the ultimate bearing capacity of the specimens was significantly affected by 
local corrosion, and the corrosion in the middle of the tube was more unfavorable than that in the end. 
Moreover, local corrosion can change the failure phenomenon of circular steel tubes. Finite element analysis on 



the bearing capacity of circular steel tubes after local corrosion was carried out, and the reliability of the 
simulation method was verified by comparison with experimental findings. The stress evolution on different 
sections during axial compression was also analyzed. Finally, the effect of different corrosion conditions on the 
bearing capacity was studied using parametric analysis. The analysis results demonstrated that the 
circumferential corrosion ratio and corrosion depth are important indices to evaluate the corrosion effect. 
Meanwhile, it was found that the corrosion location has a significant impact on the residual bearing capacity of 
tubes; however, the impact decreases with the increase in circumferential corrosion ratio and corrosion depth. 
The research results of the present work can provide a technical reference for the study of the mechanical 
properties of building components, such as round steel tubes, after corrosion. 
 
Juan D. Pozo, Matias A. Hube and Yahya C. Kurama, “Quantitative assessment of nonlinear macro-models for 
global behavior and design of planar RC walls”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111190 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111190 
ABSTRACT: Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) procedures require adequate estimation of the global 
cyclic force–displacement (F-D) behaviors of the primary lateral load-resisting elements. As reinforced concrete 
(RC) walls constitute one of the most widely used lateral load elements in building construction, several 
nonlinear analytical modeling approaches have been developed over the past several decades to numerically 
simulate the hysteretic behavior of these structures. However, comparisons between these models have often 
provided few details on the model input parameters, have not used consistent model discretization, and have 
assessed hysteretic predictions more qualitatively than quantitatively. Accordingly, the objectives of this paper 
are to: 1) provide detailed information on the modeling parameters used to simulate the cyclic lateral F-D 
behavior of a set of planar RC walls with flexure-dominant as well as shear-dominant behaviors, 2) evaluate the 
sensitivity of the F-D curves to different wall model discretizations applied consistently between different 
models, and 3) propose and use a new quantitative approach to assess the hysteretic behaviors predicted by the 
numerical models. The considered models are PERFORM 3D, MVLEM, SFI-MVLEM, and BTM. To represent 
the information that is typically known during the design of a structure, the nonlinear modeling parameters were 
limited to the wall geometry, reinforcing layout, concrete compression strength, and reinforcing steel yield 
strength, with no calibration of the material behaviors to the reported test results. A total of 2,300 analyses were 
performed to simulate four slender and four squat previously-tested RC walls. Results of the cyclic lateral F-D 
predictions were evaluated based on commonly used measures of effective stiffness, maximum strength, and 
ultimate displacement. Additionally, the hysteretic response of the numerical simulations was assessed by 
proposing, validating, and using the Modified Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE-sub-m) metric. Comparisons 
between the computing times for the models were also made, as well as comparisons of the local nonlinear 
behavior of a slender wall. Results show that the discretization used in the PERFORM 3D, MVLEM, and SFI-
MVLEM simulations did not significantly affect the predicted global response, whereas the discretization did 
affect the F-D curves from the BTM model. The values of NSE-sub-m agreed with qualitative evaluations of the 
F-D curves and were able to properly evaluate complex cyclic behaviors of RC walls including pinching and 
stiffness deterioration. The results of this investigation are expected to be used as modeling guidelines of RC 
walls when conducting PBSD. 
 
Yangxi Zhang, Mingke Deng, Ruizhe Li, Zhifang Dong and Hongzhe Sun, “Axial behavior of engineered 
cementitious composites confined by circular steel tubes”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111216 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111216 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the triaxial compressive response of engineered cementitious composite (ECC), 
the method of providing passive confinement by steel tubes was adopted. Eight groups of circular steel tube 
confined ECC (STCE) and two groups of steel tube confined concrete (STCC) were prepared and tested by 
monotonic axial compression. The effect of ECC compressive strength and diameter-to-thickness ratio of steel 
tube on the failure mode, axial load versus displacement curves and strain development in steel tube of the 
specimens were analyzed. The test results revealed that the peak load and the corresponding displacement of 
STCE increased with the decrease of the diameter-to-thickness ratio of the steel tubes. For STCE specimens 
with identical diameter-to-thickness ratio of steel tube, the axial displacements corresponding to the peak loads 
decreased with the increase of ECC compress strength. The transverse confining mechanism of STCE is 
different from that of STCC because the fiber bridging effect in ECC results in the “self-confining” effect. 
Furthermore, a modified Richart mode was proposed to predict the axial carrying capacity of STCE. 



 
Xiaojun Ke, Deyi Xu and Min Cai, “Experimental and numerical study on the eccentric compressive 
performance of RAC-encased RACFST composite columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111227 
1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111227 
ABSTRACT: Recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) was mainly limited to the nonstructural uses in practice due 
to its inferior properties. To expand the range of application of RAC, a novel structure type of concrete-encased 
concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) has attracted great interest due to its excellent performance. Since little 
literature about the behavior of the RAC-encased RACFST, it is imperative to conduct research about the new 
type of member for practical application to meet the requirement of the large market and sustainable 
development. This paper presents experimental and analytical studies on the mechanical behavior of RAC-
encased, RAC-filled steel tube (RACFST) composite columns under combined compression and bending. In the 
experiments, sixteen specimens were tested under axial or eccentric compression to investigate the effects in the 
recycled coarse aggregate (RCA) replacement ratio (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%), eccentricity ratio (e/h = 0, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6), steel ratio (2.72%, 2.11%), and slenderness (l/h = 3, 6, 9) on their mechanical performance. The 
results indicated that the replacement ratio of RCA had little effect on the failure mode of the RAC-encased 
RACFST composite columns. Compared with the specimens under axial compression, reductions of 23.1%, 
63.9%, and 72% were observed in the compressive strength for specimens with eccentricities of 0.2h, 0.4h, 
0.6h, respectively. Both the increase in the steel ratio and the reduction in the slenderness significantly 
improved the compressive strength of the specimens. A finite-element model of the specimens was developed to 
predict the load-deformation relationship and failure mode. The ultimate bearing capacity was predicted using 
existing design codes and the test result were compared. The values predicted by the design codes EC4, 
AISC360 PSD, and CECS188 showed deviations <15% (relative to the experimental values), which could be 
considered overconservative for the bearing capacity of RAC-encased RACFST composite columns. 
 
Shuai Li, Lin-Hai Han, Fa-Cheng Wang and Chuan-Chuan Hou, “Seismic behavior of fire-exposed concrete-
filled steel tubular (CFST) columns”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111085 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111085 
ABSTRACT: The seismic behavior of fire-exposed concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns was 
investigated based on a verified finite element analysis (FEA) model in this paper. Coupling effects of the fire 
exposure and sustained axial load on CFST columns were considered. Existing test data was employed to verify 
the feasibility of the model, where the temperature field tests, fire resistance tests, cyclic tests of CFST columns 
under ambient temperature and cyclic tests of CFST columns after fire exposure without coupling effects were 
considered. Further analysis was carried out based on the verified model. It was found that the coupling effects 
of fire exposure and sustained axial load could cause structural failure of CFST columns during fire exposure. 
However, if the CFST columns did not fail due to coupling effects, the residual deformation, residual stress, 
hysterical curves, and ultimate strengths after fire were similar to the CFST columns subjected to fire and axial 
load sequentially. The interactions between steel tube and concrete were studied. It was shown that the bond 
strength did not influence the behavior of CFST columns under and after fire exposure significantly. On the 
other hand, the contact stress was influenced by the lateral deflection and fire duration time of CFST columns. 
The deformation curves of CFST columns with low shear span ratios after fire exposure were generally similar 
to those without fire exposure. Lastly, it was found that the strength degradation of CFST columns with lower 
shear span ratios was more significant after fire exposure. 
 
Mohammad M. Elahi and Seyed M. Hashemi, “Application of operational method to develop dynamic stiffness 
matrix for vibration analysis of thin beams”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111244 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111244 
ABSTRACT: Laplace transform operator only accepts initial values at zero in evaluating derivative functions. 
This limits its use in vibration analysis of beams as a tool for merely finding analytical solutions and 
coefficients. By extending Laplace transform’s capacity to take non-zero initial conditions, a novel operational 
method for developing dynamic beam elements is proposed. The method avoids integration and differentiation, 
which are traditionally used in developing dynamic vibration elements. The ease of application of this 
operational method is demonstrated by developing dynamic stiffness elements of Euler-Bernoulli beams under 
various boundary conditions. The proposed technique also allows for easy handling of coupled differential 
equations, such as the ones applied to bending-torsion vibration of beams, as well as discontinuous functions 



which appear in elastic support modelling. MATLAB software has been used as graphing tool and for the 
mathematical calculations in this research. 
 
Chunyan Quan, Merih Kucukler and Leroy Gardner, “Design of web-tapered steel I-section members by 
second-order inelastic analysis with strain limits”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111242 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111242 
ABSTRACT: A consistent design approach, performed by second-order inelastic analysis using beam finite 
elements with strain limits, is proposed for web-tapered steel members. In the proposed design approach, a 
geometrically and materially nonlinear analysis with imperfections (GMNIA) of the tapered steel member is 
carried out and the ultimate strength of the member is signified by reaching either the strain limit defined 
according to the Continuous Strength Method (CSM) or the peak load factor, whichever occurs first. To 
consider the beneficial effect of strain gradients along the lengths of the members on local cross-section 
resistances, the strains are averaged over the local buckling half-wavelength. The accuracy of the proposed 
design approach is verified against results from nonlinear shell finite element modelling as well as a number of 
experiments on tapered members considering various taper ratios, loading conditions and member slenderness 
values. The proposed method provides more accurate and consistent ultimate strength predictions than EN 
1993-1-1 [1], because the following aspects, which are ignored in traditional design methods, are captured: (1) 
the interaction between cross-section elements for the consideration of local buckling, (2) the influence of local 
moment gradients on cross-section resistance, (3) the partial plastification of cross-sections and (4) strain 
hardening. 
 
Harsh Bohra and Sukru Guzey, “Fitness-for-service of open-top storage tanks subjected to differential 
settlement”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111277 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111277 
ABSTRACT: A method for evaluating the mechanical integrity of open-top cylindrical storage tanks subjected 
to a differential settlement is given. The settlement profile underneath the bottom circumference of the tank 
shell can be transformed into different harmonic components using the Fourier transformation. The existing 
method in American Petroleum Institute’s standard API 653, which is currently used by the industry in North 
America, does not differentiate the effect of different harmonic components. Nevertheless, the proposed method 
evaluates a cumulative damage factor by considering the effects of first five harmonic components individually. 
The paper further discusses other limitations of the existing method in API 653 document. Numerous finite 
element analysis (FEA) simulations are conducted to formulate and validate the proposed method by employing 
geometric nonlinear algorithm with nonlinear plastic material properties (GMNA) in ABAQUS finite element 
software. The trend for limiting settlement values with respect to different harmonic components under 
consideration and different tank geometries are discussed. The proposed method is validated by performing 
FEA using four actual settlement data profiles on different tank geometries. Lastly, the comparison is drawn 
between the FEA results, the existing API 653 method and the proposed method. The results of the allowable 
settlement indicate that the existing method is not consistent with the FEA findings. For some of the actual 
settlement data, the existing method results in overly conservative values and for others it gives non-
conservative values. Thus, the existing method may not capture the true behavior of tanks under settlement and 
needs modifications. The results of allowable settlement from the proposed method are found to be consistent 
with the FEA results for all different settlement data and tank geometries. Therefore, it is recommended that the 
new method is used instead of the existing method. 
 
Ran Feng, Jiarui Liu, Zhenming Chen, Krishanu Roy, Boshan Chen and James B.P. Lim, “Numerical 
investigation and design rules for flexural capacities of H-section high-strength steel beams with and without 
web openings”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111278 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111278 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a finite-element (FE) investigation on the flexural capacities of H-section 
high-strength steel beams with web openings. A non-linear finite-element model (FEM) was developed for H-
section high-strength steel beams with web openings, which included initial geometric imperfections. The 
FEMs were validated against the test results available in the literature for H-section high-strength steel beams 
with web openings. The validated FEMs were then used to conduct a parametric study comprising 180 FEMs to 
investigate the effects of different cross-sections, the opening diameter, the number of opening and the type of 



loadings on flexural capacities of H-section high-strength steel beams. The flexural capacities predicted from 
the finite-element analysis (FEA) were also used to study the performance of the current design guidelines for 
steel structures. A comparison of numerical strengths and design strengths found that the American National 
Standard (AISC) is over-conservative by as much as 61%, whereas the North American Specification (NAS) 
and Chinese Code (CC) are conservative by 34% on average, when predicting the flexural capacities of H-
section high-strength steel beams with web openings. In addition, the Steel Design Guide Series 2 (SDGS-2) 
and Continuous Strength Method (CSM) for cold-formed steel (CFS) members with openings are generally 
appropriate for H-section high-strength steel beams with web openings subjected to flexural failure. Moreover, 
the design rules from Direct Strength Method (DSM) were found to be over-conservative by around 40%. 
Accordingly, this paper proposes modified design equations over the existing design rules of SDGS-2. The 
proposed design equations have predicted closely the flexural capacities of H-section high-strength steel beams 
with web openings, being only 1% conservative to the FEA strengths. 
 
Y.F. Zhang, Y. Niu and W. Zhang, “Nonlinear vibrations and internal resonance of pretwisted rotating 
cantilever rectangular plate with varying cross-section and aerodynamic force”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
225, Article 111259 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111259 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the complex nonlinear vibrations and internal resonance of the rotating 
blade subjected to the aerodynamic force, which is simplified to a pretwisted rotating cantilever rectangular 
plate with the varying cross-section and varying rotating speed. Considering the effects of the cross-section 
warping, pretwisted and presetting angles, the nonlinear partial differential governing equations of motion are 
established based on the third-order shear deformation theory, von Karman large deformation theory and 
Hamilton principle. Two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear ordinary differential equations of motion are obtained by 
using Galerkin method. The method of multiple scales is applied to obtain the averaged equations under the 
case of the primary parametric resonance-1/2 subharmonic resonance and 1:2 internal resonance. Numerical 
simulations are performed to portray the amplitude-frequency response and amplitude-force response curves, 
bifurcations and chaotic dynamics of the pretwisted rotating cantilever rectangular plate by discussing the 
influences of the aerodynamic force and rotating speed perturbation. The bifurcation diagrams, maximum 
Lyapunov exponents, phase portraits, waveforms and Poincare maps are utilized to illustrate the complex 
nonlinear vibrations of the pretwisted rotating cantilever rectangular plate. 
 
Jun Wang, Xianfeng Cheng, Libo Yan and Chao Wu, “Numerical study on I-section steel-reinforced concrete-
filled steel tubes (SRCFST) under bending”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111276 15 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111276 
ABSTRACT: The flexural behaviour of I-section steel-reinforced concrete-filled steel tubes (SRCFSTs) was 
investigated via finite-element (FE) analysis. Different behaviours of the SRCFST beams were compared in 
terms of moment vs. midspan deflection curves, stress distribution in concrete, contact pressure, and flexural 
strength. The results indicated that the I-section steel delayed the movement of the neutral axis and the 
propagation of concrete cracks in bending. The simulation results of the FE model were validated by 
experimental results with regard to the moment vs. midspan deflection curves, moment vs. curvature curves, 
moment vs. ultimate tensile strain curves, and flexural strength of the tested specimens. Additionally, a 
parametric analysis of the verified FE model was performed for various parameters, such as the area of the I-
section steel, yield strength and thickness of the outer steel tubes, yield strength of the I-section steel, and 
concrete strength. The parametric analysis revealed that the yield strength and thickness of the outer steel tubes 
and the areas of I-section steel were the key parameters influencing the flexural strength of the SRCFST beams. 
Furthermore, design equations for the flexural strength of SRCFST beams were derived according to Han’s 
method and the AISC specification, and both methods provided a safe and conservative prediction for the 
flexural strength of the SRCFST beams. 
 
D.E.S. Rodrigues, J. Belinha, L.M.J.S. Dinis and R.M. Natal Jorge, “The numerical analysis of symmetric 
cross-ply laminates using the natural neighbour radial point interpolation method and high-order shear 
deformation theories”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111247 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111247 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures are commonly analysed using the Finite Element Method (FEM). However, 
new accurate and efficient discrete numerical techniques have appeared recently – the meshless methods. Thus, 



this work uses a meshless method – the Natural Neighbour Radial Point Interpolation Method (NNRPIM) – to 
perform an elasto-static analysis of composite laminated plates. Meshless methods only require an unstructured 
nodal distribution to discretize the problem domain. In order to numerically integrate the integro-differential 
equation from the Galerkin weak formulation, a background integration mesh is constructed using the Voronoï 
diagram. Then, the nodal connectivity is enforced using the ‘influence-cell’ concept and the shape functions are 
obtained. In this work, laminated composite plates are analysed using distinct equivalent single layer theories, 
considering different transverse high-order shear deformation laws. Thus, several third-order, exponential and 
trigonometric transverse shear deformation theories are combined with the NNRPIM to analyse the structural 
response of composite laminated plates. In the end, composite laminated plates are numerically analysed and 
the meshless solutions are compared with the analytical solution available in the literature. Therefore, this 
works contributes with new solutions for classic composite symmetric cross-ply laminated plates and provides a 
comparative study on the accuracy of some high-order shear deformation theories (HSDTs). 
 
Fani Derveni, Simos Gerasimidis and Kara D. Peterman, “Behavior of cold-formed steel shear walls sheathed 
with high-capacity sheathing”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111280 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111280 
ABSTRACT: Cold-formed steel (CFS) framed buildings have shown potential towards innovative and efficient 
building design in high seismic regions. The objective of this study is to expand the knowledge and breadth of 
design options of CFS construction into higher capacity lateral force resisting systems; as such, the lateral 
performance of CFS shear walls sheathed with fiber cement board (FCB) and composite steel-gypsum (SG) 
panels are the focus of this work. Three-dimensional finite element shell modeling is used by focusing on the 
impact of sheathing type, screw type and fastener pattern. The computational method includes fastener-based 
modeling which necessitates the use of experimentally-derived connection behavior. An experimental program 
of monotonic and cyclic fastener testing was conducted to provide shear response of CFS-to-sheathing 
connections with various sheathings (FCB, SG), screws, and screw spacing. Monotonic connection means are 
derived from the experiments and introduced in the finite element model. The numerical results demonstrate 
significant capacity benefits and different failure modes from traditional wood-sheathed shear walls. This work 
not only aims to provide an innovative and accurate computational tool for FCB- and SG-sheathed shear walls 
to the research community, but also to expand CFS practice through higher capacity design options. To enable 
adoption by practitioners, prescriptive design recommendations are provided. As the developed finite element 
model is computationally expensive, Pinching4 parameters from the cyclic testing are also provided to aid in the 
development of reduced-order models. 
 
Mohd. Taha Parvez, Arshad Hussain Khan and M. Yaqoob Yasin, “On the softening and hardening nonlinear 
behavior of laminated cylindrical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111339 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111339 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic response of laminated composite cylindrical shell under external periodic 
force with forcing frequency varied in the spectral vicinity of first and second natural frequency is presented. 
The governing equations of motion are solved to obtain the state vector representing the periodic response using 
Newmark time marching based shooting approach and arc length/pseudo-arc length continuation techniques. 
The main contributions of the paper is to explore the parameters influencing the transition between softening 
and hardening nonlinear behavior of cylindrical shell. In addition the nonlinear restoring force dynamics leading 
to differences in the positive and negative half cycle response amplitude have been explained using strain/stress 
distribution. Further, the upper and lower surfaces of the shell are subjected to tensile and compressive stresses 
for unequal time within a cycle. The periodic variation of the steady state stresses and its FFT reveal 
significantly large higher harmonic contributions detrimental to fatigue design of structures. Symmetric 
laminated shell depict greater response amplitude compared to antisymmetric ones owing to increase in 
restoring forces due to lamination scheme induced bending-stretching coupling for antisymmetric laminates. 
The deformed configuration of the shell corresponding to primary and secondary peak reveal modal interaction 
between first and higher modes. 
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stability analysis of thin-walled I-section laminated composite curved beams with elastic end restraints”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111336 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111336 
ABSTRACT: Semi-analytical solution for critical buckling load and nonlinear load-deflection relationship of I-
section laminated composite curved beams with elastic end restraints is presented. The governing differential 
equations of thin-walled curved beams are derived from the principle of virtual displacement with full 



consideration of curvature effect. The elastic end restraints of laminated curved beams for practical engineering 
is adopted, and the characteristic displacement functions of pinned-pinned and clamped-clamped are linearly 
combined to describe the stability behavior of end-restrained curved beams. The Galerkin method is used to 
solve the governing differential equations for stability analysis of laminated curved beams. Accuracy of the 
present semi-analytical solution for predicting critical buckling load is verified with available solutions in the 
literature, and its effectiveness for nonlinear stability analysis is illustrated in comparison with the finite element 
method using ABAQUS. The in-plane and out-of-plane behaviors of laminated composite curved beams are 
compared. Finally, the effects of geometry of section, initial imperfection, central angle of curved beam (the 
ratio of arc length to radius), layup in flange and web, and stiffness of elastic end restraints are evaluated to shed 
light on nonlinear stability behavior. The present semi-analytical solution for nonlinear stability analysis of thin-
walled I-section laminated composite curved beams can be used effectively and efficiently in design analysis 
and optimization of thin-walled curved beam structures. 
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“Deformation and energy absorption of additively manufactured functionally graded thickness thin-walled 
circular tubes under lateral crushing”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111324 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111324 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded thickness (FGT) is an innovative concept to create light-weight structures 
with better material distribution and promising energy absorption characteristics suitable for vehicle 
crashworthiness applications. Accordingly, this paper suggests innovative circular tubes with in-plane thickness 
gradient along their perimeter and assesses their crashworthiness behaviour under lateral loading. Three 
different designs of circular tubes with thickness gradient were considered in which the locations of maximum 
and minimum thicknesses are varied. Selective laser melting method of additive manufacturing was used to 



manufacture the different tubes. Two different bulk powders including titanium (Ti6Al4V) and aluminium 
(AlSi10Mg) were used in the manufacturing process. Quasi-static crush experiments were conducted on the 
laser melted tubes to investigate their crushing and energy absorption behaviour. The energy absorption 
characteristics of the different FGT tubes were calculated and compared against a uniform thickness design. The 
results revealed that the best crashworthiness metrics were offered by FGT titanium tube in which the maximum 
thickness regions were along the horizontal and vertical directions while the minimum thickness regions were at 
an angle of 45° with respect to the loading direction. The aforementioned tube was found to absorb 79% greater 
energy per unit mass than its uniform thickness counterpart. Finally, with the aid of numerical simulations and 
surrogate modelling techniques, multi-objective optimisation and parametric analysis were conducted on the 
best FGT tube. The influences of the geometrical parameters on the crashworthiness responses of the best FGT 
structure were explored and the optimal thickness gradient parameters were determined. The results reported in 
this paper provide valuable guidance on the design of FGT energy absorption tubes for lateral deformation. 
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plate shear walls (SSPSW) with openings using response surface method”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, nonlinear finite element (NLFE) analysis is conducted to determine the maximum 
shear capacity (V(max)) of stiffened steel plate shear walls (SSPSW) with rectangular openings. Results of a 
wide range of parametric study are presented using developed response surface method (RSM), which 
quantified the effect of prominent input variables on the predicted shear capacity of SSPSW. The studied 
parameters, which evaluated by different aspect ratios of the infill plate (L/h), are thickness of the infill plate (t), 
yield stress of the steel used in the infill plate (F-sub-y), and the ratio of opening area to the total area of the 
infill plate (A-sub-0/A-sub-p). RSM is utilized to propose equations to predict the maximum shear capacity of 
SSPSW with different rectangular opening ratios, which can assist in optimum designing of SSPSW. Results 
show that, RSM is an accurate method to predict the shear capacity of specimens. Furthermore, by having 
characteristics of the specimens, the optimum size of openings and thickness of the infill plate can be calculated 
to achieve the target V(max) . Evaluating the results also indicated that shear capacity has linear relationship 
with variations of the steel infill plate thickness. Besides, by increasing in the thickness and aspect ratio of the 
infill plate, V(max) is strongly influenced by opening ratio. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents analytical investigations on the free vibration and static bending of 
functionally graded graphene-reinforced nanocomposite (FG-GPLRC) spherical shells. The GPL nanofillers are 
dispersed into polymer matrix uniformly and un-uniformly in the thickness direction with a piece-wise type, and 
UD, FG-O, FG-X, FG-V and FG-A types of GPL distribution patterns are taken into account. The effective 
material properties of graphene-reinforced nanocomposites are estimated by using the modified Halpin-Tsai 
multi-scaled model and the rule of mixtures. Governing differential equations for free vibration and bending of 
the FG-GPLRC spherical shells are derived based on the three-dimensional elasticity theory with the aid of the 
state space method, and the layer-wise model is employed to obtain the analytical solutions. The validity of the 
present method is first examined, followed by the illustrative parametric studies to further scrutinize the free 
vibration and static bending behaviors of the FG-GPLRC spherical shells with the various reinforcement 
schemes, including the distribution pattern, the weight fraction, and geometric parameter of GPLs in details. 
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Mateusz Konieczny, Henryk Achtelik and Grzegorz Gasiak, “Location of stress concentration zones in a two-
layer axially symmetrical perforated plate with force applied normally to its surface”, Engineering Structures, 
Vol. 226, Article 111355 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111355 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents stress analysis in a circular axially symmetrical plated perforated plate 
comprising two layers, i.e. the base layer in the form of S355J2 steel and the applied layer in the form of 
titanium, freely supported and loaded normally to its surface. Calculations were carried out according to 
analytical relations and using finite element method in ANSYS program. The tested plate with a diameter of 
D = 300 mm had holes on five circles. On the first outer circle the plate had holes d1 = 20.5 mm in diameter, 
whereas on the inner circle the plate had holes d5 = 9.5 mm in diameter. Experimental research was also carried 
out, and the results were used to verify the results obtained by the finite element method using the ANSYS 
program and derived by the analytical method. 
 
Shaojun Zhu, Makoto Ohsaki and Xiaonong Guo, “Prediction of non-linear buckling load of imperfect 
reticulated shell using modified consistent imperfection and machine learning”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
226, Article 111374 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111374 
ABSTRACT: A modified method is proposed for the consistent imperfection method, which introduces the 
shape of the first-order linear buckling mode of a spatial structure as the imperfection pattern to estimate the 
non-linear buckling load of an imperfect structure. By adjusting the magnitudes of the joint deflection 
component and the member deformation component, the imperfection pattern calculated by the modified 
method is shown to be more reasonable to represent the construction and fabrication errors in reality. It is also 
found that the imperfection pattern calculated by the first-order linear buckling mode may not be the most 
adverse one to the structure, and the non-linear buckling load of the imperfect structure is highly associated with 
the similarity between the imperfection pattern and the deformation of the structure, which is described by the 
Euclidean distance between the imperfection pattern and the incremental displacement vectors. Subsequently, a 
prediction method of the non-linear buckling load of an imperfect structure is proposed using machine learning 
techniques, including the artificial neural network and the support vector regression (SVR), which avoid the 
computation cost of multiple non-linear buckling analysis for imperfect structures. Finally, the performance of 
the prediction method is verified, and a simplified formula is given for the design of reticulated shells based on 
the SVR with the linear kernel. 
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Zongping Chen, Ji Zhou, Chenggui Jing and Qiuhong Tan, “Mechanical behavior of spiral stirrup reinforced 
concrete filled square steel tubular columns under compression”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, Article 
111377 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111377 
ABSTRACT: Stirrup-confined concrete-filled square steel tubular (CFSST) columns with spiral stirrup 
alleviates the local buckling of square steel tube, thereby improving both ultimate bearing capacity and 
ductility. This paper presents an experimental study on compressive behavior of spiral stirrup reinforced 
concrete-filled square steel tubular (SSRCFSST) columns. Twenty-nine axial compression specimens and 
eighteen eccentric compression specimens were tested for experimental investigation of the effects of the 
sample size, the concrete strength, the thickness of steel tube, the ratio of diameter to width, the spacing of 
spiral stirrup and the steel ratio. In addition, the effect of eccentricity ratio on the eccentric compression 
specimens was also investigated. The test results show that the spiral stirrup has excellent cooperation ability 
with square steel tube and concrete, can effectively improve the non-uniform confine of square steel tube and 
enhance the confine effect on concrete. Furthermore, decreasing the spacing of spiral stirrup can enhance the 
axial bearing capacity and ductility of SSRCFSST columns, but has little effect on the eccentric bearing 
capacity. A composite model confined by square steel tube and spiral stirrup is established, the calculation 
formulas to estimate the bearing capacity of SSRCFSST columns are developed and close correlations are 
found between the calculated results and the experimental results. 
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Tan-Tien Nguyen, Ngoc-Linh Nguyen, Jaehong Lee and Quoc-Hung Nguyen, “Analysis of non-uniform 
polygonal cross-sections for thin-walled functionally graded straight and curved beams”, Engineering 
Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111366 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111366 
ABSTRACT: The paper adequately presents an analysis of thin-walled functionally graded straight and curved 
beams for general non-uniform polygonal cross-sections. In order to mathematically model a complex beam 
which property information in both material distribution and geometric continuity need to be collected from 
multiple patches through blade thickness and each cross-section, a higher-order approach has been adopted. 
Subsequently, the higher orders of warping, coupling distortion including bending, torsion as well as Poisson’s 
distortion were fully taken into account. The anisotropy of materials with its effects are then also included. 
Beam frame modal which each edge on a cross-section is generally considered as multi-separated beams has 
found to be extremely compatible that well captures all behaviors of the beam. As a result, the study allows a 
blended coupling of closed-section beam-shells on different curvatures. Various examples were conducted to 
illustrate the performance and accuracy also the computational efficiency of the method where several 
compared results coming from ABAQUS modeling. 
 
Zhenyu Huang, Xiaolong Zhao, Wei Zhang, Zhanxia Fu, Yingwu Zhou and Lili Sui, “Load transfer mechanism 
of novel double-layer steel-LHDCC-steel sandwich panels under punching loads”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 
226, Article 111427 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111427 
ABSTRACT: This study develops a novel double-layer steel-lightweight high ductility cement composite 
(LHDCC)-steel sandwich composite panels with hybrid shear connectors. Two interventions are included 
compared to the traditional single-layer steel–concrete-steel panels: (1) material intervention: using ultra 
lightweight high ductility cement composite; and (2) structural intervention: using double layers to replace the 
single layer. The experimental program tests two full-scale single-layer sandwich panels and eight full-scale 
double-layer sandwich panels subjected to concentrated punching load. The specimens vary with different layer 
numbers, shear span-to-depth ratios, steel contribution ratios, types and spacing of shear connectors, and 
loading areas. The effects of these parameters on the load–displacement curve and failure mode of the 
composite sandwich panels are discussed in detail. Compared to the single-layer sandwich panels with 
comparable steel contribution ratio, the double-layer sandwich panels exhibit larger ultimate resistance and 
residual resistance. The punching cone model is established to illustrate the failure mechanisms of the double-
layer sandwich panels, the failure sequence of which follows: (1) punching shear failure of concrete; (2) 
punching shear fracture of top plate; and (3) punching shear fracture of middle plate. Based on corresponding 
failure mechanisms, this study develops analytical models, taking into account of the above parameters, to 
evaluate the ultimate resistance of the composite panels. The developed models provide close predictions of 
each peak resistance of the single- and double- layer sandwich panels, which provides reference for the design 
of multilayer SCS composite panels. 
 
Mizan Ahmed and Qing Quan Liangll, “Numerical modeling of octagonal concrete-filled steel tubular short 
columns accounting for confinement effects”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111405 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111405 
ABSTRACT: The concrete confinement induced by the steel tube of a concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) 
column depends on its cross-sectional shape. The mechanism of confinement in octagonal CFST columns 
differs considerably from that in circular or square CFST columns. It is therefore important to ascertain the 
confinement effect in octagonal CFST columns to accurately quantify their behavior. In this paper, a numerical 
modeling method employing the theory of fiber analysis is presented that can simulate the axial behavior of 
short octagonal CFST columns that are loaded axially to failure. New constitutive laws of concrete including 
lateral confining stress model and the residual strength factor for compressive concrete in CFST octagonal 
columns are developed by interpreting the available test data. The concrete material model is implemented in 
the computational procedure of nonlinear analysis. The accuracy of various models of lateral confining stresses 
including the proposed one in this paper is evaluated against test data. The behavior of octagonal CFST stub 



columns including salient parameters is examined by using the computer program developed. A design equation 
is suggested for estimating the capacities of octagonal CFST stub columns considering confinement effects. The 
codified design methods in several international standards for circular CFST columns are evaluated against the 
test results to investigate their applicability to octagonal CFST columns. The developed material models and 
computational and design methods are shown to yield computations which are compared well with experimental 
results of octagonal CFST columns. The current design codes considerably underestimate or overestimate the 
strengths of octagonal CFST columns. 
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Binglin Lai and J.Y. Richard Liew, “Investigation on axial load-shorting behaviour of high strength concrete 
encased steel composite section”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111401 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111401 
ABSTRACT: Experimental work on steel H-section fully encased by high strength concrete showed the 
occurrence of premature failure due to concrete cover spalling. This failure mode limits the utilization of full 
material strength and hence impedes the attainment of anticipated load-carrying capacity. This paper proposes 
an analytical model to predict the full range axial load-displacement behaviour of concrete encased steel 
composite section made from concrete grade up to C130 and steel section grade up to S690. The analytical 
model captures the compression behaviour of concrete encased steel composite section at the constitutive level 
including premature cover spalling, concrete confinement from stirrups and steel section. Concrete fracture 
energy is used to estimate the cover spalling strain, and a confinement model is proposed to evaluate the 
confining pressure provided by the steel section. Good agreement is observed between the analytical predictions 
and test results in terms of initial stiffness, peak load, residual strength, and the full range of load-displacement 
response. Based on the findings, recommendations are put forward for practical design of high strength concrete 
encased steel composite columns. 
 
Junchang Ci, Hong Jia, Mizan Ahmed, Shicai Chen, Daxing Zhou and Liqun Hou, “Experimental and 
numerical analysis of circular concrete-filled double steel tubular stub columns with inner square hollow 
section”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111400 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111400 



ABSTRACT: A circular concrete-filled double steel tubular column (CFDST) with a square hollow section 
(SHS) as an inner tube is introduced as a new form of a composite column in the paper. A series of axial 
compression tests that are carried out on this new type of composite column is reported in this study. Three-
dimensional models based on the finite element (FE) program ABAQUS are also developed for such columns 
employing a modified confined concrete constitutive model for the core concrete. The accuracy of the model is 
verified by comparing the FE model with the experimental results. The effects of various parameters on the 
load-axial strain response of CFDST short columns are studied by using the validated FE model. The suggested 
formulas based on the confined concrete model for calculating the bearing capacity of CFDST short columns 
are proposed. 
 
Yang Yang, Jun-Jian Li, Yu Zhang, Qi He, Hong-Liang Dai, “A semi-analytical analysis of strength and critical 
buckling behavior of underwater ring-stiffened cylindrical shells”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 227, Article 
111396 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111396 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, strength and buckling behavior analysis of a ring-stiffened cylindrical shell for the 
sightseeing submersible subjected to mechanical and thermal loads are studied. Based on the Donnell’s 
assumption and classical shell theory, the governing equations of strength analysis for the ring-stiffened 
cylindrical shell are established, and the problems are solved by finite difference method (FDM) and Newmark-
β method. Meanwhile, the governing equations of buckling behavior for the ring-stiffened cylindrical shell are 
set up in view of the energy method, which are resolved by the Ritz method. The research shows that the 
external load has the most significant influence on the strength of ring-stiffened cylindrical shell. Moreover, 
compared with other factors, the external load has a great influence on its strength, and the effect of shell 
thickness on the buckling load of ring-stiffened cylindrical shell is most obvious. The research work can 
provide theoretical basis for the design and optimizing of underwater equipment such as tourist submarines. 
 
Tuan Trung Le, Vipulkumar Ishvarbhai Patel, Qing Quan Liang and Phat Huynh, “Axisymmetric simulation of 
circular concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular short columns incorporating outer stainless-steel tube”, 
Engineering Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111416 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111416 
ABSTRACT: A concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) column incorporating an outer stainless-steel 
tube and a high-strength inner carbon steel tube exhibits high corrosion resistance and load-carrying capacity. 
This paper presents the axisymmetric analysis technique for simulating the structural response of short circular 
CFDST columns loaded concentrically. The double-skin confinement mechanism for modeling the sandwiched 
concrete is explored and implemented in the analysis. The significant strain hardening response of stainless steel 
in axial compression is recognized in the analysis technique. The benefits of axisymmetric analysis over the full 
three-dimensional simulation are highlighted for the analysis of a member which is symmetric about its rotation 
vertical axis. The comparison of axisymmetric analysis results is made with the experimental results given in 
the previous independent studies. The parametric investigation on the structural response of CFDST columns is 
performed by means of using the verified axisymmetric model. The analysis results indicate that the inner tube 
diameter-to-thickness ratio less than 40 should be selected to prevent its local buckling from occurring and the 
inner tube should have yield stress higher than the 0.2% proof strength of the outer stainless steel tube. The 
outer stainless-steel with proof stress of 195 MPa should be filled with high-strength concrete of 120 MPa to 
ensure the strain compatibility. Liang’s design model closely estimates the ultimate axial strengths of the 
CFDST columns composed of an outer stainless-steel tube and a high-strength inner carbon steel tube. 
 
M.V.B. Santana, L.I.W. Arnouts, T.J. Massart, P.B. Gonçalves and P.Z. Berke, “Corotational 3D joint finite 
element tailored for the simulation of bistable deployable structures”, Engineering Structures, Vol. 227, Article 
111387 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2020.111387 
ABSTRACT: The 3D deployable frames studied in this work are structures composed of elastic beam elements 
connected by complex joints. During transformation a controlled snap-through allows the instantaneous 
stabilization of the structure in an open and in a closed, compact configuration. The mechanics of the 
transformation is highly nonlinear, since it relies on finite rotations of the structural elements. It is also strongly 
influenced by geometrical features required for a manufacturing-ready design, such as the finite size of 
structural elements and sufficient spacing between the beams. These features are generally disregarded in the 



usual wireframe-based design, but they are taken into account in this work by applying a tailor-made 
corotational 3D joint finite element, developed to incorporate naturally finite joint size, finite nonlinear joint 
stiffness and friction effects. The formulation of the proposed joint FE is presented and the performance of the 
numerical implementation is verified using computational benchmarks. The joint FE is then applied to the 
numerical investigation of the transformation response of bistable deployable structures from a single module 
case to large, complex structures. Among other findings, it is shown that the incorporation of finite joint size 
and beam spacing in the numerical model leads to a different snap-through mechanism that significantly 
reduces the peak force required for transformation, which could be a basis for future design strategies. 
Additionally the performance of structures applying the bistable structural pattern on the whole structure or 
following an entirely modular design (interconnected single modules) is also compared, as a function of the 
structural size. 
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A. Gliszczynski, T. Kubiak, P. Rozylo, P. Jakubczak and J. Bienias, “The response of laminated composite 
plates and profiles under low-velocity impact load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 1-12, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.005 
ABSTRACT: The effect of impact load with low velocity in thin-walled plates and profiles has been 
investigated. The paper deals with the relation between damage propagation, size and shape as a function of 
boundary conditions, layer arrangements and impact energy. The structures under consideration were made of 
eight-layer Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) laminate with a quasi-isotropic, quasi-orthotropic and 
angle ply arrangement of layers. The standardised plates predefined to CAI tests and channel section profiles 
have been subjected to impact load. Based on the performed tests, the impact characteristics have been obtained 
and compared with the theoretical model (one degree of freedom mass-spring system). Further, despite it not 
being mentioned in the ASTM 7136 standard, characteristic curves were identified. It was noted that the 
impacts introducing matrix damages and the partial fracture of the fibres significantly change the course of the 
Force-Time histories, particularly after the maximum impact force is reached. 
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Clement Audibert, Anne-Sophie Andreani, Eric Latine and Jean-Claude Grandidier, “Discrete modeling of low-
velocity impact on Nomex honeycomb sandwich structures with CFRP skins”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, 
pp 108-118, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.047 
ABSTRACT: Predicting the honeycomb sandwich’s response to impact loading is a major challenge in the 
aeronautical industry. Several papers demonstrated the possible use of non-linear springs to model Nomex’s 
impact behavior. On the other hand, the authors show that the lack of transverse shear consideration constitutes 
a real limitation. The aim of this study is to overcome this limitation by introducing a compression/shear 
coupling to take into account the transverse shear. In this approach, the modelling of a low velocity impact test 
is performed on a sandwich composite with CFRP skins and Nomex® honeycomb. Composite skins are 
modeled as an elasto-plastic-damage material using a user field surbroutine (Abaqus©). The Nomex core is 
modeled with non-linear springs integrating a compression/shear coupling behavior. Then, the sandwich 
response under low speed impact is realized and compared with experimental data leading to a good correlation. 
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H. Saeidi Googarchin, M. Pasandidehpoor, A. Mahmoodi and M.H. Shojaeefard, “Energy absorption analysis 
for tapered multi-cell tubes improved by foams: Theoretical development and numerical simulation”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 213-222, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.032 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, Energy absorption characteristics of tapered multi-cell tubes improved by foams are 
studied. For the energy absorption process, a theoretical formulation is developed to represent the mean crush 
load of the foam-filled tubes considering a combination of mean crush loads due to non-filled tube, the foam-
filler, and a frictional resistance between them (interaction effects). The formulation is based on the 
assumptions including equivalent segmented non-tapered single-cell tubes as well as a parallel resisting force of 
the contributors (non-filled tubes, foam-filler, and interaction effects). Moreover, an extensive numerical 
analysis on the crushing of the foam-filled tapered multi-cell tubes, with a taper angle ranging from 0 to 7 
degrees, a wall thickness ranging from 0.25 to 3 mm, and a cell number ranging from 11 to 10 × 10, is 
conducted to evaluate the effects of side wall tapering, cross section’s division into multiple cells and wall 
thickness enlargement on the crashworthiness characteristics. Analyses indicate that there are significant 
enhancements in the energy absorption behavior of the foam-filled tubes with respect to the non-filled ones. As 
a special case, the force-displacement results obtained in the numerical simulation are verified against those 
experimentally observed and reported in the literature for a foam-filled non-tapered single-cell tube. 
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straightforward approach to thermo-electro-mechanical vibration of piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite 
cylindrical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 292-303, 1 January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Exact solutions for thermo-electro-mechanical free vibration of a piezoelectric fiber-reinforced 
composite (PFRC) cylindrical shell is obtained under the framework of Hamiltonian mechanics. Two types of 
fiber reinforcement including the uniformly distributed in each ply and functionally graded in the thickness 
direction are taken into considered. Unlike the classical analytical treatment which relies on trial functions, the 



governing equations in the Hamiltonian form can be directly solved through a rigorous way. Free vibration of 
PFRC cylindrical shells is reduced into a symplectic eigenproblem which has five kinds of explicit 
eigenfunctions. Analytical frequency equations and vibration mode shapes are derived simultaneously. In 
numerical examples, a comparison study is performed to verify the validity of the proposed solution. A detailed 
discussion is presented to reveal the effects of key influencing factors on the expression of eigenfunctions. 
Some new results which can be used as benchmarks for the approximate approach are given also. 
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L.L. Hu, M. Zh. Zhou and H. Deng, “Dynamic indentation of auxetic and non-auxetic honeycombs under large 
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ABSTRACT: It is generally acknowledged that the indentation resistance or hardness of auxetic materials is 
higher than that of their conventional counterparts under elastic deformation. However, this property of the 
auxetic material may not always be superior to that of the non-auxetic materials when the deformation is 
relatively large with plasticity considered. In this study, we come up with an index to quantitatively depict the 
indentation resistance of the hexagonal honeycombs under large deformation. The indentation resistance of both 
the auxetic and non-auxetic hexagonal honeycombs is compared and discussed. Results show that in the 
premise of honeycombs possessing the same relative density, the indentation resistance of auxetic hexagonal 
honeycombs is not always higher than that of the non-auxetic honeycombs. This phenomenon is verified by the 
numerical simulations. Further analysis shows that there is a critical value of the absolute value of Poisson’s 
ratio, which is determined by the cell-wall length ratio, to estimate the higher indentation resistance between the 



auxetic and non-auxetic hexagonal honeycombs. The influence of indentation velocity is also analyzed based on 
numerical simulations. This present work is supposed to shed light on the design and evaluation of the 
indentation resistance for both auxetic and conventional honeycombs. 
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S. Zeng, B.L. Wang and K.F. Wang, “Nonlinear vibration of piezoelectric sandwich nanoplates with 
functionally graded porous core with consideration of flexoelectric effect”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 
340-351, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.040 
ABSTRACT: The porous materials become a new class of advanced engineering material due to their excellent 
advantage such as low specific weight, efficient capacity of energy dissipation, reduced thermal and electrical 
conductivity, enhanced recyclability and machinability. In this study, the nonlinear vibration of piezoelectric 
sandwich nanoplates with functionally graded (FG) porous core under electrical load is presented. The 
piezoelectric effect, flexoelectric effect and von Karman type large deformation are simultaneously taken into 
account. Results show that the piezoelectric and flexoelectric effects of the material reduce the vibration 
frequency of the sandwich nanoplate even there is no applied voltage on the piezoelectric layer. The natural 
frequency of the sandwich structure with porous core can be adjusted by controlling the porosity distribution 
and porous coefficients of the porous material, and the applied voltages on the piezoelectric layer. 
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columns composed of closely spaced pultruded FRP channels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 478-487, 1 
January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.016 
ABSTRACT: The results of geometrically nonlinear analyses on 43 built-up Pultruded Fibre-Reinforced 
Polymer (PFRP) columns with closely spaced chords and intermittent interconnections are presented. A 
comparison between columns with the end sections entirely loaded and columns loaded at the end battens only 
is reported, showing no appreciable difference in the P-δ response. The effects due to variations of column 



length and battens spacing are then investigated. It is found that stocky columns with small battens spacing 
attain pre-buckling failure at the web-flange junctions of the chords for loads approximately equal to 70% of the 
crushing load. Slender columns fail by global buckling, whereas intermediate-slenderness columns may 
experience interaction between local and global buckling. A design method is finally proposed. 
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Tao Zhou and Yanqi Song, “Three-dimensional nonlinear bending analysis of FG-CNTs reinforced composite 
plates using the element-free Galerkin method based on the S-R decomposition”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
207, pp 519-530, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.026 
ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional element-free Galerkin method (EFG) based on the Strain-Rotation (S-R) 
decomposition theorem, named 3D-SR-EFG, is developed to investigate the nonlinear bending behavior of 
functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plates. Due to its overcoming the 
deficiencies of classic finite deformation theories, S-R decomposition theorem can provide a reliable theoretical 
support for the geometrically nonlinear simulation. The incremental variational formulation based on the S-R 
decomposition theorem for three-dimensional static large deformation problems is derived from the updated co-
moving coordinate formulation and principle of potential energy rate. Global weak-form EFG is adopted to 
obtain the discrete form of the formulation. Convergence and comparison studies are conducted to validate the 
numerical stability and accuracy of the proposed 3D-SR-EFG. The influences of volume fraction and 
distributions of CNTs, plate’s aspect ratio and width-to-thickness ratio, boundary conditions on the nonlinear 
bending response of the CNTRC plates are numerically analyzed and discussed in parametric studies. Results 
demonstrate that the 3D-SR-EFG can effectively predict the nonlinear bending behavior of the CNTRC plates. 
This work also further extends the applications of the S-R decomposition theorem. 
 
Hong Zhang, Dongyan Shi, Shuai Zha and Qingshan Wang, “A modified Fourier solution for sound-vibration 
analysis for composite laminated thin sector plate-cavity coupled system”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 
560-575, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.037 
ABSTRACT: This paper applied the modified Fourier series method to investigate the sound-vibration 
characteristics by establishing a composite laminated thin sector plate-cavity coupled model for the first time 
based on the classical plate theory (CPT) and Rayleigh-Ritz energy technique. The coupled system consists of 
an annular sector or circular sector plate backed by an acoustic cavity filled with air or water. Ignoring the 
influence of boundary conditions, displacements admissible functions of laminated sector plate and sound 
pressure admissible functions of cavity can be set up as a Fourier series superposition, whose composition are 
the superposition of Fourier cosine series and supplementary functions. The addition of these supplementary 
polynomials can effectively eliminate the discontinuity or jump phenomenon on the boundary. The correctness 
of the established analytical model has been validated by being compared with the results achieved by the finite 
element method (FEM). On this basis, the coupling mechanism of the weakly coupled system and the strongly 
coupled system are discussed in detail. In addition, some new results and discussions are given, including the 
cavity depth, plate thickness, anisotropic degree, varying boundary conditions and so on, which could provide 
reference for future research. 
 
L. Wang, M. Xu and Y.H. Li, “Vibration analysis of deploying laminated beams with generalized boundary 
conditions in hygrothermal environment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 665-676, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.051 



ABSTRACT: The free vibration of a deploying laminated beam in hygrothermal environment with a constant 
axial velocity is studied. The model of this system is given within the framework of the Euler-Bernoulli beam 
theory and von Karman nonlinear strain theory. The nonlinear dynamic equilibrium equation with generalized 
boundary conditions is established based on the Hamilton’s principle with considering the combined effects of 
the axial motion, transverse vibration and hygrothermal environment. Based on the Galerkin method, a set of 
ordinary differential equations is obtained. The numerical results of the discretization equation are performed 
adopting the eigenvalue method and Newmark method. In addition, the dynamic stability is discussed, and 
extensive numerical calculations are performed to illustrate the effects of varying extension velocities, 
temperature, humidity and ply angles on frequencies. 
 
Geoffrey Knott and Andrew Viquerat, “Helical bistable composite slit tubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, 
pp 711-726, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.045 
ABSTRACT: Bistability in doubly curved and twisted (helical) composite slit tubes is investigated for the first 
time. This work establishes a natural extension in this area which has been focused on straight and until more 
recently, doubly curved (toroidal) tubes with positive Gaussian curvature. The model developed introduces 
longitudinal and transverse curvature, and twist into strips of laminated composite material. The composite is 
engineered to be bistable and the second stable state determined via strain energy minimisation using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method. The strain energy is formulated as a function of curvature strains, longitudinal stretching 
and a variable middle ply fibre angle of the laminate. The second stable state forms a compact and untwisted 
cylindrical coil with the latter engineered by tailoring the middle ply fibre angle. A new manufacturing process 
capable of producing helically curved tubes using glass-fibre/polypropylene-matrix composite is presented to 
verify the hypothesis of this work. An untwisted coil enables the efficient stowage and deployment of new 
forms of bistable composite tube which adhere to similar form factors as straight and toroidal ones. By 
embedding electrical conductors, helical bistable composites enable new lightweight, compact and 
multifunctional structures for communication and sensing applications. 
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Victor M. Franco Correia, J.F. Aguilar Madeira, Aurelio L. Araujo and Cristovao M. Mota Soares, 
“Multiobjective optimization of functionally graded material plates with thermo-mechanical loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 845-857, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.098 
ABSTRACT: This work addresses the design optimization of ceramic–metal composite plates with functionally 
graded material properties, varying through the thickness direction, subjected to thermo-mechanical loadings. 
Constrained multiobjective optimization is performed for mass minimization and material cost minimization as 
well as the minimization of stress failure criteria or maximization of natural frequency. The optimization 
problems are constrained by stress based failure criteria among other structural response constraints and 
manufacturing limitations. The design variables are the index of the power-law distribution in the metal-ceramic 
graded material and the thicknesses of the graded material and, eventually, also the metal and ceramic faces. 
A finite element plate model based on a higher order shear deformation theory, accounting for the transverse 
shear and transverse normal deformations and considering the temperature dependency of the material 
properties, is applied for the optimal design of ceramic-metal functionally graded plates. The optimization 
problems are solved with two direct search derivative-free algorithms: GLODS (Global and Local Optimization 
using Direct Search) and DMS (Direct MultiSearch). A few multiobjective optimization problems are studied 
and the results are presented for benchmarking purposes. 
 
Atsushi Shitanaka, Takahira Aoki and Tomohiro Yokozeki, “Comparison of buckling loads of hyperboloidal 
and cylindrical lattice structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 877-888, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.052 



ABSTRACT: Cylindrical lattice structures are types of lightweight structures and can utilize the orthotropy of 
fiber-reinforced composite materials. Maximization of the buckling loads is important because they dominate 
the strength of the structures. On the basis of the fact that a hyperboloidal shape deviation increases the 
buckling loads of cylindrical homogeneous shells, the changes in the buckling loads of cylindrical lattice 
structures with a hyperboloidal shape deviation are discussed. Further, the buckling loads of both conventional 
cylindrical lattice structures and shape-deviated hyperboloidal lattice structures with respect to the compressive, 
bending, and torsional loads are calculated using a finite element method. The results show that the shape 
deviation decreases the buckling loads, while the change in mass is negligible. The effects of the shape 
deviation on the buckling loads differ between homogeneous shell structures and lattice structures. 
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Poonam Kumari and Shranish Kar, “Static behavior of arbitrarily supported composite laminated cylindrical 
shell panels: An analytical 3D elasticity approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 207, pp 949-965, 1 January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.035 
ABSTRACT: First time, an analytical three-dimensional elasticity solution is proposed for bending analysis of 
composite laminated cylindrical shell panels having arbitrarily end-support conditions which were unavailable 
hitherto. Governing partial differential equations are obtained in terms of displacements and stresses by 
employing Reissner mixed variational principle in the cylindrical coordinate system. Further employing 
extended Kantorovich method, governing partial differential equations are reduced to sets of non–homogeneous 
first order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The set of ODEs with variable coefficients (along radial 
direction) is ingeniously solved through a new modified power series method whereas the set with constant 
coefficients (along circumferential direction) is solved using Pagano’s approach. After thorough validation, 
some new benchmark results are presented for single layer and multilayered laminated composites under 



various boundary conditions. This development will help to revisit/develop solutions for many classical 
problems of arbitrarily supported shell structures. 
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Jie Chen and Qiu-Sheng Li, “Vibration characteristics of a rotating pre=twisted composite laminated blade”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 78-90, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.005 
ABSTRACT: A new dynamic model based on the shell theory is presented to investigate the vibration behavior 
of a rotating composite laminated blade with a pre-twisted angle. The effects of the Coriolis and centrifugal 
forces due to the rotation motion of the blade are considered in the formulation. Based on the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method and continuous algebraic polynomial functions satisfying the boundary conditions of a cantilever, the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating pre-twisted blade are obtained. The convergence analysis is 
performed and the accuracy of the proposed model is verified by comparing the non-dimensional frequencies 
obtained by the present method with those in literature. The frequency loci veering and crossing phenomena 
along with the corresponding mode shape variations are presented and discussed in detail. A comprehensive 
parameter investigation of the effects of aspect ratio, pre-twisted angle, stagger angle, rotation velocity and hub 
radius on variations of the modal characteristics of the blade is conducted. It is demonstrated through the results 
of this paper that the developed model is effective to evaluate the dynamic behavior of rotating pre-twisted 
blades, which would be useful for improvement in design and optimization of the material and geometry 
dimension of the blades. 
 
Rahul Kumar, Achchhe Lal, B.N. Singh and Jeeoot Singh, “New transverse shear deformation theory for 
bending analysis of FGM plate under patch load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 91-100, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.014 
ABSTRACT: Two new higher order transverse shear deformation theories (NHSDTs) with five variables have 
been proposed for the analysis of Functionally Graded Material (FGM) plate. A Governing differential equation 
(GDE) of the FGM plate is developed using energy principle. Wendland radial basic function (RBF) based 
Meshfree method is implemented for discretizing the GDE. A MATLAB code is developed to obtain the 
desired results. The normalized deflection and stresses are obtained and compared with other published results. 
The effect of different types of load, span to thickness ratio, grading index on the response is studied. Some new 
results for patch loading are also obtained. 
 



Muhammad F. Othman, Gustavo H.C. Silva, Pedro H. Cabral, Alix P. Prado, Alberto Pirrera and Jonathan E. 
Cooper, “A robust and reliability-based aeroelastic tailoring framework for composite aircraft wings”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 101-113, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.086 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a multi-level aeroelastic tailoring framework for the optimisation of 
composite aircraft wings. The framework is capable of structural sizing and produces detailed composite ply 
configurations through robust and reliability-based design optimisation, and is demonstrated on a representative 
regional jet airliner finite element wing box model. The optimisation procedure is divided into two levels. The 
first level optimises the wing structure for minimum weight subject to multiple constraints including strain, 
buckling, aeroelastic stability and gust response. These first level solutions are then fed into the second level to 
be further optimised for robustness or reliability by considering uncertainties in material properties at ply level. 
Both the principles of robust and reliability-based design optimisation can also be used in combination to ensure 
a balance between the robustness and reliability of the structural performance. In order to keep computations to 
an acceptable cost, the second level optimisation employs the Polynomial Chaos Expansion method to 
approximate the effect of probabilistic uncertainty on structural performance. In comparison to the original 
benchmark wing, the framework produces an overall weight reduction of 32.1%, despite a 1.5% increase from 
the first to the second level optimisation that accounts for stochastic design variations. 
 
E. Guzman-Malonado, P. Wang, N. Hamila and P. Boisse, “Experimental and numerical analysis of wrinkling 
during forming of multi-layered textile composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 213-223, 15 January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.018 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkling is one of the main flaws that can appear during forming processes of textile composite 
reinforcements. When the forming is carried out on a multi-layered fabric the wrinkle development is strongly 
increased if the plies have different orientations. This phenomenon has been observed in previous experimental 
studies and is confirmed by a set of forming tests on multi-layered reinforcements. Beyond these experiments, a 
multilayered fabric forming process numerical simulation based on stress-resultant textile shell elements is 
presented. It is shown that this simulation is able to accurately describe multi-layered fabric forming processes 
and in particular the development of wrinkles. In the case of multi-layered reinforcements where the 
neighboring plies are oriented differently, the numerical simulations shows the development of zones where the 
fibers in one direction are subjected to compression which gives rise to wrinkles. The analysis of the forming 
for different friction coefficients confirms the major role of the friction between the plies in wrinkling. The 
influence of the pressure imposed by the blank holder has also been studied. 
 
M. Khakpour Komarsofla, S. Jedari Salami and M. Shakeri, “Thermo elastic up to yielding behavior of three 
dimensional functionally graded cylindrical panel based on a full layer-wise theory”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 208, pp 261-275, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.010 
ABSTRACT: As a first endeavor, the full layer-wise method is presented for elasto-up to yielding analysis of a 
functionally graded cylindrical panel with different boundary conditions and under steady state thermal and 
nonuniform mechanical loads. Static load and thermal field are applied in large and nonuniform scales which 
are acted on the inner and outer layers of the panel. Tresca and von Mises yield criteria are compared together 
and with TTO (Tamura–Tomota–Ozawa) model to find the yielded regions in the panel. The results of the used 
method are compared with a simulation using the commercial ABAQUS. The stress and temperature fields were 
expressed on the basis of an analytical solution using trigonometric terms for the full simply supported 
boundary conditions and simply-free boundary conditions and the derived results are presented graphically. 
Yielded areas vary by changing the geometry of boundary conditions and are closer to the supports. Both von 
Mises and Tresca criteria predicted same yielded region with the distinction that von Mises criterion is more 
conservative compared to Tresca criterion. Yield modes vary in different layers of the panel through its 
thickness and according to von Mises and Tresca yield criteria and the TTO model in this analysis, yield begins 
from the inner layer of the panel. By increasing the temperature, yield stress in the panel increased and by 
increasing FGM index and thickness of the panel, yield stress decrease in the panel. 
 
Nicholas C. Sears, John Daniel Berrigan, Philip R. Buskohl and Ryan L. Harne, “Dynamic response of flexible 
hybrid electronic material systems”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 377-384, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.023 



ABSTRACT: Flexible hybrid electronic (FHE) material systems embody the intersection of compliant electrical 
networks and functional material architectures. For a wide variety of future applications, FHE material systems 
will be subjected to dynamic mechanical stresses, such as for motion monitoring or for vibration isolation. 
Consequently, an understanding is required on how these new classes of material systems may respond 
mechanically and electrically when under states of high-cycle and high-frequency loads. Here, conductive silver 
microflake ink is interfaced with elastomeric geometries programmed with specific strain responses. Changes in 
electrical resistance under cyclic displacements are shown to depend on the heat generated by electrical current 
flow and on the thermal heat generation promoted by the pre-strain on the material system. Configurations 
subject to high static pre-strains and large strain rates exhibit greater increases in temperature and resistance, 
whereas a near constant conductivity is manifest in FHE material systems with compositions that reduce static 
local strains despite high engineering pre-strain application. These results may guide future efforts to 
understand the resistance change in conductive ink networks and expand the use of flexible hybrid electronic 
material systems into myriad dynamic application environments. 
 
Jie Liu, Tingting Chen, Yonghui Zhang, Guilin Wen, and Yi Min Xie, “On sound insulation of pyramidal lattice 
sandwich structure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 385-394, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.013 
ABSTRACT: Pyramidal lattice sandwich structure (PLSS) exhibits high stiffness and strength-to-weight ratio 
which can be effectively utilized for designing light-weight load bearing structures for ranging from ground to 
aerospace vehicles. While these structures provide superior strength to weigh ratio, their sound insulation 
capacity has not been well understood. The aim of this study is to develop numerical and experimental methods 
to fundamentally investigate the sound insulation property of the pyramidal lattice sandwich structure with solid 
trusses (PLSSST). A finite element model has been developed to predict the sound transmission loss (STL) of 
PLSSST and simulation results have been compared with those obtained experimentally. Parametric studies are 
then performed using the validated finite element model to investigate the effect of different parameters in 
pyramidal lattice sandwich structure with hollow trusses (PLSSHT), revealing that the pitching angle, the 
uniform thickness and the length of the hollow truss and the lattice constant have considerable effects on the 
sound transmission loss. Finally a design optimization strategy has been formulated to optimize PLSSHT in 
order to maximize STL while meeting mechanical property requirements. It has been shown that STL of the 
optimal PLSSHT can be increased by almost 10% at the low-frequency band. The work reported here provides 
useful information for the noise reduction design of periodic lattice structures. 
 
Yegao Qu, Wenming Zhang, Zhike Peng and Guang Meng, “Time-domain structural-acoustic analysis of 
composite plates subjected to moving dynamic loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 574-584, 15 January 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.103 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the numerical analysis of structural and acoustic behaviors of 
composite laminated plates under the action of moving loads. The plate is assumed to be immersed in a 
compressible inviscid fluid. The moving loads may traverse on the surface of the plate along arbitrarily-shaped 
curved trajectories. The structural model of the plate is formulated using a modified variational principle 
combined with a multilevel partitioning procedure (i.e., individual layer and layer segment). The exact 3-D 
theory of elasticity is employed for the structural modeling in order to accommodate the analysis of arbitrarily 
thick composite plates, and the displacement field of each layer segment is approximated by Chebyshev 
orthogonal polynomials. A time-domain boundary element method based on Kirchhoff integral formulation is 
adopted to couple with the structural model of the plate to evaluate the radiated sound pressure of the fluid. 
Assessment of the accuracy of the present method is made by comparing the solutions attained from the coupled 
finite element/boundary element method. The effects of the velocities and trajectories of the moving loads on 
the dynamic responses of composite sandwich plates as well as the far-field radiated sound are investigated. The 
modal contributions to the vibro-acoustic responses of the plates are also discussed. 
 
M. Vinyas, “Vibration control of skew magneto-electro-elastic plates using active constrained layer damping”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 600-617, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.046 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the effect of active constrained layer damping (ACLD) on the linear frequency 
response characteristics of skew magneto-electro-elastic (SMEE) plates has been evaluated. The constraining 
and the constrained layer of ACLD treatment are considered to be made of 1–3 piezoelectric composite (PZC) 



and viscoelastic layer, respectively. The advantage of incorporating smart materials such as PZC in attenuating 
the vibrations of the SMEE plates is thoroughly investigated. In this regard, a three-dimensional finite element 
(FE) formulation is derived with the aid of the principle of virtual work considering the coupling between 
magnetic, electric and elastic fields. The SMEE plate kinematics is governed by layer-wise shear deformation 
theory. The Complex modulus approach is adopted in order to model the constrained layer of the ACLD patch. 
A special emphasis is placed on investigating the effect of various skew angles on the frequency response of 
SMEE plates with ACLD treatment. Meanwhile, an exhaustive parametric study is carried out to analyze the 
influence of control gain, stacking sequence, patch position, fiber orientation angle of PZC, aspect ratio, and 
coupling effects. The results confirm that these parameters in association with ACLD treatment and skew angle 
significantly affect the damping characteristics and hence the controlled frequency response of SMEE plates. 
Moreover, the numerical results of this research lay a strong platform in the field of vibration and control. Also, 
it encourages the optimized design and analysis of smart SMEE structures for the application of sensors and 
actuators. 
 
Bo Liu, Shuai Lu, Jinzu Ji, A.J.M. Ferreira, and Yufeng Xing, “Three-dimensional thermo-mechanical solutions 
of cross-ply laminated plates and shells by a differential quadrature hierarchical finite element method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 711-724, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.022 
ABSTRACT: The thermo-elastic behaviour induced by temperature in composite structures has become a 
significant factor in structural design. In this paper, a three-dimensional thermo-elastic theory for composite 
cross-ply laminated plates was discretized by a differential quadrature hierarchical finite element method 
(DQHFEM). The DQHFEM is a weak-form differential quadrature method using hierarchical bases that can 
provide highly accurate results using only a few sampling points. Flexible and efficient wedge (triangular 
prism) and hexahedron elements were constructed and applied to three-dimensional (3D) analyses of cross-ply 
laminated plates and shells for the first time. Compared with various models in literatures, the DQHFEM 
showed very good agreements with exact solutions based on 3D elastic theory. The thermo-mechanical analyses 
of cross-ply laminated plates and shells based on 3D theory indicate that the DQHFEM is an effective method 
for high accuracy analyses with low computational costs, because the DQHFEM can provide results with high 
accuracy by using only several nodes on the thickness direction. 
 
Jian Zhou, Minglong Xu and Zhichun Yang, “Aeroelastic stability analysis of curved composite panels with 
embedded macro fiber composite actuators”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 725-734, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.035 
ABSTRACT: This work investigates the aeroelastic stability boundary of curved composite panels with 
embedded Macro Fiber Composite (MFC) actuators in the supersonic airflow. Prescribed voltages are statically 
applied to the MFC actuators, inducing a pre-stress field which results in an additional stiffness effect on the 
curved panels, thus changing the aeroelastic stability boundary of curved composite panels. The principle of 
virtual work is applied to develop the equations of motion for the nonlinear flutter of curved composite panels 
with embedded MFC actuators. The Von Karman large deflection panel theory and the first order quasi-steady 
piston theory are adopted in the formulation. The Newton-Raphson method is employed to determine the static 
aeroelastic deflection under the applied voltages, and an eigenvalue solution is adopted to predict the aeroelastic 
stability boundary of the curved panels. Numerical results show that the influence of the applied voltages is 
distinct for the curved composite panels with different curvatures. In addition, the lamination angles of the MFC 
actuator and the temperature elevations will also significantly affect the aeroelastic stability boundary of curved 
composite panels in the supersonic airflow. 
 
Dikshant Saini and Behrouz Shafei, “Investigation of concrete-filled steel tube beams strengthened with CFRP 
against impact loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 744-757, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.057 
ABSTRACT: As a promising strengthening solution, carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets have been 
used to improve the structural response of concrete-filled steel tubes (CFSTs) in service loads, owing to the 
durability and high strength-to-weight ratio provided by CFRP. Despite the wealth of knowledge available in 
the literature on how CFRP sheets contribute to strengthening CFSTs under static loads, there is a research gap 
regarding how the strengthened structural components respond to lateral impact loads, due to vehicle and vessel 
collision, as well as wind and water-borne debris impact. This was the motivation of the current study to 



establish a computational framework supported by experimental tests to evaluate the performance of CFST 
beams with and without CFRP under a set of impact scenarios. For this purpose, a range of influential aspects 
related to CFRP, concrete, and steel, as well as impact energy, are investigated. Such a holistic assessment 
provides unique information to answer fundamental and practical questions regarding the use of CFRP for 
strengthening of CFST beams against impact loads. To further assist with the proper configuration of CFRP-
strengthened CFST beams, a section analysis method is developed and validated as the outcome of this study. 
 
Jingjing Zhu, Zheng Lv and Hu Liu, “Thermo-electro-mechanical vibration analysis of nonlocal piezoelectric 
nanoplates involving material uncertainties”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 771-783, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.059 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to detect the influence of material uncertainties on the free vibration of nonlocal 
piezoelectric nanoplates under thermo-electro-mechanical loadings. The size-dependent governing equations are 
derived based on the nonlocal theory and Hamilton’s principle, and Navier method is used for the solution. 
Considering inadequate experimental data, uncertain-but-bounded parameters are used to quantify the uncertain 
nanomaterial properties. Based on the interval analysis theory, a novel hull iterative algorithm (HIA) is 
proposed to evaluate the thermo-electro-mechanical vibration behavior of piezoelectric nanoplates. The 
presented method is compared with Monte Carlo method and sensitivity based interval analysis method, and 
well agreements are achieved. A sensitivity analysis is performed to identify the most dominant uncertain 
parameters. Using the HIA, parametric studies are carried out to explore the combined effects of material 
uncertainties and temperature change, external electric voltage, biaxial force as well as nonlocal parameter on 
the natural frequency of piezoelectric nanoplates. 
 
Wonjoo Lee, Yuhyeong Jeong, Jesung Yoo, Hoon Huh, and Jonghun Yoon, “Effect of auxetic structures on 
crash behavior of cylindrical tube”, Composite Structures, Vol. 208, pp 836-846, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.068 
ABSTRACT: This paper mainly concerns effects of the auxetic structure on the crash performances in terms of 
the axial crash force, specific energy absorption, and deceleration, which are evaluated with the conventional 
and honeycomb structures. Based on the systematic design procedure, the re-entrant units for the auxetic 
structure are regularly arranged in the tube wall, which are produced by the additive manufacturing with 
SUS316L metal powder. Under the low impact condition, the auxetic does not only exhibit higher specific 
energy absorption, but also demonstrate substantially low deceleration due to effect of the densification during 
the axial crash compared with the conventional tube. Furthermore, while the honeycomb tube demonstrates 
oscillating behavior in the deceleration, the auxetic tube tends to maintain steady deceleration after the first 
peak during the axial crash, which is able to guarantee enhanced damping performances under the low impact 
condition. 
 
Saullo G.P. Castro, Mauricio V. Donadon and Thiago A.M. Guimaraes, “ES-PIM applied to buckling of 
variable angle tow laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 67-78, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.058 
ABSTRACT: The increasing need for automatic mesh generation has led to the development of efficient 
triangulation algorithms that are able to discretize any 2D or 3D domain. Modern finite element formulations 
based on strain smoothing techniques (SFEM) provide enhanced convergence properties, preventing yet the 
stiffening behavior of triangular meshes. Recent research has shown that meshless methods based on triangular 
mapping of the integration domain can be used to produce even better convergence properties than SFEM. The 
present study explores the Edge-based Smoothed Point Interpolation Method (ES-PIM) as a meshless solution 
to investigate linear buckling on variable angle tow (VAT) laminates. Such advanced composite structures show 
a heterogeneous distribution of constitutive properties and thickness, presenting additional challenges to the 
numerical solution. Important aspects related to the transverse shear correction herein adopted are investigated, 
leading to interesting conclusions regarding the possibility to use the ES-PIM for conservative estimates of the 
critical buckling load of VAT laminates. 
 
Lijie Ren, Honghao Ma, Zhaowu Shen and Yixin Wang, “Blast response of water-backed metallic sandwich 
panels subject to underwater explosion – Experimental and numerical investigations”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 209, pp 79-92, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.082 



ABSTRACT: Damage severity of sandwich panels to underwater explosion load depend not only on the shock 
factors, but also on the fluid behind the structure. Underwater explosion tests were performed on water-backed 
sandwich panels to examine the deformation and failure of such composite structure. The dynamic blast 
response of water-backed sandwich panel was investigated using the LS-DYNA software. An analytical three-
stage model was developed for the deformation history of water-backed sandwich panel subjected to shock 
loading in water. Blast resistance of water-backed sandwich panel was compared with monolithic plate of 
equivalent areal mass and air-backed sandwich panel with the same configurations. Water-backed sandwich 
panel exhibited the best deformation/damage resistant capability. Compared with air-backed sandwich panel, 
core material exhibited greater volumetric strain when the sandwich structure wetted on both sides. 
Overpressure in the water behind structure was reduced to about 7% by using sandwich structure over 
monolithic plate of equivalent thickness. Present study led to the apprehension of dynamic response of water-
backed sandwich structure to underwater blast load, thereby developed useful guidelines for the design of blast-
resistant structural systems. 
 
Chao Wu, Li-Teng Zhang, Yu Bai, Xiao-Ling Zhao, “Web crippling behavior of pultruded GFRP channel 
sections under transverse bearing load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 129-142, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.067 
ABSTRACT: Pultruded glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) sections face a critical issue of premature web 
crippling failure when loaded in the transverse direction. However, limited research on the web crippling 
behavior of asymmetric sections like channel section was reported in the literature. In addition, the effect of 
specimen length on the web crippling behavior has not been explicitly investigated. This paper presents an 
experimental study on the web crippling behavior of pultruded GFRP channel sections under transverse bearing 
load. Four channel sections with various dimensions were tested under two transverse loading conditions, i.e. 
interior-two-flange (ITF) and exterior-two-flange (ETF). For each section, two specimen lengths were adopted 
to study the effect of specimen length on the web crippling behavior. Therefore, three variables including 
sectional dimensions, specimen length and loading conditions were considered in the experimental program. 
Two failure modes, namely web-flange junction failure and web buckling failure, were observed. The load-
displacement curves and web crippling capacities of all specimens were reported and compared. Finally, design 
equations were proposed considering the failure mechanisms. The predicted web crippling capacities generally 
agreed well with the experimental results. 
 
Zhibo Xin, Yugang Duan, Jin Zhou and Hong Xiao, “Effect of tailored plies on the energy absorption capability 
of square CFRP tubes with discontinuous fibers”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 150-159, 1 February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.09.010 
ABSTRACT: Research on carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) composite laminates shows that advanced 
pseudo-ductility can be obtained using a cut-ply approach. This study investigates the energy absorption 
capability of CFRP square tubes with overlapping discontinuous plies. The cutting-angle, α, which can be used 
as a design variable, is considered and controlled to cut both spacing and density. Quasi-static axial 
compression tests were conducted to investigate the failure process, crashworthiness and the corresponding 
energy-absorption mechanism. The results indicate that the cutting angle has a significant effect on the energy 
absorption. Increasing the cutting angle increases the specific energy absorption from 50.8 J/g to 74.1 J/g. 
Compared to one sample (56.2 J/g), the specific energy absorption increases by 32%. This study also indicates 
that the energy absorption of composite tubes can be tailored by adjusting the position of the cuts. 
 
A. Zarei and A. Khosravifard, “A meshfree method for static and buckling analysis of shear deformable 
composite laminates considering continuity of interlaminr transverse shearing stresses”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 209, pp 206-218, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.077 
ABSTRACT: A meshfree radial point interpolation method is presented for static and buckling analysis of thick 
laminated plates, taking into account the continuity of interlaminar transverse shearing stresses and zigzag 
variation of the displacement field through the plate’s thickness. The kinematics of the deformation field is 
based on the refined theory of Wang and Shi (2015). The corresponding weak-form for static bending and 
buckling analyses of plates based on the Wang and Shi’s theory are derived through minimum potential energy 
principle. The discretized systems of equations for static bending and buckling analyses are derived and the 



associated numerical integration is performed by the novel CTM quadrature. This integration method can 
exactly model the problem geometry and thus is very fast and accurate. Several numerical examples are solved 
to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the plate theory adopted in this paper. Additionally, the examples 
are also analyzed using the FSDT, TSDT and Shi’s plate theory (2007). Because the four theories considered in 
this paper use five field variables and they also have some other similarities, the influence of higher order terms 
of the displacement field, transverse shearing strain energy consistency, and imposition of transverse shearing 
stress continuity on results is investigated. 
 
Felipe de Souza Eloy, Guilherme Ferreira Gomes, Antonio Carlos Ancelotti, Sebastiao Simoes da Cunha, 
Antonio Jose Faria Bombard and Diego Morais Junqueira, “A numerical-experimental dynamic analysis of 
composite sandwich beam with magnetorheological elastomer honeycomb”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 
242-257, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.041 
ABSTRACT: In this study, sandwich panels with carbon/epoxy composite skins and an magnetorheological 
elastomer (MRE) honeycomb core in different proportions of magneto/elastomer (w/w%) are manufactured and 
studied numerically and experimentally. Test specimens in the beam form are subjected to free and forced 
vibrations and evaluated with and without the presence of an external (until 120 kA/m) magnetic field, 
positioned on the free end and on the center of the beam. The experimental results showed good performance in 
the attenuation of vibration level, especially on the fundamental vibration mode of the structures in question. 
The applied magnetic field on the free end of the test panel was capable of reducing until 37.45% their first 
natural frequency value. It can be noted from numerical and experimental results that sandwich panel with MRE 
honeycomb shifted the natural frequencies due to the increase of an induced magnetic field, especially for the 
first mode shape. 
 
Susmita Mondal and L.S. Ramachandra, “Stability and failure analyses of delaminated composite plates 
subjected to localized heating”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 258-267, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.087 
ABSTRACT: A layerwise B-spline finite element formulation is used to study the stability and first-ply failure 
of composite plates with embedded delaminations and subjected to localized thermal heating over the plate 
surface with uniform temperature rise through its thickness. The step functions are used to represent jump 
discontinuities in displacement fields at the zone of delamination between layers of composite plates. As the 
applied thermal loading is nonuniform, in the first step the prebuckling stress distribution within the plate is 
evaluated by solving the thermoelasticity problem. Subsequently, thermal buckling temperature is computed 
using the plate prebuckling stress distribution. Postbuckling response of the plate is obtained considering the 
von Kármán type geometric nonlinearity. In the delaminated region, virtual springs are added to prevent 
interpenetration of lower and upper sublaminates. The localized thermal load at which the first-ply failure of the 
lamina occurs has been detected by Tsai-Wu quadratic interaction criterion. The effects of the area of heating 
region, delamination size and its position in the thickness direction and plate boundary condition on the 
composite plate critical buckling temperature and on first-ply failure load are reported. The present model can 
capture global, local and combined global–local buckling mode shapes. 
 
Xianlei Guan, Kyongjin Sok, Ailun Wang, Cijun Shuai, Jinyuan Tang and Qingshan Wang, “A general 
vibration analysis of functionally graded porous structure elements of revolution with general elastic restraints”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 277-299, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.103 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a general vibration analysis of functionally graded porous (FGP) structure elements 
of revolution with general elastic restraints is performed for the first time. Under the basic framework of the 
first order shear theory, the moderately thick and thin FGP structure elements of revolution are considered. The 
specific FGP structure elements include the cylindrical shell, conical shell, spherical shell, cylindrical panel, 
conical panel and spherical panel. In order to simulate general elastic restraints, the artificial spring boundary 
technique is adopted this paper. And the modified series solution composed of a standard cosine Fourier series 
and two auxiliary terms is introduced in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to express the admissible function. A series 
of numerical examples are conducted, which show that the current model has superior convergence 
characteristics, computational accuracy and stability. On this basis, a series of innovative results are also given 
in the paper, which may provide basic data for other algorithm research in the future. 



 
A. Sellitto, A. Riccio, A. Russo, M. Zarrelli, and V. Lopresto, “Compressive behaviour of a damaged omega 
stiffened panel: Damage detection and numerical analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 300-316, 1 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.105 
ABSTRACT: The damage detection of composite material structures is one of the major concerns in aerospace 
field, given their even more frequent use. In this work, the failure of an aerospace omega stiffened CFRP panel 
subject to compressive load is experimentally and numerically studied. The specimen is characterised by a 0° 
oriented notch damage, with respect to the load direction, located in the middle of the bay. A compressive 
mechanical test has been performed to determine the global buckling phenomenon and the progressive fibre-
matrix damage development induced by the compressive load acting on the panel. The panel has been 
instrumented with back-to-back strain gauges in skin and stringers locations. Non-destructive techniques, such 
as lock-in thermography and ultrasounds, have been used to detect the damage status. Numerical analyses have 
been carried out by means of the FE software ABAQUS and the results have been compared against the 
experimental data. Finally, an un-notched configuration has been numerically tested and the results have been 
compared against the notched configuration, in order to assess the influence of the pre-existent damage on the 
mechanical and failure behaviour of the structure during service loading conditions. 
 
Mazen A. Albazzan, Ramy Harik, Brian F. Tatting and Zafer Guerdal, “Efficient design optimization of 
nonconventional laminated composites using lamination parameters: A state of the art”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 209, pp 362-374, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.095 
ABSTRACT: Because of their superior mechanical and environmental properties compared to traditional 
metals, fiber-reinforced composite materials have earned a prevalent acceptance for different structural 
applications. The tailoring potential of composites to achieve high specific stiffness and strength has promoted 
them as promising candidates for constructing lightweight structures. From that aspect, designers have tackled 
the problem of designing composite laminates, which is inherently challenging due to the presence of non-
linear, non-convex, and multi-dimensional problems with discrete and continuous design variables. Witnessing 
new manufacturing technologies also granted engineers the capability of exploiting the full potential of 
composites by using nonconventional laminates leading to more complex design problems. To circumvent this 
difficulty, designers have used lamination parameters as intermediate variables to achieve global optimization. 
This literature review aims to demonstrate the use of lamination parameters for efficient multi-level 
optimization of robust and manufacturable nonconventional laminates by integrating the optimization process 
with manufacturing constraints and industry design guidelines. 
 
Maria Cinefra, S. Keshava Kumar and Erasmo Carrera, “MITC9 shell elements based on RMVT and CUF for 
the analysis of laminated composite plates and shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 383-390, 1 February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.039 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present some advanced shell models for the analysis of orthotropic multilayered 
structures in which the mechanical and physical properties may change in the thickness direction. The finite 
element method showed successful performances to approximate the solutions of the advanced structures. In 
this regard, two variational formulations are available to reach the stiffness matrices, the principle of virtual 
displacement (PVD) and the Reissner mixed variational theorem (RMVT). Here we introduce a strategy similar 
to MITC (Mixed Interpolated of Tensorial Components) approach, in the RMVT formulation, in order to 
construct an advanced locking-free finite element. Moreover, assuming the transverse stresses as independent 
variables, the continuity at the interfaces between layers is easily imposed. We show that in the RMVT context, 
the element exhibits both properties of convergence and robustness when comparing the numerical results with 
benchmark solutions from literature, even for higher span to thickness ratios, and both interlayer continuity 
conditions and boundary conditions are fully satisfied. 
 
Liu Liu, Jin-Ming Li and George A. Kardomateas, “Nonlinear vibration of a composite plate to harmonic 
excitation with initial geometric imperfection in thermal environments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 
401-423, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.101 
ABSTRACT: The paper focuses on the nonlinear dynamic response of a thermally loaded thin composite plate 
subjected to harmonic excitation. A theoretical formulation is derived in terms of assumed modes and an Airy 
stress function, which incorporates an initial global geometric imperfection. Contributions of in-plane boundary 



constraints due to surrounding thermal sealing materials are taken into accounted by giving equivalent in-plane 
boundary stiffness. The effects of the temperature, equivalent in-plane boundary stiffness and initial geometric 
imperfection on the dynamic behavior are investigated through a detail parametric study. It is shown that the 
critical buckling temperature of a perfect plate decreases with increasing the equivalent in-plane boundary 
stiffness significantly. A secondary stable equilibrium branch exists for an imperfect plate. The presence of the 
global imperfection postpones the onset of the critical state. The nonlinear dynamic response of the plate is a 
hardening-spring type in the pre-critical region due to one equilibrium state, and is a softening-type in the post-
critical region because of two stable equilibria. The strain frequency response is dominated by the 
superharmonic frequency components for the plate at ambient temperature, and the subharmonic frequency 
components in the thermal environments. 
 
Yin Fan, Y. Xiang and Hui-Shen Shen, “Nonlinear forced vibration of FG-GRC laminated plates resting on 
visco-Pasternak foundations”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 443-452, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.084 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic responses of laminated plates consisting of graphene reinforced 
composite (GRC) layers in thermal environments are studied in this paper. The effect of visco-elastic 
foundation is also considered in the analysis. All layers in an FG-GRC laminated plate are assumed to have the 
same thickness, whereas the graphene volume fractions for the layers are assumed to be linearly varying in a 
piece-wise pattern along the plate thickness direction. The material properties of GRC are estimated by a 
extended Halpin-Tsai model. To include the effect of small scale, the efficiency parameters for graphene are 
introduced in the model and determined from the results of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The plate is 
modeled based on the Reddy’s higher order shear deformation plate theory and the effects of the von Karman 
geometric nonlinearity and the initial loading are included in the derivation of the motion equations. Once the 
applied load is determined, the deflection as the function of time can be solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
numerical method. The impacts of functionally graded (FG) pattern, visco-elastic foundations, temperature 
change and applied load type on the dynamic behaviors of the FG-GRC plate are presented and discussed. 
 
Nikhil Garg, Rahul Sanjay Karkhanis, Rosalin Sahoo, P.R. Maiti and B.N. Singh, “Trigonometric zigzag theory 
for static analysis of laminated composite and sandwich plates under hygro-thermo-mechanical loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 460-471, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.064 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, the static response of symmetric and anti-symmetric laminated composite 
and sandwich plates is investigated for elevated temperature and moisture conditions. Analysis is carried out 
using recently developed zigzag model which is based on a trigonometric (secant) shear deformation in the 
plate. The theory incorporates inter-laminar shear stress continuity along with the traction free boundary 
conditions at the top and bottom surfaces. The finite element method is employed for analysis, using the eight 
noded isoparametric serendipity element, accounting for the C0 continuity. Numerous examples covering the 
various features such as effect of thermal and moisture coefficients, material anisotropy, boundary and loading 
conditions and span to thickness ratio are solved for symmetric as well as anti-symmetric plates. Results in the 
form of deflection and stresses are presented and validated with the available results in the existing literature. 
Further, few new results are also provided in this work, to set a benchmark study for the future research. 
 
Guangyong Sun, Zhen Wang, Hang Yu, Zhihui Gong and Qing Li, “Experimental and numerical investigation 
into the crashworthiness of metal-foam-composite hybrid structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 535-
547, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.051 
ABSTRACT: To meet the growing demands for structural lightweight and safety, metal-foam-composite hybrid 
tubular sandwich structures, which combine low-cost metallic materials and high-strength composites with low-
density cellular materials, have been recently introduced to be a class of energy absorber configurations for 
automotive engineering. This study proposed four different hybrid sandwich tubes and investigated their 
crashworthiness and performance to cost ratio under quasi-static axial condition. For a comparative purpose, 
individual carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) tube, aluminum tubes and aluminum foam were also tested 
here. From the energy absorption perspective, it is found that all the hybrid specimens exceeded the sum of the 
individual components. Of different configurations, specimen C-F-C (i.e. outer CFRP tube + aluminum 
foam + inner CFRP tube) had the highest energy absorption capacity (in energy absorption): 6.70 kJ, specific 



energy absorption (SEA): 37.32 kJ/kg, improvement of energy absorption: 39.1%, and material cost: 6.877 £, 
respectively. The specimen C-F-A (i.e. outer CFRP tube + aluminum foam + inner aluminum tube) exhibited the 
highest crushing force efficiency (0.87) and value-added performance of energy absorption (0.325 kJ/£). The 
specimen A-F-A (i.e. outer aluminum tube + aluminum foam + inner aluminum tube) exhibited the lowest peak 
crushing force (63.56 kN) and lowest material cost (2.227 £). Further, the finite element (FE) model was 
established to analyze the crashworthiness characteristics of hybrid sandwich tubes through validating the 
simulation results with the experimental data, which provided a basis for further parametric analysis and 
structural optimization. 
 
Marco Montemurro and Anita Catapano, “A general B-spline surfaces theoretical framework for optimization 
of variable angle-tow laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 561-578, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.094 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with the optimum design of variable angle-tow (VAT) composites in the 
theoretical framework of B-Spline surfaces. The design problem is formulated as a constrained optimisation 
problem in the context of the multi-scale two-level (MS2L) optimisation methodology. The proposed approach 
aims at optimising all parameters characterising the VAT laminate at each pertinent scale (mesoscopic and 
macroscopic ones). In particular, this study focuses on the first level of the MS2L optimisation strategy that 
aims at determining, at the VAT laminate macroscopic scale, the optimum distribution of the laminate 
mechanical properties over the structure. At this stage, the behaviour of the VAT composite is described by 
means of the polar formalism and the spatial distribution of the polar parameters is represented through a set of 
suitable B-Spline surfaces. The expression of the gradient of objective and constraint functions is determined in 
a closed form by exploiting the properties of the B-Spline surfaces. Moreover, the effect of the discrete 
variables tuning the shape of the B-Spline surfaces (mainly the number of control points) on the quality of the 
optimum solution is investigated. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is tested through some 
meaningful benchmarks taken from literature. 
 
Haiyan Yu, Huiru Shi and Siji Chen, “A novel multi-cell CFRP/AA6061 hybrid tube and its structural 
multiobjective optimization”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 579-589, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.112 
ABSTRACT: A novel carbon fiber reinforced plastics-aluminum alloy (CFRP/AA6061) hybrid tube with five-
cell-rounder-corner (C5C) profile was presented in this paper. Different from the available hybrid tubes, the 
novel structure consisted of a C5C-profile aluminum alloy tube wrapped by CFRP cloths. Numerical 
simulations and experiments of the C5C hybrid tubes subjected to axial compression were performed. The 
parameters of modelling CFRP and modelling the interface between CFRP and AA6061 tube were validated. 
Two multi-objective optimizations aiming to obtain the optimal dimensions of the C5C profile and the optimal 
angles of the CFRP plies were conducted. The energy absorption and the peak force of the C5C hybrid tube 
were compared with that of the tubes with common profiles. The effect of wrapping on the energy absorption 
and the peak force was discussed. The results showed that the novel hybrid tube had excellent energy absorption 
performance. It could avoid the unstable cracking and early cracking that often occurred to the tubes with 
common profiles. The specific energy absorption (SEA) of the C5C CFRP/AA6061 tube was 16.7% larger than 
the SEA sum of the constituent tubes. Wrapping could produce a coupling amplification effect and CFRP/Al 
hybrid tubular structures manufactured by wrapping were promising materials in light weighting. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev, “The buckling and vibration analysis of coating-FGM-substrate conical shells under hydrostatic 
pressure with mixed boundary conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 686-693, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.104 
ABSTRACT: The vibration and buckling of the coating-FGM-substrate conical shells (CFGSCSs) with mixed 
boundary conditions (MBCs) under the hydrostatic pressure are studied. The basic equations of CFGSCSs are 
displayed based on the Donnell-type linear shell theory and solved using by Galerkin’s method. The novelty of 
current study is to obtain formulas for the critical hydrostatic pressures (CHPs) and the cyclic frequencies (CFs) 
of CFGSCSs with the MBCs. Finally, the influences of FGM cores and variation of the material gradient index 
on the CFs and CHPs for CFGSCSs are studied. 
 



M. Shariyat and S.H. Hosseini, “Novel rule-based global-local theory and energy model for sandwich plates 
with compliant cores and unevenly-distributed anisotropic SMA wires under impulsive/impact loads”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 727-738, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.003 
ABSTRACT: A rational new plate theory must meet specific guidelines and cannot be proposed by merely 
choosing a different function for the transverse variations of the displacement components. In the present 
research, a novel hyperbolic global-local plate theory is proposed based on 8 criteria, for the first time and 
implemented in a new energy formulation that takes into account the potential energy of the contact region, for 
behavior analysis of biaxially preloaded sandwich plates with unevenly-distributed SMA wires and soft cores 
under impulsive/impact loads. The proposed theory contains both odd and even functions and consequently, is 
more appropriate for asymmetric lamination schemes; in addition to satisfying the continuity condition of the 
interlaminar stresses. It is the first time that stress-strain asymmetry and anisotropy of the SMA is incorporated 
in the impact response analysis. Modified micro-macro-mechanical and bridging models are employed to relate 
the apparent properties to the local ones and vice versa. Effects of the uniform, double-linear, and double-
sinusoidal distributions of the SMA wires are compared. The localized time variations of phases evolutions of 
the anisotropic SMA wires are predicted based on a particular algorithm, employing an iteration-based updating 
solution procedure for the resulting finite element formulation within each time step. 
 
M.W. Joosten, C. Hirth, R. Thomson and H. Koerber, “Effect of environmental conditions on the failure 
mechanisms and energy absorption of open-section crush elements under quasi-static loading”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 209, pp 747-753, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.065 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the quasi-static energy absorption of open section monolithic carbon-epoxy 
specimens for a range of environmental test conditions. Experimental observations showed that the test 
temperature influenced the failure mode; elevated temperatures (>23 °C) resulted in the specimens exhibiting a 
splaying failure mode whilst reduced test temperature (−35 °C) resulted in a brittle failure mode. Despite the 
difference in failure modes, the reduced and elevated test conditions both resulted in lower energy absorption 
compared with the baseline result at ambient temperature. In addition to the temperature effect, introducing 
moisture further reduced the energy absorption. The results show that an un-conditioned specimen tested at 
ambient temperature may not necessarily represent the worst case and care must be taken when using ambient 
temperature tests to inform the design of crashworthy structures and the influence of environment should be 
accounted for during the design phase. 
 
Zhiqiang Shen, Jun Xia and Pan Cheng, “Geometrically nonlinear dynamic analysis of FG-CNTRC plates 
subjected to blast loads using the weak form quadrature element method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 
775-788, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.009 
ABSTRACT: Geometrically nonlinear dynamic analysis of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite (FG-CNTRC) rectangular plates subjected to blast loads is conducted based on Reddy’s higher-order 
shear deformation theory using the weak form quadrature element method. The von-Kármán strain terms are 
introduced to consider the geometrically nonlinear effects. The polymer composite plate is reinforced by single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with the uniform and functionally graded distribution in the plate thickness 
direction. The effective material properties of the FG-CNTRC plates are estimated with the extended rule of 
mixture. The Newmark-β time integration scheme and the Newton–Raphson iteration technique are adopted to 
solve the nonlinear incremental dynamic equilibrium equation in temporal domain. Comparative and 
convergence studies are carried out to validate the accuracy, efficiency and numerical stability of the presented 
weak form quadrature element formulation. The effects of the carbon nanotube distribution and volume 
fraction, plate width-to-thickness ratio, plate aspect ratio, load type and boundary condition on the dynamic 
response of the FG-CNTRC plates under blast loads are systematically investigated through the parametric 
studies. 
 
Jie Yang, Jianghui Dong and Sritawat Kitipornchai, “Unilateral and bilateral buckling of functionally graded 
corrugated thin plates reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 789-801, 1 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.025 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the buckling behavior of corrugated thin plates made of multilayer 
functionally graded (FG) graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) reinforced nanocomposites (FG-GPLRC) within the 



framework of classical plate theory. The GPLs are uniformly dispersed in each individual layer with its weight 
fraction following a layer-wise variation along the thickness direction. The effective Young modulus of each 
layer is determined by the modified Halpin-Tsai model while the Poisson’s ratio is predicted based on the rule 
of mixture. It is assumed that the plate is subjected to either compression or shear or both on the edge. 
Analytical critical buckling solutions are obtained for both unilateral buckling when the plate is resting on a 
rigid foundation and bilateral buckling without the constraint of the foundation. A parametric study is conducted 
to investigate the influences of distribution pattern, geometry, size, and weight fraction of GPL nanofillers as 
well as the corrugated profile and rigid foundation on the buckling performance of the plate. It is found that the 
buckling resistance of the corrugated plate can be effectively enhanced by adding a small amount of GPLs into 
the matrix according to FGX distribution pattern and when the inclination angle is 45 degrees. 
 
Jian Lei, Yuming He, Zhenkun Li, Song Guo and Dabiao Liu, “Postbuckling analysis of bi-directional 
functionally graded imperfect beams based on a novel third-order shear deformation theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 209, pp 811-829, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.106 
ABSTRACT: In this work, postbuckling response of bi-directional functionally graded (FG) beams with 
porosities is investigated. The transverse shear deformation is taken into account based on a novel third-order 
shear deformation theory in which the kinematic of displacements is derived from an elastic formulation. 
Porosities owing to the technical issue during the preparation of functionally graded materials (FGMs) with 
even and uneven distributions are considered. Material properties of bi-directional FG beams vary smoothly 
along the thickness and axial directions simultaneously based on the power law distribution. Geometric 
nonlinearity is described by employing the von Kármán nonlinear theory. Equations of motion are derived 
utilizing the principle of minimum potential energy. Nonlinear partial differential equations are solved 
numerically to obtain the critical buckling loads and the postbuckling equilibrium paths under different 
boundary conditions using the generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) and the Newton-Raphson 
iteration. Numerical results demonstrate that FG and axially FG (AFG) indexes, porosities distribution, 
boundary condition, Young’s modulus ratio, aspect ratio, and plane strain and plane stress states have 
significant influences on the buckling and postbuckling responses of bi-directional FG beams. 
 
Fei Wu, Tao Liu, Xiaoting Xiao, Zhengrong Zhang and Junliang Hou, “Static and dynamic crushing of novel 
porous crochet-sintered metal and its filled composite tube”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 830-843, 1 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.022 
ABSTRACT: A novel porous crochet-sintered metal (PCSM) is fabricated by rolling a crocheted porous cloth 
and subsequent vacuum sintering using a continual single super-fine soft 304 rope twisted by 49 fibers as raw 
material. This work investigates the quasi-static and dynamic axial crushing response of PCSMs and their filled 
composite tubes. The pore structures of PCSMs are formed by inter-crocheted and multiple inter-locked rope 
skeletons and metallurgical bonds. The PCSMs have almost no initial impact effects with a high crushing force 
efficiency. Filling the PCSMs changes the deformation model of 6063 tube, improves the static crashworthiness 
parameters of 6063 tube by 8–25% with almost no increasing initial impact effect, and doesn’t always play a 
positive role in dynamic absorption. Porosity has obvious influence on the quasi-static and dynamic behavior 
and crashworthiness of PCSMs and their filled composite tube, and the effect of porosity on dynamic 
crashworthiness of composite tube is greater than that on quasi-static crashworthiness of composite tube. The 
PCSMs and their composite tubes show great potential for application in energy absorbers. The method of 
filling PCSM into bare tube is possible to improve the energy absorption ability of thin-walled tube with almost 
no increase in the initial peak force. 
 
Amrit Shankar Verma, Nils Petter Vedvik, Philipp Ulrich Haselbach, Zhen Gao and Zhiyu Jiang, “Comparison 
of numerical modeling techniques for impact investigation on a wind turbine blade”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
209, pp 830-843, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.001 
ABSTRACT: Wind turbine blades are exposed to numerous impact risks throughout their lifetimes. The impact 
risks range from bird collisions during operation to impacts with surrounding structures at the time of 
transportation and installation. Impact loads on the fibre composite blades can induce several complex, 
simultaneously interacting and visually undetectable damage modes and have a high potential to reduce the 
local and global blade stiffness. An assessment of such impact-induced damages is therefore necessary and 
usually involves high computational costs using numerical procedures, especially when analysing large 



composite components. To minimise this computational expense, different numerical impact modelling 
techniques are utilised, primarily shell-element-based approaches and multiscale-modelling-based global-local 
approaches. In this article, a comparison between (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) 
submodelling finite element modelling techniques using Abaqus/Explicit is presented for a case where an 
impactor hits the leading edge of a blade. A high-fidelity local solid finite element model is developed for the 
leading edge of a DTU 10 MW blade at the region of impact and its stiffness is compared with baseline. A user 
material subroutine VUMAT for the intralaminar damage mode based on the Hashin failure criterion is 
formulated and then validated via an experiment from the literature. Finally, based on different numerical 
modelling techniques, impact investigations are performed, and the impact responses, damage to the blade and 
computational analysis durations are compared. It is found that the submodelling-based global-local approach is 
the most efficient analysis technique for this case, capturing failure modes including delamination, core 
crushing and local surface indentation in the blade. The findings of this study can be used to develop accurate 
and computationally efficient tools for modelling impact-induced damage to a blade. 
 
Jinseok Kim, Krzysztof Kamil Zur and J.N. Reddy, “Bending, free vibration, and buckling of modified couples 
stress-based functionally graded porous micro-plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 209, pp 879-888, 1 February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.023 
ABSTRACT: In this study, bending, free vibration, and buckling response of functionally graded porous micro-
plates are investigated using the classical and first-order shear deformation plate theories. The Navier solution 
technique is utilized to obtain analytical solutions to simply supported rectangular plates. A power-law 
distribution is used to model the variation of two material constituents through the plate thickness. Three 
different porosity distributions are considered and assumed to take forms of cosine functions. The 
microstructure-dependent size effects are captured using the modified couple stress theory. Numerical results of 
bending, free vibration, and buckling are presented to determined the effects of constituent material variation, 
microstructure-dependent size effects, and porosity distributions on the mechanical response of functionally 
graded porous micro-plates. 
 
B.C. Lin, T.F. Xie, M. Xu, Y.H. Li and J. Yang, “Natural frequencies and dynamic responses of rotating 
composite non-uniform beams with an elastically root in hygrothermal environment”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 209, pp 968-980, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.029 
ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics and dynamic responses of a rotating composite non-uniform beam 
based on Rayleigh beam theory considering the combined influence of hygrothermal environment and 
elastically restrained root are investigated in this paper. The influence of temperature, humidity and other 
parameters on the natural frequencies and dynamic responses of the rotating composite non-uniform beam is 
discussed. Firstly, the Hamilton’s variational principle is employed to establish the governing equation of a 
rotating composite non-uniform beam. Then, the upper and lower bounds of the fundamental bending frequency 
are obtained according to the Rayleigh’s and minimum principle. A semi-analytical solution of the governing 
equation is obtained on the basis of the power series method. Finally, numerical results are performed to 
analyze the effects of the rotating speed, hub radius, temperature variation, moisture concentration, fiber 
orientation angle, taper ratio and elastic restrained root on the natural frequencies and dynamic responses. 
 
G. Li, E. Carrera, M. Cinefra, A.G. de Miguel, and E. Zappino, “An adaptable refinement approach for shell 
finite element models based on node-dependent kinematics”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 1-19, 15 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.10.111 
ABSTRACT: Towards improving the numerical efficiency in the analysis of multi-layered shell structures with 
the finite element (FE) method, an adaptable two-level mathematical refinement approach is proposed for 
refined curvilinear shell elements. Based on Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF), the approximation of 
displacement functions of shell elements can be improved by refining the through-the-thickness assumptions 
and enriching the shape functions. By using the hierarchical Legendre polynomial expansions (HLE) as shape 
functions, the element capabilities can be enhanced conveniently without re-meshing. To further increase the 
numerical efficiency of shell FE models, Node-Dependent Kinematics (NDK) is utilized to implement local 
kinematic refinements on the selected FE nodes within the domain of interest. The conjunction of NDK with the 
two-level refinements of the shell FE models leads to an adaptable refinement approach in the analysis of shell 



structures, which can be used to build FE models with optimal efficiency and high fidelity. The competence of 
the proposed approach is investigated through numerical studies on laminated shells. 
 
M.R. Bambach, “Experimental and numerical study of the bending strength of natural fibre composite structural 
channel sections”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 57-69, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.031 
ABSTRACT: Increasing awareness of environmental concerns is leading a drive towards more sustainable 
structural materials for the built environment. Natural fibres such as flax and jute have increasingly been 
considered for fibre-resin composites, with a major motivation for their implementation being their notable 
sustainability attributes. This paper is part of an ongoing effort by the author to demonstrate the structural 
properties of primary structural elements and members fabricated from natural fibre composites of flax and jute. 
Previously the structural properties of flat plates, plain channel sections and channel sections with complex 
stiffeners were investigated under pure compression. This paper presents investigations of channel sections with 
complex stiffeners under pure bending. A series of sixteen channels with varying geometries, complex stiffener 
arrangements and composite thicknesses were tested in pure flexure. Material tests indicated that the mean 
tensile elastic stiffness and strength values were 6386 MPa and 55.1 MPa for flax, and 6941 MPa and 62.1 MPa 
for jute. The experimental results indicated that flexural failure of the channel sections was governed by tensile 
fracturing. The ultimate moment capacities varied from 1.043 to 1.501 kNm for four-layered composites, and 
2.184 to 2.511 kNm for six-layered composites. The analytical models predicted the experimental ultimate 
moment capacities well, with a mean and coefficient of variation of the test to predicted ratio of 0.97 and 0.06, 
respectively. Finite element models used progressive damage analysis via stress-based damage initiation models 
and damage evolution laws, to replicate the tension fracture failure mode of the channels. The numerical models 
predicted the experimental ultimate moment capacities well, with a mean and coefficient of variation of the test 
to predicted ratio of 0.99 and 0.06, respectively. 
 
Zaid Al-Azzawi, Tim Stratford, Michael Rotter and Luke Bisby, “FRP strengthening of web panels of steel 
plate girders against shear buckling. Part-II: Fatigue study and cyclic series of tests”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 210, pp 82-95, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.033 
ABSTRACT: The result of an experimental programme investigating a novel technique to strengthen web 
plates of steel plate girders against breathing fatigue due to shear buckling deformations is presented. An 
experimental test series is present in which six specimens were manufactured to simulate the end panel of a 
plate girder; these were strengthened with an optimized FRP retrofit panel that was developed in an earlier 
phase of the research project, and tested for plate girder web shear buckling deformation mitigation under 
repeated cyclic loading, as well as ultimate load capacity enhancement. Test results and non-linear finite 
element modelling demonstrated the efficiency of this technique for stiffening the web against these 
deformation and thus reducing the critical stresses, consequently increasing the fatigue life of the girders by a 
factor ranging between three and seven, depending on the applied stress range and the fatigue resistance 
assessment method. The research demonstrates the applicability of this novel FRP strengthening technique to 
prolong and extend the fatigue life of existing plate girder bridges. 
 
H. Debski and A. Teter, “Effect of load eccentricity on the buckling and post-buckling states of short laminated 
Z-columns”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 134-144, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.044 
ABSTRACT: This paper was dealt with buckling and post-buckling behavior of short thin-walled Z-columns 
made of a carbon-epoxy laminate, subjected to eccentric compressive load. The buckling mode and the buckling 
load of real structures versus load eccentricity were discussed. The study involved both experimental tests were 
carried out on real laminated structures and numerical simulations by the finite element method. The buckling 
load of real structures was determined by approximation methods on the basis of experimental and numerical 
post-buckling equilibrium paths of the structure. Additionally, in numerical simulations, the bifurcation load 
value was determined by solving an eigen problem. In all cases, experimental findings and numerical results 
show high agreement. The study determined the quantitative influence of the direction and value of compressive 
load eccentricity on the buckling load and rigidity of the structure in the post-buckling state. 
 



Nejc Novak, Luka Starcevic, Matej Vesenjak and Zoran Ren, “Blast response study of the sandwich composite 
panels with 3D chiral auxetic core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 167-178, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.050 
ABSTRACT: Chiral auxetic cellular structures were fabricated from Ti6Al4V alloy using the Selective Electron 
Beam Melting method, and tested experimentally under quasi-static and dynamic compression loading 
conditions. The experimental results were used to validate built computational models of auxetic cellular 
structure in LS-DYNA. The models were used to study the geometry effect on the Poisson’s ratio of the 
analysed chiral auxetic structure. The response of sandwich composite panels with auxetic core under blast 
loading was studied extensively computationally, where the maximum panel displacement and the Specific 
Energy Absorption (SEA) of the composite panel were evaluated. Three different methods for blast loading 
(ConWep, Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic, Multi-Material Arbitrary Lagrange-Eulerian) were compared and 
validated based on the experimental data. It was determined that larger thickness of the cover plate lowers the 
panel maximum displacement, while the SEA is larger when thinner cover plates are used. Also, it was shown 
that the chiral unit cell amplitude effect on the maximum displacement and SEA is, in most analysed cases, 
negligible in comparison to the cell length effect, which is more prominent. The presented study illustrates great 
potential of using sandwich structures with designed auxetic cellular cores to improve the response of modern 
composite structures to blast loading. 
 
Y.X. Hao, Z. Cao, W. Zhang, J. Chen and M.H. Yao, “Stability analysis for geometric nonlinear functionally 
graded sandwich shallow shell using a new developed displaement field”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 
202-216, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.027 
ABSTRACT: Although the stability of the sandwich structures under in-plane excitation has been reported, few 
of them focus on the functionally graded materials (FGM) sandwich doubly curved shallow shells. Moreover, 
for the study of static bifurcation, stability and dynamic stability analysis, it is common to ignore the effect of 
thickness tension or compression. The purpose of this paper is to explore the bifurcation and stability of the 
FGM sandwich doubly curved shallow shell which is subjected to the in-plane excitation in thermal 
environment. By introducing the secant function to the transverse displacement, a new displacement field based 
on the Reddy’s third order shear deformation theory is derived. It is assumed that the material properties of 
sandwich doubly curved shallow shell are temperature dependent. The distribution of component materials in 
FGM layer obeys the rule of power law in the radial direction. Considering the geometric nonlinear, using an 
energy approach and the Galerkin’s method, a two-degree-of-freedom non-autonomous nonlinear dynamic 
equation with parametric excitation is derived. The threshold of the bifurcation and the stability of the structure 
are investigated. The instability regions are plotted by dynamic load factor against excitation frequency in 
alpha1-Omega plane. 
 
J. Fariborz and R.C. Batra, “Free vibration of bi-directional functionally graded material circular beams using 
shear deformation theory employing logarithmic function of radius”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 217-
230, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.036 
ABSTRACT: Curved beams such as arches find ubiquitous applications in civil, mechanical and aerospace 
engineering, e.g., stiffened floors, fuselage, railway compartments, and wind turbine blades. The analysis of free 
vibrations of curved structures plays a critical role in their design to avoid transient loads with dominant 
frequencies close to their natural frequencies. One way to increase their applications and possibly make them 
lighter without sacrificing strength is to comprise them of Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) that are 
composites with continuously varying material properties in one or more directions. Here, we study free 
vibrations of FGM circular beams by using a shear deformation theory that incorporates through-the-thickness 
logarithmic variation of the circumferential displacement, does not require a shear correction factor, and has a 
parabolic through-the-thickness distribution of the shear strain. The radial displacement of a point is assumed to 
depend only upon its angular position. Thus the beam theory generalizes the Timoshenko beam theory. 
Equations governing transient deformations of the beam are derived by using Hamilton’s principle. Assuming a 
time harmonic variation of displacements, and by utilizing a generalized differential quadrature method 
(GDQM), the free vibration problem is reduced to solving an algebraic eigenvalue problem whose solution 
provides frequencies and corresponding mode shapes. Results are presented for different spatial variations of 
the material properties, boundary conditions, and the beam aspect ratio. It is found that frequencies of the FGM 
beam are bounded by those of two geometrically identical homogeneous beams composed of the two 



constituents of the beam. Keeping other variables fixed, the change in the beam opening angle results in very 
close frequencies of the first two modes of vibration at a critical value of the opening angle, a phenomenon 
usually called mode transition. The critical opening angle is essentially the same for radially graded, 
bidirectionally graded and monolithic beams. It equals about 80° (60°) for clamped-clamped (hinged-hinged) 
beams. 
 
A. Yudhanto, H. Wafai, G. Lubineau, S. Goutham, and N. Verghese, “Revealing the effects of matrix behavior 
on low-velocity impact response of continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic laminates”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 210, pp 239-249, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.040 
ABSTRACT: Matrix behavior is expected to widely influence the impact response of composites, but detailed 
conclusions in the case of thermoplastic laminates are still needed. In this paper, we investigated the effect of 
using either ductile homopolymer PP or less-ductile impact copolymer PP matrices on the low-velocity impact 
responses of continuous glass fiber-reinforced polypropylene (PP) laminate. These PP types represent two 
variants in the same family of thermoplastic matrix. A thorough experimental campaign was first performed to 
provide the tensile properties (for PP and glass/PP) and fracture toughness (Mode-I and Mode-II, glass/PP only) 
of the employed materials. Then, low-velocity impact tests where the energy levels are ranging from 12 to 30 J 
were performed. Using ductile PP in glass/PP laminates reduces the energy dissipated during impact as well as 
the impact damage area. The effect of selected stacking sequences on the resistance to impact was also studied 
as a way to reveal the difference between ductile and less-ductile glass/PP. Stacking sequence with thin plies 
shows better impact properties than other sequences regardless of the matrix ductility, which can be explained 
by micromechanics for both grades of material. Finally, as quasi-static indentation (QSI) is usually used to 
quickly access the resistance of laminates towards out-of-plane impact, we systematically compared our impact 
results with QSI results. We found that the prospective use of QSI in forecasting impact properties and damage 
is very limited in glass/PP composite due to strain-rate sensitivity. 
 
Huabin Yu, Wenwang Wu, Jianxun Zhang, Jikun Chen, and Daining Fang, “Drastic tailorable thermal 
expansion chiral planar and cylindrical shell structures explored with finite element simulation”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 210, pp 327-338, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.043 
ABSTRACT: Design of materials and structures with quite low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), even 
zero or negative CTE is important for industrial application where drastic temperature changes are encountered. 
In this paper, making use of the bending of bi-material beam and the unique deformation mechanism of chiral 
lattice structures, five sets of chiral lattice composite structures with tailorable CTEs are proposed, where 
synergic effects of rigid node rotation and bi-material ligament bending deformation are responsible for giant 
range of structural deformation due to temperature change, from positive CTE to negative CTE through 
adjusting the geometrical parameters of composite bi-material chiral unit cell, and the relationship between unit 
cell geometric parameters and CTEs of the structure are studied systematically through finite element analysis. 
Finally, design of bi-material cylindrical shells consisting of anti-tetra chiral unit cells are proposed, and its 
axial CTEs with different number of the unit cells along the circumferential are studied systematically, 
demonstrating the robust range of CTEs can be generated through adjusting the geometrical parameters of chiral 
bi-material unit cells. The proposed chiral structures demonstrated promising application potentials in industrial 
fields, such as: aerospace and microelectronics, where extremely high structural accuracy is required during 
harsh working temperature environment. 
 
H. Mallek, H. Jrad, M. Wali and F. Dammak, “Piezoelastic response of smart functionally graded structure with 
integrated piezoelectric layers using discrete double directors shell element”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, 
pp 354-366, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.062 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of the paper is to predict the electromechanical behavior of composite shell 
structures with embedded piezoelectric layers using 3D-shell model based on a discrete double directors shell 
element. The implementation is applicable to the analysis of isotropic and functionally graded shells with 
integrated piezoelectric layers. The third-order shear deformation theory is introduced in the present method to 
remove the shear correction factor and improve the accuracy of transverse shear stresses. The present results 
were compared with reference solutions from literature in order to verify the accuracy of the present 



formulation and excellent agreement was found. A parametric study is carried out to highlight the influence of 
material composition and curvature radius on the deflection and axial stress along the thickness. 
 
Armagan Karamanli and Metin Aydogdu, “Buckling of laminated composite and sandwich beams due to axially 
varying in-plane loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 391-408, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.067 
ABSTRACT: This paper is dedicated to study the elastic buckling behavior of isotropic, laminated composite 
and sandwich beams subjected to various axially varying in-plane loads and boundary conditions (BCs). The 
formulation of the problem is derived by using the Ritz method with the displacement field based on a shear and 
normal deformable beam theory (SNDBT). Polynomial functions are employed to present the displacement 
field. The convergence studies are performed and then obtained results are compared with those of reported 
works. Results from extensive analysis are presented for different BCs, aspect ratios, orthotropy ratios, fiber 
angles and loading conditions. It is observed that the type of the axially variable in-plane load significantly 
affects the critical buckling loads and mode shapes of the beams depending on the BCs. The normal 
deformation effect depends on not only the aspect ratio but also BCs and the fiber orientation angles. 
 
Edgars Laban and Chiara Bisagni, “Buckling and free vibration study of variable and constant-stiffness 
cylindrical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 446-457, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.061 
ABSTRACT: The ability to steer carbon fibre tapes, varying the tow angle, can widen the designs possibilities 
of cylindrical shells that are one of the main components of aerospace structures. This research presents 
experimental and numerical investigation of two carbon fibre reinforced plastic cylindrical shells – a cylinder 
with conventional layup made of unidirectional prepreg and a variable-stiffness cylinder manufactured by 
applying fibre placement technology. The shells were tested in compression until buckling and later subjected to 
a vibration analysis. Load-shortening curves and buckling shapes were acquired during the compression tests, 
while the natural frequencies and the mode shapes were measured during the vibration tests. Both tests provide 
a useful data set of the mechanical response of the cylinders which can be applied for further validation of 
models. The acquired experimental results were compared to a simple, approximated numerical model of the 
variable-stiffness cylinder showing good correlation with the test results. 
 
Douglas Quintanilha Tsunematsu and Mauricio Vicente Donadon, “Aeroelastic behavior of composite panels 
undergoing progressive damage”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 458-472, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.065 
ABSTRACT: A finite element model for predicting the nonlinear aeroelastic behavior of composite panels 
undergoing intralaminar and translaminar progressive damage in supersonic flow is presented. The classical 
plate theory in conjunction with the von Kármán nonlinear strains is used for structural modeling, and the linear 
piston theory is used to model the aerodynamic loads. Progressive damage is modeled by a smeared cracking 
formulation in which stress-based, continuum damage mechanics and fracture mechanics approaches are 
combined. No modal reduction is performed and an iterative form of the Newmark method is used for the 
numerical direct integration in time of the nonlinear equations. Simulations considering different lay-ups are 
conducted, in which the influence of progressive damage on the aeroelastic behavior of the panels is 
investigated, and damage extent and failure mechanisms are assessed. The results obtained in the analyses 
consist in important insights concerning the flutter-induced damage in composite panels. 
 
Rizwan S. Choudhry, Andrew T. Rhead, Mark W.D. Nielsen and Richard Butler, “A plate model for 
compressive strength prediction of delaminated composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 509-517, 15 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.066 
ABSTRACT: Damage tolerance is of critical importance to laminated composite structures. In this paper, we 
present a new semi-analytical method for predicting the strain at which delamination propagation will initiate 
following sublaminate buckling. The method uses a numerical strip model to determine the thin-film buckling 
strain of an anisotropic sub-laminate created by delamination, before evaluating the strain energy release rate 
for delamination propagation. The formulation assumes that all energy is available for propagation in a peeling 
mode (Mode I); avoiding an approximate mixed-mode criterion. Results are compared with twelve 
experimentally obtained propagations strains, covering a variety of laminates each containing a circular PTFE 



delamination. Comparison shows agreement to within 12% for balanced sublaminate tests in which 
delamination propagation occurred before intra-ply cracking. The method can be used to significantly improve 
the damage tolerance of laminates, opening up new opportunities for structural efficiency using elastic tailoring, 
non-standard ply angles and material optimisation. 
 
T. Shojaee, B. Mohammadi, R. Madoliat and D. Salimi-Majd, “Development of a finite strip method for 
efficient prediction of buckling and post-buckling in composite laminates containing a cutout with/without 
stiffener”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 538-552, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.007 
ABSTRACT: One of the main methods for improving the strength of the notched laminates, which are 
commonly used in the engineering structures, is to employ a stringer in a proper configuration. To optimize the 
design of these perforated laminates under compression loading, accurate characterization of the effects of 
various parameters on the instability behavior plays a significant role. For this purpose, after a review on the 
main previous researches, a semi-energy finite strip method (SE-FSM) is developed in the framework of 
nonlinear deformation to analyze the buckling behavior of stiffened/unstiffened laminated composites having a 
circular notch. The developed SE-FSM is based on the semi-analytical solution of von Karman’s equations via 
Airy stress function and has the advantage of great versatility like the finite element method (FEM) and good 
economy like the Rayleigh-Ritz method. To verify the developed method and to examine the influence of 
various parameters (the thickness of specimen, the diameter of the hole and the thickness of stiffener) on the 
buckling behavior, a detailed experimental parametric study is performed and the extracted results are compared 
with those of the developed SE-FSM, the full-energy FSM and FEM. High accuracy and fast convergence of 
the developed method show its computational efficiency for prediction of stability behavior of composite 
laminates. 
 
Shang-Nan Tsai and Ambrose C. Taylor, “Vibration behaviours of single/multi-debonded composite sandwich 
structures with nanoparticle-modified matrices”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 590-598, 15 February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.071 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures with carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) facesheets are widely used in 
aerospace and marine structures because they have high strength, stiffness and light weight. However, debonds 
between the facesheets and the core can reduce greatly the stiffness and the strength of the structures, whilst 
affecting the vibration behaviours. Hammer impact tests and finite element simulations were conducted to 
analyse the vibration behaviours of sandwich structures with single and double debonded regions, different 
matrix modifiers and facesheet stacking orientations. The debonded regions reduced the natural frequencies of 
sandwich structures, an 80 mm debonded region reduced the natural frequency by 57%. The natural frequencies 
in bending modes of the structures with [0]4 facesheets were more sensitive to debonds; while structures with 
[+45/-45]s facesheets were more sensitive in torsion modes. When the debonds were present in the same 
location for both upper and lower facesheets, there was a greater reduction in the natural frequencies of the 
bending modes than for other debond arrangements. Reductions in the natural frequency can cause a structure to 
vibrate at resonance and cause structural failure, therefore understanding of how debonded regions affect the 
vibration of sandwich structures is critical. 
 
Eshagh Farzaneh Joubaneh, Oumar Rafiou Barry and Donatus C.D. Oguamanam, “Vibrations of sandwich 
beams with tip mass: Numerical and experimental investigations”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 628-640, 
15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.079 
ABSTRACT: A numerical and experimental investigation of the natural frequencies and frequency response of 
a cantilevered three-layer sandwich beam carrying a tip-mass is presented. The tip-mass is such that its center of 
mass is offset from the point of attachment. The higher-order sandwich panel theory (HSAPT) and the 
Hamilton’s principle are employed in deriving the system governing equations of motion and boundary 
conditions, which are solved using the generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method. The obtained results 
are compared with those obtained from the use of commercial finite element software ANSYS, and they are 
both experimentally validated. The results are generally in good agreement. Parametric studies are conducted to 
examine the influence of some design variables on system vibrational behavior. 
 



M. Lezgy-Nazargah, P. Vidal and O. Polit, “A 1D nonlinear finite element model for analysis of composite 
foam-insulated concrete sandwich panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 663-675, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.087 
ABSTRACT: A simple 1D nonlinear finite element model is presented for the analysis of composite foam-
insulated concrete sandwich panel (FICSP) structures. The material nonlinearities of concrete wythes, steel 
rebar and insulation layer are considered. By employing a sinus shear deformation beam theory, the effects of 
transverse shear stress in concrete wythes and insulation layer are incorporated in the presented finite element 
formulation. The present formulation takes into account the partially composite action of FICSP structures by 
using the concept of distributed spring layer model. Full-scale experimental data and 3D finite element results 
are used to validate the developed finite element formulation. The obtained numerical results demonstrate that 
the presented finite element model of this study is an efficient tool to predict the detailed structural response of 
FICSPs till collapse stage. 
 
Devesh Punera and Tarun Kant, “A critical review of stress and vibration analyses of functionally graded shell”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 787-809, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.084 
ABSTRACT: (none given) 
 
Zekun Wang, Yufeng Xing, Qiaozhen Sun and Yang Yang, “Highly accurate closed-form solutions for free 
vibration and eigenbuckling of rectangular nanoplates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 822-830, 15 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.094 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the highly accurate closed-form solutions for free vibration and eigenbuckling 
of isotropic rectangular nanoplates with arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions based on Eringen’s 
nonlocal theory and classical thin plate theory. 
The iterative separation-of-variable (iSOV) method based on the Rayleigh quotient, which is the most accurate 
closed-form solution method among all separation-of-variable methods, is used to obtain the highly accurate 
solutions, including the exact well-known Navier and Levy types of solutions. The highly accurate closed-form 
solutions for free vibration of rectangular nanoplates and for eigenbuckling of different scale rectangular plates 
with arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions are achieved for the first time, and all solutions are presented 
in excellent explicit forms. 
The present solutions coincide well with analytical and numerical solutions in literature, verifying the accuracy 
of the present method. The influences of nonlocal parameters, boundary conditions and lengths of nanoplates on 
frequencies and critical buckling loads are studied, and nonlocal effects are explained in physical sense. The 
present solutions can be taken as the benchmarks for the validation of numerical methods, a guide in parametric 
design of structure, and the basis of constructing new numerical methods. 
 
G.J. Nie, Anup Pydah and R.C. Batra, “Torsion of bi-directional functionally graded truncated conical 
cylinders”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 831-839, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.081 
ABSTRACT: Analytical solutions are presented for the torsion of bi-directional functionally graded (FG) 
linearly elastic truncated conical cylinders for six functional forms of the shear modulus varying in both the 
radial and the axial directions. Furthermore, for an arbitrary variation of the shear modulus along the two 
directions, we employ a weighted residual approach (WRA) to obtain accurate numerical solutions for the linear 
elastic boundary value problem. The influence of the variation of the shear modulus and of the cone angle on 
the stress distribution in the cylinder is discussed through numerical examples. The analytical solutions 
presented herein can serve as benchmarks for ascertaining the accuracy of approximate or numerical solutions. 
The WRA combined with an optimization algorithm can be used to find the shear modulus variation to 
maximize the torsional stiffness. 
 
Sheng Chu, Liang Gao, Mi Xiao and Hao Li, “Design of sandwich panels with truss cores using explicit 
topology optimization”, Composite Structures, Vol. 210, pp 892-905, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.010 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panels with truss cores (SPTCs) are a class of novel structures with superior load 
bearing performance. In recent years, many efforts have been made in designing the SPTCs. However, the 



majority of related researches are conducted under the prespecified structural topologies of the truss cores 
according to subjective judgment and experience. In this paper, a novel approach under moving morphable 
components (MMC) based topology optimization framework is proposed for the design of SPTCs. To describe 
the SPTCs in an explicit and geometrical way, a multi-component topology description function (MCTDF) is 
developed in both 2D and 3D cases. By optimizing the configurations and layouts of the multi-components, the 
topological design of SPTCs with better structural performance can be generated. In this regard, the original 
topology optimization problem is transformed into a parameter optimization problem with only a small number 
of design variables. To determine the number of beams in truss core, a deletion strategy is proposed to remove 
the redundant multi-components. The minimum compliance problem subject to structural volume fraction 
constraint is investigated, and the relevant sensitivity analysis is shown. Both 2D and 3D numerical examples 
are presented to test the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method. 
 
D. Aditya Narayan, M. Ganapathi, B. Pradyumna and M. Haboussi (Primarily from: School of Mechanical 
Engineering, Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore 632 014, India), “Investigation of thermo-elastic buckling 
of variable stiffness laminated composite shells using finite element approach based on higher-order theory”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 24-40, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.012 
ABSTRACT: Here, the thermo-elastic buckling characteristics of variable stiffness composite shells, viz., 
cylindrical and spherical shell panels, subjected to uniform/non-uniform thermal fields are investigated based on 
finite element approach introducing higher-order theory accounting through thickness effect. The variable 
stiffness in the composite laminate is spatially created introducing curvilinear fibers that continuously changes 
the fiber orientation within the lamina. The critical buckling temperature is evaluated solving the governing 
equations developed through the principle of minimization of total potential energy by adopting the eigenvalue 
approach. To select the appropriate structural model, the thermal buckling of such curved panels subjected to 
thermal fields are initially examined using different structural theories. To predict the buckling temperature, the 
thermal stress resultants are firstly evaluated using the displacement fields of pre-buckling of the laminated 
shells under the assumed temperature. The formulation is tested against considering problems for which 
analytical/numerical solutions available in the literature. A comprehensive study based on various design factors 
such as curvilinear fiber angular variation, lay-up, length-to- and radius-to-thickness ratios, and boundary 
conditions on the thermoelastic stability of laminated composite shell panels is made. 
 
C. Yang, H. Shahverdi Moghaddam, S.R. Keshavanarayana and A.L. Horner (Primarily from: Department of 
Aerospace Engineering, Wichita State University, Wichita, KS, USA), “An analytical approach to characterize 
uniaxial in-plane responses of commercial hexagonal honeycomb core under large deformations”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 211, pp 100-111, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: In this article, an analytical model is derived to investigate the in-plane homogenized stress-strain 
relationship of an adhesively bonded commercial hexagonal honeycomb core under large deformation. The 
model incorporates some advanced features of the core cell such as cell wall curvatures, node bond adhesive 
layers, and adhesive fillets at the cell wall intersections in the analysis. Nonlinear homogenized results of the 
fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core predicted by the analytical model are compared with test data as well as 
predictions from finite element models (FEMs) of both real and idealized (without modeling the node bond 
adhesive) core cells to investigate the effects of the node bond adhesive. Predictions of the analytical model are 
in good agreement with the test data and predictions of the FEM of the real core cell. Homogenized properties 
of the honeycomb core obtained from the analytical model at infinitesimal strains are compared with several 
analytical models from the literature. Adhesive peel stress is also calculated by the analytical model and 
compared with the FEM. 
 
J. Freund (Aalto University, School of Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Puumiehenkuja 5 
A, 00076 Aalto, Finland), “Shear-corrected Reissner-Mindlin plate model”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 
144-153, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.029 
ABSTRACT: A new shear-corrected Reissner-Mindlin model is presented. The method reduces the modeling 
error of the classical model without affecting the form of the classical plate equations. Therefore, 
implementation on an existing software for the Reissner-Mindlin plate model is simple. The principle of virtual 
work and an explicit set of kinematic and kinetic assumptions is used in derivation. There, displacement 
assumption of the classical model is enhanced by a warping part which is eliminated to end up with equations 



for the classical part only. The equations differ from the classical ones in shear correction factors, modification 
in the source term, and stress expressions. 
 
P.-Y. Mechin, V. Keryvin, J.-C. Grandidier and D. Glehen, “An experimental protocol to measure the 
parameters affecting the compressive strength of CFRP with a fibre micro-buckling failure criterion”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 154-162, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.026 
ABSTRACT: Understanding axial compressive failure mechanisms and estimating the related strength in 
continuous fibre composites is of paramount importance in the design of their parts. The mechanism at stake is 
the micro-buckling instability of fibres, which is contained by the matrix. In experimental measurements, 
compressive strength in bending is consistently higher than in axial compression. Indeed, the induced strain 
gradient provides an additional containment, namely structural effect. The characterisation of all geometrical 
and materials properties is usually lacking for models describing these combined mechanisms. A 
comprehensive experimental protocol is proposed in this paper to measure all the input parameters involved in a 
design oriented failure criterion. An epoxy matrix/high-modulus carbon fibre composite material illustrates this 
protocol. The influence of some key parameters, including the initial misalignment of the fibre, is discussed, 
thanks to additional experimental results. 
 
J.E. Yetman, A.J. Sobey, J.I.R. Blake and R.A. Shenoi (Fluid Structure Interactions, University of 
Southampton, University Rd, Southampton SO17 1BJ, England, UK), “Modelling the variablility of skin 
stiffener debonding in post-cured top-hat stiffened panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 187-195, 1 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.11.078 
ABSTRACT: Glass structures are often used in industries utilising large structural topologies. These structures 
are typically manufactured by post-curing subcomponents together, using a chopped strand mat layer at the 
interface. To predict failure of these joints requires an accurate assessment of the material and fracture 
properties. In this paper two industrially manufactured top-hat stiffened panels are tested to determine the 
fracture behaviour at the component level. This highlights that the variability seen in fracture properties at 
coupon level is less evident in structural component response. Then a previously developed set of material 
properties is used to accurately model the structural response, crack initiation and debonding of the panels under 
four point bend using Finite Element Analysis which gives final failure at 6.2 kN and a 4.4% error compared to 
the experimental results which exhibits final failure at 5.94 kN. The specific fracture properties tested and R 
curve are shown to be critical in assessing crack initiation and propagation with considerable error, 14.5%, 
provided by data assumed from the literature. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev (Department of Civil Engineering of Engineering, Faculty of Suleyman Demirel University, 
32260 Isparta, Turkey), “Review of research on the vibration and buckling of the FGM conical shells”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 301-317, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.047 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to provide an exhaustive review of the literature on the vibration and 
buckling of functionally graded materials (FGMs), functionally graded conical shells (FGCSs), functionally 
graded layered conical shells (FGLCSs), and functionally graded sandwich-conical shells (FGSCSs). The 
methodological solutions for various problems encountered in pure FGCSs and FGSCSs in the design, for 
example, linear and non-linear (NL) vibration and stability under various loads and the influences of the 
different environment are presented. The examples of FGM structures included in the review cover a wide 
range of applications in nuclear, space and marine engineering, electronics and biomedical fields. 
 
Xiaoyang Liu, Carol A. Featherston and David Kennedy (School of Engineering, Cardiff University, Queen’s 
Buildings, The Parade, Cardiff CF24 3AA, UK), “Two-level layup optimization of composite laminate using 
lamination parameters”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 337-350, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.054 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides an efficient method for performing global layup optimization of composite 
laminates with buckling and manufacturing constraints. The optimization problem is divided into two stages 
and is based on the use of lamination parameters. During the first stage, exact finite strip analysis and 
continuous optimum design are employed for buckling optimization of the lamination parameters and laminate 
thickness. In the second stage, a logic-based procedure combining the branch and bound method with a global 



layerwise technique is employed to find the optimal stacking sequences to match the optimized lamination 
parameters obtained in the first stage. In order to ensure the optimized layup can be used in practice, four 
manufacturing constraints are added into the logical search process, and the feasible region for the lamination 
parameters with a manufacturing constraint which requires at least 10% of each of four possible ply orientations 
is studied. By comparing the logic-based method with the use of a genetic algorithm for searching stacking 
sequences under different requirements, the high efficiency and ability to achieve a global optimal result of the 
logic-based method are demonstrated. 
 
Miao Wang, Yong-Gang Xu, Pizhong Qiao and Zhi-Min Li, “A two-dimensional elasticity model for bending 
and free vibration analysis of laminated graphene-reinforced composite beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
211, pp 364-375, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.033 
ABSTRACT: By assuming the plane-stress state in each layer, a two-dimensional elasticity model is proposed 
for laminated graphene-reinforced composite (GRC) beams. It is assumed that the graphene disperses uniformly 
in each layer but the graphene volume fraction may vary from layer to layer. For an arbitrary individual layer, 
the governing partial differential equations and boundary conditions are given directly from the two-
dimensional elasticity theory. Then, the multi-term Kantorovich-Galerkin method is employed to build a state-
space equation for the layer, in which the axial and transverse displacements are expressed as products of trial 
function matrix and unknown function matrix. Eventually, a global equation for the laminated beam is 
established by virtue of the displacement and stress continuity conditions at the interfaces. Non-dimensional 
displacements, stresses and natural frequencies are obtained for laminated GRC beams with different boundary 
conditions. The effects of graphene distribution patterns, boundary conditions, length-to-thickness ratios, layer 
fraction increments and the number of layers are examined. It is found that the laminated GRC beam with 
graphene distribution pattern X has the smallest deflection and largest fundamental frequency at high length-to-
thickness ratios, but it has largest deflection and smallest fundamental frequency at a very low length-to-
thickness ratio due to its reduced transverse shear stiffness. 
 
S.R. Sahoo and M.C. Ray (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 
721302, India), “Active control of laminated composite plates using elliptical smart constrained layer damping 
treatment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 376-389, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.004 
ABSTRACT: In this article, performance of the elliptical patches of smart constrained layer damping (SCLD) 
treatment is investigated for controlling vibrations of smart laminated composite plates. A three dimensional 
mesh free model (MFM) has been implemented for the first time based on the element free Galerkin (EFG) 
method and layer wise displacement theory for studying the dynamic behavior of the composite plates 
integrated with the SCLD treatments. Symmetric/antisymmetric cross-ply and general angle-ply laminates are 
considered for the substrate of the smart composite plates. Circular and regular rectangular type patches are also 
considered for the analysis. It is observed that the elliptical SCLD patches are more efficient in attenuating the 
amplitude of vibration in the laminated composite plates as compared to the circular and square type patches. 
The results from numerical analysis also reveal that the elliptical patches have the maximum performance index 
followed by the circular and the square type SCLD patches in enhancing the active damping characteristics of 
smart composite plates. The performance of the elliptical patch is sensitive to the piezoelectric fiber orientation 
angle and becomes maximum if the piezoelectric fiber orientation is vertical irrespective of the types of SCLD 
patches considered as well as the laminationsequence. 
 
Hui-Shen Shen, Y. Xiang and J.N. Reddy, “Thermal postbuckling behavior of FG-GRC laminated cylindrical 
panels with temperature-dependent properties”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 433-442, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.023 
ABSTRACT: The current study deals with thermal postbuckling behavior of graphene-reinforced composite 
(GRC) laminated cylindrical panels resting on elastic foundations. The GRC layers of the panel are arranged in 
a piece-wise functionally graded (FG) distribution along the thickness direction, and each layer of the panel 
contains different volume fractions of graphene reinforcement. The temperature dependent material properties 
of GRCs are estimated by the extended Halpin–Tsai micromechanical model with graphene efficiency 
parameters being calibrated against the GRC material properties obtained from the molecular dynamics 
simulations. The nonlinear governing equations for the thermally-loaded GRC laminated cylindrical panels are 



derived based on the higher order shear deformation theory and include the geometric nonlinearity effects in the 
sense of the von Kármán nonlinear kinematic assumptions. The panel-foundation interaction and thermal effects 
are also considered. The thermal postbuckling equilibrium paths for the perfect and geometrically imperfect 
GRC laminated cylindrical panels are obtained by applying a singular perturbation method in conjunction with 
a two-step perturbation approach. An iterative scheme is developed to obtain the numerical thermal 
postbuckling solutions of the panels. We observe that the piece-wise functionally graded distribution of 
graphene reinforcement can enhance the thermal postbuckling strength of the GRC laminated cylindrical panel 
under a uniform temperature field. 
 
Lingling Lu, Jie Le, Hongwei Song, Yabo Wang and Chenguang Huang (Primarily from: School of Engineering 
Science, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China), “Damage detection of sandwich 
panels with truss core based on time domain dynamic responses”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 443-454, 
1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2018.12.052 
ABSTRACT: A damage identification method, based on structural time domain dynamic responses and Teager 
energy operator, is presented for sandwich panels with truss core in the paper. The dimensionless structural 
dynamic responses, i.e., dimensionless velocity and displacement, are combined to construct damage index. 
Application of the method on sandwich panels in the cases of single damage and multiple damages with 
different extents are conducted. Effects of some factors on the method are discussed, including excitation 
location, excitation frequency, boundary condition, number of points N in Poincare maps. Numerical and 
experimental results show that the proposed method is effective in detecting both single damage and multiple 
damages with different extents. Excitation location plays a very important role in affecting the effectiveness of 
the method. Excitation frequency has little effect on the method, and there is a great selection space of 
excitation frequencies. Increasing the boundary condition constraint is beneficial for damage identification. 
 
K. Hamamousse, Z. Sereir, R. Benzidane, F. Gehring, M. Gomina and C. Poilane (Primarily from: Laboratoire 
de Structures de Composites et Matériaux Innovants (LSCMI), Université des Sciences et de la Technologie 
d'Oran Mohamed Boudiaf, Département de Génie Maritime, Faculté de Génie Mécanique, BP 1505 El 
M’naouer, USTO, Oran, Algeria), “Experimental and numerical studies on the low-velocity impact response of 
orthogrid epoxy panels reinforced with short plant fibers”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 469-480, 1 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.005 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical studies were conducted to analyze the low-velocity impact response 
of orthogrid stiffened panels reinforced with short alfa fibers. Tensile specimens and orthogrid panels were 
fabricated with two types of epoxy resins and different fractions of crushed and sieved alfa fibers (fiber volume 
fraction (Vf) from 10% to 50%). Impact tests were conducted on the orthogrid panels to investigate their low-
velocity transverse impact behavior. The resistance to damage increased with an increase in fiber content and 
improvement in the mechanical properties of the composites (measured in static). Bending tests carried out on 
pre-impacted and non-impacted panels revealed a change in the linearity of the initial bending behavior, which 
could be justified by the small cracks generated by impact. A numerical model of impact on the orthogrid 
stiffened composite panels was developed using the nonlinear Hertz’s contact model. To simulate the failure 
mechanism and load-time history, a standard Tsai-Wu failure criterion was used on ANSYS explicit dynamic 
software. The simulations show a good correlation with the experimental data. The dominant stresses for 
damage evolution are found to be normal stresses. The presence of a stiffener reduces the stress, which confirms 
that stiffeners limit the propagation of damage. 
 
Byeong-Wook Jang and Chun-Gon Kim, “Impact localization of composite stiffened panel with triangulation 
method using normalized magnitudes of fiber optic sensor signals”, Composite Structures, Vol. 211, pp 522-
529, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.028 
ABSTRACT: The triangulation method has been an effective tool for estimating the source locations of various 
acoustic emissions (AE). However, it is hard to guarantee high accuracy in composite structures due to their 
anisotropy. Also, the conventional methods basically require the precise arrival time data of AE signals. 
Because most of commercial fiber optic sensing systems applicable to real structures have limited measurement 
performance, the arrival times cannot be clearly identified. In this paper, the magnitudes of fiber optic sensor 
signals were used for estimating the distances between each sensor and impact location. In order to obtain 
higher correlation between the magnitude and distance, the signal near the roughly estimated arrival time was 



used for calculating the magnitude. Then, through the neural network training, the accuracy of estimating the 
distances from the signal magnitudes could be enhanced. Finally, the triangulation method was applied for 
localizing the impact sources. As a result, our suggested triangulation method showed the acceptable 
localization results about the non-trained impact points. Because the input data for this method could be reliably 
obtained from the commercial fiber optic sensing system, it can be useful for constructing a simple impact 
monitoring system for the real composite structures. 
 
Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Yuhui Li and Cong Gao (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering 
University, Harbin 150001, PR China), “Application of first-order shear deformation theory for the vibration 
analysis of functionally graded doubly-curved shells of revolution”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 22-42, 
15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.012 
ABSTRACT: A semi analytical method is employed to analyze free vibration behaviors of functionally graded 
(FG) doubly-curved shells of revolution subject to general boundary conditions. The analytical model is 
established on basis of multi-segment partitioning strategy and first-order shear deformation theory. The 
displacement functions are made up of the Jacobi polynomials along the axial direction and Fourier series along 
the circumferential direction. In order to obtain continuous conditions and satisfy general boundary conditions, 
the penalty method about spring technique is adopted. The solutions about free vibration behaviors of FG 
doubly-curved shells were obtained by approach of Rayleigh–Ritz. The convergence study and numerical 
verifications for FG doubly-curved shells with different boundary conditions, Jacobi parameters, spring 
parameters and truncation of permissible displacement functions are carried out. Through the comparison and 
analysis, it is obvious that the proposed method has a good stable and rapid convergence property and the 
results of this paper closely agree with those obtained by published literatures, FEM and experiment. In 
addition, some interesting results about free vibration characteristics of FG doubly-curved shells are 
investigated. 
 
Moumita Sit and Chaitali Ray (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Engineering Science and 
Technology, Shibpur, Howrah 711103, India), “A third order nonlinear model to study the dynamic behaviour 
of composite laminated structures under thermal effect with experimental verification”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 212, pp 106-117, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.017 
ABSTRACT: The present article includes the modal analysis of laminated composite structures under thermal 
effect. Experiments are conducted to study the influence of temperature change on natural frequencies of glass 
fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) composites. GFRP laminated plates are prepared in the laboratory using 
vacuum bagging by resin infusion. The specimens are thermally conditioned to obtain temperature variation 
ranging from −10 °C to 120 °C. A Green–Lagrange nonlinear finite element (FE) model based on third order 
shear deformation theory (TSDT) has been developed for the analysis. The FE solutions in terms of natural 
frequencies are compared with experimental data and an extensive parametric study is carried out. The free 
vibration modal analysis of a hollow stiffened laminated panel is also carried out to identify the effect of 
temperature change with proper temperature distribution within the stiffened structures using 1D heat 
conduction model and the solutions may be used as benchmark. 
 
A.I. Aria, M.I. Friswell and T. Rabczuk, “Thermal vibration analysis of cracked nanobeams embedded in an 
elastic matrix using finite element analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 118-128, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.040 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a finite element (FE) model is proposed to study the thermal transverse vibrations of 
cracked nanobeams resting on a double-parameter nonlocal elastic foundation. Hamilton’s principal is 
employed to derive the governing equations for the free vibrations of the nanobeam. The cracked section of the 
beam is modelled by dividing the cracked element into two classical beam sections connected via a rotational 
spring positioned at the crack. The Galerkin method of weighted residuals is used to solve the equations of 
motion and calculate the natural frequencies. The effect of the crack length, crack position, the temperature 
gradient, the boundary conditions and the foundation stiffness, on the vibration response of the cracked 
nanobeams supported by elastic foundations is considered by including thermal effects. The FE results are 
compared to the available benchmark studies in the literature. 
 



Abolfazi Rahimi-Moghaddam, Mohammad Danesh and Keivan Torabi (Primarily from: Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, 84156-83111 Isfahan, Iran), “Absolute frequency 
analysis of traveling waves in a thin-wall laminated composite cylindrical shell rotating on two-ending elastic 
supports”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 129-147, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, some methods to determine the absolute frequencies of traveling waves in a rotating 
cross-ply laminated cylindrical shell with elastic supports are investigated. Based on the Sanders’ shell theory 
and by taking into account the Hamilton principle, the governing equations of motion are derived in the rotating 
coordinate system, which considers the effects of initial hoop tension, the centrifugal and the Coriolis forces due 
to the rotation as well. The constraint equations of elastic supports are modelled by using artificial distributed 
elastic springs in the possible directions. By substitution of mode shape profile functions into equations and 
using the differential quadrature method, the eigenvalue equations of the rotaing shell are derived in both 
rotating and fixed systems. To make more comparison, the eigenvalue equation of synchronous critical speeds 
is also derived. Convergence and comparison of the proposed method is investigated through comparing its 
results with available literature. The comparison results shows that the direction of the corresponding traveling 
waves and the graphical determination of critical speeds are determined by a more convenient criteria with 
easier physical interpretation in the fixed system, specially by using the direct method which is more efficient in 
computation than the converting method. 
 
Andrzej Teter and Zbigniew Kolakowski, “On using load-axial shortening plots to determine the approximate 
buckling load of short, real angle columns under compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 175-183, 15 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.009 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, a methodology for determination of an approximate value of the lowest 
buckling load of the thin-walled column under compression and with an arbitrary cross-section, affected by 
initial imperfections, whose amplitude does not exceed half the thickness of the wall, using a load-axial 
shortening plot, is presented. It has been shown that the load corresponding to an alternation in rigidity of the 
real structure on the load-axial shortening plot determines the buckling load with high accuracy. The attained 
results have been compared to the values corresponding to the bifurcation load and the lowest buckling loads 
determined with commonly used methods based on post-buckling equilibrium paths (i.e., P-w method, P-w2 
method, inflection point method). The formulated problem of nonlinear buckling has been solved with the 
analytical-numerical method and the FEM. An influence of the imperfection amplitude on an approximate value 
of the lowest buckling load of laminated thin-walled structures has been analysed on the determined post-
buckling equilibrium paths and the load-axial shortening plot. Non-symmetric configurations of laminate layers 
that additionally exhibit various types of the membrane and bending state coupling have been selected. Detailed 
computations have been conducted for short angle sections (i.e. angle columns) under uniform compression. 
 
H. Kabir and M.M. Aghdam, “A robust Bezier based solution for nonlinear vibration and post-buckling of 
random checkerboard graphene nano-platelets reinforced composite beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, 
pp 184-198, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.041 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, an accurate Bézier based multi-step method is developed and implemented 
to find the nonlinear vibration and post-buckling configurations of Euler-Bernoulli composite beams reinforced 
with graphene nano-platelets (GnP). The GnP is assumed to be randomly and uniformly dispersed in the 
composite mix-proportion, with a random checkerboard configuration. Therefore, a probabilistic model together 
with an efficient simulation technique is proposed to find the effective moduli of a matrix reinforced GnP. It is 
worth noting that the presented micro-mechanics model found by the employed Monte-Carlo simulation 
matches exactly the experimental data and predicts the composite elastic constants more accurate than that 
found from other common methods, including the Halpin-Tsai theory. Also, for mathematical simplification, 
the composite beam in-plane inertia is neglected. The presented multi-step method is based on Burnstein 
polynomial basis functions while shows interesting potential to provide robust solutions for various initial and 
boundary value problems. It is found that adding a relatively low content of GnP would drastically increase the 
composite elastic constants, particularly in the transverse direction to fiber. In addition, the numerical results are 
compared with those provided by exact analytical solutions, where the stability of results suggests the 
effectiveness of the presented methodology. 
 



Qian Huang and Ehab Hamed (Center for Infrastructure Engineering and Safety, School of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia), “Nonlinear finite 
element analysis of composite precast concrete sandwich panels made with diagonal FRP bar connectors”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 304-316, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.019 
ABSTRACT: Composite precast concrete sandwich panels made with diagonal FRP bar connectors have 
increasingly been used in the last few decades mainly due to their excellent thermal insulating properties. 
However, there is a lack of standards, design guidelines and reliable models that can be used for their analysis 
and design. In this paper, a finite element model is developed for investigating their structural behaviour, which 
aims to clarify their response and to provide a basis for establishing design guidelines. The model accounts for 
cracking and tension stiffening, material nonlinearity of concrete in compression, and geometric nonlinearity. 
The modelling challenges and assumptions are investigated, and the model is validated by comparing with other 
models and test results from the literature. The results explain the structural behaviour of these panels, which 
exhibit a partial composite action. The results also show that the failure mode of typical panels is ductile and 
dominated by yielding of the flexural steel reinforcement. A preliminarily investigation of the thermal effects 
shows that temperature gradients can lead to significant arching action in the panel and can affect its stability. 
The influence of the diameter and shape of the shear connectors and the stiffness of the insulation are 
investigated. 
 
Chong Li, Hui-Shen Shen and Hai Wang (School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai 200240, People’s Republic of China), Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 317-325, 15 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.020 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear bending behavior of sandwich beams with functionally 
graded (FG) negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) honeycomb core in thermal environments. The novel constructions 
of sandwich beams with three FG configurations of re-entrant honeycomb cores through the beam thickness 
direction are proposed for the first time. The temperature-dependent material properties of both face sheets and 
core of the sandwich beam are considered. 3D full scale finite element analyses are conducted to investigate the 
nonlinear bending behavior and the variation of effective Poisson’s ratio (EPR) of the sandwich beam in the 
large deflection region. The numerical simulations are carried out for the sandwich beams with FG-NPR 
honeycomb core, from which results for the same sandwich beam with uniform distributed NPR honeycomb 
core are obtained as a comparator. Finite element results showed that the thickness change of sandwich beams 
with NPR honeycomb cores are distinctly out of ordinary, and the NPR sandwich beams have significantly 
lower load-bending moment curves compared with those with positive Poisson’s ratio cores. The effects of 
functionally graded configurations, load distribution types, boundary conditions, temperature changes and 
length-to-thickness ratios on the bending load-deflection curves and EPR-deflection curves of sandwich beams 
are discussed in detail. 
 
D. Banat and R.J. Mania (Department of Strength of Materials, Lodz University of Technology, 
Stefanowskiego 1/15, 90-924 Lodz, Poland), “Stability and strength analysis of thin-walled GLARE composite 
profiles subjected to axial loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 338-345, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.052 
ABSTRACT: The subject of the paper is the stability and strength analysis of Fibre Metal Laminate thin-walled 
members subjected to axial loading. This study concerns specifically angle-ply multi-layered Glass Reinforced 
Aluminium (GLARE) composite type wherein the main focus is on the top-hat open cross-section profiles. 
Specimens were prepared by autoclave technique that provided a high-quality manufacturing. Symmetrical 3/2 
lay-ups were analysed for which 7 stacking sequences were distinguished based on the fibres alignment in the 
composite layer. Composite specimens were axially compressed in laboratory tests by means of static testing 
unit that provided displacement control loading. The behaviour of thin-walled GLARE members was 
investigated with the main attention to post-buckling response together with various failure modes. First Ply 
Failure (FPF) analysis was carried out simultaneously by Tsai-Wu, Hashin and Puck failure criteria in order to 
detect a first failure occurrence. FEM analysis included also an attempt to estimate particular regions of 
laminate’s damage in post-buckling state. Application of various failure criteria allowed to track failure 
initiation and predict collapsed mode shapes of GLARE top-hat members that were found to be in a good 
agreement with experimental evidences. 
 



Yong Jie Wong, Senthil Kumar Arumugasamy and K.B. Mustapha, “Development of a computational 
predictive model for the nonlinear in-plane compressive response of sandwich panels with bio-foam”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 423-433, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.039 
ABSTRACT: In this study, sandwich structures with commercial-grade aluminium alloy skins and bio-inspired 
core (mycofoam) were fabricated and tested to obtain the axial compression response in terms of in-plane 
deformation measures and stress. The ensuing spectrum of response data from experimental tests were then fed 
into three different data driven models that include simple linear regression (SLR), artificial neural network 
(ANN) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The performance of the models is compared in 
estimating the compressive response of sandwich panels with the mycofoam. To assess the performance of 
models, coefficient of determination (R2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are 
used. Eleven different training algorithms are tested in ANN and Bayesian Regularization backpropagation with 
9 hidden neurons is found to be the optimum ANN structure. In ANFIS model, triangular-shaped membership 
function (MF) with 20 rules gives the highest performance among 8 different MFs. All three models are found 
to be capable in estimating the compressive response. ANFIS model has the highest performance, followed by 
ANN model then SLR model with R2, RMSE and MAE being 0.9999, 0.0818, 0.0415 for the training dataset; 
0.9999, 0.1626, 0.0491 for the testing dataset and 0.9999, 0.0943, 0.0437 for the validation dataset, 
respectively. 
 
F. Sarasini, J. Tirillo, L. Lampani, M. Sasso, E. Mancini, C. Burgstaller and A. Calzolari, “Static and dynamic 
characterization of agglomerated cork and related sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 
439-451, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.054 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this experimental investigation is to assess the response to low velocity impacts of 
green sandwich structures made of agglomerated cork encapsulated between two thin flax/epoxy face sheets. 
Three different cork densities were considered to assess their role on the response to impulsive loading, both in 
low and high strain rate conditions by Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (from 90 to 238 1/s). The performance of 
these structures has been compared to that obtained with similar specimens using a traditional synthetic foam 
core. Despite the lower quasi-static mechanical properties of high-density cork (modulus and collapse stress of 
117.65 ± 4.04 MPa and 4.29 ± 0.06 MPa, respectively), the cork-based structures exhibited a higher perforation 
threshold (94.41 ± 2.37 J) than synthetic foam-based sandwiches (79.71 ± 2.24 J) for impacts at room 
temperature. Finally, the material performance was evaluated under different temperatures, namely −40 °C and 
+80 °C, where perforation thresholds were found to be higher for cork-based structures (113.98 ± 6.04 J and 
101.05 ± 2.42 J) compared to synthetic foam-based sandwiches (94.39 ± 2.20 J and 77.64 ± 1.70 J). The results 
show that the distinctive deformation mechanisms of cork allow to tailor the response to impulsive loading with 
a tunable damage extension through-the-thickness, despite a pronounced temperature dependent behaviour 
compared to synthetic foam. 
 
Jose S. Moita, Victor Franco Correia, Cristovao M. Mota Soares and Jose Herskovits, “Higher-order finite 
element models for the static linear and nonlinear behaviour of functionally graded material plate-shell 
structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 465-475, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.046 
ABSTRACT: In this work, finite element formulations based on higher order shear deformation theories are 
used for the nonlinear static analysis of Functionally Graded Material plate-shell type structures. Linear and 
geometric nonlinear behaviour of the plate-shell type structures are considered. For the nonlinear analysis, the 
incremental equilibrium path is obtained using the updated Lagrangian procedure and Newton-Raphson 
incremental-iterative method, incorporating the automatic arc-length method for the cases of snap-through 
occurrence. The finite element models are based on a non-conforming triangular flat plate/shell element with 3 
nodes and 8 or 11 degrees of freedom per node. The solutions of some illustrative plate-shell examples are 
performed, and the results are presented and discussed with numerical alternative models. 
 
Tao Yu, Hongchao Zhao, Ting Ren and Alex Remennikov (School of Civil, Mining and Environmental 
Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue, 
Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia), “Novel hybrid FRP tubular columns with large deformation capacity: 



Concept and behaviour”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 500-512, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.055 
ABSTRACT: Extensive studies have been conducted on the use of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) as a 
confining material in hybrid tubular columns for civil construction, where the design of columns is often 
controlled by the stiffness and/or strength requirements. By contrast, the capacity of sustaining large 
deformation without losing structural integrity can be critical in some applications such as the standing supports 
for underground mines. This paper presents the conceptual development of a novel column form with large 
deformation capacity. The novel column consists of an outer FRP tube, and an infill made of coarse 
lumps/aggregates, which can be from coal rejects or other waste/recycled materials, as well as calcium 
sulfoaluminate (CSA)-based cementitious material with high water content. In addition to its large deformation 
capacity, the new column allows the extensive, direct and easy use of waste materials and eliminates the need 
for mixing concrete on site or transporting commercial concrete. This paper also presents the results from a 
series of compression tests on the new columns as well as two similar column forms. These tests demonstrate 
the very large deformation capacity of the new column and show that an existing stress-strain model for FRP-
confined normal concrete can be used to provide reasonable predictions of the behaviour of the confined infill 
material in the new column. The potential applications of the new column and the needs for future research are 
also discussed. 
 
Mael Arhant, Christophe Briancon, Christian Burtin and Peter Davies, “Carbon/polyamide 6 thermoplastic 
composite cylinders for deep sea applications”, Composite Structures, Vol. 212, pp 535-546, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.058 
ABSTRACT: The composite materials used at sea are today nearly all based on thermoset resins (polyester, 
epoxy). However, there is an increasing number of thermoplastic matrix polymers available on the market (PP, 
PA, PPS, PEEK…), which offer possibilities for forming by local heating, attractive mechanical properties and 
the potential for end of life recycling. The aim of this study was to design, manufacture and test thermoplastic 
composite pressure vessels for 4500 m depth, in order to establish a technical, economic and ecological 
assessment of the use of these materials to replace traditional composites underwater. First, finite element 
calculations have been carried out to optimize the stacking sequence with respect to the external pressure and 
buckling resistance. Thick thermoplastic cylinders were then manufactured and tested until implosion, their 
behaviour showed a good agreement with calculations. Overall, the results show that it is possible to use 
Carbon/Polyamide 6 (C/PA6) thermoplastic composite cylinders for deep sea applications, as implosion 
pressures higher than 600 bar (6000 m depth) were achieved. 
 
Farzad Pashmforoush (Faculty of Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Maragheh, P.O. Box 55136-553, Maragheh, Iran), “Statistical analysis on free vibration behavior of 
functionally graded nanocomposite plates reinforced by graphene platelets”, Composite Structures, Vol. 213, pp 
14-24, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.066 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a statistical analysis was performed on free vibration characteristics of functionally 
graded graphene reinforced composite (FG-GRC) plates. The effective mechanical properties of the graphene 
based polymer nanocomposite plates were estimated based on the modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanical 
model to account for the weak load transfer between the matrix and the reinforcement. Free vibration analysis 
was performed using higher order shear deformation theory. Then, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried 
out for comprehensive investigation of the parameters effect on vibration behavior of nanocomposites. The 
parameters under investigation were thickness ratio, volume fraction of graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs), 
distribution pattern of GPLs and boundary condition. The importance degree and contribution percentage of 
these parameters on natural frequency were calculated based on the ANOVA results. Followed by statistical 
analysis, an empirical/mathematical model was developed to express the natural frequency of the FG-GRC 
plates as a function of input parameters. The obtained results revealed that boundary condition and volume 
fraction of GPLs were the most significant parameters affecting the vibration characteristics of GPL/polymer 
nanocomposite plates, followed by thickness ratio and distribution pattern of GPLs, respectively. The regression 
models showed a quadratic relationship between the natural frequency and the involved input parameters. 
 



P. Wysmulski, H. Debski, K. Falkowicz and P. Rozylo (Department of Machine Design and Mechatronics, 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, 
Poland), “The influence of load eccentricity on the behavior of thin-walled compressed composite structures”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 213, pp 98-107, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.073 
ABSTRACT: The study investigates the effect of eccentric load on the stability and postcritical states of thin-
walled CFRP channel section columns under compression. Test specimens are subjected to compression on a 
testing machine provided with a fixture for applying eccentric compressive loads. Loading forces, deflection 
and strains of the column walls and web are measured. The experiments also involve examination of the 
operating performance of a structure undergoing buckling and determination of its postcritical equilibrium paths 
describing the relationship between load and deflection. Based on experimental results, numerical models of 
composite structures are designed and verified by the FEM. The scope of the numerical analysis involves 
performing a linear analysis of stability, which allows for determining the buckling mode depending on the 
amplitude of compressive load eccentricity and corresponding critical loads. The next stage of the analysis 
involves performing a nonlinear analysis of the structures with implemented geometric imperfections reflecting 
the lowest buckling modes. Based on obtained results, postcritical equilibrium paths of the developed FEM 
models are determined. Obtained equilibrium paths are then compared with experimental characteristics of real 
structures. The numerical results and experimental findings show a satisfactory agreement. 
 
Haibao Liu, Brian G. Falzon, Shipeng Li, Wei Tan, Jun Liu, Hui Chai, Bamber R.K. Blackman and John P. 
Dear, “Compressive failure of woven fabric reinforced thermoplastic composites with an open-hole: An 
experimental and numerical study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 213, pp 108-117, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.070 
ABSTRACT: This research presents a detailed experimental and numerical study on the compressive failure of 
woven fabric reinforced thermoplastic composites, with an open-hole and with a pinned open-hole. The 
experimental evaluations are performed on the composite specimens using the Combined Loading Compression 
(CLC) evaluation method. Experimental results, including load response and damage morphology, are obtained 
and analysed. A novel meso-scale damage model is developed, based on Continuum-Damage-Mechanics 
(CDM), for predicting damage in woven fabric reinforced composites. The developed model, which can capture 
fibre fracture and matrix cracking, as well as the nonlinear response within the woven composite materials, is 
employed to conduct virtual Combined Loading Compression (CLC) tests. Numerical simulation results are 
compared with the extracted experimental results for model validation. Good correlation is achieved between 
experimental and computational results for both the open-hole and the pinned open-hole, with a two-stage 
failure process being observed for the pinned open-hole. 
 
A.M. Zenkour and A.F. Radwan, “Bending response of FG plates resting on elastic foundations in hygrothermal 
environment with porosities”, Composite Structures, Vol. 213, pp 133-143, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.065 
ABSTRACT: This work is devoted to investigate the effects of moisture and temperature on the bending 
analysis of functionally graded porous plates resting on two parameters elastic foundation. The effects of 
transverse normal and shear strains are taken into account. The governing equations are determined via the 
principle of virtual work. Analytically Navier’s method is utilized to solve the governing equations for simply-
supported FG porous plate. The determined results are verified by comparing the results obtained for the FG 
non-porous and porous plates with the available ones in the literature. The effects due to exponent graded and 
porosity factors, moisture and thermal loads, foundation stiffnesses, aspect ratio and side-to-thickness ratio on 
FG porous plate are all investigated. 
 
S.W. Gong (Institute of High Performance Computing, A*STAR, 1 Fusionopolis Way, #16-16, Conexus, 
Singapore 138632, Singapore), “Transient response of stiffened composite submersible hull to underwater 
shock and bubble”, Composite Structures, Vol. 213, pp 243-251, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.097 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the transient response of a glass-epoxy composite submersible hull 
subjected to underwater explosive shock and bubble. The physical process of the underwater explosive shock 
and the subsequent bubble evolution in the fluid is simulated by using the Multi-Material Arbitrary Lagrange 
Euler (ALE) formulation. The interaction of the composite submersible hull with the complex fluid is handled 



by the penalty contact algorithm. With the present approach, the investigation of the composite submersible hull 
subjected to underwater explosion can be accomplished, which accommodates both the shock and bubble 
phenomenon with the different time scales as it occurs in the actual underwater explosion event; and 
furthermore the transient responses (such as strains and internal energy densities) of the composite submersible 
hull to the underwater explosive shock and bubble can be predicted for different charge weights and charge 
distances. In addition, a comparison between the transient responses of the composite submersible hull and a 
steel submersible hull for the underwater shock and the subsequent bubble is made. 
 
Dongze He, Dongyan Shi, Qingshan Wang and Cijun Shuai, “Wave based method (WBM) for free vibration 
analysis of cross-ply composite laminated cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundaries”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 213, pp 284-298, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.088 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the wave based method (WBM) is presented to analyze the free vibration of 
composite laminated cylindrical shells with general classical and elastic restrained boundaries. The Reissner-
Naghid’s theory is adopted to establish the equations of the motion force and moments, the displacement 
functions of composite laminated cylindrical shells are extended to wave functions which can accurately satisfy 
the equations of motion and boundary conditions. According to the kinetic relationship of the composite 
laminated cylindrical shell, the final equation of the composite shell will be obtained to calculate the free 
vibration results. To validate its accuracy, the vibration results of composite laminated cylindrical shells subject 
to various boundary conditions including the classical cases, elastic restraints and their combinations by WBM 
are compared with those published in the literature. The numerical values of the errors are used to prove the 
high precision and wide application of WBM. Furthermore, the effects of several important parameters, 
including boundary conditions, length to radius ratio, and elastic modulus on natural frequencies are discussed. 
Compared with other existing numerical methods, the present solution has the characteristics of complete 
matrix assembly and high calculation accuracy. When the boundary conditions change, only the initial 
parameters of the matrix need modifying to adapt. 
 
Wenbin Ye, Jun Liu, Hongyuan Fang and Gao Lin (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Coastal and 
Offshore Engineering and School of Hydraulic Engineering, Faculty of Infrastructure Engineering, Dalian 
University of Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “High-performance analysis of the interaction between plate 
and multi-layered elastic foundation using SBFEM-FEM”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 1-11, 15 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.104 
ABSTRACT: The scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM) coupled with the finite element method 
(FEM) for the simulation of the interaction problem between the elastic plate structure and the multi-layered 
unbounded elastic soil is first developed in this paper. First, the whole system is subdivided into three sub-
domains, including the semi-infinite far-field system, the near-field sub-domain, and the plate structure. The far 
field of the soil is modeled by utilizing the modified scaled boundary finite element method with a scaling line 
instead of the scaling center used in the traditional SBFEM. In the traditional SBFEM, only the boundary is 
discretized with surface elements, so the spatial dimension is reduced by one, and the final governing equation 
can be solved analytically in the radial direction of the scaled coordinate system, and it can exactly meet the 
infinite domain problem. The stiffness matrix of the three-dimensional (3D) near field is obtained using the 
standard FEM. The SBFEM is also applied in order to simulate the deformation characteristics of the plate 
structure based on the 3D elastic equation without introducing any assumption of the thin plate theory, and the 
high-order spectral element is introduced in order to discretize the middle surface of plate so that the 
complicated curved boundaries can be better represented. Then, according to the principle of the degree of 
freedom matching at the same node, the global stiffness matrix of the plate-soil system can be obtained by 
coupling the stiffness matrices of the sub-domains at the far-field/near-field interface, as well as at the 
plate/near-field interface. Thus, the response of the whole system under the external load can be solved 
naturally. Four numerical examples, consisting of a square plate resting on an isotropic soil, multi-layered soil 
with weak and thin interlayer, a plate with a different geometrical shape and a square plate with a hole, are 
provided in order to validate the accuracy and versatility of the proposed formulations. 
 
Reza Alebrahim (High Performance Cloud Computing Centre, UTP, 31750 Tronoh, Perak, Malaysia), 
“Peridynamic modeling of Lamb wave propagation in biomaterial plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 
12-22, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.108 



ABSTRACT: In this study the nonlocal bond-based peridynamic (PD) theory was applied to simulate Lamb 
wave transmission in 2D bimaterial plates. Plates of unlike materials were jointed end-to-end to make a 
bimaterial plate. The surface of the plate was then excited tangentially by single-frequency and multi-frequency 
force signals. The influence of changing material properties on travelling of the symmetric and antisymmetric 
Lamb waves were studied in detail. The phase and group velocities of travelling wave in bimaterial plates were 
calculated and it was found that dissimilar material properties of two joint plates can significantly alter the 
amplitude and arrival time of the wave. Moreover, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the time history of 
symmetric Lamb wave velocity was calculated and verified. Accuracy and consistency of PD wave model was 
confirmed entirely using Spectral Finite Element Method (SFEM). The comparison between the results of two 
applied methods shows a good agreement. 
 
Sajjad Raeisi, Javad Kadkhodapour and Andres Tovar, “Mechanical properties and energy absorbing 
capabilities of Z-pinned aluminum foam sandwich”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 34-46, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.095 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum foam sandwich (AFS) structures are suitable for impact protection in lightweight 
structural components due to their specific energy absorption capability under compression. However, tailoring 
the deformation patterns of the foam cells is a difficult task due to the randomness of their internal architecture. 
The objective of this study is to analyze the effect of embedding aluminum pins into an AFS panel (Z-pinning) 
to better control its deformation pattern and improve its energy absorption capability. This study considers a 
closed-cell AFS panel and analyzes the effect of multi-pin layout parallel to the direction of the uniaxial 
compressive loading. The results of the experimental tests on the reference (without Z-pinning) AFS are utilized 
to develop numerical models for the reference and Z-pinned AFS structures. Physical experiments and 
numerical simulations are carried out to demonstrate the advantages of Z-pinning with aluminum pins. The 
results exhibit a significant increase in elastic modulus, plateau stress and energy absorption capability of the Z-
pinned samples. Also, the effect of the pin size and Z-pinning layout on the mechanical performance of the Z-
pinned AFS is also investigated using numerical simulations. 
 
Hu Liu, Zheng Lv and Han Wu, “Nonlinear free vibration of geometrically imperfect functionally graded 
sandwich nanobeams based on nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 47-61, 15 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.090 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to examining the nonlinear vibrational behaviors of functionally graded 
(FG) sandwich nanobeams in the presence of initial geometric imperfection. Based on the nonlocal strain 
gradient theory, the governing equation of the FG sandwich nanobeam with consideration of the Von-Karman 
nonlinearity and initial geometric imperfection is derived. The nonlinear oscillator frequency is obtained with 
the aid of He’s variational principle. Three types of nanobeams, i.e., FG nanobeam (Type A), sandwich 
nanobeam with homogeneous core and FG skins (Type B), and sandwich nanobeam with FG core and 
homogeneous skins (Type C) are taken into account. A cosine function similar to the mode shape form is 
employed to describe the geometric imperfection mode. Firstly, the present theoretical model is verified by 
comparing with previous perfect FG sandwich beams. Then, several key parameters such as the power-law 
exponent, the amplitudes of the nonlinear oscillator and the geometric imperfection, as well as the nonlocal and 
material characteristic parameters are investigated in detail. Finally, apart from the structural types, the 
influence of thickness distribution scheme is also thoroughly elucidated. The results obtained in this paper are 
helpful for exploring the FG sandwich design to enhance the mechanical performance of nano-devices. 
 
M.R. Permoon, M. Shakouri and H. Haddadpour (Primarily from: Department of Aerospace Engineering, Sharif 
University of Technology, P.O. Box 11155-8639, Tehran, Iran), “Free vibration analysis of sandwich conical 
shells with fractional viscoelastic core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 62-72, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.082 
ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics, including fundamental frequencies and loss factors, of a sandwich 
conical shell with constrained viscoelastic layer is presented. The mechanical properties of viscoelastic core is 
modeled using Zener fractional order model. The equations of motion are derived employing Donnell 
representation of classical shell theory and solved using Raighly-Ritz method. The results are compared with 
other investigations and the effects of geometric parameters including the length to radius, radius to thickness 
and core to facing thickness on fundamental frequencies and loss factors are studied. 



 
S. Nikbakht, S. Kamarian and M. Shakeri (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Amirkabir 
University of Technology, Tehran, Iran), “A review on optimization of composite structures Part II: 
Functionally graded materials”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 83-102, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.105 
ABSTRACT: Functionally Graded (FG) structures are a novel design through which the material properties 
vary smoothly and this feature leads these structures to have better mechanical or thermal performances. They 
are mostly constituted from two or more materials with gradually varying volume fraction distribution. Most of 
the publications on the optimization of laminated composite structures were investigated in the first part of the 
authors’ review paper (Nikbakht et al. 2018) [1]. In this research which acts as the second part, the majority of 
publications on optimization of FG structures are reviewed. In addition to FG beams, plates and shells, various 
structures such as tubes, implants, rotating disks, sport instruments, etc. are investigated. Furthermore, the key 
outputs of each publication are represented to make this article an asset source for mechanical engineers since 
there has not been any comprehensive review article on optimal designs of FG structures in the literature. 
 
Yanfei Chen, Lu Zhang, Yunong Zhao, Rujie He, Shigang Ai, Liqun Tang and Daining Fang (Primarily from: 
Institute of Advanced Structure Technology, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing 100081, China), 
“Mechanical behaviors of C/SiC pyramidal lattice core sandwich panel under in-plane compression”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 103-113, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.085 
ABSTRACT: C/SiC composite lattice-core sandwich panels combined with thermal insulation and load-bearing 
capacities are considered as the most promising candidates for thermal protection system (TPS). In this study, 
C/SiC pyramidal lattice-core sandwich panel with different inclination angles were fabricated using a 
compression molding and precursor infiltration and pyrolysis (PIP) method. In-plane compressive experiments 
are conducted to study the failure behavior of these sandwich panels. The analytical failure modes including 
elastic buckling, face sheet wrinkling, face sheet crushing and interlayer delamination are established to 
construct the mechanism maps. The effect of geometrical parameters on failure modes are symmetrically and 
analytically studied. Due to the limits of the cost, virtual tests are supplemented by finite element method 
(FEM). Face sheet crushing is experimentally observed for almost all specimens with different inclination 
angles, which is in good agreement with analytical predictions. Numerical simulation results show that 
interlayer delamination occurs at the attachment between face sheet and lattice core after elastic buckling and 
core shear buckling. This paper gives us some fundamental understanding of the mechanical response and 
failure mechanism of C/SiC composite lattice-core sandwich panels. 
 
M. Vinyas, G. Nischith, M.A.R. Loja, F. Ebrahimi and N.D. Duc, “Numerical analysis of the vibration response 
of skew magneto-electro-elastic plates based on the higher-order shear deformation theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 214, pp 132-142, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.010 
ABSTRACT: This work addresses the problem of the three-dimensional free vibration behavior of skew 
magneto-electro-elastic plates under the framework of a higher order shear deformation theory. To this end, the 
finite element method was adopted considering the Hamilton’s principle. The results obtained from the present 
finite element model are verified with the simulation results of COMSOL software. Further, a parametric study 
is carried out to evaluate the influence of boundary conditions, stacking sequence, aspect ratio, and the length-
to-width ratio. A special emphasis has been given to the natural frequency characteristics of multiphase skew 
magneto-electro-elastic plates as well. The results from the present analyses allow concluding on the significant 
influence that the geometrical skewness has on the free vibration behavior of these plates. 
 
Lieu B. Nguyen, Nam V. Nguyen, Chien H. Thai, A.M.J. Ferreira and H. Nguyen-Xuan, “An isogeometric 
Bezier finite element analysis for piezoelectric FG porous plates reinforced by graphene platelets”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 214, pp 227-245, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.077 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we for the first time present an isogeometric Bézier finite element formulation for 
bending and transient analysis of functionally graded porous (FGP) plates reinforced by graphene platelets 
(GPLs) embedded in piezoelectric layers. We name it as PFGP-GPLs for short. The plates are constituted by a 
core layer, which contains the internal pores and GPLs dispersed in the metal matrix either uniformly or non-
uniformly according to three different patterns, and two piezoelectric layers perfectly bonded on the top and 
bottom surfaces of host plate. The modified Halpin–Tsai micromechanical model is used to estimate the 



effective mechanical properties which vary continuously along thickness direction of the core layer. In addition, 
the electric potential is assumed to vary linearly through the thickness for each piezoelectric sublayer. A 
generalized Co-type higher-order shear deformation theory (Co-HSDT) in association with isogeometric 
analysis (IGA) based on Bézier extraction is investigated. Our approach allows performing all computations the 
same as in the conventional finite element method (FEM) yet the present formulation shows more advantages. 
The system of time-dependent equations is solved by the Newmark time integration scheme. The effects of 
weight fractions and dispersion patterns of GPLs, the coefficient and distribution types of porosity as well as 
external electrical voltages on structure’s behaviors are investigated through several numerical examples. These 
results, which have not been published before, can be considered as reference solutions for future works. 
 
Zbigniew Kolakowski and Leszek Czechowski (Lodz University of Technology, Department of Strength of 
Materials (K12), PL – 90-924 Lodz, 1/15 Stefanowskiego Street, Poland), “Non-linear stability of the in-plane 
functionally graded plate”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 264-268, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.017 
ABSTRACT: Gradation along the plate thickness is considered in plate structures in practice. It concerns 
especially issues of linear and non-linear stability of functionally graded (FG) structures. In the present work, a 
square in-plane FG plate made of a step-variable gradation material was assumed. A five-strip FG plate with 
two cases of boundary conditions: simply supported on all edges and clamped on longitudinal edges was 
considered. A stability problem of the FG plate subjected to compression and shear load and a non-linear issue 
of stability of the compressed plate was solved. To compare the results, the calculations were carried out with 
three methods. 
 
Nasrin Naderi Beni (Faculty of Engineering, Shahrekord University, P.O. Box 115, Shahrekord, Iran), “Free 
vibration analysis of annular sector sandwich plates with FG-CNT reinforced composite face-sheets based on 
Carrera’s Unified Formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 269-292, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.094 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of the free vibration of annular sector sandwich plates with 
carbon nanotube reinforced face-sheets and various edges boundary conditions. It is assumed that carbon 
nanotubes are radially aligned and distributed uniformly (UD) or functionally graded (FG) in the thickness 
direction. The effective material properties of CNT reinforced face-sheets are estimated using the extended rule 
of mixture, which contains efficiency parameters to consider the size-dependent material properties. A variable 
kinematic model which has been utilized for FGM cases is extended to FG-CNTs to describe the continuous 
variation of properties through the thickness. In this paper, the Carrera’s Unified Formulation (CUF) is 
developed for the analysis of asymmetric sector plates for the first time. The governing equations and associated 
boundary conditions are obtained employing the Principle of Virtual Displacements (PVDs) based on the CUF 
and solved using the generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method. Numerical results for some special 
cases are presented and validated by comparison with available results in the literature. Some numerical results 
are tabulated to show the effects of the volume fraction of carbon nanotubes, boundary conditions and 
geometrical parameters on the free vibration behavior of the annular sector sandwich structures with CNTRC 
face-sheets. 
 
Katarzyna Falkowicz, Hubert Debski, Pawel Wysmulski and Patryk Rozylo (Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering, Department of Machine Design and Mechatronics, Lublin University of Technology, 
Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, Poland), “The behaviour of compressed plate with a central cut-out, made of 
composite in an asymmetrical arrangement of layers”, Composite Structures, Vol. 214, pp 406-413, 15 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.001 
ABSTRACT: The study investigated thin carbon/epoxy composite plate elements with a central cut-out of 
regular shape, under uniform compression. The aim of the study was to investigate the possibility of using these 
elements as elastic elements whose stiffness depends on tailoring the cut-out geometry and laminate ply 
orientation. To ensure stable operation of the structure in the postbuckling range, the plate was assigned the 
properties of an unsymmetrical lay-up with extension-twisting and extension-bending couplings. The structure 
was analysed numerically by the finite element method. The scope of numerical simulations included linear 
analysis of an eigen problem using procedures for geometrically nonlinear analysis and the commercial 
simulation software ABAQUS. The aim of the analysis was to determine a laminate ply orientation generating 



the lowest buckling mode (flexural-torsional) in order to ensure stable operation of the structure in the 
postbuckling range. 
 
Gyu-Seok Kang, Byeong-Su Kwak, Hyeon-Seok Choe and Jin-Hwe Kweon (School of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering, Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Gyeongnam 52828, Republic of Korea), 
“Parametric study on the buckling load after micro-bolt repair of a composite laminate with delamination”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 1-12, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.091 
ABSTRACT: Repair of a composite laminate with delamination using micro-bolts is studied parametrically. 
The effects on compressive buckling load of delamination crack length, bolt material, bolt diameter and 
arrangement, and bolt–laminate clearance are considered. For 45- and 65-mm crack lengths, buckling load 
recovery rates using brass bolts are 90% and 73%, respectively. Using steel increases the rate by 6.6% 
compared to the intact specimen. Tests are performed fixing the number of steel bolts for bolt diameters of 0.6, 
1.0, and 1.2 mm. The buckling load recovery rate using 1.2- versus 0.6-mm bolts increases by 6.8%. Finite 
element analysis confirms the effect of the bolt–laminate gap: 27% larger buckling load for no clearance than 
for a 0.1-mm gap. 18% higher buckling load, which is 97% of intact-specimen buckling load, is obtained for a 
1.2-mm-diameter bolt repair by gluing bolts and holes and then tightening them compared with using bolts 
alone. 
 
Khaled Djama, Laurent Michel, Aron Gabor and Emmanuel Ferrier (Université de Lyon, Université Lyon 1, 
Laboratory of Composite Materials for Construction (LMC2), 82 bd Niels Bohr, 69622 Villeurbanne Cedex, 
France), “Mechanical behaviour of a sandwich panel composed of hybrid skins and novel glass fibre reinforced 
polymer truss core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 35-48, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.033 
ABSTRACT: This study investigated the usability of hybrid sandwich structures as facade panels. The explored 
sandwich structure was made of mineral-glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) skins and a GFRP truss core, 
fabricated by means of a novel manufacturing method. The compressive and shear specific strengths of the 
panels were assessed and compared with a few common lightweight structures to verify that the manufactured 
truss core had comparable values. Three-point bending tests indicated that the polyurethane foam used (required 
for the manufacturing process) had negligible mechanical contribution. Full-scale panels were tested under a 
distributed load. The tests were simulated using the three-dimensional finite element method to predict the 
pressure at which mineral cracks appeared in order to avoid their occurrence in the design phase. The simulation 
results exhibited good agreement with experimental data, and the model was validated in terms of deflection 
and strain responses. The occurrence of cracks and their propagation were numerically reproduced using the 
concrete-damage plasticity model. The link between the connector and crack positions in the mineral skin was 
highlighted in this study. 
 
H. Naderpour, K. Nagai, P. Fakharian and M. Haji (Primarily from: Faculty of Civil Engineering, Semnan 
University, Semnan, Iran), “Innovative models for prediction of compressive strength of FRP-confined circular 
reinforced concrete columns using soft computing methods”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 69-84, 1 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.048 
ABSTRACT: There are several methods for predicting experimental results such as empirical methods, 
elasticity and plasticity theory. Among these methods, the use of soft computing has been expanded due to good 
capabilities and high accuracy in predicting the target. Soft computing contains computational techniques and 
algorithms to provide useful solutions to deal with complex computational problems. In this study, three 
methods including Artificial neural networks, Group method of data handling and Gene expression 
programming are utilized to predict the compressive strength of columns confined with FRP. Total of 95 
experimental data were selected to form the model. The height of the column, the compressive strength of 
unconfined concrete, the elastic modulus of FRP, the area of longitudinal steel, the yield strength of longitudinal 
steel and confinement pressure provided by FRP and transverse steel were considered as input parameters, 
while the compressive strength of FRP-confined columns was considered as the target. The proposed methods 
are compared with the existing models and provide great accuracy in predicting the results. Among the utilized 
methods, the ANN model showed the highest accuracy. 
 



Xiaoming Wang, Wenya Zhou, Zhigang Wu and Xiaohu Zhang (Primarily from: School of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou 510006, China), “Integrated design of laminated composite 
structures with piezocomposite actuators for active shape control”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 166-177, 
1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.056 
ABSTRACT: An integrated design approach of laminated composite structures actuated by piezocomposite 
materials is presented for active shape control. The primary purpose is to maximize static shape control 
authority of a piezo-actuated laminated plate by simultaneously optimizing the substrate laminates and the 
actuators. The design variables include thickness, ply angles of the substrate plate and locations, PZT fiber 
orientations of the actuators. Frequency constraints are implemented to obtain acceptable solutions. General 
genetic algorithm (GA) and NSGA-II are used to obtain the optimal designs. The results indicate that enhanced 
control authority must be achieved by simultaneously optimizing the substrate laminates and actuators. The 
bending-twisting coupling effect of the composites and anisotropic actuation effect of the piezocomposite 
actuators are conducive to produce improved static control performance. More shape control authority is 
available due to the presence of more actuators. Larger deformation can be produced with a low mass of the 
host composites without constraints but the structure would be too flexible. A series of Prato-optimal results can 
be obtained by considering trade-off between shape control authority and mass of the whole structure while 
considering constraints. Reasonable, practical designs can be obtained by imposing frequency constraints in the 
integrated design. 
 
Ting Dai, Yang Yang, Hong-Liang Dai, Hong Tang and Zhong-Yan Lin (State Key Laboratory of Advanced 
Design and Manufacturing for Vehicle Body, Hunan University, Changsha 410082, China), “Hygrothermal 
mechanical behaviors of a porous FG-CRC annular plate with variable thickness considering aggregation of 
CNTs”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 198-213, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.061 
ABSTRACT: Experiment in literature has shown the aggregation phenomenon in carbon nanotube (CNT) 
reinforced polymeric composites. In this paper, considering the aggregation effect of CNTs and porosity in both 
polymeric matrix and aggregated CNT clusters, a mechanical model to investigate the coupled conduction of 
temperature and moisture as well as the hygrothermal mechanical behaviors of a porous functionally graded 
CNT reinforced composite (FG-CRC) rotating annular plate with variable thickness is built. Numerical results 
of the temperature and moisture fields as well as the hygrothermal mechanical responses are achieved by 
combining the differential quadrature method (DQM), the Runge-Kutta method and the Newmark method. 
Several useful conclusions as follow are obtained through numerical examples and discussions. In the numerical 
examples, influences of the aggregation effect of CNTs, coupled effect of temperature and moisture, material 
property (graded index and porosity parameters), geometric parameters as well as the rotating conditions to the 
hygrothermal mechanical responses of the porous FG-CRC annular plate are studied in detail. The theoretical 
process and conclusions will be helpful to the design and manufacture of novel porous graded materials and 
structures applying in hygrothermal environment and conditions. 
 
Xiao Han, Shaoqiang Hou, Liang Ying, Wenbin Hou and Husniddin Aliyev (First author is from: Department 
of Engineering Mechanics, International Research Centre for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of 
Technology, Dalian, China), “On the fracture behaviour of adhesively bonded CFRP hat-shaped thin-walled 
beam under axial crushing load: An experimental and modeling study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 
258-265, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.075 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled beams are widely adopted as the key frontal energy absorption component in 
automotive body. This work focused on the numerical modelling of a CFRP hat-shaped thin-walled beam under 
axial-crushing load, which was well validated against testing data as well as experimentally observed fracture 
behaviour. CFRP hat beam was manufactured with prepreg IM7/8552 through hot-press moulding, and then 
bonded with a base plate using structural adhesive. The adhesively bonded CFRP beam was loaded under axial 
crushing to investigate the fracture behaviour in CFRP as well as adhesive layer. The crushing process of CFRP 
beam was numerically modelled, where the strength-based Chang-Chang failure criterion was adopted to 
determine the fracture property of CFRP, while Tiebreak was attached in the adhesive and matrix to simulate 
the interfacial and interlaminar failure. Experimental work revealed that obvious interlaminar failure was 
observed in CFRP beam, with the outer layers curving outward and inner layers bending inward. Numerical 
modelling showed good agreement with the experimental data in the aspects of initial peak load and energy 



absorption. Based on the developed modelling technique, the fracture behaviour in CFRP beam as well as the 
interfacial failure in adhesive layer and composite matrix can be well predicted and evaluated. 
 
A. Sasikumar, D. Trias, J. Costa, N. Blanco, J. Orr and P. Linde (Primarily from: AMADE, Polytechnic School, 
University of Girona, Campus Montilivi s/n, 17073 Girona, Spain), “Impact and compression after impact 
response in thin laminates of spread-tow woven and non-crimp fabrics”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 
432-445, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.054 
ABSTRACT: Recent research has been devoted to thin laminates as a result of aeronautic industries shifting to 
thinner and lighter structures. In an attempt to improve the out-of-plane response and reduce manufacturing 
costs considerably, airplane manufacturers are exploring (apart from unidirectional tapes) textile fabrics of 
different fabric architectures. Within the framework of thin laminates, this paper investigates the impact and 
compression after impact (CAI) of two types of aerospace graded spread-tow fabrics, namely non-crimp fabrics 
and woven fabrics, where stitching and weaving, respectively, govern the architecture. The study also comprises 
two different ply thicknesses (thin and intermediate ply grades) for both fabrics. Experimental results reveal that 
while woven fabrics display higher damage resistance, non-crimp fabrics ensure higher damage tolerance. The 
intermediate ply grade performed better than thin plies in terms of damage resistance and CAI strength for both 
fabrics, as thin ply non-crimp fabric laminates exhibited early and extensive fibre damage. 
 
Sujash Bhattacharya and Debabrata Das (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Jadavpur University, Kolkata 
700032, India), “Free vibration analysis of bidirectional-functionally graded and double-tapered rotating micro-
beam in thermal environment using modified couple stress theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 471-
492, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.01.080 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration behavior of bidirectional-functionally graded, double-tapered rotating micro-beam 
is investigated. An improved mathematical model based on Timoshenko beam theory and modified couple 
stress theory is developed that includes the effects of geometric non-linearity, spin-softening, Coriolis 
acceleration and high operating temperature. The problem is formulated in two steps. In the first step, the 
problem involving time-invariant inertia force due to rotation of the beam with constant angular speed is 
formulated using minimum potential energy principle and the governing non-linear equations are solved 
employing an iterative algorithm. In the next step, the free vibration problem is formulated employing 
Hamilton’s principle and using the tangent stiffness of the deformed configuration induced due to time-invariant 
inertial loading. The governing equations for free vibration are transformed to state-space to formulate an 
eigenvalue problem. The governing equations are solved by approximating the displacement fields following 
Ritz method. The model is successfully validated with the available results. Extensive sets of results are 
presented for the first two chord-wise and flap-wise modes of vibration in non-dimensional speed versus 
frequency plane. The effects of different parameters such as size-dependent thickness, axial and thickness 
gradation indices, taperness parameters, hub parameter, length-thickness ratio, operating temperature and FGM 
composition are reported. 
 
Lingfeng Zhang, Weiqing Liu, Lu Wang and Zhibin Ling (First author is from: School of Civil Engineering, 
Southeast University, Nanjing 210096, China), “Mechanical behavior and damage monitoring of pultruded 
wood-cored GFRP sandwich components”, Composite Structures, Vol. 215, pp 502-520, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.084 
ABSTRACT: This study presents the efficient manufacturing of rectangular wood-cored GFRP sandwich 
components by pultrusion process. Unlike the traditional pultruded sections by use of the roving, three types of 
mats (strand mat, uni-axial fabric and tri-axial fabric) were adopted to improve the web-flange junction integrity 
of GFRP hollow-section (HS) and sandwich section (SS) specimens. The mechanical behavior of glue-
laminated Douglas-fir (DF), HS, and SS specimens under four-point bending was investigated. The test results 
showed that DF and HS specimens failed by tensile rupture and web buckling, respectively. The SS specimens 
exhibited excellent ductility and load-carrying capacity resulting from three main reasons: a) the step-by-step 
wrinkling of GFRP web, b) the plastic deformation capacity of the timber under the local compression parallel 
and perpendicular to the grain and c) the bond-slip between the timber core and the GFRP inner surface. 
Meanwhile, the acoustic emission (AE) system was applied to detect the damage signals. Comparisons between 
failure progressions and AE signal analysis suggest that cumulative AE energy was more effective than hits to 



characterise the damage stages. A 2-D damage location model was also developed. The predicted damage 
locations agreed well with the experimental failure modes. 
 
Michele Bacciocchi and Angelo Marcello Tarantino (First author is from: DICAM Department, University of 
Bologna, Bologna, Italy), “Time-dependent behavior of viscoelastic three-phase composite plates reinforced by 
carbon nanotubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 20-31, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.083 
ABSTRACT: The recent advancement in the manufacture and analysis of Carbon nanotubes (CNT) has 
persuaded many researchers to use them as the reinforcing phase of a polymer matrix. Nevertheless, it should be 
recalled that polymers show a viscoelastic behavior, so that their mechanical properties are functions of time 
due to the intrinsic nature of the material. In this paper, a Maxwell rheological model is employed to describe 
the time-dependency of the mechanical properties of the matrix in the framework of linear viscoelasticity. The 
viscoelastic matrix is enriched by both CNTs and oriented fibers to obtain the so-called three-phase composite 
materials. Such materials represent the main constituents of the plates investigated in this paper by means of the 
Reissner-Mindlin theory. The transient response, which is analyzed through the Newmark’s scheme, is 
expressed in terms of central deflection and mechanical parameters for several configurations. The effect of the 
mass fraction of both reinforcing phases is discussed. The solutions are achieved numerically by means of a 
Finite Element (FE) code which implements the viscoelastic model and the proper homogenization technique in 
order to deal with three-phase composites. 
 
F. Di Caprio, D. Cristillo, S. Saputo, M. Guida and A. Riccio (First author is from: CIRA – Italian Aerospace 
Research Centre, Aero-Structural Design and Dynamic Lab., Capua, CE, Italy), “Crashworthiness of wing 
leading edges under bird impact event”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 39-52, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.069 
ABSTRACT: The work aims to investigate the capability of a vertical tail leading edge to withstand bird strike 
and to provide general considerations on the improvement of such capability with respect to the mass saving 
and to the required structural performances by considering different material systems. 
The assessment of the numerical models was ensured by a double check, and therefore considering the two test 
cases, aimed to calibrate and validate the numerical models against experimental data, coming from literature: 
1) bird strike on metallic flat square plate; 2) bird strike on wing leading-edge with the skin made in metallic 
sandwich structure (both the honeycomb core and the outer and inner face was in aluminum). 
Finally, the crashworthy design of several leading-edge configurations, modifying the material and thickness of 
the skins and the central core of the leading edge, without changing its external geometrical shape, was 
investigated by adopting the numerical procedures used for the validation test cases. Actually, unidirectional 
fiber-reinforced composite material systems were considered for the outer and inner face of the skins, while 
different materials were adopted for the core. A comparison among the developed configurations, in terms of 
requirement fulfillment, global deformation parameters and weight, was performed. 
 
T. Heggemann and W. Homberg (Paderborn University, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Pohlweg 47-49, 
33098 Paderborn, Germany), “Deep drawing of fiber metal laminates for automotive lightweight structures”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 53-57, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.047 
ABSTRACT: Current challenges in the automotive industry are the reduction of fuel consumption and the CO2 
emissions of future car generations. These aims can be achieved by reducing the weight of the car, which 
further improves the driving dynamics. In most currently mass-produced cars, the body accounts for one of the 
largest parts by weight, and hence designing a lightweight car body assumes great importance for reducing fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions. Extremely lightweight designs can be achieved by using purely composite 
materials, which are very light but also highly cost intensive and not yet suitable for large scale production due 
to the necessity of manual processing. A promising approach for the automated, large-scale production of 
lightweight car structures with a high stiffness to weight ratio is the combination of high strength steel alloys 
and CFRP prepregs in a special hybrid material/fiber metal laminate (FML) – which can be further processed by 
forming technologies such as deep drawing. In current research work at the Chair of Forming and Machining 
Technology (LUF) at the University of Paderborn, innovative manufacturing processes are being developed for 
the production of high strength automotive structural components made of fiber metal laminates. This paper 
presents the results of technological and numerical research that is currently being performed at the LUF into 



the forming of hybrid fiber metal laminates. This paper focuses on the results of basic research and the 
individual measures (tool, process and material design) necessary for achieving the desired part quality. 
 
Behrouz Karami, Davood Shahsvari, Maziar Janghorban and Li Li (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Marvdasht Branch, Islamic Azad University, Marvdasht, Iran), “Influence of homogenization 
schemes on vibration of functionally graded curved microbeams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 67-79, 15 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.089 
ABSTRACT: The influence of various homogenization models is studied on the free vibration behavior of a 
functionally graded material (FGM) curved microbeam which is modeled using the modified strain gradient 
theory of elasticity as well as the first-order shear deformation theory. Different homogenization models (such 
as Voigt, Reuss, Hashin-Shtrikman bounds, and cubic local representative volume elements (LRVE) schemes) 
are used to predict the effective material properties of a two-phase particle composite as a function of the 
volume fraction of particles which are continuously varying along the thickness of a functionally graded 
microbeam. Employing Hamilton’s principle, the governing equations of motion and boundary conditions are 
derived. Finally, the numerical results are presented to determine the effect of homogenization models on the 
vibrational behavior of FGM curved microbeams corresponding to different continuum models for over a wide 
range of material composition, opening angle, dimensionless length scale parameter and aspect ratio. It is shown 
that the common used Voigt model overestimates frequencies and the Mori-Tanaka model also overestimates 
frequencies but provides smaller error in comparison with the Voigt model. In terms of theoretical analysis, 
LRVE model creates a good compromise between estimation accuracy and the easy of implement, especially 
for the FGM with a relative high stiffness ratio. The difference of various homogenization models can be raised 
when considering the decrement in aspect ratio or the increment of opening angle and mode number. 
 
Abhilash Karakoti and Vishesh Ranjan Kar (First author is from: School of Mechanical Engineering, Vellore 
Institute of Technology, Vellore 632014, India), “Deformation characteristics of sinusoidally-corrugated 
laminated composite panel – A higher-order finite element approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 151-
158, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.097 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the deformation characteristics of sinusoidally-corrugated laminated composite 
panels are examined under uniform and sinusoidally distributed transverse loads. The sinusoidal corrugation in 
laminate structure is achieved using the general curvature method. The displacement field is based on the third-
order shear deformation mid-plane kinematics theory with nine degrees-of-freedom. The minimum total 
potential energy method is employed to obtain the governing equation. The solutions are obtained using two-
dimensional finite element approximation via nine-noded isoparametric quadrilateral Lagrangian element. The 
convergence and comparison studies reveal the consistency and accuracy of present model. The new numerical 
illustrations reflect the significance of corrugation ratios, edge constraints, side-to-thickness ratios and aspect 
ratios on the deformation behavior of the corrugated and non-corrugated laminated composite panels. 
 
Janav P. Udani and Andres F. Arrieta (School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, 
Indiana 47907, USA), “Analytical modeling of multi-sectioned bi-stable composites: Stiffness variability and 
embeddability”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 228-239, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.015 
ABSTRACT: Multi-stable composite laminates have been widely investigated for morphing applications due to 
distinct geometrical characteristics about each stable configuration. Recently, a mechanism for realizing on-
demand stiffness adaptation in compliant structures has been proposed exploiting the stiffness variation from 
switching between the stable states of embedded bi-stable laminates. This allows for reducing the coupling 
between loading and morphing deformation modes, broadening the overall design space for morphing 
structures. However, the design of such embeddable laminates requires the study of multiple lamination 
domains to allow embedding within larger compliant structures. This process is currently done by 
computationally expensive simulations. We present an analytical model to predict the stable shapes and 
structural characteristics of multi-section, multi-stable composite laminates subject to two clamped boundary 
conditions. The analysis is conducted employing the Rayleigh-Ritz method using polynomial approximations of 
the displacement fields. The structural characteristics are predicted while constraining the laminate edges, thus 
extending previous models designed to account mainly for free edge boundary conditions. Our model is 
subsequently applied to explore the design space for characterizing the stability and variable stiffness properties 



of two different classes of bi-stable laminates. The presented model allows for the efficient design of multi-
stable laminates embeddable within compliant structures. 
 
K.M. Liew, Z.Z. Pan and L.W. Zhang (Primarily from: Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, City 
University of Hong Kong, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China), “An overview of layerwise theories for composite 
laminates and structures: Development, numerical implementation and application”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
216, pp 240-259, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.074 
ABSTRACT: Over the past decades, a vast number of theories for numerical modeling of laminated composite 
plates and shells has been developed by various researchers and for diverse reasons. Three-dimensional 
elasticity theory, equivalent single-layer theories, zig-zag theories and layerwise theories are notable examples. 
In general, computing 3D elasticity solutions require huge computational time, the ESL theories cannot furnish 
satisfying results for thick laminates or laminates with distinct properties between layers, and the zig-zag 
theories cannot directly obtain the transverse stress fields from the constitutive model. The layerwise theory 
treats each layer individually and Co-sub-z continuity is satisfied from the beginning; therefore, it yields results 
comparable to 3D elasticity solutions. These attributes and advantages have driven the prosperity of layerwise 
theories for analysis of composite laminates and structures. The main aim of this review is to provide the recent 
development of layerwise theories, their numerical implementation, and application in the analysis of composite 
laminated structures. The main conclusions and possible future research trends are presented. We expect this 
review will provide a clear picture of layerwise theory for modeling of composite laminated structures and serve 
as a useful resource and guide to researchers who intend to extend their work into these research areas. 
 
F. Moleiro, C.M. Mota Soares and E. Carrera (Primarily from: LAETA, IDMEC, Instituto Superior Técnico, 
Universidade de Lisboa, Av. Rovisco Pais 1, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “Three-dimensional exact hygro-
thermo-elastic solutions for multilayered plages: Composite laminates, fibre metal laminates and sandwich 
plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 260-278, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.071 
ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional (3D) exact hygrothermal elasticity solutions are developed to study the 
behaviour of simply supported rectangular multilayered composite plates, considering any combination of 
orthotropic and/or isotropic layers, under hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings. In agreement with the 3D exact 
elasticity solutions derived by Pagano in the early 1970s, the form of the through-thickness exact solutions of 
any given layer depends, in fact, on whether the layer material is isotropic or (at most) orthotropic. The 3D 
exact thermoelastic solutions found, already available, consider either only isotropic layers or only (at most) 
orthotropic composite layers. This work aims to be all-inclusive, in addition to a further development by 
considering hygrothermal elasticity. The results here presented consider composite laminates, fibre metal 
laminates and sandwich plates with different side-to-thickness ratios under a series of hygro-thermo-mechanical 
loadings. A transverse mechanical load and/or thermal load and/or hygroscopic load are imposed on the 
multilayered plate top and bottom surfaces to study the effects of hygrothermal environments in the 
multilayered plate behaviour. These effects are demonstrated by the through-thickness distributions of 
displacements, stresses, temperature and weight percent moisture content for the selected multilayered plates 
under different hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings, which may serve as 3D benchmark exact solutions. 
 
Armagan Karamanli and Metin Aydogdu (First author is from: Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences, 
Department of Mechatronics Engineering, Bahcesehir University, 34353 Istanbul, Turkey), “On the vibration of 
size dependent rotating laminated composite and sandwich microbeams via a transverse shear-normal 
deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 290-300, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.044 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the eigenfrequencies of rotating laminated composite (LC) and sandwich 
microbeams with different boundary conditions (BCs) are studied. The size-dependent variational formulation 
of the problem is obtained based on the Modified Couple Stress Theory (MCST) by employing a transverse 
shear-normal deformable beam theory and finite element method (FEM) formulation. The convergence and 
verification studies of the developed code are carried out and computed results in terms of dimensionless 
fundamental frequencies (DFFs) are compared with the available ones in the open literature. Various BCs, 
aspect ratios, fiber orientation angles, thickness to material length scale parameter (MLSP) ratios, core thickness 
to face layer thickness ratios, dimensionless rotation speeds (DRSs) and hub ratios are employed for the 



extensive analyses. It is found that the DFFs of the LC microbeams are highly affected by the small size effect 
accompanying with the orthotropy ratios, DRSs, hub ratios and fiber orientation angles. The effect of the small 
size on the DFFs of the rotating clamped-clamped LC microbeams is more pronounced than on those of the 
rotating clamped-free LC microbeams. The hub ratio has a significant effect on the DFFs of the rotating LC 
microbeams than the rotation speed. 
 
Antonio Zippo, Marco Barbieri and Francesco Pellicano (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Department 
of Engineering “Enzo Ferrari”, Modena, Italy), “Temperature gradient effect on dynamic properties of a 
polymeric circular cylindrical shell”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 301-314, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.098 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an experimental study on the dynamic of cylindrical shells made of Polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) is presented; a thermic gradient has been applied on a specimen of the present work to 
obtain a functionally gradient material (FGM) equivalent properties: the PET shell had been exposed at a 
thermal temperature gradient in the range of its glass transition temperature of 79 °C. A complex setup has been 
specifically designed and built to characterise, with dynamic tests, the structural properties of the specimen on 
temperature change from −10 °C up to about 90 °C and under thermic gradient with different forcing load. 
Predicting the mechanical properties of shells, panels and plates is one of the main concerns of structural 
engineers; since shell elements present complicated stability behaviours, rich linear vibration spectra (high 
modal density), high sensitivity to perturbations and strong interactions with surrounding elements. The linear 
and dynamic behaviour have been investigated. The shell behaviour is also investigated by means of a finite 
element model, in order to enhance the comprehension of experimental results. 
 
Jerzy Smardzewski and Krzysztof Witold Wojciechowski (First author is from: Poznan University of Life 
Sciences, Faculty of Wood Technology, Department of Furniture Design, Wojska Polskiego 28, 60-637 Poznan, 
Poland), “Response of wood-based sandwich beams with three-dimensional lattice core”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 216, pp 340-349, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.009 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present study was to initiate an investigation based on the design of a thin 
sandwich panel with an auxetic (i.e. exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratio) lattice core using wood composites and 
3D print technology. The sandwich panels were fabricated by attaching the 3D LayWooden pyramidal truss 
structures to HDF face sheets with the PVCa adhesive. The mechanical strengths and failure mechanisms under 
bending load were estimated experimentally, analytically and numerically. The results showed that the 
mechanical properties of beams increase with an increasing inclination angle of struts and/or relative density of 
the core. No signs of damage were observed, such as face sheet crushing (FC) or wrinkling (FW), core member 
crushing (CB, CC) (delamination or fracture). Damage to the composites occurred due to shearing in the struts 
of the cells. The greatest rigidity was recorded for beams with a D-core. The data could provide insight into the 
design of optimized or near-optimized sandwich panels. 
 
Jia-Jia Mao and Wei Zhang (Beijing Key Laboratory of Nonlinear Vibrations and Strength of Mechanical 
Structures, College of Mechanical Engineering, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing 100124, PR China), 
“Buckling and post-buckling analyses of functionally graded graphene reinforced piezoelectric plate subjected 
to electric potential and axial forces”, Composite Structures, Vol. 216, pp 392-405, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.095 
ABSTRACT: The buckling and post-buckling behaviors are analyzed for the multilayer functionally graded 
graphene platelets reinforced piezoelectric (FG-GRP) plates. The FG-GRP plates are subjected to the external 
electric potential and axial forces, including the uniaxial loading and biaxial loading. The graphene platelets 
(GPLs) disperse uniformly and parallelly in each graphene platelets reinforced piezoelectric composite (GRPC) 
layer, but they spread grading across the thickness of the FG-GRP plates. The effective Young’s modulus of 
each layer for the FG-GRP plates is calculated by the Halpin-Tsai parallel model. The rule of the mixture is 
employed to predict the Poisson’s ratio, effective mass density and piezoelectric properties of each layer of the 
FG-GRP plates. The governing equations of motion for the FG-GRP plates are obtained by the first-order shear 
deformation plate theory, von Karman nonlinear theory and principle of virtual displacements. To obtain the 
buckling and post-buckling behaviors of the FG-GRP plates with different boundary conditions, the differential 
quadrature (DQ) method and a direct iterative technique are combined to solve the governing equations of 



motion for the FG-GRP plates. The impacts of the external electric voltage, distribution pattern, volume 
fraction, piezoelectric properties, length-to-thickness of the GPLs and geometry of the plates on the critical 
buckling load and post-buckling equilibrium paths of the FG-GRP plates are discussed in detailed. It is clearly 
illustrated that the GPLs have a significantly enhancing influence on the buckling and post-buckling strength of 
the FG-GRP plates. 
 
Kulmani Mehr, Subrata Kumar Panda, Yuvarajan Devarajan and Gautam Choubey (Primarily from: Mechanical 
Engineering Department, MITS, Madanapalle, Andra Pradesh 517325, India), “Numerical buckling analysis of 
graded CNT-reinforced composite sandwich shell structure under thermal loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
216, pp 406-414, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: The buckling load parameters of the graded nanotube sandwich structure reported in this article 
under the influence of uniform thermal loading. The corresponding properties of the graded nanotube sandwich 
evaluated via the extended rule of mixture including temperature dependent properties of each constituent. The 
nanotube structural model derived mathematically using a higher-order polynomial displacement to maintain 
the required shear stress continuity and thermal distortion via Green-Lagrange strain. Further, the variational 
technique is adopted to obtain the governing equilibrium equation of the sandwich structural panel and the 
subsequent algebraic form achieved using the isoparametric displacement finite element steps. The 
computational buckling load parameter predicted using the own MATLAB code with the help of the current 
mathematical model. The model accuracy and the consistency are established through simultaneous 
convergence and validity study with available published results. Finally, the detail applicability of the current 
higher-order model is highlighted through a series of numerical examples and corresponding inferences. 
 
Amin Nabati, Tohid Ghanbari-Ghazijahani and Ching-Tai Ng (First author is from: Sahand University of 
Technology, Tabriz, Iran), “CFRP-reinforced concrete-filled steel tubes with timber core under axial loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 37-49, 1 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.075 
ABSTRACT: This paper experimentally investigates the effect of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) on 
the axial capacity of concrete-filled steel tubes with different timber cores. The stub columns were designed 
having the size of the infill and the CFRP as the main two variables. The structural response including failure, 
ductility, stiffness and structural efficiency were evaluated and discussed. It was found that the effect of timber 
core is significant in lightening the weight of the composite, although the total capacity of the composite 
depends upon the material properties of the core versus the grade of concrete and steel employed in the 
composite columns. For the structural applications, where the weight reduction and ductility are crucial, the 
development of this innovative composite is highly recommended. To quantify this, the ratio of ductility index 
to weight is introduced including these two crucial parameters in the seismic design. An equation is also 
developed to estimate the axial capacity of timber-concrete-filled steel tubes. Furthermore, the environmental 
and sustainability assessment are touched on briefly to pave a path for the future work aiming at possibly 
reducing the contribution of the concrete in the construction. 
 
Nam Vu Hoai, Duc Hong Doan, Nguyen Minh Khoa, thom Van Do and Hong Thi Tran (First author is from: 
Division of Computational Mathematics and Engineering, Institute for Computational Science, Ton Duc Thang 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “Phase-field buckling analysis of cracked stiffened functionally 
graded plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 50-59, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.014 
ABSTRACT: A finite element method and phase-field model used by authors have been firstly extended to the 
buckling analysis of stiffened functionally graded (FG) plate with cracks. The finite formulation of the plate is 
based on the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The material properties of the FG plate change from 
the bottom surface to the top one by a power-law function, the stiffener is full of the material, which is the same 
as the bottom surface, where the stiffeners are attached to. Firstly this work studies on the accuracy of our 
results with reference solutions available in the literature. Then, the exploration of the interaction between the 
stiffeners and cracks under compressive buckling is investigated. The numerical results show much useful 
information for readers, scientists, designers, especially the smallest of the stiffener depth needs to add to the 
cracked FG plate to have a cracked one with stiffeners, which has the same buckling strength as the uncracked 
FG plate with no stiffeners. 
 



J.H. Sjolund, D. Peeters and E. Lund (Primarily from: Department of Materials and Production, Aalborg 
University, Fibigerstræde 16, Aalborg DK-9220, Denmark), “Discrete material and thickness optimization of 
sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 75-88, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: In this paper Discrete Material and Thickness Optimization (DMTO) is used to optimize 
sandwich composite structures subject to both displacement and linear buckling constraints. Using a new 
thickness formulation where density design variables scale ply thicknesses rather than constitutive properties, it 
is possible to size both core and face sheet plies simultaneously. This makes it possible to have different ply 
thicknesses for core and face sheet layers while also covering ply-drops. Furthermore, separating core and face 
sheets allows enforcing a symmetric lay-up which can be important to avoid warping during curing. The 
approach is demonstrated in three numerical examples of increasing complexity. 
 
A. Solis, S. Sanchez-Saez, X. Martinez and E. Barbero-Pozuelo (Primarily from: Department of Continuum 
Mechanics and Structural Analysis, University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain), “Numerical analysis of 
interlaminar stresses in open-hole laminates under compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 89-99, 1 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.027 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the interlaminar stresses in open-hole laminates subjected to compressive loads are 
analysed using a numerical model. This model implements the Serial/Parallel Mixing Theory (S/PMT) and a 
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) approach. The S/PMT estimates the global stiffness in the laminate 
from fibre and matrix properties. The CDM approach models the damage initiation due to fibre microbuckling. 
The global response estimated by the model was verified with experimental data from the literature. The model 
predicts that the damage initiates in the laminate middle-plane where the thickest block of plies oriented in the 
load direction is located, and progressively propagates to the nearest block of layers with the same orientation. 
Two laminate stacking sequences were analysed. The interlaminar stresses around the hole presented symmetry 
with respect to the load direction and the perpendicular axis, being located the maximum and minimum values 
in different angular positions for each stress component and laminate. 
 
Xiao Chen, Jing Tang and Ke Yang (First author is from: Department of Wind Energy, Technical University of 
Denmark, Frederiksborgvej 399, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark), “Modeling multiple failures of composite box 
beams used in wind turbine blades”, Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 130-142, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.018 
ABSTRACT: Large composite structures, such as composite wind turbine blades, may exhibit multiple failure 
modes that challenge the modeling strategies and methodologies designers adopt in finite element (FE) analysis. 
This study develops a comprehensive and general FE modeling method to simulate interactive failure process of 
composite box beams used in wind turbine blades. The composite box beams are the primary loading-carrying 
members and could show different failure modes due to competing failure mechanisms. A continuum-damage 
mechanics based progressive failure analysis approach is developed in three-dimensional stress/strain domain to 
simulate failure behavior of the box beams. Structural nonlinearities associated with geometry, materials and 
contact are included. The material failures considered in this study are composite failure with three material 
failure modes, foam core crushing and adhesive failure. The in-plane shear stress versus strain relation of 
unidirectional composites is included in the material damage model. Comprehensive comparisons are made 
between numerical simulations and experimental observations with respect to strain response, ultimate loads, 
failure modes and failure progress. The modeling approach is found to be capable of predicting both strength 
and failure of box beams with reasonable accuracy and it exhibits great potential to predict failure response of 
composite wind turbine blades. 
 
Peng Feng and Lili Hu (First author is from: National Engineering Laboratory for Green and Safe Construction 
Technology in Urban Rail Transit, Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, 
China), “Steel columns strengthened/reinforced by prestressed CFRP strips: Concepts and behaviors under axial 
compressive loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 217, pp 150-164, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.038 
ABSTRACT: A novel strengthening method using prestressed (PS) carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) 
strips was proposed. This method can be used for repairing existing steel columns or constructing new columns 
for high-rise buildings, power transmission towers and other buildings. Specifically, a prestressing system (PS 



system) can be used to prestress CFRP strips without using a hydraulic jack. A steel column, PS CFRP strips 
and the PS system comprise a self-balanced system that offers much greater stiffness against overall buckling 
than a pure steel column. To verify this strengthening method, axial compression tests are conducted. The 
results show that the buckling load of the PS-strengthened specimen is 2.5 times greater than that of an 
unstrengthened specimen, and the failure mode ranges between the first order symmetric and the second order 
asymmetric overall buckling mode. In addition, finite element analysis (FEA) was adopted to obtain the optimal 
prestress value, which can also be used as a guide in design. Finally, a simple calculation method of axial 
bearing capacity was proposed. 
 
J.J. Bender, S.R. Hallett and E. Lindgaard (Primarily from: Department of Materials and Production, Aalborg 
University, Fibigerstraede 16, 9220 Aalborg East, Denmark), “Investigation of the effect of wrinkle features on 
wind turbine blade sub-structure strength”, Composite Structures, Vol. 218, pp 39-49, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.026 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkles are known to have a strong knock-down on the mechanical performance of structures 
made from composite materials. Here, static tensile tests were conducted to investigate the effect of wrinkle 
features on the strength of a wind turbine blade sub-structure, representative of a blade root feature. A pultruded 
tapered insert is embedded in each sub-structure and the wrinkle is in close vicinity to the termination of the 
tapered insert. Each of the tested sub-structures was then numerically modelled using finite element simulations. 
The numerical representations of the wrinkle geometries were constructed based on measurements of the actual 
structures, and an automatic fitting of the four chosen wrinkle features; angle, depth, wash out, and location. 
There is less than 5% deviation between the simulation and experimental results for all tested sub-structures. 
The numerical model was able to predict when the failure mode changed from a delamination at the tapered 
insert to a delamination in the wrinkle area. The average wrinkle angle was found to be a better metric than the 
maximum wrinkle angle to characterise the severity of the wrinkles in the vicinity of a tapered insert. 
 
Piotr Lacki, Anna Derlatka and Julita Winowiecka (Czestochowa University of Technology, Dąbrowskiego 69, 
42-201 Częstochowa, Poland), “Analysis of the composite I-beam reinforced with PU foam with the addition of 
chopped glass fiber”, Composite Structures, Vol. 218, pp 60-70, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.036 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents the influence of PU foam with an addition of glass fiber on the buckling 
resistance of an I-beam. Three beam types were considered: an aluminum beam (AA), a composite AA-PU 
beam and a composite AA-PU-CFRP beam. Each beam was made with two C-profiles connected by webs. The 
flanges were reinforced by flat bars. Channels were made by bending 0.08 mm thick aluminum alloy 6061-T6 
sheets. Flat bars were made from aluminum alloy 6061-T6 2.0 mm in thickness. The metal sheets components 
were connected by Refill Friction Stir Spot Welding RFSSW and Resistant Spot Welding RSW technologies. 
The composite AA-PU beam additionally has the stiffening of the web by polyurethane foam with the addition 
of glass fiber. The PU foam filled up the I-sections in such a way that rectangular cross-sections were obtained. 
The composite belka AA-PU-CFRP beam was made like the composite AA-PU beam, but with CFRP plates 
glued to the flanges. The beams were subjected to three-point bending tests. The load-bearing capacity for a 
buckling resistance was analyzed. The results from experimental tests were used in numerical analysis carried 
out by the ADINA System program based on the Finite Element Method. 
 
J.J. Bender, S.R. Hallett and E. Lindgaard (Primarily from: Department of Materials and Production, Aalborg 
University, Fibigerstraede 16, 9220 Aalborg East, Denmark), “Parametric study of the effect of wrinkle features 
on the strength of a tapered wind turbine blade sub-structure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 218, pp 120-129, 15 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.065 
ABSTRACT: Out of plane wrinkle defects are a major cause of strength reduction in structural composites. 
Therefore, this paper presents the numerical modelling of a wind turbine blade sub-structure with a tapered 
beam and a wrinkle. The model is validated against preliminary static tensile tests of a sub-structure without a 
wrinkle. There is a very good correlation between the predicted and experimentally obtained load at final 
delamination. A parametric study is then performed using the validated model to determine which wrinkle 
features are the most important to measure and include when determining the strength of a wrinkled wind 



turbine blade sub-structure. From the study, it is concluded that the maximum wrinkle angle is the most 
important feature, but the depth and wash out degree are also important under the right conditions. 
 
Kadir Mercan, Engin Emsen and Oemer Civalek (Akdeniz University, Faculty of Engineering, Civil 
Engineering Department, Division of Mechanics, 07058 Antalya, Turkey), “Effect of silicon dioxide substrate 
on buckling behavior of zinc oxide nanotubes via size-dependent continuum theories”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 218, pp 130-141, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.022 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to highlight the effect of SiO2 substrate on the buckling behavior of Zinc Oxide 
(ZnO) nanotube. ZnO nanotube is modeled in various length and diameter to show the effect of size on buckling 
loads. Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) is the material on which Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is grown and used as gas/chemical 
sensor. In present paper, SiO2 substrate is modeled as two parameters elastic layer. In order to consider the 
elastic substrate, Winkler and Pasternak foundation models are used. Different values of elastic foundation 
parameters are taken into consideration to see the effect of these parameters on buckling loads of Zinc Oxide 
(ZnO) nanowire. Additionally, to take the size effect into consideration on calculating buckling loads, nonlocal 
elasticity, surface elasticity, modified couple stress, modified strain gradient theories are used. Some benchmark 
results have been depicted. Some detailed results are also given and compared in figures and tables. 
 
Mehmet Dorduncu (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Erciyes University, Kayseri 38039, Turkey), 
“Stress analysis of laminated composite beams using refined zigzag theory and peridynamic differential 
operator”, Composite Structures, Vol. 218, pp 193-203, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.035 
ABSTRACT: In this study, stress analysis of laminated composite beams is carried out by using Refined Zigzag 
Theory (RZT) and Peridynamic Differential Operator (PDDO). The PDDO replaces local differentiation with 
nonlocal integration. This makes the PDDO capable of solving the local differential equations accurately. RZT 
is suitable for both thin and thick beams eliminating the use of the shear correction factors. Also, RZT ensures a 
constant number of kinematic variables regardless of the number of layers in the beam. The governing 
equations of the RZT beam and the boundary conditions were derived by employing the principle of virtual 
work. The capability of the present approach was assessed by considering various beams for different boundary 
conditions and aspect ratios. It provides robust and accurate predictions for the displacement and stress 
components in the analysis of highly heterogeneous laminates. 
 
Ramesh Talreji and Nam Phan (First author is from: Department of Aerospace Engineering, Department of 
Materials Science and Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843, USA), “Assessment of 
damage tolerance approaches for composite aircraft with focus on barely visible impact damage”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 219, pp 1-7, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.052 
ABSTRACT: Industry practice in composite aircraft damage tolerance, as reported in the open literature, is 
reviewed and examined in view of the current knowledge in the field of damage and failure of composite 
materials. Particular attention is paid to the challenging regime of damage tolerance when barely visible impact 
damage (BVID) is of concern. The validity of the compression after impact (CAI) testing as a means of assuring 
safety against failure from BVID is critically assessed. The role of in-field nondestructive evaluation (NDE) for 
quantifying the damage severity is considered as an integral part of the damage tolerance assessment. Finally, 
recommendations are made toward exploring other avenues for improving the current damage tolerance 
approaches as they apply to the case of BVID in composite structures. 
 
Weili Wu and Wei Li (College of Textiles, Donghua University, No. 2999, Northern Renmin Rd, Songjiang 
District, Shanghai 201620, China), “A novel material for simulation on compaction behavior of glass fiber non-
crimp fabric”, Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 8-16, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.006 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, compaction behaviors of glass fiber non-crimp fabrics (NCFs) were investigated via 
finite element analysis (FEM). Firstly, the compaction mechanism of NCFs was analyzed, it suggested the 
compaction process is mainly characterized by the decrease of macro pores and micro pores, a novel and 
reasonable constitutive model (porous elastic) was proposed. Then, the feasibility of modeling the compaction 
process for NCFs with the porous elastic material via FEM was explored. A macroscale model of NCF was 
established firstly, the simulation complies well to the experimental results. Then, the mesoscale models were 



attempted, and the effect of model parameters on simulation results were investigated, including the model size, 
platen location, warp cross-sectional shape. Results show that the size of mesoscale model and compaction 
platen position have little effect on the compaction behavior, while the cross-sectional shape of the warp yarn 
has a slight influence on the simulation results. Finally, compared the warp yarn cross-section changes of 
simulation with experimental data, it was revealed that variations in yarn cross sections in the model have a 
good agreement with experimental results, except that the macro-porosity differs slightly. 
 
Masood Danesh and Abbas Ghadami (First author is from: Khoy School of Civil Engineering, Urmia 
University, 58159-14853 Khoy, West Azerbaijan, Iran), “Sound transmission loss of double-wall piezoelectric 
plate made of functionally graded materials via third-order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 219, pp 17-30, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.040 
ABSTRACT: According to the third-order shear deformation assumption, this paper analytically investigates 
the sound transmission loss (STL) through a rigidly baffled finite rectangular double wall piezoelectric plate 
structure made of functionally graded materials (FGMs) with enclosed acoustic cavity, under harmonic plane 
sound excitation and initial external electric voltage. The effective piezoelectric material properties of each 
plate are supposed to be continuously variable across the thickness direction using a power law model in terms 
of the volume fractions of the material phases. The coupled vibroacoustic governing equations are achieved 
utilizing Hamilton’s principle and then solved analytically by applying the sound velocity potential method in 
conjunction with double Fourier series expansions to determine STL equation. Numerical studies are performed 
to illustrate the effects of the acoustic cavity depth, initial external electric voltage, incident elevation angle, gas 
type used in acoustic cavity, and material gradient on the changes of STL curves of simply supported double 
wall FGM piezoelectric plate. The profound effect of these factors on sound isolation performance is clearly 
shown. 
 
Kang He and Yu Chen (College of Civil Engineering, Fuzhou University, Fuzhou 350116, China), 
“Experimental evaluation of built-in channel steel concrete-filled GFRP tubular stub columns under axial 
compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 51-68, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.057 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies experimentally the structural behavior of channel steel reinforced concrete-
filled glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) tubular stub columns. To understand their structural performance, 
we examined 27 specimens which subjected to axial compression. The variables of the specimen are concrete 
strength grade, diameter-to-thickness ratio of GFRP tube and steel ratio. The displacement-load curve, strain-
load curve, ultimate load, axial compressive stiffness and failure characteristics of the specimens were analyzed. 
The results of the test show that the specimens’ ultimate bearing capacity increases as the concrete strength 
increases. And those specimens with higher concrete strength grade have greater initial stiffness and better 
deformation capacity than those with lower concrete strength grade. The varieties of the steel ratio have no 
significant effect on the specimens’ axial deformation property. The confinement coefficient is proposed to 
evaluate the constraint effect of the GFRP tube on both the inner channel steel and the core concrete. There was 
a negative correlation between the restraint effect and the diameter-thickness ratio of the GFRP tube. A 
simplified formula for calculating the axial bearing capacity of the composite columns is proposed. 
 
Atteshamuddin S. Sayyad and Yuwaraj M. Ghugal (First author is from: Department of Civil Engineering, 
SRES’s Sanjivani College of Engineering, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Kopargaon 423601, Maharashtra, 
India), “Static and free vibration analysis of laminated composite and sandwich spherical shells using a 
generalized higher-order shell theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 129-146, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.054 
ABSTRACT: In this article, higher-order closed-form solutions are obtained for static bending and free 
vibration analysis of laminated composite and sandwich spherical shells using a generalized higher-order shell 
theory. A theory is independent of the choice of shearing stress function (polynomial/non-polynomial) which 
eventually results in a theoretical unification of most of the classical and higher-order shear deformation 
theories. The present theory yields an accurate distribution of transverse shear stresses through the shell 
thickness; therefore, it does not require problem dependent shear correction factor. Governing equations and 
associated boundary conditions of the theory are derived by employing Hamilton’s principle. Navier type 
higher-order closed-form solutions are obtained for simply supported boundary conditions. Displacements, 



stresses and natural frequencies are presented for laminated composite and sandwich plates as well as shallow 
and deep spherical shells. The results of parabolic, trigonometric, hyperbolic, and exponential models are 
compared with each other and previously published results to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the present 
generalized shell theory. 
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Irwan Katili, Imam Jauhari Maknun, Andi Makarim Katili, Stephane P.A. Bordas, and Sundararajan Natarajan 
(Primarily from: Universitas Indonesia, Civil Engineering Department, Depok 16424, Indonesia), “A unified 
polygonal locking-free thin/thick smoothed plate element”, Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 147-157, 1 July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.020 
ABSTRACT: A novel cell-based smoothed finite element method is proposed for thin and thick plates based on 
Reissner-Mindlin plate theory and assumed shear strain fields. The domain is discretized with arbitrary 
polygons and on each side of the polygonal element, discrete shear constraints are considered to relate the 
kinematical and the independent shear strains. The plate is made of functionally graded material with effective 
properties computed using the rule of mixtures. The influence of various parameters, viz., the plate aspect ratio 
and the material gradient index on the static bending response and the first fundamental frequency is 
numerically studied. It is seen that the proposed element: (a) has proper rank; (b) does not require derivatives of 
shape functions and hence no isoparametric mapping required; (c) independent of shape and size of elements 
and (d) is free from shear locking. 
 
Peng Hao, Dachuan Liu, Yu Wang, Xuanxiu Liu, Bo Wang, Gang Li and Shaowei Feng (Primarily from: State 
Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of Engineering Mechanics, 
International Research Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116023, 
China), “Design of manufacturable fiber path for variable-stiffness panels based on lamination parameters”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 158-169, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.075 
ABSTRACT: Compared with traditional composite panels, the modeling, analysis and design of variable-
stiffness panels with curvilinear fibers are much more complicated. Although the design flexibility is greatly 
enhanced, the design of variable-stiffness structures must meet manufacturing constraints to ensure that the 
designed structures can be fabricated finally. In order to design variable-stiffness composite panels that is very 
challenging due to its nonlinearity and non-convexity, a novel multi-stage design method for variable-stiffness 
panels is developed based on lamination parameters. First, lamination parameters are taken as design variables, 
and the stiffness distribution is obtained efficiently by few iterations. Next, the lamination parameters are 
transformed into actual layups. Finally, the realistic fiber path is regenerated by considering manufacturing 
constraints. In addition, the isogeometric analysis, which is more suitable for variable-stiffness structure, is used 
instead of the traditional finite element analysis to improve the analysis accuracy. Illustrative example 
demonstrates the high computational efficiency and optimization capacity of proposed method, compared to 
gradient-based algorithm and evolutionary algorithm. 
 
Pruthul Kokkada Ravindranath, Samit Roy, Vinu Unnikrishnan, Xuemin ang, Tingge Xu, Ray Baughman and 
Hongbing Lu (First author is from: Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics Department, University of Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa, AL, USA), “A multiscale model to study the enhancement in the compressive strength of multi-
walled CNT sheet overwrapped carbon fiber composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 219, pp 170-178, 1 July 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.065 
ABSTRACT: The high tensile strength of polymer matrix composites is derived primarily from the high 
strength of the carbon fibers embedded in the polymer matrix. However, their compressive strength is generally 
much lower due to the fact that under compression, the fibers tend to fail through micro-buckling well before 
compressive fracture occurs. In this work, we consider multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) sheets wrapped 



around carbon fiber at room temperature to improve fiber/matrix interfacial properties which, in turn, influences 
compressive strength of the composite. To investigate the effect of the wrapping of MWNT sheet on composite 
strength, Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed on an atomistic model of the interface region 
between the epoxy, carbon fiber and the scrolled MWNT sheets. The compressive strength of the unidirectional 
composite was computed using a novel hierarchical multi-scale model comprising of the rule of mixtures at the 
microscale, and the modified Argon’s formula for composites at the macroscale. Model predictions were 
benchmarked through comparison with experimental data for different volume fractions of MWNT sheet. 
 
Dong-Wei Wang, Li Ma, Xin-Tao Wang, Zhi-Hui Wen and Christ Glorieuz (Primarily from: Center for 
Composite Materials, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150001, PR China), “Sound transmission loss of 
laminated composite sandwich structures with pyramidal truss cores”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 19-
30, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.077 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a theoretical model that allows to calculate the acoustic transmission loss 
through laminated composite pyramidal sandwich structure consisting of two parallel plates connected by 
trusses. First-order shear deformation theory is adopted to model the vibration of such a structure, accounting 
for in-plane motion and coupling between extension and flexure of the different components, and taking into 
account elastic anisotropy. The interaction between the structure and the surrounding fluid is taken into account 
by imposing a velocity continuity condition at the interfaces. The displacement and stress fields are calculated 
in Fourier domain by solving the set of boundary condition equations at the connecting points. The theoretical 
predictions for the acoustic transmission through the structure show satisfactory agreement with experimental 
results of a standing wave tube experiment on specimens that were fabricated by cutting trusses from carbon 
fiber reinforced composite plates and snap-fitting them to plates made of the same material. Numerical 
simulations are used to verify, the influence of the stacking geometry and material parameters on the acoustic 
transmission for different frequencies and angles of incidence. Conclusions are presented that are helpful for 
practical design. 
 
 
H.N.R. Wagner (1), H. Koeke (2), S. Daehne (2), S. Niemann (2), C. Huehne (1,2) and R. Khakimova (3) 
(1) Technical University Braunschweig, Institute of Adaptronic and Functional Integration, Braunschweig, 
Germany� 
(2) German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute for Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems, Braunschweig, 
Germany� 
(3) Fraunhofer Institute, Open Hybrid LabFactory e.V., Wolfsburg, Germany� 
“Decision Tree-Based Machine Learning to Optimize the Laminate Stacking of Composite Cylinders for 
Maximum Buckling Load and Minimum Imperfection Sensitivity”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 45-63, 
15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.02.103 
ABSTRACT: Launch-vehicle primary structures like cylindrical shells are increasingly being built as 
monolithic composite and sandwich composite shells. These imperfection sensitive shells are subjected to axial 
compression due to the weight of the upper structural elements and tend to buckle under axial compression. In 
the case of composite shells the buckling load and imperfection sensitivity depend on the laminate stacking 
sequence. 
Within this paper multi-objective optimizations for the laminate stacking sequence of composite cylinder under 
axial compression are performed. The optimization is based on different geometric imperfection types and a 
brute force approach for three different ply angles. Decision tree-based machine learning is applied to derive 
general design recommendations which lead to maximum buckling load and a minimum imperfection 
sensitivity. 
The design recommendation are based on the relative membrane, bending, in-plane shear and twisting 
stiffnesses. Several optimal laminate stacking sequences are generated and compared with similar laminate 
configurations from literature. The results show that the design recommendations of this article lead to high-
performance cylinders which outperform comparable composite shells considerably. The results of this article 
may be the basis for future lightweight design of sandwich and monolithic composite cylinders of modern 
launch-vehicle primary structures. 
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ABSTRACT: With aeronautic industries focussing on thinner structures and reducing manufacturing costs, 
recent research has been dedicated to the impact and post impact response of thin laminates (<2 mm) made of 
textile fabric composites. A recent study revealed that thin laminates based on thin plies exhibit extensive fibre 
failure and a reduced compression after impact strength. To mitigate this weakness, we propose a novel 
laminate concept based on combining plies of different thicknesses in an unsymmetrical configuration 
(intermediate grade plies are located only at the bottom of the laminate, i.e., the non-impacted face). C-scan 
inspection on impacted and quasi-statically indented specimens, allowed the damage sequence of the proposed 
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ABSTRACT: The critical local buckling of simply-supported sinusoidal panels subjected to uniaxial 
compression using the Rayleigh-Ritz method is investigated. With increased applications of thin-walled 
composite structures in engineering, these corrugated panels are especially popular due to their high stiffness to 
weight ratio and high out-of-plane rigidities. Failure of such thin-walled panels occurs mainly in buckling rather 
than material failure; thus, it leads to the importance of buckling failure analysis. Conventional methods are 
limited when analyzing these panels in local buckling because of its unique geometries. Hence, a semi-
analytical solution is developed to predict the local buckling based on classical shell theory with a unit cell 
approach, and it shows excellent correlation with the results based on the numerical finite element analysis. A 
parametric study is conducted to evaluate the effects of the thickness, aspect ratio, and the corrugated amplitude 
of the panel on buckling. It is revealed that the derived solution can accurately capture the local buckling 
behavior at high thickness/radius of curvature ratios, any aspect ratios, and high corrugated amplitudes. 
Additionally, the effects of orthotropy, Poisson’s ratios and twisting capacities on the buckling behavior are 
explored. The proposed semi-analytical solution can be effectively used to aid in the efficient and accurate 
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ABSTRACT: Nonlinear and post-buckling behaviors of internally cracked functionally graded plates subjected 
to uniaxial compressive loading have been presented in this paper. A general nonlinear mathematical model for 
cracked functionally graded plates has been developed based on the first order shear deformation theory within 
the framework of von-Karman nonlinearity. To approximate the primary variables, Legendre polynomials are 
used in the current research. The crack is modelled by decomposing the entire domain of the plate into several 
sub-plates and therefore, a plate decomposition technique is applied. In this study, the penalty technique is used 
to enforce interface continuity between the sub-plates. The integrals of the potential energy are numerically 
computed by Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formulas to get adequate accuracy. Finally, the obtained non-linear 
system of equations is solved by the well-known Newton-Raphson technique. Results are presented to show the 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) is applied to examine the dynamic 
instability of embedded viscoelastic graphene sheet under periodic axial load including thermal effects. The 
foundation is simulated by visco-Pasternak model containing springs, dampers and a shear layer. The motion 
equations are derived according to the four-variable refined shear deformation plate theory and via Hamilton’s 
principle. The equations are converted into a linear system of Mathieu-Hill equations by means of Navier’s 
method. Afterwards, Bolotin’s approach is utilized to determine the principle unstable region of graphene sheet. 
The influences of nonlocal parameter, structural damping coefficient, length scale parameter, static load factor, 
temperature variation, foundation type as well as aspect ratio on the dynamic stability of graphene sheet are 
investigated. Based on the numerical results, it is indicated that with enlarging the nonlocal parameter, static 
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decreased  almost linearly with increasing eccentricity. 
 
Mohammed Sobhy and Ashraf M. Zenkour (First author is from: Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
Faculty of Science, King Faisal University, P.O. Box 400, Hofuf 31982, Saudi Arabia), “Porosity and 
inhomogeneity effects on the buckling and vibration of double-FGM nanoplates via a quasi-3D refined theory”, 
CompositeStructures, Vol. 220, pp 289-303, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.096 
ABSTRACT: This study is devoted to illustrate the mechanical buckling and free vibration analyses of double-
porous functionally graded (FG) nanoplates embedded in an elastic foundation. A new quasi-3D refined plate 
theory is presented to model the displacement field. This theory contains only five unknown functions and 
considers the shear strain as well as thickness stretching. Based on the modified Mooney-type exponential 
relation, a new exponential law is presented to govern the materials variation and porosities distribution through 
the thickness of the nanoplates. The two porous nanoplates are bonded together by a set of parallel elastic 
springs and surrounded by Pasternak medium. The nonlocal strain gradient theory containing the nonlocal 
parameter and gradient coefficient is utilized to study the size-dependent effects. Based on Hamilton’s principle, 
the equations of motion are drawn including the material parameters, elastic foundation reaction and biaxial 
compressive forces. An analytical approach for simply-supported and clamped bilayer porous FG nanoplates is 
implemented. The obtained results are compared with those available in the literature. Additional numerical 



calculations are introduced to show the influences of the material length scale parameters, inhomogeneity 
parameter, porosity factor and other parameters on the critical buckling and frequencies of the double-porous 
FG nanoplates. 
 
Krzysztof Magnucki, Dawid Witkowski and Ewa Magnucka-Blandzi (Primarily from: Institute of Rail Vehicles 
TABOR, ul. Warszawska 181, 61-055 Poznan, Poland), “Buckling and free vibrations of rectangular plates with 
symmetrically varying mechanical properties – Analytical and FEM studies”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, 
pp 355-361, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.082 
ABSTRACT: The subject of the paper is a rectangular plate with symmetrically varying mechanical properties 
in the thickness direction. The nonlinear hypothesis of deformation of the straight line normal to the plate 
neutral surface is assumed. The field of displacements of the plate is formulated assuming this hypothesis. 
Based on the Hamilton’s principle three differential equations of motion are obtained. The system of equations 
is analytically solved. The critical loads and fundamental natural frequencies for exemplary plates are derived. 
Moreover, the FEM model of the plate in the ABAQUS system is developed, and analogical calculations for 
exemplary plates are carried out. The calculation results of these two methods are compared. 
 
Liangyu Cheng, Chong Ji, Fuyin Gao, Yang Yu, Yuan Long and You Zhou (Primarily from: College of Field 
Engineering, Army Engineering University of PLA, Nanjing 210007, China), “Deformation and damage of 
liquid-filled cylindrical shell composite structures subjected to repeated explosion loads: Experimental and 
numerical study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 386-401, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.083 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response and structural damage of liquid-filled cylindrical shell composite 
structures, with different wall thicknesses and at varying stand-off distances, under repeated explosion loading 
were studied experimentally. The explosion resistance of liquid-filled cylindrical shell composite structures 
influenced by the wall thickness and stand-off distances was clarified, and the resistance thickness and critical 
distance were determined. The effect of internal liquid filling enhance the ability of the cylindrical shell to resist 
explosion loading was verified by experimental data. A stronger explosive load and greater deformation result 
in a more obvious enhancement effect of liquid filling on the cylindrical shell structure. 
The deformation and damage results of the liquid-filled cylindrical shell composite structures were divided into 
five typical modes. Three major modes were analysed numerically. By means of numerical simulation, the 
deformation and damage processes of the liquid-filled cylindrical shell composite structures subjected to 
repeated explosive loading were studied. The energy transformation directions of the three major modes were 
investigated in their respective deformation processes. 
 
Jun Wang, Jing Li, Hota GangaRao, Ruifeng Liang and Jiye Chen (First author is from: College of Civil 
Engineering, Nanjing Tech University, Nanjing, People’s Republic of China), “Low-veloity impact responses 
and CAI properties of synthetic foam sandwiches”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 412-422, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.045 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and analytical studies on impact and compression after impact 
(CAI) responses of sandwiches with glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) skins and synthetic foam cores 
under low-velocity impacting. The impact test results showed that the penetration depth of GFRP panels with 
synthetic foam is much smaller than that of bare synthetic foam panels. The edgewise compression test results 
indicated the facesheet debonding dominates the failure mode of the sandwich panels without lattice webs, 
while the failure mode of the sandwich panels with lattice webs is predominated by the wrinkling and 
delamination of the facesheets and the crushing of foam core. The influences of applied impact energy, GFRP 
lay-up, synthetic foam density and the existence of webs on the impact and post impact behavior of sandwich 
panels are discussed herein. Analytical models are proposed to predict the residual ultimate edgewise 
compressive load capacity of sandwich panels with lattice webs after impacts, using energy principles and 
variational methods in applied mechanics. The influences from impact damage, the local buckling of the 
facesheets and the confined strength of the foam core are measured and compared well with proposed analytical 
models. 
 
Rui Ren, Jianlin Zhong, Guigao Le and Dawei Ma (School of Mechanical Engineering, Nanjing University of 
Science and Technology, Nanjing 210094, China), “Research on intralaminar load reversal damage modeling 



for predicting composite laminates’ low velocity impact responses”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 481-
493, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.012 
ABSTRACT: Despite abundant finite element analysis (FEA) of low velocity impact (LVI) performance of 
composite laminates, the questions regarding the effects of different load reversal damage laws on predicted 
impact responses of composite laminates and which one is preferred for more physically-sound simulation of 
laminate LVI responses remain unresolved. In this paper, an elasto-plastic progressive damage model based on 
three load reversal damage laws including coupled tension-compression law, semi-stiffness recovery law and 
full-stiffness recovery law, were numerically implemented in predicting laminate LVI responses. By 
comparisons between simulations and available experimental data, the influences of different load reversal 
damage laws on predicted delamination threshold load, impact force, laminate central deformation, dissipated 
impact energy as well as damage status were analyzed. More accurately predicting laminates’ LVI responses, 
the semi-stiffness recovery law was concluded as the preferred intralaminar load reversal damage law. 
 
Marco Gherlone (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca 
degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Tria and quad plate finite elements based on RZT(m) for the analysis 
of multilayered sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 510-520, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.032 
ABSTRACT: Aim of the paper is to develop and to assess a class of plate finite elements for the analysis of 
multilayered composite and sandwich structures. The adopted model is the mixed Refined Zigzag Theory 
(RZT(m)), based on the kinematics of the Refined Zigzag Theory (RZT) and on the assumption of transverse 
shear stresses coming from integration of indefinite equilibrium equations. A triangular and quadrilateral flat 
finite element are developed by means of the Reissner’s Mixed Variational Theorem and an interpolation 
strategy to eliminate shear locking. Several numerical examples are discussed to demonstrate the accuracy of 
RZT(m) and related finite elements for static response, free-vibrations and critical load problems of sandwich 
structures. 
 
Joel Galos, Akbar Afaghi Khatibi and Adrian P. Mouritz (School of Engineering, RMIT University, GPO Box 
2476, Melbourne, VIC 3001, Australia), “Vibration and acoustic properties of composites with embedded 
lithium-ion polymer batteries”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 677-686, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.013 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures containing lithium-ion polymer (LiPo) batteries are being developed for 
electrical energy storage in motor vehicles and other applications. This paper presents an experimental and 
numerical study into the effect of embedding (LiPo) batteries into carbon fibre laminates and sandwich panels 
on the vibration and acoustic properties. The vibration responses (modal frequencies, damping) were measured 
experimentally using Laser Doppler vibrometry and calculated numerically using finite element modal analysis. 
The results reveal that careful placement of LiPo batteries within composite structures is needed to control the 
vibration properties. Embedding batteries at the nodal points increases the vibration bending damping ratio for 
modes II and III, with improvements of up to 220% (mode II) and 310% (mode III) for the laminate and 
sandwich composite, respectively. LiPo batteries also improve the acoustic performance by increasing the 
coincidence frequency and decreasing the wavenumber amplitude at frequencies above the first vibration 
bending mode. The results indicate that the judicious placement of embedded LiPo batteries can improve the 
vibration damping properties of both carbon fibre laminates and sandwich composites. 
 
J.G. Carrillo, N.G. Gonzalez-Canchi, E.A. Flores-Johnson and P. Cortes (First author is from: Unidad de 
Materiales, Centro de Investigacion Cientifica de Yucatan, Calle 43, No. 130, Col. Chuburna de Hidalgo, 
Merida, Yucatan 97205, Mexico), “Low velocity impact response of fibre metal laminates based on aramid 
fibre reinforced polypropylene”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 708-716, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.018 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the low velocity impact behaviour of thermoplastic fibre metal laminates (FMLs) 
made of aramid fibre reinforced polypropylene and aluminium alloy Al 5052-H32 is presented. The impact 
behaviour of these FMLs and their constituent materials was determined using a drop-weight impact tower. 
Force-time curves were used to obtain the absorbed energy for each tested material at different impact energies. 
The results showed that the FML configuration based on a 3/4 layering arrangement (3 layers of aluminium and 
4 layers of composite) exhibited the highest specific absorbed energy for the first damage and perforation 



threshold when compared to the other laminates and constituent materials here studied. Optical analysis showed 
that the plastic deformation and the tearing of the aluminium layers, as well as fibre breakage and delamination 
were the main impact energy-absorption mechanisms. These findings warrant further research to fully 
understand the low velocity impact behaviour of these thermoplastic FMLs for engineering applications. 
 
Bin Qin, Kwangnam Choe, Tiantian Wang and Qingshan Wang (First author is from: Key Laboratory of Traffic 
Safety on Track, Ministry of Education, School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central South 
University, Changsha 410075, PR China), “A unified Jacobi-Ritz formulation for vibration analysis of the 
stepped coupled structures of doubly-curved shell”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 717-735, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.027 
ABSTRACT: The free vibration of different kinds of stepped coupled doubly-curved shell structures with 
elastically constrained edges are investigated by adopting the Jacobi-Ritz method for the first time. Coupled 
structures are comprised of substructures, where paraboloidal, hyperbolical, elliptical, and cylindrical stepped 
shells are typical ones. The Flügge’s thin shell theory is utilized to construct the analytical model, together with 
the multi-segment partitioning strategy. For each shell segment, despite of various boundary conditions, the 
displacement components along the meridional directions are expressed by Jacobi polynomials and those along 
the circumferential directions are represented by Fourier series. Then the unknown coefficients of the 
displacements are obtained by introducing the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The solutions proposed here for coupled 
structures have two main advantages: first, there is no need to vary the displacement or the motion equations; 
and secondly, the efficiency of modeling can be notably enhanced. By comparison with (Finite Element 
method) FEM and others’ results, the reliability of current method can be validated. At last, the free vibrations 
of different kinds of coupled structures containing stepped shell are analyzed by presenting several numerical 
examples, the results of which may be served as reference data. 
 
Jiefu Liu, Wensu Chen, Hong Hao and Zhonggang Wang (First author is from: School of Traffic & 
Transportation Engineering, Central South University, Changsha, Hunan, China), “Numerical study of low-
speed impact response of sandwich panel with tube filled honeycomb core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 
736-748, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.023 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panel with Honeycomb Filled with Circular Tubes (HFCT) as core is numerically 
investigated by using ABAQUS/Explicit in this study. To calibrate the numerical model, the panels equipped 
with conventional hexagon honeycomb cores are modeled. Good agreement between numerical and 
experimental results is achieved. The sandwich panels with HFCT are compared with the sandwich panels with 
Honeycomb and Multi-tube cores of identical mass subjected to vertical and oblique impacts. The maximum 
displacement of face-sheets, plastic energy absorption, boundary reaction forces and impact load time history 
are calculated to assess the impact resistant capacity. The panel with HFCT core has smaller rear face-sheet 
displacement and higher energy absorption capacity as compared to the panels with the Multi-tube and 
Honeycomb core. Under oblique impact, both HFCT and Multi-tube panels have superior impact resistant 
capacity than the Honeycomb panel. In addition, the impact resistances of four types of multi-arc tube filled 
Honeycomb (HFMT) are also analysed. Their performances under vertical and oblique impacts are compared 
with those of HFCT. 
 
Chien H. Thai, A.J.M. Ferreira, T.D. Tran and P. Phung-Van (First author is from: Division of Computational 
Mechanics, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “Free vibration, buckling and bending 
analyses of multilayer functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite plates using the 
NURBS formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 749-759, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.100 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a NURBS formulation based on the four-variable refined plate theory (RPT) for free 
vibration, buckling and static bending analyses of multilayer functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG GPLRC) plates, for the first time, is proposed. The distributions of graphene platelets (GPLs) in 
the polymer matrix either uniformly or non-uniformly including different patterns are considered. The Young’s 
modulus of the nanocomposites is predicted by the modified Halpin–Tsai model, while the Poisson’s ratio and 
density mass are implemented by the rule of mixtures. Governing equations are derived and the NURBS 
formulation is employed to obtain natural frequencies, critical buckling loads and deflections of multilayer FG 
GPLRC plates. Thanks to continuous higher-order derivatives of NURBS basis functions in isogeometric 



analysis (IGA), the present approximation is easy to satisfy the C1-continuty requirement of the RPT model. In 
addition, a rotation-free technique is applied to eliminate the bending and shear slopes in the case of clamped 
boundaries. Effects played by GPLs weight fraction, GPLs distribution patterns, number of layers, thickness-to-
length ratio are investigated. Numerical results indicate that the inclusion of GPLs can significantly improve the 
stiffness of plates. 
 
O.H. Hassoon, M. Tarfaoui, A. El Moumen, Y. Qureshi, H. Benyahia and M. Nachtane (ENSTA Bretagne, 
IRDL – UMR CNRS 6027, F-29200 Brest, France), “Mechanical performance evaluation of sandwich panels 
exposed to slamming impacts: Comparison bbetween experimental and SPH results”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 220, pp 776-783, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.051 
ABSTRACT: Slamming is a dynamic phenomenon in which a high magnitude pulse peak pressure occurs in a 
short time duration when the bottom structure of a ship impacted against the sea surface. This phenomenon can 
cause damage in the structure due to fluid-structure interaction (FSI) thus, plays a vital role in designing and 
manufacturing of ships for naval applications. In this paper, high performance sandwich structure, having many 
opportunities and challenges for the marine structural design, were studied experimentally using a high-speed 
shock test machine to examine the water entry problem. In addition, a velocity control system was used to 
calibrate and preserve the approximately uniform velocity throughout the slamming impact. Sandwich panels 
with different thicknesses i.e. 27 mm and 37 mm therefore, having different stiffness’s were exposed under 
constant impact velocities of 6 and 8 m/s at the deadrise angle 10°. Experimental results were then compared 
and verified by the numerical investigation based on explicit Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. 
This study focuses on the overall structural response, deformation, and hydrodynamic response of the structure 
during the dynamic impact designed for naval applications. 
 
Peng Jiao, Zhiping Chen, You Li, He Ma and Jihang Wu (Institute of Process Equipment, College of Energy 
Engineering, Zhejiang University, 38 Zheda Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310027, PR China), “Dynamic buckling 
analyses of functionally graded carbon nantotubes reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical shell under 
axial power-law time-varying displacement load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 784-797, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.048 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a semi-analytical approach is proposed to investigate the dynamic buckling 
behavior of functionally graded carbon nanotubes reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical shell under 
dynamic displacement load. Five types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) distribution are considered, in which the 
uncertainty of CNTs distribution is also taken into account. Combining with the first-order shear deformation 
theory and von-Kármán strains, the nonlinear governing equations for dynamic buckling analysis of FG-
CNTRC cylindrical shell considering the thermal effects are derived. Then, Galerkin method and the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method are employed to solve the governing equations. And the dynamic critical buckling 
condition of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shell is determined by the Budiansky-Roth criterion. Compared with the 
published literatures, the feasibility and accuracy of proposed analysis approach are validated. Finally, the 
parametric studies are systematically carried out to analyze the effects of CNTs distribution type, CNTs volume 
fractions, the uncertainty of CNTs distribution, the loading rate and form of dynamic displacement load, 
structural characteristics and temperature on the dynamic buckling behavior of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shell. 
 
Christian Nitschke, Angela Vincenti and Jean-Camille Chassaing (Sorbonne Université, CNRS, Institut Jean Le 
Rond d’Alembert, UMR 7190, F-75005 Paris, France), “Influence of stochastic perturbations of composite 
laminate layups on the aeroelastic flutter of a cantilevered plate wing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 809-
826, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.072 
ABSTRACT: A numerical study of the effect of uncertainties in ply angles and thicknesses on the flutter speed 
of a cantilevered composite plate wing was conducted in this paper. Reduction of the number of uncertain 
parameters was possible thanks to the use of the polar method, which also enabled a systematic analysis of the 
influence of material symmetries. From the polar domain of orthotropic laminates, several stacking sequences 
were reconstructed in order to propagate parametric uncertainties. Typical fabrication uncertainties on ply 
thicknesses and angles were considered in order to quantify their influence on the probabilistic aeroelastic 
response. The reduction of the set of stochastic parameters by the polar method enabled the use of a 
polynomial-chaos approach which was combined with machine-learning techniques in order to deal with the 



correlation and with discontinuities in the response surface. Results reveal that possible manufacturing 
tolerances cause significant deviations in the critical flutter speed from the nominal value, especially when 
mode switches occur. As these deviations surpass classical dimensioning margins, uncertainty quantification 
approaches can provide added safety. 
 
Hyunbum Park (Department of Defense Science & Technology-Aeronautics, Howon University, 64 Howondae 
3gil, Impi, 54058 Gunsan, Republic of Korea), “Investigation on low velocity impact behavior of sandwich 
composite and monolithic laminate plates using FEM analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 842-846, 
15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.058 
ABSTRACT: Because the fiber composite approach can provide significant improvement in specific strength 
and stiffness over conventional metal alloys, the consuming demand is getting more increase. Moreover, the 
composite material structures are more effective in economic point of view due to great reduction of number of 
parts and manufacturing processes relatively to the conventional metal structure. However the composite 
structures has an disadvantage for instance, very weak for impact damage due to foreign object damage such as, 
sand, rock, birds, tool, etc. Especially the damage due to low velocity impact rather than that by high velocity 
impact cannot be visually found. Such the low velocity damage can be divided into some types such as matrix 
cracking, fiber fracture, delamination, etc. In this study low velocity impact behaviors of monolithic laminate 
plate were investigated and sandwich composite plate compared using a commercial FEM Code. 
 
Zhaoye Qin, Xuejia Pang, Babak Safaei and Fulei Chu (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Tribology, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China), “Free vibration analysis of 
rotating functionally graded CNT reinforced composite cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 847-860, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.046 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a general approach is provided for the free vibration analysis of rotating 
functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical shells with arbitrary 
boundary conditions. General formulations are derived based on the first-order shear deformation theory, the 
Donnell-type kinematic assumptions, and the artificial spring technique. Coriolis and centrifugal effects due to 
rotation are taken into account in the shell model. By employing Chebyshev polynomials as admissible 
functions, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is employed to derive the equations of motion for rotating FG-CNTRC 
cylindrical shells. The approach proposed is validated by comparing the present results with those reported in 
literature. The traveling wave motions of rotating FG-CNTRC shells are investigated. The effects of geometric 
parameters, volume fraction of carbon nanotubes, and boundary conditions on shell vibrations are also 
evaluated. 
 
Hadi Babaei, Yaser Kiani and M. Reza Eslami (First author is from: Mechanical Engineering Department, 
South Tehran Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran), “Large amplitude free vibrations of long FGM 
cylindrical panels on nonlinear elastic foundation based on physical neutral surface”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 220, pp 888-898, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.03.064 
ABSTRACT: In the current investigation, the small and large amplitude free vibration characteristics of long 
cylindrical panels made of FGMs is investigated using the higher order shear deformation shell theory and 
Donnell kinematic assumptions. The interaction of the panel with a nonlinear hardening/softening foundation in 
also included into the formulation. The properties of the panel are assumed to be graded across the thickness of 
the panel and assumed to be temperature dependent. Using the neutral surface concept, the three coupled motion 
equations of the shell are established and solved for the case of long panels which are immovable simply 
supported on straight edges. The solution method is based on the two step perturbation technique which results 
in a closed form expression for the frequencies of the panel as a function of the mid-point deflection. Numerical 
studies are first validated for the case of long FGM plates. Afterwards novel numerical results are given to show 
the effect of geometrical parameters, power law index, foundation stiffnesses and temperature elevation. As 
shown, temperature elevation results in the reduction in natural frequencies and enhancement of the frequency 
ratio of the panel. Also temperature dependency reduces the natural frequencies and frequency ratios of the 
panel. 
 
Erfan Shafei, Shirko Faroughi and Timon Rabczuk (First author is from: Faculty of Civil Engineering, Urmia 
University of Technology, Urmia, Iran), “Isogeometric HSDT approach for dynamic stability analysis of 



general anisotropic composite plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 220, pp 926-939, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.054 
ABSTRACT: Due to wide application of anisotropic composite plates in modern engineering structures and 
they were studied rare in literature, the main goal of this work is to study dynamic stability analysis of general 
anisotropic composite plates. To this end, here, we use the advantages of isogeometric analysis (IGA) to 
develop a higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) framework. In this work, force-frequency curves are 
obtained for general anisotropic composite plates using novel IGA-HSDT approach which have been previously 
presented using conventional finite element for specially orthotropic plates. Based on observation, the 
developed method is higher-order accurate, stable for wide spectral frequency range of anisotropic plates, and 
efficient in capturing the mode-converging phenomenon. IGA-HSDT model affirmed that the thick plates are 
more sensitive to frequency convergence prior to divergence with respect to thin ones. Furthermore, C3 
NURBS capture the discrete spectrum accurately which is important for explicit dynamic applications of 
anisotropic plates. Specifically, anisotropic plates with clamped boundaries and low slenderness ratios have 
mode-converging phenomenon in dynamic stability curves prior to fundamental mode divergence which is not 
detected in previous works. 
 
Yingjie Zhang and Yongqiang Li (College of Science, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110819, China), 
“Nonlinear dynamic analysis of a double curvature honeycomb sandwich shell with simply supported 
boundaries by the homotopy analysis method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 221, 110884, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.056 
ABSTRACT: Dynamics of a double curvature honeycomb sandwich shell with simply supported boundaries are 
studied in this paper. The nonlinear governing equations of the double curvature honeycomb sandwich shell 
subjected to transverse excitations are derived by using Hamilton’s principle and Reddy’s third-order shear 
deformation theory. Based on the homotopy analysis method, the average equations of the primary resonance 
and harmonic resonance are obtained. The influence of structural parameters, the transverse exciting force 
amplitude and transverse damping to the double curvature honeycomb sandwich shell are discussed by using 
the analytic approximation method. The amplitude-frequency response curves demonstrate softening 
nonlinearity in primary resonance (no internal resonance), hardening nonlinearity in 3 order superharmonic 
resonance and no jump phenomenon in 1/3 subharmonic resonance. The variation of nonlinear strength, 
multivalued jump point and multivalued region are detailed and discussed. 
 
Weihua Fang, Tiantang Yu, Le Van Lich and Tinh Quoc Bui (First author is from: Nanjing Automation 
Institute of Water Conservancy and Hydrology, Nanjing 210012, PR China), “Analysis of thick porous beams 
by a quasi-3D theory and isogeometric analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 221, 110890, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.062 
ABSTRACT: We analyze mechanical behavior of porous beams by an effective computational approach based 
on isogeometric analysis (IGA). The quasi-3D theory is employed to take into account not only both normal and 
shear deformations without any shear correction factor, but also the thickness stretching effect, while the use of 
NURBS basis functions within the IGA framework can directly meet the first-order derivative demand of the 
quasi-3D theory. To demonstrate the accuracy and performance of the quasi-3D theory-based isogeometric 
analysis, mechanical static bending and natural frequency of porous beams are investigated via the proposed 
method. In porous beams, porosities are assumed to vary along the thickness direction and to distribute in 
uniform, symmetric, and asymmetric configurations. The effects of porosity distribution, volume fraction of 
porosity, boundary condition, length-to-height ratio, etc., on deflections, stresses, and fundamental frequencies 
of porous beams are systematically analyzed. Numerical results indicate that the porosity distribution 
significantly alters the deflection and natural frequency of porous beams with large thickness and high volume 
fraction of pores. The present study, thus, provides an incisive approach for investigation on mechanical 
responses of porous structures and useful insights into the porosity design to achieve appropriately natural 
frequency and deflection responses. 
 
Cuong-Le Thanh, Loc V. Tran, Tinh Quoc Bui, Hoang X. Nguyen and M. Abdel-Wahab (The first author is 
from: Faculty of Civil Engineering and Electricity, Open University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), 
“Isogeometric analysis for size-dependent nonlinear thermal stability of porous FG microplates”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 221, 110838, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.010 



ABSTRACT: In this article, we present for the first time a research analysis for the size-dependent effects on 
thermal buckling and post-buckling behaviors of functionally graded material micro-plates with porosities 
(imperfect FGM) using isogeometric analysis. A seventh-order shear deformation plate theory associated with 
the modified couple stress theory (MCST) is particularly imposed to capture the size-dependent phenomenon 
within imperfect FGM micro-plates. The material properties of imperfect FGM micro-plates with three different 
distributions of porosities including even, uneven and logarithmic-uneven varying across the plate thickness are 
derived from the modified rule-of-mixture assumption. The nonlinear governing equation for size-dependent 
imperfect FGM micro-plate under uniform, linear and nonlinear temperature rise is derived using the Von-
Kármán assumption and Hamilton’s principle. Through numerical example, the effect of temperature rise, 
boundary conditions, power index, porosity volume fraction, porosity distribution pattern and material length 
scale parameter on thermal buckling and post-buckling behaviors of FGP micro-plates are investigated. 
 
H. Salehipour, A. Shahsavar and O. Civalek (The first author is from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Ilam University, Ilam 69315-516, Iran), “Free vibration and static deflection analysis of functionally graded and 
porous micro/nanoshells with clamped and simply supported edges”, Composite Structures, Vol. 221, 110842, 1 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: The static deflection and free vibration problem of functionally graded porous (FGP) cylindrical 
micro/nanoshells are analyzed using the concept of the modified couple stress theory. The governing equations 
of first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) are employed and solved by generalized differential quadrature 
(GDQ) solution method. Using the power low for the FG properties, and incorporating pore content effect, a 
modified power function is considered for modelling FGP material properties. The transverse deflection under 
transverse loading and free vibration are numerically presented for a cylindrical micro/nanoshell with simply 
and clamped edges. The influences of porosity type, porosity volume fraction, material properties, size scale 
parameter, and type of the boundary conditions on the static bending and free vibration of FGP 
micro/nanoshells are investigated. 
 
Ye-Wei Zhang, Chang Su, Zhi-Yu Ni, Jian Zang and Li-Qun Chen (Primarily from: College of Aerospace 
Engineering, Shenyang Aerospace University, Shenyang 110136, PR China), “A multifunctional lattice 
sandwich structure with energy harvesting and nonlinear vibration control”, Composite Structures, Vol. 221, 
110875, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.047 
ABSTRACT: A new multifunctional lattice sandwich structure consisting of a lattice sandwich beam, a 
nonlinear energy sink (NES) and a giant magnetostrictive material (GMM) is proposed in this research. This 
structure exhibits excellent self-vibration suppression and aeroelastic energy harvesting performance. The 
dynamic equations of the whole structure are established using Hamilton principle and Newton’s second law, 
and the Runge-Kutta algorithm is used to obtain the amplitude response of the beam coupled with NES and 
without NES, which can indicate the vibration control effect of NES. Moreover, the energy harvest effect of the 
structure with GMM is also analyzed through numerical simulation. And a comparative analysis of relevant 
parameters such as NES mass, spring stiffness and damping coefficient is also implemented. The results show 
that this new multifunctional lattice sandwich structure can achieve the desired effect of vibration suppression 
and energy harvesting, and proper adjustment of parameters will improve the effect. This study provides a new 
idea for related research on vibration control and energy harvesting. 
 
Haitao Ye, Jiayao Ma, Xiang Zhou, Hai Wang and Zhong You (First author is from: School of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), “Energy absorption behaviors of pre-folded composite 
tubes with the full-diamond origami patterns”, Composite Structures, Vol. 221, 110904, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110904 
ABSTRACT: Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) has demonstrated significant promise to improve the 
performance-to-weight ratio in automotive and aerospace sectors. Nevertheless, traditional thin-walled CFRP 
tubes still have several defects such as a high initial peak force with a relatively low mean crushing force and 
unstable collapse mode, which significantly reduce their performance when used as energy absorption devices. 
In this study, the full-diamond origami pattern was introduced to thin-walled CFRP tubes. The effect of the 
origami patterns on the energy absorption properties and collapse modes of these tubes subjected to quasi-static 
axial loads was investigated both experimentally and numerically. A comprehensive parametric study on the 
geometrical parameters and ply stacking sequence of pre-folded CFRP tubes was conducted. Moreover, a 



comparison between the pre-folded CFRP tube and the metal counterpart was performed, which shows that 
CFRP pre-folded tube can effectively reduce the initial peak forces while increasing the overall energy 
absorption capacity. 
 
B. Anirudh, M. Ganapathi, C. Anant, O. Polit, “A comprehensive analysis of porous graphene-reinforced 
curved beams by finite element approach using higher-order structural theory: Bending, vibration and 
buckling”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110899, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110899 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the bending, vibration and buckling characteristics of functionally graded porous 
graphene-reinforced nanocomposite curved beams are studied based on a trigonometric shear deformation 
theory. The effect of various theories deduced from the proposed formulation on the static and dynamic 
behavior of curved nanocomposite beams is also studied. The governing equilibrium equations are formed by 
applying Lagrangian equations of motion coupled with the finite element approach employing a 3-noded C1 
continuous curved beam element. The methodology developed here is tested for problems having known 
solutions in the open literature. A detailed investigation involving various parameters such as coefficient of 
porosity, type of distribution pattern for the porosity and graphene platelets, radius of curvature of curved beam, 
length-to-thickness ratio, the platelet geometry, and boundary conditions on the static bending, free vibration 
and elastic stability behavior of nanocomposite curved beams is conducted. New results for certain boundary 
conditions of graphene reinforced curved beams are presented. Participation of various types of in-plane and 
transverse bending modes responsible for yielding the lowest critical buckling loads/natural frequencies are also 
highlighted. 
 
Gisele G. Cintra, Daniel C.T. Cardoso, Janine D. Vieira, “Parameters affecting local buckling response of 
pultruded GFRP I-columns: Experimental and numerical investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, 
Article 110897, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110897 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the performance of pultruded glass fiber reinforced polymer 
(pGFRP) I-section columns subject to short-term concentric compression, bringing up a discussion on the 
relevant parameters affecting their local buckling behavior and the interpretation of tests results. An 
experimental program was carried out, including a detailed material characterization and twenty-nine 
compression tests on short I-columns made of either polyester or vinyl ester matrices, with variable flange 
width-to-section depth ratios (bf/d), column lengths and local end conditions. The theoretical critical loads 
predicted using generalized beam theory (GBT) and finite element method (FEM) were compared to 
experimental results obtained by Southwell and Koiter techniques, with better agreements obtained for the 
latter. It is shown that, besides the length and local end conditions for loaded edges, post-buckling with 
associated non-linear elastic strains distribution throughout the cross-section and damage prior to buckling have 
relevant influence on the measured critical loads. On the other hand, the influence of the rotational stiffness of 
web-flange junctions were considered small for the material and cross-sections studied. Finally, results have 
shown that the usual boundary condition adopted in literature approaches a clamped condition instead of 
simply-supported one. 
 
Xuan Zhao, Guohua Zhu, Chenyu Zhou, Qiang Yu, “Crashworthiness analysis and design of composite tapered 
tubes under multiple load cases”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110920, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110920 
ABSTRACT: Carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) are characterized by lightweight, high specific strength 
and stiffness, superior energy-absorbing capacity, and excellent design flexibility. Thus, use of CFRP thin-
walled structure as crashworthy application can improve fuel economics and crashworthiness characteristics 
compared with their metal counterparts. In this study, we reported crushing behavior of several CFRP tapered 
tubes with various cross-sectional profiles and tapered angles under multiple load cases through numerical 
simulations. The influences of cross-sectional profiles, tapered angle and loading angle on crashworthiness of 
all configurations were explored by comparing their failure modes, load-displacement curves, crashworthiness 
indicators and energy-absorbing mechanisms. It was found that a positive correlation between total energy-
absorbing capacity and the edge number of cross section profile was demonstrated, and the tapered tubes with 
circular profile showed the best total energy-absorbing capacity under both axial and oblique loadings. Besides, 
it was indicated that the energy-absorbing capacity of the tubes reduced in different degrees with increasing 



impact angle, and raising tapered angle of the tube was capable to mitigate this reduction degree. Further, the 
complex proportional assessment method (COPRAS) was adopted to effectively pick up the optimal 
configuration from all configurations concerned. It was found that H-6, which is the CFRP tapered tube with 
hexagonal profiles and tapered angle of 6°, was the best configuration, indicating its superiority in 
crashworthiness characteristics under multiple load cases. Finally, the CFRP tapered tube H-6 was further 
optimized by using a discrete optimization method to improve its crashworthiness characteristics, and the 
results showed that the SEA-sub-alpha was improved by 4.35% from the initial design. This study demonstrated 
that the proposed two-step process (firstly select the best optimal configuration based on COPRAS; then 
perform the discrete optimization) was fairly effective to obtain an optimal configuration for crashworthiness 
design of CFRP tapered tubes under multiple load cases. 
 
R. Ansari, E. Hasrati, J. Torabi, “Nonlinear vibration response of higher-order shear deformable FG-CNTRC 
conical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110906, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110906 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the large-amplitude free and forced vibrations of functionally graded carbon 
nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) conical shells are investigated based on the higher-order shear 
deformation theory. In order to obtain the governing equations, the metricized energy functional of the structure 
is presented based on the higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) and von-Karman geometric 
nonlinearity. Then, the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method is adopted to present the discretized 
energy functional. The numerical time differential operators together with the arc-length continuation scheme 
are utilized to solve the governing equations and find the free and forced vibration responses. In order to 
evaluate the influences of reinforcement factors and geometrical parameters on the nonlinear vibration behavior, 
various numerical results are reported. The numerical results reveal that the increase of semi-vertex angle of the 
shell increases the nonlinear to linear frequency ratio. 
 
C.H. Daros, “A new Fourier transform-based fundamental solution for laminated composite plates with coupled 
bending and extension”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110918, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110918 
ABSTRACT: We present in this note a new derivation for a Fourier transform-based fundamental solution for 
the coupled bending-stretching problem of laminated composite plates. The classical laminated plate theory is 
used for the description of the kinematics of the plate. 
 
Yuan Chen, Lin Ye, Juan Pablo Escobedo-Diaz, Yi-Xia Zhang, Kunkun Fu, “Quasi-static and dynamic 
progressive crushing of CF/EP composite sandwich panels under in-plane localised compressive loads”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110839, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.011 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the in-plane localised crushing responses and progressive damage 
mechanisms of CF/EP composite sandwich panels under both quasi-static and dynamic loadings. The effect of 
the indenter shape on the damage mechanisms of the CF/EP composite sandwich panels under both quasi-static 
and dynamic in-plane localised crushing were investigated. It was found that the specimens were prone to 
lamina bending under quasi-static compression irrespective of indenter shapes, whilst the specimens failed 
mostly with fronds fracturing with different extents of transverse shearing under dynamic crushing. The specific 
energy absorptions of the CF/EP composite sandwich panels under dynamic impact are 20% lower than those 
under quasi-static compression. An energy balance model was adopted to analyse failure mechanisms and 
energy dissipation. To the model, the geometry of the debris wedge was predicted using an inverse calculation 
with experimental validation. The results show that the crush energy is mainly consumed by friction work and 
bending at about 55% and 35%, respectively. 
 
José Humberto S. Almeida, Lars Bittrich, Eelco Jansen, Volnei Tita, Axel Spickenheuer, “Buckling 
optimization of composite cylinders for axial compression: A design methodology considering a variable-axial 
fiber layout”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110928, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110928 
ABSTRACT: Fiber steering is an outstanding capability for producing composite structures with spatially 
tailored properties. The ability of tailoring the reinforcement arbitrarily in the space generates laminate with 



variable-stiffness, possessing substantial scope for outperforming traditional constant-stiffness laminates. This 
investigation presents a methodology to optimize composite cylinders with a variable-axial (also known as 
variable angle-tow and variable-stiffness) layout under axial compression for the adopted design space, loads 
and boundary conditions, using a novel optimization concept based on the manufacturing characteristics of the 
Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) process. Next, a post-buckling analysis is carried out in order to make a first 
assessment of the imperfection sensitivity of the cylinders. The current approach locally optimizes both 
thickness and fiber angle of each finite element (FE), where thickness accumulation is reached through a 
smooth overlapping of rovings, a typical characteristic of TFP process. The optimized cylinders have 
significantly higher linear buckling loads than the corresponding initial layouts and are less sensitive to affine 
initial geometrical imperfections. The current work on optimization of the linear buckling behavior of variable-
axial (VA) shells shows both the potential of using VA-configurations to exploit their tailoring ability and the 
capabilities of the current optimization framework to improve and optimize the behavior of VA structures. 
 
Prasant Kumar Swain, Balakrishna Adhikari, D.K. Maiti, B.N. Singh, “Aeroelastic analysis of CNT reinforced 
functionally graded laminated composite plates with damage under subsonic regime”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 222, Article 110916, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110916 
ABSTRACT: This research paper presents the dynamic and aeroelastic analysis of functionally graded carbon 
nanotube reinforced (FG-CNTRC) laminated composite plates with damage in the subsonic regime. First order 
shear deformation theory (FSDT) is applied to develop finite element code in MATLAB environment for 
structural analysis. The anisotropic damage formulation based on the concept of stiffness reduction is 
introduced into the finite element formulation to include the damage in the plate. To implement aeroelastic 
analysis through PK-method, the required aerodynamic force matrix coefficients, are generated in MSC.Nastran 
by supplying modal parameters (obtained from structural analysis) through direct matrix abstract program 
(DMAP) using doublet-lattice-method (DLM). The accuracy of the present model has been analyzed by 
tackling the various numerical illustrations and validated with some of earlier published literature. Further, the 
effect of various parameters like CNT fiber volume fraction, lamination sequence, damage location and 
orientation on flutter characteristic are studied. 
 
T. Ampatzidis, D. Chronopoulos, “Mid-frequency band gap performance of sandwich composites with 
unconventional core geometries”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110914, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110914 
ABSTRACT: In this work novel unconventional core architectures are presented which are able to induce 
flexural band gaps while not being detrimental for structural bending stiffness of the sandwich structures. Two 
different core schemes are examined with both of them exhibiting low-frequency stop bands. While 
unconventional, the designs of the core offer a novel solution which can be easily manufactured in high volume 
parts using two-dimensional automated cutting machine. A hybrid finite element and periodic structure theory 
scheme is employed for the calculation of the stiffness and mass matrices, and periodic structure theory is used 
to obtain the wave propagation of the beams. Having acquired the wave dispersion curves and the finite element 
analysis’ results, two specimens are manufactured using carbon fibre cured plates and commercially available 
PVC foam as core material. Experimental measurements of the dynamic performance of the structures are 
conducted using a laser vibrometer and electrodynamic shaker setup. 
 
Kazim Ahmet Hasim, Adnan Kefal, Erdogan Madenci, “Isogeometric plate element for unstiffened and blade 
stiffened laminates based on refined zigzag theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 110931, 15 August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110931 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an isogeometric plate element, IG-RZT based on the refined zigzag theory 
(RZT) to model bending behavior of blade stiffened and unstiffened thick or thin laminates. This element is free 
of shear-locking and shear correction factors due to the use of Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) 
functions which satisfy the requirement of C1continuity in the computation of transverse shear stresses. 
Comparison of the predictions with IG-RZT element with the previous benchmark solutions reveals fast 
convergence and high accuracy for general laminate layups under different loading and boundary conditions. 
Thus, the IG-RZT element can be adopted for computationally efficient and accurate analysis of unstiffened and 
stiffened flat laminates. 
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Pengchong Zhang, Chengzhi Qi, Hongyuan Fang, Chao Ma, Yesheng Huang, “Semi-analytical analysis of static 
and dynamic responses for laminated magneto-electro-elastic plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 222, Article 
110933, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110933 
ABSTRACT: The scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM) incorporated with the precise integration 
technique (PIT) is further extended to present the semi-analytical analysis of static bending and free vibration 
behaviors of laminated magneto-electro-elastic composite plates. It is applicable to thin and thick multilayered 
magneto-electro-elastic plates. The basic equations are formulated by only using the two dimensional model, 
which helps to make sure that the computation is efficient. The discretization is carried out in terms of spectral 
elements. Only three displacement components, electric and magnetic potentials are selected as the basic 
variables. Characterized by the important features of the SBFEM, the elastic displacements, electric and 
magnetic potentials along the thickness direction can be solved analytically. Differing from most plate models 
taking a priori assumptions on distributions of the mechanical, electric and magnetic variables, the derivation of 
governing SBFEM equations strictly follows the 3D theory of magneto-electro-elastic materials without 
introducing any assumptions on multiphysics fields. By virtue of the scaled boundary coordinates and the 
principle of virtual work, the key partial differential equations are simplified into the governing ordinary 
differential matrix equation. To increase the accuracy of the SBFEM governing equation, the PIT is utilized, 
which ensures that any desired accuracy of the results can be reached. Static and dynamic numerical examples 
show that variations of mechanical, electric, magnetic fields and natural frequencies predicted by the proposed 
approach are in excellent agreement with the elastic solutions of other methods. Therefore, the versatility and 
perfect accuracy of the present technique is fully validated. Furthermore, the influences of aspect ratios, 
boundary conditions and stacking sequences on the cross-thickness distributions of displacements, stresses, 
electric potential, electric displacements, magnetic potential, magnetic induction and vibration frequencies in 
the multilayered magneto-electro-elastic plate are discussed. 
 
Mehdi Baghaee, Amin Farrokhabadi, Ramazan-Ali Jafari-Talookolaei, “Modeling, analysis, and control of 
MFC sandwiched laminate panel flutter with general layups and arbitrary boundary conditions”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110940, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110940 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new solution approach based on Lagrange multipliers is developed for aeroelastic 
panel flutter analysis of rectangular composite plates sandwiched by two Macro Fiber Composites (MFCs). The 
smart panel has general stacking sequences and subjected to the elastic edge restraints. By utilizing the assumed 
mode technique, the displacements and electric potentials are expanded using formerly determined mode 
shapes. Afterward, the potential and kinetic energies of the problem are achieved and by employing the 
Lagrange equation, the discretized equations of the motion are obtained. The supersonic aerodynamic load is 
modeled through the well-known piston theory and included within the equations by means of the non-
conservative force term of the Lagrange equation. Deriving the equations is more simplified thanks to the 



orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials. Finally, the input voltage of the MFC actuator is determined 
through the proportional or velocity feedback control algorithms based on the sensor output. The capability and 
credibility of the proposed approach are confirmed by comparing the results with those achieved by the FEM. 
The method is used to investigate the effects of MFCs orientations on the panel flutter boundaries of smart 
plates. 
 
Bin Qin, Kwangnam Choe, Qiangyun Wu, Tiantian Wang, Qingshan Wang, “A unified modeling method for 
free vibration of open and closed functionally graded cylindrical shell and solid structures”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110941, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110941 
ABSTRACT: In this research, a novel three-dimensional (3D) exact solution for the dynamic analyses of 
functionally graded (FG) cylindrical structures with arbitrary boundary conditions is put forward. In accordance 
with the power law distribution of constituents volume, the material properties vary consecutively along the 
length of the FG cylindrical structures. The theoretical model is derived based on the 3D elasticity theory. The 
displacements of the FG cylindrical structures are expanded as a 3D cosine series accompanied with auxiliary 
functions. In comparison with traditional Fourier series, these complementary functions can be helpful to 
remove the discontinuities of the displacements and the correlated derivatives at the edges. The advantage of the 
present method compared with others is that it is able to be extended to arbitrary boundary conditions without 
peculiar procedures. The present results are compared with those from other literature to validate its reliability. 
Several numerical examples are exhibited for FG cylindrical structures (open cylindrical shell, open cylindrical 
solid, cylindrical shell and cylindrical solid) with different types of boundary conditions (both classical and 
elastic boundary conditions). In addition, the effect of gradient index on the FG cylindrical structures is also 
reported. 
 
Xiaochao Chen, Yixin Lu, Bo Zhu, Xuanling Zhang, Yinghui Li, “Nonlinear resonant behaviors of bi-
directional functionally graded material microbeams: One-/two-parameter bifurcation analyses”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110896, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110896 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear resonance behaviors of bi-directional functionally graded (BDFG) 
microbeams are investigated. The material properties including the material length scale parameter vary along 
both thickness and axial directions. Employing Hamilton’s principle, the differential equations are derived 
based on von-Karman geometric nonlinearity and Timoshenko beam theory. The modified couple stress theory 
is adopted to capture the size effects. The continuous system dynamics model is discretized by method of 
Galerkin scheme along with appropriate eigenfunctions, resulting in the reduced order model which is a coupled 
large-dimension system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The nonlinear resonance behaviors of two 
type of BDFG microbeams are explored by performing one- and two-parameter bifurcation analyses. In one-
parameter bifurcation analysis, the frequency- and force-response curves are constructed by tracing the period 
motion of microbeam using the pseudo-arclength continuation technique. Cyclic-fold bifurcation which 
indicates jump phenomenon is detected in the period motion. The trajectories of cyclic-fold bifurcation points 
are achieved by implementing the two-parameter bifurcation analysis. The cusp bifurcation of periodic motion 
implies the occurrence of CF bifurcation. Numerical simulations are performed to examine the influences of the 
system parameters, e.g. gradient indexes,dimensionless length scale parameter, damping coefficients and aspect 
ratio on the nonlinear resonance of BDFG microbeams. 
 
Fangtao Xie, Yegao Qu, Qiwei Guo, Wenming Zhang, Zhike Peng, “Nonlinear flutter of composite laminated 
panels with local non-smooth friction boundaries”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110934, 1 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110934 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the numerical analysis of nonlinear flutter of composite laminated 
panels with local non-smooth friction interfaces and exposed to supersonic airflow. The Reddy’s third-order 
shear deformation plate theory with zig-zag effects and the nonlinear von Kármán strains are employed to 
formulate the structural model of the panel. A series of macro-slip friction models are adopted to impose the 
friction boundaries, which can describe the non-smooth characteristics of the friction interface. The discretized 
governing equations of motion of the panel with non-smooth friction boundary are established using the 
nonlinear finite element method. The effects of the physical parameters of the friction interface including the 
normal force, the coefficient of friction and the length of the friction interface, on the flutter behaviors of the 
laminated panel are examined. It is found that the critical flutter dynamic pressure of the panel may increase due 



to the constraints of the friction boundary. As the dynamic pressure increases, an abrupt variation in the flutter 
response of the panel may appear due to the coexistence of the stick and slip motions of the friction interface. In 
addition, the friction boundary has little effects on the location of the maximum deformation of the panel. 
 
Mehran Motevalli, Jörg Uhlemann, Natalie Stranghöner, Daniel Balzani, “Geometrically nonlinear simulation 
of textile membrane structures based on orthotropic hyperelastic energy functions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
223, Article 110908, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110908 
ABSTRACT: New hyperelastic orthotropic models are proposed for the simulation of textile membranes used 
in civil engineering applications. In contrast to published models, part of the new models is polyconvex and 
ensures thereby a physically meaningful and mathematically sound formulation. The models are adjusted to 
uniaxial tension tests performed in warp and fill direction, where not only the stress-strain response in tension 
direction is accounted for but also the lateral contraction. Thereby, the crosswise interaction between the warp 
and fill direction is captured. In a series of different boundary value problems the new models as well as a 
competitive formulation given in literature are compared with respect to the accuracy to represent the 
experimental data, the mathematical properties as well as the numerical robustness. As it turns out, most 
formulations including the model from the literature show a loss of material stability and non-converging 
Newton iterations in structural simulations. Only one of the proposed polyconvex formulations works robustly 
in numerical simulations of realistic structural engineering problems. Thereby, this new orthotropic model 
enables realistic simulations of textile membranes in a fully geometrically nonlinear setting, which does not 
require simplifications based on linearized strains, which are currently used as standard in engineering practice. 
 
Bing Zhao, Jian Chen, Tao Liu, Wenhao Song, Jianren Zhang, “A new Timoshenko beam model based on 
modified gradient elasticity: Shearing effect and size effect of micro-beam”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, 
Article 110946, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110946 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the shearing effect and size effect of micro-beams, a new Timoshenko beam model 
based on the modified gradient elasticity (MGE) is developed by using the variational principle. The new model 
can be simplified to the MGE Bernoulli-Euler beam model when the shearing effect is neglected, also can be 
simplified to the classical Timoshenko beam model when two internal length scales vanish. To solve this new 
model, a central finite difference method with virtual nodes is developed. Three numerical examples of the 
homogeneous beams and axially functionally graded (AFG) beams are considered in this paper. The size effect 
can be captured by the new model, i.e. the deflection, rotation angle and shearing angle decrease with the 
internal length scales increasing. The shearing effect, which plays an important role in deflection for a micro-
beam, cannot be neglected even for the slender beam. 
 
Xintao Huo, Guangyong Sun, Haiyang Zhang, Xiaojiang Lv, Qing Li, “Experimental study on low-velocity 
impact responses and residual properties of composite sandwiches with metallic foam core”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110835, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.04.007 
ABSTRACT: Performances of lightweight sandwich panels can be enhanced by proper combination of 
facesheets and core. To promote sandwich structures for automobile applications, this study aimed to 
investigate the crashworthiness and residual performance of metallic foam based sandwich panels. Three types 
of facesheet materials (i.e. aluminum alloy Al6061, glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) and carbon fiber 
reinforced plastic (CFRP)) with different Young's moduli and ultimate strengths were considered; and the 
effects of skin thickness, core density and core height were evaluated under both low-velocity off-panel pre-
impact and in-panel post-compression. The compression after impact (CAI) tests were conducted in a full range 
of impact energy up to structural penetration of sandwich panel. The loading process and failure mechanism 
were scrutinized based upon the internal damage and external deformation modes, acquired by computerized 
tomography (CT) scan as well as in-situ 3D digital image correlation (DIC) techniques, respectively. Under the 
low-velocity pre-impact, two typical load-displacement responses, namely double-peak and triple-peak patterns, 
were observed. It was found that impact resistance of the sandwiches with Al6061 facesheets was higher than 
that with fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) laminated facesheets, meaning that ductile materials could be a better 
choice for sandwich facesheets when the impact resistance is a primary concern. For the in-panel post-
compression test, it was found that the Al6061 facesheet failed in a collapse mode due to buckling; while the 
FRP laminated facesheet damaged in a form of fracture. Besides, the experimental results revealed that the 
specimens with Al6061 facesheets exhibited advantages in terms of peak load, energy absorption and the 



specific energy absorption (SEA). Nevertheless, the sandwiches with the FRP laminated facesheets 
demonstrated better structural integrity and residual performance of mechanical responses after the pre-impact. 
 
Zhengxian Liu, Qifeng Li, Wenfeng Bian, Xin Lan, Yanju Liu and Jinsong Leng, “Preliminary test and analysis 
of an ultralight lenticular tube based on shape memory polymer composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, 
Article 110936, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110936 
ABSTRACT: Shape memory polymer composites (SMPCs) demonstrate the advantages of light weight, high 
strain rate, high strength, high stiffness, self-locking and self-deployment. In this study, the mechanical 
properties and deformation performance of SMPC-based lenticular tube are studied. Dynamic mechanical 
analysis (DMA) tests and three-point bending tests were carried out to determine thermomechanical properties, 
and +45°/−45° fiber layout was chosen as the optimum layout. Tensile tests were conducted to investigate the 
mechanical properties of SMPC at different temperature. The strain distribution during recovery process was 
obtained by digital image correlation (DIC) experiment. Bending and recovery process were simulated by finite 
element analysis, the stress distribution of curved state of lenticular tube were obtained. Comparing with 
traditional lenticular tube, SMPC-based lenticular tube exhibits the advantages of controllability and stability in 
deploying process, and they still work well after folding 30 deformation cycles. Due to its above advantages, 
several potential applications are proposed for deployable space structures and will be validated in near future. 
 
Xiao-Yi Zhou, Xin Ruan, P.D. Gosling, “Thermal buckling optimization of variable angle tow fibre composite 
plates with gap/overlap free design”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110932, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110932 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures in a thermal environment may suffer from buckling failures due to 
thermally induced compressive forces, leading to concerns over their application in environmentally aggressive 
conditions. This issue is addressed by proposing a novel approach to the design of tow paths for enhancing 
thermal buckling performance, and it can also overcome the problems of tow gaps and overlapping. A level set 
function, such as defined by signed distance function, for representing a series of equidistant tows throughout 
the laminate, is adopted here to formulate an optimization problem that seeks to maximize the buckling load 
under thermal loading, and the level set values are thus the design variables. Sensitivities of thermal buckling 
eigenvalues with respect to tow paths, i.e. level set values, are derived through the adjoint method, and they are 
used to solve the optimization problem through the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In this study, numerical examples 
are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, where laminated plates made of various 
materials under different boundary conditions are considered. Results show that the proposed approach can 
provide efficient solutions with enhanced buckling performance. 
 
Margarita Akterskaia, Pedro P. Camanho, Eelco Jansen, Albertino Arteiro, Raimund Rolfes, “Progressive 
delamination analysis through two-way global-local coupling approach preserving energy dissipation for single-
mode and mixed-mode loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110892, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110892 
ABSTRACT: Together with fiber breakage and matrix cracking, delamination is one of the common damage 
mechanisms occurring in laminated fiber-reinforced composite structures. Delamination initiates due to the 
relatively low interlaminar strength of adjacent plies. Delamination onset and propagation can be induced by 
various combinations of loads and usually leads to a significant reduction of the load-carrying capacity of the 
structure. For this reason, an efficient and reliable progressive failure analysis capability is required. In this 
work, the delamination process is simulated by means of a two-way global-local coupling approach. In 
particular, within this novel global-local approach a method is introduced that ensures the preservation of the 
dissipated energy when switching between the global and local level. This approach is tested and illustrated 
under single-mode I and II, and mixed-mode loading in the double cantilever beam (DCB), the end-notched 
flexure (ENF) and the mixed-mode bending (MMB) benchmark tests, respectively, and the results are compared 
to available analytical solutions. Finally, the developed method has been applied to a one-stringer stiffened 
panel and a good agreement was attained compared to the solid model reference solution. 
 



R. Rimašauskienė, V. Jūrėnas, M. Radzienski, M. Rimašauskas, W. Ostachowicz, “Experimental analysis of 
active–passive vibration control on thin-walled composite beam”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 
110975, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110975 
ABSTRACT: In the study presented, active and passive vibration control techniques for a thin-walled 
composite beam were developed and experimentally analysed. An MFC (Macro Fibre Composite) actuator was 
used, together with the magnetic forces between two permanent cuboidal magnets (passive vibration control) 
for vibration damping applications. After the experiments conducted with active vibration control (MFC 
actuator), it was found that in all cases, the vibration damping of the analysed system was much higher at its 
resonant frequency. Nevertheless, due to the experimental results, it could be concluded that active and passive 
vibration control systems were efficient for thin-walled composite beam vibration amplitude control. 
Methodology for thin-walled composite beam vibration control analysis was developed and presented in the 
article. 
 
D.T. Filipovic, G.R. Kress, “Stress analysis of corrugated orthotropic laminates under transverse shear loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110983, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110983 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study on the stresses caused by transverse shear force on corrugated 
laminates that complements existing work having addressed stresses caused by bending moment. It recalls 
recent theory for simulating transverse-force effects, provides fundamental insights on the peculiar effects of 
corrugation on shear stress distributions, and illuminates the effects of geometric parameters and laminate 
design on inter- and intralaminar shear-stress distributions. At the end, a critical distance between clamping and 
transverse-force introduction is identified at which the internal bending moment and the transverse force 
compete in providing failure conditions. 
 
Kangkang Wang, Libin Zhao, Haiming Hong, Yu Gong, Jianyu Zhang and Ning Hu, “An analytical model for 
evaluating the buckling, delamination propagation, and failure behaviors of delaminated composites under 
uniaxial compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110937, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110937 
ABSTRACT: Laminated carbon fibre reinforced composite materials are very susceptible to delamination, 
which is one of the most serious failure modes in composite laminates. According to the requests of damage 
tolerance evaluation, to completely evaluate the buckling responses and failure behaviors of delaminated 
composites under uniaxial compression, an analytical model was established. Based on the principle of 
minimum potential energy and brittle damage mechanics, the analytical model incorporated both the 
delamination propagation and failure evaluation into the buckling analysis. Uniaxial compression tests of three 
specimens containing embedded delaminations were conducted. The predicted results are highly consistent with 
the experimental outcomes, thus validating the applicability and accuracy of the proposed analytical model. It is 
found that the out-of-plane deflections and energy release rate of the delaminated laminate are closely related to 
the buckling states; the choice of Gc in a range from G1c to Giic has little effect on the predicted results with 
the proposed model. 
 
Xiao-Yi Zhou, Xin Ruan, P.D. Gosling, “Robust design optimization of variable angle tow composite plates for 
maximum buckling load in the presence of uncertainties”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110985, 1 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110985 
ABSTRACT: A robust design optimization algorithm is proposed for variable angle tow composite structures in 
the presence of uncertainties in the constituent material properties and applied loads. The proposed algorithm 
uses a stochastic perturbation method to propagate these uncertainties through to the simulated structural 
response, measured in terms of buckling load. The expected value plus a selected number of standard deviations 
of the response in the form of a bi-criteria problem. To describe the curvilinear fibres, two types of fibre path 
function, namely linear- and nonlinear-variation formulae, are adopted to illustrate the proposed methodology. 
A comparison between the resulting robust designs and deterministic designs is made, and changes to the final 
designs of fibre tow paths arising from the inclusion of uncertainty are discussed. It is shown that the robust 
designs out-perform the deterministic designs under real-world situations that include uncertainties. 
 



Min Yu, Tan Wang, Weijun Huang, Huanxin Yuan, Jianqiao Ye, “Fire resistance of concrete-filled steel tube 
columns with preload. Part I: Experimental investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110994, 1 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110994 
ABSTRACT: Preload in a cast-in-situ concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) structure is an important parameter that 
has been studied and considered in design and construction. However, the impact of a preload on fire resistance 
of CFST has not been taken into account in the existing design method of CFST under fire. In this paper, twelve 
CFST columns with and without preload in the steel tubes are experimentally studied to investigate their heating 
process, failure modes, thermal and structural responses. The test results show that preload of the steel tube has 
significant impact on the fire resistance of some of the columns. Further investigations on this important 
observation will be done numerically in a companion paper [24] to carry out a more comprehensive parametric 
study. 
 
Min Yu, Tan Wang, Weijun Huang, Jianqiao Ye, “Fire resistance of concrete-filled steel tube columns with 
preload. Part II: Numerical and analytical investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 223, Article 110995, 1 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110995 
ABSTRACT: Cast-in-situ concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) structures are inevitably subjected to preload that 
are developed in the steel tube during the construction process. These preloads may have detrimental effects on 
the overall performance of a CFST component, such as a CFST column, especially when the column is 
subjected to elevated temperature. However, existing design methods of CFST exclude the impacts of preload 
in fire resistance design. In this paper, a three-dimensional finite element model for predicting fire resistance of 
CFST with preload is developed and validated by experimental tests. The model is then used to predict fire 
resistance time of CFST columns with different slenderness, load and preload ratios. The results show that 
preload of the steel tube have little influence on the fire resistance of short CFST columns, while the influence 
of preload on the fire resistance can be significant when the slenderness ratio is greater. Further increase of the 
slenderness ratio exceeding a certain range, however, reduces the effect of preload. It can be generally 
concluded that fire resistance of slender CFST columns decreases with increase of preload ratios and the effect 
of preload on fire resistance of CFST columns is more prominent when the load ratio is greater. In addition, 
formulas for calculating fire resistance of cast-in-situ concrete-filled steel tubes (CFST) with preload are 
proposed. 
 
Mahsa Karimiasl, Farzad Ebrahimi, Bekir Akgöz, “Buckling and post-buckling responses of smart doubly 
curved composite shallow shells embedded in SMA fiber under hygro-thermal loading”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 223, Article 110988, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110988 
ABSTRACT: In this research, the post-buckling behaviors of doubly curved composite shells in hygro-thermal 
environment are investigated by employing multiple scales perturbation method. Three-phase composites shells 
with polymer/Carbon nanotube/fiber and polymer/Graphene platelet/fiber (PGF) and Shape Memory Alloy 
(SMA)/matrix according to Halpin-Tsai model are taken into consideration. The displacement-strain of 
laminated doubly curved shells via third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT) and using von-Kármán 
nonlinear shell theory is obtained. The governing equations of shallow shell are derived by implementing 
Hamilton's principle. For investigating correctness and accuracy, this paper is validated with other previous 
researches. Finally, different parameters such as volume fraction of SMA, temperature rise, various distribution 
patterns, aspect and curvature ratios are considered in this article. It is found that these parameters have 
significant effect on the thermal buckling loading. 
 
Xu Liang, Xing Zha, Yang Yu, Zeng Cao, Xue Jiang and Jianxing Leng, “Semi-analytical vibration analysis of 
FGM cylindrical shells surrounded by elastic foundations in a thermal environment”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 223, Article 110997, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110997 
ABSTRACT: The natural frequency and transient response of FGM cylindrical shells under arbitrary boundary 
conditions are performed in present work. A novel semi-analytical method, which integrates Durbin’s inverse 
Laplace transform and the differential quadrature method, is developed to analyze the dynamical behavior of 
cylindrical shells. Durbin’s numerical inversion method is selected to gain time domain solutions. The 
trigonometric series expansion is used in the circumferential direction whereas the use of differential quadrature 
method provides numerical solutions in terms of axial direction. Comparisons show that the calculated natural 
frequencies are in good agreement with results in the literature. Convergence study illustrates that the developed 



method is rapidly convergent with the increase of sampling points, and the calculated transient response of the 
cylindrical shell is validated by comparing with Navier’s solution. The influences of boundary conditions, 
material graded indexes, temperature changes, elastic foundation coefficients and geometric parameters on 
transient response are analyzed. Numerical results indicate that the peak displacement of cylindrical shells 
increases with the increase of temperature changes and length-radius ratios or the decrease of elastic foundation 
coefficients and thickness-radius ratios. 
 
Fei Xia, Fang Jian, Zhipeng Zhu, Ping Li, Haofeng Liang, Fusong Jin and Jianghong Xue, “A modified first 
order shear deformation theory for Reissner-Mindlin composite panels with internal delamination”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 224, Article 110935, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110935 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an extended first order shear deformation theory is proposed for Reissner-Mindlin 
laminated composite panels with internal delamination. The distinctive feature of the present theory is that a 
contact mechanism is involved in the governing equations based on FSDT by introducing a constitutive relation 
between the contact force and the transverse deflection and are expressed in terms of the displacements and the 
rotation functions. The proposed theory is applied to investigate the structural failure of a delaminated Reissner-
Mindlin composite panel subjected to in-plane compression. Numerical solutions are computed by developing 
MATLAB program for different values of thickness-to-width ratio, material properties, aspect ratio and 
delamination conditions and are compared with those obtained from the modified classic laminated plate theory 
established in previous works and with ABAQUS results. Both theories and ABAQUS analysis predict a 
consistent global buckling mode without opening in between the delamination. The comparisons of the two 
solutions not only validate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed M-FSDT but also evidence that 
neglecting the transverse shear strain may lead to the overestimation of the load capacity of the panel up to 
more than 35% when the thickness-to-width ratio is greater than 0.15. 
 
Yeon-Taek Hwang, Kyung-Hee Choi, Jae-In Kim, Jaeyoung Lim, Byeunggun Nam and Hak-Sung Kim, 
“Prediction of non-linear mechanical behavior of shear deformed twill woven composites based on a multi-scale 
progressive damage model”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111019, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111019 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the non-linear mechanical behavior of shear deformed woven composite was 
predicted using a representative volume element (RVE) model based on multi-scale progressive failure analysis. 
The micro-scale RVE model, consisting of single fiber and a matrix, was employed to determine the stress 
amplification factor and distinguish the failure of each fiber and the matrix constituent. Then, a meso-scale RVE 
model of shear deformed twill woven composite was developed to predict non-linear behavior using micro-
stress transferring with finite element simulation. Fiber yarn shapes were observed with respect to the shear 
angle of the twill fabric. Based on the observed yarn geometry, shear deformed twill composite was modeled by 
using the open source software TexGen. To prove validity of the proposed model, shear deformed twill woven 
composite was fabricated using a picture frame, followed by a vacuum assisted resin transfer molding process. 
Mechanical tests were conducted and the failure progress during the tests was observed to determine their 
failure analysis. As a result, a good correlation between the multi-scale progressive damage model and 
experimental results such as mechanical properties, the non-linear stress-strain curve, and failure modes were 
achieved. 
 
Kailing Guo, Ling Zhu, Yinggang Li, T.X. Yu, “Numerical study on mechanical behavior of foam core 
sandwich plates under repeated impact loadings”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111030, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111030 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the mechanical behavior of aluminum foam sandwich plate (AFSP) subjected to 
repeated impact loadings is investigated. Firstly, the method to achieve repeated impacts of AFSP in the 
numerical simulation is proposed. Then dynamic responses obtained from repeated impact tests are compared 
with those of numerical simulations, and the results show good agreements. Besides, the mechanism of energy 
absorption of the AFSP under repeated impacts are examined. Results show that the elastic deformation energy 
of AFSP increases with the impact number, but the increment declines. On the contrary, the plastic deformation 
energy decreases with the impact number. In addition, the effects of thickness distribution of face sheets on 
impact resistance of AFSP under repeated impacts are investigated. It can be found that as the thickness of front 



face sheet increases, the peak impact force and the energy absorbed by front face sheet increase, while the 
deflections of front and back face sheets, the energy absorbed by back face and aluminum foam decrease. 
 
Yanfei Yang, Xiaogang Chen, “Influence of fabric architecture on energy absorption efficiency of soft armour 
panel under ballistic impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111015, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111015 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to optimize fabric architecture of soft armour panel in order to improve ballistic 
performance without increasing weight. Finite Element (FE) analysis, in conjunction of ballistic test, was used 
to investigate ballistic responses of fabrics with different weave parameters under ballistic impact. In an 
individual layer, the yarn crimp effect on energy absorption exhibits significant in the consideration of yarn 
count, weave density and areal density of fabric. FE results indicate that the stress on the high crimp fabric 
fluctuated more severely at the crossover and fail earlier than that of the fabric with low crimp. In a multi-layer 
panel, the yarn crimp is still influential on energy absorption of each fabric layer, Backface Signature (BFS) and 
perforation ratio of the whole panel. The panel combining low crimp fabrics shows that the energy absorption 
efficiency of each layer is higher than that of the panel composed of high crimp fabrics. However, the panel 
with low crimp fabrics possesses enlarged BFS and increased perforation ratio. These findings are greatly 
meaningful for the design of soft armour panel. 
 
R. Pramod, C.K. Krishnadasan, N. Siva Shanmugam, “Design and finite element analysis of metal-elastomer 
lined composite over wrapped spherical pressure vessel”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111028, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111028 
ABSTRACT: Over the years, Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessels (COPV) have been utilized in the 
aerospace and automotive industries. In the present work, a novel approach has been adopted in designing the 
liner and test the feasibility of adopted manufacturing and joining techniques. The selection of winding angle 
and thickness distribution of composite along the meridional direction of the pressure vessel is derived by using 
an analytical approach based on classical laminate theory. Further, Finite Element Modelling (FEM) software 
ABAQUS-6.14 is utilized and tested for minimum burst pressure load to account the effects of composite 
winding angle layup and effective thickness of liner and composite at the pole, dome and equator regions of 
COPV. Among the various failure criterion of COPV, liner buckling and bond failure between the liner and 
composite overwrap resulting in the creation of the debond region are considered. These failures are concerned 
with contact issues and can be minimised by proposing to include a hyperelastic elastomer layer between the 
liner and composite overwrap. The analytical and FE analysis approach towards predicting the strength 
response of composite under applied load showed good agreement. At minimum burst pressure load findings 
showed that overall behaviour, stress-strain distributions and effect of elastomer thickness on liner were found 
satisfactory. A critical study involving Finite Element Analysis (FEA) based liner alone burst pressure test, and 
credibility of joining techniques employed in assembly of liner is analysed and found acceptable. 
 
Chetan K. Hirwani, Subrata K. Panda, “Nonlinear thermal free vibration frequency analysis of delaminated 
shell panel using FEM”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111011, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111011 
ABSTRACT: The current research reported the thermal free vibration characteristics of the debonded 
composite shell structure considering the large geometrical deformation. The delaminated composite panel 
structural model is derived using two different higher-order polynomial kinematics. The nonlinear structural 
geometry has been modeled via Green-Lagrange relations in conjunction with temperature loading. The 
separation between the adjacent layers of the composite has been incurred through a sub-laminate approach and 
the corresponding displacement continuity imposed at the boundaries (laminated and delaminated). Moreover, 
the isoparametric Lagrangian type of element (eighty-one and ninety degrees of freedom) is adopted for the 
discretization of the physical shell structure. The nonlinear governing equation of motion of heated shell 
(healthy and debonded) structure derived using Hamilton principle and the nonlinear frequency responses 
computed using the direct iterative technique for the computational purpose. The solution (numerical) stability 
and the accuracy have been established as a priori by solving a series of examples available in the literature. The 
conclusions regarding the model applicability for debonded (size, location and position) structural analysis 
represented with or without temperature effect. 
 



J. Jefferson Andrew, Sivakumar M. Srinivasan, A. Arockiarajan, Hom Nath Dhakal, “Parameters influencing 
the impact response of fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composite materials: A critical review”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111007, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111007 
ABSTRACT: The damage of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite materials induced by impact load is 
one of the most critical factors that restrict extensive use of these materials. The behavior of composite 
structures under transient impact loading and the ways to enhance their characteristics to withstand this type of 
dynamic loading might be of specific significance in the aerospace sector and other applications. This paper 
critically reviews the important parameters from the published literature influencing the impact resistance and 
the damage mechanics of fiber-reinforced composite materials. Firstly, the paper reviews the influence of 
impact velocity on various failure modes. Following this, a comprehensive review on the four key parameters 
specifically material, geometry, event and the environmental-related conditions that affect the structural 
behavior of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites to impact loading is discussed. The review further 
outlines areas to improve the impact damage characteristics of composites and then conclude with a summary of 
the discussion on the future work relating to the most influencing parameters. 
 
Mesut Şimşek, “Some closed-form solutions for static, buckling, free and forced vibration of functionally 
graded (FG) nanobeams using nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111041, 
15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111041 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, static bending, buckling, free and forced vibration of functionally graded (FG) 
nanobeams are studied within the framework of the recently proposed nonlocal strain gradient theory and the 
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The material properties of nanobeam are presumed to be graded in the thickness 
direction according to a simple power-law distribution in terms of the volume fraction of the constituents. The 
governing equation and the related boundary conditions are derived via the principle of the calculus of 
variation. In order to eliminate the axial displacement in the formulation, the concept of the neutral surface is 
adopted. Some analytical solutions are obtained for the static displacement, critical buckling load, free vibration 
frequencies and the dynamic displacement for the case of the simply-supported end condition. In the dynamic 
analysis, three different loading cases, a moving load with constant velocity, point and distributed harmonic 
loads, are considered, and Duhamel’s integration is utilized for obtaining the corresponding dynamic 
deflections. Several numerical examples are presented in figures and tables in order to examine the effects of 
the strain gradient and the nonlocal parameters, the gradient index, the excitation frequency and the moving 
load velocity on the mechanical behavior of FG nanobeam. 
 
Vuong Nguyen Van Do, Chin-Hyung Lee, “Mesh-free thermal buckling analysis of multilayered composite 
plates based on an nth-order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111042, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111042 
ABSTRACT: This study aims at exploring buckling behavior of multilayered composite plates including 
functionally graded material (FGM) layer in thermal environments by using a mesh-free method. The thermal 
buckling of the composite plate laminated with FGM layer is formulated by an improved Moving Kriging (MK) 
meshless method based on an nth-order shear deformation theory which enables the optimal order number to 
provide the best prediction to be chosen. In the improved MK mesh-free method, the covariance basis function 
is presented in a compactly supported form to build the shape functions with no fitting parameters. Four types 
of multilayered composite plates with FGM layer subjected to in-plane and through-thickness temperature 
changes are considered, and the material properties are both position and temperature dependent. Performance 
accuracy of the proposed mesh-free method is first confirmed by comparing the computed results with the 
reference solutions available in the literature, followed by the detailed parametric studies in which the effects of 
the ingredient fraction, FGM constituents, composition scheme, plate geometric parameter and boundary 
condition are scrutinized focusing on temperature dependency of the material properties. 
 
Jinghua Zhang, Like Chen, Yali Lv, “Elastoplastic thermal buckling of functionally graded material beams”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111014, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111014 
ABSTRACT: Elastoplastic thermal buckling characteristics of ceramic-metal functionally graded material 
(FGM) beams subjected to transversely non-uniform temperature rise are investigated by symplectic method in 
Hamiltonian system. Based on TTO model, the linear hybrid hardening elastoplastic model is used to simulate 



the elastoplastic material properties and establish thermal elastoplastic constitutive equations of FGM beams. 
Then, the canonical equations are established to transform critical loads and buckling modes into symplectic 
eigenvalues and eigensolutions in symplectic space. The main contributions of this study are that complete 
buckling mode space and critical thermal axial forces for elastoplastic thermal buckling of the FGM beams are 
obtained by analytical solutions; meanwhile, buckling temperatures and elastoplastic interfaces of the bucked 
FGM beams are obtained by inverse solutions. Numerical examples of buckling behaviors varying with thermal 
load, slenderness ratio and power law index are presented. The effects of elastoplastic material properties on 
critical temperatures and plastic zone are analyzed and discussed. 
 
L. Yuan, R.C. Batra, “Optimum first failure load design of one/two-core sandwich plates under blast loads, and 
their ultimate loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111022, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111022 
ABSTRACT: We consider a sandwich plate with face sheets made of unidirectional fiber-reinforced composite 
with fibers being either glass, or carbon or aramid and the core made of balsa wood loaded by a blast pressure, 
and find optimal geometries and materials for maximizing the first failure load. While analyzing the problem, 
we assume that the areal density is fixed and use the Nest-Site Selection optimization algorithm, a third-order 
shear and normal deformable plate theory, a one-step stress recovery scheme, and the Tsai-Wu failure criterion. 
We also delineate the effect on the first failure load of inertia forces and uncertainties in values of various 
parameters. For a sandwich plate optimally designed for the first failure load, we find the ultimate load by 
progressively degrading elasticities of failed elements. We find that the optimal single-core sandwich designs 
are symmetric about the mid-surface with thick face sheets and the optimal two-core sandwich designs have a 
thin middle face sheet, and thick top and bottom face sheets. The first failure load of the optimal clamped 
single-core (two-core) design is approximately 20% (30%) more than that of the corresponding simply-
supported plate. For simply-supported (clamped) sandwich structures, the failure initiates at the centroid (center 
of the clamped edge) of either the top or the bottom surfaces. It is also found that the first failure occurs in a 
face sheet (core) due to the in-plane transverse axial stress (transverse shear stress) exceeding its critical value. 
The collapse load of a clamped (simply-supported) sandwich structure is approximately 15%–30% (0%–17%) 
higher than the first failure load. The maximum deflection of the collapsed structure may be in a direction 
opposite to that of the applied load. A novelty of the work is in considering inertia effects in ascertaining the 
first and the ultimate failure loads and quantifying the benefits, if any, of two-core over one-core sandwich 
structures, and determining effects of uncertainties in values of parameters. 
 
Li Zhang, Shufeng Zhang, Dong Xu, Xun Chen, “Compressive behavior of unidirectional FRP with spacial 
fibre waviness and non-uniform fibre packing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111082, 15 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111082 
ABSTRACT: Longitudinal compressive strength of common engineering FRP is known to possess large 
stochastic variation which highlights the importance of accurate prediction on the compressive failure 
behaviour. This study employs non-linear 3D FE modeling to investigate the influence of spacial fibre waviness 
and non-uniform fibre packing on the compressive strength of UD FRP. Cuboid shaped FE model is 
constructed, and a region of sinusoidal fibre waviness is introduced in the model. Fibre is considered as 
materially linear-elastic but geometrically non-linear, while matrix is considered as elastic perfectly plastic. The 
results highlight that in the fibre kinking process fibre rotation may not necessarily occur in the plane with 
largest preliminary fibre misalignment angle (or fibre waviness plane). The compressive strength of FRP not 
only depends on fibre misalignment angle but also on fibre waviness direction, while non-uniform fibre packing 
seems to have insignificant influence on the compressive strength. 
 
Jialin Liu, Tao Zhang, Weimin Jiang, Jiayi Liu, “Mechanical response of a novel composite Y-frame core 
sandwich panel under shear loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111064, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111064 
ABSTRACT: The hot-press molding method was developed to fabricate a novel composite Y-frame core 
sandwich panel in this paper. The shear experiments were conducted to investigate the shear mechanical 
response of the composite Y-frame core sandwich panels with different relative densities. The impact of relative 
density on the failure behavior, shear stress-strain curves and shear properties were discussed. The shear tests 
indicated that the shear mechanical response of the composite Y-frame core sandwich panels was significantly 



influenced by the relative density. It was observed from the tests that the delamination failure at the web of the 
Y-frame core was the dominant failure mode. The shear stress-strain curves of the composite Y-frame core 
sandwich panels with different relative densities were featured by three typical stages and two peak stresses. 
The shear strength and stiffness of the composite Y-frame core sandwich panels were predicted, which were in 
good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
Felipe Franzoni, Falk Odermann, Edgars Lanbans, Chiara Bisagni, Mariano Andres Arbelo and Richard 
Degenhardt, “Experimental validation of the vibration correlation technique robustness to predict buckling of 
unstiffened composite cylindrical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111107, 15 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111107 
ABSTRACT: Considering the design of aerospace structures, an experimental campaign is essential for 
validating the sizing methodology and margins of safety. Particularly for buckling-critical cylindrical shells, the 
traditional buckling test could lead the specimen to permanent damage. Therefore, the validation of 
nondestructive experimental procedures for estimating the buckling load of imperfection-sensitive structures 
from the prebuckling stage is receiving more attention from the industry. In this context, this paper proposes an 
experimental verification of the robustness of a vibration correlation technique developed for imperfection-
sensitive structures. The study comprises three nominally identical unstiffened composite laminated cylindrical 
shells. Each specimen is tested 10 times for buckling at DLR and, the reproducible results — within a small 
range of deviation between them — corroborate the equivalence of the cylinders. For the robustness assessment 
of the vibration correlation technique, two different buckling test facilities are considered. Furthermore, the 
material properties are recalculated through composite composition rules and the influence of enhanced 
theoretical buckling loads on the VCT predictions is verified. The experimental campaigns corroborate that the 
vibration correlation technique provides appropriate estimations representing the influence of the different test 
facilities; moreover, enhanced theoretical buckling loads can improve the predictions for some of the test cases. 
 
Mohammad Nejati, Ahmad Ghasemi-Ghalebahman, Arman Soltanimaleki, Rossana Dimitri, Francesco 
Tornabene, “Thermal vibration analysis of SMA hybrid composite double curved sandwich panels”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 224, Article 111035, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111035 
ABSTRACT: This work analyses the thermal vibration of a double curved sandwich panel (DCSP) with 
embedded pre-strained shape memory alloy (SMA) wires hybrid composite face sheets and soft core. The von 
Karman nonlinear displacement–strain relationships are here applied to handle large deflections due to a 
thermal loading. The equations of motion are derived by applying the Hamilton’s principle and the first order 
shear deformation theory (FSDT) for the composite face sheets and core layer. This last one features the 
displacement field of the Frostig's second model here, used to model the DCSP. The material properties of the 
DCSP are assumed to be both temperature-dependent (TD) and/or temperature-independent (TI). The effect of 
the SMA wires is captured by adding a stress recovery within the formulation. This term is determined by using 
a one-dimensional Brinson’s model in the constitutive equations of the SMA composite face sheets during the 
phase transformation of the pre-strained SMA wires. It is verified that SMAs can play a key role within DCSPs 
subjected to a thermal loading condition, whereby the proposed formulation is validated comparatively against 
the available literature. We also explore the sensitivity of the vibration response for a varying SMA activation 
temperature, volume fraction, and pre-strain, as well as for different curvature ratios, thickness ratios and 
different sequences in composite layers. 
 
Mehnaz Rasool, M.K. Singha, “Stability of variable stiffness composite laminates under compressive and 
shearing follower forces”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111003, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111003 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic stability characteristics of variable stiffness composite rectangular panels subjected to 
non-conservative compressive or shear follower loads are investigated here using the shear-deformable finite 
element method. At the beginning, the veering of modal frequencies are studied by the eigenvalue analysis to 
classify the divergence and flutter type of instabilities and evaluate the critical loads for isotropic and variable 
stiffness composite plates under both types of follower forces. Thereafter, the governing finite element 
equations are reduced into a set of Mathieu-Hill equations employing the modal transformation technique and 
the method of multiple scales is used to determine the regions of instability of composite laminates under 
pulsating follower forces. Limited numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the simple and combination 



(additive/difference) type of parametric instabilities of edge supported and cantilever panels with curvilinear 
fibers under compressive or shear pulsating follower forces. 
 
Bo Yuan, Christopher M. Harvey, Rachel C. Thomson, Gary W. Critchlow, David Rickerby and Simon Wang, 
“Spontaneous formation and morphology of telephone cord blisters in thin films: The omega formulae”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111108, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111108 
ABSTRACT: Telephone cord blisters (TCBs) are frequently observed in film/substrate material systems. They 
nucleate and propagate forward with wavy boundaries between the film and the substrate. The current study 
views the problem from a completely new angle: It is discovered that the spontaneous formation and 
morphology of TCBs in thin films under biaxial compressive residual stresses can be accurately explained and 
determined by assuming the existence of a pocket of energy concentration (PEC) instead of the existence of a 
separation of critical size. For the first time, completely-analytical formulae—the ‘Ω formulae’—are derived for 
the two local morphology parameters of TCBs of any shape, that is, width and height, and for the two global 
morphology parameters of TCBs of sinusoidal shape, that is, the wavelength and transverse amplitude. 
Mechanical conditions are also given for the first time for the formation of TCBs. Predictions for the four 
morphology parameters of the developed theory agree very well with extensive experimental results. In 
addition, by reversing the calculation, the residual stress and the film/substrate interface fracture toughness are 
also accurately determined from measurements of the TCB morphology parameters. 
 
M. Patni, S. Minera, C. Bisagni, P.M. Weaver, A. Pirrera, “Geometrically nonlinear finite element model for 
predicting failure in composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111068, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111068 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures are extensively used in many industries, where they are subjected to a 
variety of loads and may undergo large deformations. Reliable utilisation of such structures requires prior 
knowledge of their failure response. In order to predict failure loads and modes, accurate, yet computationally 
efficient, evaluation of three-dimensional (3D) stress fields becomes important. In this paper, we present a 
modelling approach, based on the Unified Formulation, that accounts for geometric nonlinearity in laminated 
composites and predicts 3D stress fields for subsequent failure analysis. The approach builds upon the 
hierarchical Serendipity Lagrange finite elements and is able to capture high-order shear deformation, as well as 
local cross-sectional warping. A total Lagrangian approach is adopted and the classic Newton-Raphson method 
is employed to solve the nonlinear governing equations. A key novelty of the proposed formulation is its 
completeness and its applicability to fully anisotropic structures. In other words, using the Green-Lagrange 
strain components within the Unified Formulation framework, the explicit form of the tangent stiffness matrix is 
derived including general stiffness properties. This new model is benchmarked against 3D finite element 
solution, as well as other formulations available in the literature, by means of static analyses of highly 
nonlinear, laminated composite beam-like structures. Significant computational efficiency gains over 3D finite 
elements are observed for similar levels of accuracy. Furthermore, to show the enhanced capabilities of the 
present formulation, the postbuckling response of a composite stiffened panel is compared with experimental 
results from the literature. The 3D stress fields computed in the postbuckling regime are used to detect failure of 
the stiffened panel. The corresponding failure mode, as obtained by the new model, is shown to match with the 
experiment. 
 
Manoja Rao Yellur, Holger Seidlitz, Felix Kuke, Kevin Wartig, Nikolas Tsombanis, “A low velocity impact 
study on press formed thermoplastic honeycomb sandwich panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 
111061, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111061 
ABSTRACT: At present plywood structures are used in the loading area of utility structures. Low velocity 
impact studies on these structures showed cracks on its lower surface. Hence, in the current study low-velocity 
impact of a lighter honeycomb sandwich structure is investigated to satisfy the needs of the utility vehicle 
segment. To meet this objective, facing sheets are manufactured using the polypropylene matrix and glass 
fibers. Polypropylene honeycombs are used in the study. Depending on the experimental boundary conditions, a 
cross-ply laminate set up is used for the facing sheets. An impact energy of 100 J is chosen in the study. This 
energy caused visible failure on the plywood sample. Hence a lighter sandwich construction which can resist 
100 J impact is implemented in this study. Influence of top and bottom facing sheet thicknesses on the amount 



of damage inflicted on its surfaces are studied. Experimental histories of absorbed energy and contact force are 
recorded. A finite element analysis is performed using LS-DYNA and numerical results are compared with the 
experimental responses. A honeycomb sandwich panel [0/90/90/0/Core/0/90/90/0] meeting the objective of the 
study is seen as an optimum replacement for the existing plywood structures. 
 
Alessia Patton, John-Eric Dufour, Pablo Antolin, Alessandro Reali, “Fast and accurate elastic analysis of 
laminated composite plates via isogeometric collocation and an equilibrium-based stress recovery approach”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111026, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111026 
ABSTRACT: A novel approach which combines isogeometric collocation and an equilibrium-based stress 
recovery technique is applied to analyze laminated composite plates. Isogeometric collocation is an appealing 
strong form alternative to standard Galerkin approaches, able to achieve high order convergence rates coupled 
with a significantly reduced computational cost. Laminated composite plates are herein conveniently modeled 
considering only one element through the thickness with homogenized material properties. This guarantees 
accurate results in terms of displacements and in-plane stress components. To recover an accurate out-of-plane 
stress state, equilibrium is imposed in strong form as a post-processing correction step, which requires the shape 
functions to be highly continuous. This continuity demand is fully granted by isogeometric analysis properties, 
and excellent results are obtained using a minimal number of collocation points per direction, particularly for 
increasing values of length-to-thickness plate ratio and number of layers. 
 
Won Choi, Hyunbum Park, “Optimized design and analysis of composite flexible wing using aero-nonlinear 
structure interaction”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111027, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111027 
ABSTRACT: The static aeroelastic analysis and optimization of flexible wings are conducted for steady state 
conditions while both aerodynamic and structural parameters can be used as optimization variables. The system 
of multidisciplinary design optimization as a robust methodology to couple commercial codes for a static 
aeroelastic optimization purpose to yield a convenient adaptation to engineering applications is developed. 
Aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweepback angle are chosen as optimization variables and the skin thickness of the 
wing. The real-coded adaptive range multi-objective genetic algorithm code, which represents the global multi-
objective optimization algorithm, was used to control the optimization process. The support vector regression 
(SVR) is applied for optimization, in order to reduce the time of computation. For this multi-objective design 
optimization problem, numerical results show that several useful Pareto optimal designs exist for the flexible 
wing. 
 
A. Gorgeri, R. Vescovini, L. Dozio, “Analysis of multiple-core sandwich cylindrical shells using a sublaminate 
formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111067, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111067 
ABSTRACT: An advanced modelling approach is presented for the linear analysis of multilayered cylindrical 
shells. It relies on the combined use of a sublaminate shell formulation along with the Ritz method. The 
approach is particularly suitable for the analysis of sandwich shells, and can be naturally applied for studying 
non-conventional configurations characterized by the presence of multiple cores. The formulation relies upon a 
displacement-based approach and makes it possible the analysis of thin and thick configurations, without 
restrictions regarding the shallowness of the shell. The quality of the predictions is assessed by comparison 
against 3D solutions, and the advantages offered by current modeling approach are highlighted in terms of 
required theory-related degrees of freedom. The flexibility of the formulation is exploited to illustrate the 
analysis of a triple-core sandwich panel, giving evidence of the advantages offered by the proposed approach 
for modeling shells characterized by an arbitrary degree of complexity. Novel results are presented for future 
benchmarking purposes. 
 
Chenlin Li, Huili Guo, Xiaogeng Tian, Tianhu He, “Size-dependent thermo-electromechanical responses 
analysis of multi-layered piezoelectric nanoplates for vibration control”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, 
Article 111112, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111112 
ABSTRACT: Multi-layered piezoelectric nanostructures stand as one the most promising candidates for smart 
nanodevices and nanocomposites which are widely used as sensors and actuators in nano-electromechanical 



systems due to their excellent performances in fabrication, design and energy conversion (i.e. electrical and 
mechanical energy). The inherent nano-sized piezoelectricity properties (e.g. enhanced piezoelectric effect and 
novel electrical/chemical/physical properties) enable them to be regarded as the next-generation piezoelectric 
materials. Present study aims to investigate the size-dependent thermo-electromechanical responses of multi-
layered piezoelectric nanoplates under heating loads. In the context of nonlocal piezoelectric thermoelastic 
theory, a composite laminated piezoelectric plate is chosen as the analytical model whilst the coupled governing 
equations for each layer with size-dependent characteristic lengths of thermal, electric and elastic fields as well 
as non-idealized interfacial conditions are obtained, and then solved by using Laplace transformation 
techniques. The transient solutions obtained are applied to bi-layered piezoelectric nanoplates and the effects of 
size-dependent characteristic lengths and material constants ratio on structural responses are evaluated and 
discussed to provide a comprehensive understanding and design insights of piezoelectric nanocomposites. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Masoud Mohammadi, Timon Rabczuk, “Effect of characteristics and distribution of porosity 
on electro-elastic analysis of laminated vessels with piezoelectric face-sheets based on higher-order modeling”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111085, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111085 
ABSTRACT: Electro-elastic analysis of a cylindrical sandwich pressure vessel including a porous core and two 
integrated piezoelectric face-sheets are analytically studied in this work. Third-order shear deformation theory is 
employed for description of displacement field along the thickness direction. The piezoelectric layers are 
subjected to applied electric potentials. The principle of virtual work is used to derive the governing equation of 
electro-elastic bending. The governing equation are solved for clamped-clamped boundary condition with short 
circuit electrical condition. The numerical results including deformation, stress analysis, and electric potential 
distribution are plotted in terms of porosity coefficient, various types of porosity, applied electric potential, and 
parameters of Pasternak's foundation. One can see that maximum displacement and stress components are 
obtained for asymmetry pattern while the minimum displacement and stress components are obtained for 
symmetry pattern. The numerical results indicate that with increase of porosity coefficient, the radial and axial 
displacements are increased while all stress components are decreased. Investigation on the effect of applied 
electric potential indicate that although increase of applied electric potential leads to significant increase of 
radial displacement and maximum electric potential, it does not change the radial displacement and all stress 
components. 
 
M. Patni, S. Minera, R.M.J. Groh, A. Pirrera, P.M. Weaver, “On the accuracy of localised 3D stress fields in 
tow-steered laminated composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111034, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111034 
ABSTRACT: Variable Angle Tow (VAT) composites offer increased freedom for tailoring material properties 
compared to traditional straight-fibre composites. This increased freedom leads to greater design flexibility for 
enhanced structural performance but comes at the cost of more complex, spatially-varying displacement, strain 
and stress fields. To maximise the utility of VAT composites, a computationally efficient, yet accurate, 
numerical framework is needed. To this end, we employ a modelling approach that builds upon the recently 
developed, hierarchical Serendipity Lagrange finite elements. Three-dimensional (3D) stress distribution is 
obtained using the present modelling technique and verified against 3D finite element solutions, as well as other 
formulations available in the literature. A key advantage of the present approach is the ability to predict accurate 
3D stress fields efficiently, i.e. with reduced computational effort, including around local features such as 
geometric, kinematic or constitutive boundaries. Moreover, the present work concerns the peculiarities of 
commonly used mathematical expressions for describing spatially varying fibre orientations across VAT 
laminates. The presence of an absolute value in the function used to describe fibre orientation can lead to 
discontinuities in fibre angle slope and curvature. In turn, these discontinuities lead to mathematical 
singularities in the constitutive relations along the laminate. If this singularity is not appropriately modelled as a 
boundary of the continuum, but rather as an interior point of the continuum, stresses may be predicted 
inaccurately. Compared to other models in the literature, our method is capable of unveiling detailed 3D stresses 
readily and accurately also in the vicinity of this singularity. 
 



J.P. Shen, P.Y. Wang, C. Li, Y.Y. Wang, “New observations on transverse dynamics of microtubules based on 
nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111036, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111036 
ABSTRACT: Based on nonlocal strain gradient theory, we present dynamical behaviors of a microtubule 
subjected to axial load, thermal load and variable transverse load simultaneously. The existing nonlocal strain 
gradient constitutive relation is adjusted from the perspective of dimensional analysis for better understanding 
and application, especially when establishing a multi-field coupling model. Subsequently, the strain potential, 
external potential and kinetic energies are obtained, and the governing equation of motion and corresponding 
classical and non-classical boundary conditions are derived via Hamilton’s principle, where the traditional 
nonlocality of strain and strain gradients, and higher-order gradients of nonlocal stress are involved. Variations 
of frequencies with respect to two intrinsic parameters and change of temperature are presented. The nonlocal 
effect indicates a softening mechanism while the strain gradient effect implies a hardening rule. By comparison, 
effect of the change of temperature is not as significant as two intrinsic parameters. In addition, it is observed 
for the first time that the inverse tendencies for nonlocal and strain gradient effects emerge with a relative large 
parameter. Such performances are inconsistent with the influence mechanism in nonlocal strain gradient theory. 
Therefore, the bounds of nonlocal scale and strain gradient parameters for transverse dynamics of microtubules 
are determined accordingly. 
 
Mergen H. Ghayesh, “Viscoelastic mechanics of Timoshenko functionally graded imperfect microbeams”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 110974, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.110974 
ABSTRACT: A Timoshenko functionally graded (TFG) imperfect microscale beam is considered and the 
coupled viscoelastic mechanics is analysed in a nonlinear regime. Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, 
incorporating geometric imperfections, the Kelvin-Voigt method is used for internal viscosity, the rotary inertia 
is automatically generated due to the Timoshenko theory, and the Mari-Tanaka scheme is used for the mixture. 
After utilising the constitutive stress/strain relations, Hamilton’s principle is used giving three sets of coupled 
motion equations. A discretisation is performed using Galerkin’s method and numerical simulations, for 
mechanical behaviour analysis, are built upon a continuation method. 
 
Xufang Zhang, Zhuang Ye, Yangjunjian Zhou, “A Jacobi polynomial based approximation for free vibration 
analysis of axially functionally graded material beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111070, 1 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111070 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents an effective approximation for free vibration analysis of axially functionally 
graded material (AFGM) beams based on the Jacobi polynomial theory. An arbitrary-order derivative of the 
Jacobi polynomial is expressed as the expression of low-order components, whereas its boundary values are 
fully defined by the polynomial parameters. The particular feature is used to derive the generalized eigenvalue 
equation for free vibration analysis of AFGM beams in conjunction with the Euler-Bernoulli, the Timoshenko 
and the nonlocal strain gradient beam theories. Several numerical examples in the literature are presented to 
demonstrate potential applications of the Jacobi polynomial approach. A fast convergence of the approximation 
error for natural frequency results has confirmed high accuracy of the proposed approach. The Legendre and the 
Chebyshev polynomials are special cases of the Jacobi basis function. This guarantees the flexibility of the 
presented method for free vibration analysis of AFGM beams with nonuniform geometries and axially varying 
material properties. 
 
W. Zhang, Y.Z. Liu, M.Q. Wu, “Theory and experiment of nonlinear vibrations and dynamic snap-through 
phenomena for bi-stable asymmetric laminated composite square panels under foundation excitation”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111140, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111140 
ABSTRACT: This paper theoretically and experimentally investigates the dynamic snap-through phenomena 
and the nonlinear vibrations of the bi-stable asymmetric laminated composite square panel under the foundation 
excitation. We propose a new method to describe the dynamic snap-through phenomena of the bi-stable 
asymmetric laminated composite square panel by using the time-varying principle curvatures. The boundary 
conditions of the bi-stable asymmetric laminated composite square panel are clamped at the center of the panel 
and free at four edges. The mode shapes are obtained by employing Rayleigh-Ritz method and Lagrangian 



multipliers method. According to the double curvature type of von-Karman nonlinear strain-displacement 
relations, the third-order shear deformation theory and Hamilton principle, the nonlinear partial differential 
governing equations of motion are derived for the bi-stable asymmetric laminated composite square panel. The 
nonlinear ordinary differential governing equation of motion is obtained by using Galerkin method. Numerical 
simulations are used to study the nonlinear vibrations and the dynamic snap-through phenomena of the bi-stable 
asymmetric laminated composite square panel including the effect of the structural damping by using the 4-
order Runge-Kutta method. Analyzing the phase portrait and time history of the principle curvature, the 
dynamic snap-through phenomena of the bi-stable asymmetric laminated composite square panel are observed 
through changing the amplitude of the foundation excitation. The vibration experiments are also finished to find 
the dynamic snap-through phenomena and the nonlinear vibrations of the bi-stable asymmetric laminated 
composite square panel. It is known that the theoretical and the experimental results are the qualitative 
agreement and the experimental results provide a reference for the application of the bi-stable asymmetric 
laminated composite square panel in the aeronautic and mechanical engineering fields. 
 
Ye Tang, Qian Ding, “Nonlinear vibration analysis of a bi-directional functionally graded beam under hygro-
thermal loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111076, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111076 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear hygro-thermal dynamics of a bi-directionally functionally graded beam with 
coupled transverse and longitudinal displacements are studied. The material properties and hygro-thermal 
distributions are assumed to gradually change along both thickness and length directions according to the 
arbitray functions. The nonlinear coupled dynamic equations governing the transverse and longitudinal motions 
of the beam are derived using Hamilton’s principle, the von Kármán geometric nonlinearity and Euler-Bernoulli 
theory, as well as considering uniform, linear and sinusoidal distributed hygro-thermal loads. The generalized 
differential quadrature method with an iterative technique is applied for the nonlinear analysis. Parametric 
studies are implemented to explore the impacts of the material gradations, temperature rise and moisture 
concentration on nonlinear frequencies of the beam for various boundary conditions. Results show that the 
nonlinear dynamic is highly depended on hygro-thermal effects as well as the material properties, which can be 
used for designing accurately the multi-directionally functionally graded structures in different environmental 
conditions. 
 
Masoud Mohammadi, Mostafa Bamdad, Kazem Alambeigi, Rossana Dimitri, Francesco Tornabene, “Electro-
elastic response of cylindrical sandwich pressure vessels with porous core and piezoelectric face-sheets”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111119, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111119 
ABSTRACT: This work applies the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) to study of the electro-elastic 
behavior of cylindrical sandwich pressure vessels with porous core and piezoelectric face-sheets, immersed in a 
Pasternak foundation. The core material is made of aluminum, whose effective properties are strictly related to 
different distributions of porosity. The governing equations of the problem are derived from the principle of 
virtual work and they are solved as a classical eigen-problem under the assumption of clamped-supported 
boundary conditions. A large parametric investigation aims at showing the influence of some meaningful 
parameters on the electro-elastic response of the structure, such as the type of distribution and the coefficient of 
porosity, as well as the Pasternak foundation coefficients. Based on the numerical results, we verify a general 
increase in deformability for increasing coefficients of porosity, and foundation coefficients. Our outcomes 
represent a key point for the design purposes, where the optimal performances of the structure are mainly 
related to a correct selection of the input structural parameters and surrounding environment. For engineering 
applications as electrical actuators, rollers, or control devices, an interesting control in deflection of the structure 
is here pursued by tuning the applied electrical potential. 
 
TianQiao Liu, Janine Domingos Vieira, Kent A. Harries, “Lateral torsional buckling and section distortion of 
pultruded GFRP I-sections subject to flexure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111151, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111151 
ABSTRACT: Lateral torsional buckling (LTB) and local section distortion of pultruded glass fiber reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) I-sections subject to flexure are investigated. LTB behavior will dominate longitudinally 
slender beams having low flange slenderness. However, as the flange becomes more slender and/or the beam 



shorter, the effects of local section distortion (LSD) become significant, reducing the LTB capacity of the 
member. Using the energy method, an analytical study was conducted and explicit equations for predicting the 
critical LTB buckling moments of GFRP I-sections accounting for the effects of LSD are proposed. The 
proposed LTB equation was validated using experimental results and finite element analysis. Excellent 
agreement was observed between the proposed LTB equation and experimental results for sections expected to 
be dominated by LTB behavior. Extending the study using the same approach, an equation predicting LTB 
capacity as it is affected by LSD was also validated using experimental results. It is found that the proposed 
LTB equation captures the capacity reduction due to LSD and therefore, provides more accurate predictions for 
sections expected to be dominated by LSD behavior; those having small slenderness ratios and large flange 
slenderness ratios. 
 
Aiwen Wang, Hongyan Chen, Wei Zhang, “Nonlinear transient response of doubly curved shallow shells 
reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets subjected to blast loads considering thermal effects”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111063, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111063 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear transient dynamic response of graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) reinforced composite 
doubly curved shallow shells with three GPL distribution patterns was investigated under time-dependent blast 
loads. The thermal effects were explicitly considered in the study, in which a modified Halpin–Tsai model was 
adopted to estimate the effective Young’s modulus. Rule of mixtures was employed to determine the mass 
density and Poisson's ratio. The equations of motion were derived from Hamilton's principle and the nonlinear 
von Karman strain–displacement relationship, based on a higher-order shear deformation theory. A set of 
second-order ordinary differential equations was obtained using Galerkin’s method. Numerical solutions were 
based on a fully implicit finite difference scheme in time. The derived nonlinear equations were then solved 
using the Newton–Raphson method. Further, parametric studies were conducted to consider the influence of the 
temperature difference between top and bottom surfaces, as well as the GPL weight fraction, distribution type, 
length-to-thickness ratio, total number of layers, parameters related to blast loading, and the aspect, 
shallowness, and curvature radius ratios of the doubly curved shallow shell on the nonlinear transient dynamic 
response of the structure. 
 
Andrzej Teter, Zbigniew Kolakowski, Radoslaw J. Mania, “Transverse inhomogeneity of laminated cylindrical 
panel influence on post-buckling behaviour”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111138, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111138 
ABSTRACT: The present paper concerns the influence of transverse heterogeneity caused by layer stacking 
sequence in laminated cylindrical panels under compression on their stability and post-buckling behaviour. 
According to the classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) this inhomogeneity causes not trivial coupling matrix 
B terms. A method of the modal solution to the nonlinear buckling problem within Koiter’s asymptotic theory, 
using the semi-analytical method (SAM) and the transition matrix method, was applied in the analysis. Post-
buckling behaviour of laminated shallow cylindrical panel within the first- and second-order non-linear 
approximation were determined when the coupling matrix B was included or neglected. Additionally for model 
1D the dimensionless stiffness reduction coefficient values were estimated which already in the phase of 
composite structure design process makes it easier to assess the influence of coupling matrix on stability. Just 
like in the case of plate elements, when the value of these coefficients is close to 1, the effect of couplings on 
stability is negligible. If the value of these coefficients is significantly less than 1, then the effect of the coupling 
matrix terms on stability increases. 
 
Kevin Cox, Marina Menshykova, Oleksandr Menshykov, Igor Guz, “Analysis of flexible composites for coiled 
tubing applications”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111118, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111118 
ABSTRACT: The present paper investigates thick-walled composite pipes subjected to simultaneous multi-
axial loads common to those experienced in coiled tubing applications. The pipes were assumed to be filament 
wound carbon fiber-epoxy laminates with multiple layers and variable fiber orientations. MATLAB-based 
software was used to calculate stresses and carry out failure analyses through the thickness of the pipes when 
subjected to pressure, axial and bending (spooling) loads. Analyses were performed to determine if the 
composite tubes could achieve comparable strengths and spooling diameters as equivalent steel tube geometries. 
 



Victor Avisek Chatterjee, Sanjeev Kumar Verma, Debarati Bhattacharjee, Ipsita Biswas, Swati Neogi, 
“Enhancement of energy absorption by incorporation of shear thickening fluids in 3D-mat sandwich composite 
panels upon ballistic impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111148, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111148 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich Composite panels have been proved to be efficient materials for energy dissipation. A 
new type of sandwich composite panels using 3D-mats with interconnected channels sandwiched between 
Kevlar® layers have been manufactured in this research work. The core of the panels have been filled with 
high-performance 600nm silica based Shear Thickening Fluids (STFs) dispersed in polyethylene glycol of 
molecular weight 200g/mol (PEG-200) to study its effect in improving the energy dissipation of the material. 
The panels are subjected to ballistic impact using a 9mm diameter projectile. It was found that the STF-
incorporated sandwich composite panels could absorb 96.3% of the incident energy which accounts to 67.4% 
more energy absorbed and also a 61.26% increase in absorbed energy per unit increase in weight in comparison 
to the hollow sandwich composite panels. This makes the STF-incorporated sandwich composite panels a 
promising material for enhanced energy absorption. 
 
H.N.R. Wagner, E. Petersen, R. Khakimova, C. Hühne, “Buckling analysis of an imperfection-insensitive 
hybrid composite cylinder under axial compression – numerical simulation, destructive and non-destructive 
experimental testing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111152, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111152 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled shells like cylinders are primary structures in launch-vehicle systems. When 
subjected to axial loading these shells are prone to buckling. The corresponding critical load heavily depends on 
deviations from the ideal shell shape. In general, these deviations are defined as geometric imperfections and 
although imperfections exhibit comparatively low amplitudes, they can significantly reduce the critical load. 
Considering the influence of geometric imperfections adequately into the design process of thin-walled shells 
poses major challenges for structural design. 
An alternative to robust design of thin-walled shell by accurate consideration of geometric imperfections is the 
development of a robust or imperfection-insensitive shell architecture. In this article a special hybrid cylinder is 
presented and analyzed. The composite shell design is based on an interstage structure of the Ariane 6 by MT 
Aerospace and has special CFRP belts which are intended to reduce the imperfection sensitivity of the shell. 
The shell was tested at the German Aerospace Center in Braunschweig and the corresponding results are 
presented and described. The hybrid cylinder was analyzed with the Southwell-method and geometrically 
nonlinear finite element analyzes. The results show that the Southwell-method delivers conservative buckling 
load estimations and that the CFRP belts reduce the imperfection sensitivity significantly. 
 
A. Loredo, M. D’Ottavio, P. Vidal, O. Polit, “A family of higher-order single layer plate models meeting C0z 
-requirements for arbitrary laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111146, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111146 
ABSTRACT: In the framework of displacement-based equivalent single layer (ESL) plate theories for 
laminates, this paper presents a generic and automatic method to extend a basis higher-order shear deformation 
theory (polynomial, trigonometric, hyperbolic…) to a multilayer C0z higher-order shear deformation theory. 
The key idea is to enhance the description of the cross-sectional warping: the odd high-order C1z function of 
the basis model is replaced by one odd and one even high-order function and including the characteristic zig-
zag behaviour by means of piecewise linear functions. In order to account for arbitrary lamination schemes, four 
such piecewise continuous functions are considered. The coefficients of these four warping functions are 
determined in such a manner that the interlaminar continuity as well as the homogeneity conditions at the 
plate’s top and bottom surfaces are a priori exactly verified by the transverse shear stress field. These C0z ESL 
models all have the same number of DOF as the original basis HSDT. Numerical assessments are presented by 
referring to a strong-form Navier-type solution for laminates with arbitrary stacking sequences as well for a 
sandwich plate. In all practically relevant configurations for which laminated plate models are usually applied, 
the results obtained in terms of deflection, fundamental frequency and local stress response show that the 
proposed zig-zag models give better results than the basis models they are issued from. 
 



Andrew J. Lee, Juan M. Fernandez, “Inducing bistability in Collapsible Tubular Mast booms with thin-ply 
composite shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111166, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111166 
ABSTRACT: Bistable rollable booms are favorable when a low strain energy requirement for the coiled state is 
imposed and have more controllable deployment when compared to monostable booms. An inextensional 
analytical model describing the bending deformation mechanics of Collapsible Tubular Mast (CTM) booms was 
used to determine how design variables induce bistability, or the existence of two strain energy wells in the 
rolled-up and unrolled states. The effects of varying lamina material, laminate layup, and shell arc geometries 
between different inner and outer shell segments on the second strain energy well and stiffness properties were 
determined for boom cross-sections formed by circular segments. The full design space for two-walled 
composite CTM booms was explored to evaluate the validity of the developed analytical model. Optimized 
CTM boom designs were experimentally characterized for comparisons against model results. The model 
under-predicted the stable coiled diameter of the co-cured two-walled booms by up to 8.9% and 23.4% for the 
individual thin shells wrapped alone. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev, “Influences of shear deformations and material gradient on the linear parametric instability of 
laminated orthotropic conical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111156, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111156 
ABSTRACT: The linear parametric instability (PI) of laminated inhomogeneous orthotropic truncated conical 
shells (LIHOCSs) under periodic axial load depending on the time, are studied using the first order shear 
deformation theory (FOSDT). After deriving basic equations for LIHOCSs, the Galerkin method is used to find 
the ordinary differential equation of motion. The equation of motion is transformed into the Mathieu equation, 
in which the PI is studied using the Bolotin method. Comparing the concrete cases of current work with the 
other studies, the validity of the obtained formulas is proved. Finally, the effects of various parameters, such as 
lay-up, inhomogeneity, and loading factors on the boundaries of parametric instability regions (PIDs) for 
LIHOCSs, have been studied in detail. 
 
Ruixiang Bai, Jingjing Guo, Zhenkun Lei, Da Liu, Yu Ma and  Cheng Yan, “Compression after impact behavior 
of composite foam-core sandwich panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111181, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111181 
ABSTRACT: Low-velocity impact tests and compression after impact (CAI) experiments were conducted on 
composite foam-core sandwich (FCS) panels. The impact tests revealed that the damage depth of the FCS 
panels increases with an increase in the impact energy. The CAI experiments revealed that the residual 
compressive strength of the FCS panels decreased with an increase in the impact energy. The local buckling of 
the FCS panels without impact damage occurred during compression, which was observed by the strain 
bifurcation phenomena using electrical strain gauge measurements. However, the large strain gradient and 
compression failure of the FCS panels with impact damage occurred during compression, as observed by the 
full-field deformation using three-dimensional digital image correlation (3D-DIC) measurements. The 
numerical simulations using the finite element method (FEM) were consistent with the observed failure 
phenomena, i.e., the damage at the impact site weakening the compressive strength of the FCS panels. 
 
A. Sabik, “In-plane shear nonlinearity in failure behavior of angle-ply laminated shells”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 225, Article 111164, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111164 
ABSTRACT: The paper concerns the progressive failure analysis of laminates with the in-plane shear 
nonlinearity accounted for. The nonlinear shear response of the layer is described by the constitutive relation 
treating the stresses as a function of strains. Thus it can be easily incorporated into the displacement-based FEM 
codes. The brittle failure mechanisms of the fibers and the matrix of the layer are recognized with the use of the 
Hashin criterion. The model is implemented into the non-commercial FEM program for the analysis of 
multifold shells which is based on the 6-parameter nonlinear shell theory of the Cosserat type. 
 



Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Qingtao Gong, Yao Teng, “Free vibration analysis of axisymmetric functionally 
graded doubly-curved shells with un-uniform thickness distribution based on Ritz method”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111145, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111145 
ABSTRACT: This paper analyzed the free vibration of functionally graded (FG) doubly-curved shells with un-
uniform thickness distribution based on Ritz method. The energy method and first-order shear deformation 
theory are adopted to derive the formulas. In this paper, the stepped FG doubly-curved shells are divided into 
their segments in axial direction according to the steps of the structures, and the displacement functions of shell 
segments are consisted with Jacobi polynomials along axial direction and standard Fourier series along 
circumferential direction. In addition, the boundary conditions at ends of the stepped FG doubly-curved shells 
and the continuity conditions at two adjacent segments were enforced by penalty method. Then the final 
solutions can be obtained based on Ritz method. Finally, to confirm the validity of proposed method, the results 
with the same conditions are compared by Finite Element Method (FEM) and experiment. The results show that 
the proposed method has the advantage of fast convergence, high accuracy and simple boundary simulation etc. 
 
Bo Liu, Mao Guo, Cuiyun Liu, Yufeng Xing, “Free vibration of functionally graded sandwich shallow shells in 
thermal environments by a differential quadrature hierarchical finite element method”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 225, Article 111173, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111173 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a differential quadrature hierarchical finite element method (DQHFEM) for 
dynamic analyses of functionally graded material (FGM) sandwich shallow shells in thermal and non-thermal 
environments. A layer-wise theory based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) for each layer was 
adopted. Effective material properties of the FGM are estimated according to Voigt’s rule of mixture (ROM) 
and/or Mori–Tanaka (MT) scheme. For the shells in thermal environment, a nonlinear temperature distribution 
in thickness direction is considered and the elastic properties are assumed to be temperature dependent. The 
results obtained from the proposed formulation are validated with those available in literatures. Natural 
frequencies obtained from Sander’s, Love’s and Donnell’s shell theories for different geometric and boundary 
conditions are compared with each other first to assess the performance of different shell theories for FGM 
sandwich shells under non-thermal environment. Then the effects of volume fraction index, core thickness and 
temperature gradient on natural frequencies of FGM sandwich shells are investigated. The presented DQHFEM 
is much like the fixed interface mode synthesis method but does not need modal analysis and is of high 
accuracy. This work is the first application of the method to functionally graded sandwich shells in thermal 
environments. 
 
S. Mahmoudkhani, “Aerothermoelastic analysis of imperfect FG cylindrical shells in supersonic flow”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111160, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111160 
ABSTRACT: The supersonic panel flutter of functionally graded cylindrical shells under thermal loadings is 
investigated by considering the effects of various axisymmetric and asymmetric geometric imperfections. The 
problem is formulated using a nonlinear first-order shear deformation theory of shells with the first-order 
aerodynamic piston theory. The temperature is assumed to vary in the thickness direction according to the 
steady-state heat conduction equation. The semi-analytical finite element method (FEM), based on the field 
consistency redistribution approach is used to obtain discretized nonlinear aeroelastic equations. In the process 
of FEM, the imperfection functions are also discretized and efficiently approximated by the Hermitian 
polynomials in order to facilitate the required integrations. For analysis purpose, the deformations and stresses 
induced by the temperature rise are first computed by solving the nonlinear static aerothermoelastic equations 
using the Newton-Raphson method. The pseudo-arclength continuation method is also employed to detect the 
possible snap-through of the shell. The linearized stability equation about the equilibrium state is then used for 
determining the flutter boundaries. Numerous parametric studies are conducted to examine the effects of 
temperature rise and imperfections on the flutter boundaries, which show considerable effects of imperfections 
on changing the trend of variation of the flutter pressure with temperature. 
 



Kwangnam Choe, Kwanghun Kim, Qingshan Wang, “Dynamic analysis of composite laminated doubly-curved 
revolution shell based on higher order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 
111155, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111155 
ABSTRACT: The main content of this paper is to establish an analysis model for dynamic analysis of 
composite laminated doubly-curved revolution shell based on the Higher order Shear Deformation Theory 
(HSDT). Firstly, the energy functional of shell is established based on higher order shear theory. Then, the 
multi-segment partitioning technique is introduced to segment the shell along the generatrix direction, which is 
mainly to relax the boundary conditions of shell, and then reduce requirements for the displacement function. At 
the boundary position, the boundary spring parameters are used to obtain the corresponding boundary 
conditions. Similarly, the connecting spring parameters are introduced to simulate the continuity conditions 
between the segmented shells. The parameters of boundary spring and connecting spring can be regarded as the 
weight parameter. Thirdly, all displacement components of the composite laminated doubly-curved revolution 
shell are expressed by Jacobi orthogonal polynomials. Finally, the whole dynamic characteristics are obtained 
by Rayleigh-Ritz method with respect to unknown Jacobian expansion coefficient. The convergence, validity 
and dynamic characteristics of the analytical model established in this paper are given by a series of numerical 
examples. 
 
Kaihong Zheng, Zheng Li, Zhaoyang Ma, Jianlin Chen, Jie Zhou and Xianyue Su, “Damage detection method 
based on Lamb waves for stiffened composite panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111137, 1 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111137 
ABSTRACT: Stiffened composite panels are widely used in industry, and their safety requirements have drawn 
great attention. However, non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) methods for these panels are still 
limited. This is due to the fact that the stiffeners induce complex signals during damage detection. This paper 
presents a new damage detection method for stiffened composite panels based on Lamb waves. The method 
combines a quantitative wavefront expression for an anisotropic composite and the conventional time-of-flight 
(ToF) method to detect debonding damage between stiffeners and the composite skin as well as low-velocity 
impact damage in the skin sheet. Initially, Lamb wave propagation characteristics are evaluated by numerical 
simulations to obtain mode conversion at the stiffener and delay after transmission through the stiffener. Then 
the numerical simulations and experiments are implemented in stiffened cross-ply composite laminates to verify 
the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method. Results indicate that the proposed method can 
accurately locate damage and has potential for industrial application. 
 
Qi Cao, Xiaojun Li, Zhibin Lin, Zhimin Wu, “Compression behavior of expansive concrete-encased-steel filled 
square CFRP tubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111106, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111106 
ABSTRACT: The concrete-encased-steel filled FRP tube (CSFFT) is a composite that enables taking advantage 
of combined effects of material properties of FRP, concrete and steel. Such composites outperform the 
conventional concrete or steel structures, by integrating outer FRP wrapping as lateral confinement and 
chemical barrier to concrete core and encased steel section, as well as the load-carrying capacity of concrete and 
steel section. While the CSFFT composites exhibit a great potential for broader applications, the issues 
associated with concrete shrinkages and stress hysteresis experienced in FRP confinement as observed by 
previous studies could weaken their performance at some cases. Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks, this 
study was to investigate active confinement on the CSFFT composites using expansive concrete-generated 
prestress. A total number of 24 concrete-encased-steel filled square CFRP tube (CSFSCT) specimens were 
casted and tested under axial compression. The variables studied included the number of CFRP layers (one, two 
and three layers), and the area of the section steel (type A and B). Test results showed that the CSFSCT failed 
by the rupture of the CFRP in the hoop direction. For test specimens with the same sectional area of steel and 
CFRP layer, the normalized ultimate load capacity of the prestressed specimen was 1.03–1.13 times that of the 
non-prestressed specimen, which indicated that the pre-stress effect made the tube specimens had higher 
strength enhancement ratio. As the number of CFRP layer increased, the ultimate load capacity and ultimate 
axial strain increased, and the slope of the second linear segment of the load-strain curve increased. Moreover, it 
was revealed that the area of the steel was effective in increasing the Pu/Po and strain reduction factor of tube 
specimens. The models of ultimate stress and axial strain of confined concrete were formulated to account for 



both FRP-induced passive confinement and expansive concrete-generated active confinement and were 
validated by the experimental data. 
 
Diankun Pan, Weihong Jiang, Fuhong Dai, “Dynamic analysis of bi-stable hybrid symmetric laminate”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 225, Article 111158, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111158 
ABSTRACT: The resulting oscillation of bi-stable hybrid symmetric laminate could enable broadband energy 
harvesting via piezoelectric transduction. The aim of this work is to investigate its dynamic behaviors to provide 
the basis for designing broadband energy harvester. This paper proposes the dynamic analysis of this bi-stable 
laminate, focusing on the intra-well dynamics around its stable states and the inter-well dynamics between two 
stable states. Two types of stacking sequence are performed for this bi-stable laminate, and experimental testing 
with different harmonic excitations is carried out for each type of this bi-stable laminate. The strain responses at 
three positions are monitored to investigate the dynamic responses. A finite element model is also developed to 
analyze the static strain distribution and capture the dynamics. The results show that the laminates exhibit intra-
well response under low-level excitation, and the inter-well response at a particular range frequency appears 
when excitation level increases. Different types of inter-well response mode involving the snap-through 
behavior are obtained in experiments, such as intermittent inter-well vibration and chaotic vibration. The 
presented results essentially highlight the need for considering the stacking sequence associated with the 
dynamics while designing the hybrid bi-stable symmetric laminate to obtain the desirable nonlinear response. 
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“Elastoplastic and nonlinear analysis of functionally graded axisymmetric shell structures under thermal 
environment, using a conical frustum finite element model”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111186, 
15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111186 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the formulation for static bending analysis of functionally graded 
axisymmetric plate/shell type structures under mechanical loading, and considering different structural 
behaviours: linear, geometric nonlinear and material nonlinear. The implemented model is based on a simple 
conical frustum finite element with 2 nodes, and 3 degrees of freedom per node, which includes shear 
deformation effects, and it shows to be extremely efficient in the analysis of axisymmetric shells subjected to 
axisymmetric loading. The used of reduced numerical integration procedure is essential for its success when 
applied to thin shells. The formulation accounts for the calculation of displacements and through-thickness 
stress distribution. The solutions for some illustrative examples involving variation of volume fractions are 
obtained, and the results are presented and compared with numerical alternative models when available, and 
discussed. 
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“Experimental investigation on the performance of PVC foam core sandwich panels under air blast loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111081, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111081 
ABSTRACT: The performance of sandwich panels with metallic face-sheets and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
foam ungraded/graded cores under air blast loading was investigated experimentally. In present paper, the 
performance of interest included the permanent deformation, failure modes and the associated mechanisms 
underlying the overall response. The majority of the paper was concentrated on the effects of geometric 
parameters and core gradation on the blast performance of panels. Experimental results showed that regardless 
of the panel configuration considered here, the panels exhibited a localized dishing deformation of front face 
and a global dome deformation of back face. The way to achieve a more effective design against air blast is to 



increase the thickness of the face sheet towards the blast rather than the other sheet. The panel system with a 
low-density (large thickness) core appeared to be favorable for the mitigation of back face deformation and core 
cracking failure. Effect of core gradation indicated that placing the low density material at the third core layer 
and the high density material at the second core layer, thus reducing the momentum transmitted to back face 
and increasing the crushing deformation of graded core, helped enhance the blast resistance of panel. 
Furthermore, the comparisons of blast performance between ungraded sandwich panel and graded panels were 
made. It turned out that overall graded panels did not always outperform the ungraded panel. An optimal core 
gradation would bring benefits for blast resistance in terms of the face sheet deformation and core cracking 
failure, but also was required to face the risk of delamination failure. 
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“Stochastic dynamic analysis of composite plate with random temperature increment”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 226, Article 111159, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111159 
ABSTRACT: During the service life, laminated composites may be subject to some random thermal 
environment. Quantification of the uncertainty in static and dynamic response of the composites under such 
condition is still a challenging issue. This work presents a stochastic dynamic response analysis of a graphite-
epoxy composite plate using generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) expansion due to random mean temperature 
increment. A stochastic finite element method (SFEM) based on the first-order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT) is used to describe the free and forced vibration response of the graphite-epoxy composite plate under a 
uniform distribution of the temperature throughout the plate. Newmark’s time integration scheme is used to 
predict the time-dependent displacement response under dynamic loading. The collocation-based non-intrusive 
gPC expansion method is used for stochastic dynamic analysis of the graphite-epoxy composite plate. The 
increment in the temperature is considered as an uncertain parameter and presented by the truncated gPC 
expansion. The stochastic system response of the plate is projected to the deterministic solver by using the 
stochastic Galerkin method. The statistical response of eigen frequencies and dynamic displacements of the 
composite plate at incremental random mean temperature are investigated, and are compared with the results of 
the Monte Carlo simulation. The numerical studies show a reduction in amplitude of the dynamic mean 
displacements with the increment in the time and it increases with the increment in the random mean 
temperature. The characteristics of loading have also significantly influenced the uncertainty in the time-
dependent displacement response. 
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Zhixin Huang, Xiong Zhang and Chongyi Yang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science 
and Technology, Wuhan 430074, Hubei, PR China), “Static and dynamic axial crushing of Al/CRFP hybrid 
tubes with single-cell and multi-cell sections”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111023, 15 October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111023 
ABSTRACT: Adopting multi-cell sections and composite wrapping are two effective approaches to improve 
the crashworthiness performance of thin-walled tubes. The axial crushing of single-cell and multi-cell 
aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced plastic (Al/CFRP) hybrid tubes is investigated in this paper. Quasi-static and 
dynamic experimental tests are performed for CFRP, Al and Al/CFRP tubes with single-cell, double-cell or 
quadruple-cell sections. The influences of Al wall thickness and the number of composite layers and sectional 
cells on the crushing response and energy absorption characteristics of the tubes are analyzed. Results show that 
the increase of all these factors can improve the load bearing and energy absorption capability of the tubes. The 
enhancement effect of composite wrapping for the Al/CFRP hybrid tubes is determined by the relative 
strength/weakness on the energy absorption efficiency of Al and CFRP. The interaction effect between the Al 
and CFRP on energy absorption of various sections is also investigated and the results show that the interaction 
effect decreases with the increase of the number of the sectional cells, while it is enhanced by increasing the 
number of CFRP layers. 
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“Study on the impact resistance of honeycomb sandwich structures under low-velocity/heavy mass”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111223, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111223 
ABSTRACT: The honeycomb sandwich structure is a typical light weight structure that is widely used in 
transportation and other industries. It is necessary to study the impact resistance of this honeycomb sandwich 
structure when subjected to low-velocity and heavy mass drops. To improve the impact resistance of the 
honeycomb sandwich structure under low-velocity and heavy load, the first stage was the development of a high 
ductility and high strength carbon/glass fibre hybrid composite skin. A further discussion is conducted about the 
relation between the honeycomb core height and the impact resistance of the honeycomb sandwich structure, 
according to simultaneous test results and finite element method (FEM) analysis. With the verified accurate 



FEM, the impact resistance of the honeycomb sandwich structure being affected by the honeycomb wall 
thickness, cell size and impact energy is analysed. Finally, some useful conclusions are drawn for the design of 
lightweight honeycomb sandwich structures. 
 
Jiangtao Wang, Wenfeng Liu, Shuai Kang, Te Ma, Zhe Wang, Wu Yuan, Hongwei Song and Chenguang 
Huang (Key Laboratory for Mechanics in Fluid-Solid Coupling Systems, Institute of Mechanics, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China and School of Engineering Sciences, University of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China), “Compression performances and failure maps of sandwich 
cylinders with pyramidal truss cores obtained through geometric mapping and snap-fit method”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111212, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111212 
ABSTRACT: The compressive behaviors and failure maps of lightweight all-metallic sandwich cylinders with 
pyramidal truss cores are studied experimentally and theoretically. Orthotropic truss cores are fabricated 
through geometric mapping and snap-fit method. Curved facesheets are bonded to the truss cores by two-times 
vacuum brazing approach to eliminate unbound nodes. The full-field deformation and strain of the sandwich 
cylinder are measured by using the 3D digital image correlation system. The local buckling of the facesheet, the 
mode of which is influenced by the truss cores, is observed during the experiment. Theoretical models are 
developed considering five possible failure modes of the sandwich cylinder under compression, namely, Euler 
buckling, global buckling of the cylinder, local buckling of facesheet, face yielding and core member buckling. 
Failure maps are constructed on the basis of the models. The typical failure modes obtained from numerical 
simulation are consistent with the theoretical prediction. 
 
Yang Sun, Li-cheng Guo, Tian-shu Wang, Liao-jun Yao and Xin-yang Sun (Department of Astronautic Science 
and Mechanics, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150001, PR China), “Bending strength and failure of 
single-layer and double-layer sandwich structure with graded truss core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, 
Article 111204, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111204 
ABSTRACT: The influence of the gradient of a sandwich structure with graded truss core on bending behavior 
are investigated in this paper. The single-layer and double-layer composite sandwich structures are formed by 
alternating width of core bars and stiffening plate. Three different types of sandwich structure with graded truss 
core are designed and manufactured. The gradient of a sandwich structure is characterized by introducing a 
gradient ratio g. A continuum damage model based on Hashin criteria is developed to predict the strength of 
these structures. The results from three-point bending tests are used to verify the FE model. Good agreements 
can be achieved between experimental and numerical results. The numerical model is subsequently used to 
investigate the influence of gradient ratio g on bending strength, stiffness and damage distribution of these 
sandwich structures. The results indicate that the gradient ratio g can prominently influence the failure mode of 
the double-layer sandwich structure. An appropriate gradient ratio g of truss core can promote the sandwich 
structure with higher strength and stiffness. The stiffening plate can significantly enhance the strength and 
stiffness of the double-layer sandwich structure. 
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“Three-dimensional dynamics of functionally graded piezoelectric cylindrical panels by a semi-analytical 
approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111176, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111176 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, intelligent piezoelectric materials are widely used in transducer devices and aerospace 
structures. To investigate the dynamic behaviour of a functionally graded piezoelectric material (FGPM) 
cylindrical panel, a semi-analytical approach by introducing the Laplace transform, differential quadrature 
method, state space approach and Durbin’s numerical inversion of Laplace transform is presented. The accuracy 
of this method is validated by comparing the results with the published literature and by ANSYS under various 
boundary conditions. Convergence studies showed the proposed approach has a quick convergence rate with 
growing sample point numbers and increasing layer numbers. The analysis of initial electric potential on the 
outer surface and bottom surface indicated that when the plus and minus signs of two sides are opposite, the 



value of central electric potential will decrease. Under simply supported condition, if FG index γ increases, the 
deflection amplitude of the panel will increase, while the electric potential amplitude decreases. Moreover, the 
amplitude of displacements along the radial direction becomes larger when the central angle increases, but the 
period time decreases at the same time. The proposed method fills a gap of 3-D semi-analytical investigations 
for the dynamic behaviour of FGPM cylindrical panels in different boundary conditions. 
 
Tomasz Kubiak, Adrian Gliszczynski and Michal Krygier (Lodz University of Technology, Department of 
Strength of Materials, Stefanowskiego 1/15, 90-924 Lodz, Poland), “Impact damage tolerance of laminate short 
columns subjected to uniform compression – Experimental investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, 
Article 111222, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111222 
ABSTRACT: The behavior of thin-walled short columns (struts) with operating damages subjected to uniform 
compression were analyzed. The channels section struts made of 8 layer GFRP laminate with four different 
layer arrangement have been considered. Experimental tests have been performed on intact and pre-damaged 
short columns to access the influence of impact damages on the behavior of considered structures in full range 
of load till failure. Impacts with different energies (10J, 20J, 30J) were introduced into webs, flanges and 
corners of columns. The observed damages have been described and categorized. The influence of the impact 
on the buckling and failure modes and loads, propagation of initial damages were investigated. The corner 
impacts have a catastrophic effect on the behavior of the compressed channel section columns in opposition to 
case when the webs are pre-damaged. Generally, compression after impact of thin walled profiles does not 
generate propagation of impact damage. 
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ABSTRACT: Vibration attenuation performance of structures is significantly important in aerospace, 
automotive, sport and medical equipment applications. In order to enhance the vibration absorption properties, 
shear thickening fluid (STF) is a candidate component in the structures due to its viscoelastic behavior. In this 
study, the vibration characteristics of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) tubes were investigated. To 
compensate the lack of vibration isolation behavior of CFRP tubes, a natural STF was filled into the tubes and 
thus, the thickening rheology of this smart fluid was benefited in the STF/CFRP structures. The vibrational 
properties of the structures were investigated with modal analysis and the natural frequencies and damping 
ratios were calculated for two different boundary conditions (single and double-fixed ends). The results showed 
that the STF integration into the CFRP tubes significantly enhances the natural frequency of the structures as 
well as providing higher damping ratio in the STF/CFRP systems. 
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ABSTRACT: We develop a lattice structure of a desired Poisson’s ratio that is maintained when subjected to 
finite deformation. Using a gradient-based design optimization in an isogeometric computational framework, 
the representative unit cell is sophisticatedly tailored to attain the controlled Poisson’s ratio of up to -2. The 
ligaments of the lattice structure are modeled using geometrically exact beams whose configuration and cross-
sectional area are regarded as design variables, which are parameterized by the higher order B-spline basis 
functions. The obtained optimal design is fabricated using a PolyJet 3-D printing machine and validated by 
physical experiments. Excellent quantitative agreement is observed between the numerical and the experimental 
results measured from an optical deformation measurement system. 
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111237, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111237 
ABSTRACT: The axial crushing of the single wall corrugated paperboard is explored experimentally and 
analytically. Quasi-static compression experiment is conducted of the single wall corrugated paperboard, and a 
typical folding element is suggested based on the selection principle of the unit, including two corner elements 



and two panels. Then, a theoretical model is derived to predict the plateau stress of the corrugated paperboard. It 
is show that the prediction of plateau stress from the model compares well with the experimental results. 
Moreover, it is found that the fluted board contributes more to the total energy dissipation than the liner. The 
results may help to reveal the deformation mechanism and crush resistance of the single wall corrugated 
paperboard. 
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“Experimental and theoretical investigations on axial crushing of aluminum foam-filled grooved tube”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111229, 15 October 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Circular tube with external wide grooves has been defined as “Type B” grooved tube in the 
previous research. However, there have been few studies highlighting the effects of aluminum foam filling and 
material of “Type B” grooved tube. In the present, axial crushing behaviors of aluminum foam-filled 304 
stainless steel “Type B” grooved tube are investigated. Quasi-static axial crushing tests are conducted to 
examined the deformation modes and energy absorption performance of foam-filled uniform/thickness gradient 
grooved tube with weak/strong thick-walled section. Experimental results show that the foam filling and 
thickness gradient configuration have a more obvious effect on energy absorption characteristics of grooved 
tube with weak thick-walled section. A novel analytical model is put forward by taking the strain hardening 
effect and effective crushing distance into consideration. Compared with the previous researches, the theoretical 
predictions in this study are in better agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, by comparing the 
experimental results of 304 stainless steel and 2A12 aluminum grooved tube, it can be concluded that the mean 
crushing force, crushing force efficiency and structural effectiveness of steel grooved tube are 205%, 56% and 
27% on average higher than those of aluminum grooved tube. 
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“Crushing and intrusion resistance improvement of aluminum beams by carbon/epoxy composite patches”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111235, 15 October 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: This study investigates the intrusion and crushing performance of hybrid fiber metal laminates 
based on aluminum and carbon fiber reinforced polymers, in comparison to reference aluminum parts, made 
from AA6451 or AA7075 automotive grade alloys. A first set of crushing tests and intrusion tests were 
performed to assess the influence of several parameters: aluminum thickness (0.9, 1.5 and 2.5 mm) and 
aluminum composition (AA6451 and AA7075), the thickness of carbon composite patch (2 or 3) and the area of 
composite coverage, patch or strips. Intrusion test results of hybrid structures were correlated to validate and 
refine a Finite Element Model. Then, a range of configurations was numerically modelled to determine the 
optimum aluminum-composite lay-up architectures and the ideal locations of the patches leading to the best 
absorbed energy/weight ratio for a given load. Results demonstrate that localized composite patches improve 
the intrusion properties of tubes without penalizing the overall part weight. 
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“Nonlocal buckling analysis of laminated composite plates considering surface stress effects”, Composite 
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ABSTRACT: In this work nonlocal buckling analysis of laminated composite plates considering surface stress 
effects is presented. For computation of critical uniaxial and biaxial buckling loads, both approximate solutions 
and finite element solutions are presented. Approximate solutions based on Navier’s method for simply 
supported boundary conditions and based on Levy’s method for other type of boundary conditions are 
presented. The analysis of laminate is based on Reddy’s third order shear deformation theory (TSDT) (Reddy, 
1984). Eringen’s non-local differential material model (Eringen, 1983) has been used in the present work. The 
surface stress effects are incorporated using the Gurtin Murdoch theory (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975). Various 
types of laminates have been considered for the analysis. A parametric study is carried out, considering 
geometric and material properties to understand the effect of non-locality and surface stress on buckling loads. 
It is found that the inclusion of non-locality and surface effect has a significant effect on the critical buckling 
load and this varies with various aspect ratios and span to thickness ratios, and boundary conditions of the 
laminated plate. The results obtained are compared with those available in the literature for validation. 
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numerical analyses of composite cylinders subjected to the low velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
226, Article 111230, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111230 
ABSTRACT: The main objective of this research is to develop a theoretical solution for predicting the low-
velocity impact induced failure in composite cylinders. Observing both in-plane and out-of-plane impact 
induced failure modes in composite cylinders is demanded of determining all components of the stress and 
strain fields. Thus, it is necessary to exploit the appropriate theory for this purpose. Layer-wise theory is 
employed to develop a theoretical solution for extracting stress/strain components in a composite cylinder 
subjected to low-velocity. Then, proper failure criteria are employed to predict the failure caused by impact. 
Finally, finite element modeling is performed to analyze the low-velocity impact in composite cylinders. 
Comparing the results, it is revealed that developed theoretical solution is more accurate than finite element 
modeling. 
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“In-plane dynamic crushing of a novel circular-celled honeycomb nested with petal-shaped mesostructure”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111219, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111219 
ABSTRACT: Honeycomb structures have attracted much attention in various engineering fields due to its 
superiorities in high specific strength, high specific stiffness and excellent energy-absorbing characteristics. The 
light-weight materials with exceptional mechanical behaviors can be achieved by incorporating the reinforced 
mesostructure into the regular honeycomb structures. In the present work, a novel circular-celled honeycomb 
was proposed by incorporating the petal-shaped mesostructures into the regular circular cell honeycomb. The 
3D finite element models of the petal-shaped honeycombs (PSH) are established to investigate the in-plane 
crushing behavior and energy absorption capacity under different impact velocities through the nonlinear finite 
element code LS-DYNA. A comparison between the regular circular-cell honeycomb, the single petal nested 
circular honeycomb and the PSH was carried out, and the simulation results indicated that the PSH exhibited the 
best mechanical behavior and energy absorption characteristics compared with the other two types of 
honeycombs. Three representative deformation modes, namely quasi-static, transition and dynamic mode, were 
observed from the numerical simulations of the PSH with different geometric configurations and impact 
loadings, and the failure mode map was also summarized to furtherly clarify the localized deformation 
characteristics. In addition, the influences of impact velocity and the relative density on the plateau stress and 
the energy absorption behavior of the PSH were also investigated in this paper. The results showed that the 
specific energy absorption of PSH can be improved by up to nearly twice than the regular circular honeycomb 
under the same impact speed. 
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variable stiffness laminates including the effect of automated fibre placement defects”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 226, Article 111233, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111233 
ABSTRACT: Composite materials are finding increasing application, for example in commercial aircraft. 
Traditionally fiber angles are constant in a single layer. Currently, so called variable stiffness panels with 
steered fibres, where the angle is changing within a layer are investigated. These panels are usually 
manufactured using automated fibre placement machines. Since the fibre angle is changing, and the tow paths 
are shifted as a whole in a single direction, gaps and/or overlaps between consecutive tows are created. This 
paper explores the effect of these gaps on the stiffness and buckling load of variable stiffness panels. A 
methodology is presented using homogenization to account for the gaps in a computational efficient way. The 
result shows that the stiffness results are on conservative side and are within 5% accuracy. However, the 
buckling results are on the unconservative side. The computational cost of the pre-processing of the proposed 
method is 45 times lower than the cost of the defect-ply method presented in the literature. 
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“A sinusoidal beam theory for functionally graded sandwich curved beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, 
Article 111246, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111246 
ABSTRACT: To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no research work available on FG sandwich 
curved beams in the whole variety of literature. Therefore, the analysis presented on static behaviour of FG 
sandwich curved beams in this study is the main contribution and the novelty of the present study. A sinusoidal 
beam theory considering the effects of transverse normal stress/strain is applied for the bending analysis of FG 
sandwich beams curved in elevation. The beam has functionally graded skins at top and bottom and isotropic 
core at the middle. Material properties of FG skins are varied through the thickness according to the power law 
distribution. The present theory accounts for sinusoidal variation of axial strain and cosine distribution of 
transverse shear strain through the thickness of the beam. Governing equations of equilibrium are derived using 
Hamilton’s principle. Analytical solutions for simply supported curved beam are obtained using Navier’s 
solution procedure. The non-dimensional numerical results are obtained for different radii of curvature and 
various power law coefficients. The present study contributes many new results on the bending analysis of 
functionally graded sandwich beams curved in elevation for the reference of future research in this area. 
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“Influence of interphase on the multi-physics coupled frequency of three-phase smart magneto-electro-elastic 
composite plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111254, 15 October 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111254 
ABSTRACT: The present article researches the influence of piezoelectric interphase thickness on the coupled 
frequency response of three-phase smart magneto-electro-elastic (TPS-MEE) plates with the aid of Reddy’s 
third-order shear deformation theory (RTSDT). A three-phase smart composite constituted of CoFe2O4 
piezomagnetic matrix embedded with carbon fibers in the piezoelectric shell is considered for evaluation. The 
coupling characteristics of the smart carbon/PZT-5A (PZT-7A)/CoFe2O4 composites significantly changes with 



the interphase thickness of piezoelectric interphase. Thereby the stiffness and the natural frequency of the 
structure composed of these three-phase MEE materials drastically changes. A finite element (FE) formulation 
has been derived incorporating Hamilton’s principle. The equations of motion are obtained through 
condensation technique. The results reveal a significant effect of interphase thickness on the natural frequency 
of the three-phase smart magneto-electro-elastic plate. Further, a special attention has been paid on evaluating 
the influence of carbon fiber/piezoelectric volume fraction on the free vibration behaviour of TPS-MEE plate. 
Also, a parametric study has been performed to investigate the effect of boundary conditions, aspect ratio and 
length-to-width ratio. 
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“Sound absorption of micro-perforated sandwich panel with honeycomb-corrugation hybrid core at high 
temperatures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111285, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111285 
ABSTRACT: A combined theoretical and numerical study is carried out to evaluate the sound absorption 
performance of a micro-perforated sandwich panel with perforated honeycomb-corrugation hybrid core (PHCH) 
at high temperatures up to 700 K. The theoretical model is established based on the classical Maa theory for 
micro-perforated panels and the method of electro-acoustic analogy. Validity of the model is checked against 
direct numerical simulations performed on COMSOL Multiphysics. Sound absorption properties of PHCH and 
its competitors obtained at different temperatures reveal that temperature affects remarkably their low-
frequency performance. Average particle velocity in the perforation hole is numerically calculated as a function 
of temperature, and good agreement between sound absorption peaks and particle velocity peaks is achieved. To 
further demonstrate the superiority of PHCH in low-frequency sound absorption, the half-absorption 
bandwidths of PHCH are compared to those of its competitors at high temperatures. The influence of facesheet 
and corrugation are also studied, illustrating that the former plays a more significant role than the latter. The 
proposed sandwich structure shows promising engineering applications not only as a load-bearing structure, but 
also as a sound absorber, even at high temperatures. 
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Information Technology, University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia), “Effects of impact energy, 
velocity, and impactor mass on the damage induced in composite laminates and sandwich panels”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111284, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111284 
ABSTRACT: Results of an experimental investigation into the low-velocity impact response of carbon fibre 
reinforced laminates and sandwich structures are presented. Six different impact tests have been performed on 
the composite laminates and sandwich panels with impact energy levels ranging from 17.13 to 154.18 J. Two 
types of loading conditions were implemented: (1) impacts by the impactors having the same mass and variable 
impact velocities resulting in different impact energy levels; (2) impacts with the same level of energy 
(equivalent energy impacts) and different impactor masses with corresponding (different) velocities. The 
experiments probed the effects of impactor mass, velocity, and different impact energy levels by analysing the 
patterns of induced damage, energy absorption, penetration resistance and force-displacement response. 
Microscopic non-intrusive damage assessment procedures were employed to investigate various damage modes 
induced by the drop weight impact depending on the impact of velocities and impactor masses. 
 
Shang-Nan Tsai and Ambrose C. Taylor (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College London, 
South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom), “Vibration behaviours of single/multi-
debonded curved composite sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 226, Article 111291, 15 October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111291 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures, which are light but have high strength, are extensively used in automobile, 
marine and aircraft structures. However, core/facesheet debonding can occur and reduce the stiffness of the 
structures and hence result in the failure of the structures, whilst affecting the vibration behaviours. Hammer 



impact tests and finite element simulations were conducted on flat and curved sandwich structures, which were 
composed of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) facesheets and epoxy cores, to analyse how the vibration 
behaviours were affected by debonding and other factors. The 15°- and 30°-curved structures showed only 
slight differences in the natural frequencies of bending and torsional modes. However, significant difference in 
the lateral modes were found as the mode shape merged with torsional movement and hence the natural 
frequencies increase. Debonding resulted in the reduction in the natural frequencies, an 80 mm debonded 
region reduced the natural frequency of the flat and 30°-curved structures by 57.0% and 56.6%, respectively. 
Change of natural frequencies can make a structure resonate and lead to failure, therefore how the debonded 
regions affect the vibration of sandwich structures is important for applications. 
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“Analysis of vibration reduction characteristics of composite fiber curved laminated panels”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111231, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111231 
ABSTRACT: Firstly, based on modal experiment, this paper analyses composite fiber curve laminates, which 
includes [〈0|15〉]8, [〈15|30〉]8, [〈30|45〉]8, [〈45|60〉]8, [〈60|75〉]8, [〈75|90〉]8, and then gets damping ratio of each 
laminated plate. After analysis, the results showed that the curve of fiber layer for 〈30|45〉 composite laminated 
plate damping ratio is the maximum, however, the curve of fiber layer for 〈60|75〉 composite laminated plate 
damping ratio is the maximum. Secondly, the simple harmonic test of laminated plates with curved layers was 
carried out. Those plates includes [0/45/〈0|15〉/-45]s, [0/45/〈15|30〉/-45]s, [0/45/〈30|45〉/-45]s, [0/45/〈45|60〉45]s, 
[0/45/〈60|75〉/-45]s, [0/45/〈75|90〉/-45]s. It is easy to get the acceleration response maps of each laminated plate. 
The above simple harmonic test results showed that larger the damping ratio, the better the damping effect and 
the smaller the amplitude of acceleration. The amplitude of acceleration changes inversely with the change of 
damping ratio. Finally, the conclusion is that the laminated plate with the best vibration damping effect is 
[〈30|45〉]8, and the laminated plate with the worst vibration damping effect is [〈60|75〉]8. 
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“Experimental investigation of energy absorption behaviour of circular carbon/epoxy composite tubes under 
quasi-static and dynamic crush loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111266, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111266 
ABSTRACT: Carbon/epoxy composites demonstrate significant and promising improvements of the weight-to-
performance ratio in the automotive industry. In this paper, their energy absorption performance is thoroughly 
investigated. Quasi-static and dynamic axial crush tests have been performed on a variety of carbon/epoxy 
composite tube specimens with different thicknesses, layups and architectures (fabric and unidirectional). It is 
shown that the frequency response of the drop weight test setup bias the crush load histories and give false peak 
crush loads which lead to a wrong understanding of the elastic behaviour of the composites. Different filtering 
processes are adopted to investigate their necessity and influence on the energy absorption performance of 
carbon/epoxy composites. Comparing the specific energy absorption and crush efficiency of the variety of 
carbon/epoxy composite tube specimens, the fabric ones perform better than the unidirectional ones. The results 
show that more energy can be absorbed in the quasi-static conditions. 
 
P.M.G. Bashir Asdaque and S. Roy (Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, 
New Delhi 110016, India), “Nonlinear dynamic analysis of slender, composite smart-structures under fixed and 



follower loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111269, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111269 
ABSTRACT: The present theory is based on an intrinsic, electromechanically coupled mixed variational 
formulation to study dynamical instability of a two-way coupled electromechanical beam. A computational 
code is developed based on the present theory, where the coupled equations over space-time are solved by a 
combined Newton-Raphson and Newmark method. Validation of the dynamic results for sensor applications for 
fixed and follower loads have been done. Both, linear and nonlinear results have been discussed. The 
eigenvalue analysis, flutter dynamic instability and the effect of various circuit conditions on instability have 
been discussed. The computation time comparison between the commercially available software and the present 
theory shows the efficacy of the analysis presented. The computational platform developed here may be utilized 
for designing real applications like smart wind turbines and smart laminated airplane wings, which are highly 
flexible and undergo large displacements and rotations. 
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(1) Rzeszow University of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautics, Powstańców 
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Manufacturing Engineering, UNSW Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia 
(3) AGH UST, Faculty of Physics and Applied Computer Science, Poland  
“Effect of fibre architecture on the specific energy absorption in carbon epoxy composite tubes under 
progressive crushing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111292, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111292 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the progressive crushing performance of composite tubes with varied fibre 
architecture. The effect of lay-up configuration and influence of percentage of unidirectional (UD) and woven 
fabric (WF) fibre architectures on the specific energy absorption (SEA) is investigated using experiments. 
Composite tubes with internal diameter 42 mm and wall thickness to diameter of 0.05 were manufactured for a 
range of specimens with different ratios of axial and hoop fibres. The samples were chamfered at an angle of 
70°. Progressive crushing of specimens under quasi-static (20 mm/min) and dynamic (4.48–6.7 m/s) loading 
were performed. A new factor Axial Fibre Mass Fraction (AFMF) was introduced to describe the mass fraction 
of axial fibres to reflect upon the SEA response. To investigate the influence of AFMF and loading rate on the 
crushing mechanism of composite tubes, computer tomography (CT) was additionally. The calculated SEA for 
different loading conditions indicate a drop of 10%–20% for dynamic cases depending on the fibre architecture 
of the samples. The CT-scans present a relationship between debris length and AFMF. The average length of 
debris decreases with the increase of AFMF which indicates more intense fibre breaking, reduced integrity of 
the ‘petals’ and hence increased SEA. 
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(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, Isfahan 84156-8311, Iran 
(2) Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 
10129 Torino, Italy 
“Damage and residual bending strength in glass-polyester molded grating composite panels after low-velocity 
impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111290, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111290 
ABSTRACT: Glass-polyester molded grating composites (MGC) are brittle and sensitive to the damage caused 
by the impact. In this study, a finite element model has been proposed to predict the strength of the molded 
grating composite panels against low-velocity impact loads. Molded grating composites have unidirectional 
reinforcement fibers, except in the intersections where behave as a blocked bidirectional reinforced materials. 
Hashin failure criteria and a proposed sudden degradation model have been employed to distinguish damage 
initiation and formulate damage evolution, respectively. The proposed degradation rule basically is Tserpes 
model with a small modification for shear dominant tension-compression degradation. In order to validate the 
results a series of experimental impact tests were carried out by means of a drop weight tower in different states 



of the height and mass of the drop weight. Three-point bending tests on the intact specimen and impacted 
specimens were performed in order to determine the reduction of strength and stiffness after impact. The results 
show that the numerical analysis based on the proposed modified Tserpes model predicts the ultimate force and 
the slope of the load-displacement diagram with a reasonable accuracy that correlate well with the experimental 
results. 
 
Behrouz Karami (1), Maziar Janghorban (1), and Timon Rabczuk (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Marvdasht Branch, Islamic Azad University, Marvdasht, Iran 
(2) Institute of Research and Development, Duy Tan University, Da Nang, Viet Nam 
“Static analysis of functionally graded anisotropic nanoplates using nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111249, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111249 
ABSTRACT: We study functionally graded nanoplates made of (hexagonal) beryllium crystals. Therefore, a 
five-variable refined plate theory in conjunction with the nonlocal strain gradient theory is developed. From the 
best knowledge of authors, it is the first time that mentioned theories are developed for hexagonal materials. 
The governing equations are obtained using Hamilton’s principle where an analytical technique based on 
Navier’s series is utilized to solve the static problem for simply-supported boundary conditions. To simplify the 
equations, the number of unknowns and governing equations are reduced by dividing the transverse 
displacement into bending, shear, and thickness stretching parts. The obtained results of the displacements are 
compared with those predicted by other 2D and quasi-3D plate theories available in the literature. We show that 
the bending characteristics of FG anisotropic nanoplates are influenced by the nonlocal parameter, strain 
gradient parameter, length-to-thickness ratio, length-to-width ratio and exponential factor. This study offers 
benchmark results for the static analysis of functionally graded anisotropic nanoplates which could for instance 
be used for other computational approaches. We also quantify the accuracy of replacing an anisotropic model 
with an isotropic one and show that the differences in the stresses can grow up to 10% in some conditions. 
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“Nonlinear vibration of imperfect FG-CNTRC cylindrical panels under external pressure in the thermal 
environment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111310, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111310 
ABSTRACT: An analytical approach for the nonlinear vibration analysis of imperfect functionally graded 
carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical panels is presented. The FG-CNTRC 
cylindrical panel is subjected to external pressure in the thermal environment. The nonlinear temperature 
distribution in the thickness direction is assumed. The classical thin shell theory with the von-Kármán strain-
displacement kinematic nonlinearity is employed in the constitutive laws of the shell. The governing equation is 
solved by utilizing Galerkin’s method in conjunction with the stress function concept. Finally, to find the 
nonlinear dynamic responses, the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is used. The effect of the four various types 
of the CNTs distributions, such as UD, FG-Λ, FG-X, and FG-O is considered on the cylindrical panel. The 
influence of material parameters, initial imperfection, and temperature on the nonlinear vibration response of 
functionally graded CNTRC cylindrical panel is presented. 
 
M. Di Sciuva and M. Sorrenti (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering – Politecnico di Torino, 
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Bending, free vibration and buckling of functionally 
graded carbon nanotube-reinforced sandwich plates, using the extended Refined Zigzag Theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 227, Article 111324, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111324 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents an application of the extended Refined Zigzag Theory (eRZT) in conjunction 
with the Ritz method to the analysis of bending, free vibration and buckling of functionally graded carbon 
nanotube-reinforced (FG-CNTR) sandwich plates. Two stacking sequences are taken into consideration: 
sandwich panels with a homogeneous core and functionally graded face-sheets and sandwich panels with 
homogeneous face-sheets and a functionally graded core. 
After validating the convergence characteristics and the numerical accuracy of the developed approach using 
orthogonal and non-orthogonal admissible functions, a detailed parametric numerical investigation is carried 



out. Bending under bi-sinusoidal and uniform transverse pressure, free vibration and buckling loads under 
uniform in-plane uniaxial, biaxial and shearing loadings of FG-CNTR sandwich plates are studied. Numerical 
results for square and rectangular FG-CNTR sandwich plates under various combinations of geometry (core-to-
face sheet thickness ratio and side to thickness ratio), different set of boundary conditions, CNTs volume 
fraction and grading laws are presented and discussed in detail. It is concluded that the eRZT predicts the 
response for static, stability and free vibration problems more accurately than first-order (FSDT) and third-order 
(TSDT) shear deformation theories, also for FG-CNTR sandwich plates. 
 
Hairong Miao, Zhenyu Wu, Zhiping Ying and Xudong Hu (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and 
Automation, Zhejiang Sci-Tech University, Zhejiang, China), “The numerical and experimental investigation 
on low-velocity impact response of composite panels: Effect of fabric architecture”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
227, Article 111343, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111343 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to characterize and assess the effect of fabric structure on the damage 
resistance subjected to low velocity impact. Composite panels reinforced by layered unidirectional (LU), 
layered woven (LW) and 3D orthogonal woven (OW) fabric were prepared respectively and the impact tests 
were carried out on a low-velocity testbench. Finite element models at yarn-level were established to 
numerically investigate the material deformation and failure mechanism. The impact tests showed that the OW 
composite possessed better impact resistance with respect to impact-induced deformation and inelastic energy 
absorption. The roles of the z-binder have also been identified through comparison of impacted morphology and 
numerical results. The z-binder serves as cracking trigger due to the weak debonding with resin pocket around it 
and its zig-zag configuration impedes the growth of delamination by damage deflection. Therefore, the 
discontinuous resin damage in 3D composite allows the enhancement of impact resistance instead of 
delamination failure in the 2D panel. In addition, the in-plane interlacement of woven fabric causes that primary 
yarn breaks in the high stress region and forms a circle damage area, whereas the penetrating cracking along the 
fiber orientation of superficial layer is induced in the unidirectional composite. 
 
Xiao-Lin Huang, Lei Dong, Geng-Zhong Wei and De-Yue Zhong (School of Architecture and Transportation 
Engineering, Guilin University of Electronic Technology, Guilin 541004, People’s Republic of China), 
“Nonlinear free and forced vibrations of porous sigmoid functionally graded plates on nonlinear elastic 
foundations”, Composite Structures, Vol. 228, Article 111326, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111326 
ABSTRACT:  This paper focuses on the nonlinear free and forced vibrations of porous sigmoid functionally 
graded material plates resting on nonlinear elastic foundations. Two types of porosity distributions, even and 
uneven, were considered. A nonlinear three-parameter foundation model was employed to estimate the plate-
foundation interactions. The material properties of the plates, described by the sigmoid distribution law, were 
assumed to be graded in the thickness direction. All four edges of the plates were simply supported and had no 
in-plane displacements. Based on a higher-order shear deformation plate theory and general von Kármán-type 
equation, the equations of motion with the effects of nonlinear elastic foundations were developed. The 
equations of motion were solved by an improved perturbation technique to determine the nonlinear frequencies 
and dynamic responses of the plates. The numerical illustrations are presented in both tabular and graphical 
forms to show the effects of the nonlinear foundation parameters, pore volume fraction, and material volume 
fraction on the nonlinear vibration and dynamic responses of the plates. 
 
Ponkrshnan Thiagarajan and K.V. Nagendra Gopal (Department of Aerospace Engineering, Indian Institute of 
Technology Madras, India), “Asymptotic expansion differential quadrature method for the analysis of laminated 
hemispherical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 228, Article 111275, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111275 
ABSTRACT: An asymptotic shell theory is proposed for the analysis of hemispherical shells. Vibration 
characteristics of laminated specially orthotropic hemispherical shells are investigated using multiple scales 
asymptotic expansion method. The governing equations are formulated from the three dimensional elasticity 
equations without any initial assumptions. These equations are solved using differential quadrature method to 
obtain the numerical solution of the problem. Numerical results are presented for laminated hemispherical shells 
with an axial cut at the top for clamped-clamped boundary condition. A parametric study is conducted for 
different thickness ratios, angle of the axial cut, orthotropic ratios and laminate configurations. 



 
N. Kharghani and C. Guedes Soares (Centre for Marine Technology and Ocean Engineering (CENTEC), 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal), “Analytical and experimental study of 
the ultimate strength of delaminated composite laminates under compressive loading”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 228, Article 111355, 15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111355 
ABSTRACT: An improved and efficient analytical solution is proposed to predict the behaviour and the 
ultimate strength of composite laminates containing delamination. For this purpose, a Layerwise Higher order 
Shear Deformation Theory based on polynomial shape functions using Rayleigh–Ritz approximation technique 
are utilized. The ultimate strength and initial stages of propagation of the delaminated zone are determined 
using fracture analysis. The results demonstrate continuous functions to calculate in-plane and out-of-plane 
displacements, rotations, strains, stresses, energy and load carrying capacity under in-plane compressive 
loading. Moreover, a significant experimental investigation has been carried out for specimens with cross-ply 
stacking sequence and various material properties, geometries, delamination type and boundary conditions. The 
experimental study includes fabrication process, tensile tests to determine material properties and buckling test 
of the defected specimens. 
 
Jie Zhou and Zheng Li (State Key Lab for Turbulence and Complex Systems, College of Engineering, Peking 
University, Beijing 100871, China), “Damage detection based on vibration for composite sandwich panels with 
truss core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111376, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111376 
ABSTRACT: Composite sandwich panels with truss core have been widely studied for their outstanding 
characteristics and excellent designable properties, but very little of this work was focused on non-destructive 
testing (NDT) methods. Based on mode curvatures and a two-dimensional (2D) continuous wavelet transform 
(CWT), a baseline-free NDT method is proposed for damage identification in these types of sandwich panels. 
Initially, the 2D CWT is applied to process the mode curvatures from specific mode shapes. Then, considering 
the structural periodicity of the truss, which is a distinctive characteristic of these sandwich panels, a novel 
damage index is defined through a combination of the structural periodicity and the coefficients of the CWT. 
Numerical simulations and experimental tests were conducted to identify damage in the composite sandwich 
panels with core trusses forming a pyramidal lattice. Results show that the proposed method is efficient and 
reliable, and has a good resolution in identifying one or more truss bars missing detection without a baseline 
and thus has the potential in damage detection of composite sandwich panels. 
 
Hossein Daemi and Hamidreza Eipakchi (Faculty of Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering, Shahrood 
University of Technology, Shahrood, Iran), “Closed form solution for free vibrations analysis of FGPM thick 
cylinders employing FSDT under various boundary conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 
111403, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111403 
ABSTRACT: A porous material contains a structure in which its density reduces when the volume increases 
due to voids. The high strength, low weight and absorption of the sound or impact convert the porous materials 
desirable with vast applications to different fields of science and technology. In this paper, an analytical method 
is proposed for investigating the vibrations behavior of thick porous cylinders for various boundary conditions. 
The porosity variation is function of the thickness as symmetric, asymmetric or uniform. For mathematical 
modeling, the first-order shear deformation theory is used as displacement field, by considering the transverse 
normal strain effect. Hamilton’s principle in conjunction with the linear kinematic relations and Biot 
constitutive equations are employed to extract the motion equations. The governing equations contain four 
coupled partial differential equations. These equations are solved analytically and the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes are determined. A parametric study is performed and the effect of the materials and mechanical 
properties is studied for different boundary conditions. The results are compared with the finite element 
methods and the available results in the literature. 
 
Paweł Czapski and Tomasz Kubiak (Department of Strength of Materials, Lodz University of Technology, 
Stefanowskiego 1/15, 90-924 Lodz, Poland), “Influence of residual stresses on the buckling behaviour of thin-
walled, composite tubes with closed cross-section – Numerical and experimental investigations”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111407, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111407 



ABSTRACT: The aim of this research is to investigate the influence of residual stresses on the behaviour of 
thin-walled laminates during compression until failure. We investigate the compression of a squared cross-
section, GFRP columns with dimensions: (width x height x thickness): 80x80x2 mm. The length of the tubes is 
equal to 250 mm. The material used to manufacture the specimens was eight-layered pre-preg and we analysed 
six combinations of angular arrangements. The autoclaving technique was employed to produce the samples. In 
this paper, a new FE model of tubes’ compression including residual stresses from the manufacturing process is 
presented. The FE model where residual stresses are not taken into account has been underestimated by the real 
structures’ behaviour. Therefore, the first part of the study is devoted to preparing a simplified model of the 
curing process, while in the second the manufacturing and curing stresses are transferred to the model of 
compression. Backed by experimental data, the study shows that residual stresses have a significant influence 
on buckling performance, which finds confirmation in the experiments. 
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“Nonlinear random responses and fatigue prediction of elastically restrained laminated composite panels in 
thermo-acoustic environments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111391, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111391 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a formulation for predicting the nonlinear random response of the elastically 
restrained laminated composite panel subjected to thermo-acoustic loads. Based on the laminated plate theory 
and Von Kármán large deflection and classical thin plate theories, the natural characteristics are obtained via 
Rayleigh-Ritz method and then the governing equations of the panel subjected to combined acoustic and 
thermal loads are formulated. The nonlinear partial differential equations of motion are transformed to a set of 
coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations in truncated modal coordinates. A numerical example where 
the acoustic load is considered as the Gaussian band-limited white noise is given to perform the process of 
obtaining the mode and responses of the panel. Taking the natural frequency obtained from the finite element 
method as a reference value, the process of obtaining the natural frequencies is validated by comparing the 
frequency results. Numerical results show that the buckling, snap-through, and nonlinear random vibrations of 
the thermal-elastic restrained panel can be predicted accurately. Comparing stress PSD distributions with 
fatigue damage distributions, the first-order mode is proved to be valid for determining the most dangerous area 
for fatigue life prediction. 
 
M. Shariyat, S. Jahanshahi and H. Rahimi (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, K.N. Toosi University of 
Technology, Tehran 19991-43344, Iran), “Nonlinear Hermitian generalized hygrothermoelastic stress and wave 
propagation analyses of thick FGM spheres exhibiting temperature, moisture, and strain-rate material 
dependencies”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111364, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111364 
ABSTRACT: The present article is dedicated to the dynamic stress and displacement distributions and 
hygrothermoelastic wave propagation and reflection responses of FG hollow spheres subjected to 
thermomechanical shocks. The strain-rate and temperature dependencies of the material properties are 
accounted for. Hence, the material properties of the sphere are dependent on coordinates, time, loading rate, 
temperature, and ambient humidity. Furthermore, material degradation due to moisture absorption is considered. 
It is the first time that such a complex and more realistic combination is taken into account in the wave 
propagation analysis. The nonlinear coupled Lord-Shulman-type generalized hygrothermoelasticity equations 
that are developed by the inclusion of the moisture absorption state variable into the free energy function, are 
solved by using a Galerkin-type finite element method, iterative solution algorithm, and a second-order Runge-
Kutta time integration procedure. Results are extracted by using the C1-continuous Hermitian rather than 
common C0-continuous Lagrangian elements to guarantee exact continuity of the stresses at the mutual 
boundaries of the elements and preclude the numerical locking phenomenon. Comprehensive sensitivity 
analyses including the effects of various factors are performed. Results reveal the significant effects of the 
temperature, strain-rate, and moisture absorption on both the material properties and constitutive law and 
consequently, on the transient stress distribution and the hygrothermoelastic wave propagation/reflection 
phenomenon. Furthermore, the results confirm that in the FG structures, the thermal and stress wavefronts travel 
with variable and time-dependent speeds. 
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“In-plane crashworthiness of re-entrant hierarchical honeycombs with negative Poisson’s ratio”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111415, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111415 
ABSTRACT: Both auxetic structures and hierarchical honeycombs are marked with lightweight and excellent 
mechanical properties. Here, we combine the characteristics of auxetic structures and hierarchical honeycombs, 
and propose two re-entrant hierarchical honeycombs constructed by replacing the cell walls of re-entrant 
honeycombs with regular hexagon substructure (RHH) and equilateral triangle substructure (RHT). The 
honeycombs are subjected to in-plane impact in order to investigate the crashworthiness by using the 
commercial software LS-DYNA. The plateau stress of RHH and RHT in x and y directions are derived by a 
two-scale method. The results from numerical simulation indicate that the specific energy absorption of RHT 
and RHH is improved by up to 292% and 105%. RHT and RHH improve the mean crushing force value by 
298%, 108% respectively compared with the classic re-entrant honeycomb (RH) under quasi-static loading at 
stress plateau region. The RHT and RHH still have the characteristic of negative Poisson’s ratio. Additionally, 
the parametric studies are further carried out to investigate the effects of impact velocities and relative densities 
on crashworthiness. All the findings of this study indicate that the proposed two hierarchical honeycombs 
exhibit an improved crushing performance, and RHT provides the highest energy absorption capacity among all 
specimens. 
 
Hongyong Jiang and Yiru Ren (State Key Laboratory of Advanced Design and Manufacturing for Vehicle 
Body, Hunan University, Changsha, Hunan 410082, China), “Crashworthiness and failure analysis of steeple-
triggered hat-shaped composite structure under the axial and oblique crushing load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
229, Article 111375, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111375 
ABSTRACT: A clear understanding of failure mechanisms and coupling interaction of multiple failure modes 
greatly contributes to crashworthiness design of composite structure. Thus, the crashworthiness and failure of 
steeple-triggered hat-shaped composite structure (HSCS) is investigated based on finite element method. The 
stacked-shell model is adopted to capture both intra- and inter-laminar failure modes and validated with 
available experiments. The effect of oblique crushing on the crashworthiness of HSCS is predicted and 
analyzed. Further, to improve specific energy absorption (SEA), the HSCS as a sub-structure is used to design 
cellular structures including unit-cell, double-cell and four-cell structures. From the predicted results, failure 
process and complex coupling failure mechanisms of HSCS are revealed. It is found that the oblique crushing 
angle has a significant effect on the crashworthiness and there exists a critical angle. It is also revealed that the 
SEA increases with the increase of the cell number due to different splaying modes. 
 
Jiajia Guo, Yong Xiao, Shufeng Zhang and Jihong Wen (Laboratory of Science and Technology on Integrated 
Logistics Support, College of Intelligence Science and Technology, National University of Defense 
Technology, Changsha 410073, PR China), “Bloch wave based method for dynamic homogenization and 
vibration analysis of lattice truss core sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111437, 1 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111437 
ABSTRACT: A unified semi-analytical method for dynamic homogenization and vibration analysis of lattice 
truss core sandwich beams is proposed. The method is developed based on prediction of both propagating and 
evanescent Bloch waves in the periodic truss core sandwich beam using a wave finite element method. This is 
accomplished very efficiently with the requirement of modeling only one unit cell of the periodic sandwich 
beam, which can be implemented simply by employing a conventional finite element package. A dynamic 
equivalent Timoshenko beam model is thereby built by matching its propagating and evanescent flexural 
wavenumbers to those predicted from the original sandwich beam. Dynamic equivalent beam parameters 
including equivalent flexural stiffness, equivalent shear stiffness, as well as equivalent Young’s modulus and 
shear modulus are identified and expressed as explicit formulations relating to the two matched flexural 



wavenumbers. Free vibrations of finite-length lattice truss core sandwich beams with various common boundary 
conditions are further examined based on analytical natural frequency equations and normal mode functions. It 
is demonstrated that the proposed method shows excellent agreement with conventional finite element method 
and provides much better accuracy of natural frequency prediction than a representative existing method. 
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“Virtual testing of mechanical response of composite plates with normally distributed wrinkles”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111440, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111440 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new method combined three-dimensional finite element method (FEM) with 
heterogeneity model of wrinkles was presented to predict the mechanical response of orthotropic plates under 
four different loading conditions: transverse compression, axial tension, bending and shearing. The effective 
elastic properties disturbed by wrinkles are determined based on a mesomechanics model and a homogenization 
technique. The computation combining heterogeneous wrinkles can be considered as a virtual test since it 
allows every computation to produce a different result according to different shapes, sizes and locations of 
wrinkles, which are believed to obey the normal and random distribution, respectively. It was found that the in-
plane displacements of plates increase dramatically when the heterogeneity wrinkle model is considered. The 
fluctuant displacement fields of the plate under axial tensile load can be clearly observed, and the distortion of 
displacement contours becomes serious with the increment of standard deviation of normally distributed 
wrinkle defects. Also, the statistical characteristics of mechanical response corresponding to different standard 
deviations were obtained according to multiple computations. 
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“Non-linear vibration response of functionally graded circular cylindrical shells subjected to thermo-mechanical 
loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111430, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111430 
ABSTRACT: The analysis of the non-linear vibration response is carried out for functionally graded (FG) 
circular cylindrical shells subjected to thermal environment along with mechanical in-plane non-uniformly 
distributed loading along the edges and harmonic radial force. The temperature dependent material properties of 
the simply supported shell are assumed to vary in the radial direction according to power-law distribution. 
Based on the first-order shear deformation theory and von-Kármán type geometric nonlinearity, the strain-
displacement relationships are established for circular cylindrical shells. The coupled governing equations of 
motion for functionally graded cylindrical shells are then derived using Hamilton’s principle. Employing 
Galerkin’s method, the coupled partial differential equations of motions are reduced to a set of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations. In order to obtain the free and forced vibration response of the FG shell, the 
incremental harmonic balance method, in conjunction with the arc-length method, is used. The non-uniform in-
plane loading is converted to Fourier series and the pre-buckling analysis is performed to determine the stress 
distribution within the shell. The non-linear frequency-amplitude response is studied to examine the effects of 
volume fractions of the constituents, static partial edge loadings, thermal loads, and radial periodic loadings. 
 
A.K.W. Hii, S. Minera, R.M.J. Groh, A. Pirrera and L.F. Kawashita (Bristol Composites Institute (ACCIS), 
University of Bristol, Queen’s Building, University Walk, Bristol BS8 1TR, UK), “Three-dimensional stress 
analyses of complex laminated shells with a variable-kinematics continuum shell element”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111405, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111405 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new variable-kinematics continuum shell (VKCS) element that can be used 
to model laminated shell structures with arbitrary geometry in a finite element (FE) setting. The novelty is in the 
implementation of variable-kinematics capability in a continuum shell formulation, using Carrera’s Unified 
Formulation (CUF). The resultant model has completely general geometric and kinematic descriptions. In the 
formulation, the geometrical representation is based on a numerical isoparametric map with no simplifying 
assumptions on the shell geometry; whereas the element displacement fields are written in terms of the 



Fundamental Nuclei according to CUF. In the variable-kinematics framework, the levels of hp– and p–
refinements in the through-thickness and in-plane domains are free parameters that can be varied independently. 
By parametrically varying in-plane mesh densities and model kinematics, model settings with good trade-offs in 
computational cost and desired level of accuracy can be identified. In addition to the existing literature 
benchmarks, we include new 3D stress benchmarks for laminated shells with complex geometrical features, 
such as spatially varying curvatures, non-orthogonal coordinate lines and variable thicknesses. The higher-order 
models yield asymptotically correct three-dimensional stresses, even in regions near singularities, without 
requiring numerical artefacts nor stress recovery procedures. In terms of computational efficiency, the model 
variants utilising high p-level require fewer total degrees of freedom (dofs) compared with linear 3D finite 
element method (FEM) for convergence of the 3D stress field. In terms of wider applications, the compact 
formulation can allow for the same computer code and model mesh to be used across a wide range of analyses 
for complex shell structures that requires different model fidelity, with minimal inputs from the user. 
 
Amir Ehsani and Hamid Dalir (Department of Mechanical and Energy Engineering, Purdue School of 
Engineering and Technology, IUPUI, United States), “Multi-objective optimization of composite angle grid 
plates for maximum buckling load and minimum weight using genetic algorithms and neural networks”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111450, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111450 
ABSTRACT: The present work describes an optimization process based on the ε-constraint method to find an 
optimum design to maximize the critical buckling load and minimize the structural weight of an angle grid 
plate. A comprehensive geometrical model is considered including all geometrical design variables of the grid. 
In order to achieve a precise and effective approximation of the buckling load, an artificial neural network 
(ANN) is employed. Training data for ANN is obtained by the Mindlin plate theory as well as the Ritz method. 
The ANN is combined with genetic algorithms (GA) to find the optimized design variables for an angle grid 
structure. The results provide a wide range of geometrical data for designers to choose the maximum buckling 
load at the minimum structural weight. 
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(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Adana Alparslan Türkeş Science and Technology University, 
Adana, Turkey 
“Nonlinear transient dynamic analysis of laminated composite parabolic panels of revolution with variable 
thickness resting on elastic foundation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111402, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111402 
ABSTRACT: In this article, nonlinear transient behavior of laminated composite Parabolic Panels of 
Revolution Structure(s) (PPRS) with variable thickness resting on elastic foundation is investigated using 
Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) method. Winkler-Pasternak model is used to represent elastic 
foundation. Linear, arch, sine and cosine thickness functions are used to express variable thickness. In transient 
analyses, First Order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) is used to consider the transverse shear effects. 
Nonlinearity is taken into account using Green-Lagrange nonlinear strain-displacement relations considering 
deepness effect. Virtual work principle is used to derive the equations of motion. Partial derivatives in the 
equation of motion are expressed with GDQ method and time integration is carried out using Newmark average 
acceleration method. Several problems are solved and compared with finite element results in order to validate 
the proposed method. After validation, effects of thickness functions, thickness variation parameter, geometric 
characteristic parameter of PPRS, boundary conditions, elastic foundation parameters as well as composite 
lamination scheme on nonlinear transient dynamic behaviour of PPRS are investigated. 
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“Compressive behavior of CFRP-confined partially encased concrete columns under axial loading”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111479, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111479 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports the compressive behavior of CFRP-confined partially encased concrete 
columns under axial loading. Nine CFRP-confined partially encased concrete columns and three partially 
encased concrete columns are axially tested. The failure modes, load versus displacement relationship, axial 
bearing capacity, ductility and initial stiffness are presented and analyzed. The results show that CFRP-confined 
partially encased concrete columns present a better mechanical performance than those without CFRP sheets 
confining (i.e. partially encased concrete columns). CFRP-confined partially encased concrete columns are 
eventually failed due to the local buckling of steel flange with rupture of CFRP sheet or without rupture of 
CFRP sheet. The ductility and axial bearing capacity of columns can be improved with increasing number of 
CFRP sheet layers. A simplified design formula of CFRP-confined partially encased concrete columns is 
proposed, which can satisfactorily agree with the test results. 
 
Guo-dong Xu (1), Tao Zeng (2), Su Cheng (1), Xiao-hong Wang (1) and Kun Zhang (1) 
(1) Department of Engineering Mechanics, Harbin University of Science and Technology, Harbin 150080, PR 
China 
(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, College of Engineering, Shantou University, Shantou 
515063, PR China 
“Free vibration of composite sandwich beam with graded corrugated lattice core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
229, Article 111466, 1 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111466 
ABSTRACT: A continuous homogeneous theory is employed to formulate a governing equation for predicting 
the free vibration of the graded corrugated lattice core sandwich beam. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is adopted to 
solve the governing equation for various types of boundary conditions. The natural frequencies are obtained and 
the theoretical predictions are validated by the numerical simulations and experimental results. An auto-cutting 
process combined with mold-press method was used to fabricate the graded corrugated lattice core sandwich 
beams. Three kinds of graded corrugated lattice core sandwich beams were designed to investigate the vibration 
responses of the sandwich beams. The influences of the graded parameters on the natural frequencies were 
discussed. Numerical simulations were carried out to calculate the natural frequencies of the graded corrugated 
lattice core sandwich beams. The influences of face sheet thickness, core height, beam length and graded 
parameter on the natural frequencies of the graded corrugated lattice core sandwich beams were studied. 
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(1) Department of Engineering Mechanics, Faculty of Engineering, University of Rijeka, Vukovarska 58, HR-
51000 Rijeka, Croatia 
(2) Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 
10129 Torino, Italy 
“Comparison of classical and refined beam models applied on isotropic and FG thin-walled beams in nonlinear 
buckling response”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111490, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111490 
ABSTRACT: In this work, nonlinear buckling analysis of thin-walled beams by two different models is 
investigated: first one, developed by MUL2 group, based on Carrera Unified Formulation, and THINWALL 
v.16 beam model based on classical Euler-Bernoulli-Vlasov beam theory. In former, the refined beam theories 
are obtained on the basis of Taylor and Lagrange-type expansions. Latter is performed in framework of updated 
Lagrangian formulation adopting nonlinear displacement field of thin-walled cross-section. Isotropic and FG 
beams are referred to. It is observed that numerical results obtained by these methods match very well. 
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“Three-dimensional free vibration and bending analyses of functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets-
reinforced nanocomposite annular plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 229, Article 111453, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111453 



ABSTRACT: Based on the three-dimensional theory of elasticity, the free vibration and bending analyses of 
functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets-reinforced nanocomposite (FG-GPLRC) annular plates are 
performed in this paper. The state-space based differential quadrature method (SS-DQM) is employed to study 
the vibration and bending behaviors of multilayer FG-GPLRC annular plates with different boundary 
conditions. The modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model and rule of mixtures are used to evaluate the 
effective material properties of the graphene-based nanocomposites, and five different types of GPL distribution 
patterns are discussed. After convergence and validation studies to verify the present analyses, comprehensive 
parametric investigations are conducted to examine the effects of weight fraction, distribution pattern, and 
geometric parameters of GPLs on free vibration and bending characteristics of the FG-GPLRC annular plates. 
Numerical results reveal that pattern GPL-X offers the best reinforcing effect for improved natural frequencies 
and deformation resistances of the nanocomposite annular plates. 
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School of Engineering (TGGS), King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok, Bangkok 10800, 
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“An overview of burst, buckling, durability and corrosion analysis of lightweight FRP composite pipes and their 
applicability”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111419, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111419 
ABSTRACT: The main aim of this review article was to address the performance of filament wound fibre 
reinforced polymer (FRP) composite pipes and their critical properties, such as burst, buckling, durability and 
corrosion. The importance of process parameters concerning merits and demerits of the manufacturing methods 
was discussed for the better-quality performance. Burst analysis revealed that the winding angle of ±55° was 
observed to be optimum with minimum failure mechanisms, such as matrix cracking, whitening, leakage and 
fracture. The reduction of buckling effect was reported in case of lower hoop stress value in the hoop to axial 
stress ratio against axial, compression and torsion. A significant improvement in energy absorption was 
observed in the hybrid composite pipes with the effect of thermal treatment. However, the varying winding 
angle in FRP pipe fabrication was reported as an influencing factor affecting all the aforementioned properties. 
Almost 90% of the reviewed studies was done using E-glass/epoxy materials for the composite pipe production. 
By overcoming associated limitations, such as replacing synthetic materials, designing new material 
combinations and cost-benefit analysis, the production cost of the lightweight FRP composite pipes can be 
decreased for the real-time applications. 
 
Xing Liu, Ling Wu, Danny Van Hemelrijck and Lincy Pyl (Department of Mechanics of Materials and 
Constructions, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium), “Quasi-static crush 
modelling of carbon/epoxy composites with discontinuous Galerkin/anisotropic extrinsic cohesive law method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111480, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111480 
ABSTRACT: Carbon/epoxy composites demonstrate significant promising improvements of weight to 
performance in the automotive industry. However, the design of carbon/epoxy composite components for 
crashworthiness remains challenging and normally requires laborious and repeated experimental work. This 
study adopts a predictive crush model of carbon/epoxy composites, which can partially replace the experimental 
work. The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method with extrinsic cohesive laws is employed to simulate the failure 
patterns in the composite structures. The application of DG distinguishes the fracture model from the 
conventional approach where preset cohesive elements are used on the location where cracks are expected. The 
mixed mode cohesive laws are used to simulate the delamination between each layer. To capture different crack 



propagations in different layups, the anisotropic cohesive law is used to simulate the intralaminar crack 
propagation in composites. To verify the adopted model, circular composite tube specimens with different 
layups have been simulated and compared with tests under quasi-static crush loadings. The comparisons of 
numerical results with experimental data show that the DG crush model can reproduce the experimental results 
with relatively high accuracy. 
 
M. Kamocka and R.J. Mania (Department of Strength of Materials (K12), Lodz University of Technology, PL – 
90-924 Lodz, Stefanowskiego 1/15, Poland), “Post-buckling response of FML column with delamination”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111511, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111511 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear buckling and the post-buckling response of the Fiber Metal Laminate (FML) 
column of channel section including delamination phenomenon is analysed. Numerical model of FML thin-
walled profile is created in a commercial finite element software with the application of solid-shell elements and 
Cohesive Zone Method for a delamination area modelled by contact elements. The location of delamination 
plane is predicted by Hashin failure criteria. During the nonlinear buckling analysis, geometric imperfections 
are included and the non-linear behaviour of the aluminium is taken into account. Outcomes of numerical 
analysis were compared with experimental results. 
 
V.S.C. Chillara and M.J. Dapino (NSF IUCRC on Smart Vehicle Concepts, Department of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA), “Bistable laminates with non-
cylindrical curved shapes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111502, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111502 
ABSTRACT: Thermally-cured fiber-reinforced polymeric laminates can exhibit bistable cylindrical shapes 
when their plies are configured orthogonally. Such “cross-ply” laminates have been studied extensively through 
modeling and experiments. However, bistable laminates with non-cylindrical shapes, especially through non-
orthogonal ply orientations, have received little attention due to inherent design limitations. This paper presents 
an approach for developing non-cylindrical curved shapes based on bistability in mechanically-prestressed 
laminates; prestress is applied by laminating prestrained fiber-reinforced elastomeric laminae on either face of 
an initially stress-free isotropic layer. An analytical laminated-plate model is developed based on strain energy 
minimization and stable shapes are calculated for various orientations of the prestrained laminae. The modeled 
shapes are in agreement with the measured shapes of physical rectangular laminates within 11%. The minimum 
polynomial order for the calculation of non-cylindrical shapes is fourth; a simplified constitutive model for 
prestrained-elastomers is developed to reduce computation time. The domain of bistability is investigated taking 
into account the combined effect of prestrain orientation and the ratio of prestrains, laminate size, and aspect 
ratio. Modeling of snap-through actuation requirements shows that actuation effort is maximum when one of the 
prestressed laminae is on a diagonal and the angle between prestrains is 45°. 
 
S.A. Hosseini Kordkheili and R. Khorasani (Aerospace Engineering Department, Sharif University of 
Technology, Azadi Avenue, P.O. Box: 11365-9567, Tehran, Iran), “On the geometrically nonlinear analysis of 
sandwich shells with viscoelastic core: A layerwise dynamic finite element formulation”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 230, Article 111480, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111388 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to present a finite element formulation for dynamic analysis of 
sandwich shells with viscoelastic core under large deformation. The present study is based on an incremental 
updated Lagrangian approach together with the Newmark integration scheme. The viscoelastic constitutive 
model which is used to define the behavior of the core, comes from the Riesz theorem and the corresponding 
creep functions are estimated using Dirichlet-Prony series. Also, the viscoelastic deferred strain is derived in an 
appropriate incremental form using the state variables. The employed layerwise shell element which is based on 
zig-zag theory has eight nodes on its mid layer. What’s more, in addition to three translational and two 
rotational degrees of freedom per node, the upper and lower layers are allowed to rotate independently relative 
to their neighbor layers. Thus, the damping effect of the viscoelastic core could be well described within the 
shear deformable displacement field. The presented nonlinear formulation is then implemented to a nonlinear 
finite element program to be appraised by solving different kinds of problems. The obtained numerical results 
correlate well with those available in the literature. 
 



Mahdi Chehreghani, Mitra Danesh Pazhooh and Mahmoud Shakeri (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Amirkabir University of Technology (Tehran Polytechnic), 424 Hafez Ave., Tehran 15875, Iran), “Vibration 
analysis of a fluid conveying sandwich cylindrical shell with a soft core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, 
Article 111480, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111470 
ABSTRACT: The free vibrations of a circular cylindrical sandwich shell with a flexible core containing a 
flowing fluid are investigated. Within the framework of the higher-order sandwich panel theory which assumes 
a variable displacement through the thickness, the core flexibility is taken into account. Using Hamilton’s 
extended principle, for an inviscid, non-rotational, laminar and incompressible flow, via the potential flow 
theory, the governing equations of the coupled structure and fluid system are derived. The eigenvalue problem’s 
equations are found by implementing a modal expansion method which has been validated by the existing 
results and is found to be accurate. The effect of the axial flow velocity, circumferential wave number, core to 
total thickness ratio and total thickness to mean radius ratio on the natural frequencies are investigated. It is 
found that taking into account the core's flexibility results in lower frequency values. The study shows that, 
unlike in dry shells, increasing the ratio of core thickness to total thickness reduces the natural frequencies 
monotonically in wet shells. For a constant total shell thickness, the critical velocity of the fluid decreases with 
increases in core thickness. 
 
P. Vidal, L. Gallimard and O. Polit (LEME, UPL, Univ Paris Nanterre, F92410 Ville d’Avray, France), “Free 
vibration analysis of composite plates based on a variable separation method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, 
Article 111493, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111493 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with the free vibration analysis of laminated composite plates through a variable 
separation approach. The displacement field is approximated as a sum of separated functions of the in-plane 
coordinates x,y and the transverse coordinate z. This choice yields to a non-linear problem that can be solved by 
an iterative process. That consists of solving a 2D and 1D eigenvalue problem successively. In the thickness 
direction, a fourth-order expansion in each layer is considered. For the in-plane description, classical Finite 
Element method is used. 
A wide range of numerical tests involving several representative laminated and sandwich plates is addressed to 
show the accuracy of the present LayerWise (LW) method. Different slenderness ratios and boundary 
conditions are also considered. By comparing with exact or 3D FEM solutions, it is shown that it can provide 
accurate results less costly than classical LW computations. 
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“Buckling optimization of variable stiffness cylindrical shells through artificial intelligence techniques”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111513, 15 December 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Thin-walled cylindrical shells are nowadays widely used for principal structures in the aerospace 
field. Despite the capacity to sustain high levels of axial compressive loads they are also easily prone to fall into 
buckling. One of the methods currently studied to increase the value of the critical load associated with this 
phenomenon consists in the use of curvilinear fibers, through which it is possible to continuously change the 
stiffness, and consequently the local behavior of the structure. The paper describes an optimization 
methodology developed for the buckling optimization of thin-walled variable stiffness cylindrical shells 
subjected to axial load, together with a general fibers path formulation. The framework proposed involves a 
synergic work between the finite element method and artificial intelligence techniques. The optimal 
configuration shows an increase of the buckling load of about 4% together with an increase of the pre-buckling 
stiffness of about 6%. 
 
Jerzy Smardzewski (Poznan University of Life Sciences, Faculty of Wood Technology, Department of 
Furniture Design, Wojska Polskiego 28, Poznan, Poland), “Wooden sandwich panels with prismatic core – 
Energy absorbing capabilities”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 111535, 15 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111535 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panels manufactured from wood and wood-based materials promote optimal 
management of natural resources, as they are obtained from renewable materials. For this reason numerous 



attempts are being made to use wood in the manufacture of light-weight layer composites exhibiting high 
rigidity and relatively low density. The aim of the study was to determine the energy absorption capacity in 
wooden sandwich panels with a prismatic core. This paper describes a method to manufacture a novel wood-
based material with a prismatic core. Uniaxial compression tests and 3-point bending performed on the panels 
were discussed together with the method to determine the amounts of absorbed energy. Numerical models were 
presented for panels in compression and bending tests along with the method to calculate the results applying 
the Finite Element Method (FEM). These models were verified based on the results of experimental analyses to 
facilitate predictability for a new class of composite materials. It was shown that panels with a triple core are 
more resistant compared to panels with a single core. Moreover, these panels exhibit greater energy absorption 
capacity. 
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T. Soleymani and A. Ghorbanpour Arani (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Kashan, Kashan, 
Iran), “On aeroelastic stability of a piezo-MRE sandwich plate in supersonic airflow”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 230, Article 111532, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111532 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, aeroelastic characteristics of a sandwich plate subjected to a supersonic flow are 
studied. The material of face layers has piezoelectric effect and the core is a magnetorheological elastomer 
(MRE). The aerodynamic pressure duo to supersonic flow is considered based on linear piston theory. The 
kinematic assumption of classical plate theory for face layers is considered and strain components of MRE core 
are written based on geometric relations of displacement field of face layers. The equations of motion are 
obtained in according to Hamilton’s principle. The generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) is used 
as a solution technique of governing equations. In order to verify the validity of obtained results, a comparison 
of the first five natural frequencies is performed with those presented in the literature. The effects of magnetic 
field, type of piezoelectric material of face layers, boundary conditions, and geometric parameters on the 
supersonic aeroelastic stability of sandwich plate are investigated. The findings of this study indicate that the 
magnetic field has a beneficial effect on the maximization of stability boundary of sandwich plate. Also, by 
increasing the thickness of MRE core the critical aerodynamic pressure of the sandwich plate decreases. 
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Mobility, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China), “Development of a numerical material model for axial 
crushing mechanical characterization of woven CFRP composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 230, Article 
111531, 15 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111531 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, the significant potential of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites in 
terms of weight to performance has contributed to their wide application in industrial fields. However, it is 
widely accepted that design of CFRP components remains rather challenging as laborious experimental work is 
usually required. Therefore, to reduce the cost and improve the CFRP product development efficiency, the 
present work aims to develop a numerical material model for numerical prediction of mechanical responses of 
composite structures under external loading. Both intralaminar and interlaminar failure mechanisms are taken 
into account with the aid of user material subroutine VUMAT and cohesive surface capability in 
Abaqus/Explicit. Particularly, a plasticity formulation, post-failure definitions including both continuum 
damage mechanics and progressive damage mechanics models, and smeared formulation accounting for mesh 
independence are all incorporated into the intralaminar material model. Finally, the model has been assessed by 
using two off-angle tension cases and axial crushing tests of corrugated specimen, and good agreement between 
experiment and simulation demonstrates that the proposed methodology can be used for mechanical 
characterization of woven composites under these loading cases. 
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“Predicting global strain limits for corrugated panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 231, Article 111472, 1 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111472 
ABSTRACT: Corrugated panels have many potential applications in civil, mechanical and aerospace 
engineering. The research on morphing aircraft requires the derivation of deformation limits of corrugated 
panels, which can be used as the constraint conditions for the design and optimisation of morphing structures. 
The relationship between the local and global strains of the equivalent models for corrugated panels is derived, 
which makes the prediction of the maximum strain available. Thus, from the maximum strain criterion, the 
global strain limit is evaluated under different load conditions. The results from the proposed analytical method 
are compared to those from detailed finite element models, which indicates a good agreement for all of the 
analysed cases. The influence of the geometric parameters of the corrugation shape is also investigated. 
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“Investigation on in-plane shear behavior of large-size composite plates with multi-bolt joints”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 232, Article 111553, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111553 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the in-plane shear behavior of large-size composite plates with 
multi-bolt joints. A mechanical joint structure and an universal fixture were designed and in-plane shear tests 
were carried out. The distributed strain gauges were used to monitor the mechanical response and ultimate 
bearing capacity. The failure areas and failure modes of mechanical connections were studied by ultras-
scanning. A non-linear finite element model (FEM) based on 2D shell element mesh was developed to predict 
the load distribution and failure modes of bolt joints between composite and titanium alloys. The results show 
that the shear failure load reaches 365.95 kN. The shear failure occurs on the outside edges of composites 
plate, and the delamination extends to the vicinity of the fixture bolts. The new FEM that requires very small 
computational cost can evaluate the structure strength and predict destruction area. The deviation between the 
predicted shear failure responses and the testing results is less than 10%. The failure mode and location are 
consistent with the testing results, which verifies the validity of the finite element model. It suggests that this 
model is applicable on large scale structures and suitable to use in conjunction with iterative schemes. 
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“On lateral compression of circular aluminum, CFRP and GFRP tubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 232, 
Article 111534, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111534 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled structures made of lightweight materials, e.g. aluminum, fiber reinforced composites, 
have been increasingly used as energy absorption structures in vehicles. This work aimed to characterize the 
lateral crushing behaviors of circular aluminum, glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP) and carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics (CFRP) tubes with different geometric configuration such as diameter-to-thickness (D/T) 
ratio or thickness. In the experimental investigation, four different D/T ratios varied from 10.78 to 48.02 were 
considered here for the aluminum, GFRP and CFRP tubes. Crushing behaviors such as force-displacement 
curves, deformation histories, and crushing force were quantified. The experimental results revealed that the 
load carrying capacities, energy absorption (EA) and specific energy absorption (SEA) of the circular tubes 
decline with increasing D/T ratio. It was found that better crashworthy characteristics of thicker composites, 
with a smaller D/T ratio, were due to the more favorable failure modes occurring throughout lateral 
compression. The lateral crashworthy performance of the GFRP tubes was marginally better than that of the 
CFRP counterparts. Due to ductile behavior of aluminum tubes and brittle behavior of composites, aluminum 
tubes showed much better lateral crashworthiness than that of the composite counterparts. Moreover, with the 
increase in the D/T ratio, aluminum tubes exhibited greater advantage on crashworthiness than the composite 
tubes. On the basis of the experimental data, explicit finite element analysis was further carried out for 
modeling the lateral crushing behavior of aluminum, GFRP and CFRP tubes. The numerical results were in 
good agreement with the experimental data, demonstrating the validity of these finite element (FE) models in 



predicting lateral crushing responses of aluminum, GFRP and CFRP tubes. The proposed FE models can be 
exploited to further study similar thin-walled metal and composite structures for design optimization. 
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“A unified Fourier series solution for vibration analysis of FG-CNTRC cylindrical, conical shells and annular 
plates with arbitrary boundary conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 232, Article 111549, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111549 
ABSTRACT: This research paper presents a unified Fourier series solution to solve the vibration problem of 
functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforcement composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical shells, conical shells 
and annular plates subjected to general boundary conditions, so as to enrich the existing research results on FG-
CNTRC structures. Utilizing a micro-mechanical model based on the developed rule of mixtures, the effective 
material properties of the FG-CNTRC structures which is strengthened by single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs) are scrutinized. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and the virtual boundary method 
are applied to achieve the energy expressions of FG-CNTRC structures. On the basis of that, the unified Fourier 
series solution in conjugation with the modified Fourier series and Ritz method, is utilized to receive 
characteristic equation of the structural vibration. The correctness, convergence and several advantages of the 
present methodology are verified by numerous numerical examples. Furthermore, some novel numerical results, 
including the vibration results of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells, conical shells and annular plates accompanied 
with classical boundary, elastic boundary, classical-elastic mixed boundary and parameterized results of 
structure and material parameters, will be presented for future researchers. 
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“On the modeling of nonlinear supersonic flutter of multibay composite panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
232, Article 111522, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111522 
ABSTRACT: Panel flutter modeling and analysis had regained importance since the mid-’90s. More recently, 
the idea of considering the mutual influence of adjacent panels in the flutter problem was revisited in studies of 
panels with multiple supports. These so-called multibay arrangements present flutter mechanism susceptible to 
jump phenomenon in the Hopf bifurcation diagram. Alternative methods to reduce the computational costs of 
multibay flutter analysis are desired. The authors propose in this work a comparative study on the supersonic 
multibay composite panel flutter between the finite element and Rayleigh-Ritz models. The aim is to show how 
good is the Rayleigh-Ritz approach to match the finite element model results, mainly when the jump 
phenomenon is present. By adopting the same hypotheses for thin-walled plates, relatively large geometric 
displacements through the von Kármán strain-displacement relations and first-order piston theory the finite 
element and Rayleigh-Ritz methods were used to attain the respective modeling. A specific symmetric laminate 
is used, and results from the literature are used to compare the results and to verify the ability of both methods. 
Furthermore, the computational gain in using the Rayleigh-Ritz compared with the finite element is discussed, 
thereby ensuring its potential to other analyses, e.g., in optimization schemes. 
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“Analysis of stress concentration phenomenon of cylinder laminated shells using higher-order shear 
deformation Quasi-3D theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 232, Article 111526, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111526 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the stress concentration phenomenon at the points with force jumping, 
structural jumping and sudden changes of boundary conditions of cylinder laminated shells. The three-
dimensional linear elastic equation is transformed into the two-dimensional linear elastic equation of the 
cylinder laminated shell by using the variational method and analyzing the displacement field into a polynomial 
function sequence according to the shell thickness. Equilibrium equations are achieved corresponding to the 
case of analyzing the displacement field into the cubic function. Based on established equations, we study the 
jumping zone phenomenon of the stress field in the structure. Effects of boundary conditions, the relative 
thickness and the relative length of the shell are investigated. Then, the application areas of each case based on 
the computed results are figured out when using these types of structures in engineering practice. 
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& Technology, Xi’an 710055, PR China), “Hydrothermal effect on Bi-stability of composite cylindrical shell”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 232, Article 111554, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111554 
ABSTRACT: Bi-stable composite cylindrical shells have attracted many attentions due to their lightness, simple 
structure, high packaging efficiency, high specific strength and stiffness. However, the anti-symmetric 
cylindrical shell is susceptible to the effect of ambient temperature and humidity. In this paper, an analytical 
model of shell structure considering hydrothermal effect was built, and its strain energy expressions were 
derived. Based on the minimum energy principle, the effects of moist and heat on the bi-stability of cylindrical 
shell structure were analyzed. In addition, the finite element model of the anti-symmetric cylindrical shell was 
established to simulate its stable configurations. This study could provide reference for the practical application 
of bi-stable structure. 
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“Experimental characterization, analytical and numerical investigations of metal/polymer/metal sandwich 
composites – Part 2: Free bending”, Composite Structures, Vol. 232, Article 111421, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111421 
ABSTRACT: In this article, we continue the investigations on the forming behavior of the steel/polymer/steel 
(SPS) sandwich composites as introduced in Part 1 [1]. In this paper, the main focus lies on bending conditions, 
validated by analytical and numerical methods. A wide variety of SPS layer configurations and thicknesses 
were tested under three-point bending conditions considering different bending angles (60, 90 and 150°) and 
different punch radii (1.5, 3, 6 and 12 mm). The results are validated in terms of the bending forces, springback 
degree, strain field distribution, and thickness reduction, where a good matching between the numerical and 
analytical results with the experimental ones was reached. 
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“Analysis of vibration reduction characteristics of composite fiber curved laminated panels”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111396, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111396 
ABSTRACT: Firstly, based on modal experiment, this paper analyses composite fiber curve laminates, which 
includes [<0|15>]8, [<15|30>]8, [<30|45>]8, [<45|60>]8, [<60|75>]8, [<75|90>]8, and then gets damping ratio of 
each laminated plate. After analysis, the results showed that the curve of fiber layer for <30|45> composite 



laminated plate damping ratio is the maximum, however, the curve of fiber layer for <60|75> composite 
laminated plate damping ratio is the maximum. Secondly, the simple harmonic test of laminated plates with 
curved layers was carried out. Those plates includes [0/45/<0|15>/-45]s, [0/45/<15|30>/-45]s, [0/45/<30|45>/-
45]s, [0/45/<45|60>/-45]s, [0/45/<60|75>/-45]s, [0/45/<75|90>/-45]s. It is easy to get the acceleration response 
maps of each laminated plate. The above simple harmonic test results showed that larger the damping ratio, the 
better the damping effect and the smaller the amplitude of acceleration. The amplitude of acceleration changes 
inversely with the change of damping ratio. Finally, the conclusion is that the laminated plate with the best 
vibration damping effect is [<30|45>]8, and the laminated plate with the worst vibration damping effect is 
[<60|75>]8. 
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“Hygro-thermo-mechanical modelling and analysis of multilayered plates with embedded functionally graded 
material layers”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111442, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111442 
ABSTRACT: This work addresses the modelling and analysis of multilayered plates with embedded 
functionally graded material (FGM) layer(s) under hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings. The hygroscopic, 
thermal and mechanical problems are all solved simultaneously using a new layerwise mixed model based on 
least-squares formulation with multi-field independent variables, namely, displacements, temperature, moisture, 
transverse stresses, transverse heat flux, transverse moisture flux, in-plane strains and in-plane components of 
both thermal and moisture gradients. This mixed formulation ensures that interlaminar Co continuity 
requirements, where the material properties may actually change, are fully fulfilled a priori. An added feature is 
included to fully describe the FGM layer z-continuous effective properties through-thickness, using any 
homogenization method, by applying a high-order z-expansion to its effective properties, similarly to finite 
element approximations. The numerical results demonstrate the effects of hygrothermal environments in the 
analysis of distinct multilayered plates with embedded FGM layers, considering different side-to-thickness 
ratios, under a series of hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings. The rule of mixtures is used to estimate the FGM 
layer effective properties, including different material gradation profiles. Three-dimensional (3D) approximate 
solutions corroborate this model’s capability to predict accurately a quasi-3D hygro-thermo-mechanical 
description of the through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses, temperature and heat flux, 
moisture and moisture flux. 
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“Free vibration characteristics of laminated composite stiffened plates: Experimental and numerical 
investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111557, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111557 
ABSTRACT: This investigation deals with the numerical and experimental study on the free vibration of woven 
glass fibre laminated composite stiffened plates. Thirty-four stiffened plates fabricated from woven glass fibre 
and binder (epoxy and hardener) by varying the parameters, such as numbers, types and orientation of 
stiffeners; depth of stiffener to thickness of plate ratio; and aspect ratio and boundary conditions of plates; are 
tested in FFT analyser to obtain their natural frequencies. A finite element model is used for vibration of 
laminated composite stiffened plates for validation of the experimental results. The experimental and numerical 
results are compared, which shows a very good agreement between them. From this study, it is observed that 
the above-mentioned parameters significantly influence the fundamental frequency. Since, the experimental 
investigation on laminated composite stiffened plates is scanty; this study can be considered as a reference for 
the future work. 
 



Chaofeng Li, Peiyong Li, Zixuan Zhang and Bangchun Wen (School of Mechanical Engineering and 
Automation, Northeastern University, 110819 Shenyang, China), “Optimal locations of discontinuous 
piezoelectric laminated cylindrical shell with point supported elastic boundary conditions for vibration control”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111575, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111575 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the vibration control of discontinuous piezoelectric laminated shell with point 
supported elastic boundary conditions are investigated, and the location of piezoelectric layer are optimized. 
The point supported boundary condition are simulated by using artificial springs. The position with the 
piezoelectric layer are considered to be a laminated shell, and the position without the piezoelectric layer are 
regarded as a thin-walled cylindrical shell. The strain and curvature expressions of the cylindrical shell are 
obtained by the first-order shear shell theory, and the Chebyshev polynomial is used as the admissible 
displacement functions. Then, the differential equation of coupling motion of piezoelectric laminated cylindrical 
shells is established by using Lagrange equation, and the negative velocity feedback control is used as the 
control strategy. The Newmark method is used to obtain the response curves. The accuracy of the model are 
verified by comparing with the ANSYS results. For better vibration control, the optimal locations of the 
piezoelectric layer are obtained by using the Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm based on 
the crowding distance. Finally, the optimization results and the vibration control of the piezoelectric layer are 
verified by analyzing the radial displacement response of the cylindrical shell. 
 
Alexander Yu. Evkin (Research and Development Department, Software for Structures, 81-1004, Townsgate 
Dr., Toronto, Canada), “Composite spherical shells at large deflections. Asymptotic analysis and applications”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111577, 1 February 2020,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111577 
ABSTRACT: The asymptotic method for spherical shells at large deflections was developed in the case of 
composite shell subject to external pressure. Reissner’s equations describing axially symmetric deformation of 
deep shells with arbitrary deflections and rotation angles were considered as initial ones. They were 
significantly simplified and asymptotic formulae for deformation energy, external pressure and stresses 
depending on deflection amplitude were obtained. The energy barrier criterion was applied for the composite 
shell for estimation of the shell metastability. Formula for design buckling pressure was derived for composite 
shells. It improves the significantly more conservative NASA SP-8032 recommendations. The full inversion of 
the shell was studied as well. Asymptotic formulae were obtained for evaluation of stresses and load deflection 
dependencies. They can be useful for design of diaphragms for positive expulsion propellant spherical tanks of 
launch vehicles and for other applications. 
 
Zhaochao Li and Junxing Zheng (Department of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering, Iowa 
State University, Town Engineering Building, Ames, IA 50011, United States), “Nonlinear stability of the 
encased functionally graded porous cylinders reinforced by graphene nanofillers subjected to pressure loading 
under thermal effect”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111584, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111584 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear stability of the functionally graded porous (FGP) cylinder 
reinforced by graphene nanofillers (GNF). Both the pores and GNF are distributed symmetrically in the cross-
section of the cylinder. The FGP-GNF cylinder deforms radially-inward only due to the restraint of the tightly-
fitting encasement. This radially-inward deformation can be expressed by a cosine function. Associated with the 
thin-walled shell algorithm and calculus of variation, the nonlinear equilibrium equations are obtained and 
solved to calculate the critical buckling pressure of the heated FGP-GNF cylinder. Later, numerical verification 
is accomplished by comparing the numerical and analytical buckling pressure. Furthermore, the present 
analytical and numerical results are compared with other closed-form predictions when the FGP-GNF cylinder 
reduces to a homogeneous one. Finally, the main attention is paid to the parameters that may affect the buckling 
pressure, including the thermal effect, porosity coefficient, weight fraction and geometric shape of the GNF, 
interface friction, and Young’s modulus of the encasement. 
 
Javier Gutiérrez Álvarez and Chiara Bisagni (Aerospace Structures and Computational Mechanics, Faculty of 
Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands), “Closed-form solutions for 



thermomechanical buckling of orthotropic composite plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111622, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111622 
ABSTRACT: A closed-form solution is derived for the buckling of orthotropic composite plates under the 
effect of thermal and mechanical loads. The plates are subjected to constant temperature increment and length 
variation while the width expansion is constrained. The problem is formulated in terms of displacement 
components, studied using classical plate theory in combination with classical lamination theory. An analytical 
formula that relates critical temperatures to applied plate displacements is obtained. The buckling of heated, 
fully restrained plates is also derived as a particular case. Examples of plates made of different materials and 
lay-ups are presented in graphical form, and are verified by finite element analysis. The obtained formula can be 
used during initial design, for sensitivity analysis and also for obtaining desired buckling shapes. 
 
Marco Gherlone (1), Daniele Versino (2) and Vincenzo Zarra (1) 
(1) Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 
10129 Torino, Italy 
(2) Theoretical Division T-3, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Mail Stop B216, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA 
“Multilayered triangular and quadrilateral flat shell elements based on the Refined Zigzag Theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111629, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111629 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a class of C0-continuous, flat shell elements based on the Refined Zigzag 
Theory (RZT) for the analysis of multilayered and curved composite and sandwich structures. The use of the 
interdependent interpolation strategy allows eliminating the shear-locking phenomenon and introducing the 
drilling rotation necessary to complete the set of classical nodal degrees of freedom (three displacements and 
three rotations). Additional kinematic variables are present in RZT, the zigzag rotations around the in-plane 
axes that measure the normal distortion typical of multilayered structures. An additional “drilling” zigzag 
rotation is therefore included among the nodal degrees of freedom in order to properly model curved and built-
up structures. A stabilization procedure is adopted to suppress spurious zero-energy modes. A three-node 
triangular and a four-node quadrilateral flat shell element are formulated with 9 degrees of freedom per node. 
Example problems involving flat and curved multilayered structures are presented and discussed in order to 
assess the accuracy and convergence properties of the presented elements. Both static response predictions and 
free vibrations analyses are considered and the comparison is made with analytic RZT solutions, high-fidelity 
3D finite element models and FSDT-based flat shell elements. 
 
Guohua Zhu, Qiang Yu, Xuan Zhao, Lulu Wei and Hao Chen (School of Automobile, Chang’an University, 
Xi'an 710064, China), “Energy-absorbing mechanisms and crashworthiness design of CFRP multi-cell 
structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111631, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111631 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate crashworthiness and energy-absorbing capacity of CFRP multi-cell 
structures under the quasi-static axial loading. In the present study, CFRP single-cell and multi-cell tubes are 
manufactured, and the same overall dimensions and mass for all specimens are guaranteed through allocating 
different thickness of each side. The crushing process and energy-absorbing capacity of all specimens are 
experimentally investigated under the quasi-static axial crushing load. According to the experimental results, it 
is known that the single-cell tube develops unstable local buckling mode, and the multi-cell tubes with two 
configurations crush progressively. Total energy absorption of the multi-cell tubes are almost 69% higher than 
that of the single-cell tube. Subsequently, numerical simulations are further conducted to provide additional 
insights into the underlying energy-absorbing mechanisms of the multi-cell tubes. The numerical results 
indicate that intra-laminar energy is the primary energy-absorbing mechanism for all configurations, and the 
energy absorbed by each part in the multi-cell tubes are much higher than the corresponding part in the single-
cell tube. Based on the validated numerical models, the influences of wall thickness and cells number (n) on 
crashworthiness characteristics of multi-cell tubes are further investigated by performing a comparative 
analysis. It is found that the energy-absorbing capacity is slightly increased with raising cells number, and 
energy-absorbing capacity gradually increases with increasing layer number of inner cross beam. Finally, the 
CFRP multi-cell tube with n = 3 is further optimized, and as a result SEA is improved by 4.68% from the initial 
design. This study is expected to provide guideline for crashworthiness design of CFRP multi-cell structures. 
 



Xiangtao Ma, Kuo Tian, Hongqing Li, Yan Zhou, Peng Hao and Bo Wang (Department of Engineering 
Mechanics, State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Dalian University of 
Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “Concurrent multi-scale optimization of hybrid composite plates and shells 
for vibration”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111635, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111635 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a concurrent multi-scale optimization framework is established for hybrid 
composite plates and shells, where fiber volume, fiber orientation and stacking sequence can be optimized 
simultaneously. Firstly, a finite element model of shell structure that contains patches is established. Then, the 
candidate material set of hybrid composites is calculated and assembled by different combinations of fiber 
volume, fiber orientation and stacking sequence at the material and laminate scales. Furthermore, the Discrete 
Material Optimization (DMO) method is employed to perform the concurrent multi-scale optimization. Two 
illustrative examples are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed optimization framework, including a 
simple example of a hybrid composite plate and a complex engineering example of a double serpentine nozzle. 
In comparison to optimal results by the traditional constant-stiffness design method, the optimal results of the 
proposed framework achieve significant 19.8% and 14.0% improvements in the fundamental frequency under 
the constraint of material cost, respectively. It can be concluded that the proposed concurrent multi-scale 
optimization framework has huge potential in adaptive stiffness tailoring for hybrid composite plates and shells 
with complex multi-scale design variables, which can make full use of hybrid composite materials to improve 
the structural performance against vibration while maintaining the low material cost. 
 
Surya Samukham, C.P. Vyasarayani and Gangadharan Raju (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Telangana 502285, India), “Implicit Floquet analysis 
for parametric instabilities in a variable angle tow composite panel”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 
111637, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111637 
ABSTRACT: In the literature dealing with the stability of time-periodic structures, Bolotin’s method is widely 
used for generating the approximate stability charts. Further, increasing the order of approximation in Bolotin’s 
approach requires solving several eigenvalue problems and may not lead to the rapid convergence of stability 
charts. Floquet theory can be used to calculate accurate stability charts for time-periodic systems. In Floquet 
theory, a Floquet transition matrix (FTM) is computed, the dominant eigenvalue of the FTM determine the 
stability of the time-periodic system. For a large degree of freedom systems like finite element models of VAT 
panels, the calculation of FTM becomes computationally expensive. However, an implicit Floquet analysis can 
significantly reduce the computational load. In this technique, the dominant eigenvalue of the FTM is computed 
without calculating the full FTM matrix. In this work, the stability regions obtained from the implicit Floquet 
analysis are compared with the results from Bolotin’s approach and verified using the time response of the 
panel obtained from numerical integration. Also, unlike Bolotin’s method, Floquet analysis provides 
information about the damping present in different areas of stability charts and the nature of bifurcation through 
which the stability is lost. 
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“An approximate solution for vibrations of uniform and stepped functionally graded spherical cap based on Ritz 
method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 233, Article 111640, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111640 
ABSTRACT: Based on Ritz method, the vibration approximate solutions of uniform and stepped functionally 
graded (FG) spherical cap are carried out in this paper. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is used 
to derive energy expression. The selections of displacement functions are based on domain decomposition 
approach, in which the unified Jacobi polynomials are introduced to represent the displacement functions 
component along axial direction. In addition, the standard Fourier series still denote the displacement functions 
component along circumferential direction. The various boundary conditions are simulated by applying spring 
stiffness method. Then the Ritz method is employed to obtain the final results. The solutions of the same 
condition are compared with those obtained by finite element method (FEM) and published literatures to 
validate the present method. The results exhibit that the current approach has the advantages of high solution 



accuracy and fast convergence. On this basis, the numerical results concerning the effects of geometric 
parameters and boundary conditions on the vibration responses of the structure are also considered. 
 
Lucie Culliford (1), Rizwan Saeed Choudhry (2), Richard Butler (1) and Andrew Rhead (1) 
(1) Materials and Structures Research Centre, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath, Bath, 
UK 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering and Built Environment, College of Engineering, University of 
Derby, Derby, UK 
“Buckling and strength analysis of panels with discrete stiffness tailoring”, Composite Structures, Vol. 234, 
Article 111672, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111672 
ABSTRACT: Continuous variation of stiffness across flat plates has been shown, theoretically, to improve 
buckling performance by up to 60%. However, steered fibre manufacturing methods cannot achieve the 
minimum radius of curvature required for improvement whilst maintaining a high deposition rate. An 
alternative concept, Discrete Stiffness Tailoring (DST), which varies stiffness within a ply through discrete 
changes of angle, is compatible with high rate deposition methods such as Advanced Tape Laying. Through the 
simple example of redistribution of the material in a quasi-isotropic [±45/90/0]2S laminate whilst maintaining ply 
percentages, DST is shown both experimentally and theoretically to improve buckling stress by at least 15% 
with no indication of failure in regions of discrete angle change (seams). However, the reduced tensile strength 
of seams obtained by virtual and experimental testing means that increased buckling performance in the 
principle load direction needs to be balanced against loss of transverse strength. 
 
S.Q. Zhang (1,2), Y.S. Gao (1), G.Z. Zhao (2), Y.J. Yu (1), M. Chen (3) and X.F. Wang (1) 
(1) School of Mechatronic Engineering and Automation, Shanghai University, Shanghai 200444, PR China 
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China 
(3) Department of Industrial Design, Xi’an Jiaotong – Liverpool University, Suzhou 215123, PR China 
“Geometrically nonlinear analysis of CNT-reinforced functionally graded composite plates integrated with 
piezoelectric layers”, Composite Structures, Vol. 234, Article 111694, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111694 
ABSTRACT: The paper develops a geometrically nonlinear finite element model with large rotation based on 
the first-order shear deformation (FOSD) hypothesis for static and dynamic analyses of piezoelectric integrated 
carbon nanotube reinforced functionally graded (P-CNT-FG) composite structures. A constant electric field 
distribution through the thickness of plate is considered. An eight-node quadrilateral plate element with five 
mechanical degrees of freedom (DOFs) and one electric degree of freedom is developed for finite element 
analysis. Four typical forms of CNT distributions are included in the model, namely uniform, V-shaped, O-
shaped, and X-shaped distributions. The nonlinear model considers fully geometrically nonlinear strain-
displacement relations and large rotations of the shell direction of plate. Using the Hamilton’s principle, a 
nonlinear dynamic model including dynamic and sensory equations is obtained. The proposed nonlinear model 
is validated by a frequency analysis of a simply supported P-CNT-FG composite plate. Furthermore, the effects 
of various parameters on the static and dynamic behavior are investigated, e.g. CNT-reinforcement orientation, 
CNT distribution, the number of laminate layers and volume fraction. 
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Frias, 4200-465 Porto, Portugal 
(4) Faculty of Construction, Ho Chi Minh City Open University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam 
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Viet Nam 
“A size-dependent quasi-3D isogeometric model for functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite 
microplates based on the modified couple stress theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 234, Article 111695, 15 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111695 



ABSTRACT: The paper presents a size-dependent model based on the NURBS basis functions integrated with 
quasi three-dimensional (quasi-3D) shear deformation theory and the modified couple stress theory (MCST) for 
free vibration and buckling analyses of multilayer functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite 
(FG GPLRC) microplates. The quasi-3D shear deformation theory, which only includes four unknown 
variables, considers the bending, shear deformations and thickness stretching effect. To consider length scale 
effect, a material length scale parameter (MLSP) is added into the classical continuum theory. A rule of mixture 
is used to compute the effective density mass and Poisson's ratio, while the Young's modulus is determined 
according to the Halpin–Tsai model. The uniform and functionally graded distributions of graphene platelets 
(GPLs) are considered. The discretize governing equations are obtained by applying the principle of virtual 
work. Numerical validations are performed to evaluate effects of geometrical parameters, boundary conditions, 
material length scale parameter and weight fraction on natural frequencies and buckling load of the microplates. 
As shown in numerical results, it can be concluded that a rise of natural frequency and buckling load of 
multilayer FG GPLRC microplates is observed by using the MCST. Besides, the classical quasi-3D model is 
recovered when MLSP equals to zero. 
 
M.C. Serna Moreno and S. Horta Muñoz (Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Escuela de Ingeniería Industrial 
y Aeroespacial de Toledo, Instituto de Investigación aplicada a la Industria Aeronáutica, Av. Carlos III, Real 
Fábrica de Armas, 45004 Toledo, Spain), “Elastic stability in biaxial testing with cruciform specimens 
subjected to compressive loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 234, Article 111697, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111697 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the main aspects that should be taken into account to design biaxial 
experiments with cruciform specimens in the presence of compressive loading, applied on the arms of the 
sample by means of compression plates. The global buckling of the cruciform specimen and the local instability 
of the rectangular-shaped central region submitted to biaxial loading are described numerically and analytically. 
The analytical expressions are derived using the buckling effective lengths technique for calculating the 
bifurcation stress in simply supported and clamped rectangular thin-plates made of isotropic materials and ±45° 
angle-ply CFRP laminates. Furthermore, the influence of the arms-to-centre thickness-ratio on the compressive 
load that destabilises the cruciform geometry is reviewed numerically. Finally, the use of an anti-buckling 
device is numerically proved to reduce the risk of instabilities and to assure more reliable results. The device 
consists of a cross-shaped fixture that constrains the out-of-plane displacements and an optional L-shaped 
support in order to force the alignment of the fixture, the sample and the testing machine. 
 
Yang Zhao, Meng Ge and Wenlai Ma (School of Astronautics, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin 150001, 
China), “The effective in-plane elastic properties of hexagonal honeycombs with consideration for geometric 
nonlinearity”, Composite Structures, Vol. 234, Article 111749, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111749 
ABSTRACT: The in-plane elastic behavior of honeycombs under large deformations is analyzed based on the 
analytical and numerical approaches. The Reissner beam theory is used considering the axial, bending and 
shearing deformation of the inclined honeycomb wall. The influence of the tensile deformation of the node 
between the inclined and vertical walls on the effective elastic properties of the honeycombs is also considered. 
The effective in-plane elastic properties of the honeycombs change as the increase of the strain. The 
deformation of the node area has a significant effect on the effective elastic properties of the thick-walled 
honeycombs in the ribbon direction. The proposed method is suitable for predicting the in-plane elastic 
properties of thin/thick-walled honeycombs with different geometric parameters under small or large 
deformation. 
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(5) Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, University of Split, 
Split, Croatia 
“Bending performance evaluation of aluminium alloy tubes filled with different cellular metal cores”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 234, Article 111748, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111748 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive bending performance and energy absorption capability of aluminium alloy 
tubes filled with different cost-effective cellular metal cores were experimentally evaluated for the first time. 
The following cellular metal cores were evaluated: i) Advanced Pore Morphology (APM) foam, ii) hybrid APM 
foam and iii) Metallic Hollow Sphere Structures (MHSS). The results have been compared also with the 
performance of aluminium alloy tubes filled with (ex-situ and in-situ) closed-cell aluminium alloy foam. The 
three-point bending tests have been performed at two loading rates (quasi-static and dynamic) and supported by 
infrared thermography to evaluate the deformation mechanism, damage progress and failure modes. A thorough 
heat treatment sensitivity (due to the fabrication procedures of composite structures) study on the aluminium 
tubes has been performed as well. The results show that a reliable and predictable mechanical behaviour and 
failure can be achieved with proper combination of tubes and cellular metal core. A low scatter of bending 
properties and energy absorption capability has been observed. The hybrid APM and the ex-situ foam filled 
tubes achieved the highest peak load. However, they also exhibit a rapid load drop and abrupt failure once the 
structure has reached the peak load. The APM, MHSS and in-situ foam filled tubes show more ductile 
behaviour with a predictable failure mode. 
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“Thermoelastic analysis of rotating multilayer FG-GPLRC truncated conical shells based on a coupled TDQM-
NURBS scheme”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111707, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111707 
ABSTRACT: This work investigates the effect of a thermal shock loading on the rotating multilayer 
functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) truncated conical shells. The 
problem is tackled numerically according to the Lord-Shulman (L-S) thermoelastic theory. The multilayer FG-
GPLRC conical shells are decomposed into a set of co-axial nanocomposite shell layers, to capture accurately 
the variation of the thermoelastic field variables due to the layerwise variation of the material properties. The 
transformed differential quadrature method (TDQM) and a multi-step time integration scheme based on a non-
uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) interpolation is applied to discretize the thermoelastic equations together 
with the related boundary conditions and compatibility conditions at the interface of two neighboring layers. 
After a preliminary validation of the approach, a parametric study aims at investigating the effect of different 
graphene platelets (GPLs) distribution patterns, GPLs weight fraction and dimension ratios, as well as the effect 
of the shell angular velocity and geometry parameters on the thermoelastic response of the system. It is verified 
that the addition of a small amount of GPLs in the polymer matrix increases significantly the heat wave speed, 
affects the thermoelastic field variables, and decreases the period of oscillatory portions of the mechanical field 
variables. 
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“Bending of two-layer beams under uniformly distributed load – Analytical and numerical FEM studies”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111777, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111777 
ABSTRACT: The subject of the paper are two-layer beams with various mechanical properties, thicknesses and 
widths of the layers. The original nonlinear hypothesis-theory of planar cross section is developed. Based on the 
principle of stationary potential energy three differential equations of equilibrium are obtained. The system of 
the equations is analytically solved and the deflections and normal and shear stresses of example beams are 



calculated. The analytical calculation results are compared with numerical solutions obtained with FEM 
(SolidWorks). These results are presented in Tables and Figures. 
 
Hyo-Jin Kim, Kyungho Yoon and Phill-Seung Lee (Division of Mechanical Engineering, Korea Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology, 291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 305-701, Republic of Korea), 
“Continuum mechanics based beam elements for linear and nonlinear analyses of multi-layered composite 
beams with interlayer slips”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111740, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111740 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we present continuum mechanics based beam elements for linear and nonlinear 
analyses of multi-layered composite beams with interlayer slips. Nonlinear kinematics of multi-layered beams 
allowing interlayer slips and the finite element formulation for nonlinear incremental analysis are derived. An 
important feature of the proposed beam element is an advanced modeling capability that originates from 
individual modeling of each beam layer using cross-sectional elements and layer degrees of freedom, which are 
embedded in the beam formulation. Complicated layered beam geometries including arbitrary numbers of layers 
and interlayers, varying and composite cross-sections, and eccentricities can be easily modeled without 
additional interface elements or constraints. Further, the proposed beam finite element is successfully applicable 
for predicting geometric and material nonlinear behaviors of the multi-layered beams including nonlinear load-
slip relations at interlayers. The superb performance and predictive capability of the proposed beam element are 
demonstrated through several representative numerical examples. 
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“Numerical investigation of stress states in buckled laminated composite plates under dynamic loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111743, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111743 
ABSTRACT: The composite structures of super-/hyper-sonic vehicles can experience thermal or mechanical 
buckling due to aero-thermal-structural coupling. These buckled structures are susceptible to dynamic snap-
through, which could possibly accelerate damage progression. This paper is part of a long-term project 
investigating structural dynamics and damage progression for composite structures under these extreme 
environments. The work herein focuses on analyzing the stress histories of thin laminated composite plates 
under various combinations of structural and forcing conditions including buckling and snap-through. A 
geometrically nonlinear model is developed in-house using MATLAB by incorporating the first-order shear 
deformation theory, von Kármán strains, and enhanced assumed strain elements. The global dynamic behaviors 
of this model in the post-buckled regime are first validated using experimental and numerical data. The impacts 
of buckling and snap-through on the internal stress states are then investigated. The results reveal that 
composite structures can experience significant stress amplification under such extreme environments. The 
potential impact of this phenomenon on fatigue is also discussed. 
 
Zhixin Huang and Xiong Zhang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 
Wuhan 430074, Hubei, PR China), “Crashworthiness and optimization design of quadruple-cell 
Aluminum/CFRP hybrid tubes under transverse bending”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111753, 1 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111753 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the bending collapse and crashworthiness of the quadruple-cell 
Al/CFRP (aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced plastic) hybrid tubes under quasi-static and dynamic loading. 
Three-point bending tests were first conducted for pure Al tubes and Al/CFRP hybrid tubes with different 
wrapping angles. Experimental results showed that the enhancement effect of CFRP wrapping on energy 
absorption efficiency of hybrid structures was affected by several factors. Numerical analyses were then carried 
out by ABAQUS/Explicit, and good agreements were achieved between the simulation and experimental 
results. The validated numerical model was further employed to investigate the effects of the partial wrapping, 
wrapping angle and ply thickness on the crashworthiness of Al/CFRP hybrid tubes. Results showed that the 
increase of wrapping angle and ply thickness could enhance the bending resistance and delay or avoid the 
fracture of CFRP in the bottom flange. The Al/CFRP tube with appropriate partial wrapping could achieve 7.9% 
higher specific energy absorption (SEA) than the entirely wrapped counterpart. In addition, the sequential 



response surface method (SRSM) was adopted to optimize the structural parameters and to further improve the 
crashworthiness of the hybrid tubes. The SEA of the Al/CFRP tube was increased by up to 30.3% by the RSM 
optimization. 
 
R. Ansari, R. Hassani and J. Torabi (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, P.O. Box 3756, 
Rasht, Iran), “Mixed-type formulation of higher-order shear deformation theory for vibration and buckling 
analysis of FG-GPLRC plates using VDQFEM”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111738, 1 March 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111738 
ABSTRACT: In the context of variational differential quadrature finite element method (VDQFEM), the 
vibration and buckling of functionally graded graphene platelet reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) plates with 
cutout are investigated in this study. The modified Halpin-Tsai model is used to compute the effective 
mechanical properties of nanocomposite plate. The mixed-type formulation of the higher-order shear 
deformation plate theory (HSDPT) is developed based on the Lagrange multiplier to model the mechanical 
behavior of FG-GPLRC plates. The variational-based differential quadrature element is developed to 
numerically solve the problem. Various comparative results are provided to check the validity of the proposed 
approach. Additionally, multiple numerical results are represented to examine the vibration and buckling 
behaviors of FG-GPLRC plates. 
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“Experimental investigation on the performance of PVC foam core sandwich panels subjected to contact 
underwater explosion”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111796, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111796 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a blast experiment to investigate the performance of sandwich panels with 
metallic face sheets and ungraded/graded polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam cores subjected to contact underwater 
explosion. The deformation and failure modes of the sandwich panels were identified and classified. The 
protective effect of sandwich panel was also evaluated by setting a witness plate. Particular attention was 
concentrated on the effects of the charge weight, face-sheet configuration, core height, and core gradation. 
Experimental results reveal that the panel front face suffered severe petalling failure and generated structural 
fragments; the PVC foam experienced spider-web-like crack failure and perforation failure; while the back face 
failed into petalling mode or plastic deformation without fracture. The increase of charge weight worsened the 
panel failure level as expected, yet did not affect the failure mechanisms. Adopting a thick core would benefit 
sandwich panel in terms of both the energy absorption enhancement and the damage level reduction. The panel 
system with a thick back face and a thin front face performed better in protecting the witness plate than the one 
with reverse configuration. Moreover, through designing the graded core with high/middle/low configuration, 
the panel performance could be further improved. 
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“Vibration analysis of a free moving thin plate with fully covered active constrained layer damping treatment”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111742, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111742 
ABSTRACT: A comprehensive dynamic model for a free moving thin plate with fully covered active 
constrained layer damping (ACLD) treatment is developed. The discrete equations of motion of the moving 



ACLD plate are derived by using Ritz method and Lagrange’s equations. Free vibration analysis of the 
composite plate undergoing large rotational or translational motions are performed by solving the complex 
modal eigenvalue problem of the system in open-loop and closed-loop cases. Interesting frequency curve 
veering, mode shape switching as well as damping ratio jumping phenomena are observed and discussed for the 
plate rotating around two different axes. It is demonstrated that the flexible plate undergoing rigid motions can 
not only generate dynamic stiffening effect but also dynamic softening effect. Effects of parameters such as 
angular velocity, acceleration, and control gain on the modal and damping characteristics of the ACLD plate are 
also investigated. 
 
Adam Stawiarski, Małgorzata Chwał, Marek Barski and Aleksander Muc (Institute of Machine Design, Cracow 
University of Technology, Poland), “The influence of the manufacturing constraints on the optimal design of 
laminated conical shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111820, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111820 
ABSTRACT: The current paper deals with the impact of geometrical and material parameters of the laminated 
conical shell on the load carrying capacity based on the finite element analysis. Various parameters were taken 
into account, that is, stiffness ratio, cone angle or shell height. Moreover, the mechanical behavior of conical 
shell having the concave and convex imperfections has been studied. Presented results confirmed the reduction 
of the buckling load with an increase of the cone angle connected with the rise in the base of the cone. The 
originality in this area is determining the approximately constant optimal initial fiber orientation even with the 
assumption of variable thickness and fiber orientation. Moreover, the results evidently showed that for a high 
value of cone angle the comparable value of the buckling load was obtained for a relatively wide range of the 
fiber orientations. The detailed analysis of the buckling modes for the particular structure is crucial from the 
optimization point of view. 
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“A parametric study: High performance double skin tubular column using rubberised concrete”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111741, 1 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111741 
ABSTRACT: Rubberised concrete is the new age construction material which can be effectively used in 
seismic prone regions due to its high ductility. Based on the experimental results of the co-authors on rubberised 
concrete filled double skin tubular (RuCFDST) columns with both outer and inner circular hollow steel (CHS) 
tubes, finite element (FE) models were developed in this study. The proposed methodology is validated by 
generating axial load-shortening curves and ultimate strength values, and a good agreement is shown with the 
experimental results. A detail parametric study was carried out on thirty nine finite element models to examine 
the effects of outer tube diameter to thickness ratio, outer tube yield strength, hollow section ratio, length to 
diameter ratio and outer tube to inner tube thickness ratio of columns with 0%, 15% and 30% rubber contents. 
The rubberised concrete specimens showed an improvement in the axial displacement at peak load and they 
were more ductile in the post-peak region compared to those with normal concrete. After a comprehensive 
parametric investigation, this study summarized that RuCFDST columns can be considered as high performance 



structural columns for critical infrastructure applications in seismic prone areas and they can be specifically 
optimised for their ductile characteristics. 
 
Chunlei Li, Qiang Han and Zhan Wang (School of Civil Engineering and Transportation, South China 
University of Technology, Guangzhou, Guangdong Province 510640, PR China), “Semi-analytical isogeometric 
analysis for wrinkling instability of stiff films bonded to cylindrical modulus-graded compliant substrates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111787, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111787 
ABSTRACT: Surface wrinkles in film-substrate structures have received considerable attention in science and 
engineering. Understanding the wrinkling instability is the key to envisioned applications of these structures. In 
this paper, based on Floquet’s principle, an explicit semi-analytical isogeometric analysis method (SIGA) is 
proposed for predicting wrinkling instability of a stiff film on cylindrical graded substrate. In total Lagrangian 
framework, the wrinkle configuration is considered as the stressed state relative to the stress-free state. The 
linearized variational formulation with respect to stress (wrinkle) is derived from the principle of minimum 
potential energy and parameterized by non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS). By using the SIGA 
method, only the radial direction of layered structure is parameterized and the dimension of model is reduced to 
the one-dimensional. Meanwhile, the analysis of wrinkling instability can be performed by a generalized 
eigenvalue problem, which explicitly determines critical wrinkling strain and wavelength. Compared to the 
finite element method, the proposed approach demonstrates distinct superior in computational efficiency and 
accuracy. Besides, two typical functions are employed to describe material distribution of inhomogeneous 
substrate. The critical conditions for wrinkling instability of the film-substrate system are computed and the 
influences of various geometric and material parameters are discussed in detail. 
 
Suchao Xie, Kunkun Jing, Hui Zhou and Xiang Liu (Key Laboratory of Traffic Safety on Track (Central South 
University), Ministry of Education, Changsha 410075, China), “Mechanical properties of Nomex honeycomb 
sandwich panels under dynamic impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 235, Article 111814, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111814 
ABSTRACT: Through experiments and numerical simulation, the dynamic mechanical behaviors and 
mechanical properties of Nomex honeycomb sandwich panels under impact loads were investigated. On this 
basis, the effects of the density of honeycomb cores, face-sheet thickness, punch diameter, and impact energy 
on impact loads and failure modes were explored. The predicted contact time, impact load, and failure mode 
were consistent with the test results. Results showed that face-sheet thickness exhibited an extremely significant 
influence on the impact resistance of Nomex honeycomb sandwich panels; the density of honeycomb cores 
exerted a certain effect on the structural stiffness; the punch diameter and impact energy also influenced the 
mechanical properties and failure modes of sandwich panels. 
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“Vibrations of graphene nanoplatelet reinforced functionally gradient piezoelectric composite microplate based 
on nonlocal theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111813, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111813 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the small-scale effect on the linear and nonlinear vibrations of the 
graphene nanoplatelet (GNPL) reinforced functionally gradient piezoelectric composite microplate based on the 
nonlocal constitutive relation and von Karman geometric nonlinearity. The GNPL reinforced functionally 
gradient piezoelectric composite microplate is resting on the Winkler elastic foundation and is subjected to an 
external electric potential. The parallel model of Halpin Tsai is used to compute the effective Young’s modulus 
of the GNPL reinforced functionally gradient piezoelectric composite microplate. The Poisson’s ratio, mass 
density and piezoelectric properties of the GNPL reinforced functionally gradient piezoelectric composite 
microplate are calculated by using the rule of mixture. Hamilton’s principle is adopted to obtain the higher-
order nonlinear partial differential governing equations of motion for the GNPL reinforced functionally gradient 
piezoelectric composite microplate. The partial differential governing equations of motion are reduced to a 



system of the nonlinear algebraic eigenvalue equations by using the differential quadrature (DQ) method and 
are solved by an iteration progress. The efficiency and accuracy of the present approach are verified by 
comparing with the existed results. Both uniformly and functionally distributing graphene nanoplatelets 
(GNPLs) are considered to investigate the effects of the GNPL concentration, external voltage, nonlocal 
parameter, geometrical and piezoelectric characteristics of the GNPLs as well as the elasticity coefficient of the 
Winkler elastic foundation on the linear and nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the GNPL reinforced functionally 
gradient piezoelectric composite microplate with various boundary conditions. The numerical results clearly 
manifest that the GNPLs can significantly enhance the structural stiffness of the micro-electro-mechanical 
system (MEMS). 
 
Shranish Kar and Poonam Kumari (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
Guwahati, Guwahati 781039, India), “Three-dimensional analytical solution of arbitrarily supported cylindrical 
panels with weak interfaces using the extended Kantorovich method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 
111802, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111802 
ABSTRACT: This is the first time, a three-dimensional (3D) analytical solution of arbitrarily supported cross-
ply cylindrical panel with weak interfaces is developed using multi-term extended Kantorovich method (EKM). 
A generalized variational based mathematical model is developed by considering the Reissner-type mixed 
variational principle in conjunction with weak interface model. A linear spring layer model is implemented for 
depicting the behaviour of weak interfaces. Recently developed EKM is applied to obtain two sets of non-
homogeneous ordinary differential equations (ODEs) along radial and circumferential directions, respectively. 
A suitable solution algorithm is developed for the present case. The accuracy of the presently developed 
solution is verified by comparing with 3D finite element model using ABAQUS. The multi-term EKM solution 
is efficient as just two terms yield the accurate results. Further, displacement and stress variations in a laminate 
at the edges are obtained and some new benchmark results are also presented for arbitrarily supported 
cylindrical panels with weak interfaces. Effect of the weak interface parameter and other characteristic 
parameters are investigated to reflect their design aspect. This development may help the researchers to develop 
analytical models for viscoelastic cases. 
 
Rohit Raju Madke and Rajib Chowdhury (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
Roorkee, Roorkee 247 667, India), “Anti-impact behavior of auxetic sandwich structure with braided face 
sheets and 3D re-entrant cores”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111838, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111838 
ABSTRACT: The effectiveness of sandwich structure with auxetic 3D re-entrant lattice core and semi-auxetic 
braided composite face sheets subjected to high-velocity impact have been investigated. Braided carbon fiber 
composite used in face sheets of sandwich structure with a through-thickness negative Poisson’s ratio 
significantly improves the impact performance. A semi-analytical Mori-Tanaka asymptotic homogenization, 
mechanics of structure genome, and multiscale finite element scheme have been applied to study the mechanical 
properties and auxeticity of the braided composite. The properties obtained at the lower scales are used in a 
macroscale progressive damage analysis and impact simulations of semi-auxetic braided composite. The results 
obtained have been compared with experimental data from the literature for validation. The sandwich core holds 
further scope for tailoring its architecture that can enhance the sandwich performance. The high-velocity steel 
ball impact response of the sandwich structure with two types of auxetic 3D re-entrant lattice core have been 
simulated and compared with a non-auxetic core. Parametric studies have been performed at the mesoscale to 
study the influence of lattice angle on homogenized effective properties of the core. Compared to non-auxetic 
foam, proposed auxetic sandwich structures are lightweight, have better energy absorption and high stiffness 
values in the in plane along with out-of-plane directions. A case study of trauma plate for the application of 
proposed auxetic lattice reinforced polyethylene composite in body armors is presented. 
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ABSTRACT: An analytical model is developed for fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) confined hollow circular 
concrete columns subjected to axial compression to study the effect of cohesive stiffness on confining pressure. 
The results are corroborated using 3D finite element (FE) analysis. The FE model is used to study the effect of 
confining stiffness on the strength and mode of failure in hollow columns. For low confining pressures, quasi-
brittle failure occurs due to shear banding in the concrete; whereas for confining pressures in excess of a 
threshold, the response is ductile. Strength and size effect in hollow columns are compared with solid columns 
with the same outer diameter, FRP thickness and material properties. It is seen that hollow columns have 
reduced strength and are more susceptible to a size effect than solid columns. 
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“On the numerical modelling and analysis of multi-directional functionally graded composite structures: A 
review”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111837, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111837 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an exhaustive review on modelling and analysis of multi-directional graded 
(beam/plate/shell) structures. From the past few decades, a significant increase in publications and research 
activities are noticed in the field of functionally graded composite structures due to their high strength and 
stiffness, flexibility in design and greater features over conventional composites. However, most of the studies 
reported on functionally graded structures are confined to a unidirectional gradation of material constituents. 
Now, many applications are demanding functionally graded structures with multi-directional material properties 
in which material properties vary in two or more directions, to meet the multi-functional requirements. In this 
review article, various micromechanical material modelling for unidirectional and multi-directional graded 
materials are presented and an effort has been made to include research studies reported on multi-directional 
functionally graded beam, plate and shell structures with an emphasis on work published since 2000. In 
addition, on the basis of the reviewed literature, concluding remarks are presented to showcase the future 
directions in this research field. 
 
Jarosław Gawryluk, Andrzej Mitura and Andrzej Teter (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of 
Applied Mechanics, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, Poland), “Dynamic 
control of kinematically excited laminated, thin-walled beam using macro fibre composite actuator”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111898, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111898 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the problem of vibration reduction in a cantilever beam under kinematic excitation 
is considered. Numerical studies and laboratory tests are performed on a composite beam with an embedded 
macro fibre composite actuator. Select methods of vibration reduction, that is, proportional (P), derivative (D), 
and PD controls, are presented. The properties of the control system are described using the first-order inertial 
term. The experimental results are used to identify the time constant and verify the proposed concept. Finally, 
the possibility of vibration control is demonstrated numerically using the finite element model. 
 
Xiaoyu Zhang, Fei Xu, Yuyan Zang and Wei Feng (School of Aeronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical 
University, Xi'an, China), “Experimental and numerical investigation on damage behavior of honeycomb 
sandwich panel subjected to low-velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111882, 15 March 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111882 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the low-velocity impact behavior of sandwich panel with carbon fiber 
reinforced plastic (CFRP) composite facesheet and Nomex honeycomb core through experimental and 
numerical methods. Experiments were carried out on two thickness of honeycomb core at various impact energy 
levels. The dynamic response including contact force history and energy absorption as well as contact duration 
was recorded. The damage modes were obtained through non-destruction inspection (NDI) C-scan and 
microscopic observation. A refined three-dimensional finite element model combined with continuum damage 
mechanics (CDM) was developed with composite plies and detailed honeycomb core. Physically-based Puck’s 



composite failure criteria and energy based progressive damage model were used to capture the intralaminar 
damage initiation and evolution, respectively. The interlaminar damage of facesheet and debonding of 
facesheet/core interface were predicted using cohesive element. The hexagonal honeycomb cells were 
characterized in FE model with an elasto-plastic constitutive model and damage criterion in detail during 
impact. The simulation results show good agreements with experiments and the model can be used to predict 
the low-velocity impact response and impact damage effectively. More detailed responses, such as internal 
damage details, damage modes and evolution, are observed and discussed with the numerical model proposed. 
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“Thin-shell-theory solutions for the static structural response of circular-sections shaped corrugated laminates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111730, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111730 
ABSTRACT: The study considers a corrugated laminate with dimensions far larger than the length of one 
periodic unit cell and at regions where edge effects have decayed. Then, the linear elastic structural properties 
of the corrugated laminate are presented by a substitute plate matrix. Its entries are found by subjecting a unit 
cell model to the load cases which correspond to the entries of the plate deformation vector, and then 
calculating the reacting stress resultants. The enforced deformations are all states of generalized plane strain 
with respect to the span direction. A corrugation pattern consisting of circular segments and the assumption, that 
thin shell theory is valid for the modeling, facilitates finding of exact solutions even though the base laminate 
may exhibit all possible stiffness couplings. The exact interior solutions include displacements, plate 
deformations, stresses, and reaction forces from which the calculation of the substitute plate matrix follows 
naturally. The paper explains all derivations and gives results for a representative general laminate, studying the 
model limitations and illuminating on which mechanical effects are not naturally captured by thin shell theory. 
A parameter study on a non-symmetric cross-ply laminate is performed to identify the main effects caused by 
increasing corrugation amplitude. Rationales for the systematic deviations of thin-shell-theory from solid-
volume-modeling predictions of some substitute-stiffness matrix entries are presented by using simplified 
analytical modeling. 
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“A refined beam theory for bending and vibration of functionally graded tube-beams”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 236, Article 111878, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111878 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel approach for analyzing transverse bending and vibration of 
functionally graded circular cylindrical tubes with radial nonhomogeneity. Different from the Euler-Bernoulli 
and Timoshenko theories of beams, a refined beam theory or third-order shear deformation beam theory for 
radially graded tubes is proposed, where warping, shear deformation and rotational moment of inertia of cross-
section are all considered. The shear correction coefficient is not needed. Coupled governing equations for the 
deflection and rotation about the neutral axis of cross-section are derived from equilibrium equations, and then 
converted to a single fourth-order partial differential governing equation. The deflection and stress distribution 
for cantilever and simply-supported tubes are derived explicitly. The frequency equations for free flexural 
vibration of radially graded hollow cylinders with clamped-clamped, pinned-pinned, and clamped-free ends are 
obtained and the natural frequencies are calculated for different power-law gradients and various 
length/thicknesses ratios. The effects of radial gradient on the stress distribution and the natural frequencies are 
analyzed in detail. 
 
Joel Galos (School of Engineering, RMIT University, GPO Box 2476, Melbourne, VIC 3001, Australia), “Thin-
ply composite laminates: a review”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111920, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111920 



ABSTRACT: Composite structures formed using thin-ply laminates are of interest to aerospace and other high-
performance industries. This paper reviews recently published research into fibre reinforced polymer matrix 
composites formed using thin-ply (<100 μm thick) laminates. Due to their prominence in the literature, this 
review focuses on thin plies formed with carbon fibre tows. Research into the manufacture, microstructure, 
mechanical performance and implications for structural design are described. The benefits of thin plies 
compared with standard plies (~125 μm thick) are assessed, including flexibility in design, damage tolerance 
and potential for creating pseudo-ductile composite structures. Improvements to static and fatigue properties are 
discussed. The adverse effects of thin-ply polymer matrix composites are evaluated, including open-hole and 
notch sensitivity, as well as interlaminar fracture toughness. The underlying physical mechanisms responsible 
for the benefits and drawbacks of thin-ply composite laminates are described. One critical physical attribute of 
thin plies is found to be the relatively few number of fibres per ply, which allows for more variation in ply angle 
orientation compared with a laminate of the same thickness made with standard plies. Potential areas for further 
research are discussed, including processing techniques, joining, material hybrids, thermoplastics, durability, 
recyclability and applications to multifunctional composite structures. 
 
Jingwei Zhang, Tom Taylor, Toru Kizaki and Jun Yanagimoto (Graduate School of Engineering, The 
University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo 113-8656, Tokyo, Japan), “Bendable metal-based composite sheets 
with a truncated dome core made of carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastics”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, 
Article 111918, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111918 
ABSTRACT: Bendable metal-based composite sheets with a truncated dome core made of CFRTP (carbon 
fibre reinforced thermoplastics) were developed to expand the range of applications and improve the 
mechanical properties of sandwich structures. The newly proposed truncated dome core structure was composed 
of a periodic array of domes which were introduced into an initially flat CFRTP sheet through stamping. 
Theoretical analyses were conducted to determine the conditions required for successfully forming sandwich 
sheets into curved shapes. The flexural properties and formability of sandwich sheets were tested 
experimentally. The numerical simulation shows that the optimal relative density of the truncated dome core is 
0.22. Experimental results of formability tests agree well with the theoretical predictions, which demonstrates 
the validity of the theoretical models. Sandwich sheets with both A2017P and SUS304 face sheets of a 
thickness of 0.5 mm can be bent without any failure at a bending radius of 60 mm. 
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China 
“Design of a 70 MPa type IV hydrogen storage vessel using accurate modeling techniques for dome thickness 
prediction”, Composite Structures, Vol. 236, Article 111915, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111915 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to propose methods for dome thickness distribution and the charge 
pressure of the liner for a 70 MPa type IV hydrogen storage vessel. The netting theory was employed to design 
the lay-up of the cylindrical section. For precise prediction of the dome thickness, a cubic spline function was 
utilized. Variable polar radii were used to reduce the fiber stacking and thickness accumulation near polar 
openings. To evaluate the designed lay-up, various failure criteria were applied so as to predict precisely the 
failure of composite layers in finite element analysis. In order to determine the most appropriate range of the 
internal pressure when filling hydrogen gas during filament winding process, the compressive pressure applied 
on the liner was calculated by taking into account the variety of winding tension, and the buckling and static 
analysis of the liner were carried out, respectively. The methods presented in this work provide a valuable 
reference for designing the type IV hydrogen storage vessels. 
 
M.A.R. Loja and J.I. Barbosa (CIMOSM, ISEL, IPL - Centro de Investigação em Modelação e Optimização de 
Sistemas Multifuncionais, Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa, R. Conselheiro Emídio Navarro 1, 1959-
007 Lisboa, Portugal and IDMEC, IST -Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Avenida Rovisco 
Pais 1, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal), “In-plane functionally graded plates: A study on the free vibration and 



dynamic instability behaviours”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111905, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111905 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded materials are well-known composite materials, characterized by a 
continuously varying mixture of materials’ phases, tailored to meet structures operating requirements while 
contributing to minimize abrupt stress transitions at dissimilar materials’ interfaces, as occur in composite 
laminates. Hence, designing a functionally graded material to comply with these objectives constitutes an 
important modelling tool to improve structures’ functionality. These graded composite materials present more 
commonly a mixture variation through the structures’ thickness direction. However, when dealing with thin 
structures this solution may present evident limitations, both from the manufacturing perspective as well as 
from the through-thickness distribution influence on the structure response. It is therefore important to explore 
other spatial mixture distributions’ possibilities. 
To this purpose, the present work considers thin graded materials’ plates which constitution is defined by a set 
of different in-plane volume fraction distributions. The influence of these distributions on the free vibrations 
and dynamic instability of thin plates is assessed through a comprehensive set of parametric studies. The free 
vibration problem and the dynamic instability problem’ solutions are respectively obtained by Rayleigh-Ritz 
and Bolotin’s methods. As a complementary analysis contribution, image correlation studies are also developed 
for a set of fundamental mode shapes. 
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“Critical buckling load of honeycomb sandwich panels reinforced by three-phase orthotropic skins enhanced by 
carbon nanotubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111904, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111904 
ABSTRACT: The buckling analyses illustrated in this research aim to provide useful results for the design and 
application of sandwich plates with a honeycomb core and three-phase orthotropic skins, which are reinforced 
by both carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and straight oriented fibers. A multiscale approach is developed to this aim, 
which is based on the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka scheme and the Hahn homogenization technique. The outcomes are 
presented in terms of critical buckling loads for different boundary conditions, lamination schemes, fiber 
orientation and mass fraction of CNTs, in order to prove that all these elements represent fundamental design 
parameters in the analysis, manufacturing and behavior of these sandwich plates. The theoretical framework is 
based on the Reissner-Mindlin theory for laminated plates and on the von Kármán hypothesis as far as the 
nonlinear terms are concerned. The kinematic model includes the Murakami’s function to deal with such 
peculiar mechanical configurations, which is required to capture the zig-zag effect due to the different 
mechanical properties of the core and the external skins. The numerical approach and the theoretical 
methodology are validated by means of the comparison with the experimental and the theoretical results 
available in the literature. 
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“A theoretical and experimental study on in-plane buckling of orthotropic composite arches under an arbitrary 
radial point load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111933, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111933 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear in-plane buckling behavior of fixed orthotropic composite arches under an arbitrary 
radial point load is investigated theoretically, numerically and experimentally in this paper. Analytical solutions 
that include the bending-stretching coupling effect are developed for both critical buckling load and nonlinear 
equilibrium path and are validated by the finite element model. A variable-speed displacement control loading 
system with automatic loading direction adjustment is designed and set up for the test to record the complete 
buckling evolution process. Comprehensive analytical and experimental results for the critical buckling load 



and nonlinear equilibrium path of the arches are presented in both tabular and graphical forms, followed by a 
parametric study with a particular focus on the influences of loading position, stacking sequence as well as the 
rise-span ratio on the buckling load. Research results indicate that the buckling mode of the composite arch is 
highly dependent on the modified slenderness ratio. Both buckling mode and the switching modified 
slenderness ratio are significantly influenced by the loading position. The buckling load is also highly sensitive 
to stacking sequence and decreases as the 90° lamina is placed far away from the mid-plane. 
 
E. Zeinali, A. Nazari and H. Showkati (Department of Civil Engineering, Urmia University, Urmia, Iran), 
“Experimental-numerical study on lateral-torsional buckling of PFRP beams under pure bending”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111925, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111925 
ABSTRACT: The applications of pultruded fiber reinforced polymer (PFRP) segmentation are increasing in 
construction due to features such as low weight, high fatigue resistance, corrosion resistance, thermal insulation 
and electrical insulation. In this paper, linear and nonlinear buckling behavior of the PFRP I-section beams are 
investigated. A total of 11 specimens are tested for studying their lateral-torsional buckling (LTB) behavior, 
with two types of I-shaped profiles in various heights and span lengths under pure bending with simply 
supported conditions. Numerical modeling is done in Abaqus finite element package by selecting the 
appropriate elements. An analytical response is obtained through the equation in the Eurocode 3 Regulation for 
each beam and this value is compared with experimental and numerical results. The experimental data are in a 
reasonable accordance with the numerical and analytical results. In addition, deviations of experimental results 
with the results from analytical and finite element analyses are less than 15%. 
 
Chong Li, Hui-Shen Shen and Hai Wang (School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai 200240, People’s Republic of China), “Postbuckling behavior of sandwich plates with 
functionally graded auxetic 3D lattice core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111894, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111894 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an investigation on the postbuckling behavior of sandwich plates with functionally 
graded (FG) auxetic 3D lattice core is presented. Firstly, an auxetic 3D lattice metamaterial is designed and 
analyzed, of which all six effective Poisson’s ratios (EPRs) are negative, and the in-plane negative Poisson’s 
ratio (NPR) property can enhance the structural buckling capacity. For the first time, two symmetric FG 
configurations of the auxetic 3D lattice core through the plate thickness direction are proposed, and compared 
with the uniform distribution case. Two kinds of compressive postbuckling due to in-plane uni-axial or bi-axial 
compression, and thermal postbuckling under uniform temperature rise are taken into account. In the current 
study, full-scale FE modelling and nonlinear analysis are carried out, in which the constituent materials possess 
temperature-dependent properties. The results of comparison study show that the compressive buckling and 
thermal postbuckling loads of sandwich plates with NPR core are remarkably higher than those of their 
counterparts having the 3D lattice core with positive EPR. Parametric studies are further performed to 
demonstrate the effects of functionally graded configurations, temperature changes, load-proportional 
parameters and plate aspect ratios on the postbuckling load-deflection curves, along with the EPR-deflection 
curves in the large deflection region. 
 
Ning Liu, Xiang Ren and Jim Lua (Global Engineering & Materials, Inc., Princeton, NJ 08540, USA), “An 
isogeometric continuum shell element for modeling the nonlinear response of functionally graded material 
structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111893, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111893 
ABSTRACT: A geometrically nonlinear continuum shell element using a NURBS-based isogeometric analysis 
(IGA) approach is presented for the analysis of functionally graded material (FGM) structures. IGA offers a 
computationally efficient and geometrically exact representation of the original shell geometry and its 
underlying basis functions provide high-order continuity for the solution variables. The use of high-order 
smooth basis functions also alleviates shear and membrane locking phenomena that commonly occurred in shell 
structures. In addition, the developed continuum shell element features a precise description of the thickness-
varying material properties in FGM in the sense that a set of desired high-order B-spline basis functions with 
sufficient number of quadrature points are employed for accurate through-thickness numerical integration. A 
simple power-law distribution function of the FGM is adopted in the current study. The performance of the 
proposed IGA solid shell element is demonstrated via a variety of nonlinear shell benchmark problems. The 



effect of the FGM power-law exponent on the geometrically nonlinear response of the shell structures is 
investigated as well. 
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“Vibration of functionally graded shear and normal deformable porous microplates via finite element method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111934, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111934 
ABSTRACT: The size dependent natural frequencies of functionally graded (FG) shear and normal deformable 
porous square microplates are investigated within this paper for arbitrary boundary conditions. By utilizing the 
modified couple stress theory, the finite element model is developed based on a shear and normal deformation 
plate theory and the variational formulation. The material length scale parameter (MLSP) is taken as variable. 
The effects of the aspect ratio, gradient index, boundary condition, thickness to MLSP ratio, porosity volume 
fraction and variable MLSP on the dimensionless natural frequencies are investigated for the FG shear and 
normal deformable porous square microplates. It is found that the difference between the numerical 
computations employing the constant and variable material length scale parameters is significant. In addition, it 
is found that with an increment in the aspect ratio, the effect of the MLSP on the natural frequencies increases, 
especially for the thick microplates. It can be concluded that for the thick microplates (length/thickness less than 
or equal to 10), the effect of the variable MLSP on the natural frequencies with respect to the changing of the 
thickness to MLSP is more emphasized than the effect obtained by the constant MLSP for all studied boundary 
conditions. 
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“A multi-scale two-level optimisation strategy integrating a global/local modelling approach for composite 
structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111908, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111908 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a multi-scale optimisation strategy for the preliminary design of composite 
structures involving design requirements at different scales, is presented. Such a strategy, denoted as GL-
MS2LOS, has been formulated by integrating a dedicated global-local (GL) modelling approach into the multi-
scale two-level optimisation strategy (MS2LOS). The GL-MS2LOS aims at proposing a very general 
formulation of the design problem, without introducing simplifying hypotheses and by considering, as design 
variables, the full set of geometric and mechanical parameters defining the behaviour of the composite structure 
at each pertinent scale. By employing a GL modelling approach, most of the limitations of well-established 
design strategies based on analytical or semi-empirical models are overcome. The effectiveness of the presented 
GL-MS2LOS is proven on a meaningful study case: the least-weight design of a composite fuselage barrel of a 
wide-body aircraft undergoing various loading conditions and subject to requirements of different nature. Fully 
parametric global and local FE models are interfaced with an in-house metaheuristic algorithm to perform the 
optimisation. Refined local FE models are created only for critical regions of the structure, automatically 
detected during the global analysis, and linked to the global one thanks to the implementation of a sub-
modelling approach. The general nature of the GL-MS2LOS allows finding an optimised configuration 
characterised by a weight saving of 40% when compared to an optimised aluminium solution obtained through 
a similar GL optimisation strategy. 
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(4) Department of Civil, Structural & Environmental Engineering, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland 
“Machine learning based stochastic dynamic analysis of functionally graded shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
237, Article 111870, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111870 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents stochastic dynamic characterization of functionally graded shells based on an 
efficient Support Vector Machine assisted finite element (FE) approach. Different shell geometries such as 
cylindrical, spherical, elliptical paraboloid and hyperbolic paraboloid are investigated for the stochastic dynamic 
analysis. Monte Carlo Simulation is carried out in conjunction with the machine learning based FE 
computational framework for obtaining the complete probabilistic description of the natural frequencies. Here 
the coupled machine learning based FE model is found to reduce the computational time and cost significantly 
without compromising the accuracy of results. In the stochastic approach, both individual and compound effect 
of depth-wise source-uncertainty in material properties of FGM shells are considered taking into account the 
influences of different critical parameters such as the power-law exponent, temperature, thickness and variation 
of shell geometries. A moment-independent sensitivity analysis is carried out to enumerate the relative 
significance of different random input parameters considering depth-wise variation and collectively. The 
presented numerical results clearly indicate that it is imperative to take into account the relative stochastic 
deviations (including their probabilistic characterization) of the global dynamic characteristics for different shell 
geometries to ensure adequate safety and serviceability of the system while having an economical structural 
design. 
 
Canhui Zhang, Ruijie Chang and An Li (Department of Civil Engineering, Xiamen University, Xiamen 361005, 
China), “Novel two-level strategy to exactly solve multilayer composite cantilever tubes of cylindrically 
orthotropic materials”, Composite Structures, Vol. 237, Article 111866, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111866 
ABSTRACT: A novel two-level strategy is employed to solve the multilayer composite cantilever tubes in 
elasticity theory. On the first level of our strategy, a complete stress field is developed for the inclined winding 
cantilever tubes. Thus the tube can be considered as a bending-like tube including the proportional moments 
together with a shear-like tube including the constant shear forces. The pure bending formula is used to obtain 
the solution for the bending-like tube. However, the shear-like tube includes some additional terms from the 
bending-like tube. Therefore, on the second level of our strategy, the shear-like tube is broken into two 
independent systems according to whether the additional terms are included. Thus their different circumferential 
functions can be satisfactorily separated from the radial functions. In addition, an approach of undetermined 
coefficients is employed to find the particular solution for the second independent system. In the examples the 
method in this paper is used to exactly solve the composite cantilever tubes [90°], [45°] and [75°] as well as 
[45°/75°], [75°/-75°] and [(75°/-75°)40]. The good agreement of our exact results with the numerical simulation 
with fine finite elements shows the accuracy and effectiveness of the method in this paper. 
 
Kyung-Chae Jung, Min-Gu Han and Seung-Hwan Chang (School of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang 
University, 221 Huksuk-Dong, Dongjak-Gu, Seoul 156-756, Republic of Korea), “Impact characterisation of 
draped composite structures made of plain-weave carbon/epoxy prepregs utilising smart grid fabric consisting 
of ferroelectric ribbon sensors”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111940, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111940 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the impact characteristics of non-sheared and sheared woven fabric composite 
structures were investigated by performing failure characterisations and estimating impact locations utilising 
several signal processing techniques based on a smart grid fabric (SGF) consisting of polyvinylidene difluoride 
ribbon sensors. To identify the effects of shear deformation on the impact characteristics of composite 
structures, SGF-embedded woven composite laminates with three different shear angles (0°, 30°, and 45°) were 
prepared. Additionally, impact characterisations of draped three-dimensional composite structures were 
performed by preparing an SGF-embedded composite hemisphere. Failure characterisations and impact 
localisations for these specimens were carried out by using a discrete wavelet transform and Bayesian 
regularised artificial neural network model, respectively. Finally, the feasibility of SGF in sheared composite 
structures was verified based on the results of various experiments and analyses. 
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“Localization and characterization of delamination in laminates using the local wavenumber method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111972, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111972 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a method to effectively locate and characterize mode I delamination in 
carbon fiber/epoxy (CF/EP) composite laminates using the local wavenumber method of propagating guided 
waves in a fine grid of spatial sampling points. Mode I interlaminar fracture tests were conducted using a 
double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen to evaluate the developed method. Wave propagation in composite 
laminates with delamination at different center frequencies were investigated by two-dimensional finite element 
(FE) simulation. The results revealed some unique mechanisms of interaction between guided wave and 
delamination in detail. They demonstrated that the wave propagation velocity is transformed at the 
delamination, and the wave attenuation and dispersion are larger with the increase of the center frequency. The 
guided waves were rapidly excited at each grid point using a non-contact scanning laser Doppler vibrometer 
(SLDV) system and actuated by a single fixed piezoelectric (PZT) sensor in the experimental study. The 
spatially dependent wavenumber value of the center frequency was determined by the local Fourier domain 
analysis method for processing guided wave filed data. The results showed that the local wavenumber method 
for guided waves is capable of locating and characterizing the delamination in composite laminates. 
 
A.D. Viquerat (Centre for Engineering Materials and Structures, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 7XH, 
United Kingdom), “A continuation-based method for finding laminated composite stacking sequences”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111872, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111872 
ABSTRACT: A method of recovering laminate ply stacking sequences from a set of up to twelve lamination 
parameters using polynomial homotopy continuation techniques is presented. The ply angles are treated as 
continuous variables, and are allowed to take any value between -90 deg. and +90 deg. The individual plies are 
assumed to be orthotropic and have constant stiffness. The method is fully deterministic, and does not rely on an 
optimisation process to establish the stacking sequence. Polyhedral continuation methods are used to limit the 
solution space in which the stacking sequences are sought. The method can reliably find every stacking 
sequence solution that exists to achieve a precisely specified set of lamination parameter “targets”, with the 
number of real solutions to a feasible combination of target properties found to vary from 1 to over 100. The 
same method is also demonstrated to be able to find stacking sequences to satisfy a set of specified ABD 
stiffness matrix terms, as might be required following a direct-stiffness modelling design process. 
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“Shear response of ultra-lightweight CFRP cores”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111879, 15 April 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111879 
ABSTRACT: In this work the shear performance of ultra-lightweight (ULW) carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) cores with 3-dimensional (3D) geometries is analyzed. The cores are made from a machined CFRP 
laminate. Using the interlocking method, CFRP sheets are assembled in order to obtain a square pattern. The 
density of all manufactured cores is achieved below than 48 kgm−3. Through simple analytical mechanical 
models, it is possible to predict the failure behavior of the panels. Finite element analyses (FEA) are carried in 
order to contrast and validate the theoretical models. Good agreement among theoretical, finite element and 
experimental results is found. The experimental results show that the controlling failure mechanisms are shear 
failure of the base material or debonding, also predicted successfully by the numerical and analytical 
approaches. Finally, the cores are compared favorably as well with other competing known materials. 
 



Axel Fink and Constantin Einzmann (AIRBUS Helicopters Germany, Industriestrasse 4, 86609 Donauwörth, 
Germany), “Discrete tailored asymmetric sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 
111990, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111990 
ABSTRACT: Composite sandwich constructions are now widely used in primary aircraft airframe structures 
and outstand by their high bending and stability performance. These structures are typically characterized by a 
continuous core which extends over the entire structural bay perimeter confined by adjacent framework 
structural members. This paper presents a novel design approach of asymmetric sandwich structures which is 
based upon a tailored discretization of the core area over the bay perimeter and enables an important increase of 
the weight efficiency of traditional sandwich shells. The discretization pattern of the core is a result of a 
topographic optimization of the bending stiffness with respect to an in-plane loading. The paper describes the 
basic rationale of the design approach and demonstrates its technological feasibility. The mechanical behavior is 
predicted by standard linear and non-linear numerical tools and verified by shear tests. Furthermore, the design 
approach is exemplarily applied within the context of real helicopter airframe structures hence proving its 
functional and practical suitability. 
 
A. Sasikumar, S.M. García-Rodríguez, J.J. Arbeláez, D. Trias and J. Costa (AMADE, Polytechnic School, 
University of Girona, Campus Montilivi s/n, 17073 Girona, Spain), “On how unsymmetrical laminate designs 
with tailored ply clusters affect compression after impact strength compared to symmetric baseline”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111958, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111958 
ABSTRACT: Out-of-plane loads induce unsymmetrical damage modes in the laminate thickness direction. 
Consequently, the authors have recently proposed overcoming the conventional laminate symmetry constraint 
by designing unsymmetrical laminates with zero coupling responses. While impact damage is able to be tailored 
with unsymmetrical laminates, comparing them to symmetric laminates and assessing their impact damage 
tolerances had yet to be addressed. In this paper, we study three unsymmetrical laminates with localized ply 
clusters positioned at different locations (at the impacted, at the middle and at the non-impacted sides), along 
with a standard symmetric laminate as a baseline. Using low-velocity impact, X-ray micro-computed 
tomography and compression after impact (CAI), we compared the impact and post-impact responses to 
understand the effect local ply clusters and the delamination location have on the CAI strength. Results revealed 
that the unsymmetrical laminate with the ply clusters in the middle, where the dominant delaminations also 
occured, improved the CAI strength by a maximum of 10% when compared to the symmetric baseline. 
Laminates with delaminations at the outer surfaces offered lesser resistance to buckling. While our study 
demonstrates that symmetric laminates are not the optimal damage tolerant solution for impact load cases, it 
also evidences the feasibility of unsymmetrical laminates. 
 
Jinqiang Li, Xinlei Fan and Fengming Li (College of Aerospace and Civil Engineering, Harbin Engineering 
University, Harbin, China), “Numerical and experimental study of a sandwich-like metamaterial plate for 
vibration suppression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111969, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111969 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a design for a sandwich-like plate containing mass-beam resonators to obtain 
a specific and low-frequency stopband. The resonators consist of a cantilever beam and mass block and are 
fixed between the two faceplates of the sandwich-like plate. The traditional sandwich structure can't be used to 
control or isolate the vibration precisely in a specific frequency range. The stopband of the present sandwich-
like plate can be easily changed by adjusting the geometry of the cantilever beam and the mass of the block. 
Using the energy method, the dispersion equation relating the frequency to the wave numbers is derived and the 
two bounds of the stopband are obtained by solving the dispersion equation. The vibration transmission of the 
sandwich-like plate is investigated using numerical calculation, finite element simulation, and experiments; a 
good agreement between the results of the three methods is obtained. The results show that the stopband is 
determined by the natural frequency of the resonators and the mass ratio of the resonators and faceplates; the 
stopband width is significantly affected by the damping ratio of the resonators. The results of this study will be 
useful for the design of plate structures with good vibration attenuation and isolation. 
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(2) Department of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA 
“Thermal buckling of curvilinearly stiffened laminated composite plates with cutouts using isogeometric 
analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111881, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111881 
ABSTRACT: This research presents the Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) based isogeometric finite 
element analysis of stiffened laminated composite plates. A first-order shear deformation theory is used to 
derive the governing equations by employing a variational formulation. Isotropic, orthotropic and laminated 
composite plates stiffened with multiple curvilinear stiffeners of different profiles are investigated. A novel way 
to achieve displacement compatibility between the panel and stiffeners interfaces is introduced. An easy way of 
modeling plates with complicated cutouts by using edge curves and generating a ruled NURBS surface between 
them is described. Influence on the critical thermal buckling load due to the presence of circular and elliptical 
cutouts is also investigated. Results of parametric studies are presented which show the influence of ply 
orientation, size and orientation of the cutout, and the position and profile of the curvilinear stiffener. The 
numerical examples show high reliability and efficiency of the proposed formulation when compared to other 
published solutions and those obtained using ABAQUS, a commercial software. 
 
Denise Düring, E. Petersen, D. Stefaniak and C. Hühne (DLR – German Aerospace Center – Institute of 
Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems, Lilienthalplatz 7, 38108 Braunschweig, Germany), “Damage 
resistance and low-velocity impact behaviour of hybrid composite laminates with multiple thin steel and 
elastomer layers’, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111851, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111851 
ABSTRACT: In the presented investigation composites consisting of carbon and glass fiber reinforced plastics 
in combination with steel and elastomer layers are subjected to experimental drop-weight impact tests and 
compression after impact tests. The objective is to study the low-velocity impact behaviour, damage resistance 
and residual strength of composite laminates dependent on position and proportion of additional layers. In 
continuation of earlier studies two additional laminate configurations containing thin steel layers and two 
elastomer layers are tested. Impact damage and damage tolerance are determined respecting the aspect of 
differing bending stiffnesses and structure densities. It is found that concerning the elastomer addition the 
damage area, which mainly depends on the elastomer layer position, is an essential influencing factor on the 
residual strength. The steel addition leads to wide delaminations but high residual strengths. 
 
Katarzyna Falkowicz, Hubert Debski and Pawel Wysmulski (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department 
of Machine Design and Mechatronics, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, 
Poland), “Effect of extension-twisting and extension-bending coupling on a compressed plate with a cut-out”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111941, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111941 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the behaviour of thin-walled composite plates with a cut-out under 
compression. The effects of lamina ply orientation on the critical state and the behaviour of the plates in the 
post-critical range were examined. The scope of the research involved numerical modelling of linear and non-
linear stability problems by the finite element method, using the simulation software ABAQUS®. The created 
numerical models were then verified experimentally. The study was performed on a plate with an unsymmetric 
stacking sequence of plies. To force buckling into a higher mode, an unsymmetric laminate with extension-
twisting and extension-bending coupling was used. This approach led to obtaining the natural, lowest mode of 
buckling (flexural-torsional), one that ensures stable performance of the structure in the post-critical range (no 
transition to flexural mode). 
 
Pawel Wysmulski, Hubert Debski and Katarzyna Falkowicz (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department 
of Machine Design and Mechatronics, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 36, 20-618 Lublin, 
Poland), “Stability analysis of laminate profiles under eccentric load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 
111944, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111944 
ABSTRACT: The study investigates short thin-walled channel section columns made of a carbon-epoxy 
laminate. The tested columns were subjected to compression, including an eccentric compressive load relative 
to the gravity center of the cross section of the column. The boundary conditions applied in the study reflected 



simple support of the column. The scope of the study involved determining the effect of eccentric load on the 
structure’s stability and load-carrying capacity. At the same time, a numerical analysis by the finite element 
method was performed using the commercial simulation software Abaqus®. The non-linear numerical analysis 
of the compressed profiles was performed by the Newton-Raphson method. Failure of the composite material 
was described using a progressive damage model, wherein damage initiation in the composite material was 
described based on Hashin’s failure criteria while the evolution of damage was described by the energy-based 
progressive damage criterion. Results predicted by the numerical model were validated by experimental tests 
performed on real structures. The results enabled a comprehensive description of the composite material’s 
failure, starting from failure initiation until the total loss of load-carrying capacity of the column. 
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“Assessment of MITC plate elements based on CUF with respect to distorted meshes”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 238, Article 111962, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111962 
ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the robustness of plate elements based on Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial 
Components (MITC) technique and the variable kinematics approach of Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) 
with respect to the problem of distorted meshes. MITC was originally proposed for Reissner-Mindlin type 
plates to develop shear locking free plate elements. In the present framework, refined plate elements are 
obtained by referring to high-order Equivalent Single Layer as well as Layer-Wise models expressed in CUF for 
the analysis of multilayered anisotropic structures. Four-node and nine-node elements are considered and some 
applications are developed for both isotropic and multilayered composite plates. Results related to the MITC 
approach are compared to the isoparametric elements, including selectively reduced quadrature schemes, for 
both, the static and free-vibration analysis. They show that CUF-MITC elements maintain their effectiveness 
also in the case of distorted meshes, for all the materials studied and kinematic models considered: the obtained 
elements are robust as free from shear locking and spurious zero-energy modes. 
 
David T. Farrell, Conor McGinn and Gareth J. Bennett (Trinity College Dublin, The University of Dublin, 
Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, D02 PN40, Ireland), “Extension twist deformation 
response of an auxetic cylindrical structure inspired by deformed cell ligaments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
238, Article 111901, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111901 
ABSTRACT: Recent advances in artificial metamaterials have allowed unique structures to deform in distinct 
modes not previously found in traditional material form. Auxetic structures that induce twist through 
deformation have been a focus of recent research. In this paper a cell-based tubular structure with pre-deformed 
ligaments is proposed which exhibits efficient extension induced twist (EIT) without the limitations of buckling. 
An analytical model of the structure is proposed using cell parameters to characterize the non-linear twist-
deformation relationship. Samples of the structure were fabricated using the Ultimaker 3 platform with 
elastomer based TPU 95a build material and PVA support material. The analytical model and FEM were 
validated by tensile experiments, where fabricated samples reached 60 degrees of non-linear axial twist over 
40 mm of deformation. In order to further characterize the structure’s twist response, key design parameters of 
the lattice structure were varied and modelled. Actuation through tensile elastic deformation has key advantages 
in reliability and reduced complexity. Due to these advantages, this technology has potential applications in 
aerospace, biomedical and robotic fields. 
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“Flexural behavior of concrete-filled SHS and RHS aluminum alloy tubes strengthened with CFRP”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111975, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111975 



ABSTRACT: Conventional concrete-filled aluminum alloy tube (CFAT) can effectively delay the inward local 
buckling of aluminum alloy tube (AA). This paper experimentally and numerically investigates the suitability of 
strengthening square and rectangular hollow section (SHS and RHS) CFAT beams with a layer of carbon-fiber 
reinforcement polymer (CFRP) under four-point bending. Among 40 beams, 30 square and rectangular CFAT 
beams were strengthened with CFRP comprising three arrangement schemes of CFRP and 10 conventional 
square and rectangular CFAT beams were treated as reference beams. Flexural stiffness of square and 
rectangular CFAT beams are remarkably enhanced by external bonded CFRP, while the ductility is decreased. 
The bottom flange-bonded CFRP scheme is less effective in enhancing ultimate strength of CFAT beams than 
that of four sides-bonded CFRP scheme. New design approaches for evaluating both initial and post-yield 
flexural stiffness of square and rectangular CFAT beams strengthened with CFRP are proposed. FE models are 
correctly simulated to analyze the flexural behavior of square and rectangular CFAT beams strengthened with 
CFRP. CFRP strengthening technique using in this study can remarkably enhance the ultimate strength of 
square and rectangular CFAT beams and effectively delay the outward local buckling of AA tubes. 
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“Long-range impact localization with a frequency domain triangulation technique: Application to a large 
aircraft composite panel”, Composite Structures, Vol. 238, Article 111973, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111973 
ABSTRACT: Classical triangulation techniques determine the impact point by capturing the Time of Arrival 
(TOA) delays of some elastic waves at different sensor locations. This paper presents an impact localization 
technique that exploits the low frequency content of the global vibration response. A modal signature of the 
impact location is described instead of a time signature based on the TOAs. The proposed approach uses the 
simple idea that the vibration modes of a structure are not excited in the same proportions depending on impact 
location. The proposed method is applied to a large aircraft composite panel equipped with a sparse distribution 
of accelerometers. An experimental modal analysis was performed prior to the impact tests to identify the first 
low frequency vibration modes of the structure within 10–50 Hz. The results of the study show that the 
technique successfully localizes impacts applied at any location on the panel. 
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52062 Aachen, Germany 
“Low velocity impact behavior of carbon fibre composite curved corrugated sandwich shells”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 238, Article 112027, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112027 
ABSTRACT: Composite thin-walled curved structures are widely used in aerospace, marine, automotive and 
building engineering application. In this paper we design and fabricate a series of carbon fibre composite axial 
and circular corrugated sandwich cylindrical panels (ACSCPs and CCSCPs) by an in-house hot press moulding 
method. Low velocity impact tests are carried out to evaluate the impact resistance and failure mechanisms of 
such structures. Furthermore, validated finite element analysis (FEA) models based on the Hashin failure 
criteria are adopted to study the effects of the relative density, impact energy and impact position on their 
impact responses. It is observed that generally the peak forces and absorbed energies of the specimens ascend 
with the increase of the relative density. The impact responses, especially the ultimate loads of the present 
structures are particularly dependent on the impact position, but insensitive to the increase of the impact energy. 



By comparison, the ACSCPs generally have a more excellent impact resistance and energy absorption 
properties than that of CCSCPs. In addition, the corresponding energy contribution of the components for the 
ACSCPs and CCSCPs under different impact energy is also revealed, which could be useful for the 
multifunctional design of such kinds of composite curved sandwich structures. 
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“Analytical buckling solution of magneto-electro-thermo-elastic cylindrical shells under multi-physics fields”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112021, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112021 
ABSTRACT: A new analytical buckling solution of a cylindrical shell made of two-phase magneto-electro-
thermo-elastic (METE) composites under multi-physical fields is obtained by a Hamiltonian-based approach. 
Two types of technologically important distribution model are considered: continuous fibers and laminates. 
Based on the Reissner’s shell theory, the exact solution expanded into symplectic series is rigorously obtained 
from governing equations under the Hamiltonian description which has four possible forms of explicit 
expressions. Accurate critical buckling loads and analytical buckling mode shapes for various boundary 
conditions are obtained. A comprehensive comparison is presented to verify the proposed solution and very 
good agreement is reported. Effects of geometrical parameters, boundary conditions, cases of eigenfunctions, 
volume fractions and external magneto-electro-thermal loadings on buckling behaviors of the shell are 
investigated also. 
 
Ana Margarida Antunes, Pedro Ribeiro, José Dias Rodrigues and Hamed Akhavan (DEMec/INEGI, Faculdade 
de Engenharia, Universidade do Porto, R. Dr. Roberto Frias, s/n, 4200-465 Porto, Portugal), “Modal analysis of 
a Variable Stiffness Composite Laminated plate with diverse boundary conditions: Experiments and modeling”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111974, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111974 
ABSTRACT: The modes of vibration of a Variable Stiffness Composite Laminate were obtained by 
experimental modal analysis and compared with the ones resulting from theoretical/mathematical models. Three 
types of boundary condition were considered: CFFF, CFCF and FFFF, where C stands for clamped and F for 
free edges. Frequency response functions were experimentally obtained and employed to identify natural 
frequencies, modal damping ratios and mode shapes of vibration, using methods known as CMIF - Peak picking 
and circle-fit. The identified natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibration were compared with the ones 
resulting from models based on Classical Plate Theory and on First-order Shear Deformation Theory. Although 
two massive, stiff, steel blocks were bolted with the plate in-between in order to approach a clamped boundary, 
the modal properties are still significantly influenced by the flexibility of the resulting fixture. After introducing 
springs along the boundaries in the mathematical model, to better represent a “real clamped” boundary, quite 
good agreement between theoretical and experimental results was obtained. The experimental results here 
presented can be used to validate theoretical models of Variable Stiffness Composite Laminated plates. 
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“Response of foam concrete-filled aluminum honeycombs subject to quasi-static and dynamic compression”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112025, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112025 
ABSTRACT: To prevent premature failure, aluminum honeycombs of the same areal density with and without 
foam concrete filling subjected to quasi-static and dynamic compression are experimentally tested. The 
influence of major governing factors including cell size of honeycomb, density of foam concrete, and loading 
rate on the performance in terms of compressive strength and energy absorption capacity are systematically 



examined. It is found that without foam concrete filling, the out-of-plane strength and energy absorption 
capacity of honeycomb of the same areal density increase with decreasing cell size, under both quasi-static and 
dynamic crushing. With foam concrete filler, the load bearing and energy absorption capacity of the 
honeycombs increase by 33–207% compared to those of the corresponding foam concrete and honeycomb 
added up separately, and increase with increasing foam concrete density and decreasing honeycomb cell size, 
regardless of being compressed quasi-statically or dynamically. 
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“Quasi-static bending and transverse crushing behaviors for hat-shaped composite tubes made of CFRP, GFRP 
and their hybrid structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111842, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2019.111842 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to characterize the crushing responses of hat-shaped composite tube under quasi-
static three-point bending (TPB) and transverse compression (TC) conditions. The specimens were fabricated 
with different stacking configurations considering the effect of ply number, ply angle (containing [±45°] layers) 
and interply hybrid structure (sandwich-like) with carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) and glass fiber 
reinforced plastic (GFRP) through thermo-forming process. Mechanical parameters were also tested with non-
hybrid laminates consisted of net carbon and net glass fibers. The crushing performance was evaluated by 
comparing load-displacement curves and the images taken in course of the testing processes. Cross-sections of 
the specimens were also inspected visually to identify the failure mechanisms after the tests. The comparative 
study on the energy absorption and cost efficiency was conducted for all the samples. It was found that failure 
modes varied with ply angle under the TPB tests but kept the same under the TC tests. Increasing wall thickness 
seemed to be an effective way to improve energy absorption under both TPB and TC loading. Addition of 
[±45°] layers exhibited considerable advantages on the TPB performance except the TC scenario. The hybrid 
structures comprised of both carbon and glass fiber layers exhibited limited improvement on crashworthiness 
but excellent cost efficiency. In addition, the initiation and propagation of cracks during tests were clearly 
visible when stacking glass fiber layers outside, which facilitate proper structural health monitoring. 
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“Modeling and design of a class of hybrid bistable symmetric laminates with cantilever boundary 
configuration”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112019, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112019 
ABSTRACT: Multistable laminates have been widely analyzed in the recent past for their potential in morphing 
applications. However, all the analytical models developed up until now have taken into account only the free-
free boundary condition. In this work two objectives are met: (a) an analytical model is developed, which 
extends the previously available models in literature to account for the cantilever boundary condition for a 
special class of hybrid bistable symmetric laminates (HBSL); (b) the previously proposed HBSL is modified by 
replacing the aluminum layers with bi-direction glass-epoxy prepregs in the layup. It is observed that the 
modified layup has a curvature similar to the previously proposed HBSL while maintaining bistability. The 
analytical model developed here successfully captures the equilibrium shapes and the snap-through behavior for 
this special class of laminates which is validated against the results obtained using ABAQUS® and 
experiments. The developed model is then subsequently used to study the design space and bistability 
characteristics of the HBSL and the proposed modified layup (m-HBSL) in the cantilever boundary condition. 
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“A three-dimensional hierarchic finite element-based computational framework for the analysis of composite 
laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111968, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111968 
ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional hierarchic finite element-based computational framework is developed for 
the investigation of inter-laminar stresses and displacements in composite laminates of finite width. As 
compared to the standard finite elements, hierarchic finite elements allow to change the order of approximation 
both locally and globally without modifying the underlying finite element mesh leading to very accurate results 
for relatively coarse meshes. In this paper, both symmetric cross-ply and angle-ply laminates subjected to 
uniaxial tension are considered as test cases. Tetrahedral elements are used for the discretisation of laminates 
and uniform or global p-refinement is used to increase the order of approximation. Each ply within laminates is 
modelled as a linear-elastic, homogenous and orthotropic material. With increasing the order of approximation, 
the developed computational framework is able to capture the complex profiles of inter-laminar stresses and 
displacements very accurately. Results are compared with reference results from the literature and found in a 
very good agreement. The computational model is implemented in our in-house finite element software library 
Mesh-Oriented Finite Element Method (MoFEM). The computational framework has additional flexibly of 
high-performance computing and makes use of the state-of-the-art computational libraries including Portable, 
Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc) and the Mesh-Oriented datABase (MOAB). 
 
Han Wang, Mingming Su and Hai Hao (Solidification Control and Digital Preparation Technology (Liaoning 
Province), School of Materials Science and Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116024, PR 
China), “The quasi-static axial compressive properties and energy absorption behavior of ex-situ ordered 
aluminum cellular structure filled tubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112039, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112039 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular structure filled tubes with different filler 
types, filling ratios and filling positions were fabricated by inserting the ordered aluminum cellular structure 
fillers into the aluminum tubes directly. The ordered aluminum cellular structure fillers were prepared by the 
selective laser sintering and the infiltration casting. The compressive properties and energy absorption behavior 
of ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular structure filled tubes were assessed by quasi-static axial compression tests. 
The effects of the ordered cellular structure types, filling ratios and filling positions on compressive properties 
and energy absorption behavior of ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular structure filled tubes were investigated. 
The results show that both the uniform and graded ordered aluminum cellular structures as filler materials can 
significantly improve the compressive properties and energy absorption behavior. Meanwhile, the compressive 
properties and energy absorption behavior of ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular structure filled tubes can be 
tailored by changing the filling ratios and positions. It is noticed that the ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular 
structure vertically filled the middle part of the thin-walled tubes exhibit superior compressive properties and 
energy absorption behavior compared with the ex-situ ordered aluminum cellular structure horizontally filled 
the bottom of the thin-walled tubes. 
 
M.M. Keleshteri and J. Jelovica (Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada), “Nonlinear vibration behavior of functionally graded porous cylindrical panels”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112028, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112028 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents large amplitude free vibration response of functionally graded porous (FGP) 
cylindrical panels considering different shell theories and boundary conditions. Nonlinear governing equations 
are obtained based on two shell theories, first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and higher order shear 
deformation theory (HSDT). The von Karman geometrical nonlinearity along with the Hamilton principle is 
utilized. Mechanical properties of the open-cell foam are assumed to vary continuously through the thickness. 
This graded porosity offers a smooth stress distribution along the thickness of the panel. Generalized differential 
quadrature method (GDQM) is utilized to discretize the nonlinear dynamic governing equations along with 
three different boundary conditions. To solve the set of equations that include highly nonlinear parameters, the 
harmonic balance method along with the direct iterative approach is used. The results present the influence of 
geometrical parameters, vibration amplitude, porosity distribution, shell theories and boundary conditions on 
the nonlinear frequencies. It is found that both porosity distribution and porosity coefficient have a remarkable 
effect on the nonlinear natural frequencies of FGP cylindrical panel. To enhance the dynamic response of the 
cylindrical panel, porosity should be avoided near the panels’ surfaces. 
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“Computational optimization for porosity-dependent isogeometric analysis of functionally graded sandwich 
nanoplates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112029, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112029 
ABSTRACT: A simply and effectively computational optimization for porosity-dependent isogeometric 
analysis of functionally graded (FG) sandwich nanoplates is proposed for the first time. Porosity-dependent 
material properties are defined via the modified power law function. The distribution of ceramic volume 
fraction is approximated by using the multi-patch B-spline basis functions through the thickness direction. This 
approach ensures smoothly and continuously vary material properties across each layer, and automatically 
satisfies the C0-continuity at each layer interfaces. To consider length scale effects, the Eringen’s nonlocal 
elasticity theory is used to model porous FG sandwich nanoplates. Based on a combination of NURBS 
formulations and four variables refined plate theory, governing equations of the nanoplates are derived and 
employed to obtain natural frequencies of the porous FG sandwich nanoplates. The present approximation is 
easy to satisfy the requirement of at least third order derivatives of basis functions in approximate formulations 
of nanoplates. To save computational costs, an adaptive hybrid evolutionary firefly algorithm is used. 
Continuous design variables including the thickness of each layer and the ceramic volume fraction at control 
points are considered for constraint optimization problems. New results are performed and considered as 
benchmark results for further studies on the porous FG sandwich nanoplates. 
 
C. Fang, M.S. Mohamed Ali and A.H. Sheikh (School of Civil, Environmental and Mining Engineering, The 
University of Adelaide, North Terrace Campus, South Australia 5005, Australia), “Experimental and numerical 
investigations on concrete filled carbon FRP tube (CFRP-CFFT) columns manufactured with ultra-high-
performance fibre reinforced concrete”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111982, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111982 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate the structural responses of five concrete filled carbon FRP tube 
(CFRP-CFFT) columns manufactured with ultra-high-performance fibre reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) under 
concentric or eccentric loading protocols with eccentricities ranging from 0.067D (depth) to 0.57D (depth). One 
CFRP-CFFT UHPFRC beam with the same cross-section configuration used for columns was subjected to four-
point flexural bending. Furthermore, finite element (FE) analysis incorporating concrete damage plasticity 
(CDP) model was also conducted to simulate the behaviours of CFRP-CFFT UHPFRC members; the 
corresponding load-axial displacement and load-lateral deflection relationships were numerically generated to 
compare with the experimental results. FE simulations exhibit a high correlation compared to experimental 
results, which further highlights the applicability of FE modelling in predicting the structural response of the 
CFRP-CFTT UHPFRC members. A load-moment (P-M) interaction envelope was generated from the FE 
modelling to facilitate the development of a design guideline of CFRP-CFFT UHPFRC columns subjected to 
axial load with a varying eccentricity. 
 
O.J. Gbadeyan, S. Adali, G. Bright, B. Sithole and O. Awogbemi (School of Engineering, Discipline of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa), “Studies on the mechanical and 
absorption properties of achatina fulica snail and eggshells reinforced composite materials”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112043, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112043 
ABSTRACT: The present study focuses on the mechanical and absorption properties of composites reinforced 
by achatina fulica snail (S-shell) and eggshell particles (E-shell). Epoxy composites of snail and eggshell 
particles were prepared separately with the filler content ranging from 5 to 20% by weight. Hybrid composites 
of both fillers were also prepared and assessed. Specimens of the composites and hybrid composites with 
different percentage weights of the reinforcing materials were fabricated using the resin casting method. 
Mechanical properties such as tensile strength, Young’s modulus, impact strength, hardness and water 
absorption properties of the specimens were evaluated experimentally. It was observed that the addition of shell 



particles improves the mechanical properties of neat epoxy irrespective of the percentage weight of the 
reinforcement. The mechanical and water absorption properties of composites and hybrid composites varied 
depending on the amount of the reinforcement. Significantly, hybrid reinforcement by S-shell and E-shell 
particles offered superior properties in most cases. High percentage weight of calcium carbonate in these 
naturally sourced fillers and the synergistic effect of the S-shell and E-shells particle fillers can be attributed to 
high strength, stiffness, and decrease in water uptake of the composites. 
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“Effect of core density on the low-velocity impact response of foam-based sandwich composites”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112040, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112040 
ABSTRACT:  The paper presents the results of an investigation into the effect of core density on the low-
velocity impact response of foam-based sandwich composites. Drop-weight tests were conducted on sandwich 
panels with carbon/epoxy facesheets and a 10 mm thick PVC foam core. Three foam core densities (65, 100 and 
160 kg/m3) and two facesheet layups ([0/903/0], [03/±45]S) were examined in the study. The analyses show that 
the influence of core density on the damage resistance of the panels is strongly correlated to the layup of the 
skin. While the damage developing in [0/903/0] panels is not affected by core density, the damage area in 
[03/±45]S panels reduces with increasing core density. The different influence of core properties on the damage 
response of [0/903/0] and [03/±45]S sandwich panels may be attributed to the different bending stiffness of the 
facesheets, with a response to impact dominated by global bending in panels with thin [0/903/0] skins as 
opposed to one mainly governed by local shear rigidity in panels with thicker [03/±45]S skins. FE analyses were 
finally carried out to assess the capability of a model developed by the authors to capture the role of foam 
density in the impact damage response of the panels. 
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“Post-impact flexural behavior of carbon-aramid/epoxy hybrid composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 
Article 112022, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112022 
ABSTRACT: Hybrid polymeric composites are currently used in aerospace structures due to their specific 
strength and stiffness as well as larger design space. This paper presents an experimental study on residual 
flexural strength of impacted Carbon-aramid/Epoxy hybrid composite laminates. Specimens are designed in a 
sandwich form in which plies of aramid/epoxy represent the core and carbon/epoxy plies play the role of face 
sheets. This design is expected to take advantage of the high energy absorption capabilities of aramid/epoxy 
composites. We pre-damage such composites by performing low-velocity impact at different energy levels. 
Three-point bending tests then are used to measure the residual flexural strength for the impacted specimens. 
The damage sequence during three-point bending is monitored using a camera and, later on, with computed 
tomography. The results show that, unlike the all-carbon/epoxy laminates, the carbon fiber plies in the lower 
part of the laminate (non-impacted face) are not fractured after either the impact test or the three-point bending 
test. The damage is locally concentrated at the impacted face and the upper part of the aramid plies core. As a 
result, the strength losses are smaller, as compared to available results in the literature for carbon/epoxy 
composites, glass/epoxy and carbon fibers with aluminium core laminates. 
 
Thomas Furtmüller and Christoph Adam (Unit of Applied Mechanics, University of Innsbruck, Technikerstr. 
13, Innsbruck, Austria), “An accurate higher order plate theory for vibrations of cross-laminated timber panels”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112017, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112017 
ABSTRACT: In this contribution, bending vibrations of cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels are addressed. 
The focus is on the low to mid audio frequency range in view of the sound radiation properties of CLT. To this 



end, a plate theory recently proposed by the authors is adapted by introducing a deformation ansatz for the 
transverse displacement and neglecting insignificant terms, yielding a theory with six degrees of freedom. From 
the governing equations of motion, dispersion relations for the propagation of bending wave are derived, which 
also allow to compute the natural frequencies and mode shapes of bounded plates. The weak formulation of the 
equations of motion is presented. The accuracy of the proposed theory is validated for a simply supported 
rectangular CLT panel for which an analytical solution is available. The results are compared with first order 
shear deformation theory, revealing the limitations of this simplified theory in the present context. Finally, finite 
element solutions for the rectangular plate with non-classical boundary conditions are presented, as well as 
incorporating a floating floor construction, underlining the importance of numerical solutions for the practical 
application of this plate theory. 
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“Large amplitude vibration of functionally graded graphene nanocomposite annular plates in thermal 
environments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 112047, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112047 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the large amplitude vibration of functionally graded nanocomposite 
multilayer annular plates reinforced with graphene platelets (GPLs) in thermal environments. It is assumed that 
the GPL concentration varies from layer to layer across the plate thickness but remains constant in each 
individual GPL-reinforced composite (GPLRC) layer, whose elastic modulus is estimated by the modified 
Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model. Within the framework of first-order shear deformation theory and von 
Kármán geometric nonlinearity, the governing equations are derived by using the Hamilton’s principle and then 
solve by the differential quadrature method together with an iterative scheme. Numerical results are presented to 
show the influences of GPL geometry, distribution pattern and concentration, plate geometry, boundary 
conditions, as well as temperature rise on the nonlinear vibration behaviour of functionally graded GPLRC 
annular plates. It is found that dispersing more GPLs within the outer layers substantially decreases the 
nonlinear frequency ratio, while the effect of GPL geometry is insignificant. 
 
Yu Zhou, Weidong Wen and Haitao Cui (College of Energy and Power Engineering, Nanjing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China), “Spatial modelling of 3D woven variable thickness 
composite plate at the mesoscopic scale”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111946, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111946 
ABSTRACT: The geometric details of variable thickness 3D woven composite plate, which features varying 
weft yarn cross section shapes and sizes at each layer and resulting diverse warp yarn path orientations, are 
quite different from the structure in constant thickness plate. A geometric model to handle these variances is 
presented in this paper which no doubt can also be used in constant thickness plate. Based on the idealized 
assumptions that the cross section shape of weft yarn is lenticular and warp yarn is rectangular, the inner 
structure details of variable thickness plate are illustrated in the efficient geometric model with weaving 
parameters and some measurements as input data. Two 3D woven sample materials are produced to confirm the 
accuracy of the proposed geometric model. Even though the idealizations in geometric model lead to some over 
predictions, the model still captures the majority of details in corresponding real sample architectures. 
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“Non-linear bending compliance of thin ply composite beams by local compression flange buckling”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111995, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111995 
ABSTRACT: Passive spanwise bending shape-adaption has the potential to increase the efficiency and 
manoeuvrability of vehicles with wing-like structures. By utilisation of compression flange buckling, the in-



plane stiffness can be tuned to design beams with contrasting pre-buckling and post-buckling bending stiffness. 
The investigated concept is experimentally validated using a thin-ply laminated composite four-point bending 
beam, which is designed to experience compression flange buckling in the span with constant moment. The 
bending stiffness was reduced by more than 41% after the onset of buckling which shows the effectiveness of 
compression flange buckling for non-linear bending compliance. 
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Xiao Liu, Vahidreza Alizadeh and Christopher J. Hansen (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University 
of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA 01890, USA), “The compressive response of octet lattice structures with 
carbon fiber composite hollow struts”, Composite Structures, Vol. 239 Article 111999, 1 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111999 
ABSTRACT: Octet lattice structures were designed with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite 
hollow cylindrical struts to improve the specific compressive strength and stiffness of these lightweight 
structures. A joint connector was designed and manufactured from balanced [0/90] CFRP laminates to assemble 
the designed octet lattice structures. The compressive modulus and strength of CFRP cylindrical tube-based 
octet lattice structures were measured under quasi-static compression. Two competing failure mechanisms were 
observed. The fiber fracture of CFRP hollow struts dominated the failure of lattice structures with a relative 
density (rho) of 2.17%. In contrast, lattice structures with lower relative densities (rho= 1.33% and 0.85%) 
failed by Euler buckling of the CFRP hollow struts. To gain further insight of the compressive behavior of the 
lattice structures, an analytical model and a series of finite element (FE) models were developed. The 
predictions showed good agreement with experimental observations of both the compressive properties and 
failure behaviors. The results demonstrate that CFRP tube-based octet lattice structures exhibited significantly 
higher relative strength and stiffness than CFRP laminated strut-based counterparts. These superior properties of 
CFRP tube-based octet lattice structure show a strong potential in high performance lightweight load-bearing 
application. 
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“Closed-form approximate solution for linear buckling of Mindlin plates with SRSR-boundary conditions”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112037, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112037 
ABSTRACT: The present work deals with the buckling analysis of rectangular Mindlin plates consisting of 
laminated composites with symmetrical, balanced lay-up or isotropic materials. Along the longitudinal edges 
the plate is rotationally restrained by springs. The transversal edges are simply supported. In agreement with 
common notation, the boundary conditions are abbreviated as follows: simply supported (S), rotationally 
restrained (R), and fully clamped (C). As loading situation axial compression is considered. Aiming at high 
computational efficiency the problem is solved by the Rayleigh-Ritz-method. Since well suited shape functions 
for deflection and rotations with very few variables are used, closed-form approximate solutions for the 
buckling load can be obtained. For verification exact transcendental solutions and/or high fidelity finite element 
analyses are employed. Additionally, results are compared to those of existing closed-form approximate 
solutions. Apart from the special case of simply supported longitudinal edges where all methods yield exact or 
nearly exact results, the present method shows clear advantages: 1. Due to the type of shape functions it is able 
deal with unsymmetrical boundary conditions. 2. For the case of both longitudinal edges fully clamped where 
all closed-form approximate solutions show the greatest deviations the present method is significantly more 
accurate. 
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“On frequency response of porous functionally graded magneto-electro-elastic circular and annular plates with 
different electro-magnetic conditions using HSDT”, Composite Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112044, 15 May 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112044 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the vibrational behaviour of porous functionally graded magneto-electro-elastic (P-
FGMEE) circular and annular plates is explored through finite element procedures. The influence of different 
electro-magnetic boundary conditions on the coupled natural frequencies of P-FGMEE plates are evaluated for 
the first time. The governing equations are arrived through Hamilton’s principle under the framework of higher 
order shear deformation theory (HSDT) in polar coordinates. The magneto-electro-elastic (MEE) material 



properties are assumed to vary along the thickness based on power-law model. The proposed model is verified 
for its correctness with previously published literature and also with numerical software. In addition, the effects 
of various prominent parameters such as gradient index, porosity volume, functionally graded pattern, diameter 
ratio, coupling fields etc., on the frequency response of P-FGMEE circular and annular pates are also discussed. 
The results of this article can be effectively incorporated for the accurate design and development of 
functionally graded smart structures with porosities. 
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“Mechanical properties of SiCp/SiC composite lattice core sandwich panels fabricated by 3D printing combined 
with precursor impregnation and pyrolysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112060, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112060 
ABSTRACT: Silicon carbide particle/silicon carbide (SiCp/SiC) composite lattice core sandwich panels were 
fabricated by selective laser sintering (SLS) combined with precursor impregnation and pyrolysis (PIP) process. 
The compression properties of the SiCp/SiC composite lattice core sandwich panels with three different 
configurations under room temperature and high temperature were investigated. The room temperature 
experiment results were compared with the analytical predictions. Experiment results indicated that the 
compression strength and modulus decreased 34.30% and 44.82% as the temperature increased from 1400 °C to 
1800 °C. Moreover, the failure mechanisms of the SiCp/SiC composites were analyzed. 
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“Development of composite double-hat energy absorber device subjected to traverser loads”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112046, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112046 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a new carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) structural system in the field 
of crashworthiness. CFRP hat-shaped and angle-shaped stiffeners were used to develop a double-hat collapsible 
energy absorption system. Three different design alternatives were investigated. The first alternative is an open-
cell design (OC) consisting of two flipped hat stiffeners with four right angles on the edges. The second 
alternative is a one-in-cell double-hat design (1C), consisting of OC design with additional one inside small hat 
stiffeners edged with angles. The third alternative is a two-in-cell double-hat design (2C), consisting of OC 
design with additional two inside small hat stiffeners edged with angles. Three modes of failure were observed, 
classified as local buckling (mode I), top wall bending (mode II), and brittle collapse that resulted from Euler 
buckling (mode III). The crashworthiness characteristics were evaluated for the three designs. The 2C double-
hat design showed the highest peak load and specific energy absorption (SEA). Accordingly, the core of the 2C 
design was filled with foam to increase the energy absorption capability and enhance the structure’s stability. 
Results showed that the SEA of the 2C+ foam design was increased by more than 50% compared to the coreless 
2C double-hat design. 
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India), “Effect of heterogeneity on crushing failure of disordered staggered-square honeycombs”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112055, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112055 
ABSTRACT: Uni-axial compressive failure of silica-epoxy based heterogeneous honeycombs is investigated in 
detail for a range of volume fractions. Introduction of heterogeneity in compression of staggered-square 
honeycomb is seen to result in damage initiation at multiple locations and subsequent damage growth to be 
more stable compared to pure epoxy in which damage was observed to be localized until peak load when 
catastrophic failure of the honeycomb specimen occurs. The increase in stiffness and comparative stability of 



the response is accompanied with reduction in strength, however, between 0 and 5% the total work of 
compressive failure is comparable. From the elastic-plastic analysis it is evident that the non-linearity in the 
response of pure honeycombs, prior to peak load, is largely due to formation of plastic hinges near corners of 
cells, whereas in case of heterogeneous honeycomb the non-linearity is mostly due to debonding of hard filler 
particles and matrix cracking leading to damage growth in cell walls. 
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Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “Deformation of laminated and sandwich cylindrical shell with covered or 
embedded piezoelectric layers under compression and electrical loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 240 
Article 112041, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112041 
ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3D) theory of elasticity is presented for the solution of the generalized 
displacements and stresses in the composite laminated and sandwich cylindrical shell structures with covered or 
embedded piezoelectric layers based on the scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM). The SBFEM is a 
weak-form differential technique, which can lead to accurate results performing discretization only on the 
middle plane of shell structures so that the considered model can be treated as a two-dimensional (2D) 
discretizated problem. A new type 2D high order spectral element shape function is introduced both for 
approximations of geometry model and basis variables in the scaled boundary coordinate system. Employing 
the weighted residual principle in conjunction with Green’s theorem to the normalized static equilibrium 
equations of each layer leads to the SBFEM governing equation with respect to the radial generalized 
displacement fields. Then a system of a first-order ordinary differential equation is obtained by introducing a 
dual variable and analytically solved by using the precise integration technique (PIT). As a result, the major 
advantage of the proposed formulations for solving the bending problem of the composite laminated and 
sandwich cylindrical piezoelectric shell is no need to discretize the 3D model with a great deal of degrees of 
freedom while ensures the computational accuracy. Two test examples are carried out to demonstrate the 
adaptability and reliability of the present method and illustrate very good agreements and rapid convergence 
with the solutions based on the finite element approach only using a small number of elements. Numerical 
examples about the sandwich cylindrical piezoelectric shell are presented to investigate the parametric effects of 
the thickness ratio as well as the stacking sequence on the variation of generalized displacements and stresses. 
The results show that both the thickness ratio and stacking sequence have significant influence on the bending 
behaviors of the sandwich cylindrical piezoelectric shells. 
 
Yaoyao Ye, Weidong Zhu, Junxia Jiang, Qiang Xu and Yinglin Ke (Fluid Power and Mechatronic System, 
School of Mechanical Engineering, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou 310027, China), “Design and optimization 
of composite sub-stiffened panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 240 Article 112084, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112084 
ABSTRACT: This study concerns the buckling and post-buckling performance of composite stiffened panels 
with sub-stiffening structure subject to compression. The buckling response of the composite stiffened panel is 
first predicted and verified by experimental data available from the literature. Then sub-stiffeners are introduced 
into the composite stiffened panel. The distribution and stacking sequence of sub-stiffeners are optimized to 
improve the critical buckling load without adding weight. Further, to investigate the underlying mechanism of 
sub-stiffeners involved panels deformation and failure during compressive post-buckling process, different skin-
stiffener interfacial parameters are considered. Results show that the introduction of sub-stiffeners to composite 
T-stiffened panel causes a significant improvement of buckling load (+122.66%) and induces reestablishment of 
the stress concentrated zone which leads to different local failure forms with different interfacial properties. In 
addition, the collapse load of sub-stiffened panel becomes more sensitive to interfacial parameters of skin-
stiffener interface due to the presence of sub-stiffeners. 
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“Simulation of edge impact and compression after edge impact in CFRP laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
240 Article 112018, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112018 



ABSTRACT: This paper presents the application of a composite damage model to predict the edge impact and 
compression after edge impact (CAEI) response of CFRP laminates. First, a mesh sensitivity analysis is 
performed showing that the mesh needs to be sufficiently fine to accurately capture the permanent out-of-plane 
deformation at the impact location, which acts as the initiation site that induces laminate compressive failure at 
early stages in the deformation process. The simulations of edge impact are correlated with the impactor load-
displacement data, impact area, and visible crack length data available in the literature. The experimentally 
measured stress-displacement curves are used to validate the residual strength predictions. The shape and size of 
the damage inflicted by the edge impact events on different laminates is well predicted, as well as the residual 
strength of the laminates subjected to CAEI. The model proposed can accurately capture stacking sequence 
effects, predicting significant changes in the shape of the damaged area when only the stacking sequence 
changes, in agreement with the experimental observations. 
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“Corrigendum to “Numerical buckling analysis of graded CNT-reinforced composite sandwich shell structure 
under thermal loading” [Compos. Struct. 216 (2019) 406–414]”, Composite Structures, Vol. 240 Article 
112064, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112064 
ABSTRACT: The authors regret <please replace affiliation of author 1st, 3rd and 4th such as “Mechanical 
Engineering Department, MITS, Madanapalle, Andra Pradesh 517325, India” to “Mechanical Engineering 
Department, Madanapalle Institute of Technology & Science, Madanapalle, Andhra Pradesh 517325, India”, 
that the change in affiliation of 1st, 3rd and 4th authors. The corrected affiliation has shown above. 
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“Multi-patch NURBS formulation for anisotropic variable angle tow composite plates”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 241 Article 111964, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.111964 
ABSTRACT: Conventional methods result in sharp variation of stiffness in analysis of variable angle tow 
(VAT) composite plates, which can be enhanced using high-order continuity of non-uniform rational B-spline 
(NURBS). To this end, a Bézier extraction-based isogeometric (IGA) model based on the higher-order shear 
deformation theory (HSDT) is developed for the parametric instability study of anisotropic VAT composite 
plates. Bézier extraction-based IGA approach expresses exactly the orientation function of VAT composites for 
multi-patch geometries, which provides accurate solution for general-shape plates. The accuracy and 
convergence of the developed framework is compared with recently formulated methods. Primary results shows 
that the developed concept solves VAT problems with much lower number of equations than variable kinematic 
models. Further, response characteristics of analyzed anisotropic VAT plates are presented and discussed 
considering various fiber orientation functions, boundary conditions and multi-patch geometry. Based on 
results, Bézier control mesh is more accurate than the NURBS-based IGA solution due to considering the 
continuity of strain field along coupled boundaries. Anisotropic VAT plates have severe deformation couplings 
and the current concept accurately captures this feature even with courser meshes. The interaction between 
boundary conditions and fiber orientations along edges affects mainly the dynamic instability regions (DIR) of 
modeled VAT plates, dislike to straight fiber ones. The dynamic instability opening (DIO) of VAT plates relies 
on the fiber orientation functions and boundaries. In anisotropic VAT plates, maximum frequency case and 
maximum buckling force case would not necessarily be the same. Modes shapes are variable of external force 
intensity and therefore the Rayleigh-Ritz based methods are not appropriate for dynamic stability analysis of 
VAT plates. It is essential to change the NURBS control mesh to the Bézier type to offer the required accuracy 
for the multi-patch domains. 
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“Numerical prediction and experimental validation of free vibration responses of hybrid composite 
(Glass/Carbon/Kevlar) curved panel structure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112073, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112073 
ABSTRACT: This research reveals the effect of hybridisation numerically for different advanced fibre 
(Glass/Carbon/Kevlar) reinforcement in polymer matrix composite on the eigen-characteristics. The higher-
order displacement polynomial kinematics and curvature effect have been utilized for the modelling of the 
hybrid composite component including the necessary shear deformation. The adequate solution accuracy of the 
derived hybrid composite mathematical formulation has been examined by comparing with the first-five modal 
data considering the effect of aspect ratios, numbers of layers and the fibre types with the experimental data. 
The eigen-frequency solutions are obtained using an isoparametric linear finite element formulation in 
association with experimental properties for the hybrid composite. Also, the modal responses are obtained via a 
simulation model considering the individual layer effects of each fibre through the static-structural module of 
the commercial package (ANSYS). Finally, the influential structural design parameters (thickness ratio and 
constraint conditions) affecting the frequency characteristics including the geometrical shape are examined 
using the present numerical model. The computational results reveal that the numbers of layer and type of fibre 
affect the frequency parameter due to the variation in their stiffness. 
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“Compression and shear buckling performance of finite length plates with bending-twisting coupling”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112069, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112069 
ABSTRACT: This article investigates the compression and shear buckling performance of finite length 
Bending-Twisting coupled laminated plates with simply supported edges. New contour maps are developed, 
representing non-dimensional buckling factors, which are superimposed on the lamination parameter design 
spaces for laminates with standard ply orientations. Changes in buckling mode for finite length plates 
complicate the contour maps, which are shown to be continuous only within discrete regions of the lamination 
parameter design space and are strongly influenced by plate aspect ratio. The contour maps also serve to 
demonstrate the degrading effect of Bending-Twisting coupling on compression buckling performance as well 
as providing new insights into shear buckling performance improvements, including optima that are non-
intuitive. The adoption of two recently developed laminate databases, to which common design rules are now 
applied, including ply percentages and ply contiguity constraints, ensure that the conclusions drawn are based 
on practical rather than hypothetical designs. 
 
S. Nadeem Masood, S.R. Viswamurthy and Kotresh M. Gaddikeri (Advanced Composites Division, CSIR-
National Aerospace Laboratories, P B 1779, HAL Airport Road, Bengaluru 560017, India), “Composites 
airframe panel design for post-buckling – An experimental investigation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 
Article 112104, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112104 
ABSTRACT: Three series of airframe composite panels with T-stiffener, I-stiffener and J-stiffener are designed 
and optimized to have the same local skin buckling load and weight. All the panels are designed to undergo 
local skin buckling between Design Limit Load (DLL) and Design Ultimate Load (DUL), approximately at 
120% of DLL to utilize the reserve strength in structures. Additionally, identical panels are designed and 
fabricated from each series to study the effect of various extrinsic parameters such as disbond, delamination, 
impact damage and repeated loading to identify the best performing series for post-buckling design. All the 
panels are tested under compression to demonstrate no onset of damage before DUL. The influence of defects 
such as disbond, delamination and impact damage on the post-buckling behavior is also demonstrated. One 
pristine panel of each series is repeatedly loaded 1000 times beyond buckling to determine the onset of damage 
if any. The panels with I-stiffener and J-stiffener found to be the potential design choices for post-buckling 
design philosophy due to the high margin between skin buckling and collapse load even in the presence of 
damage. The results from this study would help in moving closer to the post-buckled composite design 
philosophy for airframe structure. 
 



X. Lu, V.B.C. Tan and T.E. Tay (Department of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore, 9 
Engineering Drive 1, Singapore 117576, Singapore), “Auxeticity of monoclinic tetrachiral honeycombs”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112067, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112067 
ABSTRACT: Chiral honeycombs of different types have been found to display auxetic behavior (a negative 
Poisson’s ratio). This paper investigates the constitutive relations and the auxetic properties of tetrachiral 
honeycombs. It is found that coupling between shearing and stretching exists in tetrachiral honeycombs and this 
causes some ambiguity when calculating the Poisson’s ratio. An “effective Poisson’s ratio” is proposed, as 
opposed to the traditional definition of Poisson’s ratio. This proposed parameter correctly describes the 
auxeticity of tetrachiral and other honeycombs. An analytical expression for this “effective Poisson’s ratio” is 
derived, which describes the relationship between the geometric dimensions and auxeticity of the tetrachiral 
honeycombs. 
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“Analysis of process-induced deformations and residual stresses in curved composite parts considering 
transverse shear stress and thickness stretching”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112057, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112057 
ABSTRACT: A computationally efficient modeling approach for the accurate evaluation of process-induced 
deformations and residual stresses in composite parts is presented. A family of refined one-dimensional 
kinematic models, developed in the framework of the Carrera Unified Formulation, has been used to predict the 
accurate through-thickness deformation of layered structures during the manufacturing process. The composite 
material curing phase has been simulated exploiting the capabilities of the software RAVEN. A cure hardening 
instantaneously linear elastic model has been used. A benchmark based on an L-shaped component has been 
selected to compare the results obtained using different computational approaches. A closed-form solution, the 
present refined one-dimensional models and classical solid models, have been considered. The effects of the 
modeling approach on the prediction of the spring-in angle and on the residual stress field have been evaluated 
and discussed. The results demonstrate that the use of refined kinematic models can lead to a high-fidelity 
description of the problem and a quasi-3D accuracy while reducing the computational cost with respect to 
classical FEM approaches. The through-thickness effects have been predicted with a high level of accuracy and 
the use of layer-wise models has led to an accurate description of the stress field, including the transverse shear 
stresses. 
 
Xiang Zhou and Guoshuang Shui (Department of Mechanics, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing 100044, 
China), “Propagation of transient elastic waves in multilayered composite structure subjected to dynamic anti-
plane loading with thermal effects”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112098, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112098 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the transient responses of multilayered composite structure under the 
action of dynamical anti-plane concentrated forces with thermal effects. To obtain the transient solutions, the 
boundary value problem is presented by using Fourier-Laplace transform; the Cagniard’s method is adopted in 
inversing the solution to be expressed in time domain; and the theory of limit is employed to derive the 
corresponding static solution. Numerical results show that the closer the receiver's vertical position is to the 
surface, the slower the transient response approaches the static value in the near field of the transient waves. A 
sharp fluctuation appears after a short time in the intermediate and far field; and the transient response finally 
approaches the static value in the end. Variation of the temperature does not affect the waveform and non-
dimensional arriving time of the transient shear waves. However, the higher the variation of environmental 
temperature, the smaller the amplitude of the transient responses. 
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“Three dimensional mechanical behaviors of in-plane functionally graded plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
241 Article 112124, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112124 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical solution procedure to investigate the distributions of displacement and stress 
components in the in-plane functionally graded plates based on the scaled boundary finite element method 
(SBFEM) in association with the precise integration algorithm (PIA) is developed in this paper. The proposed 
approach is applicable to conduct the flexural analysis on functionally graded plates with various geometric 
configurations, boundary conditions, aspect ratios and gradient functions. The elastic material parameters of 
functionally graded plates discussed here are mathematically formulated as power law, exponential and 
trigonometric functions varied along with the in-plane directions in a continuous pattern. Only a surface of the 
plate parallel to the middle plane is required to be discretized with two dimensional high order spectral 
elements, which contributes to reducing the computational expense. By virtue of the scaled boundary 
coordinates, the virtual work principle and the internal nodal force vector, the basic equations of elasticity are 
converted into a first order ordinary differential SBFEM matrix equation. The general solution of the governing 
equation is analytically expressed as a matrix exponential with respect to the transverse coordinate z. According 
to the PIA, the stiffness matrix from the matrix exponential can be acquired. Considering that the PIA is a 
highly accurate method, any desired accuracy of the displacement and stress field can be obtained. The entire 
derivation process is built on the three dimensional elasticity equations without importing any assumptions on 
the plate kinematics. Comparisons with numerical solutions available from prevenient researchers are made to 
validate the high accuracy, efficiency and serviceability of the employed technique. Additionally, circular and 
perforated examples are provided to highlight the performance of the developed methodology and depict the 
influences of boundary conditions, thickness-to-length ratios and gradient indexes on the deformable behaviors 
of in-plane functionally graded plates. 
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“A hybrid joining insert for sandwich panels with pyramidal lattice truss cores”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 
Article 112123, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112123 
ABSTRACT: Sophisticated and efficient technique of sandwich attachment for composite sandwich structure 
assembly is imperatively required by industries. Certain types of joining inserts are widely used to carry the 
localized loads, but little is known regarding to the joining method for composite lattice truss core sandwich 
structures. In this study, a novel hybrid insert fastener, which comprises a plurality of carbon-fiber-reinforced 
grid cells and a metallic part, is developed for pyramidal truss core sandwich structures. Finite element models 
are developed to predict the failure modes and the load capabilities of different insert locations. Static pull-out 
and shear experiments are carried out, and the failure behaviors for each load case are discussed. The results 
show that the shear performance is significantly improved, and the insert position greatly affects the static pull-
out behavior. An optimization of the hybrid joining insert to enhance the pull-out characteristic is addressed and 
verified by the finite element analysis. 
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“Supersonic flutter study of porous 2D curved panels reinforced with graphene platelets using an accurate shear 
deformable finite element procedure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112058, 1 June 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: The flutter behaviour of two-dimensional porous curved panels reinforced by graphene platelets 
exposed to supersonic flow on one side of the panels is investigated using the trigonometric shear deformation 
theory that satisfies stress free condition on the upper/lower surface of the panels. This structural model exhibits 
the thickness stretch effect thereby changing the transverse displacement. The effort to model the fluid-structure 
interaction is reduced by implementing the first-order approximation of piston theory aerodynamics to describe 
the flow. The solutions are found by introducing finite element methodology using a curved beam model. The 
critical flutter boundaries were predicted through the complex eigenvalue solution approach for the governing 
equations formulated adopting the Lagrangian formulation. Detailed numerical experimentation is made to 
show the effectiveness of the structural models, the influence of depth and length of curved panel, and panel 
edge conditions on the flutter boundaries of panels. Also, the material parameters such as porosity level, 
graphene platelet weight content, through-thickness distributions of nano-fillers and pores, size of nano-fillers 
are assessed on the flutter characteristics of 2D panels. 
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“Behaviour of FRP tube-concrete-encased steel composite columns”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 
112139, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112139 
ABSTRACT: Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) tube-concrete-encased steel (FTCES) column, which consists of 
an FRP tube, encased steel section and concrete filled between them, attracts the attention of more and more 
researchers since it has excellent corrosion resistance, superior strength, stiffness and ductility. However, 
experimental studies on FTCES columns are relatively limited compared with other composite columns, such as 
concrete-filled-steel-tube columns. Moreover, existing analytical models predicting the load-strain relationships 
on the FTCES columns were all design-oriented models. A scientifically more rigorous analysis-oriented model 
is required to explain the complicated physical conditions at the interface among concrete, encased steel and 
FRP tube, which should consist of a concrete dilation model based on equilibrium and compatibility conditions. 
Herein, to understand more thoroughly and simulate the uni-axial performance of FTCES columns, an 
experimental study, consisting of 41 specimens has been conducted. The main parameters are FRP tube 
thickness, encased steel shape and ratio. Moreover, an analysis-based path dependent load-strain model, 
previously developed by the authors for the FRP tube-confined concrete columns, has been modified for the 
FTCES columns. The validity of the proposed model is confirmed by the good agreement obtained between the 
measured axial load-strain curves of FTCES columns and the theoretically proposed values. 
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“The effect of plate theories and boundary conditions on the bending behavior of a biaxial corrugated core 
sandwich panel”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112133, 1 June 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, an analytical model was developed to evaluate the bending behavior of a wood 
composite sandwich panel with a biaxial corrugated core. To explore the effect of shear deformation, two plate 
theories were considered: classical plate theory (CPT) and a third-order shear deformation plate theory 
(TOSDPT). The effect of simply supported-simply supported, clamped–clamped, and simply supported-free 
boundary conditions on the bending behavior of the sandwich panel was investigated. A homogenization 
method was used to replace the corrugated geometry of the core with a continuous layer. Based on the 
deformation of the corrugated core, the effective properties of the homogenized layer were obtained. Classical 
lamination theory and the principle of minimum potential energy were applied to derive the governing 
equations and apply the boundary conditions. A generalized differential quadrature method was applied to solve 
the governing differential equations. The bending stiffness of a panel with simply supported-free boundary 
conditions agreed with the experiment within 3.67% and 0.28% for CPT and TOSDPT, respectively. 



 
Łukasz Pyrzowski and Bartosz Sobczyk (Gdansk University of Technology, Faculty of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, Department of Mechanics of Materials and Structures, 80-233 Gdańsk, 
Narutowicza 11/12, Poland), “Local and global response of sandwich beams made of GFRP facings and PET 
foam core in three point bending test”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 112122, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112122 
ABSTRACT: In the paper behaviour of laminated sandwich beams (FRP face sheet – PET foam core – FRP 
face sheet) subjected to three point bending is studied. The paper aim is to find practical descriptions enabling 
effective and accurate estimation of the elastic response, damage and failure of the beams, basing on 
experiments and static calculations. Therefore a number of tests are described, that were done on laminated 
coupons and foam specimens in order to choose appropriate material models and find their constants. 
Experimental results of three-point bending tests of sandwich beams with three types of PET cores are analysed 
to evaluate the chosen material laws. The beam responses are predicted in numerical static simulations. The 
equations of problem are solved by means of finite element method (FEM). In the end the experimental and 
FEM results are compared. They are similar in terms of both their quantity and quality. 
 
Paweł Szeptyński (Division of Structural Mechanics and Material Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 
Cracow University of Technology, Poland), “Comparison and experimental verification of simplified one-
dimensional linear elastic models of multilayer sandwich beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 241 Article 
112088, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112088 
ABSTRACT: Three analytical one-dimensional linear elastic models of composite laminated beams are 
considered – composite Bernoulli-Euler beam (BE), composite Timoshenko beam (T) and multilayer sandwich 
beam model (MS). They are compared with results obtained via finite element method for a two-dimensional 
model in plane stress state. Overall system stiffness is verified with experimental data obtained for two statical 
configurations – three-point bending and four-point bending. The first configuration concerned 8 types of three-
panel cross-laminated timber (CLT) beams accounting for various materials and thickness of timber panels as 
well as various materials and thickness of adhesive layer, while the second one concerned 5 types of two-panel 
aluminium laminated beams accounting for different thickness of adhesive layer. Simplified multilayer 
sandwich model is found to be in good accordance with FEA results and with experimental data, while simple 
BE and T models are shown to provide erroneous estimates. 
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“A high-resolution layer-wise discontinuous Galerkin formulation for multilayered composite plates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112137, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112137 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a novel high-resolution formulation for multilayered composite plates is presented. 
The formulations is referred to as high-resolution since it combines (i) Layer-Wise plate theories, which are 
based on a per-layer, high-order expansion of the primary variables throughout the plate’s thickness, providing 
a detailed layer-level description of the sought solution; (ii) The discontinuous Galerkin method, a numerical 
approach based on a discontinuous representation of the unknown fields over the mesh elements and on the 
introduction of boundary integral operators enforcing inter-element continuity, which allow the natural 
treatment of high-order mesh elements and provide high-resolution on the representation of the primary 
variables and their derivatives; (iii) The implicitly-defined mesh technique, a meshing strategy based on an 
implicit representation of the plate domain, which allows resolving the presence of curved boundaries with 
high-order accuracy. 
Numerical tests are provided to investigate the effect of the penalty parameter and to show the optimal 
convergence of the proposed formulation, which is subsequently employed in combination with an implicitly-
defined hierarchical quad-tree mesh to resolve the stress distribution in a rectangular plate and in a plate with a 
circular hole. 
 
Saeid Khadem Moshir, Suong V. Hoa, Farjad Shadmehri, Daniel Rosca and Ashraf Ahmed (Concordia Center 
for Composites, Department of Mechanical, Industrial and Aerospace Engineering, Concordia University, 
Montreal, Quebec H3G 1M8, Canada), “Mechanical behavior of thick composite tubes under four-point 
bending”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112097, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112097 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the behavior of thick thermoplastic composite tubes made by an automated 
fiber placement machine, and subjected to four-point bending load. The mechanical behavior includes flexural 
stiffness, and strains. Methods for the determination of these behaviors include strength of material, analytical 
solution, finite element method and experimental measurement. The correlation between the different methods 
provides validation of some methods and indication of the degree of accuracy of some other methods. The 



accuracy of some calculating methods provides the ability to predict the performance of other thick composite 
tubes subjected to similar loading and support conditions. 
 
Reza Vaghefi (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Fasa University, 74617-81189 Fasa, Iran), “Thermo-
elastoplastic analysis of functionally graded sandwich plates using a three-dimensional meshless model”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112144, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112144 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, for the first time, three-dimensional (3D) thermo-elastoplastic bending analysis of 
functionally graded (FG) sandwich plates with FG face sheets and FG/homogeneous core subjected to 
combined thermal and mechanical loads is performed. It is assumed that the functionally graded material 
(FGM) is composed of two different constituents (metal-ceramic) whose volume fractions vary continuously in 
the thickness direction according to a power law. The von-Mises yield criterion and isotropic strain hardening 
rule are employed, while temperature-dependent thermal and mechanical properties of the materials are taken 
into account. A complete 3D meshless numerical model based on the local radial point interpolation method 
(LRPIM) is developed and used in all analyses. Several numerical examples for temperature, deflection and 
stress analysis of FG sandwich plates are presented considering different material gradients, layer thickness 
ratios, thickness-to-length ratios, and boundary conditions. The numerical results are compared with the existing 
results of 3D, quasi-3D, and 2D shear deformation theories and an excellent agreement is observed. 
 
Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Cong Gao and Ruidong Huo (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin 
Engineering University, Harbin 150001, PR China), “A Jacobi-Ritz method for dynamic analysis of laminated 
composite shallow shells with general elastic restraints”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112091, 15 
June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112091 
ABSTRACT: In this research, a Jacobi-Ritz approach is introduced for dynamic analysis of laminated 
composite shallow shells subjected to arbitrary boundary conditions. The first-order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT) is utilized to construct the theoretical model. Under the present framework, the multi-segment 
partitioning strategy is employed. The displacement functions of each segment for the shallow shells are 
represented by a function of Jacobi polynomials along the length and width orientations. The artificial spring 
technique is brought into to deal with the issues with respect to continuity condition of the interface between 
adjacent segments and the arbitrary boundary condition. For the solution procedure, the Rayleigh-Ritz on the 
basis of the energy functions of the shallow shell is utilized. The proposed Jacobi-Ritz method is conveniently 
appropriate for various boundary conditions including both classical and elastic boundary conditions. Then, the 
accuracy and reliability of the methodology are confirmed by comparison with results from literature. At last, 
new results for free vibration of laminated composite shallow shells subjected to classic as well as elastic 
boundary conditions are exhibited, which may be served as reference data. 
 
Irwan Katili, Tito Syahril and Andi Makarim Katili (Universitas Indonesia, Civil Engineering Department, 
Depok 16424, Indonesia), “Static and free vibration analysis of FGM beam based on unified and integrated of 
Timoshenko’s theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112130, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112130 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a higher-order element based on the unified and integrated approach of Timoshenko 
beam theory is developed. A two-node beam element with Hermitian functions of a 5th-degree polynomial (4 
DOFs per node) called UI element is proposed to solve the problems of static and free vibration. In this 
proposed element, the Timoshenko beam theory is modified in such a way to prevent shear locking while taking 
account of the transverse shear effect. The static and free vibration analyses are used to obtain the displacements 
and natural frequencies of rectangular Functionally Graded Material (FGM) beam for hinged-roll, clamped-free 
and clamped-clamped boundary conditions and to study the effects of the power-law exponent (coupling of the 
anisotropic material) on the displacements and natural frequencies. Results of the present work are compared 
with the published data to learn the effectiveness of the proposed element and to verify the validity of the model 
theory. The numerical analysis shows that the coupling of axial-bending should be taken into consideration in 
static and vibration analysis of FGM. The comparison study confirms the accuracy and the efficiency of the 
proposed element for static and vibration analysis of FGM beam. 
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“Prebuckling and buckling analysis of moderately thick variable angle tow composite plates considering the 
extension-shear coupling”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112093, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112093 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical model based on a generalized Rayleigh-Ritz method is developed to 
deal with both the prebuckling and buckling problems of moderately thick VAT composite plates under a more 
general in-plane boundary condition. The non-uniform in-plane stress fields of VAT composite plates under 
various in-plane boundary conditions is firstly determined based on the minimum complementary energy 
principle combined with the Airy’s stress function. Afterwards, the governing equation of buckling problem of 
VAT composite plates under non-uniform in-plane stress fields is derived based on third-order shear 
deformation theory of Reddy’s type. The innovation of this paper lies in that a linear fitting method combined 
with Chebyshev-Gauss-Labotto point distribution is introduced to retrieve the boundary stress coefficients from 
the stress constraint conditions generated by the Lagrangian multiplier method, and meanwhile an integral 
expression of work done by the unknown boundary force along the prescribed in-plane displacement is adopted 
to satisfy the displacement constraint condition along the boundary line. In so doing, three kinds of in-plane 
boundary conditions are taken into account, that is, pure stress boundary condition, pure displacement boundary 
condition and mixed stress and displacement boundary condition. In addition, no assumption is made on the 
extension-shear coupling terms and thus the proposed analytical model is suitable to the unbalanced layup. The 
accuracy and robustness of the proposed analytical model is validated by finite element analysis and with prior 
results. Effects of the in-plane boundary condition, extension-shear coupling and varying fibre orientation 
angles on both in-plane stress and buckling responses of VAT composite plates are studied by numerical 
examples. It is shown that for the balanced panels under uniform compression, the benign load redistribution 
mechanism offered by the VAT layups remain in effect even if there exists the non-uniform shear constraint 
along the loading edges. However, the buckling load of the panel can be reduced by the shear constraint along 
the loading edges to a certain degree. Furthermore, it is found that for some displacement-controlled shear 
loading cases, the extension-shear coupling plays a positive role in the load redistribution, which results in a 
sight improvement in the longitudinal load of the panel when critical buckling occurs. 
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“Effects of hygrothermal environment on the buckling and postbuckling performances of stiffened composite 
panels under axial compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112132, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112132 
ABSTRACT: Effects of hygrothermal environment on the buckling and postbuckling performances of stiffened 
composite panels under axial compression were investigated experimentally and numerically in this paper. 
Hygrothermal aging experiment on stiffened composite panels was conducted in 70 °C distilled water and the 
moisture uptake was analyzed every 24 h until to moisture saturation. Moisture uptake process and moisture 
content distribution along the thickness direction were analyzed by using finite element (FE) method. Thin 
region and thick region of stiffened composite panels were defined and classified respectively according to 
moisture uptake process. Then the axial compressive experiments were performed on the hygrothermal aged 
specimens, with comparison of compression on virgin specimens. Strains, loads, out-of-plane displacements, 
shortening and failure modes were analyzed comparatively. The results indicate the hygrothermal environment 
impose much negative effects on the stability and carrying ability of specimens. In the end, a new approach for 
simulating the dynamic properties of unsaturated specimens was proposed, which considered the gradient of 
moisture content. Effects of various moisture content on buckling and postbuckling performances were 
determined. 
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“Unifying lamination parameters with spectral-Tchebychev method for variable-stiffness composite plate 
design”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112183, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112183 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes an efficient framework for the design and optimization of the variable-
stiffness composite plates. Equations of motion are solved using a Tchebychev polynomials-based spectral 
modeling approach that is extended for the classical laminated plate theory. This approach provides highly 
significant analysis speed-ups with respect to the conventional finite element method. The proposed framework 
builds on a variable-stiffness laminate design methodology that utilizes lamination parameters for representing 
the stiffness properties compactly and master node variables for modeling the stiffness variation through 
distance-based interpolation. The current study improves the existing method by optimizing the locations of the 
master nodes in addition to their lamination parameter values. The optimization process is promoted by the 
computationally efficient spectral-Tchebychev solution method. Case studies are performed for maximizing the 
fundamental frequencies of the plates with different boundary conditions and aspect ratios. The results show 
that significant improvements can be rapidly achieved compared to optimal constant-stiffness designs by 
utilizing the developed framework. In addition, the optimization of master node locations resulted in additional 
improvements in the optimal response values highlighting the importance of including the node positions within 
the design variables. 
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“Deformation and failure of hybrid composite sandwich beams with a metal foam core under quasi-static load 
and low-velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112175, 15 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112175 
ABSTRACT: The deformation and failure of hybrid composite sandwich beams with an aluminum foam core 
under quasi-static load and low-velocity impact are investigated. The sandwich beams comprise of two carbon 
fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) face sheets which have identical/unidentical thicknesses. The experimental 
results show that hybrid composite sandwich beams exhibit four active failure modes: face-sheet fracture, 
indentation, core shear and core shear-tension. Core shear occurs in sandwich beams with two identical face 
sheets, while core shear-tension develops in sandwich beams with two unidentical face sheets. An asymmetrical 
sandwich beam with a thicker top face sheet has superior load-carrying capability than those with a thinner top 
face sheet for the same total thickness of the top and bottom face sheets. For the similar failure modes of hybrid 
composite sandwich beams under quasi-static load and low-velocity impact, the low-velocity impact collapse 
load is higher than that corresponding to quasi-static collapse. The collapse loads of hybrid composite sandwich 
beams predicted by simple theoretical solutions are in good agreement with the experimental values. 
 
Siqi Lin, Yan-Gang Zhao and Zhao-Hui Lu (Urban Security and Disaster Engineering, Beijing University of 
Technology, Beijing 100124, China), “Modified confining stress path dependent analytical model for axially 
loaded circular normal, high and ultra-high strength concrete-filled steel tube stub columns”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112192, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112192 
ABSTRACT: Previous studies suggested that the behaviors of confined concrete in concrete-filled steel tube 
(CFT) columns were dependent on their confining stress paths, which thus should be considered in order to well 
predict their behaviors. Several confining stress path dependent analytical models had been proposed, which, 
however, were all developed for fiber polymer (FRP) confined concretes. Although one of the existing models 



can also be applicable to CFT columns, it mainly focused on the specimens with normal strength concrete. 
Additionally, existing confining stress path dependent models may result in fluctuation issue of load-deflection 
curves for CFT specimens. This paper proposed a new confining stress path dependent analytical model that is 
applicable to normal, high and ultra-high strength concrete-filled steel tube columns. Experimental tests were 
collected to assess the performance of the proposed analytical model, and it was found that the proposed model 
performs quite well for normal, high and ultra-high strength concrete-filled steel tube columns and generally 
can avoid the fluctuation issue of load-deflection curves. 
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“Three-dimensional modelling of interlaminar normal stresses in curved laminate components”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 242 Article 112165, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112165 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the interlaminar normal stress distribution across the width of L-shaped 
composite components in bending, with special emphasis on the free edge effects and the induced loading due 
to boundary conditions. As L-shaped composite components are becoming more commonplace in engineering 
applications, it is of vital importance to understand their failure mechanisms and stress fields. An extensive 
literature review reveals that interlaminar delamination is the critical failure mode for curved composite 
components. Despite this, most literature only provides a two-dimensional analysis of the interlaminar stresses 
and the free edge effects and asymmetry due to induced torsion are not considered. This paper uses three-
dimensional finite element modelling to address the following with respect to L-shaped laminate components in 
bending: (i) radial stress due to the presence of curvature, (ii) effect of lay-up on the free edge effect, (iii) 
determining how induced torsion affects the interlaminar normal stress distribution. The necessity of using a 
three-dimensional model to analyse the interlaminar normal stress across the width of a curved composite 
component is discussed. It was concluded that using a two-dimensional model could underpredict the 
interlaminar normal stresses by up to 37% for the lay-ups analysed in this research. 
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“Dynamic response of fiber metal laminates subjected to localized high impulse blast loading”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112216, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112216 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of glass laminate aluminum reinforced epoxy (GLARE) structures 
subjected to localized high impulse blast loading is studied. A new mathematical model is proposed taking the 
influence of strain rates on strength into account, for the woven glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) 
composites. To predict the dynamic response of GLARE structures, user-defined material and blast loading 
subroutines are developed and implemented into the commercial software ABAQUS/Explicit. The typical 
failure characteristics are accurately captured, such as perforation, petaling failure, extensive tearing and 
interfacial debonding. The simulation results of dynamic failure behavior and damage evolution characteristics 
agree well with experimental data. The influences of layer types and explosive equivalents on the failure 
behavior of GLARE structures are systematically discussed. At the same areal density, the blast resistance of 
the GLARE structures first increases and then decreases with an increase of the layer number. There is an 
optimal ratio (A3T22) for the number of material layers. Both the diameter of the perforation and the number of 
petals on the back panel increased with an increase in blast loading. The research in this paper provides 
theoretical support for the application of GLARE structures as anti-explosion structures. 
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Vehicle Body, Hunan University, Changsha 410082, China), “Investigation on dynamic hygro-thermo-elastic 
response of cylindrical shells with a porous microcapsule coating”, Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 
112146, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112146 



ABSTRACT: The dynamic hygro-thermo-elastic response of cylindrical shells with a porous microcapsule 
coating under coupled transfer of heat and moisture is investigated in this article. This structure is treated as a 
double-layer cylindrical shell for simplifying the calculation. The one-dimensional Luikov’s equations are 
applied to build the coupling diffusion system of heat and moisture and the nonlinear dynamic governing 
equations are based on the classical shell theory. The differential quadrature method (DQM) and the Runge-
Kutta method are used to achieve the numerical results of temperature and moisture fields. Moreover, the 
Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the nonlinear dynamic governing equations. Effect of different 
temperature and moisture boundary conditions, geometry size of microcapsules and porosity are considered in 
this paper. Investigations in this paper may offer theoretical references to researches of the microcapsule coating 
operating in complex environment conditions. 
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“Nonlinear analysis of buckling and postbuckling of functionally graded variable thickness toroidal shell 
segments based on improved Donnell shell theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112173, 1 July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112173 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates analytically the non-linear buckling and post-buckling of functionally 
graded material (FGM) variable thickness toroidal shell segments subjected to axial compression, external 
pressure, including temperature effects. The improved Donnell shell theory with von Karman nonlinearity, Stein 
and McElman assumption are adopted to obtain the governing equations of non-linear buckling of toroidal shell 
segments. The static buckling loads and the post-buckling load-deflection curves for the variable thickness 
toroidal shell segments are determined by using the Galerkin's method. The present results are validated by 
comparing with the solutions published in the available literature for the specific cases. Effects of geometrical 
and material parameters, the thickness distribution, and temperature change on the nonlinear buckling behavior 
of the toroidal shell segments are studied in detail. 
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“Free and forced vibration analyses of simply supported Z-reinforced sandwich structures with cavities through 
a theoretical approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112182, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112182 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops a theoretical approach to study free and forced vibrations of simply 
supported Z-reinforced sandwich structures with cavities in vacuum and water. A multi-level homogenization 
model is firstly proposed to transform the core layer of the sandwich structure to an orthotropic material. Then 
the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is adopted to describe displacement fields and Hamilton’s 
principle is used to derive motion equations of the sandwich structure. In water domain, the acoustic pressure 
and the continuity on the fluid-structure coupling face are governed by Helmholtz equation and Euler’s equation 
respectively. By the aid of Green’s function, the transverse vibration formula is rebuilt through regarding the 
submerged sandwich structure as a thin plate. New motion equations are thus achieved. Under simply supported 
boundaries, natural frequencies and forced vibration responses are obtained via the Navier method. By 
comparing theoretical results with those from finite element (FE) and boundary element (BE) analyses, the high 
accuracy of the present approach is verified and a clear application frequency range is found. Besides, effects of 
diameters of reinforcements and cavities on free vibration are discussed. Influences of the external force 
location and fluid loading on forced vibration are also studied. 
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fluid filled polyurethane foam core sandwich composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112171, 1 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112171 



ABSTRACT: Up to date, a considerable experimental work has been performed to reveal the impact behavior 
of polymer foam core sandwich composites. Though, a few attempts have been made to integrate shear 
thickening fluids (STF) in closed cell rigid polyurethane foams (PU). STF possess a unique rheological property 
providing a rapid response to the structure against impact loads. The effects of STF on polymer foam cell 
morphology, thermal stability, and mechanical performance are investigated with advanced characterization 
techniques. The drop-weight impact test results of sandwich composites show that STF filled PU foam cores 
exhibit a higher energy absorption rate compared to its neat counterpart. Specific compressive strength and 
impact energy absorbing capability of STF filled PU foam cores increase with respect to the higher cell 
thickness-to-length ratios and higher cell densities achieved with STF inclusion. In addition, STF filled PU 
foam core sandwich composites are found to respond with lower damage width compared to neat PU foams. 
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“Dynamic and fluid-structure interaction simulations of a ceramic matrix composite plate”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112177, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112177 
ABSTRACT: This study presents numerical simulations of a unidirectional ceramic matrix composite (CMC) 
plate under different loads considering the effect of fluid-structure interaction (FSI). The two-scale method was 
used in the dynamic simulation of CMC plate. The shear-lag model considering the damage modes of CMCs 
was used to simulate the constitutive behavior in the micro-scale. The explicit dynamic finite element method 
was used to simulate the dynamic response in the macro-scale. The dynamic responses of CMC plate under 
impulse and harmonic load were simulated. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were employed in the 
simulation of fluid. The dynamic response of CMC plate with FSI was solved based on the staggered method. 
The effect of fluid on the dynamic response of CMC plate was discussed. 
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Toronto, Toronto, Canada), “Damped dynamic behavior of an advanced piezoelectric sandwich plate”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112243, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112243 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, damped dynamic deflections of an advanced piezoelectric sandwich plate (APSP) 
subjected to thermo-electro-mechanical loads have been studied using a meshless method. In the considered 
APSP, two active piezoelectric layers are attached on to the faces of a passive advanced structure consisting of 
two thin graphene reinforced nanocomposite (GRNC) layers and a thick porous polymeric core. In GRNC 
layers, graphene content is assumed to be varied according to functional distribution profiles. Using modified 
Halpin-Tsai’ equations, temperature dependent material properties of nanocomposite layers have been 
determined. Reddy’s third order theory of plates (called TSDT) is utilized to obtain the coupled governing 
equations, and MLS shape functions are adopted in the meshless solution. The influences of graphene content, 
porosity, temperature, electro-mechanical loading and structural damping on dynamic deflection behavior have 
been investigated. The results reveal that adding graphene volume fraction from 3% to 7% significantly affects 
the damping ratio, settling time and dynamic response of APSPs. However, further addition of graphene content 
has little effect on those responses. Moreover, embedding more pores in the core layer remarkably changes the 
damped dynamic behavior of APSPs due to a significant reduction in structural weight and a slight decrease in 
structural stiffness. 
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“Application of Ritz method for vibration analysis of stepped functionally graded spherical torus shell with 
general boundary conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112215, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112215 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a generalized formulation to analyze the free vibration characteristics of 
stepped functionally graded spherical torus shell based on the Ritz method. Two kinds of the functionally 
graded model are considered in this study, and the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is adopted to 
obtain the displacement fields of the model. The accurate results can be guaranteed by using domain 
decomposition method, in which the displacement functions component along axial direction and 
circumferential direction are respectively represented by unified Jacobi polynomials and Fourier series. In 
addition, the spring stiffness method is applied to simulate various complex boundary conditions, and the final 
solutions can be obtained by using Ritz method. The results of the same condition are compared with the 
numerical results which obtained by finite element method (FEM) and published literatures to verify the 
validation of the present method. On this basis, the vibration characteristics of stepped functionally graded 
spherical torus shell with general boundary conditions are further studied by a series of numerical examples. 
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“Different types of solitary waves in a thermo-hyperelastic neo-Hookean cylindrical shell”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 243 Article 112178, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112178 
ABSTRACT: Based on the hyperelastic material models, the propagation of nonlinear travelling waves in 
cylindrical rods has been studied. Here, different types of nonlinear travelling waves in a thermo-hyperelastic 
neo-Hookean cylindrical shell are determined. By using the variational principle, a complex differential 
dynamical system describing the axisymmetric motion of the shell is derived. The effect of the temperature 
fields is considered. Moreover, the structure is extended from a one-dimensional rod to a three-dimensional 
cylindrical shell. Then in terms of the bifurcation theory, a detailed qualitative analysis of the system is carried 
out, and for the bifurcation parameters, their corresponding critical bifurcation values are determined. 
Combining with the orbits in phase diagrams under different parameters, solitary waves and periodic waves are 
found in the shell. It is worth pointing out that the solitary waves with the valley form may appear in the radial 
direction of the shell. The implicit analytical solutions and profiles of these travelling waves are given. There is 
a promising prospect for the propagation of strongly nonlinear travelling waves to detect structural defects and 
determine material parameters. 
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“A new triangular shell element for composites accounting for shear deformation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
243 Article 112214, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112214 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose an efficient 3-node shell element with 6 DOFs per node based on 
Naghdi-Reissner-Mindlin theory. This new composite shell element, further denoted as DKMT18, takes into 
account shear deformation and coupled bending-membrane energy. DKMT18 element passes membrane, 
bending, and shear patch tests with no spurious mode. It also performs successfully in standard tests for thick 
and thin shells problems without membrane or shear locking. The proposed shell element is capable of dealing 
with composite laminated shell structures. The computed results by the DKMT18 element converge more 
rapidly towards the reference solution compared to any state of-the-art shell element. 
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“Global/local analytical and numerical free vibration analysis of sandwich columns”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 243 Article 112225, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112225 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures are increasingly applied in many industrial fields of application, due to their 
lightweight combined with favorable mechanical properties. Despite this, such structures are subject to specific 
failure modes, such as buckling or vibratory resonance. In both cases, due to the presence of thin and stiff skins, 
global but also local modes may be of great interest when dimensioning such composite structures, which 
makes it impossible to use classical models. In this paper, the free vibration problem of classical sandwich 
columns (with homogeneous core materials) is investigated, using special kinematic models, so as to deal with 
both global and local eigenmodes in an effective and precise way. First, the problem is addressed analytically, 
where the two faces are represented by Euler-Bernoulli beams and the core material is considered as a 2D 
continuous solid, in small strain elasticity. Then, an enriched 1D finite element formulation is developed, so as 
to handle efficiently more general configurations encountered in practice. The homogeneous core layer is here 
described using hyperbolic functions, in accordance with the modal displacement fields obtained analytically. 
The present analytical and numerical solutions (natural frequencies and vibration modes) are contrasted against 
each other and compared to 2D reference numerical results. 
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“A thermally-coupled elastic large-deformation model of a multilayered functionally graded material curved 
beam”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112241, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112241 
ABSTRACT: A thermally-coupled elastic large-deformation model of a multilayered functionally graded 
material (FGM) curved beam with an arbitrary undeformed configuration is established based on two-variable 
geometrical relations that consider the effect of the curvature of an arbitrary undeformed configuration of a 
beam, thermally coupled constitutive relations, and balanced forces. By use of a reference strain and reference 
undeformed and deformed curvatures at the same reference layer of a multilayered FGM curved beam, the 
difficulty of determining the position of the neutral axis of a beam in its classical analysis is resolved. The 
differential quadrature method is used to solve the strongly nonlinear coupled model proposed in this work. As 
applications, thermally-coupled large-deformation analyses of a multilayered straight beam and FGM and 
multilayered FGM curved beams under thermal–mechanical loads are studied in detail. Numerical results show 
that there are significant differences between the current thermally coupled analysis and conventional 
thermoelastic analysis with a thermally-uncoupled constitutive relation. Various snap-through phenomena occur 
when the FGM curved beam is under thermal–mechanical loads. 
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“Numerical and experimental analyses of modal frequency and damping in tow-steered CFRP laminates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112190, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112190 
ABSTRACT: This present paper is devoted to the numerical and experimental investigation of the modal 
characteristics of composite laminates, with emphasis on damping. Complementing previous studies dedicated 
to conventional laminates, one considers variable-angle tow laminates, in which the fibers are deposited 
following curvilinear trajectories. The main objective is to characterize the influence of fiber steering on the 
damping levels, and evaluate the possibility of achieving increased damping. A dynamic model is derived by 
combining the semi-analytical Rayleigh-Ritz approach, the Classical Lamination Theory, and the Strain Energy 
Method. This later enables to estimate the specific damping capacity of each vibration mode. Based on this 
model, analytical developments are performed aiming at putting in evidence the contribution of each strain 
component in each layer of the laminate to the specific damping capacities. The results of numerical simulations 
are presented, enabling to compare the values of specific damping capacities and vibration natural frequencies 
obtained for variable-angle tow and conventional laminates in a variety of simulation scenarios. Some of the 



numerical results are validated by comparisons with experimental counterparts. The results confirm the 
effectiveness of design strategies intended to regulate and possibly increase the damping levels of composite 
laminates by exploring fiber steering. 
 
Matthew A. Thomas, Stephen R. Hallett and Paul M. Weaver (Bristol Composites Institute (ACCIS), University 
of Bristol, Queen’s Building, Bristol BS8 1TR, United Kingdom), “Design considerations for variable stiffness, 
doubly curved composite plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112170, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112170 
ABSTRACT: It is widely acknowledged that laying up composite tapes and fabrics on doubly curved surfaces 
can introduce wrinkling and overlap defects. It is also not a straightforward task to define fibre angle directions. 
The latter problem amplifies when considering curvilinear fibre paths on doubly curved surfaces. Herein, we 
define a new fibre orientation datum curve and use this as a reference for optimisation purposes. A novel 
implementation of lamination parameters is introduced whereby we constrain the values of lamination 
parameters based on minimum turning radii of automated fibre placement machines and maximum ply angle 
change for stiffness optimisation. As an example, this approach is applied to a pre-twisted plate with 68 layers 
subjected to combined centrifugal and pressure loading. Lamination parameters are used to reduce the 
complexity and multiplicity of composite laminate design with many layers to a convex and continuous design 
space using a reduced number of variables. Lamination parameters are varied over the geometry using spline 
surface interpolation over a grid of control points and the optimal lamination parameter values are found using a 
gradient based optimiser. The fibre paths for each ply are then designed from the optimal lamination parameter 
variation using a two-stage optimisation process. 
 
Ugo Icardi and Andrea Urraci (Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca Degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, TO, Italy), 
“Considerations about the choice of layerwise and through-thickness global functions of 3-D physically-based 
zig-zag theories”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112233, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112233 
ABSTRACT: A generalization of physically-based fixed degrees of freedom 3-D zig-zag theories is developed, 
which allows for any arbitrary choice of layerwise and representation functions. Thereby users can choose 
arbitrarily the representation case-by-case. This paper aims to prove that the choice of global and layerwise 
functions is immaterial whenever coefficients are recalculated exactly (via symbolic calculus) by the 
enforcement of interfacial stress continuity, boundary conditions and equilibrium in point form, as prescribed by 
the elasticity theory. Vice versa, accuracy of theories partially fulfilling constraints will prove to largely depend 
on the assumptions made and to be inadequate when strong layerwise effects rise, under distributed/localized 
step loading and boundary conditions other than simply supported edges (tests carried out in closed-form). The 
present and previous authors’ theories are tested with the aim to understand in which cases an adequate level of 
accuracy is still achieved by lower-order theories that are derived as particularizations. 
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“Axial compressive behavior of concrete-filled FRP-steel wire reinforced thermoplastics pipe hybrid columns”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112237, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112237 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents investigations on a new column form, namely, concrete-filled fiber-reinforced 
polymer-steel wire reinforced thermoplastics pipe (FRP-SRTP) columns (CFFSCs) which consist of a SRTP 
tube with an outer FRP confinement system and concrete filled in the core area. A series of axial compression 
tests were performed on CFFSCs, and parameters including the number of FRP layers, the FRP fiber type and 
the clear spacing of the FRP rings were investigated. The test results demonstrate that the concrete-filled SRTP 
tube columns have an excellent ductility and the outer FRP confinement system provides efficient confinement 
to CFFSCs. The dilation behavior of the concrete in CFFSCs with polyethylene terephthalate FRP is different to 
that of the concrete in CFFSCs with carbon FRP. Four existing design-oriented models are adopted to generate 
the ultimate axial stresses and their corresponding strains of concrete in CFFSCs. By comparing the test results 
and the theoretical predictions, it is found that the existing models provides inaccurate predictions for CFFSCs. 



The new column form is particularly suitable as a form of standing support for underground mines, where a 
novel supporting system requires both a large deformation capacity and a good structural integrity. 
 
Rogério Carrazedo, Rodrigo Ribeiro Paccola, Humberto Breves Coda and Rafael Correa Salomão (São Carlos 
School of Engineering, University of São Paulo, Av. Trabalhador São Carlense, 400, ZIP 13566-590 São 
Carlos, SP, Brazil), “Vibration and stress analysis of orthotropic laminated panels by active face prismatic finite 
element”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112254, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112254 
ABSTRACT: In this paper a strategy for the stress analysis of sandwich plates and shells employing the active 
face triangular-based prismatic finite element is provided, which combines three-dimensional membrane 
elements (called active face) with solid elements providing stiffening cells, usually called honeycomb. The 
connection of solid and active face elements is done by direct nodal correspondence, keeping the total number 
of degrees of freedom unaltered, which makes the technique highly economical from the numerical point of 
view. Orthotropic properties are specially addressed, which are important for material failure criteria studies. 
The accuracy of the active face prismatic finite element is also evaluated in the calculation of natural 
frequencies of honeycomb sandwich panels for acoustic vibration isolation purposes, for instance. Results for 
orthotropic sandwich plates and shells are presented and compared with established commercial software and 
literature results. 
 
Jakub Marczak (Department of Structural Mechanics, Łódź University of Technology, Al. Politechniki 6, 90-
924 Łódź, Poland), “On the correctness of results of averaged models of periodic sandwich plates depending on 
the set of fluctuation shape functions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112269, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112269 
ABSTRACT: (None given) 
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“A unified modeling method for dynamic analysis of GPL-reinforced FGP plate resting on Winkler-Pasternak 
foundation with elastic boundary conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112217, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112217 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, dynamic analysis of functionally graded porous (FGP) plate with reinforcement of 
graphene platelets (GPLs) resting on elastic foundation and restrained by elastic boundary condition is 
investigated. Four types of porous materials reinforced with four types of graphene platelets varying along the 
thickness direction are considered. The analytical model of the GPLs-FGP plate is formulated by the first-order 
shear deformation theory and the multi-segment partition technique. For each plate segment, the displacement 
component of translation and revolution is implemented by Jacobi polynomials. Ultimately, the dynamics of the 
GPLs-FGP plate analysis model is solved by the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Aimed at validating the accuracy of the 
present method, the analytical results are compared with the results of finite element simulations after the 
convergence test is completed. Based on the above investigation, series of parametric studies with regard to the 
free, forced vibration and transient analysis are conducted, which provide reference data for future research. 
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“Experimental investigation of rectangular concrete-filled fiber reinforced polymer (FRP)-steel composite tube 
columns for various corner radii”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112311, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112311 
ABSTRACT: To study the compressive behavior of rectangular concrete-filled fiber reinforced polymer (FRP)-
steel composite tube (CFCT) columns, twenty-nine specimens were tested under compression loading in five 



series based on the corner radius. The variables are the corner radius of cross-section, the number of layers of 
FRP and the type of FRP wrapping. The experimental results revealed that the FRP wrapping may effectively 
suppress the local buckling for the steel tubes prior to FRP rupturing. The FRP fractures occurred at the corners 
in the middle of the specimens or at the longitudinal weld seams due to local stress concentrations. The stress–
strain curves are influenced significantly by the corner radii for the rectangular CFCT columns. As the corner 
radius is increased, the linear ascending or descending slopes after the peak points of the stress–strain curve is 
generally enhanced, and a descending curve can be transformed into an ascending curve. For a given FRP 
confinement, the ultimate strength increased with increasing corner radius. Based on the experimental results 
and collected test data, a unified model with a simple and unified expression for predicting ultimate axial 
strength considering the shape and corner radius of the cross-section was proposed for the CFCT columns. 
 
Liang Meng, Xinqiang Lan, Jian Zhao and Zemin Wang (Wuhan National Laboratory for Optoelectronics, 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, PR China), “Equivalent models and 
mechanical properties of bio-inspired corrugated sandwich structures subjected to bending loads”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112257, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112257 
ABSTRACT: Corrugated sandwich structures have been widely used in aerospace and aviation fields due to 
their excellent performances. In this paper, a new bio-inspired corrugated sandwich structure is designed based 
on the microstructure of cybister elytra. Moreover, the homogenization method is used to simplify models and 
the equivalent material parameters are derived by analytical formulation and finite element method (FEM). The 
mechanical properties of bio-inspired corrugated sandwich structures fabricated by selective laser melting 
(SLM) and equivalent models are also investigated subjected to bending loads by FEM and experiments. The 
results show that the bio-inspired corrugated sandwich structure can be equivalent to the orthotropic model 
better. Increasing the core height, thickness of the core and panel will improve the bending stiffness obviously. 
The simulation results are consistent with analytical formulation. But the experimental results are little greater 
due to the dimension deviation between the fabrication and design. Moreover, the equivalent calculation has a 
much higher accuracy with a relative deviation less than 10%. 
 
L. Sator, V. Sladek and J. Sladek (Institute of Construction and Architecture, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 845 
03 Bratislava, Slovakia), “Analysis of coupling effects in FGM piezoelectric plates by a meshless method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112256, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112256 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we derive a unified formulation for bending of piezoelectric plates with taking into 
account the assumptions of three plate bending theories, such as the Kirchhoff-Love theory, 1st order and 3rd 
order shear deformation plate theory. The functional gradation of material coefficients in the transversal as well 
as in-plane direction complies the rule of mixture. For numerical solution of a rather complex boundary value 
problems a strong form meshless method is developed with using the Moving Least Square approximation for 
spatial variations of field variables. The high order derivatives of field variables are eliminated by decomposing 
the original governing partial differential equations (PDE) into the system of PDEs with lower order derivatives. 
The time integration is carried out by the Wilson theta-method. Results of several numerical experiments are 
presented for illustration of coupling effects in bending of FGPM plates under stationary and/or transient 
voltage loading. 
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“Free vibration and damping analysis of porous functionally graded sandwich plates with a viscoelastic core”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112298, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112298 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration and damping analysis of porous functionally graded (FG) sandwich plates are 
presented based on a modified Fourier-Ritz method. The sandwich plate is composed of a viscoelastic core and 
two porous FG face layers. A complex elasticity modulus is employed to describe the viscoelastic core. Material 
properties of the porous FG face layer are described continuously across each face thickness according to a 
volume fraction index and a porosity coefficient. The distribution of porosities within the face layers is 
formulated either evenly or unevenly. The displacements are constructed by the first-order shear deformation 
theory combined with the modified Fourier method. The free vibration and damping analysis of a porous single-



layered plate and a non-porous sandwich plate are then conducted to exhibit the capability and accuracy of the 
developed method. The obtained results are in good agreement with those in literature. Finally, a series of 
parametric analyses are investigated in detail, in which boundary condition, power-law index, porosity 
coefficient, geometric dimension and material loss factor are taken into consideration. It is noted that the 
porosities within the FG face layers have significant effects on the natural vibration and damping performance 
of porous FG sandwich plates. 
 
Patryk Jakubczak, Jarosław Bieniaś and Konrad Dadej (The Department of Materials Engineering, Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering, The Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 38D, 20-618 Lublin, Poland), 
“Experimental and numerical investigation into the impact resistance of aluminium carbon laminates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112319, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112319 
ABSTRACT: Carbon fibre-reinforced aluminium laminates are relatively new fibre-metal laminate materials. 
Their properties include low density, high resistance and rigidity, and high fatigue strength. This study aimed to 
evaluate the CARALL response to low-velocity impact, based on experimental tests and numerical analyses of 
damage initiation and propagation mechanisms. These experimental tests and numerical simulations involved 
the use of both quantitative and qualitative criteria for assessing the FML damage under dynamic load. It was 
shown that the mechanism of laminate damage is fairly complex and related to the internal degradation of the 
composite material with characteristic permanent deflection of the FML. Matrix fractures, carbon-fibre 
cracking, and delamination were found to be the main modes of damage. The delamination observed at the 
interfaces of specific multidirectional plies of the composite material and the delamination at the metal-
composite interfaces were the critical damage modes of the FMLs. The proposed FEM, including its user-
developed failure criteria and cohesive zone, can be used to further examine the influence of various parameters 
describing FMLs and other adhesive-bonded materials in an effective and reliable manner. 
 
Jia-Qi Yang, TianQiao Liu and Peng Feng (Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 
China), “Enhancing flange local buckling strength of pultruded GFRP open-section beams”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112313, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112313 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the use of pultruded GFRP web stiffeners to enhance the flange local buckling 
behavior of pultruded GFRP open-section beams was proposed and demonstrated through a numerical study. 
The buckling strength of the GFRP I-beam was successfully increased by up to 207% via this approach. The 
influences of the stiffener geometry and spacing were investigated. The buckling strength of the GFRP I-beam 
increased as the stiffener width increased and the stiffener spacing decreased. Epoxy adhesive was found to 
provide a sufficient bonding effect between the web stiffeners and the beams. In addition, a design approach 
was proposed to predict the increased buckling strength of GFRP I-beams strengthened with web stiffeners. A 
comparison with finite element analysis and experimental results showed that the design equation was able to 
provide uniformly conservative predictions. Additionally, practical design suggestions were provided to ensure 
the best performance of the web stiffeners. The strengthening approach addressed in this work could potentially 
permit a longer span of GFRP profiles and a wider application of GFRP structures. 
 
Sh. Reaei, A. Tarkashvand and R. Talebitooti (Noise and Vibration Control Research Laboratory, Sch. of 
Mechanical Eng., Iran Univ. of Sci. and Tech., Tehran 16844, Iran), “Applying a functionally graded 
viscoelastic model on acoustic wave transmission through the polymeric foam cylindrical shell”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112261, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112261 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an analytical solution for calculating sound transmission loss through a 
circular cylindrical shell made of polymeric foam. The intended cylinder is excited by an acoustic plane wave. 
The equations of motion for the cylindrical shell are derived by the first-order shear deformation. Besides, the 
polymeric foam is characterized using functionally graded Zener model in which the mechanical properties are 
varying continuously in the thickness direction as well as considering the frequency-dependent parameters. Due 
to the lack of study on the vibro-acoustic behavior of the viscoelastic graded materials, the results are compared 
with those of some researchers in the literature of elastic materials, and excellent concurrences are observed. 
Next, the effects of geometrical and material characteristics on the transmission loss factor are investigated. The 
influence of various power-law index illustrates that by reducing this parameter, the sound transmission loss 
through the shell is extensively increased. Finally, a comparison is performed along with four models of the 
cylindrical shells with the same weights including functionally graded viscoelastic, functionally graded, 



viscoelastic and elastic materials. As a key result, it can be explored that the sound transmission loss in a 
functionally graded viscoelastic shell is more enhanced than the other cylinders. 
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“Flax fabric-reinforced epoxy pipes subjected to lateral compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 
112307, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112307 
ABSTRACT: Application of flax fibre as reinforcement in polymer composites used in the construction and 
manufacturing industries is a step towards achieving more sustainable construction practices. Flax fabric-
reinforced epoxy (FFRE) was used to manufacture forty-two pipes with a variety of internal diameters and flax 
fabric layers, all with a length-to-internal diameter ratio of 1.5:1. Lateral compression loading was performed on 
the FFRE pipes to establish the effect of internal diameter and number of fabric layers on the strength, energy 
absorption capability, strains, and failure mechanism. When compared to previously reported test results for 
pipes manufactured from different natural fibre composites, the FFRE pipes manufactured in this study and 
subjected to lateral compression showed higher strength, flexibility, and specific energy absorbed while 
demonstrating comparable strength, specific strength, and specific energy absorbed with synthetic and hybrid 
fibre composite pipes. 
 
Helio Matos, Shyamal Kishore, Christopher Salazar and Arun Shukla (University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 
02881, United States), “Buckling, vibration, and energy solutions for underwater composite cylinders”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112282, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112282 
ABSTRACT: This study presents closed-form solutions for the critical buckling pressures and characteristic 
frequencies of underwater composite cylinders. The analytical solutions were derived using the full stiffness 
definitions from composite laminate theory, making them suitable for symmetric, asymmetric, hybrid, and/or 
double-shell (sandwich) cylindrical composite structures. These closed-form solutions were developed for 
critical buckling pressures in a hydrostatic environment as well as for critical buckling energy in a dynamic 
environment with combined hydrostatic and transient loads. Also, the characteristic frequencies were derived 
for a submerged and pressurized environment to account for added fluid mass and hydrostatic pressures. 
Computational and experimental data were used to validate the derived analytical work. The resulting solutions 
for critical buckling pressures agreed with numerical and experimental results for single-shell cylindrical 
structures. Moreover, for double-shell cylindrical structures with foam cores (sandwich structures), the collapse 
pressure is shown to be proportional to the core’s transverse shear modulus. The solutions were suitable for 
predicting the collapse pressure for sandwich structures with relatively low-density cores. Lastly, solutions for 
estimating the energy emitted during an implosion event and the energy required for buckling in sub-critical 
pressure environments were also derived and validated with the experimental data. 
 
Marco Amabili (1) and J.N. Reddy (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 817 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal H3A 
0C3, Canada 
(2) J. Mike Walker ‘66 Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 
77843-3123, USA 
“The nonlinear, third-order thickness and shear deformation theory for statics and dynamics of laminated 
composite shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112265, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112265 
ABSTRACT: The present study introduces a rigorous higher-order polynomial in the thickness coordinate to 
develop a theory with thickness and shear deformations for doubly curved, laminated composite shells. In this 
theory, the nonlinear terms in all the kinematic parameters are kept. By applying the conditions of zero 
transverse normal and shear stresses at the top and bottom surfaces of shells, a third-order thickness and shear 
deformation theory with six kinematic parameters is derived. This is a particularly interesting result since the 
developed theory presents a single additional parameter to describe the thickness deformation with respect to 
the popular Reddy’s third-order shear deformation theory, which has five parameters. The accuracy of the 
proposed six-parameter theory is tested for static and dynamic benchmark cases. Results are also very 



satisfactorily compared to those obtained with a more sophisticated and computationally onerous nine-
parameter theory. The considered cases are isotropic and cross-ply laminated circular cylindrical shells under 
radial forces and pressure, and nonlinear forced vibrations of a cross-ply laminated shell under harmonic radial 
excitation. 
 
Mahdi Karimi (1), Korosh Khorshidi (1), Rossana Dimitri (2) and Francesco Tornabene (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Arak University, Arak 38156-88349, Iran 
(2) Department of Innovation Engineering, Università del Salento, 73100 Lecce, Italy 
“Size-dependent hydroelastic vibration of FG microplates partially in contact with a fluid”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112320, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112320 
ABSTRACT: This work focuses on the hydroelastic vibration of vertical functionally graded (FG) microplates 
partially in contact with a fluid. The nonlocal Lam strain gradient theory is here proposed to include small-scale 
effects, with the introduction of three higher-order material constants within the formulation. This non-classical 
model would revert to the modified couple stress theory (MCST) or the classical continuum model (CCM) for a 
vanishing value of two or three length scale parameters, respectively. A fifth-order shear deformation theory is 
employed to capture the transverse shear stresses and rotary inertia effects. An ideal fluid is also assumed to 
simplify the dynamic problem, where the continuity equation is enforced to determine the fluid velocity 
potential associated with bulging and sloshing modes. Once the kinetic and potential energy are calculated for 
the both of structure and interacting fluid, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is employed to determine the wet 
frequencies of the system. After a preliminary validation of the proposed model, a systematic investigation is 
performed to check effects of different mechanical and/or geometrical parameters on the vibrational 
characteristics of the microplate, namely, the small-scale parameters, the aspect ratio, the thickness ratio and the 
fluid dimensions contacting with the microstructure. 
 
M. Yaqoob Yasin, Hasan M. Khalid and M. Shariq Beg (Smart Structures Lab, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Z. H. College of Engineering & Technology, AMU, Aligarh 202002, India), “Exact solution 
considering layerwise mechanics for laminated composite and sandwich curved beams of deep curvatures”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112258, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112258 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a third-order efficient layerwise theory (ELWT) has been developed for laminated 
composite and sandwich curved beams of deep curvatures. The circumferential displacement is assumed to have 
global third-order variation in thickness (radial) coordinate with a linear layerwise variation. The number of 
independent variables is reduced to 3 by imposing the continuity of displacement and transverse shear stress at 
interfaces and shear free conditions on the outer and inner surfaces. Equations of the motion are derived using 
Hamilton’s principle. Navier type analytical solution is obtained for simply supported ends. Results for static 
deflection, stresses, and natural frequencies are presented for laminated composites and sandwich curved beams 
of different radii of curvature and thicknesses. The importance of inclusion of the deepness terms (1 + z/R) in 
the formulation for the static and free vibration responses are discussed by comparing with the exact 2D 
elasticity solution. It is shown that the results predicted by the present ELWT are more accurate than equivalent 
single layer theories having same number of variables. For sandwich curved beams, the predictions of third-
order theory (TOT) are extremely poor in comparison with ELWT. The results presented in the paper will be 
useful for assessing the accuracy of other simplified 1D theories. 
 
E. Ansari (1), A.R. Setoodeh (1) and T. Rabczuk (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Shiraz University of Technology, Shiraz 71555, Iran 
(2) Institute of Structural Mechanics, Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, Marienstrasse 15, 99423 Weimar, Germany 
“Isogeometric-stepwise vibrational behavior of rotating functionally graded blades with variable thickness at an 
arbitrary stagger angle subjected to thermal environment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112281, 15 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112281 
ABSTRACT: A systematically stepwise analysis (SSA) is presented for the free vibration analysis of rotating 
functionally graded (FG) turbo-machinery blades with linear and non-linear variable thickness operating in 
thermal environment. The governing equations are extracted by deployment of principle of the virtual work and 
Hamilton’s principle in the context of first-order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT) and the two-
dimensional kinematics of the rotating blades. The nonlinear terms of the strain tensor are taking into account to 
insert the resulted stresses obtained from a pseudo-static analysis. Also, the inertia and Coriolis forces are 



included in the second step of the vibrational analysis. Eventually, the isogeometric analysis (IGA) as a 
powerful numerical approach is employed to discretize the resulted governing equations. To exhibit the 
reliability and efficacy of the IGA, a comprehensive comparative study on the predicted natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of the FG blades is performed compared with the available solutions in published literatures as 
well as finite element analysis using ANSYS. In order to assist scientists and engineers during the design, the 
complicated frequency loci veering behavior and the associated mode shifting phenomena are investigated with 
precisely predicting the coupling between the in-plane, out of plane and torsional vibration. 
 
Sheng Xiang, Bin Cheng and Soheila Kookalani (Department of Civil Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Shanghai 200240, China), “An analytic solution for form finding of GFRP elastic gridshells during 
lifting construction”, Composite Structures, Vol. 244 Article 112290, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112290 
ABSTRACT: The GFRP elastic gridshell is a type of spatial structure composed of long continuous hollow 
GFRP members and has been used in large-span roof structures. The elastic gridshell achieves its shape as the 
result of elastic deformations during the construction process of lifting or pushing. The shape-forming 
mechanism of such structures is very complicated due to significant geometric non-linearity. This research aims 
to propose analytic formulations to estimate the structural features of the GFRP elastic gridshell under lifting 
construction. An analytical theory, considering the large geometric deformations, is first presented for analyzing 
single lifted member. Based on the given theory and an iteration process, a form-finding method is further 
proposed for predicting the deformation, nodal forces and bending moment of biaxial symmetrical GFRP elastic 
gridshells during the lifting construction. The form-finding method is realized on the Matlab platform and a 
case study is carried out. Finite element analysis is further conducted to validate the accuracy and practicability 
of the proposed method. Results show that, the analytic theory is highly accurate for the analysis of lifted 
members, and the proposed form-finding method is applicable in predicting the structural behaviors of GFRP 
elastic gridshells for which the lifting construction is adopted. 
 
Khaled Djama, Laurent Michel, Emmanuel Ferrier and Aron Gabor, “Numerical modelling of a truss core 
sandwich panel: Influence of the connectors’ geometry and mechanical parameters on the mechanical 
response”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112335, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112335 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the mechanical behaviour of a truss core glass-fibre reinforced polymer sandwich 
panel was analysed with an emphasis on the influence of the truss core geometry on the overall behaviour of the 
sandwich panel. First, the mechanical parameters of the sandwich components (skins and connectors) were 
experimentally determined, and compression, shear, and three-point bending tests were conducted to assess the 
main mechanical parameters of the specimens. Then, the analysed behaviours were modelled with finite 
elements using the Hashin model to predict the failure of the specimens. The model response was validated via 
comparisons with the experimental data. Finally, the influence of the geometrical and mechanical parameters of 
the truss core was studied by varying the elastic modulus, slope, diameter, and area density of the connectors. 
The modelling of connectors with truss elements and the effects of transversal connectors are also discussed. 
 
Armagan Karamanli and Metin Aydogdu, “Bifurcation buckling conditions of FGM plates with different 
boundaries”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112325, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112325 
ABSTRACT: This study is dedicated to understand the possibility of bending before the bifurcation buckling of 
the functionally graded (FG) plate which has the unsymmetrical material property distribution according to the 
its midplane. Based on the midplane formulation, the dimensionless critical buckling loads (DCBLs) of FG 
plates are computed by using a finite element method and shear and normal deformable plate theory for nine 
different boundary conditions (CCCC, CCCS, SCSC, SSSC, SSSS, CSCF, SCSF, SSSF and SFSF). And then, 
the FG plate is subjected to in-plane loads which are less than the associated DCBLs to observe the possibility 
of bending before buckling. It is found that the bifurcation buckling can only be obtained for CCCC, SCSC and 
SSSC BCs. The bifurcation buckling is impossible for other boundary conditions. For the FG plates having 
unsymmetrical design, the DCBLs are numerically calculated based on the neutral surface approach as well. It 
is noteworthy that the true bifurcation buckling can only be observed by using the neutral surface formulation. 



The transverse deflection due to the bending is quite pronounced especially for the plates with free edge. Since 
in-plane load is applied to the free edge, the transverse deflection is inevitable for the FG plates. 
 
Oludare E. Oluwabusi and Elias A. Toubia, “Effect of central circular cut-out and low velocity impact damage 
on shear buckling and post-buckling of composite laminated plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 
112304, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112304 
ABSTRACT: The effect of circular cut-out and low velocity impact damage on shear buckling and post-
buckling performances of composite plates was investigated experimentally and numerically. Numerical 
solution for the buckling problem was obtained using an approximate Ritz method. Experiments were carried 
out for shear loaded pristine and damaged specimens, with a comparison of out of plane displacements, strain 
field, failure modes and mechanisms. For the two different thicknesses tested namely thin and thick laminates, 
experimental results showed a decrease of 25% and 27% in the post-buckling load for impact damage and 
center circular cut-out, respectively for the thin laminate. Whereas no significant reduction was detected for the 
thick laminate. A good correlation between numerical and experimental results were shown in the results. 
 
J.C. Monge and J.L. Mantari, “Exact solution of thermo-mechanical analysis of laminated composite and 
sandwich doubly-curved shell”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112323, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112323 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an exact solution for doubly-curved shells subjected to thermal loads. The 
solution is based on equilibrium equations. The through-the-thickness shell temperature is calculated using the 
Fourier’s heat conduction equation. The governing equations for displacement and temperature are solved using 
Navier method, which is valid for shell panels with constant curvature and simply-supported edges. The 
governing equations for temperature and displacements are in term of the thickness variable and they are solved 
using the differential quadrature method (DQM). The structures are discretized by each layer applying the 
Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid distribution. Lagrange interpolation polynomials are used as basis functions. 
The inter-laminar continuity of transverse stresses and displacements is imposed. The out-of-plane zero-stresses 
condition are imposed at the top and bottom of the shell since no mechanical loadings are considered in the 
presented study. The results for spherical, cylindrical and rectangular plates are presented. The results 
demonstrate the capability of DQM to produce 3D elasticity when compared with other highly accurate 
available solutions. Consequently, the method can be used to solve multifield problems in continuum 
mechanics. 
 
Xudong Yang, Tao An, Ziqing Wu, Tianchun Zou, Haipeng Song,  Junwei Sha, Chunnian He and Naiqin Zhao, 
“Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112357, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112357 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, two types of the foam-filled tubes (FFTs), including O-FFTs and T6-FFTs, were 
prepared by directly inserting Al foams (AFs) into 6061-O Al alloy empty tubes (O-ETs) and 6061-T6 Al alloy 
empty tubes (T6-ETs), respectively. Quasi-static compression tests of studied specimens were carried out using 
an environmental chamber under the temperatures ranging from 25 °C to 250 °C. The results show that the 
mechanical properties of FFTs decrease with temperature increasing. The T6-FFTs show better energy 
absorption capacities while the deformation modes are less stable than the O-FFTs. The T6-ETs and T6-FFTs 
change the deformation mode when the temperature is higher than 150 °C. Both of the number of defects and 
the lengths of cracks decrease for the T6-FFTs with the increment of temperature. A couple of criteria are 
proposed to effectively describe and predict the deformation mode of FFTs under quasi-static compression. 
 
Alberto Milazzo, “Mixed finite elements for nonlocal elastic multilayered composite plate refined theories”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112291, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112291 
ABSTRACT: A novel mixed finite element formulation for the layerwise analysis of nonlocal multilayered 
composite plates is presented. The finite elements are formulated starting from the weak form of a set of 
governing equations for the laminate layers that were deduced via the Reissner Mixed Variational Theorem. 
The primary variables, namely displacements and out-of-plane stresses, are expressed at layer level as through-



the-thickness expansions of suitable selected functions with coefficients approximated by the finite element 
scheme. The through-the-thickness expansion order is considered as a free parameter. This way, finite elements 
for different refined higher order plate theories can be systematically developed by assembling the layers 
contributions associated with the variable expansion terms. These contributions are called fundamental nuclei 
and their definition is formally unique whatever the considered expansion order. The obtained finite elements 
inherently ensure stresses and displacements continuity at the layer interfaces and they allow to associate 
different values of the nonlocal parameter to the laminate layers. Standard 9-node and 16-node isoparametric, 
quadrilateral finite elements have been implemented to verify the viability of the proposed formulation. The 
obtained results compare favourably with literature solutions and highlight the characteristics of the approach. 
Original results are proposed also to serve as benchmarking data. 
 
I. Papa, P. Russo, A. Astarita, A. Viscusi, A.S. Penna, L. Carinno and V. Lopresto, “Impact behaviour of a 
novel composite structure made of a polymer reinforced composite with a 3D printed metallic coating”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112346, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112346 
ABSTRACT: The low-velocity impact behaviour of novel composite structures, made of a polymer matrix 
composite with a superficial 3D printed metallic layer, was studied. The metallic layer was produced through 
cold spray deposition which is a relatively new additive coating technique allowing for the deposition of 
metallic coatings on thermal-sensitive substrates, such as the polymeric materials. Micron-sized aluminium 
particles were used to metallise the surface of basalt-nylon 6 (PA6) laminates manufactured by the compression 
moulding technique. Three different energy levels (10 J, 20 J, 30 J) were set for the impact tests. The results 
obtained pointed out the beneficial contributions of the metallic coating on the energy absorbing modes of the 
polymeric substrates; the positive effects on the damage mechanisms as well as the crack propagation were 
detected by plastic deformation analyses and ultrasonic damage controls. 
 
M. Shariyat and M. Jahangiri, “Nonlinear impact and damping investigations of viscoporoelastic functionally 
graded plates with in-plane diffusion and partial supports”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112345, 1 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112345 
ABSTRACT: Fluid seepage and viscoelasticity play important roles in the dissipation of the undesired vibration 
and impact energies of the poroelastic structures. In the present article, the impact behavior of viscoporoelastic 
functionally graded plates with bending-induced fluid-flow is analyzed, for the first time. Moreover, the effects 
of partial support are investigated. Biot’s poroelasticity and Zener’s viscoelasticity models are combined, for the 
first time and then, the governing equations of the impact of the plate are derived based on the non-linear Hertz 
law. The nonlinear finite element form of the governing integrodifferential equations of the solid skeleton and 
the fluid pressure is obtained based on Galerkin’s method and solved using a special accumulation-based time-
marching procedure. Treating the adopted quadratic through-thickness distribution of the fluid pressure is 
another superiority of the present research. The second-order Runge-Kutta numerical time-integration, 
trapezoidal discretization, and Picard’s iterative updating techniques are employed to deal with the time-
dependency of the resulting equations. The effects of the poroelastic, viscoelastic, and support parameters on 
the time variations of the contact force, indentation, lateral deflection, and pore pressure moment are 
investigated. Results reveal that the viscoporoelastic plates may exhibit some behaviors that are in contradiction 
to those of the traditional plates. 
 
P. Wysmulski and H. Debski, “Post-buckling and limit states of composite channel-section profiles under 
eccentric compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112356, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112356 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents results of study investigating the post-buckling and limit states of compressed 
thin-walled composite channel-section profiles. Both experimental and numerical methods were used. The 
primary objective of experiments was to determine the post-buckling characteristics of real structures subjected 
to compression over the full range of loading until final failure. The experiments involved axial and non-axial 
compression of the C-profiles with different stacking sequences of plies, fabricated by autoclaving. The effects 
of eccentric load and ply stacking sequence on the non-linear stability and load-carrying capacity of the 



compressed structures were investigated. Numerical analysis was performed by the finite element method and it 
involved solving the problem of non-linear stability of the compressed thin-walled structures. The purpose of 
the analysis was to develop experimentally verified numerical models enabling the description of the structure's 
behaviour in the post-buckling range, including the moment of load-carrying capacity loss. A progressive 
damage model was used to assess the extent of damage in the composite material. The nonlinear calculations 
were made by the Newton-Raphson method using the commercial simulation software ABAQUS. 
 
X.Q. Zhou, S.Q. Zhang and W.W. Lin, “Sound radiation characteristics analysis for the honeycomb reinforced 
laminated structures with viscoelastic material fillers through the asymptotic homogenous method”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112266, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112266 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the sound radiation characteristics of the laminated structures reinforced by 
honeycomb and composed by viscoelastic material was investigated. Temperature- and frequency-dependent 
behaviors of the viscoelastic material were considered in this analysis, those parameters affected the dynamics 
effective properties of the composite structure. After the dynamic equivalent effective stiffness and the dynamic 
deformation of the structure are determined according to the homogenous asymptotic method, the sound 
radiation behaviors of the structures in fields of frequency and temperature are achieved. Consequently, the 
sound radiation characteristic, such as the sound pressure in far-field and the sound radiation efficiency that 
influenced by the geometry dimensions of the honeycomb structure was examined. Finally, the study is 
validated by the degeneration method with a degeneration mathematical model that performed in the published 
literature. 
 
Shunfeng Li, Xiao Guo, Qing Li and Guangyong Sun, “On lateral crashworthiness of aluminum/composite 
hybrid structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112334, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112334 
ABSTRACT: To improve the lightweight and crashworthiness in vehicular engineering, there has been growing 
interests in metal/composite hybrid configuration, which is relatively newer than traditional metallic or 
composite structures. It is of vital importance to understand lateral crushing behaviors of hybrid system to gain 
maximum benefits from the structural configuration. In this present study, quasi-static lateral compression tests 
were carried out experimentally to investigate the transverse failure modes and crashworthiness characteristics 
of four different circular hybrid tubes made of either aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) or 
aluminum/glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP) materials. From the experiments, it is found that the load 
carrying capacity of the aluminum/composite hybrid tubes with an inner composite tube was substantially 
higher than that of hybrid tubes with an outer composite counterpart. This is due to the fact that more significant 
delamination was initiated and propagated around the inner composite tube under transverse loading, which 
improved its lateral crushing characteristics. The interactive effects between single aluminum tube and single 
composite (CFRP or GFRP) tube was also investigated; and it is found that the specific energy absorption 
(SEA) of hybrid tube AL-T2-CF-P8 (2.41 J/g) and AL-T2-GF-P8 (2.27 J/g) were 58% and 47% higher than 
the sum of single aluminum tube and single composite tube alone, respectively. Based upon the experimental 
results, the finite element (FE) models were developed and validated to further explore the effects of hybrid 
ratios (i.e. aluminum vs. CFRP/GFRP of 4:0, 3:1, 2:2, 1:3 and 0:4) and stacking sequence on lateral 
crashworthiness. It is found that the aluminum thickness of a higher-ratio configuration can largely improve the 
load carrying and energy absorption capacities under lateral compression. For the six different stacking 
sequences considered here, the hybrid tubes with a symmetrical configurations [CF-P4-AL-T1]s and [GF-P4-
AL-T1]s are of the best crashworthiness performance with the highest SEA of 3.43 J/g and 3.29 J/g, 
respectively. This study provides thorough understanding of the aluminum/composite hybrid tube subject to 
transverse crushing load, and would be of considerable implication to vehicular applications. 
 
Weiping Li and Hong Nie, “Predicting post-impact compression strength of composite structures using the 
inverse method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112348, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112348 
ABSTRACT: The application of carbon fiber-reinforced laminated composites is restricted due to the dramatic 
decrease of compression strength after impact, which can reach 70% at most. So far, there is no method of 



predicting the post-impact material performance that has been widely accepted by researchers, aircraft 
manufactures and aviation safety administrations. Recently, an inverse method was proposed for post-impact 
strength prediction by modeling impact damage as a soft inclusion with apparent material properties from 
experiment. This study aims to explore the inverse method in compression-after-impact (CAI) strength 
prediction of aircraft structures. First, a model and computer program to implement the validation of the inverse 
method was developed to determine the damage area properties. Then, experiments were conducted with the 
help of digital image correlation technology and the optimization program to measure the displacement field 
around damage zones and calculate the apparent material properties. Finally, a strategy of predicting post-
impact compression strength of laminated composites was proposed based on the investigation of the 
compression properties of T700/M21. 
 
F. Moleiro, J.F.A. Madeira, E. Carrera and J.N. Reddy, “Design optimization of functionally graded plates 
under thermo-mechanical loadings to minimize stress, deformation and mass”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 
Article 112360, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112360 
ABSTRACT: This work addresses the multiobjective design optimization of metal-ceramic functionally graded 
(FG) plates, which are composed of a main functionally graded material (FGM) layer and may include metal 
and/or ceramic faces, under thermo-mechanical loadings. The design variables are the thickness of the FGM 
layer, the index of its power-law distribution of metal-ceramic volume fractions, and if included, the thickness 
of the metal and/or ceramic faces. The three objectives focus on mass, maximum transverse displacement and 
maximum value of the Tsai-Hill failure criteria to measure the stress field, aiming to minimize all together. 
Both thermal and mechanical problems are solved simultaneously using a layerwise mixed model based on 
least-squares formulation with multi-field independent variables, namely, displacements, temperature, 
transverse stresses, transverse heat flux, in-plane strains and in-plane components of the thermal gradient. The 
FGM layer z-continuous effective properties are fully described via high-order z-expansions, similarly to finite 
element approximations. The multiobjective optimization problem is solved by Direct MultiSearch (DMS) 
derivative-free method, which uses the notion of Pareto dominance to retain a list of feasible non-dominated 
solutions. Numerical results provide optimal designs of FG plates under thermo-mechanical loadings, exploring 
distinct metal-ceramic constituent materials and different side-to-thickness ratios, including three-dimensional 
approximate solutions for validation. 
 
Quang Huan Nguyen, Lieu B. Nguyen, Hoang B. Nguyen and H. Nguyen-Xuan, “A three-variable high order 
shear deformation theory for isogeometric free vibration, buckling and instability analysis of FG porous plates 
reinforced by graphene platelets”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112321, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112321 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a three-variable high order shear deformation plate theory (THSDT) for free 
vibration, buckling and instability analysis of functionally graded porous (FGP) plates reinforced by graphene 
platelets (GPLs). The underlying approach only uses three primal variables in the same way as numerically 
solving three-dimensional (3D) solids. It fulfills the classical plate theory (CPT), the first-order shear 
deformation theory (FSDT) and the higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT). THSDT has only three 
variables like CPT but unlike CPT, it takes into account the shear effect without requiring a shear correction 
factor. It gives a significant advantage in numerical computational aspects such as reducing the computational 
cost of plate problems using isogeometric analysis (IGA). This new form of the displacement field requires the 
high continuity with Ck where k gte 3 approximately. IGA can be prioritized as the best candidate for discrete 
approximations with the arbitrary smoothness of high-order derivatives in a differential weak form of 
asymmetric fourth order. Numerical validations are given for free vibration, buckling and instability of FGP-
GPL plates in order to prove the reliability and accuracy of present method. 
 
P.N.B. Reis, M.P. Silva, P. Santos, J.M. Parente, S. Valvez and A. Bezazi, “Mechanical performance of an 
optimized cork agglomerate core-glass fibre sandwich panel”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112375, 1 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112375 
ABSTRACT: The experiments performed were oriented to produce and characterize a sandwich panel with an 
optimized composition of cork granules, obtained from industrial by-products, and a green epoxy resin. Static 



bending tests were performed to characterize the mechanical strength and its viscoelastic response. Stress 
relaxation tests evidence a decrease of the stress over the time and the experimental data can be fitted by 
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) model successfully. In terms of creep, the displacement increases and 
while the KWW model is preferable to the Findley model for short-term predictions, the opposite trend occurs 
for long-term predictions. Fatigue life was also investigated, where the damage mechanisms that govern the 
fatigue strength, as well as the residual mechanical properties, were characterized. Small cracks were observed 
under the pin load contact region, between skin and core, which grow around the cork grains and follow the 
direction of middle plane toward the tips of the specimen. 
 
Liwei Wu, Wei Wang, Qian Jiang, Jia-Horng Lin and Youhong Tang, “Illustrating hybrid effect and damage 
evolution of carbon/aramid braided composite under low-velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 
Article 112372, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112372 
ABSTRACT: This study illustrates the hybrid effect and damage evolution of carbon/aramid braided 
composites under low-velocity impact, using a finite element model (FEM) of a complete braided structure. The 
model was established based on a real three dimensional (3D), five directional (5d) braided structure by taking 
the interior, surface, corner braided and axial yarns into consideration. Constitutive material modeling and 
failure criteria were introduced into the model. The degree of damage was determined by comparing the 
volumes of units removed on failure. Three hybrid structure types were adopted to investigate the relationships 
between stress distribution and damage evolution. The results showed that the impact response and failure 
morphology were significantly dependent on hybrid effects under different low-velocity impacts. The impact 
response curves of hybrid structures showed obvious toughness characteristics. The addition of aramid fiber as 
an axial yarn could prolong the overall impact response time and reduce failures. Moreover, the hybrid effect 
strongly influenced the stress distribution and damage evolution in different circumstances. Hybrid structures 
led to a large stress distribution area and a low stress level, which could reduce the material failure caused by 
stress concentration. This work provides a sound method for designing hybrid structures and expanding the 
application potential of 3D braided composites. 
 
Ahmed F. Radwan and Mohammed Sobhy, “Transient instability analysis of viscoelastic sandwich CNTs-
reinforced microplates exposed to 2D magnetic field and hygrothermal conditions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
245 Article 112349, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112349 
ABSTRACT: Transient size-dependent mechanical and thermal buckling analyses of sandwich microplates 
with viscoelastic core and single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-reinforced face sheets are introduced in this 
paper. The CNTs are uniformly distributed or functionally graded (FG) through the thickness of the face layers. 
The viscoelastic sandwich microplate is resting on three-parameter viscoelastic foundations that modeled 
according to the viscoelastic Kelvin-Voigt model with a shear layer. Effects of a 2D magnetic field as well as 
hygrothermal conditions on the present analyses are studied. The modified couple stress model containing one 
material length scale parameter is employed to capture the small scale effect. A body force (Lorentz force) is 
deduced from Maxwell’s magnetic equations, that is applied to each particle of the structure. The higher-order 
shear deformation plate theory with four unknowns is utilized to describe the displacement field. The stability 
equations are obtained using the principle of virtual displacement. By applying Navier method, the stability 
equations are solved to obtain the mechanical and thermal buckling of viscoelastic sandwich microplates. 
Various numerical examples are presented including the effects of the length scale parameter, moisture 
concentration, magnetic field parameter and other parameters on the buckling of the viscoelastic FGCNTs-
reinforced sandwich microplates. 
 
P. Rozylo and H. Debski, “Effect of eccentric loading on the stability and load-carrying capacity of thin-walled 
composite profiles with top-hat section”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 112388, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112388 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the influence of eccentric compressive load on the buckling, post-buckling 
and load-carrying capacity of thin-walled top-hat section composite columns. The columns were made of a 
CFRP composite material with a symmetrical arrangement of the layers by the autoclave technique. The scope 
of the presented study involved performing experimental tests on actual profiles as well as numerical 



calculations using the FEM analysis in ABAQUS® software. The experimental tests were carried out in the full 
range of loading, until the structure’s failure (post-buckling equilibrium paths and acoustic emission signals 
were measured). Regarding to FEM analysis, a nonlinear calculations using Newton-Raphson method were 
made. The damage initiation of the composite material was estimated based on Hashin’s theory, whereas 
damage evolution was described by the energy criterion (progressive failure analysis were used). The numerical 
results of eccentric compressive load on buckling and load-carrying capacity of composite columns were in 
good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
M. Filippi, D. Giusa, A. Pagani, E. Zappino and E. Carrera, “Assessment of classical, advanced, and layer-wise 
theories for the vibration of rotating composite anisotropic blades”, Composite Structures, Vol. 245 Article 
112315, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112315 
ABSTRACT: The present paper aims at studying composite cambered structures, tracking the seminar work 
“Rotating Blade Vibration Analysis Using Shells” presented by Leissa in Journal of Engineering for Power, in 
1982, devoted to homogeneous metallic blades. A refined unidimensional (1D) formulation is here implemented 
to overcome the limitations of classical beam theories. With an appropriate choice of cross-sectional 
expansions, it is possible to make the 1D model suitable for analyzing shallow blades. This approach enables 
one to generate both layerwise (LW) and equivalent single layer (ESL) descriptions of the problem unknowns. 
Furthermore, it is possible to implement classic theories as special cases. Natural frequencies are determined for 
isotropic and composite blades, showing the effects of changing the fiber lamination angle of symmetric and 
unsymmetric configurations. Besides, this study investigates the effects of thickness and rotational speed over 
the structure. Significant differences between classic and high-order theories are found, concerning the accuracy 
and the computational costs. The causes of these differences are discussed, and the results can be used as a 
benchmark for future studies. 
 
Cunxian Wang, Tengfei Ren, Yinggang Miao, Tao Suo, Zhongbin Tang and Yulong Li, “High-velocity impact 
response of CFRP panels reinforced with stiffeners”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112392, 15 August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112392 
ABSTRACT: With a goal of reducing the weight of fan blade containment system for jet engine, the high-
velocity impact response of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) panels reinforced with stiffeners were 
tested and analyzed. Ballistic impact tests on stiffened panels have been carried out with cylindrical Ti-6Al-4V 
projectiles at different velocities (210 m/s, 70 m/s and 90 m/s). Results showed there was a significant influence 
observed due to different impact velocities on the response of the panel skin and the stiffener, and the middle 
stiffener played an important role in impact energy absorption. Numerical simulations were conducted to 
provide further insight into the target response by employing a user subroutine VUMAT with revised Hou 
criteria in commercial finite element (FE) software ABAQUS. The stiffened CFRP panel was found to possess 
a 14% higher critical penetrating velocity than the CFRP laminated plates with same mass by using validated 
FE models. Combining with detailed discussion of high-velocity penetration process, the energy absorption 
mechanism of the stiffened panel under high-velocity impact was analyzed, indicating that the improvement on 
high-velocity impact response is due indirectly to structural alteration induced better energy absorption by less 
punch-shear laminate breakage and more fiber tensile failure. 
 
A. Algmuni, F. Xi and H. Alighanbari, “Design and analysis of a grid patch multi-stable composite”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112378, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112378 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effect of stacking sequences on the number of stable configurations for multi-
patch composite panel is studied. The model is designed by connecting a number of bi-stable composite patches 
in a grid. The total strain energy equation with a fourth order shape function including variations of the 
curvatures is applied in conjunction with a Rayleigh-Ritz technique for fast predication of stable shapes. A 
square panel model consisting of four connected patches of asymmetrical laminate is designed with 0° and 90° 
ply's angle, and then the model is extended by a mix of symmetric and asymmetric laminates. The stable shapes 
of model are validated using both FE predictions and experimental tests, and the results show quite good 
agreements in the stable configurations. Each case of panels exhibits two or more distinct stable configurations, 
which are mainly dependent on distribution of stacking sequences on surface. These stable configurations are 



interesting shapes that may be used to create a large multi-stable surface as useful device in a morphing skin 
application. This work could be used as a guideline for design of a large multi-patch morphing skin for highly 
degree of stability. 
 
Naresh Reddy Kolanu, Gangadharan Raju and Ramji M, “Post-buckling failure studies on quasi-isotropic CFRP 
panels under positive and negative in-plane shear loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112379, 15 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112379 
ABSTRACT: The shear buckling performance of a flat laminated composite structure depends on various 
factors like the nature of the applied load, lamina orthotropy, stacking sequence and the support boundary 
conditions. The emphasis of the current work is to decipher the effect of the direction of applied shear on the 
post-buckling response and failure of a quasi-isotropic carbon CFRP panel. A comprehensive experimental test 
campaign involving 3D-digital image correlation (DIC), acoustic emission (AE) and strain gaging techniques 
are used to capture the post-buckling deformation and the associated failure mechanisms in the CFRP test 
panels under positive and negative shear load. Further, a generic finite element based progressive damage 
model involving 3D Hashin’s failure criteria in conjunction with the cohesive zone model is developed in 
Abaqus software for simulating the intra and inter-laminar damages in the quasi-isotropic laminate and later 
compared with the experimental results. The effect of positive and negative shear on the post-buckling response 
and the associated damage modes are investigated in detail. The outcome of the current investigations reveals 
that the direction of the shear load has a definite impact on the post-buckling response and failure behavior of 
the CFRP test panels. 
 
Ke Xie, Yuewu Wang, Hongpan Niu and Hongyong Chen, “Large-amplitude nonlinear free vibrations of 
functionally graded plates with porous imperfection: A novel approach based on energy balance method”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112367, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112367 
ABSTRACT: A novel approach, based on energy balance method, to deal with the large-amplitude nonlinear 
free vibration problem of the rectangular porous functionally graded plates is presented in this paper. Both even 
and uneven porosity distributions are considered. The governing equations of the plates are established via von 
Kármán theory and Lagrange equation. A new deformation assumption for the vibration problem of plates is 
proposed. This deformation assumption allows a quadratic relationship between the in-plane and out-plane 
displacements, thus is more advantageous than the conventional one to describe the displacement field of the 
plate during the vibration period. The nonlinear frequency of the plate is obtained by adopting the energy 
balance method cooperating with the Newton-Raphson iterative method. Numerical examples are provided to 
inspect the influences of the porosity distribution type, porosity volume fraction, geometrical parameters and 
vibration amplitude on the nonlinear free vibration characteristic of the plates. The results indicate that the 
nonlinear-to-linear frequency ratio is less sensitive to the porosity volume fraction than the linear frequency for 
the porous functionally graded plates, and the nonlinear-to-linear frequency ratio of plate with uneven porosity 
distribution is more sensitive to the porosity volume fraction than that with even porosity distribution. 
 
Maria Sakovsky and Paolo Ermanni, “A thin-shell shape adaptable composite metamaterial”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112390, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112390 
ABSTRACT: Mechanical metamaterials undergoing extreme deformations span an ever-increasing design 
space of mechanical performance. However, achieving selective deformability in load-carrying metamaterials 
remains unexplored. Anisotropic thin fiber-reinforced composite shells, which are soft in bending and stiff 
axially, present an attractive option for addressing this challenge but are difficult to realize in practice due to 
fabrication complexity. In this work, an integrated fabrication technique enabling single-step curing of complex 
composite mechanical metamaterials is proposed. By using 3D-printed tooling and silicone spacers, composite 
assemblies can be cured in an autoclave without the need for post-cure bonding of individual shells. The 
technique reduces manufacturing times and eliminates adhesive bonds, which add mass to the structure and can 
be points of failure. The proposed technique is demonstrated on a modified rotating square auxetic metamaterial 
geometry, with fabricated prototypes withstanding up to 60% global tensile strains elastically. The composite 
anisotropy is, moreover, used to control the deformation mechanism in the metamaterial, thereby delaying 



failure of the structure and allowing tunability of elastic properties. This work sets the stage for the use of 
composites as a means of expanding the design space achieved by mechanical metamaterials for shape 
adaptation in lightweight, load-carrying applications. 
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M.D. Demirbas, X. Xu, E. Carrera, H. Yang and R. Augello, “Evaluation of stress distributions in the 
geometrical nonlinear regime of functionally graded structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 
112385, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112385 
ABSTRACT: In this study, stresses distributions in the large deflection field of Functionally Graded (FG) 
structures are investigated. Numerical simulations are carried out using one-dimensional (1D) models 
combining the Finite Element Method (FEM) and Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) to evaluate the three-
dimensional (3D) displacement field over the cross-section, employing Lagrange and Taylor polynomials. 
Then, the geometrical nonlinear relations are solved with the Newton-Raphson linearization and constrained 
with an arc-length method. The nonlinear behavior of cantilever beams undergoing bending and compression 
loading conditions is calculated. The results show the influence of the adopted theory to approximate the 
displacement field over the cross-section on FG beams. According to the results of this study, it is emphasized 
that geometrical nonlinearities should be taken into consideration in the evaluation of stress distributions in FG 
structures. 
 
F. Alkhatib, E. Mahdi and A. Dean, “Crushing response of CFRP and KFRP composite corrugated tubes to 
quasi-static slipping axial loading: Experimental investigation and numerical simulation”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112370, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112370 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the energy absorption capability and crushing behavior of composite corrugated 
tubes have been studied experimentally and numerically under quasi-static axial slipping crushing loading. Five 
corrugations with angles ranging between 35° and 55° with 5° increment have been studied. Two different 
unidirectional fibers have been used; CFRP and KFRP and the corrugated tubes were fabricated by the wet 
filament winding process. Firstly, the corrugated tubes were experimentally tested. The slipping-force-stroke 
curves were obtained and failure modes have been analyzed. Based on the obtained curves, the calculated 
crashworthiness parameters were evaluated and presented. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 
taken to gain further insight into the experimental results. Secondly, LS-DYNA finite element code was used to 
numerically analyze the crushing response of the composite corrugated tubes. Mesh optimization and 
parametric study for the failure modeling parameters of the material model MAT 054 were carried out. The 
simulation results showed very good agreement with the experimental observations. 
 
Changsong Zhu, Xueqian Fang, Jinxi Liu and Guoquan Nie, “Smart control of large amplitude vibration of 
porous piezoelectric conical sandwich panels resting on nonlinear elastic foundation”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 246 Article 112384, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112384 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a nonuniform electric field model is proposed for the smart control of large 
amplitude vibration of porous piezoelectric conical sandwich panels resting on nonlinear elastic foundation 
within the framework of von Kármán type of geometrical nonlinearity and the first order shear deformation 
theory. The conical sandwich panel consists of a viscoelastic core and two porous piezoelectric material layers. 
By employing Hamilton’s principle, the nonlinear governing equations of porous piezoelectric conical sandwich 
panels are derived. Then, the semi-analytical solutions are given for the current system by utilizing the 
harmonic balance method to solve those coupled governing equations. Through numerical results, the 
influences of the control gain, uniform and nonuniform electric field models, type of porosity distribution, total 
porosity volume fraction, aspect ratio, linear and nonlinear foundation stiffnesses on the vibration control of 
porous piezoelectric conical sandwich panels are discussed in details. It is found that the uniform electric field 
model overrates the damping characteristic of the system with a great total porosity volume fraction when 
compared with the nonuniform electric field model. 



 
Roudy Wehbe, Brian Tatting, Sreehari Rajan, Ramy Harik, Michael Sutton and Zafer Gürdal, “Geometrical 
modeling of tow wrinkles in automated fiber placement”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112394, 15 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112394 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a thorough investigation of wrinkling within a path on a general surface for a 
composite tow constructed using the AFP process. Governing equations and assumptions for the presented 
model are derived based on geometrical considerations. A simple form of the wrinkled shape is assumed and 
applied to the inner edge of the tow path. For a given wavelength, the amplitude of the wrinkles can be 
approximated based on a worst-case scenario where all the difference in length between the edges of the path is 
absorbed through an out-of-plane wrinkle. The wrinkle wavelength can be obtained either from existing 
mechanics models in the literature or experimental measurements, otherwise an adequate wavelength can be 
assumed. A numerical solution is implemented to visualize wrinkles on the curved paths and to indicate 
potential regions for wrinkling on the surface. Several examples are presented to demonstrate the model, 
including constant angle paths on a double-curved surface and curved paths on a flat surface. From a 
geometrical standpoint, increasing the tow width or the path curvature results in an increase in the wrinkles’ 
amplitude. Calculation of the wrinkles’ amplitude for a steered path on flat surface shows good agreement with 
experimental measurements. 
 
Junlong Yang, Jizhong Wang and Ziru Wang, “Axial compressive behavior of partially CFRP confined 
seawater sea-sand concrete in circular columns – Part I: Experimental study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 
Article 112373, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112373 
ABSTRACT: Due to the extraordinary corrosion resistance of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP), the use of 
seawater sea-sand concrete (SSC) combined with FRP materials becomes highly attractive in the constructions 
of coastal and marine infrastructures. To this end, a total of 40 CFRP confined seawater sea-sand concrete 
cylinders are constructed and tested under axial compressive load in this study. The main variables of the test 
include the concrete type, CFRP strengthening schemes and the number of CFRP layers. The failure modes, 
axial stress-strain curves, lateral strain-axial strain relationships and CFRP hoop strain distributions of the 
specimens are analyzed systematically. It can be detected from the test results that both unconfined and CFRP 
confined SSC exhibited similar mechanical properties compared with the corresponding specimens cast with 
normal concrete. Moreover, the clear spacing ratio and the confinement stiffness of CFRP were found to be the 
two most important factors in accounting for the axial compressive behaviors and the dilation properties. 
Finally, a new stress-strain model proposed in this paper and several existing models were used to predict the 
ultimate conditions of CFRP partially wrapped columns in this test. The accuracy and reliability of each model 
were verified and discussed by comparing the test observations and theoretical predictions. 
 
 
 
Junlong Yang, Jizhong Wang and Ziru Wang, “Axial compressive behavior of partially CFRP confined 
seawater sea-sand concrete in circular columns – Part II: A new analysis-oriented model”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112368, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112368 
ABSTRACT: or the comprehensive analysis of the mechanical performance of concrete structures wrapped 
with partial FRP strips, the development of an accurate and versatile axial stress-strain model is of significant 
importance. No research, however, has been conducted to present a satisfactory analysis-oriented stress-strain 
model for partially FRP confined concrete. To this end, this paper firstly investigates the performance of several 
existing analysis-oriented models in assessing the FRP partially wrapped columns. The results show that all 
selected models cannot provide reasonable predictions for the test specimens, especially for the specimens 
possessing strain-softening stress-strain relationships. Therefore, the dilation properties and the peak axial 
strength expressions of active-confinement base models were both revised based on the test observations and a 
new analysis-oriented model was proposed for partially FRP confined concrete. Finally, a large database of 
CFRP partially wrapped columns was assembled through an extensive literature review to evaluate the accuracy 
of models. By comparing the test results with the predicted calculations, the proposed model can provide 
accurate and reasonable predictions both for the ultimate conditions and the complete axial stress-strain 
relationships, which were obviously superior to the other existing models. 



 
Chong Rui Liu, Jiu Hui Wu, Zhengrui Yang and Fuyin Ma, “Ultra-broadband acoustic absorption of a thin 
microperforated panel metamaterial with multi-order resonance”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 
112366, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112366 
ABSTRACT: Aiming at poor efficiency of the traditional materials in low-mid frequency sound absorption and 
its narrow bandwidth, we present an ultra-broadband acoustic metamaterial that can achieve near-perfect 
continuous absorption within 380 Hz–3600 Hz with a thickness of only 7.2 cm. Its basic cell is constructed by 
turning the original neck of a Helmholtz resonator into multiple smaller ones, and the neck panel becomes into a 
micro-perforated panel (MPP). By coupling the characteristics of the cavity’s multi-order resonance and the 
MPP’s broadband absorption, the cell’s high-order impedances can be tuned to more match that of the air 
medium. The cell can therefore obtain multiple excellent high-order absorption peaks besides the original one; 
meanwhile all the peaks can become broader resulting from the larger energy leakage rate. On this basis, a 
subwavelength 12-cell sample is obtained of which the absorption band is broadened almost 100% by the high-
order peaks and has an average absorption coefficient above 90%. Characterized by the extraordinary 
absorption performance, thin thickness, and easy-fabricated structure, this proposed metamaterial has great 
potential in noise control engineering applications. 
 
Muhammad Khalid Malik, Dimitrios Chronopoulos and Gregor Tanner, “Transient ultrasonic guided wave 
simulation in layered composite structures using a hybrid wave and finite element scheme”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112376, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112376 
ABSTRACT: A guided wave simulation method for layered composites based on the wave and finite element 
scheme is presented. An approach for calculating complex displacement fields such as those generated from 
piezoelectric transducers is developed. The scattering of waves from different types of defects is computed. A 
rigorous energy based criteria is proposed for model order reduction. All calculations are carried out in the 
frequency domain and an inverse discrete fourier transform is performed to get the time domain result. 
Numerical examples of a multi-layered composite beam are performed to assess the performance and validate 
the methodology. Three types of damages are simulated namely a notch, a transverse crack and an internal 
delamination. The results are validated against finite element simulations and are found to be in excellent 
agreement. Moreover the approach is found to be orders of magnitude faster compared to finite element 
simulations. 
 
Yirui Zhang, Yang Wei, Jiawen Bai, Gang Wu and Zhiqiang Dong, “A novel seawater and sea sand concrete 
filled FRP-carbon steel composite tube column: Concept and behaviour”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 
Article 112421, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112421 
ABSTRACT: A novel type of seawater and sea sand concrete (SSC)-filled FRP-carbon steel composite tube 
(SFSCT) column composed of FRP-carbon steel composite tubes and core-filled SSC is proposed. The FRP 
carbon steel composite tube is made by wrapping FRP sheets around the inner and outer walls of steel tubes to 
isolate the transport of chloride ions from the external corrosive environment and the internal SSC, respectively. 
A total of 36 SFSCT columns were tested under axial compression to investigate the axial compressive 
performance. The test parameters include the FRP thickness, FRP type and steel tube thickness. The test results 
show that internal FRPs and external FRPs can work together and effectively improve the bearing and 
deformation capacities of the structure under axial compression. Compared with concrete-filled steel tube 
(CFST) columns, with different numbers of FRP wrapping layers, the strength of the SFSCT columns can be 
increased by 11.7–66.5%. The confinement effect of CFRP is better than that of BFRP. Compared with the steel 
tube thickness, the FRP type and FRP thickness have a more significant influence on the stress-strain behaviour 
of SFSCT columns. 
 
Aleksander Muc and Justyna Flis, “Free vibrations and supersonic flutter of multilayered laminated cylindrical 
panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112400, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112400 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper the problems of optimal design of multilayered composite structures 
subjected to free vibration and supersonic flutter constraints are discussed. The analysis is carried out for 



laminated flat plates and cylindrical panels with rectangular plan form. The solutions are derived with the aid of 
analytical and finite element formulations. A special attention is focused on the formulation of fundamental 
relations for panels with the use of the approximate Donnell-Mushtari-Vlasov shallow shell theory. The 
structures with different boundary conditions, geometrical parameters, angle-ply fibre orientations, discrete 
stacking sequences and air flow directions are considered. For discrete fibre orientations a new form of design 
variables (reduced to four only) is proposed and employed successfully in the optimal design. Both for flat 
plates and cylindrical panels the maximal values of aerodynamic pressures are obtained for angle-ply laminates, 
and not for discrete 0°2, ±45°, 90°2 (an even number of layers of the same thickness and mechanical properties) 
stacking sequences. 
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Armagan Karamanli and Thuc P. Vo, “Size-dependent behaviour of functionally graded sandwich microbeams based on the modified 
strain gradient theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112401, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112401 



ABSTRACT: This paper studies the bending, buckling and free vibration analyses of functionally graded (FG) 
sandwich microbeams using the third-order beam theory. The modified strain gradient theory (MSGT) with 
three material length scale parameters (MLSPs) is used to capture the size effect. The Mori-Tanaka 
homogenization scheme is employed to model the material distributions through the thickness. Finite element 
model is formulated to solve the problems. Verification studies for epoxy and FG microbeams are carried out to 
validate of the present model. Comparisons of the results of three different models such as MSGT, the modified 
couple stress theory (MCST) and classical continuum theory (CCT) are presented. Effects of small size, 
gradient index, shear deformation and boundary conditions on the structural behaviours of microbeams are 
investigated. Some new results of FG sandwich microbeams for both models (MCST and MSGT) are presented 
for the first time and can be used as benchmark in future studies. 
 
M.X. Xiong, Z. Xu, G.M. Chen and Z.H. Lan, “FRP-confined steel-reinforced recycled aggregate concrete 
columns: Concept and behaviour under axial compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112408, 15 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112408 
ABSTRACT: This study introduces the compressive behavior of FRP-confined steel-reinforced concrete 
(FCSRC) columns using recycled aggregate concrete (RAC). The performance of RAC is generally inferior to 
the natural aggregate concrete (NAC). In terms of optimized use of different materials, FCSRC column using 
RAC is a promising hybrid column because of the following merits: 1) using RAC in FCSRC columns is 
deemed to overcome its weakness since RAC is double confined by the encased steel column and FRP; 2) 
local/global buckling of the encased steel section can be allayed or suppressed; 3) both concrete and steel 
section can be protected by FRP against harsh environmental attack. In this study, FCSRC columns with RAC 
under concentric compression were tested to explore the effects of replacement ratio of recycled coarse 
aggregates (RCAs) and FRP confining stiffness. It has been revealed that the FCSRC columns with RAC had 
similar compressive behavior as the FCSRC columns with NAC although the use of RAC slightly decreased the 
load-carrying capacity. Favorable interactions existed among FRP, concrete and steel, but full composite effect 
was not achieved by combining the concrete-filled FRP tube (CFFT) and steel column due to the occurrence of 
local buckling in the encased steel column. 
 
S. Karczmarzyk, “An efficient four-variable I-L nonlocal static model of unsymmetrical sandwich rectangular 
plate with laminated facings”, Composite Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112242, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112242 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new, simple, containing only four unknown functions, individual-layer, 
static model for rectangular sandwich plate unsymmetrical with respect to its middle plane. The shear strains in 
the outer layers of the plate are neglected while the shear strains in the middle layer are variable and equivalent 
to zero on its outer surfaces. Local constitutive models of the layers consistent with the assumed kinematics are 
derived. A detailed analysis of all partial problems is presented. In order to determine the unknown functions, 
appearing in the kinematic model assumed, one needs to solve a set of three coupled partial differential 
equations and separately the fourth governing equation that contains only one unknown function. In the case of 
the plate symmetrical about its middle plane only two uncoupled partial differential equations for the bending 
problem must be solved. Deflections predicted by the present model for a symmetrical sandwich plate are 
compared with counterparts, existing in the literature, predicted by two theories that include flexibility of the 
middle layer of the plate. Good agreement of these results has been obtained. 
 
Darong Pan, Li Chen, Qilin Zhao, Liang Chen, Min Lin, Chengtao Li and Li Chen, “Local buckling theoretical 
calculation method of the FRP foam sandwich cylinder under axial compression”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
246 Article 112371, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112371 
ABSTRACT: Local buckling is often a main failure form of the FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastic) foam sandwich 
cylinder under axial compression. In order to study its local buckling behavior under axial compression, axial 
compression test on the FRP foam sandwich cylinder was conducted in this paper, and two types of local 
buckling, i.e. local conjoint buckling and local layered buckling, were revealed. Then, based on Reissner’s first-
order shear theory of laminated cylinder, the theoretical solution of local conjoint buckling force of this kind of 
member was derived; and by establishing the model of laminated cylinder on Pasternak foundation, the 



theoretical solution of local layered buckling force of this kind of member under axial compression was derived. 
The theoretical results were compared with the results obtained by FE buckling analysis and by the test, which 
verifies the applicability of the theoretical calculation method to ideal FRP foam sandwich cylinder. For actual 
FRP foam sandwich cylinder with initial defects, the defect factor for the theoretical solution was suggested. 
 
Cong Zhao, Xianfeng Wang, Xingyu Liu, Cheng Ma, Qiyi Chu and Jun Xiao, “Study of integral hat-stiffened 
composite structures manufactured by automated fiber placement and co-curing process”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 246 Article 112427, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112427 
ABSTRACT: Integrated and automated manufacturing processes of advanced composites have attracted 
extensive attention, aiming at the improvement of mechanical performance and cost efficiency of composites. 
This experimental study investigated the feasibility of a manufacturing process for co-cured integral hat-
stiffened panels based on automated fiber placement. To achieve desirable manufacturing quality and simplify 
manufacturing process, a novel flexible inner mold was designed for the enclosed cavity between stringers and 
skin, which was suitable for curved and large hat-stiffened panels. Influences of flexible mold and processing 
parameters on dimensional accuracy were studied by both finite element analysis and experimental methods. 
Moreover, fiber distribution around the transition region between skin and stringer were obtained through 
microscopy observation. With the optimum inner mold and layup processing parameters, hat-stiffened 
composites can be manufactured integrally with improved surface quality and geometric accuracy, based on co-
curing process and automated fiber placement. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Saeed Firouzeh, Elyas Mohammad-Rezaei Bidgoli and Ömer Civalek, “Analysis of porous 
micro-plates reinforced with FG-GNPs based on Reddy plate theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 
112391, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112391 
ABSTRACT: The present paper studies size-dependent deflection analysis of FG graphene nanoplatelets 
(GNPs) reinforced composite micro-plates with porosity subjected to transverse load. Third-order shear 
deformation (TOSD) theory of Reddy’s and principle of virtual work are employed for derivation of governing 
equations of static bending via modified couple stress theory (CST). Various models of distribution of porosity 
and GNPs are employed in our analysis. Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model and rule of mixture is used for 
effective material. After derivation of governing equations and presentation of solution procedure, the 
numerical results are presented in terms of significant input parameters. The numerical outputs including 
displacements and stress components are presented in terms of porosity coefficient, distribution of porosity, 
distribution and amount of GNPs and various dimensionless geometric parameters of the composite micro-plate. 
A comprehensive comparison with previous works have been performed for validation of the present 
formulation and corresponding numerical results. 
 
Abhay Gupta, Satyajit Panda and Rajidi Shashidhar Reddy, “Improved damping in sandwich beams through the 
inclusion of dispersed graphite particles within the viscoelastic core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 
112424, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112424 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the passive damping in a sandwich beam is investigated for the inclusion of 
dispersed graphite particles within the viscoelastic core. The effective material properties of the viscoelastic 
particulate composite (VEPC) are estimated using a differential scheme and the elastic–viscoelastic 
correspondence principle. The corresponding results reveal increased effective storage moduli and decreased 
effective loss factor of a viscoelastic medium for the inclusion of graphite particles. As it implies both the 
possibilities of augmentation and deterioration of passive damping in the sandwich beam, the subsequent study 
is carried out on the variation of damping characteristics of the sandwich beam especially for different volume 
fractions of inclusion. It is found that the passive damping in the sandwich beam increases significantly for the 
inclusion of graphite particles within the viscoelastic core, and also an optimal volume fraction of inclusion 
corresponding to the maximum damping in the sandwich beam appears. Further study on the optimal utilization 
of VEPC patches within the core of the sandwich beam reveals a minimal change of weight of the overall beam 
for the replacement of patches of conventional viscoelastic material by VEPC patches while this replacement 
yields a remarkable improvement of passive damping in the sandwich beam. 



 
Andrzej Teter, Zbigniew Kolakowski and Jacek Jankowski, “How to determine a value of the bifurcation 
shortening of real thin-walled laminated columns subjected to uniform compression?”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 247 Article 112430, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112430 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, a methodology for determination of a value of the bifurcation shortening and 
the corresponding bifurcation load of the real thin-walled laminated column under compression with initial 
imperfections, using an axial shortening versus squared deflection amplitude plot, is presented. A plate model of 
the column has been assumed. It has been shown that the post-buckling state is described with a linear 
relationship on this plot, whereas a value of the bifurcation shortening corresponds to a free term of the straight 
line approximating the post-buckling state on the plot and is proportional to the bifurcation load. Detailed 
calculations have been conducted for short composite angle columns under uniform compression. The 
eigenvalue problem and the non-linear post-buckling problem have been solved with the semi-analytical 
method (SAM) based on Byskov-Hutchinson’s method and the finite element method (FEM). The bifurcation 
shortening and the corresponding bifurcation load have been determined. An effect of the imperfection 
amplitude on the post-buckling behaviour of laminated thin-walled angle columns has been analysed. General 
configurations of laminate plies have been selected. All columns have been simply supported at both ends. A 
very good agreement between the results attained with both the methods for solving the non-linear problem has 
been obtained. 
 
A.L. Araújo and J.F.A. Madeira, “Multiobjective optimization solutions for noise reduction in composite 
sandwich panels using active control”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112440, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112440 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, optimal solutions for noise reduction in laminated viscoelastic soft core sandwich 
plates are obtained, using active control with surface bonded piezoelectric sensors and actuators. An in–house 
finite element implementation of the active laminated sandwich plate is used to obtain the frequency response of 
the panels. Since the structural/acoustic problem is lightly coupled, the sound transmission characteristics of the 
panels are evaluated by computing their radiated sound power, using the Rayleigh integral method. A negative 
velocity feedback control law has been used to implement the active damping. The optimal location of the 
surface co-located pairs of piezoelectric patches is then obtained, using the Direct MultiSearch (DMS) 
optimization algorithm to minimize simultaneously the added weight, the number of controllers and noise 
radiation. The minimization of noise radiation is accomplished by minimizing the total length of the radiated 
sound power frequency response curve. Trade-off Pareto fronts and the respective optimal active patch 
configurations are obtained and discussed. 
 
Liang Meng, Xueying Qiu, Tong Gao, Zhengyang Li and Weihong Zhang, “An inverse approach to the accurate 
modelling of 3D-printed sandwich panels with lattice core using beams of variable cross-section”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112363, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112363 
ABSTRACT: With the development of additive manufacturing (AM), lattice structures are gaining ever-
increasing popularity in lightweight and multi-functional design. Due to the big difference in the size scales of 
unit cell and lattice structure, existing numerical methodologies adopting solid elements may lead to large 
models that are both costly and time-consuming. Taking into account both the material concentration in the 
vicinity of the intersecting nodes and general defects in the member struts issued from AM, we propose in this 
present work a novel approach for the modelling of lattice structures based on beam elements with variable 
cross-section. The geometric parameters that characterize the non-uniform beams are calibrated with 
experimental data by an inverse approach. The calibrated model has been fully validated on both numerical and 
experimental data, and it is shown to achieve an analysis accuracy that is comparable to the one obtained from 
the corresponding model based on solid elements. The resulting efficiency improvement is expected to 
accelerate the optimization phase of the lattice core for more advanced or tailored performances of sandwich 
panels. 



 
Zhiquan Wei and Xianghong Xu, “FEM simulation on impact resistance of surface gradient and periodic 
layered bionic composites”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112428, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112428 
ABSTRACT: With an exquisite design that allows the elastic modulus to decrease in the surface layer and vary 
periodically inside, the stomatopod dactyl club can easily penetrate a hard and tough conch shell. Inspired by 
this idea, in this paper, a surface gradient target and a periodic layered target were designed. The failure 
processes of the two bionic targets and a uniform target under impact were studied with the finite element 
method (FEM), and the mechanism that allows the bionic designs of elastic modulus to optimize stress 
distribution and improve compatibility of deformation to greatly strengthen impact resistance of the targets was 
revealed. 
 
Bin Qin, Rui Zhong, Qingshan Wang and Xing Zhao, “A Jacobi-Ritz approach for FGP beams with arbitrary 
boundary conditions based on a higher-order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 
112435, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112435 
ABSTRACT: Vibration analysis is conducted for functionally grade porous (FGP) beams with arbitrary 
boundary conditions based on a general formulation. On the basis of higher-order shear deformation theory, the 
multi-segment strategy is employed for the modeling, where the FGP beam is separated into several segments. 
The artificial spring technique is introduced to simulate the boundary and continuity conditions. The Jacobi 
orthogonal polynomials are used to express the admissible displacement functions. Both free and forced 
(steady-state and transient) vibration analyses are conducted for the FGP beams, where three types of porous 
distributions are considered. The convergence characteristics and correctness of the present method are 
presented through convergence and comparison studies. Parametric studies are conducted for the dynamic 
analysis of FGP beams, where the effects of porous distribution type, porous coefficient, boundary conditions 
(including both classic and elastic boundary conditions) and load pulses are investigated. 
 
Haidong Yu, Zijie Zhao, Dan Yang and Chang Gao, “A new composite plate/plate element for stiffened plate 
structures via absolute nodal coordinate formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112431, 1 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112431 
ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional plate/beam composite element is an effective method for deformation modeling 
of large thin-walled structure with stiffeners. However, the interface discontinuity is caused by the different 
stiffness of plate and beam structures, especially in the case of warping and torsional deformation, which 
reduces the calculation accuracy. In this paper, a composite plate/plate element model is proposed to describe 
the deformation of the stiffened plate structures. The plate element is developed via the absolute nodal 
coordinate formulation (ANCF) method and the slope of position is used to describe the rotation deformation, 
which releases the assumption of infinitesimal rotation in traditional shell element and may describe the large 
deformation problem. The consistent deformation conditions at contact interface between the plate and stiffener 
structures are deduced. Then, the mass, stiffness and generalized external force matrices of new plate/plate 
element are deduced. The static and dynamic analyses of the stiffened plate are conducted to verify the 
applicability of the new composite element, in which the cross-section size and the number of stiffeners are 
considered. The results show that the new plate/plate element may describe the mechanical behavior of stiffened 
plate structures and has a higher calculation accuracy than the common plate/beam elements. 
 
Shaoqing Wang, Junling Zhang, Qiang Li, Jianmin Su and Sen Liang, “Free vibration of co-cured composite 
structures with different numbers of viscoelastic damping membranes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 
112434, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112434 
ABSTRACT: To determine the damping properties of co-cured composite structures with different numbers of 
viscoelastic damping membranes, a dynamic analytical model of the structure was established according to a 
structural geometric equation and a constitutive relationship. Considering the damping performance of the fiber-
reinforced layer itself, the natural frequency and loss factor of the structure were calculated using the Rayleigh–
Ritz method based on the first-order ZIG-ZAG model. The calculation results were compared with those from 



the finite element method, and the correctness of the theory verified. The relationship of the natural frequency 
and loss factor variation with the change of structural parameters was determined. 
 
Binbin Liao, Liyong Jia, Jianwu Zhou, Hongshuai Lei, Ruxin Gao, Yuan Lin and Daining Fang, “An explicit–
implicit combined model for predicting residual strength of composite cylinders subjected to low velocity 
impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112450, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112450 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures are susceptible for low velocity impact, which leads to the reduction of the 
residual strength. In present paper, an explicit–implicit combined model based on stress-based failure and 
damage evolution laws is introduced for predicting residual strengths of composite cylinders subjected to low-
velocity impact. The whole-process of damage evolution in composites can be explored by using direct damage 
state at the end of impact for residual strength analysis instead of traditional equivalent method. Then the 
proposed model is implemented by user-defined subroutines and Python scripting language in ABAQUS. 
VUAMT and UMAT subroutines are used for explicit impact analysis and implicit residual strength analysis, 
and Python scripting language is applied for damage data linking between the explicit–implicit modules. 
Relatively consistent experimental data and numerical results for the low velocity impact behaviors and residual 
tensile strength in T300/YH69 laminates validate the current model. Finally, residual strengths of composite 
cylinders after impact consisting of five impact energies are numerically explored. The residual burst pressure 
after impact and damage mechanism withstanding internal pressure of cylinders are predicted. The fiber damage 
caused by impact loading at hoop layers is determined as the dominant influencing mechanism affecting the 
residual strength of composite cylinders. 
 
Damjan Lolić, Dejan Zupan and Miha Brojan, “A consistent finite element formulation for laminated 
composites with nonlinear interlaminar constitutive law”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112445, 1 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112445 
ABSTRACT: We introduce a consistent displacement-based finite element formulation for the analysis of 
laminated composites with nonlinear interlaminar constitutive law. The computational model includes the 
nonlinear Reissner beam for modelling the bulk material and continuously distributed system of nonlinear 
springs to describe the connection between layers. We can introduce general functions for describing the 
stiffness of springs. Therefore, our model is able to describe a variety of physical phenomena, such as friction 
between layers, contact, cohesive forces, etc. The displacement field on which the stiffness function depends 
upon is expressed in a local, deformed basis. Distributed force which results from the interaction between 
layers, is introduced into the governing equations in order to avoid the need for additional interface elements 
and to simplify the numerical solution method. Precise experiments on thick partially delaminated beam, solid 
beam, shear lap joint beams and film-substrate composite as well as comparison with the results from the 
literature, demonstrate the efficiency and versatility of the proposed numerical procedure. 
 
Arun Arjunan, Manpreet Singh, Ahmad Baroutaji and Chang Wang, “Additively manufactured AlSi10Mg 
inherently stable thin and thick-walled lattice with negative Poisson’s ratio”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 
Article 112469, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112469 
ABSTRACT: Literature on the mechanical performance of additively manufactured (AM) negative Poisson’s 
ratio () structures has been primarily focused on beam-based re-entrant structures with chevron crosslinks. The 
walled variants of this architecture have been shown to exhibit lateral instability. This is where a layered 
framework can be advantageous as they provide increased lateral stability. Much less is known regarding the 
behaviour of such architecture, let alone their thin/thick-walled variants. This study explores the influence of 
design parameters namely wall thickness () and angle () on the mechanical performance of thin and thick-walled 
inherently stable lattices. The design is achieved through conceiving linearly arranged AlSi10Mg re-entrant 
unit-cells while discarding the traditional chevron crosslinks. The printed prototypes were experimentally tested 
and response surface (RS) models were generated to study the parametric influence on the elastic modulus (E), 
compressive strength (), failure strain (), and relative density (). The results demonstrate that both thin- and 
thick-walled structures exhibit of −0.108 to −0.257 despite the interaction effects between and . The elastic 
modulus can be increased by either increasing or without considering the interaction effects at mm and 



45° ≤ θ ≤ 85°. This study presents a new understanding regarding the fabrication and performance of re-entrant 
structures by AM. (Math expressions not printed in this abstract. Please do not put math in your abstracts.) 
 
Bing Wang, Guodong Fang, Xiaojun Tan, Jun Liang, Jingran Ge and Shuo Liu, “Investigation on the 
longitudinal compressive strength of unidirectional carbon fiber/nanoparticles reinforced polymer composites 
using FFT-based method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112448, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112448 
ABSTRACT: The longitudinal compressive properties of carbon fiber/nanoparticles reinforced polymer 
unidirectional composites are investigated by experiments and a series of numerical simulations based on fast 
Fourier transforms (FFT) method taking into consideration matrix plastic behavior and initial fiber waviness. 
The efficient and accurate FFT-based method is convenient and has the low computation cost to discuss the 
effects of material and geometric parameters on the longitudinal compressive strength in details. The proper 
filling nanoparticles can significantly increase the longitudinal compressive strength. The computational results 
for failure mechanisms and strength show a good consistency with our experimental results. The present study 
provides reliable guidance for designing the fiber reinforced polymer composites with better damage tolerance. 
 
M. Nachtane, M. Tarfaoui, Y. Ledoux, S. Khammassi, E. Leneveu and J. Pelleter, “Experimental investigation 
on the dynamic behavior of 3D printed CF-PEKK composite under cyclic uniaxial compression”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112474, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112474 
ABSTRACT: The main goal of the present work was to investigate the effect of infill density on dynamic 
behavior of 3D printed parts. The short carbon-fibre-reinforced PolyEtherKetoneKetone composites (CF-
PEKK) was selected as material which has an excellent mechanical, physical, thermal and energy absorbing 
performance. It’s employed widely in a vast range of industries due to their ultra-low density, multi-
functionality and ability to undergo large deformations at low loads. For this purpose, a procedure for 
characterizing the dynamic behavior of this material fabricated with Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is 
presented in this research. Three infill densities (20%, 50% and 100%) were experimentally compressed for 
different impact pressures (1,4 bar; 1,7 bar; 2 bar and 2,4 bar) using Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB). A 
FASTCAM high-speed camera was positioned in front of the SHPB test set-up to capture the dynamic 
deformation processes. The special attention is also given to examine the dynamic response of 3D printed CF-
PEKK (100% infill density) subjected to repeated impacts. The obtained results proved that the low density and 
high-density infills were more cost-effective when compared to solid samples. The repeated impact drastically 
changed the dynamic behavior of the material compared to standard impact. With increasing the number of 
impact loading to the final failure, the dynamic parameters (i.e dynamic modulus, maximum stress…etc.) 
decreased remarkably and the material suffered catastrophic cumulated damage. 
 
Xin Wu, Yutai Su and Jing Shi, “In-plane impact resistance enhancement with a graded cell-wall angle design 
for auxetic metamaterials”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112451, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112451 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic metamaterials have demonstrated promising applications in crushing energy absorption. 
This paper proposes cell-wall angle graded auxetic metamaterials and investigates the potential benefits to in-
plane impact resistance by using dynamic finite element analysis. It is the first study on enhancing impact 
resistant ability of auxetic metamaterials by using the cell-wall angle graded design. Firstly, the effectiveness of 
this graded design for enhanced energy absorption is uncovered and the underlying mechanism is discussed. 
Then, various influencing factors, including impact velocity, magnitude of cell-wall angle gradient, cell-wall 
thickness, are explored in details, and the results for the graded structures and uniform structures are compared. 
The experiment testing is also conducted to validate the initial simulation model by using a 3D printed 
specimen of the graded design. It is discovered that for the impact with a quasi-static or low velocity, the angle 
graded design could always deliver an enhanced energy absorption. Also, with the increase of the impact speed, 
the enhanced energy absorption could only happen when the crushing direction is along the structural weak-to-
strong direction. The results shed light on a new approach to realize the application potential of mechanical 
metamaterials. 



 
Zhipeng Zhu, Peng Yang, Fei Xia, Fusong Jin, Haofeng Liang, Zanhang He and Jianghong Xue, “Buckling of 
composite laminates with multiple delaminations: Part II experiments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 
112498, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112498 
ABSTRACT: This paper focus on the experimental study of the buckling of composite laminates with multiple 
delaminations, as a succession to the theoretical and numerical studies in Part I. Test specimens containing 
delaminations of different length and different depth were fabricated by embedding Teflon plastic film using 
hot pressing machine. Compressive tests were carried out to investigate the influence of the delamination 
conditions on the buckling and post-buckling performances of the composite laminates. It was found that a 
surface delamination deteriorates the stiffness of the laminate less than a deep-buried delamination does, while 
iso-thickness-spaced multiple delaminations damage the stiffness severely compared with non-equal-thickness-
spaced delamination for the same number of delamination. In general the larger the length and the number of 
delamination, the smaller the buckling load. Nevertheless, when the total length and the number of the 
delamination are fixed, the laminates containing multiple delaminations of equal length have a higher buckling 
load. Furthermore, it was observed that regardless of the number of delamination, all laminates are suffered to a 
global buckling. Local buckling does not occur until global buckling occurs. The experimental results justify the 
theoretical prediction; thereby confirm the correctness and validity of the theoretical approach proposed in Part 
I. 
 
Hadi Babaei and M. Reza Eslami, “On nonlinear vibration and snap-through stability of porous FG curved 
micro-tubes using two-step perturbation technique”, Composite Structures, Vol. 247 Article 112447, 1 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112447 
ABSTRACT: Considering the modified couple stress theory, nonlinear vibration and snap-buckling analyses of 
porous FG curved micro-tubes are performed in this research. Curved micro-tubes with shallow curvature 
resting on nonlinear elastic foundation are analysed. Properties of the micro-tube with uniform distributed 
porosity are graded across the radius of cross-section by means of a power law function. The equations of 
motion are derived based on the high-order shear deformation theory by applying the Hamilton principle. 
Governing equations are obtained using the von Kármán assumptions as a system of nonlinear differential 
equations. For curved micro-tubes which are simply supported in flexure and axially immovable, governing 
equations are solved using an analytical approach. A two-step perturbation technique is used to obtain the 
closed-form solutions for nonlinear free vibration and snap-buckling problems. Since the porous FG curved 
micro-tube is not analysed in literature, the results are compared with the case of FG tubes. Parametric studies 
are provided to explore the effect of geometrical characteristics of the curved micro-tube on the static and 
dynamic responses of these structures. The influences of material length scale parameter, functionally graded 
patterns, porosity parameter and nonlinear elastic foundation are also investigated. 
 
Chen Liang and Yan Qing Wang, “A quasi-3D trigonometric shear deformation theory for wave propagation 
analysis of FGM sandwich plates with porosities resting on viscoelastic foundation”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 247 Article 112478, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112478 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, a quasi three-dimensional trigonometric shear deformation plate theory 
(quasi-3D TSDPT) is proposed for the wave propagation analysis of porous functionally graded material (FGM) 
sandwich plates resting on a viscoelastic foundation. The present plate theory accounts for the transverse shear 
and normal deformations by dividing the transverse displacement into bending, shear, and stretching 
components. Different types of FGM sandwich plates are taken into account. The porosities in the FGM layers 
of the sandwich structures are described by introducing the porosity volume fraction and the step function. The 
equations of motion governing the wave propagation behavior of porous FGM sandwich plates are derived by 
employing Hamilton’s principle. The analytical solutions to the wave dispersion relations are presented. 
Additionally, the parametric research is conducted to highlight the effects of the wave number, the porosity 
volume fraction, the viscoelastic foundation, the power-law exponent and the core-to-thickness ratio on the 
wave propagation. Results manifest that the influences of these parameters are significant on the wave 
propagation characteristics of porous FGM sandwich plates. 



 
Dan Wang, Changqing Bai and Hongyan Zhang, “Nonlinear vibrations of fluid-conveying FG cylindrical shells 
with piezoelectric actuator layer and subjected to external and piezoelectric parametric excitations”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112437, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112437 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear vibrations of a fluid-conveying functionally graded (FG) cylindrical shell with 
piezoelectric actuator layer and subjected to external excitation and piezoelectric parametric excitation are 
analyzed theoretically. Considering the electric-thermo-fluid-structure interaction effect, a nonlinear dynamic 
model of fluid-conveying FG cylindrical shell with piezoelectric actuator layer is developed based on 
Hamilton’s principle and von-Karman geometrical nonlinearity. The inviscid, incompressible, isentropic and 
irrotational fluid is coupled into governing equations using the linearized potential theory. The nonlinear 
coupled differential governing equations of system are obtained by using Galerkin’s method with two modes. 
The developed coupled model is validated by comparing with the prior data and good agreements are observed. 
Multiple scales method is used to obtain nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the coupled system in case of 1:2 
internal resonance, primary parametric resonance and 1/2 subharmonic resonance. The effects of three coupling 
cases between two modes on the dynamic behaviors of system are explored. Considering strongly coupled 
effect between two modes, the effect of external excitation, damping coefficient, piezoelectric harmonic 
voltage, fluid flow velocity, temperature and volume fraction exponent of FG cylindrical shell on the frequency-
response curves are investigated. The influence of detuning parameters on force-amplitude response and 
voltage-amplitude response of system are also discussed. 
 
A. Riccio, S. Saputo, A. Sellitto, F. Di Caprio and L. Di Palma, “A numerical-experimental assessment on a 
composite fuselage barrel vertical drop test: Induced damage onset and evolution”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
248 Article 112519, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112519 
ABSTRACT: Crashworthiness is the ability of a structure to withstand a crash event ensuring the safety of its 
passengers. The aim of this work is to investigate the damage onset and evolution in a composite fuselage barrel 
undergoing a vertical drop test on a rigid surface. The mechanical behaviour of the barrel has been assessed by 
means of a Numerical-Experimental study. Indeed, the experimental data from a full scale barrel test, performed 
at the CIRA facilities, have been used in conjunction with numerical results, obtained by means of an advanced 
3D FEM model, to investigate, in detail, the deformations and the damage development during the crash event. 
The adopted three-dimensional numerical model, based on an explicit FE formulation, uses Continuum Shell 
elements and CDM to take into account the onset and the evolution of the intra-laminar damages in each 
subcomponent of the investigated composite fuselage barrel. The obtained numerical results have been 
compared with experimental data in terms of accelerations, displacements and deformations to provide a 
preliminary validation of the adopted FEM model. A special attention has been given to sub-components which 
demonstrated to mainly influence the global mechanical behaviour of the investigated composite fuselage barrel 
during the experimental test. 
 
A. Gliszczynski, R. Bogenfeld, R. Degenhardt and T. Kubiak, “Corner impact and compression after impact 
(CAI) of thin-walled composite profile – An experimental study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 
112502, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112502 
ABSTRACT: Experimental investigations of channel-section profiles subjected to compression after impacts 
(20 J and 30 J) leading to global failure are presented. The columns under discussion were made of an eight-
layer GFRP laminate with quasi-isotropic, quasi-orthotropic and angle ply arrangements of layers. The profiles 
were impacted in the corner in three variants: perpendicularly to the flange, at an angle of 45 to the web and 
perpendicularly to the web. All impact cases were characterized by a high level of absorbed energy (over 75%), 
which led to a barely visible impact damage, extensive fiber rupture, visible cracks in the laminate or material 
continuity loss. The load carrying capacity of the profiles degraded by the corner impact always decreases in 
relation to the not-impacted structures but every case was characterized by stable, postbuckling equilibrium 
paths. The most dangerous scenario was the corner impact introduced perpendicular to the web. 
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Ana Pavlović, Davide Sintoni, Giangiacomo Minak and Cristiano Fragassa, “On the modal behaviour of 
ultralight composite sandwich automotive panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112523, 15 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112523 
ABSTRACT: The effects of vibrations in vehicles range from simple noise and reduced comfort, to decreased 
performance, from wear and material fatigue to irreversible failures and danger. A study of the dynamic 
behaviour of reinforced composite panels is here presented, applied to the construction of an ultralight 
photovoltaic roof in the case of a solar sport car. This is an extreme race prototype where design and materials 
solutions, as high strength carbon fiber reinforced polymers and sandwich-structured composites, were 
addressed to optimize the stiffness-to-weight ratio. A modal analysis was performed considering materials 
anisotropies by a layered-shell finite element model and through-the-thickness integration points with the scope 
to discretize the multi-layered sandwich structure. Additional aspects, as gravity force and external constrains, 
were also included. Experimental evidences were used for validating the numerical model and underscored an 
outstanding accuracy. The same design procedure was finally applied to change the preexisting structural 
solution achieving an optimized roof that was manufactured, installed and tested. 
 
M. Al-Dhaheri, K.A. Khan, R. Umer, F. van Liempt and W.J. Cantwell, “Process-induced deformation in U-
shaped honeycomb aerospace composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112503, 15 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112503 



ABSTRACT:  This study presents the findings of a combined experimental and numerical investigation to study 
process-induced deformation in sandwich structures manufactured using autoclave molding techniques. U-
shaped sandwich structure based on woven carbon prepregs and an over-expanded Nomex honeycomb core 
were manufactured. For purposes of comparison, a U-shaped composite laminate, i.e. without the inclusion of a 
core, was also manufactured and modeled. Process-induced spring-in at different locations within the U-shaped 
parts were measured, both optically and using a feeler gauge. Thermo-chemical and stress-deformation finite 
element models were employed to predict the degree of spring-in for both the sandwich structures and the plain 
laminates using the ABAQUS/COMPRO. The predicted spring-in values were shown to be in good agreement 
with those measured experimentally. Parametric studies to investigate the effect of changing both the tooling 
material and the sandwich core have shown that employing an aluminum tool and an aluminum core reduced 
the degree of spring-in and warpage in the structures. However, spring-in phenomena is dominated by the core 
structure and geometry of the part. Finally, it has been shown that the process-induced deformation is less in the 
curved sandwich structures than in their laminated counterparts, with both structures deforming due to the 
combined effects of spring-in and warpage of the flat regions. 
 
S. Lurie, D. Volkov-Bogorodskiy, Y. Solyaev, A. Koshurina and M. Krasheninnikov, “Impact behavior of a 
stiffened shell structure with optimized GFRP corrugated sandwich panel skins”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
248 Article 112479, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112479 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this work is to provide a virtual testing for the three-layered shells made of the 
optimized corrugated core sandwich panels. Starting from the unit cells level, we define their geometry found 
from the preliminary optimization and ensured the requirements of strength, stability and effective thermal 
conductivity. Effective stiffness properties of the core are evaluated then by using asymptotic homogenization 
method. The mechanical performance of the non-axisymmetric stiffened shell made of the considered 
sandwiches is studied numerically for the low-velocity impact. Solid-shell model with homogenized properties 
of the core is used for the skin material of the shell. Multi-scale approach is involved in the evaluation of the 
global and local stress state of the panels using stress concentration tensor estimated during asymptotic 
homogenization. As result, we check the robustness of the design approaches for the unit cells and its validity in 
the case of the complex loading conditions in the three-dimensional structure. 
 
I. Ivañez, S. Sánchez-Saez, S.K. Garcia-Castillo, E. Barbero, A. Amaro and P.N.B. Reis, “High-velocity impact 
behaviour of damaged sandwich plates with agglomerated cork core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 
112520, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112520 
ABSTRACT: Damage can significantly modify the behaviour of composites laminates subjected to high-
velocity impacts. Due to the high energy-absorption capability and low density of agglomerated cork, a 
possibility to reduce the impact damage, and improve the impact resistance of composites structures, is to 
incorporate a layer of this material as core of a sandwich structure. In this work, an experimental analysis of 
ballistic impact behaviour of damaged monolithic laminates and composite sandwich plates, with agglomerated 
cork core, was carried out. First, both types of specimens were damaged by a low-velocity impact at two impact 
energies. In order to ensure that the resulting damage was different, typical low-velocity impact variables were 
analysed. Later, reference (intact) and damaged specimens were subjected to ballistic impacts. For intact 
specimens, no significant differences between the impact behaviour of sandwich plates and laminates were 
observed. Nevertheless, the ballistic limit per areal density of damaged laminates was reduced when compared 
to the value given for reference laminates, whereas in sandwich structures it was almost constant. 
 
V.C. Jamora, K.C. Wu and O.G. Kravchenko, “Residual deformation analysis in composite shell structures 
manufactured using automated fiber placement”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112482, 15 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112482 
ABSTRACT: The manufacturing of composites typically produces residual stresses that can significantly affect 
the final shape of the structure. The process of automated fiber placement (AFP) has become a prominent 
manufacturing technique in developing layups with tailored, variable stiffness morphology. The steered patterns 
of fiber tows with and without overlaps produce residual deformations that are distinctive from traditional 
layups. Digital image correlation was used to measure the AFP lamina coefficients of thermal expansion, which 



were incorporated into finite element analyses (FEA) to model the cooling phase of the cure cycle. The effects 
of nonlinear analysis and temperature-dependent lamina properties calculated using self-consistent field 
micromechanics, on the resulting residual deformation of shells, were also modeled. The predicted residual 
deformation was analyzed by considering out-of-roundness in cylindrical shells and compared to the 
experimental results. The shell FEA results were well-correlated with the overall deformed shape of the AFP 
cylinder with overlaps, while the shell FEA model of the AFP cylinder without overlaps did not show as good 
of qualitative match of the deformation pattern. Analytical correlation with measured results were insensitive to 
material softening at elevated temperatures, geometric nonlinearities, and variations in measured lamina thermal 
properties. To improve the accuracy of the residual deformation analysis, these results suggest that the thermo-
chemical shrinkages preceding the cooldown should be considered, as well as possible variations in ply level 
microstructure due to the presence of the embedded fiber tow gaps and overlaps. 
 
Zhenxing Shen, Cheng Liu and Huijian Li, “Viscoelastic analysis of bistable composite shells via absolute 
nodal coordinate formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112537, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112537 
ABSTRACT: Material viscoelasticity may play a significant role in the bistable composite shells, especially 
after long-term stowage. This article investigates the influence of viscoelastic effects on the mechanical 
behaviors of bistable composite cylindrical shells in coiled state, for which a novel modeling approach for 
viscoelastic analysis in integral form of laminated composite shells is proposed based on the nonlinear 
continuum mechanics and the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. The model presented herein is also very 
appropriate for the dynamics analysis of deployment of bistable tape springs. Furthermore, an efficient 
calculation scheme of the highly nonlinear viscoelastic forces with hereditary integral is presented. By 
comparing the predictions of viscoelastic and elastic analyses for the radii, stresses distributions, and 
configurations of coiled shells, the effect of viscoelasticity on the second stable equilibrium is illustrated. The 
results show that relaxation behaviors of bistable composite shells at high strains are evident. 
 
Sachin Shrivastava, Naresh Sharma, Stephen W. Tsai and P.M. Mohite, “D and DD-drop layup optimization of 
aircraft wing panels under multi-load case design environment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 
112518, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112518 
ABSTRACT: The aerospace industry is on a perpetual drive to optimize structures with developments in 
modeling and analysis capabilities. The traditionally used laminates with orientations are called Legacy QUAD 
Laminates (LQL). The recent discovery of Trace of an orthotropic stress tensor allows reduction of design 
variables by the replacement of LQL with equivalent stiffness DD1 (double-double) laminate having self-
repeating orientations in a set of . The optimized LQL structures are with mid-plane symmetry, excessive ply-
migrations, and variability in ply-orientations, which make the manufacturing process cumbersome. On the 
other hand, DD-laminates are simplified, thinner and free from mid-plane symmetry, thus enable ten-fold 
reduction in production resources. The present study, an artificial intelligent (AI) genetic-algorithm based 
stochastic optimizer replaces LQL with DD-laminates, which follows DD-drop design for mass optimization. 
The optimization algorithm works with unit-circle failure, buckling mode, and wing-tip deflection design 
criteria and derives optimal-wing with lowest mass, well suited for design requirements in multiple design load-
case. The application of algorithm shows 68–70% mass reduction to an initial full-length ply wing-box model 
of LQL. The minimization of ply-migrations by D/DD-drop optimization yields structures with better resistance 
for delamination and well suited for automated production. (Math not printed. Please do not put math in your 
abstracts.) 
 
José S. Moita, Aurélio L. Araújo, Victor Franco Correia and Cristóvão M. Mota Soares, “Vibrations of 
functionally graded material axisymmetric shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112489, 15 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112489 
ABSTRACT: The free-vibration analysis of functionally graded materials (FGM) axisymmetric plate-shell type 
structures are presented in this work. A numerical solution is obtained by expanding the variables in Fourier 
series in the circumferential direction and using conical frustum finite elements in the meridional direction. The 
finite element model, having two nodal circles and ten degrees of freedom per node, is based in the Kirchhoff-
Love theory that include the transverse shear deformations by introducing a penalty function, and using one 



Gauss point integration scheme which gave excellent results for both thin and thick axisymmetric plate/shells 
structures. The reduced number of finite elements, which are required to model even complex structures, 
combined with the use of a small number of discrete layers to model the continuous variation of the mechanical 
properties through the thickness of the structure, result in an extremely low computational time required for 
FGM applications. An in-house program has been developed, and applications in a variety of axysimetric shells 
are solved, including circular plates. The solutions obtained are discussed and compared with solutions obtained 
by alternative models. 
 
Mahmoud Alfouneh, Jinchen Ji and Quantian Luo, “Optimal design of multi-cellular cores for sandwich panels 
under harmonic excitation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 248 Article 112507, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112507 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich panels with cellular cores are increasingly used in engineering due to their superb 
dynamic performance. In this type of structure, core design significantly affects its mechanical property. This 
article is to study optimal design of a multi-cellular core to minimize dynamic response of the sandwich panel 
under harmonic excitation by use of topology optimization. In this study, structural dynamic responses to 
harmonic excitation are discussed and formulations of the dynamic response in terms of strain and kinetic 
energy densities are derived. Topology optimization with multi-fractional volume constraint is conducted for 
multi-cellular core design to minimize the dynamic response of the sandwich panel under harmonic excitation. 
The optimization to minimize or maximize the dynamic responses are discussed in optimal core designs of 
sandwich panels. A multi-objective optimisation problem is also considered to optimally suppress harmonic 
vibrations with a range of several frequencies. Numerical examples are presented to validate the derived 
formulations and to optimally design multi-cellular cores for sandwich panels to achieve better dynamic 
performance. 
 
Zhi Xiao, Fuhao Mo, Di Zeng and Chunhui Yang, “Experimental and numerical study of hat shaped CFRP 
structures under quasi-static axial crushing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 Article 112465, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112465 
ABSTRACT: Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) has been increasingly applied in automobile industry 
for vehicle body lightweight and safety performance improvement. However, design of CFRP components 
especially for crushing structures is still highly ambiguous. The present study aims to study the deformation 
behaviour and energy absorption of the hat shaped CFRP structures and optimize the section shape. Two types 
of hat shaped CFRP structures with various thicknesses and ply orientation were tested under axial quasi-static 
crushing. The results show that the Type II hat shaped structure presents a stable progressive crushing mode and 
better energy absorbing ability as compared with the Type I hat shaped structure. Then, a finite element model 
was developed using the multi-layer shell element method, and was validated by the axial crushing test results. 
Finally, the section shape of the Type II CFRP structure was optimized through the surrogate model of radial 
basis function and global response surface method, and the influences of the section shape on crushing 
behaviours and energy absorbing abilities were analysed. 
 
V. Thierry and D. Chronopoulos, “The impact of mesoscale textile architecture on the structural damping in 
composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 Article 112475, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112475 
ABSTRACT: In this article, a method allowing for prediction of the effective structural damping given the 
mesoscale architecture of a composite is presented. The method enables a fast and accurate calculation of the 
loss factor as a function of the direction of the wave propagation and the frequency in any periodic textile 
composite. The scheme combines two reduction methods, the first being the wave and finite element method 
that employs periodic structure theory to reduce the size of the problem by allowing for modelling only a unit 
cell of a periodic structure, while the second reduction approach is a mode-based component mode synthesis 
that reduces the size of the dynamic stiffness matrix of a unit cell. The exhibited methodology allows for 
structural damping prediction and optimisation through judicious design of the textile architecture. Numerical 
examples several complex architectures are exhibited. 



 
Marco Amabili and Prabakaran Balasubramanian, “Nonlinear forced vibrations of laminated composite conical 
shells by using a refined shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 Article 112522, 1 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112522 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear forced vibrations of laminated composite conical shells are investigated by using a 
higher-order shear deformation theory that includes rotary inertia and geometric nonlinearity in all the 
kinematic parameters. The system was discretized by using trigonometric expansions. The convergence of the 
solutions was studied versus the number of degrees of freedom retained in the model. The nonlinear vibration 
response of laminated composite conical shells to harmonic excitation was studied for different cone angles: 
hardening and softening response were found according to the geometry. Due to the axial symmetry, a one-to-
one internal resonance appeared, as well as quasi-period vibrations. The effect of different lamination sequences 
on the nonlinear forced vibration response was investigated. 
 
Yu-xin Chen, Feng-lian Li and Yu-xin Hao, “Analysis of vibration and sound insulation characteristics of 
functionally graded sandwich plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 Article 112515, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112515 
ABSTRACT: Based on the first-order shear deformation theory, free vibration and sound insulation of 
functionally graded material (FGM) sandwich plates with four simply supported edges are studied and 
analyzed. The sandwich plate with FGM face sheets and homogeneous core and the sandwich plate with FGM 
core and homogeneous face sheets are considered. Using Navier method and fluid–solid coupling conditions, 
the vibration and coupled vibro-acoustic dynamic equations for FGM sandwich plates with simply supported 
edges are established and solved numerically. The natural frequencies and the sound insulation of FGM 
sandwich plates obtained theoretically are compared with the numerical simulation results. It is shown that the 
theoretical model of the vibration and the coupling vibro-acoustic theoretical model for the FGM sandwich 
plate are accurate and feasible. On this basis, the sound insulation characteristics of two types of FGM sandwich 
plates are analyzed, and the effects of parameter changes (incident angles, gradient index, core thickness, 
Poisson's ratio) on the fundamental frequency and sound insulation are discussed. 
 
Daniel Pietras (1), Emanoil Linul (2), Tomasz Sadowski (1) and Alexis Rusinek (3) 
(1) Department of Solid Mechanics, Lublin University of Technology, Nadbystrzycka 40 Str., 20-618 Lublin, 
Poland 
(2) Department of Mechanics and Strength of Materials, Politehnica University of Timisoara, 1 Mihai Viteazu 
Avenue, 300 222 Timisoara, Romania 
(3) Laboratory of Microstructure Studies and Mechanics of Materials, UMR-CNRS 7239, Lorraine University, 
7 rue Félix Savart, BP 15082, CEDEX 03, 57073 Metz, France 
“Out-of-plane crushing response of aluminum honeycombs in-situ filled with graphene-reinforced polyurethane 
foam”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 Article 112548, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112548 
ABSTRACT: This work reports the out-of-plane crushing response of aluminum honeycomb (HC) filled with 
polyurethane (PU) foams. For the filling of the HC, two types of PU foams were manufactured: unreinforced 
PU (UR/PU) foam and PU foam reinforced (GR/PU) with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) flakes. In this 
investigation, the static and low velocity impact compressive tests were performed on the separate constituents 
(UR/PU foam, GR/PU foam and empty HC) and their combinations (UR/PU foam-filled HC and GR/PU foam-
filled HC). By the addition of 0.02% rGO flakes, to UR/PU, an increase (over 41%) of the strength and energy 
absorption properties was obtained. Moreover, due to the interaction effect, the foam-filled HC composite 
highlights better properties (up to 61%) than the empty HC structure. Further, it has been observed that 
exposure of the specimens to ultraviolet (UV) radiation do not change the foam density, but their properties 
increase by up to 30%. Finally, it was noticed that the in-situ foam-filled HC manufacturing technique is clearly 
superior to the ex-situ method, while the foam material dictates the filled HC collapse mechanisms 
considerably. 
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Zhengdong Han, Huaguan Li, Xiaocun Xu, Hao Wang, Hongli Li and Jie Tao, “Crushing characteristics of 
aluminum/CFRP/aluminum hybrid tubes prepared by spinning forming”, Composite Structures, Vol. 249 
Article 112551, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112551 
ABSTRACT: The aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP)/aluminum hybrid tube (H-III) with a good 
interface bonding was prepared by spinning forming to explore its crushing behaviors and energy absorption 
mechanism. The quasi-static crushing test was conducted to analyze the crashworthiness. Wrapped hybrid tube 
(H-I) and assembling aluminum/CFRP/aluminum hybrid tube (H-II) were involved for comparative purpose. 
The results showed that H-III tube outperformed all hybrid structures in crashworthiness and possessed 20.5% 
higher energy absorption than the summation of the individual components. Good bonding interaction between 
CFRP/metal interface obtained by spinning forming promoted the extra restriction from outer aluminum tube on 
the CFRP layer, which significantly improved the crashworthiness. Delamination failure behavior in 
CFRP/metal interface was numerically investigated. Moreover, the deformation modes of each layer in H-III 
hybrid structure comparing with corresponding single structure were explored. It was found that the 
development of delamination failure during crushing was bound to contribute to the improvement of energy 
absorption. The aluminum tubes in the single structure exhibited concertina mode while diamond mode 
dominated those in the hybrid structure under the bonding interaction. The more adequate damaged CFRP layer 
was identified in the hybrid structure than the single structure, making more contribution to energy absorption. 
 
Fusong Jin, Peng Xu, Fei Xia, Haofeng Liang, Sishi Yao and Jianghong Xue, “Buckling of composite laminates 
with multiple delaminations: Part I Theoretical and numerical analysis”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 
112491, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112491 
ABSTRACT: Buckling of composite laminates containing multiple delaminations are analyzed theoretically 
based on the proposed equivalent model. From the exact analysis in which the nonlinear contact effect between 
the two portions above and beneath the delamination is included, it is found that (1) the two portions above and 
below the delamination undergoes exactly identical global deflection; (1) the composite laminate is subjected to 
Mode II delamination propagation due to in-plane slipping. According to such observations, an equivalent 
model which is perfect, delamination free is proposed to replace the delaminated portion of the laminate. The 
substitute model has the same geometric size and is stacked in the same sequence as that of the delaminated 
portion. The exact solution of the global deflection mode also suggests that the stiffness of the substitute model 
is taken as the sum of the stiffness of the two portions above and beneath the delamination. Buckling of 
composite laminates simply supported at the four sides with a single delamination is examined for different 
delamination length and depth using equivalent model, exact model and the finite element model. A good 
agreement between them demonstrates the efficiency and accuracy of the presented equivalent model. Using the 
established equivalent model, buckling of composite laminates with multiple delaminations along thickness and 
horizontal directions are investigated. Parametric studies are executed analytically and numerically to inspect 
the influence of delamination conditions, such as the number of delamination as well as the depth, the position 
and the length of each delamination, on the buckling performance of the composite laminates. 
 
Paweł Czapski, “Influence of laminate code and curing process on the stability of square cross-section, 
composite columns – Experimental and FEM studies”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112564, 15 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112564 



ABSTRACT: The objective of this research is to investigate the influence of the laminate code and autoclaving 
process parameters on the buckling and post-buckling behaviour of thin-walled, composite profiles with square 
cross-section. A compression of profiles with the following dimensions was investigated: 
(width × height × thickness) 80 mm × 80 mm × 1.2 mm and length equal to 240 mm. The laminates were cured 
in two autoclaving processes: the nominal process on an empty aluminium mandrel and slow curing process on 
a full aluminium mandrel. Five different laminate codes were inspected – two symmetric and three anti-
symmetric ones with respect to the midplane of the laminate. In total, 40 samples were inspected. The results 
were compared with two FE models. The first did not include the residual stresses in the material while the 
second did. A comparison of experimental data with the results of FE modelling proves that residual stresses 
significantly contribute in the buckling and post-buckling behaviour of thin-walled laminated structures with 
closed cross-section. Their occurrence has a positive effect on the stability of the columns. The study also 
covers the discussion about the failure loads of the considered columns. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling strength and ductility of a metallic cylindrical shell can be enhanced significantly by 
externally wrapping fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite sheet(s). This paper presents an in-depth 
numerical study on inelastic buckling of glass FRP (GFRP) strengthened steel tube. The influence of boundary 
conditions, geometric imperfections, transverse moduli of GFRP, metal-FRP interfacial bond, FRP damage, and 
other challenges in numerical modeling and computation on buckling behavior are investigated. The predictions 
demonstrate good agreement with published experiments Teng and Hu [1]. It is shown that accurate prediction 
of i) post-yield behavior is possible only by the inclusion of metal-FRP interfacial damage, and ii) point of 
buckling and buckling failure modes require the inclusion of FRP damage as well. Further, this study reveals 
that i) the metal-FRP interfacial damage happens just before or immediately after the initiation of tube yielding, 
ii) the axisymmetric buckle initiates at same loading irrespective of amount of FRP strengthening, iii) FRP 
matrix compression damage and buckle growth aid each other, and iv) an increase in FRP strengthening retards 
the buckling growth to the point of strain localization. 
 
Amin Farrokhabadi, Seyed Ahmad Taghizadeh, Hamidreza Madadi, Hossein Norouzi and Ahmad Ataei, 
“Experimental and numerical analysis of novel multi-layer sandwich panels under three point bending load”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112631, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112631 
ABSTRACT: In this study, mechanical behavior of multilayer corrugated core laminated composite sandwich 
panel subjected to quasi-static three-point bending is investigated experimentally as well as numerically. 
Parameters such as contact force, energy absorption and specific absorbed energy (unit mass energy) for 
different geometries of corrugated core (rectangular, trapezoidal and triangular) are studied during loading 
process and failure. Composite plates and corrugated cores have been manually made using ML506 epoxy resin 
with 15% hardener and 45% volumetric woven glass fibers. Experimental results show that multilayer sandwich 
composite panels not only strengthen the structure in the quasi-static three-point bending process, but also make 
the absorbed energy to grow significantly by increasing the contact force and displacement up to the complete 
failure. The main mechanisms of damage and failure of sandwich panel specimens during load bearing process 
are matrix cracking, fiber breakage, delamination, local indentation, global bending, crushing and buckling of 
cell walls and face sheet and core de-bonding. Rectangular geometry of corrugated core, in terms of energy 
absorption and specific energy exhibits better results in comparison to other shapes. Numerical simulation using 
ABAQUS FEA package led to results, which are in good agreement with experimental ones and make it 
possible to use simulation instead of costly tests for analysis and design. 
 
Paweł Czapski, Patryk Jakubczak, Jarosław Bieniaś, Mariusz Urbaniak and Tomasz Kubiak, “Influence of 
autoclaving process on the stability of thin-walled, composite columns with a square cross-section – 
Experimental and numerical studies”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112594, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112594 
ABSTRACT: Stability of thin-walled, composite, aerospace structures is a key issue in an analysis of its safety. 
This research aims to investigate the influence of the curing parameters on the stability (buckling behaviour) of 
thin-walled, GFRP laminates. Under inspection was taken the compression of eight-layered (layup [45/-45/45/-
45]s), composite columns with a square cross-section with the dimensions: (width × height × thickness) 
80 mm × 80 mm × 1.2 mm and length equal to 240 mm. The composite was cured in two autoclaving curing 
cycles. The first is a nominal curing cycle on an empty aluminium mandrel, while the second is a modified 
curing cycle on a full aluminium mandrel. To verify the quality of the manufactured composite, an assessment 
of the microstructure has been performed. Then, compression tests were performed and two FE models were 
prepared, with and without the inclusion of residual stresses in the material. Additionally, for the purpose of the 
second FE model, coefficients of thermal expansion of the laminate were determined experimentally. A 
comparison of FE models with experimental data leads to the conclusion that residual stresses are not negligible 
and must be taken into account FE modelling of columns with closed cross-section. 
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Zhan Guo, Mengya Ye, Yu Chen and Xixiang Chen, “Experimental study on compressive behavior of concrete-
filled GFRP tubular stub columns after being subjected to acid corrosion”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 
Article 112630, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112630 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of axial compression tests of concrete-filled GFRP tubular (CFGT) 
stub columns after being subjected to acid corrosion. Fifty-four specimens subjected to acid corrosion and nine 
specimens untreated with acid solutions are axially tested. The main parameters considered in this study include 
the wall thickness of GFRP tube, concrete strength, PH value of acid solution, and immersion duration. CFGT 
stub columns after being subjected to acid corrosion are all failed with the fracturing of GFRP tube and crushing 
of core concrete. The ultimate strength of the CFGT stub columns corroded by acid solution decreases 
remarkably compared with those without acid corrosion. The longer the immersion duration, the lower the 
ultimate strength of the acid corroded CFGT stub columns. Immersion duration has the greatest influence on the 
percentage decrease of ultimate strength of the acid corroded CFGT stub columns, followed by the PH value of 
acid solution. However, the effects of the wall thickness of GFRP tube and concrete strength on the percentage 
decrease of ultimate strength can be neglected. Additionally, the finite element models are also developed for 
the acid corroded CFGT stub columns by the ABAQUS software and are verified with the experimental results. 
 
H.A. Zamani, “Nonlinear vibration of piezoelectric graphene-reinforced composite laminated panels in thermal 
environment using Amabili-Reddy shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112556, 
15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112556 
ABSTRACT: This work studies large amplitude free vibration of piezoelectric laminated doubly curved panels 
reinforced with zigzag/armchair graphene sheets under uniform temperature rise. Thermomechanical and 
kinematic relations are derived using refined Halpin-Tsai approach and Amabili-Reddy (fourth-order shear 
deformation) theory which remains all nonlinear terms in the in-plane displacements. The explicit form of the 
quadratic variation of electric potential with Green-Lagrange strains and pyroelectric effects under open and 
closed circuits are presented. As a first endeavor, the explicit forms of six-coupled PDEs of motions are 
extracted using Gibbs energy, Hamilton principle and Maxwell equation. For the first time, the eigenvalue 
problem is solved via the Galerkin and extended He variational method. To verify, linear frequencies of 
piezoelectric, graphene-reinforced composite and nonlinear frequencies of laminated composite plates are 
compared with available results and it is shown that Amabili-Reddy theory has less sensitivity to electric 
surface condition than first-order shear deformation theory. Parametric studies reveal that panels with low 
thickness of piezoelectric layer, closed circuit and high temperature show higher frequency ratios than other 
panels. Moreover, panels with BaTiO3 layers display more sensitivity to the amplitude and less sensitivity to 
electric surface condition than panels integrated with PZT-4 and PZT-5A layers in ambient temperature. 
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graded plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112517, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112517 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibration and crack identification of functionally graded material 
(FGM) plates with a through-width edge crack. The material properties of the FGM plates change continuously 
with the power law distribution along the plate thickness direction. The crack in an FGM plate is simulated as a 
massless rotational spring and the plate is separated into two sub-plates at the crack location connected by the 
line spring. The stress intensity factor (SIF) in the FGM strip is calculated to determine the stiffness of the 
spring. The governing equations of cracked FGM plates are derived from the Mindlin plate theory and solved 
by the differential quadrature (DQ) method to obtain modal parameters. The vibrational mode of a cracked 
FGM plate is analyzed by utilizing continuous wavelet transform (CWT). A novel damage index (DI) is 
developed based on calculated wavelet coefficients to localize the crack in FGM plates. This method can 
localize the crack accurately and reduce the edge effect even with the measurement noise. 
 
Mengzhen Li, C. Guedes Soares and Renjun Yan, “A novel shear deformation theory for static analysis of 
functionally graded plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112559, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112559 
ABSTRACT: A new generalized 5-variable shear deformation theory is proposed to calculate the static 
response of functionally graded plates. A small exponential function with a shape parameter m is multiplied to a 
classical trigonometric shear strain shape function to make more accurate distribution of the transverse shear 
strain in the thickness direction of the functionally graded plates. The novelty of this work is that the shear 
strain function with the shape parameter m is assumed to vary with power-law indexes. Golden section search is 
used to determine the values of the optimal shape parameter mop. The present shear strain shape function satisfies 
the stress-free condition at top and bottom surfaces without using any transverse shear correction factors. The 
governing equations and boundary conditions are derived from the Hamilton principle, and the closed form 
solutions of Navier-type under simply supported boundary conditions are obtained. The accuracy of the 
proposed theory is verified by comparing the results of numerical examples with the other existing 2D and 
quasi-3D solutions. The effect of gradient index, side-to-thickness ratio and aspect ratio on the static response is 
also studied. 
 
Zhouzhou Pan and K.M. Liew, “Predicting vibration characteristics of rotating composite blades containing 
CNT-reinforced composite laminae and damaged fiber-reinforced composite laminae”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 250 Article 112580, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112580 
ABSTRACT: Existing of cracks within blade structures can cause stiffness degradation and hence changes their 
vibration characteristics. This study investigates the vibration behaviors of rotating pre-twisted hybrid 
composite blades containing functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) laminae 
and damaged fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) laminae. The degraded stiffness of the cracked lamina is 
modeled through the self-consistent model (SCM). The blade is modeled as a shell structure that is formed by 
twisting a plate around its mean line. With the help of the differential geometry theory, a novel shell model has 
been derived to describe the kinetics of the blade. The effect of the Coriolis and centrifugal force are both 
presented in the formulation, which results in a damped-like free vibration system governed by a system of 
second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Utilizing the state space technique, the system is 
reformulated to a system of first-order ODEs. The IMLS-Ritz method is then used for discretizing the ODEs. 
After carefully validating the effectiveness of the presented model through a series of comparison studies, 
parametric studies including CNT distribution configuration, rotating speed, geometrical parameters on the 
vibration responses of cross-plied composite blades are systematically examined. The vibration characteristics 
of angle-plied composite blades are also investigated. 
 
Saifeng Zhong, Guoyong Jin, Tiangui Ye, Jianhua Zhang, Yaqiang Xue and Mingfei Chen, “Isogeometric 
vibration analysis of multi-directional functionally gradient circular, elliptical and sector plates with variable 



thickness”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112470, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112470 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate the free vibration of multi-directional functionally gradient (multi-
directional FG) circular, elliptical and sector plates with variable thickness. A numerical analysis procedure 
based on the isogeometric analysis (IGA) and high-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is applied. For the 
HSDT, the effect of shear deformation can be considered, and no shear correction coefficient is needed. By 
using isogeometric analysis with the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) as the basis function, the precise 
geometric models and high-order approximation are obtained so that the C1 continuity of HSDT can be directly 
achieved without any additional variables. The plates in this paper are considered inhomogeneous in multiple 
directions, and the thickness of plates also changes along both x- and y-axes. To verify the correctness and 
validity of the current numerical analysis procedure, several numerical examples for the above plates are 
obtained and results are compared with those from the literature. Then the effects of material variation 
parameters, boundary conditions (BCs), thickness variation index are investigated and discussed specifically. 
 
Aleksander Muc, “Non-local approach to free vibrations and buckling problems for cylindrical nano-
structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112541, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112541 
ABSTRACT: Non-local higher order free vibration and buckling analysis of a cylindrical nano-shell is studied 
in this paper based on non-local 3D elasticity theory and third order shear deformation theory proposed by Prof. 
J.N. Reddy. One can conclude that combination of important theories such as Reddy's shear deformation theory 
and non-local Tiersten-Mindlin’s theory to a more complicated structure such as cylindrical nano-structures 
results in an important and novel work in context of structural mechanics. The governing equations of non-local 
elastic bending are reduced to one linear homogeneous differential equation for simply-supported boundary 
conditions. In the strain or stress non-local problems different physical formulations have different effects on 
the searched values, understood in the sense of weakening or enhancement the buckling/vibration results in 
comparison with the classical global approach. 
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G. Li and E. Carrera, “Shell finite element models with local kinematic refinements based on Reissner’s Mixed 
Variational Theorem with layer-wise descriptions”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112587, 15 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112587 
ABSTRACT: This work presents refined shell finite element (FE) models based on Reissner’s Mixed 
Variational Theorem (RMVT) with layer-wise (LW) Node-Dependent Kinematics (NDK) for the analysis of 
multi-layered composite structures. LW descriptions of displacements and transverse stresses employing 
hierarchical Legendre polynomials (HLP) are adopted. Developed in the framework of Carrera Unified 
Formulation (CUF), adaptable refinement through hierarchical shell elements with NDK is extended to the 
RMVT formulations. The numerical accuracy and efficiency are assessed by comparing the FE solutions for 
bending shells against references available in the literature or from modeling with commercial software. 
 
Piotr Jankowski, Krzysztof Kamil Żur, Jinseok Kim and J.N. Reddy, “On the bifurcation buckling and vibration 
of porous nanobeams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 250 Article 112632, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112632 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, effects of porous material on bifurcation buckling and natural vibrations of 
nanobeams are investigated based on the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory. The displacement field of 
the nanobeam satisfies assumptions of Reddy higher-order shear deformation beam theory. The displacements 
gradients are assumed to be small so that the components of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor are linear and 
infinitesimal. The constitutive relations for functionally graded porous material are expressed by nonlocal and 
length scale parameters and power-law variation of material parameters in conjunction with cosine functions to 
create a possibility to investigate the effect of diverse distributions of porosity on mechanics of nanostructures. 
Effect of Winkler-Pasternak foundation on mechanics of nanobeam is also considered. The Hamilton’s 
variational principle is utilized to derive governing equations of motion of the composite nanobeam. For the 
first time, the critical porosity is defined and examined for bifurcation buckling analysis of elastically supported 
nanobeams with symmetric distribution of porosity. Influence of axial forces and types of porosity distributions 
on eigenfrequencies of functionally graded nanobeams is studied. Classical theory without nonlocal effects is 
obtained as a special case and valid for all considered distributions of functionally graded material and volume 
fractions of voids. 
 
Yongha Kim and Jungsun Park, “A theory for the free vibration of a laminated composite rectangular plate with 
holes in aerospace applications”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112571, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112571 
ABSTRACT: This article defines the effective stiffness of a laminated composite rectangular plate with holes 
by the homogenization method. Based on the continuous model, a theory is presented for conducting a free 
vibration analysis of the laminated composite rectangular plate with holes. The theory is derived by the Ritz 
method. The validity of the theory is verified by comparing the results of the finite element analysis 
(static/modal analyses). Finally, we investigate the effects of the design parameters on the vibration 
characteristics of the laminated composite rectangular plates with holes by a parametric analysis based on the 
present method. The results allow a database to be obtained on the structural characteristics of laminated 
composite rectangular plates for applying aerospace applications. Consequently, it is concluded that the theory 
is well suited to free vibration analysis of a laminated composite rectangular plate with holes for aerospace 
applications due to their relative simplicity and computational efficiency. 
 
Panxu Sun, Hong Yang and Le Kang, “Time-domain analysis for dynamic responses of non-classically damped 
composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112554, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112554 
ABSTRACT: A complex mode superposition method based on equivalent viscous damping model (CEV) is 
proposed for time-domain dynamic responses of non-classically damped composite structures. The damping 
matrix of hysteretic non-classically damped composite structures can be easily obtained and complex mode 
superposition method based on hysteretic damping model is directly realized in the physical space. However, 
hysteretic damping model is not causal, and is only applied in frequency-domain analysis. By the aid of 
constitutive model of Kelvin-Voigt model, viscous damping model which is equivalent to the hysteretic 



damping model is obtained based on single degree of freedom system. Combined with complex mode 
superposition method of hysteretic damping model and mathematical simplicity of equivalent viscous damping 
model, CEV can be realized. Structural vibration responses of shaking table test under random excitations are 
measured, which are compared with the corresponding calculation results using CEV and traditional complex 
mode superposition method based on viscous damping model (CR), respectively. The calculation results 
obtained by the two complex mode superposition methods are consistent with the test results. Compared with 
CR, the calculation results of CEV are unique, computational efficiency of CEV is higher and the problem of 
choosing reasonable modes has been avoided. 
 
Sixin Huang and Pizhong Qiao, “A new semi-analytical method for nonlinear stability analysis of stiffened 
laminated composite doubly-curved shallow shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112526, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112526 
ABSTRACT: Nonlinear stability behavior of rotationally-restrained stiffened laminated composite doubly-
curved shallow shells with imperfection subjected to in-plane shear and compression loading is evaluated using 
a new and unique semi-analytical method. The new equivalent model with variable stiffness for both 
centrically- and eccentrically-stiffened shells is developed, and Heaviside function is uniquely applied to 
construct the variable stiffness of stiffened shells along two orthogonal directions. The Galerkin method is 
implemented to solve the nonlinear governing equation, and the snapping phenomenon of stiffened shell 
structures is then captured by the arc-length method (Riks method). The nonlinear load-deflection equilibrium 
paths of centrically- and eccentrically-stiffened plates and four typical shallow shell structures are studied, and 
both the real geometry and equivalent models by the numerical finite element method are used to validate the 
present semi-analytical approach. Finally, the influence of amplitude of imperfection, edge rotational restraint 
spring stiffness, load ratios, curvature radii, and distribution of stiffeners on nonlinear stability behavior of 
stiffened shells are discussed to demonstrate effective application of present semi-analytical method. 
 
Fabrizio Greco, Lorenzo Leonetti, Paolo Lonetti, Raimondo Luciano and Andrea Pranno, “A multiscale 
analysis of instability-induced failure mechanisms in fiber-reinforced composite structures via alternative 
modeling approaches”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112529, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112529 
ABSTRACT: Multiscale techniques have been widely shown to potentially overcome the limitation of 
homogenization schemes in representing the microscopic failure mechanisms in heterogeneous media as well as 
their influence on their structural response at the macroscopic level. Such techniques allow the use of fully 
detailed models to be avoided, thus resulting in a notable decrease in the overall computational cost at fixed 
numerical accuracy compared to the so-called direct numerical simulations. In the present work, two different 
multiscale modeling approaches are presented for the analysis of microstructural instability-induced failure in 
locally periodic fiber-reinforced composite materials subjected to general loading conditions involving large 
deformations. The first approach, which is of a semi-concurrent kind, consists in the “on-the-fly” derivation of 
the macroscopic constitutive response of the composite structure together with its microscopic stability 
properties through a two-way computational homogenization scheme. The latter one is a novel hybrid 
hierarchical/concurrent multiscale approach relying on a two-level domain decomposition scheme used in 
conjunction with a nonlinear homogenization scheme performed at the preprocessing stage. Both multiscale 
approaches have been suitably validated through comparisons with reference direct numerical simulations, by 
which the ability of the latter approach in capturing boundary layer effects has been demonstrated. 
 
Xin Wang, Xue Li, Run-Pei Yu, Jian-Wei Ren, ... Tian Jian Lu, “Enhanced vibration and damping 
characteristics of novel corrugated sandwich panels with polyurea-metal laminate face sheets”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112591, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112591 
ABSTRACT: All-metallic sandwich panels with lattice truss cores are typically ultralight, stiff and strong, yet 
poor in passive vibration damping. Novel laser-welded corrugated-core (LASCOR) sandwich panels with 
polyurea-metal laminates (PML) as face sheets were proposed and fabricated, and their vibration and damping 
characteristics were systematically investigated, both experimentally and numerically. Frequency/time response 
curves, natural frequencies, vibration mode shapes and damping loss factors were measured and compared with 



LASCOR sandwich panels without embedded polyurea layers. A combined finite element-modal strain energy 
(FE-MSE) method was proposed to predict the vibration damping performance and explore the underlying 
enhancement mechanisms, with the frequency-dependent damping behaviors of polyurea considered. Good 
agreement was achieved between numerical simulations and experimental measurements. The PML face sheets 
enabled remarkable damping enhancement, due mainly to viscoelastic energy dissipation of the polyurea layers. 
The capacity of the sandwich panel in passive vibration suppression could be further improved by tailoring the 
polyurea layer thickness and the distribution of polyurea layers. 
 
Hooman Aminipour, Maziar Janghorban and Omer Civalek, “Analysis of functionally graded doubly-curved 
shells with different materials via higher order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 
Article 112645, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112645 
ABSTRACT: In this article, by means of nonlocal elasticity theory with using a higher order shear deformation 
theory (HSDT), the size-dependent wave propagation in functionally graded (FG) doubly-curved shells is 
investigated. In this HSDT, an exponential function along with a trigonometric formula represents the 
displacements and the implementation of Hamilton’s principle resulted in obtaining the governing equations. 
Shells are considered to be made of three different types of material properties: 1. FG carbon nanotubes-
reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC), 2. FG graphene nanoplatelets-reinforced composite (FG-GNPRC), 3. FG 
porous ceramic–metal (FG-PCM). The properties for FG-CNTRC are estimated by the rule of mixture, for FG-
GNPRC are evaluated by Halpin-Tsai model and for FG-PCM are modeled by a power law function combined 
with a cosine formula. The accuracy of proposed models are verified with open literatures’ results. The effects 
of CNTs’ percentage, GNPs’ weight fraction, intensity of porosity, distribution patterns of CNTs as well as 
GNPs and porosities, wave numbers, nonlocal parameter and thickness of shells on the results of FG doubly-
curved shells are also presented. 
 
Chien H. Thai, A.J.M. Ferreira and P. Phung-Van, “A nonlocal strain gradient isogeometric model for free 
vibration and bending analyses of functionally graded plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112634, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112634 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel nonlocal strain gradient isogeometric model using the nonlocal strain 
gradient theory (NSGT) and isogeometric analysis (IGA) is developed to analyze free vibration and bending 
behaviors of functionally graded (FG) plates. Based on the higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) and 
NSGT, the weak form of the governing equation motion of the plates is presented. To homogenize material 
properties, the Mori-Tanaka scheme is used. The proposed model is capable of capturing both nonlocal effects 
and strain gradient effects in nanoplate structures due to adding two parameters, i.e. nonlocal and strain gradient 
parameters, into the elastic constants of FG materials. Thanks to those two parameters, both stiffness reduction 
and stiffness enhancement mechanism of FG plates are observed. The principle of virtual work is used to derive 
governing equations, subsequently, the natural frequencies and deflections of the FG plates are determined. 
Numerical results are presented to evaluate effects of the geometry, boundary condition, length-to-thickness 
ratio, exponential factor, nonlocal parameter and strain gradient parameter on the natural frequency and 
deflection of FG plates. In addition, the pure nonlocal and strain gradient models can be restored from the 
proposed model when taking the zero of the strain gradient and nonlocal parameters, respectively. 
 
Shiyao Lin, Solver I. Thorsson and Anthony M. Waas, “Predicting the low velocity impact damage of a quasi-
isotropic laminate using EST”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112530, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112530 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the low velocity impact (LVI) on a quasi-isotropic laminate [45/0/–45/90]3s (QIL) is 
studied to predict the deformation response and damage state of the laminate. This stacking of a QIL is a 
benchmark case that results in a “rotating-fan” pattern of delamination damage due to the impact. Drop-tower 
tests were performed with an impact energy of 25 J and an impactor mass of 7.5 kg. 3D digital image 
correlation (3D DIC) was carried out to measure the in situ deformation of the laminate. Non-destructive 
inspection (NDI) including ultrasound C-scanning and X-ray micro computed tomography (micro-CT) were 
done to characterize the overall damage footprint and the internal detailed damage morphology. The 
computational model is an extension and refinement of the model developed in Refs. [74], [76]. Enhanced 



Schapery Theory (EST) is used as the constitutive model and implemented with a user material subroutine in 
the commercial code Abaqus. The EST uses Schapery theory for pre-peak damage and the crack band model for 
post peak failure. The major contributions reported in this paper are as follows; in the experimental study, the 
damage mechanisms have been illustrated with high-resolution micro-CT scanning, while in the numerical 
study, the “rotating-fan” pattern, damage-free cone and damage modes interaction have been accurately and 
efficiently captured with a uniform, non-fiber-aligned mesh. 
 
Hong Tang, Hong-Liang Dai and Xia Liao, “Geometrically nonlinear analysis of CFRP laminates subjected 
uniform load in hygrothermal effect”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112644, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112644 
ABSTRACT: The influence of the hygrothermal effect is considered in the constitutive relation of carbon fiber 
reinforced composite (CFRP) based Reddy’s high-order shear deformation theory. The geometric nonlinear 
governing equations are derived by using virtual displacement method; and the boundary conditions are elastic 
restraint against rotation. Then, the physical parameters of CFRP are considered as constant in the hygrothermal 
effect, and the governing equations are solved by using Galerkin method, where clamped rectangular CFRP 
laminate is used. Finally, the effects of the different hygrothermal effect, length height ratio, length width ratio 
and total number of plies are discussed on the load-central deflection and bending moment. 
 
Shaowei Zhu, Jiqiang Hu, Xiaojun Tan, Bing Wang, Shuai Chen and Li Ma, “Mechanics of sandwich panels 
with a buckling-dominated lattice core: The effects of the initial rod curvatures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
251 Article 112669, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112669 
ABSTRACT: The mechanical behavior of sandwich panels with a buckling-dominated lattice core (SPBLC) are 
studied in this work. Based on an analysis of the structural force, deformation, yield point, plastic limit, and 
bifurcation buckling, the formulas for predicting the structural stiffness and strength are established and then 
validated by experimental tests and numerical simulations. The negative effects of the initial rod curvatures on 
the structural stiffness and strength are investigated for SPBLCs with different relative densities, different initial 
rod curvatures, and different cross-section shapes. Moreover, a comparative study on the energy absorption 
ability of SPBLCs and traditional sandwich panels with stretching-dominated lattice cores (SPSLCs) is 
conducted, which shows that a better energy absorption performance can be achieved by rationally designing 
the initial rod curvature. This work provides a theoretical model and design criteria for sandwich panels with 
buckling-dominated lattice cores, and it is instructive for the design of other buckling-dominated structures. 
 
Balakrishna Adhikari, Padmanav Dash and B.N. Singh, “Buckling analysis of porous FGM sandwich plates 
under various types nonuniform edge compression based on higher order shear deformation theory”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112597, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112597 
ABSTRACT: This study intends to model the effect of porosity type defect and analyze the consequences of 
porosity on the buckling characteristic of various types of FGM sandwich combinations. Here, we consider four 
types of FGM sandwich combinations considering the multiple arrangements of the constituent layers (i.e., two 
face sheets and a core). Further, the combinations of all kinds of sandwiches are considered in such a way that 
there is no material discontinuity or jump. The porosity defects are modeled in this work as the criteria of 
stiffness reduction and incorporated in the rule of mixture. Finally, results are calculated by considering two 
types of porosity distribution, evenly and unevenly, while modeling the FGM plate. The buckling response of 
FGM sandwich plates has been analyzed under a nonuniform in-plane edge load. The application of nonuniform 
in-plane loads causes in-plane stresses to be nonlinear. Hence, in-plane stresses need to be calculated apriori for 
the buckling study of the FGM plate under nonuniform load. Further, the effects of various parameters like 
porosity contents, sandwich combinations, aspect ratio, thickness ratio, boundary conditions on buckling load of 
FGM plate have been studied in this paper. 
 
Hiroshi Suemasu, “On the instability of multiple annular delaminations of axisymmetric laminates with 
arbitrary boundary conditions subjected to transverse load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112678, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112678 



ABSTRACT: Herein, the damage problem of quasi-isotropic composite laminates subjected to a quasi-static 
transverse load has been studied analytically. The damage was modeled as multiple equal-sized annular 
delaminations of equal-interval in the thickness direction without any opening during transverse loading. This 
simplified damage shape was adopted according to the typical damage morphology of impact-tested laminates. 
Closed-form expressions of the responses, such as a deflection and an energy release rate, were developed in 
terms of the applied force, dimensions of the plates, and damage under arbitrary boundary conditions based on 
the Mindlin plate theory. Though their applicability is limited owing to an assumption of linearity, the closed-
form expressions provide fundamental information, particularly at the initiation and early growth of the damage, 
on the effects of the boundary conditions, dimensions, fundamental material properties, and ply thickness of the 
composite laminates. 
 
Jiqiang Hu, Ankang Liu, Shaowei Zhu, Hanqi Zhang, Bing Wang,  Huayong Zheng and Zhengong Zhou, 
“Novel panel-core connection process and impact behaviors of CF/PEEK thermoplastic composite sandwich 
structures with truss cores”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112659, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112659 
ABSTRACT: The composite sandwich structures, as a representative of lightweight and high-strength 
structures, exhibit extraordinary engineering application potential. However, the weak connection between 
panel and core limits their application. This paper focuses on investigating the panel-core connection and 
impact properties of the carbon fiber reinforced polyether ether ketone (CF/PEEK) sandwich structure with 
truss core. An in-suit hot-pressing connection technology distinguishing from traditional brazing (for metal 
materials) and bonding (for thermosetting composites) methods is proposed for connecting panels and truss 
cores. The low velocity impact test were carried out to investigate the impact response and failure modes of the 
CF/PEEK sandwich structures. The finite element (FE) model is established to predict the structural response 
under low velocity impact loading. The impact response of the structure is analyzed using experimental and 
simulation results, which are affected by relative density of core, impact energy and impact site. Besides, 
parametric analyses on impactor diameter and unit cell number was carried out. This work provides guidance 
for studying the impact performance of composite sandwich structures. 
 
Samer Gowid, Elsadig Mahdi, Jamil Renno, Sadok Sassi, Ghais Kharmanda and Abdallah Shokry, 
“Experimental investigation of the crashworthiness performance of fiber and fiber steel-reinforced composites 
tubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 251 Article 112655, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112655 
ABSTRACT: Crashworthiness plays a key role in energy absorption and hence in vehicle accidents. The energy 
absorption capacity of laminated composite materials is heavily investigated in the industry due to their low 
cost, corrosion resistance, and high strength to weight ratio. Thus, this paper experimentally investigates the 
effect of the addition of woven fiber laminates and fiber steel sandwich laminates on the strength and energy 
absorption capacity of PVC polymer tubes. The sandwich-structured composite is formed from two glass-fiber 
composite layers with a steel layer in between. Four normal and hybrid reinforcement configurations are 
proposed, evaluated, and compared to the benchmark unreinforced tube. The crashworthiness characteristics of 
the reinforced composite tubes were identified using quasi-static axial compression tests. The crushing 
parameters, in terms of load–displacement response, load-carrying capacity, Specific Energy (SE) absorption 
capability, and Crush Force Efficiency (CFE) were determined for each sample. Moreover, Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) analysis was carried out to investigate the microstructures, which clearly indicate the 
fractured surfaces. The results show that the tube reinforced with a 1 mm steel layer sandwiched between 2 
layers and 4 layers of woven glass-fiber has the highest SE and CFE of 14 J/g and 0.91, respectively, while the 
tube reinforced with 7 layers of glass fiber layers only has the highest Initial Peak Load (IPF) of 139.36 kN. 
 
Haitao Ma, “Rational approach for higher-order shear deformation beam theories”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
251 Article 112599, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112599 
ABSTRACT: The studies on the higher-order beam theory and its application to functionally graded (FG), 
laminated composite and sandwich beams have received much research attention over recent years. While 
significant progress has been made, there is an issue with the selection of the appropriate distribution function 



for describing section warping due to transverse loading. In the present study, a rational approach is proposed 
for the determination of correct warping functions for symmetric cross sections. Two new conditions on 
warping function are suggested: first, the warping function should vanish on the neutral plane; and second, the 
first derivative of warping function should take unity value on the neutral plane. A rigorous procedure is then 
developed by using the equilibrium condition and three conditions. An exact higher-order theory is then 
developed for creating accurate analysis models to consider both material and geometry variations over the 
beam cross section. A finite element analysis model is presented and a two-node beam element with bubble 
displacement modes is implemented. Results for sandwich and FG beam problems are shown and numerical 
results are compared with those of plane stress continuum models to demonstrate the correctness and 
application of the new theory and finite element model. 
 
Zhangming Wu, Hao Li and Yuli Chen, “An improved model for unsymmetric plates”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 252 Article 112622, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112622 
ABSTRACT: For an unsymmetric plate, a pure bending (plate curvature) inevitably causes a certain amount of 
stretching to the geometric mid-plane due to the stretching-bending coupling. According to classical thin plate 
theory, the geometric mid-plane is assumed to remain unstrained under pure bending. In this study, we 
demonstrate that the classical thin plate theory based on Kirchhoff–Love hypothesis is not accurate enough to 
model the structural behavior of unsymmetric plates. To overcome this limitation, we propose an improved 
theoretical model for unsymmetric plates through taking advantages of neutral plane strains in defining the 
geometric functions instead of mid-plane strains. Subsequently, the new governing equations and energy 
expression for the cylindrical bending of unsymmetric plates are derived using a modified constitutive equation. 
An alternative derivation approach based on the general stress equations is also presented for further validation. 
A direct consideration of stretching-bending coupling in the constitutive equation can significantly reduce the 
number of unknown parameters in establishing an accurate analytical model for unsymmetric plates. The pure 
bending problem of unsymmetric plates with small deformation is first studied, for which the improved model 
proposed in this paper is shown to capture the out-of-plane deformation of unsymmetric plates, accurately. 
However, many previous works have to take into account the nonlinear von Kármán strains even in the model 
of this small deformation problem. For the pure plate bending problem with large deformation, few unknown 
terms are needed for the improved model to give accurate results compared with the conventional mid-plane 
strain based method. Later, this improved model is applied to predict the stable configurations, the 
bifurcation/loss-of-bifurcation and the static snap-through phenomena of bistable cross-ply composite 
laminates. Furthermore, the application of this improved model for the accurate simulation of the nonlinear 
dynamics of unsymmetric plates is also demonstrated. Applying this proposed improved model, the model is 
reduced into an analogous one for isotropic or symmetric plates, therefore, the problem of unsymmetric plates 
can be solved readily and accurately. 
 
Arnaldo Casalotti, Francesco D’Annibale and Giuseppe Rosi, “Multi-scale design of an architected composite 
structure with optimized graded properties”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112608, 15 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112608 
ABSTRACT: A design framework is here presented for the development of an architected solid with targeted 
mechanical properties thanks to an optimized porosity distribution. A 2D lattice of regular hexagons is 
considered as core element of a sandwich panel and a Bloch-Floquet-based approach is adopted to derive 
homogenized equivalent properties. The density distribution of the equivalent continuum is taken as objective 
function to be minimized in the optimization process. To this end, suitable constraints are designed to avoid 
empty regions and ensure a minimized density where required by the mechanical actions. A de-homogenization 
process is carried out on the optimized equivalent continuum to derive the configuration of regular hexagons 
with optimally varying wall thickness. Static and buckling responses of the optimized architected solid are 
compared with that of a 2D continuum whose material density distribution is determined through a classical 
topology optimization. It is shown that the architected 2D solid can absorb higher strain energy, with respect to 
classically optimized structures, which suffer a buckling-driven collapse below the elasticity threshold. The 
architected solid is also shown to have an improved energy absorption capability, that may increase 
considerably its performance, depending on the ductility of the adopted material. 
 



 
G. Kinvi-Dossou, N. Bonfoh, R. Matadi Boumbimba, Y. Koutsawa, A. Nyoungue and P. Gerard, “A mesoscale 
modelling approach of glass fibre/Elium acrylic woven laminates for low velocity impact simulation”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112671, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112671 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a numerical mesoscale approach to simulate the damage and failure 
mechanisms of woven laminated composites under low velocity impact loading conditions. First, some 
measurements were made on samples to obtain a realistic reproduction of the microstructure. This allows 
relating failure mechanisms in composite laminates with their geometry and topology. A three-dimensional 
Hashin criterion was developed to investigate the impact behaviour, by accounting for both intralaminar and 
interlaminar damages. Four failure modes were considered relatively to fibre damage initiation in tension and 
compression and Puck criteria was employed to capture the initiation of the yarn’s matrix damage. The matrix 
surrounding undulated yarns were taken into account by an elastoplastic behaviour with maximum-stress failure 
criteria. Good correlation between numerical and experimental results demonstrated the robustness and the 
accuracy of the proposed multiscale approach. 
 
Mustapha Fouaidi, Mohammad Jamal and Naoual Belouaggadia, “Nonlinear bending analysis of functionally 
graded porous beams using the multiquadric radial basis functions and a Taylor series-based continuation 
procedure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112593, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112593 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear bending analysis of Functionally Graded Porous (FGP) beams is 
investigated using an efficient numerical algorithm associating a meshless collocation technique uses the 
Multiquadric Radial Basis Function (MQRBF) approximation method and a higher-order Taylor series-based 
continuation procedure. Material properties of the FGP beams are described by adopting a modified power-law 
function taking into account the effect of porosities. Based on the First Order Shear Deformation Theory 
(FSDT) of beams with the von-Kármán kinematic hypothesis, the strong form of nonlinear equations is 
established. For an efficient application of the proposed numerical approach, a quadratic matrix strong form of 
the problem is presented. The resulting nonlinear equations are solved numerically with the proposed algorithm 
which leaned on the following three steps: a higher-order Taylor series expansion to transform the quadratic 
nonlinear equations into a sequence of linear ones, a meshless collocation technique based on MQRBF 
approximation method to solve numerically the resulting linear equations and a continuation procedure to get 
the whole solution branch. To demonstrate the robustness of the developed algorithm, convergence and 
validation studies have been carried out. Furthermore, the effects of power-law index, porosity volume fraction, 
Young’s modulus ratio, loads and boundary conditions are investigated. 
 
Ran Tao, Li Xi, Wenwang Wu, Ying Li, Binbin Liao, Liwu Liu, Jinsong Leng and Daining Fang, “4D printed 
multi-stable metamaterials with mechanically tunable performance”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 
112663, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112663 
ABSTRACT: The function of the metamaterials is determined by the configuration and spatial arrangement of 
the lattice microstructure. Once manufactured, the geometry and function of the metamaterials are irreversible 
and cannot be adapted to the environment to be variable and adjustable. This paper studies a shape-
reconfigurable, functionally deployable, mechanically adjustable and reusable intelligent multi-stable 
metamaterial. Based on a 4D printing method that combines digital additive manufacturing technique and 
thermally induced shape memory polymer exhibiting significant change in modulus of elasticity, this 
metamaterial is created with reconfigurable, self-expandable and mechanical properties adjustable features. The 
macroscopic deformation and the morphology change of the lattice microstructure on the metamaterial during 
the compression test are analyzed using experiment and finite element method. The adjustable, selectable, and 
controllable for micro-lattice in the metamaterial during deformation and recovery can be achieved by 
microstructure gradients and composite design methods. The new micro-lattice programmable mechanical 
metamaterial has excellent versatility and the ability to adapt to environmental changes. This 4D printed multi-
stable metamaterial has broad application prospects, such as in soft robots, smart damping interfaces, aerospace 
adjustable and expandable structures, and tunable function devices. 



 
Tian Zhao, Yongbo Jiang, Yangxuan Zhu, Zhishuai Wan, Dengbao Xiao, Ying Li, Huimin Li, Cheng Wu and 
Daining Fang, “An experimental investigation on low-velocity impact response of a novel corrugated 
sandwiched composite structure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112676, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112676 
ABSTRACT: This research is geared towards the improvement of the dynamic response of the corrugated 
sandwiched composite structures under low-velocity impact. A novel glass fibre reinforced double-corrugated 
sandwiched composite (DCSC) structure was designed and was manufactured by using a vacuum assisted resin 
infusion (VARI) technique. The lattice core of the DCSC was formed by crosslinked composites as reinforced 
layers and PVC foam blocks as energy absorption components. The dynamic response of the proposed 
sandwiched composite structures on different locations was evaluated through low-velocity drop-weight impact 
tests and was compared to that of traditional single-corrugated sandwiched composite (SCSC) structures. 
Finally, the optical microscopy and µ-CT technique were utilized to explore failure mechanisms and damage 
affected zone within the specimens. The results indicated that the maximum impact load and the energy 
absorption capability before the structural failure of the DSCS structure were significantly improved combined 
with a lower indentation comparing to the traditional SCSC configuration only with a slight weight increase. No 
severe damage was observed given low impact energy. Fibre fracture, foam rupture and face-to-foam debonding 
became dominant while the energy was increased. 
 
Andrea Apuzzo, Chiara Bartolomeo, Raimondo Luciano and Daniela Scorza, “Novel local/nonlocal formulation 
of the stress-driven model through closed form solution for higher vibrations modes”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 252 Article 112688, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112688 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, an innovative two-phases local/nonlocal constitutive mixture model based on 
the stress-driven model for free vibrations problems is presented. The above two-phases model has been 
formulated by defining a convex combination of local/nonlocal phases through a mixture parameter and the 
closed form solution for free vibrations problems is given. The proposed local/nonlocal model has been applied 
to compute the natural frequencies of four nanobeams study cases. The results are presented in terms of 
normalised natural frequency as function of both nonlocal and mixture parameters. First, the influence of the 
two parameters is studied. The effectiveness of the present model is discussed by comparing the results with 
those obtained by applying the Gradient Elasticity theory. Finally, the normalised natural frequencies for the 
second, third and fourth modes of vibrations are presented and discussed for each study case. 
 
Rui Zhang, Lu-Sheng Qiang, Bin Han, Zhen-Yu Zhao, Qian-Cheng Zhang, Chang-Ye Ni and Tian Jian Lu, 
“Ballistic performance of UHMWPE laminated plates and UHMWPE encapsulated aluminum structures: 
Numerical simulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112686, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112686 
ABSTRACT: The ballistic performance of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) laminated 
plates and UHMWPE encapsulated aluminum structures were numerically characterized. Full three-dimensional 
continuum model for each type of target was built, and the UHMWPE was simulated using a sub-laminate 
approach with a composite material model. Simulation results were compared with existing experimental 
measurements, with good agreement achieved both on final deformation morphology and ballistic data. 
Underlying penetration mechanisms of laminated plate were then explored, and the effect of interface strength 
was quantified. The ballistic improvement of UHMWPE encapsulated aluminum structures was mainly 
attributed to the stretching of lateral swathing laminates. However, the benefit of encapsulation decreased as the 
initial impact velocity or lateral dimensions of encapsulated structure were increased. These findings are helpful 
for designing lightweight UHMWPE composite structures with superior ballistic resistance. 
 
Zhenyu Wu, Chengjian Wu, Yisheng Liu, Xiaoying Cheng and Xudong Hu, “Experimental study on the low-
velocity impact response of braided composite panel: Effect of stacking sequence”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
252 Article 112691, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112691 
ABSTRACT: Braided composite laminates allow a reinforcement architecture design method of varying ply-to-
ply braided structure instead of rotating fiber orientation in traditional unidirectional laminates. The stacking 



sequence sensitivities of braided laminates subjected to low-velocity impact were experimentally studied. 
Uniform ([±45°6]) and non-uniform ([±30°2/±45°2/±60°2]) architectures were designed to evaluate the effect of 
braided structure on impact performance. In addition, non-uniform laminate was impacted on both sides to 
identify the role of impact side on the failure mode. Quasi-static indentation was conducted to understand the 
damage initiation and propagation of braided laminates. The experimental results show that braided ply with 
high crimp level in impact side induced the main cracks along the load-carrying yarn, causing that the laminate 
failed in a kink-band dominated mode. For braided ply with low crimp level, a micro-buckling damage was 
found in the impact side, leading to the delamination dominated failure mode. It was also found that uniform 
braided laminate presents inferior impact resistance with respect to lower peak load and more concentrated 
damage because the kink-band can propagate into the specimen along braiding yarn easily. 
 
A.R. Namvar and A.R. Vosoughi, “Design optimization of moderately thick hexagonal honeycomb sandwich 
plate with modified multi-objective particle swarm optimization by genetic algorithm (MOPSOGA)”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112626, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112626 
ABSTRACT: Design optimization of moderately thick hexagonal honeycomb sandwich plate has been 
investigated via employing an improved multi-objective particle swarm optimization with genetic algorithm 
(MOPSOGA). Based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), governing equations of the plate are 
obtained. The equations are solved analytically. Total weight and maximum deflection of the plate under static 
gravity loads are considered to be objective functions of the problem. Core height, faces thickness, cell walls 
thickness, vertical and inclined cell wall length and the angle between inclined cell wall and horizontal line are 
set to be design variables of the problem. The geometrical and failure constrains are chosen to have desirable 
performance and stability of the sandwich plate. In the used multi-objective optimization technique, the 
optimum velocity parameter, inertia weight and acceleration coefficients for next iteration of the MOPSO are 
obtained by employing the genetic algorithm via minimizing generational distance between the sets of 
dominated and non-dominated particles in the previous iteration. Efficiency and accuracy of the proposed 
solution procedure are demonstrated and effects of different parameters on design optimization of the plate are 
studied. Also, TOPSIS multi-criteria decision-making method has been selected to report appreciate results 
from the Pareto-front curve of the MOPSOGA. 
 
Mokhtar Bouazza and Ashraf M. Zenkour, “Hygro-thermo-mechanical buckling of laminated beam using 
hyperbolic refined shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112689, 15 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112689 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the buckling of cross-ply and angle-ply composite beams under hygro-thermo-
mechanical loading is presented by the analytical approach. This approach is based on theory of hyperbolic 
refined shear deformation. This approach which has strong resemblance with beam theory of Euler Bernoulli in 
various aspects, accounts for a second-degree variation of the transverse shear strains through the thickness and 
verified the zero traction of boundary conditions on the bottom and top beam surfaces sans employing shear 
correction factors. The effects of temperature and moisture concentration, thus the effect of the ratios of 
modulus, length to thickness and coefficient of thermal expansion respectively on hygro-thermo-mechanical 
buckling of cross-ply and angle-ply laminated beams are studied. 
 
Erfan Shafei, Shirko Faroughi and Alessandro Reali, “Geometrically nonlinear vibration of anisotropic 
composite beams using isogeometric third-order shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 
Article 112627, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112627 
ABSTRACT: Due to broad usage of anisotropic composite beams in modern engineering structures, the main 
goal of the present work is to examine their geometrically nonlinear vibration. To this end, a third-order shear 
deformation theory with a nonlinear von-Kármán strain field is used for anisotropic beams and combined with 
the advantages of the isogeometric framework. The layup properties are assumed to be anisotropic in the depth 
direction and a transient tip follower force is considered. The governing nonlinear equations of vibration are 
integrated by means of the Newmark approach and solved with the Newton–Raphson method. Flutter loads as 
well as natural frequencies are obtained by eigenvalue analysis. The effects of various important factors such as 
non-prismatic shape, orientation of the composite fibers, critical follower force and bifurcation point are 



studied, using both h- and p-refinements. The results show that the nonlinear vibration and flutter characteristics 
of the anisotropic composite beams are completely different from those for orthotropic and isotropic ones. 
Thick beams with anisotropic layups are more sensitive to the shear parameter than conventional ones and 
deform primarily in shear mode rather than in bending. Anisotropic beams reveal a higher flutter instability 
force than other cases for a given shear parameter value. Another important phenomenon is that the stress 
distribution in anisotropic layups shows irregular patterns both in depth and time. Anisotropic layups with ply 
angles between 15 deg. and 45 deg. seem to present enhanced nonlinear performance with respect to other layup 
choices. A coarse mesh of quartic C3 B-splines is observed to provide high accuracy for nonlinear deflections in 
anisotropic cases even for rather low shear parameters. 
 
Bo Zhu, Qi Xu, Ming Li and Yinghui Li, “Nonlinear free and forced vibrations of porous functionally graded 
pipes conveying fluid and resting on nonlinear elastic foundation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 
112672, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112672 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the nonlinear free and forced vibrations of fluid-conveying pipes that are made 
of porous functionally graded materials and supported on nonlinear elastic foundation. A modified power-law 
function is adopted to model the porous functionally graded materials, with both even and uneven porosity 
distributions to represent different material imperfections. Equations of motion of the pipe system are then 
derived through Hamilton’s principle based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, with foundation and von Kármán 
nonlinearities and damping effect being considered. The nonlinear free vibration and the primary resonance of 
the pipe system are investigated analytically, by employing the variational iteration method and the direct 
method of multiple scales, respectively. Detailed parametric studies for the free and forced vibrations are then 
carried out numerically, considering different parameters including power-law index, porosity characteristics, 
fluid velocity, pipe geometries, foundation parameters and so on. 
 
Pierre M. Daniel, Johannes Främby, Martin Fagerström and Pere Maimí, “Complete transverse stress recovery 
model for linear shell elements in arbitrarily curved laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112675, 
15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112675 
ABSTRACT: Out-of-plane failure is common in composite layered materials. Its detection in numerical 
simulations usually involves a high-level of spatial refinement which may lead to an excessive computational 
time for large structures. This paper presents a formulation for the recovery of the transverse stresses in 
conventional linear shell elements based on First-Order Shear Deformation Theory. Starting from the 
equilibrium equations, the proposed formulation allows the calculations to be made for arbitrary curvatures 
including variable ones. Compared to the Extended-2D method, it has the advantage of including all the 
contributions from the force and moment derivatives making it reliable in complex load cases. Several examples 
with different laminates, curvatures and loads are presented. The numerical results confirm the potential of the 
proposed method to be used both as post-processing tool for conventional models and as an enrichment criterion 
for adaptive modelling. 
 
Derek Harvey and Pascal Hubert, “Extensions of the coating approach for topology optimization of composite 
sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112682, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112682 
ABSTRACT: Additive manufacturing offers new design opportunities for composite sandwich structures. The 
work presented herein builds on the concepts of the coating approach for topology optimization of shell-infill 
structures by using density gradients to determine local material orientations. A generalized material property 
interpolation scheme is presented and the sensitivity analysis for the minimum compliance optimization 
problem is developed. The approach is demonstrated for an orthotropic shell using the Messerschmitt-Bölkow-
Blohm benchmark problem and results approach the isotropic solution when an equivalent in-plane modulus is 
considered. To adapt the approach to composite sandwich structures, a methodology based on the addition of a 
contour finding step is presented to define separate properties in the exterior shell from interior shells. The work 
introduces a new approach in topology optimization to tackle composite fibre reinforced sandwich structures 
that would benefit from a complex core structure obtained by additive manufacturing. 



 
Yufeng Xing and Zekun Wang, “An improved separation-of-variable method for the free vibration of 
orthotropic rectangular thin plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112664, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112664 
ABSTRACT: A separation-of-variable method was proposed in 2009 by the present authors and co-workers 
(Xing YF, Liu B. New exact solutions for free vibrations of thin orthotropic rectangular plates. Compos Struct 
2009;89:567–74), but this traditional separation-of-variable method is incapable for free boundary conditions. 
Hence, this work is to improve the traditional separation-of-variable method to make it capable of dealing with 
free boundary conditions. This new method is called the improved separation-of-variable method, in which the 
characteristic differential governing equation is solved directly, and the free boundary conditions also have 
separable forms, which are achieved with the Rayleigh’s variational principle. In addition, the relationships 
between spatial eigenvalues and temporal eigenvalue are quite concise. For plates without free edges, the 
proposed method reduces to the traditional separation-of-variable method. Numerical experiments validate the 
improved method. The present technique of handling free boundary conditions is a general methodology for 
eigenvalue problems such as free vibration and eigenbuckling. 
 
J. Tian, Q. Guo and G. Shi, “Laminated piezoelectric beam element for dynamic analysis of piezolaminated 
smart beams and GA-based LQR active vibration control”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112480, 15 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112480 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an accurate two-noded laminated piezoelectric beam element for the dynamic 
analysis and active vibration control of laminated composite beams with piezoelectric layers. A refined third-
order shear deformation plate theory is used to model the kinematics, and a piecewise linear interpolation is 
used to characterize the electrical potential. The equations of motion are derived from Hamilton’s principle. The 
quasi-conforming element technique is adopted to evaluate the explicit element stiffness matrix. The resulting 
two-noded piezolaminated beam element is free from shear locking and the numerical integration. Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control scheme is used for the active vibration control and Genetic Algorism (QA) 
is employed to determine the optimal weighting matrix used in the control performance index. The laminated 
piezoelectric beam element is validated by numerical examples. The numerical results show that present 
laminated piezoelectric beam element is very accurate in dynamic analysis of laminated piezoelectric beams and 
it is an effective strategy to use QA to merely evaluate the optimal weighting matrix for the vibration control 
performance by fixing the weighting matrix for the control input cost as an identity matrix in the LQR-based 
active vibration control. 
 
Farshid Allahkarami, Maryam Ghassabzadeh Saryazdi and Hasan Tohidi, “Dynamic buckling analysis of bi-
directional functionally graded porous truncated conical shell with different boundary conditions”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112680, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112680 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the dynamic buckling of bi-directional functionally graded porous (BD-FG) 
truncated conical shell resting on an elastic foundation is investigated for different boundary conditions. The 
structure is under an axial compression loading at the two ends. First order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
and Hamilton's principle are used to derive the governing equations. The material characteristics change 
according to modified power-law model across thickness and along length directions for even and uneven 
distributions of porosity pattern. The governing equations are solved numerically by means of the Generalized 
Differential Quadrature method. Afterwards, the Bolotin’s method is employed for attaining the dynamic 
instability region of structure. The results are compared and validated with those cases from published papers. 
Subsequently, the effect of circumferential half wave number, geometrical parameters, power-law indexes, 
porosity volume fraction, boundary conditions, static load factor and elastic foundation parameters on the 
dynamic instability region are investigated. 
 
Chang Qi, Lian-Zheng Pei, Alex Remennikov, Shu Yang, Jun Liu, Jun-Shan Wang and  Xiang-Wei Liao, 
“Parametric study and optimization of the protect system containing a re-entrant hexagon cored sandwich panel 
under blast impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112711, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112711 



ABSTRACT: In this paper, a protect system consists of a re-entrant hexagon honeycomb cored sandwich panel 
and a homogenous steel plate was firstly proposed. The parametric study including boundary conditions, 
geometric and thickness parameters of the protect system was conducted. It was found that, under the presented 
set-up, the boundary conditions did not affect the energy absorption of the protect system, they only altered the 
internal energy distribution among the protect system. Finally, a novel multi-scale optimization was conducted 
to further improve the performance of the protect system. Another conventional multi-objective optimization 
was also conducted for comparison. The results showed that, by affording less computational effort, the multi-
scale optimization improved the ASEA (areal specific energy absorption) by 4.9% and reduced MaxD 
(maximum displacement) by 1.8%, comparing to the conventional multi-objective optimization. 
 
H. Debski, P. Rozylo and P. Wysmulski, “Stability and load-carrying capacity of short open-section composite 
columns under eccentric compression loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112716, 15 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112716 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of a study investigating the eccentric compression loading of thin-
walled composite profiles with Z, channel and top-hat sections. The buckling, post-buckling and limit state of 
the profiles are investigated. The primary objective of the study was to determine the effect of load eccentricity 
and profile section type on the stability and load-carrying capacity of the profiles. The thin-walled profiles made 
of CFRP by the autoclave technique were subjected to static compression over the full range of loading until 
final failure. At the same time, the compressed profiles were examined by nonlinear numerical analysis with the 
finite element method using the commercial simulation software ABAQUS®. Damage initiation in the 
composite material was analysed using the Hashin criteria and a progressive damage model. Numerical models 
were validated by experimental tests. Obtained numerical and experimental results show a high agreement. 
 
Qinghua Qin, Shangjun Chen, Kaikai Li, Minqiang Jiang, Tianning Cui and Jianxun Zhang, “Structural impact 
damage of metal honeycomb sandwich plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112719, 15 November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112719 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic response of sandwich plates with a metal honeycomb core under low-velocity impact 
has been investigated. Experiments of the fully clamped sandwich plates subjected to low-velocity impact of the 
drop-hammer with a hemispherical nose have been conducted and plastic failure modes have been measured. 
Structural damage mechanism of sandwich plates has been identified and explored. It is found that finite 
element simulations of these experiments are in good agreement with the experimental measurements. 
Analytical solutions for permanent deflections and peak impact forces are derived and capture the experimental 
results with reasonable accuracy. It is shown that the impact positions have important influence on the dynamic 
response of sandwich plates subjected to low-velocity impact. The impact resistance of sandwich plate 
decreases from the central position to the non-central positions. 
 
Katarzyna Falkowicz and Hubert Debski, “The post-critical behaviour of compressed plate with non-standard 
play orientation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112701, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112701 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled carbon/epoxy composite plate elements with a central cut-out under compressive 
loading are investigated. The work focused on the original concept of this element, for use as elastic or load-
bearing element and whether possibility to shape their structural rigidity by changing the cut-out geometry or 
the laminate’s lay-up. The lowest buckling mode exhibits a small postcritical rigidity and is reached at low 
loads. The calculations carried out earlier show that plates with forced higher form of buckling are characterized 
by stable, progressive paths of post-critical equilibrium, enabling their use as elastic elements. The aim of the 
study, partially revealed in this abstract, requires a thorough analysis of the effect of the B matrix form on the 
coupled composite behaviour. Coupling stiffness matrices of unsymmetrical laminates have been thoroughly 
described by, among others, York, Altenbach. The commercial ABAQUS program using the finite element 
method was used to develop the discrete model and perform numerical calculations. Experiment was performed 
on a universal testing machine. The obtained results are of significant practical importance in the design of 
structures with elastic elements, allowing to achieve the required maintenance characteristics of the device. 



 
Leonardo Gonçalves Ribeiro, Marina Alves Maia, Evandro Parente Jr. and Antônio Macário Cartaxo de Melo, 
“Surrogate based optimization of functionally graded plates using radial basis functions”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 252 Article 112677, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112677 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an efficient methodology for optimum design of functionally graded plates. 
Isogeometric analysis is used to evaluate the structural responses and the material gradation is described using 
B-Splines to enhance design flexibility. A constraint is included in the optimization model to ensure a smooth 
material gradation. In order to improve the computational efficiency of the optimization process, a surrogate 
model based on Radial Basis Functions is used to accurately approximate the structural responses. Different 
methods to define the width of basis functions based on analytical and cross-validation techniques are adopted 
and compared. Two infill criteria based on the expected improvement technique are used to continuously 
improve the surrogate model accuracy by balancing both the local and global searches. The accuracy and 
efficiency of the proposed approaches are assessed through a set of problems involving the maximization of the 
buckling load and the fundamental frequency of functionally graded plates, showing excellent results. 
 
Marco Amabili, Prabakaran Balasubramanian, Rinaldo Garziera and Gianni Royer-Carfagni, “Blast loads and 
nonlinear vibrations of laminated glass plates in an enhanced shear deformation theory”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 252 Article 112720, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112720 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic response of a laminated glass plate under the pressure generated by a blast 
wave, described via the Friedlander’s model, is investigated. In order to account for the heterogeneity of the 
laminated package, composed by two glass plies sandwiching a thin and soft polymeric interlayer, a 
geometrically nonlinear, third-order shear deformation theory with rotary inertia is used. Within the quasi-
elastic approximation, the constitutive response of the polymer is described by its secant elastic moduli for 
short-term loading at room temperature, while the dissipation associated with its viscosity is taken into account 
through an equivalent effective damping. The problem is discretized by a reduced-order model retaining 40 
degrees of freedom and the first four vibration modes, which are the ones receiving most of the energy from the 
blast. A geometrically nonlinear damping model is introduced to simulate the increase in damping associated 
with large-amplitude oscillations of the plate, which results from the interaction between the large deflections of 
the glass plies and the viscosity of the interlayer. Forced nonlinear vibrations around the frequency of the 
fundamental mode are also investigated, to complete the study of the nonlinear dynamics. The results highlight 
the importance of the nonlinear effects of damping, which can almost halve the deformations and stresses in 
laminated glass with respect the linear case at high levels of excitation, while still remaining within the limits of 
material strengths. 
 
Kang He, Xiaoyong Zhang and Yu Chen, “Research on vertical bearing capacity of circular concrete filled 
winding GFRP tubular columns after lateral impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112753, 15 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112753 
ABSTRACT: Sixty-three circular concrete filled winding glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) tubular columns 
after lateral impact damage were tested, which were used to investigate the behaviour of circular concrete filled 
winding GFRP tubular (CFWGT) columns under compressive loading in this paper. The influence of the 
thickness of the GFRP tube, the height of the lateral impact and the location of the lateral impact on the 
mechanical properties of the specimens were analyzed. Test results show that the lateral impact had a negative 
impact on the vertical bearing capacity of the circular CFWGT column. As the height of the lateral impact 
increased, the vertical bearing capacity and initial stiffness of the specimens decreased. When the position of the 
lateral impact is closer to the end of the specimen, the lower the vertical bearing capacity and initial stiffness of 
the specimen are. The negative effects of lateral impact on the vertical bearing capacity and initial stiffness of 
CFWGT columns can be reduced by increasing the GFRP tube thickness. According to the test results, the 
calculation formula, which was based on a mechanics calculation model, was presented to calculate the vertical 
capacity of circular CFWGT columns after lateral impact. 



 
Zhan Guo, Jinpeng Wang and Yu Chen, “Research on mechanical behavior of three-layer toughened sandwich 
glass with trilateral simple support”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112738, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112738 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the mechanical behavior of 
three-layer toughened sandwich glass with trilateral simple support under uniform lateral loads. A total of sixty-
four specimens with different test parameters are designed and tested to consider the effects of the thickness of 
single layer, supporting width and loading length. It was observed that the specimens failed with all pieces of 
cracks combined together as an entire unit rather than to separate into a large number of glass fragments. The 
cracks occurred only at the lower layer of toughened sandwich glass and extended in a way similar to the spider 
web. The ultimate bending strength and bending rigidity of the toughened sandwich glass are enhanced as the 
thickness of single layer, the supporting width, and the loading length increase. Among the above parameters, 
the thickness of single layer plays a leading role in improving the ultimate bending strength and bending rigidity 
of toughened sandwich glass. However, the enhancement effect of supporting width on the ultimate bending 
strength and bending rigidity of toughened sandwich glass is quite limited. Based on elastic thin plate theory, 
the derived mechanical formulae were presented to evaluate the ultimate bending strength of three-layer 
toughened sandwich glass with trilateral simple support under uniform lateral load, which was verified to be 
reasonable and accurate. 
 
Van-Nam Hoang, Phuong Tran, Van-Tuyen Vu and H. Nguyen-Xuan, “Design of lattice structures with direct 
multiscale topology optimization”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112718, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112718 
ABSTRACT: The structure of latticed/cellular materials is often designed with the lack of information about 
macro-material. Material information of each macro-element is realized by reducing the scale, homogenizing 
the microstructure, and calculating the properties of an equivalent material for the macro-element. The lattice 
structure is simultaneously optimized at both the macro- and microstructural levels with additional connectivity 
constraints, while finite element analysis (FEA) and design variable updates are required twice (at the macro- 
and micro-levels) for each optimization loop. This approach requires significant storage and has a substantial 
computational cost. In addition, when the size of the unit cell is quite large compared to the macrostructure, the 
homogenization method could fail to provide sufficient accuracy. To deal with these issues, in this work, we 
propose a new multiscale topology optimization approach for the direct and simultaneous design of lattice 
materials, without material homogenization at the microscale, using adaptive geometric components. The 
adaptive geometric components are projected onto macro- and micro-element density fields to calculate the 
effective densities of grid elements. Macro-and microstructures are simultaneously optimized, considering the 
load and boundary conditions of the overall structure without any additional constraints. FEA and design 
variable updates are required only once for each optimization loop. Furthermore, the minimum length scales of 
the macrostructure and the length scales of microstructures can be simultaneously controlled explicitly by 
simply adjusting the bounds of the size parameters. Some benchmark structures are topologically optimized 
with different types of lattice materials (such as square, diamond, and triangle) to verify the effectiveness of the 
proposed method. 
 
M.S.H. Al-Furjan, Mostafa Habibi, Guojin Chen, Hamed Safarpour, Mehran Safarpour and Abdelouahed 
Tounsi, “Chaotic oscillation of a multi-scale hybrid nano-composites reinforced disk under harmonic excitation 
via GDQM”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112737, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112737 
ABSTRACT: In the presented computational approach, a mathematical derivation is made to develop a 
nonlinear dynamic model for the nonlinear frequency and chaotic responses of the multi-scale hybrid Nano-
composites reinforced disk (MHCD) embedded in a viscoelastic media and subject to a harmonic load. 
Using Hamilton's principle and Von Karman nonlinear theory, the nonlinear governing equation is derived. For 
developing an accurate solution approach, generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) and perturbation 
approach (PA) are finally employed. Various geometrically parameters are taken into account to investigate the 
chaotic motion of the viscoelastic disk subject to harmonic excitation. The golden results of this paper is that the 



chaotic motion and nonlinear frequency of the disk is hardly dependent on the value of the outer to inner radius 
ratio (Ro/Ri) and viscoelastic parameters and it means that by increasing the value of Ro/Ri parameter and 
taking into account the viscoelastic foundation, the motion of the system tend to show the chaotic motion. 
Moreover, at the lower value of the Ro/Ri parameter, quasi-harmonic and chaotic responses can be seen for the 
conditions with and without considering the effect of viscoelastic foundation and at the higher value of the 
parameter, the chaosity of the system decreases. 
 
Zixiang Zhang, Airong Liu, Jie Yang, Yong-lin Pi, Yonghui Huang and Jiyang Fu, “Nonlinear in-plane 
buckling of shallow laminated arches incorporating shear deformation under a uniform radial loading”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112732, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112732 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the nonlinear in-plane buckling of shear deformable laminated 
composite shallow arches under a uniform radial loading. The virtual work method is used to establish both 
governing differential equations and buckling equilibrium equations based on the first order shear deformation 
theory to include the effect of shear deformation for which analytical solutions for both limit point buckling and 
bifurcation point buckling are derived. A specific parameter that defines the switch between buckling and pre-
buckling, limit point buckling and bifurcation buckling is proposed and defined. The effect of shear deformation 
on the buckling load is discussed in detail. It is observed from typical equilibrium paths of the arch that the 
shear deformation decreases the critical buckling load of laminated arches and this effect becomes more 
important and cannot be neglected for fixed arches with slenderness ratio S/rx < 150 and pinned arches with 
S/rx < 100. Direct comparisons with finite element results demonstrate that the proposed analytical solutions can 
provide a good prediction for the nonlinear buckling of shallow laminated arches under a uniform radial 
loading. 
 
Kuo Tian, Lei Huang, Yu Sun, Kaifan Du, Peng Hao and Bo Wang, “Fast buckling load numerical prediction 
method for imperfect shells under axial compression based on POD and vibration correlation technique”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112721, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112721 
ABSTRACT: Vibration correlation technique (VCT) is an effective non-destructive buckling experimental 
technique for shell structures. In this study, VCT is studied from the point-of-view of being a buckling load 
numerical prediction method by numerically simulating the experimental procedure of VCT. Firstly, the 
formulas of VCT are introduced for axially loaded cylindrical shells and conical shells under the clamped–
clamped boundary condition. According to the VCT formulas, the numerical procedure of VCT is provided. In 
order to accelerate the repeated eigenvalue analysis of VCT, the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) 
method is integrated into VCT, and the POD-VCT is developed. Extensive examples are presented to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method, including unstiffened cylindrical shell with real measured imperfection, 
unstiffened conical shell with single perturbation load imperfection, composite cylindrical shell with eigenmode 
imperfection, and hierarchical stiffened cylindrical shell with combined imperfection. In comparison to 
buckling test results, high-fidelity explicit dynamic method and VCT method, the high prediction accuracy and 
efficiency of the proposed POD-VCT are fully demonstrated. Additionally, example results indicate the strong 
applicability of the proposed POD-VCT for various types of structural configurations, materials and 
imperfections. Above all, the POD-VCT is verified to be a fast buckling load numerical prediction method for 
imperfect shells. 
 
Pengyu Cao and Kangmin Niu, “New unified model of composite sandwich panels/beams buckling introducing 
interlayer shear effects”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112722, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112722 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new exact analytical solution of buckling of sandwich panels/beams is presented. 
The transverse shear deformation of the face-sheet (caused by the interlayer shear effect), which has been 
usually neglected in previous works, is considered for the first time in our theoretical framework. In the 
constituent phases of the sandwich plates, the core is assumed to be isotropic, and the faces are assumed to be 
orthotropic, so the model can be applied to sandwich plates with composite faces. Next, the solution is 



compared with different results in the literatures, and the finite element computations is then carried out as a 
standard for measuring the accuracy. It is shown that the present solution leads to better accuracy after 
considering the transverse shear effect. Despite the global buckling mode is also involved in this unified 
solution, the emphasis of this study is on the wrinkling (short-wave) mode; the authors have shown that the 
transverse shear effect is particularly apparent in those short-wave modes. In the end, we determine a boundary 
where the shear effect will produce a non-negligible influence to the critical buckling of sandwich plates. 
 
L. Qi, M.H. Nagaraj, E. Carrera, C.F. Gao and M. Petrolo, “Numerical analysis of disbonding in sandwich 
structures using 1D finite elements”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112717, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112717 
ABSTRACT: Structural theories based on 1D component-wise models are proposed to investigate the 
progressive disbonding in sandwich structures. The structural framework adopts the Carrera Unified 
Formulation to generate higher-order theories of structures via a variable kinematic approach. The component-
wise approach, formulated within the Lagrange polynomial based CUF models, permits modelling of various 
components of a complex structure through 1D CUF models at reduced computational costs and 3D accuracy. 
The disbonding constitutive models are retrieved from well-established works in the literature and based on 
cohesive elements. The results verify the accuracy of 1D models with some 10–20% computational time as 
compared to 3D finite elements. 
 
Bo Liu, Tao Shi and Yufeng Xingk, “Three-dimensional free vibration analyses of functionally graded 
laminated shells under thermal environment by a hierarchical quadrature element method”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112733, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112733 
ABSTRACT: This paper carries out three-dimensional (3D) free vibration analyses of laminated shells made of 
functionally graded materials (FGMs) in both thermal and non-thermal environments by a hierarchical 
quadrature element method (HQEM). Two configurations of FGM laminated shells were considered, the first 
with FGM face sheets and homogeneous core, while the second with homogeneous face sheets and FGM core. 
Effective material properties of the FGMs were estimated in terms of two micromechanical models called 
Voigt’s rule of mixture (ROM) and Mori-Tanaka (MT) scheme. For shells in thermal environment, a nonlinear 
temperature distribution along thickness direction was considered while the elasticity properties were assumed 
to be temperature-dependent. Natural frequencies obtained by the presented formulation for FGM laminated 
shells under non-thermal conditions but varied geometric and boundary conditions were compared with those 
obtained by two-dimensional (2D) finite element method (FEM) and semi-analytical approaches in literatures 
first to assess the correctness and accuracy. Then the influence of volume fraction index, core thickness, and 
temperature gradient on natural frequencies of FGM laminated shells under thermal environment were 
investigated. The three-dimensional formulations of this work were shown to need similar computational cost as 
2D ones but with the accuracy of 3D theory. 
 
Hessameddin Yaghoobi and Farid Taheri, “Analytical solution and statistical analysis of buckling capacity of 
sandwich plates with uniform and non-uniform porous core reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112700, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112700 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a robust and accurate analytical solution based on the refined higher-order 
shear deformation theory for establishing the buckling capacity of a series of simply-supported sandwich plates. 
Each sandwich plate consists of an open-cell metal foam core with various pore distributions and two metal face 
sheets. Cores with and without GNP-reinforcements are considered. Three different distributions of porosity are 
considered for the core (i.e., uniform and two different non-uniform distributions along the thickness of the 
core). The effective properties of the porous cores are estimated by employing the modified Halpin-Tsai 
micromechanical model and the rule of mixture. The governing differential equations are solved analytically 
using the Navier method. Subsequently, the Box-Behnken design (BBD) statistical method, which is a subset of 
the response surface methodology (RSM), is employed to investigate the simultaneous effect of the input 
variables (i.e., porosity coefficient, the core to total thickness ratio and the weight fraction of graphene 
nanoplatelets (GNPs)) on the buckling capacity of the sandwich plates. This is followed by the development of 
a set of simple and practical equations for evaluating the critical buckling capacity of the sandwich plates as a 
function of the input variables. 



 
Zhan Guo, Lujing Xia and Yu Chen, “Investigation on flexural behavior of double-layer toughened sandwich 
glass with trilateral simple support”, Composite Structures, Vol. 252 Article 112783, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112783 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental investigations on the flexural behavior of double-layer 
toughened sandwich glass with trilateral simple support. A total of sixty-four pieces of toughened sandwich 
glass with different thickness of single layer, supporting width, and loading length were subjected to out-of-
plane flexural loading tests. It was demonstrated that the specimens failed with all pieces of cracks combined 
together as an entire unit rather than to separate into a large number of glass fragments. The cracks appeared 
only at the lower layer of toughened sandwich glass and the upper layer of the toughened sandwich glass was 
integral and undamaged. The ultimate capacity and flexural rigidity of the toughened sandwich glass are 
enhanced with increasing the thickness of single layer, supporting width, and loading length. Among all studied 
parameters, the thickness of single layer exerts the largest influence on the ultimate capacity and flexural 
rigidity of toughened sandwich glass, while the effect of supporting width is quite limited. A simplified design 
formula was put forward to predict the ultimate capacity of double-layer toughened sandwich glass with 
trilateral simple support under out-of-plane flexural loading, which was verified to be reasonable and accurate. 
 
 
M. Vinyas and D. Harursampath, “Nonlinear vibrations of magneto-electro-elastic doubly curved shells 
reinforced with carbon nanotubes”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112749, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112749 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the study on the geometrically nonlinear free vibration behaviour of higher order 
shear deformable Carbon nanotube reinforced magneto-electro-elastic (CNTMEE) doubly curved shells has 
been performed. The displacement fields and geometric nonlinearity are assumed to follow Donnell Shell 
theory and von-Karman’s relation, respectively. Using Hamilton’s principle the governing equations of motion 
are derived. A special attention has been paid to investigate the effect of electro-magnetic circuits on the 
nonlinear frequency response of CNTMEE shells for the first time. Numerical examples are illustrated to assess 
the influence of different parameters including shell geometry, CNT distribution, volume fraction, shallowness 
ratio, thickness ratio, aspect ratio in detail. Also, the contribution of combined/individual coupling fields on 
nonlinear free vibrations has been examined. The results suggest that the geometric and material parameters 
alter the nonlinear characteristics of CNTMEE shells significantly. 
 
Barbara Tomczyk, Vazgen Bagdasaryan, Marcin Gołąbczak and Anna Litawska, “Stability of thin micro-
periodic cylindrical shells; extended tolerance modeling”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112743, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112743 
ABSTRACT: Stability of Kirchhoff-Love-type circular cylindrical shells having geometrical, elastic and inertial 
properties densely and periodically varying in circumferential direction (uniperiodic shells) is considered. In 
order to take into account the effect of a cell size on the global stability behaviour of such shells (the length-
scale effect), a new mathematical averaged model is formulated. This so-called the general non-asymptotic 
tolerance model is derived by applying a certain extended version of the well known tolerance modelling 
technique. This version is based on a new notion of weakly slowly-varying functions being an extension of the 
known more restrictive concept of slowly-varying functions occurring in the classical tolerance approach. 
Governing equations of the proposed model have constant coefficients depending also on a microstructure size, 
contrary to starting shell equations with periodic, non-continuous and oscillating coefficients. As examples, two 
special length-scale stationary stability problems will be analysed in the framework of the proposed model. It 
will be shown that within this model not only fundamental cell-independent but also the new additional cell-
dependent critical forces can be derived and analysed. 
 
Aytac Arikoglu and Ahmet Gokay Ozturk, “A novel approach for in-plane vibration and damping analysis of 
arbitrarily curved laminated composite and sandwich beams”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112781, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112781 



ABSTRACT: This study presents a novel approach for the vibration and damping analysis of arbitrarily curved 
n-layered sandwich beams. The governing equations are derived using Hamilton’s principle and solved by the 
generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM). Results are compared with the ones that exist in the 
literature for various types of curved beams either laminated composite or sandwich with a viscoelastic core. In 
addition, the results of an in-house finite element (FE) solver are added to the comparisons and a very good 
agreement between the results is observed. Finally, a spiral curved sandwich beam with a parametric mid-
section curve and a frequency-dependent viscoelastic core is studied. The effects subtended angle and the core 
thickness on the vibration and damping behavior are analyzed in detail. 
 
Mirmeysam Rafiei Anamagh and Bekir Bediz, “Free vibration and buckling behavior of functionally graded 
porous plates reinforced by graphene platelets using spectral Chebyshev approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
253 Article 112765, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112765 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the vibration and buckling behavior of functionally graded porous 
composite plates reinforced with graphene platelets (GPLs) using spectral-Chebyshev approach. Buckling 
strength and vibration behavior depend highly on the dispersion of porosity and nanofiller material along the 
thickness of the composite plates. The effective material properties are determined based on the volume 
fractions of the constituent materials. To accurately capture the material gradation, the plate is divided into 
multiple layers. The governing boundary value problem is derived using first order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT) and following an energy based approach. To accurately and efficiently solve the boundary value 
problem, a meshless/spectral method based on Chebyshev polynomials is used. The developed solution 
approach enables the solution of functionally graded (porous) composite plates under various loading and 
boundary conditions. To demonstrate the accuracy and the computational performance of the solution approach, 
two case studies are investigated including composite plates having different porosity distributions and 
reinforcement amounts. Furthermore, comprehensive parametric studies are carried out to understand how 
porosity distribution and GPL reinforcements affect the vibration and buckling behavior of composite plates. 
 
S. Valvano, A. Alaimo and C. Orlando, “Analytical analysis of sound transmission in passive damped 
multilayered shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112742, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112742 
ABSTRACT: An analytical shell model is here proposed for the sound transmission analysis of composite 
multilayered structures embedding viscoelastic sheets. The present analytical solution, based on the Navier 
approach, is developed starting from the Principle of Virtual Displacements, through the use of advanced layer-
wise higher-order models and by considering real viscoelastic frequency-dependent materials with fractional 
derivative constitutive models. Several simply-supported shell structures with isotropic and cross-ply composite 
layers embedding viscoelastic frequency-dependent sheets are considered and the results of the passive noise 
reduction analysis are given in terms of acoustic parameters based on Rayleigh integral method. Moreover a 
comprehensive study on different types of time loads is taken into account, considering impulse time load, time-
window load histories, space–time dependent loads. 
 
R. Capozucca and E. Magagnini, “RC beam models damaged and strengthened with GFRP strips under bending 
loading and free vibration”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112730, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112730 
ABSTRACT: Four reinforced concrete (RC) beam models undamaged, damaged by notches and strengthened 
by external bonded (EB) glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) strips have been experimentally studied. The 
paper aims to assess the availability of strengthening with EB GFRP strips in RC beams having a deep localized 
damage. The behavior of RC beams has been analysed under bending loading until failure. Furthermore, the 
assessment of RC beam models foresaw nondestructive control of damaged and strengthened models by free 
vibration tests to obtain frequency values at different damage degree. Damage, artificially obtained by notches 
with different width, on the midspan section and on the lateral location of beams, has been analysed. The 
envelope of frequency response functions (FRFs) obtained by dynamic tests was elaborated and changes of 
natural frequency values are then correlated to damage both to non-strengthened beam with notches and to 
strengthened beam models. Results of static tests on RC beams strengthened with filled mortar in the notched 



sections and EB GFRP strips have allowed to validate the strengthening of RC elements with composite 
material characterized by relatively low elastic modulus; further, it has been assessed maintenance of bond 
between concrete surface and GFRP strips until failure under bending loading. 
 
Hui-Shen Shen, Y. Xiang and J.N. Reddy, “Effect of negative Poisson’s ratio on the post-buckling behavior of 
FG-GRMMC laminated plates in thermal environments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112731, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112731 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we will investigate the impact of in-plane negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) on the 
post-buckling responses of graphene-reinforced metal matrix composite (GRMMC) laminated plates under uni- 
and bi-axial in-plane compressive loads. The effects of temperature variation and foundation support on the 
post-buckling responses of GRMMC laminated plates are also taken into consideration. The graphene volume 
fractions in each layer of a GRMMC plate may vary along the plate thickness direction to achieve a functionally 
graded (FG) arrangement. The GRMMC layers have temperature-dependent material properties that can be 
modeled by the extended Halpin–Tsai model. Employing the Reddy’s third order shear deformation plate 
theory, the governing equations containing both thermal and foundation effects for the post-buckling problem of 
FG-GRMMC plates are formulated. The von Kármán geometrical nonlinearity is also considered. The post-
buckling responses of the FG-GRMMC laminated plates are obtained by solving the governing equations using 
a two-step perturbation approach. The results have revealed that in-plane NPR has a substantial impact on the 
post-buckling responses of GRMMC laminated plates. 
 
Y.L. Hu, Yin Yu and E. Madenci, “Peridynamic modeling of composite laminates with material coupling and 
transverse shear deformation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112760, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112760 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a new state-based PeriDynamic (PD) model of a composite laminate with 
arbitrary laminate layup; it captures all types of material couplings in the presence of transverse shear 
deformation. It consists of normal and shear bonds instead of fiber and matrix bonds to allow arbitrary fiber 
orientations. Also, rotational degrees of freedom are included in the equilibrium equations in order to evaluate 
the transverse shear angle and curvature. Mindlin-Reissner plate theory, employed in this model, permits the use 
of existing composite constitutive law which leads to the coupling between different deformation modes. In 
addition, a quasi-local boundary condition applied only to the first row of material points avoids the 
approximation of nonlocal boundary values. The accuracy of this model is verified against benchmark solutions, 
and validated by comparison with experimental results. 
 
Roland Feil, Tobias Pflumm, Pietro Bortolotti and Marco Morandini, “A cross-sectional aeroelastic analysis and 
structural optimization tool for slender composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112755, 1 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112755 
ABSTRACT: A fully open-source available framework for the parametric cross-sectional analysis and design 
optimization of slender composite structures, such as helicopter or wind turbine blades, is presented. The 
framework—Structural Optimization and Aeroelastic Analysis (SONATA)—incorporates two structural 
solvers, the commercial tool VABS, and the novel open-source code ANBA4. SONATA also parameterizes the 
design inputs, postprocesses and visualizes the results, and generates the structural inputs to a variety of 
aeroelastic analysis tools. It is linked to the optimization library OpenMDAO. This work presents the 
methodology and explains the fundamental approaches of SONATA. Structural characteristics were 
successfully verified for both VABS and ANBA4 using box beam examples from literature, thereby verifying 
the parametric approach to generating the topology and mesh in a cross section as well as the solver integration. 
The framework was furthermore exercised by analyzing and evaluating a fully resolved highly flexible wind 
turbine blade. Computed structural characteristics correlated between VABS and ANBA4, including off-
diagonal terms. Stresses, strains, and deformations were recovered from loads derived through coupling with 
aeroelastic analysis. The framework, therefore, proves effective in accurately analyzing and optimizing slender 
composite structures on a high-fidelity level that is close to a three-dimensional finite element model. 
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Ala Ameryan, Mansour Ghalehnovi and Mohsen Rashki, “Investigation of shear strength correlations and 
reliability assessments of sandwich structures by kriging method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 
112782, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112782 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete-steel (SCS) sandwich composite structure with corrugated-strip connectors (CSC) 
is the promising structure which is applied in offshore and building structures. The behavior prediction of shear 
connections is of major importance in SCS structures. The present study evaluated the existing shear strength 
correlations of SCS sandwich structures exploiting experimental data and Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The 



considered system is a double steel skin sandwich structure with CSC (DSCS). Due to the limitation of the 
literature regarding CSC development, some new correlations were proposed and studied relying on several 
FEA results through the Genetic Programming method. The accuracy of the estimated shear strength predicted 
by the existing and proposed equations was evaluated using the FEA data and push-out test results. The FE 
models were verified through experimental data. Moreover, the correlations were investigated based on 
reliability assessment due to the high importance of the reliability analysis of such structures. Given that high 
accuracy in estimating the shear strength fails to necessarily lead to acceptable results in structural reliability 
analysis, the reliability of the existing and proposed equations was evaluated using the Kriging model by 
considering experimental data. This meta-model could predict accurate values with a limited number of initial 
training samples. 
 
Kang He and Yu Chen, “Experimental investigation of fire-exposed steel tubular stub columns wrapped with 
CFRP sheets”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112807, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112807 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the effect of high temperature (600 °C, 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C) and 
the layers of carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) sheets (one, two, three, four) on the behaviour of fire-
exposed steel tubular stub columns. Forty specimens were tested to investigate the failure modes, ultimate 
bearing capacity under axial compression, load-strain relationship, load-displacement relationship and initial 
stiffness of the specimens. Ultimate bearing capacity and initial stiffness decrease with the increase of 
temperature. The ultimate bearing capacity and ductility of fire-exposed specimens wrapped with CFRP sheets 
increase with the increase of CFRP sheets layers. After being strengthened by CFRP sheets with the same 
number of winding layers, circular steel tubular (CST) stub columns obtained a greater load-bearing capacity 
increase than square steel tubular (SST) stub columns. The largest enhancement of the ultimate bearing capacity 
of fire-exposed specimens is 59.47%. A recommended formula for the calculation of ultimate bearing capacity 
of fire-exposed specimens wrapped with CFRP sheets is proposed. 
 
Chao Wu, Li-Teng Zhang, Lik-ho Tam, Libo Yan and Li He, “Effect of bearing length on web crippling 
behavior of pultruded GFRP channel section”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112810, 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112810 
ABSTRACT: Pultruded glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) sections have gained increasing acceptance in 
building and construction industries considering their promising physical and mechanical properties. However, 
they are prone to premature web crippling failure due to their orthotropic nature and relatively low interlaminar 
shear strength and modulus when subjected to transverse bearing load. This paper presents a study on the effect 
of bearing length on web crippling behavior of pultruded GFRP channel sections. Four channel sections with 
different sectional dimensions were selected for web crippling testing. Two loading conditions including end-
two-flange (ETF) and interior-two-flange (ITF) were adopted. Transverse loading was applied through bearing 
plates with five different lengths of 20 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm and 200 mm. Failure modes, load–
displacement curves and web crippling capacities were reported and discussed associated with the effect of 
bearing length. Mechanism based design equations which were able to consider effect of bearing length were 
proposed, and the predicted web crippling capacities agreed well with experimental results. 
 
Vu Ngoc Viet Hoang, Vu Tri Minh, Dinh Gia Ninh, Cong Thanh Nguyen and Vu Le Huy, “Effects of non-
uniform elastic foundation on the nonlinear vibration of nanocomposite plates in thermal environment using 
Selvadurai methodology”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112812, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112812 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on effects of non-uniform elastic foundation, that impact on non-linear 
thermal dynamics of the simply supported plate reinforced by functionally graded (FG) graphene nanoplatelets 
(GNPs). The Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model and the rule of mixtures are employed to calculate the 
material properties. By adjusting the volume fraction of matrix/GNPs in the thickness direction, the various 
distribution patterns of the plates are considered as the uniform distribution (UD) and functionally graded (FG) 
reinforcements. The governing equations is expressed by using the classical theory, Von Karman-Donnell 
geometrical nonlinearity assumption, and combining the temperature change. Then the dynamical behaviors of 



the FG-GNPs reinforced plates are obtained by applying the Airy's stress function and the Galerkin's method. 
The obtained results are described by the column charts, the 2D and 3D graphs and written by codes of 
Wolfram-Mathematica. In addition, the present study scrutinizes the effects of the thermal environment, GNPs 
weight fraction, GNPs distribution patterns, damping coefficient and geometric parameters. More importantly, 
the influences of the longitudinal variable thickness of Pasternak’s subgrade model on the dynamical 
characteristics are analyzed to optimize structures. Altogether these findings have significant applications in 
industries engineering and lead to breakthroughs in the microstructures design. 
 
Yi-Nan Qi, Hong-Liang Dai and Shao-Ting Deng, “Thermoelastic analysis of stiffened sandwich doubly curved 
plate with FGM core under low velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112826, 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112826 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, dynamic analysis of a stiffened doubly curved sandwich composite plate with a 
functionally graded material (FGM) core and two isotropic layers in thermal environment is presented. Based 
on von Kármán non-linear strain–displacement relationships and classical plate theory, a list of non-linear 
dynamic equilibrium equations for stiffened FGM sandwich doubly curved plates under impact in thermal field 
are established by using the Hamilton’s variation principle, then combining with boundary and initial 
conditions, the whole problem is solved by adopting the finite difference method, Newmark method and 
iterative method synthetically. To verify the accuracy of the present work, comparisons are made with 
previously published results. The detailed studies about the influence of prime parameters like initial impact 
velocity, material property, temperature boundary condition, geometry parameters of doubly curved plate and 
non-uniform stiffeners on nonlinear dynamic response of the structure subject to impact with thermal effect are 
carried out. 
 
Raj B. Bharati, M. Filippi, Prashanta K. Mahato and E. Carrera, “Flutter analysis of laminated composite 
structures using Carrera Unified Formulation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 253 Article 112759, 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112759 
ABSTRACT: In present work, the flutter analysis of laminated composite structures has been performed using 
the p-k method in Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF). In the framework of CUF, a hierarchical kinematic finite 
element model is used to compute the flutter condition of laminated composite plate and box-beam structures as 
it is very accurate and computationally efficient. The CUF refined theories are based on the Lagrange and 
Taylor-like cross-sectional displacement fields. In CUF, the order of the expansion can be chosen arbitrary, 
which is an independent parameter in the formulation. The governing equation is based on the principle of 
virtual displacement and defined in the form of “fundamental nuclei” using CUF. Theodorsen theory was used 
to define the aerodynamics loading conditions and the p-k method was used to compute the flutter conditions. 
Flutter conditions of different types of laminated composite structures with Lagrange and Taylor expansion 
were performed. A similar model was developed in MSC-Nastran and computed results were compared with 
literature and CUF model. The results indicate that the analyzed model has good agreement with reference and 
MSC-Nastran. The study suggests that the CUF models can produce accurate results with a low computational 
cost. 
 
Liu Jin, Huiming Chen, Zuohu Wang and Xiuli Du, “Size effect on axial compressive failure of CFRP-wrapped 
square concrete columns: Tests and simulations”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112843, 15 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112843 
ABSTRACT: Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) has been widely utilized to wrap concrete column in 
order to improve the axial compressive bearing capacity. In this study, the size effect of CFRP-wrapped square 
concrete columns was investigated using both experimental and numerical approaches. A total of 30 
geometrically-similar CFRP-wrapped concrete columns with a maximum cross-sectional width of 600 mm were 
designed and tested with repeated axial compression. The influences of loading type, structural size and 
reinforcement configuration on the failure of the columns were explored and measured. Moreover, a 3D meso-
scale simulation approach considering the influence of concrete heterogeneity and CFRP-concrete interactions 
was utilized to furtherly investigate the size effect of CFRP-wrapped columns. In the 3D meso-scale 
simulations, the failure of columns with larger structural sizes and larger CFRP fiber ratios was analyzed. The 



size effect on the nominal compressive strength of CFRP-wrapped columns was examined and discussed in 
detail. Finally, an updated size effect law (SEL) was established to describe the size effect in CFRP-wrapped 
concrete columns. The updated SEL is proved to be reasonable, which shows good consistence with the present 
experimental data and simulation results. 
 
Michael Kölbl, Maria Sakovsky and Paolo Ermanni, “A highly anisotropic morphing skin unit cell with variable 
stiffness ligaments”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112801, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112801 
ABSTRACT: Despite major advances in morphing wing technology, morphing skins as a structural part of an 
adaptive aerospace system are still in their early development phase due to heavily contradicting requirements, 
such as highly anisotropic mechanical behaviour, air-tightness and lightness. Usually, airtightness in structural 
morphing skins is achieved with elastomeric covers which show poor mechanical performance and high weight. 
A novel design for an elastomer-free morphing skin unit cell is introduced and analysed in this work. A foldable 
unit cell is manufactured fully from lightweight engineering materials, based on hinge-like carbon fibre 
reinforced polymer ligaments. The latter reversibly fold a supported mid-section in order to generate large in-
plane displacements with low actuation forces, while preserving a smooth surface in both states. The geometric 
parameters of the unit and the ligament design itself determine the mechanical response of the system. Within 
the design space of the unit cell, extreme global strains up to 100% and highly anisotropic mechanical 
behaviour is achieved, where resistance against aerodynamic loads exceeds the in-plane actuation force by a 
factor of 3.64. When used periodically, the novel unit cell is a promising base for a functional morphing skin 
system involving large displacements. 
 
André S. de Lima and Alfredo R. de Faria, “A unified formulation for composite quasi-2D finite elements based 
on global-local superposition”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112846, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112846 
ABSTRACT: A unified theory to formulate a family of quasi-2D composite finite elements that capture 
through-the-thickness effects is proposed. The formulation is based on the superposition of global and local 
displacement fields and includes thermal effects, as a response to the claim of the scientific community. First 
are presented the fundamentals of the unified formulation: the kinematic assumptions; the imposition of 
continuity of displacements and transverse stresses, and of non-homogeneous boundary conditions; and the 
mathematical manipulations that render its numerical efficiency. Then, the new family of elements is assessed 
in problems involving different boundary conditions. Results are compared to analytical and highly refined 2D 
finite elements solutions, providing a benchmark of the elements capabilities. Mesh convergence is assessed, 
together with the influence of the global and local displacement fields. The numerical efficiency of the 
formulation is attested and an expansion for a 3D formulation is outlined. 
 
Emrah Madenci, Yasin Onuralp Özkılıç and Lokman Gemi, “Buckling and free vibration analyses of pultruded 
GFRP laminated composites: Experimental, numerical and analytical investigations”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 254 Article 112806, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112806 
ABSTRACT: Two of the most important of the loads exposed to the structures whose construction material is 
pultruded GFRP are buckling and vibration loads. Therefore, it is crucial to determine the behavior of this 
material against buckling and vibration loads considering the fiber and layer configurations. Pursuant to this 
goal, comprehensive experimental, numerical and analytical studies have been undertaken. An exact analytical 
solution based on first order shear deformation plate theory was used for the solution of stability and vibration 
problems. The virtual displacement principle was utilized herein to derive governing differential equations. 
Effective material properties of pultruded GFRP composites were obtained by using the mixture rule model. 
The laminated plate was assumed to be a plate strip in cylindrical bending. The solutions were obtained with an 
infinite series. On the other hand, a numerical study was conducted by a finite element software, ABAQUS. 
Burn-out and mechanical tests were performed to determine the mechanical properties of the obtained pultruded 
GFRP composite specimens. The buckling and modal analysis for natural frequencies tests were utilized to 
investigate the performance of pultruded GFRP specimens. The experimental findings were compared with the 
calculated analytical and numerical results, and good conformance was obtained. Macro and micro mechanical 
damage analyzes were performed to better understand the behavior of the pultruded GFRP composite 
specimens. 



 
Mehmet Sait Ozer, Hasan Koruk and Kenan Y. Sanliturk, “Development of an equivalent shell finite element 
for modelling damped multi-layered composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112828, 15 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112828 
ABSTRACT: A new equivalent shell finite element (FE) for modelling damped multi-layered structures is 
presented in this study. The method used for developing the new FE for such structures is based on the idea that 
the strain energy of the equivalent single-layer FE must be equal to the sum of the strain energies of individual 
layers. The so-called energy coefficients are defined for this purpose for the extensional, bending and shear 
deformations of the composite structure. These coefficients are then determined and used as correction 
multipliers during stacking the elemental matrices of individual layers. Two approaches, based on second-order 
strain or stress distribution assumption through the composite thickness, are investigated for deriving the shear 
energy coefficients. The damping capability of the FE developed here originates from using complex Young’s 
modulus to define the material properties of individual layers. The resulting equivalent single-layer shell 
element with four nodes has six degrees-of-freedom per node. The accuracy, advantages and limitations of the 
composite FE developed in this work are investigated using experimental as well as theoretical results. In the 
light of the finding of these investigations, further enhancement in the formulation is made by also utilising a 
new shear correction factor for the individual layers in the equivalent shell element. Final results for free- and 
constrained-layered structures confirm that the equivalent shell FE developed here can be used effectively for 
the prediction of the modal properties of damped multi-layered structures. 
 
Tao Ren, Fengming Li, Yanong Chen, Chunchuan Liu and Chuanzeng Zhang, “Improvement of the band-gap 
characteristics of active composite laminate metamaterial plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 
112831, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112831 
ABSTRACT: The characteristics of vibration frequency band-gaps for the composite laminate metamaterial 
plates are improved by equidistantly placing macro-fiber composite (MFC) piezoelectric patches along one 
direction of the plates. An acceleration feedback control strategy is proposed to actively regulate the band-gap 
characteristics of the metamaterial plates. The spectral element method (SEM) and transfer matrix method are 
used to calculate frequency response curves and attenuation constants of the metamaterial plates, and the 
calculated results by the SEM are compared with that of the finite element method (FEM) to validate the 
correctness and accuracy of the present numerical method. The obtained results demonstrate that when lattice 
constant of the structure is properly designed, superior band-gap properties in the low and medium frequency 
ranges can be achieved by adjusting the dimensions of the MFC piezoelectric patches. Improved characteristics 
of the Bragg scattering band-gaps in the medium and high frequency regions can also be obtained using the 
acceleration feedback control strategy. Moreover, band-gap widths can be significantly enlarged by actively 
tuning the acceleration feedback gain. In addition, the starting frequencies and band-gap widths of the 
composite laminate metamaterial plates can be adjusted using different cross-ply angles of the MFC 
piezoelectric patches and composite laminate metamaterial plates. 
 
Hamidreza Eipakchi and Farid Mahboubi Nasrekani, “Vibrational behavior of composite cylindrical shells with 
auxetic honeycombs core layer subjected to a moving pressure”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 
112847, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112847 
ABSTRACT: A mathematical procedure has been presented to study the vibrational behavior of a composite 
cylindrical shell under moving internal pressure. The shell contains three layers in which the internal and 
external layers have elastic and isotropic properties and the middle layer consists of an auxetic honeycomb 
structure which has negative Poisson’s ratio. The equations of motion have been extracted based on the classical 
shell theory and Hamilton’s principle. The governing equations which are a system of coupled partial 
differential equations, are solved using an analytical solution, and the natural frequencies, the critical velocities 
and dynamic response have been determined. To investigate the sensitivity of the geometrical parameters and 
material properties on the natural frequency, critical velocity, and dynamic response, a parametric study has 
been conducted. To verify the analytical method, the results have been compared with the finite element results 
and some available literature results. 



 
Krishna Prasath Logakannan, Velmurugan Ramachandran, Jayaganthan Rengaswamy, Zhanyuan Gao and Dong 
Ruan, “Quasi-static and dynamic compression behaviors of a novel auxetic structure”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 254 Article 112853, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112853 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic materials exhibit interesting mechanical properties. In this work, a novel auxetic unit cell 
was proposed with an aim to improve the strength and energy absorption of the auxetic structure constituting 
these unit cells. In the developed unit cell, the vertical member of a conventional re-entrant unit cell was 
replaced by a diamond. The corresponding structure was named re-entrant diamond structure. Specimens were 
fabricated using Multi-Jet Fusion (MJF) technique and experimentally tested to investigate their mechanical 
performance under uniaxial quasi-static and dynamic compression. Finite element model was also developed in 
ABAQUS/Explicit and validated using experimental results. Moreover, in order to improve stiffness of the 
diamonds, a cross-link member was introduced in each diamond. Subsequently, a parametric study was 
conducted to study the influence of diamond angle (θ2) and length ratio (L2/L1) on the deformation mode, stress–
strain curve, Poisson’s ratio, and energy absorption of the re-entrant diamond structures with and without cross-
links. This study revealed that larger diamond angle (θ2) and smaller length ratio (L2/L1) are desirable for high 
strength. Furthermore, the re-entrant diamond structures with and without cross-links were compared with the 
conventional re-entrant and hexagonal honeycombs in terms of strength and energy absorption. 
 
Ngoc-Duong Nguyen, Thuc P. Vo and Trung-Kien Nguyen, “An improved shear deformable theory for bending 
and buckling response of thin-walled FG sandwich I-beams resting on the elastic foundation”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112823, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112823 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes an improved first-order beam theory by separation of variables for bending 
and buckling analysis of thin-walled functionally graded (FG) sandwich I-beams resting on a two-parameter 
elastic foundation. By dividing the displacements into bending and shear parts, this model can produce the 
deflections for both two cases with and without shear effect. The mechanical properties of beams based on the 
power law distribution of volume fraction of ceramic or metal. Governing equations are established from 
Lagrange’s equations. The new Ritz’s approximation functions, which are combined between orthogonal 
polynomial and exponential functions, are proposed to solve problem. The deflections and critical buckling 
loads of thin-walled FG sandwich I-beams are presented and compared with those available literature to verify 
the present theory. The effects of material distribution, boundary conditions, length-to-height ratio, shear 
deformation and foundation parameters on the results are investigated in detail. 
 
Zhihua Wang (1,2), José Humberto S. Almeida Jr. (3), Luc St-Pierre (3), Zhonglai Wang (2) and Saullo G.P. 
Castro (1) 
(1) Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands 
(2) School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, University of Electronic Science and Technology of 
China, Chengdu, China 
(3) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Aalto University, Espoo, Finland 
“Reliability-based buckling optimization with an accelerated Kriging metamodel for filament-wound variable 
angle tow composite cylinders”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112821, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112821 
ABSTRACT: A reliability-based optimization framework is introduced and used to design filament-wound 
cylindrical shells with variable angle tow. Seven design cases are investigated to enable a comparison between 
constant-stiffness and variable angle tow designs, also considering effects of thickness variation created due to 
overlapping tow paths, determined using the kinematics of the filament winding manufacturing process. The 
uncertainty in the winding angle is considered in the optimization by means of metamodels constructed using 
the Kriging method. Moving search windows are incorporated into the Kriging metamodel to accelerate its 
convergence by reducing the number of training iterations. The results prove the efficacy of the proposed 
framework and clearly demonstrate the advantage of variable-stiffness designs over conventional ones for 
achieving a maximum load carrying capacity, while keeping the robustness of the design towards 
manufacturing uncertainties. 
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D. Wowk, T. Reyno, R. Yeung and C. Marsden, “An experimental and numerical investigation of core damage 
size in honeycomb sandwich panels subject to low-velocity impact”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 
112739, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112739 
ABSTRACT: The load carrying capability of honeycomb sandwich panels has been shown to be reduced due to 
core damage resulting from low-velocity impacts. Knowing the size of the core damage region would aid in 
predicting the reduction in residual strength of such panels. The current study determines the width and depth of 
the core damage region in four aluminum panels containing barely visible impact damage. Different honeycomb 
core configurations and impact parameters were considered experimentally using a pendulum apparatus and 
numerically using dynamic finite element simulations. One retired aircraft panel that contained damage from in-
service impacts was also considered. Destructive sectioning showed that the core damage depth was constant 
within each panel for different depths of surface dents, impact velocity, impactor radius and mass. The depth of 
the core damage was proven to be dependent only on the height of the adhesive fillet that joins the facesheet to 
the core. The width of the core damage was contained to a region directly below the surface dent in the 
facesheet. The experimental and numerical results also showed that the configuration of the cellular core did not 
have a significant influence on the core damage depth. 
 
Houchang Liu, Liming Chen, Jinjun Cao, Liliang Chen, Bing Du, Yongguang Guo, Weiguo Li and Daining 
Fang, “Axial compression deformability and energy absorption of hierarchical thermoplastic composite 
honeycomb graded structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112851, 15 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112851 
ABSTRACT: Thermoplastic composites have advantages of high damage tolerance, reprocessing and recycling 
capacities which are in growing demand in lightweight engineering applications. Structural gradient were 
introduced to designed continuous woven glass fiber reinforced hierarchical thermoplastic composite 
honeycomb graded structures (HTCHGS) aim to improve on deformation stability and induce the failure 
processes. Axial compression tests were conducted to investigate compression behavior, energy absorption 
capacity and influence of structural gradient distributions. Experimental observation showed that failure of 
HTCHGS was induced and constrained as expected, stable rising load plateau achieved by presented staggered 
conical HTCHGS. The staggered conical HTCHGS obtained mean value of 0.64 and 1.56 J/g on crushing force 
efficiency and specific energy absorption at the densification displacement. FEM simulations were carried out 
among presented configurations by parameterized modeling, validated the induced deformation processes by 
structural gradient which matched well with the tests. Stress distributions were compared among six 
configurations at typical deformation stage, found core components of staggered configurations contribute more 
to energy absorption than that of regular configurations. Staggered dumbbell HTCHGS provide long and stable 
deformation plateau till densification, and staggered conical HTCHGS are considered as optimal energy 
absorbing components among the configurations which give possible guidance for engineering structural 
designs. 
 
Francesco Rondina and Lorenzo Donati, “Comparison and validation of computational methods for the 
prediction of the compressive crush energy absorption of CFRP structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 
Article 112848, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112848 
ABSTRACT: The crushing response of fiber-reinforced composite structures under compressive loading is 
investigated experimentally and then simulated using two damage models implemented in ESI Virtual 
Performance Solution explicit solver. The conventional Ladevèze continuum damage is compared to the 
recently implemented Waas-Pineda model, which uses non-local damage approach: virtual cracks are embedded 
with prescribed traction-separation laws and direct input of modal fracture energies. Initially, characterization 
tests of a unidirectional carbon fiber/epoxy tape are carried out to implement material card data and elementary 
simulations are performed for calibration. In a second stage, quasistatic crush compression of reference coupons 
are used for validation and numerical results are compared to experimental data in terms of specific absorbed 



energy. Results show that the Waas-Pineda model is easier to set up than the Ladevèze one and it also better 
reproduces the experimental results. The Ladevèze model underestimates the sustained crush stress since some 
damage modes could not be well identified from coupon testing of brittle material. 
 
E. Sadeghi Rad, A.R. Saidi, A.S. Rezaei and M. Askari, “Shear deformation theories for elastic buckling of 
fluid-infiltrated porous plates: An analytical approach”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112829, 15 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112829 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, Reddy’s higher-order and Mindlin’s first-order plate theories are used for buckling 
analysis of porous rectangular plates subjected to various types of mechanical loading. The condition of the 
internal pores is considered to be either free of or saturated by fluid. Biot’s theory of poroelasticity is thereby 
employed to model the behaviour of fluid. Distribution of pores is assumed to vary through the thickness 
according to an asymmetric distribution. For each displacement field considered, five highly coupled partial 
differential equations are derived by means of variational principle. These systems of equations are first 
decoupled through an efficient method, and then solved analytically for Levy-type boundary conditions. 
Accuracy of the approach is examined by comparing the obtained results with those available in literature. 
Eventually, comprehensive parametric studies are provided to investigate the effects of geometrical parameters, 
boundary conditions, loading conditions, porosity coefficient and pore fluid compressibility on the buckling 
response of the system. The results suggest that a structure with higher equivalent rigidity is met, when its 
corresponding internal pores are saturated by fluid. The results of the current work can be considered as a 
benchmark for future studies. 
 
Hao Zuo, Yixin Chen and Feng Jia, “A new C0 layerwise wavelet finite element formulation for the static and 
free vibration analysis of composite plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 Article 112852, 15 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112852 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new C0 layerwise wavelet finite element is proposed for the static and free 
vibration analysis of composite plates. The refined zigzag theory is adopted to introduce the zigzag effects in 
multilayered plate structures by using piecewise linear C0 continuous functions. Then the layerwise wavelet-
based BSWI element is derived based on the higher-order plate theory by means of two-dimensional BSWI 
scaling functions. The proposed model satisfies the conditions of transverse shear stress continuity at the layer 
interfaces as well as yields to the stress-free boundary conditions on the surface of plate without a shear 
correction factor. What’s more, the layerwise wavelet-based BSWI element also possesses the advantages of 
high convergence, high accuracy and reliability with fewer degrees of freedom on account of the excellent 
approximation property of BSWI. The accuracy and effectiveness of proposed layerwise wavelet-based BSWI 
element is assessed for static and free vibration analysis of laminated composite and sandwich plates with 
available 3D elasticity solutions, finite element solutions and other referential solutions in published literatures. 
 
Huifeng Hu, Tiantang Yu, Le Van Lich and Tinh Quoc Bui, “Functionally graded curved Timoshenko 
microbeams: A numerical study using IGA and modified couple stress theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 254 
Article 112841, 15 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112841 
ABSRACT: Studies on functionally graded (FG) curved microbeam structures are rather rare in the literature, 
and we thus present an effective computational approach on the basic combination of isogeometric analysis 
(IGA) and modified couple stress theory (MCST) for mechanical behavior analysis of such FG curved 
microbeams. The proposed method can cope with simultaneous complexities in material properties and 
geometries of the FG curved microbeams. The material properties of microbeams vary continuously along the 
thickness direction. The non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) basis functions are used to describe exactly 
geometries of the curved beams and displacement approximation. The MCST is adopted to capture the small-
scale effects. Several examples of static bending and free vibration behaviors are presented to demonstrate the 
effectiveness and accuracy of the developed method. The effects of some factors (e.g., material gradient, size 
effect, boundary conditions, curvature, and aspect ratio of the beams) on mechanical behaviors of FG curved 
microbeams are investigated. The numerical results reveal that the small-scale effects decrease the deflection 
and increase the natural frequency because of increasing the stiffness. 
 
Miroslav Marjanović, Günther Meschke and Emilija Damnjanović, “Object-oriented framework for 3D bending 
and free vibration analysis of multilayer plates: Application to cross-laminated timber and soft-core sandwich 



panels”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112859, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112859 
ABSTRACT: In the paper, the main steps involved in the development of an object-oriented computational 
framework for the 3D bending and free vibration analysis of multilayer plates are presented. The mathematical 
formulation for layered finite elements is based on Reddy’s plate theory for laminated composites. The analysis 
model has been implemented into Matlab, and the pre- and post-processing phases are performed using GiD. 
The proposed solver is characterized by a fast assembly procedure of sparse matrices using matrix vectorization, 
and a novel algorithm for the evaluation of interlaminar stresses satisfying continuity at layer interfaces. The 
performance, efficiency and accuracy of the computational framework are demonstrated through a number of 
validation examples by comparing the obtained results against the exact solution. Results from both static and 
dynamic analyses of multilayer panels are shown. 
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Lin Shi, Zhenyu Wu, Xiaoying Cheng, Xin Ru and Yanhong Yuan, “Residual crashworthiness of braided 
composite tube with transverse multi-impact damages: Experimental and numerical study”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112903, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112903 
ABSTRACT: In this study, damage behaviors and residual crashworthiness characteristics of braided composite 
tube with transverse pre-impact damages subjected to axial compression were investigated by experimental and 
numerical methods. The compression tests were conducted on intact, single impact and repeated impact tubes at 
identical, adjacent and opposite positions to analyze the effects of impact damages. A multi-step finite element 
model considering the progressive damage characteristics was developed in ABAQUS/Explicit to predict the 
failure behaviors of braided tube. It was found that the damage behavior and residual performance of braided 
tube subjected to axial compression were dominated by impact induced delamination distribution with respect 
to area and position. A relatively small delamination area induced by single impact resulted in similar 
progressive folding damage mode and energy absorption capacity as in intact tube. For repeated impact, 
delamination with increased area at identical position leaded to local buckling damage mode, while small 
delamination areas distributed at adjacent and opposite positions caused U-shape and W-shape fracturing 
damage modes, respectively. Consequently, the transformation of damage mode resulted in significantly 
reduced residual crashworthiness characteristics in repeated impact tubes compared to intact and single impact 
tubes. 
 
Jingwei Zhang and Jun Yanagimoto, “Topology optimization of microlattice dome with enhanced stiffness and 
energy absorption for additive manufacturing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112889, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112889 
ABSTRACT: The synergy of additive manufacturing (AM) with topology optimization has become a useful 
method for developing ultralight, ultrastiff structures with high energy absorption capability. To improve the 
weight-specific stiffness and energy absorption capability of the conventional dome commonly used as the core 
of sandwich sheets, a new concept of filling the solid part of the dome with stretch-dominated microlattices is 
proposed. The optimal density distribution of microlattices is obtained by integrating the homogenization-based 
topology optimization method with the lattice structure. The compressive and bending stiffnesses of the 
optimized variable-density microlattice domes are demonstrated to be 41.8% and 33.7% higher than those of the 
conventional solid domes, while the energy absorption of the microlattice dome during compression and three-
point bending is increased by 297.5% and 85%, respectively. Investigation of the cell size effect on the 
mechanical properties of the microlattice dome reveals that a larger cell size contributes more to the weight-
specific stiffness and energy absorption capability at a given overall volume fraction constraint. The topology 
optimization and construction methods described in this paper are universal and can be used for the further 
development of ultralight, ultrastiff structures with arbitrary macro shapes with microlattices as constituent 
units. 
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Yao Li, Zhi Zong and Tiezhi Sun, “Crushing behavior and load-reducing performance of a composite structural 
buffer during water entry at high vertical velocity”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112883, 1 January 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112883 
ABSTRACT: A composite structural buffer has been designed to reduce the peak impact load of the projectile 
during high-speed water entry. The Expanded Polystyrene (EPS), Rigid Polyurethane (PU) and ALPORAS® 
aluminium foams are used to be the load-reducing material for the buffer, respectively. The constitutive model 
for the material has been validated by comparing the numerical results with the compressive tests data. Six 
deformation and failure modes: Local Failure (LF), Warping Deformation/Failure (WD/WF), Wedging-In 
Failure (WIF), Euler Failure (EF), Inversion and Curling (IC), Complete Disintegration (CD) are found in the 
nose cap during water entry at constant vertical velocity. Among these modes, the wedging force in WIF mode 
is the dominant cause of the severe damage of the nose cap. The results show that the material performance of 
the damper has a more significant influence on the CD mode time than the length of nose cap, the beginning 
time of WIF mode and the duration of WIF mode. Moreover, the ALPORAS® aluminium foam has the best 
load-reducing performance (highest load-reducing ratio up to 75.3%) among the three foam materials. This 
paper provides an engineering reference for the design of buffer applied in high-speed water entry. 
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“Design optimization of a novel bio-inspired 3D porous structure for crashworthiness”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 255 Article 112897, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112897 
ABSTRACT: Porous structure is widely used in automobile, aerospace and other industrial fields due to its 
lightweight and high energy absorption capacity. In this study, a novel porous structure, i.e. hierarchical three-
dimensional porous (H3DP) structure inspired by the bone in nature is created based on the primitive triply 
periodic minimal surface sheet structure, which is a basic three-dimensional periodic porous structure consist of 
triply periodic minimal surfaces. The numerical simulation for the axial crushing of the H3DP structures is 
carried out using the nonlinear finite element code through LS-DYNA. For accuracy of the numerical results, 
the finite element model is validated by the experiment performed for H3DP structures which are manufactured 
by selective laser melting technology using a EOS M290 machine. The numerical results showed that this novel 
bio-inspired H3DP structure had excellent energy absorption capacity. However, the crashworthiness of the 
H3DP structure is affected by design parameters such as wall thickness, ribs thickness, number of inner ribs and 
distance between the inner and outer walls. In order to obtain the optimal design of the H3DP structure with the 
best crashworthiness, a multi-objective optimization is implemented employing the Kriging (KRG) surrogate 
modeling method and Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II). According to the 
crashworthiness comparison of the H3DP structure and the traditional energy absorbed structures, it is found 
that the H3DP structure had relatively higher energy absorption capacity than the primitive sheet structure as 



well as lots of previous traditional materials or structures in nature and engineering. Thus, the H3DP structure 
can be used as a good energy absorbing structure and had good application prospect in the field of impact 
engineering. 
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Lassaad Ben Fekih, Olivier Verlinden and Georges Kouroussis, “Mechanical characterization of E-glass 
laminates under large bending”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112892, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112892 
ABSTRACT: This study focuses on epoxy fiberglass (E-glass) laminates used as printed circuit boards, more 
particularly as flexible substrates in fracture assemblies for the test of attachments of electronic components 



such as solder and adhesive joints. Breaking these joints often requires large bending of E-glass substrates. Such 
circumstances have not been investigated before. In fact, most research focused on the linear elastic behaviour 
of E-glass. Therefore, static large bending tests were conducted on instrumented cantilever and square plates. 
Test data consisting of pull force and strain versus deflection curves revealed that the behaviour of E-glass 
laminates is overall non-linear-elastic. Next, the correlation between simulated and measured structural 
responses of test prototypes led to determining E-glass lamina properties applicable upon large bending. 
 
Chu Thanh Binh, Nguyen Van Long, Tran Minh Tu and Phan Quang Minh (National University of Civil 
Engineering, 55 Giai Phong Road, Hanoi, Viet Nam), “Nonlinear vibration of functionally graded porous 
variable thickness toroidal shell segments surrounded by elastic medium including the thermal effect”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112891, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112891 
ABSTRACT: The present study deals with the nonlinear vibration of functionally graded porous (FGP) variable 
thickness toroidal shell segments surrounded by elastic medium subjected to axial compression and external 
pressure, including the thermal effects. Three types of uniform, symmetric, and non-symmetric porosity 
distributions are considered. The improved Donnell shell theory with von-Karman nonlinearity, and Stein and 
McElman’s assumptions are used to obtain the equations of motion of toroidal shell segments. The dynamic 
characteristics of shells such as natural frequencies and nonlinear frequency-amplitude relation are determined 
by using the solution in terms of displacements in conjunction with Galerkin's method. The present approach is 
validated by comparing with the available results for particular cases. Effects of geometrical characteristics, the 
porosity distribution types, the porosity coefficient, the thickness distribution parameter, temperature and pre-
loaded static axial compression on the nonlinear vibration response of the FGP variable thickness convex and 
concave toroidal shell segments are studied in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Composite laminated plates have found several applications in engineering field. For instance, 
aerospace and automotive industry use these structures in several components of their products due to their 
exceptional specific properties along the direction of the fibres. There are several two-dimensional plate models 
that aim to more accurately and more efficiently predict the kinematics of those structures. Unlike the Classical 
Plate Theory (CLPT), which can only be applied to thin laminates, the First-Order Shear Deformation Theory 
(FSDT), developed by Reissner and Mindlin, already accounts shear effects and, due to that, it can describe in a 
satisfactory way the kinematic of a generic thick laminated plate. Nevertheless, the FSDT considers linear shape 
functions to describe the in-plane displacements through the plate thickness, which results in constant shear 
strains. Thus, the traction boundary conditions on the top and bottom surface of plate are violated. Additionally, 
the FSDT needs shear correction factors, which are not easily obtained for a generic problem. Equivalent single 
layer (ESL) theories following high-order shear deformation theories (HSDTs) have been proposed and more 
efficiently applied to composite laminated plates. These theories allow to represent the nonlinear variation of 
transverse shear stresses through thickness of plate because they possess nonlinear shape functions interpolating 
the in-plane displacements. Thus, the kinematics of these structural elements can be better described and more 
accurate stress fields can be obtained for problems that cannot be handled with the FSDT. These structures have 
been analysed for several years using the Finite Element Method (FEM), which is the most popular numerical 
tool in structural analysis. However, several other advanced numerical techniques, such as meshless methods, 
can also handle this kind of problems and, in some cases, in a more efficient way. This work makes use of a 
recently developed meshless method – the Natural Neighbour Radial Point Interpolation Method (NNRPIM) 
(Belinha, 2014) – to study the bending of antisymmetric angle-ply composite laminates using distinct HSDTs. 
 
Amirhossein Omidi Soroor, Mojtaba Asgari and Hassan Haddadpour, “Effect of axially graded constraining layer on the free vibration 
properties of three layered sandwich beams with magnetorheological fluid core”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
255 Article 112899, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112899 
ABSTRACT: The free linear vibration of an adaptive sandwich beam consisting of a frequency and field-
dependent magnetorheological fluid core and an axially functionally graded constraining layer is investigated. 
The Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories are utilized for defining the longitudinal and lateral 
deformation of the sandwich beam. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to derive the frequency-dependent 
eigenvalue problem through the kinetic and strain energy expressions of the sandwich beam. In order to deal 
with the frequency dependency of the core, the approached complex eigenmodes method is implemented. The 
validity of the formulation and solution method is confirmed through comparison with the results available in 
the literature. Finally, the effects of the magnetic field, axially functionally graded material power-law index, 
constraining, and core layers thickness on the free vibration behavior of the sandwich beam are studied 
thoroughly for clamped–clamped, simply supported, and clamped-free boundary conditions. It is shown that any 
change in each of these parameters would have significant effects on the beam's free vibration properties. 
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L.H. Zhang, S.K. Lai, C. Wang and J. Yang, “DSC regularized Dirac-delta method for dynamic analysis of FG 
graphene platelet-reinforced porous beams on elastic foundation under a moving load”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 255 Article 112865, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112865 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a novel computational approach, the DSC regularized Dirac-delta method, for 
the vibration analysis of functionally graded graphene-platelet reinforced (FG-GPLR) porous beams resting on 
a Winkler–Pasternak elastic foundation under a moving load. Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, the 
energy functional of the beam model is represented by a newly constructed basis function and is minimized 
under the variational principle. To account for the properties of composite materials, the Halpin–Tsai model is 



used to predict the elastic modulus of graphene-reinforced composites. A coupling of the DSC regularized 
Dirac-delta method and the Newmark–β integration scheme is then adopted for solving the dynamic problem. 
The DSC-based approach exhibits controllable accuracy for approximations and shows excellent flexibility in 
handling time-dependent moving load problems, because the equally spaced grid system used in the DSC 
numerical approach can achieve a preferable representation of moving load sources. An intensive parametric 
study is provided with a particular focus on the influence of moving loads, foundation supports and material 
properties (e.g., weight fraction, porosity distribution, dispersion pattern and geometry size of graphene 
reinforcements). First-known solutions reported in tabular and graphical forms should be useful for researchers 
and engineers in designing such beam problems. 
 
Tamer A. Sebaey, Dipen Kumar Rajak and Hassan Mehboob, “Internally stiffened foam-filled carbon fiber 
reinforced composite tubes under impact loading for energy absorption applications”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 255 Article 112910, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112910 
ABSTRACT: Fiber reinforced plastics can absorb energy, in the unlikely event of a crash, on the other hand, 
foam improves the structural integrity of the device being filled with. Therefore, foam-filled carbon fiber 
reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites are extensively used as an energy absorber for safety enhancement. 
Current study aims to characterize the impact response of CFRP composite tubes filled with polyurethane foam 
with five different combinations. The CFRP tubes were internally stiffened with sheets, tubes and hats made of 
CFRP composite. In addition, the internally stiffened tubes were filled with polyurethane (PU) foam for 
structural integrity. Specimens were then tested under dynamic crushing using a drop weight impactor with an 
impact energy of 75 J. During the tests, the behaviors of specimens were recorded by high speed camera. Visual 
inspections and micrographs of the specimens were also investigated. The results revealed that the peak force, 
threshold force, and energy absorbed were increased by using the PU foam inside the CFRP composite tubes. 
The energy absorption did not show significant improvement by adding the internal CFRP reinforcements, 
whereas, the peak load improvement was considerable. The specimen filled with only PU foam yielded the best 
specific energy absorption among all the specimens. 
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graphene nanoplatelet reinforced cylindrical shell subjected to thermo-mechanical loads”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112924, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112924 
ABSTRACT: Analysis of graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) reinforced cylindrical shell subjected to thermo-
mechanical loads is studied in this paper based on shear deformation theory. Halpin-Tsai micromechanical 
model and rule of mixtures are used for calculation of effective material properties of composite materials with 
different distributions of reinforcements including uniform symmetric and asymmetric distributions for 
nanoplatelet material. The various distributions are included UD (uniform distribution of GPLs along the 
thickness direction), FG-O(linear variation of GPLs, where highest amount is locates at middle layer) and FG-
X(linear variation of GPLs, where highest amount is locates at top and bottom layers). The shear strains 
especially at both ends of cylindrical shell are included in our formulation using the two-dimensional first-order 
shear deformation theory (FSDT). Minimum total potential energy principle is used to derive the governing 



equations using Hooke’s law and application of Euler equations using the functional of the system. Eigenvalue 
and eigenvector method is used for solution of the governing equations. The radial and axial displacements and 
various components of stress are calculated in terms of number of layers, GPLs weight fraction, thermal 
loading, various distributions of reinforcement and coefficient of the elastic foundation. The numerical results 
indicate that maximum and minimum stresses are obtained for FG-O and FG-X distributions. Also, the biggest 
and lowest radial displacements are obtained for UD and FG-X distributions, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel higher order cubic-quintic nonlinear model is proposed for the nonlinear 
free vibration of damped and undamped bi-directional functionally graded (2D FG) beams. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, no study has focused on damping characteristics of 2D FG beams. Thus, the present 
paper extends the previous studies in this field. It is assumed that the material properties of the beam change in 
the axial and lateral directions simultaneously according to exponential and power-law functions, respectively. 
A new neutral surface is defined to remove the stretching and bending couplings effect. The variational iteration 
method (VIM) and the Hamiltonian approach (HA) are applied to obtain closed-form analytical solutions for the 
nonlinear vibration of damped and undamped 2D FG beams, respectively. Based on the results, an increase in 
the material grading indices can similarly decrease the damping coefficient for an underdamped 2D FG beam, 
and more time is required for dying out the oscillations. Further, compared to the homogeneous beams, a 
significant difference is observed between the cubic and cubic-quintic models indicating the importance of 
applying higher order nonlinear models for the nonlinear analysis of 2D FG beams. 
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buckling temperature of composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112902, 1 January 2021, 
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ABSTRACT: The present study develops a novel size optimization method to control the buckling mode shape 
and associated buckling temperatures of plates. From a structural stability point of view, predicting the buckling 
temperature and mode shape of structures is one of the most important research topics in engineering. However, 
coming up with optimized engineering structures through engineering intuition for controlling these aspects is 
challenging. To address this limitation, the present study proposes the combination of finite element simulation 
and a size optimization scheme. Based on the idea that the structural buckling temperature and mode shape of a 
plate are mainly influenced by the thickness of the plate, in the optimization process, the thickness values of the 
divided sections of the target plate are set as the design variables. The buckling mode shape and buckling 
temperature are set as the objective functions, subjected to the total volume of the target plate. By applying the 
size optimization scheme, it is possible to determine the optimal thickness distributions for inducing the desired 
buckling mode shapes and buckling temperature values. The validity of the proposed size optimization method 
has been verified using several numerical examples. 
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2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112904 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the mechanical properties of concrete-filled glass fiber reinforced 
plastic (GFRP) tubular stub columns after being subjected to freeze-thaw cycles (FTCs). A total of 72 concrete-
filled GFRP tubular (CFGT) stub columns treated with different FTCs were tested under axial load. The 
ultimate capacity, initial stiffness, load-displacement curves, load-strain curves, and failure modes were 
obtained and analyzed. Test results indicated that the failure phenomena of the specimens under axial 
compression were similar, mainly including the fracturing of GFRP tube and crushing of core concrete. The 
FTCs, concrete strength and column height all had a significant influence on the failure modes of the 
specimens. The ultimate capacity and initial stiffness decreased evidently with the increase of the number of 
FTCs. By increasing the height of the column, the ultimate capacity and deformation capacity of square column 
after FTCs could be effectively improved. The change of ultimate capacity of the CFGT column after FTCs was 
the result of the combined effect of FTCs, concrete compressive strength and column height. Finally, the 
simplified formulas for calculating the ultimate capacity of CFGT stub columns after FTCs were proposed. 
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simulation of low velocity impact and compression strength after impact response”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
255 Article 112945, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112945 
ABSTRACT: An efficient computational approach to simulate the damage during an impact event and 
subsequently predict the remaining compression strength is presented in this paper. The two-step explicit finite 
element modeling scheme to simulate the damage as interlaminar delaminations during an impact event and the 
ensuing failure during a compression test is developed to eliminate the typical issues associated with manual 
transfer of damage details between an impact simulation and a quasi-static compression failure simulation. The 
residual strength after impact simulation is predicted based on the damage state predicted by the impact model. 
Experiments were performed to validate the numerical study for 24 and 32 ply quasi-isotropic laminates, 
generally used in aircraft structure, with two different boundary conditions to ensure that the model is capable 
enough to predict the behavior of an impact even under different boundary conditions. A strong correlation is 
found between the delamination damage observed experimentally and the model predictions. Furthermore, the 
finite element approach presented in this paper was able to accurately simulate the compression strength after 
impact. 
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112965 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich plates with two thin stiff face-sheets and a soft center core have been used in many 
constructions for which the dominating load is transverse bending. Many theoretical/numerical analyses have 
been devoted to studying the deformation mechanism of such a structure. But relatively limited experimental 
investigations are present in this field and they are often self-content with little connection to the existing 
theoretical pursuits. In this paper, a composite sandwich structure made with carbon fiber woven face sheets and 
a relatively compliant foam core was loaded in 3-point bending. Images were captured of the specimen before 
and after deformation, which were then analyzed with a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) program. The full field 
displacements and strain fields were obtained for the specimen. The experimental deflection of the beam was 
compared with five theoretical models and one numerical solution. The result shows that only one model 
predicts the reality well. 
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ABSTRACT: To investigate the reinforcement effect of external CFRP strengthening on pultruded concrete-
filled GFRP tubular (CFGT) short columns under axial compression, a total of 60 specimens were axially 
tested, including 48 specimens strengthened with different layers of CFRP and 12 specimens without CFRP 
strengthening. The main parameters considered in this study consist of the height of the column, concrete 
strength, and strengthening layers of CFRP. The failure modes, ultimate strength, load–displacement curves, 
load–strain curves, initial stiffness, and ductility of all specimens were obtained and discussed. Test results 
indicate that the specimens unstrengthened with CFRP are failed with the brittle failure under axial 
compression. The failure modes of specimens gradually change from the brittle failure to ductile failure with the 
increase of strengthening layers of CFRP. Compared with the unstrengthened CFGT short columns, the ultimate 
strength, deformability, and ductility of columns strengthened with CFRP are significantly enhanced. The more 
strengthening layers of the CFRP has, the larger the ultimate strength of specimens is. However, the 
strengthening layers of CFRP have little effects on the initial stiffness of CFGT short columns. Among the 
above three parameters, the strengthening layers of CFRP exert the most significant and positive influence on 
the ultimate strength of specimens, while the influence of the column height is completely adverse. Based on 
the experimental achievements, a formula for the calculation of ultimate strength of pultruded CFGT short 
columns externally strengthened with CFRP is proposed, which shows great accuracy and rationality in 
comparison with the experimental results. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on nonlinear parametric resonance behaviors of rotating composite laminated 
cylindrical shells subjected to periodic axial loads and hygrothermal environment. With effects of the time-
varying axial loads, hygrothermal expansion deformation, Coriolis and centrifugal forces as well as the rotation-
induced initial hoop tension taken into account, the nonlinear dynamic equations of the shell are obtained on the 
base of Love’s nonlinear shell theory and Hamilton’s principle. Then, an analytical formulation on the steady 
state response of the shell is derived by the method of multiple scales, and the stability conditions of trivial and 
nontrivial solutions are determined by the Routh–Hurwitz criterion. Some numerical results are utilized to 
conduct detailed parametric studies on vibration characteristics, amplitude–frequency response curves and 
instability regions of forward and backward travelling waves of the shell. Of particular interest in the process is 
the combined effect of dynamic axial loads and hygrothermal effects on the resonance behaviors of the rotating 
nonlinear cylindrical shell. 
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studies of bending and buckling problems of rectangular plates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 
112944, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112944 
ABSTRACT: The paper is devoted to generalization of the analytical model of sandwich structures. The 
continuous variation of mechanical properties in thickness direction of the structure wall is proposed. The 
individual nonlinear theory of deformation of the straight line normal to the neutral surface is developed. This 
analytical model of sandwich structures is presented in detail for the example rectangular plate. Based on the 
principle of stationary potential energy two differential equations of equilibrium of the plate are obtained. The 
system of equations is analytically solved. The maximum deflection and critical loads of the example plates are 
derived. Results of these analytical studies are presented in Figures and Tables. 
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V.H. Carneiro, H. Puga, “Enhanced mechanical properties in cellular solids using axisymmetric 
configurations”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112972, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112972 
ABSTRACT: Cellular solids, as a class of materials, are known for a high strength to weight ratio. Their design 
into non-stochastic configurations is known to be beneficial for the tailor and control of their mechanical 
properties. The current developments on additive manufacturing allow a successful route to manufacture these 
scaffolds and gives a novel freedom in their design process. This study explores the deformation behavior of 
axisymmetric non-stochastic cellular solids, allowing the understanding of the mechanisms that enhance their 
mechanical properties relatively to regular extruded lattices. It is shown that axisymmetric samples display a 
circumferential deformation effect that distributed loads along the volume of the material. This effect, however, 
is more prominent in axisymmetric samples with auxetic behavior. The coupling of circumferential deformation 
and the dynamic density changes in auxetic samples generate an overall increase in modulus, collapse stress and 
energy absorption. 
 
Ryosuke Matsuzaki, Kenta Mitsui, Yoshiyasu Hirano, Akira Todoroki and Yoshiro Suzuki, “Optimization of 
curvilinear fiber orientation of composite plates and its experimental validation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
255 Article 112956, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112956 
ABSTRACT: Variable stiffness composite (VSC) is a viable design extension of carbon fiber reinforced plastic 
(CFRP) laminates to obtain unique mechanical properties by changing the fiber orientation in a curvilinear 
manner. We optimized a VSC for open-hole tension laminates considering the automatic processing by the tow 
prepreg curve placement and evaluated the strength improvement with experiments. Multi-objective 
optimization using fracture criterion and mean curvature as objective functions resulted in higher strength gains 
for solutions with higher mean curvature and lower processability. Besides, by giving the molding conditions as 
constraints for optimization, the strength was improved while satisfying the molding conditions. The fabrication 
of optimum VSCs involved using a tabletop automated fiber placement. Strength tests showed a 34.3% 
improvement in the curvilinear prepreg path. 
 
Xiaojian Chen, Guocai Yu, Zengxian Wang, Lijia Feng and Linzhi Wu, “Enhancing out-of-plane compressive 
performance of carbon fiber composite honeycombs”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112984, 1 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112984 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on strengthening carbon fiber composite honeycombs which provide the 
higher strength than other competitive lightweight materials by the design of curved wall topology. And the 
carbon fiber composite curved honeycombs (CCCHs) are manufactured via a molding and bonding process. 
The out-of-plane compressive properties of the woven and unidirectional laminated CCCHs are measured and 
analyzed. In addition, the effects of curvature radius and wall thickness on the compressive strength of the 
laminated CCCHs are investigated. The experimental results show that the out-of-plane compressive strengths 
increase when only the curvature radius decreases or the wall thickness increases. By comparison, the out-of-
plane compressive strengths of the laminated CCCHs show superior to those of almost existing competitive 
lightweight honeycombs, and it can be considered as a selective lightweight sandwich structure. It provides a 
possibility for the honeycomb structure to be used as load-bearing components. 
 
W.M. Mahdy, Libin Zhao, Fengrui Liu, Rong Pian, Huiping Wang and Jianyu Zhang, “Buckling and stress-
competitive failure analyses of composite laminated cylindrical shell under axial compression and torsional 
loads”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112977, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112977 
ABSTRACT: Advanced composite laminated cylindrical shells are increasingly being desired in modern 
aerospace structures, for improving their structural efficiency and performance. In this paper, compared with the 
previous failure analysis, which considered buckling-failure only, a competitive failure analysis framework for 



composite laminated cylindrical shells is presented, in which linear buckling interacting curve method was 
considered for buckling-failure analysis and strength ratio based on Tsai-Wu failure criterion was used for 
stress-failure analysis. The proposed framework agreed well with the published data, which verified it’s 
feasibility. The competitive failure analysis of composite laminated cylindrical shells and parametric studies 
were conducted to reveal the failure mode. It is found that the higher ratios of longitudinal compressive strength 
to longitudinal modulus and shear strength to longitudinal modulus of composite materials, the more likely 
buckling-failure occurs; otherwise, stress-failure occurs. As the ratio of radius to thickness reduces, the 
possibility of occurrence of stress-failure increases. Moreover, the stress-failure for [90°/0°/90°] stacking 
sequence is more likely to occur than [θ/0°/θ], and 0°<θ < 90°. Finally, the presented study offers a strategy to 
increase the load carrying capacity of the composite laminated shell under combined axial compression and 
torsional loads. 
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Wei Qu, Huailiang Zhang, Wenqian Sun and Wei Li, “Stress response of the hydraulic composite pipe 
subjected to random vibration”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112958, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112958 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the stress response characteristics of the hydraulic composite pipe subjected to 
random vibrations were studied. Based on 3D-anisotropy elasticity, the motion equation of the hydraulic 
composite pipe was established by utilizing the Hamilton principle subjected to random vibration, and takes into 
account the fluid-structure interaction (FSI). The discrete analysis method of random vibration is employed to 
solve the random vibration under the excitation of white noise. Also, the effects of different parameters 
including external excitation, fluid velocity, fluid pressure and structural parameters on the stress response of 
composite pipe are investigated. Experimental results agreed with the simulation results, demonstrating that the 
analytical method could provide theoretical reference for the design, improved efficiency, and fatigue reduction 
of the composite pipe subjected to random vibration. 
 
Shahriar Dastjerdi, Mohammad Malikan, Rossana Dimitri and Francesco Tornabene, “Nonlocal elasticity 
analysis of moderately thick porous functionally graded plates in a hygro-thermal environment”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112925, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112925 
ABSTRACT: This work proposes a novel quasi three-dimensional (3D) approach for the bending analysis of 
moderately thick plates with a functionally graded material (FGM), in presence of porosities due to some 
incorrect manufacturing processes. Such porosities can appear within the plate in two forms, namely, even and 
uneven distributions. The modeled system has a polymer matrix where both shear and transverse factors 
coexist. The bending equations of the problem are obtained from the Hamiltonian principle. In order to apply 
the quantum effects for the nanosystem, the well-known nonlocal theory of Eringen is here assumed, while 
checking for its numerical accuracy. A physically-consistent analysis of the nanostructures would investigate 
possible surrounding effects. Thus, the thermal and humidity influence is accounted for the 3D problem, whose 
governing equations are solved through a semi-analytical polynomial method (SAPM), as recently proposed in 
literature for different applications. The proposed method is based on a simple procedure with very accurate 
numerical outcomes, whose performance is checked against the available literature. After computing the 
deflection relations, a systematic study is performed for the bending response of nanoporous FGMs in a hygro-
thermal surrounding environment, with promising results for practical applications. 
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Kang He, Yu Chen, Zhihui Li and Bin Yuan, “Experimental study on mechanical properties of sandwich 
tempered glass unidirectional composite laminate”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112980, 1 January 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112980 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the mechanical properties of sandwich 
tempered glass unidirectional composite laminate under uniformly distributed load. A total of sixty-four 
specimens are tested to investigate the influence of individual layer thickness of tempered glass panel (T), 
bearing length (BL), and length of loading end (LLE). According to this experiment, the failure modes of tested 
specimens were observed in detail during load procedure. The effects of the three variables on the ultimate 
bearing capacity, stiffness and stress distribution of sandwich tempered glass unidirectional composite laminate 
are discussed. The results indicate that the three variables have positive effect on bearing capacity and secant 
stiffness of the sandwich tempered glass unidirectional composite laminate. And the individual layer thickness 
of tempered glass panel has the greatest influence on the ultimate bearing capacity and secant stiffness of 
specimens. With increasing of thickness, bearing length and length of loading end, the bearing capacity and the 
stiffness are increased. Based on the results of parametric studies, the designed formulas are proposed to 
estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of sandwich tempered glass unidirectional composite laminate under 
local uniformly distributed load. 
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“On the wave propagation of the multi-scale hybrid nanocomposite doubly curved viscoelastic panel”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112947, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112947 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, wave propagation analysis of multi-hybrid nanocomposite (MHC) reinforced 
doubly curved panel embedded in the viscoelastic foundation is carried out. Higher-order shear deformable 
theory (HSDT) is utilized to express the displacement kinematics. The rule of mixture and modified Halpin–
Tsai model are engaged to provide the effective material constant of the MHC reinforced doubly curved panel. 
By employing Hamilton’s principle, the governing equations of the structure are derived and solved with the aid 
of an analytical method. Afterward, a parametric study is carried out to investigate the effects of the viscoelastic 
foundation, carbon nanotubes’ (CNTs’) weight fraction, various MHC patterns, radius to total thickness ratio, 
and carbon fibers angel on the phase velocity of the MHC reinforced doubly curved panel in the viscoelastic 
medium. The results show that, by considering the viscous parameter, the relation between wavenumber and 
phase velocity changes from exponential increase to logarithmic boost. A useful suggestion of this research is 
that the effects of fiber angel and damping parameter on the phase velocity of a doubly curved panel are hardly 
dependent on the wavenumber. The presented study outputs can be used in ultrasonic inspection techniques and 
structural health monitoring. 
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geometrically imperfect FG nano-beams based on stress-driven nonlocal elasticity with initial pretension force”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112856, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112856 
ABSTRACT: Size-dependent flexural nonlinear free vibrations of geometrically imperfect straight Bernoulli-
Euler functionally graded nano-beams are investigated by the stress-driven nonlocal integral model (SDM). By 
using the Galerkin method, the governing equations is reduced to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. The 
closed form analytical solution of the nonlinear natural flexural frequency for Simply-Supported, Clamped-
Simply Supported and Clamped-Clamped nano-beams is then established using the Hamiltonian approach to 
nonlinear oscillators. Effects of nonlocal scale parameter and an initial axial tension force on fundamental 
frequencies are examined and compared with those obtained by Eringen’s nonlocal model. It is shown that the 
nonlinear approach based on nonlocal stress model, with the appropriate constitutive boundary conditions, is 
capable of capturing the dynamical responses of the nano-beams and provides an advantageous method for the 



design and the optimization of a wide range of nano-scaled beam-like components of Nano-Electro-
Mechanical-Systems (NEMS). 
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“Metastable nonlinear vibrations: Third chaos of bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell 
under foundation excitation”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112966, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112966 
ABSTRACT: The occurrence conditions of the metastable chaotic vibrations are firstly studied in the bistable 
asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell under the foundation excitation. The metastable chaos is 
observed in the vibration experiments of the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell. 
Based on the dynamic model of the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell, the critical 
instability condition of the zero equilibrium point is analyzed in the bistable asymmetric composite laminated 
square shallow shell by using Jacobian matrix and Routh-Hurwitz criterion. We perform numerical simulations 
based on Runge-Kutta algorithm and the vibration experiments. A sufficient condition is found for the existence 
of the metastable chaos in the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell. It is found that the 
zero equilibrium point of the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell is unstable when 
the parametric excitation exceeds a specific critical value. The numerical results verify the theoretical analyses 
of the metastable chaos. It is demonstrated that the increase of the parametric excitation leads to the easier 
occurrence of the metastable chaos through observing the characteristics of the nonlinear dynamic behaviors of 
the system. Moreover, the existence of the metastable chaotic vibrations is confirmed in the bistable asymmetric 
composite laminated square shallow shell under the foundation excitation by using the vibration experiments. 
The large parametric excitation subjecting to the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square shallow shell 
is a key factor for the existence of the metastable chaos in the bistable asymmetric composite laminated square 
shallow shell under the foundation excitation. 
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for dynamic analysis of CFRC-PGPC circular arch with general boundary conditions in hygrothermal 
environment”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112884, 1 January 2021, 
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ABSTRACT: A unified modeling method is proposed in this work to obtain the exact solution for dynamic 
analysis of carbon fiber reinforced composite (CFRC) circular arch with porous graphene platelet coating 
(PGPC) and general boundary conditions in hygrothermal environment. The modeling method adopts first-order 
shear beam theory to express the displacement field of the in-plane vibration first, and then the stress is given by 
using Hooke’s Law. According to the definition of classical mechanics, the energy of dynamic model is 
expressed in terms of stress and strain. Also, the stored energy of general boundary is introduced by the virtual 
boundary springs technology. Furthermore, the hygrothermal environment is also considered in this work, and 
the effects of the hygrothermal environment are given in details. Finally, the stability and effectiveness of 
proposed method are validated, and the dynamic response of the CFRC-PGPC circular arche with different 
parameters, such as geometry, material and environment variables are calculated. 
 
Amit Yadav, Marco Amabili, Sarat Kumar Panda, Tanish Dey and Rajesh Kumar, “Nonlinear damped 
vibrations of three-phase CNT-FRC circular cylindrical shell”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112939, 
1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112939 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a semi-analytical solution of nonlinear vibrations of circular cylindrical shells 
made of carbon nanotube (CNT) fiber-reinforced composite (CNT-FRC). Vibrations are produced by a radial 
harmonic force and viscous structural damping is considered. The effective properties of a lamina of the CNT-
FRC shell are evaluated in two steps. The elastic properties of randomly distributed CNTs in a polymeric matrix 
(i.e., hybrid matrix) are computed by the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka/Voigt scheme to consider the CNTs 
agglomeration effect in the hybrid matrix. Then, the resulting hybrid matrix is reinforced with aligned fibers in 
order to prepare the lamina of the CNT-FRC shell; its effective properties are estimated by the Halpin Tsai 
homogenization approach. The CNT-FRC shell is modelled incorporating the von Kármán geometric 
nonlinearity and first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The nonlinear governing partial differential 
equations (PDEs) of the CNT-FRC shells are derived by the Hamilton’s principle. These PDEs are discretized 
into ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by using the Galerkin’s method. The ODEs are solved by 
incremental harmonic balance method (IHB) in conjunction with the arclength continuation method to obtain 
the frequency-amplitude response of the shell. The effect of different types of CNT agglomeration models, CNT 
mass fraction, agglomeration parameters and stacking sequence of laminates on the frequency-amplitude curves 
corresponding to forced and free nonlinear vibrations of the CNT-FRC shell are studied in detail. 
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José A. Gonilha, Nuno Silvestre, João R. Correia, Volnei Tita and Lourenço Almeida-Fernandes, “Novel 
progressive failure model for quasi-orthotropic pultruded FRP structures: Application to compact tension and 
web-crippling case studies (Part II)”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112973, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112973 
ABSTRACT: Part I [1] of this two-part paper presented the formulation of a novel progressive failure model for 
pultruded fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites, allowing for the 3D simulation of quasi-orthotropic FRP 
plates as a homogenized material, as well as the model calibration based on a set of standardized material 
characterization tests. Part II presents the application of that (calibrated) model to the simulation of two case 



studies: (i) transverse compact tensile (CT) tests; and (ii) web-crippling tests for two load configurations, 
external two-flanges (ETF) and internal two-flanges (ITF). The CT test, which is often used to determine the 
(tensile) fracture energy of FRP materials, is especially interesting as it allows assessing the quality of the 
simulations for a combination of in-plane transverse tensile and shear stresses in a geometry with a sharp 
singularity. The web-crippling test, on the other hand, is often used to determine the strength of FRP shapes 
under concentrated transverse loads, a real structural problem involving combined in-plane compressive and 
shear stresses. In this paper these two relatively complex case studies are used to assess the quality of the 
simulation in the presence of combined in-plane stresses. The numerical results showed an excellent agreement 
with their CT test counterparts; the simulation of these experiments were also used to demonstrate the need for 
using a mesh regularization scheme when modelling problems with singularities. The models were also well 
able to simulate both web-crippling load configurations, only slightly underestimating the maximum load – this 
was likely due to the slight underestimation of shear strength for combined in-plane shear and moderate 
transverse compressive stresses, as discussed in Part I [1], and/or non-quasi-orthotropic behaviour of the web-
flange junction. Overall, the numerical results showed a good agreement with the experimental data, even for 
relatively coarse meshes, attesting the feasibility and precision of the proposed damage progression model. 
 
Rahul Singh Dhari, Nirav P. Patel, Hongxu Wang and Paul J. Hazell, “Numerical investigation of Fibonacci 
series based bio-inspired laminates under impact loading”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112985, 1 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112985 
ABSTRACT: The present paper addresses the development of bio-inspired composite laminates based on the 
Fibonacci sequence for impact resistant applications. Four methods such as thickness ratio (FT), incremental 
angle (FI), hybrid (FY) and Fibonacci helicoidal (FH) are devised to create various sets of laminates to exploit 
the Fibonacci sequence into the laminate design. These methods include controlling of ply group thickness 
(FT), rotation fiber angle (FI), both thickness and angle (FY), and direct implementation of Fibonacci based 
helicoidal laminate sequence (FH). The performance of these proposed laminates is analysed by considering 
ballistic impact loading with six different impact velocities, out of which three are below the ballistic limit of 
laminates. The behaviour of these laminates under this loading is investigated using an elastic-plastic 
progressive damage based numerical model. The results obtained through numerical simulation are validated 
with experimental results and found to be well correlated. The performance of bio-inspired laminates is 
compared with conventional cross-ply and quasi-isotropic laminates in terms of various parameters such as 
residual velocity, displacement, energy absorption, peak load, number of plies damaged and delamination. 
These parameters are correlated by using a level-based methodology and the most versatile method to design 
Fibonacci based bio-inspired laminates among all methods considered is estimated for all velocities. 
 
Ping Xiang, Qing Xia, L.Z. Jiang, Linxin Peng, J.W. Yan and Xiang Liu, “Free vibration analysis of FG-
CNTRC conical shell panels using the kernel particle Ritz element-free method”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
255 Article 112987, 1 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112987 
ABSTRACT: The free vibration analysis of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-
CNTRC) conical shell is carried out by using element-free kp-Ritz method. Based on the first-order shear 
deformation shell theory, the approximate displacement field is expressed by the shape function of the nuclear 
particle, and the governing equation is established. The material properties of conical shell plates are 
determined by rule of mixtures and change with the thickness. In this work, the convergence is studied in terms 
of the number of nodes, and the accuracy of the proposed method is verified by comparing the current solution 
with the solution in the literature from different aspects. The effects of volume fraction, boundary conditions, 
distribution patterns of CNTs, half vertex angle and radius thickness ratio on their free vibration frequency 
characteristics are discussed in detail. 
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“Investigation on the lateral impact responses of circular concrete-filled double-tube (CFDT) members”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112993, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112993 
ABSTRACT: To meet specific design requirements or achieve superior structural performances, a new type of 
concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) composite structure called as concrete-filled double-tube (CFDT) was 
proposed in recent years. Despite intensive studies on structural performances of CFDT members under various 
loading conditions, very limited investigations on impact responses of CFDT members can be found in 
literature. During the service life structural members may be subjected to extreme loads such as impact load, 
therefore the investigation on impact responses of CFDT members is essential for impact resistant design and 
assessment. This paper presents experimental study and finite element analysis (FEA) results of lateral impact 
responses of circular CFDT members. A total of twelve circular CFDT specimens with various parameters are 
tested by utilizing a drop hammer impact system. The damage modes, impact forces, displacement responses 
and energy absorption capacities of CFDT members from the impact tests are evaluated and compared, 
followed by numerical simulations using explicit software ABAQUS. With the verified numerical models, the 
damage evolution of each component and its contribution to impact loading resistance are extracted and 
analysed. In addition, the performances of CFDT and common CFST members under impact loading are 
compared. 
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ABSTRACT: The present investigation deals with the size-dependent analysis of the geometrically nonlinear 
vibration response of micro/nano-plates with and without a central cutout made of a porous functionally graded 
material (PFGM) in the presence of nonlocality and strain gradient size dependencies. In accordance with this 
purpose, a modified porosity-dependent power-law function is put to use to estimate the effective mechanical 
properties of PFGM micro/nano-plates with various porosity distribution patterns. To solve the constructed 
nonlinear nonlocal strain gradient problem, the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS)-based isogeometric 
analysis is utilized as an efficient discretization technique having the capability to satisfy C−1 continuity. It is 
seen that for specific values of the material property gradient index, porosity index and the plate deflection, the 
enhancement in the nonlinear frequency due to the strain gradient size effect is more than the reduction caused 
by the nonlocality. Furthermore, it is found that there is a specific value of the length to thickness ratio, 
corresponding to which the nonlocal strain gradient frequency ratio becomes minimum. This minimum value 
enhances by increasing the value of the porosity index of PFGM micro/nano-plates. Also, by increasing the 
value of the material property gradient index, the minimum point of the nonlocal strain gradient frequency ratio 
shifts to a higher ratio of the length to width ratio. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the combination of multiple scale method and modal analysis in order to 
investigate nonlinear vibration of laminated composite angle-ply cylindrical and conical shells. The shells are 
modeled considering the shear deformation and rotary inertia while the geometrical nonlinearity is modeled 
using von Karman approach. Hamilton principle is used for obtaining the basic equations of the system. These 
equations are converted to nonlinear ordinary differential equations depending on time variable using Ritz 
method. The results of this study are validated against the results of open literature and good agreement is 
observed. The effects of several parameters including the layers' angle, the number of the layers, semi-vertex 
angle, length, radius and also each layer's thickness on nonlinear frequency ratio, fundamental linear frequency 
and nonlinear frequency are illustrated in details. 
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ABSTRACT: The static/dynamic compressive performances of sandwich panels with density gradient lattice 
core were investigated by experimental and numerical methods. A three-layer stainless steel lattice sandwich 
panel was proposed, and the density gradient between core layers of the sandwich panels was achieved by 
varying the cross-sectional dimensions of truss bar of each layer. A large diameter Hopkinson pressure bar 
device was employed to carried out the dynamic impact experiment. The three-dimension finite element method 
was used to investigate the effects of gradient scheme of core layers and the impact velocity on the structural 
response. The results reveal that, there exists different failure mechanism between non-gradient lattice sandwich 
panels and gradient lattice sandwich panels, and the ABC gradient configuration is optimal due to its higher 
impact strength and better energy absorption capacity at a higher impact velocity which can buckle the truss 
bars of all layers of gradient lattice sandwich panel. 
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ABSTRACT: Improved buckling analysis of stiffened laminated composite plates under axial compressive 
loads are conducted using spline finite strip method. The stiffened laminated composite plates are modeled as 
beam-plate structures, where the base plate and the stiffeners are formulated based on the respective first-order 
shear deformation theory and thin-walled composite beam theory. The eccentricity and torsional rigidity of 
stiffeners are taken into account, and the beam displacements are expressed by those of plate middle surface 
according to the compatibility condition between the base plate and stiffeners. The present model is capable of 
capturing both global and local buckling of stiffened laminated composite plates with stiffeners of any kind of 
cross-sections, and it is extended to analysis of transversely- and orthogonally-stiffened laminated plates 
through modification of spline interpolations. The validity of developed buckling analysis is verified by 
comparisons with the existing solutions and numerical finite element results, while parametric studies are 
conducted to demonstrate its effectiveness and capabilities in analyzing buckling behavior of stiffened 
laminated composite plates. 
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W.-L. Ma, C. Cheng, X. Chen and X.-F. Li, “Free vibration of radially graded hollow cylinders subject to axial 
force via a higher-order shear deformation beam theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 255 Article 112957, 1 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112957 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic behavior of radially functionally graded tubes is studied when subjected to axial 
tensile and compressive forces. Differing from the Euler–Bernoulli/Timoshenko beam theories, a higher-order 
shear beam deformation model that does neither require a shear correction factor nor need a planar cross-section 
assumption after deformation. The cross-section’s warping is constructed to meet the shear-free condition on 
tube’s inner and outer surfaces. A governing partial differential equation is derived. Exact characteristic 
equations for determining the natural frequencies are given. For typical end supports including hinged-hinged, 
clamped–clamped, clamped-free, and clamped-hinged ends, the natural frequencies are calculated. By letting 
the frequency vanish, the critical buckling loads under compression can be exactly determined by solving the 



characteristic equation. A comparison of the present buckling loads and the natural frequencies with the 
classical ones and with finite element results is made and verifies the efficiency of the proposed model. The 
frequency-load interaction is plotted for typical boundary conditions. Axial tensile force causes the natural 
frequencies to increase and axial compressive force decreases the natural frequencies. The effects of the radial 
gradient, tube’s thickness and length, and the cross-sectional warping shape on the buckling loads and the 
natural frequencies are elucidated. 
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K.M. Liew and A. Alibeigloo, “Predicting bucking and vibration behaviors of functionally graded carbon 
nanotube reinforced composite cylindrical panels with three-dimensional flexibilities”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 256 Article 113039, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113039 
ABSTRACT: A full understanding of the mechanical behaviors of a three-dimensional (3D) functionally graded 
carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical panel is important for structural design of 
engineering composite components. In this paper, the buckling and free vibration studies of FG-CNTRC 
cylindrical panel with different patterns of CNT distribution are investigated using the three-dimensional theory 
of elasticity. The cylindrical panels are subjected to axial and circumferential initial stresses, which frequently 
occur in real engineer structures. The state space technique along the radial direction and the Fourier series 
expansion along the in-plane coordinate (are) employed to formulate the problem and solve it analytically. A 
parametric study is carried out to examine the effects of the CNT distribution pattern, CNT volume fraction, 
length to mid radius ratio, and mid radius to thickness ratio on the buckling and vibration behaviors of FG-
CNTRC cylindrical panels. Some interesting findings are observed, which may help design the CNTRC 
cylindrical panel structures. Besides, the presented studies may serve as benchmarks for researchers to check 
the validity of their future research works. 
 
S.K. Jalali, M.J. Beigrezaee and Nicola M. Pugno, “Is it always worthwhile to resolve the governing equations 
of plate theories for graded porosity along the thickness?”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112960, 15 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112960 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded porous (FGP) plates have been introduced as modern structural members 
which open a new window to optimal and functional designs. Despite the need to study the effect of graded 
porosity on the mechanical behavior of FGP plates, it is necessary to consider the very extensive and valuable 
literature in plate field, presenting remarkable closed-form solutions. Hence, this paper aims to answer where is 
possible to implement the available exact solutions for the analysis of FGP plates. The special distinction of 
FGP plates, graded porosity, is reflected in their stiffnesses and moments of inertia coefficients. Here 12 
different functionalities of porosity distribution along the thickness are considered and a set of explicit 
formulations for evaluating these coefficients are presented to be substituted in already provided analytical 
solutions. Many examples including bending and free vibration of thin and thick FGP plates are exhibited and 



the influence of the type of porosity distribution is discussed in details. This work can be considered as a 
guideline for designers to evaluate the effect of graded porosity based on the cornerstone of the huge number of 
solutions in the precious literature of plate theories. 
 
Xin Wang, Xue Li, Zeng-Shen Yue, Run-Pei Yu, Qian-Cheng Zhang, Shao-Feng Du, Zhi-Kun Yan, Bin Han 
and Tian Jian Lu, “Optimal design of metallic corrugated sandwich panels with polyurea-metal laminate face 
sheets for simultaneous vibration attenuation and structural stiffness”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 
112994, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112994 
ABSTRACT: With attributes such as high stiffness, high damping and lightweight, laser-welded corrugated-
core (LASCOR) sandwich panels with polyurea-metal laminate (PML) face sheets were envisioned as 
multifunctional sandwich constructions to meet the growing needs of loading bearing and vibration/noise 
suppression. The sensitivity of vibration damping characteristics of these novel sandwich panels was 
systematically investigated using a combined finite element-modal strain energy (FE-MSE) method, and their 
superiority over monolithic panels having equal mass was highlighted. Subsequently, the fidelity of using the 
surrogate modeling technique to approximate the damping loss factor of the sandwich panel was analyzed. 
Under the principles of cross-validation, the orthogonal polynomial model was found to provide the most 
accurate predictions among four widely used surrogate models. A high-efficiency optimization procedure 
factoring structural stiffness, damping loss, and weight of the sandwich panel was proposed by coupling the 
surrogate model and an optimization algorithm. For single-objective optimization, the total weight of the 
optimal sandwich panel decreased by around 7% compared with that of preliminary design. Meanwhile, the 
Pareto fronts obtained from multi-objective optimizations revealed significant enhancements of both damping 
loss factor/structural stiffness and specific damping loss factor/structural stiffness. 
 
D.A. Pereira, T.P. Sales and D.A. Rade, “Multi-objective frequency and damping optimization of tow-steered 
composite laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112932, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112932 
ABSTRACT: The emergence of automated manufacturing techniques has allowed the realization of the so-
called tow-steered composite laminates, in which the fibers are deposited following continuous curvilinear 
paths. This enables to broaden the design space to satisfy a variety of design objectives. Previous studies have 
shown that conventional composites can be designed to maximize the modal frequencies and modal damping 
factors. However, similar investigations have not been devoted to tow-steered composites so far. In this context, 
the objective of this paper is to investigate the use of multi-objective optimization aiming at simultaneously 
maximizing the fundamental modal frequency and corresponding specific damping capacity of tow-steered 
composite laminates. The fiber trajectories are parameterized using two different schemes, and the parameters 
are taken as design variables. The equations of motion are derived from the combination of the Classical 
Lamination Theory with the Rayleigh–Ritz method. Damping is modeled by using the Strain Energy Method. 
Numerical optimization is performed using the evolutionary Direct Multisearch method, which provides 
optimal solutions forming Pareto fronts. Results obtained from various scenarios, including fully and partially 
steered laminates, and different boundary conditions, show that fiber steering can indeed improve substantially 
the dynamic characteristics, including damping, of composite laminates. 
 
Pedram Khaneh Masjedi and Paul M. Weaver, “Variable stiffness composite beams subject to non-uniformly 
distributed loads: An analytical solution”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112975, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112975 
ABSTRACT: An analytical solution is obtained for the 3D static deflection of variable stiffness composite 
beams subject to non-uniformly distributed loads. Governing differential equations with variable coefficients, 
reflecting the spatially variable stiffness properties, are presented in which four degrees of freedom are fully 
coupled. The general analytical solution in integral form is derived and closed-form expressions obtained using 
series expansion approximations. The static deflection of a number of variable stiffness composite beams that 
can be made by fibre steering are considered with various stacking sequences. The results obtained from the 
proposed method are validated against numerical results from the Chebyshev collocation method and excellent 
agreement is observed between the two. While the proposed methodology is applicable for variable stiffness 
composite beams with arbitrary span-wise variation of properties, it is also an efficient approach for capturing 



the complicated 3D static deflection of variable stiffness composite beams subject to non-uniformly distributed 
loads. 
 
Walter Nsengiyumva, Shuncong Zhong, Jiewen Lin, Qiukun Zhang, Jianfeng Zhong and Yuexin Huang, 
“Advances, limitations and prospects of nondestructive testing and evaluation of thick composites and sandwich 
structures: A state-of-the-art review”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112951, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112951 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, composite materials have gained popularity in numerous high-tech and 
engineering applications, owing to their outstanding physico-mechanical properties. They were initially used as 
fairings/reinforcements for different structures, but their application has recently shifted from general-purpose 
structures to primary and secondary load-bearing structures, where structural failures would result in 
catastrophic safety repercussions. This increased scope of application has prompted the introduction of 
composite structures featuring significant thickness and complexity. As such, the application of nondestructive 
testing and evaluation (NDT&E) to localize and characterize flaws in these materials at their incipient 
initiations could save resources, eliminate unplanned breakdown, and provide a timely window for repair-
maintenance activities. Therefore, this paper critically reviews the recent advances in NDT&E as applied to the 
inspection of thick composite parts and sandwich structures (composites with a thickness ≥15 mm) and 
determines possible research prospects to address the limitations of the current technologies. A brief overview 
of defects/damage occurring in composite structures is provided followed by the main NDT&E techniques used 
to detect these flaws. Since there are many NDT&E techniques available, this work limits its scope on 
techniques that focus on the detection, localization, and characterization of flaws in thick composites and 
sandwich structures. 
 
Xianhui Wang, Fanglin Li, Xiaoming Zhang, Jiangong Yu and Hui Qiao, “Thermoelastic guided wave in 
fractional order functionally graded plates: An analytical integration Legendre polynomial approach”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112997, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112997 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical integration Legendre polynomial approach (AILPA) is proposed to 
investigate the guided thermoelastic wave in functionally graded material (FGM) plates in the context of the 
fractional order Lord-Shulman (LS) thermoelastic theory. Coupled wave equations and fractional order heat 
conduction equation are solved by the presented approach, which proposes the analytical integral instead of 
numerical integration in the available conventional Legendre polynomial approach (CLPA). Comparison of the 
CPU time between two approaches indicates the higher efficiency of the presented approach. Furthermore, a 
new treatment of the adiabatic boundary condition for the Legendre polynomial is developed, other than the 
CLPA can only deal with the isothermal boundary condition. Finally, the phase velocity dispersion curves, 
attenuation curves, the displacement and temperature distributions for functionally graded plates with different 
fractional orders are analysed. Both the fractional order and relaxation time have weak influence on the elastic 
mode velocity, but they have considerable influence on the elastic mode attenuation. 
 
Leena Sinha, Debajeet Das, Amar Nath Nayak and Shishir Kumar Sahu, “Experimental and numerical study on 
free vibration characteristics of laminated composite plate with/without cut-out”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
256 Article 113051, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113051 
ABSTRACT: The experimental and numerical study related to the free vibration characteristics of laminated 
composite plates with/without cut-out is presented in this paper. The natural frequencies are obtained from the 
experimental analysis using FFT analyzer. Similarly, these frequencies are also obtained from the finite element 
analysis employing nine-nodded isoparametric plate element. The effects of aspect ratio (0.5, 1.0. 1.5 and 2.0), 
number of layers (8, 12 and 16), different weight fraction of fibre and epoxy (70:30, 50:50 and 40:60) and 
different orientations of fibres, i.e. (0/90)2s, (45/-45)2s and (30/-30)2s, on the natural frequencies of the laminated 
composite plates are studied for various boundary conditions. The different parameters considered for the free 
vibration analysis of plate with cut-out are the size of cut-out, location of cut-out, i.e. concentric/eccentric cut-
out, and thickness and the ply orientation of the laminated plate. It is observed that the natural frequencies 
obtained from both the experimental and finite element methods for these cases are in good agreement. 
Moreover, the above parameters greatly influence the natural frequencies of the laminated composite plate 



with/without cut-out. Further, this study will help in providing adequate knowledge and confidence to the 
designer for the design of laminated composite plates with sufficient accuracy. 
 
Alessia Patton, Pablo Antolín, John-Eric Dufour, Josef Kiendl and Alessandro Reali, “Accurate equilibrium-
based interlaminar stress recovery for isogeometric laminated composite Kirchhoff plates”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112976, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112976 
ABSTRACT: Despite the accelerated deployment of laminated composites in a wide variety of markets due to 
their peculiar engineering features, the design of those materials is often restrained by the lack of cost-efficient 
modeling techniques. In fact, the existing strategies allowing for cheap simulations usually fail to directly 
capture out-of-plane through-the-thickness stresses, which prove to be typically responsible of delamination 
failure modes. In this paper, we introduce a fast and accurate stress recovery strategy to model the out-of-plane 
behavior of Kirchhoff laminated plates. The proposed technique can be regarded as a two-step approach: First, 
the classical composite plates theory, providing the lowest computational cost among known literature 
strategies, is applied to obtain a coarse displacement solution; afterwards, this solution is used to compute the 
necessary in-plane derivatives to recover the out-of-plane stresses directly imposing equilibrium in strong form. 
Since this a posteriori step relies on high-order in-plane continuity requirements, isogeometric analysis (IGA) 
represents a natural simulation framework given its accuracy and higher continuity properties. Both 
isogeometric Galerkin and collocation formulations are herein considered. The effectiveness of the proposed 
approach is proven by extensive numerical tests. 
 
Jakub Marczak, “A comparison of dynamic models of microheterogeneous asymmetric sandwich plates”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113054, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113054 
ABSTRACT: Due to a lack of analytical solution to the issue of dynamics of asymmetric sandwich plates with a 
periodic microstructure, the only available method of modelling of such structures is FEM. However, such 
approach is usually a time-consuming process, which additionally requires a lot of computing resources due to a 
highly refined mesh. In this paper the analytical model of the mentioned structure, based on the tolerance 
averaging technique, is presented and discussed. The obtained model can be formulated with a system of partial 
differential equations with constant coefficients, which is relatively simple to solve. As a result, the proposed 
method is convenient for engineers and accurate. Moreover, unlike the asymptotic homogenisation method, it 
can be used to investigate the influence of microstructure on the overall behaviour of the plate. Eventually, in 
the calculation example a comparative simulations were conducted to investigate the influence of certain set of 
assumptions on the obtained results of free vibration frequencies and to verify the effectiveness and superiority 
of proposed calculation method over the FEM. 
 
Francisco Yapor Genao, Jinseok Kim and Krzysztof Kamil Żur, “Nonlinear finite element analysis of 
temperature-dependent functionally graded porous micro-plates under thermal and mechanical loads”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112931, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112931 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, a displacement based nonlinear finite element model for functionally graded 
porous micro-plates is developed based on the general third-order shear deformation plate theory and the 
modified couple stress theory. The developed finite element model accounts for von Kármán nonlinear strains, a 
power-law variation of two material constituents through the plate thickness, and different distributions of 
porosity with a constant volume of voids on static bending of micro-plates are analyzed. The length scale 
dependency is captured using a single parameter of the modified couple stress theory. A power-law distribution 
is assumed to model the variation of the two material constituents, while the porosity distributions vary 
according to cosine functions. The temperature-dependent properties are obtained using a cubic-spline 
interpolation from experimental data. A one-dimensional steady-state heat conduction problem is solved using 
the effective thermal conductivity of the porous material based on the Maxwell–Eucken model to obtain 
temperature distribution through the plate thickness. The Newton–Raphson iteration scheme is used to solve the 
nonlinear system of equations. A parametric study is conducted to demonstrate the effects of material and 
porosity parameters, temperature and length scale dependencies, and boundary conditions on the deflections and 
stress distributions. 



 
Felipe Vannucchi de Camargo, Ana Pavlovic, Evandro Cesar Schenal and Cristiano Fragassa, “Explicit 
Stacked-Shell Modelling of Aged Basalt Fiber Reinforced Composites to Low-Velocity Impact”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113017, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113017Get 
ABSTRACT: Basalt, as a fiber for reinforcing polymeric composites, is progressively emerging as an 
alternative to glass, given their comparable mechanical properties and the growing environmental awareness for 
eco-friendlier solutions in structural engineering. Given the mechanical properties variations that polymers may 
present depending on the application they are subjected to, experimental results are generally conducted to 
allow a cost-effective dimensioning of composite structures. As an alternative to these resource and time-costly 
experimental routines, numerical simulations have become a viable tool to predict the behavior of laminates. 
However, there might be a technical barrier when dealing with dynamic boundary conditions and explicit codes 
given the inherently intricate numerical model setups. Hence, the present study describes the calibration of 
essential constitutive parameters for the creation of a stacked-shell virtual laminate that faithfully reproduces the 
response of a cross-ply balanced basalt thermoset laminate to low-velocity impact (LVI) in a simplistic and 
computationally-cheap manner, validating its outcome with experiments. Knowing that most composites must 
be designed to endure certain environmental variations, the numerical model reproduced the behavior of the 
composite after accelerated ageing by high temperature and moisture exposure. The accuracy of the numerical 
output hereby presented was checked by a high correlation coefficient of over 97% and 94% for the force vs. 
time and force vs. displacement experimental curves, respectively. Furthermore, the final values of the 
constitutive parameters after calibration pointed out to a predominantly tensile failure in the matrix, which was 
corroborated by a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis. 
 
M.H. Asadijafari, M.R. Zarastvand and R. Talebitooti, “The effect of considering Pasternak elastic foundation 
on acoustic insulation of the finite doubly curved composite structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 
113064, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113064 
ABSTRACT: This approach focuses on the acoustic characteristic of a simply supported doubly curved 
composite shell subjected to the Pasternak-type elastic foundation. To carry out the sound analysis of a finite 
shell, displacements and rotation terms and acoustic pressures are developed based on the infinite longitudinal 
and transversal modes. According to Hamilton's principle, the dynamic equations of the structure equipped with 
an elastic foundation are extracted. Subsequently, the construction is stimulated using an acoustic wave. 
Considering infinite modes, the necessity of terminating this process by applying a large number of modes is 
concerned. Therefore, in addition to the design of the convergence algorithm, some configurations against 
variations of dimensions and frequencies are proposed. Before presenting the numerical outcomes, the accuracy 
of the formulation is checked by either natural frequencies or sound transmission spectra. It is realized that 
although Winkler spring stiffness is impressive to improve the noise property at the low-frequency domain, the 
positive effects of Shear layer one are specified in the whole region. The outcomes also contain some 3D new 
shapes for variations of the Winkler spring and Shear layer stiffness. 
 
Amit K. Rai and Shakti S. Gupta, “Nonlinear vibrations of a polar-orthotropic thin circular plate subjected to 
circularly moving point load”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112953, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112953 
ABSTRACT: Here, we formulate and study nonlinear vibrations of a thin, polar-orthotropic circular plate 
subjected to a circularly moving point load at a fixed radius and constant angular velocity. The governing 
equations and boundary conditions are obtained following Kirchhoff’s plate theory, incorporating von Kármán 
nonlinearity, and employing extended Hamilton’s principle. The external damping is introduced via Rayleigh 
dissipation function. The governing equations are solved using mode summation procedure. The mode shapes 
and the natural frequencies of the polar-orthotropic circular plate are found using Frobenius series method. 
Mode summation procedure results in coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations. These equations are 
solved using the Runge–Kutta method for time response and method of harmonic balance with the arc 
continuation method for frequency response. The spectrum of the undamped linear vibration response of 
isotropic and polar-orthotropic plates exhibits natural frequencies of plates and angular velocity of the rotating 
load. The damped response contains the frequency of the angular velocity of the rotating load only. The 
nonlinear transverse vibrations of the undamped and damped plate due to rotating point load reveal frequency 
rich spectrums. The frequency response function shows strong modal interactions. 



 
K. Naresh, W.J. Cantwell, K.A. Khan and R. Umer, “Single and multi-layer core designs for Pseudo-Ductile 
failure in honeycomb sandwich structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113059, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113059 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the possibility of triggering ductile modes of failure in a high-
performance sandwich structure by employing a multi-core design with dispersed composite plies. Here, two 
sandwich configurations, based on a carbon fiber reinforced epoxy face sheet and a NomexTM honeycomb core, 
have been manufactured and their properties evaluated in flexure and compression. The mechanical 
performance of these multi-layer configurations was then compared with the properties offered by a 
conventional sandwich panel of similar thickness, manufactured using the same number of carbon/epoxy 
prepreg plies. The effect of span length on the flexural and compressive properties of the sandwich panels was 
investigated by performing tests on differently-sized specimens. Theoretical models have been developed to 
predict the mechanical properties of the sandwich panels. In both theoretical and experimental approaches, 
superior mechanical properties were obtained in the shorter span length samples. The deviation between the 
predicted and experimental results was reasonably low. 
 
Da Cui and Daokui Li, “Design optimization of multi-coupled trapezoid laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
256 Article 113069, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113069 
ABSTRACT: Novel pavement design and size design are important factors to improve the mechanical 
properties and applicability of composite structures. Based on the multi-coupling of laminates, the universal 
analytical conditions for multi-coupled laminates are derived. Then four types of laminates with extension-shear 
coupling capable of forming bending-twisting coupled structure are designed, including three types of multi-
coupled laminates. The shape of laminate is no longer limited to rectangular laminate, which is considered as a 
variable in the design process. Through the combination of theoretical calculation and numerical simulation, the 
optimal design of trapezoidal laminates with multiple coupling is achieved. The effect of the multi-coupling 
effect on the stiffness performance has been explored for free-layer laminates, and it has been found that the 
introduction of the multi-coupling can greatly improve the stiffness performance of laminates. Finally, the 
hygro-thermal stability performance is verified by numerical simulation and the robust analysis is obtained for 
stiffness performance. 
 
Liang Li, Jian-Qiang Wu, Wei-Dong Zhu, Long Wang, Lai-Wang Jing, Guang-Hong Miao and Ying-Hui Li, 
“A nonlinear dynamical model for rotating composite thin-walled beams subjected to hygrothermal effects”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112839, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112839 
ABSTRACT: A rotating composite thin-walled beam structure usually works in environment with strong 
hygrothermal characteristics. Temperature variation and moisture absorption can influence physical properties 
of composite, and furthermore change mechanical behavior of the structure. Hygrothermal influences depend on 
composite, layup scheme, geometry and nonlinearity of the beam. However, a comprehensive analytical model 
including these factors is lacking. This work aims to establish such a model for rotating composite thin-walled 
beams subjected to hygrothermal effects so that relevant problems can be solved analytically, which can aid 
numerical simulation and experimental test. Many important factors including hygrothermal effects, 
nonlinearity, mode coupling, arbitrary layup schemes, rotation, external forces, transverse shear, non-uniformity 
of cross section, constrained torsion, warping, setting angle and pretwist angle are considered. Governing 
equations of the coupled vibration are established by using the generalized Hamiltonian principle. Reduction 
verification, simplification principles and reduced models are discussed. The solution of the model is illustrated 
and some examples are given. Finally, the influences of temperature, moisture absorption and ply angle on 
hygrothermal internal forces of constrained thin-walled beams with CUS and CAS configurations are analyzed. 
 
K.R. Venkatesan, T. Stoumbos, D. Inoyama and A. Chattopadhyay, “Computational analysis of failure 
mechanisms in composite sandwich space structures subject to cyclic thermal loading”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 256 Article 113086, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113086 
ABSTRACT: Accurate prediction of the thermal stability and durability of composite sandwich materials used 
in space structures remains a challenge due to the variability of thermal related material coefficients at different 



temperatures and the extensive use of adhesively bonded joint fittings. This paper presents an investigation into 
the thermomechanical performance of complex honeycomb core composite sandwich structures with bonded 
fittings exposed to extreme temperature ranges. First, detailed analyses are conducted to investigate the failure 
and predict the intrinsic nonlinear material properties of a specific aerospace-grade aluminum honeycomb core 
and carbon-epoxy composite face sheet. Sandwich panels with two types of bonded fittings are chosen to 
investigate nonlinear effects such as shear buckling and plastic deformation in the honeycomb core, and the 
progressive damage response in composite skins under different loading conditions. The nonlinear properties 
and modeling strategies are then incorporated in the subsequent analysis of a spacecraft’s thrust tube sandwich 
structure subject to cyclic thermal loading. The predicted damage and failure in the thrust tube section with an 
adhesively bonded cup fitting correlated with experimental observations. The current methodology offers a 
consistent technique for investigating the thermomechanical performance of sandwich structures with other 
configurations of bonded joints and fittings. 
 
Azizul Islam, Abdul Hamid Sheikh, Terry Bennett, Ole Thybo Thomsen, “An efficient model for laminated 
composite thin-walled beams of open or closed cross-section and with or without in-filled materials”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 112998, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.112998 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a new modeling technique for accurately predicting the complex behavior of 
thin-walled open and closed section beams made of fiber-reinforced laminated composite materials. The new 
modeling technique is significantly computational-efficient compared to detailed finite element modeling. In 
this technique, the complete 3D stress analysis problem consisting of all effects and their couplings is 
systematically decomposed into a 2D problem applicable to the beam section, and a 1D problem applicable 
along the beam length. The capability of the technique is not only suitable for thin-walled beams but also 
applicable for modeling beams with solid, thick-walled sections as well as thin/thick-walled composite beams 
with in-filled materials. To analyze beams with any arbitrary cross-sectional geometry, a 2D finite element (FE) 
model is used for solving the 2D sectional problem, while the 1D problem for the global load response of the 
beams is solved by a 1D FE model utilizing the sectional stiffness parameters obtained from the 2D model. The 
proposed technique is validated using experimental and numerical results, which show the excellent 
performance of the model. New results for a range of beam sections are developed using the presented method 
and validated against detailed FE modeling. 
 
M. Droździel, P. Jakubczak and J. Bieniaś, “Low-velocity impact resistance of thin-ply in comparison with 
conventional aluminium-carbon laminates”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113083, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113083 
ABSTRACT: This study present investigation on the low-velocity impact resistance of fibre metal laminates 
consisting of aluminium layers and a thin-ply carbon fibre reinforced polymer. A thin-ply effect is compared 
with fibre metal laminates consisting of conventional thickness plies. Low-velocity impact tests are conducted 
with impact energies ranging from 2.5 J to 30 J. The low-velocity impact behaviour of conventional and thin-
ply laminates is estimated and compared by analysis of key characteristics describing impact during the 
impactor-laminate contact. In addition, impact damage of the laminates is analysed, focusing on the 
identification of dominant damage modes and locations. Results demonstrate that the use of a thin-ply carbon 
fibre reinforced polymer neither increases the low-velocity impact resistance of the laminates nor significantly 
changes their low-impact impact response as compared to the laminates with conventional ply thickness. 
Results demonstrate that the damage mechanism of the composite thin plies does not significantly differ from 
that of the conventional carbon plies. Results also confirm that the use of thin-ply fibre metal laminates is an 
interesting and promising materials solution. 
 
Yanlei Wang, Guipeng Chen, Baolin Wan, Baoguo Han and Jianghua Ran, “Axial compressive behavior and 
confinement mechanism of circular FRP-steel tubed concrete stub columns”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 
Article 113082, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113082 
ABSTRACT: Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-steel tubed concrete (FSTC) columns have emerged as a new 
type of compression members. An experimental program was performed to further demonstrate the axial 
compressive behavior of FSTC stub columns and to clarify the confinement mechanism in such members. The 
test results showed that the capacities of the axially loaded FSTC specimens were enhanced with the increase of 



the FRP confinement and the decrease of the steel tube’s diameter-to-thickness (D/t) ratio. After deducting the 
steel tube’s axial bearing contribution through elastic–plastic analysis, the concrete cores’ axial load–strain 
responses had a bilinear shape, which was very similar to the axial load–strain responses of the composite 
columns. Based on the comparison between steel confinement and FRP confinement, a confinement mechanism 
was proposed to reveal the interaction between the inner concrete core and the outer FRP-steel composite tube. 
It was divided into three stages: domination of steel confinement, domination of FRP-steel dual confinement, 
and domination of FRP confinement. The total confining pressure at the third stage could be considered as a 
translational motion of the FRP confining pressure, which explained why the second stiffness of the confined 
concrete was more sensitive to the FRP confinement stiffness than the steel confinement. 
 
Xinrong Fu, Xiong Zhang and Zhixin Huang, “Axial crushing of Nylon and Al/Nylon hybrid tubes by FDM 3D 
printing”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113055, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113055 
ABSTRACT: Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), as one of the most popular 3D printing methods, has shown 
great potential in manufacturing customized safety components. However, the materials made by 3D printing 
show different mechanical properties in different directions due to the inherent anisotropic features of the 
printing process. In this paper, the axial crushing behavior of Nylon and Al/Nylon hybrid tubes is investigated. 
Quasi-static axial crushing tests are performed for single-cell and quadruple-cell tubes and energy absorption 
characteristics of the tubes are investigated. The nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA is employed to 
simulate the tests and to further investigate the energy absorption performance of hybrid tubes with various 
configurations. Results show that Nylon tubes alone are not suitable for energy absorption due to the interlayer 
fracture during the folding, while Al/Nylon hybrid tubes can avoid the adverse effects of this fracture. The 
quadruple-cell Al/Nylon hybrid tubes show highly improved energy absorption efficiency. Finally, theoretical 
expressions are derived to predict the mean crushing forces of the Al/Nylon hybrid tubes, and the predictions 
compare well with experimental and numerical results. 
 
Elias A. Toubia, Sangwook Sihn, Jeremey Pitz, Jonathan P. Vernon, Mark Flores and Stetson Parks, “Thermal 
response and edgewise compression failure of thermally degraded sandwich composite structures”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113070, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113070 
ABSTRACT: Manufacturing and repair tasks using additive and subtractive laser processing (e.g., paint 
stripping and drilling) are becoming widely used in ships, aircrafts, and bridge structures. As with fire and 
exhaust impingement, such low level heat fluxes (<10 W) could negatively impact mechanical properties of 
composite structures. In this work, thermal excursions were simulated via continuous-wave laser exposure of 
the center region of a composite sandwich construction (i.e., E-glass fiber-reinforced vinyl ester matrix 
composite facesheets with a PVC foam core). Sandwich specimens were investigated with different slenderness 
ratios, facesheet thicknesses, foam core thicknesses and type of core materials. The 3-D temperature history 
response was measured with the spatially calibrated IR camera technology to map out the resulting damage state 
across the thickness of the specimens. The morphology of the foam core damage and interfacial debonding were 
postulated with the temperature profiles and evidenced by the X-ray CT images. Depending on the slenderness 
ratio and the volume of material heated above Tg, the thermally-induced damage significantly affects the 
edgewise compression strengths and failure modes. 
 
Sangyoung Yoon, Andreas Schiffer, Wesley J. Cantwell and Tae-Yeon Kim, “Detection of core-skin disbonds 
in honeycomb composite sandwich structures using highly nonlinear solitary waves”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 256 Article 113071, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113071 
ABSTRACT: We study experimentally the feasibility of using a solitary wave-based diagnostic scheme for the 
detection of core-skin disbonds in composite sandwich structures comprising of carbon-fiber/epoxy skins and a 
Nomex™ honeycomb core. Non-destructive tests are conducted using a vertically aligned granular chain of 
steel beads placed in direct contact with the skin of the sandwich panel containing core-skin disbonds of various 
sizes. The incident and reflected nonlinear pulses are recorded at a single location in the chain via an embedded 
piezoelectric sensor, and the effects of disbond size and skin thickness on the delay and amplitude of the 
reflected solitary waves are studied. The results show that the existence of a core-skin disbond significantly 
increases the delay in the formation of reflected solitary waves as compared to the measurements obtained for a 
pristine panel, and this difference increases with decreasing skin thickness. The proposed method is capable of 



detecting defects of 4.9 cm2 area or larger in a sandwich panel with skins as thick as 1.2 mm, while disbonds of 
1.8 or 3.1 cm2 area can only be clearly identified for skin thicknesses up to 0.8 mm. The obtained results 
demonstrate that the solitary wave-based diagnostic scheme is effective in detecting core-skin disbonds in 
honeycomb composite sandwich panels, offering a reliable and cost-effective alternative to existing non-
destructive test methods. 
 
A.R. Damanpack and M. Bodaghi, “A new sandwich element for modeling of partially delaminated sandwich 
beam structures”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113068, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113068 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new sandwich beam element is introduced for analyzing sandwich beam 
structures with a flexible core and partially delaminated regions. In this element, interfaces between the core 
and face sheets are modeled by two independent layers. The model uses a high-order sandwich panel theory to 
consider flexibility of the core with nonlinearities associated with geometry and real contact characteristics of 
the delaminated regions. The proposed motion field takes advantage of both displacement and displacement 
gradients in the core boundaries. Therefore, the kinematics allow continuity conditions for displacements and 
rotations at the interfaces to be exactly satisfied in fully bounded and delamination regions. By using finite 
element (FE) formulation with Hermite shape functions, elemental vectors and matrices are derived in the 
framework of Hamilton’s principle. FE governing equations are solved by Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. A 
2D FE method is also developed to verify predictions of the sandwich model for various delamination cases. 
Comparison studies show that results from both sandwich and 2D FE models are in a good agreement. They can 
predict large-deformation results for the sandwich behaviors much better than the simplified model available in 
the literature. A set of parametric study is devoted to provide an insight into the influence of boundary 
condition, number and position of delaminated regions on deformations, stresses and instability of fully 
clamped and cantilever sandwich beams. The developed formulation is not only more computationally efficient 
than 2D models usually used for such analysis, but also at the same time is accurate, simple and robust. It is also 
found that modeling of the delaminated zone core and stress distribution at each interface independently is 
crucial to accurately analyze instability behaviors of sandwich structures. 
 
A. Ciampaglia, D. Fiumarella, C. Boursier Niutta, R. Ciardiello and G. Belingardi, “Impact response of an 
origami-shaped composite crash box: Experimental analysis and numerical optimization”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113093, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113093 
ABSTRACT: In this work, an investigation of the crush response of a simplified CFRP origami crash box 
subjected to axial impact is proposed. Crash boxes are thin-walled structural components of the vehicles 
designed to absorb energy during impact events at low-medium velocity. In particular, the crash boxes must 
guarantee a progressive and controlled energy absorption, avoiding peak of force (and thus acceleration) that 
can lead to passenger injury. In recent years, crash boxes made of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) have 
found application in the automotive sector. However, their brittle failure mode leads to an irregular crushing 
trend characterized by peak of force. Thereafter, the crushing behaviour of the composite material structures can 
be improved by modifying their geometrical parameters. Among the most promising solutions, the origami 
structure is increasingly considered for crash boxes. The origami crash box here considered consists of four 
axially stacked basic structures. Each basic structure is composed of four trapezoidal faces and four triangular 
faces. The upper cross section is squared, whereas the lower cross section has an octagonal shape. The structural 
behaviour of the origami component was investigated according to different sizes of the triangular faces. The 
numerical models were simulated with the finite element commercial code LS-Dyna in its explicit formulation. 
The optimal shape of the origami structure in terms of maximum energy absorption and limited force peak was 
defined in LS-OPT environment. The objective function of the shape optimization algorithm was set to 
maximize the energy absorption, while limiting the peak of force. The optimal shape defined presented larger 
sizes in the top basic structures than in the bottom parts, resulting in more inclined faces. The result suggested 
that more inclined faces in the top part can guarantee a fracture-triggering effect in the crash box, which ensured 
a smaller peak force. 
 
K.A. Hasim and A. Kefal, “Isogeometric static analysis of laminated plates with curvilinear fibers based on 
Refined Zigzag Theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113097, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113097 



ABSTRACT: In this study, we propose a new IsoGeometric formulation based on Refined Zigzag Theory 
(RZT), abbreviated as IG-RZT, for static analysis of laminated plates and sandwich panels with curvilinear fiber 
paths for the first time in literature. The original RZT formulation defines constant, linear, and zigzag 
deformation contributions of thickness coordinate to the in-plane displacements. This kinematic relation can 
accurately predict in-plane displacement of composite with straight fibers. However, estimating a realistic 
variation of in-plane displacements in a variable angle tow (VAT) composite is a more challenging problem as 
compared to the straight fiber composites. This difficulty has been addressed herein by including a quartic 
(fourth-order) polynomial thickness expansion that includes the transverse normal strain effects to the kinematic 
displacement fields of RZT. Moreover, the modelling of VAT composites results in the RZT zigzag functions to 
depend not only on the thickness coordinate but also on the in-plane positions. The present IG-RZT 
methodology is free of shear-locking and shear correction factors due to the integration of RZT with Non-
Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) functions of isogeometric analysis. The use of NURBS functions also 
enable the exact geometry data to be taken directly from a computer aided design (CAD) software, e.g., 
Rhinoceros, into an in-house Mathematica code. The accuracy and efficiency of the present IG-RZT 
formulation is assessed and validated by solving various examples of curvilinear fiber laminated plates with 
different aspect and span-to-thickness ratios. Comparison of IG-RZT results with reference solutions available 
in literature and generated by a commercial software (ANSYS) using 3D finite elements have demonstrated the 
remarkable benefits of the proposed IG-RZT method for predicting highly accurate both displacement and stress 
distributions of VAT composite structures. 
 
Xin Wang, Jun Huang, Riming Tan, Yuru Su, Zhidong Guan and Xia Guo, “Experimental investigation on 
damage mechanisms and buckling behaviors of thin composite laminates in compression after impact”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113122, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113122 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the damage mechanisms and buckling 
behaviors of thin composite laminates under low-velocity impact and compression-after-impact (CAI) loading 
conditions. Barely visible impact damage was introduced into the laminates through drop-weight impact tests. 
The CAI tests were performed with a non-standard device in order to suppress the global buckling of plates. 
Three different stacking sequences were compared in this paper. A stage loading method in conjunction with 
ultrasonic C-scan was adopted to observe the process of delamination propagation and located the position of 
initial propagation. The 3D digital image correlation technique was employed to monitor the evolution of the 
out-of-plane displacement of the specimens. The effects of stacking sequences on delamination morphology, the 
compression damage propagation mode of thin laminates and the influence factors on local buckling were then 
discussed. 
 
Ruixue Ji, Libin Zhao, Kangkang Wang, Fengrui Liu, Yu Gong and Jianyu Zhang, “Effects of debonding 
defects on the postbuckling and failure behaviors of composite stiffened panel under uniaxial compression”, 
Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113121, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113121 
ABSTRACT: Effects of stiffener debonding defects on postbuckling responses and failure behaviors of 
composite stiffened panels which have extensive applications in aerospace structures attract significantly 
increasing attention recently. Aiming to this problem, a series of nonlinear analyses comprehensively 
accounting for multiple failure modes including intra- and inter-laminar damage in composite laminates, 
adhesive layer damage between stiffeners and skin, as well as buckling and postbuckling responses were carried 
out via a numerical model. This numerical model is combined with a progressive damage model and a cohesive 
zone model, and has been validated to be effective for predicting the postbuckling and failure responses of 
composite stiffened panels. Seventeen computational cases with different parameters including debonding sizes 
and positions which can affect buckling and postbuckling responses were conducted. It follows that debonding 
defects can change postbuckling deformation modes of stiffened panels and their development paths, which 
induce different degrees of inflection and distortion in structures, and change failure behaviors as well as the 
failure process of composite laminates, and further weaken the ultimate failure strength of the whole composite 
stiffened panels. 



 
Hadi Babaei and M. Reza Eslami, “On nonlinear vibration and snap-through buckling of long FG porous 
cylindrical panels using nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113125, 15 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113125 
ABSTRACT: In the current research, nonlinear vibration and snap-buckling analysis of long cylindrical panels 
made of functionally graded (FG) porous materials are studied. The case of cylindrical panels with shallow 
curvature and long length is analyzed using an approximate nonlocal strain gradient model. Non-homogeneous 
properties of the cylindrical panel with uniform distributed porosities are graded across the thickness. The 
interaction of the cylindrical panel with a nonlinear elastic foundation is also included into the formulation. The 
mathematical formulations are expressed based on the high-order shear deformation theory and the Donnell 
kinematic assumptions. Three nonlinear motion equations of the cylindrical panel are established by employing 
the Hamilton principle. These coupled partial differential equations are analytically solved for the case of long 
cylindrical panels which is immovable pinned on both straight edges. The two-step perturbation technique and 
Galerkin’s method are implemented to extract the nonlinear free vibration and snap-buckling characteristics of 
the shell. The natural frequencies and load-deflection curves are first validated for the cases of long plates and 
shells. Afterwards, novel parametric studies are developed to show the effects of nonlocal and length scale 
parameters, power law index, porosity coefficient, foundation components, and the geometrical parameters of 
the shell. 
 
Hamidreza Esmaeili, Hadi Arvin and Walter Lacarbonara, “Nonlinear dynamic response of a multilayer 
piezoelectric nanocomposite microbeam with tip mass”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113077, 15 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113077 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear forced response of multilayer piezoelectric cantilever microbeams reinforced by 
carbon nanotubes with a concentrated tip mass is investigated. The geometrically exact formulation based on 
the Cosserat theory of rods is employed to study large amplitude vibrations. The constitutive law of the 
nanocomposite layers is based on the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka homogenization approach while the piezoelectric 
layers are modeled according to the standard piezoelectric constitutive formulation. The enforced inextensibility 
and unshearability constraints lead to a partial differential equation (PDE) governing the flexural motion of the 
multilayer microbeams. The obtained PDE is coupled to the ordinary differential equation for the motion of the 
shuttle mass. The Faedo-Galerkin approach is implemented to discretize the problem. The method of multiple 
scales is employed to obtain the frequency response of the system under a primary resonance base excitation. 
The frequency response highlights the effects of the carbon nanotubes volume fraction, tip mass, and force 
amplitude. An interesting result is obtained showing the feasibility of the second mode exploitation rather than 
the first mode for mass sensing purposes. 
 
Rasa Jamshidi and A.A. Jafari, “Conical shell vibration control with distributed piezoelectric sensor and 
actuator layer”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113107, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113107 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a simply supported conical shell with distributed piezoelectric sensor and actuator 
layers is considered and the shell’s vibration reduction is investigated. Four kinds of piezoelectric layer 
distribution which are upper circumferential, middle circumferential, lower circumferential, and longitudinal 
distribution are considered. The output voltage of each piezoelectric sensor patch which is proportional to the 
shell deformation is calculated. A PD controller is considered which magnifies sensor output voltage and 
applies it on the allocated piezoelectric actuator patch. By this method the amplitude of conical shell vibration 
reduced. The effect of a distributed sensor and actuator on the conical shell vibration is evaluated. Controller 
type, controller constant, sensor/actuator distributions effectiveness on the free vibration response, the 
frequency response is evaluated. The results show that derivative controllers can affect more on natural 
frequencies of conical shells and it can increase the damping of the structure. The circumferential distribution 
can change natural frequencies easily and it has more effects on the dynamic of the conical shell than 
longitudinal distribution, especially the lower circumferential distribution. The maximum voltage for the 
piezoelectric actuator patch is also calculated and better distribution with lower actuator voltage and higher 
vibration reduction is chosen. 



 
Ahmad Reshad Noori, Timuçin Alp Aslan and Beytullah Temel, “Dynamic Analysis of Functionally Graded 
Porous Beams Using Complementary Functions Method in the Laplace Domain”, Composite Structures, Vol. 
256 Article 113094, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113094 
ABSTRACT: In this study, an efficient numerical procedure is introduced to the solution of the dynamic 
response of functionally graded porous (FGP) beams. The elastic modulus and mass density of the porous 
materials are considered to have non-uniform distributions along the thickness direction. The typical open-cell 
metal foam is assumed to govern the material constitutive law. Within the framework of the first-order shear 
deformation theory (FSDT) the influence of shear strain is included in the formulations. The impact of damping 
is also considered. By using the canonically conjugate momentums and their derivatives, the governing 
canonical equations of motion of FGP beams are derived for the first time. These equations are then 
transformed into the Laplace space and solved numerically with the aid of the Complementary Functions 
Method (CFM). Obtained results are retransformed to the time domain by using an efficient inverse transform 
method. The dynamic response of FGP beams is studied for several boundary and loading conditions. The 
suggested procedure is verified with the available published literature and the finite element method. Detailed 
parametric studies are conducted to show the influence of porosity constants, symmetric and asymmetric 
porosity distributions and damping ratios on the dynamic response of FG porous beams. 
 
Koorosh Delavari and Hadi Dabiryan, “Effect of Z-fiber orientation on the bending behavior of sandwich-
structured composite: Numerical and experimental study”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113140, 15 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113140 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich-structured composites are designed to improve through-the-thickness mechanical 
properties. In this paper, the effect of Z-fiber orientation on the bending behavior of sandwich-structured 
composites reinforced with weft-knitted spacer fabrics was studied numerically and experimentally. A new 
mathematical model was generated for geometry of pile yarns. Using the generated model, different orientations 
of Z-fibers were simulated in ABAQUS software. To investigate the effect of Z-fiber orientation, different 
structures of pile yarns designed using the gaiting and feeding ratio of pile yarns and layers. Composites with 
different Z-fiber orientations of reinforcement were fabricated. Three-point bending test was carried out on the 
prepared samples. The results of experimental and numerical investigations showed that the pattern of 
reinforcements that creates different orientations of Z-fibers with various heights and angles considerably 
influences the bending behavior of sandwich-structured composites. The maximum von Mises stress occurs in 
Z-fibers when the composites are bent in the transverse direction, but the maximum von Mises stress is created 
in the layers when the composites are bent in the longitudinal directions. Consequently, in the transverse 
direction, Z-fibers play the major role in the bending behavior of sandwich-structured composites, whereas in 
the longitudinal direction, the layers play the main role. 
 
F.A. Santos, H. Rebelo, M. Coutinho, L.S. Sutherland, C. Cismasiu, I. Farina and F. Fraternali, “Low velocity impact response of 3D 
printed structures formed by cellular metamaterials and stiffening plates: PLA vs. PETg”, Composite Structures, 
Vol. 256 Article 113128, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113128 
ABSTRACT: This work studies the low-velocity impact response of 3D-printed layered structures made of 
thermoplastic materials (PLA and PETg), which form sacrificial claddings for impact protection. The analyzed 
structures are composed of crushable cellular cores placed in between terminal stiffening plates. The cores 
tessellate either honeycomb hexagonal unit cells, or hexagonal cells with re-entrant corners, with the latter 
exhibiting auxetic response. The given results highlight that the examined PETg protectors exhibit higher 
energy dissipation ratios and lower restitution coefficients, as compared to PLA structures that have the same 
geometry. It is concluded that PETg qualifies as an useful material for the fabrication of effective impact 
protection gear through ordinary, low-cost 3D printers. 
 
Yanchun Zhai, Jiaxing Ma and Sen Liang, “Dynamics properties of multi-layered composite sandwich doubly-
curved shells”, Composite Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113142, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113142 
ABSTRACT: The present work deals with the dynamics properties of two kinds of multi-layered composite 
sandwich doubly-curved shells with two-layered viscoelastic cores based on first order shear deformation 
theory (FSDT). The Hamilton’s principle is adopted to deduce the equations of motion that govern the free 



vibrations of the sandwich doubly-curved shells. The vibration frequencies and associated loss factors of shells 
are obtained by solving these equations as an eigenvalue problem based on the Navier method. Then, the 
validity of present solutions is confirmed comparing with those available in the published literatures. Next, the 
change rules of frequencies and loss factors with structural parameters are evaluated and presented graphically. 
New results for dynamics properties of multi-layered composite sandwich doubly-curved shells with two-
layered soft cores are proposed for the first time. 
 
Habib Ahmadi, Aliakbar Bayat and Nguyen Dinh Duc, “Nonlinear forced vibrations analysis of imperfect 
stiffened FG doubly curved shallow shell in thermal environment using multiple scales method”, Composite 
Structures, Vol. 256 Article 113090, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2020.113090 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the non-linear vibrations of stiffened imperfect functionally graded 
double-curved shallow shells, as rested on nonlinear elastic foundations. The shells are exposed to external 
harmonic excitation and are placed in the thermal situations. The modeling of shells is derived according to the 
classical shell theory and the non-linear geometric von Kármán relationships. It is considered that the 
distribution of material properties changes along the thickness direction based on a power law index. The 
smeared stiffener technique is considered to model the stiffened shells. An approximation, according to 
Galerkin’s approach, is utilized to reduction of the shell governing equations into the non-linear coupled 
ordinary differential relations. The ODE equations are analytically solved and analyzed through the perturbation 
methodology for investigating the resonance behavior of shells. Simulation results are reported to examine the 
influences of stiffeners, initial imperfection, foundation coefficients, thermal environment, and geometrical 
characteristics on the non-linear primary resonance response of doubly curved shallow shells. Also, the 
nonlinear dynamic behaviors are analyzed by numerical methods through the bifurcation diagrams, and the 
nonlinear dynamical behaviors of the shell for different value of parameters are examined. 
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Yanqin Zhang, Qiang Liu, Zhaoheng He, Zhijian Zong and Jianguang Fang, “Dynamic impact response of 
aluminum honeycombs filled with expanded polypropylene foam”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, 
pp 17-27, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.043 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigated the dynamic impact response and characteristics of aluminum honeycomb 
filled with EPP foam (Expanded polypropylene) experimentally and numerically. It was found that the initial 
peak strength and mean strength of the filled honeycomb were improved significantly attributable to the 
interaction effect between the aluminum honeycomb and the foam, but the specific energy absorption (SEA) 
decreased. For the filled specimens with the same foam density, the initial peak strength, mean strength and 
SEA increased with the increase in impact velocity. Compared with the characteristics in the static compression 
test, the initial peak strength in the dynamic impact test increased, whereas the mean strength and SEA 
decreased. The study showed that EPP foam filling was effective to improve the impact characteristics of the 
bare aluminum honeycomb. Numerical simulation for the dynamic impact of filled honeycombs was also 
explored. It accurately reproduced the deformation process and addressed the interaction between the wall and 
EPP foam. By comparison of the properties in different filling types, it showed the single-cell filling was a good 
choice to improve the load resistance while using the least filling material. 
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Zahra Vafakhah and Bahram Navaji Neya, “An exact three dimensional solution for bending of thick 
rectangular FGM plate”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 77-87, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.036 
ABSTRACT: This study uses the displacement potential function, DPF, to present an exact solution for bending 
of functionally graded, FGM, thick plates. The plates are simply-supported rectangular, isotropic, and 
nonhomogeneous, with exponential variation of Young's modulus along their thickness Using the DPF, the 
governing equations are simplified to second and fourth order partial differential equations solved by using the 
separation of variables method and applying exact boundary conditions. The solution is applicable to any plate 
with no restriction on its thickness as well as to all FGM plates. The results are compared with other existing 
analytical and numerical results for thin, moderately thick, and thick plate. Comparisons show excellent 
agreement making the method applicable and reliable for various kinds of material properties, thickness ratios 
and loading conditions without any simplifying assumptions such as for strain or stress distribution in plate 



thickness. Various inhomogeneity, thicknesses, and aspect ratios are also investigated with respect to plate 
responses with results showing that increase in inhomogeneity, and decrease of aspect ratio and FGM plate 
thickness result in decrease in the dimensionless transverse displacement of the plate. Moreover, the effects of 
increasing inhomogeneity on transverse displacement are more significant for thicker plates and higher aspect 
ratios. 
 
Y. Kiani, “Buckling of functionally graded graphene reinforced conical shells under external pressure in 
thermal environment”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 128-137, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.052 
ABSTRACT: In the present research, buckling analysis of composite laminated conical shells reinforced with 
graphene sheets is investigated. Graphene sheets as reinforcements are distributed in each lamina. Volume 
fraction of graphene in each layer may be different which results in a piecewise functionally graded conical 
shell. First order shear deformation shell theory, Donnell kinematic assumptions and von Kármán type of 
geometrical non-linearity are used to establish the governing equations of the conical shell and the associated 
boundary conditions. The pre-buckling forces of the shell are obtained employing a membrane analysis. The 
linear stability equations are developed using the adjacent equilibrium criterion. These equations are discreted 
by means of the generalised differential quadratures across the shell length and Fourier expansion through the 
circumferential direction. An eigenvalue problem is obtained which yields the critical buckling pressure of the 
conical shell in thermal environment and the circumferential mode number at the onset of buckling. Comparison 
studies are provided for graphene reinforced and conventional composite laminated cylindrical shells and also 
isotropic conical shells with and without thermal environment. Afterwards parametric studies are given for 
buckling of functionally graded graphene reinforced composite laminated conical shells in thermal environment 
with different boundary conditions. It is shown that, temperature elevation decreases the critical buckling 
pressures of the conical shell significantly. Also buckling pressure of the shell may be enhanced through a 
piecewise functionally graded distribution of volume fraction of reinforcements. 
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A.H. Sofiyev, “About an approach to the determination of the critical time of viscoelastic functionally graded 
cylindrical shells”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 156-165, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.073 
ABSTRACT: In this study the dynamic stability of viscoelastic functionally graded cylindrical shells 
(VEFGCSs) under an axial load with different initial conditions is investigated. Mathematical models are 
constructed for the problem of dynamic stability of the VEFGCSs, which is characterized simultaneously by 
taking into account both viscoelastic and FGM features. The basic equations of VEFGCSs are described by 
integro-differential equations using the linear viscoelasticity theory. An approach is developed to the 
determination of the critical times (CTs) for VEFGCSs with different initial conditions. Finally, the numerical 
analyzes are performed to demonstrate the influences of the initial conditions, the FGM profiles and the 
rheological parameter on the critical times for various geometric characteristics of the cylindrical shells. 
A.H. Sofiyev (Suleyman Demirel University, Cunur, 32260 Isparta, Turkey), “Corrigendum to: “About an 
approach to the determination of the critical time of viscoelastic functionally graded cylindrical shells”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 156-165, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.059 
Corregendum: In the above article, published in Volume 156, pages 156–165 of Composites Part B 
Engineering, some typographical errors (erratum) have been identified in Eqs. (15), (16), (19)–(24) and (34), 
(36), (37). . .  
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different kinds of GFRP ribs in flatwise and edgewise positions”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigated the flexural behavior of composite sandwich beams, composed of glass 
fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) skins and a polyurethane (PU) foam core with different kinds of GFRP ribs 
reinforcement, in flatwise and edgewise positions. The GFRP ribs, consisted of longitudinal, transverse and 
horizontal ribs, respectively, were embedded inside of the PU foam core. Twenty specimens were tested under 
four-point bending to verify the influence of the GFRP ribs and beam orientation on the bending stiffness, 



ultimate load bearing capacity, and failure modes of sandwich beams. It was found that changing the beam 
orientation from flatwise to edgewise change the beam failure mode from foam core shear failure to skin 
compressive failure. The sandwich beam's high stiffness and ultimate load bearing capacity can be efficiently 
utilized by placing them in edgewise position, and the longitudinal ribs played a major role on the bending 
stiffness and ultimate load bearing capacity compared with the transverse and horizontal ribs in flatwise 
position. Furthermore, an analytical model accounting for shear and flexural rigidities was proposed to predict 
the deflection and ultimate load bearing capacity of composite sandwich beams with different kinds of GFRP 
ribs in flatwise and edgewise positions. The analytical results were agreed well with test results. 
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of multilayered plates with embedded functionally graded material layers using a layerwise mixed model”, 
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ABSTRACT: This work presents a new layerwise mixed model for the static analysis of multilayered plates 
with embedded functionally graded material (FGM) layers subjected to transverse mechanical loads. This model 
is capable to fully describe a two-constituent metal-ceramic FGM layer continuous variation of material 
properties in the thickness direction, using any given homogenization method to estimate its effective 
properties. The present model is based on a mixed least-squares formulation with a layerwise variable 
description for displacements, transverse stresses and in-plane strains, chosen as independent variables. This 
mixed formulation ensures that the interlaminar Co continuity requirements at the layers interfaces, where the 



material properties actually change, are fully fulfilled a priori for all independent variables. The order of the in-
plane two-dimensional finite element approximations and the order of the z-expansion through each layer 
thickness, as well as the number of layers, whether FGM layers or not, are considered free parameters. The full 
description of the FGM effective properties is achieved by applying to the z-continuous elastic coefficients a z-
expansion through the layer thickness of a given order, set as an added free parameter, in a similar approach to 
finite element approximations. The numerical results consider both single-layer and multilayered functionally 
graded plates with different side-to-thickness ratios, using either Mori-Tanaka or the rule of mixtures estimates 
for the FGM effective properties with different material gradation profiles. The present model results are 
assessed by comparison with three-dimensional (3D) exact solutions and closed form solutions, which 
demonstrate its capability to predict a highly accurate quasi-3D description of the displacements and stresses 
distributions altogether. 
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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to illustrate the vibration characteristics of functionally graded 
porous (FGP) shallow shells with general boundary conditions for the first time. The general boundary 
condition of FGP shallow shells is realized by the virtual spring technique. The imposing procedures of the 
boundary conditions are simplified so that a certain kind of restraints can be easily achieved by merely setting 
different stiffness of the springs. It is assumed that the distributions of porosity are uniform or non-uniformly 
along a certain direction and three types of the porosity distribution are considered, among which material 
property of two non-uniform porous distributions are expressed as the simple cosine. The size of the pore in a 
shallow shell is determined by the porosity coefficients. Based on the first-order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT), all kinetic energy and potential energy of FGP shallow shells are expressed by displacement admissible 
function. On this basis, the author describes the displacement admissible function of the FGP shallow shells by 
using the modified Fourier series which increases the auxiliary function, so that the auxiliary function can be 
used to eliminate the discontinuity or jumping of the traditional Fourier series at the edges. Lastly, the natural 
frequencies as well as the associated mode shapes of FGP shallow shells are achieved by replacing the modified 
Fourier series into the above energy expression and using the variational operation for unknown expansion 
coefficients. Several numerical examples are carried out to demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the present 
solution by comparing with the results obtained by other researchers. In addition, a series of innovative results 
are also highlighted in the text, which may provide basic data for other algorithm research in the future. 
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Y.Q. Huang, J.Y. Fu, A.R. Liu, Y.L. Pi, D. Wu and W. Gao, “Effect of concrete creep on dynamic stability 
behasvior of slender oncrete-filled steel tubular column”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 157, pp 173-
181, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.117 
ABSTRACT: An analytical procedure for dynamic stability of CFST column accounting for the creep of 
concrete core is proposed. The long-term effect of creep of concrete core is formulated based on the creep 
model by the ACI 209 committee and the age-adjusted effective modulus method (AEMM). The equations of 
boundary frequencies accounting for the effects of concrete creep are derived by the Bolotin's theory and solved 
as a quadratic eigenvalue problem. The effectiveness of the proposed method and the characteristics of time-
varying distribution of instability regions are numerically surveyed. It is shown that the CFST column becomes 
dynamically unstable even when the sum of the sustained static load and the amplitude of the dynamic 
excitation is much lower than the static instability load. It is also found that due to the time effects of concrete 
creep under the sustained static load, the same excitation, that cannot induce dynamic instability in the early 
stage of sustained loading, can induce the dynamic instability in a few days later. The critical amplitude and 
frequency of the dynamic excitation can decrease by 6% and 3% in 5 days, and 11% and 6% in 100 days. 
 
Oemer Civalek and Ali Kemal Baltacioglu, “Free vibration analysis of laminated and FGM composite annular 
sector plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 157, pp 182-194, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.101 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the authors used two different numerical approaches for frequency response of 
annular sector and sector plates with functionally graded materials and laminated composite cases. First-order 
shear deformation (FSDT) and Love's conical shell theories are used for obtaining the annular sector plate 
equations via some suitable angles and geometric parameters. The method of harmonic differential quadrature 
(HDQ) and discrete singular convolution (DSC) have been used for numerical solution of the resulting 
governing equations for modal analysis. Simple power-law and four-parameter power law distributions in terms 
of the volume fractions of constituents have been used for FGM composites. Comparison and convergence 
study for the present numeral methods have been made via existing results available in the literature for sector 
and annular sector plates. Frequencies values for annular sector/sector plates have been obtained for different 
material and geometric parameters, boundary conditions and sector angles. 
 
Jing Zhao, Fei Xie, Ailun Wang, Cijun Shuai, Jinyuan Tang and Qingshan Wang, “Vibration behavior of the 
functionally graded porous (FGP) doubly-curved panels and shells of revolution by using a semi-analytical 
method”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 157, pp 219-238, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.087 
ABSTRACT: The main goal of this article is to provide parameterization study for vibration behavior of 
functionally graded porous (FGP) doubly-curved panels and shells of revolution by using a semi-analytical 
method. Distribution of the porous through the thickness of structure may be uniform or non-uniform and three 
types of the porosity distributions are performed in this paper. Mechanical properties of materials are 
determined by open-cell metal foam. Energy expressions, including kinetic energy and potential energy, are 



expressed by displacement admissible function. Then, in order to obtain the general boundary conditions 
including the simply classical boundary conditions, elastic boundary constraint and their combinatorial 
boundary constraints, each of displacement admissible functions is expanded as a modified Fourier series of a 
standard cosine Fourier series with the auxiliary functions introduced to eliminate all potential discontinuities of 
the original displacement function and its derivatives at the edges. Lastly, the natural frequencies as well as the 
associated mode shapes of FGP doubly-curved panels and shells of revolution are achieved by replacing the 
modified Fourier series into the above energy expression and using the variational operation for unknown 
expansion coefficients. The convergence and accuracy of the present modeling are validated by comparing its 
results with those available in the literature and FEM results. Based on that, a series of innovative results are 
also highlighted in the text, which may provide basic data for other algorithm research in the future. 
 
Xiao Deng, Yixiang Xu and Christopher Clarke, “Wrinkling modeling of space membranes subject to solar 
radiation pressure”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 157, pp 266-275, 15 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.088 
ABSTRACT: Large, thin, prestressed membranes known as ‘gossamer’ structures have many applications in 
space, including light reflection and electromagnetic signal collection. The prestress forces applied to these 
structures usually causes some wrinkling of the membrane to occur, and the degree of wrinkling affects the 
reflective performance of the structure. The primary aim was to assess whether solar radiation pressure could 
affect the wrinkle pattern of gossamer structures, with a particular focus on solar sails. Several prestressed 
rectangular membranes with dimensions and material properties representative of current and future solar sails, 
a class of membrane structures typically made of Kapton, were modelled to investigate the effects of pressure 
on the wrinkle pattern. It was shown that increasing the pressure applied normal to the membrane surface 
increased the amplitude and decreased the wavelength of the wrinkles. However, no significant change in the 
wrinkle pattern was found to occur until the magnitude of the applied pressure was much greater than that likely 
to be experienced by gossamer structures due to solar radiation pressure. Therefore it was concluded that the 
effects of solar pressure will have no significant impact on the future development of larger and thinner 
gossamer structures than exist at present. 
 
M. Trabelssi, S. El-Borgi, R. Fernandes and L.-L, Ke, “Nonlocal free and forced vibration of a graded 
Timoshenko nanobeam resting on a nonlinear elastic foundation”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 157, 
pp 331-349, 15 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.132 
ABSTRACT: The free and forced vibration of a nonlocal Timoshenko graded nanobeam resting on a nonlinear 
elastic foundation is investigated in this paper. The Timoshenko beam theory along with the von Kármán 
geometric nonlinearity is formulated while accounting for Eringen's nonlocal elasticity differential model. A 
power-law distribution is used to model the material distribution along the beam thickness. The equations of 
motion are derived using Hamilton's principle and then solved analytically using the Method of Multiple Scale 
(MMS) and numerically using the Differential Quadrature Method (DQM) and the Harmonic Quadrature 
Method (HQM). The considered boundary conditions include both Hinged-Hinged and Clamped-Clamped. The 
obtained nonlocal nonlinear frequencies of the nanobeam are first validated based on published analytical 
results that use linear mode shapes. A frequency response analysis is also conducted utilizing both MMS and 
DQM. The time discretization in DQM solution is performed using Spectral Method (SPM) and HQM. The 
primary objective of this study is to investigate the effects of the nonlocal parameter, power-law index, linear 
and nonlinear stiffnesses of the elastic foundation as well as the boundary conditions on the dynamic response 
of the nanobeam. 
 
Jing Zhao, Kwangnam Choe, Cijun Shuai, Ailun Wang and Qingshan Wang, “Free vibration analysis of 
laminated composite elliptic cylinders with general boundary conditions”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 158, pp 55-66, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.009 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a unified analysis model is proposed for the first time to study the free vibration of 
laminated composite elliptic cylinders with general boundary conditions including the classical boundary, 
elastic boundary and their combinations. The theoretical model is established by means of the modified 
variational principle and multilevel partition technique based on the first-order shear deformation theory. The 
interface continuity and boundary constraints are enforced by using the coupling and boundary spring 
technique. On the basis of that, the displacement components of each shell domain are expanded in the form of 



double Jacobi polynomials along the meridional and circumferential direction. The convergence and 
comparison analysis for laminated composite elliptic cylinders subject to different classical boundary conditions 
is conducted to show the reliability and accuracy of the present method. To make the research topic understood 
better, some mode shapes are also depicted. The present solutions show stable and rapid convergence 
characteristics, and the natural frequencies and mode shapes agree well with the Finite Element Analysis 
results. Some new vibration results and parameterized results are presented and may be as the reference data by 
other researchers in the future. 
 
Oemer Yavuz Bozkurt, Mehmet Bulut, Ahmet Erklig and Waleed Ahmed Faydh, “Axial and lateral buckling 
analysis of fiber reinforced ZS-glass/epoxy composites containing nano-clay particles”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 82-91, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.043 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, lateral and axial buckling characteristics of the S-glass/epoxy composites 
were investigated incorporating nano-clay (NC) particles within the common matrix of epoxy resin. Critical 
axial and lateral buckling loads of the composite samples were experimentally determined for different weight 
contents of NC particles (1, 1.5, 2 and 3 wt %). The effects of fiber orientation angles on critical buckling loads 
were investigated for both of axial and lateral buckling analyses, and it was shown that maximum axial and 
lateral buckling loads were obtained with fiber orientation angle of [0°/90°] and [15°/-75°], respectively. In 
addition, influence of NC particles on tensile and flexural properties were examined only for NC content of 1 wt 
%. It is concluded that incorporation of NC particles by 1 wt % in the composites resulted in 8.6% improvement 
axial buckling load, and further increasing NC content did not significantly effects on axial and lateral buckling 
values implying poor interfacial stress between NC particles and epoxy resin. 
 
Giap X. Ha and Manfred W. Zehn, “Experimental study and finite element simulation of novel nap-core 
sandwich composite”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 117-130, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.053 
ABSTRACT: Modeling methods for a new type of structural composite – lightweight nap-core sandwich – are 
presented. The material has its nap-core based on cup-shaped knitted fabric impregnated and cured with a 
thermosetting resin, which is versatile and possesses noted mechanical properties. However, the complexity of 
the nap-core's underlying geometries and constituents makes the finite element simulation of it a challenging 
task. The authors are proposing a number of approaches. At first, the nap-core is modeled at the macroscopic 
scale as a 3D-shaped thin shell whose input material parameters have been determined through laboratory tests. 
In the next approach, the nap-core is modeled from the mesoscopic scale whereby its effective material 
parameters are acquired from a cost-effective homogenization scheme given to its fibrous representative volume 
element. Ultimately, the analysis of the experimental results and the simulation results proves the 
appropriateness of the simulation methods. 
 
Mohammad Malikan, Rossana Dimitri and Francesco Tornabene, “Transient response of oscilaated carbon 
nanotubes with an internal and external damping”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 198-205, 1 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.092 
ABSTRACT: The present works aims at modeling a viscoelastic nanobeam with simple boundary conditions at 
the two ends with the introduction of the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelasticity in a nonlocal strain gradient theory. The 
nanobeam lies on the visco-Pasternak matrix in which three characteristic parameters have a prominent role. A 
refined Timoshenko beam theory is here applied, which is only based on one unknown variable, in accordance 
with the Euler-Bernoulli theory, whereas the Hamilton's principle is applied to derive the equations of motion. 
These are, in turn, solved for a carbon nanotube with some fixed material properties. An analytical method has 
been used to discretize the equations in the displacement field and time, while computing the time-response of 
the system. For validation purposes, the results based on the proposed formulation are successfully compared to 
several references. A final parametric investigation focuses on the sensitivity of the time-response of a nanotube 
under simple boundary conditions, to different parameters such as the length scale, the viscoelasticity 
coefficients or the nonlocal parameter. 
 
M. Vinyas, “A higher-order free vibration analysis of carbon nanotube-reinforced magneto-electro-elastic plates 
using finite element methods”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 286-301, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.086 



ABSTRACT: This article deals with the free vibration analysis of Carbon Nanotube-reinforced magneto-
electro-elastic (CNTMEE) rectangular and skew plates using finite element (FE) methods. The plate kinematics 
is assumed to follow a higher-order shear deformation (HSDT) theory. The coupled equations of motion are 
derived with the aid of Hamilton's principle. The material properties of CNTMEE material are estimated using 
the rule of mixture. The various carbon nanotube (CNT) distribution fashions such as UD, FG-X, FG-O, and 
FG-V are employed in the present analysis. Further, the FE formulation is extended for skew CNTMEE plates 
to assess the effect of geometrical skewness on the natural frequencies of the plate. A special emphasize is 
provided on analyzing the influence of various multi-physical fields such as magnetic, electric and elastic fields 
on the coupling characteristics of CNTMEE plates. In this article, a detailed parametric study on the effect of 
boundary conditions, CNT distributions and volume fraction, aspect ratio, length-to-width ratio are considered. 
The research outcome of this article suggests that these parameters have a significant influence on the coupled 
free vibration characteristics of CNTMEE plate. It is believed that the results presented in this article may serve 
as a benchmark in the design and analysis of smart CNTMEE structures for sensors and actuators, energy 
harvesting application. 
 
V. Rabbani, A. Bahari, M. Hodaei, P. Maghoul and N. Wu, “Three-dimensional free vibration analysis of 
triclinic piezoelectric hollow cylinder”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 352-363, 1 February 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.033 
ABSTRACT: Triclinic materials are categorized as anisotropic elastic materials with no existence of a 
symmetry plane. To characterize such materials, 21 elastic constants are required. The previous studies have not 
investigated triclinic materials due to a high number of material constants considered in the modelling. This 
paper presents a closed-form 3D piezoelectric model to investigate the free vibration of an arbitrary thick 
triclinic piezoelectric hollow cylinder. The piezoelectric cylinder is assumed to be infinitely long and short 
circuit boundary conditions are applied at the inner and outer surfaces of the shell. The natural frequencies of 
the cylinder are calculated using the transfer matrix approach along with the state space method. The effects of 
different anisotropic piezoelectric properties including orthotropic, monoclinic, and triclinic materials on the 
dispersion curve of natural frequencies are studied. The numerical results show that if the value of the axial 
wave number, the circumferential wave number, or natural frequency increase the resonant frequency of 
triclinic material deviates from other anisotropic materials such as orthotropic. Finally the validity of the 
proposed model is confirmed by comparing with simplified cases studied in the literature. 
 
V.V. Zozulya, “Exploration of the high order theory for functionally graded beams based on Legendre’s 
polynomial expansion”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 158, pp 373-383, 1 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.006 
ABSTRACT: A high order theory for functionally graded (FG) beams based on expansion of the two 
dimensional (2-D) equations of elasticity for functionally graded materials (FGMs) into Legendre's polynomials 
series has been developed. The 2-D equations of elasticity have been expanded into Legendre's polynomials 
series in terms of a thickness coordinate. In the same way functions that describe functionally graded relations 
also has been expanded. Thereby all equations of elasticity including Hook's law have been transformed to 
corresponding equations for coefficients of Legendre's polynomials expansion. Then system of differential 
equations in term of displacements and boundary conditions for the coefficients of Legendre's polynomials 
expansion coefficients has been obtained. Cases of the first and second approximations have been considered in 
more detail. For the obtained boundary-value problems solution, a finite element method (FEM) has been used 
and numerical calculations have been done with MATHEMATICA, MATLAB and COMSOL Multiphysics 
software. Numerical results are presented and discussed. 
 
Jing Zhao, Fei Xie, Ailun Wang, Cijun Shuai, and Qingshan Wang, “Dynamics analysis of functionally graded 
porous (FGP) circular, annular and sector plates with general elastic restraints”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 20-43, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.08.114 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamics analysis of functionally graded porous (FGP) circular, annular and 
sector plates with general elastic restraints is performed in a unified form for the first time. The overall 
theoretical model is based on the first order shear deformation theory. The kinetic energy and potential energy 
function of the plates are unified representation of five kinds of displacement admissible function. Then, each of 
displacement admissible function is expanded as a modified Fourier series to obtain general elastic restraints. 



Lastly, the solutions are obtained by using the variational operation. The convergence and accuracy of the 
present modeling are validated by comparing its results with those available in the literature and FEM results. 
Based on that, a series of innovative results are also highlighted in the text, which may be as the basic data for 
other algorithm research in the future. 
 
Xiao Wei Deng, Nan Wu, Kun Yang and Wing Lam Chan, “Integrated design framework of next-generation 
85-m wind turbine blade: Modelling, aeroelasticity and optimization”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
159, pp 53-61, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.028 
ABSTRACT: The National Energy Administration of China has promoted the use of wind energy to replace the 
conventional fossil energy, which provides an inexhaustible and eco-friendly alternative to the increasing 
energy demand. 10-MW wind turbine is the next-generation turbine with 85-m blade length, which poses great 
challenges in the engineering design, manufacturing, transportation, installation and maintenance. The paper 
aims to establish a numerical framework that integrates 3D full-scale modelling, analysis and parametric 
optimization. Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) enables seamless integration between structural modelling and 
computational analysis by using NURBS as basis functions. Aerodynamic forces and rotor power of blade 
subject to wind will be obtained by FAST. The Kirchhoff-Love shell element will be employed for 3D blade 
modelling to reduce rotational degrees of freedom and alleviate shear locking. The integrated framework 
residing within Rhino-based Grasshopper will be performed to model and analyse the wind turbine. Parametric 
optimization using pattern search algorithm targets at a family of turbines that satisfies the Tsai-Wu failure 
criterion and deformation constraint. The framework is deployed on a 10-MW turbine blade based on the initial 
design upscaled from the NREL 5-MW baseline model. The optimal blade design with shear webs has gained 
20.9% improvement in performance. 
 
Deepak Kumar Biswal and Sukesh Chandra Mohanty, “Free vibration study of multilayer sandwich spherical 
shell panels with viscoeastic core and isotropic/laminated face layers”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
159, pp 72-85, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.075 
ABSTRACT: The present work deals with the free vibration and damping characteristics study of multilayer 
sandwich spherical shell panels with viscoelastic material core layers and elastic face layers based on first order 
shear deformation theory. The displacements of the core layers are assumed to vary linearly along the thickness. 
Longitudinal and transverse deformations of the core layers are taken in to account with the consideration of 
independent transverse displacements of the elastic layers. The equation of motion is derived using Hamilton's 
principle in conjunction with the finite element method. Eight number of sandwich shell panels are studied 
mainly in two groups viz. sandwich panels with laminated base layer and isotropic base layer. Fundamental 
frequencies and associated system loss factors of different sandwich shell panels are deduced by solving the 
equation as an eigenvalue problem. The effect of thickness of the constraining layers, thickness of the core 
layers, viscoelastic material loss factor and aspect ratio on the natural frequencies and system loss factors of the 
sandwich structures are investigated. 
 
Hamed Ahmadi and Gholamhossein Rahimi, “Analytical and experimental investigation of transverse loading 
on grid stiffened composite panels”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 184-198, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.040 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the behavior of grid stiffened composite panel (GSCP) subjected to 
transverse loading by analytical and experimental approach. An improved analytical model is proposed on the 
basis of smeared method to compute an equivalent stiffness matrix for the isogrid lattice of the GSCP. Hence, 
the panel can be considered as a laminate with different layers of specific stiffness. In this manner, the global 
deformation of GSCPs is studied in three types of transverse loading: three-point bending, quasi-static 
indentation and low-velocity impact. The model is verified by the same experimental tests on some fabricated 
glass/epoxy GSCPs. The results indicate the good compatibility of analytical model with experiments. 
Moreover, energy absorbing characterization and damage mechanisms of the tested GSCPs are studied 
experimentally. Observations indicate that if the skin and the lattice structure are fabricated simultaneously, 
debonding of ribs and facing would not happen until the main damage (central rib fracture) occurs. Also, micro 
buckling of skin laminas would not affect the global response significantly. So, the progressive damage and 
degradation of overall stiffness of the GSCPs have not considerable effect and the prediction of global response 
on the basis of equivalent stiffness matrix would be a high precision tool to design grid stiffened structures. 



Finally, based on the analytical model, a parametric study is performed to investigate the effect of changing 
some panel's variables and some optimum point is concluded. 
 
Fatima Zohra Zaoui, Djamel Ouinas and Abdelouahed Tounsi, “New 2D and quasi-3D shear deformation 
theories for free vibration of functionally graded plates on elastic foundations”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 231-247, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.051 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this work is to establish a two dimensional (2D) and quasi three dimensional (quasi-
3D) shear deformation theories, which can model the free vibration of FG plates resting on elastic foundations 
using a new shear strain shape function. The proposed theories have a novel displacement field which includes 
undetermined integral terms and contains fewer unknowns with taking into account the effects of both 
transverse shear and thickness stretching. The mechanical properties of the plates are assumed to vary through 
the thickness according to a power law distribution in terms of the volume fractions of the constituents. The 
elastic foundation parameters are introduced in the present formulation by following the Pasternak (two-
parameters) mathematical model. Hamilton's principle is employed to determine the equations of motion. The 
closed form solutions are derived by using Navier's method and then fundamental frequencies are obtained by 
solving the results of eigenvalue problems. The efficiency of the proposed theory is ascertained by comparing 
the results of numerical examples with the different 2D, 3D and quasi-3D solutions found in literature. 
 
Guoqing Yuan, Yanjie Bai, Zhemin Jia, Kin-tak Lau and Pui-yan Hung, “Structural deformation performance of 
glass fiber reinforced polymer composite beam actuated by embedded indented SMA wires”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 284-291, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.101 
ABSTRACT: Intelligent morphing wings have become a research hotspot due to their potential value. This 
paper is also an innovative basic research work to study it. The deformation performances of the GFRP(glass 
fiber reinforced polymer) composite beams embedded different pre-strained indented SMA wires were 
experimentally and numerically studied. The indentation SMA wire made by mechanical indentation method 
has better interface bonding strength than normal SMA wire. In this paper, the indented SMA wires acting as 
actuators, were embedded in a symmetrically GFRP laminated composite beam and located at the eccentric 
position of the laminate. The layering scheme of the laminated plate is as follows: [90°(4:1 
fabric)/SMA/0°/0°/90°(4:1)]. The 0° direction is consistent with the direction of the axis of the SMA wire. The 
Finite element method is adopted to simulate the deformation of the beam with indented SMA wire in which the 
linear constitutive model of fully constrained SMA wires, together with considering their thermally-induced 
strain response, is used to describe the recoverable properties of SMA. The prediction from the numerical 
simulation agrees well with experimental measurements. 
 
Changjiang Liu, Xiaowei Deng, Jian Liu and Zhoulian Zheng, “Impact-induced nonlinear damped vibration of 
fabric membrane structure: Theory, analysis, experiment and parametric study”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 389-404, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.078 
ABSTRACT: Fabric membrane, a typical composite material, is widely applied in building structures, 
agricultural facilities, packaging engineering, and aeronautical engineering, etc. However, it may fail subject to 
large-amplitude vibration induced by impact due to its lightweight and small stiffness properties. Herein, the 
nonlinear damped vibration of a pretensioned rectangular orthotropic membrane structure under impact loading 
is studied by analytical, numerical and experimental methods. The governing equation is derived based on the 
von Kármán large deflection theory, and the analytical solution is obtained by the Bubnov-Galerkin method and 
the Krylov-Bogolubov-Mitropolsky (KBM) perturbation method. Meanwhile, the numerical and experimental 
analysis are carried out for validation of analytical model and good agreement is achieved. Furthermore, 
parametric study is also performed to find the sensitivity of the design parameters to the vibration response. The 
results obtained in the paper lay solid foundation for the vibration control and dynamic design of orthotropic 
membrane structures. 
 
Jing Zhao, Yongkang Zhang, Kwangnam Choe, Xiaofei Qu, Ailun Wang and Qingshan Wang, “Three-
dimensional exact solution for the free vibration of thick functionally graded annular sector plates with arbitrary 
boundary conditions”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 418-436, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.107 



ABSTRACT: A new three-dimensional exact solution for the free vibrations of arbitrary thick functionally 
graded annular sector plates with arbitrary boundary conditions is presented. The three-dimensional elasticity 
theory is employed to formulate the theoretical model. According to a power law distribution of the volume of 
the constituents, the material properties change continuously through the thickness of the functionally graded 
annular sector plates. Each of displacements of the annular sector plates, regardless of boundary conditions, is 
expanded as a three-dimensional (3-D) Fourier cosine series supplemented with closed-form auxiliary functions 
introduced to eliminate all the relevant discontinuities with the displacements and its derivatives at the edges. 
Since the displacement fields are constructed adequately smooth throughout the entire solution domain, an exact 
solution is obtained based on the Ritz procedure by the energy functions of plate. The excellent accuracy and 
reliability of the current solutions are demonstrated by numerical examples and comparison of the present 
results with those available in the literature, and numerous new results for thick FG annular sector plates with 
elastic boundary conditions are presented. The effects of gradient indexes are also illustrated. 
 
Jing Zhao, Kwangnam Choe, Yongkang Zhang, Ailun Wang, Chaohui Lin and Qingshan Wang, “A closed form 
solution for free vibration of orthotropic circular cylindrical shells with general boundary conditions”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 447-460, 15 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.106 
ABSTRACT: In the past decades, the exact closed form solutions for the free vibration of thin orthotropic 
circular cylindrical shells have been merely restricted to some classical boundary conditions. Therefore, the 
target of the current paper is to present a new exact closed form solution for free vibration of orthotropic 
circular cylindrical shells with general boundary conditions by means of the method of reverberation-ray matrix 
(MRRM). Based on the Donnell–Mushtari shell theory, the wave solutions are constructed by the exact closed 
form solutions of the governing differential equations. The artificial spring technology is introduced to achieve 
the general boundary conditions of two end edges of shell. Hereby, the reverberation ray matrix can be easily 
obtained by using the MRRM together with the wave solutions, boundary conditions and dual coordinates of the 
orthotropic circular cylindrical shells. Then, the vibration results are obtained from the extrapolation method 
and golden section search (GSS) algorithm. By the comparison with other published methods and the finite 
element method, the accuracy of the present method is verified. On the basis of that, some new exact nature 
frequencies of the orthotropic circular cylindrical shells with general elastic restraints are shown which can 
serve as the benchmark data for the future computing method. 
 
P.K. Karsh, T. Mukhopadhyay and S. Dey, “Stochastic low-velocity impact on functionally graded plates: 
Probabilistic and non-probabilistic uncertainty quantification”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 159, pp 
461-480, 15 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.066 
ABSTRACT: This paper quantifies the compound effect of source-uncertainties on low-velocity impact of 
functionally graded material (FGM) plates following a coupled surrogate based finite element simulation 
approach. The power law is employed to evaluate the material properties of FGM plate at different points, while 
the modified Hertzian contact law is implemented to determine the contact force and other parameters in a 
stochastic framework. The time dependent equations are solved by Newmark's time integration scheme. 
Insightful results are presented by investigating the effects of degree of stochasticity, oblique impact angle, 
thickness of plate, temperature, power law index, and initial velocity of impactor following both probabilistic 
and non-probabilistic approaches along with in-depth deterministic analyses. A detail probabilistic analysis 
leading to complete probabilistic characterization of the structural responses can be carried out when the 
statistical distribution of the stochastic input parameters are available. However, in many cases concerning 
FGM, these statistical distributions may remain unavailable due to the restriction of performing large number of 
experiments. In such situations, a fuzzy-based non-probabilistic approach could be appropriate to characterize 
the effect of uncertainty. A surrogate based approach based on artificial neural network coupled with the finite 
element model for low-velocity impact analysis of FGM plates is developed for achieving computational 
efficiency. The numerical results reveal that the low-velocity impact on FGM plates is significantly influenced 
by the effect of inevitable source-uncertainty associated with the stochastic system parameters, whereby the 
importance of adopting an inclusive design paradigm considering the effect of source-uncertainties in the 
impact analysis is established. 
 



Hossein Bisheh and Nan Wu (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3T 5V6, Canada), “Wave propagation in piezoelectric cylindrical composite shells reinforced with 
angled and randomly oriented carbon nanotubes”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 10-30, 1 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.001 
ABSTRACT: Wave propagation behavior in piezoelectric cylindrical composite shells reinforced with angled 
and randomly oriented, straight carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is analytically investigated for the first time via the 
first-order shear deformation shell theory including the transverse shear effects and rotary inertia. The Mori-
Tanaka method is used for micromechanical modeling. Dispersion solutions are computed by solving an 
eigenvalue problem. The effects of CNT orientation, CNT volume fraction, and shell geometry on the 
dispersion solutions are examined. Various orientations of CNTs lead to different dispersion behaviors; the 
variation of wave phase velocities is more significant at lower axial wave numbers; and the effects of CNT 
volume fraction and shell geometry on wave dispersion behaviors are more obvious at higher circumferential 
wave numbers. The presented model and analytical results of this study can be utilized in the wave propagation 
analysis of piezoelectric shells reinforced with CNTs for the design of new smart structures used in structural 
health monitoring and/or energy harvesting applications. 
 
Anssi T. Karttunen, J.N. Reddy and Jani Romanoff (Primarily from: Aalto University, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, FI-00076, Aalto, Finland), “Two-scale constitutive modeling of a lattice core 
sandwich beam”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 66-75, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.098 
ABSTRACT: Constitutive equations are derived for a 1-D micropolar Timoshenko beam made of a web-core 
lattice material. First, a web-core unit cell is modeled by discrete classical constituents, i.e., the Euler–Bernoulli 
beam finite elements (FE). A discrete-to-continuum transformation is applied to the microscale unit cell and its 
strain energy density is expressed in terms of the macroscale 1-D beam kinematics. Then the constitutive 
equations for the micropolar web-core beam are derived assuming strain energy equivalence between the 
microscale unit cell and the macroscale beam. A micropolar beam FE model for static and dynamic problems is 
developed using a general solution of the beam equilibrium equations. A localization method for the calculation 
of periodic classical beam responses from micropolar results is given. The 1-D beam model is used in linear 
bending and vibration problems of 2-D web-core sandwich panels that have flexible joints. Localized 1-D 
results are shown to be in good agreement with experimental and 2-D FE beam frame results. 
 
Jing Zhao, Kwangnam Choe, Cijun Shuai, Ailun Wang and Qingshan Wang (Primarily from: State Key 
Laboratory of High Performance Complex Manufacturing, Central South University, Changsha, 410083, PR 
China), “Free vibration analysis of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite truncated conical 
panels with general boundary conditions”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 225-240, 1 March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.09.105 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the free vibration analysis of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite truncated conical panels with general boundary conditions for the first time. Based on the modified 
Fourier series method for the field variables, the Ritz method is employed to obtain the frequency parameters 
associated with the mode shapes. The truncated conical panels are reinforced by single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs) which are assumed to be graded through the thickness direction with different types of distributions. 
The effective material properties of the FG-CNTRC truncated conical panels are estimated through a 
micromechanical model based on the extended rule of mixture. In the present study, the artificial spring 
boundary technique is adopted here to implement the general boundary condition. Several examples are given to 
demonstrate the convergence, accuracy and flexibility of the present method. The effects of the volume 
fractions of CNTs, distribution type of CNTs, boundary restraint parameters and geometrical parameters on the 
vibration behavior of the FG-CNTRC truncated conical panels are presented. 
 
Ghanshyam Neje and Bijoya Kumar Behera (Department of Textile Technology, Indian Institute of Technology 
Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi, 110016, India), “Investigation of mechanical performance of 3D woven spacer 
sandwich composites with different cell geometries”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 306-314, 1 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.036 
ABSTRACT: In this research, woven spacer fabrics with woven cross-links and having different cell 
geometries viz. rectangular, trapezoidal and triangular were produced, along with one spacer structure 



connected with core piles which were subsequently converted to their composite forms using vacuum assisted 
resin infusion molding (VARIM). The sandwich composites produced were analyzed for their quasi-static 
lateral compression and flexural performance to compare their load bearing capacity and energy absorbency. 
The rectangular spacer structure with double layer wall construction (RECTDL) sustained maximum specific 
compressive load among all the structures, followed by spacer structure connected with pile yarns (SPY). For 
structures with single layer wall constructions, rectangular spacer (RECTSL) had higher specific compressive 
load compared to triangular (TR) and trapezoidal (TPZ) spacer structures. The energy per unit volume absorbed 
by these structures was in the order of RECTDL > RECTSL > TR > TPZ. The specific bending load for these 
structures was in the order of RECTDL > RECTSL > SPY > TR > TPZ structures, and flexural stress for 
sandwich structures with woven cross-links was higher than the one connected with core piles. These results 
can be used to engineer woven cross-linked spacer fabric based sandwich composite structures with specific 
load bearing capability. 
 
Yian Song, Yuejiao Wang, Wenzhao Zhou, Rong Fan Bin Yu, Yang Lu and Lixiao Li (Primarily from: 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, 83 Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong 
Kong, China), “Topology optimization-guided lattice composites and their mechanical characterizations”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 402-411, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.027 
ABSTRACT: Optimization design assisted with advanced additive manufacturing techniques opens an effective 
gate for us to create novel, lightweight, mechanically robust cellular materials. Among them, lattice materials 
with an ordered cellular architecture have been known for their high mechanical properties, low density and 
energy absorption capacity. Limitedly, what kinds of topologic architecture have the best performance? And 
how could we obtain the optimized architecture? To answer them, we here took up two challenging tasks to 
achieve a novel compression-resistant lattice: 1. The topology optimization method was introduced to design 
the optimized topologic architecture. 2. Metallization was used to form lattice composites to further enhance 
the mechanical properties of pristine polymer. The topology optimization-guided lattice with only 20% volume 
of solid materials quite resembles the microstructure of cuttlebone, giving an indication of a good compression-
resistant ability. Furthermore, the synthesized composites exhibit high specific compressive modulus of 
5417.02 MPa kg−1 and energy absorption efficiency of 78%. By in situ compressive tests, digital image 
correlation, finite element simulation and fracture analysis, the deformation mechanism, and fracture modes 
were unambiguously revealed. The design strategies and findings shed light on the realization of advanced 
materials with tailored mechanical properties. 
 
Roohollah Talebitooti, Seyed Omid Rezazadeh and Ahad Amiri (Noise and Vibration Control Research 
Laboratory, School of Mechanical Engineering, Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, Iran), 
“Comprehensive semi-analytical vibration analysis of rotating tapered AFG nanobeams based on nonlocal 
elasticity theory considering various boundary conditions via differential transformation method”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 412-435, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.085 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the vibration analysis of a rotating tapered axially functionally 
graded (AFG) nanobeam. The material properties of the nanobeam are assumed to vary along its length. 
Accordingly, Newtonian method is employed to derive the governing equation of the system considering Euler-
Bernoulli beam assumptions. Also, the nonlocal elasticity theory (NET) is used in order to take the small scale 
effects into account in the modeling. In addition, the differential transformation method (DTM) is hired to solve 
the attained differential equation semi-analytically. Therefore, the obtained equations as well as boundary 
conditions are transformed into algebraic equations by the aid of DTM. Then, the characteristics equation can 
be solved to gain the non-dimensional frequencies of the system. After presenting the convergence and 
verification illustrations, some numerical results are discussed in detail to investigate the influences of various 
parameters namely nonlocal parameter, tapered ratio, angular velocity and FG index on the first three non-
dimensional frequencies. As a principal result, it is disclosed that the nonlocal parameter shows both stiffness-
hardening and stiffness-softening behavior in different bounds of the angular velocity. Totally, the numerical 
analysis reveals some important findings which are hoped to be used in efficient design of nano-structures 
benefited from the rotating nanobeams. 
 



Pinar Aydan Demirhan and Vedat Taskin (Faculty of Engineering, Trakya University, 22030, Edirne, Turkey), 
“Bending and free vibration analysis of Levy-type porous functionally graded plate using state space approach”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 160, pp 661-676, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.020 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the free vibration and bending characteristics of porous 
functionally graded (FG) plate with two opposite simply supported edges based on a four variable plate theory. 
Material properties of porous FG plate are defined by rule of the mixture with an additional term of porosity in 
the through-thickness direction. Equations of motion are derived using Hamilton principle. State-space 
approach is used to obtain the governing equation of porous FG plate. The effect of porosity parameter, 
slenderness ratio, and the power-law index is investigated on bending and vibration of porous FG plate. The 
results are compared with available results in the literature to verify this theory. 
 
Babak Safaei, Rasool Moradi-Dastjerdi, Zhaoye Qin and Fulei Chu (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, China), “Frequency-dependent forced vibration analysis of 
nanocomposite sandwich plate under thermo-mechanical loads”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 
44-54, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.049 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effect of loading frequency on the dynamic behavior of nanocomposite 
sandwich plates under periodic thermo-mechanical loadings has been investigated. The utilized sandwich plates 
are made of an isotropic polymer material and two symmetric face sheets reinforced by functionally graded 
(FG) distributions of carbon nanotube (CNT) agglomerations. In addition to periodic mechanical loads, these 
structures are also subjected to thermal gradient loads. Steady state response of the plates under thermal 
gradient load was assumed like a pre-stress for dynamic equations in conducting timeline vibrations of the 
structure. The material properties of polymeric matrix and CNTs were assumed to be temperature-dependent 
and the overall material properties of nanocomposites were estimated using Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka's approach. 
In order to achieve accurate results, a mesh-free method based on higher order shear deformation theory 
(HSDT) was utilized. The effects of mechanical loading frequency and thermal gradient load as well as CNTs 
cluster characterizations, essential boundary conditions and elastic foundation on forced vibration, resonance 
and phenomenon of beats behaviors were investigated. It was observed that thermal gradient loads and the 
formation of CNT agglomerations have significant effects on the amplitudes of vibrations in nanocomposite 
sandwich plates. 
 
Zhencheng Li, Licheng Zhou, Hongshuai Lei and Yongmao Pei (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory for 
Turbulence and Complex Systems, Beijing Key Laboratory of Magnetoelectric Materials and Devices (BKL-
MEMD), College of Engineering, Peking University, Beijing, 100871, China), “Microwave near-field and far-
field imaging of composite plate with hat stiffeners”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 87-95, 15 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.058 
ABSTRACT: Composite stiffened structures that are widely used in engineering inevitably produce various 
defects in manufacturing and service. In order to detect them, a microwave nondestructive testing platform is 
built in this paper, which simply combines near-field and far-field microwave scanning imaging. 0.4 mm metal 
hole, 0.5 mm and 1 mm inclusions and 0.1 mm thick debonding are detected by high resolution microwave near-
field imaging. Internal poor resin infusions defects in 39 mm thick hat stiffener are detected by high penetration 
microwave far-field imaging. Far-field microwave images the shape and internal structure of stiffener by 
adjusting stand-off distance. Detection of the fiber wrinkling defects demonstrates the effectiveness of 
combining near-field and far-field imaging methods, saving 95% of the scan imaging time. Feature-based image 
stitching technique is adopted to obtain the full-size image of the large stiffened composite structure. 
 
Mashhour A. Alazwari and Singiresu S. Rao (Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL, 33146, USA), “Modeling and analysis of composite laminates in the 
presence of uncertainties”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 107-120, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.052 
ABSTRACT: The basic or primitive parameters of composite laminates, such as the constituent materials 
properties, the thickness of each ply, the ply orientations and the applied loads, exhibit variabilities, hence, the 
response of the laminated composites also exhibits some degree of variability. Thus, the accuracy and reliability 



of the laminates cannot be assured if the variabilities present in the basic parameters are ignored. In the past 
decades, the probabilistic approach has been used widely to simulate the uncertainties in the macromechanics of 
composite laminates. However, the exact probability distributions of the primitive parameters are not known in 
most of the applications. This work, for the first time, models the uncertainties in the macromechanics of 
composite laminates using the interval analysis and the universal grey system theory by representing the 
primitive parameters as intervals. Also, for comparison, a probabilistic approach is presented with plus/minus 
three standard deviations about the mean of the response. Due to the so-called dependency problem, the interval 
analysis predicts wider and inaccurate ranges. Thus, a truncation-based interval analysis procedure with a 
suitable truncation parameter is used to overcome the limitation associated with the original interval analysis. 
Specifically, in this work, the uncertainties in the in-plane and flexural engineering constants and laminae 
stresses are studied. The environmental effects on the laminae stresses are also investigated. Numerical 
examples are presented to demonstrate the application of the three interval-based uncertainty methods for the 
behavior of composite laminates by considering different stacking sequences of graphite/epoxy and glass/epoxy 
laminates. 
 
Amir Farzam and Behrooz Hassani, “Size-dependent analysis of FG microplates with temperature-dependent 
material properties using modified strain gradient theory and isogeometric approach”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 150-168, 15 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.028 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the static bending and buckling behaviors of functionally graded 
microplates under mechanical and thermal loads by using isogeometric analysis (IGA) and modified strain 
gradient theory (MSGT). The material properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent and three different 
temperature rise patterns including uniform, linear and non-linear are considered. The material properties vary 
through the plate thickness based on the rule of mixture scheme. A refined hyperbolic shear deformation theory 
with four independent unknowns is used for analysis, which doesn't need a shear correction factor. For analysis 
the IGA using B-Spline or Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) functions can easily meet the C2 
continuity requirement. Various parameters are dealt with including power index, material length scale 
parameter, temperature rise patterns and material combination. The MSGT results are also compared with those 
obtained by modified couple stress and classical theories. The obtained results indicate that the two studied 
types of functionally graded microplates show different behaviors under thermal load and the type of 
functionally graded material is an important parameter for thermal analysis. 
 
Arpita Mandal, Chaitali Ray and Salil Haldar, “Experimental and numerial studies on vibration characteristics 
of laminated composite skewed shells with cutout”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 228-240, 15 
March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.075 
ABSTRACT: The findings of the experimental and numerical investigations on vibration characteristics of 
laminated skewed shells with cutout are presented in this paper. The shell laminates have been fabricated in the 
laboratory by adopting resin infusion technique. Experimental analysis is conducted using Photon plus data 
acquisition system along with accelerometer and impact hammer to identify the influence of skew angle and 
cutout on the natural frequencies of laminated shell. The results obtained in the present investigation indicate 
that cutout and skew angle bear remarkable influencing factor to control the frequencies of laminated skewed 
shells. Additional results obtained from extensive parametric study on various shells with cutout are presented 
which may be helpful for future researchers. 
 
Yanchun Zhai, Jianmin Su and Sen Liang, “Damping properties analysis of composite sandwich doubly-curved 
shells”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 252-262, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.086 
ABSTRACT: The damping properties analysis of composite sandwich doubly-curved shells (CSDCS) is 
presented in this paper. First, based on the Hamilton's principle, governing equations of CSDCS are developed 
by applying the first-order shear deformation shell theory. Because the rotary inertias and shear deformation of 
all layers are taken into account, thin-to-moderately thick doubly-shells can be studied. Next, these equations 
are solved by means of the closed-form Navier method. The accuracy of the solution is validated by comparing 
its results with those available in the literature. Finally, the variation of modal loss factor with system 
parameters is evaluated and presented graphically, and optimal damping properties of CSDCS are obtained by 
analyzing the influence of the geometrical parameters as well as the physical parameters on damping properties. 



 
Giap X. Ha, Dragan Marinkovic and Manfred W. Zehn (Department of Computational and Structural 
Mechanics, Technische Universitaet Berlin, Germany), “Parametric investigations of mechanical properties of 
nap-core sandwich composites”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 427-438, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.108 
ABSTRACT: The focus of this paper lies on the sensitivity of the nap-core sandwich – a novel kind of 
structural composite – to changes of its parameters. First, the fabrication, properties, and applications of the 
nap-core sandwich are briefly presented. This is followed by consideration of the sandwich composite's 
mechanical behavior. Finite element based simulation is applied to perform the parametric investigations. The 
height of the nap-core and the thickness of its knitted fabric as well as the face sheet of the sandwich are 
changed in order to investigate the dependence of the general mechanical properties of sandwich composites on 
those parameters. Experiments are used to validate the simulation results. The conducted investigation provides 
valuable information for the design of nap-core sandwich composites. 
 
Zhen-bing Cai, Zheng-yang Li, Yuan Ding, Jing Zheng, Jain-hua Liu and Zhong-rong Zhou (Tribology 
Research Institute, Key Lab of Advanced Technologies of Materials, Southwest Jiaotong University, Chengdu, 
610031, China), “Preparation and impact resistance performance of bionic sandwich structure inspired from 
beetle forewing”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 161, pp 490-501, 15 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.139 
ABSTRACT: The beetle has evolved over several hundred million years and possess perfect structure, as well 
as performance. According to the excellent structure and performance of beetle forewing, a bionic structural 
material (BSM) was designed and manufactured to improve its low-velocity impact resistance behavior. The 
surface layer of BSM is carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP), and the cores of BSM are aluminum 
honeycomb. This study aims to investigate the dynamic response, energy absorption, and damage characteristics 
of BSM in low-velocity and high-cycle impact condition. Results showed that the BSM is superior to single 
CFRP, with lower peak force, higher energy absorption, and deformation. The damage mechanism of CFRP 
under cycling low kinetic energy is delamination and then fracture. Meanwhile, the damage of CFRP in 
sandwich structures is lower than in single CFRP, indicating an excellent impact resistance behavior of BSM, 
which is useful for practical engineering applications. 
 
Dayong Hu, Yongzhen Wang, Bin Song, Linwei Dang and Zhiqiang Zhang (Primarily from: Department of 
Aircraft Airworthiness Engineering, School of Transportation Science and Engineering, Beihang University 
(BUAA), Beijing, 100191, China), “Energy-absorption characteristics of a bionic honeycomb tubular nested 
structure inspired by bamboo under axial crushing”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 21-32, 1 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.095 
ABSTRACT: Geometric configurations in nature could be mimicked in order to develop novel materials and 
structures with desirable properties. Lots of bio-inspired configurations had been introduced to tubal structures 
in promoting the energy-absorption performance of thin-walled structures. Nevertheless, these existing studies 
largely focused on hierarchical hexagonal honeycombs, and the bio-inspired hierarchical circular thin-walled 
structures under the out-of-plane crushing loads had not been well studied experimentally, numerically and 
analytically for energy absorption to date. In this study, the bionic honeycomb tubular nested structure 
(BHTNS) was first inspired by the micro-architecture of bamboo vascular bundles, which could be mimicked 
by connecting a central circular tube to other six circular tubes in a hexagonal arrangement, regardless of size or 
choice of materials. The energy-absorption characteristics of BHTNS under axial crushing were systematically 
studied by drop-weight experiment, numerical simulation, and theoretical analysis. Dynamic drop-weight 
impact experiments were conducted and the results showed that the specific energy absorption (SEA) of 
BHTNS was as high as 29.3 J/g. Furthermore, the parametric numerical simulation revealed the influence of 
diverse mean diameter D of the circular tube and length L of the junction plate on the energy-absorption 
characteristics. Finally, a theoretical model was also developed to predict the mean crush force Pm, which was 
in good agreement with the numerical simulation. This work could provide a reference for an energy-absorber 
design with high efficiency. 
 



Shirko Faroughi, Erfan Shafei and Anders Eriksson, “NURBS-based modeling of laminated composite beams 
with isogeometric displacement-only theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 89-102, 1 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.073 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops a formulation for displacement-only beam elements based on isogeometric 
analysis, with intended application to laminated composite members. The main purpose of the current study was 
to overcome some deficiencies of commonly used beam theories, such as shear-locking, the lacking relevance 
of isotropic materials for multi-layer composites, the incompatibility with other continuum elements, and the 
limited continuity in interpolation. A bi-variable non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) beam element with 
complete plane-stress elasticity terms and geometrical expressions was developed. Shear-locking, interlaminar 
stresses, the deep-beam situation, and vibration features were evaluated for several aspect ratios, ply 
orientations, and NURBS degrees, in order to verify the efficiency and accuracy. h-, p- and k-refinements were 
used to improve the displacement field. The validity of the solutions was measured based on results from plane-
stress finite element analysis, and compared to the alternative Carrera unified formulation. Results show that the 
isogeometric displacement-only beam theory can provide the interlaminar stress distribution, gives high 
accuracy for mid and high-range eigen-frequencies, and avoids the shear-locking phenomenon. 
 
C. Barile, C. Casavola and F. De Cillis (Politecnico di Bari, Dipartimento di Meccanica, Matematica e 
Management, Viale Japigia 182, 70126, Bari, Italy), “Mechanical comparison of new composite materials for 
aerospace applications”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 122-128, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.101 
ABSTRACT: Composite materials are becoming the most useful material for aircraft structures. Their main 
advantage is connected to the possibility of deeply reducing weight and costs by maintaining high performances 
in terms of strength and security. The second major advantage in using this them depends on the possibility they 
could be proper designed to guarantee services they are made to. Many ways to combine them lead to the 
necessity of planning experimental tests in order to evaluate the real both elastic and plastic mechanical 
properties and to compare their variability as function of the fiber type, matrix type and manufacturing 
technology involved for realizing them. In this paper, a comparison between two innovative Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic materials was done. They differ, one from each other, for the matrix type (PEEK and 
BENZOXAZINE) and for the manufacturing process used to assemble the matrix with the reinforcement 
(Compression Molding and Resin Transfer Molding). On the other hand, the resin percentage weight content of 
both materials is maintained constant for all the tests: it is 42% for PEEK matrix and 64% for BENZOXAZINE 
matrix. The aim of the work is to critically analyze the results in order to get useful information for choosing the 
best one intended for designing and making the back section of fuselage of a regional aircraft. The component 
will consist of a front portion with structural aims (zoom phase) and a back part able to withstand to elevated 
temperatures. 
 
Hui Li, Huaishuai Wu, Tinan Zhang, Bangchun Wen and Zhongwei Guan (Primarily from: School of 
Mechanical Engineering and Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110819, China), “A nonlinear 
dynamic model of fiber-reinforced composite thin plate with temperature dependence in thermal environment”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 206-218, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.070 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the material nonlinearity induced by the high temperature is introduced in the 
modeling of fiber-reinforced composite thin plate structure, and a nonlinear dynamic model in thermal 
environment is established using Hamilton's principle in conjunction with the classical laminated plate theory, 
complex modulus method and strain energy method. The nonlinear relationships between the elastic moduli, 
Poisson's ratios and loss factors and temperature change are expressed by the polynomial method. Then, the 
dynamic equations in the high temperature environment are derived to solve the inherent characteristics, 
dynamic responses and damping parameters with considering temperature dependent property. Also, the 
identification principle of concerned fitting coefficients in the theoretical model is illustrated. As an example to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the developed model, the experimental test of a TC500 carbon/epoxy composite 
thin plate is implemented. The results of the developed model and experimental test show a good consistency, 
and both indicate that the high temperature has complicated influence on its dynamic characteristics, especially 
on damping property. 
 



Hossein Bisheh and Nan Wu (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3T 5V6, Canada), “Wave propagation in smart laminated composite cylindrical shells reinforced 
with carbon nanotubes in hygrothermal environments”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 219-241, 
1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.064 
ABSTRACT: Wave propagation problem is solved in smart laminated carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced 
composite cylindrical shells coupled with piezoelectric layers on the top and bottom surfaces in hygrothermal 
environments for the first time. The motion equations are derived based on the first-order shear deformation 
shell theory considering the transverse shear effects and rotary inertia. The hygrothermal effects are also 
included in the mathematical modeling and the effective material properties of a CNT-reinforced composite 
shell are estimated through the Mori-Tanaka micromechanical model. Dispersion solutions are obtained by 
solving an eigenvalue problem. Parametric studies are carried out to investigate the effects of 
temperature/moisture variation, CNT volume fraction and orientation, piezoelectricity, shell geometry, stacking 
sequence, and material properties of the host substrate laminated composite shell at different axial and 
circumferential wave numbers. The results show that the temperature/moisture variation influences moderately 
on the dispersion solutions of smart laminated CNT-reinforced composite shells. The presented methodology 
and results can be used in wave propagation analysis of smart laminated CNT-reinforced composite shells 
affected by hygrothermal environmental conditions. 
 
Lei Xie, Yu Bai, Yujun Qi and Hao Wang, “Pultruded GFRP square hollow columns with bolted sleeve joints 
under eccentric compression”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 162, pp 274-282, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.001 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation into the performance of pultruded glass fibre reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) square hollow columns subjected to both compression and bending. Eccentric compression 
experiments were performed on slender GFRP column specimens at different eccentricities. Bolted sleeve joint 
was employed to connect the GFRP column specimens and loading end plates. The relationship between the 
load-bearing capacities of GFRP columns and the eccentricities was received and discussed. The interaction 
curve between compression load and bending moment due to eccentricity (P-M curve) was obtained from 
experiments and compared with finite element (FE) and design approaches. Results revealed that the 
compression performance of GFRP columns was significantly affected by the eccentricity and the moment 
capacity of bolted sleeve joint. Splitting failure developed from the initiative longitudinal cracks in the bolted 
sleeve joint region at the end of the columns was found as the ultimate failure, after the large lateral 
deformation. FE analysis presented satisfactory agreements with experimental results; furthermore, the stress 
analysis in the critical bolted sleeve joint region indicated that the in-plane shear stress was the dominant 
component leading to the splitting failure. 
 
Levent Pehlivan and Cengiz Baykasoglu (Primarily from: Hitit University, Faculty of Engineering, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, Çevre Yolu Avenue, 19030, Çorum, Turkey), “An experimental study of the 
compressive response of CFRP honeycombs with various cell configurations”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 162, pp 653-661, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.044 
ABSTRACT: The experimental investigation on the compressive response of carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) honeycombs with various cell configurations was carried out in the present work. The CFRP 
honeycomb specimens were manufactured by corrugation technique, in which the prepreg CFRP sheets were 
first corrugated into the certain shape using corrugated aluminum moulds under heat and pressure, and then the 
corrugated CFRP sheets were glued and stacked to construct honeycomb specimens. Twenty-seven groups of 
specimens were experimentally tested to examine the effects of cell geometry (i.e., square, circular, and 
hexagonal), cell wall thickness and height on the quasi-static out-of-plane crushing performance of the 
honeycombs. The square, circular, and hexagonal honeycomb specimen groups were designed to have almost 
the same weights. The results showed that the cell wall thickness is an significant parameters on the overal 
crushing response of the CFRP honeycombs while the out-of-plane compressive strenght of the honeycombs is 
generally independent of the height. It is observed that the hexagonal specimen groups have generally superior 
crushing performance in comparison with the square and circular counterparts due to their large double foil 
bonding surfaces. The experimental results also revealed that the crushing properties of the honeycomb 



structures with the core densities of 157–282 kg/m3 could be increased more than two times with the appropriate 
selection of cell configurations. 
 
L.L. Hu, Z.R. Luo, Z.Y. Zhang, M.K. Lian and L.S. Huang (Department of Applied Mechanics & Engineering, 
Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, 510275, PR China), “Mechanical property of re-entrant anti-trichiral 
honeycombs under large deformation”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 107-120, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.010 
ABSTRACT: The quasi-static mechanical properties of re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs made from ABS 
polymer are studied by both experiments and theoretical analysis. The experimental results show that the 
deformation of honeycomb is dominated by the bending of ligaments, the rotation of ligaments around the 
plastic hinges and the rigid rotation of cylinders. Based on the deformation mechanism of the cell structures 
exhibiting in experiments, the collapse process of the honeycomb is divided into several stages. Theoretical 
formulas are deduced to predict the crushing stress of the re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs in each stage, 
which are functions of the honeycomb's global strain, the cells' geometry parameters and the properties of the 
base material. The analytical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results. It is revealed that 
the crushing stress of the honeycomb increases with the global strain and the cell-wall thickness while decreases 
with the ligament-length ratio. An optimal value of the cylinders' radius is found which will result in the 
maximum load-carrying capacity of the honeycomb. The present work is supposed to shed light on the design 
and fabrication of re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs. 
 
Qingya Li, Qihan Wang, Di Wu, Xiaojun Chen, Yuguo Yu and Wei Gao (Centre for Infrastructure Engineering 
and Safety (CIES), School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of New South Wales, 
Sydney, NSW, 2052, Australia), “Geometrically nonlinear dynamic analysis of organic solar cell resting on 
Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation under thermal environment”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, 
pp 121-129, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.022 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic responses of a nanocomposite organic solar cell (NCOSC) are developed 
through the classical plate theory. The investigated NCOSC consists of five layers which are including Al, 
P3HT: PCBM, PEDOT: PSS, IOT and glass. A uniformly distributed external excitation is exerted on the 
simply supported NCOSC. The impacts of the Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation, thermal environment and 
damping on the nonlinear dynamic responses of the NCOSC are investigated. The equations of motion and 
geometric compatibility of the NCOSC with the consideration of the von Kármán nonlinearity are derived. The 
governing equation of the dynamic system is formulated by employing the Galerkin and the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta methods. Several numerical experiments are thoroughly presented to report the effects of damping 
ratio, temperature variations, and elastic foundation parameters on the frequency–amplitude curves and 
nonlinear dynamic response of the NCOSC. The numerical studies indicate that the existence of the Winkler-
Pasternak elastic foundation effectively reduces the dynamic response of the NCOSC. In addition, the damping 
and thermal variation depress the vibration of the NCOSC but with relatively less efficiency compared with the 
Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation. 
 
Yury A. Rossikhin and Marina V. Shitikova (Research Center on Dynamics of Solids and Structures, Voronezh 
State Technical University, 20-letija Oktjabrja Street 84, Voronezh, 3940006, Russia), “Transient wave 
propagation in Cosserat-type shells”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 145-149, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.037 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to find the magnitudes of velocities of transient waves which could be 
originated and propagate in thin shells made of Cosserate-type material in the form of surfaces of strong and 
weak discontinuity. Thus, starting from the 3D Cosserat continuum, the velocities of four transient waves 
propagating in a thin shell with micro-structure have been determined according to a wave theory for thin-
walled plates and shells proposed recently by the authors. Using the expansion ray theory and conditions of 
compatibility for thin-walled structures, it has been found that (1) the velocities depend only on material 
constants, and (2) only one micropolar modulus α, which governs the asymmetry of the stress tensor, influences 
the velocity of the quasi-shear wave, while the Láme moduli λ and μ do not affect the velocities of Cosserat 
waves, which are generated due to micropolar rotations. This results to the fact that the mathematical theory due 
to Cosserat is not coupled one. The knowledge of the velocities of transient waves in thin shells made of 



Cosserat-type materials will allow one to solve boundary-value transient dynamic problems resulting in the 
propagation of surfaces of strong and weak discontinuity. 
 
Bo Wang, Xiangtao Ma, Peng Hao, Yu Sun, Kuo Tian, Gang Li, Ke Zhang, Liangliang Jiang and Jie Guo 
(Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of 
Engineering Mechanics, International Research Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of 
Technology, Dalian, 116023, China), “Improved knockdown factors for composite cylindrical shells with 
delamination and geometric imperfections”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 314-323, 15 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.049 
ABSTRACT: For cylindrical shell structures under axial compression, it is crucial to provide high-fidelity 
knockdown factors (KDFs) in preliminary design for aerospace and civil structures. In this paper, numerical 
studies of buckling response for composite cylindrical shell with geometric imperfections and embedded 
delamination imperfections are performed to predict the lower-bound buckling loads. Results indicate that 
composite shells with single dimple-shape geometric imperfection exhibit similar lower bound trend and 
buckling behavior as those with embedded delamination imperfection. It is found that the lower-bound buckling 
loads are much less conservative than the corresponding design recommendation from NASA SP-8007. And the 
effect of geometric imperfections can envelope that of delamination imperfections. Therefore, the worst 
multiple perturbation load approach (WMPLA) is performed to find the worst combination of dimple-shape 
geometric imperfections to predict the lower-bound buckling load, and the efficient global optimization (EGO) 
is employed to improve the computational efficiency of WMPLA. It is demonstrated that the improved 
WMPLA can provide an improved KDF by examples in open literature. Based on the improved KDFs, it is 
possible to increase the load-bearing efficiency of composite structures in practical engineering. 
 
Mehran Javani, Yaser Kiani and Mohammad Reza Eslami, “Large amplitude thermally induced vibrations of 
temperature dependent annular FGM plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 371-383, 15 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.018 
ABSTRACT: Present research deals with the large amplitude thermally induced vibrations of an annular plate 
made of functionally graded materials (FGMs). One surface of the plate is subjected to rapid surface heating 
while the other surface is either thermally insulated or kept at reference temperature. The material properties of 
the constituents are assumed to be temperature dependent. The rule of mixtures is used to obtain the properties 
of the graded media. With the aid of the von Kármán kinematic assumptions and first order shear deformation 
theory, the governing equations of motion and the associated boundary conditions are obtained. With the aid of 
the generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method, these equations are transformed into a set of nonlinear 
algebraic equations which are solved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method and Newmark time 
marching scheme. The temperature profile across the plate thickness is also obtained using the iterative Crank-
Nicolson and the GDQ methods. Numerical results are devoted to the effects of temperature dependency, plate 
thickness, power law index, and boundary conditions of the plate on the large amplitude thermally induced 
vibrations. It is shown that for thin plates thermally induced vibrations take place and the quasi-static response 
can not be considered as the true response of the plate under thermal shock. 
 
S. Sessa, F. Marmo, N. Vaiana, D. De Gregorio and L. Rosati (Primarily from: Department of Structures for 
Engineering and Architecture, University of Naples Federico II, Via Claudio, 21, 80124, Napoli, Italy), 
“Strength hierarchy provisions for transverse confinement systems of shell structural elements”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 413-423, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.018 
ABSTRACT: Through-the-thickness (TT) confinement of masonry and concrete panels by composite or steel 
reinforcements, aiming at seismic retrofit of existing structures, has recently growth in popularity. However, 
structural design of transversal reinforcements, modelled as an homogeneized material, is often performed by 
neglecting the cyclic nature of seismic actions and by using static approaches. For this reason, a proper strength 
hierarchy between the confined core material and the confining devices should be accounted for in order to 
ensure that the retrofit system remains effective until the crisis of the core material is attained. This research 
introduces strength hierarchy conditions for TT-confinement systems, made of materials exhibiting a nonlinear 
behavior, aiming at determining the minimum strength required for uniaxial confining devices. The relevant 
relationships, theoretically derived by assuming a Drucker Prager constitutive model for the confined material 
and by enforcing equilibrium and compatibility conditions between the core and the confining devices, are 



characterized by simple mechanical parameters, usually available in common practice applications, familiar to 
most of the designers. Numerical examples confirm the effectiveness of the proposed provisions. 
 
Omid Najafzade Asl, Mohammad Hossein Pol and Nabi Rezaei Golshan (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Tafresh University, Tafresh, Iran), “Experimental investigation of parameters affected on behavior 
of composite tubes under quasi static and dynamic axial loading”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 
471-486, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: Composite tubes mayhap subjected to impact loads during placement or operation. By 
determining the impact properties of composite tubes and using them in the design process, the accuracy of the 
behavior of these structures is guaranteed under dynamic and quasi-static loading conditions. In the present 
study, the effect of changing parameters such as tube diameter, fiber density and fiber layout on the behavior of 
glass/epoxy composite tubes under dynamic and quasi-static axial loading is investigated. The Force-
displacement diagrams were extracted for all experiments and compared with other experiments. Also, the rate 
of specific energy absorption of each test was calculated for all samples. The results of this study showed the 
change of parameters mentioned is effective on the energy absorption of composite tubes. In both groups of 
dynamic and quasi-static axial tests, variations of fiber density and samples diameter caused to change the 
specific absorbed energy. But the change in fiber layout from [0.90] to [± 45] reduced the specific absorbed 
energy. In the following, the results of dynamic and quasi-static tests were compared. Comparison of the results 
showed that for predicting of the average crushing force of the dynamic test for 10-layer samples with a height 
of 100 mm and [0.90] fiber layout, the average force of the quasi-static test can be used with coefficients of 1.1–
1.3. Also, a model was proposed for predicting the average crushing force, maximum force and sample 
destruction in the dynamic test according to the quasi-static test results. Also, according to the results, in the 
dynamic and quasi-static impact tests, increasing the fiber density and internal diameter of the samples, 
increases the amount of specific energy absorption. In the case of changing the fiber orientation for samples 
made with 200 gr/m2 and 400 gr/m2 fibers in the dynamic impact tests, compared to quasi-static tests, have a 
different effect on the amount of specific energy absorption. 
 
Muzamal Hussain and Muhammad Nawaz Naeem (Department of Mathematics, Govt. College University 
Faisalabad, 38040, Faisalabad, Pakistan), “Effects of ring supports on vibration of armchair and zigzag FGM 
rotating carbon nanotubes using Galerkin’s method”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 548-561, 15 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.144 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate analytically the vibrational characteristics of functionally graded 
(FG) single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNTs) based on modified Love shell theory. By using Galerkin's 
technique, the governing carbon nanotube (CNT) dynamics equation of the motion of the considered system is 
developed. For theoretical point of view, a nanotube problem is framed by amending some physical terms to 
accommodate the nature of the problem. For the present problem, vibrations of rotating carbon nanotubes with 
ring supports are examined. The effects of angular velocity, length- and height-to-radius ratios of rotating 
armchairs and zigzag SWCNTs with ring supports are fully investigated. Rings supports are attached to CNT in 
the radial direction. Our investigations show that increasing of length- and thickness-to-radius ratios yields 
decreasing and increasing frequency behaviors for rotating FG-CNT with clamped-clamped (C-C) and clamped-
free (C-F) boundary conditions, respectively. It is found that with increasing the angular speed, frequencies of 
forward waves decrease and backward waves increase. Moreover, the effect of frequency is also performed to 
place the ring support at different locations of the CNT. Computational software MATLAB is engaged to 
characterize the frequencies based on CNT model to estimate the accuracy and effectiveness of this model. A 
few comparisons of analytical results for non-rotating and rotating CNTs are performed to confirm the validity, 
efficiency and accuracy of the numerical methodology. 
 
M. Shakouri (Department of Aerospace Engineering, Semnan University, P. O. Box 35131-19111, Semnan, 
Iran), “Free vibration analysis of functionally graded rotating conical shells in thermal environment”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 574-584, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.007 
ABSTRACT: Due to the wide applications of functionally graded shells in high temperature conditions, the 
study of dynamic behavior of these structures in thermal conditions is of the key importance. The vibration of 



rotating functionally graded conical shells with temperature-dependency of material properties is studied in this 
paper. The Donnel shell theory is employed to extract governing equations including initial thermomechanical 
stresses as well as centrifugal forces, Coriolis forces, and initial hoop tensions due to rotation. The initial 
thermomechanical stresses are obtained from the nonlinear heat conduction equation with temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity for temperature distribution and linear bending equations for initial deflections. 
The method of generalized differential quadrature is employed to solve the problem. The obtained results are 
compared with the available literature and finally, the effects of angular velocities, thermal conditions, volume 
fraction index, semi-vertex angles and lengths of the cone on frequency are investigated. 
 
Hongliang Tuo, Zhixian Lu, Xiaoping Ma, Jun Xing and Chao Zhang (Primarily from: School of Aeronautics, 
Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, 710072, China), “Damage and failure mechanism of thin 
composite laminates under low-velocity impact and compression-after-impact loading conditions”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 642-654, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.006 
ABSTRACT: Impact resistance and damage tolerance are of great significance in the design of composite 
structures. This study investigated the damage and failure mechanism of thin composite laminates under low-
velocity impact and compression-after-impact (CAI) loading conditions. Four levels of impact energy were 
included in the test matrix. Delamination induced by low-velocity impact was captured using ultrasonic C-scan, 
and a three-dimensional (3D) digital image correlation (DIC) system was employed to measure full-field 
displacement during the CAI tests. Infrared thermography was also used to online monitor the thermal field 
variation of the test specimen during the impact and CAI process. The cross sections of typical tested specimens 
were inspected using an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A 3D damage model 
that considers both interlaminar and intralaminar damage was proposed to study the complex damage and 
failure mechanism. Excellent correlation was obtained between the experimental results and the numerical 
results. The experimental results obtained from various tests and the results from the numerical simulation were 
combined to provide a new and deep insight of damage evolution and failure mechanisms under low-velocity 
impact and CAI loading conditions. 
 
Yuliang Hou, Ying Tie, Cheng Li, Thaneshan Sapanathan and Mohamed Rachik (Primarily from: School of 
Mechanical Engineering, Zhengzhou University, Science Road 100, 450001, Zhengzhou, China), “Low-
velocity impact behaviors of repaired CFRP laminates: Effect of impact location and external patch 
configurations”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 669-680, 15 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.153 
ABSTRACT: Experimental and numerical approaches are used to investigate the effect of impact location and 
different external patch configurations on the low-velocity impact behaviors of repaired CFRP laminates. 
Various external patches with different thicknesses (number of layers) and stacking sequences are considered 
and those patches are used to repair single side of the damaged laminate plates to improve the impact-resistance. 
To predict the damage initiation and progression of the repaired CFRP laminates under impact loading, a 
continuum damage mechanics (CDM) model that combines 3D Hashin damage criteria and cohesive zone 
model (CZM) is proposed. The corresponding drop-weight impact tests are conducted to experimentally obtain 
the impact response such as impact force and energy. Numerical impact simulations have been performed to 
study the effect of impact location during the low-velocity impact behaviors of repaired structures. Parametric 
studies of patch thickness and stacking sequence are also carried out using the low-velocity impact simulation to 
analyze their effect on the impact-resistance. Finally, this study provides an optimization cafeteria to identify 
the important design parameter to perform external patch repair based on the simulation results. 
 
Sanjay Singh Tomar and Mohammad Talha (Aerospace Engineering Department, Indian Institute of 
Technology Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, 208016, India), “Influence of material uncertainties on vibration and 
bending behaviour of skewed sandwich FGM plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 163, pp 779-783, 
15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.035 
ABSTRACT: Present study aims to investigate the influence of material uncertainties on vibration and bending 
behaviour of skewed sandwich FGM plates. Reddy's higher order shear deformation theory has been employed 
to model the displacement field. Variational approach has been used to derive the governing differential 
equations. Effect of material uncertainties in the formulation have been incorporated using first order 
perturbation technique (FOPT). An efficient stochastic finite element formulation (SFEM) have been used for 



the calculation of first and second order statics of natural frequency and transverse deflection. Validation of the 
results have been performed with the help of available literature and separately developed Monte Carlo 
formulation (MCS) algorithm. A large number of examples have been solved to quantify the effect of 
uncertainties on the vibration and bending characteristics of functionally graded skew sandwich plates. 
 
Ilaria Papa, Antonio Formisano, Valentina Lopresto and Antonio Langella (Department of Chemical, Materials 
and Production Engineering, University of Naples Federico II, Piazzale Tecchio 80, 80125, Naples, Italy), “Low 
velocity impact behaviour of reinforced plastic laminates: Indentation and penetration laws validated for 
different fibres and matrices”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 61-66, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.070 
ABSTRACT: Low velocity impact behaviour of laminates made of different reinforcements and matrices was 
studied in this paper. Impact tests were carried out up to penetration and at increasing energy values on glass 
fibre reinforced phenolic resin laminates, with different configurations (quasi-isotropic and orthotropic) and 
thicknesses, in order to correlate the indentation depth with the impact energy. Impact results obtained on basalt 
fibre reinforced epoxy resin laminates with different thicknesses were compared too. The stacking sequence of 
the glass fibre specimens was found to have no influence on the penetration energy but revealed lower 
indentation for the quasi-isotropic ones, under the same impact energy, for all the thicknesses tested. Moreover, 
basalt laminates showed lower indentation depths, compared to the data from this research and present in 
literature on other material systems. Finally, the results from the impact tests were used to validate existing semi 
empirical laws for the evaluation of the indentation and the penetration energy, in which the fibre content 
assumes the most relevant role. 
 
A. El Moumen, M. Tarfaoui, M. Nachtane and K. Lafdi (Primarily from: ENSTA Bretagne, IRDL - UMR 
CNRS 6027, Brest, France), “Carbon nanotubes as a player to improve mechanical shock wave absorption”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 67-71, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.072 
ABSTRACT: The overall goal of the research is to develop a composite simultaneously able to absorb 
mechanical shocks. In this paper, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) based polymers were used to enhance the wave 
absorption capacity against shock load. The material consists of an epoxy polymer reinforced with various 
concentrations of CNTs: 1%, 2% and 4 wt%. An experimental procedure was developed for material 
characterization. The specimen was sandwiched between two steel bars (incident and transmitted bars), with 
20 mm in the diameter. The shock wave was generated by a launching device drives the striker to hit 1 bar, and 
then the wave propagates throughout the specimen. Two strain gauges were placed on the surface of each bar 
with 1 m of the distance from the specimen surface. The wave intensity was recorded using a data acquisition 
system (HBM GEN3i model). The full histories of strain, force and the energy absorption during the shock time 
were measured. With 4% mass fraction of CNTs, the shock wave intensity was reduced to 33.34% compared to 
0% of CNTs. The results show also that the specimen with CNTs is able to absorb high energy impacts. 
 
Bernhard Schartel, James K. Humphrey, A. Geoff Gibson, Andreas Hoerold, Volker Trappe and Volker 
Gettwert (First author is from: Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und –prüfung (BAM), Unter den Eichen 87, 
12205, Berlin, Germany), “Assessing the structural integrity of carbon-fibre sandwich panels in fire: Bench-
scale approach”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 82-89, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.077 
ABSTRACT: The fire resistance of lightweight sandwich panels (SW) with carbon fibre/epoxy skins and a 
poly(methacryl imide) (PMI) foam core is investigated in compression under direct application of a severe 
flame (heat flux = 200 kW m−2). A bench-scale test procedure was used, with the sample held vertically. The 
epoxy decomposition temperature was quickly exceeded, with rapid flash-over and progressive core softening 
and decomposition. There is a change in failure mode depending on whether the load is greater or less than 50% 
of the unexposed failure load, or in other words if one or two skins carry the load. At high loads, failure 
involved both skins with a single clear linear separation across each face. There is an inflection in the failure 
time relationship in the ∼50% load region, corresponding to the time taken for heat to be transmitted to the rear 
face, along with a change in the rear skin failure mode from separation to the formation of a plastic hinge. The 
integrity of the carbon front face, even with the resin burnt out, and the low thermal diffusivity of the core, both 



play key roles in prolonging rear face integrity, something to be borne in mind for future panel design. 
Intumescent coatings prolong the period before failure occurs. The ratio of times to failure with and without 
protection is proposed as a measure of their effectiveness. Apart from insulation properties, their adhesion and 
stability under severe fire impact play a key role. 
 
Sarthak S. Singh, Venkitanarayanan Parameswaran and R. Kitey (Primarily from: Department of Aerospace 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, 208016, India), “Dynamic compression behavior of glass 
filled epoxy composites: Influence of filler shape and exposure to high temperature”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 103-115, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.061 
ABSTRACT: The effect of filler shape, volume fraction and high temperature cycle on the dynamic 
compression behavior of rigid particle filled polymer composite is demonstrated by performing experiments 
using split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) setup. Two glass filler variants, spherical particles and milled fibers, 
are reinforced into epoxy matrix upto 10% volume fraction. Two sets of test specimens are prepared; room 
temperature cured (RTC) and high temperature exposed (HTE) - the ones prepared by subjecting RTC 
composites to a temperature cycle beyond their glass transition temperature (Tg). The yield stress of milled fiber 
composites which are consistently higher in HTE cases increases with increasing filler volume fraction whereas 
it remains nearly constant in all spherical particle composites. While RTC materials exhibit strain softening 
characteristics, the post-yield strain hardening behavior of HTE composites is attributed to the increased cross-
link density of epoxy matrix. Debonded fillers and their foot-prints on the crushed surfaces of HTE composites 
indicate the relaxation of residual stresses, developed at the filler/matrix interface during curing process. 
Computational analyses suggest that the average matrix stress in composites remains unaffected by the shape of 
the inclusions whereas comparatively higher inclusion stresses indicate that slender fillers provide better 
resistance to deformation when compared to the circular ones. Near constant stresses in circular inclusions at 
low volume fractions is attributed to the large inter-particle separation. Computational results complement 
experimental observations where the milled fiber composites consistently exhibited higher yield stress when 
compared the spherical particle counterparts. 
 
P. Phung-Van, Chien H. Thai, H. Nguyen-Xuan and M. Abdel Wahab (First author is from: CIRTech Institute, 
Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology (HUTECH), Vietnam), “Porosity-dependent nonlinear transient 
responses of functionally graded nanoplates using isogeometric analysis”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
164, pp 215-225, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.036 
ABSTRACT: The study using numerical methods on porous functionally graded (FG) nanoplates is still 
somewhat limited. This paper focuses on porosity-dependent nonlinear transient analysis of FG nanoplates 
using isogeometric finite element approach. In order to capture the small size effects, the Eringen's nonlocal 
elasticity based on higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) are used to model the porous FG nanoplates. 
Two distributions of porosities inside FG materials are incorporated and defined via a modified rule of mixture. 
The nonlinear transient nonlocal governing equations under transverse dynamic loads are formulated by using 
the von Kármán strains and are solved by Newmark time integration scheme to obtain geometrically nonlinear 
responses. It is indicated that nonlinear transient deflections of the porous FG nanoplate are significantly 
influenced by material composition, porosity, nonlocal parameters, volume fraction exponent, porosity 
distributions, geometrical parameters and dynamic load characteristics. 
 
Youqin Huang, Jiyang Fu and Airong Liu (Centre for Engineering Structure Disaster Prevention and Control, 
Guangzhou University, Guangzhou 510006, China), “Dynamic instability of Euler-Bernoulli nanobeams subject 
to parametric excitation”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 226-234, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.088 
ABSTRACT: Little research on the dynamic instability of nanobeams caused by parametric resonance has been 
reported in the literature. This paper presents an accurate and analytical method for investigating the dynamic 
instability of nanobeams based on the nonlocal continuum mechanics. The governing equation of transverse 
vibration of nanobeams subject to axial dynamic load is derived using the Hamilton's principle and the nonlocal 
theory to establish the Mathieu-Hill equation of dynamic stability, based on which the equations of critical 
excitation frequencies are derived by the Bolotin's theory to determine the regions of dynamic instability. 
Especially, the matrix singularity problem encountered in solving the equations of critical frequencies is 
overcome by matrix transformation. For verifying the accuracy of obtained regions of dynamic stability, the 



dynamic responses of nanobeams are computed by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta approach. By 
comprehensively exploring the size dependence of dynamic stability of nanobeams, it is found that the size 
scale parameter influences the regions of dynamic instability mainly through the nonlocal natural frequency and 
the nonlocal Euler buckling load. As the size scale parameter increases, the nonlocal natural frequency and the 
nonlocal buckling load decrease, which leads to the reduction of the value and bandwidth of critical excitation 
frequencies. Moreover, the size effects are found to decrease with an increase of length of nanobeam. 
 
Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang, Hailong Chen and Yuan Du (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin 
Engineering University, Harbin, 150001, PR China), “Vibration analysis of functionally graded porous 
cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary restraints by using a semi analytical method”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 249-264, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.046 
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to provide a new semi analytical method to analyze the free 
vibration of functionally graded porous (FGP) cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary restraints. According to 
the distributions of porous along thickness direction of the structure, two typical types of symmetric and non-
symmetric porosity distributions are performed in this paper. The formulations are established on the basis of 
energy method and first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The displacement functions are expressed by 
unified Jacobi polynomials and Fourier series. The arbitrary boundary restraints are realized by penalty method. 
The final solutions of FGP cylindrical shell structure are obtained by Rayleigh–Ritz method. To sufficient 
illustrate the effectiveness of proposed method, some numerical examples about spring stiffness, Jacobi 
parameters etc. are carried out. In addition, to verify the accuracy of this method, the results are compared with 
those obtained by FEM, experiment and published literature. The results show that the proposed method has 
ability to solve the free vibration behaviors of FGP cylindrical shell. 
 
Zhonggang Wang, Zhendong Li and Wei Xiong (School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central 
South University, Changsha, Hunan, China), “Experimental investigation on bending behavior of honeycomb 
sandwich panel with ceramic tile face-sheet”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 280-286, 1 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.10.077 
ABSTRACT: Honeycomb sandwich structures are widely employed in the engineering field, due to their light 
weight, strong rigidity and high strength. In this study, the bending resistance performance of the honeycomb 
sandwich panel with ceramic tile face-sheet (short as ceramic sandwich) was investigated through three-point 
bending experiments. Their differences between the present ceramic sandwich and the conventional ones were 
reported and discussed in terms of deformation mode, load-deflection history and bending resistance. As the 
experiments turned out that differing from the conventional sandwich panel, the present ceramic one performs 
different collapse modes when undergoing 3-point bending load. The results demonstrated that the bending 
behavior of the present ceramic sandwich was largely promoted due to the ceramic tile face-sheet. Besides, the 
mechanical influence of the ceramic tile face-sheet and the cell edge length of honeycomb core were 
determined. These achievements pave a way of designing composited superb bending resistant sandwich 
structures. 
 
Yasin Heydarpour, Parviz Malekzadeh and Fatemeh Gholipour (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, School of Engineering, Persian Gulf University, Bushehr, 7516913798, Iran), “Thermoelastic 
analysis of FG-GPLRC spherical shells under thermo-mechanical loading based on Lord-Shulman theory”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 400-424, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.073 
ABSTRACT: The transient thermoelastic behavior of functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) spherical shells under thermo-mechanical loadings is studied based on the Lord-
Shulman thermoelasticity theory, which includes the coupled as well as the nonlinear terms. The problem 
formulation is so prepared that both types of commonly used FG-GPLRC in the literature (i.e., multilayer FG-
GPLRC, for which the material properties vary in a layerwise or piecewise continuous manner and those with 
continuously varying material properties) can be analyzed. The modified Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model, 
rule of mixture and a newly introduced micromechanical model are employed to estimate the effective thermo-
mechanical properties of FG-GPLRC shells. The governing equations are discretized in the spatial domain 
using the layerwise differential quadrature method (LW-DQM). Then, a novel multi-step time integration 
scheme based on non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) in conjunction with Newton-Raphson algorithm are 



employed to solve the resulting system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations iteratively. In addition, the 
Laplace transform is employed to obtain the solution in the time domain. The method is validated by 
performing the convergence study and comparing the obtained results with available solutions in the limit cases. 
Afterward, the effects of the GPL distribution pattern, GPLs weight fraction and dimensions ratios, the shell 
thickness-to-outer radius ratio and suddenly applied thermo-mechanical loadings on the thermoelastic behavior 
of FG-GPLRC spherical shells are investigated. The results show that adding a very small amount of GPLs into 
polymer matrix significantly increase the shell stiffness and heat wave speed, and considerably changes the 
temperature and displacement distributions of the FG-GPLRC spherical shells. 
 
Raffaele Barretta, Andrea Caporale, S. Ali Faghidian, Raimondo Luciano, Francesco Marotti de Sciarra and 
Carlo Maria Medaglia (First author is from: Department of Structures for Engineering and Architecture, 
University of Naples Federico II, Italy), “A stress-driven local-nonlocal mixture model for Timoshenko nano-
beams”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 590-598, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.012 
ABSTRACT: A well-posed stress-driven mixture is proposed for Timoshenko nano-beams. The model is a 
convex combination of local and nonlocal phases and circumvents some problems of ill-posedness emerged in 
strain-driven Eringen-like formulations for structures of nanotechnological interest. The nonlocal part of the 
mixture is the integral convolution between stress field and a bi-exponential averaging kernel function 
characterized by a scale parameter. The stress-driven mixture is equivalent to a differential problem equipped 
with constitutive boundary conditions involving bending and shear fields. Closed-form solutions of Timoshenko 
nano-beams for selected boundary and loading conditions are established by an effective analytical strategy. 
The numerical results exhibit a stiffening behavior in terms of scale parameter. 
 
Qui X. Lieu and Jaehong Lee (Department of Architectural Engineering, Sejong University, 209 Neungdong-ro, 
Gwangjin-gu, Seoul, 05006, Republic of Korea), “A reliability-based optimization approach for material and 
thickness composition of multidirectional functionally graded plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
164, pp 599-611, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.089 
ABSTRACT: A reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) methodology is first proposed to simultaneously 
optimize material and thickness distribution of multidirectional functionally graded (MFG) plates for 
compliance minimization under uncertainties of design variables and system parameters. The modified 
sequential optimization and reliability assessment (MSORA) method is integrated into the recently suggested 
adaptive hybrid evolutionary firefly algorithm (AHEFA) to release a novel RBDO approach which is the so-
called MSORA-AHEFA. The MSORA is refined from its original for computational cost savings by 
eliminating the iterative process of finding most probable points (MPPs). An isogeometric multimesh design 
(IMD) approach is presented to form two separate non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces via the 
refinement strategy. In which, a coarser design NURBS one is employed to define design variables of the 
ceramic volume fraction and axis coordinate of the top side coincidentally assigned at each of control points. A 
finer analysis NURBS one constructed by the isogeometric analysis (IGA) and a generalized shear deformation 
theory (GSDT) is used for bending analyses of MFG plates with arbitrary thickness. Applying such two 
separately defined surfaces dramatically lessens the number of design variables and the computational cost in 
optimization problems, yet still manifesting optimal profiles properly. Meanwhile, mechanical behavior of the 
plate in analysis ones is precisely simulated as well. For the validation of the suggested MSORA-AHEFA, its 
results for the benchmark welded beam are compared with those of formerly published work. Several numerical 
examples regarding RBDO of MFG plates are then executed to attest the effectiveness of the current paradigm. 
 
Yanfei Chen, Yunong Zhao, Chunwang He, Shigang Ai, Hongshuai Lei, Liqun Tang and Daining Fang 
(Primarily from: Institute of Advanced Structure Technology, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081, 
China), “Yield and failure theory for unidirectional polymer-matrix composites”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 612-619, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.071 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a unified theory of yield and failure criteria for unidirectional polymer-matrix 
composites (UD PMCs). This interactive unified theory considers the effect of normal stress on the shear 
strength by introducing a coupling term (math). The coefficient of the coupling term is an empirical value and 
equals to 0.2. The predictions of the unified theory are well agreeable with present and existing experiments. 



Furthermore, Tao theory has been improved by adding the limiting condition that the ratio of compressive 
strength to shear strength should be greater than two. 
 
A. Apuzzo, R. Barretta, S.A. Faghidian, R. Luciano and F. Marotti de Sciarra (First author is from: Department 
of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, University of Cassino and Southern Lazio, via G. Di Biasio 43, 03043, 
Cassino (FR), Italy), “Nonlocal strain gradient exact solutions for functionally graded inflected nano-beams”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 667-674, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.112 
ABSTRACT: The size-dependent bending behavior of nano-beams is investigated by the modified nonlocal 
strain gradient elasticity theory. According to this model, the bending moment is expressed by integral 
convolutions of elastic flexural curvature and of its derivative with the special bi-exponential averaging kernel. 
It has been recently proven that such a relation is equivalent to a differential equation, involving bending 
moment and flexural curvature fields, equipped with natural higher-order boundary conditions of constitutive 
type. The associated elastostatic problem of a Bernoulli-Euler functionally graded nanobeam is formulated and 
solved for simple statical schemes of technical interest. An effective analytical approach is presented and 
exploited to establish exact expressions of nonlocal strain gradient transverse displacements of doubly clamped, 
cantilever, clamped-simply supported and simply supported nano-beams, detecting thus also new benchmarks 
for numerical analyses. Comparisons with results of literature, corresponding to selected higher-order boundary 
conditions are provided and discussed. The considered nonlocal strain gradient model can be advantageously 
adopted to characterize scale phenomena in nano-engineering problems. 
 
Min-Gu Han and Seung-Hwan Chang (School of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University, 84, 
Heukseok-ro, Dongjak-gu, Seoul, 06974, Republic of Korea), “Investigation of the premature failure behavior 
of a cured draped hemisphere due to the deformation of microstructures of fabric composites”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 164, pp 758-768, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.104 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to estimate the mechanical behavior of cured draped fabric structures that 
have experienced macro and microscopic deformations. The effect of crimp angle variation of tows on 
compressive properties was considered to evaluate the exact failure behavior of the draped composite structures. 
Empirical formula for tow modulus degradation was suggested in terms of shear angle (or crimp angle) of the 
fabric composite. By using the suggested modulus degradation algorithm, the local mechanical properties of the 
draped fabric hemisphere were predicted, and the corresponding failure mode under compression was 
successfully estimated. 
 
Ali Reza Saidi, Reza Bahaadini and Kazem Majidi-Mozafari (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Shahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Kerman, Iran), “On vibration and stability analysis of 
porous plates reinforced by graphene platelets under aerodynamical loading”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 164, pp 778-799, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.074 
ABSTRACT: The vibration and stability analyses of functionally graded (FG) reinforced porous plates with 
piezoelectric layers under supersonic flow are investigated. The plate has a FG core reinforced by 
nanocomposite graphene platelets (GPLs) which surrounded by two piezoelectric layers. The GPLs are 
distributed thorough the thickness direction both uniformly and non-uniformly. The first-order shear 
deformation plate theory (FSDT) and first-order piston theory are applied to analyze the stability of FG porous 
plates. Using Hamilton's principle and Maxwell's equation, the governing equations of motion as well as 
electrical and mechanical boundary conditions are obtained. Applying the Galerkin approach, the partial 
differential governing equations are converted to the ordinary differential equations. The numerical results show 
that the flutter aerodynamic pressure and natural frequencies decrease as the porosity coefficient increases. 
Besides, the symmetric porosity distribution together with GPL pattern A predicts the highest flutter 
aerodynamic pressure and natural frequencies. Also, the best efficient way to increase the stability region is 
considering GPL pattern A, with dispersing more GPLs fillers near the top and bottom surfaces of FG porous 
plate along with symmetric porosity distribution. Furthermore, FG porous plate enclosed by piezoelectric layers 
in open circuit condition predicts higher flutter aerodynamic pressure and natural frequencies than similar plate 
in closed circuit condition. 
 



Jing Zhao, Qingshan Wang, Xiaowei Deng, Kwangnam Choe, Fei Xei and Cijun Shuai (First author is from: 
School of Mechanical Engineering and Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110819, PR China), 
“A modified series solution for free vibration analyses of moderately thick functionally graded porous (FGP) 
deep curved and straight beams”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 155-166, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.080 
ABSTRACT: As a novel class of weight-efficient engineering materials, the functionally graded porous (FGP) 
beam structures have great potential value. However, the current research on it is relatively small. Based on this 
research status, the aim of this paper is establishing a unified analytical model to study the vibration behavior of 
moderately thick functionally graded porous deep curved and straight beam with general boundary conditions. 
The first-order beam theory which considering the influence of shear deformation, inertia rotary and deepness 
term are adopted in the formulation. The theoretical solution model is obtained by means of modified series 
solution which core soul is using the modified Fourier series including a standard cosine Fourier series with two 
auxiliary terms to expand the admissible function. This fact gives the opportunity to derive the exact solution 
for FGP beam with general boundary conditions by utilizing a reasonable spring stiffness value at both ends. A 
series of numerical examples show that the current model has superior convergence characteristics, 
computational accuracy and stability. On this basis, a series of innovative results are also highlighted in the text, 
which may be providing basic data for other algorithm research in the future. 
 
Ladislav Sator, Vladimir Sladek and Jan Sladek (Institute of Construction and Architecture, Slovak Academy of 
Sciences, Dubravska cesta 9, 84503, Bratislava, Slovakia), “Coupling effects in transient analysis of FGM 
plates bending in non-classical thermoelasticity”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 233-246, 15 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.093 
ABSTRACT: Given that the thermal stresses mainly at the interface between two different materials are the 
significant factors of failure of the laminated composite structures, there is an enhanced request to replace 
laminated composite structures by structures made of micro-composite materials exhibiting the properties of 
continuously nonhomogeneous continua. In addition to elimination of interface discontinuities, the functional 
gradation (FG) of material coefficients brings new phenomena in bending of FGM plates as compared with 
homogeneous ones. There are known coupling effects between the in-plane deformations and bending modes 
even in plates subjected to stationary mechanical loadings. Another coupling can arise between thermal and 
mechanical fields in thermoelasticity. In the classical thermoelasticty, the heat conduction is described by the 
parabolic PDE when the temperature change propagates with infinite velocity. Much more realistic is the non-
classical treatment with wave propagation of heat. In this paper, the unified formulation for bending of FGM 
plates under transient thermal loads is developed within the generalized thermoelasticity with taking into 
account the assumptions of the Lord-Shulman theory of thermoelasticty and the assumptions of the Kirchhoff-
Love theory as well as the 1st and 3rd order shear deformation plate bending theories. Moreover, we can study 
various coupling effects by changing the parameters of functional gradations of particular material coefficients 
in numerical simulations. For numerical solution, the strong formulation is developed with meshless 
approximation of spatial variations of field variables. The time integration is carried out by the Wilson time 
stepping technique. 
 
Lin Xiao, Guanhui Wang, Si Qiu, Zhaoxiang Han, Xiaodan Li and Dongxing Zhang (Primarily from: School of 
Materials Science and Engineering, Harbin Institute of Technology, P.O. Box 1405, NO. 66 West Dazhi Street, 
Nangang District, Harbin, 150006, China), “Exploration of energy absorption and viscoelastic behavior of 
CFRPs subjected to low velocity impact”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 247-254, 15 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.126 
ABSTRACT: The attention of the present work is focused on the energy absorption and transformation of 
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites under low velocity impact. Moreover, the viscoelastic 
behavior of composites was explored by observing the changes of dent depths via a micrometer and 3D 
microscope. In addition, the residual strengths of CFRP specimens were investigated by the compression after 
impact (CAI) test. The results show that more than 88% of impact energy was absorbed by the CFRPs through 
reversible deformation, irreversible damage and viscoelastic behavior. The impact damage threshold value and 
the maximum allowable deformation of the CFRP laminates were 9 J and about half of its thickness 
respectively. The energy is mainly absorbed by deformation when the impact energy was not larger than the 



threshold value. The energy dissipated by viscoelastic behavior increased with the increase in the impact energy 
and even exceeded 1.4 J in the case of 21 J, which was much higher than the kinetic energy when the impact 
energy exceeded the threshold value. The residual strength of the CFRP laminates was related to the energy 
absorbed by irreversible damage. 
 
X.Q. Zhou and L. Wang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, 
430074, China), “Low-velocity impact response of viscoelastic material filled FG honeycomb reinforced 
laminate plate in hygrothermal environments”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 255-271, 15 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.042 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the dynamic response of functionally gradient (FG) 
honeycomb reinforced and viscoelastic material (VEM) embedded composite laminate plates 
with low-speed impact in the hygrothermal environment is investigated. The equivalent 
effective mechanical properties of the two-phase macroscopic constructed layers are determined 
according to Hill's generalized self-consistent model. The Reddy's high-order shear deformation 
theory (HSDT) is employed to evaluate the in-plane displacement variables. By combining the 
extended Hamilton's principle with the finite element method and adopting the Rayleigh's 
proportional damping, the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices are determined first. 
Then, the central displacement of the FG honeycomb reinforced laminate plate is obtained with 
the aid of the Newmark's method. Next, several key factors affecting the central displacement in 
the whole impact duration are analyzed and compared, such as the hygrothermal effects, the 
radius of the impactor and the functionally gradient factor. Moreover, the finite element method 
(FEM) is applied to obtain the mode parameters and to verify the convergence of our analysis. 
Finally, the LS-DYNA explicit solution is employed to validate the present results. 
 
Danfeng Zhou, Yuanlu Xiong, Huan Yuan, Guoqiang Luo, Jian Zhang, Qiang Shen and 
Lianmeng Zhang (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Advanced Technology for Materials Synthesis 
and Processing, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, 430070, PR China), “Synthesis and compressive 
behaviors of PMMA microporous foam with multi-layer cell structure”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
165, pp 272-278, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.118 
ABSTRACT: The polymeric microporous foams with multi-layer cell structure is prepared via the combination 
of multi-layer hot melt pressing and supercritical carbon dioxide(SCCO2) foaming method. The morphology and 
compression properties of such foams were detailed studied. The results show that nucleation and directional 
growth of the cells are promoted by the introduction of multi-layer interface into the polymer matrix. When the 
distance of the multi-layer interface is smaller than the critical nucleation size of the cell, the microcellular 
foams with uniform, continuously and directionally multi-layer cell structure can be prepared, and the unit cell 
shape is well controlled. In addition, the compressive properties of the foams with multi-layer cell structure are 
different in vertical and horizontal loading direction. The compression strength of the multi-layer foam is up to 
20.27 MPa and 11.84 MPa in horizontal and vertical loading direction, respectively, which is much higher than 
that of the uniform foam. 
 
Jacek Chroscielewski, Agnieszka Sabik, Bartosz Sobczyk and Wojciech Witkowski (Gdansk University of 
Technology, Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Department of Mechanics of Materials and 
Structures, 80-233, Gdańsk, Narutowicza 11/12, Poland), “2-D constitutive equations for orthotropic Cosserat 
type laminated shells in finite element analysis”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 335-353, 15 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.101 
ABSTRACT: We propose 2-D Cosserat type orthotropic constitutive equations for laminated shells for the 
purpose of initial failure estimation in a laminate layer. We use nonlinear 6-parameter shell theory with 
asymmetric membrane strain measures and Cosserat kinematics as the framework. This theory is specially 
dedicated to the analysis of irregular shells, inter alia, with orthogonal intersections, since it takes into account 
the drilling rotation degree of freedom. Therefore, the shell is endowed naturally with 6 degrees of freedom: 3 



translations and 3 rotations. The proposed equations are formulated from the statement of the generalized 
Cosserat plane stress with additional transverse shear components and integrated over the shell's thickness using 
the equivalent single layer approach (ESL). The resulting formulae are implemented into the own Fortran code 
enabling nonlinear shell analysis. Some numerical results are presented to show the performance of the 
proposed approach. 
 
H. Ramezannejad Azarboni (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ramsar Branch, Islamic Azad University, 
Ramsar, Iran), “Magneto-thermal primary frequency response analysis of carbon nanotube considering surface 
effect under different boundary conditions”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 435-441, 15 May 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.093 
ABSTRACT: Present study is devoted to study the nonlinear frequency response of single walled carbon 
nanotubes, SWCNTs, in the case of primary resonance. Based on the nonlocal Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the 
nonlinear geometry, magneto-thermal field, residual stress and surface effects on the governing equation of 
system are taken into account. The Galerkin technique on the basis of trigonometric mode shape functions and 
multiple scales method are used to solve the nonlinear governing equations. The effects of the different 
boundary conditions including the simply supported at two ends, S-S, clamped-clamped, C-C and clamped-
simply supported, C-S, longitudinal magnetic field, amplitude of excitation, detuning parameter and surface 
elasticity on the nonlinear primary frequency response are analytically investigated and discussed. 
 
Rashmi Rani and Roshan Lal (Department of Mathematics, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee 
247667, India), “Free vibrations of composite sandwich plates by Chebyshev collocation technique”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 442-455, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.088 
ABSTRACT: In this study, free axisymmetric vibrations of composite circular sandwich plates with isotropic 
core and orthotropic facings have been studied using first-order shear deformation theory. The thickness of the 
core is assumed to vary exponentially in the radial direction and the face sheets is treated as membrane of 
constant thickness. The effect of shear deformation and rotatory inertia in the core has been taken into account. 
The governing differential equations of the present model have been obtained by applying Hamilton's principle. 
Chebyshev collocation technique has been used to obtain the frequency equations for the plate when it is 
clamped or simply supported or free at the edge. The first three roots of these equations have been reported as 
the natural frequencies for the first three modes of vibration. The effect of taper parameter, facing thickness and 
core thickness on the frequency parameter has been investigated. Comparison of results for some special cases 
with published results obtained by other approximate methods has been presented which shows an excellent 
agreement. Mode shapes for a specified plate for all the three boundary conditions have been plotted. 
 
J.W. Yan, S.K. Lai and L.H. He (First author is from: Key Laboratory of Product Packaging and Logistics of 
Guangdong Higher Education Institutes, Jinan University, Zhuhai, Guangdong, PR China), “Nonlinear dynamic 
behavior of single-layer graphene under uniformly distributed loads”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
165, pp 473-490, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.072 
ABSTRACT: An atomistic-continuum multiscale approach is used to simulate the nonlinear dynamic behavior 
of simply-supported single layer graphene sheets subject to a uniformly distributed out-of-plane load. The 
dynamic equation of motion is derived and solved by the Newmark-β method. The evolution of surface 
morphology and the nonlinear effects in terms of geometrical and material nonlinearities can be captured by 
iteratively updating the system stiffness. It is found that the natural frequencies of simply-supported graphene 
sheets almost remain constant when the external load is in a small range. The present solutions are in good 
agreement with those results obtained from the linear vibration analysis by a semi-analytical method. As the 
applied load increases continuously, this gives rise to an elongation of graphene to increase the natural 
frequency. Based on the numerical approach, the surface morphology evolution of graphene can be visualized 
and explored. 
 
Nima Bakhshi and Mehdi Hojjati (Concordia Center for Composites, Department of Mechanical, Industrial and 
Aerospace Engineering, Concordia University, 1455 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W., Montreal, Quebec, H3G 1M8, 
Canada), “Time-dependent wrinkle formation during tow steering in automated fiber placement”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 586-593, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.034 



ABSTRACT: Out-of-plane buckling at the inside edge of prepreg tows during steering is one of the major 
drawbacks of the Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) process, limiting the process application and further 
optimization of the composite layup. This wrinkle formation is significantly influenced by prepreg tack, which 
is a property of the viscoelastic prepreg-tool interface. In this paper, an experimental AFP study is performed to 
gain a deeper understanding of the time-dependent growth of wrinkles. Furthermore, a theoretical model 
accounting for the viscoelastic properties of the interface is presented. For this purpose, a time-dependent 
buckling model for an orthotropic plate resting on a generalized viscoelastic Pasternak foundation which is 
subjected to an in-plane loading is developed. Closed-form solutions for the problem representing individual 
wrinkles are derived. It is shown that the model can capture the growth of wrinkles with time. Finally, important 
practical implications of the model are discussed. 
 
Zhonggang Wang and Jiefu Liu (School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central South University, 
Changsha, Hunan, China), “Numerical and theoretical analysis of honeycomb structure filled with circular 
aluminum tubes subjected to axial compression”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 626-635, 15 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.070 
ABSTRACT: In this study, comprehensive investigations of an innovative composited cellular structure—
Honeycomb cells filled with circular aluminum tubes (HFCT) are conducted by means of numerical simulation 
and theoretical analyses. A conventional honeycomb was modeled to calibrate the numerical model and a good 
agreement between numerical and experimental results was achieved. With the calibrated numerical model, 
extensive comparisons between mechanical performances considering the deformation modes, nominal stress 
and energy absorption property were carried out in terms of HFCT, conventional honeycomb, and multi-tubes. 
The interaction effects between internal filler and outside container of HFTC were discussed through the 
comparison considering representative volume elements (RVE) of three structures. In addition, obvious 
matching effects in terms of cell thickness were observed between the filler and container of HFCT. Afterward, 
a theoretical model based on the minimum energy principle which considering the basic fold element of HFCT 
was constructed to determine the key compression characteristics (half-wave length and nominal plateau stress). 
Agreement between them was found in plateau stress and geometrical description of post-deformation mode. 
 
P. Vidal, G. Giunta, L. Gallimard and O. Polit (Primarily from: LEME, UPL, Univ Paris Nanterre, 92410, Ville 
d’Avray, France), “Modeling of composite and sandwich beams with a generic cross-section using a variable 
separation method”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 648-661, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.095 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the modeling of laminated composite and sandwich beams with a generic cross-
section is performed through a variable separation approach. For this purpose, the displacement is approximated 
as a sum of separated functions of the cross-section coordinates y,z and the axial coordinate x. This choice 
yields to a non-linear problem that can be solved by an iterative process. This latter consists of solving a 2D and 
1D Finite Element problem successively at each iteration. Numerical examples involving several representative 
sandwich and laminated beams are addressed to show the accuracy of the present method. It is shown that it can 
provide 3D results and capture local effects for various types of cross-section. 
 
A.I. Aria and M.I. Friswell (First author is from: Tabriz University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Tabriz, Iran), “Computational hygro-thermal vibration and buckling analysis of functionally graded sandwich 
microbeams”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 165, pp 785-797, 15 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.028 
ABSTRACT: In this study, for the first time, hygro-thermal behaviour of functionally graded (FG) sandwich 
microbeams based on nonlocal elasticity theory is investigated. Temperature-dependent material properties are 
considered for the FG microbeam, which are assumed to change continuously through the thickness based on 
the power-law form. The equations of motion are obtained on the basis of first-order shear deformation beam 
theory via Hamilton's principle. The size effects are considered in the framework of the nonlocal elasticity 
theory of Eringen. The detailed variational and finite element procedure for FG sandwich microbeams are 
presented with a five-noded beam element and numerical examinations are performed. The influence of several 
parameters such as temperature and moisture gradients, material graduation, nonlocal parameter, face-core-face 
and span to depth ratios on the critical buckling temperature and the nondimensional fundamental frequencies 
of the FG sandwich microbeams are analysed. Based on the results of this study, temperature and moisture rise 



soften the FG sandwich microbeam and result in the reduction of the critical buckling load and vibration 
frequency. In addition, the FG sandwich microbeam with a thicker ceramic core can resist higher temperature 
and moisture gradients. 
 
A.R. Setoodeh, M. Shojaee and P. Palekzadeh (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, Shiraz University of Technology, Shiraz, 71555, Iran), “Vibrational behavior of doubly curved 
smart sandwich shells with FG-CNTRC face sheets and FG porous core”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
165, pp 798-822, 15 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: As a first endeavor, the free flexural vibration behavior of doubly curved complete and 
incomplete sandwich shells with functionally graded (FG) porous core, FG carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite (FG-CNTRC) face sheets and integrated piezoelectric layers is investigated. The variable radii shells 
with the three most common types of geometries, i.e., elliptical, cycloid and parabolic, are considered. The 
system equations are derived based on the general higher-order shear deformation theory and Maxwell's 
equation. The generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method is employed to discretize the governing partial 
differential equations subjected to different boundary conditions. The accuracy and reliability of the approach 
are verified by comparing the results with the existing solutions in open literature. The effects of porosity 
parameter and porosity distribution through the thickness direction, carbon nanotube (CNT) volume fraction, 
different boundary conditions and various shell geometrical parameters on the flexural vibrational behavior of 
the smart sandwich shell structures are investigated and useful results are presented. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Elyas Mohammad-Rezaei Bidgoli, Rossana Dimitri, Michele Bacciocchi and Francesco 
Tornabene (First author is from: Department of Solid Mechanics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Kashan, Kashan 87317-51167, I.R. Iran), “Nonlocal bending analysis of curved nanobeams 
reinforced by graphene nanoplatelets”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 1-12, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.092 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a large parametric investigation on the bending response of Functionally 
Graded (FG) polymer composite curved beams reinforced by graphene nanoplatelets resting on a Pasternak 
foundation. The theoretical framework is based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) and the 
nonlocal elasticity theory. The governing equations are obtained by means of the principle of virtual works. 
Four different patterns are considered to describe the through-the-thickness distribution of the reinforcing phase. 
The effective Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are evaluated through the application of the Halpin-Tsai 
model and the rule of mixture, respectively. The numerical results are presented in terms of some significant 
parameters, such as the weight fraction and geometrical features of the graphene nanoplatelets, the total number 
of layers, the foundation properties and the nonlocal parameter. The effect of these quantities on the kinematic 
and static behavior is discussed. 
 
Z.G. Yan, B.L. Wang and K.F. Wang (School of Science, Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen, 518055, 
China), “Stretchability and compressibility of a novel layout design for flexible electronics based on bended 
wrinkle geometries”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 65-73, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.123 
ABSTRACT: A novel bended wrinkle structure is proposed for layout design in flexible electronics, which is 
formed by compressive local buckling of the thin film bonded onto a pre-strained, finite-thickness substrate 
upon release of the pre-strain. The excellent performance of stretchability of this structure, which could be as 
high as 309%, is shown according to theoretical analyses and validated by finite element method (FEM). 
Furthermore, the maximum strain of the proposed design is examined to ensure reliability of application 
devices. Except for the approach to compressibility based on maximum strain analyses, the bended wrinkle 
structure is taken as a laminate with geometrical imperfections and buckling analyses are conducted to obtain 
the critical buckling loads, consequently another evaluation criterion for compressibility is established. It is also 
revealed that the stretchability can be further enhanced by bonding the two ends of the structure to another pre-
strained compliant basal substrate, though the pre-strain for the basal substrate is restricted by the 
compressibility. In the current work, an alternative to existing planar wavelike layout designs is presented and 
the results obtained offer important design guidelines for future applications. 
 



Jianghong Xue, Fusong Jin, Jianwen Zhang, Ping Li, Fei Xia, Jiachu Xu, Renhuai Liu and Hong Yuan (Institute 
of Applied Mechanics, School of Mechanics and Construction Engineering, Jinan University, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong, 510632, China), “Post-buckling induced delamination propagation of composite laminates with bi-
nonlinear properties and anti-penetrating interaction effects”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 
148-161, 1 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.082 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a unique theoretical analysis for the multiple failures of in-plane loaded 
composite laminates containing a through-width delamination. Under the action of the in-plane load, the 
delaminated laminates undergo first post buckling failure, then delamination propagation. The anti-penetrating 
contact effect occurred at the interfaces of the delamination is identified by analyzing the local transverse 
deformation and is incorporated into the multiple failure stages. Based on von Karman nonlinear geometric 
relationships, the post-buckling equilibrium path of the delaminated laminates characterized by the in-plane 
load vs deflection amplitude curves is solved. Expression of energy release rate is derived from variational 
principles as the summation of the products of shear forces and deflection slopes at the delamination fronts. 
With the available solutions from post-buckling analysis, threshold to initiate the delamination to propagate is 
computed according to Griffith fracture criterion and is calculated for different delamination conditions by 
developing Matlab program. It is found that the delaminated laminate undergoes a consistently macroscopic 
deflection with microscopic local buckles on the interfaces of the delamination. For all cases, Mode I 
delamination propagation can never occur due to the contact behavior. Instead, Mode II delamination 
propagation prevails regardless of the delamination size and position. The analysis presented in this paper 
accounts for nonlinear geometric deformation, nonlinear constitutive behavior and anti-penetrating interaction 
effects and identifies multiscale deformation modes involved in different failure mechanisms, thereby 
demonstrates the latest research idea for the current frontier problems. 
 
De Chen, Lin Jing and Fei Yang (Primarily from: State Key Laboratory of Traction Power, Southwest Jiaotong 
University, Chengdu, 610031, China), “Optimal design of sandwich panels with layered-gradient aluminum 
foam cores under air-blast loading”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 169-186, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.125 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response and design optimization of clamped sandwich panels comprising two 
aluminum alloy face-sheets and a layered-gradient closed-cell aluminum foam core subjected to air-blast 
loading were examined in this study. The numerical approach was first validated by blast test results of 
sandwich panels with monolithic aluminum foam cores, and then the dynamic responses of layered-gradient 
core sandwich panels were briefly discussed in terms of deflection response and energy absorption. Two 
surrogate model methods (i.e., response surface method – RSM, and radial basis function – RBF) were adopted 
to construct objective response functions, and the single-objective adaptive response surface method (ARSM) 
and multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) were used for the defined optimization problem. The 
optimization results show the trade-off relationships among the maximum energy absorption, minimum 
structural mass and minimum deflection, and the advantage of “Pareto front” in such design circumstances. 
Furthermore, the applicability and accuracy of RSM and RBF agent models in the multi-objective design 
optimization (MDO) of sandwich panels with layered-gradient foam cores under air-blast loading were also 
compared and revealed. 
 
A.I.Aria and M.I. Friswell (First author is from: Tabriz University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Tabriz, Iran), “A nonlocal finite element model for buckling and vibration of functionally graded nanobeams”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 233-246, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.071 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a nonlocal (strain-driven) finite element model is presented to examine the free 
vibration and buckling behaviour of functionally graded (FG) nanobeams on the basis of first-order shear 
deformation theory (FSDBT). The proposed beam element has five nodes and ten degrees of freedom. The 
material properties of the FG nanobeam are assumed to vary in the thickness direction according to the power-
law form. The stretching-bending coupling effect is eliminated by employing the neutral axis concept. 
Governing equations are deduced with the aid of Hamilton's principle. Buckling loads and natural frequencies 
are calculated for different nonlocal coefficients, boundary conditions (BCs), power-law indices, and span-to-
depth ratios. The accuracy of the proposed element is verified by comparing with available benchmark results in 
the literature. 



 
Yaoyao Ye, Weidong Zhu, Junxia Jiang, Qiang Xu and Yinglin Ke (State Key Laboratory of Fluid Power and 
Mechatronic System, School of Mechanical Engineering, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, 310027, China), 
“Computational modeling of postbuckling behavior of composite T-stiffened panels with different bonding 
methods”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 247-256, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.137 
ABSTRACT: This study concerns a computational model for the postbuckling failure mechanism of composite 
T-stiffened panels with different bonding methods. The model is then validated against the available 
experiments and excellent agreement is obtained. Further, the model is used to predict the postbuckling 
behavior of the stiffeners co-cured, co-bonded, and secondary bonded to the skin, where the new separation 
phenomenon including margin cohesive failure, local debonding, and global debonding are captured. Moreover, 
a parametric study is also carried out to investigate the effect of skin-stiffener interface energy and strength on 
the postbuckling response of composite panels. The numerical results show that the bonding method has little 
effect on the uniaxial compressive stiffness of the composite T-stiffened panel, but influences the collapse load 
and failure process by affecting the skin-stiffener interface behavior. Besides, the collapse load and the failure 
mode are influenced by the ratio of the interface strength to the interlaminar shear strength. The fiber failure 
location and shape of load-shortening curve are affected by the ratio of the interface energy to the interlaminar 
fracture energy. 
 
O. Polit, C. Anant, B. Anirudh and M. Ganapathi (First author is from: LEME, UPL, Univ. Paris Nanterre, 50 
rue de Sevres, 92410, Ville d’Avray, France), “Functionally graded graphene reinforced porous nanocomposite 
curved beams: Bending and elastic stability using a higher-order model with thickness stretch effect”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 310-327, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.074 
ABSTRACT: Here, the investigation of thick functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced porous 
nanocomposite curved beams is carried out considering the static bending and elastic stability analyses based on 
a higher-order shear deformation theory accounting for through-thickness stretching effect. The formulation is 
general through which different theories can be realized for various structural applications of beam. The 
governing equations are developed using the Hamilton's principle and are solved by introducing the Navier's 
solutions. The formulation is firstly assessed considering problems for that results are available in the literature. 
The performance of various theories is compared here for the selected problems. The structural characteristics 
of curved beam, constituting of porous metal foam and graphene platelets as nanofillers for reinforcement, are 
evaluated considering different dispersion patterns for the graphene and porosity, shallowness of the curved 
beam, thickness ratio, and platelet geometry. The deflection and stress variations in the thickness direction of 
the beam are also examined. 
 
Ngoc-Duong Nguyen, Trung-Kien Nguyen, Thuc P. Vo, Thien-Nhan Nguyen and Seunghye Lee (First author is 
from: Faculty of Civil Engineering, Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology and Education, 1 Vo Van 
Ngan Street, Thu Duc District, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “Vibration and buckling brhaviours of thin-
walled composite and functionally graded sandwich I-beams”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 
414-427, 1 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.033 
ABSTRACT: The paper proposes a Ritz-type solution for free vibration and buckling analysis thin-walled 
composite and functionally graded sandwich I-beams. The variation of material through the thickness of 
functionally graded beams follows the power-law distribution. The displacement field is based on the first-order 
shear deformation theory, which can reduce to non-shear deformable one. The governing equations of motion 
are derived from Lagrange's equations. Ritz method is used to obtain the natural frequencies and critical 
buckling loads of thin-walled beams for both non-shear deformable and shear deformable theory. Numerical 
results are compared to those from previous works and investigate the effects of fiber angle, material 
distribution, span-to-height's ratio, and shear deformation on the critical buckling loads and natural frequencies 
of thin-walled I-beams for various boundary conditions. 
 
J. Daniel Ronald Joseph, J. Prabakar and P. Alagusundaramoorthy (First author is from: Corrosion and Material 
Protection Division, CSIR-Central Electrochemical Research Institute, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu, India), 
“Experimental studies on through-thickness shear behavior of EPS based precast concrete sandwich panels with 



truss shear connectors”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 446-456, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.030 
ABSTRACT: Effective use of building materials for achieving sustainable construction is of prime importance 
today due to fast depletion of the natural resources by the construction industries for obtaining raw materials 
and aggregates. Precast insulated concrete sandwich panels (CSPs) consisting of two reinforced concrete 
wythes, an Expanded Poly-Styrene (EPS) core and truss-type shear connectors can be considered as an 
innovative construction material for acting as load bearing walls and floors in building systems. The two wythes 
are connected by the shear connectors through the EPS core for transferring shear forces (henceforth called as 
through-thickness shear) between the wythes and achieving composite action in the panels. In this paper, details 
of experimental studies conducted on small-scale precast CSP specimens under through-thickness shear loading 
are presented. The major parameters considered in the experimental program were the thickness of EPS core, 
gap between the wythes (in CSPs without EPS core), presence/absence of EPS core and number of shear 
connector lines. The effect of the major parameters on the failure mode, through-thickness shear strength, load 
vs relative displacement (between top and bottom wythes) behavior and load vs strain behavior of the CSPs are 
presented and discussed. The test results indicate that the through-thickness shear strength and behavior of the 
CSPs are significantly influenced by the parameters considered. Reduction in thickness of the EPS core and 
presence of the EPS core improved the through-thickness shear strength of the CSPs. 
 
Jorge Alberto Palacios and Rajamohan Ganesan (Department of Mechanical, Industrial and Aerospace 
Engineering, Concordia University, 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal, Quebec, H3G 1M8, Canada), 
“Dynamic response of carbon-nonotube-reinforced-polymer materials based on multiscale finite element 
analysis”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 497-508, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.039 
ABSTRACT: Nanocomposites are preferred over conventional materials because of their superior mechanical 
properties. Studies need to be carried out, especially on the dynamic response of the composite material. The 
objective of the present work is to study the dynamic response of Carbon-Nanotube-Reinforced-Polymer 
(CNRP) material by developing a 3D multiscale finite-element model of the Representative Volume Element 
(RVE) of the composite material to determine its dynamic properties, in terms of its natural frequencies and 
damping properties. A computational model consisting of a Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube (SWCN), an 
interface region and the polymer matrix is constructed for this purpose. The SWCN is modeled as a space frame 
structure by using the Morse potential and as a thin shell model based on Donnell's Shell Theory. The polymer 
matrix is modeled with the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy to calculate its non-linear response and the interface 
region is modeled via van der Waals links based on the Lennard-Jones Potential. The natural frequencies of 
CNRP are compared with the natural frequencies of the polymer matrix. A relation between damping ratio and 
natural frequencies is then obtained. Finally, the analysis of harmonic response is conducted to characterize the 
effects of the SWCN reinforcement in the polymer material. 
 
Parvez Alam, Dimitrios Mamalis, Colin Robert, Christophe Floreani and Conchur M. O. Bradaigh (School of 
Engineering, Institute for Materials and Processes, The University of Edinburgh, UK), “The fatigue of carbon 
fibre reinforced plastics – A review”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 166, pp 555-579, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.016 
ABSTRACT: Engineering structures are often subjected to the conditions of cyclic-loading, which onsets 
material fatigue, detrimentally affecting the service-life and damage tolerance of components and joints. Carbon 
fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) are high-strength, low-weight composites that are gaining ubiquity in place of 
metals and glass fibre reinforced plastics (GFRP) not only due to their outstanding strength-to-weight 
properties, but also because carbon fibres are relatively inert to environmental degradation and thus show 
potential as corrosion resistant materials. The effects of cyclic loading on the fatigue of CFRP are detailed in 
several papers. As such, collating research on CFRP fatigue into a single document is a worthwhile exercise, as 
it will benefit the engineering-readership interested in designing fatigue resistant structures and components 
using CFRP. This review article aims to provide the most relevant and up-to-date information on the fatigue of 
CFRP. The review focuses in particular on defining fatigue and the mechanics of cyclically-loaded composites, 
elucidating the fatigue response and fatigue properties of CFRP in different forms, discussing the importance of 
environmental factors on the fatigue performance and service-life, and summarising the different approaches 
taken to modelling fatigue in CFRP. 



Zhonggang Wang (School of Traffic & Transportation engineering, Central South University, Changsha, 
Hunan, China), “Recent advances in novel metallic honeycomb structure”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 166, pp 731-741, 1 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.011 
ABSTRACT: Innovative honeycomb-based structures have been paid substantial attention in recent years due 
to their superb mechanical performances and specific functions. The presented study made acomprehensive 
overview on the development of the innovative honeycomb-based structures in the past two decades, including 
filled-type, embedded, tandem, hierarchical, auxetics with Negative Poisson's Ratio (NPR), etc. Mechanical 
performances of these structures were commented with advantages and disadvantages, related on their 
geometric configurations, mechanical performance and dynamic response, respectively. The challenges as well 
as future directions were also analyzed. The achievements provide significant guidelines in designing of new 
generation light-weight honeycomb-based structures. 
 
Zhonggang Wang, Zhendong Li and Wei Xiong (School of Traffic & Transportation Engineering, Central 
South University, Changsha, Hunan, China), “Numerical study on three-point bending behavior of honeycomb 
sandwich with ceramic tile”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 63-70, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.108 
ABSTRACT: Honeycomb sandwich structures have been extensively investigated in the past decades. A kind 
of innovative honeycomb sandwich with ceramic tile (ceramic sandwich), was investigated here for its bending 
behavior by using finite-element model implemented in Abaqus/Explicit code. In our studies, a series numerical 
simulations of three-point bending were carried out for the ceramic sandwich and conventional aluminum 
honeycomb sandwich. Their numerical models were validated by experiments. As confirmed that the ceramic 
tile largely enhances the stiffness of the structure, which contributes a lot to the promotion of the bending 
resistance capacity. Parametric studies were performed to further investigate the effects brought from the 
ceramic tile and honeycomb core in terms of changing the thickness of ceramic tile, the thickness of honeycomb 
wall, the length of honeycomb cells. It was found that the bending performance heavily relay on the geometric 
configuration of the present sandwich panel. In addition, the ceramic sandwich with reinforced honeycomb core 
also shows better mechanical behavior in the simulation. All these achievements provide more likelihood of 
designing composited high-performance sandwich. 
 
Adnan Kefal, Kazim Ahmet Hasim and Mehmet Yildiz (First author is from: Naval Architecture and Ocean 
Engineering, Istanbul Technical University, Maslak-Sariyer, 34469, Istanbul, Turkey), “A novel isogeometric 
beam element based on mixed form of refined zigzag theory for thick sandwich and multilayered composite 
beams”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 100-121, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.11.102 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a highly accurate, computationally efficient, and novel isogeometric beam 
element, named as IG-RZT(m), whose formulation is derived by using the kinematic assumptions and “a priori” 
transverse-shear stress continuity conditions of mixed form of the refined zigzag theory, known as RZT(m). 
Both the displacement field and geometry of the beam is approximated by using non-rational B-spline 
(NURBS) basis functions and the element accommodates only four degrees-of-freedom at each control point. 
Since the present formulation incorporates isogeometric analysis into the RZT(m) theory, it provides various 
advantages for displacement and stress analysis of thin/thick composite beams such as high-order continuity 
representation and simple mesh refinement. Furthermore, the utilization of RZT(m) theory within the current 
beam formulation enables the calculation of nonlinear transverse-shear stress variations through the thickness of 
highly anisotropic beams without any post-processing. Various numerical analysis are performed to validate the 
accuracy of the IG-RZT(m) element and its wide range of applicability including beams with a resin-rich 
damage zone. Comparisons with analytic solutions and high-fidelity finite element models demonstrate the 
superior accuracy and practical applicability of the present formulation, especially making the IG-RZT(m) 
element as an attractive candidate for modelling delamination initiation and propagation in composite 
structures. 
 
Qingping Sun, Guowei Zhou, Haiding Guo, Zhaoxu Meng, Zhangxing Chen, Haolong Liu, Hongtae Kang and 
Xuming Su (First author is from: Jiangsu Province Key Laboratory of Aerospace Power System, College of 
Energy and Power Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, China), “Failure 
mechanisms of cross-ply carbon fiber reinforced polymer laminates under longitudinal compression with 



experimental and computational analyses”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 147-160, 15 June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.041 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the failure mechanisms of cross-ply laminates subjected to longitudinal 
compressive loading. A sequence of failure initiation and propagation process is observed based on optical 
microscopy images of failed specimens. Specifically, the failure process in the cross-ply laminates involves a 
combination of four failure mechanisms: fiber kinking, delamination, matrix cracking, and fiber/matrix 
splitting. We find that the kink-bands in the middle 0° plies of the cross-ply laminates most often show a wedge 
shape and the angle of matrix cracks in the 90° plies is slightly larger than that of pure 90° plies. The reason has 
been attributed to the constraining effects by the adjacent plies. The next focus of this study is to propose hybrid 
micro-macro models to more systematically study the failure mechanisms of the cross-ply laminates. We show 
that these models accurately predict the combined failure modes of the cross-ply laminates and enable us to 
closely investigate the interactions of different failure mechanisms. More importantly, the hybrid models 
achieve great computational efficiency compared to full-scale microstructural models. The combined 
experimental and computational analyses presented here provide a new level of understanding of the kink-band 
morphology and damage mechanisms in the cross-ply laminates. 
 
Ghazaleh Soltanieh, Mohammad Z. Kabir and M. Shariyat (Primarily from: Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran), “Improvement of the dynamic 
instability of shallow hybrid composite cylindrical shells under impulse loads using shape memory alloy wires”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 167-179, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.040 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the prevention of a probable instability after a sudden change in deformation 
of thin shallow cylindrical composite panels under impulse loads is pursued using embedded super-elastic SMA 
wires. A novel and practical framework is proposed to analyze these panels according to the precisely 
determined super-elastic function of the shape memory alloys. The suggested phase transformation algorithm 
can deal with the existing deficiencies in the modeling of the super-elastic behaviors. The governing equations 
of motion are obtained based on a matrix form of the energy equilibrium, using Sanders’ shell theory, and 
including the in-plane and rotary inertia effects. The resulting nonlinear finite element formulation is 
programmed in FORTRAN language to solve the time-dependent equations by the Newmark-beta numerical 
time-integration approach. The Budiansky-Roth criterion is used to determine the stability thresholds of the 
structures by detecting the abrupt and unexpected deformations under the suddenly imposed transverse 
concentrated load. Effects of imposing loads with different time durations, types, and characteristics, various 
amounts of the pre-tension, different viscous damping and volume fractions of the SMA are examined in order 
to determine the dynamic instability strength of the hybrid composite cylindrical shells and the resulting 
deformations in a fully non-linear solution. The large magnitudes of the pre-tension loads can change the 
instability performance of the structures under even small loads. In this study, the viscous damping of the host 
composite panels is ignored in comparison to the energy absorption due to the hysteresis loops of the stress-
strain transformation diagrams of the SMA wires. 
 
Maciej Kulpa and Tomasz Siwowski (Department of Roads and Bridges, Rzeszow University of Technology, 
Rzeszow, Poland), “Stiffness and strength evaluation of a novel FRP sandwich panel for bridge redecking”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 207-220, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.004 
ABSTRACT: The objective of the research described in the paper was the structural development of a FRP 
composite bridge deck intended for manufacturing and application in road bridges in Poland, mainly for 
redecking the deteriorated bridge slabs. The appropriate shape of the sandwich bridge deck panel, its overall 
structure, constituent materials and the associated cost-effective manufacturing technology were determined 
following a comprehensive analysis of the similar solutions recently developed worldwide. In the first stage 
three different small-scale deck panel prototypes were designed and fabricated, assuming the various core 
configuration of the sandwich structure. Based on manufacturing tests and initial static tests the feasibility and 
stiffness of all prototypes were assessed to select the optimal deck solution in terms of material, structure and 
technology. In the second stage of the research a full-size 2.0 × 5.0 m bridge deck panel was designed taking 
into account the bridge loading according to Eurocode 1. The full-size bridge deck prototype was subjected to a 



series of static load tests simulating the relevant load. The tests confirmed the appropriate stiffness and load 
carrying capacity of the novel FRP bridge deck panel, quite similar to performance characteristics of other FRP 
bridge decks implemented worldwide. However, the necessary technological and research works on the novel 
sandwich bridge deck panel in order to increase its safety level were also outlined. 
 
Kulmani Mehar and Subrata Kumar Panda (First author is from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, MITS, 
Madanapalle, Andra Pradesh, 517325, India), “Theoretical deflection analysis of multi-walled carbon nanotube 
reinforced sandwich panel and experimental verification”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 317-
328, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.058 
ABSTRACT: In this article, the influence of the multi-walled carbon nanotube reinforcement on the stiffness of 
sandwich curved panel is examined theoretically via deflection analysis and compared with own experimental 
data for the verification of accuracy. The nanotube-reinforced sandwich structural panel model is derived 
theoretically using the higher-order polynomial functions and displacement finite element steps adopted for the 
numerical solution purpose. The structural stiffness values are measured from the deflection resistance of the 
theoretical structural model by computing the structural equilibrium equation with the help of an own 
customized MATLAB code. Firstly, the numerical solution accuracy and the corresponding reliability of the 
present solutions are cross-checked through the element sensitivity including the comparison test. Further, the 
multi-walled carbon nanotube reinforced sandwich plate is fabricated for the required experimentation including 
the mechanical as well as the material characterization. Finally, the validity of theoretically predicted deflection 
data of sandwich structure demonstrated by comparing with the own experimental results. In addition, the effect 
of various design parameters on the stiffness behavior of the own fabricated sandwich construction is computed 
using the proposed theoretical model and discussed in detail. 
 
Hongliang Tuo, Zhixian Lu, Xiaoping Ma, Chao Xhang and Shuwen Chen (Primarily from: School of 
Aeronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, 710072, China), “An experimental and numerical 
investigation on low-velocity impact damage and compression-after-impact behavior of composite laminates”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 329-341, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.043 
ABSTRACT: This study investigated the damage and failure mechanism of composite laminates under low-
velocity impact and compression-after-impact (CAI) loading conditions by numerical and experimental 
methods. Ultrasonic C-scan, DIC and SEM methods were combined to give a new and deep insight of damage 
evolution and failure mechanisms in composite laminates. A novel three-dimensional damage model based on 
continuum damage mechanics was developed to investigate the impact and CAI behavior with consideration of 
both interlaminar delamination damage and intralaminar damage. The maximum-strain failure criterion and an 
improved three-dimensional Puck criterion, which was physically-based, were employed to capture the 
initiation of fiber and matrix damage respectively and a bi-linear damage constitutive relation was used for 
characterization of damage evolution. The interlaminar delamination damage was simulated by the interfacial 
cohesive behavior. Good correlation between numerical and experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness 
and rationality of the proposed numerical model. The effects of impact energy level and multiple impacts were 
discussed. 
 
M. Tarfaoui, M. Nachtane and A. El Moumen (ENSTA Bretagne, IRDL-UMR CNRS 6027, F-29200, Brest, 
France), “Energy dissipation of stitched and unstitched woven composite materials during dynamic 
compression test”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 487-496, 15 June 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.023 
ABSTRACT: Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar is one of the main methods used to characterize the dynamic 
behaviour of composite materials. In this study, we performed several impact tests for unstitched (2DWC) and 
stitched (3DWC) woven composites in order to obtain a reliable comparison between dynamic properties of 
these materials. On the other hand, an energetic study was carried out during these tests to draw up the energy 
balance and to quantify the energy dissipation. The impact energy is the kinetic energy of the striker bar and it 
is the total energy quantity available at the beginning. At the interface bar/sample, some of this energy is 
absorbed by the specimens and can cause plastic deformation or damage in a different form, which can lead to 
heat generation. The remaining energy corresponds to the reflected and transmitted energy and can be 
determined from the measured deformation profile. The test results shows that stitch reinforcement can increase 



resistance in comparison with the standard composite. Moreover, the existence of Z-fibres made the fracture 
more complex and caused several characteristic phenomena, so that the required fracture energy for crack 
propagation was increased. Stitching does not improve the damage initiation strength but significantly prolongs 
the duration of the crack propagation phase. 
 
Vladimir Stojanovi, Marko D. Petkoi and Jian Deng (Primarily from: Department of Civil Engineering, 
Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, P7B 5E1, Canada), “Stability of parametric vibrations of an 
isolated symmetric cross-ply laminated plate”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 631-642, 15 June 
2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.041 
ABSTRACT: The stochastic stability of parametric vibrations of an isolated symmetric cross-ply laminated 
plate system is investigated in this paper. The mechanical model of the plate system is given as a symmetric 
cross-ply laminated plate viscoelastically connected with two additional thin plates in order to satisfy necessary 
isolation (mechanical, thermal, acoustical, etc.) or structural requirements. Several important applications of the 
model are given in the introduction of the study. The investigated model is new and the adapted procedure is 
based on the analytical determination of the variable stability conditions as a consequence of the plate system 
being under the influences of the in-plane stochastic forces. The dynamic equilibrium equations are derived on 
the basis of the first-order shear deformation theory for laminated plates and Kirchhoff-Love plate theory for 
thin external plate-isolators. The stochastic stability of the coupled system, under parametric excitation of white 
noise, is investigated analytically through the moment Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov exponents. The 
system of stochastic differential equations of motion is decoupled by using the contact transformation method. 
Then an intensive analytical procedure is continued through the perturbation method which is used in order to 
obtain the explicit asymptotic expressions for these exponents for the class of problems with three-degrees-of-
freedom stochastic systems. The moment, almost-sure stability boundaries and critical excitation are presented 
and discussed for varying system parameters. The influences of the laminated plate parameters, damping 
coefficients and spectral density are taken into consideration in numerical examples. It is shown that thin plate-
isolators could improve stochastic stability performances of composite laminated plates. 
 
Hongxia Zhang, Bingbing Wang, Ailing Feng, Na Zhang, Zirui Jia, Zhengyong Huang, Xuehua Liu and 
Guanglei Wu (Primarily from: Institute of Materials for Energy and Environment, State Key Laboratory of Bio-
fibers and Eco-textiles, College of Materials Science and Engineering, Qingdao University, Qingdao 266071, 
PR China), “Mesoporous carbon hollow microspheres with tunable pore size and shell thickness as efficient 
electromagnetic wave absorbers”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 690-699, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.055 
ABSTRACT: Carbon hollow microspheres with a uniform mesoporous shell (PCHMs) were designed and 
fabricated using a template-assistant method followed by a pyrolysis-etching process. Through tuning the 
pyrolysis temperature, PCHMs with various pore size and shell thickness can be obtained. In particular, the 
PCHMs carbonized at 650 °C (PCHMs-650) are composed of a mesoporous shell (thickness: 52 nm) and an 
interior void of 153 nm, endowing the materials with large surface area of 925.9 m2/g. The unique core-shell 
structure generated by carbon shell and void core is critical for the attenuation capability of EM energy. The 
composites containing 20 wt% PCHMs-650 exhibit favorable microwave absorbing performance with the 
minimum reflection loss (RLmin) of −39.4 dB at 3.6 mm. The broadest effective absorption bandwidth (EAB) can 
extend to 5.28 GHz (9.68–14.96 GHz) at only 2.6 mm. It is believed that PCHMs can be used as a promising 
absorber with lightweight, impressive bandwidth and strong absorption efficiency. 
 
Ahmad Reza Ghasemi, Masood Mohandes, Rossana Dimitri and Francesco Tornabene (First author is from: 
Department of Solid Mechanics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Kashan, Iran), 
“Agglomeration effects on the vibrations of CNTs/fiber/polymer/metal hybrid laminates cylindrical shell”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 700-716, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.028 
ABSTRACT: This work studies the agglomeration effect of continuously graded single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs) on the vibration of SWCNTs/fiber/polymer/metal laminates cylindrical shell. The strain-
displacement relations are applied according to the Kirchhoff Love's first approximation shell theory, whereas 
the dimensionless frequencies of the structure are obtained by means of the beam modal function model. Fiber, 



carbon nanotubes (CNTs), polymer matrix and metal are four phases constituting the agglomerated 
CNTs/fiber/polymer/metal laminate (CNTFPML) cylindrical shell. In the first step, we introduce the CNTs 
randomly within the matrix, such that the volume fraction can be assumed to be continuously graded in the 
thickness direction. We determine the effect of the CNTs agglomeration on the elastic properties of CNT-
reinforced composites, by means of the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka approach here applied on an equivalent fiber. In 
the second step, the fiber is introduced as reinforcement phase in the CNT-reinforced composite. Finally, the 
adhesive fiber prepreg is combined with the thin metal layers. Thus, we study the sensitivity of the vibration 
behavior of the cylindrical shell to the following input parameters, namely: the CNTs agglomeration and 
distribution, the mass and volume fractions of the fiber, the boundary condition and lay-ups. 
 
Karthik Ram Ramakrishnan, Sandra Gueard, Laurent Maheo, Krishna Shankar and Philippe Viot (Primarily 
from: Arts et Métiers ParisTech, I2M, CNRS UMR 5295, F-33405, Talence, France), “A new method for the 
study of parabolic impact of foam-core sandwich panels”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 167, pp 717-
727, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.062 
ABSTRACT: Lightweight sandwich panels with composite facesheets and foam core have high impact energy 
absorption capability and are widely employed in multifunctional applications such as aircraft and marine 
structures. The dynamic behaviour of sandwich panels is typically studied for impact loading at normal angle of 
incidence but the structures are more frequently loaded at some oblique angle or with a complex tri-dimensional 
trajectory in real engineering situations. The damage area and damage modes for these trajectories are 
significantly different and it is not sufficient to study only normal impacts. There are well established 
experimental protocols for normal or oblique impact tests using devices like the drop tower, but impacts with 
complex trajectory are difficult to characterise experimentally. In this paper, a Gough-Stewart platform with six 
degrees of freedom has been modified to develop an original tri-dimensional impact device called Hexapod. 
The trajectory is defined to an impactor attached to the seventh jack of the Hexapod to study the response of 
sandwich plates to impact loading with complex trajectories. The applicability of the newly developed device is 
demonstrated by studying parabolic impact with different trajectories on sandwich plates with Kevlar facesheets 
and Rohacell foam core. The time history of vertical and horizontal components of force is measured using tri-
axial load cell and strain history is obtained from Digital Image Correlation of a high speed camera images. The 
results of the parabolic impact show the importance of shear behaviour of the foam in the progression of 
damage in the sandwich panels. Additionally, the response of the sandwich panels to parabolic impact was 
simulated numerically using explicit finite element code LS-DYNA. The results of the FE model are compared 
with experimental data in terms of the force history and strain contours. 
 
Sumeet Chakraborty, Tanish Dey and Rajesh Kumar (Primarily from: Department of Civil Engineering, Indian 
Institute of Technology (ISM), Dhanbad, 826004, India), “Stability and vibration analysis of CNT-reinforced 
functionally graded laminated composite cylindrical shell panels using semi-analytical approach”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 1-14, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.051 
ABSTRACT: The present paper examined the buckling, postbuckling and vibration characteristics of pre-
buckled and post-buckled laminated CNT reinforced composite (CNTRC) cylindrical shell panel made up of 
single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and isotropic matrix. The effective material properties of CNTRC 
panel are computed using extended rule-of mixture (ROM) method. Higher order shear deformation theory 
(HSDT) with von Kármán type of nonlinearity is adopted to model the CNTRC cylindrical shell panel. Four 
different boundary conditions are considered. Besides uniform loading, different types of non-uniform in-plane 
load distribution such as triangular, trapezoidal, parabolic and partial edge loadings are considered. The internal 
stress distribution within the shell panel due to applied non-uniform loadings is evaluated by prebuckling 
analysis. Subsequently, via Hamilton's principle the governing partial differential equations of CNTRC 
laminated cylindrical shell panel are derived. Employing Galerkin's method and by neglecting the inertia terms 
the partial differential equations are reduced to a set of non-linear algebraic equation for the static problem. 
However, for dynamic problem the partial differential equations are converted to a set of ordinary differential 
equations. Beside parametric study the obtained numerical results from the present semi-analytical study 
illustrates the effects of CNT volume fraction, CNT dispersion profile, non-uniform load distribution and 
boundary conditions on the stability and vibration characteristics of CNTRC cylindrical panel. 
 



Jing Zhao, Qingshan Wang, Xiaowei Deng, Kwangnam Choe, Rui Zhong and Cijun Shuai (First author is from: 
School of Mechanical Engineering and Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110819, PR China), 
“Free vibrations of functionally graded porous rectangular plate with uniform elastic boundary conditions”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 106-120, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.044 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the free vibrations of functionally graded porous (FGP) rectangular plate with 
uniform elastic boundary conditions is investigated by means of an improved Fourier series method (IFSM). It 
is assumed that the distributions of porosity are uniform or non-uniformly along a certain direction and three 
types of the porosity distribution are considered, among which material property of two non-uniform porous 
distributions was expressed as the simple cosine. The size of the pore in a rectangular plate is determined by the 
porosity coefficients. Using the first-order shear deformation theory(FSDT), the energy expression of FGP 
rectangular plate is created. In order to obtain the admissible function of displacement for functionally graded 
porous rectangular plate, the IFSM is employed. Then, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to solve coefficients in 
the Fourier series which determine natural frequencies and modal shapes. Convergence and comparative 
research are performed to prove the convergence, reliability and accuracy of the current method. On this 
foundation, some new results covering the influence of the geometrical parameters subject to classical and 
elastic boundary condition are presented, and the parametric studies are also investigated in detail, which can 
provide a reference for future research by other researchers. 
 
Mengqian Sun, Diane Wowk, Christopher Mechefski and Il Yong Kim (Primarily from: Department of 
Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6, Canada), “An analytical 
study of the plasticity of sandwich honeycomb panels subjected to low-velocity impact”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 121-128, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.071 
ABSTRACT: A new analytical modelling method for the study of low-velocity impact response in honeycomb 
sandwich panels with metallic face-sheets is proposed by using Hamilton's principle. A modified Lagrange's 
function for this model is then proposed by extending the application of Hamilton's principle from elastic bodies 
to face-sheets with plasticity. The internal physical mechanism in the system is proved to be reasonable by 
comparing the energy converting history with published data. This study advances the understanding of the role 
of face-sheet plasticity in low-velocity impact response of honeycomb sandwich panels by having the ability to 
incorporate either the energy absorption from elastic deformation or the energy dissipation from plastic 
deformation of the face-sheet depending on the severity of the damage state in the dented region. The predicted 
maximum deflection and impact force history are compared with published experimental and finite element 
results, and lower and upper bounds of the maximum dent depth are obtained. 
 
Ariff Farhan Mohd Nor, Mohamed Thariq Hameed Sultan, Mohammad Jawaid, Ahmad Mustafa Rayney Azmi 
and Ain Umaira Md Shah (Primarily from: Department of Aerospace Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, 
UPM, 43400, UPM Serdang, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia), “Analysing impact properties of CNT filled 
bamboo/glass hybrid nanocomposites through drop-weight impact testing, UWPI and compression-after-impact 
behaviour”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 166-174, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.061 
ABSTRACT: The addition of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in natural fibre based hybrid composites as filler to 
enhanced low velocity impact (LVI) and compression after impact (CAI) properties of composites are not 
explored by researchers in literature. In this study, we examined the effect of using multi-walled carbon 
nanotube material (MWCNT) as nanofillers in LVI followed by ultrasonic wave propagation imaging (UWPI) 
to visualize the impacted damage and CAI properties of bamboo/glass fibre hybrid composites. Hybrid 
composites containing 0.5% weight fractions of CNTs were compared with the control hybrid composites. The 
experimental results revealed that adding CNTs into the hybrid composites show less energy absorption, 
improved peak force, and increased deflection at maximums of 9.21%, 36.23% and 26.06% respectively in 
terms of LVI properties. Furthermore, smaller damage size was detected by non-destructive approach for 
CNTs/hybrid composites as compared to the controls. A maximum of 23.67% increment on CAI strength 
obtained by addition of CNTs into hybrid composites. We concluded that addition of CNTs into bamboo/glass 
hybrid composites improved impact and after-impact properties. 
 



Zheng Zhao, Bei Zhang, Fengnian Jin, Jiannan Zhou, Hailong Chen and Hualin Fan (Primarily from: State Key 
Laboratory for Disaster Prevention & Mitigation of Explosion & Impact, Army Engineering University of PLA, 
Nanjing, 210007, China), “BFRP reinforcing hierarchical stiffened SMC protective structure”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 195-203, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.091 
ABSTRACT: To improve the anti-blast ability of sheet molding compound (SMC) protective structure, basalt 
fiber reinforced polymers (BFRPs) are applied to strengthen SMC and improve its stiffness and strength. To 
simultaneously guarantee the overall and local rigidities, the panel adopts hierarchical orthogrid-stiffened 
structure. Explosion experiments were carried out to reveal the blast resistance of the BFRP reinforced SMC 
door. With much lighter mass, the BFRP-SMC protective door exhibits excellent anti-balst ability and would be 
an ideal substitute for metallic or concrete protective doors. Equivalent method based on identical volume and 
mode superposition was adopted to build dynamic theory of blast-loaded hierarchical stiffened panels. 
Equivalent static load method was adopted to predict the maximum displacement of the blast-loaded panel. 
These two methods are reliable and provide simple ways to design hierarchical stiffened composite protective 
structures. 
 
Yijie Liu, Shengkai Su, Huaiwei Huang and Yingjing Liang (Primarily from: School of Civil Engineering, 
Guangzhou University, Guangzhou, 510006, PR China), “Thermal-mechanical coupling buckling analysis of 
porous functionally graded sandwich beams based on physical neutral plane”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 168, pp 236-242, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.063 
ABSTRACT: Porosity of functionally graded materials (FGMs) is usually aroused by fabrication defects. It had 
been proven that the porosity has a significant influence on the static responses of their structures, but the 
effects of porosity on buckling behaviors are still worth investigating. To reveal these effects, the thermal-
mechanical coupling buckling issue of a clamped-clamped porous FGM sandwich beam is investigated in this 
paper by employing the high-order sinusoidal shear deformation theory. The modified Voigt mixture rule is 
used to approximate the temperature-dependent material properties of porous FGMs. The physical neutral plane 
of FGM sandwich beams is taken into account to reflect the actual condition of the structures and simplify the 
calculation. The thermal environments are considered as uniform, linear and nonlinear temperature rises, and 
both the temperature-independent and temperature-dependent material properties are discussed in order to 
justify the importance of the thermal-mechanical coupling effect. An iterative algorithm is used to solve the 
thermal-mechanical coupling critical buckling temperature. The present theoretical results are verified by 
comparing with the literature and ABAQUS results, and the effects of porosity, the physical neutral plane, 
gradient index, material temperature dependence, sandwich structural parameters are discussed. Results show 
that for buckling issue excluding the pre-buckling deformation effect, considering either the physical neutral 
plane or the geometrical middle plane of FGM beams would produce alike critical buckling temperatures. With 
the rise of porosity, the critical temperature increases greatly, which is quite different from the changing rule 
observed in the buckling issue of inplane-loaded porous FGM plates in literature. The beam with a smaller face-
to-core ratio is more sensitive to the change in porosity. Moreover, to improve the thermal buckling load of 
FGM beams, ceramic constituents with the lower thermal expansion coefficient would be preferred. 
 
Bishweshwar Babu and B.P. Patel (Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, 
New Delhi, 110016, India), “A new computationally efficient finite element formulation for nanoplates using 
second-order strain gradient Kirchhoff’s plate theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 302-311, 
1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.12.066 
ABSTRACT: The strain gradient nonlocal theory is important to include the size effects of nanostructures in 
classical continuum theory with the corresponding development of computationally efficient numerical tool 
such as finite elements for the analysis of such structures with different boundary conditions. However, there is 
no literature on the finite element formulation of second-order strain gradient elastic plates. The weak form of 
the governing equation of motion of the Kirchhoff nanoplate using second-order positive/negative strain 
gradient nonlocal theories requires C2 continuity of transverse displacement. In this paper, a new 
computationally efficient nonconforming finite element formulation for the modelling of nanoplates using 
second-order positive/negative strain gradient nonlocal theories is presented. The performance of the developed 
finite element is compared with conforming finite element for rectangular isotropic Kirchhoff nanoplates with 
different boundary conditions. Analytical solution for static bending, free vibration, and buckling under biaxial 
in-plane compressive loading are also obtained for rectangular all edges simply supported isotropic Kirchhoff 



nanoplate for the comparison purpose. The nonconforming element is found to be computationally more 
efficient than the conforming element with better accuracy and convergence rate. The negative strain gradient 
model predicts results matching with the experimental results available in the literature. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Masoud Kiani and Timon Rabczuk (Primarily from: Department of Solid Mechanic, Faculty 
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Kashan, Kashan, 87317-51167, Iran), “Application of nonlocal strain 
gradient theory to size dependent bending analysis of a sandwich porous nanoplate integrated with 
piezomagnetic face-sheets”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 320-333, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.057 
ABSTRACT: Bending analysis of a sandwich plate is studied in this paper based on first order shear 
deformation theory and nonlocal strain gradient theory. The sandwich nanoplate is including a porous core and 
two piezomagnetic facesheets. It is assumed that nanoplate is resting on Pasternak's foundation. Power law 
function is used to describe change of porosity along the thickness direction. To account size dependency, 
nonlocal strain gradient theory is employed to predict this behavior. The principle of virtual work is used to 
derive governing equations in terms of primary functions. A nonlocal parameter and a strain gradient parameter 
are employed to describe both stiffness reduction and stiffness enhancement of nanoplates. The analytical 
solution is presented to solve seven governing equation using Navier’s solution. The numerical results are 
presented to evaluate the effect of various distribution of porosities, porosity volume fraction, nonlocal and 
strain gradient parameter, electric and magnetic potentials, geometrical characteristics, and parameters of 
foundation on the results of problem. 
 
Elsa Piollet, Edith Roland Fotsing, Annie Ross and Guilhem Michon (Primarily from: CREPEC, École 
Polytechnique, Dep. Mechanical Engineering, P.O. Box 6079, Station Centre-Ville, Montréal, Québec, H3C 
3A7, Canada), “High damping and nonlinear vibration of sandwich beams with entangled cross-linked fibres as 
core material”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 353-366, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.029 
ABSTRACT: This article investigates the use of a recently developed fibrous core material to increase vibration 
damping in sandwich beams. The entangled cross-linked fibre (ECF) material is made of short carbon fibres 
cross-linked with epoxy resin. Dry friction between fibres provides energy dissipation when the material is 
deformed. Previous measurements on the material are post-processed to provide a simplified viscoelastic 
description of the material, for an easier interpretation of subsequent structural testings. Two sandwich beams 
are compared with reference honeycomb beams: a sandwich beam with an ECF core, and a hybrid beam with a 
honeycomb core and an ECF insert. Steady-state tests are performed on both types of beams to obtain their 
frequency responses for different excitation levels, and the corresponding apparent loss factors are computed. 
The beam with a full ECF core shows an apparent loss factor more than ten timess higher than the reference 
honeycomb beam. The hybrid sandwich beam provides an apparent loss factor four times higher than the 
reference honeycomb beam. All beams exhibit nonlinear softening responses consistent with a dry friction 
phenomenon in the material: the resonance frequencies decrease with increasing excitation amplitude, and 
damping increases then decreases again at very high amplitudes while remaining largely superior to that of the 
honeycomb beams. Transient impact testings are also presented for a qualitative comparison of the ECF and 
reference beams, and the ECF beams lead to shorter decay times compared to the reference beams. 
 
A.G. de Miguel, A. Pagani and E. Carrera (MUL2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy), “Free-edge stress fields in generic laminated composites via 
higher-order kinematics”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 375-386, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.047 
ABSTRACT: The present work introduces a numerical approach for the study of the free-edge effects that arise 
in generic laminated composites with arbitrary geometries. The model is based on the use of a higher-order 
beam theory that employs only displacement unknowns over the cross-section domain, the so-called Lagrange 
expansion (LE). This allows for the representation of arbitrary sections of laminated structures through a two-
dimensional distribution of mathematical domains, accounting for layerwise (LW) kinematics and high 
refinements towards the free edges. Subsequently, the finite element method (FEM) is employed to solve the 
problem along the laminate's length, thus enabling the user to introduce arbitrary boundary conditions. 
Benchmark solutions of the free-edge stresses in symmetric laminates under extension, bending and twisting are 



included to assess the model. Then, new solutions of a composite C-section beam made of an asymmetric 
lamination are provided. 
 
Mohammad Arefi and Timon Rabczuk (First author is from: Department of Solid Mechanic, Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Kashan, Kashan, 87317-51167, Iran), “A nonlocal higher order shear 
deformation theory for electro-elastic analysis of a piezoelectric doubly curved nano shell”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 168, pp 496-510, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.065 
ABSTRACT: Nonlocal higher order electro-elastic bending analysis of a piezoelectric doubly curved nano shell 
is studied in this paper based on nonlocal elasticity theory and third order shear deformation theory. Nonlocal 
piezo-elasticity relations are used for size-dependent analysis of the piezoelectric structure. One can conclude 
that combination of important theories such as Reddy's shear deformation theory, nonlocal piezoelasticity 
theory to a more complicated structure such as doubly curved shells leads to an important and novel work in 
context of mechanical engineering. The kinematic relations are used based on third order shear deformation 
theory of Reddy. The doubly curved piezoelectric nano shell is subjected to transverse loads and applied 
voltage. In addition, the structure is resting on Winkler-Pasternak foundation. The governing equations of 
nonlocal electro-elastic bending are derived based on principle of virtual work. The nonlocal electro-elastic 
bending results of doubly curved nano shell are investigated using Navier's method. Influence of nonlocal 
parameter, applied electric potential, Winkler and Pasternak's parameters of foundation is studied on the 
mechanical and electrical components of the piezoelectric doubly curved nano shell. 
 
A.H. Sofiyev (Suleyman Demirel University, Cunur, 32260 Isparta, Turkey), “Corrigendum to: “About an 
approach to the determination of the critical time of viscoelastic functionally graded cylindrical shells”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 156, pp 156-165, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.059 
In the above article, published in Volume 156, pages 156–165 of Composites Part B Engineering, some 
typographical errors (erratum) have been identified in Eqs. (15), (16), (19)–(24) and (34), (36), (37). . .  
 
Arshad Hussain Khan and Badri Prasad Patel (First author is from: Mechanical Engineering Department, AMU 
Aligarh, Aligarh, India), “Nonlinear periodic response of bimodular laminated composite annular sector plates”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 169, pp 96-108, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.061 
ABSTRACT: The steady state non-linear response of bimodular composite laminated annular sector plates is 
investigated using the field consistent eight-noded finite element based on the first-order shear deformation 
theory and Bert's constitutive model. The periodic forced response is obtained using the modified shooting 
method and arc-length/pseudo arc-length continuation techniques. Within a shooting cycle, the solution of the 
governing equation is obtained using Newmark's time integration coupled with Newton Raphson method. The 
effects of bimodularity, geometric nonlinearity, boundary conditions, load amplitude, lamination scheme and 
sector angle on the response characteristics are presented. Significantly large difference in the peak amplitudes 
is predicted with and without geometric nonlinearity. The higher harmonic contributions in the steady state 
displacement/stresses are demonstrated using frequency spectra and phase plane plots. Through the strain 
energy plots, the participation of even and odd order harmonics is correlated to the quadratic and cubic restoring 
forces in a cycle. The total number of degrees of freedom for converged results is 805 for CCCC and 865 for 
CSCS/SCSC plates resulting in a system seldom treated in the literature on nonlinear steady state periodic 
response and the results presented may serve as reference for validation of approximate solutions. 
 
T.P. Mohan and K. Kanny (Composite Research Group (CRG), Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Durban University of Technology, Durban, South Africa), “Compressive characteristics of unmodified and 
nanoclay treated banana fiber reinforced epoxy composite cylinders”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
169, pp 118-125, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.071 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work was to prepare a natural fiber reinforced composite product by using 
nanoparticle technique method. Nanoclay particles were infused into the banana fiber and these modified 
banana fibers were then reinforced in epoxy polymer composites. A short banana fiber reinforced epoxy 
polymer composite cylinder was prepared by resin impregnation method, and the compressive, tensile, 
interfacial and energy absorption characteristics were studied. The properties of nanoclay infused banana fiber 



reinforced composites were compared with alkaline (NaOH) treated and untreated banana fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites. It was observed that the nanoclay infused banana fiber composites has resulted in 17%, ∼2 
times and 43% improved compressive yield stress, modulus and strength when compared with untreated banana 
fiber reinforced epoxy composite cylinder. However, nanoclay infusion induces brittleness into the fiber 
affecting the elongational properties. Tensile, flexural and short beam properties show that the reinforcement 
effect of nanoclay was higher in flexural and short-beam modes when compared with tensile mode, due to 
higher level of surface interaction of nanoclay particles in flexural and short-beam modes. About 2 times 
improved energy absorption properties were obtained in nanoclay infused banana fiber reinforced epoxy 
composites when compared with untreated banana fiber reinforced epoxy composites. Microscopy examination 
revealed that the nanoclay infusion in fiber improved fiber-matrix interfacial and load transfer characteristics 
leading to the higher level of property improvement in nanoclay infused banana fiber reinforced epoxy 
composites. The outcome of the result suggest that the nano-technique is very much useful and can be simply 
applied onto the natural fibers to realize the potential application of these materials. 
 
Chien H. Thai, A.J.M. Ferreira and P. Phung-Van (First author is from: Division of Computational Mechanics, 
Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “Size dependent free vibration analysis of multilayer 
functionally graded GPLRC microplates based on modified strain gradient theory”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 169, pp 174-188, 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.02.048 
ABSTRACT: In this study, for the first time, a size dependent computational model based on the modified 
strain gradient theory (MSGT) and higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) for free vibration analysis of 
multilayer functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite (FG GPLRC) microplates is proposed. 
To capture size effects of microstructures, three material length scale parameters (MLSPs) are considered and 
used. The effective Young's modulus for each layer of the FG GPLRC microplate is computed according to the 
Halpin–Tsai model, while the effective density and Poisson's ratio are computed by the rule of mixtures. Four 
different types of graphene platelets (GPLs) distributions, which are either uniform or functionally graded (FG), 
are considered. The principle of virtual work is used to derive discretize governing equations which are then 
solved by an isogeometric analysis (IGA). In addition, thank to continuous higher-order derivatives of NURBS 
basis functions in IGA, it is suitable for a numerical implementation of the present size dependent model within 
required third-order derivatives in the weak form. Besides, the present size dependent model can be recuperated 
into the modified couple stress theory model (MCST) or classical HSDT model when two or all MLSPs in the 
theory are taken equal to zeros, respectively. The rectangular and circular FG GPLRC microplates with 
different boundary conditions, distributed types of GPLs and MLSPs are exampled to evaluate natural 
frequencies. Numerical results have shown that the difference of the natural frequency predicted by the MSGT, 
the MCST and classical HSDT are large when the plate thickness approaches the MLSPs, however, this 
difference decreases with a rise of the plate thickness. 
 
E. Ruocco and J.N. Reddy (First author is from: Department of Engineering, University of Campania “L. 
Vanvitelli”, Aversa (Ce), Italy), “A closed-form solution for buckling analysis of orthotropic Reddy plates and 
prismatic plate structures”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 169, pp 258-273, 15 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.015 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical solution for elastic buckling problems of thick, composite 
prismatic plates subjected to uniaxial or biaxial compressive loads. Based on Reddy's third-order shear 
deformation theory and the Green-Lagrange deformation measure, the governing equations and natural 
boundary conditions of the plate are derived using Hamilton's principle, and solved analytically using the 
Navier and Levy-type solution methods. 
A large number of configurations are analyzed, and the effects of geometric and material properties on the 
buckling of both isotropic and orthotropic prismatic plates, as well as transversely anisotropic sandwich plates, 
are determined with a reduced computational effort. A comparison with results available in the literature, also 
determined by considering alternative plate models, shows the accuracy of the proposed approach. 
 



Marzio Grasso, Yigeng Xu, Amit Ramji, Gang Zhou, Zndreas Chrysanthou, George Haritos and Yong Chen, 
“Low-velocity impact behaviour of woven laminate plates with fire retardant resin”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 171, pp 1-8, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.04.023 
ABSTRACT: The understanding of the damage mechanisms for woven laminate plates under low-velocity 
impact is challenging as the damage mechanisms at the interface of adjacent layers are dominated by the fibre 
architecture. This work presents an experimental investigation of the behaviour of woven glass and carbon fibre 
composite laminates in a matrix of fire retardant resin under low-velocity impact. The performance is evaluated 
in terms of damage mechanisms and force time history curves. Six impact energy levels were used to test 
standard plates to identify the type of damage observed at various energy levels. Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) along with C-scans were used to characterise the damage. It has been observed that in woven 
composites, the damage occurs mostly between the fibre bundles and matrix. As the impact energy increases, 
the failure involves extended matrix cracking and fibre fracture. Moreover, due to the fibre architecture, both 
the contact forces between bundles of fibres and stretching of the bundles are responsible for the dominant 
matrix cracking damage mode observed at the low-impact energy level. As the impact energy increases, the 
damage also increases resulting in fibre fracture. The experimental evidence collected during this investigation 
shows that for both the carbon fibre and the glass fibre woven laminates the low-velocity impact behaviour is 
characterised by extended fibre fracture without a noticeable sudden load drop. 
 
Yunwei Zhang, Leilei Yan, Wanbo Zhang, Pengbo Su, Bin Han and Shuxiang Guo, “Metallic tube-reinforced 
aluminum honeycombs: Compressive and bending performances”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 171, 
pp 192-203, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.04.044 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum honeycombs are widely applied in weight sensitive applications, increasing their 
specific strength and energy absorption capacity are rather important. Thin-walled metallic tube was used to 
enhance the mechanical properties of aluminum honeycomb and formed a novel tube-reinforced honeycomb 
structure. Its compressive and three-point bending performances were studied experimentally and numerically. 
Due to tube filling, the specific compressive strength, elastic modulus and energy absorption have been 
increased by 16%, 26% and 73%, and the specific bending load and stiffness increased by 42% and 62% 
respectively. The strengthen mechanism study indicated that the sum of tube and honeycomb caused the 
increase of compressive properties, and aluminum tube filling changed the stress distribution and expanded the 
stress concentration region which led to a transformation of bending failure mode. The present reinforcement 
method will make honeycomb more competitive in light-weight structure applications. 
 
A. Viglietti, E. Zappino, E. Carrera, “Analysis of variable angle tow composites structures using variable 
kinematic models”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 171, pp 272-283, 15 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.072 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a refined beam model based on the Carrera Unified Formulation for the free-
vibration analyses of variable stiffness composite laminate characterized by layers with curvilinear fibers. These 
models introduce a refined kinematic description over the cross-section to obtain a 3D displacement field. 
Taylor and Lagrange polynomials have been used to describe the cross-sectional variables that is, equivalent 
single layer and layer-wise approaches have been considered. Variable stiffness composite materials have been 
introduced considering a continuous variation of the lamination angle thanks to an ad hoc integration scheme. 
Extensive validation of the models has been performed including convergence analyses and comparisons with 
commercial codes. The results obtained using the present models have been compared with those from open 
literature considering composites with different values of thickness, lamination, and boundary conditions. The 
results show that the use of refined models is mandatory for the analysis of such structures where complex 
laminations may create strong mechanical couplings. 
 
Cosmin Stefan Roszkos, Jozef Bocko, Tomáš Kula, Juraj Šarloši, “Static and dynamic analyses of aluminum 
foam geometric models using the homogenization procedure and the FEA”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 171, pp 361-374, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.03.074 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents static and dynamic analyses of closed and open cell aluminum foam 
geometric models using the homogenization technique and the FEA. The RVE models were designed with 
regard to: the pore size, cell wall and foam porosity of aluminum foam samples. Static analyses of foam cubes 
were performed in order to obtain the elastic moduli of the analyzed models. The obtained data was afterwards 



used for the modal analyses. Two types of models: homogenized beam models and optimized-homogenized 
beam models; and three types of structures: simple beam, sandwich beam and double sandwich beam were used 
for these analyses. The purpose of the optimized-homogenized model is to save design and calculation time. 
The results showed that at lower frequencies the models (homogenized beam and optimized-homogenized 
beam) reach similar natural frequencies and mode shapes. At higher frequencies the geometric shape and the 
geometric flaws have a big influence on the results. 
 
Levent Kirkayak, Deniz Bilgili, Mesut Kirca, “Energy dissipation characteristics of covalently-bonded 
stochastic carbon nanotube networks under compressive loading”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 172, 
pp 195-205, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.022 
ABSTRACT: In this study, energy dissipation characteristics of covalently-bonded stochastic carbon nanotube 
(CNT) networks are comprehensively studied by means of molecular dynamic simulations. A previously-
developed stochastic algorithm is used to generate three distinct numerical specimens which are subjected to 
two cycles of compression and relaxation for three different compression ratios with varied strain rates. One of 
the significant findings obtained in this study demonstrates that covalently-bonded stochastic CNT networks 
exhibit hysteretic stress – strain relationships and dissipate a significant portion of the energy absorbed during 
compression. Furthermore, it is observed that the hysteretic behavior of the covalently-bonded stochastic CNT 
network is enhanced by increasing the strain rate. Hence, the amount of energy dissipated by the covalently-
bonded stochastic CNT network increases as the strain rate increases. 
 
Mehnaz Rasool, M.K. Singha, “Stability behavior of variable stiffness composite panels under periodic in-plane 
shear and compression”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 172, pp 472-484, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.031 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic stability characteristics of variable stiffness composite plates under periodic in-plane 
loads are investigated here using a shear-deformable sixteen-node plate bending element. The modal 
transformation technique is used to reduce the equations of motion for the flexural vibration problem of a 
rectangular panel into a set of Mathieu-Hill equations. The diagonal and off-diagonal dominance of the 
parametric coefficient matrix is studied for the representative cases of in-plane loading, i.e., periodic 
compression/shear in presence or absence of static compression for the isotropic and composite plates. The 
multi-modal response (participating and accompanying modes) of the shear panels under periodic edge traction 
is demonstrated through the time history analysis. Then, the method of multiple scales is used to identify the 
dynamic instability regions corresponding to the simple (single mode flexural vibration) or combination (two 
mode flexural vibrations) type of resonances in various (isotropic and laminated composite made of straight or 
curvilinear fibers) shear panels, for which results are not available in the literature. 
 
Mirmeysam Rafiei Anamagh, Bekir Bediz, “Three-dimensional dynamics of functionally graded and laminated 
doubly-curved composite structures having arbitrary geometries and boundary conditions”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 172, pp 533-546, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.087 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the dynamics of doubly-curved functionally graded and laminated 
composite structures with arbitrary geometries and boundary conditions. Integral boundary value problem is 
obtained following an energy-based approach where the strain energy of the structure is expressed using three-
dimensional elasticity equations. The effective properties of functionally graded materials can be described 
based on Mori–Tanaka or theory of mixtures methods. To simplify the domain of the problem, coordinate 
transformations are applied to map the curved structure into a straight one; and furthermore, a one-to-one 
mapping technique is applied to map the (complex) curved geometry to a master geometry in the case of 
composites with arbitrary geometries. Then, the integral boundary value problem is discretized by means of 
Gauss–Lobatto sampling and solved using the three-dimensional spectral-Tchebychev approach. In this method, 
the system matrices are calculated through the exact evaluation of differentiation and integration operations 
using the derived Tchebychev matrix operators. Finally, if necessary, to impose the essential boundary 
conditions on the boundary value problem and to assemble multiple layers, the projection matrices approach is 
used. Various case studies including (i) doubly-curved structures, (ii) doubly-curved laminated composites and 
(iii) doubly-curved laminated composite structures with arbitrary geometries are analyzed. In each case study, 
to present the accuracy/precision of the developed solution technique, the predicted (non-dimensional) natural 
frequencies and mode shapes are compared to those obtained using either a commercial finite element software 



and/or to those found in literature. It is shown that the developed three-dimensional spectral-Tchebychev 
solution technique enables accurately and efficiently capturing the vibration behavior of doubly-curved 
laminated composite structures having arbitrary geometries under different boundary conditions. 
 
Roshan Lal, Chinika Dangi, “Thermomechanical vibration of bi-directional functionally graded non-uniform 
timoshenko nanobeam using nonlocal elasticity theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 172, pp 724-742, 
1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.076 
ABSTRACT: The vibrational behavior of bi-directional functionally graded non-uniform Timoshenko 
nanobeam under linear and nonlinear temperature profiles has been investigated using first order shear 
deformation theory together with Eringen's nonlocal elasticity theory. The mechanical properties of beam 
material are assumed to be temperature dependent and temperature variation is applied across the thickness. The 
material composition varies according to a power-law distribution in thickness direction and as an exponential 
function in axial direction. Non-uniformity of beam's cross-section is along thickness and width both. The 
governing differential equations for such a beam model have been obtained using Hamilton's energy principle 
and numerically solved for different combinations of clamped, simply supported and free boundary conditions, 
namely, clamped-clamped, clamped-simply supported, simply supported-simply supported and clamped-free 
employing generalized differential quadrature method. The effect of temperature profiles, cross-sectional non-
uniformity, functionally gradient indices along the thickness and length, slenderness ratio together with 
nonlocal parameter have been studied on the vibration characteristics of nanobeam for the first three modes of 
vibration and all the boundary conditions. Results have been validated with published work. 
 
Nam V. Nguyen, Jaehong Lee, H. Nguyen-Xuan, “Active vibration control of GPLs-reinforced FG metal foam 
plates with piezoelectric sensor and actuator layers”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 172, pp 769-784, 1 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.060 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates free vibration and dynamic responses of smart FG metal foam plate 
structures reinforced by graphene platelets (GPLs). We then analyze active control of FG metal foam plates 
with piezoelectric sensor and actuator layers. To provide numerical solution of underlying problems, we 
develop a computational approach based on a generalized Co-type higher-order shear deformation theory (C0-
HSDT) polygonal finite element formulation (PFEM), which is suitable for modeling both thick and thin plates. 
To enhance accuracy of solution, we use in PFEM quadratic serendipity shape functions in combination with a 
generalized Co-HSDT. The FG core layers are constituted by combining between two porosity distributions and 
three GPL dispersion patterns distributed along the plate's thickness while two piezoelectric layers are perfectly 
bonded on the both bottom and top surfaces of host plate. The mechanical displacement field is approximated 
based on Co-HSDT while the electric potential distribution through the thickness for each piezoelectric layer is 
assumed to be a linear function. For active control, a constant velocity feedback scheme is employed through a 
closed loop control with piezoelectric sensors and actuators. The effect of the porosity coefficient, weight 
fraction of GPLs on the plate's behaviors with various porosity distributions and GPL dispersion patterns are 
evidently demonstrated through numerical examples. 
 
Daisuke Miyashiro, Hisao Taira, Kazuo Umemura, “Vibration analysis of single-stranded DNA-wrapped 
single-walled carbon nanotubes using finite element method”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 173, 
Article 106896, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.05.107 
ABSTRACT: We analyzed the vibration characteristics of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)1 wrapped 
with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) using the finite element method. The SWCNT model was calculated from 
the 1st-bending mode of 0.98 GHz to the radial breathing mode of 10.2 THz under free boundary conditions. 
The natural frequency of the SWCNTs was consistent with the well-known Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, and 
with the experimental relationship between the wave number and diameter of the SWCNTs. Additionally, the 
vibration modes and conditions for coupling with the 1st-bending mode of the ssDNA-SWCNTs were obtained 
under vacuum and water conditions. 
 



Abdikarim Idiris Nour, Esra Mete Güneyisi, “Prediction model on compressive strength of recycled aggregate 
concrete filled steel tube columns”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 173, Article 106938, 15 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106938 
ABSTRACT: The design of composite members consisting of a tubular column and in-filled conventional 
concrete has been available and well-defined in the provisions. However, for steel tube members filled with 
recycled aggregate concrete, there aren't any other special requirements in the current provisions. In this study, 
the experimental test results are used to model and evaluate the ultimate strength of axially loaded recycled 
aggregate concrete filled steel tube columns. The test specimens has a length to diameter ratio ranging from 2.0 
to 3.5, indicating that they are the stub column and not failing in overall buckling. The proposed model was 
derived based the technique of gene expression programming. The database utilized contains a total of 97 test 
results. The predictor variable employed to generate the model are outer diameter, thickness and yield strength 
of steel tube, length of the column, recycled coarse aggregate replacement ratio, and concrete compressive 
strength. The experimental data and associated analytical model are examined by four widely used design codes 
of ACI, Eurocode 4, AIJ, and DL/T. A sensitivity statistical analysis is further conducted to assess the 
contributions of each parameter affecting the axial capacity. The outcome indicates that the developed model 
gives reasonable predictions of the axial capacity of recycled aggregate concrete filled circular steel tube stub 
columns compared to the existing expressions. 
 
Majid Ghadiri, S. Hamed S. Hosseini, “Parametric excitation of Euler–Bernoulli nanobeams under thermo-
magneto-mechanical loads: Nonlinear vibration and dynamic instability”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
173, Article 106928, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106928 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear vibration behavior and dynamic instability of Euler–Bernoulli nanobeams under 
thermo-magneto-mechanical loads is the main objective of present paper. Firstly, a short Euler–Bernoulli 
nanobeam is modeled and exposed to an external parametric excitation. Based on the nonlocal continuum 
theory and nonlinear von Karman beam theory, the nonlinear governing differential equation of motion is 
derived. Secondly, to transport the partial differential equation to the ordinary differential equation, Galerkin 
method is applied. Then, multiple scales method, as an analytical approach, is used to solve the equation. At the 
end, modulation equation of Euler–Bernoulli nanobeams is obtained. Then, to evaluate the dynamic instability 
of the system, trivial and nontrivial steady-state solutions are discussed. Emphasizing the effect of parametric 
excitation, for considering the instability regions, bifurcation points are studied and investigated. As a results, it 
can be observed that the damping coefficient plays an effective role as well as parametric excitation in stability 
and frequency response of the system. 
 
Farzad Ebrahimi, Ali Dabbagh, “Vibration analysis of multi-scale hybrid nanocomposite plates based on a 
Halpin-Tsai homogenization model”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 173, Article 106955, 15 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106955 
ABSTRACT: An analytical answer to the natural vibration problem of a composite plate consisted of multi-
scale hybrid nanocomposites, is presented here for the first time. In this paper, the constituent material of the 
structure is made of an epoxy matrix which is reinforced by both macro- and nano-size reinforcements, namely 
carbon fiber (CF) and carbon nanotube (CNT). The effective material properties like Young's modulus or 
density are derived utilizing a micromechanical scheme incorporated with the Halpin-Tsai model. To present a 
more realistic problem, the plate is placed on a two-parameter elastic substrate. Then, on the basis of an energy-
based Hamiltonian approach, the equations of motion are derived using the classical theory of plates. Finally, 
the governing equations will be solved analytically to obtain the natural frequency of the system's oscillation. 
Afterward, the normalized form of the results will be presented to put emphasis on the impact of each parameter 
on the dimensionless frequency of nanocomposite plates. It is worth mentioning that the effects of various 
boundary conditions on the frequency of the plate are covered, too. To show the efficiency of presented 
modeling, the results of this article are compared to those of former attempts. Numerical results declare that 
plates fabricated from the hybrid nanocomposites can endure higher frequencies compared with those consisted 
of conventional composites. 
 



Zhaochao Li, Ronglu Wang, Yizheng Chen, “Theoretical and numerical analyses of the structural stability of 
the pipe-grout-liner system with a crown void subjected to external pressure”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 173, Article 106944, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106944 
ABSTRACT: The thin-walled polymer liner is widely used to rehabilitate the deteriorated underground pipe. 
Although the liner is installed close-fitting in the lining procedure, an annular shrinkage gap is inevitable 
between the liner and the pipe. The grouting technique is commonly employed to eliminate the small gap and 
often results in a small crown void between the liner and the pipe. Therefore, a pipe-grout-liner system 
generates. This paper focuses on the structural stability of the pipe-grout-liner system with a crown void 
subjected to external pressure. It is found that the radially-inward out-of-roundness imperfection results in a 
single-lobe deformation and the radially-outward out-of-roundness imperfection results in a double-lobe 
deformation, respectively. The critical buckling pressure is derived and obtained theoretically, and then verified 
by developing a two-dimensional finite element model. The numerical result shows very close agreement with 
the analytical solution and other closed-form expressions for both single-lobe and double-lobe cases, 
respectively. Finally, the effect of the crown void is examined. It is found that the system with a small crown 
void can sustain the same buckling pressure as the perfectly-confined liner without void. However, a significant 
reduction of the critical buckling pressure was observed when the crown void is larger than the small size level. 
 
F. Cornacchia, N. Fantuzzi, R. Luciano, R. Penna, “Solution for cross- and angle-ply laminated Kirchhoff nano 
plates in bending using strain gradient theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 173, Article 107006, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107006 
ABSTRACT: The static analysis of Kirchhoff nano plates subjected to uniformly (UDL) and sinusoidally (SSL) 
distributed load is computed. The strain gradient nonlocal theory has been employed in order to involve the size 
effects of nanostructures in classical continuum theory. The governing equation of motion of Kirchhoff in weak 
form are applied to nano plates, involving second-order strain gradient nonlocal theory. Thus, the obtained 
partial differential equations have an increased order of derivation respect to the classical theory, from the 
fourth to the sixth. The displacements are carried out following the Navier procedure for simply supported 
boundary conditions. Isotropic and antisymmetric orthotropic laminates, both cross- and angle-ply are studied, 
for different layouts involving different material properties. Dimensionless outcomes in terms of transverse 
displacements, and normal and shear stresses, are given to changing aspect ratio and non local ratio, also 
making a comparison with the classical theory. 
 
Debabrata Gayen, Rajiv Tiwari, D. Chakraborty, “Static and dynamic analyses of cracked functionally graded 
structural components: A review”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 173, Article 106982, 15 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106982 
ABSTRACT: Performances of conventional fiber reinforced composites are challenged in thermomechanical 
loading, when development of interlaminar stresses at the interface becomes the weakest link of the 
components. Development of functionally graded materials (FGMs) could lead to the reduction of such 
interlaminar failures, especially at high temperature applications. Therefore, these FGMs have a huge potential 
for use in many structural applications, particularly under thermomechanical loading. There has been a large 
number of works already reported on FGM components, starting from manufacturing to stress analysis of such 
components. Cracks in such FGM components may develop due to variety of reasons during service and need to 
be addressed while analyzing the performances of such components. This paper reviews the progress made till 
date on the analysis of structural components made of FGMs with a special emphasis on the analysis of cracked 
FGM components. In view of the potential use of components made of FGMs in a wide range of applications, it 
is important to understand the state of the art in this area. This paper thus provides a critical review of works 
reported in this area with an objective of providing the key challenges and future scopes of development in the 
direction of analysis of such structure for assessing safety in the presence of cracks. 
 



Mohammed Sobhy and Mohammad Alakel Abazid (Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Faculty of 
Science, King Faisal University, P.O. Box 400, Hofuf, 31982, Saudi Arabia), “Dynamic and instability analyses 
of FG graphene-reinforced sandwich deep curved nanobeams with viscoelastic core under magnetic field 
effect”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 174, Article 106966, 1 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106966 
ABSTRACT: Based on the nonlocal strain gradient theory, the effect of an axial magnetic field on the free 
vibration and mechanical buckling responses of an FG graphene-reinforced sandwich deep curved nanobeam 
with viscoelastic core embedded in a viscoelastic medium is elucidated in this paper. The curved beam is also 
assumed to be exposed to axial external compressions. The volume fraction of the constituents of the composite 
face layers are presumed to be functionally graded through the thickness according to a layer-wise law. The 
material properties are calculated in the framework of Halpin-Tsai micromechanical scheme. Lorentz magnetic 
force is deduced employing electro-dynamic Maxwell's relations for a conducting body. According to a refined 
shear and normal deformations curved beam theory, the motion equations are introduced in the polar 
coordinates. Analytical solutions are obtained for the natural frequencies and critical buckling load of the 
viscoelastic sandwich curved nanobeams. By comparing the present results with the available data in the 
literature, the developed formulations are validated. Furthermore, other several numerical examples are 
performed to show the effects of different parameters including viscoelastic core thickness, magnetic field, 
structural and foundation damping factor, opening angle and graphene concentration on the frequency and 
buckling load of the viscoelastic sandwich curved beams. 
 
Davoud Shahgholian-Ghahfarokhi and Gholamhossein Rahimi (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Tarbiat 
Modares University, Tehran, 14115-111, Iran), “Buckling analysis of composite lattice sandwich shells under 
uniaxial compression based on the effective analytical equivalent approach”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 174, Article 106932, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.106932 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new effective equivalent analytical approach is presented to compute the global 
buckling of composite lattice sandwich shells under uniaxial compression based on the first-order shear 
deformation theory (FSDT). The lattice core was transformed into a solid skin, as the middle skin of the 
sandwich shell by considering the transverse shear strains and the new force and moment effect analysis on the 
selected unit cell. The equivalent stiffness of the composite lattice sandwich shells is then calculated by 
superimposing the stiffness contribution of outer, middle and inner skins. Using the FSDT and Rayleigh-Ritz 
method, the related eigenvalue equations are solved, and the critical buckling load is obtained. Furthermore, a 
3D finite element model is built using ABAQUS software for validation. For various test examples with 
different slenderness ratio, outer/inner thickness and ply stacking sequence, stiffener thickness and the number 
of unit cells, the efficiency and accuracy of the presented equivalent approach are confirmed by comparing the 
obtained results with FE and other work results. It is shown that for thick sandwich shells, the use of FSDT for 
determining their critical buckling load is necessary, more suitable and can give high computational efficiency. 
 
Phuc Pham Minh (1) and Nguyen Dinh Duc (2) 
(1) Faculty of Basic Sciences, University of Transport and Communications, 03 Cau Giay Street, Dong Da, 
Hanoi, Viet Nam 
(2) Infrastructure Engineering Program, VNU Hanoi, Vietnam-Japan University, Luu Huu Phuoc Street, My 
Dinh 1, Hanoi, Viet Nam 
“The effect of cracks on the stability of the functionally graded plates with variable-thickness using HSDT and 
phase-field theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 175, Article 107086, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107086 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the stability in a rectangular functionally grade material (FGM) plate with central 
crack is studied. The plate thickness is changed exponentially following the length of the plate. The properties 
of the FGM plate are assumed to vary along the thickness direction according to a simple power law 
distribution. Based on the phase-field theory, the new third order shear deformation plate theory (TSDT) and the 
finite element method (FEM), the stability of cracked FGM plate is determined. The obtained numerical results 
are compared with the published articles to ensure credibility. The work also considered effects of changing of 
the plate thickness ratio, length, crack angle and volume fraction exponent of the functionally graded material 
on the stability of the plate. Lastly, some visual images of the mechanical instability forms of cracked FGM 
plates will be introduced. 



 
Sunil Waddar (1), Jeyaraj Pitchaimani (1), Mrityunjay Doddamani (1) and Ever Barbero (2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal, India 
(2) Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, West Virginia University Morgantown, WV, 26506-6106, USA 
“Buckling and vibration behaviour of syntactic foam core sandwich beam with natural fiber composite facings 
under axial compressive loads”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 175, Article 107133, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107133 
ABSTRACT: An experimental study of buckling and dynamic response of cenosphere reinforced epoxy 
composite (syntactic foam) core sandwich beam with sisal fabric/epoxy composite facings under compressive 
load is presented. Influence of cenosphere loading and surface modification on critical buckling load and natural 
frequencies of the sandwich beam under compressive load is presented. The critical buckling load is obtained 
from the experimental load-deflection data while natural frequencies are obtained by performing experimental 
modal analysis. Results reveal that natural frequencies and critical buckling load increase significantly with fly 
ash cenosphere content. It is also observed that surface modified cenospheres enhance natural frequencies and 
critical buckling load of the sandwich beam under compressive load. Vibration frequencies reduce with increase 
in compressive load. Fundamental frequency increases exponentially in post-buckling regime. Experimentally 
obtained load-deflection curve and natural frequencies are compared with finite element analysis wherein 
results are found to be in good agreement. 
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“Stability analysis of an electrically cylindrical nanoshell reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 175, Article 107125, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107125 
ABSTRACT: Due to a rapid development of process manufacturing, composite materials with graphene-
reinforcement have obtained so much commercially notices in the promoted engineering applications. With this 
regard, the critical voltage and frequency characteristics of a graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) composite 
cylindrical nanoshell coupled with the piezoelectric actuator (PIAC) are investigated. The material properties of 
piece-wise graphene-reinforced composites (GNPRCs) are assumed to be graded through the thickness direction 
of a cylindrical nanoshell and are estimated based on a nanomechanical model. For the first time, the current 
study is considering the effects of the piezoelectric layer, GNPRC and size-effects on the natural frequency and 
critical voltage of the GNPRC cylindrical nanoshell coupled with PIAC. The governing equations and boundary 
conditions have been developed using minimum potential energy, and have been solved with the aid of 
generalized differential quadrature (GDQM). In addition, because of the piezoelectric layer, Maxwell's equation 
is derived. The results show that piezoelectric layer, GNP distribution pattern, length scale parameter and GNP 
weight function, play important roles on the natural frequency and critical voltage of the GNP cylindrical 
nanoshell coupled with PIAC. The results of the current study are useful suggestions for the design of materials 
science, micro-electro-mechanical systems and nanoelectromechanical systems such as nanoactuators and 
nanosensors. 
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“Dynamic stability of viscoelastic porous FG nanoplate under longitudinal magnetic field via a nonlocal strain 
gradient quasi-3D theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 175, Article 107164, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107164 
ABSTRACT: This research is devoted to analyze the dynamic instability of viscoelastic porous functionally 
graded (FG) nanoplates under biaxially oscillating loading and longitudinal magnetic field using quasi-3D 
sinusoidal shear deformation plate theory as well as nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT). Modified power-
law function is developed to show the effective material properties of the porous FG nanoplate that change 



uniformly from one surface to another. The motion equations are obtained by employing Hamilton's variational 
principle. In order to calculate the unstable region of the porous FG nanoplate, Navier as well as Bolotin's 
methods are utilized. The current theories and formulations are verified by comparing the obtained results with 
those available in literature. Then, the effects of several remarkable factors like magnetic field, nonlocal 
parameter (NP), internal damping, power-law index, static load factor, aspect ratio, porosity volume index and 
length scale parameter (LSP) on the unstable region of viscoelastic porous FG nanoplates are investigated via a 
comprehensive parametric study which could be utilized as reference results in future research. The numerical 
results indicated that increasing the porosity volume index, power-law index, internal damping parameter and 
NP leads to a reduction in the pulsation frequency and thus, unstable region moves to left, whereas magnetic 
field and LSP have a reverse effect. 
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“Vibration analysis of carbon nanotubes reinforced isotropic doubly-curved nanoshells using nonlocal elasticity 
theory based on a new higher order shear deformation theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 175, 
Article 107170, 15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107170 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, three-dimensional vibrations of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) reinforced isotropic 
doubly-curved nanoshells using nonlocal elasticity theory based on a new higher-order shear deformation 
theory (HSDT) is investigated. The considering higher-order shear deformation theory is a combination of sinus 
and exponential power with cosine function which is one of the most accurate shear deformation theory. One 
can conclude that combination of important theories such as Reddy's doubly-curved shells theory, nonlocal 
elasticity theory and higher-order shear deformation theory to a more complicated structure such as doubly-
curved shells leads to important and novel work in context of mechanical engineering. The equations of motion 
and boundary conditions are derived using Hamilton's principle. The equations of motion are solved via Navier-
type, closed-form solutions. From the best knowledge of authors, it is the first time that present formulation is 
used to investigate the vibration of carbon nanotubes reinforced doubly-curved nanoshells based on a new 
higher-order shear deformation theory. Also, it is the first time that small scale effects are considered in carbon 
nanotubes reinforced doubly-curved nanoshells made of isotropic materials. The effects of mechanical 
properties, geometrical properties and the different types of CNTs on the vibration frequencies of doubly-
curved nanoshell are investigated. The comparison study is carried out to verify the accuracy of the proposed 
method. Numerical results indicate that the volume fraction and types of distribution of CNTs have considerable 
effects on the vibration characteristics of CNTs doubly-curved nanoshells. Presented results for vibrations can 
minister as benchmarks for future analysis of CNTs doubly-curved nanoshells. 
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“Mechanical properties and energy absorption of 3D printed square hierarchical honeycombs under in-plane 
axial compression”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 176, Article 107219, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107219 
ABSTRACT: Hierarchical structural design was considered as a promising approach to improve the 
performance of regular cellular materials. In this study, square hierarchical honeycombs (SHHs) were fabricated 
by employing a commercial 3D printer, and their in-plane mechanical properties and energy absorption were 
investigated. The SHHs were constructed by replacing each solid cell wall of a regular square honeycomb 



(RSH) with different numbers of smaller square substructures. In-plane quasi-static compressive tests were 
conducted on SHHs, and the effect of substructure number on the deformation mode, mechanical properties and 
energy absorption performance were studied. The results revealed that the cells of SHHs and RSH collapsed 
layer-by-layer along the loading direction, while more localized bands and damage were found for SHHs. 
Enhanced compressive strength, specific energy absorption and crush force efficiency were found for SHHs 
when compared with RSH of equal mass. Moreover, the reason for the enhancement and the effect of 
substructure number on the enhancement were also explored. In addition, analytical expressions for the Young's 
modulus and compressive strength of SHHs were developed, and the results from experiments and simulations 
were employed to verify the analytical results. This study elucidates the effect of structural hierarchy on the 
mechanical properties and energy absorption performance of regular cellular materials. 
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“A hybrid stochastic sensitivity analysis for low-frequency vibration and low-velocity impact of functionally 
graded plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 176, Article 107221, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107221 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the stochastic sensitivity analysis of functionally graded material (FGM) 
plates subjected to free vibration and low-velocity impact to identify the most influential parameters in the 
respective analyses. A hybrid moment-independent sensitivity analysis is proposed coupled with the least angle 
regression based adaptive sparse polynomial chaos expansion. Here the surrogate model is integrated in the 
sensitivity analysis framework to achieve computational efficiency. The current paper is concentrated on the 
relative sensitivity of material properties in the free vibration (first three natural frequencies) and low-velocity 
impact responses of FGM plates. Typical functionally graded materials are made of two different components, 
where a continuous and inhomogeneous mixture of these materials is distributed across the thickness of the 
plate based on certain distribution laws. Thus, besides the overall sensitivity analysis of the material properties, 
a unique spatial sensitivity analysis is also presented here along the thickness of the plate to provide a 
comprehensive view. The results presented in this paper would help to identify the most important material 
properties along with their depth-wise spatial sensitivity for low-frequency vibration and low-velocity impact 
analysis of FGM plates. This is the first attempt to carry out an efficient adaptive sparse PCE based moment-
independent sensitivity analysis (depth-wise and collectively) of FGM plates under the simultaneous 
susceptibility of vibration and impact. Such simultaneous multi-objective sensitivity analysis can identify the 
important system parameters and their relative degree of importance in advanced multi-functional structural 
systems. 
 
Moumita Sit and Chaitali Ray (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Engineering Science and 
Technology, Shibpur, Howrah, 711103, India), “Free vibration characteristics of glass and bamboo epoxy 
laminates under hygrothermal effect: A comparative approach”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 176, 
Article 107333, 1 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107333 
ABSTRACT: The present paper attempts to identify the suitability of natural fibre composite as a potential 
substitute of conventional synthetic fibre reinforced composite materials. Experimental and numerical models 
are developed to study the variation of vibration characteristics and other engineering properties of both types of 
laminates in hygrothermal environment. A finite element model based on Green–Lagrange type nonlinear third 
order shear deformation theory is developed to account for the nonlinear behaviour induced due to 
hygrothermal effect. A computer code is developed using MATLAB. The laminates are prepared in the 
laboratory by adopting vacuum bagging technique. The present numerical model is validated by comparing the 
solutions with experimental results. A comparative study in the perspective of hygrothermal effects on dynamic 
characteristics of glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) composites and bamboo mat reinforced polymer 
(BMRP) composites is carried out. The study reveals that the vibration characteristics of BMRP laminates are 
comparable to glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) laminates even in elevated temperature and moisture. 
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“Hygro-thermo-mechanical modelling of multilayered plates: Hybrid composite laminates, fibre metal 
laminates and sandwich plates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 177, Article 107388, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107388 
ABSTRACT: A new layerwise mixed model is developed for the coupled hygro-thermo-mechanical static 
analysis of multilayered plates, addressing hybrid composite laminates, fibre metal laminates and sandwich 
plates under hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings. This model is based on a mixed least-squares formulation, i.e. 
a strong form model, with a layerwise variable description for displacements, transverse stresses and in-plane 
strains, along with temperature, transverse heat flux and in-plane components of the thermal gradient, as well as 
moisture, transverse moisture flux and in-plane components of the moisture gradient, all taken as independent 
variables. This mixed formulation ensures that the interlaminar Co continuity requirements, where the material 
properties change, are fully fulfilled a priori by all independent variables. The effects of hygrothermal 
environments in the behaviour of multilayered plates are here demonstrated considering hybrid composite 
laminates, fibre metal laminates and sandwich plates with different side-to-thickness ratios under a series of 
hygro-thermo-mechanical loadings. Three-dimensional (3D) exact solutions are used to assess the results by the 
present model and some further by an alternative weak form model in the framework of Carrera Unified 
Formulation (CUF). The present model is shown to predict a highly accurate quasi-3D hygro-thermo-
mechanical description of the through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses, temperature and 
heat flux, moisture and moisture flux, all together. 
 
Zhejian Li, Wensu Chen and Hong Hao (Centre for Infrastructural Monitoring and Protection, School of Civil 
and Mechanical Engineering, Curtin University, Australia), “Functionally graded truncated square pyramid 
folded structures with foam filler under dynamic crushing”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 177, Article 
107410, 15 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107410 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic crushing responses and energy absorption of functionally graded folded structures with 
foam fillers are investigated in this study. The proposed structure consists of multiple layers of folded truncated 
square pyramid (TSP) foldcore with foam fillers added inside each unit cells and the interlayer plates to separate 
each layer of foldcore and its foam filler. The foldcores are folded using pre-patterned thin aluminium sheets. 
Two types of foam including cubic shape expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam fillers with density of 13.5, 19 and 
28 kg/m3 and rigid polyurethane (PU) foam of 35 kg/m3 with two shapes. Two sets of functionally graded 
multi-layer structures are achieved by varying the densities of EPS foam fillers (positively/negatively graded 
EPS) and varying the shapes of PU foam fillers (positively/negatively graded PU) inside each layer of TSP 
foldcore. These specimens are then crushed under 1 and 10 m/s. Under 1 m/s crushing, excellent crushing 
responses as energy absorber are observed for both negatively graded and positively graded multi-layer 
structures with low initial peak force and low fluctuation in resistance throughout deformation. Under 10 m/s 
crushing, however, positively graded structures show much more uniform load-displacement response with 
significantly reduced peak crushing force, increased energy absorption than negatively graded structures. Up to 
60% increase in specific energy absorption is shown for folded structure with positively graded PU foam as 
comparing to the uniform structure without foam filler under 10 m/s crushing. 
 
A. Gargano, R. Das and A.P. Mouritz (School of Engineering, RMIT University, 124 Latrobe Street, 
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000, Australia), “Finite element modelling of the explosive blast response of carbon 
fibre-polymer laminates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 177, Article 107412, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107412 
ABSTRACT: A finite element (FE) modelling methodology is presented to analyse the dynamic response of 
carbon fibre reinforced polymer laminates when loaded by the shock wave generated by an airborne explosive 
blast. An FE model is developed to calculate the out-of-plane deformation of laminates over the entire duration 
of an explosive blast loading event. The FE model can also predict the initiation and propagation of 
delamination cracking and ply rupture in laminates. The response of the composite target plates to explosive 



blast loading was modelled in the FE program Abaqus using an explicit solver. The explosive air blast load was 
modelled using the ConWep algorithm. The accuracy of the FE model is assessed using experimental data 
obtained from small-scale far-field and near-field explosive blast tests performed on carbon-polyester and 
carbon-vinyl ester laminates. The FE model can predict the dynamic deformation of the laminates to within an 
accuracy of ~10%. The model can also accurately determine delamination cracks and broken plies. 
 
Anton Shipsha, Stefan Hallström, Magnus Burman (KTH Royal institute of Technology, Department of 
Aeronautical and Vehicle Engineering, Teknikringen 8, SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden), “Effect of stacking 
sequence and bundle waviness in quasi-isotropic NCF composites subjected to compression”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 178, Article 107423, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107423 
ABSTRACT: The current study is focused on the compressive strength of composite materials containing non-
crimp fabric (NCF) reinforcement, and how ply stacking sequence and fibre waviness influence onset and 
growth of damage in such materials. Experiments reveal significant effects from stacking sequence, both on the 
compressive strength as such, and on the underlying failure mechanisms. The fibre waviness also has a strong 
influence on the strength. Fibre kinking is seen before ultimate failure for all configurations but some of them 
also show local delamination prior to kinking. A finite element simulation methodology is developed and used 
for the studied cases. It handles local variations of fibre orientations by corresponding re-orientation of stiffness 
matrices at element level. The simulations provide good predictions of intra- and inter-laminar failure 
considering both in-plane and out-of-plane fibre bundle waviness. The model is further used in a parametric 
study of the influence from bundle waviness on the compressive strength. 
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“Fabrication and anti-crushing performance of hollow honeytubes”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 179, 
Article 107522, 15 December 2019,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107522 
ABSTRACT: Honeytubes were architectured materials formed by the hybrid of honeycomb and lattice 
microstructures, which exhibited great energy absorption capability. In this work, thin-walled hollow 
honeytubes (HHTs) were further designed, and fabricated using different 3D printing methodologies and 
electro-chemical deposition technique. The compression results indicated that HHTs could possess smaller 
relative density and their specific strength be 2.4 and 1.5 times greater than that of solid-walled honeytubes and 
honeycombs, respectively. Geometrical effects on compressive performance of HHTs were examined, and tube 
configurations that determined the interactions with ribs were proved to be vital for the specific performance. 
Meanwhile, foam filled honeytubes could exhibit additional enhancement after properly designed. The specific 
energy absorption of HHTs especially steel HHTs was proved to have superiority among cellular materials. 
Hollow honeytubes (HHTs) in the present study had indicated the guidelines to tailor mechanical properties by 
microstructure design, which would also provide opportunities for artificial intelligence to speed up the 
development of novel materials. 
 
Zhixin Huang, Xiong Zhang and Chongyi Yang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science 
and Technology, Wuhan, 430074, Hubei, PR China), “Experimental and numerical studies on the bending 
collapse of multi-cell Aluminum/CFRP hybrid tubes”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 181, Article 
107527, 15 January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107527 
ABSTRACT: Wrapping the structures with composites and adopting multi-cell sections are two typical 
methods to improve the crashworthiness of thin-walled beams. However, the effects of combining these two 
methods on crashworthiness are not clear. This paper aims to investigate the bending collapse and 
crashworthiness of the multi-cell aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced plastic (Al/CFRP) hybrid tubes under quasi-
static and dynamic loading. Three-point bending tests are firstly conducted for the CFRP, Al and Al/CFRP 
square tubes with single or multi-cell sections. The deformation characteristics and crushing force responses of 
the tubes are analyzed, and the energy absorption performances are evaluated. The bending resistance of the Al 



tubes is increased by up to 41% attributed to the CFRP enhancement. The non-linear finite element software 
ABAQUS/Explicit is then employed to simulate the tests and help analyze the deformation mechanisms. 
Parametric studies are performed to investigate the influence of the Al wall thickness, the number of CFRP 
plies, loading velocity, partial wrapping and sectional shape on the crashworthiness of Al/CFRP tubes. Results 
show that the Al wall thickness, partial wrapping, and sectional shape have a significant influence on the 
deformation pattern and force response of Al/CFRP tubes, while the number of CFRP plies and the loading 
velocity have a relatively small influence. The specific energy absorption of Al/CFRP tubes can be increased by 
11% by introducing partial CFRP wrapping, and in all cases, the multi-cell Al/CFRP tubes outperform the 
single-cell counterparts in crashworthiness performances. 
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“Experimental investigation into static and dynamic axial crush of composite tubes of glass-fiber mat/PA6 
laminates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 181, Article 107590, 15 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107590 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the results are present of an experimental investigation into quasi-static and 
dynamic crushing responses and crashworthiness characteristics of round-hat-shaped crash tubes made with 
glass long-fiber-mat/PA6 laminates of around 45 vol%. These characteristics were explored using a high-
dynamic hydraulic test machine. The crash tubes failed by the progressive splaying mode except for some tubes 
in the quasi-static tests, which failed by the mid-length collapse mode. The specific energy absorption (SEA, 
42.0 J/g) in the quasi-static tests increased to around 52 J/g in the dynamic tests. The increased energy 
absorption at the higher test speed was analyzed through the microscopic behavior of the small bending radius 
of the splayed laminar bundles and fragmentation of the lamina bundles. The drop-tower tests show that the 
dependency of the performance of the crash tubes on the test speed appears only at relatively low speed (1 m/s 
in the limited tests reported in this paper), but the performance becomes relatively steady at much higher impact 
speeds. The impactor mass and tube length had almost no effect on the crash characteristics of the mean 
crushing load, SEA, and peak load. 
 
Ngoc San Ha and Guoxing Lu (Department of Mechanical and Product Design Engineering, Faculty of Science, 
Engineering & Technology, Swinburne University of Technology, Hawthorn, VIC, 3122, Australia), “A review 
of recent research on bio-inspired structures and materials for energy absorption applications”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 181, Article 107496, 15 January 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107496 
ABSTRACT: It is widely known that the availability of lightweight structures with excellent energy absorption 
capacity is essential for numerous engineering applications. Inspired by many biological structures in nature, 
bio-inspired structures have been proved to exhibit a significant improvement over conventional structures in 
energy absorption capacity. Therefore, use of the biomimetic approach for designing novel lightweight 
structures with excellent energy absorption capacity has been increasing in engineering fields in recent years. 
This paper provides a comprehensive overview of recent advances in the development of bio-inspired structures 
for energy absorption applications. In particular, we describe the unique features and remarkable mechanical 
properties of biological structures such as plants and animals, which can be mimicked to design efficient energy 
absorbers. Next, we review and discuss the structural designs as well as the energy absorption characteristics of 
current bio-inspired structures with different configurations and structures, including multi-cell tubes, frusta, 
sandwich panels, composite plates, honeycombs, foams, building structures and lattices. These materials have 
been used for bio-inspired structures, including but not limited to metals, polymers, fibre-reinforced composites, 
concrete and glass. We also discussed the manufacturing techniques of bio-inspired structures based on 
conventional methods, and adaptive manufacturing (3D printing). Finally, contemporary challenges and future 
directions for bio-inspired structures are presented. This synopsis provides a useful platform for researchers and 
engineers to create novel designs of bio-inspired structures for energy absorption applications. 
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“Crushing behavior and optimization of sheet-based 3D periodic cellular structures”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 182, Article 107565, 1 February 2020,  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107565 
ABSTRACT: Sheet-based 3D periodic cellular structures attract great attentions due to their lightweight and 
excellent mechanical properties. Unlike other traditional honeycombs and lattice structures, sheet-based cellular 
structures consist of triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) cores, which are continuous through space with a 
porous cavity surrounded by continuous surfaces. In this study, the crashworthiness of four types of TPMS 
sheet structures (i.e., Primitive, FRD, IWP, and Gyroid) under axial loading was investigated. According to the 
results obtained by the nonlinear finite element analysis, the level-constant in the implicit form of TPMS and 
the shell thickness of TPMS sheet structures were found to affect the crashworthiness significantly. To achieve 
an optimal design, a metamodel-based multi-objective optimization method was developed to optimize the four 
types of TPMS sheet structures. Three different metamodels, i.e., Kriging (KRG), polynomial response surface 
(PRS) and radial basis function (RBF), were compared to identify the most accurate model, which was then 
utilized for the optimization. Followed by the multiobjective optimization, four Pareto fronts of these TPMS 
sheet structures were plotted and compared, of which the FRD-sheet structure was found to have the best energy 
absorption capacity. Moreover, the crashworthiness of the TPMS sheet structures was compared with that of the 
other materials or structures in nature and engineering, and an Ashby plot was given. Overall, TPMS sheet 
structures possess excellent specific energy absorption and specific strength and show great potential for 
engineering applications. 
 
A. Raimondo, S.A. Doesburg and C. Bisagni (Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of 
Technology, Delft, The Netherlands), “Numerical study of quasi-static and fatigue delamination growth in a 
post-buckled composite stiffened panel”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 182, Article 107589, 1 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107589 
ABSTRACT: In this work, an approach based on the Virtual Crack Closure Technique, included in the 
commercial finite element code ABAQUS, is adopted to study the propagation of delamination in composite 
structures under quasi-static and fatigue loads. The methodology, originally capable of simulating only 
delamination under quasi-static loads, has recently been extended introducing the possibility to analyze damage 
progression under fatigue load condition. The approach is assessed on simple specimens, Double Cantilever 
Beam and Mixed Mode Bending test, comparing the results with literature data. Afterwards, the behavior of a 
single-stringer specimen with an initial delamination is numerically investigated considering compressive 
loading conditions. At first, the single-stringer specimen is analyzed under quasi-static compressive load 
showing a clear correlation between local buckling phenomena and delamination growth. Then, a cyclic 
compressive load is applied such that the specimen switches between pre- and post-buckling conditions in a 
single load cycle. The outcomes of the numerical analyses are compared with the experimental data obtained 
from an experimental test campaign previously performed, showing the advantages of the adopted numerical 
technique but also the limitations that need to be addressed to properly analyze this phenomenon. 
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“Free vibration and buckling analyses of magneto-electro-elastic FGM nanoplates based on nonlocal modified 
higher-order sinusoidal shear deformation theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 182, Article 107601, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107601 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the free vibration and buckling responses of functionally graded nanoplates with 
magneto-electro-elastic coupling are studied for the first time using a nonlocal modified sinusoidal shear 
deformation plate theory including the thickness stretching effect. The constitutive relations for these kind of 



structures are defined. The equations of motion for rectangular sandwich plates in macro and nano scale are 
derived using a modified dynamic version of Hamilton's principle including a contribution of the electric and 
magnetic fields. The closed-form analytical solution to simply supported plates is obtained using Navier 
solution technique. A power-law distribution and a half cosine variation are used to model the variation of 
materials properties and electric/magnetic potentials, respectively. The analytical solutions are verified with 
well-known solutions in the literature. A parametric study was conducted to show the effect of nonlocal 
parameter, power-law index, predefined electric and magnetic fields, axial compressive and tensile forces, the 
aspect ratio of plates, and volume ratio of functionally graded and piezomagnetic layers on mechanical 
behaviors of nanoplates. Obtained numerical results can be used as benchmark values for validation of 
correctness of diverse analytical and numerical methods applied for design and analysis of composite 
nanoelectromechanical systems. 
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“Dynamics of two-dimensional functionally graded tapered Timoshenko nanobeam in thermal environment 
using nonlocal strain gradient theory”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 182, Article 107565, 1 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107622 
ABSTRACT: In this contribution, we study the free vibration of non-uniform nano-size beams in thermal 
environment. In order to capture the size-dependent effects, we adopt nonlocal strain gradient theory within a 
Timoshenko beam model. The nanobeam is made of functionally graded materials, which properties are both 
temperature and porosity dependent and vary continuously along the length and thickness directions. The 
governing equations as well as boundary conditions are obtained according to a variational approach, which is 
solved numerically using the generalized differential quadrature method. We compute the natural frequencies 
and analyze the sensitivity of the vibration response for different non-uniformity, power indices along x and z-
directions, porosity coefficients, small-scaling parameters, thermal effect, and geometry conditions. We also 
study the influence of various boundary conditions including simply-supported, clamped or a combination of 
them. We find for all boundaries that an increasing nonlocal (strain gradient) parameter leads to decreasing 
(increasing) natural frequencies. 
 
Gurpinder S. Dhaliwal and Golam M. Newaz (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, 
Detroit, MI, 48202, USA), “Experimental and numerical investigation of flexural behavior of hat sectioned 
aluminum/carbon fiber reinforced mixed material composite beam”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 182, 
Article 107642, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107642 
ABSTRACT: Hybrid Composite laminates have been widely regarded as a family of highly damage tolerant 
materials with a high weight-saving potential. The main hindrance to full utilization of Hybrid Composite 
System in the automotive industry is their structural response as compared to monolithic materials like Steel or 
Aluminum (AL). The main goal of this research is to investigate the stiffness, weight savings, load-carrying 
capacity, failure Modes of Al/carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CRFP) hybrid composite system and validate 
the experimental results with computational Model. The multi-material hybrid composite system comprises of 
single hat section aluminum material adhesively bonded to woven carbon fiber plies by curing them under 
temperature and pressure. The effect of interface bonding between AL and CFRP layers on flexural behavior of 
the multi-material hybrid system was studied by developing three different types of specimens. The first 
category of specimens was manufactured by using epoxy from the prepreg only to provide adhesion between 
constituents, second ones were developed by using externally applied an extra layer of epoxy between AL-
CFRP layers and finally the third type of samples utilizes 3 M adhesive tape to bond the CFRP and Aluminum 
sheet. The failure modes of these distinct specimens are studied under flexural loading. The effect of metal 
volume fraction (MVF) on the failure modes of the hybrid composite beam was also studied. It was found that 
the failure mode changes from rupture in the load-carrying area to gradual deformation as we increase the metal 
volume fraction in these hybrid composite specimens. Calculations were performed for the weight savings for 
these hybrid systems with respect to reference aluminum material having the same thickness as that of the 
multi-material hybrid system. Weight saving of 15–25% is documented for the multi-material hybrid system as 
compared to the weight of reference Aluminum material system. Stiffness and progressive damage failure result 
obtained from experimental three-point bending test are validated with the use of LSDYNA Finite Element 



Analysis (FEA) for specimens using the only epoxy from the prepreg to provide adhesion between constituents 
and for samples using externally applied an extra layer of epoxy between AL-CFRP layers for adhesion. 
Explicit finite element results were found in good agreement with the experimental results. 
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“Flexural deformation behavior of carbon fiber reinforced aluminium hybrid foam sandwich structure”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 183, Article 107729, 15 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107729 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium hybrid foam (HF) core sandwich structures with carbon fiber-cold setting resin as 
face sheets have been made. The flexural properties and energy absorption of these sandwich structures have 
been analyzed through three-point bending (3 PB) test. It is found that with the use of a double-layer carbon 
fiber sheet, the flexural load carrying capacity of the sandwich structure increases up to eight times as compared 
to that of bare foam (BF) structure. Whereas, the bending stiffness of the structure is nine times to that of BFs 
and energy absorption is 58% more than that of BF. It is also found that with the increase in foam core thickness 
the flexural load carrying capacity, bending stiffness and energy absorption capacity of the sandwich structure 
increases significantly. The specific strength and bending stiffness increase as compared to that of face sheet 
due to the addition of foam at the core. The deformation behavior of different sandwich structures was analyzed 
to investigate the different modes of failure during bending. 
 
Mahmoud Abada and Ahmed Ibrahim (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of 
Idaho, 875 Perimeter Dr. MS 1022, Moscow, ID, 83844, USA), “Hybrid multi-cell thin-walled tubes for energy 
absorption applications: Blast shielding and crashworthiness”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 183, 
Article 107720, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107720 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, thin-walled structures are recognized for their significance in numerous technical 
fields particularly in automotive, aeronautics, and structural engineering. State-of-the-art studies reveal various 
techniques for improving energy absorptions of thin-walled structures, and each technique has its pros and cons. 
This paper proposes a combination of two energy absorption techniques to attain a high-level energy absorber 
component applicable to a wide range of blast-resistant design and crashworthiness applications. Thus, 
experimental and numerical investigations have been conducted to study the influence of applying internal 
stiffeners and staking composite layers on the behavior of aluminum (AL) thin-walled tubes. Single, double, 
and quadruple thin-walled metallic and hybrid tubes were tested under axial quasi-static compression test. The 
specimens were fabricated from unidirectional CFRP, epoxy resin and aluminum alloy T6061-T6. Various 
crashworthiness parameters were assessed such as the absorbed crash energy, specific energy absorption, crush 
force efficiency, average crushing load and peak load absorbed in order to highlight the behavior of the novel 
configurations. The hybrid quadrable multi-cell structure showed the highest energy absorption capabilities 
between the other proposed configurations. Its energy absorption improved by 116% compared to the solo 
hollow AL tube. In addition, nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) using the commercial ANSYS-LSDYNA 
Workbench software was utilized to verify the experimental results. Numerical simulations showed very good 
decent agreement with the experimental results. The energy absorption of the proposed techniques has been 
significantly improved, with the most effective configuration (Hybrid quadruple-cell) showed 131.70% more 
than the control single-cell AL tube. 
 
Andreas Kappel, Christian Mittelstedt (Technische Universität Darmstadt, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Institute for Lightweight Construction and Design, Germany), “Free-edge stress fields in 
cylindrically curved cross-ply laminated shells”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 183, Article 107693, 15 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107693 
ABSTRACT: This paper discusses a semi-analytical approach to the determination of three-dimensional stress 
fields in cylindrically curved orthotropic symmetrically or unsymmetrically laminated composite shells under 
bending load under consideration of free-edge effects. The analysis method incorporates a plane-strain analysis 
in the innermost regions of the shell (the so-called inner solution) in conjunction with a free-edge solution 
which enables the accurate determination of the interlaminar stress field at the free shell edges. The free-edge 



solution employs a discretization of the laminated shell into a number of mathematical layers with respect to the 
thickness direction wherein in each layer interface approximate and a priori unknown displacement functions 
are introduced. Lagrangian shape functions are used to interpolate between the displacement functions in the 
interfaces, and various orders of shape functions are investigated in this paper. The differential equations and 
boundary conditions that describe the current stress problem are derived from the principle of minimum elastic 
potential of the laminated shell. The resultant differential equations allow for an exact solution for the 
displacement functions whereas the boundary conditions at the free shell edges are satisfied in an integral sense. 
The results of the developed analysis method are verified by comparison with detailed finite element 
computations, and it is found that the semi-analytical approach works with comparable accuracy, however only 
at a fraction of the required computational effort. 
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“Nonlocal bending and buckling of agglomerated CNT-Reinforced composite nanoplates”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 183, Article 107716, 15 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107716 
ABSTRACT: The study presents a nonlocal bending and buckling analysis of agglomerated carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite nanoplates resting on a Pasternak foundation. A two-parameter micromechanics model 
incorporating agglomeration is used to obtain the effective mechanical properties of the nanoplates. Using 
Hamilton's principle, the governing differential equations are derived based on the Eringen's nonlocal elasticity 
theory and the sinusoidal shear deformation theory. The deflection and critical buckling load of the nanoplates 
are obtained by Navier's analytical solution. To verify the approach, the results are compared with experimental, 
analytical, and numerical findings in the literature. Detailed parametric studies are then performed to discuss the 
influences of the following parameters on the static bending and buckling response of the nanoplates with 
agglomerated CNTs: degree of agglomeration, nonlocal material scale parameter, temperature, foundation 
properties, volume fraction of CNTs, and length-to-thickness aspect ratio for the plate. 
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“Experimental investigation and damage simulation of large-scaled filament wound composite pipes”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 184, Article 107639, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107639 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the progressive collapse of filament wound Toray T700/Epotech X4201 
composite pipes with various layups via a combined experimental and numerical study. The experimental 
program examines the flexural behavior of full-diameter T700/X4201 pipes under four-point bending and the 
tensile behavior of filament wound coupon specimens cut from the pipes. The tests show that the composite 
layup significantly influences the deformation, flexural resistance, and failure mechanisms of the composite 
pipes. The CFRP pipe with the optimal complex layup [(90/±15/90/±453)5/±453] design has higher ultimate 
resistance in bending than other designs with layups of [±45]28 and [90]56. Coupon tests show similar effects of 
composite layup on the tensile behavior of coupon specimens. The numerical effort evolves a three-dimensional 
progressive damage model to predict the failure in the CFRP coupons and pipes. The damage model 
incorporates a nonlinear in-plane shear behavior of the T700/X4201 composite material prior to damage 
initiation and uses a continuum damage mechanics approach to model the matrix and fiber damage progression 
in the composite pipes. The combined experimental-numerical work provides a more complete understanding of 
the bending behavior of large-scaled composite pipes, showing distinct failure modes for filament wound pipes 



with different layups. The load-displacement curves, ultimate bending resistance and failure modes of the 
composite pipes with different layups are accurately captured using the proposed damage model, demonstrating 
the capability for the failure analysis of large-scaled composite pipes such as composite risers in offshore 
applications. 
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“Compressive behavior of stretched and composite microlattice metamaterial for energy absorption 
applications”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 184, Article 107715, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107715 
ABSTRACT: A new proposed truss lattice metamaterial is introduced and compared with the conventional 
octet truss lattice (OTL) material with regards to specific energy absorption (SEA) and energy absorption 
efficiency (EAE). The proposed lattice architecture resembles the Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) metamaterial 
with a mesostructural unit cell with an aspect ratio of 1:1:2, referred to as the stretched cell lattice (SCL). SCL 
and OTL samples were fabricated from stainless steel 316L by selective laser melting (SLM). Quasi-static 
compression experiments on the SLM fabricated metamaterials revealed an unstable twisting deformation mode 
for the SCL, whereas a stable crushing behavior was observed for the OTL. SCL samples provided higher SEA 
and EAE than OTL by 26% and 17%, respectively. Additionally, it was shown analytically, numerically and 
experimentally that the yield strength of the proposed SCL is ~80% higher than that of the OTL metamaterials 
of the same base material and relative density. A hybrid composite lattice structure based on acrylic matrix and 
the additively manufactured microlattice metamaterials was produced to enhance the struts buckling resistance. 
The hybrid composite showed a 47% higher specific strength while the SEA and EAE dropped by 31.5% and 
30.7%, respectively, when compared to the bare stainless steel microlattice. Dynamic compression experiments 
using Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) at strain rates in the order of 103/s demonstrated a similar 
deformation plateau as the static compression experiments with a dynamic increase factor (DIF) of ~1.3 for the 
bare stainless steel metamaterials and ~2 for the acrylic-stainless steel hybrid composite material. 
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“Experimental investigation of adhesive fillet size on barely visible impact damage in metallic honeycomb 
sandwich panels”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 184, Article 107723, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107723 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum hexagonal honeycomb panels are commonly used in the aerospace industry to reduce 
weight due to their high stiffness to mass ratio. The panels are commonly involved in incidents where they are 
dented in the out-of-plane direction which causes plastic deformation in the face-sheet and buckling collapse of 
the thin repeating cell-walls in the core. This paper investigates the responses to barely-visible-impact-damage 
(BVID) in aluminum honeycomb sandwich panels in the out-of-plane direction with attention to the structural 
adhesive. The structural adhesive forms a fillet shape between the face-sheet and the aluminum core during the 
curing process and in some cases can encompass over 50% of the honeycomb core thickness. The adhesive 
fillets become stiff after curing and are able to brace the thin metallic cell-walls and prevent buckling in sections 
of the core enclosed in adhesive. It was shown that larger fillets cause the damage to occur deeper in the core. 
Force-displacement data collected from quasi-static experiments showed that as the amount of adhesive used in 
honeycomb panels was increased, the peak force required to produce a specified maximum dent depth increased 
as well. Absorbed energy positively correlated with an increasing quantity of adhesive; showing improvements 
of up to 50% when comparing panels with the largest amount of adhesive and no adhesive. This paper provides 
relationships between the quantity of adhesive used to fabricate metallic honeycomb sandwich panels and the 
damage resistance and energy absorption under BVID conditions. 
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“Dynamic interfacial debonding in sandwich panels”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 185, Article 
107733, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107733 
ABSTRACT: A nonlinear dynamic analytical approach is formulated aiming to investigate the dynamic 
interfacial debonding mechanism in sandwich panels. The approach is derived using the variational principle of 
virtual work and it incorporates the Extended High-Order Sandwich Panel Theory with a cohesive interface 
modeling for the interfaces between the face sheets and the core. The model adopts the first-order shear 
deformation theory kinematic assumptions for the face sheets along with a geometrically nonlinear behavior. 
The high-order small deformations kinematic assumptions that account for out-of-plane compressibility are 
considered for the core layer. The two interfaces link the three components of the panel together and the 
nonlinear traction-displacement laws introduce the interfacial nonlinearity into the model. The model considers 
dynamic effects in order to assess the influence of the inertial terms on the interfacial debonding mechanism 
and to examine the coupling between the two. The results of the dynamic analysis are compared with results of 
a static analysis for two cases: a sandwich panel with a pre-existing delamination subjected to an end-shortening 
loading and an intact sandwich panel subjected to three-point-bending. In the second case, the interfacial 
debonding triggers a dynamic response that substantially affects the structural behavior. The dynamic results, 
the assessment of the time scales of the process, and the comparison with the static results shed light on the 
significance of the dynamic nature of the interfacial debonding failure mechanism. 
 
Fujun Xu, Kun Zhang and Yipping Qiu (College of Textiles, Donghua University, Shanghai, 201620, PR 
China), “Light-weight, high-gain three-dimensional textile structural composite antenna”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 185, Article 107781, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107781 
ABSTRACT: Due to the multiple dimensional and embeddable characterizations, the three-dimensional woven 
structure is of great potential as a platform for multifunctional composites. As an example of this concept, we 
proposed a light-weight and high-gain three-dimensional woven spacer microstrip antenna (3DWS-MA) for the 
first time by integrating microstrip antenna into 3D woven spacer composites. The single-element 3DWS-MA 
showed superb electromagnetic performance with the gain value of 7.1 dB, which is more than four orders of 
magnitude higher than traditional microstrip antenna (2.5 dB). Furthermore, the 3DWS-MA maintained proper 
resonant frequency and impedance matching after the impact of 18 J, exhibiting excellent structural integrity. 
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“Numerical investigation on the repeated low-velocity impact behavior of composite laminates”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 185, Article 107771, 15 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107771 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic mechanical responses and damage development of cross-ply composite laminates 
under repeated low-velocity impact are investigated through finite element simulations with ABAQUS/Explicit. 
A progressive damage model for laminates, consisting of the continuum damage model, the 3D Hashin failure 
criterion and the damage evolution model based on equivalent displacement, is integrated with the bilinear 
traction-separation relationship cohesive model to simulate the damage initiation, evolution and propagation 
behavior of different damage modes in composite laminates. Compared with the experimental results, the 
established finite element model was validated through the global mechanical response and damage distribution 
contous. Besides, a mesh refinement study was performed by using three different element sizes. The validated 
model was adopted to investigate the repeated impact behaviors of composite laminates under three different 
energies. The qualitative conclusions about the effects of repeated impact on global mechanical response were 
summarized by the changes of impact force, displacement, contact time and energy absorption. Moreover, the 
effects of repeated impact on the damage characteristics and expansions of matrix and delamination were 
discussed in detail. 
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“Vibration attenuation of sandwich structures filled with shear thickening fluids”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 186, Article 107831, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107831 
ABSTRACT: Sandwich structures are extensively utilized as a structural component in different engineering 
applications such as aircraft, automotive and construction industries. For this reason, vibration damping 
behavior comes into prominence for structural health. Shear thickening fluid (STF) is a candidate smart material 
for vibration isolation in structural members due to its viscoelastic properties. In this work, we fabricated a 
novel concept by filling an STF into the extruded polystyrene (XPS) foam core of an aluminum face sheet 
sandwich structure to take advantage of STF rheology during vibrational loadings. In addition to consideration 
of temperature effect on STF based structures for the first time, STF usage has been extended to foam core 
sandwich systems with this design. The vibrational characteristics in these smart composites were analyzed by 
using modal analysis and therefore, natural frequencies and damping ratios were calculated for the structures. 
According to the results, STF inclusion in the sandwich structures leads to a significant development in the 
vibration attenuation properties whereas increasing temperature exhibits a disruption in the damping behavior. 
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“Characteristics of the mechanical behavior of Ti–6Al–4V multilayer laminate under impact loading”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 187, Article 107838, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107838 
ABSTRACT: Multilayer laminates comprising thirteen layers of Ti–6Al–4V alloy were produced by diffusion 
bonding. The influence of the processing conditions on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 
laminates were determined. The multilayer laminates were tested at room and liquid-nitrogen temperatures 
under impact bending tests with recording of dynamic loading diagrams. The influence of the interfaces pores 
on the total energy of fracture, the energy of crack initiation and the energy of crack propagation was analyzed. 
The impact strength value of the laminate decreased by 1.7 times for the crack divider orientation, and it 
increased by 14 times for the crack arrester orientation with the relative length of pores increasing from 1 to 
30%. 
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“Determination of the longitudinal non linear elastic behaviour and compressive strength of a CFRP ply by 
bending tests on laminates”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 187, Article 107863, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107863 
ABSTRACT: A method for extracting the axial non linear elastic behaviour and compressive strength of 
unidirectional plies from bending tests on carbon fibres laminates is proposed. It is first based on a procedure 
using the axial elastic non linearity to describe the observed shift of the neutral axis position during loading. 
This procedure extracts four axial elastic parameters by identification. It is validated via numerical analyses. 
The compressive strength is then calculated and lower values (15%) than those obtained by ignoring these 
elastic non linearities are found. This emphasises the necessity of using such a method to get proper elasticity 
description and compression strength values for the design of composite structures. 
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“3d printed continuous fiber reinforced composite auxetic honeycomb structures”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 187, Article 107858, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107858 
ABSTRACT: Continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite (CFRTPC) auxetic honeycomb structures 
were fabricated using the 3D printing technology with a specific printing path planning. For comparison, 
auxetic honeycombs were also fabricated with pure polylactic acid (PLA). In-plane compression tests were 
conducted, with corresponding damage types explored using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images. A 
printing path-based finite element (FE) method was developed to mimic both small and large deformations of 
CFRTPC auxetic honeycombs, while analytical model was proposed to predict their effective stiffness and 
Poisson ratio. Good agreement was achieved among analytical predictions, FE simulation results and 
experimental measurements. A systematic parametric study was subsequently carried out to quantify the 
dependence of in-plane mechanical properties on geometrical parameters. Compared with pure PLA structures, 
the presence of continuous fibers efficiently prohibited crack propagation in the matrix for each ligament of 
CFRTPC auxetic honeycombs. Adding continuous fibers increased the mass only by 6%, but led to dramatic 
increase in compressive stiffness and energy absorption by 86.3% and 100% respectively and smaller Poisson 
ratios. The proposed 3D printing technology has great potential in integrated fabrication of continuous fiber 
reinforced composite lightweight structures having complex shapes, attractive mechanical properties, and 
multifunctional attributes. 
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“Effects of nanotube agglomeration on wave dynamics of carbon nanotube-reinforced piezocomposite 
cylindrical shells”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 187, Article 107739, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107739 
ABSTRACT: Dynamics of wave propagation in carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced piezocomposite cylindrical 
shells affected by nanotube agglomeration is investigated in this study for the first time by developing an 
analytical approach incorporating existing theories and models. The Mori-Tanaka micromechanics model in 
combination of the first-order shear deformation shell theory and wave propagation solution are employed to 
determine wave propagation characteristics of piezocomposite cylindrical shells reinforced with agglomerated 
CNTs. The effects of both partial and complete nanotube agglomerations on the effective elastic properties and 
wave dynamics are examined within various axial and circumferential wave numbers for different wave modes 
by solving an eigenvalue problem. It is found that nanotube agglomeration leads to the reduction of wave phase 
velocity as a result of decrease in the effective elastic properties. The developed methodology in this study can 
be used for analysis of the data of structural health monitoring by the non-destructive testing (NDT) in 
estimating the degree of nanotube agglomeration in nanocomposites. 
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“Surface topography evolution of woven thermoplastic composites under deformation”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 188, Article 107880, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107880 
ABSTRACT: The evolution of architectural distortion of woven composites can significantly influence the 
deformation behaviour but is challenging to measure experimentally. In this paper, two techniques are proposed 
to examine the out-of-plane topography of composites under deformation measured using stereo Digital Image 



Correlation (DIC). The primary method relies on fitting a surface to the data to compensate for global sample 
distortion and reveal local topography while the supplementary method uses local curvatures calculated for each 
data point on the surface. These methods have been applied to thermoplastic composites with different weave 
architectures, matrix and fibre materials. Topography results show good agreement in magnitude and form with 
mesoscale Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The methods improve existing experimental techniques to examine 
local effects with multiple applications regarding deformation, defect detection and failure analysis of 
composites. 
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“Multiscale modelling of scaling effects in the impact response of plain woven composites”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 188, Article 107885, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107885 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a multiscale model developed to predict scaling effects in plain woven carbon 
fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites. The model contains a parameter-segmented unit cell (UC) 
developed to account for the contribution of the fabric architecture to the macroscopic response. The behaviour 
of constituent materials was considered by employing the models that have been established for characterising 
the nonlinearity and rate-dependence of the polymer matrix and the damage of the yarn material. A user 
subroutine was developed to numerically implement the parameterised UC and the material models for 
multiscale analyses. Based on the multiscale model, numerical examples were performed to investigate scaling 
effects in the impact response of a plain woven composite by simulating scaled panels subjected to projectile 
impact. It is shown that the proposed model is capable of predicting both scalable and non-scalable effects in 
this composite with reasonable success. The simulation results highlighted an evident variation of the load-
displacement curves with scale size at the post-elastic stage, insensitivities of the primary failure modes and 
their appearance to scale size, as well as a clear trend of increased capability of energy absorption with scale 
size, which all agree well with those observed in experiments. The significance of this research is the 
development of a numerical tool capable of capturing the influence of microscopic features on macroscopic 
scaling effects in plain woven composites. 
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“Bioinspired functionally graded gyroid sandwich panel subjected to impulsive loadings”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 188, Article 107773, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107773 
ABSTRACT: Gradual and localised changes in mechanical properties can be achieved by functionally graded 
cellular structures with the aim to improve structural performance. Gyroid belongs to a class of cellular 
structures that naturally inspired continuous non-self-intersecting surfaces with controllable mechanical 
properties. In this work, dynamic compression on functionally graded gyroid and sandwich composite panels 
constructed from functionally graded gyroid core and metallic facets are numerically investigated and compared 
to evaluate the dynamic behaviours when subjected to extreme loadings. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is 
employed to investigate the deformation behaviours of proposed structures considering the rate-dependent 
properties, elastoplastic response and nonlinear contact. The Johnson-Cook model is utilised to capture the rate-
dependent dynamic responses of the gyroid panels. The numerical model is then validated with experimental 
results under quasi-static compression. Due to the symmetry, only a quarter of the gyroid panel is modelled 
using shell elements, which offers significantly reduction in computational cost. Parametric studies are 
conducted to demonstrate the influences of different functionally graded cores on the blast resistances of gyroid 
composite panels. Reaction forces and critical stress extracted from underneath protected structure are assessed. 



Fuctionally graded gyroid sandwich structures clearly demonstrate unique dynamic crushing responses, impact 
energy mitigation & dissipation mechanisms, which leads to enhancement of the blast resistance. 
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(National Key Laboratory of Science and Technology on Advanced Composites in Special Environment, 
Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, 150080, PR China), “Mechanical response of negative stiffness 
truncated-conical shell systems: experiment, numerical simulation and empirical model”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 188, Article 107898, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107898 
ABSTRACT: As promising materials, the NS mechanical metamaterials bring new alternatives for energy-
absorbing materials, but also research challenges in performance prediction considering their large, local 
deformation. In this paper, numerical and experimental methods were employed to investigate the mechanical 
properties of the truncated-conical shell element. Also, empirical formulas, which can well predicate the 
element's response, were developed based on the simulated data. Mechanical responses of the metamaterials, 
consisted of truncated-conical shells in a periodic arrangement, were investigated through the multilinear 
model. These prediction models were all verified through the simulations and experiments, and the comparison 
results indicated that the presented models were applicable in wide parameter range, attributed to a piecewise 
fitting method. Generally, a comprehensive approach, of general applicability, is presented in this paper to study 
the NS metamaterial's mechanical response from local to global, and it can be a reference to researches on novel 
NS metamaterials. 
 
Liming Chen, Shiwei Peng, Jian Liu, Houchang Liu, Liliang Chen, Bing Du, Weiguo Li and Daining Fang (All 
except the last author are from: College of Aerospace Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing, 400030, 
China), “Compressive response of multi-layered thermoplastic composite corrugated sandwich panels: 
Modelling and experiments”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 189, Article 107899, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107899 
ABSTRACT: Multi-layered thermoplastic composite (TPC) corrugated sandwich panels (CSPs) were designed 
and fabricated from glass fiber reinforced polypropylene prepregs by hot-pressing and hot-melting bonding 
methods. Quasi-static compressive response including failure deformation modes of TPC CSPs were 
experimentally and numerically investigated to reveal the effect of layer numbers and core configurations 
namely regular, perpendicular and symmetrical. For two-layered CSPs, core layers of the regular configuration 
panels were firstly compressed to overlapping and then failed together, core layers of the perpendicular ones 
failed step by step. But for the symmetrical configuration, assembly deviations were found to affect the 
deformation modes sensitively by comparing the experimental and numerical results. Among three 
configurations, the perpendicular one has the optimal specific energy absorption (SEA) and crushing force 
efficiency (CFE), while the regular one has the biggest peak crushing force (PCF). Increasing layer number can 
enhance the SEA and MCF due to the bending of the interlayer face sheets. 
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“Crashworthy subfloor structure of civil aircraft via inclined inward-folding composite tubes”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 189, Article 107887, 15 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107887 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the design and testing of a shock absorber with an inward-folding composite 
tube that can be used as a structural component in its normal working state. Although more energy can be 
absorbed when the hollow of the tube is filled with composite debris, a higher load relative to the initial peak 
load will be produced. A variable structure based on two inclined energy absorbers was then proposed, and 
impact tests used to verify the reaction load calculation for two models experimentally. Results indicate that the 
variable structure had a greater compression ratio and a flatter load curve, demonstrating its potential for use in 
the struts of an aircraft cargo floor. 
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“Hierarchical patterns on laminated composite bilayer films via surface roughness-mediated buckling 
instability”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 190, Article 107929, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107929 
ABSTRACT: This study describes buckling instabilities mediated via surface roughness to generate hierarchical 
structures on a metal (aluminum)/polymer (polystyrene) laminated composite bilayer film on a rigid substrate. 
Buckling instability is a non-lithographic approach to generate microscale features in thin films. Metals can 
buckle over the surface due to compressive stress arising from differences in thermal expansion of the 
individual layers. The topographies of the buckles characterized by wavelength and amplitude can be 
manipulated by varying the thickness of the layers and the extent of thermal annealing time. Here, the pre-
buckled surface on the laminated composite bilayer film formed via two–step molding resulted in hierarchical 
patterns via surface roughness-mediated buckling instability. The negative replica of the buckles was generated 
by poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) and the positive replica of the buckles was fabricated via molding using a 
PDMS negative replica onto the PS film. The metal layer was subsequently formed on the PS film and the 
laminated composite bilayer film enabled patterns with hierarchical topography following thermal treatment. 
The hierarchically structured surfaces exhibit moderately enhanced hydrophilicity and the elastomeric replica 
with hierarchical buckles showed stretchable hydrophobicity up to 120% stretching due to partial preservation 
of the pre-structured buckles on the surface. 
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“Progressive damage analysis of composite structures using higher-order layer-wise elements”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 190, Article 107921, 1 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107921 
ABSTRACT: The objective of the current work is the development of a numerical framework for the simulation 
of damage in composite structures using explicit time integration. The progressive damage is described using a 
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) based material model, CODAM2, in which the damage initiation and 
progression are modelled using Hashin's failure criteria and crack-band theory, respectively. The structural 
modelling uses higher-order theories based on the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF). The current work 
considers 2D-CUF models where Lagrange polynomials are used to represent the displacement field through the 
thickness of each ply, resulting in a layer-wise element model. Numerical assessments are performed on 
coupon-level specimens, and the results are shown to be in good agreement with reference numerical 
predictions and experimental data, thus verifying the current implementation for progressive tensile damage. 
The capability of the proposed framework in increasing the polynomial expansion order through the ply 
thickness, and its influence on the global behaviour of the structure in the damaged state, is demonstrated. The 
advantages of using higher-order structural models in achieving significant improvements in computational 
efficiency are highlighted. 
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“A unified numerical approach for the simulation of intra and inter laminar damage evolution in stiffened CFRP 
panels under compression”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 190, Article 107931, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107931 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled composite structures operating in the post-buckling regime needs a thorough 
understanding of their stability behavior and failure mechanisms. For the accurate prediction of the collapse 
loads, one needs to account for the damage evolution precisely. In the current study, we have proposed a unified 
and generic numerical modeling approach that accounts for both the intra and inter-laminar damage modes in 
stiffened CFRP panels. A 3D finite element based progressive damage model (PDM) is proposed to simulate 
the collapse behavior of the single blade stiffened composite (SSC) CFRP panels with and without embedded 
de-bonding defects under uniaxial compression loading. A user-defined material subroutine based on 3D Hashin 
failure criteria is developed in Abaqus software to study the evolution of intra-laminar damages in SSC panel. 



Further, the skin-stiffener bonded interface, the inter-laminar interfaces in the skin, stiffener, including the 
noodle region, is modeled using the cohesive zone elements to simulate the de-bonding/delamination growth. 
The stability response and collapse load results obtained using the proposed PDM are compared with the 
experimental observations. Also, the damage evolution, failure mechanisms, the ultimate load, and the 
corresponding displacement data obtained from the developed PDM are validated with the experimental 
estimates. A comprehensive damage assessment involving the ultrasonic C-scans, infrared thermograms, and 
micrographic study is also carried out to supplement the PDM predictions. Thus, the proposed PDM is generic 
in terms of damage studies and can be used for investigating the collapse behavior of CFRP panels with 
multiple stiffeners. 
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“Improved crush energy absorption in 3D woven composites by pick density modification”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 192, Article 108007, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108007 
ABSTRACT: Although 3D woven composites have exceptional out-of-plane properties, there is a lack of 
understanding for these materials in crash application in automotive and aerospace industries. To encourage the 
use of 3D wovens in crashworthy automotive structures, knowledge must be gained so that designers can adjust 
the highly flexible weave parameters to create tailor-made performance materials. Here we show that fabric 
pick density causes large changes in progressive failure modes and associated energy absorption, particularly in 
the dynamic regime, where the quasi-static to dynamic energy absorption loss typical of composites is 
completely removed. Compression and flexure properties, which are known to be linked to crash performance 
in composites, are also investigated for these 3D woven layer-to-layer interlock carbon-epoxy composite 
structures. 3D fabric preforms are manufactured in three different pick densities: 4, 10 & 16 wefts/cm. With a 
constant warp density of 12 warps/cm from carbon fibres. Increasing the pick density improved specific energy 
absorption (SEA) even in relatively inefficient progressive failure modes like folding, which has not previously 
observed in composite materials. SEA values up to 104 J/g (quasi-static) and 93 J/g (dynamic) are recorded. 
This work shows that minor weft direction (transverse) weave changes can lead to sizeable improvements in 
warp direction (axial) energy absorption without fundamentally redesigning the weave architecture. 
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USA), “Hydrostatic implosion of composite cylinders in an open-ended confining structure”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 192, Article 107993, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.107993 
ABSTRACT: The results, findings, and analytical investigation of an experimental study conducted on the 
hydrostatic implosion of filament wound carbon fiber epoxy composite tubes within partial confinement are 
presented. Implosion in geometries varying in length and diameter is initiated within a tubular confining 
structure with one end closed and one end open to a free-field, hydrostatic environment. Structural deformation 
behavior is captured and quantified using high speed cameras in conjunction with 3D digital image correlation 
(DIC). Water hammer pulses resulting from implosion are measured at various locations in the confining 
chamber and are shown to behave as a damped harmonic oscillator. Water hammer behavior is thus 
experimentally characterized for each geometry by determining average values of amplitude , frequency of 



oscillation , and damping ratio . It is shown that decreases with increasing implodable volume to confinement 
volume ratio , and is theoretically determined with excellent correlation to experimental results. Finally, 
amplitude of oscillation is theoretically determined and used in conjunction with theoretically determined and 
experimentally determined to fully define the hammer wave oscillations resulting from partially-confined 
implosion. (Please do not put math symbols and expressions in the abstract.) 
 
A. Raimondo and C. Bisagni (Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, the 
Netherlands), “Fatigue analysis of a post-buckled composite single-stringer specimen taking into account the 
local stress ratio”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 193, Article 108000, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108000 
ABSTRACT: The fatigue life prediction of post-buckled composite structures represents still an unresolved 
issue due to the complexity of the phenomenon and the high costs of experimental testing. In this paper, a novel 
numerical approach, called “Min-Max Load Approach”, is used to analyze the behavior of a composite single-
stringer specimen with an initial skin-stringer delamination subjected to post-buckling fatigue compressive load. 
The proposed approach, based on cohesive zone model technique, is able to evaluate the local stress ratio during 
the delamination growth, performing, in a single Finite Element analysis, the simulation of the structure at the 
maximum and minimum load of the fatigue cycle. The knowledge of the actual value of the local stress ratio is 
crucial to correctly calculate the crack growth rate. At first, the specimen is analyzed under quasi-static loading 
conditions, then the fatigue simulation is performed. The results of the numerical analysis are compared with 
the data of an experimental campaign previously conducted, showing the capabilities of the proposed approach. 
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Chao Zhang and K.T. Tan (Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Akron, Akron, OH, 
44325-3903, USA), “Low-velocity impact response and compression after impact behavior of tubular 
composite sandwich structures”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 193, Article 108026, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108026 
ABSTRACT: This work investigates the dynamic impact response of tubular composite structures with/without 
honeycomb sandwich core under transverse low-velocity impact (LVI) and compression after impact (CAI) test. 
Damage mechanisms, such as matrix cracking, delamination and fiber breakage/rupture in face sheets as well as 
honeycomb crushing and buckling in the core, are characterized by X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) 
to understand failure processes and their relationship with core material and impactor shape. It is found that 
sandwich core material helps to absorb impact energy and resist localized damage formation. The benefit of 
core material includes greater energy absorption capability and higher specific CAI strength. The progressive 
damage events from damage initiation, failure propagation to final collapse of a tubular composite structure 
during CAI test are also further discussed. 
 
Mingzhe Li (1), Saeed Barbat (2), Ridha Baccouche (2), Jamel Belwafa (2) and Weiyi Lu (1) 
(1) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, 48824, 
USA 
(2) Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, MI, 48121, USA 
“Enhanced energy mitigation of thin-walled tube filled with liquid nanofoam under dynamic impact”, 
Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 193, Article 108047, 15 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108047 
ABSTRACT: Due to the intimate contact between the fluid-like liquid nanofoam (LN) filler and the tube wall, 
the filler-tube wall interaction in LN-filled tube (LNFT) is enhanced, leading to a much-improved performance 
of the composite structure. However, a comprehensive understanding of the energy mitigation performance and 
the underlying working mechanism of LNFT is still lacking. This study aims to explore the crushing behavior of 
LNFT subjected to quasi-static compression and dynamic impact and reveal the working mechanism of LNFT 
at different strain rates and the selection criteria for LN filler and tube wall material. A series of quasi-static 
compression tests are conducted on LNFTs with various LN fillers. The strengthening coefficient of LNFTs is 
larger than 3.5. Micro-CT images show that the LN-tube interaction improves the performance of LNFT 
through extended plastic deformation of the tube wall. Under dynamic impacts, the energy absorption capacity 
of LNFT shows 54% increase compared to that under quasi-static tests, leading to a remarkable strengthening 
coefficient of 8.0. The strain rate effect is due to the different energy mitigation mechanisms of the LN-filler, 
i.e. energy dissipation at lower strain rate and energy capture at higher strain rate. To optimize the impact 



mitigation performance of LNFT, the most critical system parameters are the infiltration pressure and total pore 
volume of the LN-filler and the stiffness and ductility of the tube wall. These findings and research outcomes 
expedite the understanding of the impact mitigation mechanism of LNFT and provide design guidance for the 
LN-based composite structures. 
 
Bart P.H. van den Akker (1,2), Mauricio V. Donadon (1), Richard Loendersloot (2), Lucas A. de Oliveira (1) 
and Mariano A. Arbelo (1) 
(1) Department of Aeronautical Engineering, Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica, Praça Marechal Eduardo 
Gomes 50, 12228-900, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil 
(2) Faculty of Engineering Technology, University of Twente, De Horst 2, 7522, LW, Enschede, The 
Netherlands 
“The influence of hygrothermal aging on the fatigue behavior and residual strength of post-buckled co-bonded 
stiffened panels subjected to compressive loading”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 194, Article 108023, 
1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108023 
ABSTRACT: Adhesively bonded composite structures, if designed properly, have proven to be stiffer and to 
possess a higher specific strength than their mechanically fastened counterparts. To increase the applicability of 
these bonded joints in the aircraft industry, a study was performed to investigate the influence of hygrothermal 
aging on co-bonded composite stiffened panels with an initial disbond under cyclic compression loading. 
Experiments showed that hygrothermal aging led to a decrease in disbond growth throughout cyclic loading. 
The decreased disbond growth was likely caused by the increased ductility of the bond due to the presence of 
moisture. A higher ductility can lead to crack blunting and stress relaxation, resulting in higher fracture 
toughness of the bond. Furthermore, it was shown that hygrothermal aging did not influence the residual 
strength and stiffness of the panels after cyclic loading. The experiments were simulated numerically to gain a 
better understanding of the crack growth behavior and to aid future numerical crack growth predictions. 
 
Xiaofei Cao, Yongbo Jiang, Tian Zhao, Panding Wang, Yongzhen Wang, Zihao Chen, Ying Li, Dengbao Xiao 
and Daining Fang (Lightweight Multi-functional Composite Materials and Structures, Institute of Advanced 
Structure Technology, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081, China), “Compression experiment and 
numerical evaluation on mechanical responses of the lattice structures with stochastic geometric defects 
originated from additive-manufacturing”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 194, Article 108030, 1 August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108030 
ABSTRACT: The additive-manufacturing process generally fabricates lattices with geometries that depart from 
their as-designed counterparts and some inherent geometric imperfections exist within the fabricated lattice 
samples. In this paper, mechanical responses of the lattice structures with stochastic geometric defects 
originated from additive-manufacturing were examined. Here, X-ray Computed tomography (CT) was 
employed to capture the morphology and distribution of process-induced defects in order to study their role in 
the elastic response, damage initiation, and failure evolution under quasi-static compression. Testing results 
indicated that more geometric imperfections exist in the horizontal struts than in the diagonal or vertical struts. 
Then, extracted from the X-ray CT images, the process-induced defects (i.e. strut porosity, strut thickness 
variation and strut waviness) were introduced into the ideal finite element (FE) model for establishing the 
statistical FE model. A much more agreement is observed between the statistical FE model predicted results and 
experimental results. Finally, the roles of the single geometric defect on the mechanical responses and energy 
absorption of the lattices were investigated. It was indicated that strut thickness variation in the lattice structures 
has a larger impact in energy absorption than strut porosity or strut waviness. 
 
R. Sachse, A.K. Pickett and P. Middendorf, “Simulation of impact and residual strength of thick laminate 
composites”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 195, Article 108070, 15 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108070 
ABSTRACT: Test and simulation of low-velocity impact and residual strength of composite structures is 
usually limited to relatively thin laminates. However, numerous applications in the aerospace and automotive 
industry exist, such as high-lift devices and pressure vessels that have thick laminates with notably different 
damage mechanisms to thin laminate. This paper investigates the influence that laminate thickness has on 
damage initiation and propagation during low-velocity impact, and on residual strength after impact. An 
enhanced cohesive zone model is presented that accounts for i) internal friction, ii) crack surface enlargement 



due to through-the-thickness compression, iii) strain rate effects and iv) different damage initiation stresses in 
the traction separation law of undamaged and damaged delamination layers. The effect of each feature is 
discussed and the model is validated on 2 mm–12 mm thick laminates. For residual strength prediction after 
impact, a strategy is proposed that maps impact damage and residual deformations to a new residual strength 
model, to avoid mesh distortions and improve computational costs while retaining a high level of accuracy. The 
mapping strategy is validated through compression after impact simulations and these studies are accompanied 
by an exploratory study of tension after impact for 2 mm thick laminates. The results show that the proposed 
modelling improvements are necessary to enable accurate prediction impact damage in thick laminates. 
Prediction of tensile and compressive residual strength, as well as deformation and failure modes, are also 
shown to closely agree with test measurements for the range of laminate thicknesses investigated. 
 
Chunwei Zhang, Gholamreza Gholipour and Asma Alsadat Mousavi, “Blast loads induced responses of RC 
structural members: State-of-the-art review”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 195, Article 108066, 15 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108066 
ABSTRACT: With increasing terrorist attacks in recent years, many researchers paid special attention to 
investigate the responses and failure behaviors of reinforced concrete (RC) structures subjected to blast loads. 
Generally, RC structures would demonstrate brittle damages and localized spallation along with ductile failure 
modes due to high-rate actions of explosions. Hence, the vast majority of the studies in the literature focused on 
recognizing the damage mechanisms and the material behaviors of RC structures under high-rate blast loads. 
This paper aims to comprehensively review on existing analytical, numerical, and experimental studies in the 
literature investigating the loading mechanisms, dynamic responses and failure behaviors of various concrete 
structures subjected to blast loads. In addition, the sensitivity of the blast responses of RC structures to various 
structural- and loading-related parameters are reviewed based on the findings of previous studies. 
 
Martinson Nartey, Ting Zhang, Bowen Gong, Jingze Wang, Shiyue Peng,  Huan Wang and Hua-Xin Peng, 
“Understanding the impact of fibre wrinkle architectures on composite laminates through tailored gaps and 
overlaps”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 196, Article 108097, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108097 
ABSTRACT: Among a variety of defects associated with composite technology, fibre wrinkles are known to be 
a major source of failure for fibre reinforced plastic and closely associated with the ever popular automated 
fibre placement technique. In the present work, with the aim to investigate their influence on the failure of 
carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP), composite laminates containing fibre wrinkles of varying architectures 
have been designed and prepared utilizing gaps and overlaps based on the understanding of wrinkle formation 
mechanisms. The effects of these engineered wrinkles with different combination of gaps and overlaps on the 
mechanical performance of CFRP were systematically investigated. A maximum of 21% and 37% drop in the 
tensile and compressive strength were recorded for the most severe combination of gaps and overlaps. A simple 
analytical model was proposed to relate the wrinkle angle to the defect characteristic parameters and a good 
agreement with experimental results was obtained. Furthermore, numerical simulations were conducted to 
inform the failure mechanisms where different wrinkle models were generated using previously developed pre-
processing tools. Good agreements with experimental observations were obtained in terms of ply waviness, 
strength and failure modes. These findings provide certain practical insights for controlling defects in composite 
manufacturing processes. 
 
Shunfeng Li, Xiao Guo, Jiapeng Liao, Qing Li and Guangyong Sun, “Crushing analysis and design 
optimization for foam-filled aluminum/CFRP hybrid tube against transverse impact”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 196, Article 108029, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108029 
ABSTRACT: Aluminum foam, carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) and foam-filled structures have been 
drawn growing attention for their outstanding lightweight and energy absorption capacity; therefore, crushing 
characteristics of a hybrid system involving these components would be of particular interest. In this study, 
quasi-static compression tests were carried out to experimentally investigate the crushing behaviors of foam-
filled aluminum/CFRP hybrid tube subject to transverse loading condition. Based upon the experimental tests 
and numerical modeling, the interactive effects in between the aluminum foam filler and aluminum/CFRP 



hybrid tube was explored. It is found that the load carrying and energy absorption capacities of foam-filled 
hybrid tube were significantly improved in comparison with the summation of net foam filler and empty hybrid 
tube. The parametric study was carried out for exploring the effects of the aluminum foam density, aluminum 
tube thickness and ply number of CFRP tube on the crushing behaviors of foam-filled hybrid tube. It is found 
that both the total energy absorption (EA) of foam-filled hybrid tubes and the EA contributions of the aluminum 
foam (or aluminum tube, or CFRP tube) were enhanced with increase in density (or thickness, or ply number). 
The specific energy absorption (SEA) of foam-filled hybrid tubes increased from 3.45 J/g to 9.24 J/g with the 
foam density changed from 0.23 g cm−3 to 0.70 g cm−3; nevertheless, increase in aluminum tube thickness (or ply 
number of CFRP tube) has no evident influence on the of foam-filled hybrid tubes. Finally, discrete design 
optimization was further performed to obtain the best possible foam-filled hybrid configuration for the 
transverse crushing characteristics. The optimum results showed that the was largely improved by 213% in 
comparison with the baseline design. 
 
Zhenyu Wu, Lichan Zhang, Zhiping Ying, Jun Ke and Xudong Hu, “Low-velocity impact performance of 
hybrid 3D carbon/glass woven orthogonal composite: Experiment and simulation”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 196, Article 108098, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108098 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the synergistic effect of 3D orthogonal woven structure and asymmetric 
carbon/glass hybridization on impact response was studied by experimental and numerical methods. The hybrid 
3D orthogonal woven (H3DOW) composite plates were manufactured on a home-made 3D weaving machine. 
Impacts with various energies 42.9, 54.9, 66.9 and 78.9 J were applied to carbon (CG) and glass (GC) sides. 
The impact response was examined using fracture morphology observation and mechanical curves. Yarn-level 
finite element models including failure criteria and progressive damage law were established in 
ABAQUS/Explicit to compare the structural deformation and damage behavior. The impact side significantly 
influences the failure modes of H3DOW materials. GC specimen failed through delamination between carbon 
layers at non-impact side and subsequent fiber tensile breakage, whereas the crushing damage in the carbon 
yarn located in the impact-side and large area debonding between yarn and matrix resin in superficial layers was 
the dominant failure mode in CG specimen. This caused the CG configuration to exhibit better impact 
resistance with respect to the perforation threshold energy. 
 
Chang Qi, Feng Jiang, Alex Remennikov, Lian-Zheng Pei, Jun Liu, Jun-Shan Wang, Xiang-Wei Liao and Shu 
Yang, “Quasi-static crushing behavior of novel re-entrant circular auxetic honeycombs”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 197, Article 108117, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108117 
ABSTRACT: Honeycombs with re-entrant (RE) unit cells were found to have negative Poisson's ratios (NPRs) 
and enhanced energy absorption capabilities than regular hexagon honeycombs. For further improved energy 
absorption capacity, a novel re-entrant circular (REC) honeycomb configuration is proposed in this work by 
replacing the sloped cell wall of the regular re-entrant honeycomb with double circular arc cell walls, which can 
dissipate extra energy due to more formed plastic angles during the crushing process. The in-plane quasi-static 
crushing response of the REC honeycomb with large deformation was investigated theoretically and 
numerically. The numerical modeling methods in LS-DYNA software were validated by using the quasi-static 
crush test data of 3D-printed REC honeycomb specimens. Experiment and numerical simulations both revealed 
that quasi-static load can result in an “X” mode deformation of the REC honeycomb. Based on the simulated 
deformation profiles of the representative unit, theoretical models were derived to predict the REC honeycomb's 
crushing strength, i.e. plateau stress. Good agreements were found between the theoretical and the numerical 
results within a relative error about 9%. Parametric analyses further showed that the unit cell configuration has a 
great effect on the crushing strength of the REC honeycomb. The REC honeycomb presents a varied Poisson's 
ratio with the global strain of the honeycomb; smaller radius to height ratio and length to height ratio were 
found to yield more pronounced NPR effect. Moreover, compared with the regular RE honeycomb, the specific 
energy absorption of the REC honeycomb is much higher due to the introduction of the double circular arc cell 
walls. 



 
M.A. Eltaher, M.A. Attia and A. Wagih, “Predictive model for indentation of elasto-plastic functionally graded 
composites”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 197, Article 108129, 15 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108129 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the complex phenomena of the elastic and elastoplastic indentation responses of 
functionally graded materials (FGMs) are studied in the framework of frictional contact mechanics using finite 
element method. The proposed model accounts for the continuous gradation of all the elastic and plastic 
properties of the indented material along its thickness using power law function and Tamura, Tomota and 
Ozawa (TTO) model. Classical Coulomb's friction law is utilized to model the friction effect throughout the 
contact interface. The model is implemented in ANSYS FE software and utilized to simulate the axisymmetric 
frictional contact of an FGM substrate and a rigid spherical indenter. Parametric studies are performed to 
investigate the effects of friction coefficient, gradient index, and FGM-constituent materials on the frictional 
indentation behaviors of elastic and elastoplastic FGMs under loading/unloading pattern. Results show that the 
frictional contact response of elastoplastic FGMs can be controlled by appropriate choice of the gradient index. 
Using obtained numerical results, an empirical equation is derived to predict the normalized residual indentation 
depth for elastoplastic FGMs by knowing the gradient index and a single material parameter under frictional 
spherical indentation. 
 
Run-Pei Yu, Xin Wang, Qian-Cheng Zhang, Lang Li, ... Tian Jian Lu, “Effects of sand filling on the dynamic 
response of corrugated core sandwich beams under foam projectile impact”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 197, Article 108135, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108135 
ABSTRACT: How sand filling affects the dynamic response of metallic corrugated sandwich beams under 
shock loading was characterized, both experimentally and numerically, with shock loading simulated by high-
speed impact of aluminum foam projectiles at beam mid-span. To facilitate evaluating the effects of sand filling, 
both empty and sand-filled corrugated core sandwich beams were assessed and compared for shock resistance. 
Representative deformation processes, deformation and failure modes, and beam deflections were 
experimentally obtained and analyzed. Sand-filled sandwich beams exhibited much higher shock resistance than 
the empty ones. Numerical simulations were subsequently conducted using a coupled discrete particle/finite 
element approach that takes into account the coupling interaction between the sand grains and corrugation 
members. The simulations predicted reasonably well the primary features (permanent mid-span deflections and 
deformation modes) of both the empty and sand-filled sandwich beams observed experimentally. The validated 
numerical model was employed to evaluate how the properties of the filling sand and other granular filling 
materials, e.g., density, stiffness, friction and damping, affect the shock resistance of sandwich beams. The 
results indicated that the shock resistance was sensitive to, firstly, the density and stiffness of sand and, 
secondly, the friction between sand particles. In contrast, the damping between sand particles had little effect. 
 
Ting-Ting Li, Wenna Dai, Shih-Yu Huang, Hongyang Wang, Qi Lin,  Jia-Horng Lin and Ching-Wen Lou, 
“Spring-like sandwich foam composites reinforced by 3D Concave–Convex structured fabric: Manufacturing 
and low-velocity cushion response”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 197, Article 108171, 15 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108171 
ABSTRACT: In order to solve the problems of poor mechanical properties and incapable reuse for single 
cellular foam, this study proposed low-cost spring-like sandwich flexible foam composites (SFFCs) with a 3D 
resilient concave–convex structured fabric core (RCFC) and two gradient-structured styrene-ethylene/butene–
styrene copolymer (SEBS)-g-maleic anhydride (MAH)-filled polyurethane (PU) foam faces through two-step 
foaming. RCFC plied with different sizes and distances constituted warp-knitted spacer fabrics (WKSF) sealed 
between two layers of low-melting polyester nonwovens through thermal bonding. The effects of SEBS-g-
MAH content and volume content of RCFC cubes on compression and dynamic low-velocity impact properties 
were explored at different impact energy levels. At 3:4 (wt%) ratio of the upper-to-lower SEBS-g-MAH content 
faces and at 0.4 ratio of WKSF-to-PU volume ratio, the resultant SFFCs showed a compression stress of 
68.4 kPa (40%) and absorbed up to 98% of impact energy under 16 J. After five cycles of impact, this sandwich 
foam composite maintained 98% absorption of impact energy, demonstrating excellent spring-like dynamic-



impact-recovery property. Overall, this study provided a novel structure design for lower cost, higher-
performance recycling cushion materials in industrial construction, transport packaging, and sports fields. 
 
Dikshant Saini and Behrouz Shafei, “Performance of structural insulated panels with metal skins subjected to 
windborne debris impact”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 198, Article 108163, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108163 
ABSTRACT: Structural insulated panels (SIPs), which consist of a composite of an insulating polymer foam 
sandwiched between two layers of structural skins, are widely used in residential and commercial buildings. 
Such panels, in the regions prone to hurricanes and tornadoes, are often exposed to the risk of windborne debris 
impact. Despite the consequences associated with damage to SIPs, the studies on their perforation resistance 
and design variables have been rather limited. To address this gap, the current study develops a computational 
framework to assess the vulnerability of the SIPs of various configurations subjected to a range of windborne 
debris impact scenarios. For this purpose, impact simulations are conducted to quantify the response and 
evaluate the extent of damage to the SIPs. The study is further extended to evaluate the effect of various 
structural details and material properties on the perforation resistance of the SIPs. Based on the simulation 
results, a set of vulnerability curves are developed to capture the risk of failure of the SIPs under the windborne 
debris hazard. This is expected to improve the design of this important category of wall panels, especially to 
ensure their safety and performance during severe windstorms. 
 
Haiyang Yang, Hongshuai Lei, Guoxing Lu, Zhong Zhang, Xinyu Li and Yan Liu, “Energy absorption and 
failure pattern of hybrid composite tubes under quasi-static axial compression”, Composites Part B: 
Engineering, Vol. 198, Article 108217, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108217 
ABSTRACT: Novel fiber-metal hybrid tubes with overlapped fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) and aluminum 
layers were proposed in this paper. By combining progressive failure behavior of composites and large plastic 
deformation of metal materials, the structure was hybridized at mesoscopic scale. To this end, circular 
fiber/aluminum hybrid tubes with various inner diameters (40, 60, and 80 mm) combined with parent materials 
(Al-1060, carbon fiber, and glass fiber) were fabricated using vacuum bag molding process. Quasi-static 
uniaxial compressive tests were conducted to comprehensively explore the effects of geometric factors and 
failure patterns on energy absorption capability. The experimental results revealed that the pristine FRP and 
CF/Al (carbon fiber and aluminum) hybrid tubes collapsed in a progressive failure mode and generated 
abundant intra- and inter-laminar cracks during crushing. The GF/Al (glass fiber and aluminum) hybrid tubes 
with large diameters collapsed in an unstable and inefficient mode due to local buckling and delamination. 
Compared with bare aluminum tubes (Al 6061-T6), the specific energy absorption (SEA) and crushing force 
efficiency (CFE) of CF/Al hybrid structures were improved significantly by respectively 54.3% and 40.4% for 
tubes with 40 mm inner diameter. Furthermore, the CFE of CF/Al hybrid structures improved by more than 
40% when compared to their bare CFRP counterparts, though the SEA reduced by more than 5.5%. In sum, the 
proposed hybrid design efficiently reduced the peak crushing force with desirable SEA, which has great 
potential for low-cost and lightweight energy absorber applications. 
 
Xinmei Xiang, Shimiao Zou, Ngoc San Ha, Guoxing Lu and Ing Kong, “Energy absorption of bio-inspired 
multi-layered graded foam-filled structures under axial crushing”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 198, 
Article 108216, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108216 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an innovative bio-inspired multi-layered graded foam-filled structure (MGFS) 
mimicking the characteristics of the human skeleton was proposed in an attempt to improve the energy 
absorption. The proposed structures consisted of three layers of aluminum foam with different densities filled in 
three concentric aluminum circular tubes. To find out the optimal foam-filled combination and demonstrate the 
superior energy absorption performance of the proposed structures, a series of quasi-static compression tests 
were experimentally and numerically carried out. The results showed the proposed structures had higher energy 
absorption efficiency than that of both uniform foam-filled structures and the empty tubes, and Model-1 with 
the foam density increasing from the inner tube to the outer tube was the best combination mode. Furthermore, 
parametric numerical studies on Model-1 revealed that the diameter and thickness of the aluminum tube and the 
density of the aluminum foam had significant effects on the energy absorption characteristics. Finally, a 



theoretical model was developed to predict the mean crushing force of the bioinspired MGFS, which was in 
good agreement with the experimental results. This study provides an effective guideline for designing a foam-
filled energy absorber with high energy absorption efficiency. 
 
Davoud Shahgholian-Ghahfarokhi, Gholamhossein Rahimi, Gholamhossein Liaghat, Richard Degenhardt and 
Felipe Franzoni, “Buckling prediction of composite lattice sandwich cylinders (CLSC) through the vibration 
correlation technique (VCT): Numerical assessment with experimental and analytical verification”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 199, Article 108252, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108252 
ABSTRACT: One of the best nondestructive techniques to evaluate the buckling behavior of imperfection-
sensitive structures is the vibration correlation technique (VCT). This paper presents an analytical formulation 
for the free vibration of axially loaded composite lattice sandwich cylinders (CLSC) and numerical and 
experimental validations of the VCT applied to such structures. From an analytical point of view, the equations 
are obtained through the Rayleigh-Ritz method considering first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). For 
the numerical verification of the VCT, three types of linear and nonlinear finite element analyses are performed. 
At first, numerical results for the critical buckling load and the first natural frequency at different load levels are 
compared with the corresponding analytical ones, validating the numerical models. Then, the numerical models 
are extended considering geometric nonlinearities and imperfection to simulate the variation of the first natural 
frequency of vibration with the applied load. As well, a nonlinear buckling analysis is also performed using the 
Riks method for a better comparison of the VCT results. In the last section, four specimens are fabricated using 
a new rubber mold and a filament winding machine. Additionally, the experimental buckling test is carried out, 
verifying the results of the VCT approach. The results demonstrate that the maximum difference between the 
estimated buckling load using the VCT approach and the corresponding nonlinear and experimental buckling 
loads is less than 5%, being the VCT result more accurate than the numerical one. Moreover, the proposed VCT 
provided a good estimation of the buckling load of the CLSC, considering a maximum load level of at least 
62.1% of the experimental buckling load. 
 
Pablo Resende Oliveira, Michael May, Tulio Hallak Panzera, Fabrizio Scarpa and Stefan Hiermaier, “Improved 
sustainable sandwich panels based on bottle caps core”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 199, Article 
108165, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108165 
ABSTRACT: A sandwich panel based on upcycled bottle caps core and sustainable components is investigated 
to contribute to advances in lightweight and environmentally friendly structural solutions. Ecological 
alternatives to the panel skin and adhesive, such as a recycled PET-bottle foil and a castor oil bio-polyurethane, 
respectively, are tested and compared to commercial components (aluminium skin and epoxy polymer). Bottle 
caps are characterised using a small punch test specially developed to obtain the properties of the bottle caps. 
Additionally, low-cost reinforcement (Portland cement) is added to adhesives to enhance the mechanical 
behaviour of the panel. The sustainable panels achieve enhanced efficiency compared to aluminium-based 
panels for core shear strength and stiffness, besides having similar specific flexural properties compared to 
those of epoxy-based PET panels. Despite their higher strength and stiffness, epoxy polymer-based panels show 
visible adhesive peeling off to bottle caps core and aluminium skin. In contrast, the biopolymer exhibits larger 
deformation and debonding of both substrates, indicating a progressive and ductile failure. The satisfactory 
efficiency of sustainable panels confirms the promising reuse of recycled bottle caps in structural applications. 
 
Qianshan Xia, Zhichun Zhang, Yanju Liu and Jinsong Leng, “Buckypaper and its composites for aeronautic 
applications”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 199, Article 108231, 15 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108231 
ABSTRACT: Since the carbon nanotube (CNT) technology was invented in 1991, it has attracted widespread 
attention from researchers owing to the excellent properties and wide applications. However, the easy 
agglomeration of CNTs in composite materials severely restricts large-scale applications. The problem of CNT 
distributing in composites has been solved, since the buckypaper (BP) called ‘carbon nanotube film or carbon 
nanotube paper’ was first prepared in 1998. Because porous structure of BP is beneficial to impregnation of 
matrix materials, preparation methods and applications of BP composites have been widely reported. With 



porous structure, low density, anti-corrosion and excellent properties, BP and its composites could be applied in 
the electrically conductive fields. This paper is intended to provide a comprehensive review of BPs, including a 
fundamental understanding of the technology, methods of fabrication, related properties of BPs, various BP 
composites and their potential applications in aeronautics. The first section presents a brief introduction of BPs, 
then the descriptions of preparation methods, morphology and related properties of BPs and BP composites are 
introduced in detail. BP composites, which have been developed for improving related properties of BPs as 
functional materials, are briefly described. Specially, BP composites are fabricated for conductive applications 
in aeronautics, such as in deicers, electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding and lightning striking protection 
(LSP). 
 
Zhengliang Cui, Qiang Liu, Yubo Sun and Qing Li, “On crushing responses of filament winding 
CFRP/aluminum and GFRP/CFRP/aluminum hybrid structures”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 200, 
Article 108341, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108341 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to explore the crushing characteristics and failure modes of multiple filament 
winding hybrid tubes. Two types of hybrid tubes, namely Glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP)/carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics (CFRP)/aluminum (Al) hybrid tubes and CFRP/Al, were fabricated by the filament winding 
process. The typical load-displacement curves, failure modes, effects of winding plies, winding angle and 
interaction on crashworthiness were explored. It showed that the failure modes of hybrid specimens were 
predominated by progressive brittle crack, delamination mode in CFRP layers and diamond failure mode in 
aluminum tube. Increasing hybrid plies increased the specific energy absorption (SEA), energy absorption (EA) 
and peak crushing force (PCF). The PCF of the hybrid tubes decreased with increasing CFRP winding angle 
from 30° to 60° (winding angle of 0° was along the axial direction of the tube) while the hybrid tubes with the 
winding angle of 45° showed the highest SEA and EA. A theoretical analysis was conducted on the effect of 
interaction on load bearing capacity and it is showed that the interactions between different materials can 
effectively enhance energy absorption. A comparison among the filament winding, vacuum bag forming and 
nested manufacturing processes was performed and the filament winding technique exhibited the highest 
improvement in crashworthiness of CFRP/Al hybrid tubes. 
 
Fatemeh Mottaghian, Hessameddin Yaghoobi and Farid Taheri, “Numerical and experimental investigations 
into post-buckling responses of stainless steel- and magnesium-based 3D-fiber metal laminates reinforced by 
basalt and glass fabrics”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 200, Article 108300, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108300 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the details and results of a series of follow-up experimental and numerical 
investigations that were conducted to establish the buckling behaviour of special three-dimensional fiber metal 
laminates (3D-FMLs). This FML is made of a special 3D fiberglass fabric (3DFGF)-epoxy composite, which 
also hosts a two-part liquid urethane foam within its core cavities and further reinforced with basalt and E-glass 
bidirectional fabrics. 3D-FML panels with six different configurations were fabricated and beam-like specimens 
were extracted from the panels. The specimens were subjected to uniaxial compression loading. This follow-up 
study focuses on investigating the effects and level of improvement in the performance of the 3D-FMLs by 
utilizing magnesium and stainless steel as the face-sheet materials and the enhancement gained by the basalt and 
E-glass fabrics. The responses of the 3D-FMLs are also simulated numerically. By comparing the numerical 
and experimental results, it will be explicitly demonstrated that the developed FE framework could serve as an 
effective and accurate means for establishing the performance of such FMLs, including those with more 
complex geometries and loading conditions. In addition, the most effective 3D-FMLs are identified and ranked 
based on their buckling capacity with respect to their cost and weight. 
 
Yong Zhou, Yongzheng Xu, Hui Liu, Yunli Guo, Xiaosu Yi and Yuxi Jia, “Debonding identification of Nomex 
honeycomb sandwich structures based on the increased vibration amplitude of debonded skin”, Composites Part 
B: Engineering, Vol. 200, Article 108233, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108233 
ABSTRACT: Accurate debonding identification is essential for subsequent structural repair, however, the 
research on debonding identification on both sides of the symmetrical honeycomb sandwich structures by 
means of the vibration-based method faces certain challenges. To address this, a two-step strategy based on the 



uniform load surface (ULS) curvature method is presented. Specifically, the potential debonding area is first 
identified through the global debonding detection of the entire sandwich structure. Then, the specific debonding 
information on both sides is identified by introducing the local constraint to the boundary of the above potential 
debonding area. The corresponding mechanism is that the local constraint improves the relative vibration 
amplitude of debonded skin. On this basis, further study on the applicable scope of the ULS curvature method 
indicates that the debonding of Nomex honeycomb sandwich structures with relatively low-modulus skin and 
large honeycomb core phenolic resin thickness is relatively easy to be identified. This work is helpful to guide 
the precise debonding detection of honeycomb sandwich structures. 
 
J. Lausch, M. Takla and H.-G. Schweiger, “Crush testing approach for flat-plate fibrous materials”, Composites 
Part B: Engineering, Vol. 200, Article 108333, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108333 
ABSTRACT: A novel crush testing approach is presented to obtain crush properties of flat-plate fibrous 
materials. To validate the proposed approach, fully constrained specimens of different materials were crushed. 
The inevitable component, the splitting force, included in the measured force, emanating from shearing, tearing, 
and friction at specimen edges, is isolated and deducted, resulting in the crushing force. An approximately 
linear relationship between the energy associated with the measured force and the specimen width was 
observed, suggesting width independent splitting energy. Consistent specific energy absorption (SEA) 
properties of fully supported flat-plate specimens were obtained using the proposed approach. 
 
Ran Tao, Longtao Ji, Ying Li, Zhishuai Wan, Wenxia Hu, Wenwang Wu, Binbin Liao, Lianhua Ma and 
Daining Fang, “4D printed origami metamaterials with tunable compression twist behavior and stress-strain 
curves”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 201, Article 108344, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108344 
ABSTRACT: Origami has received significant interest from the science and engineering community as a design 
method and used to construct expandable mechanical metamaterials by folding and unfolding along the crease 
line. Here, we adopted a 4D printing method with shape memory polymer to create a smart origami 
metamaterial with tunable stress-strain curves, controllable compression twist deformation, shape programming 
and self-expansion, and develop its deformation theory model. The effects of unit structure parameters and 
temperature field on the mechanical properties and functional deformation of the metamaterial are analyzed 
using experiments, theory model and finite element method. The origami structure can realize the shape 
programming, self-expansion and mechanically tunable by control temperature, and switch between 
monostability and bistability by adjusting the parameters. The structure parameters, temperature field, and series 
combination method are used to adjust and control the stress-strain curves and compression twist deformation 
behavior of the metamaterials. This multifunctional metamaterial may find a wide range of applications, such 
as, mechanical storage, tunable shock absorption interface and soft robots. 
 
Sreehari Rajan, Michael A. Sutton, Subramani Sockalingam, William McMakin, Zafer Gurdal and Addis 
Kidane, “Simulations and experiments for automated fiber placement of prepreg slit tape: Wrinkle formation 
and fundamental observations”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 201, Article 108287, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108287 
ABSTRACT: Simulations and experiments for automated fiber placement (AFP) of prepreg slit tape (tow) on a 
flat surface with different radii of curvature are presented, with emphasis on characterization of wrinkle 
formation. Bonding of the slit tape to the substrate surface is modelled through a sticky contact definition in 
Abaqus. Subsequent delamination and wrinkling are predicted through incorporation of measured mixed mode 
cohesive TSL for contact and bonding of the slit tape and substrate. Comparisons of predicted wrinkle shape, 
amplitude and wavelength to experimental measurements show excellent agreement for a 6.35 mm wide 
IM7/8552-1 prepreg tow placed on a flat surface using four different radii of curvature. In addition, simulations 
are demonstrated to be capable of capturing the mechanisms of wrinkle formation using a generally accepted 
damage model. Careful inspection of the stress and deformation conditions at the tow-substrate interface under 
the compaction roller reveals a combination of Mode II and Mode III tractions, with significant damage 
predicted under the roller due to the Mixed Mode II/III traction conditions. After passage of the roller, nearly 



instantaneous initiation and growth of wrinkles occur with relatively consistent spacing under predominantly 
Mode I condition at the interface. 
 
Wei Zhang, Qinghua Qin, Jianfeng Li, Binhao Su and Jianxun Zhang, “A comparison of structural collapse of 
fully clamped and simply supported hybrid composite sandwich beams with geometrically asymmetric face 
sheets”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 201, Article 108398, 15 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108398 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on structural collapse of fully clamped and simply supported hybrid sandwich 
beams of geometrically asymmetric carbon fiber-reinforced composite face sheets and an aluminum foam core 
under three-point bending. Both bending behavior and collapse mechanism have been explored and identified 
through the collapse mechanism map. Limit analyses have been conducted and these predictions are validated 
by experimental results. Experimental results show two active failure modes: face fracture and core shear. 
Effect of fully clamped boundary condition is to make bending deformation mechanism towards stretching of 
face sheets and core and strengthen the structural load-carrying capacity. Geometric parameters have significant 
influence on the initial failure load of hybrid sandwich beams under different boundary conditions. The initial 
failure modes are significantly affected by the mass distributions of face sheets with the same core thickness. 
The fully clamped sandwich beams with thick front face sheet have better fracture-resistance. For the similar 
failure modes, the load-carrying capacity of the simply supported sandwich beam with thick front face sheet is 
higher than that with thin front face sheet. The initial failure load of face fracture increases with increasing the 
front face sheet thickness and the initial failure load of core shear increases with increasing the core thickness. 
 
Haibao Liu, Jun Liu, Yuzhe Ding, Zoe E. Hall, Xiangshao Kong, Jin Zhou, Bamber R.K. Blackman, Anthony J. 
Kinloch and John P. Dear, “A three-dimensional elastic-plastic damage model for predicting the impact 
behaviour of fibre-reinforced polymer-matrix composites”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 201, Article 
108389, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108389 
ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3-D) Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model incorporating an elastic-plastic 
(EP) damage model, which was implemented as a user-defined material (‘VUMAT’) sub-routine in a FEA code 
(‘Abaqus/Explicit’), is developed to simulate the impact response of carbon-fibre reinforced-plastic (CFRP) 
composites. The model predicts the load versus time and the load versus displacement responses of the 
composite during the impact event. Further, it predicts the extent, shape and direction of any intralaminar 
damage and interlaminar delaminations, i.e. interlaminar cracking, as a function of the depth through the 
thickness of the impacted CFRP test specimen, as well as the extent of permanent indention caused by the 
impactor striking the composite plate. To validate the model, experimental results are obtained from relatively 
low-velocity impact tests on CFRP plates employing either a matrix of a thermoplastic polymer, i.e. poly(ether-
ether ketone), or a thermosetting epoxy polymer. The 3-D EP model that has been developed is shown to model 
successfully the experimentally-measured impact behaviour of the CFRP composites. 
 
D. Dalli, L.F. Varandas, G. Catalanotti, S. Foster and B.G. Falzon, “Assessing the current modelling approach 
for predicting the crashworthiness of Formula One composite structures”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
201, Article 108242, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108242 
ABSTRACT: Current methods for designing Formula One (F1) crash structures are mainly based on costly 
iterative experiments, aimed at minimising the component mass and maximising driver safety. This paper 
assesses the simplified block approach used in F1 to computationally predict crashworthiness. Quasi-static and 
dynamic crush experiments of flat and tubular coupons are presented, to generate data for the modelling of a F1 
Side Impact Structure (SIS). The crushing efficiency of these coupons is found to be dependent on geometry, 
ply orientation, and crushing velocity. This modelling strategy yields results which compare favourably with 
those obtained from the quasi-static and dynamic experimental testing of a full-scale SIS, but also highlight 
areas which require further work to improve accuracy. 
 
Jianjun Zhang, Guoxing Lu and Zhong You, “Large deformation and energy absorption of additively 
manufactured auxetic materials and structures: A review”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 201, Article 
108340, 15 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108340 



ABSTRACT: Different from conventional materials, materials with negative Poisson's ratios expand laterally 
when stretched longitudinally. Known as ‘auxetic’ materials, the effect means they possess particularly 
fascinating properties, which have recently attracted considerable attention in the literature. A range of auxetic 
materials has been discovered, theoretically designed and fabricated. Developments in additive manufacturing 
(AM) techniques enable fabrication of materials with intricate cellular architectures. This paper outlines recent 
progress in the development of auxetic materials and structures, and their mechanical properties under quasi-
static and dynamic loading are analysed and summarised. Limited experimental studies on 3D printed auxetic 
materials and structures are given more attention, ahead of extensively finite element (FE) simulations. A 
special focus is dedicated to their large, plastic deformation behaviour and energy absorption performance, 
which should be stressed in their engineering applications; no review paper has yet been found regarding this. 
Finally, this paper provides an overview of current study limitations, and some future research is envisaged in 
terms of auxetic materials and structures, nano-auxetics and additive manufacturing. 
 
Mohammad Mahdi Abedi, Reza Jafari Nedoushan, Mohammad Sheikhzadeh and Woong-Ryeol Yu, “The 
crashworthiness performance of thin-walled ultralight braided lattice composite columns: Experimental and 
finite element study”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 202, Article 108413, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108413 
ABSTRACT: We studied the crashworthiness performance of thin-walled ultralight braided lattice composites 
(UBLCs) under quasi-static compressive loading experimentally and numerically. The lattice structures were 
initially preformed on mandrels with various cross-sectional geometries, including circular, octagonal, 
hexagonal, and rectangular. The effects of cross-section type and perimeter were also investigated. Our results 
showed that the square-shaped sample exhibited the highest specific absorbed energy (SAE) and absorbed 
energy per length. We also investigated the effect of the number of lattice layers. The concentric multi-layer 
samples absorbed more energy than single-layer samples due to interactions between the embedded layers. 
Furthermore, the crushing force efficiency (CFE) was improved by the use of multi-layer samples. Finite 
element (FE) modeling was used to predict and analyze the energy absorption behavior of UBLC samples. Both 
structure buckling and material failure were included in the simulations. The results of the FE simulation were 
in good agreement with our experimental results. The SAEs of single-layer and multi-layer UBLCs are 
significantly higher than those of expanded metal tubes. Considering SAE and CFE simultaneously, we can 
conclude that the energy absorption behavior of UBLC structures is more promising than that of similar tubular 
lattice structures. 
 
Huy Do, Ying Yi Tan, Nathalie Ramos, Josef Kiendl and Oliver Weeger, “Nonlinear isogeometric multiscale 
simulation for design and fabrication of functionally graded knitted textiles”, Composites Part B: Engineering, 
Vol. 202, Article 108416, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108416 
ABSTRACT: We present a nonlinear multiscale modeling and simulation framework for the mechanical design 
of machine-knitted textiles with functionally graded microstructures. The framework operates on the mesoscale 
(stitch level), where yarns intermesh into stitch patterns, and the macroscale (fabric level), where these 
repetitive stitch patterns are composed into a fabric. On the mesoscale, representative unit cells consisting of 
single interlocked yarn loops, modeled as geometrically exact, nonlinear elastic 3D beams, are homogenized to 
compute their effective mechanical properties. From this data, a B-Spline response surface model is generated 
to represent the nonlinear orthotropic constitutive behavior on the macroscale, where the fabric is modeled by a 
nonlinear Kirchhoff–Love shell formulation and discretized using isogeometric finite elements. These 
functionally graded textiles with locally varying properties can be designed and analyzed by parameterizing the 
stitch value, i.e., the loop length of a single jersey stitch, and the knitting direction as mesoscopic design 
variables of the macroscopic response surface constitutive model. To validate the multiscale simulation and 
design approach, numerical results are compared against physical experiments of different tensile loading cases 
for various grading scenarios. Furthermore, the versatility of the method for the design of functionally graded 
textiles is demonstrated. 
 
Ciarán McHale, Robert Telford and Paul M. Weaver (Bernal Institute, University of Limerick, Castletroy, 
Limerick City, Ireland), “Morphing lattice boom for space applications”, Composites Part B: Engineering, Vol. 
202, Article 108441, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2020.108441 



ABSTRACT: Structures used in space applications demand the highest levels of stiffness for their mass whilst 
also performing in a hostile environment. To partly address these requirements and so as to also pack efficiently 
for stowage during launch we propose a new type of compact telescopic morphing lattice space boom. This 
boom stows within a 1U CubeSat volume and is lightweight being only 0.4 kg. The boom has a total length of 
2 m in its deployed state which is 20 times its stowed height. The device comprises two multi-stable cylindrical 
composite lattices that are joined telescopically. These lattices nest inside one another in the stowed 
configuration, with the objective of improving packaging efficiency. Notably, prestress and lamina orientation 
are used to smoothly change shape from being compact when stowed to being extended when deployed. The 
lattices in the boom have been designed to maximise deployment force and to be self-deploying by tuning 
manufacturing parameters. As a result, only a small, lightweight mechanism is required to regulate deployment 
speed of the lattice boom. By reversing its direction, this mechanism can be used to retract the lattice boom to 
its stowed configuration, thereby enabling two-way reconfigurability. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a general mesh smoothing method for finite elements. The method deals with 
two and three-dimensional meshes with virtually any type of element. To evaluate the quality of different 
element types, the paper also introduces a broad quality function. The proposed method works by solving a 
standard deformation analysis where nodal forces aim to deform each element into an optimally placed 
reference element. A detailed algorithm of the proposed smoothing method is presented which is suitable for a 
straightforward computer implementation. Several application examples in two and three-dimensions are 
presented and analyzed in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed algorithm. In all cases very good 
quality improvements were obtained with very few iterations. Also, the proposed method provided greater 
improvements when compared to conventional Laplacian-based methods. 
 
Paola Antonietti, Marco Verani, Christian Vergara and Stefano Zonca (Primarily from: MOX, Dipartimento di 
Matematica, Politecnico di Milano, Italy), “Numerical solution of fluid-structure interaction problems by means 
of a high order discontinuous Galerkin method on polygonal grids”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, 
Vol. 159, pp 1-14, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.02.002 
ABSTRACT: We consider the two-dimensional numerical approximation of the fluid-structure interaction 
problem over unfitted fluid and structure meshes. In particular, we consider a method where the fluid mesh (on 
the background) is fixed, apart from the interface with the moving immersed structure, where general polygonal 
elements of arbitrary shape and changing in time are generated. The new idea of this work is to handle the 
discretization on such polygons by using the Discontinuous Galerkin method on polyhedral grids (PolyDG), 
which has been recently developed for different differential equations and here adapted for the first time to a 
heterogeneous problem. We prove a stability result of the proposed semi-discrete formulation and discuss how 
to deal with the partial or total covering of a fluid mesh element due to the structure movement. We finally 
present some numerical results with the aim of showing the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
 
Prakasha Chigahalli Ramegowda, Daisuke Ishihara, Tomoya Niho, Tomoyoshi Horie, “A novel coupling 
algorithm for the electric field–structure interaction using a transformation method between solid and shell 
elements in a thin piezoelectric bimorph plate analysis”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 159, pp 
33-49, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.02.001 
ABSTRACT: Thin piezoelectric bimorph cantilever is increasingly employed throughout the field of actuator 
and sensor applications in the microelectromechanical system (MEMS). Generally for finite element analysis of 
piezoelectric bimorph cantilever, three–dimensional (3D) solid element can accurately takes into account a 
linear or quadratic distribution of electric potential over the thickness for various electric configurations of the 
actuator and sensor applications. As the MEMS structures usually are quite thin and undergo large 
deformations, shell elements are very well suited for the structural discretization. This paper is focused on the 
development of a novel coupled algorithm to analyze the electromechanical coupling in a piezoelectric bimorph 
actuator and sensor using the shell and solid elements to simulate the structural and electric fields, respectively. 
The electric force induced by the inverse piezoelectric effect is transformed from the solid elements to the shell 
elements as an equivalent external force and moment, and the resultant displacements are transformed from the 
shell elements to the solid elements to evaluate the direct piezoelectric effect. Two different approaches were 
developed to analyze the electric field–structure interaction. In the first approach, for each block Gauss–Seidel 
(BGS) iteration, multiple full Newton–Raphson (N–R) iterations are executed until the tolerance criteria are 
satisfied. In the second approach, the BGS and N–R loops are unified into a single loop. A piezoelectric 
bimorph actuator and sensor were analyzed for various electrical configurations to demonstrate the accuracy of 
the proposed method. 
 
H. Dehghani, D. Desena-Galarza, N.K. Jha, J. Reinoso, J. Merodio, “Bifurcation and post-bifurcation of an 
inflated and extended residually-stressed circular cylindrical tube with application to aneurysms initiation and 
propagation in arterial wall tissue”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 161, pp 51-60, 1 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.04.004 
ABSTRACT: A numerical procedure to analyze bifurcation and post-bifurcation of a finite deformation 
boundary-value problem for a residually-stressed elastic body is studied. In particular, the problem is the 
combined extension and inflation of a circular cylindrical tube subject to radial and circumferential residual 
stresses. The material model, given by a residual-stress dependent nonlinear elastic constitutive law in terms of 
invariants, is implemented in a finite element code. A numerical procedure to analyze the bifurcation and post-



bifurcation of the finite deformation boundary-value problem at hand is developed based on the modified Riks 
method. The dependence of bifurcation and post-bifurcation behavior of tubes under the loading at hand on 
residual stresses is shown and compared with results when there is no residual stress. The finite deformation 
boundary-value problem is described mainly in terms of the inflation pressure, as well as the axial and 
azimuthal stretches of the tube. The dependence of these quantities on bifurcation is illustrated graphically for 
different values of the parameters (in dimensionless form) involved, in particular, the strength of the residual 
stress. It is found that bulging bifurcation is expected for sufficiently large values of the axial stretch. On the 
other hand, for small values of the axial stretch (close to the non-extended configuration), the onset of 
bifurcation is found to be the bending mode. Furthermore, for the latter case in subsequent motion, i.e. post-
bifurcation, it is shown that bending triggers bulging as opposed to the situation in which bending is not allowed 
and the onset of bifurcation is associated with bulging. In addition, the bulge, or the abnormal enlargement, that 
is formed during post-bifurcation after the onset of bending bifurcation appears on one side of the tube showing 
an irregular shape which is consistent with the development of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA). 
 
Adam J. Sadowski, “On the advantages of hybrid beam-shell structural finite element models for the efficient 
analysis of metal wind turbine support towers”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 162, pp 19-33, 15 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.05.002 
ABSTRACT: Metal wind turbine support towers are very tall and slender shell structures designed to exhibit a 
stepwise varying distribution of optimised wall thicknesses, with strakes in the upper regions of the tower 
usually being much thinner than those in the lower regions. Each strake is an individual shell and potentially a 
critical location for failure, and as the failure location is rarely obvious in advance each strake in theory requires 
careful meshing in a finite element analysis. It is not unusual for over twenty individual strakes to be present in 
a design, and the computational cost involved in modelling such a structure with finite elements, particularly in 
nonlinear analyses, can quickly become prohibitive for execution on a personal workstation. Compromises in 
mesh resolution must often be made, usually to the detriment of the quality of the global solution. 
This paper explores a simple hybrid beam-shell modelling technique that permits an efficient and insightful 
analysis of multi-strake wind turbine support towers. It consists of modelling all but a handful of the strakes 
with beam elements or rigid bodies which have a negligible computational cost compared to shell elements, and 
to focus the deployment of expensive shell elements only on strakes of interest as part of a resistance 
assessment. As only strakes meshed with shell elements participate in a failure mechanism, the technique allows 
the realistic exploration of the relative criticality of all tower strakes. The technique is illustrated on a real 
design of a 1.5 MW 25-strake wind turbine tower. 
 
Isa Kolo, Lin Chen, René de Borst, “Strain-gradient elasticity and gradient-dependent plasticity with 
hierarchical refinement of NURBS”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 163, pp 31-43, 1 October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.06.001 
ABSTRACT: Higher-order strain-gradient models are relevant for engineering materials which exhibit size-
dependent behaviour as observed from experiments. Typically, this class of models incorporate a length scale - 
related to micro-mechanical material properties - to capture size effects, remove stress singularities, or 
regularise an ill-posed boundary value problem resulting from localisation of deformation. The higher-order 
continuity requirement on shape functions can be met using NURBS discretisation, as is considered herein. 
However, NURBS have a tensor-product nature which makes selective refinement cumbersome. To maintain 
accuracy and efficiency in analysis, a finer mesh may be required, to capture a localisation band, certain 
geometrical features, or in regions with high gradients. This work presents strain-gradient elasticity and strain-
gradient plasticity, both of second-order, with hierarchically refined NURBS. Refinement is performed based on 
a multi-level mesh with element-wise hierarchical basis functions interacting through an inter-level subdivision 
operator. This ensures a standard finite-element data structure. Suitable marking strategies have been used to 
select elements for refinement. The capability of the numerical schemes is demonstrated with two-dimensional 
examples. 
 



Miguel A. Sanz, K. Nguyen, Marcos Latorre, Manuel Rodríguez, Francisco J. Montáns, “Sheet metal forming 
analysis using a large strain anisotropic multiplicative plasticity formulation, based on elastic correctors, which 
preserves the structure of the infinitesimal theory”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 164, pp 1-17, 
15 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.06.004 
ABSTRACT: Sheet metal forming is a very important process in industry to create a wide variety of goods. The 
analysis of local ductility and residual stresses is important both to assess the viability of the manufacturing 
process and the reliability of the resulting elements in service. An example is crash-worthiness, where 
remaining ductility and residual stresses govern the safety of the overall structure during the impact. 
A main ingredient of finite element simulations for sheet metal forming in industry is a robust continuum-based 
computational algorithm for large strain elastoplasticity which includes both elastic and plastic anisotropy, as 
well as mixed hardening. The theory should use exactly-integrable (conservative) elastic and hardening 
behaviors based on physically motivated proper state variables and, if possible, result in a simple integration 
algorithm. In this work we implement a novel large strain formulation for anisotropic hyperelasto-plasticity in a 
user subroutine of the commercial program ADINA to perform sheet metal forming simulations, testing the 
robustness and suitability of the model for industry, as well as its accuracy. The formulation is based on a new 
approach to the treatment of large strain kinematics, using logarithmic elastic corrector rates instead of plastic 
rates. Furthermore, kinematic hardening is formulated without an explicit backstress. We compare and discuss 
the results with those in the literature which use alternative frameworks. 
 
P. Michels, D. Grommes, A. Oeckerath, D. Reith, O. Bruch, “An integrative simulation concept for extrusion 
blow molded plastic bottles”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 164, pp 69-78, 15 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.06.008 
ABSTRACT: It is well known that the mechanical properties of extrusion blow molded plastic bottles are 
influenced by the process conditions, which leads to local orthotropic process-dependent material parameters. In 
this study, these parameters as well as local orientation effects are for the first time considered in the structural 
analysis of extrusion blow molded products. Furthermore, an integrative simulation concept has been worked 
out which combines process simulation and structural analysis to take the process history of the plastic bottle 
into account. The elastic modulus is described as a function of process parameters like the local degrees of 
stretching and the mold temperature. Because the local degrees of stretching differ considerably, a new 
algorithm was developed which identifies the local degrees of stretching as well as their orientation using the 
results of the process simulation. For the data mapping between the process mesh and the structural analysis 
mesh, the self-developed MpCCI Mapper software was used. In a simulation of a top load test, the integrative 
simulation model was compared with the conventional model as well as with experimental data. Although in 
this particular case the influence of the orthotropic material model with respect to the local degrees of stretching 
is rather low, the general use of process dependent material parameters leads to much better results. 
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“A novel hybrid shell element formulation (QUAD+ and TRIA+): A benchmarking and comparative study”, 
Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 166, Article 103319, 15 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.103319 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a novel hybrid finite element (FE) formulation of shell element to enable 
assembly process simulation of compliant sheet-metal parts with higher efficiency and flexibility. Efficiency 
was achieved by developing both new hybrid quadrilateral and triangular elements. Quadrilateral element 
(QUAD+) was formulated by combining area geometric quadrilateral 6 (AGQ6) nodes and mixed interpolated 
tensorial components (MITC) to model membrane and bending/shear component respectively. Triangular 
element (TRIA+) was formulated by merging assumed natural deviatoric strain (ANDES) for membrane and 
MITC for bending/shear component. Flexibility was addressed by developing an open-source C++ code, 
enhanced by the OpenMP interface for multiprocessing programming. Tests and benchmarks were compiled 
and executed within Matlab using the MEX API interface. Extensive benchmark studies were accomplished to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid formulation and the shell formulations used in three FEM 
packages - ABAQUS, ANSYS and COMSOL- under static linear elastic condition with small strain 



assumption. It was observed that the proposed QUAD+ and TRIA+ elements performed better amongst the FE 
packages, especially when there was in-plane mesh distortion, with errors below 3%. It was also identified that 
the best efficiency is obtained by adopting dominant QUAD+ elements compared to the TRIA+ when working 
on complex geometries. This paper also contributes to present a wide set of benchmark studies required to 
verify new release of FE packages using shell element or evaluate the performance of new shell formulations. 
 
Rachida Ayane, Abdellah Hamdaoui, Bouazza Braikat, Noureddine Tounsi and Noureddine Damil (Laboratoire 
d’Ingénierie et Matériaux (LIMAT), Faculté des Sciences Ben M'Sik, Hassan II University of Casablanca, BP 
7955, Sidi Othman, Casablanca, Morocco), “An improved Padé approximant in the ANM algorithm: 
Application to the post-buckling of shells”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 167, Article 103330, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.103330 
ABSTRACT: In this paper and in the framework of the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM), we investigate 
numerically improved vectorial Padé Approximants. The ANM is a branch-by-branch continuation algorithm, 
each branch is represented by a vectorial Taylor series with respect to a path parameter. In the ANM, the 
vectorial Padé approximants have been introduced to increase the validity range of vectorial Taylor series. In a 
recent work, we have introduced a new matrix generalized definition of vectorial Padé approximants of 
vectorial Taylor series truncated at order N. By using this definition, the vectorial Padé approximants of type [L, 
M] (N = L + M) have been investigated. We show also numerically, in this paper, that the vectorial Padé 
approximants [1, N − 1] when the coefficients bi are computed from the Gram-schmidt orthogonalization 
technique make it possible to reduce the number of ANM steps compared to the classical vectorial Padé 
appoximant. The effectiveness of these vectorial Padé approximants will be demonstrated on numerical 
examples of post-buckling of shells. 
 
Dana Bishara and Mahmood Jabareen (Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Technion - Israel 
Institute of Technology, Haifa, 32000, Israel), “Does the classical solid-shell element with the assumed natural 
strain method satisfy the three-dimensional patch test for arbitrary geometry?”, Finite Elements in Analysis and 
Design, Vol. 168, Article 103331, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.103331 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the ability of the classical solid-shell element to satisfy the membrane patch 
test is examined. Theoretical and numerical investigations showed that the classical solid-shell element fails to 
satisfy the membrane patch test when the elements' referential covariant base vectors in the thickness directions 
are coordinate-dependent. This deficiency has motivated the development of a new solid-shell formulation in 
the present study for modeling elastic thin structures and shell-like applications. Within the new solid-shell 
element, a modified Green-Lagrange strain tensor is constructed by adopting both the assumed natural 
inhomogeneous strain (ANIS) and the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) methods. The developed formulation is 
implemented in the commercial finite element software Abaqus for numerical simulations. An extensive 
numerical study is carried out for testing the accuracy of the developed finite element. To this end, the accuracy 
of the ANIS solid-shell element incorporating the proposed set of 21 EAS parameters is compared to the 
classical ANS solid-shell element with the same set of the EAS parameters. It is shown that the ANIS solid-
shell element combined with the set of 21 EAS parameters is of great accuracy and excellent performance 
considering both the linear and the non-linear regimes. 
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“Predicting vibroacoustic performance of thin-walled lightweight structures during conceptual design”, Finite 
Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 169, Article 103342, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.103342 
ABSTRACT: To predict the vibroacoustic performance of complex thin-walled structures, an analysis using a 
finite element model considering structure–acoustic interaction is often required. The acoustic response of such 
models can be time-consuming to compute and sensitive to minor design changes. These models can be too 
computationally intense since fast design optimizations must be performed. Moreover, knowledge of the final 
design is limited in the conceptual design phase, which implies that detailed modeling and analysis is of less 
value. It is therefore of interest for engineers to evaluate an efficient conceptual model using a prediction metric 
that has an acceptable correlation to the acoustic response of the structure. In this paper, we investigate different 
vibroacoustic prediction metrics for their adequacy to be used in the conceptual design of a thin-walled 
lightweight structure. As a reference model, we use a finite element model considering structure–acoustic 
interaction to compute the vibroacoustic performance of an automotive vehicle. We evaluate the adequacy of 
different prediction metrics for a conceptual model in terms of their correlation to the acoustic response inside 
the vehicle computed using the detailed reference model. Two measures were determined to have poor 
performance as prediction metrics: frequencies of the fundamental modes and global stiffness, respectively. 
However, a significant correlation was demonstrated for a prediction metric based on transfer mobilities. 
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“Elasto-plastic large deformation analysis of multi-patch thin shells by isogeometric approach”, Finite Elements 
in Analysis and Design, Vol. 173, Article 103389, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2020.103389 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies elasto-plastic large deformation behaviour of thin shell structures using the 
isogeometric computational approach with the main focus on the efficiency in modelling the multi-patches and 
arbitrary material formulation. In terms of modelling, we employ the bending strip method to connect the 
patches in the structure. The incorporation of bending strips allows to eliminate the strict demand of the C1 
continuity condition, which is postulated in the Kirchhoff-Love theory for thin shell, and therefore it enables us 
to use the standard multi-patch structure even with C0 continuity along the patch boundaries. Furthermore, 
arbitrary nonlinear material models such as hyperelasticity and finite strain plasticity are embedded in the shell 
formulation, from which a unified thin shell formulation can be achieved. In terms of analysis, the Bézier 
decomposition concept is used to retain the local support of the traditional finite element. The performance of 
the presented approach is verified through several numerical benchmarks. 
 
Vítězslav Štembera and Josef Füssl, “DKMQ24 shell element with improved membrane behaviour”, Finite 
Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 175, Article 103341, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2019.103341 
ABSTRACT: An approach to improve the membrane behaviour of the four-node shell element with 24 degrees 
of freedom DKMQ24 proposed by Katili et al. (2015) is presented. This improvement is based on a different 
approximation of drilling rotations, based on Allman's shape functions. Further, the element formulation is 
enhanced by the use of selective reduced integration of shear terms and by the proportional scaling of the 
penalty constant to the shell thickness. Additionaly, nodal moment corrections for the approximation of 
distributed normal loads are proposed. This element, called DKMQ242+, was tested on nine standard benchmark 



problems for the case of linear elasticity. The element is free of shear and membrane locking and shows lower 
numerical errors for membrane and membrane-dominated problems. 
 
Victor D. Fachinotti, Alejandro E. Albanesi and Fernando G. Flores, “Inverse finite element analysis using a 
simple reduced integration hexahedral solid-shell element”, Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 178, 
Article 103440, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2020.103440 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces the inverse finite element method using simple brick elements that can be 
used for shell analysis. The proposed element is the inverse counterpart of an existing Lagrangean-based 
“direct” trilinear hexahedral finite element that uses the approaches of reduced integration, assumed natural 
strains and enhanced assumed strain to prevent locking defects in shell modeling. Like the standard trilinear 
hexahedral element, this locking-free element has eight vertex nodes and three displacement degrees-of-
freedom per node. It also has one scalar enhanced-strain degree-of-freedom, which is eliminated at the element 
level. Both inverse and direct finite element formulations are identical up to the definition of the Lagrangean-
based equilibrium equations. For the inverse approach, these equations have as unknowns the positions of the 
nodes in the undeformed configuration. The current approach is particularly well suited for a category of 
inverse problems where a given shape must be attained after large elastic deformations. This is the case in the 
design of turbine blades, to be developed here. 
 
J.R. Cho, “Natural element approximation of hierarchical models of plate-like elastic structures”, Finite 
Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 180, Article 103439, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.finel.2020.103439 
ABSTRACT: Almost all the mesh-free methods are restricted to 2-D problems owing to the difficulty in 
generating 3-D grids. One effective way to overcome this limitation is to utilize the concept of hierarchical 
modeling for elastic structures. It was introduced originally for the dimensionally-reduced analysis of 3-D 
structures, but it can be used for the reverse purpose. By assuming the displacement field in the thickness 
direction with polynomials, the in-plane displacement could be approximated by 2-D mesh-free method. 
Inspired this motivation, this paper intends to demonstrate the numerical analysis of plate-like structures by 2-D 
natural element method (NEM). The polynomial order in the thickness direction is defined by the model level, 
and a number of hierarchical models are constructed by sequentially increasing the model level. The mid-
surface of structure is discretized into a NEM grid and the corresponding in-plane displacement field is 
approximated according to a locking-free selectively reduced integration technique. The numerical experiments 
are performed to illustrate and validate the proposed method. Both the central deflection and the stress 
resultants are investigated with respect to the model level and compared with the full 3-D elasticity. In addition, 
the modeling error of hierarchical models is examined with respect to the thickness and the model level, and the 
convergence characteristic to the total number of grid points is compared with FEM. 
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Qui X. Lieu and Jaehong Lee, “An isogeometric multimesh design approach for size and shape optimization of 
multidirectional functionally graded plates”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
343, pp 407-437, 1 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.08.017 
ABSTRACT: This article firstly presents a novel numerical methodology to concurrently optimize material 
distribution (size) and thickness variation (shape) of multidirectional functionally graded (MFG) plates under 
free vibration within the isogeometric analysis (IGA) framework. An isogeometric multimesh design (IMD) 
approach is proposed to generate two distinct non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces via the -
refinement strategy. A finer analysis one relied upon a combination of the IGA and a generalized shear 
deformation theory (GSDT) is utilized for the unknown solution approximation in finite element analyses 



(FEAs). Whilst the other coarser design one is employed for the exact geometry representation as well as the 
optimal material and thickness depiction. Size and shape design variables are in turn the ceramic volume 
fraction and -axis coordinate of the top side of the MFG plate coincidentally assigned to each of control points 
on this surface. Flexibly utilizing such two surfaces helps diminish a large number of design variables and 
considerably save the computational cost in optimization problems, yet still appropriately manifesting optimal 
material and thickness profiles. Additionally, this definition accurately simulates mechanical behavior of MFG 
plates in analysis ones as well. A recently developed derivative-free adaptive hybrid evolutionary firefly 
algorithm (AHEFA) is used to solve constrained frequency maximization problems. Several numerical 
examples are executed to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the present paradigm. 
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ABSTRACT: We extend the analysis and discretization of the Kirchhoff–Love plate bending problem from 
Führer et al. (in press) in two aspects. First, we present a well-posed formulation and quasi-optimal DPG 
discretization that include the gradient of the deflection. Second, we construct Fortin operators that prove the 
well-posedness and quasi-optimal convergence of lowest-order discrete schemes with approximated test 
functions for both formulations. Our results apply to the case of non-convex polygonal plates where shear 
forces can be less than L2-regular. Numerical results illustrate expected convergence orders. 
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ABSTRACT: The eigenproblem for thin shells of revolution under uncertainty in material parameters is 
discussed. Here the focus is on the smallest eigenpairs. Shells of revolution have natural eigenclusters due to 
symmetries, moreover, the eigenpairs depend on a deterministic parameter, the dimensionless thickness. The 
stochastic subspace iteration algorithms presented here are capable of resolving the smallest eigenclusters. In 
the case of random material parameters, it is possible that the eigenmodes cross in the stochastic parameter 
space. This interesting phenomenon is demonstrated via numerical experiments. Finally, the effect of the chosen 
material model on the asymptotics in relation to the deterministic parameter is shown to be negligible. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we discuss the time-dependent generalized membrane shell model, which has not 
been addressed numerically in literature. We show that the solution of this model exists and is unique. We first 
provide a numerical method for the time-dependent generalized membrane shell. Concretely, we semi-discretize 
the space variable and fully discretize the problem using time discretization by the Newmark scheme. The 
corresponding numerical analyses of existence, uniqueness, stability and convergence with a priori error 
estimates are given. Finally, we present numerical experiments with a portion of the conical shell and a portion 
of the hyperbolic shell to verify theoretical convergence results and demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
numerical scheme. 
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ABSTRACT: A strain gradient elasticity model for shells of arbitrary geometry is derived for the first time. The 
Kirchhoff–Love shell kinematics is employed in the context of a one-parameter modification of Mindlin’s strain 
gradient elasticity theory. The weak form of the static boundary value problem of the generalized shell model is 
formulated within an H^3 Sobolev space setting incorporating first-, second- and third-order derivatives of the 
displacement variables. The strong form governing equations with a complete set of boundary conditions are 
derived via the principle of virtual work. A detailed description focusing on the non-standard features of the 
implementation of the corresponding Galerkin discretizations is provided. The numerical computations are 
accomplished with a conforming isogeometric method by adopting C^(p-1)-continuous NURBS basis functions 
of order p.gte.3. Convergence studies and comparisons to the corresponding three-dimensional solid element 
simulation verify the shell element implementation. Numerical results demonstrate the crucial capabilities of the 
non-standard shell model: capturing size effects and smoothening stress singularities 
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ABSTRACT: A bio-inspired concept of non-uniform curved grid-stiffened composite structures with embedded 
stiffeners (embedded NCGCs) is proposed in the paper. Shallow curved stiffeners are embedded in the laminate 
skin to form an integrated structure to improve the skin–stiffener deformation compatibility. A method named 
streamline stiffener path optimization (SSPO) based on multiscale modeling is proposed for curved stiffener 
layout design of embedded NCGCs. Firstly, the homogenization-based global/local analysis is used to calculate 
structural responses on a global unstiffened model with the equivalent material properties obtained from local 
representative cell configurations (RCCs). Secondly, the discrete distribution of 2D curved stiffener paths is 
transformed into a continuous distribution of the streamline function values (SFVs) on a 3D level set surface. 
The stiffener path description using the streamline function is similar as the level set method with specific 
constraints. Projections of points with the same integral SFVs will form one stiffener path. Thirdly, optimal 
curved stiffener layout is achieved using shape design of local parallelogram representative cell configurations 
with analytical sensitivities calculated using the affine mapping from the square master domain to the 
parallelogram RCCs. Fourthly, stiffener spacing and angle constraints are added for manufacturing 
considerations and local buckling resistance, and optimization design is implemented to maximize the buckling 
load within a given weight. Finally, numerical examples of a square laminated panel under uniaxial and biaxial 
compressions validate the effectiveness of the proposed SSPO method and indicate the significant improvement 
of the buckling loads by steering the stiffener paths. 
 
Jalal Torabi, Reza Ansari and Mansour Darvizeh (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Guilan, P.O. Box 3756, Rasht, Iran), “Application of a non-conforming tetrahedral element in the context of the 
three-dimensional strain gradient elasticity”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
344, pp 1124-1143, 1 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.09.016 
ABSTRACT: In the size-dependent continuum theories such as the strain gradient theory, the higher-order 
derivatives of displacement field appear in the energy functional of the structure which leads to the employment 
of C1 continuous shape functions within the finite element discretization procedure. Although a wide range of 
one- and two-dimensional small-scale finite elements were developed to analyze the structural behavior of 
micro- and nano-structures, a few studies can be found on the development of size-dependent three-dimensional 
(3D) finite elements. Hence, the main purpose of this work is the introduction of a four-node tetrahedral 
element to analyze the size-dependent mechanical behavior of micro- and nano-structures based on the three-
dimensional strain gradient theory (SGT). In the proposed element, the values of displacement components and 
their related first-order derivatives are considered as degrees of freedom at each node. To present the governing 
equations, the matrix form of kinetic and strain energies and the work of external forces are derived based on 
the 3D elasticity theory and strain gradient model. To show the efficiency of the proposed model, the size-
dependent linear vibration analysis of circular and elliptical micro- and nano-plates is presented. Various 
numerical results including comparative and convergence studies are reported to check the accuracy and 
performance of the introduced finite element. 
 
Oliver Weeger, Bharath Narayanan and Martin L. Dunn (Primarily from: Singapore University of Technology 
and Design, SUTD Digital Manufacturing and Design (DManD) Centre, 8 Somapah Road, Singapore 487372, 
Singapore), “Isogeometric shape optimization of nonlinear, curved 3D beams and beam structures”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 26-51, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.038 
ABSTRACT: Straight beams, rods and trusses are common elements in structural and mechanical engineering, 
but recent advances in additive manufacturing now also enable efficient freeform fabrication of curved, 
deformable beams and beam structures, such as microstructures, metamaterials and conformal lattices. To 
exploit this new design freedom for applications with nonlinear mechanical behavior, we introduce an 
isogeometric method for shape optimization of curved 3D beams and beam structures. The geometrically exact 
Cosserat rod theory is used to model nonlinear 3D beams subject to large deformations and rotations. The initial 
and current geometry are parameterized in terms of NURBS curves describing the beam centerline and an 
isogeometric collocation approach is used to discretize the strong form of the balance equations. Then, a 
nonlinear optimization problem is formulated in order to optimize the positions of the control points of the 
NURBS curve that describes the beam centerline, i.e., the geometry or shape of the beam. To solve the design 
problem using gradient-based algorithms, we introduce semi-analytical, inconsistent analytical and fully 
analytical approaches for calculation of design sensitivities. The methods are numerically validated and their 



performance is investigated, before the applicability and versatility of our 3D beam shape optimization method 
is illustrated in various numerical applications, including optimization of an auxetic 3D metamaterial. 
 
Yue Jia, Cosmin Anitescu, Yongjie Jessica Zhang and Timon Rabczuk, “An adaptive isogeometric analysis 
collocation method with a recovery-based error estimator”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 52-74, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.039 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose an enhanced isogeometric analysis (IGA) collocation method. It is well 
known that the location of the collocation points plays an important role in the accuracy and stability of IGA 
collocation methods. This is particularly true for non-uniform meshes and domains generated from multi-patch 
geometries. We present an enhanced collocation method based on Gauss points, which has improved accuracy 
as compared to using C1 splines and a recovery-based error estimator that can be derived by sampling the 
solution at particular points in the domain. Adaptivity is implemented using a hierarchical spline basis, which 
satisfies the C1 continuity requirement. The proposed approach has been tested by several benchmark problems, 
including multipatch domains and geometries with re-entrant corners. 
 
Hyunsung Choi and Jeong Whan Yoon (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, 291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 34141, Republic of 
Korea), “Stress integration-based on finite difference method and its application for anisotropic plasticity and 
distortional hardening under associated and non-associated flow rules”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 123-160, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.031 
ABSTRACT: Stress integration algorithm based on finite difference method (FDM) was proposed to effectively 
deal with both first and second derivatives of yield and potential functions which are the lengthiest component 
in stress integration procedure. With the proposed numerical algorithm, both first and second derivatives of 
yield function are approximated by central difference method, so that finite element modeling using advanced 
constitutive model could be easily performed no matter how complicated its derivatives are. For the verification 
purpose, the algorithm was applied for advanced constitutive models: Plastic anisotropy model under associated 
(AFR) and non-associated flow rule (non-AFR), the homogeneous anisotropic hardening (HAH) model under 
associated (AFR) and non-associated flow rule (non-AFR). The proposed algorithm was verified with single 
element loading–unloading and cup-drawing simulations. The Euler backward method based on both the 
proposed numerical algorithm and analytical derivatives were employed for verification purpose. The accuracy 
and time efficiency of the proposed numerical algorithm were evaluated by comparing the simulation results 
from analytical derivatives. In addition, the applicability of the proposed numerical algorithm for the HAH 
models was estimated with single element loading–unloading, loading–reloading, and deep-drawing/springback 
simulations. Non-associated flow plasticity for the HAH model is newly proposed to improve numerical 
efficiency with finite difference method by keeping the same level of accuracy as associated flow rule plasticity. 
All the simulation results proved that the proposed numerical algorithm can be widely used for the 
implementation of advanced constitutive models. 
 
Santosh Kapuria and Adnan Ahmed (Primarily from: Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016, India), “An efficient zigzag theory based finite element 
modeling of composite and sandwich plates with multiple delaminations using a hybrid continuity method”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 212-232, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.035 
ABSTRACT: We present a finite element (FE) formulation based on an efficient layerwise (zigzag) theory for 
stress and vibration analysis of highly inhomogeneous composite and sandwich plates with multiple 
delaminations using the region method. The delaminations are assumed to be present at multiple interfacial 
and/or planar locations, and are not allowed to change in size during the deformations. Following the free mode 
model, the delaminated faces are assumed to have no mutual interaction during deformations. Using a hybrid 
method, the continuity of inplane displacements at the delamination front is satisfied exactly at the midplanes of 
the sublaminates separated by delaminations, while the deviations of their through-thickness variations in the 
intact and delaminated segments are minimized with respect to the rotation variables, using the least squares 
method. The formulation is shown to yield accurate results with reference to the full-field three dimensional FE 
solutions, for the deflection, stresses, natural frequencies and mode shapes for delaminated composite as well as 
highly inhomogeneous single- and double-core sandwich plates. The conventional point and least squares 



continuity methods, however, show large error for moderately thick plates and for higher than fundamental 
vibration modes. The smeared third order theory, which has the same number of degrees of freedom as the 
zigzag theory, is shown to yield grossly inaccurate results for delaminated sandwich plates. The present 
formulation is more computationally efficient than the layerwise theories that are usually used for such analysis, 
but is at the same time accurate, simple and robust. 
 
Carl Scarth, Sondipon Adhikari, Pedro Higino Cabral, Gustavo H.C. Silva and Alex Pereira do Prado (Primarily 
from: Embraer S.A., Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 2170, 12227-901 São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil), 
“Random field simulation over curved surfaces: Applications to computational structural mechanics”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 283-301, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.026 
ABSTRACT: It is important to account for inherent variability in the material properties in the design and 
analysis of engineering structures. These properties are typically not homogeneous, but vary across the spatial 
coordinates within a structure, as well as from specimen to specimen. This form of uncertainty is commonly 
modelled using random fields within the Stochastic Finite Element Method. Simulation within this framework 
can be complicated by the dependence of a random field’s correlation function upon the geometry of the 
domain over which it is defined. In this paper, a new method is proposed for simulating random fields over a 
general two-dimension curved surface, represented as a finite element mesh. The covariance function is 
parametrised using the geodesic distance, evaluated using the solution to the ‘discrete geodesic problem,’ and a 
point discretisation approach is subsequently applied in order to sample the random field at the nodes of the 
model. The major contribution of the present work is the development of a methodology for simulating random 
fields over curved surfaces of arbitrary geometry, with a focus upon non-intrusive application to industrial finite 
element models using ‘off the shelf’ commercial software. In order to demonstrate the potential impact of the 
proposed approach, the algorithm is applied in an uncertainty quantification case study concerning vibration and 
buckling of an industrial composite aircraft wing model. 
 
Wilkins Aquino, Gregory Bunting, Scott T. Miller and Timothy F. Walsh (Primarily from: Sandia National 
Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, MS 0380, Albuquerque, NM 87185-9999, USA), “A gradient-based optimization 
approach for the detection of partially connected surfaces using vibration tests”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 323-335, 1 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.11.002 
ABSTRACT: The integrity of engineering structures is often compromised by embedded surfaces that result 
from incomplete bonding during the manufacturing process, or initiation of damage from fatigue or impact 
processes. Examples include delaminations in composite materials, incomplete weld bonds when joining two 
components, and internal crack planes that may form when a structure is damaged. In many cases the areas of 
the structure in question may not be easily accessible, thus precluding the direct assessment of structural 
integrity. In this paper, we present a gradient-based, partial differential equation (PDE)-constrained 
optimization approach for solving the inverse problem of interface detection in the context of steady-state 
dynamics. An objective function is defined that represents the difference between the model predictions of 
structural response at a set of spatial locations, and the experimentally measured responses. One of the 
contributions of our work is a novel representation of the design variables using a density field that takes values 
in the range [0, 1] and raised to an integer exponent that promotes solutions to be near the extrema of the range. 
The density field is combined with the penalty method for enforcing a zero gap condition and realizing partially 
bonded surfaces. The use of the penalty method with a density field representation leads to objective functions 
that are continuously differentiable with respect to the unknown parameters, enabling the use of efficient 
gradient-based optimization algorithms. Numerical examples of delaminated plates are presented to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the approach. 
 
Wei Huang, Qun Huang, Yin Liu, Jie Yang, Heng Hu, Francois Trochu and Philippe Causse (Primarily from: 
School of Civil Engineering, Wuhan University, 8 South Road of East Lake, Wuchang, 430072 Wuhan, PR 
China), “A Fourier based reduced model for wrinkling analysis of circular membranes”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 345, pp 1114-1137, 1 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.09.012 
ABSTRACT: As a soft material with an almost negligible bending stiffness, a membrane may easily lose its 
mechanical stability. To capture its entire instability process, intensive computation is required, especially in the 



case of short wave length. The objective of this paper is to construct an efficient model to simulate and study 
the instability phenomena of circular membranes. By using the method of Fourier series with slowly variable 
coefficients in the circumferential direction, a new family of one-dimensional reduced finite elements are 
developed to study the three-dimensional problems. The nonlinear system is solved by the Asymptotic 
Numerical Method(ANM), which is reliable and efficient for tracing the bifurcation points and post-buckling 
equilibrium path compared with other classical non-linear solution algorithms. The accuracy and efficiency of 
the reduced model is verified by simulating the instability phenomena in stretched annular membranes and a 
compressed circular plate. The relation between critical loads and bifurcation patterns and the evolution of 
stress components in the entire wrinkling process are discussed. This study provides new simulation schemes to 
explore the instability in circular membranes under complex loadings and boundary conditions. 
 
M.S. Pigazzini, D. Kamensky, D.A.P. van Iersel, M.D. Alaydin, J.J. C. Remmers and Y. Bazilevs (Primarily 
from School of Engineering, Brown University, 184 Hope St., Providence, RI 02912, United States), “Gradient-
enhanced damage modeling in Kirchhoff-Love shells: Application to isogeometric analysis of composite 
laminates”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 346, pp 152-179, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.042 
ABSTRACT: We extend a recently-developed framework for isogeometric analysis of composite laminates to 
drive material damage evolution with a smoothed strain field. This builds on ideas from gradient-enhanced 
continuum damage modeling, and is intended to limit the dependence of damage predictions on the choice of 
discrete mesh. The resulting enhanced framework models each lamina of a composite shell structure as a 
Kirchhoff–Love thin shell. To account for the anisotropic damage modes of laminae, we smooth a tensor-valued 
strain by solving an elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) system on each lamina. This strain-smoothing 
PDE system is formulated to be independent of the choice of coordinates and is applicable to general manifold 
shell geometries. Numerical examples illustrate the enhanced damage model’s validity, mesh-independence, 
and applicability to complex industrial geometries. 
 
Katharina Rafetseder and Walter Zulehner (Institute of Computational Mathematics, Johannes Kepler 
University Linz, 4040 Linz, Austria), “A new mixed approach to Kirchhoff-Love shells”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 346, pp 440-455, 1 April 2019, 
ABSTRACT: For Kirchhoff–Love shell problems a new mixed formulation solely based on standard H1 spaces 
is presented. This allows for flexibility in the construction of discretization spaces, e.g., standard Co-coupling of 
multi-patch isogeometric spaces is sufficient. In terms of solution strategies, efficient methods for standard 
second-order problems like multigrid methods can be used as building blocks of preconditioners for iterative 
solvers. Furthermore, a combination of the proposed mixed formulation of the bending part with a popular 
mixed formulation of the membrane part in order to avoid membrane locking is considered. The performance of 
both mixed formulations is demonstrated by numerical benchmark studies. 
 
Cosmin Anitescu, Chuong Nguyen, Timon Rabczuk and Xiaoying Zhuang, “Isogeometric analysis for explicit 
elastodynamics using a dual-basis diagonal mass formulation”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 346, pp 574-591, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.002 
ABSTRACT: We propose a method to obtain diagonal mass matrices for NURBS-based approximation spaces 
by a “dual lumping” method. The use of lumped mass matrices is of great importance in elastodynamics 
problems, as they can be employed in explicit time integration schemes which do not require the solution of a 
linear system. In finite elements, several well-established methods, such as row-sum, diagonal scaling, or nodal 
quadrature methods have been used to obtain lumped mass matrices for different applications. However, for 
higher-order and higher continuity approximation spaces such as those derived from NURBS, these approaches 
have only limited (second-order) accuracy. In this work, we derive a dual basis which has optimal 
approximation and dispersion properties, while maintaining local support. The dual space has discontinuities at 
the element boundaries (knots) and it is used to provide the test functions in the context of a Petrov–Galerkin 
method. This results in a general framework for the study of lumped mass matrices which can be employed in 
explicit time integration schemes with high-order accuracy. Numerical experiments are presented to 
demonstrate the applicability of the method to problems with smooth solutions as well as to wave propagation 
problems with reduced regularity. 
 



Austin J. Herrema, Emily L. Johnson, Davide Proserpio, Michael C.H. Wu, Josef Kiendl and Ming-Chen Hsu 
(Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Iowa State University, 2025 Black Engineering, 
Ames, IA 50011, USA), “Penalty coupling of non-matching isogeometric Kirchhoff-Love shell patches with 
application to composite wind turbine blades”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
346, pp 810-840, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.08.038 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric analysis (IGA) has been a particularly impactful development in the realm of 
Kirchhoff–Love thin-shell analysis because the high-order basis functions employed naturally satisfy the 
requirement of C1 continuity. Still, engineering models of appreciable complexity, such as wind turbine blades, 
are typically modeled using multiple surface patches and, often, neither rotational continuity nor conforming 
discretization can be practically obtained at patch interfaces. A penalty approach for coupling adjacent patches 
is therefore presented. The proposed method imposes both displacement and rotational continuity and is 
applicable to either smooth or non-smooth interfaces and either matching or non-matching discretization. The 
penalty formulations require only a single, dimensionless penalty coefficient for both displacement and rotation 
coupling terms, alleviating the problem-dependent nature of the penalty parameters. Using this coupling 
methodology, numerous benchmark problems encapsulating a variety of analysis types, geometrical and 
material properties, and matching and non-matching interfaces are addressed. The coupling methodology 
produces consistently accurate results throughout all tests. Furthermore, the suggested penalty coefficient of 
alpha = 1000 is shown to be effective for the wide range of problem configurations addressed. Finally, a 
realistic wind turbine blade model, consisting of 27 patches and 51 coupling interfaces and having a chordwise- 
and spanwise-variant composite material definition, is subjected to buckling, vibration, and nonlinear 
deformation analyses using the proposed approach. 
 
M. Amabili, I.D. Breslavsky and J.N. Reddy (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill 
University, 817 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, Canada H3A 2K6), “Nonlinear higher-order shell theory for 
incompressible biological hyperelastic materials”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 346, pp 841-861, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.09.023 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, a geometrically nonlinear theory for circular cylindrical shells made of 
incompressible hyperelastic materials is developed. The 9-parameter theory is higher-order in both shear and 
thickness deformations. In particular, the four parameters describing the thickness deformation are obtained 
directly from the incompressibility condition. The hyperelastic law selected is a state-of-the-art material model 
in biomechanics of soft tissues and takes into account the dispersion of collagen fiber directions. Special cases, 
obtained from this hyperelastic law setting to zero one or some material coefficients, are the Neo-Hookean 
material and a soft biological material with two families of collagen fibers perfectly aligned. The proposed 
model is validated through comparison with the exact solution for axisymmetric cylindrical deformation of a 
thick cylinder. In particular, the shell theory developed herein is capable to describe, with extreme accuracy, 
even the post-stability problem of a pre-stretched and inflated Neo-Hookean cylinder until the thickness 
vanishes. Comparison to the solution of higher-order shear deformation theory, which neglects the thickness 
deformation and recovers the normal strain from the incompressibility condition, is also presented. 
 
L. Greco, M. Cuomo and L. Contrafatto (Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICAR), 
Universitá degli Studi di Catania, Viale Andrea Doria 6, 95125 Catania, Italy), “A quadrilateral G1-conforming 
finite element for the Kirchhoff plate model”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
346, pp 913-951, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.09.028 
ABSTRACT: A quadrilateral bi-cubic G1-conforming finite element for the analysis of Kirchhoff plates is 
presented. The rational version of the Gregory patch proposed by Loop et al. (2009) is the starting point of our 
formulation. This version of the Gregory patch consists in rational enhancement of the bi-cubic Bézier 
interpolation representing a suitable tool for designing G1-conforming quadrilateral element on Co-conforming 
un-structured meshes. The element includes as additional degrees of freedom the edge rotations like in the 
Loof-formulations but is only displacement based. Because of the presence of the rational functions, the second 
derivatives of the interpolation present a finite discontinuity at the corners of the element, that prevent the 
element from passing the bending patch test. The element so formulated does not present optimal rate of 
convergence under h-refinement operation. The formulation is enhanced enforcing these discontinuities to be 
zero by means of Lagrange multipliers. It is shown that with these constraints the element passes the patch test 
and presents optimal rate of convergence for unstructured mesh. In this way the rational conforming 



approximation collapses into a conforming re-arrangement of the complete bi-cubic Bézier interpolation. Some 
examples and benchmarks are presented in order to test the performance of the element for the Kirchhoff plate 
model. 
 
Gensen Ding, Xiaobin Hu, Xiangyang Cui, Guangyao Li, Yong Cai and Kumar K. Tamma (Primarily from: 
State Key Laboratory of Advanced Design and Manufacturing for Vehicle Body, Hunan University, Changsha 
410082, PR China and Collaborative Innovation Center of Intelligent New Energy Vehicle, Shanghai 200092, 
PR China), “Isogeometric generalized nth order perturbation-based stochastic method for exact geometric 
modeling of (composite) structures: Static and dynamic analysis with random material parameters”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 346, pp 1002-1024, 1 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.09.032 
ABSTRACT: The contribution herein proposes an isogeometric generalized n th order perturbation-based 
stochastic method for exactly modeling/representing composite structures comprising of different materials with 
particular attention to both static and dynamic analysis of structures with random material characteristics. 
Herein, we exactly represent the geometric model via isogeometric analysis (IGA), such as exactly modeling 
the interfaces in composite structures with dissimilar materials and also continuous variable thicknesses that 
cannot be achieved by existing traditional methods such as FEM. Besides, only a limited or scant work has been 
conducted thus far with IGA and stochastic methods. We consider the uncertainties of elastic modulus and mass 
density into account as stochastic inputs in static and dynamic isogeometric stochastic analyses. Moreover, we 
derive and expand the IGA based random-input parameter and all state functions included in static and dynamic 
equilibrium equations around their expectations via a generalized n th order Taylor series using a small 
perturbation parameter epsilon. In addition, we determine the probabilistic moments of the stochastic solution 
that satisfy the given accuracy requirement by expanding to n th order. The results obtained by the proposed 
method, the finite element method (wherever feasible), and Monte Carlo simulations for both benchmark and 
engineering applications verify the following: (a) the proposed methodology can achieve more accurate 
deterministic solutions with improved efficiency, thereby strengthening the effectiveness and efficiency brought 
by the stochastic method. This is in contrast to the FEM based method which weakens them, (b) on the other 
hand, it can more efficiently acquire reliable and more accurate stochastic results, both for expected values and 
standard deviations in the static and dynamic (free vibration) analyses. Note that the larger the problem size is, 
the more efficient the proposed method will be. 
 
B.H. Nguyen X. Zhuang and T. Rabczuk (Primarily from: Institute for Continuum Mechanics, Leibniz 
Universität Hannover, Appelstraße 11, 30167 Hannover, Germany), “NURBS-based formulation for nonlinear 
electro-gradient elasticity in semiconductors”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
346, pp 1074-1095, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.08.026 
ABSTRACT: Nanowire based semiconductors are promising for nanogenerators. However, there exist limited 
numerical tools to analyze these type of structures taking into account effects which are of particular importance 
at nanoscale. Therefore, we present a finite deformation NURBS based formulation to model a multifunctional 
material that couples strain, strain gradient, polarization and free charge carriers simultaneously. Specifically, 
the weak form and consistent linearization of the piezoelectric semiconductor including flexoelectricity and 
non-local elasticity are introduced. The nonlinear equations are then discretized and solved by utilizing 
isogeometric analysis (IGA) which fulfills the C1 continuity requirement. Several numerical examples are 
performed to investigate the influence of flexoelectricity and non-local elasticity in ZnO piezoelectric 
semiconductor nanowires under large deformation. The formulation developed in this work can contribute to 
the development of novel nanoelectromechanical coupling devices such as flexoelectric nanogenerators. 
 
Chi Wu, Jianguang Fang and Qing Li (Primarily from: School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic 
Engineering, The University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia), “Multi-material topology optimization 
for thermal buckling criteria”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 346, pp 1136-
1155, 1 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.08.015 
ABSTRACT: The structures in thermal environment often suffer from severe thermal expansion, potentially 
leading to buckling failure. This study aims to address this issue by proposing multi-material topology 
optimization for thermomechanical buckling problems. The density-based model with the rational 
approximation of material properties (RAMP) is adopted here for parameterization of multiple materials. The 



sensitivities of thermomechanical compliance and buckling are derived through the adjoint technique. The 
globally convergent version of the method of moving asymptotes (GCMMA) is employed to solve the non-
monotonic topology optimization problem. In this study, two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method, in which the total volume of multi-materials is minimized subject to 
thermoelastic compliance and buckling constraints. The examples exhibit significant difference in the final 
topologies for mechanical buckling and thermomechanical buckling optimization. The study demonstrates the 
importance of thermomechanical buckling criteria for the design of structures operating in a temperature-
varying environment. 
 
Andrea Bartezzaghi, Luca Dede and Alfio Quarteroni (Primarily from: Institute of Mathematics, École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Station 8, Lausanne, CH–1015, Switzerland), “Biomembrane modeling 
with isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 103-119, 
15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.025 
ABSTRACT: We consider the numerical approximation of lipid biomembranes at equilibrium described by the 
Canham–Helfrich model, according to which the bending energy is minimized under area and volume 
constraints. Energy minimization is performed via L2-gradient flow of the Canham–Helfrich energy using two 
Lagrange multipliers to weakly enforce the constraints. This yields a highly nonlinear, high order, time 
dependent geometric Partial Differential Equation (PDE). We represent the biomembranes as single-patch 
NURBS closed surfaces. We discretize the geometric PDEs in space with NURBS-based Isogeometric Analysis 
and in time with Backward Differentiation Formulas. We tackle the nonlinearity in our formulation through a 
semi-implicit approach by extrapolating, at each time level, the geometric quantities of interest from previous 
time steps. We report the numerical results of the approximation of the Canham–Helfrich problem on ellipsoids 
of different aspect ratio, which leads to the classical biconcave shape of lipid vesicles at equilibrium. We show 
that this framework permits an accurate approximation of the Canham–Helfrich problem, while being 
computationally efficient. 
 
S. Klinkel and R. Reichel (Lehrstuhl für Baustatik und Baudynamik, RWTH Aachen University, Mies-van-der-
Rohe-Str. 1, 52074 Aachen, Germany), “A finite element formulation in boundary representation for the 
analysis of nonlinear problems in solid mechanics”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 347, pp 295-315, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.020 
ABSTRACT: The contribution is concerned with a numerical element formulation in boundary representation. 
It results in a polynomial element description with an arbitrary number of nodes on the boundary. Scaling the 
boundary description determines the interior domain. The scaling approach is adopted from the so-called scaled 
boundary finite element method (SBFEM), which is a semi-analytical formulation to analyze problems in linear 
elasticity. Within this method, the basic idea is to scale the boundary with respect to a scaling center. The 
boundary, which is denoted as circumferential direction, and the scaling direction span the parameter space. In 
the present approach, interpolations in scaling direction and circumferential direction are introduced. The 
interpolation in circumferential direction is independent of the scaling direction. The formulation is suitable to 
analyze problems in nonlinear solid mechanics. The displacement degrees of freedom are located at the nodes 
on the boundary and in the interior element domain. The degrees of freedom located at the interior domain are 
eliminated by static condensation, which leads to a polygonal finite element formulation with an arbitrary 
number of nodes on the boundary. The element formulation allows per definition for Voronoi meshes and 
quadtree mesh generation. Numerical examples give rise to the performance of the present approach in 
comparison to other polygonal element formulations, like the virtual element method (VEM). Some benchmark 
tests show the capability of the element formulation. A comparison to standard and mixed element formulations 
is presented. The present approach is perfectly suitable to model heterogeneous structures with inclusions and 
voids. It avoids also staircase approximation of curved boundaries. 
 
B. Staber, J. Guilleminot, C. Soize, J. Michopoulos and A. Iliopoulos, “Stochastic modeling and identification 
of a hyperelastic constitutive model for laminated composites”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 425-444, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.036 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate the construction and identification of a new random field model for 
representing the constitutive behavior of laminated composites. Here, the material is modeled as a random 
hyperelastic medium characterized by a spatially dependent, stochastic and anisotropic strain energy function. 



The latter is parametrized by a set of material parameters, modeled as non-Gaussian random fields. From a 
probabilistic standpoint, the construction is first achieved by invoking information theory and the principle of 
maximum entropy. Constraints related to existence theorems in finite elasticity are, in particular, accounted for 
in the formulation. The identification of the parameters defining the random fields is subsequently addressed. 
This issue is attacked as a two-step problem where the mean model is calibrated in a first step, by imposing a 
match between the linearized model and nominal values proposed in the literature. The remaining parameters 
controlling the fluctuations are next estimated by solving an inverse problem in which principal component 
analysis and the maximum likelihood method are combined. The whole framework is illustrated considering an 
experimental database where multi-axial measurements are performed on a carbon-epoxy laminate. This work 
constitutes a first step towards the development of an integrated framework that will support decision making 
under uncertainty for the design, certification and qualification of composite materials and structures. 
 
Soo Min Kim, Jin-Gyun im, Soo-Won Chae and K.C. Park (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Korea University, 145, Anam-ro, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul, 02841, Republic of Korea”, “A strongly 
coupled model reduction of vibro-acoustic interaction”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 495-516, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.029 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new formulation of the coupled reduced-order modeling technique for 
fluid–structure interaction problems. The problem addressed here is a classical vibro-acoustic issue, which is a 
coupled vibration of an acoustic fluid in an elastic structure. Discretization of the problem yields a model 
having many degrees of freedom, which may impede rapid simulation and analysis. Projection-based model 
reduction is thus the most popular way to handle this problem. Conventionally, structure and fluid modes are 
independently employed to reduce their own degrees of freedom, and the Schur complement is then used to 
make a weak coupling between the two domains. In this work, we suggest a new coupled formulation to build a 
strong connection between the fluid and structure, which is mathematically a sequential projection from 
structure to fluid. The proposed strongly coupled formulation provides insight into the way that the structural 
vibration energy is transmitted to the fluid domain. Consequently, it can offer more precise reduced-order 
modeling of the fluid–structure interaction problems than conventional approaches. Numerical results herein 
demonstrate improved accuracy of the proposed method. 
 
H. Mallek, H. Jrad, A. Algahtani, M. Wali and F. Dammak (Primarily from: Laboratory of Electromechanical 
Systems (LASEM), National Engineering School of Sfax, University of Sfax, Route de Soukra km 4, 3038 
Sfax, Tunisia), “Geometrically non-linear analysis of FG-CNTRC shell structures with surface-bonded 
piezoelectric layers”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 679-699, 15 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.001 
ABSTRACT: This work makes a first attempt to conduct a geometrically non-linear analysis of functionally 
graded carbon nanotube reinforced composites (FG-CNTRC) structures, with surface-bonded active layers, 
based on Kirchhoff shell theory. Uniform and three different distribution types of functionally graded 
nanocomposites are presented. These distributions are assumed to be uniaxially aligned in the axial direction 
and functionally graded in the shell thickness direction, while the electric potential through the thickness of the 
active layers is assumed to be linear. A comparison study is carried out in order to show the applicability of the 
current formulation applied to various shapes of shell structures. The effects of various parameters as volume 
fraction, distribution of nanotubes, geometrical characteristics as well as load boundary on non-linear behavior 
of the smart FG-CNTRC structures are investigated. 
 
Mehrdad Zaren and Ziaoping Qian (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States), “Kirchhoff-Love shell 
formulation based on triangular isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 853-873, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.034 
ABSTRACT: This article presents application of rational triangular Bézier splines (rTBS) for developing 
Kirchhoff–Love shell elements in the context of isogeometric analysis. Kirchhoff–Love shell formulation 
requires high continuity between elements because of higher order PDEs in the description of the problem. 
Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS)-based IGA has been extensively used for developing Kirchhoff–Love 
shell elements, as NURBS-based IGA can provide high continuity between and within elements. However, 
NURBS-based IGA has some limitations; such as, analysis of a complex geometry might need multiple NURBS 
patches and imposing higher continuity constraints over interfaces of patches is a challenging issue. Addressing 



these limitations, isogeometric analysis based on rTBS can provide C1 continuity over the mesh including 
element interfaces, a necessary condition in finite elements formulation of Kirchhoff–Love shell theory. Based 
on this technology, we use Cr smooth rational triangular Bézier spline as the basis functions for representing 
both geometry and solution field. In addition to providing higher continuity for Kirchhoff–Love formulation, 
using rTBS elements we can achieve three significant challenging goals: optimal convergence rate, efficient 
local mesh refinement and analysis of geometric models of complex topology. The proposed method is applied 
on several examples; first, this technique is verified against multiple plate and shell benchmark problems; 
investigating the convergence rate on the benchmark problems demonstrates that the optimal convergence rate 
can be obtained by the proposed technique. We also apply our method on geometric models of complex 
topology or geometric models in which efficient local refinement is required. Moreover, a car hood is modeled 
with rTBS and structurally analyzed by using the proposed framework. 
 
Dongdong Wang, Feixu Pan, Xiaolan Xu and Xiwei Li (Department of Civil Engineering, Xiamen University, 
Xiamen, Fujian 361005, China), “Superconvergent isogeometric analysis of natural frequencies for elastic 
continua with quadratic splines”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 874-
905, 15 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.010 
ABSTRACT: A superconvergent isogeometric formulation is presented to accurately analyze the natural 
frequencies for elastic continua. This formulation is realized by a set of superconvergent quadrature rules which 
are designed for the numerical integration of isogeometric mass and stiffness matrices. In order to obtain these 
quadrature rules, a natural frequency error measure for elastic continua is systematically deduced using the 
quadratic basis functions, where the mass and stiffness matrices are formulated by the assumed quadrature 
rules. In contrast to the quadrature-based superconvergent isogeometric formulation for the scalar-valued wave 
equations, it is shown that herein different quadrature rules are required for the mass and stiffness matrices to 
achieve the superconvergence of natural frequency computation for the vector-valued elastic continuum 
problems. Consequently, the superconvergent quadrature rules are established through optimizing the natural 
frequency accuracy. It turns out that with these quadrature rules, the accuracy of natural frequencies for elastic 
continua is improved by two orders compared with the standard isogeometric formulation employing the 
consistent mass matrix. Meanwhile, it is found that the superconvergent quadrature rules involve the wave 
propagation angle and consequently simplified quadrature rules without the angle dependence are further 
proposed for straightforward practical applications. Numerical results reveal the superconvergence of the 
proposed method regarding the natural frequencies for elastic continua. 
 
Tan N. Nguyen, Chien H. Thai, Anh-Tuan Luu, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Jaehong Lee (Primarily from: 
Department of Architectural Engineering, Sejong University, 209 Neungdong-ro, Gwangjin-gu, Seoul 05006, 
Republic of Korea), “NURBS-based postbuckling analysis of functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced 
composite shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 347, pp 983-1003, 15 April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.011 
ABSTRACT: An investigation into the postbuckling and geometrically nonlinear behaviors of functionally 
graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) shells is carried out in this study. The discrete 
nonlinear equation system is established based on non-uniform rational B-Spline (NURBS) basis functions and 
the first-order shear deformation shell theory (FSDT). The nonlinearity of shells is formed in the Total 
Lagrangian approach considering the von Karman assumption. The incremental solutions are obtained by using 
a modified Riks method. In the present formulation, the rule of mixture is used to estimate the effective material 
properties of FG-CNTRC shells. Effects of CNTs distribution, volume fraction and CNTs orientation on the 
postbuckling behavior of FG-CNTRC shells are particularly investigated. Exact geometries of shells are 
modeled by using NURBS interpolation. Several verifications are given to show the high reliability of the 
proposed formulation. Especially, some complex postbuckling curves of FG-CNTRC panels and cylinders are 
first provided that could be useful for future references. 
 
Arturo Moyeda and Jacob Fish (Columbia University, NY, USA), “Multiscale analysis of solid, waffle, ribbed 
and hollowcore reinforced concrete slabs”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
348, pp 139-156, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: We present a multiscale plate element for the analysis of solid, waffle and hollowcore reinforced 
concrete slabs based on the higher order computational continua (HC2) formulation. The salient features of the 



proposed formulation are: (i) the ability to consider large representative volume elements (RVE) characteristic 
to waffle and hollowcore slabs, (ii) versatility stemming from the ease of handling damage and prestressing, and 
(iii) computational efficiency resulting from model reduction, combined with the well-established damage law 
rescaling method that yields simulation results nearly mesh-size independent. The multiscale formulation has 
been validated against experimental data for solid, hollowcore and waffle reinforced concrete slabs with and 
without prestressing. 
 
Thomas Horger, Alessandro Reali, Barbara Wohlmuth and Linus Wunderlich (Primarily from: Institute for 
Numerical Mathematics, Technische Universität München, Boltzmannstraße 3, 85748 Garching b. München, 
Germany), “A hybrid isogeometric approach on multi-patches with applications to Kirchhoff plates and 
eigenvalue problems”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 348, pp 396-408, 1 
May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.12.038 
ABSTRACT: We present a systematic study on higher-order penalty techniques for isogeometric mortar 
methods. In addition to the weak-continuity enforced by a mortar method, normal derivatives across the 
interface are penalized. The considered applications are fourth order problems as well as eigenvalue problems 
for second and fourth order equations. The hybrid coupling, which combines mortar and penalty methods, 
enables the discretization of fourth order problems in a multi-patch setting as well as a convenient 
implementation of natural boundary conditions. For second order eigenvalue problems, the pollution of the 
discrete spectrum – typically referred to as “outliers” – can be avoided. 
Numerical results illustrate the good behaviour of the proposed method in simple systematic studies as well as 
more complex multi-patch mapped geometries for linear elasticity and Kirchhoff plates. 
 
Thomas Ludwig, Christian Huehne and Laura De Lorenzis (SMR SA, Blumenstrasse 14-16, CH-2502 
Biel/Bienne, Switzerland), “Rotation-free Bernstein-Bézier elements for thin plates and shells – development 
and validation”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 348, pp 500-534, 1 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.039 
ABSTRACT: A new finite element procedure for thin plates and shells is presented. It combines a 
geometrically non-linear, rotation-free Kirchhoff–Love formulation with triangular and quadrilateral Bernstein–
Bézier elements and C and G inter-element continuity conditions, as well as boundary conditions for clamping 
and for symmetry. The formulation is free from transverse-shear locking and relies on a high polynomial degree 
to mitigate membrane locking. Bernstein–Bézier elements are, as opposed to NURBS, suitable for arbitrary 
triangulations. Unlike with Hermite elements, no stress concentrations occur if the boundary is partially 
clamped and the formulation can be potentially extended to stiffened plates and shells and to step-wise changes 
of thickness and material properties. The convergence behaviour is demonstrated and the computational 
efficiency is compared with that of C° Reissner–Mindlin elements on several numerical examples. 
 
Elena Raponi, Mariusz Bujny, Markus Olhofer, Nikola Aulig, Simonetta Boria and Fabian Duddeck (First 
author is from: School of Sciences and Technologies, University of Camerino, Camerino, Italy), “Kriging-
assisted topology optimization of crash structures”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 348, pp 730-752, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.002 
ABSTRACT: Over the recent decades, Topology Optimization (TO) has become an important tool in the design 
and analysis of mechanical structures. Although structural TO is already used in many industrial applications, it 
needs much more investigation in the context of vehicle crashworthiness. Indeed, crashworthiness optimization 
problems present strong nonlinearities and discontinuities, and gradient-based methods are of limited use. The 
aim of this work is to present an in-depth analysis of the novel Kriging-Assisted Level Set Method (KG-LSM) 
for TO. It is based on an adaptive optimization strategy using the Kriging surrogate model and a modified 
version of the Expected Improvement (EI) as the update criterion, which allows for embedding opportune 
constraints. The adopted representation using Moving Morphable Components (MMCs) significantly reduces 
the dimensionality of the problem, enabling an efficient use of surrogate-based optimization techniques. A 
minimum compliance cantilever beam test case of different dimensionalities is used to validate the presented 
strategy, as well as identify its potential and limits. The method is then applied to a 2D crash test case, involving 
a cylindrical pole impact on a rectangular beam fixed at both ends. Compared to the state-of-the-art Covariance 
Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), the KG-LSM optimization algorithm demonstrates to be 
efficient in terms of convergence speed and performance of the optimized designs. 



 
S. Schuss, M. Dittmann, B. Wohlmuth, S. Klinkel and C. Hesch (Primarily from: Computational Mechanics, 
University of Siegen, Siegen, Germany), “Multi-patch isogeometric analysis for Kirchhoff-Love shell 
elements”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 91-116, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.015 
ABSTRACT: We formulate a methodology to enforce interface conditions preserving higher-order continuity 
across the interface. Isogeometrical methods (IGA) naturally allow us to deal with equations of higher-order 
omitting the usage of mixed approaches. For multi-patch analysis of Kirchhoff–Love shell elements, G1 
continuity at the interface is required and serve here as a prototypical example for a higher-order coupling 
conditions. When working with this class of shell elements, two different types of constraints arise: Higher-
order Dirichlet conditions and higher-order patch coupling conditions. A basis modification approach is 
presented here, based on a least-square formulation and the incorporation of the constraints into the IGA 
approximation space. An alternative formulation using Lagrange multipliers which are statically condensed via 
a discrete Null-Space method provides additional insight into the proposed formulation. A detailed comparison 
with a classical mortar approach shows the similarities and differences. Eventually, numerical examples 
demonstrate the capabilities of the presented formulation. 
 
Chensen Ding, Rohit R. Deokar, Yanjun Ding, Guangyao Li, Xianyang Cui, Kumar K. Tamma and stephane 
P.A. Bordas (First author is from: State Key Laboratory of Advanced Design and Manufacturing for Vehicle 
Body, Hunan University, Changsha 410082, PR China), “Model order reduction accelerated Monte Carlo 
stochastic isogeometric method for the analysis of structures with high-dimensional and independent material 
uncertainties”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 266-284, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.004 
ABSTRACT: Structural stochastic analysis is vital to engineering. However, current material related 
uncertainty methods are mostly limited to low dimension, and they mostly remain unable to account for 
spatially uncorrelated material uncertainties. They are not representative of realistic and practical engineering 
situations. In particular, it is more serious for composite structures comprised of dissimilar materials. Therefore, 
we propose a novel model order reduction via proper orthogonal decomposition accelerated Monte Carlo 
stochastic isogeometric method (IGA-POD-MCS) for stochastic analysis of exactly represented (composite) 
structures. This approach particularly enables high-dimensional material uncertainties wherein the 
characteristics of each element are independent. And the novelties include: (1) the structural geometry is exactly 
modeled thanks to isogeometric analysis (IGA), as well as providing more accurate deterministic and stochastic 
solutions, (2) we innovatively consider high-dimensional and independent material uncertainties by separating 
the stochastic mesh from the IGA mesh, and modeling different stochastic elements to have different 
(independent) uncertainty behaviors, (3) the classical Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is employed to universally 
solve the high-dimensional uncertainty problem. However, to circumvent its computational expense, we employ 
model order reduction via proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) into the IGA coupled MCS stochastic 
analysis. In particular, we observe that this work decouples all IGA elements and hence permits independent 
uncertainty models easily, thereby the engineering problem is modeled to be more realistic and authentic. 
Several illustrative numerical examples verify the proposed IGA-POD-MCS approach is effective and efficient; 
and the larger the scale of the problem is, the more advantageous the method will become. 
 
Thuan Ho-Nguyen-Tan and Hyun-Gyu Kim (Department of Mechanical & Automotive Engineering, Seoul 
National University of Science and Technology, 232 Gongneung-ro, Nowon-gu, Seoul 01811, South Korea), 
“Polygonal shell elements with assumed transverse shear and membrane strains”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 595-627, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.044 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a new polygonal shell element is developed to provide greater flexibility in mesh 
design of complex shell structures. Wachspress coordinates are used to construct shape functions for polygonal 
shell elements. An assumed covariant shear strain field with respect to the element natural coordinate system is 
defined by employing the mixed interpolation of tensorial components approach to avoid transverse shear 
locking in polygonal shell elements. Moreover, an assumed covariant membrane strain field is constructed by 
using characteristic geometry and displacement vectors defined on quadrilateral subdomains of polygonal shell 
elements to alleviate membrane locking due to the element curvature. Some benchmark shell problems are 



solved to evaluate the performance of the proposed polygonal shell elements. Numerical experiments show that 
they converge much better than triangular shell elements and comparable to quadrilateral shell elements. 
 
Konstantinos Agathos, Eleni Chatzi and Stepane P.A. Bordas (Primarily from: Department of Civil, 
Environmental, and Geomatic Engineering, ETH Zürich, Stefano-Franscini-Platz 5, CH 8093 Zürich, 
Switzerland), “A unified enrichment approach addressing blending and conditioning issues in enriched finite 
elements”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 673-700, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.005 
ABSTRACT: We present a combination of techniques to improve the convergence and conditioning properties 
of partition of unity (PU) enriched finite element methods. By applying these techniques to different types of 
enrichment functions, namely polynomial, discontinuous and singular, higher order convergence rates can be 
obtained while keeping condition number growth rates similar to the ones corresponding to standard finite 
elements. 
 
T. Hirschler, R. Bouclier, A. Duval, T. Elguedj and J. Morlier (First author is from: Univ Lyon, INSA-Lyon, 
CNRS UMR5259, LaMCoS, F69621 Villeurbanne, France), “The embedded isogeometric Kirchhoff-Love 
shell: From design to shape optimization of non-conforming stiffened multipatch structures”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 774-797, 1 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.042 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric shape optimization uses a unique model for the geometric description and for the 
analysis. The benefits are multiple: in particular, it avoids tedious procedures related to mesh updates. However, 
although the analysis of complex multipatch structures now becomes tractable with advanced numerical tools, 
isogeometric shape optimization has not yet been proven to be applicable for designing such structures. Based 
on the initial concept of integrating design and analysis, we develop a new approach that deals with the shape 
optimization of non-conforming multipatch structures. The model is built by employing the Free-Form 
Deformation principle. Introducing NURBS composition drastically simplifies the imposition of the shape 
updates in case of a non-conforming multipatch configuration. In the case of stiffened structures, the use of 
embedded surfaces enables to tackle the geometric constraint of connecting interfaces between the panel and the 
stiffeners during shape modifications. For the analysis, we introduce the embedded Kirchhoff–Love shell 
formulation. The NURBS composition defines the geometry of the shell while the displacement field is 
approximated using the same spline functions as for the embedded surface. We also formulate a new mortar 
method to couple non-conforming Kirchhoff–Love shells which intersect with any angle. We apply the 
developed method on different examples to demonstrate its efficiency and its potential to optimize complex 
industrial structures in a smooth manner. 
 
Bo Liu, Cuiyun Liu, Shuai Lu, Yang Wu, Yufeng Xing and A.J.M. Ferreira (Primarily from: The Solid 
Mechanics Research Centre, Beihang University (BUAA), Beijing 100191, China), “A differential quadrature 
hierarchical finite element method using Fekete points for triangles and tetrahedrons and its applications to 
structural vibration”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 349, pp 798-838, 1 June 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2018.10.051 
ABSTRACT: A differential quadrature hierarchical finite element method (DQHFEM) using Fekete points was 
formulated for triangles and tetrahedrons and applied to structural vibration analyses. First, orthogonal 
polynomials on triangles and tetrahedrons that can be used as bases of the hierarchical finite element method 
(HFEM) were derived and simple formulas of transforming one dimensional non-uniform nodes to simplexes 
were presented. Then the non-uniform nodes were used as initial guesses to solve the Fekete points on 
simplexes through Newton–Raphson’s method together with the orthogonal polynomials. New differential 
quadrature (DQ) rules on simplexes were formulated using the HFEM bases and the Fekete points. The 
numbers of nodes or bases on different edges and faces and inside the body of the new DQ elements do not 
relate with each other like the HFEM that can freely assign different numbers of bases on different edges and 
faces and inside the body. So the new DQ method was named as a differential quadrature hierarchical (DQH) 
method that uses either interpolation functions or orthogonal polynomials as bases inside the element. Its weak 
form was named as the DQHFEM. Besides the DQH method and its weak form, a simple method of generating 
high quality linear and high order triangular and tetrahedral meshes from a single NURBS patch was presented. 
Numerical tests of the DQHFEM through structural vibration analyses showed that high accuracy results can be 



obtained using only a few nodes even on curvilinear domains using the DQH bases on both physical and 
geometric fields. It was concluded that wide applications of the DQH method and the DQHFEM to science and 
engineering are possible and commercial codes based on them are deserved to be developed. 
 
Keyan Li, Di Wu, Wei Gao and Chongmin Song (Centre for Infrastructure Engineering and Safety (CIES), 
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of New South Wales, Sydney NSW 2052, 
Australia), “Spectral stochastic isogeometric analysis of free vibration”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 1-27, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.008 
ABSTRACT: A novel spectral stochastic isogeometric analysis (SSIGA) is proposed for the free vibration 
analysis of engineering structures involving uncertainties. The proposed SSIGA framework treats the stochastic 
free vibration problem as a stochastic generalized eigenvalue problem. The stochastic Young’s modulus and 
material density of the structure are modelled as random fields with Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions. 
The basis functions, the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) and T-spline, within Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) system are adopted within the SSIGA, which can eliminate geometric errors between design model and 
uncertainty analysis model. The arbitrary polynomial chaos (aPC) expansion is implemented to investigate the 
stochastic responses (i.e. eigenvalues and eigenvectors) of the structure. A Galerkin-based method is freshly 
proposed to solve the stochastic generalized eigenvalue problems. The statistical moments, probability density 
function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the eigenvalues can be effectively obtained. Two 
numerical examples with irregular geometries are investigated to illustrate the applicability, accuracy and 
efficiency of the proposed SSIGA for free vibration analysis of engineering structures. 
 
Zhilin Han, Stein K.F. Stoter, Chien-Ting Wu, Changzheng Cheng, Angelos Mantzaflaris, Sofai G. 
Mogilevskaya and Dominik Schillinger (First author is from: Department of Engineering Mechanics, Hefei 
University of Technology, Hefei, China), “Consistent discretization of higher-order interface models for thin 
layers and elastic material surfaces, enabled by isogeometric cut-cell methods”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 245-267, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.010 
ABSTRACT: Many interface formulations, e.g. based on asymptotic thin interphase models or material surface 
theories, involve higher-order differential operators and discontinuous solution fields. In this article, we are 
taking first steps towards a variationally consistent discretization framework that naturally accommodates these 
two challenges by synergistically combining recent developments in isogeometric analysis and cut-cell finite 
element methods. Its basis is the mixed variational formulation of the elastic interface problem that provides 
access to jumps in displacements and stresses for incorporating general interface conditions. Upon discretization 
with smooth splines, derivatives of arbitrary order can be consistently evaluated, while cut-cell meshes enable 
discontinuous solutions at potentially complex interfaces. We demonstrate via numerical tests for three specific 
nontrivial interfaces (two regimes of the Benveniste–Miloh classification of thin layers and the Gurtin–Murdoch 
material surface model) that our framework is geometrically flexible and provides optimal higher-order 
accuracy in the bulk and at the interface. 
 
Cuong-Le Thanh, Loc V. Tran, T. Vu-Huu and M. Abdel-Wahab (First author is from: Faculty of Civil 
Engineering and Electricity, Open University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “The size-dependent thermal 
bending and buckling analyses of composite laminate microplate based on new modified couple stress theory 
and isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 337-361, 
15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.02.028 
ABSTRACT: The use of modified couple stress theory to simulate the size-dependent phenomenon of 
composite laminate microplate is commonly limited to simple boundary conditions and mechanical bending 
load. The small-scale effects on bending and buckling on composite laminate microplate under complex 
boundary conditions in thermal environment have not been understood fully in the literature. Hence, this 
research develops, for the first time, a model to overcome the above limitation through the combination of a 
new modified couple stress theory and isogeometric analysis (IGA). By solving the governing equation using 
IGA, the thermal displacement, stress and thermal buckling load for various material length scale parameters 
are obtained. To satisfy the continuous shear stress condition at the layer interfaces, the equilibrium equations as 
integrated in-plane stress derivatives over the thickness are imposed. In addition, the non-uniform rational B-
splines (NURBS) satisfy the higher-order derivative of shape function using the equilibrium equation. 
Furthermore, to show the effectiveness of presented model for capturing the size effect on thermal bending and 



thermal buckling of multi-ply laminate microplate, the influences of fiber orientation, thickness ratio, boundary 
condition and the variation in material length scale parameter are investigated. 
 
N. Vu-Bac, T.X. Duong, T. Lahmer, P. Areias, R.A. Sauer, H.S. Park and T. Rabczuk (First author is from: 
Institute of Structural Mechanics, Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, Marienstr. 15, D-99423 Weimar, Germany), “A 
NURBS-bsed inverse analysis of thermal expansion induced morphing of thin shells”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 480-510, 15 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.011 
ABSTRACT: Soft, active materials have been widely studied due to their ability to undergo large, complex 
shape changes in response to both mechanical and non-mechanical external stimuli. However, the vast majority 
of such studies has focused on investigating the forward problem, i.e. determining the shape changes that result 
from the applied stimuli. In contrast, very little work has been done to solve the inverse problem, i.e. that of 
identifying the external loads and stimuli that are needed to generate desired shapes and morphological changes. 
In this work, we present a new inverse methodology to study residual thermal expansion induced morphological 
changes in geometric composites made of soft, thin shells. In particular, the method presented in this work aims 
to determine the prescribed external stimuli needed to reconstruct a specific target shape, with a specific focus 
and interest in morphological changes from two-dimensional (2D) to three-dimensional (3D) shapes by 
considering the external stimuli within a thermohyperelastic framework. To do so, we utilize a geometrically 
exact, rotation-free Kirchhoff–Love shell formulation discretized by NURBS-based shape functions. We show 
that the proposed method is capable of identifying the stimuli, including cases where thermal expansion induced 
shape changes involving elastic softening occur in morphing from the initially flat 2D to non-planar 3D shapes. 
Validation indicates that the reconstructed shapes are in good agreement with the target shape. 
 
Martina Bukac, Suncica Canic, Josip Tambaca and Yifan Wang (The first author is from: Department of 
Applied and Computational Mathematics and Statistics, University of Notre Dame, USA), “Fluid-structure 
interaction between pulsatile blood flow and a curved stented coronary artery on a beating heart: A four stent 
computational study”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 679-700, 15 
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.034 
ABSTRACT: This work focuses on fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between a curved (tortuous) coronary 
artery with an implanted stent, pulsatile blood flow, and heart contractions. The goal is to understand which 
geometric distribution of stent struts, given by four different, commercially available stent geometries, is least 
likely to be associated with parameters correlated with pathobiologic responses leading to restenosis, in the case 
of curved coronary arteries, whose curvature changes significantly with each heart contraction. The stent 
geometries considered in this study correspond to a Palmaz-like stent, an Express-like stent, a Cypher-like stent, 
and a Xience-like stent. The biomechanical environment induced by each implanted stent is evaluated in terms 
of displacement magnitude, Von Mises stress, normal stress experienced by the intimal layer with implanted 
stent, and wall shear stress. Arterial walls are modeled as multi-layered structures: the intimal layer with the 
internal elastic laminae is modeled as a nonlinearly elastic membrane, while the media–adventitia complex is 
modeled as a 3D linearly elastic material. The Navier–Stokes equations for an incompressible, viscous fluid, are 
used to model the blood flow. Full, two-way coupling between the fluid and the structure, and between the thin 
and thick structure, is considered. To include the effects of the force exerted by the pericardium and heart 
muscle contractions, external force is applied to the coronary artery walls. Pulsatile boundary conditions were 
imposed at the inlet and outlet of the coronary segment, approximating measured diastolic coronary flow. The 
presence of an implanted stent was modeled by its impact on the mass and elasticity properties of the intimal 
layer where the stent is located. The stent material is modeled as a 316L stainless steel. A novel, loosely 
coupled partitioned scheme combined with an ALE approach was used to solve this nonlinear FSI problem. It 
was found that the Cypher-like stent geometry outperforms the other three stent geometries. The ranking from 
best to worst is as follows: Cypher-like stent, Express-like stent, Xience-like stent, Palmaz-like stent. It is 
conjectured that the sinusoidal horizontal stent struts and large cells associated with open-cell design, give rise 
to a stent geometry that conforms best to the native curved coronary artery, with smallest deviations in Von 
Mises stress and displacement from the nonstented curved coronary artery both during systole and diastole. To 
the best of our knowledge, this is the first computational study in which the behavior of different stent 
geometries implanted in curved coronary arteries is studied using full FSI capturing the behavior of multi-
layered, curved, stented coronary arteries contracting on a beating heart. 



 
Andreas Apostolatos, Kai-Uwe Bletzinger and Roland Wuechner (Structural Analysis, Technical University of 
Munich, D-80333 Munich, Germany), “Weak imposition of constraints for structural membranes in transient 
geometrically nonlinear isogeometric analysis on multipatch surfaces”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 350, pp 938-994, 15 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.01.023 
ABSTRACT: Membranes have been extensively used for the design of architectural and general structural 
models due to their low cost and high load carrying capacity. Traditionally such models were discretized using 
the standard low order Finite Element Method (FEM) which typically results in a compromised description of 
the geometry. However, the accurate geometric description of membrane structures is essential as for instance 
bifurcation points in geometrically nonlinear analysis may be inaccurately predicted when the geometric 
description of the model is not accurate enough. Moreover, the design of membrane structures typically requires 
several cycles of form-finding and subsequent structural analysis under various loads which can benefit from a 
direct connection to the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) environment using its exact geometric description. In 
this contribution, the form-finding analysis using the Updated Reference Strategy (URS) and the geometrically 
nonlinear transient analysis of membranes is extended to Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) on multipatch surfaces 
with Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). As typical in IGA for real CAD geometries, multiple patches 
with non-matching parametrizations are considered and therefore the continuity of the solution field along with 
the application of weak Dirichlet boundary conditions need to be addressed. Thus, four different constraint 
enforcement methods are elaborated and compared, namely, the Penalty, the Lagrange Multipliers, the 
augmented Lagrange Multipliers and a Nitsche-type method. For the latter method, a solution dependent 
stabilization approach is employed in order to render the Nitsche-type method coercive. All methods are 
elaborated and systematically compared in both form-finding analysis, whenever necessary, and subsequently in 
geometrically nonlinear transient analysis. It should be noted that the Nitsche-type method is more 
computationally demanding amongst these methods due to the additional nonlinear terms. However, the results 
suggest that the Nitsche-type method is advantageous for these kinds of problems as no parameter or 
discretization other than the isogeometric discretization within each patch needs to be specified prior to the 
analysis. 
 
Myung-Jin Choi and Seonho Cho (Department of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, Seoul National 
University, 1 Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 151-744, Republic of Korea), “Isogeometric configuration design 
sensitivity analysis of geometrically exact shear-deformable beam structures”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 351, pp 153-183, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.032 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, using an isogeometric approach, a continuum-based adjoint configuration design 
sensitivity analysis (DSA) method is presented for three-dimensional finite deformation shear-deformable beam 
structures. A geometrically exact beam model together with a multiplicative update of finite rotation by an 
exponential map of a skew-symmetric matrix is utilized. The material derivative of the orthogonal 
transformation matrix can be evaluated at final equilibrium configuration, which enables to compute design 
sensitivity using the tangent stiffness at the equilibrium without further iterations. We also present a procedure 
of explicit parameterization of initial orthonormal frame using the smallest rotation (SR) method within the 
isogeometric analysis framework. Furthermore, it is shown that for curve entities embedded to a smooth 
surface, the convected basis of the surface can be effectively utilized for reference orthonormal frames in the SR 
method. Various numerical examples including pressure loads and nonhomogeneous kinematic boundary 
conditions in built-up structures demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed DSA method. 
 
N. Mohammadi, H. Asadi and M.M. Aghdam (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Amirkabir University of 
Technology, Tehran, Iran), “An efficient solver for fully coupled solution of interaction between incompressible 
fluid flow and nanocomposite truncated conical shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 351, pp 478-500, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.044 
ABSTRACT: In this research, the dynamic instabilities of nanocomposite truncated conical shells containing a 
quiescent or a flowing inviscid fluid are scrutinized. Nonlinear dynamic equations are established according to 
the Novozhilov nonlinear shell theory along with Green’s strains and Hamilton principle. The velocity potential 
and Bernoulli’s equations are adopted to calculate fluid pressure acting on the conical shell. The nonlinear 
governing equations are discretized using trigonometric expansion through the circumferential direction and 
generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) through the meridional direction. A detailed parametric 



study is directed to provide an insight into the influence of volume fraction of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), CNT 
dispersion, geometrical parameters, and boundary conditions on the divergence and flutter instabilities of 
nanocomposite truncated conical shells. This study shows the superb efficiency of the outlined solution 
procedure in reducing computational costs and virtual storage. The simulation indicates that the beginning of 
divergence and flutter instabilities can be significantly postponed by selecting an appropriate dispersion of 
CNTs through the thickness of the conical shell. Furthermore, the onset of flutter and divergence instabilities 
are found to be very sensitive to the semi-vertex angle and thickness-to-radius ratio. The results of this research 
shed light into using ultra-high-strength and low-weight nanocomposite for pressure vessels applications. 
 
L.F. Leidinger, M. Breitenberger, A.M. Bauer, S. Hartmann, R. Vuechner, K.U. Bletzinger, F. Duddeck and L. 
Song, “Explicit dynamic isogeometric B-Rep analysis of penalty-coupled trimmed NURBS shells”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 351, pp 891-927, 1 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.016 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric B-Rep Analysis (IBRA) was the first approach that enabled a full integration of 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) based on trimmed NURBS B-Rep 
models ubiquitous in industrial CAD. However, the applicability of IBRA to explicit dynamic problems such as 
vehicle crash simulations and especially the effect of trimming and penalty coupling on the critical time step 
were not systematically investigated in the literature. To fill this gap, we developed Explicit IBRA, a 
combination of the patch coupling capabilities of IBRA with the explicit dynamic features of the FE solver LS-
DYNA. 
For Explicit IBRA, we particularly (i) developed a new penalty-based B-Rep element formulation for the 
application to a Reissner–Mindlin shell with six degrees of freedom, (ii) formally extended the IBRA theory to 
explicit time integration schemes, (iii) showed that the common stability criterion and the maximum 
eigenvalue-based time step estimation from FE still hold, and (iv) used the IBRA exchange format to implement 
a closed design workflow between the CAD program Rhinoceros and the solver LS-DYNA. We solved selected 
benchmark problems, from quasi-static linear elastic to highly dynamic elasto-plastic with large deformations, 
and obtained accurate results with penalty factors that cause no or only a minor decrease in stable time step size. 
That is, we found that penalty coupling does not have a severe impact on the critical time step in explicit 
analysis, making Explicit IBRA practically applicable. Finally, we studied an industrial BMW engine bonnet 
model under dynamic loading and observed good agreement with reference finite element simulations. 
 
Xiao Xiao, Malcolm Sabin, Fehmi Cirak, “Interrogation of spline surfaces with application to isogeometric 
design and analysis of lattice-skin structures”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
351, pp 928-950, 1 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.03.046 
ABSTRACT: A novel surface interrogation technique is proposed to compute the intersection of curves with 
spline surfaces in isogeometric analysis. The intersection points are determined in one-shot without resorting to 
a Newton–Raphson iteration or successive refinement. Surface-curve intersection is required in a wide range of 
applications, including contact, immersed boundary methods and lattice-skin structures, and requires usually the 
solution of a system of nonlinear equations. It is assumed that the surface is given in form of a spline, such as a 
NURBS, T-spline or Catmull–Clark subdivision surface, and is convertible into a collection of Bézier patches. 
First, a hierarchical bounding volume tree is used to efficiently identify the Bézier patches with a convex-hull 
intersecting the convex-hull of a given curve segment. For ease of implementation convex-hulls are 
approximated with k-dops (discrete orientation polytopes). Subsequently, the intersections of the identified 
Bézier patches with the curve segment are determined with a matrix-based implicit representation leading to the 
computation of a sequence of small singular value decompositions (SVDs). As an application of the developed 
interrogation technique the isogeometric design and analysis of lattice-skin structures is investigated. Although 
such structures have been common in large-scale civil engineering, current additive manufacturing, or 3d 
printing, technologies make it possible to produce up to metre size lattice-skin structures with designed 
geometric features reaching down to submillimetre scale. The skin is a spline surface that is usually created in a 
computer-aided design (CAD) system and the periodic lattice to be fitted consists of unit cells, each containing 
a small number of struts. The lattice-skin structure is generated by projecting selected lattice nodes onto the 
surface after determining the intersection of unit cell edges with the surface. For mechanical analysis, the skin is 
modelled as a Kirchhoff–Love thin-shell and the lattice as a pin-jointed truss. The two types of structures are 
coupled with a standard Lagrange multiplier approach. 



 
Keyan Li, Di Wu, Wei Gao, “Spectral stochastic isogeometric analysis for linear stability analysis of plate”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 352, pp 1-31, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.009 
ABSTRACT: A spectral stochastic isogeometric analysis (SSIGA) scheme is proposed for the stochastic linear 
stability analysis of plate with uncertain material properties. Within the proposed SSIGA scheme, the first-order 
shear deformation theory of plate is adopted for modelling the kinematic relationship. Both homogeneous and 
functionally graded material (FGM) models can be incorporated. The considered spatially dependent 
uncertainties (i.e., Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) are modelled as random fields with Gaussian and 
lognormal distributions, and the spatially independent uncertainty (i.e., gradient index of FGM) is modelled as 
random variable. The generalized isogeometric basis function is adopted for both the random field geometry 
representation and random field discretization through the Karhunen–Loève (K–L) expansion. An extended 
support vector regression (X-SVR) with a new generalized Gegenbauer polynomial kernel is developed to 
model the nonlinear relationship between the structural uncertainties and the buckling load. By further 
implementing various nonparametric statistical inference methods, the mean, standard deviation, probability 
density function (PDF), and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the buckling load can be effectively 
established to determine the strength limit of the plate. The accuracy, efficiency, and applicability of the 
proposed approach are illustrated through two numerical examples. 
 
D. Schöllhammer, T.P. Fries, “Reissner–Mindlin shell theory based on tangential differential calculus”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 352, pp 172-188, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.018 
ABSTRACT: The linear Reissner–Mindlin shell theory is reformulated in the frame of the tangential 
differential calculus (TDC) using a global Cartesian coordinate system. The rotation of the normal vector is 
modelled with a difference vector approach. The resulting equations are applicable to both explicitly and 
implicitly defined shells, because the employed surface operators do not necessarily rely on a parametrization. 
Hence, shell analysis on surfaces implied by level-set functions is enabled, but also the classical case of 
parametrized surfaces is captured. As a consequence, the proposed TDC-based formulation is more general and 
may also be used in recent finite element approaches such as the TraceFEM and CutFEM where a 
parametrization of the middle surface is not required. Herein, the numerical results are obtained by isogeometric 
analysis using NURBS as trial and test functions for classical and new benchmark tests. In the residual errors, 
optimal higher-order convergence rates are confirmed when the involved physical fields are sufficiently smooth. 
 
M. Ghassabi, R. Talebitooti, M.R. Zarastvand, “State vector computational technique for three-dimensional 
acoustic sound propagation through doubly curved thick structure”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics 
and Engineering, Vol. 352, pp 324-344, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.011 
ABSTRACT: Vibroacoustic performance of the doubly curved thick shell is explored based on the three 
dimensional sound propagation approach as well as state space solution. In fact, the main aim is particularly 
focused on inspecting the influence of using three-dimensional theory through sound transmission loss (STL) of 
the structure which includes more reliable and accurate results especially for relatively thick and thick shells 
even in high frequency domain in comparison with other theories. In order to achieve this end, firstly stress and 
strain components are developed to present the governing equations of thick shell. This procedure is carried out 
by dividing the shell into layers. Then, a solution technique is provided on the basis of state vector methodology 
wherein approximate layer model along with local transfer matrix are performed. Moreover, this method is 
followed by global transfer matrix method for the all layers of structure. As an outcome, in results section, not 
only the accuracy of the offered results is proved but also the importance of employing the current theory in 
high frequencies is revealed. Another remarkable achievement of this work is related to nominate the dip points 
of STL diagram. On contrary to panels, doubly curved shells contain two dips, because of their both radii of 
curvatures. In this work, the first dip is nominated as curvature frequency. The second dip is similar to that of 
panels at high frequency zone. Thus, it is called as coincidence frequency. Finally, the behavior of the 
transmitted pressure and the effect of curvatures on the position of curvature frequency are discussed. 
 



S. Terrana, N.C. Nguyen, J. Bonet, J. Peraire, “A hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin method for both thin and 
3D nonlinear elastic structures”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 352, pp 561-
585, 1 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.029 
ABSTRACT: We present a 3D hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method for nonlinear elasticity 
which can be efficiently used for thin structures with large deformation. The HDG method is developed for a 
three-field formulation of nonlinear elasticity and is endowed with a number of attractive features that make it 
ideally suited for thin structures. Regarding robustness, the method avoids a variety of locking phenomena such 
as membrane locking, shear locking, and volumetric locking. Regarding accuracy, the method yields optimal 
convergence for the displacements, which can be further improved by an inexpensive postprocessing. And 
finally, regarding efficiency, the only globally coupled unknowns are the degrees of freedom of the numerical 
trace on the interior faces, resulting in substantial savings in computational time and memory storage. This last 
feature is particularly advantageous for thin structures because the number of interior faces is typically small. In 
addition, we discuss the implementation of the HDG method with arc-length algorithms for phenomena such as 
snap-through, where the standard load incrementation algorithm becomes unstable. Numerical results are 
presented to verify the convergence and demonstrate the performance of the HDG method through simple 
analytical and popular benchmark problems in the literature. 
 
Nino Horvat, Lana Virag, Gerhard A. Holzapfel, Jurica Sorić, Igor Karšaj, “A finite element implementation of 
a growth and remodeling model for soft biological tissues: Verification and application to abdominal aortic 
aneurysms”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 352, pp 586-605, 1 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.04.041 
ABSTRACT: The general framework for growth and remodeling (G&R) of soft biological tissues shows a great 
potential for expanding our current understanding of biochemical and biomechanical processes, and to predict 
disease progression. Yet, its use is held up by the lack of a reliable and verified 3D finite element (FE) 
implementation capable of describing G&R processes of soft biological tissues. Thus, in this study we present 
the implementation of a 3D constrained mixture G&R model in a FE analysis program. In contrast to traditional 
finite strain FE formulations, we show that the volumetric–isochoric decomposition not only introduces 
numerical problems and instabilities, it also provides unphysical results. As a verification of the implementation 
we present adaptations of realistic aorta models to changes in the hemodynamics, i.e. changes in blood flow and 
pressure. The obtained results show a correspondence with the membrane theory and with clinical expectations. 
Application to a fusiform aneurysm model provided realistic growth rates, evolution of thickness and stress, 
whereas changes in the kinetic parameters show good agreement to animal models. Finally, we present 
simulated expansions of an asymmetric fusiform aneurysm. Non-axisymmetric elastin degradation increased the 
curvature of the aorta, which is characteristic for abdominal aortic aneurysms. 
 
Cuong-Le Thanh, Loc V. Tran, T. Vu-Huu, H. Nguyen-Xuan, M. Abdel-Wahab, “Size-dependent nonlinear 
analysis and damping responses of FG-CNTRC micro-plates”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 353, pp 253-276, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a nonlinear numerical model, which is based on the modified couple stress 
theory (MCST), and trigonometric shear deformation theory coupled with isogeometric analysis. The present 
approach captures the small scale effects on the geometrically nonlinear behaviors of functionally graded 
carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) micro-plate with four patterns distribution. The equations 
of motion are established based on a Galerkin weak form associated with von-Kármán nonlinear strains. The 
MCST utilizes only one material length scale parameter to predict the size effect in FG-CNTRC micro-plate, for 
which its material properties are derived from an extended rule of mixture. The solutions of nonlinear static 
equation are obtained by using the Newton–Raphson technique and the Newmark time iteration procedure in 
association with Picard method is assigned to get responses of the nonlinear dynamic problems. In addition, the 
Rayleigh damping is applied to consider the influence of damping characteristic on the oscillation of FG-
CNTRC micro-plates. Comparisons are performed to verify the proposed approach. Afterward, the numerical 
examples are used to show the effects of the distribution of carbon nanotubes (CNT), their volume fraction, the 
material length scale parameter and the boundary conditions on the nonlinear static and dynamic behaviors of 
FG-CNTRC micro-plates. 
 



Yang Xia, Angelos Mantzaflaris, Bert Jüttler, Hao Pan, Ping Hu and Wenping Wang, “Design of self-
supporting surfaces with isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 353, pp 328-347, 15 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.030 
ABSTRACT: Self-supporting surfaces are widely used in contemporary architecture, but their design remains a 
challenging problem. This paper aims to provide a heuristic strategy for the design of complex self-supporting 
surfaces. In our method, non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces are used to describe the smooth 
geometry of the self-supporting surface. The equilibrium state of the surface is derived with membrane shell 
theory and Airy stresses within the surfaces are used as tunable variables for the proposed heuristic design 
strategy. The corresponding self-supporting shapes to the given stress states are calculated by the nonlinear 
isogeometric analysis (IGA) method. Our validation using analytic catenary surfaces shows that the proposed 
method finds the correct self-supporting shape with a convergence rate one order higher than the degree of the 
applied NURBS basis function. Tests on boundary conditions show that the boundary’s influence propagates 
along the main stress directions in the surface. Various self-supporting masonry structures, including models 
with complex topology, are constructed using the presented method. Compared with existing methods such as 
thrust network analysis and dynamic relaxation, the proposed method benefits from the advantages of NURBS-
based IGA, featuring smooth geometric description, good adaption to complex shapes and increased efficiency 
of computation. 
 
Hao Dong, Xiaojing Zheng, Junzhi Cui, Yufeng Nie, Zhiqiang Yang and Qiang Ma, “Multi-scale computational 
method for dynamic thermo-mechanical performance of heterogeneous shell structures with orthogonal periodic 
configurations”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, pp 143-180, 1 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.022 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a novel multi-scale computational method to analyze the dynamic thermo-
mechanical performance of heterogeneous shell structures with orthogonal periodic configurations. The 
heterogeneities of heterogeneous shell structures are taken into account by periodic layouts of unit cells on the 
microscale in orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. The new second-order two-scale approximate solutions 
for these multi-scale problems are constructed based on the multi-scale asymptotic analysis. Furthermore, the 
error estimates for the second-order two-scale (SOTS) solutions are obtained under some hypotheses. And then, 
a novel SOTS numerical algorithm based on finite element method (FEM), finite difference method (FDM) and 
decoupling method is brought forward in detail. Finally, some numerical examples are presented to verify the 
feasibility and validity of our multi-scale computational method. They also demonstrate that our multi-scale 
computational method can accurately capture the micro-scale dynamic thermo-mechanical responses in 
heterogeneous block structure, plate, cylindrical and doubly-curved shallow shells. In this paper, a unified 
multi-scale computational framework is established for dynamic thermo-mechanical problems of heterogeneous 
materials and structures with orthogonal periodic configurations. The asymptotic homogenization theory in 
Cartesian coordinate system and cylindrical coordinate system can be directly obtained based on the results in 
this paper. 
 
Peng Hao, Xuanxiu Liu, Yu Wang, Dachuan Liu, Bo Wang and Gang Li, “Collaborative design of fiber path 
and shape for complex composite shells based on isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, pp 181-212, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.044 
ABSTRACT: Composite shells with complex geometry are widely used in aerospace structures. Due to the 
complexity of geometry and curvilinear fiber path, the analysis and optimization based on finite element 
analysis (FEA) for complex variable-stiffness (VS) shells is extremely time-consuming. By comparing with 
FEA, isogeometric analysis (IGA) exhibits higher prediction efficiency of buckling load. In this work, the 
formula of geometric stiffness matrix for complex VS shells is derived for the first time based on degenerated 
shell method using IGA, which is the basis of performing linear buckling analysis. Then, a new variable 
curvature quasi-linear function (VCQLF) to describe curvilinear fiber path is proposed, which can further 
expand the design space of VS shells. After that, two frameworks for shape optimization of complex shells are 
put forward and then compared, and it is found that the one based on LOFT function can provide representative 
control variables of shape and effectively reduces the number of design variables for complex shells. Finally, a 
novel collaborative optimization framework of fiber path and shell shape using IGA is established. By 



comparison of traditional methods, it is demonstrated that the proposed framework can greatly improve the 
efficiency of optimization and fully explore the buckling load of complex VS shells. 
 
Leonardo Leonetti, Domenico Magisano, Antonio Madeo, Giovanni Garcea, Josef Kiendl and Alessandro Reali, 
“A simplified Kirchhoff–Love large deformation model for elastic shells and its effective isogeometric 
formulation”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, pp 369-396, 1 September 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.025 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love elements have received an increasing attention in geometrically 
nonlinear analysis of elastic shells. Nevertheless, some difficulties still remain. Among the others, the highly 
nonlinear expression of the strain measure, which leads to a complicated and costly computation of the discrete 
operators, and the existence of locking, which prevents the use of coarse meshes for slender shells and low 
order NURBS, are key issues that need to be addressed. In this work, exploiting the hypothesis of small 
membrane strains, we propose a simplified strain measure with a third order polynomial dependence on the 
displacement variables which allows an efficient evaluation of the discrete quantities. Numerical results show 
practically no difference to the original model, even for very large displacements and composite structures. 
Patch-wise reduced integrations are then investigated to deal with membrane locking in large deformation 
problems. An optimal integration scheme for third order C2 NURBS, in terms of accuracy and efficiency, is 
identified. Finally, the recently proposed Newton method with mixed integration points is used for the solution 
of the discrete nonlinear equations with a great reduction of the iterative burden with respect to the standard 
Newton scheme. 
 
Hongming Zong, Hui Liu, Qingping Ma, Ye Tian, Mingdong Zhou and Michael Yu Wang, “VCUT level set 
method for topology optimization of functionally graded cellular structures”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, pp 487-505, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.029 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a variable cutting (VCUT) level set based topology optimization method to 
design functionally graded cellular structures (FGCS). A variable and continuous cutting function by 
interpolating with a set of height variables is proposed to generate functionally graded cellular structures, which 
offers a novel tool to optimize the macroscopic graded pattern. Due to the continuity of the cutting function, 
perfect geometric connections between adjacent cells are guaranteed without imposing extra constraints in the 
optimization. In addition, a solid covering skin can be easily attached to the FGCS by means of the variable 
cutting function. Three FGCS design problems, including graded density control, compliance minimization and 
layered cellular structure design, are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the 
proposed method. The optimized 2D and 3D macroscopic FGCS designs exhibit well-performing structural 
layout with fully connected micro-scale geometries. 
 
Bing Yi, Yuqing Zhou, Gil Ho Yoon, Kazuhiro Saitou, “Topology optimization of functionally-graded lattice 
structures with buckling constraints”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, pp 
593-619, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.055 
ABSTRACT: Lattice structures have been widely studied due to their advantage of low stiffness-to-weight ratio 
or sometimes auxetic properties. This paper presents a topology optimization method for structures with 
functionally-graded infill lattices with buckling constraints, which minimizes compliance while ensuring a 
prescribed level of structural stability against buckling failures. To realize topologically-optimized structures 
filled with functionally-graded lattices, Helmholtz PDE-filter with a variable radius is applied on the density 
field in Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) method. Buckling load factors based on the linear 
buckling analysis is employed as buckling constraints. Numerical examples show that proposed method can 
generate stiff structures comparable to the ones by the SIMP, with functionally-graded infill lattices that 
improve the structural stability by avoiding long, slender features under compression. 
 
Stephen Daynes, Stefanie Feih, Wen Feng Lu, Jun Wei, “Design concepts for generating optimised lattice 
structures aligned with strain trajectories”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 354, 
pp 689-705, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.053 
ABSTRACT: Additively manufactured lattice structures enable the realisation of light-weight, multi-functional, 
structures. For example, lattices can be used for high stiffness and buckling resistance in sandwich structures or 



as support material for additive manufacturing. Topology optimisation and additive manufacturing are two 
technologies that allow the design, optimisation and manufacture of complex lattice designs. In this work, a new 
lattice optimisation methodology is presented that tailors the size, shape and orientation of individual lattice 
trusses in three-dimensional space by using principal strain fields obtained from topology optimisation. This 
new method of generating functionally graded lattices is shown both numerically and experimentally to be 
capable of generating lattice structures with greatly improved stiffness and strength when compared to lattice 
structures with a uniform lattice infill. Upper and lower relative density thresholds and minimum truss member 
sizes are included in the optimisation workflow to ensure that the optimised lattice designs are compatible with 
additive manufacturing process constraints. The functional grading method is also shown to be capable of 
generating conformal lattice structures in three dimensions, even for complex loading conditions and arbitrary 
volume boundaries. 
 
G. Kikis, W. Dornisch, S. Klinkel, “Adjusted approximation spaces for the treatment of transverse shear locking 
in isogeometric Reissner–Mindlin shell analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 354, pp 850-870, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.05.037 
ABSTRACT: Transverse shear locking is an issue that occurs in Reissner–Mindlin plate and shell elements. It 
leads to an artificial stiffening of the system and to oscillations in the stress resultants for thin structures. The 
thinner the structure is, the more pronounced are the effects. Since transverse shear locking is caused by a 
mismatch in the approximation spaces of the displacements and the rotations, a field-consistent approach is 
proposed for an isogeometric degenerated Reissner–Mindlin shell formulation. The efficiency and accuracy of 
the method is investigated for benchmark plate and shell problems. A comparison to element formulations with 
locking alleviation methods from the literature is provided. 
 
Jean-Lou Pfister, Olivier Marquet, Marco Carini, “Linear stability analysis of strongly coupled fluid–structure 
problems with the Arbitrary-Lagrangian–Eulerian method”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 355, pp 663-689, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.06.024 
ABSTRACT: The stability analysis of elastic structures strongly coupled to incompressible viscous flows is 
investigated in this paper, based on a linearization of the governing equations formulated with the Arbitrary-
Lagrangian–Eulerian method. The exact linearized formulation, previously derived to solve the unsteady non-
linear equations with implicit temporal schemes, is used here to determine the physical linear stability of steady 
states. Once discretized with a standard finite-element method based on Lagrange elements, the leading 
eigenvalues/eigenmodes of the linearized operator are computed for three configurations representative for 
classical fluid–structure interaction instabilities: the vortex-induced vibrations of an elastic plate clamped to the 
rear of a rigid cylinder, the flutter instability of a flag immersed in a channel flow and the vortex shedding 
behind a three-dimensional plate bent by the steady flow. The results are in good agreement with instability 
thresholds reported in the literature and obtained with time-marching simulations, at a much lower 
computational cost. To further decrease this computational cost, the equations governing the solid perturbations 
are projected onto a reduced basis of free-vibration modes. This projection allows to eliminate the extension 
perturbation, a non-physical variable introduced in the ALE formalism to propagate the infinitesimal 
displacement of the fluid–solid interface into the fluid domain. 
 
Z.Z. Pan, L.W. Zhang, K.M. Liew, “Modeling geometrically nonlinear large deformation behaviors of matrix 
cracked hybrid composite deep shells containing CNTRC layers”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics 
and Engineering, Vol. 355, pp 753-778, 1 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.06.041 
ABSTRACT: Stiffness degradation due to matrix cracks is the main initial form of damage in composite 
laminates. This paper presents a framework to model geometrically nonlinear large deformation behaviors of 
matrix cracked hybrid composite double-curved deep shell containing carbon nanotube reinforced composite 
(CNTRC) layers. Two types of structures, namely Structure-I and Structure-II, are investigated. The CNTRC 
layers in Structure-I are considered with CNTs arranged in uniformly distributions, while Structure-II is 
arranged in functionally graded distributions. The degraded stiffness of cracked layers is modeled via the self-
consistent model (SCM) micromechanical framework. To describe the geometrically nonlinear large deflection 
behaviors and account for deep and moderate thick shells, the von Kármán geometric nonlinearity assumptions 
and the term 1/(1+/R) are considered in the relationship between displacement and strain. The IMLS-Ritz 
method is employed to discretize the non-linear partial differential equations. The modified Newton–Raphson 



method in combination with the arc-length iteration technique is adopted to solve the discretized equations. 
Comparison studies indicate that the proposed predictive model can furnish very accurate results for linear and 
nonlinear behaviors of thin to moderately thick as well as shallow and deep laminated doubly-curved shells. 
Parametric studies on the effect of CNT distribution, matrix crack density, load type, length-to-thickness ratio, 
radius-to-length ratio, aspect ratio, boundary condition, and fiber ply-angle on the geometrically nonlinear large 
deformation behaviors of spherical hybrid composite shells are investigated. 
 
S.F. Nikrad, H. Asadi, T. Ozbakkaloglu, “Compressive instability of open section nanocomposite struts using a 
layerwise theory”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 355, pp 820-839, 1 October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.07.001 
ABSTRACT: The application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to improve postbuckling characteristics of T-section 
nanocomposite strut is the subject of this research. A solution procedure according to the layerwise theory along 
with the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) by taking into account the von Karman geometrical 
nonlinearity is proposed. Nonlinear governing equations are developed in regard to the minimum total potential 
energy principle, and solved by the aid of the Rayleigh–Ritz method in conjunction with Newton–Raphson 
method. A comprehensive parametric study is conducted to provide an insight into effects of CNT volume 
fraction and dispersion, geometrical parameters and boundary conditions on the bifurcation points and paths, in-
plane displacement, normal stress and strain, and bending moment of T-section nanocomposite struts. A three 
dimensional finite element analysis using the ABAQUS commercial software is carried out to verify the 
obtained results, which shows close agreement. Results indicate that dispersion of CNTs plays a dominant role 
in bifurcation behavior of nanocomposite struts. The results also show that volume fraction of CNTs has a 
significant effect on the load-carrying capacity of open section nanocomposite struts. The results of this 
research shed light into using ultra-high-strength and light-weight open section nanocomposite struts for civil 
and aerospace applications. 
 
Deepak Kumar, Zhen-Pei Wang, Leong Hien Poh and Ser Tong Quek (Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, National University of Singapore, 1 Engineering Drive 2, E1A-07-03, Singapore 117576, 
Singapore), “Isogeometric shape optimization of smoothed petal auxetics with prescribed nonlinear 
deformation”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 356, pp 16-43, 1 November 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.07.014 
ABSTRACT: Auxetic materials with negative Poisson’s ratio have potential applications across a broad range 
of engineering fields. Several FE based design techniques have been developed to achieve auxetic materials 
with targeted effective properties, mostly in linear deformation regime. In this paper, an isogeometric shape 
optimization framework for designing 2D auxetic materials with prescribed deformation over large strain 
intervals is presented. Taking into account practical manufacturing considerations, a minimum thickness for 
each member is imposed via a spline-based geometric constraint. The capability of the framework is 
demonstrated through two examples. First, the paper considers shape optimization of smoothed hexa-petals in 
plane strain condition to achieve constant Poisson’s ratios ranging from a null value to -0.5 to an effective 
tensile strain of 50%. The second example showcases the shape optimization of smoothed tri- and hexa-petals in 
plane stress condition for targeted nonlinear deformation behaviour of cat’s skin up to 90% tensile strain. 
 
L. Greco, M. Cuomo and L. Contrafatto (Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICAR), 
University of Catania, Via S. Sofia 64, 95125 Catania, Italy), “Two new triangular G1-conforming finite 
elements with cubic edge rotation for the analysis of Kirchhoff plates”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 356, pp 354-386, 1 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.07.026 
ABSTRACT: Two triangular G1-conforming elements, based on the triangular Gregory patch, suitable for the 
analysis of the Kirchhoff plate model are presented. Both have cubic normal derivative along the sides, so that 
they can be effectively used in combination with generalized Hermitian elements. 
The Gregory patch consists in a rational enhancement of the base-polynomial spaces useful to design G1-
conforming elements on general Co-conforming unstructured meshes. 
Because of the presence of the rational functions, the second derivatives at the corners of the element present 
finite discontinuities, that prevent the elements from passing the bending patch test. The discontinuities are 



removed using a constrained version of the Gregory patch, with Lagrange multipliers. In this way, the rational 
conforming space collapses into a conforming rearrangement of the original polynomial interpolant spaces. 
The proposed formulation design elements that pass the bending patch test and present optimal rate of 
convergence on general unstructured meshes. 
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“Strong multipatch C1-coupling for isogeometric analysis on 2D and 3D domains”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 357, Article 112599, 1 December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112599 
ABSTRACT: The solution spaces of isogoemetric analysis (IGA) constructed from degree basis functions allow 
up to C-super-p-1 continuity within one patch. However, for a multi-patch domain, the continuity is only C0 at 
the boundaries between the patches. In this study, we present the construction of basis functions of degree p gte 
2 which are C1 continuous across the common boundaries shared by the patches. The new basis functions are 
computed as a linear combination of the Co basis functions on the multi-patch domains. An advantage of the 
proposed method is that for the new basis functions, the continuity within a patch is preserved, without 
additional treatment of the functions in the interior of the patch. 
We apply continuity constraints to the new basis functions to enforce C1 continuity, where the constraints are 
developed according to the concept of “matched G-super-k-constructions always yield C-super-k-continuous 
isogeometric elements” discussed in Groisser and Peters, (2015). However, for certain geometries, the over-
constrained solution space will lead to C1 locking (Collin and Sangalli, 2016). We discuss and show the usage 
of partial degree elevation to overcome this problem. We demonstrate the potential of the C1 basis functions for 
IGA applications through several examples involving biharmonic equations. 
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“A dual domain decomposition algorithm for the analysis of non-conforming isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love 
shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 357, Article 112578, 1 December 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112578 
ABSTRACT: Originally, Isogeometric Analysis is aimed at using geometric models for the structural analysis. 
The actual realization of this objective to complex real-world structures requires a special treatment of the non-
conformities between the patches generated during the geometric modeling. Different advanced numerical tools 
now enable to analyze elaborated multipatch models, especially regarding the imposition of the interface 
coupling conditions. However, in order to push forward the isogeometric concept, a closer look at the algorithm 
of resolution for multipatch geometries seems crucial. Hence, we present a dual Domain Decomposition 
algorithm for accurately analyzing non-conforming multipatch Kirchhoff–Love shells. The starting point is the 
use of a Mortar method for imposing the coupling conditions between the shells. The additional degrees of 
freedom coming from the Lagrange multiplier field enable to formulate an interface problem, known as the one-
level FETI problem. The interface problem is solved using an iterative solver where, at each iteration, only local 
quantities defined at the patch level (i.e. per sub-domain) are involved which makes the overall algorithm 
naturally parallelizable. We study the preconditioning step in order to get an algorithm which is numerically 
scalable. Several examples ranging from simple benchmark cases to semi-industrial problems highlight the 
great potential of the method. 
 
Alessandro Tasora, Simone Benatti, Dario Mangoni and Rinaldo Garziera (Università degli Studi di Parma, 
Department of Engineering and Architecture, Parco Area delle Scienze, 181/A, 43124 Parma, Italy), “A 
geometrically exact isogeometric beam for large displacements and contacts”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 358, Article 112635, 1 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112635 



ABSTRACT: This work discusses an efficient formulation of a geometrically exact three-dimensional beam 
which can be used in dynamical simulations involving large displacements, collisions and non-linear materials. 
To this end, we base our model on the shear-flexible Cosserat rod theory and we implement it in the context of 
Isogeometric Analysis (IGA). According to the IGA approach, the centerline of the beam is parameterized using 
splines; in our work the rotation of the section is parameterized by a spline interpolation of quaternions, and 
time integration of rotations is performed using the exponential map of quaternions. Aiming at an efficient and 
robust simulation of contacts, we propose the adoption of a non-smooth dynamics formulation based on 
differential-variational inequalities. The model has been implemented in an open-source physics simulation 
library that can simulate actuators, finite elements, rigid bodies, constraints, collisions and frictional contacts. 
This beam model has been tested on various benchmarks in order to assess its validity in non-linear static and 
dynamic analysis; in all cases the model behaved consistently with theoretical results and experimental data. 
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ABSTRACT: Topology optimization for damping design of lattice structures is proposed in this work. 
Compared to metal lattice or viscoelastic materials, lattice structures made of soft materials composed of bi-
stable elements show exceptional energy dissipation properties with fully recoverable capacity. Theoretical 
energy absorption capacity is a key concept to describe damping properties of architectured metamaterials, 
which reflects the maximum energy absorption per element if a bi-stable chain contains infinite buckling 
elements. To achieve extreme damping design, topology optimization algorithm is formulated to achieve 
extreme theoretical energy absorption capacity within a prescribed design domain. An approximate 
mathematical expression for the energy absorption capacity is formulated with rigorous derivation of 
sensitivities. Element strain energy in P-norm formulation is constrained at limit points to alleviate material 
softening failure under large strain. Four design cases are presented and discussed in detail. Results demonstrate 
that the optimal bi-stable elements achieved by topology optimization algorithm show programmable properties 
with desired energy dissipation capacity. 
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“Resolving high frequency issues via proper orthogonal decomposition based dynamic isogeometric analysis for 
structures with dissimilar materials”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 359, 
Article 112753, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112753 
ABSTRACT: After space discretization employing traditional dynamic isogeometric analysis of structures 
(composite type) with/without dissimilar materials, the issues that persist include either using numerically non-
dissipative time integration algorithms that induces the high frequency participation (oscillations) in solution, or 
using dissipative algorithms that can dampen the high frequency participation but simultaneously induce 
significant loss of total energy of the system. To circumvent this dilemma, we instead develop a novel approach 
via a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) based dynamic isogeometric methodology/framework that 
eliminates (significantly reduces) high-frequency oscillations whilst conserving the physics (e.g., total energy) 
for dynamic analysis of (composite or hybrid) structures comprising of dissimilar materials. This proposed 
framework and contributions therein are comprised of three phases, namely, (1) it successfully filters the high-
frequency part via first simulating the original IGA semi-discretized structure with dissimilar materials for a 
few time steps using numerically dissipative type integration schemes, and then obtain the reduced IGA system 
via POD. (2) We then simulate the reduced IGA system (high-frequency oscillations being eliminated) with 
instead a numerically non-dissipative algorithm to conserve the underlying physics. As consequence, we 
successfully preserve the physics (energy) associated with the low frequency modes whilst eliminating/reducing 
the high-frequency oscillations. (3) Three illustrative examples, with/without dissimilar materials demonstrate 
the advantages of IGA for applications to structures with dissimilar materials over FEM, in particular, in 
modeling complex geometries and providing more accurate dynamic solutions with less number of degrees of 
freedom. Furthermore, we show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach in further advancing 
the dynamic isogeometric analyses for both linear, and material and/or geometrically nonlinear cases. 
 



Behrouz Karami and Davood Shahsavari (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Marvdasht Branch, Islamic 
Azad University, Marvdasht, Iran), “On the forced resonant vibration analysis of functionally graded polymer 
composite doubly-curved nanoshells reinforced with graphene-nanoplatelets”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 359, Article 112767, 1 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112767 
ABSTRACT: The proposed work fills a gap of investigation on forced resonant vibration analysis of graphene 
nanoplatelets (GNPs) reinforced functionally graded polymer composite (FG-PC) doubly-curved nanoshells. 
For the first time, forced resonate vibration of the nanoshells including four different geometries of the shells 
namely spherical, elliptical, hyperbolic and cylindrical has been studied here. The Halpin–Tasi model and a rule 
of mixture are adopted to estimate the effective material properties due to distribution patterns of GNPs (UD, 
FG-O and FG-X) The governing equations are obtained through the Hamiltonian principle for general third-
order shear deformation shell theory in conjunction with the nonlocal strain gradient theory, and then solved for 
simply-supported boundaries. Using this work, it is possible to accurately analyze the roles of weight fraction, 
total number of layers as well as distribution pattern of GNPs, nonlocal parameter, strain gradient parameter, 
type of doubly-curved nanoshell and geometrical parameters on the resonant phenomena of GNPs reinforced 
FG-PC nanoshells. The results indicate that resonant phenomenon will occur firstly in the hyperbolic type of the 
nanoshell, followed by cylindrical, elliptical and spherical ones. In addition, the resonant phenomenon will 
occur sooner in flat structures compared to curved ones. 
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“Layerwise mixed elements with node-dependent kinematics for global–local stress analysis of multilayered 
plates using high-order Legendre expansions”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
359, Article 112764, 1 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112764 
ABSTRACT: Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) is taken a step further to render node-dependent kinematics 
(NDK) capabilities to new layerwise finite elements based on Reissner’s Mixed Variational Theorem (RMVT), 
especially suited for global–local stress analysis of multilayered plates, ensuring high numerical accuracy and 
computational efficiency, all together. In the framework of CUF, as introduced originally for multilayered 
structures, any degree of kinematic refinement can be considered in agreement with Equivalent Single-Layer 
(ESL) or Layer-Wise (LW) theories to develop advanced finite element models, whether based on the Principle 
of Virtual Displacements (PVD) or RMVT. The degree of kinematic refinement, which usually holds equally 
for the entire element, can be taken a step further, by being assigned locally to each of its nodes, making full use 
of CUF to render NDK capabilities to the elements. Besides, even though the elements can adopt any type of 
nodal shape functions, high -order hierarchical Legendre expansions (HLE) can also be combined with NDK, 
achieving excellent convergence rates. These capabilities combined, explored first under the PVD, are for once 
integrated in the proposed elements under RMVT to further benefit accurate stress analysis. These elements can 
be applied throughout the entire mesh, adapting to local, transitional and global regions straightforwardly, 
providing high numerical accuracy, locally, with minimal computational efforts, globally. The numerical results 
focus on stress analysis of multilayered composite plates, including local effects, to demonstrate the predictive 
capabilities of the proposed RMVT-based LW elements with NDK and HLE combined, considering well-
known benchmark three-dimensional exact solutions for assessment. 
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“Anisotropic solid-like shells modeled with NURBS-based isogeometric approach: Vibration, buckling, and 
divergence analyses”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 359, Article 112668, 1 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112668 
ABSRACT: We proposed an IGA formulation for free vibration, buckling and divergence analyses of generally 
anisotropic solid-like composite shells. Recently developed Rayleigh–Ritz based methods are not accurate 
enough for curved shells since they are not able to capture twisting mode shapes. Here, we use the advantages 



of isogeometric analysis (IGA) and develop a three-dimensional higher-order continuous solid-like shell (SLS) 
model. Since the continuity of material orientation is crucial in numerical analysis of anisotropic shells, non-
uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) are used to establish a smooth interpolation through the thickness and on 
the middle surface of the shell for both the geometry and displacement fields. The developed isogeometric SLS 
is coupled with Bézier extraction operators to represent continuity between multi-patch anisotropic domains. 
Numerical solutions for composite laminated shells with different boundary conditions are compared with 
analytical solutions or other solutions from the literature. In this context, we study the influence of span-to-
thickness ratios, different shapes, modulus ratios, member aspect ratios and various layouts on the mechanical 
response. With the presented model, we were able to obtain the twisting mode shapes, which are not frequently 
observed in orthotropic and isotropic ones. We also study the influence of the polynomial order of the IGA 
formulation on the results. 
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“Seamless integration of design and Kirchhoff–Love shell analysis using analysis-suitable unstructured T-
splines”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 360, Article 112765, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112765 
ABSTRACT: Analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) including both extraordinary points and T-junctions are used 
to solve Kirchhoff–Love shell problems. Extraordinary points are required to represent surfaces with arbitrary 
topological genus. T-junctions enable local refinement of regions where increased resolution is needed. The 
benefits of using ASTS to define shell geometries are at least two-fold: (1) The manual and time-consuming 
task of building a new mesh from scratch using the CAD geometry as an input is avoided and (2) C1 or higher 
inter-element continuity enables the discretization of shell formulations in primal form defined by fourth-order 
partial differential equations. A complete and state-of-the-art description of the development of ASTS, 
including extraordinary points and T-junctions, is presented. In particular, we improve the construction of C1-
continuous non-negative spline basis functions near extraordinary points to obtain optimal convergence rates 
with respect to the square root of the number of degrees of freedom when solving linear elliptic problems. The 
applicability of the proposed technology to shell analysis is exemplified by performing geometrically nonlinear 
Kirchhoff–Love shell simulations of a pinched hemisphere, an oil sump of a car, a pipe junction, and a B-pillar 
of a car with 15 holes. Building ASTS for these examples involves using T-junctions and extraordinary points 
with valences 3, 5, and 6, which often suffice for the design of free-form surfaces. Our analysis results are 
compared with data from the literature using either a seven-parameter shell formulation or Kirchhoff–Love 
shells. We have also imported both finite element meshes and ASTS meshes into the commercial software LS-
DYNA, used Reissner–Mindlin shells, and compared the result with our Kirchhoff–Love shell results. Excellent 
agreement is found in all cases. The complexity of the shell geometries considered in this paper shows that 
ASTS are applicable to real-world industrial problems. 
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“Virtual element for the buckling problem of Kirchhoff–Love plates”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 360, Article 112687, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112687 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we develop a virtual element method (VEM) of high order to solve the fourth order 
plate buckling eigenvalue problem on polygonal meshes. We write a variational formulation based on the 
Kirchhoff–Love model depending on the transverse displacement of the plate. We propose a C1 conforming 
virtual element discretization of arbitrary order  k gte 2 and we use the so-called Babuška–Osborn abstract 



spectral approximation theory to show that the resulting scheme provides a correct approximation of the 
spectrum and prove optimal order error estimates for the buckling modes (eigenfunctions) and a double order 
for the buckling coefficients (eigenvalues). Finally, we report some numerical experiments illustrating the 
behavior of the proposed scheme and confirming our theoretical results on different families of meshes. 
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“Large amplitude vibration of FG-CNTRC laminated cylindrical shells with negative Poisson’s ratio”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 360, Article 112727, 1 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112727 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation on the nonlinear flexural vibrations of carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite (CNTRC) laminated cylindrical shells with negative Poisson’s ratios in thermal 
environments. The material properties of the CNTRCs are temperature-dependent and the functionally graded 
(FG) in a piece-wise pattern in the thickness direction of the shell. An extended Voigt (rule of mixture) model is 
employed to estimate the CNTRC material properties. The motion equations for the nonlinear flexural vibration 
of FG-CNTRC laminated cylindrical shells are based on the Reddy’s third order shear deformation theory and 
the von Kármán-type kinematic nonlinearity, and the effects of thermal environmental conditions are included. 
The nonlinear vibration solutions for the FG-CNTRC laminated cylindrical shells can be obtained by applying a 
singular perturbation technique along with a two-step perturbation approach. The effects of material property 
gradient, the temperature variation, shell geometric parameter, stacking sequence as well as the end conditions 
on the vibration characteristics of CNTRC laminated cylindrical shells are discussed in detail through a 
parametric study. The results show that negative Poisson’s ratio has a significant effect on the linear and 
nonlinear vibration characteristics of CNTRC laminated cylindrical shells. 
 
Milan Wallner, Carolin Birk and Hauke Gravenkamp (Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Duisburg-Essen, 45141 Essen, Germany), “A scaled boundary finite element approach for shell analysis”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112727, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112807 
ABSTRACT: A new approach to model shell structures is proposed. It is based on the scaled boundary finite 
element method in three dimensions. Thus, the solution is sought analytically in the through-thickness direction 
while the surface of the domain is discretized in a finite element sense. Since no kinematic assumptions are 
made, the proposed method can be applied to thick spherical shells and thin shells. Very good agreement with 
reference solutions is demonstrated or classical benchmark problems of shell analyses. No membrane locking 
induced by mesh distortion is observed. The potential of the proposed method is particularly evident when p-
refinement is employed. Furthermore, the applicability of the proposed method to shells with non-spherical 
geometry is discussed in detail. 
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“A large rotation finite element analysis of 3D beams by incremental rotation vector and exact strain measure 
with all the desirable features”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 
112811, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112811 
ABSTRACT: Different strategies based on rotation vector and exact strain measure have been proposed over 
the years for analyzing flexible bodies undergoing arbitrary large rotations. To avoid the singularity of the 
vector-like parametrization, the interpolation of the incremental rotation vector is the most popular approach in 
this context, even if this leads to pfath dependence and numerical instability, i.e. error accumulation. It is also 
non objective, although both objectivity and path independence are recovered with and refinement. Corotational 
approaches do not have these drawbacks, even though the geometrically exact model is achieved by mesh 
refinement. In this work, we develop a novel strategy which uses the incremental nodal rotation vectors to 
define corotational nodal rotations, which are then interpolated for the evaluation of the nonlinear strains. This 



choice makes the approach singularity-free, allows for additive updates within each increment and preserves all 
the features of the theoretical problem for any mesh and interpolation: rotational variables, objectivity, exact 
strain measure, path independence and symmetric stiffness matrix for conservative loads. This last property is a 
consequence of the direct differentiation of the relation between local and global rotations, whose compact form 
also makes a simple and general definition of the internal forces and the tangent stiffness for any order of 
interpolation possible. In addition, we show how the common approach of interpolating incremental vectors can 
be made stable by a simple updating procedure based on local rotations carried out at the end of each increment 
in order to avoid cumulative errors. Geometrically exact 3D beams are considered as a demonstrative example. 
An iterative strategy based on mixed integration points is used to solve the nonlinear discrete equations 
efficiently. 
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21, 80333 München, Germany), “Weak coupling of nonlinear isogeometric spatial Bernoulli beams”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112747, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112747 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a coupling scheme for isogeometric elements, which is valid for large 
rotations and displacements. Two elements can be coupled not only at interpolated control points but also inside 
the parametric domain of a NURBS patch. Furthermore, each cross section may be arbitrarily oriented in space. 
The formulation is applicable for all structural elements, where an orthogonal system of base vectors can be 
derived. An Euler–Bernoulli beam is used as an example in order to illustrate the demands on the coupling 
conditions in the proposed approach. Moreover, the conditions are chosen such that different types of joints, e.g. 
scissor joints, can be modeled and such that they are easy and fast to implement. The coupling is incorporated 
by an additional term in the Principle of Virtual Work which is here computed using a penalty approach. The 
Euler–Bernoulli beam is summarized in order to introduce the notations in this contribution. This is followed by 
the proposed coupling conditions in the weak form. Subsequently, alternatives for the coupling conditions are 
briefly introduced. Eventually, benchmark and demonstrator examples validate and illustrate the proposed 
coupling methodology. 
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“Level-set topology optimization considering nonlinear thermoelasticity”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112735, 1 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112735 
ABSTRACT: At elevated temperature environments, elastic structures experience a change of the stress-free 
state of the body that can strongly influence the optimal topology of the structure. This work presents level-set 
based topology optimization of structures undergoing large deformations due to thermal and mechanical loads. 
The nonlinear analysis model is constructed by multiplicatively decomposing thermal and mechanical effects 
and introducing an intermediate stress-free state between the undeformed and deformed coordinates. By 
incorporating the thermoelastic nonlinearity into the level-set topology optimization scheme, wider design 
spaces can be explored with the consideration of both mechanical and thermal loads. Four numerical examples 
are presented that demonstrate how temperature changes affect the optimal design of large-deforming 
structures. In particular, we show how optimization can manipulate the material layout in order to create a 
counteracting effect between thermal and mechanical loads, even up to a degree that buckling and snap-through 
are suppressed. Hence the consideration of large deformations in conjunction with thermoelasticity opens many 
new possibilities for controlling and manipulating the thermo-mechanical response via topology optimization. 
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“A discrete, geometrically exact method for simulating nonlinear, elastic and inelastic beams”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112741, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112741 
ABSTRACT: We present an extension of a discrete, geometrically exact beam formulation based on discrete 
framed curves and discrete parallel transport originally introduced in the computer graphics community. In 
combination with variational constitutive updates, our numerical scheme decouples the kinematics from the 
material behavior, and can handle finite rotations as well as a wide class of constitutive laws depending on the 
stretching, flexural and torsional strain and strain rates. We demonstrate its capabilities through a suite of 
benchmark problems involving elastic, viscous and visco-elastic beams. The method fits naturally in existing 
finite element frameworks and is well suited to engineering applications. It can efficiently and accurately 
simulate the nonlinear deformation of slender beams featuring complex material behavior, such as those found 
in the topical design of flexible structural metamaterials. 
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“Topological design of sandwich structures with graded cellular cores by multiscale optimization”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112749, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112749 
ABSTRACT: Exploring ultralight sandwich structures with superior load-bearing performance is one of the 
important topics in structural optimization. This paper proposes a novel multiscale topology optimization 
method to achieve the design of high-performance sandwich structures with graded cellular cores (SSGCCs). In 
this method, the thicknesses of two solid face-sheets, the graded distribution of cellular sandwich cores at a 
single layer and their configurations are optimized to well suit for loading conditions, where the single layer is 
arrayed periodically at its height direction to obtain sandwich layers. Specifically, at macroscale, the variable 
thickness sheet (VTS) method with the capacity of generating an overall free material distribution pattern, is 
applied to optimize the thicknesses of two solid face-sheets and achieve the graded distribution of cellular 
sandwich cores at a single layer. At microscale, a progressive optimization scheme is employed to topologically 
optimize multiple representative cellular cores (RCCs) at a single layer, so as to achieve their similar 
topological configurations. With a shape interpolation method, the configurations of graded cellular cores 
(GCCs) with essential interconnections can be obtained by interpolating the shapes of these RCCs with similar 
topological features. In order to reduce the computational burden on evaluating effective properties of GCCs by 
the homogenization method, a Kriging metamodel is constructed based on some key cellular cores as sample 
points, and adopted to predict the effective properties of all the GCCs. Both 2D and 3D numerical examples are 
provided to test the validity and advantages of the proposed method for designing SSGCCs. 
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“Application of PHT-splines in bending and vibration analysis of cracked Kirchhoff–Love plates”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 361, Article 112754, 1 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112754 
ABSTRACT: In this work, we present an eXtended Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (X–GIFT) 
formulation for cracked Kirchhoff–Love plates. The plate geometry is modeled by Non-Uniform Rational B-
Splines (NURBS) while the solution is approximated by Polynomial Splines over Hierarchical T-meshes (PHT-
splines) and enriched by the Heaviside function and crack tip asymptotic expansions. The adaptive refinement is 
driven by a recovery-based error estimator. The formulation is employed for bending and vibration analysis. We 



compare different strategies for refinement, enrichment and evaluation of fracture parameters. The obtained 
results are shown to be in a good agreement with the reference solutions. 
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“Progressive optimization of complex shells with cutouts using a smart design domain method”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112814, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112814 
ABSTRACT: Thin-walled shells with cutouts are widely used as primary structures in the aerospace field. The 
mechanical analysis of shell structures using the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method often needs very fine 
meshes to achieve a high-fidelity simulation. The advent of isogeometric analysis (IGA) method provides an 
alternative, yet efficient and accurate means to model complex shell structures with cutouts. In this paper, the 
trimmed surface analysis (TSA) method is applied in IGA to perform the trimmed elements integration of linear 
buckling analysis of shell structures. In the shape optimization process, the analytical formulae for the design 
sensitivities of IGA based shell buckling model are derived, and the sensitivity propagation from the design 
model to the analysis model is computed using a h-refinement method. Moreover, a novel smart design domain 
(SDD) method is proposed and implemented to reduce the number of design variables and further enhance the 
shape optimization efficiency, substantially. SDD can provide useful reference information to guide the 
selection of control points as design variables. Later, the comparison of optimization examples approve that the 
SDD method can provide a very efficient means to perform the local shape optimization for the complex shells. 
Finally, a multi-level progressive optimization framework based on the SDD method is developed, in which the 
design model and the analysis model are separated and implemented independently. In doing so, the design 
model is able to provide enough parameterization for optimization, and, in the meantime, the analysis model 
ensures efficiency and accuracy for simulation. Finally, the numerical examples on the buckling analysis and 
optimization of complex shells with cutouts demonstrate the greatly improved capacity and efficiency of the 
design framework proposed in this paper. 
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“An energy approach to the solution of partial differential equations in computational mechanics via machine 
learning: Concepts, implementation and applications”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112790, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2019.112790 
ABSTRACT: Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) are fundamental to model different phenomena in science 
and engineering mathematically. Solving them is a crucial step towards a precise knowledge of the behavior of 
natural and engineered systems. In general, in order to solve PDEs that represent real systems to an acceptable 
degree, analytical methods are usually not enough. One has to resort to discretization methods. For engineering 
problems, probably the best-known option is the finite element method (FEM). However, powerful alternatives 
such as mesh-free methods and Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) are also available. The fundamental idea is to 
approximate the solution of the PDE by means of functions specifically built to have some desirable properties. 
In this contribution, we explore Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) as an option for approximation. They have 
shown impressive results in areas such as visual recognition. DNNs are regarded here as function approximation 
machines. There is great flexibility to define their structure and important advances in the architecture and the 
efficiency of the algorithms to implement them make DNNs a very interesting alternative to approximate the 
solution of a PDE. We concentrate on applications that have an interest for Computational Mechanics. Most 



contributions explore this possibility have adopted a collocation strategy. In this work, we concentrate on 
mechanical problems and analyze the energetic format of the PDE. The energy of a mechanical system seems to 
be the natural loss function for a machine learning method to approach a mechanical problem. In order to prove 
the concepts, we deal with several problems and explore the capabilities of the method for applications in 
engineering. 
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University of Technology, Dalian 116024, China), “A method using successive iteration of analysis and design 
for large-scale topology optimization considering eigenfrequencies”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics 
and Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112847, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112847 
ABSTRACT: Repeatedly solving the generalized eigenvalue problems by far dominates the computational cost 
in large-scale topology optimization involving natural frequency constraints. This study proposes a method for 
dynamic topology optimization problems considering natural frequencies using successively executed iterations 
for the structural analysis and design. By using the Rayleigh quotients as approximations of the natural 
frequencies and achieving sequential approximation of the eigenpairs through inverse iteration-like procedures 
to improve the eigenvectors along with the topological evolution of the structure, the method avoids solving the 
time-consuming eigenvalue problem in each design iteration. This makes the method particularly suitable for 
large-scale frequency-constrained topology optimization problems. The convergence property of the method is 
analyzed under the assumption of sufficiently small design changes between two successive design iterations. 
Numerical examples regarding frequency and frequency gap constraints show that this method is able to realize 
concurrent convergence of the eigenvalue analysis and design optimization, and is more efficient than the 
conventional double-loop approach. 
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“A class of analytic solutions for verification and convergence analysis of linear and nonlinear fluid-structure 
interaction algorithms”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112841, 
15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112841 
ABSTRACT: Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems are pervasive in the computational engineering 
community. The need to address challenging FSI problems has led to the development of a broad range of 
numerical methods addressing a variety of application-specific demands. While a range of numerical and 
experimental benchmarks are present in the literature, few solutions are available that enable both verification 
and spatiotemporal convergence analysis. In this paper, we introduce a class of analytic solutions to FSI 
problems involving shear in channels and pipes. Comprised of 16 separate analytic solutions, our approach is 
permuted to enable progressive verification and analysis of FSI methods and implementations, in two and three 
dimensions, for static and transient scenarios as well as for linear and hyperelastic solid materials. Results are 
shown for a range of analytic models exhibiting progressively complex behavior. The utility of these solutions 
for analysis of convergence behavior is further demonstrated using a previously published monolithic FSI 
technique. The resulting class of analytic solutions addresses a core challenge in the development of novel FSI 
algorithms and implementations, providing a progressive testbed for verification and detailed convergence 
analysis. 
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“Modeling of deformation of battery cells using thick shell element formulation”, Computer Methods in 
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ABSTRACT: We describe a new approach for modeling nonlinear deformation and stress distribution of battery 
cells using a new thick shell finite element formulation with a through-thickness calculation of stresses and 
strains that satisfy equilibrium conditions. Battery cells are transversely layered materials that contain numerous 
thin layers in a repeating sequence. The layers are made of materials with significantly different mechanical 
responses. Explicit discretization of the layers is computationally impractical except for very small domains, 
while homogenized material models cannot account for stress and strain variations and partition through the 
thickness. The new formulation allows for calculation of the transverse and interlayer stresses based on the 
material properties of the individual cell layers. The application to problems where the transverse stresses have 
strong influence is also possible. 
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“Isogeometric analysis of fiber reinforced composites using Kirchhoff–Love shell elements”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112845, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112845 
ABSTRACT: A second gradient theory for woven fabrics is applied to Kirchhoff–Love shell elements to 
analyze the mechanics of fiber reinforced composite materials. In particular, we assume a continuous 
distribution of the fibers embedded into the shell surface, accounting for additional in-plane flexural resistances 
within the hyperelastic regime. For the finite element discretization we apply isogeometric methods, i.e. we 
make use of B-splines as basis functions omitting the usage of mixed approaches. The higher gradient 
formulation of the fabric is verified by a series of numerical examples, followed by suitable validation steps 
using experimental measurements on organic sheets. A final example using a non-flat reference geometry 
demonstrates the capabilities of the presented formulation. 
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Republic of Korea), “Splitting basis techniques in cloth simulation by isogeometric analysis”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 362, Article 112871, 15 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112871 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we discuss cloth simulation using the splitting technique used in extended 
isogeometric analysis. We claim that splitting techniques can provide more flexible and diverse expressions 
than existing ones. We use a custom-designed enrichment function and apply it to three static test problems: 
Scordelis-Lo roof, pinched cylinder, and pinched hemisphere. We also show that local splitting is applicable to 
simple multi-patch problems. For these problems, we obtain results closer to the reference solution, despite 
using less control points. We also use the custom-designed enrichment function to simulate the folding and 
wrinkling of clothes without changing mesh. In addition, a discontinuous enrichment function can be used to 
express cutting cloth. We demonstrate it is possible to express clothes movement more accurately and variously 
by locally adding an enrichment function to existing isogeometric analysis based static and dynamic 
simulations. 
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ABSTRACT: Auxetic composites, a kind of rationally artificial materials, possess superior multifunctional 
properties due to a mixture of materials. In this paper, an Isogeometric Topology Optimization (ITO) method is 
proposed for computational design of both the re-entrant and chiral auxetic composites in both 2D and 3D. The 
homogenization is numerically implemented using isogeometric analysis (IGA) to predict macroscopic effective 
properties of microstructures, where the periodic boundary formulation is imposed. An effective Non-Uniform 
Rational B-splines (NURBS)-based Multi-Material Interpolation (N-MMI) model is applied to compute 
material properties of all points in composite microstructures, mainly including the Fields of Design Variables 
(DVFs), Fields of Topology Variables (TVFs), and multi-material interpolation. A unified ITO formulation is 
developed for 2D and 3D auxetic composites, where an appropriate objective function with a weight parameter 
is defined to control the generation of different deformation mechanisms. Finally, several numerical examples 
are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ITO method, and a series of 2D and 3D auxetic 
composites with the re-entrant and chiral deformation mechanisms are found. The optimized composite 
structures are simulated using ANSYS to show the auxetic behavior. 
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“Computational generation and conformal fabrication of woven fabric structures by harmonic foliation”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 363, Article 112874, 1 May 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a framework for computational generation and conformal fabrication of 
woven thin-shell structures with arbitrary topology based on the foliation theory which decomposes a surface 
into a group of parallel leaves. By solving graph-valued harmonic maps on the input surface, we construct two 
sets of harmonic foliations perpendicular to each other. The warp and weft threads are created afterward and 
then manually woven to reconstruct the surface. The proposed computational method guarantees the 
smoothness of the foliation and the orthogonality between each pair of leaves from different foliations. 
Moreover, it minimizes the number of singularities to theoretical lower bound and produces the tensor product 
structure as globally as possible. This method is ideal for the physical realization of woven surface structures on 
a variety of applications, including wearable electronics, sheet metal craft, architectural designs, and conformal 
woven composite parts in the automotive and aircraft industries. The performance of the proposed method is 
demonstrated through the computational generation and physical fabrication of several free-form thin-shell 
structures. 
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isogeometric formulation for swellable soft materials”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 363, Article 112901, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112901 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an isogeometric formulation and the corresponding algorithm to predict the 
mechanical behaviors of swellable soft materials by the high-order NURBS elements. To deal with the 
difficulties aroused from the growth and incompressibility of soft materials, a numerical scheme based on two 
multiplicative decompositions of deformation gradient is developed. For introducing the growth effect, the 
deformation gradient is decomposed into a growth tensor and an elastic deformation gradient. For 
circumventing the volumetric locking caused by incompressibility of soft materials, the elastic deformation 
gradient is further decomposed into its volume-preserving and volumetric-dilatational parts. Meanwhile, the 
volumetric-dilatational part is modified by a linear projection operator. Then, the incremental equations of the 
weak form are derived by an effective linearization method for this nonlinear problem. After introducing the 
discrete technique in isogeometric analysis, the formulations for numerical calculations, i.e., the stiffness 
matrices and the force vectors, are derived. The efficiency and accuracy of the proposed isogeometric method 
are demonstrated by several examples discretized by the high-order NURBS elements exactly, including conic 



sections and other complex geometries. The proposed method is also proved to have great potentials for 
analyzing the mechanical behaviors of swellable soft materials as well as bionic structures and designing the 
bionic devices. 
 
Jaro Hokkanen and Dorival M. Pedroso (School of Civil Engineering, The University of Queensland, St Lucia 
QLD 4072, Australia), “Quadrature rules for isogeometric shell formulations: Study using a real-world 
application about metal forming”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 363, Article 
112904, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112904 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies quadrature rules for simulating large deformations of shells using isogeometric 
analysis. Several recently proposed rules and their effects on a real-world application known as incremental 
sheet forming are investigated. It is observed that, when tackling real-world applications, unexpected problems 
arise and, therefore, theoretical studies only with manufactured solutions are not enough for a complete 
verification of a method. The chosen application reveals problems with certain quadratures and that some 
simple stabilization strategies cannot completely suppress hourglass modes. Additionally, the effects of 
quadrature rules on the total computational costs are demonstrated and the influence of the maximum stable 
time step is assessed using a highly demanding simulation. 
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Kongens Lyngby, Denmark), “Towards solving large-scale topology optimization problems with buckling 
constraints at the cost of linear analyses”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 363, 
Article 112911, 1 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112911 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a multilevel approach to large-scale topology optimization accounting for 
linearized buckling criteria. The method relies on the use of preconditioned iterative solvers for all the systems 
involved in the linear buckling and sensitivity analyses and on the approximation of buckling modes from a 
coarse discretization. The strategy shows three main benefits: first, the computational cost for the eigenvalue 
analyses is drastically cut. Second, artifacts due to local stress concentrations are alleviated when computing 
modes on the coarse scale. Third, the ability to select a reduced set of important global modes and filter out less 
important local ones. As a result, designs with improved buckling resistance can be generated with a 
computational cost little more than that of a corresponding compliance minimization problem solved for 
multiple loading cases. Examples of 2D and 3D structures discretized by up to some millions of degrees of 
freedom are solved in Matlab to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, a post-processing 
procedure is suggested in order to reinforce the optimized design against local buckling. 
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ABSTRACT: This work presents a computational method for the design of architected truss lattice materials 
where each strut can be made of one of a set of available materials. We design the lattices to extremize effective 
properties. As customary in topology optimization, we design a periodic unit cell of the lattice and obtain the 
effective properties via numerical homogenization. Each bar is represented as a cylindrical offset surface of a 
medial axis parameterized by the positions of the endpoints of the medial axis. These parameters are smoothly 
mapped onto a continuous density field for the primal and sensitivity analysis via the geometry projection 
method. A size variable per material is ascribed to each bar and penalized as in density-based topology 
optimization to facilitate the entire removal of bars from the design. During the optimization, we allow bars to 
be made of a mixture of the available materials. However, to ensure each bar is either exclusively made of one 
material or removed altogether from the optimal design, we impose optimization constraints that ensure each 
size variable is 0 or 1, and that at most one material size variable is 1. The proposed material interpolation 
scheme readily accommodates any number of materials. To obtain lattices with desired material symmetries, we 
design only a reference region of the unit cell and reflect its geometry projection with respect to the appropriate 
planes of symmetry. Also, to ensure bars remain whole upon reflection inside the unit cell or with respect to the 



periodic boundaries, we impose a no-cut constraint on the bars. We demonstrate the efficacy of our method via 
numerical examples of bulk and shear moduli maximization and Poisson’s ratio minimization for two- and 
three-material lattices with cubic symmetry. 
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“A hierarchical approach to the a posteriori error estimation of isogeometric Kirchhoff plates and Kirchhoff–
Love shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 363, Article 112919, 1 May 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112919 
ABSTRACT: This work focuses on the development of a posteriori error estimates for fourth-order, elliptic, 
partial differential equations. In particular, we propose a novel algorithm to steer an adaptive simulation in the 
context of Kirchhoff plates and Kirchhoff–Love shells by exploiting the local refinement capabilities of 
hierarchical B-splines. The method is based on the solution of an auxiliary residual-like variational problem, 
formulated by means of a space of localized spline functions. This space is characterized by C1 continuous B-
splines with compact support on each active element of the hierarchical mesh. We demonstrate the applicability 
of the proposed estimator to Kirchhoff plates and Kirchhoff–Love shells by studying several benchmark 
problems which exhibit both smooth and singular solutions. In all cases, we obtain optimal asymptotic rates of 
convergence for the error measured in the energy norm and an excellent approximation of the true error. 
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ABSTRACT: The focus of this work is on the development of an error-driven isogeometric framework, capable 
of automatically performing an adaptive simulation in the context of second- and fourth-order, elliptic partial 
differential equations defined on two-dimensional trimmed domains. The method is steered by an a posteriori 
error estimator, which is computed with the aid of an auxiliary residual-like problem formulated onto a space 
spanned by splines with single element support. The local refinement of the basis is achieved thanks to the use 
of truncated hierarchical B-splines. We prove numerically the applicability of the proposed estimator to various 
engineering-relevant problems, namely the Poisson problem, linear elasticity and Kirchhoff–Love shells, 
formulated on trimmed geometries. In particular, we study several benchmark problems which exhibit both 
smooth and singular solutions, where we recover optimal asymptotic rates of convergence for the error 
measured in the energy norm and we observe a substantial increase in accuracy per-degree-of-freedom 
compared to uniform refinement. Lastly, we show the applicability of our framework to the adaptive shell 
analysis of an industrial-like trimmed geometry modeled in the commercial software Rhinoceros, which 
represents the B-pillar of a car. 
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“Numerical modeling of inextensible elastic ribbons with curvature-based elements”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 364, Article 112922, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112922 
ABSTRACT: We propose a robust and efficient numerical model to compute stable equilibrium configurations 
of clamped elastic ribbons featuring arbitrarily curved natural shapes. Our spatial discretization scheme relies 
on elements characterized by a linear normal curvature and a quadratic geodesic torsion with respect to arc 
length. Such a high-order discretization allows for a great diversity of kinematic representations, while 
guaranteeing the surface of the ribbon to remain perfectly inextensible. Stable equilibria are calculated by 
minimizing the sum of the gravitational and elastic energies of the ribbon, under a developability constraint. 
Our algorithm compares favorably to standard shooting and collocation methods, as well as to experiments. It 
furthermore shows significant differences in behavior compared to numerical models for thin elastic rods, while 



yielding a substantial speed-up compared to a more general thin elastic shell simulator. These results confirm 
the benefit of designing a special numerical model dedicated to ribbons. 
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“An immersed-boundary/isogeometric method for fluid–structure interaction involving thin shells”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 364, Article 112977, 1 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112977 
ABSTRACT: A computational framework is designed to accurately predict the elastic response of thin shells 
undergoing large displacements induced by local hydrodynamic forces, as well as to resolve the complex fluid 
pattern arising from its interaction with an incompressible fluid. Within the context of partitioned algorithms, 
two different approaches are employed for the fluid and structural domain. The fluid motion is resolved with a 
pressure projection method on a Cartesian structured grid. The immersed shell is modeled by means of a 
NURBS surface, and the elastic response is obtained from a displacement-based isogeometric analysis relying 
on the Kirchhoff–Love theory. The two solvers exchange data through a direct-forcing immersed-boundary 
approach, where the interpolation/spreading of the variables between Lagrangian and Eulerian grids is 
implemented with a Moving Least Squares approximation, which has proven to be very effective for moving 
boundaries. In this scenario, the isoparametric paradigm is exploited to perform an adaptive collocation of the 
Lagrangian markers, decoupling the local grid density of fluid and shell domains and reducing the 
computational expense. The accuracy of the method is verified by refinement analyses, segregating the 
Eulerian/Lagrangian refinement, which confirm the expected scheme accuracy in space and time. The 
effectiveness of the method is then validated against different test-cases of engineering and biologic inspiration, 
involving fundamentally different physical and numerical conditions, namely: (i) a flapping flag, (ii) an inverted 
flag, (iii) a clamped plate, (iv) a buoyant seaweed in a free stream. Both strong and loose coupling approaches 
are implemented to handle different fluid-to-structure density ratios, providing accurate results. 
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“Extension of the Certain Generalized Stresses Method for the stochastic analysis of homogeneous and 
laminated shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 365, Article 112945, 15 
June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112945 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents an extension of the Certain Generalized Stresses Method (CGSM) for the 
static finite element analysis of homogeneous and laminated shells with variability. The basic assumption is that 
the generalized stresses do not depend on input parameters perturbation. The CGSM is a non-intrusive method 
that requires only one finite element analysis with some load cases to calculate the variability of mechanical 
quantities of interest. The uncertain input parameters are material and physical properties. Uniform random 
parameters as well as random fields are considered. The displacements statistical results: mean value, standard 
deviation and distribution are obtained by Monte Carlo simulations, using a semi-analytical formula. Two 
examples are treated: the Scordelis–Lo shell roof and an automotive windscreen. The method provides results of 
good quality and is very economical from a computational time point of view. 
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“Data-driven streamline stiffener path optimization (SSPO) for sparse stiffener layout design of non-uniform 
curved grid-stiffened composite (NCGC) structures”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 365, Article 113001, 15 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113001 
ABSTRACT: The homogenization-based streamline stiffener path optimization (SSPO) method was previously 
proposed by the authors for stiffener layout design of non-uniform curved grid-stiffened composite (NCGC) 
structures. The applications are limited to densely distributed stiffeners with no significant scale effect in the 
homogenization process, which is revealed in this work. A data-driven SSPO method, which is inspired by the 
popular principal component analysis (PCA) in data processing, is proposed for sparse stiffener layout design. 
With several referential layouts as input, the PCA generates a sequence of principal layouts. Together with 
weighting factors and distortion techniques, using only a small number of dominant principal layouts is enough 
to represent most possible synthesized layouts, which significantly reduces the number of design variables 
while preserving and extending a large design space. This strategy is further enhanced with a detailed modeling 
technique based on multiple point constraints (MPCs) to automate the modeling process. The data-driven SSPO 
method can be integrated with either gradient-based or artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms due to the small 
number of design variables. A flexible objective target, to maximize the critical buckling load or minimize the 
structural weight, can be used since the structural responses are evaluated on the detailed model. Numerical 
examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in optimizing the layout of sparsely distributed 
stiffeners. 
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“Stress-related topology optimization of shell structures using IGA/TSA-based Moving Morphable Void 
(MMV) approach”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 366, Article 113036, 1 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113036 
ABSTRACT: There have been quite a few research works on the topology optimization under stress constraints. 
However, most of them only treated two dimensional (2D) cases. In the present work, a new approach for 
topology optimization of three dimensional (3D) shell structures under stress constraints is presented. This 
approach is constructed by combining the Moving Morphable Void (MMV) approach with trimming technique-
based Isogeometric analysis (IGA), where the shell geometry is described using Non-Uniform Rational B-
Spline (NURBS) and a set of trimming curves. The proposed approach not only shares the same advantages of 
MMV approach for topology optimization (e.g., involving small number of design variables, linking with CAD 
system seamlessly, etc.), but also has the capability of providing high accuracy stress analysis results using 
much smaller number of degree of freedoms with the help of trimming surface analysis (TSA) technique. 
Several numerical examples are also presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed 
approach. 
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“Material and shape optimization of bi-directional functionally graded plates by GIGA and an improved multi-
objective particle swarm optimization algorithm”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 366, Article 113017, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113017 
ABSTRACT: In the design of functionally graded materials, bi-directional design offers greater design freedom 
than the typical single-direction approach. This paper studies the shape and size design of variable-thickness bi-
directional functionally graded plates (2D-FGPs) with multi-objective optimization. A method integrating 



generalized iso-geometrical analysis (GIGA) and an improved multi-objective particle swarm optimization 
algorithm (IMOPSO) is proposed, with numerous technical advantages. B-spline basis functions in two 
dimensions are used to robustly represent the volume fraction distribution, with volume fraction and shape 
profile at control points located along the plane set to be design variables. The mechanical behavior of the 2D-
FGPs is treated with a third-order shear deformation theory and a non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS)-
based GIGA scheme. The IMOPSO algorithm incorporates chaotic sequence mapping, a diversity feedback 
mechanism, and a hybrid mutation mechanism to mitigate premature convergence and enhance evolution of the 
Pareto frontier. A number of test examples are provided, on square, circular, and gear FGPs with various 
loading configurations, optimizing for natural frequency and mass. 
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“Generalized quasicontinuum modeling of metallic lattices with geometrical and material nonlinearity and 
variability”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 366, Article 112878, 1 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.112878 
ABSTRACT: We propose a generalized quasicontinuum method to model the mechanical response of 3D 
lattice structures. The method relies on the spatial coupling of fully-resolved domains and coarse-grained 
domains. In the fully-resolved domain, the full micro-structure is taken into account. In the coarse-grained 
domain, the kinematics of the micro-structure are individually interpolated based on their connectivity. On top 
of that, the contributions of the microstructure to the governing equations in the coarse-grained domain are 
sampled using only a few unit cells. In both domains, geometrical and material variability along the strut can be 
naturally taken into account using a 3D co-rotational beam finite element with embedded plastic hinges. We 
verify the approach for BCC lattices, demonstrating that the new method can capture both material and 
geometrical non-linearities of single struts at a fraction of the cost of a direct numerical simulation. 
 
Duy Vo and Pruettha Nanakorn (School of Civil Engineering and Technology, Sirindhorn International Institute 
of Technology, Thammasat University, Pathumthani, Thailand), “Geometrically nonlinear multi-patch 
isogeometric analysis of planar curved Euler–Bernoulli beams”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 366, Article 113078, 1 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113078 
ABSTRACT: This study proposes a novel isogeometric beam formulation for thin, elastic, planar curved beams 
subjected to large displacements. The Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is employed. In the formulation, a two-
dimensional continuum beam is entirely described by its axis and a convective frame rigidly attached to the 
beam axis. Rational B-spline basis functions are used to construct the geometrical approximation of the beam 
axis, and the translational displacements of the beam axis are considered as the unknown kinematics. A property 
of NURBS curves is used to introduce rotational degrees of freedom at both ends of the beam. With the end 
rotational degrees of freedom, applying rotational boundary conditions and concentrated moments are 
straightforward. In addition, rigid connections between beams can be easily simulated. The accuracy and 
efficiency of the proposed beam formulation are verified by several well-established problems. 
 
Yanpeng Gong, Chunying Dong, Fei Qin, Gabriel Hattori and Jon Trevelyan, “Hybrid nearly singular 
integration for three-dimensional isogeometric boundary element analysis of coatings and other thin structures”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 367, Article 113099, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113099 
ABSTRACT: The isogeometric boundary element method (IGABEM) has great potential for the simulation of 
elasticity problems because of its exact geometric representation and good approximation properties. These 
advantages can be extended to thin structures, including coatings, but the development of an accurate and 
efficient method to deal with the large number of nearly singular integrals existing in the IGABEM presents a 



great challenge for very thin sections. In this paper, we propose a new sinh scheme for weakly, strongly and 
hyper near-singular integrals arising in 3D IGABEM for thermoelastic problems, based on the sinh 
transformation method and adaptive integral method. The presented scheme is efficient, since it combines the 
advantages of both methods: (1) when the thickness of coatings/thin structures is moderately small, an accurate 
and efficient integral result will be obtained by the adaptive integral method; (2) when is very small, the nearly 
singular integrals are computed by the sinh scheme efficiently. With the introduction of NURBS in IGABEM, 
truncation errors arising in the Taylor expansion cannot be ignored. Based on the values of these errors, the 
computed knot spans are further divided into several sub-knot spans and different methods will be used to 
evaluate the integral over each sub-knot span in the new scheme. In addition, based on the analytical extension 
of the NURBS surface, an adaptation of the sinh transformation method is proposed which can evaluate the 
near-singular integrals accurately for cases in which the projection point lies outside of the considered knot 
span. Several numerical examples are presented to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the 3D IGABEM 
based on the sinh scheme in the analysis of thermoelastic problems. (Math symbols not printed. Please do not 
use math symbols in your abstracts.) 
 
Stefano Giani and Harri Hakula, “On effective material parameters of thin perforated shells under static 
loading”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 367, Article 113094, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113094 
ABSTRACT: One of the defining properties of thin shell problems is that the solution can be viewed as a linear 
combination of local features, each with its own characteristic thickness-dependent length scale. For perforated 
shells it is thus possible that for the given dimensionless thickness, the local features dominate, and the problem 
of deriving effective material parameters becomes ill-posed. In the general case, one has to account for many 
different aspects of the problem that directly affect the effective material parameters. Through a computational 
study we derive a conjecture for the admissible thickness-ranges. The effective material parameters are derived 
with a minimisation process over a set of feasible instances. The efficacy of the conjecture and the minimisation 
process is demonstrated with an extensive set of numerical experiments. 
 
Vishal Agrawal and Sachin S. Gautam, “Varying-order NURBS discretization: An accurate and efficient 
method for isogeometric analysis of large deformation contact problems”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 367, Article 113125, 1 August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113125 
ABSTRACT: A novel varying-order based NURBS discretization method is proposed to enhance the 
performance of isogeometric analysis (IGA) technique within the framework of computational contact 
mechanics. The method makes use of higher-order NURBS for the contact integral evaluations. The minimum 
orders of NURBS capable of representing the complex geometries exactly are employed for the bulk 
computations. The proposed methodology provides a possibility to refine the geometry through controllable 
order elevation for isogeometric analysis. To achieve this, a higher-order NURBS layer is used as the contact 
boundary layer of the bodies. The NURBS layer is constructed using different surface refinement strategies 
such that it is accompanied by a large number of additional degrees of freedom and matches with the bulk 
parameterization. 
 
Davide D’Angella and Alessandro Reali, “Efficient extraction of hierarchical B-Splines for local refinement and 
coarsening of Isogeometric Analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 367, 
Article 113131, 1 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113131 
ABSTRACT: The main motivation for hierarchical B-Splines in Isogeometric Analysis is to perform a local 
refinement that is globally not a tensor product. Compared to standard knot insertion, this allows to increase 
refinement locality. Moreover, the implementation of hierarchical refinement on existing codes can be 
facilitated by Bézier extraction. This approach was initially developed for unrefined patches and then extended 
to local refinement. In case of B-Spline patches that are not locally refined, extraction and projection algorithms 
can be optimized by leveraging the tensor structure. However, these optimizations are not straightforwardly 
applicable to hierarchical B-Splines. In this contribution, we show an approach where all extraction operations 
are formulated to work directly on the univariate extraction operators, without explicitly computing and storing 



the full tensor product. In particular, we consider the extraction of functions, and projection of degrees of 
freedom for refinement and coarsening. A slightly modified Bézier projection is proposed to fully exploit the 
developed algorithms. We finally compare our approach to an explicit computation of the extraction operator in 
both a linear transient and a nonlinear example. 
 
R. Zorrilla, R. Rossi, R. Wüchner and E. Oñate, “An embedded Finite Element framework for the resolution of 
strongly coupled Fluid–Structure Interaction problems. Application to volumetric and membrane-like 
structures”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 368, Article 113179, 15 August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113179 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a Fluid–Structure Interaction framework for the robust and efficient 
simulation of strongly coupled problems involving arbitrary large displacements and rotations. We focus on the 
application of the proposed tool to lightweight membrane-like structures. Nonetheless, all the techniques we 
present in this work can be applied to both volumetric and volumeless bodies. To achieve this, we rely on the 
use of embedded mesh methods in the fluid solver to conveniently handle the extremely large deflections and 
eventual topology changes of the structure. The coupling between the embedded fluid and mechanical solvers is 
based on an interface residual black-box strategy. We validate our proposal by solving reference benchmarking 
examples that consider both volumetric and volumeless geometries. Whenever it is possible, we also compare 
the embedded solution with the one obtained with our reference body fitted solver. Finally we present a real-life 
application of the presented embedded Fluid–Structure Interaction solver. 
 
Jili Rong, Zhipei Wu, Cheng Liu and Olivier Brüls, “Geometrically exact thin-walled beam including warping 
formulated on the special Euclidean group SE(3)”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 369, Article 113062, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113062 
ABSTRACT: Based on a formulation on the special Euclidean group , a geometrically exact thin-walled beam 
with an arbitrary open cross-section is proposed to deal with the finite deformation and rotation issues. The 
beam strains are based on a kinematic assumption where warping deformation and Wagner effects are included 
such that the nonlinear behavior of a thin-walled beam is predicted accurately, particular under large torsion. To 
reduce the nonlinearity of rigid motion, static and dynamic equations are derived in the SE(3) framework based 
on the local frame approach. As the value of the iteration matrix, including the Jacobian matrix of inertial and 
internal forces, is invariable under arbitrary rigid motion, the number of updates required during the 
computation process decreases sharply, which drastically improves the computational efficiency. Furthermore, 
the isogeometric analysis (IGA) based on the non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) basis functions, which 
promotes the integration of computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE), is adopted to 
interpolate the displacement, rotation, and warping fields separately. The interpolated strain measures satisfy the 
objectivity by removing the rigid motion of the reference point. To obtain the symmetric Jacobian matrix of 
internal forces, the linearization operation is conducted based on the previously converged configuration. A Lie 
group SE(3) extension of the generalized- time integration method is utilized to solve the equations of motion 
for thin-walled beams. Finally, the proposed formulation is successfully tested and validated in several static 
and dynamic numerical examples. 
 
Jun Lu, Jiong Tang, Daniel W. Apley, Zhenfei Zhan and Wei Chen, “A mode tracking method in modal 
metamodeling for structures with clustered eigenvalues”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 369, Article 113174, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113174 
ABSTRACT: Modal metamodels can be effectively used as surrogates for expensive simulations in structural 
dynamics analysis with parametric variations. However, in the case of a system with clustered eigenvalues, e.g., 
a structure exhibiting symmetry or periodicity, mode interactions due to parametric variations are challenging to 
handle. Clustered eigenvalues are potentially associated with high sensitivity in eigenvectors. That is, a small 
perturbation to clustered eigenvalues may lead to significant changes in the corresponding eigenvectors. 
Neglecting the effect of mode interactions may produce large errors for modal metamodels in this case. To meet 
this challenge, we develop a novel automated mode tracking method (AMTM) for structures with clustered 
eigenvalues. Specifically, the changes in corresponding eigenvectors due to parametric variations are 
characterized by a transformation matrix representing a rotation in the subspace spanned by the reference 



eigenvectors. Modal metamodels are subsequently trained to predict both eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the 
presence of mode interactions. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated using a four-edge 
clamped symmetric plate structure. In addition, an application of the proposed approach to uncertainty 
propagation (UP) of modal properties is presented using an example with a multi-dimensional parametric space. 
 
Tan N. Nguyen, Ta Duy Hien, T. Nguyen-Thoi and Jaehong Lee, “A unified adaptive approach for membrane 
structures: Form finding and large deflection isogeometric analysis”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics 
and Engineering, Vol. 369, Article 113239, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113239 
ABSTRACT: Different from large deflection analyses of plates and shells, for analysis of an isotropic 
membrane structure a form finding procedure is first performed to find the new geometry of membrane. With 
this new geometry, large deflection analysis is conducted and the membrane works in a pure membrane state. In 
the conventionally numerical approaches for analysis of membranes, form finding and large deflection analysis 
are performed separately and quite complexly by different techniques. To overcome this difficulty, this paper 
proposes a unified adaptive approach (UAA) for analysis of membranes in the framework of isogeometric 
analysis (IGA). In UAA, both form finding and large deflection analysis are simultaneously and simply 
performed based on a modified Riks (M-R) nonlinear solver. As another advantage of UAA, it can be applied to 
various types of structures without any limitation or modification. For membranes, the proposed approach 
performs both form finding and large deflection analysis naturally. It is convenient that UAA automatically 
performs large deflection analysis without form finding when plates or shells are considered. Based on the 
adaptation of UAA, nonlinear responses of plates/shells and membranes are first obtained at the same time in 
this paper. Especially, a new type of equilibrium path of membranes is first proposed via UAA. The path 
includes two parts: one is obtained by form finding and another is from large deflection analysis. High accuracy 
and efficiency of the proposed approach and the present formulation are verified via some benchmark problems. 
Effects of slenderness ratio, curvature and boundary condition on form finding and nonlinear responses of 
membranes are rigorously investigated. Some new equilibrium paths of square and cylindrical membranes are 
first provided. 
 
Zhuojia Fu, Qiang Xi, Yudong Li, He Huang and Timon Rabczuk, “Hybrid FEM–SBM solver for structural 
vibration induced underwater acoustic radiation in shallow marine environment”, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 369, Article 113236, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113236 
ABSTRACT: This study focuses on the efficient computational model for predicting the structural vibration 
induced underwater acoustic radiation in shallow marine environment. In the proposed model, the finite element 
method (FEM) is used to calculate the vibration response of the shell structures and the singular boundary 
method (SBM) with near-field and far-field Green’s functions is used to simulate the underwater acoustic 
radiation excited by shell structural vibration in shallow water marine environment, namely, the hybrid FEM–
SBM solver. For axisymmetric shell structures, the axisymmetric numerical formulation of the FEM–SBM 
solver is derived to save the computational cost. For general shell structures, the fast direct solver based on the 
recursive skeletonization factorization is introduced into the FEM–SBM solver to accelerate the computation of 
the underwater acoustic field. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed FEM–SBM solver provides 
more efficient and reliable solutions in comparison with the coupled FEM/FEM solver (COMSOL software). 
The effect of the sound velocity profiles on the underwater acoustic radiation field in shallow water marine 
environment is numerically investigated. 
 
Karsten Paul, Christopher Zimmermann, Thang X. Duong and Roger A. Sauer, “Isogeometric continuity 
constraints for multi-patch shells governed by fourth-order deformation and phase field models”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 370, Article 113219, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113219 
ABSTRACT: This work presents numerical techniques to enforce continuity constraints on multi-patch surfaces 
for three distinct problem classes. The first involves structural analysis of thin shells that are described by 
general Kirchhoff–Love kinematics. Their governing equation is a vector-valued, fourth-order, nonlinear, 
partial differential equation (PDE) that requires at least C1-continuity within a displacement-based finite 



element formulation. The second class are surface phase separations modeled by a phase field. Their governing 
equation is the Cahn–Hilliard equation – a scalar, fourth-order, nonlinear PDE – that can be coupled to the thin 
shell PDE. The third class are brittle fracture processes modeled by a phase field approach. In this work, these 
are described by a scalar, fourth-order, nonlinear PDE that is similar to the Cahn–Hilliard equation and is also 
coupled to the thin shell PDE. Using a direct finite element discretization, the two phase field equations also 
require at least a C1-continuous formulation. Isogeometric surface discretizations – often composed of multiple 
patches – thus require constraints that enforce the C1-continuity of displacement and phase field. For this, two 
numerical strategies are presented: A Lagrange multiplier formulation and a penalty method. The curvilinear 
shell model including the geometrical constraints is taken from Duong et al. (2017) and it is extended to model 
the coupled phase field problems on thin shells of Zimmermann et al. (2019) and Paul et al. (2020) on multi-
patches. Their accuracy and convergence are illustrated by several numerical examples considering deforming 
shells, phase separations on evolving surfaces, and dynamic brittle fracture of thin shells. 
 
Alireza Asadpoure, Seyed Ardalan Nejat and Mazdak Tootkaboni, “Consistent pseudo-mode informed topology 
optimization for structural stability applications”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 
Vol. 370, Article 113276, 1 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113276 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a computational strategy to address the challenge associated with the 
emergence of spurious modes in topology optimization with global stability considerations. In a discrete setting 
these modes pertain to the very low stiffness regions of the design domain occupied by hair-like elements with 
vanishing cross-sections and often surface when the computational optimizer tries to make dramatic changes to 
the topology. We demonstrate the inability of the classical approach to discrete topology optimization in 
capturing and repositioning these modes, and provide an elegant alternative which rests on the idea of 
expanding the set of design variables to include an “indicator” set, that similar to element densities in 
continuum domain, allow for quick clustering of contributing and non-contributing elements. The interplay 
between the set of basic design variables and the “indicator” set is shown to have the ability to identify the 
dominant eigenpairs that get pushed away in the presence of spurious modes and to effectively reposition them 
back to their original place where accurate values for the objective, constraints and the associated eigen-
sensitivities are needed. A set of 2D frame structural topology optimization problems are used to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the proposed methodology as well as the impact of parameters that affect the size of the 
design space, such as minimum to maximum thickness ratio and constraint bounds, on the optimized topology. 
 
Z. Zou, M.A. Scott, D. Miao, M. Bischoff, B. Oesterle and W. Dornisch, “An isogeometric Reissner–Mindlin 
shell element based on Bézier dual basis functions: Overcoming locking and improved coarse mesh accuracy”, 
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 370, Article 113283, 1 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113283 
ABSTRACT: We develop a mixed geometrically nonlinear isogeometric Reissner–Mindlin shell element for 
the analysis of thin-walled structures that leverages Bézier dual basis functions to address both shear and 
membrane locking and to improve the quality of computed stresses. The accuracy of computed solutions over 
coarse meshes, that have highly non-interpolatory control meshes, is achieved through the application of a 
continuous rotational approach. The starting point of the formulation is the modified Hellinger–Reissner 
variational principle with independent displacement, membrane, and shear strains as the unknown fields. To 
overcome locking, the strain variables are interpolated with lower-order spline bases while the variations of the 
strain variables are interpolated with the corresponding Bézier dual bases. Leveraging the orthogonality 
property of the Bézier dual basis, the strain variables are condensed out of the system with only a slight increase 
in the bandwidth of the resulting linear system. The condensed approach preserves the accuracy of the non-
condensed mixed approach but with fewer degrees of freedom. From a practical point of view, since the Bézier 
dual basis is completely specified through Bézier extraction, any spline space that admits Bézier extraction can 
utilize the proposed approach directly. 
 
Chuong Nguyen, Xiaoying Zhuang, Ludovic Chamoin, Xianzhong Zhao, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Timon 
Rabczuk, “Three-dimensional topology optimization of auxetic metamaterial using isogeometric analysis and 



model order reduction”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 371, Article 113306, 
1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113306 
ABSTRACT: We present an approach for designing material micro-structures by using isogeometric analysis 
and parameterized level set method. Design variables, which are level set values associated with control points, 
are updated from the optimizer and represent the geometry of the unit cell. The computational efficiency is 
further improved in each iteration by employing reduced order modeling when solving linear systems of the 
equilibrium equations. We construct a reduced basis by reusing computed solutions from previous optimization 
steps, and a much smaller linear system of equations is solved on the reduced basis. Two- and three-
dimensional numerical results show the effectiveness of the topology optimization algorithm coupled with the 
reduced basis approach in designing metamaterials. 
 
Mohammad Amin Shahmohammadi, Mojtaba Azhari, Mohammad Mehdi Saadatpour and Saeid Sarrami-
Foroushani, “Geometrically nonlinear analysis of sandwich FGM and laminated composite degenerated shells 
using the isogeometric finite strip method”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
371, Article 113311, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113311 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric analysis (IGA) has become a strong tool for analysis of shell structures, which can 
be considered as a powerful alternative to the standard finite element method (FEM). Besides several 
advantages of IGA over FEM in geometric nonlinear analysis of the shells, it has some drawbacks 
corresponding to tensor-product of B-spline and NURBS surfaces. One of the solutions to eliminate or at least 
reduce the effects of the mentioned shortcomings is to combine IGA with the other methods, such as FEM. In 
the present paper, a novel version of the finite strip method (FSM) is developed to carry out the geometric 
nonlinear analysis, which employs a combination of FEM and IGA in the transversal and longitudinal 
directions, respectively and is named isogeometric B-spline finite strip method (IG-SFSM). The strip elements 
have been formulated based on the Degenerated-Shell method for Updated-Lagrangian (UL) approach. Then, it 
is examined by some examples incorporating various geometries, boundary conditions (BCs), and material 
properties, such as laminated composites and sandwich FGMs. The results exhibited that, to achieve the 
complicated nonlinear equilibrium paths of the shells, IG-SFSM requires a lower number of degrees of freedom 
(DOFs) and, consequently, computational efforts comparing to the other common methods, such as finite 
element and mesh-free methods. 
 
Leonardo Leonetti, Francesco S. Liguori, Domenico Magisano, Josef Kiendl, Alessandro Reali and Giovanni 
Garcea, “A robust penalty coupling of non-matching isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love shell patches in large 
deformations”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 371, Article 113289, 1 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113289 
ABSTRACT: Isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love elements have been receiving increasing attention in geometrically 
nonlinear analysis of thin shells because they make it possible to meet the requirement in the interior of surface 
patches and to avoid the use of finite rotations. However, engineering structures of appreciable complexity are 
typically modeled using multiple patches and, often, neither rotational continuity nor conforming discretization 
can be practically obtained at patch interfaces. Simple penalty approaches for coupling adjacent patches, 
applicable to either smooth or non-smooth interfaces and either matching or non-matching discretizations, have 
been proposed. Although the problem dependence of the penalty coefficient can be reduced by scaling factors 
which take into account geometrical and material parameters, only high values of the penalty coefficient can 
guarantee a negligible coupling error in all possible cases. However, this can lead to an ill conditioned problem 
and to an increasing iterative effort for solving the nonlinear discrete equations. In this work, we show how to 
avoid this drawback by rewriting the penalty terms in an Hellinger–Reissner form, introducing independent 
fields work-conjugated to the coupling equations. This technique avoids convergence problems, making the 
analysis robust also for very high values of the penalty coefficient, which can be then employed to avert 
coupling errors. Moreover, a proper choice of the basis functions for the new fields provides an accurate 
coupling also for general non-matching cases, preventing overconstrained solutions. The additional variables 
are condensed out and then not involved in the global system of equations to be solved. A highly efficient 
approach based on a mixed integration point strategy and an interface-wise reduced integration rule makes the 
condensation inexpensive preserving the sparsity of the condensed stiffness matrix and the coupling accuracy. 



 
Matthias G.R. Faes and Marcos A. Valdebenito, “Fully decoupled reliability-based design optimization of 
structural systems subject to uncertain loads”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
371, Article 113313, 1 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113313 
ABSTRACT: Reliability-based optimization (RBO) offers the possibility of finding the best design for a system 
according to a prescribed criterion while explicitly taking into account the effects of uncertainty. Although the 
importance and usefulness of RBO is undisputed, it is rarely applied to practical problems, as the associated 
numerical efforts are usually extremely large due to the necessity of solving simultaneously a reliability 
problem nested in an optimization procedure. To alleviate this issue, this contribution proposes an approach for 
solving a particular class of problems in RBO: the minimization of the failure probability of a linear system 
subjected to an uncertain load. The main characteristic of this approach is that it is fully decoupled. That is, the 
solution of the RBO problem is reduced to the solution of a single deterministic optimization problem followed 
by a single reliability analysis. Such an approach implies a complete change of paradigm with respect to the 
more classical double-loop and sequential methods for RBO. The theoretical basis for the proposed approach 
lies in the application of the operator norm theorem. The application and capabilities of the proposed approach 
are illustrated by means of three examples. 
 
D.M. Li, Carol A. Featherston and Zhangming Wu, “An element-free study of variable stiffness composite 
plates with cutouts for enhanced buckling and post-buckling performance”, Computer Methods in Applied 
Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 371, Article 113314, 1 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113314 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an efficient element-free modeling framework for variable stiffness composite 
laminates with cutouts is developed. In comparison with other numerical methods or semi-analytical methods, 
element-free meshless methods offer many advantages in modeling variable stiffness materials and structures, 
e.g. complex geometries with cut-outs, providing accurate stress computations and stable nonlinear behavior 
modeling. In this study, an element-free Galerkin (EFG) method based modeling framework is developed to 
model variable stiffness composite plates containing circular holes, specifically for buckling and post-buckling 
analysis. Weighted orthogonal basis functions are used to further reduce the computational costs of the meshless 
method. Modeling accuracy for variable stiffness composite structures using node-based fiber angle definitions 
in this element-free framework are validated against FEM results obtained from ABAQUS. The critical 
buckling loads of linearly varying fiber composite laminates with different sizes of central circular holes are 
then computed. Based on the proposed element-free modeling scheme, nonlinear post-buckling equilibrium 
paths of variable stiffness composite plates are traced using an incremental loading step control method, which 
enables efficient post-buckling analysis. Changes in both critical buckling loads and nonlinear post-buckling 
performance with respect to hole size and the linear variation of fiber angles are investigated with the results 
presented in the form of parametric studies. The numerical results show that stress redistribution remains the 
major factor driving improvements in the buckling and post-buckling performance of variable stiffness 
composite plates with cut-outs. The research work presented in this paper for composite plates with linearly 
varying stiffness provides a basis for the analysis of general variable stiffness soft materials in the future. 
 
S.E.H.M. van Bree (1), O. Rokoš (1,2), R.H.J. Peerlings (1), M. Doškář (2) and M.G.D. Geers (1) 
(1) Mechanics of Materials, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. 
Box 513, 5600 MB, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
(2) Department of Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, Thákurova 
7, 166 29 Prague 6, Czech Republic 
“A Newton solver for micromorphic computational homogenization enabling multiscale buckling analysis of 
pattern-transforming metamaterials”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 372, 
Article 113333, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113333 
ABSTRACT: Mechanical metamaterials feature engineered microstructures designed to exhibit exotic, and 
often counter-intuitive, effective behaviour such as negative Poisson’s ratio or negative compressibility. Such a 
specific response is often achieved through instability-induced transformations of the underlying periodic 
microstructure into one or multiple patterning modes. Due to a strong kinematic coupling of individual 
repeating microstructural cells, non-local behaviour and size effects emerge, which cannot easily be captured by 



classical homogenization schemes. In addition, the individual patterning modes can mutually interact in space 
as well as in time, while at the engineering scale the entire structure can buckle globally. For efficient numerical 
predictions of macroscale engineering applications, a micromorphic computational homogenization scheme has 
recently been developed (Rokoš et al., J. Mech. Phys. Solids 123, 119–137, 2019). Although this framework is 
in principle capable of accounting for spatial and temporal interactions between individual patterning modes, its 
implementation relied on a gradient-based quasi-Newton solution technique. This solver is suboptimal 
because (i) it has sub-quadratic convergence, and (ii) the absence of Hessians does not allow for proper 
bifurcation analyses. Given that mechanical metamaterials often rely on controlled instabilities, these limitations 
are serious. Addressing them will reduce the dependency of the solution on the initial guess by perturbing the 
system towards the correct deformation when a bifurcation point is encountered. Eventually, this enables more 
accurate and reliable modelling and design of metamaterials. To achieve this goal, a full Newton method, 
entailing all derivations and definitions of the tangent operators, is provided in detail in this paper. The 
construction of the macroscopic tangent operator is not straightforward due to specific model assumptions on 
the decomposition of the underlying displacement field pertinent to the micromorphic framework, involving 
orthogonality constraints. Analytical expressions for the first and second variation of the total potential energy 
are given, and the complete algorithm is listed. The developed methodology is demonstrated with two examples 
in which a competition between local and global buckling exists and where multiple patterning modes emerge. 
The numerical results indicate that local to global buckling transition can be predicted within a relative error 
of 6% in terms of the applied strains. The expected pattern combinations are triggered even for the case of 
multiple patterns. 
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Alexander Niewiarowski, Sigrid Adriaenssens and Ruy Marcelo Pauletti, “Adjoint optimization of pressurized 
membrane structures using automatic differentiation tools”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and 
Engineering, Vol. 372, Article 113393, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113393 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an adjoint-based method for solving optimization problems involving 
pressurized membrane structures subject to external pressure loads. Shape optimization of pressurized 
membranes is complicated by the fact that, lacking bending stiffness, their three-dimensional shape must be 
sustained by the internal pressure of the inflation medium. The proposed method treats the membrane structure 
as an immersed manifold and employs a total Lagrangian kinematic description with an analytical pressure–
volume relationship for the inflating medium. To demonstrate the proposed method, this paper considers 
hydrostatically loaded inflatable barriers and develops an application-specific shape parametrization based on 
the analytical inhomogeneous solution for the inflated shape of cylindrical membranes. Coupling this shape 
parametrization approach with the adjoint method for computing the gradients of functionals enables a 
computationally efficient optimization of pressurized membrane structures. Numerical examples include 
minimization and minimax problems with inequality and state constraints, which are solved considering both 
plane strain and general plane stress conditions. The numerical implementation leverages the high-level 



mathematical syntax and automatic differentiation features of the finite-element library FEniCS and related 
library dolfin-adjoint. The overall techniques generalize to a broad range of structural optimization problems 
involving pressurized membrane and thin shell structures. 
 
Fan Fan, Yuanbo Xu, Saeid Sahmani and Babak Safaei, “Modified couple stress-based geometrically nonlinear 
oscillations of porous functionally graded microplates using NURBS-based isogeometric approach”, Computer 
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 372, Article 113400, 1 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113400 
ABSTRACT: In this work, porosity-dependent nonlinear large-amplitude oscillation responses of rectangular 
microplates with and without a central square cutout made of a porous functionally graded material (PFGM) is 
explored using modified couple stress theory of elasticity (MCSTE). The associated nonlinear size-dependent 
modified couple stress-based differential motion equations are obtained based on third-order shear deformation 
plate model (TSDPM). A new power-law function incorporating simultaneously the material gradient and 
porosity dependency is employed for the extraction of the effective mechanical characteristics of PFGM 
microplates. Afterwards, the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS)-based isogeometric technique is put to 
use as an efficient discretization method taking the C-super--1 continuity satisfaction into account. It is 
observed that among various patterns of porosity distribution, the lowest and greatest effects of couple stress 
size dependency are observed on the nonlinear frequencies of microplates in which the porosity from top and 
down surfaces to center is increased and decreased, respectively. Also, it was observed that increase of the 
material property gradient index as well as plate deflection reduces couple stress size effect on the nonlinear 
oscillations of PFGM microplates. It was shown that there is a specific length to thickness ratio, corresponding 
to which the modified couple stress-based frequency ratio becomes minimum. This minimum value enhances 
with the increase of the porosity index of PFGM microplates. 
 
Duy Vo, Aleksandar Borković, Pruettha Nanakorn and Tinh Quoc Bui, “Dynamic multi-patch isogeometric 
analysis of planar Euler–Bernoulli beams”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 
372, Article 113435, 1 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113435 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a novel isogeometric Euler–Bernoulli beam formulation for in-plane dynamic 
analysis of multi-patch beam structures. The kinematic descriptions involve only displacements of the beam 
axis, which are approximated by non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curves. Translational displacements 
of the control points are here considered as control variables. The motivation of this work is to propose a 
penalty-free method to handle in-plane dynamic analysis of multi-patch beam structures. A simple relation 
between cross-sectional rotations at the ends of the beams and control variables is derived, allowing the 
incorporation of the end rotations as degrees of freedom. This improved setting can straightforwardly tackle 
beam structures with many rigid multi-patch connections, a major challenging issue when using existing 
isogeometric Euler–Bernoulli beam formulations. Additionally, rotational boundary conditions are conveniently 
prescribed. Numerical examples with complicated beam structures such as circular arches and frames with 
kinks are considered to show the accuracy and performance of the developed formulation. The computed results 
are verified with those derived from the conventional finite element method, and the superior convergence 
properties of the proposed formulation are illustrated. A possible extension of the present approach to spatial 
beam structures is discussed. 
 
Nicolas Adam, Patrick Le Tallec and Malek Zarroug, “Multipatch isogeometric mortar methods for thick 
shells”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 372, Article 113403, 1 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113403 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces, analyzes and validates isogeometric mortar methods for the solution of 
thick shells problems which are set on a multipatch geometry. A particular attention will be devoted to the 
introduction of a proper formulation of the coupling conditions, with a particular interest on augmented 
lagrangian formulations, to the choice and validation of mortar spaces, and to the derivation of adequate 
integration rules. The relevance of the proposed approach is assessed numerically on various significative 
examples. 
 



 
Domenico Magisano, Leonardo Leonetti and Giovanni Garcea, “Isogeometric analysis of 3D beams for 
arbitrarily large rotations: Locking-free and path-independent solution without displacement DOFs inside the 
patch”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 373, Article 113437, 1 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2020.113437 
ABSTRACT: In large rotation analysis of shear deformable 3D beams, some features characterize the ideal 
discretization method: locking-free solution, small number of unknowns, accurate description of curved 
geometries, no singularity for large rotations, objectivity, additivity and robustness in the iterative solution, path 
independence and symmetric matrix for conservative loads. This work shows how to achieve all these features 
using a novel isogeometric weak formulation. Incremental rotation vectors are associated to the control points 
of quadratic NURBS describing the geometry. The control point vectors are used to define a novel path-
independent, objective and singularity-free approximation of the rotation matrix used for the evaluation of the 
exact strain measure, based on an element-wise corotational system. The inter-element NURBS regularity is 
preserved also for the rotation. Additivity and symmetry are assured by the vector-like parameterization. 
Imposing constant spatial forces over each patch results in a locking-free discretization without displacement 
DOFs within the patch. Boundary conditions can be imposed directly without any ad hoc procedure. Accurate 
results are obtained using coarse meshes with reduced number of unknowns compared to displacement-based 
isogeometric analyses and locking-free finite elements. 
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ABSTRACT: Recently, the strain-smoothed element (SSE) method has been developed for 3-node triangular 
and 4-node tetrahedral solid elements. The method was also applied for enhancing the membrane performance 
of a 3-node triangular shell element (MITC3+ element). Using the SSE method, convergence behaviors of the 
finite elements were significantly improved without additional degrees of freedom. However, the application of 
the SSE method is limited to constant strain finite elements such as 3-node triangular and 4-node tetrahedral 
elements. In this paper, the SSE method is applied to a 4-node quadrilateral finite element. Doing so, the 
piecewise linear shape functions are employed instead of standard bilinear shape functions. The proposed 
strain-smoothed 4-node quadrilateral element passes all the basic tests, and shows a significantly improved 
accuracy in various numerical examples. 
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folded Kirchhoff–Love shell assemblies”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Vol. 373, 
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ABSTRACT: A quadrilateral bi-cubic G1-conforming finite element for the analysis of Kirchhoff–Love shell 
assemblies based on the rational Gregory interpolation is presented. The Gregory interpolation removes the 
symmetry of the second cross derivative at the corners of the element that allows an independent control of the 
side rotations of the boundaries of the element. In this way G1-conformity of the deformation can be implicitly 
obtained for any mesh of quadrilateral elements, also for not G1-continuous parametrizations. The interpolation 
is defined by means of the kinematics of the boundary ribbons. The ribbon is the differential set generated by 
the tangents at the boundary of the element. A new set of degrees of freedom is introduced in order to control 
the deformation of the boundary, and the non-linear map between this new set of degrees of freedom and the 
control points of the Gregory interpolation is derived. Due to the presence of rational terms, the interpolation is 
not consistent, so that, in order to recover consistency it is necessary to enforce the vanishing of the 
discontinuities of the second derivatives with additional constraints. The proposed -conforming shell element 
results accurate and robust as shown by several numerical investigations on benchmark problems. 
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ABSTRACT: This work extends isogeometric thin shell formulations to incorporate constitutive laws generated 
by stochastic multiscale analyses. The integration of the constitutive law is performed through the thickness of 
the shell, in order to account for material heterogeneity. At each thickness integration point, a corresponding 
representative volume element is assigned, defining the microstructural topology of a composite material 
comprised of a matrix with arbitrary volumetric inclusions. With the aid of stochastic processes, the impact of 
material and inclusion variability on the structural response is demonstrated in benchmark and real-scale 
numerical examples. Spatial material variability is considered in both surface and through thickness coordinates 
of the shell. As a result, the elimination of geometric error, together with the realistic material descriptions, 
renders this formulation an ideal candidate for the simulation of shell structures made of composite materials. 
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ABSTRACT: The present study develops a finite element model for the lateral torsional buckling analysis of 
wooden twin beams braced by deck boards subjected to gravity or wind uplift loading. The restraining action of 
the deck boards is modelled as continuous partial lateral and twist restraints provided at the top of both beams 
that capture the interaction between both beams. A parametric study is then conducted to examine the effects of 
beam and deck spans, load type, load height, lateral restraint height and stiffness and number of beam spans on 
the overall buckling capacity. The results indicate that the restraining effects of deck boards significantly 
improve the lateral torsional buckling capacity of twin-beam-deck assemblies. 
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behaviors of concrete-filled circular stainless steel tubular (CFCSST) stub columns under axial loading”, 
Structures, Vol. 19, pp 277-285, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.01.013 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to investigate the behaviors of concrete-filled circular stainless steel 
tubular (CFCSST) stub columns under axial loading. A fine finite 3D solid element model was established, and 
the FE results revealed that the increased ultimate bearing capacity of CFCSST stub columns compared with 
their carbon steel counterparts was mainly due to that the confinement effect of CFCSST stub columns was 
stronger than that of carbon steel counterparts and the stress contribution of stainless steel was higher than that 
of carbon steel. The stress nephogram was simplified reasonably in accordance with the limit state of core 
concrete and a formula was proposed to estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of CFCSST stub columns using 
superposition method. Finally, the difference of the experimental and predicted results using the proposed 
formula and the existing codes were illustrated. 
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ABSTRACT: For a hyperbolic steel-structure cooling tower, a single-layer reticulated shell system was 
designed. The static behaviors of the single-layer reticulated shell system were studied under different load 
combinations. By analyzing the stability of the system, a whole load-displacement curve of the structure was 
obtained, and a reasonable strengthening scheme was proposed. Taking the grid form and grid size as the 
optimization parameters, the single-layer reticulated shell system for a steel-structure cooling tower was 
optimized at heights of 90, 124, and 220 m. The static behaviors of the single-layer reticulated shell system with 
different parameters, including the quantity of steel, maximum displacement of the nodes, peak stress, and 
ultimate bearing capacity, were compared. The optimum grid form and grid size of the single-layer reticulated 
shell system under different heights were obtained. 
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formed stainless steel channel sections under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 42-73, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.02.019 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steel is becoming popular as structural members because of its increased corrosion 
resistance and durability, compared with carbon steel. In cold-formed steel structures, such as trusses, wall 
frames and portal frames, the use of face-to-face built-up cold-formed stainless steel channel sections as 
compression members are becoming increasingly popular. In such an arrangement, intermediate fasteners at 
discrete points along the length prevent the individual channel sections from buckling independently. Current 
guidance by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and the Australian and New Zealand (AS/NZS) 
standards for built-up sections describes a modified slenderness approach, to take into account the spacing of 
the screws. Not even a single experimental test or finite element analysis, however, have been reported in the 



literature for such face-to-face built-up stainless steel channel sections, to understand the effect of screw 
spacing. The issue is addressed numerically herein. This paper presents a finite element investigation on the 
behaviour of face-to-face cold-formed stainless steel built-up channel sections, subjected to axial compression. 
Three different grades of stainless steel i.e. duplex EN1.4462, ferritic EN1.4003 and austenitic EN1.4404 have 
been considered. The effect of screw spacing on axial strength of face-to-face built-up stainless steel channel 
sections was investigated. A comprehensive parametric study was carried out, covering a wide range of 
slenderness and different cross sectional geometries to assess the performance of the current design guidelines 
by AISI and AS/NZS. In total, 160 finite element models were analyzed. From the results of the parametric 
study, it was found that the AISI & AS/NZS are conservative by around 15% for all stainless steel face-to-face 
built-up columns failed through global buckling. However, the AISI & AS/NZS are un-conservative by around 
5% for face-to-face built-up stainless steel columns failed through local buckling. 
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crippling design provisions for application to proprietary soldier beams”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 147-156, 
August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.03.011 
ABSTRACT: Structures used for temporary works are lightweight so that they are easy to transport, erect and 
dismantle. Particular care should be taken in their design as local instabilities could arise due to their thin-
walled nature. This article presents 12 tests on proprietary soldier beams subjected to two concentrate opposing 
loads applied simultaneously. The geometry of the proprietary beams feature cold-formed C-shaped sections 
with web holes connected back to back with internal spacers. In the absence of design rules for application to 
such members, the experimental results are used in the present investigation to assess the suitability of the 
provisions for the web crippling design of cold-formed steel members as well as existing design methods from 
the literature, which account for the effect of perforations in the web. Experimental and predicted resistances are 
compared and design recommendations are provided. 
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using effective stress-strain method”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 298-308, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.04.013 
ABSTRACT: Single angle members are widely used in transmission line towers due to light weight and easy 
installation. However, angle members may experience complex behaviors such as flexural, flexural-torsional or 
lateral-torsional buckling due to unsymmetrical section and eccentric loading. The current design practice is 
generally based on the effective length method, in which semi-empirical formulas should be used to account for 
the actual end conditions and member initial imperfections. In contrast, advanced beam-column elements or 
finite shell elements should be used when using second-order direct analysis method without the need of 
effective length assumption. Direct model of the failure modes (i.e. local and global failure modes) of angle 
members is still a challenging task. This paper firstly investigates the sensitivity of the flexural-torsional 
buckling of eccentrically loaded members compared to the assumed flexural buckling mode about the principal 
minor axis which is implemented in most of available beam-column elements. Moreover, an effective stress-
strain relationship representing the typical failure modes and initial imperfections, which has been calibrated by 
extensive finite element analysis and experimental results, is developed for the direct analysis of steel structures 
made of angle sections without use of the effective length method. The proposed method is so simple that it can 
be incorporated into any conventional beam-column elements to implement the direct analysis of angle 
structures. The examples show that the proposed method is sufficiently accurate and therefore it can be 
employed in the practical design of angle structures. 
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.04.015 
ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to examine the bracing effect of sheathing boards in inhibiting the 
instability failure modes of cold-formed steel (CFS) studs in the wall panel construction. A development of 
accurate and robust sheathing braced design concepts for CFS wall panels will eliminate the need for additional 
lateral steel bracing, thereby leading to efficient use of construction materials. The current design method by the 
American Iron and Steel Institute lacks in accurately predicting the design strength of the sheathed CFS stud. 



Therefore, the current investigation endeavors to fill the gap by carrying out experiments that simulate the 
behavior of the CFS studs subjected to out-of-plane loading. A total of sixty-seven experiments were carried out 
with seven different sheathing board types and ten different CFS studs to accomplish the objective. The 
experiments were carried out using a newly devised test set-up that simulates the worst case failure mode of the 
sheathing board. The experimental results indicate that the strength, stiffness and failure modes of the sheathing 
boards vary depending on the following; (i) fiber composition and material properties of the sheathing board; 
(ii) dimensions of the CFS stud. In addition, the test results also indicated that the stiffness of the sheathing 
board against the pull-through failure was not influenced by the thickness of the sheathing boards. Based on the 
inferences (trend of sheathing stiffness and failure modes) from the test results, a new expression is formulated 
to determine the stiffness of the sheathing board on a function of the tensile modulus of the sheathing board (Es) 
and dimensions of the CFS stud (d/2). The validation study indicates that the new expression is accurate in 
terms of both statistical and design application. 
 
M. Elchalakani, V.I. Patel, A. Karrech, M.F. Hassanein, ... B. Yang, “Finite element simulation of circular short 
CFDST columns under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 607-619, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.06.004 
ABSTRACT: Circular concrete-filled double-skin tubular (CFDST) columns increase considerably the 
displacement ductility and peak strength of the sandwiched concrete due to the confinement provided by the 
steel tubes. This study describes the characteristics of short CFDST columns under compression and 
investigates the influences of the sandwiched concrete thickness, the yield stress of outer tube, tube thickness of 
the both outer and inner components and sandwiched concrete strength on the structural performance of circular 
short CFDST columns. To obtain the structural behaviour of circular CFDST columns, a finite element analysis 
is conducted. In this numerical modelling, the choice of the concrete and steel material properties is essential. 
Accordingly, different steel and concrete models are adapted from previous researches, and then they are 
verified by comparing their results with the experimental results. The best material models are presented and 
used in the parametric study which aims at examining the effects of several factors on the load-displacement 
relationships of the CFDST columns. 
 
Adam D. Lee, Jed A. Alimanza, Paul Shepherd, Mark C. Evernden, “Axial Rotation and Lateral Torsional 
Buckling of Extruded Aluminium Mullions in Curtain Wall Facades”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 658-675, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.05.010 
ABSTRACT: Large modern buildings frequently are enclosed by lightweight, panelised, aluminium-framed 
facades, known as unitised curtain walls. This study shows that, in such wall systems, the established 
procedures for analysing the stability of structural extrusions ignore two of the three greatest causes of lateral 
movement in the main member, or mullion. One of these overlooked influences is the force caused by the 
pressurisation of the mullion's interior cavity, and the other is the moment transferred to the mullion, through 
structural adhesive, from the wall's face material, which is usually glass. 
A new, closed-form, algebraic expression is proposed to describe the lateral movement of a unitised mullion's 
interior flanges, and predictions obtained in this way are compared with results from a finite element model. It 
is suggested that the novel analytical approach might obviate the need for conventional lateral torsional 
buckling calculations, which are not only time-consuming to produce, but which are also of questionable 
accuracy. This simplification of the structural design process will make it easier for facade engineers to design 
extrusions in which metal is used efficiently, and because the production of aluminium is energy-intensive, 
material savings achieved in this way will bring both commercial and environmental benefits. 
 
Salih K. Alrebeh, Talha Ekmekyapar, “Structural performance of short concrete-filled steel tube columns with 
external and internal stiffening under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 702-716, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.06.015 
ABSTRACT: External confinement and internal stiffening have been widely adopted for strengthening 
concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns. This paper presents an attempt to study the possibility of combining 
the external confinement using reinforcing rings and the internal stiffening using reinforcing bars for 
strengthening CFST columns. In order to investigate the structural performance of the proposed combination 
method, a total of 18 specimens were tested under axial compression. These specimens were strengthened using 
three different methods: confinement in the form of external reinforcing rings (ERRs), stiffening in the form of 



internal reinforcing bars (IRBs), and a combination of both methods. For all tested specimens, the thickness of 
steel tube, outer diameter, and tube length were 4.15 mm, 114.3 mm, and 260 mm, respectively. CFST 
specimens were filled using self-compacting concrete (SCC) of normal compressive strength. The main 
parameters considered in the test procedure are the spacing between the ERRs, the number of IRBs, and a 
combination of the ERRs spacing and the number of IRBs. The experimental results show that the proposed 
combination method is more effective to improve the structural performance of short CFST columns compared 
to using only ERRs or IRBs. Further improvement is achieved when the spacing between the ERRs decreases 
and the number of IRBs increases. The proposed combination method increases the compressive load-carrying 
capacity up to 27.2% and 57.4% compared to ERRs and IRBs, respectively. It deserves noting that the proposed 
combination method, ERRs, and IRBs improve the compressive load-carrying capacity up to 120.3%, 93.5%, 
and 40%, respectively, compared to the control specimen. In addition, specimens strengthened by the proposed 
combination method show an excellent ductility behavior. 
 
Carlos Graciano, Nelson Loaiza, Euro Casanova, “Resistance of slender austenitic stainless steel I-girders 
subjected to patch loading”, Structures, Vol. 20, pp 924-934, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.07.008 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical investigation on the patch loading resistance of slender austenitic 
stainless steel plate girders. Current design provisions for the resistance to patch loading of stainless steel 
girders are based on the plastic collapse mechanism observed in experimental and numerical studies conducted 
for carbon steel girders, disregarding the strain hardening capacities of stainless steel. At present, strength-
curves approaches are used within European standards to deal with stability problems in steel plated structural 
elements. In this regard, three parameters require special attention: the yield load for plastic resistance, the 
resistance function depending on element slenderness, and the elastic buckling load. In this paper, an 
experimental dataset is firstly collected from the literature for comparative analysis. Subsequently, an extensive 
parametric study is conducted through nonlinear finite element analyses covering a wide range of slender 
stainless steel I-girder sections. Then, a resistance function is calibrated throughout a statistical evaluation of 
experimental and numerical results. Finally, the results show significant improvements in the predicted patch 
loading resistances of slender stainless steel I-girders. 
 
Perumālla Venkata Rāma Narendra, Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Equivalent-Resistance-Capacity-Method 
(ERCM) for the design of steel Elliptical-Hollow-Sections (EHSs) under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 
22, pp 28-42, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.07.009 
ABSTRACT: The robustness of the equivalent Circular-Hollow-Section (CHS) diameter expressions for the 
Elliptical-Hollow-Sections (EHSs) under pure axial compression proposed in earlier studies is assessed and 
found to be conservative and inconsistent with respect to the Eurocode 3 (EC3) CHS cross-section classification 
criteria. Thus, to promote consistent application of the cross-section slenderness parameter limits and design 
strength curves specified for CHSs, also to the EHSs, an improved empirical expression for the equivalent CHS 
diameter is derived in this study using the results of EHS stub column analyses from the literature, based on a 
novel Equivalent-Resistance-Capacity-Method (ERCM). Additionally, a unified empirical expression based on 
the Direct-Strength-Method (DSM) approach for predicting the axial compressive capacity is also determined 
by using an exhaustive data of EHS and CHS stub-column analyses from the literature. 
 
Salih K. Alrebeh, Talha Ekmekyapar, “Structural behavior of concrete-filled steel tube short columns stiffened 
by external and internal continuous spirals”, Structures, Vol. 22, pp 98-108, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.07.001 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) column is one of the most effective forms of composite 
members in which the steel tube provides both axial strength and confining pressure to improve the compressive 
capacity and the ductility of the core concrete. This paper presents an evaluation of the structural behavior of 
CFST short columns strengthened by external and internal continuous spirals. A total of 16 CFST specimens 
were tested under axial compression. Specimens were stiffened as follows: (1) external continuous spiral (ECS) 
welded to the exterior surface of the steel tube, (2) internal continuous spiral (ICS) welded to the interior 
surface of the steel tube, and (3) unwelded internal continuous spiral (UICS) placed longitudinally inside the 
steel tube. Self-compacting concrete (SCC) was used in the experimental study. The main parameters in this 



study are the diameter of spiral bar, the number of spiral turns, and the location of the continuous spiral. From 
the test results, it was concluded that toughness, elastic strength, and ductility were improved significantly as a 
result of stiffening the CFST columns by external and internal spirals. ECS, ICS, and UICS improved the 
compression capacity up to 46.8%, 48.7%, and 47.9%, respectively, as compared with the control specimen. A 
theoretical model to estimate the ultimate load of stiffened CFST columns was developed and close correlations 
were found between the model and the experimental results. 
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Phong City, Viet Nam 
“Effect of multiple longitudinal stiffeners on ultimate strength of steel plate girders”, Structures, Vol. 22, pp 
366-382, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.09.002 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the effect of multiple longitudinal web stiffeners (up to four) located at their 
optimum location on the ultimate strength of steel plate girders subjected to predominant shear loading, and 
combined bending and shear loading is investigated by using nonlinear inelastic analysis. Three dimensional 
(3D) finite element (FE) models of the steel plate girder are developed and analyzed by using ABAQUS 
commercial software. The accuracy of the FE models is validated by comparing their results with analogous 
experimental data. An extensive parametric analysis has been carried out to estimate the influence of specific 
geometric parameters on the ultimate strength. It has been shown that the shear resistance obtained from 
AASHTO LRFD equation is conservative since the influence of the longitudinal stiffeners was not considered 
in computing the shear resistance of the web plate girders under predominant shear loading and combined 
bending and shear. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the variation of the ultimate strength of the girder 
is almost monotonic against the various dimensionless geometric parameters, enabling thus the design of girder 
beams based on interpolation of tabulated data. Finally the results indicate that by adding not more than four 
stiffeners at the web of a steel plate girder subject either to predominant shear or combined shear and bending 
loads, an increase in its ultimate strength between 8% and 105% can be achieved. 
 
Stelios Vernardos and Charis Gantes (Institute of Steel Structures, School of Civil Engineering, National 
Technical University of Athens, 9 Iroon Polytechneiou str., Zografou Campus, 15780 Athens, Greece), 
“Experimental behavior of concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) stub members under axial 
compression: A comparative review”, Structures, Vol. 22, pp 383-404, December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.06.025 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) members have been proven through many 
years of research as a competitive structural concept in comparison with conventional steel tubular members or 
concrete-filled steel tubular members (CFST), as well as an apt example of efficient composite action between 
the two materials. In this study, the compressive behavior of stub CFDST members is investigated through a 
meticulous review of numerous experimental endeavors over a 20-year time span. A summary of these tests and 
their pertinent results is presented, followed by an exploration of their structural response and predominant 
failure mechanisms for different cross-section shapes and geometrical factors. The efficiency of the CFDST 
concept is subsequently quantified by means of a comparison between CFDST members and their components 
acting individually, in terms of both ultimate strength and energy absorption. An extensive parametric analysis 
is finally carried out with respect to the influence of various key-factors on axially-compressed CFDST stub 
members' structural performance. 
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“Numerical investigation of web crippling in fastened aluminium lipped channel sections under two-flange 
loading conditions”, Structures, Vol. 23, pp 351-365, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.10.012 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium alloys have recently been utilised in the fabrication of thin-walled members using a 
roll-forming technique to produce purlins, floor joists and other structural bearers. Such members are often 
subjected to transversely concentrated loads which may possibly cause a critical web crippling failure. 
Aluminium specifications do not explicitly provide clear design guidelines for roll-formed members subjected 
to web crippling actions. Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate the mechanism of web crippling for 
roll-formed aluminium lipped channel (ALC) sections with flanges attached to supports (fastened) under two-
flange loading conditions. Based on the experimental works presented in a companion paper, numerical 
simulations were conducted including an extensive parametric study covering a wide range of ALC geometrical 
dimensions, bearing lengths, and 5052 aluminium alloy grade with H32, H36 and H38 tempers. The acquired 
web crippling data were then used to investigate the influence of the flange restraints on the web crippling 
mechanism of the ALC sections. Furthermore, a detailed assessment of the consistency and reliability of the 
currently available design rules used in practice was carried out. The predictions of the web crippling design 
guidelines given in the Australian, American and European specifications were found to be unsafe and 
unreliable, whereas a good agreement was obtained between the predictions of our recently proposed design 
guidelines and acquired web crippling results. Further a suitable Direct Strength Method (DSM)-based design 
approach was developed in this study with associated equations to predict the elastic bucking and plastic loads 
of fastened ALC sections under two-flange loading conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: To date, many researchers have developed various types of macro models to simulate the general 
response of conventional steel plate and reinforced concrete shear walls. Although extensive numerical and 
experimental studies have been conducted to assess the seismic response of steel-plate concrete composite shear 
walls, a robust macro-model for simulation of the cyclic response of such systems has not been developed yet. 
Herein, a fiber-based model is proposed to simulate the nonlinear seismic response of SC walls using 
PERFORM-3D program. The details of the proposed model, including material properties, element type, and 
boundary condition, are presented. The proposed model is validated using the available test data of seventeen 
SC wall specimens with and without boundary elements. Based on the analysis results, this novel approach can 
capture the global response of SC shear walls including initial stiffness, peak shear strength and its 
corresponding displacement, stiffness and strength degradation, and pinching behavior accurately. The proposed 
macro model for SC shear walls can be considered as a reliable tool to extend the engineering application of SC 
walls in the building industry. 
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Interior, Covilhã, Portugal), “Effects of initial form-finding models on shape, force paths, and buckling of anti-
funicular shells with free edges”, Structures, Vol. 23, pp 472-480, February 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analysis on the effect of the initial form-finding models properties on the 
shape of shells with free edges, and consequently on the structural behaviour concerning force paths and 
buckling. The stiffness distribution of these initial models determines the membrane forces that equilibrate the 
applied loadings and, in this way, the obtained shape. With physical models, this question corresponds to the 
choice of material: latex rubber membrane or orthotropic fabrics. Continuous models with isotropic materials 
lead to a higher distribution of forces and reduced curvatures, without concentration along the free edges; this is 
in contrast to what occurs in discrete models without in-plane shear stiffness. In shells with free edges, the 
effects on the structural behaviour are related to curvatures and even more dependent on the initial model 
properties. Solutions with higher curvatures have higher concentrations of forces in the free edges. The 
reduction of curvatures and forces along the free edges of shells with an approximately square plan is 
favourable; this is in contrast to shells with elongated rectangular or triangular plans. The presented results and 
discussion aim to contribute to the design of new thin-shell structures. 
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“Reliability assessment of axially loaded uPVC tube confined reinforced concrete columns”, Structures, Vol. 
23, pp 529-538, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.11.009 
ABSTRACT: Un-plasticized polyvinyl chloride (uPVC) tubes are increasingly used as stay-in-place formwork 
and protection for reinforced concrete columns from chemical attacks, peeling of concrete cover and corrosion 
of steel in a harsh environment. The provision of uPVC lateral confinement to the concrete improves the 
strength, ductility and energy absorption of the columns. However, since there is no available design guideline 
for uPVC tube confined concrete columns, the contribution of uPVC confinement to the column resistance has 
not been considered during the design stage. In this study, the strength reduction factor ϕ provided by ACI 
318–14 for a reinforced concrete column with circular tie reinforcement is modified to account for uPVC 
confinement for application in design. The subset simulation method was applied to assess the effect of uPVC 
confinement on the reliability of uPVC confined concrete columns. Based on the reliability study, a new 
strength reduction factor was proposed for uPVC confined reinforced concrete columns. Additionally, the effect 
of column variables on the reliability index was also investigated. The result shows that the additional 
uncertainties associated with the uPVC material properties and the peak strength model have an effect on the 
strength reduction factor. Therefore, the strength reduction factor needs to be reduced to achieve the same 
reliability level of the unconfined column. However, for the same design load used, the reliability index and 
strength reduction factor increased from 4.03 to 4.53 and 0.65 to 0.75, respectively as the 2t/D ratio increases 
from 0 to 0.04. Therefore, a strength reduction factor (ϕ) of 0.75 can be used instead of 0.65 to design a 
reinforced concrete column according to ACI 318–14 if the uPVC tube is going to be used as stay-in-place 
formwork; otherwise, the new proposed model can be used to calculate the strength reduction factor and design 
a uPVC confined concrete column according to ACI 318–14. 
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ABSTRACT: Fifteen circular concrete-filled-steel tubes (CFST) containing ground granulated blast furnace 
slag (GGBFS) concretes were tested in axial compression. CFST columns were casted with four concrete 
mixtures having 0, 15, 25 and 35% GGBFS replacement levels and two different length-to-diameter ratio of 
2.87 and 4. Compressive strength for concrete mixtures was determined after 28, 56 and 90 days. Time-
dependent compressive strengths of GGBFS concretes were also compared with those predicted by the equation 
of MC-10. Axial capacities of GGBFS concrete CFSTs were found to be more than those of control concrete 
CFSTs. Increase in axial capacity of CFSTs was proportional to the increase in compressive strength of 
concrete mixtures due to the inclusion of GGBFS. Stiffness of GGBFS concrete CFSTs were similar to those of 
control concrete CFSTs. Experimental axial capacities of CFST columns tested were also compared with the 
provisions of Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ), ACI 318, Chinese code (DL/T) and EC 4. ACI 318 was 
found to be most over conservative followed by AIJ for the estimation of axial capacities of GGBFS concrete 
CFST columns. EC 4 and DL/T provisions provided accurate estimates of the axial capacities of GGBFS 



concrete CFST columns. Furthermore, embodied energy (EE) and cost of CFSTs with different concretes are 
also compared. EE and cost of CFST was reduced linearly with the increase in GGBFS content in concrete. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical, experimental, and theoretical study on the behavior of concrete-
filled square double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) stub columns under axial compressive loading. Firstly, three-
dimensional solid model of CFDST stub columns was established by ABAQUS finite element software and 
verified through the existing experimental results. Then a full-scale model was established to investigate the 
influence of various parameters on ultimate bearing capacity and internal and external compressive stress of 
concrete. By considering the confinement coefficient, the practical calculation formula for the bearing capacity 
of CFDST stub columns was proposed. Finally, the experimental research on the mechanical properties of two 
large hollow ratio CFDST stub columns under axial compression was carried out. And the experimental 



research further verified the applicability of the FE model and calculation formula of the CFDST stub column 
with large hollow ratio under axial compression. 
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ABSTRACT: Ribbed plates are common components in structures, aircrafts, and ships. Owing to safety 
considerations and proper functioning, it is important to predict the natural frequencies and mode-shapes of 
such systems efficiently. There are many analytical, numerical, and experimental methods that extract the 
modal parameters of ribbed plates. However, each present advantages and tradeoffs. The aim of this paper is to 
implement various modeling and experimental approaches, optimize them, and compare their strengths and 
weaknesses. Analytical models are based on the assumed-modes method and differ in geometric configuration 
and trial function selection. Finite element models employ higher-order shear theories. Two experiments are 
performed to compare theoretical results, and to weigh the benefits of the two common setups. Parallelization 
and concurrency, mathematical simplifications, and algorithmic improvements are used to optimize the 
performance of the analytical models so that the benefits of each geometry can be understood. Parallelized 
programs are then put through algorithmic analysis to estimate local order of growth and study running time. By 
comparing the performance, accuracy, simplicity, stability, affordability, and parametrization potential of the 
approaches, vibration scientists and engineers are better able to select methods suitable for their research, 
application, or design. 
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“Performance of axially-loaded concrete-filled steel tubular circular columns using ultra-high strength 
concrete”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 163-176, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.12.019 
ABSTRACT: Finite element analysis (FEA) is conducted to investigate the structural behaviour of axially-
loaded ultra-high strength concrete (UHSC) filled steel tube circular columns in this paper. A new stress-strain 
model of UHSC confined by circular steel tube is proposed by recalibrating the existing normal strength 
concrete constitutive model. The comparison between FEA predictions and test results indicates that the 
proposed FEA model is able to capture the brittleness characteristic of UHSC in circular CFST columns 
accurately. Based on the proposed FEA model, the structural performance of axially-loaded UHSC filled steel 
tube circular columns, including load versus deformation relationship, stress development, confinement effect 
and preliminary optimized design, are analysed and discussed. Finally, a parametric study is conducted to 
investigate the influence of key parameters on the load-deformation curve and strength utilization index of 
axially-loaded UHSC filled steel tube circular column during the entire loading process. 
 
Hossein Zamanifar, Saeid Sarrami-Foroushani and Mojtaba Azhari (Department of Civil Engineering, Isfahan 
University of Technology, Isfahan 84156-83111, Iran), “A parametric study on the mechanical and thermal 
stability of corrugated-core sandwich plates”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 209-226, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.015 
ABSTRACT: Mechanical and thermal buckling of corrugated-core sandwich plates is investigated in this study. 
To consider the effect of shear deformations, the first-order shear deformation theory is applied to the finite 
strip method. The validity of the proposed method is evaluated by comparing the results with those presented by 
previous research. Various boundary conditions and different loading types, as well as the geometric parameters 
affecting the buckling loads and critical temperatures are explored and evaluated. To the authors' best 
knowledge, investigation of the effective geometric parameters, convergence process and different boundary 
conditions are discussed for the first time using finite strip method. 
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(1) University of Montenegro, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Džordža Vašingtona bb, 81000 Podgorica, 
Montenegro 
(2) University of Belgrade, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kralja Aleksandra 73, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia 
“Analytical approach to elastic stability problems of plates with different boundary conditions subjected to 
combined bending, shear and patch loading”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 335-350, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.016 
ABSTRACT: The elastic stability of plates with simply supported edges (SSSS) and with two edges clamped 
and two simply supported (CSCS) under combination of bending, shear and patch load is investigated. 
General analytical approach for elastic buckling analysis of plates with different boundary conditions, subjected 
to any combination of in-plane loads, is presented. Exact solutions for pre-buckling stress distributions and 
double Fourier series for deflection functions within Ritz energy method guarantees accuracy of results and 
enabled very complex stability analysis. 
Combined in-plane loads action is very common during incremental bridge lunching and different stress 
conditions can occur in web girders. All analyses conducted so far regarding such problems are related to 
simply supported plate (SSSS). However, web girder is elastically restrained to the certain point depending on 
flanges rigidity and authors considered interesting to investigate behavior of plate with two opposite edges 
restrained and other two simply supported (CSCS) under same load conditions as simply supported plate. 
First part of the paper deals with patch load problem for plates with two different boundary conditions and 
evaluation of input data for bending-patch load (M-F), shear-patch load (V-F) and bending-shear-patch load 



(M-V-F) interaction curves and surfaces definition. Second part is dedicated to presentation, analysis and 
comparison of the interaction curves and surfaces for the cases of simply supported plate (SSSS) and plate with 
two clamped and two simply supported edges (CSCS), in order to obtain realistic bucking load ratios in 
accordance with boundary conditions. 
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2600, Australia 
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“Engineered cementitious composites (ECC) encased concrete-steel composite stub columns under concentric 
compression”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 386-399, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.023 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the behaviour of a new form of engineered 
cementitious composites (ECC) encased concrete-steel composite stub columns. The proposed column section 
uses ECC encasement as a potential confinement layer to control the premature concrete spalling and explosive 
brittle failure of concrete encased steel composite columns. In this study, twelve stub columns including two 
bare steel and ten composite sections are tested under concentric compression. The effects of some key 
parameters such as material strengths, steel section type and column section configuration on the performance 
of proposed column sections were investigated in terms of failure behaviour, load deformation response, 
toughness and ductility. It was found that ECC encasement improved the compressive failure behaviour of 
encased composite columns and enhanced their ductility and toughness. Strain analysis was performed to trace 
the strain development and damage patterns of different materials. Finally, a simple equation to estimate 
ultimate strength of proposed columns was proposed which gave good predictions agreed well with test results. 
 
N.M. Yossef (Department of Structural Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Tanta University, Tanta, Egypt), 
“A new approach to estimate the shear strength of curved corrugated steel webs”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 400-
414, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.028 
ABSTRACT: Innovative steel girders with corrugated webs have been recently developed utilizing advances in 
the fabrication and manufacturing technology. Additionally, horizontal curved web panels in curved steel 
girders have been incorporated into a variety of bridges and buildings. With several practical advantages and 
architectural-appearance requirements, the curved corrugated web panel is used. This paper presents a 
discussion of the buckling behaviour of horizontally curved corrugated webs under shear loading. An 
alternative approach to estimating the shear strength that combines local and global buckling for the curved 
corrugated web was presented. The presented formula includes elastic and inelastic domains for local and global 
buckling. The proposed approach is validated against experimental data. A thoroughly validated finite element 
model is used to provide additional assurance that the proposed equations are meaningful, and then additional 
factors affecting the behaviour of I-girders with curved corrugated webs are studied. The results show that the 
curvature parameter (Z) has a minor effect on the shear strength of the curved corrugated panel, whereas the 
corrugation angle and web thickness have a considerable effect on the behaviour of horizontally curved 
corrugated webs. 
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Kowloon, Hong Kong, China 
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“Innovative high-order beam-column element for geometrically nonlinear analysis with one-element-per-
member modelling method”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 542-552, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.036 
ABSTRACT: Modern structural design requires the nonlinear characteristics within structural behaviors to be 
considered in analysis. Due to the limited deformation capacity of the conventional cubic Hermite beam-column 
element, a frame member has to be finely meshed into a number of the beam-column elements for nonlinear 
analysis, leading to a huge computational expense. Moreover, the tedious modeling process makes the use of 
advanced analysis approaches, such as the direct analysis method, impossible for complicated structures. In this 
paper, a fourth-order displacement function and an advanced beam-column element with 16 independent 
degrees of freedom are proposed for elastic geometrically nonlinear analysis. The element formulation is 



developed based on the compatibility conditions at the end and internal nodes. The potential energy function is 
adopted to derive the element stiffness matrices, and the matrices are presented in the Gauss integral form for 
easy programming. The verification examples presented in this paper demonstrate the significant deformation 
capacity of this innovative element. The one-element-per-member modeling method can accurately and 
effectively capture the structural buckling capacity and post-buckling behaviors. The proposed method can 
considerably reduce modeling and computational efforts in engineering practices. 
 
Matthew J. Russell, James B.P. Lim, Krishanu Roy, G. Charles Clifton and Jason M. Ingham (Department of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand), “Welded steel beam 
with novel cross-section and web openings subject to concentrated flange loading”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 580-
599, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.035 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes the development of a steel beam with a novel dog-bone shaped cross-
section, referred to as the Dinobeam. The Dinobeam is intended for use as a secondary floor beam in high-rise 
construction, capable of spanning distances greater than 12 m. The cross-section comprises triangular shaped 
flanges, which are press-braked to an overlapping fit and then continuously welded to a web plate at each 
flange-to-web junction, i.e. with two welds per flange. The primary advantage of the Dinobeam cross-section is 
the fact that its closed hollow flanges give the cross-section increased resistance to lateral torsional buckling 
compared to the typical I-cross section. In this paper, ten experimental concentrated flange loading tests are 
described that cover typical loading conditions, the tests include Dinobeams both with and without circular web 
openings. The experimental test results show that the flange-to-web PJP welds have sufficient strength and 
ductility to resist a tearing failure when subject to bearing. Finite element models were then developed and 
validated against the experimental results. The validated finite element models were used to conduct an 
extensive parametric study comprising 108 finite element models, to investigate the effect of thicknesses, 
bearing length, and hole diameter to web height ratios. 
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“Perforated steel plate shear walls with curved corrugated webs under cyclic loading”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 
600-609, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.01.047 
ABSTRACT: Steel Plate Shear Walls (SPSWs) are traditionally designed with vertical infill plates, which are 
connected to the surrounding frame and can be stiffened or unstiffened. Recently, the application of plates with 
different geometrical shapes and perforations has attracted the attention in the literature with the aim of 
understanding the behavior of high-performing SPSW systems. However, detailed and systematic investigations 
are still required to fully understand the behavior of such relatively new lateral-force-resisting systems, further 
complicated by the introduction of perforations. This paper addresses this issue, with the structural performance 
of curve-corrugated SPSWs with centrally-placed opening being the subject of investigation. The research 
described herein describes 128 nonlinear finite element models of SPSWs, analyzed under cyclic and 
monotonic loading. The effects associated with web corrugation angle, thickness, and opening size on the 
buckling, yielding, strength, and stiffness performances, hysteresis behavior, and energy dissipation 
characteristics of SPSWs are investigated. It is shown that consideration of 90° corrugation angle and larger 
web-plate thicknesses can be beneficial. However, having a panel perforation layout as a web plate and 
increasing the perforation size can adversely affect the performance of such systems. Overall, curved-
corrugated SPSWs with web perforations are found to be a good structural system, and a desirable performance 
can be ensured through proper design variables and detailing each component of the system. 
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“Numerical analysis of circular double-skin concrete-filled stainless steel tubular short columns under axial 
loading”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 754-765, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.02.001 
ABSTRACT: Circular double-skin concrete-filled stainless-steel tubular (DCFSST) columns have the 
distinguishing feature of high resistance to corrosion so that they can be constructed by either normal concrete 
or seawater sea-sand based concrete without corrosion. The numerical study of circular short DCFSST columns 
is very limited. This paper presents the computational modeling and behavior of short DCFSST columns of 
circular sections loaded concentrically. A computational model is developed for simulating the structural 
behavior of concentrically loaded short circular DCFSST columns, taking into account the effects of the 
concrete confinement induced by the double stainless-steel skins and significant strain hardening of stainless 
steel. The accuracy of the computational modeling technique proposed herein is assessed by means of 
comparing computations with available experimental data. The verified computational method is utilized to 
investigate the significance of geometric configurations as well as material strengths on the structural 
performance of circular DCFSST columns. The applicability of the current design provisions for steel tubular 
columns filled with concrete to the design of circular DCFSST columns is evaluated by comparisons against 
experimental and numerical results on DCFSST columns. The comparative study shows that the present 
computational model and the design formula proposed by Liang predict well the ultimate strengths of short 
DCFSST columns composed of circular tubes. The codified design approaches in current design codes 
generally give conservative estimations of the strengths of circular DCFSST stub columns. 
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“Experimental study on axial compressive behavior of CFRP confined square timber filled steel tube stub 
columns”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 823-834, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.02.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the axial compressive behavior of square timber filled steel tube (TFST) stub 
columns. A total of twelve specimens, including bare timber columns, hollow steel tube columns, and TFST 
columns, are fabricated and tested. Test variables include the number of confining carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics (CFRP) layers and the timber condition (with or without knots). The failure modes, load versus 
deformation relationships, strain characteristics, ultimate strength, ductility, stiffness, and strength-to-weight 
performance are investigated. The confining effect of CFRP on TFST columns is also analyzed. Test results 
show that the TFST columns have higher strength and ductility compared with the hollow steel tube columns or 
the bare timber columns. The presence of knots reduces column strength and ductility. CFRP can increase the 
axial compressive strength of columns. TFST columns have good strength-to-weight performance, indicating 
that high strength values can be achieved using light TFST columns. 
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“Assessment of axial load carrying capacity of GFRP funicular shells with steel mesh”, Structures, Vol. 24, pp 
974-983, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.12.013 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the test results of an experimental program to investigate the load-bearing 
capacity of twenty-seven Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer GFRP funicular shells under pure compression load. 
The test parameters include the number of glass fiber layers, the rise of shells and the effect of inclusion of steel 
mesh as an additional reinforcement to the glass fiber. Comparisons between the experimental test results of 
various parameters are performed in terms of the ultimate load-carrying capacity. A parametric study was 
conducted which showed the significant effect of the increasing rise on the load bearing capacity of GFRP 
shells. In general, the results of this study revealed that the ultimate load-carrying capacity gets increased by 
nearly 58% by increasing the number of normal glass fiber layers from two to four. Moreover, an increase in the 
ultimate load-carrying capacity of nearly 15% to 26% was observed with the inclusion of steel mesh as an 
additional reinforcement to the glass fiber. In the latter case, the deflections were comparatively lesser than the 
former. The failure loads of all the specimens were found and two equations were proposed to express the 
relation between rise, span to rise ratio, with ultimate load. It is concluded that the ultimate loads are a function 



of the rise of the shell and the number of fiber layers. The addition of steel mesh increases stiffness of shells, 
there by reduces total deflection. 
 
Serhat Demir, Ayşegül Durmuş Demir and Metin Hüsem (Department of Civil Engineering, Karadeniz 
Technical University, 61080 Trabzon, Turkey), “Sandwich type cold formed tubular braces: design, analysis 
and cyclic loading test”, Structures, Vol. 25, pp 35-46, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.02.018 
ABSTRACT: This study presents an experimental and numerical investigation on sandwich type cold formed 
tubular braces involving different designs with their load bearing members, inner buckling controllers, outer 
buckling controllers and end stiffeners. A total of 4 tubular brace specimens, using square HSS sections for the 
buckling controller and load bearing member, were tested under quasi-static cyclic loading conditions. In 
concert to previous research, a conventional tubular brace and tube in tube system were also used with all 
details relating to the specimens, including equations used for the designs, presented in full. The performance of 
the specimens were experimentally tested under quasi static cyclic loading, with all strain distribution patterns 
subsequently numerically evaluated. The effects, both individual and combined, on the outer buckling 
controller, inner buckling controller and end stiffeners on the load bearing member were all also carefully 
examined. The sandwich type tubular brace system showed symmetric and stable cyclic behavior up to a 3% 
drift ratio, with no global buckling during the cyclic loadings observed. Multiple instances of minor buckling 
were spread along the load bearing member. This study, to our knowledge, is the first to report such desired 
damage conditions for buckling controlled tubular braces. The energy dissipation capacity was found to 
increase almost 6 times the amount of the conventional tubular brace specimen. Contrary to results from 
previous studies, the usage of an outer buckling controller and end stiffeners provided the only control for 
global buckling. This type of design, therefore, was not effective in controlling local buckling or in providing 
significant energy dissipation when compared with conventional tubular braces. 
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“Constitutive model for thin-walled H-sections bent about weak-axis considering local buckling”, Structures, 
Vol. 25, pp 56-71, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.02.020 
ABSTRACT: Since earthquakes occur in random directions, the seismic behavior of thin-walled structures 
about the weak-axis cannot be ignored, thus the corresponding constitutive model is necessarily needed. To 
achieve sufficient calculation accuracy and efficiency, the constitutive model of thin-walled steel H-sections, 
based on moment-curvature curves in the sectional level, is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the validated FEA 
models were utilized to conduct the parametric studies, where the effects of strain hardening rate and loading 
protocol on the constitutive model were fully discussed. Based on a large number of moment-curvature curves 
derived from the FEA models results, the undetermined parameters of the constitutive model were identified. 
The constitutive model provided precise predictions on hysteretic responses of H-sections, with the unfavorable 
coupling effects of plate interaction and local buckling fully considered. According to the different buckling 
mechanisms of H-sections based on the experimental and numerical results, the model was divided into two 
categories, including the post-buckling stage with decreased-reloading-stiffness (DRS) and increased-reloading-
stiffness (IRS). Correspondingly, the proposed constitutive model contains one backbone curve and four types 
of hysteretic rules. Finally, comparisons of the proposed constitutive models with experimental and numerical 
results are conducted for further adjustments, which shows the model achieved high accuracy in a variety of 
loading scenarios. 
 
C.Y. Wang (Departments of Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, MI 48824, USA), “Buckling of a column with rigid segments on an elastic foundation”, Structures, 
Vol. 25, pp 157-160, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.006 
ABSTRACT: A beam-column consisting of linked rigid segments with rotational resistance at the joints rests 
on an elastic foundation. The buckling problem due to axial compression is formulated for N identical 
segments. The characteristic equation show the buckling force depends on N and a parameter representing the 



relative importance of joint rigidity and foundation resistance. Exact solutions are found for columns up to 
N = 5 segments. 
 
Kristopher Orlowski (Centre for Advanced Manufacturing of Prefabricated Housing, Department of 
Infrastructure Engineering, The University of Melbourne, VIC 3010, Australia), “Failure modes and behaviour 
of stiffened engineered timber wall systems under axial-loading”, Structures, Vol. 25, pp 360-369, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.034 
ABSTRACT: With automated prefabrication on the rise and sustainability principles becoming more prevalent 
in buildings, a novel material efficient stiffened engineered timber wall system has been developed. Lightweight 
timber framing is limited to only a few stories and although Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) structures have 
been recently used in taller wooden buildings, they are material inefficient against buckling due to their basic 
monolithic design. A novel material efficient prefabricated stiffened engineered timber wall system is proposed 
as an intermediary solution. This fully prefabricated panelised system was designed and manufactured to typical 
conditions with the aid of an industry partner. Experimental axial load testing was conducted, with the stiffened 
engineered timber walls in various structural configurations to robustly understand its performance under 
various design scenarios. Areas of particular focus were the serviceability load, ultimate capacity, out-of-plane 
deflection and failure modes. The key findings around these have been presented along with the behavioural 
and performance response to alternative loading conditions, height of wall and manner of connection between 
the key components. 
 
Yousef S. Al Rjoub and Azhar G. Hamad (Civil Engineering Department, Jordan University of Science and 
Technology, P. O. Box 3030, Irbid 22110, Jordan), “Forced vibration of axially-loaded, multi-cracked Euler-
Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams”, Structures, Vol. 25, pp 370-385, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.030 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical solution is obtained using a modal expansion method to study the 
forced vibration response of axially-loaded, multi-cracked Euler-Bernoulli (EBT) and Timoshenko beams, 
including shear deformation and rotary inertia (TBTSDR), with differing boundary conditions, namely, hinged-
hinged, clamped-clamped, clamped-hinged, and clamped-free, subjected to two moving loads travelling with a 
constant velocity. The effects of crack depth and number of cracks on the dynamic response of axially-loaded, 
cracked beams are studied. Also, the effects of the two moving loads’ velocity and axial loading on the dynamic 
responses are studied in detail. The results obtained in this study are reasonable and agree well with analytical 
results available in the literature. 
 
K. Elilarasi and B. Janarthanan (Faculty of Engineering, University of Jaffna, Sri Lanka), “Effect of web holes 
on the web crippling capacity of cold-formed LiteSteel beams under End-Two-Flange load case”, Structures, 
Vol. 25, pp 411-425, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.022 
ABSTRACT: LiteSteel (LSB) beams are made of two rectangular hollow flanges and a slender web. Although 
the flexural capacity and bending stiffness are enhanced due to hollow flanges, they are vulnerable to the web 
crippling failure under concentrated loads and reactions due to high web slenderness values. In current steel 
buildings, cold-formed steel sections with web holes have been used to accommodate service ducts in floor 
systems. These LiteSteel beams (LSBs) are innovative new sections, hence current web crippling equations 
cannot be used to predict the web crippling capacities of them. Keerthan et al. (2014, 2016) and Steau et al. 
(2015) proposed coefficients to the unified web crippling equation which is available in Australian/New 
Zealand standard (AS/NZS 4600) and North American Specification (AISI S100) for unfastened and fastened 
supports, respectively for LSB sections without web holes under four load cases based on their experimental 
studies. However web crippling behaviour of these sections with web holes is still unknown under all four load 
cases. In past studies, the web holes are classified into two groups such as centred beneath and offset web holes 
to investigate their effect on the web crippling behaviour. This study investigates web crippling behaviour of 
LiteSteel beams with centred beneath and offset circular web holes with unfastened supports under End-Two-
Flange load case (ETF) using finite element analysis in ANSYS. Accurate validations have been performed for 
five different web crippling datasets, and the parametric study was conducted using validated FE models. Web 
crippling equations were proposed for LiteSteel beams with centred beneath and offset web holes and without 
web holes based on 1067 FE model values. 
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“Flexural capacity of perforated aluminium CHS tubes–An experimental study”, Structures, Vol. 25, pp 463-
480, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.025 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of twelve experimental tests on the flexural capacity of perforated 
aluminium circular hollow section (CHS) tubes; four of which were carried out without perforations. Two heat-
treated aluminium alloys were used: 6061-T6 and 6063-T5. The tests covered the size and number of 
perforations. The flexural capacity, failure modes, and the distribution of strains around circular perforations 
were determined. The experimental results were then compared against the design strengths calculated from the 
North American Specification (NAS) for cold-formed steel (CFS) sections with perforations, derived from 
modified Direct Strength Method (DSM) and modified Continuous Strength Method (CSM) for aluminium 
alloy members with perforations, which were found to be conservative by approximately 23%, 27% and 22%, 
respectively. When strength reduction factors were applied, and the unified design equations proposed by Zhou 
and Young were used, the reduction in strength was 6% conservative to the test strengths. 
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Instituto Politécnico de Lisboa, Rua Conselheiro Emídio Navarro 1, 1959-007 Lisboa, Portugal), “Buckling 
analysis of layered composite beams with interlayer slip: A force-based finite element formulation”, Structures, 
Vol. 25, pp 542-553, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.002 
ABSTRACT: A force-based finite element formulation for the buckling analysis of two-layer composite beam 
structures with partial interaction is presented. The geometrically nonlinear beam elements possess a single 
flexible shear interface and each layer is modelled by means of Timoshenko’s theory. The formulation relies on 
a hybrid variational principle of complementary energy only involving force/moment-like variables as 
fundamental unknown fields. The approximate field variables are selected such that all equilibrium differential 
equations are satisfied in strong form. The inter-element equilibrium, as well as Neumann boundary conditions 
are enforced by means of the Lagrangian-multiplier method. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed 
formulation is demonstrated through the analysis of several numerical tests. 
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“Performance analysis and bearing capacity calculation on circular concrete-filled double steel tubular stub 
columns under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 25, pp 554-565, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.038 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) columns have been proposed in recent years. This 
paper presents the performance analysis and a new bearing capacity calculation method of circular CFDST stub 
columns under axial compression. In order to establish accurate finite element (FE) model, various constitutive 
models for both the concrete infill and steel tubes are analyzed and compared with experimental results in FE 
analysis, and the suitable constitutive models for sandwich concrete, core concrete and steel tube are proposed 
in the FE model developed. Based on the validated numerical model, the variation of confining stress between 
steel tube and concrete is analyzed in detail. In addition, parametric studies are conducted to investigate the 
effects of concrete strength, external tube thickness, inner tube thickness, diameter ratio of inner tube to external 
tube and yield strength of steel tube on the axial compressive performance of circular CFDST stub columns. A 
new simplified formula based on the confining pressure is proposed to evaluate the ultimate bearing capacity of 
the circular CFDST stub columns. Based on the comparisons with experimental results and numerical 
simulation results, it is shown that the proposed formulae for the circular CFDST stub columns appear to be 
satisfactory. 
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(1) Structural Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, Mansoura University, Mansoura, Dakahlia 
35516, Egypt 
(2) Structural Engineering (Concrete Structures) Housing & Building National Research Center, Concrete 
Structures Research Institute, Egypt 
“Numerical investigation for the behaviour of stiffened circular concrete filled double tube columns”, 
Structures, Vol. 25, pp 901-919, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.064 
ABSTRACT: Concrete filled double tube (CFDT) columns are considered effective to be used in heavy loaded 
structures, such as bridges, subway stations, and skyscrapers owing to the numerous advantages of concrete 
filled steel tube (CFST) columns. This paper aimed to numerically study the performance of CFDT columns 
under concentric loads and present innovative strengthening methods for CFDT columns, which yield more 
load bearing capacity compared to the existing ones. The proposed stiffened CFDT column will meet the 
requirements for use in heavy loaded structures. Circular steel hollow sections have been used for the inner and 
outer tubes. Stiffeners with different profiles (rectangle, T and bar stiffeners) have been welded to the outer and 
inner tube to check their contribution in increasing the load capacity and enhancing the performance of the 
circular CFDT columns. The behaviour of CFDT columns is investigated numerically by using a verified finite 
element (FE) model from the ABAQUS program. Verification of the FE model is achieved by comparing the 
obtained results with previous test results. Several parameters have been investigated using the FE model. The 
result revealed that using stiffeners in CFDT Column has a significant effect in increasing its load capacity, 
which can be increased to more than 15% of its original capacity by increasing number of stiffener and 
decreasing its slenderness. Based on the parametric study design guide line is presented. A new simplified 
design model is proposed for the prediction of the axial load capacity of stiffened circular CFDT columns. 
 
Nishant Kumar Sahu, Deepak Kumar Biswal, Shince V Joseph and Sukesh Chandra Mohanty, “Vibration and 
damping analysis of doubly curved viscoelastic-FGM sandwich shell structures using FOSDT”, Structures, Vol. 
26, pp 24-38, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the free vibration study of doubly curved sandwich shell panels having a 
core of viscoelastic material, constrained by a Functionally Graded Material (FGM) layer. The FGM 
constraining layer used in this analysis is made up of Metal-Ceramic (Al/ZrO2) constituents with top surface 
being the ceramic rich and the bottom surface is rich in metal. Constrained layer damping (CLD) used for the 
viscoelastic core improves the damping characteristics of the sandwich shell panel. The mechanical properties 
of the FGM top layer is considered to vary through the thickness direction, following the Power Law 
distribution. The normal and shear deformations of the viscoelastic core is considered in the analysis and, the 
variation of the in-plane and transverse displacements of the core is assumed to be linear along the thickness 
direction. The base layer of the sandwich structure is made up of isotropic elastic material. The modelling is 
carried out using the First Order Shear Deformation Theory (FOSDT) with the help of Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA) by considering that, the transverse deformations of the face layers are independent of their in-plane 
deformations. Parametric analyses have been carried out to investigate the effect of variation of various system 
parameters such as power law index, aspect ratio, core thickness ratio, constraining layer thickness ratio and 
core loss factor on the natural frequencies and modal loss factors of the sandwich shell structure. 
 
Sanasam Vipej Devi and Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Finite element study of the stiffening effects on 
torsional capacity of perforated stainless steel slender semi-elliptical hollow section members”, Structures, Vol. 
26, pp 66-78, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.002 
ABSTRACT: A finite element study was carried out to investigate the effects of stiffened perforation on the 
torsional capacity of perforated slender lean duplex stainless steel semi-elliptical hollow section members. Four 
different stiffener arrangements viz. horizontal, vertical, square frame and ring, were considered for single 
circular perforation on flat element of the member. Effects of their geometric parameters i.e. width, thickness, 
anchorage length etc. on single circular perforated member torsional capacity were studied. Of the geometric 
parameters investigated, stiffener thickness was observed to provide considerable stiffening effect on the 
torsional capacity. For members with perforation on the curve element, horizontal and ring stiffeners were 
considered. Horizontal and vertical stiffener could only provide partial recovery, even at higher stiffener 



thickness. On the other hand, full recovery of torsional capacity was found to achieve with ring and square 
frame stiffeners with thickness higher than six times the member thickness. 
 
Wuyi Sun and Qinghua Zhang, “Universal equivalent static wind loads of fluctuating wind loads on large-span 
roofs based on compensation of structural frequencies and modes”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 92-104, August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.008 
ABSTRACT: On the basis of a wind tunnel test of the structural rigid model, this paper first calculates the 
target responses (TRs) of the fluctuating wind loads which are used to compute the universal equivalent static 
wind loads (UESWLs) of a linear complex large-span roof. Via the linear combination of multiple-order 
structural mode inertial forces (MOSMIFs), the uncompensated UESWL method of a few lower-order 
frequencies and modes is then presented. This, however, incurred considerable errors. Therefore, according to 
the response differences between the accurate TRs and the corresponding UESWL-induced responses 
(UESWL-IRs) by the uncompensated UESWLs, a new compensated UESWL method is proposed by 
compensating structural frequencies and modes to eliminate or lessen the errors in the uncompensated UESWL 
method. Finally, the two methods are applied to a linear complex large-span roof. The computations show that 
the compensated UESWL method has the clear physical meaning, high accuracy and wide applicability, and it 
owns an application potential for large-span roofs as well as other structures. 
 
Dan Gan, Zexiang Li, Tao Zhang, Xuhong Zhou and Kwok-fai Chung, “Axial compressive behaviour of 
circular concrete-filled steel tubular stub columns with an inner bamboo culm”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 156-168, 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.016 
ABSTRACT: Circular concrete-filled steel tubular columns (CFST) with an inner bamboo culm, by replacing 
the internal steel tube of concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) columns with a structural bamboo 
culm, promote the use of natural materials with lower cost and lighter weight. This type of composite column is 
expected to integrate the advantages of all the three kinds of materials. Twenty-two circular stub columns 
including 12 CFST with an inner bamboo culm, 3 CFST columns, 4 CFDST columns and 3 hollow CFST 
columns were tested under axial compression. The test parameters include the bamboo culm thickness, the 
bamboo culm diameter and the diameter to thickness ratio of the external steel tubes. Test results indicated that 
the columns with an inner bamboo culm had excellent ductility. Furthermore, the columns with an inner 
bamboo culm showed strain-hardening behaviour after an initial decline in its axial load-displacement curve, 
but the inner bamboo culm contributed mildly to the ultimate load. Finally, a unified formula was proposed to 
predict the load-carrying capacities of all the four types of composite columns. 
 
Yuan Fang, Feng Yu, Yucong Guan, Zhongwen Wang, Chaochao Feng and Dongang Li, “A model for 
predicting the stress–strain relation of PVC-CFRP confined concrete stub columns under axial compression”, 
Structures, Vol. 26, pp 259-270, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.023 
ABSTRACT: This paper presented an experimental investigation on the Polyvinyl Chloride-Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic (PVC-CFRP) Confined Concrete (PVC-CFRP-CC) stub columns under axial compression. A 
total of two PVC Confined Concrete (PVC-CC) columns and ten PVC-CFRP-CC columns were conducted. The 
effect of spacing of CFRP strips on mechanical behaviors of PVC-CFRP-CC stub columns was investigated. 
Meanwhile, the influence on mechanical behaviors was also analyzed in terms of equivalent confining effect 
coefficient. Test results demonstrated that PVC-CC stub columns failed by the buckling of PVC tube while the 
PVC-CFRP-CC stub columns were damaged by the tensile fracture of CFRP strips and the cracking of PVC 
tube. The bearing capacity of PVC-CFRP-CC stub columns increased gradually as the equivalent confining 
effect coefficient increased while the bearing capacity decreased with the increase of spacing of CFRP strips. 
With the decrease of spacing of CFRP strips or the improvement of equivalent confining effect coefficient, the 
confinement of PVC-CFRP tube on core concrete enhanced, the ultimate compressive strain of the PVC tube 
and the ultimate tensile strain of the CFRP strips increased. Based on a large and up-to-date test data including 
measured data in this study and data collected from the literatures, a modified model for conveniently predicting 
the stress–strain relation of PVC-CFRP-CC stub columns was established and verified the test data with good 
agreement. 



 
Jie Chen, Sumei Zhang, Yuyin Wang and Yue Geng, “Axial compressive behavior of recycled concrete filled 
steel tubular stub columns with the inclusion of crushed brick”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 271-283, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.03.045 
ABSTRACT: In China, due to the extensive use of brick as the non-structural walls in the old concrete building, 
it is hard to exclude the waste brick from the waste concrete in the production of recycled coarse aggregates. 
This paper investigates the axially loaded recycled aggregate concrete filled steel tubes with the inclusion of 
crushed bricks as the coarse aggregates, which is called as the recycled brick aggregate concrete filled steel 
tubes (RBACFSTs). It was found that the compressive resistance only decreased by up to 3.8% when half of the 
recycled coarse aggregate was substituted by the crushed clay brick (CCB). The structural effects of the CCB 
replacement are much smaller than the corresponding effects in the material property tests, owing to the 
confinement effects. The stress states of the steel and the concrete infill were analyzed separately. Model 
equations to describe the stress–strain responses and the design recommendations for RBACFSTs were 
proposed. 
 
Zhaoyu Xu, Genshu Tong and Lei Zhang, “Design of vertically stiffened steel plate walls under combined 
uniaxial compression and shear loads”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 348-361, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.024 
ABSTRACT: Elastic buckling of stiffened steel plate walls (S-SPWs) under combined compression and shear 
was studied focusing on the stiffness demand on stiffeners to implement subpanel’s buckling mode. Flat-bars 
and closed form stiffeners were considered. Threshold stiffness of stiffeners is presented for elastic buckling of 
subpanels of S-SPWs in pure compression, pure shear and combined compression and shear. The effect of 
stiffeners’ torsional stiffness has been included. Then the elastic–plastic (E-P) buckling of S-SPWs under 
combined compression and shear was studied. A criteria was established to identify the E-P shear buckling 
stress under a prescribed compression stress for S-SPWs with given stiffness of stiffeners. Threshold stiffness of 
stiffeners was taken on the buckling stress – stiffness curve at the transition point as the E-P buckling shear 
stress reaches a plateau. The demand of keeping stiffeners straight when stiffeners are compressed 
simultaneously has been incorporated in such defined threshold stiffness. Equations for threshold stiffness of 
flat-bars and closed form stiffeners are proposed separately and comparisons with finite element results show 
good accuracy. 
 
Liang Cao, Y. Frank Chen and Jiepeng Liu, “Steady-state response of rectangular plate with four free edges 
supported at internal points”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 417-426, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.035 
ABSTRACT: The steady-state response of a rectangular plate with four free edges supported at internal points 
subjected to external force is determined. The general analytical solution is obtained by a hybrid method that 
decomposes the original structure into four basic rectangular plates with different boundary conditions. A 
numerical example is presented to show that the high-degree accuracy can be gained with a small effort of 
calculations using the theoretical solution. Sensitivity studies using the analytical solution were also conducted 
to investigate the effects of load magnitude, sectional dimension (or area), bending stiffness of rectangular plate, 
and location of internal point on the support reaction, displacement, bending moment, and shear force of 
rectangular plate. 
 
Alexandre Rossi, Carlos Humberto Martins, Renato Silva Nicoletti and Alex Sander Clemente, “Reassesment of 
lateral torsional buckling in hot-holled I-beams”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 524-536, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.041 
ABSTRACT: Lateral torsional buckling (LTB) of I-beams is characterized by simultaneous lateral deflection 
and twist. In this paper the influence of destabilizing and neutral effects of loadings and the possibility of the 
occurrence of web distortion, which characterizes the lateral distortional buckling (LDB), is numerically 
investigated. Recent research has shown divergences between the standard procedures of the American Institute 
of Steel Construction, Australian Standards and Eurocode with LTB numerical results. In addition, some 
procedures have recently been proposed for correcting possible deviations between the results of numerical 



analysis and standard procedures. In order to investigate this situation, elastic stability and physical and 
geometrical nonlinear analyzes are performed, using GBTul and ABAQUS softwares, respectively. The 
numerical model is calibrated considering experimental tests. The beams are simply supported, with fork 
supports at the ends, and subject to neutral and destabilizing effects of loading. The beams are subject to 
uniform bending, mid-span concentrated load and uniformly distributed loads. The parametric study is 
performed by varying the geometric cross section parameters. The results are compared with international 
standards and analytical procedures. It is concluded that the influence of destabilizing and neutral effects of 
loadings is responsible for providing non-conservative results when compared to the American Institute of Steel 
Construction procedure. The occurrence of LDB in hot-holled I sections influences the lateral stability strength 
of I-beams, but it is not predominant. With the possibility of using the elastic critical moment obtained by the 
elastic stability analysis, the conservative situation of EC3 is verified. The Australian Standards procedure is in 
agreement with all the situations analyzed. 
 
Yongtao Mi, Zhongxian Liu, Weiqiang Wang, Yekai Yang and Chengqing Wu, “Experimental study on 
residual axial bearing capacity of UHPFRC-filled steel tubes after lateral impact loading”, Structures, Vol. 26, 
pp 549-561, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.032 
ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) has been widely used in civil engineering. Numerous studies 
have shown that concrete-filled double-skin steel tube (CFDST) columns exhibit satisfactory mechanical 
properties under various loading conditions. Furthermore, ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced concrete 
(UHPFRC) has been developed as a prominent representative of new construction materials. This study 
investigates the residual bearing capacities of 10 concrete-filled steel tube specimens (three CFST columns and 
seven CFDST columns) after impact loading. The investigated parameters include the steel ratio, the concrete 
type, the section form, axial load ratio, the impact energy and the presence/absence of impact load. The results 
demonstrate that, when the inner steel tube thicknesses are identical, increasing the steel ratio from 0.296 to 
0.467 (the outer steel tube thickness increases from 5 mm to 8 mm) can effectively improve the residual 
performance. For the non-impacted specimens, the bearing capacity of the CFDST columns is increased by 
47.1% as the concrete type is changed from NSC to UHPFRC. For the impacted specimens, due to the influence 
of the test setup and other reasons, the concrete type has only a slight influence on the residual performance of 
CFDST columns; however, it has a substantial influence on the residual performance of the CFST columns. 
Furthermore, with the concrete type in the CFST columns changing from NSC to UHPFRC, the residual 
performance of CFST columns can be significantly enhanced. 
 
Ajay Kumar, “Effect of approximation of curvature/inertia on the nonlinear vibrations of cantilever beam”, 
Structures, Vol. 26, pp 737-744, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.04.039 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear dynamic response of cantilever beams under transverse harmonic excitation is 
investigated experimentally and numerically. The experimental set up, finite element formulation with accurate 
representation of curvature/inertia nonlinearities, multi-modal transverse displacement approximation and 
solution methodology for the periodic solution of the resulting nonlinear equations of motion are described. The 
experimental and numerical results of nonlinear periodic response are compared and the detailed study is 
carried out to investigate the effects of approximation of curvature/inertia nonlinearities and transverse 
displacement on the nature/degree of nonlinearity. 
 
Yuanzheng Zhao and Ximei Zhai, “Bending strength and design methods of the 6082-T6 aluminum alloy beams 
with circular hollow sections”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 870-887, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.007 
ABSTRACT: Circular hollow section (CHS) specimens are widely employed in long-span space structures, 
truss structures, and bridge structures; however, only a few experimental and numerical investigations on CHS 
aluminum alloy beams have been conducted in China. This paper presents a detailed experimental investigation 
on CHS beams made of 6082-T6 aluminum alloys. The effects of length and section slenderness on the ultimate 
strength and buckling behaviour were investigated. Seventeen extruded CHS specimens were subjected to four-
point bending tests, with the diameter-to-thickness ratio (D/t) ranging from 16.4 to 29.1. The failure modes 
observed included overall buckling and the coupling of local and overall buckling. The initial geometric 



imperfections were measured prior to the bending tests. Subsequently, fine finite-element (FE) models were 
developed using the nonlinear analysis program ABAQUS and validated against the experimental results. An 
extensive parametric study involving 600 numerical results was performed to evaluate the effects of D/t, the 
section dimensions, and the slenderness ratio on the mechanical responses and bending strength of the CHS 
beams. The test results, together with the obtained FE analysis results, were utilised to assess the accuracy of 
the bending-strength provisions in the current design codes GB 50429 (China), Eurocode 9 (Europe), and AA-
2015 (America), as well as optional design approaches, i.e. the direct strength method (DSM) and continuous 
strength method (CSM). The results indicated that all five design provisions provided conservative predictions 
of the ultimate moment capacities; the predicted results of DSM and CSM were more accurate than the three 
design specifications. The reliability levels of the bending-strength provisions were confirmed and compared 
using statistical parameters from the corresponding specifications. 
 
Feng Yu, Yue Cao, Yuan Fang, Yang Zhang and Kang Niu, “Mechanical behavior of self-stressing Steel Slag 
Aggregate Concrete Filled Steel Tubular short columns with different loading modes”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 
947-957, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.015 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the mechanical behaviour of the Self-
stressing Steel Slag Aggregate Concrete Filled Steel Tubular (SSSACFST) short columns under axial 
compression. Ten SSSACFST short columns with different diameter-thickness ratios and expansion rates of 
Steel Slag Aggregate Concrete (SSAC) are designed, and three different axial compression tests are conducted 
including the load applied to the core SSAC (type-A loading), load applied to the outer steel tube (type-B 
loading), and load applied to the steel tube and core SSAC simultaneously (type-C loading). The experimental 
results show that all SSSACFST short columns subjected to axial load exhibit drum-like failures. The 
Incremental Range of Load Capacity (IRLC) and the ultimate axial and circumferential strains of the specimens 
will be improved by increasing the expansion rate. The effect of the loading mode on the ultimate bearing 
capacity is not very evident, while the influence of the loading mode on the strains is remarkable. The ultimate 
axial and circumference strains of the specimens with type-B loading mode are significantly larger than those of 
the specimens with type-A loading mode or type-C loading mode. The increase in the diameter-thickness ratio 
decreases the ultimate bearing capacity and ultimate axial and circumferential strains of the specimens. 
According to the experimental results, the adaptability of the existing CFST design codes for estimating the 
strength of SSSACFST short columns is examined. Additionally, a model for predicting the ultimate bearing 
capacity of SSSACFST short columns with the type-C loading mode is proposed depending on the limit 
equilibrium theory. On this basis, the calculation methods of the bearing capacity of the SSSACFST short 
columns under axial compression with the other two loading modes are suggested. The results predicted by the 
proposed models are in good agreement with the test data. 
 
Alvian Iqbal Hanif Nasrullah, Sigit Puji Santosa and Tatacipta Dirgantara, “Design and optimization of 
crashworthy components based on lattice structure configuration”, Structures, Vol. 26, pp 969-981, August 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.001 
ABSTRACT: Designing crashworthy components requires a special structural configuration that provides 
effective crushing deformation to absorb crash impact energy. Recent developments in crash impact energy 
absorption for crashworthy components include thin wall structures, honeycomb structures, and metallic foam 
sandwich structures. The honeycomb and metallic foam structures appear to have high specific energy 
absorption capability. However, both structural configurations have a shortcoming, i.e. honeycomb structures 
only have the unidirectional capability, while the metallic foam structures have highly irregular (random) three-
dimensional cell configuration. The advanced development of additive manufacturing has paved the way for the 
developments of complicated geometry that will support the development of crashworthy components in the 
form of lattice structures. The lattice structures provide both three-dimensional and regular structural 
configurations that are able to absorb crash impact energy efficiently. Therefore, lattice structures have 
excellent potential to be used for energy management of crash impact structures. Eleven types of lattice 
configurations were examined to determine the highest specific energy absorption capability, i.e. kagome, 
tetrahedron, pyramid, cube, truncated-pyramid, octahedron, rhombicuboctahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, 
open-cell, and octet lattice structures. Numerical analysis and design optimization were performed on a single 
cell unit of each lattice configuration. It was found that the optimum lattice configuration for crashworthy 



components was the octet lattice structure. Further topology optimization of the octet lattice configuration 
resulted in an optimum solution of the octet structure in the form of a twisted octet lattice structure. The twisted 
lattice structure with 20% relative density was able to generate the highest specific energy absorption. A case 
study on an aircraft subfloor surface structures showed that the twisted lattice structure was able to absorb 
aircraft grounding impact energy efficiently. General buckling failure in the twisted lattice structure can be 
avoided by using a tapered configuration. This tapered lattice structure has a high potential to provide specific 
energy absorption of up to 127 kJ/kg. These results show the potential applicability of the lattice structure for 
aircraft crashworthy components. 
 
Jeom Kee Paik, Dong Hun Lee, Sung Hwan Noh, Dae Kyeom Park and Jonas W. Ringsberg, “Full-scale 
collapse testing of a steel stiffened plate structure under cyclic axial-compressive loading”, Structures, Vol. 26, 
pp 996-1009, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.026 
ABSTRACT: Plate panels of ships and floating offshore structures are likely subjected to cyclic loads arising 
from waves at sea. Depending on sea states, e.g., whipping in harsh sea states, the maximum amplitude of the 
cyclic loads may reach over 70% of ultimate loads. Of concerns is how the cyclic loads will affect the ultimate 
strength compared to a case of monotonically increasing loads. The aim of this paper is to experimentally 
investigate the ultimate strength characteristics of a steel stiffened plate structure under cyclic axial-
compressive loading. A full-scale collapse testing in association with bottom structures of an as-built 1,900 
TEU containership was conducted. It is concluded that the effects of cyclic loading on the ultimate compressive 
strength of steel stiffened plate structures are small as far as fatigue damages are not suffered due to the small 
number of load cycles and/or local structural members do not reach the ultimate strength during cyclic axial-
compressive loading. Details of the test database are documented, which will be useful to validate 
computational models for the ultimate strength analysis. 
 
Qazi Inaam and Akhil Upadhyay, “Flexural behaviour of steel I-girder having corrugated webs and slender 
flanges”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 12-21, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.021 
ABSTRACT: Corrugated webs are often utilized in bridge engineering applications due to better shear 
resistance and improved aesthetics. The stress distribution due to flexure and shear of corrugated girders is 
different from that of the flat girders. Generally, due to the accordion effect, it is assumed that the web 
contribution is negligible to the bending moment resistance. Further, the use of slender flanges poses stability 
problems that require investigation. The current study evaluates the adverse effect of slender flange buckling on 
the moment of resistance of the corrugated web girders through the stability and strength analysis of the steel I-
girders with corrugated webs. Extensive parametric studies on buckling co-efficient and moment capacities are 
carried out using a validated numerical model to develop a better understanding of the flexural capacities of 
slender (Class 4) cross-section corrugated girders. Also, various design models proposed over three decades 
from the literature are compared. Based on numerical results, an empirical equation is presented for the 
determination of the ultimate moment of resistance of slender flanges for corrugated girders. 
 
Ricky Lalthazuala and Konjengbam Darunkumar Singh, “Structural behaviour of hybrid stainless steel stub 
columns under axial compression”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 128-140, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.044 
ABSTRACT: Numerical study on structural performance of hybrid stainless steel stub columns are provided in 
this paper by utilizing finite element (FE) software, Abaqus. Two novel stainless steel grades were used viz., 
Lean duplex stainless steel (LDSS) and Duplex stainless steel (DSS) for hybrid stainless steel stub columns. 
The current investigation on hybrid stub columns consist of two configurations: (1) Hybrid stainless steel (HSS) 
stub column adopting DSS on the flanges and LDSS on the web; and (2) Hybrid stainless steel (HSSa) stub 
column using DSS and LDSS on the web and flanges respectively. The numerical results are presented in terms 
of column capacity (Pu) and failure modes. As observed from the investigation, both flange thickness (tf) and 
flange width (bf) have more influence on the column capacity for HSS stub column as compared to HSSa stub 
column. On the other hand, increase in web thickness (tw) is found to provide an enhancement in column 
capacity for HSSa compared to HSS stub column, in contrast to the effect of tf and bf. In general, EN 1993-1-4 
Class 3 limit for internal web is observed to be reliable for all stainless steel stub columns. Based on the FE 



results, new DSM formulation for HSS and HSSa stub columns was proposed based on modified DSM equation 
for carbon steel. 
 
Amir M. Yousefi and Bijan Samali, “Design of cold-formed ferritic stainless steel unlipped channels with offset 
web openings and unfastened flanges subject to web bearing failure under one-flange load scenarios”, 
Structures, Vol. 27, pp 194-211, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.048 
ABSTRACT: Stainless steels are highly corrosion resistant, durable, ductile and aesthetically appealing 
materials. They are classified into the five main categories of austenitic, ferritic, martensitic, duplex and 
precipitation-hardening material grades. Among such available stainless steel material grades, ferritic materials 
are the most competitive economically due to its lower nickel content, and so potentially have the widest 
structural applications. Structural performance of cold-formed ferritic stainless steel channels subject to 
concentrated transverse loads is described in this paper. The channels are with unfastened flanges and with 
offset web openings, due to ease in service integration and loaded under one-flange load scenarios. In total, 594 
results consisting of 18 experimental and 576 numerical analyses results are presented. For the numerical 
investigations, the finite element models developed using quasi-static analysis with implicit integration scheme. 
A complementary parametric investigations are then conducted to ascertain the web bearing strength reduction 
factor equations in terms of various channel sizes and position of openings in the web. Strength reduction 
factors recommended in previous research for lipped stainless steel channels are then compared to reduction 
factors determined from current study. It is found that the suggested reduction factors for such channels are 
unreliable to use and un-conservative to apply for unlipped ferritic stainless steel channels as much as 17%. 
From both experimental and numerical results, reliable web bearing strength reduction factors are proposed 
applicable to channels with offset web openings and fastened flanges loaded subject to one-flange load 
scenarios. 
 
Fa-Cheng Wang and Hua-Yang Zhao, “Experimental investigation on blast furnace slag aggregate concrete 
filled double skin tubular (CFDST) stub columns under sustained loading”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 352-360, 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.046 
ABSTRACT: As significant growth of iron production in China in recent decades, plenty of blast furnace slag is 
generated. Meanwhile, the policies on the natural aggregate exploitation has been getting more restricted as it 
threats the environmental conditions. There is an alternative solution to the above issues that furnace slag 
aggregate concrete is filled in middle between double-skin tubular (DST) columns with external stainless steel 
tubes. This study conducted a series of tests on furnace slag aggregate concrete filled double-skin tubular 
(CFDST) stub columns under sustained loading condition. The experimental investigations were conducted on 
circular specimens with furnace slag aggregate replacement ratio of 100%. The hollow ratio of the specimens 
ranged from 0.5 to 0.75. A total of 8 specimens were tested to capture the behaviours of the creep, shrinkage, 
ultimate strength before and after 6 months sustained loading. The results indicated that the shrinkage strain of 
the sandwiched furnace slag aggregate concrete tended to stabilise after 30 days and the creep developed 
constantly throughout the 180 days of the test. The furnace slag aggregate CFDST specimens with stainless 
steel tubes have demonstrated well load carrying capacity and ductility under sustained loading. The existing 
design methods were evaluated on the applicability on the stainless steel-furnace slag aggregate specimens 
under sustained loading and reasonable predictions were obtained. 
 
You-Fu Yang, Chao Hou and Min Liu, “Tests and numerical simulation of rectangular RACFST stub columns 
under concentric compression”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 396-410, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.057 
ABSTRACT: Tests and numerical simulation of rectangular recycled aggregate concrete filled steel tube 
(RACFST) stub columns under concentric compression are carried out. Eighteen specimens, including 12 
RACFST specimens and 6 concrete filled steel tube (CFST) specimens as reference, with varied width-to-
thickness ratio (), depth-to-width ratio () and recycled coarse aggregate replacement ratio () are tested. The test 
results show that rectangular RACFST stub column specimens have similar failure pattern as their counterparts. 
However, the bearing capacity and the composite elastic modulus of RACFST specimens are lower than those 
of CFST ones while they both decrease with higher . Moreover, the specimens with larger and  



possess a smaller ductility index. Numerical simulation of rectangular RACFST stub columns under concentric 
compression is executed using a finite element analysis (FEA) model developed based on the ABAQUS 
software, and the predicted results are verified by the experimental observations. The mechanism of 
concentrically loaded rectangular RACFST stub columns is further revealed by the FEA model. Finally, 
simplified formulae for the bearing capacity of rectangular RACFST stub columns are proposed, with the 
comparison between simplified and experimental results showing that the simplified model is a good predictor. 
 
Weiwei Wang, Xuetao Lyu, Yuzhuo Zhang, Yang Yu and Tong Zhang,” Axial compression performance of 
thin-walled T-shaped concrete filled steel tubular columns under constant high temperature: Experimental and 
numerical study”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 525-541, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.06.004 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the effects of temperature and stiffener on the axial compression 
performance of thin-walled T-shaped concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) stub columns. Eight CFST columns 
with and without stiffener were fabricated and exposed to different elevated temperatures, then tested for axial 
compressive performance. The complete load-displacement curve of the specimens under axial compression, 
the failure pattern after test and the failure characteristics of concrete core are also discussed. The finite element 
analysis is then developed to establish the calculation model of temperature field and axial pressure field of 
thin-walled T-shaped concrete filled steel tubular stub columns with stiffeners at constant high temperature. The 
FE model presents a highly agreement with experimental data in term of load-displacement behavior, which 
enable to further investigate stress distribution and failure mechanism of the columns. In addition, parametric 
study is conducted showing that temperature, thickness of steel tube, yield strength of steel tube and 
compressive strength of concrete are the key factors in contributing to axial compressive performance of the 
CFST stub columns. Finally, to provide reference for practical application of engineering, a simplified 
calculation formula for ultimate bearing capacity and axial compression stiffness of CFST stub columns were 
obtained via the regression analysis based on results from the experimental and numerical analysis. The result 
shows that the relative errors between results calculated from simplified formulae and from FE models are 
within 10%, which indicates that the proposed formulae are able to provide the theoretical reference for the 
practical engineering applications. 
 
Zhanwei Zhao, Lei Yu and Weibing Hu, “Self-locking mechanism of foldable grid structures and capability 
evaluation of their structural units”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 583-594, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.05.014 
ABSTRACT: Self-locking foldable grid structures (FGSs) can be converted from a mechanical state to a 
structural state without the need to impose additional geometric constraints. However, the lack of a systematic 
understanding of the self-locking mechanism and the absence of a simple method to assess the self-locking 
capability have hindered further innovations and applications of such structures. In this paper, the geometric 
incompatibility function of structural units (SUs) was proposed by analyzing the mechanism motion of the two 
types of scissor-like elements (SLEs), thereby clarifying the self-locking mechanism of FGSs. Then, based on 
this function, the approximate expression for evaluating the self-locking capability of SUs was derived using the 
work-energy principle. This evaluation shows that the expression is concise in form and has a good application 
feasibility in the preliminary design phase. Furthermore, the results obtained by the expression show that the 
parameters t (thickness) and h (distance between the lower central node and the plane) have a critical influence 
on the self-locking performance compared to parameter L (side length), and the method of adjusting the h value 
can be preferentially adopted to control the self-locking capability of the entire structure. The research methods 
and results of this paper can provide a reference for structural designs and engineering applications of self-
locking FGSs. 
 
Esmaeal Ghavanloo, “Semi-analytical solution for post-buckling analysis of simply-supported multi-stepped 
columns”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1086-1092, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.07.013 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, semi-analytical solution is developed to predict post-buckling configurations of 
simply-supported columns consisting of an arbitrary number of segments. Geometric and equilibrium relations 
of the deformed column are utilized to derive the nonlinear governing equations and the closed-form solution is 
obtained. Unknown parameters in the proposed solution are determined by using a numerical method. The 
column is assumed to be an inextensible and the Euler-Bernoulli beam hypotheses are used. The proposed 



solution is validated by comparing the results obtained with available data in the literature. Furthermore, by 
using the proposed solution, the post-buckling behaviour of various columns with geometry or material 
discontinuities is investigated. 
 
Milad Rouholamin, Shanmuganathan Gunalan, Keerthan Poologanathan and Hassan Karampour, “Shear design 
rules for roll-formed aluminium lipped channel beams”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1139-1164, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.07.011 
ABSTRACT: Aluminium sections are significantly used as primary load bearing members in the building 
industry due to its corrosion resistance, ease of fabrication and erection, and high strength-to-weight ratio. Roll-
formed aluminium lipped channel beam (LCB) is one of these sections which are typically used as roof purlins, 
floor joists and rafter. However, LCBs are vulnerable to buckling failures due to the increased web slenderness 
and low elastic modulus compared to steel. Hence an experimental study was conducted at Griffith University 
to investigate the shear behaviour of these sections. Finite element models of aluminium LCBs were then 
developed and validated with test results. A detailed parametric study was also undertaken with different 
sections, web slenderness, aluminium grades and aspect ratios to obtain the shear strengths and shear buckling 
characteristics of aluminium LCBs. The ultimate shear capacities of aluminium LCBs obtained from the tests 
and finite element analyses (FEA) were compared with the current shear design rules of Australian/New 
Zealand Standard and Eurocode for both aluminium structures and cold-formed structures as well as direct 
strength method (DSM). The comparison showed that these current shear design rules are not suitable to predict 
the shear capacities of aluminium LCBs. Hence new design rules were proposed in this study to accurately 
predict the shear capacities of roll-formed aluminium LCBs. This paper presents the details of the experimental 
and numerical studies and the development of shear design rules based on Australian/New Zealand Standard, 
Eurocode and DSM. 
 
Mahmoud Hosseinpour, Yasser Sharifi and Hojjat Sharifi, “Neural network application for distortional buckling 
capacity assessment of castellated steel beams”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1174-1183, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.07.027 
ABSTRACT: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model was developed as a reliable modeling method for 
simulating and predicting the ultimate moment capacities of castellated steel beams. The training and testing 
data for neural networks are obtained using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). For this purpose, a series of 
nonlinear finite element analyses have been carried out to simulate the distortional buckling behavior of 
castellated steel beams, and the effects of nine independent parameters on the lateral-distortional buckling 
mode, have been investigated. Moreover, unlike the existing design codes, the ANN model considers the effects 
of web distortion on the ultimate buckling strength of beams. Then, a new formula based on ANNs has been 
proposed to predict the ultimate moment capacities of castellated steel beams subjected to lateral-distortional 
buckling. The attempt was done to evaluate a practical formula considering all parameters which may affect the 
distortional capacity of castellated steel beams. Then, a sensitivity analysis using Garson’s algorithm has been 
developed to determine the importance of each input parameter. Finally, a comparison has been made between 
the proposed formula and the predictions obtained from AS4100, EC3, and AISC codes. It is shown that the 
proposed formula is more accurate than these design codes. 
 
Yi-Qun Tang, Er-Feng Du, Jing-Quan Wang and Jia-Nan Qi, “A co-rotational curved beam element for 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of framed structures”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1202-1208, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.07.030 
ABSTRACT: Curved beams are sometimes used in practical framed structures due to good mechanical 
properties and artistic design. In a framed structure, curved beams may undergo large displacement and 
experience nonlinear behavior as same as the other straight slender beam-column members. Thus, a 
geometrically nonlinear curved beam element plays an important role in the analysis of framed structures with 
curved beams. However, most existing curved beam elements are not accurate enough and still need several or 
even dozens of elements to accurately describe the behavior of a curved beam with a large subtended angle. To 
fill this gap, this paper presents a novel geometrically nonlinear curved beam element based on the element-
independent co-rotational (EICR) method. The proposed element can simulate a curved beam using only one 



single element in the analysis and design of most practical framed structures. Moreover, this element is directly 
derived in a Cartesian coordinate system and can be directly and conveniently used with straight beam-column 
elements in nonlinear structural analysis. In this manuscript, the derivation of the proposed geometrically 
nonlinear curved beam element is detailed and several benchmark problems are proposed to verify its accuracy 
and efficiency. 
 
Xiang Yun, Zhongxing Wang and Leroy Gardner, “Structural performance and design of hot-rolled steel SHS 
and RHS under combined axial compression and bending”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1289-1298, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.06.038 
ABSTRACT: The structural behaviour and design of hot-rolled steel square and rectangular hollow sections 
(SHS and RHS) under combined axial compression and bending are studied in the present paper. Finite element 
(FE) models were developed and validated against existing experimental results on hot-rolled normal strength 
and high strength steel SHS and RHS under combined loading. Upon validation against the test results, an 
extensive parametric study was then performed with the aim of expanding the available structural performance 
data over a wide range of cross-section geometries, cross-section slendernesses, steel grades and loading 
scenarios. Both the experimentally and numerically obtained data were utilised for an assessment of the 
accuracy of the current design rules in European and American standards for hot-rolled steel tubular sections 
under combined loading. The comparisons revealed that the codified capacity predictions are generally 
somewhat conservative and scattered, due mainly to the neglect of strain hardening in the case of stocky cross-
sections and the rather crude treatment of the partial spread of plasticity for Class 3 (semi-compact) cross-
sections. The deformation-based continuous strength method (CSM) has been successfully applied to the design 
of hot-rolled steel cross-sections under isolated loading conditions (i.e. compression or bending), and shown to 
provide more accurate and consistent ultimate resistance predictions than the existing design provisions. This 
paper presents the first study to extend the CSM to the design of hot-rolled steel SHS and RHS, made of both 
normal and high strength steels, under combined loading, underpinned by both experimentally and numerically 
derived data points. Advantages of the proposed approach include eliminating the discontinuity in the current 
codified methods, yielding more accurate and consistent resistance predictions and providing knowledge of the 
level of strain required to reach a given resistance. The reliability of the proposed method is statistically verified 
in accordance with EN 1990. 
 
Alexandre Rossi, Renato Silva Nicoletti, Alex Sander Clemente de Souza, Carlos Humberto Martins, “Lateral 
distortional buckling in steel-concrete composite beams: A review”, Structures, Vol. 27, pp 1299-1312, October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.07.026 
ABSTRACT: Steel-concrete composite beams, when requested by negative moment, can fail due to Lateral 
Distortional Buckling (LDB), local buckling, by a combination of these stability modes or achieve the plastic 
behavior. LDB is a mode of stability in which the web must distort in order for the compression flange to 
displace and twist during buckling. Several papers were published in an attempt to clarify the LDB behavior of 
steel-concrete composite beams. These papers can be divided into two strands of studies. The first that seeks to 
investigate the elastic behavior of the LDB, in an attempt to determine the elastic critical moment, through 
bifurcational equilibrium analyzes. And the second strand, which investigates the LDB strength of steel-
concrete composite beams, through the development of experimental investigations or by non-linear numerical 
analyzes. However, there is still no consensus regarding the behavior of LDB in steel-concrete composite 
beams. Researchers who investigated the elastic behavior of LDB show divergences between the methodologies 
for determining the elastic critical moment. Furthermore, the publications that are aimed at investigating the 
LDB strength, show inconsistencies in the standard procedures. Therefore, the main objective of this article is to 
present a critical review about LDB in steel-concrete composite beams. For this purpose, the main studies that 
analyzed the elastic and inelastic behavior of LDB are presented, in addition to an overview of the main 
standard procedures. Finally, the future research directions have been discussed, presenting parameters that still 
need further investigation. 
 
Wen-Jing Mao, Wen-Da Wang and Wei Xian, “Numerical analysis on fire performance of steel-reinforced 
concrete-filled steel tubular columns with square cross-section”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 1-16, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.043 



ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study on the fire performance of steel-reinforced concrete-filled steel 
tubular (SRCFST) columns with square cross-section. The numerical models of SRCFST members, including a 
heat transfer analysis model and a structural analysis model, are established by ABAQUS to simulate the fire 
performance. The numerical models are validated against with the experimental data reported previously in 
terms of temperature field, axial deformation versus time curves, fire resistance and failure modes, and 
acceptable agreement can be achieved. Sensitivity analyses on contact thermal resistance and transient thermal 
strain are performed. It can be found that considering transient thermal strain of concrete and thermal resistance 
across the interface of concrete and steel tube is more realistic and gives accurate assessment for FE models. 
The fire performances of SRCFST columns, including temperature distributions, the axial deformation-time (Δ-
t) curves, axial force distribution and strain are investigated and compared with common CFST columns. The 
results show that the fire behaviour of SRCFST columns can be further enhanced owing to the embedded 
profiled steel. Finally, the influences of various parameters on fire resistance, including fire load ratio, material 
strength, steel tube ratio, profiled steel ratio and slenderness ratio are examined. It is found that a higher profiled 
steel ratio is more favourable to fire resistance of SRCFST columns assuming the total steel ratio same, and the 
fire resistance significantly decreases with the increase of fire load ratio and slenderness ratio. 
 
Xu-hao Huang, Jian Yang, Li Bai, Xing-er Wang and Xin Ren, “Theoretical solutions for auxetic laminated 
beam subjected to a sudden load”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 57-68, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.030 
ABSTRACT: In the current work, the concept of auxetic structures design is introduced into carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite (CNTRC) laminate. Larger values of negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) of CNTRC laminate 
are obtained by setting the optimal orientation. Meanwhile, a theoretical model is presented for the nonlinear 
dynamic response of functionally graded (FG) CNTRC beam with NPR. Using Reddy’s higher order shear 
deformation plate theory with von Karman's strain–displacement relations, the motion equations are obtained A 
two-perturbation approach and the fourth-order Runge Kutta method are then used to obtain the time-deflection 
curve of the auxetic FG-CNTRC beam. The effects of factors such as the CNT distribution, thermal field and 
foundation stiffness on the dynamic characteristic of the auxetic FG-CNTRC beam are studied in details. 
Numerical results indicate that the thermal–mechanical behavior of FG-CNTRC beams might be significantly 
improved by determining a proper distribution of CNTs. Furthermore, the results show that the change of 
temperature and foundation stiffness have a significant effect on the dynamic characteristic of FG-CNTRC 
laminated beams with NPR. 
 
Toshiaki Kimura, Makoto Ohsaki, Shinnosuke Fujita, Tim Michiels and Sigrid Adriaenssens, “Shape 
optimization of no-tension arches subjected to in-plane loading”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 158-169, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.053 
ABSTRACT: In this paper a novel method for the shape optimization of tapered arches subjected to in-plane 
gravity (self-weight) and horizontal loading through compressive internal loading is presented. The arch is 
discretized into beam elements, and axial deformation is assumed to be small. The curved shape of the tapered 
arch is discretized into a centroidal B-spline curve with beam elements. Constraints are imposed for allowable 
axial force and bending moment in the arch so that only compressive stress exists in the section. The 
computational cost for optimization is reduced, and the convergence property is improved by considering the 
locations of the control points of B-spline curves as design variables. The height of section is also modeled 
using a B-spline function. A section update algorithm is introduced in the optimization procedure to account for 
the contact and separation phenomena and to further speed up the computation process. The objective function 
to minimize the total strain energy of the arch under self-weight and horizontal loading. Numerical examples 
are presented that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. To validate the findings, the properties 
of the obtained optimal shapes are compared to shapes obtained by a graphic statics approach. 
 
Mizan Ahmed and Qing Quan Liang, “Numerical analysis of thin-walled round-ended concrete-filled steel 
tubular short columns including local buckling effects”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 181-196, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.051 
ABSTRACT: The behavior of thin-walled round-ended concrete-filled steel tubular (RECFST) short columns 
loaded axially is characterized by the local-buckling of the flat steel walls and the concrete confinement exerted 



by the round-ended steel walls. A numerical modeling method implementing fiber analysis is presented in this 
paper for the determination of the behavior of short thin-walled RECFST columns subjected to axial loads. The 
mathematical simulation method explicitly incorporates the progressive local buckling of the flat steel walls as 
well as concrete confinement induced by the round-ended tube walls. A new constitutive model is developed by 
analyzing the available test results for determining the lateral pressures on the concrete confined by the round-
ended tube walls. A coefficient of strength degradation is provided to quantify the residual strength of the 
encased concrete. The independent test results are utilized to assess the accuracy of the computational modeling 
scheme. Comparative investigations are carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical models of 
RECFST columns presented by other investigators. The computer modeling program designed is utilized to 
quantify the structural responses of thin-walled RECFST composite columns subjected to the variations of 
material and geometric parameters. A design equation is given for designing thin-walled RECFST columns 
considering local buckling and concrete confinement effects. The applicability of the current design standards 
for circular and rectangular CFST columns to RECFST columns is assessed by utilizing experimental data. It is 
found that the current design codes need to be modified to be used to design RECFST thin-walled columns. The 
proposed computer simulation program and design equation are demonstrated to accurately yield the 
performance of RECFST columns under axial loading. 
 
Jia-Bao Yan, Anzhen Chen and Tao Wang, “Axial compressive behaviours of steel–concrete-steel sandwich 
composite walls with novel enhanced C-channels”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 407-423, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.070 
ABSTRACT: This paper developed novel steel–concrete-steel sandwich composite walls (SCSSCWs) with 
enhanced C-channels (SCSSCW-ECs), and studied their compressive behaviours through seven axial 
compression tests. The studied parameters include layout of C-channels in SCSSCWs, faceplate thickness, 
strength of concrete core, vertical and horizontal spacing of C-channels. Test results exhibited a three-stage 
working mechanism for SCSSCW-ECs under compression. Experimental observations also showed that under 
axial compression SCSSCW-ECs failed in concrete core crushing and local buckling of faceplate. The test 
results also offer useful information on the mechanism and influences of these studied parameters on axial 
compressive behaviours of SCSSCW-ECs. The layout of novel ECs in SCSSCW-ECs was finally optimized 
including layout of C-channels as well as their spacings. This paper also developed theoretical models and 
modified code equations in AISC, CECS, and Eurocode 4 to estimate ultimate compressive resistance of 
SCSSCW-ECs. These models have been validated by reported 11 test results. The validations showed that 
developed theoretical models offered the most accurate predictions on ultimate compressive resistance of 
SCSSCW-ECs. 
 
Hossein Taghipoor, Arameh Eyvazian, Farayi Musharavati, T.A. Sebaey and Ahmad Ghiaskar, “Experimental 
investigation of the three-point bending properties of sandwich beams with polyurethane foam-filled lattice 
cores”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 424-432, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.082 
ABSTRACT: In the present research, the energy absorption and collapse behaviors of a rigid polyurethane 
foam-filled sandwich beam with expanded metal sheets as core were studied. Three types of steel lattice core, 
both unfilled and foam-filled, were subjected to the quasi-static three-point bending test. Force-displacement 
relationships, collapse modes of the beam, and the impact parameters, including absorbed energy, crashing 
force efficiency and Specific Energy Absorption (SEA) were discussed. Also, the impact of the direction of the 
lattice sheets in the core of the sandwich beams, both longitudinal and transverse directions, as well as the 
effects of the cell geometry on energy absorption, was further evaluated. It was found that the polyurethane 
foam reinforcement could enhance the energy absorption of the sandwich beam by up to 80%. The appropriate 
direction of the lattice sheets in the core could increase the energy absorption by 74.6%. The presented 
sandwich beam with the polyurethane foam reinforced lattice core due to high absorption capacity and 
lightweight structure could be implemented as an energy absorber in the aerospace, transportation, and elevator 
industries. 
 
Hong-Chao Zhao, Yu-Yi Ye, Jun-Jie Zeng, Jie-Kai Zhou and Yi Ouyang, “Polyethylene terephthalate fibre-
reinforced polymer-confined concrete encased high-strength steel tube hybrid square columns: Axial 
compression tests”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 577-588, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.078 



ABSTRACT: Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are an emerging 
form of composites based on recycled PET fibres and have a large rupture strain. A novel form of hybrid 
columns with PET FRP tubes, i.e., square PET FRP-confined concrete encased high-strength steel (HSS) hybrid 
columns (referred to as PET FRP-confined concrete-steel columns or PFCCSCs), was recently proposed. The 
compressive behaviour of circular FCCSCs has been investigated, but there is no research on the compressive 
behaviour of square PFCCSCs (SPFCCSCs). In SPFCCSCs, the inner HSS tube is expected to be effective in 
decreasing the confinement nonuniformity in FRP-confined square columns and enhancing the ultimate axial 
strain and compressive strength of the core concrete. Furthermore, the axial strength of the inner HSS tube is 
expected to be sufficiently utilized because its buckling is delayed due to confinement from the surrounding 
concrete. In total, fourteen columnar specimens were tested under monotonic or cyclic axial compression, and 
the effects of key parameters (i.e., the steel tube yield stress and loading patterns) were investigated. The test 
results demonstrate that the inward and outward buckling of the inner steel tube in SPFCCSCs can be 
effectively suppressed or delayed by the surrounding concrete, which was well confined by the PET FRP tube. 
The compressive strength of a hybrid column is approximately 20% higher than the simple summation of the 
corresponding strengths of an FRP-confined concrete section and an HSS tube section due to the optimal 
combination of the three components in the hybrid columns. The SPFCCSCs with a PET FRP tube exhibit a 
monotonically ascending load-strain response with excellent ductility, which is of particular interest for 
applications in seismic engineering and underground engineering. The loading scheme has a marginal effect on 
the load-strain envelope response of SPFCCSCs. 
 
Krishanu Gupta, Biplab Bhattacharjee, Sonu Kumar Gupta and Prasun Chakraborti, “Study of natural 
frequencies of natural rubber cored novel sandwich structure without tip mass”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 651-658, 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.010 
ABSTRACT: One of the important forms of smart structure available for various applications in engineering 
fields is Sandwich beams, for the reason that of variable applications, the capability to withstand at variable 
loading conditions, significant elastic retaining properties when in comparison to conventional structures. The 
basic of the present study is to investigate natural frequency ranges for a type of sandwich beam that has been 
manufactured using natural rubber (NR) that is indigenously available in Tripura, India, in combination to skin 
material of aluminium alloy 1050 grade. The present article deals with the study of free vibrational 
characteristics of cantilever sandwich panels (SwPs) with various skin thicknesses. A mathematical approach 
had been carried out using a standard platform for validating the results obtained from the analytical method. 
Also, experimentation had been conducted on sample of sandwich panels using Hammer test process and the 
natural frequencies of the same were obtained. It was found that the results obtained from the analytical method 
using a standard platform have been in good agreement with the other approach. 
 
Surya Dev Singh and Rosalin Sahoo, “Static and free vibration analysis of functionally graded CNT reinforced 
composite plates using trigonometric shear deformation theory”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 685-696, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.008 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, static and free vibration analysis of single walled functionally graded carbon 
nano-tube (CNTs) reinforced composite plate is carried out in the framework of trigonometric shear 
deformation theory. Trigonometric shear deformation theory full fills the traction free boundary condition at the 
top and bottom of the plate due to which it does not require shear correction factor. The Hamilton’s principle is 
used to derive governing differential equations and the Navier’s solution technique is used to obtain closed-
form solution. The analytical approach is used to analyse the effect of the different span thickness ratios, 
volume fraction of CNTs, and distribution of CNTs on the deflection, stresses, natural frequencies, and 
corresponding mode shapes of CNTs reinforced composite plate. Four different types of CNTs reinforcement 
distribution such as, uniformly distribution (UD) and three types of functionally graded (FG) i.e. FG-O, FG-X 
and FG-V are selected here for the analysis. Here, the efforts are made to achieve the best possible arrangement 
for the reinforcement distribution that will produce the improved static and free vibration responses for the 
functionally graded CNTs reinforced composite plate. 
 
Huan Thanh Duong, Hieu Chi Phan, Tien-Thinh Le and Nang Duc Bui, “Optimization design of rectangular 
concrete-filled steel tube short columns with Balancing Composite Motion Optimization and data-driven 
model”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 757-765, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.013 



ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) are widely used as critical members for various types of 
structures such as bridges, high-rise buildings etc. However, there is a lack of proper models in standards to 
calculate the capacity of CFT members especially for high strength steel and concrete. This leads to various 
experiments and simulations conducted and provided in literature and a data-driven is a potential candidate with 
such plenty of data. The developed model used Artificial Neural Network, ANN, and this model well performed 
on the test set with R2 is up to 0.9899. Consequently, the ANN model is incorporated with a novel optimization 
algorithm, the Balancing Composite Motion Optimization - BCMO, recently proposed by Le-Duc et al. This 
new algorithm is compared with other existing algorithms including: Differential Evolution, Dual Annealing 
and Second-harmonic generation, to observe the differences among these algorithms. The parameter study of 
the number of individuals and the maximum generations of the BCMO also conducted for further 
investigations. Finally, taking the advantage of computationally cost saving of the BCMO, the ANN is again 
conducted with the inputs is the length and the load applied on the short columns and the output is the objective 
functions. This ANN is a high accuracy model with R2 is 0.9984, which aimed to provide the designer a rough 
prediction of the Objective function, which especially useful when the monetary unit cost of materials used is 
available. 
 
Perampalam Gatheeshgar, Keerthan Poologanathan, Shanmuganathan Gunalan, Islam Shyha, Konstantinos 
Daniel Tsavdaridis and Marco Corradi, “Optimal design of cold-formed steel lipped channel beams: Combined 
bending, shear, and web crippling”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 825-836, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.027 
ABSTRACT: The load carrying capacity of cold-formed steel (CFS) beams can be enhanced by employing 
optimisation techniques. Recent research studies have mainly focused on optimising the bending capacity of the 
CFS beams for a given amount of material. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, very limited research 
has been performed to optimise the CFS beams subject to shear and web crippling actions for a given amount of 
material. This paper presents the optimisation of CFS lipped channel beams for maximum bending, shear, and 
web crippling actions combined, leading to a novel conceptual development. The bending, shear and web 
crippling strengths of the sections were determined based on the provisions in Eurocode 3, while the 
optimisation process was performed by the means of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) method. Combined 
theoretical and manufacturing constraints were imposed during the optimisation to ensure the practicality of 
optimised CFS beams. Non-linear Finite Element (FE) analysis with imperfections was employed to simulate 
the structural behaviour of optimised CFS lipped channel beams after successful validation against previous 
experimental results. The results demonstrated that, the optimised CFS sections are more effective (bending, 
shear, and web crippling actions resulted in 30%, 6%, and 13% of capacity increase, respectively) compared to 
the conventional CFS sections with same amount of material (weight). The proposed optimisation framework 
can be used to enhance the structural efficiency of CFS lipped channel beams under combined bending, shear, 
and web crippling actions. 
 
Tao Zhang, Fa-xing Ding, Xue-mei Liu and Zhi-wu Yu, “Compressive behavior of steel-reinforced concrete-
filled circular steel tubular stub columns”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 863-877, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.012 
ABSTRACT: Steel-reinforced concrete-filled circular steel tubular (SRCFT) stub columns is a novel type of 
composite columns, which have a great potential to be used as piers or columns in practical engineering. Hence, 
it is essential to comprehend the compressive performance of SRCFT stub columns and suitably predict the 
compressive strength for the engineering design and applications. This paper aims to investigate the 
compressive behavior of SRCFT stub columns through combined experimental and numerical studies. A total 
of 8 specimens were tested to investigate the compressive performance of SRCFT stub columns in detail, in 
terms of the axial load-strain curve, ultimate bearing capacity, ductility, strength-weight-ratio and strain ratio. 
The SRCFT stub columns exhibited better ductility than CFT stub columns. The inserted steel section can 
effectively prevent shear cracks in the core concrete from propagating quickly. Furthermore, finite element 
model was established and verified by comparing the experimental and FE results. Then, the complex 
composite action among the steel tube, core concrete and steel section was discussed and clarified 
comprehensively. In addition, the capacity of the energy dissipation for SRCFT stub columns was discussed. 
Finally, a novel simplified formula was proposed to predict the ultimate bearing capacity of SRCFT stub 



columns. The studies may provide a considerable reference for designing this type of structures in engineering 
practice. 
 
Mauricio Areiza-Hurtado and J. Dario Aristizábal-Ochoa, “Large-deflection analysis of prismatic and tapered 
beam-columns using the Differential Transform Method”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 923-932, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.034 
ABSTRACT: The large-deflection analysis of a tapered beam-column under transverse loadings and restrained 
axially is presented. The proposed method is based on the Differential Transform Method (DTM) but with 
improved efficiency. This is achieved by separately analyzing and incorporating the differential transform of the 
trigonometric functions sin(theta) and cos(theta) with [math] being the solution to the problem making possible 
to work with series of order m = 20 without incurring into excessive computational effort and calculation time. 
The transformed equations convert the governing integro-differential equation of the problem into a polynomial 
equation with the coefficients found by recurrence with its solution much easier to determine. The accuracy of 
the improved DTM depends on the order m of the series becoming the “exact” solution to the differential 
integral equation as m tends to infinity. The minimum value of m required in the expansion depends on the 
applied loads on the beam-column, its support conditions and geometry. Two classic beam-columns are 
analyzed herein using the proposed method: 1) a simple-supported beam-column partially restrained axially 
subject to a uniformly distributed transverse load; and 2) a tapered cantilever beam-column subject to a 
concentrated transverse load at the free end. The obtained results are compared with those reported by other 
researchers with excellent agreement showing the validity and simplicity of the proposed method and its 
corresponding equations. 
 
Mohammad Rezaiee-Pajand, Niloofar Rajabzadeh-Safaei and Amir R. Masoodi, “An efficient curved beam 
element for thermo-mechanical nonlinear analysis of functionally graded porous beams”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 
1035-1049, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.08.038 
ABSTRACT: This research is aimed to develop an efficient and high-performance four-node iso-parametric 
beam element, which is composed of Functionally Graded Material (FGM). In addition, different patterns of 
material distribution will be considered through the height of element. On the other hand, beam’s imperfection, 
presented here with porosity, is taken into account by using the rule of mixture. In order to alleviate the shear 
locking, Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial Components (MITC) is utilized by using tying points. Strain 
interpolation at some tying points reduces the order of strain functions. Therefore, three Gauss points can be 
employed for numerical integration instead of four Gauss points. Furthermore, the geometrically nonlinear 
effects are incorporated by using Green-Lagrange strains. Since the material properties are considered to be 
thermal-independent, they remain constant during the analysis. Finally, some benchmark problems are solved to 
illustrate the correctness of formulation and accuracy of the proposed element. Several parameters, including 
porosity percentage, FGM patterns and corresponding power indices, are investigated in the other examples. It 
is observed that the proposed element is more accurate for linear and nonlinear analyses of the thin beam with 
large deformations and rotations, even by using fewer numbers of elements compared to other developed 
elements. On the other hand, both axial and transverse displacements decrease when the value of the exponent 
of sigmoid pattern increases. On the contrary, the exponent of power pattern has a different effect on the axial 
displacement. 
 
V.K. Mantzaroudis and D.G. Stamatelos, “An approximate closed-form buckling solution for the local skin 
buckling of stiffened plates with omega stringers: The case of antisymmetric cross-ply and angle-ply 
laminations”, Structures, Vol. 28, pp 1196-1209, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2020.09.035 
ABSTRACT: Estimating the buckling resistance of stiffened plates with detailed numerical models can provide 
high fidelity results, but for the preliminary design phase of aircraft structures this is impractical, since 
numerous iterations or sensitivity analyses are required. Analytical solutions become preferable for this design 
phase. To this end, an approximate closed-form solution is developed to estimate the critical skin local buckling 
load of stiffened plates with omega stringers with antisymmetric cross-ply and angle-ply lamination. This is 
obtained using an innovative energy-based homogenization method that yields to an equivalent bending 
stiffness matrix. The research further examines the influence of two key parameters to the analytical estimation 
of the buckling load of the fore mentioned partially anisotropic skin. The first parameter concerns the selection 
of the appropriate boundary conditions that must be assumed for the skin-stringer junction. The mathematical 



model considers the part of the skin between two consecutive omega stringers. The rest of the stiffened plate is 
replaced by equivalent transverse and rotational springs, which act as elastic edge supports. The elastic 
restraints are determined with two distinctive approaches considering the bending and torsional stiffness of the 
omega stringers. As a second parameter two different deflection functions (trigonometric and polynomial) are 
considered for the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Aim is to determine the appropriate combination of elastic restrain 
stiffness and deflection function that yield to more accurate buckling results for the cases of antisymmetric 
cross-ply and angle-ply skin laminations. Finally, the obtained analytical results are evaluated by comparing 
them with the respective numerical. The comparison showed that a satisfactory correlation can be achieved, for 
a certain combination of boundary conditions and deflection functions. Discussion and conclusions regarding 
the accuracy, discrepancies and limitations of the derived buckling solution are highlighted. 
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Colin Bonatti and Dirk Mohr, “Mechanical performance of additively-manufactured anisotropic and isotropic 
smooth shell-lattice materials: Simulations & Experiments”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, 
Vol. 122, pp 1-26, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.08.022 
ABSTRACT: A novel family of smooth-shell structures is introduced as mechanical metamaterials of 
exceptional specific energy absorption capacity. The proposed shell structures respect all symmetries of the 
face-centered cubic crystal. To obtain a smooth curvature shell structure, the exact shape of the shell mid-plane 
is determined through the minimization of a bending-energy based measure of the overall curvature. Among the 
members of this new family, the mechanical properties of a Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) -like 
architecture and an elastically-isotropic derivate are investigated in detail. The TPMS-like structure showed 
important anisotropy in both its small and large strain responses, with loading-direction dependent differences 
in stiffness of more than 100%. The mechanical properties of the elastically-isotropic shell-lattice turned out to 
be close to the mean value for all directions of loading for the TPMS-like structures. For relative densities 
ranging from 1% to 50%, the shell-lattices always exhibited a higher mechanical performance than truss-lattices 
of equal density. For relative densities greater than 20%, the mechanical response of the shell-lattices is more 
stable than that of truss-lattices which makes them particularly suitable as higher order structures in hierarchical 
metamaterial design. The computational results are partially confirmed through compression experiments on 
additively-manufactured stainless steel specimens. A direct comparison of the stress–strain curve of additively-
manufactured stainless steel 316 L with that of sheets made from the same alloy revealed an increase in yield 
strength of about 30% related to the selective laser melting process. 
 
Paul Greaney, Martin Meere and Giuseppe Zurlo, “The out-of-plane behaviour of dielectric membranes: 
Description of wrinkling and pull-in instabilities”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 122, pp 
84-97, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.09.006 
ABSTRACT: Voltage controlled dielectric membranes exhibit two fundamental types of instability, strongly 
affecting their performances: the occurrence of wrinkling, which is due to membranal compressive stresses, and 
the onset of pull-in, a catastrophic thinning localisation that preludes electrical breakdown. In this manuscript 
we provide a unifying energetic description of both instabilities for large, out-of-plane and inhomogeneous 
deformations. By using the ideas of relaxation and regularisation of the energy, originally proposed by Pipkin 
(1986) and Hilgers and Pipkin (1992) for purely elastic membranes, we show that the onset and development of 
wrinkling can be effectively described by the relaxed electroelastic energy. For axially symmetric membranes 
and neo-Hookean materials, we show that pull-in corresponds to failure of the strong ellipticity condition of the 
regularised electroelastic energy, thus extending to out-of-plane deformations the validity of a previous estimate 
for planar systems (Zurlo et al., 2017). In agreement with ubiquitous experimental evidence, we also show that 
wrinkled states are always stable below the pull-in voltage. Our theoretical findings are assessed by the 



comparison with experiments on out-of-plane, voltage-actuated annular membranes, showing good agreement 
both in terms of description of wrinkled states, and for the prediction of the pull-in instability. 
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Fei Pan, Guorui Wang, Luqi Liu, Yuli Chen, Zhong Zhang and Xinghua Shi, “Bending induced interlayer 
shearing, rippling and kink buckling of multilayered graphene sheets”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 122, pp 340-363, January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.09.019 
ABSTRACT: As one typical representative of van der Waals structures, multilayered graphene sheets (MLGSs) 
have attracted much attention in recent years due to their unusual properties and new phenomena. Due to the 
ultralow interlayer interaction, these materials may easily encounter mechanical failure and subsequently the 
malfunction of devices. It becomes essential to clarify failure modes and the beneath mechanism. Through an 
inverse blister test, bending induced failure (local buckling) of MLGSs is observed experimentally. Theoretical 
modeling and molecular dynamics simulations are then conducted to investigate the bending behavior of 
MLGSs without any edge constrain. We demonstrate three failure modes, including interlayer shearing, rippling 
and kink buckling/delamination. Compared with previous studies, we find the occurrence of failure is length 
and thickness dependent. Short sheets prefer to continuous interlayer shearing, long and thin/thick sheets prefer 
to snap-through sliding, while long and medium-thick sheets prefer to kink buckling. We propose failure criteria 
and draw a phase diagram to predict the failure modes. Furthermore, we analytically deduce the bending 
stiffness of MLGSs before the failure which is also found to be length dependent that below a critical length 
(∼9.7 nm), it decreases dramatically. Our results not only shed new light for understanding the bending behavior 
of MLGS, but also extend to other heterostructures, paving the way for potential implications of 2-dimensional 
materials. 
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electromechanical wrinkling for highly stretched substrate-free dielectric elastic membrane”, Journal of the 
Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 122, pp 520-537, January 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, the electromechanical wrinkling of a highly stretched substrate-free dielectric elastic 
membrane is theoretically and experimentally studied. Considering the hyperelasticity, anisotropy of the 
bending stiffness, and electromechanical coupled deformation of the dielectric elastic membrane, a general 
theoretical model for the wrinkling of a pre-stretched substrate-free membrane is developed. The theoretical 
model analytically predicts the critical voltage and wavelength of the membrane at the onset of its buckling, 
which agrees well with the experimental and simulation results. In the post buckling stage, based on Föppl-von 
Karman stain, the buckling amplitude is analytically derived and coincides with the experiments and 



simulations as well. The effects of pre-stretching ratio, membrane geometry, electrode thickness, and material 
property on the critical wrinkle voltage, wrinkle wavelength and electrical breakdown are discussed 
systematically, based on which a full deformation diagram of the substrate-free membrane under voltage is 
given. Compared to previous works that interpreted membrane wrinkling simply by the direction change of 
principle stress (from positive to negative), this work takes a significant step forward to develop theoretical 
models that can analytically and quantitatively predict the wrinkling wavelength, post-buckling amplitude, and 
critical wrinkling voltage of the substrate-free membrane. The results herein shed useful insights for the 
regulation and control of membrane wrinkling which holds potential applications in intelligent structures and 
devices. 
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T. Yu  and J.A. Hanna, “Bifurcations of buckled, clamped anisotropic rods and thin bands under lateral end 
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ABSTRACT: Motivated by observations of snap-through phenomena in buckled elastic strips subject to 
clamping and lateral end translations, we experimentally explore the multi-stability and bifurcations of thin 
bands of various widths and compare these results with numerical continuation of a perfectly anisotropic 
Kirchhoff rod. Our choice of boundary conditions is not easily satisfied by the anisotropic structures, forcing a 
cooperation between bending and twisting deformations. We find that, despite clear physical differences 
between rods and strips, a naive Kirchhoff model works surprisingly well as an organizing framework for the 
experimental observations. In the context of this model, we observe that anisotropy creates new states and alters 
the connectivity between existing states. Our results are a preliminary look at relatively unstudied boundary 
conditions for rods and strips that may arise in a variety of engineering applications, and may guide the 
avoidance of jump phenomena in such settings. We also briefly comment on the limitations of current strip 
models. 
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M. Fraldi, S. Palumbo, A.R. Carotenuto, A. Cutolo, L. Deseri and N. Pugno, “Buckling soft tensegrities: Fickle 
elasticity and configurational switching in living cells”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 
124, pp 299-324, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.10.017 
ABSTRACT: Tensegrity structures are special architectures made by floating compressed struts kept together 
by a continuous system of tensioned cables. Their existence in a mechanically stable form is decided by the 
possibility of finding geometrical configurations such that pre-stressed tendons and bars can ensure self-
equilibrium of the forces transmitted through the elastic network, the overall stiffness of which finally depends 
on both the rigidity of the compressed elements and the cables’ pre-stress. The multiplicity of shapes that 
tensegrity structures can assume and their intrinsic capability to be deployable and assembled, so storing (and 
releasing) elastic energy, have motivated their success as paradigm –pioneeringly proposed three decades ago 
by the intuition of Donald E. Ingber– to explain some underlying mechanisms regulating dynamics of living 
cells. The interlaced structure of the cell cytoskeleton, constituted by actin microfilaments, intermediate 
filaments and microtubules which continuously change their spatial organization and pre-stresses through 
polymerization/depolymerization processes, seems in fact to steer migration, adhesion and cell division by 
obeying the tensegrity construct. Even though rough calculations lead to estimate discrepancies of less than one 
order of magnitude when comparing axial stiffness of actin filaments (cables) and microtubules (struts) and 
recent works have shown bent microtubules among stretched filaments, no one has yet tried to remove the 
standard hypothesis of rigid struts in tensegrity structures when used to idealize the cell cytoskeleton 
mechanical response. With reference to the 30-element tensegrity cell paradigm, we thus introduce both 
compressibility and bendability of the struts and accordingly rewrite the theory to simultaneously take into 



account geometrical non-linearity (i.e. large deformations) and hyper-elasticity of both tendons and bars, so 
abandoning the classical linear stress-strain constitutive assumptions. By relaxing the hypothesis of rigidity of 
the struts, we demonstrate that some quantitative confirmations and many related extreme and somehow 
counter-intuitive mechanical behaviors actually exploited by cells for storing/releasing energy, resisting to 
applied loads and deforming by modulating their overall elasticity and shape through pre-stress changes and 
instability-guided configurational switching, can be all theoretically found. It is felt that the proposed new soft-
strut tensegrity model could pave the way for a wider use of engineering models in cell mechanobiology and in 
designing bio-inspired materials and soft robots. 
 
Changyeob Baek and Pedro M. Reis, “Rigidity of hemispherical elastic gridshells under point load indentation”, 
Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 124, pp 411-426, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.11.002 
ABSTRACT: We present results from physical and numerical experiments on the rigidity of hemispherical 
gridshells under point load indentation. By systematically exploring the relevant parameters of the system, we 
provide a scaling law for the rigidity of elastic gridshells in terms of the dimension of the structure and the 
number of rods it contains, as well as the geometric and material properties of the individual rods. Our approach 
combines a set of precision desktop-scale experiments and discrete elastic rod simulations, which are found to 
be in excellent quantitative agreement. Our proposed empirical relation for the rigidity also points to the 
underlying nonlocal nature of the mechanical response of gridshells, in contrast to the local response of 
isotropic continuum shells. We further assess this nonlocality by quantifying the resulting radial displacement 
field as well as inspecting the effect of the location of the indentation point on the rigidity. 
 
C. Fu, T. Wang, F. Xu, Y. Huo and M. Potier-Ferry, “A modeling and resolution framework for wrinkling in 
hyperelastic sheets at finite membrane strain”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 124, pp 
446-470, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.11.005 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkles commonly occur in uniaxially stretched rectangular hyperelastic membranes with 
clamped-clamped boundaries, and can vanish upon excess stretching. Here we develop a modeling and 
resolution framework to solve this complex instability problem with highly geometric and material 
nonlinearities. We extend the nonlinear Föppl-von Kármán thin plate model to finite membrane strain regime 
for various compressible and incompressible hyperelastic materials. Under plane stress condition, 2D 
hyperelastic constitutive models can be systematically deduced based on general 3D strain energy potentials, 
e.g., Saint-Venant Kirchhoff, neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin, Gent model and Gent-Gent model. Moreover, we 
establish a novel and efficient numerical resolution framework combining a path-following continuation 
technique by Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) and a discretization by a spectral method. The main 
advantages of this framework include the generality for both compressible and incompressible materials, ease of 
programming, high precision and efficient continuation predictor. Based on the proposed approach, effect of 
different incompressible constitutive models on the post-buckling response is investigated, which shows that 
restabilization points and wrinkling amplitudes are quantitatively influenced. However, for compressible 
materials, Poisson’s ratio plays a critical role in the wrinkling and restabilization behavior. We find that smaller 
Poisson’s ratio makes later onset of wrinkling, lower amplitude and earlier disappearance of wrinkles. Besides, 
severe strain-stiffening phenomena are explored by accounting for phenomenological models such as Gent 
model and Gent-Gent model. Efficiency and accuracy of the proposed modeling and resolution framework were 
examined by comparing with some benchmarks. 
 
C. Coupeau, R. Boijoux, Y. Ni and G. Parry, “Interacting straight-sided buckles: An enhanced attraction by 
substrate elasticity”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 124, pp 526-535, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.11.010 
ABSTRACT: Interaction between two straight-sided buckles propagating in opposite directions has been 
investigated by atomic force microscopy. Below a critical separation distance, it is observed that the two 
buckles are attracted towards each other once their fronts have crossed. A mechanical analysis using finite 
element simulations has shown that the buckle interaction is strongly influenced by the substrate elasticity. The 
deviation of the two buckles from their initial straight propagation is discussed at the light of mode mixity 
mappings extracted from finite elements simulations along the crack path of the two interacting buckles. 



Finally, a phase diagram depending on both the separation distance and the film/substrate elastic mismatch is 
proposed, in good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
Shibin Wang, Zhiming Guo, Lei Zhou, Linan Li and Yibin Fu, “An experimental study of localized bulging in 
inflated cylindrical tubes guided by newly emerged analytical results”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 124, pp 536-554, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.11.011 
ABSTRACT: An experimental study is conducted on localized bulging of inflated latex rubber tubes of a range 
of wall thicknesses and tube lengths, guided by newly emerged analytical results. In the case when the tube has 
one free closed end that may or may not be subjected to a dead weight, the initiation pressure for localized 
bulging is determined by a bifurcation condition, and the propagation pressure is determined by Maxwell’s 
equal-area rule. It is shown that after bulge initiation the pressure will decrease monotonically towards, but will 
never reach, the propagation pressure, and it is when the pressure is sufficiently close to this propagation 
pressure that rapid propagation of the bulge in the axial direction takes place. It is found that the experimentally 
observed initiation pressure is around 15% below the theoretical prediction, which is consistent with the fact 
that bulging initiation is a sub-critical phenomenon and is therefore sensitive to imperfections. The 
experimentally observed propagation pressure is always very close to the theoretical prediction, which confirms 
the insensitivity of this pressure to imperfections and demonstrates the predictive power of the material model 
fitted from our own experiments on equibiaxial stretching. In the other case when the tube is first stretched and 
then fixed at both ends, bulge initiation takes place in the same manner as in the previous case, but the 
propagation pressure is no longer determined by Maxwell’s equal-area rule. After bulge initiation the pressure 
will first decrease to a minimum and then rises slowly, and it is on the latter ascending path that the bulge starts 
to propagate rapidly in the axial direction. A semi-analytical method is proposed for the determination of the 
minimum pressure. Numerical simulations with the use of the software Abaqus are also conducted to verify the 
theoretical predictions. 
 
Michael Gomez, Derek E. Moulton and Dominic Vella, “Dynamics of viscoelastic snap-through”, Journal of the 
Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 124, pp 781-813, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.11.020 
ABSTRACT: We study the dynamics of snap-through when viscoelastic effects are present. To gain analytical 
insight we analyse a modified form of the Mises truss, a single-degree-of-freedom structure, which features an 
‘inverted’ shape that snaps to a ‘natural’ shape. Motivated by the anomalously slow snap-through exhibited by 
spherical elastic caps, we consider a thought experiment in which the truss is first indented to an inverted state 
and allowed to relax while a specified displacement is maintained; the constraint of an imposed displacement is 
then removed. Focussing on the dynamics for the limit in which the timescale of viscous relaxation is much 
larger than the characteristic elastic timescale, we show that two types of snap-through are possible: the truss 
either immediately snaps back over the elastic timescale or it displays ‘pseudo-bistability’, in which it 
undergoes a slow creeping motion before rapidly accelerating. In particular, we demonstrate that accurately 
determining when pseudo-bistability occurs requires the consideration of inertial effects immediately after the 
indentation force is removed. Our analysis also explains many basic features of pseudo-bistability that have 
been observed previously in experiments and numerical simulations; for example, we show that pseudo-
bistability occurs in a narrow parameter range at the bifurcation between bistability and monostability, so that 
the dynamics is naturally susceptible to critical slowing down. We then study an analogous thought experiment 
performed on a continuous arch, showing that the qualitative features of the snap-through dynamics are well 
captured by the truss model. In addition, we analyse experimental and numerical data of viscoelastic snap-
through times reported previously in the literature. Combining these approaches suggests that our conclusions 
may also extend to more complex viscoelastic structures used in morphing applications. 
 
Berkin Dortdivanlioglu and Christian Linder (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA), “Diffusion-driven swelling-induced instabilities of hydrogels”, Journal 
of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 125, pp 38-52, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.12.010 
ABSTRACT: Under a variety of external stimuli, hydrogels can undergo coupled solid deformation and fluid 
diffusion and exhibit large volume changes. The numerical analysis of this process can be complicated by 
numerical instabilities when using mixed formulations due to the violation of the inf-sup condition. In addition, 



the large deformations produce complex instability patterns causing singularities in the underlying set of 
equations. For these reasons, the experimentally observed complex patterns remain elusive and poorly 
understood. Furthermore, a stability criterion suitable to detect critical conditions and predict post-instability 
patterns is lacking for hydrogel simulations. Here we investigate the stability criterion for coupled problems 
with a saddle point nature and propose a generic framework to study diffusion-driven swelling-induced 
instabilities of hydrogels. Adopting a numerically stable subdivision-based mixed isogeometric analysis, we 
show that the proposed framework for stability analysis accurately captures instability points during the 
transient swelling of hydrogels. The influence of geometrical and material parameters on the critical conditions 
are also presented in stability diagrams for two useful problems involving the buckling of hydrogel rods and the 
wrinkling on the surface of hydrogel bilayers. The results show that the short-time response of hydrogels 
immersed in water are highly unstable. We believe that this generic scheme provides a theoretical and 
computational foundation to study the morphogenesis in nature, and it also paves the way to create functional 
materials and design novel hydrogel devices through stability diagrams. 
 
Marcos Latorre and Jay D. Humphrey (Primarily from: Department of Biomedical Engineering, Yale 
University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA), “Mechanobiological stability of biological soft tissues”, Journal of 
the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 125, pp 298-325, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.12.013 
ABSTRACT: Like all other materials, biological soft tissues are subject to general laws of physics, including 
those governing mechanical equilibrium and stability. In addition, however, these tissues are able to respond 
actively to changes in their mechanical and chemical environment. There is, therefore, a pressing need to 
understand such processes theoretically. In this paper, we present a new rate-based constrained mixture 
formulation suitable for studying mechanobiological equilibrium and stability of soft tissues exposed to 
transient or sustained changes in material composition or applied loading. These concepts are illustrated for 
canonical problems in arterial mechanics, which distinguish possible stable versus unstable mechanobiological 
responses. Such analyses promise to yield insight into biological processes that govern both health and disease 
progression. 
 
Shupeng Li, Mengdi Han, John A. Rogers, Yihui Zhang, Yonggang Huang and Heling Wang, “Mechanics of 
buckled serpentine structures formed via mechanics-guided, deterministic three-dimensional assembly”, Journal 
of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 125, pp 736-748, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.01.019 
ABSTRACT: Many forms of stretchable electronic systems incorporate planar, filamentary serpentine 
structures to realize high levels of stretchability in ways that allow the use of high performance of inorganic 
functional materials. Recent advances in mechanics-guided, deterministic three-dimensional (3D) assembly 
provide routes to transform these traditional, two-dimensional (2D) serpentine layouts into 3D architectures, 
with significantly improved mechanics and potential for applications in energy harvesters, pressure sensors, soft 
robotics, biomedical devices and other classes of technologies. One challenge is that, by comparison to other 
geometries, the relatively low bending stiffnesses of the serpentine structures create difficulties in overcoming 
the interfacial adhesion energy to allow delamination from the underlying elastomeric substrate, as an essential 
aspect of the assembly process. An additional complication is that many of the functional materials widely used 
in stretchable electronics have a low strain threshold for failure such that damage can occur during buckling-
induced assembly. Therefore, a clear understanding of the mechanics of buckled serpentine structures is 
essential to their design, fabrication and application. Through theoretical modeling and finite element analysis, 
we present models for the phase diagram of buckled states and the maximum strain in the globally-buckled 
serpentine structures. The analysis yield formulae in concise and explicit forms, clearly showing the effect of 
geometry/material parameters and the prestrain. The results can be used in designing buckled serpentine 
structures to ensure their compatibility with the mechanics-guided, deterministic 3D assembly and facilitate 
their applications in stretchable electronics. 
 
Hyunryung Kim, Eunho Kim and Jinkyu Yang (Primarily from: Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-2400, USA), “Nonlinear wave propagation in 3D-printed graded lattices of 
hollow elliptical cylinders”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 125, pp 774-784, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.02.001 



ABSTRACT: We propose a 3D-printed graded lattice made of hollow elliptical cylinders (HECs) as a new way 
to design impact mitigation systems. We observe asymmetric dynamics in the graded HEC chains with 
increasing and decreasing stiffness. Specifically, the increasing stiffness chain shows an acceleration of the 
propagating waves, while the decreasing stiffness chain shows the opposite. From the standpoint of impact 
mitigation, the decreasing stiffness chain combined with the strain-softening behavior of HECs results in an 
order-of-magnitude improvement in force attenuation compared to the increasing stiffness chain. We extend this 
finding to the graded 2D arrays and demonstrate a similar trend of wave transmission efficiency contrast 
between the increasing and decreasing stiffness lattices. The 3D-printed HEC lattices shown in this study can 
lead to the development of a new type of impact mitigating and shock absorbing structures. 
 
Zheng Jia and Teng Li (First author is from: Department of Engineering Mechanics, Key Laboratory of Soft 
Machines and Smart Devices of Zhejiang Province, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, 310027, China), 
“Bifurcation instability of substrate-supported metal films under biaxial in-plane tension”, Journal of the 
Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 126, pp 52-75, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.02.010 
ABSTRACT: The stretchability of metal materials is often limited by the onset and development of necking 
instability. For instance, necking of lithium metal often occurs at low strains and thus hinders its practical 
applications in stretchable lithium batteries. Substrate/metal bilayers are emerging as a promising solution to the 
stringent stretchability requirement of metal electrodes and current collectors in flexible and stretchable 
batteries. So far, a comprehensive understanding of the bifurcation instability of substrate-supported metal 
layers under arbitrary biaxial in-plane tensile loading still remains elusive. Most existing theoretical and 
numerical studies of the bifurcation instability of substrate-supported metal layers assume either plane strain 
condition or single-necking mode (i.e., a single diffusive neck occurs). However, in conducted experiments, 
substrate/metal bilayers are subjected to uniaxial tensile loading and formation of multiple necks is observed 
during the tests. This paper presents an all-wavelength bifurcation analysis to understand the deformation 
instability of substrate/metal bilayers under arbitrary biaxial tensile loadings, from equi-biaxial tension, to 
plane-strain tension, and to uniaxial tension. Two representative bilayer structures are investigated, namely, a 
metal layer supported by a plastic substrate and a metal layer supported by an elastomer substrate. The analysis 
predicts three bifurcation modes of substrate/metal bilayers, including single-necking mode, multiple-necking 
mode, and surface mode. The results quantitatively demonstrate the bifurcation retardation effect of the 
supporting substrate: the stiffer/thicker is the substrate, the higher is the bifurcation limit. More importantly, it is 
further shown that there exists a theoretical upper bound of the bifurcation limit of a substrate/metal bilayer 
structure, which has not been reported before. Understandings from the present study may shed light on the 
optimal design of substrate/metal bilayer structures with enhanced deformability under complex biaxial loading 
conditions. 
 
Jiachao Ji, Junhua Zhao and Wanlin Guo (Primarily from: Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Advanced Food 
Manufacturing Equipment and Technology, Jiangnan University, 214122 Wuxi, PR China), “Novel nonlinear 
coarse-grained potentials of carbon nanotubes”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 128, pp 
79-104, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.03.023 
ABSTRACT: Centimetres-long carbon nanotube (CNT) bundles with tensile strength over 80 GPa have been 
fabricated and tested recently [Nat. Nanotechnol. 13, 589–595 (2018)], but it is still a tremendous challenge to 
predict their nonlinear mechanical behaviors by full-atom molecular dynamics (MD) due to the huge 
computational cost, particularly for carbon nanotube networks. We completely established here the explicit 
expressions of the chirality-dependent higher-order nonlinear coarse-grained stretching and bending potentials 
based on the full-atom Reactive Empirical Bond-Order interatomic potential of second generation (REBO 
potential). In particular, the coarse-grained non-bonded potentials are improved by using the 18–24 Lennard-
Jones potential. By comparison with available experimental results and full-atom MD simulations as well as our 
analytical results, the present nonlinear coarse-grained potentials have high accuracy. The obtained nonlinear 
coarse-grained potentials can be used to efficiently characterize the nonlinear mechanical behaviors and 
understand the failure mechanism of the CNT bundles and networks with 2∼5 orders of magnitude reduction in 
computing time, which should be of great help for designing and assembling CNT-based flexible microdevices. 
 



Arne Ilseng, Victorien Prot, Bjorn H. Skallerud and Bjorn T. Stokke (Primarily from: Biomechanics, 
Department of Structural Engineering, NTNU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim 
7491, Norway), “Buckling initiation in layered hydrogels during transient swelling”, Journal of the Mechanics 
and Physics of Solids, Vol. 128, pp 219-238, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.04.008 
ABSTRACT: Subjected to compressive stresses, soft polymers with stiffness gradients can display various 
buckling patterns. These compressive stresses can have different origins, like mechanical forces, temperature 
changes, or, for hydrogel materials, osmotic swelling. Here, we focus on the influence of the transient nature of 
osmotic swelling on the initiation of buckling in confined layered hydrogel structures. A constitutive model for 
transient hydrogel swelling is outlined and implemented as a user-subroutine for the commercial finite element 
software Abaqus. The finite element procedure is benchmarked against linear perturbation analysis results for 
equilibrium swelling showing excellent correspondence. Based on the finite element results we conclude that 
the initiation of buckling in a two-layered hydrogel structure is highly affected by transient swelling effects, 
with instability emerging at lower swelling ratios and later in time with a lower diffusion coefficient. In 
addition, for hard-on-soft systems the wavelength of the buckling pattern is found to decrease as the diffusivity 
of the material is reduced for gels with a relatively low stiffness gradient between the substrate and the upper 
film. This study highlights the difference between equilibrium and transient swelling when it comes to the onset 
of instability in hydrogels, which is believed to be of importance as a fundamental aspect of swelling as well as 
providing input to guiding principles in the design of specific hydrogel systems. 
 
Alain Cimetiere, Alain Leger and Elaine Pratt (First author is from: Institut Pprime, Physique et Mécanique des 
Matériaux, ISAE-ENSMA et Université de Poitiers, Chasseneuil du Poitou 86360, France), “On the coupling of 
large deformations and elastic-plasticity in the mechanics of a simple system”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 128, pp 239-254, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.04.011 
ABSTRACT: The buckling and the post buckling of a simple model involving both large deformations and 
elastic-plasticity are studied. Plasticity is described by the classical incremental constitutive law involving in 
particular non regularized transition between plastic loading and elastic unloading. The kinematics is chosen in 
order to take into account any rotation, however large, without having to resort to approximations or asymptotic 
expansions. The work focusses essentially on the specificity of the coupling between these two types of 
nonlinearity. At small strains the global behavior is correctly given by Hutchinson’s simple model involving the 
same elastic-plastic constitutive law and linearized deformations. But at very large strains, the response notably 
differs from that of Hutchinson’s model. Indeed plasticity seems to have no effect and the behavior is that of a 
system involving the same nonlinear deformations but with a constant modulus. From the point of view of 
bifurcation analysis this result is qualitatively interesting due to the fact that the elastic-plastic constitutive law 
can be regarded as a strong, or non-smooth, nonlinearity, whereas large deformations is a smooth, we could say 
weaker, non linearity, so that the result contradicts the intuition that the strongest non linearity should be 
associated with the strongest bifurcation effect. The analysis is carried out using two different geometrical 
nonlinearities. 
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Farzam Dadgar-Rad and Arash Imani (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Guilan, Rasht, Iran), 
“Theory of gradient-elastic membranes and its application in the wrinkling analysis of stretched thin sheets”, 
Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 132, Article 103679, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103679 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a gradient theory for large deformation analysis of elastic membranes is developed. 
Thin membranes are modelled as material surfaces, and the formulation starts with an internal energy density 
function, which is assumed to be dependent upon the first as well as the second spatial derivatives of 
deformation field. Governing equilibrium equations and boundary conditions are derived in a variational 
framework. General forms of constitutive equations for the developed model are discussed. In particular, 
constitutive laws incorporating two material length-scale parameters and suitable for isotropic as well as 
anisotropic materials are introduced. Since the strong form of the governing differential equations is highly 
nonlinear, a finite element formulation for numerical solution of initially flat gradient-elastic membranes is 
developed. As an application of the introduced theory, wrinkling phenomenon in a thin elastic membrane under 
uniaxial stretching is studied. Numerical simulations show that by proper selection of the material length-scale 



parameters in the proposed constitutive law, the theory is capable of capturing the detailed wrinkling patterns in 
stretched membranes. Notably, the maximum wrinkling amplitude obtained by the present formulation has good 
agreement to the experimental data reported in the literature. Applicability of the developed formulation to 
predict the deformation of anisotropic materials is also investigated. In particular, it is also shown that the 
formulation is able to successfully capture the buckling of pantographic lattice as well as wrinkling of 
engineering fabrics. 
 
G. Parry (1), S. Hamade (2), J. Durinck (2), C. Coupeau (2) and J. Colin (2) 
(1) Université de Grenoble-Alpes, CNRS, Grenoble INP, SIMAP, Grenoble F-38000, France 
(2) Institut P’, Université de Poitiers, ENSMA, SP2MI-Téléport 2, Futuroscope-Chasseneuil cedex 86962, 
France 
“Influence of interface steps on the buckle delamination of thin films”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 132, Article 103698, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103698 
ABSTRACT: The mechanics of thin film buckle delamination has been widely studied, with the assumption of 
perfect (flat) interfaces. This work is reporting a study of the evolution of an initially straight-sided buckle 
propagating in a thin film lying on a substrate in the presence of a step at the film/substrate interface, resulting 
from the plastic deformation of the substrate. Assuming the interface toughness depends on the mode mixity, it 
has been found using finite elements calculations that depending on the step orientation and height, the initially 
straight propagation of the buckle can be perturbed so that the buckle eventually propagates along the step. The 
critical parameters (orientation and height) of the step have been then determined, which characterizes the 
transition from a straight propagation perpendicular to the compression axis to a propagation along the inclined 
step. A “behavior” diagram has been finally presented for the buckle, where the propagation, either 
perpendicularly to the step or along it have been displayed versus the step height and orientation. 
 
Steven Wehmeyer (1), Frank W. Zok (2), Christopher Eberl (3,4), Peter Gumbsch (3,5), Noy Cohen (6), Robert 
M. McMeeking (6) and Matthew R. Begley (1,2) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara, United States 
(2) Materials Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, United States 
(3) Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials IWM, Freiburg, Germany 
(4) University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany 
(5) Institute for Applied Materials IAM, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany 
(6) Department of Mechanical Engineering & Materials Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, 
United States 
“Post-buckling and dynamic response of angled struts in elastic lattices”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics 
of Solids, Vol. 133, Article 103693, December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103693 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents analytical and reduced-order numerical solutions describing the non-linear 
response of slender, elastic struts (or plates) inclined relative to the loading direction. The solutions provide a 
highly efficient framework to predict post-buckling behaviors in cellular structures, including: stability regimes, 
peak strains during and after buckling, the work dissipated via cyclic loading, the impact of biaxial loading, and 
the role of geometric imperfections in the struts. Regime maps are presented that illustrate configurations that 
lead to snap-through, permanent deformation after unloading, strut failure, and enhanced hysteresis during 
cyclic loading. The maps illustrate that reversible snap-through events only occur within a very specific range 
of relative density (e.g. about 0.25 – 0.4 for rhombic lattices). A highly efficient non-linear single degree-of-
freedom dynamics model is derived from the statics solution, and is shown to be in excellent agreement with 
fully explicit, non-linear, dynamic finite element simulations for inclined struts. This simplified dynamics 
model is used to quantify the relationships between quasi-static responses, loading frequencies and energy 
dissipation during cycling loading. A key finding is that effective damping during cyclic loading is dramatically 
increased by non-linear behavior, even when the corresponding quasi-static result exhibits zero hysteresis. The 
implications for structured foams and the design of lightweight structural dampers is briefly discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: This work studies experimentally and numerically the post-bifurcation response of a 
magnetorheological elastomer (MRE) film bonded to a soft non-magnetic (passive) substrate. The film-
substrate system is subjected to a combination of an axial mechanical pre-compression and a transverse 
magnetic field. The non-trivial interaction of the two fields leads to a decrease of the critical magnetic field with 
applied pre-compression, while the observed wrinkling patterns evolve into crinkles, a bifurcation mode that is 
defined by the accompanied curvature localization and strong shearing of the side faces of the wrinkled 
geometry. Using a magneto-elastic variational formulation in a two-dimensional finite element numerical 
setting, we find that the crinkling is an intrinsic feature of magnetoelasticity and its presence is directly 
associated with the repulsive magnetic forces of the neighboring wrinkled-crinkled faces. As a result, the 
presence of the magnetic field prohibits the formation of creases and folds. In an effort to obtain a good 
quantitative agreement between the numerical and the experimental results, we also introduce an approximate 
way to model the friction of the lateral film-substrate faces. This analysis reveals the strong effects of friction 
upon the magneto-mechanical wrinkling modes. 
 
Ting Wang (1), Yifan Yang (1), Chenbo Fu (1), Fei Liu (1), Kui Wang (2) and Fan Xu (1) 
(1) Institute of Mechanics and Computational Engineering, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fudan 
University, 220 Handan Road, Shanghai 200433, PR China 
(2) School of Traffic and Transportation Engineering, Central South University, Changsha 410075, PR China 
“Wrinkling and smoothing of a soft shell”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 134, Article 
103738, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103738 
ABSTRACT: Transverse wrinkles usually occur in a uniaxially tensile elastic membrane and will be smoothed 
upon excess stretching. This instability-restabilization response (isola-center bifurcation) can originate from the 
nonlinear competition between stretching energy and bending energy. Here, we find a crucial factor, the 
curvature, which can control effectively and precisely the wrinkling and smoothing regimes. When the sheet is 
bent, the regime of wrinkling amplitude versus membrane elongation is narrowed, with local wrinkling 
instability coupled with global bending. There exists a critical curvature, where no wrinkles appear when the 
value is beyond this threshold. The curvature effects on wrinkling-smoothing behavior have been quantitatively 
explored by our theories, computations and experiments. The models developed in this work can describe large 
in-plane strains of soft shells to effectively capture this transition behavior, which build on general differential 
geometry and thus can be extended to arbitrarily curved surfaces. Our findings may shed light on designs of 
wrinkle-tunable membrane surfaces and structures. 
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nanofibers and nanocoils via precursor constrained microbuckling”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 134, Article 103763, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103763 
ABSTRACT: Flexible carbon nanosprings and wavy nanofibers can be used in micro and 
nanoelectromechanical system devices, deployable structures, flexible displays, energy storage, catalysis, 
nanocomposites and a multitude of other uses. A novel method to produce wavy and helical carbon nanofibers 
(CNFs) is presented here. The CNFs with controlled geometry were fabricated via pyrolysis of electrospun 
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers as the precursor. The waviness/helicity of nanofibers was achieved by 
subjecting the precursor nanofibers to constraint buckling inside a thermally shrinking matrix. The much higher 
tendency of the matrix to shrink, compared to PAN nanofibers, was achieved by controlling the microstructure 
and crystallinity of the precursors. The formation of the wavy/helical geometry was explained quantitatively via 
mechanistic models, by minimizing the total mechanical energy stored in the PAN-matrix system during the 
matrix shrinkage. Despite its simplicity in considering elastic deformations only, the model provided reasonably 
quantitative matching with the experiments. Compared to existing methods in generating wavy/helical 



nanofibers, such as chemical vapor deposition growth methods, our method provides a more controllable 
geometry which is suitable for large scale production of aligned buckled CNFs. 
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Ciarán McHale, Demetra A. Hadjiloizi, Robert Telford and Paul M. Weaver (Bernal Institute, University of 
Limerick, Castletroy, Limerick City, Ireland), “Morphing composite cylindrical lattices: Enhanced modelling 
and experiments”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 135, Article 103779, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103779 
ABSTRACT: Advanced composite materials enable the development of lightweight and stiff deployable 
structures that have significant potential for the space sector. In particular, a morphing cylindrical lattice can 
deploy from a small cylinder to one that is substantially thinner and longer and is particularly suited for 
deploying solar arrays or antennae. The morphing behaviour of the lattice stems from the nonlinear strain 
energy state obtained from prestressing strips of orthotropic material. Current analytical models used to describe 
the behaviour of morphing lattices only consider bending strains in the strain energy formulation. This paper 
extends state-of-the-art modelling techniques by including both transverse curvature and membrane strains, 
associated with non-zero Gaussian curvature, in the strain energy formulation. Transverse curvatures in tandem 
with longitudinal curvatures lead to the development of membrane strains, giving a complex interplay between 
membrane and bending strain energies and their combined effect on morphing properties of the lattice providing 
a rich tailorable nonlinear response. The analytical model developed is compared against finite element 
modelling and the first experimental results reported for such multi-stable composite helical lattices, showing 
good agreement over a range of designs. 
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24 rue Lhomond, Paris 75005, France 
“Scaling laws and snap-through events in indentation of perforated membranes”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 135, Article 103797, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103797 
ABSTRACT: We revisit the classical theory of indentation for very soft materials. Many experiments consist in 
extracting the stiffness of a membrane from the cubic answer of the force versus indentation depth. However, 
this law is restricted to a perfect membrane under a sharp point loading. In biophysical experiments, where this 
technique recovers some success at low scales thanks to AFM, the thin samples are highly deformable, hyper-
elastic, pre-stretched and often attached to a substrate which cannot be neglected. In addition microscopic tiny 
pores may exist or may be created by the indenter. This diversity requires specific studies with the correct 
elasticity: here we choose the neo-Hookean elastic model at large membrane deformations. We show that, the 
weak loading regime is extremely sensitive to any physical properties of the thin layer but also of the indenter 
geometry. In addition, when a hole exists, at finite forcing or finite indentation depth, we discover a topological 
bifurcation with abrupt dynamical jump variation of typical quantities such as the hole size. This bifurcation is 
similar to the famous catenoid instabilities which are also due to a topological bifurcation, when the two rings 
of support are pulled apart. This bifurcation is robust in the sense that it always exists whatever the physical 
properties of the sample. 
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“Wrinkling pattern evolution on curved surfaces”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 135, 
Article 103798, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103798 



ABSTRACT: We investigate the effects of surface curvature on the wrinkling pattern evolution in soft 
materials. Theoretical analysis and the Fourier spectral method are combined to understand the occurrence of 
surface wrinkling and pattern transitions. We reveal that surface curvature and its anisotropy play a key role in 
wrinkling pattern transitions, for example, from the sinusoidal to the hexagonal mode. Based on the nonlinear 
equilibrium equations, a Fourier spectral method is developed to track the surface wrinkling pattern evolution in 
a curved bilayer system. This method is validated by comparison between the simulation results and relevant 
experiments. The simulations show that a hexagonal phase may evolve into either a bistable or labyrinth phase, 
depending on the curvature anisotropy, the excess stress, a dimensionless curvature parameter, and the 
curvature gradient. This work can not only help understand the pattern formation in some natural systems, but 
the methods presented here can also find a broad range of technical applications, for examples, design of 
anticounterfeiting systems with high-security levels using labyrinth patterns on curved surfaces. 
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“Weakly nonlinear analysis of localized bulging of an inflated hyperelastic tube of arbitrary wall thickness”, 
Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 135, Article 103804, February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103804 
ABSTRACT: A weakly nonlinear analysis is conducted for localized bulging of an inflated hyperelastic 
cylindrical tube of arbitrary wall thickness. Analytical expressions are obtained for the coefficients in the 
amplitude equation despite the fact that the primary deformation is inhomogeneous and the incremental 
governing equations have variable coefficients. It is shown that for each value of wall thickness a localized 
bulging solution does indeed bifurcate sub-critically from the primary solution for almost all values of fixed 
axial force or fixed axial stretch for which the bifurcation condition is satisfied, as reported in all previous 
experimental studies, but there also exist extreme cases of fixed axial stretch for which localized bulging gives 
way to localized necking. Validation is carried out by comparing with results obtained under the membrane 
assumption and with fully numerical simulations based on Abaqus. It is shown that even for thin-walled tubes 
the membrane approximation becomes poorer and poorer as the tube is subjected to increasingly larger and 
larger axial stretch or force prior to inflation. 
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“Pattern evolution in bending dielectric-elastomeric bilayers”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, 
Vol. 136, Article 103670, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.07.013 
ABSTRACT: We propose theoretical and numerical analyses of smart bending deformation of a dielectric-
elastic bilayer in response to a voltage, based on the nonlinear theory of electro-elasticity and the associated 
linearized incremental field theory. We reveal that the mechanism allowing the bending angle of the bilayer can 
be tuned by adjusting the applied voltage. Furthermore, we investigate how much the bilayer can be bent before 
it loses its stability by buckling when one of its faces is under too much compression. We find that the physical 
properties of the two layers must be selected to be of the same order of magnitude to obtain a consequent 
bending without encountering buckling. If required, the wrinkles can be designed to appear on either the inner 
or the outer bent surface of the buckled bilayer. We validate the results through comparison with those of the 
classical elastic problem. 
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“Reinforced elastomers: Homogenization, macroscopic stability and relaxation”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 136, Article 103689, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103689 



ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the stability and post-bifurcation response of reinforced hyperelastic 
composites under general loading conditions. It has long been known that these types of materials can undergo 
both microscopic and macroscopic instabilities. In the latter case, when the instability does not result in material 
failure, the behavior of the composite after the onset of the instability is less well understood. Recent work 
(Avazmohammadi and Ponte Castañeda, 2016) indicates that it is possible for the “principal” solution, i.e. the 
solution before the onset of any instability, to bifurcate into a lower energy solution via the formation of 
domains. These domains form on a scale much larger than that of the heterogeneity, but still smaller than that of 
the macroscopic specimen. This work is concerned with such domain formation in neo-Hookean laminates 
under general three-dimensional loading. In order to obtain the post-bifurcation behavior, the 
quasiconvexification or relaxation of the principal solution is computed explicitly. In addition, it is shown that 
the macroscopic instabilities are triggered not by the loss of strong ellipticity, but rather by the loss of global 
rank-1 convexity of the principal solution, which, in general, happens first. The calculation also reveals that the 
relaxation requires, in general, a rank-2 “laminate-within-a-laminate” microstructure and allows for multiple 
“perfectly soft” modes of deformation. 
 
Chenglin Yang and Stelios Kyriakides (Research Center for Mechanics of Solids, Structures and Materials, 
ASE 5.230, C0600, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA), “Continuum modeling of 
crushing of low density foams”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 136, Article 103688, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103688 
ABSTRACT: Under compression deformation in low-density foams localizes into narrow bands of crushed 
cells. Crushing spreads at nearly constant stress with crushed and relatively undeformed material coexisting. 
The material returns to homogeneous deformation with increasing stress when the crushing has spread over the 
whole specimen. This paper presents a first attempt at representing the inhomogeneous behavior exhibited by 
open-cell aluminum alloy foams with relative density of 8%. A plasticity model is presented with a 
compressible yield function calibrated to a set of multiaxial foam crushing tests coupled with a non-associated 
flow rule. An essential component of the modeling effort is the introduction of a softening branch to the 
material stress-strain response. A cubical finite element model with an irregular mesh of solid elements is used 
to simulate a set of numerical crushing tests on micromechanically accurate foam models performed in a true 
triaxial apparatus in Yang and Kyriakides (2019). Small geometric imperfections are used to trigger localized 
deformation in the form of planar bands of high strain normal to the loading directions of compression. The 
bands broaden with the stresses tracing plateaus that mimic the random foam test results. The predicted mean 
stress–change in volume responses perform equally well up to a volume reduction of about 50%. At higher 
compressions, the stresses exhibit the gradual increase characteristic of foams in the densification regime. These 
parts of the stress–displacement trajectories, and mean stress–change in volume responses under-predict to 
some degree those recorded in the random foams. The material hardening in the densification regime appears to 
be deformation-dependent causing this difference. 
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“Localization in spherical shell buckling”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 136, Article 
103720, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103720 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses localization of the deformation due to buckling that occurs immediately 
following the onset of bifurcation in the axisymmetric buckling of a perfect spherical elastic shell subject to 
external pressure. The localization process is so abrupt that the buckling mode of the classical eigenvalue 
analysis, which undulates over the entire shell, becomes modified immediately after bifurcation transitioning to 
an isolated dimple surrounded by an unbuckled expanse of the shell. The paper begins by revisiting earlier 
attempts to analyze the initial post-buckling behavior of the spherical shell, illustrating their severely limited 
range of validity. The unsuccessful attempts are followed by an approximate Rayleigh-Ritz solution which 
captures the essence of the localization process. The approximate solution reveals the pathway that begins at 
bifurcation from the classical mode shape to the localized dimple buckle. The second part of the paper presents 
an exact asymptotic expansion of the initial post-buckling behavior which accounts for localization and which 
further exposes the analytic details of the abruptness of the transition. 
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“Asymptotically exact strain-gradient models for nonlinear slender elastic structures: A systematic derivation 
method”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 136, Article 103730, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103730 
ABSTRACT: We propose a general method for deriving one-dimensional models for nonlinear structures. It 
captures the contribution to the strain energy arising not only from the macroscopic elastic strain as in classical 
structural models, but also from the strain gradient. As an illustration, we derive one-dimensional strain-
gradient models for a hyper-elastic cylinder that necks, an axisymmetric membrane that produces bulges, and a 
two-dimensional block of elastic material subject to bending and stretching. The method offers three key 
advantages. First, it is nonlinear and accounts for large deformations of the cross-section, which makes it well 
suited for the analysis of localization in slender structures. Second, it does not require any a priori assumption 
on the form of the elastic solution in the cross-section, i.e., it is Ansatz-free. Thirdly, it produces one-
dimensional models that are asymptotically exact when the macroscopic strain varies on a much larger length 
scale than the cross-section diameter. 
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“A theoretical-numerical model for the peeling of elastic membranes”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 136, Article 103733, March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103733 
ABSTRACT: The adhesive behavior of biological attachment structures such as spider web anchorages is 
usually studied using single or multiple peeling models involving “tapes”, i.e. one-dimensional contacts 
elements. This is an oversimplification for many practical problems, since the actual delamination process 
requires the modeling of complex two-dimensional adhesive elements. To achieve this, we develop a 
theoretical-numerical approach to simulate the detachment of an elastic membrane of finite size from a 
substrate, using a 3D cohesive law. The model is validated using existing analytical results for simple 
geometries, and then applied in a series of parametric studies. Results show how the pull-off force can be tuned 
or optimized by varying different geometrical or mechanical parameters in various loading scenarios. The 
length of the detachment boundary, known as the peeling line, emerges as the key factor to maximize adhesion. 
The approach presented here can allow a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of biological 
adhesives with complex geometries or with material anisotropies, highlighting the interaction between the stress 
distributions at the interface and in the membrane itself. 
 
Yang Li and Sergio Pellegrino (Graduate Aerospace Laboratories California Institute of Technology 1200 E. 
California Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91125, United States), “A Theory for the Design of Multi-Stable Morphing 
Structures”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 136, Article 103772, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103772 
ABSTRACT: Multi-stable structures can provide desired reconfigurability and require relatively simple 
actuation. This paper considers general bar and plate structures connected by frictionless hinges that are to be 
made locally stable in a set of chosen target configurations by attaching extensional and rotational, linear-elastic 
springs to the structure. The unstressed lengths and angles of the springs, as well as their stiffnesses, are the 
unknown design parameters to be determined. A set of equilibrium and stability conditions to be satisfied in 
each of the target configurations of the structure are derived. Solutions of these equations provide specific 
values of the spring properties that correspond to local energy minima in all of the target configurations. The 
formulation is fully general and is applicable to structures of any complexity. A simple example is used to 
illustrate the design process for a bi-stable origami structure and a physical prototype is also presented. 
 



K.A. Seffen (Advanced Structures Group, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, CB2 1PZ, 
United Kingdom), “Folding a ridge-spring”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 137, Article 
103820, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103820 
ABSTRACT: A ridge-spring is a thin-walled bent strip with flat side panels. It may be folded elastically along 
its length, to create a localised hinge region of mostly uniform cylindrical curvature and bending moment, 
which do not vary with the fold angle of hinge. A simple analysis shows a common grouping in closed-form 
expressions; α4/3 · (b/t)1/3, where α is the pitch angle of the ridge line, b is the strip width and t its thickness. More 
accurate calculations of the hinge curvature and moment confirm the robustness of simpler expressions, which 
are compared to data obtained from finite element simulations. It is shown that, for many initial geometries, 
theoretical predictions of curvature and moment are typically within 10% of the computational results—which 
project the same dimensional performance. We also compare a ridge-spring to a more familiar tape-spring of 
equal cross-sectional proportions. For moderate pitch angles and relatively small thicknesses, it is shown that a 
ridge-spring has a higher folded hinge curvature and bending moment, comparatively, which may prove 
attractive for certain applications. 
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“Poisson’s ratio and residual strain of freestanding ultra-thin films”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 137, Article 103821, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103821 
ABSTRACT: The Poisson’s ratio and residual strain of ultra-thin films (<100 nm) are characterized using the 
phenomenon of transverse wrinkling in stretched bridges. The test methodology utilizes residual stress driven 
structures and easy to replicate clean-room fabrication and metrology techniques that can be seamlessly 
incorporated into a thin-film production assembly line. Freestanding rectangular ultra-thin film bridges are 
fabricated using dimensions that generate repeatable transverse wrinkling patterns. Numerical modeling based 
on the non-linear Koiter plate and shell energy formulation is conducted to correlate the Poisson’s ratio and 
residual strain to the measured wrinkling deformation. Poisson’s ratio affects the peak amplitudes without 
significantly changing the wavelength of the wrinkles. By contrast, the strain affects both the wavelength and 
amplitude. The proof of concept is demonstrated using 65 nm thick copper films. A Poisson’s ratio of 
0.34 ± 0.05 and a tensile residual strain of 6.8 ± 0.8 are measured. The measured residual strain is in good 
agreement with the residual strain of 7.1 ± 0.2 measured using alternate residual stress-driven test structures of 
the same films. 
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“Chiral flexural waves in structured plates: Directional localisation and control”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 137, Article 103866, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103866 
ABSTRACT: A new class of elastic waveforms, referred to as “chiral flexural waves”, is introduced for a multi-
structure, which encompasses an elastic plate connected to a system of elastic flexural rods with gyroscopic 
spinners. The junction conditions describing the connection between the plate and the thin flexural rod require 
logarithmic asymptotics. The directional preference of the system is governed by the motion of gyroscopic 
spinners. For doubly-periodic chiral multi-structures studied here, parabolic modes associated with strong 
dynamic anisotropy of Bloch–Floquet waves are identified. Closed form analytical findings are accompanied by 
numerical simulations, which identify one-way flexural waves propagating along a straight interface in a 
flexural chiral system, without requiring the presence of Dirac cones on the dispersion surfaces. 
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Denmark), “Nonlinear compressive stability of hyperelastic 2D lattices at finite volume fractions”, Journal of 
the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 137, Article 103851, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103851 
ABSTRACT: A framework is introduced for benchmarking periodic microstructures in terms of their ability to 
maintain their stiffness under large deformations, accounting in a unified manner both for buckling and 
softening due to geometric and material nonlinearities. The proposed framework is applied to three classical 2D 
lattice microstructures at different volume fractions as well as to an optimized hierarchical microstructure from 
the literature. The high slenderness of the structure members, often assumed in analyses, is demonstrated not to 
be valid at volume fractions of 10% and above, with the infinitesimal volume fraction solutions underestimating 
the actual buckling resistance considerably. The performed analyses provide useful and quantitative insight 
regarding the compressive load carrying capacity of materials with a moderately dense periodic microstructure, 
in a rather universal and practical form. 
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“Radial buckle delamination around 2D material tents”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 
137, Article 103843, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2019.103843 
ABSTRACT: Microscale tents, formed when transferring two-dimensional (2D) materials over nanoparticles or 
nanopillars, or when indenting a suspended 2D material drumhead with an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, 
emerge to be a useful structure for the strain engineering of 2D materials. In the periphery of the tents, where 
the 2D materials are supported by the substrate, radial buckle delamination can often be observed, yet the 
formation mechanism and the profile characteristics remain unclear. Here, we suggest that the tent-induced 
buckles result from the 2D material-substrate interface sliding radially inward, and their profiles and extent are 
controlled by the interface adhesion and friction. We experimentally characterized that the crest curvature of the 
buckles is proportional to a characteristic length that compares the elastic bending energy of the 2D material 
with its adhesion energy to the substrate. We then obtain theoretical predictions for the extent of those buckles 
by exact closed-form solutions to Föppl–von Kármán (FvK) equations under both near-threshold and far-from-
threshold conditions. Our results are highly analytical, provide a direct means to estimate the interfacial shear 
and adhesive properties of the 2D material-substrate system based on simple topological characterizations of 
buckles. Our theoretical understandings also establish a fundamental base for the rational design of 2D material 
tents. 
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“Pattern selection in core-shell spheres”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 137, Article 
103892, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103892 
ABSTRACT: Curvature-induced symmetry-breaking pattern formation and transition are widely observed in 
curved film/substrate systems across different length scales such as embryogenesis, heterogeneous micro-
particles, dehydrated fruits, growing tumors and planetary surfaces. Here, we find, both experimentally and 
theoretically, that morphological pattern selection of core-shell spheres, upon shrinkage of core or expansion of 
surface layer, is primarily determined by a single dimensionless parameter Cs which characterizes the stiffness 
ratio of core/shell and geometric curvature of the system. When the core remains relatively soft (Cs < 1.3), the 
core-shell sphere usually experiences subcritical buckling behavior with local dimples at the critical threshold. 
With a stiffer substrate (1.3 < Cs < 15), the system morphs into periodic buckyball patterns. With the continuous 



increase of the core stiffness (Cs > 15), symmetry-breaking disordered patterns involving polygon and labyrinth 
modes appear to be energetically favorable. With extremely large Cs ~ 1000, the core-shell sphere approximates 
to a planar film/substrate system and thus checkerboard patterns with grain boundaries are observed. Moreover, 
we find that the transition from subcritical to supercritical bifurcations can be quantitatively characterized by 
this parameter. Pattern selection based on this single key factor remarkably agrees with our experimental 
observations on oxidized polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microspheres in the entire validity range. Our results 
not only provide fundamental understanding of pattern selection in spherical film/substrate systems, but also 
pave a promising way to facilitate the design of morphology-related functional surfaces by quantitatively 
harnessing such curvature-modulus co-determined pattern formation. 
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“Droplets on an elastic membrane: Configurational energy balance and modified Young equation”, Journal of 
the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 138, Article 103902, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103902 
ABSTRACT: We study wetting of an elastic membrane whose surface can resist stretch by surface stress. 
Through energy minimization, we obtain the general equilibrium equations and a configurational energy 
balance equation at the contact line, i.e., the Young equation, modified for an elastic membrane. We use a 3D 
large deformation formulation with general elastic constitutive behavior for the membrane and its surfaces. Our 
results allow for non-flat reference membrane shape, non-uniform and anisotropic tension and dependence of 
surface stress on surface strain – the generalized Shuttleworth effects. We use two examples to demonstrate the 
application of our theory: plane strain and axisymmetric wetting of an initially flat elastic membrane. A large 
deformation solution for an axisymmetric droplet on a deformable membrane is obtained numerically. We show 
that when surface elastic moduli for solid–vapor and solid–liquid interfaces are different, continuity of 
membrane strain, a key assumption used in many previous studies, no longer holds at the contact line. 
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Trento I-38123, Italy), “Non-holonomic constraints inducing flutter instability in structures under conservative 
loadings”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 138, Article 103919, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103919 
ABSTRACT: Non-conservative loads of the follower type are usually believed to be the source of dynamic 
instabilities such as flutter and divergence. It is shown that these instabilities (including Hopf bifurcation, 
flutter, divergence, and destabilizing effects connected to dissipation phenomena) can be obtained in structural 
systems loaded by conservative forces, as a consequence of the application of non-holonomic constraints. These 
constraints may be realized through a ‘perfect skate’ (or a non-sliding wheel), or, more in general, through the 
slipless contact between two circular rigid cylinders, one of which is free of rotating about its axis. The motion 
of the structure produced by these dynamic instabilities may reach a limit cycle, a feature that can be exploited 
for soft robotics applications, especially for the realization of limbless locomotion. 
 
Dong Yan, Matteo Pezzulla and Pedro M. Reis (Flexible Structures Laboratory, Institute of Mechanical 
Engineering, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland), “Buckling of 
pressurized spherical shells containing a through-thickness defect”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 138, Article 103923, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103923 
ABSTRACT: We present a study on the pressure buckling of thin, elastic spherical shells containing a thickness 
defect. Methodologically, we combine precision model experiments, finite element simulations, and a reduced 
axisymmetric shell model. We observe qualitatively different buckling behavior by varying the geometry of the 
defect: either one buckling event or two events comprising local buckling at the defect and global buckling of 
the entire shell. We systematically analyze the loading path for the imperfect shell under prescribed pressure or 
volume change and identify three buckling regimes. We then explore a wide parameter space to study the 
dependence of the buckling regimes on the defect geometry, thus obtaining a phase diagram with quantitative 
relationships between critical buckling pressures and defect geometry. We find that the global buckling 



becomes insensitive to the defect beyond a critical value of its amplitude, and we demonstrate that the buckling 
regimes are governed by the three geometric parameters of the defect, namely its width, amplitude and the 
width of the transition region across the edge of the defect. 
 
Chuan Qiao, Lu Liu and Damiano Pasini, “Elastic thin shells with large axisymmetric imperfection: from 
bifurcation to snap-through buckling”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 141, Article 
103959, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103959 
ABSTRACT: Elastic thin shells are well-known for their highly unstable post-buckling, a response that 
exhausts their pressure bearing capacity and leads to catastrophic collapse. This paper examines elastic thin 
shells with a large axisymmetric imperfection that can escape the classical bifurcation of perfect spherical 
shells. We employ a shell theory formulation with exact expressions of the middle surface strains, curvature 
changes, and live pressure along with validating experiments and numerical simulations. The results show that a 
large axisymmetric imperfection in the form of a circular arc can induce snap-through buckling followed by a 
stable post-buckling that offers increasing resistance to pressure over a large change in volume. In addition, a 
sensitivity analysis on the role of defect geometry and shell radius to thickness ratio reveals the emergence of 
four buckling modes. For small imperfections, bifurcation buckling (mode 1) is dominant and resembles the 
typical dimple-like mode of perfect spherical shells. For larger imperfections, the shell attains the maximum 
pressure at the snap-through buckling where strain localization appears either within the imperfection (mode 2) 
or just below (mode 3). In the fourth mode, snap-through buckling precedes the attainment of the maximum 
pressure following a post-buckling path characterized by a large change of volume that makes the shell harder 
and stronger. These findings show that harnessing defect geometry and shell radius to thickness ratio can be 
effective in programming the post-buckling characteristics and transition between buckling modes, thus offering 
potential routes for the design of soft metamaterials with application to soft robotics and other sectors. 
 
Qiguang He, Yue Zheng, Zhijian Wang, Xuming He and Shengqiang Cai, “Anomalous inflation of a nematic 
balloon”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 142, Article 104013, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104013 
ABSTRACT: Inflation of an elastomer balloon is one of the most classical and important problems in the field 
of nonlinear elasticity. Many intriguing phenomena associated with the inflation of elastomer balloons such as 
snap-through instability and bulge propagation have been often observed and intensively studied. In this article, 
we report a new phenomenon during the inflation of a cylindrical balloon made from nematic elastomer. We 
found in the experiment that with a small increment of inflating pressure, the balloon contracts significantly 
along its axial direction while expands in its radial direction. With further increase of the pressure, the balloon 
expands mainly in the radial direction while maintains its length almost unchanged. Finally, the balloon 
expands both in the radial and axial directions abruptly with a tiny increase of inflating pressure, often leading 
to rupture of the balloon. The inflation behavior of the nematic balloon can be changed when it is subjected to 
an additional axial load. To quantitatively understand the experiments, we adopt a quasi-convex free energy 
function of nematic elastomer to derive the relationship between the inflating pressure and its deformation state. 
We have shown that the anomalous inflation of the nematic balloon is closely associated with the soft elasticity 
of the nematic elastomer. Our theoretical predictions agree with experimental measurements well with only two 
material parameters separately determined by uniaxial tension test of nematic elastomer. 
 
Fan Feng, Xiangxin Dang, Richard D. James and Paul Plucinsky, “The designs and deformations of rigidly and 
flat-foldable quadrilateral mesh origami”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 142, Article 
104018, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104018 
ABSTRACT: Rigidly and flat-foldable quadrilateral mesh origami is the class of quadrilateral mesh crease 
patterns with one fundamental property: the patterns can be folded from flat to fully-folded flat by a continuous 
one-parameter family of piecewise affine deformations that do not stretch or bend the mesh-panels. In this 
work, we explicitly characterize the designs and deformations of all possible rigidly and flat-foldable 
quadrilateral mesh origami. Our key idea is a rigidity theorem (Theorem 3.1) that characterizes compatible 
crease patterns surrounding a single panel and enables us to march from panel to panel to compute the pattern 
and its corresponding deformations explicitly. The marching procedure is computationally efficient. So we use 
it to formulate the inverse problem: to design a crease pattern to achieve a targeted shape along the path of its 



rigidly and flat-foldable motion. The initial results on the inverse problem are promising and suggest a broadly 
useful engineering design strategy for shape-morphing with origami. 
 
Christelle Combescure, Ryan S. Elliott and Nicolas Triantafyllidis, “Deformation patterns and their stability in 
finitely strained circular cell honeycombs”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 142, Article 
103976, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.103976 
ABSTRACT: The mechanics of cellular honeycombs—part of the rapidly growing field of architected 
materials—in addition to its importance for engineering applications has a great theoretical interest due to the 
complex bifurcation mechanisms leading to failure in these nonlinear structures of high initial symmetry. Of 
particular interest to this work are the deformation patterns and their stability of finitely strained circular cell 
honeycomb. Given the high degree of symmetry of these structures, the introduction of numerical imperfections 
is inadequate for the study of their behavior past the onset of first bifurcation. Thus, we further develop and 
explain a group-theoretic approach to investigate their deformation patterns, a consistent and general 
methodology that systematically finds bifurcated equilibrium orbits and their stability. We consider two 
different geometric arrangements, hexagonal and square, biaxial compression along loading paths, either 
aligned or at an angle with respect to the axes of orthotropy, and different constitutive laws for the cell walls 
which can undergo arbitrarily large rotations, as required by the finite macroscopic strains applied. We find that 
the first bifurcation in biaxially loaded hexagonal honeycombs of infinite extent always corresponds to a local 
mode, which is then followed to find the deformation pattern and its stability. Depending on load path 
orientation, these first bifurcations can be simple, double or even triple. All bifurcated orbits found are unstable 
and have a maximum load close to their point of emergence. In contrast, the corresponding instability in square 
honeycombs always corresponds to a global mode and hence the deformation pattern will depend on specimen 
size and boundary conditions. 
 
Rahul G. Ramachandran, Spandan Maiti and Sachin S. Velankar, “Necking and drawing of rubber–plastic 
laminate composites: Finite element simulations and analytical model”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics 
of Solids, Vol. 142, Article 104012, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104012 
ABSTRACT: Many plastics show necking and drawing behavior in tension, sometimes called “cold drawing”. 
In contrast, elastomers stretch homogeneously in tension. We examine the tensile behavior of rubber–plastic 
laminate composites using 3D finite element simulations and an analytical model. A rate-independent 
constitutive behavior was adopted in which the modulus at small-strain, strain hardening at large strain, and 
yield stress (only for the plastic) can all be varied independently. For sufficiently small rubber/plastic thickness 
ratio, layered composites show necking and drawing wherein a tensile bar coexists in two strain states, one with 
a large stretch (necked region) and the other with a modest stretch (unnecked region). With increasing 
rubber/plastic thickness ratio, the two strain states approach each other in a manner resembling a second order 
phase transition culminating in a critical point. Above this critical rubber/plastic thickness ratio, the layered 
composites stretch homogeneously. An analytical model based on adding the First Piola–Kirchoff stresses of 
the rubber and plastic layers, along with a modification for inelastic deformation, is shown to capture most of 
the results of 3D simulations accurately. We comment on the practical relevance of these results to toughening 
relatively brittle plastics, and more specifically, the critical importance of strain hardening of the rubber. 
 
Shyamal Kishore, Koray Senol, Prathmesh Naik Parrikar and Arun Shukla, “Underwater implosion pressure 
pulse interactions with submerged plates”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 
104051, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104051 
ABSTRACT: An experimental and analytical investigation is conducted to study the underwater interaction of 
implosion pressure pulses with large plates. Two plates with stiffnesses significantly apart are investigated 
experimentally in a large-diameter pressure vessel for their Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) phenomena during 
proximal implosions of thin metallic shells. High-speed photography, in conjunction with 3D Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC) measurements, is employed to obtain full-field displacements of the plates. Local dynamic 
pressure histories are also simultaneously recorded to investigate the incident, reflected and transmitted fluid 
pressures across the plates during dynamic loading. The lesser stiffness plate showed higher deflection, allowed 
a weaker reflected pressure pulse and allowed a stronger transmitted pressure pulse as compared to the higher 



stiffness plate. The peak deflections of the plates occurred during the underpressure phase of the implosion 
event. Four analytical modeling iterations with increasing complexities starting from Taylor's FSI model are 
considered to assess the response of water backed plates to dynamic pressure pulse loadings. Each iteration is 
analyzed individually in an experimental context to understand its role as a building block in a final analytical 
model. The final model developed is based on the classical plate-bending equation and fluid velocity corrected 
for ‘afterflow’ effects and performed better than Taylor's original model in predicting pressure-time history of 
the plates’ reflected pressure and transmitted pressure. The plates’ mid-point deflection profiles are also better 
predicted using this model. Furthermore, the model showed that the response of a plate during a dynamic 
implosion pressure pulse interaction is weakly dependent on its bending stiffness. Instead, it is observed that for 
a large plate, its areal mass density is the dominant factor in determining the reflected pressure, the transmitted 
pressure and the plate mid-point deflection profiles. 
 
Hamza Alawiye, Patrick E. Farrell and Alain Goriely, “Revisiting the wrinkling of elastic bilayers II: Post-
bifurcation analysis”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 104053, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104053 
ABSTRACT: We examine the problem of an elastic film bonded to an elastic substrate and subjected to 
compressive stress (induced by growth of the film or lateral compression of the whole system). Following the 
linear analysis previously carried out to determine the critical growth/compression ratio required to induce 
wrinkling in the film, we carry out a weakly-nonlinear analysis to derive an amplitude equation that describes 
the evolution of the wrinkling amplitude beyond the bifurcation point. We carry out a comprehensive numerical 
bifurcation analysis of the problem using the finite element method and show excellent agreements between the 
weakly-nonlinear analysis and the numerical experiments. We are also able to solve directly for the bifurcation 
point in our discretized system and characterize the effect of implementation details such as the aspect ratio of 
the computational domain on the observed bifurcation point. Finally, we explore solutions of the amplitude 
equation in the case that the wrinkling amplitude is allowed to vary over long spatial and/or temporal scales. 
 
Zhenkui Wang and G.H.M. van der Heijden, “Shock sensitivity in the localised buckling of a beam on a 
nonlinear foundation: The case of a trenched subsea pipeline”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, 
Vol. 143, Article 104044, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104044 
ABSTRACT: We study jump instability phenomena due to external disturbances to an axially loaded beam 
resting on a nonlinear foundation that provides both lateral and axial resistance. The lateral resistance is of 
destiffening-restiffening type known to lead to complex localisation phenomena governed by a Maxwell critical 
load that marks a phase transition to a periodic buckling pattern. For the benefit of having a concrete and 
realistic example we consider the case of a partially embedded trenched subsea pipeline under thermal loading 
but our results hold qualitatively for a wide class of problems with non-monotonic lateral resistance. In the 
absence of axial resistance the pipeline is effectively under a dead compressive load and experiences shock-
sensitivity for loads immediately past the Maxwell load, i.e., extreme sensitivity to perturbations as may for 
instance be caused by irregular fluid flow inside the pipe or landslides. Nonzero axial resistance leads to a 
coupling of axial and lateral deformation under thermal loading. We define a ‘Maxwell temperature’ beyond 
which the straight pipeline may snap into a localised buckling mode. Under increasing axial resistance this 
Maxwell temperature is pushed to higher (safer) values. Shock sensitivity gradually diminishes and becomes 
less chaotic: jumps become more predictable. We compute minimum energy barriers for escape from pre-
buckled to post-buckled states, which, depending on the magnitude of the axial resistance, may be induced by 
either symmetric, or anti-symmetric or non-symmetric perturbations. 
 
Emmanuel Siéfert, José Bico, Etienne Reyssat and Benoît Roman, “Geometry and mechanics of inextensible 
curvilinear balloons”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 104068, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104068 
ABSTRACT: Mylar balloons are popular in funfairs or birthday parties. Their conception is very simple: two 
pieces of flat thin sheets are cut and sealed together along their edges to form a flat envelope. Inflation tends to 
deform this envelope in order to maximize its inner volume. However, although thin sheets are easy to bend and 
hardly resist compressive loads, they barely stretch, which imposes non-trivial geometrical constraints. Such 



thin sheets are generally described under the framework of “tension field theory” where their stiffness is 
considered as infinite under stretching and vanishes under compression or bending. In this study, we focus on 
the shape after inflation of flat, curved templates of constant width. Counter-intuitively, the curvatures of the 
paths tend to increase upon inflation, which leads to out of plane buckling of non-confined closed structures. 
After determining the optimal cross section of axisymmetric annuli, we predict the change in local curvature 
induced in open paths. We finally describe the location of wrinkled and smooth areas observed in inflated 
structures that correspond to compression and tension, respectively. 
 
Arun Kumar, Poornakanta Handral, C S Darshan Bhandari, Anindya Karmakar and Ramsharan Rangarajan, 
“An investigation of models for elastic ribbons: Simulations & experiments”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 104070, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104070 
ABSTRACT: Understanding the feature-rich buckling-dominated behavior of thin elastic ribbons is ripe with 
opportunities for fundamental studies exploring the nexus between geometry and mechanics, and for conceiving 
of engineering applications that exploit geometric nonlinearity as a functioning principle. Predictive mechanical 
models play an instrumental role to this end. As a direct consequence of their physical appearance, ribbons are 
usually modeled either as one-dimensional rods having wide cross sections, or as narrow two-dimensional 
plates/shells. These models employ drastically different kinematic assumptions, which in turn play a decisive 
role in their predictive capabilities. Here, we critically examine three modeling approaches for elastic ribbons 
using detailed measurements of their complex three-dimensional deformations realized in quasistatic 
experiments with annulus-shaped ribbons. We find that simple and practically realizable ribbon deformations 
contradict assumptions underlying strain-displacement relationships in nonlinear rod and von Kármán plate 
models. These observations do not point at shortcomings of the theories themselves, but highlight fallacies in 
their application to modeling ribbon-like structures that are capable of undergoing large displacements and 
rotations. We identify and validate, seemingly for the first time, the 1-director Cosserat plate theory as a model 
for elastic ribbons over a useful range of loading conditions. In the process, we demonstrate annular ribbons to 
be prototypical systems for studying the mechanics of elastic ribbons. Annular ribbons exhibit a tunable degree 
of geometric nonlinearity in response to simple displacement and rotation boundary conditions— a feature that 
we exploit here for highlighting the consequences of kinematic assumptions underlying different ribbon models. 
We additionally provide experimental evidence for the existence of multiple stable equilibria, bifurcation 
phenomena correlated with the number of zero crossings in the mean curvature, and localization of energy, thus 
making annular ribbons interesting mechanical systems to study in their own right. 
 
M. El Hamdaoui, J. Merodio and R. W Ogden, “Two-phase piecewise homogeneous plane deformations of a 
fibre-reinforced neo-Hookean material with application to fibre kinking and splitting”, Journal of the Mechanics 
and Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 104091, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104091 
ABSTRACT: Two-phase piecewise homogeneous plane deformations are examined in respect of a neo-
Hookean matrix material reinforced with embedded aligned fibres characterized by a single stiffness parameter. 
The deformations are interpreted in terms of fibre kinking and fibre splitting. Previous work has shown that 
such a transversely isotropic material can lose ellipticity if the reinforcing stiffness is sufficiently large and the 
fibre direction is sufficiently compressed. In particular, it was shown that the associated failure modes are 
characterised by the emergence of weak surfaces of discontinuity that are normal to the fibre direction (the 
onset of fibre kinking) or parallel to the fibre direction (the onset of fibre splitting). Here, the analysis of strong 
surfaces of discontinuity, developing from weak ones, is studied. The considered model can give rise to 
piecewise smooth plane deformations separated by a plane stationary surface of discontinuity, interpreted as 
either kinking or splitting. Attention is restricted to (plane) deformations in which, on one side of the surface of 
discontinuity, the load axis is aligned with the fibre axis. Then the fibre stretch on this side of the discontinuity 
is a natural load parameter. The ellipticity status of the two-phase piecewise homogeneous plane deformations 
is shown to span all four possible ellipticity/non-ellipticity permutations. If both deformation states are elliptic, 
then a suitable intermediate deformation is shown to be non-elliptic. Moreover, it is shown that the mechanism 
is dissipative, and maximally dissipative quasi-static failure motion is examined in respect of both kinking and 
splitting. It follows that, firstly, surfaces of discontinuity perpendicular to the fibre direction, associated with 
fibre kinking, are nucleated followed by surfaces of discontinuity parallel to the fibre direction, associated with 
fibre splitting. With respect to kinking, such maximally dissipative kinks nucleate only in compression as weak 



surfaces of discontinuity, with the subsequent motion converting non-elliptic deformation to elliptic 
deformation. 
 
Kelin Chen, “A general and unified theory of the kinematic relationships in bulge tests”, Journal of the 
Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 143, Article 104086, October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104086 
ABSTRACT: The hydraulic circular and elliptical bulge tests have been widely used in extracting mechanical 
properties of sheet materials. Theoretical analysis of bulge tests usually requires the kinematic relationships 
between the apex strains, radii of curvatures and dome heights to be established. Most of the available analytical 
solutions are derived on a case-by-case basis and are often limited to circular bulge tests of isotropic materials, 
and thus cannot be applied to materials with more complicated constitutive behaviors or non-circular bulge 
tests. Based on the variable-separable assumption and proportional kinematic conditions at the apex, this study 
develops a set of power-law relationships between the apex strains, radii of curvatures and dome heights that 
hold for both circular and elliptical bulge tests, irrespective of material properties. Numerical simulations of a 
set of circular and elliptical bulge tests with different material models are performed and the scaling laws 
between the apex strains, radii of curvatures and dome heights are verified. An extensive set of experimental 
results of circular and elliptical bulge tests from the literature are compared with the theoretical predictions and 
the power-law kinematic relationships are again validated. This general and unified theory contributes to the 
fundamental understanding of the intrinsic kinematic constraints in circular and elliptical bulge tests and is 
expected to facilitate the application of bulge tests to a broader class of sheet materials. 
 
J.A. Rodríguez-Martínez, A. Vaz-Romero, K.E. N’souglo and G. Vadillo, “Dynamic shear instabilities in 
metallic sheets subjected to shear-compression loading”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 
144, Article 104108, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104108 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation on the formation of adiabatic shear bands in metallic sheets 
subjected to dynamic shear-compression loading under plane-stress conditions. For that purpose, we have 
developed a theoretical model based on perturbation analysis, and have performed finite element calculations. 
The material behavior has been modeled with von Mises plasticity, and the evolution of the yield stress has 
been considered dependent on plastic strain, plastic strain rate, and temperature. The theoretical model extends 
the linear stability analysis for simple-shear formulated by Molinari (1997) to shear-compression loading. The 
numerical simulations have been performed in ABAQUS/Explicit (2016) using a unit-cell model based on the 
work of Rodríguez-Martínez et al. (2015) in which the shear band formation is favored introducing geometric 
and material imperfections. Moreover, we have developed a calibration procedure for the stability analysis that 
enables to make qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the finite element calculations. Both stability 
analysis predictions and finite element results display the same overall trends, and show that any small negative 
triaxiality has a profound stabilizing effect on the material behavior delaying, or even preventing, the formation 
of a shear band. This key outcome has been substantiated for a wide range of strain rates and for materials with 
different strain hardening coefficients, strain rate sensitivities, and thermal softening behaviors. 
 
Thomas G.J. Chandler and Dominic Vella, “Indentation of suspended two-dimensional solids: The signatures 
of geometrical and material nonlinearity”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 144, Article 
104109, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104109 
ABSTRACT: The material characterization of ultra-thin solid sheets, including two-dimensional materials like 
graphene, is often performed through indentation tests on a flake suspended over a hole in a substrate. While 
this ‘suspended indentation’ is a convenient means of measuring properties such as the stretching (two-
dimensional) modulus of such materials, experiments on ostensibly similar systems have reported very different 
material properties. In this paper, we present a modelling study of this indentation process assuming elastic 
behaviour. In particular, we investigate the possibility that the reported differences may arise from different 
geometrical parameters and/or non-Hookean deformations, which lead to the system exploring nonlinearities 
with geometrical or material origins. 



 
Z. Vangelatos, K. Komvopoulos and C.P. Grigoropoulos, “Regulating the mechanical behavior of metamaterial microlattices by 
tactical structure modification”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 144, Article 104112, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104112 
ABSTRACT: Microlattice structures possess properties imparted by the architected microstructure of their 
constituents (unit cells) and micro/nanofeatures rather than their bulk material properties. Post-processing 
techniques have revealed intriguing length scale effects, encompassing enhanced behavior or shape morphing of 
various structures. Although monolithic structures consisting of single unit cells have been successfully 
fabricated by advanced additive manufacturing techniques, such as multiphoton lithography, innovations 
towards the tactical architecture of localized failure and design-inherent controllable collapse have been fairly 
limited. Using as a point of reference the octet truss structure, we designed substitutional unit cells and slip-
plane defect-like features inspired by crystalline materials. Through finite element analysis, we investigated 
how the directional effective stiffness of a material can be augmented and altered in predetermined orientations. 
Fabricating these structures by multiphoton laser lithography and testing them by in situ scanning electron 
microscopy-nanoindentation we discovered a remarkable enhancement of the structural integrity, stiffness, and 
strain energy density, emulating the corollaries of hardening bulk materials. In addition, we observed that these 
structures demonstrate localized plastic deformation and collapse, distinguishing their mechanical behavior 
from the conventional layer-by-layer collapse reported in previous studies. The nanofeatures detected in 
fractographies obtained by helium ion microscopy provided further insight into the collapse mechanisms of the 
structures. The present design methodology of strategically placed structural features yields architected 
microstructures with microlattice geometries that can be used to enhance and control the mechanical 
performance of metamaterial structures. 
 
Felipe Concha and Daniel E. Hurtado, “Upscaling the poroelastic behavior of the lung parenchyma: A finite-
deformation micromechanical model”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 145, Article 
104147, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104147 
ABSTRACT: The lungs are among the most deformable body organs, a mechanical feature that is key to the 
vital process of breathing. Current micromechanical constitutive models of the lung parenchyma construct the 
tissue response function either as strain-driven or pressure-driven. However, the lung parenchyma resembles an 
open-cell foam material consisting of a solid phase and a fluid phase that closely interact with each other. In this 
work, we introduce a novel finite-deformation micromechanical poroelastic model of the lung parenchyma. 
Using a two-scale homogenization framework for poroelasticity, we construct the effective coarse-scale 
response of the tissue by solving a poroelastic fine-scale problem. To this end, we develop a non-linear 
structural model based on a tetrakaidecahedron (TKD) unit cell that only depends on four microstructural 
parameters. We validate the TKD model showing that it predicts the effective response of representative volume 
elements (RVE) constructed from micro-computed-tomography images of the lung under several combinations 
of deformation and alveolar pressure. Further, we show that the estimation of the effective stress using the TKD 
model delivers a speed-up in computation time of more than 284,000 ×  when compared to RVE simulations, at 
the same time that it delivers higher numerical stability. In addition, we demonstrate through a sensitivity 
analysis that the model response predominantly depends on the alveolar-wall elasticity and initial tissue 
porosity, which are parameter values that are inherently connected to measurable microstructural features of the 
lung tissue. The present TKD model opens the door to large-scale poroelastic simulations of the lung by 
providing a predictive yet efficient constitutive model of the lung parenchyma. Codes are available for 
download at https://github.com/dehurtado/PoroelasticTKDModel. 
 
Yan Liu, Bo Li and Xi-Qiao Feng, “Buckling of growing bacterial chains”, Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, Vol. 145, Article 104146, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104146 
ABSTRACT: Bacteria usually grow in populations to survive in various environments. A yet unsolved issue is 
how mechanical forces at the cellular level regulate the morphogenesis of bacterial population. In this paper, we 
combine experiments and theoretical analysis to investigate the growth of bacterial chains constituted by rod-
shaped Bacillus subtilis. Our experiments show that due to cellular proliferation-induced compressive forces, 
one-dimensional bacterial chains can buckle into a morphology similar to toppling dominoes. A rod–spring 
model which considers both cell–cell connection and cell–substrate interaction is established to study the 



buckling behaviors of bacterial chains. The critical features at the growth-induced instability of bacterial chains 
are determined by the energetic competition associated with elastic strain energy and cell–substrate bonding 
energy. An active rod method is further presented to simulate the bacterial growth dynamics from a single 
bacterium to a chain structure and, subsequently, to a two-dimensional biofilm, where Johnson–Kendall–
Roberts theory is adopted to account for intercellular contact forces. This work suggests a novel mechanism of 
instability in the self-organization and expansion of bacterial biofilms. 
 
Weicheng Huang, Yunbo Wang, Xuanhe Li and Mohammad K. Jawed, “Shear induced supercritical pitchfork 
bifurcation of pre-buckled bands, from narrow strips to wide plates”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Solids, Vol. 145, Article 104168, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104168 
ABSTRACT: We combine discrete differential geometry (DDG)-based models and desktop experiments to 
study supercritical pitchfork bifurcation of a pre-compressed elastic plate under lateral end translation, with a 
focus on its width effect. Based on the ratio among length, width, and thickness, the elastic structures in our 
study fall into three different structural categories: rods, ribbons, and plates. In order to numerically simulate the 
mechanical response of these structures, we employ two DDG-based numerical frameworks — Discrete 
Anisotropic Rods method and Discrete Elastic Plates method. Even though the multi-stability and bifurcation of 
a narrow strip can be precisely captured by a naive one dimensional rod model, it fails to match with 
experiments as the ribbon increases in width. A two dimensional approach using a plate model, on the other 
hand, accurately predicts the geometrically nonlinear deformations and the supercritical pitchfork points for 
plate even when the width is as large as half of the length. Exploiting the efficiency and robustness of the 
simulator, we perform a systematic parameter sweep on plate size and lateral displacement to build a phase 
diagram of different configurations of the elastic plates. We find that the deformed configuration of the nearly 
developable strips can be described, up to a very good approximation, using the bending and twisting of the 
centerline. This indicates that a one dimensional energy model for the simulation of nearly developable strips 
can potentially be developed in the future. The results can serve as a benchmark for future numerical 
investigations into modeling of ribbons. Our study can also provide guidelines on the choice of the appropriate 
structural model – rod vs. ribbon vs. plate – in simulation of thin elastic structures. 
 
G. Bordiga, L. Cabras, A. Piccolroaz and D. Bigoni, “Dynamics of prestressed elastic lattices: Homogenization, 
instabilities, and strain localization”, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, Vol. 146, Article 104198, 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2020.104198 
ABSTRACT: A lattice (or ‘grillage’) of elastic Rayleigh rods (possessing a distributed mass density, together 
with rotational inertia) organized in a parallelepiped geometry can be axially loaded up to an arbitrary amount 
without distortion and then be subject to incremental time-harmonic dynamic motion. At certain threshold 
levels of axial load, the grillage manifests instabilities and displays non-trivial axial and flexural incremental 
vibrations. Including every possible structural geometry and for an arbitrary amount of axial stretching, 
Floquet–Bloch wave asymptotics is used to homogenize the in-plane mechanical response, so to obtain an 
equivalent prestressed elastic solid subject to incremental time-harmonic vibration, which includes, as a 
particular case, the incremental quasi-static response. The equivalent elastic solid is obtained from its acoustic 
tensor, directly derived from homogenization and shown to be independent of the rods’ rotational inertia. Loss 
of strong ellipticity in the equivalent continuum coincides with macro-bifurcation in the lattice, while micro-
bifurcation remains undetected in the continuum and corresponds to a vibration of vanishing frequency of the 
lowest dispersion branch of the lattice, occurring at finite wavelength. Dynamic homogenization reveals the 
structure of the acoustic branches close to ellipticity loss and the analysis of forced vibrations (both in physical 
space and Fourier space) shows low-frequency wave localizations. A perturbative approach based on dynamic 
Green’s function is applied to both the lattice and its equivalent continuum. This shows that only macro-
instability corresponds to localization of incremental strain, while micro-instabilities occur in modes which 
spread throughout the whole lattice with an ‘explosive’ character. In particular, extremely localized mechanical 
responses are found both in the lattice and in the solid, with the advantage that the former can be easily realized, 
for instance via 3D printing. In this way, features such as shear band inclination, or the emergence of a single 
shear band, or competition between micro and macro instabilities become all designable features. The 
comparison between the mechanics of the lattice and its equivalent solid shows that the homogenization 
technique allows an almost perfect representation, except when micro-bifurcation is the first manifestation of 



instability. Therefore, the presented results pave the way for the design of architected cellular materials to be 
used in applications where extreme deformations are involved. 
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Peng Lyu, Jingtao Du, Yuhang Wang and Zhigang Liu, “Free in-plane vibration analysis of rotating annular 
panels with elastic boundary”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 439, pp 434-456, 20 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.004 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an accurate solution for the in-plane vibration analysis of rotating circular panels 
with general edge restraints is established by solving the governing equations and boundary conditions, 
simultaneously. Two coupled in-plane displacement fields are constructed as Fourier series with smoothed 
supplementary polynomials to remove the relevant differential discontinuities associated with the original radial 
component at inner and/or outer edges. Any type of boundary conditions can be easily achieved by setting the 
boundary restraining stiffness accordingly. System characteristic matrix is obtained through the comparison of 
all expanded Fourier series coefficients. Numerical examples are then presented to validate the correctness and 
reliability of the proposed solution by comparing them with those solved from other approaches. Based on the 
model established, significant influence of elastic boundary condition on the in-plane modal characteristics of 
rotating annular panel is investigated and addressed. This work represents the first time that analytical solution 
for the in-plane vibration of rotating circular panel with general boundary conditions is derived, and can also 
shed some new light on the understanding of complex dynamic behavior of such structural system. 
 
Elias Lopez-Alba, Chris M. Sebastian, Ana Catarina Santos Silva and Eann A. Patterson, Experimental study of 
mode shifting in an asymmetrically heated rectangular plate”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 439, pp 
241-250, 20 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.09.044 
ABSTRACT: Modal shifting and jumping in thermally buckled plates has been investigated previously using 
computational models; however, relatively few experimental explorations have been reported. In this study, the 
modal shifts and jumps in a simple rectangular plate or panel were investigated using digital image correlation 
to obtain detailed mode shapes. One face of the planar panel, which was 219 × 146 mm, was speckled and 
viewed with a stereoscopic digital image correlation system using pulsed-laser illumination and with a laser 
vibrometer at a single point. The other face was heated using a set of 1 kW quartz lamps to produce a non-
uniform temperature distribution which progressively increased from room temperature to around 760 K. An 
infra-red camera recorded the time-varying temperature distribution on the panel while it was excited with an 
electrodynamic shaker. A waterfall plot, or time-frequency spectrogram, showing natural frequencies as a 
function of time was generated, which highlighted the shifting response of the panel with temperature. The 
heating sequence was repeated and the panel excited at the natural frequencies identified in the waterfall plot, 
which permitted the corresponding mode shapes to be measured. These data showed that mode shifting and 
jumping was present with asymmetric heating, but not with spatially uniform heating, and was associated with 
thermally-induced buckling. 
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David A. Ehrhardt and Lawrence N. Virgin, “Experiments on the thermal post-buckling of panels, including 
localized heating”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 439, pp 300-309, 20 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.08.043 
ABSTRACT: The suppression of expansion in thin clamped panels subjected to elevated thermal loading often 
results in buckling. However, a number of possible post-buckled equilibrium configurations typically exist, and 
which shape ensues depends on a number of factors including the role of symmetry, boundary conditions, 
aspect ratio, and the effect of small geometric imperfections associated with the initial shape. It is possible to 
force the panel to go between different buckled shapes, given a sufficiently large perturbation. Sometimes the 
panel will spontaneously jump, or snap, when the temperature is gradually increased or decreased (mode 
jumping). The extent to which these features occur when the thermal loading is applied locally is also 
investigated. This paper describes some interesting nonlinear (essentially buckling) behavior in thermally-
loaded panels from a primarily experimental perspective, with an additional focus on non-uniform heating. The 
full force of stereo 3D digital image correlation and forward-looking infrared cameras are exploited to provide a 
relatively complete picture of this behavior. 
 
Han-Gyu Kim and Richard Wiebe, “Experimental and numerical investigation of nonlinear dynamics and snap-
through boundaries of post-buckled laminated composite plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 439, pp 
362-387, 20 January 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.09.056 
ABSTRACT: Thermally-buckled composite panels of high-speed aircraft may experience dynamic snap-
through due to aerodynamic loading, which can accelerate damage growth. Therefore, understanding post-
buckled dynamic responses can be an important step in developing reliable simulation tools to predict 
consequent damage growth. To address this issue, this work experimentally and numerically investigates 



nonlinear dynamics and snap-through boundaries of post-buckled laminated composite plates under various 
harmonic loading scenarios. Full-field and single-point sensing methods are used to explore the spatio-
temporally complex behavior and parameter sensitivity of post-buckled plates. Based on the full-field data of 
the specimen's static buckled shape, a numerical model was generated using an in-house finite element code, 
which was written in MATLAB based on the classical laminated plate theory along with nonconforming (semi-
C1 continuity) cubic Hermite elements and Rayleigh damping. The simulation results including numerical snap-
through boundaries showed an excellent agreement with the experimental observations, thereby providing 
robust validation of the model. The experimental and numerical data obtained through this work provide a 
benchmark for the development of an efficient dynamic model for simulation of damage growth in composite 
structures subjected to high-frequency dynamic loading. 
 
Hou Qiao, Zeng He, Wen Jiang and Weicai Peng, “Sound transmission of periodic composite structure lined 
with porous core: Rib-stiffened double panel case”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 440, pp 256-276, 3 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.029 
ABSTRACT: Porous materials are effective for the isolation of sound with medium to high frequencies, while 
periodic structures are promising for low to medium frequencies. In the present work, we study the sound 
insulation of a periodically rib-stiffened double-panel with porous lining to reveal the effect of combining the 
two characters above. The theoretical development of the periodic composite structure, which is based on the 
space harmonic series and Biot theory, is included. The system equations are subsequently solved numerically 
by employing a precondition method with a truncation procedure. This theoretical and numerical framework is 
validated with results from both theoretical and finite element methods. The parameter study indicates that the 
presence of ribs can lower the overall sound insulation, although a direct transfer path is absent. Despite the 
unexpected model results, the method proposed here, which combines poroelastic modeling and periodic 
structures semi-analytically, can be promising in broadband sound modulation. 
 
Wajih Umar Syed and Ibrahim (Abe) M. Elfadel, “Vibrational model of a prismatic multilayered tapered 
cantilever using perturbation analysis”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 441, pp 1-25, 17 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.033 
ABSTRACT: In this work we present a novel semi-analytical model of the vibrational dynamics of a multi-
layered tapered prismatic cantilever. The derivation of the model is based on a perturbation expansion of the 
tapered cantilever's partial differential equations using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory as a starting point. The 
proposed semi-analytical solution of the model enables a 101-sample modal analysis to run more than 
250 × faster when using 20 perturbation components than a computationally efficient commercial FEM solution 
that uses 101 shell-type finite elements along the beam length and 6 elements along the beam width. In this 
case, the primary mode model prediction error on resonance frequency is below 0.1% for 20 perturbation 
components and below 10% for 4 components. 
 
Maria V. Wilde, Mikhail V. Golub and Artem A. Eremin, “Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
transient edge waves excited by a piezoelectric transducer bonded to the edge of a thick elastic plate”, Journal 
of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 441, pp 26-49, 17 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.015 
ABSTRACT: The paper presents experimental and theoretical studies of wave phenomena accompanying 
transient edge waves (EW) excitation by a piezoelectric transducer attached at the edge of an elastic plate. 
Theoretical investigations are conducted on the basis of the three-dimensional elastodynamic theory. The 
boundary value problem describing non-stationary wave motion is solved with the use of integral transforms 
and the modal expansion technique. The asymptotic analysis with the wavenumber considered as a small or 
large parameter is applied to the three-dimensional problem. In the first case (long-wave vibrations) the 
approximate formulae for the fundamental EW's pole and corresponding residue are derived. These relations 
take into account the influence of the transverse shear load arising because of coupling between long-wave 
integral and Saint-Venant's boundary layer. In the second case (short-wave vibrations) an infinite series of poles 
corresponding to higher order EW is revealed. Results of numerical investigations of EW dispersion properties 
and waveforms are presented and used for an analysis of experimental data acquired with the use of Laser 
Doppler vibrometry. It is shown that the contribution of EW is predominant in the wave-field excited by the 
load under consideration. A good agreement between theoretical predictions and measurements is demonstrated. 



For the calculation of transient wave-field three different models of actuator-plate interaction are developed: in 
the low-frequency range the interaction is considered as a static one, while the lower and higher 
eigenfrequencies of the actuator are taken into account in the medium- and high-frequency ranges respectively. 
For the low-frequency range, an explicit analytical formula is derived for calculation of EW contribution into 
the transient wave-field. In the high-frequency range, the excitation of the first higher order EW is predicted by 
the numerical solution and observed experimentally. 
 
Liuxian Zhao (Temasek Laboratories, Nanyang Technological University, 50 Nanyang Drive, Singapore 
637553, Singapore), “Low-frequency vibration reduction using a sandwich plate with periodically embedded 
acoustic black holes”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 441, pp 165-171, 17 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.046 
ABSTRACT: In this work, passive constrained-layer damping with periodically embedded acoustic black holes 
(ABHs) on a viscoelastic layer is used to reduce vibrations and noise. The ABH is a tapered profile described by 
a power-law relation which is embedded in the host structure. The tapered profile allows progressive decrease 
of the velocity of propagating waves, which enables highly efficient vibration attenuation in the high-frequency 
range (kilohertz). This research proposes an efficient modeling technique that combines ABHs with a sandwich 
plate to enhance the low-frequency (hertz) vibration reduction. The loss factor of the sandwich plate with 
embedded ABHs is numerically evaluated via a modal strain energy method. The results suggest that the 
proposed approach enables highly efficient vibration dissipation performance in the low-frequency range. 
 
Yuanzhao Chen, Dingguo Zhang and Liang Li (School of Sciences, Nanjing University of Science and 
Technology, Nanjing 210094, China), “Dynamic analysis of rotating curved beams by using absolute nodal 
coordinate formulation based on radial point interpolation method”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 441, 
pp 63-83, 17 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.10.011 
ABSTRACT: It is well known that rotating beams are stretched due to centrifugal forces. Accordingly, it can be 
speculated that the stretching effect for rotating curved beams leads to changes of the curvature. But this 
speculation has been not verified and reported in existing literatures. In this paper, a dynamic model of curved 
beams is derived by using the Absolute Nodal Coordinate Formulation based on radial point interpolation 
method (ANCF/RPIM), and the transient analysis of curved beams rotating at the steady state angular speed are 
especially performed by using the ANCF/RPIM. The results show that the curvature of curved beams is reduced 
due to centrifugal forces. These configuration changes have an important influence on frequency characteristics. 
Thus, modal analysis should take account of the configuration changes by using steady states which can be 
obtained in a manner of static analysis. The “static external force” for steady states is a non-zero centrifugal 
force, while centrifugal forces are identically equal to zero in the original ANCF. To this end, this paper uses a 
floating frame to describe overall rotations of beams, and defines the nodal coordinates located on the floating 
frame to describe configurations of beam. Based on this description, new ANCF dynamic equations can be 
easily obtained by using coordinate transformation of the original ANCF dynamic equations, in which the 
centrifugal forces are not equal to zero. The results show that the configurations in steady and transient states 
are very close, and transient states are almost located in both sides of the steady state. Therefore, steady states 
can be regarded approximately as equilibrium positions of vibrational curved beams. By using steady states, the 
new ANCF dynamic equations can be linearized to determine frequencies of curved beams. Finally, the effects 
of curvature changes on the frequencies of curved beams, especially “dynamic softening” effect, are 
investigated, and the reason that these effects are caused in curved beams is explained in detail. 
 
Ziang Yu, Hongbin Fang, Fangsen Cui, Li Cheng and Zhenbo Lu, “Origami-inspired foldable sound barrier 
designs”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 442, pp 514-526, 3 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.025 
ABSTRACT: Conventional sound barriers are constrained by fixed geometry which results in many limitations. 
In this research, origami, the paper folding technique, is exploited as a platform to design deployable and 
reconfigurable sound barriers, as well as to actively tailor the attenuation performance. As a proof of concept, a 
three-dimensional barrier structure is constructed based upon Miura-ori unit cells, whose shape can be 
significantly altered via folding with a single degree of freedom. Folding also generates periodic corrugations 
on the origami sheets, which can be exploited as backing cavities to form resonant sound absorbers with a 
micro-perforated membrane. The absorption performance of the constructed absorber and the insertion loss of 



the origami barrier are investigated using both numerical and experimental tools. The proposed origami barrier 
involves two fundamental mechanisms: sound reflection and absorption, and the origami offers unique 
tunability to enrich both mechanisms owing to the folding-induced geometric evolutions. Specifically, the 
sound reflection effect can be effectively tuned via changing the acoustic shadow zone and the diffracted sound 
paths by folding, and the sound absorption effect can also be regulated by altering the depth/shape of the 
backing cavities during folding. Overall, the results of this research offer fundamental insights into how folding 
would affect the acoustic performance and open up new opportunities for designing innovative origami-inspired 
acoustic devices. 
 
Xiuchang Huang, Kai Zhou, Yanni Tian and Hongxing Hua (State Key Laboratory of Mechanical System and 
Vibration, Laboratory of Vibration, Shock & Noise, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Collaborative Innovation 
Center for Advanced Ship and Deep-Sea Exploration (CISSE), Shanghai 200240, China), “Linear thermal-
acoustic responses of a composite panel in progressive wave tube based on wavenumber-frequency analysis”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 1-24, 17 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.011 
ABSTRACT: Linear thermal-acoustic responses of a composite panel in a progressive wave tube are studied 
based on wavenumber-frequency analysis in both pre- and post-buckling ranges. The coupled finite element 
method/boundary element method (FEM/BEM) is developed to study the modal behavior of the panel under 
thermal environment. The effects of temperature-dependent material property, thermal stresses and initial 
deflection on the modal behavior are investigated. Wavenumber-frequency analysis is performed to predict the 
thermal-acoustic responses of the thermally loaded panel under the excitation of a travelling pressure wave. 
Both unstiffened and stiffened panel have been investigated. As temperature rose, modal frequencies decrease 
to the minimum values in sequence due to the softening effect of thermal stresses, and then turn to increase 
mainly due to the stiffening effect of initial deflection, which provides additional stiffness to prevent the 
minimal modal frequencies drop to zero. Wavenumber-frequency analysis is able to offer a physical explanation 
of interaction between the excitation and the dynamic behavior of the panel, especially in terms of a filtering 
effect in the wavenumber domain. The dynamic characteristics of the unstiffened and the stiffened panel under 
combined thermal and travelling pressure wave excitations are different. Finally, an experiment is carried out to 
partially validate wavenumber-frequency analysis under ambient temperature in a progressive wave tube. It is 
demonstrated that the proposed method is of reasonable accuracy for the test article. However, it is limited to 
predicting linear responses and will over predict the thermal-acoustic responses in a conservative way. 
 
Feng Chen, Yong Chen and Hongxing Hua (State Key Laboratory of Mechanical System and Vibration, 
Laboratory of Vibration, Shock & Noise, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Collaborative Innovation Center for 
Advanced Ship and Deep-Sea Exploration (CISSE), Shanghai, 200240, China), “Vibration analysis of a 
submarine elastic propeller-shaft-hull system using FRF-based substructuring method”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 1-24, 17 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.053 
ABSTRACT: A dynamic model to study the coupled longitudinal and transverse vibrations of a submarine 
elastic propeller-shaft-hull system is developed using the FRF-based substructuring method (FBSM). The total 
system is firstly modeled as two substructures: the elastic propeller-shaft subsystem and the hull shell. For the 
former substructure, the elastic propeller is modeled by using harmonic blade array elements and the shafts are 
assumed to be Timoshenko beams, while the latter one is modeled using traditional finite element method. After 
that, the two substructures are synthesized using FBSM. The modes, the natural frequencies and the coupled 
longitudinal and transverse vibration characteristics of the propeller-shaft subsystem, the hull shell, and the total 
system are analyzed. An experiment studying the dynamic characteristics of a large-scale submarine 
experimental setup is processed and compared with the numerical results, which shows great consistency. 
Finally, a further discussion is carried out focused on how the bearing stiffness affects the coupled vibration 
characteristics of the total system. 
 
Guilherme Orelli Paiva, Frederic Abilitzer, Francois Gautier and Jose Maria Campos dos Santos (Primarily 
from: Le Mans Université, ENSIM-LAUM, 1 Rue Aristote, 72000 Le Mans, France), “Collisions in double 
string plucked instruments: Physical modeling and sound synthesis of the viola caipira”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 178-197, 17 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.012 
ABSTRACT: The viola caipira is a folk guitar widely used in traditional and modern Brazilian music. It 
consists, in general, of 10 metallic strings arranged in five pairs, tuned in unison or octave, with the thinnest 



string located in the middle. An experimental study of the viola caipira pluck by means of a high speed camera 
reveals some specificities of the instrument. It is found that the instrument is characterized by a double pluck 
excitation since the two strings of a given pair are plucked successively and rapidly. Collisions between strings 
arranged in the same pair are identified. A hybrid model, based on a modal approach, is carried out for sound 
synthesis purposes. It includes 10 strings with non-planar motions coupled with the body and collisions between 
strings. A finite difference scheme is used to compute the coupling forces at each time-step, which permits a set 
of sound simulations. The effects of string/string collisions on the viola caipira sounds are identified and 
discussed. It is found that the model reproduces the main vibroacoustic features of the viola caipira, among 
which the sympathetic string resonances and the string/string collisions observed in the video analysis. 
 
A.C. Santos Silva, C.M. Sebastian, J. Lambros and E.A. Patterson (Primarily from: School of Engineering, 
University of Liverpool, The Quadrangle, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool L69 3GH, UK), “High temperature modal 
analysis of a non-uniformly heated rectangular plate: Experiments and simulations”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 397-410, 17 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.041 
ABSTRACT: Structures in demanding environments where high-temperatures and high-frequency vibratory 
loads are combined often experience fatigue which shortens their lifecycle. A limited amount of experimental 
data is available on the mechanical behaviour of plates under such thermo-acoustic loading. In this work, on 
Hastelloy-X plates, non-contact techniques were used to simultaneously acquire full-field temperature and out-
of-plane displacement data for a thin plate. The plate was heated using halogen quartz lamps arranged in two 
different configurations and mechanically loaded using a commercially-available shaker. The centre of the plate 
was mounted to the shaker through a stinger with a bolted connection. The structure's resonant frequencies were 
determined using experimental modal analysis when mechanically loading the plate using a randomly varying 
signal from 0 to 800 Hz. Modal shapes were studied by exciting the plate to its first eleven resonant frequencies 
and acquiring displacement data using a PL-DIC (Pulse Laser Digital Image Correlation) method. Infra-red 
imaging was used to acquire temperature maps across the specimen. A finite element model was developed to 
include temperature-dependent material properties in the prediction of the plate's resonant frequencies and mode 
shapes. For the first time, experimental results showed the resonant response of the plate to strongly depend on 
the temperature distribution across the structure, correlating well with past predictive work in the literature. This 
was supported by the results from the finite element model, which were validated against experimental data and 
found to yield reliable predictions. 
 
Qiansheng Tang, Chaofeng Li, Houxin She and Bangchun Wen (Primarily from: School of Mechanical 
Engineering and Automation, Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110819, China), “Nonlinear response 
analysis of bolted joined cylindrical-cylindrical shell with general boundary condition”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 788-803, 17 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: To investigate the nonlinear vibration behavior of bolted joined cylindrical-cylindrical shell, a 
macroslip model was considered into the radial connection at the interface between the shell segments. Based 
on Sanders’ shell theory and the connection condition, the vibration differential equation of the structure was 
established. The mono-harmonic method was used to linearize the connection model and incremental harmonic 
balance method was used to obtain the results of the dynamic response. First, to test the accuracy of the present 
method, the frequency analysis was done and the results were compared with those by ANSYS and a good 
agreement was shown. Then, the convergence of the method was discussed. And finally, the effects of the 
preload of bolts, excitation amplitude, frictional coefficient and connection stiffness on the forced response 
were studied. The soft nonlinearity of the response curves was easily obtained under some conditions. The 
results show the resonance frequency and amplitude are sensitive to the preload of bolts, excitation amplitude, 
frictional coefficient and connection stiffness. The results reveal the dynamic characteristics of bolted joined 
cylindrical-cylindrical shell and would be of signification for shell structure design and vibration control. 
 
S. Michael Spottswood, Timothy J. Beberniss, Thomas G. Eason, Ricardo A. Perez, M. Donbar, David A. 
Ehrhardt and Zachary B. Riley (Primarily from: Structural Sciences Center, Air Force Research Laboratory, 
AFRL/RQHF, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, 45433, USA), “Exploring the response of a thin, flexible panel to 
shock-turbulent boundary-layer interactions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 443, pp 74-89, 17 March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.11.035 



ABSTRACT: The use of nonlinear, dynamic methods for the simulation of aerospace structures has increased 
dramatically in recent years [1]; however, very little relevant experimental data exists to properly guide these 
developments. An experimental campaign was initiated by the AFRL Structural Sciences Center (SSC) for three 
reasons: (1) to observe and measure the effect of turbulence, shock boundary-layer interactions (SBLI) and 
heated flow on an aircraft-like panel; (2) to explore severe structural events (dynamic instabilities and material 
failure); and (3) to refine full-field and non-contacting experimental measurement techniques necessary to 
characterize the flow environment and structural response. All of the objectives were achieved. The panel 
response to turbulent, heated flow and sensitivity to panel back-pressure modulation was studied, with large-
deformation limit cycle behavior leading to panel failure, observed and measured. For the first time, the 3D 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique was also used to record the panel behavior while filming through the 
flow and SBLI environment. Finally, fast reacting pressure sensitive paint (PSP) was used, concurrently with 
3D DIC, to record the dynamic pressure across the panel surface. 
 
Si Mohamed Sah, Jon Juel Thomsen and Dmitri Tcherniak (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark), “Transverse vibrations induced by longitudinal 
excitation in beams with geometrical and loading imperfections”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 444, pp 
152-160, 31 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.12.027 
ABSTRACT: With structural health monitoring techniques based on measuring transverse vibrations of beam-
like components it can be difficult to provide transverse excitation, while longitudinal excitation can be easier. 
We experimentally investigate how transverse vibrations in a beam can be excited by a longitudinal hammer 
impact. We carry out a comparative study on the measured transverse natural frequencies and frequency 
response coherence for different input and output locations and directions. It is shown that transverse vibrations 
are excited regardless of the impact locations and directions. Theoretical explanation to this counter-intuitive 
phenomenon is provided in terms of various imperfections associated with beams and impacts. 
 
M. Liu and W.D. Zhu (Division of Dynamics and Control, School of Astronautics, Harbin Institute of 
Technology, Harbin 150001, PR China and Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250, USA), “Nonlinear transformation-based 
broadband cloaking for flexural waves in elastic thin plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 445, pp 270-
287, 14 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.12.025 
ABSTRACT: Controlling and guiding elastic waves in solids is more complicated compared with 
electromagnetic and acoustic waves; design and fabrication of an elastic wave cloak with non-singular, 
homogeneous, and isotropic material parameters is a challenging task. Recent studies in the literature that focus 
on manipulating flexural waves in elastic thin plates mainly use a linear transformation with a linear radial-
dependent mapping function, which has drawbacks of being narrowly banded or even having negative cloaking 
efficiency that results from singular material parameters on the internal boundary of the cloak. This paper 
presents a theory of nonlinear transformation-based flexural waves and derives the nonlinear ray-tracing 
equation for flexural waves. A broadband cylindrical cloak for flexural waves in an elastic thin plate is realized 
based on a nonlinear transformation, whose materials can be simplified as layered non-singular, homogeneous, 
and isotropic materials using an effective medium theory. Some advantages and improvements of the 
invisibility nonlinear-transformation cloak are analyzed by comparison with the linear-transformation cloak. 
The invisibility capability of the nonlinear-transformation cloak can be tuned by adjusting an impact parameter 
that is shown to have influence on flexural wave energy emitting into the region inside the cloak. Numerical 
simulations show that the nonlinear-transformation cloak is more effective for guiding flexural waves that 
propagate in the region outside the cloak than the linear-transformation cloak in a broad frequency range. They 
also show that the nonlinear-transformation cloak can accurately control ray tracing of different types of 
flexural waves under disturbances outside the cloak. The methodology developed here can be used to construct 
nonlinear-transformation cloaks for other types of waves. 
 
Chia-Chin Wu (Department of Mechanical and Energy Engineering, National Chia-Yi University, Chia-Yi City, 
Taiwan 60004, ROC), “Free vibration analysis of a free-free Timoshenko beam carrying multiple concentrated 
elements with effect of rigid-body motions considered”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 445, pp 204-227, 
14 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2018.12.019 



ABSTRACT: A modified mode-superposition method (MMSM) was presented in this paper to solve the free 
vibration problem of the “unconstrained” beams that the conventional mode-superposition method (CMSM) 
cannot easily tackle. For convenience, a beam without any attachments is called the “bare” beam, and the beam 
carrying any concentrated elements (CEs) is called the “loaded” beam, in this paper. Furthermore, the mode-
superposition method (MSM) with only the “elastic” modes of the bare beam considered is called the CMSM, 
and the MSM with both the “elastic” and the “rigid-body” modes considered is called the MMSM. From the 
existing literature, one finds that the CMSM is one of the effective approaches for the free vibration analysis of 
a “constrained” bare beam (such as the C-C, P-P, or C-F beam) carrying various CEs, where “C, P and F” 
denote the abbreviations of “clamped, pinned and free”, respectively. However, the CMSM is not available for 
that of an “unconstrained” bare beam (such as the F-F beam) carrying various CEs. For this reason, this paper 
presented a MMSM to solve the title problem so that one can easily obtain the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes for both the “rigid-body” motions and the “elastic” vibrations of the F-F loaded Timoshenko beam. The 
main difference between a “constrained” bare beam and an “unconstrained” one is that the free vibration 
responses of latter consist of the “rigid-body” motions and those of the former do not, so that the coupling effect 
between the “rigid-body” motions and the “elastic” vibrations” of the F-F loaded beam are not considered by 
using the CMSM. To confirm the correctness of the presented theory and the developed computer program for 
this paper, all numerical results obtained from the MMSM are compared with those obtained from the finite 
element method (FEM) and good agreement is achieved. Numerical examples reveal that the CMSM can 
provide neither any information regarding the “rigid-body” motions nor the accurate natural frequencies and 
mode shapes for the “elastic” vibrations of a F-F loaded beam, and all the above-mentioned drawbacks of the 
CMSM have been improved by the presented MMSM. 
 
Andrew J. Hull (Undersea Warfare Weapons, Vehicles and Defensive Systems Department, Naval Undersea 
Warfare Center Division, Newport, RI 02841, USA), “Estimation of mechanical material properties using an 
isotropic three-dimensional elastic plate model”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 446, pp 273-288, 28 
April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.01.041 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops an inverse method to simultaneously estimate complex Young’s and shear 
moduli of a rectangular-shaped solid material. This new method exploits a relatively simple experiment and is 
designed for a frequency range of approximately 1 kHz–10 kHz. A fully elastic spatial domain model of a plate 
is derived and corresponding experimental measurements are collected. An error function is defined using the 
residual between the model displacements and the measured displacements, which allows a metric for a search 
over a space where the complex model values of Young’s and shear moduli are allowed to vary. When this error 
function is minimized, the parameters used to create the model are considered the best estimate possible. An 
experiment is included to illustrate the estimation process, and it is shown that the real parts of both moduli 
compare favorably to previously available measurements. Finally, the model is compared to the experimental 
measurements to illustrate its accuracy when it is formulated using the material property estimates obtained 
using this method. 
 
Andrew J. Lee and Daniel J. Inman (Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Michigan, 1320 Beal 
Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA), “Electromechanical modeling of a bistable plate with macro fiber 
composites under nonlinear vibrations”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 446, pp 273-288, 28 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.01.045 
ABSTRACT: Vibrational broadband energy harvesting has been the most focused application of bistable 
composite plates paired with piezoelectric materials due to their wide array of nonlinear responses at low 
frequencies. Various cross-well behaviors between the two potential wells allow large amplitudes and 
broadband characteristics favorable for generating ample power even away from resonance. With most past 
works being experimental, there are limitations in the available literature for validated model predictions of the 
electromechanical response resulting from cross-well dynamics under harmonic excitation. This paper presents 
the formulation, implementation, and experimental validation of the nonlinear analytical model for the 
rectangular piezoelectrically generated bistable laminate with a fixed center consisting of Macro Fiber 
Composites (MFC) in a cross-ply layup. The full range of nonlinear responses observed in tests are predicted by 
the simulated electromechanical equations of motion such as intermittency, limit cycle, chaotic, and 
subharmonic oscillations. These responses and the corresponding voltage and power outputs are investigated for 



a range of excitation parameters using both time and frequency domain analysis, and they show good agreement 
with experimental results. 
 
V.A. Krysko Jr., J. Awrejcewicz, V. Dobriyan, I.V. Papkova and V.A. Krysko (Primarily from: Department of 
Mathematics and Modeling, Saratov State Technical University, Politehnicheskaya 77, 410054 Saratov, Russian 
Federation), “Size-dependent parameter cancels chaotic vibrations of flexible shallow nano-shells”, Journal of 
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 446, pp 374-386, 28 April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.01.032 
ABSTRACT: A theory of flexible shallow nano-shells is developed based on the modified couple stress theory 
in higher approximation. The shell material is considered as isotropic, elastic and both von Kármán and 
Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses are taken into account. Variational Hamilton's principle yields differential equations 
of motion of both shallow size-dependent nano-shells with rectangular planforms and axially symmetric nano-
shells with circular planforms. The derived PDEs are reduced to the Cauchy problem by using the FDM (finite 
difference method), and then solved by the Runge-Kutta-type methods. Convergence of the numerical results is 
analysed with respect to the number of the shell radius partitions and time step. The Fourier power spectra, 
various wavelets-type spectra, phase and modal portraits, as well as signs of the LEs (Lyapunov exponents) are 
investigated. All results associated with the analysis of LEs are validated based on the case studies of non-linear 
dynamics. Two kinds of boundary conditions are employed: movable and fixed clamping along the shell edge. 
It is shown that the size-dependent parameter essentially influences shell vibrations (in particular, the chaotic 
vibrations become periodic). 
 
Mehdi Baghaee, Amin Farrokhabadi and Ramazan-Ali Jafari-Talookolaei (Primarily from: Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Tarbiat Modares University, Jalal AleAhmad, Nasr, P.O.Box: 14115-111, Tehran, 
Iran), “A solution method based on Lagrange multipliers and Legendre polynomial series for free vibration 
analysis of laminated plates sandwiched by two MFC layers”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 447, pp 42-
60, 12 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.01.037 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new solution approach based on Lagrange multipliers is developed to investigate 
the free vibrations of rectangular composite plates equipped with piezoelectric layers such as Macro Fiber 
Composites (MFCs). The piezo-composite plate has general stacking sequences and is subjected to the elastic 
edge restraints. Using the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and Hamilton’s principle, the boundary 
conditions of the problem are deduced. To solve the problem, the generalized displacements and electric 
potentials are expanded using the Legendre polynomial series as the base functions. Afterward, the strain and 
kinetic energies of the problem are achieved. Then, all the boundary conditions have been added to the energy 
expression by means of Lagrange multipliers to form the functional. This functional is extremised to give the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the problem through the generalized eigenvalue problem. Capability 
and credibility of the proposed approach are confirmed by comparing the results with those achieved by the 
experimental, finite element method (FEM) and 3D elasticity. The method finally is used to investigate the 
effects of MFCs orientations on the vibrational behavior of the smart plates. 
 
Jialiang Sun, Qiang Tian, Haiyan Hu and Niels L. Pedersen (First author is from: State Key Laboratory of 
Mechanics and Control of Mechanical Structures, College of Aerospace Engineering, Nanjing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China), “Topology optimization for eigenfrequencies of a 
rotating thin plate via moving morphable components”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 448, pp 83-107, 
26 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.01.054 
ABSTRACT: An efficient and explicit topology optimization approach is initially proposed for 
eigenfrequencies of a rotating thin plate in this study. First of all, an accurate dynamic model of the rotating thin 
plate is established via the thin plate elements of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF). When 
performing the modal characteristic analysis of the rotating thin plate at a prescribed angular velocity, the linear 
perturbation analysis is employed, during which the coupling between the membrane and bending deformations 
is considered. The coupling term makes the dynamic model established in the study more accurate than 
conventional models, especially in the case of large deformations. Then, the moving morphable components 
(MMC) are used to describe the topology of the plate. In the frame of MMC-based topology optimization, 
explicit geometrical parameters, positions, and orientations of the components are taken as the design variables 
so that the total number of the design variables can be greatly reduced. For the topology optimization, the 
sensitivities of a simple eigenfrequency and multiply repeated eigenfrequencies with respect to a design variable 



are analytically derived. During the optimization, in order to remove the localized modes in the low-density 
areas, the mass and stiffness matrices of the thin plate elements of ANCF are carefully penalized. Finally, four 
numerical examples are presented to validate the proposed topology optimization approach and to demonstrate 
its effectiveness for two objectives, i.e., maximizing either the first eigenfrequency or the gap between two 
consecutive eigenfrequencies of a rotating thin plate. 
 
H.Y.Y. Shi, T.E. Tay and H.P. Lee (Department of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore), “Elastic wave propagation in perforated plates with tetrad elliptical structural hierarchy: Numerical 
analysis and experimental verification”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 448, pp 73-82, 26 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.008 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we proposed a hierarchical structure with tetrad elliptical patterns in perforated 
plates. It is discovered that the introduction of structural hierarchy can enhance wave energy localization and 
introduce additional band gaps in 3d plates, in which elastic wave cannot propagate. However, if the 
hierarchical level increases further, extra vibration modes will be introduced, which may lead to the narrowing 
or vanishing of the band gaps. Parametric studies have been carried out to illustrate the possibility of tuning 
band gaps with geometric variation, and the results also demonstrate that the effect of structural hierarchy is not 
only limited to one specific geometric configuration. In this study, the finite element analysis and band diagram 
analysis are used for investigation. Moreover, experimental tests have been conducted for level-1 and level-2 
perforated plates for comparison, and excellent agreement between numerical analysis and experimental tests 
has been achieved, which also shows the feasibility of applying this strategy in structural design and other 
vibration mitigation applications. 
 
Artem Karev and Peter Hagedorn (First author is from: Institute of Numerical Methods in Mechanical 
Engineering, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Dolivostr. 15, 64293, Darmstadt, Germany), “Global stability 
effects of parametric excitation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 448, pp 73-82, 26 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.014 
ABSTRACT: Stability investigations of general non-conservative parametrically excited systems with 
asynchronous excitation are presented. Focusing on the global stability effects outside of the traditional 
resonance areas, systems with two degrees of freedom are considered featuring displacement- and/or velocity-
proportional parametric excitation with variable phase relations. In particular, facing the lack of studies on this 
subject, special attention is paid to time-periodic systems containing gyroscopic and circulatory terms. Through 
the application of the semi-analytical method of normal forms, general conditions for the appearance of possible 
global effects are derived. Apart from the “total instability” – presently the only known global effect – new 
stabilizing and destabilizing effects affecting the stability over the whole range of excitation frequencies are 
discovered. The derived conditions show, that such global effects are expected to be rather common in complex 
mechanical system, especially those, featuring circulatory terms. The qualitative analytical results are also 
confirmed by numerical stability analysis based on Floquet theory. As a mechanical example a minimal model 
of a squealing disk brake is examined. It is shown that this complex model is indeed subject to parametric 
excitation leading to global stability effects. These findings may contribute to a better understanding of the 
squealing phenomenon. Further, the newly obtained knowledge may as well be utilized for extended vibration 
suppression in mechanical systems in the context of parametric anti-resonance. 
 
Dixia Fan, Baiheng Wu, Divya Bachina and Michael S. Triantafyllou (Primarily from: Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA), “Vortex-induced vibration of a piggyback pipeline half buried in 
the seabed”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 449, pp 182-195, 9 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.038 
ABSTRACT: Experiments were conducted in a tow tank on the steady current-induced vibration of the smaller 
flexible cylinder (aspect ratio L⁄d = 61 and mass ratio m0 = 1.38) in a piggyback configuration with the main pipe 
half-buried in the seabed. The effect of the gap-to-diameter ratio (G⁄d) based on the smaller cylinder diameter is 
studied for five different configurations from 1.0 to 4.0 and ∞ (open flow) at different reduced velocities (Ur) 
from 2 to 10 based on the 1st modal natural frequency. An underwater optical measurement system was used in 
the current experiment to acquire both cross-flow (CF) and in-line (IL) vibration with a both spatially and 
temporally dense format. The results show that the existence of the half-buried larger cylinder will increase the 



mean drag coefficient for the smaller flexible cylinder and induce a positive mean lift coefficient pushing it 
away from the larger cylinder. For the smallest gap-to-diameter ratio of G⁄d = 1.0 when the interaction is the 
strongest, experiments show that the root mean square (RMS) of the CF vibration will increase due to the 
appearance of the stronger higher harmonic motion compared to the open flow case. The results of the inversely 
calculated vortex forces reveal that the 3rd harmonic fluid force in the CF direction is even stronger than the 1st 
harmonic fluid force for G⁄d = 1.0. In addition, it is found that there is a strong correlation between the positive 
lift coefficient in phase with velocity (Clv) and the counter-clockwise trajectory between the CF and the IL 
vibrations of the smaller flexible cylinder, even with the existence of the large half-buried main pipeline. 
 
E. Labans, H. Abramovich and C. Bisagni (Primarily from: Aerospace Structures and Computational 
Mechanics, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology, 2629 HS, Delft, the 
Netherlands), “An experimental vibration-buckling investigation on classical and variable angle tow composite 
shells under axial compression”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 449, pp 315-329, 9 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.034 
ABSTRACT: Two laminated composite shells, one with a conventional straight fiber laminate denoted the 
classical laminated shell and the second one with a variable angle tow reinforced composite, had been excited 
and their natural frequencies and mode shapes had been measured and monitored as a function of the axial 
compression load. Then, the in-situ buckling loads of the two tested specimens were predicted using the 
Vibration Correlation Technique (VCT) and compared with actual experimental buckling loads and Finite 
Element buckling predictions, yielding matching, consistent and repeatable results. It was shown that the VCT 
predicts the actual in-situ buckling loads of laminated composite thin walled cylindrical shells with a high 
accuracy, yielding 96% and 98.6% of the experimental buckling load, for the classical and variable angle tow 
composite shells, respectively. These results, although based on only two specimens, join the relatively small 
data base published in the literature, proving the nondestructive nature of the VCT approach, making it an 
adequate method for application on thin-walled structures, like shells. In addition, some testing 
recommendations are presented, to effectively enable the successful application of the VCT for in-situ buckling 
prediction of the buckling sensitive structures, like composite cylindrical shells. 
 
A.R. Abdelbaki, M.P. Paidoussis and A.K. Misra (Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, 
817 Sherbroke Street West, Montreal, QC, H3A 0C3, Canada), “A nonlinear model for a hanging tubular 
cantilever simultaneously subjected to internal and confined external axial flows”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 449, pp 349-367, 9 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.031 
ABSTRACT: A full nonlinear model is developed for the dynamics of a hanging tubular cantilever that is 
simultaneously subjected to internal and external axial flows. These two flows are dependent on each other and 
are in opposite directions. Also, the external flow is confined over the whole length of the cantilever. A 
nonlinear equation of motion for the cantilever is obtained via Hamilton's principle to third-order accuracy. The 
virtual work due to the fluid-related forces acting on the cantilever is derived, to the same accuracy, considering 
the non-conservative forces associated with the internal flow as well as the inviscid, viscous and hydrostatic 
forces related to the external one. In addition, a vortex-lift mechanism due to the external flow is considered, 
and the associated steady hydrodynamic forces are derived and added to the expression of the virtual work. The 
equation of motion is then discretized and solved using the pseudo-arclength continuation method and a direct 
time-integration technique. The dynamical behaviour obtained is compared to the one predicted by another 
linear theoretical model, from the literature, for the same system parameters. The two models are in good 
qualitative and quantitative agreement with each other in terms of the type of instability, namely flutter, that 
occurs with increasing flow velocity and its onset. However, the proposed model can also predict quantitative 
facets of the dynamical behaviour beyond the onset of instability, such as limit-cycle amplitude and frequency. 
Moreover, the influences of various system parameters are investigated theoretically, namely the degree of 
confinement of the external flow, gravity, mass ratio, drag coefficient, and the thickness of the tubular 
cantilever. 
 
S. Kumar and K. Renji (First author is from: Structures group, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore, 560017, 
India), “Estimation of strains in composite honeycomb sandwich panels subjected to low frequency diffused 



acoustic field”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 449, pp 84-97, 9 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.013 
ABSTRACT: Acceleration responses of panels subjected to diffused acoustic field are often determined using a 
coupled Finite Element - Boundary Element Method. In many such models the structure is represented by its 
natural modes and the acceleration responses can be determined. But for the verification of the structure for its 
survivability, its strain responses are essential to be determined. In practice such coupled models do not have 
the information on the structural details and hence it is not possible to determine the strains in the structure. A 
methodology to estimate the strains in the low frequency modes of the structure based on the acceleration 
responses is developed in this work. An expression relating the spectral density of strain to the spectral density 
of the acceleration is derived. A composite honeycomb sandwich panel is subjected to diffuse acoustic field in a 
reverberation chamber and accelerations, strains are measured. The strains are estimated using the methodology 
developed in this work and it is seen that the strains determined using this technique are very much in 
agreement with the measured strains. Thus, the present work enables determination of strains in the panel even 
when the structure is represented by its free vibration characteristics and its physical properties are not known. 
 
Geng Peng, Youming Xiong, Liming Liu, Yun Gao, Menghao Wang and Zheng Zhang (State Key Laboratory 
of Oil and Gas Reservoir Geology and Exploration, Southwest Petroleum University, Chengdu, 610500, China), 
“3-D non-linear dynamics of inclined pipe converying fluid, supported at both ends”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 449, pp 405-426, 9 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.02.040 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the three-dimensional (3-D) non-linear dynamics of inclined supported pipes 
conveying fluid with motion constraints are investigated. The motion constraints are modeled by an array of 
four and an array of two cubic non-linear springs. The spring forces are incorporated into the equations of 
motion via the method of virtual work. The equations of motion, obtained from Hamilton's principle, are 
discretized into 18 coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations using Galerkin's method, and solved 
numerically via Houbolts's method and Newton-Raphson iterative technique. Bifurcation diagram and 
oscillation trajectories are plotted to show the characteristics of some typical motions. The effect of system 
parameters, such as the inclination angel and spring stiffness, on the system dynamics is investigated. 
 
S.D. Akbarov and E.B. Bagirov (First author is from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering, Yildiz Technical University, Yildiz Campus, 34349, Besiktas, Istanbul, Turkey), 
“Axisymmetric longitudinal wave dispersion in a bi-layered circular cylinder with inhomogeneous initial 
stresses”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 450, pp 1-27, 23 June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: The paper studies the axisymmetric longitudinal wave propagation in a bi-layered hollow 
cylinder with inhomogeneous initial stresses by utilizing the 3D linearized theory of elastic waves in initially 
stressed bodies. It is assumed that the initial stresses in the cylinder are caused by the internal and external 
hydrostatic pressures. Assuming that the materials of the layers of the cylinder are sufficiently stiff, these initial 
stresses are determined within the scope of the classical linear theory of elasticity. The discrete analytical 
method is employed for the solution to the corresponding 3D linearized equations of motion. The dispersion 
equation is obtained which is solved numerically for various values of the problem parameters. As a result of 
this solution, the dispersion curves are constructed and, according to these curves, the character of the influence 
of the inhomogeneous initial stresses on the dispersion curves obtained for the lowest first and second modes is 
established. Analysis of the results shows that the inhomogeneous initial stresses not only quantitatively but also 
qualitatively act on the character of the dispersion curves. 
 
M. Eisenberger and A. Deutsch (Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Technion - Israel Inst. of 
Technology, Haifa, Israel), “Solution of thin rectangular plate vibrations for all combinations of boundary 
conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 452, pp 1-12, 21 July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.03.024 
ABSTRACT: The equation of motion for thin rectangular plate was formulated in its correct form about 200 
years ago. Exact solution, for some cases, and high accuracy solution for few more cases, have been obtained 
along the years since. For several other cases, high accuracy solutions were composed of separate solutions for 
symmetric and anti-symmetric cases. In this work a new high accuracy solution, that covers all the possible 
combinations is presented. It is obtained by using carefully chosen series that solve the partial differential 



equations of motion, for all possible combinations of edge conditions. Examples of the new solutions are given 
and compared with approximate solutions for these cases. 
 
Maik Titze, Malte Misol, Hans Peter Monner, “Examination of the vibroacoustic behavior of a grid-stiffened 
panel with applied passive constrained layer damping”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 453, pp 174-187, 
4 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.03.021 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides a contribution to the understanding of both the vibroacoustical behavior and 
the influence of passive constrained layer damping (PCLD) applications on the sound radiation of a grid-
stiffened panel. A test specimen is manufactured and an experimental set-up with a synthetic turbulent boundary 
layer excitation is developed. In addition, a numerical model is created and updated with the results of an 
experimental modal analysis. Further, the acoustic effect of PCLD applied to the ribs and to the skin fields of 
the grid panel is assessed by measurement of the radiated sound power. It is shown that the ribs are suitable for 
an efficient application of PCLD. Generally, additional damping of the grid panel is achieved with PCLD for 
frequencies above 300 Hz. By partially covering the ribs with PCLD, a reduction of the radiated sound power 
of up to 2 dB in third-octave bands is achieved. In case of a total coverage of the grid panel, a reduction of up 
to 4 dB in third-octave bands is attained. 
 
Dhiraj Biswas, Chaitali Ray, “Comparative study on transient response analysis of hybrid laminated composite 
plates with experimental verification”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 453, pp 43-64, 4 August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.007 
ABSTRACT: This paper attempts in analysing the transient dynamic response behaviour of multi layered 
hybrid composite plates by a modified higher order refined zigzag theory (HRZT). An improved C0 continuous 
model is developed based on the refined higher order zigzag theories (HRZT) with warping effect for 
multilayered plates using eight noded isoparametric quadratic plate bending element to get the stress 
distribution across the thickness under dynamic load in a realistic manner. The continuity condition of 
transverse shear stresses is ensured with the help of 3D equilibrium equation at the interfaces of two adjacent 
layers along with the shear stress free condition at the outermost faces of a laminate. A computer code is 
developed with the help of MATLAB software package. The hybrid laminate is modeled by placing carbon 
fibres in the outermost layers and glass fibres in the rest and thus the flexural behaviour is improved. The 
experimental study on the transient dynamic response of hybrid laminates is also performed. Transient dynamic 
response obtained from the finite element based numerical model is verified by comparing the time history data 
obtained numerically and experimentally. The interlaminar stresses are also extracted and recorded under 
dynamic loading condition. The displacement and the stress components of laminated plates under static load 
are also computed in the present study and the results are compared with the theoretical outcome obtained in the 
relevant literature for validation of the present FE formulation. An exhaustive study on glass and hybrid fibre 
reinforced laminates is carried out to investigate the effectiveness of the hybrid laminate in terms of the 
response data of laminates with mono fibre as well as multiple (hybrid) fibres. 
 
F. Langfeldt, W. Gleine, “Membrane- and plate-type acoustic metamaterials with elastic unit cell edges”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 453, pp 65-86, 4 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.018 
ABSTRACT: Membrane- and plate-type acoustic metamaterials are thin membranes or plates consisting of 
periodic unit cells with small added masses. It has been shown in numerous studies, that these metamaterials 
exhibit tunable anti-resonances with transmission loss values much higher than the corresponding mass-law. 
However, in most studies it is assumed that the unit cell edges (or grid) of the metamaterial are fixed. This 
idealised boundary condition is not applicable to real world applications in noise control. Therefore, the 
acoustic performance of these metamaterials under more realistic circumstances, where the grid structure cannot 
be perfectly rigid, can be expected to be different. In this contribution, the vibro-acoustic behavior of 
membrane- and plate-type acoustic metamaterials with a non-rigid grid is investigated. For this purpose, an 
efficient analytical model is developed to predict the eigenmodes and sound transmission loss of such 
metamaterials. In this model, elastic unit cell edges are modelled using a grid of Euler-Bernoulli beams and the 
sound transmission loss can be calculated for oblique incidence. A comparison to FEM simulations shows that 
the proposed model yields the same results but with a considerably reduced computational effort. The analytical 
model is then used to discuss the vibro-acoustic properties of the metamaterial, with particular focus on the 
influence of the mass and stiffness of the grid beams. It is shown that even when a non-rigid grid and diffuse 



incident sound fields are considered, the transmission loss of the metamaterial exhibits anti-resonances with 
remarkably high noise reduction values. These anti-resonances can be tuned by choosing appropriate values of 
the grid parameters. Furthermore, the formation of band gaps in the propagation of bending waves is discussed 
by investigating the dispersion curves of the metamaterial. The results in this contribution show that membrane- 
and plate-type acoustic metamaterials can still efficiently reduce low-frequency noise, even when the unit cell 
edges are not assumed to be fixed. This important finding and the proposed analytical modal can support the 
utilization of these metamaterials in practical noise control applications. 
 
Daiki Yano, Satoshi Ishikawa, Katsunori Tanaka, Shinya Kijimoto, “Vibration analysis of viscoelastic damping 
material attached to a cylindrical pipe by added mass and added damping”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 454, pp 14-31, 18 August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.023 
ABSTRACT: Vibration of pipes and cylindrical shells leading to noise and damage is an important engineering 
problem in plant systems and air conditioners, among others. To attenuate such vibration, a viscoelastic material 
is attached to pipes as a damping material. To predict the vibration reduction effect in detail, three-dimensional 
finite-element analysis is usually conducted considering the characteristics of the viscoelastic material, but such 
analysis requires considerable computation time. To overcome this problem, this study proposes added mass 
and added damping to address the effects of vibration of the damping material on the vibration of a pipe. By this 
method, one-dimensional analysis can be performed. To assess the validity of the proposed method, numerical 
results for the vibration of a pipe fitted with silicone obtained using the proposed method are compared with 
measurements from a hammering test and numerical results from three-dimensional analysis. The 
computational results obtained using the proposed method agree very well with the measurements and the three-
dimensional numerical results. Furthermore, it is found that the vibration of the pipe is attenuated by not only 
the damping of the viscoelastic material but also the effect of dynamic behavior similar to that of a dynamic 
absorber. 
 
Xiao Wang, Pinqi Xia, Pierangelo Masarati, “Active aeroelastic control of aircraft wings with piezo-
composite”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 1-19, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.035 
ABSTRACT: Active control of swept smart aircraft wings in an incompressible flow are examined. The wing 
structure is modeled as a composite thin-walled beam featuring fiber-reinforced host structure and piezo-
composite actuators. The nonclassical effects, such as twist-bending elastic coupling, warping inhibition, 
transverse shear and rotatory inertia are incorporated. The unsteady incompressible aerodynamics are derived 
based on the concept of indicial functions, applicable to arbitrary small motion in the time domain. The 
influence of directionality property both of the host structure and piezo-actuators on improving aeroelastic 
performance are specifically investigated. The potential for active aeroelastic control via the actuation couplings 
due to the anisotropic piezoelectric properties is highlighted. A number of conclusions are outlined at the end. 
 
A. Nateghi, L. Sangiuliano, C. Claeys, E. Deckers, B. Pluymers and W. Desmet, “Design and experimental 
validation of a metamaterial solution for improved noise and vibration behavior of pipes”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 90-117, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.009 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates a metamaterial solution for efficient vibration attenuation and acoustic 
radiation reduction of an aluminum pipe. To this end, using unit cell predictions, locally resonant structures are 
designed to have a pronounced flexural resonance frequency at the vicinity of a dominant vibration mode of the 
pipe. A direct approach of the Bloch-Floquet theorem is adopted to provide the dispersion relation representing 
wave motion in an infinite metamaterial pipe. Using these wave dispersion relations, the frequency range of the 
stopband zone created by the metamaterial solution is predicted. The dynamic behavior of the finite counterpart 
is predicted using the Finite Element Method (FEM). The resonant structures are produced from polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) panels and are added to the host structure. In order to properly characterize both the 
vibrational behavior of the metamaterial pipe and the acoustic radiation from its wall, impact tests using roving 
hammer technique is performed on the pipe and both accelerations and acoustic pressures are measured at 
different locations. The experimental results show a pronounced stopband zone created by the addition of a few 
rows of resonant structures. Moreover, comparisons between the measurements and numerical predictions show 
a good agreement. 
 



T. Lu, A. Tsouvalas, A.V. Metrikine, “A high-order model for in-plane vibrations of rotating rings on elastic 
foundation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 118-135, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.037 
ABSTRACT: A new high-order model for in-plane vibrations of rotating rings is developed in this paper. The 
inner surface of the ring is connected to an immovable axis through an elastic foundation (distributed springs), 
whereas the outer surface is traction free. The developed model enables the dynamic analysis of the rings on 
stiff elastic foundation that rotate with a high speed. The traction force at the inner surface of such rings is so 
high that it influences significantly the through-thickness stress distribution. This boundary effect cannot be 
captured by the classical low order theories while the model proposed in this paper can account for this effect. 
Nonlinear equations of motion are first derived, considering the geometrical nonlinearity of the system while 
assuming the linear elastic behaviour of the ring material. The formulation accounts for the stress caused by 
rotation and the significant normal and tangential traction forces at the inner surface of the ring. The 
displacement fields are assumed to be polynomials of the through-thickness coordinate in both the radial and 
circumferential directions. The derivation is generic and can yield ring theories of different order, i.e. of the 
Timoshenko-type and beyond, with proper consideration of both the internal state of the body and the boundary 
effects at the surfaces. Two types of critical speeds are investigated, namely the one at which the free vibrations 
become unstable and the one at which the forced vibration of a rotating ring subjected to a constant stationary 
point load experiences resonance. A comparison is presented of the predictions of the developed model to those 
of the lower order theories. It is shown that even for thin rings on elastic foundation, high order corrections, 
beyond the ones of the Timoshenko theory, need to be considered for an accurate estimation of the critical 
speeds of rotating rings. The new high-order model is superior to the existing ring models in predicting dynamic 
behaviour of either stationary or rotating rings. Without loss of generality, the model is applicable to both plane 
strain and plane stress configurations. 
 
Susmita Mondal, L.S. Ramachandra, “Dynamic instability of damped composite plates with embedded 
delaminations”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 221-240, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.014 
ABSTRACT: A layerwise finite element formulation based on B-spline function is used to study dynamic 
instability of damped laminated composite plates with embedded delaminations in this article. The out-of-plane 
variation of in-plane displacement components are interpolated by Linear Lagrange interpolation function and 
the in-plane variation of in-plane and out-of-plane displacement fields are interpolated by B-spline functions. 
Delamination between layers of composite plate is modeled by jump discontinuities in displacement fields using 
Heaviside functions. In the delaminated region, virtual springs are added to prevent interpenetration of lower 
and upper sublaminates. The local buckling of thinner sublaminate is observed when delamination is placed 
near the top/bottom interface. The dynamic instability regions are computed by Bolotin's method. The effects of 
delamination lengths and its position on the natural frequencies, mode shapes, buckling loads and dynamic 
instability regions of the composite plates with various boundary conditions are examined. Both uniform and 
non-uniform periodic edge loading in the form of concentrated and partial edge loading are considered. 
Furthermore, the effect of damping on the dynamic instability regions of composite plate is studied. From the 
linear and nonlinear responses in the stable and unstable regions, various characteristics such as beats, its 
dependence on forcing frequency and damping are observed. 
 
M. Cuadrado, J.A. Artero-Guerrero, J. Pernas-Sánchez, D. Varas, “Model updating of uncertain parameters of 
carbon/epoxy composite plates from experimental modal data”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 
380-401, 1 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.007 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a methodology to obtain physically-sound models of composite structure 
laminates using a combination of modal analysis, numerical modelling and parameter updating, avoiding the 
common uncertainties on the constructions of similar numerical models. Moreover this model establishes the 
baseline (pristine situation) of the dynamic behaviour of the set of composite plates. Therefore it could be 
applied for condition assessment or quality manufacturing control of existing structures through a non-
destructive Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), and hence it could help to detect degradation or defects of the 
composite components. The driven data of the methodology were the modal frequencies and shapes of 
composite plates. To obtain these values an extensive experimental campaign of modal analysis has been 
performed on a set of carbon/epoxy laminates. A multiple input single output technique has been applied, using 



a roving hammer exciting the plates at evenly distributed Degrees of Freedom (DoF), and a mono-axial 
accelerometer attached to a single DoF reference point. The use of a high dense grid of points has allowed to 
identify a number of natural frequencies greater than usual in similar works, as well as improving the 
smoothness of the mode shape. Modal characteristics numerically obtained from a Finite Element Method 
(FEM) model based on manufacturer reference data were compared with experimental results. This baseline 
model was updated through a gradient based optimization algorithm. Before the process of model updating, a 
sensitivity analysis has been performed to identify the driven uncertain parameters using a Montecarlo 
approach. This technique reduces the number of parameters to be optimized to a small set increasing the 
efficiency of the methodology. As a result of the whole process, a physically more accurate model is obtained 
on which discrepancies with the corresponding experimentally measured modal parameters are drastically 
reduced. Analysis of the consistency of the adjusted numerical parameters has been done with alternative 
experimental tests (Quasi Static Loading (QSL) and Ultrasonic inspection). 
 
Xia Tan, Hu Ding, Li-Qun Chen, “Nonlinear frequencies and forced responses of pipes conveying fluid via a 
coupled Timoshenko model”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 241-255, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.019 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a nonlinear Timoshenko model of the coupled vibration of a pipe conveying fluid is 
established to distinguish it from the Euler-Bernoulli coupled model and the Timoshenko model of the 
transverse vibration in terms of application scope and accuracy. The generalized Hamilton’s principle is utilized 
to derive the coupled Timoshenko model. The coupled Timoshenko model can be degenerated into three other 
models, namely the integro-partial differential Timoshenko transverse model, the partial differential 
Timoshenko transverse model, and the Euler-Bernoulli coupled model. The finite difference method (FDM) is 
developed to calculate the time history of the free vibration of the pipe. Based on the time history, the nonlinear 
frequency is obtained by using the discrete Fourier transform method (DFT). Furthermore, the amplitude-
frequency curves of the forced vibration of the viscoelastic pipe are studied. The necessity for the Timoshenko 
coupled pipe model is shown by comparing with the other three models. Through extremely time-consuming 
calculations, comparisons show that these nonlinear models agree well at a low flow velocity and slight 
vibration. However, when the flow velocity or the initial displacement amplitude is large, the relative error of 
the nonlinear frequencies of the free vibration may exceed 30%. Moreover, the results indicate that the 
nonlinear coefficient has great influence on the nonlinear frequency when the flow velocity or the initial 
amplitude is large. Interestingly, the shear coefficient has a significant impact on the nonlinear frequency when 
the initial amplitude is small. In general, this paper shows that a large flow velocity, a large vibration amplitude 
or a shorter pipe length makes the coupled Timoshenko theory more necessary for modeling pipes conveying 
fluid. 
 
Mahmoud Abdullatif, Ranjan Mukherjee, “Divergence and flutter instabilities of a cantilever beam subjected to 
a terminal dynamic moment”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 455, pp 402-412, 1 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.033 
ABSTRACT: The effects of a dynamic terminal moment on the stability characteristics of a cantilever beam, 
not studied heretofore, are investigated using both theory and experiments. The terminal moment is assumed to 
be proportional to the slope or curvature of the beam measured at some point along its length. The moment is 
non-conservative when it is curvature-dependent as well as when it is slope-dependent provided the 
measurement is not taken from the free end of the beam. Irrespective of whether the moment is slope-dependent 
or curvature-dependent, the beam loses stability through divergence when the constant of proportionality is 
positive, and through flutter when the constant of proportionality is negative. For the case where the terminal 
moment is proportional to the negative slope or negative curvature, multiple stability transitions can occur and 
higher modes of flutter instability are induced as the point of measurement shifts from the fixed end to the free 
end of the beam. These conclusions are drawn through analytical and numerical investigations of stability. In 
the experimental component of work, the terminal moment is designed to be curvature-dependent for ease of 
measurement. Flutter oscillations are observed at or slightly beyond the point of instability and the frequency 
and mode shape of the oscillations are found to match reasonably well with those predicted analytically. 
 
Nemanja D. Zorić, Aleksandar M. Tomović, Aleksandar M. Obradović, Radoslav D. Radulović, Goran R. 
Petrović, “Active vibration control of smart composite plates using optimized self-tuning fuzzy logic controller 



with optimization of placement, sizing and orientation of PFRC actuators”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 456, pp 173-198, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.035 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with optimization of the sizing, location and orientation of the piezo-fiber 
reinforced composite (PFRC) actuators and active vibration control of the smart composite plates using particle-
swarm optimized self-tuning fuzzy logic controller. The optimization criteria for optimal sizing, location and 
orientation of the PFRC actuators is based on the Gramian controllability matrix and the optimization process is 
performed by involving the limitation of the plates masses increase. Optimal configurations of five PFRC 
actuators for active vibration control of the first six modes of cantilever symmetric ((90°/0°/90°/0°)S), 
antisymmetric cross-ply ((90°/0°/90°/0°/90°/0°/90°/0°)) and antisymmetric angle-ply ((45°/-45°/45°/-45°/45°/-
45°/45°/-45°)) composite plates are found using the particle swarm optimization. The detailed analysis of 
influences of the PFRC layer orientation and position (top or bottom side of composite plates), as well as 
bending-extension coupling of antisymmetric laminates on controllabilities is also performed. The experimental 
study is performed in order to validate this behavior on controllabilities of antisymmetric laminates. The particle 
swarm-optimized self-tuning fuzzy logic controller (FLC) adapted for the multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) control is implemented for active vibration suppression of the plates. The membership functions as 
well as output matrices are optimized using the particle swarm optimization. The Mamdani and the zero-order 
Takagi–Sugeno–Kang fuzzy inference methods are employed and their performances are examined and 
compared. In order to represent the efficiency of the proposed controller, results obtained using the proposed 
particle swarm optimized self-tuning FLC are compared with the corresponding results in the case of the linear 
quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal control strategy. 
 
Hongfei Zhu, Timothy F. Walsh, Fabio Semperlotti, “Experimental study of vibration isolation in thin-walled 
structural assemblies with embedded total-internal-reflection metasurfaces”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 456, pp 162-172, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.042 
ABSTRACT: The concept of total-internal-reflection elastic metasurface (TIR-MS) was recently proposed [1] 
and employed within flexible planar waveguides in order to create highly subwavelength sound-hard barriers 
impenetrable to low frequency elastic waves. The underlying physical mechanism relies on the design of 
engineered interfaces exhibiting extreme phase gradients such that any incoming wave at, approximately, any 
incidence will experience total-internal-reflection conditions. At the design frequency, the metasurface exhibits 
a large phase gradient such that, in accordance with the generalized Snell's law, the first critical angle is 
virtually always exceeded. It is worth noting that in practical realizations, the actual total reflection performance 
might vary depending on the angle of incidence. This dependence is due to the discrete implementation of the 
metasurface which results in diffraction effects. This paper presents the results of an experimental study that 
explores the vibration isolation performance of TIR-MS when applied to structures made of complex 
combinations of different elastic waveguides (e.g. bolted assemblies of beams, plates, and shells). Such system 
can be seen as a prototypical structure emulating mechanical assemblies of practical interest for many 
engineering applications. Experimental results confirm that, when the TIR-MS is embedded in the host 
waveguide, significant vibration isolation capabilities are achieved under quasi-omnidirectional incidence and 
highly subwavelength excitation conditions (i.e. the ratio of the operating wavelength to the width of the TIR-
MS is approximately 5.25). These experimental results suggest new interesting directions to achieve vibration 
isolation and mechanical energy filtering for practical engineering systems. 
 
F. Errico, M. Ichchou, F. Franco, S. De Rosa, O. Bareille and C. Droz, “Schemes for the sound transmission of 
flat, curved and axisymmetric structures excited by aerodynamic and acoustic sources”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 456, pp 221-238, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.041 
ABSTRACT: The paper describes a methodology for computing the sound transmission loss of any flat, curved 
and cylindrical, homogeneous and periodic structure, under any type of acoustic and/or aerodynamic load. An 
approximate excitation model is introduced to reproduce uncorrelated and spatially-correlated loads using a 
wavenumber integration of surface waves. Then, a wave finite element formulation is developed and interfaced 
with the excitation models in order to cover industrially-relevant case studies. Analytical, numerical and 
experimental transmission losses are presented for validation purposes. Finite size effects are also taken into 
account using a spatial windowing and a cylindrical analogy, for curved structures. Different periodic-cell 
designs are also compared and investigated under turbulent boundary layer and diffuse acoustic field 
excitations. 
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Yegao Qu, Fangtao Xie, Guang Meng, “Nonlinear dynamic and acoustic analysis of orthogonally stiffened 
composite laminated cylindrical shells containing piecewise isolators”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
456, pp 199-220, 15 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.05.023 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical method for analyzing the nonlinear structural and acoustic 
responses of a coupled stiffened composite laminated cylindrical shell and piecewise isolation system immersed 
in an infinite acoustic fluid. The cylindrical shell is reinforced by a series of circumferential rings and 
longitudinal stringers, which may be few or many in number, non-uniform or uniform in size, and arbitrarily 
distributed in space. The isolation system in the shell contains motion-limiting stops, and the restoring forces of 
the isolators are assumed as bi-linear functions of the isolator deformations. A modified variational approach for 
the shell combined with a discrete element method for the rings and the stringers is employed to establish the 
nonlinear dynamics model of the structural system. The exterior acoustic fluid is computed by a time-domain 
Kirchhoff boundary integral formulation. The structural and acoustic models are coupled together by 
considering the compatibility conditions on their interface. The validity of the present method for predicting the 
structural and acoustic responses of the coupled shell and isolator system is confirmed. The contribution of the 
grouped circumferential wave modes of the shell to the vibration and radiated sound of the coupled structural 
system is examined. The effects of the excitation frequency of the external load, as well as the stiffness ratio 
and the gap of the suspension springs in each isolator on the structural and acoustic responses of the coupled 
system are discussed. 
 
Goranka Štimac Rončević, Branimir Rončević, Ante Skoblar, Roberto Žigulić, “Closed form solutions for 
frequency equation and mode shapes of elastically supported Euler-Bernoulli beams”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 457, pp 118-138, 29 September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.04.036 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the problem of free vibration of an Euler-Bernoulli beam supported 
with an arbitrary number of translational springs of different constant stiffnesses. The natural frequencies and 
mode shapes are calculated by means of the Green's function method. Seven different boundary conditions are 
considered at both ends of the beam: fixed, pinned, sliding, free, translational spring, rotational spring and 
combined translational-rotational spring. Each boundary condition on one end is combined with all other 
boundary conditions on the other, yielding a total of 49 possible cases. It has been shown in this paper that a 
Green's function for any set of boundary conditions can be represented as a linear combination of function 
coefficients calculated for homogeneous boundary conditions, and also a new form of the general solution is 
formulated using this principle. Green's functions are calculated and tabulated for each of the 49 possible cases, 
which in essence closes the question of analytical solutions for this particular kind of problem using Green's 
functions. The tabulated solutions were used as the starting point in the derivation of the general formulae and 
to provide a new insight into the underlying mathematical structure of the solutions formulated with Green's 
functions. This can be of practical interest to the end user who wishes to implement them in computer code. The 
validity of the obtained solutions is demonstrated with examples, whose solutions are compared to the results in 
the published literature and to the results obtained with FEM. 



 
Zahra Khoddami Maraghi, “Flutter and divergence instability of nanocomposite sandwich plate with 
magnetostrictive face sheets”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 457, pp 240-260, 29 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.002 
ABSTRACT: This research points out the positive results of structural deformations and follower forces exerted 
on a sandwich composite plate. This phenomenon that is named “flutter” is a dynamic instability and defines the 
ductility of the structure in fluid flow. Herein, the effective elastic properties of the reinforced composite by 
carbon nanotubes are acquired by the rule of mixture. Pasternak foundation has developed normal and shear 
modulus. The upper and lower layers of the sandwich are selected from the smart magnetostrictive sheets. A 
feedback control system pursues the magnetization effects of Terfenol-D films on the flutter vibration 
characteristics of sandwich plate. Five coupled equations of motion are derived using Hamilton's principle. 
These equations are solved by differential quadrature methods. Results of this study detected the critical values 
of follower forces corresponding to the start of flutter and divergence instabilities considering the effect of 
thickness ratios of the sandwich plate and velocity feedback gain, volume fraction of fibers and temperature 
gradient. The results of this research are used in the diagnosis of new structures used in aerospace, military and 
facilities industries. 
 
Pierre Margerit, Arthur Lebée, Jean-François Caron, Kerem Ege, Xavier Boutillon, “The High-Resolution 
Wavevector Analysis for the characterization of the dynamic response of composite plates”, Journal of Sound 
and Vibration, Vol. 458, pp 177-196, 13 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.026 
ABSTRACT: The High Resolution Wavevector Analysis (HRWA) is presented and its application illustrated. 
Extending the High Resolution Wavenumber Analysis method [1] to 2D signals, it allows the wide-band and 
local characterization of the linear elastic behavior of anisotropic plates. The method belongs to the family of 
experimental wavenumber-based characterization methods and uses the high resolution signal processing 
algorithm ESPRIT (Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques) and the ESTER 
criterion (ESTimation of ERror) to overcome some of the limitation of Fourier-based methods. Three 
experimental applications on composite plate specimens are presented. First (i), from the out-of-plane velocity 
field of a sandwich plate with a foam core, different wave types (bending, shear and compression) are extracted. 
The results are compared with numerical predictions. Second (ii), individual layer contributions are separated 
on a honeycomb sandwich plate by means of the observation of the dependence of the extracted complex 
wavevectors as a function of wave propagation direction and frequency. Third (iii), a local wavenumber 
extraction is performed on a 4-layer carbon-epoxy plate made of fiber patches with spatially varying 
orientations. The local specific bending stiffness of the plate is identified from the extracted wavevectors and 
compared with theoretical results. 
 
Mitao Song, Yuhao Gong, Jie Yang, Weidong Zhu, Sritawat Kitipornchai, “Free vibration and buckling 
analyses of edge-cracked functionally graded multilayer graphene nanoplatelet-reinforced composite beams 
resting on an elastic foundation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 458, pp 89-108, 13 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.023 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the linear free vibration and elastic buckling behaviors of functionally 
graded (FG) multilayer graphene platelet (GPL)-reinforced composite beams containing a single edge crack and 
resting on a Pasternak-type elastic foundation. GPLs are randomly oriented, and their concentration varies 
layer-wisely through the beam thickness. A modified Halpin-Tsai model is employed to estimate Young’s 
modulus of the GPL-reinforced composite (GPLRC). The first-order shear deformation beam theory is applied 
in structural modeling. The bending stiffness of the cracked section is assumed to be equivalent to that of a 
massless rotational spring, which is related to the stress intensity factor (SIF) at the crack tip. SIFs of the 
cracked FG multilayer GPLRC beams are calculated by the finite element method. The differential quadrature 
method is used to discretize the equations of motion of the cracked beams. A parametric study is performed 
after a validation study for the present approach to illustrate the effects of crack location, crack length, boundary 
condition, GPL weight fraction, GPL distribution pattern, GPL size and geometry, and foundation stiffnesses on 
the fundamental frequencies and critical buckling loads. 
 



Amirreza Aghakhani, Peyman Lahe Motlagh, Bekir Bediz, Ipek Basdogan, “A general electromechanical model 
for plates with integrated piezo-patches using spectral-Tchebychev method”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 458, pp 74-88, 13 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.016 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a general electromechanical model for predicting the dynamics of thin or 
moderately thick plates with surface-integrated piezo-patches. Using spectral Tchebychev (ST) technique, the 
boundary value problem governing the electroelastic dynamics of the two dimensional (2D) plate and piezo-
patch structure is developed with Mindlin plate theory assumptions. Mass and stiffness contributions of piezo-
patch(es) as well as two-way electromechanical coupling behavior are incorporated in the model for both modal 
analysis and frequency response calculations. To validate the accuracy of the developed solution technique, the 
modal analysis results are compared against the existing Rayleigh-Ritz solution from the literature as well as the 
finite-element simulation results for various piezo-patch sizes on thin and moderately thick host plates; and it is 
shown that the maximum difference in the predicted natural frequencies between the ST and FE results are 
below 1%. The electromechanical frequency response functions (FRFs) including the vibration response and 
electrical output of the system under a transverse point force excitation are obtained using the ST model and the 
results are shown to match perfectly with the finite element (FE) simulations. Additionally, comparisons of the 
electromechanical FRFs calculated based on Rayleigh-Ritz method from the literature versus the developed 
framework is presented to highlight that the exclusion of shear deformation terms in the former model leads to 
an inaccurate estimation of electroelastic behavior for the case of thicker plates with integrated piezo-patches. 
Finally, the investigated case studies demonstrate that the computational efficiency of the developed method is 
significantly higher than that of FE simulations. 
 
S.O. Papkov, J.R. Banerjee, “Dynamic stiffness formulation and free vibration analysis of specially orthotropic 
Mindlin plates with arbitrary boundary conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 458, pp 522-543, 13 
October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.028 
ABSTRACT: A novel dynamic stiffness formulation which includes the effects of shear deformation and 
rotatory inertia is proposed to carry out the free vibration analysis of thick rectangular orthotropic plates i.e. the 
formulation is based on an extension of the Mindlin theory to orthotropic plates in a dynamic stiffness context. 
The modified trigonometric basis is used to construct the general solution for the free vibration problem of the 
plate in series form, permitting the derivation of an infinite system of linear algebraic equations which connect 
the Fourier coefficients of the kinematic boundary conditions of its four edges. The boundary conditions are 
essentially the deflections and angles of rotations constituting the displacement vector and shear forces and 
bending moments constituting the force vector. The force-displacement relationship is then obtained by relating 
the two vectors via the dynamic stiffness matrix. Essentially the ensuing infinite system forms the fundamental 
basis of the paper, which defines the dynamic stiffness matrix for an orthotropic Mindlin plate in an exact sense. 
Numerical results are obtained by using the Wittrick-Williams algorithm as solution technique. The theory is 
first validated using published results and then further illustrated by a series of numerical examples. The paper 
concludes with significant conclusions. 
 
Anthony N. Palazotto, “A review of “Nonlinear Mechanics of Shells and Plates in Composite, Soft and 
Biological Materials” By Marco Amabili, Cambridge University Press”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
458, pp 334, 13 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.030 
 
Xudong Yu, Haibo Huang, Tao Zhang, “A theoretical three-dimensional ring based model for tire high-order 
bending vibration”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 114820, 27 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.06.027 
ABSTRACT: Tire vibration includes not only radial vibration, but also lateral vibration. The lateral vibration 
always plays an important role to vehicle Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH), especially high-order lateral 
bending vibration. In this paper, a new theoretical three-dimensional ring based model and related new 
displacement function were both developed for tire radial and lateral vibrations, especially for tire high-order 
bending vibration. The proposed model considers the detailed features of the 3D ring such as the ring thickness, 
the shear strain in lateral-tangential plane and lateral normal strain, tangential and lateral pre-stress induced by 
inflation. The new displacement function in Dual Flourier series was developed for the tire model, which can in 
particular describe the belt bending vibrations in transverse direction. Either of the proposed model and 
displacement function is indispensable to compute high-order modes of the belt. The proposed model was 



verified with the conducted physical experiments. The proposed model costs less than 5s to compute the natural 
frequencies of tire. The results show that the tire vibration modes from 300Hz to 500Hz could be predicted 
quite well as well as that below 300Hz. The model is an efficient and effective tool to investigate the dynamic 
characteristics of tire. 
 
Jian Li, Yueting Wang, Weiqiu Chen, Yue-Sheng Wang, Ronghao Bao, “Harnessing inclusions to tune post-
buckling deformation and bandgaps of soft porous periodic structures”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
459, Article 114848, 27 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114848 
ABSTRACT: The emergence of phononic crystals paves a new way for manipulating elastic waves in structures 
for their particular bandgap properties. In this paper, the two-dimensional soft porous periodic structures that 
can be filled with hard inclusions are considered. Both numerical simulations and experiments are conducted to 
study the effects of inclusions on the buckling modes, post-buckling deformations, and band structures in soft 
porous periodic structures. It is found that either the number or the arrangement (i.e. filling pattern) of the 
inclusions has a great influence on the bandgap characteristics. Meanwhile, the material damping affects the 
wave propagation in soft phononic crystals significantly in the high frequency range. Compared with the 
unfilled soft porous structure, the sensitivity of the post-buckling deformation to the initial geometrical 
imperfections can be significantly reduced for the structure filled with inclusions. This means the post-buckling 
deformation could develop robustly. Further numerical study indicates that the bandgaps can be tuned in a 
versatile and reversible way when the structure undergoes a large deformation. A more fruitful manner to tune 
the bandgaps therefore can be achieved by changing the filling pattern of inclusions along with dramatically 
deforming the structure. The work provides a useful reference for the design of tunable phononic switches and 
acoustic filters. 
 
Marie Brøns, Jon Juel Thomsen, “Experimental testing of Timoshenko predictions of supercritical natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for free-free beams”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 114856, 
27 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114856 
ABSTRACT: In this experimental work a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer is used to measure mode shapes 
and natural frequencies of beam bending vibrations above the critical frequency predicted by Timoshenko 
theory. Above the critical frequency the mode shapes are intricate, so to quantitative compare theoretical and 
experimental mode shapes, the modal assurance criterion (MAC) is applied. This reveals that the order of the 
modes is not as theory predicts, and that other plane modes can easily be misinterpreted as bending modes. This 
can lead to an incorrect comparison of natural frequencies. With the MAC tool it is found that the correlation 
between theoretical mode shapes and measured mode shapes is very high; It can be concluded that supercritical 
Timoshenko-predicted mode shapes agrees well with the experimentally observed modes, and the supercritical 
natural frequencies deviate from Timoshenko theory within five percent. Comparisons are made to other 
studies, and against a numerical 3D model. 
 
Dong-Wei Wang, Li Ma, Zhi-Hui Wen, “Sound transmission through a sandwich structure with two-layered 
pyramidal core and cavity absorption”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 114853, 27 October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114853 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a theoretical analysis of sound transmission through a sandwich structure in 
the presence of external mean flow. The structure is comprised of two panels connected by two-layered 
pyramidal cores and filled with fibrous material. The fibrous absorptive material in the core is characterized by 
an equivalent fluid model. The interaction between the structure and the surrounding fluid is taken into account 
by imposing a velocity continuity condition at the interfaces. The inclined beams in the core exert forces and 
moments on the panels. The space-harmonic approach and virtual work principle are applied to derive the 
governing equations. A validation is carried out by comparison with finite element simulations and existing 
experimental measurement. Numerical calculations are used subsequently to explore the influence of the 
material, mean flow and structure geometry. The results demonstrate that the absorptive material influences the 
sound transmission loss (STL) at low frequencies and that the effectiveness is affected by the geometry of the 
structure. 
 



Emil Garnell, Corinne Rouby, Olivier Doaré, “Dynamics and sound radiation of a dielectric elastomer 
membrane”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 114836, 27 October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.07.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates sound radiation by an inflated dielectric elastomer membrane. The 
constitutive equations of the coupled electromechanical system are derived from general mechanical 
equilibrium equations, from Maxwell's equations, and from thermodynamic considerations. A finite 
deformation model featuring a hyperelastic constitutive law is written for the case of a thin membrane. The 
static finite deformation obtained when the membrane is inflated and when a voltage is applied is computed. 
The linear dynamics around this equilibrium are studied on the modal basis: the mode shapes and 
eigenfrequencies are computed, as well as the modal forces created by the voltage applied on the electrodes. 
The radiated acoustic pressure is estimated using a modified Rayleigh integral to take into account curvature 
effects. All numerical calculations are validated against measurements. The model is shown to be able to predict 
the linear vibrations, as well as the radiated pressure. The effect of the volume of the cavity on which the 
membrane is inflated is taken into account in the model. This model can therefore be used to optimize the 
design of dielectric loudspeakers, in terms of spectral balance for example. 
 
Tianze Jiang, Pengzhou Li, Jianzhong Ma, Tiancai Tan, “Nonlinear dynamics of a cantilevered tube with 
clearance constraint subject to two-phase cross-flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 
114857, 27 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114857 
ABSTRACT: The main objective of this study is to determine the effects of two-phase cross-flow and nonlinear 
clearance constraint on the dynamic characteristics of steam generator tube bundles. The equation of motion of 
a cantilevered tube with nonlinear clearance constraint is established utilizing quasi-static fluid force of two-
phase flow. The analytical model, after Galerkin discretization and Runge-Kutta algorithm numerical solution, 
exhibits several interesting behaviors of bifurcations and chaotic motions with increasing two-phase flow 
velocities after fluidelastic instability occurs. Numerical solutions show that, the bifurcation velocities of Hopf, 
pitchfork, period-doubling are delayed and the amplitudes of tube vibration at the corresponding bifurcation 
points become larger with increasing void fraction of two-phase. Moreover, the clearance size, constraint 
stiffness and asymmetry of clearance support have remarkable effects on nonlinear dynamic behavior. Larger 
clearance size, constraint stiffness and asymmetry lead to more complex nonlinear behavior, including distorted 
break along bifurcation track, inverse bifurcation and wider range of chaotic motions, so that some typical 
bifurcation points become indiscernible. 
 
W. Zhang, A. Xi, B. Siriguleng, G. Liu, “An equivalent cylindrical shell model of vibration analysis based on 
simplified repeating unit cell for ring truss structure”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 459, Article 
114847, 27 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114847 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the potential use of an equivalent cylindrical shell model to analyze the 
vibration of a ring truss structure for a large deployable circular mesh antenna clamped along one generatrix. 
The simplified method, which reduces the three-dimensional cell structure into a two-dimensional “flattened” 
cell structure of the ring truss, is presented. According to the drum-like structure of the antenna, the equivalent 
cylindrical shell model of the ring truss structure is established. Using the flattened cell structure, the equivalent 
membrane stiffness and bending stiffness are derived by using the equivalent process and the homogenization 
method. The differential governing equation of motion for the equivalent cylindrical shell clamped along one 
generatrix is established based on the Donnell thin shell theory. The theoretical results are verified by numerical 
simulations. The natural frequencies of the equivalent cylindrical shell are calculated with the non-normal 
boundary condition clamped along one generatrix. The natural frequencies are compared to ones obtained using 
a full-scale model by using the finite element method (FEM). The mode shapes of the equivalent cylindrical 
shell agree well with the ones of the ring truss structure for the full-scale finite element. 
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“Structural vibrations and acoustic radiation of blade–shafting–shell coupled system”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 463, Article 114961, 22 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114961 
ABSTRACT: Structural vibrations and radiation noise are common problems in the blade–shafting–shell 
coupled system. To research this problem, a coupled system consisting of a five-leaf blade, shaft, bearing, and 
shell was established using a dynamic equilibrium equation. To describe the dynamic behaviour, a blade 
excitation force model consisting of transverse and vertical excitation forces generated by the blade was 
established using a quasi-steady method. It was found that the transverse excitation force resulted in more 
complex frequency components than the vertical excitation force. The frequency components of the blade 
frequency doubling (2.5fr) and the blade frequency (5fr) in the spectrogram were mainly produced by the 
transverse excitation force (where fr is the rotational frequency of the shafting). In addition, in the acoustic 
analysis section of this paper, a finite element model of the coupled system was established. Blade excitation 
forces were applied to the model, and the vibrational response data of the coupling model's nodes were 
obtained. Using the acoustic boundary element method, the coupled system's acoustic response was calculated 
from the surface node vibration velocity data of the coupling model. The effects of the transverse and vertical 
excitation forces on the acoustic radiation of the coupled system were considered. Finally, dynamic and acoustic 
experiments of the blade–shafting–shell coupled system were conducted. The results verified the accuracy of 
the simulation model. 
 
Yi Yang, Brian R. Mace and Michael J. Kingan (Acoustics Research Centre, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, The University of Auckland, Auckland, 1142, New Zealand), “A wave and finite element based 
homogenised model for predicting sound transmission through honeycomb panels”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 463, Article 114963, 22 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.114963 
ABSTRACT: For vibroacoustic analysis, honeycomb-cored panels are often modelled as homogenised solid 
plates, which involves various assumptions and approximations. In this paper, a wave and finite element (WFE) 
based modelling strategy is proposed to predict sound transmission through honeycomb-cored panels. In this 
method, a three-dimensional periodic cell of the structure is modelled using a conventional finite element (FE) 
method. Due to the complexity of the core geometry, the FE model can contain a large number of internal 
nodes. Guyan reduction is used to reduce the model size. The in-vacuo wavenumbers are found, and from them 
the group velocities and modal densities determined. Wave propagation in the fluids surrounding the structure is 
modelled analytically. The acoustic loading is modelled using equivalent external nodal forces. The relatively 
small-sized mass and stiffness matrices are then post-processed using periodicity theory and equilibrium 
conditions. An accurate homogenised model is developed for calculating the structural response to acoustic 
excitation. Excitation of the structure by oblique plane waves and a diffuse sound field are both considered. 
Various numerical examples are presented to illustrate this model. The homogenised model developed in this 
paper is general and accurate, and can model sound transmission through honeycomb-cored panels of any 
configurations. 
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“Dynamic buckling of functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite shallow arches under a 
step central point load”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 465, Article 115019, 20 January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115019 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents dynamic buckling analysis for a functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets 
reinforced composite (FG-GPLRC) arch subjected to a step central point load at its center. The arch is 
composed of multiple composite layers reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) which are evenly 
distributed in each layer while the GPL weight fraction changes from layer to layer along the thickness 
direction. The effective materials properties are predicted by Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model for each 
GPLRC layer. Analytical solutions for symmetric limit point dynamic buckling load and anti-symmetric 
bifurcation dynamic buckling load for fixed and pinned FG-GPLRC arches are obtained by using energy-based 
methods. The critical geometric parameters governing the dynamic buckling mode switching behavior are also 
identified and discussed. It is found that the dynamic stability of the arch can be considerably improved by 



adding a small amount of GPLs as reinforcing nanofillers, and both symmetric limit point dynamic buckling 
and anti-symmetric bifurcation dynamic buckling can happen to pinned FG-GPLRC arch while the fixed FG-
GPLRC arch can buckle in a symmetric mode only. The influences of GPLs distribution, concentration, 
dimension of GPL as well as the arch geometrical parameters on the dynamic buckling behavior of FG-GPLRC 
arches are comprehensively investigated through parametric studies. 
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“An exact analytical solution for free in-plane vibration of sector plates with simply supported radial edges”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 466, Article 115024, 3 February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115024 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an exact analytical solution is proposed to investigate the free in-plane vibration of 
sector plates. The highly complex and coupled differential equations of in-plane vibration motion are decoupled 
by invoking Helmholtz decomposition. The method of separation of variables is used to solve the resulting 
uncoupled Helmholtz equations. Applying the boundary conditions at both radial edges, the compatible 
eigenvalue problems for sector plates are obtained. Then, applying the boundary conditions at inner and outer 
circumferential edges, the corresponding characteristic equations can be solved to obtain the natural frequencies 
and the associated mode shapes. The results from the proposed method agree very well with the results from the 
available literature and the FEM. Significant influence of the boundary conditions and the geometric parameters 
on the free in-plane vibration characteristics of sector plates is investigated and addressed. The superficial 
frequency veering “aberration” between neighboring modes is discussed and found in fact to be an eigenvalue 
crossing phenomenon. It is proved that for a sector plate, only with simply supported radial edges, there exists 
an exact analytical solution. The proposed exact analytical solution can provide not only the detailed 
characteristics of the free in-plane vibration of sector plates but also the benchmark for further study. 
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“Noise radiated from a periodically stiffened cylindrical shell excited by a turbulent boundary layer”, Journal of 
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 466, Article 115016, 3 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115016 
ABSTRACT: This work proposes a semi-analytical method to model the vibroacoustic behavior of submerged 
cylindrical shells periodically stiffened by axisymmetric frames and excited by a homogeneous and fully 
developed turbulent boundary layer (TBL). The process requires the computation of the TBL wall-pressure 
cross spectral density function and the sensitivity functions for stiffened cylindrical shells. The former is 
deduced from an existent TBL model and the latter are derived from a wavenumber-point reciprocity principle 
and a spectral formulation of the problem. The stiffeners' dynamic behavior is introduced in the formulation 
through circumferential admittances that are computed by a standard finite element code using shell elements. 
Four degrees of freedom are taken into account for the coupling between the shell and the stiffeners: three 
translation directions and one tangential rotation. To investigate the effect of the stiffeners on the radiated noise, 
two case studies are considered. The first one examines a fluid-loaded cylindrical shell with regularly spaced 
simple supports. The influence of Bloch-Floquet waves and the support spacing on the noise radiation are 
highlighted. The second case study inspects the fluid-loaded cylindrical shell with two different periodic ring 
stiffeners, namely stiffeners with T-shaped and I-shaped cross-sections. Their influence on the vibroacoustics of 
the shell is thoroughly analyzed. 
 
Qing Li and Deqing Yang (State Key Laboratory of Ocean Engineering, Collaborative Innovation Center for 
Advanced Ship and Deep-Sea Exploration, School of Naval Architecture, Ocean and Civil Engineering, 
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 800 Dongchuan Road, Shanghai, 200240, China), “Vibro-acoustic performance 



and design of annular cellular structures with graded auxetic mechanical metamaterials”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 466, Article 115038, 3 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115038 
ABSTRACT: An exciting paradigm in the ongoing development of materials is the development of auxetic 
mechanical metamaterials, which can be flexibly designed to exhibit a unique range of physical and mechanical 
properties. Inspired by nonuniform or nonhomogeneous metamaterials and structures, annular cellular structures 
composed of auxetic metamaterials with graded negative Poisson's ratios (NPRs) are studied, and the 
considered models are divided into two types of configurations: models with graded decreasing NPRs and 
models with graded increasing NPRs along the radial direction. The spectral element method (SEM) is applied 
to accurately predict the structural dynamic responses with a limited number of elements and the system scale 
for arbitrary frequencies. The static stiffness and vibro-acoustic performance of the proposed structures are 
investigated and compared. The computational results show that the bending stiffness, vibrating mode shapes 
and deformations, and sound transmission loss (STL) of the considered cellular structures are strongly affected 
by the arbitrarily patterned graded auxetic metamaterials. Within the studied STL frequency range from 1 to 
1500 Hz, optimal designs of the conventional and graded configurations for the maximum STL are obtained 
for specified tonal and frequency band cases under cylindrical incident sound waves. The results show that the 
graded configurations have more potential than the conventional ones for optimal acoustic performance and that 
compared with the graded decreasing NPR models, the graded increasing NPR models exhibit STL increases of 
6.73 dB, 1.22 dB, and 2.06 dB for the studied cases. Both the STL and optimal design results indicate the 
advantages of the graded increasing NPR models for use in acoustic attenuation applications. Thus, graded 
auxetic metamaterials offer a great opportunity for achieving unusual vibro-acoustic performance and extending 
the route to obtain an optimized set of physical properties for cellular metamaterials and structures. 
 
Mohammad Tavallaeinejad, Mathias Legrand and Michael P. Païdoussis (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, McGill University, Montréal, Québec, H3A 0C3, Canada), “Nonlinear dynamics of slender 
inverted flags in uniform steady flows”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 467, Article 115048, 17 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115048 
ABSTRACT: A nonlinear fluid-elastic continuum model for the dynamics of a slender cantilevered plate 
subjected to axial flow directed from the free end to the clamped end, also known as the inverted flag problem, 
is proposed. The extension of elongated body theory to large-amplitude rotations of the plate mid-plane along 
with Bollay's nonlinear wing theory is employed in order to express the fluid-related forces acting on the plate, 
while retaining all time-dependent terms in both modelling and numerical simulations; the unsteady fluid forces 
due to vortex shedding are not included. Euler-Bernoulli beam theory with exact kinematics and inextensibility 
is employed to derive the nonlinear partial integro-differential equation governing the dynamics of the plate. 
Discretization in space is carried out via a conventional Galerkin scheme using the linear mode-shapes of a 
cantilevered beam in vacuum. The pseudo-arclength continuation technique is adapted to construct bifurcation 
diagrams in terms of the flow velocity, in order to gain insight into the stability and post-critical behaviour of 
the system. Integration in time is conducted using Gear's backward differentiation formula. The sensitivity of 
the nonlinear response of the system to different parameters such as the aspect ratio, mass ratio, initial 
inclination of the flag, and viscous drag coefficient is investigated through extensive numerical simulations. It is 
shown that for flags of small aspect ratio the undeflected static equilibrium is stable prior to a subcritical 
pitchfork bifurcation. For flags of sufficiently large aspect ratio, however, the first instability encountered is a 
supercritical Hopf bifurcation giving rise to flapping motion around the undeflected static equilibrium; 
increasing the flow velocity further, the flag then displays flapping motions around deflected static equilibria, 
which later lead to fully-deflected static states at even higher flow velocities. The results exposed in this study 
help understand the dynamics of the inverted-flag problem in the limit of inviscid flow theory. 
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“Nonlinear free vibration of cracked functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced nanocomposite beams in 
thermal environments”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 468, Article 115115, 3 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115115 
ABSTRACT: The present paper studies the nonlinear free vibration of edge-cracked graphene nanoplatelet 
(GPL)-reinforced composite laminated beams resting on a two-parameter elastic foundation in thermal 
environments. GPL nanofillers are assumed to be randomly oriented and are functionally graded distributed in a 
layer-wise pattern along the beam thickness. The temperature field considered is assumed to be a uniformly 
distributed in the domain of the beam. Effective material properties of the GPL-reinforced nanocomposite 
(GPLRC) are estimated by micromechanical models. Stress intensity factors are calculated based on the finite 
element methods. In the framework of the first order shear deformation beam theory, the equations of motion of 
cracked GPLRC beams are established including the von Kármán-type geometric nonlinearity. The bending 
stiffness of the cracked section is evaluated by the massless rotational spring model. The differential quadrature 
method is used to calculate the linear and nonlinear natural frequencies of the cracked beams. Numerical results 
illustrate the effects of GPL distribution pattern and concentration, GPL geometry and size, crack length, 
foundation stiffnesses and temperature variation on the linear and nonlinear free vibration characteristics of the 
cracked GPLRC beams. 
 
Xiaomin An, Baiyi Qi, Wei Sun and Bin Deng (Shaanxi Aerospace Flight Vehicle Design Key Laboratory, 
School of Astronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, 710072, China), “Numerical simulation 
of nonlinear aeroelastic behaviors of composite panels in transonic flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
469, Article 115143, 17 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115143 
ABSTRACT: Aiming to better understand how the presence of both structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities 
affect the aeroelastic behavior of laminated composite panels in transonic flow, we employ fluid-structure 
coupling algorithm with a midpoint serial staggered procedure to solve nonlinear aeroelastic responses. In this 
algorithm, the Euler equations are solved by a flux splitting scheme to obtain unsteady aerodynamic pressure in 
case of shock movement; a finite element co-rotational formulation, as well as stress-strain relations in the 
laminate coordinate system, is applied to model geometric nonlinear composite structure; the algorithm is 
validated by aeroelastic response analysis of a flat panel in the transonic and supersonic regime. Then six 
different thin laminated composite panels, which have two different layer orientations, cross-ply 
[0°/90°/0°/90°/0°] and angle-ply [45°/-45°/45°/-45°/45°], as well as three different sizes of curvature, H/h = 0, 
H/h = 5 and H/h = 10, are numerically simulated at Mach 1.01. The results, comprising the static divergence, 
flutter onset, amplitude, and spectra of the post-flutter responses are determined. They illustrate that with 
different layer orientation and curvature, the aeroelastic response of the composite panel presents entirely 
different forms. Especially, due to the development of the multiple-shock structure in the transonic regime, 
oscillations with very low-frequency are observed for the curved composite panels with ply [45°/-45°/45°/-
45°/45°], which have not as yet been found in the work of previous researchers. 
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“A novel radial point interpolation method for thin plates in the frame of absolute nodal coordinate 
formulation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 469, Article 115132, 17 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115132 
ABSTRACT: A novel meshless radial point interpolation method (RPIM) for thin plates in the frame of the 
absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is proposed to overcome the limitations of the finite element 
method (FEM). Finite elements, such as the reduced-order triangle element base on Specht's function (RTE/SF) 
and the reduced-order rectangle element (RRE), are often used to discretize thin plates in the frame of the 
ANCF. But these elements may lead to discontinuity of strains (curvatures) and element distortions especially 
when flexible bodies produce large deformations. Furthermore, the RTE/SF has poor accuracy and low 
convergence rate while the RRE is not suitable for discretization of the plate with an arbitrary shape. To 
overcome above limitations, field nodes inside the support domain are used to construct the shape functions of 
the RPIM without using finite elements. Thus, the points of interest, such as gauss integral points, are generally 
located in the center of the support domain, in which support domains of different points have more overlapped 



parts (common nodes). On the other hand, the number of interpolated nodes in the RPIM case is more than that 
in the FEM case for the same point of interest. These characteristics ensure that the shape function of the RPIM 
can describe displacement fields of ANCF with the higher order continuity and overcome the limitations of the 
FEM. Finally, the RPIM in the frame of the ANCF and its advantages are validated by several numerical 
examples. 
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“Hydroelastic modeling and active control of transient sloshing in a three dimensional rectangular floating roof 
tank”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 470, Article 115146, 31 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115146 
ABSTRACT: Partly filled rectangular containers are widely used for liquid transportation and storage in many 
industrial and civil applications. Undesirable liquid sloshing in these structures can highly degrade their reliable 
and safe operations. This paper presents a rigorous 3D hydro-elasto-dynamic analysis for suppression of 
transient liquid sloshing in a rigid-walled rectangular parallelepiped container that is equipped with a smart 
piezo-sandwich free-floating rectangular panel. The problem formulation is based on the linear water wave 
theory, the thin piezo-sandwich floating plate model, the pertinent structure/liquid compatibility condition, and 
the active damping control strategy. The controller gain parameters are systematically tuned using a standard 
MOPSO algorithm with conflicting objective functions. The key hydro-electro-elastic response parameters are 
calculated and discussed for three different external excitations, namely, a bidirectional seismic event, an 
oblique planar base acceleration, and a distributed impulsive floating roof excitation. Effectiveness of proposed 
active floating panel control configuration in remarkable suppression of the main hydro-elastic parameters is 
established, essentially regardless of liquid depth and loading configuration. Limiting cases are considered and 
validity of model is demonstrated against available data as well as by comparison with the results of a general 
finite element package. 
 
Zekun Wang, Yufeng Xing and Qiaozhen Sun (Institute of Solid Mechanics, Beihang University (BUAA), 
Beijing, 100083, China), “Highly accurate closed-form solutions for the free in-plane vibration of rectangular 
plates with arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 470, Article 
115166, 31 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115166 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, highly accurate closed-form solutions for the free in-plane vibration of rectangular 
isotropic plates with arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions are achieved by an iterative separation-of-
variable method, and all solutions are presented in an elegant explicit form. For plates with at least a pair of 
opposite edges simply supported, the present solutions are the exact solutions. For other homogeneous boundary 
conditions, the accurate closed-form solutions agree well with the results of the fine finite element method. This 
work shows that the iterative separation-of-variables method is a powerful method to find the closed-form 
eigensolutions of partial differential equations. The present solutions can be taken as the benchmarks for the 
validation of numerical methods, a guide in parametric design of structure and the basis of constructing new 
numerical methods. 
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“Spectrally smooth and spatially uniform sound radiation from a thin plate structure using band gaps”, Journal 
of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 471, Article 115187, 14 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115187 
ABSTRACT: As an alternative to conventional loudspeakers, panel loudspeakers have been investigated. 
However, it is challenging to avoid structural modes in a panel loudspeaker, which results in an uneven 
frequency spectrum and highly directional sound radiation. Here, we present a technique to eliminate modes in 
a frequency range of interest based on a band gap (BG) structure that forbids the propagation of waves. In order 
to open a BG between 300 and 500 Hz, a thin aluminum plate with periodic resonators is considered. Using 



finite element (FE) simulations, vibro-acoustic responses of the BG structure are analyzed, leading to more 
spectrally smooth and spatially uniform sound radiation. Experimental results agree well with the numerical 
predictions, displaying a smoother frequency spectrum and smaller variation of sound pressure at six different 
measurement orientations in an anechoic chamber. For this specific case, the overall SPL is amplified by 5.5 dB 
and the standard deviation is reduced by 5.7 dB at frequencies ranging from 300 Hz to 500 Hz. 
 
K. Zhou, Q. Ni, H.L. Dai and L. Wang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology and Engineering Structural Analysis and Safety Assessment, Wuhan 430074, China), “Nonlinear 
forced vibrations of supported pipe conveying fluid subjected to an axial base excitation”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 471, Article 115189, 14 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115189 
ABSTRACT: The present work focuses on the nonlinear forced vibrations of a supported pipe conveying fluid 
under an axial base excitation, devoting to exploring the effects of internal flow velocity and axial base 
excitation on the nonlinear dynamical behaviors of the pipe. Based on Hamilton's principle, the nonlinear 
coupled governing equations of the pipe system are introduced and discretized into a set of coupled ordinary 
differential equations by the aid of a Galerkin method. The resulting equations are then solved by a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta integration algorithm. Numerical results indicate that the excitation amplitude and internal flow 
velocity have a combined effect on the dynamic responses of the pipe. When the internal flow velocity is below 
the critical value for buckling instability, an axial base excitation with small, moderate or large amplitude can 
only induce oscillations of the pipe in the axial direction, while an axial excitation with very large amplitude, 
interestingly, could induce the oscillations of the pipe in both axial and transverse directions. When the internal 
flow velocity is beyond the critical value for buckling instability, however, an axial base excitation with small 
amplitude can make the pipe oscillate around a positive or a negative static/dynamic equilibrium position in a 
wide range of excitation frequencies. In addition, a strong axial base excitation with large amplitude can make 
the pipe conveying a supercritical fluid oscillate around both positive and negative equilibrium positions for 
relatively large excitation frequencies. Indeed, various dynamical behaviors including periodic, multi-periodic, 
quasi-periodic and chaotic oscillations can be observed in many cases. 
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“Experimental study of plane wave propagation in a corrugated pipe: Linear regime of acoustic-flow 
interaction”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 472, Article 115158, 28 April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2019.115158 
ABSTRACT: Acoustic propagation in corrugated pipes offers interesting features in presence of a mean flow, 
which are investigated experimentally in this paper. The scattering matrix of the corrugated section is measured 
with and without a mean flow. The analysis of the results is based on the extraction of the wavenumbers of 
propagation within the corrugated pipe. Without flow, a small decrease of the speed of sound and a slight 
increase of the attenuation are observed. In presence of mean flow, oscillations against the frequency of both the 
real part and the imaginary part of the wavenumber occur. For sufficiently large flow velocities, the oscillation 
caused by the sound-flow interaction is such that the acoustic waves are amplified by the flow. The Strouhal 
number for maximum gain shows a small dependency on the Reynolds number, and converges to values of 0.4–
0.5 depending on the presence of rounded or sharp upstream edges of the cavities. Non-linear effects begin to 
appear for an acoustic amplitude such that the acoustic velocity is about 1% of the flow velocity. 
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“Mode shape transformation for model error localization with modal strain energy”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115230, 12 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115230 
ABSTRACT: A modeling error location method based on modal strain energy is presented in this paper. Errors 
in the design model with shell elements are located by an error indicator which is based on changes between the 
equivalent modal strain energy and the modal strain energy of the design model. The equivalent modal strain 



energy is defined as a quadratic form using the stiffness matrix of the design model and the mode shape of the 
reference coming from the sophisticated and high fidelity finite-element model, called the supermodel, or the 
full-field measurement. The major obstacle to obtain the equivalent modal strain energy is how to match the 
mode shapes of a solid element and those of a shell element since each node of the solid element contains only 
three translation degrees of freedom (dofs) while each node of the shell element has six dofs, including three 
translation and three rotation components. In order to solve this problem, a mode shape transformation method 
from the solid element to the shell element is proposed using the shape functions or linear approximation. Using 
this approach, the errors in the design model can be determined and the updating parameters can be selected so 
that the updated model has physical meaning and can represent the dynamic characteristics of the real structure. 
The simulation of a simple plate is used initially to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Then, a 
rotor test rig casing is taken as an example for further investigation. A comparison of the updating parameters 
selected by the proposed method and the traditional sensitivity analysis technique is then undertaken. It is 
verified that the updating parameters selected based on error location have physical sense and represent the true 
errors in the design model through the updating results. The advantage of this technique is that only detailed 
mode shapes from the reference is required. The approach shows potential for further industrial engineering 
applications. 
 
Julien Meaud (G.W.W. School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA), 
“Nonlinear wave propagation and dynamic reconfiguration in two-dimensional lattices with bistable elements”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115239, 12 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115239 
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the propagation of elastic waves of large amplitudes in two-dimensional 
square lattices that include an alternating pattern of linear springs and nonlinear bistable springs. Because of the 
presence of bistable springs, these lattices have multiple stable configurations. In this paper, a theoretical model 
that takes into account the non-linearity of the bistable springs while neglecting geometric nonlinearities is used 
to study non-linear wave propagation in these lattices. Results from numerical simulations demonstrate that, for 
a lattice that is initially in a deformed stable equilibrium configuration, stimuli of large amplitudes are able to 
cause a reconfiguration of the lattice to a configuration of lower potential energy. Even for initial stable 
configurations that exhibit omnidirectional or directional bandgaps for infinitesimal wave propagation, waves of 
large amplitudes can propagate in the lattice due to its reconfiguration; however, due to the nonlinearity of 
bistable springs, the transmitted response tends to have multiple spectral peaks or be broadband for narrow-band 
stimuli of large amplitude. Simulations are used to study how the reconfiguration of the lattice depends on the 
amplitude and duration of the stimulus, on damping, and on the energy barrier between the two stable equilibria 
of the bistable springs. These numerical results suggest that these multistable lattices can serve as 
reconfigurable wave guides for which the amplitude of the stimulus offers opportunities for enhanced tunability. 
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“Experiments on the geometrically nonlinear vibration of a thin-walled cylindrical shell with points supported 
boundary condition”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115226, 12 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115226 
ABSTRACT: A in-depth experimental investigation of the nonlinear vibration of a thin-walled cylindrical shell 
with points-supported condition is presented in this paper. Firstly the point-supported thin-walled cylindrical 
shell structure is designed, in which bolts are used to restrain the cylindrical shell, and the nonlinear response 
test system for the cylindrical shell is built. Then, the error analysis of each degree of freedom during system 
alignment is given. The sensitivity indexes are used to guide the system alignment, and the Response Surface 
Method is used to identify the stiffness of the bolt. The comparisons of natural characteristics of points 
supported shell by experiment are conducted with the results by theory. Finally, the effects of supported 
stiffness and number of point on the nonlinear response of the points-supported thin-walled cylindrical shell are 
investigated. 
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(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rice University, Houston, TX, 77005, USA 
“Analytical and numerical studies on the slope inertia-based Timoshenko beam”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115227, 12 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115227 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a comparative study is performed between the slope inertia-based Timoshenko 
(SIBT) beam and other classical beam theories. We prove that the SIBT beam comprehensively incorporates 
physical effects of shear deformation, rotary inertia, and shear inertia. The transcendental equations of 
frequency are derived from the initial parameter solutions, and then used to demonstrate that the frequency 
spectrum of the SIBT beam theory has only one branch. A finite element implementation of the SIBT beam is 
developed and verified using closed-form solutions. We find that the SIBT and Love theories predict the same 
mode shape but different frequencies. Comparisons of frequency spectra obtained from different beam theories 
also suggest that the shear deformation influences the frequency more than the rotary inertia and that the SIBT 
beam theory predicts lower frequency values due to its complete consideration of shear deformation, rotary 
inertia and shear inertia. Parametric studies demonstrate that boundary conditions influence lower order 
frequencies predicted by the SIBT beam theory significantly, but only marginally influence the high order 
frequencies; they also show that the frequency spectrum of the SIBT beam theory has an upper bound. 
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“Dynamics of pipes conveying fluid of axially varying density”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 473, 
Article 115202, 12 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115202 
ABSTRACT: The dynamics of a flexible slender pipe conveying fluid the density of which varies along the 
pipe-length is investigated in this paper analytically and numerically. Apart from its academic interest, this 
problem has application to the pipes used in mining methane crystals from the bottom of the ocean, and to more 
mundane situations involving piping conveying a gas at high speed or piping in a temperature environment 
varying along its length. Some CFD results are presented first, and then a linear analytical model is developed 
using a Hamiltonian approach. Pipes with clamped ends and cantilevered pipes are considered. The former lose 
stability by static divergence (buckling) and the latter by flutter, as for a constant-density fluid. The most 
important findings are two: (i) the density at the discharging end of the pipe influences stability most crucially; 
(ii) for cantilevered pipes, the magnitude of density variation strongly influences the mode and critical flow 
velocity of flutter. 
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“Perturbation theory of nonlinear, non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problems: Simple eigenvalues”, Journal of Sound 
and Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115200, 12 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115200 
ABSTRACT: The study of the vibrational modes and stability of a given physical system is strongly tied to the 
efficient numerical evaluation of its eigenvalues. The operators governing the eigenproblem are, in general, 
nonlinear in the eigenvalue and non-self-adjoint, which makes the repeated solution of the eigenvalue problem 
(necessary, for example, when the effect of several parameter values on the system needs to be assessed) 
expensive. This study reviews the adjoint-based incremental procedure for calculating the coefficients of power 
series expansions of simple (non-degenerate) eigenvalues and their eigenvectors. These expansions approximate 
the eigenvalues to any desired order in a finite region. An efficient numerical implementation of the theory is 
proposed, and it is shown how high-order power series approximations of the eigenvalues give very accurate 
results within the radius of convergence of the power series, which is finite and generally not small. 
Furthermore, the domain of convergence of the power series might be extended by considering Padé expansions 
of the eigenvalues. Examples involving the stability of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation, the biharmonic equation 
for the vibrational modes of a membrane, and the emission of sound from a Rijke tube, associated with 
thermoacoustic feedback, are used to assess and validate the theory. 
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“Modelling approach for MEMS transducers with rectangular clamped plate loaded by a thin fluid layer”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 115246, 12 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115246 
ABSTRACT: The paper is mainly concerned with the analytical approach of the behaviour of a two-
dimensional miniaturized MEMS transducer, namely a rectangular or square clamped plate loaded by a fluid-
gap (squeeze film), surrounded by a small cavity (reservoir), and excited by an incident acoustic field (assume 
to be uniform on the plate). Until now, the problem has not been analytically solved owing to the geometry of 
the device in conjunction with the nature of the diaphragm (elastic plate) and its boundary conditions (zero 
deflection and zero normal slope along all edges); namely analytical eigenfunctions do not exist for the clamped 
plate. On the other hand, the analytical approach classically used to express the acoustic field in the fluid-gap 
relies on a modal expansion which does not match correctly with both the displacement field of the diaphragm 
and the boundary conditions at the entrance of the reservoir. Then, two particular questions arise: how to derive 
analytically the modal behaviour of the loaded clamped plate, and what analytical approach for the acoustic 
field in the fluid gap is convenient to describe its coupling with the displacement field of the plate? The aim of 
the paper is both to provide basically an exact analytical approach and to handle a numerical implementation 
(FEM) against which the analytical results are tested. 
 
Luca Sangiuliano, Claus Claeys, Elke Deckers and Wim Desmet (Department of Mechanical Engineering, KU 
Leuven, Belgium and DMMS Lab, Flanders Make, Belgium), “Influence of boundary conditions on the stop 
band effect in finite locally resonant metamaterial beams”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 473, Article 
115225, 12 May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115225 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the influence of the boundary conditions on the stop band effect in finite 
locally resonant metamaterial beams. In a first step, a Timoshenko beam with tuned vibration absorbers is used 
to describe a metamaterial beam. The influence of different boundary conditions for beams with different 
lengths as well as of tuned vibration absorbers with different amounts of added mass or different tuned 
frequencies is assessed numerically. It is found that edge modes are present inside the stop band frequency 
region predicted by the unit cell analysis and these edge modes reduce the level of vibration attenuation 
achieved. Three solutions are analysed to reduce the effect of the edge modes: (i) varying the tuned frequency, 
(ii) the number or (iii) the positions of the individual tuned vibration absorbers added to the host structure. In a 
second step, the results of the numerical investigation are experimentally validated: the experimental results are 
in good agreement with the numerical results. 
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“Impulse identification technique by estimating specific modal ponderations from vibration measurements”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 474, Article 115263, 26 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115263 
ABSTRACT: Impact identification is a major concern in structural health monitoring. It consists in localizing 
the impact point and in reconstructing the applied load history from indirect measurements. However, it is well-
known that this double inverse problem is ill-posed. In this paper, a single-sensor approach for quickly 
localizing a Dirac-like impact and for estimating its intensity from vibration measurements is proposed. It is 
proved that the relative proportions of specific modal ponderations are a signature of impact location. Rules are 



provided to select the appropriate vibration modes in the analysis and to position the sensor. The identification 
process is robust if the vibration modes kept in the analysis are weakly damped and if their natural frequencies 
are well separated. Experiments are conducted on a metallic plate to validate this single-sensor approach on a 
2D structure. The success rate for localizing impacted cells is 100% when appropriate method parameters are 
selected. 
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“Enriched finite elements and local rescaling for vibrations of axially inhomogeneous Timoshenko beams”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 474, Article 115228, 26 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115228 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a new enriched finite element method dedicated to the vibrations of axially 
inhomogeneous Timoshenko beams. This method relies on the “half-hat” partition of unity and on an 
enrichment by solutions of the Timoshenko system corresponding to simple beams with a homogeneous or an 
exponentially-varying geometry. Moreover, the efficiency of the enrichment is considerably increased by 
introducing a new formulation based on a local rescaling of the Timoshenko problem, that accounts for the 
inhomogeneity of the beam. Validations using analytical solutions and comparisons with the classical high-
order polynomial FEM, conduced for several inhomogeneous beams, show the efficiency of this approach in the 
time-harmonic domain. In particular low error levels are obtained over ranges of frequencies varying from a 
factor of one to thirty using fixed coarse meshes. Possible extensions to the research of natural frequencies of 
beams and to simulations of transient wave propagation are highlighted. 
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“On the structural dynamics of laminated composite plates and sandwich structures; a new perspective on 
damping identification”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 474, Article 115256, 26 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115256 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the modelling and the dynamic characterisation of laminated composite plates 
and sandwich structures in terms of stiffness and damping. The developments used in this paper are based on 
the analytical multilayer model of Guyader and Lesueur (JSV, 1978). The model considers linear shear, 
membrane and bending effects in each layer. The characteristics of the structure are determined by means of an 
equivalent thin plate methodology. The first main novelty of this paper consists in adapting this methodology 
for laminated plates (orthotropic multilayers with arbitrary orthotropic angle per layer). An experimental 
validation of this adaptation is presented for a laminated composite plate. Concerning the modelling of the 
structural loss factor, a space domain definition based on the spatial attenuation of a plane wave is compared to 
an energetic method and an equivalent definition based on the thin plate theory. The results show that the 
equivalent definition overestimates the loss factor in high frequencies since the thin plate theory only considers 
the flexural behaviour of the structure. On the contrary, the space domain definition (which give similar results 
as compared to the energetic one for lightly damped structures) considers the frequency dependent variation of 
the dynamic behaviour of the structure by means of the ratio between the group and phase velocities. The latter 
approach is considered to be more correct. The second main novelty of this article is on the experimental 
validation of this space domain definition. The structural loss factors of two sandwich structures are identified 
from measurements using modal, energetic and spatial methods. The results using the space domain definition 
are in very good agreement with the analytical predictions and the estimations of the modal and energetic 
methods for both plates for a large frequency band (up to 20 kHz), demonstrating the validity of the approach 
developed in this paper. 
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Okazaki, Aichi Pref., Japan 
“Design of a disc-shaped viscoelastic damping material attached to a cylindrical pipe as a dynamic absorber or 
Houde damper”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 475, Article 115272, 9 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115272 
ABSTRACT: The vibration of pipes and cylindrical shells leading to noise and damage is an important 
engineering problem in plant systems and air conditioners, among others. To attenuate such vibration, a 
viscoelastic material is attached to a pipe as a damping material. Generally, the viscoelastic material covers the 
entire pipe to provide damping due to elongation of the material, but this requires a large amount of viscoelastic 
material. To overcome this problem, the approach adopted in this paper is to attach the viscoelastic material to 
only part of the pipe. The vibration of the pipe is then attenuated by not only the damping due to the viscoelastic 
material but also by the viscoelastic material acting as either a dynamic absorber or Houde damper. The disc-
shaped viscoelastic material attached to the pipe is modeled as either a mass–spring–damper system or mass–
damper system, and design guidelines are proposed for the material based on invariant-point theory. To assess 
the validity of the proposed design method, hammering tests are performed involving designed silicone attached 
to a pipe. The first- and second-order resonances of the pipe are attenuated by the silicone as a dynamic 
absorber and a Houde damper, respectively. 
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“Elastic wave and vibration bandgaps in planar square metamaterial-based lattice structures”, Journal of Sound 
and Vibration, Vol. 475, Article 115292, 9 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115292 
ABSTRACT: In this work, a new type of planar square lattice structures for the attenuation of elastic wave 
propagation is proposed and designed. To obtain a high vibration attenuation in low frequency ranges, the 
internal resonance mechanism of the acoustic metamaterials (AMs) is introduced into the continuous square 
lattice system with a cross-type core consisting of two segments with a radius jump discontinuity in each unit-
cell. The wave propagation and vibration bandgap properties of the AM-based lattice structures are studied by 
using a spectral element method (SEM) which can provide accurate dynamic characteristics of a lattice structure 
due to its analytical spectral element matrix. The band structures calculated show that the phononic bandgaps 
induced by the local resonance and destructive interference co-exist in the considered systems. The effects of 
the structural and material parameters on the bandgaps are investigated in detail by the frequency response 
analysis of a spectral element model subjected to a dynamic excitation. Finally, in order to obtain lower and 
wider frequency bandgaps, the mechanism to optimize the unit-cell of the AM-based lattice structures is 
illustrated and a composite lattice model is suggested. 
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“Acoustic-electroelastic interactions in ultrasound energy transfer systems: Reduced-order modeling and 
experiment”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 475, Article 115255, 9 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115255 
ABSTRACT: Contactless ultrasound energy transfer from a piezoelectric cylinder or disk subjected to forced 
vibrations to a piezoelectric receiver offers the capability of safely transferring energy to sensors and devices, 
which is of great interest in different applications. Physical processes supporting ultrasonic energy transfer 
include piezoelectric-generated vibrations at a transmitting element, piezoelectric transduction of elastic 
vibrations at a receiving element, acoustic wave propagation, and acoustic-structure interactions at the surfaces 
of the transmitting and receiving elements. Considering these processes, we present an experimentally-validated 
multi-physics model that fills a knowledge gap in terms of accurately representing the fluid-loaded response of 
piezoelectric disks, usually used in ultrasonic energy transfer as a cylindrical transmitting source-cylindrical 



receiver combination. First, we derive the governing equations using the generalized Hamilton's principle and 
solve them using the finite element method. Second, we compute the surface pressure distribution due to 
acoustic-structure interactions under resonance conditions. We then use the mode shapes and surface pressure 
distributions obtained from the finite element model in conjunction with the matrix governing equations to 
develop a reduced-order model with quantified reactive and resistive parts of the acoustic radiation impedance. 
The developed reduced-order model is then experimentally validated by comparing the electrical impedance of 
four different piezoelectric disks having various aspect ratios. We also discuss how the proposed approach 
should be utilized to develop reduced-order model for piezoelectric receivers. The presented approach and 
reduced-order model allow for accurate identification of critical parameters that govern acoustic energy transfer 
between piezoelectric disks, which is crucial for designing efficient ultrasonic acoustic energy transfer systems. 
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“Shaping the acoustic radiation of a vibrating plate”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 476, Article 115285, 
23 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115285 
ABSTRACT: A new method is proposed for precise shaping of the acoustic radiation of a vibrating plate. The 
potential applications of this method are: to optimize acoustic radiation of a plate employed as a sound source; 
and to enhance transmission loss of a plate used as a noise barrier, both in passive or active control solutions. 
The proposed method is based on mounting several additional ribs and masses (passive elements) to the plate 
surface at locations determined by an optimization process. This optimization involves a model of the 
vibroacoustic system, a cost function representing the objective under consideration, and an optimization 
algorithm. The method is described, and results of both numerical simulation and experimental validation are 
presented. Analysis of results shows that the transmission loss introduced by a passive noise barrier can be 
enhanced by more than 7 dB in frequency bands of interest. Furthermore, these enhancements can be combined 
with optimized arrangements of actuators and sensors, resulting in a hybrid passive-active noise control system. 
 
Mohammad Yaghoub Abdollahzadeh Jamalabadi (Department for Management of Science and Technology 
Development, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam and Faculty of Civil Engineering, Ton 
Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), “Frequency analysis and control of sloshing coupled by 
elastic walls and foundation with smoothed particle hydrodynamics method”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 476, Article 115310, 23 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115310 
ABSTRACT: Broadband stochastic excitations from environment such as seismic activities, sea waves, wind 
gusts, and tremors can lead to the terrible damages of tall structures and buildings which usually have a low 
amount of vibration damping. Tuned liquid dampers (TLD) have been considered for around thirty years 
regarding their ability for passive suppression and absorb the vibration energy in such structures. In this paper, 
the fluid-structure interaction of a two-dimensional rectangular tank with elastic side walls and foundation is 
investigated by the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method. First, the implementation of SPH for the 
frequency analysis of a rectangular container with flexible boundaries, partially filled with liquid, is described. 
The governing equations of the sloshing of an inviscid liquid in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system 
coupled with the thin plate vibration on sides are linearized and solved by the SPH method. The sloshing and 
bulging modes of the system are derived and discussed in this paper. The results of the frequency spectrum of 
the sloshing tank coupled with the spring-damper system are analyzed and compared with the mechanical 
equivalent system. Results are validated by analytical benchmark and show the applicability as well as the 
simplicity of the SPH method for analytical vibration analysis of a fluid-structure coupled system. Then various 
control method including: Active mass damping (AMD) control designed based on proportional feedback 
control, the tuned liquid damper (TLD) control based on the analytical model, and a hybrid method of active 
tuned liquid damper (ATLD) are modeled and compared in a one-story structure. Results demonstrated that 
although the AMD is more efficient and stable in a specific range of feedback coefficient, the proposed ATLD 
is reliable in a wider range of control parameters. 
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“Complex component mode synthesis method using hybrid coordinates for generally damped systems with 
local nonlinearities”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 476, Article 115299, 23 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115299 
ABSTRACT: In numerous engineering structures with local nonlinearities, the nonlinear effects are usually 
localized and most parts of the structures behave linearly. Considering this, a reduced-order modelling 
technique for generally damped systems with localized nonlinearities is proposed. Firstly, the linear parts with 
non-proportional damping of the system is separated to form one component, which can be formulated in state 
space and transformed into the modal coordinates using its linear vibration complex modes. The residual 
flexibility matrix, which can be formulated by using a set of equivalent higher-order complex modes, has been 
developed to improve the accuracy by capturing the effects of the neglected higher-order complex modes. 
Secondly, the rest regions of the system form another component behaving nonlinearly, which is kept in its 
original form to adopt the entire set of nonlinear terms. Next, the second-order differential synthesis equation 
can be obtained by using compatibility conditions at the junctions. In order to calculate dynamic response of the 
system, the aforementioned synthesis equation needs to transform into the first-order differential equation 
because of the singularity of the equivalent mass matrix. Finally, two numerical examples are given to illustrate 
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the presented method. 
 
Lanfeng Deng and Yahui Zhang (Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Department of Engineering 
Mechanics, International Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, 
116023, PR China), “A consistent corotational formulation for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of sliding 
beams”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 476, Article 115298, 23 June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115298 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a consistent corotational formulation for the geometric nonlinear dynamic 
analysis of 2D sliding beams. Compared with the works of previously published papers, the same cubic shape 
functions are used to derive the elastic force vector and the inertia force vector. Consequently, the consistency 
of the element is ensured. The shape functions are used to describe the local displacements to establish an 
element-independent framework. Moreover, all kinds of standard elements can be embedded within this 
framework. Therefore, the presented method is more versatile than previous approaches. To consider the shear 
deformation, the sliding beam (a system of changing mass) is discretized using a fixed number of variable-
domain interdependent interpolation elements (IIE). In addition, the nonlinear axial strain and the rotary inertia 
are also considered in this paper. The nonlinear motion equations are derived by using the extended Hamilton's 
principle and solved by combining the Newton-Raphson method and the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) method. 
Furthermore, the closed-form expressions of the iterative tangent matrix and the residual force vector are 
obtained. Three classic examples are given to verify the high accuracy and efficiency of this formulation by 
comparing the results with those of commercial software and published papers. The simulation results also 
show that the shear deformation and the rotary inertia cannot be neglected for the large-rotation and high-
frequency problem. 
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“Analytical solutions for steady state responses of an infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam on a nonlinear viscoelastic 
foundation subjected to a harmonic moving load”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 476, Article 115271, 23 
June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115271 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with the steady state responses of an infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam resting on a 
nonlinear foundation under a harmonic moving load. Greatly different from previous works, the nonlinear 
partial differential governing equation of the beam motion is converted to two nonlinear Volterra integral 
equations by using the Fourier transform, residues Theorem and the convolution theorem. The Volterra integral 
equations have four different expressions depending on the damping coefficient of the foundation, the linear 



part of the foundation stiffness and the frequency of the moving load. The modified Adomian decomposition 
method in conjunction with a simple iterative formula derived from the integral equation theorems are applied 
to obtain analytical solutions for the steady state responses of the beam. The closed form solutions presented in 
this paper do not contain complicated infinite integrals, which are better to show the influence of the nonlinear 
part of foundation stiffness. The parametric study shows that the nonlinear part of foundation stiffness affects 
not only qualitative but also quantitative analysis results of the infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam under a harmonic 
moving load. 
 
Komal Chawla and Samit Ray-Chaudhuri (Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
Kanpur, UP, 208016, India), “Amplitude dependent damping behaviour of fundamental mode for CFRP 
composite tubes: Effect of cross-section”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 476, Article 115313, 23 June 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115313 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the amplitude dependent damping behaviour of the fundamental mode for 
composite tubes under dynamic excitations. For this purpose, a closed form solution of damping ratio is derived 
for a cantilever tube subjected to harmonic base excitation while accounting for stress fields, material properties 
and cross-sectional configurations of the member. Shake table experiments are performed on square, hexagonal 
and circular woven carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) tubes of length 1 m. To measure the responses 
along the tube length, accelerometers are used. In addition, table motions are also recorded. Based on these 
measurements, damping ratios are obtained from the experiments for varying levels of excitation. It is found 
from the experiments that the damping ratio increases with the increase in excitation amplitude. Among the 
tubes considered, damping ratio is noted to be higher for the square tube in comparison to the circular tube. This 
is due to the presence of more material near the edges (which is particularly beneficial as stresses are higher at 
the edges than the neutral axis) for the square tube in comparison to the circular tube. It is also found that the 
damping ratios obtained from the proposed expression are in well agreement with the experimentally measured 
values with a maximum deviation of about 10%. 
 
David Hoffmeyer and Jan Høgsberg (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of 
Denmark, DK-2800, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark, Nils Koppels Allé, Building 404), “Damping of coupled 
bending-torsion beam vibrations by spatially filtered warping position feedback”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 477, Article 115323, 7 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115323 
ABSTRACT: Damping of coupled bending-torsion beam vibrations is realized by local actuators, operating 
axially on an end cross-section of a fully three-dimensional structure by a collective positive position feedback 
control with a spatial filter that specifically targets the out-of-plane warping component of the coupled response. 
To reduce the computational effort, a beam element model is introduced, in which a single control bimoment is 
supplemented by a fictitious stiffness that accounts for the inability of the local actuators to fully restrain 
warping. This fictitious stiffness is conveniently calibrated by frequency matching in the limit of infinite control 
gain and it enables accurate estimation of both complex roots and the stability limit from beam element 
analysis. It is demonstrated by a numerical example that substantial modal damping is attained by positive 
position feedback of the torsional warping component from the fully coupled response. 
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“Numerical investigation of the effects of compressibility on the flutter of a three-dimensional, cantilevered 
plate in an inviscid, subsonic, open flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 477, Article 115342, 7 July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115342 
ABSTRACT: In this work we carry out a numerical study of the influence of the upstream Mach number on the 
flutter of a three-dimensional, cantilevered, flexible plate subject to a subsonic, inviscid, open flow. We have 
assumed a linear elastic model for the plate and that the fluid flow is governed by the linearized potential 
theory. The fluid equations are solved by means of a doublet point method to obtain the generalized 
aerodynamic forces as a function of the plate displacements. Then, these generalized forces are coupled to the 
equation of motion of the plate, which is discretized with a spectral Galerkin method, and an eigenvalue 



analysis is performed to find the flutter point. The obtained results are in good agreement with those of related 
theoretical and experimental studies found in the literature. 
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“Wideband sound absorption and transmission through micro-capillary plates: Modelling and experimental 
validation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 478, Article 115356, 21 July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115356 
ABSTRACT: The current work presents theoretical and experimental studies that investigate sound propagation 
through micro-capillary plates (MCP) under a general plane wave excitation and in the no-flow case. MCPs are 
characterized by micrometric channels radius with Knudsen number greater than 0.001 so that a slip-flow model 
has been derived for their viscous transfer impedance. It is found that the slip-flow model should be used 
instead of the continuum model to predict the transfer impedance of MCPs with channels radii lower than 2 �m 
as well as their absorption coefficient under near-grazing incident excitations. Otherwise, both approaches 
provide similar results, as confirmed by comparison with finite element simulations. Due to their high porosity, 
MCPs provide minute reactance and constant resistance that can be tailored to achieve target absorption over a 
broad frequency range. Plane wave impedance tube experiments have shown that a near-optimal MCP 
termination can provide a low frequency flat absorption spectrum that stays above 0.7 up to a Helmholtz 
number of 1.84. Measurements on rigidly-backed MCPs have led to ultra-wideband absorption with a half-
bandwidth spanning up to 12 octaves around the absorber Helmholtz resonance. Expressions have been derived 
to find the optimal channels radius that maximize the MCPs dissipation under general incidence angle and 
assuming anechoic or rigid backing. The sensitivity of the MCPs optimal transfer resistance to their load 
impedance has been examined. It provides a design chart to find the MCP optimal parameters that achieve 
specific broadband absorption value under general incidence and practical load conditions. 
 
Aman Kumar and Anirvan DasGupta (Department of Mechanical Engineering, and Center for Theoretical 
Studies, Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, 721302, India), “Generation of circumferential harmonic 
travelling waves on thin circular plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 478, Article 115343, 21 July 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115343 
ABSTRACT: A paradigm to generate harmonic circumferential travelling waves on a thin circular plate is 
proposed. The plate is considered to be connected to three circumferentially placed point actuators that excite 
the plate transversely with appropriate phasing. Uniform angular distribution of the actuators is observed to lead 
to wave locking at certain frequencies. The idea of angular detuning in the placement of the actuators is 
introduced to prevent wave locking. It is found that a simple kinematic phasing, which can generate travelling 
waves with uniformly distributed actuators, cannot be used in the case of non-uniformly placed actuators. An 
algorithm to calculate the phase detuning is proposed for a perturbed angular configuration of actuators for a 
smooth generation of travelling waves near any modal frequency. The mathematical model and the wave 
generation paradigm is validated using a finite element model developed in ANSYS. The results presented 
herein is expected to be helpful in studying the mechanics of wave-based transport of granular materials 
interacting with such surface travelling waves. 
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“Investigation of the tire in-plane vibration property using an improved ring model”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 478, Article 115350, 21 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115350 
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the in-plane vibration property of static and rotating tires with the 
proposed tire model. The tire model is based on the linear ring model, and a mathematical approach is proposed 



to handle the tire contact problem. With this improvement, the tire model allows for directly calculating the 
eigenmodes of a loaded tire by solving its eigenvalue problem. A group of simulations is carried out using this 
improved ring model. For a static (not rotating) tire, the eigenfrequency and corresponding mode shape are 
investigated under both unloaded and loaded conditions. For a rotating tire, the effect of rotational speed on the 
eigenfrequencies of unloaded and loaded tires are modeled, and the results are observed using co-rotating and 
non-rotating reference frames. The main original contribution of this work is an evaluation of the quantitative 
relationship between unloaded and loaded conditions using modal assurance criterion (MAC) or improved 
modal assurance criterion (IMAC) analyses on both static and rotating tires. For a static tire, the eigenmodes 
can be classified into rigid ring modes and flexible ring modes, according to their mode shape and MAC 
evaluation results. For a rotating tire, the eigenfrequency and mode shape could vary with increasing rotational 
speed and behave differently in non-rotating and co-rotating reference frames. In a non-rotating frame, the 
IMAC value percentages for a loaded tire vary with increasing rotational speed, especially in the frequency 
veering ranges. In a co-rotating frame, the IMAC value variations for loaded modes are weaker than those seen 
in a non-rotating frame. 
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“Sensitivity analysis of generalised eigenproblems and application to wave and finite element models”, Journal 
of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 478, Article 115345, 21 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115345 
ABSTRACT: The first and second order sensitivity analysis of the eigenvalue problem of generalised, non-
symmetric matrices using perturbation theory is developed. These results are then applied to sensitivity analysis 
of wave propagation in structures modelled using the wave and finite element (WFE) method. Three 
formulations of the WFE eigenvalue problem are considered: the transfer matrix method, the projection method 
and Zhong's method. The sensitivities with respect to system parameters of wavenumbers and wave mode 
shapes are derived. Expressions for the group velocity are presented. Numerical results for a thin beam, a foam 
core panel and a cross-laminated timber panel are used to demonstrate the proposed approach. It is shown that 
sensitivities can be calculated at negligible computational cost. 
 
Jiantao Zhang, Xiaobo Zhang, Chang Shu, Zhou Fang and Yiwen Ning (School of Mechatronic Engineering 
and Automation, Shanghai University, Shanghai, 200072, China), “Modeling and nonlinear analysis of stepped 
beam energy harvesting from galloping vibrations”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 479, Article 115354, 
4 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115354 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a nonlinear distributed-parameter model for harvesting energy from galloping 
oscillation. The stepped beam structure is beneficial to increase the stress and strain of the piezoelectric 
elements, thereby enhancing the power generation. The finite element analysis is used to verify the feasibility 
and effectiveness of the developed harvester. A nonlinear distributed-parameter model for the piezoelectric 
energy harvester with a stepped beam is developed. The instantaneous fluid force in the transverse direction is 
analyzed. Based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, a distributed-parameter model for undamped free vibration is 
derived, which can be used for the modal analysis. The electromechanical coupling model is established by 
using the piezoelectric effect theory. The forced vibration subjected to the galloping excitation load is analyzed 
by using the mode superposition method. The state vector and the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm are used 
to seek the numerical solution. The effects of the electrical load resistance, length, width and thickness of the 
piezoelectric beam, exposure area and mass of the bluff body on the output power are investigated. In order to 
find the optimal design of the energy harvester, optimization design is performed based on the established 
theoretical model. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is employed to search the optimal solution in 
multidimensional space. Finally, experimental work was carried out, the electrical output characteristics of the 
energy harvester prototypes were measured. The simulation results are validated with the experimental data. It 
is demonstrated that the optimal configuration of the energy harvester can improve the output power from 
galloping phenomenon effectively. 
 



H. Abdoos, A.R. Khaloo and M.A. Foyouzat (Department of Civil Engineering, Sharif University of 
Technology, Tehran, Iran), “On the out-of-plane dynamic response of horizontally curved beams resting on 
elastic foundation traversed by a moving mass”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 479, Article 115397, 4 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115397 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic behavior of Horizontally Curved Beams (HCBs) resting on an elastic 
foundation and subjected to a moving mass is investigated. The governing coupled non-linear differential 
equations of equilibrium are derived, where Coriolis acceleration, centrifugal force and rotary inertia are 
incorporated in the problem formulation. In the proposed analytical solution, by employing the transition matrix 
technique, the governing differential equations of motion are subsequently transformed into a new system of 
linear ordinary differential equations which can be solved using standard numerical procedures. The accuracy as 
well as the robustness of the solution is ascertained through a comparative study with the solutions previously 
reported in the literature. Extensive parametric study is then carried out in order to demonstrate the efficiency of 
the proposed semi-analytical approach. The design Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) spectra have been 
established in terms of influential parameters including radius and subtended angle of the curved beam, mass of 
the moving object and the number of dynamic modes. The significance of considering the inertial effect of the 
moving mass is also highlighted in the dynamic response of HCBs, especially in severely curved elements 
subjected to the excitation of a heavy mass traversing at high speeds. Moreover, the effect of higher dynamic 
modes in the response has been scrutinized. Thereafter, based on the multiple nonlinear regression analysis, 
simplified parametric expressions have been proposed for the calculation of DAFs, which can be used in 
practical and analytical applications. The paper is followed by the reformulation of the problem in order to 
examine the contribution of axial force on the out-of-plane responses of HCBs. The last two sections are 
devoted to the study of the influence of additional torsional stiffness due to fasteners as well as foundation 
vertical damping on the DAF response spectra. The results of this study suggest that the effect of additional 
inertial terms is crucial in a wide range of design parameters. Therefore, in comparison to the unsafe results 
originated from the moving force method, moving mass approach is a better and a more reliable representative 
of the real-world dynamic response of HCBs. As a general conclusion, with an increasing curvature of the HCB, 
the DAFs also increase. In a similar manner, the DAFs intensify due to an increase in the mass and velocity of 
the moving object. Moreover, it is shown that consideration of the axial force can attenuate the values of DAFs 
to a degree which mainly depends on the magnitude of the tensile force experienced by the HCB. The results 
also reveal that the inclusion of the foundation vertical damping leads to a reduction in the DAF spectra, which 
is shown to be more significant for sharply curved beams subjected to a high-speed heavy mass. However, by 
adopting the additional torsional stiffness, slightly smaller DAFs would be derived for all cases considered in 
this study. 
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from plates with elastic boundary conditions embedded in an infinite perforated rigid baffle”, Journal of Sound 
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ABSTRACT: Sound radiation from plates with elastic boundary conditions embedded in an infinite perforated 
rigid baffle (PRB) is analyzed in this paper. Based on the wavenumber domain approach and the solution for 
transverse vibration of plates with general elastic boundary conditions, the sound power and the radiation 
efficiency of the plates embedded in the PRB (named ‘PRB-ed plate’ in the following) are derived theoretically. 
By comparing with the results of sound radiation from baffled and unbaffled plates, it can be found that the 
PRB-ed plates behave like the dipole source radiation in the fundamental mode region as the perforation in PRB 
introduces communication of the sound field, while not sufficient to reach the lowest radiation efficiency as 
unbaffled cases. The parametric analysis of boundary conditions shows that the PRB-ed fully free plate has the 
lowest radiation efficiency below the critical frequency. For the cases of plates with constraints, the greater the 
constraints are, the lower the radiation efficiency is in the fundamental mode region, and this order will become 
totally opposite in the short-circuiting region. Further, the effects of PRB parameters on sound radiation from 
PRB-ed plates are compared. With the decrease of the PRB thickness and the hole diameter, or the increase of 
the PRB perforation ratio, the sound power radiated from PRB-ed plates is decreased below the critical 
frequency. This research could possibly provide ideas on the design of noise control for plate-like structures. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibroacoustic response of a simply supported panel excited by turbulent flow is analytically 
and numerically investigated. In the analytical model, the radiated sound power is described in terms of the 
cross spectrum density of the wall pressure field and sensitivity functions for the acoustic pressure and fluid 
particle velocity. For the numerical model, a hybrid approach based on the finite element method is described in 
which the cross spectrum of the wall pressure field is represented by a set of uncorrelated wall plane waves. 
Realisations of the wall pressure field are used as deterministic input loads to the panel. The structural and 
acoustic responses of the panel subject to turbulent boundary layer excitation are then obtained from an 
ensemble average of the different realisations. Analytical and numerical results are compared with experimental 
data measured in an anechoic wind tunnel, showing good agreement. The effect of adding stiffeners on the 
vibroacoustic response of the panel is also examined using the proposed numerical approach. 
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“Active acoustic cloaking of cylindrical shells in low Mach number flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
479, Article 115400, 4 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115400 
ABSTRACT: The vibro-acoustic response of a two-dimensional cylindrical shell in low Mach number flow is 
herein derived. The analytical model takes into account the structural elasticity and coupling of the shell 
vibration with its interior and exterior acoustic fields in the presence of a moving fluid. The cylindrical shell is 
modelled using Donnell-Mushtari theory. Taylor transformations are employed to transfer the convected wave 
equation into the ordinary wave equation which was then solved using scattering theory. Three excitation cases 
corresponding to a plane wave, an external monopole source and a radial point force applied directly to the shell 
are considered. Shell circumferential resonances and interior acoustic resonances are identified. Two active 
control strategies are then applied to acoustically cloak the cylindrical shell at its acoustic and structural 
resonances. The first control approach employs acoustic control sources in the exterior fluid domain. In the 
second approach, control forces are applied to directly excite the elastic shell, whereby the structural response is 
actively modified to manipulate the scattered and radiated acoustic fields arising from plane wave excitation of 
the shell. Results show that the second approach is superior in terms of both reduced control effort and cloaking 
of the global exterior domain. For both control approaches, the performance of the active cloak is shown to 
deteriorate if the convected flow field is not accounted for in the control process. 
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“Vibration isolation by novel meta-design of pyramid-core lattice sandwich structures”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 480, Article 115377, 18 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115377 
ABSTRACT: Pyramid-core lattice sandwich structures (PCLSSs) have been widely used in various engineering 
fields due to their high stiffness-to-density ratio. Although the advantages of such structures are obvious, the 
rather poor vibration isolation property restricts their applications. In the present work, we develop the 
chessboard-designed and gradient PCLSSs in order to improve their out-of-plane vibration isolation 
performance. The numerical results are obtained by the finite element method (FEM). Our results show that the 
chessboard-designed PCLSS has a lower and wider band-gap for the out-of-plane vibration than the classical 
PCLSS. The effects of the geometry and material parameters on the band-gap are analyzed. A gradient PCLSS 
with the core radius varying linearly is proposed. Compared to the classical PCLSS, the gradient PCLSS can 
expand the frequency range of the band-gaps significantly while maintains the high stiffness-to-density ratio. 
Moreover, the spatial gradient of the pyramid-core is utilized to realize the rainbow trapping and the 
nonreciprocal transmission of the elastic flexural waves. The novel meta-designed PCLSSs show potential 
applications where both a good vibration isolation and a high stiffness-to-density ratio are needed. 
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internal resonances of a rotating thin plate”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 480, Article 115420, 18 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115420 
ABSTRACT: Internal resonance allows energy to transfer between eigenmodes and sometimes results in 
undesirable phenomena. Topology optimization has the ability to control the eigenfrequencies of a structure and 
is therefore possible to remove the internal resonances. In this study, topology optimization is studied for 
removing internal resonances of a rotating rectangular thin plate. First of all, an accurate dynamic model is 
established for the rotating thin plate by considering the Coriolis force. The thin plate element of the absolute 
nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is used to discretize the rotating thin plate and establish the dynamic 
equation. When the dynamic equation is transformed from the absolute frame to the rotating frame for modal 
analysis, the Coriolis force term shows up and is analytically derived. Then, an explicit and efficient topology 
optimization method, i.e., the method of moving morphable components (MMC) is employed to optimize the 
rotating thin plate. In order to remove the internal resonances, the detuning parameters are defined so that 
removing the internal resonances is equivalent to maximizing the minimum absolute detuning parameter. The 
corresponding max-min optimization problem can be dealt with via a bound formulation. Finally, three 
numerical examples are presented to validate the dynamic model and the topology optimization methodology. 
Two objectives are considered for optimization, i.e., removing the internal resonances of the rotating thin plate 
at different specific angular speeds and removing the most common 1:1 or 1:2 internal resonances of the 
rotating thin plate during a certain range of angular speeds. 
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“Up to lowest 100 frequencies of rectangular plates using Jacobi polynomials and TSNDT”, Journal of Sound 
and Vibration, Vol. 480, Article 115352, 18 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115352 
ABSTRACT: This paper finds up to lowest 100 free vibration frequencies of isotropic and linearly elastic plates 
with thickness to side length ratio varying from 0.001 to 0.5 by using the Ritz method, a third-order shear and 
normal deformable plate theory (TSNDT), and weighted Jacobi polynomials as admissible functions that are 
mutually orthogonal and exactly satisfy essential boundary conditions. The numerical method is stable even for 
18th degree polynomials as basis functions. It is shown that this approach requires fewer degrees of freedom than 
those in the traditional finite element method (FEM) to find converged lowest 100 frequencies and the 
corresponding mode shapes. No shear correction factor is employed in the TSNDT. The presently computed 
results agree well with those from either analytical or numerical solutions of the corresponding 3-dimensional 
linearly elastic problems obtained with the commercial FE software, Abaqus. Furthermore, results for plates 
made of an incompressible material can be computed by setting Poisson's ratio = 0.49. 
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control of flexural waves in thin plates by 3D-printed metasurfaces”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 481, 
Article 115440, 1 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115440 
ABSTRACT: Steering flexural waves in thin plates benefits several applications, including vibration energy 
harvesting and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). This study proposes a technique using metasurfaces 
based on U-shaped phononic beams to realize the flexural wave control. This technique demonstrates the use of 
metasurfaces made of the same material as that of the host plates wherein the flexural waves are to be 
controlled, which significantly facilitates the fabrication of metasurfaces. The total height H of the U-shaped 
beams is selected to change the effective bending stiffness and consequently tune the effective phase velocity of 
flexural waves in the U-shaped phononic beams. Numerical simulations verify that the effective phase velocity 
of flexural waves in the U-shaped phononic beams is highly dependent on H. A macro-model is proposed to 
estimate the effective phase velocities. The phase shift and transmittance of flexural waves transmitted via U-
shaped phononic beams with different values of H are calculated. A full 2 phase shift can be obtained by a 
change in H within an appropriate range while maintaining the transmittance at a relatively high level. As 
illustration examples, two subwavelength metasurfaces (refraction and focusing) for flexural waves in thin 
plates are designed, 3D-printed using VeroPureWhite, and tested. All experimental measurements support our 
proposed technique for the manipulation of flexural waves in thin elastic plates by metasurfaces. 
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stiffened plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 481, Article 115402, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115402 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical method is proposed to estimate the vibroacoustic properties of a fluid-loaded 
thin plate, which is assumed to have an infinite extent and is stiffened by periodically spaced structures in 
orthogonal directions. By applying the finite element method, the interaction force between the plate and each 
periodic structure is approximated by a finite number of equivalent nodal forces, which are subsequently 
represented as functions of the corresponding nodal displacements of the plate. With the space harmonic 
method and Poisson's summation formula, the acoustic equation of the periodically stiffened plate, stimulated 
by convected harmonic pressure, is then derived and expressed as a periodic set of nodal displacements. In 
particular, an efficient method is presented for the vibration response of rib-stiffened plates, which significantly 
simplifies the solution process. The vibroacoustic properties of different types of periodically stiffened plates 
under convected harmonic pressures are examined by means of numerical examples. The results demonstrate 
that, owing to the attachment of the periodic structures to the plate, the sound radiation from the plate system 
under convected harmonic pressures can be suppressed at low frequencies. The present method can be applied 
for estimating the vibroacoustic properties of various periodically stiffened plates, which may also contribute to 
structural design for vibration or sound radiation reduction. 
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plane preload”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 481, Article 115437, 1 September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115437 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear vibration of a Mindlin plate with a side crack is investigated 
considering an in-plane preload. Special corner functions are incorporated into the admissible functions of 
displacements to describe the singularity in stress at the crack tip as well the discontinuities in displacements 
and rotations across the crack. Based on the Mindlin plate theory and von Kármán's nonlinear plate theory, the 
potential and kinetic energies of the cracked loaded plated are constructed. The Ritz method with the special 
admissible functions is employed to determine the initial in-plane stress resultants. The natural frequencies and 
modes of the plate with or without in-plane preload are also determined through the Ritz method. The nonlinear 
dynamical equations of the plate are derived using the Hamilton's principle, and are discretized into second-
order ordinary differential equations through the Galerkin's method with the three lowest order modes obtained 
by the Ritz method in free vibration. These equations are transformed into of first-order ordinary differential 
equations and are solved via the Runge-Kutta algorithm. The nonlinear dynamical response of the plate with 
various parameters of crack and in-plane preload under transverse harmonic excitation is presented through time 
history of responses, phase portraits and bifurcation diagrams in conjunction with the maximum Lyapunov 



exponent. It is demonstrated that the nonlinear dynamics of the plate is complicated due to the crack and in-
plane compressive preload. 
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phenomenon of a composite cylindrical shell under impulsive axial compression”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 482, Article 115462, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115462 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic instability of a thin-walled carbon-fibre reinforced composite cylindrical shell is 
studied. The analysis is performed with the Finite Element code, ABAQUS, estimating the dynamic buckling 
load using the Budiansky–Roth criterion. The influence of the following factors on the dynamic behaviour of 
the shell is analysed: the shape of pulse loading, the initial geometric imperfection and the pulse duration. It is 
found that for short load duration, the structure resistance to pulse loading in the form of dynamic buckling load 
is significantly higher compared to the static buckling load. As load duration increases, the magnitude of the 
Dynamic Load Factor (DLF), defined as the ratio between the dynamic and static buckling loads, decreases 
significantly, reaching a value of DLF<1 in the vicinity of the natural frequency of the shell. The results of the 
numerical analyses indicate a slight increase of the DLF with the increase of the initial geometric imperfection 
of the shell. The present study highlights the increased sensitivity to the shape of the pulse loading. For 
triangular and double-triangular pulse shapes, for short load duration, the dynamic buckling load is almost 14 
times higher than the static buckling load. Simultaneously, when a trapezoidal pulse shape is applied, the 
dynamic buckling load is four times greater than the static one. 
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115466, 15 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115466 
ABSTRACT: The vibro-acoustic behavior of a semi-submerged finite cylindrical shell is studied theoretically 
and experimentally. An analytical form of the vibro-acoustic coupling equation is developed using the 
wavenumber transformation and separation of variables for the sound pressure and the mode expansion for the 
shell's motion. The far-field radiation sound pressure is derived by utilizing the stationary-phase approximation. 
The radial velocity, radiated sound power, and sound pressure directivities (including the circumferential and 
axial directivities) from analytical models are compared with numerical and experimental results to verify the 
method. The assumption that the shell is terminated by semi-infinite rigid baffles is the main reason for the 
deviations between the analytical and experimental results. Below the ring frequency, acoustic radiation from a 
semi-submerged finite cylindrical shell occurs primarily because the air–liquid demarcation points on the shell 
surface act as radiation sources. Therefore, the circumferential and axial directivity patterns of a semi-
submerged finite cylindrical shell can be approximated as a superposition of two in-phase dipoles formed by the 
air–liquid demarcation points and as a superposition of two in-phase dipole line sources, respectively. Simple 
formulas are derived to predict the circumferential and axial directivity patterns. This is a new and simplified 
approach for predicting the directivity patterns of a semi-submerged finite cylindrical shell. The vibro-acoustic 
behavior of a semi-submerged finite cylindrical shell differs from that of a submerged shell, especially the 
circumferential directivity pattern due to the reflection from the free surface. 
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“Electrostatically tunable axisymmetric vibrations of soft electro-active tubes”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 483, Article 115467, 29 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115467 
ABSTRACT: Due to their unique electromechanical coupling properties, soft electro-active (SEA) resonators 
are actively tunable, extremely suitable, and practically important for designing the next-generation acoustic 
and vibration treatment devices. In this paper, we investigate the electrostatically tunable axisymmetric 
vibrations of SEA tubes with different geometric sizes. We consider both axisymmetric torsional and 
longitudinal vibrations for an incompressible SEA cylindrical tube under inhomogeneous biasing fields induced 



by radial electric voltage and axial pre-stretch. We then employ the state-space method, which combines the 
state-space formalism in cylindrical coordinates with the approximate laminate technique, to derive the 
frequency equations for two separate classes of axisymmetric vibration of the tube subjected to appropriate 
boundary conditions. We perform numerical calculations to validate the convergence and accuracy of the state-
space method and to illuminate that the axisymmetric vibration characteristics of SEA tubes may be tuned 
significantly by adjusting the electromechanical biasing fields as well as altering the tube geometry. The 
reported results provide a solid guidance for the proper design of tunable resonant devices composed of SEA 
tubes. 
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Ling Liu, Roberto Corradi, Francesco Ripamonti and Zhushi Rao, “Wave based method for flexural vibration of 
thin plate with general elastically restrained edges”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 483, Article 115468, 
29 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115468 
ABSTRACT: Wave based method is a numerical technique to predict steady-state vibration and solve 
vibroacoustic problems. It is a deterministic approach that is acknowledged to be more efficient than the 
element based methods in the mid-frequency range. The wave based method for plates with prescribed 
boundary conditions has been proposed and verified for the ideal constraint cases such as clamped, free and 
simply supported. To deal with different kind of or more realistic boundary conditions, this paper proposes a 
modified wave based method. The method is aimed at analyzing the flexural vibration of thin plates with 
general elastically restrained edges, and it can also consider the damping effect associated with the edge 
restraint. A number of numerical validation examples are shown, where the plate edges are uniform, non-
uniform or partially supported. Within the examples, the responses of the plate under different edge conditions 
are compared, including elastic supports with different translational and rotational stiffness and damping 
parameters, rigid supports like clamped and simply supported, and free edges. For all the considered cases, the 
proposed method is proved to be effective, though the convergence performance is influenced by the boundary 
conditions. More wave functions may be required for simply supported, non-uniform or partially supported 
cases. 
 
Hong-Yan Chen, Hu Ding, Shao-Hua Li and Li-Qun Chen, “Convergent term of the Galerkin truncation for 
dynamic response of sandwich beams on nonlinear foundations”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 483, 
Article 115514, 29 September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115514 
ABSTRACT: Dynamic response of beams on elastic foundations is of great theoretical significance in the field 
of engineering. Galerkin truncation method is the most commonly used powerful method to study the vibration 
of these structures. The number of truncation terms affects the convergence of the analysis and determines the 
accuracy of the dynamic responses. However, there is still no basis for how to choose the appropriate number of 
truncation terms. In this paper, two effective schemes based on the natural frequency of the corresponding linear 
conservative system are proposed to determine the convergent terms of the Galerkin truncation. Since 
determining the natural frequencies of the corresponding linear conservative system are much easier, the 
convergence determination method is convenient for application. Based on the dynamic response of the 
sandwich beam on nonlinear foundations under a moving load, the feasibility of the two schemes for 
determining the convergent term is confirmed. Moreover, the effects of system parameters on the two schemes 
are presented. In short, this paper provides two simple and easy schemes for selecting the Galerkin truncation 
terms in the research of the dynamic response of elastic structures resting on elastic foundations. 
 
A.C. van Eckeveld, J. Westerweel and C. Poelma, “Silencing corrugated pipes with liquid addition - 
Identification of the mechanisms behind whistling mitigation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 484, 
Article 115495, 13 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115495 
ABSTRACT: Severe vibrations and sound production can occur in dry gas flow through corrugated pipes. The 
addition of very small amounts of liquid to the dry gas flow potentially mitigates these flow-induced vibrations 
(FIVs) and noise. The different mechanisms behind this whistling mitigation are studied in this work, where 
acoustic measurements are combined with flow visualization and droplet sizing. Different corrugation 
geometries are studied. It is shown that noise mitigation mainly occurs through a geometric alteration of the 
cavity mouth, resulting in a reduced acoustic source strength. Additional acoustic damping as a consequence of 
the presence of droplets has a very limited contribution to the mitigation of FIVs. A non-axisymmetric filling of 
the cavities of a corrugated pipe with liquid is more effective in reducing the acoustic output, compared to an 
axisymmetric filling. The liquid viscosity has a minor effect on the achieved noise mitigation. To predict the 
acoustic source strength for a particular cavity geometry a numerical method is developed, based on URANS 
simulations combined with Howe's energy corollary. An energy balance method is applied to obtain the 
acoustic source strength from experiments. The whistling frequencies are accurately predicted with the 
simulations, but the acoustic source strength is over-predicted by a factor 2. Trends in the source strength 
obtained from simulations, however, closely resemble the experimentally obtained results. The developed 



method provides an intuitive understanding of sound production by vortical flow structures and shows potential 
for the prediction of self-sustained oscillations in corrugated pipes. 
 
Dongjoon Kim and No-Cheol Park, “Calculation and reduction of sound radiation from a thin plate structure 
excited by complex inputs”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 484, Article 115517, 13 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115517 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new method to compute the sound radiation emanating from a thin plate 
structure due to complex inputs that include normal force and in-plane bending moments. A set of new formulas 
for the sound radiation of baffled and unbaffled plates are derived by substituting the moment components of 
the plates with the equivalent couples using finite difference analysis. This approach allows to calculate sound 
power purely by the input location and amplitude of each component. Thus, it enables faster, more accurate 
calculations than the existing methods such as the average radiation efficiency analysis and the radiation mode 
analysis. Based on these calculations, the vibroacoustic characteristics of a simply supported rectangular plate 
are analyzed. The computational results are in good agreement with the finite element analysis results. It is 
suggested to keep the grid spacing less than 2.5% of the shortest dimension of the target structure to accurately 
calculate the moment mobility. Accurate sound power can also be obtained by downsampling the grid to satisfy 
within the frequency band of interest. Furthermore, a sound reduction method is proposed by analyzing each 
structural mode's contribution to the sound radiation. Using the proposed methodology, sound power at a 
specific frequency or multi-frequency range can be reduced or amplified by changing the location and angle of 
the complex inputs. 
 
Brandon Robinson, Leandro da Costa, Dominique Poirel, Chris Pettit, Mohammad Khalil and Abhijit Sarkar, 
“Aeroelastic oscillations of a pitching flexible wing with structural geometric nonlinearities: Theory and 
numerical simulation”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 484, Article 115389, 13 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115389 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the derivation of an analytical model of the aeroelastic dynamics of an 
elastically mounted flexible wing. The equations of motion obtained serve to help understand the behaviour of 
the aeroelastic wind tunnel setup in question, which consists of a rectangular wing with a uniform NACA 0012 
airfoil profile, whose base is free to rotate rigidly about a longitudinal axis. Of particular interest are the 
structural geometric nonlinearities primarily introduced by the coupling between the rigid body pitch degree-of-
freedom and the continuous system. A coupled system of partial differential equations (PDEs) coupled with an 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing axial-bending-bending-torsion-pitch motion is derived using 
Hamilton's principle. A finite dimensional approximation of the system of coupled differential equations is 
obtained using the Galerkin method, leading to a system of coupled nonlinear ODEs. Subsequently, these 
nonlinear ODEs are solved numerically using Houbolt's method. The results that are obtained are verified by 
comparison with the results obtained by direct integration of the equations of motion using a finite difference 
scheme. Adopting a linear unsteady aerodynamic model, it is observed that the system undergoes coalescence 
flutter due to coupling between the rigid body pitch rotation dominated mode and the first flapwise bending 
dominated mode. The behaviour of the limit cycle oscillations is primarily influenced by the structural 
geometric nonlinear terms in the coupled system of PDEs and ODE. 
 
Ehsan Askari, Kyeong-Hoon Jeong and Marco Amabili, “A novel mathematical method to analyze the free 
vibration of eccentric annular plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 484, Article 115513, 13 October 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115513 
ABSTRACT: Vibration analysis of nominally axisymmetric plate structures with either imperfections or 
geometric asymmetries due to practical motivations is of interest in designing and developing some mechanical 
structures. Semi-analytical methods to model such structures suffer from either choosing inappropriate 
admissible functions or both plausible convergence issues and additional computations owing to employing the 
addition theorem of Bessel functions. Therefore, the present study aims at developing a new mathematical 
method to analyze the vibrational behavior of circular plates with geometric asymmetries. The suggested 
approach makes use of the separation of variables to determine general solutions of the partial differential 
equation of the plate transverse displacement while defining multiple polar coordinate systems each of which 



offers a formulation of the plate deformation. Moreover, closed-form geometric equations and the chain rule for 
determining derivatives are implemented to move from one coordinate system to the other to satisfy boundary 
conditions without any need for the cumbersome transformation involved in using the addition theorem. A finite 
element model is also constructed to evaluate the validity of the proposed method before studying the effects of 
the cutout location and size on natural frequencies and mode shapes of eccentric annular plates. 
 
Yiyu Chen, Zhiguang Song and Fengming Li, “Generating mechanism of mode localization for the beams and 
its application in the passive vibration control”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115531, 27 
October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115531 
ABSTRACT: It is well known that irregularities of periodic structures will significantly affect the vibration 
characteristics of structures and may cause the mode localization. When the mode localization occurs, in certain 
modes, the vibration amplitudes of some sub-structures will be much smaller than those of others and this can 
be used to suppress the vibration of desired parts in the structure. In this investigation, the affecting factors for 
the mode localization of two-span beams are studied. Influences of the disorder in the length of sub-spans on 
the mode localization are analyzed, and the frequency veering and mode exchange phenomena are observed. 
The variation pattern of the frequency loci and the corresponding mode shapes following the change of the 
disorder degree is revealed. In addition, it is found that the disorders of material properties and geometrical 
sizes can also induce the mode localization of structures, and furthermore, they will affect the frequency veering 
by changing the positions of the veering points. Therefore, in this paper, an axially functionally graded design 
method is proposed to adjust the configuration of mode localization for the structures. It is also found that the 
boundary conditions have a significant effect on mode localization and frequency veering. According to these, 
one can suppress the vibration of a certain span of the beam and enlarge the length of the controlled part. 
 
Eduardo A.R. Ribeiro, Stefano Lenci and Carlos E.N. Mazzilli, “Modal localisation in a beam modelled as a 
continuous system: A discussion on the use of auxiliary oscillators”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, 
Article 115595, 27 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115595 
ABSTRACT: In this work, we show that perfectly localised modal vibrations can be obtained in continuous 
linear elastic structures, provided that, in addition to the regular boundary and continuity/jump conditions, extra 
(admissibility) conditions are met. They are derived with the aid of: (i) new parameters and/or DOFs of 
auxiliary systems, and/or (ii) admissible relationships amongst the original structural parameters. In both cases, 
however, the solution resorts to a fine-tuning problem. To illustrate the main ideas, we discuss three examples: 
two simply-supported beams with cantilever extensions and attached lumped oscillators, and a “tuning-fork-
like” structure. Finally, to show that there are also systems in which fine-tuning is not possible, we discuss the 
case of two lumped oscillators attached to the free end of a cantilever beam. 
 
Longtao Xie, Shaoyun Wang, Junlei Ding, J Ranjan Banerjee and Ji Wang, “An accurate beam theory and its 
first-order approximation in free vibration analysis”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115567, 
27 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115567 
ABSTRACT: An infinite system of one-dimensional differential equations is derived from the two-dimensional 
theory of elasticity by expanding the displacement field in a series of trigonometrical functions together with a 
linear term. Since the trigonometrical functions are pure thickness-vibration modes of infinite plates or beams 
with the top and bottom surfaces being free, the differential equations and the corresponding boundary 
conditions serve as the basis of an accurate beam theory for vibration analysis, named Lee's beam theory (LBT). 
Naturally, a high-order set of the infinite system should be quite useful in the analysis of beams at high 
frequencies. With the objective of vibration analysis of beams, this paper focuses on the first-order 
approximation, which leads to a first-order shear deformation beam theory for flexural vibrations (LBT1st). The 
differential equations in LBT1st are equivalent to those in Timoshenko's beam theory (TBT). The most 
important difference between LBT1st and TBT is the different field displacements. For the assessment of the 
accuracy of LBT1st, the numerical results of frequencies of free vibrations, frequency spectra and mode shapes 
of beams with classical boundary conditions are obtained and compared with those by TBT and plane stress 
problem of elasticity. Considering the plane stress problem as a reference, LBT1st is slightly more accurate in 
describing the field shapes of beams than TBT. Therefore, LBT1st, as well as LBT, is an addition to the existing 
beam theories with improved accuracy for the vibration analysis of beams and their combinations. 



 
Yunbo Yuan, Hongliang Li, Robert G. Parker, Yibin Guo, Donghua Wang and Wanyou Li, “A unified semi-
analytical method for free in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of arbitrarily shaped plates with clamped edges”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115573, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115573 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a unified semi-analytical method for the free in-plane and out-of-plane 
vibrations of arbitrarily shaped plates with clamped edges. The method is derived using boundary conformal 
mapping (BCM). The BCM is first proposed here to overcome the mathematical difficulty in describing the 
clamped boundary conditions of complex or/and irregular shaped plates. Elliptical, rectangular and horseshoe 
plates with clamped edges are studied to demonstrate the proposed method. After that, another two groups of 
arbitrarily shaped plates including three polygonal plates and three curve-edged plates are studied. The 
efficiency of the proposed method is checked through a convergence study. Results from the proposed method 
agree well with the available results in the literature and with finite element results. All the case studies 
demonstrate that the proposed method is versatile and gives good accuracy for both the in-plane and out-of-
plane vibrations of arbitrarily shaped plates with clamped edges. New results from the proposed method can 
serve as benchmarks for further study on the vibration of plates, especially of irregular shaped plates. 
 
Rodrigo Nicoletti, “On the natural frequencies of simply supported beams curved in mode shapes”, Journal of 
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115597, 27 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115597 
ABSTRACT: Slender beams present interesting dynamic characteristics when they are curved according to a 
given shape. When the beam is curved according to one of its mode shapes, the natural frequency associated to 
that mode tends to increase significantly without affecting the other natural frequencies. It has also been noticed 
that such effect can only occur if the axial displacements of the beam are constrained. The question is why such 
phenomenon occur? What is the physics behind these effects? This work tackles these questions by the 
analytical analysis of the in-plane vibrations of the beam curved in different mode shapes. 
 
Zhixiang Chen, Zhenlin Ji and Hongpu Huang, “Acoustic impedance of perforated plates in the presence of 
fully developed grazing flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115547, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115547 
ABSTRACT: The perforated components are widely used in the intake and exhaust mufflers. The coupling 
between instable shear layer and acoustic fluctuation has a significant influence on the acoustic impedance of 
perforated components. To obtain practical and precise acoustic impedance of perforated plates in the presence 
of grazing flow, the three-dimensional (3D) time-domain computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach was 
employed in the present study, and the extraction method of acoustic impedance was presented. The predicted 
non-dimensional acoustic impedance of the rectangular slot is consistent with the previous published 
measurement, which validates the accuracy of the present approach. Characterization of the turbulent boundary 
layer of flat-plate flow was studied and the relation between the convection velocity of vorticity and mean 
grazing flow velocity was provided. Numerical evaluations were carried out for different mean grazing flow 
Mach number Mmean (0.05–0.20), thickness to diameter ratio of orifice t/dh (0.2–0.5), porosity ϕ (4.51%–24.93%), 
and Reynolds number Re resulted from the orifice diameter dh (2 mm–6 mm), and their effects on the non-
dimensional acoustic impedance of circular orifice were investigated in detail. The acoustic impedance 
formulae are obtained using the piecewise numerical fitting method based on the parameter analyses. As an 
application of engineering computation, the transmission loss of straight-perforated tube mufflers was predicted 
by using the present acoustic impedance model and the empirical impedance model of Lee and Ih via finite 
element computations. Comparison of the predicted and measured transmission loss (TL) results demonstrates 
that the present model yields highly accurate prediction. 
 
Srinivas Varanasi, Thomas Siegmund and J. Stuart Bolton, “Acoustical characteristics of segmented plates with 
contact interfaces”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115584, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115584 



ABSTRACT: The possibility of shifting sound energy from lower to higher frequency bands is investigated. 
The system configuration considered is a segmented structure having non-linear stiffness characteristics. It is 
proposed here that such a frequency-shifting mechanism could complement metamaterial concepts for mass-
efficient sound barriers. The acoustical behavior of the material system was studied through a representative 
two-dimensional model consisting of a segmented plate with a contact interface. Multiple harmonic peaks were 
observed in response to a purely single frequency excitation, and the strength of the response was found to 
depend on the degree of non-linearity introduced. The lower and closer an excitation frequency was to the 
characteristic resonance frequencies of the base system, the stronger was the predicted higher harmonic 
response. The broadband sound transmission loss of these systems has also been calculated and the low 
frequency sound transmission loss was found to increase as the level of the broadband incident sound field 
increased. The present findings support the feasibility of designing material systems that transfer energy from 
lower frequency bands, where a sound barrier is less efficient, to higher bands where energy is more readily 
dissipated. 
 
Xia Tan and Hu Ding, “Parametric resonances of Timoshenko pipes conveying pulsating high-speed fluids”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115594, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115594 
ABSTRACT: Parametric resonances of pipes caused by pulsating fluids have received much attention. 
However, the main concern is the pulsation of subcritical flow. Moreover, it is usually based on the Euler-
Bernoulli pipe model. This paper focuses on revealing the characteristics of parametric resonances of the 
Timoshenko pipe with pulsation of supercritical high-speed fluids. Supercritical flow causes the linear 
instability of the pipe. The coupled partial differential equations with varying parameters are derived for 
governing the vibration of the pipe around the non-trivial static equilibrium configuration. A direct multi-scale 
method is developed to analytically obtain parametric resonance responses from coupled partial differential 
equations with varying parameters. For the first time, the nonlinear parametric response of the Timoshenko pipe 
is verified by using the finite difference method (FDM). Some interesting phenomena are demonstrated. For 
example, unlike parametric resonance at subcritical speeds, the steady-state response of velocity pulsation 
excitations at supercritical speeds is not monotonic with changes in some physical parameters. For another 
example, when pulsation occurs at supercritical speeds, the smaller steady-state response and the instability 
region can be obtained through the Timoshenko pipe model. In addition, the relationship between the instability 
threshold of the velocity pulsation amplitude and the slenderness ratio is non-monotonic, suggesting that the 
Euler-Bernoulli pipe model may simplify some vibration characteristics. Due to these different phenomena, the 
necessity of studying the velocity pulsation in the supercritical high-speed range and the necessity of the 
Timoshenko model are demonstrated. 
 
Qunlin Zhang, “Sound transmission through micro-perforated double-walled cylindrical shells lined with 
porous material”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115539, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115539 
ABSTRACT: Sound transmission through a double-walled cylindrical shell with porous cores and the inner 
shell micro-perforated is studied analytically in this paper. The Donnell's thin shell theory is used to govern 
shell motions and the Biot's theory is applied to describe sound propagation in the porous layer. Boundary 
condition at the perforated shell is presented by the mean particle velocity model. When excited by an oblique 
plane wave with external mean flow, transmission losses through typical configurations are numerically 
computed. Results show that perforating the inner shell of different sandwich configurations would produce 
improvement of transmission loss below the ring frequency. In further analysis regarding the perforated 
configuration with two airgaps in annular space, it retains superiority against the corresponding non-perforated 
one in the low frequency range despite alteration of the incidence angle, the azimuthal angle or the external 
flow. In parametrical studies, increase of either the aperture diameter or the perforation ratio is validated to 
enhance low-frequency sound insulation of this configuration through the imaginary part of the impedance 
constant. 



 
Xiang Liu, Xueyi Zhao and Chen Xie, “Exact free vibration analysis for membrane assemblies with general 
classical boundary conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115484, 27 October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115484 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes exact dynamic stiffness formulations for membranes and their assemblies 
under any arbitrary classical boundary conditions. First, by taking exact solutions in one direction satisfying all 
possible opposite edge supports, we can derive exact general solutions of the Helmholtz equation for membrane 
vibration. Then, generic force and displacement boundary conditions in the other direction are expressed in 
terms of the general solutions. Finally, the dynamic stiffness matrices of rectangular membrane elements are 
formulated, which can be assembled directly and allows applications of arbitrary boundary conditions. As an 
accurate and efficient modal solution technique, the Wittrick-Williams (WW) algorithm is applied onto the 
global dynamic stiffness matrix of the final structure. The most important issue of the WW algorithm, Jo count, 
has been resolved with the analytical expressions derived for all possible cases. The proposed dynamic stiffness 
method (DSM) is then applied to several examples including individual membranes and their assemblies. High 
accuracy and exactness of the proposed method within the whole frequency range is demonstrated by 
comparison with the finite element method. Besides, interesting findings have been observed on repeated 
eigenvalues with distinct mode shapes corresponding to certain aspect ratio and tension ratio, where physical 
and mathematical understanding has been provided. 
 
Mahmoud Abdullatif and Ranjan Mukherjee, “Effect of intermediate support on critical stability of a cantilever 
with non-conservative loading: Some new results”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 485, Article 115564, 
27 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115564 
ABSTRACT: The introduction of intermediate support can significantly alter the stability characteristics of an 
elastic structure subjected to non-conservative loading; this follows from investigations carried out almost three 
decades ago. A majority of these investigations however assume the non-conservative loading to have the form 
of a follower force. A new type of non-conservative loading in the from of a dynamic moment was recently 
introduced in the literature using both theory and experiments and it behooves us to investigate the effect of 
intermediate support on structures with such type of loading. The dynamic moment is proportional to the 
curvature of a point on the structure; critical stability is therefore investigated in the two-parameter space 
defined by the locations of the intermediate support and the point of curvature measurement. For a cantilever 
beam with terminal dynamic moment, the investigations reveal a rich set of instability transitions not observed 
heretofore; these include multiple stability transitions between divergence and flutter and between different 
modes of flutter, transitions occurring with and without jumps in the critical load, orderly and random flutter-to-
flutter transitions, and multiple instability transitions involving jumps in the critical load. The jump in the 
critical load is also observed for the cantilever beam with follower force; this jump, which was reported to be 
absent in earlier work, results from the veering phenomenon. 
 
Li Ma, Hao-Wen Dong and Li Cheng, “An alternative and optimized thickness profile of an acoustic black hole 
plate”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 486, Article 115619, 10 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115619 
ABSTRACT: Owing to their unique wave retarding features, Acoustic Black Hole (ABH) structures with 
standard power-law thickness profiles have been extensively explored for various structural vibration and sound 
radiation control applications. In order to achieve even better ABH effects for a given minimum thickness that 
can be achieved or accepted in practice, this paper reports an alternative ABH thickness profile in a plate 
through an optimization procedure by using the fast and elitist nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II in 
conjunction with a 2D semi-analytical Daubechies wavelet model. The new thickness profile features a different 
geometry from the standard ones in that the position of the imposed minimum thickness is off-set from the ABH 
indentation center, thus forming a flexible ring-shaped area and creating bi-directional ABH effects, which is 
conducive to energy focusing and dissipation. Numerical results show that a plate embedded with the optimized 
ABH indentation exhibits better ABH effects than its standard ABH counterpart, as evidenced by an increase in 
the total system damping as well as an impairment of other vibration and sound radiation metrics. Mode shape 
analyses of the optimized ABH plate show that the observed damping increase is mainly attributed to these 
local (nbar, 1) and (nbar, 2) modes, as a result of the flexible ring-shaped area that is formed inside the 



optimized ABH indentation. Finally, the optimized ABH plate is shown to entail reductions in both the 
vibration response of the plate and its sound radiation into a free acoustic medium. 
 
Nevenka Kolarević and Marija Nefovska-Danilović, “Dynamic stiffness – based free vibration study of open 
circular cylindrical shells”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 486, Article 115600, 10 November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115600 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic stiffness method has been applied in the free vibration analysis of open 
circular cylindrical shells based on Flügge thin shell theory. The dynamic stiffness matrix for a completely free 
open cylindrical shell element has been derived and coded in MATLAB to compute the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes. The results of the numerical study have been compared with the results from the finite element 
analysis, as well as with the results from the literature. After a detailed convergence study, considering the 
number of terms in the proposed solution, applied boundary conditions and geometry, limitations and 
recommendations for application of the proposed method have been given. 
 
Peyman Lahe Motlagh, Bekir Bediz and Ipek Basdogan, “A spectral Tchebychev solution for electromechanical 
analysis of thin curved panels with multiple integrated piezo-patches”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
486, Article 115612, 10 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115612 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an electromechanical model for predicting the dynamics of curved panels 
with multiple surface-integrated piezo-patches. The boundary value problem governing the electro-elastic 
dynamic behavior of a (doubly-) curved panel and piezo-patch structure is derived following the first order 
shear deformation (FSDT) theory. Spectral Tchebychev approach is used to numerically solve the system 
dynamics and obtain voltage and mechanical frequency response functions (FRFs). Mass and stiffness 
contributions of piezo-patch(es) as well as two-way electromechanical coupling behavior are incorporated in the 
model for both modal analysis and frequency response calculations. To validate the accuracy of the developed 
solution technique, the results for various cases including a single patch and multiple patches on a 
straight/curved host panel are compared to those obtained from finite-element (FE) analyses. It is shown that the 
maximum difference in the predicted natural frequencies between the ST and FE results is below 1%, and the 
harmonic analyses’ results obtained using the presented solution technique excellently match the FE results. 
Furthermore, the effect of multiple piezoelectric patches to achieve higher voltage values in the application of 
energy harvesting is investigated when the mode jumping phenomenon occurs due to the increasing curvature. 
 
Hiroyuki Iwamoto, Shotaro Hisano and Nobuo Tanaka, “Modelling and feedforward control of wave 
propagation in an orthotropic rectangular panel based on a transfer matrix method”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 487, Article 115639, 24 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115639 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a theoretical study on the modelling and active control of bending waves 
propagating in an orthotropic rectangular panel. The main objectives are to clarify the characteristics of the 
wave dynamics of an orthotropic rectangular panel and to propose the feedforward control of wave propagation 
based on a transfer matrix method. As a result of the numerical investigation of the wave dynamics, it is found 
that there are two types of cut-on frequency in the orthotropic rectangular panel, and the type of bending waves 
are categorised into progressive, evanescent, and amplitude-varying progressive waves. Next, after the reflected 
wave absorbing control (RWAC) and the transmitted wave eliminating control (TWEC) laws are derived, 
numerical simulations on an active wave control system are performed. It is clarified that if the number of 
control forces is same as that of target mode groups, the RWAC enables the inactivation of vibration modes, 
and the TWEC enables the vibration-free state in the orthotropic rectangular panel. Moreover, it is concluded 
that if the number of control forces is lower than that of target mode group, the optimal position of the control 
force is around the nodal line of the non-targeted mode group which is closer to the disturbance force. 
 
Rahil Sadat Hosseini, Ahmad Ahmadi and Roohollah Zanganeh, “Fluid-structure interaction during water 
hammer in a pipeline with different performance mechanisms of viscoelastic supports”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 487, Article 115527, 24 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115527 



ABSTRACT: The aim of this research is to model various types of viscoelastic supports and to investigate their 
effects on the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) during the water hammer in straight pipeline systems. Three 
performance mechanisms of viscoelastic supports are considered. The first is the viscoelastic supports with 
axial deformation, the second is viscoelastic supports with shear deformation and the third is the viscoelastic 
supports with both sliding and shear deformation mechanisms. The Poisson and junction coupling were taken 
into account as the main interacting mechanisms. The viscoelastic behavior of the pipe-wall and the supports 
was described by the generalized Kelvin-Voigt mechanical model. By providing boundary conditions for the 
different types of viscoelastic supports modeling at the valve location and along the pipe, the governing 
equations were solved using the full MOC method in the time domain. The results demonstrated that the use of 
viscoelastic supports with axial and shear deformation mechanisms are effective in the damping of the pressure 
head vibrations and reducing the displacement of the pipe-wall caused by FSI. The viscoelastic supports with 
the shear deformation mechanism exhibited better performance compared to those with the axial deformation 
mechanism. The results also showed that the behavior of viscoelastic supports with both sliding and shear 
mechanisms depended on the amount of frictional force in the supports. Using plates with an appropriate 
friction coefficient for the sliding viscoelastic supports caused a significant reduction in the amount of pressure 
head and displacement of the pipe-wall as well as considerable pressure head fluctuations damping compared to 
the performance of two other mechanisms of viscoelastic supports in a similar situation, especially in the elastic 
pipe. 
 
Nassim Benbara, Marc Rebillat and Nazih Mechbal, “Bending waves focusing in arbitrary shaped plate-like 
structures: Application to spatial audio in cars”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 487, Article 115587, 24 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115587 
ABSTRACT: Advanced automotive audio applications are more and more demanding with respect to the visual 
impact of loudspeakers while still requiring more and more channels for high quality spatial sound rendering. 
The use of arbitrary plate-like structures driven by electromagnetic actuators or by piezoelectric elements 
appears as a promising solution to tackle both issues. However, to meet spatial rendering audio constraints (i.e. 
to be as close as possible to omnidirectional piston-like sources), the generated bending waves must be focused 
at a given position and to a certain extent within the host plate which can be of arbitrary shape, material, and 
thickness. Theoretically, this means being able to invert the spatio-temporal wave propagation operator for the 
generated bending waves to fit a given target shape. There are several methods (modal control, time-reversal, 
and propagating waves operator inversion) that allow to focus bending waves in a media. However, there is 
scarce work on their adaption and performances assessment in the context of audio applications. These methods 
depend differently on the available knowledge of wave propagation in the plate (theoretical, partial spatial or 
full spatial knowledge) and are here investigated to perform this task. Their performances are assessed with 
respect to several aspects: geometrical complexity, thickness, and material damping of the host structure, 
number and type of actuators, position and extent of the focusing area. The various methods are presented in a 
unified theoretical framework and they are compared by means of two key performance indexes (focus 
localization error and spatial contrast). An experimental validation on a relevant industrial case is also carried 
out and learning through a digital twin instead of time consuming experimental data investigated. This work 
falls within the framework of research which tries to bridge the gap between laboratory research and industrial 
deployment of this kind of technologies. 
 
Zhicheng Yang, Airong Liu, Yong-Lin Pi, Jiyang Fu and Zhongkang Gao, “Nonlinear dynamic buckling of 
fixed shallow arches under impact loading: An analytical and experimental study”, Journal of Sound and 
Vibration, Vol. 487, Article 115622, 24 November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115622 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents analytical and experimental investigations on the in-plane nonlinear dynamic 
buckling of an elastic fixed shallow arch subjected to a central impact load generated by a free-falling object. 
The analytical method for determining the critical weight and impact velocity of the falling object for dynamic 
buckling is developed based on the principle of conservation of energy in association with the nonlinear 
equilibrium path of the arch. The experimental investigation is carried out using a test frame designed by 
authors and the finite element analysis is also conducted. Comparisons with the experimental and finite element 
results show that the analytical method can accurately detect dynamic buckling of arches under impact action. It 
is found that the required weight of the falling object for dynamic buckling is much related to the velocity 



impacting on the crown of the arch, and decreases with an increase of the impact velocity. It is also found that 
the weight of the falling object for dynamic buckling is always smaller than the corresponding static buckling 
load of the arch, indicating that the dynamic buckling of an arch under an impact load is more critical than its 
static counterpart. 
 
Ki-Ho Lee and Jeong-Guon Ih, “A simulation study on the array control of a rectangular panel speaker for 
improving the sound radiation performance”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 488, Article 115631, 8 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115631 
ABSTRACT: When a primary actuator excites the centre point of a rectangular panel speaker, the reflected 
bending waves at the edges of the plate are superposed with the incident wave and other reflected waves, and 
this results in a strong modal behaviour. Accordingly, the radiated sound spectrum possesses strong amplitude 
fluctuations, which results in a poor sound quality. This paper considers via simulations a rectangular panel 
speaker excited at its centre by a primary actuator and controlled by an edge-located array of control actuators 
to suppress the multi-modal behaviour of the panel. The basic concept is to eliminate the bending wave 
reflection from the panel boundary using the control actuator array; thus, only a freely travelling cylindrical 
wave generated by the main actuator remains. The input gain of the control actuators is obtained via the solution 
of the inverse problem derived using the transfer matrix between the actuator input and the velocity response on 
the plate. To ensure the economical use of the input energy required by the control actuators while maintaining 
the desired acoustic performance, regularisation is employed when solving the inverse problem. By assuming 
the linearity between the input voltage and the generated force of the actuator, the input efficiency of the control 
actuators is compared. The control performance is investigated by using a 2-mm thick aluminium panel with an 
area of 0.7 × 0.4 m2. The controlled result shows that the driving-point mobility of the primary actuator 
approaches that of the infinite plate, which means that the boundary, now the connection line of the control 
actuators, is converted into an anechoic one. Elimination of the modal effect yields the smoothed spectrum of 
the radiated sound without severe peaks and troughs. 
 
D.M. Joglekar, “Analysis of nonlinear frequency mixing in Timoshenko beams with a breathing crack using 
wavelet spectral finite element method”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 488, Article 115532, 8 December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115532 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear interaction of a dual-frequency Lamb wave with a breathing edge-crack leads to 
the generation of frequency sidebands in the response spectrum; a phenomenon referred to as the nonlinear 
frequency mixing. These sidebands appear at algebraic combinations of the two central interrogation 
frequencies and can serve as a reliable precursor to the existence of an incipient damage. In this paper, an 
iterative use of the wavelet spectral finite element method is presented for analyzing the phenomenon of 
nonlinear frequency mixing in a beam with a transverse edge-crack. The beam is modeled using the 
Timoshenko hypothesis while the local flexibility caused by the crack is modeled by introducing two springs 
corresponding to the bending and shear deformations, respectively. The intermittent contact between the two 
crack surfaces is simulated by switching between a defect-free beam configuration and the one containing an 
open-crack. The underlying steps involved in deriving the element level equations for healthy and damage 
spectral finite elements, together with an iterative procedure to solve the resulting set of nonlinear equations, are 
presented in detail. Using this numerical framework, it is exposited that relative strengths of the frequency 
sidebands are influenced strongly by the temporal overlap that the two constituent wave envelopes have when 
they propagate through the breathing crack. A modulation parameter is defined for quantifying this dependency. 
For a simultaneous passage (100% temporal overlap), the modulation parameter attains its maxima, while it 
reduces to zero when the two constituent waves propagate separately through the breathing crack with zero 
temporal overlap. Premised on this rationale, an operationally viable damage localization strategy, based on 
tuning the temporal overlap between the two constituent wave envelopes and further monitoring the modulation 
parameter, is proposed. The efficacy of the proposed strategy is demonstrated by considering an illustrative 
numerical example. The present investigation can be of potential use in the analyses concerning nonlinear 
wave-damage interactions and their effective use in localizing a damage. 



 
Helu Yu, Bin Wang, Zongyu Gao and Yongle Li, “An exact and efficient time-domain method for random 
vibration analysis of linear structures subjected to uniformly modulated or fully non-stationary excitations”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 488, Article 115648, 8 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115648 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel time-domain method for non-stationary random vibration analysis of 
linear structures. Specifically, using the well-known spectral representation method, the stochastic excitation 
process is first decomposed into a set of trigonometric basis functions (TBFs) modulated by a series of 
orthogonal basis random variables (BRVs). Next, each TBF is used as a deterministic excitation input for the 
structural model, and the induced structural responses are derived analytically using the modal superposition 
method. After superposition of each TBF-induced deterministic responses, an explicit closed-form expression 
between the structural stochastic responses and the BRVs is derived, based on which the response statistics of 
structures at any time instant can be evaluated easily. Furthermore, the accuracy of the solution is independent 
of the time step used. Finally, several numerical examples in civil engineering, including a Euler beam under 
stochastic moving load and a shear frame structure subjected to uniformly modulated or fully non-stationary 
seismic motions, are studied to illustrate the performance of the proposed method. The obtained structural 
response statistics are compared with the solutions obtained by the Monte Carlo and evolutionary spectral 
methods. The results verified the high accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. 
 
Mehdi Bohlooly, Mohammad Ali Kouchakzadeh, Babak Mirzavand and Mohammad Noghabi, “Dynamic 
instability characteristics of advanced grid stiffened conical shell with laminated composite skins”, Journal of 
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 488, Article 115572, 8 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115572 
ABSTRACT: Dynamical instability characteristics of sandwich truncated conical shell are investigated. The 
three-layered shell is composed of advanced grid stiffened core and laminated composite skins. The core maybe 
made of three different fiber paths. The conical shell with simply-supported ends is subjected to two different 
types of time-dependent axial compressions. The equations of motion and compatibility are derived by 
considering Kirchhoff-Love assumptions and von Karman relations. The solution procedure is divided to two 
steps. First, the terms consisting of spatial derivatives are eliminated by applying a stress function and following 
the Galerkin method. Second, the terms with temporal derivatives are solved with Runge-Kutta method. A new 
condition of Budiansky-Roth criterion is offered for detection of dynamic buckling load. The effects of different 
fiber paths and lay-up configurations are investigated. 
 
Yubao Song, Jihong Wen, Hao Tian, Xiangyu Lu, Zhengchu Li and Leping Feng, “Vibration and sound 
properties of metamaterial sandwich panels with periodically attached resonators: Simulation and experiment 
study”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 489, Article 115644, 22 December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115644 
ABSTRACT: The vibration and sound properties of a type of metamaterial sandwich panels are investigated in 
this paper. The metamaterial sandwich panels consisting of a host sandwich panel and periodically attached 
resonant units are designed. Both the panels with and without damping are considered. Via the comparison of 
metamaterial and bare panels, the effects of the periodic design on wave propagation, vibration, sound radiation 
and sound transmission properties are analysed and compared numerically. The reduction on the vibration and 
sound is studied. The numerical results indicate that the vibration, sound radiation and sound transmission are 
significantly reduced over a wide frequency range. The reduction is obviously larger than that obtained only by 
increasing the mass. In addition, the experiment specimens of bare and metamaterial sandwich panels are 
designed. The vibration and sound properties of them are tested and compared. According to the experimental 
results, the reduction is also observed in a wide frequency range. The simulation results and corresponding 
analysis are verified. Further, the effects of structural parameters of sandwich panels on the reduction of 
vibration and sound properties from periodic design are investigated. Several typical cases are analysed 
concretely. The reasons for the reduction and other effects on the vibration and sound properties from periodic 
design are analysed. For the panels with various parameter settings, a nice reduction of vibration and sound is 
generated also form periodic design; on the other hand, the reduction characteristics are changed. 
 



Qiduo Jin, Xuan Hu, Yiru Ren and Hongyong Jiang, “On static and dynamic snap-throughs of the imperfect 
post-buckled FG-GRC sandwich beams”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 489, Article 115684, 22 
December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115684 
ABSTRACT: Post-buckled beams have been the basic elements of many mechanical devices used for energy 
harvesting, low-frequency vibration isolation, etc. This paper focuses on the theoretical analysis of nonlinear 
bending and forced vibration of the post-buckled sandwich beams with graphene reinforced composites (GRC) 
face sheets. It is assumed that the graphene nanoplatelets are directional in the beam's length and piecewise 
functionally graded (FG) along with the thickness. Also, the initial imperfection is supposed to possess the same 
shape as the first-order vibration mode and the material properties are temperature dependent. Based on a 
modified higher-order shear deformation zig-zag theory, the governing equations considering the thermal 
effects are derived. To obtain the closed form solutions of the strongly nonlinear system, a combination of the 
two-step perturbation with the modified Lindstedt-Poicaré method is proposed. The accuracy of the results 
based on the current models and computation methods is validated. Subsequently, the imperfection sensitivity 
of bending and principal resonance characteristics under different axial compressions is also discussed. 
Numerical results reveal the static and dynamic snap-through behaviors and provide the optimal graphene 
reinforcement type of sandwich beams under different core-to-face sheet thickness ratios. 
 
Alain Berry, Olivier Robin, Francesco Franco, Sergio De Rosa and Giuseppe Petrone, “Similitude laws for the 
sound radiation of flat orthotropic flexural panels”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 489, Article 115636, 
22 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115636 
ABSTRACT: Similitude laws in vibro-acoustics are potentially interesting to extrapolate measurements 
performed on small structures to the response of larger structures. This paper examines similitude laws for the 
vibroacoustic response of flat orthotropic flexural rectangular panels radiating sound in a semi-infinite light 
fluid medium. The scaling parameters considered are the panel size and thickness, its material properties (mass 
density, elastic moduli) and the properties of the acoustic medium (mass density, sound speed). It is shown that, 
while no general similarity laws exist for the near-field acoustic radiation, such laws exist for the case of far-
field acoustic radiation. Acoustic directivity measurements performed on various isotropic panels confirm the 
vibroacoustic scaling laws derived theoretically. 
 
Zhaoyang Hu, Yushi Yang, Chao Zhou, Xinran Zheng and Rui Li, “On the symplectic superposition method for 
new analytic free vibration solutions of side-cracked rectangular thin plates”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 
Vol. 489, Article 115695, 22 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115695 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a first attempt is made to develop an up-to-date symplectic superposition method for 
some new analytic free vibration solutions of side-cracked rectangular thin plates that were not obtained by 
conventional semi-inverse methods. In contrast with the classical Lagrangian system and Euclidean space, the 
present method is implemented within the Hamiltonian-system framework and symplectic space. The solution 
procedure involves expressing the problems in the Hamiltonian system and dividing a side-cracked plate into 
several sub-plates that are analytically solved by the symplectic superposition method, where the imposed 
quantities are determined by the plate boundary conditions, free edge conditions along the crack, and interfacial 
continuity conditions between the sub-plates. In the analytic solution of a sub-plate, specifically, the symplectic 
eigenvalue problems are formulated, followed by the symplectic eigen expansion. The integration of the 
solutions of the sub-plates yields the final solution of a side-cracked plate. The rigorous mathematical 
techniques, without predetermination of solution forms, qualify the present method as an unusual approach for 
exploring more analytic solutions. Comprehensive natural frequency and mode shape solutions of the side-
cracked plates under three representative boundary constraints are provided and well validated by other 
methods. The new analytic solutions obtained may serve as benchmarks for other potential solution methods. 
 
Fabien Marchetti, Kerem Ege and Quentin Leclère, “Development of the Corrected Force Analysis Technique 
for laminated composite panels”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 490, Article 115692, 6 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115692 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to propose a methodology for identifying the pressure field applied on a 
laminated composite plate from its measured vibration response. The general framework of this study is the 
Corrected Force Analysis Technique (CFAT), which was previously used on isotropic plates. This method 
estimates the spatial derivatives of the equation of motion with a finite difference scheme and corrects the bias 



error generated by this approximation. The paper presents an extension of this technique to deal with laminated 
panels. In a first instance, the finite difference scheme has been expanded to allow the identification of the 5 
spatial derivatives that compose the equation of motion of such structures. The correction, considered in the 
wavenumber domain, has also been adapted and is now calculated numerically. In a second instance, the effect 
of measurement noise has been treated with the implementation of a regularisation technique based on the 
adaptation of the size of the scheme as function of the frequency. Numerical simulations and contact-less 
measurements have been conducted on different carbon fibers composite plates. Results are presented in terms 
of identified pressure fields and input force magnitude. 
 
Sophie L. Minas and Michael P. Païdoussis, “Dynamics of a shrouded cantilevered pipe subjected to internal 
and annular flows”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 490, Article 115729, 6 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115729 
ABSTRACT: The system considered consists of a hanging cantilevered pipe, surrounded at its upper part by a 
concentric rigid cylindrical tube, mounted in a tank full of water. Water enters the pipe at its upper and is 
discharged into the tank at its free end. This generates an upwards flow in the annulus between the pipe and the 
rigid tube, exiting the system at its upper end. The reverse flow configuration is also considered in which water 
enters the tank via the annulus and is aspirated by the pipe, exiting at its upper, clamped end. The free end of the 
discharging pipe could be plain or fitted with an end-piece which allows straight-through axial flow or forces 
the fluid to exit/enter radially. The system under study may be considered to be a highly idealized version of the 
operation of salt-mined caverns used for storage and subsequent retrieval of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. 
The problem is studied analytically, and the derivation of the pertinent linear equations of motion of the pipe is 
outlined. Extensive experiments conducted in a bench-top apparatus are also presented and compared with 
theoretical predictions. Experimental results and theoretical predictions show flutter for the pipe discharging 
fluid axially. Annular flow proves to have a strong destabilizing effect on the discharging pipe. The theoretical 
model predicts stability for the discharging pipe with radial exit flow and this is demonstrated experimentally 
for light-weight end-pieces. In the reverse flow configuration, flutter is observed in the experiments, while the 
theory predicts static divergence for low flow velocities and flutter for higher flow velocities. 
 
K. Zhou, Q. Ni, W. Chen, H.L. Dai, Peter Hagedorn and L. Wang, “Static equilibrium configuration and 
nonlinear dynamics of slightly curved cantilevered pipe conveying fluid”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 
490, Article 115711, 6 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115711 
ABSTRACT: In engineering applications, fluid-conveying pipes usually have geometric imperfections or 
initially curved configurations. Unlike the initially curved pipe supported at both ends, a slightly curved 
cantilevered pipe is capable of displaying some interesting behavior because it is a nonconservative system of 
fluid-structure interactions. In the present study, nonlinear static and dynamic behaviors of cantilevered pipes 
conveying fluid are explored, with four different initial shapes being considered. To this end, the strongly 
nonlinear governing equation is derived by employing the extended Lagrange equations written for dynamical 
systems containing non-material volumes. The static (steady) equilibrium configurations, stability, and 
nonlinear dynamics of the slightly curved cantilevered pipes are obtained with the aid of absolute nodal 
coordinate formulation (ANCF). Based on extensive numerical calculations, some interesting and sometimes 
unexpected results are displayed. The first unexpected feature in this dynamical system is that the flow-induced 
static deformation of the pipe can be extremely large even if the initial geometric imperfection of the pipe is 
quite small. The second unexpected result is that the critical flow velocity for flutter instability of the slightly 
curved pipe conveying fluid may be either lower or higher than that of a straight pipe, mainly depending on the 
static equilibrium configuration when the critical flow velocity is just reached. Moreover, it is demonstrated that 
the slightly curved pipe oscillates about the static equilibrium position instead of the initially curved centerline, 
and the preferred form of post-instability behavior is periodic motion within a wide range of system parameters 
considered. 
 
Guandong Qiao and Salam Rahmatalla, “Dynamics of Euler-Bernoulli beams with unknown viscoelastic 
boundary conditions under a moving load”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 491, Article 115711, 20 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115771 
ABSTRACT: A new methodology is presented in this work to identify the viscoelastic boundary conditions and 
dynamical response of Euler-Bernoulli beams under a moving load. A new expression for the transmissibility 



function of the beam output responses with unknown viscoelastic boundary conditions with Voigt and more 
generalized four-element models is derived. The proposed identification method uses modal shapes with a 
pattern search optimization scheme. Finite element simulation was used to demonstrate the validity of the 
proposed method. The acceleration response from different locations on the beam was utilized in the 
identification of the boundary conditions considering six optimization cases. The proposed method provided 
solutions of the boundaries that can satisfy the requirements of the natural frequencies and damping ratios 
simultaneously. The effects of the number of selected measurement locations, participant modes, and 
measurement noise on the accuracy of the resulting boundary parameters were investigated. The results showed 
that the use of three complex modes and eight measurement points provided an accurate estimation of the modal 
parameters and reduced the relative error effectively in the resulting eight unknown boundary coefficients, 
under noise-free and corrupted acceleration signals with 5% noise conditions. 
 
A.I. Zemlyanukhin, A.V. Bochkarev, I.V. Andrianov and V.I. Erofeev, “The Schamel-Ostrovsky equation in 
nonlinear wave dynamics of cylindrical shells”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 491, Article 115752, 20 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115752 
ABSTRACT: On the basis of the smeared stiffener theory, the evolution of nonlinear axisymmetric longitudinal 
waves in a nonlinear elastic cylindrical shell reinforced by internal stringers is investigated. A non-classical 
nonlinear physical law is adopted for the shell material, which is characterized by a fractional degree of strain 
intensity. An analysis of the influence of an external elastic medium on a nonlinear wave process is carried out 
on the basis of the Winkler and shear-lag model. Using the asymptotic method of multiscale expansions, the 
Schamel-Ostrovsky quasi-hyperbolic equation for the component of longitudinal displacement was first derived. 
The Painlevé analysis of the equation showed the impossibility of exact solitary-wave solutions. The dispersion 
relation is analyzed, the maximum value of the phase velocity of infinitesimal disturbances is determined, above 
which stationary nonlinear waves can propagate. Based on the finite-difference approach and the Petviashvili 
method, a numerical simulation of the derived equation is carried out, profiles of stably propagating wave 
packets and solitary waves are constructed. A special dispersionless case, impossible for an unstiffened shell, 
has been identified, in which there are exact compactons, peakons and periodic solutions. 
 
Ruxin Gao, Xianbo Sun, Haitao Liao, Ying Li and Daining Fang, “Symplectic wave-based method for free and 
steady state forced vibration analysis of thin orthotropic circular cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary 
conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 491, Article 115756, 20 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115756 
ABSTRACT: The symplectic wave-based method is extended to the free and forced vibration analysis of thin 
orthotropic circular cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions. The key of this extension is to derive 
the characteristic equation for thin orthotropic circular cylindrical shells so that the symplectic eigenproblem 
which gives wave modes can be formed. According to the phase coincidence condition which determinates the 
relationship between the wave modal shape and natural modal shape, the present method gives an analytical 
procedure for free vibration analysis. And steady state forced responses under arbitrary boundary conditions are 
obtained by using the wave propagation analysis based on the symplectic system. Compared with the existing 
methods for vibration analysis of thin orthotropic circular cylindrical shell, the present method shows better 
accuracy and convergence, especially for high-frequency vibrations, which is illustrated by the results shown in 
numerical examples. 
 
M. D’Ottavio, A. Krasnobrizha, E. Valot, O. Polit, R. Vescovini and L. Dozio, “Dynamic response of 
viscoelastic multiple-core sandwich structures”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 491, Article 115753, 20 
January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115753 
ABSTRACT: This work focuses on the free and forced vibrations of sandwich beams and plates hosting an 
arbitrary number of damping cores. A fractional derivatives Zener-type model is adopted for representing the 
frequency-dependent viscoelastic behaviour, along with conventional series developments. The structural 
models are formulated within an established variable kinematics approach, which enables to investigate the role 
of specific assumptions and to identify the most accurate model at a least number of degrees of freedom. 
Approximate solutions are found by a computationally efficient Ritz method that allows to take into account 
any type of boundary conditions. Modal loss factors and damped eigenfrequencies are obtained from a complex 
eigenvalue problem, for which a modal strain energy approach or a complex eigensolution can be employed. 



Frequency responses can be computed by a direct approach or by elementary modal projection algorithms. 
Results are reported for conventional and innovative sandwich configurations. Different modelling and solution 
strategies are compared and the role of transverse normal deformation of the mechanically weak viscoelastic 
plies is particularly emphasised. 
 
Chaofeng Li and Hao Cheng, “Free vibration analysis of a rotating varying-thickness-twisted blade with 
arbitrary boundary conditions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 492, Article 115791, 3 February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115791 
ABSTRACT: A novel dynamic model of a rotating variable-thickness pre-twisted blade with elastic constraints 
is established by using the shallow shell theory. The effects of Coriolis and centrifugal force due to the 
rotational motion are considered in the formulation. Based on the Lagrange equation, the natural frequencies 
and modes of a rotating pre-twisted blade are obtained by using orthogonal polynomials as admissible 
functions. The convergence analysis is studied, and the accuracy of the proposed model is verified by 
comparing it with the literature results and ANSYS data. A comprehensive parameter investigation of the 
effects of thickness-taper ratio, pre-twist angle, rotational speed, and connection stiffness on blades' modal 
characteristics is conducted. The results show that the phenomena of frequency locus veering, crossing, and 
coincidence. Furthermore, mode shape exchanging occurs with parameter changes. 
 
Taehyun Kim and Usik Lee, “Exact frequency-domain spectral element model for the transverse vibration of a 
reangular Kirchhoff plate”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 492, Article 115812, 3 February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115812 
ABSTRACT: As an extension of the previous work on membranes by Kim and Lee (2020), an exact frequency-
domain spectral element model is proposed for the transverse vibrations of a rectangular Kirchhoff plate, based 
on the following procedure. First, in the frequency-domain, the general solution of a finite rectangular plate 
element is derived in the spectral form in the spatial domain, after removing all the trigonometric terms that 
vanish at the four boundary edges. Second, as an important theoretical improvement, the boundary functions 
that represent the boundary conditions at the four boundary edges are also expressed in the spectral forms in the 
spatial domain. Next, by using the projection method based on the orthogonality of trigonometric functions, the 
spatial-domain spectral coefficients of the general solution are related to those of the boundary functions. 
Finally, from the force-displacement relationships, the spectral element matrix (or dynamic stiffness matrix) is 
formulated for a finite rectangular plate element. As both the general solution and boundary functions are 
expressed in the spectral forms in both the temporal and spatial domains, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
algorithm can be applied to efficiently simulate the vibration responses and waves in a plate. The accuracy and 
computational efficiency of the proposed SEM are evaluated by comparison with the exact theory, modal 
analysis method, and the commercial finite-element-analysis software ANSYS. 
 
Peng Sheng, Xin Fang, Jihong Wen and Dianlong Yu, “Vibration properties and optimized design of a 
nonlinear acoustic metamaterial beam”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 492, Article 115739, 3 February 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115739 
ABSTRACT: Lightweight, low-frequency, broadband and highly efficient vibration reduction is widely desired 
in various devices. Nonlinear acoustic metamaterial (NAM) is a new type of metamaterial that may possess 
these vibration reduction features. However, the laws governing the manipulation of the NAM vibration 
response and its optimized design have not been addressed. This paper numerically and experimentally studies 
the manipulation laws and optimized design of the NAM beam reported in [Nature Comm., 8: 1288(2017)]. The 
strongly nonlinear metacell consists of three bridging-coupled resonators: A Duffing oscillator, a flexural 
resonator and a vibro-impact resonator. Both time-domain and frequency-domain finite element models are 
established to calculate the vibrations of the beam. We systematically study the influences of the amplitude, 
nonlinear stiffness coefficients, resonance frequencies, mass and beam thickness on the bandwidth and 
efficiency of its vibration reduction properties. Moreover, based on these laws, we present an optimized 
lightweight NAM beam to realize the low-frequency, broadband and highly efficient vibration reduction with 
the greatly reduced attached mass. Finally, different NAM samples are fabricated to verify the efficient 
reduction effect. This work could support the study, creation and application of NAMs in the future. 
 



Yuteng Cao, Dengqing Cao, Guiqin He, Xinsheng Ge and Yuxin Hao, “Modelling and vibration analysis for the 
multi-plate structure connected by nonlinear hinges”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 492, Article 115809, 
3 February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115809 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic modelling approach for the multi-plate structure connected by nonlinear hinges is 
presented in this paper. The Chebyshev polynomials are employed as admissible basis functions to establish the 
dynamic model of each plate. The Lagrange multiplier is introduced to describe the restraint effect of the hinge 
on the plate. In order to show the impact of the hinge on the plate as reasonably as possible, the constraint 
contains not only the displacement of each plate but also the rotation of adjacent plates. Then based on the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, a characteristic equation is derived and natural frequencies of the multi-plate structure 
are obtained. Considering the cubic nonlinearity and Coulomb friction of the hinge, the discrete dynamic model 
of the multi-plate structure is established according to the obtained modal shape functions. Comparing the 
natural frequencies and modal shapes of the analytical model with that of the finite element model, the validity 
of the present method and the accuracy of the model are demonstrated. Simulation results show that linear 
modes play an important role in the dynamic analysis. By varying the relevant parameters (structural and 
excitation's) and conducting a nonlinear response, their effect on the dynamic response of the whole structure is 
demonstrated. 
 
U. Arasan, F. Marchetti, F. Chevillotte, G. Tanner, D. Chronopoulos and E. Gourdon, “On the accuracy limits 
of plate theories for vibro-acoustic predictions”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 493, Article 115848, 17 
February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115848 
ABSTRACT: Several vibro-acoustic models for either single wall or multi-layer constructions are based on 
classical plate and first order shear deformation theories. The equivalent or condensed plate models employ the 
thin plate model to extract the dynamic mechanical properties of the multi-layer system considering only 
flexural and shear motions for the structure under investigation. Since these plate models do not account for the 
compressional or symmetric motion of the structure, both thin and thick plate theories encounter limitations for 
mid to high frequency predictions depending on the structures considered. In this work, analytical expressions 
for the frequency limit of thin and thick plate theories are derived for an elastic layer of isotropic material from 
the analyses of wavenumbers and admittances. Additionally, refined expressions for coincidence and critical 
frequencies are presented. Validation of these frequency limits are made by comparing the transmission loss 
(TL) obtained from both plate theories with the TL computed through the theory of elasticity for a range of 
thin/thick and soft/stiff materials. 
 
Tiesong Deng, Muxiao Li, Shumin Zhang, Xiaozhen Sheng and David J. Thompson, “Combining the 2.5D FE-
BE method and the TMM method to study the vibro-acoustics of acoustically treated rib-stiffened panels”, 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 493, Article 115825, 17 February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115825 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the prediction of the vibro-acoustic behavior of rib-stiffened panels 
treated with multiple layers of porous materials. The acoustically treated rib-stiffened panels are assumed to be 
uniform and infinitely long in one direction (the longitudinal direction) but the cross-section can have an 
arbitrary and often complicated shape. Although the two-and-half dimensional structural finite element method 
(2.5D FEM) and the two-and-half dimensional acoustic boundary element method (2.5D BEM) may be 
combined to perform the vibro-acoustic prediction, the presence of the multiple layers of acoustic treatment 
often makes the prediction too time-consuming. More efficient methods are required for such structures and the 
aim of this paper is to propose such a method. The rib-stiffened panel and the fluid domain containing the 
incident and reflected sound waves are modelled using 2.5D FEM-BEM while the acoustic treatment layer and 
the fluid domain containing the transmitted sound waves are dealt with, approximately, using the transfer matrix 
method (TMM). The coupling of TMM and 2.5D FEM-BEM is formulated in detail. Since the acoustically 
treated panel is assumed to be flat and baffled, the 2.5D BEM is based on the Rayleigh integral in the 
wavenumber domain. Meanwhile, the TMM is based on a two-dimensional Fourier transform which implies 
that the porous layers also extend to cover the baffle; the validity of this assumption is explored. The accuracy 
and efficiency of the method is compared with a full 2.5D FE-BE method for a homogeneous plate with 
attached layers of absorbent material. It is shown that the method proposed in this paper can reduce calculation 
time by about a factor of three compared with the full 2.5D FE-BE method. The proposed method is then 
applied to study the sound transmission loss (STL) of a typical rib-stiffened panel from a train carriage which is 



acoustically treated with different porous material layers, demonstrating that the design of the acoustic 
treatment can have a significant effect on the STL of the panel. 
 
Laurent Maxit, Mahmoud Karimi and Oriol Guasch, “Spatial coherence of pipe vibrations induced by an 
internal turbulent flow”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 493, Article 115841, 17 February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2020.115841 
ABSTRACT: Whereas the spatial coherence of wall pressure and vibratory fields induced by turbulent 
boundary layers (TBLs) on flat plates have been studied at extent, their equivalents for cylindrical structures 
still need further investigation. To that end, this work develops a semi-analytical model which is valid for 
infinite cylindrical shells filled with a heavy fluid and excited by an internal TBL. The cylindrical shell can be 
also coupled to two ring stiffeners that account for the flanges generally used to connect a pipe to other portions 
of a circuit. The cross-spectrum density (CSD) function of the shell radial accelerations is estimated from the 
system circumferential sensitivity functions and the CSD of the wall pressure field induced by the TBL. The 
spatial coherence of the pipe vibration field is therefore analysed for a pipe with and without flanges. This is of 
critical importance for applications such as non-intrusive techniques for detecting acoustic sources inside pipes, 
like beamforming using arrays of accelerometers. If the pipe conveys a flow, the beamforming efficiency can 
strongly deteriorate because of the background noise induced by the TBL, which pollutes the coherence signal 
between sensors. The effects that the spatial coherence could have on the beamforming results of a line of point 
sensors (accelerometers) and a ring of wire sensors (piezoelectric coiled wires) are also investigated in this 
paper. 
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Yin-Feng Zhou and Zhong-Min Wang, “Dynamic instability of axially moving viscoelastic plate”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 73, pp 1-10, January-February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.06.009 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to the investigation of the transverse vibration and dynamic stability of the 
axially moving viscoelastic plate with two opposite edges simply supported and other two opposite edges with 
simply supported or free. By considering the Kelvin–Voigt model of viscoelasticity, the equation of motion of 
the plate is derived. The normalized power series method is employed to obtain the complex eigen equations for 
the axially moving viscoelastic plate. The variation relationship between the first three complex frequencies of 
the system and the dimensionless axially moving speed with different aspect ratio and dimensionless delay time 
are analyzed. The results show that the dimensionless delay time, axially moving speed as well as the aspect 
ratio have remarkable effects on dynamic behaviors and stability of the axially moving viscoelastic plate. 
 
Maria Virginia Quintana and Javier Leandro Raffo, “ a variational approach to vibrations of laminated 
composite plates with a line hinge”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 73, pp 11-21, January-
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.06.013 
ABSTRACT: A Ritz variational approach for the analysis of free vibration of plates with internal hinges 
distributed along a straight line is presented. The plate is modeled with the first order shear deformation theory 
and symmetric stacking sequences. The line with hinges is modeled by using subdomain decomposition of the 
plate coupled with penalty techniques, which causes an increment of the variational statement to assure the 



continuity conditions along the contact boundary of the plate's subdomains. In order to obtain an indication of 
the accuracy of the developed mathematical model and the proposed technique, some cases available in the 
literature have been considered. Original results are presented for solution of representative symmetric 
multilayered plates showing the effects of the line hinge parameters on the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes. 
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Junhai Fan, Dalun Rong, Zhenhuan Zhou, Chenghui Xu and Xinsheng Xu, “Exact solutions for forced vibration 
of completely free orthotropic rectangular nanoplates resting on viscoelastic foundation”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 73, pp 22-33, January-February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.06.007 
ABSTRACT: Exact solutions for forced vibration of completely free orthotropic rectangular nanoplates resting 
on viscoelastic foundations are obtained by an analytical Hamiltonian-based method. Eringen's nonlocal theory 
is employed to take into account the small size effect. In the present method, a Hamiltonian system for the 
vibration of the orthotropic rectangular nanoplate is established by introducing a new total unknown vector. The 
vibration analysis is reduced to an eigenproblem in the symplectic space. Closed-form solutions of the 
completely free nanoplate are derived by using the solution of a guided supported nanoplate and a superposition 
of boundaries. Numerical examples including comparison studies are presented to illustrate the efficiency and 
accuracy of the proposed method. A detailed parametric study and some new results are provided also. 
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ABSTRACT: Levy's analytical solution approach is extended for analysis of rectangular strain gradient elastic 
plates under static loading for the first time with different boundary conditions at the edges using the method of 
superposition. The governing equation of equilibrium and the corresponding classical/non-classical boundary 
conditions for strain gradient flexural Kirchhoff plate under static loading are considered. Numerical examples 
on static bending of Kirchhoff nanoplates involving five different combinations of simply supported, clamped 
and free edge boundary conditions are presented. The effect of negative strain gradient terms is of hardening 
nature thus resulting in decrease in the deflection. Plates with geometry comparable to the microstructural 
length scale show significant size effect and this size dependency diminishes with the increase in the plate size. 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling (eigenvalue) problem of biaxially compressed laminated plates and shallow 
cylindrical panels having two symmetric piezoelectrical (PZT) patches on the top and the bottom of laminates is 
considered. The analysis is carried out with the use of the classical laminate theory and of the first order shear 
deformation theory. The variable thickness of structures (the local positions of PZT patches) is described by 
piecewise constant step functions in one direction or in both directions due. Three different methods of the 
solution of the linear eigenvalue problem are proposed: the exact analytical solution, the approximate solution 
based on the definition of the Rayleigh quotient and the numerical 3D finite element analysis. For the 
approximate Donnell's theory of shallow panels two variational formulations of the eigenvalue problem are 



derived in the form of the Hu-Washizu functional (the Airy stress functions and transverse normal 
displacements) and in the form of the Legendre functional (displacements). The influence of geometric 
parameters of composite panels and PZT patches, piezoelectric effect, external electric voltage and laminate 
configurations (symmetric angle-ply and cross-ply laminates) on buckling characteristics are discussed in detail. 
The analysis demonstrates evidently that the use of the local piezopatches should be considered as the buckling 
problem for structures with the non-uniform thickness distribution. The appropriate use of the local PZT patches 
should be always combined with the appropriate choice of the best (optimal) laminate configuration. The 
formulation system developed is suitable to other shell theories and to account for the analysis of thermal 
effects or the imperfection sensitivity. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, based on the higher-order shear deformation plate theory, the unified 
numerical formulation is developed in variational framework to investigate the thermal buckling of different 
shapes of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) plates. Since the thermal 
environment has considerable effects on the material properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), the temperature-
dependent (TD) thermo-mechanical material properties are taken into account. In order to present the governing 
equations, the quadratic form of the energy functional of the plate structure is derived and its discretized 
counterparts are presented employing the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) approach. The discretized 
equations of motion are finally obtained based on Hamilton's principle. In order to convenient application of 
differential quadrature numerical operators in irregular physical domain, the mapping procedure is considered in 
accordance to the conventional finite element formulation. Some comparison and convergence studies are 
performed to show validity and efficiency of the proposed approach. A wide range of numerical results are also 
reported to analyze the thermal buckling behavior of different shaped FG-CNTRC plates. 
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ABSTRACT: This research deals with a study of the free vibration of fiber metal laminate thin circular 
cylindrical shell reinforced by single walled carbon nanotubes with different boundary conditions. The 
representative volume element is consisting of four phases: fiber, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), polymer matrix 
and metal. Initially, the CNTs have been added to the matrix and then the fiber phase has been reinforced by 
them. Finally, the adhesive fiber prepreg has been combined with the thin metal layers. The generated 
cylindrical shell can be named CNT/fiber/polymer/metal laminate (CNTFPML) cylindrical shell. In this study, 
Love's first approximation shell theory has been used to obtain the strain-displacement relations and also, beam 
modal function model has been utilized to satisfy the governing equations of motion. The effects of mass 
fraction of CNTs, volume fraction of fiber and metal, axial and circumferential modal numbers, and different 
distributions of CNTs subjected to different boundary conditions on the vibration of the shell have been 
considered. In addition, the influences of different lay-ups and different material properties of fiber have been 
investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The size-dependent geometrically nonlinear free and forced vibration behaviors of nanoscale 
beams are studied in this article using a numerical approach. The size effects are captured using Mindlin's 
second strain gradient theory (SSGT) in which the second- and third-order derivatives of displacement 
components are taken into account in the strain energy density. The basic relations are first derived using the 
Timoshenko beam theory and SSGT. Then, the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method is adopted to 
solve the obtained governing equations in the context of variational formulation. Comprehensive numerical 
results are given to investigate the influences thickness-to-lattice parameter ratio on the nonlinear free and 
forced vibrations of nanobeams under different types of end conditions. Also, comparisons are made between 
the predictions of SSGT and the first strain gradient theory as well as the classical elasticity theory. 
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ABSTRACT: Dynamic analysis and design of light-weight structures subject to different types of applied forces 
is of considerable practical interest in engineering applications. Porous structures are a novel class of weight-
efficient engineering materials with optimized mechanical properties and improved structural performance. 
Porous materials with functionally graded porosity are achieved by tailoring the size and density of the internal 
pores in one or more directions that leads the desired mechanical properties. In this paper, the dynamic response 
of poroelastic pipes made of a closed–cell porous material with functionally graded porosity subjected to 
influences induced by fluid flow is investigated. Three different porosity distributions through the pipe 
thickness are introduced. The finite element formulation of dynamic equations of pipeline conveying fluid are 
presented based on Timoshenko theory by considering the fluid–structure interaction and the effect of shear 
deformation. The complex modal analysis is employed to estimate the natural frequencies of a clamped-
clamped pipe with different velocities. Finally, the effects of fluid velocity on the dynamic response of a 
poroelastic pipe are studied. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper concerns flexural buckling and initial post-buckling of axially compressed columns 
made of aluminium alloy described by the Ramberg-Osgood relationship. The non-linear differential equation 
of the problem is derived using the stationary total energy principle and the assumptions of classical beam 
theory within a finite range. The approximate analytical solution of the equation leading to the buckling loads 
and initial post-buckling equilibrium path is determined by means of the perturbation approach. Numerical 
examples dealing with simply supported and clamped I-columns are presented, the effect of the material non-
linearity on the critical loads and initial post-buckling behaviour in comparison to linear one is discussed too. 
The analytical results are compared with the FEM solutions to present a good agreement. 
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Pham Toan Thang, T. Nguyen Thoi and Jaehong Lee, “Closed-form solution for nonlinear buckling analysis of 
FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells with initial geometric imperfections”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 73, pp 483-491, January-February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.10.008 
ABSTRACT: The circular cylindrical shells have been widely used in modern engineering structures, especially 
in the aerospace industry such as the oil pipeline, the missile, spacecraft hull, storage tanks. In recent years, 
functionally graded carbon nanotube composites (FG-CNTRCs) have emerged, as a promising type of 
composites. Due to the increasing demands for high structures performance, this research paper proposes a 
closed-form solution to investigate the nonlinear buckling behavior of the FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells 
subjected to compressive load. The small initial imperfections of the FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells are also 
considered through analytical modeling. Effective properties of materials of the shells reinforced by single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are estimated through a micro-mechanical model based on the extended 
rule of mixtures. The Donnell shell theory and von-Karman nonlinear kinematics are used for nonlinear 
equilibrium equations. The novelty of this work is to exploit an exact solution via Galerkin procedure and term 
of the Airy stress function in order to reveal the impacts of the imperfection parameter, different types of CNTs 
distribution, the volume fraction of CNTs on nonlinear behavior and compressive equilibrium paths of FG-
CNTRC cylindrical shells. 
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ABSTRACT: An elastically supported viscoelastic functionally graded (FG) microcantilever is considered and 
its nonlinear mechanics is analysed for the first time. Moreover, for the first time, energy transfer via internal 
resonances and motion complexity are analysed. A nonlinear spring model is incorporated as an elastic support 
which is representative of elasticity induced from neighbouring devices. Size effects are incorporated using the 
modified couple stress theory (MCST). Mori-Tanaka formula is utilised for FG-material-property variations. 
Kinematics/kinetics for an infinitesimal beam elements in conjunction with Hamilton's method are used for 
large curvatures. Galerkin's technique is used for reductions and truncations of the dynamic model of elastically 
supported viscoelastic FG microsystem. Both base-excitation/frequency continuations are performed and the 
dynamics is investigated. 
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(NTRC), Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran), “Wave propagation analysis in viscoeastic thick 
composite plates resting on visco-Pasternak foundation by means of quasi-3D sinusoidal shear deformation 
theory”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 1-15, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.10.012 
ABSTRACT: In this research, the wave propagation in a viscoelastic composite thick plate resting on a Visco-
Pasternak foundation is analyzed by means of sinusoidal shear deformation theory (SSDT). The viscoelastic 
properties of the plate are considered by using Kelvin-Voigt model. The material properties of composite plate 
are assumed viscoelastic based on Kelvin-Voigt model. The governing equations of motion are derived by 
Hamilton's principle. The analytical solution is applied to obtain the effects of the structural and foundation 
damping coefficients, wave number, aspect ratios, elastic properties and number of layers on the wave 
propagation behavior of the viscoelastic composite plate including the dimensionless phase velocity, cut-off and 
escape frequencies. The obtained results indicate that the dimensionless phase velocity and natural frequency 
decrease with increasing the damping coefficient. Also, it is observed that the effect of layups on the phase 
velocity becomes more sensible for small wave numbers. However, the effect of the damping coefficient on the 
dimensionless phase velocity and natural frequency is only observed at large dimensionless wave numbers. 
 
Haichao Li, Fuzhen Pang and Hailong Chen (College of Shipbuilding Engineering, Harbin Engineering 
University, Harbin, 150001, PR China), “A semi-analytical approach to analyze vibration characteristics of 
uniform and stepped annular-spherical shells with general boundary conditions”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 48-65, March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.10.017 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the free vibration characteristics of uniform and stepped annular-spherical shells are 
investigated by using a semi-analytical approach with general boundary conditions. The theoretical model of 
annular-spherical shell is established by using Flügge's thin shell theory, and the annular-spherical shells are 
divided into their segments along the axial direction. The displacement functions of shell segments are consist 
of the Jacobi polynomials along the axial direction and the standard Fourier series along the circumferential 
direction. The boundary conditions at the ends of the shells and the continuity conditions at two adjacent 
segments were enforced by penalty method of spring stiffness technique. Then, the accurate solutions about the 
vibration characteristics of uniform and stepped annular-spherical shells were solved by method of Rayleigh–
Ritz. The accuracy and reliability of the proposed method are verified with the results of FEM and published 



literatures. The results show that the present method has good convergence ability and excellent accuracy. In 
addition, some numerical results of uniform and stepped annular-spherical shells with various geometric 
parameters and boundary conditions are reported, which can be used as reference data for future researchers. 
 
Mohammad Nezami and Behnam Gholami, “Optimal locations of magnetorheological fluid pockets embedded 
in an elastically supported honeycomb sandwich beam for supersonic flutter suppression”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 81-95, March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.003 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the optimal locations of finite number of embedded magneto-rheological fluid 
(MRF) pockets are calculated by using Single Objective Genetic Algorithm (SOGA) to suppress the supersonic 
flutter of an elastically supported sandwich beam with regular honeycomb interlayer. The structural formulation 
is based on the classical beam theory along with the Winkler-Pasternak foundation model, the MRF is modeled 
as a first order Kelvin-Voigt material, and the quasi-steady first order supersonic piston theory is employed to 
define the aerodynamic loading. The aeroelastic time response of honeycomb sandwich beams with different 
number of embedded MRF pockets are measured with/without foundation and flow stream under impact load. 
The simulation shows that by using MRF pockets in optimized locations in honeycomb sandwich structure, not 
only both lightness of honeycombs and variability of structural damping of MRF are considered, but also the 
supersonic flutter can be postponed to higher dynamic pressure compared to entirely honeycomb or MRF 
sandwich beams. Finally, in order to achieve the optimum compromise between mass and the flutter 
suppression, the best number of MR pockets along with the optimum magnetic field values in honeycomb 
sandwich structure is presented. 
 
G. Li, A.G. de Miguel, A. Pagani, E. Zappino and E. Carrera (MUL2 Group, Department of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129, Torino, Italy), “Finite 
beam elements based on Legendre polynomial expansions and node-dependent kinematics for the global-local 
analysis of composite structures”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 112-123, March-April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.006 
ABSTRACT: This article presents an approach to obtain refined beam models with optimal numerical 
efficiency. Hierarchical Legendre Expansions (HLE) and Node-dependent Kinematics (NDK) are used in 
combination to build efficient global-local FE models. By relating the kinematic assumptions to the selected FE 
nodes, kinematic refinement local to the nodes can be realized, and global-local models can be conveniently 
constructed. Without using any coupling approach or superposition of displacement field, beam models with 
NDK have compact and coherent formulations. Meanwhile, HLE is used in the local zone for the enrichment of 
the beam cross-sections to satisfy the requirement for high solution accuracy, leaving the global model with 
lower-order kinematic assumptions. Through the numerical investigation on slender laminated structures, it is 
demonstrated that the computational costs can be reduced significantly without losing numerical accuracy. 
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Nanjing Tech University, Nanjing, 211816, China), “Modeling thin structures incorporated with surface effects 
by using layered shell elements”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 139-144, March-April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.007 
ABSTRACT: We demonstrate that layered shell elements in existing conventional finite element codes can be 
directly used for modeling thin structures with surface effects. Based on a recently published methodology for 
modeling a solid structure incorporated with surface effects by using both solid type and shell type elements, we 
propose that for thin structures, one type of element - layered shell type element is sufficient for incorporating 
surface effects. The results calculated from the proposed finite element method for simply supported plates 
agree with theoretical predictions. The surface effects on kirigami of a soft sheet are presented as an example 
application of the proposed method. 
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correlation functions for functionally graded plates using a refined inverse sin shear deformation plate theory”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 160-175, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.005 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new numerical approach based on an effective meshfree method integrated 
with a refined inverse sin shear deformation plate theory to perform static bending, free vibration and buckling 



analysis of functionally graded plates. The present formulation is based on a refined inverse sin shear 
deformation theory (R-ISSDT). Unlike other traditional plate theories, the theory presented gives rise to only 
four governing equations, does not require shear correction factor, and captures the parabolic variation of the 
transverse shearing stresses through the thickness of the plate. In the formulation of the meshfree method a new 
correlation function is proposed which effectively eliminates the correlation parameters. After proposing the 
formulation of the problem, numerical examples are provided and the obtained results are compared with those 
found in literature. 
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numerical investigation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 188-201, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.008 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the propagation of singularities in thin elastic shells whose middle surface 
is not of an uniform nature. Numerical computations are performed using an adaptive mesh procedure proposed 
by the software Abaqus to refine the mesh inside the internal layers. The computation are done on three kinds of 
shells: hyperbolic-parabolic, hyperbolic-elliptic and parabolic-elliptic. The numerical results enable us to 
determine the propagation of singularities in such shells and to have information about their nature. In 
particular, when a singular force is applied in the hyperbolic part of a shell, the numerical computations show 
that a singularity propagates in the hyperbolic part and that a reflection occurs at the boundary with a part of a 
different nature (parabolic or elliptic). 
 
Tales de Vargas Lisboa and Rogerio Jose Marczak (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul - Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Rua Sarmento Leite, no 425 - Centro, Porto Alegre, RS, Cep 90050-170, Brazil), “A 
decomposition method for nonlinear bending of anisotropic thin plates”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 202-209, March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.011 
ABSTRACT: A modified version of the Adomian decomposition method is applied to solve the differential 
equations of nonlinear bending of rectangular anisotropic thin plates. The von Kármám hypotheses are 
considered in the plate's kinematics. The nonlinear differential equations are decomposed into linear and 
nonlinear parts and the solution is expanded into series. Essentially, the approach is to embed the nonlinear 
effects into the anisotropic linear solution. Such incorporations are performed in a recursive fashion along with 
the Adomian's polynomials, which are responsible for the approximation of the nonlinear effects. In spite of the 
problem being three-dimensional, no partial solutions are required due to a modification of the standard method, 
which considers the inversion of the entire linear operator. As a result, the obtained solution respects the 
boundary conditions set and is independent of its symmetries. The pb-2 Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to obtain 
the plate's equilibrium path. A multistep procedure is proposed in order to increase the decomposition method 
convergence radius aiming at global convergence. Numeric results are obtained and compared to those found in 
the literature. 
 
Seyed Sajad Mirjavadi, Behzad Mohasel Afshari, Mohmmad Reza Barati and A.M.S. Hamouda (Primarily 
from: Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Qatar University, P.O. Box 2713, Doha, Qatar), 
“Transient response of porous FG nanoplates subjected to various pulse loads based on nonlocal stress-strain 
gradient theory”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 210-220, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.004 
ABSTRACT: Based on nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT), transient behavior of a porous functionally 
graded (FG) nanoplate due to various impulse loads has been studied. The porous nanoplate has evenly and 
unevenly distributed pores inside its material structure. Impulse point loads are considered to be rectangular, 
triangular and sinusoidal types. These impulse loads lead to transient vibration of the nanoplate which is not 
studied before. NSGT introduces a nonlocal coefficient together with a strain gradient coefficient to 
characterize small size influences due to non-uniform stress and strain fields. Galerkin's approach has been 
performed to solve the governing equations and also inverse Laplace transform method is used to obtain 
transient response due to impulse loads. It is explained in this research that the transient response of a nanoplate 
is dependent on nonlocal coefficient, strain gradient parameter, pore dispersion, pore amount, type of impulse 
load and loading time 
 



Hojat Tanzadeh and Hossein Amoushahi (Department of Civil and Transportation Engineering, University of 
Isfahan, Isfahan, 81746-73441, Iran), “Buckling and free vibration analysis of piezoelectric laminated 
composite plates using various plate deformation theories”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, 
pp 242-256, March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.013 
ABSTRACT: A finite strip method was developed for buckling and free vibration analysis of piezoelectric 
laminated composite plates based on various plate theories such as Zigzag, Refined plate and other higher order 
shear deformation theory by variation of transverse shear strains through plate thickness in the form of 
parabolic, sine and exponential. The plate edge conditions are considered to be simply supported and the 
polynomial shape functions are used to evaluate the in–plane and out–of–plane deflection and rotation of the 
normal cross section of plates in transverse direction. Numerical results were obtained based on various shear 
deformation plate theories to verify the proposed method. The effects of length to thickness ratio and fiber 
orientation of cross–ply and angle–ply laminate were presented. Also, the effect of different electrical 
conditions on the critical buckling load under in–plane forces and strains is investigated and electrical buckling 
load and natural frequency of piezoelectric laminate composite plates are calculated through numerical 
examples. In addition, the new results on the effect of piezoelectric layers thickness, placement of piezoelectric 
layers and also the effect of length to thickness ratio in the interaction of biaxial in–plane loading on critical 
buckling load were studied. 
 
Ali Farajpour, Hamed Farokhi and Mergen H. Ghayesh (Primarily from: School of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Adelaide, South Australia, 5005, Australia), “Chaotic motion analysis of fluid-conveying 
viscoelastic nanotubes”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 281-296, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.012 
ABSTRACT: In the current analysis, an attempt is made to develop a nonlinear size-dependent fluid-structure 
interaction model for the chaotic motion of nanofluid-conveying nanotubes subject to an external excitation. 
The material properties of the nanotube are assumed to be viscoelastic. Size effects in both solid and fluid 
nanoscale parts are taken into consideration. In addition, the effects of both centripetal and Coriolis 
accelerations are incorporated in the model. Using Hamilton's principle, the nonlocal strain gradient elasticity 
and the Beskok-Karniadaki theory, the nonlinear size-dependent governing equation is derived. For developing 
a precise solution approach, Galerkin's procedure and a direct-time-integration method are eventually used. 
Different parameters of the nanosystem are taken into consideration to study the size-dependent chaotic motion 
of the viscoelastic nanotube conveying nanofluid subject to a harmonic excitation. 
 
S.W. Yang, W. Zhang and J.J. Mao (Beijing Key Laboratory of Nonlinear Vibrations and Strength of 
Mechanical Structures, College of Mechanical Engineering, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing, 100124, 
PR China), “Nonlinear vibrations of carbon fiber reinforced polymer laminated cylindrical shell under non-
normal boundary conditions with 1:2 internal resonance”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, 
pp 317-336, March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.11.014 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear vibrations of a carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminated 
cylindrical shell are investigated with 1:2 internal resonance, primary parametric resonance and 1/2 
subharmonic resonance. The radial line load and axial excitation are acting on the two free ends of the CFRP 
laminated cylindrical shell. The partial differential governing equations of motion for the CFRP laminated 
cylindrical shell are derived by utilizing the von-Karman type nonlinear geometric relationship, the first-order 
shear deformation theory and Hamilton principle. Galerkin method is used to obtain two-degrees-of-freedom 
nonlinear ordinary differential governing equations of motion along the radial displacement of the CFRP 
laminated cylindrical shell under the non-normal boundary conditions. The ordinary differential governing 
equations are solved as a system of four-dimensional average equations by the second-order approximate 
multiple scale method. The first two order dimensionless natural frequencies versus the ratio of length to 
thickness L/h, the frequency-response curves, the force-response curves, the bifurcation diagrams, the three-
dimensional bifurcation diagrams, the maximum Lyapunov exponent diagrams, the phase portraits, the time 
history diagrams and the Poincare maps are obtained by numerical calculations. The influences of the radial line 
load, the axial excitation as well as the detuning parameter of the CFRP laminated cylindrical shell on the 1:2 
internal resonant behaviors are investigated. 
 



Fuxhen Pang, Haichao Li, Jie Cui, Yuan Du and Cong Gao (Primarily from: College of Shipbuilding 
Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, Harbin, 150001, PR China), “Application of Flugge thin shell 
theory to the solution of vibration behaviors for spherical-cylindrical-spherical shell: A unified formulation”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 381-393, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.12.003 
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to provide a semi analytical method to analyze the free 
vibration of spherical-cylindrical-spherical shell subject to arbitrary boundary conditions. The formulations are 
established based on energy method and Flügge thin shell theory. The displacement functions are expressed by 
unified Jacobi polynomials and Fourier series. The arbitrary boundary conditions are simulated by penalty 
method about spring stiffness. The final solutions of spherical-cylindrical-spherical shell are obtained by 
Rayleigh–Ritz method. To sufficient illustrate the effectiveness of proposed method, some numerical example 
about spring stiffness, Jacobi parameters etc. are carried out. In addition, to verify the accuracy of this method, 
the results are compared with those obtained by FEM, experiment and published literature. The results show 
that the proposed method has ability to solve the free vibration behaviors of spherical-cylindrical-spherical 
shell. 
 
Simon P.H. Skovsgaard and Henrik Myhre Jensen (Department of Engineering, Aarhus University, Inge 
Lehmanns Gade 10, 8000, Aarhus C, Denmark), “A general approach for the study of kink band broadening in 
fibre composites and layered materials”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 394-402, 
March-April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.12.007 
ABSTRACT: The progressive non-linear mode of deformation known as steady-state kink band broadening is 
analysed for fibre composites and layered materials. The mode of deformation is investigated using an 
analytical, a semi-analytical model and a finite-element model. The semi-analytical model is based on a 
constitutive model, where independent material behaviour can be given for two constituents. The analytical 
model assumes rigid fibres and results in a transcendental equation for the kink band broadening state. Both the 
analytical and semi-analytical model use a Maxwell construction to determine the steady-state, which is done by 
equating the internal and external work. The influence of size-effects are explored and two case studies are 
performed; in the first case study the finite element model and semi-analytical model are used upon a carbon 
fibre-reinforced PEEK composite. The second case study is on a layered composite made from ultra high 
molecular-weight polyethylene fibres with a kink band developing on ply level. 
 
M. Heshmati and S.K. Jalali (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kermanshah University of Technology, 
Kermanshah, Iran), “Effect of radially graded porosity on the free vibration behavior of circular and annular 
sandwich plates”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 417-430, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.12.009 
ABSTRACT: Porous materials with functionally graded porosity are achieved by tailoring the size and density 
of the internal pores in one or more directions that leads the desired mechanical properties. Thus, due to the 
promotion of porous materials in engineering applications such as the foam core in sandwich plates, the 
compact heat exchangers, lightweight structures, biomedical systems and separation processes, in this paper, the 
free vibration of sandwich circular and annular plates with a core made of materials with functionally graded 
porosity are investigated. Different porosity distributions through the radial direction are introduced for the core 
of the plate. The governing equations of motion for the free vibration of a plate are obtained based on the first 
order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT). Clamped and simply supported edges are assumed for the plates. 
The collocation version of spectral method called the pseudo-spectral (PS) method using Chebyshev 
polynomials as the basis function is adopted to solve the equations of motion. Validation studies are also done 
to demonstrate the accuracy of the results. The natural frequencies of the clamped and simply-supported 
sandwich circular and annular plates with a porous core are calculated. The effects of different porosity 
distributions, porosity parameter, core thickness and geometric parameters on the results are investigated. 
 
Praneeth Nampally, Anssi T. Karttunen and J.N. Reddy (Primarily from: Texas A&M University, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, College Station, TX, 77843-3123, USA), “Nonlinear finite element analysis of 
lattice core sandwich beams”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 431-439, March-April 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2018.12.006 



ABSTRACT: A geometrically nonlinear finite element model is developed for the bending analysis of 
micropolar Timoshenko beams using the principle of virtual displacements and linear Lagrange interpolation 
functions. The nonlinearity enters the model via a nonlinear von Kármán strain term that allows the micropolar 
beam to undergo moderate rotations. The nonlinear micropolar Timoshenko beam is used as an equivalent 
single layer model to study four different lattice core sandwich beams. A two-scale energy method is used to 
derive the micropolar constitutive equations for web, hexagonal, Y-frame and corrugated core topologies. 
Various bending cases are studied numerically using the developed 1-D finite element model. Reduced 
integration techniques are used to overcome the shear and membrane locking. The present 1-D results are in 
good agreement with the corresponding 2-D finite element beam frame results for global bending. 
 
Shahrokh Hosseini-Hashemi, Reza Ahmadi Arpanahi, Sasan Rahmanian and Ali Ahmadi-Savadkoohi 
(Primarily from: School of Mechanical Engineering, Iran University of Science and Technology, Narmak, 
16842-13114, Tehran, Iran), “Free vibration analysis of nano-plate in viscous fluid medium using nonlocal 
elasticity”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 440-448, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.002 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, the dynamics of the interaction between a Kirchhoff nanoplate and the 
surrounding fluid is investigated. Using non-local elasticity theory, the influence of small-scale parameter is 
considered in the governing equation of motion. The Navier-Stokes equations are utilized to model the fluid-
solid interaction. The vibration behavior of nanoplate submerged in different viscous fluids with various aspect 
ratios are simulated in order to analyze the effects of fluid viscosity and density on the free vibration natural 
frequencies of the nanoplate. The results reveal that, for smaller size parameter, the fluid existence has a 
remarkable decreasing effect on the nanoplate natural frequencies. Moreover, it has been shown that the 
fundamental frequency ratio between two cases, first, when the nanoplate is assumed to be under viscous fluid 
interaction, and second, while the structure vibrates in vacuum environment, remains almost constant with the 
changes in small-scale parameter. 
 
M.A. Foyouzat and M. Mofid (Department of Civil Engineering, Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, 
Iran), “An analytical solution for bending of axisymmetric circular/annular plates resting on a variable elastic 
foundation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 462-470, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.006 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical method is presented in order to determine the static bending response 
of an axisymmetric thin circular/annular plate with different boundary conditions resting on a spatially 
inhomogeneous Winkler foundation. To this end, infinite power series expansion of the deflection function is 
exploited to transform the governing differential equation into a new solvable system of recurrence relations. 
Singular points of the governing equation are effectively treated by applying the Frobenius theorem in the 
solution, which in turn permits the use of more-general analytical functions to describe the variation of the 
foundation modulus along the radius of the plate. Moreover, no special limitation is imposed on the transverse 
loading function as applied to the system. On employing the proposed method, the deflection response is 
obtained through an illustrative example for various boundary conditions along the plate edges, considering 
free, clamped, hinged, and elastically restrained boundaries. In addition, analytical results are validated and 
compared with those obtained using a finite element analysis, where an excellent agreement is found. Finally, 
the extension of the method to solve the more-general case of a variable two-parameter (Pasternak) foundation 
is indicated. 
 
Amin Alibakhshi and Hamidreza Heidari (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Malayer University, 
Malayer, Iran), “Analytical approximation solutions of a dielectric elastomer balloon using the multiple scales 
method”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 74, pp 485-496, March-April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.009 
ABSTRACT: Dielectric elastomers (DEs) are soft electromechanical devices, which operate under a high 
voltage. The majority of methods for calculating the nonlinear vibration of DEs are the numerical ones. 
However, the analytical methods may also be capable to achieve the reliable general and specific solutions for 
DEs. This paper investigates the vibration of a dielectric elastomer balloon (DEB) using the method of multiple 
scales (MMS). The equations of motion are derived by the method of Euler-Lagrange. Using the Taylor 
expansion, the governing equation of motion is transformed into a general form, then the MMS is applied to 



solve the problem. Two cases of voltage are considered; in the first one, the balloon is under a static voltage 
while in the second one the balloon is under a sinusoidal voltage. When the voltage is static, the time-history 
responses and the phase diagrams are depicted using the MMS and the Runge-Kutta numerical integration to 
verify the accuracy of the proposed method. For the sinusoidal voltage, the effect of jump phenomenon and 
variations of pressure and electrical potential difference (Voltage) on the frequency-response curves are studied. 
The results show that the MMS is in a good agreement with the Runge-Kutta numerical method. Moreover, 
with the presentation of various values of the pressure and the electrical potential difference, the softening 
behavior and the jump phenomenon are observed in the frequency response curves. 
 
Deng-Bo Zhang, You-Qi Tang and Li-Qun Chen (Primarily from: Shanghai Institute of Applied Mathematics 
and Mechanics, Shanghai University, Shanghai 200072, China), “Internal resonance in parametric vibrations of 
axially accelerating viscoelastic plates”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 142-155, May-
June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.021 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, instability boundaries of axially accelerating plates with internal resonance are 
investigated for the first time. The relation between the acceleration and the longitudinally varying tensions are 
introduced. The governing equation and the corresponding boundary conditions are derived from the 
generalized Hamilton principle. The effects of internal resonances and the nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions on the instability boundaries are highlighted. By the method of multiple scales, the modified 
solvability conditions in principal parametric and internal resonances are established. The Routh-Hurwitz 
criterion is introduced to determine the instability boundaries. The effects of the viscoelastic coefficient and the 
viscous damping coefficient on the instability boundaries are examined. Abnormal instability boundaries are 
detected when the internal resonance is introduced. The phenomenon of local zigzag and V-shape boundaries 
are explained from the viewpoint of modal interactions. The numerical calculations of the differential 
quadrature schemes about the first four complex frequencies, the first four complex modes, and the stability 
boundaries are used to confirm the results of the analytical method. 
 
Drew Mitchell and Jenn-Terng Gau (The Department of Mechanical Engineering, Northern Illinois University, 
590 Garden Road, Engineering Building 226, DeKalb, IL, 60115, USA), “Exact analytical solution to the 3D 
Navier-Lame equation for a curved beam of constant curvature subject to arbitrary dynamic loading”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 216-224, May-June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.025 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an exact analytical solution to the 3D transient dynamics of a linear elastic, 
isotropic homogeneous, curved beam, with uniform rectangular cross-section. The solution technique uses 
vector identities to decouple the governing equations. The decoupled equations are then solved by method of 
separation of variables. The solutions to the decoupled equations can be recombined to form a new equation. 
Solving this new equation yields the displacement field. To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed 
solution technique, a generic case study was modeled and computed. A curved beam is subjected to a 
longitudinal impulse loading and the transient displacement field is calculated. This solution technique is valid 
for any curvature so long as the curvature is the same throughout the beam. This includes the limiting case 
where the inner radius of the beam goes to zero and the curved beam becomes a section of a disk. The presented 
solution results were compared with an approximate solution from the literature and experimental data from the 
literature. The solution is also compared with an explicit FEM solution conducted by the Authors. The 
presented solution agrees with the results from the literature and from the FEM solutions conducted by the 
Authors. This paper demonstrates that the accuracy and robustness of the proposed solution technique meets the 
needs of many potential applications. 
 
Reza Bahaadini and Ali Reza Saidi (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Shahid Bahonar University of 
Kerman, Kerman, Iran), “Aerothermoelastic flutter analysis of pre-twisted thin-walled rotating blades 
reinforced with functionally graded carbon nanotubes”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 
285-306, May-June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.018 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the aerothermoelastic flutter analysis of pre-twisted tapered rotating blades 
reinforced with functionally graded carbon nanotubes (FG-CNTs) under supersonic flow is investigated. Based 
on the thin-walled Timoshenko beam theory and quasi-steady supersonic linear piston theory, the dynamic 
model of the supersonic rotating blades reinforced with FG-CNTs has been developed. The CNTs are 



considered to be either uniformly or non-uniformly distributed in the matrix along the thickness direction. Three 
various CNTs distribution patterns namely, UD, FG-X and FG-O have been assumed. The properties of CNTs 
and polymer matrix are considered to be temperature-dependent. Based on the extended Hamilton's principle, 
the equations of motion as a system of coupled linear partial deferential equations are found. The extended 
Galerkin method (EGM) is utilized to transform these coupled partial deferential equations to a set of coupled 
ordinary deferential equations. The influences of rotating speed, CNTs distribution, CNTs weight fraction, 
temperature, pre-twist and pre-setting angels, hub radius ratio, taper ratios and Mach number on the 
aerothermoelastic flutter responses of the system have been analyzed. The results indicate that the FG-X 
distribution pattern have predicted more strengthening the total bending of blade and the greatest flutter 
frequency for the composite blades. Furthermore, the pre-twist and pre-setting angles as well as taper ratio have 
significant effects on the flutter frequency of the thin-walled blade reinforced with CNTs. 
 
Ehsan Allahyari and Masoud Asgari (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, K. N. Toosi University of 
Technology, P. O. Box: 19395-1999, Tehran, Iran), “Thermo-mechanical vibration of double-layer graphene 
nanosheets in elastic medium considering surface effects; developing a nonlocal third order shear deformation 
theory”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 307-321, May-June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.022 
ABSTRACT: Due to the superior mechanical properties of double-layer graphene sheets (DLGSs) for 
applications in nano devises, understanding the mechanical response and stability of such structural elements is 
essential and inevitable. In this paper a modified nonlocal continuum model is developed to consider the surface 
energy effects and to evaluate the size-dependent mechanical response of nanoscale structures. Moreover, an 
efficient nonlocal third order shear deformation plate theory (TSDT) is employed to analyze the vibrational 
behavior of DLGSs embedded in an elastic medium. An analytical method is introduced for determining the 
natural frequencies of DLGS and an accurate exact solution could be found for the problem which is validated 
via comparing the results for some simpler problems found in the literature. Based on the results, the developed 
theory predicts the fundamental natural frequencies more accurately compared to the other common theories. 
Moreover, comprehensive numerical results are given for the obtained size-dependent natural frequencies of the 
DLGSs. The influences of surface effects, small scale coefficient, stiffness of the internal springs, external 
foundation parameters, temperature changes and different dimensions of nanosheet on the frequencies in both 
in-phase and anti-phase vibrational modes are studied. 
 
S. Nikbakht, S. Jedari Salami and M. Shakeri (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Amirkabir University of Technology (Tehran Polytechnic), 424-Hafez Ave., 15875-4413, Tehran, Iran), “A 3D 
full layer-wise method for yield achievement in functionally graded sandwich plates with general boundary 
conditions”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 330-347, May-June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.02.011 
ABSTRACT: The onset of yielding in Functionally Graded Sandwich Plates (FGSP) with ceramic core and 
Functionally Graded (FG) face sheets is presented in this paper. Full layer-wise theory which has been proved 
to be accurate and computationally efficient is developed for static analysis of these plates. The volume fraction 
of the ceramic phase is assumed to vary via a power-law function in the thickness direction of FG face sheets. 
TTO model which indicates the initials of the names of the authors who firstly introduced it as well as Rule of 
Mixture (ROM) are employed to determine the material properties variation through the FGSPs. The results 
associated with central deflection, and stress distribution through these structures were found to be significantly 
influenced by the utilized material models. After obtaining the stress fields, Von Mises yield criterion is 
implemented to find the first node(s) at which the yielding of FGSPs initiates. According to the final results, 
depending on the type of boundary conditions and core to face sheet thickness ratio, the yielding 
commencement could occur at the enriched metal or enriched ceramic surfaces. Power-law exponent however 
found to have no influence on the area at which yielding initiation occurs. Nevertheless, decreasing this 
parameter results in FGSPs with higher strength and postpones the yielding initiation of these structures. A 
comparison study is also presented which demonstrates how FGSPs are capable of undergoing bending loads, 
before yielding, up to twice as large as conventional Functionally Graded Plates (FGPs) while having the same 
weight and material constituents. 
 



Nguyen Dinh Duc, Homayoun Hadavinia, Tran Quoc Quan and Nguyen Dinh Khoa (Primarily from: Advanced 
Materials and Structures Laboratory, VNU-Hanoi - University of Engineering and Technology(UET), 144 – 
Xuan Thuy, Cau Giay, Hanoi, Viet Nam), “Free vibration and nonlinear dynamic response of imperfect 
nanocomposite FG-CNTRC double curved shallow shells in thermal environment”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 355-366, May-June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.01.024 
ABSTRACT: Analytical solutions for the nonlinear vibration of imperfect functionally graded nanocomposite 
(FG-CNTRC) double curved shallow shells on elastic foundations subjected to mechanical load in thermal 
environments are introduced in this paper. The double curved shallow shells are reinforced by single-walled 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) which are assumed to be graded through the thickness direction according to the 
different types of linear functions. Motion and compatibility equations are derived using Reddy's higher order 
shear deformation shell theory and taking into account the effects of initial geometrical imperfection and 
temperature – dependent properties. The deflection – time curve and the natural frequency are determined by 
using Galerkin method and fourth – order Runge – Kutta method. The effects geometrical parameters, elastic 
foundations, initial imperfection, temperature increment, mechanical loads and nanotube volume fraction on the 
nonlinear thermal vibration of the nanocomposite double curved shallow shells are discussed in numerical 
results. The accuracy of present approach and theoretical results is verified by some comparisons with the 
known data in the literature. 
 
Jiamei Zhang, Guansuo Dui and Xueqiang Wang (Institute of Mechanics, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, 
100044, China), “Post-micro-buckling of carbon fibers in functionally graded plates under pure bending”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 419-425, May-June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.02.007 
ABSTRACT: Buckling or loss of stability of fibers in soft matrix composite is considered to be an enabling 
mechanism that can be exploited for enhanced multifunctional behavior. Small buckling deformation of fibers 
effectively prevents the permanent damage of material and makes the structure work better. This paper studies 
the post-buckling behavior of carbon fibers embedded in a functionally graded plate under pure bending. We 
employ the energy method to determine the indicators of degree of buckling deformation, such as the half-
wavelength and maximum amplitudes of buckling fibers. Detailed discussions and comparisons are provided 
between the results obtained from this work and the ones derived by other researchers with plates composed of 
uniformly distributed fibers. It is shown that when the total volume fraction of fibers is the same, the half-
wavelength and maximum amplitudes in functionally graded plates is smaller than those in plates with 
uniformly distributed fibers. Thus the design of functionally graded plates is superior to the plates with 
uniformly distributed fibers. 
 
Ashraf M. Zenkour and rabab A. Alghanmi (Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, King Abdulaziz 
University, Jeddah, 21589, Saudi Arabia), “Bending of exponentially graded plates integrated with piezoelectric 
fiber-reinforced composite actuators resing on elastic foundations”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 75, pp 461-471, May-June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.03.003 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces analytical solution for exponentially graded (EG) plates attached with a 
single-layer of piezoelectric fiber reinforced composite (PFRC) actuator. The plate is undergoing sinusoidal 
electromechanical loads and resting on Pasternak-Winkler's elastic foundations. The displacement components 
are expressed via a higher-order shear deformation theory. The distributions of the electric potential are vary 
linearly along the thickness direction. The equations of equilibrium and boundary conditions are established by 
applying the principle of virtual displacements. Navier's method is used to obtain the problem solution. The 
influences of various parameters like voltage amount, side-to-thickness ratio, Young's modulus ratio and elastic 
foundations parameters are investigated. The current formulations are validated by comparison with published 
results. 
 
Jianshi Fang, Jianping Gu, Hongwei Wang and Xiaopeng Zhang (School of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Nanjing Institute of Technology, Nanjing, 211167, PR China), “Thermal effect on vibrational behaviors of 
rotating functionally graded microbeams”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 75, pp 497-515, 
May-June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.03.005 
ABSTRACT: Thermal effect on size-dependent vibrational behavior of rotating microbeams made of 
functionally graded materials (FGMs) is investigated. It is assumed that the material properties of FGMs change 



smoothly through the thickness of the microbeam according to a power-law variation. Within the framework of 
Timoshenko beam theory (TBT) and Euler-Bernoulli beam theory (EBT), the governing equations and 
associated boundary conditions of rotating hinged-hinged, clamped-free, clamped-clamped and clamped-hinged 
microbeams are determined by using Hamilton's principle and modified couple stress theory. The axial 
nonlinear coupling deformation is taken into account to capture the centrifugal stiffening effect. An assumed-
mode discretization approach is applied to solve these equations numerically. Convergence study and 
comparative examples are presented to verify the accuracy and reliability of the present model. A detailed 
numerical study is carried out to analyze the effects of dimensionless material length scale parameter, 
slenderness ratio, dimensionless angular velocity, temperature change and FG index on the vibrational 
behaviors of rotating FG microbeams. Numerical results indicate that the increasing value of temperature 
change leads to an increase in size dependency of rotating microbeams. The size dependency of rotating 
microbeams considerably differs from that of stationary microbeams. In addition, the gradient change in 
material properties greatly affects the size dependency of rotating FG microbeams. 
 
Dejin Chen, Kai Feng and Shijie Zheng (State Key Laboratory of Mechanics and Control of Mechanical 
Structures, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, 210016, China), “Flapwise vibration 
analysis of rotating composite laminated Timoshenko microbeams with geometric imperfection based on a re-
modified couple stress theory and isogeometric analysis”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 76, 
pp 25-35, July-August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.03.002 
ABSTRACT: This paper makes the first attempt to establish a size-dependent finite element formulation by 
combining isogeometric analysis and a re-modified couple stress theory (RMCST) for anisotropic elasticity. 
The flapwise vibration of rotation composite microbeam with geometrical imperfection connected to a hub is 
explored. This paper employs the NURBS function as the basis function to describe the geometry and 
overcomes the inherent difficulty of constructing higher order continuous displacement function for modified 
couple stress theory based finite element formulation. Besides the angular velocity, slender ratio, scale 
parameter, and maximum imperfection amplitude, the effect of ply angle on the flapwise vibration of rotation 
composite microbeam is investigated in this paper for the first time. This investigation demonstrates that we can 
control the natural frequencies of rotating beam by designing composite laminates in different stacking 
sequences. 
 
Arash Kazemi, Ramin Vatankhah and Mehrdad Farid (School of Mechanical Engineering, Shiraz University, 
Shiraz, Iran), “Vibration analysis of size-dependent functionally graded micro-plates subjected to electrostatic 
and piezoelectric excitations”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 76, pp 46-56, July-August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.03.007 
ABSTRACT: A size–dependent model based on the modified couple stress theory is developed to study free 
vibration, static deflection, and pull-in instability of a fully-clamped functionally graded (FG) micro-plate 
covered by piezoelectric layers subjected to both electrostatic and casimir forces. Considering the geometrically 
nonlinearities, the governing equations of motion and boundary conditions are derived by means of Hamilton's 
principle. The system of equations is solved numerically using finite element method. A Comprehensive 
Verification study is carried out to ensure the accuracy of the proposed model. Obtained results show that the 
volume fraction exponent, piezoelectric voltage, residual stresses, and MLSP considerably affect the natural 
frequency, maximum static deflection, and the electro-mechanical behavior of fully-clamped rectangular micro-
plates. The results also reveal that the pull-in voltage could be maintained within a desirable range through 
proper utilizing of material properties, residual stresses, and piezoelectric voltages. 
 
Xing Qin, Deli Gao and Wenjun Huang (First author is from: SINOPEC Research Institute of Petroleum 
Engineering, 100101, Beijing, China), “Frictional buckling analyses of a slender rod constrained in a horizontal 
cylinder”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 76, pp 70-79, July-August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.03.011 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we have discussed the frictional buckling behavior of a slender rod constrained in a 
horizontal cylinder. Buckling and post-buckling behaviors including the onset of helical buckling and 
subsequent axial force transfer are interpreted in a new way. Helical buckling and concomitant low force 
transfer efficiency which would prevent further axial extended reach is important to engineering structures, such 
as coiled tubing operations in petroleum industry. By means of the beam-column method, new governing 



differential equation of frictional buckling are derived to predict critical buckling force. We also investigate the 
transfer efficiency of axial force quantifying the effect of axial friction on rod lockup phenomenon in post-
buckling analyses by perturbation solution. The coupling effect between axial force and friction is solved for the 
first time in this paper. The bending moment at the lock-up limit which would cause the rod to rupture is also 
analyzed. Finally, we have compared the proposed model with experimental results to verify its validity. 
Through these analyses, we have provided another interpretation to the existing experiment and numerical 
simulation results of frictional buckling. The derived results are simple and convenient for a problem in 
industrial practice. 
 
S.J. Singh and S.P. Harsha (Vibration and Noise Control Laboratory, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
Department, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee, Uttarakhand, 247667, India), “Nonlinear 
dynamic analysis of sandwich S-FGM plate resting on Pasternak foundation under thermal environment”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 76, pp 155-179, July-August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.04.005 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, stress-function Galerkin (SFG) method is employed to investigate the 
dynamic characteristics of a new sigmoid law based sandwich functionally graded plate (S-FGM) plates resting 
of Pasternak elastic foundation in the thermal environment. For modified sigmoid law, a new temperature 
profile is derived considering 1D steady state heat conduction equation. The Hamiltonian formulation is done to 
derive governing equations and nonlinearity, due to Von-Karman strains, is worked out using Airy's function in 
conjunction with Galerkin's method. The time and frequency domain analysis is then performed using a 
numerical integration scheme and harmonic balance method, respectively. The nonlinear rise in temperature is 
considered across the thickness due to the temperature difference between the top and the bottom surface of the 
simply supported plate with immovable edges. Wide-Ranging parametric studies for, linear and nonlinear, 
frequency and time domain analysis have been performed by taking into consideration the effect of thickness 
ratio, inhomogeneity parameter, thermal load, and foundation parameter for various configurations of the 
sandwich plates. Poincaré maps, phase-plane plots and time responses are demonstrated to study the nonlinear 
dynamics behavior of sandwich S-FGM plate under harmonic excitation. The variation of aspect ratios shows 
the route to chaos. With the Winkler foundation, the response is chaotic but becomes weakly chaotic with the 
introduction of the Pasternak type foundation. The dynamic response clearly shows the route to chaos with the 
varying thermal load from ΔT = 0–600 K. It is observed that the periodicity of the plate behavior is primarily 
affected by considering different configurations of the sandwich S-FGM plate. The computed results and 
observations can be utilized as a validation study for future examination for sandwich S-FGM plates. 
 
Rui Li, Haiyang Wang, Xinran Zheng, Sijun Xiong, Zhaoyang Hu, Xiaoye Yan, Zhe Xiao, Houlin Xu and Peng 
Li, “New analytic buckling solutions of rectangular thin plates with two free adjacent edges by the symplectic 
superposition method”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 76, pp 247-262, July-August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.04.014 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with a classic but very difficult type of problems, i.e., pursuing analytic buckling 
solutions of biaxially loaded rectangular thin plates with two free adjacent edges that are characterized by 
having both the free edges and a free corner. The primary challenge is to find the solutions satisfying both the 
governing high-order partial differential equations (PDEs) and non-Lévy-type boundary constraints. Here, an 
up-to-date symplectic superposition method is developed for the issues, which yields the analytic solutions by 
converting the problems to be solved into the superposition of two elaborated subproblems that are solved by 
the symplectic elasticity approach. The distinctive merit of the method is that a direct rigorous derivation helps 
to access the analytic solutions without any assumptions/prior knowledge of the solution forms, which is 
attributed to the implementation in the symplectic space-based Hamiltonian system rather than in the classic 
Euclidean space-based Lagrangian system. As the important outputs, comprehensive new analytic results are 
obtained, with 1200 critical buckling loads and 100 buckling mode shapes presented, which are all well 
validated by the refined finite element analysis. The rapid convergence and favorable accuracy of the present 
method make it competent as a benchmark one for similar problems. 
 



Reza Nazemnezhad, Ruhollah Mahoori, Amin Samadzadeh, “Surface energy effect on nonlinear free axial 
vibration and internal resonances of nanoscale rods”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, 
Article 103784, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.05.001 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to investigate effects of the surface energy parameters on the nonlinear axial 
vibration and internal resonances of nanoscale rods. The surface energy parameters considered are the surface 
density and the surface Lamé constants. The nonlinear governing equation of motion is derived using the 
Hamilton's principle which includes the strain energy and the kinetic energy of the nanorod surface and bulk. 
The strain and kinetic energies of the nanorod bulk are obtained using the classical theory of elasticity and those 
of the nanorod surface are obtained using the surface elasticity theory. Then, the nonlinear governing equation 
of motion is solved using the method of multiple scales and natural frequencies are obtained for fixed-fixed and 
fixed-free boundary conditions. Effects of the surface energy parameters on the frequencies are examined for 
various cases. It is observed that the type of effect of the surface energy parameters depends on their sign. It is 
also seen that the type of effect of the surface energy parameters on nonlinear frequencies may become different 
at higher frequency numbers. The observations of this study can be a useful reference for more accurate design 
and fabrication of nano-electro-mechanical systems in which rod-shaped nano-structures, carbon nanotubes, 
play a significant role. 
 
A. Ghorbanpour Arani, T. Soleymani, “Size-dependent vibration analysis of an axially moving sandwich beam 
with MR core and axially FGM faces layers in yawed supersonic airflow”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103792, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.05.007 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this article is to study the influences of aerodynamic pressure and axially moving 
behavior on the size-dependent vibration of a sandwich structure. Here, the core of sandwich structure is a 
magnetorheological (MR) fluid and face layers are made of functionally graded material (FGM). In order to 
obtain the aerodynamic pressure due to supersonic flow over upper face of structure, the linear piston theory is 
considered. The displacement field of sandwich structure is written according to layerwise theory and the size-
dependent strain energy is obtained based on modified first strain gradient theory (MFSGT). The Hamilton's 
principle is applied to derive the governing equations of motion. In order to solve the partial differential 
equations, the Galerkin method is applied. To validate the presented formulation and solution method, the 
obtained results are compared with the available results in the literature, which shows a good agreement. The 
first set of results investigate the first five natural frequencies of MR sandwich beam based on the different MR 
materials. The variations of frequency and corresponding loss factor are plotted against aerodynamic pressure, 
length scale parameters, axially speed, intensity of external magnetic field, yaw angle, and power-law index, 
and the resulting trends in the plots are discussed in detail. Also, the parameters of critical aerodynamic pressure 
and critical axially speed in different conditions are tabulated. 
 
Jen-San Chen, Zheng-Shun Wen, “Deformation and vibration of a buckled beam constrained by springy walls”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103791, September-October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.05.006 
ABSTRACT: In this paper we study the deformation and vibration of a pinned-pinned buckled beam 
constrained by a pair of springy walls of the Winkler type. Small deformation theory is adopted. Static analysis 
shows that the buckled beam contacts the springy wall in one segment first and then evolves to two-segment 
contact before the edge thrust reaches a maximum. This is different from the conventional case of rigid wall, in 
which only one-segment contact is possible before secondary buckling. The two-segment contact deformations 
before and after reaching the peak thrust are significantly different. Before reaching the peak, the free-of-
contact segment in the middle stays close to the wall. After passing the peak, the free-of-contact segment moves 
away from the wall until the midpoint touches the opposite wall. In vibration analysis, both load control and 
displacement control are considered. For anti-symmetric vibration modes, the natural frequencies are the same 
for load and displacement controls. For symmetric modes, the natural frequencies of displacement control are in 
general higher than the corresponding ones in load control. 
Amer Darvishvand, Asghar Zajkani, “Nonlinear plastic buckling analysis of Micro–Scale thin plates established 
on higher order mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity framework”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103777, September-Ocober 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.04.012 
ABSTRACT: The present study investigates a nonlinear plastic buckling analysis of microplate by using the 
Mechanism-based Strain Gradient (MSG) plasticity. The MSG as a higher order theory is based on the Taylor 



model of dislocation interaction, consisting a multiple plastic work hardening. It extends a virtual work 
postulating the existence of higher-order stress work-conjugate at the in-plane traction of the microplate to the 
plastic strain gradient. The energy minimizing method is applied to obtain plastic buckling critical forces per 
each length scales and plastic hardening exponents. An iterative quadratic extrapolation (IQE) is implemented 
for linearization of nonlinear terms generated due to spatial variations of constitutive equations. The results 
indicate significant dependence of the critical force on the length scale as well as plastic work hardening 
exponent. Verifications are carefully done among two limit states of the elastic case and particular plastic 
analysis of a macro plate. 
 
Arash Imani Aria, Timon Rabczuk, Michael Ian Friswell, “A finite element model for the thermo-elastic 
analysis of functionally graded porous nanobeams”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 
103767, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.04.002 
ABSTRACT: In this study, for the first time, a nonlocal finite element model is proposed to analyse thermo-
elastic behaviour of imperfect functionally graded porous nanobeams (P-FG) on the basis of nonlocal elasticity 
theory and employing a double-parameter elastic foundation. Temperature-dependent material properties are 
considered for the P-FG nanobeam, which are assumed to change continuously through the thickness based on 
the power-law form. The size effects are incorporated in the framework of the nonlocal elasticity theory of 
Eringen. The equations of motion are achieved based on first-order shear deformation beam theory through 
Hamilton's principle. Based on the obtained numerical results, it is observed that the proposed beam element 
can provide accurate buckling and frequency results for the P-FG nanobeams as compared with some 
benchmark results in the literature. The detailed variational and finite element procedure are presented and 
numerical examinations are performed. A parametric study is performed to investigate the influence of several 
parameters such as porosity volume fraction, porosity distribution, thermal loading, material graduation, 
nonlocal parameter, slenderness ratio and elastic foundation stiffness on the critical buckling temperature and 
the nondimensional fundamental frequencies of the P-FG nanobeams. Based on the results of this study, a 
porous FG nanobeam has higher thermal buckling resistance and natural frequencies compared to a perfect FG 
nanobeam. Also, the format of the porosity distribution is important, that uniform distributions of porosity result 
in greater critical buckling temperatures and vibration frequencies, in comparison with functional distributions 
of porosities. 
 
Roshan Lal, Rahul Saini, “On radially symmetric vibrations of functionally graded non-uniform circular plate 
including non-linear temperature rise”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103796, 
September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103796 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the free axisymmetric vibrations of functionally graded circular plate of linearly 
varying thickness controlled by a taper parameter in radial direction and non-linear temperature rise along the 
thickness have been investigated on the basis of classical plate theory. The plate material is graded in transverse 
direction and its mechanical properties are temperature-dependent. The temperature over the top and bottom 
surfaces is assumed to be uniformly distributed. Hamilton's principle has been used to derive the governing 
equations for thermo-elastic equilibrium and axisymmetric motion of such a plate model. The generalized 
differential quadrature method has been employed to obtain the thermal displacements and characteristic 
equations, for clamped and simply supported plates. The lowest three roots of these equations have been 
computed and reported as the values of frequency parameter for the first three modes of vibration. Effect of 
thickness parameter, volume fraction index and temperature difference has been analyzed on the vibration 
characteristics of the plate. A study with temperature-independent material properties has also been performed. 
Results have been compared with the published work. 
 
Do Quang Chan, Tran Quoc Quan, Seung-Eock Kim, Nguyen Dinh Duc, “Nonlinear dynamic response and 
vibration of shear deformable piezoelectric functionally graded truncated conical panel in thermal 
environments”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103795, September-October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103795 
ABSTRACT: The novelty of this study is using the analytical approach to investigate the nonlinear dynamic 
response and vibration of shear deformable functionally graded truncated conical panel with piezoelectric 
actuators, resting on Pasternak type elastic foundations in thermal environments. Material properties are graded 
in the thickness direction according to a simple power law distribution in terms of the fractions of constituents. 



The governing equations are derived based on the first order shear deformation shell theory with a von Karman 
– Donnell type of kinematic nonlinearity in which the Hamilton's principle is used to derive the equations of 
motion of piezoelectric functionally graded truncated conical panel. The those equations are solved by the 
Galerkin method and Runge – Kutta method to determine the nonlinear deflection amplitude – time curves and 
natural frequency of the functionally graded panel. In numerical results, the effects of applied actuator voltage, 
temperature increment, dimensional parameters, semi – vertex angle, material properties and elastic foundations 
on the nonlinear dynamic response and vibration of the piezoelectric functionally graded truncated conical panel 
are discussed in details. The approach are verified with the known results in the literature. 
 
Heiko Topol, Hasan Demirkoparan, Thomas J. Pence, “Morphoelastic fiber remodeling in pressurized thick-
walled cylinders with application to soft tissue collagenous tubes”,  
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103800, September-October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103800 
ABSTRACT: We consider the mechanics of fiber remodeling in a pressurized thick walled cylinder where our 
focus is on the interaction between inflation and remodeling. The material is taken to consist of an 
incompressible neo-Hookean ground substance matrix in which the fibers are embedded. The fiber network is 
assumed to undergo a stretch mediated remodeling process, as suggested by experiments on enzymatic 
degradation of collagen fibers in biological soft tissues. In our treatment, such a remodeling process is defined 
in terms of a constant fiber-creation rate, and a fiber-dissolution rate that decreases with the amount of fiber 
stretch. Here we study how pressure loading of a tube affects this process within the cylindrical wall. The 
impact of two basic load carrying fibers models on the remodeling of the fiber network are explored, as well as 
the effect of two different choices for the fiber's natural configuration when replacement fibers are first 
synthesized. 
 
M.R. Ilkhani, R. Nazemnezhad, “Molecular dynamics simulation and size dependent cylindrical shell models 
for vibrations of spinning axially loaded carbon nanotubes”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 
77, Article 103804, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103804 
ABSTRACT: Today nanotubes are main parts of nano-machines who withstand against axial and vibrational 
loads. So, in this paper a mathematical model is presented to predict behavior of a spinning nanotube under 
axial load. For this purpose, classical thin shell theory and first order shear deformation shell theory are 
combined with nonlocal stress theory. The effect of rotation is considered by adding centrifugal and Coriolis 
forces in the formulations. Also, effect of axial compressive load is added in the formulation by considering 
buckling energy term. Equations are solved for both theories and numerical results are compared with the 
literature for validation. In the case of buckling of spinning nanotube there is not sufficient numerical results for 
comparison. So, Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is done and its results in stationary and rotating 
conditions are compared with the mathematical model. These comparisons approved validity and accuracy of 
the mathematical models. Finally, effect of changing different parameters on the behavior of nanotube is 
investigated. 
 
Mohammad Arefi, Elyas Mohammad-Rezaei Bidgoli, Timon Rabczuk, “Effect of various characteristics of 
graphene nanoplatelets on thermal buckling behavior of FGRC micro plate based on MCST”, European Journal 
of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103802, September-October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103802 
ABSTRACT: The size dependent thermal buckling analysis of composite micro plate is studied in this paper 
based on modified couple stress theory (MCST) and sinusoidal shear deformation theory. The composite micro 
plate is composed of epoxy reinforced with functionally graded graphene nanoplatelets which is distributed 
along the thickness direction based on various distributions (parabolic, linear and uniform distributions). After 
calculation of effective material properties including modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio of composite plate, 
Halpin-Tsai model and rule of mixture, the governing equations are derived based on principle of virtual work. 
The in-plane mechanical and thermal loads are included in the work of external loads. The novelty of this work 
is the application of a modified couple stress theory to predict the mechanical and thermal buckling loads of 
micro plate reinforced composites. The effect of weight fraction of graphene nanoplatelets and various 
distributions of reinforcement was studied on the mechanical and thermal buckling loads. It is concluded that 
with increase of weight fraction of graphene nanoplatelets, the mechanical buckling loads are increased for all 



distributions, while the thermal buckling loads are increased for parabolic distribution, are decreased for linear 
distribution and are insensitive for uniform distribution. 
 
Y. Niu, W. Zhang, X.Y. Guo, “Free vibration of rotating pretwisted functionally graded composite cylindrical 
panel reinforced with graphene platelets”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103798, 
September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103798 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibrations of the rotating pretwisted functionally graded (FG) 
composite cylindrical panels reinforced with the graphene platelets (GPLs) by considering the cantilever 
boundary conditions. The weight fraction of the graphene platelets in each ply may be different, which leads to 
the layer-wise functionally graded composite cylindrical panels reinforced with the GPLs. The effective 
Young's modulus is calculated by the modified Halpin-Tsai model. The effective Poisson's ratio and mass 
density are derived by the rule of the mixture. The strain-displacement relationship is acquired by the Green 
strain tensor. Based on the first-order shear deformation theory, Chebyshev-Ritz method is used to obtain the 
natural frequencies of the rotating pretwisted functionally graded composite cylindrical panel reinforced with 
the GPLs. The natural frequencies are discussed by considering different material and geometry parameters of 
the rotating pretwisted functionally graded composite cylindrical panel reinforced with the GPLs, such as the 
GPL distribution pattern, the GPL weight fraction, the geometries of the GPLs, the pretwisted angle, the 
presetting angle and the rotating speed. Several validations are carried out, the numerical results are in good 
agreement with the results of the literature and ANSYS. 
 
Haijiang Kou, Jiaojiao Du, Mingxuan Liang, Lin Zhu, Li Zeng, Zhida Zhu and Fan Zhang, “Nonlinear 
characteristics of contact-induced vibrations of the rotating variable thickness plate under large deformations”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103801, September-October 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103801 
ABSTRACT: A tip-rub model is developed for nonlinear dynamics analysis of contact-induced vibrations of the 
rotating variable thickness plate under large deformations. Variable thickness, coupled with large deformations, 
contact-impact and centrifugal stiffening, increases complexity of the nonlinear system. Natural frequencies for 
different variable thickness are compared to indicate a great precision of the present method. Solution procedure 
for tip-rub has been proved to be in good agreement with existing experimental results. Numerical simulation 
for tip-rub reveals the requirement of large deformation analysis. Then special attention is given to nonlinear 
characteristics of the rotating rubbing plate with variable thickness. Results show that there are very rich and 
complex nonlinear dynamics of contact-induced vibrations of the rotating variable thickness plate under large 
deformations such as multi-period, bifurcation and chaotic motions. And effects of thickness strategies of 
exponential and linear decrease along the span used in engineering on nonlinear characteristics induced by tip-
rub are investigated. Numerical results reveal that smaller thickness at the free end used to reduce centrifugal 
stress should not be too small to avoid aggravation of contact-induced bifurcation and chaos. Moreover, in order 
to obtain less centrifugal stress and weak chaotic behavior, there is an optimal thickness at the fixed end when 
the smaller thickness at the free end is unchanged. As the order of thickness function increasing, the trend of 
bifurcation and chaotic motions is gradually aggravated. It is better to choose a small order of thickness function 
to ensure stable operation. 
 
M. Heshmati, F. Daneshmand, Y. Amini, Jan Adamowski, “Vibration behavior of poroelastic thick curved 
panels with graded open-cell and saturated closed-cell porosities”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 77, Article 103817, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103817 
ABSTRACT: Recent advances in the development of new engineering materials have led to the creation of 
different types of porous materials. These materials can be used to remove harmful compounds from soil, air, 
and water as a method of environmental remediation. This paper aims to study the mechanical behavior of 
Functionally Graded (FG) porous materials. In terms of engineering applications, these weight-efficient 
materials may allow for an improvement in the structural performance of certain mechanical systems. In this 
analysis, the effects of porosity distribution in curved thick panels made of FG porous materials are numerically 
investigated using the Differential Quadrature Method (DQM). Two types of porous materials, including both 
open-cell and saturated closed-cell panels with three symmetric, non-symmetric, and uniform porosity 
distributions, are considered. Elasticity theory is used to develop the governing differential equations of the 
curved panel. The physical behavior of a curved panel and the influences of porosity distribution, boundary 



conditions, and geometrical characteristics (i.e., angle, length, radius, and thickness) of the panel are 
investigated. 
 
Yin Zhang, Xiaoming Liu, “Response of an infinite beam resting on the tensionless Winkler foundation 
subjected to an axial and a transverse concentrated loads”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, 
Article 103819, September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103819 
ABSTRACT: The presence of an axial load changes the system stiffness of an infinite beam on a tensionless 
Winkler foundation, which also determines the solution form of the beam deflection. Five different closed form 
solutions depending on the axial load are analytically derived in this study. The beam deflections are 
systematically studied when it is subjected to various axial and transverse concentrated loads. Because the 
contact zone of a tensionless contact is not known a priori, it can cause a significant mathematical difficulty in 
solving various tensionless contact problems. In recent tensionless contact researches, the major efforts have 
been developing the efficient but complex algorithms to determine the contact zones. Five transcendental 
equations governing the contact zones, which are straightforward for numerical computations, are also 
analytically derived. The five closed form solutions can serve as a guide line for the further study of the beam 
tensionless contacts with more complex loading scenarios. Furthermore, the model of a beam on the Winkler 
foundation subjected to an axial load is also demonstrated to be applicable to various and different problems. 
 
A. Alaimo, C. Orlando, S. Valvano, “An alternative approach for modal analysis of stiffened thin-walled 
structures with advanced plate elements”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 77, Article 103820, 
September-October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103820 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, many vehicles and buildings are built using the structural concept of stiffened 
structure, in order to achieve greater strength with relatively less material. In the present work, a plate finite 
element with advanced higher-order kinematic field is proposed for the free-vibration analysis of stiffened thin-
walled plate structures. A novel approach is introduced to simplify the modelization and assembling phase for 
the analysis of stiffened structures. The mechanical continuity between skin and stiffener deformed geometry is 
automatically verified with the present approach. On the basis of the Principle of Virtual Displacements, 
Equivalent-Single-Layer and Layer-Wise models related to linear up to fourth order variations of the unknown 
variables in the thickness direction are treated. The Mixed Interpolated Tensorial Components (MITC) method, 
in conjunction with the Finite Element Method (FEM), is employed to contrast the shear locking effect. Various 
stiffener shapes are considered for the assessment of the approach: T shape, double-T shape and Z shape. 
Several numerical investigations are carried out to validate and demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the 
present plate finite element for the modal analysis of stiffened structures, comparing the present results with 
those from classical finite element formulations based on solid elements available in commerical software. 
 
Ashraf M. Zenkour and Maryam H. Aljadani (Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, King Abdulaziz 
University, Jeddah 21589, Saudi Arabia), “Porosity effect on thermal buckling behavior of actuated functionally 
graded piezoelectric nanoplates”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103835, 
November-December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103835 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the thermal buckling of actuated functionally graded piezoelectric porous 
nanoplates. Eringen's nonlocal elasticity theory with a higher-order shear deformation theory are used to obtain 
the analytical solution. The FGP porous nanoscale plate material possesses smooth continuous gradient 
transition of properties between materials as the dimension varies according to a modified power law function. 
The plate is under the influence of several thermal loadings (uniform, linear, nonlinear thermal difference) and 
electric voltages. A closed form solution of simply-supported FGP porous nanoplates is obtained using Navier's 
method. The critical thermal buckling of FGP porous nanoplates subjected to several thermal loadings and 
electric voltages is investigated. Numerical examples are presented to validate the present formulation. The 
influence of several porosity coefficients, small-scale parameters, thermal loadings, geometric parameters, 
power law exponents and external electrical voltages on the thermal buckling of FGP porous nanoplates are 
discussed. 
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“A comparative formulation of T3γs, DST, DKMT and MITC3+ triangular plate elements with new numerical 
results based on s-norm tests”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103826, November-
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103826 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with plate bending triangular elements with shear effect included, having only 
three degrees of freedom at each corner node. In that category, we select four elements due to their appreciation 
in the academic world and performances for practical applications using industrial software. Those four 
elements are T3γs (1982) (equivalent to MITC3 (2004)), DST (1989), DKMT (1993), and MITC3+ (2014). The 
present paper focuses on the detailed formulation of those elements using the same notation and with emphasis 
on their theoretical difference. In particular, the paper shows that for very thick plates DKMT, and MITC3 are 
equivalent. The main other contribution deals with a detailed analysis of the numerical results for classical tests 
or dealing with convergence performance evaluation using s-norm tests for the whole range of extremely thick 
to thin plates. The best elements emerging from the present study are DKMT and MITC3+ with a slight 
advantage to the first due to its simplicity in formulation and performance in all tests. 
 
S.R. Sahoo and M.C. Ray (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 
721302, India), “Active damping of geometrically nonlinear vibrations of smart composite plates using 
elliptical SCLD treatment with fractional derivative viscoelastic layer”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103823, November-December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103823 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the performance of elliptical smart constrained layer damping treatments on active 
damping of geometrical nonlinear vibrations of smart laminated composite plates are analyzed. The 
constraining layers of the damping treatments are comprised of vertically/obliquely reinforced 1–3 piezoelectric 
composites, while the constrained layers are of isotropic viscoelastic material, modelled using the three 
dimensional fractional order derivative model. A meshfree model of the smart composite plate is developed for 
analyzing its nonlinear transient responses within the framework of a layerwise shear and normal deformation 
theory considering the von-Kármán type geometric nonlinearity. Thin composite plates integrated with 
elliptical/rectangular patches of the smart constrained layer damping treatments and having different stacking 
sequences and boundary conditions are considered for presenting the numerical results. The numerical analyses 
demonstrate the higher effectiveness of the elliptical patches over the rectangular ones in attenuating the 
nonlinear vibrations of laminated composite plates. 
 
Seyed Ghasem Enayati and Morteza Dardel (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Babol Noshirvani 
University of Technology, Babol, Mazandaran, Iran), “The effect of bi-axial in-plane loads on nonlinear 
dynamics of micro-plates under harmonic excitation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, 
Article 103836, November-December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103836 
ABSTRACT: Based on the theories of the first-order shear deformation (FSDT) plate and the modified couple 
stress, a nonlinear micro-plate model is developed for steady state dynamics of harmonically excited micro-
plates subjected to two-sided in-plane tension or compressive loads. The governing equations of motion and 
corresponding boundary conditions are derived using Hamilton's principle. The semi-analytical method of 
Galerkin's is utilized to discretize the governing equations of motion into ordinary differential equations. By 
performing complexification-averaging method and arc-length continuation techniques, semi-analytical 
approximations for nonlinear steady-state response is developed. For micro-plate with post-buckling 
deformation coexisting attractors are observed. These attractors have different nonlinear behaviors such as multi 
frequency, period doubling, intermittency, quasi-periodic and chaotic behaviors. The effects of different 
parameters such as in-plane load, load ratio, the material length scale parameter and aspect ratio on the 
nonlinear forced vibration are examined. 
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“The inconsistency of nonlocal effect on carbon nanotube conveying fluid and a proposed solution based on 
local/nonlocal model”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103837, November-
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103837 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic behavior of carbon nanotube conveying fluid has long been studied employing 
modified continuum models, especially Eringen's nonlocal model, which, however, is recently considered as ill-
posed and leads to cantilever paradox. In this paper, the inconsistency of nonlocal effect, derived from Eringen's 
differential nonlocal model, on nanotube conveying fluid under various boundary conditions is detected. And 
then, to solve this, the local/nonlocal model is introduced as a better substitute. Both governing equations of the 
two models are derived. Then the integro-differential governing equation derived from local/nonlocal model is 
converted into a differential one with two supplementary boundary conditions. The two governing equations are 
deciphered by wave method, since equations in such form have been demonstrated to be impossible to obtain 
solutions directly. Nonlocal effect is recognized to be twofold: changing the stiffness of the nanotube itself and 
modifying the softening effect of inside fluid on the whole nanotube-conveying-fluid system. And it is the 
unusual effect of the first part, derived from Eringen's differential nonlocal model, on the fundamental 
frequency of fluid-conveying nanotube with clamped-free supports that leaks the inconsistency. On the 
contrary, nonlocal effect, derived from local/nonlocal model, consistently decreases the eigen-frequencies of all 
considered modes under whichever of the four boundary conditions. Besides, the first phase parameter can 
switch down the nolocal effect disregarding the value of nonlcoal parameter, while if the first phase parameter 
is out of the neighborhood of 1, it appears that the first phase parameter and nonlocal parameter don't limit the 
modulating-nonlocal-effect ability of each other. 
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“Stochastic stability of viscoelastic plates under bounded noise excitation”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103849, November-December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103849 
ABSTRACT: Stochastic stability of a viscoelastic plate in supersonic flow is investigated through both moment 
Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov exponents, which are important indexes to characterize the moment 
stability and almost-sure stability of a stochastic dynamical system, respectively. The excitation is modelled as a 
bounded noise process. The plate is a typical example of a coupled non-gyroscopic system. By using the 
method of stochastic averaging, the equations of motion are decoupled into Itô differential equations, from 
which moment Lyapunov exponents are readily obtained. The Lyapunov exponents are obtained from the 
relation with moment Lyapunov exponents. Depending upon the relation among natural and excitation 
frequencies, parametric resonance can be categorized into no resonance, subharmonic resonance, combination 
additive resonance, and combination differential resonance. The diagrams of instability can provide insights on 
how to analyze and control parametric resonance in engineering applications. 
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“Static bending and free vibration of organic solar cell resting on Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation through 
the modified strain gradient theory”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103852, 
November-December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103852 
ABSTRACT: Organic solar cell (OSC), which is deemed to be the most promising third generation solar energy 
application, is developing vigorously. Based on the modified strain gradient theory (MSGT) and the refined 
shear deformation plate theory, static bending and free vibration of the size-dependent OSC are thoroughly 



investigated in this paper. A Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation is considered for the OSC. A multiscale 
suitable plate analysis framework (i.e., both macro- and micro plates can be handled) is developed herein. Three 
length scale parameters are incorporated in the presented analysis to capture the size-dependency of the OSC. 
By setting two or three of them into zero, the presented model could degenerate into the modified couple stress 
theory (MCST) and the classical plate theory (CPT). The derivation of the governing equations and the 
corresponding boundary conditions are conducted by Hamilton principle. The Navier-type solution is employed 
for solving the governing equations of the simply supported OSC. The accuracy of the presented method is 
validated. Extensive numerical experiments have been conducted to investigate the differences between the 
adopted MSGT, the MCST and the CPT. Moreover, the impacts of the geometrical configuration as well as the 
elastic foundation parameters on the static bending and free vibration characteristics are illustrated in the 
numerical studies. This paper also explores the thickness of the active layer effect on the free vibration 
behaviour in combination with the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the OSC. 
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“An isogeometric approach of static and free vibration analyses for porous FG nanoplates”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103851, November-December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103851 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents porosity-dependent analysis of functionally graded nanoplates, which are 
made of two kinds of porous materials, based on isogeometric approach for the first time. Material properties of 
the nanoplates are described by using a modified power-law function. The Eringen's nonlocal elasticity is used 
to capture the size effects. Using the Hamilton's principle, the governing equations of the porous FG nanoplates 
using the higher order shear deformation theory are derived. The obtained results demonstrate the significance 
effect of nonlocal parameter, material composition, porosity factor, porosity distributions, volume fraction 
exponent and geometrical parameters on static and free vibration analyses of nanoplates. 
 
Jiang Lai, Lei Sun and Pengzhou Li (Nuclear Power Institute of China, Chengdu, 610213, China), “Two-phase 
flow-induced instability and nonlinear dynamics of a single tube in tube bundles in the transverse direction”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 78, Article 103858, November-December 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103858 
ABSTRACT: Two-phase cross-flow-induced instability and chaotic motions of a single tube in a rotated 
triangular tube array impacting on loose support was studied using an analytic model. The Hopf bifurcation 
velocities of the tube bundles within void fraction of the two-phase flow ranging from 0% to 80% were first 
investigated. The theoretical results have indicated that, with increasing void fraction, the tube bundles may 
become more stable verified by our previous experimental studies. To explore the post-instability dynamics 
characteristics of a single tube in tube bundles, a Runge-Kutta scheme was used to solve the nonlinear 
governing equations in five void fraction conditions. The numerical results that when the flow pitch velocity 
increases beyond the Hopf bifurcation velocity, the limit cycle motion occurs. And, the amplitude of the limit 
cycle motion grows until chaotic motion occurs at a sufficiently high flow pitch velocity. The effect of the void 
fraction on the global dynamics of a single tube in tube bundles system was also investigated. 
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“Dynamics of ribbed plates with inner resonance: Analytical homogenized models and experimental 
validation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 79, Article 103838, January-February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103838 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the theoretical, numerical and experimental behavior of periodic 
orthogonally ribbed plates. It extends the paper (Fossat et al., 2018) in which a comprehensive homogenized 



model has been established for flexural and torsional motion of periodic 1D-ribbed plates. New theoretical 
results describing the out-of-plane behavior of cellular plates involving inner resonance phenomena, are derived 
using an asymptotic approach. In this aim, the out-of-plane model of beam grids accounting for local bending 
and torsion is first established through the asymptotic method of homogenization of periodic discrete media. 
Then, the coupling between the beam grid and the internal plates (fully or partially connected to it) is detailed. 
This lead to an explicit analytical formulation of the equivalent plate model whose effective parameters arise 
from the geometry and mechanical properties of the unit cell. The unconventional features of the flexural wave 
dispersion are shown to be straightforwardly related to inner-resonance phenomena. These theoretical results 
are successfully compared to numerical computations conducted using WFEM. Furthermore, experiments 
performed on two prototypes of ribbed plates evidence the ability of the homogenized model to describe their 
complex dynamic behavior. The latter is characterized by the co-existence of a dynamic regime at both the 
micro-scale of the period and the macro-scale of the whole structure, that results in an inhomogeneous 
kinematics where the plate and beam displacements differ at the leading order. These unique features depart 
from the usual assumptions retained in plate mechanics and generates the observed non-conventional features. 
In conclusion, it is stressed that the study yields design rules to tailor cellular panels having specific atypical 
features in a given frequency range. 
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N. Kharghani and C. Guedes Soares (Centre for Marine Technology and Ocean Engineering (CENTEC), 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal), “Experimental, numerical and analytical 
study of buckling of rectangular composite laminates”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 79, 
Article 103869, January-February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103869 
ABSTRACT: The deflection of composite laminates and their maximum compressive and tensile strains under 
in-plane compression, buckling and post-buckling conditions are investigated in this study. For this purpose, 
different equivalent single layer and layer wise theories based on polynomial and trigonometric shape functions 
are used. Then the Rayleigh–Ritz approximation technique and the principle of minimum potential energy are 
applied to obtain the unknown coefficients of the displacement fields. The results are compared with a three-
dimensional finite element analysis and an experimental program is conducted to produce data for validation of 
theoretical and numerical methods. Mesh independency is also studied to evaluate the accuracy of the finite 
element results. Regarding to the computational costs and agreement of the analytical and numerical results 
with the experimental ones, the layer wise higher order shear deformation theory (LHSDT) based on 
polynomial shape functions is the most efficient and flexible theory in calculation of the deflection and strains 
for the very thin to thick laminates in the buckling and post-buckling conditions. 
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“Extension of linear stability analysis for the dynamic stretching of plates: Spatio-temporal evolution of the 
perturbation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 79, Article 103860, January-February 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103860 
ABSTRACT: Being able to predict fragment distributions in terms of speed and size, following the fracture of 
thin metallic shells subjected to dynamic expansion, is of major importance for civil and military applications. 
For ductile metals, this fracture process is initiated by plastic flow instability resulting in necking, i.e. the 
occurrence of local thinnings where the plastic deformation is localized. Since decades, linear stability analyses 
have been carried out to study the multiple necking formation via a perturbation of the fundamental state. The 
underlying assumption related to the linear stability analyses developed so far is the time scale separation 
(meaning that the development of the instability is much faster than the evolution of the fundamental state), see 
Fressengeas and Molinari (1994) or Shenoy and Freund (1999). The aim of the work is to propose an extended 
linear stability analysis which can tackle situations where the time scale separation hypothesis is no more 
satisfied (i.e. at very large strain rates). The proposed methodology is exemplified by considering the dynamic 
extension of a plate under plane strain condition; the material behavior being modeled adopting various 
constitutive laws from rate insensitive to thermo-viscoplastic ones. The role of initial perturbation (or defect) is 
discussed. While the role of the initial conditions is important at the early stage of the deformation process, their 
influence on the growth rate and on the dominant mode are negligible at large strain for moderate loading rate. 
One main feature of the proposed model is the estimation of the amplitude development of each mode. A strong 
difference in the amplitude predictions is revealed between the new model and the classical linear stability 
analysis of the literature, even if the growth rates are comparable for both approaches at late deformation stage. 
However, history effect related to the amplitude of a given mode, originating from the early stage process, may 
lead to strong amplitude differences which remain visible at the late stage. The benefit of the new theory is the 
fact that the spatio-temporal evolution of the mechanical and thermal parts of the perturbation can be captured 
naturally, even for cases where the plastic flow is initially stable and becomes unstable as the deformation 
progresses. 
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Shenyang, 110819, China), “Nonlinear primary resonance with 1:3:6 internal resonances of the symmetric 
rectangular honeycomb sandwich panels”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103908, 
March-April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103908 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear primary resonances with 1:3:6 of symmetric rectangular honeycomb sandwich 
panels with simply supported boundaries along all four edges are studied. The nonlinear governing equations of 
the symmetric rectangular honeycomb sandwich panel subjected to transverse excitations are derived by using 
Hamilton's principle and Reddy's third-order shear deformation theory. These nonlinear partial differential 
equations are reduced into nonlinear ordinary differential equations by the Galerkin method. Based on the 
homotopy analysis method, the average equations of the primary resonance are obtained. For all the three 
primary resonances cases, the frequency-response curves of primary resonance are constructed. Comparison 
studies on the forced vibration of cubic non-linearity system are conducted to verify the correctness and 
accuracy of the homotopy analysis method. Effects of thickness-to-length ratio, width-to-length ratio and 
transverse excitation on the nonlinear primary response have been investigated for honeycomb sandwich panels. 
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“A penalty-based multifiber finite element model for coupled bending and torsional-warping analysis of 
composite beams”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103915, March-April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103915 
ABSTRACT: A new multifiber finite element model is derived for the analysis of laminated composite and 
sandwich beams under combined transverse and torsional loads. The proposed model decouples the problem of 
3D analysis of composite beams into 2D cross-sectional analysis and 1D beam analysis. The effects of 
transverse shear deformations and restrained warping due to torsion are included in the formulation. The 
interlaminar continuity requirements of the transverse shear stresses due to bending and torsion at the interfaces 
between layers are satisfied in the presented formulation. The boundary requirements of shear stresses on the 
exterior surfaces of the beam are also fulfilled. In the derivation of the proposed model, a 2D finite element 
based on penalty approach is firstly developed for the approximation of the warping function over the cross-
section. Then, a 1D multifiber finite element model is derived for the approximation of unknown generalized 



displacement of beams. Accuracy of the present multifiber finite element model is evaluated by comparing the 
present results with numerical and analytical results available in open literature, and 3D finite element solutions. 
The comparisons show that the presented formulation of this study gives quasi-3D results with a lower 
computational cost. 
 
Om Namha Shivay and Santwana Mukhopadhyay (Department of Mathematical Sciences, Indian Institute of 
Technology (BHU), Varanasi-221005, India), “A complete Galerkin’s type approach of finite element for the 
solution of a problem on modified Green–Lindsay thermoelasticity for a functionally graded hollow disk”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103914, March-April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103914 
ABSTRACT: The present work is concerned with the modified Green–Lindsay thermoelasticity theory 
involving strain-rate. This theory has been proposed very recently to modify the Green–Lindsay (GL) model of 
thermoelasticity by introducing both temperature and strain-rate in the constitutive relations of coupled thermo-
mechanics. We consider a problem involving coupled thermo-mechanical interactions inside a functionally 
graded hollow disk due to thermal shock applied at its stress-free inner and outer boundaries. The material 
properties of the disk are assumed to be non-homogeneous and changing along the radial direction according to 
a volume fraction rule with a power of non-homogeneity index term. We formulate the problem by considering 
the basic governing equations of GL and modified GL thermoelasticity theories in a unified form and derive a 
linear system of coupled partial differential equations with variable coefficients. The major aim of this work is 
to apply a complete finite element method to obtain the solution of the problem. We solve the system of 
equations by applying a Galerkin’s approach of FEM for the space domain and derive the time differential 
system of equations. To solve this time differential system of equations, we use two different approaches: (1) a 
Galerkin’s type FE approach and (2) the Newmark time integration scheme. We compare the results obtained 
from these two different approaches and find that the solution obtained by complete Galerkin’s approach of 
FEM perfectly matches with the corresponding solution obtained from Newmark time integration scheme. We 
further compare the CPU time taken by these two methods with the CPU time taken by the trans-finite element 
method and reveal the efficiency of the present method over trans-FE method. The variation of different 
physical field variables with space and time is discussed for various values of the non-homogeneity index by 
highlighting the difference in the results under the GL model and modified GL model. 
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“Buckling behavior of composite and functionally graded material plates”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
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ABSTRACT: In this work the formulation for linear buckling and for geometrically nonlinear analysis of 
laminated composite and functionally graded material (FGM) plates under mechanical uniaxial in-plane 
uniform loads, and thermal loads, is presented. An implemented finite element model based on a non-
conforming triangular flat plate/shell element with three nodes and eight degrees of freedom per node, 
associated with a higher order shear deformation theory is used. The through the thickness variation of the 
material properties, discrete for laminated composite plates or continuous for FGM plates, as well as the 
through the thickness temperature distribution, originate a non-symmetry with respect to the middle-surface. 
Thus, in general, the occurrence of bifurcation-type buckling should be studied, and the transverse deflection at 
the centre of the plate could be a good indicator to anticipate this occurrence. The solutions of some illustrative 
examples involving different boundary conditions, composite lay-up, FGM variation of volume fractions, 
temperature distributions, material combinations, and boundary conditions are presented for benchmarking 
purposes, with emphasis for the plate transverse deflections. Linear solutions are compared with numerical 
alternative models. The occurrence of bifurcation-type buckling is discussed for several representative cases, 



the validity of the linear buckling solutions is addressed and nonlinear analyses have been performed for 
confirmation purposes. 
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“Longitudinal stiffness and thermal conductivity of twisted carbon nanoribbons”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103920, March-April 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: The effect of graphene nanoribbon twist on its lateral buckling resistance to axial compression 
and on its thermal conductivity is analyzed with the help of molecular dynamics simulations. It is shown that 
the nanoribbon twisted by an angle close to π can withstand three times greater compressive force as compared 
to a flat nanoribbon. The explanation lies in the fact that such twist increases the effective area moment of 
inertia of the nanoribbon cross section. It is also found that the thermal conductivity coefficient of the 
nanoribbon increases monotonically up to 10% with increasing twist angle, in the regime of uniform twisting. 
This effect is due to the introduction of tensile strain in the twisted nanoribbon, which increases the contribution 
of the acoustic out-of plane (ZA) phonon modes to thermal conductivity. Our results demonstrate that twist 
deformation of nanoribbons can improve their mechanical and physical properties. The reported effects can be 
observed for 2D materials other than graphene because they have simple mechanical explanation not related to a 
particular crystal structure. 
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ABSTRACT: Double-V microstructure (DVM) is a type of auxetic cellular material with negative Poisson's 
ratio (NPR). Accurate predictions of the mechanical properties of these microstructures at large strains are 
critical for many engineering applications. In this paper, nonlinear theoretical models of two-dimensional (2D) 
and three-dimensional (3D) DVM based on a large beam deflection model are established to predict the 
normalized Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio in the principal directions. The theoretical solutions are 
compared to solutions obtained from numerical finite element analyses and quasi-static compression 
experiments of a 2D prototype manufactured using additive printing technique. It is found that there is good 
agreement between these results, validating the accuracy of the proposed theoretical model. Effects of geometry 
parameters on the mechanical properties of the DVM are also investigated to understand the mechanical 
behavior at large strains. This study provides validated models for predicting the behavior of these 
microstructures at large strains, useful for engineering designs. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the Galerkin method is used to study the stability of cantilever functionally graded 
material (FGM) nanotube under thermo-magnetic coupling effect. The influences of external magnetic field and 
temperature on the stability of the FGM nanotube are investigated, and the influences of non-local parameters 



(en), Knudsen number (Kn), elastic coefficient of elastic matrix (ks) and volume fraction exponent (n) on the 
dynamic instability critical velocity (ucr) of FGM nanotube are discussed. It can be concluded that additional 
axial magnetic field, increase of temperature and increase of elastic coefficient will lead to the increase of 
critical instability velocity, while the increase of Kn, n and en will lead to the decrease of the critical instability 
velocity. Based on the conditions assumed in this paper, under the coupling effect of temperature, magnetic 
field and ks and the coupling effect of temperature, magnetic field and n, the ucr increases by 29.63% and 26.28% 
respectively. However, under the coupling effect of temperature, magnetic field and en and the coupling effect of 
temperature, magnetic field and Kn, the ucr decreases by 16.95% and 10.25% respectively. 
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“A deep energy method for finite deformation hyperelasticity”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 
80, Article 103874, March-April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103874 
ABSTRACT: We present a deep energy method for finite deformation hyperelasticitiy using deep neural 
networks (DNNs). The method avoids entirely a discretization such as FEM. Instead, the potential energy as a 
loss function of the system is directly minimized. To train the DNNs, a backpropagation dealing with the 
gradient loss is computed and then the minimization is performed by a standard optimizer. The learning process 
will yield the neural network's parameters (weights and biases). Once the network is trained, a numerical 
solution can be obtained much faster compared to a classical approach based on finite elements for instance. 
The presented approach is very simple to implement and requires only a few lines of code within the open-
source machine learning framework such as Tensorflow or Pytorch. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of 
our DNNs based solution for several benchmark problems, which shows comparable computational efficiency 
such as FEM solutions. 
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PR China), “Temperature-related study on buckling properties of double-walled carbon nanotubes”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103875, March-April 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the influence of finite temperature on the axial buckling of double walled carbon 
nanotubes (DWCNTs) is investigated based on the non-local Timoshenko beam model. The double walled 
carbon nanotube with different nonlocal effects is considered as an elastic structure model of mechanics, which 
is composed of the Van der Waals' force between the two-layers/two walls of carbon nanotubes. Molecular 
structure mechanics model incorporating thermal temperature is developed to study the relation between 
Young's modulus and temperature. The temperature dependent Young's modulus is applied to study the 
mechanical property of double walled carbon nanotubes. It is found that the axial buckling properties of 
DWCNTs decrease with the increase of the finite temperature at high temperature, however, the axial buckling 
properties of DWCNTs increase with the increase of the finite temperature at low or room temperature. 
Moreover, it is noted that the continuous temperature has litter effect on the axial buckling property of 
DWCNTs at the low temperature. However, the influence of continuous temperature on the mechanical 
properties of DWCNTs can not be neglected at the high temperature. 
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ABSTRACT: Based on appropriate nonlocal continuum models, free vibrations of a group of double-walled 
carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) with forest configuration are going to be studied carefully. The nanosystem has 
been embedded in an elastic material such that the exterior nanotubes interact with the adjacent environment. 
The constitutive tubes of the nanosystem are modeled via nonlocal Rayleigh and high-order beams and all 
existing van der Waals forces between the walls of different DWCNTs are appropriately included in the 



developed models. Using the Hamilton's principle, the complex equations of motion of the nanosystem are 
obtained by exploiting two continuous and discrete models with some effort. For two conditions of the exterior 
tubes, the frequency analyses are carried out using assumed mode method and Galerkin approach based on 
discrete and continuous models. A close comparison of the results of the discrete models and those of the 
continuous ones demonstrates the success of the newly developed continuous models. These models would be 
very useful in the analysis of populous nanosystems. Finally, the crucial roles of the geometry of the nanotubes, 
intertube distance, lateral stiffness of the nearby matrix, and the nonlocality on the frequencies are investigated. 
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European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103879, March-April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103879 
ABSTRACT: This paper constructs a four-node Kirchhoff plate element considering dilatation, deviatoric 
stretch and rotation gradient effects to address the general boundary value problems of size-dependent isotropic 
thin micro-plates. This element benefits from the merits of differential quadrature method (DQM) and finite 
element method (FEM) and possesses four nodal displacement parameters at each node, i.e., deflection, its two 
first partial derivatives and one second mixed partial derivative with respect to two in-plane coordinates. To 
guarantee the C2 partial compatibility among neighboring elements, we establish a novel DQ-based geometric 
mapping scheme relating the deflection values at Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points to the displacement 
parameters at four nodes. By applying the DQ rule, the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule and the developed 
mapping scheme, the total potential energy of a generic gradient-elastic Kirchhoff plate element is represented 
as a function of nodal displacement parameters. The element formulation is derived using the minimum total 
potential energy principle. Several numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the validity of the proposed 
method and explore the static bending, free vibration and critical buckling behavior of thin micro-plates. It is 
validated that the size-dependence of vibration and critical buckling mode shapes of thin micro-plates can be 
observed in some cases. 
 
Maen Alkhader, Wael Abuzaid, Mostafa Elyoussef and Sakher Al-Adaileh (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, American University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates), “Localized strain fields in honeycomb 
materials with convex and concaved cells”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 80, Article 103890, 
March-April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103890 
ABSTRACT: Characterizing the local deformations and strain fields in ligaments of periodic honeycomb 
materials is instrumental to applications such as cores of sandwich structure as well as honeycomb shaped 
tunable phononic crystals, compliant metamaterials, and 4D printed shape memory materials. Such applications 
employ honeycomb shaped materials whose nonlinear behavior is controlled by localized deformations in their 
ligaments. These local deformations can exhibit values and complex non-uniform states that far exceed the 
overall macroscopic deformations and strains sustained by the honeycomb material in value and complexity. 
Each of the aforementioned applications can be better designed with an improved understanding of the 
evolution of local strain fields in honeycombs' ligaments during their deformation. This work aims to 
characterize the local strains and deformations developing in honeycomb ligaments near honeycombs’ 
macroscopic onset of yielding. Finite element computations and the full field strain measurement technique 
digital image correlation (DIC) are used to measure and characterize the local deformations in the ligaments of 
concaved and convex honeycombs. Results show nonlinear strain gradients and significant localization in 
deformed ligaments. Moreover, complex state of stress comprising biaxial normal stresses and shear stresses 
exists near plastic zones. 
 
M.H. Nagaraj, I. Kaleel, E. Carrera and M. Petrolo (MUL2 Group, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy), “Contact analysis of 
laminated structures including transverse shear and stretching”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 
80, Article 103899, March-April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103899 



ABSTRACT: This work presents contact problems of laminated structures via the Carrera Unified Formulation 
(CUF). The modeling approach makes use of higher-order 1D elements accounting for transverse shear and 
stretching. The current work considers normal, frictionless contact based on a node-to-node formulation, and 
the penalty approach to enforce the contact constraints. Numerical assessments compare classical beam 
theories, higher-order CUF, and 3D finite element models regarding solution accuracy, computational size, and 
time required for the analysis. The results show the validity of Layer-Wise CUF models to capture both global 
and local deformations accurately, which is a shortcoming of classical beam theories, and require at least an 
order of magnitude fewer degrees of freedom and computational time than a full 3D finite element analysis. 
Particularly relevant are the accurate distributions of transverse shear stress and stretching along the thickness in 
the perspective of failure analyses. 
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“Identification of the Lamé parameters of an inhomogeneous pipe based on the displacement field data”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103939, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103939 
ABSTRACT: The present paper considers the direct and inverse problems on steady-state oscillations of 
functionally graded elastic pipe. The direct problem is reduced to solving a numerical set of canonical systems 
of first-order differential equations with variable coefficients. The influence of the variable Lamé parameters on 
the displacement functions and amplitude–frequency characteristics is estimated. The solution of the inverse 
problem on determination of the functions describing the change in the Lamé parameters is obtained 
numerically by inverting differential operators on the basis of the displacement field data gathered in a finite set 
of points at a fixed frequency. The results of computational experiments are discussed. 
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“Generalization of Eringen's result for random response of a beam on elastic foundation”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103931, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103931 
ABSTRACT: The Eringen's result for random vibration of the simply-supported Bernoulli-Euler beam 
subjected to the “rain-on-the-roof” excitation is extended to the beam placed on Winkler elastic foundation. The 
normal mode approach is utilized. The attendant infinite series are summed up in the closed form. 
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“An assessment of multiscale asymptotic expansion method for linear static problems of periodic composite 
structures”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103951, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103951 
ABSTRACT: The decoupled multiscale asymptotic expansion method (MsAEM) is applicable to the analysis of 
composite structures with periodic microstructures. When using the MsAEM to solve linear static problems, 
unit-cell influence functions must be solved from the microscale (or unit cell) problem with microscopic 
periodic boundary conditions, and homogenized displacements and their derivatives must be solved from the 
macroscale (or homogenized) problem with macrostructural boundary conditions. This paper compares the 
influence functions solved by using the normalization condition, the Dirichlet homogeneous boundary 
condition, and the oversampling technique or the super unit cell approach. It is concluded that the oversampling 
technique is a better way of dealing with periodic boundary conditions compared to the normalization condition. 
Another contribution of this work is to propose a combination method in which the MsAEM is used inside the 
structure and the multiscale eigenelement method (MEM) is used dealing with the boundary layer problem, and 



it is shown that this combination method can achieve accurate microscopic results for structures with any 
boundary conditions. In addition, the paper reveals the effects of different order expansion terms and gives 
some practical suggestions on how to determine the expansion order. Numerical comparisons validate the 
present combination method and all conclusions. 
 
A. Alibeigloo (Mech. Eng. Dep., Faculty of Engineering, Tarbiat Modares University, 14115-143, Tehran, 
Iran), “Three-dimensional thermoelasticity analysis of graphene platelets reinforced cylindrical panel”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103941, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2019.103941 
ABSTRACT: Thermoelastic behavior of composite cylindrical panel reinforced with graphene platelets 
distributed along the radial direction uniformly (UD) or functionally graded, math , math, math and math 
pattern is studied in the frame work of elasticity theory. Functionally graded graphene platelets reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) cylindrical panel with simply supported boundary conditions is subjected to constant 
temperature at its inner and outer surfaces. By applying Fourier series expansion to the physical quantities along 
the axial and circumferential coordinates and using state space technique along the radial direction, state space 
governing differential equations can be derived and solved analytically. Parametric study is conducted by 
considering the effects of weight fraction as well as geometry and size of GPLs, pattern of graphene platelets 
distribution, applied temperature on thermoelastic behavior of GPLRC cylindrical panel. From numerical 
illustration it is evident that adding a little content GPLs affects thermoelastic behavior of GPLRC cylindrical 
panel significantly. 
 
M. Jin (Department of Mechanics, School of Civil Engineering, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, 100044, 
PR China), “Stability to discontinuous perturbations for one inflexion Euler elasticas with one end fixed and the 
other clamped in rotation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103954, May-June 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103954 
ABSTRACT: By Weierstrass field theory in calculus of variations, stability of one inflexion Euler elastica with 
one end fixed and the other clamped in rotation is analyzed. Of particular interest in this paper is the question 
whether or not the potential energy holds a strong minimum value with respect to the angle of cross section. An 
analytical proof is presented that these Euler elasticas are the strong minimizers for the potential energy. These 
Euler elasticas with one inflexion are stable for the disturbance where derivative of the disturbance angle may 
be both continuous and discontinuous for the first kind. 
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“Buckling of a rectangular composite orthotropic plate with two parallel free edges and the other two edges 
clamped and subjected to uniaxial compressive distributed load”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 81, Article 103960, May-June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103960 
ABSTRACT: The paper is concerned with the solution to the buckling problem of a plate having two opposite 
edges free and subjected to a uniform compressive load applied to another two fully clamped edges. At first 
glance, the problem might look simple, resembling the buckling of a compressed strip-beam. However, this is 
not the case. The buckled plate bends between the free edges as opposed to the beam buckling mode. The 
situation even more complicated when the plate material is not isotropic since the bending depends not only on 
the plate's aspect ratio but also on the elastic properties of the material. In this work, an analytical solution for 
such a buckling problem formulated for an orthotropic composite plate and based on the combined Kantorovich 
and generalised Galerkin methods is presented, and a compact analytical formula for the critical load is derived. 
The solution was verified by comparison with the finite element analysis. 
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“Extremely large-amplitude dynamics of cantilevers under coupled base excitation”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103953, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103953 
ABSTRACT: Extremely large-amplitude nonlinear dynamics of a cantilever with a mass at the tip under 
coupled base excitations is examined for the first time. An exact model of the centreline rotation of the 
cantilever is developed capable of accurately predicting the cantilever dynamic response even at extremely large 
amplitudes; a nonlinear static finite element analysis is conducted to verify the accuracy of the proposed model 
at very large deflection amplitudes. The proposed model is based on the theory of Euler-Bernoulli and the 
internal damping model of Kelvin-Voigt; the centreline of the cantilever is assumed to remain inextensible. The 
proposed model for the cantilever centreline rotation is discretised via the Galerkin modal decomposition 
method while keeping all terms exact. Extensive numerical simulations are conducted to examine the primary 
and parametric resonance of the cantilever due to transverse and axial base excitations, respectively. It is shown 
that under the same axial and transverse amplitudes of excitation, the parametric resonance is much stronger 
than the primary resonance. 
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“SH waves in multilayered piezoelectric semiconductor plates with imperfect interfaces”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103961, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103961 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, analytical solutions for SH waves in transversely isotropic multilayered 
piezoelectric semiconductor (PSC) plates with imperfect interfaces are obtained. The extended displacements 
and stresses are expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors by introducing the extended Stroh 
formalism. Making use of the dual variable and position (DVP) method and the imperfect interface conditions, 
the transfer matrix which relates the extended displacement and traction on the lower and upper interfaces of the 
multilayered plates is derived. Then the dispersion relation is obtained by using the boundary conditions on the 
top and bottom surfaces of the multilayered plates. Effect of the steady-state carrier density in single-layer ZnO 
plate, and effect of stacking sequences and imperfect interfaces in sandwich plates are discussed via numerical 
examples. Particularly, the critical elastic (E), piezoelectric (PE), and PSC wave domains are identified for the 
given carrier density, plate thickness and frequency, which could be very helpful as theoretical guidance for the 
design of PSC devices. 
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“Analytical solution of the stresses in doubly tapered box girders”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 81, Article 103969, May-June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103969 
ABSTRACT: Lengthwise geometrical variations such as taper, are widely employed in engineering structures, 
e.g. in wind turbine blades, aircraft wings and bridges. Notwithstanding the effects of taper on the mechanical 
behaviour of beams, it is common design procedure to model such structures as prismatic beams. Indeed, the 
derivation of analytical solution of the stress components in tapered beams is not a trivial task. This work 
provides the above-mentioned analytical solution of the stresses in tapered box girders, whose width and height 
are varying along the longitudinal axis of the beam. The proposed solution deals with any arbitrarily oriented 
external forces and it is based on the hypothesis of homogeneous isotropic material. The analytical solution 
shows that a combination of even small vertical and horizontal tapers highly influences the stress distribution. A 
parametric study of the relation between taper and the von Mises stress was investigated. Furthermore, it is 



evinced that disregarding taper effects might lead to an overestimation of the fatigue lifetime of the structures 
up to 12%. 
 
Olga Doeva, Pedram Khaneh Masjedi and Paul M. Weaver (Bernal Institute, School of Engineering, University 
of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland), “Static deflection of fully coupled composite Timoshenko beams: An exact 
analytical solution”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103975, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103975 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to present the exact analytical solution for the static deflection 
analysis of fully coupled composite Timoshenko beams. The system of governing equations and the boundary 
conditions are derived from variational principles. Using the method of direct integration, the exact analytical 
solution of the static deflection of a Timoshenko beam is obtained by solving this system of differential 
equations in terms of transverse displacements and cross-sectional rotations. Static deflection analyses of 
Timoshenko beams, subject to various boundary conditions and uniformly distributed and tip loads, are 
performed and the results are compared to those obtained from classical Euler–Bernoulli theory by using 
different values of length-to-thickness ratio. In addition, it is shown that for the case of a cantilevered composite 
beam subject to tip loads, the proposed exact analytical solution is equivalent to the exact solution from the 
intrinsic formulation. The Chebyshev collocation method is also employed to validate the obtained exact 
analytical solution. In the proposed formulation the stiffness properties of the composite beam are expressed by 
engineering constants, therefore is not limited by the cross-sectional shape of the beam, type of material and 
thus can be utilised for engineering applications and design purposes. The exact analytical solution can also be 
used as a benchmark for validating results obtained from various numerical methods. 
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“Misfit stresses and their relaxation by misfit dislocation loops in core-shell nanoparticles with truncated 
spherical cores”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 81, Article 103967, May-June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103967 
ABSTRACT: For the first time, we suggest a theoretical model, which describes the misfit stress relaxation in 
spherical core-shell nanoparticles with axisymmetric truncated spherical cores through the formation of circular 
prismatic loops of misfit dislocations at the core-shell interface. The special case of a semispherical core with 
base in the equatorial plane of the nanoparticle is considered and analyzed in detail. It is shown that the 
formation of misfit dislocation is energetically favorable when the misfit strain reaches its critical value, which 
depends on the system parameters. When forming, the misfit dislocation occupies in most cases its optimal 
position at the distance about of 1/4 of the core radius from the core base. Nanoparticles with cores of radius 
about of 3/4 of the shell radius are the less stable to generation of misfit dislocation loops. 
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“Transient responses of two mutually interacting single-walled boron nitride nanotubes induced by a moving 
nanoparticle”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103978, July-August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103978 
ABSTRACT: This paper reports a theoretical investigation on the dynamic behaviour of two mutually 
interacting single-walled boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) under a moving nanoparticle. Both the 



electromechanical coupling effect and nonlocal effect are considered by employing respectively the theory of 
piezoelectricity and nonlocal elasticity. The interaction between the two BNNTs is considered by calculating 
the van der Waals (vdW) force between atoms on the respective nanotubes. The Hamilton's principle is then 
used to derive the governing equations of motion based on the Rayleigh and Timoshenko beam model. The 
incremental harmonic balance method, Galerkin method and the Newmark time integration method are jointly 
employed to numerically obtain the transient vibration responses of the nanotubes. The influences of the size 
effect, aspect ratio, inertial force, electrical potential, as well as the mass and velocity of the nanoparticle on the 
transient responses are discussed. 
 
Wan-shen Xiao and Pei Dai (College of Mechanical and Vehicle Engineering, Hunan University, Changsha, 
410082, China), “Static analysis of a circular nanotube made of functionally graded bi-semi-tubes using 
nonlocal strain gradient theory and a refined shear model”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, 
Article 103979, July-August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103979 
ABSTRACT: We in this article put forward a novel size-dependent beam model for static bending deformation 
of a functionally graded bi-semi-tube subjected to different boundary conditions based on the nonlocal strain 
gradient theory. The tube is formed by bonding together a ZrO2/Ti–6Al–4V functionally graded lower semi-tube 
and a Si3N4/SUS304 functionally graded upper one. The effective material properties Pf of FG bi-semi-tubes are 
assumed to vary along the radius of tube. We propose a refined shear model without requiring a shear correction 
factor for bars with circular cross section. Next the model is used to derive the governing equations of the tube 
based on the Hamilton's principle. The obtained equations form present a detailed analysis include a nonlocal 
parameter as well as a material length scale parameter, so much that they can account for the size-dependent in 
static bending of FG bi-semi-tubes. Later, these equations are resolved analytically by using an improved 
perturbation method. The analytical solutions are used to discuss the influence of various physical parameters 
on static mechanical performance of nanotubes, such as double volume fraction indexes, inner radius, the 
variation of temperature, strain gradient parameter, nonlocal parameter, scale parameter ratio. At last, compared 
with the conventional approaches, the novel approach is suggested in such work to lead to more accurate 
bending deformation in the same dimensionless size of tubes. 
 
Amin Alibakhshi and Hamidreza Heidari (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Malayer University, 
Malayer, Iran), “Nonlinear dynamics of dielectric elastomer balloons based on the Gent-Gent hyperelastic 
model”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103986, July-August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103986 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the nonlinear vibration of a dielectric elastomer balloon considering both the 
strain-stiffening and the second invariant of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. To this end, the Gent-Gent 
hyperelastic model is proposed. The ordinary differential equation governing the motion of the system is 
derived using the Euler-Lagrange energy method. Then, it is solved with the application of a time integration-
based solver. The chaotic interval for critical system parameters is identified, with and without considering the 
influence of the second invariant. This identification is conducted by depicting bifurcation diagrams of Poincaré 
sections and the largest Lyapunov exponent criteria. In order to better analyse different motions of the system, 
time histories, phase-plane diagrams, Poincaré maps, and power spectral densities are illustrated. Based on the 
obtained results, the second invariant parameter of the Gent-Gent model could suppress the chaotic motion of 
the system. Increasing this parameter, a transition from the chaos to the quasiperiodic attractor would happen. 
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“A quasi-3D higher-order plate theory for bending of FG plates resting on elastic foundations under hygro-
thermo-mechanical loads with porosity”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103985, 
July-August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103985 
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with the impacts of temperature and moisture on the bending behavior of 
functionally graded porous plates resting on elastic foundations. The impacts of transverse shear deformation as 



well as the transverse normal strain are taken into consideration. The number of unknown functions involved 
here is only five as against six or more in case of other shear and normal deformation theories. The effects due 
to side-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio, thermal and moisture loads, porosity factor and elastic foundation 
parameters as well as the volume fraction distribution on the functionally graded porous plates are investigated. 
Numerical outcomes are given and compared with those available in the literature. Discussions are made to 
show how the foundation stiffness and other parameters have significant effects on the bending response of the 
functionally graded porous plates under hygrothermal loading and porosities. 
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“Snap-buckling of functionally graded multilayer graphene platelet-reinforced composite curved nanobeams 
with geometrical imperfections”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103993, July-
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103993 
ABSTRACT: We in this paper dedicate to study the snap-buckling of functionally graded multilayer graphene 
platelet-reinforced composite curved beams with geometrical imperfections on the nanometer length. It is 
supposed that graphene platelets (GPLs) are uniformly distributed and randomly oriented in each layer, while its 
weight fraction varies from one layer to another based on various functionally graded patterns. The effective 
material properties of functionally graded multilayer GPLRC beams are evaluated via the model of the Halpin-
Tsa. In the theoretical framework of the nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) and the surface elasticity 
theory, a generalized nonlinear size-dependent curved beam model is established. The novel model includes not 
only a nonlocal parameter and a material length scale parameter of NSGT but also three surface constants of the 
surface elasticity theory, which can explore the coupling effect of nonlocal stress, strain gradient and surface 
energy on the snap-buckling of nanoarches. Furthermore, the present model can be transformed into the Euler-
Bernoulli shallow arch model, the Timoshenko shallow arch model as well as the Reddy's higher-order shear 
deformation shallow arch model by choosing the appropriated shape function. Next, On the basis of the 
principle of Hamilton, the nonlinear governing equations of curved nanobeams are derived. Then to obtain the 
analytical solution of snap-buckling of curved beams, the nonlinear equations are solved by a two-step 
perturbation method. Finally, a detailed parametric study is carried out based on the analytical solution, aiming 
at analyzing the influences of respective physical parameters on the snap-buckling of such nanostructure. 
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“Nonlinear vibration analysis of composite blade with variable rotating speed using Chebyshev polynomials”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103976, July-August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103976 
ABSTRACT: A composite cantilever plate model with variable high speed rotating blade subject to transverse 
aerodynamic force and centrifugal force is established. Based on the third-order shear deformation theory, von 
Karman large deformation theory and Hamilton's principle, the nonlinear partial differential governing 
equations of motion are established for the rotating blade with variable rotating speed. The two-degree-of-
freedom nonlinear ordinary differential equations of motion are obtained by using Galerkin method with 
Chebyshev polynomials for the rotating blade. The influences of different structural parameters on the natural 
frequencies of the blade with variation of the rotating speed are investigated. The method of multiple scales is 
applied to obtain the averaged equations with the primary parametric resonance-1/2 subharmonic resonance and 
the relationship of 1:2 internal resonance. Numerical simulations are performed to portray the frequency-
response curves and the complex nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the rotating blade by discussing the effect of 
the aerodynamic force. The effects of the varying rotating speed, the centrifugal force, the pre-twist angle and 
the pre-setting angle are taken into account on the nonlinear dynamics of the rotating blade. It is observed from 
the frequency-response curves that the rotating blade exhibits the hardening nonlinear behaviors as well as the 
jumping phenomena. The bifurcation diagrams, the phase portraits and the waveforms are utilized to illustrate 



the complex nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the rotating blade, such as the periodic, the quasi-periodic and the 
chaotic motions. 
 
Mehdi Eshaghi (Department of Mechanical, Industrial and Aerospace Engineering, Concordia University, 
Montreal, QC, H3G 1M8, Canada), “The effect of magnetorheological fluid and aerodynamic damping on the 
flutter boundaries of MR fluid sandwich plates in supersonic airflow”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103997, July-August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103997 
ABSTRACT: The present study deals with aeroelastic stability analysis of sandwich plates, containing 
magnetorheological fluid as the core layer, subjected to the supersonic airflow. The classical plate theory, 
Hamilton's principle and linear first-order piston theory have been employed to extract the governing equations 
of motion of the structure. The assumed mode method is used to solve the derived equations and identify the 
instability region of the sandwich plate. In order to demonstrate validity of the proposed solution, an experiment 
on a cantilever sandwich plate consisting of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) as the face layers and MR fluid 
(MRF 132DG) as the core layer is conducted. In this study, the primary attention is focused on the effect of MR 
fluid and aerodynamic damping on the stability of the MR sandwich plates. Furthermore, the effect of magnetic 
flux, boundary conditions and plate parameters on the flutter boundaries of the sandwich MR plates are 
investigated. The results highlight the significance of MR fluid and aerodynamic damping in the flutter 
suppression of the sandwich plate structures, in a wide range of aerodynamic pressure. 
 
Liangliang Chu, Guansuo Dui and Yicong Zheng (Institute of Mechanics, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, 
100044, China), “Thermally induced nonlinear dynamic analysis of temperature-dependent functionally graded 
flexoelectric nanobeams based on nonlocal simplified strain gradient elasticity theory”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 103999, July-August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.103999 
ABSTRACT: In this work, thermally induced dynamic behaviors of functionally graded flexoelectric 
nanobeams (FGFNs) are analyzed theoretically while considering the neutral surface concept and the von 
Karman nonlinearity induced by thermal environment. The temperature field is assumed to vary only in the 
thickness direction by solving a simple steady state heat transfer equation and to be constant in the plane of the 
beam. The temperature-dependent material properties of FGFNs are assumed to vary continuously throughout 
the thickness according to a power-law form. For such FGFNs, the nonlocal simplified strain gradient elasticity 
theory to capture the effect of size-dependent and, the higher order shear deformation beam theory to account 
for rotary inertia and transverse shear strains are adopted to formulate the governing equations and associated 
boundary conditions, which are solved by using a two-step perturbation method. In the numerical part, 
comparison study is also performed to verify the present theoretical model and the parametric analysis is 
systematically studied. It is also found that the thermally induced bending amplitude, nonlinear frequency and 
frequency ratio depend enormously on the material distribution profile, the flexoelectricity, the size-dependent 
effect and the imposed temperature field. 
 
N. Kharghani and C. Guedes Soares (Centre for Marine Technology and Ocean Engineering (CENTEC), 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal), “Analysis of composite laminates 
containing through-the-width and embedded delamination under bending using layerwise HSDT”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 104003, July-August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104003 
ABSTRACT: The effects of different boundary conditions on the composite laminate containing embedded and 
through-the-width delamination under bending load are investigated analytically based on a developed 
Layerwise Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (LHSDT) and the results are compared with the three-
dimensional Finite Element Method (FEM). Contact energy has been calculated. The results demonstrate the 
ability of the presented method of predicting the displacement fields of a composite laminate containing 
delamination and obtaining stress-strain curves in bending condition. Moreover, strain energy release rate can 
be achieved using the obtained displacements to evaluate the initiation of delamination propagation around the 
boundaries of the considered delaminated region. Furthermore, the failure of the laminate will be predicted 
using conventional theories such as Tsai-Wu. 
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“Dynamic stability response of truncated nanocomposite conical shell with magnetostrictive face sheets 
utilizing higher order theory of sandwich panels”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 82, Article 
104010, July-August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104010 
ABSTRACT: Present research is conducted in order to assess dynamic stability behavior of a nanocomposite 
sandwich truncated conical shells (NSTCS). In fact, graphene platelets (GPLs)-reinforced as core layer is 
encompassed through magnetostrictive layers as face sheets. For modeling the core layer and face sheets 
mathematically, higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) besides first order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT) are utilized, respectively. To presume this sandwich structure much more realistic, Kelvin-Voigt model 
will be used. According to Hamilton's principle with respect to continuity boundary conditions, the governing 
equations are obtained. Utilizing differential cubature (DC) as well as Bolotin procedures, the governing 
equations will be solved and the region related to the dynamic instability is achieved. In this novel work, 
different variables covering various boundary edges, controller, cone's semi vertex angle, damping, feedback 
gain, proportion of core to face sheets thickness, dispersion kinds of GPLs and its volume percent will be 
studied. So as to indicate the accuracy of applied theories as well as methods, the results are collated with 
another paper. It is found that increment of GPLs volume percent leads to rise of excitation frequency. 
 
S.F. Lu, Y. Jiang, W. Zhang and X.J. Song, “Vibration suppression of cantilevered piezoelectric laminated 
composite rectangular plate subjected to aerodynamic force in hygrothermal environment”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 83, Article 104002, September-October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104002 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a robust control method is proposed for the vibration suppression of the 
piezoelectric laminated composite cantilever rectangular plate subjected to the aerodynamic force in the 
hygrothermal environment. The laminated composite cantilever rectangular plate is placed on the piezoelectric 
actuator and sensor for the upper and lower surfaces. The classical laminated composite plate theory and 
Hamilton's principle are applied to derive the dynamic equation of motion for the piezoelectric laminated 
composite cantilever rectangular plate under the aerodynamic force and hygrothermal loads. The structural 
damping is considered for the piezoelectric laminated composite cantilever rectangular plate. Galerkin method 
is used to obtain a two-degree-of-freedom discrete ordinary differential control equation of motion. For the 
active vibration suppression, a robust controller for the uncertain systems is designed through the obtained 
ordinary differential equation of motion. Moreover, the full-dimensional state observer is constructed to 
calculate the close-loop system. The influences of the moisture, temperature and geometric parameters on the 
dynamics behaviors of the piezoelectric laminated composite cantilever rectangular plate are investigated. The 
accuracy and effectiveness of the robust controller are verified in terms of the moisture concentration, 
temperature, aspect ratio, damping and parameter uncertainty by numerical simulations. 
 
Yegao Qu, Duan Liang and Guang Meng, “Vibration and acoustic waves of multilayered cylindrical shells 
carrying internal components attached by nonlinear compliant mounts”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 83, Article 104032, September-October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104032 
ABSTRACT: The structural-acoustic interactions of a coupled multilayered composite cylindrical shell and 
internal equipment system immersed in an infinite fluid medium are analyzed. The internal equipment is 
installed on the cylindrical shell by a series of nonlinear compliant mounts, which are represented by nonlinear 
springs and linear viscous dampers. Both the translational and rotational vibrations of the internal equipment are 
considered, and they are strongly coupled together due to the nonlinear elastic mounts. The nonlinear dynamics 
model of the coupled cylindrical shell and internal equipment system is established using a modified variational 
method, and the fluid exterior to the shell is modeled by a time-domain boundary element method. A strongly 
coupled serially staggered procedure is adopted to solve the governing equations of the structural system and 



the acoustic fluid as a coupled system. The results of the present analysis are validated by comparing with those 
obtained from the finite element method. The nonlinear structural vibration and acoustic wave behaviors of the 
coupled system containing compliant mounts with linear or nonlinear stiffnesses (including quadratic, cubic, 
quartic, quadratic-quartic types of stiffness) are analyzed. The effects of the translational and rotational motions 
of the internal equipment as well as their coupling on the nonlinear vibration and acoustic wave responses of the 
coupled system are examined. Physical insights into the super-harmonics in the vibration and sound pressure 
responses of the coupled system are provided. 
 
Tarık Baran and Mitat Öztürk, “In-plane elasticity of a strengthened re-entrant honeycomb cell”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 83, Article 104037, September-October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104037 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a stiffening method by which new inclined walls are added to the classical re-
entrant honeycomb cell. This modification boosts the in-plane rigidity of the re-entrant cell without significant 
loss from auxetic behaviour. This study focuses on the in-plane elasticity moduli and negative Poisson's ratios 
along the principal axes. Analytical expressions that calculate the elasticity moduli and negative Poisson's ratios 
are derived; both finite element modelling and experiments reported in the literature validate the expressions of 
this work. Further, the variation in the in-plane elastic properties of the core cell is examined by altering the 
new wall's geometric, sectional, and material parameters. The results from the analytical expressions and the 
finite element models match very closely and demonstrate the boosted rigidity of the cell proposed in this work. 
This work also provides a benchmark of the new cell against the classical cell that can be used to tailor the in-
plane elasticity moduli and negative Poisson's ratios to suit the needs of different applications. 
 
Dongqi An, Dian Xu, Zhuofan Ni, Yewang Su, Bo Wang and Rui Li, “Finite integral transform method for 
analytical solutions of static problems of cylindrical shell panels”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, 
Vol. 83, Article 104033, September-October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104033 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a double finite integral transform method is developed for analytical bending 
solutions of non-Lévy-type cylindrical shell panels without a free edge that were not obtained by classical semi-
inverse methods. Three double finite integral transforms are imposed on the governing high-order partial 
differential equations, which, with some boundary conditions, yields the relationship between the transformed 
quantities and specific unknowns. Incorporating the inversions into the remaining boundary conditions leads to 
systems of linear algebraic equations, which determine the final analytical solutions. Comprehensive benchmark 
results for representative cylindrical shell panels with combinations of clamped and simply supported edges are 
presented, which are well validated by satisfactory agreement with other solution methods. Due to its rigorous 
and straightforward solution procedure, the developed method provides a solid easy-to-implement approach for 
exploring new analytical solutions. 
 
M.H. Namdari Pour, Gholamhassan Payganeh and Mehdi Tajdari, “Mechanical behavior of carbon nanotube 
reinforced polymethylmethacrylate foam: A multi-scale finite element method approach”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 83, Article 104019, September-October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104019 
ABSTRACT: In the present study, considering the random distribution of carbon nanotubes in 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) polymer, a multi-scale finite element method has been developed to 
investigate the mechanical behavior of these materials. In order to make realistic assumptions, the interface 
zone between the nanotubes and the matrix is simulated using the interfacial zone model (IZM), with its 
parameters obtained by calibrating the finite element model results with the results of experimental tests. 
Tensile tests and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to study the mechanical properties and 
morphology of the PMMA foam samples reinforced with 0 wt%, 1 wt% and 2 wt% carbon nanotubes. 
Experimental results show that by adding 1 wt% and 2 wt% carbon nanotubes to PMMA foam, the tensile 
strength of the foam increases by 8% and 22%, respectively, compared to pure foam. Based on the results of the 
finite element models, the optimum percentage of the carbon nanotubes is 3.3 wt%, which gives the optimum 
modulus and tensile strength of 87 MPa and 4.02 GPa, respectively. The finite element model developed in the 
present study shows good agreement with the experimental results. Therefore, the impact of effective 



parameters on the mechanical properties of the foam can be easily studied based on the finite element method 
(FEM) results. 
 
Ravi Joshi and S.K. Duggal, “Free vibration analysis of laminated composite plates during progressive failure”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 83, Article 104041, September-October 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104041 
ABSTRACT: Natural frequencies of laminates during its progressive failure are investigated using finite 
element method. The finite element formulation is based on seven degrees of freedom displacement field, 
deduced for an orthotropic material. Free vibration analysis is carried out during ply-by-ply failure for a 
laminate subjected to uniformly distributed load. The variation of fundamental frequency with material and 
geometric properties is also presented. This study illustrates the effect of ply failure on the natural frequencies 
of a laminate. The prediction of failed ply and failure mode is accomplished via. Hashin failure criterion. Ply-
discount material degradation model is adopted to modify the elastic constants of the failed ply. The effect of 
fibre orientation, failure mode and failed-ply on natural frequencies is highlighted in this paper. Jacobi iterative 
method is used to evaluate the natural frequencies of laminate. For the analysis, a computer code is written 
using FORTRAN based on the finite element formulation. 
 
E.I. Shifrin and I.M. Lebedev, “Identification of multiple cracks in a beam by natural frequencies”, European 
Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 84, Article 104076, November-December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104076 
ABSTRACT: A problem of reconstruction of multiple cracks in a beam by means of the natural frequencies 
corresponding to transverse vibration of the beam is considered. The cracks are simulated by massless rotational 
springs. It is proved that the cracks can be uniquely identified by three spectra corresponding to three different 
types of the end conditions. The problem is solved by reducing it to the inverse spectral problem for an ordinary 
differential equation of fourth order. A method for identifying damage caused by cracks has been developed. 
The method is based on minimization of the objective function, built with the knowledge of the three spectra. 
Numerical examples are considered. 
 
Tan N. Nguyen, Seunghye Lee, Phu-Cuong Nguyen, H. Nguyen-Xuan and Jaehong Lee, “Geometrically 
nonlinear postbuckling behavior of imperfect FG-CNTRC shells under axial compression using isogeometric 
analysis”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 84, Article 104066, November-December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104066 
ABSTRACT: The postbuckling and geometrically nonlinear behaviors of imperfect functionally graded carbon 
nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) shells under axial compression are investigated in this paper. For 
the first time, a new type of instability named “snap-backward” with the presence of three limit points on the 
equilibrium path is proposed. A novel formulation based on non-uniform rational B-Spline (NURBS) basis 
functions and the first-order shear deformation shell theory (FSDT) using the von Karman assumption and 
considering the initial deformation of the shells is presented. In addition, the advantage of NURBS in modeling 
exactly geometries of shells is exploited. In numerical implementation, the discrete nonlinear equation system is 
iteratively solved by a modified Riks method. The rule of mixture is used to estimate the effective material 
properties of FG-CNTRC shells. Some benchmark problems are solved to verify the high reliability of the 
proposed formulation. Effects of geometrical imperfection, CNTs distribution, volume fraction, CNTs 
orientation, thickness, radius of shell on the postbuckling and geometrically nonlinear behaviors of FG-CNTRC 
shells are rigorously investigated. Especially, some new and complex load-deflection curves of imperfect FG-
CNTRC shells under axial compression are first provided that could be useful for future references. 
 
Dejin Chen, Shijie Zheng, Yi Wang, Lei Yang and Zongjun Li, “Nonlinear free vibration analysis of a rotating 
two-dimensional functionally graded porous micro-beam using isogeometric analysis”, European Journal of 
Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 84, Article 104083, November-December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104083 
ABSTRACT: Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, von Kármán geometric nonlinearity assumption and the 
modified couple stress theory, this paper presents linear and nonlinear free vibration analysis of rotating two-



dimensional functionally graded micro-beam with even and uneven porous distributions. The material 
properties vary along the axial and thickness directions. The NURBS function is employed as the basic one to 
overcome the inherent difficulty of constructing higher order continuous displacement function for modified 
couple stress theory based finite element formulation. The validity of the present simulation is validated by 
comparing numerical results with those available literatures for rotating functionally graded micro-beams. 
Finally, the effects of several parameters such as porosity, power law index, material length scale parameter, 
rotational speed and hub radius on dimensionless frequencies and nonlinear frequency ratios are discussed. 
 
Lu Qi and Shenjie Zhou, “A size-dependent spherical microshell model based on strain gradient elasticity 
theory”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 84, Article 104087, November-December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104087 
ABSTRACT: Based on the strain gradient elasticity theory with three independent length scale parameters, a 
size-dependent spherical microshell model is established. The governing equations, boundary conditions and 
initial conditions are derived by Hamilton's principle. Both the static bending and free vibration problems are 
solved. Some numerical results of the static bending and the free vibration are exhibited to investigate the 
mechanical behaviors based on the size-dependent model. It is demonstrated that the strain gradient elastic 
effect will stiffen the spherical microshell especially when the thickness is in the same order with the length 
scale parameter. When the strain gradient elastic effect is considered, the deflection at the center of the spherical 
microshelldoes not always decrease, which is different from the case in the flat circular plate. Effects of the 
three length scale parameters on the anomaly are separately investigated. In addition, the first natural frequency 
is found to significantly increase when the thickness approaches the length scale parameter. 
 
M.S.H. Al-Furjan, Mostafa Habibi, Dong won Jung, Guojin Chen, Mehran Safarpour and Hamed Safarpour, 
“Chaotic responses and nonlinear dynamics of the graphene nanoplatelets reinforced doubly-curved panel”, 
European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104091, January-February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104091 
ABSTRACT: In this article, a mathematical derivation is made to develop a nonlinear dynamic model for the 
nonlinear frequency, and chaotic responses of the graphene nanoplatelet (GPL) reinforced composite (GPLRC) 
doubly-curved panel subject to an external harmonic load. Using Hamilton's principle and the Von-Karman 
nonlinear theory, the nonlinear governing equations are derived. For developing an accurate solution approach, 
generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) and perturbation approach (PA) are finally employed. The 
results show that GPL's pattern, radius to length ratio, harmonic load, and thickness to length ratio have 
important role in the chaotic motion of the doubly-curved panel. The fundamental and golden results of this 
paper is that the chaotic motion and nonlinear frequency of the panel is hardly dependent on the value of the 
smaller radius to length ratio ( R1/a parameter) and viscoelastic foundation. It means that by increasing the 
value of R1/a parameter, and taking into account the viscoelastic foundation, the motion of the system tends to 
show the chaotic motion. Moreover, for GPL-A, GPL-V, and GPL-UD patterns, when the value of the R1/a 
parameter or the curvature shape of the doubly-curved panel increases, the chaoticity in motion response 
improves while for the GPL-O pattern, this matter reverses. 
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“An analytical approach for nonlinear thermo-electro-elastic forced vibration of piezoelectric penta – Graphene 
plates”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104095, January-February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104095 



ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the nonlinear forced vibration of imperfect penta – graphene plates 
integrated with piezoelectric actuator layers. The plate is subjected to combination of mechanical, thermal, and 
electrical loadings. Based on the first order shear deformation plate theory, the governing equations are 
established taken into account the effect of the von Kármán type of geometrical nonlinearity, the Pasternak type 
elastic foundations, the damping and the piezoelectric-thermal effects. Four edges of the hybrid plate are 
assumed to be simply supported and immovable in the in-plane directions. The solution forms that satisfy the 
boundary conditions are assumed to be trigonometric. The closed form expressions of natural frequency, the 
frequency ratio – amplitude and the deflection amplitude – time curves are obtained by using the Galerkin and 
Runge – Kutta methods. The numerical results show positive effects of elastic foundations, negative effect of 
temperature increment and initial imperfection, considerable effect of geometrical parameters as well as small 
effect of applied voltage on the nonlinear forced vibration of piezoelectric penta – graphene plate. 
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Mikail F. Lumentut and Yi-Chung Shu, “Network segmentations of smart plate structure with attached mass 
and dynamic motions”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104061, January-February 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104061 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the primary development of novel analytical and numerical studies for the 
smart plate structure due to the effects of point mass locations, dynamic motions, and network segmentations. 
Instead of the alternative capabilities in active and passive control systems, the technical application of the 
present work can also be found in the energy harvesting system. The simplified theoretical studies have shown 
the simultaneous derivations with full variational parameters. In particular, these parameters consist of the 
mechanical and electromechanical systems, the mixed series–parallel electrode segment connection, and the 
harvesting circuit. The mechanical system parameters include elasticity with stress-strain relation, internal 
damping stress, air damping, and dynamics of the integrated physical system. The electromechanical system 
parameters include electrical displacement, electrical stress and electric-polarity field of the piezoelectricity. For 
the analytical approach, the governing equations of motion based on the Gram-Schmidt iterative process have 
been derived using the extended Hamiltonian principle and Ritz method-based weak form system. For 
validation, the electromechanical finite element equations reduced from the extended Lagrange’s equations 
have been developed using electromechanical discretisation and coupling transformation techniques. As a 
result, the two theoretical models have shown distinct frequency response equations for the dynamic solutions 
of the integrated physical system. In parametric studies, the two theoretical models of the smart plates with 
variable geometrical aspect ratio and different locations of point mass are discussed, giving good agreement. 
The strain mode analysis is utilised to identify the shape patterns at the region of the smart plate due to the 
change of strains. As a result, it can affect the electric power productions at the frequency domain. At certain 
cases, the appearance of asymmetric strain mode shapes may occur, resulting in the electric power reductions. 
To alleviate such condition, the activation of arbitrary electrode segments using the network connection can be 
implemented. Moreover, the smart structural model with different point mass locations is also subjected to the 
base excitation and the dynamic force. The proposed technique can adaptively and accumulatively generate the 
optimal power outputs and shift the resonance frequencies. All results of the parametric studies quantitatively 
show the dynamic system behaviours. 
 
K. Foroutan, E. Carrera and H. Ahmadi, “Nonlinear hygrothermal vibration and buckling analysis of imperfect 
FG-CNTRC cylindrical panels embedded in viscoelastic foundations”, European Journal of Mechanics - 
A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104107, January-February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104107 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear free vibration and nonlinear dynamic hygrothermal buckling 
behavior of imperfect functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical 
panels under hygrothermal environment. The nonlinear temperature distribution is assumed along the thickness 
direction. The structure is resting on a generalized nonlinear viscoelastic foundation which is composed of a 
two-parameter Winkler-Pasternak foundation augmented by a Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model with a nonlinear 
cubic stiffness and damping considerations. The nonlinear von Kármán strain-displacement relations and the 
classical shell theory are considered to derive the governing equations of the cylindrical panels. The discretized 



equations of motion are obtained using the Galerkin method. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method is utilized 
to analyze the nonlinear dynamic hygrothermal buckling. The influences of the four CNTs distribution types, 
consist of the FG-O, FG-Λ, FG-X, and UD, are considered for the cylindrical panel. The effects of temperature, 
moisture, nonlinear viscoelastic foundations, initial imperfection, and material parameters on the nonlinear free 
vibration and nonlinear dynamic hygrothermal buckling behavior of the system are investigated. 
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Gen Liu, Gongfa Chen and Fangsen Cui, “Nonlinear dynamic analysis of ring truss antenna equivalent to the 
cylindrical shell with thermal excitation”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104109, 
January-February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104109 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the circular truss equivalent to the cylindrical 
shell under the influence of the thermal excitation and the damping coefficient are studied. The annular truss 
structure is equivalent to the cylindrical shell structure based on the previous equivalent process, and the 
nonlinear dynamic equations of the equivalent cylindrical shell considering the effect of thermal excitation are 
established by using the first-order shear deformation theory. The natural frequencies and modes of the 
equivalent cylindrical shell are analyzed by the finite element method, and the frequency ratio between modes is 
calculated. Considering the fixed boundary condition of the equivalent cylindrical shell in the generatrix 
direction, the torsional mode function and the bending mode function of the equivalent cylindrical shell are 
selected by the Chebyshev polynomial approximation method and are truncated by Galerkin method. Based on 
the nonlinear ordinary differential equations of two degrees of freedom, the amplitude-frequency responses, 
bifurcation, and chaotic characteristics of the system are analyzed. The results show that under the influence of 
thermal excitation, the motions of the system are complex, and when the excitation amplitude is large, the 
system appears chaotic motion. The damping coefficient limits the possibility of complex motions of the 
system. With the influence of the damping coefficient, the motion of the system tends to be stable. 
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A. Rincón-Casado, J. González-Carbajal, D. García-Vallejo and J. Domínguez, “Analytical and numerical study 
of the influence of different support types in the nonlinear vibrations of beams”, European Journal of Mechanics 
- A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 104113, January-February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104113 
ABSTRACT: This paper aims at studying the influence of the different support types on the free nonlinear 
vibration frequency of a beam, both by analytical and numerical approaches and its dependence on the vibration 
amplitude. First, an analytical study of two cases of simply supported beams is carried out by using the 
nonlinear normal modes (NNM) and the multiple scale methods to obtain the analytical expressions of the 
nonlinear frequencies as a function of the vibration amplitude. Such results have been compared and discussed 
with other authors’ results. In addition, a nonlinear finite element model of these two cases showed that the 
analytical and numerical results are in good agreement. Additionally, several numerical studies have been 
carried out for different support types. A total of seven different boundary conditions have been numerically 
analysed and the corresponding frequency-amplitude relations have been obtained and compared. In addition, 
the effect of the axial inertial forces has been enhanced by adding concentrated masses at one end of the beam. 
It was found for instance that the hinged-hinged beam shows a hardening behaviour, which depends on the 
beam slenderness, or that the hinged-simply supported beam results in the largest softening behaviour. The 
fundamental causes of nonlinearity are, on one hand the coupling of the midline deformation and bending and, 
on the other hand, the coupling of axial inertial forces and bending. The significance of the first of these effects 
depends on the beam material and geometrical properties. 
 
J.F. Wang, S.H. Cao and W. Zhang, “Thermal vibration and buckling analysis of functionally graded carbon 
nanotube reinforced composite quadrilateral plate”, European Journal of Mechanics - A/Solids, Vol. 85, Article 
104105, January-February 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechsol.2020.104105 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the thermal vibration and buckling of the functionally graded carbon 
nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) quadrilateral plate using the meshless method. Four distributions 
of the reinforcements along the thickness direction are considered, which are the uniform distributions (UD), 
FG-V, FG-O and FG-X. The corresponding effective material properties including Young's modulus, mass 
density, Poisson's ratio and thermal expansion coefficients are estimated by the rule of mixture with the CNT 
efficiency parameters accounting for the size-dependence. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
with the consideration of thermal effects is employed. Based on Hamilton's principle and the moving least 
square (MLS) approximation, the discrete governing equations for the vibration of the FG-CNTRC plate are 
derived. The free vibration of the regular and irregular plates with and without the temperature effect are 
considered respectively, and the corresponding natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained by the 
eigenvalue problem. The stability analysis of the uniaxial and biaxial mechanical and thermal buckling are also 
conducted subsequently. The effects of the volume fraction, distribution pattern, geometrical characteristics and 
temperature on the buckling behaviors of the CNTRC quadrilateral plate are discussed in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling of a biaxially compressed anisogrid stiffened composite cylindrical panel with clamped 
edges is considered in this paper. The panel is subjected to compressive load applied to its curved sides. This 
loading results in the biaxial compression of the panel due to Poisson's effect. The anisogrid lattice 
reinforcement of the panel is modelled as a layer with average effective stiffness characteristics. And the 
buckling of this two-layered shallow panel has been modelled using the engineering theory of laminated 
orthotropic cylindrical shells. The interface surface between the ribs and the skin layer is adopted as a reference 
surface of the panel. The corresponding governing system of equations is presented in terms of unknown 
displacements and deflection of the reference surface. The equations have been solved using the Galerkin 
method in which the displacements and deflection were approximated by the clamped-clamped beam functions 



and their first derivatives. Based on this solution, an analytical formula has been derived for the critical 
compressive buckling load. Using this formula, the critical loads are calculated for the cylindrical and flat 
panels having different geometric parameters. The results of calculations have been verified by the finite-
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ABSTRACT: In the paper, free vibration analysis of tapered Functionally Graded Material (FGM) plate with 
the inclusion of porosity has been performed. The tapered porous FGM plate is considered resting on a two-
parameter (Winkler and Pasternak) elastic foundation. The displacement model of the kinematic equation for 
the plates in the present formulation is based on the First-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The 



governing equation for free vibration analysis of FGM plates is obtained using Hamilton's principle. Simple 
power-law, Exponential Law, and Sigmoid law are used for tailored the material properties in the thickness 
direction of FGM plates. The solution of the resulting partial differential equation is obtained by using 
Galerkin-Vlasov's method with different boundary conditions. The solutions for uniform and uniform varying 
thick plates are investigated, and a comparative study is examined by comparing the results obtained with FSDT 
and Higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT). The findings of the comparative study with the present 
approach provide pertinent outcomes for the vibration analysis of tapered FGM plates. The analytical solution 
for vibration analysis is presented to reveal the effects of porosity parameter, volume exponent, span ratio, 
aspect ratio, porosity distribution, and boundary conditions. Also, the elastic foundation parameter on tapered 
FGM plate increases the non-dimensional frequency, and the Pasternak foundation effect always dominates 
over the Winkler foundation. 
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ABSTRACT: The FG (functionally graded) curved beams are investigated in this paper. Starting from the 
general mode, the higher-order circumferential displacement is re-expressed in an orthogonal form by virtue of 
the assumptions and the shear stress free condition. On this basis, generalized stresses and strains are defined, 
and the uncoupled constitutive relationships are built for an FG curved beam as if the beam were homogeneous. 
According to the principle of virtual work, the higher-order beam theory is established, including equilibrium 
equations and corresponding boundary conditions. The lower-order beam theory is then established by ignoring 
the contributions of higher-order moment and higher-order shear force to the virtual wok, and hence it is 
correlated with the higher-order beam theory. A procedure is suggested to analytically solve FG curved beam 
problems with the lower-order theory. The results for the clamped-free and clamped-clamped curved beams 



validate the present theory and the results for the simply-supported beam shed light on the nature of the Navier's 
solution. 
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ABSTRACT: A comprehensive understanding of the dynamic instability of shell structure is critical to avoid 
resonance damage. On the basis of that, an accurate and analytical method for investigation the dynamic 
instability of laminated functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) conical shell 
surrounded by the elastic foundations is presented in this work based on the first-order shear deformation 
theory. In the analysis, uniform or functionally graded distributions of reinforcements across the shell thickness 
are considered and the extended Voigt model is employed to estimate the CNTRC material properties. The 
governing equations of conical shell subjected to parametric excitation are established by the Hamilton's 
principle considering first order shear deformation shell theory. Then the Mathieu-Hill equations describing the 
parametric stability of conical shell are obtained by generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method, and the 
Bolotin's method is utilized to obtain the first-order approximations of principal instability regions of shell 
structure. By comparing the numerical results with the existing solutions in open literature, the validity of the 
proposed theoretical model is verified. Finally, the influences of volume fractions and types of CNTs, 
lamination angle, elastic foundations stiffness and lamination angle on the dynamic stability of laminated FG-
CNTRC conical shell have been investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: Present manuscript undergoes with the investigation of the wave propagation features of smart 
magnetostrictive sandwich nanoplates (MSNPs) with regard to the influences of small scale in the context of the 
so-called nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) of elasticity. The under observation continuous system, i.e. a 
thin-type one, is modeled via the Kirchhoff-Love theorem incorporated with the dynamic form of the principle 
of virtual work considering the impacts of both thermal and viscose losses on the dispersion characteristics of 
the nanostructure. Once the modified size-dependent constitutive equations are inserted into the motion 
equations, the final governing equations of the problem are attained. Thereafter, an analytical dispersion 
solution will be employed for the purpose of solving the dynamic problem to extract the wave response of the 
system. In order to examine the accuracy of the presented results, the natural frequencies obtained from this 
methodology are compared with those reported in the open literature. According to the presented illustrations, it 
can be declared that the magnetostriction can affect the dispersion responses of the smart nanoplate in low wave 
numbers. 
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ABSTRACT: Vibration of a simply supported rectangular composite laminated plate with four actuating 
magnetostrictive layers is analyzed in the current study. The studied plate is supported by the two-parameter 



elastic (Pasternak's) foundations and subjected to a hygrothermal environment. Hamilton's principle and five 
theories are utilized to derive the kinematic equations considering the transverse shear strain with/without the 
transverse normal strain. The effects due to modes, lamination schemes, elastic foundations parameters, the 
magnitude of the feedback coefficient, position of the magnetostrictive layers, temperature rise, the degree of 
moisture concentration on the damping coefficients, damped natural frequencies, maximum deflection, 
vibration time and damping ratio, are investigated. Some conclusions about the effect of the temperature and 
moisture concentrations on the vibration behavior of the plate are formulated. The outcomes refer to that 
increasing the intelligent actuating layers in the advanced plates improves the vibration damping process, but 
also the position of these layers plays an effective role in reduction the time interval of damping and improving 
the vibration damping characteristics. Also, hygrothermal conditions reduce the ability of smart components to 
suppress the vibration of structures. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper deals with the finite bending analysis of transversely isotropic hyperelastic slender 
beams made of a neo-Hookean material with longitudinal voids. The fully nonlinear behavior of the structures 
is presented in the framework of three-dimensional finite elasticity. A semi-inverse approach is used to describe 
the beam kinematics, which includes the anticlastic effect. The theoretical framework is developed in both 
Lagrangian and Eulerian reference systems. Explicit formulas are obtained for stretches and stresses, in a 
general framework valid for transversely isotropic beams. The effect of porosity on the Piola-Kirchhoff and 
Cauchy stress components is then discussed. The results are all obtained and validated analytically, and could 
be helpful to model structural systems in the fields of bioengineering and soft-robotics which exhibit both large 
displacements and deformations. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic stability of axially transporting viscoelastic beams with two-frequency 
parametric excitation and 1:3 internal resonance is investigated for the first time. The governing equation and 
corresponding inhomogeneous boundary conditions are developed by the Newton's second law. The viscoelastic 
characteristic of the transporting Euler-Bernoulli beam obeys the Kelvin-Voigt model. The axial tension is 
considered to vary longitudinally. Direct method of multiple scales is employed to obtain the solvability 
conditions in principal parametric resonances. The stability boundary conditions are obtained by the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion. Numerical examples are shown to illustrate the effects of relevant parameters on the stability 
boundaries. Unusual and interesting phenomena of stability boundaries occur in two-frequency parametric 
excitation and 1:3 internal resonance. The accuracies of the approximate analytical results are verified by 
comparing with the numerical results, which obtained by a differential quadrature method. 
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G.M. Kulikov and S.V. Plotnikova (Laboratory of Intelligent Materials and Structures, Tambov State Technical 
University, Tambov, Russia), “Analysis of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress in nonlinear thick and thin 
structures using exact geometry SaS solid-shell elements”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 5, pp 498-522, 3 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5965 
SUMMARY: This paper presents the finite rotation exact geometry four‐node solid‐shell element using the 
sampling surfaces (SaS) method. The SaS formulation is based on choosing inside the shell N SaS parallel to 
the middle surface to introduce the displacements of these surfaces as basic shell unknowns. Such choice of 
unknowns with the consequent use of Lagrange polynomials of degree N–1 in the through‐thickness 



distributions of displacements, strains and stresses leads to a robust higher‐order shell formulation. The SaS are 
located at only Chebyshev polynomial nodes that make possible to minimize uniformly the error due to 
Lagrange interpolation. The proposed hybrid‐mixed four‐node solid‐shell element is based on the Hu‐
Washizu variational principle and is completely free of shear and membrane locking. The tangent stiffness 
matrix is evaluated through efficient 3D analytical integration and its explicit form is given. As a result, the 
proposed exact geometry solid‐shell element exhibits a superior performance in the case of coarse meshes and 
allows the use of load increments, which are much larger than possible with existing displacement‐based solid‐
shell elements. 
 
Chennakesava Kadapa (Swansea Academy of Advanced Computing, Swansea University, Singleton Park 
Campus, Swansea, UK), “Novel quadratic Bézier triangular and tetrahedral elements using existing mesh 
generators: Applications to linear nearly incompressible elastostatics and implicit and explicit elastodynamics”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 5, pp 543-573, 3 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5967 
SUMMARY: In this paper, we present novel techniques of using quadratic Bézier triangular and tetrahedral 
elements for elastostatic and implicit/explicit elastodynamic simulations involving nearly incompressible linear 
elastic materials. A simple linear mapping is proposed for developing finite element meshes with quadratic 
Bézier triangular/tetrahedral elements from the corresponding quadratic Lagrange elements that can be easily 
generated using the existing mesh generators. Numerical issues arising in the case of nearly incompressible 
materials are addressed using the consistent B‐bar formulation, thus reducing the finite element formulation to 
one consisting only of displacements. The higher‐order spatial discretization and the nonnegative nature of 
Bernstein polynomials are shown to yield significant computational benefits. The optimal spatial convergence 
of the B‐bar formulation for the quadratic triangular and tetrahedral elements is demonstrated by computing 
error norms in displacement and stresses. The applicability and computational efficiency of the proposed 
elements for elastodynamic simulations are demonstrated by studying several numerical examples involving 
real‐world geometries with complex features. Numerical results obtained with the standard linear triangular and 
tetrahedral elements are also presented for comparison. 
 
P. Vidal, L. Gallimard and O. Polit (Laboratoire Energétique, Mécanique, Electromagnétisme, Univ Paris 
Nanterre, Univ Paris Lumières, 92410, Ville-d'Avray, France), “Multiresolution strategies for the modeling of 
composite shell structures based on the variable separation method”, International Journal for Numerical 
Methods in Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 7, pp 778-799, 17 February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5978 
SUMMARY: We are interested in the layer-wise modeling of composite cylindrical shell structures based on a 
variable separation method. The present study is focused on the use of a multiresolution strategy to decrease the 
computational cost of numerous analyses where some parameters can change. For this purpose, the 
displacement field is approximated as a sum of separated functions of the in-plane coordinates and the 
transverse coordinate. Thus, an iterative process that consists of solving a two-dimensional (2D) and a one-
dimensional problem successively at each iteration is required. In the thickness direction, a fourth-order 
expansion in each layer is considered. For the in-plane description, a classical finite element method is used. In 
our framework of a multiresolution process, once a first computation is achieved, the previously built 2D 
functions can be used. Thus, the following problems to be solved can be limited to a one-dimensional problem. 
If needed, only few 2D functions might be built. The approach is assessed through mechanical tests on L-angle 
specimens by comparing with a quasi–three-dimensional layer-wise approach. It is illustrated by varying the 
geometry and the stacking sequences of the shell. 
 
Pourya Zarifian, Hamid Reza Ovesy and Rouhollah Dehghani Firouz-Abadi (Primarily from: Department of 
Aerospace Engineering, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran), “Sloshing effects on supersonic 
flutter characteristics of a circular cylindrical shell partially filled with liquid”, International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 8, pp 901-925, 24 February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5984 



SUMMARY: This paper aims to revisit the effect of sloshing on the flutter characteristics of a partially liquid‐
filled cylinder. A computational fluid‐structure interaction model within the framework of the finite element 
method is developed to capture fluid‐structure interactions arising from the sloshing of the internal fluid and 
the flexibility of its containing structure exposed to an external supersonic airflow. The internal liquid sloshing 
is represented by a more sophisticated model, referred to as the liquid sloshing model, and the shell structure is 
modeled by Sanders' shell theory. The aerodynamic pressure loading is approximated by the first‐order piston 
theory. The initial geometric stiffness due to prestresses in the initial configuration stemming from the fluid 
hydrostatic pressure, internal pressure, and axial compression load is also considered. The obtained results 
reveal that the sloshing of the internal fluid has little influence on the supersonic flutter boundary of a cylinder 
partially filled with liquid, at least for the case considered here. It is also shown that the critical freestream static 
pressure predicted by the sloshing model is negligibly larger than that calculated by the hydroelastic model of 
the internal fluid, which means that the sloshing of the internal fluid slightly overestimates the flutter boundary. 
 
Jose A. Gonzalez, J. Kopacka, R. Kolman, S.S. Cho and K.C. Park, “Inverse mass matrix for isogeometric 
explicit transient analysis via the method of localized Lagrange multipliers”, International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 9, pp 939-966, 2 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5986 
ABSTRACT: A variational framework is employed to generate inverse mass matrices for isogeometric analysis 
(IGA). As different dual bases impact not only accuracy but also computational overhead, several dual bases are 
extensively investigated. Specifically, locally discontinuous biorthogonal basis functions are evaluated in detail 
for B‐splines of high continuity and Bézier elements with a standard C0 continuous finite element structure. The 
boundary conditions are enforced by the method of localized Lagrangian multipliers after generating the inverse 
mass matrix for completely free body. Thus, unlike inverse mass matrix methods without employing the method 
of Lagrange multipliers, no modifications in the reciprocal basis functions are needed to account for the 
boundary conditions. Hence, the present method does not require internal modifications of existing IGA 
software structures. Numerical examples show that globally continuous dual basis functions yield better 
accuracy than locally discontinuous biorthogonal functions, but with much higher computational overhead. 
Locally discontinuous dual basis functions are found to be an economical alternative to lumped mass matrices 
when combined with mass parameterization. The resulting inverse mass matrices are tested in several vibration 
problems and applied to explicit transient analysis of structures. 
 
Antonella Falini, Carlotta Giannelli, Tadej Kanduc, Maria Lucia Sampoli and Alessandra Sestini (Primarily 
from: INdAM c/o Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Florence, Florence, Italy), 
“An adaptive IGA-BEM with hierarchical B-splines based on quasi-interpolation quadrature schemes”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 117, No. 10, pp 1038-1058, 9 March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.5990 
SUMMARY: The isogeometric formulation of the boundary element method (IgA‐BEM) is investigated within 
the adaptivity framework. Suitable weighted quadrature rules to evaluate integrals appearing in the Galerkin 
BEM formulation of 2D Laplace model problems are introduced. The proposed quadrature schemes are based 
on a spline quasi‐interpolation (QI) operator and properly framed in the hierarchical setting. The local nature of 
the QI perfectly fits with hierarchical spline constructions and leads to an efficient and accurate numerical 
scheme. An automatic adaptive refinement strategy is driven by a residual‐based error estimator. Numerical 
examples show that the optimal convergence rate of the Galerkin solution is recovered by the proposed adaptive 
method. 
 
Yan Shang, Zheng-Hua Qian, Song Cen and Chen-Feng Li, (First author is from: State Key Laboratory of 
Mechanics and Control of Mechanical Structures, College of Aerospace Engineering, Nanjing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China), “A simple unsymmetric 4-node 12-DOF membrane 
element for the modified couple stress theory”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 
Vol. ?, No. ?, pp ?, 27 March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6073 



SUMMARY: In this work, the recently proposed unsymmetric 4‐node 12‐DOF (degree of freedom) membrane 
element [1], which has demonstrated excellent performance for the classical elastic problems, is further 
extended for the modified couple stress theory, to account for the size effect of materials. This is achieved via 
two formulation developments. Firstly, by using the penalty function method, the kinematic relations between 
the element's nodal drilling DOFs and the true physical rotations are enforced. Consequently, the continuity 
requirement for the modified couple stress theory is satisfied in weak sense, and the symmetric curvature test 
function can be easily derived from the gradients of the drilling DOFs. Secondly, the couple stress field that 
satisfies a priori the related equilibrium equations is adopted as the energy conjugate trial function to formulate 
the element for the modified couple stress theory. As demonstrated by a series of benchmark tests, the new 
element can efficiently capture the size‐dependent responses of materials and is robust to mesh distortions. 
Moreover, as the new element uses only three conventional DOFs per node, it can be readily incorporated into 
the standard finite element program framework and commonly available finite element programs. 
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F. Gruttmann and G. Knust (Fachgebiet Festkörpermechanik, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, 
Germany), “A shell element for the prediction of residual load-carrying capacities due to delamination”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 118, No. 3, pp 132-158, 20 April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6010 
SUMMARY: This paper deals with layered plates and shells subjected to static loading. The kinematic 
assumptions are extended by a jump function in dependence of a damage parameter. Additionally, an 
intermediate layer is arranged at any position of the laminate. This allows numerical simulation of onset and 
growth of delaminations. The equations of the boundary value problem include besides the equilibrium in terms 
of stress resultants, the local equilibrium in terms of stresses, the geometric field equations, the constitutive 
equations, and a constraint which enforces the correct shape of a superposed displacement field through the 
thickness as well as boundary conditions. The weak form of the boundary value problem and the associated 
finite element formulation for quadrilaterals is derived. The developed shell element possesses the usual 5 or 6 
degrees of freedom at the nodes. This is an essential feature since standard geometrical boundary conditions can 
be applied and the elements are applicable to shell intersection problems. With the developed model, residual 
load‐carrying capacities of layered shells due to delamination failure are computed. 
 
Dhiraj Biswas and Chaitali Ray (Dept. of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Engineering Science and 
Technology Shibpur, Howrah, India), “An improved isoparametric quadratic element based on refined zigzag 
theory to compute interlaminar stresses of multilayered anisotropic plates”, International Journal for Numerical 
Methods in Engineering, Vol. 118, No. 4?, pp ?-?, 1 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6090 
ABSTRACT: An improved eight noded isoparametric quadratic plate bending element based on refined higher 
order zigzag theory (RHZT) has been developed in the present study to determine the interlaminar stresses of 
multilayered composite laminates. The C0 continuous element has been formulated by considering warping 
function in the displacement field based on the refined higher order zigzag theory (RHZT). Shear locking 
phenomenon is avoided by considering substitute shear strain field. The continuity of transverse shear stresses 
cannot be ensured by the proposed zigzag formulation directly and hence the continuity conditions of transverse 
shear stresses have been established by using the three dimensional stress equilibrium equations in the present 
study. The transverse shear stresses are computed in a simplified manner using the differential equations of 
stress equilibrium. A finite element code is developed by using MATLAB software package. The performance 
of the present finite element model is validated by comparing the results with three‐dimensional elasticity 
solutions. The superiority of the proposed element in view of computational efficiency, simplicity and accuracy 
has been examined by comparing the present solutions with those available in published literature using other 
elements. 
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Y. Guo, H. Do and M. Ruess, “Isogeometric stability analysis of thin shells: From simple geometries to 
engineering models”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 118, No. 8, pp 433-458, 
25 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6020 
SUMMARY: The buckling properties of thin‐walled structures are sensitive to different sources of 
imperfections, among which the geometric imperfections are of paramount importance. This work contributes 
to the methodology of shell buckling analysis with respect to the following aspects: first, we propose an 
isogeometric analysis framework for the buckling analysis of shell structures which naturally eliminates the 
geometric discretization errors; second, we introduce a parameter‐free Nitsche‐type formulation for thin shells 
at large deformations that weakly enforces coupling constraints along trimmed boundaries. In combination with 
the finite cell method, the proposed conceptual modeling and analysis framework is able to handle engineering‐
related shell structures; and third, we introduce a NURBS modeling of measured geometric imperfection fields, 
which is much closer to the true imperfection shape compared to the classically used faceted FE models. We 
demonstrate with a number of benchmark problems and engineering models that our proposed framework is 
able to fully compete with established and highly sophisticated finite element formulations but at a significant 
higher level of accuracy and reliability of the analysis results. 
 
Mingfa Ren, Jie Cong, Lei Wang and Bo Wang, “An improved multiscale finite element method for nonlinear 
bending analysis of stiffened composite structures”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 118, No. 8, pp 459-481, 25 May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6021 
SUMMARY: Stiffened composite structures are commonly composed of skins and stiffeners that are employed 
to transfer and carry load, respectively. An improved multiscale finite element method is presented for 
geometrically nonlinear bending analysis of composite grid stiffened laminates. In the developed method, two 
kinds of strategies for establishing stiffened multiscale models are presented, in which the stiffeners are 
modeled at different scale. By introducing a virtual degree of freedom and additional coupling terms, multiscale 
base functions are improved to consider the local effects of stiffeners and coupling effects of composites. To 
construct the multiscale base functions of stiffened multiscale models, an extended displacement boundary 
conditions are constructed, in which the displacements of stiffeners are imposed constraints based on the 
displacement continuous conditions between skin and stiffener. Incremental multiscale finite element 
formulations are derived based on Total-Lagrange description and von Karman's large deflection plate theory. 
The incremental displacement boundary conditions are constructed to consider the effect of microscopic 
unbalanced force on microscopic results. Numerical examples show high efficiency and applicability of the 
developed method for composite grid stiffened laminates. 
 
Dhiraj Biswas and Chaitali Ray, An improved isoparametric quadratic element based on refined zigzag theory 
to compute interlaminar stresses of multilayered anisotropic plates”, International Journal for Numerical 
Methods in Engineering, Vol. 119, No. 12, pp 1245-1278, 21 September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6090 
ABSTRACT: An improved eight-noded isoparametric quadratic plate bending element based on refined higher-
order zigzag theory (RHZT) has been developed in the present study to determine the interlaminar stresses of 
multilayered composite laminates. The C0 continuous element has been formulated by considering warping 
function in the displacement field based on the RHZT. Shear locking phenomenon is avoided by considering 
substitute shear strain field. The continuity of transverse shear stresses cannot be ensured by the proposed 
zigzag formulation directly, and hence, the continuity conditions of transverse shear stresses have been 
established by using the three-dimensional (3D) stress equilibrium equations in the present study. The 
transverse shear stresses are computed in a simplified manner using the differential equations of stress 
equilibrium. A finite element code is developed by using MATLAB software package. The performance of the 
present finite element model is validated by comparing the results with 3D elasticity solutions. The superiority 
of the proposed element in view of computational efficiency, simplicity, and accuracy has been examined by 
comparing the present solutions with those available in published literature using other elements. 
 
 



J.P. Moitinho de Almeida, E.A.W. Maunder and Carlos Tiago, “A general degree semihybrid triangular 
compatible finite element formulation for Kirchhoff plates”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 120, No. 1, pp 56-85, 5 October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6124 
SUMMARY: We revisit compatible finite element formulations for Kirchhoff plates and propose a new general 
degree hybridized approach that strictly imposes C1 continuity. These new elements are triangular and based on 
nodal polynomial approximation functions that only use displacement and rotation degrees of freedom for 
assembly, and thereby “nearly” impose C1 continuity. This condition is then strictly enforced by adding 
appropriately chosen hybrid constraints and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. Unlike all other existing 
approaches, this formulation allows for the definition of elements of arbitrary degree considering a single 
polynomial basis for each element, without using degrees of freedom associated with second-order derivatives. 
The convergence is compared with that of alternative approaches in terms of numbers of elements and degrees 
of freedom. 
 
Zhi Li, Junbin Huang, Song Cen and Chen-Feng Li, “An unsymmetric 8-node hexahedral solid-shell element 
with high distortion tolerance: Geometric nonlinear formulations”, International Journal for Numerical Methods 
in Engineering, Vol. 120, No. 5, pp 580-606, 2 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6149 
SUMMARY: A recent distortion-tolerant unsymmetric 8-node hexahedral solid-shell element US-ATFHS8, 
which takes the analytical solutions of linear elasticity as the trial functions, is successfully extended to 
geometric nonlinear analysis. This extension is based on the corotational (CR) approach due to its simplicity 
and high efficiency, especially for geometric nonlinear analysis where the strain is still small. Based on the 
assumption that the analytical trial functions can properly work in each increment during the nonlinear analysis, 
the incremental corotational formulations of the nonlinear solid-shell element US-ATFHS8 are derived within 
the updated Lagrangian (UL) framework, in which an appropriate updated strategy for linear analytical trial 
functions is proposed. Numerical examples show that the present nonlinear element US-ATFHS8 possesses 
excellent performance for various rigorous tests no matter whether regular or distorted mesh is used. Especially, 
it even performs well in some situations that other conventional elements cannot work. 
 

Manas Chandra Ray, “A novel smart hybrid-Trefftz finite element for smart laminated composite plates”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 120, No. 6, pp 707-726, 9 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6153 
SUMMARY: A novel smart hybrid-Trefftz finite element (HTFE) has been developed for the analysis of smart 
laminated composite plates. The substrates of the smart plates are symmetric and antisymmetric cross-ply 
plates. The derivation of this HTFE is devoid of the complicated task of finding the particular solutions of 
simultaneous governing partial differential equations. The Trefftz functions are constructed from the finite 
number of free-field exact solutions of the homogeneous simultaneous governing partial differential equations 
of the element domain in a straightforward manner without transforming them into a single governing equation. 
The HTFE is validated with the exact solutions of the smart composite plates. It is observed that this HTFE is 
an efficient finite element and can be utilized for the analysis of active control of smart composite structures. 
 
P. Aurojyoti, P. Raghu, A. Rajagopal and J. N. Reddy, “An n-sided polygonal finite element for nonlocal 
nonlinear analysis of plates and laminates”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 
120, No. 9, pp 1071-1107, 30 November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6171 
SUMMARY: In this study, a locking-free n-sided C1 polygonal finite element is presented for nonlinear analysis 
of laminated plates. The plate kinematics is based on Reddy's third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT). The 
in-plane displacements are approximated using barycentric form of Lagrange shape functions. The weak-form 
Galerkin formulation based on the kinematics of TSDT requires the C1 approximation of the transverse 
displacement over the polygonal element. This is achieved by embedding the C0 Lagrange interpolants over a 
cubic Bernstein-Bezier patch defined over the n-sided polygonal element. Such an approach ensures the 
continuity of the derivative field at the inter-element edges. In addition, Eringen's stresd-gradient nonlocal 
constitutive equations are used in the present formulation to account for nonlocality. The effect of geometric 
nonlinearity is taken by considering the von Kármán geometric nonlinearity. Examples are presented to show 
the effect of nonlocality, geometric nonlinearity, and the lamination scheme on the bending behavior of 



laminated composite plates. The results are compared with analytical solutions, conventional FEM results, and 
with those available in the literature. Shear locking is addressed considering reduced integration and consistent 
interpolation techniques. The patch test is used to check the convergence of the element developed. 
 
 
Santosh Kapuria and Adnan Ahmed, “Delamination modeling in doubly curved laminated shells for free 
vibration analysis using zigzag theory-based facet shell element and hybrid continuity method”, International 
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 120, No. 9, pp 1126-1147, 30 November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6174 
SUMMARY: We present a finite element (FE) formulation for the free vibration analysis of doubly curved 
laminated composite and sandwich shells having multiple delaminations, employing a facet shell element based 
on the efficient third-order zigzag theory and the region approach of modeling delaminations. The methodology, 
hitherto not attempted, is general for delaminations occurring at multiple interfacial and spatial locations. A 
recently developed hybrid method is used for satisfying the continuity of the nonlinear layerwise displacement 
field at the delamination fronts. The formulation is shown to yield very accurate results with reference to full-
field three-dimensional FE solutions, for the natural frequencies and mode shapes of delaminated shallow and 
deep, composite and highly inhomogeneous soft-core sandwich shells of different geometries and boundary 
conditions, with a significant computational advantage. The accuracy is sensitive to the continuity method used 
at the delamination fronts, the usual point continuity method yielding rather poor accuracy, and the proposed 
hybrid method giving the best accuracy. Such efficient modeling of laminated shells with delamination damage 
will be of immense use for model-based techniques for structural health monitoring of laminated shell-type 
structures. 
 
Zhangxian Yuan, Xinwei Wang, George A. Kardomateas, “A co-rotational weak-form quadrature planar beam 
element for geometric nonlinear static and dynamic analysis”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 120, No. 11, pp 1273-1295, 14 December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6183 
SUMMARY: The co-rotational formulation of quadrature planar beam element undergoing large displacement 
and large rotation is presented. A local frame co-rotates with the differential element and decomposes the 
motion into a rigid body movement and a strain-producing deformation. General explicit formulations of 
elemental vectors and matrices, including internal force vector, external force vector, tangent stiffness matrix, 
and mass matrix, are derived via the numerical integration together with the differential quadrature law. Thus, 
the element nodes and numerical integration method can be chosen arbitrarily based on the accuracy 
requirement and problem type. A number of case studies on the static, postbuckling, and dynamic response of 
beams and frame structures are conducted. The convergence study shows that the co-rotational quadrature 
element has an exponential rate of convergence and the reduced Gauss integration yield the highest accuracy. It 
is seen that the proposed co-rotational quadrature beam element is simple in formulations, computationally 
efficient, and capable of capturing the complex nonlinear behavior of beam and frame structures with high 
precision. 
 
Vahid Shobeiri (Department of Civil Engineering, Yazd University, Yazd, Iran), “Bidirectional evolutionary 
structural optimization for nonlinear structures under dynamic loads”, International Journal for Numerical 
Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 5, pp 888-903, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6249 
SUMMARY: This study aims to develop efficient numerical optimization methods for finding the optimal 
topology of nonlinear structures under dynamic loads. The numerical models are developed using the 
bidirectional evolutionary structural optimization method for stiffness maximization problems with mass 
constraints. The mathematical formulation of topology optimization approach is developed based on the 
element virtual strain energy as the design variable and minimization of compliance as the objective function. 
The suitability of the proposed method for topology optimization of nonlinear structures is demonstrated 
through a series of two- and three-dimensional benchmark designs. Several issues relating to the nonlinear 
structures subjected to dynamic loads such as material, geometric, and contact nonlinearities are addressed in 
the examples. It is shown that the proposed approach generates more reliable designs for nonlinear structures. 



 
Oemer Civalek, “Vibration of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced quadrilateral plates using 
geometric transformation discrete singular convolution method”, International Journal for Numerical Methods 
in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 5, pp 990-1019, 15 March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6254 
SUMMARY:  Free vibration characteristics of thick skew plates reinforced by functionally graded carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) reinforced composite are presented. Discrete singular convolution (DSC) method is used for 
the numerical solution of vibration problems via geometric mapping technique. Using the geometric 
transformation via a four-node element, the straight-sided quadrilateral physical domain is mapped into a 
square domain in the computational space. Then the method of discrete singular convolution with some singular 
kernels such as Regularized Shannon's delta (RSD) and Lagrange's delta kernels (LDK) have been used for 
spatial discretizing of the resulting governing equation of motion. Calculated results have been presented in 
order to show the effects of volume fraction of CNT, skew angles, CNT distribution types, plate aspect ratio and 
length-to-thickness ratio on the frequency of CNT reinforced skew plate. The current results are compared with 
the related results available in the literature and obtained by different methods. It is shown that reasonable 
accurate results are obtained for free vibration of nanocomposite plates with less computational effort for higher 
modes. Several test examples for different plate have been selected to demonstrate the convergence properties, 
accuracy, and simplicity in numerical implementation of DSC procedures. This approach has verified the 
accuracy and applicability of DSC method to the class of problem considered in this study. Furthermore, in the 
numerical examples in the scope of the study, the results obtained with DSC method using a coarser grid are 
more accurate than the values obtained by finite elements and differential quadrature (DQ) methods. It is also 
revealed that the method of discrete singular convolution is a promising and potential approach for 
computational mechanics of nonrectangular plates with nanocomposite reinforced. 
 
Shinnosuke Nishi, Takayuki Yamada, Kazuhiro Izui, Shinji Nishiwaki and Kenjiro Terada, “Isogeometric 
topology optimization of anisotropic metamaterials for controlling high-frequency electromagnetic wave”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 6, pp 1218-1247, 30 March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6263 
SUMMARY: This study presents a level set–based topology optimization with isogeometric analysis (IGA) for 
controlling high-frequency electromagnetic wave propagation in a domain with periodic microstructures (unit 
cells). The high-frequency homogenization method is applied to characterize the macroscopic high-frequency 
waves in periodic heterogeneous media whose wavelength is comparative to or smaller than the representative 
length of a unit cell. B-spline basis functions are employed for the IGA discretization procedure to improve the 
performance of electromagnetic wave analysis in a unit cell and topology optimization. Also, to keep the same 
order of continuity on the periodic boundaries as on other element edges in the domain, we propose the 
extended domain approach, while incorporating Floquet periodic boundary condition (FPBC). Two types of 
optimization problems are taken as examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in 
comparison with the standard finite element analysis (FEA). The optimization results provide optimized 
topologies of unit cells qualified as anisotropic metamaterials with hyperbolic and bidirectional dispersion 
properties at the macroscale. 
 
Yeshern Maharaj and Kai A. James, “Metamaterial topology optimization of nonpneumatic tires with stress and 
buckling constraints”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 7, pp 1410-
1439, 15 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6273 
SUMMARY: This article presents the design of a metamaterial for the shear layer of a nonpneumatic tire using 
topology optimization, under stress and buckling constraints. These constraints are implemented for a smooth 
maximum function using global aggregation. A linear elastic finite element model is used, implementing solid 
isotropic material with penalization. Design sensitivities are determined by the adjoint method. The method of 
moving asymptotes is used to solve the numerical optimization problem. Two different optimization statements 
are used. Each requires a compliance limit and some aspect of continuation. The buckling analysis is linear, 
considering the generalized eigenvalue problem of the conventional and stress stiffness matrices. Various 
symmetries, base materials, and starting geometries are considered. This leads to novel topologies that all 
achieve the target effective shear modulus of 10 MPa, while staying within the stress constraint. The stress-only 



designs generally were susceptible to buckling failure. A family of designs (columnar, noninterconnected 
representative unit cells) that emerge in this study appears to exhibit favorable properties for this application. 
 
Shanhong Ren and Guozhong Zhao, “A new formulation of continuous transverse shear stress field for static 
and dynamic analysis of sandwich beams with soft core”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 8, pp 1847-1876, 30 April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6289 
SUMMARY: This article presents a novel formulation for sandwich beams with soft core based on a layerwise 
description of continuous transverse shear stress field. The transverse shear stress field is assumed to follow a 
quadratic distribution in thick face layers and a uniform distribution in soft core. Based on stress-strain 
relations, transverse shear strain is obtained, and in-plane displacement field is determined by taking the integral 
of the transverse shear stain. By enforcing interlaminar displacement continuity, an explicit displacement field 
expression containing only displacement variables is formulated. In this formulation, interlaminar continuity 
conditions of displacement and transverse shear stress are satisfied simultaneously, and transverse shear and 
crosssectional warping effects in thick face layers are accurately taken account. To show characteristics and 
advantages of the present model, some classical theoretical models are further developed under different 
kinematic assumptions. The governing equations are derived using Hamilton principle, and finite element 
solutions for static and dynamic analysis of sandwich beams are presented. Comparisons with exact solution 
and other well-known solutions, well demonstrate high accuracy of the present model for sandwich beams with 
different features. Besides, numerical discussions further reflect accuracy advantages of the present model in 
static and dynamic analysis of sandwich beams. 
 
Takeki Yamamoto (1) and Takahiro Yamada (2) 
(1) Department of Aerospace Engineering, Tohoku University, Aza-Aoba 6-6-01, Aramaki, Aoba-ku, Sendai 
980-8579, Japan. 
(2) Environment and Information Science, Yokohama National University, Kanagawa, Japan 
“A quadrilateral shell element incorporating thickness-stretch for nearly incompressible hyperelasticity”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 9, pp 2001-2032, 15 May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6296 
SUMMARY: The authors proposed a quadrilateral shell element enriched with degrees of freedom to represent 
thickness-stretch. The quadrilateral shell element can be utilized to consider large deformations for nearly 
incompressible materials, and its performance is demonstrated in small and large deformation analyses of 
hyperelastic materials in this study. Formulation of the proposed shell element is based on extension of the 
MITC4 shell element. A displacement variation in the thickness direction is introduced to evaluate the change 
in thickness. In the proposed approach, the thickness direction is defined using the director vectors at each 
midsurface node. The thickness-stretch is approximated by the movements of additional nodes, which are 
placed along the thickness direction from the bottom to the top surface. The transverse normal strain is 
calculated using these additional nodes without assuming the plane stress condition; hence, a three-dimensional 
constitutive equation can be employed without any modification. In this work, the authors apply an assumed 
strain technique to the special shell element to alleviate volumetric locking for nearly incompressible materials. 
Several numerical examples are presented to examine the effectiveness of the proposed element. 
 
Yan Shang (1), Chen-Feng Li (2) and Kang-Yu Jia (3) 
(1) Mechanics and Control of Mechanical Structures, College of Aerospace Engineering, Nanjing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, China 
(2) Zienkiewicz Centre for Computational Engineering and Energy Safety Research Institute, College of 
Engineering, Swansea University, Swansea, UK 
(3) Hubei Key Laboratory of Advanced Textile Materials & Application, Wuhan Textile University, Wuhan, 
China 
“8-node hexahedral unsymmetric element with rotation degrees of freedom for modified couple stress 
elasticity”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 12, pp 2683-2700, 30 
June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6325 



SUMMARY: A new C0 8-node 48-DOF hexahedral element is developed for analysis of size-dependent 
problems in the context of the modified couple stress theory by extending the methodology proposed in our 
recent work (Shang et al., Int J Numer Methods Eng 119(9): 807-825, 2019) to the three-dimensional (3D) 
cases. There are two major innovations in the present formulation. First, the independent nodal rotation degrees 
of freedom (DOFs) are employed to enhance the standard 3D isoparametric interpolation for obtaining the 
displacement and strain test functions, as well as to approximatively design the physical rotation field for 
deriving the curvature test function. Second, the equilibrium stress functions instead of the analytical functions 
are used to formulate the stress trial function whilst the couple stress trial function is directly obtained from the 
curvature test function by using the constitutive relationship. Besides, the penalty function is introduced into the 
virtual work principle for enforcing the C1 continuity condition in weak sense. Several benchmark examples are 
examined and the numerical results demonstrate that the element can simulate the size-dependent mechanical 
behaviors well, exhibiting satisfactory accuracy and low susceptibility to mesh distortion. 
 
David R. Brandyberry (1), Ahmad R. Najafi (2) and Philippe H. Geubelle (1) 
(1) Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, Illinois 
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
“Multiscale design of three-dimensional nonlinear composites using an interface-enriched generalized finite 
element method”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 12, pp 2806-
2825, 30 June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6333 
SUMMARY: A computational framework is developed to model and optimize the nonlinear multiscale 
response of three-dimensional particulate composites using an interface-enriched generalized finite element 
method. The material nonlinearities are associated with interfacial debonding of inclusions from a surrounding 
matrix which is modeled using C−1 continuous enrichment functions and a cohesive failure model. Analytic 
material and shape sensitivities of the homogenized constitutive response are derived and used to drive a 
nonlinear inverse homogenization problem using gradient-based optimization methods. Spherical and 
ellipsoidal particulate microstructures are designed to match a component of the homogenized stress-strain 
response to a desired constructed macroscopic stress-strain behavior. 
 
Zijun Wu, Fei Fan, Renbin Xiao, Lianqing Yu, “The substructuring-based topology optimization for 
maximizing the first eigenvalue of hierarchical lattice structure”, International Journal for Numerical Methods 
in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 13, pp 2964-2978, 15 July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6342 
SUMMARY: This work presents a generalized substructuring-based topology optimization method for the 
design hierarchical lattice structures to maximize the first eigenvalue. In this method, the macrostructure is 
assumed to be composed of substructures with a common artificial lattice geometry pattern. And two different 
yet connected scales are considered through a lattice geometry feature parameter. The feature parameter, which 
can control the material distribution of the substructure, determines the relative density of corresponding 
substructure. Each substructure is condensed into a super-element to obtain the associated density-related 
matrices. A surrogate model using cubic spline interpolation has been particularly built to map the density to 
stiffness and mass matrices of condensed super-elements. The derivatives of super-element matrices to the 
associated densities can be evaluated efficiently and accurately. Here, an augmented penalized density for this 
surrogate model is introduced. And the conventional optimality criteria method is selected as updating method 
of the density design variables. Numerical examples under two lattice patterns of substructures are shown to 
validate the correctness and superiority of this substructure-based topology optimization method. 
 
Petr Krysl, Raghavendra Sivapuram, Ahmad T. Abawi, “Rapid free-vibration analysis with model reduction 
based on coherent nodal clusters”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 
15, pp 3274-3299, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6358 
SUMMARY: Modal expansion is a workhorse used in many engineering analysis algorithms. One example is 
the coupled boundary element-finite element computation of the backscattering target strength of underwater 
elastic objects. To obtain the modal basis, a free-vibration (generalized eigenvalue) problem needs to be solved, 
which tends to be expensive when there are many basis vectors to compute. In the above-mentioned 



backscattering example it could be many hundreds or thousands. Excellent algorithms exist to solve the free-
vibration problem, and most use some form of the Rayleigh-Ritz (RR) procedure. The key to an efficient RR 
application is a low-cost transformation into a reduced basis. In this work, a novel, inexpensive a priori 
transformation is constructed for solid-mechanics finite element models based on the notion of coherent nodal 
clusters. The inexpensive RR procedure then leads to significant speedups of the computation of an approximate 
solution to the free vibration problem. 
 
Alexandre Imperiale, Nicolas Leymarie, Edouard Demaldent, “Numerical modeling of wave propagation in 
anisotropic viscoelastic laminated materials in transient regime: Application to modeling ultrasonic testing of 
composite structures”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 15, pp 3300-
3338, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6359 
SUMMARY: Composite laminate structures remain an important family of materials used in cutting-edge 
industrial areas. Building efficient numerical modeling tools for high-frequency wave propagation in order to 
represent ultrasonic testing experiments of these materials remains a major challenge. In particular, 
incorporating attenuation phenomena within anisotropic plies, and thin intermediate isotropic layers between 
the plies often represent significant obstacles for standard numerical approaches. In our work, we address both 
issues by proposing a systematic study of the fully discrete propagators associated to the Kelvin-Voigt, 
Maxwell, and Zener models, and by incorporating effective transmission conditions between plies using the 
mortar element method. We illustrate the soundness of our approach by proposing intermediate one-
dimensional and two-dimensional numerical evidence, and we apply it to a more realistic configuration of a 
curved laminate composite structure in a three-dimensional setting. 
 
Guoxiang Zhang, Junyu Xiang, “Eight-node conforming straight-side quadrilateral element with high-order 
completeness (QH8-C1)”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 15, pp 
3339-3361, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6360 
SUMMARY: A new eight-node conforming quadrilateral element with high-order completeness, denoted as 
QH8-C1, is proposed in this article. First, expressions for the interpolation displacement function satisfying the 
requirements for high-order completeness in the global coordinate system are constructed. Second, the 
displacement function expression in global coordinates is transformed into isoparametric coordinates, and the 
relationships between the two series of coefficients for the two kinds of displacement function expressions are 
found. Third, the displacement function expression is modified to satisfy the requirements of nodal freedom and 
interelement boundary continuity. The key to the new element construction is the derivation of the linear 
relationship expressions among 12 coefficients of element displacement interpolation polynomials in the global 
and isoparametric coordinate systems. As a result, the relationship between quadratic completeness and 
interelement continuity is explicitly given, and a proof of the completeness and the continuity was conducted to 
theoretically guarantee the validity of the derivation results. Furthermore, in order to verify the correctness of 
the theoretical work, nine numerical examples were performed. The computation results from these examples 
demonstrate that QH8-C1 exhibited excellent performance, including high simulation accuracy, fast 
convergence, insensitivity to mesh distortion, and monotonic convergence. 
 
Yingqing Huang, Yakun Huan, Haibo Chen, “An incompatible and unsymmetric four-node quadrilateral plane 
element with high numerical performance”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 
121, No. 15, pp 3382-3396, 15 August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6363 
ABSTRACT: Recent studies show that the unsymmetric finite element method exhibits excellent performance 
when the discretized meshes are severely distorted. In this article, a new unsymmetric 4-noded quadrilateral 
plane element is presented using both incompatible test functions and trial functions. Five internal nodes, one at 
the elemental central and four at the middle sides, are added to ensure the quadratic completeness of the 
elemental displacement field. Thereafter, the total nine nodes are applied to form the shape functions of trial 
function, and the Lagrange interpolation functions are adopted as the incompatible test shape functions of the 
internal nodes. The incompatible test displacements are then revised to satisfy the patch test. Numerical tests 
show that the present element can provide very good numerical accuracy with badly distorted meshes. Unlike 
the existing unsymmetric four-node plane elements in which the analytical stress fields are employed, the 
present element can be extended to boundary value problems of any differential equations with no difficulties. 



 
G. M. Kulikov, S. V. Plotnikova, A. O. Glebov, “Assessment of nonlinear exact geometry sampling surfaces 
solid-shell elements and ANSYS solid elements for 3D stress analysis of piezoelectric shell structures”, 
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 17, pp 3795-3823, 15 September 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6382 
SUMMARY: In this work, the finite rotation exact geometry four-node solid-shell element using the sampling 
surfaces (SaS) method is developed for the analysis of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses in laminated 
piezoelectric shells. The SaS method is based on choosing inside the layers the arbitrary number of SaS parallel 
to the middle surface and located at Chebyshev polynomial nodes in order to introduce the displacements and 
electric potentials of these surfaces as fundamental shell unknowns. The outer surfaces and interfaces are also 
included into a set of SaS. To circumvent shear and membrane locking, the hybrid-mixed solid-shell element on 
the basis of the Hu-Washizu variational principle is proposed. The tangent stiffness matrix is evaluated by 3D 
analytical integration throughout the finite element. This novelty provides a superior performance in the case of 
coarse meshes. A comparison with the SOLID226 element showed that the developed exact geometry SaS 
solid-shell element allows the use of load increments, which are much larger than possible with existing 
displacement-based finite elements. Thus, it can be recommended for the 3D stress analysis of doubly-curved 
laminated piezoelectric shells because the SaS formulation gives the opportunity to obtain the 3D solutions of 
electroelasticity with a prescribed accuracy. 
 
Michael H. Gfrerer, Martin Schanz, “A coupled FEM-MFS method for the vibro-acoustic simulation of 
laminated poro-elastic shells”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 19, 
pp 4235-4267, 15 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6391 
SUMMARY: A new simulation method for the vibro-acoustic simulation of poro-elastic shells is presented. 
The proposed methods can be used to investigate arbitrary curved layered panels, as well as their interaction 
with the surrounding air. We employ a high-order finite element method (FEM) for the discretization of the 
shell structure. We assume that the shell geometry is given parametrically or implicitly. For both cases the exact 
geometry is used in the simulation. In order to discretize the fluid surrounding the structure, a variational variant 
of the method of fundamental solutions (MFS) is developed. Thus, the meshing of the fluid domain can be 
avoided and in the case of unbounded domains the Sommerfeld radiation condition is fulfilled. In order to 
simulate coupled fluid-structure interaction problems, the FEM and the MFS are combined to a coupled 
method. The implementation of the uncoupled FEM for the shell and the uncoupled MFS is verified against 
numerical examples based on the method of manufactured solutions. For the verification of the coupled method 
an example with a known exact solution is considered. In order to show the potential of the method sound 
transmission from cavities to exterior half-spaces is simulated. 
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Liang Wang, Xueshi Ma, Qingda Yang, Ryan L. Karkkainen, “Nonlinear augmented finite element method for 
arbitrary cracking in large deformation plates and shells”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 20, pp 4509-4536, 30 October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6445 
ABSTRACT: This article presents a nonlinear augmented finite element method (N-AFEM) for the analysis of 
arbitrary crack initiation and propagation in large deformation plates and shells. The FE formulations for 
plate/shell elements and a shell-like cohesive zone element, both with explicit consideration of geometric 
nonlinearity, have been derived in detail. The geometrically nonlinear shell-like cohesive element has the 
essential feature of 3D but with crack displacements directly extracted from midplane shell element nodes, 
which enables an accurate description of crack propagation in shells and plates under large deformation. 
Furthermore, a novel augmentation process that can explicitly account for the discontinuous displacement fields 
of cracked elements without the need of extra nodes or nodal DoFs has been develop based on a nonlinear 
Newton-Raphson method. The numerical performance of the N-AFEM in modeling a number of benchmark 
shell/plate fracture problems demonstrates that the method is efficient, accurate, and robust. 
 
A. Pagani and E. Carrera, “Coupling three-dimensional peridynamics and high-order one-dimensional finite 
elements based on local elasticity for the linear static analysis of solid beams and thin-walled reinforced 
structures”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 121, No. 22, pp 5066-5081, 30 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6510 
SUMMARY: Peridynamics is a nonlocal theory which has been successfully applied to solid mechanics and 
crack propagation problems over the last decade. This methodology, however, may lead to large computational 
calculations which can soon become intractable for many problems of practical interest. In this context, a 



technique to couple—in a global/local sense–three-dimensional peridynamics with one-dimensional high-order 
finite elements based on classical elasticity is proposed. The refined finite elements employed in this work are 
based on the well-established Carrera Unified Formulation, which the previous literature has demonstrated to 
provide structural formulations with unprecedented accuracy and optimized computational efficiency. The 
coupling is realized by using Lagrange multipliers that guarantee versatility and physical consistency as shown 
by the numerical results, including the linear static analyses of solid and thin-walled beams as well as of a 
reinforced panel of aeronautic interest. 
 
Bo Zhang, Heng Li, Liulin Kong, Xu Zhang and Zhipeng Feng, “Strain gradient differential quadrature finite 
element for moderately thick micro-plates”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 
121, No. 24, pp 5600-5646, 30 December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6513 
SUMMARY: In this study, we integrate the advantages of differential quadrature method (DQM) and finite 
element method (FEM) to construct a C1 type four-node quadrilateral element with 48 degrees of freedom (DOF) 
for strain gradient Mindlin micro-plates. This element is free of shape functions and shear locking. The C1 

continuity requirements of deflection and rotation functions are accomplished by a fourth-order differential 
quadrature (DQ)-based geometric mapping scheme, which facilitates the conversion of the displacement 
parameters at Gauss-Lobatto quadrature (GLQ) points into those at element nodes. The appropriate application 
of DQ rule to non-rectangular domains is proceeded by the natural-to-Cartesian geometric mapping technique. 
Using GLQ and DQ rules, we discretize the total potential energy functional of a generic micro-plate element 
into a function of nodal displacement parameters. Then, we adopt the principle of minimum potential energy to 
determine element stiffness matrix, mass matrix, and load vector. The efficacy of the present element is 
validated through several examples associated with the static bending and free vibration problems of 
rectangular, annular sectorial, and elliptical micro-plates. Finally, the developed element is applied to study the 
behavior of freely vibrating moderately thick micro-plates with irregular shapes. It is shown that our element 
has better convergence and adaptability than that of Bogner-Fox-Schmit (BFS) one, and strain gradient effects 
can cause a significant increase in vibration frequencies and a certain change in vibration mode shapes. 
 
Antonio Madeo, Francesco S. Liguori, Giovanni Zucco and Stefania Fiore, “An efficient isostatic mixed shell 
element for coarse mesh solution”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 122, No. 
1, pp 82-121, 15 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6526 
SUMMARY: A novel mixed shell finite element (FE) is presented. The element is obtained from the Hellinger–
Reissner variational principle and it is based on an elastic solution of the generalized stress field, which is ruled 
by the minimum number of variables. As such, the new FE is isostatic because the number of stress parameters 
is equal to the number of kinematical parameters minus the number of rigid body motions. We name this new 
FE MISS-8. MISS-8 has generalized displacements and rotations interpolated along its contour and drilling 
rotation is also considered as degree of freedom. The element is integrated exactly on its contour, it does not 
suffer from rank defectiveness and it is locking-free. Furthermore, it is efficient for recovering both stress and 
displacement fields when coarse meshes are used. The numerical investigation on its performance confirms the 
suitability, accuracy, and efficiency to recover elastic solutions of thick- and thin-walled beam-like structures. 
Numerical results obtained with the proposed FE are also compared with those obtained with isogeometric 
high-performance solutions. Finally, numerical results show a rate of convergence between h2 and h4. 
 

Qi Zhang, Shaofan Li, A-Man Zhang, Yuxiang Peng and Jiale Yan, “A peridynamic Reissner-Mindlin shell 
theory”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 122, No. 1, pp 122-147, 15 January 
2021, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6527 
SUMMARY: In this work, we have developed a state-based peridynamics theory for nonlinear Reissener-
Mindlin shells to model and predict large deformation of shell structures with thick wall. The nonlocal 
peridynamic theory of solids offers an integral formulation that is an alternative to traditional local continuum 
mechanics models based on partial differential equations. This formulation is applicable for solving the material 
failure problems involved in discontinuous displacement fields. The governing equations of the state-based 
peridynamic shell theory are derived based on the nonlocal balance laws by adopting the kinematic assumption 
of the Reissner and Mindlin plate and shell theories. In the numerical calculations, the stress points are 



employed to ensure the numerical stability. Several numerical examples are conducted to validate the nonlocal 
structure mechanics model and to verify the accuracy as well as the convergence of the proposed shell theory. 
 

Archana Arbind, Junuthula N. Reddy and Arun R. Srinivasa, “A general higher-order shell theory for 
compressible isotropic hyperelastic materials using orthonormal moving frame”, International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 122, No. 1, pp 235-269, 15 January 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6536 
SUMMARY: The primary objective of this study is threefold: (1) to present a general higher-order shell theory to 
analyze large deformations of thin or thick shell structures made of general compressible hyperelastic materials; 
(2) to formulate an efficient shell theory using the orthonormal moving frame, and (3) to develop and apply the 
nonlinear weak-form Galerkin finite element model for the proposed shell theory. The displacement field of the 
line normal to the shell reference surface is approximated by the Taylor series/Legendre polynomials in the 
thickness coordinate of the shell. The use of an orthonormal moving frame makes it possible to represent 
kinematic quantities (e.g., the determinant of the deformation gradient) in a far more efficient manner compared 
with the nonorthogonal covariant bases. Kinematic quantities for the shell deformation are obtained in a novel 
way in the surface coordinate described in the appendix of this study with the help of exterior calculus. 
Furthermore, the governing equation of the shell deformation has been derived in the general surface 
coordinates. To obtain the nonlinear solution in the quasi-static cases, we develop the weak-form finite element 
model in which the reference surface of the shell is modeled exactly. The general invariant based compressible 
hyperelastic material model is considered. The formulation presented herein can be specialized for various other 
nonlinear compressible hyperelastic constitutive models, for example, in biomechanics and other soft-material 
problems (e.g., compressible neo-Hookean material, compressible Mooney–Rivlin material, Saint Venant–
Kirchhoff model, and others). A number of numerical examples are presented to verify and validate the 
formulation presented in this study. The scope of potential extensions are outlined in the final section of this 
study. 
 
Guodong Fang, Shuo Liu, Jun Liang, Maoqing Fu, Bing Wang and Songhe Meng, “A stable non-ordinary state-
based peridynamic model for laminated composite materials”, International Journal for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering, Vol. 122, No. 2, pp 403-430, 30 January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1002/nme.6542 
ABSTRACT: Non-ordinary state-based peridynamics (NOSBPD) has instability issue due to zero-energy 
modes during nodal integration. A zero-energy mode controlling scheme of NOSBPD for laminated composite 
materials is derived by using the linearized bond-based peridynamics, which forms a stable force state 
formulation corresponding to the non-uniform deformation. The proposed controlling scheme does not include 
any controlling parameter to avoid the complex parametric adjustment. A critical stretch continuously varying 
with the angle between fiber and bond directions is further proposed for the failure analysis of laminated 
composite materials with arbitrary fiber angles. The improved NOSBPD model adopts the explicit integration 
method to solve static problems. Several numerical examples are conducted to validate the proposed scheme 
suppressing the oscillation caused by zero-energy modes. 
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combined hemispherical-cylindrical shells of revolution with a top opening”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1350023, January 2014, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455413500235 



ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3D) method of analysis is presented for determining the free vibration 
frequencies of joined hemispherical–cylindrical shells of revolution with a top opening. Unlike conventional 
shell theories, which are mathematically two-dimensional (2D), the present method is based upon the 3D 
dynamic equations of elasticity. Displacement components ur, uθ and uz in the radial, circumferential, and axial 
directions, respectively, are taken to be periodic in θ and in time, and algebraic polynomials in the r and z 
directions. Potential (strain) and kinetic energies of the joined shells are formulated, and the Ritz method is used 
to solve the eigenvalue problem, thus yielding upper bound values of the frequencies by minimizing the 
frequencies. As the degree of the polynomials is increased, frequencies converge to the exact values. 
Convergence to four-digit exactitude is demonstrated for the first five frequencies. Natural frequencies are 
presented for different boundary conditions. The frequencies from the present 3D method are compared with 
those from 2D thin shell theories. 
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“Torsional buckling of functionally graded cylindrical shells with temperature-dependent properties”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1350048, January 2014, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S021945541350048X 
ABSTRACT: Based on Hamilton's principle, a new accurate solution methodology is developed to study the 
torsional bifurcation buckling of functionally graded cylindrical shells in a thermal environment. The effective 
properties of functionally graded materials (FGMs) are assumed to be functions of the ambient temperature as 
well as the thickness coordinate of the shell. By applying Donnell's shell theory, the lower-order Hamiltonian 
canonical equations are established, from which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are solved as the critical loads 
and buckling modes of the shell of concern, respectively. The effects of various aspects, including the combined 
in-plane and transverse boundary conditions, dimensionless geometric parameters, FGM parameters and 
changing thermal surroundings, are discussed in detail. The results reveal that the in-plane axial edge supports 
do have a certain influence on the buckling loads. On the other hand, the transverse boundary conditions only 
affect extremely short shells. With increasing thermal loads, the material volume fraction has a different 
influence on the critical stresses. It is concluded that the optimized FGM mixtures to withstand thermal 
torsional buckling are Si3N4/SUS304 and Al2O3/SUS304 among the materials studied in this paper. 
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Tech., Tabriz, Iran), “Dynamic propagation of snap-through buckling in tensegrity structures”, International 
Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1350049, January 2014, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455413500491 
ABSTRACT: Tensegrity structures under certain conditions may be prone to snap-through buckling. The 
temporary loss of equilibrium due to snap-through normally results in a dynamic force being applied to each 
node associated with the snap-through. This paper presents a numerical study on the progressive collapse 
behavior of tensegrity structures due to the buckling of struts. Emphasis is given to the dynamic nature of the 
coupled member and nodal snap-through effects on the overall structural behavior. Member buckling is taken 
into consideration by carefully following the buckling load–displacement response of the member. It is assumed 
that the structure is subjected only to static gravitational load. Results of the present study allow one to assess 
the effects of various design parameters such as self-stress levels, effective-length factor of struts and damping 
characteristics on the propagation of snap-through buckling in these structures. The conclusions, drawn from 
this study, lead to the suggestion of some guidelines and recommendations for the design of such structures. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we analyze the transverse vibration of a circular plate loaded by uniform pressure 
along its edge. The plate is supported by an elastic ring support being coaxial with the plate. At its edge the 
plate is clamped but the radial displacement is allowed. Apart from this problem, the heated plate clamped at its 
edge, but without the possibility of radial displacement, is also analyzed. The analytical solution of governing 
equation is obtained in the form of Bessel's functions. Using the analytical solution, the frequencies of 
transverse vibrations depending on loads, elastic ring stiffness and the location of ring are obtained. The results 
show that the lowest frequencies vibrations can be either symmetric or asymmetric having one or two nodal 



diameters. It is also shown that multiple vibration frequencies can occur for special values of load and ring 
stiffness. 
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ABSTRACT: It has been observed that undulating periodic patterns formed on an initial flat annular plate that 
model the leaves of plants are a physical response to the expansion of the surface under a lateral restraint. They 
are not visible at the beginning but become apparent only when the plants continue to grow. The behavior can 
be explained via the inhomogeneous deformation of gel materials that behave in a similar manner to 
hyperelastic materials in solid mechanics.This paper compares the stability of thin annular plates clamped along 
the inner edge and free along the outer periphery using numerical simulations of the swelling of thin gel annular 
plate held along the inner edge as well as analysis of a similar class of structures by solid mechanics concept via 
energy principle. The trends of results from both approaches compare favorably. The buckling patterns of 
annular plates with various values of inner radius to outer radius ratio illustrate the relationship between the 
geometry of the annular plate and the inhomogeneous deformation of gels or buckling patterns of solid 
mechanics materials. The undulating patterns on leaves such as those of flowering cabbage can thus be 
explained via the buckling behavior of annular plates, which can be regarded as thin soft materials adhered to a 
stiffer core. The study can also be extended to cover other stimuli under different environmental conditions and 
the outcome may bring further insights into the evolution of plants. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the nonlinear damped forced vibration problem of pre-stressed 
orthotropic membrane structure under impact loading. The governing equations of motion were derived based 
on the von Kármán large deflection theory and D'Alembert's principle, and solved by using the Bubnov–
Galerkin method and the Krylov–Bogolubov–Mitropolsky (KBM) perturbation method. The asymptotic 
analytical solutions of the frequency and lateral displacement of rectangular orthotropic membrane with fixed 
edges were obtained. In the computational example, the frequency results were compared and analyzed. 
Meanwhile, the vibration mode of the membrane and the displacement and time curves of each feature point on 
the membrane surface were analyzed. The results obtained herein provide a simple and convenient approach to 
calculate the frequency and lateral displacement of the nonlinear forced vibration of rectangular orthotropic 
membranes with low viscous damping under impact loading. In addition, the results provide some 
computational basis for the vibration control and dynamic design of membrane structures. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibration of nanocomposite beams reinforced by single-walled 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The distribution of the SWCNTs may vary through the thickness of a beam and 
are aligned along the beam axial direction. The virtual strain and kinetic energies of the carbon nanotube (CNT) 
composite beam are obtained using the classical variational method of Hamilton's principle, and the geometric 
nonlinearity of von Kármán sense is also included. The eigenvalue equation for free vibration of the beam is 
derived by the p-Ritz method. Vibration frequency parameters for the uniformly distributed (UD) and 
functionally graded (FG) CNT beams based on the first-order and third-order beam theories are presented and 
the effects of CNT filler volume fraction, distribution, beam length to depth ratio and end support conditions on 
the nonlinear free vibration characteristics of the beams are discussed. Comparison studies for UD-CNT and 



FG-CNT beams based on the first-order and the third-order beam theories are also performed and the 
differences in vibration frequencies and the nonlinear to linear frequency ratios between these two theories are 
highlighted. 
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ABSTRACT: An efficient hybrid modal-molecular dynamics method is developed for the vibration analysis of 
large scale nanostructures. Using the reduced order method, presented in this paper, linear and nonlinear 
vibrations of a suspended graphene nanoribbon (GNR) carrying an electric current in a harmonic magnetic field 
are investigated. The resonance frequencies as well as the nonlinear vibration response obtained by the present 
technique and direct molecular dynamic simulations are in very good agreement. Also, the obtained results 
illustrate the hardening behavior of nonlinear vibrations which is diminished by stretching the GNR. 
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ABSTRACT: The solutions for the vibrations of cracked thin plates are obtained by the Ritz method with 
admissible functions. Based on the classical plate theory, the basis functions comprising polynomials and crack 
functions are adopted to generate the admissible functions by the moving least-squares approach for a set of 
nodes randomly distributed in the domain. The crack functions account for the singular behaviors of stress 
resultants at crack tip(s), which are discontinuous in displacement and slope across the crack. The present 
solutions are validated through convergence tests of frequencies and by comparison with the published results 
for simply-supported cracked rectangular plates. The solutions are further employed to determine the natural 
frequencies of cantilevered skewed rhombic and isosceles triangular plates and completely free circular plates, 
each with a crack of varying length, location and orientation. The numerical results are tabulated and some 
corresponding mode shapes are also presented, by means of nodal patterns. Most of the results shown here are 
new to the literature. 
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an FGM beam under follower force with piezoelectric sensors/actuators”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 2, 1350063, March 2014, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455413500636 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, an active controller is used to suppress the flutter vibration of a beam. The beam is 
made of Functionally Graded Material (FGM) and subjected to a follower force and arbitrary lumped mass. The 
properties of the FGM layer are functionally graded in the thickness direction according to the volume fraction 
power law distribution. The piezoelectric layers, which are attached to both sides of the beam, are used as 
sensors and actuators. The beam is fixed from one end and elastically restrained by a spring at the other end. To 
investigate the effect of the controller on the vibration response of the beam, parameters such as the follower 
force, spring stiffness, mass ratio and attachment location are included in the analysis based on the generalized 
function theory and Lagrange–Rayleigh–Ritz technique. The vibration responses of the system are presented in 
the simulation results, where excellent agreement of the controller scheme is observed. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, active flutter suppression of a simply supported circular sandwich cylindrical shell 
with a tunable electrorheological fluid (ERF) core, under axial supersonic gas flow, is studied. The structural 
analysis is based on the classical thin shell theory, the ERF core is modeled as a first-order Kelvin–Voigt 
material, and the Krumhaar's modified supersonic piston theory is utilized to model the aerodynamic loading. 
Hamilton's principle is used to formulate the dynamic equations of motion together with the relevant boundary 
conditions. The generalized Fourier expansions in the circumferential and axial directions in conjunction with 
the classical Galerkin method are employed to set up the governing equations in the state-space domain. The 
critical free stream static pressures at which unstable oscillations arise are calculated for selected applied 
electric field strengths and cylinder length ratios. The Runge–Kutta time integration algorithm is used to 
determine the open-loop aeroelastic response of the system in two basic loading configurations, namely, a 
concentrated impulse point load and a sonic boom line load. Subsequently, a sliding mode control (SMC) 
strategy is adopted to actively suppress the closed loop system dynamic response in supersonic flight condition. 
Simulation results demonstrate performance and effectiveness of the adopted ERF-based SMC scheme. 
Limiting cases are considered and good agreements with the data available in the literature are obtained. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling and post-buckling behaviors of piezoelectric nanobeams are investigated by using the 
nonlocal Timoshenko beam theory and von Kármán geometric nonlinearity. The piezoelectric nanobeam is 
subjected to an axial compression force, an applied voltage and a uniform temperature rise. After constructing 
the energy functionals, the nonlinear governing equations are derived by using the principle of minimum total 
potential energy and discretized by using the differential quadrature (DQ) method. A direct iterative method is 
employed to determine the buckling and post-buckling responses of piezoelectric nanobeams with hinged–
hinged, clamped–hinged and clamped–clamped end conditions. Numerical examples are presented to study the 
influences of the nonlocal parameter, temperature rise and external electric voltage on the size-dependent 
buckling and post-buckling responses of piezoelectric nanobeams. 
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geometric imperfection on geometrically nonlinear buckling and seismic performance of suspen-dome 
structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 3, 1350070, April 2014, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the effect of member geometric imperfection on nonlinear geometrically 
buckling and seismic performance of a new style of space steel structure, suspen-dome, which is composed of a 
reticulated shell and cable-strut system. By supposing the initial curvature of members as half-wave sinusoids, a 
stiffness equation of imperfect truss elements is derived for the struts, while that of imperfect beam elements is 
derived for the reticulated shell members. The proposed imperfect elements are implanted into ANSYS finite 
element program. Three numerical examples are employed to validate the proposed imperfect elements and 
analysis method. An ellipsoidal suspen-dome of Changzhou gymnasium is taken as an example. The results 
show that the imperfection value has relatively great influence on the structural stiffness. With the increase of 
member imperfection, the critical load decreases in a basically linear way. Under different prestress states, the 
relation curves between the critical load and imperfection are basically parallel. The nonlinear seismic analysis 
results show that when imperfection is included, the initial state responses are different, namely, the seismic 
displacement increases while the stress in rods and cables decreases. The proposed imperfection analysis 
method can be widely used in not only suspen-dome structures, but also other kinds of prestressed space grid 
structures. In this way, the influence of member imperfection on structural buckling and seismic performance 
can be estimated. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical study on the dynamic characteristics of castellated beams. The 
study focuses on the effect of web shear on the free vibration frequencies of castellated beams. By using the 
Hamilton's principle, a simple closed-form solution for determining the free vibration frequencies of simply 
supported castellated beams is developed. The results show that the shear effect on the free vibration 
frequencies increases with the cross-sectional area and distance between the centroids of the two tee sections of 
castellated beams, but decreases with respect to increasing web thickness or increasing beam length. The shear 
effect is also found to be greater in higher vibration modes. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the nonlinear dynamic analysis of smart laminated composite sandwich 
plates. A three dimensional energy based finite element (FE) model has been developed for the composite 
sandwich plates integrated with the patches of active constrained layer damping (ACLD) treatment. Von 
Kármán type nonlinear strain–displacement relations and the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) are 
adopted individually for each layer of the sandwich plate in developing the FE model. The constraining layer of 
the ACLD treatment is considered to be made of active fiber composite (AFC) material. The Golla–Hughes–
McTavish (GHM) method is used to model the constrained viscoelastic layer of the ACLD treatment in the time 
domain. Sandwich plates with symmetric and antisymmetric laminated faces separated by HEREX core are 
considered for evaluation of the numerical results. The numerical results indicate that the ACLD patches 
significantly improve the damping characteristics of the composite sandwich plates for suppressing their 



geometrically nonlinear transient vibrations. The effect of variation of piezoelectric fiber orientation angle in 
the AFC material on the control authority of the ACLD patches is also investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3D) method of analysis is presented for determining the free vibration 
frequencies of complete (not truncated) conical shells with linearly varying thickness. The complete conical 
shells free or clamped at the bottom edge with a free vertex are investigated. Unlike conventional shell theories, 
which are mathematically 2D, the present method is based upon the 3D dynamic equations of elasticity. 
Displacement components ur, uθ and uz in the radial, circumferential and axial directions, respectively, are taken 
to be periodic in θ and in time, and expressed by algebraic polynomials in the r- and z-directions. Potential 
(strain) and kinetic energies of the complete conical shell are formulated. The Ritz method is used to solve the 
eigenvalue problem, yielding the upper bound values of the frequencies by minimization. As the degree of the 
polynomials is increased, frequencies converge to the exact values, with four-digit exactitude demonstrated for 
the first five frequencies. The frequencies from the present 3D method are compared with those from other 3D 
approaches and 2D shell theory by previous researchers. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the thermoelastic transient behavior of a clamped circular plate composed of 
functionally graded material (FGM) is investigated. The material properties of the FGM circular plate are 
assumed to vary through the plate thickness according to a power law distribution of the volume fraction of 
constituent materials, except Poisson's ratio, which is assumed as constant. Based on the von Karman equation 
and classical theory of thin plates, the equation of motion for the FGM circular plate is derived by the Hamilton 
principle. The nonlinear governing equation is solved by the Galerkin method, along with Newmark's 
integration method, in an iterative manner. Numerical results reveal that the functional gradient index, ratio of 
thickness to radius, thermal and mechanical loads have significant effect on the thermoelastic transient behavior 
of the clamped FGM circular plate. The result presented herein may be used as a reference for solving other 
transient coupled problems of thermoelasticity. 
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“ Continuum shell model for buckling of single-walled carbon nanotubes with different chiral angles”, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an equivalent thick cylindrical shell model is proposed for the buckling analysis of 
short single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with allowance for different chiral angles. Extensive, 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are first performed using the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond order 
potential to determine the critical buckling loads/strains. The MD simulations buckling results are then used as 
reference solutions to calibrate the properties of the thick cylindrical shell model. Central to this development is 
the establishment of an empirical expression for the Young's modulus that is a function of both the diameter and 
the chiral angle of the SWCNT. For the shell model, we have assumed that the Poisson ratio = 0.19 and the shell 
thickness h = 0.066 nm. It will be shown that the proposed shell model furnishes good estimates of the critical 
buckling loads for SWCNTs with different chiral angles. The critical buckling strains are also evaluated from 
the critical buckling load with the aid of the stress-strain relation of SWCNTs. 
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ABSTRACT: Wind pressure measurements were carried out for dome roofs with different rise–span ratios (f/L 
= 1/4,1/6,1/8) in a boundary wind tunnel. A parametric study was conducted to investigate the influences of 
wind loading and structural parameters on the wind-induced response and the universal equivalent static wind 
loads (ESWLs) of single-layer reticular dome shells, including the span, rise–span ratio, roof mass and the mean 
wind velocity. Results show that the rise–span ratio has a significant influence on the wind pressure distribution 
of the roof. High suction appears at the top of the roof with a larger rise–span ratio f/L = 1/4, and it appears at 
the top and leading edge when f/L is 1/6 or 1/8. Many vibration modes should be included to analyze the wind-
induced response of dome roof structures, and this makes it very difficult to analyze the ESWL. The resonant 
response is larger than the background response. A method to calculate the universal ESWL for the building 
code is proposed for easy understanding by practicing engineers. Based on the distribution characteristics of the 
ESWL, simple fundamental vectors are constructed to recalculate the universal ESWL. This method is 
employed to divide the dome roof into four zones, and it also means that four fundamental vectors are used to 
evaluate the ESWL. Simplified expressions of universal ESWL in these four roof zones are proposed for the 
engineering design. All nodal displacements and structural member stresses under the universal ESWL agree 
well with actual peak responses. 
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ABSTRACT: The stability and dynamics of an axially moving unidirectional plate partially immersed in a 
liquid and subjected to a nonlinear aerodynamic excitation are investigated. The method of singular functions is 
adopted to study the dynamic characteristics of the unidirectional plates with discontinuous characteristics. 
Nonlinearities due to large-amplitude plate motions are considered by using the classical nonlinear thin plate 
theory, with allowance for the effect of viscous structural damping. The velocity potential and Bernoulli's 
equation are used to describe the fluid pressure acting on the unidirectional plate. The effect of fluid on the 
vibrations of the plate may be equivalent to added mass of the plate. The formulation of added mass is obtained 
from kinematic boundary conditions of the plate–fluid interfaces. The system is discretized by Galerkin's 
method while a model involving two degrees of freedom, is adopted. Attention is focused on the behavior of the 
system in the region of dynamic instability, and several motions are found by numerical simulations. The effects 
of the moving speed and some other parameters on the dynamics of the system are also investigated. It is shown 
that chaotic motions can occur in this system in several certain regions of parameter space. 
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ABSTRACT: The intrinsic relationship between deterministic system and stochastic system is profoundly 
revealed by the probability density evolution method (PDEM) with introduction of physical law into the 
stochastic system. On this basis, stochastic dynamic stability analysis of single-layer dome structures under 
stochastic seismic excitation is firstly studied via incorporating an energetic physical criterion for identification 
of dynamic instability of dome structures into PDEM, which yields to sample stability (stable reliability). 
However, dynamic instability is not identical to structural failure definitely, where strength failure can be 
experienced not only in the stable structure but also when the structure is out of dynamic stability. It is 
practically feasible to decouple the stochastic dynamic response of dome structures to be a stable one and an 
unstable one according to the generalized density evolution equation (GDEE). Consequently, the global failure 
probability can be investigated separately based on the corresponding independent stochastic response. For 
unstable failure probability assessment, the failure probability is the unstable probability if the dome's failure is 
attributed to instability, whereas inverse absorbing is firstly implemented to get rid of the stochastic response 
before instability and a complementary process is filled in the safe domain immediately to finally assess the 
probability of strength failure after dynamic instability. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents analytically obtained free vibration frequencies of castellated beams, that take 
into account the effects of both web shear and rotary inertia. The results show that the rotary inertia effect on 
the free vibration frequencies is very important for beams with no or weak effect from web shear. However, for 
beams where the web shear effect is dominant the rotary inertia effect can be almost ignored. 
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ABSTRACT: The physical interaction of fluids and solids is of practical significance in engineering (e.g. flutter 
of aerodynamic structures, vortex induced vibrations of sub-sea pipelines and risers, inflatable dams, parachute 
dynamics and blood flow through arteries). In this paper, a finite element formulation is developed for 
determining the vibration characteristics of beams in contact with inviscid incompressible fluid. The classical, 
first-order and third-order shear deformation beam theories are used to model the structural response. Numerical 
results for vibration frequencies are presented showing the parametric effect of thickness and immersion depth 
on the frequency response. The results indicate that the presence of fluid interaction has significant effect on the 
dynamic response. The formulation presented herein is also applicable to a vast number of vibration problems 
related to beams under a variety of excitations. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the uniaxial and biaxial buckling analysis of rectangular plates based on new 
trigonometric shear and normal deformation theory. The theory accounts for the cosine distribution of the 
transverse shear strain through the plate thickness and on the free boundary conditions on the plate surfaces 
without using the shear correction factor. Governing equations and boundary conditions of the theory are 
derived by the principle of virtual work. The Navier type solutions for the buckling analysis of simply supported 
isotropic, transversely isotropic, orthotropic and symmetric cross-ply laminated composite rectangular plates 
subjected to uniaxial and biaxial compressions are presented. The effects of variations in the degree of 
orthotropy of the individual layers, side-to-thickness ratio and aspect ratio of the plate are examined on the 
buckling characteristics of composite plates. The present results are compared with those of the classical plate 
theory (CPT), first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and exact three-dimensional (3D) elasticity theory 
wherever applicable. Good agreement is achieved of the present results with those of higher order shear 
deformation theory (HSDT) and elasticity theory. 
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etc.), “Nonlinear transient thermal stress analysis of temperature-dependent hollow cylinders using a finite 
element model”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 7, 1450025, October 
2014, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455414500254 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear transient thermal stress analysis is conducted for temperature-
dependent hollow cylinders subjected to a decaying-with-time thermal field. By the finite element method, the 
highly nonlinear governing equations are solved. The time histories of temperature, displacement, and stress 
due to the decaying-with-time thermal load are computed. A sensitivity analysis includes the effects of exponent 
of the decayed heat flux and temperature-dependency of density and material properties is carried out. 
Numerical results show some interesting characteristics of the thermoelastic behaviors of the hollow cylinders 
studied. In particular, the effect of temperature-dependency of the material properties on the thermoelastic 
parameters was demonstrated to be significant. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the differential quadrature method (DQM) was extended to deal with the nonlinear 
thermal flutter problem of supersonic composite laminated panel. Based on Hamilton's principle, the nonlinear 
thermal flutter model of composite panels was first established. The model adopted the von Karman large 
deflection plate theory for the geometrical nonlinearity, and the third order piston theory for the supersonic 
aerodynamic loads. Convergence and accuracy studies were carried out to verify the proposed approach. 
Finally, the nonlinear thermal flutter characteristics of a supersonic composite panel were studied. Uniform 
temperatures were first applied to the model in order to determine general heating effects on the stability of the 
composite panel. Owing to the varying structural stiffness of composite panels when subjected to thermal 
stresses, the thermal load reduced the frequency of composite panel, as well as the frequency interval between 
the first frequency and the second frequency; thereby hastening the flutter of composite panel. The nonlinear 
thermal flutter velocity ratio was decreased with respect to increasing temperature load for all aspect ratios. 



However, the influence of thermal loadings on flutter with various cross angles was different. Cases of unequal 
temperatures were considered. The average temperature load was kept constant which differs from the 
temperature gradient form of loading. The results show that the nonlinear thermal frequencies are affected in the 
presence of different temperature distributions. The changes in the temperature distribution have a slightly 
greater effect than changes in the average temperature. These effects due to temperature distribution changes do 
not have a substantial effect on the flutter dynamic pressure. 
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function collocations”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 1, 1540002, 
January 2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415400027 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, buckling analysis of isotropic, orthotropic, laminated composite and sandwich 
plates utilizing trigonometric shear deformation theory and meshless method based on the finite point 
formulation using thin plate, polynomial and inverse multiquadric radial basis function is presented. The 
convergence of the present method is studied for isotropic and laminated composite plates for different radial 
basis functions with optimal value of shape parameter. Numerical examples of laminated and sandwich plates 
subjected to various types of in-plane loads are solved to demonstrate accuracy and applicability of present 
method. Several new results for variety of composite and sandwich plates are presented. The present results are 



observed to be in good agreement with those available in literature. The effects of orthotropy ratio of material, 
span to thickness ratio, number of layers, core thickness and lamination scheme on the critical load of plates are 
also presented. 
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Univeresity of Lisbon, Portugal), “Buckling analysis of thin-walled steel structural systems using Generalized 
Beam Theory (GBT)”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 1, 1540004, 
January 2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415400040 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the application of beam finite element models based on generalized beam 
theory (GBT) to analyze the buckling behavior of four thin-walled steel structural systems, namely (i) beams 
belonging to storage rack systems, (ii) pitched-roof industrial frames, (iii) portal frames built from cold-formed 
rectangular hollow section (RHS) profiles and (iv) roof-supporting trusses, exhibiting different support 
conditions and subjected to various loadings. In particular, taking advantage of the GBT unique and structurally 
clarifying modal features, it is possible to assess how different geometries and/or bracing arrangements affect 
(improve) the local, distortional and/or global buckling behavior of the above structural systems. The accuracy 
of the GBT-based buckling results is assessed through the comparison with values yielded by rigorous shell 
finite element analyzes carried out in the code ANSYS. In spite of the disparity between the numbers of degrees 
of freedom involved, which are orders of magnitude apart, there is a virtual coincidence between the critical 
loads and mode shapes provided by the GBT (beam) and ANSYS (shell) finite element analyses. 
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ABSTRACT: An energetic criterion for identifying the global dynamic instability of structures subjected to any 
kind of excitations is proposed in the paper. The concept of dynamic stability for structures is firstly interpreted 
and distinguished from the stability concept in the Lyapunov sense. It is demonstrated that the dynamic 
instability depends not only on the properties of the structure, but also relates to the change of external 
excitations on the structure, which distinguishes the essence of dynamic instability from the pseudo static 
stiffness criterion. This background leads to a novel energetic criterion with which the first passage of the 
variation of intrinsic energy over the input energy manifests the dynamic instability of structures. The proposed 
criterion has been extensively tested and verified in the numerical examples, with its advantages clearly 
illustrated. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper is concerned with ultimate load behavior of steel–concrete composite plate girders 
subjected to combined action of shear and bending. An analytical method is presented to predict the interactive 
response of the girder. The method considers the tension field action in the plate girder web panel and shear 
failure of concrete slab. The method is approximate and can be applied to composite plate girders at the 
preliminary stages of design. Strength of composite plate girders is investigated by varying the moment/shear 
ratio. It is shown that ultimate load capacity of composite plate girder is influenced by moment/shear ratio. The 
predicted results are compared with the corresponding finite-element values. 
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ABSTRACT: This study investigates the vibration, buckling and dynamic instability characteristics of damaged 
cross-ply and angle-ply laminated plate like beam under follower loading using the finite element approach. The 
damage is anisotropic in nature and parametrically incorporated into the composite using the concept of 
reduction in stiffness. It has been observed that damage shows a strong orthogonality and in general deteriorates 
the vibration and buckling characteristics. For follower type of loading, analysis is carried out on plate like 
beam structure to obtain the flutter characteristics. The effects of damage and its location on flutter 
characteristics are studied. The desirable position of damage on the plate like beam structure based on different 
stability behavior is discussed. The results show that flutter is observed as primary modes of instability when 
damaged plate like beam is subjected to follower loads. The behavior of flutter characteristics for different 
damaged parameters is discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Single-layer reticulated shells are widely used in spatial structures. One critical factor that has to 
be considered in the design of reticulated shells is the significant adverse impact of high temperature caused by 
fire on the structures. In order to study the variation of elasto-plastic bearing capacity under high temperature by 
fire, four types of single-layer reticulated shells (i.e. K6, Geodesic, Schwedler and Lamella) are investigated 
under two typical fire conditions (i.e. global nonuniform temperature distribution and local high temperature) by 
the geometrically and materially nonlinear analysis and statistical methods. Practical design formulae for 
calculating the elasto-plastic bearing capacity of reticulated shell structures under different fire conditions and 
ambient temperatures are proposed based on the numerical simulation results. 
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resting on elastic foundation with piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair”, International Journal of Structural 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, by using the piezoelectric material, the active aeroelastic flutter characteristics and 
vibration control of supersonic sandwich panels with different honeycomb interlayers, resting on an elastic 
foundation, are studied. Classical beam theory along with the Winkler–Pasternak foundation model, and the 
quasi-steady first order supersonic piston theory are employed in the formulation of the structural theory and 
aerodynamic loading, respectively. Hamilton's principle in conjunction with the generalized Fourier expansions 
and Rayleigh–Ritz (RR) method are used to develop the dynamical model of the structural systems in the state–
space domain. The aeroelastic flutter bounds are obtained via the p-method. The classical Runge–Kutta 
integration algorithm is then used to calculate the open-loop aeroelastic response of the system under different 
loading excitations. Finally, two classical control strategies, including direct proportional feedback and linear-
quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal control scheme, are used to actively suppress the closed loop system 
response, while increasing the flutter aerodynamic pressure. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical study on the critical dynamic buckling load of cylindrical shells 
with arbitrary axisymmetric thickness variation under uniform external pressure which is a function of time. 
Based on the Donnell simplified principle, the equilibrium and compatibility equations of cylindrical shells with 
arbitrary axisymmetric wall thickness under dynamic external pressure were derived. By using the method of 
separation of variables, the equations were transformed into ordinary differential equations in nondimensional 
form. Combining Fourier series expansion and the regular perturbation method, as well as the Sachenkov–
Baktieva method, analytical formulas of the critical buckling load of cylindrical shells with arbitrary 
axisymmetric thickness variation under dynamic external pressure that varies as a power function of time were 
obtained. Using these analytical formulas, the critical dynamic buckling load of cylindrical shells with linearly 
and parbolically varying thickness were computed. The influences of thickness variation parameter and loading 
speed of external pressure on the critical buckling load were also discussed. The method was also applied to 
cylindrical shells with a classical cosine form thickness variation, by introducing the reduction factor of critical 
dynamic buckling load. The buckling capacity of these cylindrical shells under dynamic external pressure was 
discussed considering the effects of loading speed and thickness variation parameter. 
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ABSTRACT: The thermoelastoplastic behavior of a high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel plate subjected to 
low-velocity impact is investigated in this paper. A yield criterion related to the spherical tensor of stress is 
proposed to describe the mixed hardening of the orthotropic material. Based on the classical nonlinear thin plate 
theory, the incremental nonlinear motion equations are obtained, and are solved by the combination of finite 
difference method and Newmark method with iterations. To explain the contact process, a thermoelastoplastic 
contact criterion is developed, of which the validity has been proved. Numerical results show that the radius of 
the impactor, initial impact velocity, environment temperature, and the thickness of the HSLA steel plate all 



have great influences on the thermoelastoplastic behavior of the HSLA steel plate subjected to low-velocity 
impact. 
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dynamic stability of pre-twisted thick cantilever beam made of functionally graded material”, International 
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ABSTRACT: In the present work, the vibration and dynamic stability of functionally graded ordinary (FGO) 
pre-twisted cantilever Timoshenko beam has been investigated. Finite element shape functions are established 
from differential equations of static equilibrium. Expressions for element stiffness and mass matrices are 
obtained from energy considerations. Floquet's theory is used to establish the stability boundary. The material 
properties along the thickness of the beam are assumed to vary according to the power law. The effects of 
power law index and pre-twist angle on the natural frequencies and dynamic stability of the beam have been 
investigated. Increase in pre-twist angle enhances the stability of the beam for first mode whereas it makes the 
beam more prone to parametric instability for the second mode. The increase in power law index is found to 
have a detrimental effect on the stability of the beam. The chance of parametric instability is enhanced with the 
increase in static load factor. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, dynamic response of a micro- and nanobeams under electrostatic actuation is 
investigated using strain gradient theory. To solve the governing sixth-order partial differential equation, mode 
shapes and natural frequencies of beam using Euler–Bernoulli and strain gradient theories are derived and then 
compared with classical theory. Galerkin projection is utilized to convert the partial differential equation to 
ordinary differential equations representing the system mode shapes. Accuracy of proposed one degree of 
freedom model is verified by comparing the dynamic response of the electrostatically actuated micro-beam with 
analogue equation and differential quadrature methods. Moreover, the static pull-in voltages of micro-beams 
found by one DOF model are compared with the reported data in literature. The main advantage of proposed 
method based on the Galerkin method is its simplicity and also its low computational cost in analyzing the 
dynamic and static responses of micro- and nanobeams. Additionally, effect of axial force, beam thickness and 
applied voltage are analyzed. The results obtained based on strain gradient theory, are compared with classical 



and modified couple stress theories which are the special cases of the strain gradient theory. It is shown that 
strain gradient theory leads to higher frequency and lower amplitude in comparison with two other theories. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, free vibration analysis of spherical shell is carried out. The structural model is based 
on a combination of thin shell theory and the classical finite element method. Free vibration equations using the 
hybrid finite element formulation are derived and solved numerically. Therefore, the number of elements 
chosen is function of the complexity of the structure. Convergence is rapid. It is not necessary to choose a large 
number of elements to obtain good results. The results are validated using numerical and theoretical data 



available in the literature. The analysis is accomplished for spherical shells of different geometries, boundary 
conditions and radius to thickness ratios. This proposed hybrid finite element method can be used efficiently for 
design and analysis of spherical shells employed in high speed aircraft structures. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the post-buckling analysis of an edge cracked cantilever beam composed of 
functionally graded material (FGM) subjected to axial compressive loads by using the total Lagrangian 
Timoshenko beam element approximation. Material properties of the beam change in the height direction 
according to the exponential distribution. The cracked beam is modeled as an assembly of two sub-beams 
connected through a massless elastic rotational spring. For beams subjected to compression loads, the load rise 
causes compressible forces and therefore buckling and post-buckling phenomena occurs. It is known that post-
buckling problems are geometrically nonlinear problems. The highly nonlinear problem considered herein is 
solved incrementally by using the finite element method in conjunction with the Newton–Raphson method, by 
which the full geometric nonlinearity is considered. There is no restriction on the magnitudes of deflections and 
rotations in contradistinction to the von Karman strain displacement relations of the beam. In the study, the 
effects of the location and depth of the crack, and different material distributions on the post-buckling behavior 
of the FGM beam are investigated in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the effects of applying different buckling modes obtained by linearized 
eigenvalue buckling analysis as the initial imperfection for double domes free form space structures. Nonlinear 
elastic–plastic analysis of rigidly jointed single layer double domes are carried out using the finite element 
method. Having verified the finite element modeling, several different collapse analyses have been undertaken 
in order to examine the stability behavior of these structures. By using the approximate-perturbed method, the 
results of the analyses show that in free form double domes, the lowest buckling modes could not be considered 
as the effective modes to change the bifurcation equilibrium path into the limit equilibrium one. Therefore, the 
generalized conformable imperfection mode method has been suggested in the present study in order to apply 
geometric imperfections in free form double domes. Also, one step method has been suggested in order to 
eliminate 60% of buckling modes, which are nonsensitive, before applying the approximate-perturbed method. 
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ABSTRACT: A nonclassical first-order shear deformation shell model is developed to analyze the axial 
buckling and dynamic stability of microshells made of functionally graded materials (FGMs). For this purpose, 
the modified couple stress elasticity theory is implemented into the first-order shear deformation shell theory. 
Unlike the classical shell theory, the newly developed shell model contains an internal material length scale 
parameter to capture efficiently the size effect. By using the Hamilton's principle, the higher-order governing 
equations and boundary conditions are derived. Afterward, the Navier solution is utilized to predict the critical 
axial buckling loads of simply-supported functionally graded (FG) microshells. Moreover, the governing 
equations are written in the form of Mathieu–Hill equations and then Bolotin's method is employed to 
determine the instability regions. A parametric study is conducted to investigate the influences of static load 
factor, axial wave number, dimensionless length scale parameter, material property gradient index, length-to-
radius and length-to-thickness aspect ratios on the axial buckling and dynamic stability responses of FGM 
microshells. It is revealed that size effect plays an important role in the value of critical axial buckling load and 
instability region of FGM microshells especially corresponding to those with lower aspect ratios. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the numerical investigation of hydroelastic stability of stationary or 
rotating coaxial cylindrical shells, interacting with compressible fluid flows having the axial and tangential 
velocity components. The behavior of a flowing and rotating compressible fluid is considered in the framework 
of the potential theory. Elastic shells are described using the model of the classical shell theory. Numerical 
implementation was accomplished based on the semi-analytical variant of the finite element method. The paper 
presents the results of numerical experiments on the stability of shells interacting with different flow patterns 
for a variety of boundary conditions, geometrical dimensions, width of the annular gap between the outer and 
inner shell under the constraint of the outer shell rigidity. It has been shown that the elasticity of the outer shells 
has the greatest effect on the dynamic behavior of coaxial shells interacting with fluid flows having different 
combinations of velocity components. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the applicability of the homotopy perturbation method (HPM) in analyzing the 
flutter of geometrically nonlinear cross-ply rectangular laminated plates resting on nonlinear elastic foundation 
is investigated. The piston theory is employed to evaluate the aerodynamic pressure acting on the plate. The von 
Karman geometric nonlinear theory is used to construct the governing equations of the system. The Galerkin's 
method is used to reduce the nonlinear partial differential equations to a nonlinear second-order ordinary 
differential equation, and the HPM is employed to study the effect of initial deflection, aspect ratio and stacking 
sequence on the flutter pressure of cross-ply laminated plates. The results show that the first approximation of 
the HPM leads to highly accurate solutions for the geometrically nonlinear flutter of cross-ply rectangular 
laminated plates subjected to the aerodynamic pressure. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical technique to determine the full pre-buckling and post-buckling 
equilibrium path for elastic funicular arches. The formulation includes the effects of shear deformations and 
geometric nonlinearity due to large deformations. The Timoshenko beam hypothesis is adopted for 
incorporating shear. Finite strains are considered without approximation. The finite strains are defined in terms 
of the normal and shear component of the longitudinal stretch. The constitutive relations for the internal actions 
are based on a hyperelastic constitutive model. Using the differential equilibrium equations and the constitutive 
laws, the nonlinear buckling behavior of some typical funicular arches are investigated using the trapezoid 
method with Richardson extrapolation enhancement. The results are validated by using the finite element 
package ANSYS and solutions available in the literature. Examples include parabolic arches under a uniformly 
distributed gravity load, a catenary under a distributed load along the arch and a catenary arch under an 
overburden load. Parametric studies are performed to identify the factors that influence the nonlinear buckling 
of funicular arches. The axial to shear rigidity ratio is shown to have a significant effect on the buckling load 
and the buckling mode shape. 
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ABSTRACT: FASTMast (Folding Articulated Square Truss Mast) deployable structure is the main bracing 
structure for the flexible solar array of the international space stations. This study investigates the buckling of 
FASTMast deployable structures. To this end, the buckling modes and the stiffness characteristics of this 
structure using the flex batten as an elastic bearing member were theoretically analyzed. The analytical results 
show that (1) the buckling mode of a FASTMast deployable structure is similar to the elbow joint movement 
failure when the stiffness of the flex batten is below a critical stiffness value. Once this critical stiffness is 
reached, the buckling mode takes on the form of Euler buckling. (2) The stiffness of the flex batten is 
proportional to its cross-sectional second moment of area. Furthermore, an experimental study was carried out 
to validate the accuracy of the theoretical analysis. The results from experimental work agree fairly well with 
those from theoretical analysis. The research findings herein are expected to be useful for future studies on 
similar structures. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the influence of Green–Lagrange nonlinear strain-displacement terms, 
usually considered negligible under the von Kármán hypothesis, on the buckling of isotropic, moderately thick 
plates and shells, is investigated. The first order shear deformation plate theory is applied and the governing 
equations, containing nonlinear terms related to both in-plane displacement and out-of-plane rotations usually 
ignored in the literature, are derived using the principle of minimum of the strain energy. The general Levy type 
solution method is employed, and exact buckling loads and mode shapes are derived. To verify the accuracy of 
the solution obtained, comparisons with existing data are first made. Then, through graphics and tables, the 
effect of the nonlinear strain-displacement terms for a range of boundary and load conditions, variations of 
aspect ratio, thickness ratio and changes in geometry is presented. The results obtained show that the von 
Kármán's model can sensibly overestimate the critical load for structures characterized by the modes involving 
comparable in-plane and out-of-plane displacements. 
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ABSTRACT: Nonlinear dynamic behavior of a cantilever cylindrical shell is studied experimentally using non-
contact type of electromagnetic shaker, acceleration measurements, and imaging of vibrating shell using two 
high speed 3D cameras. The response history and frequency spectrum are measured at different locations along 
the circumference of the free end of the shell for different excitation amplitudes and mode of vibration. The 
frequency response obtained from acceleration measurements is found to be in good agreement with the 
simulated response in ANSYS. The response histories from acceleration data and digital image correlation are 



compared for one case and found to match very well. The traveling wave phenomenon along with participation 
of higher harmonics and softening nonlinearity are observed. The traveling wave response is observed for 
certain range of forcing frequency for the shell excited in modes with number of circumferential waves n = 3 
and 5. It is shown that the traveling wave response can be detected based on the phase angle difference of 
response at different circumferential locations. 
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ABSTRACT: This article deals with the free axisymmetric vibration of two-directional functionally graded 
annular plates. Ceramic and metal are considered two constituents of the functionally graded material (FGM), 
which are graded through thickness and radial directions of the plate. The Chebyshev collocation technique and 
differential quadrature method are employed to derive the frequency equations for an annular plate with both 
edges clamped and another one with both edges simply supported. The results for nonhomogeneous isotropic 
annular plates are also presented. The accuracy and efficiency of the present approach are confirmed through 
comparison of the frequencies obtained for homogeneous isotropic annular plates. Identical results are obtained 
for the two methods used. The effects of volume fraction index, coefficient of radial variation, exponent of 
power law, inner to outer radii ratio, and boundary conditions are discussed on the first three natural 
frequencies. It is found that the frequency of a functionally graded annular plate is greater than that of a 
homogeneous annular plate. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical study on the thermal buckling analysis of axially loaded 
columns of thin-walled open section with nonuniform sectional properties. Obtained herein are critical loads 
related to flexural, torsional and flexural-torsional buckling of an I-section column subjected to an axial 
compressive load applied at the geometric centroid, and under linearly varied non-uniform temperature 
distribution scenarios. The analysis is accomplished using traditional energy methods. The influences of thermal 
strain, nonuniform distribution of pre-buckling stresses, and variation of pre-buckling stresses along the 
longitudinal axis of the column on critical buckling loads are examined. The present results highlight the 
importance of nonuniform sectional properties in the buckling analysis of columns of doubly symmetric section. 
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Love cylindrical shells”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 6, 1450090, 
August 2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455414500904 
ABSTRACT: A circumferentially enhanced Hermite reproducing kernel (HRK) meshfree method is developed 
for the buckling analysis of Kirchhoff–Love cylindrical shells. In this method, in order to accurately represent 
the circumferential periodicity of cylindrical shells, the shell mid-surface is first discretized by a set of physical 
nodes in the two-dimensional parametric space, thereafter another set of dummy nodes are added by a 
straightforward periodic translation of the physical nodes. Subsequently the meshfree shape functions are 
constructed using both the physical nodes and the dummy nodes through a periodically linked relationship. The 
resulting meshfree shape functions exhibit the desired circumferential periodicity. The meshfree shape functions 
are formulated in the HRK framework which can be degenerated to the standard reproducing kernel (RK) shape 
functions just by removing the rotational terms. Meanwhile, the cylindrical shell buckling equations are 
rationally derived from the consistent linearization of the internal virtual work. During the meshfree 
discretization, the in-plane shell displacements are represented by the conventional RK shape functions, while 
the out-of-plane shell deflection is approximated by the Hermite meshfree shape functions with both directional 
and rotational degrees of freedom. The numerical integration of the material as well as the geometric stiffness 
matrices are carried out by the strain smoothing sub-domain stabilized conforming integration (SSCI) method. 
Numerical examples show that the proposed approach yields very favorable results for the buckling analysis of 
cylindrical shells. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we show that two numerical methods, specifically the finite difference method and 
the finite element method applied to continuous beam dynamics problems, can be asymptotically investigated 
by some kind of enriched continuum approach (gradient elasticity or nonlocal elasticity). The analysis is 
restricted to the vibrations of elastic beams, and more specifically the computation of the natural frequencies for 
each numerical method. The analogy between the finite numerical approaches and the equivalent enriched 
continuum is demonstrated, using a continualization procedure, which converts the discrete numerical problem 
into a continuous one. It is shown that the finite element problem can be transformed into a system of finite 



difference equations. The convergence rate of the finite numerical approaches is quantified by an equivalent 
Rayleigh's quotient. We also present some exact analytical solutions for a first-order finite difference method, a 
higher-order finite difference method or a cubic Hermitian finite element, valid for arbitrary number of nodes or 
segments. The comparison between the exact numerical solution and the approximated nonlocal approaches 
shows the efficiency of the continualization methodology. These analogies between enriched continuum and 
finite numerical schemes provide a new attractive framework for potential applications of enriched continua in 
computational mechanics. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibration and elastic buckling of sandwich beams with a stiff core 
and functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) face sheets within the framework 
of Timoshenko beam theory. The material properties of FG-CNTRCs are assumed to vary in the thickness 
direction, and are estimated through a micromechanical model. The governing equations and boundary 
conditions are derived by using Hamilton's principle and discretized by employing the differential quadrature 
(DQ) method to obtain the natural frequency and critical buckling load of the sandwich beam. A detailed 
parametric study is conducted to study the effects of carbon nanotube volume fraction, core-to-face sheet 
thickness ratio, slenderness ratio, and end supports on the free vibration characteristics and buckling behavior of 
sandwich beams with FG-CNTRC face sheets. The vibration behavior of the sandwich beam under an initial 
axial force is also discussed. Numerical results for sandwich beams with uniformly distributed carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite (UD-CNTRC) face sheets are also provided for comparison. 
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ABSTRACT: Understanding the mechanical behaviors of graphene under different stress states is crucial to 
their applications. Comparing with the bucking behavior of free standing graphene under compression, the 
monolayer graphene embedded in the polymer matrix has a higher critical buckling load and smaller atomic 
length scale wavelengths as well as buckling amplitudes. In this paper, the molecular dynamics (MD) method is 
adopted to study the buckling behaviors of embedded graphene under uniaxial compression. Two MD models 
are built, namely the hybrid MD/continuum nanomechanics model and the full MD model. Periodical boundary 
conditions are applied in the MD simulations. Graphene sheets with different aspect ratios are considered and it 
is observed that the critical buckling strain of graphene sheets embedded in polymer matrix is independent of 
their aspect ratios. The current simulation results match well with the reported experimental results. 



Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the current simulation method can produce clear buckling shapes, which 
are difficult to observe in nanoscale experiments. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the geometrically nonlinear behavior of piezoelastic thin plates is studied. 
First, the governing equations for the electromechanically coupled problem are derived based on the von 
Karman–Tsien kinematic assumption. Here, the Berger approximation is extended to the coupled piezoelastic 
problem. The general equations are then reduced to a single nonlinear partial differential equation for the 
special case of simply supported polygonal edges. The nonlinear equations are approximated by using a 
problem-oriented Ritz Ansatz in combination with a Galerkin procedure. Based on the resulting equations the 
buckling and post-buckling behavior of a polygonal simply supported plate is studied in a nondimensional form, 
where the special geometry of the polygonal plate enters via the eigenvalues of a Helmholtz problem with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Single term as well as multi-term solutions are discussed including the effects of 
piezoelectric actuation and transverse force loadings upon the solution. Novel results concerning the buckling, 
snap through and snap buckling behavior are presented. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical study on the nonlinear vibration of rectangular piezoelectric 
nanoplates resting on the Winkler foundation. The piezoelectric nanoplate is assumed to be simply supported on 
all four edges and is subjected to an external electric voltage and a uniform temperature rise. Based on von 
Karman nonlinear strain–displacement relations and the nonlocal constitutive relations, the nonlinear governing 
equations and corresponding boundary conditions are derived by employing Hamilton's principle. The Galerkin 
method is used to obtain the nonlinear ordinary equation, which is then solved by the direct integration method. 
An extensive parametric study is conducted to examine the effects of the nonlocal parameter, external electric 
voltage, temperature rise and Winkler parameter on the nonlinear vibration characteristics of piezoelectric 
nanoplates. 
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buckling of thermo-electro-mechanically loaded FG-CNTRC beams”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1540017, December 2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415400179 
ABSTRACT: Functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced nanocomposites have drawn great attention in 
both research and engineering communities. The weak interfacial bonding between carbon nanotubes and the 
matrix, which traditionally hinders the application of carbon nanotube reinforced nanocomposites, can be 
remarkably improved through the graded distribution of carbon nanotubes in the matrix. Within the framework 
of classical beam theory, this paper investigates the dynamic buckling behavior of functionally graded 
nanocomposite beams reinforced by single-walled carbon nanotubes and integrated with two surface bonded 
piezoelectric layers. The governing equations of the beam subjected to an applied voltage, a uniform 
temperature and an axial periodic force are derived by applying Hamilton's principle. Numerical results are 
presented for beams with different distribution patterns and volume fractions of carbon nanotubes and end 
support conditions. The influences of the beam geometry, temperature change, applied voltage, static axial force 
component, boundary condition, carbon nanotube volume fraction and its distribution on the unstable regions of 
FG-CNTRC piezoelectric beams are discussed in detail. 
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vibration analysis of cold-formed steel CHS members and frames using Generalized Beam Theory”, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper reports the results of an investigation on the use of Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) 
to assess the buckling and vibration behaviors of thin-walled members and frames built from cold-formed steel 
circular hollow section (CHS) profiles. Initially, the concepts and procedures involved in performing GBT 
buckling and vibration analyses are presented, paying particular attention to the derivation of the mass tensors 
that account for the influence of the inertia forces. Then, the formulation, numerical implementation and 
validation of a GBT-based beam finite element for isolated members are described. Next, the determination of 
the frame linear stiffness, geometric stiffness and mass matrices, which incorporate the influence of the frame 
joints, is addressed. Finally, in order to illustrate the application and capabilities of the proposed GBT finite 
element formulation, numerical results are presented and discussed — they concern the buckling and vibration 



behaviors of an "L-shaped" frame. For validation purposes, most GBT-based results are compared with values 
yielded by shell finite element analyses carried out in the code ANSYS. 
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International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1540022, December 2015, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an investigation concerning the free vibration behavior 
(undamped natural frequencies and vibration mode shapes) of thin-walled beams with rectangular multi-cell 
cross-section (assemblies of parallel rectangular cells in a single direction). Besides local (plate-type) and global 
(flexural, torsional and extensional) vibration modes, attention is paid to the relatively less-known distortional 
vibration modes, which involve cross-section out-of-plane (warping) and in-plane deformation, including 
displacements of the wall intersections. A computationally efficient semi-analytical Generalized Beam Theory 
(GBT) approach is employed to obtain insight into the mechanics of the problem. In particular, the intrinsic 
modal decomposition features of GBT — the fact that the beam is described using a hierarchical set of relevant 
cross-section deformation modes — are exploited to identify and categorize the most relevant vibration modes 
and deformation mode couplings. 
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ABSTRACT: Field observations reveal that very long members such as railway tracks and pipelines which are 
subjected to axial compression, induced usually by temperature and/or pressure increases, experience localized 
buckling. This paper presents a solution for the antisymmetric post-buckling of such members when restrained 
by a nonlinear foundation that includes softening effects. The principle of minimum total potential is invoked in 
order to develop the governing differential equations of buckling, as well as the non-linear equations of 
equilibrium in the post-buckled range of structural response. In order to solve these equations, a semi-analytical 
solution is proposed based on a perturbation technique, as well as a numerical technique based on a single 
shooting procedure for the solution of boundary value problems. The results of the analysis show that the post-
buckling configuration of the column changes from a lengthwise periodic mode at the initial stages of loading to 
an isolated sinusoidal mode at the later stages of post-buckling, which represents a localization in the post-
buckling range. This response is typical of that observed often in practice. Comparisons between the results of 
the perturbation technique and those of the numerical approach indicate that the semi-analytical perturbation 
solution predicts the initial post-buckling response of a column on a nonlinear foundation quite accurately. 
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2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415400301 



ABSTRACT: Presented herein is a new method for the analysis of plates with clamped edges. The solutions for 
the natural frequencies of the plates are found using static analysis. The starting are the equations of motion of 
an isotropic rectangular plate supported on Winkler elastic foundation, with a positive or negative value. In 
either case, one can solve the displacements of such a plate under a given concentrated load. This deflection will 
be infinite if the plate losses its stiffness, or in other words, the generalized foundation is causing the plate to be 
unstable. The solution for the vibration frequencies of the plate is equivalent to finding the values of the 
negative elastic foundation that will yield infinite deflection under a point load on the plate. The solution for a 
clamped plate is decomposed as the sum of three cases of plates resting on elastic foundation: simply supported 
plate with a concentrated load, and two cases of distributed moments along opposite edges. The solution for 
simply supported plates with elastic foundation is found using Navier's method. For zero force, the vibration 
frequencies are found up to the desired accuracy by careful calculations at the neighborhood of the roots. 
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steel tubes subjected to a transverse end bearing load”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1540031, December 2015, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415400313 
ABSTRACT: The end bearing capacity of a rectangular hollow section (RHS) steel tube can be substantially 
increased through local strengthening using bonded carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) plates. This paper 
presents a combined experimental and numerical study into the behavior of such CFRP-strengthened RHS steel 
tubes with particular attention to debonding failure in such tubes. The results of an experimental study are first 
presented, which showed that debonding failure occurred in all the CFRP-strengthened steel tubes and the 
effectiveness of strengthening depended significantly on the slenderness of the webs. A finite element approach 
for modeling the behavior of such CFRP-strengthened steel tubes is next presented, in which a coupled cohesive 
zone model is employed to depict the response of FRP-to-steel bonded interfaces with a linear or a nonlinear 
adhesive. The finite element approach, which is shown to provide close predictions for CFRP-strengthened 
RHS steel tubes under an end bearing load, offers a valuable tool for understanding the behavior of these CFRP-
strengthened steel tubes. 
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vibrations of thin rectangular plates”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 1, 
1640001, January 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455416400010 
ABSTRACT: Geometrically nonlinear free vibrations of thin rectangular plates are studied using the recently 
developed weak form quadrature element method (QEM). The nonlinear von Karman plate theory is employed 
to express the strain-displacement relations. The weak form description of the plate is formulated on the basis of 
the variational principle. The integrals involved in the variational description are evaluated by an efficient 
numerical integration scheme, and the partial derivatives at the integration points are approximated by 
differential quadrature analogs. A system of algebraic equations is eventually derived, and the nonlinear 
frequencies and mode shapes are extracted from solving the equations. The efficiency of the method is 
demonstrated by a convergence study. The accuracy of the method is illustrated by comparing the computed 
nonlinear to linear frequency ratios with those available in the literature. The influences of the nonlinearity on 
higher order frequencies and mode shapes are exhibited as well. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the dynamic characteristics of reflectors considering the effects of 
assembly of gores. A model is established to properly predict the assembled shape of planar gores, and 
nonlinear finite element method and subspace iteration method are adopted to analyze the dynamic 
characteristics of reflectors. A comparative study is carried out based on the dynamic analysis with ideal 
reflector and assembled reflector to illustrate the impacts of assembly on mode shapes and natural frequencies 
of the reflectors. The results show that the presence of assembly of gores and seaming tapes has significant 
effects on mode shapes and natural frequencies of reflectors, which will influence the shape control of 
reflectors. 
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numerical studies on lateral-torsional buckling of GJ structural steel beams under a concentrated loading 
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ABSTRACT: GJ structural steel has been applied in many high-rise buildings and large-span structures, such as 
New CCTV Building and Beijing Olympic Stadium (Birds Nest). However, the design methods of GJ structural 
steel members are not covered by the current design codes. This paper describes the lateral-torsional buckling 
behavior of welded sections based on a series of flexural tests performed on H-sections fabricated from GJ 



structural steel plates. Six steel beams were tested under a concentrated loading condition. It was observed from 
the experimental tests that lateral-torsional buckling controlled the final failure modes. Numerical simulations 
of the experimental tests were conducted as well. The numerical simulation results agreed well with the test 
data. Parametric study was conducted after the validation of the numerical model. Finally, both the experimental 
test and parametric study results were compared with multiple design codes, including Chinese steel structure 
design codes (GB50017-2003, GB50017-201X), Eurocode (EC3) and American code (ANSI/AISC360-10). The 
comparisons indicate that GB50017-201X can predict appropriate flexural strengths of GJ structural steel 
beams. Also, it is found that the predictions of EC3 are too conservative, while for certain cases 
ANSI/AISC360-10 predictions are too high for the design flexural strength of GJ structural steel beams. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the calculation method about the displacement response mean function of 
rectangular orthotropic membranes with four edges fixed under stochastic impact loading. We set up the 
nonlinear stochastic governing differential equation, solve it according to the perturbation method and the 
random vibration theory and obtain the displacement response mean value function of the membrane surface. 
Furthermore, this paper makes a random simulation test for ZZF membrane material which is commonly 



applied in the membrane structural engineering and obtains abundant deflection response sample curves about 
the feature points of the membrane surface. For sample curves statistical analysis at some fixed time, sample 
means can be obtained, which verify the correctness of the theoretical calculation method. The calculation 
method provides a theoretical basis for vibration control of building membrane structures to control the 
occurrence of natural disasters. 
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ABSTRACT: An analytical investigation is performed to study the secondary instability and dynamic aspects of 
the mode jumping in hygrothermally buckled angle-ply laminated plates. The governing partial differential 
equations (PDEs) and constitution relations are derived rigorously from an asymptotically correct, 
geometrically nonlinear theory. A novel and relatively simpler solution approach is developed to solve the two 
coupled fourth-order PDEs, namely, the compatibility equation and the dynamic governing equation. The von 
Kármán plate equation, namely, the coupled nonlinear governing equation, is reduced to a system of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by expressing the transverse deflection as a series of linear buckling 
modes. The ODEs, combined with the nonlinear algebraic constraint equations obtained from in-plane boundary 
conditions, are then solved numerically under the parametric variation of the temperature and moisture. The 
comparison between the present method and the FEA shows that the secondary bifurcation point of the 
hygrothermally loaded plate is far beyond the primary buckling point, and the jump behavior cannot be 
predicted correctly without sufficient assumed modes, while the present method has the capability of exploring 
deeply into the post-secondary buckling realm and capture the mode jumping phenomenon for various 
combinations of plate configurations boundary conditions. Furthermore, by monitoring free vibration along the 
stable primary postbuckling and the jumped equilibrium paths, we find that a mode shifting phenomenon (the 
exchange of vibration modes) exists in the primary post-buckling regime. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical solution of vertical dynamic response of a concrete-filled steel 
tube (CFST) due to transient impact loading. Both the concrete and steel are modeled by linear elastic material. 
The impact load is simulated by a semisinusoidal impulse. Three-dimensional (3D) wave equations those 
considering the vertical displacement are established. By combining the initial and boundary conditions, the 
frequency-domain analytical solution of displacement is deduced by Laplace transformation and separation of 
variables methods. The time-domain dynamic response is then obtained by numerical inverse Fourier 
transformation (IFT). Numerical examples are presented to verify the validity of the analytical solution 
developed in this study. The results indicate that the analytical solution proposed in this study shows good 
consistence with the existing solutions. 
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ABSTRACT: Post-buckling and collapse phenomenon of a thick closed ring subjected to external pressure on 
its outer surface is analyzed in this research. Ring is made of a linearly elastic polar orthotropic material. 
Constitutive law of linear elasticity under plane stress conditions is used. Virtual work principle is implemented 
to obtain the governing equations. Unlike the available noncompressible ring theories, a two-dimensional 
elasticity solution including the complete nonlinear Green strain field is used. The finite element method is used 
to solve the highly nonlinear coupled equilibrium equations. The well-known Newton–Raphson iterative 
technique is applied to the matrix representation of the equilibrium equations to trace the post-buckling 
response of the ring up to the collapse point where two antipodal points on the interior side of the ring are 
collided with each other. It is shown that, including the complete Green strain field is necessary in accurate 
estimation of the post-buckling path, especially for higher load levels and collapse load. Furthermore, 
orthotropic rings under external pressure load follow the bifurcation type of buckling accompanied with a stable 
post-buckling path. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics of an axially moving vertical plate immersed in fluid and subjected 
to a pretension are investigated, with a special consideration to natural frequencies, complex mode functions 
and critical speeds of the system. The classical thin plate theory is adopted for the formulation of the governing 
equation of motion of the vibrating plates. The effects of free surface waves, compressibility and viscidity of the 
fluid are neglected in the analysis. The velocity potential and Bernoulli’s equation are used to describe the fluid 
pressure acting on the moving plate. The effect of fluid on the vibrations of the plate may be regarded as 
equivalent to an added mass on the plate. The formulation of added mass is obtained from kinematic boundary 
conditions of the plate–fluid interfaces. The effects of some system parameters such as the moving speed, 
stiffness ratios, location and aspect ratios of the plate and the fluid-plate density ratios on the above-mentioned 
vibration characteristics of the plate–fluid system are investigated in detail. Various different boundary 
conditions are considered in the study. 
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ABSTRACT: Quasi-three-dimensional (3D) stability and free vibration analyses of bi-axially loaded, simply-
supported, sandwich piezoelectric plates with an embedded either a functionally graded (FG) carbon nanotube-
reinforced composite (CNTRC) core or a multilayered fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) one are presented. 
Three different distributions of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) through the thickness of the CNTRC core, i.e. 
uniformly distributed and FG V-, rhombus- and X-type variations, are considered, and the effective material 
properties of the CNTRC core are estimated using the rule of mixtures. The Pagano method, which is 
conventionally used for the analysis of multilayered FRC plates, is modified to be feasible for the study of 
sandwich hybrid CNTRC and piezoelectric ones, in which Reissner mixed variational theorem, the successive 
approximation and transfer matrix methods, and the transformed real-valued solutions of the system equations 
are used. The modified Pagano solutions for the stability and free vibration of multilayered hybrid FRC and 
piezoelectric plates are in excellent agreement with the exact 3D ones available in the literature, and those for 
sandwich hybrid CNTRC and piezoelectric plates may be used as the benchmark solutions to assess the ones 
obtained by using various 2D theories and numerical models. 
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ABSTRACT: The corotational (CR) kinematic description was a recent method for formulation of geometric 
nonlinear structural problems. Based on the consistent symmetrizable equilibrated (CSE) CR formulation, a 
linear triangular flat shell element with three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom (DOFs) at 
each of the three nodes was derived by the assumed natural deviatoric strain (ANDES) formulation, which can 
be used to the geometric nonlinear analysis of shell structures with large rotations and small strains. By taking 
variations of the internal energy with respect to nodal freedoms, the equations for the CR nonlinear finite 
element, including the tangent stiffness matrix and the internal force vector in the global coordinate system, 
were derived. The nonlinear equations were solved by using the generalized displacement control (GDC) 
method. It was shown through numerical examples that combing CR formulation and ANDES elements can 



accurately solve complex geometric nonlinear problems with large body motions. As revealed by the efficiency 
and reliability of the ANDES elements in tracing the nonlinear structural load–deflection response, it is 
demonstrated that some membrane elements and plate elements give better performance in the geometric 
nonlinear analysis of shell structures. 
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ABSTRACT: The critical buckling load of a functionally-graded simply-supported beam with partially 
delaminated piezoelectric layers is discussed. The governing equations of motion are derived using two 
different, i.e. Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories, and the buckling load was evaluated from the 
exact solution to the corresponding eigenvalue equation. The equations were simplified to some extent by 
shifting the coordinate origin such that there is zero bending-extension coupling. Effects induced by the 
delaminated length, asymmetry, piezoelectric thickness, voltage, and the functionally graded materials (FGMs) 
volume fraction are evaluated. The validity of results and the invoked assumptions were successfully verified 
with existing results and finite element calculations. There is some difference between the analytical buckling 
load and that calculated with the finite element method (FEM), proven small in amount but predictable in terms 
of the piezoelectric thickness. Further, a general formula is derived to evaluate the dimensionless critical 
buckling load with the parameters obtained from regression analysis of the solution that can be utilized for all 
cases where the materials are not far different in their mechanical properties. The results can be utilized as 
benchmark design tool. 
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ABSTRACT: Large amplitude vibration problem of laminated composite spherical shell panel under combined 
temperature and moisture environment is analyzed in this paper. A general nonlinear mathematical model of 
laminated composite panel is developed based on higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT) by taking the 
geometric nonlinearity in the Green–Lagrange sense. The sets of nonlinear governing differential equations are 
obtained using Hamilton’s principle and discretized via finite element steps. The nonlinear vibration responses 
are computed using a direct iterative method by incorporating hygral and/or temperature dependent material 
properties for laminated composite. The convergence behavior of the developed model has been checked and 
validated by comparing the responses with those available published results. Finally, some new examples are 
computed for different parameters (geometry, support condition and lamination scheme, etc.) and their effects 
on nonlinear free vibration responses under uneven environment are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Flapwise flexural vibration of rotating beams has been extensively studied since the 1970s. 
Existing methods for solving the aforementioned vibration problem range from the conventional finite element 
method to variable-order finite element method, Frobenius method, differential transformation method and 
dynamic stiffness method (DSM). Although various approximation methods are available, most of these 
methods are based on perturbation or discretization of the governing equation, often leading to tedious 
calculations. This paper re-examines flapwise flexural vibration of rotating beams using the method of 
variational iteration, which is relatively new and capable of providing accurate solutions for eigenvalue 
problems. The extracted natural frequencies and mode shapes for sample rotating beams with various rotational 
speeds and hub radii are compared with existing results that were published in the open literature. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, all the parameters affecting the nonlinear behavior of S-FGM plates under lateral 
stochastic white noise excitations are investigated. First the governing equation for a general S-FGM plate is 
derived for the assumed problem. Then it is rewritten by introducing some nondimensional parameters such that 
the results are applicable for a wide range of plates. Without loss of generality and using an example, the 
effective parameters on the instability and bifurcation of the transverse vibration of plates are studied, including 
the mean value of the lateral load with the in-plane forces and the material property. Especially, the role of 
material property is highlighted and some analogical figures are drawn to compare the behavior of the FGM 
plates with the homogenous ones. It is shown that the material property can affect the behavior of instability and 
bifurcation of the plate and its occurrence. 
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ABSTRACT: A thermal buckling analysis is presented for simply-supported rectangular symmetric cross-ply 
laminated composite plates that are integrated with surface-mounted piezoelectric actuators and subjected to the 
combined action of thermal load and constant applied actuator voltage. The material properties of the composite 
and piezoelectric layers are assumed to be functions of temperature. Derivations of the equations are based on 
the classical laminated plate theory, using the von-Karman nonlinear kinematic relations. The Ritz method is 
adopted to obtain closed-form solutions for the critical buckling temperature. Numerical examples are presented 
to verify the proposed method. The effects of the applied actuator voltage, plate geometry and stacking 
sequence of laminates are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The transverse vibrations of cracked beams with rectangular cross sections resting on Pasternak 
and generalized elastic foundations are considered. Both the Euler–Bernoulli (EB) and Timoshenko beam (TB) 
theories are used. The open edge crack is represented as a rotational spring whose compliance is obtained by the 
fracture mechanics. By applying the compatibility conditions between the beam segments at the crack location 
and the boundary conditions, the characteristic equations are derived, from which the nondimensional natural 
frequencies are solved as the roots. Sample numerical results showing the effects of crack depth, crack location, 
foundation type and foundation parameters on the natural frequencies of the beam are presented. It is observed 
that the existence of crack reduces the natural frequencies, whereas the elasticity of the foundation increases the 
stiffness of the system and thus the natural frequencies. It is also observed that the type of elastic foundation has 
a significant effect on the natural frequencies of the cracked beam. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration of rotating tapered Timoshenko beams (TBs) made of the axially functionally 
graded materials (FGMs) is studied. The Chebyshev polynomials multiplied by the boundary functions are 
selected as the admissible functions in the Ritz minimization procedure, which is called the Chebyshev–Ritz 
method. As such, the geometric boundary conditions are satisfied, while the numerical robustness is guaranteed 
through use of the Chebyshev polynomials. The Ritz approach provides an upper bound of the exact 
frequencies. The effectiveness of the method is confirmed in the convergence and comparison studies. The 
effects of hub radius ratio, rotational speed ratio, taper ratios, rotary inertia and material gradient on the natural 
frequencies of the TBs for six different sets of boundary conditions are studied in detail. 
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of pretwisted spatially curved beams by state equations”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 5, 1550011, June 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S021945541550011X 
ABSTRACT: Based on force equilibrium and rigid body considerations, a novel approach is proposed for 
deriving the state equations and then the buckling equations of pretwisted spatially curved beams. Based on 
statical consideration of an infinitesimal element from the last calculated configuration C1 to the current 
configuration C2, a set of condition equations for the state matrix is derived. Next, by enforcing the rigid body 
rule for the beam, another set of condition equations for the state matrix is derived. From these two sets of 
equations, the state matrix of the beam is derived that leads directly to the buckling differential equations. The 
merit of the proposed approach is that it only requires simple differential and matrix operations. No hidden 
errors are possible because no higher-order terms need to be treated. In addition, a direct link is established 



between the straight and curved beam theories. Finally, examples are provided to demonstrate the application of 
the theory to the buckling analysis of various curved beams, including the helical ones. 
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delaminated composite beam with end mass”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 
16, No. 6, 1550013, August 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415500133 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the free vibration of rotating laminated composite beams (LCBs) with general lay-
ups and single through-the-width delamination is analytically investigated. The Hamilton’s principle is used to 
derive the coupled governing differential equations and boundary conditions for the rotating delaminated beam, 
considering the effects of shear deformation, rotary inertia, material couplings (bending–tension, bending–twist 
and tension–twist couplings), and Poisson’s effect. Both the free mode and constrained mode assumptions are 
adopted. Analytical solution for the natural frequencies and mode shapes are presented by incorporating the 
constraint conditions using the Lagrange multipliers method. The accuracy is assured by the convergence of the 
natural frequencies, as well as by comparison with published results. The effects of various factors such as 
delamination parameter, fiber angle, hub radius, material anisotropy, end mass and rotating speed are studied in 
detail. The difference between the results based on the free mode and constrained mode assumptions is also 
investigated. 
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13114, Iran), “Broad-band noise mitigation in vibrating annular plates by dynamic absorbers”, ”, International 
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ABSTRACT: Steady-state and transient acoustic radiation characteristics of clamped-free annular plate with 
tuned mass damper (TMD) device is studied. Galerkin’s procedure is employed to obtain the transverse 
vibration of the annular disk. Based on the Rayleigh integral approach, acoustic pressure radiation is obtained 
and subsequently the modal sound power and modal radiation efficiency are obtained. A new formulation for 
the transient acoustic pressure in Laplace domain is presented for the first time in this paper. Durbin’s numerical 
Laplace transform inversion scheme is employed to obtain the response spectrum. The optimum parameters of 
vibration absorbers are proposed for suppressing the dynamic vibration and acoustic pressure. A parametric 
study is carried out and the effects of vibration absorber characteristics are investigated using the analytical 
procedure. Limiting cases are considered and good agreements with the finite element solution, as well as with 
those available in the literature, are achieved. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, a finite element method (FEM) based on the size dependent nonlocal integral 
elasticity theory is implemented for buckling analysis of nanoscaled beams with various boundary conditions. 
The method is based on the principle of total potential energy. The variations of buckling load with respect to 
the scaling effect parameter and to the length-to-thickness ratio are investigated. Furthermore, the effect of 
attenuation function type on the buckling load is examined. The results are compared with the corresponding 
solutions of governing stability equations which are derived in the context of nonlocal differential elasticity 
theory. It is found that the small scale coefficient has a noticeable effect on the buckling load of nanobeams. 
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ABSTRACT: The stability of a nonuniform column subjected to a tip force and axially distributed loading is 
investigated based on the Timoshenko beam theory. An emphasis is placed on buckling of a standing column 
with varying cross-section and variable material properties under self-weight and tip force. Four kinds of 
columns with different taper ratios are analyzed. A new initial value method is suggested to determine critical 
tip force and axial loading at buckling. The effectiveness of the method is confirmed by comparing our results 
with those for Euler–Bernoulli columns for the case of sufficiently large shear rigidity. The effects of shear 
rigidity, taper ratio, and gravity loading on the buckling loads of a heavy standing or hanging column are 
examined. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the analysis of flutter and nonlinear dynamics of an orthotropic composite 
laminated rectangular plate subjected to aerodynamic pressures and transverse excitation. The first-order linear 
piston theory is employed to model the air pressures. Based on Reddy’s third-order shear deformation plate 



theory and von Karman-type equation for the geometric nonlinearity, the nonlinear governing equations of 
motion are derived for the composite laminated rectangular plate by applying the Hamilton’s principle. The 
Galerkin method is utilized to discretize the partial differential governing equations to a set of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations. The critical Mach number for occurrence of the flutter of the composite 
laminated plate is investigated by solving the eigenvalues problem. The relationship between the limit cycle 
oscillation and the critical Mach number is analyzed based on the nonlinear equations. The numerical 
simulation is conducted to study the influences of the transverse excitation on the nonlinear dynamics of the 
composited laminated plate. The numerical results, which include bifurcation diagram, phase plots and 
waveforms, demonstrate that there exist the bifurcation and chaotic motions of the composited laminated plate 
subjected to the aerodynamic pressures and the transverse excitation. 
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Science, Swinburne University of Technology Sarawak Campus, Jalan Simpang Tiga, 93350 Kuching, 
Sarawak, Malaysia), “Egenanalyses of functionally graded micro-scale beams entrapped in an axially-directed 
magnetic field with elastic restraints”, ”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 16, 
No. 6, 1550022, August 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415500224 
ABSTRACT: Approximate numerical solutions are obtained for the vibration response of a functionally graded 
(FG) micro-scale beam entrapped within an axially-directed magnetic field using the differential transformation 
method (DTM). Idealized as a one-dimensional (1D) continuum with a noticeable microstructural effect and a 
thickness-directed material gradient, the microbeam’s behavior is studied under a range of nonclassical 
boundary conditions. The immanent microstructural effect of the micro-scale beam is accounted for through the 
modified couple stress theory (MCST), while the microscopic inhomogeneity is smoothened with the classical 
rule of mixture. The study demonstrates the robustness and flexibility of the DTM in providing benchmark 
results pertaining to the free vibration behavior of the FG microbeams under the following boundary conditions: 
(a) Clamped-tip mass; (b) clamped-elastic support (transverse spring); (c) pinned-elastic support (transverse 
spring); (d) clamped-tip mass-elastic support (transverse spring); (e) clamped-elastically supported (rotational 
and transverse springs); and (f) fully elastically restrained (transverse and rotational springs on both 
boundaries). The analyses revealed the possibility of using functional gradation to adjust the shrinking of the 
resonant frequency to zero (rigid-body motion) as the mass ratio tends to infinity. The magnetic field is noted to 
have a negligibly minimal influence when the gradient index is lower, but a notably dominant effect when it is 
higher. 
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International University, Qazvin, Iran), “A semi-analytical evaluation of surface and nonlocal effects on 
buckling and vibrational characteristics of nanotubes with various boundary conditions”, International Journal 
of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 6, 1550023, August 2016, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415500236 
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the vibrational and buckling characteristics of nanotubes with various 
boundary conditions are investigated considering the coupled effects of nonlocal elasticity and surface effects, 
including surface elasticity and surface tension. The nonlocal Eringen theory is adopted to consider the effect of 
small scale size, and the Gurtin–Murdoch model the surface effect. Hamilton’s principle is employed to 
formulate the governing equation and differential transformation method (DTM) is utilized to obtain the natural 
frequency and critical buckling load of nanotubes with various boundary conditions. The results obtained match 
the available ones in the literature. Detailed mathematical derivations are presented and numerical 
investigations are performed. The emphasis is placed on the effects of several parameters, such as the nonlocal 
parameter, surface effect, aspect ratio, mode number and beam size, on the normalized natural frequencies and 
critical buckling loads of the nanotube. It is explicitly shown that the vibration and buckling of a nanotube is 
significantly influenced by these effects. Numerical results are presented which may serve as benchmarks for 
future analysis of nanotubes. 
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ABSTRACT: For the analysis of dynamic characteristics of fluid-conveying pipes with piecewise linear 
support, a fluid–structure coupling dynamic model based on the finite element method is proposed. A user-
defined pipe element based on Euler–Bernoulli beam is developed for modeling the pipes, considering the 
dynamic flow conditions. A nonlinear spring element is utilized to model the clamp between the pipe and the 
base. The dynamic responses of the system are obtained through the direct time integration. The stiffness of the 
clamp support is investigated by the analytical method and the experimental method, in which it is found that 
the clamp stiffness is piecewise linear. For different pipe geometries the user-defined element model, analytical 
model and measurement data are compared. The results show high quality of the element developed in this 
paper. Finally, the dynamic characteristics of the pipe system with piecewise linear support subjected to base 
harmonic excitation are calculated and the effects of the system parameters on pipe behaviors have also been 
studied. As a consequence, the model proposed in this paper can represent the piecewise linear nonlinearity of 
the clamp support and be used conveniently to investigate the effects of the fluid–structure coupling on the 
system behaviors. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the development of a theoretical model for predicting the dynamics 
and pull-in instability of magnetically actuated pipes conveying fluid. The equation of motion of the pipe is 
constructed in the presence of nonlinear magnetic forces. The lateral displacement of the pipe comprises two 
parts, namely, a static displacement and a perturbation displacement about the static. Based on the finite 
element method (FEM), the static deflection of the pipe is calculated numerically first. The computed static 
deflection is then used to solve the equation governing the perturbed displacement. Consequently, the pull-in 
and flow-induced instabilities can be determined for clamped–clamped or cantilevered boundary conditions. 
Results show that the flow speed can significantly affects the static deflection of the pipe and hence the pull-in 
magnetic force. The magnetic force, on the other hand, has a great impact on the dynamics of the pipe system. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the results of numerical analyses of elasto-plastic buckling of steel reinforcing 
bars. Bars with different geometrical parameters made of steel with various mechanical characteristics were 
analyzed. The commercial program COSMOS/M based on the finite element method was used. It follows from 
the results that slenderness is not the only parameter that affects the elasto-plastic buckling of reinforcing bars. 
Such parameters as the length of the plastic plateau, ultimate stress and the plastic hardening module play an 
important role as well. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration of functionally graded (FG) beams with various boundary conditions resting on 
a two-parameter elastic foundation in the thermal environment is studied using the third-order shear 
deformation beam theory. The material properties are temperature-dependent and vary continuously through the 
thickness direction of the beam, based on a power-law distribution in terms of the volume fraction of the 
material constituents. In order to discretize the governing equations, the differential quadrature method (DQM) 
in conjunction with the Hamilton’s principle is adopted. The convergence of the method is demonstrated. In 
order to validate the results, comparisons are made with solutions available for the isotropic and FG beams. 
Through a comprehensive parametric study, the effect of various parameters involved on the FG beam was 
studied. It is concluded that the uniform temperature rise has more significant effect on the frequency 
parameters than the nonuniform case. 
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to investigate the free vibration of hybrid composite moving beams 
embedded with shape memory alloy (SMA) fibers. The nonlinear equations of motion are derived based on the 
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory in conjunction with the von Karman type of nonlinearity in strain–displacement 
relations via the extended Hamilton principle. Also, the recovery stress induced by the SMA fibers is computed 
by applying the one-dimensional Brinson model and Reuss scheme. Then, an analytical approach in used to 
solve the nonlinear equation of motion for the simply supported shape memory alloy hybrid composite 
(SMAHC) moving beams. Based on the analytical solution, several parametric studies are presented to show the 
effects of various parameters such as volume fraction, pre-strain in the SMA fibers, temperature rise and 
velocity on the fundamental frequency of the SMAHC moving beams. Due to the lack of similar results in the 
specialized literature on the subject of interest, this paper is likely to fill a gap in the state of the art of the 
related research. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the application of the differential transformation method (DTM) to the 
stability analysis of nonuniformly loaded beams under bending. The main advantage of the method is the 
possibility to obtain the semi-analytical solution for the critical loads of the beam undergoing lateral-torsional 
buckling. To determine the critical load, the system of two coupled ordinary differential equations with variable 
coefficients and parameters have to be solved. Numerical analyses were carried out for three different types of 
load functions: (i) Uniformly distributed load, (ii) linearly varying load and (iii) sinusoidally distributed load. 
The results were compared with the solutions computed by the finite element method (FEM) and those obtained 
by the authors using the variational iterative method (VIM). In each case, it was found that the difference with 
reference to the existing one does not exceed 3%, which testifies the effectiveness of the DTM used. 
Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the number of terms of the approximation series used is fairly large 
and therefore the calculation of higher critical loads can be very time-consuming. 
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ABSTRACT: The mechanical behavior and buckling failure of sharp-notched 6061-T6 aluminum alloy tubes 
with different notch depths subjected to cyclic bending are experimentally and theoretically investigated. The 
experimental moment–curvature relationship exhibits an almost steady loop from the beginning of the first 
cycle. However, the ovalization–curvature relationship exhibits a symmetrical, increasing, and ratcheting 
behavior as the number of cycles increases. The six groups of tubes tested have different notch depths, from 
which two different trends can be observed from the relationship between the controlled curvature and the 
number of cycles required to ignite buckling. Finite element software ANSYS is used to simulate the moment–
curvature and ovalization–curvature relationships. Additionally, a theoretical model is proposed for simulation 
of the controlled curvature-number of cycles concerning the initiation of buckling. Simulation results are 
compared with experimental test data, which shows generally good agreement. 
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ABSTRACT: The motivation of this study is to meet the requirement of cutout reinforcements in aerospace 
industry by using the design flexibility of curvilinearly stiffened panels. The reason is that the load path and 
tension field caused by curvilinear stiffeners can increase the load-carrying capacity of stiffened panels. The 
inherent superiority of such structures was examined in detail by comparison with those having straight 
stiffeners. Due to the large computational burden caused by post-buckling analysis, the optimum design of 
curvilinearly stiffened panels with single cutout was obtained based on surrogate model. On this basis, variable 
symmetrization and reduction methods were developed for different design cases, aimed at reducing the number 
of dependent variables in the optimization. Illustrative examples show the superiority of curvilinearly stiffened 
panels for cutout reinforcement, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed optimization framework. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper compares three finite element models for determining the buckling and post-buckling 
performance of infinite length thin walled composite and metal stiffened panels — such as for modeling 
theoretical aircraft upper wing skin panels — namely single bay, double half-bay and quad half-bay models. 
The quad half-bay model is shown to be the ideal model as all wavelengths of buckling are permitted. This 
model gives an accurate estimate of postbuckling behavior that can include advanced behavior such as mode 
jumping or collapse while the single bay and double half-bay models are more restrictive and do not allow for 
accurate mode jumping to take place. Sample panels are analyzed for buckling performance using the computer 
program VICONOPT, which assumes an infinite length structure based on exact strip theory. This analysis is 
then compared to results from the quad half-bay FEM model, using the Abaqus solver, where the two models 
are in good agreement for the initial buckling performance for both the metal and composite panels. Buckling 
prediction for the quad half-bay model is within 0.5 per cent for the critical buckling mode, and within 3 per 
cent of all compared modes; and postbuckling performance compares well with the results of previous 
investigation of the same sample panel geometry. 
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ABSTRACT: The majority of the existing literature on the lateral stability of castellated beams deals with 
experimental and/or numerical studies. This paper presents a comprehensive analytical study of the lateral–
torsional buckling of simply supported castellated beams subject to pure bending and/or a uniformly distributed 
load. Using the principle of total potential energy, analytical expressions for the critical buckling moments and 
loads are derived and applied for various beam lengths. The three different locations of the applied load are 
used: At the top flange, shear center and bottom flange. The results show that the influence of web openings on 
the critical buckling moments and loads are mainly due to the reduction of the torsional constant caused by the 
web openings. Web shear effects and web shear buckling become important only when the beam is short and 
the flange is wide. The critical moments and loads will be overestimated or underestimated if the full or reduced 
section properties are used. The accurate critical moment or load should be calculated based on the average 
torsional constant of the full and reduced sections rather than simply taking the average of the critical moments 
or loads calculated from the full and reduced section properties. The present analytical solutions are verified 
using 3D finite element analysis results. 
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concrete composite beam considering shear deformation”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 8, 1550045, October 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415500455 
ABSTRACT: Elastic distortional buckling is one of the essential buckling modes of the I-steel concrete 
composite beam (ISCCB); such buckling often occurs under the gradient of negative moment. The key factors 
affecting the kind of buckling are the “torsional” and “lateral” restraint stiffnesses of the bottom flange of the 
beam. This paper investigates the equivalent lateral and torsional restraint stiffnesses of the bottom flange of the 
ISCCB under the gradient of negative moment. The relations for estimating the lateral and torsional restraint 
stiffnesses are used to determine the critical distortional buckling stress and associated buckling moment of the 
beam under the gradient of negative moment. A new method is proposed for assessing the buckling of the 
elastic-foundation beam, by which the related factors are considered: (1) The coupling effect between the 
applied forces and lateral/torsional restraint stiffness of the bottom flange of the beam, (2) the effect of gradient 
of a moment and (3) the effect of shear deformation of the web. The proposed method has been compared with 
those available by using the data of 15 cases under different loading conditions; the results show that the present 
method is much more accurate and reliable than the existing ones. The method as proposed herein is 
recommended for further research in relation to the buckling of the ISCCB. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, we investigate the statistical nonlinear dynamic behaviors of a single-walled 
carbon nanotube (SWCNT) subjected to a longitudinal magnetic field by considering the effect of geometric 
nonlinearity. We consider both the Young’s modulus of elasticity and mass density of the SWCNT as stochastic 
with respect to the position to actually characterize the random material properties of the SWCNT. In addition, 
we use the theory of nonlocal elasticity to investigate the small scale effect on the nonlinear vibration of the 
SWCNT. By using the Hamilton’s principle, the nonlinear governing equations of the SWCNT subjected to a 
longitudinal magnetic field are derived. We utilize the stochastic finite element method along with the 
perturbation technique to compute the statistical response of the SWCNT. Some statistical dynamic response of 
the SWCNT, such as the mean values and standard deviations of the midpoint deflections, are computed and 
checked by the Monte Carlo simulation, besides, the effects of the small scale coefficients, magnetic field and 
the elastic stiffness of matrix on the statistical dynamic response of the SWCNT are studied and discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Beams and columns subjected to the axial pressure are studied. Critical buckling loads are 
established for stepped beams clamped at one end and elastically fixed at the other end. The beams under 
consideration are of piecewise constant thickness and are weakened by cracks emanating from re-entrant 
corners of steps. The cracks are assumed to be stable part-through surface cracks. The influence of a crack on 
the stability of the beam is modeled by the method of distributed line spring known in the elastic fracture 
mechanics. Numerical results are presented for beams with a single step making use of different stress 
correction functions. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the eigenbuckling of Mindlin plate with two adjacent edges clamped and the 
remaining edges simply supported or clamped by using the separation of variables method, and the concise and 
explicit closed-form solutions are obtained for the first time. The cases involving free edges can also be dealt 
with if there are two opposite edges simply supported. The closed-form solutions are in good agreement with 



the existing solutions, thus the validity of present method and accuracy of the obtained solutions are verified. 
This paper proves to be a major development of analytical method since it has long been acknowledged that the 
eigenbuckling of rectangular plates without two parallel edges simply supported are not amenable to analytical 
solutions. 
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“A 4-node co-rotational quadrilateral composite shell element”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 9, 1550053, November 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455415500534 
ABSTRACT: A 4-node co-rotational quadrilateral composite shell element is presented. The local coordinate 
system of the element is a co-rotational framework defined by the two bisectors of the diagonal vectors 



generated from the four corner nodes and their cross product. Thus, the element rigid-body rotations are 
excluded in calculating the local nodal variables from the global nodal variables. Compared with other existing 
co-rotational finite-element formulations, the present element has two features: (i) The two smallest components 
of the mid-surface normal vector at each node are defined as the rotational variables, leading to the desired 
additive property for all nodal variables in a nonlinear incremental solution procedure; (ii) both element tangent 
stiffness matrices in the local and global coordinate systems are symmetric owing to the commutativity of the 
nodal variables in calculating the second derivatives of strain energy with respect to the local nodal variables 
and, through chain differentiation with respect to the global nodal variables. In the modeling of composite 
structures, the first-order shear deformable laminated plate theory is adopted in the local element formulation, 
where both the thickness deformation and the normal stress in the direction of the shell thickness are ignored, 
and an assumed strain method is employed to alleviate the membrane and shear locking phenomena. Several 
examples involving composite plates and shells with large displacements and large rotations are presented to 
testify to the reliability and convergence of the present formulation. 
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ABSTRACT: An explicit time integration method is presented for the linear and nonlinear dynamic analyses of 
structures. Using two parameters and employing the Taylor series expansion, a family of second-order accurate 
methods for the solution of dynamic problems is derived. The proposed scheme includes the central difference 
method as a special case, while damping is shown to exert no effect on the solution accuracy. The proposed 
method is featured by the following facts: (i) the relative period error is almost zero for specific values of the 
parameters; (ii) the numerical dissipation contained can help filter out spurious high-frequency components; and 
(iii) the crucial lower modes are generally unaffected in the integration. Although the proposed method is 
conditionally stable, it has an appropriate region of stability, and is self-starting. The numerical tests indicate the 
improved performance of the proposed technique over the central difference method. 
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supports by the Hp-Cloud method and Lagrange multiplier”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
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ABSTRACT: The Hp-Cloud meshless method was developed to study the dynamic analysis of arbitrarily 
shaped thin plates with intermediate point supports. By proposing a special pattern for the influence radius of 
nodes and a polynomial type of enrichment function, the Hp-Cloud shape functions with Kronecker delta 
property were constructed. They can satisfy the zero deflection conditions for the field nodes at the point 
supports. The results obtained from these shape functions agree well with the previous ones, showing good 
accuracy and convergence. For plates with sharp corners, it is not possible to construct the Hp-Cloud shape 
function with Kronecker delta property. To this end, the Lagrange multiplier method was used for enforcing the 
boundary conditions. The computations were carried out by the Ritz method, and the cell structure method is 
refined to improve the speed and accuracy of numerical integration on the subscription surface of clouds 
intersecting with the plate boundaries. Using the algorithm developed, the natural frequencies of plates of 
various shapes and support patterns were computed. By increasing the number of point supports on the plate 
edges, the natural frequencies computed of the plate tend to those of the simply supported plate. Appropriate 
pattern of point supports distribution was presented for modeling the simply supported plates of various shapes 
by comparing the corresponding natural frequencies. 
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“On the stability of spinning functionally graded cantilevered pipes subjected to fluid-thermomechanical 
loading”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 16, No. 9, 1550062, November 2016, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the thermomechanical stability of a cantilevered pipe spinning along its 
longitudinal axis and carrying an internal axial flow. The pipe, made of functionally graded materials (FGMs), 
is subjected to an axial force at the free end operating in a high temperature environment. It is modeled by the 
Rayleigh beam theory and is considered as a hollow thin-walled beam. The equation of motion, along with the 
boundary conditions, for the pipe is derived by using the extended Hamilton’s principle. Further, the extended 
Galerkin’s method (EGM) in conjunction with a proper representation of the displacements of the pipe is used 
to solve the eigenvalue problem. Depending upon the nature of the eigenvalues, i.e. real or complex-conjugate, 
the conditions for occurrence of instability by flutter or by divergence are derived. The effects of spin rate and 
velocity of fluid flow are studied on the stability regions, i.e. the critical flutter and divergence boundary, by the 
numerical method. Also, the effects of parameters, such as fluid mass ratio, compressive axial force, volume 
fraction index of the FGM and temperature gradient through the pipe thickness, are considered in developing 
the stability map for the spinning cantilever pipe. The results are compared with those available in the literature 
and good agreement has been achieved. 
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ABSTRACT: Pipelines in the oil and gas industry are prone to extensive internal corrosion which leads to 
premature failures. Furthermore, corrosion defects within certain proximity interact to reduce the overall 
strength of a pipe and are termed as interacting corrosion defects. Pipelines may also experience complex 
loadings due to geotechnical movements such as landslides and internal pressure. Therefore, an understanding 
of the behavior of corroded pipelines under multiple loadings is important for the safe operation of pipelines. 
Extensive literature review indicates that major design codes only consider the effect of interacting corrosion 
defects on the burst pressure of pipes, with less attention paid to the structural behavior of steel pipes under 
multiple loadings. Therefore, this study focuses on the effect of interacting corrosion defects of equal depth on 
the local buckling strength of X46 steel pipes using the finite element analysis (FEA). Results showed that the 
corrosion defects interact to reduce the overall buckling strength of the pipe. Furthermore, circumferentially 
aligned corrosion defects are more critical than axially aligned corrosion defects, due to the greater loss of 
material along the circumference of the pipe. Besides, the effect of interactions of corrosion defects on the 
buckling strength decreases as the internal pressure increases. Lastly, as the depth of the defects increases, their 
interactions become more severe, which can significantly reduce the overall buckling strength of the steel pipe. 
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ABSTRACT: This study developed a passive vibration reduction method to provide the damping capability for 
precision manufacturing equipment in an economical manner. The structure of the damping device is simple, 
which does not require changes in the frequency of the external force. An elastic medium was sandwiched 
between the bottom of the main component and the underlying plate or membrane. This combination results in a 
damper capable of reducing vibrations in the precision manufacturing equipment. We analyzed the influence of 
the elastic modulus and geometry of the elastic medium in the plate–plate or plate–membrane system on the 
damping capability. Among the various dampers considered herein, the combinations that include stiffer foams 
and a flexible membrane provide the greatest damping capability, far exceeding that of the metal plates. The 
results also show that the damping capacity offered by a rectangular frame with a diagonal x-shaped elastic 
medium is close to that of a full sheet. 
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ABSTRACT: Huang1 presented first in 1961 the characteristic equations and normal mode equations for all six 
common types of simple, finite Timoshenko beams in closed-form. Unfortunately, there exist several errors, not 
typographical, in the frequency in the characteristic equations for a Timoshenko beam free at both ends. In this 
paper, the exact characteristic equations in closed-form for completely free Timoshenko beams are derived 
based on Ref. 1. In order to justify the solutions obtained by amending herein Huang’s equations, both the 
closed-form exact solution and the one obtained by the Ritz method will be adopted as the references. Using the 
characteristic equations derived by Huang1, we can obtain only frequencies for the flexural modes, while using 
the closed-form exact method and Ritz method, we can obtain frequencies for the thickness-shear modes, as 
well as for the bending modes. The purpose of the present study is to identify the errors in Ref. 1, correct them, 
and provide some numerical results. 
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ABSTRACT: On the basis of Reissner’s mixed variational theorem (RMVT), a nonlocal Timoshenko beam 
theory (TBT) is developed for the stability analysis of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) embedded in 
an elastic medium, with various boundary conditions and under axial loads. Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory 
is used to account for the small length scale effect. The strong formulations of the RMVT-based nonlocal TBT 
and its associated possible boundary conditions are presented. The interaction between the SWCNT and its 
surrounding elastic medium is simulated using the Pasternak foundation models. The critical load parameters of 
the embedded SWCNT with different boundary conditions are obtained by using the differential quadrature 
(DQ) method, in which the locations of np sampling nodes are selected as the roots of np-order Chebyshev 
polynomials. The results of the RMVT-based nonlocal TBT are compared with those obtained using the 
principle of virtual displacement (PVD)-based nonlocal TBT available in the literature. The influences of some 
crucial effects on the critical load parameters of the embedded SWCNT are examined, such as different 
boundary conditions, Winkler stiffness and shear modulus of the foundation, aspect ratios, and the nonlocal 
parameter. 
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ABSTRACT: In engineering practice, a massive machine may be placed on a plate supported by beams 
considered as elastic boundary conditions. The vibration of the plate due to the periodic excitation of the 
massive machine will cause noises or damages to the building in which the machine is housed. An analytical 
approach for the vibration analysis of a rectangular plate carrying a massive machine with uniform elastic 
supports is presented. The machine is simplified as a distributed mass. The transverse plate displacement is 
determined by the superposition of a two-dimensional (2D) Fourier cosine series and several supplementary 
functions. All the unknown Fourier coefficients are calculated directly from the Rayleigh–Ritz formulation. To 
validate the present approach, several numerical examples with classical boundary conditions are presented. 
The results reveal good agreement between the analytical results and those based on the finite element analysis 
(ANSYS). The effects of the plate size, location of the machine, and support stiffness on the modal, and 
transient response of the plate are investigated. From the results it is found that the transient displacement 
amplitude of the plate decreases almost linearly as the thickness increases, it increases nonlinearly along with 
the increase in the support stiffness, and that the optimal position for deploying the transformer is the center of 
the plate. 
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ABSTRACT: An advanced technique for damage detection in beam structures, using a vibration characteristic 
tuning procedure is developed by an optimal design of piezoelectric materials. Piezoelectric sensors and 
actuators are mounted on the surface of the host beam to generate excitations for the tuning via a feedback 
process. The excitations induced by the piezoelectric effect are used to magnify the effect of the damage in the 
vibration characteristics of the damaged structure to realize an effective damage detection process. To describe 
the detection process, theoretical models of the cantilevered beams with and without tuning induced by 
piezoelectric effect are built first, while the damage is represented by a crack at the fixed end. From the 
established models, the natural frequencies of the tuned beams with and without the crack are obtained to study 
the sensitivity of the proposed technique. As a result of the tuning process, more obvious changes on the natural 
frequencies due to the existence of a crack are observed. The results also indicate a shorter distance from the 
piezoelectric actuators to the crack leads to a higher detection sensitivity. An optimal length of the piezoelectric 
actuators is also obtained for better detection. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the compressive buckling of near-square rippled monolayer graphene sheets in 
thermal environments by using molecular dynamics simulations. Armchair and zigzag graphene sheets are both 
considered and the four edges of a graphene sheet are either simply supported or clamped. Compressive force 
instead of the commonly used compressive strain is gradually applied to the edges of the graphene sheet until 
the graphene sheet is crushed. It is found that ripples in the graphene are formed owing to thermal fluctuations 
even before the compressive force is applied. The amplitude of ripples is reduced when the compressive force is 
applied to the graphene. The buckling mode of the graphene may show local or global mode shape features, 
depending on the chirality, the support conditions and the size of the graphene. Most buckling modes of the 
graphene sheets are very different from the global (1,1) mode of a uniaxially loaded and simply supported or 
clamped square plate as predicted by continuum mechanics models. A clamped graphene can take significantly 



more compressive force after the occurrence of initial buckling and before the graphene is completely crushed. 
A zigzag graphene has a larger initial buckling force than its armchair counterpart. Raising the environmental 
temperature may either increase or decrease the initial buckling force of the graphene depending on the support 
conditions and the chirality of the graphene. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical approach for investigating the dynamics and stability of an outer 
cylindrical shell conveying viscous fluid (i.e. water) in the annulus between the inner shell-type body and the 
outer shell with thermal load. The steady viscous forces that induce prestress on the shells are determined based 
on the time–mean Navier–Stokes equations. The shell motions are described by Flügge’s shell equations 
incorporating the prestress arising from the viscous effect. The shell-vibration-induced fluid forces are 
described by means of the potential flow theory, and the thermal loads are determined by the thermoelastic 
theory. The analytical model is conducted by the zero-level contour method with the aid of the weighted 
residual technology. The present study shows that the effect of viscosity in the annular flow renders the system 
more unstable. Moreover, the thermal load tends to reduce the critical flow velocity pronouncedly, for which 
there exists a critical temperature rise. 
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vibration and buckling of eccentrically stiffened circular cylindrical panels and shells by energy approach”, 
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this study is to develop and validate similitude requirements and scaling laws for 
studying the real characteristics of structures easily and economically, especially for large structures. The 
generalized similitude requirements and the scaling law of orthogonally stiffened cylindrical panels and shells 
for buckling and free vibration are derived by applying the similitude transformation to the total energy of the 
structural system directly. In practice, due to either the difficulty of satisfying all of the similitude requirements 
simultaneously or to save experimental cost and time, distorted models with partial similarity are necessarily 
employed and approximate scaling laws are proposed. The partial similitude is mainly investigated first by 
using specific formulas of stiffness parameters and corresponding scaling laws are given. Also discussed herein 
are particular models with relaxations in the material properties of stiffeners, the materials of both the skin and 
the stiffeners and the material properties and geometry. The obtained results indicate that the distorted models 
are able to accurately predict the behavior of the prototype. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper deals with a three-dimensional problem on natural vibrations and stability of thin-
walled cylindrical shells with arbitrary cross sections, containing a quiescent or flowing ideal compressible 
fluid. The motion of compressible non-viscous fluid is described by a wave equation, which together with the 
impermeability condition and corresponding boundary conditions is transformed using the Bubnov–Galerkin 
method. A mathematical formulation of the problem of thin-walled structure dynamics has been developed 
based on the variational principle of virtual displacements. Simulation of shells with arbitrary cross sections is 
performed under the assumption that a curvilinear surface is approximated to sufficient accuracy by a set of 
plane rectangular elements. The strains are calculated using the relations of the theory of thin shells based on 
the Kirchhoff–Love hypothesis. The developed finite element algorithm has been employed to investigate the 
influence of the fluid level, the ratio of the ellipse semi-axes and types of boundary conditions on the 
eigenfrequencies, vibration modes and the boundary of hydroelastic stability of thin-walled circular and 
elliptical cylindrical shells interacting with a quiescent or flowing fluid. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the surface effect on the buckling behavior of double nanobeam 
system using the nonlocal Timoshenko beam theory. The size effect is taken into consideration by using the 
Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory and the exact solution for buckling loads for simply supported boundary 
condition is presented. Influences of various parameters such as stiffness constant, nonlocal parameter, shear 
effect and buckling mode number are investigated. Also for the sake of validation, the present results are 
compared with those obtained from the Euler–Bernoulli model. It is shown that the proposed nonlocal model is 
able to produce results with high accuracy and it can be used as a benchmark in future studies on buckling of 
nano-sandwich structures. 
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic characteristics of hybrid composite plates under an arbitrary periodic load in 
hygrothermal environments are investigated. The material properties of the plate are assumed to be dependent 
on the temperature and moisture. The governing equations of motion of the Mathieu-type are established based 
on the Galerkin method with reduced eigenfunction transforms. The periodic stress is taken to be a combination 
of the pulsating axial and bending stress in the example problems. Based on Bolotin’s method, the dynamic 
instability behaviors of hybrid composite plates are determined. The effects of layer thickness ratio, fiber 
volume fraction, temperature rise, moisture concentration and dynamic load on the instability regions of hybrid 
composite plates are studied, along with the dynamic instability index discussed. The results reveal that the 
layer thickness ratio and hygrothermal conditions have a significant impact on the dynamic instability of hybrid 
composite plates. 
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ABSTRACT: The present study highlights the parametric instability characteristics of delaminated woven 
fabric composite curved panels under in-plane harmonic loadings exposed to the thermal environment. The 
equation of motion of the delaminated curved panel is reduced to a system of Mathieu–Hill equations with 
periodic coefficients. The development of the region of instability arises from Floquet’s theory and the solution 
is obtained using Bolotin’s approach by the finite element method (FEM). An eight-noded isoparametric finite 



element is developed considering the effects of delamination and thermal exposure of the composite panel for 
predicting the dynamic instability regions (DIRs). The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is used for 
all the numerical computations. The results predicted from the present finite element analysis are validated with 
those available in the literature. The effects of static load factor, curvature, delamination, temperature and 
boundary conditions on the DIRs of curved composite panels are investigated. Noteworthy effects of these 
parameters on the parametric instability of composite panels are witnessed and discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a nonlocal nonlinear first-order shear deformable plate model for 
investigating the buckling and postbuckling of magneto-electro-thermo elastic (METE) nanoplates under 
magneto-electro-thermo-mechanical loadings. The nonlocal elasticity theory within the framework of the first-
order shear deformation plate theory along with the von Kármán-type geometrical nonlinearity is used to derive 
the size-dependent nonlinear governing partial differential equations and associated boundary conditions, in 
which the effects of shear deformation, small scale parameter and thermo-electro-magneto-mechanical loadings 
are incorporated. The generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method and pseudo arc-length continuation 
algorithm are used to determine the critical buckling loads and postbuckling equilibrium paths of the METE 
nanoplates with various boundary conditions. Finally, the influences of the nonlocal parameter, boundary 
conditions, temperature rise, external electric voltage and external magnetic potential on the critical buckling 
load and postbuckling response are studied. 
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ABSTRACT: Elevated pipelines are commonly encountered in petro-chemical and industrial applications. 
Within these applications, pipelines normally span hundreds of meters and are thus analyzed using one-
dimensional (1D) beam-type finite elements when the global behavior of the pipeline is sought at a reasonably 
low computational cost. Standard beam-type elements, while computationaly economic, are based on the 
assumption of rigid cross-section. Thus, they are unable to capture the effects of cross-sectional localized 
deformations. Such effects can be captured through shell-type finite element models. For long pipelines, shell 
models become prohibitively expensive. Within this context, the present study formulates an efficient numerical 
modeling which effectively combines the efficiency of beam-type solutions while retaining the accuracy of 
shell-type solutions. An appealing feature of the model is that it is able to split the global analysis based on 
simple beam-type elements from the local analysis based on shell-type elements. This is achieved through 
domain-decomposition procedure within the framework of the Bridging multi-scale method of analysis. 
Solutions based on the present model are compared to those based on full shell-type analysis. The comparison 
demonstrates the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. 
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ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3D) method of analysis is presented for determining the natural frequencies 
of shallow spherical domes with non-uniform thickness. Unlike conventional shell theories, which are 
mathematically two dimensional (2D), the present method is based upon the 3D dynamic equations of elasticity. 
Displacement components uϕ , uθ , and uz  in the meridional, circumferential, and normal directions, 
respectively, are taken to be periodic in theta and in time, and algebraic polynomials in the phi and z directions. 
Potential (strain) and kinetic energies of the shallow spherical domes with non-uniform thickness are 
formulated, and the Ritz method is used to solve the eigenvalue problem, thus yielding upper bound values of 
the frequencies by minimizing the frequencies. As the degree of the polynomials is increased, frequencies 
converge to the exact values. Convergence to four-digit exactitude is demonstrated for the first five frequencies. 
Natural frequencies are presented for different boundary conditions. The frequencies from the present 3D 
method are compared with those from a 2D exact method, a 2D thick shell theory, and a 3D finite element 



method by previous researchers. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper applies the Chebyshev collocation method to finding accurate solutions of natural 
frequencies for circular cylindrical shells. The shells with different boundary conditions are considered in the 
parametric study. By using the method to solve the coupled differential equations of motion governing the 
vibration of the shell, numerical results are obtained from the algebraic eigenvalue equation using the 
Chebyshev differentiation matrices. And the results satisfy both the geometric and force boundary conditions. 
Based on the numerical examples, the proposed method shows its capacity and reliability in predicting accurate 
frequency results for circular cylindrical shells with various boundary conditions as compared to some exact 
solutions available in the literature. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the axial compression buckling problem of castellated columns about the major axis 
when exposed to a fire is investigated. An analytical formula for calculating the critical buckling load of 
castellated columns is derived, which considers not only the shear deformation effect of web openings but also 
the non-uniform cross-section temperature distribution due to non-symmetric fire exposure. The results show 



that for the same average temperature, the critical buckling load of a castellated column with non-uniform 
temperature distribution is smaller than that of a castellated column with uniform temperature distribution. The 
web shear effect caused due to web openings can significantly reduce the critical buckling load of the 
castellated column, particularly for the columns with shorter lengths or wider flanges. However, the change of 
the shear effect on the critical load with different temperature distributions is very small and can be generally 
ignored. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the dynamic modeling of a piezolaminated plate considering geometrical 
nonlinearities. The piezo-actuator and piezo-sensor are connected via proportional derivative feedback control 
law. The Hamilton’s principle is used to extract the strong form of the equation of motion with the reflection of 
the higher order strain terms by means of the strain–displacement relationship of the von Karman type. Then the 
nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) obtained is converted to a nonlinear algebraic equation by 
employing the combination of harmonic balance method and single-mode Galerkin’s technique. Finally, the 
vibration suppression performance and sensitivity of the dynamic response is evaluated for various control 
parameters and magnitudes of external disturbance. 
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ABSTRACT: The modal analysis of rotating cantilevered rectangular Mindlin plates with variable thickness is 
studied. The Ritz method is used to derive the governing eigenfrequency equation by minimizing the energy 
functional of the plate. The admissible functions are taken as a product of the Chebyshev polynomials 
multiplied by the boundary functions, which enable the displacements and rotational angles to satisfy the 
geometric boundary conditions of the plate. The Chebyshev polynomials guarantee the numerical robustness, 
while the Ritz approach provides the upper bound of the exact frequencies. The effectiveness of the present 
method is confirmed through the convergence and comparison studies. The effects of the dimensionless 
rotational speed, taper ratio, aspect ratio and thickness ratio on modal characteristics are investigated in detail. 
The frequency loci veering phenomenon along with the corresponding mode shape switching is exhibited and 
discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration analysis of composite pipes with internal wall defects due to erosion-induced 
surface degradation is investigated. The surface defects are treated as discontinuities. The geometry of the 
discontinuity is permitted to vary within the cross-section both in the angular and radial directions, and to 
occupy any length of the pipe span. A B-spline wavelet-based finite element method (BWFEM) that takes 
advantage of the localization properties of wavelets is invoked; thus utilizing its effectiveness in modeling of 
crack problems and local damages. The composite pipe was treated as beam elements that obey the Euler–
Bernoulli beam theory. Unlike the conventional finite element method (FEM), the developed BWFEM uses 
fewer elements without compromising the accuracy. Numerical simulations are performed to demonstrate the 
accuracy and efficiency of the developed element through comparison with available results in the literature, as 
well as results obtained using ANSYS. Some benchmark solutions are obtained for the composite pipe with 
internal surface defects of different geometries. 
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ABSTRACT: A hybrid analytical and numerical method is presented for the mid-frequency vibration analysis 
of a class of plate structures with discontinuities based on the concept of structural partitioning. The type of 
structures considered includes rectangular plates with internal property discontinuity, homogeneous but non-
rectangular plates, or built-up structures composed of rectangular homogenous plates with complex joints. 
Compared with the conventional finite element (FE) method, the present method has the advantage of high 
accuracy and high efficiency in the analysis of mid-frequency vibration of the structures of concern. The main 
idea of the proposed approach is to divide the whole structure into uniform rectangular plate regions and other 
non-rectangular regions. The vibration behavior of the rectangular regions is accurately and efficiently 
described by analytical wave solutions so that the FE modeling for these regions is not necessary. The other 
non-rectangular regions are modeled by the conventional FE method. The analytical waves used to describe the 
rectangular regions are obtained by the symplectic method, thereby avoiding the limitation of the conventional 
analytical method in dealing with plates having two opposite edges simply supported. By enforcing the 
displacement continuity and force equilibrium at the connection interfaces, the dynamic coupling is established 
between the rectangular regions described in terms of the analytical waves and the regions modeled by FEs. 
Furthermore, the hybrid solution formulation for the mid-frequency vibration of the entire structure is proposed. 
The high accuracy and efficiency of the present method are demonstrated by several numerical examples, with 
the effect of element size of the FE regions investigated. Finally, the applicability of the proposed method is 
analyzed. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the effectiveness of a saturation control strategy in suppressing vibration of 
a rotating composite thin walled beam is studied. The mathematical model of the flexible beam takes into 
account a shear deformation effect, a warping function, a centrifugal force and the Coriolis acceleration. To 
extend the generality of the proposed formulation an inertia of the hub is also considered. Adaptive capability of 
the beam is achieved through the implementation of the saturation control algorithm. Within the performed 
tests, the discussed control strategy is applied for different magnitudes of flexural–torsional vibration modes 
resulting from different orientations of beam laminate-reinforcing fiber’s. The obtained results prove the applied 
nonlinear control to be the effective method for beam vibration suppression in near-by resonance zones for all 
studied cases. Parametric studies considered different rotating speeds of the system. It is shown that the 
vibration of the beam can be suppressed to similar levels independently of the transportation motion rotating 
speed. However, significant differences in the width of vibration suppression zones are observed. 
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ABSTRACT: Free vibrations of a composite membrane with a hexagonal lattice circular inclusion are 
investigated. We aim at a study of the lower frequency spectrum, i.e. it is assumed that the minimum space 
period of the eigenform is essentially larger than the characteristic dimension of the cell periodicity of the 
analyzed structure. This implies a possibility of approximating the composite structure by the homogenized one 
with effective characteristics. The latter is yielded by the multi-scale homogenization approach. Introduction of 
slow and fast variables yields both counterpart quasistatic local problem regarding the periodically repeated cell 
and global (homogenized) dynamic problem for homogeneous material with effective properties. The most 
complicated part of this approach concerns in finding a solution to the local problem. It has been analytically 
found in the presented paper for relatively large inclusion sizes using lubrication approach. The performed 
numerical validation of the obtained results shows high accuracy of the implemented approach. 
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laminated plates and shells using B-spline wavelet on interval finite element”, Int. J. Str. Stab. Dyn. 17, 
1750062 (2017) [18 pages] https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417500626 
ABSTRACT: Composite materials, with characteristics of light weight and high strength, are useful in 
manufacturing. Therefore, precise design and analysis is the first key procedure in composite applications, 



improper analysis or use of composite materials may cause serious failures. In this paper, wavelet finite element 
method (WFEM) based on B-spline wavelet on the interval (BSWI) is constructed for precise analysis of 
laminated plates and shells, which gives a guidance in design and application of composite structures. First, 
FEM formulations are derived from the generalized potential energy function based on the generalized 
variational principle and virtual work principle. Then, BSWI scaling functions are used as interpolation function 
to discretize the solving displacement field variables. At the same time, transformation matrix is constructed 
and used to translate the meaningless wavelet coefficients into physical space. At last, the static analysis results 
can be obtained by solving the FEM formulations. Due to the excellent features of BSWI, such as 
multiresolution, multiscale, localization and excellent numerical approximation characteristics etc., BSWI-
based FEM can achieve accurate and efficient analysis by comparing with traditional methods. In the end, the 
effectiveness of the constructed BSWI WFEM is verified through several numerical examples. 
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functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced polymer composite plate”, Int. J. Str. Stab. Dyn. 17, 1750064 
(2017) [32 pages] https://doi.org/10.1142/S021945541750064X  
ABSTRACT: Buckling and free vibration behavior of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced polymer 
composite plate subjected to nonuniform temperature fields have been investigated using finite element 
approach. The effective material constants of the plate are obtained using the extended rule of mixture along 
with efficiency parameters of the carbon nanotube (to include geometry-dependent material properties). 
Influence of boundary conditions, aspect ratio, functional grading of the carbon nanotube, nonuniform thermal 
loading on thermal buckling and free vibration behavior of the heated plate are analyzed. It is observed that 
temperature fields and functional grading are influenced on the critical buckling temperature of the plates. 
Further, nature of functional grading showed significant change in buckling mode shapes irrespective of the 
boundary conditions. The first few natural frequencies of the plate under thermal load decreases as the 
temperature increases and they are influenced significantly by the nature of temperature field. Variations in free 



vibration mode shapes of the square plates found with not significant change as temperature increases. 
However, free vibration modes of the rectangular plates are sensitive to the nature of temperature field 
whenever there is a free edge associated with the boundary condition. Influence of functional grading on the 
free vibration mode shapes is not significant in contrast with the free vibration natural frequencies. The 
magnitude of free vibration natural frequencies of functional grade-X type carbon nanotube reinforcement 
showed higher in comparison with other two types of reinforcements considered here. 
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Stab. Dyn., 17, No. 7, 1771007 (September 2017) [17 pages] https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417710079  
ABSTRACT: Power flow analysis of finite coupled Mindlin plates and energy transmission through the 
structure are investigated by employing the method of reverberation-ray matrix (MRRM). The rectangular 
Mindlin plates are connected at an arbitrary angle. Both in-plane and out-of-plane waves propagation solutions 
are considered by establishing the dual local coordinates in each plate. The boundary conditions at the plate 



edges, continuous conditions at the driving force locations, and coupling conditions at the line junction between 
several rectangular plates are established and solved simultaneously. Then the flexural and in-plane vibrations 
of the finite coupled Mindlin plate are obtained by using the MRRM, which are verified by comparing the 
results obtained with those by the finite element method (FEM). The vibration behaviors of coupled plates such 
as L-shaped structure, T-shaped structure and box-shaped structure are calculated and verified. 
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pipelines – Finite element simulations and parametric studies”, Int. J. Str. Stab. Dyn. 17, No. 7, 1750069 
(September 2017) [16 pages] https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417500699  
ABSTRACT: Pipelines are one of the most efficient means for transporting hydrocarbons from one point to the 
other. However, there is a great risk of pipelines operation failure due to the detrimental effects of corrosion. At 
the point of corrosion, the pipe wall becomes thinner and loses its mechanical resistance. In such cases, reliable 
defect assessment methods are necessary to decide whether to resume continual operation or to shut down for 
maintenance or replacement. However, the available assessment methods are over-conservative, which enforce 
either unnecessary maintenance or premature replacement. Furthermore, the defect assessment methods should 
not only ensure safe operation, but also optimized operation cost. Therefore, a new assessment method was 
developed based on the nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis and a parametric study of geometric parameters 
related to the corrosion defect. The new method was validated with burst test database, which can predict the 
burst pressure of corroded pipelines with better accuracy and consistency. 
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under nonproportional loading by Differential Quadrature Method”, Int. J. Str. Stab. Dyn. 17, No. 7, 1750072 
(September 2017) [40 pages] https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417500729  
ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the elastoplastic buckling of thin circular shells subjected to 
nonproportional loading consisting of axial tensile stress and external pressure. The governing equations of 
buckling for cylindrical shells derived by Flugge serve as the basis of analysis. To capture the elastic/plastic 
behavior, two plasticity theories are considered; the flow theory and the deformation theory of plasticity. Plastic 
buckling pressures for cylinders with various combinations of boundary conditions are presented for which no 
analytical solutions are available. The results obtained from the flow and deformation theories confirm that, 
under over-constrained kinematic assumptions, the deformation theory tends to provide lower values of 
buckling pressure and the discrepancies in the results from the two plasticity theories increase with increasing 
thickness-to-radius ratios, tensile stresses, boundary clamping and E/σy 
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in hygrothermal environment”, Int. J. Str. Stab. Dyn. 17, No. 8, 1750084 (October 2017) [26 pages]  
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417500845  
ABSTRACT: The dynamic stability of bidirectional woven fiber laminated glass/epoxy composite shallow 
shells subjected to harmonic in-plane loading in hygrothermal environment is considered. An eight-noded 
isoparametric shell element with five degrees of freedom is used in the analysis. In the present finite element 
formulation, a composite doubly curved shell model based on first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is 
used for the dynamic stability analysis of shell panels subjected to hygrothermal loading. A program is 
developed using MATLAB for the parametric study on the dynamic stability of shell panels under the 
hygrothermal field. The effects of various parameters like static load factor, curvature, shallowness, 
temperature, moisture, stacking sequence and boundary conditions on the dynamic instability regions of woven 
fiber glass/epoxy shell panels are investigated. The location of dynamic instability regions is shown to affect 
significantly due to presence of the hygrothermal field. 
 
Huaiwei Huang, Yongqiang Zhang and Qiang Han, “Inelastic buckling of FGM Cylindrical shells subjected to 
combined axial and torsional loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 9, 
1771010, November 2017 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical procedure is presented to solve the elastoplastic buckling problem of 
cylindrical shells made of functionally groded materials (FGMs) under combined axial and torsional loads. The 



elastoplastic properties are assumed to vary smoothly according to the power law distribution rule, introduced in 
the J2 deformation theory for formulation of the constitutive relation of FGMs in the framework of the Tamura–
Tomota–Ozawa (TTO) model, which is a volume fraction-based material model. The critical condition is 
deduced by the Ritz method. Assuming the uniform prebuckling strain, a biaxial stress state analysis is 
conducted to determine the analytical position of the elastoplastic interface, which is used in the integration of 
the elastoplastic internal force and all the material-related structural parameters. Finally, an iterative procedure 
is adopted to find the exact elastoplastic critical load. Numerical results indicate the effects of the 
inhomogeneous parameter and the elastoplastic material properties of their constituents on the stability region 
and plastic flow region of the materials. 
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A. Sankar, S. Natarajan, T. Merzouki and M. Ganapathi, “Nonlinear dynamic thermal buckling of sandwich 
spherical and conical shells with CNT reinforced facesheets”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 9, 1750100, November 2017 
ABSTRACT: Owing to their superior mechanical and thermal properties, carbon nanotube (CNT) reinforced 
composite materials have wide range of applications in various technical areas such as aerospace, automobile, 
chemical, structural and energy. In this paper, the nonlinear axisymmetric dynamic behavior of sandwich 
spherical and conical shells made up of CNT reinforced facesheets is studied. The shell is subjected to thermal 
loads and discretized with three-noded axisymmetric curved shell element based on field consistency approach. 
The in-plane and the rotary inertia effects are included within the transverse shear deformation theory in the 



element formulation. The present model is validated with the available analytical solutions from the literature. 
A detailed parametric study is carried out to showcase the effects of the shell geometry, the volume fraction of 
the CNT, the core-to-face sheet thickness and the environment temperature on the dynamic buckling thermal 
load of spherical caps. 
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Dongjak-Ku, Seoul 156-756, South Korea), “Axisymmetric vibration of rotating annular plate with variable 
thickness subjected to tensile centrifugal body force”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 9, 1750101, November 2017, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455417501012 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the axisymmetric free vibration analysis of a rotating annular plate 
with variable thickness by using the Ritz method. The rotating plate has a constant angular speed and subjected 
to a tensile centrifugal body force. The annular plate is fixed at the inner edge and free at the outer edge. Exact 
stresses, strains, and radial displacement of the rotating annular plate are obtained via plane elasticity. Presented 
herein are the natural frequencies and modes shapes for the rotating, nonuniform annular plate with various 
angular speeds and different ratios of the inner radius to the outer radius. 
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X.D. Zhi and M.G. Stewart, “Damage and risk assessment for single-layer reticulated domes subject to 
explosive blast loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 9, 1750108, 
November 2017 
ABSTRACT: In order to provide a better understanding of the dynamic behavior of single-layer reticulated 
domes subjected to explosive blast loads, a number of analyses are carried out on structures with different 
standoff distances (R ), explosive weights (W) ), rise–span ratios (f⁄/L) and other parameters. An equation for a 
structural damage factor is proposed to evaluate structural damage quantitatively. The damage states for single-
layer reticulated domes are defined based on their structural dynamic performance and corresponding damage 
factors. Structural reliabilities for different standoff distances are obtained using the Monte-Carlo Analysis. A 
typical protective measure is bollards which are used to help ensure a minimum standoff distance. To illustrate 
the cost-effectiveness of such a protective measure, structural damage states and various losses, including direct 
and indirect economic loss and maimed and fatality loss, are considered for assessing the risk reduction, costs 
and benefits. It was found that the bollards significantly reduce the likelihood of structural progressive collapse 
or severe damage, and the optimal standoff distance can be determined. 
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Karam Y. Maalawi, “Dynamic optimization of functionally graded thin-walled box beams”, International 
Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 9, 1750109, November 2017 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a mathematical model for optimizing the dynamic performance of thin-
walled functionally graded box beams with closed cross-sections. The objective function is to maximize the 
natural frequencies and place them at their target values to avoid the occurrence of large amplitudes of 
vibration. The variables considered include fiber volume fraction, fiber orientation angle and ply thickness 
distributions. Various power-law expressions describing the distribution of the fiber volume fraction have been 
implemented, where the power exponent was taken as the main optimization variable. The mass of the beam is 
kept equal to that of a known reference beam. Side constraints are also imposed on the design variables in order 
to avoid having unacceptable optimal solutions. The mathematical formulation is carried out in dimensionless 
quantities, enabling the generalization to include models with different cross-sectional types and beam 
configurations. The optimization problem is solved by invoking the MatLab optimization ToolBox routines, 
along with structural dynamic analysis and eigenvalue calculation routines. A case study on the optimization of 
a cantilevered, single-cell spar beam made of carbon/epoxy composite is considered. The results for the basic 
case of uncoupled bending motion are given. Conspicuous design charts are developed, showing the optimum 
design trends for the mathematical models implemented in the study. It is concluded that the natural 
frequencies, even though expressed in implicit functions, are well-behaved, monotonic and can be treated as 
explicit functions in the design variables. Finally, the developed models can be suitably used in the global 
optimization of typical composite, functionally graded, thin-walled beam structures. 
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Shince V. Joseph and S.C. Mohanty, “Free vibration of a rotating sandwich plate with viscoelastic core and 
functionally graded material constraining layer”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, 
Vol. 17, No. 10, 1750114, December 2017 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration analysis of a sandwich plate with viscoelastic material core and functionally 
graded material (FGM) constraining layer under centrifugal force field is investigated herein. One edge of the 
sandwich plate is fixed to a rotating hub. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is used in the finite 
element modeling of the problem. The effects of strains due to the longitudinal and transverse deformations are 
also considered in addition to the shear deformation of the core. Various parametric studies are carried out to 
examine the effects of volume fraction index, setting angle, hub radius and rotational speed on the vibration 
characteristics of the sandwich plate. It is found that the fundamental frequency of the plate decreases with an 
increase in the volume fraction index of the FGM layer, viscoelastic core thickness and setting angle. The first 
mode loss factor increases with respect to the increasing volume fraction index. Increase in rotational speed and 
hub radius lead to an increase in the natural frequencies and a decrease in the modal loss factors. 
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and Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 10, 1750122, December 2017 
ABSTRACT: Member failure due to low cycle fatigue may occur for steel structures under strong earthquakes. 
In this paper, the seismic response of single-layer latticed domes composed of welded round pipes is analyzed 
by the software Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) incorporating low cyclic 
fatigue, in which the equations of initial camber for members are obtained from the buckling coefficient curve 
of compression members in Chinese codes. Single-layer latticed domes composed of welded round pipes with 
different parameters are modeled, and the seismic responses of the domes with and without material fatigue are 
compared by the incremental dynamic analysis. The results show that under strong earthquakes, the seismic 
responses including the maximum displacements and plastic development of the domes with fatigue are larger 
than those of the domes without fatigue. The collapsed PGAs decrease by 10–25% if low cycle fatigue is 



incorporated. Therefore, the low cycle fatigue of material should be taken into account in the seismic analyses 
of single-layer latticed domes under strong earthquakes. 
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the exact element method”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 17, No. 10, 
1750125, December 2017 
ABSTRACT: Generalized Beam Theory (GBT), intended to analyze the structural behavior of prismatic thin-
walled members and structural systems, expresses the member deformed configuration as a combination of 
cross-section deformation modes multiplied by the corresponding longitudinal amplitude functions. The 
determination of the latter, usually the most computer-intensive step of the analysis, is almost always performed 
by means of GBT-based conventional 1D (beam) finite elements. This paper presents the formulation, 
implementation and application of the so-called “exact element method” in the framework of GBT-based linear 
buckling analyses. This method, originally proposed by Eisenberger (1990), uses the power series method to 
solve the governing differential equation and obtains the buckling eigenvalue problem from the boundary terms. 
A few illustrative numerical examples are presented, focusing mainly on the comparison between the combined 
accuracy and computational effort associated with the determination of buckling solutions with the exact and 
standard GBT-based (finite) elements. This comparison shows that the GBT-based exact element method may 
lead to significant computational savings, particularly when the buckling modes exhibit larger half-wave 
numbers. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes the discrete analytical method (DAM) to determine exactly and efficiently 
the fully nonstationary random responses of rectangular Kirchhoff plates under temporally and spectrally 
nonstationary acceleration excitation of earthquake ground motions. First, the fully nonstationary power spectral 
density (PSD) model is suggested by replacing the filtered frequency and damping of Gaussian filtered white-
noise model with the time-variant ones. The exact solutions of free vibration of thin plates with two opposite 
edges simply supported boundary conditions are introduced. Then, the full analytical procedure for random 
vibration analysis of the plate is established by using a pseudo excitation method (PEM) that can consider all 
modal auto-correlation and cross-correlation terms. Owing to involving a series of Duhamel time integrals of 
single degree of freedom systems, it is difficult to fully analytically evaluate the PSD of time-variant responses 
such as the transverse deflection, velocity, acceleration and stress components. Thus, DAM that combines the 
PEM with precise integration technique is developed to enhance the computational efficiency. Finally, 
comparison of the results by the DAM with Monte Carlo simulations and the analytical stationary random 
vibration analysis demonstrates the high efficiency and accuracy of DAM. Moreover, the fully nonstationary 
excitation imposes a remarkable effect on the response PSD of rectangular Kirchhoff plates. 
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1850006, January 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500062 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate the in-plane stability and post-buckling response of deep parabolic 
arches with high slenderness ratios subjected to a concentrated load on the apex, using the finite element 
implementation of a geometrically exact rod model and the cylindrical version of the arc-length continuation 
method enabled with pivot-monitored branch-switching. The rod model used here includes geometrically exact 
kinematics of the cross-section, exact kinetics, and a linear elastic constitutive law; and advantageously employs 
quaternion parameters to treat the cross-sectional rotations and to compute the exponential map in the 
configurational update of rotations. The evolution of the Frenet frame along the centroidal curve is used to 
determine the initial curvature of the rod. Three sets of boundary conditions, i.e. fixed–fixed (FF), fixed–pinned 
(FP) and pinned–pinned (PP), are considered, and arches with a wide range of rise-to-span ratios are analyzed 
for each set. Complete post-buckling response has been derived for all cases. The results reveal that although all 
the PP arches and all the FF arches (with the exception of FF arches with rise-to-span ratio less than 0.3) 
considered in this study buckle via bifurcation, the nature of stability of the different solution branches in the 
post-buckling regime differs from case to case. All FP slender parabolic arches exhibit limit-point buckling, 



again with several markedly different post-buckling behaviors. Also, some arches in the FF and PP case are 
shown to exhibit a clear bistable behavior in the post-buckled state. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration behavior of a functionally graded Timoshenko beam is investigated by applying the 
transformed-section method. The material properties of a functionally graded (FG) beam are assumed to vary 
across the thickness according to a simple power law. The cross section of FG beam with two constituents is 
first transformed into an equivalent cross section of the material on the top. Then, the lateral and longitudinal 
vibration equations of a homogeneous Timoshenko beam are separately applied to the beam with the 
transformed section. The bending natural frequencies of FG beam are evaluated using the Chebyshev 
collocation method, and the longitudinal natural frequencies are also obtained from the known closed-form 
solutions. Some of the analytical results are compared with the existing numerical data to validate the present 
model accuracy. Good agreement has been observed between the analytical and numerical data. The effects of 
aspect ratio, volume fraction, and boundary conditions on the free-vibration behavior of FG beam are discussed. 
The present analytical solutions provide an insight to the effects of various parameters on the vibration behavior 
of the beam. They also serve as benchmarks for testing the vibration results obtained by other analytical or 
approximate methods. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the influence of porosities on the flexural and free vibration response of 
functionally graded material (FGM) plates based on the authors’ recently developed non-polynomial higher-
order shear and normal deformation theory. The theory accommodates the nonlinear variation in the in-plane 
and transverse displacements in the thickness coordinates. It also contains the hyperbolic shear strain shape 
function in the displacement field with only four unknowns. A new mathematical model has also been proposed 
to incorporate the effects of porosity in the FGM plate. Various numerical examples have been solved to 
ascertain the accuracy, efficiency, and applicability of the present formulation. The effects of porosity, volume 
fraction index, plate thickness, aspect ratio, boundary conditions and temperature have been discussed in details. 
The obtained results can be treated as a benchmark for future studies. 
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analyses of shallow nano-arches by generalized displacement control and finite difference considering small-
scale effects”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 1, 1850014, January 
2018 
ABSTRACT: Post-buckling of shallow nano-arches is examined numerically in this study. The small-scale 
effect is taken into account by using the nonlocal theory. The variational formulation is employed to derive the 
equilibrium equations of the arch based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam hypothesis. Moderate rotations are 
considered by including the von Karman nonlinear strains. The governing equations are discretized by the finite 
difference method and are solved iteratively by the generalized displacement control algorithm. In the buckling 
analysis, the effects of different factors, such as load distribution, initial height, arch span, and nonlocal 
parameter, on the buckling loads are investigated. The behavioral analysis of the arch with respect to its initial 
height follows and detailed analyses for the limit point and bifurcation buckling are presented. It is concluded 
that the value of nonlocal parameters can influence the arch model in two ways: apparently changing its initial 
rise and switching its buckling mechanism. There is also a comparison between the use of secant and tangent 
stiffness moduli for tracing the equilibrium paths. 
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ABSTRACT: Laminated plates are loading-bearing components that are generally connected to flexible pads 
and exhibit complicated mechanical responses. To investigate the geometrically nonlinear transient responses of 
a laminated plate with flexible pad supports, a varied constraint reaction model and a systematic numerical 
procedure are presented in this paper. The flexible pad supports of the plate were treated as viscoelastic 
boundary conditions, wherein the strip-type pad per unit length was modeled as a cantilever beam. The 
nonlinear Kelvin–Voigt model was developed to simulate the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviors of the flexible 
pads. The dynamically varied constraint reactions generated by the viscoelastic supports, which depend upon 
the displacement and velocity of the nodes along the plate edge, were determined by the deflection and slope 
equations of the beam theory used, and they were applied on the plate edges by using the nonlinear load 
functions. Thus, the dynamical responses of the laminated plate with viscoelastic supports were obtained. 
Numerical results show that the present method can effectively treat the geometrically nonlinear transient 
response of the laminated plate with viscoelastic supports, and it is essential to consider the effects of non-ideal 
boundary conditions in the nonlinear transient analysis. 
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18, No. 2, 1850018, February 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500189 
ABSTRACT: We present an analytical procedure for the exact, explicit construction of Euler–Bernoulli beams 
with given values of the first N buckling loads. The result is valid for pinned–pinned (P–P) end conditions and 
for beams with regular bending stiffness. The analysis is based on a reduction of the buckling problem to an 
eigenvalue problem for a vibrating string, and uses recent results on the exact construction of Sturm–Liouville 
operators with prescribed natural frequencies. 
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deck panels with snap-fit connections”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 
2, 1850019, February 2018 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental, analytical and numerical investigations about the flexural 
behavior of glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) pultruded panels for footbridge decks. The analyzed panels, 
made of isophthalic polyester and E-glass fibers, comprise a multicellular thin-walled cross-section with panel-
to-panel vertical snap-fit connections at their lateral edges. As part of a comprehensive study about the 
mechanical and structural behavior of this type of footbridge decks, the experimental study presented here 
addresses: (i) the mechanical characterization of the laminated material, and (ii) the quasi-static flexural 
behavior of the panels for both service and failure conditions. The experimental data obtained is used to validate 
and assess the accuracy of three-dimensional shell finite element (FE) models and analytical formulae. 
Particular focus is given to the serviceability and failure performance of the panels, in terms of their 
deformability and susceptibility to buckling phenomena, respectively. Regarding the serviceability behavior, the 
results obtained in this study demonstrate the importance of duly specifying the shear coefficient of the 
multicellular cross-section on Timoshenko beam theory, in order to obtain accurate deflection predictions. In 
terms of failure performance, both the flexural tests and the analytical formulae indicate that the local buckling 
of the compressive flanges seems to have triggered the collapse of the tested panels, thus limiting their load 



carrying capacity. The geometrically nonlinear FE analyses allowed understanding in further depth the ultimate 
behavior of the panels, providing further insights about their failure mechanisms. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a new shell element formulation and investigates the buckling behavior of 
thin-walled beams composed of fiber-reinforced polymer composite-laminates, which is a primary design 
concern for thin-walled beams composed of fiber-reinforced polymer composite-laminates due to their 
slenderness. Although global buckling behavior can be captured using beam-column type two-node simple 
finite element formulations, shell-type more sophisticated elements are needed in order to be able to capture the 
effects due to cross-sectional deformations. Pursuit of an efficient shell element formulation continues to date 
and in this study, a new flat rectangular shell element formulation is developed for the buckling analysis of thin-
walled composite-laminated members. The plate component of the shell is locking-free and based on the twist-
Kirchhoff theory. For the membrane component of the shell element, variational formulation employing drilling 
degrees of freedom is adopted. Convergence studies were presented to illustrate the numerical performances of 
the element. A broad class of problems including distortional as well as global buckling cases were solved and 
compared with solutions from the literature to validate the use of the developed shell element for the buckling 
analysis of thin-walled composite-laminated members. 
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patterned thickening patches”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 2, 
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ABSTRACT: The research reported herein follows the increased interest in buckling-induced functionality for 
novel materials and devices with a focus on cylindrical shells as a suitable structural prototype. The paper 
proposes the concept of using patterned thickening patches on the surface of cylindrical shells to modify and 
control their elastic postbuckling response. Cylindrical shells with non-uniform thickness distributions (NTD) 
were fabricated through 3D printing to understand rules for pattern designs and then tested under loading-
unloading cycles. Strategic thickening patches act as governing imperfections that modify the response type, the 
number, the location and the sequence of the localized buckling events. The use of patterned thickening patches 
and their layout provides diverse design opportunities for a desired elastic postbuckling response and can be 
potentially used in design materials and structures with switchable functionalities. 
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buckling resistance of wooden beams”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 
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ABSTRACT: An energy-based solution is developed for the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) analysis of 
wooden beams with flexible mid-span lateral bracing offset from section mid-height and subjected to uniformly 
distributed or mid-span point load. The study shows that such beams are prone to two potential buckling modes; 
symmetric or anti-symmetric. The symmetric mode is shown to govern the capacity of the beam for low bracing 
stiffness while the anti-symmetric mode governs the capacity when the bracing stiffness exceeds a threshold 
value. Using the present formulation, the threshold bracing stiffness required to suppress the symmetric mode 
and maximize the critical moments is directly obtained by solving a special eigenvalue problem in the unknown 
bracing stiffness. The technique thus eliminates the need for trial and error in standard solutions. A parametric 
study is conducted to investigate the effect of bracing height, load height, and bracing stiffness on the critical 
moments. A large database of runs is generated and used to develop simple expressions for determining the 
threshold bracing stiffness required to maximize the elastic LTB resistance. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the nonlinear dynamics of a translational functionally graded material 
(FGM) plate. The plate is composed of nickel and stainless steel, and its property is graded in the thickness 
direction that obeys a power-law distribution. By adopting the Kármán nonlinear geometrical relations, the 
equation of motion is derived from the D’Alembert’s principle by considering the dynamic equilibrium 
relationships for the out-of-plane vibration of the plate. The equation of motion is discretized by using the 
Galerkin method and thus a series of ordinary differential equations with mode-coupling terms are obtained. 
These ordinary differential equations are then solved by utilizing the method of harmonic balance. The 
analytical results are verified by the adaptive step-size fourth-order Runge–Kutta technique. The stability 
analysis of analytical solutions is also carried out by introducing small perturbation for steady state solutions. 
Both natural frequency and nonlinear frequency-amplitude characteristics are presented. In the translational 
FGM plate, strong nonlinear mode interaction phenomenon has been detected. The nonlinear frequency 
response shows intensive hardening-spring characteristics. Moreover, various system parameters such as power-
law distribution, translating speed of the plate, in-plane tension force, damping coefficient and external 
excitation amplitude are selected as the controlled variables to present parametric study. Their effects on the 
nonlinear dynamical response of the translational FGM plate are highlighted. 
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induced response of large-span roofs based on Cauchy’s residue theorem”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 3, 1850037, March 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500372 
ABSTRACT: Wind-induced response analysis is an important process in the design of large-span roofs. 
Conventional time-domain methods are computationally more expensive than frequency-domain algorithms; 
however, the latter are not as accurate because of the ill-treatment of the modal coupling effects. This paper 
revisited the derivations of the frequency-domain algorithm and proposed a fast algorithm for estimating the 



dynamic wind-induced response considering duly the modal coupling effects. With the wind load cross-spectra 
modeled by rational functions, closed-form solutions to the frequency-domain integrals can be calculated by 
Cauchy’s residue theorem, rather than by numerical integration, thereby reducing the truncation errors and 
enhancing the efficiency of computation. The algorithm is applied to the analysis of a grandstand roof and a 
spherical dome. Through comparison with time domain analyses results, the algorithm is proved to be reliable. 
A criterion of the coupling modal combination was suggested based on the cumulative modal contribution rate 
of over 70%. 
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Yu Wang, Chuang Feng, Zhan Zhao and Jie Yang, “Buckling of graphene platelet reinforced composite 
cylindrical shell with cutout”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 3, 
1850040, March 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500402 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the buckling behavior of graphene platelets (GPL) reinforced composite 
cylindrical shells with cutouts via finite element method (FEM) simulation. Young’s modulus of the composites 
is determined by the modified Halpin–Tsai micromechanics model while the mass density and Poisson’s ratio 
of the composites are approximated by the rule of mixture. Comprehensive parametric study is conducted to 
investigate the effects of the weight fraction and the shape of GPL fillers, the geometry of the shell and the 
position and orientation of the cutout on the buckling behaviors of the cylindrical structures. The results 
demonstrate that the addition of GPLs can significantly increase the load bearing capacity of the cylindrical 
shells. Larger sized GPLs with fewer single graphene layers are favorable reinforcing fillers in enhancing the 
buckling performances of the structures. The buckling load is sensitive to the location of the cutout with larger 
aspect ratio. Moreover, the orientation of the cutout is found to have significant effects on the buckling load 
when the orientation angle θ  is falling within the ranges (math follows…) 
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ABSTRACT: An analytical solution is proposed for the free flexural vibration of a finite cylindrical shell 
submerged in half-space bounded by a free surface in the low frequency range. The motion of the shell is 
described by the Flügge shell theory and the fluid surrounding the shell is assumed to be an acoustic media. The 
free surface effect is considered by satisfying the pressure release boundary condition. The accuracy of the 
present method is verified through comparison with the finite element solution. To throw light on the influence 
mechanism of free surface on the coupled modal frequencies, a modal added mass is introduced and calculated. 
Numerical results show that when the shell is close to the free surface, the presence of free surface will make a 
negative contribution to the modal added mass and finally result in the corresponding increase of the coupled 
modal frequencies. But the free surface effect will decrease when the immersion depth of the cylindrical shell 



increases. Finally, the free surface effect can be neglected if the immersion depth is higher than four times the 
shell radius. This conclusion is helpful to select proper test environment for an experiment on the dynamic 
characteristics of submerged cylindrical shells. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the development of the Hencky bar-net model (HBM) for free 
vibration analyses of rectangular plates with mixed boundary conditions and point supports. The HBM is a two-



dimensional discrete net system composed of rigid segments connected by frictionless hinges and rotational 
springs. In the model, bending is accommodated by rotational springs at each joint while the twisting by a 
diagonal spring system in each grid cell. The total mass of the plate is distributed as lumped mass at each joint 
and the continuous boundary stiffness of plate is simulated by springs located at the edge joints. Owing to the 
discrete property of HBM, it is able to readily handle any boundary conditions of plates including mixed 
boundary conditions and point supports. The HBM is herein used to solve some vibration problems of 
rectangular plates with mixed boundary conditions and point supports to demonstrate its accuracy and 
convenience for plate analyses. 
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ABSTRACT: Tensegrity structures are classified as kinematically determinate ones with two subcases and 
kinematically indeterminate ones with three subcases in view of their respective stability properties. How the 
stiffness of a tensegrity structure changes as the level of prestress changes is explored for different scenarios 
using six carefully chosen samples. For a tensegrity structure merely satisfying the prestress-stability condition, 
a new optimization model is presented to determine its critical buckling state corresponding to zero stiffness. A 
real-coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) is then developed to solve this problem, featured by the fact that a special 
sign-control technique is embedded in the fundamental genetic operations, making the individuals generated in 
each step fall into the admissible region automatically. The stability of the neutral equilibrium state for 
tensegrity structures violating the prestress-stability condition is also discussed. Several numerical examples are 
tested to validate the efficiency of the present approach. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the free vibration and buckling analysis of functionally graded material 
(FGM) plates, resting on the Winkler–Pasternak elastic foundation. The higher order shear deformation plate 
theory (HSPT) is adopted for the realistic variation of transverse displacement through the thickness, using the 
power law distribution to describe the variation of the material properties. Both the effects of shear deformation 
and rotary inertia are considered. In the present model, the plate is discretised into Co eight noded serendipity 
quadratic elements with seven nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs). The validation study is carried out by 
comparing the calculated values with those given in the literature. The effects of various parameters like the 
Winkler and Pasternak modulus coefficients, volume fraction index, aspect ratio, thickness ratio and different 
boundary conditions on the behaviour of the FGM plates are studied. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical Hamiltonian-based model for the dynamic analysis of rectangular 
nanoplates is proposed using the Kirchhoff plate theory and Eringen’s nonlocal theory. In a symplectic space, 
the dynamic problem is reduced to solving a unified Hamiltonian dual equation formed by a total unknown 
vector consisting of displacements, rotation angles, bending moments and generalized shear forces. The exact 
solutions for free vibration, buckling and steady state forced vibration are established by the eigenvalue analysis 
and expansion of eigenfunction without any trial functions. In addition, the explicit expressions of the 
characteristic equations, mode functions and steady state response of the nanoplate with two opposite edges that 
are simply supported or guided supported are obtained. To verify the accuracy and reliability of the present 
method, numerical results are compared with published solutions and excellent agreement is obtained. 
Comprehensive benchmark results that consider the nonlocal effect on the dynamic behaviors of rectangular 
nanoplates are also presented in dimensionless tabular and graphical forms. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling loads of laminated panels calculated by analytical approaches are usually based on the 
assumptions that the panels are subjected to uniform in-plane edge loads without cutouts, despite of the fact that 
real structural components are subjected to various kinds of non-uniform in-plane edge loads along with 
different sized cutouts. The main objective of this paper is to study the effects of reinforced/unreinforced 
circular cutouts and non-uniform in-plane edge loads on the buckling behavior of composite panels with 
different ply-orientations by the finite element technique. Furthermore, it addresses the effects of different 
boundary conditions and thickness of panels. To carry out the analyses, a nine-noded heterosis plate element 
and a compatible three-noded beam element are developed, including the effect of shear deformation and rotary 
inertia for both the plate and the stiffeners. In structural modeling, the plate and the stiffener elements are 
treated separately, with their displacement compatibility maintained using transformation matrices. It has been 
illustrated in this study that presence of larger-sized reinforced cutouts predominantly increases the buckling 
strength of the panel as compared to those with smaller sized cutouts. 
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ABSTRACT: The thermal buckling characteristics of non-uniformly heated tapered laminated composites 
plates with ply drop-off have been investigated numerically. Detailed parametric studies have been carried out 
for the effects of taper configuration, temperature variation, aspect ratio and structural boundary conditions on 
critical buckling temperatures and buckling mode shapes. It is found that the nature of taper as well as the 
applied temperature field have considerable effects on the critical buckling temperatures of laminated composite 
tapered plates. Square plates buckle at the highest temperature when subjected to the decreasing temperature 
profile. Additionally, it is noted that Taper B and Taper C plates show the best behavior under buckling for 
most structural boundary conditions. Moreover, the change in buckling mode shapes with respect to temperature 
profile and taper configuration is significant for rectangular plates in comparison with square plates. 
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nanoplates based on the nonlocal theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, 
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ABSTRACT: Based on the nonlocal theory, this paper develops the Kirchhoff nanoplate and Mindlin nanoplate 
models for the wave propagation analysis of piezoelectric nanoplates. The effects of small scale parameter and 
thermo-electro-mechanical loads are incorporated in the nanoplate models. The Hamilton’s principle is 
employed to derive the governing equations of the nanoplate, which are solved analytically to obtain the 
dispersion relation for piezoelectric nanoplates. The results show that the nonlocal parameter, temperature 
change, mechanical load and external electric potential have significant influence on the wave propagation 
characteristics of the piezoelectric nanoplates. The cut-off wave number is observed to exist for piezoelectric 
nanoplates subjected to positive electric potential, axial tensile force and temperature rise. 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling response and free vibration characteristics of a single pile in the elastic foundation 
are investigated. Considering the effect of soil–structure interaction and geometric nonlinearity, the nonlinear 
equation of motion for a single pile is derived by Hamilton’s principle. Then, closed-form solutions of the 
critical load and buckled configuration of the pile are obtained analytically, and the natural frequencies of the 
pre- and post-buckling pile are examined. Finally, the effect of elastic foundation parameter on the critical load 
of the pile is discussed, and the effect of axial load on the natural frequencies of the pile is also explored. 
Numerical results show that the effect of elastic foundation parameter plays a dominant role on the critical load 
and buckled configuration of the pile, and the shear parameter affects the critical load directly. The axial load 
effect on the dynamic characteristics of the pre-buckling pile is significant, meanwhile, it may contribute very 
small to the post-buckling pile when the axial load exceeds some specific values. 
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triangular shell elements in geometrically nonlinear analysis”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 5, 1850065, May 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500657 
ABSTRACT: Proposed herein is a novel pure deformational method for triangular shell elements that can 
decrease the element quantities and simplify the element formulation. This approach has computational 
advantages over the conventional finite element method for linear and nonlinear problems. In the element level, 
this method saves time for computing stresses, internal forces and stiffness matrices. A flat shell element is 
formed by a membrane element and a plate element, so that the pure deformational membrane and plate 
elements are derived and discussed separately in this paper. Also, it is very convenient to incorporate the 
proposed pure deformational method into the element-independent co-rotational (EICR) framework for 
geometrically nonlinear analysis. Thus, on the basis of the pure deformational method, a novel EICR 
formulation is proposed which is simpler and has more clear physical characteristics than the traditional 
formulation. In addition, a triangular membrane element with drilling rotations and the discrete Kirchhoff 



triangular plate element are used to verify the proposed pure deformational method, although several 
benchmark problems are employed to verify the robustness and accuracy of the proposed EICR formulations. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the dynamic response of a nonuniform Timoshenko beam with 
elastic supports subjected to a moving spring-mass system. The modal orthogonality of nonuniform 
Timoshenko beams and the corresponding overall matrix of undetermined coefficients are derived. Then the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of nonuniform Timoshenko beams are obtained by the Runge–Kutta 
method and cubic spline interpolation method. By using the Newmark-β method and the mode summation 
method, the vibration equation of Timoshenko beams subjected to a moving spring-mass system was 
established. A comparison of results between the proposed method and finite element method reveals that this 
method possesses favorable accuracy for dynamic response analysis. In numerical examples, the effects of the 
support spring and moving spring-mass system on Timoshenko beams have been examined in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Generalized Beam Theory (GBT), intended to analyze the structural behavior of prismatic thin-
walled members and structural systems, expresses the member deformed configuration as a combination of 
cross-section deformation modes multiplied by the corresponding longitudinal amplitude functions. The 
determination of the latter, often the most computer-intensive step of the analysis, is almost always performed 
by means of GBT-based “conventional” 1D (beam) finite elements. This paper presents the formulation, 
implementation and application of the so-called “exact element method” in the framework of GBT-based elastic 
free vibration analyses. This technique, originally proposed by Eisenberger (1990), uses the power series 
method to solve the governing differential equations and obtains the vibration eigenvalue problem from the 
boundary terms. A few illustrative numerical examples are presented, focusing mainly on the comparison 
between the combined accuracy and computational effort associated with the determination of vibration 
solutions with the exact and conventional GBT-based (finite) elements. This comparison shows that the GBT-
based exact element method may lead to significant computational savings, particularly when the vibration 
modes exhibit large half-wave numbers. 
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ABSTRACT: We present a computational study that develops isogeometric analysis based on higher-order 
smooth NURBS basis functions for the analysis of in-plane laminated composites. Focusing on the stress, 
vibration and stability analysis of angle-ply and cross-ply 2D structures, we compare the convergence of the 
strain energy error and selected stress components, eigen-frequencies and buckling loads according to overkill 
solutions. Our results clearly demonstrate that for in-plane laminated composite structures, isogeometric 
analysis is able to provide the same accuracy at a significantly reduced number of degrees of freedom with 
respect to standard Co finite elements. In particular, we observe that the smoothness of spline basis functions 
enables high-quality stress solutions, which are superior to the ones obtained with conventional finite elements. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present new results of natural frequencies for the functionally graded beams 
based on Chebyshev collocation method and the third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT), without 
requiring any shear correction factors. The beams are assumed to be elastically supported by translational and 
rotational springs, or simply known as elastically restrained ends. The material compositions of the beams 
across the gradient direction are described by different mathematical models including the simple power law, 
exponential and Mori–Tanaka models, and their effects on the response of beams are analyzed. We first present 
the Chebyshev collocation formulation of the coupled differential equations of motion for free vibration of 
FGM beams considering different boundary conditions, and then verify the results obtained by the proposed 
approach against reference ones. A parametric study is also performed for parameters such as thickness, spring 
constant factor, material volume fraction index, etc. The present numerical results reveal that the proposed 
method can offer accurate frequency results for the FGM beams as compared with those available in the 
literature. The results also indicate that the spring constant factors have a significant effect on the frequencies of 
the beams. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the compressive local buckling behavior of an infinitely long laminated 
composite plate resting on a tensionless elastic foundation (Winkler foundation). The analytical solution to the 
contact buckling coefficient of a laminated composite plate is derived using a one-dimensional analytical 
method. Numerical examples are considered to investigate the influence of the ply angle and foundation 
stiffness on the contact buckling coefficients of laminated composite plates under uniaxial compression. The 
lateral boundary conditions including clamped and simply-supported edges are treated. Finally, finite element 
(FE) analysis is conducted to provide an independent check on the analytical solutions. 
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ABSTRACT: The so-called “plastic buckling paradox” originates from the fact that the Prandtl–Reuss’ flow 
theory of plasticity overestimates the plastic buckling load of plates and shells, whereas Hencky’s deformation 
theory of plasticity provides results that are more accurate. However, it has been shown that this problem can be 
overcome by introducing certain initial imperfection in accurate finite element (FE) simulations based on the 
flow theory of plasticity.1–4 The present study goes deeper into the problem and reveals that in the case of short 
cylinders under combined loading, which have long been the object of extensive research in the elastic range,5 a 
different modeling of the material behavior can also trigger a mode jumping from the initial imperfection, 
which may even reverse the reported predictions by the flow and deformation theories of plasticity. This fact 
must be taken in maximum consideration when performing nonlinear FE analyses for estimating the plastic 
buckling of thin and moderately thin short cylindrical shells. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we analyze the nonlinear equilibrium equation corresponding to the two-parameter 
bifurcation problem arising in the stability analysis of an elastic simply supported beam on the Winkler type 
elastic foundation for the case when bimodal buckling occurs. We perform the bifurcation analysis of the 
nonlinear problem, by using Lyapunov–Schmidt reduction, thus obtaining the number of the nontrivial solutions 
to the nonlinear problem and qualitatively characterizing the solution patterns. We also give the formulation of 
the problem and bifurcation analysis from the total energy viewpoint and determine the energy of each 
bifurcating solution. We assert that the solution with the smallest energy is the one that will be observed in the 
post-critical state. For specific choice of parameters, the bifurcating solution in the form of the second buckling 
mode has the smallest total energy. The numerical results illustrating the theory are also provided. 
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic behavior of singly and doubly curved panels of the rectangular planar form 
subjected to different types of loadings is presented. The mathematical formulation is based on the higher order 
shear deformation theory, and the principle of virtual work is used to derive the equations of motion. The fast 
converging finite double Chebyshev series and Houbolt time-marching scheme are used for evaluating the 
dynamic response of the panel. The effect of the magnitude and duration of pulse loadings on the transverse 
central displacement and bending moment responses is evaluated for different parameters. The accuracy of the 
present solution methodology is established by the convergence study of non-dimensional central deflection and 
central moments and comparison of the present results with those available in the literature. Some new results 
are presented for the hyperboloid panels. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, numerical simulations are conducted with a verified model to develop damage 
threshold curves for structural insulated panels (SIPs) with OSB skins strengthened by basalt fiber cloth 
subjected to windborne debris impact. Numerical models of the SIP with OSB skins strengthened by basalt fibre 
cloth at the front or back side are developed by using LS-DYNA. The accuracy of the numerical model is 
verified by comparing numerical results with laboratory testing data. Using the verified numerical model, 
intensive simulations are conducted to examine the influence of various parameters, including thickness of 
basalt fiber, location of basalt fiber layer, bonding strength between the basalt fiber cloth and the OSB skin, on 
the dynamic responses of the SIP. The debris penetration or fracture of the strengthened SIP that creates an 
opening is defined as failure of the panel in this study. Empirical formulae are derived on the basis of the 
numerical results to predict the thresholds of penetration velocity and projectile mass that lead to failure of the 
SIP. The empirical formulae can be straightforwardly used to assess the performance of the SIP with OSB skins 
strengthened by basalt fiber cloth subjected to windborne debris impact. 
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velocity impact response of arbon/basalt hybrid filament wound composite pipes”, International Journal of 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the impact damage resistance of carbon/basalt hybrid fiber reinforced polymer pipes 
was experimentally investigated under low velocity impact loading. The composite pipes, composed of thin 
plastic liner of HDPE wrapped with eight layers of plies at constant winding angle of [±55∘/90∘2/±55∘/90∘2], were 
fabricated through filament winding technique. Eight pipe configurations with different stacking sequence and 
fiber content proportion were studied. Specimens cut from the original pipes were tested in a drop weight 
impact machine under two levels of impact energies, 50J and 100J, in order to predict the impact response and 
induced damage resistance of the pipe. The damage of the tested pipes was assessed based on the force-
displacement, force-time histories, the energy absorption mechanism, as well as the micrographs captured by 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) for the specimens. The results indicate that the impact resistance behavior 



was highly affected by the stacking sequence of the layers and partly affected by the fiber content ratio. 
Positioning the basalt fiber on the impacted side enhances the energy absorption mechanism for both levels of 
imposed energies, while improving the impact resistance. The addition of 50% basalt fiber can slightly increase 
the impact resistance compared to the addition of 25% basalt fiber. However, specimens with 25% basalt fiber 
showed lower peak force, lower damage area and lower energy absorption. 
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ABSTRACT: A new type of high performance steel (HPS), designated WGJ steel, with high strength as well as 
improved fire and corrosion resistance, was recently developed by Wuhan Iron and Steel (Group) Company. 
This paper investigated the lateral-torsional buckling behavior of beams fabricated of WGJ steel through 
experimental and numerical analysis. Welded I-section beams were tested under concentrated loads, which 
indicated that lateral-torsional buckling was the dominant failure mode. A finite element model was established 
and validated by the experimental results. Parametric analyses were conducted to further understand the effect 
of steel strength on the lateral-torsional buckling capacity of steel beams. The numerical results were compared 
with design values obtained from the clauses in Eurocode 3 and GB50017. It is found that the design equations 
in GB50017 give less safe margins for the overall stability design of welded I-section beams fabricated of WGJ 
high performance steel, whereas Eurocode 3 appears to be more conservative in all conditions. 
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shear and bending interactions”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 7, 
1850094, July 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418500943 
ABSTRACT: The present study investigates the dynamical behavior of lattice plates, including both bending 
and shear interactions. The exact natural frequencies of this lattice plate are calculated for simply supported 
boundary conditions. These exact solutions are compared with some continuous nonlocal plate solutions that 
account for some scale effects due to the lattice spacing. Two continualized and one phenomenological nonlocal 
UflyandMindlin plate models that take into account both the rotary inertia and the shear effects are developed 
for capturing the small length scale effect of microstructured (or lattice) thick plates by associating the small 
length scale coefficient introduced in the nonlocal approach to some length scale coefficients given in a Taylor 
or a rational series expansion. The nonlocal phenomenological model constitutes the stress gradient Eringen’s 
model applied at the plate scale. The continualization process constructs continuous equation from the one of 
the discrete lattice models. The governing partial differential equations are solved in displacement for each 
nonlocal plate model. An exact analytical vibration solution is obtained for the natural frequencies of the simply 
supported rectangular nonlocal plate. As expected, it is found that the continualized models lead to a constant 
small length scale coefficient, whereas for the phenomenological nonlocal approaches, the coefficient, 
calibrated with respect to the element size of the microstructured plate, is structure-dependent. Moreover, 
comparing the natural frequencies of the continuous models with the exact discrete one, it is concluded that the 
continualized models provide much more accurate results than the nonlocal Uflyand–Mindlin plate models. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration and buckling of a rotating annular plate with constant angular speed free at the 
inner edge and fixed at the outer edge subjected to a compressive centrifugal body force are analyzed using the 
Ritz method. Exact stress components and radial displacement of the rotating annular plate are obtained via the 
plane elasticity. Convergence studies in the frequencies and the critical buckling angular speed are made up to 
four significant figures. The natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes and the critical buckling 
angular speeds are presented for the rotating annular plates with various angular speeds and ratios of the inner 
radius to the outer radius. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a closed form solution for the vibration and acoustic problem of orthotropic 
plates under a thermal environment. Hamilton’s principle is utilized to derive the governing equation of motion 
for the orthotropic plate with thermal loads, which is then solved by the method of separation of variables. The 
frequency equations and mode functions obtained for the orthotropic heated plates with at least two adjacent 
edges clamped are much simpler than those by the conventional methods. Several numerical examples are 
carried out for the modal, dynamic and acoustic analysis of orthotropic heated plates with different 



combinations of thermal loads and boundary conditions. The results of the parametric study for the orthotropic 
plate with different thermal loads are discussed in detail. The validity of the present formulation is confirmed by 
comparing the results obtained with the numerical ones. Due to its accuracy, efficiency and versatility, the 
present method offers an efficient tool for the structural and acoustic analysis of the orthotropic plate under the 
thermal environment. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the stability analysis of a perforated plate with sector geometry made of 
composite materials. The sector of concern is a compound of graphite-epoxy and glass-epoxy with identical ply 
thickness but different fiber angles for each layer. The mechanical load conditions considered include uniform 
axial, circumferential, and biaxial pressure, while the thermal loading is specified to be uniform temperature 
increase over the whole sector. The existence of one or two circular holes has increased the complexity of 
analysis. To obtain solutions of high accuracy, the three-dimensional elasticity theory relations have been 
employed. Using the finite element method along with the stability condition of Trefftz, the buckling equation 
of the structure is derived. Green nonlinear strain-displacement relations are used to form the geometrical 
stiffness matrix. Unlike the finite element method used by other researches, a novel curved 3D B-Splined 
element is used to more accurately trace the displacement and stress variations of the structure. This element 
can be used in solution domains with geometric discontinuities, such as perforated plates and also meshed in the 
thickness direction. Moreover, instead of using the common von Karman assumptions, the most general form of 
the strain tensors in the curvilinear coordinates is adopted. The buckling load is obtained by extremizing the 
second variations of the total potential energy. The finite element formulation is coded in the MATLAB 
software. The effects of various parameters such as sector dimensions, dimensions of the hole, mechanical load 
directions, and fiber angles of each layer on the thermomechanical buckling is investigated. 
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pipeling vibration control”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 8, 1840005, 
August 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418400059 
ABSTRACT: Pipe-in-pipe (PIP) system can be considered as a structure-tuned mass damper (TMD) system by 
replacing the hard centralizers by the softer springs and dashpots to connect the inner and outer pipes. With 
properly designed connecting devices, PIP system therefore has the potential to mitigate the subsea pipeline 
vibrations induced by various sources, such as earthquake or vortex shedding. This study proposes using 
rotational friction hinge dampers with springs (RFHDSs) to connect the inner and outer pipes. The rotational 
friction hinge dampers (RFHDs) are used to absorb the energy induced by the external vibration sources and the 
springs are used to provide the stiffness to the TMD system and to restore the original locations of the inner and 
outer pipes. To investigate the effectiveness of this new design concept, detailed three-dimensional (3D) finite 
element (FE) model of the RFHD is developed in ANSYS and the hysteretic behavior of RFHD is firstly 
studied. The calculated hysteretic loop is then applied to the 3D PIP FE model to estimate the seismic 
responses. The effectiveness of the proposed system to mitigate seismic induced vibrations is examined by 
comparing the seismic responses of the proposed system with the conventional PIP system. The influences of 
various parameters, such as the preload on the bolt, the friction coefficient and the spring stiffness, on the 
RFHD hysteresis behavior and on the seismic responses of PIP system are investigated and some suggestions on 
the RFHDS design are made. 
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ABSTRACT: This technical note presents a static–dynamic relationship for the flexural free vibration analysis 
of beams in tension with some specific boundary conditions. It is shown to be possible that a free vibration 
system can be solved via a static analysis approach to determine the natural frequencies of the beam with 
tension forces. The key idea of this study is to substitute the real natural frequency parameters with zero or 
negative elastic foundation stiffness, thereby allowing one to obtain the natural frequencies by analyzing the 
case with negative foundation elastic constant. This static approach for vibration problems can be extended for 
more complicated engineering structural systems. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a three-dimensional (3D) analysis for the natural frequencies of completely 
free, toroidal shells of revolution with hollow circular cross-sections by the Ritz method. The displacement 
components ur, uθ, and uz in the radial, circumferential, and axial directions, respectively, are taken to be 
sinusoidal in time, periodic in θ, and of the ordinary algebraic simple polynomials in the r and z directions. The 
potential (strain) and kinetic energies of the torus are formulated, and the upper bound values of the frequencies 
are obtained by a minimization procedure. As the degree of the polynomials increases, the frequencies 
computed converge to the exact values. Convergence to four-digit exactitude is demonstrated for the first five 
frequencies of the torus. Comparisons are made between the frequencies from the present 3D method, a 3D 
finite element method, experimental methods, and thin and thick ring theories. 
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C.S. Huang, M.C. Lee and M.J. Chang, “Vibration and buckling analysis of internally cracked square plates by 
the MLS-Ritz approach”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 9, 1850105, 
September 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501055 
ABSTRACT: Based on the classical thin plate theory, this paper proposes new sets of enriched basis functions 
for in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of square plates that can yield admissible functions for the Ritz 
method using the moving least-squares (MLS) approach. These admissible functions display the discontinuities 
of displacement and slope across a crack; give the correct singularity order for the stress resultants at the crack 



tips; and enhance the Ritz method’s ability to recognize the existence of an internal crack in a plate. To confirm 
the validity of the proposed approach, convergence studies were performed on the buckling loads and vibration 
frequencies of plates with central horizontal cracks, and the results obtained agree closely with the published 
ones as well as those generated by the commercial finite element software. To demonstrate the importance of 
including all the in-plane stress resultant components in the analysis, the effects of different in-plane stress 
resultant components on the buckling loads and vibration frequencies of simply supported center-cracked 
square plates under uniaxial uniform loading were investigated. The present approach was further employed to 
study the effects of cracks’ lengths, orientations, and locations on the buckling loads and frequencies of cracked 
square plates under different boundary conditions and in-plane loading conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the buckling and post-buckling behaviors of a simply supported 
symmetric functionally graded (FG) microplate lying on a nonlinear elastic foundation. The modified couple 
stress theory is used to capture the size effects of the FG microplate, and the Mindlin plate theory with von 
Karman’s geometric nonlinearity taken into account is adopted to describe its deflection behavior. Based on 
these assumptions and the principle of minimum potential energy, the equilibrium equations of the FG 
microplate and associated boundary conditions are derived. By applying the Galerkin method to the equilibrium 
equations, closed-form solutions for the critical buckling load and the load–displacement relation in the post-
buckling stage are obtained. Furthermore, the effects of the power law index, the material length scale 
parameter to thickness ratio, the stiffness of the elastic foundation, and in-plane boundary conditions on the 
buckling and post-buckling behaviors of the FG microplate are discussed in detail. 
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Y.B. Yang, Mei Li, Bin Zhang, Yuntian Wu and Judy P. Yang, “Resonance and cancellation in torsional 
vibration of monosymmetric I-sections under moving loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 9, 1850111, September 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501110 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the lateral and torsional coupled vibration of monosymmetric I-
beams under moving loads. To this end, a train is modeled as two subsystems of eccentric wheel loads of 
constant intervals to account for the front and rear wheels. By assuming the lateral and torsional displacements 
to be restrained at the two ends of the beam, both the lateral and torsional displacements are approximated by a 
series of sine functions. The method of variation of constants is adopted to derive the closed-form solution. For 
the most severe condition when the last wheel load is acting on the beam, both the conditions of resonance and 
cancellation are identified. Once the condition of cancellation is enforced, the resonance response can always be 
suppressed, which represents the optimal design for the beam. Since the condition for suppressing the torsional 
resonance is exactly the same as that for the vertical resonance, this offers a great advantage in the design of 
monosymmetric I-beams, as no distinction needs to be made between the suppression of vertical or torsional 
resonance. 
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graded sandwich beams resting on elastic foundation under harmonic moving loads”, International Journal of 
Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 9, 1850112, September 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501122 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the free vibration and dynamic response of functionally graded sandwich 
beams resting on an elastic foundation under the action of a moving harmonic load. The governing equation of 
motion of the beam, which includes the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia based on the Timoshenko 
beam theory, is derived from Lagrange’s equations. The Ritz and Newmark methods are employed to solve the 
equation of motion for the free and forced vibration responses of the beam with different boundary conditions. 
The results are presented in both tabular and graphical forms to show the effects of layer thickness ratios, 
boundary conditions, length to height ratios, spring constants, etc. on natural frequencies and dynamic 
deflections of the beam. It was found that increasing the spring constant of the elastic foundation leads to 
considerable increase in natural frequencies of the beam; while the same is not true for the dynamic deflection. 
Additionally, very large dynamic deflection occurs for the beam in resonance under the harmonic moving load. 
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earthquakes”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 10, 1850117, October 
2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501171 
ABSTRACT: A cable-stiffened single-layer latticed shell is an efficient and lightweight structural system in the 
category of spatial structures. In the past, much emphasis was placed on determining the static stability behavior 



of this structural system. Relatively little research was attempted on the seismic behavior of cable-stiffened 
single-layer latticed shells. The article aims to investigate numerically the seismic behavior of this structural 
system and to compare the behavior of the cable-stiffened single-layer latticed shell with that of the 
conventional unstiffened shell. The natural vibration characteristics, including the vibration modes and natural 
frequencies, were examined initially by modal analysis. Subsequently, a time-history analysis was conducted to 
analyze the nonlinear behavior of the cable-stiffened single-layer latticed shell under the El Centro earthquake. 
It was demonstrated that the seismic behavior of single-layer latticed shells can be greatly enhanced by the 
cable-stiffening system. In addition, the effects of pretension in cables, cross-sectional area, and other 
parameters relating to the seismic behavior of the cable-stiffened latticed shell have also been investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the parametric resonance of pipes with soft and hard segments induced by pulsating 
fluids is investigated. The lowest six natural frequencies and mode shapes of the soft–hard combination pipe 
simply supported at both ends are obtained by the modified Galerkin's method. The Floquet method is used to 
numerically determine the parametric resonance regions, including subharmonic resonance regions and 
combination resonance regions. The parametric resonance results are verified by comparison with published 
ones, which confirm the validity of the present model establishment and numerical calculation. Compared with 
a uniform pipe conveying fluid simply supported at both ends, the soft–hard pipe conveying fluid is found to 
reveal different dynamical behaviors. Decreasing the length of the soft pipe, while increasing the stiffness ratio 
of the hard pipe compared to the soft one, can effectively improve the stability of the pipe system. The 
parametric resonance results show that the mean flow velocity and pulsation amplitude of the fluid have a great 
influence on the width of the parametric resonance regions. It is advisable that the ratio (the soft pipe/the whole 
pipe) of the length may be designed to be 0.4–0.5 for a flexural rigidity ratio (the hard pipe/the soft pipe) of 2. 
As the stiffness ratio (the hard pipe/the soft pipe) increases beyond 26, the hard pipe may be regarded as a rigid 
pipe. The probability of parametric resonance occurrence will be smallest if the soft–hard combination pipe is 
supported in a clamped–pinned way. For certain application cases, the safety design length of the two pipes 
with different materials can be determined through numerical calculation. 
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ABSTRACT: This article investigates the flexural vibration of temperature-dependent and carbon nanotube-
reinforced (CNTR) cylindrical shells made of functionally graded (FG) porous materials under various kinds of 
thermal loadings. The equivalent material properties of the cylindrical shell of concern are estimated using the 
rule of mixture. Both the cases of uniform distribution (UD) and FG distribution patterns of reinforcements are 
considered. Thermo-mechanical properties of the cylindrical shell are supposed to vary through the thickness 
and are estimated using the modified power-law rule, by which the porosities with even and uneven types are 
approximated. As the porosities occur inside the FG materials during the manufacturing process, it is necessary 
to consider their impact on the vibration behavior of shells. The present study is featured by consideration of 
different types of porosities in various CNT reinforcements under various boundary conditions in a single 
model. The governing equations and boundary conditions are developed using Hamilton's principle and solved 
by the generalized differential quadrature method. The accuracy of the present results is verified by comparison 
with existing ones and those by Navier's method. The results show that the length to radius ratio and 
temperature, as well as CNT reinforcement, porosity, thermal loading, and boundary conditions, play an 
important role on the natural frequency of the cylindrical shell of concern in thermal environment. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the Ritz-based solutions are developed for the bending, buckling and vibration 
behaviors of laminated composite beams with arbitrary lay-ups. A quasi-3D theory, which accounts for a 
higher-order variation of both the axial and transverse displacements, is used to capture the effects of both shear 
and normal deformations on the behaviors of composite beams. Numerical results for various boundary 
conditions are presented and compared with existing ones available in the literature. Besides, the effects of fiber 
angle, span-to-height ratio, material anisotropy and Poisson’s ratio on the displacements, stresses, natural 
frequencies and buckling loads of the composite beams are investigated. 
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Van Hai Luong, Tan Ngoc Than Cao, J.N. Reddy, Kokkeng Ang, Minh Thi Tran and Jian Dai, “Static and 
dynamic analyses of mindlin plates resting on viscoelastic foundation by using moving element method”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 11, 1850131, November 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501316 
ABSTRACT: Presented herein is a novel computational approach using the moving element method (MEM) for 
simulating the dynamic response of Mindlin plate resting on a viscoelastic foundation and subjected to moving 
loads. The governing equations and the element mass, damping and stiffness matrices are formulated in a 
convected coordinate system in which the origin is attached to the point of the moving applied load. Thus, the 
method simply treats moving loads as ‘stationary’ at the nodes of the plate to avoid updating the locations of 
moving loads due to the change of the contact points on the plate. To verify the accuracy of the proposed 
computational approach, static and free vibration analyses of plates are investigated first. Next, the dynamic 
response of plate resting on a viscoelastic foundation subjected to a moving load is examined. A parametric 
study is performed to determine the effects of the load’s velocity, foundation damping and foundation stiffness 
on the dynamic response of a plate. Finally, the comparisons of the dynamic response of plates resting on 
viscoelastic foundation and subjected to moving vehicles with three models of load (single-wheel, single-axle 
and tandem-axle) are discussed. 
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S. Bornassi, H.M. Navaze and H. Haddadpour, “Edgewise bending vibration analysis of a rotating sandwich 
beam with magnetorheological elastomer core”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration of a rotating sandwich beam with magnetorheological elastomer (MRE) as a core 
between two elastic layers is theoretically analyzed in this paper. This study is focused on the bending vibration 
along the edgewise direction of a sandwich beam of rectangular cross-section, which, to the best of our 
knowledge, has not been addressed yet. The classical Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is used to model the 
dynamic behavior of the elastic layers. In the modeling, the effect of the MRE layer is considered by 
incorporating its shear strains and the inertia due to shear deformation and bending motion. The governing 
equations of motion of the rotating sandwich beam are derived by using the Ritz method and the Lagrange’s 
equations. The effects of the applied magnetic field, core layer thickness, rotational speed, setting angle and hub 
radius on the natural frequencies and the corresponding loss factors are investigated parametrically. The results 
show the significant effect of the magnetic field intensity and the MRE layer thickness on the modal 
characteristics of the MRE sandwich beam. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, the thermoelastic vibration of shear deformable functionally graded material 
(FGM) curved beams with microstructural defects (porosity) has been analyzed by the finite element method. 
The formulation is based on the higher-order shear deformation theory. The material properties of FGM beams 
are allowed to vary continuously in the thickness direction by a simple power-law distribution in terms of the 
volume fractions of the constituents. Even and uneven distributions of porosities in the beam have been 
considered with temperature-dependent material properties. Comparison and convergence study has been 
performed to validate the present formulation. Parametric studies have been done to study the effect of different 
influencing parameters on the frequency of the FGM curved beam, i.e. porosity, temperature rise, volume 
fraction index and opening angle. Some new results are presented which can be used as benchmark solutions for 
future research. 
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functionally graded material thin cylindrical shells under internal pressure”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 11, 1850138, November 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501389 
ABSTRACT: An analytical approach for predicting the free vibration and elastic critical load of functionally 
graded material (FGM) thin cylindrical shells filled with internal pressured fluid is presented in this study. The 
vibration of the FGM cylindrical shell is described by the Flügge shell theory, where the internal static pressure 
is considered as the prestress term in the shell equations. The motion of the internal fluid is described by the 
acoustic wave equation. The natural frequencies of the FGM cylindrical shell under different internal pressures 
are obtained with the wave propagation method. The relationship between the internal pressure and the natural 
frequency of the cylindrical shell is analyzed. Then the linear extrapolation method is employed to obtain the 
elastic critical load of the FGM cylindrical shell from the condition that the increasing pressure has resulted in 
zero natural frequency. The accuracy of the present method is verified by comparison with the published results. 
The effects of gradient index, boundary conditions and structural parameters on the elastic critical load of the 
FGM cylindrical shell are discussed. Compared with the experimental and numerical analyses based on the 
external pressure, the present method is simple and easy to carry out. 
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higher order shear deformation approach to the local buckling behavior of moderately thick composite 
laminated beams”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 11, 1850139, 
November 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501390 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel closed-form analytical approximate solution for the local buckling 
behavior of composite laminated beams under uniform axial compression. The laminates that constitute the 
segments of the beam cross-sections (i.e. webs and flanges) are assumed to be moderately thick so that the 
current analysis approach is based on Reddy’s third-order shear deformation theory? (TSDT). The idealization 
relies on the discrete plate approach, meaning that the individual segments are separated from the beam cross-
section, and the local buckling behavior is analyzed by performing a TSDT-based plate buckling analysis by 
assuming adequate boundary conditions for webs and flanges. At those edges where the segment under 
consideration has been separated from the cross-section, elastic restraints are applied to the stiffness values of 
which depend on the geometric and material properties of the adjacent segments. The analysis approach uses 
the principle of minimum elastic potential of the considered discrete plate in the buckled state and relies on 
rather simple shape functions for the buckling modes, thus eventually enabling a closed-form analytical 
approximate solution that does not necessitate any numerical means of evaluation. Results are generated for a 
number of I-beam configurations and are compared to results generated in the framework of classical laminated 
plate theory (CLPT) and first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). It is shown that the present new approach 
delivers reliable results without any significant computational effort and thus can be recommended for all 
engineering analysis tasks where computational time and effort are deciding factors in day-to-day engineering 
work, such as systematic optimizations or extensive parametric studies. 
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buckling and postbuckling analysis of functionally graded concrete slabs with initial imperfections”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 11, 1850142, November 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501420 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a novel functionally graded (FG) concrete slab and investigates its thermal 
buckling and postbuckling performance using the finite-element (FE) method. The concrete slab consists of 
three homogeneous thick layers — a fiber-reinforced concrete layer, a geopolymer concrete layer, and a plain 
Portland cement (PPC) layer — with a thin FG layer between the thick layers. The mechanical properties of the 
thin FG layers are exponentially graded across the thickness direction. The effects of initial imperfection, the 
self-weight of the slab, and the friction between the slab and rigid foundation are considered in the analysis. The 
FE model is validated against the results reported in the literature. A comprehensive parametric study is 
conducted to examine the effects of the thickness and volume fraction index of the FG layer, initial 
imperfection, self-weight, friction, and slab slenderness ratio on the thermal buckling and postbuckling 
behaviors of the concrete slab. The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed FG slab exhibits remarkably 
better buckling and postbuckling resistance than a conventional PPC concrete slab and that the influences of 
both self-weight and friction are important and cannot be neglected. 
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E.V. Prasad and S.K. Sahu, “Vibration analysis of woven fiber metal laminated plates – Experimental and 
numerical studies”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, No. 11, 1850144, 
November 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501444 
ABSTRACT: The present study deals with numerical and experimental investigations on the vibration behavior 
of fiber-metal-laminated (FML) plates, a new aircraft material. A finite element (FE)-based formulation is 
established for the plate using the first-order Reissner–Mindlin theory, including both fibers and metals of 
different material properties in alternate layers. A four-node isoparametric quadratic element with five degrees 
of freedom per node is adopted in the analysis. Convergence studies and comparison with previous studies are 
made to validate the present FE formulation. A set of experiments was conducted to get natural frequencies of 
vibration for glass FML (GFML) plates using Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer 
with PULSE platform. The effects of different parameters such as aspect ratio, side-to-thickness ratio, ply 
orientation, and boundary conditions on the dynamic behavior of the FMLs are studied. Good agreement is 
achieved between the numerical and experimental results. Both results indicate that increasing the aspect ratio 
can increase the natural frequency of the FML plate, while the increase in the side-to-thickness ratio decreases 
the natural frequency of vibration. The boundary conditions can significantly affect the natural frequency of the 
FML plates due to the restraint effect at the edges. 
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flexural vibration of curvilinear fibre composite laminates using a higher-order element”, International Journal 
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ABSTRACT: In the present work, the nonlinear free flexural vibration of thick curvilinear fiber composite 
laminates is investigated using a higher-order shear flexible eight-noded quadrilateral element developed 
considering the variation of in-plane and transverse displacement through the thickness. The formulation 
includes both the geometric nonlinearity and inertia effects. The governing equations, derived based on 
Lagrange’s equations of motion, are solved iteratively through an eigenvalue approach. The formulation is 
tested against various problems for which the solutions are available in the literature. A detailed analysis is 
made to assess the influence of fiber angles, lamination schemes, boundary conditions, thickness, and aspect 
ratios on the nonlinear frequency ratio at large amplitude vibrations of the laminates. A comparative study is 
also done along with the first-order and simple higher-order theory deduced from the present model by 
neglecting the thickness stretching effects. The present analysis shows the degree of hardening behavior getting 
affected noticeably compared to those of the traditional straight fibers, thus exhibiting the occurrence of drop 
off in frequency ratio and redistribution of mode shapes at certain amplitudes of vibration. 
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Yasin Heydarpour and Parviz Malekzadeh, “Dynamic stability of rotating FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells under 
combined static and periodic axial loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 18, 
No. 12, 1850151, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455418501511 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic stability behavior of rotating functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical shells under combined static and periodic axial forces is investigated. The 
governing equations are derived based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) of shells. The initial 
mechanical stresses due to the steady state rotation of the shell are evaluated by solving the dynamic 
equilibrium equations. The equations of motion under different boundary conditions are discretized in the 
spatial domain and transformed into a system of Mathieu–Hill type equations using the differential quadrature 
method (DQM) together with the trigonometric series. The influences of both the initial mechanical stresses and 
Coriolis acceleration are considered. Then, the parametric resonance is analyzed and the dynamic instability 
regions are determined by employing the Bolotin’s first approximation. After validating the approach, the 
effects of rotational speed, Coriolis acceleration, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) distribution in the thickness 
direction, CNTs volume fraction, length and thickness-to-mean radius ratios on the principal dynamic instability 
regions are examined in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Flexible roof structures, such as membranes, are sensitive to wind action due to their flexibility 
and light weight. Previously, the effect of added mass on the vibration frequency of membrane structures has 
been experimentally tested. However, the effect of added mass on wind-induced vibration remains unclear. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of added mass on the wind-induced vibration of a circular flat 
membrane based on wind tunnel tests. First, wind tunnel tests were conducted to obtain wind pressure 
distribution from the rigid model and wind-induced vibration from the aeroelastic model of a circular flat 
membrane. Secondly, a dynamic finite element analysis for the proposed added mass model was conducted to 
obtain the wind-induced vibration of the membrane structure. Then, with the wind pressure distribution 
obtained from the rigid model tests, dynamic analysis was conducted either with or without consideration of the 
effect of added mass. According to the dynamic analysis results and the wind tunnel test results, it is clear that 
considering the effect of added mass in dynamic analysis can significantly improve the accuracy of a wind-
induced response. Such an effect is more significant at the windward than the central zone. The inclusion of 
added mass can result in a larger displacement response as wind velocity increases but a smaller response as the 
prestress level increases. 
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ABSTRACT: Steel-reinforced concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (SRCFSST) columns combine the 
advantages of concrete-filled stainless steel tubular (CFSST) columns and steel-reinforced concrete (SRC) 
columns, resulting in excellent corrosion resistance, good economy, good ductility, and excellent fire resistance. 
Thus, SRCFSST columns have many potential structural engineering applications, especially in offshore 
structures. The performance of SRCFSST columns at elevated temperatures is investigated by finite element 
(FE) analysis in this paper. Firstly, FE models capable of capturing the full load-deformation response of 
structural members at elevated temperatures are developed and validated against relevant published tests on 
CFSST and SRC columns under fire conditions. Based on the validated FE models, the behavioral mechanisms 
of the SRCFSST columns under fire are explained by analysis of the sectional temperature distribution, typical 
failure modes, axial deformation versus time response, and load redistribution. Finally, the fire resistance of 
SRCFSST columns is evaluated in comparison to CFSST columns with equivalent sectional load-bearing 
capacity at ambient temperature or equivalent steel ratios. The results lay the foundation for the development of 
fire resistance design rules for SRCFSST columns. 
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ABSTRACT: The compressive deformation is mainly contributed by axial compressive deformation and high-
order in-plane and out-of-plane global buckling deformation for conventional buckling-restrained braces 
(BRBs). A novel type of all-steel BRBs with perforated core plates, termed as perforated BRBs (PBRBs), are 
proposed in this study, where shear deformation can occur in addition to the aforementioned deformations in a 
conventional BRB under compression. Experimental study was carried out using five specimens with different 
configurations of holes under cyclic loading. Stable hysteretic properties, high ductility, and energy dissipation 
capacity were obtained for the PBRBs. The effects of two parameters, i.e. the slenderness ratio of the chord and 
hole spacing factor defined as the ratio of the hole length to the hole spacing, on seismic performance of the 
specimens were investigated. The compressive deformation mechanisms of the PBRBs were further 
investigated through a numerical study. The compressive deformation was found to be composed of axial 
compressive deformation, flexural deformation owing to in-plane and out-of-plane global buckling, and in-
plane shear deformation of the latticed core plate. 
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Engineering, University of Kashan, Kashan, Iran), “Finite element formulation for linear stability analysis of 
axially functionally graded nonprismatic Timoshenko beam”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1950002, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500020 
ABSTRACT: An improved approach based on the power series expansions is proposed to exactly evaluate the 
static and buckling stiffness matrices for the linear stability analysis of axially functionally graded (AFG) 
Timoshenko beams with variable cross-section and fixed–free boundary condition. Based on the Timoshenko 
beam theory, the equilibrium equations are derived in the context of small displacements, considering the 
coupling between the transverse deflection and angle of rotation. The system of stability equations is then 
converted into a single homogeneous differential equation in terms of bending rotation for the cantilever, which 
is solved numerically with the help of the power series approximation. All the mechanical properties and 
displacement components are thus expanded in terms of the power series of a known degree. Afterwards, the 
shape functions are gained by altering the deformation shape of the AFG nonprismatic Timoshenko beam in a 
power series form. At the end, the elastic and buckling stiffness matrices are exactly determined by the weak 
form of the governing equation. The precision and competency of the present procedure in stability analysis are 



assessed through several numerical examples of axially nonhomogeneous and homogeneous Timoshenko 
beams with clamped-free ends. Comparison is also made with results obtained using ANSYS and other 
solutions available, which indicates the correctness of the present method. 
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Electronics, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing 100124, P. R. China), “Coupled bi-flexural-torsional 
vibration of fluid-conveying pipes spinning about an eccentric axis”, International Journal of Structural Stability 
and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1950003, February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500032 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a dynamical model of a fluid-conveying pipe spinning about an eccentric 
axis. The coupled bi-flexural–torsional free vibration and stability are analyzed for such a doubly gyroscopic 
system. The partial differential equations of motions are derived by the extended Hamilton principle, and are 
then truncated by a 4-term Galerkin technique. The frequency and energy evolutions and representative mode 
shapes in the two transverse directions and torsional direction are investigated to unveil the essential dynamical 
attributes of the system. It is indicated that the stability of the present system mainly depends on spinning speed, 
flow velocity and eccentricity, while the torsional frequencies are almost immune to the flow velocity. The pipe 
reveals ‘traveling-wave’ modal vibrations in both transverse directions, and a general ‘standing-wave’ modal 
vibration in the torsional direction. 
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Dongjak-Ku, Seoul 156-756, South Korea), “3D vibration analysis of combined shells of revolution”, 
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ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3D) method of analysis is presented for determining the natural frequencies 
and the mode shapes of combined hemispherical–cylindrical shells of revolution with and without a top opening 
by the Ritz method. Instead of mathematically two-dimensional (2D) conventional thin shell theories or higher-
order thick shell theories, the present method is based upon the 3D dynamic equations of elasticity. 
Mathematically, minimal or orthonormal Legendre polynomials are used as admissible functions in place of 
ordinary simple algebraic polynomials which are usually applied in the Ritz method. The analysis is based upon 
the circular cylindrical coordinates instead of the shell coordinates which are normal and tangent to the shell 
mid-surface. Strain and kinetic energies of the combined shell of revolution with and without a top opening are 
formulated, and the Ritz method is used to solve the eigenvalue problem, thus yielding upper bound values of 
the frequencies by minimizing the frequencies. As the degree of the Legendre polynomials is increased, 
frequencies converge to the exact values. Convergence to four-digit exactitude is demonstrated for the first five 
frequencies. Numerical results are presented for the combined shells of revolution with or without a top 
opening, which are completely free and fixed at the bottom of the combined shells. The frequencies from the 
present 3D Ritz method are compared with those from 2D thin shell theories by previous researchers. The 
present analysis is applicable to very thick shells as well as very thin shells. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate parametric instability of Bresse–Timoshenko columns subjected to 
periodic pulsating compressive loads. The results are derived from three theories, namely the Bernoulli–Euler 



model for thin beams and two versions of the Bresse–Timoshenko model valid for thick beams: The truncated 
Bresse–Timoshenko model and the Bresse–Timoshenko model based on slope inertia. The truncated Bresse–
Timoshenko model has been derived from asymptotic analysis, whereas the Bresse–Timoshenko model based 
on slope inertia is an alternative shear beam model supported by variational arguments. These models both take 
into account the rotary inertia and the shear effect. Simple supported boundary conditions are considered, so 
that the time-dependent deflection solution can be decomposed into trigonometric spatial functions. The 
instability domain in the load–frequency space is analytically characterized from a Meissner-type parametric 
equation. For small slenderness ratio, these last two Bresse–Timoshenko models coincide but for much higher 
slenderness ratio, the parametric instability regions in the load–frequency space shift to the left and widen them 
as compared to the Bernoulli–Euler model. The importance of these effects differs between the models. 
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gradient microplates made of functionally graded materials”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the size-dependent nonlinear pull-in behavior of rectangular microplates made from 
functionally graded materials (FGMs) subjected to electrostatic actuation is numerically studied using a novel 
approach. The small scale effects are taken into account according to Mindlin’s first-order strain gradient theory 
(SGT). The plate model is formulated based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) using the 
virtual work principle. The size-dependent relations are derived in general form, which can be reduced to those 
based on different elasticity theories, including the modified strain gradient, modified couple stress and classical 
theories (MSGT, MCST and CT). The solution of the problem is arrived at by employing an efficient matrix-
based method called the variational differential quadrature (VDQ). First, the quadratic form of the energy 
functional including the size effects is obtained. Then, it is discretized by the VDQ method using a set of matrix 
differential and integral operators. Finally, the achieved discretized nonlinear equations are solved by the 
pseudo arc-length continuation method. In the numerical results, the effects of material length scale parameters, 
side length-to-thickness ratio and FGM’s material gradient index on the nonlinear pull-in instability of 
microplates with different boundary conditions are investigated. A comparison is also made between the 
predictions by the MSGT, MCST and CT. 
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regular polygons for Ludwick type material and its application to cantilever column buckling”, International 
Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1950010, February 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: This study deals with the generalized second moment of area (GSMA) of regular polygon cross-
sections for the Ludwick type material and its application to cantilever column buckling. In the literature, the 
GSMA for the Ludwick type material has only been considered for rectangular, elliptical and superellipsoidal 
cross-sections. This study calculates the GSMAs of regular polygon cross-sections other than those mentioned 
above. The GSMAs calculated by varying the mechanical constant of the Ludwick type material for the 
equilateral triangle, square, regular pentagon, regular hexagon and circular cross-sections are reported in tables 
and figures. The GSMAs obtained from this study are applied to cantilever column buckling, with results shown 
in tables and figures. 
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Beijing 100124, P. R. China), “Vibration frequency analysis of beam-ring structure for circular deployable truss 
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ABSTRACT: The circular truss antenna of the large aperture is considered to be a flexible structure which may 
cause vibration in space and may affect its performance. The frequency analysis of the circular truss antenna is 
an important problem for understanding its vibration mechanism. In this paper, we investigate the frequency 
characteristics of a beam–ring structure which is proposed for the first time to model the circular truss antenna 
in the case of the antenna expended and locked. Based on describing the displacements of the beam–ring system 
in detail, the kinetic energy and potential energy are calculated. The partial differential governing equations of 
motion and boundary conditions for the beam–ring structure are derived by Hamilton principle. From the linear 
parts of the governing equations of motion and the corresponding boundary conditions, the linear frequencies of 
the beam–ring structure are theoretically obtained. The effects of the physical parameters on the frequency 
characteristics of the beam–ring structure are studied, which are further verified by the numerical results. The 
finding phenomena of this paper are helpful for designing and controlling the beam–ring structure such as the 
circular truss antenna. 
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University, Yazd, Iran), “Analytical and experimental flutter analysis of a typical wing section carrying a 
flexibly mounted unbalanced engine”, Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1950013, 
February 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500135 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, both experimental and analytical flutter analyses are conducted for a typical 5-
degree of freedon (5DOF) wing section carrying a flexibly mounted unbalanced engine. The wing flexibility is 
simulated by two torsional and longitudinal springs at the wing elastic axis. One flap is attached to the wing 
section by a torsion spring. Also, the engine is connected to the wing by two elastic joints. Each joint is 
simulated by a spring and damper unit to bring the model close to reality. Both the torsional and longitudinal 
motions of the engine are considered in the aeroelastic governing equations derived from the Lagrange 
equations. Also, Peter’s finite state model is used to simulate the aerodynamic loads on the wing. Effects of 
various engine parameters such as position, connection stiffness, mass, thrust and unbalanced force on the 
flutter of the wing are investigated. The results show that the aeroelastic stability region is limited by increasing 
the engine mass, pylon length, engine thrust and unbalanced force. Furthermore, increasing the damping and 
stiffness coefficients of the engine connection enlarges the stability domain. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the buckling behaviors of cylindrical shells made of a new kind of carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer (CFRP) and coated with functionally graded polymeric material (FGPM) are investigated. 
The fundamental equations of a moderately-thick shell are established within the framework of Reddy’s higher-
order shear deformation theory (HSDT). The material model is derived by combining the conventional micro-
mechanical CFRP model with the hybrid FGPM model. Micro-crack damage in CFRP core is included via the 
damage variables. The buckling compressive stresses of the shells exposed to the thermal environment are 
obtained by the Galerkin’s method. The solutions reveal that the lay-up sequence of the laminas and the 
thickness ratio of the FGPM coating to CFRP core have significant influence on the computed results. The 
variation of the buckling loads with respect to the content of carbon fiber and distributed profile of the FGPM 
components follows some nonlinear laws. The structural instability induced by damages appear to be more 
remarkable with the increased shell thickness. However, this effect can be reduced by optimizing the ply angles 
of the stacking laminas. More factors, such as geometric parameters, numbers of fiber layers, lamina stacking 
sequences, damage, material properties and thermal loads, are also discussed in detail. 
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“Buckling of an oacillating rod under longitudinal impact”, Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 
19, No. 3, 1971001, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419710019 
ABSTRACT: The dynamics of a thin rod under the action of compressive force is considered. The compressive 
force increases abruptly and then remains constant. The compression of the rod is assumed to take place 
instantly throughout its length. The motion of the rod is studied, depending on the magnitude and time of action 
of the compressive force defined by the phase of the initial free oscillation of the rod. Only the initial stage of 
the process is investigated, for which the linear bending theory is valid. The friction forces are not taken into 
account. An essential relationship is shown to exist between the dynamics of the rod and the initial conditions 
determined by the phase of the bending oscillations at the instant of impact. Relatively weak impact leads to 
excitation of the bending oscillations. Rearrangement of harmonics develops with time under specified initial 
maximum deflection from a straight line and zero velocity. The fastest buckling takes place at some initial 
deflection with the velocity directed toward the increasing bend. 
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cylindrical-hemispherical shells and complete hollow spherical shells with variable thickness”, Journal of 
Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 3, 1950018, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500184 
ABSTRACT: The natural frequencies and mode shapes of enclosed shell type structures with variable thickness 
(hemispherical-cylindrical-hemispherical shells and complete hollow spherical shells) are determined by the 
Ritz method using a three-dimensional (3D) analysis. However, in the conventional shell analysis, 
mathematically two-dimensional (2D) thin shell theories or higher order thick shell theories are often employed, 
which adopt limiting assumptions about the displacement variation through the shell thickness. While most 
researchers have adopted the 3D shell coordinates that are normal and tangential to the shell mid-surface, the 
present analysis is based upon the circular cylindrical coordinates. By the Ritz method, the Legendre 
polynomials, which are mathematically orthonormal and minimal, are used as the admissible functions, instead 
of the ordinary algebraic polynomials. The strain and kinetic energies of the combined shell structures are 
formulated, and upper bound solutions of the frequencies are obtained by minimizing the solution for 
frequencies. As the degree of the Legendre polynomials is increased, frequencies converge to the exact values. 
Convergence to four-digit exactitude is demonstrated for the first five frequencies. The frequencies from the 
present 3D method are compared with those from other 3D approach and 2D thin and thick shell theories 
existing in the literature. The present 3D analysis is applicable to both very thick shells and very thin shells. 
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ABSTRACT: Two higher-order analytical models based on a new higher-order theory for sandwich plates with 
flexible cores are developed considering the effect of the core material density and skin-to-core-stiffness-ratio 
(SCSR). The main difference between the two models is the role of the flexible core in the dynamic response of 
sandwich plates with cores of different stiffnesses. Firstly, the governing equations of a simply supported 
sandwich plate with a flexible core are derived based on the two models, and the analytical solutions are 
determined by using Navier’s approach. Then, the free vibration, static, dynamic bending and stress field 
characteristics of the sandwich plates with different SCSRs are investigated. The results obtained by the 
proposed method are compared with other published results. In particular, an accuracy assessment of the present 
dynamic models is conducted for different SCSRs. Finally, conclusions on the applicability of the proposed 
method and other theories on sandwich plates with different SCSRs are drawn. 
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ABSTRACT: Cylindrical shells containing flowing fluid have wide applications in various industries. They can 
be enhanced as smart structures through inclusion of piezoelectric layers, of which the dynamic behavior, 
however, has not been fully understood. In this paper, the vibration and dynamic analysis of a laminated 
composite hollow cylinder with piezoelectric layers, subjected to an internal incompressible fluid flow is 
investigated. It is assumed that the shell is simply supported and the fluid is inviscid and irrotational. The 
differential equations of the elastic layers, piezoelectric layers, and flowing fluid are derived by the three-
dimensional (3D) theory of elasticity, theory of piezoelectricity, and potential flow theory, respectively. A well-
known recursive method is applied and extended for the first time to solve the fluid-conveying pipes using 3D 
theory. This approach makes it possible for the solutions to converge to the exact ones with reasonable 
computational cost. After validating the results against those available in the literature, the vibrational behavior 
of the system is examined for various cases with the effect of each parameter investigated. Also, the influence 
of fluid on the vibration and stability of the shell has been analyzed. The present method can be used to analyze 
and design hybrid shells conveying fluid with high accuracy and low computational cost. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on development of a new mathematical model and its analytical solution for 
buckling analysis of elastic columns weakened simultaneously with transverse open cracks and partial 
longitudinal delamination. Consequently, the analytical solution for buckling loads is derived for the first time. 
The critical buckling loads are calculated using the proposed analytical model. A parametric study is performed 
to investigate the effects of transverse crack location and magnitude, length and degree of partial longitudinal 
delamination, and different boundary conditions on critical buckling loads of weakened columns. It is shown 
that the critical buckling loads of weakened columns can be greatly affected by all the analyzed parameters. 
Finally, the presented results can be used as a benchmark solution. 
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vibration and buckling of sandwich S-FGM plates on Pasternak elastic foundation with various boundary 
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, free vibration and buckling characteristics of a sandwich functionally graded 
material (FGM) plate resting on the Pasternak elastic foundation have been investigated. The formulation is 
based on non-polynomial higher-order shear deformation theory with inverse hyperbolic shape function. A new 
modified sigmoid law is presented to compute the effective material properties of sandwich FGM plate. The 
governing equilibrium equations have been derived using Hamilton’s principle. Non-dimensional frequencies 
and critical buckling loads are evaluated by considering different boundary conditions based on admissible 
functions satisfying the desired primary and secondary variables. Comprehensive parametric studies have been 
performed to analyze the influence of geometric configuration, volume fraction exponent, elastic medium 
parameter, and non-dimensional load parameter on the non-dimensional frequency and critical buckling load. 
These parametric studies have been done for various boundary conditions and different configurations of the 
sandwich plate. The computed results can be used as a benchmark for future comparison of sandwich S-FGM 
plates. 
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Ningbo 315211, P. R. China), “Calculation of critical lateral-torsional buckling loads of beams subjected to 
arbitrarily transverse loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 3, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel approach for determining the critical lateral-torsional buckling loads 
of beams subjected to arbitrarily transverse loads. This new method is developed based on the classical energy 
method. However, the difference of the present method from the traditional energy methods is the formulation 
of potential energy of external loads, which is expressed in terms of the internal bending moment and internal 
shear force in the pre-buckling stage regardless of the type of loading. Compared to the traditional formulations 
of the potential energy of external loads, not only is the present formula simple in the form, easy and convenient 
in the calculation, but it also provides a unified form for calculating accurate critical load of lateral-torsional 
buckling of the beams. 
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ABSTRACT: The free and forced vibration characteristics of three-layered sandwich plates with thin isotropic 
faces and Leptadenia pyrotechnica rheological elastomer (LPRE) core are studied in this investigation. The 
LPRE core is fabricated and experimented to determine its shear storage modulus and loss modulus. It is 
observed that the stiffness and damping characteristics of the LPRE core is significantly higher than those of the 
room-temperature vulcanized silicone rubber elastomer (RTVE) core. The governing equation of motion for the 
sandwich plate is derived by the Lagrange principle and given in finite element form. The natural frequencies 
and loss factors of the three-layered sandwich plate are studied by varying the thicknesses of the core and the 
constraining isotropic layer, and material of the constraining layer with different boundary conditions. The 
results are compared with those of similar structures with different core materials and boundary conditions. In 
addition, a LPRE-based sandwich plate is fabricated and its fundamental frequency is determined 
experimentally and compared with the finite element result. The forced vibration response of the three-layered 
sandwich plate is also explored under a harmonic excitation force. This study provides supports for the 
application of the LPRE-based sandwich plates potentially to the passive vibration suppression of structures. 
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negative Poisson’s ratio honeycomb core”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear flexural vibration of sandwich beams with functionally 
graded (FG) negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) honeycomb core in thermal environments. The novel constructions 
of sandwich beams with three FG configurations of re-entrant honeycomb cores through the beam thickness 
direction are proposed. The temperature-dependent material properties of both face sheets and core of the 
sandwich beams are considered. 3D full-scale finite element analyses are conducted to investigate the nonlinear 
vibration, and the variation of effective Poisson’s ratio (EPR) of the sandwich beams in the large deflection 
region. Numerical simulations are carried out for the sandwich beam with FG-NPR honeycomb core in different 
thermal environmental conditions, from which results for the same sandwich beam with uniform distributed 
NPR honeycomb core are obtained as a basis for comparison. The effects of FG configurations, temperature 
changes, boundary conditions, and facesheet-to-core thickness ratios on the nonlinear vibration ratio curves and 
EPR–deflection curves of sandwich beams are discussed in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: Based on the Eringen nonlocal elasticity theory and multiple time scale method, an asymptotic 
nonlocal elasticity theory is developed for cylindrical bending vibration analysis of simply-supported, Nl-
layered, and uniformly or nonuniformly-spaced, graphene sheet (GS) systems embedded in an elastic medium. 
Both the interactions between the top and bottom GSs and their surrounding medium and the interactions 
between each pair of adjacent GSs are modeled as one-parameter Winkler models with different stiffness 
coefficients. In the formulation, the small length scale effect is introduced to the nonlocal constitutive equations 
by using a nonlocal parameter. The nondimensionalization, asymptotic expansion, and successive integration 
mathematical processes are performed for a typical GS. After assembling the motion equations for each 
individual GS to form those of the multiple GS system, recurrent sets of motion equations can be obtained for 
various order problems. Nonlocal multiple classical plate theory (CPT) is derived as a first-order approximation 
of the current nonlocal plane strain problem, and the motion equations for higher-order problems retain the 
same differential operators as those of nonlocal multiple CPT, although with different nonhomogeneous terms. 
Some nonlocal plane strain solutions for the natural frequency parameters of the multiple GS system with and 
without being embedded in the elastic medium and their corresponding mode shapes are presented to 
demonstrate the performance of the asymptotic nonlocal elasticity theory. 
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ABSTRACT: Investigated herein is the buckling of nanobeams based on a nonlocal Timoshenko beam model 
by the method of initial values within the framework of nonlocal elasticity. Since the nonlocal Timoshenko 
beam theory is of higher order than the nonlocal Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, it is known to be superior in 
predicting the small-scale effect. The buckling determinants and critical loads for bars with various kinds of 
supports are presented. The Carry-Over matrix (Transverse Matrix) is presented and the priorities of the method 
of initial values are depicted. To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, this is the first work that investigates 
the buckling of nonlocal Timoshenko beam with the method of initial values. 
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ABSTRACT: A cell-based smoothed finite element method with discrete shear gap technique is used to study 
the stochastic free vibration behavior of functionally graded plates with material uncertainty. The plate 
kinematics is based on the first-order shear deformation theory and the effective material properties are 
estimated by simple rule of mixtures. The input random field is represented by the Karhunen–Loéve expansion 
and the polynomial chaos expansion is used to represent the stochastic output response. The accuracy of the 
proposed approach in terms of the first- and the second-order statistical moments are demonstrated by 
comparing the results with the Monte Carlo Simulations. A systematic parametric study is carried out to bring 
out the influence of the material gradient index, the plate aspect ratio and the skewness of the plate on the 
stochastic global response of functionally graded plates. It is inferred that all the considered parameters 
significantly influence the statistical moments of the first fundamental mode. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel optimization-based method is proposed to analyze steel space truss 
structures undergoing large deformations. The geometric nonlinearity is considered using the total Lagrangian 
formulation. The nonlinear solution is obtained by introducing and minimizing an objective function subjected 
to the displacement-type constraints. The proposed approach can fully follow the equilibrium path of the 
geometrically nonlinear space truss structures not only before the limit point, but also after it, namely, including 
both the pre- and post-buckling paths. Moreover, a direct estimation of the buckling loads and their 
corresponding displacements is possible by using the method. Particularly, it has been shown that the 
equilibrium path of a structure with highly nonlinear behavior, multiple limit points, snap-through, and snap-
back phenomena can be traced via the proposed algorithm. To demonstrate the accuracy, validity, and 
robustness of the proposed procedure, four benchmark truss examples are analyzed and the results compared 
with those by the modified arc-length method and those reported in the literature. 
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ABSTRACT: The static stability of slender concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns has been explored 
thoroughly while few researches have been carried out on the dynamic stability of CFST columns even if all 
applied loadings are naturally time-dependent. This paper presents an analytical procedure for evaluating the 
dynamic stability of CFST columns of various composite cross-sections under general boundary conditions. 
This paper is featured by the following facts: (1) proportional damping is considered in derivation of the 
governing equations on the lateral parametric vibration of the CFST columns subject to axial excitation; (2) 
Bolotin’s method is used to determine the boundaries of the regions of dynamic instability for the CFST 
columns with general supports; (3) the relationship of static and dynamic stability, and the effects of boundary 
conditions and cross-sectional forms are uncovered. New findings of this investigation are (1) larger amplitude 
or constant component of excitation make it easier for the dynamic instabilities of the CFST columns to occur, 



while increasing the constant component of excitation reduces the critical value of frequency ratio for the 
dynamic instability to occur; (2) the dynamic stability analysis can determine the critical loads for both the 
static and dynamic instability of CFST columns, and the critical instability load decreases with increasing 
disturbance on the static load; (3) under the same consumptions of steel and concrete, the square columns have 
better performance of dynamic stability than the circular columns, but there is no definite conclusion on the 
effect of hollow size on the dynamic stability of double-skin columns. 
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uniform self-weight beam with application to catenary riser”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 4, 1950047, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500470 
ABSTRACT: This paper focused on a simply supported beam under uniform self-weight, subjected to an axial 
force at the roller end. The principle of virtual work-energy was used to formulate the equation for the nonlinear 
deformation of the beam, which involves the bending strain energy, the virtual work due to self-weight, and the 
virtual work of the axial force applied at the free-sliding roller end. The work–energy functional was expressed 
in terms of the arc-length coordinate. The functional vanished, yielding the static equilibrium configuration of 
the beam — a highly nonlinear problem. Finite element and Newton–Raphson iterative methods were used to 
solve the problem. The beam theory was extended to large sag analysis of a catenary riser. With this, some 
interesting features of the various configurations of the catenary riser under various end forces were evaluated. 
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Vanvitelli”, Aversa (Ce), Italy), “Shortening effect on buckling behavior of Reddy plates and prismatic plate 
structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 4, 1950048, April 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: A closed-form solution based on the Reddy third-order shear deformation plate theory is 
proposed for the buckling of both flat and stiffened plates, simply supported on two opposite edges. The effect 
of the nonlinear strain–displacement terms, usually neglected under the von Kármán hypothesis, on the buckling 
of thick plates is investigated, and the equations governing the critical behavior considering the full Green–
Lagrange strain tensor and the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor are derived using the principle of minimum 
potential energy. The general Levy-type approach is employed, and the accuracy and effectiveness of the 
proposed formulation is validated through direct comparison with analytical and numerical results available in 
the literature. The parametric analyses performed for different geometrical ratios show that the von Kármán 
hypothesis holds only for thin flat plates whereas it can significantly overestimate buckling loads for stiffened 
plates, for which the buckling mode entails comparable in-plane and out-of-plane displacements. 
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microbeams by absolute nodal coordinate formulation”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 4, 1950049, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500494 
ABSTRACT: This investigation uses the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) method to solve statics 
and dynamics of microbeams for the first time. A comprehensive model for the investigation of statics and 
dynamics of microbeams by using gradient deficient elements of the ANCF and modified couple stress theory 
(MCST) is developed. The vibration equations of a planar hub-microbeam system with constant angular 
rotations are derived considering the static equilibrium. Accuracy of the ANCF method for microbeams is 
demonstrated. Large deformation problems of cantilever microbeams are solved and the influences of material 
length scale on beam deformation are studied. When the beam thickness becomes smaller, the deflection of the 
microbeam calculated by the current model is smaller, and the size effect becomes more significant. The size 
effect only has influence on the bending vibration of the microbeam. The variations of the angular speed as well 
as the scale parameter can trigger frequency veering phenomena. The present work could be used in dynamic or 
vibration predictions for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) with both large displacements and large 
deformations. 
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Piotr Kȩdzia, Krzysztof Magnucki, Mikołaj Smyczyński and Iwona Wstawska, “An Influence of Homogeneity 
of Magnetic Field on Stability of a Rectangular Plate”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 5, 1951003, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419410037 
ABSTRACT: The main objective of presented work is a rectangular plate subjected to dynamic in-plane load 
generated by magnetic field. The plate is made of polyethylene (PE). There are two pockets on each of the two 
opposite edges of the plate. These pockets with porous structure are filled in with ferrofluid. The coil system 
consists of two magnetic field coil subsystems. These systems are built of Helmholtz (MC) and Golay coils 
(GC) and generate nonhomogeneous magnetic field. If the magnetic field is more homogeneous, the 
compression load is induced. In other cases, local tensile load occurs (compression load dominates). For 
presented coil systems, the intensity of load was examined for two variants. For the first of them, the intensity 
of load was dependent on the radius of Golay coil arcs. The change of the radius of saddle coils also influences 
on the strength of the gradient of the magnetic field. The second one describes the intensity of load which 
depends on the change of GC radius without changing the strength of magnetic field (the strength of magnetic 
field is compensated with changing the current flowing through the coils wires or with changing the number of 
wires). In this paper, the analytical model of the plate is presented. The model of the plate was formulated with 
the use of classical Kirchhoff–Love hypothesis. Elastic strain energy, kinetic energy as well as work of load 
were formulated. The equation of motion was derived based on the Hamilton’s principle. The numerical studies 
were related to the analysis of the intensity of load distribution. 
 
Rui Yang, Dong-Mei Wang, Ning Liang and Yan-Feng Guo, “Maximum Vibration Transmissibility of Paper 
Honeycomb Sandwich Structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 6, 
1971003, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419710032 
ABSTRACT: The maximum vibration transmissibility of paper honeycomb sandwich structures with different 
sizes of honeycomb core under various static stresses was investigated using the sine frequency sweep test. The 
effects of the cell length of the honeycomb, the thickness of the sandwich structure, and the static stress on the 
maximum vibration transmissibility were evaluated and a linear polynomial equation for evaluating the 
maximum vibration transmissibility was obtained. The results show that the maximum vibration transmissibility 
increases steadily with the increase in the cell length of the honeycomb, the thickness of the sandwich structure, 
and the static stress. The proposed equation for the maximum vibration transmissibility is suitable for predicting 
the maximum vibration transmissibility of paper honeycomb sandwich structures. In addition, the fitted three-
dimensional diagrams of the effects of the factors on the maximum vibration transmissibility derived from the 
evaluation equation were shown to be in good agreement with the experimental results. 



 
Hui-Shen Shen, Y. Xiang and Yin Fan, “Nonlinear Vibration of Thermally Postbuckled FG-GRC Laminated 
Beams Resting on Elastic Foundations”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 6, 1950051, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500512 
ABSTRACT: Investigated herein are the small- and large-amplitude vibrations of a thermally postbuckled 
graphene-reinforced composite (GRC) laminated beam supported by an elastic foundation. The piecewise GRC 
layers are arranged in a functionally graded (FG) pattern along the thickness direction of the beam. The 
temperature-dependent material properties of functionally graded graphene-reinforced composites (FG-GRCs) 
are estimated through the extended Halpin–Tsai micromechanical model. The nonlinear governing differential 
equations are derived from the higher-order shear deformation beam theory and the von Kármán-type strain–
displacement relationships. The thermal effect, the beam–foundation interaction and the initial deflection caused 
by thermal postbuckling are also included. A two-step perturbation approach is applied to determine the thermal 
postbuckling equilibrium paths as well as the nonlinear vibration solutions for the FG-GRC laminated beams. 
Results are presented to demonstrate the nonlinear vibration responses of thermally postbuckled FG-GRC 
laminated beams under a uniform temperature field. The effects of the FG reinforcement patterns and the 
foundation stiffness on the nonlinear vibration responses of FG-GRC laminated beams are examined and 
discussed. 
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Xiangying Guo, Pan Jiang, Wenhan Yan, Siu-Kai Lai and Wei Zhang, “Internal Resonance Responses of 
Rectangular Cross-Ply Composite Plates with Graphene Skins”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 6, 1950057, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500573 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation on the nonlinear dynamic behavior of three-phase 
rectangular composite plates made of cross-ply macro fiber composites (MFC) in the polymer with graphene 



(GP) skins, which are uniformly dispersed at the top and bottom surfaces of the plates. According to the mixture 
rules for multi-components of composite materials, the constitutive laws for MFC-GP composite materials can 
be obtained. A simply-supported rectangular plate model subjected to a transversal excitation in thermal 
environments is considered. The governing equations are formulated by using the first-order shear deformation 
theory, von Kármán geometrical kinematics and Hamilton’s principle. The Galerkin approach is used to 
discretize the governing equations for analysis. The vibration frequencies of MFC-GP composite plates with 
different modes are presented and the case of 1:2 internal resonance is selected to be investigated here. Three 
different coupled forms (i.e. uncoupled, weakly coupled and strongly coupled cases) of two vibration modes are 
presented. In addition, the influences of various parameters, including volume fraction of graphene, applied 
voltage, temperature effect and external excitation, on the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of MFC-GP 
composite plates are also examined. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the structural stability of circular steel tubular stub columns at elevated 
temperatures under axial compression. Fifty-one specimens are subjected to high-temperature treatment and 
axial compression. The variables of the specimen are temperature, wall thickness of steel tube and duration of 
high temperature. The displacement–load curve, strain–load curve, ultimate load, axial compressive stiffness 
and failure characteristics of the specimens were analyzed. Test results show that after exposure to high 
temperatures, the specimens’ failure phenomenon in the axial compression loading test is consistent with that at 
room temperature, the bearing capacity decreases considerably, the ductility decreases slightly and the axial 
compressive stiffness changes irregularly. Temperature is the determining factor of the ultimate load of the 
specimen, and the reducing extent of ultimate load increases with the temperature. When the temperature 
reaches 1000 C, its maximum reducing extent exceeds 50%. Among the three parameters considered in this 
study, the duration of high temperature has the least influence on the specimen. 
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ABSTRACT: The stability characteristics of web panels in two built-up members, i.e. box-sections and I-
sections, are investigated here using a higher order plate bending element. At the beginning, the critical 
buckling loads of rectangular flat panels under various theoretical states-of-stress (pure shear, in-plane bending, 
shear and in-plane bending and combined stresses) and boundary conditions (simply supported and restrained 
by flange panels) are investigated. Then, the buckling behavior of an isolated flat panel is correlated with the 
stability characteristics of the web panels of built-up members under various loading conditions. The results on 
the stability behavior of the web panels are presented in nondimensional form for easy reference to designers 
and researchers. 
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ABSTRACT: Given the unique and extremely valuable properties, research has significantly focussed on 
graphene sheets (GSs). To premeditate the small-scale effect, the present work applies the nonlocal theory to 
study the buckling behavior of a double-layered GS (DLGS) embedded in an elastic foundation. To derive the 
equation, classical plate theory is adopted. For the elastic foundation, Pasternak-type model is used. In terms of 
buckling response, a meshless method is utilized to compute simulation results. Accordingly, we examine the 
effects of aspect ratio, geometry, boundary conditions and nonlocal parameters on the buckling responses of 
DLGSs. 
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ABSTRACT: A novel thermal-resistance film is proposed, and its thermal post-buckling behavior is studied by 
using the meshless method. The Von Kármán plate model together with the nonlocal theory is adopted for the 
formulation of the problem. The post-buckling curve of the graphene sheet (GS) film is obtained. The effect of 



the parameters, such as nonlocal parameters, geometric size, geometric shape and elastic medium, on the 
thermal post-buckling response of the GSs film is examined. It is found that it is important to design proper 
geometric size and geometric shape and control the radius of tensionless area. This study provides theoretical 
guidance for fire resistance design of thermal-resistance films attached to glass façade. 
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Using Radial Point Interpolation Method”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 7, 1950070, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500706 
ABSTRACT: This paper proposes the radial point interpolation method (RPIM) for studying the dynamic 
behaviors of rotating Mindlin plates. By considering nonlinear coupling deformation, that is, the in-plane 
longitudinal shortening terms caused by transverse deformation, the first-order approximation coupled (FOAC) 
dynamic model is established using Lagrange’s equations of the second kind. The effectiveness of RPIM is first 
demonstrated in some static cases and then extended for dynamic analysis of a rectangular plate subjected to a 
large overall motion. The simulation results were compared with those obtained with zero-order approximation 
coupled (ZOAC) dynamic model, and it was observed that results obtained with FOAC dynamic model are 
more accurate, especially for cases involving high rotating speed. Furthermore, the influence of the radial basis 
shape parameters is discussed and the optimal parameters for plates are recommended. An approach to 
overcome the shear locking issue is also provided. 
Nguyen Thi Phuong, Vu Hoai Nam, Nguyen Thoi Trung, Vu Minh Duc and Pham Van Phong, “Nonlinear 
Stability of Sandwich Functionally Graded Cylindrical Shells with Stiffeners Under Axial Compression in 
Thermal Environment”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 7, 1950073, 
July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500731 
ABSTRACT: The geometrically nonlinear response of sandwich functionally graded cylindrical shells 
reinforced by orthogonal and/or spiral stiffeners and subjected to axial compressive loads is investigated in this 
paper. Two types of sandwich functionally graded material models are considered. The formulations are based 
on the Donnell shell theory considering geometrical nonlinearity and Pasternak’s elastic foundation. The 
improved Lekhnitskii’s smeared stiffener technique is used to account for the stiffener effects with both 
mechanical and thermal stresses. The results obtained indicate that the spiral stiffeners have significantly 
beneficial influences in comparison with orthogonal stiffeners on the nonlinear buckling behavior of shells. The 
relatively large effects of temperature change, geometrical and material parameters are also demonstrated in the 
numerical investigations. 
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João Victor Fragoso Dias, Janaina Pena Soares Oliveira, Adenilcia Fernanda Grobério Calenzani and Ricardo 
Hallal Fakury, “Elastic Critical Moment of Lateral-Distortional Buckling of Steel-Concrete Composite Beams 
under Uniform Hogging Moment”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 7, 
1950079, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500792 
ABSTRACT: Great attention has been given in the last few years to steel–concrete composite beams due to the 
gains in strength that can be obtained with the small cost of installing a shear connection between the steel 
profile and the concrete slab. In continuous and semicontinuous composite beams close to the internal supports, 
hogging bending moments are developed and the compressed bottom flange may buckle laterally in an unstable 
way known as the lateral-distortional buckling, characterized by a horizontal displacement and twist of the 
bottom flange with an out-of-plane distortion of the web. In the literature, several formulations were proposed 
to determine the critical moment for this type of buckling. Among them, some of the most relevant are 
presented by [K. Roik, G. Hanswille and J. Kina, Solution for the lateral torsional buckling problem of 
composite beams (in German), Stahlbau59 (1990)] and [G. Hanswille, J. Lindner and D. Munich, Lateral 
torsional buckling of composite beams (in German), Stahlbau67 (1998)]. In the present work, a new procedure 
is developed to determine the elastic critical moment of lateral–distortional buckling of composite beams under 
uniform hogging moment. To assess and calibrate this procedure, 7772 numerical models were analyzed by the 
finite element code ANSYS and the results were compared with the ones obtained from the new proposed 
formulas. The procedure presented excellent agreement with the numerical results, with an average deviation of 
2.33% from the computational simulations. The formulations of [K. Roik, G. Hanswille and J. Kina, Solution 
for the lateral torsional buckling problem of composite beams (in German), Stahlbau59 (1990)] and [G. 
Hanswille, J. Lindner and D. Munich, Lateral torsional buckling of composite beams (in German), Stahlbau67 
(1998)] did not lead to such satisfactory results, presenting an average deviation of 12.41% and 16.51%, 
respectively. 
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Symplectic and Finite Element Method for Steady-State Forced Vibration of Built-Up Nanobeam Systems”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 7, 1950081, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500810 
ABSTRACT: A novel size-dependent coupled symplectic and finite element method (FEM) is proposed to 
study the steady-state forced vibration of built-up nanobeam system resting on elastic foundations. The overall 
system is modeled as a combination of nonlocal Timoshenko beams. A new analytical subsystem modeling with 
formulation and another numerical subsystem modeling are developed and discussed. In the analytical 
subsystem model, the uniform nanobeams are modeled and solved by a new approach based on a series of 
analytical symplectic eigensolutions. The numerical subsystem model applies a nonlocal FEM to solve 
nonuniform nanobeams. Analytical and numerical solutions are presented, and a proper comparison between the 
two approaches is established. Comprehensive and accurate numerical result is subsequently presented to 
illustrate the accuracy and reliability of the coupled method. The new results established are expected to have 
reference values for future studies. 
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Composite Plates”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1971004, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419710044 
ABSTRACT: The stability characteristics of shear deformable trapezoidal composite plates are studied here. 
Thestrain smoothing technique is employed to approximate the membrane strains and curvatures of the edge-
based smoothing cells. The transverse shear strains within the Reissner–Mindlin quadrilateral element are 
obtained using the edge-consistent interpolation approach. At the beginning, the performance of the present 
numerical technique is examined for the buckling analysis of trapezoidal panels under in-plane compressive or 
shear stresses. Thereafter, new results on the buckling and postbuckling behaviors of trapezoidal composite 
plates are presented, for which comparable numerical results are rare in the literature. Representative numerical 
results are presented to highlight the interaction between the higher pre-buckling stresses and increased stiffness 
near the shorter edge with fiber orientation and loading direction on the buckling resistance of trapezoidal 
panels. 
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Le Kha Hoa, Nguyen-Thoi Trung, Pham Van Hoan and Pham Le Ben, “Nonlinear Instability Analysis of 
Functionally Graded Sandwich Truncated Conical Shells Reinforced by Stiffeners Resting on Elastic 
Foundations”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1950082, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500822 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear instability of eccentrically stiffened functionally graded 
(ES-FG) sandwich truncated conical shells subjected to the axial compressive load. The core of the FG 
sandwich truncated conical shells, assumed to be thin, is made of pure metal or ceramic materials and the two 
skin layers are made of a FG material. The shell reinforced by orthogonal stiffeners (stringers) is also made of 
FG materials. The change of spacing between the stringers in the meridional direction is considered. The 
governing equations are derived using the Donnell shell theory with von Karman geometrical nonlinearity along 
with the smeared technique for stiffeners. The resulting coupled set of three nonlinear partial differential 
equations with variable coefficients in terms of displacement components are solved by the Galerkin’s method. 
The closed-form expressions for determining the critical buckling load and for analyzing the postbucking load–
deflection curves are obtained. The accuracy of present formulation is verified by comparing the results 
obtained with available ones in the literature. The effects of various parameters such stiffeners, foundations, 
material properties, geometric dimensions on the stability of the shells are studied in detail. 
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Ghanim Mohammed Kamil, Qing Quan Liang and Muhammad N. S. Hadi, “Fire-Resistance of Eccentrically 
Loaded Rectangular Concrete-Filled Steel Tubular Slender Columns Incorporating Interaction of Local and 
Global Buckling”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1950085, August 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500858 
ABSTRACT: A mathematical model using the fiber approach is presented in this paper for quantifying the 
strength and fire-resistance of eccentrically loaded slender concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns with 
rectangular sections incorporating the interaction of local and global buckling. The model utilizes the thermal 
simulator to ascertain the temperature distribution in cross-sections, and the nonlinear global buckling analysis 



to predict the interaction responses of local and global buckling of loaded CFST slender columns to fire effects. 
The initial geometric imperfection, air gap between the concrete and steel tube, tensile concrete strength, 
deformations caused by preloads, and temperature-dependent material behavior are included in the formulation. 
The computational theory, modeling procedure and numerical solution algorithms are described. The 
computational model is verified by existing experimental and numerical results. The structural responses and 
fire-resistance of CFST columns of rectangular sections exposed to fire are investigated. The mathematical 
model proposed is demonstrated to be an efficient computer simulator for the fire-performance of slender CFST 
columns loaded eccentrically. 
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Hadi Babaei and M. Reza Eslami, “Nonlinear Snap-Through Instability of FGM Shallow Micro-Arches with 
Integrated Surface Piezoelectric Layers Based on Modified Couple Stress Theory”, International Journal of 
Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1950088, August 2019,  
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500883 
ABSTRACT: Based on the modified couple stress theory, an attempt is made in this study to analyze the 
nonlinear snap-through instability of shallow sandwich arches. The microstructure-dependent functionally 
graded material (FGM) arch with surface bonded piezoelectric actuator layers is analyzed. The piezo-FGM 
sandwich arch is subjected to uniform transverse pressure load in thermo-electrical environment. All material 
properties of the FGM micro arch are assumed to be temperature- and position-dependent. The governing 
equilibrium equations of the piezo-FGM sandwich arch are established with the aid of virtual displacement 
principle and the uncoupled thermoelacticity theory. The obtained governing differential equations are based on 
the first-order shear deformation shallow arch theory of the Timoshenko and von Kármán nonlinear 
assumptions. These equilibrium equations contain three coupled ordinary differential equations in terms of 
displacements. The nondimensional governing equations are solved for the cases of piezo-FGM sandwich 
arches with simply supported and clamped boundary conditions by using the two-step perturbation technique. 
Analytical closed-form solutions are derived to give the deflected shape of the piezo-FGM sandwich arch with 
immovable ends. Comparison is made with the existing results for the cases of FGM arch without couple stress 
and piezoelectric layers, where good agreement is obtained. The nonlinear behavior of the sandwich arches is 
highly affected by the couple stress, piezoelectric layers, temperature change, volume fraction index, and 
geometrical properties of the arch. 
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Hadi Babaei, Yaser Kiani and M. Reza Eslami, “Buckling and Post-Buckling Analysis of Geometrically 
Imperfect FGM Pin-Ended Tubes Surrounded by Nonlinear Elastic Medium Under Compressive and Thermal 
Loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1950089, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500895 
ABSTRACT: The present study aims to analyze the buckling and post-buckling behavior of the geometrically 
imperfect functionally graded pin-ended tube. Imperfect FGM tube is surrounded by nonlinear elastic medium 
and is subjected to the axial compression or various thermal loads. Pinned-pinned boundary conditions are 
movable or immovable for the FGM tube under axial compression or thermal loads, respectively. In thermal 
analysis, different types of thermal loads such as uniform temperature rise, linear temperature distribution, and 
heat conduction are analyzed and contrasted. Displacement field of the FGM tube satisfies the tangential 
traction-free boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces. Properties of the FGM tube are assumed to be 
temperature-dependent and are distributed through the radial direction of tube using a power law function. The 
governing equilibrium equations of the FGM tube are obtained by means of the virtual displacement principle. 
These are nonlinear coupled differential equations based on a higher order shear deformation tube theory and 
the von Kármán nonlinear assumption. The coupled nonlinear dimensionless differential equations are solved 
using the two-step perturbation method. These asymptotic solutions are as explicit functions of the axial 
compression or different types of thermal load. Numerical results are provided to explore the effects of the 
linear and nonlinear spring stiffness of elastic medium and imperfection parameter of the tube. The effects of 
the volume fraction index and two geometrical parameters of the FGM tube are also included. 
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Y. Wen, Q. Tan and Z. L. Chen, “Qualified Geometric Stiffness for Linear Buckling and Second-Order 
Nonlinear Analysis of Framed Structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 8, 1950094, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500949 
ABSTRACT: There exist various potential energy formulations dealing with the linear buckling and second-
order nonlinear analysis of framed structures with different degrees of refinement in the kinematic model. 
However, the geometric stiffnesses derived often give rise to different structural behaviors, which indeed 
represents a confusion regarding their qualified usage in bifurcation and post-buckling analysis. This study aims 
to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of the validity of the geometric stiffness for use at the predictor and 
corrector phrases of an incremental analysis based on the rigid-body motion test. To remove the unbalanced 
element forces caused by the nonqualified geometric stiffness, a supplementary correction matrix is developed 
according to simple kinematic and static analysis in the context of rigid rotations. An updated Lagrangian 
approach-based force recovery procedure (FRP) is presented for updating the element forces with improved 
reliability and efficiency, when using relatively large step size. Some benchmark problems which exhibit 



compound three-dimensional nonlinear behavior of framed structures are solved to clarify the capabilities of 
rigid-body qualified and nonqualified geometric stiffnesses along with the existing FRPs for different mesh 
sizes, step sizes and load patterns. It is shown that the proposed procedure can be adopted to predict correct 
buckling loads and post-buckling equilibrium paths without adding extra computational costs. 
 
Phung Van Binh, Nguyen Viet Duc, Prokopov Vladimir Sergeevich and Dang Hoang Minh, “Improved 
Generalized Procedure for Determining Critical State of a Thin-Walled Beam Under Combined Symmetric 
Loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 8, 1950098, August 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500986 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an improved generalized procedure for dealing with the stability of thin-
walled beams under combined symmetric loads based on the energy method. The differential equations for the 
case of complex loading conditions were developed using an axis transformation matrix. The work caused by 
external loads was related to the work of internal forces to simplify the computational procedure. The thin-
walled beam subjected to axial force 𝐹, bending moment 𝑀 at both ends, and concentrated load 𝑃 at midspan 
was studied. The case of a concentrated load 𝑃 replaced by a distributed load 𝑞 over partial beam length was 
also examined. The stability region boundary of the beam was derived by two approaches: one was to estimate 
an approximate angle of twist prior to determination of the deflection and the other was to do it in the reverse 
way. Numerical results reveal that the first approach yields less error than the second; however, the outcome 
obtained by the former was more cumbersome than the latter. Above all, both approaches provided feasible 
results and are useful for further applications dealing with the stability analysis of thin-walled beams. 
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Technology), “Impact Dynamics of Single-Layered Graphene Sheets in Multibody Framework Using Nonlocal-
Based-ANCF Modeling”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 9, 1950099, 
September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419500998 
ABSTRACT: A new nonlinear model based on the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) and the 
nonlocal elasticity theory is proposed to investigate the single-layered graphene sheets (SLGSs) impacted by 
nanoparticles. The geometrical definition of SLGSs is described by using the ANCF thin plate element, and the 
strain energy is expressed by using the nonlocal theory. The Lennard–Jones pair potential is adopted to model 
the van der Waals (vdW) force between SLGSs and nanoparticles. The impact dynamics of the system is 
simulated in multibody framework by using the generalized-alpha numerical integration method. The impact 
response of the gold atom–SLGSs system is simulated to validate the performance of the proposed model. 
Three impact dynamic simulations are conducted to investigate the influence of nanoparticles on the impact 
dynamics of SLGSs. The results show that the coupling of SLGSs vibration and vdW force led to the amplitude 
inconsistence of 𝑍-position for nanoparticles. 
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Yan Qing Wang, Yun Fei Liu and T. H. Yang (Northeastern University, Shenyang), “Nonlinear Thermo-
Electro-Mechanical Vibration of Functionally Graded Piezoelectric Nanoshells on Winkler–Pasternak 
Foundations Via Nonlocal Donnell’s Nonlinear Shell Theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 9, 1950100, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501001 
ABSTRACT: The thermo-electro-mechanical nonlinear vibration of circular cylindrical nanoshells on the 
Winkler–Pasternak foundation is investigated. The nanoshell is made of functionally graded piezoelectric 
material (FGPM), which is simulated by the nonlocal elasticity theory and Donnell’s nonlinear shell theory. The 
Hamilton’s principle is employed to derive the nonlinear governing equations and corresponding boundary 
conditions. Then, the Galerkin’s method is used to obtain the nonlinear Duffing equation, to which an 
approximate analytical solution is obtained by the multiple scales method. The results reveal that the system 
exhibits hardening-spring behavior. External applied voltage and temperature change have significant effect on 
the nonlinear vibration of the FGPM nanoshells. Moreover, the effect of power-law index on the nonlinear 
vibration of the FGPM nanoshells depends on parameters such as the external applied voltage, temperature 
change and properties of the Winkler–Pasternak foundation. 
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Xiaobiao Shan, Haigang Tian and Tao Xie (Harbin Institute of Technology), “Energy Harvesting Performance 
of a Wing Panel for Aeroelastic Vibration”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 9, 1950102, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501025 
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the aeroelastic vibration energy harvesting performance of a wing panel. A 
nonlinear mathematical model of fluid-structure-electric coupling field was established based on the aeroelastic 
vibration equation and piezoelectric equation. Numerical analysis was performed to explore the influences of 
the airflow velocity and the piezoelectric material structural parameters on both the dynamic response and the 
energy harvesting performance. A small experimental wind tunnel and several prototypes of energy harvesters 
of the wing panel were designed and fabricated. The experimental results show that the vibration amplitude and 
output power of the wing panel increase with the airflow velocity; the average output power first increases until 
it attains the maximum values, and then decreases with the increase of the dimensionless length (𝐿𝑝/𝐿𝑏) and the 
thickness of the piezoelectric patch. It shows that the theoretical and experimental results are in good 
agreement. The experimental optimal output power is 3mW at the airflow velocity of 12m/s, and the 
piezoelectric patch length, width and thickness of 40, 20 and 0.2mm, respectively. This work provides an 
effective theoretical and experimental basis for studying energy harvesting and vibration control of airfoil 
aircrafts. 
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Plates Made of Functionally Graded Piezoelectric Material Subjected to Thermo-Electro-Mechanical Loads”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 9, 1950107, September 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: The present paper concentrates on the active control of the static bending and dynamic response 
of a functionally graded piezoelectric material (FGPM) plate subjected to thermo-electro-mechanical loads. 
Using the first-order shear deformation theory and Hamilton’s principle, the equation of motion for the FGPM 
plate is deduced. Based on the smart properties of piezoelectric ceramic, the active control of the static bending 
and vibration of the FGPM plate is studied by the mechanical load feedback, velocity feedback and LQR 
control methods in thermal environment. The effects of load parameter, temperature, volume fraction index and 
feedback control gain on the static bending and dynamic response of the FGPM plate are examined in detail. 
The simulation results show that the present control method can largely improve both the static and dynamic 
stability of the FGPM plate. 
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Masoumeh Soltani, Behrouz Asgarian and Foudil Mohri, “Improved Finite Element Model for Lateral Stability 
Analysis of Axially Functionally Graded Nonprismatic I-beams”, International Journal of Structural Stability 
and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 9, 1950108, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501086 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the lateral buckling of simply supported nonprismatic I-beams with 
axially varying materials by a novel finite element formulation. The material properties of the beam are 
assumed to vary continuously through the axis according to the volume fraction of the constituent materials 
based on an exponential or a power law. The torsion governing equilibrium equation of the simply supported 
beam with free warping is numerically solved by employing the power series approximation. To this end, all the 
mechanical properties and displacement components are expanded in terms of the power series to a known 
degree. Then the shape functions are obtained by representing the deformation shape of the axially functionally 
graded (AFG) web and/or flanges tapered thin-walled beam in a power series form. At the end, new 4×4 elastic 
and buckling stiffness matrices are exactly determined from the weak form expression of the governing 
equation. Three comprehensive examples each of axially nonhomogeneous and homogeneous tapered beams 
with doubly symmetric I-sections are presented to evaluate the effects of different parameters such as axial 
variation of material properties, tapering ratio and load height parameters on the lateral buckling strength of the 
beam. The numerical outcomes of this paper can serve as a benchmark for future studies on lateral-torsional 
critical loads of AFG beams with varying I-sections. 
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Stiffness in Nonlinear and Postbuckling Analysis of Structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 10, 1950112, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501128 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new attempt for geometric nonlinear and postbuckling analysis of structures 
using only elastic stiffness. This can be achieved not without reasons. Aside from a correct updating of the 
structural geometry in the incremental sense, there are two concerns for iterations: (i) The local strategy is that 
the element forces recovered in each iteration should not violate the rigid body rule, in order not to induce any 
fictitious forces. (ii) The global strategy is that the path-tracing scheme should be able to deal with multi critical 
points, such as limit and snap-back points. Both strategies will be explained via the mechanism of iterations, 
which seems not new, but can shed some new lights. The results obtained using only the elastic stiffness will be 
compared with the normal case including the geometric stiffness, with the level of approximation assessed by 
the general stiffness parameter (GSP). Through the study of a number of trusses, beams and shell structures, it is 
confirmed that the elastic stiffness alone can be used to solve the nonlinear and postbuckling responses of a 
wide range of structures, with only an increase in the number of iterations. This paper represents a limit 
application of the elastic stiffness to nonlinear structural analysis. 
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Subharmonic Resonances of Spiral Stiffened Functionally Graded Cylindrical Shells under Harmonic 
Excitation”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 10, 1950114, October 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501141 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the superharmonic and subharmonic resonances of spiral stiffened 
functionally graded (SSFG) cylindrical shells under harmonic excitation. The stiffeners are considered to be 
externally or internally added to the shell. Also, it is assumed that the material properties of the stiffeners are 
continuously graded in the thickness direction. In order to model the stiffeners, the smeared stiffener technique 
is used. Within the context of the classical plate theory of shells, the von Kármán nonlinear equations are 
derived for the shell and stiffeners based on Hooke’s law and the relations of stress-strain. Using Galerkin’s 
method, the equation of motion is discretized. The superharmonic and subharmonic resonances are analyzed by 
the method of multiple scales. The influence of the material parameters and various geometrical properties on 
the superharmonic and subharmonic resonances of SSFG cylindrical shells is investigated. Considering these 
results, the hardening nonlinearity behavior and jump value of cylindrical shell is less and more than others, 
when the angle of stiffeners is 60 degrees and zero degrees, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, the primary and secondary instability region analysis of rotating multi-walled 
carbon nanotube (MWCNT) reinforced non-uniform hybrid composite plates (CNT-FRP) under uniaxial 
periodic loads is performed. First-order shear deformation theory has been used to derive the kinetic and 
potential energy equations of the various configurations of non-uniform composite plates by including the effect 
of rotary inertia, shear deformation, varying centrifugal stiffness and non-uniformity along the transverse 
direction of the plate. The governing differential equations of motion are derived in the form of Mathieu–Hill 
equations using the Hamilton’s principle. The efficacy of the developed finite-element formulation has been 



verified by comparing the natural frequencies of the rotating composite plates evaluated using the numerical 
simulation with the experimental results and available literature. This study also investigates the influence of the 
CNT vol%, CNT aspect ratio, angular rotation of plate and static load on the primary and secondary instability 
region of various non-uniform configurations of CNT-FRP hybrid composite plates. It was noticed that the 
primary and secondary regions of parametric instability of CNT-FRP hybrid composite plates shift upward 
when CNT vol% increases from 0 to 2%. It was further noticed that primary and secondary instability regions 
of various non-uniform configurations shift to the lower excitation frequency when MWCNT vol% increases 
beyond the saturation limit. It was observed that the effect of angular rotation and static load is significant on 
the primary and secondary regions of instability. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a three-dimensional finite deformation theory for the geometric nonlinear 
analysis of both the curved and twisted beams using the meshfree method based on the Timoshenko beam 
hypothesis. The theory presented is simple, but it is capable of solving the stability, postbuckling, snap-through, 
and large deformation problems effectively. Clear physical meanings will be revealed in derivation of the three-
dimensional finite deformation theory. A meshfree method based on the differential reproducing kernel (DRK) 
approximation collocation method combined with the Newton–Raphson method is employed to solve the strong 
forms of the geometrically nonlinear problems. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the validity of the 
method presented. 
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Pressure Vessel under Constrained Volume Condition”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focussed on the large displacement nonlinear free vibration of a toroidal pressure 
vessel in free space under constrained volume condition. Three states of the toroidal pressure vessel surface 



comprising the initial unstrained surface, reference surface, and vibrating surface were considered in the energy 
functional of the toroidal pressure vessel system based on the principle of virtual work. For the reference 
surface, it was assumed that the toroidal pressure vessel has a circular cross-section and is subjected to uniform 
internal pressure. Nonlinear numerical solutions were obtained utilizing the FEM and a modified direct iteration 
technique, and compared with those generated by ABAQUS. More importantly, this study showed that the 
fundamental nonlinear natural frequency of a toroidal pressure vessel under the constrained volume condition 
was lower than that of the published results for an inflated toroidal membrane and shell. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration characteristics of piezolaminated plates under coupled electromechanical loading 
are investigated using the finite element method. Higher order shear deformation theory is adopted to 
incorporate the effect of shear in the formulation. In the finite element formulation, an isoperimetric eight-
nodded rectangular element is employed with linear through-the-thickness electric potential distribution. In the 



parametric study, the influences of geometry and boundary conditions on the vibration characteristics of 
piezolaminated plates are evaluated. Numerical results are presented for the frequencies of simply supported, 
clamped plates fitted with piezoelectric patches at the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate. For this, a model 
simulating the effect of the electromechanical loading with control potential is developed. Studies are also 
performed for piezolaminated plates with various thickness-to-span ratios, along with convergence test. The 
effect of the provision of piezoelectric layers to improve the vibration response of plates is investigated. This 
analysis reveals that the electro-mechanical coupling can strengthen the plate’s resistance to vibration. 
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Columns”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 10, 1950126, October 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the structural behavior of digitally fabricated thin-walled timber 
sections with edge connectivity provided by integral mechanical press-fit joints. Experimental, numerical, and 
analytical investigations have been developed to accurately characterize the press-fit section behavior and their 
failure modes. Plywood fiber orientation, material thickness, and connection tightness are considered as 
potential factors that may affect the performance of the press-fit jointing system. Experimental testing of square 
hollow sections (SHSs) under uniaxial compressive loading showed failure of sections through both 
conventional crushing and novel pop-off bifurcation failures. Pop-off buckling behaviors were shown to be 
governed by the integral joint transverse stiffness and its magnitude relative to a critical edge stiffness value. 
Columns with joint transverse stiffness value less than the critical edge stiffness value exhibited pop-off 
failures. These joint stiffness values were obtained from testing of unloaded joints and were used to obtain 
accurate predictions of column failure modes. Joint stiffness values for loaded joints were then predicted with 
an interpolation model mapping axial strain to a tighter connection tolerance and these were used to obtain 
accurate estimations for column failure load in most of the tested column types. Comparative investigations 
showed thin-walled sections with integral joints only to be capable of matching the compressive capacities of 
glued sections, for instances where crushing governed. Similarly, the weight-specific compressive capacity of 
timber sections was found to be comparable to thin-walled steel sections when crushing governs. 
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ABSTRACT: An integrated nonlinear couple stress-surface energy continuum model is developed to study the 
nonlinear vibration characteristics of size-dependent functionally graded nanobeams for the first time. The 
nanobeam theory is formulated based on the Timoshenko kinematics, augmented by von Kármán’s geometric 
nonlinearity. The modified couple stress and Gurtin–Murdoch surface elasticity theories are incorporated to 
capture the long-range interaction and surface energy, respectively. Unlike existing Timoshenko nanobeam 
models, the effects of surface elasticity, residual surface stress, surface mass density and Poisson’s ratio, in 
addition to bending and axial deformations, are incorporated in the newly developed model. A power law 
function is used to model the material distribution through the thickness of the beam, considering the gradation 



of bulk and surface material parameters. A variational formulation of the nonlinear nonclassical governing 
equations and associated nonclassical boundary conditions is established by employing Hamilton’s principle. 
The generalized differential quadrature method is exploited in conjunction with either the Pseudo-arclength 
continuation or Runge–Kutta method to solve the problem with an exact implementation of the nonclassical 
boundary conditions. The formulation and solution procedure presented are verified by comparing the obtained 
results with available ones. Based on the parametric study, it is concluded that the nonclassical boundary 
conditions, material length scale parameter, residual surface stress, surface elasticity, bulk elasticity modulus, 
gradient index, nonlinear amplitude and thickness have important influences on the linear and nonlinear 
vibration responses of functionally graded Timoshenko nanobeams. 
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Liquid Storage Tanks Under Implosion-Generated Overpressure”, International Journal of Structural Stability 
and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 11, 1950128, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501281 
ABSTRACT: To deal with the effect of liquid storage on the distribution of implosion, a fluid–solid coupling 
model is built for the shared nodes of implosion in the liquid storage tank. The displacement compatibility and 
acceleration and speed coupling are achieved between the implosion field (gas, liquid) and liquid storage tank. 
First, using this model, the implosion-generated overpressure distribution and structural response under the 
working condition of half filled tank are obtained. The results show that the overpressure, displacement and 



stress are high on the shell near the liquid level. Then, the effects of both the TNT equivalent and liquid level on 
implosion in the liquid storage tank are studied. As the TNT equivalent increases, the maximum overpressure, 
displacement and stress on the shell near the liquid level increase. Consequently, the maximum overpressure 
and displacement on the shell near the liquid level exceed those at the roof-to-shell connection of the tank. In 
contrast, as the liquid level increases, the maximum stress and displacement first increase near the shell. After 
reaching the peaks near half filled level, they begin to decrease. Only when the liquid reaches a certain level, it 
can have an attenuating effect on the overpressure at the bottom-to-shell connection. However, if the liquid 
level continues to rise beyond a certain threshold, the attenuating effect is no longer prominent. 
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ABSTRACT: The modeling and analysis for mechanical response of nano-scale beams undergoing large 
displacements and rotations are presented. The beam element is modeled as a composite consisting of the bulk 
material and the surface material layer. Both Eringen nonlocal elasticity theory and Gurtin–Murdoch surface 
elasticity theory are adopted to formulate the moment–curvature relationship of the beam. In the formulation, 
the pre-existing residual stress within the bulk material, induced by the residual surface tension in the material 
layer, is also taken into account. The resulting moment-curvature relationship is then utilized together with 
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and the elliptic integral technique to establish a set of exact algebraic equations 
governing the displacements and rotations at the ends of the beam. The linearized version of those equations is 
also established and used in the derivation of a closed-form solution of the buckling load of nano-beams under 
various end conditions. A discretization-free solution procedure based mainly upon Newton iterative scheme 
and a selected numerical quadrature is developed to solve a system of fully coupled nonlinear equations. It is 
demonstrated that the proposed technique yields highly accurate results comparable to the benchmark analytical 
solutions. In addition, the nonlocal and surface energy effects play a significant role on the predicted buckling 
load, post-buckling and bending responses of the nano-beam. In particular, the presence of those effects 
remarkably alters the overall stiffness of the beam and predicted solutions exhibit strong size-dependence when 
the characteristic length of the beam is comparable to the intrinsic length scale of the material surface. 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, a new method is used for the exact vibration analysis of plates with classical 
boundary conditions. Four classical edge conditions are included: C — clamped, S — Simply supported, F — 
free, and G — guided. For square plates, all the possibilities add up to 55 cases. The solutions for the natural 
frequencies of the plates are found in this paper using static analysis. Starting from the equations of motion of 
an isotropic rectangular thin plate supported on Winkler elastic foundation, with a positive or negative value, 
the solution for the vibration frequencies of the plate is equivalent to finding the values of the negative elastic 
foundation that will yield infinite deflection under a point load on the plate. The solution is composed of three 
parts, the sum of which satisfies exactly both the field equation and the boundary conditions. For zero force, the 
vibration frequencies are found up to the desired accuracy. Benchmark results of the first six normalized natural 
frequencies, of isotropic square plates, for all possible 55 combinations of classical boundary conditions are 
given, many for the first time. 
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ABSTRACT: This study deals with the dynamic instability problem of spherical shells composed of carbon 
nanotubes/fiber/polymer composite (CNTFPC) with delamination around a central cutout. A multiscale analysis 
using the Hewitt and Malherbe equation was performed to determine the carbon nanotube (CNT) weight ratios, 
thickness–radius ratios, thickness–length ratios, and delamination area ratios around the cutout. A delamination 
around a central cutout was modeled in two dimensions by introducing the continuity conditions of 
displacements at the delamination boundaries. The proposed approach has been verified through a comparison 
of the results obtained with previous ones. The parametric study showed the significance of a proper CNT ratio 
and curvature for better structural performance on the dynamic stability of delaminated CNTFPC spherical 
shells. 
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ABSTRACT: Steel tapered-I-columns are popular in modern buildings due to its material efficiency and the 
convenience in construction. For evaluating the flexural buckling strength of these columns, the current design 
methods with empirical and idealized assumptions are sometimes unreliable, especially for slender columns 



with significant tapering ratios. To accurately calculate the flexural buckling resistance, this paper proposes a 
numerical framework for tapered-I-sections. The direct analysis method (DM) with the non-prismatic high-
order beam-column elements considering the factors, including the second-order effects, the geometric 
imperfections, and the residual stresses is developed. A new shape-function representing the most critical initial 
out-of-straightness curve of a tapered member is adopted. An advanced non-prismatic beam-column element 
incorporating this imperfection shape-function named the curved tapered-three-hinges (TTH) element is 
derived. With the availability of the internal degree-of-freedoms, the one-element-per-member (OEPM) 
modeling method is permitted. Sequentially, a series of parametric studies using the proposed numerical method 
are conducted for generating the buckling curves for the non-prismatic columns with various tapered-stiffness 
ratios. The sophisticated finite-element method is adopted to verify the proposed numerical framework. Based 
on the proposed numerical approach, the design method in ANSI/AISC-360-16 is modified for tapered-I-section 
columns. 
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ABSTRACT: Motivated by the lack of sufficient accuracy in investigation of nonlinear dynamics of graphene 
sheets (GS), nonlinear dynamic instability and frequency response of the pre-stressed single layered GS (SLGS) 
are investigated in the present paper. To achieve this aim, in the first step, SLGS embedded on a visco-
Pasternak foundation is modeled while it is under an initial stress and subjected to a parametric axial force and 
magnetic field. Then, based on Eringen’s theory, nonlinear von Karman relations and Kelvin–Voigt model, the 
nonlinear governing equation of motion is derived. In the next step, Galerkin technique and multiple time scales 
method are employed to analyze and solve the equation of motion. Emphasizing the effect of parametric 
excitation, for considering the instability regions, bifurcation points are discussed. As a result, a parametric 
study is conducted to show the importance of damping coefficient and parametric excitation in dynamic 
instability of the system. Numerical examples are also treated which show various discontinuous bifurcations. 
Also, infinitely stable and unstable solutions are addressed. 
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Liabes of Sidi Bel Abbes, Sidi Bel Abbes 22000, Algeria), “Effect of the Viscoelastic Foundations on the Free 
Vibration of Functionally Graded Plates”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 11, 1950136, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501360 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a two-variable refined plate theory for free vibration of functionally graded 
material (FGM) plates lying on viscoelastic Winkler–Pasternak foundations. The present work aims to examine 
the vibrations by a higher-order shear deformation theory including a new function of warping. The governing 
equations are derived from the principle of virtual displacements. Some illustrative examples are given in an 
attempt to solve the free vibration problem of a rectangular plate with various boundary conditions. The effects 
of damping on free vibrations, considering various parameters, are examined in detail. In the end, it is 
concluded that the present results with the new shear shape function of viscoelastic foundation are found to be 
in good agreement with other available results and the proposed method can easily be used to solve free 
vibration problems of the FGM plates. 
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Engineering, University of Tehran, Iran), “Cyclic Performance Evaluation of Hollow Structural Section (HSS) 
and Concrete-Filled Tube (CFT) Braces”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, 
No. 11, 1950140, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501402 
ABSTRACT: Hollow structural sections (HSS) are widely used as braces because they have inherent axial, 
flexural, and torsional capacities. Delaying or preventing local buckling is accomplished by concrete infill in 
HSS braces to improve their cyclic response heavily relying upon three key parameters: (1) presence of concrete 
infill, (2) width (diameter)-to-thickness ratio, and (3) length-to-width (diameter) ratio impress the cyclic 
response of HSS braces. Nevertheless, it is not clear that based on which parameter, concrete infill can 
significantly enhance the peak compressive strength and energy dissipation capacity of HSS braces. This paper 
aims to investigate this concern while presenting a numerical study on the cyclic response of 120 HSS and 
Concrete-Filled Tubes (CFT) braces with various geometric characteristics. Square and circular cross-sections, 
10, 12, 13.33, 20, 30, 33.33, and 50 width (diameter)-to-thickness ratios and 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 37.5, 45, 50, 75, 
and 112.5 length-to-width (diameter) ratios are selected for the numerical investigation. Obtained results 
indicated that concrete infill can increase peak compressive and post-buckling strengths and energy dissipation 
capacity of HSS braces around 81%, 43%, and 73%, respectively. It was found that concrete infill and 
parameters of width (diameter)-to-thickness ratio and length-to-width (diameter) ratio influence the cyclic 
response of HSS braces differently. On the other hand, concrete infill noticeably enhances the peak compressive 
strength of HSS braces with larger values of width (diameter)-to-thickness ratio and energy dissipation capacity 
of such braces with lower values of length-to-width (diameter) ratio. 
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Locally Nanostructuring Isotropic Rectangular Plates”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
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ABSTRACT: A new bistable shell with two symmetric configurations is proposed by using the 
nanotechnology, surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), to locally treat a rectangular region. The 
impacts from randomly fast moving balls during the process induce nanotwins and mesh material grains into 
nanoscale on originally flat plates, which largely increase the material’s yield strength and elastic deformation 
capacity. Also, the plastic deformations accumulated from thousands of impacts may stretch the plate under the 
constraint from the untreated region, while inducing internal compressive forces in the processed region. The 
experiments show that, when the accumulated plastic deformations are large enough, the locally nanostructured 
plate may buckle transversely by the internal forces to hold two different stable configurations, resulting in the 
bistable feature. An analytical model is developed to predict the stable configurations, which is numerically 
verified and experimentally validated. The parameters, including the SMAT region, plate dimensions, and 
SMAT process, to design the stable configurations of the bistable shells are systematically studied 
experimentally, analytically, and numerically. 
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Chongqing 400045, P. R. China), “Vibration Behavior of Composite Slab with Precast Ribbed Panels due to 
Transient Impact”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 19, No. 12, 1950148, 
December 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455419501487 
ABSTRACT: Excessive floor vibrations due to human activities such as heel-drop and jumping can induce 
annoyance to occupants and cause a serious serviceability problem. Both field tests and finite element analysis 
were conducted to study the vibration behavior of the composite slab with precast ribbed panels (CSPRP), a 
relatively new floor system compared with the cast-in-place reinforced concrete (RC) slab. In addition, both 
heel-drop and jumping impacts were employed to generate the acceleration response of the floor, from which 
two important vibration characteristics of natural frequencies and damping ratios are obtained. A comparison of 
the vibration behavior of CSPRPs with RC slabs indicates that the former exhibits more satisfactory 
perceptibility in terms of vibration. Appropriate coefficients (i.e. 𝛽fp=0.03 and 𝛽rp=0.14) with the root-mean-
square and peak accelerations subjected to heel-drop and jumping excitations are proposed for both CSPRPs 
and RC slabs. Lastly, an extensive parametric study considering different boundary conditions, floor types, and 
floor spans was carried out using the finite element method. It is recommended to use CSPRP under 3.3m span 
in order to keep the fundamental frequency above 3.0Hz. 
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ABSTRACT: Plates are applied to a wide array of structural applications of varying complexity. Each 
application requires rigorous analysis to determine the viability of the proposed model. One such application 
involves modeling a larger structure as a collection of smaller flat plates connected at the plate boundaries. 
Previous research into these types of structures has led to varying levels of accuracy. It has been dependent on 
the applications and assumptions involved. To improve the accuracy of these types of structures in a more 
general context, we propose expanding on current models of coupled plates by modeling the plates using 
Mindlin plate theory. We analyze the vibration of the improved model with general elastic boundary conditions, 
point supports and coupling conditions using the Fourier series method and finite element software. When the 
Fourier series method is applied directly, continuity issues arise at the plate coupling boundaries. To resolve 
these issues, the Fourier series solution of the vibration displacements is amended to include auxiliary functions. 
This improved coupled plate model is analyzed and numerically simulated for a variety of elastic boundary 
conditions and coupling conditions. The numerical results are produced using the Fourier series method and a 
finite element solution to demonstrate the validity of the improved coupled plate model. 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling mode is important to determine the critical load of specially orthotropic rectangular 
plates under axial compression with simply supported boundary. However, in classical laminated plate theory 
(CLPT), the critical buckling mode can only be obtained by iterative or numerical methods. This paper derives 
the critical buckling mode mathematically and presents the critical buckling load in closed form. By taking 
advantage of the derived closed-form solution, it is convenient to investigate the effects of aspect ratio, load 
ratio, and fiber orientation on the buckling load, and the parameters affecting the buckling mode can be easily 
obtained. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT)-based finite element method is developed to verify 
the closed-form solution. The bending-torsional coupling effects are analyzed and discussed to assess the 
approximation of the buckling behavior of specially orthotropic plates to general laminates. The obtained finite 
element solutions of general laminates are compared with the closed-form solutions of specially orthotropic 
plates. The accuracy of approximation of the buckling behavior of specially orthotropic plates to the general 
laminates increases as the bending-torsional coupling coefficients decrease. The closed-form solution can be 
applied to laminates with small bending-torsional coupling coefficients. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the nonlinear vibration and dynamic response of carbon nanotube 
(CNT) reinforced composite truncated conical shells resting on elastic foundations in a thermal environment. 
The material properties of shells are assumed to be temperature-dependent and graded in the thickness direction 
according to various linear functions. The nonlinear equations of motion are expressed in the form of two-
component deflection function and solved by the analytical method. Detailed studies for the influences of 
various types of distribution and volume fractions of CNTs, geometrical parameters, Winkler and Pasternak 
elastic foundations on the dynamic response and nonlinear vibration of CNT polymer composite truncated 
conical shells are examined and the comparison study is carried out to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the 
proposed method. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, first a complete buckling experiment of the sandwich beams with the foam core is 
carried out, which includes the manufacturing of specimens and their experimental verification. Second, a 
refined sinusoidal zig-zag theory (RSZT) is established, which can describe the zig-zag effect during the in-
plane compression of sandwich beam and accommodate the transverse shear free surface boundary conditions. 
Based on the established model combined with Hu–Washizu variational principle, a two-node beam element 
has been developed to address the buckling problem of the sandwich beams. Thus, the established beam 
element is able to accommodate interlaminar continuous conditions of transverse shear stress. Several examples 
have been investigated to validate the accuracy of the established method. The comparative analysis of the 
results including experimental data, the results acquired from three-dimensional finite element (3D-FEM) and 



diverse models has been made. Comparative analysis shows that the accurate buckling loads can be acquired 
from the established model. Nevertheless, other models discarding the continuous conditions of transverse 
stresses among the adjacent layers largely overestimate the critical loads. 
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ABSTRACT: Some significant behaviors on strongly nonlinear vibrations are examined for a thin-walled 
cylindrical shell composed of the classical incompressible Mooney–Rivlin material and subjected to a single 
radial harmonic excitation at the inner surface. First, with the aid of Donnell’s nonlinear shallow-shell theory, 
Lagrange’s equations and the assumption of small strains, a nonlinear system of differential equations for the 
large deflection vibration of a thin-walled shell is obtained. Second, based on the condensation method, the 
nonlinear system of differential equations is reduced to a strongly nonlinear Duffing equation with a large 
parameter. Finally, by the appropriate parameter transformation and modified Lindstedt–Poincaré method, the 
response curves for the amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency relations are presented. Numerical results 
demonstrate that the geometrically nonlinear characteristic of the shell undergoing large vibrations shows a 
hardening behavior, while the nonlinearity of the hyperelastic material should weak the hardening behavior to 
some extent. 
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Composite Plates Reinforced by Defective Graphene Sheets”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 1, 2050001, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500017 
ABSTRACT: The present study focusses on buckling and post-buckling of graphene-reinforced laminated 
composite plates subjected to uniaxial and biaxial loadings. Poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) is used for 
matrix. Depending on the type of graphene distribution in each layer, three patterns are considered for the plate 
cross-section. Graphene sheets are considered in both perfect and defective forms. Kinematics of the plate is 
modeled using the first shear deformation theory and for large deformation, von Karman nonlinearity is 
considered. Mechanical properties of each layer are evaluated using the molecular dynamics simulation. 
Besides, Halpin–Tsai and rule of mixtures are calibrated for graphene PMMA composite. Stability equations are 
solved based on the incremental-iterative type of Ritz method. In order to validate the solution procedure, 
comparison studies are conducted on isotropic plates. Numerical results are presented for four different types of 
boundary conditions. It is shown that, for all types of boundary condition, X-pattern provides higher buckling 
load. Furthermore, it is found that plates reinforced by defective graphene sheets with 5% vacancy provide 
lower buckling and post-buckling resistance with respect to those reinforced by pristine graphene. 
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“Moving Element Method for Dynamic Analyses of Functionally Graded Plates Resting on Pasternak 
Foundation Subjected to Moving Harmonic Load”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the moving element method (MEM) for dynamic analyses of functionally 
graded (FG) plates resting on Pasternak foundation under moving harmonic load. The Mindlin plate theory is 
used to model the FG plates. Macroscopic material properties of FG plates are assumed to continuously vary 
across the thickness direction by a simple power-law distribution. The governing equation of the FG plate is 
formulated in a coordinate system which moves along with the applied load. In addition, the method simply 
treats the moving load as “stationary” at the discretized node of plate to completely eliminate the update 
procedure of force vector due to the change of contact point with elements. To verify the accuracy of the 
computational paradigm, static and free vibration analyses of FG plates are examined first. Dynamic analyses of 
FG plates subjected to a moving harmonic load are then conducted to investigate the effects of various 
parameters such as volume fraction exponent, Young’ modulus, load velocity, foundation damping coefficient 
and load acceleration/deceleration on dynamic responses of the plate. 
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ABSTRACT: Exact solutions for the torsional bifurcation buckling of functionally graded (FG) multilayer 
graphene platelet reinforced composite (GPLRC) cylindrical shells are obtained. Five types of graphene 
platelets (GPLs) distributions are considered, and a slope factor is introduced to adjust the distribution profile of 
the GPLs. Within the framework of Donnell’s shell theory and with the aid symplectic mathematics, a set of 
lower-order Hamiltonian canonical equations are established and solved analytically. Consequently, the critical 
buckling loads and corresponding buckling mode shapes of the GPLRC shells are obtained. The effects of 
various factors, including the geometric parameters, boundary conditions and material properties on the 
torsional buckling behaviors are investigated and discussed in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic stress and radial/lateral vibration of circular/annular discs made of 
fractional-order viscoelastic materials under nonuniform mechanical loads are investigated for the first time, 
utilizing the exact 3D theory of elasticity, rather than the plate theories. The governing equations of motion of 
the disc are derived based on the Kelvin–Voigt fractional viscoelastic model. To solve these equations, the 
spatial partial and the time ordinary derivatives are replaced by adequate central, backward or forward finite 
difference expressions. Then the resulting Caputo-type time-dependent system of the coupled integro-
differential governing equations of the fractional-order is solved by a novel numerical procedure. Namely, a 
time-marching procedure is employed to extract the time histories of the responses, in the space-time domain 
for various time and spatial distributions. Finally, comprehensive sensitivity analyses and various 3D plots are 
presented and discussed. In this regard, effects of the fractional-order of the constitutive law, viscoelastic 
parameters, material rigidity, distribution and time variation patterns of the nonuniform distributed transverse 
loads, and boundary conditions on the distributions of the displacement and stress components are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: According to Eurocode 3, the design of plated structures may be carried out using three different 
approaches: effective width method, reduced stress method, and finite element analysis (FEA). For the 
particular case of elements under compression, the effective width method makes use of the plate buckling 
slenderness to obtain the corresponding effective cross-sectional area. Since the effective width method was 
developed for uniform web and flange panels, Eurocode 3, and most design codes, has no specific provisions 
for the particular case of nonrectangular panels, stating that they may conservatively be treated as rectangular 
panels with this larger width. With the final objective of improving design rules for tapered members, this paper 
first presents finite element (FE) numerical results for the elastic buckling coefficient of trapezoidal plates under 
compression. Four cases are considered which correspond to different boundary conditions usually present in 
webs and flanges of steel profiles and rectangular hollow sections. Numerical results are used to propose 
approximate closed-form expressions that can be used to compute local buckling loads for trapezoidal plates in 
a direct way. Additionally, ultimate strength is obtained for a number of compressed trapezoidal plates using 
nonlinear geometric and material FEA with equivalent geometric imperfections. Contrary to the philosophy of 
Eurocode 3, results show that there is no clear correlation between buckling loads and ultimate strength. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the nonlinear free vibration of laminated composite conical shells 
throughout the circumferential delamination. First, based on the energy method, the governing equation of 
motion for the shell was derived. To simplify the analysis, the nonlinear partial differential equations were 
reduced into a system of coupled ordinary differential equations using Galerkin’s method. Consequently, the 
results were obtained by the numerical methods. Finally, the effects of delamination, variations in the 
delamination length, conical shells characteristics, materials property and circumferential wave number on the 
nonlinear response of delaminated composite conical shells were examined. The results show that the presence 
of delamination leads to increase in the amplitude of oscillations for the shells. Besides, the increase in the 
delamination length and decrease of the circumferential wave number, number of layers, and half vertex angle 
of the cone and orthotropy bring about a decrease in the nonlinearity of delaminated composite conical shells. 
However, an increase of the middle surface radius of the shell leads to a reduction of the nonlinearity as well as 
an increase of the amplitude. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies the nonlinear dynamic responses of graphene-reinforced composite (GRC) 
beams in a thermal environment. It is assumed that a laminated beam rests on a Pasternak foundation with 
viscosity and consists of GRC layers with various volume fractions of graphene reinforcement to construct a 
functionally graded (FG) pattern along the transverse direction of the beam. An extended Halpin–Tsai model 
which is calibrated against the results from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is used to evaluate the 
material properties of GRC layers. The mechanical model of the beam is on the establishment of a third-order 
shear deformation beam theory and includes the von-Kármán nonlinearity effect. The model also considers the 
foundation support and the temperature variation. The two-step perturbation technique is first applied to solve 
the beam motion equations and to derive the nonlinear dynamic load–deflection equation of the beam. Then a 
Runge–Kutta numerical method is applied and the solutions for this nonlinear equation are obtained. The 
influence of FG patterns, visco-elastic foundation, ambient temperature and applied load on transient response 
behaviors of simply supported FG-GRC laminated beams is revealed and examined in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: The investigation of hyperelastic responses of soft materials and structures is essential for 
understanding of the mechanical behaviors and for the design of soft systems. In this paper, by considering both 
the material and geometrical nonlinearities, a new neo-Hookean model for the hyperelastic beam is developed 
with focus on its nonlinear free vibration with large strain deformations. The neo-Hookean model is employed 
to capture the large strain deformation of the hyperelastic beam. The governing equations of the hyperelastic 
beam are derived by using Hamilton’s principle. To avoid expensive calculations for solving the nonlinear 
governing equations, a simplified Taylor-series expansion model is proposed. The effects of two key system 
parameters, i.e. the initial displacement amplitude and the slenderness ratio, on the nonlinear free vibrations of 
the hyperelastic beam are numerically analyzed. The bifurcation diagrams, displacement time traces, phase 
portraits and power spectral diagrams are presented for the nonlinear free vibrations of the hyperelastic beam. 
For small initial displacement amplitudes, it is found that the hyperelastic beam will undergo limit cycle 
oscillations, depending on the initial amplitude employed. For initial displacement amplitudes large enough, 
interestingly, the free vibration of the hyperelastic beam will become quasi-periodic or chaotic, which were 
rarely reported for the free vibration of linearly elastic beams. Also observed is the traveling wave feature of 
oscillating shapes of the hyperelastic beam, indicating that higher-order modes of the beam are excited even for 
free vibrations. All these new features in the nonlinear free vibrations of hyperelastic beams indicate that the 
material and geometric nonlinearities play a great role in the dynamic analysis of hyperelastic beams. 
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ABSTRACT: A first attempt is made in this paper to explore new analytic shear buckling solution of clamped 
rectangular thin plates by a two-dimensional generalized finite integral transform method. The problem is 
classical but challenging due to the mathematical difficulty in handling the complex boundary value problem of 
the governing higher-order partial differential equation (PDE). Taking the vibrating beam functions as the 
integral kernels, and imposing the double transform, the problem comes down to solving a system of linear 
algebraic equations, thereby the analytic solution is obtained in a straightforward way. The present method is 
confirmed to be highly accurate with fast convergence, which agrees very well with both the finite element 
method (FEM) and energy method from the literature. The new analytic solution obtained may serve as a 
benchmark for validating other numerical and approximate methods. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical framework for the horizontal dynamic analysis of a large-
diameter pipe pile subjected to combined loadings, in which the pipe pile is simulated by the Timoshenko beam 
theory. The derived solution allows us to evaluate the effects of both the shear deformations and vertical loads 
on the horizontal dynamic performance of the pipe pile. The proposed solution provides appropriate estimates 
of complex impedances of large-diameter pipe piles, unlike the earlier solutions based on the Euler–Bernoulli 
beam theory for describing the pile behavior, which ignores the shear deformation of the pile. The results 
indicate that the Euler–Bernoulli theory overestimates the pipe pile’s horizontal impedance, while 
overestimating the effect of vertical loads on its horizontal performance. 
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Thermoviscoelasticity of a Strip”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 2, 
2050017, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500170 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the response of a bounded one-dimensional medium (strip) subjected to a thermal 
shock is investigated. The strip is made of a linear visco-elastic material, of which the time-dependency of the 
elastic modulus is described by the simple Kelvin–Voigt model. To obtain the displacement, stress and 
temperature within the strip, the Lord and Shulman theory of generalized thermo-elasticity containing a single 
relaxation time is used. Three coupled equations, namely, the equation of motion, the modified Fourier law and 
the second law of thermodynamics, are established in terms of the displacement, temperature and heat flux. It is 
worth noting that the second law of thermodynamics is not linearized and is kept in the nonlinear form. The 
equations derived are first represented in a dimensionless presentation. Then, they are discretized using the 
well-known generalized differential quadrature. To obtain the response of the strip in time, the Newmark time 
marching scheme is implemented. It should be mentioned that due to the nonlinear nature of the governing 
equations, the successive Picard algorithm is used. The results of the present study are compared with those 
available in the literature for an elastic strip. Besides, numerical results are given for a strip made of Kelvin–
Voigt visco-elastic material. The effects of visco-elastic parameter, coupling parameter, thermal relaxation time 
and nonlinearity are discussed in numerical examples. 
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Advanced Materials and Structures Laboratory, VNU Hanoi, University of Engineering and Technology (UET), 
Hanoi 100000, Vietnam), “Nonlinear Post-Buckling of CNTs Reinforced Sandwich-Structured Composite 
Annular Spherical Shells”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 2, 2050018, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500182 
ABSTRACT: This work presents the nonlinear post-buckling behavior of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) reinforced 
sandwich composite annular spherical (AS) shells supported by elastic foundations in the thermal environment. 
This paper takes advantage of the sandwich-structured configuration with three layers: two nanocomposite face 
sheets and an isotropic core to analyze the static problem. Due to the precious properties, CNTs are applied to 
reinforce nanocomposite face sheets of AS shells. The governing equations of the nonlinear mechanical 
response of CNTs reinforced sandwich-structured composite (SSC) AS shells are achieved by using the 
classical shell theory (CST) and taking von Kármán’s geometrical nonlinearity into account. Applying Airy’s 
stress function and an approximate solution, we propose a form of stress function for CNTs reinforced SSC AS 
shells. The detailed effects of different types of CNTs’ reinforcement and volume fractions, geometrical 
parameters, core to face sheet thickness ratio, Winkler and Pasternak elastic foundations on the nonlinear 
mechanical post-buckling analysis are examined. 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling behavior of partially composite layered columns (PCLCs) under axial compressive 
load is significantly influenced by the slip at the interface of load carrying layers, which brings complexity to 
the analysis. In this paper, a matrix method based on the Hencky bar-chain model (HBM) is developed for the 
buckling analysis of PCLCs. The conventional assumption of HBM is modified to consider the interfacial slip 
properly. Three illustrative problems are presented to show the solving procedure of the HBM-based matrix 
method. The results are compared to those obtained through analytical formula or finite element method (FEM), 
and the applicability of the developed method in the buckling analysis of PCLCs with various sectional 
compositions and boundary conditions is validated. It is proved that the buckling load can be predicted 
accurately by the developed method. The method is easy to handle, highly adaptable and widely applicable, thus 
is a promising tool for the buckling analysis of PCLCs. 
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Indonesia), “Experimental and Theoretical Investigation of Combined Expansion Tube-Axial Splitting as 
Impact Energy Absorbers”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 2, 2050021, 
February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500212 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the combination of an expansion tube and a deformable rigid tube with axial 
splitting is developed as a new mechanism for use as an impact energy absorber. The impact absorbing structure 
consists of two circular tube forming dies, with each die allowing the tube to expand and to split. The latter is 
used to remove away radially the debris after expansion and splitting, so that the absorption process can 
continue without being obstructed by the debris itself. This paper presents the experimental and theoretical 
investigation of the combined expansion tube-axial splitting as an impact energy absorber. The experiment by 
the laboratory scale impact testing has been done with a variation of the parameters such as pipe thickness (𝑡), 
angle of splitter (𝛼), comparison of dies upgrading diameter (𝐷2) and inner pipe diameter (𝐷1) (𝐷2/𝐷1). The 
theoretical investigation is carried out with a literature study related to the mechanics of material and theoretical 
studies from previous research studies. The final result of this paper, i.e. a new formula proposed to calculate 
the mean load, is reflective of the study of a combined expansion tube with axial splitting. The difference 
between the results of analytical calculation and experiments is 10.13%. 
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“Buckling Characteristics of Laminated Functionally-Graded CNT-Reinforced Composite Plate under 
Nonuniform Uniaxial and Biaxial In-Plane Edge Loads”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 2, 2050022, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500224 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the buckling response of laminated functionally-graded CNT-reinforced composite 
(FG-CNTRC) plate structure is predicted under various types of non-uniform edge compression loading. For the 
finite element (FE) discretization of the plate, a nine degree of freedom (DOFs)-type polynomial-based higher-
order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is considered. The application of non-uniform edge load causes the in-
plane stress distribution to be non-uniform. Hence, the in-plane stresses need to be evaluated prior to the 
buckling analysis. These in-plane stresses are calculated using the in-plane stress analysis method by FE 
approach or the in-plane elasticity approach. The differential equations are obtained by employing the Lagrange 
equation of motion and solved as a general eigenvalue problem, after the differential equations are converted 
into homogeneous equations by means of FE procedure. The accuracy and adaptability of the present model are 
validated by comparing the present result with the available literature. Further, the impact on the buckling 
response of the laminated FG-CNTRC plate is investigated by various parameters such as span thickness ratio, 
aspect ratio, various edge constraints, and different types of non-uniform edge load, CNT fiber gradation and 
temperature dependency material properties. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents simple computational algorithms for analyzing the lateral-torsional buckling 
of prismatic beams with rectangular cross-sections under bending action due to uniform and nonuniform loads 
by the Adomian decomposition method (ADM) and variational iteration method (VIM). Unlike the numerical 
techniques that lead to a discretization process, the proposed method allows us to derive the solution in terms of 
an analytical function for the problem considered. Although the governing equations of the problem appear as a 
system of two coupled variable coefficient ordinary differential equations, they reduce to a single equation for 
rectangular beams. The buckling loads for different loading conditions are computed, with the results for the 
simple beam compared with previous available results by the differential transformation method (DTM), 
variational iteration method (VIM) and finite element method (FEM) based on coupled governing equations. 
The results clearly show the efficiency and advantage of the present technique over those based on the coupled 
governing equations using the DTM and VIM in view of the number of terms required to obtain the convergent 
solution. 
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“Identifying Buckling Resistance of Reinforced Concrete Columns During Inelastic Deformation”, International 
Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 3, 2050029, March 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: A simple solution method to identify buckling resistance of reinforced concrete (RC) columns 
during inelastic deformation is presented. Unlike conventional buckling solution methods, this proposed method 
predicts inelastic buckling loads of RC columns by directly solving the equilibrium differential equation under 
buckling. The method considers specific deflection configuration, end restraint conditions and inelastic material 
properties of the deformed column. In order to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of the proposed method, the 
results obtained from the purposed method are compared with the test results of eccentrically loaded RC 
columns. In addition, by using the proposed solution procedure, a parametric study is conducted to investigate 
the effects of critical RC column design parameters on column buckling behavior and resistance, including 
slenderness ratio, concrete strength, as well as longitudinal reinforcement and stirrup ratios. The results of the 
parametric study show that the proposed method is rational and can be adopted to effectively identify buckling 
resistance of RC columns subjected to inelastic damage, especially when load redistributions have occurred in 
the structure during progressive collapse. 
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“Stability and Dynamic Evolution of Sliding Fluid-Transporting Pipes in Three-Dimensional Sense”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 3, 2050036, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500364 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the stability and dynamic evolution of a sliding pipe conveying fluid in the 
three-dimensional sense. The pipe is assumed to slide out from a fixed channel so that its free end is moving at 
the same time, a problem often associated with instabilities in applications of aerial refueling operation. To 
tackle this problem, the nonlinear governing equations of motion are derived by using the Hamilton’s principle 
and then reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations by the Galerkin’s method. A parametric study is 
performed to explore the transient vibration responses of the pipe for different values of flow velocity and 
sliding rate. Various dynamic behaviors are detected for the pipe in sliding and conveying fluid. The results 
show that 3-D oscillations of the pipe occur when the flow velocity exceeds a certain value, which can be 
affected by the sliding rate. For various flow velocities, the evolution of the dynamic characteristics of the 
sliding pipe can be classified into three typical types of motion. When at low flow velocity, the pipe is mainly 
subjected to a single type of 3-D motion. When the flow speed increases to high values, multi-type of 3-D 
motion consisting of three typical types occurs on the pipe. In addition, the pipe can display planar motions, 
transferring from one plane to the other. The result presented herein is helpful to understand the stabilities and 
dynamic behaviors of sliding-pipe systems used in aerial refueling applications. 
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ABSTRACT: The stress distribution of a steel wall is important in the determination of its shear capacity, e.g. 
under a wind load or an earthquake load. Since the wall has also to simultaneously carry the gravity load, the 
influence of this uniform vertical load on the stress distribution is relevant. For a simple-supported thick and 
square wall, a stress distribution in a cosine form was adequate. However, for an extremely thin wall, a cosine 
distribution is no longer valid, especially in the post-buckling condition. In this work a three-segment 
distribution is proposed, i.e. at both edge segments a cosine distribution from edge stress to buckling stress and 
in the middle segment a constant distribution of buckling stress. To evaluate the proposed distribution, a finite 
element model using the software ANSYS/LS-DYNA is developed. This model has been verified using the 
results obtained from own experiments and works done by others. The results show that the proposed stress 
distribution is able to describe the behavior of thin walls for different aspect ratios and slendernesses. The 
cosine distribution and the effective width model are also discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: This research presents a numerical approach to address the moving load problem of functionally 
graded (FG) beams with rotational elastic edge constraints, in which the regularized Dirac-delta function is used 
to describe a time-dependent moving load source. The governing partial differential equations of the system, 
derived in accordance with the classical Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, are approximated by the discrete singular 
convolution (DSC) method. The resulting set of algebraic equations can then be solved by the Newmark-β 
integration scheme. Such a singular Dirac-delta formulation is also employed as the kernel function of the DSC 
method. In this work, the material properties of FG beams are assumed to be changed in the thickness direction. 
A convergence study is performed to validate the accuracy and reliability of the numerical results. In addition, 
the effects of moving load velocity and material distribution on the dynamic behavior of elastically restrained 
FG beams are also studied to serve as new benchmark solutions. By comparing with the available results in the 
existing literature, the present results show good agreement. More importantly, the major finding of this work 
indicates that the DSC regularized Dirac-delta approach is a good candidate for moving load problems, since 
the equally spaced grid system adopted in the DSC scheme can achieve a preferable representation of moving 
load sources. 
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ABSTRACT: Previous studies have shown that Eringen’s differential nonlocal model leads to some 
inconsistencies for both the Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams subjected to different boundary conditions. 
In this paper, the free vibration analysis of the Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams is performed 
theoretically using the stress-driven nonlocal integral model. The Fredholm-type integral constitutive equations 
of the first kind are transformed to Volterra integral equations of the first kind by simply adjusting the limit of 
integrals. Also, the general solutions to the deflection, bending moment and so on are derived by solving the 
integro-differential governing equations by the Laplace transformation, of which the unknown constants are 
determined by the boundary conditions and extra constraint equations related to the constitutive relationship. 
Then the characteristic equations for free vibration of the Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams are derived, 
from which the vibration frequency for different boundary conditions can be determined. The effects of 
nonlocal parameter and vibration order on the natural frequency of the Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams 



are investigated numerically. The results from the present model are validated against those existing in the 
literature, and demonstrated to be theoretically consistent. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, hydroelastic behavior of a pontoon-type very large floating structure (VLFS) 
subjected to a moving single axle vehicle is computed using a novel numerical approach, in which the boundary 
element method (BEM) is firstly extended to cooperate with the moving element method (MEM), named the 
BEM–MEM. By utilizing this paradigm, the plate and fluid are discretized into “moving structural element” and 
“moving boundary element”, respectively, which are conceptual elements and “travel” with the moving vehicle. 
Thus, the proposed method can absolutely eliminate the need of keeping track the location of the 
moving load with respect to the floating structure. Particularly, the surrounding fluid is defined based on the 
potential flow theory and the motion of a floating plate is governed by the vibration equation of a thin plate. The 
governing equations of motion, moving element and fluid matrices of boundary element are formulated in a 
relative coordinate system traveling with the moving vehicle. Several examples are numerically conducted to 
illustrate the performance and ability of the BEM–MEM. Its obtained results are compared with those of the 
traditional finite element method for validation. The outcomes reveal that the proposed method is effective for 
the large-time behavior owing to the fact that it does not require a domain with the length greater than the 
horizontal displacement of the vehicle. The paper also discusses the effect of the liquid and structural 
parameters on responses of the vehicle and floating structure. 
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ABSTRACT: Beams and beam structures are structural components commonly used in mechanical, aerospace, 
nuclear, and civil engineering. To meet the different engineering design limitations such as operational 
conditions, weight, and vibrational characteristics, these components may be made of various materials such as 
functionally-graded materials (FGMs), composites, and homogeneous materials. Functionally-graded (FG) 
beams play a key role not only in classical structural applications, but also have vast applications in thermal, 
electric-structural and electric-thermal-structural systems, e.g. in the form of FG beam energy harvesters, 
sensors and actuators. In all these applications, using new materials like FGMs can greatly improve the 
efficiency of the structural components and systems. Since FG beams are mostly used as moving components in 
engineering structures, vibration analysis of these components has been studied by numerous researchers. In 
order to solve the governing equation and related boundary conditions of the FG beams, powerful numerical 
methods with a high level of accuracy and fast rate of convergence are often required. The differential 
quadrature method (DQM) is a powerful and reliable numerical method which has been extensively used by 
researchers to perform the vibration analyses of FG structures in the last decade. In this paper, firstly various 
mathematical models which have been used to express the material properties of FGMs are reviewed. Secondly 
different elasticity theories which have been applied in vibration analysis of FG beams are summarized. In 
addition, a review on the DQM and its applications is presented. At the next step, a comprehensive review on 
free vibration analyses of FG beams based on different elasticity theories and in particular those using the DQM 
is performed. In continue, a brief review on the application of other numerical methods in vibration analysis of 
FG beams is presented. Moreover, because of the importance of nonlinear vibration analysis of FG beams, a 
review on the application of various numerical methods and different elasticity theories on nonlinear vibration 
analysis of FG beams is performed. Finally, a brief review on linear and nonlinear vibration analysis of FG 
microbeams, as a special type of FG beams, is presented. 
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ABSTRACT: Structural steel frames exhibit significantly geometric and material nonlinearities which can be 
captured using the second-order inelastic analysis, also known as advanced analysis. Current specifications of 
most modern steel design codes, e.g. American code AISC360, European code EC3, Chinese code GB50017 
and Australian code AS4100 permit the use of advanced analysis methods for the direct design of steel 
structures to avoid tedious member capacity checks. In the past three decades, a huge number of advanced 
analysis and modeling methods have been developed to predict the behavior of steel and composite frames. This 
paper presents a comprehensive review of their developments, which focus on beam-column elements with 
close attention to the way to capture geometric and material nonlinearity effects. A brief outline of analysis 
methods and analysis tools for frames was presented in the initial part of the paper. This was followed by a 
discussion on the development of displacement-based, force-based and mixed beam elements with distributed 
plasticity and concentrated plasticity models. The modeling of frames subjected to fire and explosion was also 
discussed. Finally, a review of the beam-column models for composite structures including concrete-filled steel 
tubular (CFST) columns, composite beams and composite frames was presented. 
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ABSTRACT: Laminated beams made of nanocomposite materials have been used in many industrial sectors. 
This paper reports a study on the vibration behavior of laminated beams when experiencing the large amplitude 
vibration. The beams are made of perfectly bonded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (CNTRC) layers. 
The novel constructions of CNTRC laminated beams with out-of-plane maximum negative Poisson’s ratio 
(NPR) are proposed. The volume fraction of CNT may change across the beam thickness which results in a 
piece-wise pattern. The material properties of the CNTRC layers are temperature-dependent and can be 
estimated by the extended rule of mixture model. The beams are considered to rest on a two-parameter elastic 
foundation and under differential thermal environmental conditions. The higher order shear deformation beam 
theory is applied to derive the motion equations of the nonlinear vibration of FG-CNTRC laminated beams. 
These equations include the influencing factors such as the geometrical nonlinearity in the von Kármán sense, 
the thermal effects and the beam–foundation interaction. The nonlinear vibration solutions can be obtained by 
employing a two-step perturbation approach. The nonlinear vibration characteristics of FG-CNTRC laminated 
beams under different sets of loading conditions and thermal environmental conditions are discussed in detail 
through a series of parametric studies. Numerical results show that the NPR has a significant effect on the large 
amplitude vibration characteristics of CNTRC laminated beams. 
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ABSTRACT: An efficient numerical technique is proposed for determining the buckling load of two-
dimensional skeletal structures. The key formulation is based upon the principle of stationary total potential 
energy and the solution procedure follows the concept of Rayleigh–Ritz approximation. A crucial aspect of the 
proposed technique is to supply the adaptivity to the solution space allowing the accurate representation of the 
buckled shape via a simple iterative scheme. The bases of such solution space are constructed in an elementwise 
fashion using the exact, closed-form buckled shape. An element axial force contained in the element shape 
functions is chosen as an adaptive parameter and the exact buckled shape of each element is achieved when 
such adaptive parameter converges to the element buckling load. In this study, various effects including the 
lateral restraints, shear deformation, and material nonlinearity are taken into account, and this, as a result, 
allows plane frames with/without lateral bracings, columns resting on elastic foundations, inelastic columns, 
and those with shear deformation to be treated. Results from an extensive numerical study have indicated that 



the proposed technique yields highly accurate buckling loads, comparable to the analytical and reference 
solutions, without the mesh refinement. In addition, a relatively low number of iterations is required to achieve 
the converged buckling load. 
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ABSTRACT: The vibration and acoustic behaviors of both glass fiber laminated plates and carbon/glass fiber 
hybrid laminated plates are investigated by numerical simulation. The free vibration, forced vibration and 
acoustic radiation of laminated plates including glass fiber laminates and carbon/glass fiber hybrid laminates in 
air and water are calculated by the coupled finite element and boundary element method and compared with the 
corresponding test results. It was demonstrated that results obtained by the coupled finite element and boundary 
element method are in good agreement with the experimental ones. The effects of dispersion, outer fiber types 
and fiber hybrid ratio on the vibration and sound radiation of the laminates plates are also discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Cantilever plate structures are widely used in civil and aerospace engineering. Here, a semi-
analytical method is proposed to calculate the dynamic responses of cantilever plates subjected to moving 
forces. The Rayleigh–Ritz method is used to obtain the semi-analytical modal frequencies and shapes of a thin, 
isotropic, and rectangular cantilever plate using the assumed mode shapes that fulfill the boundary conditions of 
the plate. The modal superposition method is used to decouple the motion equations of the cantilever plate to 
obtain a series of modal equations. Then, the generalized forces are transformed into a Fourier series in terms of 
discrete harmonic forces. The dynamic responses of the cantilever plate are obtained by superimposing the 
analytical responses of a number of single-degree-of-freedom modal systems under discrete harmonic forces. 
The proposed semi-analytical method is verified through comparison with the numerical method. Then, the 
vibration of the cantilever plate under the action of moving forces is investigated based on the semi-analytical 
results. It is found that the contribution of the high-order modes to the dynamic responses of the plate cannot be 
ignored. In addition, the wavelengths of the mode shapes not only affect the magnitude of the modal forces but 
also the dominant frequency of the modal forces. Resonant responses of the plate are produced by the moving 
forces when the load interval equals the wavelength of the mode shape of a high-order mode and the exciting 
frequency of the moving forces equals the natural frequency of this mode. 
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University of Technology, Guangzhou 510640, P. R .China), “Nonlinear Dynamic Response of Elastically 
Supported Stiffened Plates with Initial Stresses and Geometric Imperfections Under Impact Loads”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 4, 2050053, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500534 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the nonlinear dynamic response of elastically supported stiffened plates 
with initial stresses under impact loads. A stiffened plate is assumed to be composed of a plate with some 
stiffeners, which are treated separately. The plate is modeled by the thin plate theory, whereas the stiffeners are 
considered as geometrically nonlinear Euler–Bernoulli beams. First, the equations of both the kinetic energies 
and strain energies of the plate and stiffeners are established. Then, the dynamic equilibrium equations for the 
stiffened plate are derived as the Lagrange’s equation of the functional. A parametric analysis is performed to 
evaluate how initial stresses, initial geometric imperfections, elastic supports, impact loads and configuration of 
stiffeners affect the time-history responses of the stiffened plates. Some useful nonlinear dynamic properties are 
obtained, which serve as references for engineering design and application. 
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Wrinkled Membrane”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 5, 2050056, 
May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S021945542050056X 
ABSTRACT: Membranes have been popularly used in the fields of civil engineering and aerospace 
engineering. When wrinkled, a membrane loses its stiffness in the direction perpendicular to wrinkles and is 
more sensitive to wind loads. This paper numerically studied the wind-induced responses of a wrinkled 
membrane and their variations with respect to wind speed, wind direction and wrinkling deformation. Based on 
the stability theory of plates and shells, the wrinkling deformation of a rectangular membrane under shear was 
obtained by post-buckling analysis. Then, by using the wind load derived from a wind tunnel test, the dynamic 
responses of the wrinkled membrane were numerically analyzed for different wind speeds, wind directions and 
wrinkling deformations. The results indicate the following: (1) the displacement and extreme stresses of a 
membrane are gradually intensified with an increase in the wind speed; (2) the wind direction plays an 
important role in the displacement, but it has little effect on the stresses and (3) the displacement increases with 
the wrinkling deformation, and the extreme stresses are intensified with an increase in the pre-tension. This 
study on the wind-induced responses of a wrinkled membrane is helpful to the understanding of the complex 
behavior of a wrinkled membrane under wind loads while reducing the adverse effects of wrinkling deformation 
and ensuring the dynamic stability of membrane structures. 
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Qian Zhang, Yangqing Liu, Meng Li, Yunlong Han, Jianguo Cai and Jian Feng, “Simulation of Dynamics 
During Deployment of Foldable Origami Structures”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 5, 2050058, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500583 
ABSTRACT: Foldable origami-based structures are a type of deployable structures that are increasingly applied 
in the space and building industries. When folded, the small size of such structures facilitates transportation and 
storage. Meanwhile, the properties of their larger deployed state may be of interest to different applications. A 
stable working condition is established by locking the structure in its deployed state, as in the process of 
deployment, the driving forces may generate a dynamic effect, thus leading to instability of the system. Hence, 



the study of dynamic characteristics of such structures, including trajectory, duration, velocity, and acceleration 
is of paramount importance. In this paper, based on the general dynamic equation and Lagrange’s equations of 
the first kind, the finite element method is adopted to investigate the dynamic deployment of foldable plate 
structures in terms of the generalized nodal coordinates. The proposed geometric description of a quadrilateral 
plate element is based on a folding plate composed of refined triangular elements, which are used to 
approximate the real shells in the structure. Subsequently, a MATLAB framework is developed on the basis of 
the element using the Newmark integration and the Newton–Raphson iteration method to simulate the 
deployment process of the structure. Comparisons between MATLAB results and ADAMS results verify the 
reliability of the framework in analyzing the dynamic deployment of the foldable origami-based structures with 
sufficient accuracy. 
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S. M. H. Jani and Y. Kiani, “Symmetric Thermo-Electro-Elastic Response of Piezoelectric Hollow Cylinder 
Under Thermal Shock Using Lord–Shulman Theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 5, 2050059, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500595 
ABSTRACT: The response of a long hollow cylindrical vessel made from a piezoelectric material is considered 
in the present investigation. The piezoelectric vessel is subjected to a thermal shock on one surface. The 
generalized piezo-thermo-elasticity formulation of Lord and Shulman is adopted which contains a single 
relaxation time to consider the finite speed of temperature wave propagation. The response of the cylinder is 
assumed to be axi-symmetric. Three coupled equations are established as the governing equations, which are 
the equation of motion, the energy equation and the Maxwell equation. These equations are transformed into the 
dimensionless ones. With the aid of the generalized differential quadrature method, these equations are 
discretized in the radial direction. After that, with the aid of the Newmark time marching scheme, the temporal 
evolutions of the thermo-electro-elastic parameters are obtained. Novel numerical results are presented to obtain 
the response of the cylinder subjected to a thermal shock using the Lord and Shulman theory of 
thermoelasticity. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper concentrates on the work by Petrus van Musschenbroek published in 1729, 
constituting apparently the first study in the literature on column buckling. To understand the significance of 
Musschenbroek’s contribution, we provide the combined personal, historic and scientific contexts in which he 
carried out his studies; he was the first researcher to deal with the failure of compressed elements as a new 
phenomenon. Most unfortunately, his name is not currently known except for a small circle of historians of 
science, whereas engineering students at present are told that buckling should be associated with the name of 
Leonhard Euler. We fully share the idea of Benvenuto stating that “Musschenbroek’s experimental law is of 
considerable historical interest.” The contributions in his 1729 book are shown not only to include his 
experimental work but Musschenbroek also devised a design procedure for column buckling. 
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ABSTRACT: The nonlinear vibration of a hyperelastic moderately thick cylindrical shell with 2:1 internal 
resonance in a temperature field is investigated based on the third-order shear deformation theory. A radial 
harmonic excitation is applied to the shell. First, by employing the higher-order approximation for the 
curvature-related expansion, the displacement field of the moderately thick cylindrical shell with improved 
coefficients is derived. For the temperature field with gradient, the shear modulus of the shell is thickness 
dependent because of the temperature-dependent nature of the hyperelastic materials used. The graphical results 
manifest that the temperature gradient has a significant impact on the nonlinear vibration of the shell. In 
addition, the separation of the resonance peak caused by the variations of the structural parameter and 
temperature will result in a bubble shaped response curve for the shell. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the sound radiation behaviors of the functionally graded porous (FGP) plate with 
arbitrary boundary conditions and resting on elastic foundation are studied by means of the modified Fourier 
series method. It is assumed that a total of three types of porosity distributions are considered in the present 
study. The material parameters are determined according to the porosity coefficient used to denote the size of 
pores in the plate. The governing equations of the FGP plate are derived by utilizing the Hamilton’s principle on 
the basis of the first-order deformation theory (FSDT). Each displacement component of the FGP plate is 



expanded as the Fourier cosine series combined with auxiliary polynomial functions introduced to enhance the 
convergence rate of the series expansions. The acoustic response of the FGP plate due to a concentrated 
harmonic load is calculated by evaluating the Rayleigh integral. Good agreements are attained by comparing the 
present results with those in available literatures, which show the accuracy and versatility of the developed 
method in this paper. Finally, the influences of the porosity distribution type, porosity coefficient, boundary 
condition and elastic foundation on the sound radiation of the FGP plate are analyzed in detail. 
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the Improved Multi-Layer Composites Under Drop Weight Impact Loads”, International Journal of Structural 
Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 6, 2040002, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420400027 
ABSTRACT: This study attempts to propose innovative multi-layer cement-based composites to have high 
impact resistance which could be used for runway. In this paper, the performances of two innovative multi-layer 
composite runway pavements using asphalt concrete-high strength concrete-cement-treated aggregate and 
asphalt concrete-high strength concrete-cement mortar in surface-base-subbase layer were evaluated under 
impact loads. ABAQUS/Explicit software was used to simulate loading condition and nonlinear stabilized 
runway pavement layers characteristics. In addition, a detailed parametric study was also carried out to explore 
the effects of the selected materials and load-related parameters in changing the performance of multi-layer 
composites. The findings of the study will be helpful to introduce protective multi-layer composite runway 
pavement and consequently to reduce the maintenance work of runway pavement. 
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Pipeline in Cross-Anisotropic Layered Soils”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 
20, No. 7, 2071006, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420710066 
ABSTRACT: The interaction between underground pipelines and soils is crucial to the design and maintenance 
of underground pipeline network systems. In this paper, the dynamic stiffness matrix in the frequency-domain 
of the buried pipeline is obtained by the improved scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM) coupled 
with the finite element method (FEM) at the interface between the far and near fields. A new coordinate 
transformation together with a scaled line is introduced in the improved SBFEM. Combined with the mixed 
variable algorithm, the time-domain solution of the buried pipeline under dynamic loads is then obtained. The 
accuracy of the proposed algorithm was verified by numerical examples. A parametric study is performed to 
assess the influence of the anisotropic characteristics of the layered soils on the dynamic response of the 
pipeline, the result of which provides a reliable basis for engineering practice. The results show that these 
parameters have a significant impact on the pipeline. The understanding of this impact can contribute to the 
design, construction, and maintenance of the corresponding engineering projects. 
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ABSTRACT: The in-plane vibrations of regular polygonal rings composed of rigid segments joined by torsional 
springs are studied for the first time. The nonlinear dynamical difference equations are formulated and solved 
by perturbation about the equilibrium state. As the number of segments increase, the frequencies, if aptly 
normalized, converge to the classical vibration frequencies of a continuous elastic ring. The vibration mode 
shapes are illustrated. The tiling of many identical polygons is discussed. Possible applications include the 
vibrations of space structures and graphene sheets. 
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Kamran Foroutan and Habib Ahmadi. “Nonlinear Static and Dynamic Buckling Analyses of Imperfect FGP 
Cylindrical Shells Resting on Nonlinear Elastic Foundation Under Axial Compression”, International Journal of 
Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 7, 2050074, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500741 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, semi-analytical and analytical methods for the nonlinear static and dynamic 
buckling analyses of imperfect functionally graded porous (FGP) cylindrical shells subjected to axial 
compression are presented. The structure is embedded within a generalized nonlinear elastic foundation, treated 
as a two-parameter Winkler–Pasternak foundation augmented by a nonlinear cubic stiffness. The material 
property of the shell changes continuously through the thickness. Two types of FGP distributions, i.e. uniform 
porosity distribution (UPD) and nonuniform porosity distribution (NPD), are considered. By applying the 
Galerkin’s method to the von Kármán equations, the buckling of the shells was solved. The fourth-order 
Runge–Kutta method is utilized to obtain the responses of nonlinear dynamic buckling (NDB). The results 
obtained for some special cases are compared with those available elsewhere. The effects of various geometrical 
properties, material parameters and elastic foundation coefficients are investigated on the nonlinear static 
buckling (NSB) and dynamic buckling (DB) analyses of the shells. It was shown that various types of porosity, 
imperfection and the elastic foundation parameters have a strong effect on the buckling behaviors of the FGP 
cylindrical shells. 
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Duc-Huynh Phan, “Isogeometric Analysis of Functionally-Graded Graphene Platelets Reinforced Porous 
Nanocomposite Plates Using a Refined Plate Theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 7, 2050076, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500765 
ABSTRACT: In this study, we propose a novel and effective computational approach for free and forced 
vibration analyses of functionally graded (FG) porous plates with graphene platelets (GPLs) reinforcement 
under various loads. To this end, the outstanding features of isogeometric analysis (IGA) are first combined 
with the four-variable refined plate theory (RPT). The non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) are adopted to 
obtain the 𝐶1-continuity essential to the RPT model. The various distributions of internal pores as well as GPLs 
with uniform or non-uniform properties along the plate’s thickness are investigated. The effective elastic 
properties of the material models are obtained by the Halpin–Tsai micromechanics model for Young’s modulus, 
the rule of mixture for Poisson’s ratio and mass density. The Newmark’s time integration scheme is 
implemented to obtain the solutions of the forced vibration problems. Numerical examples are carried out to 
investigate the effects of various key parameters such as porosity coefficient, GPL weight fraction, porosity 
distribution, as well as GPL dispersion pattern, on the behaviors of the plate structure. 
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Alessia Ascione, Adrian C. Orifici and Marco Gherlone, “Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the 
Refined Zigzag Theory for Accurate Buckling Analysis of Highly Heterogeneous Sandwich Beams”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 7, 2050078, July 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500789 
ABSTRACT: The Refined Zigzag Theory (RZT) is a structural theory developed for the analysis of composite 
multilayer and sandwich beams. However, the accuracy of RZT for buckling analysis of sandwich beams has 
not been experimentally investigated, and for RZT and Timoshenko Beam Theory (TBT) the effect of the 
degree of heterogeneity on their accuracy requires further study. The aim of this work was to validate the use of 
the RZT for predicting the critical buckling loads of sandwich beams, even with highly heterogeneous material 
properties, and to assess the use of the TBT for the same application. Buckling experiments were conducted on 
five foam-core sandwich beams, which varied in geometry and included highly heterogeneous configurations. 
For each beam, two finite element (FE) models were analyzed using RZT- and TBT-beam FEs. The comparison 
between the numerical and the experimental results highlighted a major capability of RZT to correctly predict 
the critical buckling load for all the beams considered. The dependence of the TBT results on the beam 
characteristics was further investigated through a parametric analysis, which showed the dominant effect to be a 
close to linear relationship between the TBT error and the beam face-to-core thickness ratio. The work 
demonstrated the outstanding accuracy of the RZT predictions, including the superior capabilities with respect 
to TBT, and has application for rapid and accurate analysis of industrial structures. 
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Xiaokun Huang, Mingzhe Cui, Qiang Liu and Jianguo Nie, “The Lateral Torsional Buckling Behavior of 
Laminated Glass Beams”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 7, 2050080, 
July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500807 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) behavior of multi-layered long-span laminated 
glass (LG) beams is investigated through full-scale model test and numerical simulation. In the test program, the 
LG beams consisting of up to four glass plies and spanning 5000mm are constructed and tested. The load-
displacement curves and development of strain in glass plies are recorded, based on which the deformation and 
stress state of buckled LG beams are analyzed, and the strength checking criterion is provided. The test results 
are also used to determine the shape and amplitude of initial imperfection through statistical analysis and to 
validate a numerical model based on the finite element method (FEM). Parametric analysis based on the FEM 
model is then conducted to investigate influential factors on the LTB resistance of LG beams, among which the 
influence of shape and amplitude of initial imperfection is emphasized. For the LTB design of LG beams, the 
applicability of existing formula to determine the critical buckling moment through effective stiffnesses is 
evaluated for multi-layered LG beams with the test and numerical results. Finally, the design buckling curves 
adopting the Ayrton–Perry formula (APF) are proposed and validated for LG beams categorized with glass type 
and load duration. 
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R. Abdollahi, R. D. Firouz-Abadi and M. Rahmanian, “Dynamics and Stability Analysis of Rotating Cylindrical 
Shells in Annular Fluid Medium”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 8, 
2050085, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500856 
ABSTRACT: Stability and dynamics of rotating coaxial cylindrical shells conveying incompressible and 
inviscid fluid are investigated. The interior shell is assumed to be flexible while the exterior cylinder is rigid. 
Using Sander’s–Koiter theory assumptions and following Hamilton’s principle, governing equations of motion 
are determined in their integral form. Employing the extended Galerkin method of solution, the integral 
equations of motion are projected to their equivalent system of algebraic equations. Fluid equations are 
fundamentally based on the linearized inviscid Navier–Stokes equations. Impermeability condition on the fluid 
and structure interface as well as the zero radial velocity component on the exterior shell give the coupled 
equations of motion governing the dynamics of fluid-loaded coaxial cylindrical shells. Using the coupled fluid–
structural model, stability boundaries are determined for the rotating interior shell. Various parameter studies 
are conducted and effects of mass ratio, gap distance between the interior and exterior shells, boundary 
conditions of the interior shell, length to radius ratio on the stability margins are thoroughly investigated and 
reported. 
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Axial Motion Based on the Nonlocal Strain Gradient Theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 8, 2050088, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500881 
ABSTRACT: Considering both the nonlocal scale and material length scale effects, we investigate vibration 
and stability behaviors of functionally graded nanoplates with axial motion in order to model the two-
dimensional nanobelt in nanoengineering. The nonlocal strain gradient theory is applied and the differential 
nonlocal strain gradient constitutive relation is adopted. Using the physical neutral plane of a functionally 
graded thin plate, we derive the governing equation of motion for the functionally graded nanoplate with axial 
motion via Hamilton’s principle, where the kinematic characteristics are introduced into the dynamic behaviors. 
The governing equation is numerically solved using the Galerkin method. Effects of the nonlocal scale and 
material length scale parameters, axial velocity, gradient index, biaxial pre-tensions and aspect ratio are 
discussed. The results demonstrate that complex frequencies of the functionally graded nanoplate with axial 
motion decrease with an increase of axial velocity in the subcritical region, while the moving nanoplate 
experiences a divergent instability or flutter instability in the supercritical region. Natural frequency and critical 
speed decrease with the increase of the nonlocal scale parameter while increase with the increase of the material 
length scale parameter, reflecting the nonlocal softening and strain gradient hardening mechanisms, 
respectively. Besides, natural frequency and critical speed increase with the increase of the biaxial pre-tensions 
and aspect ratio, but decrease with the increase of the gradient index. In particular, the influences of the gradient 
index and size or weight of functionally graded nanoplates on the critical speed are explored. 
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ABSTRACT: The damping characteristics of the composite thick-walled hollow shaft directly affect its 
amplitude of rotational vibration at low speeds and stability at high speeds. In this study, the shaft is made of 
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) material. In order to study the damping characteristics of the composite 
hollow shaft, a 3D numerical damping model was established based on finite element method and strain energy 
expression. In this regard, both the contributions of in-plane and out-of-plane strain energy dissipation were 
studied. Then, the validity of 3D damping model in bending was verified by experiments. On this basis, the 
flexural damping characteristics of the thick-walled composite shaft were studied, and the effects of orientation 
angle and stacking sequences on the flexural damping were obtained. 
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ABSTRACT: Different kinds of membrane structures have been proposed for future space exploration and earth 
observation. However, due to the low stiffness, high flexibility, and low damping properties, membrane 
structures are likely to generate large-amplitude (compared to the thickness) vibrations, which may lead to the 
degradation of their working performance. In this work, the governing equations are established at first, taking 
into account the modal control force induced by the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) actuator. The optimal 
vibration control of the membrane structure is explored subsequently. A square PVDF actuator is attached on 
the membrane to achieve the vibration suppression. The influence of actuator position and control gains on the 
vibration control performance are studied. The optimal criteria for actuator placement and energy allocation are 
developed. Several case studies are numerically simulated to demonstrate the validity of the proposed 
optimization criteria. The analytical results in this study can serve as guidelines for optimal vibration control of 
membrane structures. Additionally, the proposed optimization criteria can be applied to active control of 
different flexible structures. 
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Functionally Graded Rectangular Plate with Temperature-Dependent Properties”, International Journal of 
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https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500972 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the nonlinear free and forced vibrations analysis of in-plane bi-directional 
functionally graded (IBFG) rectangular plate with temperature-dependent properties is studied for the first time. 
For this purpose, with the aid of von Karman nonlinearity strain–displacement relations, the partial differential 
equations of motion are developed based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). Then, the 
nonlinear partial differential equations are transformed into the time-dependent nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations by applying the Galerkin method. The primary and super harmonic resonances are analyzed by the 
method of multiple scales (MMS). The material properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent and graded 
in the thickness direction according to the power-law distribution. The effects of some system parameters, such 
as vibration amplitude, volume fraction indexes, length-to-thickness ratio, temperature and aspect ratio on the 
nonlinear frequency and also frequency responses curve, are discussed in detail. To validate the analysis, the 
results of this paper are compared with the published data and good agreements are found. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with analyzing free vibrations of the symmetric arch. The boundary conditions 
of the stress resultants are newly derived, which can be replaced by the conventional boundary conditions of the 
deflections. All solutions of the natural frequency with the mode shape, using the new boundary conditions, are 
the same as those of the conventional deflections. The boundary conditions mixed with new and conventional 
conditions act correctly to calculate natural frequencies. The mode shapes of the stress resultants using the new 
boundary conditions are reported in two types: symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. 
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ABSTRACT: Energy harvesting by wind turbines is of great concern in many countries/areas, yet its safety is 
inevitably related to the structural vibration of the turbine system. In this study, we present a complete linear 
analysis of structural vibrations for vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs) based on Euler’s beam theory by 
Lagrangian mechanics. The un-deformed blade is assumed to be vertically straight. There are several findings 
from solving the resultant equations which represent four dimensions of deformation, involving motion: lateral 
bending-chordwise bending-axial torsion-axial extension (BBTE) 
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Jianyou Huang, Chia-Ou Chang and Chien-Cheng Chang, “Analysis of Structural Vibrations of Vertical Axis 
Wind Turbine Blades via Hamilton’s Principle — Part 2: Exact and approximate solutions”, International 
Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 9, 2050099, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420500996 
ABSTRACT: In this part 2, we provide a detailed solution to the beam equations derived in Part 1 for a VAWT 
blade. The main results have been outlined in the abstract of Part 1 which includes the effects of various 
geometrical and physical parameters such as blade length 𝑙, chord length 𝑐, radius 𝑅 and angular speed Ω as well 
as material damping 𝜂. It is shown that among the four dimensions of deformation lateral bending is the 
dominant factor in determining the natural frequencies of the blade. In case the blade is rotating with a constant 
angular speed, the dispersion relation of the 1 degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion for lateral bending can be 
exactly derived that an implicit function of the natural, i.e. resonant frequencies has to be solved by a root-
finding method. The mode shape function is then explicitly obtained. In particular, the natural frequencies of the 
1-DOF motion for the rotating blade are shown to be conveniently approximated by simple analytical formulas 



in terms of those for the stationary blade and the angular speed of rotation. The dependence of the natural 
frequencies on the chord length can also be approximated analytically by a ratio formula for given blade length 
to chord ratio. In addition, resonance maps of natural frequency plotted versus various parameters are provided 
to fully exploit the usefulness of the main results. Through a series of analysis of 2-DOF systems, we show the 
respective importance of the centrifugal force, coupling deformation and the Coriolis force in modifying the 
natural frequencies of the 1-DOF model rather than simply ignoring any of these effects. 
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Xu, “Thermo-Electro-Mechanical Size-Dependent Buckling Response for Functionally Graded Graphene 
Platelet Reinforced Piezoelectric Cylindrical Nanoshells”, International Journal of Structural Stability and 
Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 9, 2050100, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S021945542050100X 
ABSTRACT: An accurate buckling response analysis for functionally graded graphene platelet (GPL) 
reinforced piezoelectric cylindrical nanoshells subject to thermo-electro-mechanical loadings is presented by a 
rigorous symplectic expansion approach. Three types of GPL reinforced patterns are considered, and the 
modified Halpin–Tsai model is employed to determine their effective material properties. By using Eringen’s 
nonlocal stress theory and Reissner’s shell theory, new governing equations are established in the Hamiltonian 
form. Exact solutions are expanded into symplectic series and three possible forms are derived. A comparison 
with the existing study is presented to validate the solution and very good agreement is observed. The effects of 
material and geometrical properties of GPLs, electric voltage and temperature rise on critical buckling stresses 
are investigated and discussed in detail. 
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Sheng He, Haosen Wang, Stéphane P. A. Bordas and Peng Yu, “A Developed Damage Constitutive Model for 
Circular Steel Tubes of Reticulated Shells”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, 
No. 9, 2050106, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420501060 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is that the precise description of damage behavior is crucial to well catch 
the mechanical behavior of structures in the dynamic numerical simulation, and address the issue on the coupled 
plastic-damage constitutive model for circular steel tubes of reticulated shells under severe earthquake. 
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) constitutive model established by Lemaitre is reviewed at the 
beginning. Then, an improved damage model for circular steel tubes of reticulated shells is developed based on 
Lemaitre’s model by replacing the original damage evolution law with a new one suitable for circular steel 
tubes. In addition, we introduce the stress update process. In this procedure, the well-known operator split 
strategy, which leads to the standard elastic predictor/return mapping algorithm, is adopted to solve the 
evolution problem of the improved model. Exploiting user-defined material subroutine, the implementation of 
the model is achieved within software ANSYS using BEAM189 element. Finally, the dynamic response of 
reticulated shells under severe earthquake are numerically simulated with the proposed model and with the 
conventional Prandtl-Reuss model, respectively. The comparison results show that the consideration of material 
damage accumulation, on the one hand, may change the failure mode of reticulated shells from dynamic 
instability to strength failure; on the other, may reduce the dynamic ultimate load obviously. This consideration 
should be taken into account when conducting nonlinear dynamic analysis of reticulated shells. 
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Iqbal Kaur, Parveen Lata and Kulvinder Singh, “Forced Flexural Vibrations in a Thin Nonlocal Rectangular 
Plate with Kirchhoff’s Thin Plate Theory”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, 
No. 9, 2050107, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420501072 
ABSTRACT: This study deals with a novel model of forced flexural vibrations in a transversely isotropic 
thermoelastic thin rectangular plate (TRP) due to time harmonic concentrated load. The mathematical model is 
prepared for the thin plate in a closed form with the application of Kirchhoff’s love plate theory for nonlocal 
generalized thermoelasticity with Green–Naghdi (GN)-III theory of thermoelasticity. The nonlocal thin plate 
has a nonlocal parameter to depict small-scale effect. The double finite Fourier transform technique has been 
used to find the expressions for lateral deflection, thermal moment and temperature distribution for simply 
supported (SS) thin rectangular plate in the transformed domain. The effect of classical thermoelasticity (CTE) 
theory of thermoelasticity and nonlocal parameters has been shown on the computed quantities. Few particular 
cases have also been deduced. 
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Mihai Nedeicu, “Semi-Analytical Solutions for the Uniformly Compressed Simply Supported Plate with Large 
Deflections”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 9, 2050108, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420501084 
ABSTRACT: The thin plane plates are largely used in practice as single elements or as components of the thin-
walled structures, and their behavior under compression is characterized by large post-buckling load-carrying 
capacity. Various semi-analytical solutions of the uniformly compressed simply supported plate with large 
deflections were formulated almost a century ago, mainly solving the fundamental equations governing the 
deformation of thin plates, or using classic energy methods. Due to several shortcomings, none of these 
solutions were introduced in the design codes of thin-walled members. This paper presents new semi-analytical 
solutions based on classic energy methods. The main innovation is brought by the considered displacement field 
which is far more accurate than the ones used by the previous formulations. The initial geometric imperfections 
are considered, and the proposed solutions are validated against numerical solutions and experimental data. The 
validation is also supported by a publicly available software application. 
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Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 9, 2050110, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420501102 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the lateral buckling behavior of an axially compressed beam interacting 
with the ground on which it is resting. Such a simple model is supposed to reproduce the same trends as 
observed during the lateral buckling of offshore pipelines on the seabed. In such practical analyses, the pipe-soil 
interaction relates the ground to the neutral axis of the pipeline. It is shown that, although such a constraint 
significantly affects the buckling behavior of the pipeline, it cannot reflect the torsional component of the 
buckling modes. However, this component is encountered in practice and may further modify the critical loads. 
Therefore, in this present preliminary study, the interaction between the beam in hand and the surrounding 
ground is modeled by a connection (a continuous distribution of lateral springs) related to the bottom line of the 
beam. In this way, the real contact between the soil and the bottom line of a pipe is mimicked, allowing for both 
flexural and torsional deformations in the buckling response. The problem is investigated analytically using an 
Euler–Bernoulli beam model with an isotropic linear elastic constitutive law and also an elastic interaction law. 
Original analytical solutions are derived and compared to numerical results obtained through finite element 
computations. In comparison with classical solutions (with the connection related to the neutral axis), new types 
of buckling modes may appear when considering torsional effects, depending on the boundary conditions, with 
generally much lower critical loads. These first results are certainly representative of some features of the 
global/localized lateral buckling of offshore pipelines, indicating that torsional effects should also be taken into 
account in such more comprehensive analyses. 
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ABSTRACT: This research aims to investigate the feasibility of using ambient vibration testing for system 
identification of an elevated water tank. To identify the natural dynamic properties, the experimental study is 
carried out on an elevated steel water tank located in Tehran. The tank is instrumented with a sensitive 
velocimeter sensor (microtremor), and the ambient velocity of the tank is recorded for 30min in three 
orthogonal axes. Employing the peak-picking method in the frequency domain, the fundamental frequency of 
the tank is determined as about 1.9Hz. Then, the numerical model of the tank is generated and calibrated based 
on the obtained data. In the primary modeling, the values of natural frequencies of the tank are in good 
agreement with the results of the ambient vibration data. This finding is judged to be reasonable considering no 
clear sign of corrosion in the steel material. 
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ABSTRACT: Investigated herein is the buckling of Euler–Bernoulli nano-beams made of bi-directional 
functionally graded material with the method of initial values in the frame of gradient elasticity. Since the 
transport matrix cannot be calculated analytically, the problem was examined with the help of an approximate 
transport matrix (matricant). This method can be easily applied with buckling analysis of arbitrary two-
directional functionally graded Euler–Bernoulli nano-beams based on gradient elasticity theory. Basic equations 
and boundary conditions are derived by using the principle of minimum potential energy. The diagrams and 
tables of the solutions for different end conditions and various values of the parameters are given and the results 
are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the buckling characteristic of FGM plate considering the surface effect is studied 
based on general third-order plate theory and non-local theory. The surface effect of FGM plate is captured by 
the surface elasticity theory. The Kirchhoff hypothesis is released by employing parabolic variation of 
transverse shear strains. By using Navier solution technique, analytical solutions of buckling loads of FGM 
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ABSTRACT: The paper addresses the problem of asymmetric buckling of geometrically imperfect circular 
plates undergoing large axisymmetric deflections under thermal loading. The plate edge is assumed to be 
immovable in the radial direction and elastically restrained against bending rotation. The plate material is 
graded in the thickness direction and dependence of the material properties on temperature is taken into 
account. The governing equations are derived using the von Karman nonlinear plate theory and the concept of 
physically neutral surface. It is shown that, when subjected to increasing temperature, the plate initially bends 
into a figure of revolution and then buckles into asymmetric mode with local circumferential waves. To 
determine the critical temperature rise, a nonlinear eigenvalue problem is formulated by linearizing the 
governing equations about the axisymmetric state of equilibrium and solved using power-series expansions. The 



effect of temperature-dependent material properties, rotational spring stiffness and initial geometric 
imperfection on the critical temperature rise and buckling mode shapes is studied. 
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ABSTRACT: The main objective of this paper is to validate a finite-element (FE) modeling protocol to simulate 
thin-walled members for static and dynamic analyses. Arbitrary-shaped cross-sections, including open, closed, 
and multicellular sections can be efficiently modeled for further advanced study. The framework is thoroughly 
validated and verified using the existing analytical and closed-form solutions, as well as experimental results 
available in literature. This work is motivated by the higher accuracy of the shell FE-based modeling to capture 
the local and global complex behaviors of thin-walled members with asymmetric sections. Higher 
computational expenses, however, are required for such sophisticated shell finite element models (SFEM). 
Accordingly, a framework hosted in MATLAB and implementing the python scripting technique in ABAQUS, 
is developed, which includes eigen buckling, static nonlinear, modal frequency and dynamic time-history 
analyses. For a more modeling convenience, various parameters are incorporated such as imperfections, residual 
stresses, material definitions, element choice, meshing control, and boundary conditions. Several examples are 
provided to illustrate the application of the proposed framework, and to prove the robustness and accuracy of 
the generated FE models. This paper concludes with the efficiency of implementing SFEMs for simulating thin-
walled members; thereby, establishing a more accurate and advanced structural analysis. 
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ABSTRACT: The effects of different percentages of multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) on natural 
frequencies of polymer composite plates of varying edge-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio and boundary 
conditions at ambient temperature are investigated experimentally and numerically. Conventional hand lay-up 
technique is used to prepare the MWCNT polymer composite plates with different percentages of carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) mixed to the polymer. The elastic properties are determined experimentally by conducting 
uniaxial tensile test in the universal testing machine INSTRON 8862 as per ASTM D-3039. A set of 
experiments were conducted for the natural frequencies of vibration of MWCNT composite plates using the 
Bruel and Kjaer Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer with pulse platform. Detailed parametric studies are 
carried out to determine the effect of weight fraction of CNTs, aspect ratios, edge-to-thickness ratios and 
boundary conditions on the natural frequency of composite plates. Numerical solutions were obtained by the 
commercial finite element method (FEM) package ABAQUS. A simulation model is developed using the same 
geometrical and material properties determined experimentally from which the frequency responses are 
obtained. The simulation results are found to be consistent with the experimental ones. The results obtained 
showed an increase in elastic properties and natural frequencies up to 0.3 wt.% of MWCNT and decrease 
thereafter for all cases due to agglomeration of CNT in the polymer matrix. The morphology and dispersion of 
the CNTs in composites at micro level are investigated by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to further 
corroborate the behavior of specimens. 
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ABSTRACT: The size-dependent free vibration of microbeams submerged in fluid is presented in this paper 
based on the modified couple stress theory. Two different cross-section shapes of microbeams are considered, 
i.e. the circular cross-section and rectangular cross-section. This nonclassical microbeam model is introduced 
for capturing the size effect of microstructures. In this fluid and structure coupled system, the effect of 
hydrodynamic loading on microbeams can be expressed by the added mass method. By using Hamilton’s 
principle and differential quadrature (DQ) method, we can derive governing equations of microbeams in fluid, 
and then rewrite them in the discretized form. The frequencies and mode shapes for microbeams are determined 
by proposing an iterative method. Numerical examples are given to show the effect of fluid depth, fluid density, 
length scale parameter, slenderness ratio, boundary condition and cross-section shape on the vibration 
characteristics. 
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Functionally Graded Porous Cylindrical Shells Using a Unified Solution Formulation”, International Journal of 
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ABSTRACT: This study provides an overview on the effect of porosity on free vibrations and more importantly 
aeroelastic stability margins of cylindrical shells. A general formulation for cylindrical shells is first developed 
including the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia along with Sander’s rigid body rotation 
modification. Two porosity distributions of even and uneven are considered for functionally graded shells. The 
most general form of power-law model which is known as four-parameter power-law is utilized to provide a 
clear understanding for the qualification of functionally graded material. A Ritz-based solution algorithm being 
capable of representing all combinations of symmetric and asymmetric boundary conditions by a penalty 
method is also introduced. In addition to the capability of satisfying all boundary conditions, the presented 
solution method is very fast in terms of convergence and computational effort. Various parametric studies are 
provided and practical results are reported. 
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Cylindrical Shells with General Thickness Variations Subjected to Exponentially Increasing External Pressure”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 12, 2050133, November 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420501333 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical investigation on dynamic buckling of cylindrical shells with 
general thickness variations under exponentially increasing external pressure over the time. Different from the 
previous studies in literatures, the shell thickness varies arbitrarily and is common in actual engineering, which 
leads to failure of the existing methods. A new analytical method is first developed to solve the fourth-order 
governing partial differential equations with variable coefficients for the shell subjected to varying external 
pressure. Then the asymptotic formulae for dynamic buckling loads considering general thickness variations are 
derived and expressed by geometry sizes of the shell and thickness variation functions. To validate the 
presented results, two specific non-axisymmetric thickness cases are discussed in detail. The critical dynamic 
buckling loads show a great agreement with the previous ones by other researchers for simple and axial 
thickness variation situation. Finally, example calculations and parametric discussion are performed, and 
influences of thickness variation types, speed of external pressure and the power exponent of time on the critical 
dynamic buckling loads are discussed. 
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Rodrigo Gonçalves, “On the Lateral-Torsional Elastic Post-Buckling and Strength of Channel Steel Beams”, 
International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, No. 12, 2050135, November 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims at shedding new light on the elastic post-buckling behavior and strength 
(elastoplastic collapse) of steel channel section beams undergoing lateral-torsional (LT) buckling. This new 
insight is acquired using a two-node geometrically exact beam finite element developed by the author, which 
can handle large displacements, including torsion-related warping, Wagner effects, plasticity, residual stresses 
and arbitrary initial configurations (namely geometrical imperfections). Several cross-sections and 
loading/support conditions are analyzed. The results obtained show that the LT buckling behavior of channels is 
asymmetric, meaning that the direction of the geometric imperfection can influence significantly the strength of 
the beams. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the loading and support conditions play a major role, leading to a 
significant scatter of results which hinder the definition of a single buckling curve for design purposes. 
Nevertheless, in all cases considered, the buckling strengths obtained fall significantly above those predicted by 
the current version of Eurocode 3. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the axial buckling of boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) is investigated by 
considering the effects of surface and electric field. To achieve this purpose, the surface elasticity theory is 
exploited and the results are compared with the molecular dynamic simulation in order to validate the accuracy 
of the applied theory. In the molecular dynamics simulation, the potential between boron and nitride atoms is 
considered as Tersoff type. The Timoshenko beam theory is adopted to model BNNT. Moreover, two types of 
zigzag and armchair BNNTs are considered. In this study, the effects of surface, electric field, length, and 
thickness of BNNT on the critical buckling load are investigated. According to the results, the critical load of 
zigzag BNNT depends on the electric field. However, the electric field would not affect the critical load of the 
armchair BNNT. It should be noted that the surface residual tension and surface Lamé’s constants of BNNT 
have considerable impact on the critical load of BNNT. For lower values of electric field and smaller 
dimensions of BNNT, the critical load would be more dependent on the surface effect regarding the results. 
Furthermore, as an efficient non-classical continuum mechanic approach, the surface elasticity theory can fill 
the potential gap between the classical continuum mechanic and molecular dynamics simulation. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents a solution to the dynamic response of three-layered, annular plates that are 
thermo-mechanically loaded. Time-dependent forces are considered to act on the facings of the plate. The 
thermal loading is defined by a flat, axisymmetric temperature field whose profile is expressed by the stationary 
or increase in time temperature differences between the plate edges. The cases of the plates loaded only 
thermally or mechanically have been examined. The problem has been solved analytically and numerically 
using the approximation methods: orthogonalization and finite difference. The selected reactions of an exemplar 
plate have been compared with the results obtained for the plate analyzed by the finite element method (FEM). 
The critical temperature differences and critical loads and corresponding dynamic buckling modes have been 
analyzed in detail. The numerous results presented for the dynamic responses have an important and practical 
meaning in the design process of plate structures subjected to complex thermo-mechanical loads. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper reports the most recent developments concerning Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) 
formulations, and corresponding finite element implementations, for steel-concrete composite beams. These 
formulations are able to perform the following types of analysis: (i) materially nonlinear analysis, to calculate 
the beam load-displacement response, up to collapse, including steel plasticity, concrete cracking/crushing and 
shear lag effects, (ii) bifurcation (linear stability) analysis, to obtain local/distortional bifurcation loads and 
buckling mode shapes of beams subjected to negative (hogging) bending, accounting for shear lag and concrete 
cracking effects and (iii) long-term service analysis including creep, cracking and arbitrary cross-section 
deformation (which includes shear lag) effects. The potential (computational efficiency and accuracy) of the 
proposed GBT-based finite elements is illustrated through several numerical examples. For comparison 
purposes, results obtained with standard finite strip and shell/brick finite element models are provided. 
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ABSTRACT: Medium-frequency (mid-frequency) vibration analysis of complex structures plays an important 
role in automotive, aerospace, mechanical, and civil engineering. Flexible beam structures modeled by the 
classical Euler–Bernoulli beam theory have been widely used in various engineering problems. A kinematic 
hypothesis made in the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is that the plane sections of a beam normal to its neutral 
axis remain planes after the beam experiences bending deformation, which neglects shear deformation. 
However, previous investigations found out that the shear deformation of a beam (even with a large slenderness 
ratio) becomes noticeable in high-frequency vibrations. The Timoshenko beam theory, which describes both 
bending deformation and shear deformation, would naturally be more suitable for medium-frequency vibration 
analysis. Nevertheless, vibrations of Timoshenko beam structures in a medium frequency region have not been 
well studied in the literature. This paper presents a new method for mid-frequency vibration analysis of two-
dimensional Timoshenko beam structures. The proposed method, which is called the augmented Distributed 



Transfer Function Method (DTFM), models a Timoshenko beam structure by a spatial state-space formulation 
in the s-domain. The augmented DTFM determines the frequency response of a beam structure in an exact and 
analytical form, in any frequency region covering low, middle, or high frequencies. Meanwhile, the proposed 
method provides the local information of a beam structure, such as displacement, shear deformation, bending 
moment and shear force at any location, which otherwise would be very difficult with energy-based methods. 
The medium-frequency analysis by the augmented DTFM is validated in numerical examples, where the 
efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method is demonstrated. Also, the effects of shear deformation on the 
dynamic behaviors of a beam structure at medium frequencies are examined through comparison of the 
Timoshenko beam and Euler–Bernoulli beam theories. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling loads of arches could be significantly affected by the assumptions made on the load 
behavior during buckling. For a funicular arch whose centerline coincides with the compression line, we may 
consider two types of load behaviors based on how the line of load action shifts during buckling. This paper 
presents the governing differential equations for the elastic in-plane buckling problem of funicular circular 
arches under uniform radial pressure based on the two different load behavior assumptions, as well as analytical 
and numerical methods for analysis. For the analytical method, buckling criteria of rotationally-restrained ended 
circular arches with an internal rotational spring are formulated by using the general solution of the governing 
differential equation. For the numerical method, the Hencky bar-chain model (HBM) and its simple matrix 
formulations for general funicular arches are established. The buckling loads and mode shapes of funicular 



circular arches are solved by using HBM and verified against exact solutions obtained from the analytical 
method. For funicular catenary arches and parabolic arches, the buckling load solutions by HBM with various 
number of segments are also obtained and compared with the solutions presented by the previous researchers. 
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Cantilever Beams of Random Lamination”, International Journal of Structural Stability and Dynamics, Vol. 20, 
No. 13, 2041016, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219455420410163 
ABSTRACT: This study addresses the analytical treatment of a closed-form buckling equation for lateral-
torsional stability of thin web composite cantilever beams under mid-height tip force. The beam is composed of 
random ply fiber orientations. Classical lamination theory is embedded into the Vlasov plate formulation to 
make up the framework of the analytical treatment. A closed-form solution is realized when an innovative 
dimensional reduction is extended to the 3D constitutive stiffness matrix. This was made possible through a 
two-step process in which the shear strain, lateral curvature, and twisting curvature are retained first. By 



condensing the shear strain variable, effective lateral, torsional, and coupling stiffness terms were formulated. 
Applying the equilibrium conditions in the deformed configuration, two differential equations are obtained in 
terms of the lateral curvature and twisting angle. Eliminating the lateral curvature, the twisting angle differential 
equation with nonconstant coefficients is generated. This equation is solved using a hybrid numerical-analytical 
approach yielding an analytical buckling expression. Finite element results are generated to verify the accuracy 
of the buckling load predictions indicating very good correlation with the buckling equation results regardless 
of the random lamination applied. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling and vibration analysis of cantilever functionally graded (FG) beam that reinforced with 
carbon nanotube (CNT) is the purpose of this paper. The beam is graded in the thickness direction, and 
compressive axial force impressed the beam. The volume fractions of randomly oriented agglomerated single-
walled CNTs (SWCNTs) are assumed to be graded in the thickness direction. To determine the effect of CNT 
agglomeration on the elastic properties of CNT-reinforced FG-beam, a two-parameter micromechanics model 
of agglomeration is employed. In this paper, an equivalent continuum model based on the Eshelby–Mori–
Tanaka approach is obtained. The stability and motion equations are based on the two-dimensional elasticity 
theory and Hamilton’s principle. The generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) that has high 
accuracy is used to discretize the equations of stability and motion and to implement the boundary conditions. 
To study the accuracy of the present analysis, a compression is carried out with a known data. Convergence 
rate, the influence of graded agglomerated CNTs, and the effect of axial forces exerted on the beam, on the 
natural frequencies of reinforced beam by randomly oriented agglomerated CNTs are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an accurate and efficient method is presented for analyzing the dynamic response of 
two-dimensional (2D) periodic structures. The algebraic structure of the corresponding matrix exponential is 
analyzed and, based on its special structure, an accurate and efficient method for its computation is proposed. 
Accuracy is maintained using the precise integration method (PIM), and great efficiency is achieved in the 
computational effort using the periodic properties of the structure and the energy propagation features of the 
dynamic system. The proposed method is compared with the conventional Newmark and Runge–Kutta (R–K) 
methods, and it is shown to be accurate, efficient and extremely frugal in its memory requirements. 
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ABSTRACT: A family of hierarchical one-dimensional beam finite elements developed within a variables 
separation framework is presented. A Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) is used to divide the global 
three-dimensional problem into two coupled ones: one defined on the cross-section space (beam modeling 
kinematic approximation) and one belonging to the axis space (finite element solution). The displacements over 
the cross-section are approximated via a Unified Formulation (UF). A Lagrangian approximation is used along 
the beam axis. The resulting problems size is smaller than that of the classical equivalent finite element 
solution. The approach is, then, particularly attractive for higher-order beam models and refined axial meshes. 
The numerical investigations show that the proposed method yields accurate yet computationally affordable 
three-dimensional displacement and stress fields solutions. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper investigates the dynamic behavior of thin-walled reservoirs containing an ideal liquid 
taking into account the effects of hydroelastic interaction and sloshing. A mathematical statement of the 
problem is based on the principle of virtual displacements, which accounts for the pre-stressed non-deformed 
state of the shell caused by various force factors. The behavior of compressible liquid is described by linearized 
Euler equations, which are transformed by the Bubnov–Galerkin method. The dynamics of partially filled 
circular and elliptical cylindrical reservoirs are investigated numerically using a finite element procedure. It has 
been shown that allowing for sloshing considerably reduces eigenfrequencies of vibrations of the examined 
systems but has inessential effect on the displacements of the structure under non-stationary loads. Based on the 
modal analysis we present a classification of eigenmodes of free surface oscillations of a liquid in vertical tanks. 
It has been found that due to consideration of the sloshing effect, the frequency spectrum of the system can split 
into two parts in the case when the vibration frequencies of liquid differ from the vibration frequencies of an 
empty shell. Moreover, under harmonic excitation consideration of liquid sloshing leads to a more complicated 
amplitude-frequency curve characterized by displacement jumps. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with thermal post-buckling of uniform isotropic beams with axially 
immovable spring-hinged ends. The ends of the beam with elastic rotational restraints represent the actual 
practical support conditions and the classical hinged and clamped conditions can be achieved as the limiting 
cases of the rotational spring stiffness. The governing differential–integral equation is solved by assuming 
suitable admissible function for lateral displacement and by employing the Galerkin method. A brief and 
explicit analytical approximate formulation is established to predict the thermal post-buckling behavior of the 
beam. The present analytical approximate expressions show excellent agreement with the corresponding 
numerical solutions based on the shooting method. This confirms the effectiveness and verifies the accuracy of 
the formulas established. 
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ABSTRACT: The present work is concerned with the dynamic behavior of a circular ring loaded between a 
wedge-shaped indenter and a rigid plate. First, an analytical model using the rigid-plastic theory is established. 
The effects of strain-hardening and strain-rate are incorporated. The history of displacement, velocity and 
reaction force of the wedge-shaped indenter and energy absorbed by the circular ring are obtained. Further, to 
verify the proposed analytical model, numerical simulations and experiments are performed and compared with 
the analytical predictions. It is found that the analytical solutions compare well with the numerical simulations 
and experiments. This study provides a better understanding of the energy dissipation behavior of circular rings. 
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ABSTRACT: An analytical and numerical study for the torsional vibrations of viscous fluid-filled three-layer 
transversely isotropic cylinder is presented in this paper. The equations of motion of solid and fluid are 
respectively formulated using the constitutive equations of a transversely isotropic cylinder and the constitutive 
equations of a viscous fluid. The analytical solution of the frequency equation is obtained using the boundary 
conditions at the free surface of the solid layer and the boundary conditions at the fluid–solid interface. The 
frequency equation is deduced and analytically solved using the symbolic Software Mathematica. The finite 
element method using Comsol Multiphysics Software results are compared with present method for validation 
and an acceptable match between them were obtained. It is shown that the results from the proposed method are 
in good agreement with numerical solutions. The influence of fluid dynamic viscosity is thoroughly analyzed 
and the effect of the isotropic properties on the natural frequencies is also investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, bending and free vibration analysis of carbon nanotubes reinforced composite 
(CNTRC) cylindrical shell is carried out using the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. The single-walled 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) reinforcement is either uniformly distributed (UD) or functionally graded (FG) in 
the thickness direction which, are specified as the cases [math] Effective material properties of CNTRC 



cylindrical shell are estimated according to the rule of mixture as well as considering the CNT efficiency 
parameters. An analytical solution is performed by using Fourier series along the axial coordinate together with 
state space technique along the radial coordinate for the simply supported CNTRC cylindrical shell. Moreover, 
for CNTRC cylindrical shell with other edges boundary conditions, a semi-analytical solution is accomplished 
by using differential quadrature method (DQM) along the axial coordinate and state space technique along the 
radial coordinate. Present approach is validated by comparing the numerical results with the available published 
results. Furthermore, effect of types of CNT distributions in the polymer matrix, volume fraction of CNT, edges 
boundary conditions and radial-to-thickness ratio on the bending and free vibration behavior of FG-CNTRC 
cylindrical are examined. 
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ABSTRACT: A strong formulation-based spectral collocation approach is presented to investigate the statics 
and free vibrations of laminated and stepped arches with arbitrary boundary conditions even full rings. The 
influences of shear deformation, inertia rotary and deepness term are considered in the theoretical model. The 
basic concept of the present approach is the expansion of the highest derivatives appearing in the governing 
equations instead of solution function itself by adopted basis functions. Then lower order derivatives and 
function itself are obtained by integration. The constants arising from the integrating process are determined by 
given boundary conditions. Due to the approximation process based on integration technique rather than 
conventional differentiation, it does not require the basis function to be differentiable or continuous, which 
makes the choice of basis functions quite freely. The robustness of the approach for the application of various 
basis functions is evaluated by using Haar wavelet and Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials. To test the 
convergence, efficiency and accuracy of the approach, the numerical results are compared with those previously 
published in literature. Very good agreement can be observed. A distinctive feature of the proposed approach is 
its unified applicability for arbitrary elastic-supported boundary conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: Elastic large deformation analysis based on the hybrid natural element method (HNEM) is 
presented in this paper. The natural neighbor interpolation is adopted to construct the shape functions for the 
HNEM. The incremental formulation of Hellinger–Reissner variational principle is used to derive discrete 
system of incremental equations under the total Lagrangian formulation. And the Newton-Raphson iteration is 
applied to solve these incremental equations. Compared with the natural element method (NEM), the HNEM 
can directly obtain nodal stresses of higher precision, which will bring advantage in the iteration process and 
improve computational efficiency in solving elastic large deformation problems. Some numerical examples 
demonstrate the validity of the HNEM for elastic large deformation problems. 
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nanobeam in a nonuniform magnetic field considering the surface energy”, International Journal of Applied 
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ABSTRACT: It is well-known that rotating nanobeams can have different dynamic and stability responses to 
various types of loadings. In this research, attention is focused on studying the effects of magnetic field, surface 
energy and compressive axial load on the dynamic and the stability behavior of the nanobeam. For this purpose, 
it is assumed that the rotating nanobeam is located in the nonuniform magnetic field and subjected to 
compressive axial load. The nonlocal elasticity theory and the Gurtin–Murdoch model are applied to consider 
the effects of inter atomic forces and surface energy effect on the vibration behavior of rotating nanobeam. The 
vibration frequencies and critical buckling loads of the nanobeam are computed by the differential quadrature 
method (DQM). Then, the numerical results are testified with those results are presented in the published works 
and a good correlation is obtained. Finally, the effects of angular velocity, magnetic field, boundary conditions, 
compressive axial load, small scale parameter and surface elastic constants on the dynamic and the stability 
behavior of the nanobeam are studied. The results show that the magnetic field, surface energy and the angular 
velocity have important roles in the dynamic and stability analysis of the nanobeams. 
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“Computational development of a 4-unknowns trigonometric quasi-3D shear deformation theory to study 
advanced sandwich plates and shells”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 4, 1650049, 
June 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825116500496 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a simple and accurate sinusoidal trigonometric theory (STT) for the bending 
analysis of functionally graded single-layer and sandwich plates and shells is presented for the first time. The 
principal feature of this theory is that models the thickness stretching effect with only 4-unknowns, even less 
than the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) which as it is well-known has 5-unknowns. The governing 
equations and boundary conditions are derived by employing the principle of virtual work. Then, a Navier-type 
closed-form solution is obtained for functionally graded plates and shells subjected to bi-sinusoidal load for 
simply supported boundary conditions. Consequently, numerical results of the present STT are compared with 
other refined theories, FSDT, and 3D solutions. Finally, it can be concluded that: (a) An accurate but simple 4-
unknown STT with thickness stretching effect is developed for the first time. (b) Optimization procedure 
(described in the paper) appear to be of paramount importance for 4-unknown higher order shear deformation 
theories (HSDTs) of this gender, so deserves a lot of further research. (c) Transverse shear stresses results are 
sensitive to the theory and need carefully attention. 
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ABSTRACT: A boundary value problem solution is presented to treatment the deformations of a closed flexible 
elastic torso shell having perturbations at its axial edges. A so-called artificial parameter technique is applied to 



obtain a solution in the form of a double asymptotic series further summed using two-dimensional fractional 
rational approximations. Convergence of the approximations to the exact solution is proven. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the size-dependent geometrically nonlinear free vibration of magneto-
electro-thermo elastic (METE) nanoplates using the nonlocal elasticity theory. The mathematical formulation is 
developed based on the first-order shear deformation plate theory, von Kármán-type of kinematic nonlinearity 
and nonlocal elasticity theory. The influences of geometric nonlinearity, rotary inertia, transverse shear 
deformation, magneto-electro-thermal loading and nonlocal parameter are considered. First, the generalized 
differential quadrature (GDQ) method is utilized to reduce the nonlinear partial differential equations to a 
system of time-dependent nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Afterwards, the numerical Galerkin method, 
periodic time differential operators and pseudo-arc length continuation algorithm are employed to compute the 
nonlinear frequency versus the amplitude for the METE nanoplates. The presented methodology enables one to 
describe the large-amplitude vibration characteristics of METE nanoplates with various sets of boundary 
conditions. A detailed parametric study is carried out to analyze the important parameters such as the 



nondimensional nonlocal parameter, external electric potential, external magnetic potential, temperature change, 
length-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio and various edge conditions on the nonlinear free vibration characteristics 
of METE nanoplates. The results demonstrate that considering the size effect on the vibration response of 
METE nanoplate results in decreasing the natural frequency, a remarkable increasing effect on the hardening 
behavior and subsequently increasing the nonlinear-to-linear frequency ratio. 
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ABSTRACT: An exact closed-form analytical solution is presented to solve the thermo-elasto-plastic problem 
of thick-walled spherical vessels made of functionally graded materials (FGMs). Assuming that the inner 
surface is exposed to a uniform heat flux, and that the outer surface is exposed to an airstream. The heat 
conduction equation for the one-dimensional problem in spherical coordinates is used to obtain temperature 
distribution in the sphere. Material properties are graded in the thickness direction according to a power law 
distribution, whereas the Poisson’s ratio is kept constant. The Poisson’s ratio due to slight variations in 
engineering materials is assumed constant. The plastic model is based on von Mises yield criterion and its 
associated flow rules under the assumption of perfectly plastic material behavior. For various values of 
inhomogeneity constant, the so-obtained solution is then used to study the distribution of limit heat flux, 
displacement and stresses versus the radial direction. Moreover, the effect of increasing the heat flux and 
pressure on the propagation of the plastic zone are investigated. Furthermore, the effect of change in Poisson’s 
ratio on the value of the critical material parameter is demonstrated. The present study is also validated by 
comparing the numerical results for thick elasto-plastic spherical shells available in the literature. To the best of 
the authors’ knowledge, in previous studies, exact thermo-elasto-plastic behavior of FGM thick-walled sphrical 
pressure vessels has not investigated. 
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China), “In-plane vibration analysis of rotating tapered Timoshenko beams”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 5, 1650064, July 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825116500642 
ABSTRACT: Modal analysis of rotating tapered cantilevered Timoshenko beams undergoing in-plane vibration 
is investigated. The coupling effect of axial motion and transverse motion is considered. The Kane dynamic 
method is applied to deriving the governing eigenvalue equations. The displacement and rotational angle 
components are approximately described by the products of Chebyshev polynomials and corresponding 
boundary functions. Chebyshev polynomials guarantee the numerical robustness while the boundary functions 
guarantee the satisfaction of the geometric boundary conditions. The excellent convergence of the present 
solution is exhibited. The results are compared with those available in literature, good agreement is observed. 
The parametric studies on modal characteristics are presented in detail. The tuned rotational speed is examined 
and the eigenvalue loci veering phenomenon along with the corresponding mode shapes is investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: When blood flows in vessel curved portion, the presence of curvature generates a centrifugal 
force that acts in the same manner as a compressive load. Therefore, blood flow velocity has an important effect 
on the stability of vessels. In this study, the blood vessel is simulated as a flexible beam conveying fluid base on 
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, and various boundary conditions are represented for the modeled vessels. Then, 
analytical and numerical methods are deployed to extract desired parameters. The effects of blood flow, 
hematocrit and stiffness of surrounding tissues on the buckling critical pressure are investigated. The results 
show that the mentioned parameters have considerable effects on blood vessels stability. Several numerical 
findings illustrate a reduction in critical buckling pressure with increasing hematocrit and blood flow velocity. 
In addition, the size of red blood cell has a significant effect on critical buckling pressure in low hematocrits. As 
increasing red blood cell diameter decreases critical buckling pressure. Furthermore, because of blood viscosity, 
the non-uniformity effects of the blood flow on blood vessels stability are investigated by considering a 
modification factor. These results improve our understanding of blood vessels instability. 
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approximation effects in the free vibration analysis of functionally graded shells”, International Journal of 
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ABSTRACT: The present work investigates the effects of the curvature terms in the three-dimensional (3D) 
equilibrium equations used for the free vibration analysis of functionally graded material (FGM) structures. The 
3D equilibrium equations have been written in general orthogonal curvilinear coordinates which are valid for 
spherical shells. They automatically degenerate in those for cylindrical shells and plates considering one of the 



two radii of curvature and both radii of curvature equal to infinite, respectively. The approximation of curvature 
terms in the 3D equilibrium equations has been evaluated by means of frequency analyses. Results obtained via 
3D equilibrium equations with exact geometry have been compared with those calculated via 3D equilibrium 
equations written with the approximation of the curvature terms. The effects of the curvature approximations 
depend on the thickness and curvature of the structures, on the materials, lamination sequences and FGM laws, 
on the frequency orders and vibration modes. The resulting system of second order partial differential equations 
has been reduced into a system of first order partial differential equations redoubling the variables. Therefore, 
the exponential matrix method has been employed using a layer wise approach. The final 3D equations have 
been solved in exact form considering harmonic displacement components and simply supported structures. The 
approximation of the curvature terms has been introduced in the 3D equilibrium shell equations. For numerical 
reasons, interlaminar continuity conditions and the top and bottom boundary and loading conditions have been 
written including the exact geometry. The introduction of curvature approximations only in the equilibrium 
equations is sufficient to obtain an exhaustive qualitative analysis of the importance of curvature terms in the 
free vibration problems for FGM structures. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the compression of an isolated cell by two rigid indenters is analyzed. The neo-
Hookean model is employed to characterize the hyperelastic behavior of biological cells. Owing to the greatly 
increased ratio between surface energy density and elastic modulus, surface energy plays important roles in the 
mechanical performance of biological cells. Using the dimensional analysis method and a finite element 
approach incorporating surface energy, we study the elastic compression of hyperelastic cells at finite 
deformation and give the explicit relations of contact radius and indent depth depending on compressive load. 
Our results reveal that surface energy obviously influences both the local deformation and the overall responses 
of hyperelastic cells at finite deformation. The obtained results are useful to determine the elastic properties of 
biological cells from indent-depth curves accurately. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a theoretical and finite element framework for the inhomogeneous 
swelling of fiber-reinforced anisotropic hydrogels and investigate the effects of their orientations and moduli on 
the swelling behaviors of hydrogel bilayers. The effects of fibers on swelling are incorporated into the 
constitutive equations by introducing the corresponding energy contribution, expressed as the invariants related 
to the deformation of fibers, into the Flory–Rehner model. Unified constitutive equations and corresponding 
tangent moduli for anisotropic hydrogels reinforced with two families of fibers are deduced. A nonlinear finite 
element procedure is developed to simulate the inhomogeneous steady anisotropic swelling, where the chemical 
potential is prescribed in an incremental way. The accuracy and effectiveness of the numerical procedure are 
demonstrated by the anisotropic swelling of hydrogel blocks with one or two families of fibers. Based on the 
numerical procedure, many kinds of swelling configurations for hydrogel bilayers with different fiber 
orientations and modulus coefficients can be obtained, ranging from pure bending, twisting or saddle-like to 
combinations of them, which provide systematic guidance for the design of anisotropic-hydrogel based bilayers. 
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ABSTRACT: When exposed to a solvent, a gel bilayer beam can bend due to different swelling abilities of the 
two layers. In this work, an analytical model is derived to obtain the curvature of the bilayer beam. The model is 
further linearized to obtain an explicit expression for the curvature. The finite element model is used to verify 
the above analytical solutions. The results show the curvature predicted by the analytical model is in excellent 
agreement with the finite element results. The linear model predicts a smaller curvature at large swelling ratio. 
These results suggest the analytical models can provide a design metric for self-folding 3D structures. 
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ABSTRACT: Cross-linked liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) are smart materials for large light-activated 
variation or bend to transfer luminous energy into mechanical energy. We study the light-induced behavior of 
homeotropic nematic network polymer plates. The perturbation method is applied to find approximate solutions 
under uniform illumination and compared with finite element simulations. Moreover, situations of nonuniform 
laser illumination are investigated. Unlike single solution obtained from small displacement assumption, 
multiple solutions within Föppl–von Kármán nonlinear geometry framework are found in the post-buckling 
regime and the effect of various boundary conditions is discussed. The nonuniform bending moment generated 
by the inhomogeneous light-induced strain, membrane force and boundary effects lead to the unconventional 
nonsymmetric buckling behavior that is rarely observed under traditional mechanical or thermal loading. 
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Cad. 1., Damla Sok. No. 2/10, Bursa 16330, Turkey), “Post-buckling analysis of edge cracked columns under 
axial compression loads”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 8, 1650086, December 2016, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825116500861 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, post-buckling analysis of an edge cracked cantilever column subjected to non-
follower axial compression loads are studied by using the total Lagrangian Timoshenko column element 
approximation. The cross-section of the column is circular. The cracked column is modeled as an assembly of 
two sub-column connected through a massless elastic rotational spring. In the case of columns subjected to 
compression loads, load rise causes compressible forces end therefore buckling and post-buckling phenomena 
occurs. It is known that post-buckling problems are geometrically nonlinear problems. The considered highly 
non-linear problem is solved considering full geometric nonlinearity by using incremental displacement-based 
finite element method in conjunction with Newton–Raphson iteration method. There is no restriction on the 
magnitudes of deflections and rotations in contradistinction to von-Karman strain–displacement relations of the 
column. The columns considered in numerical examples are made of lower-carbon steel. In the study, the effect 
of the cracks on the deflections, rotational angles, post-buckling configuration and Cauchy stresses of the 
columns are illustrated in detail in post-buckling case. The difference between cracked case and intact case is 
investigated in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes several normalized and non-normalized displacement fields based on hybrid 
and trigonometric hyperbolic shear strain shape functions in order to solve the analytical thermoelastic problem 
of simply-supported laminated composite and sandwich plates using the Carrera unified formulation (CUF) as 
strategy. The equivalent single layer (ESL) governing equations for laminated composite plate are obtained by 
employing the principle of virtual displacement (PVD) and are solved using Navier’s method solution. Linear 



and nonlinear temperature distributions through the plate thickness are taken into account. A hybrid and 
trigonometric hyperbolic shear strain shape functions are introduced in normalized and non-normalized form in 
the mathematical model. The obtained results are compared with the classical polynomial ones for several order 
of expansion. Interesting approximations with 3D solution are shown for low and high order of expansion. 
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induced vibration of an electrostatically deflected FGM micro-beam”, International Journal of Applied 
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ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with the study of nonlinear vibration of a functionally graded cantilever 
micro-beam imposed on a bias DC voltage and superimposed on a sinusoidal heat source. The governing 
equation of motion is derived extremizing the Lagrange’s equation and Hamilton’s principal under the 
assumption of Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. The thermo-elastic equation is obtained utilizing the first law of 
thermodynamics under the assumption of the classical Fourier heat conduction model. Due to the displacement 
dependency of the electrostatic force and time variability of the heat source, the governing differential equations 
of the system are nonlinear implicitly parametrically electro-thermo-elastic coupled equations. To evaluate the 
dynamic response of the micro-beam, the coupled equations are discretized applying a Galerkin-based reduced 
order model and then integrated numerically by the Runge–Kutta method. By solving the equations, the stable 
and unstable regions at different bias DC voltages are identified. By picking some special points from these 
regions and depicting the time history and phase portrait diagrams, their behaviors are investigated in detail. In 
addition to the classical dynamic pull-in, in which a homoclinic orbit separates stable periodic orbits from the 
unbounded solutions, a new kind of dynamic pull-in is presented, which separates unstable solutions, due to 
parametric resonance response, from unbounded rapidly growing solutions owing to the existence of saddle and 
singular fixed points in the system. 
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Engineering University, China), “A modified Fourier solution for free damped vibration analysis of sandwich 
viscoelastic-core conical shells and annular plates with arbitrary restraints”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 8, 1650094, December 2016, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825116500940 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, arbitrary boundary conditions including classical and elastic ones are considered in 
analyzing the vibration and damping characteristics of the sandwich conical shells and annular plates using a 
simple and efficient modified Fourier solution. The displacement field is expressed as the linear combination of 
a standard Fourier series and several supplementary terms. The addition of these terms make the Fourier series 
expansion applicable to any boundary conditions, and the Fourier series expansions improved drastically 
regarding its accuracy and convergence. Instead of adopting conventional differentiation procedure, a Rayleigh–
Ritz technique based on the energy function is conducted which leads to a set of algebraic equations. Then 
natural frequencies and loss factors can be obtained by solving the algebraic equations. Accuracy and reliability 
of the current method are checked by comparing the present results with the existing solutions. Influences of 
some vital parameters on the free vibration and damping performance of sandwich shells and plates are 
discussed. The detailed effect of restraints from different directions on the frequencies and loss factors is 
investigated. So, the method can provide a guide to design sandwich structures with desired vibration 
characteristic and well damping performance by reasonably adjusting the boundary condition. Some new 
numerical results are presented for future validation of various approximate/numerical methods. 
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ABSTRACT: Curved structures are common shapes used in practical engineering. In this paper, the large 
deflection behavior of a curved elastic nanobeam with rectangular cross-section under static bending is 
investigated. Surface stresses in the curved nanobeam are considered as an external load and derived on the 
basis of the general Young-Laplace equation. The governing equations for the large deflection of the curved 
nanobeam with surface effect are established. By using the shooting method, the boundary value problem is 
solved numerically. Some numerical examples are given for cantilever, simply supported, and fixed–fixed 
nanobeams with positive and negative residual surface stresses. It is found that nanobeams in the presence of 
surface effect may be stiffer or more flexible, which is related to the residual surface stress, initial curvature of 
the nanobeam, the externally applied load, and boundary conditions. For nanobeams with smaller cross-
sectional sizes, the height of the nanobeam can affect the deflection of the nanobeam considerably and the 
influence of the width of the nanobeam is negligible. The findings in the present investigation are helpful in 
understanding the mechanical behavior of curved nanobeams with surface effects. 
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ABSTRACT: The instability of longitudinally variable speed viscoelastic plates in contact with ideal liquid is 
studied for the first time. The effect of free surface waves is taken into account in the present study. The 
viscoelasticity is considered by using the Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic constitutive relations. The classical theory 
of thin plate is utilized to derive the governing equation of variable speed plates. The fluid is assumed to be 
incompressible, inviscid and irrotational. Additionally, the velocity potential and Bernoulli’s equation are 
utilized to describe the fluid pressure acting on the vibrating plates. The fluid effect on the vibrational plates is 
described as the added mass of the plates which can be formulated by the kinematic boundary conditions at the 
structure–fluid interfaces. Parametric instability is analyzed by directly applying the method of multiple scales 
to the governing partial-differential equations and boundary conditions. The unstable boundaries are derived 
from the solvability conditions and the Routh–Hurwitz criterion for principal parametric, sum-type and 
difference-type combination resonances. Based on the numerical simulation, the effects of some key parameters 
on the unstable boundaries are illustrated in the excitation frequency and excitation amplitude plane in detail. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a displacement-based unified shear deformation theory is developed for the analysis 
of shear deformable advanced composite beams and plates. The theory is developed with the inclusion of 
parabolic (PSDT), trigonometric (TSDT), hyperbolic (HSDT) and exponential (ESDT) shape functions in terms 
of thickness coordinate to account for the effect of transverse shear deformation. The in-plane displacements 
consider the combined effect of bending rotation and shear rotation. The use of parabolic shape function in the 
present theory leads to the Reddy’s theory, but trigonometric, hyperbolic and exponential functions are first 
time used in the present displacement field. The present theory is accounted for an accurate distribution of 
transverse shear stresses through the thickness of plate, therefore, it does not require problem dependent shear 
correction factor. Governing equations and associated boundary conditions of the theory are derived from the 
principle of virtual work. Navier type closed-form solutions are obtained for simply supported boundary 
conditions. To verify the global response of the present theory it is applied for the bending of both one-
dimensional (beams) and two-dimensional (plates) functionally graded, laminated composite and sandwich 
structures. The present results are compared with exact elasticity solution and other higher order shear 
deformation theories to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the present theory. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the analyses of free vibration and buckling of functionally graded (FG) 
nanoplates in thermal environment by using a new quasi-3D nonlocal hyperbolic plate theory in which both 
shear and normal strains are included. The nonlocal equations of motion for the present problem are derived 
from Hamilton’s principle. For simply-supported boundary conditions, Navier’s approach is utilized to solve the 
motion equations. Eringen’s nonlocal theory is employed to capture the effect of the nonlocal parameter on 
natural frequency and buckling of the FGM nanoplates. Numerical results of the present formulation are 
compared with those predicted by other theories available in the open literature to explain the accuracy of the 
suggested theory that contains the shear deformation and thickness stretching. Other numerical examples are 
also presented to show the influences of the nonlocal coefficient, power law index and geometrical parameters 
on the vibration and buckling load of FGM nanoplates. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the deflection and stress behavior of composite plates reinforced by 
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with piezoelectric layers which are under transverse mechanical 
load. Two kinds of carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (CNTRC) plates, namely uniformly distributed (UD) 
and functionally graded (FG) along the plate thickness, are considered. The extended rule of mixture approach 
is used to estimate the effective material properties. The governing equations are derived using the Hamilton 
approach based on the first-order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT) and third-order shear deformation 
plate theory (TSDT). In addition, the Navier technique is employed to obtain the deflection and stress response 
of the nanocomposite plates. The results of present work are also compared with those available in the literature 
and show good agreement. The effects of applied force, volume fraction of CNT, distribution of CNT, thickness 
of piezoelectric layer, thickness to width ratio and aspect ratio on the static behavior are studied. In previous 
studies, deflection and stress analysis of nanocomposite plate with piezoelectric layers based on third-order 
shear deformation plate theory has not investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: Based on the quasi-conforming (QC) element technique, accurate and reliable eight-node and six-
node solid-shell elements are presented in this paper. These QC solid-shell elements can alleviate shear and 
Poisson thickness locking by appropriately interpolating the strain fields over the element domain, and they are 
completely free from hourglass modes by ensuring the rank sufficiency of the element stiffness matrix a priori. 
Furthermore, the element stiffness matrices of the present elements are evaluated explicitly rather than resorting 
to the numerical integration, which leads to a high computational efficiency. The QC solid-shell elements with 
the properly interpolated element strain fields can rigorously pass both membrane and bending patch tests. The 
popular benchmark problems are used to evaluate the performance of the QC solid-shell elements. The 
numerical results show that the present QC solid-shell elements yield not only accurate displacements but also 
good stress results for all the stress components. Particularly, the present QC solid-shell elements are capable of 
giving quite accurate results even with very coarse mesh. 
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ABSTRACT: The modal synthesis method is frequently used for the analysis of large structures composed of 
multiple parts concerning dynamic aspects. In this paper, we extended the modal synthesis method under the 
isogeometric analysis framework. The isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love shell elements are used for the analysis of 
the substructures, the Craig–Bampton method is used for the modal synthesis and the bending-strip method is 
used for the substructures coupling. We give examples on the modal analysis and the harmonic response 
analysis. The results show the effectiveness of the method. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present research, vibration and instability of axially moving viscoelastic micro-plate is 
investigated. Sinusoidal shear deformation theory (SSDT) is utilized due to its accuracy of polynomial functions 
than other plate theories. Based on Kelvin’s model, the viscoelastic structural properties of micro-plate are 
taken into consideration. The modified couple stress theory (MCST) is employed because of its capability to 
interpret the size effect. Using Hamilton’s principle, equations of motion are obtained and solved by hybrid 
analytical–numerical solution at different boundary conditions. Influences of various parameters such as size 
effect, axially moving speed, viscoelastic structural damping coefficient, thickness and aspect ratio on the 
vibration characteristics of moving viscoelastic micro-plate are discussed in detail. The results indicated that the 
critical speed of moving micro-plate is strongly dependent on the aspect ratio, therefore, the low aspect ratio 
should be considered for optimum design of this kind of moving micro-devices. The results of this investigation 
can be used in design and manufacturing of axially moving systems at the micro-scale such as micro-magnetic 
tapes. 
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ABSTRACT: Global dynamics of supercritical pipes conveying pulsating fluid considering superharmonic 
resonance of the second mode with 1:2 internal resonance are investigated. The governing partial differential 
equations in the supercritical regime are obtained based on the nontrivial equilibrium configuration of the pipes 
conveying fluid and then transformed into a discretized nonlinear gyroscopic system via assumed modes and 
Galerkin’s method. The method of multiple scales and canonical transformation are applied to reduce the 
equations of motion to the near-integrable Hamiltonian standard form. The energy-phase method is employed to 
demonstrate the existence of chaotic dynamics by identifying the existence of multi-pulse jumping orbits in the 
perturbed phase space. The global solutions are subsequently interpreted in terms of the physical motion of such 
gyroscopic system. Two types of nonlinear normal modal motion and the chaotic pattern conversion between 
the locked simple bidirectional traveling wave motion and the complex bidirectional traveling wave motion are 
discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Using the modified couple stress theory and the shell model, this paper investigates the torsional 
instability of carbon nano peapods (CNPs), which are the hybrid structures made by inserting C60 fullerenes into 
CNT. Based on the modified couple stress theory as a higher order elasticity theory and using the first-order 
shear deformation shell theory, the equilibrium equations are derived through the principle of the minimum 
potential energy. The critical torsional moment is determined for the (10,10) CNT and the C60@(10,10) CNP, 
and compared with that of MD simulations in the literature. Then, the increase in critical torsional moment is 
represented with the increase in the length scale parameter in both (10,10) CNT and C60@(10,10) CNP based on 
the modified couple stress theory. Besides, by comparing the critical torsional moment in the C60@(10,10) CNP 
and the (10,10) CNT, 100 percent increase in buckling resistance due to the presence of C60 fullerene is 
exhibited as well. In addition, the CNP surrounding is modeled as Pasternak foundation, and the effects of 
Pasternak stiffness are shown on the critical torsional moment. 
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ABSTRACT: A hybrid nanotube (HNT) is fabricated by coating carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with a concentric 
coating layer. Vibration of the HNTs is of great interest due to its potential applications in nano-resonators, 
nanosensors/actuators and nanogenerators. In particular, it is expected that the super stiff but very light CNTs 
would largely up-shift the vibration frequency and improve the performance of the achieved nanodevices. On 
the other hand, the hybrid structures may lead to the defects at the CNT-coating layer interface, which would 
down-shift the frequency and impair the integrity of the HNT. This paper aims to examine these issues by using 
a multiple-beam model for the pristine HNTs and a finite element model for the defective ones. The frequencies 
are obtained for the first five modes of the HNTs reinforced by a single-wall or a multi-wall CNT. It was shown 
that the strengthening effect of the CNTs is substantial for the high frequency vibrations of the HNTs with a 
thin coating layer. In this case, the inverse effect of the interfacial defects can also be observed. 
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ABSTRACT: The characteristics of gradient metallic cellular materials vary along its thickness direction. Under 
quasi-static compression, the crushing stress of gradient cellular materials cannot be simplified as a constant 
before the cellular materials are all crushed. To calculate the crushing stress of gradient metallic cellular 
material, a new formula associate with strain hardening for gradient cellular materials is presented. 
Subsequently, an analytical model is developed to investigate the plastic indentation response of the sandwich 
panel with gradient metallic cellular core. Finite element (FE) simulation is carried out in order to verify the 
analytical results. Finally, the influences of gradient cellular cores with equivalent mass, in which two types of 
gradients: linear mass density and linear plateau stress distributions are considered, on the response of sandwich 
panels are further investigated. And the results show that the plastic energy due to compressive deformation of 
the gradient cellular core with the linear mass density is larger than that of the gradient cellular core with linear 
plateau stress under the same indentation. 
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ABSTRACT: Large-deflection bending of fully clamped slender metal foam-filled rectangular tubes is 
investigated theoretically, experimentally and numerically. A plastic yield criterion for the foam-filled 
rectangular tube is proposed. Considering the filled foam strength effect and the interaction of bending and 
stretching, an analytical solution is proposed to predict the structural response of the foam-filled rectangular 
tubes transversely loaded by a flat punch. Clamped bending tests of aluminium alloy foam-filled rectangular 
tubes are conducted. The analytical model captures experimental results reasonably. Numerical calculations are 
carried out to predict the large-deflection behavior of the foam-filled tubes, and good agreement is achieved 
between the analytical solutions and numerical results. The effects of wall thickness of tube, punch size and 
filled foam strength are discussed in detail. It is demonstrated that the present analytical model can reasonably 
predict the post-yield behavior of the foam-filled rectangular tube. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration and flexural behavior of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite curved panel is investigated under uniform and linear thermal environment. The carbon nanotube 
reinforced composite curved panel has been modeled mathematically based on the higher-order shear 
deformation theory. The nanotube properties are assumed to be depended on the temperature and graded in the 
thickness direction using different grading rules. The governing equations for the static and vibration analysis of 
the functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite panel are obtained using the variational method. 
Further, isoparametric finite element steps are implemented for the discretization of the governing equation and 
solved numerically via a specialized computer code developed in MATLAB environment. The rate of 
convergence and the validity of the presently developed numerical model have been checked. Finally, the effect 
of different geometrical and material parameters (thickness ratios, support conditions, volume fractions, thermal 
load, aspect ratios, and type of grading) on the free vibration and flexural behavior of functionally graded 
carbon nanotube reinforced composite are examined and discussed detail under thermal environment. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the dynamic behavior of composite anisogrid lattice conical shells. Lattice 
composite conical shell consists of composite helical and circumferential ribs and thin outer skin. The free 
vibration analysis of anisogrid composite lattice conical shell is presented. A smeared method is employed to 
calculate the variable coefficients of stiffness of conical shell and more close to the realistic applications. The 
lattice part of conical shell is modeled as a beam, so in addition to the axial loads, ribs endure shear loads and 
bending moments. The first-order shear deformation shell theory is used to account for the effects of transverse 
shear deformations and rotary inertia. The current results are verified with 3D finite element model of conical 
shell by ANSYS Software and those reported in the literature. Some special cases as influences of geometric 
parameters of lattice part of shell, effects of boundary conditions and circumferential wave number on natural 
frequencies of the shell are discussed. It was concluded that employment of the smear method could be 
recommended for determining the coefficients of stiffness of the composite lattice conical shells with outer skin. 
Also increasing the vertex angle of cone increases the natural frequencies of conical shell. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper, free vibration of a rotating ring supported by an elastic foundation is studied 
by analytical method, finite element (FE) simulation and experiment. By adopting the ring analogy of 
Timoshenko beam theory, the nonlinear vibration of the rotating ring on an elastic foundation is modeled based 
on Hamilton’s principle. Radial and tangential deformation are considered. By solving the generalized 
eigenvalue problem, natural frequencies and flexural modes are obtained. Furthermore, the Euler–Bernoulli (E–
B) theory is also employed to investigate the free vibration. For determining the necessity of the Timoshenko 
theory, the flexural vibration frequencies from two theories are compared. Specifically, the effects of the radius 
and the radial height (the thickness) of the ring on the difference between the two models are studied. In order 
to confirm the analytical results, finite element analysis and experiments on three test specimens are used to 
verify the natural frequency and flexural mode predictions. Overall, this work shows the necessity of the 
Timoshenko theory for studying free vibration of an elastic ring. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the postbuckling behavior of piezoelectric microbeams (PMBs) 
using a modified couple stress theory (MCST) and a Euler–Bernoulli–von Kármán beam model. The critical 
buckling force, voltage and the deformation amplitude were calculated for the buckling of the axially 
compressed microbeams with a clamp–clamp boundary condition. It is found that the stiffness of microbeams 
considering the MCST is higher than that given by the classical model when the feature size decreases to the 
microscale. Moreover, the microscale size effect has a strong influence on the critical buckling loads and the 
amplitude of postbuckling deformation. This study brings an improved understanding of the postbuckling 
behavior of PMBs, and offers useful guidance for the design of piezobeam-based sensors, actuators and 
stretchable microelectronics. 
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Shenyang 110819, P. R. China), “Nonlinear dynamics of functionally graded material plates under dynamic 
liquid load and with longitudinal speed”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 4, 1750054, 
June 2017, This paper investigates the dynamics of functionally graded material (FGM) plates under dynamic 
liquid load and with longitudinal speed. The liquid is assumed to be ideal so that it is incompressible, inviscid 
and irrotational. Based on the D’Alembert’s principle, the mathematical model of the system is developed by 
taking into account geometrical and material nonlinearities as well as velocity potential and Bernoulli’s 
equation. The Galerkin method is employed to discretize the partial differential governing equation to a series 
of ordinary differential ones, which are then analyzed via the use of the method of harmonic balance. Analytical 
results are compared with numerical ones to validate the present method. The stability of the steady-state 
response is examined by means of the perturbation technique. Linear analysis of the system shows the possible 
appearance of internal resonance, and nonlinear frequency-response curves demonstrate strong hardening-
spring property of the system. A modal interaction behavior through 1:1 internal resonance is detected; the 
behavior can happen in a wide domain of constituent volume fraction, which is a unique phenomenon in 
moving FGM plates compared with their metallic counterparts. Furthermore, results show the modal interaction 
can be easily evoked in the moving FGM plate under dynamic liquid load, even while the plate is subjected to 
minimal exciting force or large damping. In addition, influence of the plate location on nonlinear dynamics of 
the system is examined; results show the dynamic response of the plate will change considerably when the plate 
is near the container wall. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, discrete shear gap method (DSG)-based central point of the three-node triangular 
element (CP-DSG3) is presented for both linear and geometrically nonlinear analysis of plates and shells. A 
fictitious central point is introduced as the base point of the DSG to overcome the anisotropy of the formerly 



proposed formulation. In the CP-DSG3, the discrete shear gap at each field node is deduced using rotations of 
all three nodes in local coordinate system, which makes it an isotropic triangular plate and shell element. At the 
same time, the CP-DSG3 inherits the advantages of shear-locking-free from the DSG. Moreover, a series of 
numerical examples consisting of standard patch test, linear and geometrically nonlinear problems have been 
investigated and the results demonstrate the excellent performance and accuracy of the proposed CP-DSG3. 
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ABSTRACT: Flexoelectricity, a spontaneous polarization in linear response to strain gradients or non-uniform 
deformation, is believed to contribute to the size-dependent electromechanical coupling of piezoelectric 
materials at the nanoscale. In the current work, the flexoelectric effect upon the static bending behaviors of a 
cantilevered piezoelectric nanoplate (PNP) is studied. Based on the Kirchhoff plate model and the extended 
linear piezoelectric theory, the non-conventional governing equations and the boundary conditions of the PNP 
under both mechanical and electrical loads are derived with the incorporation of the flexoelectric effect. Finite 
difference method (FDM) is performed to get the numerical solution for the electroelastic fields of the plate. 
Simulation results show that the flexoelectric effect is more prominent for the thinner plates with smaller 
thickness. It is also found that the flexoelectric effect upon the electroelastic responses of the clamped PNP is 
also sensitive to some other factors, including the boundary conditions, the plate geometric ratio, and the 
applied mechanical and electrical loads. This work aims to provide an increased understanding of the size-
dependent electromechanical coupling properties of a piezoelectric plate structure. 
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ABSTRACT: The origami crash box has been recognized as an efficient energy absorption device. In this 
paper, quasi-static axial compression tests and numerical simulations are carried out to investigate the energy 
absorption capacity of origami crash box. The complete diamond mode could be successfully triggered, which 



indicates that this collapse mode is insensitive to geometric imperfection when the tube is subjected to quasi-
static loading. And the results confirm that axially compressed tubes with longer modules (l/t=60 ) renders 
higher mean crushing force than those with short modules (l/t=40 ). Moreover, in order to figure out the energy 
dissipation percentage of each region in origami crash box, the plastic deformation of shells in two 
representative regions is measured and analyzed by utilizing electrical measurement and noncontact optical 
measurement. The results reveal that about 10% of total energy is absorbed by those shells, which is large 
enough to affect the prediction accuracy of expressions deduced by super folding element theory. 
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ABSTRACT: The static instability of functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) 
beam in the presence of the material and geometrical uncertainties is investigated. By utilizing the extended rule 
of mixture, the mechanical properties of nanocomposite beam are estimated, and critical buckling loads are 
obtained by the use of Galerkin’s method. To take propagation of uncertain variables into account, a 
nonprobabilistic approach is employed. The suggested model is justified by a great agreement between the 
given results and available data in the literature. The most prominent uncertain variables are distinguished based 
on a sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the influence of volume fraction of the carbon nanotube on the upper and 
lower bounds of uncertain buckling load and uncertainty propagation percent of FG-CNTRC beam is examined. 
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ABSTRACT: The study of the dynamic behavior of a membrane in contact with a fluid is interesting due to the 
numerous applications in technology. The vibro-acoustic behavior of a circular membrane in a cylindrical 
container or a membrane drum filled with a nonviscous fluid is analyzed. A boundary element method is used 
and the acoustic pressure over the boundary is calculated employing the Kirchhoff’s integral equation and that 
with the equation of motion of the membrane, the natural frequencies of vibration are obtained. Furthermore, 
the effect of the drum height, drum radius, membrane material density, tension parameter and fluid density on 
the frequencies are evaluated, as well as the variation of the fluid mass coefficient with the wave number. 
Validation of the method is made comparing the results with those obtained by other authors and theories. 
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to investigate the thermal effects on the free vibration of functionally 
graded (FG) porous deep beams. Mechanical properties of the FG deep beam are temperature-dependent and 
vary across the height direction with different porosity models. The governing equations problem is obtained by 
using the Hamilton’s principle. In the solution of the problem, plane piecewise solid continua model and finite 
element method are used. The effects of porosity parameters, material distribution, porosity models and 
temperature rising on the vibration characteristics are presented and discussed with porosity effects for FG deep 
beams. 
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stress analysis of single-wall carobon nanotube based on strain gradient theory”, Int. J. Appl. Mechanics 09(6), 
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ABSTRACT: This paper studies stress distribution in a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) under internal 
pressure with various chirality. Strain gradient theory is used to capture the size-dependent behavior of the 
SWCNT. Minimum total potential energy principle is successfully applied to derive the governing differential 
equation and its associated boundary conditions. Due to complexity of the governing differential equation and 
boundary conditions, numerical scheme is used to solve the problem. Comparing the results based on strain 
gradient theory and that of classical elasticity shows a major difference between these two methods. However, a 



close examination of the results indicates that both theories predict the same trend for variations in the radial 
displacement along the SWCNT radius. Numerical results also indicate that the proposed model can lead into 
the classical elasticity model, provided the material length scale parameters are taken to be zero. Additionally, 
for plane strain condition, the radial displacements predicted by strain gradient theory are lower than those 
predicted by classical elasticity theory. Moreover, numerical results show that in a SWCNT, the non-
dimensional radial and circumferential stresses along the wall thickness of the SWCNT increase as the radius is 
increased. The opposite behavior is true for non-dimensional high-order stresses. 
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ABSTRACT: A wavelet-decomposed Rayleigh–Ritz model for 2D plate vibration analyses is proposed in this 
work. For an elastically-supported rectangular plate under Love–Kirchhoff theory, 2D Daubechies wavelet scale 
functions are used as the admissible functions for analyzing the flexural displacement in an extremely large 
frequency range. For constructing the mass and stiffness matrices of the system, the 2D wavelet connection 
coefficients are deduced. It is shown that by inheriting the versatility of the Rayleigh–Ritz approach and the 
superior fitting ability of the wavelets, the proposed method allows reaching very high frequencies. Validations 
are carried out in terms of both eigen-frequencies and the forced vibration responses for cases which allow 
analytical solutions. Effects of the wavelet parameters on the calculation accuracy and convergence are also 
studied. 
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topology optimization of continuum structures considering buckling constraints”, International Journal of 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an adaptive continuation method for buckling topology optimization of 
continuum structures using the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) model. For optimization 
problems of minimizing structural compliance subject to constraints on material volume and buckling load 
factors, it has been found that the conflict between the requirements for structural stiffness and stability may 
have an adverse impact on the performance of existing optimization algorithms. An automatic scheme for 
adjusting the penalization parameter is introduced to deal with this conflict and thus achieves better designs. 
Based on an investigation on the effect of the penalization parameter on design evolution during the 
optimization process, a rule is established to determine the appropriate penalization parameter values. Using this 
rule, an effective scheme is developed for determining the penalization parameter values such that the buckling 
constraints are appropriately considered throughout the optimization process. Numerical examples are presented 
to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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University, Xi’an 710129, P. R. China), “A hybrid method for transverse vibration of multi-span functionally 
graded material pipes conveying fluid with various volume fraction laws”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 7, 1750095, October 2017, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825117500958 
ABSTRACT: Both functionally graded materials (FGMs) and fluid-conveying pipes have wide applications in 
engineering communities. In this paper, the transverse vibration and stability of multi-span viscoelastic FGM 
pipes conveying fluid are investigated. Volume fraction laws including power law, sigmoid law and exponential 
law are introduced to describe the variations of material properties in FGM pipes. A hybrid method which 
combines reverberation-ray matrix method and wave propagation method is developed to calculate the natural 
frequencies, and the results determined by present method are compared with the existing results in literature. 
Then, a comparative study is performed to investigate the effects of fluid velocity, volume fraction laws and 
internal damping on transverse vibration and stability of the FGM pipes conveying fluid. The results 
demonstrate that the present method has high precision in dynamic analysis of multi-span pipes conveying fluid. 
It is also found that natural frequencies of FGM pipes can be adjusted by devising the volume fractions laws. 
This particular feature can be tailored to fulfill the special applications in engineering. 
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Seref Doguscan Akbas (Department of Civil Engineering, Bursa Technical University, Yıldırım, Bursa, 16330, 
Turkey), “Forced vibration analysis of functionally graded nanobeams”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 7, 1750100, October 2017, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825117501009 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, forced vibration responses of functionally graded (FG) nanobeams are presented for 
modified couple stress theory (MCST) with damping effect. The FG nanobeam is excited by a transverse 
triangular force impulse modulated by a harmonic motion. Mechanical properties of FG beam depends on the 
position. The Kelvin–Voigt model is considered in the damping effect. In solution of the dynamic problem, 
finite element method is used within Timoshenko beam theory. The obtained system of differential equations is 
reduced to a linear algebraic equation system and solved in the time domain by using Newmark average 
acceleration method. Influences of the geometry and material parameters on forced vibration responses of FG 
nanobeams are examined and discussed. 
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shells on nonlinear elastic foundation under thermomechanical loads”, International Journal of Applied 
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ABSTRACT: Nonlinear dynamic characteristics of functionally graded material (FGM) cylindrical shells 
surrounded by nonlinear elastic foundation under axial static and lateral dynamic loads in thermal environment 
are investigated in the current paper. The main emphasis is on the simulation of the elastic foundation model 
and thermal loads. Nonlinear tri-parametric elastic foundation including linear and nonlinear parameters is used 
to model the reaction of the elastic foundation on the cylindrical shell. Different thermal loading scenarios are 
applied to the system to study the effects of thermal environment, including uniform, linear and nonlinear 
temperature distribution across the shell thickness. Governing equations are derived based on the Donnell’s thin 
shell theory. Material properties of the FGM are assumed to be variable through the shell thickness according to 
a power law function. Discretization of the obtained governing equations is performed using the Galerkin’s 
method. An averaging method and the Runge–Kutta method are applied to obtain the frequency–amplitude 
relation and time–deflection relation, respectively. Comprehensive numerical results are given for investigating 
the effects of thermo-mechanical loads, material and geometrical properties and nonlinear elastic foundation 
parameters on nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the functionally graded cylindrical shells (FGCSs). Present 
formulations are validated by comparing the results with the published data for some specific cases. 
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O. Box 3756, Rasht, Iran), “Nonlinear forced vibration analysis of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells under thermal 
loading using a numerical strategy”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 8, 1750108, 
December 2017, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825117501083 
ABSTRACT: Employing an efficient numerical strategy, the nonlinear forced vibration analysis of composite 
cylindrical shells reinforced with single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is carried out. It is assumed that the 
distribution of CNTs along the thickness direction of the shell is uniform or functionally graded and the 
temperature dependency of the material properties is accounted. The governing equations are presented based 
on the first-order shear deformation theory along with von-Karman nonlinear strain-displacement relations. The 
vectorized form of energy functional is derived and directly discretized using numerical differential and integral 
operators. By the use of variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method, discretized nonlinear governing 
equations are obtained. Then, the time periodic differential operators are applied to perform the discretization 
procedure in time domain. Finally, the pseudo-arc length continuation method is employed to solve the 
nonlinear governing equations and trace the frequency response curve of the nanocomposite cylindrical shell. A 
comparison study is first presented to verify the efficiency and validity of the proposed numerical method. 
Comprehensive numerical results are then given to investigate the effects of the involved factors on the 
nonlinear forced vibration characteristics of the structure. The results show that the changes of fundamental 
vibrational mode shape have considerable effects on the frequency response curves of composite cylindrical 
shells reinforced with CNTs. 
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vibration analysis of pipes conveying fluid based on linear and nonlinear complex modes approach”, 
International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 8, 1750112, December 2017, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, linear and nonlinear complex modes are used to analyze the free vibration of pipes 
conveying fluid involving the gyroscopic properties of the system. The natural frequencies, complex mode 
functions and time domain responses of the admissible mode functions based on discretized model are obtained 
using the invariant manifold method and compared with those of the continuous model. A good agreement has 
been achieved if the admissible mode functions for the static beams are adopted. The energy contributions of 
different admissible modes to the modal motions are also studied which explores the gyroscopic coupling 
variation among the admissible modes for different fluid velocities. Nonlinear complex modes are constructed 
for the nonlinear case and the morphology of the modal motions is demonstrated for different initial energy to 
show the contribution of the nonlinear terms. ‘Traveling waves’ are found for the transverse vibrations of the 
pipes conveying fluid due to the gyroscopic effects, contrary to the “standing waves” found for the pipes 
without moving fluid. 
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University, Beijing 100191, P. R. China), “Transient response of a circular nanoplate subjected to low velocity 
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ABSTRACT: The transient response of a circular nanoplate subjected to the normal impact by a nanosphere 
(e.g., C60) is investigated theoretically. The nanoplate is modeled by the Kirchhoff thin plate theory. Gurtin–
Murdoch’s theory is employed to account for the surface effects of the nanoplate with surface elasticity and 
surface residual stress. The van der Waals interaction between the nanosphere and the nanoplate is also taken 
into account. The governing equations for the vibration of the nanoplate impinged by a rigid nanosphere are 
established by using the Hamilton’s principle. The displacement field in the circular nanoplate is obtained by 
using the Fourier–Bessel expansion method. We reveal some physical mechanisms in the nanoimpact problem 
that are different from those in macroscopic impact problems, and surface effects have pronounced influences 
on the dynamic responses of a plate when its thickness shrinks to a few nanometers. 
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study on the compressive performance of C/SiC lattice sandwich panel at high temperature”, International 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the mechanical properties and failure behaviors of a C/SiC lattice sandwich panel 
were investigated by numerical simulation approach. On the bases of Hashin’s criteria, a novel failure criterion 
for 2D C/SiC textile composite was proposed. An UMAT subroutine based on Abaqus code was constructed to 
demonstrate the fracture mechanism of the C/SiC composite, in which fiber fracture and buckling, matrix 
failure and the laminate delamination were considered. Out-of-plane compressive experiments of the C/SiC 
lattice sandwich panels at room temperature were performed to give verifications of the numerical programmer. 
Based on the simulation method proposed, the mechanical properties and failure features of the C/SiC lattice 
sandwich panels at high temperatures were studied. It was found that the junction between struts and the panels 
of the core firstly damaged due to fiber rupture and matrix cracking. Then fiber tensile fracture and matrix 
cracking occurred in struts sequentially. Finally, delamination took place at junctions and struts and it trigged 
the collapse of the sandwich structure. 
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ABSTRACT: This study deals with a new method for the free vibration analysis of beams under different 
boundary conditions. We show that it is possible to apply a static approach for solving free vibration systems, 
i.e., we obtain natural frequencies for free vibration of beams by analyzing static beam bending problems. 
Specifically, the basic governing equation for beams with harmonic loadings and resting on an elastic 
foundation is solved and the solutions are used directly to yield the beam free vibration solutions. In the free 
vibration analysis, the natural frequency can be a real number or an imaginary number while in the static 
analysis, the foundation stiffness can be either positive or negative. We show that one can solve the deflection 
of a beam subjected to a given concentrated force and subsequently deduce the possible infinite deflection when 
the stiffness becomes zero or negative. In such cases, there exists an equivalent relationship between the free 
vibration frequencies and the negative stiffness. Consequently, determining the natural frequencies becomes a 



problem of determining an appropriate negative foundation elastic constant. In general, the numerical vibration 
solutions can be obtained by analyzing the relationship between loadings and frequencies. For comparison, a 
comparison with the classical free vibration solutions is presented and excellent agreement is illustrated. We 
further show that this static approach for free vibration solutions has a clear edge over the classical free 
vibration approach in computational beam vibration solutions. Very accurate and convergent numerical 
solutions can be obtained using a very simple numerical solution method. This static approach for free vibration 
problems can be extended for plate, shell and other structural systems. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the free vibration of a skew functionally graded material (FGM) plate in the 
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element model of the plate. The material properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent and are graded 
along the thickness direction as per simple power law distribution in terms of volume fraction of metal and 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, a novel multi-objective hybrid algorithm (MHGH, multi-objective HPSO-GA 
hybrid algorithm) is developed by crossing the heuristic particle swarm optimization (HPSO) algorithm with a 
genetic algorithm (GA) based on the concept of Pareto optimality. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
MHGH, the optimizations of four unconstrained mathematical functions and four constrained truss structural 
problems are tested and compared to the results using several other classic algorithms. The results show that the 
MHGH improves the convergence rate and precision of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and increases its 
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ABSTRACT: When soft cellular structures are compressed axially beyond critical limits, elastic instabilities 
induce buckling behavior. Although the nonlinear response of periodic materials with different shape voids has 
been widely investigated, the effect of the friction on the structural response has not yet been explored. In this 
paper, we develop a simple theoretical model for the buckling of holey column with holes. Meanwhile, we also 
numerically and experimentally explore the effect of friction on the buckling behavior of the cellular structures. 
We find out that friction could prevent conventional, global Euler buckling for holey column, which tends to 
choose the pattern switching mode, and our study also provides future perspectives for mechanics of buckling 
or optimal design for the cellular structures. 
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ABSTRACT: The aim of the present study is to investigate thermo-mechanical buckling response of skew 
functionally graded laminated plates (FGLP) with initial geometric imperfections. The formulation has been 
performed using Reddy’s higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) with the Co continuous displacement 
field. A nine-noded isoparametric element has been employed to discretize the domain of the plate. Variational 
principle has been used to derive the governing differential equation of the problem. Several examples with 
various comparison and parametric studies have been shown to prove the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
present formulation. The numerical results have been highlighted with different system parameters and 
boundary conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: Interaction of an oscillating membrane with a fluid is important because the wide variety of 
technological applications. A boundary element method has been employed for the analysis of a vibrating 
rectangular membrane in contact with a compressible fluid at rest. The deformation modes of the membrane 
correspond to the vacuum case. For the calculation of the pressure jump over the membrane, the Helmholtz’s 
integral equation for the fluid pressure is employed taking into account the fluid-membrane interface boundary 
condition. Considering the membrane equation and applying a collocation method, the natural frequencies of 
the interacting system are obtained. The influence of various parameters such as aspect ratio, fluid density and 
membrane dimension on these frequencies is evaluated. Furthermore, the influence of the wave number on the 
fluid mass coefficient and the acoustic damping ratio are evaluated. The validity of the method is deduced when 
comparing the results obtained by other authors and theories. 
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ABSTRACT: A novel higher-order coupled finite-boundary element scheme is presented for the computation of 
the thermoacoustic responses of the layered panel structure under the harmonic excitation. The thermally pre-
stressed vibrating composite panel model is derived mathematically using the higher-order shear deformation 
mid-plane kinematics. The eigen frequencies and the corresponding vibrational mode shapes are computed via 
the finite element method using Hamilton’s principle. Similarly, the surrounding medium is modeled via 
Helmholtz wave equations and solved numerically using the boundary element steps for the computation of the 
acoustic responses. The frequency and sound radiation output are computed numerically by means of an own 
computer code prepared in MATLAB environment. To avoid excess thermal loading during analysis, the 



critical buckling temperature of the composite panel structure is obtained and the range of thermal loading is 
selected accordingly. The model accuracy is demonstrated through the proper comparison studies of different 
structural responses (critical buckling temperature, natural frequency and radiated sound power level) of the 
curved composite panel with the available benchmark solutions. The reliability and the usefulness of the 
proposed novel scheme have been revealed by solving several numerical illustrations for different lamination 
schemes, panel geometries including the geometrical parameters. 
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ABSTRACT: Penetration of flat-ended cylindrical projectiles into thin laminated composite plates was 
investigated analytically and experimentally. An analytical modeling was carried out for thin laminated 
composite plates by developing a new function for deflection by computing Von Karman nonlinear strains and 
by using the principle of energy balance. During the perforation process, different regions were considered for 
the plate, such as fracture region, elastic deformation region, delamination region, and undeformed region. The 
energy absorbed by each region was measured in small time intervals. To validate this model, the ballistic 
experiment is performed on the thin laminated composite plate near and beyond ballistic limit velocity. The 
samples were made from plain woven glass/epoxy using a hand lay-up method. In addition to the initial 
velocity, the residual velocity of the projectile was also measured using two parallel laser curtains. A 



comparison drawn between analytical and experimental results demonstrated a good consistency in the residual 
velocity of the projectile. Finally, the distribution of strains along the plate thickness direction over time, the 
different amounts of absorbed energy of the failure modes, delamination radius, and energy are assessed at near 
and beyond ballistic limit velocity. 
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ABSTRACT: Swirling flows in conical pipe can be found in a number of industrial processes, such as 
hydrocyclone, separator and rotating machinery. It has been found that wall oscillations can reduce the drag in 
water channel and pipe flows, but there is no study of a swirling flow combined with a vibrating wall in conical 
pipes, though there are many applications of such combination in engineering processes. A two-dimensional 
particle image velocimetry (PIV) is used to measure the swirling flow field in a water conical pipe subjected to 
a periodic vibrating wall for a Reynolds number 3800. The flow velocity statistics are studied under different 
vibration frequencies corresponding to Strouhal numbers from 60 to 242. The instantaneous axial and vertical 
velocity in one vibrating period, the mean velocities, and Reynolds stresses were obtained. The results show the 
existence of an intermediary recirculation cell in the middle of the pipe. They also show that the vibration 
improves the symmetry for the swirling flow while decreasing dramatically the velocity fluctuation. 
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150001, P. R. China), “Vibration, buckling and aeroelastic analyses of functionally graded multilayer graphene-
nanoplatelets-reinforced composite plates embedded in piezoelectric layers”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1850023, April 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825118500230 
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the vibration characteristics and nonlinear aeroelastic response of the 
functionally graded (FG) multilayer composite plate reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) subjected to 
in-plane excitations and applied voltage. The different GPL nanofillers distribution patterns across the thickness 
are discussed, in which the effective Young’s modulus is determined by modified Halpin–Tsai model. Based on 
high-order shear deformation theory, the motion equations of the FG plate system considering the von Kármán 
geometric nonlinearity are derived using the Hamilton’s principle. The Galerkin method is applied to discretize 
the partial differential governing equations into the ordinary differential nonlinear system. The effects of many 
influential parameters, i.e., GPLs weight fraction, distribution pattern, geometry size, applied voltage and the 
number of layers, on the vibration and aeroelastic behaviors are presented in detail. Numerical results show that 
a small amount of GPLs reinforcement can have a significant enhancement effect on the performance of the 
composite plate structure. Moreover, the in-plane force and aerodynamic pressure play an opposite effect on the 
dynamic stability, and the jumping phenomena, quasi-periodic motion can be observed with the compressive 
force increased further. 
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ABSTRACT: Based on classical small deflection plate theory, the governing equation of functionally graded 
(FG) plates in thermal environment is derived by using Hamilton’s principle. Closed-form analytical solutions 
are obtained via separation-of-variable method for free vibration of rectangular FG thin plates with simply 
supported, clamped and guided edges, especially for the plates with two adjacent clamped edges in thermal 
environment. The normal modes and frequencies are in an elegant and explicit closed form. Comprehensive 
numerical comparison and results in dimensionless form validate the present method and reveal a few physical 
phenomena. 
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ABSTRACT: The problem about the indentation of the rigid spherical stamp into the cylindrical specimen was 
considered. The material of the specimen was assumed to be weakly compressible. The formulation of the 
problem was performed for the case of finite deformations. The method of construction of the constitutive 
relations in terms of logarithmic strain tensor for elastic media and the variant of the algorithm to take into 
account the variation of the contact zone were proposed. The expansion of Hencky tensor and its time derivative 
into the series in powers of Cauchy strain tensor were used to calculate correctly the components of these 
tensors. Within the indentation problem, we used the model of nonlinear elastic material which provides the 
best agreement between numerical solution and experimental data among other used types of constitutive 
relations including various elastic and hypoelastic models. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the imperfection sensitivity of the post-buckling behavior and the 
free vibration response under pre- and post-buckling of nanoplates with various edge supports in the thermal 
environment. Formulation is based on the higher-order shear deformation plate theory, von Kármán kinematic 
hypothesis including an initial geometrical imperfection and Gurtin–Murdoch surface stress elasticity theory. 
The discretized nonlinear coupled in-plane and out-of-plane equations of motion are simultaneously obtained 
using the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method and Hamilton’s principle. To this end, the 
displacement vector and nonlinear strain–displacement relations corresponding to the bulk and surface layers 
are matricized. Also, the variations of potential strain energies, kinetic energies and external work are obtained 
in matrix form. Then, the VDQ method is employed to discretize the obtained energy functional on space 
domain. By Hamilton’s principle, the discretized quadratic form of nonlinear governing equations is derived. 
The resulting equations are solved employing the pseudo-arc-length technique for the post-buckling problem. 
Moreover, considering a time-dependent small disturbance around the buckled configuration, the vibrational 
characteristics of pre- and post-buckled nanoplates are determined. The influences of initial imperfection, 
thickness, surface residual stress and temperature rise are examined in the numerical results. 
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Odisha 769008, India), “Nonlinear frequency responses of functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced 
sandwich curved panel under uniform temperature field”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 10, 
No. 3, 1850028, April 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S175882511850028X 
ABSTRACT: The higher-order kinematic theory in conjunction with Green–Lagrange strain field has been 
incorporated to compute the nonlinear frequency parameter of the curved (single/doubly) graded (functionally) 
sandwich panel structure numerically via finite element technique. The current sandwich panel model is derived 
assuming the functionally graded carbon nanotube face sheets and isotropic (epoxy) core. The current 
mathematical model is generic in nature, i.e., the grading configurations of the face sheets and sandwich 
construction including the different geometrical shapes can be achieved easily. The governing equation of the 
sandwich structure is obtained and the subsequent weak form derived with the help of the isoparametric finite 
element method. The nonlinear solutions are computed via an original computer code using a robust numerical 
method (direct iterative method). The consistency and the accuracy of the current finite element solutions are 
established by executing different types of numerical examples. Also, the concurrence of current numerical 
solution is established by comparing the results with the available benchmark solutions. Finally, the effect of 
various design parameters on the nonlinear natural frequency values have been computed under the uniform 
temperature environment and the inferences provided in detail. 
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Louis Pasteur, Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5, Canada), “Cross-sectional design and analysis of multiscale carbon 
nanotubes-reinforced composite beams and blades”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 10, No. 
3, 1850032, April 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825118500321 
ABSTRACT: The present work addresses with the cross-sectional design and analysis of fiber-reinforced 
multiscale composite beams of general cross-sectional shape and arbitrary anisotropic material properties and 
investigates the effect of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on their stiffness properties. The three-dimensional strain 
field was formulated in terms of one-dimensional strains and a three-dimensional warping displacement. The 
bulk material properties of the multiscale composite were predicted using Halpin–Tsai equations and fiber 
micromechanics. The carbon nanotubes were assumed to be uniformly distributed and randomly oriented 
throughout the polymer matrix. The variational asymptotic beam section (VABS) was used to numerically 
evaluate the stiffness and mass matrices of four test cases: strip, circular pipe, box beam and airfoil. The 
influence of CNTs weight percentage and volume fraction of fibers was investigated through a detailed 
parametric study. The numerical results indicate that the inclusion of a small weight percentage of carbon 
nanotubes in the polymer matrix is sufficient to induce a significant improvement in stiffness properties. 
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ABSTRACT: The presence of part-through cracks with limited length is one of the prevalent defects in plate 
structures. The vibrational response of plates can be used to investigate the effect of crack presence. In this 
paper the modified line spring method (MLSM) is used to develop a nonlinear multi degree of freedom model 
of part-through cracked rectangular plate. After a convergence study in time series domain, tuning of the chaotic 
signal is conducted in two steps: (i) crossing of the Lyapunov exponents’ spectrums for the nonlinear model of 
the plate and the chaotic signal which assures the effectiveness of the model filter on the Lyapunov dimension 
of chaotic signal and (ii) varying the tuning parameter of chaotic signal to find a span in which tangible 
sensitivity in statistical parameters can be observed. Standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are proposed as 
features to analyze the time series response of cracked plate. Damage characteristics such as: length, angle, 
location and depth of crack are considered as parameters to be varied in order to scrutinize the response of 
plates. Results show that by implementation of a tuned chaotic interrogator signal, tangible sensitivity and also 
near to monotonic behavior of statistical parameters versus damage characteristics are achievable. 
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Engineering, National University of Singapore, Singapore), “Association of hemodynamic behavior in the 
thoracic aortic aneurysm to the intraluminal thrombus prediction: A two-way fluid structure coupling 
investigation”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 10, No. 4, 1850035, May 2018, 
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ABSTRACT: Clotting of blood elements or intraluminal thrombus (ILT) is known to develop within aortic 
aneurysm sacs, and is clinically associated with the dilation and rupturing of aneurysms. However, the 
underlying factors that generate ILT are still unclear. We hypothesize that ILT can form under the influence of 
unfavorable hemodynamic patterns. This paper presents evidence for one such type of flow dynamics that could 
give rise to ILT within the aneurysm sac. Image-based patient-specific fluid–structure-interaction modeling of 
three cases of thoracic aortic aneurysms was performed, using retrospective CT images to investigate the 
formation of ILT as a result of local hemodynamic of aneurysm. This study showed that the formation of the 
ILT was associated with a vortex observed near the aortic narrowing, upstream of the aneurysm sac. This vortex 
could subject the blood elements to elevated stresses before directing them into the sac. The recirculation flow 
within the aneurysm sac may trap these activated blood elements, thus, leading to the formation of ILT during 
early diastole. One primary cause for ILT, as indicated in this study, could be attributed to the sharp curvature at 
the aortic narrowing (or isthmus) that gives rise to the vortex. Our study also showed that the size and location 
of the aneurysm have a direct impact on the duration and location of the vortex, which could influence the 
formation of the ILT. 
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Tunisia), “Elasto-plastic modeling of low-velocity impact on functionally graded circular plates”, International 
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ABSTRACT: Low-velocity impact of elasto-plastic functionally graded material (FGM) plates is first 
investigated in this paper based on Mori–Tanaka model to underline micromechanics and locally determine the 
effective FGM properties and self-consistent method of Suquet for the homogenization of the stress-field. The 
elasto-plastic behavior of the particle reinforced metal matrix FGM plate is assumed to follow Ludwik 
hardening law. An incremental formulation of the elasto-plastic constitutive relation is developed to predict the 
tangent operator. The homogenization formulation and numerical algorithms are implemented into 
ABAQUS/Standard via a user material subroutine (UMAT) and USDFLD subroutine. The effect of the power-
law index on low-velocity impact parameters like contact force, deflection, permanent indentation, velocity 
distribution and the kinetic energy are examined using the proposed method. With the aim of demonstrating the 
accuracy and efficiency of the present method, current numerical results are compared to experimental and 
theoretical results from the literature and show very good agreement. 
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ABSTRACT: In the paper, a novel model of fluid-conveying nanotubes made of bi-directional functionally 
graded materials is presented for investigating the dynamic behaviors and stability. For the first time, the 
material properties of the nanotubes along both radical and axial directions are under consideration. Based on 
Euler–Bernoulli beam and Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theories, the governing equation of the nanotubes and 
associated boundary conditions are developed using Hamilton’s principle. Differential quadrature method 
(DQM) is applied for discretizing the equation to determine the numerical solutions of the nanotubes with 
different boundary conditions. Numerical examples are presented to examine the effects of the material 
gradation, nonlocal parameter, and mode order on the dynamics and stability. It is shown that the two-
directional materials distribution can significantly change the critical flow velocity, fundamental frequencies 



and stability. Comparing with traditional one-directional distribution, such 2D is more flexible to tune overall 
dynamic behaviors, this may provide new avenues for smart pipes. 
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syndrome and the impact of phenylephrine on iris buckling”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 
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ABSTRACT: Abnormal iris movement (floppy iris syndrome) during intraocular surgery is associated with an 
increased risk of intraoperative complications. We have previously investigated this scenario with respect to 
intracameral air in corneal endothelial transplantation, and described the concept of iris buckling. As a number 
of clinical interventions are recommended for addressing floppy iris syndrome, we wished to evaluate the 
impact of intracameral phenylephrine on iris buckling and so refine our mathematical model. We considered the 
stability of an iris structure under a uniform pressure loading. We performed mathematical and computational 
simulations to demonstrate iris buckling, and then altered the parameters to assess the impact of phenylephrine 
on the model. We elucidated a number of buckled iris configurations which become unstable as the intraocular 
pressure increased, for transversely isotropic iris material properties, and identified a positive correlation 
between the critical pressure and the iris stiffness. A mechanical analysis with a dilated pupil (mimicking 
phenylephrine use) was also conducted, and demonstrated a significant increase in the critical pressure required 
to induce iris buckling. We have shown that iris buckling can arise at lower pressures when the iris stiffness is 
reduced, as in floppy iris syndrome. The use of phenylephrine was shown to prevent iris movement (buckling) 
by increasing the required critical pressures. This refined model demonstrates the positive effectiveness of 
phenylephrine in the management of floppy iris syndrome and gives evidence to the clinical practice of using 
this as a preventative measure. 
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Technology (ISM), Dhanbad, India), “Coupled dynamic instability analysis of thin-walled columns subjected to 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents triply coupled vibrations and instability analysis of thin-walled columns 
having a non-symmetrical open cross-section. Vlasov’s theory is used to derive the governing differential 
equations for coupled flexural and torsional vibrations. A numerical method is presented to determine the exact 
natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes in terms of real functions. Employing Galerkin’s method, 
the coupled partial differential equations are reduced to a set of coupled Mathieu type equations. Following 
Bolotin’s method, the principal instability regions of thin-walled column with a non-symmetrical cross-section 
having various boundary conditions are determined. Numerical examples are presented to examine the effect of 
different boundary conditions, aspect ratios, static and dynamic load factors on principal instability regions. The 
study of response and corresponding phase plot in stable and unstable regions are carried out to identify the 
dynamic instability behavior. 
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from: Department of Civil, Water and Environmental Engineering, Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran P. O. B. 
167651719, Iran), “Static bending and free vibration analysis of hybrid fuzzy-fiber reinforced nanocomposite 
beam-A multiscale modeling”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 10, No. 5, 1850053, June 
2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825118500539 
ABSTRACT: Static and free vibration multiscale analysis of fuzzy-fiber-reinforced composite (FFRC) beam is 
investigated using a three-dimensional micromechanical model together with two-dimensional elasticity 
macromechanical theory. In the hybrid nanocomposite, aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are radially grown on 
the circumferential surfaces of carbon fibers. Influence of the carbon fiber orientation, volume fraction and 
arrangement; CNT volume fraction and interphase region characteristics on the FFRC beam deflection and 
natural frequencies are studied. Good agreements are reported for the presented results compared with available 
experiments and the other modeling strategies at both micro and macro levels. The results reveal that the FFRCs 
properties are strongly dependent on the carbon fiber off-axis angle. By increasing the off-axis angle from 0∘ to 
90∘, the FFRC beam deflection sharply increases up to 50∘ fiber angle and then its value decreases. It is shown 
that the growth of CNTs on the carbon fiber surface leads to the highest decrease in the beam deflection for 90∘ 
coupon. Also, increasing the interphase thickness decreases the beam deflection and increases the natural 
frequencies, especially for 90∘ coupon. Moreover, the increasing the interphase Young’s modulus gives 
maximum 1.74% increase in the natural frequencies. 
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ABSTRACT: The analysis of impact response for metal–ceramic functionally graded materials is important for 
the design of advanced impact resistance structures in aerospace, nuclear and mechanical industries. Here, we 
propose a dislocation-based continuum model to analyze elasto-plastic deformation of metal–ceramic 
functionally graded plates under low-velocity impact. The dislocation-based continuum model explicitly 
accounts for strengthening effects due to geometrically necessary dislocations and plastic strain gradient in 
impact analysis of metal–ceramic functionally graded plates by combining Taylor dislocation model and 
Tamura–Tomota–Ozowa (TTO) model. In the dislocation-based model, we describe the effective linear elastic 
properties of the metal–ceramic functionally graded plates based on the Mori–Tanaka scheme. We show from 
finite element simulations that particle-size-dependent elasto-plastic properties play important roles in 
determining the impact behavior of metal–ceramic functionally graded plates and provide a good prediction of 
diameters of after-impact impression compared to experiments on SiC/Al functionally graded circular plates. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the transverse vibration of a nematic elastomer (NE) beam embedded in soft 
viscoelastic surroundings with the aim to clarify a new dissipation mechanism caused by dynamic soft elasticity 
of this soft material. Based on the viscoelasticity theory of NEs in low-frequency limit and the Timoshenko 
beam theory, the governing equation of motion is derived by using the Hamilton principle and energy method, 
and is solved by the complex modal analysis method. The dependence of vibration property on the intrinsic 
parameters of NEs (director rotation time, rubber relaxation time, anisotropic parameter) and foundation 
(spring, shear and damping constants) are discussed in detail. The results show that dynamic soft elasticity leads 
to anomalous anisotropy of energy transfer and attenuation. The relative stiffer foundation would restraint the 
rubber dissipation of viscoelastic beams, but has less influence on the director rotation dissipation, which is 
particular for NE beams. This study would provide a useful guidance in the dynamic design of NE apparatus 
embedded in soft viscous media. 
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ABSTRACT: In this research, we analyze size-dependent bending and vibration of microbeams made of porous 
metal foams. The porous microbeam model is developed based on the sinusoidal beam theory and the modified 
strain gradient theory. Hamilton’s principle is employed to obtain the governing equations and boundary 
conditions of the porous microbeam. Analytical solutions are presented for deflections and natural frequencies 
of the porous microbeam by using Navier’s method. The influences of the porosity distribution, the porosity 
coefficient, the slenderness ratio, and the microbeam thickness are clarified on the static bending and free 
vibration of porous microbeams. These findings can be applied to the design of metal foam microstructures in 
engineering. 
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ABSTRACT: An analytical study considering inhomogeneous core compression is conducted to investigate the 
impulsive response of fully clamped rectangular metal sandwich plate with a graded foam (GF) core. The 
dynamic compressive properties of GF under impulsive loading are theoretically modeled antecedently. The 
approximate analytical predictions are achieved for the impulsive response of rectangular sandwich plate with a 
linear strength distributed GF core along the thickness by using the relevant loci of a new yield criterion. The 
analytical predictions agree well with the finite element (FE) results and indicate that the sandwich plates with 
negative gradient design outperform their uniform counterparts in impulsive resistance. The present study 
provides an insight into understanding the blast resistance of the sandwich structures with inhomogeneous 
cores. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an elastic–plastic analytical method is proposed to predict the cyclic deformation of 
the fully clamped square plates made of elastic–perfectly plastic material under repeated quasi-static uniform 
pressure. The whole process can be divided into the loading and unloading phases. The loading phase is 
formulated as three separate regimes: the elastic regime, the mixed elastic–plastic regime and the fully plastic 
regime. Unloading from a status in each phase is modeled as an elastic process. The total and elastic strain 
energies are characterized by the loading and unloading paths together with the displacement profiles, 
respectively. It is theoretically revealed that the elastic strain energy and the structural stiffness of the plate 
increase with the increasing transverse deflection. In addition, the effect of material elasticity is highlighted in 
the scenario of repeated loadings. The theoretical results are validated against the numerical simulations 
conducted by the commercial software ABAQUS. It is shown that the proposed elastic–plastic theoretical 



model has reasonable accuracy and can be employed to predict pressure–deflection relationship for this class of 
problems. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the vibration behavior of a buckled functionally graded (FG) microplate 
lying on a nonlinear elastic foundation is studied. The modified couple stress theory is utilized to capture the 
size effect of the FG microplate, and the Mindlin plate theory with the von Karman’s geometric nonlinearity is 
adopted to describe its deflection behavior. Based on these assumptions and Hamilton’s principle, the governing 
equations and associated boundary conditions are derived for the FG microplate. By linearizing the governing 
equations around a pre-buckling/post-buckling state, linear perturbation equations are obtained. After 
substituting the pre-buckling/post-buckling deformation and assumed vibration mode into the linear 
perturbation equations and applying the Galerkin method, an eigenvalue problem is obtained, from which the 
free vibration frequency of the FG microplate around its pre-buckling/post-buckling state can be determined 
analytically. Based on the obtained closed-form solutions, numerical examples are also presented to investigate 



the effects of the material length scale parameter to thickness ratio, the power law index, and the stiffness of the 
elastic foundation on the vibration behavior of the buckled FG microplate. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dynamic compressive response of metal sinusoidal corrugated core sandwich 
plates is investigated. The analytical model for the reaction forces of top and bottom face sheets subjected to 
constant velocity are developed. Finite element (FE) method is carried out to predict the dynamic collapse of 
metal sinusoidal corrugated cores. Several collapse modes of cores are found in terms of different impact 
velocity and relative core density. The analytical predications are compared with numerical results, and the 
analytical model captures numerical results for reaction forces reasonably. The collapse mechanism maps are 
constructed for sinusoidal corrugated cores with elastic-perfectly plastic material and strain hardening plastic 
material. The effect of strain rate sensitive on the collapse response is discussed. It is demonstrated that the 
strain hardening of the metal material increases the dominant deformation mode of the collapse mechanism 
maps. 
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ABSTRACT: Drill strings are one of the most significant rotor components employed in oil and gas 
exploitation. In this paper, an improved dynamical model of drill-string-like pipes conveying fluid is developed 
by taking into account the axial spin, fluid–structure interaction (FSI), damping as well as curvature and inertia 



nonlinearities. The partial differential equations of motion are derived by two sequential Euler angles and the 
Hamilton principle and then directly handled by the multiple scales method. The nonlinear amplitudes, 
frequencies and whirling mode shapes are all investigated towards various system parameters to display the 
nonlinear dynamical characteristics of such a special rotor system coupled with FSI. It is revealed that the 
nonlinear amplitudes and frequencies are explicitly dependent on the spinning speed, while the flowing fluid 
mainly contributes to the linear frequencies, and consequently influences the nonlinear amplitudes and 
frequencies. The FSI effect and axial spin can both improve the forward procession mode and suppress the 
backward one, while both procession modes will be suppressed by the viscoelastic damping. The pipe will 
ultimately present a forward as well as decayed whirling motion for the fundamental mode. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the thermal and mechanical buckling of simply supported and clamped 
orthotropic viscoelastic graphene sheets (nanoplates) embedded in a visco-Pasternak elastic medium. For this 
purpose, the nonlocal continuum mechanical model is employed with two-variable plate theory. The material of 
the present nanoplate is assumed to be orthotropic and viscoelastic. The modified nonlinear Kelvin–Voigt 
viscoelastic model is utilized to formulate the constitutive relations depending on the viscoelastic structural 
damping coefficient. Moreover, the visco-Pasternak elastic medium is composed of both viscoelastic and shear 
layers. The viscoelastic layer includes a set of dashpots and elastic springs connected in parallel. In accordance 
with the two-variable theory, two governing equations are derived via Hamilton’s principle. These equations are 
analytically solved for various boundary conditions to obtain the explicit solution for critical buckling 
temperature and buckling load. The present buckling load and buckling temperature both are compared well 
with the published ones in the literature. In addition, various numerical studies are thoroughly carried out, 
concentrating on the influences of the plate geometric, nonlocal parameter, structural damping coefficient, 
elastic foundation parameters, foundation damping parameter and boundary conditions on the critical buckling 
load and temperature of the nanoplates. The results show that the involvement of the viscidity of the nanoplate 
and viscoelastic foundation enhances the strength of the nanoplates and therefore increases the resistance of 
them to external loads. 
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ABSTRACT: A unified formulation for thermo-mechanical vibration analysis of size-dependent Timoshenko 
micro-beams comprised of functionally graded materials (FGMs) with general restraints is presented. The size 
effect is considered by incorporating the modified strain gradient theory into Timoshenko beam theory. The 
thermal and mechanical properties of FGMs are related to temperature and are assumed as continuous variation 
along the thickness. The Mori–Tanaka estimate is used for calculation of the material properties of FGM micro-
beam. The formulation is deduced on the basis of the variational principle combined with penalty function 
method. The displacements and rotation of the FGM micro-beam are uniformly expanded by a modified Fourier 
series composed of traditional cosine series and some appropriate supplementary functions. Several 
comparisons of the present solutions with those from existing literature confirm the validity of the current 
formulation. In addition, a parametric study is given to demonstrate the influence of length scale parameters, 
gradient indices, end restraints and temperature changes on vibration characteristic of functionally graded 
micro-beam. 
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ABSTRACT: To improve the energy absorption capacity of thin-walled tubular structures and simultaneously 
reduce their initial peak force (IPF), hierarchical hexagonal tapered tube (HHTT) is proposed combining 
advantages of the hierarchical hexagonal tube (HHT) and the tapered tube (TT), for HHTs can greatly improve 
the mean crushing force (MCF) while TTs can reduce the IPF. Crushing behaviors of HHTTs under quasi-static 
compression are investigated through numerical simulations and theoretical analyses. According to the folding 
modes, a theory to predict the MCF of the HHTT is proposed. According to the research, it is found that the 
combination of hierarchy and tapering improves the MCF of the tubular structure and the crushing force 
efficiency (CFE), defined by the ratio of the MCF to the IPF. It is also found that increasing the tapered angle, 
the wall thickness and the cell number of the lattice wall can effectively improve the CFE of the HHTT. 
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suppression of a nonlinear fluid-conveying pipe under harmonic foundation displacement excitation via 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the vibration suppression mechanism of a nonlinear fluid pipe via nonlinear energy 
sink (NES) is studied for the first time. The fluid pipe is simply supported under harmonic foundation 
excitation. The complexification-averaging method combined with the arc-length continuation method is used 
to predict the response of the system. The analytical solution is supported by the numerical result. The trend of 
interaction between liquid speed and NES parameters are investigated by comparison of parameters 
optimization. It is especially pointed out that the change of stiffness has a very complicated influence on the 
response. The parameters optimization is investigated at the resonance frequency. It is noted that the liquid 
speed has an important effect on the vibration suppression of the fluid pipe. Besides, the system is evaluated 
from the point of view of energy. The distribution of the input energy is calculated and the instantaneous 
transaction of the energy is examined by considering the energy transaction measure (ETM). The numerical 
simulations demonstrate that the target energy transfer (TET) leads to a very efficient vibration suppression. 
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to investigate the large deflection of a slender functionally graded 
beam under the transverse loading. Firstly, by modeling the functionally graded beam as a layered structure 
with graded yield strength, a unified yield criterion for a functionally graded metallic beam is established. Based 
on the proposed yielding criteria, analytical solutions (AS) for the large deflections of fully clamped 
functionally graded beams subjected to transverse loading are formulated. Comparisons between the present 
solutions with numerical results are made and good agreements are found. The effects of gradient profile and 
gradient intensity factor on the large deflections of functionally graded beams are discussed in detail. The 
reliability of the present analytical model is demonstrated, and the larger the gradient variation ratio near the 
loading surface is, the more accurate the layer-graded beam model will be. 
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ABSTRACT: We report on the structural stability of ideal (defect-free) and structurally and morphologically 
degenerate carbon nanotubes and nanotube junction systems under axial loading based on the finite element 
method. We estimated the values for critical buckling load for uncapped and capped single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs) and linear and angle-adjoined SWCNT heterojunctions in ideal and structurally 
degenerate systems containing single-, double-, triple-, pinhole- and pentagon–heptagon (i.e., 5–7) structural 
defects and also containing a substitutional nitrogen (N) atom inclusion under compressive loading. Absolute 
atomic vacancy (defect) concentration in studied SWCNTs models was assumed to be nil for ideal systems, and 
was up to 3.0 at.% for structurally and morphologically degenerate systems. It was found that all types of 
structural defects and the morphological N-defect had reduced the load carrying capacity and mechanical 
strength in all SWCNT systems studied. The SWCNT models containing physically large vacant sites, such as 
triple- and pinhole-defects, displayed significantly lower critical load values compared to the systems that 
contained only a single-, double- or triple-vacancies. In addition, we found that capped SWCNTs performed 
marginally better in critical load carrying capacity compared to uncapped SWCNT systems. Furthermore, 
majority of the investigated structures displayed reduced load in SWCNTs with narrower tube widths, 
proportional to the size and the type of the defect investigated. The effects of chirality, such as zigzag- versus 
armchair-type, on the structural stability of the investigated SWCNT models were also investigated. 
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properties of functionally graded piezoelectric nanobeams based on modified couple stress theory”, 
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ABSTRACT: Flexoelectricity refers to the linear coupling between the strain gradient and the electric 
polarization at micro/nanometer scale and exists in all dielectrics. Flexoelectricity exhibits strong size-
dependence, which can be remarkably enhanced by size reduction. Flexoelectricity is also shape-associated and 
the strain gradients induced electric polarization in nonpiezoelectric dielectrics with irregular shapes (i.e., 
truncated pyramids) depend on shape geometry, dimension and aspect ratio of the structures. In this work, a 
novel asymmetric piezoelectric nanobeam based on functionally graded (FG) nanomaterial is modeled and the 
flexoelectricity in such a designed structure is theoretically examined. Since the material properties of FG 
nanomaterial vary along a certain direction, it is expected that such an inhomogeneity will result in large strain 
gradients in the nanobeam and a large flexoelectric response will occur. By assuming that the material 



properties of FG nanomaterial obey a power volume fraction distribution, we derive a six-order governing 
equation based on modified couple stress elasticity theory, and closed-form solutions are obtained. Results 
indicate that the flexoelectricity has a significant influence on the electromechanical responses in FG 
piezoelectric nanobeams. The results obtained from the current work may help explain the extremely large 
flexoelectric coefficients observed in some classes of materials with irregular shapes. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the nonstationary oscillation, secondary resonance and nonlinear dynamic behavior 
of viscoelastic nanoplates with linear damping are investigated based on the modified strain gradient theory 
extended for viscoelastic materials. The viscous component of the nonclassical and classical stress tensors are 
evaluated on the basis of the Leaderman viscoelastic model. Then, incorporating the size-dependent potential 



energy, kinetic energy and an external excitation force work, the governing equations of the oscillations are 
obtained based on the Hamilton’s principle. The governing formula is obtained as a nonlinear second-order 
integro-differential partial equation. This size-dependent viscoelastic formula is solved using analytical 
Harmonic balance method (HBM) and the fourth-order Runge–Kutta technique after applying the expansion 
theory. Additionally, the stability of the steady-state response is examined by means of HBM. Then, the 
secondary resonance conditions due to the super-harmonic motion are determined by performing frequency 
response, force response, Poincare map and phase portrait analyses. In addition, the nonstationary transient 
vibration of viscoelastic nanosystem is analyzed by performing Hilbert–Huang transform. 
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ABSTRACT: A comparative numerical investigation on low-velocity impact response of a metal/ ceramic 
functionally graded sandwich beam (FGSB) is performed by the commercial finite element (FE) software, LS-
DYNA®. The mechanical properties of the FG core are represented by a power-law depending on the volume 
fractions of the constituents. The effective elastic properties and elastoplastic behavior of the FG core are 
defined by Mori–Tanaka method and TTO (Tamura–Tomota–Ozawa) model, respectively. The effects of 
number of layers, compositional gradient, impact energy, and impact side are investigated. The simulation 
results indicated that both number of layers and compositional gradient have almost no effect on the kinetic 
energy history. In other respects, the compositional gradient exhibits a considerable effect, and the number of 
layers has a minor effect on the contact force history. Increasing impact energy does not have a considerable 
effect in terms of number of layers whereas it exhibits a significant effect in terms of compositional gradient on 
the percentage difference between the peak contact forces. Finally, the impact side does not influence the 
contact force history for all number of layers and compositional gradients. 
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China), “Chaotic wave motions and chaotic dynamic responses of piezoelectric laminated composite 
rectangular thin plate under combined transverse and in-plane excitations”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 10, No. 10, 1850114, December 2018, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825118501144 
ABSTRACT: In the present work, the chaotic wave motions and the chaotic dynamic responses are investigated 
for a four-edge simply supported piezoelectric composite laminated rectangular thin plate subjected to the 
transverse and the in-plane excitations. Based on the reductive perturbation method, the complicated partial 
differential nonlinear governing equation of motion for the piezoelectric composite laminated rectangular thin 
plate subjected to the transverse and the in-plane excitations is transformed into an equivalent and soluble 
nonlinear wave equation. The heteroclinic orbit and resonant torus are obtained for the unperturbed nonlinear 
wave equation. The topological structures of the unperturbed and the perturbed nonlinear wave equations are 
investigated on the fast and the slow manifolds. The persistence of the heteroclinic orbit is studied for the 
perturbed nonlinear wave equation through the Melnikov method. The geometric analysis is utilized to prove 
that the heteroclinic orbit goes back to the stable manifold of the saddle point on the slow manifold under the 
perturbations. The existence of the homoclinic orbit is conformed for the perturbed nonlinear wave equation by 
the first and the second measures. When the homoclinic orbit is broken, the chaotic motions occur in the Smale 
horseshoe sense for the piezoelectric composite laminated rectangular thin plate subjected to the transverse and 
the in-plane excitations. Numerical simulations are finished to study the influence of the damping coefficient on 
the propagation properties of the piezoelectric composite laminated rectangular thin plate subjected to the 
transverse and the in-plane excitations. Both theoretical study and numerical simulation results indicate the 
existence of the chaotic wave motions and the chaotic dynamic responses of the piezoelectric composite 
laminated rectangular thin plate subjected to the transverse and the in-plane excitations. 
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finite element modeled geometrically imperfect shear deformable functionally gradient sandwich arches in 
thermal environment”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1950001, 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, the natural frequency of finite element modeled geometrically imperfect 
shear deformable functionally gradient (FG) sandwich arches in the thermal environment has been studied. The 
formulation is based on the higher-order shear deformation theory. The upper layer of the sandwich arch is 
considered to be ceramics, whereas the lower layer is made of metal. The core of the sandwich arch is made of 
gradient materials. The material properties of the sandwich arches are varying continuously in the thickness 
direction only by a simple power-law distribution in terms of volume fractions of the constituents. Comparison 
and convergence studies have been performed to validate the present formulation with the limited available 
literature. Parametric studies have been performed to study the effect of various influencing parameters on the 



frequency of the FG sandwich arches, i.e., volume fraction index, thickness-to-length ratio, imperfection 
amplitude, and opening angle. New results are presented which can be treated as benchmark solutions for future 
researches. 
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Zihao Yang and Dan He (Key Laboratory of Liaoning Province for Composite Structural Analysis of Aerocraft 
and Simulation, Shenyang Aerospace University, Shenyang 110136, P. R. China), “Vibration and buckling of 
functionally graded sandwich micro-plates based on a new size-dependent model”, International Journal of 
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1950004, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500042 
ABSTRACT: Within the framework of re-modified couple stress theory, the Refined Zigzag Theory is added to 
the vibration and buckling analysis of sandwich micro-plates embedding functionally graded layers. The 
disparity between the scale effects along two orthogonal directions is considered through two orthogonal 
material length scale parameters (MLSPs). Meanwhile, the solutions of natural frequencies and buckling loads 
show an improved predictive capability through comparing the results with exact and quasi-3D solutions. Two 
types of functionally graded sandwich micro-plates with simply supported boundary conditions are taken as the 
illustrative examples, namely, an isotropic functionally grade sandwich micro-plate with a power law and an 
orthotropic one with an exponential law. The numerical results indicate that the present model can capture the 
varying scale effects along two orthogonal directions, particularly when the geometric size of the micro-plates is 
comparable to the MLSPs. When microscopic isotropy is observed, the present model can also make accurate 
predictions on those kinds of micro-structures by setting the two orthogonal MLSPs equal to each other. In 
addition, the scale effects are less obvious as the functionally graded sandwich micro-plate is getting thinner 
and harder; the grading index also has an influence on the scale effects, but this influence is simultaneously 
depending on the side-to-thickness ratio of the micro-plate. 
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analysis of spiral stiffened functionally graded cylindrical shells with elastic foundation”, International Journal 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical method is used to study the nonlinear static and dynamic thermal 
buckling analysis of imperfect spiral stiffened functionally graded (SSFG) cylindrical shells. The SSFG 
cylindrical shell is surrounded by a linear and nonlinear elastic foundation. The proposed linear model is based 
on the two-parameter elastic foundation (Winkler and Pasternak). A three-parameter elastic foundation with 
hardening/softening cubic nonlinearity is used for nonlinear model. The material properties are temperature 
dependent and assumed to be continuously graded in the thickness direction. Also, for thermal buckling 
analysis, the uniform and linear temperature distribution in thickness direction is considered. The SSFG 
cylindrical shells are considered with various angles for spiral stiffeners. The strain–displacement relations are 
obtained based on the von Kármán nonlinear equations and the classical plate theory of shells. The smeared 
stiffener technique and the Galerkin method are applied to solve the nonlinear problem. In order to find the 
nonlinear dynamic thermal buckling responses, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is used. To validate the 
results, comparisons are made with those available in literature and good agreements are shown. The effects of 
various geometrical and material parameters are investigated on the nonlinear static and dynamic thermal 
buckling response of SSFG cylindrical shells. 
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Turkey), “Hygrothermal post-buckling analysis of laminated composite beams”, International Journal of 
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1950009, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500091 
ABSTRACT: The main goal in this paper is to make analysis of post-buckling of laminated composite beams 
under hygrothermal effect. In solution of problem, finite element method is utilized with the first shear beam 
theory. Total Lagrangian approach is used nonlinear kinematic relations. It is known that post-buckling 
problems are geometrically nonlinear problems. In nonlinear solution of problem, the Newton–Raphson method 
is used based on incremental displacement. The novelty in this study is to investigate the hygrothermal post-
buckling analysis of laminated composite beams by using total Lagrangian nonlinear approach. The influences 
of temperature, moisture, fiber orientation angles, stacking sequence of laminas on post-buckling responses of 
composite laminated beam are illustrated and examined in numerical results. The results show that fiber 
orientation angles, stacking sequence of laminas play an important role in hygrothermal post-buckling responses 
of laminated beams. Also, comparison studies are performed with special results of published paper. 
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triangular membrane elements based on strain”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 1, 
1950010, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500108 
ABSTRACT: The strain formulation approach improves accuracy and removes complications, such as shear 
parasitic errors and sensitivity to mesh distortions. For analyzing plane stress and strain problems, two new 
strain-based triangular elements are proposed. Both compatibility and equilibrium conditions are imposed to 
these elements. Contrary to the quadrilateral shape, triangular element facilitates proper meshing of various 
geometries. To formulate these elements, the linear strain field is assumed. The first element is a five-node 
triangular element, in which each node has two degrees of freedom. In the second one, which is a four-node 
element, drilling degrees of freedom are added to improve applicability of the element for bending problems. 
Various numerical examples and patch tests verify high accuracy and efficiency of the suggested elements in 
comparison with the other existing plane elements. 
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of nano-disks based on nonlocal elasticity theory using homotopy perturbation method”, International Journal of 
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a novel approach for small-scale effects on nonlinear free-field vibration of 
a nano-disk using nonlocal elasticity theory. The formulation of a nano-disk is based on the nonlinear model of 
von Kármán strain in polar coordinates and classical plate theory. To analyze the nonlinear geometric and 
small-scale effects, the differential equation based on nonlocal elasticity theory was extracted from Hamilton 
principle, while the inertial and shear-stress effects were neglected. The equation of motion was discretized 
using the Galerkin method on selecting an appropriate function based on the boundary condition used for the 
nano-disk. Due to presence of nonlinear terms, the homotopy method was used in conjunction with the 
perturbation method (HPM) to ease up the solution and completely solve the problem. For further comparison, 



the nonlinear equations were solved by the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method, the solution of which was 
compared with that of HPM. Excellent agreements in results were observed between the two methods, 
indicating that the latter method can simplify the solution, and hence, can be applied to nonlinear nano-disk 
problems to seek their solution with a high accuracy. 
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Bingbing An (Department of Mechanics, Shanghai University, Shanghai 200444, P. R. China), “Delamination 
of stiff films on pressure sensitive ductile substrates”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 
2, 1950014, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500145 
ABSTRACT: Stiff thin films supported by pressure sensitive ductile solids are an ubiquitous architecture 
appearing in a wide range of applications. The film rupture and delamination of films are important reliability 
issues of such an architecture. In this study, we investigate the synergistic effects of plastic deformation of 
substrates and fracture properties of film/substrate interface on the delamination of films. The focus of this 
study is on the interplay between the debonding of the interface and the plastic deformation of substrates. Finite 
deformation analyses are carried out for a stiff film deposited on a soft substrate with the substrate subjected to 
stretching. The fracture process of film/substrate interface is represented by a cohesive zone model, and the 
substrate is modeled as an elastic–plastic solid with pressure sensitive and plastically dilatant plastic flow. It is 
found that increasing the degree of pressure sensitivity of substrate can generate large plastic deformation, 
promoting crack tip blunting and thereby retarding delamination of film/substrate interface. Whereas, the 
increase in the degree of plastic dilatancy of substrate gives rise to the limited plastic deformation and leads to 
poor resistance to interface delamination. The strain hardening of substrate also affects the film/substrate 
debonding; the substrate with weakly post-yield strain hardening behavior contributes to enhanced resistance to 
interface delamination. It is further identified that the fracture properties of interface play an important role in 
activating plastic deformation of substrates. The film/substrate interface with high stiffness, large cohesive 
strength and high toughness enables the substrate to undergo significant plastic deformation, which suppresses 
the film/substrate delamination. 
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ABSTRACT: The wrinkling instability of a stiff film adhering to a pre-strained inhomogeneous bi-layer 
substrate consisting of a homogeneous substrate and a graded coating is investigated in the present paper. The 
critical strain, wavelength and amplitude of the film/inhomogeneous substrate system are calculated 
numerically and analyzed comprehensively. Compared with the numerical result, a theoretical model is 
introduced to approximately predict the wrinkling responses of the system. The influence of various geometric 
and material parameters on the wrinkling behavior is mainly focused. The wrinkling responses are found to be 
highly related to the graded laws and the thickness of the inhomogeneous coating as well as the Poisson’s ratio. 
What is more, a proper choice of graded properties of a substrate can improve the wrinkling response of a 
film/substrate system. The present finding should be very meaningful to guide the design of various stretchable 
and flexible electronics. 
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ABSTRACT: The flexural vibration and damping performances of a bio-based sandwich structure with auxetic 
core are investigated in this paper. The material studied is made up of an auxetic core and two skins. Each of the 
skins and core are made up of a polylactic acid reinforced with flax fibers. The whole sandwich structure was 
manufactured using a three-dimensional (3D) printing technique. Experimental analysis was used to evaluate 
the damping properties of this material. The skins, the core and the whole sandwich structure were tested 
experimentally in a clamp-free configuration. In addition, a finite element model was developed to evaluate the 
loss factors and natural frequencies regarding different cases. The influence of the relative core densities and 
thicknesses on the dynamic stiffness and loss factors were measured and discussed. The results obtained from 
the experiment and the numerical analysis were in a close agreement. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the in-plane free vibration analysis of the functionally graded rotating disks with 
variable thickness is presented utilizing DQM. It is assumed that the rotational velocity of the disk is constant 
and the thickness and material properties including modulus of elasticity and density vary along the radial 
coordinate. The distribution of the forward and backward traveling waves versus the angular velocity is 
demonstrated for several modal circles and nodal diameters with respect to the fixed and rotating coordinate 
systems. After presenting the accuracy and convergence of the numerical method, the derived formulation and 
the solution method are validated by comparing the results with those obtained in the literature for simple 
rotating disks. Furthermore, the critical speed of the rotating disk is introduced and obtained for different 
modes. Finally, the effects of the functionally graded index (describes the distribution of material properties) 
and geometric shape of the disks (thickness profile and radius ratio) on the natural frequencies and critical speed 



of the disk are presented. It is observed that as the number of nodal diameter increases, the critical speed of the 
disk consequently decreases and reaches to an asymptotic value. This value is independent of the geometric 
characteristics of the disk. 
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vibration of axially moving beams”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1950021, 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500212 
ABSTRACT: This paper clarified kinematic aspects of motion of axially moving beams undergoing large-
amplitude vibration. The kinematics was formulated in the mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian framework. Based on 
the kinematic analysis, the governing equations of nonlinear vibration were derived from the extended Hamilton 
principle and the higher-order shear beam theory. The derivation considered the effects of material parameters 
on the beam deformation. The proposed governing equations were compared with a few previous governing 
equations. The comparisons show that proposed equations are with higher precision. Besides, the proposed 
equations can be viewed as the asymptotic governing equations of Lagrange’s equations of motion for large 
displacement. Finally, the corresponding boundary conditions and the comparison between the presented model 
equation and classical model equation were provided. 
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Susanta Behera and Poonam Kumari, “Analytical Piezoelasticity Solution for Natural Frequencies of Levy-
Type Piezolaminated Plates”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 3, 1950023, 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: First time, an analytical solution based on three-dimensional (3D) piezoelasticity is developed for 
the free vibration analysis of Levy-type piezolaminated plates using 3D extended Kantorovich method (EKM). 
Extended Hamilton principle (which is extended from elastic to piezoelectric case) is further extended to the 
dynamic version of mixed form containing contributions from the electrical terms. Multi-term multi-field 
extended Kantorovich method in conjunction with Fourier series (along 𝑦-direction) is employed to obtain two 
sets of first-order homogeneous ordinary differential equations (8𝑛 along 𝑥- and 𝑧-axes). A robust algorithm is 
designed (Fortran Code) to extract the natural frequencies and mode shapes of Levy-type piezolaminated plates. 
The accuracy and efficacy of this technique are verified thoroughly by comparing it with the existing results in 
the literature and with the 3D finite element (FE) solutions. Numerical results are presented for single-layer 
piezoelectric and smart sandwich plates considering five different boundary support conditions, three aspect 



ratios (length to thickness ratio) and electric open and close circuit conditions. The present results shall be used 
as a benchmark to assess various two-dimensional (2D) and 3D numerical solutions (e.g., FEM, DQM, etc.). 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the influence of various random system parameters on dynamics response of 
imperfection sensitive higher order shear deformable functionally graded material (FGM) plates. Young’s 
moduli, Poisson’s ratio and volume fraction index are considered as random system parameters. The material 
properties of the FGM plates are assumed to vary along the thickness direction using simple power-law 
distribution in terms of the volume fraction of the constituents. The plate kinematics is based on Reddy’s higher 
order shear deformation theory. Finite element method (FEM) is employed in conjunction with first-order 
perturbation technique (FOPT) and Newmark integration scheme to explore the influence of different system 
parameters, like volume fraction indices, aspect ratio, material uncertainties, and imperfection amplitude on the 
dynamic responses of the FGM plates. 
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Tunnels”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1950027, 2019, 
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ABSTRACT: Installing flexible layer is one kind of supporting techniques to deal with the large deformation in 
tunnels excavated in viscoelastic rocks. The role of flexible layer is to absorb rock deformation due to rock 
rheology. For further understanding the effect of flexible layer on mechanical behavior of tunnels, a three-
layered model is established to study the mechanical behavior of tunnel where flexible layer is installed between 
surrounding rock and primary support. Visco-elastic analytical solutions for displacements and interaction 
forces in the rock/flexible layer interface and in the flexible layer/primary support interface are provided. 
Numerical calculation by use of finite element software Abaqus is carried out to verify the effectiveness and 
reliability of theoretical analysis. It could be found that flexible layer has a good ability to absorb rock 
deformation. Compared with rigid support structure, pressure and displacement of primary support in tunnels 
employing flexible layer could achieve a good improvement. This improvement is dramatically affected by the 
thickness and deformability of reserved flexible layer. 
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ABSTRACT: The present investigation deals with the assessment of parametric resonance behavior of new 
aircraft material, i.e., woven fiber metal laminated (FML) plates subjected to in-plane static and harmonic 
loading using finite element (FE) technique and Bolotin’s method. In this analysis, a four-node isoparametric 
element with five degrees of freedom per node is adopted. Based on the first-order Reissner–Mindlin theory, the 
parametric instability of FML plate subjected to in-plane harmonic loading is examined. A MATLAB code is 
developed for the parametric study on the dynamic stability of FML plates. The reliability of present 
formulation is checked by comparing numerical results obtained from present FE analysis with the published 
researches in the field. The influences of several factors, viz. static load factor, aspect ratio, length-to-thickness 
ratio, number of layers, ply orientation and boundary conditions on the dynamic instability regions are 
discussed. Significant variations of these factors on dynamic instability zones of FML plates are observed. The 
instability zones can be used as guidelines for the prediction of the dynamic behavior of FML plates. 
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ABSTRACT: Dynamic response analysis plays an important role for the structural design. For engineering 
structures, there exist model inaccuracies and structural parameters uncertainties. Consequently, it is necessary 
to express these uncertain parameters as interval variables and introduce the interval finite element method 
(IFEM), in which the elements in stiffness matrix, mass matrix and damping matrix are all the function of 
interval parameters. The dependence of interval parameters leads to overestimation of dynamic response 
analysis. In order to reduce the overestimation of IFEM, the element-based subinterval perturbation for static 
analysis is applied to dynamic response analysis. According to the interval range, the interval parameters are 
divided into different subintervals. With permutation and combination of each subinterval, the upper and lower 
bounds of displacement response are obtained. Because of the large number of degrees of freedom and 
uncertain parameters, the Laplace transform is used to evaluate the dynamic response for avoiding to frequently 
solve the interval finite element linear equations. The numerical examples illustrate the validity and feasibility 
of the proposed method. 
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Microshells Reinforced with Graphene Platelets”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 4, 
1950036, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500364 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates size-dependent vibration of graphene platelet (GPL) reinforced circular 
cylindrical polymeric microshells. The microshells are composed of multilayers with GPL fillers uniformly 
dispersed in each individual layer, but GPL weight fraction changes layer-by-layer along the thickness 
direction. The effective Young’s modulus is predicted by the modified Halpin–Tsai model, while effective 
Poisson’s ratio and mass density are determined by the rule of mixture. Four different patterns of GPL 
dispersion are considered to achieve the functionally graded property of the microshells. Based on Love’s thin 
shell theory and the modified couple stress theory, the governing equations are derived by using Hamilton’s 
principle. Then, the Navier and Galerkin methods are utilized to solve natural frequencies of GPL reinforced 
polymeric (GPLRP) microshells. A parametric study is conducted, with a particular focus on the effects of the 
GPL distribution pattern, the weight fraction, the geometries of the GPL and the microshells, as well as the total 
number of layers of the microshells. 
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ABSTRACT: A novel nonlinear model of single-layered graphene sheets (SLGSs) subject to large deformation 
is proposed using the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) and the nonlocal elasticity theory. The 
geometrical definition of SLGSs is described by ANCF thin plate element while the strain energy is expressed 
by nonlocal theory. Then, the formulation of elastic force and the Jacobian of the elastic force is derived. We 
verify the proposed model by comparing the results with other published results and conduct corresponding 
numerical case study to clarify the influence of boundary conditions (BCs), nonlocal parameters, side length 
and aspect ratio. Large deformation problem of SLGSs with several BCs and different loading modes are 
simulated to study the mechanical nonlinearity of the SLGSs. 
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Functions in Large Coupled Axial and Torsional Deformations of Functionally Graded Cylinder”, International 
Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1950039, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S175882511950039X 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, coupled axial and torsional large deformation of an incompressible isotropic 
functionally graded nonlinearly elastic solid cylinder is investigated. Utilizing stretch-based constitutive 
models, where the deformation tensor is non-diagonal is complex. Hence, an analytical approach is presented 
for combined extension and torsion of functionally graded hyperelastic cylinder. Also, finite element analysis is 
carried out to verify the proposed analytical solutions. The Ogden model is employed to predict the mechanical 
behavior of hyperelastic materials whose material parameters are function of radius in an exponential fashion. 
Both finite element and analytical results are in good agreement and reveal that for positive values of 
exponential power in material variation function, stress decreases and the rate of stress variation intensifies near 
the outer surface. A transition point for the hoop stress is identified, where the distribution plots regardless of 
the value of stretch or twist, intersect and the hoop stress alters from compressive to tensile. For the Ogden 
model, the torsion induced force is always compressive which means the total axial force starts from being 
tensile and then eventually becomes compressive i.e., the cylinder always tends to elongate on twisting. 
 
Ding Zhou, Jianshi Fang, Hongwei Wang and Xiaopeng Zhang, “Three-Dimensional Dynamics Analysis of 
Rotating Functionally Gradient Beams Based on Timoshenko Beam Theory”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1950040, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500406 
ABSTRACT: Through the Timoshenko beam theory (TBT), the 3D dynamics of a rotary functional gradient 
(FG) cantilever beam are investigated. Material capabilities alter continuously throughout the thickness obeying 
the power law. It is assumed that the Poisson’s ratio does not change. Based on the von Kármán nonlinearity, 
the governing equation is determined through the Hamilton principle, which includes the Coriolis effects. The 
couplings among the axial, flapwise and chordwise deformations caused by the usage of the functionally graded 
materials (FGMs) are revealed. Chebyshev polynomials are utilized to construct trial functions of deformations 
in the Rayleigh–Ritz method. The centrifugal strengthening effect caused by the rotational motion is described 
through the nonlinear axial shortening deformations derived from transverse deformations. The influences of 
the dimensionless angular velocity, FG index and slenderness ratio on vibration characteristics are studied. It is 
proved that the FG index significantly affects the dynamic response of deformation. For high-frequency 
external excitation cases, selection of Chebyshev polynomials as trial functions is more stable and effective than 
other polynomials. 
 
Vu Hoai Nam, Nguyen Thi Phuong, Cao Van Doan and Nguyen Thoi Trung, “Nonlinear Thermo-Mechanical 
Stability Analysis of Eccentrically Spiral Stiffened Sandwich Functionally Graded Cylindrical Shells Subjected 
to External Pressure”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 5, 1950045, 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500455 
ABSTRACT: A new analytical approach to investigate the nonlinear buckling and postbuckling of the sandwich 
functionally graded circular cylindrical shells reinforced by ring and stringer or spiral stiffeners subjected to 
external pressure is presented in this paper. By employing the Donnell shell theory, the geometrical nonlinearity 
in Von Kármán sense and developed Lekhnitskii’s smeared stiffener technique, the governing equations of 
sandwich functionally graded circular cylindrical shells are derived. Resulting equations are solved by applying 
the Galerkin method to obtain the explicit expression of critical buckling external pressure load and 
postbuckling load–deflection curve. Effects of spiral stiffeners, thermal environment, external pressure, and 
geometrical parameters on nonlinear buckling behavior of sandwich functionally graded circular cylindrical 
shells are shown in numerical results. 
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ABSTRACT: Cruciform structures have desirable energy absorption capacity. However, the engineering 
application is limited by the difficulties in the manufacturing process. In this paper, a kirigami approach is 
introduced to simplify the manufacturing process. Based on the kirigami strategy, a structure referred to as a 
discontinuous kirigami cruciform sandwich panel (DKC), is investigated to validate the mechanical 
performance in energy absorption. Experiments and numerical simulations were carried out to investigate the 
impact resistance of DKC under four levels of impact energy and the energy–absorption performance is 
evaluated by comparing to a typical energy–absorption device, pyramidal truss sandwich panel (PT). In order to 
reduce the initial impact force and the displacement of the bottom surface on the protected objective, the DKC 
is further optimized by introducing an additional cutout at the opposite end in each component plate. With the 
new design, the displacement of the bottom surface on the sandwich structure is reduced by 13.9%, together 
with a decrease of impact peak force and an increase of energy absorption. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a parametric study on aeroelastic stability analysis of multi-layered 
functionally graded carbon nanotubes reinforced composite (FG-CNTRC) cylindrical panels subjected to a 
yawed supersonic flow. The panel is considered to be composed of different layers reinforced by carbon 
nanotubes arranged in different directions with various patterns and different volume fractions. Reddy’s third-
order shear deformation theory (TSDT) is employed to model the structure and external pressure is estimated 
based on the linear supersonic piston theory. The set of governing equations and boundary conditions are 
derived using Hamilton’s principle and are solved numerically using generalized differential quadrature method 
(GDQM). Convergence and accuracy of the presented solution are confirmed and effect of volume fraction, 
distributions and orientation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), yaw angle and geometrical parameters of the panel 
on the flutter boundaries are investigated. Results of this paper can be considered as a useful tool in design and 
analysis of supersonic airplanes and missiles. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the geometrical nonlinear vibrations of a rectangular plate have been investigated 
experimentally and numerically. The experiment was conducted on a thin rectangular plate. The plate was 
excited close to the first fundamental natural frequency. The time history of velocities of the central point has 
been measured by using a laser vibrometer. While the numerical investigation has been carried using the Finite 
Element Method (FEM), the numerical results are validated by analytical and experimental results. In order to 
develop and test the extraction procedure of the bifurcation plot of a dynamical system, a chaotic pendulum has 
been analyzed. Then, the same successful code has been used again for the experimental dynamics of the 
investigated plate. The plate has been forced with a sinusoidal input at a gradually stepped and increased 
amplitude. For every step, the phase portrait is determined, and then processed to extract the bifurcation map. 
The resulted map has shown successfully the linear range where the classical plate theory is adequate, and the 
boundary at which the transition to nonlinearity has occurred. The bifurcation has occurred when the lateral 
amplitude has reached 50% of the plate thickness. 
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ABSTRACT: This work investigates the nonlinear dynamic behavior of an electrostatically actuated clamped–
clamped cylindrical micro-beam subjected to vortex induced vibrations (VIV). Lift and drag forces are the two 
basic flow-induced factors affecting the dynamics of the micro-beam under fluid flow which are neglected in 
micro-structures immersed in stationary fluids. The electrostatically actuated micro-beam is modelled using 
Timoshenko beam theory and the impact of the fluid cross-flow is accounted for by considering its resultant 
force elements comprising inertia, lift and drag force vectors. In addition, the size dependency effect on the 
nonlinear dynamics of the micro-beam is studied based on the Modified Couple Stress Theory (MCST). The 
governing nonlinear equations are solved using the Galerkin and step-by-step linearization method to evaluate 
the response of the coupled structure to a combined voltage excitation plus fluid flow. Response of the micro-
beam to different input voltages in the presence of fluid velocities are investigated and it is shown that the range 
and intensity of the lock-in regime is effectively controlled by the input voltage and fluid-to-beam density ratio. 
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ABSTRACT: A nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT) is utilized to investigate the thermal buckling, free 
vibration and wave propagation in smart piezoelectromagnetic nanoplates in hygrothermal environments 
embedded in an elastic substrate. The main advantage of the NSGT over other continuum theories is that it 
contains both nonlocal parameter and material length scale parameter. The elastic substrate is modeled as 
Pasternak foundation model. According to the NSGT and the sinusoidal two-variable shear deformation plate 
theory, the governing equations of motion are derived involving the material parameters and hygrothermo-
electromagnetic effects. The present solutions are checked through comparisons with those presented in the 
literature. Numerical results show the impacts of the nonlocal and gradient parameters, side-to-thickness ratio, 
hygrothermo-electromagnetic loads and substrate stiffness on the thermal buckling, frequencies and wave 
propagation in the smart nanoplates. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the vibration of functionally graded porous truncated conical shell reinforced with 
graphene platelets (GPLs) is investigated. The GPLs nanofillers and pores are considered to be uniform and 
nonuniform throughout the thickness direction. Using Hamilton’s principle, the governing equations are derived 
based on Love’s first approximation theory. The generalized differential quadrature method is applied to solve 
the governing equations of motion and to obtain the natural frequencies of the shells for various boundary 
conditions. Applying the Halpin–Tsai model and the rule of mixture, the effective elastic modulus, the 
Poisson’s ratio and the density of nanocomposite shell reinforced with GPLs are computed. The effects of 
porosity coefficients, distribution patterns of porosity, GPL weight fraction, geometry and size of GPLs, semi-



vertex angle as well as boundary conditions on the natural frequency of the system are analyzed. It was 
observed in the results that the shells with symmetric porosity distribution reinforced by graphene platelet 
pattern A predict the highest natural frequencies. Furthermore, it was found that the natural frequencies of 
nanocomposite conical shell can be decreased by increasing the porosity coefficient. Besides, the geometry and 
size of GPLs as well as weight fraction of GPLs have significant effects on the natural frequencies. 
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Technology, Wuhan 430074, P. R. China), “Stability and Nonlinear Vibration Analysis of an Axially Loaded 
Nanobeam Based on Nonlocal Strain Gradient Theory”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, 
No. 7, 1950069, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500698 
ABSTRACT: The size-dependent stability mechanism and nonlinear dynamics of a nano-scale beam under an 
axial time-dependent load are theoretically studied based on nonlocal strain gradient theory. First, with the 
consideration of geometric nonlinearity of the nanobeam, the equation of motion is derived with the aid of 
Hamilton’s principle. Then, by using both Floquet technology and Bolotin’s method, a linear analysis is 



employed to investigate the size-dependent stability mechanism of the nanobeam for pinned-pinned boundary 
conditions. It is demonstrated that the results obtained based on the Floquet technology and Bolotin’s method 
agree well with each other in most cases. Furthermore, the analytical expressions for stability boundaries of the 
nanobeam system are derived. It is found that when the size-dependent nanobeam system is reduced to a 
classical one, the obtained expressions for stability boundaries are in good agreement with previous 
experimental results. Finally, the nonlinear responses of the nanobeam are presented in the form of time traces, 
bifurcation diagrams and phase portraits. It is shown that the axially excited nanobeam always undergoes a limit 
cycle oscillation. For all results regarding stability boundaries and nonlinear responses, the size-dependent 
effects are found to be significant. 
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ABSTRACT: Free vibrational and bending behavior of functionally graded graphene platelet reinforced 
composite (FG-GPLRC) circular and annular plate with various boundary conditions is studied using the 
differential quadrature method (DQM). The weight fraction differs gradually across the thickness direction. 
Effective elasticity modulus of the nanocomposite has been estimated by the modified Halpin–Tsai model. 
Using equations of motion in the framework of the elasticity theory and constitutive relation, the state-space 
first-order differential equation along the thickness direction is derived. A semi-analytical solution is carried out 
based on the application of DQM along the radial direction and the state-space technique across the thickness of 
the plate. The present approach is validated by comparing the numerical results with those reported in the 
literature. Effect of graphene platelets (GPLs) weight fraction, different GPL distribution patterns, thickness-to-
radius and outer-to-inner radius ratios and edge boundary conditions on the static and vibrational behavior of 
GPLs reinforced composite circular/annular plates are examined. The results implied that GPLs can improve the 
composite strength against different loading and GPLs could have an extraordinary reinforcing influence on the 
static and vibrational behavior of the circular/annular plates. 
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Achchhe Lal and Rahul Kumar (Department of Mechanical Engineering, S. V. National Institute of 
Technology, Surat 395007, India), “Finite Element-Based Stochastic Nonlinear Progressive Failure Response of 
Piezo-Laminated Composite Plate with Elliptical Cutouts”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 
11, No. 8, 1950076, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500765 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the second-order statistics of hygro-thermo-electrically-induced progressive 
failure in terms of first-ply failure load (FPFL) and last-ply failure load (LPFL) analysis for laminated 
composite material plate (LCMP) under out of plane mechanical loading with random system properties. Basic 
governing equation of nonlinear progressive failure analysis is based on shear deformation theory (higher order) 
with von-Karman nonlinear kinematics using Newton’s Raphson approach through Tsai–Wu failure criteria. 
The random input variables are assumed as uncorrelated type and are evaluated using second-order perturbation 
method (SOPT). Laminated composite plate with elliptical cutouts are subjected to uniformly distributed, point 
and hydrostatic load. The effect of boundary conditions, temperature variation, moisture content and voltage 
variations by utilizing piezoelectric layer position and various cutout shapes on the mean and corresponding 
covariance (COV) of FPFL and LPFL load are evaluated. Convergence of numerical analysis is performed, and 
results are validated with those available in literatures to check the efficiency of present methodology. It is 
observed that the presence of elliptical hole always causes an increase in the failure load of plates subjected to 
bending, even further increase for LPFL due to the reduction of stresses. 
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Tahereh Taghizadeh, Mohammad Zamani Nejad and Mosayeb Davoudi Kashkoli (First author is from: 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Yasouj University, Yasouj, Iran), “Thermo-Elastic Creep Analysis and 
Life Assessment of Thick Truncated Conical Shells with Variable Thickness”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 9, 1950086, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825119500868 
ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical method is presented to investigate time-dependent thermo-elastic creep 
behavior and life assessment of thick truncated conical shells with variable thickness subjected to internal 
pressure and thermal load. Based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), equilibrium equations and 
boundary conditions are derived using the minimum total potential energy principle. To the best of the 
researcher’s knowledge, in previous studies, thermo-elastic creep analysis of conical shell with variable 
thickness based on the FSDT has not been investigated. Norton’s law is assumed as the material creep 
constitutive model. The multilayered method is proposed to solve the resulting equations, which yields an 
accurate solution. Subsequently, the stresses at different creep times can be obtained by means of an iterative 
approach. Using Robinson’s linear life fraction damage rule, the creep damages of conical shells are determined 
and Larson–Miller parameter (LMP) is employed for assessing the remaining life. The results of the proposed 
approach are validated with those of the finite element method (FEM) and good agreement was found. The 
results indicate that the present analysis is accurate and computationally efficient. 
 
Ali Ghorbanpour Arani, Hassan Baba Akbar Zarei and Pouya Pourmousa (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Kashan, Kashan, Iran), “Free Vibration Response of FG Porous Sandwich Micro-Beam with 
Flexoelectric Face-Sheets Resting on Modified Silica Aerogel Foundation”, International Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 11, No. 9, 1950087, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1142/S175882511950087X 
ABSTRACT: The free vibration analysis of sandwich micro-beam (SMB) which is subjected to electrical field 
is investigated by adopting the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory (EBBT) and modified strain gradient theory 
(MSGT). SMB is made of three layers, including a functionally graded (FG) porous core and two flexoelectric 
face-sheets. The porosities are assumed to be distributed over the beam thickness based on the two distribution 
functions. Also, due to the electric properties of flexoelectric materials, face-sheets of SMB are subjected to the 
external electric field. The modified Silica Aerogel foundation model is employed to consider the effects of 
elastic foundation on SMB. The size-dependent governing equations of motion are derived using Hamilton’s 
principle and solved by Navier’s solution method for a case of simply supported SMB. The effects of various 
parameters, such as length to thickness ratio, porosity index, flexoelectric loadings (the load applied to the 
flexoelectric face-sheets caused by external electric field), small scale parameter and foundation parameters on 
dimensionless frequency of SMB, are assessed. The results of this work can be used for optimum design and 
control of micro-electro-mechanical devices. 
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ABSTRACT: Vibration problems of pipelines made of composite materials conveying pulsating flow of gas 
and fluid are investigated in the paper. A dynamic model of motion of pipelines conveying pulsating fluid flow 
supported by a Hetenyi’s base is developed taking into account the viscosity properties of the structure material, 
axial forces, internal pressure and Winkler’s viscoelastic base. To describe the processes of viscoelastic material 
strain, the Boltzmann–Volterra integral model with weakly singular hereditary kernels is used. Using the 
Bubnov–Galerkin method, the problem is reduced to the study of a system of ordinary integro-differential 
equations (IDE). A computational algorithm is developed based on the elimination of the features of IDE with 
weakly singular kernels, followed by the use of quadrature formulas. The effect of rheological parameters of the 
pipeline material, flow rate and base parameters on the vibration of a viscoelastic pipeline conveying pulsating 
fluid is analyzed. The convergence analysis of the approximate solution of the Bubnov–Galerkin method is 
carried out. It was revealed that the viscosity parameters of the material and the pipeline base lead to a 
significant change in the critical flow rate. It was stated that an increase in excitation coefficient of pulsating 
flow and the parameter of internal pressure leads to a decrease in the critical flow rate. It is shown that an 
increase in the singularity parameter, the Winkler base parameter, the rigidity parameter of the continuous base 
layer and the Reynolds number increases the critical flow rate. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling analysis of spherical shells under external pressure is a crucial problem in mechanical 
and aerospace engineering. It is widely known that the buckling loads obtained by classical methods are much 
higher than experimental results. The main reason for this large discrepancy is customarily attributed to initial 
geometrical imperfections, and the impact of inhomogeneously distributed stresses during loading process is 
usually ignored. In order to investigate the effect of this ignored factor, the buckling loads of several spherical 
shells are analyzed by the geometrically nonlinear finite element method (FEM) based on the Willis-form 
equations, which explicitly contain the stress gradients at previous loading step. It can be shown that the 
buckling loads from the Willis-form FEM are about 10% lower than the values from classical FEM. This 
finding may give better understandings to the differences between theoretical and experimental results for 
nearly perfect spherical shells and may be helpful to obtain more accurate buckling loads for shells with initial 
geometrical imperfections. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, nonlinear dynamic buckling of laminated composite cylindrical panels subjected to 
in-plane impulsive compressive load is studied along with the failure analysis. Balanced and symmetric angle-
ply laminated composite curved panels are considered. Convergence study is performed, and results are 
validated with the results from the existing literature, and then the dynamic buckling loads are calculated. The 
failure index of laminated composite curved panel is also calculated to check the precedence of first ply failure 
load over nonlinear dynamic buckling load. The effect of aspect ratio, loading function, and radius of curvature 
is studied. The analysis is carried out using finite element method. It is observed that the first ply failure for 
balanced and symmetric angle-ply laminated composite curved panels occurs after the panel has buckled due to 
dynamic impulse loads. 
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ABSTRACT: The aeroelastic flutter analysis of thick porous plates surrounded with piezoelectric layers in 
supersonic flow is studied. In order to aeroelastic analysis of the thick porous-cellular plate, Reddy’s third-order 
shear deformation plate theory and first-order piston theory are used. Furthermore, the plate is composed of two 
face piezoelectric layers and three functionally graded porous distributions core. Applying the extended 
Hamilton’s principle and Maxwell’s equation, the governing equations of motion are obtained. The partial 
differential governing equations are transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations by applying 
Galerkin’s approach. The effects of porosity coefficient, porosity distributions, piezoelectric layers, geometric 
dimensions, electrical and mechanical boundary conditions on the flutter aerodynamic pressure and natural 
frequencies of porous-cellular plates are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: Due to the interesting properties such as light weight and high deformation ability, dielectric 
elastomer (DE) resonators can be good alternatives for conventional silicon resonant beams used in micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). This paper proposes a modeling in which a pre-stretched clamped-
clamped DE-based microbeam oscillating above the ground substrate is subjected to an external electrostatic 
pressure. Using a DE-based beam affects the total rigidity of the system, which may lead to an anticipated 
saddle-node or pitchfork bifurcation. Hence, the present study tries to analyze the effects of DE properties on 
changing the stability regime of DE-based microbeams under electrostatic actuation. The stability of the system 
has been investigated using an eigen-value form of the problem. The effects of DE properties including pre-
stress, relative permittivity and voltage value across the electrodes on pull-in or divergence instability as well as 
the frequency response of the system have been investigated. Moreover, the critical values of the DE voltage as 
a booster of instability occurrence have been obtained in either the presence or absence of the direct current 
(DC) voltage. It has been found that the pre-stress and appropriate DE permittivity can provide a needed 
magnitude of the DE actuating voltage to alter the resonance frequency and stability positions of the structure. 
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ABSTRACT: A double finite sine integral transform method is employed to analyze the buckling problem of 
rectangular thin plate with rotationally-restrained boundary condition. The method provides more reasonable 



and theoretical procedure than conventional inverse/semi-inverse methods through eliminating the need to 
preselect the deflection function. Unlike the methods based on Fourier series, the finite integral transform 
directly solves the governing equation, which automatically involves the boundary conditions. In the solution 
procedure, after performing integral transformation the title problem is converted to solve a fully regular infinite 
system of linear algebraic equations with the unknowns determined by satisfying associated boundary 
conditions. Then, through some mathematical manipulation the analytical buckling solution is elegantly 
achieved in a straightforward procedure. Various edge flexibilities are investigated through selecting the 
rotational fixity factor, including simply supported and clamped edges as limiting situations. Finally, 
comprehensive analytical results obtained in this paper illuminate the validity of the proposed method by 
comparing with the existing literature as well as the finite element method using (ABAQUS) software. 
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ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the vibration and buckling analysis of a graphene nanoplatelet 
composite (GPLRC) microdisk in the framework of a numerical based generalized differential quadrature 
method (GDQM). The stresses and strains are obtained using the higher-order shear deformable theory 
(HOSDT). Rule of the mixture is employed to obtain varying mass density, thermal expansion, and Poisson’s 
ratio, while the module of elasticity is computed by modified Halpin–Tsai model. Governing equations and 
boundary conditions of the GPLRC microdisk are obtained by implementing Extended Hamilton’s principle. 
The results show that outer to inner ratios of the radius (𝑅o/𝑅i), ratios of length scale and nonlocal to thickness 
(𝑙/ℎ and 𝜇/ℎ), and GPL weight fraction (𝑔GPL) have a significant influence on the frequency and buckling 
characteristics of the GPLRC microdisk. Another necessary consequence is that by increasing the value of the 
𝑅o/𝑅i, the distribution of the displacement field extends from radial to tangent direction, especially in the lower 
mode numbers, this phenomenon appears much more remarkable. A useful suggestion of this research is that, 
for designing the GPLRC microdisk at the low value of the 𝑅o/𝑅i, more attention should be paid to the 𝑔GPL and 
𝑅o/𝑅i, simultaneously. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a coupling of improved element-free Galerkin (IEFG) method and semi-analytical 
finite strip (FS) method is presented for free vibration analysis of thin plates. This method is very easy to 
implement and has advantages of both IEFG and FS methods, so that IEFG method is used in sub-domain with 
complex geometry, and FS method is used for the remaining domains. The use of the FS method considerably 
reduces the analysis time, and the essential boundary conditions are easily enforced in FS sub-domain. In the 
IEFG method, the shape function does not have the Kronecker delta function property. Therefore, Lagrange 
multipliers method is used to satisfy the boundary conditions. Finally, five examples are presented to show the 
effectiveness of this work. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the improved complex variable element-free Galerkin (ICVEFG) method is 
proposed for solving the bending problem of thin plate on elastic foundations. In the ICVEFG method, the 
approximation function regarding the deflection of thin plate is formed with the improved complex moving 
least-squares (ICVMLS) approximation, the discrete equation is obtained from Galerkin weak form of bending 
problem of thin plate on different elastic foundations, and essential boundary conditions are considered based 
on penalty method. As the ICVMLS approximation is based on the complex variable theory, it can obtain the 
shape function quickly with high precision. Three sample problems are used to discuss the advantages of the 
ICVEFG method, and the numerical results show that the ICVEFG method presented in this paper has a fast 
convergence speed and great computational accuracy. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, axisymmetric elastic deformation analysis of rotating disks with variable thickness 
is conducted using an improved Adomian decomposition method (IADM). Variation of thickness is assumed as 
hyperbolic and different variations are employed for each case considered. Several analytical approximate 
solutions in different orders are obtained for radial stress, tangential stress, radial displacement and are 
compared with exact solutions. Results show that IADM can effectively be used in the deformation analysis of 
rotating variable thickness disks providing the solution as an analytical continuous function in the solution 
domain. 
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ABSTRACT: In this research, the nonlinear free vibrations analysis of functionally graded (FG) rectangular 
plate which simply supported all edges are investigated analytically using modified Lindstedt–Poincare (MLP) 
method for the first time. For this purpose, with the aid of von Karman nonlinearity strain-displacement 
relations, the partial differential equations of motion are developed based on first-order shear deformation 
theory (FSDT). Afterward, by applying Galerkin method, the nonlinear partial differential equations are 
transformed into the time-dependent nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The nonlinear equation of motion 
is then solved analytically by MLP method to determine the nonlinear frequencies of the FG rectangular plate. 
The material properties are assumed to be graded through the direction of plate thickness according to power 
law distribution. The effects of some system parameters such as vibration amplitude, volume fraction index and 
aspect ratio on the nonlinear to linear frequency ratio are discussed in detail. To validate the analysis, the results 
of this paper are compared with both the published data and numerical method, and good agreements are found. 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, a surface-reinforced sandwich configuration with variable material layer is proposed 
to improve the plastic performance of sandwich structures in limited-space with the least cost, which is 
promoted by the hierarchy of human bone with multi-stiff layers outside the cellular core. First, a generalized 
yielding criterion and an analytical model for the large deflection of the fully clamped surface-reinforced 
sandwich beams under transverse loading are developed. Then, the comparison between finite element (FE) 
simulations and experimental results for surface-reinforced sandwich beams with varied geometric and physical 
properties of each material layers is presented, which verifies the accuracy of the theoretical solutions. Finally, 
the coordinated design of the surface-reinforced sandwich beam in limited-space is investigated and the 
synergistic effects of each material layer on the load carrying and energy absorption ability of the structure are 
discussed in detail. The results given in this paper provide theoretical guidance in plastic design of sandwich 
structures with multi-cover sheets as well as the selection of the face-sheet, the core and the reinforced skin. 
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“Bending, Buckling and Free Vibration Analysis of Size-Dependent Nanoscale FG Beams Using Refined 
Models and Eringen’s Nonlocal Theory”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2050007, 
January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500076 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a theoretical unification of twenty-one nonlocal beam theories are presented by 
using a unified nonlocal beam theory. The small-scale effect is considered based on the nonlocal differential 
constitutive relations of Eringen. The present unified theory satisfies traction free boundary conditions at the top 
and bottom surface of the nanobeam and hence avoids the need of shearing correction factor. Hamilton’s 
principle is employed to derive the equations of motion. The present unified nonlocal formulation is applied for 
the bending, buckling and free vibration analysis of functionally graded (FG) nanobeams. The elastic properties 
of FG material vary continuously by gradually changing the volume fraction of the constituent materials in the 
thickness direction. Closed-form analytical solutions are obtained by using Navier’s solution technique. Non-



dimensional displacements, stresses, natural frequencies and critical buckling loads for FG nanobeams are 
presented. The numerical results presented in this study can be served as a benchmark for future research. 
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ABSTRACT: The aim of the present study was to introduce new crushing mechanisms in terms of crushing 
modes for estimating the crushing force and absorbed energy of polygonal thin walled metal sections subjected 
to axial progressive collapse. For this purpose, two models were developed. The first model, which has been 
extensively used before and named as “plastic hinge model” (PHM), was modified based on new crushing 
modes; and as the second, a novel model was introduced by the authors named as “induced curvature model” 
(ICM). The latter model was considered to be more realistic than the former due to consideration of metal sheet 
curvatures during progressive folding process, as well as including the hardening effect of the material during 
plastic deformation. All possible crushing modes for a typical polygonal section were considered and discussed 
by combining different crushing modes of the corner elements. New expressions for the absorbed energies and 
crushing force were presented based on the resulting crushing modes. To evaluate the validity and efficiency of 
the proposed models, a detailed FE simulation was conducted using LS-DYNA. Comparison of FEM, PHM and 
ICM results showed the superiority of the ICM over PHM. 
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ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the thermal buckling analysis of graphene nanoplatelets reinforced 
composite (GPLRC) doubly curved open cylindrical micropanel in the framework of numerical-based two-
dimensional generalized differential quadrature method (2D-GDQM). Additionally, the small-scale effects are 
analyzed based on nonlocal strain gradient theory (NSGT). The stresses and strains are obtained using the high-
order shear deformable theory (HOSDT). The rule of mixture is employed to obtain varying thermal expansion, 
and Poisson’s ratio, while module of elasticity is computed by modified Halpin–Tsai model. In addition, 
nonlinear temperature changes along the GPLRC micropanel’s thickness direction. Governing equations and 
boundary conditions of the GPLRC doubly curved open cylindrical micropanel are obtained by implementing 
the extended Hamilton’s principle. Besides, for the validation of the results, the results of current model are 
compared to the results acquired from analytical method. The results show that GPL weight function (𝑔GPL), the 
ratio of shell curvatures (𝑅1/𝑅2), NSG parameters, and geometric parameters have a significant influence on the 
thermal buckling characteristics of the GPLRC doubly curved open cylindrical micropanel. 
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Lansing, MI 48824, USA), “A Finite Element Framework for Magneto-Actuated Large Deformation and 
Instability of Slender Magneto-Active Elastomers”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 1, 
2050013, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500131 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present an efficient finite element framework for modeling the finite 
deformations of slender magneto-active elastomers (MAE) under applied magnetic fields or currents. For the 
convenience of numerical modeling, magnetic field is defined at fixed spatial coordinates in the background 
space rather than in the elastic MAEs using material coordinates. The magnetic field will vary with free or 
localized currents while the spatial distribution of the magnetic field will evolve with the motion or deformation 
of the MAE materials, which is actuated by the surface or body forces induced by external magnetic fields or 



equivalent currents. A staggered strategy and a Riks method are introduced to solve the strongly coupled 
governing equations of the magnetic field and displacement field using finite element method. The mesh 
distortion along the interfaces between MAE domain and free-space domain is resolved by considering 
concurrent deformation of the mesh in these two domains. A few 2D numerical examples demonstrate the 
validity and efficiency of the developed model for simulating large deformation of MAE with non-uniform 
spatial magnetic field under different actuation sources such as free currents, magnetization or external 
magnetic field. This framework offers a new solution strategy for modeling mechano-magneto problems of 
MAEs and will help rational design and analysis of MAE-based actuators and soft robotics in the future. 
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Microplates and Microbeams Using a Novel Four-Variable Shear Deformation Theory”, International Journal 
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ABSTRACT: Based on a new shear deformation theory and the modified couple stress theory, in this paper, the 
hygro-thermal buckling of porous FGM sandwich microplates and microbeams is investigated. Unlike the 
classical elasticity theory, the present model involves a material length scale parameter, and, thereby, can 
capture the small size effect. The four-variable shear deformation theory with a new shape function is utilized to 
derive the governing stability equations for the microplates and microbeams from the principle of virtual work. 
The present microstructures are composed of three layers and subjected to hygro-thermal conditions. The core is 
assumed to be fully homogeneous and isotropic material. While, the face layers are made from porous 
functionally graded materials that vary only in the thickness direction. The governing equations are solved 
analytically to obtain the thermal buckling of FGM sandwich microplates and microbeams under humidity 
effects. The temperature rise and moisture concentration are graded uniformly, linearly or nonlinearly through 
the thickness. Comparison studies are made between the present results and those available in the literature to 
check the validity of the obtained formulations and results. Moreover, the effects played by the length scale 
parameter, power-law exponent, moisture concentration, core thickness and other parameters on the thermal 
buckling of microplates and microbeams are all investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The influence of a multi-layer core on the blast response of composite sandwich cylinders under 
internal explosive loading was investigated. Experiments were conducted first to obtain the fundamental 
deformation and failure patterns of composite cylinders with uniform, double-layer, and triple-layer profile 
cores. They were compared with the finite element model for prediction with good agreement. The mechanisms 
of energy absorption and deformation of a composite sandwich were explored by parametric analysis. 
Experimental results indicated that compaction wave in a double-layer core was initiated from the inner face 
sheet and then propagated to the outer face sheet when the gradient was positive; however, the core 
densification started at the inner surfaces of both layers and propagated to the outer face sheet together. The 
maximum radial deflection decreased with increasing face sheet thickness or decreasing blast loading. The 
percentage of energy absorbed by the core increased with decreasing face sheet thickness or increasing blast 
loading. This study revealed a possibility to reduce the maximum deflection (same structural mass and same 
energy absorption) for the sandwich cylinders by using a proper core distribution. 
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ABSTRACT: This is the first research on the buckling and free vibration analysis of functionally graded 
graphene platelets reinforced composite annular plate resting on elastic substrate and subjected to nonlinear 
temperature gradient and mechanical load within the framework of higher order shear deformation theory 
(HSDT). Governing equations and boundary conditions are established by employing Hamilton’s principle. 
Generalized differential quadrature method is applied to obtain numerical solution. Considering nonlinear 
temperature gradient instead of the linear one and also the effects of elastic substrate besides describing the 



kinematics on the basis of HSDT makes the results closer to real condition. Numerical results are compared 
with those published in the literature to examine the accuracy and validity of the applied approach. A 
comprehensive parametric study is accomplished to reveal the influence of stiffness of the substrate, patterns of 
temperature rise, temperature gradient, axial load, weight fraction and distribution patterns of GPLs, outer 
radius to inner radius ratio, inner radius to thickness ratio of the plate and geometric dimensions of GPLs on the 
response of the structure. This study provides essential information to engineers seeking innovative ways to 
promote the composite structures in a practical way. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents is a solution for static torsion in a microtube made of bi-directional 
functionally graded materials (BDFGMs). The material properties are assumed to vary according to the 
arbitrary function along radius and length of microtube. As for the torque effect of the axial magnetic field, the 
well-known Maxwell’s relation is used. Couple stress theory is employed to study the influence of small-scale 
on static torsion of microtube. The Navier equation and boundary conditions of the size-dependent BDFG 
microtube were derived by the minimum potential energy. These equations were solved by employing the 
generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM). Comparison between the results of this work with the 
analytical method for static torsion of microtube made of one direction FG material reveals the accuracy of this 
study. Finally, numerical results are presented to study the small-scale effect and heterogeneity constants on the 
static torsion of the bi-directional functionally graded microtube. 
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ABSTRACT: Non-Pneumatic Tires with honeycomb structure have complex design and their mechanical 
behavior is influenced by their geometry. As a result, deep understanding of the effect of various design 
parameters is very important for design optimization. In this numerical analysis, the effect of a wide range of 
internal geometrical parameters on the tire’s weight and mechanical behavior was quantified. For this purpose, a 
parametric finite element model was designed and subjected to vertical loading to assess its maximum stress, 
contact pressure, maximum vertical displacement and energy absorbed during loading. The analysis indicated 
that vertical stiffness is strongly affected by the density, thickness and internal angles of the honeycomb cells. 
The internal angles of the honeycomb also appeared capable of changing the tire’s vertical stiffness without 
changing its weight, which is associated with the tire’s fuel efficiency and dynamic properties. A decrease in 
cell length or an increase in cell density was capable of significantly reducing the internal stresses. Proper 
tuning of cell thickness or cell length could also significantly reduce the magnitude of contact pressure 
developed by producing a more even distribution of loading between the tread and the road. 
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ABSTRACT: Free vibration of coupled system including clamped-free thin circular plate with hole submerged 
in three-dimensional cylindrical container filled with inviscid, irrotational and compressible fluid is investigated 
in this work. Numerical approach based on the finite element method (FEM) is performed using the Comsol 
Multiphysics software, in order to analyze qualitatively the vibration characteristics of the plate. Plate modeling 
is based on Kirchhoff–Love plate theory. Velocity potential is deployed to describe the fluid motion since the 
small oscillations induced by the plate vibration is considered. Bernoulli’s equation together with potential 
theory is applied to get the fluid pressure on the free surface of the plate. To prove the reliability of the present 
numerical solution, a comparison is made with the results in the literature, which shows a very good agreement. 
Then, different parameters effect including fluid density, fluid height, free surface wave, hole radius and hole 
eccentricity on the natural frequencies of the coupled system is discussed in detail. Some three-dimensional 
mode shapes of the submerged plate are illustrated. Furthermore, the obtained results can serve as benchmark 
solutions for the vibration control, parameter identification and damage detection of plate. 
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Hygrothermal Environmental Loads Using Fifth-Order Shear and Normal Deformation Theory”, International 
Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 3, 2050028, April 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: Bending analysis of laminated composite plates subjected to mechanical and hygrothermal 
environmental loading is presented in this paper using fifth-order shear and normal deformation theory 
(FOSNDT). This theory uses polynomial-type shape function in the displacement field up to fifth-order. This 
theory considers the effect of transverse normal deformations (𝜀𝑧≠0). Simply supported laminated composite and 
sandwich plates are analyzed using Navier’s solution techniques. The results obtained using this theory are 
compared with the results available in the literature wherever possible. However, many results are presented for 
the first time in this paper. 
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Mehmet Dorduncu, Kadir Kaya and Omer Faruk Ergin, “Peridynamic Analysis of Laminated Composite Plates 
Based on First-Order Shear Deformation Theory”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 3, 
2050031, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500313 
ABSTRACT: A nonlocal Peridynamic Differential Operator (PDDO) is presented for static analysis of 
laminated composite plates based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). The equilibrium 
equations and boundary conditions of the FSDT were derived from the principle of virtual work. The local 
spatial derivatives in these equations were replaced with their nonlocal PD forms. The continuous transverse 
shear stresses were achieved by integrating the stress equilibrium equations through the thickness of the plate. 
This approach was validated against an existing analytical solution by considering a simply supported laminated 
composite plate under uniformly distributed sinusoidal load for different aspect ratios. The performance of this 
formulation was investigated by comparing through-the-thickness stress variations against the analytical 
solutions. 
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Dynamic Analyses of Nanocomposite Plates in Mechanical and Aerodynamic Loading”, International Journal 
of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 3, 2050034, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500349 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, flutter and divergence instabilities of functionally graded porous plate strip 
reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets in supersonic flow and subjected to an axial loading are studied. The 
graphene nanoplatelets are distributed in the matrix either uniformly or non-uniformly along the thickness 
direction. Four graphene nanoplatelets distribution patterns namely, Patterns A through D are considered. Based 
on the modified Halpin–Tsai micromechanics model and the rule of mixture, the effective material properties of 
functionally graded plate strip reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets are obtained. The aerodynamic pressure is 
considered in accordance with the quasi-steady supersonic piston theory. To transform the governing equations 
of motion to a general eigenvalue problem, the Galerkin method is employed. The flutter aerodynamic pressure 
and stability boundaries are determined by solving standard complex eigenvalue problem. The effects of 
graphene nanoplatelets distributions, graphene nanoplatelets weight fraction, geometry of graphene 
nanoplatelets, porosity coefficient and porosity distributions on the flutter and divergence instabilities of the 
system are studied. The results show that the plate strip with symmetric distribution pattern (stiffness in the 
surface areas) and GPLs pattern A predict the highest stable area. The flutter and divergence regions decrease as 
the porosity coefficient increases. Besides, the critical aerodynamic loads increase by adding a small amount of 
GPL to the matrix. 
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Agyapal Singh and Poonam Kumari, “Two-Dimensional Free Vibration Analysis of Axially Functionally 
Graded Beams Integrated with Piezoelectric Layers: An Piezoelasticity Approach”, International Journal of 
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 4, 2050037, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500374 
ABSTRACT: For the first time, a two-dimensional (2D) piezoelasticity-based analytical solution is developed 
for free vibration analysis of axially functionally graded (AFG) beams integrated with piezoelectric layers and 
subjected to arbitrary supported boundary conditions. The material properties of the elastic layers are 
considered to vary linearly along the axial (𝑥) direction of the beam. Modified Hamiltons principle is applied to 
derive the weak form of coupled governing equations in which, stresses, displacements and electric field 
variables acting as primary variables. Further, the extended Kantorovich method is employed to reduce the 
governing equation into sets of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) along the axial (𝑥) and thickness (𝑧) 
directions. The ODEs along the 𝑧-direction have constant coefficients, where the ODEs along 𝑥-direction have 
variable coefficients. These sets of ODEs are solved analytically, which ensures the same order of accuracy for 
all the variables by satisfying the boundary and continuity conditions in exact pointwise manner. New 
benchmark numerical results are presented for a single layer AFG beam and AFG beams integrated with 
piezoelectric layers. The influence of the axial gradation, aspect ratio and boundary conditions on the natural 
frequencies of the beam are also investigated. These numerical results can be used for assessing 1D beam 
theories and numerical techniques. 
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May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500428 
ABSTRACT: Since lightweight and energy-absorbing materials have an effective role in occupant safety during 
accidents, the use of hybrid aluminum–composite tubes and their optimum designs are of great importance in 
the crashworthiness. In this study, finite element simulation and multi-objective optimization of a hybrid 
aluminum–composite tube are performed under axial crushing to investigate the effect of metal volume fraction 
(MVF) on the objective functions, the specific energy absorption and the peak force. Besides, the effects of 
annealing and tempering of ductile aluminum alloys (Al-6061) as the base metal of hybrid tubes are 
investigated. The optimum values of the objective functions are obtained at MVF≅0.5 (the same thickness of 
aluminum and composite). Also, annealing of ductile aluminum alloys has a negative effect on the objective 
functions. As a guideline for the design of fiber metal laminates under crushing, it is suggested to use tempered 
Al-6061 and increase the thickness of composite material so that MVF<0.5. 
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Acoustic Tube with Arbitrary Impedance Boundaries”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, 
No. 5, 2050047, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500477 
ABSTRACT: Rijke tube is a benchmark model widely used in thermo-acoustic community. As an alternative to 
existing modeling methods, this work proposes a modified Fourier series solution for modal characteristic 
analyses of a one dimensional (1D) thermo-acoustic system. The proposed modeling framework allows the 
consideration of arbitrary impedance boundaries owing to the special feature of the Fourier expansion series 
enriched by boundary smoothing polynomial terms. Thermo-acoustic Helmholtz governing equation coupled 
with a first-order heat release model is discretized through Galerkin procedure. Thermo-acoustic modal 
parameters are obtained by solving a standard quartic matrix characteristic equation, different from 
conventionally used root searching based on a transcendental equation. Numerical examples are presented to 
validate the proposed model through comparisons with results reported in the literature. Influences of boundary 
impedance are analyzed. Results reveal a quantitative relationship between the thermo-acoustic instability and 
heat source position with respect to the acoustic mode shapes. Results also show the existence of a sensitive 
zone, in which the thermo-acoustic modal behavior of the impedance-ended (IE) tube shows drastic changes 
with the boundary impedance. Meanwhile, a stable zone can be achieved upon a proper setting of the boundary 
impedance through suitable combination of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance. 
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Sandwich with Auxetic Core”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 5, 2050051, June 
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ABSTRACT: In this research contribution, the static behavior and failure mechanisms are developed for a 
three-dimensional (3D) printed dogbone, auxetic structure and sandwich composite using acoustic emissions 
(AEs). The skins, core and whole sandwich are manufactured using the same bio-based material which is 
polylactic acid reinforced with micro-flax fibers. Tensile tests are conducted on the skins and the core while 
bending tests are conducted on the sandwich composite. Those tests are carried out on four different auxetic 
densities in order to investigate their effect on the mechanical and damage properties of the materials. To 
monitor the invisible damage and damage propagation, a highly sensitive AE testing method is used. It is found 
that the sandwich with high core density displays advanced mechanical properties in terms of bending stiffness, 
shear stiffness, facing bending stress and core shear stress. In addition, the AE data points during testing present 
an amplitude range of 40–85dB that characterizes visible and invisible damage up to failure. 
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and Subharmonic Resonances of Spiral Stiffened Imperfect FG Cylindrical Shells Resting on Generalized 
Nonlinear Viscoelastic Foundations”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 5, 2050052, 
June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500520 
ABSTRACT: This paper is devoted to superharmonic and subharmonic behavior investigation of imperfect 
functionally graded (FG) cylindrical shells with external FG spiral stiffeners under large amplitude excitations. 
The structure is embedded within a generalized nonlinear viscoelastic foundation, which is composed of a two-
parameter Winkler–Pasternak foundation augmented by a Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic model with a nonlinear 
cubic stiffness, to account for the vibration hardening/softening phenomena and damping considerations. The 
von Kármán strain-displacement kinematic nonlinearity is employed in the constitutive laws of the shell and 
stiffeners. The external spiral stiffeners of the cylindrical shell are modeled according to the smeared stiffener 
technique. The coupled governing equations are solved by using Galerkin’s method in conjunction with the 
stress function concept. The multiple scales method is utilized to detect the subharmonic and superharmonic 
resonances and the frequency–amplitude relations of the 1/3 and 1/2 subharmonic and 3/1 and 2/1 
superharmonic resonances of the system. Finally, the influences of the stiffeners helical angles, foundation type, 
coefficient of the nonlinear elastic foundation, material distribution, and excitation amplitude on the system 
resonances are investigated comprehensively. 
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Vibration of the Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube with Nonlinear Temperature Distribution Based on a 
Modified Beam Theory and Nonlocal Strain Gradient Model”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 
12, No. 5, 2050054, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500544 
ABSTRACT: In this study, vibration analysis of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) has been carried out 
by using a refined beam theory, namely one variable shear deformation beam theory. This approach has one 
variable lesser than a contractual shear deformation theory such as first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
and acts like classical beam approach but with considering shear deformations. The SWCNT has been placed in 
an axial or longitudinal magnetic field which is also exposed to both the hygroscopic as well as thermal 



environments. The thermal environment is considered as nonlinear thermal stress field based on the 
Murnaghan’s model whereas the hygroscopic environment is assumed as a linear stress field. The size effect of 
the SWCNT has been captured by both the nonlocal and gradient parameters by employing the Nonlocal Strain 
Gradient Theory (NSGT). Governing equation of motion of the proposed model has been developed by utilizing 
the extended Hamilton’s principle and the non-dimensional frequency parameters have been computed by 
incorporating the Navier’s approach for Hinged–Hinged (HH) boundary condition. The proposed model is 
validated with the existing model in special cases, by comparing the non-dimensional frequency parameters, 
displaying an excellent agreement. Further, a parametric study has been conducted to analyze the impact of 
nonlocal parameter, gradient parameter, thermal environment, hygroscopic environment, and magnetic field 
intensity on the non-dimensional frequency parameters. Also, results for some other theories like Classical 
Elasticity Theory (CET), Nonlocal Elasticity Theory (NET), and Strain Gradient Theory (SGT) have been 
presented along with the NSGT. 
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Viscoelastic Deep Beams with Different Boundary Conditions Due to a Pulse Load”, International Journal of 
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 5, 2050055, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500556 
ABSTRACT: This paper studies the dynamic viscoelastic response of functionally graded (FG) thick 2D 
cantilever and simply supported beams under dynamic pulse load, for the first time. A point load applied at a 
specific spatial point is described as a time-pulse sinusoidal load. Two-dimensional plane-stress constitutive 
equation is exploited to describe the local stress–strain relation through the beam. The gradation of material is 
depicted by generalized power law function through the layer thickness across beam thickness. The Kelvin–
Voigt viscoelastic model is proposed to describe material damping of structure. Lagrange’s equation is 
employed to derive governing motion equation. A finite element method (FEM) is exploited to discretize the 
spatial domain of 2D beam structure by using 12-node 2D plane element. Numerical Newmark implicit time 
integration method is proposed to solve the equation of motion incrementally and get the response of beam 
structure. Two types of boundary conditions are considered in the numerical examples. In numerical results, 
effects of stacking sequence, geometry parameters and material gradation index and viscoelasticity coefficients 
on the displacement-time response of layered functionally graded viscoelastic deep beams for different 
boundary conditions. 
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Feng Liu Yang and Yan Qing Wang, “Free and Forced Vibration of Beams Reinforced by 3D Graphene Foam”, 
International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 5, 2050056, June 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500568 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, free and forced vibrations of nanocomposite beams reinforced by 3D graphene 
foam (3D-GrF) are studied. Different distributions of 3D-GrF in the beam thickness direction are considered. In 
accordance with the rule of mixture, the effective Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mass density of the 3D-
GrF reinforced beams are predicted. Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, the governing equation of the 3D-
GrF reinforced beam is derived by using the Lagrange equation. The natural frequencies and dynamic responses 
of the 3D-GrF reinforced beam are solved by the Ritz method and the Newmark-𝛽 method, respectively. Results 
show that the foam coefficient, the 3D-GrF distribution, the slenderness ratio and the 3D-GrF mass fraction play 
important roles on free and forced vibration characteristics of the 3D-GrF reinforced beams. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper experimentally investigates the behavior of sandwich beam with auxetic core 
subjected to low-velocity impact loading. Two types of sandwich beams with different topologies of auxetic 
cellular cores were produced. Furthermore, a test procedure involving a cylindrical impactor was developed, 
and a parametric study was designed and performed. The results revealed that, at the same level of impact 
energy, the peak load decreased by increasing the re-entrant angle would make the auxetic sample with the 
highest re-entrant angle an ideal candidate for protective applications. However, in other applications where the 
structure needs to be protected from damage at a higher level of impact energy, the auxetic sample with the 
lowest re-entrant angle exhibited the best performance due to the highest amount of failure energy. Finally, the 
results showed that once the core structure changed from the conventional to auxetic, the energy level leading to 
damage to the structure increased so that it was escalated by a factor of 2 in the auxetic sample compared to the 
conventional sample. This is due to the negative Poisson’s ratio effect of structure that makes unit cells be 
drawn into the projectile impact area and, in turn, the structure is strengthened. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an analytical solution for functionally graded sandwich plate adhesively bonded by 
viscoelastic interlayer is proposed to research its time-dependent behavior. The Kirchhoff plate theory is 



employed to describe the mechanical property of each gradient layer with elastic modulus defined as the 
arbitrary function through the thickness direction. The standard linear solid model is applied to simulate the 
viscoelasticity of the interlayer with considering the strain memory effect. By the use of the vibrational method 
and the Laplace transformation, the solutions of stresses and displacements are solved analytically. The 
validation study indicates that the present solution is correct and more effective than the finite element solution 
because of the fine mesh both in the geometric shape and the time step. In addition, the influences of the 
geometry and material parameters on the time-dependent behavior of the sandwich plate are investigated in 
detail. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the novel model of fluid-conveying imperfect pipe supported at both ends is 
established by considering the geometric imperfection and the geometric nonlinearity induced by mid-plane 
stretching. The integral-partial differential equation is discretized by the Galerkin method and solved by a 
fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration algorithm. Compared with the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation of the 
perfect pipe conveying fluid, the results show that the cusp bifurcation occurs in the imperfect pipe when 
increasing the flow velocity. Excellent agreement is observed between the numerical results and the analytical 
results. The two stable asymmetry bifurcation branches bring interesting phenomena in the post-buckling state. 
The global nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the imperfect pipe are studied by establishing the bifurcation 
diagrams. The influence of the geometric imperfection amplitude on the nonlinear response is leading to cusp 
bifurcation comparing with pitchfork bifurcation of the perfect pipe. When pulsation frequency is set as the 
bifurcation parameter, there are clear nonresonance ranges, low energy resonance ranges and high energy 
resonance ranges. In the high energy resonance ranges, the first mode vibration coexisting with the sub-
harmonic resonance and combination resonance occurs. As the mean flow velocity and pulsation amplitude are 
set as bifurcation parameters, the vibration of the imperfect pipe becomes more and more complicated. The 
vibration exhibits far richer dynamic behaviors including periodic, multi-periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic 
motions. The viscoelastic damping can effectively suppress the vibration response and transfer the high energy 
resonance to the low energy resonance state. The improved model and corresponding results provide useful 
information for further studying the dynamic behaviors of fluid-conveying pipe with geometric imperfections. 
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ABSTRACT: Smart control and dynamic investigation of a graphene nanoplatelets reinforced composite 
(GPLRC) cylindrical shell surrounded by a piezoelectric layer as actuator and sensor based on a numerical 
solution method called generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) are presented for the first time. The 
strains and stresses can be determined via the first-order shear deformable theory (FSDT). For accessing to 
various mass densities, thermal expansion as well as Poisson ratio, the rule of mixture is applied, although a 
modified Halpin–Tsai theory is used for obtaining the module of elasticity. The external voltage is applied to 
the sensor layer, while a proportional-derivative (PD) controller has been utilized for controlling the output of 
sensor. GPLRCs boundary conditions are derived through governing equations of the cylindrical shell using an 
energy method known as Hamilton’s principle. The outcomes show that the PD controller, viscoelastic 
foundation, slenderness factor (𝐿/𝑅), external voltage and graphene nanoplatelets (GPLs) weight fraction have a 
considerable impact on the amplitude, and vibration behavior of a GPLRC cylindrical shell. As an applicable 



result in related industries, the parameter and consideration of the PD controller have a positive effect on the 
static and dynamic behaviors of the structure. 
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ABSTRACT: As a basic element of the micro/nanodevices, nanobeams have remarkable physical properties 
and have attracted considerable attention in the previous studies. However, previous publications did not study 
the large deformation problem of nanobeams under follower loading when the surface effect becomes 
significant and especially for the influence of surface effect on mechanical behaviors of the nanobeams under 
follower loading remains unclear. In this paper, we investigated the large deformation behavior of nanobeams 
subjected to follower loads in consideration of the surface effects. The mechanical model of large deflection of 
extensible cantilever nanobeams under follower loading is presented in combination with the surface elasticity 
and residual surface stress, and then a MATLAB program of shooting method with a technique for determining 
the initial value was developed to solve the problems. The results indicate that the surface effects have an 
important influence on the large deflection of nanobeams under follower loading: when the surface residual 
stress is positive, the maximums of displacement in horizontal and vertical directions and the rotation angle of 
the free end become lager, but the corresponding follower force related to those maximums becomes smaller. 
When the residual surface stress is negative, the results are the opposite. In addition, the influence of the cross-
sectional dimension of the nanobeams under follower loading on surface effects was discussed. This work is 
beneficial to understand the mechanism of large deformation of nanobeams with surface effects subjected to 
follower loads, and can also provide inspirations to design advanced nanomaterials and nanoscaled devices. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration frequency responses of the laminated composite structure with a cut-out of 
variable shapes (square/circular/elliptical), position (center/eccentric) and orientation (parallel/inclined) are 
investigated for the first time in this research including geometrical shapes. The eigenvalues are obtained 
computationally for the cut-out borne structure via a linear isoparametric finite element model of the composite 
structure in association with cubic-order of displacement kinematics. Also, a coupled code is prepared in 
MATLAB environment by joining the higher-order formulation and the simulation model (ABAQUS) to 
achieve the generic form to investigate the influential cut-out parameter (shape, size and position) on their 
eigenvalues. Further, a series of experimentations are carried out using the cut-out borne composite panel and 
compared with the computational frequency, including the experimental properties. Finally, the key behavior is 
surveyed through different kinds of numerical examples for various design constraint parameters including the 
cut-out relevant factors (shape, position and orientation) to show the subsequent inclusiveness of the proposed 
model. 
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ABSTRACT: An efficient finite element model based on three nodded element has been developed for the 
vibration analysis of sandwich arches with graded metallic cellular (GMC) core. The present formulation is 
based on the higher-order shear deformation theory and orthogonal curvilinear coordinate axes. The arch 
consists of two isotropic face sheets and a GMC core layer. The internal pores in the core layer follow the 
different types of distributions. The material properties of the GMC core layer of the sandwich arches vary in 
the thickness direction as a function in terms of porosity coefficient and mass density. Three types of porosity 
distributions have been considered to accomplish the vibration responses of sandwich arches. The present 
formulation is validated with limited results available in the literature. Few new results are computed and the 
effects of different influencing parameters such as porosity coefficient (𝑒0), porosity distribution type, the 
thickness-to-length ratio (ℎ/𝐿), boundary conditions and opening angle (𝜃0) on the free vibration characteristics 
of sandwich arches with the GMC core are observed. The present finite element model gives better convergence 
and more accurate results than a conventional two nodded element-based finite element model. 
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Shells in Thermal Environment”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 12, No. 7, 2050072, August 
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the nonlinear large deflection torsional buckling of functionally graded 
carbon nanotube (CNT) orthogonally reinforced composite cylindrical shells surrounded by Pasternak’s elastic 
foundations with the thermal effect. The shell is made by two layers where the polymeric matrix is reinforced 
by the CNTs in longitudinal and circumferential directions for outer and inner layers, respectively. The stability 
equation system is obtained by combining the Donnell’s shell theory, von Kármán nonlinearity terms, the 
circumferential condition in average sense and three-state solution form of deflection. The critical torsional 
buckling load, postbuckling load-deflection and the load-end shortening expressions are obtained by applying 
the Galerkin procedure. The effects of temperature change, foundation parameters, geometrical properties and 
CNT distribution law on the nonlinear behavior of cylindrical shell are numerically predicted. Especially, the 
effect of orthogonal reinforcement in comparison with longitudinal and circumferential reinforcement on the 
torsional buckling behavior of shells is observed. 
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FG-Gplrc Fluid-Conveying Viscoelastic Thick Cylindrical Shell”, International Journal of Applied Mechanics, 
Vol. 12, No. 7, 2050073, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1142/S1758825120500738 
ABSTRACT: High importance of fluid-conveying structures in multifarious engineering applications arises the 
necessity of enhancing the mechanical characteristics of these systems in an effective way. Accordingly, this 
paper is concerned with vibration performance of functionally graded graphene-platelets reinforced composite 
(FG-GPLRC) fluid-conveying viscoelastic cylindrical shell surrounded by two-parameter elastic substrate and 
exposed to temperature gradient and axial load within the context of refined higher order shear deformation 
theory (RHSDT) including trapezoidal shape factor. Generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) is 
employed to solve differential equations of motion for different cases of boundary conditions. The fourth-order 
Runge–Kutta technique is utilized to determine the time response of the system. Validity of the results is 
verified through comparison with those presented in the published articles. Comprehensive parametric analysis 
is performed to reveal the impact of fluid-flow velocity, distribution patterns of GPL, different forms of applied 
temperature gradient, different boundary conditions, viscoelasticity coefficient, geometrical dimensions of the 
shell as well as graphene-sheets on the vibration of the system. The numerical results demonstrate that negative 
influence of applying compressive axial load and rising temperature gradient on the vibrational response of the 
system can be alleviated when the system is exposed to sinusoidal form of temperature rise with proper power-
index. 
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ABSTRACT: This research presents theoretical investigation to analyze vibration of axially moving sandwich 
plate floating on fluid. This plate is composed of balsa wood core and two nanocomposite face sheets where the 
three layers vibrated as an integrated sandwich. The fluid–structure interaction (FSI) effects on the stability of 
moving plate are considered for both ideal and viscous fluid. Halpin–Tsai model is utilized to determine the 
material properties of two-phase composite consist of uniformly distributed and randomly oriented carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) through the PmPV (poly{(m-phenylenevinylene)-co-[(2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylene)vinylene]}) 
matrix. The governing equations are derived based on sinusoidal shear deformation plate theory (SSDT) which 
is more accurate than the conventional theories, and significantly, it does not require a shear correction factor. 
Employing Hamilton’s principle, the equations of motion are obtained and solved by the semi-analytical 



method. Results indicated that the dimensionless frequencies of moving sandwich plate decrease rapidly with 
increasing the water level and they are almost independent of fluid level when it is higher than 50% of the plate 
length. The results of this investigation can be used in design and manufacturing of marine vessels and aircrafts. 
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ABSTRACT: Buckling problems of plates with interfaces caused by step changes in thickness, internal line 
supports and line hinges under uni-axial and bi-axial in-plane compressive loads are solved by using the 
matched interface and boundary (MIB) method. In view of buckling problems of plates, new MIB algorithms 
and their interpolation formulations are developed to deal with various interfaces. A number of examples are 
taken to examine the accuracy and convergence of the present algorithms. Numerical results are compared with 
the existing solutions to validate the applicability of these algorithms to the title problems. Numerical analysis 



shows that on the whole, MIB and its interpolation formulation are equivalent, and they are highly accurate and 
efficient approaches for buckling analysis of plates with various interfaces. 
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ABSTRACT: Due to strong nonlinear, unsteady characteristics and the fluid–structure interaction effect, 
vibration analysis of blades under the excitation of the airflow is still one of the technical difficulties. In this 
paper, the accurate subsonic aerodynamic force is obtained through numerical simulation, and the aerodynamic 
coupling model of the rotary blade is established. The distribution of the aerodynamic force of the compressor 
blade under the unsteady airflow is focused on. The blade is modeled as presetting a presetting pre-twisted 
rotary cantilever plate. Dynamic frequencies of the plate, calculated by Chebyshev–Ritz method, are compared 
with frequencies calculated using the finite element method (FEM). Effects of different parameters on natural 
frequencies of the rotary plate are discussed. Based on von-Karman nonlinear geometric relation and the first-
order shear deformation theory, nonlinear dynamic equations of the pre-twisted rotary plate under the 
combination of the centrifugal force and the aerodynamic are derived by utilizing Hamilton’s principle. Second-
order ordinary differential equations are derived by applying the Galerkin method. Analytical solution of the 
dynamic deformation of the plate is presented and is compared with that produced by FEM. Results indicate the 
accuracy of the explicit presentation of the aerodynamic of the low-pressure compressor blade. Effects of the 
rotary speed, the thickness, the pre-twisted angle and the presetting angle on vibration characteristics of the 
warping blade are studied. Mode shape shift and frequency loci veering are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Thermal buckling of graphene platelets (GPLs) reinforced sandwich functionally graded porous 
(SWFGP) plate with temperature-dependent (TD) properties is investigated. The studied plate is composed of 
two homogeneous face layers and one functionally graded porous core. Two types of porosity distribution with 
uniformly distributed GPL reinforcement are included. Based on the first-order shear deformation plate theory, 
Hamilton principle and Galerkin procedure are employed to build the analytical framework. Uniform, linear, 
and nonlinear thermal loads along the thickness direction are considered. Subsequently, an iterative procedure is 
introduced to find out the critical buckling temperature of the plate with the temperature dependence 
considered. Verifications are conducted to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method. Several 
parametric analyses are investigated in detail where the effects of porosity, GPL weight fraction, geometric 
configuration, and the boundary condition on the thermal buckling of the plates are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Bending of bidirectional functionally graded nanobeams under mechanical loads and magnetic 
force was investigated. The nanobeam is assumed to be resting on the Winkler–Pasternak foundation. Eringen’s 
nonlocal elasticity theory and Timoshenko beam model are utilized to describe the mechanical behavior of the 
nanobeam. Material properties of the functionally graded beam are assumed to vary in the thickness and length 
of the nanobeam. Hamilton’s principle is employed to derive the governing equation and related boundary 
conditions. These equations are solved using the generalized differential quadrature method. The obtained 
results are compared with the results presented in other studies, to ensure the validity and versatility of this 
method. This comparison shows a good agreement between the results. Results are presented and discussed for 
different values of functionally graded materials indices, different aspect ratios, and different boundary 
conditions. The effect of the magnetic field and elastic foundation on buckling load has also been studied. The 
difference in nanobeam behavior for different values of the size-effect parameter is clearly shown. 
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ABSTRACT: Energy absorption structures are widely used in many scenarios. Thin-walled members have been 
heavily employed to absorb impact energy. This paper presents a novel, Ron Resch origami pattern inspired 
energy absorption structure. Experimental characterization and numerical simulations were conducted to study 
the energy absorption of this structure. The results show a new collapse mode in terms of energy absorption 
featuring multiple plastic hinge lines, which lead to the peak force reduction and larger effective stroke, as 
compared with the classical honeycomb structure. Overall, the Ron Resch origami-inspired structure and the 
classical honeycomb structure are quite complementary as energy absorption structures. 
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elastic layers with graded stiffnesses”, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 1, 011008, Paper No. JAM-
18-1467, January 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4041620 
ABSTRACT: Wrinkles in layered neo-Hookean structures were recently formulated as a Hamiltonian system 
by taking the thickness direction as a pseudo-time variable. This enabled an efficient and accurate numerical 
method to solve the eigenvalue problem for onset wrinkles. Here, we show that wrinkles in graded elastic layers 
can also be described as a time-varying Hamiltonian system. The connection between wrinkles and the 
Hamiltonian system is established through an energy method. Within the Hamiltonian framework, the 
eigenvalue problem of predicting wrinkles is defined by a series of ordinary differential equations with varying 
coefficients. By modifying the boundary conditions at the top surface, the eigenvalue problem can be efficiently 
and accurately solved with numerical solvers of boundary value problems. We demonstrated the accuracy of the 
symplectic analysis by comparing the theoretically predicted displacement eigenfunctions, critical strains, and 
wavelengths of wrinkles in two typical graded structures with finite element simulations. 
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ABSTRACT: The competition between the structural rigidity and the van der Waals interactions may lead to 
collapsing of aligned nanotubes, and the resulting changes of both configurations and properties promise the 
applications of nanotubes in nano-composites and nano-electronics. In this paper, a finite-deformation model is 
applied to study the adhesion of parallel multiwall nanotubes with both partial and full collapsing, in which the 
noncontact adhesion energy is analytically determined. The analytical solutions of both configurations and 
energies of collapsed nanotubes are consistent with the molecular dynamics (MD) results, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of the finite-deformation model. To study the critical conditions of generating the partially and 
fully collapsed multiwall nanotubes, our analytical model gives the predictions for both the geometry- and 
energy-related critical diameters, which are helpful for the stability analysis and design of nanotube-based nano-
devices. 
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modeling of dynamically initiated instabilities and implosion of underwater cylindrical structures in a confined 
environment”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 2, 021008, Paper No: JAM-18-1549, 
February 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4042046 
ABSTRACT: This paper details a numerical study of the dynamic stability of a cylindrical shell structure under 
combined hydrostatic and dynamic pressure loading within a tubular environment as compared to the traditional 
loading of hydrostatic pressure alone. Simulations are executed using a coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian scheme, 
within the dynamic system mechanics advanced simulation (DYSMAS) code, to explicitly model the (1) 
structural response of a single unstiffened cylindrical shell to dynamic pressure loading and (2) the fluid flow 
field within the surrounding environment due to the shock and the shell structural response. Simulations involve 
a non-pressure-compensated aluminum 6061-T6 cylindrical structure with a length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, equal 



to 9.6. This structure is 31.8 mm (1.25-in) in outer diameter and is concentrically and longitudinally centered 
within the outer tube, which has an inner diameter of 177.8 mm (7.00-in) and total internal length of 2.13 m 
(84-in). Simulations are run at four hydrostatic tank pressures, which are categorized by percentage of measured 
critical collapse pressure, Pc, of the shell structure: 66% Pc, 80% Pc, 85% Pc, and 90%Pc. For each case, the shell 
structure is subjected to shock loading created by the detonation of a commercial blasting cap at a given 
standoff to the structure within the confining tube. Simulated pressure histories are compared to experimental 
pressure data at gage locations. The simulations and corresponding experiments produce the same overall result 
for three of four cases (i.e., survive: 66%Pc or implode: 85%Pc and 90%Pc). For the 80%Pc case, the overall result 
differs between simulation and experiment in that the specimen in the experiment survives but the simulated 
cylinder implodes. However, the discrepancy between the overall experimental result and corresponding 
simulation is not deemed a failure for the 80%Pc case; instead, this signifies a transitional case for the dynamic 
stability of the shell structure (i.e., collapse is sensitive to small deviations from assumed conditions in this 
regime). 
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subject to motion constraints”, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 3, 031001, Paper No. JAM-18-1434, 
March 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4041964 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear extremely large-amplitude oscillation of a cantilever subject to motion constraints 
is examined for the first time. In order to be able to model the large-amplitude oscillations accurately, the 
equation governing the cantilever centerline rotation is derived. This allows for analyzing motions of very large 
amplitude even when tip angle is larger than π/2. The Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is employed along with the 
centerline inextensibility assumption, which results in nonlinear inertial terms in the equation of motion. The 
motion constraint is modeled as a spring with a large stiffness coefficient. The presence of a gap between the 
motion constraint and the cantilever causes major difficulties in modeling and numerical simulations, and 
results in a nonsmooth resonance response. The final form of the equation of motion is discretized via the 
Galerkin technique, while keeping the trigonometric functions intact to ensure accurate results even at large-
amplitude oscillations. Numerical simulations are conducted via a continuation technique, examining the effect 
of various system parameters. It is shown that the presence of the motion constraints widens the resonance 
frequency band effectively which is particularly important for energy harvesting applications. 
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ABSTRACT: The deployment dynamics of a simplified solar sail quadrant consisting of two Euler–Bernoulli 
beams and a flexible membrane are studied. Upon prescribing the in-plane motion and modeling the tension 
field based on linearly increasing stresses assumed on the attached boundaries, the coupled equations of motion 
that describe the system's transverse deflections are obtained. Based on these equations and their boundary 
conditions (BCs), deployment stability is studied by deriving simplified analytic expressions for the rate of 
change of system energy. It is shown that uniform extension and retraction result in decreasing and increasing 
energy, respectively. The motion equations are discretized using expansions in terms of “time-varying quasi-
modes” (snapshots of the modes of a cantilevered beam and a clamped membrane), and the integrals needed for 
the resulting system matrices are rendered time-invariant via a coordinate transformation. Numerical simulation 
results are provided to illustrate a sample deployment and validate the analytic energy rate expressions. 
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Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Via Madonna del Piano 10, Sesto Fiorentino I-50019, Italy), “Stiffness 
contrast and separation influence wrinkling of adjacent layers in a homogeneous matrix”, Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 4, 041004, Paper No. JAM-18-1649, April 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4042430 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we study the wrinkling instability of two layers embedded in a homogeneous matrix 
of infinite size. Using a linear stability analysis, we characterize the wrinkling of the two layers as a function of 
the layer spacing and the shear moduli ratio between the two materials. When the layers are stiffer than the 
surrounding matrix, stiffness contrast largely determines the stability behavior of the system. When the layers 
are softer than the surrounding matrix, stiffness contrast and layer spacing interact to determine critical 
threshold strain and wavelength, and result in striking discontinuities in wavelength between regimes. When the 
layers are close to each other, the system has a strong preference for the symmetric wrinkling mode, but as the 
distance between the two layers increases, the anti-symmetric mode may emerge. 
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Yixun Luo, Chunli Zhang, Weiqiu Chen and Jiashi Yang (Department of Engineering Mechanics, Zhejiang 
University, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310027, China), “Piezotronic effect of a thin film with elastic and piezoelectric 
semiconductor layers under a static flexural loading”, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 5, 051003, 
Paper No. JAM-18-1683, May 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4042573 
ABSTRACT: We theoretically study the electromechanical behaviors of a laminated thin-film piezoelectric 
semiconductor (PS) composite plate with flexural deformation. The nonlinear equations for drift currents of 
electrons and holes are linearized for a small carrier concentration perturbation. Following the structural theory 
systemized by R. D. Mindlin, a system of two-dimensional (2D) equations for the laminated thin-film PS plate, 
including the lowest order coupled extensional and flexural motion, are presented by expanding the 
displacement, potential, and the incremental concentration of electrons and holes as power series of the plate 
thickness. Based on the derived 2D equations, the analytical expressions of the electromechanical fields and 
distribution of electrons in the thin-film PS plate with an n-type ZnO layer subjected to a static bending are 
presented. The numerical results show that the electromechanical behaviors and piezotronic effects can be 
effectively controlled by the external applied force and initial concentration of carriers. The derived 2D 
equations and numerical results in this paper are helpful for developing piezotronic devices. 
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Engineering Mechanics, Center for Mechanics of Solids, Structures and Materials, The University of Texas at 
Austin, Austin, TX 78712), “Experimentally and numerically validated analytical solutions to nonbuckling 
piezoelectric serpentine ribbons, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 5, 051010, Paper No. JAM-18-
1651, April 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4042570 
ABSTRACT: Emerging stretchable piezoelectric devices have added exciting sensing and energy harvesting 
capabilities to wearable and implantable soft electronics. As conventional piezoelectric materials are 
intrinsically stiff and some are even brittle, out-of-plane wrinkled or buckled structures and in-plane serpentine 
ribbons have been introduced to enhance their compliance and stretchability. Among those stretchable 



structures, in-plane piezoelectric serpentine ribbons (PSRs) are preferred on account of their manufacturability 
and low profiles. To elucidate the trade-off between compliance and sensitivity of PSRs of various shapes, we 
herein report a theoretical framework by combining the piezoelectric plate theory with our previously developed 
elasticity solutions for passive serpentine ribbons without piezoelectric property. The electric displacement field 
and the output voltage of a freestanding but nonbuckling PSR under uniaxial stretch can be analytically solved 
under linear assumptions. Our analytical solutions were validated by finite element modeling (FEM) and 
experiments using polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-based PSR. In addition to freestanding PSRs, PSRs 
sandwiched by polymer layers were also investigated by FEM and experiments. We found that thicker and 
stiffer polymers reduce the stretchability but enhance the voltage output of PSRs. When the matrix is much 
softer than the piezoelectric material, our analytical solutions to a freestanding PSR are also applicable to the 
sandwiched ones. 
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ABSTRACT:  
We theoretically study the electromechanical behaviors of a laminated thin-film piezoelectric semiconductor 
(PS) composite plate with flexural deformation. The nonlinear equations for drift currents of electrons and holes 
are linearized for a small carrier concentration perturbation. Following the structural theory systemized by R. D. 



Mindlin, a system of two-dimensional (2D) equations for the laminated thin-film PS plate, including the lowest 
order coupled extensional and flexural motion, are presented by expanding the displacement, potential, and the 
incremental concentration of electrons and holes as power series of the plate thickness. Based on the derived 2D 
equations, the analytical expressions of the electromechanical fields and distribution of electrons in the thin-film 
PS plate with an n-type ZnO layer subjected to a static bending are presented. The numerical results show that 
the electromechanical behaviors and piezotronic effects can be effectively controlled by the external applied 
force and initial concentration of carriers. The derived 2D equations and numerical results in this paper are 
helpful for developing piezotronic devices. 
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78712), “Experimentally and numerically validated analytical solutions to nonbuckling piezoelectric serpentine 
ribbons”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 5, 051010, Paper No: JAM-18-1651, doi: 
10.1115/1.4042570 
ABSTRACT: Emerging stretchable piezoelectric devices have added exciting sensing and energy harvesting 
capabilities to wearable and implantable soft electronics. As conventional piezoelectric materials are 
intrinsically stiff and some are even brittle, out-of-plane wrinkled or buckled structures and in-plane serpentine 
ribbons have been introduced to enhance their compliance and stretchability. Among those stretchable 
structures, in-plane piezoelectric serpentine ribbons (PSRs) are preferred on account of their manufacturability 
and low profiles. To elucidate the trade-off between compliance and sensitivity of PSRs of various shapes, we 
herein report a theoretical framework by combining the piezoelectric plate theory with our previously developed 
elasticity solutions for passive serpentine ribbons without piezoelectric property. The electric displacement field 
and the output voltage of a freestanding but nonbuckling PSR under uniaxial stretch can be analytically solved 
under linear assumptions. Our analytical solutions were validated by finite element modeling (FEM) and 
experiments using polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-based PSR. In addition to freestanding PSRs, PSRs 
sandwiched by polymer layers were also investigated by FEM and experiments. We found that thicker and 
stiffer polymers reduce the stretchability but enhance the voltage output of PSRs. When the matrix is much 
softer than the piezoelectric material, our analytical solutions to a freestanding PSR are also applicable to the 
sandwiched ones. 
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shallow arches with vertical elastic supports”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 6, 061001, 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an analytical method to investigate the effects of symmetric and asymmetric 
elastic supports on the nonlinear equilibria and buckling responses of shallow arches. It is found that arches 
with symmetric elastic supports can bifurcate into secondary paths with high-order symmetric modes. When a 
small asymmetry exists in the elastic supports, the equilibria of the arch may abruptly split and lead to the 
occurrence of remote unconnected equilibria. Such unconnected equilibria can be obtained experimentally or 
numerically using typical path following controls only with prior knowledge of location of these paths. A small 
asymmetry in the elastic supports may also make a secondary branch shrink into points connecting surrounding 
equilibria, resulting in the appearance of more limit points. The analytical solutions are also derived to directly 
calculate critical loads. We find that the magnitude of the stiffness of symmetric elastic supports has no 
influence on limits loads and bifurcation loads at branching into secondary paths with symmetric 
configurations, but greatly affect the bifurcation loads of secondary paths with asymmetric configurations. All 
critical loads are very sensitive to the degree of asymmetry in the elastic supports. The asymmetry in the 
supports reduces the top values of all pairs of critical loads compared to the case of symmetric elastic supports. 
The results obtained from the analytical derivations are confirmed using finite element analysis (FEA). 
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ABSTRACT: Wrinkling is a common phenomenon in natural and engineering film structures. The wrinkles 
influence the geometry and dynamic response of these structures. In this work, we investigate the wrinkling of a 
stretched thin film containing engineered microstructures and its derived functionality on controlling the 
propagation of bending waves. The underlying mechanism is revealed and the effect of wrinkles on the bandgap 
of bending waves is systematically evaluated via numerical simulations based on the Bloch wave theory. We 
show that wrinkles with a customized wavelength can be triggered in the microstructured film due to the 
mismatched deformation in the film. The bandgap of the wrinkled film can be finely tuned via applied 
stretching, resulting in the controllable propagation of bending waves in thin films. Our work provides 
fundamental insights into wave propagation in wrinkled films and potential applications for dynamic control of 
the wave propagation in engineering film structures. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, a new geometrically exact nonlinear model is developed for accurate analysis of 
buckling and postbuckling behavior of beams, for the first time. Three-dimensional nonlinear finite element 
analysis is conducted to verify the validity of the developed model even at very large postbuckling amplitudes. 
It is shown that the model commonly used in the literature for buckling analysis significantly underestimates the 
postbuckling amplitude. The proposed model is developed on the basis of the beam theory of Euler–Bernoulli, 
along with the assumption of centerline inextensibility, while taking into account the effect of initial 
imperfection. The Kelvin–Voigt model is utilized to model internal energy dissipation. To ensure accurate 
predictions in the postbuckling regime, the nonlinear terms in the equation of motion are kept exact with respect 
to the transverse motion, resulting in a geometrically exact model. It is shown that even a fifth-order truncated 
nonlinear model does not yield accurate results, highlighting the significant importance of keeping the terms 
exact with respect to the transverse motion. Using the verified geometrically exact model, the possibility of 
dynamic buckling is studied in detail. It is shown that dynamic buckling could occur at axial load variation 
amplitudes as small as 2.3% of the critical static buckling load. 
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cylindrical panels toward imperfection insensitivity”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 7, 
071010, Paper No: JAM-19-1025, July 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4043284 
ABSTRACT: Curved shell structures are known for their excellent load-carrying capability and are commonly 
used in thin-walled constructions. Although theoretically able to withstand greater buckling loads than flat 
structures, shell structures are notoriously sensitive to imperfections owing to their postbuckling behavior often 
being governed by subcritical bifurcations. Thus, shell structures often buckle at significantly lower loads than 
those predicted numerically and the ensuing dynamic snap to another equilibrium can lead to permanent 
damage. Furthermore, the strong sensitivity to initial imperfections, as well as their stochastic nature, limits the 
predictive capability of current stability analyses. Our objective here is to convert the subcritical nature of the 
buckling event to a supercritical one, thereby improving the reliability of numerical predictions and mitigating 
the possibility of catastrophic failure. We explore the elastically nonlinear postbuckling response of axially 
compressed cylindrical panels using numerical continuation techniques. These analyses show that axially 
compressed panels exhibit a highly nonlinear and complex postbuckling behavior with many entangled 
postbuckled equilibrium curves. We unveil isolated regions of stable equilibria in otherwise unstable 
postbuckled regimes, which often possess greater load-carrying capacity. By modifying the initial geometry of 
the panel in a targeted—rather than stochastic—and imperceptible manner, the postbuckling behavior of these 
shells can be tailored without a significant increase in mass. These findings provide new insight into the 
buckling and postbuckling behavior of shell structures and opportunities for modifying and controlling their 
postbuckling response for enhanced efficiency and functionality. 
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ABSTRACT: Conventional energy absorber usually employs stubby thin-walled structures. Compared with the 
limited number of stubby thin-walled structures, an equipment has a large number of slender thin-walled 
structures that has the potential to be used for energy absorption purpose as well. Therefore, improving the 
energy absorption capacity of these slender thin-walled structures can significantly benefit the crashworthiness 
of the equipment. However, these slender structures are inclined to deform in Euler buckling mode, which 
greatly limits their application for energy absorption. In this paper, kirigami approach combined with welding 
technology is adopted to avoid the Euler buckling mode of a slender cruciform. Both finite element simulations 
and experiments demonstrated that the proposed approach can trigger a desirable progressive collapse mode and 
thus improve the energy absorption by around 155.22%, compared with the conventional cruciform. 
Furthermore, parametric studies related to the kirigami pattern and global slenderness ratio (GSR) are 
conducted to investigate the improvement of this proposed approach on the energy absorption and the 
maximum critical value of GSR. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a method for calculating the deformation displacement of the origami 
mechanism. The bearing capacity of each face can be analyzed by the relationship between the stress and 
displacement, which can provide a reference for the origami design. The Miura origami mechanism unit is 



considered. First, the folding angle of each crease is solved based on the geometric characteristics. The 
deforming form of the creases is then analyzed, and the bending moment acting on the paper surface is solved. 
Based on the geometric characteristics and stress forms, the paper surface is modeled as a sheet. Based on the 
bending theory of a thin plate with small deflection, the complex external load forms are decomposed by Levy's 
method and the superposition principle, and the expression of the deflection curve during the folding process is 
obtained. According to the stress and bending moment equations, the relationship between the bending moment 
and displacement is obtained. Finally, through an application example, the maximum deflection of the paper 
surface is calculated by MATLAB, and the deflection diagram of the deformed paper surface is drawn, which 
verifies the expression of the deflection curve. 
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Dissipation”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 86, No. 9, 091002, Paper No. JAM-19-1071, 
September 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4043792 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new energy dissipation system composed of multistable cosine-curved 
domes (CCD) connected in series. The system exhibits multiple consecutive snap-through and snap-back 
buckling behavior with a hysteretic response. The response of the CCDs is within the elastic regime and hence 
the system's original configuration is fully recoverable. Numerical studies and experimental tests were 
conducted on the geometric properties of the individual CCD units and their number in the system to examine 
the force–displacement and energy dissipation characteristics. Finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to 
simulate the response of the system to develop a multilinear analytical model for the hysteretic response that 



considers the nonlinear behavior of the system. The model was used to study the energy dissipation 
characteristics of the system. Experimental tests on 3D printed specimens were conducted to analyze the system 
and validate numerical results. Results show that the energy dissipation mainly depends on the number and the 
apex height-to-thickness ratio of the CCD units. The developed multilinear analytical model yields conservative 
yet accurate values for the dissipated energy of the system. The proposed system offered reliable high energy 
dissipation with a maximum loss factor value of 0.14 for a monostable (self-recoverable) system and higher for 
a bistable system. 
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Xuemin Wang, Tingge Xu, Rui Zhang, Monica Jung de Andrade, Pruthul Kokkada, Dong Qian, Samit Roy, 
Ray H. Baughman and Hongbing Lu “Modeling the Compressive Buckling Strain as a Function of the 
Nanocomposite Interphase Thickness in a Carbon Nanotube Sheet Wrapped Carbon Fiber Composite”, J. Appl. 
Mech. October 2019, 86(10): 101007, Paper No. JAM-19-1136. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044086  
ABSTRACT: Polymer matrix composites have high strengths in tension. However, their compressive strengths 
are much lower than their tensile strengths due to their weak fiber/matrix interfacial shear strengths. We 



recently developed a new approach to fabricate composites by overwrapping individual carbon fibers or fiber 
tows with a carbon nanotube sheet and subsequently impregnate them into a matrix to enhance the interfacial 
shear strengths without degrading the tensile strengths of the carbon fibers. In this study, a theoretical analysis 
is conducted to identify the appropriate thickness of the nanocomposite interphase region formed by carbon 
nanotubes embedded in a matrix. Fibers are modeled as an anisotropic elastic material, and the nanocomposite 
interphase region and the matrix are considered as isotropic. A microbuckling problem is solved for the 
unidirectional composite under compression. The analytical solution is compared with finite element 
simulations for verification. It is determined that the critical load at the onset of buckling is lower in an 
anisotropic carbon fiber composite than in an isotropic fibfer composite due to lower transverse properties in the 
fibers. An optimal thickness for nanocomposite interphase region is determined, and this finding provides a 
guidance for the manufacture of composites using aligned carbon nanotubes as fillers in the nanocomposite 
interphase region. 
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 “Nonlinear Mechanics of Beams With Partial Piezoelectric Layers”, J. Appl. Mech. October 2019, 86(10): 
101011, Paper No. JAM-19-1279. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044241  
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the nonlinear static response as well as nonlinear forced dynamics of a 
clamped–clamped beam actuated by piezoelectric patches partially covering the beam from both sides. This 
study is the first to develop a high-dimensional nonlinear model for such a piezoelectric-beam configuration. 
The nonlinear dynamical resonance characteristics of the electromechanical system are examined under 
simultaneous DC and AC piezoelectric actuations, while highlighting the effects of modal energy transfer and 
internal resonances. A multiphysics coupled model of the beam-piezoelectric system is proposed based on the 
nonlinear beam theory of Bernoulli–Euler and the piezoelectric constitutive equations. The discretized model of 
the system is obtained with the help of the Galerkin weighted residual technique while retaining 32 degrees-of-
freedom. Three-dimensional finite element analysis is conducted as well in the static regime to validate the 
developed model and numerical simulation. It is shown that the response of the system in the nonlinear resonant 
region is strongly affected by a three-to-one internal resonance. 
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Frederic Albertini, Justin Dirrenberger, Andrey Molotnikov and Cyrille Sollogoub (The first and fourth author 
are from: Laboratoire PIMM, Arts & Métiers-ParisTech, Cnam, CNRS, 75013 Paris, France), “Computational 
Investigation of the Effective Mechanical Behavior for 3D Pre-Buckled Auxetic Lattices”, J. Appl. Mech. 
November 2019, 86(11): 111003, Paper No. JAM-19-1172. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044542  
ABSTRACT: Negative Poisson’s ratio materials, or auxetics, have drawn attention for the past 30 years. The 
auxetic effect could lead to improved mechanical properties such as acoustic damping, indentation resistance, or 
crashworthiness. In this work, two 3D auxetic lattices are introduced. Auxeticity is achieved by design through 
pre-buckling of the lattice struts. The influence of geometrical parameters on the effective elastic properties is 
investigated using computational homogenization method with periodic boundary conditions. Effective 
Young’s modulus is 3D mapped to reveal anisotropy and identify spatial orientations of interest. The effective 
Poisson ratio is computed for various geometric configurations to characterize auxeticity. Finally, the influence 
of effective elastic properties on energy dissipation under compression is explored for elastoplastic lattices with 
different loading directions, using finite element simulations. Results suggest that loading 3D auxetic lattices 
along their stiffest direction maximizes their crashworthiness. 
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of Hexachiral Honeycomb-Like Metamaterials,  J. Appl. Mech. November 2019, 86(11): 111010, Paper No. 
JAM-19-1205. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044494  



ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional hexachiral lattices belong to the family of honeycomb-like mechanical 
metamaterials such as triangular, hexagonal, and kagome lattices. The common feature of this family of beam-
based metamaterials is their six-fold rotational symmetry which guarantees their (transversely-) isotropic elastic 
response. In the case of hexachiral lattices, a single geometric parameter may be introduced to control the 
degree of chirality such that the elastic Poisson's ratio can be adjusted between 0.33 and -0.8. Detailed finite 
element simulations are performed to establish the structure–property relationships for hexachiral lattices for 
relative densities ranging from 1% to 45%. It is shown that both the Young's and shear moduli are always lower 
for hexachiral structures than for optimal lattices (triangular and kagome). This result is in line with the general 
understanding that stretching-dominated architectures outperform bending-dominated architectures. The same 
conclusions may be drawn from the comparison of the tensile yield strength. However, hexachiral structures 
provide a lower degree of plastic anisotropy than stretching-dominated lattices. Furthermore, special hexachiral 
configurations have been identified that exhibit a slightly higher shear yield strength than triangular and kagome 
lattices, thereby presenting an example of bending-dominated architectures outperforming stretching-dominated 
architectures of equal mass. Tensile specimens have been additively manufactured from a tough PLA polymer 
and tested to partially validate the simulation results. 
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David M. J. Dykstra, Joris Busink, Bernard Ennis, Corentin Coulais (First, Second and Fourth authors are from: 
Institute of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam 1098 XH, Netherlands), 
“Viscoelastic Snapping Metamaterials”, J. Appl. Mech. November 2019, 86(11): 111012, Paper No. JAM-19-
1166. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044036  
ABSTRACT: Mechanical metamaterials are artificial composites with tunable advanced mechanical properties. 
Particularly, interesting types of mechanical metamaterials are flexible metamaterials, which harness internal 
rotations and instabilities to exhibit programable deformations. However, to date, such materials have mostly 
been considered using nearly purely elastic constituents such as neo-Hookean rubbers. Here, we experimentally 
explore the mechanical snap-through response of metamaterials that are made of constituents that exhibit large 
viscoelastic relaxation effects, encountered in the vast majority of rubbers, in particular, in 3D printed rubbers. 
We show that they exhibit a very strong sensitivity to the loading rate. In particular, the mechanical instability is 
strongly affected beyond a certain loading rate. We rationalize our findings with a compliant mechanism model 
augmented with viscoelastic interactions, which qualitatively captures well the reported behavior, suggesting 
that the sensitivity to the loading rate stems from the nonlinear and inhomogeneous deformation rate, provoked 
by internal rotations. Our findings bring a novel understanding of metamaterials in the dynamical regime and 
open up avenues for the use of metamaterials for dynamical shape-changing as well as vibration and impact 
damping applications. 
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Kristiaan W. Hector, David Restrepo, Cristian Tejedor Bonilla, Louis G. Hector, Jr. ,  Nilesh 
Mankame and Pablo D. Zavattieri (The first three and last authors are from: Lyles School of Civil 
Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907),  “Mechanics of Chiral Honeycomb Architectures 
With Phase Transformations”,  
J. Appl. Mech. November 2019, 86(11): 111014, Paper No. JAM-19-1199. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044024  
ABSTRACT: The mechanics of phase transforming cellular materials (PXCMs) with three different chiral 
honeycomb architectures, viz., hexachiral, tetra-anti-chiral, and tetra-chiral, are investigated under quasi-static 
loading/unloading. Each PXCM comprises interconnected unit cells consisting of tape springs rigidly affixed to 
circular nodes that can rotate and/or translate. The phase change is associated with snap-through instability due 
to bending of the tape springs and corresponds to sudden changes in the geometry of the unit cells from one 
stable configuration to another stable (or metastable) configuration during loading/unloading. When compared 
with similar chiral materials with flat ligaments, the chiral PXCMs exhibit a significantly higher energy 
dissipation in quasi-static experiments. The hexachiral PXCM was selected for detailed parametric analysis with 
finite element simulations including 21 models constructed to investigate the effects of PXCM geometry on 
phase change and energy dissipation. An analytical formalism is developed to predict the minimum 
compressive load required to induce phase transformation and snap-through. The formalism predictions are 



compared with those from finite element simulations. An Ashby plot is developed in which the energy 
dissipated per unit volume versus work conjugate plateau stress of the H-PXCM is compared with other energy 
absorbing materials. 
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Matteo Pezzulla, Pedro M. Reis (Flexible Structures Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Institute of Mechanical Engineering, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne 1015, Switzerland), 
“A Weak Form Implementation of Nonlinear Axisymmetric Shell Equations With Examples”, J. Appl. Mech. 
December 2019, 86(12): 124502, Paper No. JAM-19-1437. doi: https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044816  
ABSTRACT: We present a weak form implementation of the nonlinear axisymmetric shell equations. This 
implementation is suitable to study the nonlinear deformations of axisymmetric shells, with the capability of 
considering a general mid-surface shape, non-homogeneous (axisymmetric) mechanical properties and 
thickness variations. Moreover, given that the weak balance equations are arrived to naturally, any external load 
that can be expressed in terms of an energy potential can, therefore, be easily included and modeled. We 
validate our approach with existing results from the literature, in a variety of settings, including buckling of 
imperfect spherical shells, indentation of spherical and ellipsoidal shells, and geometry-induced rigidity (GIR) 
of pressurized ellipsoidal shells. Whereas the fundamental basis of our approach is classic and well established, 
from a methodological view point, we hope that this brief note will be of both technical and pedagogical value 
to the growing and dynamic community that is revisiting these canonical but still challenging class of problems 
in shell mechanics. 
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C.R. Calladine and K. A. Seffen (Dept. of Engineering, University of Cambridge, UK), “Folding the carpenter’s 
tape: Boundary layer effects”, J. Appl. Mech. January 2020, 87(1): 011009 
ABSTRACT: The “carpenter’s measuring tape” is a thin spring-steel strip, preformed to a curved cross section 
of radius R, which is straight when being used for measuring. Under bending moments, it forms a localized 
hinge, in which the transverse curvature is suppressed, and the longitudinal radius r is approximately equal to R. 
Rimrott made a simple strain energy analysis of the hinge region for isotropic material, which predicted that 
r=R. Both experimental observations and finite element computations show that ξ=r/R>1, where the value of ξ 
exceeds unity by up to 15%, depending on whether the tape is bent in “equal-sense” or “opposite-sense” 
curvature; ξ varies linearly with Poisson’s ratio in both cases. We make a minor change to Rimrott’s analysis by 
introducing a boundary layer, in order better to satisfy the physical conditions at the free edges; this successfully 
accounts for the observed behavior of the tape. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4045006]  
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Yunfeng Shi, Bo Wang, Hao Wu, Bin Wang, Changzhi Liu, Rui Li (First author is from: International Research 
Center for Computational Mechanics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, Liaoning 116024, China), “A Theoretical and 



Experimental Study on Extreme Stress Concentration-Free Designs of Circumferentially Notched Thin 
Cylindrical Shells”, J. Appl. Mech. February 2020, 87(2): 021004, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045281 
ABSTRACT: To ensure both adequate axial load-bearing capacity and radial vulnerability of a 
circumferentially notched thin cylindrical shell is one of the major challenges in designing some crucial 
aerospace structures such as the pyrotechnic separation devices. The most favorable design for such a shell is to 
optimize the notch geometry such that zero stress at the notch root is realized, which enhances the axial strength 
without impacting the notch failure during separation. However, few studies have focused on such extreme 
stress concentration-free designs of a single-side notch on a shell because the asymmetrical structure under 
common eccentric loading brings much difficulty for theoretical analysis, while numerical approaches can 
hardly meet the requirements of highly efficient rapid optimal designs. In this paper, a theoretical and 
experimental study toward extreme stress concentration-free designs of single-side-notched thin cylindrical 
shells is presented. The general stress concentration factors (SCFs) for single-side notches with arbitrary depths 
are obtained based on the theory of notch stresses, which are well validated by the refined finite element 
modeling. An important finding reveals that, for a common notched shell in aerospace vehicles, the stress at the 
notch root approaches zero when a specific ratio of load eccentricity to minimum section width is attained. 
Comprehensive experiments for specially designed notched specimens confirm the theoretical finding. The 
present study provides an effective approach to analyzing single-side-notched structures and yields an explicit 
quantitative guideline for the optimal design of circumferentially notched thin cylindrical shells. 
 
George G. Adams (Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Northeastern University, Boston, 
Mass, USA), “Buckling of an Elastic Plate/Layer Along a Rigid Base With Adhesion”, J. Appl. Mech. February 
2020, 87(2): 021006, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045528 
ABSTRACT: An infinitely long elastic plate/layer is under uniaxial compression with its long dimension held 
by adhesion to a flat rigid base without friction. A prescribed length of the plate/layer is free of adhesion. This 
configuration is similar to a pre-stressed elastic film for which buckling of an unbonded section is a necessary, 
but not sufficient, condition for delamination. For that configuration, buckling occurs at the Euler buckling load 
of a fixed–fixed plate. Although the present study does not include friction or tangential interface stresses, the 
onset of buckling should be similar for these two cases. For the case of an elastic plate, a cohesive zone is used 
and it is found that the fixed–fixed buckling load is not attained except for extremely large values of a cohesive 
zone parameter. For realistic values, the buckling load is about half of that value. For the situation of an elastic 
layer with adhesion (without a cohesive zone), the buckling load approaches the fixed–fixed value only for very 
large values of the ratio of the unbonded length to the thickness. 
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(First author is from: School of Science, Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen, China and Departments of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Materials Science and Engineering, Center 
for Bio-Integrated Electronics,  
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA), “Cellular Substrate to Facilitate Global Buckling of Serpentine 
Structures”, J. Appl. Mech. February 2020, 87(2): 024501, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045282 
ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional (3D) serpentine mesostructures assembled by mechanics-guided, deterministic 
3D assembly have potential applications in energy harvesting, mechanical sensing, and soft robotics. One 
limitation is that the serpentine structures are required to have sufficient bending stiffness such that they can 
overcome the adhesion with the underlying substrate to fully buckle into the 3D shape (global buckling). This 
note introduces the use of cellular substrate in place of conventional homogeneous substrate to reduce the 
adhesion energy and therefore ease the above limitation. A theoretical model based on energetic analysis 
suggests that cellular substrates significantly enlarge the design space of global buckling. Numerical examples 
show that the enlarged design space enables 3D serpentine structures with reduced maximum strains and 
resonant frequencies, which offers more possibilities for their potential applications. 
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Jian Zhao, Jian Zhang, K. W. Wang, Kai Cheng, Hongxi Wang, Yu Huang and Pengbo Liu (First author is 
from: Structural Analysis for Industrial Equipment, Dalian University of Technology, Liaoning, China), “On 
the Nonlinear Snap-Through of Arch-Shaped Clamped–Clamped Bistable Beams”, J. Appl. Mech. February 
2020, 87(2): 024502, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045593 
ABSTRACT: Bistable compliant elements offer excellent advantages in many applications ranging from high 
precision sensing to energy harvesting. The essential nonlinear mechanics of such elements are strongly coupled 
with their buckling mode, geometric parameters, and loading conditions. The force–displacement plot of 
bistable curved beams could contain a displacement limit point, which cannot be well modeled by the 
commonly used smooth cubic function and would cause operational problems due to incorrect predictions of the 
bistability. In this technical brief, the nonlinear bistable mechanics of a compliant curved beam with both ends 
fixed is analyzed based on the large deflection finite element theory. By using the multistep displacement 
loading method, the deformation behaviors and their transition from symmetric to asymmetric modes are 
numerically studied, which provides insights into the force–displacement curve and the multiple snapping 
pathways. Furthermore, the influences of the structure parameters on bistable mechanics are analyzed, and a 
quality factor for identifying the occurrence of displacement limit points is introduced for different loading 
conditions. Finally, a method for achieving a single smooth snapping pathway is proposed, providing a 
theoretical basis to the design and control of the bistable compliant structures. 
 
Zheng Xu, Zhichao Fan, Yanyang Zi, Yihui Zhang and Yonggang Huang (First author is from: Manufacturing 
and Systems Engineering, School of Mechanical Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, China and 
AML, Department of Engineering Mechanics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China), “An Inverse Design 
Method of Buckling-Guided Assembly for Ribbon-Type 3D Structures”, J. Appl. Mech. March 2020, 87(3): 
031004, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045367 
ABSTRACT: Mechanically guided three-dimensional (3D) assembly based on the controlled buckling of pre-
designed 2D thin-film precursors provides deterministic routes to complex 3D mesostructures in diverse 
functional materials, with access to a broad range of material types and length scales. Existing mechanics 
studies on this topic mainly focus on the forward problem that aims at predicting the configurations of 
assembled 3D structures, especially ribbon-shaped structures, given the configuration of initial 2D precursor 
and loading magnitude. The inverse design problem that maps the target 3D structure onto an unknown 2D 
precursor in the context of a prescribed loading method is essential for practical applications, but remains a 
challenge. This paper proposes a systematic optimization method to solve the inverse design of ribbon-type 3D 
geometries assembled through the buckling-guided approach. In addition to the torsional angle of the cross 
section, this method introduces the non-uniform width distribution of the initial ribbon structure and the loading 
mode as additional design variables, which can significantly enhance the optimization accuracy for reproducing 
the desired 3D centroid line of the target ribbon. Extension of this method allows the inverse design of entire 3D 
ribbon configurations with specific geometries, taking into account both the centroid line and the torsion for the 
cross section. Computational and experimental studies over a variety of elaborate examples, encompassing both 
the single-ribbon and ribbon-framework structures, demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the 
developed method. 
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Dissipation in 3D Graphene Nanolattice Via Reversible Snap-Through Instability”, J. Appl. Mech. March 2020, 
87(3): 031012, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045544 
ABSTRACT: Carbon micro/nanolattice materials, defined as three-dimensional (3D) architected metamaterials 
made of micro/nanoscale carbon constituents, have demonstrated exceptional mechanical properties, including 
ultrahigh specific strength, stiffness, and extensive deformability through experiments and simulations. The 
ductility of these carbon micro/nanolattices is also important for robust performance. In this work, we present a 
novel design of using reversible snap-through instability to engineer energy dissipation in 3D graphene 
nanolattices. Inspired by the shell structure of flexible straws, we construct a type of graphene counterpart via 
topological design and demonstrate its associated snap-through instability through molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations. One-dimensional (1D) straw-like carbon nanotube (SCNT) and 3D graphene nanolattices are 
constructed from a unit cell. These graphene nanolattices possess multiple stable states and are elastically 
reconfigurable. A theoretical model of the 1D bi-stable element chain is adopted to understand the collective 
deformation behavior of the nanolattice. Reversible pseudoplastic behavior with a finite hysteresis loop is 
predicted and further validated via MD. Enhanced by these novel energy dissipation mechanisms, the 3D 
graphene nanolattice shows good tolerance of crack-like flaws and is predicted to approach a specific energy 
dissipation of 233 kJ/kg in a loading cycle with no permanent damage (one order higher than the energy 
absorbed by carbon steel at failure, 16 kJ/kg). This study provides a novel mechanism for 3D carbon nanolattice 
to dissipate energy with no accumulative damage and improve resistance to fracture, broadening the promising 
application of 3D carbon in energy absorption and programmable materials. 
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“Buckling Thresholds for Pre-Loaded Spherical Shells Subject to Localized Blasts”, J. Appl. Mech. March 
2020, 87(3): 031013, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045588 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the robustness against localized impacts of elastic spherical shells pre-
loaded under uniform external pressure. We subjected a pre-loaded spherical shell that is clamped at its equator 
to axisymmetric blast-like impacts applied to its polar region. The resulting axisymmetric dynamic response is 
computed for increasing amplitudes of the blast. Both perfect shells and shells with axisymmetric geometric 
imperfections are analyzed. The impact energy threshold causing buckling is identified and compared with the 
energy barrier that exists between the buckled and unbuckled static equilibrium states of the energy landscape 
associated with the pre-loaded pressure. The extent to which the impact energy of the threshold blast exceeds 
the energy barrier depends on the details of its shape and width. Targeted blasts that approximately replicate the 
size and shape of the energy barrier buckling mode defined in the paper have an energy threshold that is only 
modestly larger than the energy barrier. An extensive study is carried out for more realistic Gaussian-shaped 
blasts revealing that the buckling threshold energy for these blasts is typically in the range of at least 10–40% 
above the energy barrier, depending on the pressure pre-load and the blast width. The energy discrepancy 
between the buckling threshold and energy barrier is due to elastic waves spreading outward from the impact 
and dissipation associated with the numerical integration scheme. Buckling is confined to the vicinity of the 
pole such that, if the shell is not shallow, the buckling thresholds are not strongly dependent on the location of 
the clamping boundary, as illustrated for a shell clamped halfway between the pole and the equator. 
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Hamed Farokhi, Alireza Gholipour and Mergen H. Ghayesh (First author is from: Department of Mechanical 
and Construction Engineering, Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK), “Efficient Broadband 
Vibration Energy Harvesting Using Multiple Piezoelectric Bimorphs”, J. Appl. Mech. April 2020, 87(4): 
041001, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045529 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents complete nonlinear electromechanical models for energy harvesting devices 
consisting of multiple piezoelectric bimorphs (PBs) connected in parallel and series, for the first time. The 
proposed model is verified against available experimental results for a specific case. The piezoelectric and beam 
constitutive equations and different circuit equations are utilized to derive the complete nonlinear models for 
series and parallel connections of the PBs as well as those of piezoelectric layers in each bimorph, i.e., four 
nonlinear models in total. A multi-modal Galerkin approach is used to discretize these nonlinear 
electromechanical models. The resultant high-dimensional set of equations is solved utilizing a highly 
optimized and efficient numerical continuation code. Examining the system behavior shows that the optimum 
load resistance for an energy harvester array of 4 PBs connected in parallel is almost 4% of that for the case 
with PBs connected in series. It is shown an energy harvesting array of 8 PBs could reach a bandwidth of 14 Hz 
in low frequency range, i.e., 20–34 Hz. Compared with an energy harvester with 1 PB, it is shown that the 
bandwidth can be increased by more than 300% using 4 PBs and by more than 500% using 8 PBs. Additionally, 
the drawbacks of a multi-PB energy harvesting device are identified and design enhancements are proposed to 
improve the efficiency of the device. 
 
Wei Chen and Lin Wang (Department of Mechanics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, 
Hubei, China), “Theoretical Modeling and Exact Solution for Extreme Bending Deformation of Hard-Magnetic 
Soft Beams”, J. Appl. Mech. April 2020, 87(4): 041002, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045716 
ABSTRACT: Hard-magnetic soft materials (HMSMs) manufactured by embedding hard-magnetic particles in 
soft materials belong to a new type of soft active materials. The abilities of fast and complicated transformations 
of hard-magnetic soft structures provide a promising technology for soft robotics, flexible electronics, and 
biomedical devices. It is significant to investigate the mechanical behaviors of hard-magnetic soft structures for 
their better applications. In this work, a hard-magnetic soft beam under an external magnetic field is 
theoretically modeled and the exact solutions for its mechanical responses are presented. First, the governing 
equations and boundary conditions are derived based on the principle of minimum potential energy. To solve 
the derived governing equations analytically, a new polynomial fitting model for hyperelastic materials is 
proposed for the hard-magnetic soft beam. Then, the exact solutions of a cantilevered hard-magnetic soft beam 



actuated by a uniform magnetic field in any direction are obtained. The newly derived exact solutions are 
further verified by comparing current results with those from recent simulations and experiments. For large 
bending angles up to 90 deg and extreme bending angle up to 180 deg, quite consistent agreement among exact 
solutions, numerical simulations, and experimental observations can be achieved. Finally, using our theoretical 
model, the deformation of the hard-magnetic soft beam actuated by magnetic fields in an arbitrary direction 
with non-zero magnetic declination is explored. When the magnetic actuation is increased from a small level 
gradually, the hard-magnetic soft beam deflects and it would undergo small, large, and extreme bending 
deformations in sequence. It is very interesting that, when the magnetic actuation is sufficiently large, the hard-
magnetic soft beam is stretched and its centerline tends to align with the external magnetic field direction, 
implying that the hard-magnetic soft beam undergoes a uniaxial tension. The theoretical modeling and exact 
solutions for hard-magnetic soft beams are expected to be useful in the analysis and design of soft materials and 
structures. 
 
 
Kshitij Kumar Yadav and Simos Gerasimidis (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, USA), “Imperfection Insensitivity of Thin Wavy Cylindrical Shells Under 
Axial Compression or Bending”, J. Appl. Mech. April 2020, 87(4): 041003, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045741 
ABSTRACT: The presence of imperfections significantly reduces the load carrying capacity of thin cylindrical 
shells due to the high sensitivity of thin shells to imperfections. To nullify this unfavorable characteristic, thin 
cylindrical shells are designed using a conservative knockdown factor method, which was developed by NASA 
in the late 1960s. Almost all the design codes, explicitly or implicitly, follow this approach. Recently, a new 
approach has emerged to significantly reduce the sensitivity of thin cylindrical shells. In this approach, wavy 
cross sections are used instead of circular cross sections for creating thin cylinders. Past studies have 
demonstrated the effectiveness of wavy cylinders to reduce imperfection sensitivity of thin cylinders under axial 
compression assuming linear elastic material behavior. These studies used eigenmode imperfections which do 
not represent realistic imperfections found in cylinders. In this paper, using a realistic dimple-like imperfection, 
new insights are presented into the response of wavy cylinders under uniform axial compression and bending. 
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the wavy cylinders to reduce imperfection sensitivity under bending load is 
investigated assuming a plastic Ramberg–Osgood material model. The effect of wave parameters, e.g., the 
amplitude and the number of waves, is also explored. This study reveals that wavy thin cylinders are insensitive 
to imperfections under bending in the inelastic range of the material. It is also found that the wave parameters 
play a decisive role in the response of thin wavy cylinders to imperfections under bending. 
 
Yingxi Wang, Leon Yeong Wei Loh, Ujjaval Gupta, Choon Chiang Foo and Jian Zhu (The first three authors 
are from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore), “Bio-Inspired Soft Swim 
Bladders of Large Volume Change Using Dual Dielectric Elastomer Membranes”, J. Appl. Mech. April 2020, 
87(4): 041007, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4045901 
ABSTRACT: The buoyancy control mechanism is critical for undersea robots to achieve effective vertical 
motion. However, current buoyancy control mechanisms are associated with problems such as complex design, 
bulky structure, noisy operation, and slow response. Inspired by the swim bladder of natural fish, we develop an 
artificial swim bladder, using dual membranes of the dielectric elastomer, which exhibit interesting attributes, 
including fast response, light weight, silent operation, especially large volume change. Both the experiments 
and theoretical simulations are conducted to analyze the performance of this artificial swim bladder, and they 
quantitatively agree with each other. This artificial swim bladder of dual membranes is capable of large voltage-
induced volume change, 112% larger than the conventional single-membrane design. Consequently, this soft 
actuator can generate a buoyancy force of 0.49 N. This artificial swim bladder demonstrates effective up-and-
down motion in water, due to its large reversible volume change. Future work includes adding horizontal-
motion and turning capabilities to the existing robotic structure, so that the soft robotic fish can achieve 
successful navigation in undersea environments. 
 
Ruitao Tang and Haoran Fu (Frontier Research Center, Institute of Flexible Electronics, Technology of 
Tsinghua, Zhejiang, Jiaxing, China), “Mechanics of Buckled Kirigami Membranes for Stretchable Interconnects in 
Island-Bridge Structures”, J. Appl. Mech. May 2020, 87(5): 051002, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046003 



ABSTRACT: Island-bridge structures incorporated with kirigami membranes emerge as a novel design strategy 
for flexible/stretchable electronics, taking advantages of large stretchability, high-surface filling ratio and low 
resistance. However, it is hard to determine the mechanical properties of this design due to its complex 
geometries and nonlinear deformation configuration, thereby limiting its further applications. In this paper, we 
present a model for the postbuckling behavior of kirigami membranes through a combination of theoretical 
modeling, finite element analysis, and experiments. Scaling laws for elastic stretchability are developed, 
showing good agreement with numerical results and experimental images. Investigations on the critical height 
of post array are conducted to ensure the boundary condition of the kirigami membranes in the analytical model. 
These results can serve as design guidelines for kirigami structures and facilitate their applications in 
flexible/stretchable electronics. 
 
B. Yasara Dharmadasa, Matthew W. McCallum, Seyon Mierunalan, Sahangi P. Dassanayake, Chinthaka H. M. 
Y. Mallikarachchi and Francisco López Jiménez (First author is from: Ann and H.J. Smead Department of 
Aerospace Engineering Sciences, University of Colorado Boulder, USA), “Formation of Plastic Creases in Thin 
Polyimide Films”, J. Appl. Mech. May 2020, 87(5): 051009, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046002 
ABSTRACT: We present a combined experimental and analytical approach to study the formation of creases in 
tightly folded Kapton polyimide films. In the experiments, we have developed a robust procedure to create 
creases with repeatable residual fold angle by compressing initially bent coupons. We then use it to explore the 
influence of different control parameters, such as the force applied, and the time the film is being pressed. The 
experimental results are compared with a simplified one-dimensional elastica model, as well as a high fidelity 
finite element model; both models take into account the elasto-plastic behavior of the film. The models are able 
to predict the force required to create the crease, as well as the trend in the residual angle of the fold once the 
force is removed. We non-dimensionalize our results to rationalize the effect of plasticity, and we find robust 
scalings that extend our findings to other geometries and material properties. 
 
Adam J. O. Butler, Colin R. Meyer and Jerome A. Neufeld (First author is from: Department of Earth Sciences, 
BP Institute, University of Cambridge, UK), “Deformation of an Elastic Beam on a Winkler Foundation”, J. 
Appl. Mech. May 2020, 87(5): 051010, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046197 
ABSTRACT: We present a simple model for geophysical systems involving sources of deformation, such as 
magmatic intrusions, subglacial lakes, and the subsurface storage of CO2. We consider the idealized system of a 
uniform elastic layer overlying a localized region of constant pressure that is surrounded by a Winkler 
foundation composed of springs. We investigate the effect of source depth and foundation stiffness on the 
resulting displacement profiles at both the surface and the level of the source. The system is characterized by 
three key features: the maximum uplift, the maximum subsidence, and the distance to the point of zero 
displacement. For each of these, we determine asymptotic scaling behavior in the limits of a thin/thick layer and 
a soft/stiff foundation and form composite curves that allow specific parameter values to be determined from 
field data. Both two-dimensional and axisymmetric pressure patches are considered, and in the thin-layer limit 
we derive analytical solutions. 
 
Adam R. Brink, Allen T. Mathis and D. Dane Quinn (First author is from: Sandia National Laboratories, 
Albuquerque, NM, USA), “A Shell Description of Beams Incorporating Transverse Thickness Strain Energies 
for Receding Contact”, J. Appl. Mech. May 2020, 87(5): 051011, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046424 
ABSTRACT: The geometrically exact nonlinear deflection of a beamshell is considered here as an extension of 
the formulation derived by Libai and Simmonds (1998, The Nonlinear Theory of Elastic Shells, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, UK) to include deformation through the thickness of the beam, as might arise 
from transverse squeezing loads. In particular, this effect can lead to receding contact for a uniform beamshell 
resting on a smooth, flat, rigid surface; traditional shell theory cannot adequately such behavior. The 
formulation is developed from the weak form of the local equations for linear momentum balance, weighted by 
an appropriate tensor. Different choices for this tensor lead to both the traditional shell equations corresponding 
to linear and angular momentum balance, as well as the additional higher-order representation for the squeezing 
deformation. In addition, conjugate strains for the shell forces are derived from the deformation power, as 
presented by Libai and Simmonds. Finally, the predictions from this approach are compared against predictions 
from the finite element code abaqus for a uniform beam subject to transverse applied loads. The current 



geometrically exact shell model correctly predicts the transverse shell force through the thickness of the 
beamshell and is able to describe problems that admit receding contact. 
 
Alyssa T. Liem, Atakan B. Ari, J. Gregory McDaniel and Kamil L. Ekinci (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Boston University, Boston, MA, USA), “An Inverse Method to Predict NEMS Beam Properties From 
Natural Frequencies”, J. Appl. Mech. June 2020, 87(6): 061002, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046445 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method to simultaneously predict the elastic modulus, axial load, and 
boundary conditions of a nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS) beam from a minimum of two measured 
natural frequencies. The proposed method addresses the challenges of the inverse problem at the nano scale, 
which include high natural frequencies, small geometric beam dimensions, and measurements limited to natural 
frequencies. The method utilizes a finite element model of an Euler–Bernoulli beam under axial loading to 
predict the response of the beam with axial loading and flexible boundary conditions. By expressing the finite 
element model in terms of dimensionless beam parameters, the proposed method may be applied to nano scale 
beams while maintaining numerical stability of the finite element equation of motion. With the stabilized finite 
element model, the NEMS beam properties are predicted by iterating through values of dimensionless beam 
parameters until the normalized error between predicted and measured natural frequencies is minimized. A key 
feature of the proposed method is the simultaneous prediction of the elastic modulus during the iterative search, 
resulting in a reduction of the search space and significant computational savings. Additionally, the proposed 
method readily accommodates an arbitrary number of measured natural frequencies without the reformulation 
of procedures and analyses. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the proposed method’s ability to 
predict the elastic modulus, axial load, and boundary conditions. The proposed method is applied to 
experimental measurements of a NEMS beam, where the normalized error between predicted and measured 
natural frequencies is reduced below 0.001. 
 
Shiwei Zhao, Feng Zhu, Zhengang Yan, Daochun Li, Jinwu Xiang, Yonggang Huang and Haiwen Luan (First 
author is from: School of Aeronautic Science and Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, China and 
Departments of Mechanical Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Materials Science and 
Engineering, Center for Bio-Integrated Electronics, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA), “A 
Nonlinear Mechanics Model of Zigzag Cellular Substrates for Stretchable Electronics”, J. Appl. Mech. June 
2020, 87(6): 061006, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046662 
ABSTRACT: The use of cellular elastomer substrates not only reduces its restriction on natural diffusion or 
convection of biofluids in the realm of stretchable electronics but also enhances the stretchability of the 
electronic systems. An analytical model of “zigzag” cellular substrates under finite deformation is established 
and validated in this paper. The deformed shape, nonlinear stress–strain curve, and Poisson’s ratio–strain curve 
of the cellular elastomer substrate calculated using the reported analytical model agree well with those from 
finite element analysis (FEA). Results show that lower restriction on the natural motion of human skin could be 
achieved by the proposed zigzag cellular substrates compared with the previously reported hexagonal cellular 
substrates, manifesting another leap toward mechanically “invisible” wearable, stretchable electronic systems. 
 
Lu Lu, C.Q. Ru and Xingming Guo (First author is from: Shanghai Institute of Applied Mathematics and 
Mechanics, Shanghai University, China and Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Canada), “Metamaterial Vibration of Tensioned Circular Few-Layer Graphene Sheets”, J. Appl. 
Mech. June 2020, 87(6): 061009, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046698 
ABSTRACT: The present work aims to examine the metamaterial vibrational behavior of circular few-layer 
graphene sheets under layerwise tension forces. For this objective, a simplified three-membrane model is 
developed to simulate flexural vibration of tensioned circular few-layer graphene sheets, in which tensioned top 
and bottom layers are modeled as two elastic membranes while all less-tensioned or tension-free inner layers 
together are treated as a single membrane, and the three membranes are coupled through the van der Waals 
interaction between adjacent layers. Our results show that when the two outermost layers are highly tensioned 
but the inner layers are free of tension, circular few-layer graphene sheets exhibit negative effective mass within 
a certain terahertz frequency range. Moreover, such few-layer graphene sheets with negative effective mass 
demonstrate remarkable vibration isolation and vibration suppression. This research broadens our perspectives 



for designing and analyzing graphene-based metamaterials and resonators and could find potential application 
in nanoelectromechanical systems. 
 
Hao Gao and Bingen Yang (Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, CA 90007), “Parametric Vibration of a Flexible Structure Excited by Periodic Passage 
of Moving Oscillators”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 071001, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1050, Vol. 
87, No. 7, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046781 
ABSTRACT: Flexible structures carrying moving subsystems are found in various engineering applications. 
Periodic passage of subsystems over a supporting structure can induce parametric resonance, causing vibration 
with ever-increasing amplitude in the structure. Instead of its engineering implications, parametric excitation of 
a structure with sequentially passing oscillators has not been well addressed. The dynamic stability in such a 
moving-oscillator problem, due to viscoelastic coupling between the supporting structure and moving 
oscillators, is different from that in a moving-mass problem. In this paper, parametric resonance of coupled 
structure-moving oscillator systems is thoroughly examined, and a new stability analysis method is proposed. In 
the development, a set of sequential state equations is first derived, leading to a model for structures carrying a 
sequence of moving oscillators. Through the introduction of a mapping matrix, a set of stability criteria on 
parametric resonance is then established. Being of analytical form, these criteria can accurately and efficiently 
predict the dynamic stability of a coupled structure-moving oscillator system. In addition, by the spectral radius 
of the mapping matrix, the global stability of a coupled system can be conveniently investigated in a parameter 
space. The system model and stability criteria are illustrated and validated in numerical examples. 
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“Analytical Solutions for the Lateral-Torsional Buckling of Serpentine Interconnects in Stretchable 
Electronics”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 081005, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1076, Vol. 87, No. 8, 
August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4047003 
ABSTRACT: Serpentine interconnects, as an integral part of island-bridge layouts, enable extremely large 
reversible deformation under the action of mechanical loads and are thus widely used in the emerging new field 
of stretchable electronics. In this paper, the lateral-torsional buckling is analytically studied for a simplified S-
shaped serpentine structure that consists of five straight components rigidly connected at point joints. Simple 
analytic scaling laws between the dimensionless critical buckling load and the aspect ratio of the serpentine 
structure are newly derived and uniformly expressed in terms of generalized hypergeometric series for various 
types of boundary conditions, which can serve as the benchmark of numerical simulations. These scaling laws, 
fully verified by finite element analysis, may well capture the implied connection between stretching- and 
compression-induced buckling, the strong dependence of buckling modes on end conditions, and the 
monotonic/asymptotic properties of the critical load with respect to the aspect ratio of serpentine structures. 
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UK 
(2) Mechanics & Materials, Department of Mechanical and Process Engineering, ETH Zürich, 8092 Zürich, 
Switzerland 
“Modeling of Flexible Beam Networks and Morphing Structures by Geometrically Exact Discrete Beams”, 
ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 081006, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1059, Vol. 87, No. 8, August 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4046895 
ABSTRACT: We demonstrate how a geometrically exact formulation of discrete slender beams can be 
generalized for the efficient simulation of complex networks of flexible beams by introducing rigid connections 
through special junction elements. The numerical framework, which is based on discrete differential geometry 
of framed curves in a time-discrete setting for time- and history-dependent constitutive models, is applicable to 
elastic and inelastic beams undergoing large rotations with and without natural curvature and actuation. 
Especially, the latter two aspects make our approach a versatile and efficient alternative to higher-dimensional 



finite element techniques frequently used, e.g., for the simulation of active, shape-morphing, and reconfigurable 
structures, as demonstrated by a suite of examples. 
 
Zhaoqi Li, Qian Deng, Shengping Shen (Strength and Vibration of Mechanical Structures, School of Aerospace, 
Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, Shaanxi 710049, China), “Flexoelectric Energy Harvesting Using Circular 
Thin Membranes”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 091004, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1130, Vol. 87, 
No. 9, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4047131 
ABSTRACT: In this work, we propose a circular membrane-based flexoelectric energy harvester. Different 
from previously reported nanobeams based flexoelectric energy harvesters, for the flexoelectric membrane, the 
polarization direction around its center is opposite in sign to that far away from the center. To avoid the 
cancelation of the electric output, electrodes coated to upper and lower surfaces of the flexoelectric membrane 
are respectively divided into two parts according to the sign of bending curvatures. Based on Hamilton’s 
principle and Ohm’s law, we obtain governing equations for the circular membrane-based flexoelectric energy 
harvester. A generalized assumed-modes method is employed for solving the system, so that the performance of 
the flexoelectric energy harvester can be studied in detail. We analyze the effects of the thickness h, radius r0, 
and their ratio on the energy harvesting performance. Specifically, we show that, by selecting appropriate h and 
r0, it is possible to design an energy harvester with both high energy conversion efficiency and low working 
frequency. At last, through numerical simulations, we further study the optimization ratio for which the 
electrodes should be divided. 
 
S. S. Kevorkov, I. P. Koroleva, V. V. Smirnov and L. I. Manevitch, “Forced Oscillations of the Discrete 
Membrane Under Conditions of ‘Sonic Vacuum’”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 111001, ASME Paper 
No. JAM-20-1144, Vol. 87, No. 11, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4047812 
ABSTRACT: This study presents a new analytical model for nonlinear dynamics of a discrete rectangular 
membrane that is subjected to external harmonic force. It has recently been shown that the corresponding 
autonomous system admits a series of nonlinear normal modes. In this paper, we describe stationary and non-
stationary dynamics on a single mode manifold. We suggest a simple formula for the amplitude-frequency 
response in both conservative and non-conservative cases and present an analytical expression (in parametric 
space) for thresholds for all possible bifurcations. Theoretical results obtained through asymptotic approach are 
confirmed by the experimental data. Experiments on the shaking table show that amplitude-frequency response 
to external force in a real system matches our theory. Substantial hysteresis is observed in the regimes with 
increasing and decreasing frequency of external force. The obtained results may be used in designing nonlinear 
energy sinks. 
 
Raman Goyal, Robert E. Skelton and Edwin A. Peraza Hernandez, “Efficient Design of Lightweight Reinforced 
Tensegrities Under Local and Global Failure Constraints”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 111005, 
ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1353, Vol. 87, No. 11, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048049 
ABSTRACT: Tensegrities are prestressable trusses that have been proven to support various load distributions 
with minimum mass. This article presents a novel efficient method for designing lightweight tensegrities under 
local and global failure constraints. Local failure includes buckling and material yielding of individual members 
in the tensegrity. Global failure refers to global buckling of the tensegrity, where it loses stability without 
undergoing local failure at its individual members. The formulation and numerical approach to determine the 
critical global buckling forces and mode shapes of tensegrities with arbitrary shape and topology are first 
provided. Next, the design method considering local and global failure is presented, which starts with the local 
sizing of the member areas of the given tensegrity for the prevention of local failure. The method then 
determines the dominant failure mode by comparing the external forces and the critical global buckling force of 
the locally sized structure. If the critical global buckling force is larger than the external force, the dominant 
mode is a local failure and the locally sized design is returned as the minimum mass design. Conversely, if 
global failure is the dominant mode, different global reinforcement approaches are applied to raise the critical 
buckling force of the structure until it matches the external force, preventing global buckling. These 
reinforcement approaches include increasing the areas of the members and increasing the prestress in the 
tensegrity. Representative examples are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the design method 
considering box and T-bar tensegrities. 



 
Surya Mani Tripathi, Digendranath Swain, R. Muthukumar, S. Anup, “Investigation on Snap-Through Buckling 
Behavior of Dished Shells Under Uniform External Pressure”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 121001, 
ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1313, Vol. 87, No. 12, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048118 
ABSTRACT: Previously, the buckling behavior of several conical and spherical shells have been studied with 
great rigor. In this paper, snap-through buckling behavior for metallic dished shells under uniform external 
pressure is investigated. These shells are geometrically complex since they consist of a shallow conical frustum 
with a flat closed top. Such shells find many engineering applications, for instance as actuator elements in 
control components in cryogenic engines. Currently, no clear guidelines exist for design performance evaluation 
of such peculiar shells. This paper aims to establish a valid FE methodology for snap-through buckling and 
post-buckling analysis of such shells using abaqus in tandem with experiments. A parametric study is carried 
out to understand the effect of geometrical parameters and imperfection sensitivity of these shells to snap-
through buckling. Moreover, experiments were carried out using 3D Digital Image Correlation (3D-DIC) for 
measuring whole-field deflection and strains. Numerical analysis was carried out, using generalized Eigen value 
analysis and non-linear analysis using a modified-Riks technique with various material models to correlate with 
the experimental observations. Non-linear elasto-plastic analysis with a perfectly elastic-plastic material model 
agrees well with the experimental observations. A comparison of experimental results with that of the numerical 
study indicates that material plasticity has a major effect on critical buckling pressure. 
 
D. Ehrhardt, L. N. Virgin, S. M. Spottswood, “Experiments on Probing the Configuration Space of Post-
Buckled Panels”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 121005, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1202, Vol. 87, No. 
12, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048197 
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a primarily experimental study in which a nonlinear structural component (a 
slender, mechanically buckled panel) is subject to probing. That is, equilibrium configurations are explored 
when a specific location on the panel is subject to the application of a (variable) displacement constraint and 
characterized by a corresponding probe force. This probe force (in this study located at the center of the 
rectangular panels) is measured using a load cell and the resulting shape(s), taken up by the panel, measured 
using digital image correlation (DIC). Although the probe is only applied at a single location, this arrangement 
supplies considerable information about the changing equilibrium landscape including revealing co-existing 
equilibrium configurations using large perturbations and associated hysteresis phenomena. In addition, 
monitoring the probing force, and specifically when it drops to zero, provides a window into “free” equilibria 
that would otherwise be unstable and unobservable. Finally, it is shown that the probed equilibrium 
configurations provide the “landscape” within which any dynamically induced trajectories evolve including 
snap-through oscillations. 
 
Philip S. Harvey, Jr., Richard Wiebe, Thomas M. N. Cain, “Inextensibility and Its Effect on the Number of 
Equilibria of Shallow Buckled Beams”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 121007, ASME Paper No. JAM-
20-1328, Vol. 87, No. 12, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048199 
ABSTRACT: A buckled beam with shallow rise under lateral constraint is considered. The initial rise results 
from a prescribed end displacement. The beam is modeled as inextensible, and analytical solutions of the 
equilibria are obtained from a constrained energy minimization problem. For simplicity, the results are derived 
for the archetypal beam with pinned ends. It is found that there are an infinite number of zero lateral-load 
equilibria, each corresponding to an Euler buckling mode. A numerical model is used to verify the accuracy of 
the model and also to explore the effects of extensibility. 
 
Pengbo Su, Bin Han, Mao Yang, Zhongnan Zhao, Feihao Li, Qi Zhang, Qiancheng Zhang and Tian Jian Lu, 
“Energy Absorption of All-Metallic Corrugated Sandwich Cylindrical Shells Subjected to Axial Compression”, 
ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 121008, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1348, Vol. 87, No. 12, December 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048200 
ABSTRACT: The energy absorption properties of all-metallic corrugated sandwich cylindrical shells (CSCSs) 
subjected to axial compression loading were investigated by the method combining experiments, finite element 
(FE) simulations, and theoretical analysis. CSCS specimens manufactured using two different methods, i.e., 



high-speed wire-cut electric discharge machining (HSWEDM) and extrusion, were tested under axial 
compression. While specimens fabricated separately by HSWEDM and extrusion both exhibited a stable 
crushing behavior, the extruded ones were much more applicable as lightweight energy absorbers because of 
their good energy absorption capacity, repeatability, and low cost. The numerically simulated force–
displacement curve and the corresponding deformation morphologies of the CSCS compared well with those 
obtained from experiments. The specific folding deformation mode was revealed from both experiments and 
simulations. Subsequently, based upon the mode of folding deformation, a theoretical model was established to 
predict the mean crushing force of the CSCS construction. It was demonstrated that CSCSs with more 
corrugated units, smaller value of tc/tf and W/Ro could dissipate more impact energy. Such sandwich cylindrical 
shells exhibited better energy absorption than monolithic cylindrical shells, with an increase of at least 30%. 
Ultimately, the dynamic effect under the impact load was further evaluated. The dynamic amplification 
coefficient of CSCS decreased with the increase of the wall thickness. 
 
Xiaojie Ma, Luqi Liu, Zhong Zhang and Yueguang Wei, “A Method to Determine the Geometry-Dependent 
Bending Stiffness of Multilayer Graphene Sheets”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 011004, ASME 
Paper No. JAM-20-1450, Vol. 88, No. 1, January 2021, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048571 
ABSTRACT: We consider how the bending stiffness of a multilayer graphene sheet relies on its bending 
geometry, including the in-plane length L and the curvature κ. We use an interlayer shear model to characterize 
the periodic interlayer tractions due to the lattice structure. The bending stiffness for the sheet bent along a 
cylindrical surface is extracted via an energetic consideration. Our discussion mainly focuses on trilayer sheets, 
particularly the complex geometry-dependency of their interlayer stress transfer behavior and the overall 
bending stiffness. We find that L and κ dominate the bending stiffness, respectively, in different stable regions. 
These results show good quantitative agreement with recent experiments where the stiffness was found to be a 
non-monotonic function of the bending angle (i.e., Lκ). Besides, for a given in-plane length, the trilayer 
graphene in the flat state (κ ) 0) is found to have the maximum bending stiffness. According to our analytical 
solution to the flat state, the bending stiffness of trilayer graphene sheet can vary by two orders of magnitude. 
Furthermore, once multilayer graphene sheets are bent along a cylindrical surface with small curvature, the 
sheets perform similar characteristics. Though the discussion mainly focuses on the trilayer graphene, the 
theoretical framework presented here can be readily extended for various van der Waals materials beyond 
graphene of arbitrary layer numbers. 
 
Xiang Fang, Kuo-Chih Chuang, Xiao-Ling Jin, Dan-Feng Wang and Zhi-Long Huang, “An Inertant Elastic 
Metamaterial Plate With Extra Wide Low-Frequency Flexural Band Gaps”, ASME Journal of Applied 
Mechanics, 021002, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1446, Vol. 88, No. 2, February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048769 
ABSTRACT: Arranging inerter arrays in designing metamaterials can achieve low-frequency vibration 
suppression even with a small configuration mass. In this work, we investigate flexural wave bandgap 
properties of an elastic metamaterial plate with periodic arrays of inerter-based dynamic vibration absorbers 
(IDVAs). By extending the plane wave expansion (PWE) method, the inertant elastic metamaterial plate is 
explicitly formulated in which the interactions of the attached IDVAs and the host plate are considered. Due to 
the additional degree-of-freedom induced by each IDVA, multiple band gaps are obtained. Along the ΓX 
direction, the inertant elastic metamaterial plate exhibits two locally resonant (LR) band gaps and one Bragg 
(BG) band gap. In contrast, along the ΓM direction, two adjacent LR band gaps are obtained. Detailed 
parametric analyses are conducted to investigate the relationships between the flexural wave bandgap properties 
and the structural inertant parameters. With a dissipative mechanism added to the IDVAs, extremely wide band 
gaps in different directions can be further generated. Finally, by adopting an effective added mass technique in 
the finite element method, displacement transmission and vibration modes of a finite inertant elastic 
metamaterial plate are obtained. Our investigation indicates that the proposed inertant elastic metamaterial plate 
has extra-wide low-frequency flexural band gaps and therefore has potential applications in engineering 
vibration prohibition. 



 
M. R. O’Masta and V. S. Deshpande, “Failure Modes of a Laminated Composite With Complaint Interlayers”, 
ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 031002, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1493, Vol. 88, No. 3, March 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4049078 
ABSTRACT: Composites comprising a high-volume fraction of stiff reinforcements within a compliant matrix 
are commonly found in natural materials. The disparate properties of the constituent materials endow resilience 
to the composite, and here we report an investigation into some of the mechanisms at play. We report 
experiments and simulations of a prototype laminated composite system comprising silicon layers separated by 
polymer interlayers, where the only failure mechanism is the tensile fracture of the brittle silicon. Two failure 
modes are observed for such composites loaded in three-point bending: failure under the central roller in (i) the 
top ply (in contact with the roller) or (ii) the bottom ply (free surface). The former mode is benign with the 
beam retaining load carrying capacity, whereas the latter leads to catastrophic beam failure. Finite element (FE) 
simulations confirm this transition in failure mode and inform the development of a reduced order model. Good 
agreement is shown between measurements, FE simulations, and reduced order predictions, capturing the 
effects of material and geometric properties on the flexural rigidity, first ply failure mode, and failure load. A 
failure mechanism map for this system is reported that can be used to inform the design of such laminated 
composites. 
 
S. Gerasimidis and J. W. Hutchinson, “Dent Imperfections in Shell Buckling: The Role of Geometry, Residual 
Stress, and Plasticity”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 031007, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1486, Vol. 
88, No. 3, March 2021, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048807 
ABSTRACT: Departures of the geometry of the middle surface of a thin shell from the perfect shape have long 
been regarded as the most deleterious imperfections responsible for reducing a shell’s buckling capacity. Here, 
systematic simulations are conducted for both spherical and cylindrical metal shells whereby, in the first step, 
dimple-shaped dents are created by indenting a perfect shell into the plastic range. Then, in the second step, 
buckling of the dented shell is analyzed, under external pressure for the spherical shells and in axial 
compression for the cylindrical shells. Three distinct buckling analyses are carried out: (1) elastic buckling 
accounting only for the geometry of the dent, (2) elastic buckling accounting for both dent geometry and 
residual stresses, and (3) a full elastic–plastic buckling analysis accounting for both the dent geometry and 
residual stresses. The analyses reveal the relative importance of the geometry and the residual stress associated 
with the dent, and they also provide a clear indicator of whether plasticity is important in establishing the 
buckling load of the dented shells. 
 
Dario Andrini, Alessandro Lucantonio and Giovanni Noselli, “A Theoretical Study on the Transient Morphing 
of Linear Poroelastic Plates”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 031008, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1514, 
Vol. 88, No. 3, March 2021, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4048806 
ABSTRACT: Based on their shape-shifting capabilities, soft active materials have enabled new possibilities for 
the engineering of sensing and actuation devices. While the relation between active strains and emergent 
equilibrium shapes has been fully characterized, the transient morphing of thin structures is a rather unexplored 
topic. Here, we focus on polymer gel plates and derive a reduced linear model to study their time-dependent 
response to changes in the fluid environment. We show that independent control of stretching and bending 
deformations in stress-free conditions allows to realize spherical shapes with prescribed geometry of the mid-
plane. Furthermore, we demonstrate that tensile (compressive) membrane stresses delay (accelerate) swelling-
induced shape transitions compared to the stress-free evolution. We believe that these effects should be 
considered for the accurate design of smart systems and may contribute to explain the complexity of natural 
shapes. 
 
Austin Bebee, Christopher J. Stubbs and Daniel J. Robertson, “Large Deflection Model for Multiple, Inline, 
Interacting Cantilever Beams”, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics, 041005, ASME Paper No. JAM-20-1515, 
Vol. 88, No. 4, April 2021, https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4049072 
ABSTRACT: Numerous natural and synthetic systems can be modeled as clusters of interacting cantilever 
beams. However, a closed-form mathematical model capable of representing the mechanics of multiple 
interacting cantilever beams undergoing large deflections has yet to be presented. In this work, a pioneering 
mathematical model of the force–deflection response of multiple, inline, interacting (i.e., contacting) cantilever 



beams is presented. The math model enables the determination of the force–deflection response of a system of 
interacting cantilever beams and is predicated upon the “Pseudo Rigid Body Model” concept. The model was 
validated through data triangulation experiments which included both physical and computational studies. An 
analysis of the mathematical model indicates it is most accurate with deflections less than 50 deg. In the future, 
the model may be used in high throughput phenotyping applications for investigating stalk lodging and 
estimating the flexural rigidity of crop stems. The model can also be used to gain intuition and aid in the design 
of synthetic systems composed of multiple cantilever beams. 
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Yuelong Yu, Yingzheng Liu and Xavcier Amandolese (First author is from: School of Mechanical Engineering,  
Gas Turbine Research Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 800 Dongchuan Road, Shanghai 200240, 
China), “A review on fluid-induced flag vibrations”, ASME Applied Mechanics Reviews, Vol. 71, No. 1, 
010801, Paper No. AMR-18-1077, January 2019, doi: 10.1115/1.4042446 
ABSTRACT: Fluid-induced flag vibrations provide unattended, efficient, low-cost, and scalable solutions for 
energy harvesting to power distributed wireless sensor nodes, heat transfer enhancement in channel flow, and 
mixing enhancement in process industries. This review surveys three generic configurations, the inverted flag, 
the standard flag, and the forced flag, i.e., an inverted or standard flag located downstream of a bluff body. 
Their instability boundaries, vibration dynamics, and vortex dynamics are compared in a unified framework to 
elucidate their common and distinct features and provide insights into the design of vibrating flags for various 
applications. Some common features are also identified and analyzed for describing the interaction between 
multiple flags, three-dimensional (3D) effects, and Reynolds number effects. The suggestions are intended to 
guide future research directions. 
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prediction, and mitigation of extreme events are highly desirable. Here, we review several aspects of extreme 
events in phenomena described by high-dimensional, chaotic dynamical systems. We especially focus on two 
pressing aspects of the problem: (i) mechanisms underlying the formation of extreme events and (ii) real-time 
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ABSTRACT: Thin-walled beams made of laminated composite materials are increasingly used in any engineering 
branch where structural weight is one of the major aspects in the design process of load bearing structures. 
Quite naturally, when composite materials are being employed, analysis methods are required that adequately 
take effects such as material anisotropy, coupling effects, and shear deformations into account which are 
inherent to this class of materials. This paper aims to provide an overview of engineering analysis methods 
concerning the buckling and post-buckling behavior of thin-walled composite laminated beams, covering topics 
such as exact and closed-form analytical approximate solutions as well as semi-analytical and numerical 
methods wherein a distinction is made between local and global buckling of beam structures, and the interaction 
of global and local buckling modes. This paper also covers an overview of experimental investigations as well 
as of design optimization studies and closes with an outlook on future investigations. 
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ABSTRACT: Flexure-based compliant mechanisms are becoming increasingly promising in precision 
engineering, robotics, and other applications due to the excellent advantages of no friction, no backlash, no 
wear, and minimal requirement of assembly. Because compliant mechanisms have inherent coupling of 
kinematic-mechanical behaviors with large deflections and/or complex serial-parallel configurations, the 
kinetostatic and dynamic analyses are challenging in comparison to their rigid-body counterparts. To address 
these challenges, a variety of techniques have been reported in a growing stream of publications. This paper 
surveys and compares the conceptual ideas, key advances, and applicable scopes, and open problems of the 
state-of-the-art kinetostatic and dynamic modeling methods for compliant mechanisms in terms of small and 
large deflections. Future challenges are discussed and new opportunities for extended study are highlighted as 
well. The presented review provides a guide on how to select suitable modeling approaches for those engaged in 
the field of compliant mechanisms. 
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Hassan Abdolpour, Julio Garzon-Roca and Pouya H.M.H. Mameghani, “Increasing flexural performance of 
hybrid sandwich panels by using strain hardening cementitious base composite and glass fiber-reinforced 
polymer”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 1, pp 19-31, 1 January 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318780206 
ABSTRACT: The present paper explores different techniques for increasing flexural performance of composite 
sandwich panels made of hand-layup glass fiber reinforced polymer skins and low density closed cell 
polyurethane foam core. An experimental program compares the performance of simple panels face to the use 
of transversal and longitudinal internal glass fiber reinforced polymer ribs and the installation of a strain 
hardening cementitious base composite top layer over the panels. Based on the experimental results, finite 
element models are also developed to simulate the flexural behavior of tested panels and conducted an in depth 
analysis of the techniques studied. Obtained experimental and numerical results show that the use of internal 
glass fiber reinforced polymer ribs (especially in longitudinal direction) along with the use of strain hardening 
cementitious base composite significantly and effectively increases the flexural performance of sandwich 
panels. The high stiffness to weight ratio capacity of the panels attained by applying the proposed method 
enables its use in rehabilitation of historical places. Furthermore, the proposed techniques could be helpful for 
strengthening available composite sandwich panels. 
 
Weiling Zheng and Christos Kassapoglou (First author is from: School of Power and Energy, Northwestern 
Polytechnical University, China), “Energy method for the calculation of the energy release rate of delamination 
in composite beams”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 4, pp 425-443, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318785952 
ABSTRACT: An energy method based on beam theory is proposed to determine the strain energy release rate 
of an existing crack in composite laminates. The developed analytical method was implemented in isotropic 
materials, and the obtained strain energy release rate of a crack was validated by reference results and finite 



element solutions. The general behavior of crack growth on the left or right crack tip was evaluated, and basic 
trends leading to crack propagation to one side of the crack were established. A correction factor was introduced 
to improve the accuracy of the strain energy release rate for small cracks. The singularity at the crack tip caused 
by dissimilar materials was investigated and was found that the inclusion of the singularity effect could increase 
the accuracy for small cracks. The calculated strain energy release rate of a crack in a composite beam has been 
verified by comparing with a finite element model. 
 
Shambhu K. Gupta and Mehdi Hojjati (Department of Mechanical, Industrial, and Aerospace Engineering, 
Concordia University, Canada), “Thermal cycle effects on laminated composite plates containing voids”, 
Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 4, pp 489-501, February 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318786785 
ABSTRACT: Composite structures are often cured in an autoclave to acquire the required space grade quality. 
Now the industry is focusing on the out of autoclave manufacturing method which leads to more voids inside 
laminate with respect to those manufactured in the autoclave. In the present work, the influence of voids on 
microcrack formation under thermal cycling and environmental conditions was analyzed. Thermal cycle 
experiments were performed using liquid nitrogen and oven, followed by microscopic observation of the 
polished cross-section of the 90° layered plies. Cracks were monitored, counted, and measured with respect to 
void and void free areas. Void content was characterized using microscopic and ImageJ software was used. It 
was observed that the microcracks will be formed both around the voids and in void free areas. As the number 
of thermal cycle increases, the number of microcrack around the voids increases much faster than compared to 
the void free areas. Also it was observed that most of microcracks were propagated in the transverse direction. 
Interlaminar shear strength was measured. Results indicate that interlaminar shear strength reduces as the 
number of cycle rises due to the increase in the microcrack density. Finite element method was used to simulate 
the process. The micro, meso, and macro model were created with respect to original samples voids and 
positions to calculate the stress distribution and its concentration. Good agreement between experiment and 
simulation was observed. 
 
Nan Li, Mabrouk Ben Tahar and Zoheir Aboura and Kamel Khellil (Centre de recherche Royallieu, Sorbonne 
universités, Université de technologie de Compiégne, France), “A vibration-based identification of elastic 
properties of stitched sandwich panels”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 5, pp 579-592, March 
2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318788141 
ABSTRACT: Stitched sandwich becomes popular in structural application owing to its better performance in 
the transverse direction with respect to classical sandwich structure and relatively low-cost additional stitching 
process. The identification of its elastic properties is essential for offering a tailored structure for specific 
applications. A non-destructive identification method based on vibration test is proposed to obtain these 
parameters. The number of parameters is firstly reduced by a sensibility analysis. The retained parameters are 
identified by minimizing the cost function which indicates the gap between measured frequencies from 
vibration test and calculated frequencies from a finite element model. This method is applied to a stitched 
sandwich panel and its elastic properties are successfully identified. 
 
A. Firouzian-Nejad, S. Mustapha, S Ziaei-Rad and M. Ghayour (Primarily from: Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, Iran), “Characterization of bi-stable pure and hybrid composite 
laminates – An experimental investigation of the static and dynamic responses”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 53, No. 5, pp 653-667, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318789241 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the static and dynamic responses of bi-stable hybrid composite laminates [0/AL/90]T 
and [02/AL/902]T were scrutinized, and their behavior was compared to bi-stable pure composite laminates 
including [0/90]T and [02/902]T. The work consisted of an analytical study that was validated experimentally. An 
analytical method based on Hamilton’s principle was developed to investigate the static and vibration 
characteristics of the laminates. Experimentally, curvatures and out-of plane-displacement, and snap-through 
load were measured using a quasi-static loading on a universal testing machine. Further experimental analysis 
was performed to characterize the damping viscous ratio, natural frequency, and critical base excitation that 
cause the snapping between the two different stable shapes. The results show that the hybridization of bi-stable 
pure composite laminates has the potential to increase the stable curvatures and enhance the static load-carrying 
capability up to five times when compared to a pure bi-stable composite laminate of the same thickness. It was 



also observed that the hybridization of bi-stable pure composite laminates may result in a dramatic change in 
the dynamic response. The natural frequencies of bi-stable hybrid composite laminates are increased in 
comparison with bi-stable pure composite laminates. The critical base excitation required for snapping has 
increased significantly for the hybrid composite laminate. The qualitative and quantitative comparisons between 
the analytical and experimental results were very promising and they agreed well. 
 
Mehdi Ranjbar and Saeed Feli (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Razi University, Kermanshah, Iran), 
“Mechanical and low-velocity impact properties of epoxy-composite beams reinforced by MWCNTs”, Journal 
of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 5, pp 693-705, March 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318790049 
ABSTRACT: The effect of different weight percentages (wt.%) of MWCNTs includes 0, 0.17, 0.34 and 0.51% 
on the mechanical and low-velocity impact properties are presented on the example of the pure epoxy and 
epoxy/fiberglass composites beams. A sonication technique is used to disperse MWCNTs in the epoxy network 
and the nanocomposite beams are fabricated using hand lay-up technique. In tensile tests, the value of Young’s 
modulus, tensile strength and strain at break are reported. In the low-velocity impact tests on the 
MWCNTs/fiberglass/epoxy, the time-history response of contact force, displacement and velocity of the 
impactor and indentation and displacement of the beam are measured and presented. The results show that 
compared to pure epoxy, Young’s modulus and tensile strength of epoxy/MWCNTs are increased 21.98% and 
58.32% at 0.34 wt.% of CNTs, respectively, and raised 1.05 and 1.17 times at 0.17 wt.% of CNTs for the 
epoxy/fiberglass/MWCNTs, respectively. It is observed that the excellent improvement in the impact properties 
is achieved for 0.34 wt.% of CNTs. A series of polynomial formulations as a function of wt.% of CNTs are 
proposed to calculate the Young’s modulus, peak contact force and maximum beam deflection at the impact 
position. 
 
Said Mouhoubi and Krimo Azouaoui (Laboratory of Mechanics Advanced, FGMGP, University of Science and 
Technology Houari Boumediene (USTHB), Algeria), “Residual properties of composite plates subjected to 
impact fatigue”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 6, pp 799-817, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318791324 
ABSTRACT: This work deals with post-impact residual mechanical behavior of composite plates made with 
glass fiber cloth and two different thermosetting resins (epoxy and polyester). It is well known that damages 
induced by multiple impacts greatly reduce the residual properties. How are the residual strength or stiffness 
affected by the impacts? How does impact energy and number of impacts contribute to the degradation of 
mechanical properties? What kind of supports induces more damages and consequently a larger reduction in 
residual properties? These are some questions that we attempt to clarify in this paper. To investigate and assess 
the effect of the energy level and number of impacts on the total induced damage and residual properties, 
impact fatigue tests were carried out at selected energy range of: 3 J, 4 J, 5 J, and 6 J. Then, coupons 
containing the damaged area are cut out, in order to estimate the tensile, compressive, and shear residual 
properties, particularly residual strength. The energy level and number of impacts are major factors influencing 
the loss of stiffness and strength. However, stiffness is more affected than strength by the repeated impacts. A 
clear decrease of compressive residual strength with the number of impacts for the two fixture conditions 
(clamped on two opposite sides and a circular clamp) is demonstrated. The drop in the case of the circular 
clamping is more visible, confirming a greater extent of damages. A three-parameter damage model is proposed 
and applied, with some conclusions are withdrawn in this investigation. 
 
A. El Moumen, M. Tarfaoui, H. Benyahia and K. Lafdi (First author is from: ENSTA Bretagne, IRDL – UMR 
CNRS 6027, France), “Mechanical behavior of carbon nanotubes-based polymer composites under impact 
tests”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 7, pp 925-940, March 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318793502 
ABSTRACT: This study was focused on the effect of carbon nanotubes on the impact resistance and damage 
evolution in laminate carbon nanotubes/epoxy composites under an impact loading. The composite panels were 
made from carbon fibers and carbon nanotubes randomly distributed into epoxy resin. The amount of carbon 
nanotubes dispersion was varied up to 4% by weight. Taylor impact tests were carried out to obtain the impact 
response of specimens with dimensions of 70×70×4 mm3. A projectile manufactured from a high strength and 



hardened steel with a diameter of 20 mm and 1.5 kg of mass was launched by a compressed gas gun within 
the velocity of 3 m/s, 7 m/s and 12 m/s. For the experimental test, three velocity levels were used: 3 m/s for 
the elastic deformation, 7 m/s for the penetration of the impactor and 12 m/s for the perforation of panels. 
Deformation histories and damage modes in specimens were recorded during the impact test using a high-speed 
camera. Processing of carbon nanotubes dispersed in laminates, testing, damage, and key findings is reported. It 
is observed that the impact resistance of laminates reinforced with a random distribution of carbon nanotubes 
increases up to 15.6% at high-strain rate compared with that of 0% of carbon nanotubes. It is also observed that 
the resistance to damage initiation and evolution increases with the addition of carbon nanotubes concentration. 
 
Ayse Ondurucu and Huseyin Firat Kayiran (First author is from: Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey), “Effect of seawater on the buckling behavior of hybrid composite 
plates”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 9, pp 1135-1144, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318796160 
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the effects of different stacking sequences and seawater on the buckling 
behavior of hybrid composite plates. For the buckling tests, 12-layered hybrid composite plates were produced 
using different combinations of carbon, E-glass and aramid fibers, with an epoxy resin system as the matrix 
(Araldite LY1564/Aradur 3486). The hybrid composite plates were designed at the symmetric orientation 
angles of [(0/90)3]s, [(30/−60)3]s, [(45/−45)3]s and an anti-symmetric orientation angle of [(0/90)3]2. The hybrid 
composite samples were divided into groups and were subjected to buckling tests after being kept in different 
settings for varying periods of time (room temperature for 90 days, Black Sea water for 90 days, Mediterranean 
Sea water for 90 days, Mediterranean Sea water for 150 days). In light of the data obtained from the tests, the 
buckling behaviors of the layered hybrid composite plates were examined. The highest critical buckling load 
occurred in the carbon/aramid/glass (CAG) hybrid samples with the stacking sequence of [(0/90)3]s, whereas the 
lowest critical buckling load occurred in the carbon/aramid/glass (CAG45) hybrid samples with the stacking 
sequence of [(45/−45)3]s. It was observed that the critical buckling loads of the samples immersed in seawater 
decreased when compared to the critical buckling loads of the samples kept at room temperature. It was also 
found that the critical buckling loads of the hybrid samples immersed in the Mediterranean Sea water, which 
has high salinity, were lower than the critical buckling loads of the hybrid samples immersed in the Black Sea 
water, which has lower salinity. 
 
R.A. Alia, O. Al-Ali, S. Kumar and W.J. Cantwell (Aerospace Research and Innovation Center (ARIC), Khalifa 
University of Science and Technology (KUST), United Arab Emirates), “The energy-absorbing characteristics 
of carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy honeycomb structures”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 9, pp 
1145-1157, April 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318796161 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the compression properties and energy-absorbing characteristics of a 
carbon fiber-reinforced honeycomb structure manufactured using the vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding 
method (VARTM). The composite core materials were manufactured using a machined steel baseplate onto 
which hexagonal blocks were secured. A unidirectional carbon fiber fabric was inserted into the slots and the 
resulting mold was vacuum bagged and infused with a two-part epoxy resin. After curing, the hexagonal blocks 
were removed, leaving a well-defined composite honeycomb structure. Samples were then cut from the 
composite cores and inspected in an X-ray computed tomography machine prior to testing. Mechanical tests on 
the honeycomb structures yielded compression strengths of up to 35 MPa and specific energy absorption 
values in excess of 47 kJ/kg. When normalized by the density of the core, the resulting values of specific 
strength were significantly higher than those measured on traditional core materials. The unidirectional cores 
failed as a result of longitudinal splitting through the thickness of the core, whereas the multidirectional 
honeycombs failed in a combined splitting/fiber fracture mode, absorbing significantly more energy than their 
unidirectional counterparts. Increasing the weight fraction of fibers served to increase the strength and energy-
absorbing capacity of the core. Finally, it was also shown that introducing a chamfer acted to reduce the initial 
peak force and precipitate a more stable mode of failure. 
 
Tao Fu, Zhaobo Chen, Hongying Yu, Zhonglong Wang and Xiaoxiang Liu (Primarily from: School of 
Mechatronics Engineering, Harbin Institute of Technology, PR China), “Mechanical behavior of laminated 



functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite plates resting on elastic foundations in thermal 
environments”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 9, pp 1159-1179, April 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318796170 
ABSTRACT: The present study is concerned with static and free vibration analyses of laminated functionally 
graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite rectangular plates on elastic foundation based on nth-order shear 
deformation theory. Four types of carbon nanotubes distributions along the plate thickness are considered, 
which include uniformly distributed and three other functionally graded distributions. Governing differential 
equations are derived by means of Hamilton’s principle. The differential quadrature method is developed to 
formulate the problem, and rapid convergence is observed in this study. A numerical comparison with available 
results in the literature is carried out to show the validity of the proposed theory. Furthermore, effects of the 
carbon nanotubes volume fraction, thickness side ratio, aspect ratio, foundation parameters, different thermal 
environments, the number of layers, lamination angle, boundary condition, and carbon nanotubes distribution 
types on the static response of laminated functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced composite plates are 
also investigated. 
 
Erdem Selver and Gaye Kaya (Department of Textile Engineering, Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam University, 
Turkey), “Flexural properties of sandwich composite laminates reinforced with glass and carbon Z-pins”, 
Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 10, pp 1347-1359, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318800146 
ABSTRACT: This study aims to enhance the flexural properties of sandwich composites made from glass or 
carbon face and glass and carbon fibre Z-pin inserted extruted-polystyrene (XPS) foam cores. Carbon and glass 
pins were placed through XPS foams with two different column and row densities (15 and 30 mm). Results 
indicated that flexural loads, strength and modulus of glass/XPS and carbon/XPS sandwich composites 
significantly increased after inserting of glass and carbon rods. Core shear strengths and facing stresses of 
glass/XPS and carbon/XPS increased by increasing of carbon or glass rod densities. The rod type, rod density 
and face type of the sandwich composites are considered as significant parameters which affect the flexural 
behaviour of sandwich composites while using carbon rods enhanced flexural properties more than that of using 
glass rods due to better interfacial bonding. 
 
Sergio Costa, Thomas Bru, Robin Olsson and Andre Portugal (Primarily from: Swerea SICOMP AB, Sweden), 
“Improvement and validation of a physically based model for the shear and transverse crushing of orthotropic 
composites”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 12, pp 1681-1696, May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318807964 
ABSTRACT: This paper details a complete crush model for composite materials with focus on shear dominated 
crushing under a three-dimensional stress state. The damage evolution laws and final failure strain conditions 
are based on data extracted from shear experiments. The main advantages of the current model include the 
following: no need to measure the fracture toughness in shear and transverse compression, mesh objectivity 
without the need for a regular mesh and finite element characteristic length, a pressure dependency of the 
nonlinear shear response, accounting for load reversal and some orthotropic effects (making the model suitable 
for noncrimp fabric composites). The model is validated against a range of relevant experiments, namely a 
through-the-thickness compression specimen and a flat crush coupon with the fibres oriented at 45° and 90° to 
the load. Damage growth mechanisms, orientation of the fracture plane, nonlinear evolution of Poisson's ratio 
and energy absorption are accurately predicted. 
 
M. Ravandi, U. Kureemun, M. Banu, W.S. Teo, Liu Tong, T.E. Tay and H.P. Lee (First author is from: 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Michigan, USA), “Effect of interlayer carbon fiber 
dispersion on the low-velocity impact performance of woven flax-carbon hybrid composites”, Journal of 
Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 12, pp 1717-1734, May 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318808355 
ABSTRACT: This work investigates the effects of interlayer hybrid fiber dispersion on the impact response of 
carbon-flax epoxy hybrid laminates at low carbon volume fractions, and benchmarks the mechanical 
performance enhancement against the non-hybrid flax epoxy. Five hybrid laminate stacking sequences with 
similar carbon-to-flax weight ratio were fabricated and subjected to low-velocity impact at three different 
energy values, generating non-perforated and perforated damage states. A virtual drop-weight impact test that 



models intralaminar failure based on continuum damage mechanics approach, and delamination using cohesive 
elements, was also implemented to evaluate the material behavior and damage development in the composites. 
Simulation results were then verified against experimental data. Results suggested that positioning stiffer carbon 
plies at the impact face does not necessarily lead to enhancement of the hybrid's impact properties. On the 
contrary, flax plies at the impacted side lead to significant improvement in impact resistance compared to the 
non-hybrid flax composite with similar thickness. Results of finite element analysis showed that carbon plies 
play a significant role in the hybrid laminate's energy absorption characteristics due to lower failure strain. 
 
 
Ahmad Karami, Ahmad Rahbar Ranji and Hamid R. Mirghaderi (Department of Marine Engineering, 
AmirKabir University of Technology, Iran), “Investigation of time-dependent behavior of sandwich panel with 
polyvinyl carbon foam and fiber glass/epoxy faces”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 13, pp 1803-
1813, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318810786  
 ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this study is to investigate the time-dependent behavior of a sandwich panel 
numerically and experimentally. The core of the panel is made of poly vinyl carbon Airex 70.75, and shells are 
made by vacuum injection method from 600 g glass fiber per square meter. To determine the time-dependent 
compressive and shear modulus of the core, dynamic tests are performed at different temperatures. Using 
appropriate equations, time-dependent Bulk modulus and Poison's ratio are calculated. Performing three-point-
bend tests on sandwich panels, time-dependent behavior of this material is investigated. Finally, these three-
point-bend tests are simulated using finite element method and calculated values of viscoelastic parameters. 
Accordingly, numerical simulation results are compared with experimental data. Regarding the well matching 
of the quasi-static model, modeling of the relaxation behavior of the beam sample is investigated. 
 
Ren Xiaohul and Wu Zhen, “A refined sinusoidal model for functionally graded plates subjected to 
thermomechanical loading”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 14, pp 1883-1896, June 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318814158 
ABSTRACT: A refined sinusoidal model considering transverse normal strain has been developed for 
thermoelastic analysis of functionally graded material plate. Although transverse normal strain has been 
considered, the additional displacement parameters are not increased as transverse normal strain only includes 
the thermal expansion coefficient and thermal loading. Moreover, the merit of the previous sinusoidal model 
satisfying tangential stress-free boundary conditions on the surfaces can be maintained. It is important that the 
effects of transverse normal thermal deformation are incorporated in the in-plane displacement field, which can 
actively influence the accuracy of in-plane stresses. To assess the performance of the proposed model, the 
thermoelastic behaviors of functionally graded material plates with various configurations have been analyzed. 
Without increase of displacement variables, accuracy of the proposed model can be significantly improved by 
comparing to the previous sinusoidal model. Agreement between the present results and quasi-dimensional 
solutions are very good, and the proposed model only includes the five displacement variables which can 
illustrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the present model. In addition, new results using several models 
considered in this paper have been presented, which can serve as a reference for future investigations. 
 
M. Rafiee, F. Nitzsche and M.R. Labrosse, “Fabrication and experimental evaluation of vibration and damping 
in multiscale graphene/fiberglass/epoxy composites”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 15, pp 
2105-2118, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318822708 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the vibration and damping properties of multiscale laminated fiberglass/epoxy 
composites modified with a wide range of carbon nanofillers, including multiwalled carbon nanotubes, 
graphene oxide, reduced-graphene oxide and graphene nanoplatelets were examined for use in structural 
vibration applications. Simultaneous reinforcement of matrix and fibers was carried out via a novel method that 
combines a nanoparticle spraying process with nanoparticle/epoxy mixture to incorporate nanoparticles for the 
enhancement of vibration and damping properties of multiscale laminated fiberglass/epoxy composites. The 
vibration and damping properties as well as morphological, mechanical properties of the glass fiber-reinforced 
multiscale composites were investigated. Using a forced vibration technique, the frequency-response functions, 
natural frequencies and damping ratios of the nanocomposites were measured. The experimental results 
revealed that the damped natural frequencies of the nanocomposites increased with an increase in nanoparticle 



concentration. However, at higher contents of nanoparticles, the damped natural frequencies decreased and the 
damping ratio increased. 
 
Christian Krogh, Jens A. Glud and Johnny Jakobsen, “Modeling the robotic manipulation of woven carbon fiber 
prepreg plies onto double curved molds: A path-dependent problem”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, 
No. 15, pp 2149-2164, June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318822722 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the behavior of woven prepreg plies being placed on a weakly double 
curved mold by a robot. It is essential that the draped configuration is free from wrinkles. The baseline is a 
virtual draping environment that can plan and simulate robot draping sequences. It consists of a kinematic 
mapping algorithm for obtaining target points for the grippers on the mold surface. A simple motion planner is 
used to calculate the trajectories of the grippers. Here, two conceptually different draping strategies are 
employed. Finally, the two generated draping sequences are simulated using a transient, non-linear finite 
element model and compared w.r.t. their predicted wrinkle formations. Material data are obtained by means of 
tension, bias-extension and cantilever tests. The numerical examples show that the virtual draping environment 
can aid in developing the automatic draping system but that the generation of feasible draping sequences is 
highly path dependent and non-trivial. 
 
Marco Montemurro, Michele Iacopo Izzi, Jalal El-Yagoubi and Daniele Fanteria, “Least-weight composite 
plates with unconventional stacking sequences: Design, analysis and experiments”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 53, No. 16, pp 2209-2227, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318824783 
ABSTRACT: This study deals with the problem of the least-weight design of a composite multilayer plate 
subject to constraints of different nature (mechanical, geometrical and technological requirements). To face this 
problem, a multi-scale two-level design methodology is proposed. This approach aims at optimising 
simultaneously both geometrical and mechanical parameters of the laminate at each characteristic scale 
(mesoscopic and macroscopic ones). In this background, at the first level (macroscopic scale), the goal is to find 
the optimum value of geometrical and mechanical design variables minimising the structure mass and satisfying 
the set of imposed constraints (on first buckling load, membrane stiffness and feasibility constraints). The 
second-level problem (mesoscopic scale) aims at finding at least one stacking sequence meeting the geometrical 
and material parameters provided by the first-level problem. The multi-scale two-level optimisation approach is 
based on the polar formalism to describe the macroscopic behaviour of the composites (in the framework of the 
equivalent single-layer theories) and on a special genetic algorithm to perform composite calculations. The 
optimum solutions provided by the multi-scale two-level optimisation strategy are characterised by a weight 
saving of about 10% with enhanced mechanical properties when compared to conventional symmetric balanced 
stacks. The effectiveness of the optimum solutions is also proven through an experimental campaign of 
buckling tests. The experimental results are in excellent agreement with those foreseen by the numerical 
simulations. 
 
Feng Zhenyu, Xie Jiang, Song Shanshan, Mou Haolei, Su Xuan and Zhang Xuehan, “The failure mechanism 
and energy-absorbing characteristics of composite thin-walled C-channels subject to low-speed axial 
compression”,  Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 16, pp 2249-2259, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319826337 
ABSTRACT: To analyze the failure mechanism and energy-absorbing characteristics of composite thin-walled 
C-channels subject to the low-speed axial compression, 12 groups of T700/MTM28 specimens with three 
different layer numbers and four different layups were fabricated and tested. The failure modes and load–
displacement curves were observed, and then the effects of layer numbers and layups on failure mechanism and 
energy-absorbing characteristics were further analyzed based on the crashworthiness indicators, such as peak 
crushing force (Fmax), mean crushing force (Fmean), specific energy absorption (SEA) and crushing force efficiency 
(CFE). The results show that for the C-channels with 0° ply, overall instability occurs, which results in a 
reduction of SEA. The C-channels with 0°/90° ply, ± 45° ply and 45°/90°/-45°/0° ply exhibit the stable 
progressive crushing progress with the local buckling failure mode, consisting of local buckling, fiber breakage, 
matrix cracks, delamination and corner cracking. Besides, the SEA of C-channels with 45°/90°/-45°/0° ply 



increases with the increasing of layer numbers, and the C-channels with 45°/90°/-45°/0° ply have greater 
potential for the design and application of energy-absorbing structures. 
 
Adade Seyth Ezeckiel Amouzou, Olivier Sicot, Ameur Chettah and Shahram Alvazzadeh, “Experimental 
characterization of composite laminates under low-velocity multi-impact loading”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 53, No. 17, pp 2391-2405, July 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319827351 
ABSTRACT: The use of composite materials undergoes a significant growth in many industries including 
aeronautic, railway, and automotive. Laminated composites are often subjected to severe loading conditions 
such as hailstones on aircraft and road gravels on automobiles. The present paper deals with the damage 
tolerance in carbon fiber-reinforced polymer structures caused by low velocity multiple impacts. Low velocity 
multi-impact tests at different energy levels (10, 15, and 20 J) are performed in order to simulate the gravels' 
impact conditions corresponding to mass of 10–50 g for velocity of 100–150 km/h. These tests were carried 
out on composite laminates with three types of stacking sequences (AERO, QIQH45, and QIQH60). AERO, 
widely used in aviation industry, is symmetric stacking sequence, and the two others QIQH45 and QIQH60 are 
quasi-isotropic and quasi-homogeneous laminates based on 45° and 60° ply orientation, respectively. Two 
specific parameters D and d are deduced from force–displacement and force–time responses which make it 
possible to rank the three stacking sequences to their damage tolerances. The impact damage assessment within 
the composite material with non-destructive testing method using ultrasonic inspection gives a good correlation 
with parameter D. Better impact damage tolerance is achieved with QIQH45 than the QIQH60 and AERO 
laminates. The parameter D can be regarded as a failure criterion for dimensioning of composite structures 
subjected to repetitive impacts. 
 
Weena Lokuge, Rajab Abousnina and Nilupa Herath, “Behaviour of geopolymer concrete-filled pultruded 
GFRP short columns”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 18, pp 2555-2567, July 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319833447 
ABSTRACT: This research paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the axial compressive 
behaviour of 24 geopolymer concrete-filled glass fibre-reinforced polymer tubes. The test variables considered 
are the compressive strength of geopolymer concrete (30 MPa and 35 MPa) and the shape of the cross section 
(square, circular and rectangular). All the glass fibre-reinforced polymer tubes had the same amount of fibres 
and similar fibre orientation together with the same aspect ratio. The failure of the square and rectangular 
columns initiated with the splitting of the corners and resulted in a lower load-carrying capacity compared to the 
circular columns whose failure was initiated by the crushing of glass fibre-reinforced polymer tube followed by 
the separation of glass fibre-reinforced polymer tube into strips. It can be concluded that axial load-carrying 
capacity of square and rectangular sections can be improved by a concrete filler with higher compressive 
strength. Adopted finite element analysis to simulate the behaviour of the columns is capable of predicting the 
stress–strain behaviour and the mode of failure. 
 
V. Infante, J.F.A. Madeira, Rul B. Ruben, F. Moleiro and Sofia Teixeira de Freitas, “Characterization and 
optimization of hybrid carbon–glass epoxy composites under combined loading”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 53, No. 18, pp 2593-2605, August 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319834673 
ABSTRACT: This work is intended to characterize the mechanical behavior of hybrid carbon–glass composite 
plates under combined loading of bending and torsion, and to determine the optimal ply fiber orientations to 
minimize the maximum out-of-plane displacement under such loading conditions. Hybrid composite plates 
were manufactured with 10 plies each and different stacking sequences using hand lay-up, with carbon fiber and 
glass fiber reinforcements in an epoxy matrix. Two experimental setups (involving two distinct boundary 
conditions) are here considered to test the composite plates, both simulating combined loading of bending and 
torsion. Numerical simulations of the experimental tests were performed in ABAQUS and validated with the 
experimental data. Using the ply fiber orientations as design variables, the hybrid composite plates were then 
optimized using global and local optimization using direct search (GLODS). The objective function of 
minimization of the maximum out-of-plane displacement is carried out through an interactive cycle between 
GLODS and ABAQUS. Specimens of three optimized laminates were also manufactured for experimental 
validation. The optimization process contributed to improve the performance of the hybrid composite plates in 
more than 30% when compared to some non-optimized plates. 



 
A.R. Ghasemi, A. Tabatabaeian and M. Moradi, “Residual stress and failure analyses of polymer matrix 
composites considering thermal cycling and temperature effects based on classical laminate plate theory”, 
Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 21, pp 3021-3032, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318812127 
ABSTRACT: The effects of temperature and thermal cycling on the residual stress and failure behavior of 
different polymer matrix composites have been investigated in this paper. A new algorithm within the 
framework of the classical laminate plate theory (CLPT) has been presented to calculate the residual stresses. 
The modified Tsai-Wu failure criterion has been employed to study the failure behavior of different stacking 
sequences. Numerical results show that the residual stress and failure index of the composites decrease with the 
increase of the temperature. It has also been established that thermal cycling condition leads to reduction of the 
residual stresses and increment of the failure index. 
 
Burak Kiyak and Mete O. Kaman, “Mechanical properties of new-manufactured sandwich composite having 
carbon fiber core”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 22, pp 3093-3109, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318810899 
ABSTRACT: In this study, mechanical properties of new-manufactured sandwich composites with various cell 
structures, having carbon fiber core have been investigated both numerically and experimentally. Three-point 
bending and compression tests are applied to the specimens as the experimental test approach. Failure behavior 
and strength of the specimens are extracted as a result of the measurements. The test results also give the 
opportunity to find out the optimum peak load/density ratio of various core types of sandwich composites. The 
commercial finite element software ANSYS has been used for numerical analysis. It should be remarked that a 
good agreement between numerical and experimental results is obtained. The cell shape and height are 
important parameters on peak load for bending. Additionally, change of cell density is a parameter having effect 
in same proportion for bending and compression peak loads for these type composites. 
 
Amit K. Onkar, “Nonlinear buckling analysis of damaged laminated composite plates”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 53, No. 22, pp 3111-3126, September 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319833446 
ABSTRACT: An updated Lagrangian-based nonlinear finite element method is developed to study the buckling 
behavior of damaged laminated composite plates under uniaxial compression. In this study, material 
imperfections are treated as existing static damage and a continuum damage mechanics-based approach is used 
to model such imperfections. The laminated plate is modeled as a set of elementary layers bonded together by 
matrix-rich elastic interface. This allows to model different modes of damage present at both elementary ply 
level and interply interface separately. A layerwise plate model is used to model both elementary ply and 
interface layers of the laminate. The effect of different forms of existing static damage on the limit point loads 
and the corresponding displacements of laminated plates are studied. It is observed that for the chosen modes 
and size of the damaged regions, the limit point load does not change much as compared to the undamaged 
plate. However, the deformed shapes show significant changes and some very interesting phenomena like local 
wrinkling behaviour of the damaged region is observed. The effect of ply orientation along with different modes 
of damage on the limit points and the corresponding deformed shapes of laminated plates are also discussed. 
 
Gursahib Singh Bhatia, J. Jefferson Andrew and A. Arockiarajan, “Experimental investigation on compressive 
behaviour of different patch–parent layup configurations for repaired carbon/epoxy composites”, Journal of 
Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 23, pp 3269-3279, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318822706 
ABSTRACT: This work presents a comparison of various combinations of patch and parent laminates with 
different orientations and stacking sequence, on the performance of adhesively bonded external patch-repaired 
carbon/epoxy laminates under quasi-static compressive loading. The compressive behaviour and failure modes 
of pristine, damaged and repaired specimens of four different parent laminates ([0]6, [45]6, [0/45/45]s, [45/45/0]s) 
are discussed. The repair of each parent laminate is carried out by bonding patches of four configurations ([0]2, 
[45]2, [45/0], [0/45]) having two plies on each side of the parent laminates. Real-time digital image correlation 
technique was employed to capture the development of the strain field with the increasing load. The results 
reveal the development of distinctive strain contours associated with different patch–parent configurations. The 



inspection of damaged specimens revealed the fiber micro-buckling as the dominant mode of failure. The 
orientation of plies influences the overall failure mode of the laminates. The clustering of 0° plies results in  
laminate possessing higher strength. The less stiff [45]2 patch shows higher compliance with the increasing load. 
 
A. Khechai and P.M. Mohite, “Optimum design of perforated symmetric laminates using evolutionary 
algorithm”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 23, pp 3281-3305, September 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998318815324 
ABSTRACT: Here, analytical studies have been carried out to determine the optimal values of effective 
parameters on the stress concentration factor around a cutout using genetic algorithm. Optimum designs of 
single lamina as well as symmetric laminates with 4, 8 and 12 layers of graphite/epoxy and glass/epoxy plates 
containing a circular cutout with various sizes are presented. The work focuses on extending the analytical 
solution given by Greszczuk to determine the stress distribution in multilayered composite plates subjected to 
arbitrary in-plane loadings. This is achieved by introducing an arbitrary oriented uniaxial, biaxial and shear 
loading conditions into Greszczuk solution. In order to mimic as much as possible the real structural behavior, 
the finite-width correction factor given by Tan is used. Effective parameters on stress distribution around the 
circular cutout in composite plates considered as design variables include: load angle, fiber orientation, cutout 
size and stacking sequence of the laminate. The objective function in this study is the minimization of 
maximum stress concentration around the cutout which is calculated by the present analytical solution. The first 
ply failure load predicted using Tsai–Wu criterion is maximized for both single lamina and symmetric 
laminates. Also, the weight of the plates is minimized by increasing the hole size to width ratio. The results 
obtained by the present analytical solution compare favorably with those obtained using complex variable 
method. For laminated plate subjected to shear loading, the stress concentration factor decreased drastically by 
48.79% compared to a single lamina. The failure load is also increased in most of the loading cases. The results 
also showed that the genetic algorithm code converges rapidly in most of the cases. The accuracy, quickness, 
low computational cost and the simplicity of the present solution encourage the designers to use it in practical 
applications. 
 
Yi Zhou and Zheng-Ming Huang (School of Aerospace Engineering & Applied Mechanics, Key Laboratory of 
the Ministry of Education for Advanced Civil Engineering Materials, Tongji University, China), “Failure of 
fiber-reinforced composite laminates under longitudinal compression”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 
53, No. 24, pp 3395-3411, October 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319839217 
ABSTRACT: A micro-mechanics approach is put forward to predict the fiber kink inclination angle and the 
strength of a unidirectional composite under longitudinal compression. Internal stresses of constituent materials 
in the kink-band are calculated through Bridging Model; thus, only the constituent fiber and matrix properties of 
the composite are needed. Considering the non-uniform stress distribution caused by the embedded fiber, the 
homogenized stresses of the matrix are converted into true values with stress concentration factors before being 
used for failure analysis. The definition and application of stress concentration factors are introduced. A failure 
criterion based on Mohr’s theory is established to determine the orientation of potential failure surface and the 
failure situation of matrix, whereas a maximum normal stress failure criterion is used to detect the fiber 
breakage. The longitudinal compressive strength of a laminate is defined as the applied load at the moment 
when a failure of whichever constituent materials occurs first. The practicability and accuracy of the theory 
have been verified with a comparison between the predictions and the measurements obtained from the 
worldwide failure exercises and some other literatures. 
 
Gaye Kaya and Erdem Selver (Department of Textile Engineering, Kahramanmaraş Sutcu Imam University, 
Turkey), “Impact resistance of Z-pin-reinforced sandwich composites”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 
53, No. 26-27, pp 3681-3699, November 2019, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319845428 
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the effect of face materials, Z-pin types and distribution densities on drop-
weight impact properties of foam core sandwich composites. The novelty of this study is to eliminate damage of 
face part by only reinforcing the core part of sandwich structures. Impact test was performed at different energy 
levels (20–50 J). The addition of Z-pins into the sandwich composites decreased the elasticity and ductility 
while it increased the stiffness of sandwich composites. The Z-pin reinforcement increased the peak forces, but 
decreased the peak deformations of the sandwich composites. However, higher energy absorption was only 



observed at the higher Z-pin distribution density. The results showed that Z-pin distribution density, bonding 
between the face sheets/pins, and the face sheet material have a great influence on the impact behaviour of the 
Z-pin-reinforced sandwich composites besides the Z-pin types. 
 
Tobias A. Weber (1), Markus Englhard (2), Jan-Christoph Arent (1) and Joachim Hausmann (3) 
(1) Airbus Helicopters Deutschland GmbH, Germany 
(2) FH Aachen, University of Applied Sciences, Germany 
(3) Institute for Composite Materials (IVW), University of Kaiserslautern, Germany 
“An experimental characterization of wrinkling generated during prepreg autoclave manufacturing using caul 
plates”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 53, No. 26-27, pp 3757-3773, November 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319846556 
ABSTRACT: Out-of-plane ply wrinkling is a major quality issue for carbon fiber reinforced prepreg parts. Its 
triggers are numerous and not every influencing parameter is fully understood, yet. The research presented in 
this paper aims at providing a better insight into ply wrinkling generated during autoclave compaction using 
caul plates. A detailed description of the experimental set-up and the applied methodology is provided. 
Statistical analyses of varying influencing factors such as part thickness, geometry, tool–part interaction, and 
laminate lay-up are presented. This, in turn, generates a better understanding of their impact on fiber wrinkling 
risk and size. Part geometry and compaction deformation show the most significant influence on wrinkle size. 
However, for the given manufacturing concept, tool–part interaction also plays a significant role. It influences 
both the dimension and location of the wrinkles, as well as the existence and size of a critical flange length of 
the part. A noteworthy effect on wrinkle generation and size can also be observed when adding unidirectional 
plies to an otherwise fabric laminate. 
 
Xin Lan (1), Sida Hao (1), Liwu Liu (2), Yanju Liu (2) and Jinsong Leng (1) 
(1) National Key Laboratory of Science and Technology on Advance Composites in Special Environments, 
Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT), P.R. China 
(2) Department of Aerospace Science and Mechanics, Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT), P.R. China 
“Macroscale bending large-deformation and microbuckling behavior of a unidirectional fiber-reinforced soft 
composite”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 2, pp 243-257, January 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319854145 
ABSTRACT: Due to microscale fiber microbuckling, a fiber-reinforced soft composite demonstrates large 
macroscale bending deformation (e.g. 10% reversible macroscale compressive strain), which is larger than that 
of a convenient fiber-reinforced plastics (e.g. 1.5–2% elongation/compression at break). To investigate the 
deformation behavior, a normalized average energy density of a fiber-reinforced soft composite laminate was 
derived. By using a self-consistent approach according to the minimum energy principle, a series of analytical 
expressions were derived by a simplified theoretical method through solving simplified partial differential 
equations of average energy density. Furthermore, an improved numerical calculation method was developed 
using the full four terms of partial differential equations of average energy density by employing the results of 
simplified theoretical method as initial calculating values. The dimensionless results demonstrated that the trend 
correlated well between those two methods, and the improved numerical method obtained more accurate results 
than those of the simplified theoretical method. Analytical and numerical results in normalized expressions 
systematically descripted the bending large-deformation behavior including position of neutral surface and 
critical buckling, wavelength, amplitude, shearing strain, macroscale compressive/tensile strain, buckled fiber 
strain, and actuation moment. To design a fiber-reinforced soft composite for use in engineering, the simplified 
theoretical method is used to predict trend and obtain approximate results for preliminary design, and the 
improved numerical method is further used to check and obtain more accurate results on detailed design stage. 
 
P. Bruenig (1), V. Damodaran (1), K. Shahapurkar (2), S. Waddar (3), M. Doddamani (3), P. Jayaraj (3) and P. 
Prabhakar (1) 
(1) University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA 
(2) Sanjeevan Engineering and Technology Institute, India 
(3) National Institute of Technology, Karnataka, India 
“Dynamic impact behavior of syntactic foam core sandwich composites”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 
54, No. 4, pp 535-547, February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319885000 



ABSTRACT: Sandwich composites and syntactic foams independently have been used in many engineering 
applications. However, there has been minimal effort towards taking advantage of the weight saving ability of 
syntactic foams in the cores of sandwich composites, especially with respect to the impact response of 
structures. To that end, the goal of this study is to investigate the mechanical response and damage mechanisms 
associated with syntactic foam core sandwich composites subjected to dynamic impact loading. In particular, 
this study investigates the influence of varying cenosphere volume fraction in syntactic foam core sandwich 
composites subjected to varying dynamic impact loading and further elucidates the extent and diversity of 
corresponding damage mechanisms. The syntactic foam cores are first fabricated using epoxy resin as the 
matrix and cenospheres as the reinforcement with four cenosphere volume fractions of 0% (pure epoxy), 20%, 
40%, and 60%. The sandwich composite panels are then manufactured using the vacuum assisted resin transfer 
molding process with carbon fiber/vinyl ester facesheets. Dynamic impact tests are performed on the sandwich 
composite specimens at two energy levels of 80 J and 160 J, upon which the data are post-processed to gain a 
quantitative understanding of the impact response and damage mechanisms incurred by the specimens. A 
qualitative understanding is obtained through micro-computed tomography scanning of the impacted specimens. 
In addition, a finite element model is developed to investigate the causes for different damage mechanisms 
observed in specimens with different volume fractions. 
 
S. Prabhakaran (1), V. Krishnaraj (2), Krishna Shankar (3), M. Senthilkumar (2) and R. Zitoune (4) 
(1) Department of Robotics and Automation Engineering, PSG College of Technology, India 
(2) Departemnt of Production Engineering, PSG College of Technology, India 
(3) Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of New South Wales, ADFA, Australia 
(4) Composite Materials and Structures Group, Toulouse University, Clement Ader Institute, France 
“Experimental investigation on impact, sound, and vibration response of natural-based composite sandwich 
made of flax and agglomerated cork”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 5, pp 669-680, March 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319871354 
ABSTRACT: In recent years, material scientists have been focusing on the utilization of materials from natural 
resources due to environmental concerns. In the same context, the aim of this work is to evaluate impact 
response, sound absorption behavior, and vibration damping characteristics of natural-based composite 
sandwich made of flax as skin reinforcement and agglomerated cork as core. Vacuum bagging method was used 
for manufacturing composite sandwiches with different cork densities of 240, 280, and 340 kg/m3. Composite 
sandwiches have also been manufactured by using glass as skin reinforcement for comparison. Low velocity 
impact test was conducted and found that glass fiber reinforced composite sandwich required 73–77% more 
energy to perforate when compared to the flax fiber reinforced composite sandwich irrespective of core density. 
Flax fiber reinforced composite sandwich has 45–96% higher sound absorption capacity and 27–32% higher 
vibration damping ratio than glass fiber reinforced composite sandwich irrespective of core density. This is due 
to multiscale structure and cellular nature of the flax fiber and the cork materials, respectively. These 
enhancements in sound and vibration are accomplished with just little forfeits in perforation energy. This study 
recommends that, if optimized, the natural-based composite sandwich could be an ecologically appealing 
answer for automobile and construction applications, where impact behavior is important, along with sound and 
vibration properties. 
 
Ruoyu Li, Ruijie Zhu and Feng Li (College of Field Engineering, Army Engineering University of PLA, 
China), “Overall buckling prediction model for fibre reinforced plastic laminated tubes with balanced off-axis 
ply orientations based on Puck failure criteria”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 7, pp 883-897, 
March 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319871086 
ABSTRACT: Fibre reinforced plastic tubes with balanced off-axis ply orientation exhibit excellent mechanical 
properties and are widely used in various types of structures. In this study, a theoretical prediction model was 
proposed to determine the overall buckling load and the failure mode of fibre reinforced plastic laminated tubes 
with off-axis ply orientation under axial compression. This model considers the transverse shear effect and 
adopts Puck failure criteria to perform an analysis based on deduced three-dimensional stress and strain fields. 
A series of carbon fibre reinforced plastics tubes with varying off-axis ply orientations and lengths were 
designed and prepared. Axial compression tests with effective end-reinforcement and hinge support were 
performed to validate the proposed prediction model. The results indicated that the predicted model results were 



in good agreement with the test results, with respect to ultimate loads, failure modes, and locations of failure. 
Parametric analysis on the influence of transverse shear effect was also conducted, which further explained the 
influencing degree of transverse shear effect considering different tube lengths, ply sequences, and initial 
deflection. 
 
F. Batikoglu (1), N. Arsian (2), T.K. Demircioglu (1), O. Imal (3), M. Iren (1) and A. Atas (1,4) 
(1) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Balikesir University, Turkey 
(2) Department of Energy Systems Engineering, Manisa Celal Bayar University, Turkey 
(3) School of Materials, University of Manchester, UK 
(4) School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, University of Manchester, UK 
“Improving four-point bending performance of marine composite sandwich beams by core modification”, 
Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 8, pp 1049-1066, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319874502 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to improve four-point bending performance of foam core sandwich 
composite beams by applying various core machining configurations. Sandwich composites have been 
manufactured using perforated and grooved foam cores by vacuum-assisted resin transfer moulding method 
with vinyl-ester resin system. The influence of grooves and perforations on the mechanical performance of 
marine sandwich composite beams was investigated under four-point bending test considering the weight gain. 
Bending strength and effective bending stiffness increased up to 34% and 61%, respectively, in comparison to a 
control beam without core modification. Analytical equations were utilised for calculating the mid-span 
deflection, equivalent bending stiffness and ultimate bending strength of the sandwich beams. Finite element 
analysis was also performed to analyse the flexural response of the specimens taking into account the combined 
effect of orthotropic linear elasticity of the face sheet and the non-linear behaviour of the foam core. 
 
Shen-Haw Ju, Wen-Yu Liang, Hsin-Hsiang Hsu and Jiann-Quo Tam (Department of Civil Engineering, 
National Cheng-Kung University, ROC), “Analytic solution of angle-ply laminated plates under extension, 
bending, and torsion”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 8, pp 1093-1106, April 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319873025 
ABSTRACT: This paper develops a Hamiltonian state space approach for analytic determination of 
deformation and stress fields in multilayered monoclinic angle-ply laminates under the combined action of 
extension, bending, and torsion. The present solution satisfies the equations of anisotropic elasticity, the end 
conditions, the traction-free boundary conditions on the four edge surfaces of the rectangular section, and the 
interfacial continuity conditions in multilayered laminates. The proposed method only requires the solutions of 
matrix and eigen equations, regardless of the number or lamination of the layers. The finite element analyses are 
used to validate the accuracy of the analysis. The analytical solution and the numerical solutions are in excellent 
agreement. 
 
T. Shojaee, B. Mohammadi and R. Madoliat (School of Mechanical Engineering, Iran University of Science and 
Technology, Iran), “Experimental and numerical investigation of stiffener effects on buckling strength of 
composite laminates with circular cutout”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 9, pp 1141-1160, April 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319874101 
ABSTRACT: In the notched structures, to achieve maximum buckling resistance in comparison with structural 
weight, the optimal design of a stiffener is very important. In this research, after a review of the existing 
literature, nonlinear buckling behavior of composite plates containing the cutout with three different designs of 
stringer was investigated. The considered stiffeners are planer, longitudinal, and ring types. The buckling 
experiments were carried out on the stiffened plates containing a circular notch. Moreover, to achieve an 
efficient prediction of the buckling in the stiffened laminate with the hole, a finite strip method is developed 
based on the Airy stress function and von Karman’s large deformation equations. Studies show that there is a 
good agreement between the postbuckling behaviors derived from developed finite strip method with 
experimental results. Fast convergence of the considered finite strip method compared with the finite element 
results shows its efficiency for prediction of buckling behavior in laminated composites. The results show that 
the buckling load-bearing capacities of perforated plates with a longitudinal and planer stiffener are higher 
compared with the other stiffener, respectively. The detailed parametric study on the effects of thickness of the 
plate and stiffener and opening diameter on buckling behavior was performed using experiments and modeling. 
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Hong and Xulun Dongk (Authors are primarily from: Advanced Composites in Special Environments, Harbin 
Institute of Technology, PR China), “Experimental and numerical analyses of stiffened composite panels with 
delamination under a compressive load”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 9, pp 1197-1216, April 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319875209 
ABSTRACT: L-shaped stiffened composite panels provide an efficient structure for engineering applications. 
However, they often produce delamination in the preparation and service process due to a series of factors. To 
study the effect of different types of delamination on the compressive strength of stiffened composite panels, 
ABAQUS finite element software was used in combine with the progressive damage subroutine user-defined 
field variable (USDFLD), and the finite element model was established based on cohesive theory to realize the 
prediction of the progressive failure process and strength of the stiffened composite panels. The results showed 
that the delamination of a stringer had a greater impact on the strength of the stiffened composite panels than 
did the debonding between the skin panel and a stringer and the delamination of the skin panel. The debonding 
delamination and delamination of a stringer exhibited delamination growth near the damage position during 
static compression, but delamination of the skin panel exhibited no delamination growth. The experimental 
results were in good agreement with the finite element simulation results, which verified the validity of the 
finite element model. 
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J.E. Chambe, C. Bouver, O. Dorival and J.F. Ferrero (Institut Clément Ader, Université de Toulouse, France), 
“Energy absorption capacity of composite thin-wall circular tubes under axial crushing with different trigger 
initiations”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 10, pp 1261-1304, May 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319877221 
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to evaluate and compare the ability of various composite structures to 
dissipate the energy generated during a crash. To this end, circular composite tubes were tested in compression 
in order to identify their behavior and determine their absorbing capabilities using the specific energy 
absorption (energy absorbed per unit weight). Several composite tubular structures with different materials and 
architectures were tested, including hybrid composition of carbon–aramid and hybrid configuration of 0/90 UD 
with woven or braided fabric. Several inventive and experimental trigger systems have been tested to try and 
enhance the absorption capabilities of the tested structures. Specific energy absorption values up to 140 kJ/kg 
were obtained, achieving better than most instances from the literature, reaching around 80 kJ/kg. Specimens 
with 0°-oriented fibers coincidental with the direction of compression reached the highest specific energy 
absorption values while those with no fiber oriented in this direction performed poorly. Moreover, it has 
consequently been established that in quasi-static loading, a unidirectional laminate oriented at 0° and stabilized 
by woven plies strongly meets the expectations in terms of energy dissipation. Incidentally, an inner constrained 
containment is more effective in most cases, reducing the initial peak load without drastically reducing the 
specific energy absorption value. 
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honeycomb core damage on the performance of composite sandwich structures”,  Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 54, No. 16, pp 2159-2171, July 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319890656 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an experimental and numerical investigation of the effects of pre-existing core 
damage on aluminum honeycomb core composite sandwich structures. Quasi static flexural and compression 
experiments were performed, where the effects of core damage on the shear modulus and Young's modulus 
were quantified. In addition, finite element analysis was performed on the sandwich structures to elucidate the 
effects of the core damage on the structural response. Comparisons of experimental and finite element responses 
are presented for sandwich structures consisting of carbon fiber facesheets and an aluminum honeycomb core. 
The pre-existing core damage is observed to cause up to an 8% reduction in shear modulus and a 9% reduction 
in elastic modulus. It is also determined that the presence of pre-existing core damage results in an 
asymmetrical compressive load distribution in the composite structures. 
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Amirreza Sadighi, Mahshid Mahbod and Masoud Asgari, “Bi-tubular corrugated composite conical–cylindrical 
tube for energy absorption in axial and oblique loading: Analysis and optimization”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 54, No. 18, pp 2399-2432, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319897407 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new bi-tubular corrugated composite tube, consisting of inner and outer 
cylindrical and conical tubes is proposed. Different models with various geometrical parameters including the 
radius of curvatures and their numbers are considered and studied numerically in axial and oblique crushing in 
order to achieve favorable crashworthiness parameters. Moreover, quasi-static compression tests have been 
conducted to obtain results in order to validate the finite element model. There has been a sensible agreement 
between the numerical results and experimental data. Finite element models are also validated using the 
analytical solutions for both straight and corrugated composite tubes. Regardless of the number and radius of 
curvatures, as the crashworthiness of bi-tubular corrugated structures both in axial and oblique crushing is 
investigated and compared with their single-wall and bi-tubular straight peers, a considerable improvement is 
achieved in all crashworthiness parameters, including desirable increase in specific energy absorption, favorable 
reduction in peak force, and consequently a beneficial rise in crushing force efficiency. In addition, an 
optimization study using a suitable multi-objective function is done to choose the best model among the existing 
models, in addition to finding an optimum model via genetic algorithm. In the next step, a parametric study is 
conducted on the best model to inspect how well it undergoes oblique crushing at different angles. Finally, this 
best model and two other candidates have been chosen to investigate the effect of using foams and then the 
energy absorption capability of the empty and foam-filled tubes has been compared. 
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ABSTRACT: An accurate and computationally attractive zigzag theory is developed for bending and buckling 
analysis of thick laminated soft core sandwich plates. The kinematic assumptions of the proposed zigzag theory 
are obtained by superimposing a nonlinear zigzag function on the first-order shear deformation theory. In order 
to obtain the accurate transverse shear stresses, a preprocessing approach based on the three-dimensional 
equilibrium equations and the Reissner mixed variational theorem is used. It is significant that the second-order 
derivatives of in-plane displacement variables have been removed from the transverse shear stresses, such that 
the finite element implementation is greatly simplified. Thus, based on the proposed zigzag model, a 
computationally efficient four-node C0 quadrilateral plate element with linear interpolation function is proposed 
for bending and buckling analysis of soft core sandwich plates. The advantage of the present formulation is that 
no post-processing approach is needed to calculate the transverse shear stresses while maintaining the 
computational accuracy of a linear plate element. Moreover, the accurate transverse shear stresses can be 
involved in the strain energy which can actively improve the accuracy of critical loads. Performance of the 
proposed model is assessed by comparing with several benchmark solutions. Agreement between the present 
results and the reference solutions is very good, and the proposed model only includes the seven displacement 
variables which can demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed model. 
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R.A. Alia, J. Zhou, Z.W. Guan, Q. Qin, Y. Duan and W.J. Cantwell, “The effect of loading rate on the 
compression properties of carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy honeycomb structures”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 54, No. 19, pp 2565-2576, August 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998319900364 
ABSTRACT: The effect of varying strain rate on the compression strength and energy absorption 
characteristics of a carbon fibre-reinforced plastic honeycomb core has been investigated over a wide range of 
loading rates. The honeycombs were manufactured by infusing an epoxy resin through a carbon fibre fabric 
positioned in a dismountable honeycomb mould. The vacuum-assisted resin transfer moulding technique 
yielded honeycomb cores of a high quality with few defects. Compression tests were undertaken on single and 
multiple cells and representative volumes removed from the cores in order to assess how the compression 
strength and specific energy absorption vary with test rate. Crushing tests over the range of strain rates 
considered highlighted the impressive strength and energy-absorbing response of the honeycomb cores. At 
quasi-static rates of loading, the compression strength and specific energy absorption characteristics of the 
unidirectional samples exceeded those of the multidirectional cores. Here, extensive longitudinal splitting and 
fibre fracture were the predominant failure mechanisms in the cores. For all three stacking sequences, the 
single-cell samples offer higher compression strength than their five-cell counterparts. In contrast, the specific 
energy absorption values were found to be slightly higher in the five-cell cores. The experiments highlighted a 
trend of increased compression strength with loading rate in the multidirectional samples, whereas the strength 
of the [0°]4 samples was relatively insensitive to strain rate. Finally, the energy absorbing capacity of all 
structures studied was found to be reasonably constant at increasing rates of strain. 
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Huseyin E. Yalkin, Ramazan Karakuzu and Tuba Alpyildiz, “Experimental and numerical behaviors of GFRP 
laminates under low velocity impact”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 21, pp 2999-3007, 
September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320906871 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the study is to investigate the behavior of laminated composites under low velocity 
impact both experimentally and numerically. With this aim, the effects of wide range impact energy values 
between 10 J and 60 J were evaluated experimentally and numerically for the laminate of [±45/(0/90)2]S 
oriented unidirectional E-glass as reinforcing material and epoxy resin for matrix material. Different impactor 
velocities were used to maintain the impact energy values and experimental impact tests were generated with 
drop weight impact testing machine at room temperature. Numerical simulations were performed using LS-
DYNA finite element analysis software with a continuum damage mechanics-based material model MAT058. 
Contact force between impactor and laminate, and transverse deflection at the center of laminate results were 
obtained as a function of time and used to plot contact force–time curves, contact force–deflection curves and 
absorbed energy-impact energy curves. Also, delamination area was examined. Finally, numerical results were 
compared with experimental results and a good correlation between them was observed. 
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Yayna Katia Dionisio dos Santos, Rayane Dantas da Cunha, Wanderley Ferreira de Amoim Jr., Renata Carla 
Tavares dos Santos Felipe, et al, “,The variation in low speed impact strength on glass fiber/Kevlar composite 
hybrids”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 21, pp 3009-3019, September 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320906205 
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to analyze the effect of hybridization on impact and residual strength in 
composites as well as the types of damage caused by the impacts, quantifying the delaminated area of the test 
specimens. Two 11-layer composite laminates were developed, one with bidirectional glass fiber woven and the 
other a hybrid with three layers of bidirectional aramid fiber substituting the outer layers and the middle layer of 
the glass fiber. The materials revealed that the hybrid laminate obtained greater impact strength withstanding 
one impact of 76 J, albeit with an increase in the damaged area of between 64 and 85 cm2, resulting in a decline 
in mechanical properties along nearly the entire test specimen. This contrasts with what occurred in the glass 
fiber laminates, which recovered over 80% of their mechanical properties for a distance of 35 mm from the 
edge of the impactor. Moreover, it demonstrated that the variation in residual strength can be represented by an 
equation and that there is a relation between the damage area and the residual properties of the glass fiber 
material. 
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Recep Gunes, Ismail Ozkes, Fehmi Nair and M. Kemal Apalak, “Experimental investigation of the low-velocity 
impact response of sandwich plates with functionally graded core”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, 
No. 24, pp 3571-3593, October 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320915962 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the mechanical behavior of sandwich plates with functionally graded core under 
low-velocity impact loads was investigated experimentally. Sandwich plate with functionally graded core has 
two different structures (metal–ceramic), and the upper and lower surfaces are pure metal (Al) and the internal 
layers of the plate are manufactured with gradually varying material composition through the plate thickness. 
The low-velocity impact tests were conducted on both upper and lower surfaces of specimens using CEAST 
low-velocity impact device, and the contact force–time and the energy–time graphs were plotted. 
Metallographic and micromechanical examinations were carried out on the specimens after impact tests. As a 
result of the metallographic and micromechanical examinations, the material composition variation through the 
specimen thickness was obtained in accordance with the rule of the theoretical mixture. As a result of impact 



tests (v = 4 m/s) on upper surface (ceramic-rich side), crack damages occurs on the plates with n = 10.0 
material composition, whereas the specimens with n = 1.0 and n = 10.0 material compositions have crack 
damages after impact tests on its lower surfaces (metal-rich side). Impact force on the ceramic-rich upper 
surface provides to meet the transferred load waves through the plate thickness by metal-rich bottom surface. 
This situation makes the structure more resistant against damage. Moreover, the upper and lower surfaces of the 
functionally graded structure reinforced by ductile pure metal layers provide an important contribution to 
protection of functional integrity of the structure against damage. 
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Murat Aydin, M. Kemal Apalak and Z. Gui Apalak, “Experimental study on structure optimization of 
functionally graded sandwich plates under ballistic impact”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 26, 
pp 3967-3980, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320921470 
ABSTRACT: In this study, the ballistic performance of Al6061-SiC functionally graded sandwich plate (FGSP) 
with varying number of layers and volume fractions was examined experimentally. For this purpose, the two 
outmost layers of the FGSP were designed to be aluminum and the volume fraction of remaining constituents 
was gradually changing in intermediate layers through the plate thickness. The specimen plates were 
manufactured via powder stacking-hot pressing method. Ballistic tests of specimens were conducted with a 
single-stage gas gun, shooting 0.3 caliber fragment simulated projectiles onto specimens. After the ballistic 



tests, deformation and damage mechanisms in the front and rear surfaces were examined and ballistic 
performance evaluation was carried out in terms of depth of penetration of the projectile measurements. Results 
showed that the composition of the projectile impact surface, which was beneath the top aluminum layer, had a 
considerable effect on ballistic resistance capability. A volume fraction of ceramic constituent greater than 60% 
in the projectile impact surface reduced the ballistic performance of the specimen. Likewise, a decreasing 
volume fraction of ceramic constituent of projectile impact surface below 60% increased projectile penetration. 
Furthermore, increasing the number of layers within the functionally graded region did not have a significant 
effect on the ballistic resistance of the FGSPs. 
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Alexander Vedernikov, Alexander Safonov, Fausto Tucci, Pierpaolo Carlone and Iskander Akhatov, “Pultruded 
materials and structures: A review”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 26, pp 4081-4117, November 
2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320922894 
ABSTRACT: Currently, the application of pultruded profiles is increasing owing to their advantages, such as 
light weight, high strength, improved durability, corrosion resistance, ease of transportation, speed of assembly, 
and nonmagnetic/nonconductive characteristics. This review analyzes the main application fields of elements 
produced by pultrusion manufacturing processes: bridges and bridge decks, cooling towers, building elements 
and complete building systems, marine construction, transportation, and energy systems. Analysis of the 
scientific literature in relation to the mechanical behavior of pultruded elements is presented as well. Finally, 
this review outlines the future study possibilities, giving the researchers and practitioners the directions for 
deeper investigation of specific features and exploration of new ones concerning the mentioned aspects of 
pultruded fiber-reinforced polymer composites. 
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Mou Haolei, Xie Jiang, Zou Jun and Feng Zhenyu, “Experimental researches on failure and energy absorption 
of composite laminated thin-walled structures”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 27, pp 4253-4268, 
November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320928135 
ABSTRACT: To research the failure of carbon fiber-reinforced composite laminated specimens, the tensile tests 
and compressive tests were conducted for [90]16 and [0]16 specimens, and the shear tests were conducted for 
[±45]4s specimens, and the microscopic failure mechanisms were observed by scanning electron microscopy. To 
research the failure and energy absorption of different thin-walled structures with different layups, the quasi-
static axial crushing tests were conducted for [±45/0/0/90/0]s and [0/90]3s circular tubes, [0/90]3s and [±45]3s 
square tubes, [0/90]4s and [±45]4s sinusoidal specimens, and the internal failure were further investigated by 3D 
X-ray scan. Based on the load-displacement curves, the energy absorptions were evaluated and compared 
according to specific energy absorption and peak crushing force, and the relationships between failure modes 
and specific energy absorption, peak crushing force were further researched. The results show that the 
macroscopic failure modes are the collective results of varieties of microscopic failure mechanisms, such as 
fiber fracture, matrix deformation and cracking, interlamination and intralamination cracks, cracks propagation, 
etc. The [±45/0/0/90/0]s circular tube shows the transverse shearing failure mode with high specific energy 
absorption. The [±45]3s square tube and [±45]3s sinusoidal specimen show the local buckling failure mode with 
low specific energy absorption. The [0/90]4s sinusoidal specimen, [0/90]3s circular tube, and [0/90]3s square tube 
show the lamina bending failure mode with medium specific energy absorption. The failure mode of thin-walled 
structure can be changed by reasonable layups design, and the energy absorption can further be improved. 
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Rebecca A. Cutting, Federico Rios-Tascon and Johnathan E. Goodsell, “Experimental investigation of the crush 
performance of prepreg platelet molding compound tubes”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 27, pp 
4311-4324, November 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320929418 
ABSTRACT: This work presents an experimental study characterizing the crush performance of hollow 
cylindrical tubes made with prepreg platelet molding compound (PPMC). PPMC is a composite material system 



that uses platelets from chopped and slit unidirectional prepreg as the basis for a molding compound. This 
material system has a higher fiber volume fraction and better mechanical properties than traditional short fiber 
systems and can be molded into complex geometries unlike continuous fiber systems. As such, this material 
system shows promise for use with complex structural members in vehicles. The failure morphology and 
specific energy absorption of the material are evaluated with different thickness-to-diameter geometries and test 
speeds. In addition, this work investigates how PPMC components compare to traditional continuous fiber 
components and finds that PPMC performs as well as continuous fiber layups with similar effective laminate 
stiffnesses. 
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A. Yousefi, M. Mosai Mashhadi and M. Safarabadi, “Numerical analysis of cracked aluminum plate repaired 
with multi-scale reinforcement composite patches”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 28, pp 4341-
4357, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320931177 
ABSTRACT: In this study, numerical modeling is used to investigate the performance of a single-sided 
composite patch with different scale fillers, as reinforcement of a cracked aluminum plate under static tension. 
The main concerns of previous studies are about the geometry of patches, composite layups, and failure of 
adhesive. In this research, the effect of patch properties such as size and fiber volume fraction, the thickness of 
patch, and thickness of adhesive on the overall performance of the cracked aluminum plate are investigated 
numerically. Indeed, first, a 3 D representative volume element (RVE) is adopted to calculate the mechanical 
properties of carbon nanotube (CNT)/epoxy and carbon fiber (CF)/epoxy composite patch at each specified 
volume fraction for investigating the effect of patch properties on the performance of a single-sided patch for 
crack repairing. In this regard, the cohesive zone model is adopted to analyze the debonding between the epoxy 
matrix and reinforcement to characterize the mechanical properties of composite patches. Finally, a linear 3 D 
finite element analysis is performed to calculate the stress intensity factor (SIF) for cracked aluminum plate 
repaired by a single-sided composite patch at each specified reinforcement volume fraction for different 
thickness of patch and different thickness of adhesive. The results demonstrated that the stress intensity factor 
highly depends on the patch properties (patch stiffness) in addition to patch thickness and adhesive thickness. 
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Erdem Zorer, Okan Ozdemir and Nahit Oztoprak, “An experimental study on low velocity impact behavior of 
thermoplastic composites repaired by composite patches”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 28, pp 
4515-4524, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320935159 
ABSTRACT: In this study, low velocity impact behavior of E-glass fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites 
repaired by pressing external laminated composite patches was investigated by experimental methods. 
Thermoplastic composites were manufactured from polypropylene granules with two different fiber contents of 
40 wt. % and 60 wt. %. Repaired specimens were prepared by using unidirectional E-glass reinforced 
polypropylene based thermoplastic prepregs. In order to compare the low velocity impact behavior of the 
repaired and unrepaired specimens, a number of single impact tests (ranging from energy levels of 10 J to 50 
J) were carried out through a drop weight impact test machine with a hemispherical impactor. Low-velocity 
impact response of the specimens was investigated with cross-examining contact force-deformation curves and 
damaged specimens. Impact damages occurred in the upside and bottom surfaces of the composites were 
recorded from the visual inspection and compared for repaired and unrepaired specimens. According to 
experimental results, bending stiffness and maximum contact force of the specimens having fiber content of 60 
wt.% are higher than those of 40 wt.%. Moreover, it was concluded that the patch repaired specimens have 
achieved a better performance in terms of maximum contact force and absorbed energy compared to the intact 
specimens. 
 
Qi Cao, Xiannui Lv, Xiaojun Li, Changjun Zhou and Shide Song, “High strength expansive concrete-encased-
steel filled carbon fiber reinforced polymer tubes under axial monotonic and cyclic load”, Journal of Composite 
Materials, Vol. 54, No. 29, pp 4557-4573, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320936743 
ABSTRACT: High-strength concrete-encased-steel filled CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) tube 
(HCSFC) takes advantages of high strength of concrete, steel and confinement of FRP, resulting in enhanced 
structural load carrying capacity and deformability. In this study, expansive high-strength concrete is filled 
between CFRP tube and sectional steel to study the mechanical properties of high-strength expansive concrete-
encased-steel filled CFRP tube (HECSFC) under monotonic and cyclic axial compression. Twenty-four 
specimens were fabricated in this study. The variables included the number of CFRP layers (0, 1, 2 layers), 



cross-sectional shape (circular and square), self-stress level (with or without self-stress) and loading mode 
(monotonic and cyclic). Test results show that the peak load of HCSFC specimen is greater than their nominal 
load-carrying capacity, which indicates that CFRP plays a confinement role on the internal core concrete-
encased-steel. As the number of layers increases, both the normalized peak load and the ultimate axial strain 
increase. For specimens under the same number of layers, cross sectional shape and loading mode, the ultimate 
axial strain and strain reduction factor of self-stressing specimens are higher than those of nonprestressed 
specimens. At the same time, it is found that the confinement efficiency of CFRP on circular specimen is higher 
than that of square specimen. Analytical results show that the modified existing stress-strain models of CFRP 
confined concrete predict well with the experimental results. 
 
Edore G. Arhore and Mehdi Yasaee, “Lay-up optimisation of fibre–metal laminates panels for maximum impact 
absorption”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 29, pp 4591-4609, December 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320937396 
ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a methodology utilising a ply-ply damage Finite Element models with 
Genetic algorithm optimisation procedure to investigate the effect of lay-up configuration on the impact 
absorption properties of fibre metal laminates (FMLs). The methodology was carried out in two steps. In the 
first step, a pseudo-2D model was used to explore the vast design space to identify potential optimised layup-
configurations. In the second step, the optimised configurations were studied in full 3 D, with high fidelity 
simulations, verifying the results obtained from the optimisation process. The design variables used include 
thickness and material (including fibre orientation) of each ply. The results produced an optimised configuration 
consisting of a metallic ply on the impacted side followed by a cross-ply composite lay-up. The results also 
suggest that the first composite ply (second ply of the FML) should be about 3 times thicker than the other plies. 
 
Aniket Chanda and Rosalin Sahoo, “Analytical modeling of laminated composite plates integrated with 
piezoelectric layer using Trigonometric Zigzag theory”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 29, pp 
4691-4708, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320930807  
ABSTRACT: The analytical solution for static analysis of laminated composite plate integrated with 
piezoelectric fiber reinforced composite actuator is obtained using a recently developed Trigonometric Zigzag 
theory. The kinematic field consists of five independent field variables accommodating non-linear variation of 
transverse shear strains through the thickness of the laminated composite plate. The principle of minimum 
potential energy is adopted to derive the governing equations of equilibrium. Navier’s solution technique is 
employed to convert the system of coupled partial differential equations into a system of algebraic equations. 
The electric potential is assumed to vary linearly through the thickness of the piezoelectric layer. The analytical 
formulation also does not include voltage as an additional primary variable. The response in the form of 
deflection and stresses are obtained for smart composite plates subjected to electro-mechanical loads and 
compared with the elasticity solutions and available results reported by other researchers in the existing 
literature. The transverse shear stresses are accurately determined by an efficient post-processing technique of 
integrating the equilibrium equations of elasticity. Parametric studies on actuation in the response of the smart 
composite plate are also presented graphically in order to have a clear understanding of the static behavior. 
  
Lucas L. Vignoli, Marcelo A. Savi, Pedro M.C.L. Paccheco and Alexander L. Kalamkarov, “Micromechanical 
analysis of longitudinal and shear strength of composite laminae”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 54, No. 
30, pp 4853-4873, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320936343 
ABSTRACT: The analysis of several micromechanical models for estimating strength of composite laminae is 
presented. Longitudinal tensile, compressive and in-plane onset shear strengths are analytically estimated and 
compared with experimental data available in the literature. The tensile longitudinal load predominantly induces 
rupture of fibers. On the other hand, the compressive strength is highly influenced by fiber misalignment, 
inducing a wide range of failure mechanisms. The material response to in-plane shear presents a strong 
nonlinear response. The estimation of longitudinal tensile strength based on the rule of mixture approaches is 
compared with 27 experimental data. A novel improvement is proposed assuming that in situ strength of fiber is 
smaller than fiber strength measured individually due to manufacturing induced damage. For the in-plane shear, 
6 models are compared with 10 experimental stress-strain curves, including a novel closed-form expression 
based on the concentric cylinders model. Finally, for the longitudinal compressive strength, 8 micromechanical 



models, including a novel model to estimate misalignment effect in fiber crushing, are compared with 61 
experimental data are analyzed. Results indicate that the minimal average error for the longitudinal tensile 
strength is 12.4% while for the compressive strength it is 15%. For the shear strength, the closest prediction 
depends on the strength definition and the proposed damage onset strength presents the best predictions. In 
general, the newly proposed models present the best estimations compared with the other models. 
 
Lauren MacDonnell and Padram Sadeghian, “Experimental and analytical behaviour of sandwich composites 
with glass fiber-reinforced polymer facings and layered fiber mat cores”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 
54, No. 30, pp 4875-4887, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320939625 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of experimental and analytical studies on the behaviour of 
sandwich beams fabricated with layered cores and glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) composite facings. 
The GFRP facings were fabricated using a unidirectional fiberglass fabric and epoxy resin, and the cores were 
fabricated using a thin non-woven continuous-strand polyester fiber mat with a thickness of 4.1 mm. A total of 
30 sandwich beams with the width of 50 mm were prepared tested with five varying core configurations 
including cores made with one, two, or three layers of the fiber mat core and with or without the inclusion of 
intermediate GFRP layers. The specimens were tested up to failure under four-point bending at two different 
spans to characterize flexural and shear properties of the specimens. Two types of failure were observed, 
namely crushing of the compression facesheet and core shear. The load-deflection, load-strain, and moment-
curvature behaviour were analyzed and using the results the flexural stiffness, shear stiffness, and core shear 
modulus were calculated. An analytical model was also developed to predict load-deflection behaviour and 
failure loading of sandwich specimens with varying core layouts. After verification, the analytical model was 
used for a parametric study of cases not considered in the experimental study, including additional GFRP and 
fiber mat core layers. It was shown that additional fiber mat core layers and the inclusion of intermediate GFRP 
layers can increase the strength and overall stiffness of a sandwich beam, while additional GFRP layers can 
only increase the overall stiffness of the system. The analytical model can be used to optimize the configuration 
of layered sandwich composites for cost effective rehabilitation techniques of culverts, pipelines, and other 
curved-shape structures where a thin, flexible core is needed to accommodate the curvature of the existing 
structure. 
 
Masoud Mohammadi and Ali Sadeghi, “Initial and progressive failure analysis of a composite pyramidal lattice 
cylinder under axial loading: A comparison with experimental results”, Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 
54, No. 30, pp 4947-4957, December 2020, https://doi.org/10.1177/0021998320942949 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the compressive behavior of a carbon fiber composite pyramidal lattice cylinder has 
been predicted based on initial failure criteria and progressive damage. To this end, the 3D Hashin failure 
criteria have been employed with instantaneous and gradual unloading models using the user subroutine UMAT 
in ABAQUS/Standard. In the gradual unloading model, progressive damage has been controlled by exponential 
damage function. In addition, a new mold has been designed and manufactured for the experimental test of 
composite pyramidal lattice cylinders, which allows the use of the maximum essential strength of the fiber-
reinforced composite. The predicted load-displacement curves using the finite element models are in good 
agreement with the experimental test results. 
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S.E. Rigby, A. Tyas, R.J. Curry and G.S. Langdon (First author is from: Department of Civil & Structural 
Engineering University of Sheffield, Sheffield UK), “Experimental measurement of specific impulse 



distribution and transient deformation of plates subjected to near-field explosive blasts”, Experimental 
Mechanics, Vol. 59, No. 2, pp 163-178, February 2019 
ABSTRACT: The shock wave generated from a high explosive detonation can cause significant damage to any 
objects that it encounters, particularly those objects located close to the source of the explosion. Understanding 
blast wave development and accurately quantifying its effect on structural systems remains a considerable 
challenge to the scientific community. This paper presents a comprehensive experimental study into the loading 
acting on, and subsequent deformation of, targets subjected to near-field explosive detonations. Two 
experimental test series were conducted at the University of Sheffield (UoS), UK, and the University of Cape 
Town (UCT), South Africa, where blast load distributions using Hopkinson pressure bars and dynamic target 
deflections using digital image correlation were measured respectively. It is shown through conservation of 
momentum and Hopkinson-Cranz scaling that initial plate velocity profiles are directly proportional to the 
imparted impulse distribution, and that spatial variations in loading as a result of surface instabilities in the 
expanding detonation product cloud are significant enough to influence the transient displacement profile of a 
blast loaded plate. 
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ABSTRACT: We report the nanomechanical unfolding of individual self-folded graphene flakes on a flat 
substrate by using atomic force microscopy techniques. The nanomechanical measurements and molecular 
dynamics simulations reveal the detailed unfolding process that turns a z-shaped self-folded graphene segment 
into a flat membrane. A reversible sliding phenomenon in the adhered graphene region during the unfolding 
process is observed. The findings are useful to better understand the reversible folding properties of graphene 
and in pursuit of reversible and morphing graphene origami. 
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T.L. Vu, J. Barés, S. Mora, S. Nezamabadi, “Deformation Field in Diametrically Loaded Soft Cylinders”, 
Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 59, No. 4, pp 453-467, April 2019  
ABSTRACT: Deformation fields at the surface of diametrically squeezed shallow cylinders in the large 
deformation regime are measured experimentally and numerically for different material behaviour in the large 
deformation regime. By means of a digital image correlation method optimized for large displacements, strain 
fields are measured and compared with finite element simulations. Assuming a neo-Hookean behaviour for 
cylinders made of rubber silicone, the strain field is found to be in quantitative agreement with non-linear finite 
element simulations up to the highest deformations reached in our experiments (15%). For materials that follow 
an elastoplastic constitutive law, agreement is lost after few percents of deformation and location of the strain 
field differences are identified up to strains as high as 30%. Strain field evolution is also measured for solid 
foam cylinders up to 60% of global deformation strain. This method that can be applied to a broad variety of 
materials, even in the occurrence of large deformations, provides a way to study quantitatively local features of 
the mechanical contact. 
 
S. Rajan, M.A. Sutton, R. Wehbe, B. Tatting, Z. Gurdal, A. Kidane, “Measured Surface Deformation and 
Strains in Thin Thermoplastic Prepreg Tapes Steered along Curved Paths without Adhesion Using StereoDIC”, 
Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 59, No. 4, pp 531-547, April 2019  
ABSTRACT: Stereo digital image correlation (StereoDIC) measurements of wrinkle shapes and surface 
deformations along with numerical simulation results of prepreg tapes steered along paths having different radii 
of curvature without adhesion to a Teflon-coated substrate are presented. Experiments are conducted at 
temperatures ranging from 25 to 350 °C on thermoplastic prepreg tape (APC-2/AS4) having various widths. For 
the baseline studies at room temperature (25 °C), finite element simulation results from the combined 
experimental-computational study show very good agreement for both the wrinkling mode shape and general 
trends in the surface strains. Measurements do indicate a sharp change in the longitudinal and transverse strains 
for the two smallest steering radii, indicating the development of mesoscale damage in the prepreg. Finally, 
results from the experiments confirm that there is no significant deviation in the deformation response of the 
prepreg tape when performing steering at temperatures from 25 to 110 °C. However, significant differences in 
the deformation pattern of the thermoplastic tape are observed above the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the 
matrix material. 
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S. Kishore, P. Naik Parrikar, N. DeNardo, A. Shukla, “Underwater Dynamic Collapse of Sandwich Composite 
Structures”, Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 59, No. 5, pp 583-598, June 2019 
ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation is conducted to study the mechanics of underwater implosion of 
cylindrical bonded sandwich composite shells. Sandwich structures comprised of concentric carbon-fiber/epoxy 
shells with PVC foam cores of different densities are imploded in a large-diameter pressure vessel. High-speed 
photography in conjunction with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measurements are employed to obtain full-
field displacements of the dynamic collapse process. Local dynamic pressure histories are also simultaneously 
recorded to investigate fluid structure interaction during implosion. Observations of collapse mode, radial 
displacement and velocity of collapse, interaction between the concentric shells and the foam core and post-



buckling failure sequence are made. Increasing foam core shear modulus linearly increases the experimental 
buckling pressures. Weaker growth of incipient modal deformations are understood to play a pivotal role in 
obtaining higher critical buckling pressures from bonded sandwich shells than previously studied unbonded 
sandwich constructions. Three dynamic collapse behaviors as determined by the relative orientation of collapse 
between the inner and outer shell are observed. Core foam density and imperfections also strongly influence the 
impulse, energy and pressure pulses released from the implosions. 
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“On the Dynamic Response of Laminated Glass Exposed to Impact Before Blast Loading”, Experimental 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the effect of fragment or bullet impact before blast loading on laminated glass is 
studied experimentally. First, laminated windows consisting of two 3.8 mm thick annealed float glass plates and 
a 1.52 mm thick PVB interlayer were blast loaded in a shock tube with various pressures as a reference. In these 
tests, the blast loading was successively increased until fracture occurred not only in the glass plates but also in 
the PVB interlayer. Second, a diamond drill was used to make a 5 mm diameter centrally placed hole in some 
windows before they were blast loaded with the same pressures as those used for the undamaged windows. 
Third, windows were impacted by 7.62 mm AP bullets, both with and without the brass jacket, before they were 
blast loaded. Such bullets may have similar mass and velocity to typical primary fragments from an explosive 
detonation. The results are finally compared with each other and discussed with respect to the blast protection 
offered. It is found that the capacity is significantly reduced if the laminated glass is perforated by a fragment or 
a bullet before it is blast loaded and that such impacts should be considered in the design of blast-resistant 
windows. 
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“Dynamic Response of a Thermally Stressed Plate with Reinforced Edges”, Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 60, 
No. 1, pp 81-92, January 2020,  
ABSTRACT: Conditions in hypersonic flight generate non-uniform temperature distributions that affect the 
performance and longevity of aircraft components. Historically, a limited amount of experimental work has 
been performed on the mechanical behaviour of reinforced aircraft structures subjected to very high 
temperatures. In this work on Hastelloy-X plates, non-contact techniques were used to measure the full-field 
temperature and deflection of a 1 mm thick plate with reinforced edges. The geometry was designed to emulate 
an aircraft’s skin with the reinforced edges performing the function of stringers and ribs. High temperatures 
were achieved using quartz lamps arranged in various configurations with controllable power output. Digital 
image correlation (DIC) was used to measure surface displacements and a micro-bolometer mapped the 



temperature distribution across the plate. Deflection results for the reinforced plate showed it to behave as a 
dynamic system that buckles out-of-plane when heated before relaxing to a steady state. It is demonstrated that 
the out-of-plane displacement field experienced by the plate is influenced both by the in-plane temperature 
gradient and the energy supplied. 
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India), “Impulse Loading of Plates using a Diverging Shock Tube”, Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 60, No. 4, pp 
565-569, April 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11340-019-00573-5  
ABSTRACT: Impulsive blast loading studies typically require facilities with sub-millisecond decay time 
simulation capability. Using a conventional shock tube for such studies, however, is not viable due to a finite 
shock formation distance that limits the size of the shortest, functional driven tube. To overcome this, a 
diverging (conical) shock tube has been proposed in this work, motivations for which are grounded in simple 
shock tube theory. Using such a shock tube, for the first time, blast pulses having decay times of around 0.7 ms 
have been achieved repeatably (± 5.5%). Subsequently, blast loading experiments (equated to 30 - 40 g TNT 
surface explosion at 0.5 m stand-off distance) carried out on metal plates showed that this device can replicate 



the deflection patterns of an impulsive blast loading which could not be obtained so far using conventional 
shock tubes. 
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Davood Shahsavari, Behrouz Karami, Hamid Reza Fahham and Li Li, “On the shear buckling of porous 
nanoplates using a new size-dependent quasi-3D shear deformation theory”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 229, No. 11, 
pp 4549-4573, November 2018 
ABSTRACT: This article is motivated by the lack of a study on the size-dependent shear buckling force of 
functionally graded materials. In this study, the shear buckling force of imperfect FG nanoplates including 
porosities while resting on an elastic Kerr foundation and exposed to hygrothermal environment is analyzed. 
Three different templates of porosity distributions (even, uneven, and logarithmic-uneven distribution 
templates) are taken into account. Hamilton’s principle is employed to derive the governing equations based on 
a new polynomial quasi-three-dimensional (quasi-3D) shear deformation theory in conjunction with the Eringen 
nonlocal differential model (ENDM). Coupling effects between bending, shear, and thickness stretching are 
included by using the quasi-3D theory, and the size effects are considered by using the ENDM. Galerkin 
method is applied to find the shear buckling forces. A comparative study is given by using various structural 
models. By considering the size-dependent effects on the shear buckling of FG nanoplates, the influence of 
power-law index, porosity amount, and template, geometry, temperature, moisture, and elastic foundation 
components is explored. 
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Nam-Il Kim and Jaehong Lee, “Geometrically nonlinear coupled analysis of thin-walled Al/Al2O3 FG 
sandwich box beams with single and double cells”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 229, No. 11, pp 4677-4699, 
November 2018 
ABSTRACT: In this study, a geometrically nonlinear coupled analysis of thin-walled Al/Al2O3 functionally 
graded (FG) sandwich box beams with single and double-cell sections is presented. The material properties such 
as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are continuously graded through the thickness of wall. The geometric 
nonlinearity is considered in the von Kármán sense, and the analysis model includes the effects of elastic 
coupling and restrained warping. The nonlinear governing equations are derived and solved by the Newton–
Raphson method. The displacement-based one-dimensional finite element model using the Hermite cubic 
interpolation polynomials is employed with the scope to discretize the nonlinear governing equations. 
Numerical results are obtained for Al/Al2O3 FG sandwich box beams with single- and double-cell sections. Three 
types of material distributions are considered to investigate the effects of geometric nonlinearity, gradient index, 
thickness ratio of ceramic, material ratio, span-to-height ratio, and boundary conditions on the nonlinear 
coupled responses of Al/Al2O3 FG sandwich box beams. Numerical results show that above-mentioned effects 
play an important role on the nonlinear behavior of FG sandwich box beams. 
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P. Singh and V.G.A. Goss, “Critical points of the clamped-pinned elastic”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 229, No. 12, 
pp 4753-4770, December 2018 
ABSTRACT: We investigate equilibrium configurations of the clamped–pinned elastica where the pinned end 
can be displaced towards, and past, the clamped end. Solving the nonlinear ordinary differential equation for the 
clamped–pinned elastica for any mode in terms of elliptic integrals, we find sets of equations which govern the 
equilibrium configurations for given displacements. Equilibrium configurations for various displacements of the 
pinned end and any mode are obtained by numerically solving those sets of equations. A physical quantity, such 
as the force that arises in the elastica due to displacement of the pinned end, is taken to be a function of 
displacement. Although it is generally not possible to define a physical quantity as a function of displacement 
explicitly, an equation for the rate of change of this physical quantity with respect to displacement can be found 
by partial differentiation of the sets of equations which govern the equilibrium configurations. Setting that rate 
of change to zero provides a constraint equation for locating the critical points of that physical quantity. That 
constraint equation and the sets of equations which govern the equilibrium configurations are solved 
numerically to obtain the critical points of the physical quantity. Our procedure is demonstrated by finding local 
extrema on force–displacement plots (useful when analysing the stability of equilibrium configurations) and the 
maximum deflection of the elastica. Finally, we suggest how our procedure has scope for wider application. 
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Milan Cajic, Mihailo Lazarevic, Danilo Karlicic and HongGuang Sun, “Fractional-order model for the vibration 
of a nanobeam influenced by an axial magnetic field and attached nanoparticles”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 229, 
No. 12, pp 4791-4815, December 2018 
ABSTRACT: In this communication, we propose a nonlocal fractional viscoelastic model of a nanobeam 
resting on the fractional viscoelastic foundation and under the influence of the longitudinal magnetic field and 
arbitrary number of attached nanoparticles. Size effects are taken into account using the differential form of the 
nonlocal constitutive relation together with the fractional Kelvin–Voigt model. The governing equation for the 
free vibration of a nanobeam is derived, where Maxwell’s equations are used in order to represent the effect of 
the longitudinal magnetic field. We propose an analytical solution of the problem based on the Laplace 
transform, Mellin–Fourier transforms, and residue theory. From the validation study, it is shown that the 
obtained complex roots of the characteristic equation, where the imaginary part is the damped frequency and the 
real part is the damping ratio, are approximated eigenvalues of the system. In the parametric study, several 
numerical examples are given to investigate the influence of different parameters on complex roots as well as 
different masses and numbers of nanoparticles on the damped vibration behavior of a nanobeam system. 
 
Liwen He, Jia Lou, Youheng Dong, Sritawat Kitipornchai and Jie Yang, “Variational modeling of plane-strain 
hyperelastic thin beams with thickness-stretching effect”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 229, No. 12, pp 4845-4861, 
December 2018 
ABSTRACT: Soft materials and structures have recently attracted lots of research interests as they provide 
paramount potential applications in diverse fields including soft robotics, wearable devices, stretchable 
electronics and biomedical engineering. In the present work, we develop a new Euler–Bernoulli finite strain 
beam model for soft thin structures subject to stiff constraint in the width direction. The beam model assumes 
plane-strain deformation and accounts for the thickness-stretching effect, which is very significant for soft 
structures under large strain. With the Euler–Bernoulli kinematic hypothesis and incompressibility assumption, 
the finite deformation of the beam is analyzed, constitutive equations are deduced from the theory of finite 
elasticity, and by employing the standard variational method, the equilibrium equations and associated 
boundary conditions are derived. Based on the new beam model, analytical formulae are given for uniform 
stretching and pure bending, which cannot be accurately described by any finite strain beam model with the 
rigid cross-section assumption. Furthermore, numerical solution procedures and results are presented for 
cantilevered beams and simply supported beams with movable or immovable ends. The developed beam model 
is expected to benefit the modeling and simulation of soft robots and soft devices. 
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ABSTRACT: A buckling analysis of stiffened plates including curvilinear surfaces is carried out by an effective 
meshfree model. The buckling loads and modes computed by the present method are analyzed. Six degrees of 
freedom (6-DOFs) curved shell meshfree formulation in a convected coordinate system including a drilling 
rotation component is employed, which enables the assembly of curved shells for the modeling of more 
complex structures. By this formulation, the assembly of any arbitrary shape of geometry can be modeled in 
convected coordinates, while the 5-DOFs shell formulation suffers from the modeling of shell assemblies. 
Particularly, curved shells with straight stiffeners and plates with curvilinear stiffeners are considered. 
Furthermore, a twisted T-shaped structure where both web and flange have curvilinear geometry is analyzed. A 
meshfree discretization is employed, with which the reproducing kernel particle method is used as the meshfree 
interpolant. A boundary singular kernel method is adopted to precisely impose an essential boundary condition 
and to model folded shell geometries. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method are demonstrated 
by several shell buckling problems for stiffened plate structures with curvilinear surfaces. The obtained 
meshfree results are compared with the linear and quadratic shell element results of finite element method 
ANSYS and discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: In this study, vibration and dynamic stability of fluid-conveying thin-walled rotating pipes 
reinforced with functionally graded carbon nanotubes are studied. The pipe is modeled based on thin-walled 
Timoshenko beam theory and reinforced by single-walled carbon nanotubes with uniform distribution as well as 
three types of functionally graded distribution patterns. The governing equations of motion and the associated 
boundary conditions are derived via Hamilton’s principle. The governing equations of motion are discretized 
via the Galerkin method, and the eigenfrequency and the stability region of the pipe are found using the 
eigenvalue analysis. Some numerical examples are presented to study the effects of length–radius ratio, carbon 
nanotubes distribution, volume fraction of carbon nanotubes, rotational speed and mass ratio on the non-
dimensional eigenfrequency and critical flutter velocity of the thin-walled rotating pipe conveying fluid. The 
results show that the carbon nanotubes distribution has a significant effect on the non-dimensional 
eigenfrequency and critical flutter velocity. Also, it is found that the rotational speed has a stabilizing effect on 
the dynamic behavior of the system. 
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ABSTRACT: This work deals with considering the small-scale effects on the static bending, vibrational 
behavior and buckling analysis of a simply supported microplate based on the newly developed shear 
deformation plate theory. This theory includes two unknown functions and meets the shear and couple-free 
conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate without any shear correction factor. Hamilton’s principle 
and the modified couple stress theory are applied to obtain the governing equations and corresponding boundary 
conditions. Navier’s approach is used to analytically obtain the deflections, natural frequencies and critical 
buckling loads of the microplate. The reliability of the presented formulation in this paper is studied through 
comparison with previous existing data. It is revealed that the presented theory is comparable to the other shear 



deformation theories. Also, numerical results of this work demonstrate that the proposed theory predicts lower 
natural frequencies and critical buckling loads compared to the other theories because of the lower stiffness of 
the plate. 
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ABSTRACT: Advancements in soft materials and advantages brought by unlimited degrees of freedom have 
led to the wide acceptance of soft robotics in medical and military fields. Gas actuation has been widely adopted 
in soft robotics due to its low gas viscosity, high power density, and rapid response capability. Many researchers 
have developed kinematic models to investigate its free-form deformation. Nevertheless, serious challenges still 
remain. These challenges are related to the transient characteristics of a gas actuator subjected to inner fluid and 
external force. This paper presents a numerical study on the transient characteristics of a straight tube actuated 
with viscous compressible flow by taking compressibility of gas and large deformation of the tube wall into 
account. The equation governing compressible flow is coupled with equations governing wall elasticity 
deformation to generate an integrodifferential equation. The equation is solved with finite difference and 
Newton–Raphson methods to obtain the transient properties. The effect of fluid and structure parameters on the 
transient properties under sudden inlet pressure and external force is investigated. Predictions show that the 
propagation speed with the consideration of large tube deformation is larger than that without the consideration 
of large tube deformation. In addition, the propagation speed of pressure decreases as the tube wall thickness 
increases, while the radial impact and axial compression on tube help in the propagation speed of fluid pressure. 
These findings can lead to improved applications of gas actuation in soft robotics. 
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ABSTRACT: A semi-analytical approach to eccentrically stiffened functionally graded truncated conical shells 
surrounded by an elastic medium in thermal environments is presented. Based on the classical thin shell theory 
with geometrical nonlinearity in von Karman Donnell sense, the smeared stiffeners technique and the Galerkin 
method, this paper deals with vibration and nonlinear dynamic problems. The truncated conical shells are 
reinforced by ring stiffeners made of full metal or full ceramic depending on the situation of the stiffeners at the 
metal-rich or ceramic-rich side of the shell, respectively. In addition, the study not only assume that the material 
properties depend on environment temperature variation, but also consider the thermal stresses in the stiffeners. 
Numerical results are given to evaluate effects of inhomogeneous, dimensional parameters, outside stiffeners, 
temperatures and elastic foundations on the vibration and nonlinear dynamic response of the structures. 
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Eringen nonlocal plate, Hencky bar-net and continualised nonlocal plate models”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, 
No. 3, pp 885-907, March 2019 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the bending behaviour of small-scale simply supported plates as 
predicted by using the Eringen nonlocal plate model (ENM), the Hencky bar-net model (HBM) and the 
continualised nonlocal plate model (CNM). HBM comprises rigid beam segments connected by rotational and 
torsional springs. CNM is a nonlocal model derived by using a continualisation approach that does away with 
the unknown scale coefficient 𝑒0 in ENM. The exact bending solutions for simply supported rectangular nano-
plates are derived by using ENM, HBM and CNM. By making the segment length ℓ of HBM equal to the scale 
length of continualised and Eringen’s nonlocal plate model and noting the phenomenological similarities 
between ENM, HBM and CNM, the Eringen’s length scale value 𝑒0 is found to be dependent on the aspect ratio 
of the simply supported plate and independent of the applied transverse loading. For a very small scale length ℓ, 
𝑒0 of ENM converges to values ranging from 1/8‾√ to 1/6‾√ for square plate to longish rectangular plate when 
calibrated by either HBM or CNM. 
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University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia), “Circumferential gap and partial debonding effect on buckling 
loads and modes of slender CFST circular columns”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 3, pp 909-928, March 
2019 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new mathematical model for analytical investigation of global buckling 
behavior of slender concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns with circumferential gaps and partial 
debonding between the concrete core and the steel tube. The analytical buckling load of circular and slender 
CFST columns with circumferential gaps and partial debonding is derived for the first time. The critical 
buckling load decreases as the magnitude and length of the circumferential gap increases. Nevertheless, it is 
shown that if the length of the circumferential gap is smaller than the length of the CFST column, this effect is 
less than 4%. On the other hand, for a fully delaminated CFST column, this effect can be up to approximately 
40%. Similarly, the first buckling shape modes proved to be notably affected by the circumferential gap only if 
its length is greater than 75% of the CFST column length. The results can be used as a benchmark solution for 
the buckling problem of slender circular CFST columns with circumferential gaps and partial debonding 
between the materials. 
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curved plates composed of fiber reinforced composites”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 4, pp 1219-1231, April 
2019 
ABSTRACT: A sound knowledge of both the propagating and the evanescent waves in waveguides is very 
essential for nondestructive evaluation. Guided propagating waves have received considerable attention. 
However, the research on guided evanescent waves is quite limited, because it is relatively difficult to find the 
roots of evanescent modes, especially for demanding cases such as those involving anisotropy and curved 
structures. This paper presents an analytical approach, based on the orthogonal function technique, to solve the 
evanescent waves in spherical curved plates composed of fiber reinforced composites. The proposed approach 
can transform the set of partial differential equations for the acoustic waves into a simple eigenvalue problem 
that can give the generally complex wave numbers and the field profiles. Results are compared with the 
available data to check the validity of the present approach, and the convergence is also discussed. Three-
dimensional dispersion curves of the guided evanescent waves in various spherical curved plates are obtained 
using the proposed approach, the effects of different radius/thickness ratios and anisotropy on the dispersion 
characteristics of guided evanescent waves are illustrated, and the displacement amplitude distributions are also 
discussed to analyze the specificities of the guided evanescent waves. 
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University, Beijing, China), “An exact solution for a functionally graded multilayered one-dimensional 
orthorhombic quasicrystal plate”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 4, pp 1257-1273, April 2019 
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the problem of a functionally graded multilayered one-dimensional 
orthorhombic quasicrystal plate with simply supported edge conditions. Assuming that the functionally graded 
material properties vary exponentially along the thickness direction, a solution for a functionally graded plate 
subjected to top surface loading is obtained by using the pseudo-Stroh formalism. The propagator matrix 
method is utilized to get the solution for the corresponding multilayered case. The exact solution is applied to a 
multilayered plate made of quasicrystals and crystals. The influences of the exponential factor, load form, and 
stacking sequence on physical quantities are studied in numerical examples. The exact solution can be used to 
design a functionally graded multilayered plate composed of one-dimensional quasicrystals and crystals. The 
numerical results can also serve as a basis for other numerical methods, such as finite element and boundary 
element methods. 
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India), “Free vibration analysis of functionally graded plates under uniform and linear thermal environment”, 
Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 4, pp 1347-1354, April 2019 
ABSTRACT: In this work, the four-node quadrilateral element having seven degrees of freedom per node, 
developed earlier by the second author and his coworkers, is modified for free vibration analysis of functionally 
graded material (FGM) plates under uniform and linear thermal environment. The performance of the modified 
element is assessed by comparing the present results of the non-dimensionalized natural frequencies with the 
available analytical results as well as with 2D finite element results obtained using the commercial software 
ANSYS. It is observed that the performance of the present element is quite satisfactory for the isotopic FGM 
plates under uniform and linear thermal environment considered in this study with all edges simply supported as 
well as with all edges clamped boundary conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, a stochastic time domain spectral element method (STSEM) is proposed for 
stochastic modeling and uncertainty quantification of engineering structures. To perform the analysis, both an 
isotropic Timoshenko beam (TB) and a sandwich beam are considered. The sandwich beam is modeled 
considering higher-order sandwich panel theory which is capable of addressing the core flexibility. The material 
properties are considered as 1D non-Gaussian random fields, and optimal linear estimation (OLE) is used for 



the discretization of the random fields. The OLE-based discretization of a random field allows simulating the 
random fields numerically, resulting in realizations of the stiffness, mass matrix, and dynamic stiffness matrix. 
In the current work, the computationally efficient time domain spectral element method (TSEM) is used to 
develop the STSEM formulation. The STSEM reduces the CPU time significantly as the number of degrees of 
freedom (dof) is much smaller than in FEM. TSEM also provides a consistent diagonal mass matrix which 
reduces the computation cost in case of dynamic problems. The deflection statistics of the beam for static, free 
vibration and dynamic cases are investigated for both TB and sandwich beam. The computational efficiency of 
the proposed method and the effect of material variability on the response statistics are also discussed. 
Moreover, the effect of different correlation lengths on the response statistics is studied. 
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China), “Dynamic collapse of metal self-similar hierarchical corrugated sandwich plates”, Acta Mechanica, 
Vol. 230, No. 5, pp 1549-1563, May 2019 
ABSTRACT: The dynamic collapse response of metal self-similar hierarchical corrugated sandwich plates is 
analyzed. The analytical model is derived for the reaction forces of the top and bottom face sheets. Finite 
element analysis is conducted to investigate the dynamic collapse of the self-similar hierarchical corrugated 
sandwich cores. Collapse modes of cores are found compressed at different impact velocities. The analytical 
model captures the average reaction forces reasonably. The collapse mechanism maps are constructed with axes 
representing the slenderness ratio of the big and small struts for hierarchical corrugated sandwich cores and are 
in good agreement with numerical results. The results reveal that the increase in the velocity changes the 
dominant deformation modes of the collapse mechanism maps. The region of Euler buckling of small struts 
increases with increasing velocity. 
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Technology, Hohhot, China), “Nonloal analytical solution of functionally graded multilayered one-dimensional 
hexagonal piezoelectric quasicrystal nanoplates”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 5, pp 1781-1810, May 2019 
ABSTRACT: Based on the nonlocal elasticity theory, the static bending deformation of a functionally graded 
multilayered one-dimensional (1D) hexagonal piezoelectric quasicrystal (PQC) simply supported nanoplate is 
investigated under surface mechanical loadings. The functionally graded material is assumed to be exponential 
along the thickness direction. By utilizing the pseudo-Stroh formalism and propagator matrix method, exact 



closed-form solutions of functionally graded multilayered 1D hexagonal PQC nanoplates are then obtained by 
assuming that the layer interfaces are perfectly contacted. Numerical examples for six kinds of sandwich 
functionally graded nanoplates made up of piezoelectric crystals, quasicrystal and PQC are presented to 
illustrate the influence of the exponential factor, nonlocal parameter and stacking sequence on the phonon, 
phason and electric fields, which play an important role in designing new composite structures in engineering. 
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Yunze Yang, Jihai Yuan, Mu Fan, “Dynamic analysis of a simply supported beam with LaSMP patches”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 6, pp 2031-2042, June 2019 
ABSTRACT: Light-activated shape memory polymer (LaSMP) is a novel smart material, whose stiffness can 
be tuned by irradiating with UV light. By changing the Young’s modulus of LaSMP patches, the natural 
frequency of a simply supported beam laminated with LaSMP patches can be actively affected and the dynamic 
response of the beam can be influenced. Based on the stepped beam theory, dynamic equations were established 
for a simply supported beam laminated with LaSMP patches. The effect of LaSMP patch properties on the 
frequency variation of the first three modes was analyzed. It was found that the frequency variation range 
increases with increasing length. The strategy of locating the LaSMP patch pair on a single location was 
discussed first, and it was observed that when the LaSMP patch pair was located at antinodes of each mode, the 
widest frequency control range can be obtained. When multiple LaSMP patch pairs were considered, analytical 



results showed that the natural frequency ranges were 24.97% and 52.47% higher than by concentrating the 
patches on a single location for the second and third mode, respectively. When the controllable natural 
frequency range increases, the control capability of the LaSMP patch on the dynamic response of the beam 
structure increases as well. As a result, multiple LaSMP patches would have better potential for vibration 
control than single patches. 
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Famida Fallah, Ehsan Taati, “On the nonlinear bending and post-buckling behavior of laminated sandwich 
cylindrical shells with FG or isogrid lattice cores”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 6, pp 2145-2169, June 2019 
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear governing equations of three shell theories (Donnell, Love, and Sanders) with first-
order approximation and von Kármán’s geometric nonlinearity for laminated sandwich cylindrical shells with 
isotropic, functionally graded (FG) or isogrid lattice layers are decoupled. This uncoupling makes it possible to 
present a semi-analytical solution for the nonlinear bending and post-buckling behavior of short and long 
doubly simply supported, doubly clamped, and cantilever laminated sandwich cylindrical shells subjected to 
various types of thermo-mechanical loadings. The results for deflection, stress, critical axial traction, and mode 



shapes in FG shells are verified with those obtained from ABAQUS code. Finally, the case studies are presented 
for FG shells and laminated sandwich shells with different layups such as [Al; ZrO2], [Al; FG core; ZrO2], [Al; Gr; 
ZrO2], [Al; Gr; FG core; ZrO2], [Al; isogrid lattice core; Al]. The closed-form solutions presented here for the 
kinetic parameters and critical axial loading in a nonlinear analysis can be used in the conceptual design of 
laminated sandwich cylindrical shells with arbitrary layups and boundary conditions. Furthermore, introducing 
an equivalent Young’s modulus through the shell thickness, a simple formula is presented for the calculation of 
critical load in long shells with simple and clamped ends under axial loading with a maximum error of 10%. 
Moreover, findings show that the boundary-layer type behavior is seen only in long cylindrical shells in the pre-
buckling region. Under thermal loading, snap-through buckling is observed in clamped shells. However, in 
simply supported shells by increasing the temperature, the transverse deflection increases, and while Δ𝑇−𝑤/ℎ 
curves do not show any buckling phenomenon, the 𝑁0/𝑁∗cr−Δ𝑇 curves show such a behavior. 
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M. Shokri Rad, H. Hatami, Z. Ahmad, A. Karimdoost Yasuri, “Analytical solution and finite element approach 
to the dense re-entrant unit cells of auxetic structures”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 6, pp 2171-2185, June 
2019 
ABSTRACT: Chiral, star honeycomb, and re-entrant structures are among the most important structures of 
auxetic materials. In this study, a dense re-entrant unit cell is introduced for making a 3D auxetic structure to be 
used in high stiffness applications. A re-entrant structure is chosen due to its fundamental characteristics 
underlying the main characteristics of auxetic structures. The energy methods of solid mechanics along with 
numerical methods are used to study the fundamental concept of auxetic structures. Understanding the 
characteristics of the re-entrant structure will lead to the better comprehension of other structures of auxetic 
materials, which will eventually contribute to the advance of research in this new class of materials. 
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S. Millet, R. Usha, V. Botton, F. Rousset, “The mechanism of long-wave instability in a shear-thinning film 
flow on a porous substrate”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 6, pp 2201-2220, June 2019 
ABSTRACT: A linear stability analysis of a thin shear-thinning film with a deformable top surface flowing 
down an inclined porous substrate modelled as a smooth substrate with velocity slip at the wall is examined, 
and the physical mechanism for the long-wave instability is analysed. Through a phenomenological model, the 
influence of slip velocity and the shear-thinning rheology on the wave speed of long surface waves on a non-



Newtonian shear-thinning film down a substrate with velocity slip is predicted. The viscosity disturbance plays 
a significant role in the destabilization of the flow system. Indeed, slip at the bottom that accounts for the 
characteristics of the porous/rough substrate does not affect the physical mechanism of the instability. However, 
it is shown that slip at the bottom enhances the inertia effects which in turn destabilizes the flow system at 
smaller Reynolds numbers. 
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Hadi Babaei, M. Reza Eslami, “Thermally induced large deflection of FGM shallow micro-arches with 
integrated surface piezoelectric layers based on modified couple stress theory”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 
7, pp 2363-2384, July 2019 
ABSTRACT: Based on the modified couple stress theory, nonlinear thermally induced large deflection analysis 
of shallow sandwich arches is studied. A functionally graded material (FGM) micro-arch with piezoelectric 
layers integrated into the surfaces and with immovable pinned and fixed edges is analyzed. Temperature and 
position dependence of the thermomechanical properties for an FGM micro-arch are taken into account. The 
piezo-FGM arches are subjected to different types of thermal loads such as uniform temperature, linear 
temperature, and heat conduction. A modified couple stress theory is combined with the uncoupled 
thermoelasticity assumptions to derive the governing equations of the arch by using the virtual displacement 
principle. The von Kármán type of geometrical nonlinearity and first-order shear deformation theory are also 
used to obtain the equilibrium equations. The nonlinear governing equilibrium equations of the piezo-FGM 
sandwich arch under different thermal loads are solved analytically. The solutions of the system of ordinary 
differential equations for both cases of boundary conditions are established by employing the two-step 
perturbation technique. Comparison is made with the existing results for the cases of FGM arch without couple 
stress and piezoelectric layers under uniform temperature rise, and good agreement is obtained. Also, 
parametric studies are proposed to show the effects of couple stress, piezoelectric layers, volume fraction index, 
geometrical parameters, and temperature dependence, the thermally induced deflection of the piezo-FGM 
sandwich arch. 
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Mohammad Reza Bayat, Arash Kargar-Estahbanaty, Mostafa Baghani, “A semi-analytical solution for finite  
bending of a functionally graded hydrogel strip”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 7, pp 2625-2637, July 2019 
ABSTRACT: In this paper, a semi-analytical formulation is developed to examine the swelling-induced finite 
bending of a functionally graded hydrogel strip, when the strip is embedded in a solvent bath of an assigned 
chemical potential. The cross-link density of the hydrogel polymeric network varies through the strip thickness 
either linearly or exponentially. As a result of inhomogeneous swelling ratio through the hydrogel strip 
thickness, the strip bends in a circle. In contrast to earlier solution methods, the initial configuration is mapped 
to the deformed state without assuming any intermediary virtual state, using a total deformation gradient tensor. 
The swelling response of the hydrogel is studied utilizing the Flory–Huggins model for the free energy changes 
due to the mixing and deformation of the hydrogel network. In order to validate the presented method, FEM is 
employed to solve the finite bending of the functionally graded hydrogel strip. Using the presented method, the 
effects of the hydrogel network cross-link density distribution on the radial and tangential stress fields, strip 
bending curvature, and semi-angle are studied. In contrast to hydrogel-based multilayers, continuous stress and 
deformation field are found for the functionally graded hydrogel strip. Also, multiple tangential stress-free axes 
are observed for functionally graded hydrogel strips under bending configuration. 
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functionally graded material constraining layer”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 8, pp 2783-2798, August 2019 
ABSTRACT: Free vibration and parametric instability analyses of a three-layered sandwich plate with 
viscoelastic constrained layer and functionally graded material constraining layer are carried out in this work. A 
finite element model is developed for the vibration and parametric instability analyses of the sandwich plate. 
The lateral and transverse displacements of the viscoelastic core layer are considered as linear functions of top 
and bottom layer displacements. The first-order shear deformation theory is used to incorporate the effect of 
transverse sheer of the face layers, and in addition to the effect of shear deformation of the core, the effects of 
transverse and longitudinal deformations are also considered in this analysis. So that the present finite element 
model can be applied to the sandwich plates with thin as well as thick layers of core. The variations of 
fundamental frequency, mode loss factors and instability regions with different aspect ratios, thickness ratios, 
and boundary conditions are examined. 
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ABSTRACT: The performance of selected equivalent single-layer (ESL) models is evaluated within several 
classical benchmark tests for linear static analysis of multilayered plates. The authors developed their own finite 
element software based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FOSD) with some modifications 
incorporated including a correction of the transverse shear stiffness and an application of zigzag-type functions. 
Seven different ESL models were considered in the study; beside the classical FOSD model, there were three 
FOSD models with various transverse shear corrections and three ESL models enhanced by the application of 
zigzag functions. In addition, particular attention was paid to investigation of differences related to the “soft” 
and “hard” variants of the simple support. 
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Jorge Blesa Gracia, Franz G. Rammerstorfer, “Increase in buckling loads of plates by introduction of cutouts”, 
Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 8, pp 2873-2889, August 2019 
ABSTRACT: It might seem amazing: Cutting a hole in a plate can increase the buckling strength! It is the 
objective of this paper to present and clarify this astounding phenomenon. In lightweight design, typically thin-
walled structures are used. Therefore, buckling must be considered as a possible failure mode. One might 
assume that removing material, and thus, reducing stiffness must result in a reduction of the buckling strength. 
However, perhaps surprisingly, it can be shown that introduction of cutouts, placed appropriately, can under 
certain conjunctures increase buckling loads. At the same time, the structural mass is reduced. Thus, the paper 
presents a measure, which can be used for fulfillment of a requirement in lightweight design in a twofold 
manner: increase in buckling strength by reduction of mass! In addition to describing a nice theoretical 
peculiarity, it might be of more importance from the engineering point of view that the presented methodology 
may help designers of lightweight structures, e.g., for aerospace applications, to place openings, which are 
required for some reasons in a plate being part of the construction, at such positions, at which the plate’s 
buckling resistance is just slightly or not at all reduced or even increased, and to avoid placing holes in 
unfavorable areas. Based on the Rayleigh–Ritz method in terms of the Rayleigh quotient, criteria and 
procedures are derived which can be used to find beneficial positions for cutouts and such ones, at which 
cutouts should not be placed. 
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anisotropic plates”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 8, pp 2891-2904, August 2019 
ABSTRACT: A two-dimensional model describing the multilayered anisotropic plate deformations is proposed. 
The plate is assumed to consist of some orthotropic layers with arbitrary orientation of axes relative to the plate 
frame. The studied multilayered plate is replaced by the equivalent plate composed of a monoclinic material 
with piecewise elastic modules. An asymptotic solution is constructed for long-wave deformations. This 
problem was solved earlier in the first approximation; however, the obtained solution is not applicable for the 
case in which the stiffness of layers differs essentially from each other. The second asymptotic approximation is 
constructed in the present paper. It takes into account the effects of transversal shear and the normal fibers 
extension. Some special cases resulting in simple equations are studied in detail. The asymptotic solution error 
is estimated by comparison with the exact three-dimensional solutions for some test examples. 
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“Nonlinear axisymmetric response of temperature-dependent FGM conical shells under rapid heating”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 9, pp 3019-3039, September 2019 
ABSTRACT: Considering the uncoupled thermoelasticity assumptions, a thermally induced vibration analysis 
for functionally graded material (FGM) conical shells is performed in this research. Thermo-mechanical 
properties of the conical shell are assumed to be temperature and position dependent. The conical shell is under 
rapid heating with various cases of thermal loads on the outer surface, whereas the opposite surface is kept at 
reference temperature or thermally insulated. Since the ratio of thickness to radius is much smaller than one, the 
transient heat conduction equation, for simplicity, may be established and solved for one-dimensional condition. 
Assuming temperature-dependent material properties, the heat conduction equation is nonlinear and should be 
solved using a numerical method. A hybrid generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) and Crank–Nicolson 
method is used to obtain the temperature distribution in thickness direction, respectively. Based on the first-
order shear deformation theory and geometrically nonlinear assumptions, the equations of motion are obtained 
applying the Hamilton principle. Discretization of the equations of motion in the space domain and boundary 
conditions is performed by applying the GDQ method, and then, the system of highly nonlinear coupled 
ordinary differential equations is solved by the iterative Newmark time-marching scheme and well-known 
Newton–Raphson method. Since the thermally induced vibration of the conical shells is not reported in the 
literature, the results are compared with the case of a circular plate. Also, studies of the FGM conical shells for 
various types of boundary conditions, functionally graded patterns, and thermal loads are provided. The effects 
of temperature dependency, geometrical nonlinearity, semi-vertex angle, shell length, and shell thickness upon 
the deflections of the conical shells are investigated. 
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“New analytic free vibration solutions of orthotropic rectangular plates by a novel symplectic approach”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 9, pp 3087-3101, September 2019,  
ABSTRACT: This paper aims at analytically solving the free vibration problems of orthotropic rectangular 
plates, which have found broad applications as a class of crucial aerostructures. A novel symplectic 
superposition method is presented to give analytic solutions of plates without two opposite edges simply 
supported (i.e., non-Lévy-type plates). Since these solutions are very difficult to obtain within the classical 
Lagrangian system framework, the new approach proceeds in the Hamiltonian system, in physics, and in the 
symplectic space, in mathematics. The validity of separation of variables and symplectic eigenexpansion 
guarantees the realization of new analytic solutions in a rigorous step-by-step way, which cannot be achieved by 
some classical analytic methods where the predetermination of solution forms is usually inevitable. 
Representative challenging problems, including those incorporating two adjacent free edges (e.g., cantilever and 
free plates), are successfully solved and validated by the refined finite element modeling. Comprehensive 
natural frequency and mode shape results show the accuracy of the present solutions. The generality of the 
symplectic superposition method enables one to pursue more analytic solutions of similar problems that are 
governed by higher-order partial differential equations. 
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“Nonlinear buckling and postbuckling of sandwich FGM cylindrical shells reinforced by spiral stiffeners under 
torsion loads in thermal environment”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 9, pp 3183-3204, September 2019,  
ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is the investigation of the nonlinear torsional buckling and 
postbuckling of sandwich functionally graded cylindrical shells with the von Karman large deflection 
nonlinearities under thermal effect by an analytical method. The shell skin is reinforced by stringer, circular ring 
and spiral stiffeners, the material properties of shell skin and stiffeners are assumed to vary continuously 
through the thickness. The very large effect of spiral stiffeners on the buckling load-carrying capacity of a 
cylindrical shell in comparison with orthogonal stiffeners is clearly proved in numerical investigations. Based 
on the Donnell shell theory and the improved smeared stiffener technique for both thermal and mechanical 
terms of spiral stiffeners, the equilibrium equations of the shell are established in this paper. By using the 
Galerkin method, the postbuckling curves and critical buckling loads are obtained. The effects of temperature 
change, stiffeners, material and dimensional parameters on the nonlinear torsional buckling and postbuckling of 
shell are numerically analyzed. 
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investigation of axially functionally graded cylindrical shells under moving pressure”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 
230, No. 9, pp 3221-3234, September 2019,  
ABSTRACT: The current work presents an analytical procedure for the free vibration characteristics and 
dynamic response of an axisymmetric cylindrical shell that has finite length and it is made of functionally 
graded materials. The shell is subjected to a moving internal pressure. The material properties are assumed to 
vary along the axial direction according to an exponential law. The equations of motion are extracted based on 
the classical shell theory using Hamilton’s principle. These equations, which are a system of coupled partial 
differential equations with variable coefficients, are solved analytically to find the natural frequencies and the 
responses of the structure. A sensitivity analysis is performed, and the effects of different parameters on the 
results are studied. The results are compared with the results available in the literature. Also, the results of the 
free vibration problem are compared with those of the finite element method. 
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“Bifurcation behavior and chaotic self-sustained vibrations of cantilevered nanotube conveying fluid”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 9, pp 3235-3258, September 2019,  
ABSTRACT: A beam model of geometrical nonlinear longitudinal-flexural self-sustained vibrations of 
nanotubes conveying fluid is obtained with account of nonlocal elasticity. The system of two nonlinear partial 
differential equations is derived to describe the nanotube’s self-sustained vibrations. The Galerkin method is 
applied to obtain the system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The harmonic balanced method is used 
to analyze the monoharmonic vibrations. The infinite sequence of the period-doubling bifurcations of the 
longitudinal-flexural self-sustained vibrations is observed numerically. The chaotic motions occur after these 
bifurcations. The multiharmonic self-sustained vibrations of the nanotube are analyzed. Significant longitudinal 
self-sustained vibrations of the nanotube are observed in this case. Such motions are not observed with macro-
beams. 
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She Li, Jingfei Zhang and Xiangyang Cui (State Key Laboratory of Advanced Design and Manufacturing for 
Vehicle Body, Hunan University, Changsha, People’s Republic of China), “Nonlinear dynamic analysis of shell 
structures by the formulation based on a discrete shear gap”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 10, pp 3571-3591, 
October 2019,  
ABSTRACT: In this work, a shear locking-free three-node shell element based on Mindlin–Reissner theory is 
presented for a nonlinear dynamic analysis including sheet metal forming. In the present formulation, only 
displacement and rotational degrees of freedom are utilized, and the discrete shear gap of each field node is 
deduced using rotations of all three field nodes in a local coordinate system by the integral from the fictitious 
central point to the corresponding field node, which makes it alleviate the shear locking phenomenon. In order 
to validate the availability in solving nonlinear dynamic problems, several benchmark problems and sheet metal 
forming applications are employed. The results show potentiality in application to practical problems because of 
the simple implementation. 
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M. A. Langthjem (Faculty of Engineering, Yamagata University, Yonezawa, Japan), “On the mechanism of 
flutter of a flag”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 10, pp 3759-3781, October 2019,  
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the dynamics and stability of a flapping flag, with emphasis on the 
onset of flutter instability. The mathematical model is based on the one derived in a paper by Argentina and 
Mahadevan (Proc Nat Acad Sci 102:1829–1834, 2005). In that paper, it is reported that the effect of vortex 
shedding from the trailing edge of the flag, represented by the complex Theodorsen function C, has a stabilizing 
effect, in the sense that the critical flow speed (where flutter is initiated) is increased significantly when vortex 
shedding is included. The numerical eigenvalue analyses of the present paper display the opposite effect: the 
critical flow speed is decreased when the Theodorsen function (i.e., vortex shedding) is included. These 
predictions are verified by an analytical energy balance analysis, where it is proved that a small imaginary part 
of the Theodorsen function, 𝐶=1−i𝜖, 0<𝜖≪1, has a destabilizing effect, i.e., the critical flow speed is smaller 
than by the so-called quasi-steady approximation 𝐶=1−i0. Furthermore, order-of-magnitude considerations 
show that Coriolis and centrifugal force terms in the equation of motion, previously discarded on the 
assumption that they are associated with very slow changes across the flag, have to be retained. Numerical 
results show that these terms have a significant effect on the stability of the flag; specifically, the said 
destabilizing effect of the vortex shedding is significantly reduced when these terms are retained. The 
mentioned energy balance analysis illuminates the nature of the flutter oscillations and the ‘competition’, at the 
flutter threshold, between the different types of fluid forces acting on the flag. 
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“A new nth-order shear deformation theory for isogeometric thermal buckling analysis of FGM plates with 
temperature-dependent material properties”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 10, pp 3783-3805, October 2019,  
ABSTRACT: This study presents an isogeometric analysis (IGA) for investigating the buckling behavior of 
functionally graded material (FGM) plates in thermal environments. The material properties of the FGM plate 
are considered to be graded across the thickness, and temperature dependency of the material properties is taken 
into account. A new nth-order shear deformation theory with the von Kármán type of geometric nonlinearity, in 
which the optimum order number to best approximate the thermal buckling problem can be chosen, is 



developed. The principle of virtual work is used to derive the governing equations for the nonlinear thermal 
buckling analysis. The nth-order shear deformation theory is incorporated into the non-uniform rational B-
spline-based IGA which fulfills the 𝐶1-continuity requirement of the proposed higher-order plate theory. The 
discrete nonlinear system equations are solved by utilizing the modified Newton–Raphson iterative technique. 
Parametric studies on the buckling behavior of FGM plates subjected to diverse through-thickness temperature 
variations are performed, and the influence of temperature dependency of the material properties is examined. 
Results validate the performance accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed IGA based on the nth-order shear 
deformation theory, and they demonstrate that temperature-dependent material properties should be included in 
the thermal buckling analysis. 
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ABSTRACT: The work investigates numerically the dynamic behavior of the system, which consists of 
horizontally oriented, elastic coaxial shells and a flowing compressible fluid partially or completely filling the 
annular gap between the shells. The solution of the problem is carried out in a three-dimensional formulation 
using the finite element method. The motion of the compressible non-viscous liquid is described by the wave 
equation, which together with the impermeability condition and the corresponding boundary conditions is 
transformed by the Bubnov–Galerkin method. The mathematical formulation of the problem of the dynamics of 
thin-walled constructions is based on the variational principle of virtual displacements. The simulation of the 
shell behavior is performed under the assumption that the curvilinear surface is accurately approximated by a 
set of flat segments, in which the strains are determined using the relations of the classical plate theory. The 
stability estimate is based on the results of computation and analysis of the complex eigenvalues of the coupled 
system of equations. The influence of the filling level and the size of the annular gap on the boundaries of 
hydroelastic stability of rigidly fixed coaxial shells is analyzed. It is shown that a decrease in the filling level 
leads to an increase in the stability boundaries. 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling and postbuckling of a shear-deformable cantilever is studied using Reissner’s 
geometrically exact relations for the planar deformation of beams. The cantilever is subjected to a compressive 
follower force whose line of action passes through a spatially fixed point. To study the buckling behavior, a 
consistent linearization of equilibrium and kinematic relations is introduced. The influence of shear deformation 
and extensibility on the critical loads is studied. The buckling behavior turns out to crucially depend on the ratio 
between the shear stiffness and the extensional stiffness of the structure. Closed-form solutions in terms of 
elliptic integrals for buckled configurations of the cantilever are derived in the present paper. 
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No. 11, pp 3923-39430, November 2019,  
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a complete direct approach to nonlinear modeling of thin plates, which 
are made of incompressible dielectric elastomers. In particular, the dielectric elastomers are assumed to exhibit 
a neo-Hookean elastic behavior, and the effect of electrostatic forces is incorporated by the purely electrical 
contribution to the augmented Helmholtz free energy. Our approach does not involve any extraction-type 
procedure from the three-dimensional energy to derive the plate augmented free energy, but directly postulates 
the form of this energy for the structural plate problem treated in this paper. Results computed within the 
framework of this novel approach are compared to results available in the literature as well as to our own three-
dimensional finite element solutions. A very good agreement is found. 
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“Distortional buckling of composite thin-walled columns of a box-type cross section with diaphragms”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 11, pp 3945-3961, November 2019,  
ABSTRACT: Distortional buckling of axially compressed columns of box-like composite cross sections with 
and without internal diaphragms is investigated in the framework of one-dimensional theory. The channel 
members are composed of unidirectional fibre-reinforced laminate. Two approaches to the member orthotropic 
material are applied: homogenization based on the theory of mixture and periodicity cells, and homogenization 
based on the Voigt–Reuss hypothesis. The principle of stationary total potential energy is applied to derive the 
governing differential equation. The obtained buckling stress is valid in the linear elastic range of column 
material behaviour. Numerical examples address simply supported columns, and analytical critical stress 
formulas are derived. The analytical and FEM solutions are compared, and sufficient accuracy of the results is 
observed. 
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“Nonlinear evolutionary problem for a laminated inhomogeneous spherical shell”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, 
No. 11, pp 3989-4020, November 2019,  
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, the finite deformations of a laminated inhomogeneous spherical shell are 
studied. A laminated shell can be considered as a limit case for multilayered shells when the thickness of each 
layer tends to zero while their quantity tends to infinity. Such a limit might be useful in modeling of 
multilayered structures with large amount of layers, for example, produced by layer-by-layer additive 
manufacturing. It is easy to explain the nature of inhomogeneity for multilayered structures (discrete 
inhomogeneity). It is just the result of the fact that in the stress-free state the shapes of layers do not fit to each 
other. Thus, they cannot be assembled without gaps or overlaps. Proper assembly becomes possible only after 
individual deformations of layers that cause self-equilibrated stresses in their assembly. The explanation of 
inhomogeneity for laminated structures (continuous inhomogeneity) is slightly more complicated. It can be 
given upon the idea of a continuous family of reference shapes that are free from stresses only locally. In the 
present paper, this approach is discussed in detail. To define measures for stresses and strains on laminated 
structures, one has to determine corresponding fields in some specific way. Such definitions that are obtained by 
formalism, adopted in the theory of smooth manifolds with non-Euclidean connection, are also given. To 
compare a discrete inhomogeneity with its continuous counterpart, the stress–strain states for the sequence of 
multilayered structures have been examined. The common factor of these structures is that they have equal final 
volume. Meanwhile, the number of layers increases with their order in the sequence. The measure for 
inhomogeneity related with non-Euclidean connection is found from a nonlinear evolutionary problem. To 
support improved understanding of the interplay between multilayered and laminated structures, the stresses and 
strains exerted in them are studied in comparison. Considerations of the reverse situation, in which some 
multilayered structure with discrete inhomogeneity is defined upon a given laminated structure, are also carried 
out. The convergence with decreasing maximal thickness for layers to the original laminated structure is 
illustrated numerically. In this, one can see similarity with the partitioning procedure in the theory of integrals. 
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Robert Winkler (Institute of Mechatronics, University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria), “Geometrically exact 
shell theory from a hierarchical perspective”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 11, pp 4077-4107, November 
2019,  
ABSTRACT: A hierarchic approach for the derivation of an infinite series of nonlinear ℓth-order shell theories 
from three-dimensional continuum mechanics based on a polynomial series expansion of the displacement field 
is recapitulated. Imposing the static constraints that second- and higher-order moments vanish, a ‘first-order’ 
shell theory is obtained without employing any kinematic constraints or geometric approximations. In 
particular, it is shown in full generality that, within the same theoretical framework, this static assumption, on 
the one hand, and a common Reissner–Mindlin-type kinematic assumption, on the other hand, lead to the same 
theory, for which the attribute geometrically exact is adopted from the literature. This coincidence can be 
interpreted as a theoretical justification for the heuristic Reissner–Mindlin assumption. Further, the unexpected 
but unavoidable appearance of transverse moment components (residual drill moments) is addressed and 
analysed. Feasible assumptions are formulated which allow to separate these drill components from the 
remaining balance equations without affecting the equilibrium of the standard static variables. This leads to a 
favourable structure of the component representation of balance equations in the sense that they formally 
coincide with the ones of linear shear-deformable shell theory. Finally, it is shown that this result affects the 
interpretation of applied boundary moments. 
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“Mechanics of structure genome-based global buckling analysis of stiffened composite panels”, Acta 
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ABSTRACT: Stiffened panels buckle under compressive loads which would degrade load-bearing capabilities 
of the structures. Fast yet accurate estimations of buckling loads and associated mode shapes are critical in the 
early stages of design and optimization. This paper presents a method based on the mechanics of structure 
genome (MSG) for the global buckling analysis of stiffened composite panels. The original geometrically 
nonlinear problem is mathematically reduced to a geometrically linear constitutive modeling of the structure 
genome and a geometrically nonlinear formulation of the macroscopic plate analysis. Validation case studies 
show that MSG is highly accurate and efficient as compared to the detailed finite element analysis. The 
buckling behaviors of stiffened panels under various boundary conditions and loadings are investigated. 
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ABSTRACT: The problem of stability of corrugated thin-wall expansion bellows under hydrostatic internal 
load is considered. The bellows is modeled by an elastic rod with equivalent tensile, bending, and shear 
stiffness. Equations for calculating the critical value of fluid pressure at which the bellows loses stability are 
analytically derived, using an expression for hydrostatic follower load. The equivalent stiffness of the bellows is 
determined further from the solution of static problems for the elastic corrugated shell. The numerical solutions 
of the boundary value problems and the critical values of the pressure are obtained by the finite difference 
method. Additionally, a computer model of the expansion bellows was developed by ANSYS software, and the 
bellows stability was analyzed using shell finite elements. Calculations confirm the necessity of accounting for 
the axial displacement of expansion joint support when determining the critical pressure. 
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prestressed coatings”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 11, pp 4137-4143, November 2019,  
ABSTRACT: The problem of large deformations of a composite nonlinear elastic hollow cylinder subjected to 
internal and external pressures and loaded at the ends by axial force and torque is considered. The composite 
cylinder is a tube with internal and external coatings in the form of prestressed hollow circular cylinders. The 
exact solution of the problem, which is valid for any models of isotropic incompressible elastic materials, is 
found. 
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“Nonlinear vibration analysis of graphene sheets resting on Winkler–Pasternak elastic foundation using an 
atomistic-continuum multiscale model”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 230, No. 12, pp 4157-4174, December 2019,  
ABSTRACT: Based on the higher-order Cauchy–Born (HCB) rule, an atomistic-continuum multiscale model is 
proposed to address the large-amplitude vibration problem of graphene sheets (GSs) embedded in an elastic 
medium under various kinds of boundary conditions. By HCB, a linkage is established between the deformation 
of the atomic structure and macroscopical deformation gradients without any parameter fitting. The elastic 
foundation is formulated according to the Winkler–Pasternak model which considers both normal pressure and 
transverse shear stress effects. The weak form of nonlinear governing equations is derived via a variational 
approach, namely based on the variational differential quadrature (VDQ) method and Hamilton’s principle. In 
order to solve the obtained equations, a numerical scheme is adopted in which the generalized differential 
quadrature (GDQ) method together with a numerical Galerkin technique is utilized for discretization in the 
space domain, and the time-periodic discretization method is used to discretize in the time domain. The effects 
of the arrangement of atoms, the Winkler and Pasternak coefficients of the elastic foundation, and boundary 



conditions on the frequency–response curves of GSs are illustrated. It is revealed that the nonlinear effects on 
the response of GSs with larger size in armchair direction are less important. 
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper, for the first time the vibration behavior of hybrid composite conical shells 
reinforced with shape memory alloy (SMA) fibers is investigated. The temperature-dependent properties of 
SMA fibers and composite are accurately considered. Using the one-dimensional constitutive law of Brinson, 
thermo-mechanical properties such as recovery stresses, elasticity modulus and shear modulus with uniform 
temperature change are calculated for SMA fibers. Love’s first approximation classical shell theory with von-
Kármán type of geometrical nonlinearity is used in conjunction with Hamilton’s principle for deriving the 
equations of motion. A semi-analytical solution is presented so that trigonometric functions are applied in the 
circumferential direction, and the generalized differential quadrature method is used to discretize the equations 
of motion along the longitudinal direction. Finally, parametric studies are done to investigate the effects of 
volume fraction, pre-strain, location of SMA fibers, boundary conditions, semi-vertex angle of the cone, and 
temperature on the vibration characteristics of the SMA hybrid composite conical shells. It is shown that a 
proper utilization of SMA fibers significantly increases the fundamental frequency and vibration control of the 
SMA hybrid composite conical shells. 
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ABSTRACT: The free vibration (FV) and dynamic stability (DS) analyzes are presented for functionally graded 
viscoelastic plates (FGVPs) under compressive load and resting on elastic foundations (EFs). Winkler elastic 
foundation models and Pasternak elastic foundation models are used as elastic foundations. The basic equations 
of FGVPs interacting with EFs are derived using the concepts of Boltzmann and Volterra. An analytical method 
for studying the DS and FV of FGVPs interacting with EFs is developed using the integro-differential 
equations. To solve the current problem, Galerkin and Laplace methods are used. A technique for the analysis 
of DS and FV of FGVPs on the EFs is developed. To confirm the proposed formulation, the results are 
compared with other available solutions. Finally, the influences of EFs, volume fractions and rheological 
constants on the critical times and frequencies depending on the geometrical characteristics and loading 
parameters are examined. 
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Masoud Forsat (Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Qatar University, P.O. Box 2713, Doha, 
Qatar), “Investigating nonlinear vibrations of higher-order hyper-elastic beams using the Hamiltonian method”, 
Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 1, pp 125-138, January 2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a higher-order shear deformation beam theory for modeling and nonlinear 
vibration analysis of hyper-elastic beams made of silicon rubber and unfilled natural rubber. Four models 
named neo-Hookean, Mooney–Rivlin, Ishihara, and Yeoh models are presented, and their efficacy in nonlinear 
dynamic modeling of hyper-elastic beams has been explored. Geometric nonlinearity of the hyper-elastic beam 
is considered based on von-Kármán-type nonlinearity. The hyper-elastic beam is resting on a nonlinearly 
hardening elastic foundation. It is shown that the Ishihara model is a suitable model for nonlinear vibration 
analysis of hyper-elastic beams accounting for the shear deformation effect. The nonlinear governing equations 
based on the presented beam theory are analytically solved via the Hamiltonian method to find nonlinear 
vibration frequencies. It is shown that the nonlinear vibration behavior of hyper-elastic beams is influenced by 
rubber-material type and material parameters of the hyper-elastic model. 
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Alireza Asnafi (Hydro-Aeronautical Research Center, Shiraz University, Shiraz, 71348-51154, Iran), “Chaotic 
analysis of Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic plates under combined transverse periodic and white noise excitation: an 
analytic approach”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 1, pp 139-154, January 2020,  
ABSTRACT: Due to the use of materials with high structural damping in new applications and the role of plates 
as one of the basic elements of many engineering and interdisciplinary structures, the study of the stability of 
viscoelastic plates is very important in real conditions. In this article, the border curves of instability for a 
nonlinear Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic plate under combined lateral periodic and white noise excitation are 
obtained analytically. Firstly, the governing equation of the plate is derived and then transformed into a 
nonlinear stochastic ordinary differential equation using Galerkin’s method. Secondly, Melnikov’s equation and 
its modified version in a stochastic sense are evaluated. At last, the border curves of instability for many types 
of plates and different variations of plate parameters and external excitations are obtained and drawn. The 
results show how and when the chaotic behavior changes by varying the plate parameters or fluctuating the 
intensities, magnitudes or frequencies of the external loads. It is shown that in the presence of white noise 
excitation the chaotic area become larger and this effect is larger at the frequencies far from the natural 
frequency of the corresponding linear system. It is also shown that under a combination of periodic and white 
noise excitations the chaotic behavior at low damping values might be completely different from the case there 
is only a periodic force. 
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and Engineering, Flinders University, Bedford Park, SA, 5042, Australia), “Durable pyroelectric shell structures 
for energy scavenging applications”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 1, pp 205-220, January 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In the light of the increasing growth of requests for applicable energy accounts, this study is 
driven by the desire to determine the energy interactions among the electrical, thermal and mechanical fields in 
pyroelectric shell structures. The principal purpose of the proposed work is to scrutinize how material properties 
synthesize new smart systems exhibiting higher levels of electrical energy while possessing considerably lower 
weight. To achieve such an aim, it is assumed that the material properties of the elastic medium would be 
graded through the thickness and the mechanical, electrical and thermal fields would have their own 
independent gradient indexes. If we nominate the grading indexes as design variables, the material elements of 
the solid should be appropriately functionalized, avoiding any problems stemming from the low electrical 
outputs of shell structures in energy-harvesting applications. To untangle the complex mathematics governing 
this problem, a skilfully merged algorithm of an advanced optimization method with two semi-analytical 
approaches is exploited. When the simulation is implemented, a significant increment in electrical energy in 
conjunction with a marked reduction in weight is reported. Further, the effects of inhomogeneity and thermal 
gradient on the electrostatic energy and weight, as well as the stress, displacement, electrical and thermal fields 
are graphically presented and discussed. With its material development and structural integrity, this study 
presents an efficient and cost-effective criterion for smart structures for scavenging energy from available 
thermo-electromechanical energy sources. 
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Austria), “Flexural vibrations of geometrically nonlinear composite beams with interlayer slip”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 1, pp 251-271, January 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s00707-019-02528-2  
ABSTRACT: This paper addresses moderately large vibrations of immovably supported three-layer composite 
beams. The layers of these structural members are elastically bonded, and as such, subjected to interlayer slip 
when excited. To capture the moderately large response, in the structural model a nonlinear axial strain- 
displacement relation is implemented. The Euler–Bernoulli kinematic assumptions are applied layerwise, and a 
linear interlaminar slip law is utilized. Accuracy and efficiency of the resulting nonlinear beam theory are 
validated by selective comparative plane stress finite element calculations. The outcomes of application 



examples demonstrate the grave effect of interlayer slip on the geometrically nonlinear dynamic response 
characteristic of layered beams.  
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Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy), “Methods and guidelines for the choice of shell theories”, Acta Mechanica, 
Vol. 231, No. 2, pp 395-434, February 2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper provides an overview of the modeling approaches adopted over the years to develop 
shell theories for composite structures. Furthermore, it presents a method to assess any structural theory 
concerning the accuracy and computational efficiency and trigger informed decisions on the structural theory to 
use for a given problem. This method exploits the synergies between the Carrera unified formulation and the 
axiomatic/asymptotic method. Typical outcomes are the best theory diagrams or the estimation of accuracy of a 
theory as compared to quasi-3D solutions. The proposed framework can be useful to provide guidelines on the 
construction of structural theories and can serve as a trainer for the deep learning of neural networks. 
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Xuan Thuy, Cau Giay, Hanoi, Vietnam and National Research Laboratory, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Sejong University, 209 Neungdong-ro, Gwangjin-gu, Seoul, 05006, Korea), “Nonlinear post-buckling and vibration of 2D 
penta-graphene composite plates”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 2, pp 539-559, February 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The newly developed penta-graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) carbon allotrope with promising 
mechanical properties. This paper investigates the nonlinear post-buckling and vibration of imperfect three-
dimensional penta-graphene composite plates resting on elastic foundations and subjected to uniform external 
pressure and axial compressive load. The elastic constants of the single-layer penta-graphene are fully 
determined by the density functional theory by fitting the equation of strain energy to the density functional 
theory energy. Specifically, the elastic constant 𝐶66 which has not been considered by other authors is also 
determined. The motion and compatibility equations are derived based on the classical plate theory taking into 
account von Karman geometrical nonlinearity, initial geometrical imperfection and Pasternak type elastic 
foundations. For nonlinear post-buckling, the Bubnov–Galerkin method is applied to obtain the load–deflection 
amplitude curves while the Runge–Kutta method and harmonic balance method are used to obtain the deflection 
amplitude–time curves and the amplitude–frequency curves for nonlinear vibration. Numerical results show the 
effects of geometrical parameters, initial imperfection and elastic foundations on the nonlinear post-buckling 
and vibration of the imperfect 2D penta-graphene plates. The present results are also compared to others to 
validate the accuracy of the applied method and approach. 
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Touraj Farsadi, Davood Asadi and Hasan Kurtaran, “Nonlinear flutter response of a composite plate applying 
curvilinear fiber paths”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 2, pp 715-731, February 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In the present study, nonlinear flutter and post-flutter behavior of a variable stiffness composite 
wing-like plate is investigated. The variable stiffness is obtained by varying fiber angles continuously according 
to a selected curvilinear fiber path function in the composite laminates. Flutter speed, limit cycle oscillations 
and bifurcation diagrams of the composite plate are explored for three different fiber path functions using the 
nonlinear structural model obtained based on the virtual work principle. The paper aims to exploit the ideal fiber 
paths with enhanced aeroelastic flutter and post-flutter properties for a composite plate in supersonic flow 
speed. First-order linear piston theory is applied to model the aerodynamics, and generalized differential 
quadrature is employed to solve the governing equations. Von Karman nonlinear strain theory is used to 
account for the geometric nonlinearities, and first-order shear deformation theory is employed to consider the 
transverse shear effects in the structural model. Time integration of the equation of motion is carried out using 
the Newmark average acceleration method. Different curvilinear fiber paths are introduced to enhance flutter 
instabilities and post-flutter behavior of the composite plate. Results demonstrate that the fiber orientation has a 
significant effect on the dynamic behavior of the plate and the asymmetric properties as well as the behavior of 
the limit cycle oscillation. 
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China), “Generalized variational principles for buckling analysis of circular cylinders”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 
231, No. 3, pp 899-906, March 2020,  
ABSTRACT: A generalized variational principle and a parameterized generalized variational principle are 
obtained for large deformation analysis of circular cylinders by the semi-inverse method; all known variational 
principles in the literature are special cases of the obtained parameterized functional. In this approach, a trial 
functional is constructed with an energy-like integral involving an unknown function, which is identified step 
by step. The present paper provides a quite straightforward but rigorous tool to the construction of a variational 
principle for the shell or plate buckling. 
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nanotube sandwich plate structure under thermoelastic loading”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 3, pp 1106-
1123, March 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The large deformation and stresses (normal and shear) of the graded nanotube-reinforced 
sandwich structure are numerically investigated under the influence of mechanical loading and a uniform 
temperature field. A higher-order nonlinear finite element model in conjunction with the direct iterative 
technique has been adopted for the solution purpose. Also, the structural distortion was modeled via the full-
scale geometrical nonlinearity (Green–Lagrange strain) in the framework of higher-order displacement 
functions. Further, to replicate the actual operational conditions, the temperature-dependent properties of the 
individual material constituents (i.e., carbon nanotube and polymer) have been implemented in the current 
material modeling steps. The final deflections and stress values are evaluated via an own developed computer 
code using the currently proposed nonlinear mathematical formulation. The model accuracy and solution 
stability are checked by comparing the responses (deflection and stress) with available published results. Lastly, 
a variety of numerical examples is solved for different design parameters and deliberated in detail. 
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M. Lezgy-Nazargah, “A four-variable global–local shear deformation theory for the analysis of deep curved 
laminated composite beams”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 4, pp 1403-1434, April 2020,  
ABSTRACT: A precise global–local shear deformation theory is developed for the prediction of static and 
dynamic behaviors of thin and thick layered curved beams. The effect of deepness is considered in the 
derivation of the proposed beam theory. Variations of the shear stress along the thickness direction of the 
curved beam are approximated by using a global parabolic shear stress function which is locally refined at each 
layer. The zero conditions of shear stresses on the boundary surfaces of the curved beam are exactly satisfied, 
and no shear correction coefficient is needed. One of the important features of the present theory is that it has 
only four unknown field variables, which is only one more than the first-order shear deformation theory. A 
displacement-based finite element model is employed for solving the governing equations. For validation, the 
results obtained from static and free vibration tests are compared with the results of three-dimensional (3D) 
finite element analysis, classical theories, and other advanced shear deformation beam theories. The obtained 
numerical results show that the present model can precisely predict static and free vibration responses of both 
shallow and deep composite beams with arbitrary boundary and layup conditions. 
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“Dynamic analysis of an elastic plate on a cross-anisotropic and continuously nonhomogeneous viscoelastic 
half-plane under a moving load”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 4, pp 1567-1585, April 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The dynamic response of an elastic thin plate to a load moving on its surface with constant 
velocity is determined analytically. The plate rests on a cross-anisotropic and continuously nonhomogeneous 
viscoelastic half-plane soil medium. Soil nonhomogeneity is associated with elastic moduli increasing with 
depth. Viscoelastic effects are introduced via the hysteretic damping model. The solution of the problem is 
obtained with the aid of the complex Fourier series method involving the horizontal coordinate x and the time t. 
Thus, the governing partial differential equations of motion for the plate–soil system are reduced to an algebraic 
equation for the plate and a system of two ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients for the soil. 
This system is solved analytically by the method of Frobenius. Compatibility and dynamic equilibrium at the 
plate–soil interface as well as boundary conditions at the plate surface and at infinite soil depth enable one to 
finally obtain the response for both the plate and the soil analytically. Verification of the solution is done by 
means of comparisons with the known existing analytical solutions for the special cases of isotropy and 
homogeneity with or without the plate. Parametric studies are finally performed, and the effects of soil 
anisotropy, nonhomogeneity and damping on the plate and the supporting soil are assessed. 
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Road, BP 2202, Fez, Morocco), “New finite element model for the stability analysis of a functionally graded 
material thin plate under compressive loadings”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 4, pp 1587-1601, April 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The main objective of this work is to present a finite element model for the stability analysis of 
functionally graded material thin plates subjected to uniaxial and biaxial loads. This model is developed using 
the classic thin plate’s kinematics of von Kármán. Static equilibrium equations are established by means of the 
principle of stationary potential energy. The formulation is made without any homogenization technique or rule 
of mixtures; thus, the stress and strain vectors are split into two parts: a membrane part and a second bending 
part. For the elastic behavior matrix, it is written in dimensionless form. The finite element discretization is 
done using a four-node quadrilateral element with five degrees of freedom per node. Lagrange bilinear shape 
function are adopted for the membrane components, and Hermite’s high-degree shape function are adopted for 
the flexural component. The critical buckling loads are established by solving the eigenvalue problem. The 
efficiency of the model is tested on several examples of buckling plates under different types of loading. In the 
present study, specimens of rectangular and perforated plates were tested in three different loading conditions: 
uniaxial compression, biaxial compression, and compression–traction. 
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ABSTRACT: A biologically microscopic system presenting a highly scientific interest is the microtubule (MT). 
Our research endeavor revolves around the eigenfrequencies’ analysis of an MT embedded in the cytoplasm of 
the cell by means of the nonlocal integral elasticity for the first time. The MT is simulated as a beam and the 
cytoplasm as a Pasternak-type elastic foundation, respectively. The responses of the nonlocal integral stress 
models show to have a softening behavior in comparison with that of the classic model. Unlike the nonlocal 
differential model, no paradoxes and inconsistencies are raised for the nonlocal integral models. Our research 
conclusions are a hopeful sign for the applications of biomaterials and bioengineering structures. 
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“A quadrature element formulation of geometrically nonlinear laminated composite shells incorporating 
thickness stretch and drilling rotation”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 5, pp 1685-1709, May 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a weak form quadrature element formulation of a geometrically nonlinear shell 
model is proposed and applied for analysis of laminated composite shell structures. Thickness stretch 
parameters of the shell are incorporated for introducing 3D constitutive relations in the formulation. A drilling 
rotation constraint on the basis of polar decomposition of a modified deformation gradient is enforced by the 
Lagrange multiplier method and employed for implementing spatial finite rotations. The present formulation is 
shown to be feasible to model complex structures and circumvent locking problems naturally. A series of 
numerical benchmark examples are presented to demonstrate the validity of the formulation. 
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“Vibration analysis of functionally graded thermoelastic nonlocal sphere with dual-phase-lag effect”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 5, pp 1765-1781, May 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s00707-020-02612-y 
ABSTRACT: The vibration of a functionally graded axisymmetric nonlocal thermoelastic hollow sphere with 
dual-phase-lag effect is addressed in this paper. Surfaces of the sphere are assumed to be thermally insulated or 
isothermal and stress free. According to a simple power law, the material is assumed to be graded in the radial 
direction. The linear theory of modified thermoelasticity with a dual phase lag based on Eringen’s nonlocal 
elasticity is employed to model this problem. The Matrix Frobenius method of continued power series is 
introduced to derive the analytical solutions. The phase velocity relations for the existence of various modes of 
vibrations in the designed hollow sphere are derived in compact forms. In order to explore the attributes of 
vibrations, the fixed-point numerical iteration technique is used to solve the secular equations. The numerical 
computations for the material crust in respect of the natural frequencies, thermoelastic damping and the 
frequency shifting are presented graphically using MATLAB software tools. 
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composite panels under shear loading”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 5, pp 1805-1820, May 2020, 
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ABSTRACT: The present work focuses on the effect of rotational restraints on the shear buckling of 
symmetrically laminated curved composite panels. The Sanders–Koiter shell theory and a first-order shear 
deformation scheme were used for the mathematical representation of the deformation kinematics of cylindrical 
shells. The eigenvalue buckling equations were obtained using the principle of minimum total potential energy 
and by employing the Ritz method. The solution for the deformed shape was approximated as a series of 
trigonometric functions compatible with the essential boundary conditions of the problem. The effect of the 
rotational and torsional springs was incorporated by adding their corresponding potential energy to the total 
potential energy of the panel-loading system. Using the developed formulation, the effect of the influential 
parameters such as aspect ratio, panel curvature and restraint stiffness on the buckling strength of a specific 
class of laminates was studied extensively. To present the results in a more insightful manner, non-dimensional 
parameters were used in parametric studies. To normalize the effect of torsional elements, a new non-
dimensional parameter was introduced. 
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ABSTRACT: In this article, buckling analysis of a porous nanocomposite cylindrical shell reinforced with 
graphene platelets (GPLs) using first-order shear deformation theory is carried out. Internal pores and GPLs are 
scattered uniformly and/or nonuniformly in the thickness direction. The mechanical properties such as the 
effective modulus of elasticity through the thickness direction are computed by the modified Halpin–Tsai 
micromechanics approach, whereas density and Poisson ratio are in accordance with the rule of mixtures. The 
Rayleigh–Ritz method is employed to obtain a critical buckling load of the graphene-reinforced porous 
cylindrical shell. The accuracy of the obtained formulation is validated by comparing the numerical results with 
those reported in the available literature as well as with the software ABAQUS. Moreover, the effects of 
patterns of internal pores and GPLs distribution, GPLs weight fraction, density and size of internal pores, 
different boundary conditions, geometric factors such as mid-radius to thickness ratio and shape of graphene 
platelets on the buckling performance of the functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced composite porous 
cylindrical shell are explored. 
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“On the static and dynamic stability of spherical sandwich shell panels with viscoelastic material core and 
laminated composite face sheets under uniaxial and biaxial harmonic excitations”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, 
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ABSTRACT: The buckling and parametric resonance characteristics of laminated composite spherical 
sandwich shell panels with viscoelastic material (VEM) core are investigated in the present analysis considering 
full geometric nonlinearity in the Green–Lagrange sense. The study includes the longitudinal strain and normal 
strain in the transverse direction along with transverse shear deformation of the VEM core. The core 
displacements are considered to be varying linearly along the thickness and those of the face sheets follow first-
order shear deformation theory. An eight-noded sandwich shell finite element of the serendipity family is 
adopted to discretize the sandwich shell panel domain. The finite element-based equation of motion is derived 
using Hamilton’s principle in the form of the Mathieu–Hill-type equation. The dynamic instability regions are 
obtained by applying Hsu’s criteria-based Saito–Otomi conditions to the transformed equation motion. An in-
house finite element-based code is developed in the MATLAB platform to solve the stability problem and to 
establish the stability regions. A parametric study is carried out to investigate the influence of different system 
parameters on the critical buckling load and the parametric resonance of the sandwich shell panels. It is noted 
that an increase in core and constraining layer thicknesses increases the critical buckling load of the sandwich 
shell panels. The stability boundaries are observed to shift toward a higher-excitation-frequency region in the 
stability diagram with an increase in constraining layer thickness and a decrease in aspect ratio. 
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ABSTRACT: Ceramic coatings are ideal materials for thermal protection systems such as the thermal shield of 
the space shuttle. In a high-temperature environment, material properties of ceramics strongly depend on the 
temperature. The severe mismatch of material properties between the ceramic coating and the substrate can 
result in progressive mechanical failure of thermal protection system. This paper investigates delamination and 
buckling behaviors between a temperature-dependent ceramic coating and a porous substrate. The shear stress 
intensity factor at the tips of the delamination crack and buckling region are derived. Based on the stress 
intensity factor, the critical temperature of the coating buckling from the substrate is obtained. A fitting formula 
of the critical buckling temperature with respect to the length-to-thickness ratio of the coating, and the buckling 
region is obtained. It is found that the effect of the temperature dependence of material properties on 
delamination and buckling is more significant for higher temperatures than for lower temperatures. The critical 
temperatures of delamination and buckling are overestimated if the temperature dependence of material 
properties is neglected. The critical temperatures of delamination and buckling increase with the porosity of the 
substrate. 
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piezoelectric two-dimensional quasicrystal cylindrical shell filled with compressible fluid using the state-space 
approach”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2351-2368, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The state-space approach is developed to analyze the dynamic behaviors of a multilayered two-
dimensional piezoelectric quasicrystal circular cylinder filled with the compressible fluid. With simple support 
at both ends, the hollow cylindrical shell has imperfect bonding between the layers. The analytical solution of a 
homogeneous cylindrical shell has been derived based on the state equations. The general solution for the 
corresponding multilayered case is also obtained by utilizing the propagator matrix method. The numerical 
results present the natural frequencies in free vibration with different length-to-radius and radius-to-thickness 
ratios. The critical load and dynamic behaviors of the model are exactly predicted in the axial buckling problem. 
For the impulse case, the influences of the density of the filled fluid and coefficients of interfacial imperfections 
on the dynamic responses are also discussed. 
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Francesco Penta, “Buckling analysis of periodic Vierendeel beams by a micro-polar homogenized model”, Acta 
Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2399-2424, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the buckling analysis of periodic beams by a geometrically nonlinear 
equivalent micro-polar model that is built through the results of the unit cell transfer matrix eigenanalysis. The 
periodic system considered is the Vierendeel girder under compressive axial loads. The stiffness properties of 
the equivalent model are evaluated by an averaging process of unit cell strain energies associated with the inner 
force transmission modes, without any assumption on the real beam kinematics. Hence, equilibrium equations 
are achieved by the virtual power principle. Closed-form solutions are obtained for the girder critical loads and 
deformed shapes. They are of great accuracy in a wide range of conditions. However, model longitudinal shear 
strains are geometrically not compatible when the shear force is not uniform. Therefore, in cases where the 
girder response is dominated by these strains, the accuracy of buckling load estimates may be poor. To 
overcome this limitation, using a particular solution of the model equilibrium equations, the search for the 
critical load is carried out re-stating the buckling problem in an alternative form: conditions are investigated 
under which a system of self-equilibrated inner bending moments, able to bend the equivalent beam without 
violating geometrical compatibility, will exist. It is shown that this system is defined by an integral equation 
that, when solved by the Galerkin method, leads to buckling load estimates and deformed shapes that are in very 
close agreement with the ones obtained from classical finite element models. 
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Egyetemváros, Hungary), “Dual-mixed hp-version axisymmetric shell finite element using NURBS mid-surface 
interpolation”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2457-2483, June 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s00707-020-
02661-3 
ABSTRACT: A new, general hp-version axisymmetric finite element is derived for the boundary value 
problems of thin linearly elastic shells of revolution, applying a complementary strain energy-based three-field 
dual-mixed variational principle. For the interpolation of the mid-surface geometry, non-uniform rational B-
splines—NURBS—is used. The independent field variables of the weak formulation are the a priori non-
symmetric stress tensor, the displacement vector, and the infinitesimal skew-symmetric rotation tensor. The 
theoretical model of the shell formulation is based on a consistent dimensional reduction process and a 
systematic variable-number reduction procedure. The inverse of the unvaried three-dimensional constitutive 
equation is employed since neither the classical kinematical assumptions nor the stress hypotheses are built in 
the mathematical model; namely, both the through-the-thickness variation and the normal stress to the shell 



mid-surface are not excluded. The new hp axisymmetric shell finite element is tested by a representative model 
problem for extremely thin and moderately thick, singly and doubly curved shells of negative and positive 
Gaussian curvature. Following from the numerical experiments, the constructed hp-shell finite element gives 
locking-free results not only for the displacement but also for the stresses. 
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reinforced composite circular cylindrical shells”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2497-2519, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: The nonlinear forced vibration characteristics of functionally graded carbon nanotube reinforced 
composite (FG-CNTRC) circular cylindrical shells are investigated. On the basis of Reddy’s first-order shear 
deformation theory, von Kármán geometric nonlinearity and Hamilton’s principle, the equations of motion are 
derived. The Galerkin technique is applied to discretize the partial differential equations into nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations, which are reduced by using Volmir’s assumption and the static condensation method. 
The incremental harmonic balance method is applied to analyze the dynamic response of FG-CNTRC 
cylindrical shells. A convergence study on the mode expansions is conducted by considering both axisymmetric 
and asymmetric modes. The natural frequencies and the resonance responses are compared with existing studies 
to examine the validity of this study. The effects of distribution and volume fraction of carbon nanotube, 
thickness-to-radius ratio, length-to-radius ratio, dimensionless radial excitation amplitude and damping ratio on 
the resonance responses of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells are discussed. The results show that the reduced 
model of the system is reasonable. The frequency responses of FG-CNTRC cylindrical shells show both 
hardening and softening types of nonlinearities, and they are greatly influenced by the change of the 
fundamental vibrational mode. 
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functionally graded circular cylindrical shell resting on Winkler–Pasternak foundation with different boundary 
conditions under thermal environment”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2545-2564, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In this paper, the analytical free-vibration analysis of a stiffened functionally graded circular 
cylindrical shell resting on a Winkler–Pasternak foundation is reported. Various boundary conditions and the 
thermal effect are considered. Material properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent and vary 
continuously across the shell’s thickness according to the power law distribution of the volume fraction of 
constituents. In order to derive the governing equations of the cylindrical shell structure, Hamilton’s principle 
together with the first-order shear deformation theory and the Lekhnitsky smeared stiffener technique is applied. 
The natural frequencies of the shell are determined by applying the Galerkin method together with the beam 
functions for the axial displacement fields. A good agreement between the present results and those available in 
the literature is observed. In numerical investigations, the influence of temperature field, material volume 
fraction index, elastic foundation coefficients, boundary conditions, and geometrical ratios on the fundamental 
natural frequencies of the shell is also given and discussed in detail. 
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O. Civalek and M. H. Jalaei, “Buckling of carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced composite skew plates by the 
discrete singular convolution method”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2565-2587, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: A geometric transformation method based on discrete singular convolution (DSC) is firstly 
applied to solve the buckling problem of a functionally graded carbon nanotube (FG-CNT)-reinforced 
composite skew plate. The straight-sided quadrilateral plate geometry is mapped into a square domain in the 
computational space using a four-node DSC transformation method. Hence, the related governing equations of 
plate buckling and boundary conditions of the problem are transformed from the physical domain into a square 



computational domain by using the geometric transformation-based singular convolution. The discretization 
process is achieved via the DSC method together with numerical differential and two different regularized 
kernels such as regularized Shannon’s delta and Lagrange-delta sequence kernels. The accuracy of the present 
DSC results is first verified, and then, a detailed parametric study is presented to show the impacts of CNT 
volume fraction, CNT distribution pattern, geometry of the skew plate and skew angle on the axial and biaxial 
buckling responses of FG-CNTR composite skew plates with different boundary conditions. Some new results 
related to critical buckling of an FG-CNT-reinforced composite skew plate are also presented, which can serve 
as benchmark solutions for future investigations. 
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A. Kaveh, A. Dadras Eslamlou, N. Geran Malek and R. Ansari, “An open-source computational framework for 
optimization of laminated composite plates”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2629-2650, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In the present paper, a flexible framework is developed for the optimization of composite 
laminate plates. In this framework, an optimization algorithm is employed to find the optimal stacking sequence 
design of the FE models by interfacing the Abaqus solver with MATLAB through a Python script. The Python 
script submits dimension, orientation, and diameter of the cutout combinations to Abaqus/CAE. The 
performance of the codes is validated by applying them to several problems of previous research. Three distinct 
types of boundary conditions, namely CCCC, SCSC, and SSSS, with different geometries comprising a square 
and rectangular plates with and without cutouts, are considered as optimal design problems. Besides that, 
analyses are performed on new symmetrical composites with 16 and 80 plies. The framework is equipped with 
the GA for optimizing the fiber orientations and maximizing the buckling capacities. The results are 
comprehensively discussed, showing a reasonable agreement with the literature. This code can easily be used by 
scientists and industry professionals as an automated tool for optimizing different finite element models and 
using any arbitrary optimization algorithm. 
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E. Mahmoudpour, “Nonlinear resonant behavior of thick multilayered nanoplates via nonlocal strain gradient 
elasticity theory”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 6, pp 2651-2667, June 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In this study, the nonlinear forced vibration of simply supported multilayered nanoplates in the 
framework of the first-order shear deformation of Mindlin plate theory based on the nonlocal strain gradient 
elasticity theory is investigated. The nonlinear von Karman strain–displacement relation is employed. The 
interaction of van der Waals forces between adjacent layers of a multilayered nanoplate is considered. The 
harmonic balance method is used to analyze the nonlinear resonance behavior of a thick nanoplate. The primary 
resonance and the secondary resonance which consist of superhamonic and subharmonic resonance are 
investigated. As a main result, by increasing the thickness of a thick nanoplate, the subharmonic resonance 
disappears and the frequency response curves imply non-resonant behavior, responses with finite amplitudes 
and different shapes for different thicknesses of thick nanoplates. At the end, the natural frequencies of thick 
multilayered nanoplates are obtained, and the effect of variation of nonlocal parameter, strain gradient 
parameter, number of layers and thickness of the nanoplate on the frequency response curves and stable and 
unstable regions is investigated. 
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Duy Vo and Pruettha Nanakorn, “A total Lagrangian Timoshenko beam formulation for geometrically nonlinear 
isogeometric analysis of planar curved beams”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 7, pp 2827-2847, July 2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new total Lagrangian Timoshenko beam formulation with the isogeometric 
analysis approach for a geometrically nonlinear analysis of planar curved beams. The proposed formulation is 
derived from the two-dimensional continuum theory, and a beam configuration is characterized by the beam 
axis and the director vectors of cross sections. Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curves are used for the 
geometric representation of the beam axis and the discretization of the unknown kinematics, i.e., the 
translational displacements of the beam axis and the cross-sectional rotation angle. Several well-established 
examples covering the analysis of many types of beam, i.e., straight, curved, and free-form beams with varying 
curvature, are considered. The obtained results by the proposed formulation are compared with those in the 
literature, and the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed formulation are assessed. The prominent properties 
of using NURBS curves in analysis, i.e., effective reduction in locking effects, higher accuracy per degree-of-
freedom, and better geometric representations, are also verified for the proposed beam formulation. 
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Korosh Khorshidi, Mahdi Karimi and Marco Amabili, “Aeroelastic analysis of rectangular plates coupled to 
sloshing fluid”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 8, pp 3183-3198, August 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In this study, an aeroelastic model that accounts for the fluid–structure interaction is developed to 
investigate vibration and stability of rectangular plates in contact with sloshing fluid on one side and under 
supersonic aeroelastic load on the other side. The fifth-order shear deformation theory, which is capable of 
considering rotary inertia and transverse shear stress, is employed to model the structure. Bulging and sloshing 
modes of the incompressible, inviscid and irrotational fluid are obtained with satisfying Laplace’s equation and 
fluid boundary conditions. The first-order piston theory is applied to consider the supersonic aeroelastic load. 
On the basis of Hamilton’s principle, the governing equations of the coupled fluid–structure system are derived 
and discretized using the Galerkin method. Numerical results for specific cases are compared with available 
results in the literature and an excellent agreement is observed. In the discussion section, influences of various 
parameters such as the dimensions of the fluid domain, plate dimensions and aerodynamic parameters on the 
natural frequencies and flutter behavior are studied. 
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analysis of a sandwich beam considering porous core and SMA hybrid composite face layers on Vlasov’s 
foundation”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 8, pp 3199-3218, August 2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to investigate the free and forced vibration behavior of a sandwich beam with 
functionally graded porous core and composite face layers embedded with shape memory alloy (SMA). Three 
different porosity patterns are assumed through the thickness direction of the core, and composite face layers 
are reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNT). The sandwich beam is resting on an elastic foundation which is 
simulated by Vlasov’s model. By using Hamilton’s principle and first-order shear deformation theory, the 
governing equations of motion are derived. The analytical solution is presented to solve the equations of motion 
using Navier’s solution. Results are verified with corresponding literatures. Finally, the effects of important 
parameters such as temperature, volume fraction of SMA, porosity distribution, weight fraction of CNT, and 
geometric parameters are explored in detail. 
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Hamidreza Eipakchi, Farid Mahboubi Nasrekani and Sepideh Ahmadi, “An analytical approach for the 
vibration behavior of viscoelastic cylindrical shells under internal moving pressure”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, 
No. 8, pp 3405-3418, August 2020,  
ABSTRACT: In the current paper, the vibrational behavior of viscoelastic cylindrical shells under moving 
internal pressure is studied, analytically. The viscoelastic behavior is considered as viscoelastic in shear and 
elastic in the bulk. The equations of motion are extracted based on the classical shell theory by applying 
Hamilton’s principle. These equations which are a system of coupled partial differential equations are solved by 
employing a closed form mathematic method, and the natural frequencies, the critical velocity, and response 
due to moving pressure are determined. Moreover, the effects of different geometric and viscoelastic parameters 
on the results are studied. The results are compared with the finite element analysis and the results available in 
the literature. 
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Ali Saeedi, Behrooz Hassani and Amir Farzam, “Simultaneous modeling and structural analysis of curvilinearly 
stiffened plates using an isogeometric approach”, Acta Mechanica, Vol. 231, No. 8, pp 3473-3498, August 
2020,  
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to study the buckling and bending analysis of curvilinearly stiffened plates by 
using an isogeometric approach. First-order shear deformation theory is adopted to model the behaviors of 
stiffened plates. Based on the employed approach, it is easy to model stiffeners with different sizes and layouts, 
since the degrees of freedom for the whole structure are integrated into those of the original plate leading to a 
relatively low computational cost. The performance of the proposed approach is validated via a couple of 
benchmark problems available in the literature, and the effect of different parameters including bending 
stiffness, relative mass, cross section, and shape of stiffener on the buckling and